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Ms. ZOE LOFGREN of California, from the Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct, submitted the following

R E P O R T
[To accompany H. Res. 1737]

The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct (‘‘Committee’’)
submits this privileged report pursuant to House Rule XI, Clause
3(a)(2) and House Rule XIII, Clause 5(a)(5), which authorize the
Committee to investigate any alleged violation by a Member, officer, or employee of the House of Representatives of the Code of Official Conduct or of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard of
conduct applicable to the conduct of such Member, officer, or employee and to submit to the House a privileged report recommending action by the House as a result of such an investigation.
This report: (1) summarizes the Committee’s investigation of
Representative Charles B. Rangel relating to Representative Rangel’s violations of House Rules, the Code of Ethics for Government
Service, New York city and state laws and regulations, federal laws
and other applicable standards related to his solicitation of donations on behalf of the City College of New York for the Rangel Center for Public Service, his use of a rent-stabilized apartment for his
campaign committees, and his failure to file accurate Financial Disclosure Statements and federal tax returns in numerous years; (2)
gives the evidence supporting the Committee’s findings; and (3) explains the Committee’s reasons for recommending to the House of
Representatives that, pursuant to Article I, Section 5, Clause 2 of
the United States Constitution and Committee Rule 24(e), that
Representative Rangel be censured by the U.S. House of Representatives.
62–564
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A. PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On November 16, 2010, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that the evidence presented by Committee counsel on behalf of the
Investigative Subcommittee was sufficient to prove Counts I, II, IV,
and VI–XIII of the Statement of Alledged Violation by clear and
convincing evidence. On November 17, 2010, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee reported its findings to the Committee pursuant to Committee Rule 23(p). On November 18, 2010, the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct held a Sanction Hearing at which
Committee counsel and Representative Rangel, pro se, made oral
submissions regarding what sanction, if any, the Committee should
recommend to the House. Following the hearing, the Committee
met in executive session to deliberate on what, if any, sanction
would be recommended to the House of Representatives, pursuant
to Committee Rule 24(c). This Committee also adopted a resolution
for submission to the House of Representatives and adopted a report to accompany that resolution.
B. FINDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL
CONDUCT AND REASONS FOR THE RECOMMENDED SANCTION
The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct adopts as its
findings in this matter the report of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, attached.
Although prior Committee precedent for recommendation of censure involved many cases of direct financial gain, this Committee’s
recommendation for censure is based on the cumulative nature of
the violations and not any direct personal financial gain.
After considering the Adjudicatory Subcommittee report and the
oral submissions of Committee counsel and Representative Rangel
at the Sanction Hearing, the Committee concluded that the eleven
violations committed by Representative Rangel on a continuous
and prolonged basis were more serious in character, meriting a
strong Congressional response rebuking his behavior. In addition to
censure, the Committee recommends Representative Rangel pay
restitution to the appropriate taxing authorities or the U.S. Treasury for any unpaid estimated taxes outlined in Exhibit 066 on income received from his property in the Dominican Republic and
provide proof of payment to the Committee. A majority of the Committee agreed to recommend that the House of Representatives
adopt a resolution in the following form:
HOUSE RESOLUTION
Resolved, That (1) Representative Charles B. Rangel of
New York be censured; (2) Representative Charles B. Rangel forthwith present himself in the well of the House for
the pronouncement of censure; (3) Representative Charles
B. Rangel be censured with the public reading of this resolution by the Speaker; and (4) Representative Rangel pay
restitution to the appropriate taxing authorities or the
U.S. Treasury for any unpaid estimated taxes outlined in
Exhibit 066 on income received from his property in the
Dominican Republic and provide proof of payment to the
Committee.

3
Statement Pursuant to House Rule XIII, Clause 3(C)(1): No oversight findings are considered pertinent.
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ATTACHMENT I

6
IN THE MATTER OF

REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL

November 16,2010: The Adjudicatory Subcommittee from the

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct submitted the following:

REPORT

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
submits this repOlt to the full Committee pursuant to Committee Rule 23(p).

The Report

summarizes the Adjudicatory Subcommittee's findings in In the Matter of Representative

Charles B. Rangel. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee is transmitting with this report all motions,
transcripts of evidence, correspondence, and other relevant items generated or received by the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee during these proceedings.
PROCEDURAIJ HISTORY

On July 22, 2010, after receiving the Statement of Alleged Violation and associated
pleadings and re.sponses from the Investigative Subcommittee in this matter, and acting pursuant
to Committee Rule 23, the Chair designated an Adjudicatory Subcommittee and Representative
Rangel was infOlll1ed of the designation. On October 7,2010, by public statement the Chair of
the Adjudicatory Subcommittee set November 15, 2010, at 9 a.m., as the date and time for tIle
Adjudicatory Subcommittee to convene its public hearing. By letter to the parties on October 12,
2010, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee gave Representative Rangel and Committee Counsel
notice of the schedule and procedures for the adjndicatory headng as set forth in Committee Rule
23.
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On November 15, 2010, pursuant to Committee Rule 23 and consistent with the other
Committee and House Rules govel1ling these proceedings, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee
commenced a hearing to determine whether any counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation
have been proven by clear and convincing evidence. Committee Cotmsel made motions to
introduce cxhibits and witness affidavits into the record, both of which werc granted. Committee
Counsel then made motions that there were no issues of material fact as to any of the thirteen
counts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation and seeking to commit the matter to the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee for its deliberation and vote. By unanimous vote the Adjudicatory
Subcolllmittee granted those motions.
After the hearing was adjourned, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee began its deliberations
in executive session.

At the conclusion of several hours of deliberation, the Adjudicatory

Subcommittee made the following findings with regard to the counts in the Statement of Alleged
Violation, pursuant to the vote requirements ofCommittee Rule 23(0).
FINDINGS

The Adjudicatory Subconnnittee found that Count I of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that between 2005 and 2008, Representative Rangel personally signed and sent form letters to
over 100 foundations, including, inter alia, the Verizon Foundation, New York Life FOllildation,
The StalT Foundation, Ford Foundation, AT&T Foundation, Citi Foundation, lPMorgan Chase
Foundation, MClTiII Lynch & Co. Foundation, MctLife Foundation, Bristol-Meyers Squibb
Foundation, Goldman Sachs Foundation, and Wachovia Foundation, soliciting donations to the
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City College of New York (CCNY), an entity qualified under § l70(c) of the Internal Revenue
Code, for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service (Rangel Center). The Adjudicatory
Subcommittee also found that Representative Rangel sent personal letters to David Rockefeller,
Donald Trump, and Hank Greenberg seeking donations to CCNY for the Rangel Center. The
Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that each of these entities and individuals had interests that
could have been substantially affected by the performance or nonpelfonnanee of Representative
Rangel's official duties as a Member of the United States House of Representatives and the
Committee on Ways and Means in particular. These letters were written on congressional
letterhead bearing the words "United States Congress" and "House of Representatives."
Enclosed with Inany of the letters was a brochure that requested a gift of "$30,000,000 or
$6,000,OOO/year for five years." Tlu'ough this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated
the solicitation ban enumerated in 5 U.S.C. § 7353.

The Adjudicatory SubcolTnnittee found that Count II of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangcl solicitcd donations for the Rangel Ccnter from individuals and
entities with business before the House of Representatives and the Conunittee on Ways and
Means and that many of these individuals and entities gave money to CCNY for the Rangel
Center simply because Representative Rangel asked. The Adjudicatory SubcOlrnnittee also found
that Representative Rangel solicited donations from individuals and entities during a period
when Representative Rangel and his staff were also conununicating with thosc persons'
representatives about legislation that could impact their interests.

The Adjudicatory

Subcommittee found that these donations were a favor or benefit to Representative Rangel,
3
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which may be consttued by reasonable persons as influencing the perfol1nance of his official
duties. Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated the Code of Ethics for
Government Service, clause 5.

Count III
A majority of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee was unable to find that Count III of the
Statcment of Alleged Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence.

Count IV
The Adjudicatory SUbCOn1ll1ittee found that Count N of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. TIle Adjudicatory Subconunittee found
that Representative Rarlgel used his Frank to send a letter and brochure to the New York Stock
Exchange Foundation's Leon Panetta soliciting a donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center. The
Adjudicatory Subcommittee also found evidence in the record that Representative Rangel used
his Frank to send other mailings related to the Rarlgel Center based on his Chief of Staff George
Dalley's lmcontested testimony before the Investigative Subcommittee.

The Adjudicatory

Subcommittee found that Representative Rangel was a person entitled to use the Frank who
permitted its use for the benefit or use of CCNY. TIlrough this course of conduct, Representative
Rangel violated Sections 3210 and 3215 of Title 39 of thc United States Code, as well as the
Franking regulations.

The conduct underlying Count V of the Statement of Alleged Violation is the same
conduct underlying Count IV. The Adjudicatory SUbeOn1ll1ittee is taking no action with regard

4
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to Count V because the Adjudicatory Subcommittee believes the jurisdiction to charge and find a
violation of this criminal statute more properly lies with the executive branch and judicial
branc11.
Count VI
The Adjudicatory Subconunittee found that Count VI of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The AdjudicatOlY Subcommittee found
that, between 2005 and 2008, Representative Rangel prepared more than 100 letters soliciting on
behalf of CCNY for the Rangel Center from Representative Rangel's Washington, D.C.,
congressional office. Testimony provided by Representative Rangel's Chief of Staff indicates
that these letters were stored in electronic fonn on computers owned by the House of
Representatives and in hard copy in Representative Rangel's Washington, D.C., congressional
office.

Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated the House Office

Building Conmlission regulations.
Count VII
TIle Adjudicatory Subconnnittee found that Count VII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. Representative Rangel use.d official
I-louse resources to support fundraising efforts for the Rangel Center. Those resources hlcluded:
staff time; House telephones, computers, prillters, and fax machines; stationery and other office
supplies; and franking expenses. Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated
the Purpose Law and Member's Handbook.

5
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Count VIII
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count VIII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel wrote letters regarding the Rangel Center, including solicitations,
using letterhead bearing the words "Congress of the United States" and "House of
Representatives." Representative Rangel used his official letterhead to send these letters on
numerous occasions throughout 2005, 2006, and 2007. The Adjudicatory Subconmlittee found
that Representative Rangel's conduct created the appearance that the Rangel Center was a
project endorsed by the government. Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel
violated clause 11 of Rouse Rule XXIII.
Count IX
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fOllild that Count IX of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel's Financial Disclosure Statements for the years 1998 through 2008
contained numerous elTors and omissions. As a result, Representative Rangel's filings did not
"include a full and complete statement" as required by the Ethics in Government Aet. Through
this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated § 102 ofthe Ethics in Government Act (5
U.S.C. app. 4 § 101et. seq.) and House Rule XXVI.

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count X of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fOllild
that the landlord's tolerance of Representative Rangel's use of an apartment as an office for his
6
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campaign in violation of the temlS of the lease and the New York City zoning regulations and
building code was a favor or benefit to Rcpresentative Rangel, which may be construed by
reasonable persons as influencing the performance of his offieial duties. Through this course of
conduct, Representative Rangel violated the Code of Ethics for Government Service, clause 5.

CoulltXI
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count XI of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subconnnittee found
that Representative Rangel also violated tax laws by failing, for 17 years, to repOlt, and pay tax
on, rental income on a beach villa in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. In addition, as discussed
previously, Representative Rangel's conduct violated other laws and regulations including the
solicitation ban (5 U.S.C. § 7353), postal service laws (39 U.S.C. § 3215), the Franking
Commission regulations, the Purpose Law (31 U.S.C. § 1301), Member's Congressional
Handbook, and the Ethics in Government Act (5 U.S.c. app. 4 § 101 et. seq.). Through th.is
comse of conduct, Representative Rangel violated the Code of Ethics for Government Service,
clause 2.
Count XII
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count XII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel solicited donations for the Rangel Center from individuals and
entities with business before the House of Representatives and the Committee on Ways and
Means and that lUany of these individuals and entities gave money to CCNY for the Rangel
Center simply because Representative Rangel asked.

7
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Pursuant to House Rule XXIII, clause 4, a Member "may not accept gifts except as
provided by clause 5 of rule XXV." House Rule XXV, clause 5(a)(1)(A)(I), provides that a
Member "may not knowingly accept a gift as provided" in the House Gift Rule. Uilder the
House Gift Rule, a "gift" is defined as "a gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality,
loan, forbearance, or any other item having monetary value." The House Gift Rule prohibits
both direct gifts and indirect gifts. An indirect gift is one that is "given with the lmowledge and
acquiescence of the Member . .. and the Member ... has reason to believe that the gift was
given because of the Member's position."]

Under the precedents of the House of

Representatives, an indirect gift, when that gift has been made to a § 170(c) organization, has
never been found where there was no direct financial benefit to the Member.
Although a majority of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee did not find that the House Gift
Rule was violated by any contribution made to CCNY for the Rangel Center, the Adjudicatory
Subeommittee is concerned that th.e contributions that resulted from the solicitations are suspect
and they were given, in some instances, with the hope that the donation might influence
Representative RangeL Tlu'Ough this course of conduct, Representative Rangel failed to adhere
to the spirit of the House Rules and the rules of duly constituted committees of the House in
violation of clause 2 of the Code of Official Conduct (House Rule XXIII).
In addition, as set forth above, Representative Rangel violated applicable provisions of
House Rule XXIII, clause II; House Rule XXVI; the Franking COimnission regulations; the
House Office Building Commission regulations; and the Member's Handbook. Through this
course of conduct, Representative Rangel failed to adhere to thc spirit and letter of the House

1

House Rule }LXV, clause 5(a)(2)(B)(i).

8
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Rules and the mles of committees of the House in violation of clause 2 of the Code of Official
Conduct (House Rule XXIII).
Count XIII
Considering the violations found, a majority of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee
concluded that the totality of Representative Rangel's conduct represented an ongoing pattem of
behavior, as opposed to isolated incidents. In addition, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee notes
that Representative Rangel served at various times in highly visible and influential positions as
both Chairman and Ranldng Member of the Ways and Means Committee.

Indeed, as

Representative Rangel himself has observed, because of the substantial responsibilities of his
position, it is appropriate to hold him to a higher standard.

Consequently, the Adjudicatory

Subcommittee found that Count XIII was proven by clear and convincing evidence because
Representative Rangel's actions and the accumulation of his actions reflected poorly on the
institution of the House and, thereby, brought discredit to the House, in violation of clause 1 of
the Code ofOfficial Conduct (House Rule XXIII).

9
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STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
For each of the following alIeged violations, the Investigative Subcommittee has
detenumed GIere is "substantial reason to believe that a violation of the Code of Official
Conduct, or of a law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to the performance
of official duties or the discharge of official responsibilities by a Member, officer, or employee
of the House of Representatives has occurred," See Rule 19{f), Rules of the Conu11itloe

011

Standards of Official Conduct.
At all times relevant to this Statement ofAlleged Violation, Representative Charl(;)s B,
Rangel ("Respondent") was a Member of the United States House of Representatives
representing the Fifteenth District of New York. During the 109 111 Congress, Respondent was
Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Ways and Means ("Ways and Means
Committee") and was a member of the Joint Conullittee 011 Taxation. During the 11Ot" and 111 ~l
Congresses, Respondent was Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, During the first
session of the 11 ot" and 111!lJ Congresses, Respondent was Chailman of the Joint Committee on
Taxation. During the second session of the llOth and 111 111 Congresses, Respondent was ViceChairman ofthe Joint Committee on Taxation.
STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF ALLEGEO VIOLATIONS
I.

SOLICITATION 011 POTENTIAL DONORS TO THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER FOR
PuBLIC SERVICE AT TIm Crn: COLLEGE OF NEW YORK.

L

L.. 2004, Respondent became interested in creating an institution, similar to the

Clinton Presidential Center, in part, to preserve Respondent's legacy,

18
2.

Respondent discussed the idea with Gregory Williams, the president of City

College of New York: ("CCNY").
3.

In Deeembe:t· 2004, Respolldellt wrote Williams and stated:
As I informed you, during our participation in the dedication of the
William J. Clinton Presidential Center several colleagues encouraged me
to begin to think of the creation of an institution that would preserve the
work of my public life and make it available to the public, especially to
students and scholars. I am receptive to this idea int penuits me to locate
these aspects of my legacy ill my home Harlem community at the City
College. The creation of a Rallgel Center at the City College of New York
would pennit me to continue my career long interest in the promotion of
education and the motivation of young people towards careers in public
service.

4.

In the December 2004 letter to Williams, Respondent further stated that "I will be

explorillg with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through the
appropriations process .. ,."
5.

In early 2005, fundraising efforts for the Charles B. Rangel Center at the City

College of New York ("Rangel Center") began,
6.

CCNY prepared a 20-page glossy brochure for use in fundraising for the Rangel

Center.TI1at brochure illCludes a description of the Rangel Center Building. It described the
Rangel Center Building as indudillg a library to house and archive the Respondent's
congressional papers, an archivistllibrarian, and a "well-fuJ.111shed office for Congressman
Rangel."
7.

The brochure estimated the cost ofthe archivist/librarian to be $46,550 pel' year.

8.

In April 2005, a memo to Respondent was prepared by Jim Capel, his district

director, regarding the proposal prepared by CCNY for the Rangel Center. The memo states,

2
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"(i]n the proposal, the last page is a request for $30 million or $6 million each year for the next
five years. Do we need more to advance to our Appropriations process?"
9.

In May 2005, Respondent sent letters to members of tIle Subcommittee on

Transportation, Treasury and Housing and Urban Development requesting eanllarks in the
amount of $6 million "to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New
York in my Congressional Distriot."
10.

All eannark in the amount of approximately $445,000 to the City College of New

York for the planning, design, and construction oEthe Center Eor Public Service was included in
the Transportation, Treasury, and Housing and Urban Development, the JudicialY, District of
C.-c1umbi", and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-115, 119 Stat.
2397 (2006). That bill became law on November 30, 2005.
11.

In May 2005, Respondent sent letters regarding the Rangel Center to individuals

who served as co-trustees of the Aml S. Kheel Charitable Trust ("Kheel Trust"). Each of the
letters states, "Since we are developing a relationship between the

Alll1

Khee1 Charitable Trust

and the City College and City University of New York, I want to make you aware, through this
letter and the enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for Public Service as another promising
development at the City Conege;'
12.

The May 2005 Kheel Trust letters were sent on congressional letterhead, beal'ing

the words "Congress of the United States" and "House of Representatives."
13.

Respondent has been a trustee of the An11 S. Kheel Charitable Trust since its

inception in February 2004. The Khee1 Trust is a private foundation as defined by 26 U.S.C.
§ 509(a).

3
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14.

The trustee agreement for 1C'1eel Trust contains a prohibition against self-dealing.

Respondent signed that agreement.
15.

Members of Respondent's congressional staff worked with CCj\,ry officials to

obtain the grant fi'om the Klleel Trust for the A:tm S. Khee1 Scholars Program.
16.

Respondent knew his staff was working with CCNY officials to obtain funds from

the Khool Trust.
17.

Respondent was present at all meetings ofthc Klleel Trust Board of Trustees from

its first meeting on February 19, 2004, through June 3,2005.
18.

At various board meetings, the trustees of the Klleel Trust discussed the CCNY

proposal and the Rangel Center.
19.

The Kheel Trust Board of Trustees approved a grant to CCNY to fund the Ann S.

Kl1eel Scholars on June 3, 2005.
20,

The Ann S. Fillee1 Scholars Program has consistently been listed under the

"Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service" section of the CCNY web site.
21.

CCNY officials cOllsistently represented to Respondent and his staff, potential

donors, aud the public the donation from the Kheel Trust as a grant to the Rangel Center in its
fundraislng for the Rangel Center,
22.

In 2005, Respondent directed iliat his congressional staff develop 'L list of

potential donors to ilie Rangel Center, This work was done on property of the House of
Representatives, on official House time, a1ld with the use of official House resources.
23.

In June 2005, Respondent's staffprepare.d a fonn letter (the "June 2005 letter") to

be sent under Respondent's signature to potential do 1101'S to the Rangel Center. This work was
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done on property of the House of Representatives, on official House time, and with the use of
official House resources.
24.

In the June 2005 lette.r Re.spondont stated, "I will be explol'ing with my

Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through the approlJriations process and am
optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase of the creation of the Cel1ter. I request
your advice and assistance concel11ing how to approaoh the donO!' community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in eduoat1011. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with yml

011

the funding of the Rangel Center concept in the coming wecks and

m.onths."
25.

The 11:l11e 2005 letter was sent to over 100 foundations, including, inter alia, the

Verizon Foulldafiol1, New York Life FOlU1dation, The Starr Foundation, Ford Foundation, AT&T
Foundation, Citi Foundation, JPMorgan Chase Foundation, Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation,
MetLife Foundation, Bristol-Meyers Squibb Foundation, Goldman Sachs Foundation, and
Wac-hovia Foundation.
26.

The Jtme 2005 letter was sent to several foundations mat serve as the

philanth1'Opic arm of related 0011)Orat10n8, including,

i1~ter

alia, Verizon Communications, Inc.

and New York Life Insurance Company.
27.

Respondent personally signed eaoh ofthe June 2005 letters.

28.

The June 2005 letters were written on congressional letterhead bearing the words

"United States Congress" and "House of Representatives." Enclosed with each of the letters was
a 20-page glossy brochure mat requested a gift of "$30,000,000 or $6,000,000/yesr for five
years."
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29.

The June 2005 letters, with enclosed brochures, were sent through the United

States mail using Respondent's frank.
30.

In June 2005, the Ford Foundation expressed to Respondel1t its interest in lea111in8

more about the Rangel Center.
3L

In August 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Roger Balmik of The Bahnik

Foundation regarding the Rangel Center (the "Bahnik letter").
32.

The Bahnik letter was written on congressional letterhead. The letter stated,

"[wJhile I a111 disappointed that you will not be ablc to fund the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service, I thank you for consideration ofmy request."
33.

In August 2005, ReSl)Ondent sent another round of lettors (the "August 2005

letters") to foundations, which were similar ill content to the June 2005 letters.
34.

The August 2005 letters were written on congressional letterhead boating the

words "United States Congress" and "House of Representatives." Enclosed with each letter was
a "presentatien."
35.

In September 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Senator Robert Byrd seeking an

earmark in the am01l1lt of $3 millioll in order "to launch the Charles B. Rangel Center at the City
College of the City University of New York."
36.

In September 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Donald Trump (tIle "Trump

letter") requesting a meeting to discuss the Rangel Center.
37.

TIle Trump letter was sent on congressional letterhead bearlllg a substantial

portion ofilie Great Seal oftl1e United States and the words "House of Repl'esentatives."

6
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38.

In September 2005, Respondent sent letters to the Carnegie Corporation of New

York and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (the "September 2005 letters"), which were similar
in content to the June 2005 letters.
39.

The September 2005 letters were sent on congressional letterhead bearing a

substantial portion of the Great Seal of the United States and the words "House of
Represe11tatives." Enclosed with each letter was a "presentation."

40.

In September 2005, a meeting OOCUll'ed between Respondent, representatives of

the Ford Foundation, and CCNY officials.

41.

In December 2005, CCNY submitted a proposal to the Ford Foundation (the

"December 2005 Ford Foundation proposal") regarding a potential contributi011 to the Rangel
Center.
42.

Thel December 2005 Ford Foundation proposal stated that "City College

anticipates that the United States Congress wi11 SUPP01t flus initiative witl1 a seed grant."
43.

The Ford Foundation tentatively scheduled a luncheon for other foundations

regarding the Rangel Center for May 5, 2006.

44.

In March 2006, the Ford Foundation postponed the luncheon due to concerns

about the lack of funding, including congressional approp1iations, for the Rangel Center.
45.

In March 2006, Respondent sent letters to members of the Subcommittee on

Transportation, Treasury and Housing and Urban Development requesting earmarks in the
amount of $6 million "to help establish a Cente1' for Publi.c Service at the City College of New
York in my Congressional District."
46.

111 March 2006, Respondent sent letters to members of the Subcommittee on

Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education requesting eal111arks in the amount of $6

7
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million to "help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New Yark in my
Congressional Distt1ct."
47.

In March 2006, Respondent sent letters to members oftbe Senate seeking support

fur an earmark in the amount of $6 million "to help establish a Center for Public Service at the
City College of New York in my CongresSiOJlal District."
48.

In early 2006, Respondent suggested that CCNY officials contact AIG regarding

tho Rangel Center.
49.

In July 2006, Respondent sont another letter (the "July 2006 letters") to

approximately 47 ofthe foundations ho previously solicited, including the Ford FOlU1dation.
50.

The July 2006 letters were prepared by Respondent's staff. This work was done

on property of the House of Representatives, on official House time, and with the use of official
House resources.
51.

The July 2006 letters were also written on congressional letterhead bearing the

words ''United States Congress" and "House of Representatives," The letters inf011TIed potential
donors that Respondent had secured em11larks of $3,6 million for tile Charles B, Rangel Center
projeet.
52.

Respondent personally signed each ofthe July 2006 letters,

53.

As of July 2006, Respondent had secured, itl 2005, one earmark in the ml10unt of

$445,000 for tIle Rmlgel Center.

54.

As of July 2006, earmarks in the total amount of $3,150,000 for the Rangel

Center for fiscal year 2007 were included in appropriations bills coming out of the l'espectIve
subcommittees of jurisdiction. Those eannm'ks were ultimately not included in any
appropriations bms for fiscal year 2007,
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55.

In September 2006, Respondent met with CON officials and Eugene Isenberg,

CEO of Nabors Industries, in the offices of Robert Morgenthau, then District Attomey for New
York COtUity to discuss the Rangel Center.
56.

In November 2006, Isenberg pledged a personal contribution of $500,000 to the

Rangel Center. Nabors Industries pledged a matching contribution of $500,000.
57.

In February 2007, Respondent met with Eugene Isenberg and Kenneth Kies, a

federally-registered lobbyist, at the Carlyle Hotel in New York. They discussed the issue of
retroactivity of tax provisions related to inverted companies.
58.

In June 2007, Respondent met with Eugene Isenberg at Respondent's office to

again discuss the issue of retroactivity of tax provisions related to inverted companies.
59.

In October 2006, CCNY officials represented to the Ford Foundation that they

had obtained "the seed money the Congressman promised."
60.

In October 2006, the Ford Foundation encouraged CCNY to submit a proposal for

$1 million to fm1d academic programs at the Rangel Center.

61.

In January 2007, the Ford Foundation hosted a luncheon (the "Ford Foundation

lunch") to bring together Respondent and CCNY officials with. other potential donors to the
Rangel Center.
62.

Respondent made a presentation about th.e Rangel Center at the Ford Foundation

63.

Other potential donors that attended the Ford Foundation lunch included, inter

lunch.

alia, Vet1z0n Foundation, New York Community Trust, and Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
64.

In March 2007, the Ford Foundation approved a grant in the amount of

$1,000,000 for the Rangel Center.
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65.

In March 2007, Respondent sent letters to Donald Trump, David Rockefeller, and

Maurice "Hank" Greenberg (the "March 2007 letters") requesting meetings to discuss the Rangel
Center.
66.

TIle March 2007 letters were sent on congressional letteI11ead bearing a

substantial portion of the Great Seal of the United States and the words "House of
Representatives."
67,

Respondent personally signed each of the March 2007 letters.

68.

The March 2007 letters were prepared by Respondent's staff. This work was done

on property of the House of Representatives, on official House time, and Witil the use of official
House resour=<;.
69.

In March 2007, Respondent wrote a letter to the Chair of the Subcommittee on

Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education requesting earmarks in the amount of $6
million "to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New York in my
Congressional District."
70.

In March 2007, Respondent wrote a letter to the Chair of the Subcommittee on

Transportation and Housing and Urban Development l'equesting an earmark "to make stl11ctl.U'al
and rehabilitation work a [sic] Center for Publio Service."
71.

An eal'mark in the anlount of approximately $245,000 for the (;ity College of

New York fur "the planning, design, consTruction, renovation and buildout of a multipurpose
educational facility" was included in the Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2008, Pub. L, No. 110·161, 121 Stat 1844 (2007).
72,

An earmark in the amounT of approximately $1.915 million for "the City College

of New Yo!lc fDr the Charles B. Rangel Center to prepare individuals for careers in public
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service, which may include establishing an endowment, librll1'Y, 1l11d archives for such center"
was included in the Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2008, Pub, L No, 110-161, 121 Stat. 1844 (2007),
73.

rn May 2007, Respondent spoke with Melvin Norris, a fonner House employee in

Respondent's district office. Norris was then working as a New York state lobbyist for Verizon
Communications, Inc. Respondent requested an update on the status of the Verizou Foundation
donation to the Rangel Center,
74.

In June 2007, Respondent spoke with George Nichols, a federally-registered

lobbyist for New York Life Insurance Corporation, at a breakfast campaign fundraiser.
Respondent requested that New York Lite consider contributing to the Rangel Center,
75.

On June 4,2007, Respondent met with Hank Greenberg, Chainnan of the Board

ofthe Starr Foundation regarding a possible donation to the Rangel Center.
76.

On June 12, 2007, the Stmr Foundation approved a grant to the Rangel Center in

the amount of$5,000,000,
77.

In August 2007, Verizon Foundation approved a grll11t to tIle Rangel Center in the

amount of$500,000, Non-is infonned Respondent that the grll11t had been approved,
78.

In April 2008, Respondent met with CCNY officials mId ArG officials (the "lI1G

meeting"), including Edward "Ned" CIOOnIl11, a federally-registered lobbyist, regarding the
Rangel Center. The llriefing memo prepared for Respondent by CCNY stated the objective of
the meeting was to "close $lOM gift for the Rangel Center to create AIG Hall."
79.

At the AlG meeting,

Ii\.

potential donation to the Rangel Center was discussed.

AIG raised concerns about a potential donation, including the potential headline risk.
Respondent asked AIG, at jeast twice, what was 11eeessary to get this done.
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80.

On numerous occasions during 2005 tlu'ough 2008, Respondent attended several

meetirtgs with CCNY officials and potential donors. These potential dOllars included Eugene
Isenberg, Hank Greenberg, David Rockefeller, Donald Trump, the Ford Foundation, and AIG.

81.

In addition to b1e contributions noted above, the following entities and individuals

solicited by Respondent made pledges and oontributions to the Rangel Center:
1)
2)
3)
4)
82.

Rl10debeck Charitable Fund ($25,000);
David Rockefeller ($100,000);
New York Cornmul1:ityTrust ($130,000); and
Rockefeller Brothers Fund ($50,000).

On numerous occasions during 2005 through 2008, Respondent and his staff \.lsed

official House resources, including telephones, emaHs, and facsimile machi.nes, to COlIDllu!1icate
with CCNY and otllers regarding fundraising for the Rangel Center.
83.

During the relevant period, George Dalley, Jim Capel, and Dan Berger were

House employees on Respondent's personal staff. Jon Sheiner

WlliJ

a House employee on the

Ways and Means Committee staff.
84.

During the relevant period, pursuant to the lntemal Revenue Code of 1986, the

duties of the Joint COlmnittee

011

Taxation were the following: (1) to investigate the operation

and effects of intemal revenue taxes and the administration of such taxes; (2) to investigate
messtu'eS and methods for the simplification of suCh taxes; (3) to make reports to the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance (or to tlle House .and the
Senate) on the results of such investigations and studies and to make recommendations; and (4)
to review any proposed refund or credit of income 01" estate and gift taxes or certain other taxes
in excess of $2,000,000, as set forth in § 6405 of the Internal Revenue Code.
85.

Pursuant to House Rule X, c1. 1(t}(8), the House Ways and Means Committee has

jurisdiction over tax exempt foundations and charitable trusts.
12
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86.

Pursuant to House Rule X, d. 1(t)(2), the House Ways and MeallS Committee has

jurisdiction over reciprocal trade agreements.
87.

Pursuant to House Rule X, cJ. 1(t)(3), the House Ways and Means Committee has

jurisdiction over revenue measures generally.
88,

During the relevant period, issues before Congress affecting foundations included,

inter alia, private foundation payout rules, excise tax rates on investment income, potential caps
on foundation executive pay, IRA charitable rollover provisions, unrelated business income tax,
and other charitable contribution and charitable govel'llance issues.
89.

During the relevant period, Nabors Industries lobbied members of the House of

Representatives on tax issues, including retroactivity of corporate llwersion tax treatment.
90.

During the relevant period, VerizoD lobbied members of the House of

Representatives

011

numerous

issues,

including,

inter alia,

tax

issues

related

to

telecoulluunications.
91.

During the relevant period, AIG lobbied members of the House of

Representatives on numerous issues including, inter alh" subpart F of the Internal Revenue
Code, treatment ofincome received by l)arlllerS for perfonning investment management services,
treallnel1t of mortgage insurance premiums as interest, deferral of income on executives'
domestic income, and several treaty and free trade agreement issues.
92.

DUling the relevant pedod, New York Life Insurance Company lobbied members

of Congress on mnnerous issues including, inter alia, international trade agreements, tax:
treatment of long terln care insurance, ta.x treatment of estate assets and lifetime annuities, tax on
insurance products, and exec-utive compensation.
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IT.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS AND AMENDMENTS FILED IN CALENDAR
YEAR 2009 BY OR ON BEHALF OF REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL

93.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 1998

on May 17, 1999.
94.
011

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 1999

May 26, 2000.
95.

Respondent filed an armual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2000

on May 16,2001.
96.

Respondent submitted a letter, dated June 5, 2001, amendulg his Fina:ncial

Disclosure statement for calendar year 2000.
97.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2001

on May IS, 2002.
98.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disc1os1.U'e statement for calendar year 2002

on May 14,2003.
99,

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2003

on May 13, 2004.
100,

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2004

on June 15,2005. Respondent was granted an extension to file his Financial Disclosure statement
for calendar year 2004 beyond the May 16, 2005 deadline, and med within that extended
deadline.
101.

Respondent filed an amendment to his Financial Disclosure statement for calendar

year 2004 on May 12, 2006.
102.

Respondent filed an armual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2005

on May 12, 2006.
14
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103.

Respondent filed an m111ual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2006

on June 15, 2007. Respondent was granted ml extension to file his Fillallcia1 Disclosure statement
for calendar year 2006 beyond the May 15, 2007 deadline, alld filed within that extended
deadline.
104.

Respondent filed an amendment to his Financial Disclosure statement for the

calendar yem' 2006 on December 26,2007.
105.

Respondent filed ml mmual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2007

on May 14, 2008.
106.

Respondent filed an mmual Finmlcial Disclosure statement for calendar yem' 2008

on August 12, 2009. Respondent was granted an extension to file his Financial DisclosQi'e
statement for calendm' year 2008 beyond the May 15, 2009 deadline, and filed within that
extended deadline.
107.

Respondent's Finallcial Disclosure statemcnts contained numerous errors and

omissions, including failure to disclose rental and other unearned income, understating rental
income md other uneamed income, failure to disclose earned income, failure to disclose
transactions, failure to disclose cancellation of debt incomo, and failure to disclose a reportable
position.
108.

Respondent's Financial Disclosure statements were prel'al'ed by members ofllis

congressional staff.
109.

Respondent personally signed each ofllis Finmlcial Disclosure statement~.

110.

Respondent failed to ensm'e that the infonnation reported on the Financial

Disclosure Statements was accurate or complete.
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111.

Respondent flied amended Financial Disclosure statements for each of calendar

years 1998 through 2007 on August 12,2009.
112.

Respondent personally signed each of his amended Financial Disclosme

statements.

113.

Respondent owned a brownstone rentalullit, located at 74 West 132nd Street in

New York ("Brownstone"). The Brownstone was sold in 2004.
114.

Respondent disclosed ownership of the

Bro\~l1stone

on his original Financial

Disclosure Statements for the calendar years 1998 through 2004.
115.

Respondent failed to disclose his rental income :5:om the Brownstone

011

his

original Financial Disclosure Statements for calendar years 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2004.
116.

For Respondent'S original Financial Disclosure statements related to calendar

years 1998 and 1999, the box for "none" under "amount of rental income" was checked. For
calendar year 2000, the boxes under amount afrental income were left blank.
117.

RespO'Jdent's original Financial Disclosure statements fer calendar years 2001,

2002, and 2003 each listed the amount of income derived from tile Brownstone rental in the
range of $2,501 • $5,000.
118.

Respondent's migina! Federal tax retu111s reported income fTOm the Brownstone

rental as follows:
Brownstone •

2000_._
2001
2002
2003
2004

449
$28,938.
$21,416
$12~

$23,036
$3,406
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119.

Respo11dent purchased a relltal villa at the Punta Cana Yacht Club ill the

Dominican Republic in March 1987. The purohase price of the Punta Cana villa was $82,750.
Respondent made a down payme[1j of $28,962.50, and financed the remaining portion of the
purchase price.
120.

Respondent financed the pmchase through a mOltgage. The mortgage was

payable over 7 years at 10.5% interest

121.

Respondent reported the purchase of the Punta Cana villa on his initial Financial

Disclosure statement for calendar year 1987, although he assigued an inooneot value to the
property. Respondent submitted an amendment to that Financial Disclosure statement on JIme
10, 1988, re-eategorizing the pmchase.

122.

Respondent issued a statement on February 2, 1989, regarding the incorrect

valuation on his original Financial Disolosure statement for the Punta Cana villa, as well as the
associated mortgage and distribution from his retirement account used to fimmce the down
payment. Respondent stated that he "amended my Financial Disclosure to include these items as
soon as the oversight was brought to my attention."
123.

Respondent received income from a Punta Cana rental pool. The rental pool was

<letemlined by taking all revenues fi'om the gross rentals of all the units. From that amount,
deductions were made for agent conunissions, Dominican Republic taxes, and a 10%
maintenance fee. From that beJance, 53% was paid to Punta Cana and 47% was paid to the
ownel'S in the rental pool. Each owner's share of the rental pool payments was determined on a
point system, with a 3 bedroom beach villa receiving 3 points. AU of the owner's points were
totaled, 1il1d each owner's share of the rental pool income was based on that owner's number of
points as a percentage of all points.
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124.

No later than February 1993, managemel1t of the Punta Cana Yacht Club

informed Respondent that it was forgiving any remaining interest due on Respondent's
mortgage.

125.

Respondent faile.1 to report the forgiveness ofinterest au his Financial Disclosure

statements.
126.

In January 1993, Respondent wrote to the Punta Cana Yacht Club requesting

information about his unit.

III

that letter, he stated, "As I mentioned to you, the House Ethics

Committee requires the disclosure by members of Congress of any assets

~uld

uneat'ned income

and while I enjoy a good relationship with the Committee's Chairman it eertainly would be
politicaJ.ly embarrassing ifI were unable to provide an accurate accounting of my holdings,"
127.

Respondent did report ownership of the Punta Cana villa on his odginal Finattcial

Disclosure statements for each of ealendar years between 1998 through 2008,
128.

Respondent failed to rep01t any rental income from Punta Cana on his original

Finattcial Disclosure statements for caJendar years 1998, 1999,2000, 2006, and 2007,
129.

Respondent failed to rcp01t atty rental income from Punta CatJll.

011

his original

Federal income tax retul'11S for calendar yeat'S behveen 1998 through 2006.
130,

For Respondent's original Financial Disclosure statements related to calendar

years 1998, 1999, 2006, and 2007, the box for "none" under amount of rental income was
checked. For the year 2000, the boxes under amount ofrental income were left blank.
131.

In June 2001, Respondent wrote a letterto the Standards Conunittee atllel1dinghis

Finatlcial Disclosure statement for calendat' year 2000, In that letter he stated, "Thank you for
calling to inform me of the omission in my recent Financial Disclosure Statement of illformation
concerning the income derived during the year 2000 from the two properties in New York City
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and the Dominican Republic jointly owned by my wife Eh'1d me and the New England Mutual
Life lJlsurance policy listed by me as assets ill the repOlt. There was no income derived by us
from these assets during the year 2000 and that fact should have been noted in my Financial
Disclosure Statement."
132.

Respondent did report income from Punta Cana 011 his original Financial

Disclosure statements for calendar years 2001 through 2005, hut the amounts repOlted were
incorrect.
133.

Respondcnt reported itlcome B:om Punta Cana on Iris original and amended

Financial Disclosure statements, as weiJ as his original and, where applicable, anlCllded Federal
income tax returns as follows;

~

Original :Financial
Original Tax
Amended Finaneial Amended Tax
Returns
D1selosm'e
Retums
Qis_cl(}!ure__
1998
None
Not renorled
$5,001 - $15,000
N/A
Nonc
Notrcoortcd
$2,501-$5,000 __ Y/A ___
1999
2000
None per letter amend~~(Jlll_Il'l()t_r"p..~ted ____ .. _ J2>~Q.1:_t)&()()_.
• N/A
1
2001
$5,001 - $15,000 ~orled
$2,501- $5,000
i NIA --------,'
2002
$5001 - $15,000_ }\Iot reported
I ~2,.5()L___ $.5.'.()()()___ .BL~
.. !
2003___ $5,001- $15,000
1Not reported
~1,001· $2,500
NIA
2004
$2,501 - $ 5 , 0 0 0 1 :tl.()tl:g:><.Jlct~__ j_!5,001_:!!~9g.cL_.. $5 030
"---~J2,.501_:~,,(l0()_
Notreported_
~,OOI-lli~J(),;2~O____
tf006
None
Not repOlted
. i $5,001 - $15,000
$8,467 ____
2007
NOlle
$7,800
___ $5,001 - $15,000
$7,800
-~

I

J

134.

.~-----,

I

Respondent failed to report earned income from IRA distributions on his original

Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 tlll'ough 2007.
135.

Respondent earned income from

IR,o. distributions in the folloWl11g amounts:
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~ear

I Source

Congressional FCU J.I3.A
Congressional FCU IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
Men'ill Lynch IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
2002
Congressional FCU IRA
2004
Congressional FCU IRA
2005
Congressional FCU IRA
2006
COllQ:ressional FCU IRA
2007
].008 .._~essiollal FCU IRA
1998
2000
2001

136.

Amount
$13,333
$6,144
$8,693
$4,235
$4,177
-$4,438
$4,486
+!±'18I.. ~
$5,509
$4,893

Respondent failed to disclose numerous assets and sources of unearned incomo on

his original Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 through 2007, including,

inter alia:
1)

Respondent failed to disclose his holdings at Congressional Federal Credit

Union ("CFCU") for calendar years 1998, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007.
Respondent disclosed his holdings for tile years 2001, 2002, and 2003, but estimated the
value of the aecounts in the range of $15,001- $50,000. The holdings at CPCU were, in
fact, valued in the range of $100,001 - $250,000 for calendar years 1998 through 2006,
and valued in the range of $250,001 - $500,000 for calendar year 2007. Respondent
repOlted earnings related to the CPCU accounts on his Federal income tax retU111s for
each of calendar years 1998 tlU'ough 2007.
2)

Respondent failed to repmi holdings of stocks in corporations in various

years including, inter alia, Bell Atlal1tic, BellSouth, Niagam Mohawk Holdings, Verizol1
C0111111Urllcatiol1S, PepsiCo, and Yum! Brands. Respondent rep01ted earnings related to
certain stock transactions on his related Federal income tax l'etU11ls. POl' example,
Respondent l'epOlted a capital gain associated with 1he sale of stock in BellSouth
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COlporati011 on his 1998 tax. retum. Respondent's amended Financial Disclosure
statements reported the following valuations for the stocks listed above:
!

Bell Atlantic
$15,001 1998
$50,000
$15,001 $50,000
1999

Niagara
Mohawk
Holdfnlrs
$1,001 $15000
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001 $15000

BellSouth
None (sold in
1998)

NfA

2000

NfA

NfA

2001

N/A

NfA

2002
-_

N/A

NfA

2003

N/A

NfA

NfA

2004

N/A

NfA

NfA

2005

N/A

NfA

NfA

2006
----

NfA

NfA

N/A

.. ~QQ71

N/A

...

,,,

NfA

1

I

3)

NfA

.. NfA

""~

_"-,_._."~-,,._-,.,,

Verizon
COl1llU

PeusiCo

NfA

-""

NfA
$1,001 NfA
$15,000
$15,001 $1,001 $15,000
~~~g,Q90._
$1,001 $1,001 $15,000
$15000
$1,001 NfA
~Jl~,~OOO
, $1,001 I
$15,000
NfA
$1,001 Nf~ __~_ $15,000 ..
$1,001 I $15,000
NfA
$1,001 N/A
$15,000
$15,001 NfA
~~~Q1Qgo

!

_. ___ "0_,,,... _ _ _ _ •

Yam!
Brands
NfA
NfA
NfA
NfA
N/A
N/A

NfA
NfA
$1,001 $151~

$1,001 $15,000

Respondent failed to report holdings of mutual funds in va:rious years

including, inter alia, Alliance Municipal Income Fund, Rochester Municipal FUlld, INO
Principal Protection Fund, and iShares Dow Jones Select Dividend Income Fund.
Respondent repo:rted earnings :related to certain mutual fuud holdings on his
corresponding Federal income tax return. For ex.ample, Respondent reported a capital
gain related to his holdings in the ING Principal Protection Fund on his 2007 tax return.
Respondent's amended Financial Disclosme statements reported the following valuations
for the mutual funds listed above:
21
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Alliance
Municipal
Income
Fund!Alliance
Bernstein (A)

~i~gbo

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
r-~-----

2004
2005

--------~-<

2007
-"--"

I

ING
Principal
Protection
Fund

$15,001 $50000
$15,001 $50,000
$15,001 $50,000
$15,001 $50,000
$15,001 •
$50,000
$15,001 •
$50,000
$15,001·
$50,000
$1,001 •

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

;i~gbo

$1,001 $1,001 $15,000
$15,000
$1,001·
$15,001·
$15,000
$50,000
$50,001 .
$50,001·
$100,000
$100,000
$50,001 $50,001 __ ~100,0~Q. __ f--- $100,000
$100,001 $SO,OOl·
$100,000
$250,000
$100,001 •
$50,001 •
$250,000
$1 OO,0~_j-----!l5,00O
$100,001 .
$50,001 - ! $15,001·
$50,000
$250,000
$100,000
$15,001.
$100,001 $50,001·
$250,000
$100,000
$50,000

4)

I

Rochester
Municipal
Fund

~~_~1~~1i

1998

2006

Alliance
Municipal
Income
Fund (B)

N/A
$50,001 •
$100,000
$50,001 •
$100000
$50,001 •
$100 000
$50,001 -

iShares
Dow
Jones ,
Select
Diyidend .
Income
Fund

I

I

N/A
N/A

N/A
$15,001.•
$50000
$15,001·

I

_$log,00~$50~QQL

$50,001 •
$100,000
$50,001 .
$100,000

None

N/A

Respondent failed to disclose his holdutgs in Merrill Lynch Allial1z Global

Investors Fund for calendar years 2006 and 2007. The holding was purchased in 2006
with a value in the mnge Qf$250,OOl - $500,000.
5)

Respondent failed to disclose his ownership of vacant lots in New Jersey

for calendar years 1998 throngh 2007.

Respondent's amended Financial Disclosure

statements for calendar years 1998 tlu'ough 2007 reported the lots with a valuation in the
range oUl,OOI - $15,000.
137.

Respondent failed to disclose numel'oustransactiol1s on his original Financial

Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 through 2007, including, inter alia:
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1)

Respondent failed to disclose the sale of holdhJgs ilJ BellSouth in the

amount of $6,709 in 1998. ReSlJondent did report a capital gain in the amOlU1t of $2,73&
related to that transaction on his Federal income tax return for 199&.
2)

Respondent failed to disclose the purchase in 2002 of holdings in INO

Principal Protection in the range of$50,001 - $100,000.
3)

Respolldent failed to disclose the purollase and sale during 2004 of Calveli

Tax Free Reserves, Eaton Vance Insured New York Municipal Bond Fund, and Nuveen
New York Quality Income Municipal Fund. Each of those tl'll,nsactions was valued in the
range of$50,OOl • $100,000.
4)

Respondent failed to disclose the purchase and sale in 2006 of MerJ'iil

Lynch Institutional Tax-Exempt Fund in the range of$250,001 • $500,000.
138.

In September 2008, Respondent filed amended Federal income tax returns for tax

years 2004 through 2006.
139.

Respondent subsequently filed a second amended Federal income tax retum for

2006 and an amended Federal income tax retu11l for 2007.
140.

Amendments to Respondent's Federal income tax retums were necessary to

correct errors 1n the original income tax returns, including faill1l'e to report the income related to
Punta Cana and failure to report other items ofi:ncome.
141.

Respondent disclosed that he was a member of the Board of Directors of "the

Kheel Foundation" or "the Ann Kheel Foundation" on his Financial Disclosure statements for
calendar years 1998 through 2007.
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142.

Respondent did not disclose on his original Financial Disclosure Statement for

calendar year 2008 that he was a trustee of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust for calendal' year
2008.
143.

Respondent remained a trustee oftlle Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust during 2008,

144.

Respondent has not filed an amended Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar

year 2008.

III.

RENTAL OF LENOX TERRACE APARTMEi'lT UNIT IOU FOR CAMPAIGN PURPOSES

145.

The Olnick Organization ("Olnick") is a developer of residential, COI1U11erclal and

hotel properties in New Yark City.
146.

The Olnick Organization's properties include the Lenox Tel1:aCe apartment

complex and other properties in Respondent's congressional district and elsewhere throughout
New Yode City.
147.

The Hanlpton Management Company ("Hampton") is the property management

company for Lenox Terraoe. Hampton is an affiliate of Olnick.
148.

In November 1988, Respondent signed a lease for the use of apartment 16N·P in

the LellOX Terrace apartment complex.
149.

1"1 January 1997, Respondent signed a lease for the usc of apartment 16M in tile

Lenox Terrace apartment complex.
150.

Respondent signed an application for the use of apartment IOU in the Lel10X

TelTace apartment complex ("apartment IOU") indicating that his son, Steven Rangel, would
occupy the apaltment.
151.

In October 1996, Respondent signed a lease for the use of apartment IOU in the

Lenox TeITsce apartment complex.
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152.

Apartment IOU was a rent stabilized apartment unit.

153.

The lease for apartment 10U states, "You shall use the Apartment for living

purposes only."
154.

Steven Rangel never occupied apartment 10U for living p1Ul'0ses.

155.

Respondent never occupied apartment 1au for livhlg pUl1'08es.

156.

Respondent's principal campaign committee, Rangel for Congress, and leadership

PAC, National Leadet'ship PAC, occupied apartment 10U as an office from November 1996 Ulltil
October 2008.
157.

Respondent did not enter into any written sublease with Rangel for Congress or

National Leadership PAC.
158.

No individual occupied apartment 10U for living purposes fi:Om November 1996

tln'ough October 2008.
159.

There is no evidence that the management of Lenox Ten-ace permitted the use of

any other rent. stabilized apartments in the complex for solely non-l'esJdential purposes above the
first floor.
160.

In 2004, Ohlick incl'eased the number of legal actions it brought against tenants

on primary residency, including those who improperly sublet their rent stabilized apartments.
161.

Glnick brought. no action against. Respondent for the non-residential use of

apartment IOU.
162.

Respondent was included by Olnick on a "special handling list" on which he was

identified as a Member of Congi'ess.
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163.

Respondent's congressional office received complaints from constituents living in

Lenox Terrace regarding legal actions brought against them by Olllick based on primary
residency.
164.

Respondent's staff, lllcluding his District Director, James Capel, worked with

Lenox Terrace management to resolve constituent issues related to primary residency.
165.

Lenox Terrace tenants discussed going on strike by refusing to pay rent until

ceJtain conditions were satisfied.
166.

Capel met with a Lenox Ten'ace official regarding the potential rent strike.

167.

In 2005, Respondent and his staff met with Olnick executives at least onee

regarding proposed construction projects for LeJlox Terrace and other Olniek developments.

ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
Count I: Conduct iu Violation of tile Solicitation and Gift Ban
168.

Paragraphs I through 167 are reincorporated as if set iOJth fully herein.

169.

Section 7353 of Title 5 of the United States Code provides tl1at no Member "shall

solicit or accept anything of value from a person - (1) seeldng official action from, .. the
individual's employing entity; or (2) whose interests may be suhstantially affected by the
perfOJ1l1ance or nonperformance of the individual's official duties."
170.

The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct ("Standards Committee"),

acting pUrHuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b), has determined that certain solicitations for organizations
qualified under § 170(e) of the Internal Revenue Code are peJ111issible. Those solicitations are
subject to the following restrictions:
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1)

No official resources may be used. Such official resources include House

staff while working on official time, teleph011es, office equipment and supplies, and
official mailing lists, See House Comm, all Standards of Official Conduct, "Solicitation
Under the Ethics Reform Act of 1989," (Oct. 9, 1990) (reprinted in Comm.

011

Standards,

House Ethics Manual, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 1992, at 64-65) ("1990 Solicitation Pink
Sheet"). See also House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Revised Solicitation
Guidelines," (Apr. 4, 1995) (reprinted in H.R. Rep. No. 104-886, at 28-32 (1997) ("1995
Solicitation Pink Sheet"); House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Rules
Governing (1) Solicitation by Members, Officers and Employees in Ge11eral, and (2)
Political J:<"'tmdraising Activity in House Offices." (Apr. 25, 1997) ("1997 Solicitation
Pink Sheet").
2)

No official endorsement by the House of Representatives may be implied.

Thus, no letterhead or envelope used in a solicitation may bear the words "Congress of
the United States," "House of Representatives," or "Official Business,"

1101'

may the

letterhead or envelope heal' the Seal of the United States, the Congress, or the House. It
is permissible for Members to identify themselves as a Member of Congress,
Congressman, Congresswoman, or by using their leadership title. See 1990 Solioitation
Pink Sheet; 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; House Rille XXIII, c1, 11; 18 U.S.C. § 713.
3)

No direct benefits may result to the soliciting official. See 1990

Solicitation Pink Sheet.
4)

Regulati011s of the House Office Building Commission generally prohibit

soliciting and other nongovernmental activities in facilities of the House of
Representatives. See 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; The House Office Building
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Commission's Rules and Regulations Gove11ling the House Office Buildings, House
Garages and the Capitol Power Plant (February 1999) at 'If 4.
5)

No suggestion lUay be made either that donors will be assisting the

individual in the performance of official duties or that they will receive favorable
consideration fl.-om the individual ill official matters. See, e.g., Code of Ethics for
Government Serviee (72 Stat., Part 2, B12 (1958), RCon. R. 175, 8S tl' Cong.) at"il S.
6)

Under a provision of the House gift rule, registerCo-11obbyists or agents of

foreign principals may not be targeted in any solicitation. Thus, no employee of a
lobbying finn should be targeted in a solicitation. However, it is permissible to solicIt a
company, association, or other entity that employs registered lobbyists to lobby only for
itself or its members, provided that the solicitation is directed to an officer or employee
who is not a lobbyist. See House Rule XV, c1. 5(e)(1); 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
171.

Solicitations for charitable donations do not constitute official House business.

172.

Between 2005 and 2008 Respondent engaged in a pattern of soliciting for

donations and other things of value on behalf of the Charles B. Rangel Cellter for Public PoHcy
at !he City College of New York.
173.

'rhe entities solicited were seeking official action from the House and/or had

interests !hat might be substantially affected by the pClfonnsncc or nonperfOl11lanCe of
Respondent's official duties.
174.

Respondent's conduct was not 'within the parameters established by the Standards

Committee for solicitations on behalfof charitable organizations.
175.

ReSp01ldent's conduct violated 5 U.S.C. § 7353.
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Count II: Conduct in Violation of Code of Etl1ies for Government Service, d. 5
176.

Paragraphs 1 through 175 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

177.

The Code of Ethics for Government Service (72 Stat., Part 2, B12, H. Res, 175,

th

85 Cong.) (adopted July 11,1958) provides:
[A]ny person in Govemment service should:

5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors
or privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not; and never
accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits under
circl11l1stances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
influencing the perfom1ance ofltis govemmental duties.
178.

As set forth above, Respondent made numerous requests for support of the Rangel

Center. Those requests were directed at entities and individuals whose interests could be affected
by me legislative and oversight activities of Respondent in his capacity as a Member of
Congress.
179.

Contributions were made by persons with interests before the Ways and Mea11s

Committee.
180.

Contlibutions to the Ra11gel Center were made at the request of and as a favor to

Respondent.
181.

Conn'ibutions to the Rangel Center provided a benefit to Respondent.

182,

Reasonable persons could constrLle contributions to the Rangel Center by persons

with interests before the Ways and Means Committee as influencing the perfol11wllce of
Respondent's govenunental duties.
183.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government

Service.
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Count III:

Conduct in Violation of tile House Gift Rule

184.

Paragraphs 1 through 183 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

185.

Clause 4 of House Rule XXIII states that a Member "may not accepts gifts except

as provided by clause 5 oflUle XXV."
186.

House Rille XXV, c1. 5(a)(1)(A)(i) provides that a Member may not knowingly

accept a gift except as provided in that clause.
187.

House Rule XXV, c1. 5(a)(2) defines "gift" as "gratuity, favor, discount,

enteliainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance, or other item having monetary value."
188.

Respondent solicited contributions for the Rangel Center and the Rangel Center

did receive contributions.
189.

Re.'>'Pondenthas a personal interest in the Rangel Center in that it will provide him

with an office, and allows him to perpetl.late his legacy, including the storage and archiving of his
papers.

190.

Contribl,tions to the Rangel Center constituted indirect gifts attributable to

Respondent.
191.

These indirect gifts do not fall within any exception of clause 5 of House Rille

192.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 4 of House Rule XXIII.

XXV.

Count IV: Conduct in Violation of Postal Service Laws and Franking Commission
Regulations
193.

Paragraphs 1 through 192 are reincorporated as if set f01ih fully herein.

194.

Section 3215 of Title 39 provides that "a person entitled to use a Frank may not, .

permit its use by any person for the benefit or use of ally committee, organization, or
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association." The Regulations on the Use of the Congressional Fl'ank by Members of the House
of Representatives ("Franking Regulations") interpret this statute as prohibiting "the use of the
Frank for the benefit of charitable organizations, political action committees, trade organizations,
and so forth:' Franking Regulations at 3.
195.

Section 3210 of Title 39 provides fo1' the use of fi'anked mail "in ol'der to assist

S11d expedite the conduct of the official business, activities, and duties of the COllgresS of the
United States:'
196.

The Fral1king Regulations provide specific eXaluples of nonfrallkable items,

incltlding the following: '''No solicitations for funds for

01'

on behalf of Cllly orgal1ization

01'

person" and "[n]o material that advertises, promotes, endorses 01' otherwise provides a benefit to
an individual or organization not entitled to use the frank. This would include commercial,
charitable, non-profit and political organizations as well as Cougl'essional Member Organizations
(CMO) and advisory bOal'ds or task foroes." Franking Regulations at 7-8. The Regulations
fhrther })rovide that "[t]he solicitation of funds f01' or on behalf of a private organization, for
exa"npie, for the purpose of supporting any charitable, education, religious or political program is
not frmllcable." Franking Regulations at 12.
197.

Respondent used his fi'ank for the benefit of a charitable organization and for

solicitation of funds.
198,

Respondent's conduct violated 39 U.S.C. §§ 3210, 3215 and the Franlcng

C01l1mission Regulations.
Count V: Condu.ct in Violation of Franking Statute
199,

Paragraphs 1 through 198 are reulcorporated as if set f01111 fully herein.
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200,

Section 1719 of Title 18 provides that "whoeve1' makes use of any official

envelope, label, or indorsement [sic] authorized by law, to avoid the payment of postage or
registry fee on his private letter, packet, package, or other matter in the mail, shall be :fined under
this title."
201.

Respondent used his frank ollmatenals that were ltot official busiuess.

202.

Respondent's conduct violated ISUS.C. § 1719.

Count VI: Conduct in Violation of House Office Building Conuulssion's Regulations
203,

Paragraphs 1 through 202 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein,

204.

The House Office Building Commission's Rules and Regulations Goveming the

House Office Buildings, House Garages and the CapItol Power Plant (Feb. 1999) at ~ 4 provide
that the "soliciting of alms and contributions. , .in any of the areas covered by these regulations
is prohibited."

205.

Respondent and his staff drafted solicitation letters and perfol1ued otller work

related to solicitations on property of the House of Representatives.

206.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 4 of the House Office Building

COl1lInission's Regulations.

Count VII: Conduct in Violation of the Purpose Law and tile lVlell1ber's Congressional
Handbook
207,

Paragraphs 1 tlu'ough 206 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

208.

Section 1301 of Title 31 of the United States Code provides that "[a]ppropriations

shan be applied only to the objects for which the aplltopnations were made except as otherwise
provided by law."
209.

Section 57(a)(1) of Title 2 ofthc United States Code pl'Ovides:
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[T]he Committee all House [Administration] of the House of
Representatives may, by order of the Committee, fIx and adjust the
amounts, tel1ns, and conditions of, and other matters relating to,
allowances of the House of Representatives within the following
categories:
(1) For Members of the House of Representatives, the Member's

Representational Allowance, bcluding all aspects of official mail
within the jurisdiction of the Committee under section 5ge of this
title.
210.

The Committee on House Administration sets forth the regulations governing the

use of the Member's Representational Allowance ("MRA") in the Member's COl1gressional
Handbook ("Member's Handbook"),
211.

The Member's Handbook provides that "[o]nly expenses the prunary purpose of

which are official and representational and which are incuned Ul accordance with the Handbook
are reunbUl'sable." Member's Handbook at p. 6.
212.

Respondent used House employees and other official House resources for woik

related to the Rangel Center.
213.

Those resources included the use of stafftime, usc of telephones and House email

accounts, other office equipment and supplies, and use of the frank. Those expenses were paid
using the MRA.
214.

The use of the MRA to pay expenses related to the Rangel Center was in violation

ofthe Member's Handbook and 31 U.S.C. § 1301.
Count VIII: Conduct in Violation of the Letterhead Rule

215.

Paragraphs 1 through 214 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

216.

Clause 11 of House Rule XXIII provides that a Member "may not authorize or

otherwise allow an individual, group, or organization not under the direction and control of the
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Honse to use the words "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives," or
"Official Business," or any combination ofwords thereof, on any letterhead or envelope.
217.

Pm-Sllant to regulations adopted pm-sllant to 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b), the Standards

Committee has interpreted House Rule XXIII, cJ. 11, as prohibiting tbe use by Members of the
wOl'ds "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives"

01'

"Official Business" on

any solicitatiol1. 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
218.

As set forth above, Respondent scnt letters related to thc Rangel Center

011

letterhead bearing the words "Congress of the United States" and "House of Representatives."
219.

Respondent'S conduct violated House Rule XXIII, c1. 11.

Count IX: Conduct in Violation of the Ethics in Government Act and House Rule XXVI
220.

Paragraphs 1 through 219 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

221.

111e Ethics in Government Act ("EIGA"), incorporated into the House RUles by

House Rule XXVI, requires all Members to file Financial Disclosure statement~. EIGA at § 101.
222.

Section 102 of the EIGA requires a "full and complete statement" with respect to

several categories, including generally: income and honoraria; uneamed income including
dividends, rents, interest and capital gains; gifts; property used in trade or business

01'

held for

investment or t11e production of income; liabilities; transactions; and reportable positions.
223.

In 1986, the Standm'ds Committee established a policy on the filing of

mnendments to Financial Disclosure statements:
[T]he Committee [has] a two-pl'Ollged test for detel1nining whether an aI11endment
is considered to be filed with a presumption of good faith: First, whether it is
submitted within the appropriate mnend1nent period (close-of-year); and second, a
"circumstance" test addressing why the amendment is justified. In 11ns latter
regard, filers will be expected to submit with the amendment a brief statement on
why the earlier FD is being revised. Thus, amendments meeting the two-pronged
test will be accorded a rebuttable presumption of good faith and [the] Committee
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will have 111e burden to overcome such a presumption. Conversely, any
amendment not satisfying both of the above-stated criteria will not be accorded
the rebuttable presumption of good faith. In such a case, the burden will be on the
filer to establish such a presumption.
"Policy Regarding Amendments to Financial Disclosure Statements" (Apr. 23, 1986), reprinted
in the 1992 House Ethics Manual and 2008 House Ethics Manual. The guidance further
provides:
IS]o long as a filer wishes to amend within the appropriate period of prescribed
'timeliness' and such amendments are not submitted as a re8ult of, or in
connection with, action by [the] Committee that may have the effect of
discrediting the quality of the initial filillg(S), then such amendments will be
deemed to be presumptively good faith revisions to the filings.
224.

Respondent engaged in a pattern of submii'ting Financial Disclosure statements

that were incomplete and inaccurate.
225.

Respondent failed to report numerous items required to be reported under tlle

EIGA duril1gthe period 1998 tlu'ough 2008.
226.

Respondent erroneously reported numerous items required to he reported under

the EIGA during the period 1998 tlu'Ough 2007.
227.

Respondent's amendments to his Financial Disclosure statements for calendar

years 1998 through 2007 were not filed within the close of the year in which the original filings
were proffered. Respondent's amendments were not timely.
228.

Respondent's amendm.ents to his Financial Disclosure statements for calendar

years 1998 tlu'011gh 2007 were filed after the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
("Standards Conunittee") had established an investigative subcommittee ,'lith respect to
Respondent's conduct, including his repOliing of the Punta Calla villa
Disclosure Statements.
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229.

The pending action by-tbe Standards Committee has 111e effect of discrediting me

quality ofhis initial ftlings.
230.

Respondent's amendments to his Financial Di.sclosure statements for calendar

years 1998 through 2007 are not entitled to a rebuttable presumption of good faith.

231.

Respondent has failed to establish that 111e amendments to his Financial

Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 through 2007 were submitted in good faith.

232.
Count X:

Respondent's conduct violated the EIGA.

Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government Service, cl. 5

233.

Paragraphs 1 through 232 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

234.

The Code of Ethics for Government Service (72 Stat., Part 2, B12, H, Res. 175,

85th Cong.) (adopted July 11, 1958) provides:
[A]ny person in Government service should:

5. Never discriminate 1mfuirly by the dispensing of special favors
or plivileges to anyone, whether for remlilleration or not; and never
accept for hilnself or his iiunfly, favors or benefits under
circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
influencing the performance ofhls govel11mental duties.
235.

Respol1dent received a rent stabilized residential apartment at Lenox Ten'ace,

which he u.~ed as oruce space for Raugel for Congress and National Leadership PAC.
236.

The tenns of the lease for the reJlt stabilized apmtment provided that the

apartment was to be used "for living purposes only,"
. 237.

Respondent's acceptance of that rent-stahilized apartment for nonresidential

purposes in contravention of the torms of the lease was a favor 01' benefit to him.
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238.

Respondent had interactions with Oh1ick in his official capacity.

239.

Respondent accepted the favor or benefit from Oillick under cit'oumstallces that

might he cOllsirued by reasonable persons as influellcitlg the perf01111a1lCe of his govell11.nental
duties.
240.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govermnent

Service.
COlllt XI:

Conduct in Violation of C(lde of Etllics for Govenuuent Service, cl. 2.

241.

Paragraphs I through 240 are reincorporated as if set forth fc1llyherein.

242.

The Code of Ethics fOT Govennnent Service (72 Stat., Part 2, BI2 (1958), H.Con.

R. 175, 85th Cong.) provides that:

any person in GoVel111nent service should:
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations of the
United States and all govennnel1ts therein and never he a party to
their evasion.
243.

Section 1 of Title 26 of the United States Code ("Internal Revenue Code")

imposes a tax on the income of individuals.
244.

Section 61 of the Internal Revemle Code defines "gross income" to itlclude "all

income from whatever source derived...."
245.

Respondent's failure to report rental income related to Punta Cana on his Federal

income tax retUl1lS violated the Intel1lal Revenue Code,
246.

As set forth above, Respondent's conduct also violated 5 U.S,C. § 7353, 39

U.S ,C. § 3210, 39 U.S.C. § 3215, 18 U.S.C. § 1719, Franking Regulations, House Office
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Building Conl1nission's Regulations, 31 U.S,C. § 1301, Member's Congressional Hal1dbook, the
Ethies in Government Act and the Inte111a1 Revenue Code,
247.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 2 of the Code of Ethics for Government

Service.
Count XII:

Conduct in Violation of the Code of Conduct: I,etter and Spirit of House

Rules

248.

Paragraphs 1 through 247 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

249.

Clause 2 of Honse Rule XXIII states that a Member "shall adhere to the spirit and

the letter oftho Rules of the House and to the rules of duly constituted committees thereof"
250.

As set forth above, Respondent's conduct violated House Rule XXIII, clauses 4

and 11, and Housc Rule XXVI.
251.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 2 of Honse Rule XXIII.

Count XIII:
Conduct in Violation of the Code of Conduct: Conduct Reflecting
Discreditably on the House
252.

Paragraphs 1 through 2S 1 arc reincorporated as ifset forth fully l1crein.

253.

Clause 1 of House Rule XXIII states that a Member "shall behave at all timeR in a

manner that shall reflect creditably 011 the House."
254.

Respondent's improper solicitations of potential donors to the Rangel Center

violated tho Solicitation and Gift Ban, 5 U.S,C. § 7353.
255.

Respondent's acceptance offavors and benefits fi'om oonors to the Rangel Center

under circtunstances which might be constl'l1ed by reasonable persons as influencing the
perfOIDlallCe ofhis governmental duties violated clause 5 of the Code of Eillies for Gove111ll1ent
Service.
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256.

Respondent knowingly accepted indirect gifts fr0111 donors to the Rangel Center

in violation ofthe House gift rule,
257.

Respondent improperly used his n:anking privilege to send solicitations for the

Rangel Center in violation of postal laws and the Franking Regulations, Respondent's use offhe
franking privilege also violated 18 U.S.C. § 1719, a misdemeanor,
258.

Respondent's \witten solicitations for the Rangel Center were prepared on

proPe1ty of the House ofRepreseutatives, ill violation ofthe House Office Buildiug Connnissioll
Regulations,
259,

Respondent's misuse of official House resources, il1Cluding use of his

congressional staff, official telephones and House email aCCQunts, other office equipment and
supplies, and the :u'ankil1g privilege, for work related to the Rangel Center was in violation ofthe
Purpose Law, 31 U.S.C. § 1301, and the Member's Handbook.
260,

Respondent's misuse of congressional letterhead for solicitations on behalf of the

Rangel Center violated the Code of Conduct's letterhead rule, House Rule XXIII, clause 11,
261.

Respondent failed, in his Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998

through 2007, to set forth a full and C0l111Jlete statement of items required by the EIGA.
262,

Respondent engaged in a pattem of submittIng Financial Disclosure statements

that were incomplete and inaccurate,
263,

Respondent failed to ensure that his Financial Disclosure statements were

complete or accurate,
264,

Re'-Spondent's conduct violated the Ethics in Government Act.

265,

Respondent failed to report rental income from Punta Cana 011 his Federal income

tax retums for the years 1998 1111'ough 2006,
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266.

Respondent's conduct violated Title 26 Oftlle United States Code.

267.

Respondent received a rent stabilized residential apartment at Lenox TeITace,

which he used as office space for Rangel for Congress and National Leadership PAC, when the
tenns of that lease provided tllat the apartment was to be used "for livingpul'poses ollly,"
263.

Respondent's acceptance of a rent stabilized apartment for non-residential

purposes was done under circumstances that might beconstlued by reasonable persons as
influencing the pel'tormance of his governmental duties in viclation of clause 5 of tlle Code of
Etlries for Government Service.
269.

Respondent's violation of thc laws and regulations of t11e United States also

constituted a violation of' clause 2 of tl1e Code of Ethics for GOVel1U11ent Service.
270.

Respondent's violation of the Rules of the House of Representatives also

constituted a violation of clause 2 oftl1e Code of Conduct, House Rule XXIII.
271.

Respondent's pattem of indifference or disregard for the laws, rules and

regulations of the United States and the House of Represcntatives is a serious violation.
272.

Respondent's actions and accumulation of actions rcflected pool'ly on the

institution of the House and, thereby, brought discredit to the House.
273.

Respondent violated clause 1 of House Rule XXIII.
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InJhe Matter qf}tepresentative Charles B. Rqllitej

Dear Chair I.ofgren:
Enclosed please find Committee counsel's Notice of Motion and accompanying
Affirmation.

Sincerely,

;:</~G::::2-~~:_---,
R. Blake Chisam
StaffDirector at,d Chief Counsel

cc:

Representative Charles B. Rangel
Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
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NOTICE OF MOTION
MADAM CHAIR:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that upon the annexed affirmation ofR. Blake Chisam, Chief
Counsel to the CoiTIlluttee on Standards of Official Conduct (hereinafter "CollUuittee"), counsel
for the Conmuttee in the above-captioned matter, the undersigned will move the adjudicatory
SUbcollUl11tlee in the above-captioned matter, at Room 1310, LougvifOlih House Oflice Building,
Waslungtoll, D.C., on the 15 th day of November, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock in the furenoon of tllat
day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, as follows:

1.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT I OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT I OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT I OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

II.

MOTION FOR DE'l'ERJVIINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT \\l1TH RESPECT TO COUNT II OF 'IHE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTrrLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETI-IER COUNT II OF THE STATEMENT OF
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ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT II OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;
ill.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT III OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION 1\.<3 TO WHETHER COUNT III OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A ~·~TTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMJvl1TTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT III OF THE STATEJ'viENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

IV,

MarION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT IV OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS Eh'TITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT IV OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT IV OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

V.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT V OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
I'vIATIER, THAT COMlvIITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTrrLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT V OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A .MATTER OF LAW
AND 11-IAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHE11-IER COUNT V OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

VI.

MOTION FOR DETERJ.\1INATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT VI OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MAITER, THAT COM1VIITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
2
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DETERMINATION AS TO \\lHETHER COUNT VI OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT VI OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;
VII.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GEf..IuINE ISSUE
AS TO A1'-I"Y MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COl:JNT VJI OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT VII OF THE STATEMENT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT VII OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

VIII.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WrrH RESPECT TO COUNT VIII OF THE
STA'fEME1\1'f OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMlVfITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT VIII OF THE STATEMENT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMlvfITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS i\1EMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT VIII OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

IX.

MOTION FOR DETER.1yfINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT IX OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE·CAP'I10NED
MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT IX OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATlON HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND TBAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETIIER COL'NT IX OF THE STATEJ"mNT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

X.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATER1AL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT X OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
3
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MATTER, THAT COIlifM:ITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT X OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT X OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;
XI.

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT XI OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MAT'rER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETIIER COUNT XI OF THE STATEMENT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT XI OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

XII.

MOTION FOR DETERivlINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT XII OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
'MATTER, THAT COMMITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT XII OF THE STATEMENT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT THE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF ITS lvIEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT XII OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;

XIIL

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE
AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT WITH RESPECT TO COUNT XIII OF THE
STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
MATTER, THAT COMlYfITTEE COUNSEL IS ENTITLED TO A
DETERMINATION AS TO WHETHER COUNT XIII OF THE STATEMENT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION HAS BEEN PROVEN AS A MATTER OF LAW
AND THAT 'II-IE MATTER SHALL BE COMMITTED AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE TO THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOI\1MITTEE FOR A
DETERMINATION BY A MAJORHY VOTE OF ITS MEMBERS AS TO
WHETHER COUNT XIII OF THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION
HAS BEEN PROVED;
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and for such other and ftuther relief as the adjudicatory subcommittee may deem just and proper.

Dated: Washington, D.C.
November 8, 2010

Yours etc.,

R. Blake Chisam
Chief Counsel
Committee on Standards ofOfficial Conduct
Room HT-2, The Capitol
\VaIDungton,D.C.205l5

TO:

REPRESENTATIVE ZOE LOFGREN
CHAIR
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE
ROOMIIT-2, THE CAPITOL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL MCCAUL
RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE
ROOM HT-2, THE CAPITOL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ROOM 2354, RAYBUR,"\T HOUSB OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

AFFIRMATION
R. BLAKE CHISAM, Chief Counsel to the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
counsel to the adjudicatory subcommittee in the above-captioned matter, hereby affinllS a11(1
states:
All allegations contained herein are based upon infol111ation and belief. The sources of
such infonnation and belief are documents and testimony obtained during the investigation of
Representative Charles B. Rangel.

INTRODUCTION
The ultimate purpose of an adjudicatory subcommittee is to "hold a hearing to detel1uine
whether any counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation have been proved by clear and
convincing evidence and [to] make findings of fact, except where such violations have been
admitted by respondent,,,l "At an adjudicatory hearing, the burden of proof rests 011 Committee
c01l1lsel to establish the facts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation by clear and
cOllviudng evidencc.,,2
At the conclusion of its deliherations, an adjudicatory subcommittee must report its
fmdings to the Committee. 3 If an adjudicatory subcommittee reports that allY count in a
Staten1ent of Alleged Violation has been proved, the full Committee must hold a headng "as to
tl1e sl111ctiol1 the Connnittee should recommend to the House of Representatives.',4 At the
conclusion of the sanctions hearing, the Committee must "consider and vote on a motion to

Committee Rule 23(c),
Committee Rule 23(n),
, Committee Rule 23(P).
4 CommiUee Rlde 24(b).
I
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recommend to 1he House of Representatives that the House take disciplinary action."s Thus, an
adjudicatory hearing is an intermediary step v.tithin the disciplinary process in which the
adjudicatory subcommittee is tasked merely with detennining whether the counts alleged in the
Statement ofAlleged Violation have been proven. 6
Conllnittee rules expressly contemplate the f11ing of motions in connection with an
adjudicatory hearing. 7 The Chair of the adjudicatory subc01111nittee must rule "upon any question
of admissibility or relevance of evidence, motion, procedure, or any other matter, alid may direct
any witness to answer any question under penalty of contempt.,,$
Under the Committee's rules, "[a]ny relevant evidence shall be adtnissible unless the
evidence is privileged under the precedents of the House ofRepresentatives.,,9 The C01mnittee's
rules contemplate winnowing issues of fact where the facts are not in dispute. lo Where ·there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact with respect to a count or counts in a Statement of
Alleged Violation, an adjudicatory subcommittee can fulfill its responsibilities "to determine
whethet' al1y counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation have been proved by clear and
convincing evidence and [to] make findings offact."ll
In the above-captioned matter, Representative Charles B. Rangel (the "Respondent") has,
on numerous occasions, admitted to a number of the allegations in the Statement of Alleged
Violation adopted by the investigative subcommittee in tins matter. In addition to Respondent's
admissions, Committee counsel has developed an extensive documentaJ·y record. Respondent
had the oppOltunity to object to the documents that Committee counsel intends to use as
evidence against him in the adjudicatory hearing, but he did 110t object. J2
Respondent's ad1nissions and the uncontroverted documentary record, as wen as
testimony taken at the direction of the investigative subcommittee, establish, by clear and
convincing evidence, each element of each count in the Statement of Allegcd Violation. To the
S Committee

Rule 24(0).

~ Committee Rule 23(0).
'I

Committee Rule 23(i)(2).

'ld.
Commlttoo Rule 23(1)(1),
Committee Rule 23(0), (h), (i}(4), <lnd (n),
" Committee Rule 23(e).
12 On Oetober 22, 2010, counael to the Committee On Standru:dB of Official Conduct (the "Committee") provided
Representative Charles B. Rangel (the "Respondent") with a copy of the documents Committee oOUllse] intends to
use as evidence against Respondent in the adjudicatory hearing. On that same date, COlmnittee counsel alsG
provided Respondent with a list Gf the wituesses tl1at counsel intends to call and a summary of thell" expecled
testimony. Pursuant to all order from the Chair of the adjudicatory snbc.ohlmittee, Respondent had until October 29,
2010 to raise any objections to the evidellce or witne<Jses, or any objections WOtlldbe waived. Respondent did not
submit any objections. As such, the documentary record has been established without the nood for fI11y rulings on the
admissibility ofdocumenf8.
9

10
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extent that Respondent is challenging certain counts, it would appear that those challenges are, in
actuality, legal arguments regarding the interpretation of the law or the application of lmdisputed
facts to the law.
Therefore, there are no genuine issues as to any material fact with respect to any count in
the Statement of Alleged Violation.
Accordingly, Committee counsel, as described in the attached Notice of Motion, moves:
a) that the adjudicatory subcommittee detel1nine, with respect to each count in the Statement of
Violation, that there is 110 genuine issue as to any material fact with respect to each count in the
Statement of Alleged Violation, that Committee comse1 is entitled to a detenninatiou as to
whether each count in the Statement of Alleged Violation has been pt'Ovell as a matter of law,
and that the matter be committed as soon as is practicable to the adjudicatory subcommittee for a
dete1'lnil1ation by a majority of its members as to whether any count or counts in the Statement of
Alleged Violation ha~ or have been proved; and b) for such other and further relief as the
adjudicatory subcommittee may deem just and proper.

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
I.

Respondent's Solicitations on Behalf of the Charles B. Rangel Center at City
College of New ¥ol'k

a. BackgJ'oulld
The idea for a Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York ("CCNY")
began laie in 2004. 13 The initial conversations about creating such a center at CCNY occurred
bet",een Respondent and Gregory Williams, then President of CCNY.14
CCNY prepared a "proposal" that it sent to Respondent in March of 2005 ("Rangel
Center brochure,,).15 The Rangel Center brochure wa~ a 20-page color presentation book, which
described tile major elements of the center, including the physical Rangel Center building, a
library to house Respondent's papers, programming in public service, and a fellowship
program,16 The last page of the brochl1l'c states: "We ask you to consider a gift. of $30,000,000 01'
$6,OOO,OOO!year for five years.,,17
On Apdl II, 2005, Jim Capel, Respondent's district director, informed Rachelle Butler,
the vice president of CCNY's development office, that "the Congressman is very excited about
the proposal that we put together and felt that it was very professional. He wants 50 copies sent
"Exhibit 104.
14 Exhibits 104, 105.
g Exhibit 106.
'6 ld.
17 ld.
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to his DC office to fundraise with."IS On April 18, 2005, Capel asked Butler to send him
additional Rangel Center brochures "because they're sending them out to people to fundraise
with."
Respondent did begin sending out Rangel Cellter brochures, along with a letter, in May of
2005. The first round of mailings went to Ted Kheel and the trustees of the Am1 S. Kheel
Charitable Trust. 19
In June of 2005, Respondent's staff prepared form letters which were sent, along with the
Rangel Center brochure, to approximately 121 persons. 20 The letter, which was written on
congressional letterhead, stated:
I want you to know about my personal interest in and enthusiasm for
the creation of this Centet· and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.

I am asking you to join me in tile oreation of a public policy center that
will motivate and prepare young people presently underrepresented in
public life to pursue careers in public service.

I have embraced the College's concept because it will allow me to
locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
commtnlity.

I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to
move Oris idea through the appropriations process and rou optimistic
about securing funds for the planning pl1ase of the creation of the
Center. I request your advice and assistance conceming how to
Exhibit 109.
Exhibits 401, 402. Respondent is IDe Cbaimlan of the Board of Trllstees of the AIm S. K:heel Charitable Trust.
Exhibit 387.
20 Exhibit 139; Eutler n. (11/13/09) al 9; Dalley Tr. (12/9/08) at 47-52. The leIter was drafted by George Dalley,
Respo11dellt's then chief of slaff. Dalley Tr. (12/9/08) at 44. Dalley directed and supervised staff and fellows Oll
oomplling a list of potential donors and preparation of the lolters. Dalley Tr. (1219/08) at 4748, 51-52. Respondent
personally signed each of the leUers. Rauge! n. at 23. Respendent directed the staff to perfo1m the work related to
the Rll1:\gel Center, and knew tlmt the work was occurring on House property. fumgel Tr. at 21.
Ii

19
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approach. the donor community, particularly private and corporate
fowldations interested in education. I look f01'Ward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the ft111ding of the Rangel Center conoept in the
coming wee1cs and months.2J
Recipients considered these mailings to be solicitations, including solicitations for
money. For example, one foundation responded to Respondent stating that "I am in reoeipt of
your letter dated June 20 th indicating that you will be creating the Charles B, Rangel Center for
Public Service and need ft111ding for the plalllring phase of this public policy center.,,22 Another
recipient wrote, in a letter to Respondent, "it appears 11mt your focus is 011 building an
endowment of $30,000,000 for the Rangel Center for Public Service.,,23
The packages were sent using the Respondent's congressional ftm1k, One copy of the
package obtalned by Committee counsel included the envelope, which was clearly sent using
Respondent's fra11k.24 George Dalley, Respondent's former chiefof staff, testified that he did not
recall specifically using the franking privilege, "but it would be COI1sistent with our practice that,
if we felt it was a communication in the context of official duties, the franking privilege would
have been used,',25
In addition to two munds of solicitation letters sent to foundations in June 2005,
Respondent sent another rOlmd ofletters in August 2005,16 As 'with the June 2005 mailing, the
letters were written on congressional letterhead containing the words "Congress of the United
States" mId "House of Representatives," a11d were prepared by Respondent's stafe? The
language in those letters was identical to the language in the June 2005 letters,18
Respondent also sent at least two letters to foundations in September of 2005.29 The
letters were wdtten on congressional letterhead with the words "House of Representatives" and
bearing the America11 Bald Eagle and coat of arms fi'om the Great Seal of the United States. In
addition to the language from the l1revious letters, Respondent stated "I will have someone in my
office call you to follow.up.',3o

Exhibit 140.
Exhibit 170, Respo))denl replied to that letter stating, "While I am disappointed that yOlI will ))ot be able 10 nl1ld
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service, I thank you fur consideration of my request." Exhibit 171"llxhibit 168,
24 Exhibit 138.
2S Dalley Tr. (12110/08) at 8.
2. Exhibits 155,156,157,159.
n Exhibit J56.
28 Compare Exhibit 140 with Exhibit 156.
2<'Exhibits 160,161.
30 Exhibit 160.
21

22
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Respondent also wrote a letter to Donald Tnlmp in September 2005, Again the letter was
written on congressional letterhead with the words "House of Representatives" and using the
American Bald Eagle and coat of aJms from the Gl'eat Seal of the United States, Respondent
asked Trump for "advice aJ1d assistMce" Md requested a meeting with Tnll1lpPl
Respondent's next round of letters was sent in July 2006, Those letters included the
following language:
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal
government grants in the amount of $3,6 million to permit a
thorough Md comprellensive planning process. I would apprcciate
your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice
and assistaJlce concerning how to approach the donor community,
particularly pdvate Md corporate foundations interested in
education, for grants to support the cducation prograJlls of the
center, We are also interested in ohtaining :funding for the
fellowship and scholarships which will be required for the
exceptional but nnderprivileged students.
I thank you for your consideration and for any fut111'e support that
you may provide to the Charles B. Rangel Center at the City
College of New York. 32
The Rangel Center brochure was enclosed with the letters. 3J The letters were again written 011
congressional letterhead, beaJing the words "Congress of the United States" and "House of
Repre.~entatives", and were prepared by Respondent's staff,34 One recipient of this letter
characterized it as "a fonnalletter of requesL"35 Another recipient wrote to Respondent stating,
"We have reviewed the funding inquiry and supporting materials regarding the Rangel
Center.. ",,36
Respondent sent additional letters in March 2007 to Donald Trump, David Rockefeller,
Md Mantice Greenbcrg, The letters were written 011 congressional lettedlead, bearing the
American Bald Eagle aJld coat of arms fi'om the Great Seal of the United States. 37 The letters
were again pl'epaJ'ed by Respondent's staff: 38 Each ofthose letters requested a meeting "in order

Exhibit 312.
Exhibit 163,
33 See, e.g., Exhibits 166,167.
,. Id. DalleyTr, (1219108) at48, 51·52,
Exhibit 353,
36 Exhibit 169,
37 Exhibits 172, 173, 174,
31

32
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to discuss with you my vision for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service" describing
the Rangel Center as "a personal dream ofmine.,,39
In addition to letters, Respondel1t also participated in several meetings regarding the
Rangel Center. Respondent admitted that he intended for money to be solicited during the
meetings with potential donors.4o

b. Entities Solicited
i. Verizon
1. Background

Verizon Conmmnications, Inc. ("Verizon") is one of the world's l!!i:gest providers of
communications services, offering both wireless and wireline services. 41 For the year ended
December 31, 2007, Verizoll repOlted operating revenues of al)proximately $93 billion. 42 Ivan
Seidenberg has been the Chainnan and CEO of Verizon since 2000. 43 Fonner Representative
1110111as Tauke has been the Executive Vice-President of Public Affairs, Policy and
Communications sinoo 2004. 44 Roger Mott has been a vice-president of Verizon in its
government affairs department sinee approximately 2000. 45 Mott is a lobbyist responsible for
relationships with the New York Delegation and Blue Dog Caueus.46 Melvin Norris worked for
Verlzon as a New York state lobbyist, and is a -[0111101' member of Respondent's staff. 47
The Verizol1 F0llJldation is the philanthropic ar111 of Verizon. The Foundation is funded
by Verizon.4S Seidenberg is Chairman of the BoardlDirecter and Tauke is the Vice Chainuan and
Secretary of the Verizon Foundation.49 Patrick Gaston is the President of the Verlzon
Foundation.50

39 Id.

As will be discussed, !n/i-a, all three Inen granted Respondellt II meeting regarding the Rangel Center.
E"bibit 542 ("If the Ethics Committee wants to decide timl it was my intention that money be solicited doring
those meetings for the purposes of moving on tills school of public service, I would have to say you're probably

4ll

righl").
41

Exhibit 281.

4' Id.

"'Id.
44 Id.
Mott Tr. at 6-7.
at 7.
47 Mott Tr. at 22.
.. See, e.g., Form 990-PF rorthe Verizon Foundation for year ending December 31, 2008. FOO11g 990 and 990·PF
are publicly-available, and can be located 011 a nUlnber of website., including Fmmdaticm Center,
hl1p:I/www.fonooationcenter,oJ'g(lastvisitedNovember4,2010). For example, In 2004,Vel'izon contributed
approximately $100 million to Verizoll Fonndation. See FornI 990-PF for the Vedzon Foundation for year ending
December 31,2004.
49 See. e,g" Ponn 990-PF rorthe Vorizon Foundation for ,'ear ending Deoember 31,2008.
?S

4" MottTr.

50

Id.
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Mott has been responsible for the New York Delegation throughout his lobbying career
with Vel'izon and AT&T.51 In that role, he has interacted with Respondent throughout tllat time
period. 52 He has also worked with Dalley and Ways and Means' staffer Jon Sheiner. 53
2. Verizon C.Jfant to Rangel Center
Respondent sent a solicitation letter in June 2005 to the Verizon Foundation. 54 It was
addressed to Seidenberg, the Chairman of the Board of both Verizon and Verizon FO~U1dation.55
Respondent met Seidellberg "years ago" and knows he is the CEO ofVerizon. 56

In an email to Gaston, Seidenberg wrote:
TIus is a tricky one, . .1'111 not sure that Congressman Rangel will
be satisfied with a modest participation...As a first step I agree that
you should explore with his staff and then let's see what the
situation might be .. , Just call his office and find out who you
might meet with to explore this Wait on a letter from me until
we know what we intend to do igs 57
Gaston oons\llted with Mott to see whetller Mott had an opinion about the grant request.58
Mott testified that he had never received an inquiry of that natUl'e previously, and he did not have
an opinion on the sUbject. 59 Mott testified that the Rangel Center grant was the only time that he
has been involved in a Vetizoll Foundation grant. 60
A note in Butler's files indicates that Respondent may have asked Verizon to contact
CCNY:
Today, I received a call fro111 Bernice Bradshaw at 212 395-[ ]
about the proposed Rangel Center. Charles Rangel had told Mr.
Mott to ask Patrick Gaston, prl".sident ofthe Verizon Foundation, to
call me. I am waiting for her to get back to me. 61

51 Mott Tr. at 8.
." ld.
;3 ld. at9.
54 Exhibit 227.
5S ld.
56 Rangol Tr. at 82-83.
51 F..x11ibit 228.
58

Molt Tr. at 13.

59 [d.
60 MoltT,..

61

at 38.

Exhibit 231.
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Documents from Verizon also indicate that Respondent's staff spoke with Mott about a
potential grant, An email from Mott to Gaston stated:
In line with our conversation I have spoken with George Dalley,
Charlie Rangel's Chief of Staff here in DC, The Congressman is
most appreciative that we have responded and are willing to meet
to discuss furthCl',62
After a meeting was arranged between Verizon Foundation and the CCNY ftmdraisers,
Respondent sent a personal letter to Seideliberg thankilig him for arranging the meeting,63 In that
letter Respondent wrote:
I undel~~tood that the meeting went well and the foundation may be
considering a gtant in support of the Center.
I appreciate your intCl'est ill this endeavor and look forwm'd to
continuing our discussion,
Please do not hesitate to contact me about the creation of the
Center. 64
Verizon was, in fact, considering making a grant, mId there were inte111l:1.l discussions over the
appropriate amount In an email toGaston.Seidenberg wrote:
A 500k commitment over a five year period sounds like it might
work. .........From the desoription, it s01l1Ids like a good
progrmu,.. The key here is to make sure that :Ml'. Rangel
appreciates this level ofsupport ....igs 65
In an ClUai! thanking Gaston for their meeting, Butler wrote:
As you requested, I have contacted the Congressman's office and
asked them to notify him that we have had a very good
COllVCl'Satiol1. 66
In July 2005 Mott requested an update on the grant from Gaston, hecause Mott was
"[s]eeil1g Chm'lie later this week mld not bringing it up but need status In case he raises with

62
63

Exhibit 230.
Exhibit 233,

M

la.

6S

Exhibit 234.

6'

Exhibit 235.
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me.,,67 Gaston indicated that a grant for $500,000 would be made, subject to approvals of the
Verizon Foundation Board, after CCNY submitted a grant request.6S
In August 2006, Matt requested another update 011 the grat1t from Gaston because "I am
going to see Charlie next week down here atld want to have the last info. at the ready in case this
comes 11p.,,69 Gaston indicated there was a "good possibility" of making the $500,000 grant, and
Velizon was "waiting word from them 011 whether or not federal funding was secm'ed and if they
have gotten Otllel' corporate pattners interested in this initiative,',7o
Mott discussed Verizon's potential grant to the Rangel Center Witll Sheiner at a dinner in
December 2006. 71 Following that dilmer, Matt emailed Dalley with an update on the status of the
Verizon grant. n In response to that email, Dalley wrote:
Roger, willi llie recent developments re eannarks we are going to
need your help now more than ever. Do you know the
contemplated level of s11p1'ort7 73
Matt provided the infuullat!on and offered to arrange a meeting or phone call with Gaston so that
Gaston could personally update Dalley.74
A few months later, in May 2007, Respondent ran into Nards, an enconl1ler which Norris
described in an ell1ail to Sandra Wilson, Director ofVerizon External Affairs:
Hi Sandy, I ran inlo the Congressman last week and he spoke to
me about a commitment (I do not know what it entails) fro111 Ivan
for lhe Rangel Cenler at City College that will prepare college
students for foreign servIce careers. 75

Wilson responded that the Foundation had been in discussiolls wifh CUNY to support the Rangel
Center, but nothing had been confiul1ed yet.76
[n May 2007, Matt requested another update from Ga8ton. 77 Matt wanted to have the
update in advance of a breakfast fulldraiser that was being hosted by Seidenberg. He wrote:

61

Exhibit 237.

611 frI.

Exhibit 246.
Exhibit 247.
" Exhibit 249.
69
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731d.

74Id.
7'

Exhibit 259.
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I know when you updated me a year ago our support was
contingent 011 Charlle securing Federal funds to build the actual
building, I don't think that has pt'ogressed vet'y fll1', but Verizon's
willingness to fund a Telecom Centet' is a very positive message I
know Ivan would want to personally convey to Chll1'lie that
rooming, Just thinking whatever the status is now, we should
probably get Ivan and Tom in the 100p,78
In August 2007, Tauke forwarded lllfonnation about the proposed grant to other Vel'izon
lobbyists,79 In that email exc11ange, Mott indicated that he had been aWIl1'e of the pending grant
because "Susan Sullivan at the Foundation called me two weeks ago asking my opinion and also
indicating that Monica Azare had signed off,,,8o
On August 21, 2007, Gasto11 forwll1'ded to Seidenberg six gl'Il11t requests, including the
Rangel Center request. Sl Seidenberg approved the request on August 22, 2007,S2 Once the gl'Il11t
was approved, SulliVll11 1l11d Gaston each notified Mott of tho approval.83 On August 29, 2007,
Mott requested that either Azare or NOll'iS notify Respondent ofthe gl'ant approval, stating:

Will you guys take care ofnotifying Charlie and other appropl'iate
folks? Know George Dalley has inquired of me ovor the months
and I just wsut to make sme ono of us contacts him also,s4
011 the fullowing date, Dalley sent 1111 email to several members ofRespondent's staffstating:

Melvin N01'11S (212) 321-[
] will be calling Charlie ill a few
minutes to inform him that he has received word that this grant was
awarded by the Board yesterday, Please info11n him ofthis85
Norris verified with Azare that he infanned baUl Dalley 1l11d Capel about the gt:1l11t, and left a
message with Res,pondellt. 86
Vm'izal1 Foundatioll notified CCNY that the gl'ant had been approved on September 5,
2007, which was six days after Respondent's office was notified. 87 Butler sent Il11 email to Da:Hoy
7S ld,

7!> Exhibit 268,

Those lobbyists included Mark Mullet, Verizol1's lax lobbyist. Molt Tr, at 57.
Exhibit 268, Axa,.e WllS II vice-president in tJ10 governm011t affairs department at VerizDl1, overseeing gove1'llment
affairs in New Yol1c. Sullivan works for Verizon Foundation. Mott Yr. at 40.
Sl Exhibit 269,
s'ld.
g, Exhibits 270, 271. Sullivan notified Matt on Angust 22, 2007 and Gaston notified Mott on August 27,2007,
84 Exhibit 276,
<s Exhibit 273,
06 Exhibit 275,
87 Exhiblt 277.
80
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and Berger informing them of the grant, and Dalley indicated that he would share the news with
Respondent.s8
The first installment of Verizon's pledge, in the amount of $100,000, was paid on
December 7, 2007. 89 Subsequent installments were paid on April 2, 2008 in the amount of
$300,000,90 and on June 5, 2009 in the amount of $1 00,000,91
3. Verizon's interests and business before the House
Verizon is a large corporation that, in the ordinary course of its business, has an interest
in pending legislation. Lobbying disclosure forms indicate that Verizon spends millions of
dollars each year on lobbyists, both those employed by VoriZ011 and outside films. 92
For example, Verizo11's Lobbying Disclosure Statement for its in-house lobbyists for ll1e
year end 2005 identifies 18 specific House bills lobbied on, as well as 33 specific Senate bills
and numerous other i88ues. 93 Venzon's statement for year end 2006 identifies 33 specific House
bills lobhied on, as well as 33 8peci:fic Senate bills and numerous other issues,94 The year end
2006 statemel7t indicates that Verizonlobbied on 16 specific House bills related to taxation. 95
DOCIDllonts produced by Verizoll demonstrate iliat Respondent and his staff were
personally involved in or lobbied on a nmnber of Issuos involving Verizon, to wit:
~

February 12, 2005 email from Mott to Tauke: "[DaUey] confirmed just now that
Charlie is not signing the MilloI.' VZ Wireless letter. Said he spoke with Ivan
[Seidenberg] and then told George if he had not already signed that he wanted to
stay offthe letto!', George assured me he has not signed off and will not.,,96

~

July 29,2005 email exchange between Rangel staff and Verizon lobbyist Roger
Mott regarding the Video Choice Act of 2005: "Hope Charlie can join in [cosponsorship] today. It would be a huge boost to our efforts and most appreciated
by IVail alld celtainly me. ,,97

8$ Id. Butler was not inchlded 011 earlier emails, and Wl1.~ apparently not aware that Respondent and his office had
heen infol1ued of the grant approval a week earlier.
B!J Exhibit 279.
9C E~hibit 286,
91 E~hibit 289.
92 See, e,g., Exhibit 242 (yew.' end 2005 Lobbying Disclosure ful'nl indicating in-house lobbying expens~.s of $4.2
million).

93 ltL

901

Exhibit 253.

95 ltL
96 Exhibit

91
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}>

April 19, 2006 email fi'om Matt to 8heiner: "1 expect a vote in the full House on
Nationwide Francllising sometime in May. I 1sic] would probably be good for me,
along with Monica Azal:e ... to visit with you and Charlie whencver you think it
is appropriate.,,9S

}>

July 7, 2006 email fi:om Mott to Dalley: "Many thaliks to Charlie and to you, for
his support on final passage of the Barton-Rush Telecom bill.,,99

}>

June 14, 2007 internal Verizon email exchange regarding Broadcom issue and a
call to Respondent in which Azar0 asks Seidenberg "Did you speak with
[Respondent]?" to which Seidenberg replied "Yes ... Direct and supportive... He
said he was working this and will get back to me... ig8.,,100

>

98

June 29, 2007 email from Matt to Dalley regarding the cell pllone ehip
importation issue which states, "Any effort Charlie can undertake along these
lines will be most appreciated by Ivan and the entire cell phone industry."lOJ

}>

January 27, 2008 email ftOlll Matt to Daney: "Attached is a paper on bonus
depreciation as it applies to broadband deployment. Mark Mullet in our office
already forwarded to Jolm Buckley and Jon Sheiner. Just wanted you to have fur
your review and input with Charlie."J02

}>

October 1, 2008 letter from Seidenberg to Respondent: "I encourage you to act
promptly to approve legislation to stahilize our nation's financial system.,,103

}>

March 23, 2009 internal Verizon email from Matt indicating that a meeting
between Seidenberg and Rcspondent had been set fo1' the next day: "Charlie
Rangel can visit with Ivan at I :45PM tomorrow in H-208 of the Capitol. Does not
want an entourage so if you are wifh Ivan fine. I would counsel against bringing
others for sake of it not becoming a group discussion instead of a one on one
Chairman Rangel and Chainnan Seidenberg discussion.,,104

Exhibit 244.

99 Exhibit 472.
lOa

Exhibit 261.

IOJ

Exhibit 262.

102 Exhibit 284.

103 Exlubit 287.
104 Exhibit

288.
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ii. Starr Foundation

In March of 2007, Respondent sent a letter to Ha:nk Greenberg requesting a meeting
about the Rangel Center.!Os A meeting was scheduled for June 4, 2007.106 Thc meeting was
attended by Respondent, Greenberg, Williams, and Butler. IO ?
Butler's notes of the meetillg indicate that tlle conversation at the meeting centered
aroUlld Chitla and fanner New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, and there did not appear to
be any discussion of the Rangel Center. 1OB The notes state:
Then Congressman Rangel said that he guessed this wasn't a good
day to come about tins purpose. Hank said he would "give us
something" and that he knew City College was a good school.
After that, we took our leave.
Five minutes after I returned to campus, Florence Davis, president
of the Starr Foundation, called to tell me that the chaill11an wanted
a request for funds to the Rangel Center all the Stan' Foundation
Board's agenda for the June 12 meeting.... She asked if a number
had been mentioned; I said they were mostly talking about China,
but that President Williams was going to ask for $10 million and
the Congressman thought that was about right. 109
Davis sent an email to Greenberg on that same day; stating that CCNY would be sending over
infonnation and "1 will write it up for $5 million for the June 12 board meeting, but I will let you
know iftlle donor list and budget suggest another amotmt.,,110
The Rangel Center grant was added, on June 6, 2010, to the Stall' Foundation Board's
agenda in the amount of $5 millionyl The board approved the grant 011 June 12 and ilie first
installment, stock valued at approximately $2,000,000, was sellt to CCNY on Jlllle 27,2007. 112

lOS Exhibil

291.
Exhibit 292. Respondent's calendar item for the meeting stales: "Topic: Ptmding tbr Rangel Center at City
M
College.
Exhibit 295.
<06

'0'
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no Exhibit 294.
Exhihit 296.
m Exhibit 430.
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iii. David Rockefeller

On March 7, 2007, the same date that Respondent wrote to Greenberg, he also sent an
identicall'equest for a meeting to David Rockefeller. 113
Rockefeller had been invited to a luncheon at the Ford Foundation with Respondent to
diacuss the Rangel Center, but he could not attend. 1J4 Butler asked Rockefeller's office if they
could set up an appointment with Rockefeller and "one of his assistants suggested that
Congressman Rangel send Mr. Rockefeller a note about it.,,115 ButIer informed Respondent's
congressional and campaign staff about this suggestion. 116
A meeting was set for October 22,2007. 117 The meeting was attended by Respondent,
Rockefeller, Rockefeller's philanthropic associate Mamie Pillsbury, Williams, and Butler. ll8 At
tIle end of their discussion, Butler's notcs indicate that Rockefeller stated "in tribute to the
Congressman, he would give him $100,000 to put toward any program he wished and that it
would be Ulll'estrictcd as he believes in that. "J 19 Rockefellel' did, ht fact, contribute $100,000. 120
iv. Donald Trump

In September 2005, Respondent sont a ietter to Donald Trump requesting a meeting to
discuss tlle Rangel Center,121 A meeting between Respondent and TlUmp was set for October 7,
2005. 122 Dan Berger, one of Respondent's congressional staffers, prepared a memo for
Respondent in advance of that meetil1g. 123 That memo stated:
Per your request, I have compiled some information about Mr.
Trump's previous philanthropic ventures.

The proposal for tIle Chal'1es B. Rangel Cetlter for Public Policy is
in the inside flap of this binder. 124

113

Exhibit 306.

114 Exhibit 305.

mId.
116 Id.

Il7 Exllibit 307.
1I8

Exhibit 308.
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Exhibit 311.
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In March 2007, Respondent wrote to T111111p requesting another meeting. 125 T111mp did
provide Respondent with another meetingY" The meeting was set for May 4, 2007, \vith
Re..<;pondent, Trump, Williams, and Butler attending. 127 Tr:ump did not make a contribution to the
Rangel Center.

v. Ford Foundation
1. Background
Thc Ford F01.U1dation was established in 1936 by Edsel Ford, and was bequeathed
nonvoting stock in the Ford Motor Company upon the deaths of Edsel Ford and Henry Ford. 128
Today, the Ford Foundation is entirely separate fi'om the Ford Motor Company.129
The Ford Foundation is one of the wealthiest foundations. At the end of its 2007 tax year,
Ford Foundation had assets worth approximately $11 billion,130 The Ford Foundation holds a
significant amount of assets for investment purposes. For the 2007 tax year, its capital gain net
hlrollle exceeded $589 million. 131
Susan Berresford was President oftlle Ford Foundation from 1996 until her retirement in
2007.132 Alison Bernstein was Vice President atlhe Ford Foundation during the relevant period,
and oversaw 111e Ford Foundation program on Education, Creativity and Free Expression. 133
2. Ford Foundation grant to Rangel Center

Respondent sent a solicitation letter to the Ford Foundation, dated Jmlo 13,2005.134 Ford
Foundation expressed interest in the program almost immediately, willi Bco-esford writing a
letter to Respondent on June 27, 2005, expressing interest in a meeting to discuss the Rangel
Center. 13S A meeting was held in September 2005 with Ford Foundation representatives, CCNY
Officials, and Respondent. l3G

Exhibit 316.
Exlllbit318.
127 Exhibit 319.
12. See, e.g., Ford Foundation, http://ww%fDl'9W\llld,orglabout·uslhigtol'Y (last visited November 4, 2(10).
I,. See, e.g., Ford Foundation, !Lt!n:/Iwww.fordfound.org/about-usimiss,ioll (last visited November 4, 20 I0).
130 Fotm 990·PF for The Ford FOlUldatioll for Yell!' ending September 30, 2008. Fonns 990 and 990·PF are publiclyavailable, and call be located 011 a 11Ulllber of wobsiles, including FOllndation Center,
http:/~\:Vw.foundationcenter.org (last visited NovelUber4, 2010).
125
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m BeInstein Tr. at 5.
134 Exhibit 342.
135 Exhibit 343.
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CCNY sent an initial proposal to the Ford Foundation in December 2005. 137 That
proposal states that CCNY "anticipates that the United States Congress will support this
initiative with a seed grant.,,138 The proposal reiterated the proposed budget of $30 million for
the Rangel Center, and requested a grant of $750,000 fl:om the Ford Foundation. 139
In addition to considering its own grant, the Ford FOlmdation agreed to host a lunoheon
for other potential donors. l40 Initially, the luncheon was plam1ed for May 2006. 141 Bernstein
became C011Ce1'11ed that initial funding for the Rangel Center, including congressional
appropriations, was 110t sufficiently established. 142 In an email to Bemlsford, she wrote:
Unfortunately, Congress has not taken any step towards funding tl1ey still have oniy the $450,000 earmark they always had when
they started talking with us. I am beginning to think that such a
bliefing is pre-mature given the slow pace of Congressional action.
What is your assessment? Do you still want us to go forward?
Remember they are looking for big bucks from Congress. I think it
might make sense to postpone until early summer or the fall. 143
Bernstein had spokan to Butler about the lack of congressional support. 144 Afler that
conversation, Butler spoke to Capelrega:rding the issue. 145 Butler then reported to Williams:
Jim took it to the Congressman and called me yesterday. He said
that we're going to be getting a letter from the Congressman re
actions tlley are proposing for this year's appl'Ol)riations - the '07
year - which total about $10 million tbis year. He thinks they'll
probably be successful, at least to tbe tune of several million, 146
Butler relayed this information to Be11lstein, who indicated that having the luncheon in May
2006 was still possible, but not probable. 141 Butler subsequently forwarded to Bernstein letters
written by Respondent to cettain Members on the Appropriations Committee requesting
earmarks. 148 The luncheon was, in fact, posfponed.1 49

137

Exhibit 346.
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In the S\lmmer of 2006, the Ford Foundation received another fonll letter from
Respolldent. 150 Beu'esford asked Bernstein to have some type of response prepared, indicating
that Ford Foundation was committed to the project, "but a few hurdles remain,,,ISI Berresford
also noted that the letter indicated "they have the $3,6 million from congress [SiC).',IS2
In October 2006, Butler provided an update to Bernstein on the Rangel Center, including
funding, Butler provided BomsteIn with a spreadsheet showing cunent totais for pending and
confirmed donatiolls. 153 Butler stated, "We have the seed money the Congressman promised and
we are making headway in the second fundraisillg phase, approaching foundations, corporations,
and individual donors." Butler copied other individuals on that email, including CalJeL 154
In response to that email, Bernstein stated that she had talked with Berrresford and "we
call110W encourage you to submit a proposal for $1 million."ls5 Bernstein also requested dates
that both Williams !Utd Respondent would be available for the lunch stating that "[Berresford]
thinks the 'pitch requires both of them to be there."lS6
In November 2006 Berresford attended a dilmer where Dalley spoke. 157 She stated that "I
had a good exchange with him, Also with the staff-e:r who will cover philallltthropy [sic].,,158 She
also indicated that Dalley knew that the Ford Foundation was having a lunch "for rangel's
center,,,159
Following the November 2006 elections, at least one Ford Foundation official noted the
increased visibility that Respondent's new role cO\lld bring to the Rangel Center. She wrote "I
wonder whether the recent developments with the Democrat'! taIdng eontrol of Congress and
Congressnt!Ul Rangel soon to assume the Chainn!Utship of the House Ways and Means
Committee will result in even 1110re funding for the Center."l60
CCNY submItted a proposaI in December 2006 for the $1 million btrant.161 A reseal'ch
associate at Ford Foundation working 011 the Rangel Center proposal characterized the proposal

1.9 Bernstein Tr.
[50

Exlubit 353,
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as "weak" and stated, "[i]n order to get the grant proposal finished, I had to offer them assistance
that is not normally extended to grantees.... "J62
The lunch was set for January 29, 2007. CCNY provided the Ford Fmmdation with the
names of foundations lind others to invite to the lunch, and the Ford Foundation then culled that
list to arrive at the final list of invitees. lu3 In addition to a number of foundations, CCNY
requested that the Ford Foundation invite Ned Cloonan, an AIG executive, Martin Sullivan, the
CEO of AIG, Robert Morgenthau, District Attomey for New York County, and Donald
Trump.IM The l~ord Foundatioll also invited Lorie Slutsky, President of the New York
Community Trust, who, in tum, invited Sharon King, President ofthe F.B. Heron Foundation. 16S
Butler's briefing 111e1110 for the luncheon indicates the first objective is to interest
attendees in maldng "substantial contributions" to 111e Rangel Center. 166 Confirmed attendees
included representatives from New York Community TlUst, Verizon Foundation, and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund. 167 Each of those attendees subsequently made a contribution to tlle
Rangel Center.

The luncheon was held at the Ford Foundation offices in one of its private dining
1'O0111S.

168

A sign was posted directing attendees to the luncheon, wl1ich read:
CONGRESSMAc~ CHARLES

B. RANGEL

LUNCHEON
PRNATE DINING ROOM A_n 169
The luncheon lasted approximately one and a half hours. Respondent made a brief presentation
at the lU11Choo11. 170
CCNY submitted a revised proposal to the Ford Fomldation in March 2007. l7J The Ford
Foundation approved a $1 million grallt to the Rangel Center on March 30, 2007. 172 The grant
provided for payments of $250,000 pel' year over four years. l7J Tile first payment was made in
May of 2007 and has continued annually since then. 174
16Z Exhibit 379.
16' Bernstei1l Tl·.

t6'
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See Exhibit 365; Bernstein Tr, at 18.
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3. Ford Foundation's interests and business before the House
Foundations are subject to the legislative jurisdiction aud oversight jurisdiction of
Congress, and specifically the Ways and Means Conunittee,175 In addition to their own
governance issues, foundations are substantially affected by tax legislation, both those tax issues
affecting foundations directly and those affecting potential donors.
During the relevant time period, the Ford Foundation did retain federally-registered
lobbyist8. 176
Tax-exempt plivate foundations Me generally prohibited from 10bbying,177 Foundations

do belong to member associations, and 80me of those associations lobby on behalf of the
industry,178 One such organization is the Council on Foundations,179 The Ford Foundation is a
member of the Council on Foundations, as well as other associations. 180 The Ford Foundation
pays a membership fee to belong to the Council on Foundations,lSI 111e President of the Council
on Foundations is fOlmer Representative Steve Gunderson. 1S2
Following the November 2006 election, Gunderson sent a legislative update to the Ford
Foundation. The update began with a discussiol1 of the election results, and the fact that
Respondent would become Chahmall of the Ways and Means Committee, Also included was II
discussion of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 that had become law in August of 2006,
Looking forward to the year 2007, Gunderson noted:
As we prepare for the beginning of a new Congress in January, we
keep in mind two important lessons fi'om our experience with the
PPA: 1) Advocating without a specific legislative vehicle-a
specific bill with specific lauguage-is dangerous and undesirable;
and 2) Our seetor must never again be put on the defensive in our
legislative discussions witll Congress.
1 strongly believe that we must be proactive and introduce a bill
that will help us shape and define the philanthropic agenda 011
Capitol Hill during the llOth Congress. Our goverlUnent relations
114 Exhibit 383.

House Rule X. c1. 1(t)(8).
Exhibits 385, 386.
m 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3).
m See Borresford Tr. at 21-24. Foundations pay a membership fee to belong to associations such as the Council On
Foundations. ld.
119 In fact, Respondent's "taffused a Council on Foundations book listing llOn-profit founelations to compile the list
offollndatiolls to solicit-initially. DaIley Tr. (12/9/08) at47-48.
liO Bmesford Tr, at21-22.
161 Berresford Tr. a121.
182 See generally omncil on Fouooations, ltttp:!lwww.cof.org (last visited November 4,2010).
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and legal teams, working with our volunteer leaders, have begun
the process to develop this proactive legislation. In the coming
weeks, you will have opportunities to comment on potential
proposals. 183
111e Council 011 Foundations began having discussions with Respondent and Ways and Means
staffin December 2006, as reported by the Council's Coordinator of Govemment Relations and
Public Policy:
Janne and r met today with George Dalley, Chailman"Elect
Rangel's Chief of Staff, and Sonja Nesbit, a member of the
Democratic staff 011 the Ways and Means Committee.... Janl1e
outlined our remaining concerns with the donor-advised fund and
supporting organization ref01111s included in the PPA George and
Sonja offered to have Rangel weigh in with thc IRS on the need to
issue fillther guidance. They also said that fixing these issues
would be a priority once thcy take charge.
George said that Rangel had not yet determined his charitable
giving agenda, but asked what we thought would be our #1 priority
in terms of increasing charitable giving, Janne mentioned the
extension and expansion of the IRA charitable rollover and
increasing the percentage limits on amount an individual can
deduct for allaritahle pUl1mses fl'om adjusted &'l'OSS income....
Sonja mentioned that the Ways and Means Committee has hired an
additional tax lawyer who will handle charitable issues fol' the
committee. She wants to set up another mel'lting for us all in
January that would include this new staffer. 184
The interest of foundations in legislation is also seen in lobbying disclosure statements filed by
firms working on behalf of the Council on Foundations. For example, in 2007, the Council
lobbied on amendments to exempt organization provisions in the Pension Protection Act of
2007. 185 Respondent sponsored H.R. 4839, Tax Tec1mical Corrections Act of 2007, which
included corrections to the Pension Protection Act of 2007,186 Also in 2007, the Counci1lobbied
on H.R. 1419, seeking to expand the IRA charitable rollover, which was referred to the Ways
and Means Committee. Other issues 011 which foundation representatives lobbied during the

ExlIihit 204.
Exhibit 361.
l8S Exhibil217.
l&<i ThatblU became Pub. L, No. llO-ln.
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1101h Congress include H.R. 4 (Pension Pmtection Act of 2006), H.R. 3908 (Charitable Giving
Act of2005), and H.R. 3501 (regarding unrelated business income oftax-exeml't organizations).
One area of particular interest to many private foundatiolls is the "pay-out" amount that
foundations must payout in a particular year. IS? Another area of interest is the alllomlt of excise
tax that foundations must pay on anlounts on their investment income. In an email exchange
betwoon Gmldersoll and Berresford, Berresford explained the Ford Foundation's COl1cel1lS about
excise tax refOl111:
We at the FF have always thought there were huge risks in pushing
on the excise tax - l1sk that others less faruilial' with the legislative
process tend not to see. We don;t believe that the tax will ever be
simply eminiated. Tinkel1ng with the tax has huge risks of
generating quid pro quo of raising the payout. With all the talk of
the new donors timelimiting their fOUlldatlol1s enlarges these risks.
The flat I % is appealing and was endorsed by the Joint COlwnittoo
all Taxation. The revenue neutral option is attractive hut still has
the risks ofthe others re payout etc, lEg
The Ways and Means COluntittee also holds oversigitt hearings regarding foundations.
For example, in 2005, a hearing on "Overview of the Tax-Exempt Sector" was held. lEg SOOJl.
after assuming his role as Chaimlan of the Ways and Means COlwnittee, Respondent provided
the required list of hearings and oversight-related activities that the Committee and its
SUlJCOllllnittees planned to conduct during the 110111 Congress, which included the following
matters on tax-exempt organizations:
Oversight review of tIle advantages and disadvantages of reeentlyenacted tax provisions that affect charities and foundations,
particularly how the new rules affect charitable efforts and fhe
ability of these organizations to seeve thoso in need. Evaluate
overall IRS efforts to monitor tax-exempt organization activities,
prevent abuse, and ensure timcly infol1natlon to the public about
charity activities and finances. 190
The Ways and Means Suhcommittee 011 Oversight held a hearing in July 2007 on taxexempt charitable organizations, at which GU1lderson testified. 19.1 The subcommittee held another

187
183

Be1:lls1ein Tr. at 74-15.
Exhibi1371 (typographical errors in origi11al),

1~9 Overview of the Tax Exempt Sector: Hearz'l1g Bejore the Comm. Oil W~I" and Means, 109'" Congo (Apr. 20,

2005).
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hearing in September 2007 on the issue of whether charitable organizations serve the needs of
diverse communities. Berresford testified at that hearing. 192
At a breakfast fundraiser hosted by the ACLI in June 2007, Respondent discussed several
issues with the attendees. He infonned them that "he had instruoted staff to review many
outdated provisions in the tax code, and, in particular, in the non-profit area.,,193
Private foundations, in general, and the Ford Foundation, specifically, have an ongoing
and specific interest in a number oflegislative and oversight activities,
vi,

The New York COlnnnmity Trust
1. Background

TIle New York Community Trust ("NYCT"), founded in 1924 is a community
foundation. 194 NYCT, one of the largest community foundations in the United States, is
comprised of nearly 2,000 charitable funds. 195 Lorie Slutsky has been president ofNYCT since
1990. 196
2. NYCT grant to Rangel Center
Slutsky was invited to attend the Ford Foundation lunch for the Rangel Center. 197 She
described the lunch as "at Rangel's request to talk to New York foundations about funding the
new Rangel Center for Public Service being established at CCNY.,,198 After the lunch, Williams
wrote Slutsky thanking her for attending, and stating, "We look forward to having the
opportunity to work with you in making Congressman Rangel's dream a reality."199
Following the lunch, CCNY submitted a proposal to NYCT, requesting a grant of
$65,000.100 A two-year grant of$J30,OOO was approved?OI Slutsky wrote a letter to Respondent
infurming him of the grant.202 In response to that letter, Respondent wrote to Slutsky, stating, "I

192

Exltibit 381.

HJ:l Exhibit 456.
194

See New York: Community Trust, h!!P.:I!www.nycommunltytrust,org (Jast visited November 4,10 W).

19' Id.
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Id.

197 See Exhibit 365.
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Exhibit 324.
2Gl Bxhibit329.
2~2 Exhibit 330. 111" board of the NYCT was infomled of this cOlmmmicat1on, noting that Respondent was
"chairman of the powerfui HOllse Ways and Means Commlttee." Exhibit 326,
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am writing to thank you for such a generous and substantial grant fr0111 the New York
Community Trust for the Rangel Center for Public Service fellowsl1ips.,,203
NYeT paid the fIrst installment of its donation, in the amount of $65,000, ill August
2007. 204 A second $65,000 payment was made in September 2009. 205
3. NYCT interests and business before the House
Public chadties, including eomlllunity foundations, can be more directly involved than
private foundations in advocating particular issues before Congress,z°6 For example, NYCT
wrote to Respondent in March 2006 regarding Iris role as a member 011 the conference comnuttee
207 NYCT raised concerns about specific provisions in S. 2020
011 H.R. 4297 and S. 2020.
including issues regarding illiquid assets held in don01'-advised funds. 208 Those }1ro\lisioos were
not included in the bill that emerged from the conference. 209
The New York Comlllunity Tl'lIst has also provided testimony to the Ways and Means
COlllmittee. For example, Slutsky submitted comments on provisions related to tax-exempt
organizations in the Pension Protection Act of 200<5. 210 In a 2007 mcmoralldmn to NYCT's
Board of Dh-ectom, it was reported that ''Trust staff also responded to the House Ways and
Means COlumittee's call for comments 011 the impact of the Pensioll Protectioll Act of 2006 on
nonpl'Oflts.,,211

vii. Gene Isenberg/Nabors Industries
1. Background on Isenberg/Nabors
Nabors Industries Ltd. ("Nabors") is Olle ofthe world's largest drilling companies, and its
business includes oil, gas and geothermal land driIling operations as well as off.~hore drilling
services.z 12 Nabors reported total revenue of approximately $5.3 billion for 2008. 213 Eugene
"Gene" Isenberg is the long'time president and CEO ofNabors,z14

'03 ExlUbit332.

'04 EX!1ibit 333.

'os Exhibit 335.
See 26 U.s.C. § 501(h). NYCT is also a member of organizations such a.~ the Council
I11(lependent Sector.
2.7 Exhibit 332.
:roB Id.
:ro9 H.R. Rep. No. 109-455 (2006) (Conf. Rep.).
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2. Isenberg/Nabors' contribution to Rangel Center

ill the fall of 2006, Bob Morgenthatl, then District Attomey for New York County,
brought tbgether Isenberg, Respondent, and CCNY officials. 215 A meeting was held in
September 2006 in Morgenthatl's office. 216
In advance of the meeting, CCNY sent Isenberg a Rangel Center brochure and proposal
where they requested a pledge of $200,000 per year for 5 years.217 In a follow-up letter to
Respondent on October 3, 2006, Isenberg indicated that he would be contacting Williams to
discuss a multi-year gift. 218
On October 19, 2006, Butler sent an email to Dan Berger, a member of Respondent's
staff, asking ifthe Respondent would call Isenberg. She indicated that Isenberg had mentioned a
possible $500,000 contribution to the Rangel Center to Morgenthau, but "if the Congressman
feels comfortable making the call to Gene, we would love for him to ask for $1 million over :five
years.,,219 Berger wrote back stating, "in case he decides to make the call, do you have a phone
numher?,,22o
Isenberg pledged a personal contribution of $500,000 and obtained a corporate match of
$500,000. 221 Buth Isenberg and Nabors paid the first installment of their pledges, $100,000 eaeb,
in Deeenlber 2006.:122
Documents obtained from CCNY indicate that Respondent was informed about the
Isenberg contribution.223 A November 12, 2006, letter from Williams to Isenberg stated "Gene,
Congressman Rangel is absolutely delighted about your wonderful contribution to the Rangel
Center at City College and I am so pleased that we will be naming his offke for yoU.,,224
Respondent was copied on that letter.22s In addition, a letter from Butler stated that:
We told Congressman Rangel of yom wonderful pledge and he was delighted. I
know as soon as things quiet down a little fur him that he will be in touch with
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See Exhibit 418.

216 Exhibit 420,

Exhibit 418.
Exhibit 421.
219 Ex1,ibit 422.
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220 Id. There is 110 evidence indicatillg whether Respondent did, ill fact, call Isenberg.
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you. He was also very pleased at naming his office in your honor in recognition of
what you are doing for the Center and for the studel1ts at City College. 226
Further, Butler emailed Dalley (alld most of Respondent's staff) on Deceniber 26, 2006,
informing him that "we have received the signed agreement from Gene Isenberg alld his first
payment of $200,000 .- $100,000 by personal check and $100,000 by a match from Nabors, . , .
Gene has asked tllat tile room we have set asked [sic] for the CongresSmall'S office in the Center
be llalned for lris wife, Ronnie, alld him.,,227
3. Nabors' interests and business before the House
Nabors is a large corporation whieh could be affected by any number of legislative or
regulatory decisions. Nahors has all ongoing alld substantial interest in a specific area of tax law.
In June of 2002 Nabors, in a transactiol1 typically rcfcrred to as a cOJ11orate inversion,
reincorporated in Bermuda in all effort to reduce the aluount ofits corporate il1come taxes.228
Nabors was not the first company to move offalJOJ'e for this purpose. The trend of
c01'1;orate illversiol'w did not go unnoticed by Congress, and a movement began in the p08t-9/11
months to put an end to the tax benefits ofthese transactiolts,zZ9 The Senate did pass a' bill that
applied to inversions occurring after March 20, 2002.2 30 The House also passed a bill on June 17,
2004 addressing inversions, whiCh was included as part of H.R. 4520, the American Jobs
Creation Act of 2004.231 The House bill applied the inversion provisions to inversions occurring
after March 4, 2003. The Senate then passed H.R. 4520, with amendments, but did not amend the
effective date of the inversion provisions. The agreement on the bill that emerged fl:om
conference retained the March 4, 2003 effective date. 232 The House agreed to the Conference
Report on October 7,2004,233 The bill became law on October 22, 2004. 234
Because of the effective date of the legislation, Nabors was 110t affected by the
legislation, Nabors, however, recognizes that the possibility remains that the effective date ofthe
Exhihit42S.
128.
228 Exhihit 435. For a disGussion of how corporate inversions lllay result in tax savings, see Joint Committee on
Taxation, De8Cription of the Challman's Modification of the Provisi011S of the "Small Business and Work
Oppm'tunity Act of2007" (January 17,2007).
229 See CR.") Report for Congl'ess, Fir11ls that Incorporate Abroad fOl' Tax PW1>oses: C01pOJ'ate ".£lIvel':llons" (md
"Expatriation" (Mat'eh II, 2005).
230 CRS Report for Congrc.", Finns that Incol'porate Abroad for Tax Purposes: Corporate "IlIl'eI'8iolls" and
"Expatriation" (March 11, 2005).
231 I d.
232 That bill, the American Jobs Croation Act, bccamc Pub. L. No. 108-357,
233 150 ConI'. Roo. H8725-26 (daiJ.y cd. Oct. 7.2004) (reoorded vote), Respondent voted against the original bill and
the conf"rellce report See 150 Congo Reo. H4433 (daily ed. June 17, 2004) (recorded vote); 150 Congo Reo, HS72526 (daily ed, Oot. 7, 2004) (recordod vote),
234 Pub. L. No. 108-357,
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legislation continues to be subject to change. The company identifies that possibility as a "risk
factOl~' in its filings with the Securities and Exchange Conmlission, For example, Nabors 2008
FOlm 10K states:
Various bills have been introduced in Congress which could reduce Dr eliminate
the tax benefits associated with our reorganization as a Bermuda CO.lUpallY.
Legislation enacted by Congress hI 2004 provides that a cOlporatioll that
reorganized ill a foreign jurisdiction on or after March 4, 2003 shall be treated as a
domestic corporation for United States federal income tax purposes. Nabors'
reorganization was completed June 24, 2002. There have been and we expect that
there may continue to be legislation proposed by Congress from time to time
applicable to certain companies that completed such reorganizations on or after
March 20, 2002 which, if enacted, could limit or eliminate the tax benefits
associated with our reorganization.
Because we call1lOt predict whether legislation will ultimately be adopted, no
assurance call be given that the tax benefits association with our reorganization
will ultimately accrue to the benefit of the Company and its shareholders. It is
possible that future changes to the tax laws (includulg tax treaties) could have an
impact on our ability to realize the tax savings recorded to date as well as future
tax savings l'CSulting from our reorganization. Z35
Nabors has lobbied 011 the retroactivity issue for yenrs, and continues to do

viii.

SO.Z36

Other Donors

In addition to the donors previously discusse.d, donations of at least $25,000 were also
made by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Rhodebeck Charitable Tmst, Robert Catell, and John
and Judy Weston.
A representative from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund ("RBF") attended the Ford
Foundation lunch"'011 ill January 2007. 231 CCNY submitted a proposal to RBF in January 2008 to
fund a fellowship program. 238 RBF made a $50,000 grant to the Rangel Cel1ter. 239
Huyler Held, tl'Ustee for the Rhodebeck Charitable Trust, received a solicitati011 letter
from Respondent dated July 26, 2006,240 In response to that letter, he recommended, as advisor
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to the Rhodebeck Chatitable Trust, that a grant of $25,000 be made to the Rangel Center.241 That
grant was made on Septembel' 5, 2006,142
Josh and Judy Westoll made a donation of $500,000 to be used for scholarships for
students seeking a master's degree in public administratiol,.243 Robert Catell made an
ull1'estr1cted donation of $500,000 to the Rangel Cellter,144 There is no evidence 111at Respondent
was involved in soliciting either of those donations.

ix. New York Life Insurance Corr.pany
1. Background
New York Life Insurance Company ("New York Life") is olle of the largest mutual life
insurance companies in the United States, with reported total revenue of $21.1 billion 1n2007.245
New York Life Fmmdation is a private foundation, which is funded by New York Life,246
Sy Stemhel'g was the CEO of New York Life from 1997 until June 2008, and served as
Chainuan of its Board of Directors until 2009.247 Ted Mathas has been CEO since June 2008 mId
Chainnm, of the Board since 2009,248 Christine Park is the current President ef the New York
Life Foundation, and was preceded in that role by Peter Bushyeager. 249 Sheila Davidson is
Executive Viee-Presidenl aud General COl1.Usel of New York Life. 250 George Nichols has been
Senior Vice-President in charge of government affairs since Janum'y 2007. 2S1 Nichols is a
federa!ly-registeredlobbyist, mld oversees the work of all ofNew York Life's lobhyists,252

2. Solicitations of New York Life
Respondent sent a letter to Ste1'11berg at New York Life Foundation in J1.Ule 2005. 253
Respondent personalized the letter, writing "Sy" over the typed salutation, There appm'cady was
some eontact between New York Ufe Foundation mld CCNY as CCNY furwatded a list of
naming opportunities to the Foundatiol1,254 By August of 2005, New York Life had decided not

241
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to provide funding to the Rangel Center.:m Bushyeager reported that the decision was made
because "Sy felt we had done enough for Congressman Rangel."Z56
In June 2007, Respondent spoke with NicllOls about contributing to the Rangel Center. 257
Nichols introduced Respondent at a breakfast campaign fundraiser, WhicJl was hosted by the
American Council of Life I11SUH:ll"S.258 Following the breakfast, Nichols had a brief conversation
with Respondent, as Nichols described:
After the breakfast is over, the niceties are, Chail111an Rangel, thank you for being
here, we appreciate you taking the time out to come alld see us. If there is
anything we can ever do for you, let us know. He said, yes, there is, as they often
do. I would like New Yodc Life to consider contribution to the Rangel Center.259

That was extent of the conversation. I said, we wilL And he said, I'll have one of
my staff give you a call. 260
After that conversation, New York Life did discuss a possible contribution. Davidson wrote, "I
think it should be revisited with Sy in light of the passage of time and Rangel's ascent to the
chair of the Ways and Meaus Committee.,,26[ Stel'llbel'g again decided to pass on funding the
Rangel Center, in part because New York Life had recently made a SlO million donation to the
Colin Powell Center at CCNY.262 Nichols wanted to pursue funding, stating:
I think we should do something for Rangel for the reasons stated by Sheila.
Additionally, Rangel has been a friend of the company for 25+ years and yes we
have contributed to l1is political causes. But, we have also benefited fl:om his
position, policy decisions and legislation. 263
Park and Nichols decided to wait until further information could be obtained hefore taking the
issue back to Stel11herg. 264 Nichols was never contacted by anyone fl:om Respondent's office,
and New York Life did not further pursue funding of the Rangel Center. 265
E'Xhibit 447.
Exhibit 457.
257 Nichols Tr. at 34; Exhibit 457.
258 Nichols 'fl'. at 34.
259 Nichols Te. at 34.
260 Nichols Tr. at 34·35. Nichols testified that no one from Respondent's staff ever co!1[acted Nichols regarding the
RangeL Center. Nichols Tr. at 35.
261 Exhibit 457.
262 Id. SeealsoNicholsTr. at 17-18.
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264 Id.
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3. New York Life's interests and business before the House
New York Life, like Verizon, is a large corporation t11at, in the ordinary course of its
business, has an interest in pending legislation. Lobbying disclosure fonus report that New York
Life also spends millions ofdollars each year on 10bbyists.266
For example, New York Life's Lobbying Disclosure Statement for year end 2007
identifies 10 specific House bills lobbied on, as well as 7 specific Senate bills. 267 Issues lobbied
on included, inter alia: insurance regulation; the tax treat111el1t ofloug-term care insurance, estate
assets, and lifetime inoome annuities; and intemational trade agreements. 268
Documents produced by New York Life demonstrate the interactions between
representatives ofNew YOl'k Life and Respondent and his staff, including, inter alia:
)i>

April 21, 2005 meeting between Stemberg, Mathas, and Respondent. A briefing
memorandum to Sternberg and Mathas states, "You should catch up \'I'ith Charlie,
especially on estate tax refonTI . . . It is also worth reminding him of om'
international operations.,,26?

)i>

June 1.9, 2006 fundraiscr hl11cheon for Respondent attended by Ste111berg,
Colgate, Niehols, and several other representatives of New York Life. The
briefing 11lel:norandum prcpared for Stemberg suggested the agenda for the
luncheon includes a thank you to Respondent for helping to fight estate tax repeal,
a discussion of the status of the pension conference, D:ee tTade agreements, and
the issue of tax refonn. 270

»

»

March 12, 2007 meeting bet'w'een Ste1'l1berg and Respondent all the issue of
defel'1'ed compensation. A report of the meeting imticated tllat they also discussed
trade, and that Respondent "made a big appeal for the private sector to stop up and
do morc in terms of community investment, scholarships, health cal'e
recommendations, visa/essential worker issues, etc.,,27J
May 2007 meeting between Melvin Feinberg, a representative of New York Life,
and Respondent as part of all AALU conference. Feinberg reported, "When I
mentioned [to RespQndent] that I was from New YO1'k Life, the Congressman told

""6 See, e.g., EXhibit 463 (Lobbyillg Disclo$\l'" fwItt filed by New York Life for the second quarter of 200&
indicatillg in-house lobbybg expenses of$1.2 millioll).
:\61 Exhibit 461.
>6S Id.
>69 Exhibit
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me to tell you he's working on your trade package, We spent more than an hour
disoussing insurance and tax issues with Congressman Rangel's staffer, Jonathon
Sheiner.',272

»>

May 2007 fundraiser for Respondent attellded by Jon Paone, the head of New
York Life's political aetion committee,273 Paone reported that HI congratulated
Charlie on his trade agreement with the WHo Charlie then told me that 8y needs to
keep his end of the bargain and lobby jllst as hard to win approval for Korea and
Columbia FTAs. Charlie then said that BRT needs to live up to its commitment
by supporting education improvements (presumably increased funding). He
pointedly asked me to deliver that message to 8Y and t11e BRT.,,274

)-

May 2007 ACLI breakfast fundraiser, at which Nichols introduced Respondent.
At the fundraiser, Respondent discussed tax ref01111 and ways to raise revenues as
off:~ets to certain tax and programs such as Medicaid and SCHlP. 275

»>

July 2007 letter from Stemberg to Respondent urging ~'1.1ppOJi of a fl'ee tl:ade
agreement with Columbia. 276

x, AIG
1. Background on AIG
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) engages Ul a broad range of insurance and
insurance-related activities both domestically and internationally. It also has significant activity
in the financial services and asset management fields. 277 AIG received a substantial government
bailout begit11ling in 2008. 278
During the period at issue here, Ned Cloonan was the vice-president of corporate and
international affairs at AIG.2'19 He was responsible fOl' the international side of the business and
political affairs, including AIG's political action committee?80 Cloonan was also a federally-
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2s1
registered lobbyist. He oversaw the work of other federally-registered lobbyists for AlG. 282
Cloonan also led AlG's corporate giving program. 283
2. Solicitations of AlG

In early 2006, Respondent suggested that Butler contact AlG about the Rangel Center. Z84
After hltroducing AlG and CCNY, Respondent apparently fullowed the progress of 111ei1'
discussions. A May 2006 "Trip Report" from AlG lobbyists discussed a meeting with Rangel
and his staff, noting that "George [Dalley] asked for ocoasional updates on our discussion on the
Rangel Center." 285 A FebJUary 2007 "DC Trip Report" from AIG lobbyists indicated that Dalley
again asked about the "CUNY/Rangel Center."Z86
The discussions between AlG and CCNY extended over a period of approximately two
years. AlG was considering a gift. of either $5 million or $10 million, and considered a number
of uses for tl10se funds, including funding the Rangel Center building. 287 AIG raised concerns
early in the process about the potential headline risk of coupling a corporate name with a sitting
politkian.288
It appears that Respondent and his staff also had discussions with CCNY regarding the
potential AlG contribution. Butler's notes from a meeting 011 August 2, 2006 with members of
Respondent's staff contain somereferenco to AlG, with one of the notes stating "send them AIC
proposal without names."Z89 A later entry from those notes states, "Congressman wants whole
$10 Million for Rangel Centel'.,,290
Respondent was aware that AlG had business before the Ways and Means Committee. 291
He expressed concem about that fact, indicating that he wanted to keep the legislative patt
separate itom the Rangel Centel'.292 In March 2007, Capel told Butler that it was acceptable to
ask for a meeting for Williatl1S atld Butler, but not one that would include Respondent. z93
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292 Id.
1.9" Id. At that point, CCNY officials had all'cady met with AlG represCllt'dtives on several occasio1\s. Exhibit 498.
290
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Capel further instructed Butler not to send a lett,,'!" to AIG?94
At some point in time, Butler began working with Dalley and Berger to schedule a
mooting with Respondent and AIG, notwithstanding the earlier admonition not to schedule such
a meeting. 295 After earlier attempts to schedule a meeting in late 2007, Butler raised the subject
ofa meeting with Respol1dent to Cloonan again in February 2008 stating that:
Congressman Rangel has expressed a wish to meet with the folks
from AlG together with President Williams about engaging AIG in
the wonderful work of the Rangel Center. Dan Berger of
Congressman Rangel's office will be contacting you about finding
a time that is convenient for evcryone. 296
A meeting between Respondent, AIG officials, and CCNY officials was eventually
scheduled for April 21, 2008. 297 In advance of that meeting, Butler prepared a briefing memo for
RespondenL298 That memo states that the objective of the meeting is to "Close $10M gift for the
Rangel Center to create AIG Hall."w9
Butler sent an em.ail to Berger, Dalley, and Capel confil1111og the meeting with AlG,
stating, "the Chairman doesn't need to make the ease - we already have our proposal in. His
presence is all that is needed - that will send the message,',300 Butler testified that she requested
that Respondent attend the meeting becallse she "was hoping to jump start the gift:,301
While CCNY thought it was close to closing the deal Witll AIG, the company had
concems, including headline risk. 3D" Cloonan was conccmed that AIG was being asked to give a
significant amount of money to something that CCNY seemed to be "building on the fly.,,3D3
ArG did not feel that the Rangel Center fit well with AIG's primary area of interest - math and
science education. 304 Cloonan did not want to meet with Respondent regarding the Rangel
Center, but, "out of respect for lhe Congressman and also for his position," he agreed to a
meeting. 305

294

Exhibit 109.

195 Exhibi1490.
206
297

298

Exlribit497.
Bxhibit499.
Exhibit 499.

299Id.
300 id.
Butler 'fr. at 35.
Ex1libit 473.
303 Cloonan Tr. at 50; Bxl1ibit473.
3••

3.2

3._ Cloonan Tr. at 14, 24; Exhibit 473.
3.5

Cloonan Tr. at 31.
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Cloonan described the April 21, 2008 meeting with Respondent as "awkward,,,306 He
testified that at the beginning of the meeting, Respondent asked, "Well, Ned, are we here for a
celebration or not7"307
Cloonan raised concems, palticularly about the headline risk and the fact that Respondent
was the sitting Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. 30B
Butler's notes from the meeting indicate that Respondent asked, at least twice, what do
we need to do to get this done. 30~ Respondent also reportedly said that he conld handle the
headline risk,310 AlG did not contribute. JIl
3. AlG's interests and business before the House
Like the other major corporations, AIG routinely has an ongoing interest in legislation
and oversight activities of Congress. During 2008, the year in which Respondent personally met
with AlG regarding the Rangel Center, AlG was significantly affected by actions of the
government, including Congress. 3I2
111roughont the time period that discussions between CCNY and AIG were ongoing,
lobbying disclosure funns demonstrate, as with other (011)orations, AlG spent mil1ions of dollars
to lobby Congress, For example, AlG's Lobbying Disclosure Statement for the second quarter of
2008 identifies 11 specific House bills lobbied on, as well as 10 specific Senate bills,313 Issues
lobbie.d 011 included, inter alia: fmandal services regulatOl'y refonu; housing for6010snre issues;
tax issues including subpart F exemption; and numerous international trade issues.314
Documents produced by AlG further demonstrate AlG's relationship with Respondent
and his staff:

306

»

Janu81)1 26, 2005, fax u'01n AlG lobbyist Ed Lee transmitting a draft letter t'O the
Prime Minister of Vietnam regaJ:ding trade issues and stating "we hope that
Speaker Haste11 and Congressm811 Rangel might consider signing off on,,,315

»

October 3, 2005, written testimony to the Ways and Means Committee from an
A1G exeoutive regal'ding tile United States"Bah1'ain F1'ee Trade Agreemellt. '16

fd.

:MIT Cloonan Tl'.

at 32.

:MI' fd.

309 Exhibit 503.

Cloonan"Tr. at 67.
Cloonan Tr. at 62-63,
SI1. Sec, generally, Exhibit 505.
m Exlubit 504.
310
311

"4 Id,
'" Exhibit 464.
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~

An AlG Corporate Affairs' Summary of Projects and Initiatives for the first
quarter of 2007 included an entry for Respondent: "Charlie Rangel. Our long
standing relationship with Rangel will help on tax and trade matters and in fact,
we are sitting down with the Tax Department next week about their tax policy
issues.,,317

~

March 15, 2007, letter from Respondent to an AlG executive thanking him for
meeting with Ways and Means Committee staff regarding a nonqualified deferred
compensation provision contained in a pending bill.m

~

June 26, 2007, memo to Cloonan from AlG lobbyists titled "Plane Ride to
Ireland" states:
Charlie Rangel. Rangel is on an anti-China rant (not
personal to AlG). George Daly [sic] said it was a
"rhetorical tool". This stems from a private meeting with
Wu Yi and how she disrespected Rangel. We have
scheduled a fundraiser for Rangel in September. 319

~

July 2,2007, AIG lntemal email regarding a free trade agreement'with Korea and
Respondent's announcement that he could not support the agreement as
negotiated. The email raised the possibility of calling Tim Reif [then Chief
Democratic Trade Counsel for Ways and Means] to see what could be done "to
get Rangel back on board.,,32o

~

September 24, 2007, invitation to an AlG political fundraiser for respondent
states:
C011g!'ossrnan Rangel is a good fHel1d and fi'equel1t visitor
to AlG. He is Chainnan of the House Ways and Means
Committee, one of the most powerful positions in
Congress. This Committee has jurisdiction over a wide
range ofissnes important to AlG including, taxes, trade and
social security.321

Exhibit 466.
Exhibit 478.
m Exhibit 482.
319 Exhihit 485, The same memo references the "CCNY/Rallgel Center" and states "$10M over five years. Part of
the money can come from lhe 01'8 settlement."
3Z<l Exhibit 486.
321 Exhibit 488.

316
311
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}>

October 25, 2007, AlG intemal email regarding the "Mother of All Tax Bills
Update." One lobbyist informs another "If you have anything of concern regard
Rangel, pIs. Let Ned know. He knows him personally. ,,322

}>

November 9, 2007, AlG intemal email regarding tax legislation recently proposed
by Respondent that would have "sigllificant impacts" on individual and corporate
taxpayers. 323

}>

January 18, 2008, letter fi'om the Active Finallcing Worki1lg Group to leadership
in the House and Senate, including Respondent, seeking the extension of subpalt
F rules applicable to finiUlcial services business income. 324
Respondent's Financial Disclosure Statement and Income Tax Issues

Respondent's Financial Disclosure statements for the years 1998 through 2008 contained
mn11erous errors and omissions, including failure to disclose rental and other unearned income,
understating rental income and other uneal11ed income, failme to disclose emned income, failure
to disclose a liability, mld failure to disclose a reportable position. Respondcnt's August 2009
amendments made over 200 ehiUlges to his previously filed FinallCial Disclosure statements for
the years 1998 through 2007.

a. Punta Catta
Respondent pmchased a villa at the Punta CiU1a Yacht Club in 1987.325 Respondent
withdrew funds from a retirement account to finiUlce a down payment on tile villa. 326 The
remaining balance was fillallCed by a mortgage, which required quarterly payments for seven
yem's at 10\1, percent illterest. 327
Respondent is entitled to use the villa for up to nine weeks pel' year. 328 For the remaining
weeks, it Call be rented out by thc resort, with tlle procceds from those rentals going Into a rental
poo1. 329 The total rental pool is determined by taking allrcvellucs fi'(Jm the gross rentals of all the
units. 330 From that amolU1t, deductions al'e made for agent C0111111iss1011S, Dominican Republic

3n Exlubit 489.
323 Exhibit 491.

324

Exhibit 495,

32' Exhibits 073 >061.
326

Exhibit 073.

:rn Id.
32& Exhibit 061.
3m Itt
330 Exhibit 070.
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taxes, and a 10% maintenance fee. 331 From that balance, 53% is paid to Punta Cana and 47% is
paid to the owners in the rental 1'001.332 Each owner's share of the rental pool payments is
detennined on a point system, with a 3·bedrool11 beach villa receiving 3 points,333 All of the
owners' points are totaled, and each owner's share of the rental pool income is based on that
owner's number of points as a percentage of all 1'oints,334
Initially, Respolldent would write a check for the mortgage payment and send it to Punta
Cana,33S Once the resort became more fLllly operational, rental pool payments were applied to
offset 1l101igage payments,336 Respondent stopped sending checks to cover the required mortgage
payments. 337 The rental pool payments were not sufficient to cover the amount of the required
mortgage, so the mortgage Was not paid off during the 7-year period as anticipated. 338 At some
point in late 1992 or early 1993, the management of Punta Cana decided to eliminate any
remaining interest due on tho mortgages of Respondent and other early illvestors,339 In 2009
Respondent's rental pool earnings paid off his original mortgage and the financing of a third
34o
bedroom addition.
When Respondent :first purohased the Punta Calla villa, he reported the purchase on his
Financial. Disc1osUl'e Statement for the year 1987, although he assigned an inc011'ect value to the
propmty.341 He neglected to report the distribution from his retl1'emont account used to finance
the down payment and the mOltgage that he obtained on the property,342 He submitted an
amendment on June 10, 1988, ro-categorizing tho purchase,343 Respondent issued a statement in
February 1989 regarding his failure to include the Punta Cana-related items, stating that he
"amended my Financial Disclosure to include these itcms as SOOll as the oversight was brought to
my attentioll,''';44 His statement acknowledged that retirement account distributions and the P\l11ta
Cana m01igage should have been disclosed on his Financial Disclosure Statement,345

331 Id.
332

Id.

"3 Exhibit

069.

3M Id,

F.xhibit 074.
e,g., Exhibit 77.
m Rangel Tr. at 23-28, 125.
33S Id. at 18-19,
339 Id, at 14-17.
340 Rangel Tr. at 133.34,
>41 Exhibit 071.
335

336 See,

341 Id.
343

Id.

Exllibit 073. The June 10, 1988, Jetter omendment did nol, in facl, disclose Ihe tetirement aocounl distribution or
th" mortgag".
>', Exhibit 073,

314
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Beginning in 2003, Respondent's Financial Disclosure Statements did not inolude the
mortgage 011 Puuta Calla, despite the faot that the liability was not fully paid until 2009. 346
Respondent reported income from PUllta Calla on his Financial Disclosure Statements for
some years, but not others. He did not report any Punta Cana income on his original income tax
retnrns. 347 111e following chart sets forth how the Punta Cana rental inoome was repolted 011 the
various filings:

I

Original Financial
Disclosure

I

Ol'iglnal Tax
Returns

Not reporled349
None348
Not reported,5,
Nono3s2
None per letter amendment'SS Not reported'56
$5,001 _ $15,000358
Not renorted'SY
. }!()(1~pOlted3'6'C-~
$5,001 _$15,000361
$5,001 - $15;000364
Not 1'<'POl'ted365
~OQ."-- .!~QL::.~5,OOO3~~ .
-1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Amended Financial
Disclosure

-

$5,001 - $15,000 350
$2,501 - $5,000'54
$2,501 _$5,000357
$2,501 - $5,000 360
$2,501 - $5,000363
$2,500 - $5,000366
$~,OO! _ $~Q0369

Amended Tax
Returns _.
N/A3S1
NlA
NlA
N/A ....
N/A
-N/A
$5,O30~~

_-

'" Exhibits 008, 009, 011,012,013.

", Jd.
348 The term ~()ne" is MOO wl1ere Respondent specifically checked the box on his '1"D statements that the income
produced by the asset was '~one." See. e.g, ,Exhibit 002,
'" Exhibit 028.
,,. Exhibit 014.
'" Re"POndent did not file amended tax ,,,tums for yoom prior to 2004.
,,, ExhibIt 003.
3S7 Exhibit 032.
'''Exhibit015.
'" Exhibit 005.
'50 Exhibit 036.
'" Exhibit 016.
'" Exhibit 006.
'50 Exhibit 040.
''''Exbibit017.
'61 Exhibit 007.
"" Exbibit 043.
'" ExhibitO18.
"', Exhibit 008.
"" Exbiblt 048.
'" Exhibit 019.
", Exhibit 009.
'" Exhibit 053.
'" Exhibit 020.
'" 8xhibit 055.
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2005
2006
2007

Original Financial
Disclosure
$2,501 - $5,00037J
None315
None379

Original Tax
Returns
Not repolted312
Not l'eDorted316
$7,800'1_0

Amended Financial
Disclosure
373
~,1~QQ1 • $15,000
$5,001 . $15,000 377
$5,001 • $15,000'11

Amended Tax
Returns
$6,280374
$8,467378
382
I $7,800

Table 2 - Punta Cana Rental Ineome
When Respondent filed his initial Financial Disclosure Statement for the year 2000, he
failed to eheck any box under the "anl0unt of rental income" box f01' Pu:nta Cana. 183 In June
2001, Respondent wrote a letter to the Standard's Committee amending his Financial Disclosure
statement for the year 2000.384 In that letter he stated:
Thank you for calling to infonn me of the omission in my recent
Financial Disclosure Statement of infonnation eoncenung the
income derived during the year 2000 from the two properties in
New YOlle City and the Dominican Republic jointly owned by my
wife and me and the New England Mutual Life lnsurance policy
listed by me as assets in the report. There was no income derived
by us from tllese assets dnring the year 2000 and that flwt should
have been noted in my Financial Disclosure Statemellt. 385
Dalley testified that Respondent made a decision to not include the income in the
Financial Disclosure Statements and income tax retums:
Mr. Rangel has always been consistent, and I'll state it because it
may be relevant, in a feeling that there was no income generated

311

Exhibit 0II.

>7' Respondent did not file a Schedule E wW, his 2005 retum,
'" Exhibit 021.
'14 F.xhibit 057.
37S Exhibit 012.
'16 Respmldent did not file a Schedule E with his 2006 retum.
,,., Exhibit 022.
'" Exhibit 060,
'" E1Jribit 013.
"" Exhibit 060.
"L ll'xhibit 023.
'" Exhibit 063,
'" Exllibit 004.
'" Exhibit 005.
'" ld.
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because he never received a cheek. That's been his point of
view.386
I didn't have any altel'native il1folJnation, and Mr. Rangel felt more
comfortable with the statement that there was no income because
he still had not received any checks. 387
The Rangels, I lmow this fl:om conversation with them, were not
settled in their own minds as to whether they owned the property
and therefore had income to declare. 38s
Respondent likewise testified that, with respect to his income tax returns, he had a
"misguided, inappropriate view" regarding the income because he had not received any check 01'
direct income. 389 But when asked whether he realized the inoome should have been reported 011
his Financial Disclosure Statements, he testified that "[h]ad I paid attention to that, there is no
question I would have eome to that eonclusion,,,3 9o Neither Respondent nor Dalley ever
requested guidance from the Standards Committee regarding the treatment of the income,391 Nor
did Respondent ever request assistance from his aecountants. 392
At one point, it was clear to Respondent that he was required to report the income. In
January of 1993 he wrote to Rainier! at the resort, requesting iJ.uonuation on his villa:
I hope you can provide me with a ropy of ti,e contract we have
with Punta Cana which includes the third bedroom addition, what
equity has accnled and if ti,ere is an outstanding balance. As I
111entioned to you, the House Ethics COlmnittce requires the
discloslJre by members of Congress of any assets and unearned
income and while I enjoy a good relationship with the Co111111ittee's
Chailman it certainly would he politically embarrassing jf I were
unable to provide an aeeurate accounting ofmy holdings. 393
Despite the faet that Respondent realized, in 1993, that he was required to report the
income on his Financial Disclosure Statements, he could not identify any steps ti1at he took on all

386 Dalley Th. (12109/08)

at 11.
(12109/08) at 11.
388 Dalley Tr, (12/9/08) at 16.
"9 Rangel Tr. at 136.
390 Rangel Tr. at 125-126,
391 DalleyTr. (12/09109) at 16.
39Z Rangel Tr. at 136.
m Exhibit 076.
381 DalleyTr.
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alU1Ual basis to ensure that he had that infonnatioll. 394 While Respondent did disclose the income
'
in some years, even those disclosures were inaccurate. 395
Respondent has also claimed that a lack of documentation affected his reporting of Punta
Canli income. Respondent initially sald that he "received no comUlunication for thc income.,,396
Documents produced by Respondent demonstrate lTlnnerous communications fi'Om the res01i,
includh1g statements of account showing exactly how much income he had received the previous
quarter.397 1n addition, Rainied testified that the resort sent statements every six months showing
tile amount of income for the period immediately preceding the statement. 398 Respondent
confinned that he remembered receiving some ofthese statements. 399
The documents show that statcments sent to Respondent wore predominantly in English,
but did include some portions in Spanish.4Do In his testimony, Respondent focused on the Spanish
portions of the statements, despite the fact that the statements contained the necessary
infonnation in English:

Q:
Is this one of the statements you referrcd to earlier
[111at] you would receive on occasion?
A:

Yes, ma'am. In Spanish.

Q:

Well, the first page is in English, C011'oot?

A:

The second page is in Spanish.

Q:
On that first page, in the letter, it states that "Please
find enclosed your statement of account as of June 30, 1996, for
the CO owners' rental pool that shows a total net inccme of U.S.
$3,294.95."

A:

That is what I omitted to file. 401

Respondent made numerous errors in 'the reporting of Punta Cana, including errors and
omissions in reporting reutal income and fallure to report the mol'tgage 011 the property.

394

Rangel1'r. at 136.

3" See Tahle 2, supra.
396
397

Exhibit 541.
Exhibits 075-086.

,.. Rainier; 1'r. at 28.

'99 Rangel 1'r. at 141.
e.g., Exhibit 079.
Rangel 1'1'. at 141.

400 See,
4.1
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b. Brownstone
Respondent was raised in a brownstone located in 74 Wcst 13200 Sh'oot in New York
(''Brownstone,,).402 Prior to his marriage, Respondent converted the property into six
apartments. 403 Respondent and his wife lived in one of the apartments and the remaining
apartments became rental properties.404 Respondent sold the Brownstone in 2004. 405
Respondent reported rental income fro111 the Brownstone on his Financial Disclosure
Statements for some years, but not others.406 For the years in which he did report rental income,
he significantly understated the amount of income,407 Respondent's original Federal income tax
returns reported rental income that was significantly higher than reported on lus FD statements,
as illustrated by the following chmt:

1998
1999
2000

I

Brownstone - Original
Financial Disclosure
None4Q8
None41U
None""

-------1-------

ZOOl

2002
2003
2004

Brownstone - Original
Tax Returns
$Z9,85Z'0>
$20,44~----~
$Z8,938

4i3

$ZJ,416415
411
$19,603
$23,03641Y
$3,40(542

414

i $Z,501 - $5,000

$2,501 - $5,000"°
$2,501 - $5,0004 '"

None4:W

Table 3 - Brownstone Income

4'2 Rungel Tr,

at 118-119,
Rangel Tr, at 152.
404 Rangel 'fr. at 153-154.
40S Rallgel Tr. at 154-155
406 See Table 3, 11Ift·a.
401 1d,
4.3

4Q8

P""hibit 002.

4'. Exhibit 028.
410 Exhibit 003.

Exhibit 032.
m Exhibit 004.
413 Exhibit 036,
414 Exhibit 006,
115 b,dlibit 040,
4J6 Exhibit 007.
417 P.xhibit 044.
413 Exhibit 008.
41. Exhibit 048,
420 Exhibit 009.
"2) Exhibit 053.
411
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'When Respondent filed his initial Financial Disclosure Statement f01' the year 2000, he
failed to check any box lUlder the "amount of rental income" for the Bl'Ownstone,422 In JU11l:l
2001, Respondent wrote a letter to the Standard's Committee amending his Financial Disclosure
statement for the year 2000,423 In that letter he stated:
Thank you for calling to infonn me of the omission in my recent
Financial Disclosure Statement of information concerning the
income derived during the year 2000 from the two propeliies in
New York City and the Dominican Rcpublic jointly owned by my
wife and me and the New Engiand Mutual Life Insurance policy
listed by me as assets in the report. There was no income derived
by us from these assets during the year 2000 and that faet should
have been noted in my Financial Disclosure Statement. 424
In fact, the Brownstone had generated almost $29,000 in income during tIle year 2000. 425 '111M
income was reported on Respondent's Federal income tax return for that year, indicating Ulat
records orthat income were available to Respondent. 426

c. Otlter Assets
Respondent's original Financial Disclosure Statements failed to disclose numerous other
assets, including stock and mutual fund holdings. The following are examples of some of the
omitted assets:
1) Respondent failed to disclose his holdings at Congressional Federal Credit Union
("CFCU") for the years 1998, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007,427
Respondent disclosed his holdings for the years 2001, 2002, and 2003, but
estimated the value of the accounts in the range of $15,001- $50,000.428 The
holdings at CFCU were, in fact, valued in the range of $100,001 - $250,000 for
years 1998 t11rough 2006, and valued in the range of $250,001 - $500,000 for the
year 2007. 429 CFCU issued Fair MatJcet Value Reports on all annual basis,

4:>2 Exhibit 004,

423 Exhibit

005,
Exhibit 005.
425 Exhibit 036.
426 I d,
Exhibilll 002, 003, 004, 001l, 011, 012, 013. The Congressional Federal Credit Union ("CFCU") is a fedeJ-al credit
union providing membership to Members of the House of Representatives and staff, It has offices in several
locations within the Capitol grounds, including the RaybulU and Longworth office buildings, See generally
Congressional Federal Credil Unio11, !mR.;!!wV;n,V,COllgl-essionalfcu.org (last visited Novembel' 4, 2010).
42ll F",hibits 006-008.

4"

.'1

429 F..xhibits 014-023.
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providing the fair market value of the account at year_end.43o Respondent reported
earnings related to the CFCU accounts on his Federal income tax. returns fOl' each
of tIle years 1998 through 2007. 431

2) Respondent failed to repOlt holdings of stocks in corporations in various years
including Bell Atlantio, BellSouth, Niagara Mohawk Holding<!, Verizon
C01llll1m:ucauons, PepsiCo, and Yuml Brands, Respondent repOlted earnings
related to coltain stoek transactions on his related Federal income tax retu111S. For
example, Respondent reported a capital gain associated with the sale of stock in
BellSouth Corporation on his 1998 tax retu1'11,432
3) Respondent failed to repOlt holdings of mutual funds in various years including
Alliance Municipal Income Fund, Rochester Municipal Fund, lNG Principal
Protection Fund, and iShares Dow Jones Selcot Dividend Income Fund.
Respondent reported eamings related to celtain mutual fund holdings on his
cOlTesponding Federal income ta.x retum, For example, Respondent reported a
capital gain related his holdings in the ING Principal Protection Fund 011 his 2007
tax return. 433
4) Respondent failed to disclose his holdings in Menin Lynch Allillnz Global
Investors Fund in 2006 and 2007, The holding was purchased in 2006 with a
valnein the range of $250,001 - $500,000. 434 Respondent's tax returns for those
years report interest and dividends from MelTill Lynch accomlts, but do not
identify specific funds. 435

See, e.g., Exhibit 024.
Exhibits 026,030,034,038,042,046,050,056,058,061.
Exhibit 027,
433 Exhibit 062,
';34 Exhibits 058, 059, 061.
';3$ Exhibits 058, 061.
4."
431

'32
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d. Earned Income
Respolldent did not report allY earned income on his original Financial Disclosure
statements for the years 1998 through 2007. On his amended statements, he reported eamed
income for most ofthose years related to retirement distributions from his IRAs as follows:

Year

I

Source

Amount

1998

Congressional FCU IRA

!
$13,333"0 1

2000

Congressional FCU IRA

$6,1444 3!

Congressional FCU IRA

$8,693''>"

~.

~'"-"_

.._.

i

2001

"----~--

Morrill Lyneh IRA

$4,235409

Congressional FCU IRA

$4,171'40

2004

Congressional FCU IRA

$4,438 441

2005

Congressional FCU IRA

$4,486'14.

2006

Congressional FCU IRA

$4,18~

2007

Congressional Feu IRA

$5,509'<4

2002

--

________.___.___ .~ ______.__._J

Table 4 - Earned Income
This inoome was repOlied on some of Respondent's tax retulTIs. 445 In his 1989 press statement
regarding Punta Cana, Respondent aoknowledged that a retirement account distribution should

436 Ex:l:ti.bit 014.

m Exhibit 016•
•" Exhibit 017.
<J9

Id.

Exllibit 018.
Exhibit 020.
442 Exhibit 021.
4<3 Exhibit 022.
.., Exhibit 023.
445 See, <1-g., Exhibits 025, 037,041,049,054.
..0

441
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have been reported on his Financial Disclosure Statement. 446 He knew of the repoliing
requirement, but failed to comply with that requirement.

e. Transactions
Respondent failed to report a substantial munber of transactions on his Financial
Disclosure Statements. Transactions that were not repOlied on Respondent's Financial
Disclosure Statements include the following examples:

1) Respondent failed to disclose the sale of holdings in BellSouth in 1998.447
Respondent reported a capital gain related to that transaction all his Federal
income tax retum for 1998.448
2) Respondent failed to disclose the purchase in 2002 of holdillgS ill INO Principal
Protection in the range of$50,001 - $100,000. 449
3) Respondent failed to disclose the purchase and sale dming 2004 of Calvert Tax
Frec Reserves, Eaton Vance Insured New York MWlici1,a1 Bond Fund, and
Nuveen New York Quality Income Municipal Fund. 45o Each of those transactions
was valued in the range of $50,001 - $100,000,451 Each was reported on
Respondent's Federal income tax return for 2004. 452
4) Respondent failed to disclose the pmchase and sale of Merrill Lynch InstituHonal
Tax-Exempt Fund during 2006 in the range of $250,001 • $500,000,453
Respondent reported some interest on Merrill Lynch tax-exempt funds on his
Fedcrrull1comc tax !',,'1U111 for 2006, but the specific funds were not identified. 454

f. Reportable Positions
The EIGA requires filel's to disclose celiain positions, including positions such as officer,
director or trustee of an organization, including nonprofit orgallizations.455 Respondent is a

446 Exhibit 073.
447 ExWbit 00:/.
448 ExJ,ibit 0:/7.
449 Exhibit 007. There was no reporting of this fund on Respondent's :/002 income tax l'eturn, and reporting likely
was not required ifthere was no income generated from the fund fo!' filat year.
4'l() Exhibit 009.
451 Exhibit 052.
452

la.

4~ Exhibit 01:/.
454 Exhibit 058455

EIGA at § 102(a)(1)(6)(A).
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trustee of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable TlUst, and has been since 2004. 45• Respondent reported a
position with the Kheel TlUst for the years 2004 through 2007.457 He failed to report his position
with the Kheel TlUst on his Financial Disclosure Statement for the year 2008. 458 Respondent has
yet to amend that filing to include his position with the Kheel TlU.i.

III.

Respondent's Non-Conforming Use of a Residential Apartment for Campaign
Purposes
£4

Background ofLenox Terrace, Olnick Ol<ganitation antl Hampton Management

During the relevant period, 2003 through present, Respondent was a resident in the 40
West 135th Street building of tIle Lenox Terrace complex in Harlem, Ny.459 The Lenox Terrace
complex was built i11l958 and COl1Sists of six buildings and over 1,700 apartments. 460 According
to the 1961 COl'Uticate of Occupancy for 40 West 135 ft' Street, the building is located in a
residence and retail use district. 46l '111e Lenox Terrace Building is located in a C-1 commercial
overlay district,462
The Olllick Organizati0l1 ("Olnick") is a developer of residential, commercial and hotel
properties in New York City, including Lenox Ten'ace!63 Hampton Management has provided
property management services on behalf of the Olnick Organization for more tllan 40 years,
including management of Lenox Terrace during the relevant period. 464

b. Respondent's Tenancy in Lenox Tel'l'ace
Respondent has been a troant at Lenox Terrace since 1988.465 Respondent leased three
residrotial apartments in tlle 40 West 135111 Street bui1cHng of the Lenox Terrace complex,
apartment 16N-P, apal'UllOl1t 16M, and apartment lOU. 466 The standard leases used by Lenox
Terrace direet tenants, "[Y]Oll shall use the Apartment for living pnrposes only,46? Respondent
has maintained apartment 16N-P and apartment 16M as his personal residence since signing the
originalleases.468

Exhibit 388.
Exhibits 009, 011, 012, 013. Respondent used different llalUes for the Khoe1 Trust, hut preBUlnably they all refer
to the Anll S. Rhed Charitah1e Trust,
4SS Exhibit 064.
459 Rangel Tr. at 180; see also Exhibit 536,
4GlJ Ob,ick Organization Home Page, lItI.ldLwww,c1nk)cconl,
461 Exhibil507.
462 ExhIbit 532.
4<l3 Olnick Organization HOBle Page,llI.!n;iL~,Q!mcJ'&Qm.
464 Olnick Organization Home Page, bltp:/lwww.ol11ick.oom.
465 Rangel Tr. at 176,180.
Rangel Th. at 183, 187-88.
467 Seee.g.• Exhibit 508.
468 Rangel Th. at 177,183,192; see a/.w Exhibit 536.
<56

45'1

4'"
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On October 16, 1996, Respondent signed a lease for the use of apartment IOU in the 40
West 135t11 Street building.469 Respondent's tenancy in apartment IOU began on November 1,
1996.470 TI10 lease directs Respondent, H[yJOU shall use the Apartment for living purposes only. The
Apartment may be occupied by the tenal1t 01' teull11ts nal11ed above and by the 1nunediate family of
the tenant or tenants and by occupants as defined in and only in accordance with Real Property Law
§235-f.,,471 The lease further states that Respondent, "emmot assign this Lease or sublet the
Apartment without Owner's advoocc written consent in each instance to a request made by You in
the malmer required by Real Property Law §226-b. and in accordal1cc with the provisions of the
Rent Stabilization Code alld Law, relating to subletting.,,472 The lease also recognizes that owner's
right to "refuse to consent to a lease assigmnent for ally reaS011 for allY reaS011 or no reason, but if
Owner unreasonably refuses to consent to reqllest for a Lease assignment properly made, at your
request in writing, Owner will end tius lease effective as of thirty days after your request."m
Respondent's lease for apartment 1OU was renewed until he moved out and the lease terminated on
October 31, 2008.494
Respondent testified that he always used apartment IOU exclusively as a campaign
office.475 Throughout Respondent's tenancy in apartment IOU, rent was paid for the apartment
on Rallgel for Congress of National Leadership PAC checks.'76
Walter Swett served as Executive Dil'eeto1' for Respondent's campaign, Rallgel for
Congress, and Iris leadership political action committee, National Leadership PAC,477
Documents provided by 01nick indicate that Swett periodically emailed Hampton management
employees regarding mahltenanee requests for Respondent's campaign office in apaltment
lOU. 478 Rallgel Cl.Illlpaigll staffers also periodieally emailed Olnick President Bruee Si111011 to
kccp him abreast of campaign events and news.479 Several of these email e01mmmications
inclnded an email signature «Walter Swett/Rangel Campaign/40 West 135t11 Street - Suite
IOUlNew York, NY 10037.,,480 After newspaper articles surfaced l'egardillg Respondent's use of

469 Exhibi1508.
4W Id.
471

Id.

472 Exllibit 508.

mId.
m See Exhibits 508-11, 515. Although Ohlick did not provide a copy of a lease renewal ti:mn for 2004, 01nJok
documentsindicatc that Respnndont was in possession ofapartl11ent lOU in both 2004 and 2005 (Exhibits 512 and
513) and that. R".spondent renewed his lease again in2006 (Exbibit 515). The 20061ea80 renewal form, dated June
24,2006, iudioated t.hat Respondent.'s ourrentlease would expire on October 31, 2006,
47> Rangel Ti'. at. 187-189.
476 See e.g., EJ\h1bit 527; see also, Exhibits 528, 329.
471 Swett Tr. at 11.
47ll See e.g., EJ\h1bit 521; see a/so Exhibit 522.
479 See e.g., Exhibit 520; see also Exhibit 524.
4>0 See e.g., Exhibit 518;8ee also Exhibit 520.
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apartment IOU as a campaign office, Respondent did not renew his lease for apartment IOU,
allowing the lease to expire on October 31, 2008.481

c. Special Handling List
Documents provided by the Olnick Organization indicate that it maintained a "special
handling" tenant list that was disseminated to Olnick employees responsible for the day-to-day
management and operation of the Lenox Terrace buildings.482 The "special handling" list
included fifteen Lenox Terrace tenants such as Respondent, Respondent's District Director,
James Capel, and Respondent's Deputy District Director, Melvin Nonis. 483 Other notable
individuals on the Lenox Resident List included David Paterson and Hazel Dukes.484 Special
handling tenants received courtesies that other tenants did not receive including favorable
treatment regarding non-payment of rent. In an email dated February 16,2005,to Olnick
Org!U1izatioll employees, Lenox Terrace general manager Rankin ststes, "[a]s per Neil, attached
is a listing of Lenox Residellts and their respective apartments that should be flagged
immediately. Please ensure that no legal or collection actions are initiated against any of these
apartments without notifYing me first in advance.,,485 This c-mail was designatecl "Confidential"
and of "High" importance. 486 Neil RubleI' was the Chief Operating Officer for the Ohick
Organization when this email was sent. 487

d. Respondent's InteNwtions with Olnick ill his Official Capacity
Documents provided by the Olnick Organization indicate that in 2005, Obick spoke \'Vith
Re&'Pondent regarding the future development of Lenox Tel1'ace. 488 Olnick conveyed infoTInation
to and asked for respollses from various people that Olnick representatives identified as
"opinion leaders within the community who we wanted to have 1mderstand and support the
development COll(.,'f.,>pt:,4&9 Olnick also hired Rubenste1l1 Associates to contact various public
officials in 2005 including Respondent. 490 Respondent testified before the Investigative
Subcommittee that "[0]11 one occasion, a person who I cannot identify represented himself to be
11 representative of the owner.,,491 This anol1ym01JS Olnick representative "asked whether he
could talk with me and Jim Capel, to notify me that they had hoped in the future to put aU the
em's underground, put new stores up, and this fence, and upgrade the whole neighborhood.492
48' Swett n. at 59-61.

"" Exhibit 513.
"'Id.
4s'ld.
-ro> ld.
4>1 6 ld.
4'7 RublerTr. (5/15109) at 10.
4>18 Id. at 53.
"Old.
490 ld.
4~J Rangel. orr. at 214.
492 ld.
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[OJld tenants, If their view was blocked, they would be able to move.,,493 According to
Respondent, the purpose of the meeting was to notifY him of their proposed measures, "as they
said they were notitying other tenants so they could get support.,,494
Ruhler confil1ned that he met with Respondent In his congressional office to discuss a
proposed redevelopment of the Lenox TelTace buildings. 495 Respondent was one of a variety of
community leaders that Olnick representatives met with to gauge public opinion and build
support for the proposal.496 The proposal was to "redevelop areas of the property that are now
being utilized now for the most patt as single story retail and instead to improve them with a
combination of retail and additional apartments.,,497 Although Rubler testified that he wanted
Respondent to do "[n]otlting in particular," he noted that Respondent was part of a "laundry list"
of "influential ... people with whom we met, both to get their feedback ahout what they liked
and didn't like about the proposal, and to hopefully convince them that it was in the best interest
of the community.',49S Rubler recalled meeting with Respondent, "years ago ... once he was
certainly there, once I don't know that he did more than just pop his head in to say heUo.,,499
Rl1bler told the Investigative Subcommittee he thought Respondent "liked" their plan;
Respondent "just generally smiled and indicated that he liked It and there wasn't -- he cCltalnly
didn't offer an expansive opinion one way 01' another. And it was a brief meeting ... So there
wasn't a huge amount to respond to,',500
Respondent's staff had otller official meetings ,vith Olnick employees. Respondent's
District Director, James Capel, not 011ly lived in the Lenox Terrace complex, but in his official
capacity, was also tasked with resolving some constituent issue.'lrelated to primary residency. 501
Capel interacted with Lenox TelTaee General Manager Darryl Ran!dn because tenants were
discussing going on strike. 502 Capel indicated that Rankin was "aggressive" compared to his
predecessor Harold Griffe! regarding evictions and other policies:503 Capel said "[a]s I reflect on
it 110W" primary resideney was the issue where management seemed to want to "take advantage
of every situation they could take advantage of. And they looked over !111d they scrutinized the
rent rolls and tried to see what they could do to generate more reven11es.',504 Capel didn't speak
with Rankin "on a regular ba8is" but recalled speaking to him regarding the potential strikc,505
Tenants wanted "to try to infhlellce the action of the owner or the management if they thought
4931d.
'94 Id. ~t 214-15.

495

RublerTr. (7114/09) ~t5.

Id. at 5-6.
4.71d. at 6.
498 Id.
''J') Id. at 6-7.
''''' ld. at'l-S.
'~l Capel. Tr. (7130/09) at 50-51.
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some actions were not being dono in a way they thought it should be done. It could for a lot of
different things, It could be fer just disrespect."so6

Argument
I.

Conduct in Violation of the Solicitation lind Gift Ban
a. Relevant Legal Standard

Congress enacted a govenunent-wide ban on solicitation as part of the Ethics Reform Act
of 1989, which, for the first time, limited the circumstances under which a government official
could make solicitations,so1 Codified in Title 5 of the United States Code, section 7353 pl'Ovides
that no Member "shall solicit or accept anything 'of value from a person - (1) seeking ofileial
action from ... the individual's employing entity; or (2) whose interests may be substantially
affected by the perfonnance ornonperf0l111ance of the individual's official duties."so8
The statute prohibits solicitations of anything of value, rcgardless of whether the official
personally benefits. S09 Impelmissible solicitations include those made by another person in the
name of a Member with the knowledge and acquiescencc of that Member. 510
Section 7353 llas three components: (1) a solicitation 01' acceptance; (2) of anything of
value; (3) from a person seeking official a.etlon from the House or whose interests may he
substantially affected by the performance or nonperfonnance of the individual's official duties.
The term "solicitation" means "to ask.,,511 The Federal Election Commission, in its
regulations, defines "solidt" to mean:
... [T]o ask, reqnest, or recolnntend, explicitly or implicitly, that
another person make a contrIbution, donation, transfer of funds, or
otherwise provide anytlling of value. A solicitation is an oral or
written communication that, construed as l'easonahly understood in
the context in which it is made, contalns a clear message asking,
requesting, or recommonding lilat another person make a
contribution, donation, transfer of funds, or otherwise provide

,00 ld. at 51.
"'7 Ethics Reform Act, Pub. L. No. 101-194, 103 Stat. 1716 (1989) (as amended).
508

5 U.s.C, § 7353.

,GO See Comnt, on SIatldards of Official Conduct, Revised Solicitation Guidelines (Apr. 4, 1995), reprinted in H.R.
Rep. No. 104-886, at 28-32 (1997) ("1995 SolicitatiDll Pink Sheet"). A copy of the 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet has
been marked as Exhibil 193.
510 Sec Comm. on Stan.dards of Official Conduct, Solicitation by Members, Officers and Employees tn General, and
Political Fundra/sing Activity in House Offices (Apr. 25, 1997) ("1997 Solicitation Pink Shee!"). A copy ofthe i997
Solicitation Pink Sheet has been marked as hxhibit 194,
'" Merril1ln-WebsteJ:, htI;p:llw"I\'l.mej~iall1-webster.cQmldJctionary!B9JiQjJ (last visited NOvell1beJ' 3, 2010).
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anythh,g of value. A solicitation may be made directly or
indirectly. 512
To detennine whether a solicitation has occurred, the question is simply whether
someone asked, explicitly or implicitly. If a Member asks, then the first elemellt of the
solicitation ban has been met. 11lat element is also met where someone asks in the name of a
Member, with the knowledge and acquiescence of that Member. 513 Under the solicitation ban, it
is impermissible simply to ask.
The term "anything of value" has been interpreted synonymously with "thing of
value.',,14 As noted by the courts, "the pervasive use of [thing of value] in criminal statutes of
both tlle states and the federal govel11ment has made it a tel1n of art, covering intangible as well
as tangible things."5lS The following are examples of "things of value": amusement, promise of
sexual mterc.ourse, promise to reinstate all employee, agreement not to l'Ull in a primary election,
testimony of a witness, and content of a writing. 516 The telm "value" "embodies notions of
worth, utility, and importance generally."SI? In several cases, courts have held that the test of
value is whether the recipient suhjectively attaches value to tll0 thing reccived. 518
Money is something "of value" but "anything of value" is not limited to thIngs of
"monetary, commercial, objective, actual or tangible value,,,519
The language "seeking official action from, . , the individuals' employing entity; or (2)
whose interests may be substantially affected by the performance or nonpcrfonnance of the
individual's official duties" is, by its terms, broad,520 and the COllinittec on Standards of Official
Conduct (Standards Committee) has consistently, in unpublished advisory opinions, interpreted
the language broadly.
The Select Committee on Ethics interpreted language which, while morenal1'OW than the
language of § 7353, provides guidance on the scope of § 7353. The Select Committee was
interpreting the language "direct interest in legislation before the Congress" from former HOllse

m 11 C.P.R. § 300.2(m).
5J3 See 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet ("A solicitation made hy another pel'son ill the name of a Member, officer or
employee, and with the knowledge and aoquioooonee of Ulat official, will likely be deemed a solicitation b)' that
official").
th
514 United Siaies 11. Singfeton,144 F.3d 1343, 1349 (10 Cir. 1998), vacated on other grounds, 165 F.3d 1297 (10"
Cir. 1999) (collecting case..).
SIS Ed.
516 See United Slates v. Girard, 601 F.2d 69 (2d Cir. 1979) (internal citations omitted),
511 Singleton, 144 F_1d at 1348-49.
Sl8 Id. at 1349 (collecting cases).
s," Id.
520 See United States v. Sun-Diamond Growers, 526 U.s. 398,410 (1999) (chal'acterizing § 7353 as broad),
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Rule LXm, clause 4, find found that the following individuals and organizations were deemed to
have a direct interest in legislation before the Congress:
(1)

(a)
Any person, orgallization or corporation registered
under the Federal Regulation of Lobbying Act of 1946, or
any successor statute; alld My person who is an officer or
director of a registered lobbyist, or a person who has been
employed or retained by a registered lobbyist. or a person
who has been employed or retained by a registered lobbyist
for the purpose of influencing legislation before the
Congress;
(b) Auy person, organization, or corporation which
employs or retaills a registered lobbyi.st;

(2)

Any corporation, labor organization, or other organization
which maintain a separate, segregated :fund for political
purposes (Political Action Committee as defined in the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 441b);
ally subordinate or affiJiated organization thereof; and the
offiee';s or directors of SUCll organizations; Md

(3)

Any other individual or orgallization which the Member,
officer, or employee knows has a distinct or special interest
in influencing or affecting the federal legislative process
which sets such individual or mgMization apalt from tile
general public. 52l

The Select Committee specificaily rejected an interpretation of "before the Congress"
filat would require "an interest in a specific piece of legislation tllen pendhlg before at least one
subcommittee, or My other subdivision, of either House,,,S22 Instead, the Select Conunittee
concluded iliat "the phrase ... should be read broadly to include all ongoing special interest in
affecting the legislative prooess,,,523
The Standards Committee was faeed with the question of what constituted "direct interest
in legislation before the Congress" in a number of matters under fonner House Rule XLIII, In
one matter, the St8l1dal'ds Committee found that a Member violated the gift rule by accepting a
flight from a Florida savings and loan institution, stating: "[i]t is clear that Florida Federal is an

"I House Select Comm. oll Ethics, Adl'lROIJi Opinion No. 10 (reprinted in H. Rep. 95-1837), at 73,
52; ld. at 75.
m ld. at 76.
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entity with a 'direct interest in legislation' because it is federally regu!ated."S24In another matter,
tIle Standards Committee addressed whether an individual, Nelson Bunker Hunt, had a direct
interest in legislation. The Committee found that Hunt's interest in matters before Congress was
"open and notorious.,,525 "Given his wide and varied interest in matters before the Congress and
the direct impact which the actions of Congress have UpOl1 his business activities, Nelson Bunker
Hunt obviously is a person with a direct interest in legislation within the definition and intent of
that telm."S26
111e language at issue in the Solicitation and Gift Ban is much broader than the language
in former House Rule XLIII, clause 4. Any matter that would have constituted "direct interest in
legislation before the Congress" will fall within the parameters of § 7353. But the § 7353
&iandards would also encompass many circumstances that the "direct interest in legislation"
standard might not llave reached.
A broad intelpretatlon of the phrases "seeking official action £i'om the House" and
"interests may be substantially affected by" language comports with the underlying purpose of
§ 7353, as well as laws such aB the Code of Ethics for Govemment Service, which cautions all
government employees against "circlJIllstances which might be construed by reasonable persons
as influencing the perfOlmance of his govel'llmental duties. »527
Given the breadth of the Solicitation and Gift Ban, the relevant inquiry is not what
business or interest or official action was pending at a particular point in time. And it certainly is
not which Members of Congress spoke to which employees or lobbyists representing a particular
entity about an issue. The relevant inquiry is whether the person solicited had an interest in
affecting the legislative process. In some instances, that will be reflected by lobbying on
particular pieces of legislation. In other instances, there might be a request fm a Member to
intervene with a govel1l111ent agency. But it also includes recognizing the fact that most entities,
including multi-national c()rporatiolls and large foundations, will always have some interest in
matters within tbe anlbit of Congress. The perfonnance 01' nonperformance of a Member's
official duties can affect the interests of those entities, and that eIfeet can be substantial.

b. Standards Committee Exceptions
Section 7353 pmvides for a supervising ethios office to provide for reasonable exceptions
pursuant to tbe rules and regulations established by tllat office. s2S But under no eiromnstanees
COnID1. 011 Standards of Official Conduct, Investigation ofFinancial 1l'<msaetions Panicipated In and Gifls of
Transpm1ation Aooepted by Representative Fernand J. St Germain, H. Rep. 100-46, 100th Cong.• 1" 8ess., at 42
(Apr. 9, 1987).
525 Conlin. em 81ftt1dards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative George V. Hansen, R. Rep. 98-891,
Vol. 1,98" Cong., 2d 8""•., at 325 (My 19, 1984).
'u ld.
m 72 Stat., PUl'l 2, B12 (1958), H. Res. 175, 85th Congo (adopted July 11, 1958).
S2lI 5U.S.C. § 7353(b).
'24
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can a gift be accepted 111 exchange for being inf11.Jenced in the perfonnance of any official act. 529
The Stalldll1'ds COUlmittee, acting pursuant to 5 U.S.C, § 7353(b), has thrce basic "blanket
exceptions," two of which are not applicable here -- campaign or.politica1 contributions and the
Congressional Art Competition. 53o
The Standards Committee has also determined that certain solicitations for organizations
qualified under § 170(c) of the Intel'11al RevellUe Code are permissible, but those solkitations are
subject to a number of restrictiol1s. 531 If a Member violates anyone of these restrictions, his
actions would not :full within the general exception 1l11d would run afoul of the solicitation ban,
The Standards Committee has stated that "the major restrictions on such solicitations are
that no official resources may be used in making them, 110 official endorsement by the House of
Representatives may be implied, and no direct personal benefit may result to the soliciting
offic1al."s3Z Fmther, solicitations are not permitted for organizations established or controlled by
Members unless the org1l11ization's principal activities are unrelated to the Member's official
duties. 533 The Committee 1ms also noted that, pursuant to a House rule, registered lobbyists may
not he solicited, although it is pennissible to solicit a company, association or other entity that
employs registered lobbyists to lobby only for itself or its members, :p1'ovi.ded that the solicitation
is directed to an officer or employee who is not a lohbyist.$34
A Member is generally allowed to solicit nll1ds for a § l70(c) organization in his own
l1ll111e without using the public fisc, his position or his influence. 535 When 1110se restl'ictions are
not followed, the gencral exception to the solicitation b1l11 is inapplicable. If a Member uses
official reoources in the solicitation, the exception does not apply.536 Or if a Member uses
congrossionalletterhead, the excepi'ion does not apply.537 Or if a Member may receive a direct
benefit, the exception does not apply.538 Or if a Member solicits on the property of the House of
Representatives, the exception does not apply.539 01' if a Member targets a federally-registered
lobbyist, the exception does not apply. 540
w 5 U.s,C. § 7353(b)(2)(B).
'10 See

1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1990 Solicitation PinK Sheet.
m 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
mId.
S34 Id.
531

'3$

Id.

s'" 1997 Solicitation Pink S11ool; 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; House Comm. 011 Standards of Official Conduct,
"Solicitatioll Under the Ethics Reform Act of1989," (Oct. 9,1990) (reprinted in Com1lJ. 011 Standards, House Ethics
Manual, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 1992, at 64-65) ("1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet"). A copy of the 1990 Solicitation
Pillk Sheet has beell marked as Exhibit 192.
m 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet; HOllse Rule xxm, <>1. 11.
m 1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
m The House Office Building Commission's Rules and Regulations Goveming the House Office Buildings, House
Garages lllld the Capitcl Power Plant (Feb. 1999).
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c.

Ilespondettt made improper solicitations iJt violation ofthe SolicitatJon and Gift
Balt.

Respondent solicited, bOtll in wdting and in personal meetings, conhibutions and other
support for the Rallgel Center. Most of the letters sent by Respondent clearly refer to funding and
enclosed a brochure requesting $30 million. Recipients of the letter clearly interpreted them as a
request for donations. For example, the Rllodebeck Trust gave a $25,000 donation based upon
the infonnation sent by Respondent. Several foundations wrote letters back to Respondent, and
those letters indicate the recipients perceived the letter as a solicitation.
Other, more personalized, letters sent by Respondent requested meetings to discuss the
Rangel Center. Respondent met with three prominent individuals, with two of those meetings
resulting in contributions to the Rangel Center. Respondent attended other meetings where
contributions were :requested, and even personally asked for contributions in some instances.
These solicitations were for things "of value." Solicitations for money involve a tangible
value. But so too does a solicitation for advice and otller undefined "support" in fundraising
effOlts. Consultants charge rea1money to provide those types of services. Receiving them free of
ohm'ge is a tangible benefit.
The solicitation for things "of value" were made to persons whose interests could be
substmltially affected by the perfonnmlce or nonperf01mmlCe of Respondent's official duties,
particularly in his role as Ranking Member and the Chahmall ofthe House Ways and Means
Committee. In some instances, the entities solicited were seeking specific official action f1:om the
I-louse.
As previously discussed, private fOUlldations and public chm·ities can be suhstmItially
affected by congressional action, paltictllady the Ways mld Means Conunittee. Large
corporations have an ongoing and substantial interest in lJUlllerOUS legislative issues. III some
instances, Respondent solicited the private foundations that serve as the philanthropic a1111 of
such corporations, and, in some instances, Respondent solicited corporate representatives
directly.
RespcllJdent could have solicited on behalf of CCNY, a § 170(c) organization, to raise umds
to help disadvantaged students, or to help develop a graduate-level program in public
administration, 01' to help with any number of laudable goals. But in order to do so, 11e was
required to follow tlle rules established by the StandllTds Committee.
Respondent did not follow those rules. FTom the beghming, he used ofnc1al resources to
solicit. His staff cOllm1Unicated and interacted regularly with CCNY :l:\mdraisers, including
reviewing mld editing of the Rangel Center broehures and letters sellt by Respondent. CCNY
;40

House Rule XXV, cl, 5(e)(i); 1997 SolicifationPink Sheet.
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routinely requested assistance and intbrmatioll from Respondent's staff, and kept Respondent
and his staffinfoU11ed ofthe fundraising progress,
Respondent's staff drafted the solicitation letters sent by Respondent. This work was
done on the property of the House of Representatives, lJsing official House reS01JrCeS such as
computers and printers. The letters were printed 011 ccngressional letterhead and sent using
Respondent's frank.
The use of official resources, alone, would take Respondent's solicitations out of the
§ 170(0) exception to the Solicitation and Gift Ban. Respondent also used official letterhead,
giving the impression of govertlmcnt sponsorship of the pl'Oject. Further, Respondent targeted
federlilly-registered lobbyists, making personal requests for ccntrlbntions to the Rangel Center.
Respondent failed to follow the restrictions
Solicitation and Gift Ban.

II.

011

solicitations. His ccnduct violated the

Conduct ill Violation of Clause 5 of tlle Code of EtMes FOI' Government Service

a.

Relel/allt Legal Standard

The House Rules and other standards govel11ing Members' conduct prohibit a Member from
using, 01' appearing to use, his official position for personal benefit. 541 Under the Code of Ethics
for Gove111ment Service (Code of Ethics) ,542 a federal official, including a Member, should:
Never discriminate unfairly by dispensing of special favors 01'
privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not; and never
accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits under
circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
influencing the performance of his gOVel1U11ental duties. 543
Because the Code of Ethics measures a Member's conduct by "what might be construed by
reasonable persons," a Member may violate this provision even ifthe Member would have taken
the same official aetion without a potential pemona! benefit, if the Member's actions raise the
appearance of impropriety. 544

$4l

House Rule XXIII, clauses 2 and 3; Code of Ethics rot' Govel1imel1t Service, clause 5; see also Sikes, at 3; 2008

House Ethie.s Manual, at 187 ("One of the purposes of the mles ,md standards [of conduct relevlUl.t to use of a
Member's office for personal benefit] is to preclude conflict of interest issues.").
w. 72 Stat., Pal't2. B12. B. Res. 175, 85 th Coug. (adopted July 11,1958).
'43 Code ofEtlJics fur Government Service. clause 5.
5# Corom. ou Standards of Official Couduet, In the Maller ofRepresentative Mario Biaggi, B. Rep. 100-56. 100'"
Congo 2d Se.qs. 9 (Feb. 18, 1988).
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The House has applied the prohibition on taking official aotion for personal benefit in
situations where the potential personal benefit would accrue to all investmellt held by the
Member,54; For example, in the Standards COllUnittee's repOl't In the Matter of a Complaint
against Representative Robert L.F: Sikes, the Standards Committee fOUIld that when
Representative Sikes sought to purchase shares of a privately held l)ank "which he had been
active in his official position in establishing" he failed to observe:
The standard of ethical conduot . , , as is expressed in pdnciple in
Section 5 of the code of Ethics for Govenuuent Service, and which
prohibits any person in Govenmlent service fi:om accepting for
"himself , , . benefits under circmnstances which might be
constlUed by reasonable persons as influencing the performance of
his govenmlental duties[.]"546
The Standards Committee further found that Representative Sikes failed to observe "[t]he
standard of ethical conduct that should be observed by Members of the House, as is expressed in
principle in the Code of Ethics for Govermnent Service, and which prohibits conflicts of interests
!l11d the use of!l11 official position for any personal benefit," when he sponsored legislation to
remove a rever;>'iollll:l'y interest !l11d restrictions on l!l11d in which he had a personal fmancial
interest.547
In another matter, the Standards COLill1.Uttce found that a Member violated this provision
when he accepted gifts fl:om an individual, on w110se behalf he had intervened with business and
govemment officials. 54 & TIle Standards Conunittee report stated that:

While the Committee does not argue, nor can it be detennined, that
Representative Biaggi would not have interceded on behalf of
Coastal in the absence or because of Esposito's gratuities to the
congressman, it is nevertheless clear that at a minimu11l, an
appesr!l11ce is mised that such was the case. Accordingly, the
COll1lIllttee concluded that sueh improper appearance supports a
determination that Representative Biaggi violated clause 5 of the
Code of Ethics for Government Servke,549
Establishing a violation of clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service
requires proving either:
,.53 De.schler's Ptececlents o/the United States House o/Representatives, ch, 12 § 8.4, 1714 (1994).
546 Sikes, at 3.
47
' Id.3t4.

'4S COlllm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the .Matter ofRepresentative l!{ario Blaggi, H. Rep. 100-56, 100'h

2d Sess, at 9 (Feb. 18., 1988).
549Id. 'It 9.

COllg,
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(a) The subject Member dispensed special favors 01' privileges to someone,
whether for remuneration 01' not; 01'

(b) The subject Member:
1, accepted favors or benefits either for himself or his family; and
2. the circumstances of the acceptance could be construed by
reasonable persons as influencing the performance of the subject
Member's goVel11Jl1elltal duties.
b.

Respondent's improper solicitatiolts created the appearance ofimpropriety in
violation oj'tile Code oj'Ethics for Government Service.

Donations to the Rangel Center were a favor or benefit to Respondent. Those donations
certainly benefitted others as well, namely students who received scholarships or benefitted from
the Rangel Center prognumning. But the simple fact is that many people gave money because
Respondent, a Member of Congress, asked.
At a meeting with Respondent and David Rockefeller, B~1tler's notes state, "Mr.
Rockefeller said that in tribute to the Congressman, he would give him $100,000 to put toward
any program he wished and that it would be unrestricted as he believes in that."
Respondent met with Hank Groonberg, head of the C.V. Starr Foundation, on June 4,
2007. According to Butler's notes, there was no discussion of the Rangel Center. Yet, within
ho\l1'S of fhe meeting, the Stan' Foundation dec.ided to wdte up a recommendation for a $5
million grant. Starr's Board of Directors apPl'Oved the $5 million grant the follo\'ving week.
Respondent also received benefits for himself. He received a place to house his papers,
including an archivist to collect and organize those papers. The Center was named after
Respondent. The documents indicate that Respondent would get an office in the building hOl1Sillg
the Rangel Center. 111 additioll to those tangible benefits, all of this contributes to Respondent's
legacy, which appears to be of value to Respondent.5SO Respondent refell'ed to the Rangel Center
as "a personal dream ofmine," demonstrating its importance to him.
The donations and resulting benefits were accepted under circulUstances which might be
cOllstlUed by reasonable persons as influencing the performanoo of Respondent's govel1unental
duties. As previously discussed, most (if not all) of the persons who donated to the Rangel
Center had interests and business before the House. In his testimony, Dalley recognized, in
retrospect, the complications iliat could arise from charitable solicitations by Respondent:
[WJe now recognize that certainly one can be seen as soliciting
'from people who have a, very specific interest in winning Mr.
SS. See.

e.g., Exhibits 104, 105, 402, 140; Dalley Tr. (12/9/08) at 53.
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Rangel's favor. I think that's the greatest danger. And we now
recognize more than we did before that the Ways and Means
Committee has a very broad jurisdiction. Everybody in tbe country
seems to have an interest in taxes one way or another, 551
A Member of the House, and in particular, the Chainnan of the Ways and Means
Committee has the ability to impact the interests of many persons. With that broad power comes
the responsibility to avoid situations that create the appearance that his official duties have been
improperly influenced. Someone in that position must take great care to ensure that his actions
do not create such an appearance.
Respondent asked for snppOlt for the Rangel Center fl:om persons who have asked or will
ask for his support on legislation and oversight. Some of those persons gave money, to the tune
of severalmillioll dollars. TIlosC circumstances might be construed by reasonable persons as the
acceptance offavol'S or benefits that in:fluenced the perfonnance of Respondent's official duties.
As such, Respondent's conduct violated clause 5 ofthe Code of Ethics for Government Service,
Conduct in Violation of the House Gift Rule

III.

a.

Relevallt Legal Standard

Under the House Gift Rule, a Member may not knowingly accept a gift, unless it falls
within one ofthe exceptions set fmth in the rule. 55z
Except as permitted by the House Gift Rule, as interpreted and enforced by the Standards
Committee, a "Member .. , may not knowingly accept a gift except as provided" in the H011se
Gift Rule,553
TIle term "gift" is broadly defined, and includes "anything of vahle,,,554 as well as a
"gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance, 01' other item having
monetary value. ".m As previously discussed, the t01111 "anything ofvaluo" is 110t limited to things
of "monetary, commercial, objective, actual or tangible value.,,556 The use of the phrase "01' other
item having monetary value" in the House Gift Rule, therefore, does not restrict the definition of
a "gift" to ouly items ofmonetary value.557

Dalley Tr. (1219/08) at 53,
Rllie XXV, c1.5(a)(1)(A)(i),
mId.
m 5 U,S.C, § 7353(a),
55S House Rule XXV, e1. 5(a)(2).
556 Id,
s" Notably, House Rule XXV, 01. 5(a)(2)(A), includes things tor which it would be difficult to place a mOlletary
value, including favors alld hospitality.
55l

552 House
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Further, even gifts that do not create any financial conflict of interest are problematic. It
is htUllan uattU'e tllat tIle recipient of a gift will be grateful for gifts, and that the donor may
expect favorable treatment or consideration in retnm. 558 Even where neither the donor nor the
recipient has aUllltetlt to influence or be influenced, conoems may arise about the appearanoe of
impropriety related to a gift or gifts. The House Bipartisan Task Faroe on Ethies (lOl st Congress)
noted this concern:
Regardless of any actual corruption or undue influence upon a
Member 01' employee of Congress, the receipt of gifts or favors
:!i:om private interests may affect public confidence in the integrity
of the individual and in the institution of the Congress, Legitimate
concerns of fiwotitism 01' abuse of public position may be raised by
disclosure of frequent 01' expensive gifts from representatives of
special interests, 01' valuable gifts from anyone other than a relative
or personal fd end. 559
Under House Rule XXIII, clause 2, a Member must "adhere to the spirit as well as the
letter" of the House Rules. 56o House Rule XXIII, clause 2, was dmfted to "provide the House the
means to deal with infractions that l'ise to trouble it without burdening it Witil defining specific
charges that would be diffioult to state with precision.',S61 The practical effect of I-louse Rule
XXIII, clause 2, has been to provide a device for c{lustruing other provisions of the Code of
Conduct and House Rules. 562 This rule has been interpreted to mean that a Member 01' employee
may not do indirectly what the Member or employee would be bau'ed fi'om doing directly.s63 In
other words, the Heuse Rules should be read broadly, and a narrow technical reading of the
House Rules should not overcome its "spirit" and the intent of the House in adopting the rulos. S&!
Members are prohibited, either directly 01' indirectly, from accepting gifts, except as
authorized by the Standards Committee, An indil'ect gift oceurs where a "gift is given with the
knowledge and acquiescence of the Member ... and tile Member .. , has reason to believe the gift
was given because of the [Member's] official position."s65 Thus, a donatioll to a oharitable
m See Paul H. Douglas, Ethics ill GOYel1unent 48-49 (1952).
Force RepOl'L
56. House Rule XXlII, cI. 2.
114 Congo Rea. 8778 (April 3, 1968); see also 114 Gong. Rea. 8799 (statement of Representative Teague,
member ofthe House Connn, on Standards of Official Conduct, 90*' Cong.).
562 2008 House Ethics Manual, at 17.
563 House Select Comm. on Ethics, AdvisOlJ! OpiJ,ion 4, H. Rep. No. 95-1837, 95*' Cong., 2d Sess, 61-62 (l979).
564 Id.
5$9 Bipartisan Task

5.'

'65 House Rule XXV, 01. 5(a)(2)(B)(i); 5 U.S.C.§ 7353(a); see also 5 CFR §§ 2635.203(0) (stating "[a] gift Is
solicited 01" accepted because of the employee's official position if .it is from a person other thalllUl employee and
would oot have been solil-oited, offered, Qr given had the employee not held the stauls, authority or duties associated
with his Federal position) and 2635.203(1) (stating ''[a] gift which is solicited or accepted indirectly includes a gift:
". (2) Given to any other perSOll, inoluding any cl1aritable organization, 011 the basis of designation,
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organization, including a public college or university, may, under celtain circumstances, be
considered a gift attributable to a Member who solicited the donation.
As noted above, the Solicitation and Gift Ban prohibits Members from soliciting and I or
accepting gifts unless authorized by the Standards Committee. 566 The Standards Committee, as
the supervising ethic..~ office nnder the Solicitation and Gift Ban statute, is authorized to provide
forreasonable exceptions pursuant to the ban. 567
As previously discussed, a Member is generally allowed to solicit funds for a § 170(0)
organization in his own 11ame without using the publie fisc, his position or his influence. 568 When
those restrictions are not followed, the general exception to the solicitation ban is inapplicable.
Therefore, if a Member uses official resources in the solicitation, the exception does not apply
and the Member has violated the statute. 569 Similarly, if a Member uses congressionallet:terhead,
the exception does not apply and the Member has violated the statutePO Likewise, if 11 Member
solicits on the propelty of the House of Representatives, the exception does not apply and the
Member has violated the statute. S71 In additio!1, if a Member Allay receive a direct benefit, the
exception does not apply and the Member has violated the statute. S72 Further, if a Member targets
a federally-registered lobbyist, the exception does not apply and the Member has violated the
statute. 57>
Approval by the Standards Committee of an exception to the solicitation ban also serves
as approval of an exception to the statute's ban on the acceptance of any gift to the proposed
beneficill1Y resulting from the solicitation that may be attributable to the soliciting Member. 574
Where a soliciting Member has complied fully wHh tlle Standards Committee's guidance with
rc..~pect to a permissible solicitation, no gifts to the proposed beneficiary of the solicitation will
be attributed to the soliciting Member.
However, whCl'e a Member fails to comply with the Standards Committee's guidance, the
exception to the Solicitation and Gift ban has been violated, any solieitation is improper, alld any
l'ooOlllll1enda!ion, or oUJel' specification by ti,e employee"); OGE Advis01'Y Lelier 92x22 (July 31. 1992) (citulg the
-proposed indirect gift rule and notnlg under precedent existing before promulgation ofre.gulations implementing 5
U.S.C. S 7353 that "a contribntion to a charity made at the behest 01' suggestioll of a Federal employee would be
considered a gift nuder existing precedent even though the employee did lIot personally receive the contribution").
'66 5 U.S.C. S 7353.
561 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b). Under no circmnstances may II Member accept a gift in exchange for being influenced ill the
performance of any official act. 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b)(2)(B).
50S Id.
''"' 1997 SoIicitatioll Pink Sheet; 1995 Solicitation Pilk1< Sheet; 1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
$10 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet; House Rule ),,'X[lI, c1. 11.
m The Honse Office Buttding Commission's Rules Hnd Regulations Goveming the HOllse Office Buildings, Honse
Garag-"vS and the Capitol Power Plant (Februmy 1999).
572 1990 Solicitation Pink SheeL
513 Hcuse Rnle XXV, cl. 5(e)(I); 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
'74 5 US.C. § 7353(b)(1).
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gift solicited by the Member to the charitable organization may be attributed as a gift to the
Member, particularly where the Member has used official resources or the imprimatur of his
office inmakillg the solicitation,S7>

b.

Respondent kMwlngly accepted gifts in violation o.ftlte House Gift Rule.

As previously discussed regarding Count I, Respondent failed to comply with the
Standards Committee's restrictions regarding solicitations. Because of this failure, any gift
solicited by Respondent on behalf ofCCNY may be attributed as a gift to Respondent.
Almost all of the donations to the Rangel Center resulted from solicitations by
Respondent. In some instances, those solicitations were explicit such as sending letters on
official letterhead to the Ford Foundation, the Verizon FOUlldation, and the Rhodebeck
Charitable Trust. In others, the requests were more implicit, with Respondent attending meetings
with CCNY fundraisers and prospective donors such as Gene Isenberg, David Rockefeller, tIle
Starr Foundation, and donors attending the Ford FOUlldation luncheon.
Respondent and his staff were well aware of the fundraising progress, including
donations that had been made. CCNY would inforlll them when a grant was made, Some donors,
such as Verizon and NYCT, inf01med Respondent directly of their grants. Respondent knew that
gifts were resulting from llis fi.mdraisiug efforts.
Donatio11s to tlle Rangel Center were indirect gifts. attributable to Respondent. NOlle of
the exceptions to the House Gift Rule apply. As such, Respondent's conduct violated fue House
Gift Rule.

IV.

Condnctin Violation of the Postal Service Laws lind Franking Commission
Regulations

The tell11 "frank" refers to the autographic 01' facsimile signature of person authorized by
statute to transmit matter through the mail wifuout prepayment of postage. 576 Members of

57' House Rule XXV, oJ. 5(a)(2)(B)(i); 5 U.s.C. § 7353(a); see also 5 CPR §§ 2635.203(e) (stating "1a] gift ig
soHcited or accepted b""Jluse of the employee's official position if it i. from a pers"'l otner than illl employee and
would not have been solicited, offered, or given had the employee not held the status. authority or duties associated
with his Federal position) and 2635.203(t) (stating "[a] gift wllich is solic'ited or aroepted indirectly it1clud",~ a gift:
.. , (2) Givcn to any otber porson, hlCluding any charitable organization, on (lIe basis of designation,
recommendation, or other specificatioll by the employee"); aGE Advisory Letter 92x22 (JUly 31. 1992) (oiting the
proposed indirect gift lUle and noting under precedent existing befure· promulgation of regulations implementing 5
U.S.C. § 7353 tbat "a ~ontdbution to a ~harity made at the behest or b'Uggestion of a Federal employee would be
cOl'lsidered a gil:t under existing precedent eVell though the employee did not personally receive the contribution").
576
39 U.S.C. § 3201.
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Congress are authOlized to use franked mail "in order to assist and expedite the conduct of
official business, activities, and duties of the Congress of the United States."m

a.

Relevant Legal Standard

The statutory provisions in Title 39 of the United States Code regarding the frank were
enacted in 1973. 578 That bill also established a House Commission on Congressional Mailing
Standards ("Fl'81iking Commission"). The Frmiking Commission is responsible for issuing
regulations goveming the proper use of the fi'811king ptivilege, and the current version of those
regulations was issued in 1998.579
Section 3215 of Title 39 provides that "a person entitled to use a Frank may not . . .
permit its use by any person for the benefit or use of 81ly committee, organization, or
association." The Franking Regulations interpret this statute as prohibiting "the use ofthe Frank
for the benefit of chatitable organizations, political action committees, trade organizations, and
so forth. ,,580
The Franldng Regulations provide specifio examples of nonfrankable items, including
"[n)o solicitations for fhnds for 01' on behalf of any organization or person:,581 The Fr811king
Regulations further provide:
"[n]o material that advertises, pro111otes, endorses 01' othelwise
provides a benefit to an individual 01' org811ization not entitled to
use the fr811k. This would include commercial, chalitable, nonprofit and }lolitical organizations as wen as Congressional Member
Organizations (CMO) and advisory boards or task forcos.',582
The Fr81udng Regulations further reiterate, "[t]he solicitation of funds for or 011 behalf of a
private organization, for example, for the pUlI,ose of supporting 81ly chalitable, education,
religious or political progr81ll is not frankable.,,583
Misuse of the fnuik: also constitutes a misdemeanor. The law provides that "whoever
makes use of any official envelope, label, or indorsemcnt [sic] authorized by law, to avoid the

m 39 U.s.C. § 3210,
5'1ll)'ub, L. No. 93-191.
5'1'.> Comm'n on Congo Mailing Standards, "Regulations on the Use of fue Congressional Frank by Members of the
House of Repreoolltatives (!lme 1998) (''Franking Regulattol1s"). A copy of the Franking Reguiatiolls has been
marked as Exhibit 195.
580 Frankillg Regulations

at 3.

Fmnld:ng Regulatiolls at 7.
'82 Franking Regulations at 7-8,
'83 FraJJ1dl1g RegulatiollS at J2,
581
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payment of postage or registry fee on his private letter, packet, package, or other matter in the
mail, shall be fined lIDder this title. ,,584
The Standards Committee has previously cited a Member for misuse of the fi'auk where
the Member's office used the frank to send out letters promoting a cruise for senior citizens. 585

b,

Respondent permitted the use ofhis frank for unofficial business, in violation
ofthe postal service laws and Frtmking Commission regulations.

The record evidences that Respondent used the frank to send out the initial solicitation
package to fouudations. The New York Stock Exchange Foundatiou retained copies of the
envelope enclosing the solicitation letter and brochure, and that envelope bears Respondent's
frank.

TIle evidence indicates that other mailings related to the Rangel Center were sent out
under the frank. Dalley testified that he did not recall specifically using the franking privilege,
but using the frank would have been consistent with the practice of the office.
The Franking Regulations are clear the franking privilege may not be used for the
benefit of charitable organizations. 586 Even if no solicitation is involved, the frank may not be
used ill support of such orgalJizations. 587
The Rangel Center mailings were not official business. They were not copies of the
Congressional Record, or notice of town hall meetings, 01' photographs of missing children.
'I1ley were not frankable materiaL 588 Because the lJ:allldng privileged was used, l1eitl1el'
Respondent nor CCNY had to pay for the postage 011 the mailings. 589
Respondent's conduct violated 39 U.S.C. § 3215 and the Franking Regulations.

V,

Conduct in ViolatioJI of the Franking Statute

a.

Rele)l(mt Legal Standards

Section 1719 oftit!e 18 provides:
Whoever makes use of any official envelope, label, or indorsement
[sic] authorized by law, to avoid the payment of postage or registry

.1l4 18 U.S.C. § 1719.
5&5

Cornm. on Standard. of Official Conduct, III the Matter ofRepresentQtlve .Newt Glngdch, H.Rep., 101" COllg.

2d Soss. (March 1,1990) at AttachnlcntD,
58"

Frankhlg Regulations at 3.

m Jd.

m The Franking Regulatimlll sot forth specific e"amples offrankabIe material. See Franking Regulations at 8-9.
36-4 L

51<9 Member's Handbook at
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fee on his private letter, packet, package, or other matter in the
mail, shall be fined under this title. 590
Section 1719 does not explicitly identify the mental state ("meml rea"), if any, that is necessary
to find a violation of the statute. Detel1uining the mens rea, if any, required for a federal crime
requires statutory construction and an inference of the intent of Congress,591 Section 1719 does
not explicitly idelltify the level of mens rea, if any, that is necessary to find a violation of the
statute.
Where a statute is silent on mens rea, it does not necessarily mean that Congress intended
to dispense willi such a requirement. 592 Means rea is required llllder common law, and that
principle is generally followed even for StatutOlY crimes that are silent on the issue. 593 The
Supreme Court has noted that offenses that require no mens rsa are generally disfavored. 594 The
Comt has suggested that sOllle indication of congressional intent is I'equirecl to dispense with
mens rea as an element of a crime. 595 But the COlllt has also ]10inted to cases where no mens rea
was required where the statue was silent and tlle punishment is relatively small:
In determining whetller a criminal statute dispenses with rnens rea,

"the nature and extent of the penalty attached to the offence may
be reasonably considered. There is nothing that need shock rury
mind in the payment of a small pecuniary penalty by a PCl'SOll who
has unwittingly done something detrimental to the public
interest. ,,596
Section 1719 requires only the payment of a fine. A violation of § 1719 is classified as an
''irm-action'' under the federal criminal code, with a maximum fine of $5,000. 597 That level of
puuisJunent falls well within tile pru'ameters courts have established as "relatively small"
punishment. 598 It is reasomible to eonclude that the statue contains no mens rea requirement
Further, under the precedel1t of the Standards Committee, there is no requirement of
adhering stdctly to general criminal law standards that require proof of the requIsite intent to
"'" 18 U.S.C. § 1719.
S9' United States v. Balmt, 258 U.S. 250, 253 (1922).
S92 Staples v. UnltedStates, 511 U.S. 600, 605 (1994).
;<)3 Id.
S94 ld. at 606.
59$ ld. at 606.
;<)6 Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 617n, 13 (1994)(quoting Queen v, Tolson,23 Q,B. at 177 (Wills, J,»,
See all«J Staples, 511 U.S, at 618n. 15 (citing Holdridge v, United States, 282 F,2d 302, 310 (gd' Cir, 1960».
m 18 U,S,C. § 3571.
:i9& See, e,g.• United States v. Unser, 165 F.3d 755, 763-64 (loth Cir. 1999) (maximum penalty of $5,000 fiue. or
imprlsomneJlt for not mom than six months, 01' both full within "relatively small" standard); United States 1', AyoGonzalez, 536 F.2d 652,661 (5th Clr. 1976) (maxilllUll1l'enalty of $100,000 fme, 01' Imprlsomnent [01' 'lot more than
one year, or both not so great as 10 indicate Congress must have intended some mens rea requirement),
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establish a violation ill the non-criminal disciplinary context. 599 "Members are expected to
adhere to standards ofconduct far more demanding than the bare minimum standards established
by our criminallaws,,,ooD

b.

Respondent permitted use ofhis fNmk fol' unofficial business, ilt I'iolation of
tlte franking statute.

As previously discussed regarding Count IV, the record is clear that the frank was used
for unofficial pm1)OSes. A violation of the criminal fhmkiug statute, which would merely
constitute a infi:!lctiol1, does not requiro any finding of Respondent's intent regarding use of the
frank The misuse of Respondent's fi'anlc is a violation of the frmiking statute, 18 U.s.C, § 1719,

VI.

Conduct in Violation oCthe House Office Building Commission Regulations
a.

Relevant Legal Standard

The House Office Builditlg Commission is comprised of the Speaker of the House and
two representatives appointed by the Speaker,OOJ The Commission issues tegulatiolls 011 the use
and occupancy of rooms and space in the House office buildings.602 Those regulations provide
that the "soliciting of alms mld contributions. , . in any of the areas covered by these regulations
is j'lrohibited.,,603

b.

Respondent solicited on House property, il1 violation oftlte House Office
Building Commission Regulations

TIle solicitation packages were prepared on mld sent fmin ['li'Opeity of the House of
Representatives, The list of potential donors was prepared by fellows at tile direction of Dalley.
Dalley reviewed the list of potential donors, and drafted the initial solioitation letters, Dalley.
testified that he supervised 1111'ee different people working on this project, ill addition to work
perfonned by Capel and Berger in New York. Respondent personally signed each of the letters.
Respondent knew that the wol'k on the solicitation letters was occurring on House
property. He ditected the staff to do this work. By doing so, he violated the House Office
Building Cmulllission's Rules and Regulations.
599 See Connn. on Stalldards of Official Conduot, Manual of Offenses and Procedures Korean Influence
Investigation, pursuant to H. R",•. 25Z, 95 th Cong., 1* Sess, (Juno 1977) at 35; C0ll1111. otl Standards of Official
Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Fortney "Pete" Stark, H. Rep. 111-409, III In Cong., 2d Sess. (JatlUfll'Y 29,
2010) at 10.
OO°Id.
601 2 U.S.C. § ZOOt
002Id.
•03 The House Offico Builc11ng COlllmission's Rules .nd Regulations Governing the HOUSe Office Buitdings, House
Garages and tIte Capitol Power Plant (February 1999) at'1 4.
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VII.

a.

Conduct in Violation of Purpose Law and Members Handbool(

Relevant Legal Stmtdard

The proper use of govemmellt funds was a concern of the Founders, who provided in the
Constitution that "No money shan be drawn fl.-om the Treasury, but ill Consequence of
Appropriations made by Law.,,604 TIle Purpose Law provides that "[a]ppropriations shall be
applied only to the objects for which the appropriations were made except as otherwise provided
by law." 605
The use of appropriated funds by Members and committees of the House is govemed by
chapter 3 of title 2 ofthe United States Code. Section 57(a)(I) of that title provides that:
the Committee on House [Administration] of the House of
Representatives may, by order of the Committee, fix and adjust the
amounts, te1111s, and conditions of, and other matters relating to,
allowances of the I-louse of Representatives wi1111n the following
categ01ies:

(1) For Members of the House of Representatives, the Member's
Representational Allowance, including all aspects of official
mail within tlle jurisdiction of the Connnittee under section 5ge
offilis title.
(2) For COlTI1ltlttees ... allowances for official mail ... stat.ionary,
and. telephone and telegraph and other c01ll1nunications.
The Committee on House Administration sets forth the regulations governing the use of
tbe Member's Representational Allowance ("MRA") in the Member's Congressional Handbook
("Member's Handbook"). The Member's Handbook provides that "[o]nly expenses file plimary
purpose of which are official and representational and which ate incuned in accordance with the
Handbook are reimbul'sable.,,606
The Sllmdards Conunittee has previously exercised jurisdiction over Members for their
misuse of appropriated funds. In one matter, a Member was repdmanded by the House related to
the use of ot1'ieial House resources by his fonner law office. 607 In another matter, violations of
""4

U.S. Constil1ltion, Article r. section 9 clause 7.

(\(IS

3t U.S.C. §1301.

"". Member's Handbook at p. 6.
601 Comm. on Standllrds of Official Conduct, J/1 the Mallcr ofRepresentative Austill J. Murphy. H. Rep. 100-485.
1001h Cong., 1" Sess. (Doo. 16, 1987).
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§ 1301 and related regulations were charged by a11 investigative subcommittee in a Statement of
Alleged Violation where a Member used official resources for personal benefit. 608 In another
matter, the Standards Committee publicly released a letter it sent to a M.ember for misuse of au
office fax machine and official lelter11ead to send out a prcss relcase critical of a prospective
campaign opponent. 61l9

b.

Respondent improperly used official House resources, in v;,olauolt ofthe
Purpose Law and Regulatiolts ofthe Committee Olt House Administratioll as
publislted ill the Member's HaJtdbook.

As previously discussed, the Franking Regulations make clear that solicitations, even for
charitable organizations, are not official business. As such, no House resources may be used,
even for othcrwise-pOlU1issible solicitations.
Respondent regularly used official House resources to support fundrai8il1g effOlts for the
Rangel Center. 11108e resources included: staff tim.e; House telephones, computers, printers, and
fax machine.~; stationary and other office supplies; and fi'allking expenses.
Respondent's conduct violated the Purpose Law (31 U,S.C. § 1301) and the Members'
Congressional Handbook.

YIn.
a.

Conduct in ViOlation ofLette·l'head Rule
Relel'Unt Legal Standard

The HOll.qe has addressed the use of congressional stationary for lU10fficiaI purposes in
House Ru1e XXIII. 111e Rule provides that a Member "may not authorize or otherwise allow an
individual, group, or organization not under the direction and cOlltrol of the House to use the
words "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives," or "Official Business," 01'
any combination of words thereof, on any letterhead or elweJope.61O
111e Standaj'ds Committee has intel·pl·eted that Rule as prohibiting the use by Members of
the words "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives" or "Official Business" on
any solicitation. 611 The pW1)ose of the lule is to avoid the appearance that the project is endorsed
by the government.612

6Illl COlnm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Malter ofRepresentalive Barbara-Rose Collins, H. Rep. 104876, 104'k Cong" 2d Scss, (Jan. 2, 1997) at 85-86.
6O\lC<Jmm, Oil SUtndards of Offici"l Conduct, Summm:v ofAciiviJies. One Hundred Fourth Congress, H. Rep, J04886, I041b C<Jng., 2d Sess. 22 (1997),
610 Hal!OO Rule XXlIJ, cl. 11.
6ll 1995 Solicitation Plnk Sheet.
612 See, e,g" 1990 Solicitatioll Plnk Sheet, 1995 Solicitation Pink She.et; 1997 SoUcitallon Pink Sheet,
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The Standards Committee has previously cited a Member for misuse of congressional
letterhead where the Member's office used that letterhead to send out letters promoting a cruise
for senior citizens. 61l In anotl1ermatter, an investigative subcommittee charged a Member with
impl'Oper solicitation for soliciting contributions to sponsor a gala reception. 614 The
subcommittee found that the solicitation violated the rules on three grOlmds, including the fact
that it was made on congressiol1allette:d1ead, 615

b.

Respondent intpropel'ly used coJtgl'essionallettel'head, ift violation oftlte
Letterhead Rule

As previously discussed, Respondent ""Tote letters regarding the Rangel Center, including
solicitations, using letterhead bearing the words "Congress of the United States" and ''House of
Representatives." Letterhead was used on numerous occasions t111'oughout 2005, 2006, and 2007.
Respondent's use of congrossionalletterhead fur conunuillcations related to the Rangel
Center violated clause 11 of House Rule XXIII.

IX.

Conduct in ViolatIon of Ethics in Government Act and Honse Rule XXVI

Every yem" every Member of Col1gress and tI1ousm1ds of other government employees
m'e required to file Financial Disclosure statements pursuant to the Ethics in Govemment Act
(''EIGA''),616 Respondent has admitted that he did not give his Financial Disclosure Statements
the appl'Opriate attention.on He signcd off on Financial Disclosure statements that contained
numerous mistakes m1d omissions.
It.

Relevant Legal Standard

As the Bipartisan Task Force on Ethics noted, tile principal objectives of financial
disclosure are ''to il1fonn the public about the financial interests of govemment officials in order
to deter potential conflicts of interest and to increase public confidence in the integrity of
government officials.,,618 Those objectives Cll11110t be met unlcss goverm11ent officials provide
complete and accurate information, As the Standards Committee has previously stated, "the

Gingrich Report (1990) at Attachment D.
Colli"" Report
615 1d. at 37.
616 Tide I, Ethics in Govemment Act ofI978 (5 U.S.c. app, 101··11).
617 In his speech on the House floor on August! 0,2010, Respondent stated "Now when it comes to the llegligcnce
ofthe disclosures and the tax issues, there is absolutely no excuse that's there."
618 Bipartisfil1 Task Force Report

613

614
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timely filing of complete and aecurate Financial Disclosl1l'e Statements is essential to the
political process and is fundamental to the House ethics system,,,619
Title I of the EIGA sets forth the reqnirements for financial disciosl1l'e by goVel1U11ent
officials, The provisions of title I of the RIGA also constitute a Rule of tile House.620 Section
102 of the EIGA requires that each report "shall include a fill! and complete statement" with
respect to several categories, including income, honoraria, income-producing assets, gifts,
reimbursements for travel, interests in certain property, liabilities, transactions, and reportable
positions,621

In a prior matter, a Member was reprimanded for omissions on his Financial Disclosure
Statc01ents.622 The Membcr failcd to rcpOli ownership of two stocks on his annual disclos1ll'e
statement.623 The Standards COll1nlittee noted that "[i]n neitllCl' instance does it appeal' that the
failure to rel)011 was motlvated by an effort to conceal the financial holding from the Membcl'S of
the House or the public. But the Committee believes tllat the failure to report as required by Rule
XLIV is deserving ofa reprimand,,,624
In another matter, errors III a Memher's Financial Diselosure Statements were brought to
light in various media accounts folloViril1g the Member's selection as a Vice Presidel1tial running
mate,62; After a complaint was filed and an investigation initiated, the Member filed an100dments
to her Financial Disclosure Statements. The Committee found that most of ti,e errors were
teolmical violations, and did not take further action in light of the amendments. 625
The Standards Committee subsequently issued guidance regarding the filing of
amendments to Financial Disclosure Statements,527 While the COllunittee recognized the need to
amend Financial Disclosure Statements, it has adopted a policy of recognizing amendments to
Financial Disclosure Statements only where there is a "need to clarify an earlier filing or to

ot? Conun. on Standal'ds of Official Conduct, In the Maller of Representative Sam Graves, H.R. 111-320, 11 J'~
Cong., l't Sess. (Oct. 29,2009), at 15,
620 House Rule XXVI, par. 2,
621 ErGA at § 102,
622 Corum. 011 Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Robert L. F. Sikes, H. Rep, 94-1364,
94'" Cong., 2d S""". (July 23, 1976).
623 Id. at 5,
6,. Id. ad.
615 COllin. on Slalldams of Offlcial Conduct, In Ihe .Matler ofRepresentative Geraldi/!e A. Fm'ltro, H. Rep. 981169, 98th Cong., 2d SellS, (Dec, 4, 1984).
6?6!"erraro Report at 29. The Committee also didl10t take action on the Membel"s failure to disclose hel' hushand's
financial interests because an exemption olaimed by the Member did have some ambiguity, which was darified
tlrrough the Committee's report.
6>7 "Policy Regarding Amendments to Financial Disclosul'c Statements" (Apr. 23, 1986), l'ep1'il1ted ill tho 2008
flouseEfflicsAfanuaL
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disclose infOlmation not known (or inadveltently omitted) at the time the original Financial
Disclosure Statement was submitted. ,,628
TIle Committee has an established policy goveming the acceptance of amendments:
[T]he Committee [llas] a two-pronged test for detel1nining whether
an amendment is considered to be filed with a presumption of good
faith: First, whether it is submitted within the appropdate
amendment period (close-of-year); and second, a "circumstanoe"
test addresshlg why the amendment is justified. In this latter
regard, filers will be expeoted to submit with the amendment a
brief statement on why the earlier FD is being revised. Thus,
amendments meeting the two-pronged test will be accorded a
robuttable presumption of good faith and [theJ COn1TIlittee will
have the burden to overcome such a presumption. Conversely, any
amendment not satisfying both of the above-stated criteria willllOt
be accorded the rebuttable presumption of good faith. In such a
case, the burden will be on the filer to establish such a
presumption. 629
Therefore, "so long as a filer wishes to amend within the appropriate period of prescrihed
'timeliness' and such amendments are not suhmitted as a result of, or in connection with, action
hy [tlleJ COImnittee that may have the effect of discrediting the quality of the initial filing(s),
then such amendments will be deemed to be IJreSumptively good faith revisions to the filil1gs.',63o
In addition, an amendment is not considered timely if the submission is clearly intended to
"paper over" an earlier mis/non filing or there is not a showing that the amendment was
occasioned hy either the prior unavailability of information 01' an inadvertent omission. 631
Appropriate amendments which are fundy suhmitted are given a prosumption of good faith,
while those amendments falling outside the scope of timely amendments receive 110 such
presumption. 63Z
Following tIle issuance of that guidance, the Committee issued a lelter of reproval to a
Member for conduct including his failure to repolt liabilities to his campaign and Iiabiliti.es to
financial institutions. 633 That Member had bon'owed funds from his campaign 011 eight ocoasiol1S

"" Id. at 378.
~2~ !d. at 379.
'3~ 14.
6311d.
m 14.
633 Comm. on Standards of Offici.1 Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Chcu'les G. Rose Ill, H. Rep. 100-526,
100'" Cong., 2d Sess. (Mar. 23, 1988).
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between 1978 and 1985, none of which were reported on the Financial Disclosure Statements.634
That Member also failed to report six liabilities to financial institutions. 6'5 There was no
indication that the liabilities to the financial institutions were pl'Oblematic; rather, the mere nondisclosure was the issue. 636 The COlmnittee noted that the Member had filed amendments, but
those mnCllchnents were not timely under the Committee's 1986 Pirue Sheet, and did not prevent
the Member from being sanctioned. 637
b.

RespOltdentfailed to fully and accurately report !Huuerous items on his
financial disclosure forms, in violation ofthe Ethics in Gm/emmentAct and
House Rule XXVL

It is undisputed that Respondent's Financial Disclosure Statements for the years 1998
through 2007 contain numerous eJ.1'Ors and omissions. Respondent's filings did not "include a
full and complete statement" as required by the EIGA. Accordingly, Respondent has violated
§ 102 ofthe RIGA and House Rule XXVI.
Respondent's violations of the RIGA are not the result of an isolated mistake, He made
nUIUeJ.'Ol1S ellUl'S and omissions oveJ.· many years, And these mistakes were a substantial portion
ofhis reportable items.
There :is no dispute that Respondent signed the forl11s and is responsible for their
contents. TIle Financial Disclosure Statements require the filer to certify that the Financial
Disclosm'o is t111o, con'ect, mld complete. The responsibility falls to the filer, not on others that
might assist them. It is undisputed that Respondent's Finmleial Disclosure Statements were not a
"fi.l11 and complete statement" as required by the Ethics in Government Act.
X.

Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government Service, Clause 5
a.

Relevant Legal Standard

As previously discussed regarding Count II, the House Rules and other standards
governing Members' conduct prohibit a Member from using, or appem'ing to use, his official
position for personal benefit. 63&

634 Rose

Report at 25.

~llld..
636 See,

e.g., Rose Report at 20-22,

637 Rose Report. at 22,

Honse Rule XXIII, clauses 2 and 3; Code ofEthies for Government Service, olause 5; see also Sikes. at 3; zoOS
Ethics Manual, at 187 ("One of the purposes of tI,e rules end standards [of conduct relevant to use of a
M<>mb"r'. offioe for personal benefit] is to preolude confliot ofint<>rest issuos.").
63'

HOWle
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b.

Respondent's conduct related to tlte non-c011j'01'l1zlflg use ofa /'esident
apartmentjol' a campaign o.[fice created the lrppem'aflce ojimpropriety in
violation ojthe Code ojEtJtics jor G01'8m11tmt Service.

The evidence in the record makes clear that Respondent accepted a favol" Ol" benefit in the
fonn of leasing a residential, rent-stabilized apartment for his campaign office in violation of the
sped.fic tenns of his lease, New York City Zoning regulations, the New York City building code
and the certificate of occupancy for Lenox Teo1lce. Respondent's acceptance of this favor from
his landlord occurred "under circumstances which might be COl1stmed by reasonable persons as
influencing the performance of his governmental duties" because Glnick owns several properties
in Respondent's congressional district, is landlord to thousands of constituents in Respondent's
congressional district and has met with Respondent and Respondent's staff regarding Oillick's
interests as a property owner in the District and as landlord to Respondent's constituents.
Respondent accepted a favor or benefit from his landlord because he was allowed to usc
apartment IOU in the 40 West 135!h Street building as his campaign office despite the explicit
terms in his lease stating, "[y]ou shall use the Apartment for living purposes only," Respondent's
landlord also allowed Respondent to use Iris apartment in violation of New York City Zoning
regulations. As previonsly noted, Lenox Te1l'ace is zoned ill a C·I commercial overlay district.639
In a C-l C01lll11ercial overlay district, in any portion of a building occupied on one or more of its
upper stories by l"Ch'idential uses, no nOll-residential uses shall be located above the first story
ceiling. 640 The term "reside11tial use" rerers to "any use listed in Use Group 1 (single-family
detached residences) or Use Group 2 (all other types of residential development).641 By contrast,
a co1lllnercialnse includes "convenience retail or service establishments" and "offices, business,
professional or goverlUnental" operations.
At no time was the lease for apartment I OU modified to allow Respondent to use the unit for
1l0n-residel1tial purposes. Respondent has never denied using apartment IOU exclusively as a
campaign office; this fact was conflnued by Iris campaign's Executive Director, \"'alter Swett.
Disbul'Se1nent records fur both Rangel for Congress and National Leaderslrip PAC hldioate that
Respondent's campaign committee paid for the rent for apartment I au throughout his tenancy in
tIle unit. Likewise, Swett routinely sellt out campaign emails listing the address for the campaign as
apartment IOU.
Respondent's use of apartment IOU as a campaign office constituted a favor because he
was granted a concession allowing his non-confol111ing use. The te1'111 "favor" means "a special
p1ivilege or right granted or conccded.,,642 Under the lease terms fur apartment IOU,643 the New
639 Exhibit

532.
533.
641 New York City Departmen1 of Ci1y Planning Glossary ~v'lilable at
~;llwww.nyc.gov/ht11l1ldcp/htm1fzone/glossaJy,shtml (last visited November 4, 2010).
642 Merriam-Webster, htlp:/{Wl'{w,merriDl11-webstel'.r.om/diclW!W.Y.l'favor (last visited Nov, 2,2010).
64Q Exhibit
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York City building code644 and the certificate of occupancy for Lenox Tenace,64S apartment IOU
should have been lh'lW as a personal residence. It was not. Respondent admits USillg apartment IOU
for cOlmnercial purposes, exclusively as a campaign office. 646 By doing so, Respondent's conduct
ran afoul of the New YOl'k City building code, New York City zoning regulations, the certificate of
occupancy for tIle 40 West 135th Street building and the express terms of his lease. His ,lse of
apartment lOU was open and notorious; Respondent paid the rent for apartment IOU using
canlpaign and PAC checks and made no attempts to conceal his non-confonl1ing use. Respondent
was repeatedly allowed to renew the lease for apartment IOU despite consistently violating the
tenns ofthe lease and operating his apartment in a manner that placed Olnick that violated New
York City laws and regulations. Olnick's tolerance of Respondent's 110nconfomllng use was, at a
minimum, a favor to him, ifnot an outright benefit, given the unlt's rent stabilized status.
Respondent accepted a favor fium his landlord "under cirCUlllst1l11CeS which might be
construed by reasonable persons as influencing the perfonnance of his gove11lmental duties,"
While Respondent operated his campaign office in violation of the terms of his lease and
contrary to zoning regulations, Respondent and his staff also met with Olnick management ill
their official capacities. Respondent's District Director, James Capel, met with Lenox Terrace's
General Manager Darryl Rankin on behalf of constituents in Respondent's congresslonal district
who were plll1ll1ing to strike arising out of Olnick's primary residency policy.54'! Capel indicated
that Rankin and Oloiek aggressively pursued evictions 1l11d other policies,648 Although there is no
evidence that Rankin or Capel actually discussed Respondcnt's use of apartment IOU during
their commmlicatiollS, Capel noted that pdmary residency was the issue where management
seemed to want to "take advantage of every situation they could take adV1l11tage of. And they
looked over and they sClUtinized the rent rolls and tried to see what they could do to generate
1110re revenues.,,649 1his fact is particularly tl'Oubling given that at the same time that Capel met
Willl Rankill, Respondent was using his residential apartment IOU as a campaign office. During
this period, there is no evidence that Oillick took any steps to pursue evicting Respondent from
apartment IOU,
In addition to intervening in tenant issues, Respondent also met with representatives fl:om
Olnic1c to discuss a redevelopment project they proposed in Hll1'lem. Both Respondent and
Rubler acknowledged that Olnick representatives met with Respondent and his staff to discuss s
proposed redevelopment of the Lenox Terrace buildings. Rubler noted that Respondent "was one
of a variety of conunmity leaders that we met with to basioally gauge opinion and build support

6"

Exhibit 508.

04' See NYC Code

§ 28-118.3.2; NYC Code § 28-118.3.2; NYC Code § 28-212.1.
Exlribit 501.
6'6 Raugel. Tr. at 181-189.
0" Capel Tr. (1130/09) at 50-51.
643 !d. a164.
649 Id. ~t 65.

0"
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for the proposaL,,650 Oluiok met with Respondent in his congressional district to secure "support"
and "acceptance" of tile redevelopment from Respondent. Reasonable persons could conclude
that the concession Respondent received fl:0111 Olnick related to the use of apaltment IOU
influenced his interactions with Olnick in his official capacity. Respondent's DistriDt Director
testified that he assisted constitnents on issues related to primary residency at the same time
Respondent failed to comply with the residency provision of his own lease. Furthel1l1ore,
reasonable persons could conclude that being allowed to maintain a calnpaign office in his
apartment building not in confonnity with the te1111S of his lease and applicable New York City
zoning regulations might make Respondent more likely to take a meeting with representatives
from Olnick, or to l)rovide support for their proposed redevelopment project, Reasonable persons
could also conclude that ananging this type of meeting is ex:actly the reason why Olnick
management sought to keep and maintain a list of prominent political figures that lived in their
buildings alld offered specific instructions regarding taking legal or collection actions against
such tenants.
Clause 5 ofthe Code of Ethics for Govc11l1llcnt Service does not require that a Member is
actnally influenced by any favor he or she received, but only that reasonable persons could look
at the circumstances alld might construe tl:tem as influencing the Member's official conduct.
1Jlere is no evidence that Respondent was aware he received any favor from Olnick or that
Olnick used its favor to influence Respondent, but neither element is necessary to prove a
violation of clause 5 of the Code of Btllies f01' Government Service. Members of Congress must
adhere to the "highest" moral and ethical principles, including avoiding even all "appearance of
hnpropriety."6Sl Oillick owns substantial property interests in Mallhattan and is landlord to
thousands of Respondent's constltnents in Harlem. Because of those facts, Respondent should
havc taken care to comply with the terms of his lease and relevant zoning regulations in order to
avoid the appearance of impropriety he created by interacting with Olnick in his official
capacity. His failure to do so violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service.
Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government Sm'vIce, Clause Z

XI.

a.

Relevant Legal Sttmdal'd

When a govel111TIent employee evades any provision of federal law, that conduct also
violates the Code of Ethics for Gove1111TIent SOl'Vice652 which provides that:
[A]ny person in Govol'l1ment sOi'Vice should:

·"'RublcrTr. (7/14/09) ot5-6,
651 See e.g., 2008 House Ethics Manual at 24, 71, 213 and 309.
652
72 Stat., Pari 2, .1312, H.Con. R. 175,85'1< Cong. (1958).
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2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations of the
United States and all gove11l1l1ents therein and never be a party to
their evasion.
The term "evade" in tIlis context means "to avoid the performance of: dodge, cirClll11Vent.',6S3 A
Member that violates any federal or state laws or regulations may be found to have violated
standards of conduct applicable to Members pursuant to the Code of Ethies for Goverrrment
Service.
b.

Respondent, by his conduct, evaded applicable laws and regulations, includiflg
hisfailure to report andpay taxes on income related to his l'illa at Punta Cant,

As previously discussed, Respondent's conduct violated several laws and regulations,
including the Solicitation and Gift Ban (5 U.S.C. ~ 7353), postal servicc laws (39 U,S.C.
~ 3215), tile Franking Commission regulations, the criminal £:anking statute (18 U.S.C. § 1.719),
the Purpose Law (31 U,S.C, § 1301), Members Congressional Handbook, and the Ethics in
Govel11ment Act.

Respondent also violated the tax laws by failing, for 17 years, to report, and pay tax all,
rcntal income on a beach villa in P1U1ta Cana, Dominican Republic,6S4 Respondent has admitted
that he should have reported Ule rcntal income on his taxcs.65S
Section 1 ofTitle 26 ofthe United States Code ("Internal Revenue Code") imposes a tax
on the income of individuals. The Intemal Revenue Code defines "gross income" to inchlde "all
incomc from whatever source deaived.... ,,656 The Supreme Court has repeatedly noted the
"sweeping scope" of § 61 and its predecessors.65'l The Internal Revenue Code specifically
identifies certain categories of items that constitute income including, iltter alia, gross income
derived from business, gains derived from dealings in property, rents, and income from discharge
ofindebterult.'Ss.
It is undisputed that Respondent's rental income from his investment at Punta Cana was
taxahle income. Respondent's failure to report the income he eal11ed, and to pay the taxes owed
on that income, violated tlle Internal Revcnue Code.

Merriam-Webster, hllJ!:LLwww.l11el.jal11-wehster.com/djctjon!lIYL~aJie (last- visited Nov, 2,2010).
2·- Punta Cana Rental Inoome.
655 In a letter to Speaker Pelosi, Respondent \\""Ote "the f.ct is that any roouct:iollS to the mortgage actually counted
as income and should have been reported as snch." Exhibit 540.
656
26 U.s.C. § 61.
.51 Commissioner". Schlele,,, 515 U.S. 323, 327-28 (1995) a.11d oaS08 cited thereill.
653

• 54 See Exllibit 66; See also Table
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XII.

a.

Conduct in Violation of Code of Conduct: Letter and Spirit Of House Rules

Relevant Legal Standard

Members are obligated to follow not only the letter of the rules, but also the spirit of the
rules. 658 A Member that violates a House Rule also violates the Code of Conduct,659 The
violation oftlle Code of Conduct occurs even where a House Rule is not technically violated, if
the subject conduct violated the spirit of the Rule.

b.

Respondent's conduct violated the letter and spirit ofthe House rules

Respondent's conduct violated clause 4 (Gift Rule) and clause 11 (Letterhead Rule) of
flouse Rule XXIII and House Rule XVI. Because Respondent has violated these HOllse Rules, he
has also violated clause 2 for failure to adhere to the letter and the spirit of the rules.

XIll. Conduct Reflecting Discreditably on House

a.

RelevantLegalStandard

Clause I of House Rule XXIII states that a Member "shaH behave at all times in a
ffilUmer that shall reflect creditably on the House," 01111umerous occasions, Members have been
charged with violations of House Rule XXIII, clause 1.660
One of those matters involved a Member's failure to seek professional advice. 661 That
matter involved the Member' $ use of a tax-exempt organization for purposes that potentially
were Ilot proper under the Intemal Revenue Code. 662 The Committee did not make a
oetennination regarding the actual propriety of the use of the organization, instead refening that
issue to the Internal Revenue Service. 663 The Committee did find that, regardless of whet11er the
use of the orglUJization was permissible, the Member should have should have sought legal
advice and his failure to do $0 did not reflect creditably on the House. 664
hl another matter, a Member was found to have violated clause I based upon a
mcmorlUldum preplU'Cd by the Member, which contained mislesding statements, and which he
should have lUlticipated might be communicated to law t111fol'cement officials, giving the

.$3 House Rule XXIII.

cl. 2,

Id.
6GO See Section V(C)(ll), supra,

6$9

66J Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter of Repl'ffSantative Newt Gingrich, H. Rep. 105.1, I()5'h
Cong" I" Sess. (January 17, 1997), at 58-63,
662 Gingrich Report (1997) at 92,

663Ia.
664 ld,
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appearance of an attempt to lISe political influence to affect the admini$t:ration of an individual's
probatioll.665
Another Member was found to have violated clause 1 for a pattern and practice of
converting campaign fu:nds for personal use. 666 The Committee did not address the intel1t of the
Member. TIle Committee did note that clause 1 is "the most comprehensive provide of the Code
of Official Conduct and was adopted in part so that the Committee, in applying the Code, would
retain 'the ability to deal with any given act or accmnulation of acts which, in the judgment of
the committee, are severe enough to reflect discredit on the Congress. ",667
b.

Respondent's conduct did not reflect creditably on the House

Respondent's actions and accumulation of actions reflected poorly on the institution of
the House and, thel'eby, did not reflect creditably on the House, in violatinn of Clause 1 of HIe
Code of Conduct.

WHEREFORE, Committee counsel respectfully requests that, for the above reasons, an
Order be made herein granting each of the demands in the annexed Notice of Motion, and for
such other relief as may be just and proper.

Dated: Washington, District of Columbia
November 8, 2010

R. Blake Chisam
Chief Counsel
Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct
Room HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

~6S Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In tite Malter ofRepresentaltve Bamey Prank, H. Rep. 101·610, 101 ~
Cong., 2d Sess. (July 20,1990),
6(>6 In theMatterojRepresentative Earl P. Hl1liard, H. Rep. 107-130, 107" Cong., 1" Seas. (July 10,2001).
667 1d. (citing to the House Ethics Manual and In the Matter ofRepresen;ative Bud Shuster, H. Rep. 106-979, 106"
Cong.,2d Sess. (October 16, 20(0) at 9),
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July 22, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Jo Bonner, Ranking Republican Member
C',oml11ittee on Stand81'ds of Official Conduct
The Capitol,Room HT-2
Washingtoll,D,C, 20515

Dem' Chair Lofgren and Ranking Republic811 Mcmbe1' Bonner:
Pursuant to SttUldal'ds Committee Rule 22(g), the Investigative Subcommittee oonceming
Representative Cha1'les B, Rangel (Respondent) hereby ll'811smits ti,e foilowing:

1.

Statement of Alleged Violation adopted June 17, 2010;

2,

Respondent's Motion for BlI! ofPw:tieulars;

3,

Investigative Subcommittee Ordor on Motion for Bill of Particnlat,s and
MemorandlUn in Support of Order;

4,

Respondent's Mollon to DImniss;

5,

Investigative Subcommittee Order on
Memorandum in SUPPOit of Order; and

6,

Investigative Subcommittee Report reg81'ding Matters within its
Jurisdiction on Issues Not Referenced in Stutement ofAilegecl Violation,

Motion

to

Dismiss

atld

On July 21, 2010, Respondent submhted "Respondent's Answer and Defenses to Statement of
Alleged Violatioll," The submission was not siio'i1ed under oath, as fequifed by Committee Rule
22(a)(1), and, therefore, does not constitute an "answer" within the Committee rules. Respondent
was provided 811 opporttmity to eure the detective filing, but he did not, Pursuant to Committee
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Rule 22(a)(l), Respondellt's failure to file an answer shall be considered a denial of each count
contained ill the Statement of Alleged Violation.

The Investigative Subcommittee '8 Inquiry
The Statement of Alleged Violation was adopted following an extensive 21-111ontll
investigation. The Investigative Subcommittee and its staff took the following actions as part of
its inquiry: (1) conducted 49 formal interviews of 41 witnesses, as well as additional informal
interviews; (2) issued over 160 formal document requests and subpoenas, in addition to informal
requests for documents; (3) reviewed over 28,000 pages of documents and testimony; and (4)
held more than 60 investigative subcommittee meetings.
The Investigative Subcommittee was empU1ieled on September 24, 2008, The scope of
the inquiry was whether Respondent had violated the Code of Official Conduct, or of a law, rule,
regulation, 01' other standard of conduct applicable to the performance of oilicial duties or the
discharge ofofficial responsibilities with respect to the fonowing:
1.

Using official resources to transmit letters ill 2005, 2006, and 2007 to
potential donors to the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the
City Conege of New York;

2.

ApU1'tmentlll1its leased by Representative Charles B. Rangel in tIle Lenox
Ter1'llce apU1tmcnt complex located in HU1'lom, N ew York;

3.

Representative Chw:los B. Rangel's fInancing ofllis ownership interests in
a guest 1mit within the Punta Cana Yacht Club located in Punta Cana in
the Dominican Republic and his compliance with finU11cial disclosure
requirements regarding that property; U11d

4.

Representative Charles B. RU11gel's compliance with Committee on House
Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in a House garage, lot,
or designated pU1'lcing area,

The scope of the Invcstigativc Subcommittee's inquiry was expU11ded on two oeoasions. On
December 9, 2008, the scope was expanded to include:
[C]ontributlons of money or pledges of contlibutions of mOmfj to
the Charles B. Rangel ConteI' for Ptlblic Service at the City College
of New York fi:oll1 U11y person or entity associated with Nabors
Indusnies.
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On October 8, 2009, the scope of the Investigative Stlbeommittee's inquiry was expanded to
include "all Financial Disclosure Statements and an amendments filed in calendar year 2009 by
or on behalf of Representative Chal'les B. Rangel pursuant to Title I of tile Ethics in GoverJUnenl
Act."

Delays in Investigative Subcommittee Inquiry
The inquiry was delayed in several instances by the actions of Respondent and his
counsel, particularly with respect to the production of documents and a forensic aCCOl.Ultallt's
report.
For example, on October 8, 2008, the Investigative Subcommittee made its first written
request to Respondent for documents. The request had a return date of October 28, 2008. While
Respondent did begin producing documents on that date, all of the responsive documents were
not produced until December 11, 2008. In another instance, the Investigative Subcommittee
requested dOCtUllents fl.-om Respondent on April 15, 2010. Re&'Pondent, through his counsel,
refused repealed requests for those documents, necessitating the need for service of a snbpoena
on Respondent. After the subpoena was served, the documents were produced on June 10, 2010.
In several other instances, Respondent produced documents after the retum date set by the
Investigative SllbcOlnmittee. Even when the delay was not significant, Respoudent's failure to
abide by the deadlines set by the Investigative Subcommittee was troubling.
Another event that caused a significant delay in the investigation was Respondent'S
assertion of certain privileges, set forth in a 40-page privilege log. The log was not produced
until May 29,2009. After the Investigative Subcommittee and Respondent reached an agreement
that permitted subcommittcc counsel to review certain documents, subcommittee counsel
reviewed certain documents for which privileges had becn asserted. Upon review of the
documents, counsel dctermined that many of the cIaims of privilege were, in fact, not valid. A
review of those materials led to the interview of additional witnesses, which could have been
completed earUer but for Respondent's imprope!" claims ofpdvilege as to Umse doCumetlt$.
TIle inquiry was further delayed pending receipt of a forensic accountant's repOlt, which
Respondent volunteered to produce, In September 2008, Respondent publicly announced his
intention to hire a forensic accountant. Respondent issued a. press rclease on November 13,
2008, stating lhat he had retained a forcnsic accounting firm to review his Flllmlcial Disclosure
Statements and tax returns. The accountmlt's report was not sent to the Investigative
Subcolllmittee until May 12,2009, six months aftor Respondent's public statements. Respondent
suhmitted amended Financial Disclosure Statements for the calendar years 1998 through 2007,
as wen as his original Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar year 2008, 011 August 12,
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2009, almost one year after Respondent publiely pledged to conect his Financial Disclosure
Statements.

Summary ofResults ofInvestigative Subcommittee Inquiry
Upon completion of the WiUlesS interviews, staff prepared a comprehensive
memorandum for the Investigative Stlhconullittee in accordance with Standards Committee Rll1e
19(e). The Investigative Subcommittee met numerous times, often for several hours, to discuss
the evidentiary record and potential charges. Ultimately, on May 25, 2010, the Investigative
Subcommittee reached an agreement regarding a Statement of Alleged Violation that it intended
to adopt. TIle proposed Statement of Alleged Violation, as well as the items required to be
produced. pursuant to Standards Comnultee Rules 25 and 26(c), was provided to Respondent on
May 27, 2010, following exeeution by Respondent and his couJ1sel of a non"disclosure
agreement.
On hUle 17, 2010, the Investigative Subcolnmittee voted to adopt the Statement of
Alleged Violation. The Statement of Alleged Violation is comprIsed of 13 eOlUlts, The charges in
the Statement of Allegelt Violation relate to foul' general subject matters: (1) solicitations and
donations to tIle Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College of New York (CCNY); (2)
errors and omissions on Respondent's Financial Disclosure Statements; (3) use of a rentstabilized residential apartment by Respondent's campaign committees; and (4) failure to report
and pay taxes on rental income 011 Respondent's Punta Cana beach villa.
With respeet to the solicitations and donations to the Rangel Center, the Investigative
Subcommittee determined that Respondent made both written and vorbal solicitations on behalf
of the Rangel Center for Public Service at CCNY. He did not follow Standards Committee
guidanee regarding solicitatiolls 011 behalf of § 501(0)(3) organizations, Accordingly, the
Investigative Subcommittee found a substantiall'easoll to believe that Respoildenl's solicitations,
as well as the resulting gifts, violated the Solicitati.on and Gift Ban (5 U.s.C. § 7353).
Respondent solicited both foundations and corporations. Both foundations and the
solicitedeorporations had business alld interests before the House during the period at issue. In
SOlne instances, lobbyists on behalf of the eorporations were communica.ting with Respondent's
staffab011t both legislative issues and potential donations to the Rangel Center, The resulting
donations create an appearance of impropl'iety. The Investigative Subcommittee found a
substantial reason to believe that Respondent's conduct "might be construed by l'ea.sonnble
persons us influencing the performance of his governmental duties" ill violation of clause 5 of
the Code ofEthics for Govermnent Service.
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The donors solicited by Respondent contribllted in excess of $8 million to the Rangel
Center. Although the contributions were made by the donors to the CCNY, the contributions
benefited Respondent. 111e plans for the ful11gel Center include a "well-fu1'l1ished office for
Congressman Rangel" and an archivistllibral'ian to organize and maintain Respo11dent's
congressional papers. The donations provided benefits to Respondent, even if done indirectly,
and Respondent knowingly accepted those benefIts. The Investigative Subcommittee found a
substantial reason to believe that Respondent's conduct violated the House gift mle (House Rille
XXIII, clause 4).
Respondent's congressional staff prepared numeroussolicitationlettel's, 011 congressional
letterhead, which were mailed using Respondent's frank. In addition, Respondent's staff worked
with CCNY on an ongoing basis, assisting with earmarks atld meetings betwet\11 Respondent and
potential donors. TIle work was done on HOllse property, llSing officialresoul:ces SUCll as staff
time, official House telephones atld email accollnts, and other office equipment and supplies. The
Investigative Subcommittee found a substatltial reason to believe that the following were
violated: (a) Postal Service Laws (39 U.S.C, §§ 3210, 3215) Md Franking Commission
Regulations; (b) the Franking Statute (18 U.S.C, § 1719); (c) House Office Building
Commission's Regulations; (d) the Purpose Law (31 U.S.C. § 1301) atld the Member's
Congressional Hatldbookj and (e) thy Letterhead Rule (House Rule xxm, clause II),
With respect to the errors and omissions on Respondent's Financial DiscloslU'e
Statements, the Amended Financial Disclosure Statements filed by Respondent in August 2009
demonstrate the numemus el'1'Ors and omissions contained in his original Financial Disclosure
Statements fur calendar years 1998 through 2007. In addition, Respondent's Financial Disclosure
Statement for calendar year 2008 failed to include a reportable position. RespondMt chose not to
file an amendment to that Finatlcial Disclosure Statement, despite being informed of the
omission by Standards Committee staff. T11e Investigative Subcommittee fotmd a substantial
rea,~on to believe that Respondent's errors atld omissions in his Finatleial Disciosul'e Statements
for calendar years 1998 through 2008 vioiated the Ethics in Government Act (5 U,S,C, app.
SS 101-105) and House Rule XXVI.
With respect to the issues surrounding Respondent's use of rent-stabilized apartments at
Lenox Terrace, U1C Investigative Subcommittee found sllbstatltial reason to believe that
Respondent's 110n-eonfol'ming use of a rent-stabilized apmtment for his catnpaign committees
violated clause 5 ofthe Code of Ethics for Government Service, By accepting the rent-stabilized
apartment for a non-conforming lise, Respondent received a favor or benefit fl'om the Olnkk
Organization, IIJ1 entity WiUl which Respondent had interactions in his official capacity.
TIle Investigative Subr.ommittee found, and Respondent has acknowledged, that he failed
to report rental income from his Punta CMil. villa on his Federal income tax returns for many
years. TIle Internal Revenue Code requires the reporting of "all inceme 11'0111 whatever S01U'Ce
5
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derived .•.." Respondent's failure to report, and pay tax 011, the Punta Calla rental income
violated the tax laws. Clause 2 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service provides that
individuals in Government service should "uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations
of the United States and all governments therein and never be a party to their evasion." In
addition to violating the tax laws, Respondent's conduct also violated the Solicitation and Gift
Ball (5 U.S.C. § 7353), the Postal Service Laws (39 U.S.C. §§ 3210,3215), the Franldng Statute
(18 U.S.C. § 1719), the Franking Commission Regulations, the House Office Building
Commission Regulations, the Purpose Law (31 U.S.C. § 1301), the Member's Congressional
Handbook, and the Ethics in Govermnent Act (5 U.S.C. app. §§ 101-105). As such, the
Investigative Subcommittee found substantial reason to believe tbat Respondent's conduct also
violated clause 2 of the Code of Ethics fOl' Govermnent Service.
Clause 2 of the Code of Conduct requires Members to comply with the letter and the
spirit of the House Rules. Respondent'S conduct violated clause 4 of House Rule xxm (gift
rule), clause 11 of House Rule XXIII (letterhead mle), and House Rule XXVI (financial
disc1osul'cs). The Investigative Subcommittee found substantial reason to believe that
Respondent's conduct violated clause 2 ofthe Code of Conduct.
Respondent's pattem of indifference or disregard for the laws, rules and regulatiol1S of
the United States and the House of Representatives is a serious violation. The Investigative
Subcommittee found substantial reason to believe that Respondent's actions and accumulation of
actions did not reflect creditably on the House in violation of clause 1 ofthe Code of Conduct.

Matters within (he Jurisdiction of the Investigative Subcommittee but not addressed in the
Statement ofAlleged Violation
The Investigative Subcommittee's inquiry covered the six subject matters identified by
the Standards Committee in its jurisdictional statements of September 24, 2008; December 9,
2008; and Octobel' 8,2009. The Statement of Alleged Violation makes reference to five of those
subject matters,
The remailling subject matter, Respondent's compliance with Committee on House
Adtnini&·tl'ation (Hollse Administration) Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in House parking
fucilities, is not reforeuced in Ule Statement of Alleged Violation. The Investigativc
Subcommittee has ado}Jted the encloscd report which addt'eSses this subject matter. The rep01t
recommcnds to the Standards Committee that no further action be tal,en against Respondel1t
regarding his compliance with House Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle. The
report further recommends that the Stl1f1dards Comlllittee consider maldng a recolllmendation to
House Administration that House Administration exallune its rules regarding parking and
enforcement of those rules.
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Public Statements by Respondent
The Investigative Subcommittee was troubled by a number of public statements that
Respondent made during the course of its investigation. Most notably, he made misleading
statements OJ} two recent occasions. Spealdng to the press 011 June 6, 2010, Respondent stated:
I would normally believe, being a former federal prosecutor, that if
the allegations involve my conduct as a member of the House Bnd
there is a cOlll111ittee with Republicans and Democrats there, then
th,~t [sic] you refer to the con1111ittoo. And if they're so confused
after 18 months that they can't find anything, thel1 that is a story.

That stateme~lt was made nine days after the Investigative Subcommittee had transmitted a copy
of the proposed Statement of Alleged Violation to Respondent.
Respondent made another misleading statement on "Good Day New YOl'k" on July 7,
2010, when he stated, "There is no accusation against me doing something wrong except by the
press." This statement was made 21 days after the Statement of Alleged Violation had been
adopted by the Investigative Subcommittee and trallsmitted to Respondent.
Due to the Standards Committee tu1es regarding confidentiality, the Investigative
Subcommittee was unable in publicly respond to these inaccurat.e comments.

Conclusion
The Stat.ement of Alleged Violation is the result ofthe Investigative Subcommittee's 21month investigation. The Investigative Subcommittee has spent a sigllificant amount of time
closely examining thc factual 811d legal issues involved in this matter, and believes that it has
made appropriate and justified determinatiolls regarding those issues.

Ai

4P~c-

Sincerely,

Gene Green
Chaiuuan

Jo BOllner
Ranking Republican Member
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Enclosures:

Statement of Alleged Violation adopted June 17, 2010
Respondent's Motion for Bill of Particulars
Investigative Subcommittee Order on Motion for Bill of Particulars and
Memoralldum in Support of Order
Respondent's Motion to Dismiss
Investigative Subcommittee Order all Motion to Dismiss and Memorandum in
Support of Order
Investigative Sllbcommittee Report regarding Matters witllin its Jurisdiction all
Issues Not Referenced in Statement of Alleged Violation
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STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION

For each of the following alleged violations, the Investigative Subcommittee has
detennined there is "substantial reason to believe that a violation of the Code of Official
Conduct, or of a law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to the performance
of official duties or the discharge of official responsibilities by a Member, officer, or employee
of the House of Repnisentatives has occurred." See Rule 19(£), Rule.s of the Committee on
Standards ofOfficial Conduct.
At all times relevant to this Statement of"Alleged Violation, Representative Charles B.
Rangel ("Respondent") was a Member of the United States House of Representatives
representing the Fifteenth District of New York. During the 109th Congress, Respondent was
Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Ways and Means ("Ways and Means
Committee") and was a member of the Joint Committee on Taxation. During the II oth and III u,
Congresses, Respondent was Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. During the first
session of the 11 Otlt and 111 til Congresscs, Respondent was Chail111an of the J oUit Committee on
Taxation. During the second session of the 110111 and I11 th Congresses, Respondent was VieeChairman oftIle Joint Committee on Taxation.
STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
I.

SOLICITATION OF POTENTIAl. DONORS TO 'rIIE CUARLES B. RANGEL CENTER FOR
PUllUC SERVrCE A'I" THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK.

1.

In 2004, Respondent became interested in creating an instit1Jtion, similar to the

Clinton Presidential Center, in part, to preserve Respondent's legacy.
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2.

Respondent discussed the idea with Gregory Williams, the president of City

College of New York ("CCNY").
3,

In December 2004, Respondent wrote Williams and stated:
As I informed you, during our patiicipation in the dedication of the
Williatll J. Clinton Presidential Center several colleagues encouraged me
to begin to think of the creation of an institution that would preserve the
work of my public life and make it available to the public, especially to
students and scholars. I atll receptive to this idea ifit permits me to locate
these ai>l,ects of my legacy ill my home Harlem community at the City
College. The creation of a Ratlgel Center at the City College of New York
would pel1nit me to continue my career long interest in the promotion of
education atld the motivation of young l,eople towards cat'eers ill publie
service.

4.

hl the December 2004 letter to Williams, Respondent furthel' stated that "I will be

exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through the
appropriations process . . . ."
5.

In early 2005, ftmdraising etrolis for the Charles B. Rangel Cellter at the City

College of New Y O1:k ("Ratlgel Center") begm.
6.

CCNY prepared a 20-page glossy bl'Ochm'e for use in fundraising for the Rangel

Center.TIrat brochure includes a description of the Rangel Center Building, .It described the
Rmgel Center Building as including a library to house and at'chive the Respondent's
congressional papers, an archivistllibrarian, at1cl a "well-furnished office for Congressmm
Rangel."
7.

The brodlm'e estimated t11e cost of the archivistilibrariatl to be $46,550 per year.

8,

In April 2005, a memo to Respondent was prepared by Jim Capel, his district

director, regarding the proposal prepared by CCNY for the Rangel Center. The memo states,

2
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"[i]n the proposal, the last page is a request for $30 million or $6 million each ycar for the next
five yeats. Do we need more to advance to our Appropriations process?"
9.

In May 2005, Respondent sent letters to members of the Subcommittee on

Transportation, Treasury and Housing and Urban Development requesting eamwrkH in the
amount of $6 million "to help establish a Center tor Public Service at the City College of New
York ill my Congressional District."
10.

An elUmark in the lUnount of a]lprmdmately $445,000 to the City College of New

York for the planning, design, lUld c011struction of the Center for Public Service was included in
the Transp01tation, Treasury, and Housing and Urban Development, the Judiciary, District of
Columbia, and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-115, 119 Stat.
2397 (2006). That bill beClUnc law on November 30, 2005,
1L

In May 2005, Respondent sent letters regal'ding the Rangel Center to indlvidusls

who served as co-tmstees of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust ("I(l1ee1 Trust"), Each of the
letters states, "Since we are developing a relationship between the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust
and the City College and City University of New York, I want to make you aware, tlu'ough this
letter and the enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for Public Service as another Pl'Onllsing
development at the C"ity College."
12.

The May 2005 Khee1 Trust letters were sent on congl'essionalletterhead, bearing

the words "Congress of the United States" and "HO\ISe ofRepreselltatives."
13,

Respondent has been a trustee of the Aim S. Kheel Charitable Trust since its

inceptiOJl in FebrulU'Y 2004. The Kheel Trust is a private foundation as defined by 26 U.S.C.

§ 509(a).

3
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14.

The trustee agreement for Kheel Trust contains a prohibition against self-dealing.

Respondent signed that agreement.
15.

Members of Respondent's congressional staff worked Vi1th CCNY officials to

obtain the grant from the Kheel Trust for the Anll S. Klleel Scholars Program.
16.

Respondent knew his staff was working with CCNY officials to obtain funds ft'Oll1

the Kheel Trust.
17.

Responde!1t was preSe!1t at all meetings of the 1(hool Tmst Board ofTmstees from

its first meeting on February 19, 2004, through June 3, 2005.
18.

At various board meetings, the trustees of the ICheel Trust

discu.~sed

tIle CCNY

proposal and the Rangel Center.
19.

The Kheel Trust Boai'd of Trustees approved a grant to CCNY to fund tIle Ann S.

Klleel Scholars on June 3, 2005.
20.

TIle Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program has consistently been listed under the

"Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service" section of the CCNY web site.
21.

CCNY officials consistently represented to Respondent and his staff, potential

donors, and the public the donation .fimn the 1(11eel Trust as a grant to the Rangel Center in its
fundraising 1'01' tIle Rangel Center.
22.

[n 2005, Respondent directed that his congressional staff develop a list of

potential donors to the Rangel Center. This wotk was done

011

property of the House of

Representatives, on official House time, and with the use of official House resources.
23.

In June 2005, Respondent's staffprepared a f011n letter (the "Julle 2005 letter") to

be sen! under Respondent's signat111'e to potential donOl'S to the Rangei Center. This work was
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done on property of the House of Representatives,

011

official House time, and with the use of

official House resolll·ces.
24.

In the June 2005 letter Respondetlt stated, "I will be exploring with my

Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through the appropriations process and am
optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase of the creation of the Center. I request
your advice and assistance conceming how to approar.h the donor comml.U1ity, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you

011

the ll1J1ding of the Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and

months."
25.

The June 2005 letter was sent to over 100 foundations, including, inter alia, the

Verizon Foundation, New York Life Foundation, The Starr Foundation, Ford Foundation, AT&T
Foundation, Citi Foundation, JPMorgan Chase Foundation, Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation,
MetLife Foundation, Bristol-Meyers Squibb Foundation, Goldman Sachs Foundation, and
Wachovi.a FOImdation.
26.

The June 2005 letter was sent to several foundations that serve as the

philanthropic arm of related corporations, including, in.ter alia, Verizon Commullicat1ons, Inc,
and New York Life Insurance Company.
27.

Respondent personally signed each oftlle June 20051etters,

28,

The June 2005 letters were written on congressional letterhead bearing the words

"United States Congress" and "House of Representatives." Enclosed with each of the letters was
a 20-page glossy brochure that requested a gift of "$30,000,000
years,"

5
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$6,000,000/year tor five
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29.

The June 2005 letters, with enclosed brochures, were sent t11Tough the United

States mall using Respondent's frank.
30.

In June 2005, the Ford Foundatioll expressed to Respondent its interest il1lea111illg

more about the Rangel Center,
31.

In August 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Roger Bahnik of The Bahnik

Foundation regarding the Rangel Center (the "Bahllik letter").
32.

The Bahl1ik letter was written on congressional letterhead. The letter stated,

"[wlillIe I am disappointed that you will not be able to fund the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service, I thank you for consideration ofmy request."
33.

In August 2005, Respondent sent another round of letters (the "August 2005

letters") to foundations, which were similar in content to the June 2005 letters.
34.

The August 2005 letters were written on congressional letterhead bearing the

words "United States Congress" and "House of Representatives," Enclosed wiih each letter was
a "presentation."
35.

h1 September 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Senator Robert Byrd seeking an

em111ark in the mnount of$3 million in order "to launch the Charles B. Rangel Center at the City
College oft1le City University of New York"
36.

III September 2005, Respondent sent a letter to Donald Trump (111e "T111111P

letter") requesting a meeting to discuss the Rangel Center.
37.

The Trump letter was sent

011

congressional letterhead beal'ing a substantial

portion of111e Great Seal ofthe United States and the words "House of Representatives:'
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38.

In September 2005, Respondent sent letters to the Camegie Corporatioll of New

York and the Andrew W. Mellon Fotmdation (the "September 2005 letters"), which were similar
in content to the June 2005 letters.
39.

TIle September 2005 letters were sent on cOllgressional letterhead bearing a

substantial p01tion of the Great Seal of the United States and the words "House of
Rep1'eselltatives." Enclosed with each letter was a "presentation."
40.

In September 2005, a meeting oeeull'ed between Respondent, representatives of

the F01'd Foundation, and CCNY officials.
41.

hl December 2005, CCNY submitted a p1'o1'osal to the F01'd Foundation (the

"December 2005 Ford Foundation proposal") rega1'ding a potential contribution to the Rangel
Center.
42.

The Decembe1' 2005 Ford Foundation proposal stated that "City College

anticipates that the United States Congress will Sllpport this bitlatlve with a seed grant."
43.

TIle Ford P01U1dation tentatively scheduled a luncheon for other foundations

regarding the Rangel Center for May 5, 2006.
44.

In March 2006, the Ford Foundation postponed the luncheon due to concerns

about the lack of funding, including congressional appropriations, for the Rangel Center.
45.

In March 2006, Respondel1t sent letters to members of the Subcommittee

011

Transportation, Treasury and Housing and Urban Development requesting eannal'ks in the
amount of $6 111ifliol1 "to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New
York in my Congressional Distri.ct."
46.

In March 2006, Respondent sent letters to members of the Subcommittee on

Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education requesting earmarks in the amount of $6

7
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million to "help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New York in my
Congressional District."
47.

In March 2006, Respondent sent letters to members of the Senate seeldng support

fur an eannal'k in the amount of $6 million "to help establish a Center tor Public Service at the
City College ofNew York in my Congressional District:'

48.

In early 2006, Respondent suggested that CCNY officials contact AIG regarding

the Rangel Center.

49.

In July 2006, Respondent sent another letter (the "July 2006 letters") to

approximately 47 ofthc foundations he prcvl<msly solicited, including the Ford Foundation.
50.

The July 2006 letters were prepared by Respondent's stafI Tins work was dono

on property of the House of Representatives, on official House time, and with the use of official
House rOOO1.11·ces.
51.

The July 2006 letters were also written 011 congressional letterhead bearing the

words "United States Congress" and "House of Representatives:' The letters infcnmed potential
donors that Respondent had secured eal1uarks of $3.6 million for the Charles B. R!lllgel Center
project.
52.

Respondent personally signed each of the July 2006 letters.

53.

As of July 2006, Respondent had secured, Ul 2005, one earmark in the amOlll1t of

$445,000 for tlle Rangel Cente!·.
54.

As of July 2006, earmarks in the total amount of $3,150,000 for the Rangel

Center for fiscal year 2007 were included in appropriations bills coming (mt of the respective
subcommittees of jurisdiction. Those earmarks were ultimately not included in any
appropriations bills for fiscal year 2007.
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55.

In September 2006, Respondent met with CCNY' officials and Eugene Isenberg,

CEO of Nabors Industries, in the offices of Robert Morgenthau, then District Atto111ey for New
York COlUlty to discuss the Rangel Center.
56.

In November 2006, Isenberg pledged a personal contribution of $500,000 to the

Rangel Center. Nabors Industries pledged a matching contribution of $500,000.
57.

In Febnlary 2007, Respondent met with Eugene Isenberg and Kelll1eth Kies, a

federally-registered lobbyist, at the Cal1yle Hotel in New York. They discussed the issue of
retroactivity of tax provisions related to inverted companies.
58.

In June 2007, Respondent met with Eugene Isenberg at Respondent's office to

again discuss tJle issue of retroactivity oftax provisions related to inverted companies.
59.

In October 2006, CCNY officials represented to the Ford Foundation that they

had obtained ''the seed money the Congressman p1'Omised."
60.

In October 2006, the Ford Foundation encouraged CCNY to submit a proposal for

$1 million to fund academic programs at the Rangel Center.
61.

In January 2007, the Ford Foundation hosted a luncheon (the "Fard Foundation.

lunch") to bring together Respondent and CCNY officials with other pot.ential donors to the
Rangel Center.
62.

Respondent made a presentation about the Rangel Center at the Ford Foundation

63.

Other potentiai donors that attended the Ford Fotmdation lunch included, inter

lunch.

alia, Verizon Foundation, New YOl'k Community Trust, and Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
64.

In March 2007, the Ford Foundation approved a grant in the amount of

$1,000,000 -001' the Rangel Center.
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65.

In MaJ.'ch 2007, Respondent sent letters to Donald Trump, David Rockefeller, a.1J.d

Maurice "Hank" Greenberg (the "March 2007 letters") requesting meetings to discuss the Rangel
Center.
66.

The March 2007 letters were Seltt

011

congressional letterhead bearing a

substantial pOliion of the Great Seal of the United States and the words "House of
Representatives."
67.

Respondent personally signed each of the March 2007 letters.

68.

The March 2007 letters were prepared by Respondent's staff. This work was done

on property of the House of Representatives,

Oll

official Honse time, and with the use of official

House resources.
69.

In March 2007, Respondent wrote a letter to the Chair of the Subc01mnittec on

Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education requesting earmarks in the amount of $6
million "to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New York in my
Congressional District."
70.

III March 2007, Respondent wrote a letter to the Chair of the Subcommittee on

T1'lll.lsportation and Housing and Urban Development requesting an ealmark "to mal,e structural
and rehabilitation work a [sic] Center for Public Service."
71.

All ealll1ark in the amount of approximately $245,000 for the City College of

New York for "the planning, design, construction, renovation alld buildout of a multipurpose
educational facility" was included in the Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, alld
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2008, Pub. L. No. 110.161, 121 Stat 1844 (2007).
72.

An earmark in the amount of approximately $1.915 million for "the City College

of New York for the Charles B. Rangel Center to prepare individuals for careers in public
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service, which may iuclude establishiug an endowment, library, and archives for such center"
was included ill the Labor, Health and Hmnan Services, and Education, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2008, Pub. L. No, 110-161,121 Stat. 1844 (2007).
73.

In May 2007, Respondent spoke with Melvin Norris, a fortner House employee in

Respondent's district office. Non'is was then working as a New Yol'k state lobbyist for Verlzoll
COlIDnumcations, Inc. Respondent requested lUl update on the status of the Verizon Foundation
donation to the Rangel Center.
74.

In June 2007, Respondent spoke with George Nichols, a federally-registered

lobbyist for New York Life Insurance Corporation, at a breakfast campaign fundraiser.
Respondent requested that New York Life consider contributing to the RlUlgel Center.
75.

On June 4, 2007, Respondent met with HlUllc Greenberg, Chairman of the Board

of the Stan' Foundation regarding a possible donation to the RlUlgel Center.
76.

011 June 12, 2007, the StlUT Foundation approved a grant to the Ratlgel Center in

the amount of$5,OOO,OOO.
77.

In August 2007, VeriZQt1 Foundation approved a grant to the Rangel Center in the

lUnount of$500,000. Norris infonned Respondent that the grlUlt had been approved.
78.

In Ap1i1 2008, Respondent met with CCNY officials lU1d AlG officials (the "AIG

meeting"), including EdwlU'd "Ned" ClOOlllUl, a federally-registered lobbyist, regarding the
Rangel Center. The briefing memo prepared for Respondent by CCNY stated the objective of
the meeting was to "close$10M gift for the RlUlgel Center to create AIG Hall."
79.

At the AIG meeting, a potential donation to the RlUlgel Center was discussed.

AIG raised concems about a potential donation, including the potential headline risk.
Respondent asked AIG, at least twice, what was llecesslU'Y to get this done.
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80.

On numerous occasions during 2005 through 2008, Respondent attended several

meetings with CCNY ofiicials and potential donors. These potential donors included Eugene
Isenberg, Hank Greenberg, David Rockefeller, Donald Trump, 111e Ford Foundation, and AlG.
81.

In addition to the contributions noted above, 111e following entities and individuals

solicited by Respondent made pledges and conu'ibutions to the Rangel Center:
1)
2)
3)
4)
82.

Rhodebeck Chm'itable Fund ($25,000);
David Rockefeller ($100,000);
New York CommU11ity Trilst ($130,000); and
Rockefeller Brothers Fund ($50,OOD).

On numerous occasions during 2005 through 2008, Respondent and his staff used

official House resources, including telephones, emails, and facsimile machines, to communicate
with CCNY mid ot11ers regarding fundraising for the Rangel Center.
83.

During the relevant period, George Dalley, Jim Capel, and Dml Berger were

House employees on Respondent's personal staff. Jon Sheiner was a HOllqe employee on dle
Ways and Means Committee staff.
84.

During the relevant period, pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the

duties of tile Joint COlmnittee on Taxation were the fullowing: (1) to investigate the operation
and effects of intemal revenue taxes and the administration of such taxes; (2) to investigate
measures aud methods for the simplification of such taxes; (3) to make reports to the HOllse
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee 011 Finance (or to the Housealld the
Senate) on the results of such investigations and studies mld to make recommendations; and (4)
to review any proposed refund or credit of income or estate and gift taxes or certain other taxes
in excess of $2,000,000, as set forth in § 6405 oftlle Internal Revenue Code.
85.

Pursuant 1'0 House Rule X, 01. 1(t)(8), the House Ways and Means Committee has

jurisdiction over tax exempt foundations and charitable trusts.
12
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86.

Pursuant to House R'u1e X, d. 1(t)(2), tile House Ways and Means Committee has

jurisdiction over reclpl'Ocal trade agreements.
87.

Pursuant to House Rule X, d. 1(t)(3), the House Ways and Means Committee has

jurisdiction over revenue measures generally.
88.

During the relevant period, issues before Congress affecting foundations included,

inter alia, private foundation payout rules, excise tax rates on investment illcome, potential caps
011

foundation executive pay, IRA charitable rollover provisiollS, Ulu'clated business income tax,

and other cha1'itable contribution und charitable govel'nance issues.
89,

During the relevant period, Nahors Industries lobbied members of the House of

Representatives on tax issues, including retroactivity of corporate inversion tax trcatmcnt

90.

During the relevant period, Verizon lobbied members of the House of

Representatives

011

numerous issues,

including,

inter alia,

tax issues

related to

telecommunications.
91.

During the relevant period, AlG lobbied members of the House of

Representatives on numerous issues including, inter alia, subpart F of the Intemal Revenue
Cod.e, tl'C<'ltment ofincomcrcceived by partners for perfonning investment management service""
treatment of mortgage insurance premiums as interest, deferral of income on executives'
domestic inc0111e, and several treaty and free trade agreement issues.
92,

During the relevant period, New York Life Insurance Company lobbied members

of Congress on numerous issues including, inter alia, international trade agreements, tax
treatment oflong term care insurance, tax treatment of estate assets and lifetime annuities, tax on
insurance products, and executive compensation.
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II.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS AND AMENDlVillNTS FILED IN CALENDAR
YEAR 2009 BY OR ON BEHALF OF REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEl,

93.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 1998

on May 17, 1999.
94.

Respondent flied an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 1999

on May 26, 2000.
95.

Respondent mod an annual Finanoial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2000

on May 16,2001.
96.

Respondent submitted a letter, dated June 5, 2001, amending his Financial

Disclosure statement for calendar year 2000.
97,

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2001

on May 15, 2002.
98.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2002

on May 14, 2003,
99.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2003

on May 13, 2004.
100.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2004

on June 15, 2005. Respondent was granted an extension to ftle his Financial Disclosure statem.cnt
for calendar yesr 2004 beyond the May 16, 2005 deadline, and filed within that extended
deadline,
101,

Respondent filed an amendment to his Financial Disclosure statement for calendar

year 2004 on May 12, 2006.
102,

Respondelltfiled an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2005

on May 12, 2006.
14
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103.

Respondent filed an alUlUal Financial Disclosure stalemellt for calendar year 2006

on June 15, 2007. Respondent was granted an extension to file his Financial Disclosure statement
for calendar yem' 2006 beyond Ule May 15, 2007 deadline, and tiled within that extended
deadline.
104.

Respondent filed an mnendment to his Financial Disclosure statement for the

calendar year 2006 on December 26,2007.
105.

Respondent filed an annual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar yeat' 2007

on May 14, 2008.
106.

Respondent filed an atutual Financial Disclosure statement for calendar year 2008

on August 12, 2009. Respondent was granted an extension to file his Financial Disclosure
statement for calendar year 2008 beyond the May 15, 2009 deadline, and filed within that
extended deadline.
107.

Respondellt's Fi:nat1cial Disclosure statements contained numerous errors atld

omissions, including failure to disclose rental atld other lU1earned hlcome, understating rental
income and other uneamed income, failure to disclose earned income, failure to disclose
transactions, failure to disclose canoellation of debt income, atld failure to disclose a reportable
position.
108,

Respondent's Fmancial Disclosure statements were prepat'ed by members of his

congressional staff.
109.

Respondent personally signed each ofhis Financial Disclosure statements.

110.

Respondent failed to ensure that the information reported on the Financial

Disclosure Statements was accurate or complete.
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Ill,

Respondent filed amended Financial Disclosure statements for each of calendar

years 1998 through 2007 on August 12,2009,
112,

Respondent personally signed each of his amended Financial Disclosme

statements.
113.

Respondent owned a brownstone rental unit, located at 74 West 132nd Street in

New York ("Brownstone"). The Brmvnstone was sold in 2004.
114.

Re.'lpOndent disclosed ownership of the Brownstone on his original Financial

DiscloSU1'e Statements for the calendar years 1998 tbrough 2004.
115.

Respondent failed to disclose his rental income ii-om the Browllstone on his

original Financial Disclosure Statements for calendar years 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2004.
116.

For Respondent's original Financial Disclosure statements related to calendar

years 1998 and 1999, the box for "none" under "amount of rental income" was checked. For
calendar year 2000, the boxes under amount of rental income were left blank.
117.

Respondent's ol'1ginal Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 2001,

2002, and 2003 each listed the amount of income derived flum the Brownstone rental in the
range of $2,501 - $5,000.
118.

Respondent's original Federal tal> reM"llS reported income fi'om the Brownstone

rental as ful1ows:

Original Tax Retu111s
$29,852
1998
.$20,449
1999
$28,938
2000
2001 $21,416
2002
$19.603
~~_.~~Q36 _.~~__ ~
2004
$3,406
.~
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119.

Respondent pm'chased a rental villa at the Punta Cana Yacht Club in the

Dominican Republic in March 1987. The purchase price of the Punta Cana villa was $82,750.
Respondent madc a down payment of $28,962.50, and financed the remaining portion of the
purchase price.
120.

Respondent financed the purchase tlu-ough a mortgage. The mortgage was

payable over 7 years at 10,5% interest.
121.

Respondent reported the purchase of tile Punta Cana villa 011 his initial Financial

Disclosure statement for calendar year 1987, although he assigned an lllcon'ect value to the
property. Respondent submitted an amendment to that Financial Disclosure statement on June
10, 1988, re-categorizing the purchase.
122.

Respondent issued a statement on February 2, 1989, regarding the incorrect

valuation on his original Financial Disclosure statement for the Punta Cana villa, as well as the
associated mortgage and distribution fi'om his retirement account used to finance the down
payment. Respondent stated that he "amended my Financial Disc1osUl'e to include these items as
soon as the oversight was brought to my attention."
123.

Respondent received income from a Punta Cana rental pool. The rental pool was

determined by taldng all revenues from the gross rentals of all the units. From that amount,
deductions were made for agent commissions, Dominican Republic taxes, and a 10%
maintenance fee. From that balance, 53% was paid to Punta Cana and 47% was paid to the
OWllers in tile rontal pool. Each owner's share of the rental pool

payment~

was determined on a

point system, with a 3 bedroom beach villa receiving 3 points. All of the owner's points were
totaled, and each owner's share of the rental pool income was based on that owner's numbcr of
points as a percentage of all points.
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124.

No later than February 1993, management of the Punta Calla Yacht Club

informed Respondent that it was forgiving any remaining interest due on Respondent's
m01tgage.
125.

Respondent failed to rep01t the forgiveness of interest on his Financial Disclosure

statements.

126.

In January 1993, Respondent wrote to the Punta Cana Yacht Club requesting

infolluation about his unit. 111 that letter, he biated, "As I mentioned to you, the House Ethics
Committee requires the disclosure by members of Congress of any assets and l1ueamed income
and while I enjoy a good relationship with the Committee's Chairman it certainly would be
politicaIly embarrassing ifI were unable to provide all accurate accounting of my holdings."
127.

Respondent did report ownership of the Punta Cana villa on his original Financial

Disclosure statmnents for each of calendar years between 1998 through 2008.

128,

Respondent failed to report any rental income ti'om Punta Cana on his original

Financial DisclosUTe statements fOT calendar years 1998, 1999,2000, 2006, and 2007.

129.

Respondent failed to report any rental income fi:om Punta Cana

011

his original

Federal income tax retums for calendar years between 1998 through 2006.

130.

For Respondent' 8 original Financial Disclosuro statements related to calendar

years 1998, 1999, 2006, and 2007, the box for "nOlle" under amount of l'el1tal income was
checked. FOT the year 2000, tIle boxes tmder amount ofrental income were left blank,
131.

111 June 2001, Respondent wrote a letter to the Standards Committce amending his

Financial Diso1osure statement for calendar year 2000. In that letter he stated, "Thank you for
calling to infor111 me of the omission in my recent Financial Discl081.11~e Statoment of information
concerning the income derived during the year 2000 fi'oltl the two properties in New York City
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and the Dominican Republic jointly owned by my wifc and me and the New England Mutual
Life Insurance policy Hsted by me as assets in the repolt. There was no income derived by us

from these assets during the year 2000 and that fact should have been noted in my Financial
Disclosure Stalement,"
132.

Respondent did report income fi'om Punta CaDa on his original Financial

Disclosnre statements for calendar years 2001 through 2005, bnt the arnouuts repOlted were
incon'ect.
133,

Respondent re1301ted income from Punta Cana on his original and amcnded

Financial Disclosure statements, as well as llis original and, where applicable, amended Fedc,ra1
income tax returns as follows:

Original Financial
f

+=Disclosur~e

None

134.

Amended Financial
Disc1asure

Amended Tax
Retums
.==-_ _-t..=.$.""5,QQl.:l~O?',Q.Q0
NIA
_ _ _+-==-:.="'---f-=$2:.<-5:c.;c0.l - $5,000
NIA
•. ==--_ _.. $2,~()LJ~Q:OL --- NiA - - - ______ ~,501 - $5,000
NiA
c.=;==--__+~.:?>501 $5,000
N/A

--t-'==

Respondent failed to report earned income :5:om IRA distributions on his original

Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 tlu'ough 2007.
135.

Respondent earned income fl.·om IRA distn'butions in the follo",,':ing amounts:
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.X~!,I~.",
1998
2000
2001
2002
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
136,

..§~J!.~~e

Amount
$13 333
$6,144
$8,693
$4,235
$4,177
$4,438
$4,486

Congre~!onal FCU IRA

Conf!1:essioltal FCU IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
Merrill Lynch IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
Congressional FCU IRA
C011gl'essional FCU IRA
_Q(rggressional FCU IRA

$4,1~L_

$5,509
$4893

Respondent failed to disclose numerous assets and sources of unearned income on

his original Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998 through 2007, including,

inter alia;
1)

Respondent failed to disclose his holdings at Congressional Federal Credit

Union ("CFCU") for calendar years 1998, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2006, '111d 2007,
Respendent disclosed his holdings for the years 2001, 2002, and 2003, but estimated the
value of the accounts in the range of $15,001- $50,000, The holdings at CFCU were, in
fact, valued in the range of $100,001 - $250,000 for calendar years 1998 tlu'ough 2006,
and valued in the range of $250,001 - $500,000 for oalendar year 2007, Respondent
reported earnings related to the CFCU aecounts

011

his Federal income tax rettu11S for

each of calendar years 1998 tlu'ough 2007,
2)

Respondent failed to repOTt holdings of stocks in corporations in various

years including, inter alia, Bell Atlantic, BellSouth, Niagara lvIohawk Holdings, Verlzon
Communk.ations, PepsiCo, and Ymn! Brands. Respondent reported. earnings related to
certain stock transac1i.ol1s on his related Federal income tax returns. For example,
Respondent reported a capital gain associated with the sale of stoek in BellSo11th
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Corporation

011

his 1998 tax return. Respondent's amended Financial Disclosure

statements reported the followIng valuations for the stocks listed above:

Bell Atlantic
$15,001·
1998
$50,000
$15,001·
1999 ~~~Ol()_(}Q

MIA

2000
2001

N/A

2002

MIA

Niagara
Mohawk
Verizon
BellSoutb
Hoidimrs
Comm
$1,001 •
None (sold in
1998)
$15000
NIA
$1,001 N/A
$15,000
N/A
$1,001 •
$15,001 •
N/A
._~12,Q~ .... $5g,(}(}0
$1,001 •
$1,001 $15,000
$15,000
NlA

Yuml

,

NlA

N/A

I

I

N/A

-~"-~-~---

2003

N/A

N/A

NfA

N/A

...1Qg4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
-_.._..,_.

N/A

NIA

NIA

NIA

MIA ..

NIA

N/A

N/A

MfA

N/A

N/A

N/A

2005 I
2006
-_

..

c..1007

~
~

.. ,......,"_...

,~_

3)

"

Pepsi<;ll

Brands

N/A
$1,001 •

N/A

$l~,()OO

NIA,_

$1,001 •
$15,000
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001 •
$15,000
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001·
$11,.000
$1,001·
$15,000
$15,001 •
$50,000

I

N/A

I

MIA
._---N/A
N/A
MIA
MfA
$1,001 $15,000
$1,001·

---

._.~15,00.9_

Respondent failed to report holdIngs of mutual funds in various years

including, inter alia, Alliance Municlpal Income Fund, Rochester Municipal Fund, ING
PrincIpal Protection Fund, and iShares Dow Jones Select Dividend Income Fund.
Respondent reported eamings related to certain mutual fund holdings all his
corresponding Federal income tax retul'l1. For example, Respondent reported a capital
gain related to his holdings in the INO Principal Protection Fund

011

his 2007 tax retllm.

Respondent's amended Financial Disclosure statements reported the following valuations
for the mutual funds listed above:
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Alliance
Municipal
Income
FundiAlliance
Bernstein (A)

1999

2000

__

2001
2002
2003
~-~~---

2005
2006
2007

$1,001 $15,001 $15,000
$50,000
$1,001 $1,001 $15,001 $15,000
$15,000
$50,000
$1,001 $1,001 $15,001 $15,000
$J?,9QQ~_ ~J?Q,gQO~_
~~
$15,001 $15,001 $15,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,001 ~
$15,001 $50,001 $100,000
$100.000
$50,000
$50,001 •
$50,001·
$15,001 - I
$100,000
c-¥-100,000__ _ ~1~0,000 L
-$.ioo,oo~ $50,001 $15,001 - I
$250000
$100,000
$50000
$50,001 •
$100,001·
$1,001 $250,000
$100,000
$15,000
$100,001 $50,001 $15,001 $250,000
$100,000
$50,000
$15,001 •
$100,001 $50,001 $250,000
$100,000 i $50,000

$i;ooT:

.""'--

2004

Rochester
Municipal
Fund

N/A

1998

.'~_._'_.

Alliance
Municipal
Income
Fund (B)

4)

-j~

ING
Principal
Protection
Fund

N/A

iShares
Dow
Jones
Select
Dividend
Income
Fund
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
$50,001 $100,000
$50,001 •
$100,000
$50,001 $100,000
$50,001 $100,000
$50,001 $100,000
$50,001 $100,000

:

i

-N/A-

N/A
NiA
$15,001 $50,000
$15,001 $50,000
None

N/A

Respondcnt failcd to disclose his holdings in Men'ill Lynch Allianz Global

hwcstors Fund for calendar years 2006 and 2007. The holding was purchased in 2006
with a value in the range of$250,001 - $500,000.
5)

Respondent failed to disclose his ownership of vacant lots in New Jersey

for calendar years 1998 through 2007,

Respondent's amended Financial Disclosure

statements for calendar years 1998 through 2007 reported the lots with a valuation in the
range of $1,001 - $15,000.
137.

Re."110ndent failed to disclose munerous transactions on his original Financial

Disclosure statel1lents for calendar years 1998 through 2007, including, inter alia:
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1)

Respondent failed to disclose the sale of holdings in BellSouth in the

amount of $6,709 in 1998, Respondent did repOlt a capital gain in the amount of $2,738
related to that transaction on his Federal income tax retum for 1998,
2)

Respondent failed to disclose the purchase in 2002 of holdings in ING

Principal Proteotion in ti,e range of $50,001 - $100,000.
3)

Respol1dent failed to disclose ti,e purchase and sale during 2004 of Calvert

Tax I 1ree ReseJ:ves, Eaton Vance Insured New York Municipal Bond Fund, and Nuveen
New York Quality Income Municipal Fund. Each of those transactions was valued in the
range oi$50,OOl • $100,000,
4)

Respondent failed to disclose the purchase and sale in 2006 of Merrill

Lynch Institutional Tax-Exempt Fund in the range of $250,001 . $500,000.
138.

In September 2008, Respondent filed amended Federal inonme tax returns for tax

years 2004 through 2006.
139.

Respondent subsequently filed a second amended F<,.dera\ income tax retUTIl for

2006 and an anlended Federal income tax retU11l for 2007.
140.

Amendments to Respondent's Federal income tax rerums were necessary to

conect errol'S in the original income tax re(1u'ns, including failure to report the income related to
Punta Calla and failure to report other items of income.
141.

Respondent disclosed that he was a member of the Board of Direct01's of "the

rehoot Foundation" or "t11e Ann K.heel Foundation" on hIs Financial Disclosure statements for
calendar years 1998 through 2007.
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142.

Respondent did not disclose on his original Finanoial Disclosure Statement for

calendar year 2008 that he was a trustee oftlle Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust for calendar year
2008.
143.

Respondent remained a trustee ofthe AJUl S. Khee1 Charitable Trust during 2008.

144.

Respondent has not filed an amended Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar

year200g.

III.

RENTAL OF LENOX TEIH,ACE Al'ART)\illNT UNIT

145.

lOU FOR CANIPAIGN PURPOSES

The Olnick Organization ("Olnick") is a developer of residential, commercial and

hotel properties in New York City.
146.

The Ohlick Organization's properties include the Lenox Terrace apartment

complex and other properties in Respondent's congressional district and elsewhere throughout
New York City.
147.

The Hanlpton Management Company ("Hanlpton") is the property management

company for Lenox Ten·ace. Hampton is an affiliate of Olnick.
148.

In November 1988, Respondent signed a lease for the use of apartment 16N-P in

the Lenox Te1'race apartment complex.
149.

In January 1997, Respondent signed a lease for the nse of apartment 16M in tho

Lenox TelTaco aparhnent complex.
150.

Respondent signed an application fo1' the use of apartment lOU in the Lell0X

Terrace apmtment complex ("apmiment lOU") indicating that his son, Steven Rangel, wmild
occupy the apmiment.
151.

In October 1996, RespOlldent Siglled a lease for the use of apartlllent IOU in the

Lenox Telrace apartrnent complex,
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152.

Apati:lnel1t IOU was a tent stabilized apartment unit.

153.

The lease for apartment IOU states, "You shall use the Apati:lnent fo1' living

purposes only."

154.

Steven Rangel never oocupied apartment IOU for living pm'P0ses.

155.

Respondent never occupied apartment IOU for Jiving purposes.

156.

Respondent's principal campaign cOllU11ittee, Rangel for Congress, and leadership

PAC, National Leadership PAC, occupied apartment IOU as at1 office fiom November 1996 until
October 2008.
157.

Respondent did not enter into any written sublease with Rangel for Congress

OJ'

National Leadership PAC.

158.

No individual occupied apartment IOU for living purposes from November 1996

tmOlJgh October 2008.
159.

There is no evidence that the mat1agement of Lenox Terrace permitteel the use of

atlY other rellt stabilized apmtments in the complex for solely IlOJH'csidentiaI purposes above the
first floor.
160.

In 2004, Olnick increased the number of legal actions it brought against tenants

on primary residency, including those who improperly sublet their rent stabilized apartments.
161.

Olnick brought no action against Respondent for the nOll-residential use of

apartment IOU.
162.

Respondent was included by Olnick on a "special handling list" on which he was

identified as a Member of Congress.
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163.

Respondent's congressional office received complaints from constituents living in

Lenox Tetl'ace regarding legal actions brought against them by Oinick based on primary
residency.
164,

Respondent's staff, including his District Director, James Capel, worked with

Letl0X Tet1'sce matlagement to resolve constituent issues related to primary residency.
165.

Lenox Tenace tenat1ts discussed going on strike by refusing to pay rellt until

certain conditions were satisfied.
166.

Capel met with S Lel10X Tetl'ace official regsl'ding the potential rent strike.

167.

In 2005, Respondent and his staff met with Olnick executives at least once

regarding proposed construction projects for Lenox TeJl'ace and other Olnick developments.

ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
Count I: Conduct in Violation of the Solicitation and Gift Ban

168.

Paragraphs 1 tlu'ough 167 are reinoorporated as if set forth fi.llly hereill.

169.

Section 7353 of Title 5 ofthe United States Code provides that no Member "shall

solicit or accept allythil1g of value ii'om a person

(1) seeking official action from . . . the

individual's employing entity; or (2) whose interests may be substantially affected by the
pel'formatlCe 01' l1onperfoTI11atlee of the individual's official duties."

170.

The Committee

011

Standat'ds of Official Conduct ("Standat'ds Committee"),

acting pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b), has determined that certain solicitations for organizations
qualified undel' § 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code are pelmissible. Those solicitations are
subjeet. to the :fullowing restrictions:
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1)

No official resources may be used. Such officiall'esoUl'ces include House

staff while working on official timo, telephones, office equipment and supplies, and
official mailing lists, See House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Solicitation
Under the Ethics Reform Act of 1989," (Oct. 9, 1990) (reprinted in Comm.

011

Standards,

House Ethics Manual, l02d Cong., 2d Sess. 1992, at 64-65) ("1990 Solicitation Pink
Sheet"). See also House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Revised Solicitation
Guidelines," (Apr. 4, 1995) (reprinted in H.R. Rep. No. 104-886, at 28-32 (1997) ("1995
Solicitation Pink Sheet"); House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Rules
Governing (1) Solicitation by Members, Officers and Employees in General, and (2)
Political Fundraising Activity in House Offices." (Apr. 25, 1997) ("1997 Solicitation

Pirlle Sheet").
2)

No official endorsement by the House of Representatives may be implied.

Thus, no lettcthead or envelope used in a solicitation may bear the words "Congl:ess of
the United States," "House of Representatives," or "Official Business," nor may the
letterhead or envelope bear the Seal of the United States, the Congress, or the House. It
is },ennissible for Members to identify themselves as a Memb(,'1' of Congress,
Congressman, Congresswoman, or by using their leadership title. See 1990 Solicitation
Pink Sheet; 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; House Rule XXIII, c1. 11; 18 U.S.C. § 713.
3)

No direct benefits may result to the soliciting official. See 1990

Solicitation Pink Sheet.
4)

Regulations of the House Office Building Commission generally prohibit

soliciting lUtd other nongovernmental activities in facilities of the House of
Representatives. See 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; The House Office Building
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Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing the House Office Buildings, House
Garages and the Capitol Power Plant (Febluary 1999) at ~ 4.
5)

No suggestion may be made either that donors wiU be assisting the

individual in the perfol'manee of official duties or that they will receive favorable
consideration from the individual in official matters. See, e.g., Code of Ethics for
Government Service (72 Stat., Part 2, BI2 (1958), H.COll. R. 175, 85 th Cong.) at 'II 5.
6)

Under a provision of the House gift rule, registered lobbyists or agents of

fureign principals may not be targeted in ally solicitation. Thus, no employee of a
lobbying firm should be targeted in a solicitation. However, it is permissible to solicit a
company, association, or other entity that employs registered lobbyists to lobby only fur
itself or its members, pl'Gvided that the solicitation is directed to an officer or employee
who is not a lobbyist. See House Rule XV, cL 5(e)(i); 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
171.

Solicitations for charitable donations do not constitute official House business.

172.

Between 2005 alld 2008 Respondent engaged in a pattern of solioiting for

donations alld oti1\'Jr things of value on behalf of the Chal'les B, Rangel Center for Public Policy
at the City College of New York.
173.

The entities solicited were seeking official action from the House and/or had

interests that might be substantially affected by the l'erfOrmallCe or nonperfol1uanoc of
Respondent's official duties,
174.

Respondent's conduct was not within the pa1'all1eters established by tile Stalldards

Committee for solicitations on behalfof charitable organizations.
175,

Respondent's conduct violated 5 U.S.C. § 7353.
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Count H: Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government Service, d. 5
176.

Paragraphs 1 through 175 are reincorporatcd as ifset forth fully herein.

177.

The Code of Bthics for Govenunent Service (72 Stat., Part 2, B12, H. Res. 175,

th

85 Cong.) (adopted July 11, 1958) pl'Ovides:
[A]llypersOl1 ill Gove1111Uent service should:

5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors
or privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not; and never
accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits under
circumstances which might be COllBtrued hy reasonahle persons as
iJlfluencillg the performance ofbis govemmental duties.
178.

As set f01th above, Respondent made numerous requests for SllpP01t of the Rangel

Center. Those requests were directed at entities and Individuals whose interests could be affected
by the legislative and oversight activities of Respondent in his capacity as a Member of
Congress,
179.

Contl11mtions were made by persons with interests before the Ways and Means

Committee.
180.

Contrihlltions to the Rangel Center were made at the request of and as a favor to

Respondent.
181.

Contributions to the Rangel Centerpl'ovided a benefit to Respondent.

182.

Reasonable persons could construe contributions to the Rangel Center by persons

with interests before the Ways and Means Committee as influcncing the pCrf0111lanCe of
Respondent's gove111mental dnties.
183.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government

Service.
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Count III:

Conduc.t in Violation of the House Gift Rule

184.

Paragraphs 1 through 183 are reincol110rated as if set forth fully herein.

185.

Clause 4 of House Ru1e XXIII states filat a Member "may not accepts gifts except

as provided by clause 5 of rule XXV."
186.

House Rule XXV, cl. 5(a)(1)(A)(i) provides that a Member may not knowingly

accept a gift except as provided in that clause.
187.

House Rule XXV, c1. 5(a)(2) defines "gift" as "gratuity, favor, diseount,

enteltainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance,
188.

01' other

item having monetary value."

Respondent solicited COlltributions for tile Rangcl Center an.d the Rangel Center

did receive contributions.

189.

Respondenthas a personal interest in the Rangel Center in thatit will provide him

with an office, and allows him to perpetuate his legacy, including the storage and archiving ofhis
papers.
190.

Contributions to the Rangel Center constituted indirect gifts attributable to

Respondent.

191.

These il1direct gifts do not fall within any exception of clause 5 of House Rule

192.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 4 of House Rule XXIII.

xxv.

Connt IV: Cond\lct in Violation of Postal Service Laws and Franking CODlmission
Regulations
193.

Paragraphs 1 tln'ough 192 al'e reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

194.

Section 3215 of Title 39 provides that "a person entitled to use a Frallk may not ..

. permit its use by any person for the benefit
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use of any committee, organization, or
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association." The Regulations on the Use of the Congressional Frank by Members of the House
of Representatives ("Franking Regulations") interpret this statute as prohibiting "the use of the
Frank for the benefit of charitable organizations, political action committees, trade organizations,
and so forth." Franking RegulatiollS at 3.
195.

Section 3210 of Title 39 provides for the use of franked mail "in order to assist

and expedite the conduct of the official business, activities, and duties of the Congress of the
United States."
196.

The Franking Regulations provide specific examplcs of nonfrankable items,

including the following: "No solicitations for funds for or

all

behalf of any organization or

person" and "[n]o material that advertises, promotes, endorses or otherwise provides a benefit to
all

individual or organization not entitled to use the frank. This would include commercial,

charitable, non-profit and political organizations as well as Congressional Member Organizations
(CMO) and advisory boards or task forces." Franking Regulatiolls at 7-8. The Regulations
fillther providc tllat "[t]he solicitation of funds for

OJ'

on behalf of a private organization, for

exanlple, for the purpose of supporting any charitable, education, religious 01' political p1'ogral'll is
not fi:ankable." Franking Regulations at 12.
197.

Respondent used his frank for the benefit of a cha1ital)le organization and for

solicitation of funds.
198.

Respondent's conduct violated 39 U.S.C. §§ 3210, 3215 and the Franking

Commission Regulations.

Count V: Conduct in Violation of Frankhlg Statute
199.

Paragraphs I th1'Ough 198 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.
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200,

Section 1719 of Title 18 provides that "whoever makes use of any official

envelope, label, or indorsement [sic] authorized by law, to avoid the payment of postage or
registry fee on his private letter, packet, package, or other matter in the mail, shall be fined under
this title."
201,

Respondent used his frank on materials that were not oftlcial business,

202.

Respondent's conduct violated 18 U.S.C, § 1719,

Count VI: Conduct ill Violation of Honse Office Building Commission's Regulations
203.

Paragraphs 1 through 202 are reincorporated as if set forUl fully herein.

204,

The House Office Building Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing the

House Office Buildings, House Garages and the Capitol Power Plant (Feb, 1999) at 'I! 4 provide
that the "soliciting of alms and contributions .•. in any ofthe areas covered by these regulations
is prohibited,"
205.

Respondent and his staff drafted solicitation letters and perfonned other work

related to solicitations on property of the House of Representatives.
206.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 4 of the House Office Building

Commission's Regulations.

Count VII: Conduct in Violation of the Purpose Law and the Member's Congressional
Handbook
207.

Paragraphs 1 through 206 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

208.

Section 1301 of Title 31 of the United States Code provides that "[a]ppropriatiol1s

shall be applied onLy to the objects for which the appropriations were made except as otherwise
provided by law."
209.

Section 57(a)(I) of Title 2 ofthe United States Code provides:
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[T]11e Committee 011 House [Administration] of the House of
Representatives may, by order of the Committee, fix and adjust the
amounts, toons, and conditions of, and other matters relating to,
allowances of the House of Representatives within the following
categories:
(1) For Members of the House of Representatives, the Member's
Representational Allowance, including all aspects of official mail
within the jurisdiction of the Committee \tilder section 5ge of this
title.
210.

The Committee on House Administration sets forth the regulations governing the

use of the Member's Representational Allowance ("MRA") in the Member's Congressional
Handbook ("Member's Handbook").

211.

The Member's Handbook provides that "[0 July expenses the primary purpose of

which are official and mpresel1tational and which are incurred in accordance witll the Handbook
are reimbursable." Member's Handbook at p. 6.
212.

Respondent used House employees and oUler official House resources for work

related to the Rangel Center.
213.

Those resources included the use of staff time, use of telephones and House email

aCCOLllJ.ts, other office equipment and supplies, and usc of the frank. Those expenses were paid
using the MRA.
214,

The use of the MRA to pay expenses related to the Rangel Center was in violation

of the Member's Handbook and 31 U.S.C, § 1301,

Count VIII: Conduct in Violation of the Letterhead Rule
215.

Paragraphs 1 tllrough 214 are reincorporated as if set forth fully herein.

216,

Clause 11 of House Rule ]CXIII provides that a Member "may not authOl'ize or

otherwise allow an individual, group, or organization not under the direction and control of the
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House to use the words "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives," or
"Official Business," or any combination of words thereof, 011 any letterhead or envelope.
217.

Pursuant to regulations adopted pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b), the Standards

COlmmttee has interpreted House Rule XXIII, c1. 11, as prohibiting the use by Members of the
wot'ds "Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives" or "Official Business" on
ally solicitation. 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet.

218.

As set furth above, Respondent sent letters related to the Rangel Center on

letterhead bearing the words "Congress of the United States" aud "House of Representatives."

219.

Respondent's conduct violated House Rule XXIII, c1. 11.

Count IX: Conduct in Violation of the Ethics in Government Act and House Rule XXVI
220.

Paragraphs 1 1113'0I1gh 219 arc reincorporatt,'(j as if set forth fill1y herein.

221.

The Ethics in Govel1lment Act (HElGA"), incol1,orated into the House Rules by

House Rule XXVI, requires all Members to file Financial Disclosure statements. EIGA at § 101.
222.

Section 102 of the EIGA requires a "full and complete statement" with respect to

several categories, including generally: income and honoraria; unearned income including
dividends, rents, interest and capital gains; gifts; property used in trade or b1lSil1ess or held for
il1vestIm.'ut or the production ofincome; liabilities; transactions; lind reportable positions.
223.

In 1986, the Standards C'--<llnmittee established a policy on the filing of

amendments to Financial Disclosure statements:
rr]he Cotmnittee [has] a two-pronged test for c1ete:tullning whether an amendment
is considered to be filed with a presumption of good faith: First, whether it is
submitted within the appropriate amendment period (close-of-year); and second, a
"circumstance" test addressing why the amendmeot is justified. In this latter
regard, filet'S will be expected to submit with the amendment a brief statement on
why the earlier FD is being revised. Thus, amendments meeting the two-pronged
test will be accorded a rebuttable presumption of good faith and [the] Committee
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win have the burdell to overcome such a presumption. Conversely, any
amendment not satisfying both of the above-stated criteria will not be accorded
the rebuttable presumption of good faith. In such a case, the burden will be on the
filer to establish such a presumption.
"Policy Regarding Amendments to Financial Disclosure Statements" (Apr. 23, 1986), reprinted
in the ]992 House Ethics Manual and 2008 House Ethics Manual. The guidance further
provides:
[8]0 long as a filer wishes to amend within the appropriate period of pr<,,scribed
'timeliness' and such amendments are not submitted as a result of, or in
coillleetion with, action by [the] Committee that may have the effect of
disorediting the quality of the initial filing(s), thcn such amcndmcnts will be
dee:med to be presumptively good fuith revisions to the filings.
224.

Respondent engaged in a pattet'll of submitting Financial Disclosure statemcnts

that were incomplete and inaccurate.
225.

Respondent failed to report numerous items required to be repOlted under the

RIGA during the period 1998 t111'Ough 2008.
226.

Respondent erroneously reported numerous items required to be reported under

the EIGA during the period 1998 th1'Oug11 2007.
227.

Resl1011dent's amendments to his Financial Discloslu'e statements for calendar

years 1998 tlu'ough 2007 were not filed within the close of the year in which the original filings
were proffered. Respondent's amendments were not timely.
228.

Respondent's amendments to his Financial Disclosme statements for calendar

years 1998 through 2007 were filed after the Committce on Standards of Official Conduct
("Standards Committee") had established an investigative subcommittee with respect to
Respondent's conduct, including his reporting of the Punta Cana villa on his Financial
Disclosure Statements.
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229.

The pending action by the Standards Committee has the effect of disCi'editing the

quality OfIlis initial filings.
230.

Respondent's amendments to his FinancIal Disclosure statements for calendar

years 1998 tlu'ough 2007 are not entitled to a rebuttable prestunption of good falth.
231.

Respondent has failed to establish that the amendments to his Financial

Disclosure statements for cpJendal' years 1998 through 2007 were submitted in good faith.
232.

Count X:

Respondent's conduct violated the EIGA.
Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Govcrnment Service, cl. 5

233.

Paragraphs 1 t111'ough 232 are reincorporated as ifset forth fully herein.

234.

The Code of Ethios for Government Service (72 Stat., Part 2, B12, H. Res. 175,

85 th Cong.) (adopted July 11, 1958) provides:
fA]ny person in Govemment service should:

5. Never discriminate lU1fairly by the dispensing of special favors
or privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not; and never
accept for himself 01' his family, favors or benefits under
circumstances which might be construed by reasonable pel'sons as
influenchlgthe perf0l111aJlce of his goven1111ental duties,
235,

Respondent received a rent stabilized residential apartment at Lenox Ten"ace,

which hensed a,'l office space for Rangel for Congress and National Leadership PAC.
236.

The terms of the lease fo1' the rent stabilized apartment provided that the

apartment was to be used "for living purposes only."
. 237.

Respondent's acceptance of that rent-stabilized apartment for nonresidential

purposes in contravention of the tel111S of the lease was a favor or benefit to him.
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238.

Respondent had interactions with Olnick in his official capacity.

239.

Respondent accepted the favor or benefit fr0111 Olnick under circumstances that

might be construed by reasonable pel'SOllS as influencing the performance of his govemmental
duties.
240.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govemment

Service.

Comlt XI:

Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government SCI'vice, cL 2.

241.

Paragraphs 1 through 240 are reincorporated as if set fmtll fully herein.

242.

The Code of Ethlos for Government Service (72 Stat., Part 2, BI2 (1958), H.Con.

R. 175, 85th Cong.) provides that:

any person in Government service should:
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations of the
United States and all governments therein and never be a patty to
their evasion.
243.

Section 1 of Title 26 of the United States Code ("Internal Revenue Code")

imposes a tax on the income ofindividua1s.
244.

Section 61 of the Intemal Revenue Code defines "gross ineome" to include "all

income fiUlTI whatever source derived...."
245.

Respondent's failure to report rental income related to Punta Cana on his Federal

income tax returns violated the Intel11al Revenue Code.
246.

As set forth above, Respondent's conduct also violated 5 U.S.C. § 7353, 39

U.S.C. § 3210, 39 U.S.C. § 3215, 18 U.S.C. § 1719, Franking Regulations, House Office
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Building Commission's Regulations, 31 U.S.C. § 1301, Member's Congressional Handbook, the
Ethics in Govermnent Act and the Internal Revenue Code.
247.

Respondent's conduct violated clause 2 of the Code of Ethics for GOVGrlUnent

Service.
Count XII:
RuIes

Conduct in Violation of the Code of Conduct: Letter and Spirit of House

248.

Paragraphs 1 through 247 are reincorporated as if set f01th fully herein.

249.

Clause 2 of Honse Rille XXIII states that a Member "shall adhere to the spirit and

the letter ofthe Rules of the Honse and to the rules of duly constituted committee,.q thereof."
250.

As set f01th above, Respondent's conduct violated I-lonse Rule XXIII, clausos 4

and 11, and House Rule XXVI.
251.
Count XIII:

Respondent's conduct violated clause 2 afHanse Rule XXIII.
Conduct ill Violation of the Code of Conduct: Conduct Reflecting

Discreditably OIl the House

252.

Paragraphs 1 through 251 are reincorporated as if set f01th fully herein.

253.

Clause 1 of Hause Rule xxm states that a Member "shall behave at all times in a

manner that shall reflect creditably on the House."
254.

Respondent's improper solicitations of pot<;lntial dOl1Ors to the Ral1g<;l! Cent<;lr

violated the Solicitation and Gift Ban, 5 U.S.C. § 7353.
255.

Respondent's acceptance offaval's and benefits fi'om donors to the Rangel Cel1ter

1.1l1der circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the
perfOlmallce of his governmental duties violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govenm1ent
Service.
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256.

Respondent knowingly accepted indirect gifts from donors to the Rangel Center

in violation of the House gift rule.
257.

Respondent improperly used his franking privilege to send solicitations for the

Rangel Center in violation of postal laws and the Franking Regulations. Respondent's use of the
franking privilege also violated 18 U.S,C. § 1719, a misdemeanor.
258.

Respondent's written solicitations for the Rangel Center were prepared on

property of the House of Representatives, in violation of the House Office Building Commission
Regulations.
259.

Respondent's misuse of official House resources, including use of his

congressional staff, official telephones and Hmlse email accounts, otIler office equipment and
supplies, and tIle fi:anlcing privilege, for work related to the Rangel Center was in violation of the
Purpose Law, 31 U.S.C. § 1301, and the Member's Handbook.
260.

Respondent's misuse of congressionallettel:head for solicitations on behalf of the

Rangel Center violated the Code of Conduct's letterhead rule, House Rule XXIII, e1ause 11.
261.

Respondent failed, in his Financial Disclosure statements for calendar years 1998

through 2007, to set forth a lun and complete statement of items required by the EIGA.
262.

Respondent engaged 1n a pattern of submitting Financial Disclosure st"tements

tllat were incomplete and inaccurate.
263.

Respondent failed to ensure that his Financial Disclosure statements wore

complete or aceUl'ate.
264.

Respondent's conduct violated tl}e Ethics in Government Act.

265.

Respondent failed to report rental income from PU11ta Cana 011 his Federal itlcome

tax retums for the years 1998 through 2006.
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266.

Respondent's conduct violated Title 26 of the United States Code.

267.

Respondent received a rent stabilized residential apartment at Lenox Terrace,

which he used as office space for Rangel for Congress and National Leadership PAC, when the
tenTIS of that lease provided that the apartment was to be used "for living purposes only."
268.

Respondent's acceptance of a rent stabilized apartment for non-residential

purposes was done under circumstances that might be const11.led by reasonable persol1s as
influencing the perrOlmance of his govemmental duties in violation of clause 5 of d,e Code of
BUlics for Govetnment Service.
269.

Respondent's violation of dIe laws and regulations of the United States also

constituted a violation of clause 2 oftlle Code of Ethics for Govel11ment Service.
270.
cOllstitI~ted

Respondent's violation of the Rules of the House of Represt',l1talives also

a violation ofclause 2 of the Code of Conduct, House Rule XXIII.

271.

Respondent's pattem of indifference or disregard for the laws, rules and

regujations of the United Statcs and the House of Representatives is a serious violation.
272.

Respondent's actions and accmnulation of actions reflected poorly on the

institution ofthe House and, fuerehy, brought discredit to the House.
273.

Re-spondent viclatcd clause 1 ofHouso Rule XXIII.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Investigative Subcommittee

In the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel

)
)
)
)
)
)

~------------- )
RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR BILL Olt' PARTICULARS
Pursuant to Rule 22(b) of this Committee's Rulos of Procoduro, Rcspondent Charles B.
Rangel, by counsel, respectfully moves the Investigative Subcommittee to furnish him with a bill
ofparticulars as to tho Statement of Alleged Violation ("SAV") served upon him on June 17,
2010 as follows:
1.

With regard to the allegations in paragraphs 25-26,31,36,38,40-42,49,55,61,

63,65,73,74-75,78,81,90-92, and 172-73 oftlle SAV, Respondent requests that the
Investigative Suboommittee provide the fo Howing information \vith particularity:
a. On what dates did each ofthe entities or individuals referenced in these
paragraphs do business with the House, what was that business and during what
period oftime was that business pending?
b. On what dates did each of these entities or individuals have interests that might be
substantially affected by the perfommllce or nonperformance of Respondent's
official duties, what were those interests and during what period oftime were
those interests pending?
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c. On what dates did each of these entities or individuals seek official action fi'0111
the House, what was that official action and during what period oftime was the
request pending?
d. As to each of the foregoing identify the person or persons who communicated on
behalf oHhe entity or person listed in the above-referenced paragraphs and
identify the Member or Members of Congress and/or Committee and/or staff
members with whom those communications occUlTed.
e. As to each letter or personal com111unication alleged in the above-reference
paragraphs and/or alleged solicitation referenced in paragraph 188, identify each
recipient's pending business before the House or request for official action or then
existing interest that could be substantially affected by Respondent's perfor111ance
ofhis official duties.
2.

With respect to the allegation in paragraph 48, provide the date "in early 2006" on

which you alleged Respondent suggcsted that CCNY officials contact AlG and for that
date provide the information requested in paragraph 1.
3.

With respect to the allegation in paragraph 80, state the datcs oHhe meetings

attended by Respondent, identify for each any others in attendance, and describe the
substance of the communications.
4.

For each issues listed in paragraph 88, specify when it was pending, how it was

raised and by whom, and which entity or individual identify in the paragraphs cited in
number 1 above were affected by the issue.
5.

To what issues does paragraph 88 refer by the use of the term "inter alia" and

provide for each the information requested in paragraph 4 above?

2
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6.

State the monetary value to Respondent of each direet or indirect "gratuity, favor,

discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance or other item having monetary
value" alleged in paragraph 190.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
The grol1l1ds for this motion are set forth in Committee Rule 19(f) and the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution together with principles of
fundamental faimess. The requested information is necessary to give Respondent fair notice of
the charges and a meaningful opportunity to prepare a defense.
Respectfully submitted,
Dated: June 22,2010

lsi
Leslie B. Kiernan
Deborah 1. Jeffrey
Jason Knott
ZUCKERMAN SPAEDER LLP

1800 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: (202) 778-1800
Facsimile: (202) 822-8106

Attorneyfor Respondent
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ZOE LOfGItEN, CAliFORNIA
CHAO

';0 BONNEn, ALABAMA

BEN CHANDLER, KENnJCKY

K. MICHAEL CONAWAY, TEXAS
CflAfllS W. D!:NT, PENNSYLVANIA

MNK!NG REl'uatlCAN MEMBER

G, K. eUTIEflI'IELO,NORTHCAAQUNA
KATHY CASTOR, FLORIDA

PUERWELCH, VERMONT
DANIELJ, TAYt.OR,
cOUN$"L TO 'fllt; CHAIR
R,LllAKI:CIfISAM,
Cl<l!EF COUNSEL A'll) STAFF DIRECTOR

ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS

-mt.~. ~OU%t

of !\tptt%tntatibt%

COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT

GREGG HAF\PER, MISSISS1Pf'!

MICHAEL T,Mr-r.AUL, TexAS

KELLE A, STRICKLAND,
COUNSEl.. TO THe RANKING
REl'U8LlGAN MEMBER

SUITE HT-:J, THE CAPjTOL
\WZ} 226-71lX3

lImaiiuitl\ltoll, 1!l~ 20515-6328
June 23, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esq.
Zuckerman Spaedel', LLP
1800 MStl'eet,N.W., Strite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
Re: fuYcstigation of Ropl'esentative Ch~'ies B. Ranll\ll
Dear Ms. Kiernan:
Enclosed please find the Investigative Subcommittee's mspollSo to Respondent's Motion
for Bill of Particulars, Should you have any questions, please contact the Committee's Staff
Direetor and ChiefColmsel, R Blake Chisam, lIt (202) 225·7103.

tii

Sincerely,

ChaiJ11lan

Enclo.sure
co: Representative Charles B. Rangel

:Ji~

Jo Bonner
Ranking Republican Member
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
C01VIMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
INVESTIGATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of

REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

ORDER

UPON CONSIDERATION OF Respondent's Motion for a Bill ofParticulars,
Memorandum of Points alfd Authorities, and the entire record herein, it is by the Investigative
:"17A, l'l f~
, 2010, ORDBRED
Subcommittee tbis ~ day of
That the Motion i~ DENIED.

Gene Green
Chair
Copies to:
Leslie B. Kieman, Esq.
Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

.To Bonner
Ranking Republic.an Member
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
INVESTIGATIVE SUBCOMJ'llITTEE

In the Matter of

REPRESENTATlVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ORDER
On June 22, 2010, Respondent submitted to the Investigative SubcOlllinittee a Motion for
Bill of Particulars with respect to the Statement of Alleged Violation adopted by the
subcommittee on June 17, 2010. By a separate Order, the Investigative Subcommittee denied
Respondent's Motion for Bill of Particulars on June 23, 2010. Through this Memorandum the
Investigative Subcommittee sets [urth the bases for its Order denying Respondent's motion and,
although not required to do so, provides certain of the infonuation requested in Respondent's
Motion.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
A Statement of Alleged Violation must be sufficiently particularized to advise a
Respondent of the allegations against him and to afford him a meaningful opportunity to respond
to those a1legations. l A Motion for a Bi1I of P81ticulars may be denied where the Investigative
Subcommittee determines that its Statement of Alleged Violation meets this standard?

ANALYSIS
For the reasons set forth below, the Investigative Subcollunittec has found that the
Statement of Alleged Violation adopted by the Investigative Subcommittee on June 17, 2010,
provides Respondent with st\ffielent notice of the allegations against him and affords Respondent
a meaningful opportunity to respond to those allegations. Therefore, Respondent's Motion for a
Bill OfP81tieulars is is denied. Although not required to do so, the Investigative Suhconuuittee,
by 811d through this MeJnoralldu1l1, is providing certain additional information requested by
Respondent.

1

Gomm. on Standards ofQfficial Conducl,I1l the Malter afRepresentative Jay Kim, H. Rep. 105-791, 105'" Cong.,

2d Scss. at 806 (Oct. 8, 1998).

'ld.
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With respect to each numbered request in Respondent's Motion for Bill of Particulars, the
Investigative Subcommittee has found as follows:
Request No.1
The Motion tor Bill of Particulars tlrst requests infonllation regarding the business,
interests, and requests for official action pending for persons solicited by Respondent, including
specific dates on which such business, interests, and requests for official action were "pending."
The request further asks for the identity of the individuals from each entity and each Member
and/or staff who communicated with that entity regarding the business, interests, and official
actions sought by those entities,
The Solicitation and Gift Ban3 provides that no Member "shall solicit or accept anything
of value fi'Ol1l a person (1) seeking official action from, .. the individual's employing entity; or
(2) whose interests may he substantially affected by the perfol11l1:lnCe or nonperfonnance of the
individual's official duties." TIle language "seeking official action from, , . the individuals'
employing entity; or (2) whose interests may he substantially affected by the pel'fonnance or
nonperfOll11ance of the hldividual's official duties" is, by its terms, broad,' and the Committee on
Standards of Official Condllct (Standards Committee) has consistently, in unpublished advisory
opinions, interpreted the language broadly.
The Select Conilllittee on Ethics interpreted language which, while more na11'0W than the
language of § 7353, provides guidance on the scope of § 7353, The Select COlllmittee was
interpreting the language "direct interest in legislation before the Cougl'ess" from fonner House
Rule LXIII, clause 4, and found that the following individuals and ol'ganizations were deemed to
have a direct interest in legislation before the Congress:
(1)

AllY person, organization or corporation registered
(a)
under the Federal .Regulation of Lobbying Act of 1946, or
any successor statute; and any persoll who is an officer 01'
director of a registered lobbyist, or a pcrson who has been
employed or retained by a registered lobbyist, or a person
who has been employed or retained by a registered lobbyist
for the purpose of influencing legislation before the
Congress;

(b) Any person, organization, 01' corporation which
employs or retains a registered lobbyist;
(2)

AJJy corporation, labor organization, or other organization
which maintain a separate, segregated fund for political
purposes (Political Action COlllillittee as defIned in the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 441b));
any subordinate or affiliated organization thereof; and the
offlcel's 01' directors of such organizations; and

, 5 U,S,C. § 7353,
4 See

United Slates v. Suit-Diamond Growel:', 526 U.S. 398, 410 (1%)9) (oharacterizing § 7353 as broad),

2
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(3)

Any other individual or organization which the Member,
officer, or employee knows has a distinct or special interest
in intluonc111g 01' affecting the federal legislative process
which sets such indiv1dual or organization apart from the
general ptlbllc. 5

The Select Committee specifically rejected an interpretation of "before the Congress"
that would require "an interest in a specific piece of legislation then pending before at least one
subcommittee, or any other subdivision, of either House."· Instead, the Select Committee
concluded that "the phrase ... should be read broadly to include an ongoing special interest in
affecting the legislative process.,,7
The Standards Conmlittee was faced with the question of what constituted "dircct interest
in legislation before the Congress" in a number of matters under f01'111er House RIlle XLIII. In
one matter, tile Standards Committee found that a Member violated the gift lUle by accepting a
flight from a Florida savings and loan institution, stating: "[i]t is clear that Florida Federal is an
entity with a 'direct interest in legislation' because it is federally regulated."s In another matter,
the Standards Committee addressed whether an individual, Nelson Bunker Hunt, had a direct
interest in legislation. The Committee fomld that Hunt's interest in matters before Congress was
"open and notor1011s.,,9 "Given his wide and varied interest 1n matters before the Congress and
the direct impact whicIl the actions of Congress have upon his business activities, Nelson Bunker
Hunt obviously is a person with a direct interest in legislation within the definition and intent of
that lel'm."lO
The language at issue in the Solicitation and Gift Ban is much broader than the language
in f01'111er House Ru1e XLIII, clause 4. Any matter that wou1d have constituted "direct interest in
legislation befure the Congress" will fall within the paranJeters of § 7353. But the § 7353
standards would also encompass many circumstances that the "direct interest in legislation"
standard might not have reached.
Congress intended for the Solicitation and Gift Ban to be bread, palticularly with respect
to Members of Congress. It used lallguage that was more sweeping than it had in previous
statutes, and fuat language seems to cover everyone, all the time. While the statute does not
speak of business before a pal-ticular committee (as opposed to the Hmlse generally), it bears
noling that the one committee that touches everyone is the Ways and Means Conunittee. There
being no committee on death, the only other certain thing inlile is covered within the jur1sdict1011
ofthe Ways and Means Committee.

Select Carom. all Ethics, AdvisOlY Opinion No, 10 (repriJ1ted in H. Rep. 95-1837), at 73.
old, at 75.
7 Id. at 76.
8 COUlll1. on Standards of Official Conduot, Investigation afFinanciol Transactions Participated
Gfjls of
Transportation Accepted by Representative ICemand J, St. Germain, H, Rep. 100-46, looth Cong.,
8es8., at 42
(Apr. 9, 1987).
• C01l1ln. on Standards of Official Conduct, htlte Matter ofRepresentative George V, Hansen, I-l. Rep. 98-891, Vol.
1, 98th Cong., 2d 8ess., at 325 (July 19, 1984),
wId.
S House
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A broad interpretation of the phrases "seeking official action fi'om the House" and
"interests may be substantially affected by" langnage comports with the underlying purpose of
§ 7353, as well as laws such as the Code of Ethics for Govemment Service, which cautions all
government employees against "circumstances which might be construed by reasonable pel'Solls
as influencing the 1'erfon11ance ofhis govemmental duties."ll
Given the breadth of the Solicitation and Gift Ban, the relevant inquiry is not what
business or interest or official action was pending at a particular point in time. And it certainly is
not which Members of Congress spoke to which employees or lobbyists representing a particular
entity about an issue. The relevant inquiry is whether the person solicited had an interest in
affecting the legislative process. In some instances, that will be reflected by lobbying 011
particular pieces of legislation. In other instances, there might be a request for a Member to
intervene with a govel111l1ent agency. But it also includes recognizing the fact that most entities,
including multi-national corporations and large f01.111dations, '¥I'ilI always have some interest in
matters within the ambit of Congress. The perf0l111anCe or nonperfOl1l1anCe of a Member's
official duties can affect the interests of those entities, and that effect can be substantial.
Considering the relevant inquiry, the information provided to Respondent in the
Staten1ent of Alleged Violation is suf.ticiently patiiculatized. The Statement of Alleged
Violation lists numerous examples of issues on which the solicited entities were lobbying
Members of Congress during the releVatlt time period. That infol111ation alone is sufficient to
establish that the entities solicited had interest, business, or were seeking official aetion fi'om
Congress within the patatl1eters of the Solicitation and Gift Ban. No further information is
needed in order for Respondent to respond to the Statement of Alleged Violation.
Request No.2
Respondent's seccnd request asks for the satne type of i11formatioll. as Request No.1, but
with respect to AIG. For the reasons set f01ih above, the Staten1ent of Alleged Violation provides
sufficient information regarding AlG.
In addition, Respondent requests the specific date on which Respondent suggested that
CCNY officials contact AlG. Paragraph 48 of the Statement of Alleged Violation state.s that
Rcspondcnt's suggestion was made in "early 2006." That descdption indiclltes the time period
in which the conduct occuned, demonstrating that the conduct is ,vithin the jmisdiction of the
investigative subcormnittee. As previously discussed, the precise date on which a conununication
is made is not necessary for the investigative subcommittee to show that a violation of the
Solicitation and Gift Ba.n, 01' any other violation set fOlih in the Statement of Alleged Violation,
lIas occurred. Respondent has sufficient inf0!111ation j1'o111 which to fmm a response to the
Statement of Alleged Violation.
R!e!.luestNo.3
Respondent requests Miher patiicularity with respect to paragraph 80 of tIle Statement of
Alleged Violation, which states, "On numerous occasions during 2005 through 2008,
11

72 Stat., Part 2, B12 (1958), H. Res. 175,85:1' Congo (adopted July II, 1958).

4
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Respondent attended several meetings with CCNY officials and potential donors. These
potential donors included Eugene Isenberg, Hank Greenberg, David Rockefeller, Donald Trump,
the Ford Foundation, and ArG." Certain meetings between Respondent and potential donors are
further detailed in paragraphs 40, 55, 61-63, 75, and 78-79 ofthe Statement of Alleged Violation.
Although, for the reasons stated above, it is not necessary to respond to the allegations in the
Statement of Allege,d Violation, the investigative subcOlmnittee provides the additional
infonnatlon:
..

Respondent met with David Rockefeller on October 22, 2007.

..

Respondent met with Donald Tmmp on October 7,2005.

..

Respondent met with Donald Tnnnp on May 4, 2007.

No furtl1er detail about any meetings, including all attendees and the substallce of the
conversations, is necessm:y for Respondent to f01111 a response to the Statement of Alleged
Violation.
Requests No.4 and No.5
Respondent requests further particularity with res-pect to paragraph 88 of the Statement of
Alleged Violation, which states:
During the relevant period, issues before Congress affecting
foundations included, inter alia, private foundation payout rules,
exoise tax rates on investment income, potential oaps on
foundation executive pay, IRA charitable ronover provisions,
unrelated business income tax, and other charitable contribution
and charitable governance issues.
ReSp01Jdent first requests further information about each issue listed, induding when the issue
was pending, how it Vlas raised and by whom, alld which solicited persons were affected by the
issue. For the reasons stated in response to Request No.1, no £luther particularity is required in
order for Respondent to respond to the Statement of Alleged Violation.
Respondent further requests a list of issues reten-ed to by the use of the term "inter alia"
in paragraph 88. Paragraph 88 does not attempt to list all issues that could possibly affect
foundations, and, therefore, uscs the term "inter clia." Paragraph 88 does identifY with sufficient
particularity the issues that the investigative subcommittee has identified and intends to rely
upon in support of the Statement of Alleged Violation. Respondent can form a meaningful
response to the Statement of Alleged Violation without further particularity as to paragraph 88.
Request No.6
Respondent requests the monetary value to Respondent of each direct or indirect gift
referenced in paragraph 190 of the Statement of Alleged Violation. Paragraph 190 states

5
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"Contributions to the Rangel Center constituted indirect gifts attributable to Respondent." The
Rules of the House of Representatives define a "gift" broadly as a "gratuity, favor, discount,
entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance, or other item having monetary value.',[2 \Vb11e the
definition includes items with a monetary value, there is no requirement that an item have
monetary value in order to constitute a gift, As such, whether a gift has a monetary value, and
the amount of that monetary value, is not infmmation needed to respond to the Statement of
Alleged Violation allegations charging a violation of the Gift Rule.
The Solicitation and Gift Ban applies to "anything of value." The te1m "anytlung of
value" has been interpreted synony1uously with "thing ofvalue,,,13 As noted by the courts, "the
pervasive use of [thing of value] in criminal statutes of both the states and the federal
government has made it a tenn of art, covering intangible as well as tangible things,"14 The
following are examples of "things of value": amusement, promise of sexual intercourse, promise
to reinstate an employee, agr("'ClUent not to 111n in a primary election, testimony of a witness, and
content of a Wl'iting. 15 The term "value" "embodies notions of worth, utility, and importance
generaIly.,,16 In several cases, courts have held that the test of value is whether the recipient
subjectively attaches value to the thing received,17 Given the broad definition of "anything of
value," a specific monetary vahle is not necessary in order for Respondent to respond to the
allegations in Statement of Alleged Violation charging a violation of the Solicitation and Gift
Ban,
Respondent can, therefore, for111 a meaningful response to the Statement of Alleged
Violation.
CONCLUSION
III light ofille foregoing, the Investigative Subcommittee Duds that Respondent's Motion
for Bill of Particulars does not state a sufficient basis requiring fultherpartiClllarization oftlle
Statement of Alleged Violation, Although not required to do so, tho investigative subcommittee
has provided certain additional infol1uation by this response, Accordingly, the Respondent's

M'UOOfulOfl"

<!G ~

,1.,1, ","aI.

Ja .Bonner
Ranking R~pub1ican Member

Gene Green
Chair

12 HOllse Rule XXV,

" Vi,ited States

d. 5(a)(2),

.

v, Singieton,I44 F.3d 1343, 1349 (lOth Cit. 1998), vacated on other grounds, 165 FJd 1297 (10'h

Cir, 1999) (collecti11g cases).
14 1d,

See United Stales v. Girm'd, 601 F,2d 69 (2d Clf, 1979) (internal citations omitted).
Stllg/oton, 144F.3d at 1348-49.
17 1d, at 1349 (collecting cases),

1>
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Copies to:
Leslie B. Kleman, Esq.
ZuckeJ.man Spaeder, LLP

1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Investigative Subcommittee

In the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel

)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------- )
RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
Respondent, through counsel, hereby moves pursuant to Standards Committee Rule 22(c)
to dismiss the counts and/or allegations of the Statement of Alleged Violation issued June 17,
2010 ("SAV") identified below. As grounds for this motion, Respondent states as follows:
1.

The SAV falls to state facts that constitute a violation of the Member's Handbook

or 31 U.S.C. § 130 I or the Code of Official Conduct (Count VII).
2.

The SAV fails to state facts that constitute a violation of the Code of Ethics for

Government Service, clause 5 (Count II).
3.

The SAV fails to state facts that constitute a violation of the House Gift Rule

(Count III).
4.

The SAV fails to state facts that constitute a violation of the Ethics in Government

Act and House Rule XXVI with respect to 2008 (Count IX).
5.

The SAV fails to state facts that constitute a violation oftS U.S.C. § 1719 (Count

6.

The SAV fails to state facts that constitute a violation of Clause 5 of the Code of

V).

Ethics for Government Service with respect to Lenox Terrace (COlmt X).
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7.

The Committee lacks jurisdiction to consider the allegations contained in the

SAY.
A Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of this Motion and a proposed
Order granting this Motion are enclosed.
Respectfully submitted,
Dated: June 28, 2010

lsi Leslie B. Kiernan
Leslie B. Kiernan
Deborah J. Jeffrey
Jason M. Knott
ZUCKERMAN SPAEDER LLP

1800 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: (202) 778·1800
Facsimile: (202) 822-8106

Attorneysfor Respondent

2
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Investigative Subcommittee

In the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel

)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------)
[PROPOSED} ORDER
Pursuant to Committee Rule 22( c)(2), the Investigative Subcommittee having considered
Respondent's Motion to Dismiss and any further briefing and argument thereon, it is by the
Investigative Subcommittee this __ day
1.

_ _ _,2010, ORDERED:

Count VII of the Statement of Alleged Violation issued June 17, 2010 (the

"SAV") is hereby dismissed for failure to state facts that constitute a violation of the Member's
Handbook or 31 U.S.C. § 1301 or the Code of Official Conduct.
2.

Count II of the, SAV is hereby dismissed for failure to state facts that constitute a

violation of the Code of Ethics for Goverurnent Service, clause 5.
3.

Count III of the SAV is hereby dismissed for failure to state facts that constitute a

violation ofthe House Gift Rule.
4.

With respect to, Respondent's 2008 financial diselosure statement, Count IX of the

SAY is hereby dismissed for failure to state facts that constitute a violation of the Ethics in
Government Aet and House Rule XXVI.
5.

With respect to the allegation that Respondent violated 18 U.S.C. § 1719, Count

V ofthe SAV is dismissed for, failure to state facts that constitute a violation of that statute.
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6.

Count X of the SAV is hereby dismissed for failure to state facts that constitute a

violation of the Code of Ethic$ for Government Service, clause S.

7.

With respect to the allegations that Respondent violated federal tax law and

federal criminal law, the Committee lacks jurisdiction to consider and rule on those allegations,
and they are hereby dismissed from the SAV.

Gene Green
Chair

Copies to:
Leslie B. Kiernan
Zuckerman Spaeder LLP
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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K. MICHN:':L CONAWAY, T~XA$
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KATHY CASTOR, flORIDA
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bANtet. J, TAYlOR,
COUNSEL TO llIE CHAlFI
A, BLAKE CHISAM,
cHIErOOUNSEt.AND GTAFf DIRECTOR

COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT

OOla~b(n\!ton.

MICHAEL T, MCCAVI., TEXA.S

surfl: HT-2, THE CAP'lTOL
[2021226-1103

Jl(. 'z0515-t1326

JW1e 30, 2010

CONFIDENTIAL
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esq.
Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

Re: Investigation of Repl'esentative Charles B. Ran-w
Dear Ms, Kiernan:
Enclosed pleasc find the Investigative Subcommittee's rc:,'jJonse to Respondent's Motion
to Dismiss. Should you have any questions, please contact the Committee's Staff Director and
Chief Counsel, R. Bla!w Chisam, at (202) 225-7103,
Sincerely,

Gene Green
Chairman

Enclosures
cc: Representative Charles B, Rangel

Ji~~
Jo Bonner
Ranking Republican Member
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
INVESTIGATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

ORDER
UPON CONSIDERATION OF Respondent's Motion to Dismiss, Memorandum of
Points and Authorities, and tlle entire record herein, it is b)' the Investiga.tive Subcommittee this
3(,i1!':'-. day of
;:Thtlt~
_' 2010, ORDERED
That the Motion is DENIED.

Grnit,l
Chair

Copies to:
Leslie B. Kieman, Esq.
Zuckcullan Spaeder, LLP
1800 M Street, N.W., Suito 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

Jo BOlJner
Ranking Rcpublic8n1\·1cmbcr
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
INVESTIGATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of

REPRESENTATNE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ORDER
On June 28, 2010, Respondent submitted to the Investigative Subcommittee a Motion to
.Dismiss with respect to the Statement ofAlleged Violation adopted by the subcommittee on June
17,2010 (Statement of Alleged Violation). By a separate Order, the Investigative Subcommittee
denied Respondent's Motion to Dismiss on June 30, 2010. Th1'Ough this Memol'l'tndtl1U the
Investigative Subcommittee sets forth the bases tor its Order denying Respondent's motion.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Standards Committee Rule 22(e)(2) provides the.t a Respondent may file a motion to
dismiss, whioh may bo basod on only two possible grounds: (1) that the Statement of Alleged
Violation fails to state facts that constitute a violation of the Code of Official Conduct, or other
applicable law, rule, regulation, or standard of conduct; or (2) that the Standards Committee
lacks jurisdiction to oonsider the allegations contained in the Statement ofAlleged Violation.
The Standards Committee's jurisdiction over Members of Congress originates from
Article I, Section 5, clause 2 the Constitution, which provides that "Each House may detennine
the rules of its proceedings, pU11ish its members fur disorderly behavior, and, with the
concurrence oftwo thirds, expel a member."t
Pursuant to House Rule XI, clallse 3(a)(2), the Stall<1al'ds Committee:
May investigate, subject to paragraph (b), an alleged violation by a
Member. , . of the Code of Official Conduct or of a law, rule,
I

u.s. COllst Ilft. J, § 5, d. 2.
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regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to the conduct
of such Member . . . in the performance of the duties or t11e
discharge of the responsibilities of such individual?
The Standards Committee may exercise its investigative authority when:

1.

infonnation offered as a complaint by a Member of the
House of Representatives is transmitted directly to the
Committee;

2.

infoTInatiol1 offered as a complaint by an individual not a
Member of the House is tr~.llsmitted to the CormIuttee,
provided that a Member of the HOllse certifies in writing
that such Member believes the infonnatiol1 is submitted in
good faith and wam,nts the review and consideration of the
Committee;

3.

the Committee, on its own initiative, undertakes an
investigation;

4.

a Menlber, officer, or employee is convicted in a Federal,
State, or local court of a felony;

5.

the House of Representatives, by resolution, authorizes or
directs tbe Committee to undertake an inquiry or
investigation; or

6.

a referral fi'om the Board [of the Office of Congressional
Ethics1is transmitted to the Committee. 3

The Standards Committee "may not ~ll1dertake an investigation of an alleged violation of
a law, rule, regulation, or standard of conduct t.hat was not in effect at the time of the alleged
violation.,,4 The Standards Committee also "may not undertake an investigation of such an
alleged violation that OCCUlTed before the third previous Congress unless the Committee
detennines that the alleged violation is directly related to an alleged violation that oecuned in a
more recent CongTess."s
Rules oftho House of Representatives (House Rules), Rule XI, clause 3(a)(2).
Standards Committee Rule 14(a) (citing House Rule Xl, clause 3(b».
4 House Rule XI, clause 3(b)(3).
5 fd.; see aLm Smndards Committe", Rule 15(1) ("The Committee shall not cOllsider a complaillt, nOl' shall any
1nvestlgatloll be undertaken by the Committee, of any alleged violation which occurred before the third previous
2

3

2
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Upon formation of an investigative subcommittee ill this matter, the Standards
Committee issued the fonowing statement:
The investigative subcommittee shall have jurisdiction to determine whether
Representative Rangel violated the Code of Official Conduct or any law, lUle,
regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to his conduct in the
performance of his duties or the discharge of his responsibilities, with respect to
(1)

Using official resources to transmit letters in 2005, 2006, and 2007
to potential donors to the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service at the City College of New York;

(2)

Apartment units leased by Representative Charles B. Rangel in the
Lenox Terrace apartment complex located in Harlem, New York;

(3)

Representative Charles B. Rangel's financing of his ownership
interests in a guest unit within the Punta Cana Yacht Club located
in Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic and his compliance with
financial disclosure requirements regarding that propeltYi and

(4)

Representative Charles B. Rangel's compliance with Committee
House Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in a
House garage, lot, or designated parking arca. 6

011

The scope of the investigative subcommittee's inquiry was expanded on two occasions. The
inquiry was first expanded to include "col1trlbutiolls of money or pledges of contributions of
money to th.e Charles B. Rangel Ccnter for Public Service at City College ofNew York from allY
person or e.lliity associated with Nab01'S Industries."? The inquiry was further expanded to
include "all Financial Disclosm'o Statements and all amendments filed in calendar year 2009 by
or on behalf of Representative Charles B. Rangel pursuant to Title I of the Ethics in Government
Acl.,,8

Congress unless the Committee determltle8 that the alleged violation is direcUy related to an alleged violation which
oocurred ill a more reoent Congress.").
, Statement of the Acting Chairman alld Ranking Republioalllvlell1ber OfU,C COlllt11lttee on Slandards of Offioial
Conduct, Septemher 24,2008.
" Statement of the Acting Chairman and Rankillg Republican Member of the Colllt1littee on Standards of Official
Conduct, December 9,200&.
B Statement of the Chair and Ranking Republioan Member of the Committe;; 011 Standards of Official Conduct,
October 8, 2009.
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ANALYSIS
For the reasons set forth below, the Investigative Subcommittee has found that the
Statement of Alleged Violation adopted by the Investigative Subcommittee on June 17, 2010,
sufficiently &'i:ates facts that constitute violations of the Code of Official Conduct or other
applicable laws, rules, regulations, or standards of conduct, and that the Standards Committee
has jurisdiction to consider the allegations contained in each COUllt of the Statement of Alleged
Violation. Therefore, Respondent's Motion to Dismiss is denied.

A. The Standards Committee and the Investigative Subcommittee have jurisdiction over
Respondent's violations ofFederal tax law.
Respondent alleges that the Standards COlmnittee lacks jurisdiction to consider the
allegations contained in the Statement of Alleged Violation. In particular, Respondent contends
that the Standards Committee lacks jurisdiction to allege that violations of Federal tax law
implicate House ethics rules.
Respondent argues that enOl'S on his personal taxes do not implicate discharge of his
official responsibilities. Respondent appears to be operating WIder the erroneous belief 111at the
only conduct subject to discipline is conduct directly relating to the discharge of his official
responsibilities.
The Standw.'ds Conunittee may investigate WIY alleged violation of the Code of Official
Conduct or of a law, rule, regulation, 01' other standard of eonduc,t applicable to the conduct of a
Member in the performance or discharge of the responsibilities of such individua1. 9
The House and Standards Committee rules setting forth the stwldards for a Statement of
Alleged Violation use the plll'ase "applicable to the perfonnance of official duties or the
discharge of officialrespol1sibilities by a Member" only to qualifY the term "other standard of
conduct" and 110t "the Code of Official Conduct or of a law, mle, regulation" langnage.
Thus, the Standards Committee's jurisdiction to investigate matters is 110t limited to acts
related to the Member's official duties. This interpretation of the rules is supported by the
precedent ofthe House and the Stwldards Committee. The House Practice Manual provides:
The conduct for which censure may be imposed is not limited to
acts related to the Member's official duties. The power to censure

9 House Rule XI, clause 3{a)(2}.
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extends to any reprehensible conduct that brings the House into
disrepute. 10
The Practice Manual cites to a llumber of cases where censure Qt. reprimand has been invoked
against a member for conduct unrelated to tile Member's official duties, including Powell, Sikes,
McFall, Roybal, Diggs, Wi/son, Crane, Hansen, Murphy, and Frank. 11 More recent cases
involving conduct unrelated to official duties include Rose, Kim, and Gingrich,12
In light of the above, it is clear that a Member's failure to report income and pay Federal
taxes is a mattel' within the investigative jurisdiction of the Standards Committee. 13
Respondent points to the Investigative Subcommittee's jurisdictional statements in
support of his argument that the Standards Committee lacks jurisdiction over vidations of
Federal tax law. To the extent that Respondent is al'gning that the Investigative Subcommittee
lacked jurisdiction to find violations of Federal tax laws, Respondent is illconect.

lQ Bouse Practice Manual, Chaptcr 25, § 23,
II See Report to the Seloot Committee Pursuant to H.Res, 1, In ,'e Adam Clayton Powell, H. Rep. 27, 90'h Cong., 1"
Sess, (FehrllllrY 23, 1967); Comm. 011 Standards of Official Cond'let, In the Matter qf Representative Robert L. F.
Sikes, H. Rep. 94-1364, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (July 23, 1976); Comm, on Standards of Official Conduct, In the
Matter of Representative Joh" J, McFall, H. Rep. 95-1742, 95'" COllg., 2d Sess. (October 6, 1978); COllJll1. on
S!l!ndal'ds of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Edward R. Roybal, H. Rep, 95-1743, 95°' Cong" 2d
SeBS. (October 6, 1978); Comm. on Standurds of Official Conduct, In the Matter ~f Representative Charles H
TYilson, fL Rep. 95-1741, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (October 6,1978); Comm. 011 Standards of Official Conduot, In the
Matter ofRepresentative Charles C. Diggs, JJ~, H. Rep. 96-351, 96'11 Cong., 1" Soss. (July 19, 1979); Conull. on
Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter of Representative Daniel B, Crane, H. Rep. 98-296, 98" Cong., 1"
Seas, (July 14, 1983); Conun. on Standards of Official ConduGt,ln the Maller ofRepresentative George V, Hansen,
H. Rep. 98-891, Vol. 1,98'11 Cong., 2d Seas, (July 19, 1984); COll1m, on Standards ofOffidal Conduct, In the Matler
~f Representative Austtn J. Murphy, H. Rep. 100A85, 100111 Cong., 1" Sess. (December 16, 1987); Comm. on
Standards of Official Condnct, In the Matter ofRepresefltaiive Barney Frank, H. Rep. 101-610, 101" Cong., 2d
Sess. (July 20, 1990).
12 See Comll1. on Staudards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentattve Charles G. Rose III, H. Rep. 100526, lOOi!> Cong., 2d Seas. (Mill'. 23, 1988); Comm, on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter of
Representative Jay Kim, H. Rep, 105-797, 105" Cong., 2d Sess. (October 8, 1998); COllllll. on Standards of Official
Conduct, In tIle Maller o.{ Repres(mlCltlve Newt Gingrich, H. Rep. 105-1, 105'11 COllg., 1~ Sess. (Jal111~ry 17, 1997)~
Comm, ou Standards of Official Cooduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Earl F, Hilliard, H. Rep. 107-130, 107'
Cong" 1" Sess. (Ju~y 10, 2001). To hold that the Staudards Committee may not investigate matters unrelated to a
Membel"s official duties would create tension willi other rules of the House and the Stmldads Committee, For
example, COlllmittee mles require that the Standards Comn1ittee conduot inquiries in certain criminal matters,
including all felony convictions. H, Rc.~, 451, adopted on June 5, 2007, and extended in the 111'" Congress by H.
Res. 5, Section 4(e); COIl1lY'Jttee Rule 18(e). Those rules do 110t limit the inquiries to crimes l'elated to a Member's
official duties. Respondent's interpretation of the rules would lead to the inconl!ruo1JS reslllt that the Standards
Committee would be required to investigate a Member's felon)' conviction, but could not discipline that Member if
his felony were ul1related to his official duties.
[1 It bears 110ting that, during the time Respondent :fulled to report the rental income on his tax relums, he was the
Ranking Member and thell Chairman of the Wuys and Moalls Committee, which has jurisdiction ovel'the nuttoll's
tax laws.
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The Investigative Subcommittee was charged with investigating Respondent's fl1lanchlg
oihis ownership interest at Punta Cana and his related financial disclosures to determine whether
Respondent violated "the Code of Official Conduct or any law, lule, regulation, or other standard
of conduct applicable to his conduct applicable to his conduct in the perfonnance of his duties or
the discharge of his responsibilities" based on those issues. The jurisdictional statement did not
specifically rerer to tax. issues, but it was not required to do so,
Facts discovered during the regular course of investigation may serve as the basis for
allegations in a Statement of Alleged Violaticn. 14 To find otherwise would require the
Investigative Subcommittee to seek Standards Committee approval to expand jurisdiction to
specifY the precise legal basis for each violation the subcommittee comes to believe may have
been violated.
Here, the Investigative Subcommittee determined during tbe course of its investigation
that Respondent failed to report, over many years, his Punta Cana reutal income on his Fedel'al
income tax. rettU11S. Respondent's motion does 110t delly that he failed to pay his personal income
taxes on the Puuta Cana rental iuco111e or that he was required to do so.
The Statement of Alleged Violation alleges facts Ulat constitute a violation ofthe tax. laws
and Clause 2 of the Code of Ethics for GoverIDnent Service.

B. The Statel1wnt of Alleged Violation states facts constituting a violation of the PUlpose
Law and the Member's Congressional Handbook.
Respondent alleges that the Statement of Alleged Violation fails to state facts Ulat
constitute a violation of the 'Member's Handbook, 31 U.S.C. § 1301 (the "Purpose Law"), or the
Code of Official Conduct.
The proper usc of government fi111ds was a concem of the Founders, who provided in the
Constitution that "No money shall be draWll fi'Oll1 the Treasury, but in Consequence of
Appropriations made by LaW."IS The Purpose Law provides that "[a]ppropriatiol1s shall be
applied only to the ob5eets for which tlle appropriations were made except as otherwise provided
bylaw." 16
The use of appropriated funds by Members and committees of the House is govel1led by
chapter 3 of title 2 of the United States Code. Section 57(a)(1) of that title provides that:

14 CoIllID.

on Standards of Official Conduct, III the Matter ofRepresentative Charles G, Rose lfl, H, Rep, 100-526,

100°1 Cong" 2d Sess. at4 (March 23,1988).
15 U.S, COlJBtittltiolJ, Article I, section 9 clallse 7.
16
31 U.S.C. §t301,
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the Committee on House [Administration] of the House of
Representatives may, by order of the Committee, fix and adjust the
amounts, tell11s, and condi tions of, and other matters relating to,
allowances of the House of Representatives within the following
categories:

(1)

For Members of the House of Representatives, the
Member's Representational Allowance, including all
aspects of official mail within the jurisdiction of the
COlllil1ittee under seotion5ge oftltis title.

(2)

For committees . . . allowances for official Inail . . .
stationary, and telephone and telegraph and othcr
cOlllinunications.

The COlllinittee on House Administration sets tcnth the regulations governing the use of
the Member's Representational Allowance ("MRA") in the Members' Congressional Handbook
("Members' Handbook"). The Members' Handbook provides that "[o]nly expcnses the primary
purpose of which llIe offi.cial and representational and which an, inctUTed in accordance with the
Handbook are reimbursable."l?
The Stlmdards Committee has previously <Jxercised jurisdiction over Members for their
misuse of appropriated funds. In Olle matter., a Melxlber. was reprimanded by the House related to
the use of official House resources by Iris former. law office,l& In another matter, violations of
§ 1301 and related regulations were charged by an investigative SUbcolllli1ittee ill a Statement of
Alleged Violation where a Member used official resources for personal benefit. 19
The misappropriation of funds can rise to the level of a criminal violation. For example,
one former Member pled guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C, § 1346, honest services fraud, related
to Iris misuse of appropriated funds. 2.() Another Member was prosecuted fDr embezzlement and
conversion of public funds related to the misuse of appropriated funds. 21
Respondent argues that, with respect to staff time, a violation occurs only where
unofficial conduct interferes with the performance of official duties. Respondent points to the
Mmubers' Handbook at 6,
" Comm. on Standal'ds of Official Conduct, In. the Matter of Repl'esentativeAustin. J. Murphy, H. Rep. 100-485,
100th COllg., I" Sess. (December 16, 1987).
19 Comm. 011 Standards of Offioial Conduot, I,! the Matter ofRepresentative BaJ'bam-Rose Collins, II. Rep. 104·
876, 104th Cong., 2d Sess. (January 2, 1997) at 85-86.
2. See United &ates v. Rostenkowski, 59 F.3d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1995); see generally Crim.illal Docket for Case No,
1;94-01'-0226 (D.D.C.).
'
21 See United States v, Kolter, 71 F.3d 425 (D,C. Cir. 1995). Kolter pleaded guilty to one cou11l of conspiracy to
violate the laws of the United States and to deftatld the United SMes. See generally Criminal Docket for Case No.
1;94-er-00404 (D.D.C,).
11
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Gingrich case 1n which Representative Gingrich was not charged with a violation of then-House
Rule XliII, clause 8, for having congressional staff 1'e1'fonn certain book-related work that may
or may have not been official in natu1"e. 22 Respondent fails to cite other precedent where
23
violations were fuund for use of staff for nonofficial purposes, including the Traficant matter.
Violations for the use of official resources include all resources paid for by the Member's
Representational Allowance. In addition to staff, such resources also include use of the
congressional frauk, office equipment, such as copiers, computers, and paper, official House
telephone and email accounts. Contrary to Respondent's statements in his submission, there is
ample evidenco that official resources were used. The Statement of Alleged Violatiol1 alleges
that official House resources were utilized in connection with Respondent's solicitations for tIle
Rangel Center. 24 The Statement of Alleged Violation states facts that constitnte a violation of 31
U.S.C. § 1301, the Memher's Congressional Handhook, and the Code of Official Conduct.

C. The Statement ofAlleged Violation states facts that

COlk~titute a violation ofclause

5 of

the Code ofEthics for Government Service.

The Statement of Alleged Violation sets fOlth two counts for violations of clause 5 of the
Code of Ethics for Government Service relating to Respondent's solicitations for the Rangel
Center and Respondent's use of a residential rent-stabilized apartment for his cernpaign
committees.
The House Rules and 0111er standards governing Members' oonduct prohibit a Member
25
from using, or appeating to use, his official position for personal benefit. Under the Code of
Ethics for C'IOvennnent Service (Code of Ethics),26 a federal official, including a Member,
should:
Nevel' discriminate ,mfairly by dispensing of special favors or
privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration or not; and never
accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits under

22 CoUlll. on Standards of Official Conduct, Statement of the Committee on Standards of OJ}Icial Conduct
Regarding Complaints again"t Representative Newt Ging;1ch, at 40 (COllllll. Pl'lnt March 8, 1990). The Gingrich
case did not address tile Purpose Law 01' the Member's Congressional Handbook.
23 Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter 'ifRepresentative James A. Trafieant, Jr., H. Rep. 107594, 107" Cong., 2d Sos•. (July 19, 2002). See also matters involving Represel1tative Torrloelli and Repl"esentative
Zimmer at Conun. on Standsrd. of Official Conduc~ Summa;:v o.fActivities One Hundred Fourth Congress, H. Rep.
104·886, 104"'Collg.,2d Sos•. (JSlltlary2, 1997).
24 See Statement ofAlleged Violation atm! 12, 15, 16,
23,28,29,32,37,39,50,51,66,82,212, and 213.
2S House Rule XXIII, clauses 2 lIud 3; Code of Ethics
Govenunent Service, dause 5; see also Sikes, at 3; 2008
House Ethics Manual, at 187 ("One of tim PUl]JOSes of the rules and standards [of conduct relevant to use of a
Member's office for personal honcUt] is to preclUde coufllet ofinterest ismo•.").
M 72 Slat., Part 2, BI2, H. Res. 175, 8S"e Congo (adopted My 11, 1958).
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circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
influencing the perfol1nallce of his govCl.tl.l11\.J11tal duties. 27
Because the Code of Ethics measures a Member's conduct by "what might be constmed
by reasonable persons," a Member may violate this provision even if the Member would have
taken the same official action without a potential personal benefit, if the Member's actions raise
the appearance ofimpropl1ety.28
When assessing whether a Member has taken official action for personal benefit, the
Standards Committee will take into consideration the nature of the benefit,29 the people or
entities that could benefit from the official action,so and the Member's motive in taking the
action. S! A Member may not take official action if the Member is motivated, or appears to be
11lotivated, to take the action by the pCl.·sonal benefit that may accrue to the Member. 32 When
assessing a Member's motive in taking official action, the Standards Committee asks whether
there is "direct evidence that the congressman hlld any such improper motive[.]"33
The House has applied the prohibition on taking official action for personal benefit in
situations where the potential personal benefit would accrue to all investment held by the
Memher. 34 For example, in the Standards Committee's repOlt In the lYlatter of a Complaint
against Representative Robert L.F. Sikes, the Standards COlIDnittee found that when
Representative Sikes sought to purchase shares of a privately held bank "which he had been
active in his official position in establishing" he failed to observe:
Thc standard of ethical conduct ... as is expressed in principle itl
Section 5 of the code ofE111ics for GovCl.·mnent Service, and which
prohibits any person in Govermnent service from accepting for
''11inmelf . . . benefits under circumstances which might be
construed by reasonable persons as intluencitlg the performance of
his governmental duties[.]"35
The Standards Conunittee further found that Representative Sikes failed to observe "[t]he
standard of ethical conduct 111at should be observed by Members oftlle House, as is expressed in
2' Code ofEthics for Govet1U1lC1l1 Service, clause 5.
2. Connn. on Standards of Official Conduct, In Ihe Malier ofRepl'esenlatll'e Mario Blaggi, H. Rep. 100-56, 100'~
Congo 2d Sess. 9 (Feb. 18, 1988).
29 See, e.g" Conun. all S!and~l'ds of Official Condnct, Investigation ofFinancial Transactiol1s Participated ill alld
Gifts Accepted by Representative Fenumd J. SI. Germain, (he1'einaftet' St. Germain) H. Rep. 1QQ..46, 100~' Cong.,
lsI Sess. 43 (1987).
30 Graves, at 19; Sikes,.t 28.
31 SL Germain, at43.

321d.
" 1<1.
34 3 Deschler's Precedents of/he United States 110use QfRepresentatives. ell. 12 § 8.4, 1714 (1994).
35

Sikes, at 3.
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principle in the Code of Ethics for Government Service, and which prohibits conflicts of interests
and the use of an official position for any personal benefit," when he sponsored legislation to
remove a reversionary interest and restrictions on laud in which he had a personal financial
interest.36
In another matter, the Standards Conunittee found that a Member violated tlus provision
when he accepted gifts from an individual, on whose behalfhe had intervened with business and
government officials. 37 The Standards Committee report stated that:
While the Committee does not argue, nor can it be detel11lined, that
Representative Biaggi would not have interceded on behalf of
Coastal in the absence 01' because of Esposito's !,'l'atuities to the
congressman, it is nevertheless clear that at a minimtilll, an
appcarance is raised that such was thc case. Accordingly, the
Committee concluded that such improper appearance supports a
determillation that Representative Biaggi violated clause 5 of the
Code of Ethics for Government Service. 38
With respect to the solicitation violation, Respondent a.rgues that the "charitable
contributions cannot as a matter of law be construed as an improper favor or benefit to
Respondent.,,39 Respondent claims that in order for something to be a "favor or benefit" under
clause 5, it must have some pecmriary benefit to the Member or his family. Respondent argues,
citmg Gingrich, that a benefit of only publicity does not constitute a gift or favor, The
Investigative Subcommittee does not dispute that incidental publicity, such as that discussed ill
the Gingrich case cited by Respondent, does not constihlte a favor or benefit.
However, the facts in the Gingrich case are not the facts of this case, Here, Respondent
received something of value beyond mere incidental publicity.
Respondent's discussion of whether he had a financial interest in an earmark benefitting
the Rangel Center has no bearing on the allegations in the Statement of Alleged Violation.
Respondent attempts to equate a "financial intercst" for pU11,oses of House Rule XXIII, clause
17, with a "favor or benefit" for purposes of the Code of Ethics for Govemment Service.
Even if the standards were identical, Respondent's reliance on House action regarding tile
earmark would still be inappropriate, The Members of the House did not have the information
regarding the Rangel Center that has been discovered by the Investigative Subcommittee. The
36 Id, at4.
37 Comm, 011 Standards of Official COllduct, In the Matter ofI1epl'esentative Mario Blaggi, H. Rep. 100-56, 100'11
Congo 2d Sess. at 9 (Feb. 18, 1988).
" Jd. at 9.
39 Respondent's Memorandum at 2.
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Investigative Subcommittee has an obligation to investigate and charge any violations by a
Member, regardless of prior actions by the House. 4Q
For example, the Investigative Subcommittee's inquiry in this matter fotmd evidence that
potential donors were essentially granting a favor to Respondent in considering donations and
making those donations, Even if these donors were also motivated by a desire to fund the
underlying objeotives of the Rangel Center, the fact remains that Respondent asked them to
donate, and the donors took that request into account.
The hwestigative Subcommittee fi:nther found that the donations to establish the Rangel
Center provided benefits to Respondent. The most tangible benefit to Respondent was the office.
The evidence shows that Respondent lmew an office was planned for him and he said nothing to
correct any statements made by CCNY or dissuade CCNY from the notion ofthe "well·flU11ished
offioe.,,41
The StateuJent of Alleged Violation alleges that Respondent received favors 01' henefits,
including the promise of an office and donations that totaled in excess of $8 million,42 The
Statemeot of Alleged Violation states facts that snpp01t a violation of111e clause 5 of the Code of
Ethics ['Or Govemment Service,
With respect to the Lenox Terrace issue, Respondent again alleges lhat the Statement of
Alleged Violation fails to state facts that constitute a violation of clal1se 5, The Statement of
Alleged Violation alleges that Respondent's continued acceptance of a residential, rent-stabilized
apartment for nonresidentirJ purposes was a favor 01' benefit to him. 43
Respondent argues that it was 110t a favor or benefit to Respondent, but rather a business
decision made by Oll1ick. Whether 01nick did, ill fact, make such a decision is not relevant,44
Regardless of the landlord's knowledge or motivation, Re.'lpondent was not entitled to a
residential, rent-stabilized apartment for use by his campaign committees. Olnick was not
R'quired to rent a rent-stabilized apmtment to Respondent for non-residential purposes.
4{) Thero could be many reasons the HOllso t,u",. a paliicnlar action, Attempts to characterize a partiClilar House
Mtion as a "u'ee pasa" fur ail conduct related to that action would be mispllWed. Respondellt also appears to argne
that it is incumbent npon eacl! Member of the HOllse to investigate and determine for each and every ea1mark
whetherlt impliClltes a "financiaUnterest" to the sponsoring Member in violation efHons. Rule XXIII, clause 17,
41 Respondent argues at length regarding whether the archiving of papers call constitute a "fuvor or benefit." While
Respondent's discussion contains errol's ill both its t~ctual statements and analysis, the Investigative Subeommitt.ee
Be'" no need to correct fuose errors or otherwise respond io that discussion. The donations that \vel'O made as f.vors
to Respondent, as well as the office are each sntlicient, standing alone, to cO]lstitute a "favor or bcn.efit."
42 See SiatementofAlleged Violation at'lMf6, 19, 56, 64, 76, 77, 81, 180, and 181.
43 See Statement ofAlleged Violationat1i1235-237.
44 Respondent's "ssertion that it was, in fac~ Ii business decision is not sUPPOlied by the record, given the statldru'd of
review applicable to a motion to dismiss,
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Respondent's continued access to that apartment for a non-confonuing use was a favor or benefit
to Respondent.
Respolldent fulther srgues that he did not perform any official acts on behalf of Olnick.
Respondent's argument misconstrues clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service.
Unlike quid pro quo, clause 5 does not require any official action. It mercly speaks to creating
the appearance of impropriety. The facts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation are
sufficient to establish circumstallces that reasonable persons might construe as influencing the
perf'Ormance of his govemmental duties.

D. The Statement ofAlleged Violation states facts that constitute a violation of the House
Gift Rule.
RespondCl'lt alleges that the Statement of Alleged Violation fails to state facts that
conslitute a violation of the House Gift Rule. 45 Contrary to Respondent's assertion, there is no
requirement in the House Rule, in tbe Solicitation and Gift Ban, 01' the precedent of tbis
Committee that an item have a monetary vahle in o~'der to constitute a gift. In addition, where a
Member fails to comply with the Standards Committee's guidance on solicitations for
organizations qualified under § 170(c) of the Intemal Revenue Code by using official reSOlU'ces
or the imprimatur of his office in making the solicitation, the exception to the Solicitation and
Gift Ban46 does not apply and any gift solicited by the Member to the charitable organization
may be attributed as a gift to the Member, particularly where the Member has used official
resources or the imprimatur of his am.ce in making the solicitation, as was done here.
Honse rules and a federal statute generally prohibit l\,ie;nbers from accepting gifts.47
Under the House Gift Rule, a Member may not knowingly a,ccept a gift, unless it falls within one
of the exceptions set forth in the mle. 48 The Solicitation and Gift Ban prohibits thc solicitation
and acceptance of gifts by Members unless authorized by tbe Standards Committee. 49 The
Standards Committee has sole and exclusive jurisdiction over tbe interpreta.tion and enforcement
of the House Gift Rule and the Solicitation and Gift Ban. 5o
Except as permitted by the House Gift Rule, as interpreted and enforced by the Standards
Committee:

45

46

House Rule XXII!, clause 4.
5 U.S.C. § 7353.

47 lionse Rule X:A'1H, cl. 4 (stating fbat a Member "may not aocepts gifts except as l'rovided by clause 5 of TIlle
XXV"); House Rule XXV, 01. 5 (House Gift Rule); 5 U.S.C. § 1353 (Solicitation and Gift Bun),
48 House Rule XXV, 01. 5(a)(1)(A)(i).
4' 5 U.S.C.§ 7353.
'" House Rule XXV, 01. 5(11); see 5 U.S.C. § 1353(b).
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(a) '" no Member of Congress ... shall solicit or accept anything of value from a
persolr··""·

(l) seeking official aotion from, doing business with, or (in the oase of
executive branch officers and employees) conclucthlg activities regulated
by, the iudivldual's employing entity; or

(2) whose interests may be rubstantially affeoted by the perfoffil111lce or
l1ol1perfol1ual1ce of the individual's official duties.

A "Member ... may not knowingly accept a gift except as provided" in the House Gift
Rule. Sl
The te1111 "gift" is bl'Oadly defined, and includes "anything of value,',s2 as well as a
"gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbelll'ance, 01' other item having
monetary value. ,,53
The telm "anything of value" has been interpreted synonymously with "thing ofvaJue."s4

As noted by tile courts, "the pervasive use of [thing of value] in crhninal statutes of both the
states lllid the federal gove1'l1ment has made it a term of lllt, covering intllllgible as well as
tangible things.'''s The following lll"e examples of "things of value"; amusement, promise of
sexual intercourse, promise to reinstate an employee, agreement not to nm in a primary election,
testimony of a witness, and content of a writing, 56 The term "value" "embodies notions of worth,
utility, and importllllce generally.',s7 In sevel'ai cases, conrts have held that the test of value is
whether the recipient subjectively attaches value to the thing received. 58
There is 110 requirement in the Ho.lse Rule, ill the Solicitation and (":rift Brn1, or in the
precedent of the Standards COlmnittee that 1111 item have a monetary value to constitute a gift.
The term "anything of val'le" is not limited to things of "monetary, commercial, objective, actual
01' tangible value."S9 The nse of the plu'ase "or other item having monetlll'y value" in (11e House
6O
(":rift Rule, therefore, does not l"estrict the definition of a "gift" to only items ofl11onetary value.

"House RuteXXV, cl. 5(a)(1){A)(i).
52
5 U.S.C. § 7353(a).
5; House Rule XXV, cl. 5(a)(2),
54 United States v. Singleton,144 F.3d 1343, 1349 (10"' Cir. 1998), vacated on elher grounds, 165 F.3d 1297 (lOth
Cir. 1999) (collectiug cases).
55 Id.
56 See United Stales v. Girard, 601 F.2d 69 (2d Cir. 19"79) (inte11laI ellations omitred).
" Singleton, ]44 F,3d at ]348-49.
58
1<1. at 1349 (col1ectblg cases).

s91d.
60 Notably, Rouse Rule XXV, c1. 5{a)(2)(A}, includes things fo!' whIch It would be difficult to place a lllonelary
value, including fuVQl'1l and hospitality.
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Further, even gifts that do not create any financial conflict of interest are problematic. It
is human nature that the recipient of a gift will be grateful for gifts, and that the donor may
expect favorable treatment or consideration in retu111,6l Even where neither the donor nor the
recipient has an intent to influence or be influenced, concems may arise about the appearance of
impropriety related to a gift or gifts. The House Bipartisan Task Force on Ethics (101 'I Congress)
noted this COncern;
Regardless of any actual con:upti01l or 'undue influence upon a
Member or employee of Congress, the receipt of gifts or favors
from private interests may affect public confidence in the integrity
of the individual and in the institution of the Congress. Legitimate
concel11B of favoritism or abuse of public position may be raised by
disclosure of frequent or expensive gifts fl'om representatives of
special interests, or valuable gifts f!'Om anyone other than a relative
or perso11BI friend,62
Gifts to Members have long been a matter of concem to Congress. A 1951 rep011: from a
Senate subcommittee highlighted some ofthe conce111S:
When is it proper to offer [gifts to] public officials and what is it
proper for them to receive? A cigar, a box of candy, a modest
lunch. , ,? Is anyone of these improper? It is difficult to believe
so. They are usually a courteous gesture, and expression of good
will, 01' a simple convenience, symbolic rather than intrinsically
significant. Normally they are not taken seriously by the giver nor
do they mean very much to the receiver. At the point at which they
do begin to mean something, however, do they not become
improper? Even small gratuities can be significant if they are
repeated and come to be expected, . , .
Expensive gifts, lavish or frequent entel1:ainment, paying hotel or
travel costs, valuable services, inside advice as to investments,
discounts and allowances in purchasing are in an entirely different
category. They are clearly improper. , , . The difficulty comes ill
drawing the line between the ilmocent or l}roper and that which is
designing or improper. At the moment a doubt arises as to
propriety, the line should be drawn. 63

61
t\2

See Paul II. Dougl.., Bth;"" in Govenllnenl 48"49 (1952).
Bipartisan Task Force Report.

Special Subcomm, 011 the Establishmellt of a Conlin' II all Ethics in Gov't, Sellate Comlll,
We1fure, Ethi<;al Standard" in Gowrnmel'll, 82d Cong.• 1'1 Sess. 23 (Conun, Priut 1951).

63
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Under House Rule XXIII, clause 2, a Member must "ad11ere to the spirit as well as the
letter" ofthe House Rilles. 54 House Rule XXIII, clause 2, was drafted to "provide the House the
means to deal with infractions that rise to trouble it withmlt burdcning it with defining specific
charges that would be difficillt to state with precision."65 The practical effect of House Rule
XXIII, clause 2, has been to provide a device for construing other pwvisiolls of the Code of
Conduct and House Rules. 66 This rule has been interpreted to mean that a Member or employee
may not do indirectly what the Member or employee would be batred from doing directly."? In
other wotds, the House Rules should be read broadly, and a narrow teclmical reading of the
House Rules shoilld not overcome its "spirit" and the intent of the House in adopting the rules. 68
Members are prohibited, either directly or indirectly, fr0111 soliciting and accepting gifts,
except as authorized by the Standards Conm1ittee. An indirect gift occurs where a "gift is given
with the knowledge and acquiescence of the Member ... and 111C Member ... has reason to
believe the gift was given because of the [Member's) official position.,,69 Thus, a donation to a
charitable organization, including a public college or university, may, under certain
circumstances, be considered a gift attdbutable to a Member who solicited the donation.
As noted above, the Solicitation and Gift Ban prohibits Members fium soliciting and! 01'
accepting gUts unless authorized by the Standards COlm11ittee. 70 TIle Standards Committee, as
the supervising ethics office under the Solicitatiol! and Gift Ban statute, is authorized to provide
for reasonable exceptions pllrSLJant to the ban?! The Standards Committee, acting pUl'suac'1t to 5
U.S.C. § 7353(b), has provided for three basic "blanket exceptions," two of which are not
awlicable here ~ campaign 01' political contributions and the Congressional Alt Competition. 72
The third exception pennits Members to solicit in 111ei1' personal capacities, not using
official resources or the imprimatur of their offices, 011 behalf of organizations qualified under
§ 170(e) of the Intemal Revenue Code. However, such solicitations are subject to a number of
)G'CIU, el, 2.
Congo Rae. 8778 (Apl'i!3, 19(8); see afRO 114 Congo Ree. 8799 (statement of Representative Teague, member

64 House Rule
65 114

of the House COIll1ll. on Standards ofOffioial Conduct, 90'h Cong.).
662008 House Eth!csManuaf, at 17.
m House Select Coml1l. on Ethics, Advis01J' Opinion 4, H. Rep. No. 95-1837, 95fl ' Cong., 2d Sess. 61-62 (1979).

68Id.
69 House Rule XXV, 01. 5(a)(2)(B)(i); 5 U.S.C. § 7353(a); see also 5 CFR §§ 2635.203(e) (stating "[aj gift is
solicited or accepted beeause of the employee's official position if it is from a person other than an employee and
would not have been solicited, offered, or given had the employee not held. the stulus, allthority or duties associated
with his Federal position) and 2635.203(f) (stating "[aJ gifl which is solicited or accepted indirectly includes a gift:
... (2) Given to any other person, includiug any charitable organization, on the basis of designation,
reool11ll1Cndatioll, or otl1er specil1cation by tlIe employee"); OGE Advisory Letter 92x22 (July 31, 1992) (citing tile
proposed indirect gift rule and noting under precedent existing before promulgaticn of regulations implementing 5
U.S.C. § 7353 tbat "a oontribution to a charity made at the beheat Or sugge,stion of II Federal employee wOllld he
considered a gift under existing precedent even tilOugh the employee did not personally reeeive ti,e conJrihutiol1").
7IJ 5 U.S.C.§ 7353.
11 5 U.s.C. § 7353(b). Under 110 circumstances maya MeTnber accept a gift in exc11ange for being influ""ced in the
f,Clfofmancc of .ny official.oc 5 U.S,C. § 7353(b)(2)(B).
See 1997 SolicitatlouPink Sheet.
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restrictioilS. 73 If a Member violates anyone of these restrictions, his actions would 110t fall within
the general exception and would run atoul ofthe solicitation ban,
The Standards Committee has stated that "the major restrictions on such solicitations are
that no official resources may be used in making them, no official endorsement by the House of
Representatives may be implied, and 110 direct personal benefit may result to the soliciting
official.,074 Further, solicitations are not pelmitted for organizations established or controlled by
Members unless the organization's principal activities are unrelated to the Member's official
duties,75 The Standards Committee has also noted that, pursuant to a House rule, registered
lobbyists may not be solicited, except as part of a solicitation directed to a broad category of
persons,76
A Member is generally allowed to so11cit funds for a § 170(c) organization in his own
name without using the pllblic fisc, his position or his influence. 77 When those restrictions are
not followed, tile general exception to the solicitation ban is inapplicable. Therefore, if a Member
uses official resources in the solicitation, the exception does 110t apply and the Member has
violated the statute.78 Similarly, if a Member uses congtessionalletterhead, the exception does
not apply and the Member ha.q violated thc statute?' Likewise, if a Member solicits 011 tlle
property of the House of Representatives, the exception does not apply and the Member has
violated the statute. 80 hl addition, if a Member may receive a direct benefit, the exception does
not apply and the Member has violated tile statute. 8 f Further, if a Member targets a federallyregistered lobbyist, the exception does not apply and tlle Member has violated the statute. 82
Approval by the Standards Committee of an exeeptiOll to the solicitation ban also serves
as approval of an exception to the statute's han on the acceptance of any gift to the proposed
beneficiary resulting fl·OlU the solicitation tilat may be attributable to the soliciting Member. 83
Where a solioiting Member has complied fully witl1 tbe Standards Committee's guidance with
respect to a pcnnissihle solicitation, no gifts to tl1e proposed beneficiary of the solicitation will
be attributed to the soliciting Member.
However, wherc a Member fails to comply with the Standards Committee's guidance, the
exception to the Solicitation and Gift ban may not apply and any gift solicited by the Member to

74

1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1995 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1990 Solidtation Pink Slleet.
1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.

75

lrf.

13

76 Jd.

Jd.
18 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet; 1995 SolicitalionPillk Sheet; 1990 Solioitalion Pink Sheet,
19
' 1995 SolicitatiollPink Sheet; 1990 SolicitaliooPink Sheet; House Rule XXIII, cl. 11.
80 The B"ou,,,, Office Building Commission's Rules and Regulations Goveming the House Office BUildings, House
Garages and the Capitoll'ower I'lant (February 1999).
81 1990 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
82 House Rule XXV, 01, 5(e) (i); 1997 Solicitation Pink Sheet.
" 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b)(I).
77
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the charitable organization may be attributed as a gift to the Member, particularly where the
Member has used official resources or the imprimatur of his office in making the solicitation. s4
As previously discussed, the contributions to the Rangel Center provided Respondent
with favors and benefits, including funds for the establishment of the Rangel Center. 85 It is
irrelevant for purposes of the gift rule whether those gifts had a monetary value.
In addition, Respondent's solicitations violated the Standards Committee's guidance on
the solicitations for organizations qualified under § 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. His
violations included, inter alia, the use of his Congressional letterhead and other official
resources. Respondent lmew that he had solicited donations for the Rangel Center and that he
had used the imprimatur of his office in those solicitations. Respondent also ktlew that
individuals and entities he solicited had donated to the Rangel Conter and that the solicitations
included infOlmatiOll about items that would aecrue to his benefit, including providing a wellappointed office for his use. Thus, Respondent received gifts indirectly ft:om donors to the
Rangel Center. Theretore, the Statement of Alleged Violation states facts that constitute a
violation oftlle House Gift Rule and the Solicitation and Gift Ban.
E. The Statement ofAlleged Violation states facts that con.stitute a violation ofthe Ethics in
Government Act and House Rule XXVI.
Respondent alleges that the Statement of Alleged Violation fails to state facts that
constitute a violation of the Btllics in GovenUllent Act and House Rule XXVI with respect to
2008.
Title I of the Ethics in Government Act (EIGA) sets torth the requirements for financial
disclosure by govemment officials. The provisions of title I of tlle EIGA also constitute a Rule
86
of the House. Section 102 of the EIGA requires that each repmi "shall include a full and
complete statement" with respect to several categories, including income, hOlloraria, incomeproducing assets, gifts, reimbursements for travel, interests in certain property, liabilities,

84 House Rule XXV, 01. 5(a)(2)(B)(i); 5 U.S.C. § 7353(a); see also 5 CPR §§ 2635.203(e) (stating "[a] gift is
solicited or accepted because of the employee's official position if it is from a person other than al1 employee and
would not have been sQlicited, offered, Dr given bad the employee not held the status, attthority or duties associated
with Ins Federal position) and 2635.203(f) (stating "[a] gift which is solicited or accepted indire<:.tly includes a gift:
... (2) Given ro any other pel'SOI1, including any oharitable orgatnzatiol1, on the hasis of designation,
recommendatioll, or other specification by the cmployee"); ocm Advisory Letter 92x22 (July 31,1992) (citing tlte
proposed indirect gift mle and noting under precedent existing before promulgation'of regulations implementing 5
U.S.C. § 7353 that "a contl'ibution to a oha:dty made at the behest or suggestion of a Federal employee would be
considered a gift under existing precedcnt even tltough the employee did !lot pcrsol1aUy receive the contrihution").
85 This would include a "well.f1uwshed office" and an archivist. See, supra, note 42. These items have a monetlJl'y
wlue.
'6 House Rule XXVI, par. 2.
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transactions, and repoliable positions. 87 Among the positions required to be reported is a trustee
of any nonprofit organization. &8
Respondent's submission makes statements suggesting that Standards Committee staff
played a role in the decision not to amend his Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar year
2008. 89 At 110 point did Standards Committee staff advise Respondent not to file an amended
FL,ancial Disclosure Statement for calendar year 2008. Respondent was aware that the original
Financial Disclosure statement contained an omission, mid he chose l\Ot to amend that
statement. 90
The Statement of Alleged Violation alleges that Respondent was a trustee of the Ann S.
Kheel Charitable Tmst during calendar year 2008, aJ1d that position was not reported on his
Financial Disclosure Statement for calendm' year 2008.91 The Statement of Alleged Violation
states facts that constitute a violation of the EIOA and House Rule XXVI.

F. The Statement of Alleged Violation states facts that constitute a violation of 18 Us. C.
§ 1719.
Respondent alleges that the Statement of Alleged Violation fails to state facts that
constitute a violatiQn of 18 U.S.C. § 1719. Resp011dellt contends that the statute requires a
showing that the franking privilege was used for the "specific purpose of avoiding payment of
postage. ,,92
The criminal fhl11king statute provides:
Whoever makes use of any official envelope, label, 01' indorsement
[sic] authorized by law, to avoid the payment of postage or registry
fee on his private letter, packet, package, 01' other matter in the
mail, shall be fined under this title. 93

., EIGA at § 102.

s'RIGA at § I02(aX6)(A).
,. Respondent also makes the erroneous statement l1>at l1,e omission was brollght to the attention of Sw.ndards
Committee staff. III filet, Standards Conllilitteo staff notified Re.spondent's coullsei of !he omission, to which
ll-espolldent'. coun"el replied !hat all amendment would be tiled. See CSOC.CBR00029388 (attached)•
•• To the extent tllat Respondent's counsel may have later illfol1ned Standards Committee cOlUlSel of a change in the
expressed inlent f01' amending whEe proceedings were pending, there was no ratification of that decision by
Standards COlllmitlee CDUl1selllot the Investigative Subcommittee.
91 Bee Statement ofAlleged Violation at~' 142-143.
92 Respondent's Memo at 9.
., 18 U.S.C. § 17t9.
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Detennil1ing the mental stahl ("mens rea"), if any, required for a federal crime requires statutory
construction and an inference of the intent of Congress. 94 Section 1719 does not explicitly
identify the level of mens rea, if any, that is necessary to find a violation of the statute.
Where a statute is silent 011 mens rea, it does not necessarily mean that Congress intended
to dispense with such a requirement. 95 Means rea is required under common law, and that
principle is generally followed even for statutoI)' crimes tllat are silent on the issue. 96 111e
Supreme Comt has noted that offenses that require no mens rea are generally disfavored. 97 The
Court has suggested that some indication of congressional intent is required to dispense with
mens rea as all element of a crime. 9& But the Court has also pointed to Cases where no mens rea
was required where the statue was silent and the punisluuent is relatively small:
In dele11ninillg whether a cTiminal statute dispenses with mens rea,
"the nature and extent of the penalty attached to the offence may
be reasonably considered. There is nothing that need shock fU1Y
mind in the payment of a small pecUluary penalty by a person who
has unwittingly done something detrimental to the public
interest. ,,99
Section 1719 requires only the payment of a fine. A violatioll of § 1719 is classified as an
"infraction" imder the federal criminal code, with a maximum fine of $5,000. 100 That level of
punishment falls wen within the pal'ameters courts have established as "relatively small"
pumshmel1t. 101 It is reasonable to conclude that the statue contains 110 mens rea requirement.
Even assmning some level of intent is required, where a presmnption of intent is applied
to a statute it is usually "general intent" rather than "specific intent.,,102 General intent requires
only that the person have knowledge of the act ("actus reus"), For Plll'P0ses of § 1719, applying
a general intent standard would mean tbat the statute is violated when the person knew the frank
was being used on a prlvate letter. There is 110 requirement that the person intend to avoid the
payment of postage, contrary to the position taken in Respondent's submission. Further, under
United Statesv. Balint, 258 US. 250,253 (1922.).
Staples v, Uldtell States, 511 U.S. 600,605 (1994).
96 ld.
97 ld. at 606.
9& ld. at 606.
9, Staples v. United States, 511 U.s. 600, 617 n. 13 (1994)(quoling Queen v. TO/flon, 23 Q.B. at 177 (Wills, J.). See
also Staples, 511 U,S. at618n. 15 (cUing Holdridge v. United Stales, 282 F.ld 302, 310 (8'" Cir. 1960»,
94
93

100

18 U.S.C. § 3571.

See, e,g" United SflltfM v. Unser, 165 F3d 755, 763"64 (l0" Cil'. 1999) (maximum penalty of $5,000 fine, or
imprisonment for not more than six mOlllhs, or both fell wlthill "relatively small" slandard); United States v, AyoGonzalez, 536 F2d 652, 661 (5'" Clr. 1976) (mnxiumm penaltyof$100,OOO fine, 01' imprisonment for not 1110re than
one year, or hath not so great.as to iudicate Congress must have intended some mells rea requirement).
102 See Carten, United States, 530 U.s. 255 (2000).
101
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the precedent of the Standards Committee, the Investigative Subcommittee is not required to
adhere strictly to general criminallaw standards that require proof of the requisite intent to
establish a violation to appropriately execute its responsibilities in the non-criminal disciplinary
cont6xt. 101 "Memb6rs are expected to adhere to standards of conduct far more demanding than
the bare minimum standards established by our crimillallaws.,,104
The Statement of Alleged Violation alleges that Respondent used his ii'ank on materials
that were 110t official business,105 The Statement of Alleged Violation states facts that constitute
a violation of18 U.s.C. § 1719.

CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, the Investigative Subcommittee finds that Respondent's Motion
to Dismiss does not state adequate grounds to support dismissal of any counts in the Statement of
Alleged Violation. Accordingly, the Respondent's Motion to Dismiss is denied.

~
Jo Bonner
Ranldng Republican Member

GcneGreen
Chair

Copies to:
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esq.
Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

IU3 See COIl:l111. 011 Standards of Official Conduct, Manual of OjfelllJelJ and Procedures Korean I11/luelwe
Im'iJstigatiofl, pursuant to H. Res, 252, 95'" Cong., 1" Seas. (June 1977) at 35; Comm, on Standards of Official
Conduct,In the Matter ofRepresentative ForMey "Pete" Stark, }T, Rep, 111-409, Ill'" Cong., 2d Ssss. (Jannary 29,
201O)atlO.

'04

Jd.

'0' See Slatel11ent"fAlleged Violation at'11I 29, 201.
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Moms, Deborah
Smith, Tonia

From:
Sent:

To:
Cal
Subjeol:

Monday, Maroh 08, 20104:57 PM
Moms, Deborah
Kim, Morgan
FW: follow-up

Fraim Kleman, Leslie B<3rger (
Sent: Thursday, september 10, 2009 11:25 AM
To: Smith, Tonia
elll ChIsam, Blake
Subject: RE: follow-up

Helfo Tonia-Congressman Rangel has paid all taxes due on the two Glassboro lots. As I .understand It the
amount due waB a total of approximately $160,
Congressman Rangel did serve as a trustee for the Ann S, Kheei Charitable Trust in 2008, This
position was inadveltently left off the 2008 parsonClI financial disclosure form. An amendment will be

prepared and flied.
Regards,
l-,eslle Kiernan

--..--.----,

'~~jl, T;-~ [i!ii~~~ffffi-iiiiii--~---~-'
Sent: Tuesday, Seprember 08, 2009 4:52 PM
To, Kleman, Leslie Berger
Subjed:: follow-up

l.eslie:

I hOl'e allis well. Iam just touchIng base with you to find out If you have any addltiol1allnformatlon regarding the
following:

1.
2.

Confirmation that Rep. Rangel paid thm taxes on the two New Jersey lots.
Whether ReI'. Rangel Is a trustee on the Ann S. Khesl Charitable Trust. If yes, why wasn't it r~portild on his
Flnandal Disclosure Statements?

Please contact me if you have any questions and/or concerns.
Thanks,
~onia Smith, Coun·sel
Committee on Standards of
Offici~l Conduct
Suite liT-2, The Capitol

CSOC.CBR.00029388
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The Committee on Standards of OfIicial Conduct (Standards Committee) estahlished an
investigative subcommittee on September 24, 2008, to conduct an inquiry regarding
Representativc Charles B. Rangel. Among the items included in the investigative
subcmllmittee's inquiry was Representative Rangel's compliance with Conunittee on House
Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in a House garage, lot, or designated parking
area.
Pursuant to Standards Committee Rule 19(9), where an investigative subcommittee does
not adopt a Statement of Alleged Violation, the subcommittee is required to transmit to the
Standards Conmlittee a repOlt containing a sillnmary of the information received in the inquiry,
its conclusions and reasons therefore, and any appropriate recommendation.
The Investigative Subcommittee examined Representative Rangel's nse of House parking
facilities since January 2003. 1 The Investigative Subcommittee did not adopt any count in a
Statement of Alleged Violation regarding Representative Rangel's compliance with Committee
on House Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in a House garage, lot, or
designated parking area.

I.

Background
A.

Committee on Honse Administration Parking Policies

The Committee on House Administration (House Administr'ation) has jurisdiction over
the parking facilities of the House of Representatives. 2 At the beginning of each Congress, staff
members with parking receive a "pem1it" which is aftlxed to the registered vehicle,' Each
Member receives two "Member plates" which can be placed in the windshield of any car they are
driving or being driven in. 4
House Administr'ation issues parking policies that govem parking facilities, Dill'ing the
relevant period, two parldng policies were in effect - a March 1999 policy and a May 2005
policy (collectively, the "Parking Polides").5
The Parking Policies prohibited individuals from storing vehicles in Honse parking
facilities. The March 1999 policy stated:

I See Committee Rule 18(d) generally limiting h1quiries to alleged violations that occurred within the three previous
Congresses.
~ House Rule X, clause 1(j)(13).
3 Transcript of Investigative Subcommittee Interview of Roderick J. Myers, Director of the House Office of Parking
and Garages Security (hereinatler Myers Tr.) at 8.
4 Myers Tr. at 9.
5 A new policy went into effect 011 January 3, 2009. See Exhibit 6 (CSOC.CBR00027038-42).
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Vehicles may not be stored in unreserved spaces in House garages,
lots, or designated on-street parking areas. "Stored" is defined as a
vehicle continuously parked in an unreserved space for more than
forty-five consecutive calendar days. Stored vehicles will be
considered to be parked in violation of the applicable regulations
stated herein. 6
The May 2005 policy stated:
Vehicles, ineluding motorcycles and bicycles, may not be stored in
unreserved spaces in House garages, lots, or designated on-street
parking areas. "Stored" is defined as being continuously parked in
an unreserved space for more than forty-five consecutive ealendar
days or a vehicle that does not display both a CUlTent parking
permit and valid lieense plates. 7
The Parking Policies pennitted individuals with reserved parking spots to park in those spots
indefinitely.s Members were permitted to have up to two reserved spots. 9 Unlike unreserved
parking, reserved spots result in income being imputed, for tax purposes, to the holder of the
reserve<! spot. The March 1999 policy stated:
A person who reserves an indoor space incurs additional taxable
income as a working condition fringe benefit. Under the tax code
and IRS regulations, Members and their employees have imputed
taxable ineome to the extent that the fair market value of
Govemment-provided parking exceeds $I75.00/month. The fair
market value of an indoor space at the House of Representatives is
$290.00/month and therefore the imputed taxable income is
$1 I5.00/month. These amounts are subject to change. lO

Exhibit 1 (CSOC.CBR.00027026-29).
Exhibit 2 (CSOC.CBR00027034-37). Myers testified that it was not a violation of the parking policy for a
Member to have expired license plates, and, even if it were a violation, no enforcement action would have been
taken against a Member. Myers Tr. at 15-16,23.
'Exhibit 1 at CSOC.CBR.00027028; Exhibit 2 at CSOC.CBR.27036.
'Myers Tr. at 18-19.
10 Exhibit 1 at CSOC.CBR.00027029. The May 2005 policy contains similar language, with the amount of imputed
taxable income set at $lOO.OO/month. Exhibit 2 at CSOC.CBR.00027037. Pursuant to the tax laws, ceJtain fi<inge
benefits are considered taxable income, including some types of employer-provided parking. 26 U.S.C. § 132(a)(5).
Where the value of tbe parking exceeds an amollnt set by the tax laws and regulations, tbat additional amount is
considered imputed income, which is subject to tax. 26 U.S.C. § 132(f)(2)(B) (parking valued at less than
$175/month is excluded from gross income). Because tbe value of a reserved pm'king space at House parking

6

7
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When a violation of the parking policy occun-ed, the Parking Policies included
procedures for notifying the individual. ll These notifications included providing several forms of
notice before taking any action. I2 These notifications, however, were only applied to staff, and
not Members. 13
A new parking policy was issued at the beginning of the III th Congress. With respect to
storage of vehicles, the policy provides:
Staff vehicles, including motorcycles and bicycles, may not be
stored in unreserved spaces in House garages, lots, or designated
on-street pal'king al'eas. "Stored" is defmed as being continuously
parked in an unreserved space tor more than fourteen (14)
consecutive calendar days, A vehicle not displaying botb a curren!
parking pennit and valid license plates will be considered a
"stored" vehicle, 14

The CUlTent parking policy, therefore, does not appear to prohibit Members from storing vehicles
in unreserved parking,

B.

Representative Rangel's Use of House Parking Garage

During the 10Slli Congress, Representative Rangel had two vehicles registered with
House Parking, aPT Croiser and a Mercedes. 15 In the 1091h and 110111 Congresses, Representative
Rangel had only one vehicle registered with House Parking, the PT Croiser. l6 Representative
Rangel had reserved parking, which he used for the PT ClUiser,17
Representative Rangel also kept his Mercedes parked in a House garage for a number of
years. Although the record does not clearly indicate how long the car was in the House garage or
whether it was ever moved, it is likely that the car was stored for more thall 45 consecutive days.
facilities exceeds the amount set by the tax laws, that additional value results in imputed income to individuals with
reserved parking,
II Exhibit 1 at CSOC.CBR,00027029; Exhibit 2 at CSOC.CBR.00027037.
12 Exhibit 1 at CSOC.CB!U0027029; Exhibit 2 at CSOC.CBR.00027037.
13 Myers 1'1'. at 13.
14 Exhibit 6 at CSOC,CBR,00027040 (emphasis added),
" Exhibit 3 (CSOC.CBR.00029395).
16 Exhibit 4 (CSOC.CBR00029396); Exhibit 5 (CSOC.CBR.00028397), Representative Rangel, like aU Members,
was entitled to park a second car ill 1he House parking faeili1ies, using his second Member plate. See Myers 1'1'. at
17-18,
17 Exhibit 4 (CSOC,CBR00029396); Exhibit 5 (CSOC.CBR00028397); Transcript of Investigative Subcommittee
ltlterview of Representative Charles B. Rangel (hereinafter Rangel 1'1'.) at 223-24; Myers 1'1'. at 17.
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Myers testified he had seen the car in the garage at least since 2003. 18 Myers further testified
that, although he had been contacted once to jump-start the car, he had never seen it driven out of
the garage. 19 Myers said that, although it "appeared that [the car] hadn't moved," he could not
"prove" it because the parking service is only open for 16 hours and the car may have been
moved between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. when no one from his office was present 20
When asked if the Mercedes ever stayed in the parking garage more than forty-five days
at a time, Representative Rangel responded, "1 don't [sic] know where it was until someone told
me that it was in the garage. I didn't see it. Well, at one time I lmew it was near my car. And then
another time some Member told me they saw the car.,,21 Similarly, when asked if he knew how
long the car stayed in the garage, Representative Rangel stated, "I don't know. I was reminded it
was in the garage when I read it in the New York Post.,,22 Similarly, Representative Rangel said
"I don't really remember" when asked when he had last driven the car, continuing, "No one told
me that ~ the car was there. I read it in the Post. I didn't lmow it was there. But no one told me
that the cal' shouldn't be there. I had no notice and whatuot,,,23

II.

Analysis

The applicable written Parking Policies prohibited the storage of vehicles in uureserved
parking spots. The investigative subconunittee's inquiry found, however, that the written policy
regarding storage was not enforced against Members. Under the current parking policy,
Members are not prohibited from storing vehicles in unreserved parking spots.
While Representative Rangel appears to have stored his Mercedes for more than 45 days
in violation of the written Parking Policies, the actual practice of the Parking Ofiice was not to
take action against parking violations by a Member. Because of that practice, the Parking Office
did not provide any type of notice to Representative Rangel, as it would have to a staff member
who was in violation of the Parking Policies. 24
In light of these circLUllslances, the investigative subconunittee determined that
Representative Rangel's conduct with respect to compliance with the Parking Policies did not
rise to the level warranting charging it as a count in a Statement of Alleged Violation.

Myers Tr. a125.
at 26, 29.
at 27.
21 Rangel Tr. a1224.
22 Id. al 225.
18

19 Id.

20 1d.

23Id.
24

See, e.g., Myers Tr. at 15.
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III.

Recommendations

The investigative subconunittee is concemed about the lack of enforcement of tlle
parking policies established by House Administration. Vv'11ile it is within the purview of House
Administration to dctemline what parking policies it deems appropriate, ilie policies adopted
should be enforced. Further, to the extent that the value of storage of a vehicle by Mt.'lubers
exceeds the fringe benefit limitation set by the tax laws and regulations, resulting in imputed
income to the Members who are storing their vehicles in umeserved parking, House
Administration should take appropriate steps to ensure that such income is attributed to those
Members.
The subcommittee recommends the following:
I.

The Standards Committee take no ftrrther action against Representative
Charles B. Rangel with respect to his compliance with Connnittee on
House Administration Rules regarding storage of a vehicle in a House
garage, lot, or designated parking area; and

2.

The Standards Committee consider making a reconunendation to House
Administration that House Administration examine its mles regarding
parking and the enforcement of those rules.

6
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I> Parld>\!5;ll !h. Ulllte;lSMes House cfRepresont.tivesgarages, lots,1ll1d designaled
l"'~cl,,g m"",.i'·for Membol~, slaff; anel authorized persolUlel In sUPPOlt·ofthe House of
Rep,'Osontatives. P"t:ldllg itlthes, ,n_shall he Olla''P_itconly'' hasis.
2. All vohlcl••.~ffi'l~d iI, HOllse p.,'mit·0n1Y""'.'ll1~st display v{llidJl••rrs'1'late~ll1ldn
l1!ltld~ilJlsrl11ltft"mth. lnsid.willdihieidor on th.dMhboffi'o, "the pal'Jdng permit nwst
bo elem,ly vJilble upon e"tty an<i ro",.ln vislhle While p"il<!'iIOl\ Ifouse premises. In
'ltddit;Olltl> 1l1'emlH, all statl'mllst dl,pl~y a v.alidCou$t'essional]D (IfOtl$¢ ]D. $en~t~]D
lor US ·capltol Polioe, orSenal.press]D) upon o"tedug gal'ages and lots,

S, The Howse wiH not be lial,je for any dmnal¥' ortlmftoaused to tmymotorvel1Jclo, or
oont011ts thereo!; While pffi'ked lilUIiouse pwkJllg $ltrago Orona House pal'kinglot,
,.hether or not tlteMorgm:ag" l$att<md!'il.
4. A1,ubllcl'arkin,g lot is locate<latWasmng;lou.Avomielll1<i D Street, SW. Thioloti.
av,HaMefor visitot and teu,istparking on Monday tht'Oug:h Friday ",o1117:00a,tn. to
.11,001'."" and 011 SattJrdays from $:00 ·a.tn. !I> 5,00 p,m.
S. On weeKends and holidays when the H0\1s0 i. notin session, o\1tsldopal'ldng iots are
l1.Vili\Hab-lc to tbe 11.l\;lblic on it nra:t~:(}Qmo, fil'st..served basis.,
POlljJit~

I. l'ffi'klngpel'mltsJl1ust be obtained Uu'ot\gh ih~ office ofa Houae",nployi>\!5 ~ul:hal'l1Y al1d

!U'. ftvailablo·O!1Iy to ou,iiont Ho",," MeInbers and stafflwld;"lga valid 'Congressional ED

(liBuse lD,Senate ED fm' 'US Capitol 'Pallo" or Senate p,ess lD). 1ho;;••h<>11." for tho
usc oft1re pORnlt holder. authorize<i by ihe e"'1"loylng a\ltl.Jmity ond are llmHJ'l\nsferaMe
among empIoyhlg authonHes.

3. Spl>US"" ofM"mhemmaypat'k inany garage or lot, OUlI space .vallab10 hasis and will be

issued tt1ffiporary pOlln;ts iffiley are not usinl) 0,. Member pMe. Inadditil>U, spouses wHl
b. required to I":esent <J Spo'lse 1'D.
4. Au :employing olUee maYl'e<\ssign pel'mits:bysubmittillg a letw,listillgnewi:JR~l~ffi1d
vehicles, (0 th~ Dliwtol'ofHouso Garages i\J1c.i Parldl1gSeeunty, Upon termitlmion of
employ,,,,,,,t, s1.afl'mu,tteturn lhoir p.~klng!,erfl1it to their el1'P]O)'Jlg ollice, Emplo)'in~
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offt"". (I",t filiI to ootl~t perrnHs 'fi'Olll deparHnS staffwill not"$~ejv$l'!lplaccment]lel'mits
Withont authorization "'om the CommItt." on I-louse Afiministl'aliot'l
5. A police reporl and affidavitm",! beinune(fiately frlOO with the Offico'ofHouseGarages,
and P..~kJng SeOlu1ty for allY lost or slolel1l'ermit.
"-~~~~~, "~'1l;--'l'ellll"":alYl'\ll1l1itS1nay'be1s'Ue,ht,tll\Hllqnest"oflUH)ffi~n,{\'Pa"""a.v'Uabi""ha,i,_--,-----_

Offioes shonld ,suhmltroque'ls raj the offtoo letterhead alld provIdo U,OUSO"'s name and
v·chicle :1nfol'm..aiTon (make, modei, color," and-license pl11teinfoU11at1on). The maxin-tum
dunl!iOl1oftOllljX1l'lllYl'el",it, i,two wee](,s.
7. Aullmrized permit hC1ldor$ wbo te111porarll)/l1eed to use ,an altemato vehicle shol11d COlltact
the OI'fi"0~flheIlQnse'Garog"","d P,<ll'Idng SOO\tr!\y fOl'a1omporlUypo"nltfor ;hat
vehielm.

1. MelUb"'~aIld stalf-may "egisle,' 11101~tl>.n ono wJ,lcleto a single parking pennit, In

additiol1, multiple persons maybe assigllOdto a singlel'ol'ldngp.el'mit.
.2,

Staffwjth multiple v.hide. shmlld transfer their parklngpermit, as need¢d, to the vehiclo
10 he driVen and parked,
'

. J. R0'l'lostlrl1>r mm'ferableporrnl[$ to be uS<d by ",ore than Olle person must Hstan users
andtheinehMe illfonna[lon.(make, modol, COl01\ at\dlicenso plato infonllation).
J)~

1. Members of the Hou,elll.y,choose thoir Ull1""erved padcing space,fto111allY avaHehle

spaces in tll.varlous garagesllolS.
2. UnW!ewod staffpal'ldng is available on afirst·.come, first-served 'basi' in !h~d011igtJ(\(¢d
parking"""" assigned to the employing office,
3, Vehicles may·not be-sCorod :]n unreserved spaces jn House gm.'a:g:e'S/.lot~or-aaslgnttted {lR~
street parking 'areas, ·II Stoltedll is defined as t\ vehicle continuouslY parked in an unl'cserved
,spaoe fOl'fll0re than l1>rty·:fiveoouseclltiw¢alendw· days. Stored vehiole, will be
considered to b~ p,U'ked in violttlion o!'the applicable regttlali.ons 'tated herein.

I. Mtm1[,Ol's offlle'House may choose Iheirr01101'Vod padcing 'paca, from any unassigned
apaO:0S in the varki\lS,garages/lots,
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2, $t"ftmust"hQose their l'ewrveel"p.•co fr@l the 'designated l''llkJngntees 'indicated on
theirpol'l11it
3, A person who reserves an indool'Sl'ao-o incul',e; -,additional M.xa'b1e-inc01<U0,-ns ,a w011dng
condition fringe benefit,
the tax ood. and l'R.Sr"gu)etions, Menjb',,~ .llndthmr
.. ----..Q11JJil<&.-ees hav. iJ"))\l~ l11X~bl~inool\l. to the i\xlentthattllefalr mark.t valuo",f
(lov<l1'l'unont-provided p"rking exceeds .$11S:OOlirih~·of1anuar.n; ..t999;1hmi'air
"mi<e! value GfanindeQrspao. at the Hous. ofl~.pte$ent.tives is $29M011l1011thal1d
ther¢lbnil:hs !mputed'tnxable in00l11eis $115,OOlmonm. Theso alljol1nlsarosubJeot to
chal1lle,

Gnu.,

4, !fudividuals withl'eservod parking wm be pClinitted to park theil'vehieles in·\hetr
deslgnmed sp.""" fur .an fl1dofnlhe perlod aHimo.

Membetpm;ci"g pJ~teim" for dla t1seofMember alldspouse, llB well as fol' brml.diate
lransp,w(~tio:l1ofth. )V!e"'berbystaff. F'muer M."'.Ol'8 will be p.el'mitted to park using mhel'
tempor.,)' pernllt, 'OI'Membm' plltld"gpl.tesfr.olU pl'6vlousCGtijJl'es,e" butl"'US! di~play
fOl'mel'Memh.,lD,

i&rpotl'mm
Hou,e employ.es interested 111 carpool p"rldl1g~ltuu,jd contact theOftl0. ofBons. Garages
and 11arJling S_rity, Ca>peQlsmust h..". mhllml1ltl aHb,". employee. ft'Oll1 'Hoose
empluyltl1' effie.., Each carpool wlll be i"uod apatldllg permit on alll'St-oome, fi\~t-~el'Yed
1:>a.ls, aOOOI'(I1111' to 'spaceavailabl",
~gf1l,ldNjfllt'l'ro'k:ii>.ll

Off_bom parking for swingijbifl: om1'10y""",I.o. 2:00 p,m, to 7,30 a.111., wu,J ho allow.ocl ttl
Ho",," Ms ro:t<l gal'ages based on 'poceavaJlahtllty, B.v.el1ingpa>J,lng penuit. must be
obtaiue<1l1u'<;>'\lgh" House·ompJoying authQrity. Offi.,", interested ill evenhlg parldngshoufd
contlletlhe Ofll•• orHou,. Garages.nd l'arkinllSeellrity,

Staffamhoxized to 'pade who requlteaoces.'ble pm'king ba.eel on ,,'IDA cunsidorations wil!l,o
acoo1l1JllOQated 011 all as-needed!>asl. insptlc<\, olearly l11m'ked for ltand!cllppod usc, SlIoh
palmils wiUoome from thepoo!ofpel1tli!s assigned to the offloe. SlaffwilJb~ reqmired to
di$play Khe.8tate-.assigned handicap designatio.lI.
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, ",~

Parking lbt' nlorningand ovoning tllnctlons 011 the j'Iouse side ofthe Capitol Hm oOll1pleJ< will
b!; pennil'\1l<l b"fore8 :30 a.m, and after 5:30 p,m. for grqupS requesting such parldng
aocommodationsillJ'ough a Hou,e Member, 'l'heroq\lOilt should .0 made, in Wri!hlg, onthe
offioc ·Mtetheadoflha Member, Idenllfylng n,e !'it'Oup, n16 date andtillle, the locallon oflhe
fimction, and Ih"al'ptoximatellUl11ber ofvehicles to bepmkll<!. RoquestB'ho\11d bemail\!<! or
,fax\!<! t,~h"Djl'ectol·ofBOt:"e01ll:.11es andPatkl1\gSocurily (lax no, x15 1950), Ch.'Oup,wm
boaoocllimodal$aon all;¢ulsid~W,"seIOttotnenl~Easl;Pl_Jioeateti=convenl81IUr-----~-
as possible io thet\lll<\tion,und based upon the space av",Uabl~,

Violatlonsillclude:
• Fllll\trero dlsplaYl'Ioper idoutlfloaUou (license l)lat.~ andj1acldng permi(or Nlol1>b§l
Illate}wMl.]"" gRtoge,Jo4 or desigtlat.don"'lfile~vat'klng al'.' • Fall\ll'e tOf'l\1i<: iuthe aasill'letl space, garage, lot, orpm'klugerea
• FilUm" tn V.1i<: w!ti,lll 1l1lltk"d "pace;;
• l.ll'll'roporuseofaMenr1)erplate
(I
UnautbGliizedpID,'king-ul reserved spaces
• SM11lg era vehidein any No",se garage,let,ord,sigllat\!<! paddllg Me.

First OOOIl1111>lWe· Pi,cementefa written nc,tic~ en tlwvobJcleth"t fuither violatiol1S will
, rosult lntk,j,eting and towing ofth. vehicle at ti,e owner's e'')lOllse,
SeoondOc"",'l'tll,,, witbin Slxiy ('\'i0) days -, Vehicle is ticket"",, Form MI." maileilro the
111l1p!oying office providing llotlce 1>fprovioll8 v;o.1a'l;o11' Ill:ld adviBl11gthat the uC)(t.oeourrcnce
will re,mlt it"omQval.oftll. vcbicle nt Ihe OW11er's expense, The H0",se Oarages and Pitrlting
Security office will [<AIow-up with phone cullte bOn, the peJ.'mit holder andempJoylng effice
rrmnagor,

1'1lird Ooollll1OI1•• vAtlllll Sl"'10 sixty (60 daYS) - Notifiootkm to VS Olplto'll'oUce ml.secolld
telerhoM llottileatien to both the1'ormitnoJdc,,'snd. employing officomallager, Vehlcle wlJl
b~ cited J'or:thc re3.(ivant parking v'iolatlol1 and lUDn10ved at theo\vner's oxpense,
Bx'cept in cases -of ve111cles t1mt pon/;'} 8 sec1wltyt1sk.or ,create al1azaxd, themne benveen -first
noth1oation and towing will be) no less \hanthre-e weeks.

NOII·Parmitied VeMa!a, !n Gara8~"ILo!sf,9IrBet Pal'ki"g:
First o"ClIl1',",ce,· AllYuflatl811ded "ohicle fe'lRd It,si~e ngarage wilbont 11 p>l1mittnat cannol
be id811tifictlby e1thel' th', House Garage mod Parking Security registry 01'1110 US Capitol
PollCll~nd whose driver oatlllotboqllickly'locatcd will b. immediatety ti<Jket\!<! alld. towed.
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COb.\±nlfteeO'ii::fto'lise" .

";; I:,' ."" "'.'

. ;

"ntt;~:~, ;;::", . ,;:~; ',":; : :, ;:)~;~f~~t~~~,,~.r;II'"

P~rklllg fpll,?" O\i\;1M¢W

'.

.'

.. , ",

";~~Q*,<.

',,,'
:

';', t' ';~;~l:'!~~;f~6\j~\~~~':St~~~J~u~e~f'R~~~~~~~!~iy~i;~~~~i:,I~~~~~.4~i~~~p~g ar~as

is for Members, staff; and authorized personnel in sliPPOlt ofth~ House ofRepresentative~ •.
___·£l!J1illlg..!ll.lh~sLarngs-ahi!llMLQllJl--"p5nnitonly~jJlllsis.
._-----_._--.--2. All vehicles parked il1 Hou$e petmit-ollly areas mllst display both valid license pintes aud a" .
current Patking P~J;lnil;., Currertt.permits must1>e 4isplayed on, the £ron! farj;:,Qt'lliot?t?yol\lS ~d,
on the seat support of bicycles, The parking petmlt must be clearly visible upon entry aiW remain
visible Mli,le par!<:ed on Ho,use premises, In add~ti0l:\ \0 l\ pe,rmit,l\ll staffmu$t <!ispll\y,l;t Ylllid
Co~¢onlllIpup911,!ilJ1iel'jnggar!\go,~ap.dwt!l."
,,'
• ,'" '. <,' : ' , ' , " ' ' ' '
"

.'

I"';'

. ,,

,3. The House wil1l1ot be liable for
d~i~e ;;~' theft oauBed to motor vehi~i~ or contetlts
t/J,ere\l:f"whli,e parked iIi'a,aous'" piu:kjJjg ga,rag~ QrQn a House pa,rking loti wh~ther.otnclt.the
garage orlot is attended.. , .
. '. .' '''.'',
,

any

,~

."

... ~. 'it,

!~/;,"

f ••'

".

.my

!

,

P~tmiw

',,"

,if ...

,I, Parking permits must be authorized throngh 1;l;le office of a House employing authority audar~
available only to cun'ent House MGll'lbers and staffholding.a valid Congressional J.P, :E'ennits ,
shall be for the use ofthe pennit holders as authorized by their employing anthoritY 0l\ly and are ..
.11Q!l"lransibrab!e anlpng"TJ,p!oyhJ$ authorities,
' , :' '
.,

.2'.

3.

Memb'i.llarid, silif¥ ~cei\llligan:\?lls tiiillsi! benefit are 1'\01 eligitil~ p#~ig~~tJ!:;&liis ao~
n(ii !\pply.to,l'>!cyc)es. M~beril aM, sttiff'wM utilize nlass tran~it berte.ntpc~n obtliiu. abicycle
permit for the outside bicycle racks), .
, ' ':
.

itir

,Spp~eso£MillUber~may park in,any g!ll:llge or lot, on'a space lival!l\ble, l;1asis alid, will be !ss~eir '
,!el,11JlQrary p'0Ullts if t!;ey Q{Il UP!· u~iUg th.e Member platIJ;' In:ad,diti<;>n, spou~es ;'(I:lli ~R reqilirOO to
pre~'ll !\lp,Qjlse,J.P, "..... ,,,, .. .'," :" "
' ' : . '''' ., ."
'

,4, The Director of Hotlse ri~~ges 11l1d
SeoUri~ wiil"r~~sigll ~rmits upon receipt o.fwtltten
notificatiou on office letterhead and signed by employing authol"ityofthe new authorized,users
and vehicles, Upo,n tennination of employrnent,staffmust have lheit permits removed..

Parking

5.

A- poJic~ r~pO\tan9 affi4ayit ffif\stbp,\mmedil;ltely filed \Vitti !he Office o:fHouse,<;larages ~d
Parldng.Security fur any lost or slolen p~rmit. If a penuii is stolen, the Pertuit 1;!o1der mu~trep()rt ..
I;he theft
. "
" . ' ,'. .

6. ,

Jj,:. IL·'
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L:cmmittee on House Administration [DEAR COLLEAGUES]
which exceed 14 days in th'1llggl'egate in a six month peliod" unless otherwise'authorized bY'th~:'·,
Committee on House Admlnisttation. '
"
7. AllthOlized pennit hoidel'S who temporarily need to tise an aitemate yehicle should contact the

Office ofHouse Gnrages alld Parking Security for II temporary permit fur that velrlole..
8. Temporary penults will be issued for outside parking as available. Any'request for specific areas
will beC<Jusidered on II case-by-case basis.

''

'
--

-~----*----------------

Mll.!tipiQ Vehicles
1. Members ,and staffmay register more than one vehicle to a single parking pernrlt.

2. Staffwith 11mlt!ple vehicles should register their additional velrlcle(s) with the O,filce ofHouse
Garages and Parking Security. Pennits vl'ill be applied to each registered velliele by the Office of
House Garages and Parking Security (G2-28 Raybum).,
3. Staff with multiple vehicles may have 0ll.1): 1l11.!l 01Yllb.il<l~ parked in House pel'lillt-only

areas at any Olle time.
4. Staff registering more than three (3) vehicles must show vehicle registrations for all vehicles
as proof (If ownership.
'
Unr<\1!l~

Pll,king

1. Members of the House may choose their unreserved paddng space from any available space in the

valious garages/lots/streets.
"

... , ..

~",,,,

':. ,,-

-"

.' ..,
~-~

2. Unreserved staffparking is available on a fitst-conle, first-served basis in the designated parking "
areas assigned to the employing office.
'
3. Vehicles; including m~toroyoles and bloycles, may lJo\ be stored in tllll'eserved spaces in House
garages, lot~. or designated on-slreet parking arellS. "SMed" is defined Ilti being oo!Jtinuously
parked in all unreserved space fur more than furty-fiveconsecutivecalei1dar daysorn veblele that
does notctisplay both a{lurrent parking pennit and valid lioense plates.
Reserved Parking
1. Members ot the House tnay choose their reserved parking spaces fi'OID any unassigned space hi
th", vllli~us garages.,

2.

§ta.ff mlls1cr,o'tlsil tllelr re.s:tved spate trom IrGdesriiHaood pQ llre;m m1l'fcatlfu on thelr
permit.

3. Bach peJ:BO!l who reserVes or shlll'es a. reserved inOOol' space incurs additiOnal t!lJ(ilble income as 11
workIng condition frilige b,eilefit. Under the llix code and IRS regidations. Members and their
employees nave imputed tsxable inoome to the Elxtellt that the faij! market value ofGovetnnlenlprovided parkillg exceeds$190.00lmonth. The fair market value of l!liHndoor space at tile'House
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.(Jotiunltj.¢e on ROllse Administration [DEAR: COL'tI3AGUESj"" '. ' .•.., .

. ' n -,,..;,~

:,\.':.

1::

Member Parking Plates

~Memb~r parking jJI;i:di a;'tI f~~ thb ~~~.~fM~l~b'd mid sP~l;s~;~W~M'~ fQr i~\i!~~~ ~~~ortaiion of
~eMl';\'ll)l~!'bf.'·s~f.~: fonl,~rJ::!!l?lb,er8wi!! ~Y 1l~n.l~i~W4.to.Pltr~ l~i*geitheq\llilRQtstYp.ertl1its or

Member p~t'ldng p)1\I;t)S froni preVIOt1~ C911&res.~e.; .b\11·llllISI.lllsq Jlr~ent a ¥>l1nerMemb\(t Ij).
•\; : . ',", ' •

C$!];!QOJ

"~.:

';1

~arr,,~..

......"..

1

.:....

• ... "

":i;

:
•

'.> . '

n' • ;'. "

.'" '; ; "

HOllse tjliJp!lJ:y,~Jn.~!1'tt'1d).. t\l",cfitlwol \'iI\'19111fi..W.9t}!~C~ilICqh~,:Q~?~.Pjn1;~tis,~ O~~~¢~. ~·,1!.~idtlg
SOOiIrity (extel1sion 5-6/49 .' du:pools must nave a l.Tlinunum "ftwo e1\lt> oyees from Rou¢~ 'eiilploying' .
offices. Each carpool will be issued a parkillg pern'!lt 011 a nrst-come, firat-served basis; aocorditlg to . .
space available.
.
.Evlmlng 'IUd Njght Pmidng
O:ff.hOllr parking for swing shift employees. i.e. 2:00 p.m. to 7:30 a.m., will be allowed in }lollSe
garsges lind lotH based on space availability. Evening parking,permits must be authorized through a
House employing authority. OlIlccs interested in evening parkln.g should C(>l1tact the Office of-House
garages and Parking Security (extension: 5-6749).
'
I.' .'. "'1"

Allwd\l'(\lJ~W.it/l Qj~llbWtlliti:Apt

...

~,,:'. :"',;~~

\.. '

Staffauthorized a parking penuit by their employing authority who require accessibie p~Jd!lg based. on
ADA considerations will be accommodateq on all as-needed basis inspaoes clearly marked for
handicapped use.· Such penults will come from the pool ofpermits assigned to the office. Staffwill be
reqUired Ix> display tho State·assigned handicap designation..
.

Gm.\IP l;\nQ l'lyelll f\u.1dug
Parking fbr tl1o~ing and evel'rlug functions on the House side oflhe Capitol Hill complex will be
perm,itted befere 8:30 a.ljl. and after 5:30 p.m. on desigtlllted lots for groups requestingsuch parking
aocoll:il.nodations through a Ho.use Member. 'l'h.e ~quest ~hould be made, in writing, on 11<e ~fflce
lelmrhead and signed by the Memb<l!, ideJ;ltU'ying the group, the'date and thhe, the locatlOl1ofthe
function, and the appropriate !)umber ofvehicles to be parked. Requestssl10uid be malledor faxed to
the Dire,e!?l' of Honse ,Garllges an<!.ParkingSecul'ity (02,.28 Rayburn. fax 6.1950). G!:6UPS ~lbe

Vlollttio!Ul
Violations include, but are not limited tIl:
•

.

.

Failure to display proper identification (license.plates and parking permit or Member plate) .
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· ,;~~~~~t~}~~!~~~~I~:;\}t:j~~i~~i~d,IlI.~~$~~~rp!\f.Iq~i~f!l:~~
:: I .

,:,::" <.' r \}'.'"
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PARKING PERMITS OFFICE.

DATE: 04/1512003

PAG.E~

I08TH CONGRESS
OFFICE OF: REP. CHARLES B. RANGEL
RHOS
2354
PHONE: 543B5

PERMIT NO TEMP NO ISSUED

RM

G3W0139

20030103 R M RANGeL, Charles

G2W0355

20030103

I~ ~

G2W03551

2.0030305

. L_ ~ :-

GaWo1392

20030305 R

G3W0195

20030103

G3WOiG61

20<'>30305

03W0216

20030103

GWG0086

2~103

GWD0073

20030103

LICENSE

OCCUPANT NAME

== c -

--

3.,13

NY1S9301.

NY NYREP15

MAKE

PT CRUiSER

COLOR

SILVER

" ~Redacted' ,:~-

RANGEL, HON. QHARLES B.

NY USC15

MERCEDES ~ _ ~L'{F-ll

"Redacted
/

GW000731

20030305

L040050.

2.0030103

L070158

20030103

7

INSIDE SPACES
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Parking Permits Offic,e

NY'S5
~te:

1JZ71200S
OffillC of;: REP. CHARLES B. RANGEiL
RHoa
2554'

NY15S391
$43G~

~Redacted~
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Parking Permits Office

Date: 2121)/2001
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SITE MAP

HOi Issues

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

111-4
Resolved, that the Committee Oll
H-ouse Administration parking Polley Is

hereby adoPted, as foH9'tJ_s.:
Committee on House Admlnlstratloll

Parking Policy
l11th Congress

Yo(fi~:

(Effective Date: January 3, ZOOS)

Defining the Future of
campaign Ftmmce in an
Age of Supreme Court
Activism

Note:Pleaso·use--·_·Windows MedIn Player
or n compatible player
to view the I1ve feed.

SIGNUP f"on

L Parking In the United States House of Representatives garages, lots/and
desIgnated parking areas Is for Members, staff! lmd authorized personnel In

support of the House of Representatives, 'Parking :jn these ,areas she'll be on
"permit' only~ basis.

11

"~MAIL

VPDATES

H:rGl~L1GHTS

CD

2. All vehlcles parked In House permlt~only

areas

must display Doth vaUd

-';;~;';~~;:;A~;;"~'.= .11~1I,~,,:~n;s:~':~~~S~::~,~.~~;;:i.;;;~;;,~cu~rr~ei~nt~p~er~m~lts~:m;u;'~st~b~~,.--_---i.
::~:,:~a~~~::~t:e
Itll'lpectorGelleral
James J. Cornwl
HOUSE. PASSES

RESOLUTION
ACKNOWLEDGING THE

bicycles, '111e parking permit must 'be clearly vIsible upon entry and remaIn
vIsible while parked on House
addltlon to a permIt, ali
must display a veUd Congressional 10 upon
garages and lots,

premlses.I'n

enterIng

~ _._~

_

staff

3, The House wlll not be Hable for any <!amage or theft caused to any motor
vehicle, or contents thereof, while parked In a Jiouse parkJng garage or on a

OBlHNumber

@Word/Phrllse

HOllse p3rklng loti whether 01' not the garage or lot Is attended,

CONSTRUCTION
HOUSH

SUQITlJL;'t.Regj,1'il§.l.Q!JHne.

AOf'lINISTRATION

.e.rumitfi:

COMMITTEE ADVANCES

M.IJ.ItlQiELVSill.lc.I,§.'S

LSGtSLATION
EXPANPING VOTER
ACCESS

llnt:Q§§lt.V».l1.Es.!rklt1.g
R..e$J~:fJtt:d.J:~Nktrrg
M.fJ.n1®L£g[~ng._Ernt.e.a

-·,;w"","I.tls1n.·· - - - Evening

flQriNlgh~rliliJj1
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PERM:lTS
L parking permits must be authorized thr.ough the office of a House
employing authorIty and are available only to current House Members :md
staff holdIng a valid COngresslonallD and current license plate. PermIts shall
be for the use of the permit holders as authorized by theIr employing

2. Mcmoe1'(l and staff recefvlng a mass transit benefit are not el1g1ble for
parking permits. (TIlls does not apply to blcycles. Members and staff who
utilize mass transIt benefits can ootaln a bicycle permit for the permit-only
bicycle racl<s),

3, Spouses of t-1embers may park In any garage or lot, on a space avallable

plate. In additIon, spouses will be required to present a Spouse ID,
4, The Director of House Garagl;s and parking Security wlll reassign permits
upon receipt of Wl'lttQl1 notlfication on office letterhead and signed by
employing authorlty or the neW authorized users and vehicles. upon
termination of employment or retirement/ staff must have their permits

removed.

permIts (decals) wl!I be SUbject to a 30-day waltlng period before reassigning "Irretrlevablen permits. The 30-day waltln9 period begins when
House Garages and Parking Security Is notlfJed by the emplOYing office of an
"lrretrlevableH permit. Note: Departing employees may receive a temporary
parJ<;lng permit forthelr last da)'(s) of employment In order for a permit to
be removed ina timely manner,

employing authority, The location w!l! be determJMc by House Parking
secunty. Requests should be on the offlce letterhead, signed by the
employing authority and provide Lhe user's name and vehicle Informatfon
(make, model/ color, and llcense plate information). The maximum duration
of temporary permits Is 14 days, An Individual may not be Issued tempnrary
permIts which exceed lA days In the aggregate In a six month period/ unless
otherwise authorized by the Commlttet! on House AdminIstratIon. Registered
lobbyists may not receive temporary permits, Transit benefit recipIents wll!

House Administration,
7, Allthorlzed permit ,holders who temporarily need to use an altemate
vehlcie should contact the Office of House Garages and Parking security fef
a temporary permIt for that vehicle.

~~-~

. -

--~-~-+

MULTIPLE VEHICLES

----

------ ---

--------~~~~~-+-~-

.. -

-~~~~~

1, Members and staff may regIster more ""an<"evehi clero a slniJie ,,,",Ing

permIt.
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2, St<'Jff with mUltiple vehlcles shOUI.d

~_91~~~r t~_=1_~Cld~~_~I_~_~81 vehlde(s) with

ji

- - - - - - - - " -,newempioylng office, whlcfiWllll'ibtlfY t!ie Office of House G~O--·-----------
parking Security, Parking permit decals wHl be applied to each registered

vehicle by the Offlce of House Garages and ParKing Security
Raybum),

(G2~2$

:
"j

3. Staff with mUltiple vehicles may have only one (1) vehicle parKed 111
House permit-only areas at anyone time. ( ~ ~ )

4,

UNRESERVED PARKING
L Members of the House may choose their unreserved parking space from
any avaHab!e space In the various gara{lesjlotsjslreets,

the designated parking

areilS assigned to the employing office,

3. Staff vehlcles j Including motorcycles and bicycles, may not be stored In
unreserved spaces !n House garages1lats, or desIgnated on~street pal'klng
areas, "Stored n !s defined as beIng continuously parked In i:ln unreserved
space for more than fourteen (14) consecutlV~ calendar days. A vehicle not
dlsplaylng both a current parking permit Dnd valid license plates will be
considered a "stored" vehIcle.

RESERVED PARKING
L Members of the House. may choose the]r reserved parkIng spaces from
any unassigned space 111 the varIous garages.
2. Staff-must choose their reserve.! space From the designated parking areas

'e"'"."." no t!l<lU><>J'm!~,
3. tach person who reserves or shares a reserlled Indoor space Incurs
additional tax<loleJncome as a working condItion fl'lnge benefit. Under the
tax code and IRS regulations, !4embers end their empioyees !lave Imputed
taxable Inccme to the extent that thefa!r market value or Government-prov!t!edparklng exceeds $215,OO/month, The [.,Ir market value of a space
at the 'HoUse of Representatives ls $290,oo/month and therefore, asot

___.

..

. __._.

I_~

January 3, 2007, the lmputed taxable Income Is $7S,OO/month, These
amounts _are-subject to-cha:nge._-{-Contad OfficL':LotJ~_ayroILand_Beneflts_ rot.,.
current rates at XS1435.)

4. Individuals With reserved parklnQ will be permitted to park their vehicles
In their designated spaces for an Indefinite perIod of time wIth valid llcense

plates.

Member parking p!at~s are for the use of Member and spouse, as well as for
!mmedlate transportation of tile t.lember by staff. Fonner Members w1l1 be
permitted to park uslng either temporary permlts or Member parklng plates

EXHIBIT 6
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from previous Congresses, but must also present t1 former Member ID, The

CARPOOL PARKING
House employees Interested In carpool parking should contact the Office of
House Garages and Parking security (extension

have a

5~6749).

.. --

Carpools must

offices,

----------1-- ------.---

.

If ml,ltlple vehlcles associated with a carpool are found In the House parking
areas at the same time, Individuals asso<:latecl with this carpool will lose

theIr carpool prlVlleQes for the remainder of the current Congress,

EVENING AND NIGHT PARKING
Off~hour parkIng

for swIng shift employees, I,e" 2:00 pm to 7:30

parking perm'lts must be authorized through a House employing authority.
Offices Jntercstcd In O'enln" p"1<ln,,,houl" eorr'"'' thl' OfOc.;' Hlou",
Garages llnd Parking Security (extenslon 5-6749),

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
Staff authorized a parking
accessible parking based on ADA considerations will
permits wlH come from the pool of permits: assigned to the of!'1ce, Staff will
be required to display the State~asslgned handicap desIgnation,

GROUP AND EVENT PARKING
Park!ng few mornIng and evenIng functions on the House sIde of the Capltol
HlIl complex will be permitted before 8:30 am and after 5:30 pm on

a
letterhead and signed by the Member/

the date and

timet the location of the function,
to l:J.e parked.
to the Director of House
Gar;;ges and Parking SecurIty {G2<Z8 Rayburn, fax 6-1950). Groups will be
Bccommodllted on a designated outside House lot located as convenIently ,as

pOSSIble to the functIon, based upon the space available.
.

-

-

_...

. .. ~_

_

..

Violations IncltldeJ but are not llmltecl to:
• Fallure to display proper Identlflcatlon (license plates and parking
perrnlt or Memper plate) white In a garage, lot, 01" designated onstreet parking area
• Failure to park In the assigned space, garage, lot/ or parking area
, F<illuro to park Within marKed spaces

• Unauthorized parking In reserved spaces
• StorIng of a veh1cle In any House gara<;lc, lot, or <k:slgnated parking

area

EXHIBIT6
http://cha,ho.tlSC.gov/parkin&.aspx
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Notice or vlolatlon{s) wl1l be provided as follows:

1.

Written notice from House Garages and Parking
Security p'laced on vehicle,

fll:~UtIQl{\~h::ml

2. ~ E-mail or letter to permit holder;
3. ~. f.iMmall or letter to employing authority and permit

holder;
4.

fimrth...'l1.QlatlQru. suspension of parking prlVlleges for tlll1ty PO)
days, The employh1Q authority may not Issue this permit to another

5.

6,

The employing authority may not Issl,le this permit to another
employee during the suspension,
~Iattnn.l. Suspension of parking privileges for the remainder of
the Congress or 180 days (whichever 15 greater). The employing
authority may noUsaue this permit to another employee for 90 days.

Staff found to have multiple ve.h!c!es In House permlt-I}nly areas will have
n1ultlplevehide pl1vlieges for the remainder of the COngress.
A.ny permit user on the mass transit I1st with a vehIcle 10 permtt-only areas
wlll have theIr permit Immediately removed from their vehIcle.
Ve!1lcles that are determlnedto be a security risk or create a hazard: as
detemll!1ed by the u.s. Capitol Police, wlll be Immediately towed,

l
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RPTS COCHRAN
DCMN NORMAN

PENDING BUSINESS
Thursday July 29, 2010
House of Representatives,
Adjudicatory subcommittee,
Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct,
Washington, D.C.

The adjudicatory subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:00
p.m., in Room HVC-210, Capitol Visitor Center, Han. Zoe Lofgren
[chairwoman of the sUbcommittee] presiding.
Present:

Representatives Lofgren, McCaul, Butterfield,

Castor, Welch, Conaway, Dent, and Harper.
Also Present:

Representatives Green and Bonner.

Staff present: Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel/Staff Director;
Morgan Kim, Deputy Chief Counsel; Daniel J. Taylor, Counsel to the
Chair; Todd Ungerecht, Counsel to the Ranking Republican Member; Sheria
Clarke, Counsel; Tom Rust, Counsel; Marc Borodin, Counsel; and Deborah
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Morris, Counsel.
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The Chairwoman.

This meeting of the adjudicatory subcommittee

in the matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel will come to order.
I would ask, if possible, for the press to recede a little bit
so we can see our two witnesses, and I would like to make a brief
statement before I recognize the ranking member of the subcommittee.
The Constitution authorizes the House to discipline its Members,
and the importance of that authority was described in the Federalist
Papers by James Madison, who wrote, "The aim of every political
constitution is or ought to be, first,

to obtain rulers for men who

possess most wisdom to discern and most virtue to pursue the common
good of society, and in the next place to take the most effectual
precautions for keeping them virtuous whilst they continue to hold
their public trust."

The Code of Public Ethics also states clearly

that a public office is a public trust.
Now, we live in a time where public skepticism about the
institutions in our country is very high.

It has been the goal of our

Ethics Committee throughout this Congress to, by our actions, rebuild
and earn trust by the public and our colleagues.

To do so, we have

to date in every case acted unanimously, even though we all know we
live in an intensely partisan environment and even though our committee
is the only one in Congress that is evenly divided with five Democrats
and five Republicans.
We are also a committee that operates with a professional
nonpartisan staff.

This staff was selected unanimously by the

bipartisan committee and answers equally to all of us.
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Bound as we are by the precedents of the House, our obligation
is to act fairly and without bias or partisanship.

To do anything else

would dishonor this House and would be a disservice to our country.
In the House, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct is
charged with recommending and enforcing ethical standards that ensure
that Members and staff act in a manner befitting the public trust.

It

is under that authority that we are meeting here today.
The purpose of this meeting is organizational.

The agenda for

today includes hearing from the investigative subcommittee in this
matter.

Representatives Gene Green and Jo Bonner, who led that

subcommittee as chair and ranking member, will share with the members
of this subcommittee a summary of what they learned during the course
of their investigation.
First, though, I would like to provide an overview of how we got
to this stage in the ethics process in this partiCUlar matter and what
an adjudicatory subcommittee is and what our role is in the process.
Nearly 2 years ago, Representative Rangel asked the Ethics
Committee to investigate various allegations that had been made
regarding his conduct.

After conducting a preliminary investigation,

on September 24th of 2ees the committee voted to impanel an
investigative subcommittee to conduct an investigation into his
conduct.

Representatives Gene Gpeen, Doc Hastings, Bobby Scott and

Jo Bonner were selected to sepved on the subcommittee.

At that time,

Representative Green was chair of the subcommittee, and Representative
Hastings was its ranking member.
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As the investigation took its course, the committee twice voted
to expand the jurisdiction of the subcommittee, first on December 9th,
2ee8, and again on October 8th, 2eS9.
Over the course of the investigation, the investigative
subcommittee found "substantial reason to believe that a violation of
the Code of Official Conduct or of a law, rule, regulation, or other
standard of conduct applicable to the performance or official duties
or the discharge of official responsibilities by a Member has
occurred."
Accordingly, on July 22nd of this year, the investigative
subcommittee transmitted a statement of alleged violations, otherwise
known as an SAV, to the committee, pursuant to committee rules, and
pursuant to those rules.

As chair of the committee, I then appointed

the members of this adjudicatory subcommittee.

That transmittal

completed the work of the investigative subcommittee, with the
exception of their report to us today.
I would like to take a moment to thank all four members of the
investigative subcommittee.

Over the course of 2 years, they gave

substantial time and effort to this challenging task.

On behalf of

the rest of this subcommittee and the full committee, we do thank you.
With the investigative subcommittee's work completed, the work
of the adjudicatory subcommittee begins.

Since this phase of the

ethics process is unfamiliar to many, I think it is important to briefly
describe, fop the benefit of our colleagues in the House and to the
public, the pole of this subcommittee.
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The role of the adjudicatory subcommittee is to determine at a
hearing whether any count in the statement of alleged violation has
been proved by clear and convincing evidence.

As part of this process,

the subcommittee would make findings of fact.

The Ethic Committee's

nonpartisan professional staff would act as the moving party under
those proceedings, making the case for the violations alleged by the
investigative subcommittee.

Mr. Rangel's counsel would present his

side of the story.
The adjudicatory hearing may include witnesses and other
evidence, and by rule the hearing would be open to the pUblic unless
the subcommittee determines that the hearing or any part of it should
be closed.
At the conclusion of any such hearing, the subcommittee would
determine by a vote of at least five members, which would necessarily
be a bipartisan vote, whether each count or any of the counts in the
statement of alleged violation has been proven.

The findings of the

subcommittee would then be reported to the committee.

If the

adjudicatory subcommittee were to find that any count in the statement
had been proved) the committee would then proceed to a sanctions phase.
As a clarifying note, two of the members of the full Ethics
Committee are not serving on this adjudicatory committee.

First, our

colleague and ranking member of the full committee) Jo Bonner) has
served on the investigative subcommittee for the last 2 years, and
accordingly, under our rules, may not serve on the adjudicatory
subcommittee.
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Second, ordinarily two members of the committee serve on the
investigative subcommittee.

Representative Green, who served as

chair of the subcommittee, was acting chair of the full committee when
he took on this assignment.

Since then, his committee assignments have

changed; he is no longer on the committee.

With Mr. Bonner ineligible

to serve, we would have an uneven 5-4 split between Democrats and
Republicans on the subcommittee, and since we require an evenly
balanced committee, I have designated four Democrats and four
Republicans to serve.
These rules serve an important purpose.

The point is to

bifurcate the investigative portion of the ethics process from the
adjudicative phase.

One group of members leads an investigation to

determine if there is a basis to believe that a violation may have
occurred.

When that subcommittee concludes that there is substantial

reason to believe that a violation occurred, a separate group of members
who were not involved in the investigation weighs the evidence, makes
findings of fact, and determines whether any violation has been proven.
The eight of us did not learn of the substantive conclusions of
the investigative subcommittee until it concluded its work last week
and sent its statement of alleged violations to the full membership
of the Ethics Committee last Thursday.

The rules separate it out this

way so we are not influenced by the proceedings of the investigative
subcommittee whose work preceded ours.

Furthermore, it is our

obligation to decide, if facts are established, whether those facts
make up a violation of the rules of the House.
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The members of this subcommittee reflect the breadth and
diversity of the House.

My colleagues to either side of me,

Representatives McCaul and Butterfield, are a former prosecutor and
a former judge.

However, as members of the adjudicatory subcommittee,

we are neither accusers nor are we defenders of our colleague, Mr.
Rangel.

Our job is to act impartially as finders of fact and law.

We

are honor-bound to do so without regard to partisanship or bias of any
sort.

We are required to act honestly and fairly based on the evidence

presented to us during this hearing.
As I noted earlier, a public office is a public trust.

Our task

is to determine whether Representative Rangel's conduct met that
standard.

As I chair these proceedings, I plan to do so in the fairest

way possible to all parties involved, as well as to the House.
With that, I would now be pleased to recognize Congressman Mike
McCaul, the ranking member of the adjUdicatory subcommittee, for his
opening statement.
Mr. McCaul.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Thank you for holding this

meeting.
This is an important day, both for Mr. Rangel and for the Ethics
Committee, for the Congress, but most importantly, for the American
people.

As a member of this committee and a former Federal prosecutor

in the Public Integrity Section of the Department of Justice, I take
this responsibility very seriously.
For the committee, we have been presented by the investigative
subcommittee with 13 very serious allegations relating to Mr. Rangel's
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conduct.

The committee has not held a public hearing like this since

2002 when it considered evidence against James Traficant who was
convicted in Federal Court of multiple felony counts and subsequently
served more than half a decade in prison.
For Mr. Rangel, these proceedings present a fair and public
opportunity to be heard before his peers and address each of the serious
allegations against him.

These actions and these allegations, if

proven, would violate multiple provisions of House rules and Federal
statutes.

This includes his alleged violation of the most fundamental

code of conduct, which states:

A Member of the House shall conduct

himself at all times in a manner that shall reflect credibility on the
House.
And credibility is exactly what is at stake here, the very
credibility of the House of Representatives itself before the American
people.
I am mindful, as are my colleagues, of the solemn responsibility
we bear when we are called upon to hear allegations of misconduct
against a fellow Member.

We have an obligation to Mr. Rangel t hat he

has his day in court, so to speak, to present his own version of the
events.

But we also have an obligation to the American people to

protect the integrity and credibility of the House and present evidence
supporting each of the 13 counts against him.
It is certainly not lost on any member of this subcommittee on
the approval ratings of this body • With only 11 percent of the public
having a positive view of this institution, the pressure is even greater
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to ensure these proceedings are fair, open, and conducted in a strictly
nonpartisan manner.

In the mind of the American people, Congress has

become completely self-serving and so tone deaf its Members somehow
feel the rules just don't apply to them.

We must regain the people's

trust.
There has been talk in the media about Mr. Rangel negotiating a
settlement.

Let me be clear that Mr. Rangel under these rules \>Jas given

opportunities to negotiate a settlement during the investigation
phase.

We are now in the trial phase and the American people deserve

to hear the truth in this case and the charges against him} and that
is precisely why we are having this meeting here today.
The Speaker herself has said that we are entering into an era of
transparency and accountability.

I agree.

Let us begin today.

Let

justice be served.
The evidence to be evaluated by the investigative subcommittee
must be presented to this subcommittee in the clearest and most
straightforward way possible.

Mr. Rangel must be allowed the

opportunity to adequately defend himself against this evidence.

There

is no place for presumed guilt before innocence in this process} and
there will not be in this case.

Only this type of process will allow

each member of this subcommittee to make an informed and independent
determination as to whether clear and convincing evidence has been
presented to prove each count alleged against Mr. Rangel.
Turning from process to substance for a moment} it is important
to note that the allegations presented to us are nothing less than
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serious.

The investigative subcommittee found that Mr. Rangel

solicited foundations and corporations with business before the Ways
and Means Committee to fund a center bearing his name at the City College
of New York.

The allegations are that Mr. Rangel used his office staff

and supplies at the taxpayers' expense, including the frank, to make
solicitations, and personally met with corporate executives and
lobbyists as part of his efforts to build the center bearing his name.
On the Lenox Terrace issue, the investigative subcommittee found
that Mr. Rangel's landlord permitted Mr. Rangel for over a decade to
use a rent- stabilized apartment in his residential apartment building
for his campaign office.
The investigative subcommittee also looked at Mr. Rangel's
financial disclosures and taxes.

As a Member of Congress for nearly

40 years and chairman of the Ways and Means Committee which has
jurisdiction over tax matters, Mr. Rangel, according to the charges,
failed to report rental income on his Federal tax returns and on his
villa in the Dominican Republic over a period of years.
According to the investigative subcommittee, over the course of
nearly a decade, Mr. Rangel failed to report more than
financial disclosure statements for these periods.

$6ee,eee on his

These actions, i f

proven, would demonstrate that Mr. Rangel violated mUltiple provisions
of the House rules and Federal statutes.
As we prepare to hear the charges against one of our most tenured
colleagues in the House, we need to ensure we have done everything to
reassure to the American public as a whole that we will handle this
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matter with the utmost professionalism and nonpartisan ship that it
deserves.

We can never forget that public office is a public trust.

With that, I yield back.
The Chairwoman.

Thank you, Mr. McCaul.

As I said earlier, we are here because the investigative
subcommittee has transmitted to us a statement of alleged violations
to the full committee.
Joining us today are Representative Gene Green, who chaired the
subcommittee, the investigative subcommittee, joined by
Representative Jo Bonner, who was the ranking member of the
investigative subcommittee and who also serves as ranking member of
the full Ethics Committee.
We have invited them to address the subcommittee today to
summarize their findings, and the chair will recognize each of them
for about 5 minutes.
So, first, Mr. Green, if you could proceed.
Mr. Green.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

The investigative subcommittee recently concluded its
21-month-Iong investigative process and transmitted the statement of
alleged violation, the SAV, in the matter of Mr. Charles B. Rangel to
the full committee.
This investigation in the subcommittee began at the request of
Mr. Rangel.

None of the members of the investigative sUbcommittee

volunteered for this assignment.
of us enjoyed the assignment.

I think it is safe to say that none

No one wants to investigate their peers,
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but we recognized this was a task that was requested of us, and the
investigative subcommittee spent a significant amount of time closely
examining the factual and legal issues involved in this matter.
The members and staff of the investigative subcommittee worked
diligently throughout this investigation conducting approximately 50
depositions, as well as many informal interviews.

One deposition was

conducted with Mr. Rangel on December 15th of 2009.

The investigative

subcommittee also met with Mr. Rangel two additional times, including
one meeting specifically requested by Mr. Rangel.
Throughout the course of the investigation, the subcommittee
issued over 160 formal requests for documents, as well as many informal
requests, reviewed over 28,000 pages of documents and testimony, and
held more than 60 investigative subcommittee meetings.
The investigative subcommittee spent many hours together
discussing at length the evidence and whether the evidence merited any
charge in a statement of alleged violation.

After weeks of discussion,

the investigative subcommittee adopted an SAV on June 17th, 2010.
The charges in the statements of alleged violation relate to four
general subject matters:

One, solicitations and donations to the

Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College of Nelli York; two,
errors and omissions on Representative Rangel's financial disclosure
statementsj three, use of a rent-subsidized residential apartment by
respondent's campaign committees; and, four, failure to report and pay
taxes on rental income on respondent's Punta Cana beach villa.
The 13 charges are as follows:
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Count 1) conduct in violation of the solicitation and gift ban;
Count 2) conduct in violation of the Conduct of Ethics for
Government Service) clause 5;
Count 3, conduct in violation of the House gift rules;
Count 4, conduct in violation of Postal Service laws and Franking
Commission regulations;
Count 5, conduct in violation of the franking statute;
Count 6, conduct in violation of the House Office Building and
Commissions Regulations;
Count 7, conduct in violation of the purpose law and the Members
Congressional Handbook;
Count 8, conduct in violation of the letterhead rule;
Count 9, conduct in violation of the Ethics in Government Act and
House Rule XXVI;
Count 10, conduct in violation of Code of Ethics for Government
Service, clause 5;
Count 11, conduct in violation of the Code of Ethics for
Government Service, clause 2.
Count 12, conduct in violation of Code of Conduct letter and
spirit of the House rules;
Count 13, conduct in violation of the Code of Conduct, reflecting
discredibility on the House.
These were adopted, each of these counts were adopted by majority
vote of the investigative subcommittee.
For each of these subject matters, the investigative subcommittee
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found a substantial reason to believe that Congressman Rangel's conduct
merits the charges in the statement of the alleged violation.
The subcommittee was also tasked with investigating Mr. Rangel's
compliance with House Administration rules regarding the storage of
a vehicle in the House parking garage.

The SAV does not make a

recommendation regarding Mr. Rangel's compliance with parking rules.
An additional report on the parking matter is enclosed with the SAV
and the transmittal letter.

The report and transmittal letter sent

to the Standards Committee make a recommendation to House
Administration to examine the current parking rulings and enforcement
of these rules.
This has been a long process, longer than any of us would have
liked.

We have detailed some of the reasons for the length of the

investigation in our transmittal letter to the committee.
Throughout the course of the investigation, there has been a lot
of speculation and inaccuracies reported in the media about the
investigation itself and what Mr. Rangel knew about the investigation.
To say Mr. Rangel and his attorneys were unaware of the work of the
subcommittee would be incorrect and a disservice to the members of this
investigative subcommittee.
Due to the Standards Committee rules regarding confidentiality,
the investigative subcommittee has been unable to publicly respond to
these inaccurate comments.

The transmittal letter to the full

committee and the SAV shall give greater clarity to the actions of the
subcommittee.
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I would like to take this opportunity as chair of the subcommittee
to submit a written response to Mr. Rangel's response to the SAV to
the chair of the full committee.
I am thankful to say that the investigative subcommittee has now
completed its work and I would like to thank both my colleague
Congressman Jo Bonner, as well as the other members of the investigative
subcommittee, Congressman Bobby Scott and Congressman Doc Hastings,
for their service on the subcommittee.
One of the most difficult tasks assigned to a Member of Congress
is to sit in judgment of a colleague.

The task is even more difficult

when the subject of the investigation has befriended and mentored so
many new Members of Congress, myself being one of them.

I am not

envious of the role of the members of the adjudicatory subcommittee,
and I know that all parties look forward to a final resolution to this
matter.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.
The Chairwoman.

Thank you, Mr. Green.

Now we would be pleased to recognize Representative Bonner for
about 5 minutes.
Mr. Bonner.

Thank you, Madam Chair, Ranking Member McCaul, and

members of the adjudicatory subcommittee.
By the very nature of this rare but not unprecedented public
meeting of this subcommittee, there are naturally many questions that
many of our colleagues in Congress, and, I believe more importantly,
many of the American people have as it relates to what is going on today
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in Washington, D.C.

In the 5 minutes that I have been given, allow

me to attempt to answer some of those questions.
First, there is no doubt that Congressman Charles Rangel has a
compelling story.

He was a private, as his autobiography states, left

to die on a battlefield in what is now North Korea.
Heart and the Bronze Star for bravery.

He earned the Purple

He was a fatherless high school

dropout who went from pushing a handtruck in the garden district of
New Yorl< City to becoming one of the most powerful and, I believe it
is safe to say, well-liked Members of Congress and public figures on
Capitol Hill.
But Mr. Rangel's life story is not what
It is not why we are here.

\~e

are discussing today.

For in a very real way, every American has

his or her own story to tell.

Instead, Congressman Green and I are

here to present to this subcommittee and to the American people a
summary of a different story altogether.
We have a responsibility to submit evidence to the adjudicatory
subcommittee that Mr. Rangel may have broken the rules of the House
and brought discredit to this body at a time when the American people
have such little faith in our ability as their elected representatives
to do our job on their behalf.
As has been noted earlier, according to Article I, Section 4 of
the United States Constitution, it is the duty of the House to punish
its Members for disOl'derly behavior.

As such, this is truly a sad day

where no one, regardless of their partisan stripes, should rejoice.
I want to take another minute to explain how we got to where we
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are.

As has been noted, the investigation into Mr. Rangel's

activities has been ongoing for almost 2 years.
serious.

These matters are

And I believe the record will show that even before the Ethics

Committee took the referral from Mr. Rangel in a formal setting, that
these matters were being looked to in the informal process that is
granted under rule 18(a) to the chair and the ranking member.
During the course of this investigation, Mr. Rangel was given
multiple opportunities to settle this matter.

Instead, he chose to

move forward into this public trial phase.
Since the beginning of the investigation, the full committee has
been led by three different chairpersons and two different ranking
members.

On the investigative subcommittee that today is presenting

this statement of alleged violation, we have been well-served by Mr.
Green of Texas as chair, while I have served as ranking member.

As

also has been noted, we have also been served in this bipartisan
subcommittee by Mr. Scott of virginia and Mr. Hastings of washington
State.
Madam Chair, I can say with certainty that each of us had every
intention of completing this investigation before the end of 2008, but
due in part to additional evidence that was submitted, multiple delays
in receiving information we requested and subpoenaed, and an extension
on two separate occasions of the investigative subcommittee's
jurisdiction because of new facts that came before the subcommittee,
this investigation has concluded just within the past few days.
Not everyone in this room, much less everyone watching at home
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on TV, may know that the House Ethics Committee is the only truly
bipartisan committee, with an equal number of Democrats and
Republicans, the only one in the entire House.

Five Democrats and five

Republicans sit on this committee in judgment of our peers.

Today,

there are four Democrats and four Republicans, as has already been
noted, none of whom volunteered for this duty, but who sit now with
this responsibility of the adjudicatory phase.
While at times members of the investigative subcommittee
disagreed on some of the counts ultimately included in the statement
of alleged violation) the record should note that all supporting
evidence was transmitted to the full committee with the unanimous
support of the bipartisan investigative subcommittee.

And while my

role as ranking member of the investigative subcommittee now comes to
an end, I want to thank Mr. Green, Mr. Scott, Mr. Hastings, and
especially the committee staff)

~<Jho

have worked countless hours day

and night over the span of almost 2 years devoted to this matter.
Whatever happens from this point forward, I believe it is
incumbent upon each of us to do our part individually and collectively
to take a measured step forward in the direction of helping to restore
the trust that the American people have placed in us, in this, the
people's House, where we are all privileged to serve.
Thank you very much.
The Chairwoman.

Thank you very much, Mr. Bonner and Mr. Green.

As I noted at the outset, this is an organizational meeting of
the subcommittee.

The respondent, Representative Rangel, is not here
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and he is not required to attend this session, as today's meeting is
not a forum for the parties to make their case.

Representative Rangel

has submitted a written statement which will be accepted by this
subcommittee.
The adjudicative subcommittee has received a number of documents
from the investigative subcommittee, including the statement of
alleged violations, various motions filed by the respondent, and the
investigative subcommittee's orders responding to those motions.
In addition, as mentioned earlier, Mr. Rangel had submitted a
written statement, which will be accepted along with Mr. Green's and
Mr. Bonner's statement.
[The information follows:]

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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The Chairwoman.

By committee rules and authorization of the full

committee, those materials will be made public today.

Our colleagues

and members of the public can access those documents shortly on the
committee's Web site, ethics.house.gov
The subcommittee will make additional public statements and
notices of meetings and hearings, as necessary.

And now this meeting

is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:28 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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(as IJfepm'edj

This meeting ofthe Adjudieatory Subcommittee in the Matter of Representative Charies B.
Rangel will come to order.
The Constitution authorizes the House to discipline its members. The importancc of that
authority was desotibed in tbe Federalist Papers by Jamcs Madisou, who wrote:
The aim ofevet·y political constitution is, or ought to be, first to obtain for miers men
who possess most wisdom to discern, and most virtue to pursue; the common good of
society; and in the next place, to take the most effectual precautions for keeping them
virtuous whilst they continue to hold tbeir public tmst.
The Code ofGovernment Ethics also states clearly that a "public office is a public trust."
We live in a time where public skepticism about the institutions in our country is very high. It
has been the goal ofour Ethics Committee thl'Oughout this Congress to, by our actions, rebuild
and earn trust by tbe public and our colleagues.
To do so we have to date in every case acted unllnimously even though as we aU know we live in
an intensely partisan euvironment and even though O\lf Committee is the only one in the
Congress that is evenly divided, with 5 Democrats and 5 Republicans,
We are also a committee that operates with a professional non-pmtisan staff, This staff was
selected unanimously by the bipartisan conunittee and mlswers equally to us ail.
Bound as we are by the precedents oftIle House, our obligation is to act fairly and without bias
or pm'tisanshlp. To do anything less would dishonor this House aud would be a disservice to our
country.
In the House, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct is chm'ged with rcc01mnending
and enforcing ethical standards that ensure that members and staff act in a manner befitting that
public trust, It is under that authority that we are meeting here today,

f'fIl~TFDOJ.:
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The purpose oftlus meeting is organizationaL The agenda for today includes hearing from the
investigative subcommittee in this matter. Representatives Gene' Green and Jo Bonner, who led
that subcommittee as chair and !'anJ,gng membel', will share with the members ofthis
subcommittee a smnmary of what they learned during the course of their investigation.
First, though, I would like to provide an overview of 1) how we got to this stage in the ethics
process in this particular matter, and 2) what an adjudicatory subcommittee is, and what our role
is in the process.

Rangel matter background
Nearly two years ago, Representative RaIlgel asked the Ethics COlmnittee to illvestigate various.
allegations that had been'made regarding his condllct. Aftel' conducting a preliminary
investigation, on September 24, 2008, the CCJlmllittee voted to empatlel an investigative
subcommIttee to conduct an investigation into the conduct of Mr. Rangel. Representatives Gene
Green, Doc Hastings, Bobby Scott, and Jo BOIDler were selected to serve the subcommittee.
At that time, Representative Green was the chair ofthe subcommittee and Repl'esentative
Hastings was its ranking member.

on

As the investigation took its course, the Committee twice voted to expand the judsdiction of the
subeommittee, fU'st on December 9,2008, and again on October 8, 2009.
.
Over the course ofthe investigation, the investigative ~'Uboommittee found "substantial reason to
believe that a violation of the Code of Official Conduct, or of a law, rule, regulation, 01' other
standard ofconduot applicable to the performance of official duties or the discharge of official
responsibilities by a Member" has occurred.
Accordingly, on July 22, 20 I 0, the Investigative Subcommittee transmitted a Statement of
Alleged Violation, or SAV, to the Conunittee. l'ursuant to Committee rules, as the Chair ofthe
Corruuittee, I then appointed tho members ·ofthis a(ljudicat0tr SUbcr;l1umittee.
That transmittal completed the work ofthe investigative subcoIU1nittee. I would like to take a
moment to that1k all four members oithe investigative subcommittee. Over the cotU'se oftwo
years, they gave substantial time atld effort to this challenging task. On behalf of the rest of the
Committee, thank you.
'

Role ofadjudicatory subcommittee
With the investigative subcommittee's work eompleted, th~ work of the adjLtdicatol'y
subconirnittee begins. Since this phase ofthe ethics process is unibmiiiar to many, I UUl1k,it's
important to briefly describe for the benefit of our oolleagues in the House and to the publio the
!'Ole ofthis subcommittee,
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The role ofthe adjudicatory subcommittee is to determine, at a hearing, whether any count in the
Statement ofAlleged Violation has been proved by clear and convinCing evide11ce. As part of
this process, the adjudicatory subcommittee would make findings of fact.
The Ethics Committee's non-partisan professional staffwould act'as the moving party under
those proceedhigs, making the case for the violatiollS alleged by the Investigative Subcommittee.
Mr. Rangel's counsel would present his side ofthe story.
The, adjudicatory hearil1g may include witness testimony and other evidence. By rule, the
aqjudicatory hearing would be open to the public, unless the subcommittee detennines that the
hearing, or any part ofit, should be closed.
At the conclusion ofthe adjudicatory hearing, the adjudicatory subcommittee would,determine,
by'a vote of at least five members, which would necessarily be a bipartisan vote, whether each
count in the Statement of Alleged Violation has been proved.
The findings ofthe adjudicatory subcommittee would then be reported to the Committee. Ifthe
adjudicatory subcommittee finds that any count in the Statement ofAlleged Violation has been
proved, the Committee would proceed with the sanction phase in this matter.
As a clarifying note, two members ofthe Committee are. notserving on the adjudicatory
subcommittee. First, our colleague and the Ranking Member of the full Committee, Jo Bonner,
served on the investigative subcommittee. Under am' rules, members who serve QU that
subcommittee may not thea serve on the adjudicatory subcommittee.
Second, ordinarily, two members ofthe Committee serve on an investigative subcommittee.
Representative Green, who served as chair ofthe investigative subcommittee, was acting chair of
the full Committee at the time he took on this assignment. Since then, his committee
assiglunents have c11allged" and he is no longer on the committee. With Mr. Bonner' ineligible to
serve on, the adjudicatory subcommittee, we would have an uneven 5-4 split betv.'eel1 Democrats
and Republicans on the subcommittee. Since our rules require balanced representation, I
designated four Democrats and four Republicans to serve on the subcommittee.
These rules serve an impoliant purpose. The point is to bifurcate theiuvestigative portion ofthe
ethics process fr6m the adjudicative phase. One group of members leads an investigation, to
detenuine if there's a basis to believe that a vIolation may have occtn1ed. When that
subcommittee concludes that there is a substantial reason to believe that a violation occurred, a
separate group of members who were not involved in the investigation hears and weighs
evidence, makes findings offact, and determines whether any violation has been proved.
The eight ofus did not learn ofthe substantive conclusions ofthe investigative subcommittee
until it concluded its work last week and sent its Statement ofAlleged Violations to the full
membership ofthe Ethics Committee last Thursday.
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The rules separate it out this way so that we are not influenced by the proceedings of the
Investigative SubcOlntmttee whose work preceded om·s. F~ll1;herinore it is our obligation to
decide, iffacts are established, whether those facts make up a violation of the rules ofthe House.
The members oHMs subcommittee reflect the breadth and diversity of the House. My
colleagues to either side ofme, Representatives McCaul and Butterfield, m:e a formel'prosecutq1'
and a fermer judge.
However, as members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee we are neither accusers nor are we
defendel's of our colleague, Mr. Rmlgel. Ourjob is: to act impm'tial1y as finders of fact mld
law. We are honor bound to do so withoutregm'd to partisanship or bias afMY sort. We are
required to act honestly and fairly based 011 the evidence presented to us during the adjudicatory
hearing..
As I noted emiier, a "public office is a public trust." Our task is to determine whether
Representative Rangel's conduct mot that standard.
As I chair these proceedhlgs, I plM to do so in the fairest way possible to all parties involved, as
well 1:\8 to the Heuse.
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Congressman Michael T. McCaul (R-TX)
Ranking Member, Adjudicatory Subcommittee
Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct
Remarks as Delivered
July 29, 2010, 1:00pm EDT

Thank you, Madron Chair. Thank you for holding this hearing.

This is an important day, both for Mr. Rangel, for the Ethics Committee, for the Congress,
but most importantly for the American People. As a Member of this COlmnittee and a
former federal prosecutor in the Public Integrity Section of the Dcpartment of Justice I take
this responsibility very seriously.

For the Committee, we have been presented by the Investigative Subcommittee with 13 very
serious allegations relating to Mr. Rangel's conduct. The Committee has not held a public
hearing like this since 2002, when it considered evidence against Jrones Traficant, who was
convicted in federal court of multiple felony counts and subsequently served more than half
a decade in prison.

For Mr. Rangel, these proceedings present a fair and public opportunity to be heard before
his peers and addrcss each of the serious allegations against him. Thcsc actions, if proven,
would violate multiple provisions of House rules and federal statutes. This includes his
alleged violation of the most fundronental code of conduct, which states "a Mcmbcr... of the
House shall conduct himself at all times in a manner tJlat shall reflect crcdibility on the
House."
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And credibility is exactly what is at stake here. The very credibility of the House of
Representatives itself before the American people. I am mindful, as are my colleagues, of
the solemn responsibility we bear when we are called upon to hear allegations of misconduct
against a fellow Member. We have an obligation to ML Rangel that he has his day in court so to speak - to present his own version ofthe events. But we also have an obligation to the
American people to protect the integrity and credibility of the House and present the
evidence supporting each of the 13 counts against him.

It is certainly not lost on any member of this subcommittee on the approval ratings of this

body. With only 11 % of the public having a positive view of this institution, the pressure is
eVetl greater to ensure these proceedings are fair, open, and conducted in a strictly
nonpartisan manner. In the mind of the American people Congress has become completely
self-serving, and so tone-deaf, its members somehow feel the mles just don't apply to them.
We must regain the people's trust.

There has been talk in the media about Mr. Rangel negotiating a settlement. Let me be clear
that Mr. Rangel under these rules was given opportunities to negotiate a settlement during
the investigation phase. We are now in the trial phase. And the American people deserve to
hear the truth in this case and the charges against him. And that is precisely why we are
having this hearing today. The Speaker has said we are entering into an era of transparency
and accountability. I agree, let us begin today. Let justice be served.

The evidence to be evaluated by the investigative subcommittee must be presented to this
subcommittee in the clearest and most straightforward way possible. Mr. Rangel must be
allowed the opportunity to adequately defend himself against this evidence. There is no
place for presumed guilt before innocence in this process and there will not be in this case.
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Only this type of process will allow each Member of this subcommittee to make an informed
and independent detennination as to whether clear and convincing evidence has been
presented to prove each count alleged against Mr. Rangel.

Tuming from proeess to substance for a moment, it is impOliant to note that the allegations
presented to us arc nothing less than serious.

The Investigative Subcommittee found that Mr. Rangel solicited foundations and
corporations with business before the Ways and Means Committee, to fund a center bearing
his name at the City College of New York. That allegations are that Mr. Rangel used his
office staff and supplies at the taxpayers expense, including the Frank, to make the
solicitations and personally met with corporate executives as part of his efforts to build the
Center bearing his name.
On the Lenox Tcrrace issue, the Investigative Subcommittee found that Mr. Rangel's
landlord pennitted Mr. Rangel, for over a decade, to use a rent-stabilized apmiment in his
residential apartment building for his cmnpaign office.
The Investigative Subcommittee also looked at Mr. Rangel's financial disclosures and
taxes.
As a Member of Congress for nearly 40 years and Chairman of the Ways and Means
Connnittee- which has jurisdiction over tax matters, Mr. Rmlgel, aeeording to the charges,
failed to report rental income on his federal tax returns and on his villa in the Dominican
Republic over a period of years.
According to the Investigative Subcommittee, over the course of nearly a decade, J'vlr.
Rangel failed to report more than $600,000 on his financial disclos1ll'e statements for these
periods.
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These actions, ifproven, would demonstrate that Mr. Rangel violated multiple provisions of
the House rules and federal statutes.

As we prepare to hear the charges against one of our most tenured colleagues in the House,
we need to ensure we have done everything to reassure to the American public as a whole
that we will handle this matter with the utmost professionalism and nonpartisanship that it
deserves.
We can never forget that public office is a public trust. And with that I yield back.
(END REMARKS)

###
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Statement of Representative Gene Green, Chairman of Investigative Subcommittee in the
Matter of Charles B. Rangel
AdjudicatOl'y Subcommittee Meeting in the Matter of Charles B. Rangel
7/29/10

Thank you, Madame Chair.
The investigative subcommittee recently concluded its 21 month long
investigative process and transmitted the Statement of Alleged Violation
(SAV) in the matter ofMr. Charles B. Rangel to the Full Committee.
This investigation in the subcommittee began at the request of Mr.
Rangel. None of the Members of the investigative subcommittee
volunteered for this assignment.
I think it's safe to say that none of us enjoyed the assignment- no one
wants to investigate their peers. But we recognize this was a task that
was requested of us and the investigative subcommittee spent a
significant amount of time closely examining the factual and legal issues
involved in this matter.
The Members and staff of the investigative subcommittee worked
diligently throughout this investigation conducting approximately 50
depositions, as well as many informal interviews.
One deposition was conducted with Mr. Rangel on December 15,2009.
The investigative subcommittee also met with Mr. Rangel two additional
times including one meeting specifically requested by Mr. Rangel.
Throughout the course of the investigation, the subcommittee issued
over 160 formal requests for documents, as well as many informal
requests; reviewed over 28,000 pages of documents and testimony; and
held more than 60 investigative subcommittee meetings.
The investigative subcommittee spent many hours together, discussing at
length the evidence and whether the evidence merited any charges in a
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Statement of Alleged Violation. After weeks of discussion, the
investigative subcommittee adopted a SAY on June 17,2010.

The charges in the Statement of Alleged Violation relate to four general
subject matters:
(1) solicitations and donations to the Rangel Center for Public Service

at the City College of New York;
(2) errors and omissions on Respondent's Financial Disclosure
Statements;
(3) use of a rent-stabilized residential apartment by Respondent's
campaign committees; and
(4) failure to report and pay taxes on rental income on Respondent's
Punta Cana beach villa.
For each of these subject matters, the investigative subcommittee found
a substantial reason to believe that Congressman Rangel's conduct
merited charges in a Statement of Alleged Violation.
The subcommittee was also tasked with investigating Mr. Rangel's
compliance with House Administration Rules regarding the storage of a
vehicle in the House parldng garage.
The SAV does not make recommendation regarding Mr. Rangel's
compliance with parking lules. An additional report on the parking
matter is enclosed with the SAV and transmitialletter.
The report and transmittal letter sent to the Standards Committee make a
recommendation to House Administration to examine the current
parking rules and the enforcement of those rules.
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This has been a long process ~ longer than any of us would have liked.
We have detailed some of the reasons for the length of the investigation
in om' transmittal letter to the Committee.
Throughout the course of this investigation, there has been a lot of
speculation and inaccuracies reported in the media about investigation
itself and what Mr. Rangel knew about the investigation.
To say Mr. Rangel and his attorneys were unaware of the work of the
subcommittee would be incorrect and a disservice to the Members of the
investigative subcommittee.
Due to the Standards Committee rules regarding confidentiality, the
Investigative Subcommittee has been unable to publicly respond to these
inaccurate comments. The transmittal letter to the full committee and the
SAV should give greater clarity to the actions onhe subcommittee.
I would also like to take this opportunity, as Chair of the subcommittee,
to submit a written response to :M1'. Rangel's response to the SAV, to the
Chair ofthe full committee.
I am thankful to say that the investigative subcommittee has now
completed its work. I would like to thank Congressman Jo Bonner, as
well as the other Membets of the Investigative Subcommittee,
Congressman Bobby Scott and Congressman Doc Hastings for their
service on the subcommittee.
One of the most difficult tasks assigned to a Member of Congress is to
sit in judgment of a colleague. The task is even more difficult when the
subject of the investigation has befriended and mentored so many new
Members of Congress.
I am not envious of the role of the Members of the adjudicatory
subcommittee, and I know that all parties look forward to a final
resolution in this matter.
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Written Statement ofRepresentative Gene Green,
Chailman of the Investigative Subcommittee
in the Matter of Representative Charles B, Rangel
On June 17, 2010, the Investigative S'tlbco111mittee adopted a Statement of Alleged
Violation (SAV) alleging that, with I'espect to each of the 13 counts contained in the SAV, the
Investigative Subcoimnittee found a "substantial reason to believe that a violation of the Code of
Official Conduct, or of a law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to the
performance of official duties or the discharge of official responsibilities by a Member ... has
oceun-ed." Following motions practice in comlection with the SAV, Respondent submitted, on
July 21,2010, a document entitled "Respondent's Answer and Defenses to Statement of Alleged
Violation," in which Respondent denied all counts alleged in the SAV and asserted nU1uarous
defenses.
Committee Rule 22(a)(l) penllits a respondent "[w]ithill 30 days from the date of
transmittal of a Statement of Alleged Violation" to "file with the i1westigative suhcOlmnittee an
answer[,]." That same mle requires that a respondent's answer to an SAV be made "in writing
and 1.:mder oath, signed by respondent and respondent's counse1." Respondent's answer was due
to be filed on July 19, 2010. The Investigative Subcommittee, at Respondent's l'eq'tlest, extended
the period fur submission of an answer until July 21, 2010,
On July 21, 2010, Respondent's counsel submitted an eight-page document styled as
"Respondent's Answer and Defenses to Statement of Alleged Violation" \Vhile signed by both
Respondent and his cOllilRel, the July 21,2010, submission was not signc.l under oath.
As a result, the Investigative Subcommittee determined that Respondent's July 21, 2010,
submission did not constitute an "answer" under Conunittee Rule 22(a)(1). Notwithstanding the
deficiency in the July 21, 2010, submission, the Investigative Subcommittee provided
Respondent with an opportunity to care the defect in his submission. His counsel was notified, in
writing, ofthe defectil1 your submission on July 21, 2010, and Res110ndarlt was given unti112:00
p.m. on July 22, 2010, to sign his July 21, 2010, submission under oath,
On July 22, 2010, Respondent's counsel sent, at 12:37 p.m" a different 35-page
submission. This submission also failed to contain a proper oath.
The Investigative Subcommittee determined that Respondent's July 21, 2010,
submission, which was never signed under oath, was not in tIle propel' form, not timely, and,
therefore, not in compliance with the requirements of Conunitt~,e Rule 22(a).
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By letter dated July 22, 2010, Respondent was notified of this determination and
provided notice that the Committee considered his failure to file an answer in e<mfoD11ance with
the requirements of Rule 22(a) as a denial of each count alleged in the SAV.

Following transmittal of the SAV, the Chalr, after consulting with the Ranking
Republican Member of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, permitted Respondent to submit a
written statement in response to the Statement of Alleged Violation. The Chair also invited the
Chair and Ranking Republican Menlber of tlle Investigative SubconIDlittee to make a statement
addressing that response.
As permitted by the Chair, Respol1dent filed a 32-page document styled as "Statement of
Charles B. Rangel in Response to the Statement of Alleged Violation." Respondent's statement
largely raises issues that were add1'essed by the Investigative Subcommittee in its Order on
Respolldent's Motion for Bill of Particulars and JvIel110randum in Support of Order and its Order
on Respondent's Motion to Dismiss and Memorandum in Support of Order. The Investigative
Subcommittee does find it appropriate to respond to ceriain procedural defenses that Respondent
has asselied in his "First Defense," Those defenses are addressed below.

Respondent was provided a jilll and/air opportunity to respond
The Investigative Subc0l111nittee provided Respondent with a full and fair opportunity to
respond to the Statement ofAIJeged Violation and to present an adequate defense.
On May 25, 2010, the Investigative Subcommittee notified Respondent that it 1l1tended to
adopt an SAV 011 June 17, 2010. Following execution of a non"disclosure agreement by
Respondent and his counsel, a copy oHhe proposed SAV, along with the evidentiary record, was
provi.ded to Respondent on May 27, 20W. House and Standards Committee rules require that a
respondent be provided a Pl'Oposed SAY and the evidentiary record at least 10 days prior to the
scheduled vote on t11£1 SAV. Respondent was provided these items 21 days prior to the scheduled
vote - morc tha11 twice the amount of time required by House and Committee rules.
On June 17, 2010, the Investigative Subcommittee adopted the SAV. On that same date,
tho Chair of the Investigative Subcommittee, acting pln'suant to Committee Rule 22(e)(2),
entered an order setting fOrth deadlines for Respondent to file any motions (Ordel). In shoriening
certain deadiines, the Investigative Subcommittee took into consideration several factol"s.
Included was the fact that Respondent had been pmvided a 40-page SAV, which was far 1110re
detailed than a typical SAY. Another consideration was the fact tl1at Respondent had been
provided a copy of the proposed SAY 21 days prior to tIle vote and 1110re than twi.ce the amount
of time required by the rules. In addition, 1110st of the evidentiary re(;Ql'd had been provided to the
Investigative Subcommittee by Respondent, and, 110 later than January 2010, Respondent had
obtained copies of docunlents produced by certain third palties to the Investigative'
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SubcOlmnittee. Respondent, accordingly, had access to much of the evidentiary record for
several months before any motions or answer were due under the Order.
Also considered was the lengt11 of the invastigation, including Respondent's repeated
public &'tatemel1ts regarding its length. Thase public statements were troubling to the
Investigative Subcommittee, particularly in light of the fact that, in several instances, the actiollS
of Respondent and his counsel caused significant delays. For example, on Octobor 8, 2008, the
Investigative Subcommittee made its first written request to Respondent for documents. The
request had a retum date ofOctober 28, 2008. While Raspondent did begin producing documents
on that date, all of the responsive dOCUl11onts were not produced until December 11, 2008. In
another instance, the Investigative Subcommittee requested documents fl:om Respondent on
Apri115, 2010. Respondent, through his counsel, refused repeated requests for those documents,
necessitating the need for service of a subpoena on Respondent. After the subpoena was served,
the documents were produced on June 10, 201O. In several other instances, Respondent produced
documents after the return date set by the Investigative Sube0111lnittee.
Another event that caused a significant delay in the investigation was Respondent's
assertion of certain privileges, set forth in a 40-page privilege log. The log was not produced
until May 29, 2009. After the Invastigative Subcommittee and Respondent reached an agreement
that permitted subcommittee counsel to review certain documents, subcommittee counsel
reviewed certain documents for which privileges bad been asserted. Upon review of the
documents, counsel detennined that many of the claims of privilege were, in fact, not valid. A
review of those materials led to thc interview of additional witnessas, which conld have been
completed earlier but for Respondent's impropor claims ofprivilege 3B to those documents.
The inquiry was further delayed pending receipt of a forensic accomltant's report, which
Respondent volunteel'ed to produce. III September 2008, Respondent publicly announced his
intention to hire a fUl'ensic accountant. Respondent issued a press release 011 NOVelllber 13,
2008, stating that he had retained a forensic accounting film to review his Financial Disclosure
Statements and tax returns. The accountant's repOlt was not sent to the Investigative
Subcommittee until May 12, 2009, six months after Respondent's public statements. Respondent
submitted amended Financial Discl()sme Statements for the calendar years 1998 through 2007,
as well as his original Financial Disclosure Statement for calelldar year 2008, 011 August 12,
2009, al1110st one year after Respondent publicly pledged to con-ect his Financial Disclosure
Statements.
The delays in the investigai1011 caused by Respondent were a factor in the Investigative
Subcommittee's detel1nlnati0J1 that "special circmllshUlces" existed under Committee Rule
22(e)(2). TIle Investigative Subcomtnittee's action in shOlteni1lg certain deadlines was consistent
with Committee 1'ulas, as well as Respondent's repeated public requasts for the investigation to
be completed.
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In providing Respondent with a copy of the evidentiary record, the Ilwestigative
Subcommittee pl'Ovided more evidence than required by Conunittee rules, For example,
Committee Rule 26(c) requires the disclosure only of evidence that the subcommittee "intends to
use to prove" the charges in the SAV. Committee rules penuit testimony by deposition transcript
in lieu of live witne.-~ses "if the witness is unavailable." As such, there is no intention to use any
deposition transcripts in lieu of testimony (which is subject to change if a witness becomes
unavailable), and no obligation to provide any transcripts, The Investigative Subcommittee, in a
spirit of full disclosure, nonetheless provided Respondent an extensive munher of transcripts.

Respondent has been provided exculpatory documents
Respondent asserts that the investigative subcommittee violated "the rule requiring that it
fOOlish Congressman Rangel with all exculpatory evidence and has impaired Congressman
Rangel's ability to defend himself" by failing to produce a copy of a lease application for an
apmtment to be occupied by Steven Rangel which contains the hmldwritten notation "16M." The
Investigative Subcommittee did not produee the lease application for Steven Rangel referenced
in Respondent's Answer because the document is not exculpatory, Respondent has heen charged
with a non-conforming use of apmiment 1au, a residential rent-stabilized apartment, for his
cml1paign committees, The notation of "16M" on a lease application has no bearing on
Respondent's use of apmi:ment lOU.
Even if this document was exculpatory, 111e I:twestigntive Subcommittee's failure to
pl'Oduce it has not "impaired" Re.-~pondel1t' s defense, Respondent already has referred to that
document in a submission to the Investigative Subcommittee dated January 8, 2010. Since
Re.-~pondeJlt has already used the subject document, his argument that his defense has been
"impaired" is spurious.

4
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Statement of Representative Jo Bonner
Ranking Member of the Investigative Subcommittee in the Matter of Charles B. Rangel
Adjudicatory Subcommittee Meeting in the Matter of Charles B. Rangel
July 29, 2010

Thank you, Madam Chair, Ranking Member McCaul aud members of the AdjudicatolY
Subcommittee.
By the very nature of this rare - but not without precedent -- public meeting of this Subcommittee,
there arc naturally many questions that are out there... questions by other Members of Congress about
what is happening to one of our colleagues and, I believe, more importantly, questions by the American
people.
In the five minutes I have been given, allow me attempt to answer some of these questions.
First. there is no doubt that Congressman Charles Rangel has a compelling story - he was a
private - as his autobiography says, "left to die on a battlefield in what is now North Korea."
He earned the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his bravery. He was a fatherless high school
dropout who went from pushing a hand truck in the Garden Distriet ofNew York City to becoming one of
the most powerful- and well-liked-- figures on Capitol Hill.
But Mr. Rangel's life story is not why we are here today for in a velY real way, every American
has their own uniqtJe story to tell.
Instead, C.ongressman Green and I are here to present to this Subcommittee - and the American
people - a summary of different story altogether.
We have a responsibility to submit evidence to this AdjudicatOlY Subeommittee that Mr. Rangel
may have broken the Rules of the House and brought discredit to this body at a time when the American
people have such little faith in our ability - as their elected Representatives - to do our job.
In fact - according to Article I, Section 4 of the United States Constitution- it is the duty of the
House to "puuish its Members for disorderly behavior."
As such, this is truly a sad day where no one - regardless of their partisan stripes - should rejoice.
I want to take another minute to explain how we got to where we are.
As has been noted, the investigation into .Mi'. Rangel's activities has been ongoing for almost two
years. These matters arc serious and I believe the record will show were being looked into by the Ethics
Committee at the time Mr. Rangel wrote the Committee and requested a fonnal review.
During the course of the investigation, Mr. Rangel was given multiple opportunities to settle this
matter. Instead, he chose to move forward to this public trial phase.
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Since the beginning of this investigation, the Full Committee has been led by three different
Chairpersons and 2 different Ranking Members. On the Investigative Subcommittee - that today is
presenting the Statement of Alleged Violation- we have been served by Mr. Green of Texas as Chair,
while I served as Ranking Member.
The other members of this bipartisan Subcommittee were Mr. Scott of Virginia and Mr. Hastings
of Washington State.
Madam Chair, I can say with oo11ainty that each ofus had every intention of completing this
investigation before the end of 2008.
But in part dne to additional evidence that was submitted, multiple delays in receiving
infonnation we requested and subpoenaed, and an extension on two separate occasions of the
Investigative Subcommittee's jurisdiction because of new facts that came before the Subcommittee, this
investigation concluded just last week.
Not everyone in this room - or watching this at home on TV - may know that the House Ethics
Committee is tile only truly-bipartisan Committee with an equal number of Democrats and Republicans.
5 Democrats and 5 Republicans sit on the Full COllunittee, in judgment of our peers.
And today there are 4 Democrats and 4 Republicans .- as has already been noted, none of whom
volunteer for this duty -- who sit on this Adjudicatory Subcommittee.
While at times some Members of the Investigativc Subcommittee disagreed on some of the
counts ultimately included in the Statement of Alleged Violation the record should note that an
supporting evidence was transmitted to the Full Committee with the unanimous support of the bipartisan
Investigative Subcommittee.
While my role as Ranking Member of tile Investigative Subcommittee has now come to an end, I
want to thank Mr. Green, Mr. Hastings, Mr. Scott and the Committee staff for their dedication and time
devoted to this matter.
And whatever happens from this point forward [believe it is ineumbent upon eaeh of us to do our
part - individualJy and eolJeetively - to take a measlll'ed step in the direction of helping to restore the trust
ofthc American people in this, "The People's House" where we are an privilegcd to scrve .
Thank you, Madam Chair.
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leslie B. Kiernan
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July 28, 2010

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL

R. Blake Chisam
Staff Director and ChiefCounsel
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

In the Matter ofRepresentative Charles B. Rangel

Dear Blake:
Enclosed please find the Statement ofCharles B. Rangel in Response to the Statement of
Alleged Violation ("Statement") and the exhibits thereto. Please notify us immediately if the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee detemlines that the Statement is not in conformance with the
Committee's Rules so that we can cure immediately any defects and ensure a timely filing.
We also ask you to confirm in writing that: (J) the Statement has been aceepted by the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee; and (2) the Statement shall be included in any report of the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee or Standards Committee to the same extent as the Statement of
Alleged Violation to which it responds.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Leslie B. Kiernan
Encls.

WASfll~JGTON.

DC

NfW'l{}HK

TAMPA

BALTIMOR,

WILMINGTON, DE
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Condnct
Adjudicatory Subcommittee

In the Matter of

Representative Charles B. Rangel

STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. RANGEL IN RESPONSE
TO THE STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION}

For forty years, Congressman Rangel has faithfully selVed the people of New York's
Fifteenth District. He has at all times acted in his constituents' best interests and has brought
them economic and educational opportunities, as exemplified by his tireless support for the City
College of New York ("CCNY"). Congressman Rangel donated his official papers to CCNY,
secured appropriations to support the College's academic program in public service, and
promoted the program to education-minded philanthropists. The benefit Congressman Rangel
received fi'om this work was the satisfaction of fulfilling his obligations to his constituents. He
did not profit economically, nor did he ever link his work for CCNY with matters before the
Ways & Means Committee. The Statement of Alleged Violation ("SAV") in this case is deeply
flawed in its factual premises and legal theories, not only with regard to CCNY, but also as to the
other claims. The undisputed evidence in the

rec·ord~·assembled

by the Investigative

Subcommittee over its nearly two-year investigation-is that Congressman Rangel did not
dispense any political favors, that he did not intentionally violate any law, rule or regulation, and
that he did not misuse his public office for private gain.

This Response bas been prepared by counsel and is submitted pursuant to Struldards Committee Rule 7(t),
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I.

CCNY: CONGRESSMAN RANGEL'S ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF CCNY'S
RANGEL CENTER DID NOT VIOLATE HOUSE RULES. 2
Congressman Rangel helped a public college in his Congressional district to establish and

fund an academic program in public service for disadvantaged students. To support that effort,
he agreed to donate his official papers, allowed the school to name the program in his honor and
introduced college officials to potential donors. Congressman Rangel is hardly the only member
of the Congressiona1leadership to engage in such activity. Senate Minority Leader McConnell,
for example, has donated his official papers, lent his name and raised millions of dollars from
corporate donors to laun.ch the McConnell Center for Political Leadership at the University of
Louisville; fmmer House Judiciary Committee Chaimlan Peter Rodino donated his papers to
Seton Hall Law School, where they are housed in the Peter W. Rodino, Jr. archives, a division of
the Peter W. Rodino Law Library.3 Without pausing to consider, Congressman Rangel treated
this effort as constitnent service, in pnrsuit of not one, but two, important national prioritiesproviding educational oppmiunities for disadvantaged and minority stndents and promoting
diversity in our nation's public service.
TIle charges in the SAV magnify an issue about the proper scope of Congressman
Rangel's official duties into an attack on his integrity. The Congressman did not abuse his
official position or emieh hinlself financially. He did not target for solicitation foundations,
corporations or individuals with business before tIle Ways & Means Committee, nor did he offer
or provide preferential treatment or favors to potential contlibutors. He received no prohibited
benefit, direct or indirect, from his work on behalf of this program that violates the ethics rules.

Congressman Rangel responds herein to paragraphs 1-10 and 23-92 of the SAV. Paragraphs 11-22 are
omitted from this section and addressed in a separate section. as they pertain to Congressman Rangel's service as a
trustee of the Ann S. KJleel Charitable '["ust and not to the Rangel Center.
3
Senators Byrd, Lott and Helms arc among the many Members of Congress to have established similar
programs.
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In retrospect he recognizes that the public W01.lld have been better served if he had consulted the
Standards Committee staff in advance regarding his desire to help CCNY. If he mistakenly used
the wrong letterhead or other modest resources in this worthy cause, the en-or was made in good
faith. 4

A.

Congressman Rangel Has Consistently Supported Educational Programs like
the Rangel Center as Part of His Official Responsibilities.

CCNY, located in the heart of Congressman Rangel's Congressional district, has a
distinguished history of opening higher education to disadvantaged, minority and immigrant
students. Congressman Rangel grew up tour blocks from CCNY, is a lifelong resident of its
Harlem neighborhood and has represented its Congressional district for fOlty years. As a high
school dropout who completed his education throngh the GJ. Bill after the Korean War, the
Congressman benefited from and enthusiastically advocates for educational opportunities for
underserved students, particularly those designed to increase minority pattieipation in public
service. s
The idea for the Rangel Center originated with CCNY President Gregory Williams,
following yeat·s of discussion with Congressman Rangel about "ways we could get more people
of color involved in government service." Williams Tr. at 8-11 (CSOC.CBR.0001772S-28).
President WilliatllS envisioned a Center for Public Service that would offer new undergraduate
and master's degree programs, and would also house a conference center, libraty, and additional
Members traditionally exercise broad discretion to determine what activities lie within the seope of their
official duties. See 123 Congo Rec. 5900 (daity ed. Mar. 2, 1977) (statement of Rep. Hamilton) ("There are
essentially no rules and regnlations" that define what is appropriately an official expense. "It is left up to the
Members."). The Standards Committee does not second-guess the reasonable judgments of a Member, made in
good faith, that particular communications lie within his role as the people's representative. Statement of the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct Regarding Complaints Against Rep. Newt Gingrich, at 63 (Comm,
Print Mar. 8, 1990) (The Ethics Committee "is particularly sensitive when its aetions might be viewed as limiting a
Member's ability to speak publicly 011 issues").
5
Long before CCNY founded the Rangel Center, the Congressman sponsored a two'year fellowship
program operated jointly by Howard University and the U.S. State Depmtment to promote the cntro.nce afminorities
in the Foreign Selvice. See http://www.howard.eduitjb/rangelprogram_old.htm (last visited July 20, 2010).
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programs to provide the training neceSSalY to prepare young men and women for public service
careers. See CSOC.CBR.0000029l-3l7 (proposal to establish the Rangel Center). By naming
the Center after Congressman Rangel and housing his official papers in its fledgling public
service archive, CCNY hoped to enhance its ability to attract the necessaly private and public
funds to hire first-rate faculty and provide financial aid for needy students. See
CSOC.CBR.0000031l-14 (outlining initial budget elements). CCNY also planned to restore a
vacant brownstone to be the Center's future home.
Congressman Rangel promoted the Rangel Center not only because of his longstanding
personal conunitment to creating opportunities for minority and economically disadval1taged
students, but because diversifYing the public service was an impOltallt official responsibility. He
was simultaneously assisting a substantial institutional constituent, CCNY, which brings jobs to
his district and has for generations made education available to people of limited means from
Harlem and the surrounding area.
B.

Congressman Rangel Did Not Target Persons with Bnsiness Before the Ways
& Means Committee, nor Did He Offer or Extend Favorable Consideration

in Official Matters to any Donor.
Section 7353 of Title 5 of the United States Code and related House ethics rules prohibit
Members asking for anything of value from persons who seek official action from the House or
have interests likely to be substantially affected by the performance of official duties. Subject to
certain lin1itations, Members may, and many do, raise funds for tax-exempt non-profit
educational and charitable organizations, so long as they do not receive a personal benefit or
suggest that the donor will receive "favorable consideration in official matters." Ethics Manual
at 348-49 ("As a general matter the Committee penuits (without the need to seek prior
Committee approval) Members ... to solicit on behalfof [non-profit] organizations ..."). These
Jules are intended to prevent Members from tal'geting solkitations to individuals
4

01'

entities that
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may feel obliged to make donations in order to protect their legislative interests or that may use
charitable giving to influence a Member's official action.
Congressman Rangel's efforts on behalf of CCNY never targeted donors based on their
legislative interests. Dalley Tr., Vol 1., at 54 (CSOC.CBR 00017590) (no effOlt to target people
with Ways & Means business); see also Butler Tr., VoL II, at 25 (CSOC.CBR00027269)
(testimony from CCNY's Vice President for Development and Institutional Advancement, who
spearheaded fundraising for the Rangel Center, that neither the Congressman nor his staff ever
discussed seeking donations from individuals or entities that might have business before the
Ways & Means Committee). Instead, he wrote letters or reached out personally to foundations
and business leaders with a demonstrated interest in educational philantlu·opy. At the direction
of the Congressman's chief ofstaff, an unpaid fellow compiled from a Council on Foundations
directory a mailing list of granting organizations with intercsts in cducation, public scrvicc or
minority education. 6 See Dalley Tr., Vo!. I, at 44 (CSOC.CBROOOI7580). Prior to sending the
lcttcrs, thc Congressman reviewed thc list of potential addrcssecs and believed-·based on his
familiarity with the range of matters before the Ways & Means COllUllittee-that none of the
recipicnts were sceking official action or were likely to be substantially affected by the
performance ofms official duties. Rangel II'. at 33-34 (CSOC.CBR00027449-50).7
It was not Congressman Rangel, but Robert Morgenthau, the longtime District Attorney
of New York and also a strong suppOlter of CCNY, who contacted his good friend Eugene
The recipients included individuals with demonstrated commitments to education, without regard to their
legislative interests, such as Ivan Seidenberg, Chairman and CEO ofVerizon. From a working class family in New
York, after high school, Mr. Seidenberg worked as a telephone lineman. Following military service in Vietnam, he
returned to Sel,OO] and earned his degree from CCNY's parent, the City University of New York. He went on to
attend business schoo] at Pace University, to which he donated $15 mil1ion. Ml'. Seidenberg's rise from lineman to
CEO and CUNY education made him a clear choice to receive a CCNY letter.
7
Vague allegations that potential contributors lobbied unspecified "members of the House" during an
undefined "relevant period" ahout a laundry list of issues (SAV '\!'II 89-92) indicate nothing about what Congressman
Rangel knew at the time that he reviewed the mailing list.
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Isenberg, CEO of Nabors Industries, about the Rangel Center.

Mr. Morgenthau invited

Congressman Rangel and CCNY's leadership to meet with Mr. Isenberg because he believed Mr.
Isenberg's past generosity to educational institutions made him a natural supporter for the Rangel
Center. Morgenthau Tr. at 9 (CSOC.CBR00027842) ("[S]ince I had helped Isenberg in two of
his prior educational ventures . . . I thought [the Rangel Center] was something that would
interest him."); see also id. at 14 (CSOC.CBR.00027847) ("Mr. Isenberg is very interested in the
education of minorities."),

At the meeting arranged by Mr, Morgenthau, the participants

discussed their shared interest in enabling undelprivileged students to become leaders in public
life, Morgenthau Tr. at 13 (CSOC.CBR00027846); Isenberg Tr. at 11 (CSOC, CBR,OOO 17332).
There was no discussion at the meeting of any legislative matter affecting Mr, Isenberg
or his company. Morgenthau Tr. at 15 (CSOC,CBR00027848); Isenberg Tr. at 11
(CSOC.CBROOOI7332); Rangel Tr. at 48 (CSOC,CBR.00027464); Butler Tr., Vol. II, at 36
(CSOC,CBR00027280). Importantly, Congressman Rangel did not take part iu the subsequent
discussions between CCNY and Mr. Isenberg that resulted in a substantial gift to the Center,
Butler Tl'., VoL II, at 59 (CSOC.CBR00027303); Isenberg Tr, at 11-12 (CSOC.CBR.OOOI733233),
The uncontroverted evidence is that Congressman Rangel never suggested that any donor
to the Rangel Center would receive favorable consideration in legislative matters and never gave
preferential treatment to any contributor, Every witness who was asked confirmed this for the
Subcommittee:
•

John L, Buckley, Majority Chief Tax Counsel of the Ways & Means Committee
testified that Congressman Rangel kept the Rangel Center separate from his work
with the Ways & Means Committee, Indeed, Mr. Buckley testifi.ed that he did 110t
leam about the Rangel Center until a New York Times reporter called him about
it Buckley '1'1'. at 46 (CSOC,CBROOOI8233). He also testificd that Nabors
Industries did not reeeivc any special treatmcnt from Congressman Rangel. ld, at
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53-54 (CSOC.CBR.00018240-4l).
•

Janice Mays, Chief Counsel & Staff Director of the Ways & Means Committee
testified that she knew of no special treatment of anyone in eOllileetion with the
Committee's work, and that Congressman Rangel generally keeps his work with
the Committee separate from his work with his district and constituents. Mays Tr.
13 (CSOC.CBR00017944). She also testified that there was no connection
between any Ways & Means legislation and any donation by AIG to the Rangel
Center. Id. at 13, 53 (CSOC.CBR00017944, CSOC.CBR.00017984).

•

Mr. Isenberg testified that he never sought nor received any special consideration
from Congressman Rangel because of his donation to CCNY. Isenberg Tr. at 13
(CSOC.CBR00017334); see also Kies Tr. at 22 (CSOC.CBR00018390) (same).
They did not discuss legislative matters in the September 2006 meeting arranged
by Mr. Morgenthau about the Center, and did not discuss the Center in their brief
connnunications about potential legislation in February and June 2007. Isenberg
Tr. at 30-31 (CSOC.CBROO0l735l-52); Kies 1'1'. at 17-18, 24-25
(CSOC.CBR.00018385-86, CSOC.CBR.00018392-93); see also Morgenthau 1'1'.
at 15 (CSOC.CBR 00027848).

•

Susan Berresford, former President of the Ford Foundation, testii1ed that in
meetings with Congressman Rangel regarding the Rangel Center there was no
discussion of legislative or policy issues. Berresford 1'1'. at 16 (CSOC.CBR.
00019131).

•

Rachelle Butler and Gregory Williams of CCNY testified that Congressman
Rangel did not discuss any Congressional action or Ways & Means Committee
business at any of the meetings they attended with potential donors conceming the
Rangel Center, including the meeting with Eugene Isenberg. Butler 1'1'., Vol. II,
(CSOC.CBR.00027271, CSOC.CBR00027279-80,
at 27, 35-36, 61
CSOC.CBR.00027305); Williams 1'r. at 18, 22 (CSOC.CBR00017735,
CSOC.CBR.OOOl7739).

Although the SAV says much about the jurisdiction of Congressman Rangel's
Committees and identifies certain is&ues before them, it fails to cite a single instance in which the
Congressman catered to the interests of an actual or potential donor to the Center or failed to act
solely on the merits of a matter before him. Thus, it is clear that Mr. Isenberg's contribution to
the Rangel Center did not affect the Congressman's action on a tax inversion provision in
minimum wage legislation in 2007. In his testimony, Jolm Bueldey, Chief Tax Counsel to the
Ways & Means Committee, confirmed that the inversion provision never came before
7
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Congressman Rangel or the Ways & Means Conmuttee. On February 1,2007, nearly two weeks
before Mr. Isenberg and his company's lobbyist first eontacted Congressman Rangel concerning
possible tax legislation, the Committee staff had already drafted a bill that made the subject
irrelevant, and that bill had been introduced on February 9, three days before Congressman
Rangelleal'l1ed of Nabors Industries' interest in tax inversion. 8 Ex. I, Letter from John Buckley,
Chief Tax Counsel, House Committee on Ways and Means, to Editors and Reporters, publicly
released on Dec. 5, 2008 ("Buckley Llr."); Buckley Tr. at 23-25 (CSOC.CBR. 00018210-12)
(stating that the issue of tax inversion was never presented to Congressman Rangel); Mays Tr. at
25 (CSOC,CBROOOI7956) ("Inversions were not discussed in our markup and weren't really
discussed by the Members at alL"). In fact, Congressman Rangel never gave Mr. Buckley any
instructions regarding the inversion issue,

Buckley Ltr. at 3; Buckley Tr. at 24-25

(CSOC.CBROOOI8211-12) (Congressman Rangel's direction to Mr. Buckley was to work out a
non-controversial bipartisan bill). In this and other matters, the record clearly establishes that
Congressman Rangel kept his Ways & Means Committee business separate from his work on
behalf of the Rangel Center.
C.

Congressman Rangel Did Not Benefit Improperly from His Support for the
Rangel Centel',

The SAV's charge that Congressman Rangel received a gift or otl1elwise benefited
improperly from money donated to CCNY or from the donation of his own official papers to
The minimum wage hill passed by the Senate would have retroactively increased taxes for companies that
had incorporated of£,hore in 2002 and 2003, hut maintained the majority of their operations in the United States, a

process known as

"inversion.~'

The inversion provision was one of many revenue offsets included in the Senate bill

to pay for corporate tax cuts. Because the House bill did not contain the corporate tax cuts favored by the Senate, it
did not require such revenue offsets. In&iead, at the direction of then"Chairman Rangel and Ranking Member
McCrery, the Ways & Means st.aff had prepared a bipm1isan, non-controversial bm, which had been introduced
three days before Mr. Isenberg mentioned the mattel' to Congressman Rangel. SAV ~ 157. The House bill
contained nothing about inversion. ILK 976, 11 Oth Congo (2007), The Senate Finance Committee staff decided not
to raise the issuc when the bill wellt to cOllference. As a result, the inversion tax provision never came before the
House when the final bill was enacted into Jaw on May 25, 2007 as Pub. L. No. 1[0-28.
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CCNY is not supported by the law.
Count III relies on House ethics rules and 5 U.S.C. § 7353, which prohibit a Member
from receiving a gift, defmed as a "gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan,
forbearance, or other item having monetary value." Count II is baBed on Clause 5 of the Code of
Ethics for Govel1lment Service ("CEGS"), which provides that a public official should "never
accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits that might be construed as influencing the
perfonnance of goveulluental duties." As a matter of law, however, charitable contributions
made to CC'NY in corUlection with the Rangel Center cannot be construed as an improper favor
or benefit to Congressman Rangel.
It is undisputed that every single charitable contribution in this case went to CCNY, a

public educational institution, and not to the Congressman. The SAV charges that he benefited
indirectly from contributions to CCNY for the Rangel Center because the Center preserved his
legacy by naming the Center in his honor, providing an office for him, and storing and archiving
his official papers. But these were not favors to Congressman Rangel; they were integral parts of
the Center's academic program, and CCNY, not Congressman Rangel, was the beneficiary.
It was plainly permissible under House ethics rules for Congressman Rangel to allow

CCNY to name the Center for him. The House Ethics Manual expressly encourages Members
"to lend their names to legitimate charitable enterprises and otherwise promote charitable goals."
Ethics Manual at 44 (internal quotations omitted); see aLw Ethics Manual at 347 ("Clause II of
House Rulc XXIII is not intended to restrict a Member's ... ability to lend one's name in
support of a private group."). These rules reflect a recognition that the naming is not for the
benefit of the Member, but, as here, for the benefit of the organization.
To the extent that the naming of the Center can be viewed as an indirect reputationaJ
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benefit to the Congressman, it is a benefit authorized by the House ethics rules. The Standards
Committee's parameters for solicitations on behalf of charitable organizations recognize that
indirect benefits may properly accrue to Members. Indeed, the prohibition extends only to direct
benefits: "No direct personal benefits may result [from charitable solicitations] to the soliciting
official." Ethics Manual at 348 (emphasis added). A Member is, however, expressly permitted
to accept non-monetary forms of recognition of his public service, even though the honor has the
incidental effect of enhancing his reputation. Ethics Manual at 66, 76 9

Whatever personal

interest the Congressman may have in the "perpetuation of his legacy" (SAV "11"111, 189),
contributions to a Center named in his honor do not violate CEGS or the gift rule.
The availability of an office at the Center similarly cannot as a matter of law be construed
as a gift or favor to Congressman Rangel. First, its intended purpose was for the benefit of the
students, to provide a place where they could meet with him as part of their academic program.
Williams Tr. at 23 (CSOC.CBR.OOO 17740). The undisputed testimony is that the Congressman
did not seek: such an office; it was proposed by CCNY.

Butler Tr., Vol. II, at 28

(CSOC.CBR.00027272). Second, the undisputed testimony is that no office was actually set
aside for his use and he will not receive it in the futme because the idea was abandoned early on
for space and funding reasons. Id.
The claim that the Congressman will benefit impenllissibly £i'om the archiving of his
Ethics Committee precedent establishes that for something to be a gift under House ethics rules or a "favor
or benefit" under the CEGS, itmnst have some pecuniary benetlt to the Member or his family. See H. Rep. 104·866
(Jan. 2, 1997), § IV.A3. (free broadcasting of lectures in Rep. Gingtich's college course "did not constitute either a
gift or a favor to Representative Gingtich within the meaning of House lUles or applicable standards" because the
benefit to Rep. Gingrich consisted only of publicity), Further, the Investigative Suhcommittee's tbeory contradicts
the plain meaning of the statute and the House gift lUle. The use of the word "other" in the pm'ase "gratuity, favor,
discount, entertainment, 110spitality, loan, forbearance, or other item having monetary value," plainly signltles that
the preceding terms are examples of items having monetary value. It is a basic rule of statutory interpretation that
the phrase "A, B, 01' any other C" means that "A is a subset of c." United States v. Williams-Davis, 90 F.3d 490,
509 (D.C. Cir. 1996); see also Dong v, Smithsonian lnst" 125 F.3d 877, 880 (D,C. Gil'. 1997); United States v,
Delgado, 4 F.3d 780, 786 (9th Cir. 1993).
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official papers rests on the flawed premise that CCNY is providing a service to him. But the
evidence is that Congressman Rangel agreed to donate the papers to CCNY, a routine practice by
Members of Congress. IO The Rangel papers are valuable property, which CCNY will archive
not as a favor to Congressman Rangel but in order to preserve and m&'(imize its value to the
College. 111e Congressman will relinquish both the papers themselves and control over them. I I
Other Members of Congress have donated their papers and raised funds for institutions
bealing their names under virtually identical circumstances:
•

Senator Mitch McCom1ell raised funds from corporate donors-including
Humana Foundation, Ashland Inc., RJR Nabisco, Toyota and military contractor
United Defense Industries--to launch the McConnell Center for Political
Leadership at the University of Louisville, together with the McConnell-Chao
Archives, which employs an archivist paid more than the budget for CC'NY's
archivist. Senator MeCOlmell also secured an ea1111ark for the building in which
his archive is located. See University of Louisville video thanking Senator
MeComlcll for his support for the University, available on Youmbe at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koqhlunTqf8 (last visited on July 20, 2010);
see also www.youtube.eom/wateh?v=RzYii5tBe7Y (dedication of McConnellChao archives) (last visited on July 20, 2010).

•

Senator Robert Byrd donated his papers to the Byrd Center for Legislative Studies
at Shepard University in Shepardstown, West Virginia. The Center includes
archival research facilities, offices and classrooms. See www.byrdcenter.org (last
visited on July 20, 2010).

•

Senators Trent Lot! and Jesse Helms estabtished centers at universities during
their respective tenure in Congress and participated in funckaising for them.
Senator Lott appeared onstage at a Kennedy Center fundraiser that raised $10

10
The Manuscript Division of the Libl'luy of Congress stores and archives the papers of innumerable federal
officials bound by CEGS and the gift rule, including nine hundred Members of Congress. http://www.1oc.gov/rr/
msslmss_abt.html (last visited 011 July 19, 2010). We are unaware of any suggestiO!l that the curation of the
historically impOltant documents donated by these officials should be treated as a personal benefit to the individual,
rather than a service provided by the Library of Congress to tbe publie. A comprehensive list of hundreds of
congressional archives maintained at academic and other research institutions can be found at http://
www.archivcs.govllegis]ative!repositOly-collections!name.btml (last visited on July 20, 2010).
11
Moreover, the ,u'cbivisl will be a Rangel post-doctoral fellow~a student pursuing an advanced degree, not
a professional librarian. See CSQC.CBR.00000300. The archivist will "provide assistance to the other scholars,
CCNY students, and the Harlem community, while pursuing his/her own research in the papers."
CSOC.CBROOOOO300. Thus, the position provides much needed financial support for a post-doctoral student with
an academic interest in the subject matter, as well as broader edncational benefits to the scholarly community.
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million from corporate donors for one of the centers named for him. The center
named for Senator Helms had a working office that was designated for his use
after retirement, in addition to a replica of his office in the Dirksen Building,
We provide these examples, not as part of an "everyone does it" defense, but rather to
demonstrate that these activities have never been regarded as creating an improper benefit to a
Member.
The House conclusively detennined in 2007 that funds for the Rangel Center did not
provide an improper financial benefit to Congressman Rangel when it approved an appropriation
for the Center. That decision forecloses these ethics charges. In an unsuccessful eftort to
eliminate a $1.9 million earmark for the Rangel Center, Congressman John Campbell of
California read from a brochure describing the role of the archivist/librarian to "organize, index
and preserve for posterity all documents, photographs and memorabilia relating to Congressman
Rangel's career," and the office that CCNY contemplated providing. See 153 Congo Rec. H8133
(daily ed. July 19, 2007).

Speaking in support of the appropriation, Congressman Rangel

described the Center's public purpose and his role in it, including his participation in fundraising.
After floor debate on the issue, 316 Members voted in favor of the ealmark. 153 Congo Rec.
H8133-35 (debate); H8163-64 (recorded vote) (daily ed. July 19, 2007). The overwhelming
majority of Members thus concluded eorrectly that neither the Sl'Chivist nor the office improperly
benefited the Congressman or gave him an interest in financial support for the Center; such an
interest would have rendered the earmark improper and required the Members to vote against it.
House Rule

xxm,

clause 17; Ethics Manual at 185, 239 (eannark prohibited if Member or

spouse has a pecuniary interest, but is pennitted notwithstanding "remote, inconsequential, or
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speculative interests"). 12
And if, as the House plainly concluded in 2007, Congressman Rangel will not receive
anything of value from CCNY by virtue of the archiving of his official papers (or the sinceabandoned proposal for him to have an office at the Center), then he will not receive an "indirect
gift" (SAV

'If 190) from the charitable contributions that CCNY will use to fund that and other

Center expenses. The Rangel Center is a bona fide academic program undertaken by CCNY to
meet a critical social and educational need, not a vanity project for the Congressman, as the SAV
implies, and CCNY is not, as the SAV alleges, a conduit for gifts to the Congressman. Whatever
reservation the Subcommittee may have about Congressman Rangel's role in fundraising is
pTOperly analyzed as a solicitation issue, and not transmuted into a gift issue by unprecedented
legal alchemy.
D.

Congressman Rangel Did Not Violate Rules Concerning the Use of Official
Resources.

Consistent with House ethic.s rules that permit Members to fundraise for charitable
organizations,13 the crux of Counts

vn

and VIII of the SAV is merely that the Congressman

used the WI'ong letterhead, copying paper, oftice equipment, and the like. But for the inadvertent
use of these resources, the charges recognize that there was nothing inherently wrong in his
activities on behalf of the Rangel Center. The work related to a charitable endeavor on behalf of

12
The plethora of ernmarks for projects named for Members reflects the recognition that the intangible
replltational benefit of s'Uch honors is too remote, inconsequential and speculative to give lise to ethics concerns.
Recent earmarks for educational institutions have supported the RobClt C. Byrd National Teclmology Transfer
Center at Wheeling Jesuit University, the Rohert C. Byrd Technology Center at Alderson-Broaddus Coltege, Pat
Roberts Halt at Kansas State Univcrsity, the Harkin Grants program for local school remodeling in Iowa, the Shelby
Engineering and Computing Sciences building at the University of South Alabama, and the Thad R. Cochran Marine
Aquaculture Center at the Uuiversity of Southern Mississippi.
IJ
The general ban on solicitation contains a broad exception for tax-exClnpt non-profit, educational and
charitable organi7.atiollS, on behalf of whieh Members may raise funds without prior Committee approval, provided
they do not use official resources, receive a personal beneHt, or suggest that the donor will receive "favorable
consideration in ofticiaJ matters." Ethics Manual at 348-49 ("As a gencral matter the Committee pcrmits (without
the nced to seek prior Committee approval) Members ... to solicit on behalf of [non"profit] organizations ...").
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an important public institution in Congressman Rangel's district and the resources used were
modest at best.
With respect to staff time, binding Ethics Committee precedent establishes as a matter of
law that no ethics violation occurs unless the statT's unofficial activities interfere with the
perfonnancc of their official duties. Thus, the Committee dismissed a complaint that Speaker
Newt Gingrich improperly used the services of his congressional statr in writing one of his
books. Although staff members had worked on the book, the Conunittee concluded that no
violation took place because there was no evidence that this work caused them to neglect their
official duties. See Statement of the Conunittee on Standards of Official Conduct Regarding
Complaints Against Rep. Newt Gingrich, at 40 (Col1'un. Print Mar. 8, 1990) ("[D]ue to the
il1'egular time frames in which the Congress operates, it is unrealistic to impose conventional
work hours and rules on Congressional employees.... As long as employees complete those
official duties required by the Member and for wbich they are compensated from public funds,
they are generally free to engage in personal, campaign or other nonofficial activities.").
As in the Gingrich matter, nothing in the record here indicates that the modest time spent
on activities related to the Rangel Center14 interfered with any staff members' performance of
their official duties. Furthenllore, the work was done by an unpaid fellow, Dalley Tr., Vol. I, at
44 (CSOC.CBR.OOOI7580), and had no effect on the office budget, the predicate for the claim
that official reSOUTces were misused.

SAV

~~210-14(alleging

misuse of the "Member's

Representational Allowance," the office budget for staff, equipment and supplies, whieh is
reserved solely for official expenses). There is similrn:ly no evidence of what telephone, email 01'
office equipment was utilized in eOlmectioll with such activities. If Congressman Rangel used
14
As Congressman Rangel testified, he spent very little personal time 011 this matter and believes the same is
true of his staff. Rangel Tr. at 16-17,63-64 (CSOC.CBR.00027431-32, CSOC.CBR.00027479-80).
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the wrong resources in support of CCNY, the resources involved were modest, the policies
underlying the House rules were upheld, and the goal of increasing minority representation in
public service was well-meaning and praiseworthy.
E.

Congressman Rangel Did Not Intentionally Misuse the Frank in Violation of
18 U.S.C. § 1719.

Section 1719 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code prohibits the use of the frank to "avoid the
payment of postage." The statute by its very tenns requires a showing that the franking privilege
was used for the specific purpose of avoiding payment of postage. The user's intent is critical
because merely mistaken use or misuse on a good faith belief that the mailing is official, the
most that happened in this case, do not constitute violations of this statute. Under generally
accepted principles oflaw, intent and knowledge cannot be read out of a provision of Title 18:
The contention that an injmy can amount to a crime only when
inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient notion. It is as
universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in
freedom of the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the
normal individual to choose between good and evil.
Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 250 (1952).
C01mt V alleges only that Congressman Rangel "used his frank on materials that were not
official business." SAV , 201. There is no allegation that he did so in order to avoid paying
postage that was legitimately due, and the record contains no evidence whatsoever to suggest
such a specific intention. To the contraty, the Congressman and his staff believed in good faith
that mailings conceming the Rangel Center fell within their official duties. See, e.g., Dalley Tr.,
Vol. I, 51 (CSOC.CBR.00017587) ("[W]e thought of this as a legitimate use .... of the
letterhead."); Rangel Tr. 22-23 (CSOC.CBR.00027438-39) ("1 considered [sending the letters
out] an official part of my responsibility."). They used the frank because they believed that
doing so was proper, not improperly to avoid paying required postage. Accordingly, the SAV
15
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does not allege, and the Subconmlittee cannot prove, that Congressman Rangel violated 18
U.S.C. § 1719.
II.

ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST: THE DONATIONS TO CCNY FOR
THE ANN S. KHEEL SCHOLARSHIPS DID NOT BEl'I'EFIT THE RANGEL
CENTER OR CONGRESSMAN RANGEL.
Congressman Rangel rejects the allegation that he benefited fi'om the charitable activities

of the A.nn S. Kheel ChaTitable Trust ("Trust"), of which he serves as a trustee. The SAV
suggests that the establishment by the Trust of a scholarship program at CCNY named for Mrs.
Kheel somehow constituted "self-dealing" by Congressman RangeL SAV ~~ 11-21. That theory
is without any factual

basi&~undi&'Puted evidence

establishes that the gifts made by the Tmst to

CCNY for the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program were neither directed to, nor spent on, the Rangel
Center.
AIm Khee1, who died in 2003, devoted her life to civic activities in support of racial
equality and opportunities for the disadvantaged and was deeply engaged in efforts to improve
the lives of others, including through education. See Ex. 2 at ~ 2 (Dec!. of Ellen Jacobs, Mrs.
Khee!'s daughter and Executive Director of the Trust). To honor Mrs. Kheel's memory, her
husband, Theodore Kheel, established the Trust to provide assistance to organizations that are
dedicated to improving the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers. ld. Congressman Rangel was a
lifelong fliend of Ann and Ted Kheel, and he has been honored to chair the Board of Trustees of
the Trust. See id. at ~ 4.
In December 2004, CCNY submitted a proposal to the Trust to create the Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program at CCNY. See CSOC.CBROO009592-605. As envisioned by CCNY, the
Program would provide scholarships to CCNY applicants "who demonstrate need, engage in
publie service to disadvantaged communities, make satisfactory progress, and maintain the
College's required GPA throughout the four years." See id. at CSOC.CBR.00009600. The
16
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trustees considered the proposal and approved a $440,000 multi-year commitment program for
the program. Ex. 2 at ~ 7. 15
Before the trustees approved the contribution to CCNY, Congressman Rangel fully
disclosed his connection to the Rangel Center 1l1ld urged that any scholarship program approved
by the Trust be independent of it.

May 31, 2005 Minutes (CSOC.CBR.00009668-70).

Accordingly, the Ann Kheel Scholarships are available to students at any of CCNY's progral1ls
or divisions, without regard to their affiliation with the Rangel Center. See, e.g., June 3, 2005
Trust Minutes (CSOC.CBR.00009690-91). No Trust funds were directed for the Rangel Center,
and no Trust donation has funded anyone associated with the Center. See Butler Tr., VoL I, at
23-24 (CSOC.CBR.00027234-35) ("Q: And have any of the [Ann Kheel] grant moneys been
allocated or used or appropriated to the Rangel Centcr? A: No."); Sept. 26, 2008 E-mail from
Theodore Kheel to Ellen Jacobs (CSOC.CBR.00009755); Ex. 2 at

~

8. The only benefit that

Congressman Rangel has derived from his service as a trustee is the personal satisfaction that
Ann Kheel's values are being passed down to students who share her commitment to serving the
community. Ex. 2 at

~~

9-10 (Congressman Rangel did not receive any economic benefit from

the establishment of the Ann S. Kheel Scholarship Program). Thc evidence contradicts any
suggestion that he received any other benefit or that he used his position as a trustee to funnel
support to the Rangel Center.
III.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS AND AMENDMENTS:
RESPONDENT ACTED PROMPTLY TO CORRECT UNINTENTIONAL
MISTAKES.
Nearly two years ago, Congressman Rangel acknowledged mistakes in his Financial

Disclosures Statements relating to the financing of his Punta Cana unit. Having become aware

The Trust has also funded scholarships at Hunter College and the National Urban League. Ex. 2 at'll 3.
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of these errors, he publicly committed to undertake a review of prior Financial Disclosure
Statements, to identify and correct any other, unrelated enol'S, for the sole purpose of ensuring
compliance with House ethics standards. Thus, it was Congressman Rangel who alerted the
Standards Committee to the very mistakes with which he is now charged, and which he conected
nearly one year ago in comprehensive amendments.
Even before the Investigative Subconunittee was fonned at his request, the Congressman
promised publicly to hire a forensic accountant to review his past Financial Disclosure
Statements and to make whatever amendments this voluntary review showed to be necessary.
Sept. 14, 2008 Press Statement.

Preliminary drafts of the amendments prepared by the

accountant were provided to Conunittee staff for review and COllincnt in July 2009, and the
staff's input was incorporated into the amended Financial Disclosure Statements filed on August
12,2009.
In retrospect, Congressman Rangel did not devote sufficient personal attention to the
preparation of his original annual [mancial disclosures.

See

Rangel Tr. at 98

(CSOC.CBR.000275 14). Instead, he relied upon experienced staff, in particular his fonner Chief
of Staff, George Dalley, to complete them. Rangel Tr. at 97 (CSOC.CBR.00027513). Mr.
Dalley is a Columbia Law School graduate and experienced Hill staffer who served in various
capacities with Respondent for nearly 30 ycars, until his retirement in Junc 2009. Respondent
believed that Mr. Dalley had all of the information that he needed to complete the Financial
Disclosure Statements. Rangel Tr. at 100 (CSOC.CBR.00027516). lvtr. Dalley confim1ed to the
Investigative Subcommittee that he prepared the Financial Disclosure Statements, was
"responsible for collecting the infonnation" and assembled it principally from the
Congressman's files and from Mrs. Rangel, who 11andled the family's financial affairs and
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maintained their financial records. Dalley Tr., VoL I, at 8 (CSOC.CBROOOI7544). The process
was flawed, and it resulted in incomplete reporting. The extraordinary measures voluntarily
undertaken by the Congressman attest to his sincere regret, good faith and acceptance of
responsibility for the mistakes that were made in his financial disclosures.
Congressman Rangel does, however, take issue with two allegations in the SAV relating
to his amended financial disclosures: paragraph 125, alleging that he should have disclosed the
forgiveness of mortgage interest on his Punta Cana unit, and paragraph 142, desmibing as a
violation the inadvertent omission from the 2008 Statement of his service on the Board of the
Aun Kheel Trust As to the former, the Congressman's counsel addressed the issue with the staff
on more than one occasion, providing Connnittee staff with the views of the Congressman's
accountant on the issue. Neither then, nor in reviewing the draft amendments, did the staff
suggest that they disagreed with the expert's analysis or that the infol1nation should be included
in the amendments. 16 As to the latter, as soon as Congressman Rangel learned of the inadvelient
mistake in the 2008 Statement, his counsel vetted with the staff the Congressman's intention to
defer amending the disclosure solely because of the pendency of this proceeding. See Rangel Tr.
at 233 (CSOC.CBR00027649) (Committee cOlmsel's confinnation of these conversations). The
staff expressed no objection and made no suggestion that doing so would violate the ethics lUles.
In both cases, the Subcommittee's charge is thus inconsistent with the Congressman's
consultations with the Conunittee's staff. At the very least, the Congressman should have been
given notice of the staff's concerns and an oppoliunity to conect thc 2008 filing prior to bcing
charged with an ethics violation. See Ethics Manual p. 264.

16
See, e.g., internal Committee note available at http;!lwww.scdbd.cmnJdocJ23242405JTiahrt-EthicsIllvestigation# (last visited July 20, 201 0) (showing that the staff had reviewed the draft amendments and concluding
that the "drafts appear[ed] in good shape").
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IV.

CONGRESSMAN RANGEL HAS FULLY COMPLIED WITH HIS TAX
OBLIGATIONS.

Congressman Rangel aclmowledged publicly, prior to the establishment of the
Investigative Subcommittee, that his tax returns omitted rental income derived £i'om his
investment in the Punta Cana resort located in the Dominican Republic and that he had filed
amendments and paid additional taxes. Congressman Rangel has done everything within his
power to fulfill his legal obligations in this regard, and to the best of his knowledge, nothing
ulrther is required.
V.

LENOX TERRACE: THE USE OF APARTME~'T IOU AS A CAMPAIGN
OFFICE WAS NOT A PERSONAL BENEFIT OR FAVOR TO CONGRESSMAN
RANGEL.

The owner of Lenox Ten'aee leased Apartment 1au to Congressman Rangel for use as a
campaign office not as a favor to him, but rather to obtain a paying tenant for a long-vacant
apartment. The campaign always paid the maximum rent allowed by law, Experts consulted by
the Investigative Subconunittee and who are employed by the New York state agency that
administers the rent stabilization laws testified that non-residential use of the apartment was
pennitted under those laws and did not affect the rent ceilings. The Congressman received no
special benefits or favors from his landlord, and he took no official action

011

behalf of the

landlord that was, or even appeared to be, influenced by the lease of Apartment lOU.
Accordingly, Respondent did not violate Clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service.
See Code of Ethics for Government Service, c1. 5 (violation requires acceptance of a favor or

benefit "under circumstances which might be constmed by reasonable persons as influencing the
performance of his govemmental duties"),
Since 1989, Congressman Rangel and his wife have made their home in Lenox Terrace,
an apartment complex in the healt of Harlem. In 1996, when the Congressman leased Apartment
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IOU as a fundraislng office for his campaign, the un-air-conditioned and umenovated unit had
been vacant for several months, and the building had a 20 percent vacancy rate and was
experiencing cash flow problems. See CSOC.CBR.00029357-58. The landlord's policy was to
lease units

on

a first-come,

first-served

basis.

See

Simon

1'1'., Vol.

I,

at 26

(CSOC.CBR.00016542) ("It Is usually first come, first served ... [i]f you are there first to sign
the lease and deliver your eheek, you would get the apartment."). Every witness associated with
the landlord testified that at the inception of the lease for Apartment IOU, and for many years
thereafter, ability to pay was essentially the landlord's only consideration. See Griffel 1'1'. at 38,
47,52 (CSOC.CBR.OOOl7785, CSOC.CBR.OOOl7794, CSOC.CBR.OOOl7799); Simon 1'1'., VoL
I, at 78-79 (CSOC.CBR. 00016594-95). There is no evidence that Congressman Rangel's status
as a public official entered into the landlord's decision to lease a rent-stabilized unit to him.
The IOU lease was not a special concession to Congressman Rangel, as the campaign
always paid the maximum rent permitted by law for the apaliment. See Simon 1'1'., Vol. I, at 51
(CSOC.CBR.00016567) (Congressman Rangel "always paid the maximum lawful rent for the
apmt01ents he has leased in the Lenox Terrace."). Gerald Gm'finkle, a New York State Housing
official called by the Committee as an expert on rent-stabilization law, eonfinlled based on
publicly available records that the maximum legal rent was paid each year'.

Garfinkle and

Melnitsky Tr. at 36 (CSOC.CBR.00017701) ("Congressman Rangel was paying the same rent
increases that any rent stabilized tenant would pay."). According to the former Chief Operating
Officer of the landlord and its management company, a landlord is indifferent to the use of a
unit, provided that the tenant pays the maximum rent and the use is not disruptive. See general£v
RubleI' 1'1'. at 37-39 (CSOC.CBR.00018482-84); see also Simon 1'1'., Vol. I, at 78-79
(CSOC.CBR.00016594-95).
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The record establishes that the landlord understood that Apartment IOU was being used
as a campaign office, and not for residential purposes:
1.

The landlord Imew that the Rangels resided on the 16th floor of the building,
where they had lived since 1988;

2.

The rent for Apartment IOU was paid with checks issued by Congressman
Rangel's campaign finance committee or leadership PAC, rather than the personal
checks by which Congressman Rangel or his wife paid rent for their living units.
Capel Tr" Vol. I, at 52 (CSOC.CBR,00018178); Swett T1'. at 27-28
(CSOC.CBR.OOOI9171-72), As a matter of law, the repeated acceptance of those
rent checks establishcd thc landlord's agreement to the use of Apartment IOU as
the campaign's office. See, e.g., Rose v. Spa Realty Assoc., 366 N.E.2d 1279,
1280-82,397 N.Y.S.2d 922, 924-25 (1977); see also Simon Tr., Vol. I, at 79-81
(CSOC.CBR.OOOI6595-97) (staff is expected to inquire if payor on rent checks
suggests that unit is being llsed other than as expected);

3.

The landlord approved in advance changes designed to outfit the unit as an office,
including tbe addition of multiple phone lines and installation of built-in desks
and shelves. See Soundias T1'. at 20 (CSOC.CBR.OOOI9558).

4.

The campaign staff regnlarly interacted with the landlord's building services and
management personnel. Swett 'fl'. at 22-24 (CSOC.CBR.00019166-68); Rankin
T1'., Vol. I, at 24-25 (CSOC.CBR.00017046-47); Soundias T1'. at 20-23
(CSOC.CBR.OOOI9558-61);

5.

The campaign committee received mail and deliveries at this location. Swett Tr.
at 15-16 (CSOC.CBR.00019159-60);

6.

The use of Apartment IOU as a campaign office was publicly disclosed in the
Congressman's Federal Election Commission reports throughout the period. See.
e.g., 1996 and 1997 Year-End Rangel for Congress FEC Reports, available at
www.fec.gov/disclosure.shtml (last visited on July 20, 2010); and

7.

Peter Soundias, the Assistant Superintendent at Lenox Terrace for 27 years,
testified that it was common knowledge in the Lenox Terrace COlllil1Uruty that
Apaliment IOU was a campaign office and that he saw the staff frequently.
Soundias T1'. at 17-18,21-23 (CSOC.CBR. 00019555-56, CSOC.CBR.0001955961).

The original lease recited that Apartment IOU was to be used "for living purposes only"
(SAV

~

153) not because the landlord misunderstood the intended use of the apartment, hut

because the rental agent as a matter of routine used the company's pre-printed standard lease
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form. Indeed, witness after witness confinned to the Subcommittee that they knew well before
2006 that the unit was being used by the campaign, yet the renewal lease executed that year
nevertheless recites that it is subject to the prior temlS and conditions. See, e.g., CBR001500-01
(2006 renewal lease); Rankin Tr., Vol. I, at 22 (CSOC.CBR.000I7044); Soundias Tr. at 17-18,
21-23 (CSOC.CBR00019555-56, CSOC.CBR.00019559-61). The landlord plainly ratified the
non-residential use of the apartment by renewing the lease on multiple occasions.
Congressman Rangel did not, as the SAV implies at paragraph 150, misrepresent in an
application for Apartment IOU that his son Steven would occupy the apartment. Nothing in the
application references Apartment IOU.

See Application (CSOC.CBR.00004821) (line for

"Apartment" on applicant fonn, which was "for office use only," is blank). The SAV omits the
fact t1lat the identical application appears in the landlord's file for Apartment 16M, cxcept that
tl1is copy has a handwritten notation "for Apt. 16M," indicating that t1le Congressman submitted
it in anticipation that his son would rent that unit. Ex. 3 (copy of application with handwritten
notation). Steven Rangel discussed with his parents the possibility of renting Apartment 16M
(S. Rangel Tr. at 10-11 (CSOC.CBR 00019018-19», a studio adjacent to his parents' apartment,
and the Rangels ultimately rented that unit to expand their living quarters while Steven attended
law school and lived at home. Since Steven never considered or discussed the possibility of
renting Apartment IOU, S. Rangel Tr. at 40-41 (CSOC.CBR00019048-49), it appears t1mt a
copy of an application for Apartment 16M was simply misfiled.
Nor were the renewals of the IOU lease a favor to Congressman RangeL Although a
landlord is not legally required to renew a non-residential lease at the end of its tel111, the
landlord is fi'ee to do so as a matter of its business judgment. Garfinkle alld Me1nitsky Tr. at 11
(CSOC.CBR00017676). At Lenox TelTaee, the landlord accepted subleases (even, fi'om time to
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time, unauthorized subleases that violated the lease) when in its economic interest to do so. See
Simon Tr., Vol. I, at 71, 94-95 (CSOC.CBR.OOOI6587, CSOC.CBROOOI6610-11); Griffel Tr. at
38 (CSOC.CBROOOI7785); see also Rubler Tr. at 37-40 (CSOC.CBR00018482-85).
(unauthorized eOlrmlercial use of residential apartment aeceptable to landlord if non-disruptive
tenant pays full legal rent). Ousting a tenant paying the maximum lawful rent makes economic
sense only if the landlord can charge the next tenant substantially more by renovating the unit.
Lenox Terrace's "very expensive renovation program" required the landlord to invest "a lot of
money up front," on the order of $50,000, with an uncertain return on that investment. Simon
Tr., VoL I, at 49 (CSOC.CBROOOI6565). Thus, business reasons dictate whether and ""'hen a
landlord elects to dispossess a reliable tenant in order to renovate the unit. Simon Tr., Vol. I, at
51 (CSOC.CBR00016567) (renovation decisions depend on market conditions, existing
inventory and schedule of other renovations). In addition, this landlord generally focused its
legal action against tenants who sublet their apartments for more than the stabilized rent and
secretly pocketed the difference. See Simon Tl'., Vol. I, at 92-93 (CSOC.CBROOOI6608-09).
But Apartment IOU was not an illegal sublet-the landlord had accepted its non-residential
use--and the tenant was not secretly pocketing more rent than it was paying under the lease. See
Capel Tr., VoL II, at 98-99 (CSOC.CBR00027406-07) (director of Rangel's district office did
not consider IOU lease like an illegal sublet). Thus, the fact that the landlord declined to renew
th.e leases of some tenants (SAV , 160) does not prove that it renewed the lease for Apartment
IOU because Congressman Rangel was a public official.

Nor did Congressman Rangel receive any preferential treatment from the landlord
because his name appeared on a "special handling list" of prominent residents, as paragraph 162
ofthe SAV implies. This allegation ignores the undisputed testimony in the record that:
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1.

None of the residents, including Congressman Rangel, were infonned that their
names appeared on such a list. See Simon Tr., Vol. II, at 20
(CSOC.CBR00016637); Rankin Tr., Vol. II, at 17 (CSOC.CBR000171 00);

2.

The list was created for the purpose of identifying prominent tenants to ensure
that the staff treated them courteously. See Soundias Tr. at 10 (CSOC.CBR.
00019548) (list was to let the staffknow "don't piss them off');

3.

The only courtesy extended to tenants on the list was the courtesy of a phone call,
rather than written notice, if their rent checks were not received when due.
Rankin Tr., Vol. II, at 15-17 (CSOC.CBR00017098-100). See generally Simon
Tr., Vol. II, at 14-15, 19-20 (CSOC.CBR00016631-32, CSOC.CBR.0001663637); Keene Tr. at 12-13 (CSOC.CBROOOI7188-89); Ranldn Tr., Vol. II, at 13-18
(CSOC.CBR.00017096-10l).

Indeed, nine separate witnesses assoeiated with the landlord or its management eompany
testified that to their knowledge, Congressman Rangel never asked for special treatment:
•

James Booker, Lenox Ten-ace Consultant, eonfinned that the Rangels went
through the same procedures as all other tenants.
Booker Tr. at 10
(CSOC.CBR.00027138).

•

Melissa Brown, Vice President of Residential Sales & Leasing for the OInick
Organization, owners of Lenox Terraee, said that she was never given any
instructions to trcat Congressman Rangel differently than anyone else. Brown Tr.
at 23 (CSOC.CBR.00018437).

•

Jennifer Filipelli, Operations Controller for Hampton Management, the
management eompany, testified that Congressman Rangel was not treated "any
differently" than any other tenant.
Filippelli Tr., Vol. I, at 22
(CSOC.CBROOOI8093).

•

Harold Griffel, former Lenox Ten-ace Controller, stated that Congressman Rangel
was accorded "no special privileges." Griffel Tr. at 7, 9, 67-68 (CSOC.CBR
00017754, CSOC.CBR.00017756, CSOC.CBR.00017814-15) ("1 didn't give him
any special privileges.").

•

Dion Keene, Lenox Terraee General Manager, affinued that Congressman Rangel
and Mrs. Rangel were not given any special treatment or treated differently than
any other tenants.
Keene Tr. at 9-13, 16 (CSOC.CBROOOI7185-89,
CSOC.CBROOOI7192).

•

DatTyl Rankin, Vice President of the Residential Division for Hampton
Management and fonner Lenox Terrace General Manager, said that the Rangels
were treated the same as other tenants. Rankin Tr., Vol. II, at 63, 65, 68
25
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(CSOC.CBR00017146, CSOC.CBR00017148, CSOC.CBR.00017151).
..

Bruce S. Simon, President of the Oillick Organization, confirmed that no one has
ever suggested that Congressman Rangel be given special treatment. Simon Tr.,
Vo1.lI, at 38-39 (CSOC.CBR00016655-56).

..

Peter Soundias, Assistant Superintendant of Lenox Ten-ace, said that he was
provided no special instmctions on how to treat the Rangels and that the Rangels
followed the same procedures as everyone else in the building. Soundias Tr. at
6-7, 10-11 (CSOC.CBROOOl9544-45, CSOC.CBR.OOOl9548-49).

..

Deborah Thompson, Lenox Terrace Leasing Agent, avowed that she was never
given any instructions to treat the Rangels differently from anyone else.
Thompson Tr. at 42-43 (CSOC.CBROOOl9371-725).

Not a single witness testified that Congressman Rangel ever asked him or her for special
treatment.
Paragraphs 163-67 of the SAV hint, but do not allege, that Congressman Rangel took
official action for the benefit of the landlord. Both as alleged and as shown by the evidence,
these contacts Willl the landlord were completely iml0cuouS.

First, Congressman Rangel's

district director "worked with" Lenox TelTace management to resolve complaints from
constituents who were the subject of eviction action. SAV

~,

163-64. The testimony, however,

stated clearly that the evictions were not nnique to Lenox TelTace and identified only a single
instance involving a Lenox Terrace tenant, whom the staff director declined to help because the
sublet was clearly unauthorized. Capel TL, Vo1. II, at 39-43 (CSOC.CBR00027347-51). There
is no evidence that Congressman Rangel himself knew about this particular tenant. Second, with
respect to the alleged rent strike (SAV '\!'\! 164-65), the record contains no evidence of any action
by the Congressman, and does not even establish the subject of the tenants' complaints. Capel
Tr., Vol. II, at 39-41 (CSOC.CBR.00027347-49).

Third, paragraph 167 alleges that

Congressman Rangel met with executives of Lenox Ten'ace's owner about proposed
development plans. The record establishes that llle presentation was merely informational, the
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same briefing that was provided to groups of tenants, various community groups and other public
officials. Rubler Tr. at 53-54 (CSOC.CBR.00018498-99). There is no evidenc(}--or even an
allegation--that Congressman Rangel took any action in response, was asked to favor, or even
appeared to favor, the landlord in any official action. There is no basis to suggest that the lease
of Apartment lOU in any way influenced the Congressman's official acts.

VI.

SPECIFIC DEFENSES
FIRST DEFENSE
The Investigative Subcommittee has impaired Congressman Rangel's ability to present

an adequate defense in violation of Committee Rule 22(e), Congressman Rangel's rights under
the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and principles of
fundamental faimess. These violations include, but are not limited to, the following:
1.

The Investigative Subcommittee entered a scheduling order on June 17, 2010

shortening the time for Congressman Rangel to file motions and his Answer without providing
Congressman Rangel with notice or an opportunity to be heard, The Order failed to identify the
"special circumstances" that purportedly justified denying Congressman Rangel the full time
allowed by the mles in which to prepare his motions and Answer, and there were none,
2.

'111e evidentiary record in this matter was provided to Congressman Rangel in a

manner that substantially impaired his ability to prepar'e his defense. After devoting 21 months
to its investigation, the Investigative Subcommittee allowed Congressman Rangel inadequate
time to review the 51 witness transcripts and thousands of pages of documents that were
presented in a scrambled and disorganized manner.
Althongh the Investigative Subcommittee compiled and numbered the exhibits for use
when questioning witnesses, those numbered exhibits have not been provided to Congressman
RangeL Thus, unless a document is described in great detail in the transcripts-which is rarely
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the case-the reader is left to guess at the document the witness is addressing. Even when the
document's identity can be ascCltained, the reader must neveltheless conduct a search of every
document in every lUmamed file folder to locate it.

Consequently, without the numbered

exhibits, the testimony is not complete. As a result, the full record has not been provided to
Congressman Rangel, precluding the Investigative Subcommittee fi'om relying on any testimony
relating to any exhibit. Committee Rule 26(c) (Investigative Subcommittee must llll'nish to
Congressman Rangel all pOltions of the record on which it intends to rely).17 The Subcommittee
declined to explain its failure to provide these materials and did not respond to correspondence
dated June 2, 2010, re'luesting these materials and putting it on notice of the insufficiency of the
record in their absence,

Especially in light of the truncated deadlines established by the

Investigative Subconunittee's June 17, 2010 Order, tile hmm to Congressman Rangel's defense
may be ilTeparable.
3.

The Investigative SubcOlmluttee failed to provide Congressman Rallgel with a

copy of the apartment application referenced in paragl'aph 150 of the SAV that contains a
handwritten notation "for Apt. 16M," indicating that Congressman Rangel submitted the
application in anticipation that his son, Steven Rallgel, would rent Apmtment 16M, and not
Apartment IOU. In failing to produce the copy of the apmtment application with the "16M"
notation, the Investigative Subcommittee violated the rule requiring that it furnish Congressman
Rangel with all excuIpatOly evidence and has impaired Congressman Rangel's ability to defend
himself against the allegation that he submitted all application stating that Steven RaIlgel would
oceupy Apartment IOU,
4,

Congressman Rangel's access to witnesses has been impaired and, absent relief,

]7
Similarly, the failure to identitY a document about whieh a witness gave favorable testimony constitutes the
withholding of exculpatory evidence to which Congressman Rangel is entitled by Committee Rule 25.
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will continue to be impaired by the Investigative Subconuuittee's instructions to witnesses not to
communicate with anyone regarding any aspect of the witnesses' testimony. See, e.g., Garfinkel
and

Melnitsky

Tr.

at

52

(CSOC.CBR.OOOl7717);

Butler

Tr.,

Vol.

II,

at

64

(CSOC.CBR.00027308). No legal authority pelnlits such an instruction by the Investigative
Subcommittee, and it is inconsistent with well-established principles of constitutional law and
the D.C. Rules of Professional Conduct, which generally prohibit a lawyer from even
requesting~let

alone instIucting-a witness to refl'ain from voluntarily giving relevant

information to another party. See, e.g., GregO/y v. United States, 369 F.2d 185, 188-89 (D.C.
Cir. 1966) (reversing conviction because insbuction to fact witness not to cooperate with defense
counsel denied defendant a fail' trial); D.C. Bar Rule 3.4(f). The "quest [for truth] will more
often be successful if both sides have an equal 0ppOltunity to interview the persons who have the
information from which the truth may be determined."

GregO/y, 369 F.2d at 188.

The

Subcommittee's instruction hampered Congressman Rangel's ability to obtain evidence fl:om
witnesses during the investigative stage of this pmceeding and will continue to do so unless that
instruction is rescinded f011nally and in 'writing, making it clear that witnesses may communicate
with his counsel without fear of reprisal from a congressional committee.
5.

The Investigative Subconnnittee failed to provide a complete and meaningful

response to Congressman Rangel's Motion for a Bill of Particulars and Motion to Dismiss. See,
e.g., Mem. in Supp. of Order Denying Mot. to Dismiss at 11 (refusing to respond on issue of

whether archiving of papers constitutes a "favor or benefit" to Congressman Rangel).
SECOND DEFENSE

Congressman Rangel realleges and incorporates by reference his Motion to Dismiss filed
on June 28, 2010.
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THIRD DEFENSE

The Investigative Subcommittee has acted beyond the scope of its authority and exceeded
its jurisdiction under one or more of the Statements of Jurisdiction adopted by the Committee on
Standards ofOfficial Conduct.
FOURTH DEFENSE

The Statement of Alleged Violation purports to state violations of the Ethics in
Govemment Act and House Rule XXVI with rcspect to Congressman Rangel's 2008 Financial
Disclosure Statements. These allegations violate the House Ethics Manual, which requires that
the Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct notify the reporting individual of a potential
problem and give that individual the opportunity to amend within a specified period. When
consulted about the vcry matters charged in paragraphs 125 and 142 0f the SAV as violations,
the Committee statT took no objection and made no suggestion that additional disclosures were
required, tacitly agreeing that none were necessary. The Conm1ittee on Standards of Official
Conduct has 110t provided Congressman Rangel with the notice and oppOltunity required by the
ManuaL
FIFTH DEFENSE

The allegations in the Statement of Alleged Violation related to Congressman Rangel's

2008 Financial Disclosure Statements are barred by the doctrines of laches, estoppel, and waiver.
SIXTH DEFENSE

Congressman Rangel's assistance in launching CCNY's program to

educate

disadvantaged students at a public university for public service careers served impOltant public
purposes and constituted a service to constituents, which he believed in good faith to be within
the scope of his official duties as an elected Congressman of CCNY's district.
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SEVENTH DEFENSE

The fact that Congressman Rangel sought and received earmarks for the Rangel Center
demonstrates that it was properly regarded as a matter of public concem and within his official
duties. It is common for Members to request that appropriations designate funds for use in
specific programs named for them that benefit their constituents and the public at large (e.g., the
Robert C. Byrd National Technology Transfer Center at Wheeling Jesuit University, and the
Thad R. Cochran Marine Aquaculture Center at the University of Southem Mississippi).
EIGHTH DEFENSE

Congresslrum Rangel did not "solicit" donations for the Rangel Center within the
meaning of 5 U.S.C. § 7353 and the ethics rules.
NINTH DEFENSE

The SAV's constmction and application of the solicitation ban exceeds the scope of the
statute and the guidelines set forth in the Ethics Manual.
TENTH DEFENSE

The work related to the Rangel Center was mainly pelf01llled by unpaid fellows. The
time spent on the Rangel Center by paid staff did not interfere with the stall's official duties, an
essential element of a charge based on the misuse of staff time.
ELEVENTHm:FI<:NSE

Paragraphs 11-21 of the SAV related to the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust ("Tl'l1st")
should be stricken from the SAV because they concem a matter not properly before the
Subcommittee. No evidence supports the suggestion that Congressman Rangel misused his
position as a member ofthe Board ofthe Trust to funnel support to the Rangel Center. The Tmst
did not direct its contribution to CCNY for the benefit of the Rangel Center, and no one
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associated with the Rangel Center received funding from this program.
Pursuant to Committee Rule 22, Congressman Rangel denies each and every allegation of
the Statement of Alleged Violation not expressly admitted herein.
By undersigned counsel, Congressman Rangel hereby gives notice that he reserves all of
the protections ofthe Speech or Debate Clause of Article I, Section 6 of the U.S. Constitution in
connection with this proceeding and the matters covered by it.

Dated: July 28, 2010

Respectfully submitted,

~
Leslie B. Kiernan
Steven M. Salky
Deborah J. Jeffrey
Alexandra W. Miller
Jason M. Knott
ZUCKERMAN SPAEDER LLP

1800 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: (202) 778-1800
Facsimile: (202) 822-8106

Attorneys for Respondent
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Open letter to Editors and Reporters:
The original New York Times article concerning Chairman
Rangel's actions on the small business tax bill accompanying
the minimum wage increase in 2007 and the reporter's
response to his letter to the editor omits and misstates
important facts. These are the facts missing from, or
misstated in the Times pieces. I welcome any challenge to the
accuracy of the following:
1.

On February 9,2007, Chairman Rangel finalized and
introduced a bipartisan small business tax relief bill with
Ways and Means Ranking Member Jim McCrery to
facilitate the passage of a minimum wage increase. The
introduction of the bill preceded the brief conversation on
February 12, 2007 with the lobbyist. This bill was the
result of directions to me from the Chairman to develop a
non-controversial, bipartisan, small business tax bill.
According to the records of the Joint Committee on
Taxation, my first request for assistance in developing
such a bill occurred on February 1, 2007, approximately
two weeks before the conversation on Febnlary 12, 2007.

2.

There was a difference between the House Republicans
and their Republican colleague Senator Grassley on the
merits of each of the major revenue offsets that were
contained in the Senate small business t8..,,,{ bill. House
Republicans opposed each of them. Only a partisan bill
in the House could have retained any of those offsets. As
a result, the offsets in the House bill were consensus
items developed pursuant to agreements between me and
the Ways and Means Republican staff.

3.

On February 12, 2007, there was a pro-forma markup in
the Committee that approved the bill introduced by
Chairman Rangel and Representative Jim McCrery on the
previous Friday.
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4.

Contrary to the assertions of Mr. Koeieniewski, the
Senate small business bill did not "arrive" in the House of
Representatives before the Ways and Means Committee
markup on February 12, 2007. On February 1, 2007,
the Senate "passed" the House minimum wage bill, H.R.
2, with a small business tax title attached. The Senate
"passage" was the legislative equivalent of an empty
gesture because of the constitutional requirement that
revenue measures originate in the House of
Representatives.
As a result of that constitutional requirement, H.R. 2 is
still on the Senate Floor and has never been sent to the
House. Whether deliberate or not, the main thesis of the
reporter's article, that Chairman Rangel stripped the
inversion provision from the Senate bill during the Ways
and Mean.s markup, is factually incorrect.

5.

The Senate small business tax bill was first received by
the House on March 30, 2007 as an amendment to an
appropriations bill. This bill was substantially different
than the one "passed" in the Senate on February 1, 2007.
Although neither Chairman Rangel, nor Chairman
Baucus were named conferees on the final legislation, it
was their responsibility to develop the final tax
provisions.
After agreeing on a $5 billion total for the final package,
Chairmen Rangel and Baucus delegated authority to staff
to develop a consensus package and report to them any
differences that could not be resolved at the staff level.
The agreement brought back from the staff did not
include the inversion provision, nor did it include more
than a dozen other revenue offsets included in the Senate
bill. These provisions were dropped by Senate Finance
Committee staff in conversations with me. As normal, all
of the staff decisions were subject to review by the
Members. Had the Senate been insistent on including
the inversion provision, Chairman Baucus could have
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objected to the staff decisions and conducted direct
negotiations with Chairman Rangel on that issue. He did
not.
Instead, the only issue he personally raised with
Chairman Rangel was the inclusion of tax benefits for
rural counties, something that had not been agreed to at
the staff level. The question of including the inversion
provision in the final legislation never came to Chairman
Rangel.
I believe that all of Chairman Rangel's actions on the
small business tax bill were driven by his desire to facilitate
the enactment of an increase in the minimum wage. He felt
that a non-controversial, bipartisan bill would accomplish that
goal. The editorial page of the New York Times reached the
same conclusion in an editorial on February 15, 2007. Now,
the New York Times is condemning him for actions necessary
to do what they praised at the time.
I would also like to emphasize that, at no time during the
consideration of the small business tax bill was I aware of any
donations to City College of New York, nor of any conversation
between Chairman Rangel and the lobbyist for Nabors. In
fact, Chainnan Rangel never once mentioned the word
"Nabors" to me in the entire process. Nor did I ever receive
any specific instructions from him on the inversion issue.
The Times reporter has chosen to cast Chairman Rangel's
actions in a different light. To do so, he had to omit and
distort the facts pertaining to the consideration of the
legislation in question.
Sincerely,
John Buckley, Chief Tax Counsel, House Committee on Ways
and Means
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DECLARATION 0.1<' ELLEN JACOBS
I, Ellen Jacobs, declare as follows:
L

I am a resident ofthe State ofNew York. I am over 18 years of age and under no

legal disability. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth, and this declaration reflects
my best recollection of those events.
2.

My mother, Ann Kheel, who died in 2003, devoted her life to civic activities in

support of racial equality and opportunities for the disadvantaged and was deeply engaged in
efforts to improve the lives of others, including promoting education. To honor her memory, my
father, Theodore Kheel, established the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust (the "Trust") to provide
assistance to organizations that are dedicated to improving the lives of disadvantaged New
Yorkers in this marmer.
3.

The Trust has been pleased to provide scholarships at Hunter College and the City

College of New York and to fund scholarships at the National Urban League. The Trust has also
donated funds to the Bowery Mission.
4.

Congressman Charles Rangel has been the chair of the Board of Tmstees of the

Tnlst. The other four members of the Board were and are prominent individuals with excellent
standing in the community. From my perspective, all of the trustees are sophisticated individuals
who evaluated critically, thoughtfully and with great conscience matters relating to the Tmst.
The trustees volunteer their time and do not receive payment for their service.
5.

I have served as the Executive Director of the Trust since its founding in 2004.

This is an unpaid position.
6.

As Executive Director, I have observed and kept minutes of the meetings of the

Board of TnlStees of the Trust. To the best of my recollection, the minutes ofthe Trust's
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meetings accurately reflect the discussions had and the decisions taken at each meeting, and I
need not repeat in this declaration what the minutes state.
7.

The $440,000 multi-year funding commitment for the Ann S. Kheel Scholarship

Program in Community Service at CCNY was approved by the tlustees. I do not recall any
dissenting votes.
8.

Thereafter, the Trust has sent checks to CCNY for Ann S. Khce1 scholarships in

my mother's memory. The Trust did not and has not contributed any funds to CCNY which the
Trust allocated or attributed to the Rangel Center.
9.

In 2008, 1 was advised by Rachelle Butler, Vice President of Development at

CCNY, that the Trust donation had in fact been allocated to the Ann S. Kheel Scholars program
at CCNY and that no Trust donation had funded anyone associated with the Rangel Center.
10.

I am not aware of any fact or circumstance that would suggest that any trustee

received any economic benefit from the establishment ofthe Ann S. Kheel Scholarship Program
in Community Service.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe
United States that the foregoing is true and conecL Executed July 15,2010.
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August 2, 2010

Honorable Michael McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
Adjudicatory Subcommittee
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
The Capitol, HT-2
Washington, D.C. 20515
Re:

In the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel

Dear Ranking Republican Member McCaul:

AIl you acknowledged last Thursday, the Adjudicatory Subconunittee must ensure that the
proceedings involving Congressman Rangel are "fair, open and conducted in a strictly
nonpartisan marmer." Handling the matter objectively is essential in order that the public trust
the ability of Congress to judge its own Members. Remarks of Rep. Michael T. McCaul as
delivered at the opening hearing of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, July 29,2010. In that spirit,
I write to you on behalf of Congressman Rangel pursuant to Standards Committee Rules 9(e) and
23(a) to respectfully request that you recuse yourself from further participation in this matter.
A substantial portion of the charges in the pending Statement of Alleged Violation ("SAV")
issued June 17, 2010 relate to Congressman Rangel's effOlis on behalf of the Charles B. Rangel
Center for Public Service ("Rangel Center"). The SAV alleges that Congressman Rangel
improperly solicited donations to the Rangel Center using official resources, that donations to the
Rangel Center were an improper gift to Congressman Rangel and that his conduct violated the
Code of Ethics for Govemment Service (Count II), the Gift Rule (Count Ill) and the remaining
counts that incorporate such conduct (Counts XII and XIII).
Over the past two-plus years, you have repeatedly criticized the Rangel Center and Congressman
Rangel's involvement in it, calling it, among other pejorative terms, a "Monument to Me" and an
"egregious example[] of pure vanity." Your plior statements imply that a Member derives an
improper (and, perhaps unlawful) benefit from an earmark to a program named in his or her
honor. For example:
•

In an April 19, 2008 op-ed in the Houston Chronicle, yOll called the Rangel Center
"textbook wasteful spending," and a '''monument to me' eamlark." Your op-ed
described that eamlark as the product of a system that "breeds corruption" and leads to
"Members o/Congress accepting illegal contributions to line their OWII pockets." Such
earmarks, your op-ed contended, have "spiral[ed] out of control into a case study in selfserving and wasteful govemment spending, or worse, criminal behavior." Refoml is
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necessary, you argued, in order to spare the taxpayers from ''those who have corrnpted
the process for their personal gain."] A copy of the op-ed is attached.

• In July 2008, you proposed an amendment to a military construction bill barring proj ects
named for sitting Members. In the floor debate regarding the amendment, you stated:
"One of the most egregious examples of pure vanity and arrogance that we see in
Washington is the practice of naming projects after current Members of Congress, or, as I
call them, monuments to me. . .. And a few examples I think illustrate this problem that
we have with ethics today in the Congress. The Robert Byrd Center for Hospitality and
Tourism, [etc....J alld the Charlie Rangel Center For Public Service.'02 The Standards
Committee was considering Congressman's Rangel's request to have the Committee
review his conduct regarding the Rangel Center at the time of these remarks by one of its
Members. 3
•

In a January 9, 2009 letter posted to your website, you stated that you had just filed the
"No Monument to Me" bill, to "end the praetice of using taxpayers' money to fund
projects named after members of Congress," citing as "[p ]erhaps the most controversial
example of such spending" "Rep. Charles Rangel's (D-l\;'Y) earmark for $1.9 million to
help jump-start the 'Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service' at the City College of
New York, dubbed the 'Monument to Me'." The letter noted as a concern the common
view that "projects in Congress bearing a sitting Member's name are more likely to
receive government funding regardless of their legitimacy." 4 The obvious implication is
that you question the legitimacy of Congressman Rangel's support for the Rangel Center.

•

In a May 2009 floor debate over another amendment that you introduced to bar public
funding of projects named for sitting Members, you stated: "I think it's the height of
arrogance for us to name, at taxpayer expense, buildings after sitting Members of
Congress, people in the Congress, currently serving, and that's what the American people
resent about this institution.... [IJt is entirely inappropriate for a Member of Congress to
use taxpayer dollars to name a building after himself or herself to glorifY themselves.',5

1 Congressman

Michael McCanl, McCaul Op-Ed: No bridges to nowhere in my backyard, Houston Chronicle (Apr.
19,2008), availoble at http://mccaul.house.gov/

indeJ(.cfm?sectionid=30&parcnti<p7&sectiontree~7,30&itemid~168 (emphasis added). This op-ed was published
shortly after you introduced legislation to ban appropriatiolls for projects named for sitting Members of Congress.
See H,R, 5771, 11011> Congress, 2d Session, introduced April 10, 200S.
2 t54 Congo Rec. 129, H7764 (daily ed. July 31, 2008)(emphasis added).
, Congressman Rangel's letter filed with Standards Committee regarding the Rangel Center at CCNY on July 22,
2008.
4 The McCaul Minute, No "Monuments 10 Me", (Jan. 9, 2009), available al mccaul.house.govluploadslmm%201-S09.pdf.
5 155 Congo Reo. 79, H5972 (daily ed. May 21, 2009) (emphasis added).
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These statements reject in advance key elements of Congressman Rangel's defense. As set forth
in his response to the SAV, the Congressman contends that: (I) he receive-d no improper benefits
from his support for the Rangel Center; (2) the Center was not a vanity project but a legitimate
effort to bring educational and economic opportunities to his constituents and to diversify the
public service; and (3) even if Congressman Rangel used official resources rather than personal
ones in his charitable solicitations, he did not, to paraphrase your op-ed, compt the process for
his personal gain or accept an illegal contribution to line his own pockets. YOill' priOI' statements
thus give rise to an appearance that you have prejudged issues central to the case and are
predisposed to find that Congressman Rangel's conduct in connection with CCNY did not
comply with fundamental ethical obligations not to use public office for private gain. A Member
who has repeatedly declared his firmly-held views on a matter cannot be expected to adjudicate
that sanle matter objectively and impartially. As you observed at the outset of the first hearing,
"There is no place for pres1lll1ed guilt before innocence in this pl'ocess."
With public approval of Congress so low, as your opening remarks noted, the credibility of the
ethics process is particularly important. The proceedings must not only be, but must be seen to
be, fair, open and nonpartisan in all respects. "[A]ny tribunal pelmitted by law to try cases and
controversies not only must be 1ll1biased but also must avoid even the appearance of bias."
Commonwealth Coatings Corp. v. Cont'l Cas. Co., 393 U.S. 145, 150 (1968) (vacating decision
of arbitration panel because arbitrator had not disclosed circumstances giving rise to possible
bias); see also Haines v. Liggett Group Inc., 975 F.2d 81, 98 (3d Cir. 1992) ("Impartiality and
the appearance of impartiality in a judicial officer are the sine qua non of the American legal
system."). Regardless of a decision-maker's intention to act solely on the merits, there can be no
appearance of impatiiality if the decision-maker's prior statements suggest pre-formed views
regarding those merits. Haines, id. (reassigning tobacco case from judge "well known and
respected for magnificent abilities and outstanding jurisprudential and judicial temperament,"
and whom the appellate court believed could adjudicate the matter free from bias, because his
prior statements made it otherwise "impossible ... to vindicate the requirement of 'appearance
of impartiality"'). Thus, considerations of faimess and due process oflaw sometimes require thc
disqualification of a judge who would do his very best to put aside preconceptions and weigh the
scales of justice objectively, if the circumstances would influcnce the judgment of the average
decision-maker. Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co" 129 S. Ct. 2252, 2263,2264 (2009) (due
process requires recusal of judge if, "under a realistic appraisal of psychological tendencies and
human weakness," the circ1lll1stances "would offer a possible temptation to the average ... judge
to ... lead 11im to not to hold the balance nice, clear and true.") (internal quotations and citations
omitted).
Just as the Adjudicatory Subcommittee must assess how a reasonable person would regard
Congressman Rangel's actions on behalf of the Rangel Center,6 so too must its Members
6

See, e.g., Count II, alleging tllat, in connection with the Rangel Center, Congressman Range.! accepted benefits
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consider how their own conduct will be viewed. How would a reasonable person in
Congressman Rangel's position (or that of his constituents) view your fairness or objectivity in
this most important matter? In the words of Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, "justice
must satisfy the appearance of justice," OffUtt v. United States, 348 U,S. 11, 14 (1954). As a
former prosecutor, you are surely especially sensitive to the need to avoid raising unnecessary
questions about the fairness of the adjudicatory process. We therefore respectfully request that
you recuse yourself on the grounds that you cannot render an impartial and unbiased decision, in
order to ensure that this hearing satisfies the appearance ofimpartiality,
Sincerely,

~~~:relj2~
Enclosure
cc:

Honorable Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Honorable Charles B. Rangel
R, Blake Chisam, StaffDirector and Chief Counsel
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esquire

"under circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the perfonnance of his
govemmentaldnties." SAV'l1178,
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McCaul Op-Ed: No bridges to nowhere in my backyard
April 19, 2008
Houston Chronicle
(Washington D.C.)- As a former Federal Prosecutor In the Public Integrity Section of the Department of Justice and a current
member of the House Ethics Committee, holding all public officials to the highest ethical standards Is not new to me. Doing
the right thing for the American people, In opposition to the self-serving, buslness-as-usual polley in Washington, Is also not
new to me. I have been called upon by the people of the Tenth District ofTexas to exercise common sense Judgment on
Issues that matter, issues on which the everage American feels Washington has become so completely self-serving and
tone-deaf. Their repeated calls for someone to stand up and simply say enough is enough are outweighed by the addiction
to bringing home the federal bacon. This is the system we operate In now and it is wrong.
Common sense is also knowing that the first step to breaking any addiction is admitting you have a problem. We have many
problems in Congress, and one of the most undeniable is the earmark process. It is broken systam which breeds corruption.
This Is not my opinion, but a fact, and a problem as inconspicuous to the American people as a two-ton pink elephant
standing In their living room. They see with alarming clarity whet those whom they have chosen to represent them have
refused to see, or admit, which is that Members of Congress from both sides of the aisle bear the responsibility for letting a
legitimate process, intended to directly fund worthy projects in their Congressional districts with Federal dollars, spiral out of
control into a case study in self-serving and wasteful government spending, or worse, criminal behavior.
Admitting we have this problem does not mean all earmarks are bad. In fact, most are legitimate and submilled In an effort to
help the largast number of people by funding meaningful and worthwhile requests. i, for one, voluntarily publish all of my
eamlark requests, and Which requests are eventually funded, each year. However, their virtue has become overshadowed
by the lack of complete transparency and accountability in the process. As the number of earmark requests cont'lnues to
grow behind closed doors, this prooess continues to bloat airaady unprecedented government spending, and lead to well
publicized abuses like the infamous Alaskan "bridge to nowhere" and Members of Congress accepting illegal contrlbulions to
line their own pockets instead of serving the American public. Enough Is simply enough.
Since Joining the House of Representatives in 2005, t have taken my responsibilily to safeguard the taxpayers' money
seriously and worked hard to ensure the projects t supported are both legitimate and worthy of taxpayer funding. Howevel',
due to some Members of Congress abusing this solemn privilege for their own benefit and destroying the taxpayers' trusl,
even the legitimate requests must be halted unlll the process is reformed. For this reason, earlier this year I joined 158 of my
House Republican colleagues in cosponsoring iegislation cailing for a temporary ban on earmarks unlil the system can be
reformed and made more transparent. The price of not funding worthy projects and programs that help Improve the dally
lives of my constituents Is not insignificant, nor one that I take lightly. It Is, however, a necessary prtce to pay to restore the
public trust. Interestingly, despite almost unanimous agreement on both sides of tho aisle that sunlight Is the best
disinfectant, the MaJortty leadership of the House of Representatives has yet to take up this bill.
It comes as no surprise that In the hometown of wanting to have your cake and eat II too, many of my colleagues who have
called for a moratorium continue to perpetuate the broken process and request earmarks. I believe that actions speak louder
than words, and this is why I have chosen to lead by example. Along with 35 of my House colleagues, both RepUblican and
Democrat, I am not requesting earmarks unUl meaningful, common sense reforms are made. What aro these reforms? At a
minimum, they are to allow every earmark request the opportunity of an up or down vote on the House floor and be fully
transparent as to Its sponsor and benefactor. This is neither unrealistic nor unreasonable, except to those who have
corrupted the process for their personai gain.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi said to the Wali Street Journal In July 2006, "Personally, myself, I'd get rid of all of them. None of
them is worth the skepticism, the cynicism the public has... and the fiscal irresponsibility of It.' Yet now that she has the
power to enact meaningful reforms, she has declined to do so. She has declined to do so in the face of textbook wasteful
spending like Rep. Charlie Rangel's (D-NY) earmark for the "Rangel Center for Public Servioe" and a $39 million provision
for the National Drug Intelligence Center in Johnstown, PA, a duplicative center which has been accurately described as a
"boondoggle." This is the type of calcuiated doublespeak which deservedly earns Congress' low approval rating.
I believe that earmarks, done properly, are an Important tool for Members of Congress to help direct Federai funding to their
dlsWcts. We shouid, after ali, be infinitely better qualifled than a Washington bureaucrat 2,000 milas away In a bloated
Federal agency to make these decisions. Earmarks, however, should oniy be used when Congress has the people's trust.
This Is why I have decided to stand on principia rather than join the crowd to sacure "my share" of the pork.
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TIle following filing, Respondent's Motion to DisqualifY Investigatory Attorncys from
Counseling the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, was submitted by counsel for respondent on August
17,2010, and withdrawn by cOlill.sel for respondent on August 18, 2010.
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Adjudicatory Subcommittee

In the Matter of

Representative Cbarles B. Rangel

)
)
)
)
)
)

------ ----------)
RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY INVESTIGATORY ATTORNF~YS
FROM COUNSELING THE ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

By undersigned counsel, Representative Charles B. Rangel bereby moves for an order
prohibiting any attomey who counseled Members of the Investigatory Subcommittee regarding
its investigation of his conduct from advising Members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee with
respect to the facts, law or merits of this matter.
In the Adjudicatory Subcommittee's opening hearing, Chairwoman Z.oe Lofgren and
Ranking Minority Member McCaul each emphasized the need for these proceedings to bc
transpare.nt, impartial and free of bias. Counsel who advised Members of the Investigatory
Subcommittee and assisted in developing the charges against Congressman Rangel have taken
sides in an adversary process. They are not disinterested or impartial, and any assistance that
they render to the Adjudicatory Subcommittee regarding the merits taints the impartiality of
these proceedings; their ex parte communications with Members of the Adjudicatory
Subcommittee undermine its transparency and objectivity.

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee

should forbid their participation in its proceedings in order to preserve the transparency,
impartiality and fundamental fairness of the proceedings.
To ensure an impartial adjudication, Standards Committee rules dictate a strict separation
between the role of prosecutor/investigator and the role of judge. To that end, Rule 23(a)
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prohibits a Member who served on an Investigative Subcommittee from serving on an
Adjudicatory Subcommittee in the same matter. As the Supreme Court has recognized in a
different context, the party that levels charges has an interest in vindicating its work by securing
a conviction. In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 137 (1955) (due process prohibits trial by judge
who acted as grand jury in investigating allegations and accusing defendant of misconduct,
bccause that judge "cannot be, in the very nature of things, wholly disinterested in the conviction
or acquittal ofthose accused"). I
A staff lawyer who participates in an investigation likewise cannot render impartial or
disinterested advice concerning the adjudication of charges resulting from the investigation. For
this reason, conflict of interest rules forbid a judicial law clerk or staff attorney from assisting a
judge in any controversy in which the clerk or staff attorney previously served as counsel. Code
of Conduct for Judicial Employees, Canon 3(F)(2)(a)(ii) and (v) (to avoid conflict of interest,
judicial law clerk or staff attorney "should not perform any official duties" for a judge in any
controversy in which he previously participated as counselor advisor, whether as a government
employee or in private practice). Indeed, by law, a judge must recuse himself from any case in
which he served as counselor adviser at the investigatory and accusatory stage. See, e,g., 28
U.S.C § 455(a) (2) and (3) Gudge must recuse himself from case in which he served as counsel
or adviser, whether in private practice or as a government employee).
For these reasons, Congressman Rangel respectfully requests that attorneys who advised
or assisted Members of the Investigative Subcommittee with regard to the merits of the case be
prohibited from communicating with, or otherwise assisting, Members of the Adjudicatory
Subcommittee regarding the facts, law or merits of the case.

Congressman Rangel further

requests that the Adjudicatory Subcommittee (1) identify for him the attorneys who rendered
1

The Investigatory Subcommillee likened its proceedings to a grand jury investigation. Rangel Tr. at 246.

2
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advice and assistance to Members of the Investigatory Subcommittee; and (2) advise him
whether there have been any ex parte communications between those attorneys and Members of
the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, so thathe may seek additional relief.
A proposed Order is attached.
Respectfully submitted,
Dated: August 17,2010

~

Leslie B. Kiernan
Steven M. Salky
Deborah J. Jeffrey
Alexandra W. Miller
Jason M. Knott

ZUCKERMAN SPAEDER LLP

1800 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: (202) 778-1800
Facsimile: (202) 822·8106

Attorneysfor Respondent
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Adjudicatory Subcommittee

In the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel

(PROPOSED} ORDER
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee having considered Respondent's Motion to Disqualify
Investigatory Attorneys from Counseling the Adjudicatory Subcommittee and any further
briefing and argument thereon, it is by the Adjudicatory Subcommittee this _

.

day of

2010 ORDERED:
I.

All attorneys who advised or assisted Members of the Investigative Subcommittee

with regard to the merits of Congressman Rangel's case are prohibited from communicating
with, or otherwise assisting, Members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee regarding the facts, law
or merits of the case.
2.

Within 5 days oft11is Order, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee will (1) identify to

Congressman Rangel the attorneys who rendered advice and assistance to the Investigatory
Subcommittee with regard to the merits of his case; and (2) advise Congressman Rangel whether
there have been any ex parte communications between those individuals and Members of the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee.

The Honorable Zoe Lofgren
Chair
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Copies to:
Leslie B. Kiernan
Zuckerman Spaeder LLP
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
R. Blake Chisam
StaffDirector
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
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August 19,2010

Ms. Deborah J. Jet1i'ey
Zuckennan Spaeder LLP
1800114 Street, NW Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20036-5807

Re:

In the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel

Dear Ms. Jeffrey:
I write to respond to your letter sent to me (and copied to Chair Lofgren, Representative Rangel,
and Blake Chisam. the Chief Counsel of the Committee) dated August 2, 2010. I note for the
record that you are employed by the law f1rm retained by Representative Rangel in the
adjudicatory proceedings cun-enlly before the adjudicatory panel of which I am a Member. I am
tiling a copy of your letter together with this fetter to the Chair of the adjudicatory subcommittee,
and the Chief Counsel of the Committee. This letter is to provide written notice pursuant to
Committee Rule II(a), which requires all communications and pleadings pursuant to committee
rules to be filed with the Committee.
Belore I address your letter, I want to reiterate my support for Representative Rangel's light,
pursulInt to Committee Rules 23 and 26(b) to an adjudicatory hearing on the allegations against
him. Adjudicatory hearings of this nature arc extremely rare and new ground is being broken
which requires careful adherence to Committee and House Rules. I am sure you would agree
that public adjudicatory hem"ings must properly present the evidence supporting the two year
work of the bipt1ltisan investigative subcommittee and each of the counts of the Stutement of
Alleged Violations Ihat were presented to the public two weeks ago.
As you know, Representative Rangell"st week called on the subcommittee to notil',- him abollt
the hearing schedule so that he ,an properly prepare his 0\\ n Jefcnse. During his remarks on the
House floor. Representative Rangel made several statements requesting to know when he could
expect the sllocommitlee to hold hearings. He stated: "I deserve and demand the right to be
he-ard ... " and "I till) asking for exposure to the tllctS:'

Illl..,IIIWIW.b"!!M.jIQvhl1<;e,,,1
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As I stated during my remarks at the opening hearing of the adjudicatory subcommittee,
Representative Rangel deserves a fair and public opportunity to be heard before his peers and
address each of the serious allegations against him, and the process does not presume guilt before
innocence. In fairness to Representative Rangel, I agree that the adjudicatory subcommittee
must agree on the dates of the hearings and notify Representative Rangel and his counsel as soon
as possible. I and others have suggested to the Chair that public hearings should commence
when the House reconvenes in September, with a goal of completing the hearings before tho
House adjournment in October. I have communicated my desire to work with the Chair of the
subcommittee to schedule additional hearing days in October, if necessary, to complete our
duties.
Turning specifically to your correspondence, as I stated during remarks before the first public
meeting of the adjudicatory subcommittee on July 29, 2010, ]' servcd as a federal prosecutor in
the Public Integrity Section of the United States Department of Justice, and I take my
responsibilities on this panel very seriously. I also believe strongly that the American public
expects and deserves that this matter will be handled with the utmost professionalism and
nonpartisanship. I do not take lightly the inferences in your letter, but I remain completely
confident in my ability to participate as an adjudicator in a fair and objective manner and, as
Ranking Member, to work with the Chair to direct these hearings and ensure that the
subcommittee completes its responsibilities under the committee's rules.
Your letter, in summary, asserts that policy positions and statements regarding my longstanding
opposition to the use of congressional eanuarks for federally-funded projects named after sitting
Members of Congress gives rise to an "appearance" that I have prejudged the case and that I am
"predisposed" to find that Representative Rangel didn't comply with his ethical obligations.
Your lettor refers specifically to several counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation transmitted
by the investigative subeoll11nittee to this Committee regarding the solicitation ban, and suggests
that my legislative actions and related statements in 2008 and 2009 bring into question my ability
to be a fair and objective member of this panel. On behalf of Mr; Rangel, you call on me to
recuse myself from participating further in adjudicatory proccedings of this matter.
I recognize Representative Rangel is within his rights to object to my participation - or the
participation of any other members of this subcommittee _. under thc Committee Rules. I have
been among those that have defended his right to do so. To that end, and pursuant to Committee
Rule 23(a), I respond to your letter as follows:
Findings of I:ilct and Conclusions of Law
I. With respect to the specific objections to my participation, Committee Rule 23(a), provides,
in relevant part, that within 10 days after a notice of the list of Members designated to serve
on the adjudicatory subcommittee is transmitted to a respondent, the respondent, in writing,
may "object to the participatioll of any subcommittee member ... on the grounds that the
member cannot render an impartial and unbiased decision." Your letter dated August 2, 20 10
on behalf of Mr. Rangel was filed on the 10th day after I and the othcr members of the
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adjudicatory subcommittee were named as adjudicatory subcommittee members by Chair
Lofgren, and therefore, the objection was timely tlled with the Committee.
2. Committee Rule 23(a) further provides that the member against whom an objection is made
"shall be the sole judge of any disqualification and may choose to seek disqualification trom
serving on the subcommittee pursuant to Rule 9(e)." (Emphasis added). FUl1her, Committee
Rule 9(e) provides that "a member of the Committee may seek disqualification trom
participating in any investigation ofthe conduct ofa Member, officer, or employee of the
House of Representatives upon the submission in writing and under oath of an affidavit of
disqualification stating that the member cannot render an impartial and unbiased decision,"
(Emphasis added). The rules require that I act as the sale judge of the objection raised on
behalf of Representative Rangel. Given the responsibility to dctemline whether or not I
sllQuld disqualify myself trom this proceeding, I choose not to do so for the reasons set fOlth
below.
3. The objection to my service on the adjudicatory subcommittee is based on allegations that are
"'oithout merit and are not gem1ane to the matters before the adjudicatory subcommittee. The
August 2"d letter improperly links votes taken by me --and a vast, bipartisan majority of
Members serving in both the II Olll and the 111 th Congress - opposing federal funds being
used for projects named after sitting Members of Congress, with the adjudicatory
subcommittee's review of multiple counts that Representative Rangel improperly used
official resources and solicited corporate and foundations mth business before a House
Committee he chaired. References to statements made were policy and legislative in nature,
were not issues within the jurisdiction of the investigative subcommittee, and are completely
unrelated to either the investigation or the Statement of Alleged Violations now or previously
before the House Ethics Committee relating to Representative Rangel.
4. On July 31, 2008, I offered an amendment to H.R. 6599-the FY 2009 Military Construction
and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act. The amendment, as ptinted in the Congressional
Record, prohibited the use oftederal funds for "a project or program named for an individual
then serving as a Member, Delegate, Resident Commissioner or Senator of the United States
Congress." The amendment passed by a vote of329 to 86 (Roll Call vote number 559,
August 1,2008). Of note, 186 Rcpublicans and 143 Democrats supported the measure,
including Representatives Castor, Lofgren, Welch, Conaway. Dent, and myself. 84
Democrats, including Representative Buttertield, voted in the negative. In other words, all
members of the adjudicatory subcommittee except Representative Harpel', who was not then
a Member of Congress, took a position on this measure, and all but one agreed with my
position.
The editorial [ autbored dated April 19, 2008 focuses exclusively on my opposition to
congressional eat111arks and wasteful spending as a policy positioll. [n it, J pledged not to
request eannarks myself, and advocated reforms to the process including anllp or down vote
on every earmark to ensure transparency. The editorial cited the Rangel Center as an
example --amongst many others -- of sitting Members of Congress naming projects after
themselves. The editorial did /Jot impugn Representative Rangel's work OIl behalf of the
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Rangel Center or suggest that he personally had engaged in any unethical or criminal
activity. I might add, both the editorial and the August 1, 2008 vote on the FY 2009 M.ilitary
Construction and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act amendment occurred prior to any
announced decision by the Committee on Standards to investigate any allegation against
Representative Rangel.
Further legislative actions cited, including the introduction of RR. 420 on January 9, 2009,
and the introduction and vote on May 21, 2009 on amendment 153 to H.R. 915 the .FY 2009
FAA Reauthorization Act were entirely consistent with the August I, 2008 amendment to
prohibit the use of federal funds for projects named for Members of Congress or Senators.
The May 21, 2009 amendment passed by a vote of 417 to 2 (Roll Call vote number 289, May
21,2009) and every member of the Committee on Standards voted in the affirmative, with
the exception of Representative Lofgren, who did not vote. Notably, Representative Rangel
himself voted for this amendment. In addition, during remarks on the House floor between
myself and Chairman Oberstar, I specifically stated that the anlendment was not intended to
be applied retroactively and it would not apply to any specific Member.
5. While the vast majority of Members from both sides of the aisle have taken the same position
I have on multiple oecasions on these purely legislative actions, on every occasion where
votes on the House floor coul.d be questioned relating to matters before the Committee on
Standards of Oft1cial Conduct for which I have been a Member, including specific
allegations relating to Representative Rangel, I have voted "present" For example, on July
31,2008, the House voted on a motion to table RRes, 1396-a privileged resolution
declaring that Representative Rangel had dishonored himself and brought discredit to the
House and merits its censure, The motion to table was approved by a vote of254 to 138,
with 34 voting present. All 10 of the then-Members of the Committee on Standards,
including myself, voted present.
On October 7, 2009, the House voted on a Motion to Refer H.Res. 805, that called for the
removal of Representative Rangel as chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means
pending completion of the investigation into his ailairs by the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct. The Motion to Refer passed by a vote of246 to 153, with 19 Members
voting "present," including myself and every other Member of the Committee on Standards,
except Chair Lofgren, who did not vote.
6. Prior to my taking thc above mentioned legislative actions, and to make certain my actions
were at all times constmed properly and within the bounds of the ethics mles, I consulted
with the Committee to confiml that not even the slightest appearance could be inferred or in
any way compromise my responsibilities to be impartial as a member of the Committee.
7, Having the privilege to serve as a Member of Congress these past six years on behalfof my
constituents, a number of those years serving as a Member on the Committee on Standards of
Ofticial Conduct, I understand the nature of the political process, and respect that differences
of opinion on policy are more often the rule rather than the exception. However, I have no
conccrn that any of my actions at any time have compromised my ability to be a fair and
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objective participant in these proceedings, and as sole judge of this unusual circumstance, I
rcspectfully DENY your request on behalf of Representative Rangel, and will consider the
matter closed.

S;"~tttl r~

1t1~"'" M,e",

Ranking Republican Member
Adjudicatory Subcommittee

cc:

Blake Chisam
The Hon. Zoe Lofgren, Chair
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September 15.2010
Honorable Michael McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
Adjudicatory Subcommittee
Committee on Standards of Offieial Conduct
U.s. House of Representatives
The Capitol, HT-2
WllShington, D.C. 20515
Re:

In the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel

Dear Ranking Republican Member McCaul:
I write on behalf of Congressman Rangel to express his disappointment in your refusal to
recuse yourself from the Adjudicatory Subcommittee. Your letter of August 19, 2010
mischaracterizes the basis for his request and disregards substantial evidence about your bIas inthis
most impol'tant matter.
The statement ill Y0ul' letter that CongressmanRangeJ objects to your participation because of
your votes on legislative matters is a straw man, As my letter of August 2, 2010 makes c1oor, he
seeks your recusal not because you want to eliminate use of federal funds 011 projects named for
sitting Members, but because you have repeatedly suggested that !l Member derives an improper
(and, perhaps, unlawfld) benefit from financial support for aprogram named in his honor, usingsuch
phrllSeB llS "breeds cormption," "self-serving spending," "criminal behavior," and "Members of
Congress acceptingiIIegal contributions to Hue their own pockets." You have repeatedly singled out
the Rangel Center llSan exmnple of an impropcruseof funds, identifying it as emblematic of an
ethics problem in Congress. Thesc inflammatory statements distinguish you from the otherMembers
of the Adjndicatory Subcommittee who supported the same legislation; they did not impugn the
integrity ofCongl'essman Rangel itl doing so, and as your letter notes, Congressman Rangel has not
objected to their participation in the aqjudicatory process. Your letter does not even acknowledge
the smtements tbat you have made, much less explain why they do not give rise to an appearance of
bias.
Your remark.'! oall your open-mindedness into question because, as explained in our letter of
August 2, 2010 those comments reject in advance key elements ofCongressman Rangel's defense,
I.e" (1) that he received no inlproper benefit from his support fol' the Rangel Center; (2) that the
Center was a legitimate effort to bring educational and economic opportunities to his district, and not
a vanity project; and (3) that, even if he erroneously used official resources in making a charitable
solicitation, he did not corrupt the process for personal gain. 11lUs, you,' remarks arc inconsistent
with a fail' and unbiased adjudication based solely on the evIdence. You committed youl'sclfto these
views about corruption, ethics problems, and improper benefits well in advance ofthe stw1 ofany
hearing, without seeing any evidence or hearing from a single wimess.
2769875,1

WASHINGTON, DC

,AMPA
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Further compromising the impartiality ofthese proceedings is the fact that the individual whQ
transmitted your response to me, identified in the email signatme block as "Special Counsel to
Ranking Member McCaul," previously served as counsel to Ranking Member Jo Bonner on the
Investigatory Subcommittee. To ensure an impartial adjudication, Standards Committee rules dictate
a strict separation between the role of prosecutor/investigator and the role ofjudge, To that end,
Committee Rule 23(a), prohibits Ranking Member BQlmer (and others who served on the
Investigative Subcommittee) from adjudicating the charges thatthey developed against Congressman
Rangel.
Like the Members of the Investigative Subcommittee, the Mlijority and Minority Couns<ll
who advised them likewise assisted In developing the charges against Congressman Rangel, and
they, too, are neither disinterested nor impartial. Any assistance that they render to the Adjudicatory
Subcommittee regarding the facts, Jawor merits of the matter further taints the fairness oftlIese
proceedings, and the Adjudicatory Subcommittee should forbid those lawyers from participating in
the adjudication ofthis matter.1
No respondent and no member ofthe public could expect an Impartial and unbiased decision
under the circumstances presented here. Congressman Rangel accordingly respectfully requests that
you reconsider your decision to continue to serve on the Adjudicatory Subcommittee that 'IviI! decide
this important matter.
Sincerely,

~J14Jr1f~
Deborah J. Jeffrey
Co;

Honorable Zoe Lofgl'on, Chair
Honorable Charles B, Rangel
R. Blake Chisam, Staff Director and Chief Counsel
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esquire

! As the Supl'l:me Court has recognized, the parly thallt'vt'ls chlll'ges has an hlwrest in vindicating Jls work by securing a
conviction. Inre Murchison, 349 U.s, 133, 137 (1955) (due process prohibits trial byjudge who ~cle4 as gramljury in
illVllstigating allegations and accusing defendant of misconduct, because that judge "cannot be, in the very Ilature of
things, wholly disintereste4 in tho conviotion or acquittal ofthoM\ accnsed"). Because ofthis conflict ofinterest. ethical
norms prohibit an attorney from participating in 11 ~Q\!rt's adjudication of chargos that he lnVllstigllted, see Code of
Conduct for Judicial Employees, Canon 3(B')(2)(a)(ii) and (v) (to avoid conflict oflnterest, ajlldiciailaw clerk or staff
attorney "should oot perform any official duties" for ajudgc in any controversy In which he previously participated as
cOllllsel or advisor, including as a govemment emillilyco).

:l109S75.1
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CONFIDENTIAL
Leslie B. Kiernan, :Esq.
Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP
1800 MStreet, N.W., Suite 1000
Washingtou,D.C. 20036

Rc: In the Matter QfR'ti21~sl,lltative Charles B. Rangel
Dear Ms, Kiernan:
OnSeptemb"1· 15,2010, the Committee Oll Standards of Official Conduct ("Standards
Committee") considered Representative Charles B. Rangel's August 2, 2010, request that
Ranking Republiean Member Michael T. McCaul recuse himself from parlicipation in the
adjl1Clicatol'Y subcommittee. The Standards Committee also considered your September 15, 2010,
request for Ranking Republican M"1nber to reconsider his AUgllst 19, 2010, decisi01l to ilOt
recuse himself.
'lbe Standards Committee voted unanimously to deny your motion for recusal.
If you have any questions, please have your counsel contact the Committee's Staff
Director and ChiefCoul1sel, R. Blake Chisam, at (202) 225-7103.
Sincerely,

Zoe Lofgrell
Chair

co;

JoBonl1er
Ranking Republican Member

'TIle Honol'lible Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
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July 22, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL
RepraQel1tative Charles B. Ral1gel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re: fuvestilllltion ofRepresentative Charles B. Ral1gel
Dear Colleague:
On July 22, 2010, the Investigative Subcommittee transmitted a Statement of Alleged
. Violation to the Chair and Ranking Republican Member of the Committee on Stmldards of
Official Conduct (Standards Committee). You failed to submit an answer that complied with
Standards Conunittee rules. Pursuant to Standm'ds Committee Rule 22(a)(1), your failure to file
an answer shall be considered by the Committee as denial of eaeh count.
PurS1l!lIIt to Standards Committee Rule 23(a), I have designated the following Members
to serve on the Adjudicatory Suhcommittee:
Repraqentative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Michael T. McCalu, Ranking Republican Member
Representative G.K. Butterfield
Representative K. Michael Conaway
Representative Kathy Castor
Representative Charles W. Dent
Representative Peter Welch
Representative Gregg Harpel'
Pl1l'S1l!lIIt to Standards Committee Rule 23(a), you have 10 days after today to object to the
, participation of any subcommittee member. Any objection must be in writing and shall be on the
grounds that the Member cannot render an impm·tial and unbiased decision, The Member against
whom the objection is made shall be the sole judge of any disqualification.
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The first public meeting of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee will be held on Thursday,
July 29,2010 at 1:00 p.m. in Room 1310, Longworth House Office Building.

Sincerely,

cc: Leslie Kiernan, Esg.
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July 22, 2010

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL
Honorable Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
The Capitol, Suite HT-2
Washington, D.C. 20515
Re: In the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel
Dear Representative Lofgren:
I am writing in response to your letter of July 22, 2010 to Congressman Rangel. In that letter,
you indicate that the Answer submitted by Congressman Rangel does not comply with the
Committee's Rules. We do not understand the basis for the Committee's conclusion.
Congressman Rangel's Answer was signed under penalty of perjury and was filed with the
Investigative Subcommittee in compliance with the Committee's Rues. Given the length of this
investigation and the seriousness of this matter, we request that the Committee afford
Congressman Rangel an opportunity to cure any defect, agree to accept his amended Answer and
Defenses and transmit it to the Adjudicatory Subcommittee so that the Subcommittee VI':ill have
before it Congressman Rangel's full response and defenses. Further, given that Congressman
Rangel has been informed that the Committee intends to release a press statement at 4:00 p.m.,
we ask that the Committee expedite its response to Congressman Rangel's request and delay the
release of its press statement to provide Congressman Rangel with the opportunity to cure any
defect. To do otherwise, would leave the press with the misimpression that Congressman Rangel
did not file an Answer, which is simply not true.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Leslie B. Kiernan

WASHINGmN, PC

NEW YORK

TAMPA

BALTIMORE

WILMINGTON, DE
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CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Charles B. Rangel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Rc:

1n the Mattcr ofRepreselltative Clwles B. Rangel

Dear Celleague:
This letter is in response to counsel's lelter to the COlllmittee on Standards of Offlcial
Cenduet (Cemm:ittee) dated July 22, 2010. As you are aware your answel' to the Investigative
Subcommittee's St~tel11ent of Alleged Viol~tion was found not to have confo111led with the
requiremenL~ ofColll1llittee Rule 22(a).
Commillee Rule 22(a)(I) pennits a respondent "[w]ithin 30 days from the date of
transmittal of a Statement of Alleged Violatioll" to "file with the investigative subcommittee all
lll1swer[.]." Under Committee Rule 22(e), the Chair of ~11 investig~tive subcommittee may
shorten 01' enlarge the time fDr filing an answer or oil)er motions relating to an Statement of
A1loged ViolatiolL Committee Rule 22(a)(1) requires that a respondent's lll1SWel' to a Statement
of Alleged Violation be made '.'in writing and under oath, signed by respondent and respondent'S
counsel." Under that same lute, "failure to file an anSWer within the time prescribed shall be
considered by ti,e COl'll1uittee as a dellial of each count" alleged in the Statement of Alleged
Violation.
On June 17, 2010, the Investigative Subconunittee adopted a Stateluent of Alleged
Violation alleging that, with respect to each of the 13 ccunts contained in the Statement of
Alleged Violation, the Investigative Subcommittee found a "substantial reason to believe that a
violation of the Code of Official Conduct, or of a law, rule, regulation, 01' other standard of
conduct applicable to the performance of offlcial duties or the discharge of official
respousibilities by a Member .. , has oecul1'Cd." The Investigative Suhcommittee transmitted the
Statement of Alleged Violation to you 011 June 17, 2010, By order of the Investigative
Subcommittee, your answer to the Statement of Alleged Violation was due on July 19, 2010, The
Investigative Subcommittee, at your request, extended the time ill which to file your allswer until
July 21,2010.
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On July 21, 2010, your counsel submitted an eight-page document styled as
"Respondent's Answer and Defenses to Statement of Alleged Violation," in which you denied all
counts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation and asserted numerous defellses. While
signed by both you and your counsel, your July 21,2010, submission was not signed under oath.
As a result, the Investigative Subcommittee determined that your July 21, 2010,
suhmissioll did not constitute an "answer" under Committee Rule 22(a)(I). Notwithstanding the
deficiency in your July 21,2010, submission, 111e Investigative Subcommittee provided you with
an opportunity to cure the defect in your submission. Your counsel was notified, in writing, of
the defect in your submission on 1111y 21,2010, and you were given until 12;00 p.m. on July 22,
2010, to sign your July 21,2010, submission under oath.
Ou July 22,2010, your counsel sent, at 12:37 p,m., a new 3S-page submission, which
your counsel later described as an amended answer. This submission also failed to contain a
proper oath.
The Investigative Subcommittee determined that your July 21, 2010, submission, wllich
was never signed under oath, was not in the propel' form, not timely, alld, therefore, not 1n
compliance with the reqtlirements ofConunittee Rule 22(a),
By letter dated July 22,2010, you were notified oft11is detel1nination and provided notice
that the Conunittee considered your failure to file an answer in conformance Witil tile
requirements ofRule 22(a) as a denial of each COUllt alleged in the SAV.
Pursuant to Committee Rule 23, an Adjudicatory Subcommittee was ernpanelled on July
22,2010, for the purpose ofholding a hearing "to determine whether any counts in the Statement
of Alleged Violation have been proved by clear and convincing evidence," and to make findings
of fuct in this matter, As you arc aware, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee will hold an
organizational meeting on Thursday, July 29, 2010 at 1:00 p.m. in Room 1310, Longworth
House Office Building. Tbis meeting will be open to the public.
Although Committee rules do not require either your presence or that of your counsel at
the meeting, you aud your counsel are we1conle to attend the Adjudicatory Subcommittee's
meeting. If you or your counsel plan to attend the meeting, please notify counsel to the
Committee so that seating may be reserved for you and your counsel.
In addition, you may, if you choose, submit a written statement in response to the
Statement of Alleged Violation to the Adjudicat01'Y Sllbcol1ul1ittee for its consideration at its
meeting on Thursday, July 29, 2010. YoUI' submission may be released to the public by the
Committee at such ti111e as the Statement of Alleged Violation is required to be released 'TIlder
Committee Rule 7(f). If you choose to provide a statement in response to the Statement of
Alleged Violation, please submit it to counsel to the Adjudicatory Subcommittee by S p,m. on
Wednesday, July 28,2010.
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If you have lilly questions, please have your counsel contact the COlllmittee's Staff
Director and CluefCoul1.sel, R. Blake Chisam, at (202) 225-7103.

Zoe Lofgren
Chair

cc:

Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esq.
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October 12, 2010

CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Charles B, Rangel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Re: In the Matter of Representative G]larl~J3, Rangel

Dear Colleague:
As you are aware, an adjudicatory subcommittee of the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct (Committee) has been appointed in tbe above-referenced matter. The purpose
of this letter is to inform you of the procedures applicable to proceedings before the adjudicatCl'y
subcommittee and to notify yeu of the expected schedule for those p1'Occedings. In this regard,
please find enclosed copies of:

1.

The Committee's rules for the 111 <h Congress;

2.

The Rules of the House of Representatives for the 111 til Congress; and

3.

The Statement ofAlleged Violation in tI,e above-referenced matter.

The purpose of an adjuilicatory slJbcommitlee is to "hold a hearing to determine whether
any counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation have been proved by clear and convincing
evidence and [to] make findings of fact, except where such \1olatiol1s have been admitted by
respondent "I The hearing before the adjudicatory subcommittee is required to be open to the
public and may only be closed, in whole or in part, by an afthmative vote of a majority of the
adjudicatory subcommittee's members. 2 Any vote to close the hearing must be made in open
session.~

The quorum required for the adjudicatory subcommittee to conduct "any lmsll1ess" is a
4
majority plus one. Therefore, the required quorum to conduct any business in this 111atter will
consist of six members.

1 Committee Rule 23(0),
2 House RuJeXl, 01. 3(0)(2); Comulittee Rule 23(e).
'House Rule XI, 01. 3(0)(2).
• Committee Rides 23(b) and 9(b),
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Committee Rule 26(b) permits you to seek to waive your right to an adjudicatory
proceeding. Any such request must be made in wdting and be signed by you.' A request to waive
your right to all adjudicatory hearing, or any part of such proceeding, would be subject to the
acceptance ofthe adjudicatory subcommittee. 6
The conduct of an adjudicatory hearing is governed generally by Committee Rule 23. In
the absence of a waiver of a heating, the adjudicatory subcommittee will proceed with a hearing
p\1tsuant to Committee Rule 23(c). The adjudicatory hearing will convene on Monday,
November 15, 2010 at 9:00 a.m,
''At all adjudicatory hearing, the burden of proof rests on Committee counsel to establish
the facts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation by clear and convincing evidence,,,7
Committee counsel may, subject to subcommittee approval, enter into stipulations with you or
your counsel as to facts that are not in dispute. 8 Committee counsel need not present any
evidence regarding any fact stipulated 01" count that you admit. 9 Since subcommittee approval is
required for any stipulations, you and your counsel and Committee ceunsel must jointly submit
any proposed stipulations to the adjudicatory subcommittee in wdting by October 29, 2010.
At any adjudicatory hearing, the adjudicatory subcommittee "may require, by subpoena
Or otherwise, the attendance and testimony of such witnesses and production of such books,
records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, documents, and other items as it deems
neeessary.,,10 The adjudicatory subcommittee may accept "[d]eposltions, interrogatories. and
sworn statements taken under any investigative subcommittee direction" into the record of the
adjudicatory proceedings.!!
.
More generally, Committee Rule 23(i)(1) provides that "[a]ny relevant evidence shall be
admissible," unless it is privileged.!2 The Chair of the subcommittee is responsible for lUling on
any question of admissibility or relevance of evidence, motion, pl'Ocedure, or any other matter at
an adjudicatory hearing.!3 A witness, witness counsel, or Member of the subeorrnnittee may
appeal any ruling to the Members present at that proceeding. 14 A majority vote of the Members
present at such proceeding on such an appeal shall govem the question of admissibility and no
appeal shall He to the Committee. IS
-

5 C01mnittee Rule 26(b).

Id.
Committee Rule 23 (n).
B Committee Rille 23(1)(4).
P Committee Rule 23(n).
10 Committee Rule 23(d).
II ld.
12 Conunittee Rule 23(i)(1). As provided in Commiltee Rule 23, the procedures set forth in House Rnle 1\-'1, clause
2(g) and (k) apply 10 an adjudicatory hearing.
J3 Committee Rule 23(i)(2).
14 ld.
15 ld.

6

7
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You and your counsel have the right to review the evidence that Committee counsel
intends to present at the adjudicatory hearing,16 Counsel will provide you a copy of these
materials no later than October 19, 2010.
Pursuant to Conmlittee Rule 23(i)(1), the parties l7 may object to the admissibility of
evidence only on the grounds of relevance or privilege under the precedents of the House. 18 Any
objections you may have to this evidence, including both exhibits alid anticipated witness
testimony, must be submitted in writing to the Chair of the adjudicatory subcommittee by 10:00
a.m. on October 26, 2010. You should state the basis tor any such objection as fully as possible.
Objections not raised at that time will be waived.
Counsel for the Committee and counsel for the Respondent may prepare a joint exhibit
list for those exhibits to which each party detennines it has no objection.
If you intend to call witnesses as pall of your case during the adjudicatory hearing, you
must provide the adjudicatory subcommittee with a list of the witnesses you intend to call and
SUll.l111al'iCS of those witnesses' expected testimony,19 You must also provide copies of any
documents or other evidence you will seek to introduce at the adjudicatory hearing. The list of
witnesse.~, summaries of expected testimony, and copies of documents or oUler evidence you will
seek to use during the hearing must be received by eounsel no later than 10:00 a.m. on October
26,2010, Any objeetions Committee counsel may have to this evidence, including both exhibits
and anticipated witness testimony, must be submitted in writing to the Chair oftl1e adjudicatory
subcommittee by November 1, 2010,
The admissibility of testimony by any witness is subject to the requirements of
Committee Rule 23(i)(I), which provides that any relevant evidence "shall be admissible unless
the evidence is privileged under the precedents of the House of Repres611tatives." The Chair will
make her initial detel111.ination regarding the admissibility of testimony by any witness you may
seek to call based on the summaries of their expected testimony and any material you provide
pUrsuallt to Committee Rule 23(g). You should, therefore, be as detailed, specific, and thorough
as possible in any summaries you provide of your witnesses' expected testimony alld related
materials,
Pursuant to Committee Rule 23(h), you may apply to the adjudicatory subcommittee to
issue subpoenas "fur the appearance of witnesses or the production of evidence." Any
application for a subpoena "shall be granted upon a showing by the reSpOndellt that the proposed
testimony 01' evidel1ce is relevant and not otherwise available to respondent." If you choose to
apply to the adjudicatory subcommittee for the issuance of a subpoena or subpoenas, your

I.

Committee Rule 23(f)(1).
.
"parties" refers to U,e respondent and Committee couusel.
1& The only privileges applicable to adjudicatory proceedings are those recognized under the precedents of the
HOllse. Please note that the applicable privileges do not include the Speech 01' Debate Privilege under Article I.
sootion 6, clanse I of the United States Constitution. The Speedl 01' Dehate Clause states that Senators and
Representatives of the House "for any speech 0" debate in either House, they shan not be questioned in any other
p.lac.e." This privilege can only be asserted during inqllires conducted by an entity other thall the legislative branch,
• Committee Rule 23(g),
17 The tenn
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application should include a detailed, specific, and thorough sunullary of the expected testimony
of any witnesses and the content and nature of any materials you seek to subpoena. The
application for subpoenas "may be denied if not made at a reasonable time or if the testimony or
evidence· would be merely eumulative.',20 Any application by you for subpoenas must be
submitted to the adjudicatory subCommittee by 12:00 p.m. on October 29, 2010. A subpoena to
a witness to appear at a hearing must be served sufficiently in advance ofthat witness' scheduled
appearance to allow the witness a reasonable time, as determined by the Chair, to prepare for the
hearing and employ counse1. 21 Any witnesses subpoenaed to testify must be served no later than
November 9, 2010.
Prior to the start of the adjudicatory hearing, the adjudicatory subcommittee will meet
with counsel for the Committee and counsel for the Respondent to address pre-hearing
objections to evidence, stipulations proposed by the parties, and any other outstanding procedural
issues. A pre-hearing conference, if necessary, will be held at 10:00 a.m. on November 4, 2010.
Following the pre-hearing conference, each party will be required to provide the
Members of the adjudicatory subcommittec with a copy of the party's exhibits that will be
admitted into the l'ecord. Each party mllSt provide copy of its exhibits to each Member of the
adjudicatory subcommittee 110 latet' than 5:00 p.m. on November 5, 2010.
The conduct of the adjudicatory hearing win pl'Oceed as set forth in Committee Rule
230). The Chair nfthe adjudicatory subcommittee will open the hearing. 22 The Chair will then
recognize Committee counsel and your counsel, in tum, for the purposes of allowing each party
to make an opening statement.23 Opening statemcllts will be limited to 1 hour for each side,
Pursuant to Committee Rule 23(j)(3), "whenever possible," witness testimony and other
pertinent evidence shall be presented by Committee counsel fll'st, fonowed by presentation of
testimony and oilier evidence by the respondent. The Chair may allow rebuttal witnesses.24 Any
witness called at the adjudicatory hearing will be examined ftrst by the party calling the witness,
followed by cross-exalnination by the opposing party?5 The Chair has the discretion to allow
redirect examination and recross examination?6 Members of the adjudicatory subcommittee may
then question the witness under the five-minute rule, unless otherwise directed by the Chair,27
lile Chair may, in her discretion, allow counsel for either side to describe or summadze
evidence admitted in their case, other than the testimony of witnesses testifying in person at the
hearing, and to re"1xllld to questioning from the members of the adjlldkatory subcommittee
regarding such evidence.

Committee Rule 23(h).
Committee Rule 26(k).
2'.l Commil1ee Rule 230)(1),
"Committee Rule 230)(2).
24 Committee Rnle 23(i)(3)(iii).
25 COlluuittee Rule 23(i)(4).
20
21

26
2?

Id.
Ill.
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At the conclusion of the presentation of evidenee, both sides will be allowed I hour for
closing arrments.28 Committee' counsel will be permitted to reserve time for rebuttal
argument.2
Conunittee counsel and your counsel will each be allowed 10 hours to present their
respective cases, inclusive of the time allotted for opening and closing argumcnts. The 10 hour
limitation on presentation of each side's case is subject to reconsideration based upon a
reasonable request for additional time. Any objections regarding the proce.dure for the
adjudicatory hearing must be submitted to the adjudicatory subcommittee in writing by October
15,2010.
As soon as practicable after the parties' closing arguments, the adjudicatory
subcommittee will meet to "consider each count contained in the Statement of Alleged Violation
and slllin detennine by a majority vote ofits members whether each COffilt has been proved,,,3n A
cotmt detelmined not to have been proved "shall be considered as dismissed by the
subcommittee. ,,31 The adjudieatory subcommittee must report its findings to the Conunittee. n
The adjudicatory hearing will be conducted subject to the Rule,~ of Decorum of the
House. 33 Further, the Chair may require aU participants to observe strictly and promptly all
evidentiary, procedural 01' othur rulings of the Chair and of the adjudicatory subc01mnittee. Thc
adjudicatory subcommittee expects that any ruling it makes regarding the relevance of proffered
e,'idenee, or any line of questio11ing 01' argument will be promptly and strictly observed.. Any
breach of decorum by any of the participants is punishable by the Chair "by censure and
exclusion from the hearings; and the committee may cite the offender to the House for
contempt.,,34
.
If you have any questions, please have your counsel contact the Committee's Staff
Director and Chief Counsel, R, Blake Chisam, at (202) 225·7103.
Sincerely,

z2ifJ-

Cllliir

21l

Committee Rule 23(j)(5),

2~ ld.
W

Conunitteo Rules 23(o} aud 10(0)(4).

,I ld.

" ld.
J]

J4

See House Rule XVII and related conuilelltaty.
House Rule Xl, clause 2(k)(4); Committee Rule 26(m).
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cc:

Representative Michael T. McCal.ll. Ranking Repp.blican. Me~nbt\r.
R. Blake Chisam, ChiefCounsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Leslie B. Kiernan, Esq., Counsel for Respondent
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WlUlhington, DC 20515

Dear Chair Lof'gJ:eo:
AJi; you know, i

am no longer represented by COUlJ6clln this mlltter, and am not in a plllritlon to
address the substllllce of}'Our letter (dated October 12, 20I0) in a detll1led lXlllDl11l1' at this time.

Under fuese oircumstances, it would be impossible fur me to meet the Committee's hearing
""heclule and dead.!itwS.

Your letter requires that I object to the prooedures by today, and this letter serves the pwpose of
preserving all my fiShts to Object until I am able to prepare It defense. r am working dillgently lQ
see if I can seoU!'<l tlew counsel and will not delay this effort.
l'inally, the Committee's tight deadline schedule £or~ me to leave my re-eleetfoll campaign in
order to spwd the last two weeks befo!'<l the general election.
W1n1e I ain very eager to have tbis matter heard, I need to have It fair opportunity to meet the
$"bcommitteil'S expectations and respond to the evideno.thot the C.<>mm;ltee's counsel expeetll

to introduce.
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October 22, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL

Representative Charles B. Rangel
U.s. House ofRepresentatives
2354 Rayburn House Office Bulldiug
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

In the MatteI' of Representative Charles B. Rallgel

Dear Col1~ague:
As Chair ofthe Adjudicatory Subcommittee (ASC) in the Matter ofRepresentativo
Charles B. Rangel, 1am responding to your letter to me dated October 15, 2010. You stated in
your letter that it would be "impossible for [you] to meet the Committee's hearing schedule and
deadliues." You also said that by sending yOll! ietter, you intended to "preserv[e] all [your]
rights to object until [you are] able to prepare a defellse." In addition, you stated that you are
"working diligently to see if [you] call secure new counsel and will not delay this effort."

Under Committee Rule 23(1)(2), the Chair "shall rule upon any question of admissibility
relevance of evidence, motion, procedure, or any other matter." By tlllS letter, I am
responding to the objectiOll to tl,e adjudicatory hearing schedule in your October 15 lelter. Such
rulings may be appealed by a "witness, witness counsel, OJ' a memb,\r ofthe subcommittee."l In
the event that a ruling of the Chairul1der this provision is appealed, a majority vote of the
members present at the proceeding at which tl,e ruling is appealed shall gove1'11 the question of
admissibility, and no appeal shall lie to 010 Committee? The Ranking Member of the ASC, .
Representative Michael McCaul, and the Committee Chief Counsel, R. Blake Chisam, will also
be served copies oflhi8 letter.
01'

Under Committee Rule 5(e), a "subcommittee shall meet at the discretion ofit~ Chair."
Pnl'Suant to Rule 5(e) and Rule 23(0) of the Committee and Clause 2(g)(3) of Eouse Rule XI, the
Chair of an ASC is required to mai,e a puhlic announcement in advance of an adjudicatory
hearing.
I Committ•• Rul. 23(1)(2).
, !d.
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On October 7, 2010, as Chair of the ASC in this matter, I issued a public statement
announcing that the adjudicatory hearing in this matter will begin on November 15, 2010, at 9:00
a.m, At that time, I also noted that substantial actions must be taken before a public hearing can
bcgin. Accordingly, I publicly stated that r would notify you and Committee counsel ofthe
schedule and other procedural issues. On October 12,2010, consistent with Committee
precedent, I sent a letter to the parties scheduling various pre-hearing procedural deadJines. 3

Throughout this matter, which has been ongoing for more than two years, you have been
aware of your right to counsel, and have in fact been represented by counsel. You have also long
had access to most ofthe evidentiary record developed during the ISC's investigation.
Since the ASC was desigllll.ted in this matter, you have made numerous public statements
calling on the Committee to expedite its resolution ofthis matter. Similarly, in your October 15
letter, you also state that you are "very eager to have this matter heard,"
111e adjudicatory subcommittee process is not complete UpOll the conclusion of an
adjudicatory hearing. After the hearing, the members of the ASC must conduct deliberations,
vote on each count alleged in the SAV, and send a report offlndings to thc full Committee. If
the adjudicatory hearing in this matter were to be postponed or rescheduled, it would be unlikely
that the Committce would be able to bring this matter to a resolution during this Congress,
Accordingly, in light of these factors, ptu'StJal1t to Committee Rule 23(i)(2) I am herehy
overruling your objection to the hearing schedule, The adjudicatory hearing in this matter will
proceed on November 15, 2010, at 9:00 a.m. as prcviously scheduled Emd announced.
Adjustments to deadlines
As has been previously noted, you must be allowed the opporttillity to adequately defend
yourselfagainst the evidence pl'esented by Committee cotlt1sel, You haw indicated that you are
interested in l'etaining new counsel and that you are actively working to identify possible
eOill1sel. In addition, the previously scheduled deadline fO!' Committee counsel to provide you
with certain materials was stayed. Accordingly, although the adjudicatory hearing will proceed
on November 15, I am hereby modifying certain deadlines established by the October 12
scheduling letter. Unless otherwise specified in this letter, all deadlines announced in the
October 12 scheduling letter are unchanged and remain in effect for both patties.
As you have been previo\.lsly advised, pursuant to Committee Rnle 23(f)(1), Conunittee
eOtmsel arc required to provide you with access to th.e evidence they intend to use as evidence
against you at the adjudicatory hearing, the names cf witnesses Committee counsel intend to call,
and a summary of their expected testimony no less than 15 calendar days prior to the hearing.
The October 12 sc11eduling letter established a deadline of Octoher 19, 2010, for Committee
counsel to provide those materials to yon.
, As you were 8tHl represented by your funnel' counsel at that time, the letter W'lS sent both to you and to your
ronnel' counsel.
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However, 011 October 19,2010, I staycd the October 19 deadline, and directed Committee
counsel to provide you with notice ofthat fact. I \mderstand that Committee counsel were
prepared to meet the deadline, but did not provide you with the materials per the stay of the
deadline. By this letter, I am notifying both parties that the deadline for Committee counsel to
provide you with copies ofthe evidence, their intended witness list, and a summary ofthe
witnesses' expected testimony is rescheduled for today, October 22,2010. It is my
understanding that since Committee counsel were prepared to meet the October 19 deadline
before I stayed that deadline, Committee counsel will be able to meet the rescheduled deadline.
Under the terms ofthe October 12 scheduling letter, you were required to submit any
objections you may have pursuant to Committee Rule 23(i)(1) to the evidence provided to you
by Committee counsel, including both exhibits and anticipated witness testimony, in writing to
the Chair oftheASC by 10:00 a.m. on October 26, 2010. Per this letter, that deadline will be
rescheduled to 12:00 p.m. on October 29, 2010,
Under the terms ofthe October 12 scheduling ieiter, you were also required to submit
copies of documents or other evidence you will seek to use dUring the heating, a list ofthe
witnesses you expect to oall, and summaries of the witnesses' expected testimony to Committee
couusel by 10;00 a.m. on October 26, 2010. Per this letter, that deadline will also be reseheduled
to 12:00 p.m. on October 29, 2010.
Under the terms of the October 12 scheduling letter, you were also required to submit any
application by you for subpoenas, should you choose to request subpoenas, in writing to the ABC
by 12;00 p,m. on October 29, ?01O. Per this letter, that deadline will remain 12:00 p.m. on
October 29,2010.
Undel' the terms of the October 12 scheduling letter, Committee counsel were l'equired to
submit any objections tlley may have p111'suant to Committee Rule 23(i)(I) to the evidence
provided to Comrnittee cou11sel by you, including both exhibits and allticipated witness
testimony, in writing to the Chair of the ASC by November 1, 2010. Pel' this letter, that deadline
will be rescheduled to NOvclllbcr 2,2010.
Under the terms of the October 12 scheduling letter, since subcommittee approval is
required for any stipulations, you and Committee counsel were required to jointly submit any
proposed stipUlations to the ASC in writing by October 29, 20 1O. Per this letter, that deadline
will be rescheduled to 12:00 p.m. on November 3, 2010.

Committee cOffilsel has informed me and the Ranking Republican Member ofthe ASC
that since sending your October 15 letter to me, in a telephone conversation with the
Committee's Chief Counsel you advised Committee counsel that you have had substantial
discussions with at least one attorney about representing you in this matter. However, an
agreement between you and prospective counsel had not yet beel1l'eached. Please provide the
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ASC with written notice ofwhether you will be represented by counsel at the adjudicatory
hearing or if you win appear pro se by 12:00 p.m. on October 29,2010.
Consistent with pdor Committee precedent, you are advised that if you elect to proceed

pro se at the adjudicatory hearing, any statements, questions, or arguments you make will not be
considered as evidence in this matter, except to the extent that a statemellt made by you is under
oath or affumation and subject to the rules applicable to all witness testimony, including the
requirement that you submit to cross-examination by Committee counsel.
Other procedures
Finally, given the relative infrequency with which aspects ofthe Committee's rules
relating to the ASC process have bcen employed, it is possible - ifnot likely - that the parties
may have questions about the ASC process and procedure. The consideration that such
questions may not have been anticipated or resolved to date, in addition to other remaining prehearing procedural steps, was taken into account in setting the adjudicat01'Y hearing schedule.
The parties are strongly encouraged to raise any questions that may arise from perceived
ambiguities or other issues relating to ASC procedures with one 1I1.othe1'. To the extent that the
parties may reach agreement between themselves about how to resolve a procedural question, the
parties could submit a joiut filing to the Chair for consideration. If either party wishes to raise a
question regarding ASe procedure other than in a joint filing, that party should submit an
appl'Oprlate motion to the Chair and Selye the other party.
With that in mind, I would like to take this opportunity to address several specific- aspects
ofhearlng procedure. First, givel' the advel'sarialnature ofthe ABC process and its Cut rent
posture, both parties should treat any pre-hearing filings as adversarial filings that should be both
filed with the Chair and served on the opposing party.
Second, the parties will not be expected to file written responses to the opposing party's
pre-hearing filings. To the extent that a party may wish to file such a written response and it is
possible to do within the deadlines established by the October 12 scheduling letter, the
modifications to the schedule announced in this letter, and any subsequent modifications or
additions to the schedule, the parties may file such responses ,'lith the Chair. As noted above,
such responses should be filed with tile Chair, and also served on the opposing patty.
Third, as noted in tile October 12 scheduling letter, you and Committee counsel will each
be allowed ten hours to present your respective cases, exclusive ofthe time allotted for opening
and closing arguments. Time used by a palty fur raising or responding to objections or Cl'OSSexamining witnesses will count against that party's overall allotted time of ten hours. Although
your objection to the hearing schedule is overruled, the tell hour limitation on presentlltion of
each side's ease will remain subject to reconsideration based upon a reasonable request for
additional time.
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Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chief COUlisel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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The Honorable Zoe Lofgren
Chairwomen
Committee 011 Stalldards of Ofticial Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
Room HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Deal' Chairwomen Lofgren:
On October 14, 2010, you were sent a letter from my then-counsel, the law firm
of Zuckerman Spaeder, indicating they had withdrawn from my representation. On
October 15,2010, I wrote to you indicating that their departure put me at an enormous
disadvantage. The Committee wanted to begin a process in which my counsel and
Committee counsel exchanged documents, designated exhibits, worked out evidentiary
stipulations. agreed on witnesses, and worked towards a hearing process. These are steps
in the hearing prOcess which, if a Member is to be given his rights to a fair defense,
require experienced counsel. The problem is that I am without any.
Over the past 2 years, I have had to respond to a series of allegations that have
generated their own issues in the media and in my re-election campaign. I spent nearly
every dollar I could raise on this effort, as legal fees alone have been OVer $2 million. As
you know, a campaign is never inexpensive. Now that the Committee wants to go ahead
on its schedule, I do not have sufficient funds to proceed when there is so much left to do.
That leaves me with few choica~:
I can proceed WithOllt counsel at this most critical stage. This would make
any proceeding against me so one-sided as to call into question the fail'lless ofthe
process and any result that would occur. This is not what I hope will happen and
would send a terrible message about a Member's rights now and an equally bad
precedent for the future.
As an altemative, I could seek counsel who would be able to represent me
Oll a pro bono 01' reduced fee basis, and hope somconc or some firm will agrce to
this arrangement (and be given reasonable time to prepare). Even then, the
Committee has taken the position in the past that such representation itself
amounted to a gift that could violate House rules. What a vicious cycle this then
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creates with the Committee getting the advantage of having counsel and staff
while denying a Member the same ability.
So, by this letter, I am asking the Committee to approve my seeking such counsel
without me 01' the counsel being accused of seeking, receiving or providing gift
representation. In the alternative, the Committee can arrange for the House to pay for my
counsel. 111e House often hired outside counsel to help in its legal proceedings. Right
now, the Committee is relying on its own counsel and staff and is spending funds for that
purpose. So, it would be fair for the Committee to make sure I can be properly and
adequately represented. In an analogous situation, where charges are filed against any
person in this country, an attorney would be appointed for someone who needs such
representation and has no funds to pay for it.
I have not delayed seeking new counsel. Those with whom 1 have met or spoken
realize that the record at this point involves over 20,000 pages of transcripts, thousands of
documents, a witness list of Over 15 people, and a great deal of work that still needs to be
done. Competent and experienced counsel is, justifiably, reluctant to become involved
and do the work that will be needed without any fees and without enough time to provide
me the representation I seek.
I do not want to end up without counsel and be unable to defend myself against
the charges that have been filed; I do not want to have to seek any additional help or time
from the Committee; and! do not want to delay what has been the 1110st difficult time I
have had in almost 40 years in Congress. However, this is the reality.
In the name of basic fairness and due process, to give me the chance to defend
myself, and to insure whatever proceedings occur are seen to be seeking justice and not
just a steamroller result, I ask for the consi ation of my request.

, ,du!uJ£~Y
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,

Charles B. Rangel

~~::70ngress
cc: The Honorable Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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Dear Chairwoman Lofgren:
I am writing in Tesponse to yourOctoher 22, 2010 letter. I approciate the intent
and spirit of your letter - to vacate or change dates for various procedures and deadlines because I presently do not have COtUlsel. Yet in recognizing this fact, you have not
provided any real relief or a viable alternative. I am no more able to respond and deal
with the issues for a hearing on October 29,2010, than I was 011 October 12, 2010.
In that vein, I wrote yon on October 25,2010, to ask for advice concoming my
ability to obtain pro bono counselor to have connsel paid for by the Committee. Ifthe
Committee does not think those are viable alternatives, then what would be? Iu
circumstances like these in the Jaw, people accused are given counsel. It is unfair for yot~
lUld the Committce to insist that I proceed without adequate representation on a hearing
schedule that is impossible for me to meet.
I ~mderstaild, in the course ofthis prolonged investigation, that the Committee has
accumulated a voluminous amount of documents, which consist of over 20,000 pages of
transcripts and exhibits. There is no way for mc te review them on my own in accordance
with the schedule you have set. Moreover there are 17 people on the Committee's witness
list but not all ofthem haYe bf.cn deposen. I, too, should have the right to interview them
before the hearing, as I lUll sure your cOtmsel and staff have done.
You refer to statemcnts I have made in the past that I wanted an expeditious
proceeding in the Committee. I assumed that I would be represented by legal couusel.
However, under the cumint circumstanee, it is impossible for me to proceed as scheduled.
A hearing on the merits with all the evidence that your staffhe.s aecum\tlated, is
lmfair and undel1Jlines my dIll;> process rights, at,d should not occur on November 15,
2010, without me having adequate legalrepl'eseotation. Allowing me the opportunity to
obtain adequate legal representation to defend myself at the hearing is not only fair, but
o
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also 110t prejudicial to the Committee. r am convinced that the Committee wants me to
exercise all of the due process and equal protections rLghts that I anI entitled to show the
AmeJican public that our system ofjustice works.
So, again, r ask that the Committeo provide me with the ability to obtain counsel
and give me aud counsel the time I need to prepare an adequate defense.

cc: The Honorable Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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October 28, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Cha1'les B. Rangel
U.S. House of Representatives
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

~tter

ofRepresentative Charles B. Rangel

Dear Colleagne:
As Chair ofthe Adjudicatory Subcommittee (ASC) In the Matter ofRepresentative
Charles B. Rangel, I am responding to your letters to me dated October 25 and 28, 2010. In your
October 25 lctter yOll stated "I am asking the Committee to approve my seeking, ... counsel [on a
pro bono or reduced fee basis] wi1110ut me or the counsel being accused of seeking, receiving or
providing gift representation." You also stated, "In the alternative, the Committee can an'ange for
the House to pay for my cO\Ulse!."
Under rules ofthe Committee on Standards of Official Conduet (Committee), your
request should be constrlled by the Committee as a request for an adViSOlY opinion from the
Committee's Office ofAdvice and Edllcation. 1 Advisory opinion requests may be resolved by the
Chair and Ranking Member ofthe full Committee.> The Committee Is oonsidering your October 25
letter as a request for an advisory opinion and will respond accordingly.
In the meantime, no further changes wi111Je made to the adjudicatory hearing schedule at
this time. On October 7,2010, as Chail' of the ASC in this matter, I issued a public statement
announcing that the adjudicatory hearing in this matter will begin on November 15,2010, at 9:00
a.m. On October 12,2010, consistent with Committee precedent" I sent a lettel' to the parties
scheduling various prc-heari"g procedural deadlines'>
As you know, by letter on October 22, 2010, your objections to the sohedule were overmfed,
However, in light ofthe \\dthdrawal ofyour previous counsel in this maltel" the schedule for several
pre-hearing deadlines was modilied to provide yon with adtlitional time to respond, inoluding
rescheduling several deadlines that apply to you as the respondent until tomorrow, October 29,
2010,
See House Rule 11, cl. 3(0)(4); Committee Rule 3(b), 3(m),
Committee Rule 3(i).
you were stilI represented by your fonnel' couns(!l at that tltm\ the letter was sent both to you and to
your fUftncr counse-i,
t

2

1 As
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Representative Charles B. Rangel

October 2&, 2010
Page2of2
The schedule as mmounced in the letter of October 12, 2010, and modified in the October 22
letter remains unchanged, The adjudioatory hearing in this matter will jll'Ooeed Oll November 15,
2010, at 9:00 a.m. as previously scheduled mId announced.

Zoe Lofgrell
Chair
00:

Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chicf Counsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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The Honorable Zoe Lofgren
Chairwoman
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
Room HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairwoman Zofgren:
Thank you for your October 29,2010 letter setting forth the ways in which lmighl secure
counsel to advise me with respect to the scheduled proceedings.
I am grateful that the Committee has agreed that under the Rules (Rule 26(a» and
precedents that "a respondent in disciplinary proceedings before the Committee [has] the right to
be represented by counsel." The question is how is it possible, Ullder the present circumstances,
for me to obtain counsel who could provide me with effective and meaningful assistance.
Today I am initiating the pmcess of establishing a Legal Expense Fund, in accordance
with YOllr October 29,2010, Advisory Opinion, on establishing a Fund consistent with the
Committee's Regulations. I will seek a trustee or trustees who can carry oulthat function
withont conflict and establish a separate bank account to do so. We then will seek an in-kind or
reduced fee contribution of legal services along with other solicitations. Under the best of
circnmstances, this process will require the expenditure of precious time.
Based on the Committee's Advisory Opinion that setting up a Fund is the only way for
me to seek and obtain counscl on a reduced fee or pro b0110 basis, It would be impossible forme
to meet the hearing schedule until I secure adequate representation after the Fund is in place,
approved and operating. While I may be able to obtain counsel, such cowlsel could not, among
other things, be expected to: review the record, secure addItional testimony, exchange
documents, and designate exhibits, It is without question that any cOllnsel I might be able to
secure must be afforded adequate time to prepare for the disciplinary proceeding. To afford me
less, would, in my view, deny me of my right to receive procedural due process.
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My counsel, too, should have the right to interview the witnesses before the hearing and
be afforded the opportunity to have the same level of understanding of the record as your counsel
and staff. After two (2) years of this prolonged investigation, the Committee has interviewed
close to 50 witnesses and accumulated a voluminous amount ofdocuments, which consist of
over 20,000 pages of transcripts and 547 exhibits. No one has a better understanding ofthe
record than the Ethics Committee's counsel.
Therefore, in light of the Committee's letter acknowledging my right to obtain counsel
and setting out the way for me to proceed, I am again asking the Committee to afford counsel the
time to prepare a proper defense; otherwise, that light to counsel is not very meaningful.
I appreciate your continued attention to this matter.

cc: The Honorable Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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November 2, 20l0
CONFIDENTIAL

Representative Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House of Representatives
2354 Rayburn House Oftiee Building
Washington, DC 20515
Re;

In the Matter of Representative Charles B..,BJlllgQ\

Dear Colleague:
As Chair ofthe Adjudicatory Subcommittee (ASC) in the Matter of Representative
Charles B, Rangel, I amt'esponding to your letter to me dated November 1, 2010. In yoU!' letter
you state that effective November 1, you are "initiating the process of estabiishing a Legal
Expense Fund." You further state that "it would be impossible for me to meet the hearing
schedule until [you] SeCure adequate reprcsentatioll after the Fund is in place, approved and
operating,» Accordingly, you request that "the Committee afford counsel the time to prepare a
proper defense."
As you know, you have made other previous requests to delay the hearing schedule in
light of the withdrawal ofyo\11' previo\1s eOMsei on Oetohcr 14,2010, each ofwhich has been
denied. Letters sentlo you on October 22, 2010, and October 28, 2010, set forth a number of
reasons for dellying tllOse requests,
For example, throughout this matter, which has been ongoing for more than two years, you
have been aware ofyour right to eotmscl, and have in fact been represented by eouMe!. YOtt have
also long had access to most of'the evidentiary record develop~-d during the Investigative
Subcommittee's investigation. Since the ASC was designated in this matter, you have made
numerous public statements calling on the Committee to expedite its resolution of this matter. In
addition, in consideration of the withdrawal of your previous counsel in this matter, the schedule for
several pre-hearing deadllnes was modified to provide yOll with additional time to resJlOnd,
llleluding rescheduling several deadlines that apply to you as the respondent,
In addition to YOlU' prior requests fOl' a delay ofthe hearing, oil October 25,2010, you
requested Committee guidance on seeking and aeeep1i.ngpro bono or reduced-fee legal
representation in cOll11ection with the disciplinary proceedings cunently penditlg against you before
the Committee. The Committee responded by providing you with all advisory opinion on October
. 29,2010. You previously sought and received formal Committee guidance regarding payment of
legal fees associated with this malter in September 2008 and March 2009.
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Representative Charles B. Rangel
November 2, 2010
Pagc2of2

In view ofthe considerations addressed in our previous exchanges on this issue, no further
changes will be made to the adjudicatory hearing schedule at this time. The schedule as atmounced
in the letter of October 12, 2010, and modified in the October 22 letter remains ullcl1anged. The
adjudicatory hearing in this matter will proceed on November 15,2010, at 9:00 a.m. as
previously scheduled and announced.
Sincerely,

2~

Chair
cc:

Rcpre.~entative

M.ichael T. McCaul, Ranking Republicatl Member

R. Blake Chisam, Chtcf Counsel, Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
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The Honorable Zoe Lofgren
Chairwoman
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
Room HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
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Moreover, to say as you do that I have had. access to "most ofthe.evidentiary
record" is not a fair way of addl'essing my issues. The review and lmowledge my fanner
counsel had to any of the evidence is JJ.othelpf'ulto me now, There are over 20,()()O pages
of transcripts·, thousands ofpages of exhihits, 15 - 17 people witnesses to be interviewed
(including some who have no transcripts), and my Jleed to understal1d who the C01mllittce
is not calling and why (and thellto cOllsidc'T calling them as my witnesses), Under these
eircum''tlUlees, I have no ability to do this myself; and any half c01npetent attomey, to do
even a m.r.gimilly competent joh, would need more than a few,days to prepare,
You again qnote earlier statements I had made askillg for expedition in the
Committee's proceedings. What I saiel and wanted thell is what I want now. HoweveJ',
that was when I had c.ounsel. My circul11stances have changed drasticallYllow. The
Committee eonfhlUcs to have its staff and counsel and subpoenas and preparation, while I
have nOlle.
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I ron writing this letter ill response to your November 2, 2010, letter indicating
several objections to my request to reschedule fhe hearing. Your letter states that I have
had fhe bencHt ofcounsel dllring this inquiry. That is obviously tLUe but it begs .the
point. It would be like telling someone accused of a Clime to be grateful that he had
counsel during the grand jury stage of. an investigation but would have to stand alone
once an indictment had been issued and a trial was scheduled. The work produced by my
tanner counsel has some usefulness to me now, but it neifher suffices nor substitutes for
my capacity to answer and defend the actuJlI allegations with actual hearing testimony,
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Dear Chairwoman Zofgren:
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Page Two

Apparently, there is nothing I ean say or do that win persuade you to give me the
lime I need (even to do as the Committee instructed with respect to selting np a flmd qr
means to get new counsel). Nevertheless, I am following the COUllllittee's advice in its
October 29, 2010 letter on how to set up a defense fl111d so that I can retain and have the
benefit of counsel. In accordance with the Committee's advisory opinion of October 29,
submitting the attached Charles B. Rangcl Legal Expense Fund Trust for your
2010, I
review and approval. As you kuow, I am restricted ll'Ol11 soliciting legal represcntation
for my disciplinary hearing until a legal exponse fund has boen established and approved
by the Committee, Without your approval oithe Fund, it is impossible for me to exercise
my due process and eqllal protectioll rights for a fair hearing.

ron

So, again, I ask that you to give me sufficient ammmt of time to prepare all
adequate defense,

ee: The Honorable Michael T, McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel, COlllmittee on Standat,et., of Official Conduct
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CHARLES B. RANGEL LEGAL EXPENSE TRUST AGREEMENT
Article 1: Creation of Trust
Section 1.1 . J'.!lrties.. This Trust Agreement is made by and between Charles B. Rangel
("Trustee") and David Dinkins ("Trustee"), establishes the Charles B. Rangel Legal Expense
Trust. The Trustor hereby transfers and assigl1S to the Trustee certain property (the "tntst estate"),
in trust to be held, administered, and distributed as provided in this instrument. The beneficiary of
this trust is the United States House Representative Charles B. Rangel. The Trustee certifies that .
he or she is independent from the benefici81'Y and does not have any f81n11y, business, or
employment relationship with the beneficiary.
Section 1.2. N8l11e ofTrust. The trust created by this Agreement shall be known as the
Charles B. Rangel Legal Expense Trust ("Trust").
Section 1.3 Purpose of.Trust. The sole and exclusive purpose of the Trust is to provide a
properme811S for the acceptance of money, property 811d services, including, ifnecessary, pro
bono legal services, to provide for an reasonable, necessary and appropl'iate legal fees or charges
lllOUU'ed by the'Trustor in connection with his official duties 811d position in Congress, and matters
bearing on his reputation or ,fitness for office, To stlch end, the Trust shall be available to pay all
reasonable, neeess81)f and appropriate expenses of the Trustor's'cmmsel and such other 8lld usual,
customary expenses that have b06l1 or may be inclUTed in connection with the above stated
purpose. The TrLlst may not be used to pay any legal expenses that arise ill comlection with a
matter that is primarily persomJ ill nature. Trust funds may be used for no purpose other than
specifically provided herein.
Article 2: Trust Est!)t!)
Section 2.1
The TnlStol' hereby transfers to the Trustee the
sum 0£$10. All pl'operty subject to
instrument from time to time is referred to as the "trust
estate" and shall be held, administered and distributed as provided in this instrument. The
Trustee shall hold, administer, and distribute the properly subject to this Trust, the income and
proceeds attributable to all such property, in accordance with the pl'Ovisions oftms Trust
Agreement.
Section 2.2 Prohibited Contributi,ons. The Trustee is admonished to not knowingly
accept any gift 01' donation prohibited by or in excess pfthe limits established by any other laws,
rules or regulations goveITIing sueh centributions as interpreted by the Committee 011 St811dards
of Official Conduct. In particula.r:
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(a)

The Trust shall not knowingly accept 1110re than $5,000 in a calendar year from
any individual or organization.

(b)

The Trust shall110t knowingly accept any cOl1tl'ibutioll from a registered lobbyist
or an agent of a foreign principal.
'

(c)

The Trust may accept in-kind donations offree or discounted legal
services in cOffilectioll to disciplinaly proceedings before, the Ethics
Committee.

Ifany prohibited contributions are accepted, the tmstee shall as scan as practical after
becoming aware of the prohibited nature ofthe contrihution, retum it Ul its entirety to the donor
'(if fl.-om a prohibited source) or retum the excess 'of $5,000 to the donor (if prohibited because of
the amount).
Article 3: Rights and Powers ofllie Trustor
Section3.t Irrevocability ofTrnst. This Trust is in'evocable. It may not be amended,
revoked or telminated, in whole or in part, except as otherwise specified in tlus Agreement. Any
amendment to the Agreement must be pre-approved in writing; by the Committee on. Standards of
Official Conduct.

Sectio114J. InJlll.E'ili.!illQ. The Trustee shall heild the trust estate fox the payment ofthe
legal expenses 'including, hut not limited to, legal fees and costs, court costs and fuea, deposition
costs and !)111itigation-related costs 01' fees, expert witness fees, and ally settlement payments as a
pali thereof, al'ising in connection with any litigation, arbitration, or claims made or filed against
,the beneficiary hereof ("Legal Expen.ses"), related to the beneficial)" s candidacy for 01' elect to
federal office or the beneficiary's duties 01' position in Congress, matters beal'ing on the
beneficial)"s reputation 01' fitnesS for offitJO or matters before the Committee on.Standards of
Official Conduct. Upon receipt of a written request made by the beneficiary, the trLlstee shall pay
these Legal Expenses within five (5) days. The Trustee may pay the Legal Expenses requested
directly to the party owed or may reimburse the beneficiary directly for Legal Expenses
previously paid by the beneficiary, as the case may be. The Trustee shall also pay from the trust
estate expenses incurred in soliciting for contributions and administering this Trust, includmg
Trustee compensation al'ld reimbursement oftrustee expenses.

2
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Section 4.2 Termination ofTrust and Distribution of Excess FUJ1411. This Trust shall
terminate when (1) in the sole and absohlte discretion oftlle Trustee, the purposes for which the
Trust is created are fhlfilled or no longer exist; or (2) after ten (10) years from the date this Trust
is feinted. The Trust })eriod may be extended by obtalning approval from the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct. In the event the Trust has excess f'Ullds upon termination, sllCh
excess funds shall be retumed to the contributors to the Trust. Under no circumstances shall trust
funds be converted to any other purpose than as set out herein and as allowed by the applicable
rules and regulations as promulgated by the Committee 011 Standards of Official C01tcluct or the
United States House ofRepresentatives,
Article 5: Trustee
Section 5.... . J2efinjJi91L9E'Trustee~. Reference in this Agreement to the "Trustee"
shall be deemed a l'eference to the acting Trustee, and shall include alternate or successor
trustees, unless the context requires otherwise..
Section 5.2 Successor Trustee. lfthe office oftrustee beeomes vacant for any reason,
then the beneficiary shall wiihin tllirty (30) days name a successor trustee and request approval in
writing ofthe successor 1mstee from the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.
Section 5.3 'Q11alifications ofthe Trustee. The Trustee hereunder, 01' any successor
Trustee appointed in accordance with this Agreement, if an individnal, shall be at least 25 years
of age. The Trustee shall not have any family, business, or employment relationship with the
'Fru6'tor and shall not be a related or subordinate party, as to the Trustor, within the meaning of
Sectio11672©) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. The Trustee herein named,
and any successor Trustee, warrants and represents to the Trustor that he or she will at all times
faithfully comply with the Legal Expeuse Fund Regulations issued by the House Conunittee on
Standards of Official Conduct, with all applicable statutes of the United Stat<:s and the State of
California, and with the Rules ofthe House ofRepresentatives. The Trustee herein named, and
any successor, further warrants, represents, and recognizes that he or she will be acting in a
fiduciary capacity andw:iIl be bound by the laws of the State of CaIifomia regulating the conduct
of m.lCh fiduciaries and by the strict telIDS of tlus Instrument. It is Ullclerstood that the powers,
duties and rights ofthe Trustee are controlled by said laws and the tenns ofthis instrument which
are not inconsistent therewIth.
Section5A Liability ofthe Trustee and :aoud Requirement. Neitller the Trustee nor
any successor trustee .shall be required to give bond for the faithful and proper perfOlIDance oftile
wstee duties as specified in this Agreement. The Trustee Of successor trustee, may, however, in
his or her absolute discretion, purchase a bC.\l1d in such amount as the trustee or any Sllccessor
trustee deems proper and pay the premium(s) from the Trust funds.

3
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Section 5.5
QQmp..Sl.l1saH.@ ofTrust6e. The Trustee shall be compensated for services
perfonned under this Agreement at the Trustee's usualai'1d customary rate. The Trustee may be
paid from either the principal or 11lcome of the Trust,
Section 5.6
General Powers of Trustee. To can)' out the purposes of the truSt created
under this Agreement, and subject to the limitations stated elsewhere in this Agreement, the
Trustee shall have all of the powers as set out now or hereafter conferred on trustees by law. The
Trustee shall have the powers, which shall be exercised in a fiducial)' capacity, to pay all the
above reasonable, necessary, and appropriate expenses only in strict compliance with the rules set
forth in this Agreement, 11lc1uding, but not limited to all fees and expenses reasonably related to
any legal proceedings and all incul1'ed costs of administering the Trust. The Trustee, without
diminution or restriction of the powers vested in by law, or elsewhere in this instruction and
subject to all other provisions of this Agreeruent, without the necessity of procuring auy judicial
authorization therefore, or approval thereof, shall be vested with, aud in the application of his or
her best judgment aud discretion on behalfof the Trustor, shall he authorized to exercise, the
powers specifically enumerated as follows: >
a.

Dllring the Trustee:s administration of the Trust (md subject to all the other
provisions of this Agreement, to receive all tile assets of the Trust, and to have
exclusive possession and control thereof; all such assets shall be maintained in au
account or accounts, establisheu for the exclusive purpose of administering the
Trust,> and segregated from the pel>sonal, poHtical, or official fLUlds ofthe Trustor;

b.

To enter into contracts binding upon the Trust (but not upon tile Trustee in his
individual capacity) which are reasonably incident to the administration oftne
Trust, aud whieh the Trustee in the exercise of his best judgment believes to be for
the best interests of the Trust;

c.

To settle, by compromise, or otherwise, claims or demands against the Trust, ot
held on behalf of the Trust;

d.

To>invest liquid assets of tile Trust, and fi-om time to time exchange or liquidate
such assets, pending distribution thercof, if and when such inve~tments, in the
judgment of the Trustee will not impede or delay distribution thereof, pursuant to
the provisions of this Agreement, or as otherwise required bylaw, and in the
judgment ofthe Trustee ate advisable 811d for til'? best interests of the Trust;

e.

To pay federal, state, aud local taxes, should any be deemed to exist which are
incul1'ed as a result ofthe creation, operation, or administration of the Trust.

f.

To retain investments which initially come into the hands oftha Trustee among
the assets Oftil0 Tlust, without liability for loss 01' depreciation 01' diminution in
value resulting from sueh retention, s? long aq ill the judgment of the Tnlstee it is
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n,

To exercise any and all powers to manage, maintain, improve, and preserve the
Trust, paying reasonable, necessary and appropriate expenses incUll'ed in
soliciting, seeking or arranging for the acquisition of additional Trust property in
accordance with thy provisions of this Agreement. Such reasonable, necessary,
and appropriate expenses may include expenses incurred by the Trustor, members
ofllie Trustor's immediate family, md agents of the Trustor rendeIing services to
the Tnwt or to the Trustee in furtherance of the Trustee's exercise of this power;
provided, however, that no sllch expenses incmred by the Tl'ustor, by my member
of the immediate family oftlle Trustor, or by my agent of the Tmstor may be paid
by the Trustee unless the Trustee has authorized the expenses in advance and has
received documentation oftlle expenses incurred in a manner or in a fOlUl which
he deems appropriate and consistent with the purposes, tem1S and conditions of
the Trust.

The exercise by the Trustee of allY discretion gJ'mted by law 01' by this Agreement in good faith
shall be binding on all persons.
~gion 5.7
Accolmtings, .Filings and Disclosures. An atIDual accounting shall be
kept mel prepared by the Trustee and such accountings shall be prepared as are required by the
regulations of the Committee on Standard'; of Official Conduct The accoUl:\ting shall show the
manner in which the Trust property is invested and all receipts, disbursements, and other
transactions involving the Trust property. All such records and book of account shall be t11e
property of the Trustee ciuring the duratioll of the Trust and they, together with the Trust propel1:y
and alll'easonable evidence there()t~ plus any accounts, shall not be made available to the Trustor
during the Trnst telm except as provided in this Agreement or as required by applicable law, In
addition, the Tl:ustee shall provide the beneficiary, in a: timely manner, all infol'l11ation necessary
to allow the beneficiary to rep<:)lt to the Committee on Standards of Officiai Conduct on a
quarterly basis, all donations and contributiol18 to the Trust and all expendHures from the Trust,
as is. required.

Section 5ji Grant of Specific Powers Not to Limit Exercise of General Powers, 1116
enumeration of specific powers under this Trust shall not limit the 1r\lstee from exercising my
other power with respect to any trusts created by the Trust Agreement that may be necessary or
appropriate for the Trustee to have and exercise in order to carTY out the plU'jJoses oftlle trust or
to penuit the Tl1lstee to fulfill the Trustee's responsibilities and duties with respect to the T.rust.
Secti~
Trust Distriblltions Shall Not Be Used For Pa;,;:ment of Personal Legal
Expenses or Obligations, Notwithstanding any other provision ofihis Trust Agreement, no
income 01' principal ofthe Trust shall be 1-!Sed to discharge, in whole or inpa.!'t, my legal
expenses or obligations arising in connection with a matter that is primarity personal in nature
with respect to the beneficiary, as prohibited by the regulations of the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduot or the United States House of Representatives.
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Section 5.95 Trustee's Right to Request IllStructions. If at any time during the trust
tenD, the Trustee is uncertain as to the proper administration of this Trust Cir the proper
disbursement oftnlSt funds as relates to the administration of a Legal Expense Fund Trust, the
Tn:l8tee may request written instruction fi-om the Committee on Standards of Official Condllct
and/or the Federal Election Commission, prior to talang any such action.
Article 6; Concluding Provisions
Section 6.1 Nnmber and Gender. As used in this Agreement; references in the
feminine gender shall be deemed to include the masculine, and vice ver.sa, and references to the
singular shall be deemed to include the plural, and viye versa, wherever the context so permits.
Section 6.3 Severability Clause. Ifany provision ofthis Agreement is invalid, that
provision shall be disregarded and the remainder of this Agreement shall be construed as if the
invalidpxovision had not been included.
Section 6.4 California Law to f\pJili;. All questions concerning the validity,
intelJlretatioll, and administratlon of this Agreement, including the Trust created under this
Agreement, shall be govemed by the laws ofthe State of California, regardlelJs oHhe domicile of
any trustee or beneficiary.
.
Article 7: Signature alld Executiop,
Seqrroll 7,1 Execution. We certify that we have read the foregoing Trust Agreement
and that it ceuecdy states the tenns and conditions under which the trust estate is to be held,
administered, and distributed. The Trustor approves this Trust Agreement in all particulars. The
Trustee approves and accepts the Trust provided for in this TnlBt Agreement.

/II
fff
Iff

III
IfI
flf
III
If!
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Section 7.2 Counterparts. 1111S instrument may be executed in any 11lU11ber of
counterparts, each ofwhioh shall be deemed to be an original and all of which t<;>gether shall
constitute one and the sanle instnlment.

TRUSTOR:

DATE:

CHARLES B. RANGEL

TRUSTEE:

DATE:

DAVID DINKINS

8
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JO BONNER, AlAl3I\MA

ZOE LOfGREN, CALIFORNIA
CftAIR

RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER

BEN CHANDtJ,ifl, l\ENTUCK,Y

K. MICHAEL CONAWAY, TEXAS
CHARLES W. DENT, PENNSVLVANIA

G. K. BUT\Enf1Sl0,NOIUH GAROUNA
KATHY CASTOfl, flORIDA
PETf.R WELCH, VERMONT

ONE KUNDRED 'ELEVENTH CONGRESS

DANIEL J, TAV!...OR,
COUNSEL TO THE CHAm.
n, lllAJ<£ CHWAM,
CHISFCOUNSElANO STAFf IllIlECTOf'l

w:.~. ~OU.5C

of !\eptcs'ctttatOmi

COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT

GREGG HARPER, MISSISSIPPI
MICHAEL 'T, McCAUL,. TEXAS

KF.tlE A, Slf\1CKLAND,
COUNSIit 1'0 THfi. RANKING
REPUBLICAN MEMBER
SUITE HT-2, 'l}IE CAPITOL
l202j22~71{l3

.ali!Jlnrrton,1l1( 20515-(\32$
November 11,2010
CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Charles B. Rangel
U,S. House ofRepresentatives

2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

~~1t~r

Mr. R. Blake Chisam
Chief Counsel
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Strite HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515

of,&!,nresentative Chades B. Rangel

Dear Representative Rangel and MI'. Chisam:
As Cbair of the AdjudicatOl'y Subcommiitee (ASC) in tbe Matter of Representative
Charles B. Rangel, I am writing with regard to the adjudieatory bearing in this matter.
As the parties are aware from the October 7, 201 0, public statement and several
subsequent lettOl's, the adjudicatcry hearing in this matter will begin on Monday, November 15,
2010, at 9 a.m. The putpese of this letter is to confirm tbat the hearing wlll be held ill the
Committee on House Administmtion Hearing Room, Room 1310 in the Longworth House Office
Building. 1110 parties arc advised that the bcaring will begin promptly at 9:00 a.m.
On Novcmber 8, 2010, Committee counsel filed a notice of motion ill this matter. If
Committee counsel wish to proceed with this motion wheu the bearing bcgins, tbe Adjudicatory
Subcommittee will first hear arguments fi'om the parties on the motion. Tbe parties will be
allotted 20 miuutes per side for argument on the motion. Members will then be allowed the
opportunity to ask questions of the parties under the five-minute lUle.
Following argumeuts on the motion, if any, the hearing w111 proceed according to
Committee rules aud the October 12, 2010, scheduling letter. The parties are remiuded that they
will each be allowed 10 hours to present theil' respective eases, inclusive of the time allotted for
opening and closing arguments. Opening statements and closing arglUllent~ will be limited to 1
hour per side.
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Representative Charle, B, Rangel and MI', R. Blake Chisam
November n, 2010
Page2of2

Unless otherwise slleclfied in this letter, aU deadlines almounced ill the Octobel' 12
scheduling letter as modified al'e unchanged and remain ill effect for both parties.

~"~
Zoe Lofgren
Chair

cc:

Representative Michael T, MeCaul, Ranldllg Republican Member
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j'iMf 20515-G328

November 16,2010
Repre.~entative Zoe Lofgren
U.S. House of Representatives
102 Catman House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

Representative J0 Boooer
U.S. House of Representatives
2236 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

In tIle Matter ofRepl'esentative Ch~rles B. Rangel

Dear Representatives Lofgren and Bonnet:

As Chair and Ranking Repl1blican Membcr of the Adjndicatory Subcommittec (ASC) in
the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangcl, we are writing with regard to the findings of the
ASC in this matter. Earlier today, the ASC concluded its deliberations regarding the Statement
of Alleged Violation (SAV) in this matter and publicly at1l10uneed an overview of its findings.
Pursuant to Rule 23(p) of the Committee on Standal'ds of Official Conduct, we are
transmitting!l written report of the ASC's findings to thc Chair and Ranking Republican Member
oflhe Committce. As described in its findings, the ASC found that 11 ofthe J 3 counts in the
SAV were proven by clear and convincing evidence. Representative Rangel is copied on this
letter and will also be provided a copy of the ASC's findings.
With the transmittal of these findings, the wmlc of the ASC in this matter is complete.

2Y~-'Y

(fftF.
Baclosul'e
cc:

Rcpresentative Charies B. Ratlgel

Michael McCaul
Ranking Republican Member
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IN THE MATTER OF
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL

November 16, 2010: The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fl:om the

Conunittee on Standards of Official Conduct submitted the following:

REPORT

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
submits this report to the full Committee pursuant to Committee Rule 23(P).

The Report

SUmmal1zeS the Adjudicatory Subcommittee's findings in In the Matter of Representative

Charles B. Rangel. The Adjudicatory SubcOlmnittee is transmitting with this report all motions,
transcripts of evidence, correspondence, and other relevant items generated or received by the
Adjudicatory Subconnnittee during these proceedings.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On July 22, 2010, after receiving the Statement of Alleged Violation and associated

pleadings and responses from the Investigative Subcommittee in this matter, and aeting pursuant
to Committee Rule 23, thc Chair designated all Adjudicatory Subconunittee and Representative
Rangel was informed of the desigoation. On October 7,2010, by public statement the Chair of
the Adjudicatory Subcommittee set November 15, 2010, at 9 a.m., as the date and time for the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee to convene its public hearing. By letter to the parties on October 12,
2010, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee gave Representative Rangel and COlranittee Counsel
notice ofthe schedule and procedures for the adjudicatory heal'ing as set forth in Committee Rnle
23.
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On November 15, 2010, pursuant to Committee Rule 23 and consistent with the other
Committee and House Rules goveming these proceedings, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee
commenced a hearing to determine whether any counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation
have been proven by clear and convincing evidence.

Committee Counsel made motions to

introduce exhibits and witness affidavits into the record, both of which were granted. Committee
Counsel then made motions that there were no issues of material fact as to any of the thhteen
counts alleged in the Statement of Alleged Violation and seeking to commit the matter to the
Adjudicatory Subcommittee for its deliberation and vote. By unanimous vote the Adjudicatory
Subcommittee granted those motions.
After the hearing was adjoumed, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee began its deliberations
in executive session.

At the conclusion of scveral hours of deliberation, the Adjudieatory

Subcommittee made the following findings with regard to the counts in the Statement of Alleged
Violation, pursuant to the vote requirements of Committee Rule 23(0).

FIl"'DINGS

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count I of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by dear and eonvhleing evidenee. The Adjudieatory Subeonmlittee fmUld
that between 2005 and 2008, Representative Rangel personally signed and sent form letters to
over 100 foundations, including, inter alia, the Verizon Foundation, New York Life Foundation,
The Starr Foundation, Ford Foundation, AT&T Foundation, Citi F0U11dation, JPMorgan Chase
Foundation, Menill Lynch & Co. Foundation, MetLife Foundation, Bristol-Meyers Squibb
Foundation, Goldman Sachs Foundation, and Waehovia Foundation, solieiting donations to the
2
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City College of New York (CCNY), an entity qualified under § 170(c) of the Intemal Revenue
Code, for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service (Rangel Center). The Adjudicatory
Subcommittee also found that Representative Rangel sent personal letters to David Rockefeller,
Donald Ttump, and Hank Greenberg seeking donations to CCNY for the Rangel Center. The
Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that each of these entities and individuals had interests that
could have been substantially affectcd by thc performance or nonperfol1Uance of Representative
Rangel's official duties as a Member of the United States House of Representatives and the
Committee on Ways and Means in particular. These letters were wlitten on congressional
letterhead bearing the words "United States Congress" and "House of Representatives."
Enclosed with many of the letters was a brochure that requested a gift of "$30,000,000 or
$6,000,OOO/year for five years." Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated

the solicitation ban emunerated in 5 U.S.C. § 7353.

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Cmmt II of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel solicited donations for the Rangel Center from individuals and
entities with business before the House of Representatives and the Committee on Ways and
Means and that many of these individuals and entities gave money to CCNY for the Rangel
Center simply because Representative Rangel asked. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee also found
that Representative Rangel solicited donations from individuals and entities during a period
when Representative Rangel and his staff were also communicating with those persons'
representatives about legislation that could impact their interests.

The Adjudicatory

SubcOlmnittee found that these donations were a favor or benefit to Representative Rangel,
3
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whicll may be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the perfOimance of his official
duties. Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated the Code of Ethics for
Govelmnent Service, clause 5.
CouutTII

A majority of the Adjudicatory Subconmlittee was unable to find that Count III of the
Statement of Alleged Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence.
Count IV
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fOlllld that Count IV of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel used his Frank to send a letter and brochure to the New York Stock
Exchange Foundation's Leon Panetta soliciting a donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center. The
Adjudicatory SubcOlmllittee also found evidence in the record that Representative Rangel used
his Frank to send other mailings related to the Rangel Center based on his Chief of Staff George
Dalley's llIlcontested testimony before the Investigative Subcommittee.

The Adjudicatory

Subconllllittee fOlllld that Representative Rangel was a person entitled to use the Frank. who
pe111litted its use for the benefit or use of CCNY. Through this course of conduct, Representative
Rangel violated Sections 3210 and 3215 of Title 39 of the United States Code, as well as the
Franking regulations.

The conduct underlying COllllt V of the Statement of Alleged Violation is the same
conduct underlying COllllt IV. The Adjudicatory Subconunittee is taking no action with regard

4
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to Count V because the Adjudicatory Subcommittee believes the jurisdiction to charge and find a
violation of tlus clinlinal statute more properly lies with the executive branch and judicial
branch.
Count VI
The Adjudicatory SubCOlmnittee found that Count VI of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fbund
that, between 2005 and 2008, Representative Rangel prepared more than 100 letters soliciting on
behalf of CCNY for the Rangel Center from Representative Rangel's Washington, D.C.,
congressional office. Testimony provided by Representative Rangel's Chief of Staff indicates
that these letters were stored in electronic fonn on computers ovmed by the House of
Representatives and in hard copy in Representative Rangel's Washington, D.C., congressional
office.

Tln'ough this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated the House Office

Building Commission regulations.
Count VII
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count VII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was provcn by clear and convincing evidence. Representative Rangel used official
House resources to support fulldraising efforts for the Rangel Center. Those resources included:
staff time; House telephones, computers, printers, and fax machines; stationery and other office
supplies; and fianking expenses. Through this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated
the Purpose Law and Member's Handbook.

5
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CountVllI
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count VIII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel wTote letters regarding the Rangel Center, including solicitations,
using letterhead bearing the words "Congress of the United States" and "House of
Representatives." Representative Rangel use{{ his official letterhead to send these letters on
numerous occasions throughout 2005, 2006, and 2007. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel's conduct created the appearance that the Rangel Center was a
project endorsed by the government. Through tlus course of conduct, Representative Rangel
violated clause 11 of House Rule XXIII.
Count IX
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count IX of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found
that Representative Rangel's Financial Disclosure Statements for the years 1998 through 2008
contained numerous enors and omissions. As a result, Representative Rangel's filings did not
"include a full and complete statement" as required by the Ethics in Government Act. Through
this course of conduct, Representative Rangel violated § 102 of the Ethics in Government Act (5
U.S.C. app. 4 § 101 et. seq.) and House Rule XXVI.

The Adjudicatory Subcommittee found that Count X of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory SubCOlrnnittce found
that the landlord's tolerance of Representative Rangel's use of an apartment as an office for his

6
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campaign in violation of the tenus of the lease and the New York City zoning regulations and
building code was a favor or benefit to RepreBentative Rangel, which may be constmed by
reasonable persons as influencing the perfonnance of his official duties. Through this course of
conduct, Representative Rangel violated the Code of Ethics for Govenunent Service, clause 5.
Count XI
The Adjudicatory Subcommittee fonnd that Count XI of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subconul1ittee found
that Representative Rangel also violated tax laws by failing, for 17 years, to report, and pay tax
on, rental income on a bcach villa in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. In addition, as discussed
previously, Representative Rangel's conduct violated other laws and regulations including the
solic.itation ban (5 U.S.C. § 7353), postal service laws (39 U.S.C. § 3215), the Franking
Conul1ission regulations, the Purpose Law (31 U.S.C. § 1301), Member's Congressional
Handbook, and the Ethics in Govenunent Act (5 U.S.C. app. 4 § 101 et. seq.). Tlu'ough tllis
COUl'se of conduct, Representative Rangcl violatcd the Code of Ethics fbr Government Service,
clause 2.
Count XII

The Adjudicatory Subconunittee found that Count XII of the Statement of Alleged
Violation was proven by clear and convincing evidence. The Adjudicatory Subcotllil1ittee found
that Representative Rangel solicited donations for the Rangel Center from individuals and
entities with business before the House of Representatives and the COlllillittee on Ways and
Means and that many of these individuals and entities gave money to CCN'Y for the Rangel
Center simply because Representative Rangel asked.

7
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Pursuant to House Rule XXIII, clause 4, a Member "may not accept gifts except as
provided by clause 5 of rule XXV." House Rule XXV, clause 5(a)(l)(A)(l), provides that a
Member "may not knowingly accept a gift as provided" in the House Gift Rule. Under the
House Gift Rule, a "gift" is defined as "a gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality,
loan, forbearance, or any other item having monetary value." The House Gift Rule prohibits
both direct gifts and indirect gifts. An indirect gift is one that is "given with the knowledge and
acquiescence of the Member . .. and the Member . . . has reason to believe that the gift was
given because of the Member's position."!

Under the precedents of the House of

Representatives, an indirect gift, when that gift has been made to a § l70(c) organization, has
ncver been found where there was no direct fmancial benefit to the Member.
Although a majority of the Adjudicatory SubconU11ittee did not fmd that the House Gift
Rule was violated by any contribution made to CCNY for the Rangel Center, the Adjudicatory
Subcommittee is concerned that the contributions that resulted from the solicitations are suspect
and they were given, in some instances, with the hope that the donation might influence
Representative Rangel. Through this course of condnct, Representative Rangel failed to adhel'e
to the spirit of the House Ru1es and the rules of duly constituted committees of the House in
violation of clause 2 of the Code of Official Conduct (House Rule XXIII).
In addition, as set forth above, Representative Rangel violated applicable provisions of

House Ru1e XXIII, clause II; House Rule XXVI; the Franking COlJ11nission regulations; the
House Office Building Commission regulations; and the Member's Handbook. Through this
course of conduct, Representative Rangel failed to adhere to the spirit and letter of the House

1

House Rule XXV, clause 5(a)(2)(B)(i).

8
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Rules and the lUles of committees of the House in violation of clause 2 of the Code of Official
Conduct (House Rule XXIII).
COUllt XIII

Considering the violations found, a majority of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee
concluded that the totality of Representative Rangel's conduct represented an ongoing pattern of
behavior, as opposed to isolated incidents. In addition, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee notes
that Representative Rangel served at various times in highly visible and influential positions as
both Chaimlan and Ranking Member of the Ways and Means Committee.

Indeed, as

Representative Rangel himself has observed, because of the substantial responsibilities of his
position, it is appropriate to hold him to a higher standard.

Consequently, the Adjudicatory

Snbcommittee found that Count XIII was proven by clear and convincing evidence because
Representative Rangel's actions and the accumulation of his actions reflected poorly on the
institution of the House and, thereby, brought discredit to the House, in violation of clause I of
the Code of Official Conduct (House Rule XXIII).

9
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October 22,2010

CONFIDENTIAl
Represootative Charles B. Rangel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Rangel:
hU'suant to Committee on Standards of Official Conduct Rule 23(1)(1), Committee
cmmsel hereby transmits lhe documents that counsel intends to use as evidence in the
Adjudicatory hearing. Enclosed are twelve binders contaiuing Exhihits 1 thmugb 547.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to colltaet mo.

R. Blake Chisam
StaffDirector and Chief Counsel

Enclosl1l'es

ec (w/o encl.): Representativc Zoe Lofgl'en, Chair
Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranldng Republican Member
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October 22,2010

CONFIDENTIAL
Representative CbarJes B. Rangel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representalive Rangel:
Pursuant to Committee on Standards of Official Condllct Rule 23(£)(1), Committee
counsel hereby transmits a list oHhe names of witnesses that it intellds to eall in the adjudicatory
hearing, and a sLUl1mary of their expected testimony.
ShOldd you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me,
Sincerely,

R. Blake Chisam
StaffDirectol' and Chief Counsel
Enclosure

00:

Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Repnblican Member
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATNES
CO~ITTEEONSTANDARDSOFOFnCIALCONDUCT

ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of

REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

Witness Summaries
Please take notice that, IJursuant to Committee Rule 23(f), counsel for the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct identifies the following individuals that counsel intends to call at
the adjudicatory hearing in the Matter of Representative Cl1ades B, RangeL To the extent any
witness identified is not called, Committee rules do 110t provide for any adverse inferences to be
drawn. For cae11 witness, the testimony will include that individual's background and
background on the entity identified.

Rachelle Butler
Employer:
City College of New York (CCNY)
Position:
Vice President, Development and Institutional Advancement Office
Summary of expected testimony:
•
Background on the Rangel Center;
•
Fundraising efforts on behalf ofthe Rangel Center;
•
Communications and interactions with potential donors to the Rangel Center;
•
Communications and interactions with Representative Rangel and his staff;
•
Meetings where Representative Rangel and potential donors were present; and
•
Actions taken by Representative Rangel and his staff related to fundraising for
the Rangel Center.

Geol'ge Dalley
Employer:
Representative Charles B. Rangel (former employer)
Position:
Chiefof Staff
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SUIUmary of expected testimony:
•
Background on the Rangel Center;
•
Actions taken by Representative Rangel and his staff related to fundraising for
the Rangel Center;
•
Communications and interactions between CCNY officials and Representative
Rangel or his staffregarding the Rangel Center;
•
Appropriations sought for the Rangel CCllterj
•
Donors and prospective donors to the Rangel Center, including their busitless
and interests before the House of Representatives; and
•
Preparation of Representative Rangel's financial disclosure statements,
James Capel
Representative Charles B, Rangel
Employer:

Position:

District Director

Summary of expected testimony:
•
Background on the Rangel Centerj
•
Actions taken by Representative Rangel and his staffrelated to fundraising for
the Rangel Center;
•
Communications and interactions between CCNY oftlcials and Representative
Rangel or his staffregarding the Rangel Center;
•
DOllars and prospective donors to the Rangel Center, including their business
and interests before the House of Representatives;
•
Communications and interactions with members oftha Olnick Organization in
his official capacity; and
•
Meetings between Representative Rangel, Rangel staff, and members of the
Olnick Organization in Representative Rangel's official capacity,
Walter Swett
Employer: Rangel for Congress and National Leadership PAC
Position:
Executive Director
Summary of expected testimony:
•
Use of apartment IOU by Representative Rangel aud his campaign
committees; and
•
Communications and meetings with employees of the Ohuck Organization,
Hampton Mal1agement or Fourth Lenox Ten-ace Associates,

2
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Edwllrd "Ned" Cloonan
Employer:
American International Grqup, Inc, (AIG) (former employer)
Position:
Vice President, Corporate and lntemational Affairs
Summary of expected testi.IllOllY:
•
AIG's business and 111tel'ests before the House of Representatives;
AlG's general process for vetting potential grantees and awarding grants;
•
•
Communications and meetings between AIG staff and CCNY staff regarding
a grant to CCNY for the Rangel Center; and
•
COlmnunications and mootings between AIG staff and Representative Rangel
or his congressional staff regarding potential donations from AlG for the
Rangel Center.

George Nichols
Employer: New York Life Insurance Co,
Position:
Sellior Vice President In Charge of the Office of Govemmental Affairs

Snmmary of expected testimony:
•
New York Life's business and interests before the House of Representatives;
•
mteroa1 communications among New York Life employees regarding a
potential donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center;
•
('Almmwllcations and meethlgs between New York Life staff and CCNY staff
regarding a grant to CCNY for the Rangel Center; and
•
Commmlications and meetings between New York Life staff and
Representative Rangel or his congressional staff regarding potential donations
.from New York Life for the Rangel Center.

Rogel'Mott
Employer: Verlzon Communications Inc.
Vice President, Govermnent Relations
Position:
Summary of expected testimony:
•
C01l1111U11lcatlans with Representative Rangel 01' his staff cOllceming the
Vedzon FOU11dation's grant to the Rangel Center;
•
Communications between Verizon Communications and the Verizon
Foundation reh'llrding a grant to the Rangel Center; Verlzon Communications'
business and Interests before the House of Representatives; and
•
Communications with RepreSe11tative Rangel 01' his staff regarding Verizon
Communications' Interest in legislative issues,
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Ivan Seidenberg
Employer: Verizon Communications Inc.
Position:
Chahman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
Summary of expected testimony:
•
Vel'izon COlmnunications' business and interests before the House of
Representatives;
•
The origin of Vel1zon Foundation's pledged donation of $500,000 to CCNY
in 2007; and
•
Isenberg's decision to approve Verizon Foundation's $500,000 donation to
CCNY for the Rangel Center.

Maurice "Hank" Greenberg
Employer: C.V. StalT & Co., Inc.
Posit!cm:
Chainnan and Chief Executive Offioer
Summary of expected testimony:
•
A general description of tile C.V. St!UT Foundation's work !U1d connections to
AIG !Uid Uie C.V. St!U'l' Co" Inc,
•
A general description ofC.V, StalT & Co.'s work;
•
C.V. St!UT Foundation's general process for vetting potential grantees and
awarding grants;
•
Communications !U1d meetings between Greenberg and Representative Rangel
regarding the Rangel Center;
•
Internal communications !Ullong C.V. Starr Foundation employees and
directors reg!Uuing a potential donation to CCI\TY f01" the Rangel Center; and
•
C,V. St!U'l' & Co., Inc. 's business and interests before the House of
Representatives.

Donald J. Trump
Employer: Tile Trump Organization
Position:
Cllailman and President
Summary of expected testimony:
•
Communications and meetings between Trump and Representative RaJ1gei
regarding the Rangel Center; and
•
Trump !Uid The Trump Organization's business and interests before the House
ofRepl'esentatives.

4
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Marnie Pillsbury
Employer: David Rockefeller
Position:
Philanthropic Associate
Summary of expected testimony:

•
•
•
•
•
•

David Rockefeller's philanthropic conttibutiolls;
David Rockefeller's process fm: taking meetings about making donations of
his personal funds;
David Rockefeller's contacts with Representative Rangel;
Communications between David Rockefeller and Ms. Pillsbury regarding Mr.
Rockefeller's potential donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center;
Communications between Ms. Pillsbury and others regarding Mr.
Rockefeller's potential donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center; and
David Rockefeller's donation to CCNY for the Rangel Center.

Alison Bernstein
Employe}': Ford Foundation (former employer)
Position:
Vice President, Know] eDge, Creativity & Freedom Program
Summary of expected testimony:

•
•
..
•
•

The Ford FO~lndatiol1's process for awarding grants;
Repre-.sentative Rangel's contacts with the Ford Foundation regarding the
Rangel Center;
CCNY representatives' contacts with the Ford Foundation regarding the
Rangel Center;
Luncheon hosted by the Ford Foundation for the Rangel Center; and
The Ford Foundation's decision to donate to CCNY for the Rangel Center.

L01'Ie SlutsJ{y
EmpJuyer: New York Community Trust (NYCT)
PositJun:
President
Summary of expected testimony:

•
•
•
•

Luncheon hosted by the Ford Foundation for the Rangel (',enter;
NYCT's grant to the Rangel Center;
Con-espondenee between NYCT and Represel1tative Rangel;
BackgrOlllld on associations such as t1le Council on Foundations and
Independent Sector;
5
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•
•

Discussion of public charities and distinction between public charities and
private foundations; and
Issues before the House of Representatives potentially affecting public
charities and private foundations, generally, and NYCT, specifically,

James Colgate or other representative from NYC Department of BuildblgS
Employer: New York City Department ofBuildillgs
Position:
Assistant Commissioner
Summary of expected testimony:
•
•
•
•
•

The purpose and application of New York City Building Code;
The agency's process for discovering Building Code violations;
Enforcement of Building Code violations;
ZOl~lllg and Building Code provisions applicable to Lenox Te1TaCe; and
\¥hether Representative Rangel's use of a residential apartmoot as a campaign
office violated any provision of the New Youe Building Code.

Sheldon Melnitsky
New York State Department of Housing and COlmnunity Renewal (DHCR)
Managing Att011ley

Employer:
Position:

Summary of eXI)ccted testimony:
•
•
•
•
•

The origins and purpose of the N ow York Rent Stabilization Code;
Enforoement mech,Ulisms and penalties for violations oftlle New York Rent
Stabilization Code;
Options available to landlords upon discovery of a tenant's non"confol1ning
use of a rent-stabilized apartment;
General tre11ds in the conduct oflal1dlords regarding non-conforming use of a
rent-stabilized apartment; and
Whether Representative Rangel's use of a rent-stabilized apartment asa
campaign office violated any provision of the New York Rent Stabilization
Code.

Neil Rublel'
Employer: Olnick Organization (former employe1')
ChiefOperating Officer
Position:

6
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Summary of expected testimony:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Organizational structUl'e of the O1nick Organization, Hampton Management
and Fourfh Le110X Tel1'ace Associates;
Management ofthe Lenox Ten'ace complex;
Creation ofthe Lenox Terrace "special handling" tenant Jist;
Lenox TeITace policies related to rent-stabilized units;
1nte111al Olnick Orgal1izatioll communications regarding Representative
Rangel's rent-stabilized apmtmenls;
Conununioations and meetings between Oinick Organizations employees with
Representative Rangel or Ms. Alma Rangel regarding Representative
Rangel's rent-stabilized units; and
Comll111llications and meetings with Representative Rangel or his staff in his
offidal capacity.

Respectfully submitted,

R. Blake Chisam
Staff Director and Chief Counsel
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

Copies to:

Representative Charles B. Rangel
Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Michael McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
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DI\NlIH, J. TAYLOR,
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT
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1l\1!t 20515-6326

October 29, 2010

CONFIDENTIAl,
Representative Charles B. Range)
2354 Rayburn House Ofiice Building
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

III the Matter of RWl'csentative Charles B~Rangel

Dear Representative Rangel:
On October 22, 2010, COlllillittec counsel produced to you the documents it intends to
use against you in the adjudicatory hearing, which were marked as Exhibits 1 through 547. Upon
subsequent l'cview of those documents, we i(lentified two documents had been numbered
incorrectly, and have renumbered those dOC1uncnts as follows:
Exhibit 110 ineluded two pages. Olllythe page mad,ed CSOC.CBR.00007473
should have been included in that exhibit. The document marked
CSOC.CBR.00024436 has now beon1l1al'ked as Exhibil548.
Exhibit 162 contained two pages which should not have been included in that
exhibit, The pages marked CSOC.CBR.00007293-94 should have beell
designated as Exhibit 158. The pages marked CSOC.CBR.00007245-46 originally
designated as Exhibit i58 have been discarded, as they at'e a duplicate of Exhibit
157.

No new documents have been added to the record. Should you have any questions, pieaSe do not
hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

R. Blake Chisam
Staff Dn-ector and Chief Counsel
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Representative Charles B. Rangel
October 29, 2010
rage 2 00

cc:

Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Michael T, McCaul, Ranking Republicao Member
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
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KELLE A. STFlICKLAND,
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REPUBL!Cll,N MEMBEfl
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.alibfttgtol1, :!lilt 20515-5328
November 5,2010

CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Charles B. Rangel
2354 Rayhurn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

In t!lo M.atter ofRel{1'esentatlve ChMles B. Rangel

Dear Representative Rangel:
In the course of preparing for the adjudicatory bearing, Committee counsel discovered
that your Amended Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar year 2001 was not included in
the exhibits pl'oduced to you.
In the interest of completeness, we believe the 2001 amendment should be included as
pmt of the record. You previously produced a copy of the 2001 ll111endment to the investigative
subcommittee.
Committee counsel views the 2001 amendment as illfol'1l1ation favorable to you, and,
accordingly, is producing the docmuellt pllrslJant to Committee Rwe 25. The document will be
Bates-stamped and marked a.~ Exllibit 549.
S1neerely,

R. Blake Chisam
StaffDirectOl' mld Chief Cotlllsel
Enc1osm'e
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Representative Charles B. Rangel
November 5, 2010
Page 2 01'2

Copies to:

Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative Michael T. McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
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June 18, 2002

Committee on Standatds of Official Conduct
US House of Representatives
fIT-2. The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515'

@~

~~:{f

Dear Members of the CommIttee;

.:;;:r

,
0',~
r am filing an amendment to my financial disclosure statement folJ.!4"

2001 in order to specify the assets held in the Merrill Lynch accou1~J;~~
jointiy Gwued by my wife Alma and me. A revised sohedule );l;I()J
Identifies the mutual funds and cash/money accounts managed foi ,ifs
by Merrill Lynch.
'"
I also file a sclledu!e IV to !'eflect the purcbM~ of the Merrill i.;ynoh

managed assets and other ~quitles by us In 2001.

Cl3R:gnd

l.'iiliTED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HAND DB.I\I'ER£O

FORMA
Foru,*, brMemb<ll's, offiCers. and empf<>y...

0
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:fV1r

1 WI. Did you hold any reportable PQslt10ns on or before- the.1 :~~~~:e::~~IlL

Yesl.Ol. No

IX. Didyou have.any teporlaJ;J.lf;!' ~greementor arran.gement

I

spouse. ora ~ chitd have ~ reportable

=~~~:~~perio

?

NoD

NoD
NoD
NoD

vasE O I~':;=::"'X_c/l
Each question in this part must be answered and the
vasD
. NoDI, appropriate schedule attached for eacb ''Yes" response.
No

V. Did 'Iou, your

vesD
vesD
vesD
vesD

SChedwelX.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION;'" ANSWER I;J\CH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Delails regarding "Qualified BlfndT,usts" IlllProved bytl\eCO_on_;nOfllcialConduetandcerleinuther"""""Pled_'''''' not
be dl$dOsed. Have you excluded from this repcrt data:il$ ofsuch a1rustbefleiiting you, YOtlr~, or dependentchifcl1
EXEMImON-Have you excluded !rom !his report any o'Il1er ....ts, 'imeamed"income, _ o s , or, _ (If. spouse or dePen<lenl child boca_they
meet aU three"1:ests for exemption?

VesO NoD
vesD NoD

CERTIFICATION - THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
This Fmancial Disofosure.Slleement is reqtJired 1>'/ lhe Shies in Government Act 9f 1978. ;is amended, The Statement wili be avalf.ablelo any requesting I"'rBOq
upon wrlllen appl!cali6n an~ will be "",lawed by !he Commi!lee on Standards of Official
duet or its designee. Any IndividUal Who knowfngly and wfllfuny falsifies;
or Whc.knowingly end wllilu!ly falls 10 flle this report may be subject to eM penaJti and iminal sanctions {see 5 UJ'l.C. app. 4. § 104 and 18 U.S.C. §1 001).
~

I OERTIFV' that the- statements I have mad$ on this form
and all attached achedules- are true. complete -and

oorreot 11> 1I1e best or my knowledge and belle!.

5\gllllWrccf

IndM

if

n.lMMIh.~Yea!j

tf/;c;jjoz

SCHEDULE IV - TRANSACTIONS
Report any purchase; s&1e, or exchange by you, your spouse, or
deper.dent child during the reporting year of any reel properly,
stocks, bonds, commodities Mores, or ofher seolll'ltles when the
amount of tlle trensaotion exceeded $1,000. Include transa.cIlOl1$
that resulted in a loss. Do no! report a lransaction between you,
your spouse, or your depe.ndent clllld, or the pUrcliase or sale of
your pelOOnal residence, unless It is rented out

422

SCHEDULE 111-ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCKA

llLOCKB

"LOCKe

BI.OCl<:l:>

Value of Asset

Type

AmOunt of Jncoine

at cl_ of reporllng yaw.
If you use a valuation method
other then lair markel value,
please specify the melhod used.
if an asset was -sold and is
included only hecause it generated
incotl:'1$$ the value should be. "Nona:"

oflncome

atOCKE

"ransaclio

rorretirementplanso'taecountathal

Indicate U

inveslmenls, you may wrn", "NA" ke
income. For at other assets. :irn:fieate

purcI1ased

do not allow you to choose sp_

_ ootegOf)/ of income by ~ n g
the ap-pt"opriate box. below.
DMdends, even if r.e:inve$ted, should
be ested as lnoome-.

'

f).SSet:was

(P), sold (S),
or
excltanged
(t;}in

rePbrllnll

year.
IXRXI
pm,1!cly traded.- in. Block A :state the ~tu!e
of the ht.isirless and as geograplie!ocatioli. FOl"

additional information, soo the instruction

bOOlOOt for other repnl'1in;g year.

I
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exclude: Your personal reSidanoo(s) {unless
fue.re is rental inc:cm.e}; ,any debt owed it) you
by your spouse~.or by your or your $pouse's
chl1d,. parent, or slbiirig; any deposits totaling
$5,000 or 100$ in persona( savings acccunts;
any Jinancial interest iA or iooome denvadfrom
U.s, GovemmentlEiimmetlt poogmms.
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November 10, 2010
CONFIDENTIAL
Representative Charles B. Rangel
2354 Raybu1'll House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

In the Matto!' ofRcp!'oscntaUve Charles B. Rangel

.oem' Representative Rangel:
On October 22, 2010, Committee counsel provIded you with a list of 16 vdtnesses that it
intended to call at the adjudicatory hem·Ing. Counsel Is herehy notifying you that we intend to
offer aflldavits Inllen of live testimony for the following witnesses, each of whom was Identified
in the October 22, 2010 letter:
1.

Maurice Greenberg;

2.

Ivan Seidenberg;

3.

Lorie Slutsky; mId

4.

Neil Rubler.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

R. Blake Chlsmn
Staff Director mld Chief Counsel
00:

Representative Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Representative MIchael T. McCaul, Ranking Repubilean Member
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RPTS JOHNSON
2

DCMN HERZFELD

3

4
5

IN THE MATTER OF REPRESENTATIVE

6

CHARLES B. RANGEL

7

Monday. November IS. 2010

8

House of Representatives.

9

Adjudicatory Subcommittee.

10

Committee on Standards

11

of Official Conduct.

12

Washington. D.C.

13
14

15

16

The adjudicatory subcommittee met. pursuant to call. at

17

9:0S a.m .. in Room 1310. Longworth House Office Building.

18

Hon. Zoe Lofgren [chairwoman of the adjudicatory

19

subcommittee] presiding.

20
21
22
23
24

25

Present:

Representatives Lofgren. Butterfield. Castor.

Welch. McCaul. Conaway. Dent and Harper.
Staff present:

Blake Chisam. Chief Counsel/Staff

Director; Deborah Morris. Counsel; Donald Sherman. Counsel.
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2

Chairwoman Lofgren.

If everyone would please be seated.

2

The committee will come to order.

3

reflect that all eight members of the subcommittee are

4

present.

5

I would like the record to

This hearing of the adjudicatory subcommittee of the

6

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct in the matter of

7

Representative Charles B. Rangel will come to order.

8
9

The Constitution authorizes the House of Representatives
to discipline its Members.

In the House, the Committee on

10

Standards of Official Conduct is charged with recommending

11

and enforcing ethical standards that ensure that Members and

12

staff act in a manner befitting that public trust.

13

under that authority that we are meeting here today.

14

hearing is authorized by House rule 11, clause 3, and

15

committee rule 23.

16

It is
This

The purpose of this hearing is to determine whether any

17

of the 13 counts included in the Statement of Alleged

18

Violation in the matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel

19

have been proved by clear and convincing evidence.

20

June 17, 2010, a bipartisan investigative subcommittee of the

21

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct adopted a

22

Statement of Alleged Violation in the matter of

23

Representative Charles B. Rangel.

24

chaired the investigative subcommittee.

25

of the full committee, Representative Jo Bonner. served as

On

Representative Gene Green
The ranking member
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3

the subcommittee's ranking member.

Representative Bobby

2

Scott and Doc Hastings also served on the subcommittee.

3

investigative subcommittee adopted a Statement of Alleged

4

Violations which includes 13 counts.

5

investigative subcommittee concluded that there was

6

substantial reason to believe that Representative Rangel

7

violated the code of conduct or a law, rule, regulation, or

8

other standard of conduct applicable to Representative

9

Rangel's performance of his official duties or the discharge

10

of his official responsibilities as a Member of the House of

11

Representatives.

12

The

For each count, the

The role of an adjudicatory subcommittee is to determine

13

at a hearing whether any count of the Statement of Alleged

14

Violation has been proved by clear and convincing evidence.

15

The purpose of this adjudicatory hearing is to do that.

16

However, it is important to bear in mind that the proceeding

17

is a hearing, not a trial.

18

nonpartisan professional staff are the moving party in these

19

proceedings.

20

of Alleged Violation adopted by the investigative

21

subcommittee.

22

proof rests with committee counsel to establish the facts

23

alleged in each count of the Statement of Alleged Violation

24

by clear and convincing evidence.

25

Attorneys from the committee's

Their role is to make a case for the Statement

At the adjudicatory hearing, the burden of

Representative Rangel will have an opportunity to

430
4

present his side of the story should he wish to do so.

A

2

respondent is not required to present a case in his defense.

3

And should Representative Rangel choose not to present a

4

case, the subcommittee will not and may not draw a negative

5

inference from that fact.

6

As members of the adjudicatory subcommittee, we are

7

neither accusers, nor are we defenders of our colleague

8

Mr. Rangel.

9

finders of fact and law.

It is our job and our duty to act impartially as
We are honor-bound to do so without

10

regard to bipartisanship or bias of any sort.

11

required to act honestly and fairly, based upon the evidence

12

presented to us during the adjudicatory hearing.

13

that role, I remind my colleagues that while this hearing is

14

in progress, and while the ethics process continues for this

15

matter, we should continue to refrain from commenting on the

16

facts, the law, or any other aspect of this matter.

17

We are

In light of

In conducting this hearing, the adjudicatory

18

subcommittee will follow the procedures established by the

19

rules of the committee.

20

adjudicatory subcommittee to conduct any business is a

21

majority plus one, or six Members.

22

subcommittee does not have a quorum, the Chair may recess the

23

hearing and may direct the clerk to contact the Members who

24

are not present.

25

hearing at any time as needed.

The quorum required for the

If at any time the

In addition, the Chair can recess the
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5

The order of the adjudicatory hearing will be as
2

follows:

3

motion noticed by committee counsel.

4

20 minutes for argument.

5

under oath, any statements, questions, and arguments that

6

Representative Rangel makes will not be considered evidence

7

in this matter.

8

an opportunity to ask questions of the parties, should they

9

choose, under the 5-minute rule.

First, the subcommittee will hear argument on a
Each party will have

would note that unless he is

Members of the subcommittee will then have

Following a rUling on the

10

motion. committee counsel and Representative Rangel will each

11

be allowed 10 hours to present their case, including the time

12

allotted for opening statements and closing arguments.

13

order is established by committee rules.

The

14

First, I would recognize committee counsel and then

15

Representative Rangel, who, I gather, since he is sitting by

16

himself at the table, may be representing himself. for any

17

opening statements they wish to make.

18

limited to 1 hour for their opening statements.

19

would then present their case.

20

Each party will be
Each party

The order for receiving testimony from witnesses and

21

other pertinent evidence is also established by rule.

22

Committee counsel will present their evidence and call

23

witnesses first.

24

opportunity to cross-examine witnesses called by committee

25

counsel should he wish do so.

Representative Rangel will have the

Next, Representative Rangel
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6

will have the opportunity to present evidence and call
2

witnesses should he choose to do so.

3

have the opportunity to cross-examine any witnesses

4

Mr. Rangel calls in his defense.

5

finishes his case, committee counsel may ask to present

6

rebuttal witnesses, as permitted by the Chair.

7

the subcommittee will also have the opportunity to ask

8

questions of each party's witnesses under the 5-minute rule,

9

unless otherwise directed by the Chair.

10

Committee counsel will

After Representative Rangel

Members of

After all testimony and evidence has been presented,

11

committee counsel and Representative Rangel will each be

12

permitted to make a closing argument.

13

limited to 1 hour for their closing argument.

14

subcommittee will then have the opportunity to ask questions

15

of the parties under the 5-minute rule unless otherwise

16

directed by the Chair.

17

Each party will be
Members of the

At that time, members of the adjudicatory subcommittee

[8

will then meet in Executive Session to consider each count

19

included in the Statement of Alleged Violation.

20

subcommittee will determine by a majority vote of its members

21

whether each count has been proved.

22

The

The adjudicatory subcommittee would then report its

23

findings to the full committee.

If no count is proved. the

24

full committee will prepare a report to the House based upon

25

the report of this subcommittee.

On the other hand, if any 1
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or more of the 13 counts in the Statement of Alleged
2

Violations are proved, the full committee will conduct a

3

sanctions hearing to determine what sanction, if any, the

4

committee should recommend to the House.

5

The allegations included of the Statement of Alleged

6

Violations are significant, and we take seriously our

7

obligation to conduct these proceedings fairly, impartially,

8

and with the dignity and decorum befitting any proceeding

9

before the House of Representatives.

This is a forum to

10

discharge our responsibilities and our duties as set forth in

11

the rules of the House and the rules of the committee.

12

adjudicatory hearing will be conducted sUbject to the rules

13

of decorum of the House of Representatives, and all

14

participants will be required to observe strictly and

15

promptly all evidentiary, procedural, and other rules of the

16

committee and rulings issued in this hearing.

17

As

The

chair these proceedings, I plan do so in the

18

fairest way possible to all parties involved, as well as to

19

the House.

20

At this time,

recognize Representative Mike McCaul,

21

the ranking member of the subcommittee, for his brief opening

22

remarks.

23

Mr. McCaul.

24

As I stated at the opening hearing last July, this is an

25

Thank you, Madam Chair.

important day both for Mr. Rangel, for this committee, for
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the Congress, but, most importantly, for the American people.
2

And let me be clear, no member of this committee asked for

3

this assignment.

4

colleague is a very difficult thing for all of us to do.

5

we accept our responsibility here today.

6

other reason than to protect the honor, integrity, and

7

credibility of this institution, often referred to as the

8

People's House.

9

Sitting in judgment of a fellow Member and
But

We serve for no

The American people's confidence in us is at an historic

10

low.

II

accountable for their actions, just as they are held

12

accountable as private citizens.

13

these pUblic, televised hearings will help increase

14

transparency and accountability and restore much-needed trust

15

to the House as an institution.

16

They want their elected Representatives held

It is my sincere hope that

Our responsibility as judges in this matter is to be

17

fair and impartial.

There is no place for presumed guilt

18

before innocence in this process, and there will not be in

19

this case.

20

These hearings follow a 21-month long bipartisan

21

investigation, an investigation that received sworn testimony

22

from nearly 50 witnesses and over 28,000 pages of documents,

23

an investigation that produced a 13-count Statement of

24

Alleged Violations, and over 500 eXhibits that have been

25

placed on the committee's Web site.

Hearings of this kind are rare and historic.

These allegations, if
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proven. would demonstrate that Mr. Rangel violated multiple
2

provisions of the House rules and Federal statutes.

3

judges we must determine whether these allegations are proven

4

by clear and convincing evidence.

5

As

On numerous occasions the respondent, Mr. Rangel. has

6

requested public hearings, a right that he is afforded under

7

the committee rules.

8

opportunity to be heard.

9

our responsibility to make sure the process is both fair and

Today this hearing affords him the
And as judges in this matter, it is

10

dignified.

And as a former Federal prosecutor in the Public

11

Integrity Section at the Department of Justice. due process

12

is nothing new to me.

13

and it is a responsibility I take very seriously.

14

prepare to hear the evidence against one of our most tenured

15

colleagues in the House, we need to ensure we have done

16

everything we can to assure the American public that we will

17

handle this matter with the utmost professionalism and

18

nonpartisanship that it deserves.

19

public office is a public trust.

It is guaranteed by our Constitution,
So as we

We cannot forget that

20

With that, I yield back.

21

Chairwoman Lofgren.

22

Before proceeding, we see that committee counsel is

23
24
25

The gentleman yields back.

present.
Mr. Rangel. are you represented by counsel here today,
or are you representing yourself?
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Mr. Rangel.

Madam Chair, I would like the opportunity

2

to make a brief statement as to why I am here without

3

counsel.

4

you Members have asked for this very awkward and sometimes

5

embarrassing responsibility.

6

Constitution requires that we have a standard of conduct that

7

is expected of Members of Congress no matter how long they

8

have served.

9

And I recognize that -- I appreciate that none of

And I trUly believe that the

The reason I asked for this proceeding to be delayed or

10

postponed is because I am without counsel.

11

has suggested to me by letter that it would be possible for

12

me to set up a legal defense fund, but this was 2 weeks ago,

13

and now the procedure is moving forward before we have had an

14

opportunity to set up that fund.

15

that to me is the question of due process not just for me,

16

but for any Member of Congress who has been accused of

17

anything.

18

This committee

But more important than

They should have a lawyer.

On several occasions I have spoken with chief counsel, I

19

have spoken to the Chair, and I have inquired.

On

20

October 22nd, the chairlady sent me a letter and basically

21

denied me an opportunity to get a lawyer for three reasons:

22

One, because this matter has been going on for over 2 years,

23

and because during this period of time I had counsel.

24

that is true, but it is not my fault that it took 2 years

25

before this Statement of Alleged Violation was reported.

Well,

And
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I would like to add that during this period of time. my
2

lawyers were trying to meet while you were investigating.

3

When the charges of counsel became over $2 million and

4

could not convince them that I will be able to pay for what

5

one of the lawyers said could be a million dollars for the

6

hearing. they withdrew.

7

withdrew.

8

2 years is accurate, but I don't see how it relates to me not

9

being able to have counsel before you today.

to

The committee knew that they

So the argument that this has been going for

The second issue that has been raised, and I think

It

Mr. McCaul, who has had criminal experience. knows, I have

[2

been asked asking for this matter to be here.

13

begging that my colleagues in the Congress, that my

14

constituents. that my family have the opportunity to hear

15

this.

t6

out there.

17

charges?

18

really meant with counsel.

t9

I have been

My family has caught hell as a result of what has been
All I asked was when can we develop these
When can people be exposed to what it is?

And this

You have said. Mr. McCaul, that there has been 40

20

witnesses that you have called.

21

there are 30,000 pages of testimony.

22

explain my position ever because of rules of confidentiality.

23

because

24

asked for a hearing, do any of you believe that I was asking

25

for a hearing without counsel?

have been restricted.

You have indicated that
I have not been able to

But each time that I have

And all I am doing is asking
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for the opportunity to have counsel.

I still feel strongly

2

that the Congress and the community should know what I have

3

been charged with and what the testimony is.

4

token, I had hoped that you would do it before the Democratic

5

primary.

6

before the general election.

7

made my plea on the floor when I had counsel, that was not

8

done.

9

But by the same

It would have been helpful if you had done it
But for whatever reason, when I

might even add that when my opponent and critics were

10

charging me with corruption and allegations of crime, I

11

really had hoped and thought that this committee was not just

12

there to find wrongdoing, but would say that one of your

13

colleagues, there was no evidence of criminal activity, there

14

was no self-dealing, there was no bribery.

15

fairness would dictate that this would be said.

16

not entitled to it, but I certainly didn't get it.

just thought
Maybe I am

17

And so the whole idea that I am denied counsel because

18

have been screaming for a hearing, that really doesn't take

19

away from the argument that I am being denied the right to

20

have a lawyer right now because I don't have the opportunity

2]

to have a legal defense fund set up, and because I can't

22

afford another million dollars and can't even promise that to

23

counsel.

24
25

But quite frankly, committee members, it is the third
reason that the Chair has given to me that pains me the most
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as to why I am not entitled to a delay. I am not entitled to
2

a postponement:

Because this matter perhaps could not be

3

resolved before the end of this session of Congress.

4

tell me under what theory of fairness would dictate that I be

5

denied due process. that I be denied an attorney because

6

there is going to be the end of this session. when we know

7

that I would be entitled if we had more time?

8

you are saying.

9

Thanksgiving and Christmas and perhaps congressional trips

Can you

That is what

What does it mean that we have a

10

preparing for the next Congress?

11

person not having counsel. not having due process because we

12

don't have time?

13

How far does this go to a

Well, I think we ought to find the time.

I am prepared

14

to stay here. to get counsel, and to have a hearing on this.

15

What prevents us from doing it?

16

And then to add to that. as I stand before you, I have

17

no idea as to how counsel intends to proceed.

18

pages of what could be considered summary jUdgment. I think,

19

would indicate that this committee may not be prepared to

20

call witnesses. that this committee would ask that a judgment

21

be made based on admissions and exhibits.

22

lawyer to look at this.

23

say that because of limitations of time, we won't even go

24

through the process of calling witnesses.

25

A week ago 80

I have had no

But to me. it just sounds unfair to

I hope that you interrupt me and tell me, counsel, that
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this is not so.

But on the other hand. if it didn't want to

2

have the appearance of fairness, Mr. McCaul said that you

3

have spoken with 40 witnesses or more, that there is 30,000

4

pages of testimony.

5

testified to?

6

respond, what witnesses I would want to sUbpoena.

7

been denied that opportunity.

8

Chairwoman Lofgren.

9

Mr. Rangel.

Am I entitled to know what they

I have been given deadlines in terms of how to
But I have

Mr. Rangel.

If the Chair is suggesting that I conclude

10

my remarks. then I would do that.

But I would want you to

11

know that I don't think it is fair that I participate in any

12

type of proceeding if, in fact, what you are basically

13

telling me is that the political calendar will not allow you

14

enough time to allow me to get a lawyer at this crucial point

15

in my life.

16

truly believe that

17

history will dictate that, notwithstanding the political

18

calendar, I am entitled to a lawyer during this proceeding.

Fifty years of pUblic service is on the line.
am not being treated fairly. and that

19

I want to thank you for your courtesy.

There is a lot

20

of pain that I feel because I fought in the wars.

21

prosecuted in the U.S. Attorney's Office.

22

legislator in the State.

23

Congress.

24

think I am entitled to more than what is being suggested

25

today.

I have

I have served as a

I am so prOUd of my record in the

I love this Congress.

I love this country.
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Thank you so much for this courtesy.
2

Chairwoman Lofgren.

3

Before turning to committee counsel, I would just note

4

for the record, and I will put into the record the exchange

5

referred to by Mr. Rangel so this will not be a mystery to

6

the pUblic, but I would note that we were advised that

7

Mr. Rangel's counsel withdrew a little over a month ago, and,

8

further, counsel has not been retained, and that the

9

committee has indicated an intent to proceed today.

10

Thank you, Mr. Rangel.

[The information follows:]

11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24

25

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Mr. Butterfield.
2

Madam Chair, would it be appropriate

to ask you a question?

3

Chairwoman Lofgren.

4

Mr. Butterfield.

Certainly.

Are you going to construe Mr. Rangel's

5

statements over the last 10 minutes -- and I listened to what

6

he had to say very carefully, and let me say that it also

7

troubles me that he is before the committee today without

8

counsel.

9

to continue this hearing?

10
11
12

Are we going to consider his statement as a motion

Chairwoman Lofgren.

Is that a motion to continue,

Mr. Rangel?
Mr. Rangel.

I don't know whether -- first of all, my

13

role here is as a respondent. and I am not here representing

14

myself.

15

very, very unwise for any person, a lawyer or a judge, to be

16

his own lawyer at a proceeding like this.

17

position to make a motion unless we are talking about

18

fairness, unless we are talking about someone contradicting

19

everything I said. unless any Member has any question to ask

20

of me.

have been a lawyer long enough to know that it is

21

Chairwoman Lofgren.

22

Mr. Rangel.

So

am not in a

Thank you.

And notwithstanding the fact that you are

23

submitting your letter for the record. if there is anything

24

have said about that letter and all of the conversations we

25

have had. I would think that notwithstanding procedure, Judge
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Butterfield, that fairness would allow you to say that this
2

is a statement of how I feel as a person, as a Member of

3

Congress, and as a citizen that is begging for due process.

4

You can call it a motion, and I can't quite frankly answer

5

that question.

6

Chairwoman Lofgren.

We appreciate that, Mr. Rangel.

7

We will turn now to committee counsel Mr. Chisam to
introduce your team and to make your motion for the admission

9
10

of evidence.
Mr. Chisam.

Madam Chair, Ranking Member McCaul, members

II

of the subcommittee, Representative Rangel, my name is Blake

12

Chisam.

13

right is Deborah Morris, counsel to the committee.

14

left is Donald Sherman, also counsel to the committee,

15
16

I am the chief counsel for the committee.

To my
And to my

At this time, Madam Chair, I would move to introduce
Exhibits 1 through S49 into the record.

17

Chairwoman Lofgren.

18

Mr. Rangel.

Is there objection?

Well, Madam Chair, if it pleases, with all

19

due respect, I am not in a position to pass judgment on what

20

counsel is about to do.

21

proceeding even existed as summary judgment, if that is what

22

he is about to do.

23

said that this committee has no history at all --

have never known that this

Any lawyers that I have talked with have

24

Chairwoman Lofgren.

25

Mr. Rangel.

Yes.

If I may interrupt, Mr, Rangel.
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Chairwoman Lofgren.

Just to clarify this, we were

2

noticed, as were you, of this motion.

3

clear, however, that we will hear the motion, the argument

4

from the committee counsel and whatever argument you may

5

choose to make, but that if you wish to be heard in an

6

opening statement, if you wish to proceed with witnesses, we

7

will hold any rUling on that motion in abeyance so that if

8

you wish to be heard, we will hear you.

9
10
11
12

Mr. Rangel.

I would like to make

I appreciate the Chair saying that.

Would

that include the right for me to have a lawyer?
Chai rwoman Lofgren.
lawyer.

You may hire whoever you wi sh as a

That is up to you.

13

Mr. Rangel.

14

Two million already.

IS

hearing could cost me another million.

16

the opportunity to have a legal defense fund, which would

17

allow perhaps a lawyer to come into the case.

18

what you are saying, there is nothing I would not yield to

19

for that purpose.

20

we can't move forward, then that restricts me from getting a

21

lawyer not only financially, but the legal defense fund that

22

you suggest that I would have would have no meaning at all.

23

Well, all I am -- you have seen the record.
And I have been advised that this
You have offered me

If that is

But you know that if you are saying that

If what you are saying

- if there is anything

can do

24

within the rules of the committee that would allow me to move

25

forward with this, not to object to just the procedure, but I
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did not know until a week ago that this 80-page would be the
2

way you intended to judge my conduct.

3

listen to what he is saying, but does this mean that he is

4

going into this procedure that I don't have counsel to guide

5

me?

6

Chairwoman Lofgren.

A week ago.

So I can

If I may, Mr. Rangel, if you could

7

be seated.

For clarification, the respondent has inquired of

8

the committee whether a fund could be created where

9

contributions could be made for legal representation and has

10

been advised by the committee that that is permissible;

11

however, the retention of counsel is up to the respondent.

12

Whether you are to hire it at your own expense, through your

13

campaign committee, or through a fund is your decision, not

14

the committee's decision.

15

Mr. Rangel.

All I am asking

and I agree with you

16

100 percent, Madam Chair -

all I am asking is the time to

17

get counsel.

18

New York who are willing to give me free counsel, to be able

19

to come here because they don't think I have been treated

20

fairly, and yet they say that if they do, that is a gift and

21

violates all of the laws.

22

it at reduced fees or fair fees if only we had time to

23

develop the committee.

24

do that.

25

anybody, get anybody, not have a lawyer, you also are saying,

I have lawyers from Washington, D.C., and

I heard that perhaps they can do

You tell me that

don't have time to

And so while you tell me that, yes, I can hire
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and that is the very part of your letter, that time does not
2

permit this matter to be concluded before the end of this

3

session.

4

talking about.

5

you are not going to give me time do it.

think no one can

6

say that that is not the way this ends up.

Yes, I can do

7

these things, but you have to conclude this now and the next

8

day.

9

suffer because this committee has concluded that you must

And that is the nuts and bolts of what we are
You tell me all of the things I could do, but

And my reputation, 50 years of public service, has to

10

conclude this matter before this Congress ends.

11

asking for is time to get counsel, time to get counsel.

12

you are saying now, I think, that you denied it before, and

13

you are denying it now.

14

Chairwoman Lofgren.

And all

the admission of the evidence that has been proffered by

16

committee counsel.
Mr. Rangel.

And

I gather that you do not object to

15

17

am

And therefore the -I object to the proceeding.

And I, with

18

all due respect, since I don't have counsel to advise me, I

19

am going to have to excuse myself from these proceedings,

20

because I have no idea what this man has put together over

21

2 years that was given to me last week.

22

the history of this committee, in terms of fairness, would be

23

judged for what it is.

24
25

And I just hope that

50 with all due respect, and recognizing how awkward it

is for the members of this committee, as colleagues, and
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someone that would like to preserve the right of Members to
2

be judged by their peers with counsel, I respectfully remove

3

myself from these hearings.

4

Mr. Butterfield.

5

Madam Chair, before the respondent

leaves. may I ask the Chair an additional question?

6

Chairwoman Lofgren.

7

Mr. Butterfield.

Certainly.

Even though the respondent did not

8

specifically make a motion to continue this hearing, I deem

9

his comments to be a motion to continue.

And I would like

10

this committee to seriously consider a motion to continue.

11

would like for us to do it in Executive Session and discuss

12

among ourselves what the respondent has said, because I take

13

his contentions very seriously.

14

State for 15 years, and I know the importance of counsel,

15

especially in this environment.

16

deem his statements to be a motion to continue, and that we

17

discuss it in Executive Session.

18

Chairwoman Lofgren.

served as a jUdge in my

So I am going to ask that we

All right.

That is a request from

19

one member to have a discussion on the -- well, it would be

20

your motion --

21
22

Mr. Butterfield.

I will make a motion to continue the

matter, and ask that we take it up in Executive Session.

23

Mr. Conaway.

24

Chairwoman Lofgren.

25

Second.
We will go into our closed session

and have a brief discussion, and then we will return.
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Mr. Butterfield.

Was there a second to the motion?

2

Chairwoman Lofgren.

3

Mr. Butterfield.

4
5
6
7

8

9

10
II

12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

Yes, there was.

There was a second to the motion.

All

right.
[Whereupon, at 9:35 a.m .. the subcommittee proceeded in
Executive Session.]
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RPTS MERCHANT
2

DCMN NORMAN

3

[10:22 a.m.]

4

[Resuming Open Session.]

5

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The subcommittee has been meeting

6

on the motion made by Mr. Butterfield and seconded by Mr.

7

Conaway to consider a continuance of this matter.

8

committee has decided not to continue this matter.

9

And the

I would like to make just a couple of comments regarding

10

that decision.

11

committee guidance on how he may pay his legal fees in this

12

matter.

13

committee in September of 2008. in March of 2009, again in

14

October of 2010, and again in November of 2010, and received

15

informal advice on that in August.

16

responded and provided Mr. Rangel with formal guidance about

17

how he could pay for legal fees in this matter relative to

18

contributions.

19

individual using their own fees to retain counsel.

20

required that those fees be paid for by others.

21

Mr. Rangel has repeatedly sought and received

Mr. Rangel asked for formal advice from the

Each time the committee

And of course there is no prohibition on an
It is not

Under current House rules it is not possible for Mr.

22

Rangel to accept pro bono representation, nor is it possible

23

for the committee to compel Mr. Rangel's former counsel to

24

represent him here today.

25

they

We are extremely troubled that

- that his former counsel withdrew shortly after this
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hearing was noticed.
2

I would note that these matters have been underway for

3

quite some time.

4

its work, and Mr. Rangel, the respondent, was provided with

5

all of the evidence and material on June 17th of this year

6

and again with the Notice of Alleged Violations formally on

7

July 22nd of this year.

8
9

The investigative subcommittee completed

We are prepared to proceed today.

We recognize that Mr.

Rangel has indicated that he does not intend to participate,

10

and it is his right not to participate in this matter,

As

11

mentioned earlier, no conclusions as to the facts of this

12

matter can be drawn by the fact that Mr. Rangel has decided

13

not to participate in this hearing.

14

matters at this point

IS

Mr. McCaul.

16

Chairwoman Lofgren.

17

Mr. McCaul.

Unless there are further

would like to turn --

Madam Chair, may I make a comment?
Certainly.

First of all, since the first hearing

18

opened in July, the ranking member of the full

19

Bonner, myself, and Minority, have repeatedly asked that this

20

committee proceed with this hearing as expeditiously as

21

possible, as requested by the respondent.

22

in my view that that did not occur, and we are where we are

23

here today.

24
25

co~nittee.

Jo

It is unfortunate

And I would also agree with Madam Chair that it is also
unfortunate that the law firm of Zuckerman, for whatever
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reason, is not here today to represent Mr. Rangel and somehow
2

got off the case after the notice of hearing was scheduled.

3

And with that, I will yield back.

4

Chairwoman Lofgren.

Thank you for those comments.

5

this point I would ask our counsel, Mr. Chisam, if he has

6

some

7

Mr. Welch.

8

Chairwoman Lofgren.

9

Mr. Welch.

At

f'1adam Chair.
Yes, sir.

I just would like, if I may.

10

Chairwoman Lofgren.

11

Mr. Welch.

You certainly would be heard.

Well, I would like to agree with Mr. McCaul.

12

It is an astonishing display of professional

13

irresponsibility, in my view, for a law firm to be

14

representing an individual, whether it is before this

15

tribunal or another tribunal, to essentially drain the

16

resources available to pay the firm, to do this for 2 years.

17

We are told that it is in the range of $2 million that Mr.

18

Rangel has paid for services.

19

of the hearing, where his fate is in peril, they withdraw.

20

And then literally on the eve

And it reminds me of Bleak House where the Dickens

21

character at the very beginning of this epic novel is an

22

estate lawyer.

23

estate.

24

estate have been drained by the estate lawyer.

25

problems of the estate have been resolved.

And at the beginning there is a very large

And the book ends when all the resources of the
None of the

This is an
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astonishing thing.
2

Now,

understand that our rules prohibit us from taking

3

action on that.

4

before the capital case came to trial, after 2 years of

5

preparation, the lawyer withdrew, a jUdge would not permit

6

that to happen.

But if this were a court of law, and a month

50 I want to agree with Mr. McCaul in expressing my

7
8

astonishment at Zuckerman 5paeder for taking the money,

9

draining the money, and then kicking their client to the side

10

of the road when it came time for the actual hearing.

11

you.

12
13

Mr. Butterfield.

Thank

Madam Chair, I would like to be

recognized.

14

Chairwoman Lofgren.

15

Mr. Butterfield.

Certainly, Mr. Butterfield.
too, Madam Chair, would like to

16

associate my comments with Mr. Welch and Mr. McCaul.

17

that it is fundamentally unfair to the respondent for counsel

18

to, after learning of the date of this hearing, I believe the

19

date of the hearing was announced by the chair

20

Chairwoman Lofgren.

21

Mr. Butterfield.

I agree

On October 7th.

And on October 14th we didn't get a

22

communication from the lawyer asking permission to withdraw,

23

they simply gave notice that they were off the case.

24

fundamentally unfair.

25

courtroom when I was a trial judge, and it should not have

That is

It would not have happened in my
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happened here.
2

I think we need to at the very least look at

3

promulgating a rule that will prohibit this from happening in

4

the future.

5

make sure that this firm explains their conduct to the

6

committee.

7

And also we might want to look at where we can

I yield back.

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The gentleman yields back.

Unless

8

there are further members wishing to be heard, we will turn

9

now to Mr. Chisam who has a motion regarding the introduction

10
11

12
13

of evidence into the record.
Mr. Chisam.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

I would renew my

motion to introduce exhibits 1 through 549 at this time.
Chairwoman Lofgren,

There is a motion.

And unless

14

there is objection from any party or member of the committee,

15

those items will be entered into the record.

16

[The information follows:]

17

18
19
20

21
22

V
24

25

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Chairwoman Lofgren.
2

Mr. Chisam.

Do you have additional motions?

I do, Madam Chair.

At this time I would

3

like to introduce what have been marked as Exhibits 550, 551,

4

552 and 553.

5

affidavit of Maurice Greenberg; 551 is the exhibit of Neil

6

Rubler; 552, the exhibit -- Exhibit 552, the affidavit of

7

Lorie Slutsky; Exhibit 553, an affidavit from Ivan

8

Seidenberg.

9

These are four affidavits.

Exhibit 550 is the

Madam Chair, we are prepared to call witnesses in this

10

matter, and we would be able to call or would call 12

11

additional witnesses.

12

and in recent days we have entered into -- well. witnesses

13

have offered affidavits.

14

those, he was provided copies and in fact, in at least one of

15

these instances, suggested changes to the language which we

16

negotiated and which we agreed to.

17
18
19

Throughout the course of preparation

The respondent was given notice of

At this time I would move the admission of those
affidavits in lieu of the live testimony of those witnesses.
Chairwoman Lofgren.

There is a motion to put those

20

affidavits into the record.

21

then the items, by unanimous consent, will be put into the

22

record.

23

Is there an objection?

[The information follows:]

M
25

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********

If not,
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Chairwoman Lofgren.

I would note also for the record

2

that we have received this morning a letter from Congressman

3

Bobby Scott, along with a document entitled "Minority

4

Viewpoint."

5

placed into the record.

6

And without objection, those items will also be

[The information follows:]

7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Chairwoman Lofgren.
2

Mr. Chisam.

Mr. Chisam.

Madam Chair, at this time I would like to

3

call up and proceed with the motion that we noticed on

4

November 8, 2010.

5

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The motion is a motion for summary

6

judgment.

7

argue this motion with the opportunity, if necessary, for

8

extension of time on either side.

9

Mr. Chisam, if you would like to begin your argument on this

10

As indicated earlier, each side has 20 minutes to

At this point we will ask,

motion.

11

Mr. Chisam.

I would.

Thank you.

12

Madam Chair, Ranking Member McCaul, and members of the

13

subcommittee, the motion before you is in fact 13 separate

14

but nearly identical motions.

15

that it is time for you to vote.

16

our motion states our case at length, and it argues that,

17

based on the uncontested facts in this record, each of the 13

18

counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation is ripe for a

19

vote.

20

Those motions say qUite simply
The affirmation supporting

More than 6 months ago the respondent was provided

21

notice of the intended charges against him.

More than 5

22

months ago he was given the investigative subcommittee's

23

documentary record as well as transcripts of testimony.

24

October 22, 2010, by direction of the chair, committee

25

counsel provided its exhibits to respondent.

On

He was afforded
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an opportunity to object to those exhibits and he did not.
2

Also on October 22. 2010. respondent was notified of the

3

names of witnesses we intended to call.

He was given

4

summaries of their expected testimony. He was provided an

5

opportunity to object and he did not.

6

Respondent was given the opportunity to provide notice

7

of any evidence that he intends to offer and any witnesses.

8

including himself. that he intends to call.

9

notice.

He gave no such

Though provided the opportunity, respondent has not

10

contested the evidence, nor has he indicated that he intends

11

to put on a case.

12

Put simply, the record before you is the record, the

13

facts are the facts, and the counts are ripe for a vote.

14

There are 13 counts charged in the Statement of Alleged

15

Violation:

16

In short they are, Count I, improper solicitation.

17

Count 2, violation of clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for

18

Government Service relating to the respondent's receipt of

19

favors or benefits from private donors under circumstances

20

that reasonable persons might construe as influencing the

21

respondent's duties.

22

Count 3, a violation of the gi'ft rule for respondent's

23

receipt of indirect gifts from private donors who gave to the

24

Rangel Center at the behest of the respondent.

25

Count 4. violation of Postal Service laws and Franking
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Commission regulation for using his frank to solicit private
2

donations.

3

Count 5, a violation of the Federal franking statute.

4

Count 6, a violation of House Office Building Commission

5

regulations for soliciting private donations on House

6

property.

7

Count 7, violation of the purpose law and House

8

Administration Committee regulations for misusing official

9

resources to solicit private donations.

10

Count 8, violation of the letterhead rule.

11

Count 9, violation of the Ethics in Government Act and

12

House rule 26 for failing to file full and complete financial

13

disclosure statements.

14

Count 10, violation of clause 5 of the Code of Ethics

15

for Government 5ervice for accepting a favor or benefit from

16

his landlord in the form of his landlord's tolerance of

17

respondent's nonconforming use of a residential

18

rent-stabilized apartment for campaign purposes.

19

Count 11, a violation of clause 2 of the Code of Ethics

20

for Government Service for failing to uphold Federal tax laws

21

and other laws and legal regUlations.

22
23
24
25

Count 12, a failure to adhere to both the letter and to
the spirit of the House's rules.
And Count 13, conduct not reflecting creditably all the
House.

The solicitations for the Rangel Center at the City
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College of New York.
2

Counts 1 through 8 all relate to respondent's

3

solicitations for the Rangel Center at the City College of

4

New York.

5

Congress may not solicit unless they follow rules established

6

by the House Ethics Committee.

7

lawfully solicited donations for the Rangel Center by doing

8

so only in his personal capacity, but he did not.

9

the respondent has admitted that he used official letterhead

10

The law here is really quite simple.

Members of

The respondent could have

Indeed,

to solicit.

11

[Video clip shown.]

12

Mr. Chisam.

In addition to misusing his official

13

congressional letterhead, the uncontested evidence in this

14

case shows clearly that respondent sent over 100 letters on

15

official letterhead that included a brochure requesting

16

$30 million for the Rangel Center.

17

official letterhead that were by themselves taken as

18

solicitations by donors and potential donors.

19

donor to the Rangel Center, the Rhodebeck Charitable Trust,

20

gave $25,000 based solely on respondent's letter.

21

staff time and other official resources to create a list of

22

potential donors from which he sent letters.

23

time and official resources to draft those letters and to

24

schedule appointments with potential donors to discuss

25

funding for the Rangel Center.

He sent letters on

At least one

He used

He used staff

He used his congressional
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frank to send solicitation letters.

He created and mailed

2

solicitation letters from his D.C. congressional office.

3

solicited donations to the Rangel Center from individuals,

4

from businesses, and from foundations with business and

5

interest before the House, as well as the Ways and Means

6

Committee.

7

staff about legislative and other official matters during the

8

period in which he solicited.

9

He

Many of those entities contacted him and his

In one case with respect to AIG, respondent said that it

10

would not be appropriate for him to meet with AIG

11

representatives to discuss Rangel Center funding.

12

met with AIG officials to close that deal.

13

donate because of the perceived headline risk.

He later

AIG did not

14

The respondent solicited a gift to the Rangel Center

15

from David Rockefeller who donated $100,000 from his personal

16

funds in tribute to the respondent.

17

indirectly received gifts from private entities and

18

individuals when they donated money to the Rangel Center, at

19

his request and in his honor.

The respondent

20

The respondent received updates from both the City

21

College and his staff on the status of funding for the Rangel

22

Center.

23

energies and his time on private sector fundraising for the

24

Rangel Center, particularly after a $3 million earmark that

25

he requested fell through, along with other earmarks, in

He kept track of what was going on.

He focused his
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2006.

2

These facts are uncontested and they are in the record

3

before you.

4

respondent violated counts 1 through 8 in the Statement of

5

Alleged Violation.

6

They clearly and convincingly establish that the

His financial disclosure and tax issues.

The uncontested evidence in this record establishes that

7

the respondent repeatedly did not get his financial

8

disclosure statements and tax filings correct.

9

admitted as much.

10

[Video clip shown.]

11

Mr. Chisam.

He has

The papers before you show his errors and

12

omissions.

13

the omissions.

14

facts are uncontested and they are in the record.

15

clearly and convincingly establish that respondent violated

16

counts 9 and 11 in the Statement of Alleged Violation as

17

nonconforming use of an apartment as a campaign office.

18

The facts here are the facts,

The omissions are

The inaccuracies are the inaccuracies.

These

They

The uncontested facts show that the respondent leased an

19

apartment in the Lenox Terrace complex in Harlem in his

20

district in 1996,

21

he was to use it for living purposes only.

22

Instead, he used it solely and exclusively as a fundraising

23

office for his campaign committees.

24

that property violated the terms of his lease.

25

significantly, the commercial use of that property violated

The lease for that apartment stated that
He did not,

The commercial use of
More
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building code regulations and zoning laws.
2

The respondent made no secret about his use of the

3

apartment as a campaign office.

He paid the rent with

4

campaign checks, his staff sent e-mails to the landlord's

5

in-house counsel who oversaw evictions, with his apartment

6

address for the campaign office clearly noted.

7

time the landlord was evicting other tenants at an increased

8

rate on the grounds of nonprimary residence.

9

tenants complained to respondent's congressional office.

At the same

Some of the

10

That office contacted the tenants and the landlord.

11

landlord had representatives who also met with the respondent

12

about a new development project.

13

The

The landlord's tolerance of respondent's nonconforming

14

use of his rent-stabilized apartment was a favor or a benefit

15

to the respondent, particularly during the time the landlord

16

was evicting other tenants for not using their apartments as

17

primary residences.

18

landlord as part of his official duties may have created an

19

appearance of impropriety.

20

himself.

The respondent's interactions with his

21

[Video clip shown.]

22

Mr. Chisam.

The respondent has said as much

Again, these facts are uncontested and they

23

are in the record before you.

They clearly and conVincingly

24

establish that the respondent violated count 10 of the

25

Statement of Alleged Violation.
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Counts 12 and 13 allege that respondent's acts and his
2

accumulations of acts violated both the letter and the spirit

3

of House rules and other laws and that his conduct did not

4

reflect creditably on this House.

5

the uncontested facts in the record before you clearly and

6

convincingly establish that the respondent violated both

7

counts 12 and 13 of the Statement of Alleged Violation.

8

Finally, the respondent himself has noted that the

9
10

The uncontested records

allegations are serious, indeed very serious matters, and
that his conduct violated the rules.

11

[Video clip shown.]

12

Mr. Chisam.

For these reasons and for those stated more

13

fully in our written motion, we submit to you that there are

14

no genuine issues as to any material facts in this case.

15

a result, the case is ripe for decision.

16

that you grant each of the 13 motions listed in our notice of

17

motion and that you commit the matter forthwith to the

18

subcommittee for its deliberation and for a vote on each

19

count as alleged.

As

We simply request

Thank you.

20

Congresswoman Lofgren.

Thank you, Mr. Chisam.

21

I would note that this motion and all of the documents

22

entered into evidence are posted on the committee's Web site

23

in the effort to be fUlly transparent.

24

Rangel would have been recognized to argue against the

25

motion, but he is not present and had indicated earlier his

At this time, Mr.
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intention not to further participate.

50 at this time,

2

members of the committee who have questions will be

3

recognized under the 5 minute rule.

4

committee have questions at this time?

5

Mr. McCaul.

Do any members of the
Mr. McCaul.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

It is our role as

6

judges to determine as a matter of law in this motion we need

7

to look as to whether there is a material issue of fact in

8

dispute.

9

Perhaps the most serious allegations put forth in the

to

SAV have to do with the respondent's alleged vi 0 lat ions of

11

the Tax Code, particularly given the respondent's position as

12

chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, the committee

13

charged with writing the tax laws for the Nation.

14

In your motion for summary judgment on page 77, Mr.

15

Chisam, you say. Respondent also violated the tax laws by

16

failing for 17 years to report and pay on rental income on a

17

beach villa in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic.

18

has admitted that he should have reported the rental income.

19

And from there on you say that it is undisputed and that he

20

violated the Internal Revenue Code.

21

Respondent

I went to look at some exhibits that you attached to see

22

whether there is any material issue of fact in dispute.

23

pages 38 and 39 you provide a chart.

24
25

Chairwoman Lofgren.

On

Could you suspend for a minute?

have the opportunity to put exhibits on display if members

We
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have questions about them.

50 perhaps we can let that

2

happen.

3

number and they can go with that.

4

interrupting.

5

Do you need time to do that?

Mr. McCaul.

Give the exhibit

I'm sorry for

You did provide a chart, Mr, Chisam, on the

6

income on the Punta Cana.

And it essentially indicated that

7

he failed to report on original tax returns between the years

8

of 1998 to 2006.

9

the Dominican Republic requesting a contract on this villa

Interestingly, he sent a letter in 1993 to

10

where he says, "As I mentioned to you, the House Ethics

11

Committee requires disclosures by Members of Congress of any

12

assets and unearned income.

13

relationship with the committee's chairman, it certainly

14

would be politically embarrassing if I were unable to provide

15

an accurate accounting of my holdings,"

And while I enjoy a good

16

And yet when he testified before the investigative

17

subcommittee on the issue of his tax returns, he stated that

18

he had a misguided, inappropriate view -- quote, unquote

19

regarding the income because he had not received a check or

20

direct income.

21

However, when the president of Punta Can a testified, he

22

stated that the resort sent statements every 6 months showing

23

this income.

24

screen, this is a letter to Mr. Rangel from the resort.

25

in the first paragraph it says, This statement shows a total

And if we could put up Exhibit Number 82 on the
And
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net income of $2,604.
2

Next I would like to put up Exhibit Number 540.

Now,

3

this appears to be a letter written from Mr. Rangel to the

4

Speaker, Nancy Pelosi.

5

this year I have not received any personal cash proceeds from

6

the rentals of the unit.

7

not personally received proceeds in cash.

8
9
10

And in this letter he states, Until

That is of September 2008.

I have

And then he goes on to say that as chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, I am held to a higher standard of
propriety.

11

If the committee would turn to Exhibit Number 87.

12

he states that he did not receive this income, I found. as

13

the judge, interesting Exhibit Number 87 that he sent a

14

letter under his signature to the Punta Cana Yacht Club

15

asking them, Please send the income check for beach villa 412

16

Punta Cana to the account of Charles and Alma Rangel.

17

While

There seems to be in my view some discrepancy in the

18

record as to whether -- when we talked about earned income

19

and whether this should be reported, the document seemed in

20

my view to indicate another matter.

21

And lastly, Exhibit Number 89, if that could be put up

22

on the screen.

He said he never received cash; yet when I

23

was reviewing the eXhibits, I found this wire transfer

24

directly from the Punta Cana Yacht Club to Mr. Rangel as far

25

back as 2002.
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The statements from there in terms of the earned income,
2

as to my understanding, were sent every 6 months.

3

guess my question is -- and these letters were written on

4

official stationery -- for Mr. Chisam, on the one hand I

5

think the documents seem to be uncontroverted, and yet Mr.

6

Rangel seems to have some explanation as to why this was not

7

earned income.

8
9

Mr. Chisam.

And so I

Can you explain that discrepancy?
Ranking Member McCaul, the paper governs.

It governs quite simply the respondent did not report on his

10

tax returns income that he received.

11

Exhibits 86 and 87, show

12

that the respondent was told that he had income and that he

13

requested of Punta Cana and told them where to send that

14

money.

15

point, that were not sworn, in a letter to the Speaker that

16

he read, that suggested that he didn't know.

17

is no doubt that he did.

18

which is in fact the paper here, shows that he knew and that

19

he failed repeatedly to report his income.

20

These documents,

and Exhibit 95 -

That is unequivocal.

show clearly

He did make statements at some

Frankly, there

The evidence in this record, again,

I would also note Exhibit Number 5.

This was in 2000

21

and the respondent did not report income for Punta Cana on

22

his tax return.

23

that there was between $2,500 and $5,000 worth of income.

24

don't have an amended tax return for that year.

25

letter. Exhibit Number 5, if you will look at the highlighted

His amended financial disclosure indicated
We

But this
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portion, "There was no income derived by us from these assets
2

during the year 2000, and that fact should have been noted in

3

my financial disclosure statement,"

4

Mr. McCaul.

And so the committee actually worked with

5

him to identify this, but it seems it appears from the record

6

that he continued to deny that his income was to be reported?

7

Mr. Chisam.

That is right.

He affirmatively stated

8

that he did not have income and the documents indicate that

9

he did.

10

Mr. McCaul.

And let me close, Madam Chair, and I know

11

our time is limited, that

12

letter to the Speaker that, as chairman of the Ways and Means

13

Committee, he should be held to a higher stand.

14

yield back.

15

Chairwoman Lofgren.

agree with Mr. Rangel in his

The gentleman's time is expired.

16

Do other members have questions at this time?

17

Butterfield.

18

Mr. Butterfield.

With that I

Mr.

Thank you very much, Madam Chair.

let

19

me go back to the question of counsel, if I can do that very

20

briefly, Mr. Chisam.

21

Zuckerman law firm, which is the law firm that represented

22

Mr. Rangel, prior to October 7th about this case, about the

23

preparation of this case?

24
25

Mr. Chisam.

Did you have any contact with the

Congressman, I would say that in the

ordinary course of events in my job, I regularly talk to
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opposing counsel, and that was the case here.
2

that

3
4

I would note

Mr. Butterfield.

The fact is you had extensive contact

with his lawyers; is that right?

5

Mr. Chisam.

We discussed the case regularly.

I want to

6

be careful in what I say simply because most, if not all, of

7

those discussions were covered under the blanket of

8

settlement negotiations and largely would be considered as

9

such.

10

Mr. Butterfield.

I am not asking what they said to you

11

or you to them, but you did have extensive contact with his

12

counsel.

That wouldn't be privileged, would it?

13

Mr. Chisam.

Yes. sir.

14

Mr. Butterfield.

Is it true that the law firm simply

15

withdrew from this case without asking permission from the

16

committee to do so?

17

Mr. Chisam.

Congressman. they filed a letter with the

18

committee that withdrew --

19

Mr. Butterfield.

They just basically filed a letter

20

saying, We are out of here, we are not representing this man

21

any longer?

22
23
24
25

Mr. Chisam.

They gave me the courtesy of a phone call

shortly before they sent it.
Mr, Butterfield.

And that was after the date of this

hearing was announced by the chait'?
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Mr, Chisam.

I am trying to think.

2

It was close in time.

3

Mr. Butterfield.

Let me now speak to the summary

4

jUdgment motion.

5

for summary judgment addressed?

6

Mr. Chisam.

I believe so, yes,

Where specifically in our rules is a motion

Congressman, I know we like to talk about

7

this as a motion for summary judgment.

8

that little matter to rest.

9

analogy there is in the rules of civil procedure for what

want to kind of put

I think that is the closest

10

this is, but it is not really the same thing as a motion for

II

summary jUdgment.

12

What we are saying is the facts are not in dispute and

13

that you should be able to fulfill your role and go vote.

14

am not asking for a judgment as a matter of law that we have

15

proven the counts.

16

I

So that is one distinction.

But where does it say -- of course, as many things go

17

with our rules, the rules don't say anything.

18

fact sort of silent on this issue about what types of

19

motions.

20

at these hearings the chair may consider rulings on evidence,

21

and it specifically says motions.

22

really at the discretion of the committee or the subcommittee

23

as to what may lie.

24
25

They are in

However, the committee's rules do talk about that

Mr. Butterfield.

Now, those motions are

We believe that this motion does that.
So you feel it is the inherent

authority of this committee to entertain this motion?
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Mr, Chisam,
2

That is correct, sir.

Mr, Butterfield.

And did I understand you to say that

3

Mr, Rangel did not respond to your motion for summary

4

jUdgment?

5
6
7

Mr. Chisam.

He has not responded in writing and not

orally either.
Mr. Butterfield.

During your investigation of this

8

matter, could you with some certainty determine who

9

maintained Mr. Rangel's financial records, whether it was his

10

chief of staff or his wife or an accountant, who actually

11

maintained his records?

12

Mr. Chisam.

There were several places, Congressman.

13

Certainly his

14

likely by his wife.

15

his tax matters.

16

staff returned in 2000, helped him with his financial

17

disclosure reports.

18

before that.

19

within his family the records were kept most
He did have an accountant at times for

And his chief of staff, when his chief of

And then he had help from his staff

So there were multiple sources.

Mr. Butterfield.

Is it clear that different people

20

performed different functions in his financial life?

21

other words, one person may have prepared his disclosure form

22

or helped him prepare it and another person prepared his tax

23

returns?

24

Mr. Chisam.

25

Mr. Butterfield.

In

I think that is a fair statement.
In all of your investigation of this
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matter, do you see any evidence of personal financial benefit
2
3

or corruption?
Mr. Chisam.

I see no evidence of corruption.

It is

4

hard to answer the question, personal financial benefit.

5

think the short answer is probably no.

6

this record that Congressman Rangel took steps to enrich

7

himself based on his position in Congress?

S

believe that the Congressman, quite frankly, was overzealous

9

in many of the things that he did and at least sloppy in his

10

Do I believe based on

I do not.

financial -- his personal finances.

11

With respect to the Rangel Center. I think what is

12

ironic to me is that he could have done this without seeking

13

permission, without having to come to the committee and ask

14

permission.

15

committee allows a blanket waiver for solicitations of

16

501(c)(3) organizations without having to ask us for

17

permission.

18

are 501(c)(3)s, so he could have done this right.

19
20

If he had only followed a few simple rules.

The

Both the college and its fundraising foundation

Mr. Butterfield.

If he sought the waiver and not used

official resources, he could have done this?

21

Mr. Chisam.

That is correct, sir.

22

Mr. Butterfield.

My last question, Mr. Chisam, is this.

23

There was some questions to earned income from IRAs and other

24

instruments, that Mr. Rangel received actual income.

25

from what I can gather, that income was reported on his tax

And
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return, it was simply not reported on his financial
2

disclosures?

3

Mr. Chisam.

I am going to go with ·some times· on that.

4

Mr. Butterfield.

5

Mr. Chisam.

I didn't hear you.

Some times.

There were variances

6

throughout the entire period with respect to both what and

7

how accurately amounts were reported.

8
9

Mr. Butterfield.

Thank you.

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The gentleman yields become.

11

there additional questions?

12

minutes.

13

15

I

yield back.

10

14

Thank you. Madam Chair.

Mr. Conaway.

Are

Mr. Conaway is recognized for 5

Thank you. Madam Chair.

I appreciate

that.
Mr. Chisam. the -- pull up Exhibit 22. please.

Part of

16

the issue is that Mr. Rangel repeatedly left off -- page 5 of

17

that. I think. 4 and 5 -- repeatedly left off assets off his

18

financial disclosure of a material nature.

19

please.

20

that was on this amended financial disclosure but is not on

21

his original.

22

ING Principal Protection and Congressional IRA.

23

those are on his amended return which was done by his

24

forensic accountant, not on his original return.

25

the high-low range, it is somewhere between $400.00 and

Focus in on the bottom.

Back up one page.

There is an ING Russia Fund

The next page, there are two other accounts.
Both of

If you take
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$850,000 in assets.
2
3

Were those considered to be material to

his financial statement?
Mr. Chisam.

In general, Congressman, I think that under

4

the structure of the House rules, assets by definition are

5

considered material.

6

Mr. Conaway.

They are to be reported.

Did Mr. Rangel give any reason during

7

their conversations over the 2-1/2, 2 years of investigation

8

as to why these were left off?

9

Mr. Chisam.

I think there were various statements.

In

10

general I think he would, if you asked him, likely attribute

11

it to sloppiness.

12

Mr. Conaway.

Do we know the source of where these funds

13

came from?

14

these years and from his tax returns doesn't appear to be

15

super wealthy.

16

inherited from his family and leased for a number of years,

17

clearly the records were available to report that on his

18

income tax return, any rationale as to why those same records

19

weren't used to prepare his financial statement?

20

This is a gentleman who has been in Congress all

But the brownstone apartment that he

Mr. Chisam.

There is absolutely no indication as to why

21

those same records were not used, why they didn't cross over.

22

In answer to your first question, there appear to have been,

23

just for what it is worth, an uptick in assets that probably

24

resulted from the sale of his brownstone in 2004.

25

Mr. Conaway.

Thank you.

That makes sense.

Thank you.
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His forensic accountants went back and computed what the
2

taxes would have been on the Punta Cana deal.

3

sure that he filed the amended tax returns?
Mr. Chisam.

4
5

Mr. Conaway.

10

And, I assume, paid the taxes associated

with that?
Mr. Chisam.

8

9

We know that he filed amended tax returns

from 2004 forward.

6

7

Do we know for

We know that he attempted to pay the taxes,

but as you know the IRS has a unique ability to not accept
money,
Mr. Conaway.

11

The forensic accountant's report, which is

12

Exhibit 66 -- we don't need to go into it -- shows most of

13

that taxable income came in the years that we are told by a

14

statute of limitations protection that all of us enjoyed.

15

Did Mr. Rangel avail himself of that statute of limitations

16

as tolling and not file amended returns for those years that

17

were no longer open?

18

Mr. Chisam.

I understand they did not have -- they

19

didn't have adequate records for the years that he did not

20

file.

21

Mr. Conaway.

But he didn't pay the back taxes prior to

22

years that were no longer open under the statute?

23

protection supported all of us, but nevertheless

24

Mr. Chisam.

25

Mr. Conaway.

The short answer is no.
In your conversation or in your

The
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discussion, you and your investigators, did you conclude as
2

Mr, Rangel would have us believe, that all of these

3

cumulative repeated errors with deficiencies in his financial

4

statement were simply inadvertent or unintentional?

5

conclude that?

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Mr. Chisam.

have no reason to believe, Congressman,

that he went out of his way to try to mess this up.
Mr. Conaway.

So you are saying then, sir, that

sloppiness is a defense?
Mr. Chisam.

I don't believe it is a defense at all,

In

fact, I believe that it is a Violation of the rules.
Mr. Conaway.

Pull up Exhibit 541, please.

13

be page 3699.

14

done by Mr, Rangel in the House gallery press

15

gallery.

16

page on 3699.

17

Did you

And it would

This is a transcript from a press conference
- House press

We are going to be looking near the bottom of the
There we go.

Let me just read that,
Is it 36997

No, ma'am, that is not it.

That was it, I am sorry.

Let

18

me see.

Let me just

19

read that.

20

speaking, or Mr. Rangel, excuse me. speaking at the press

21

conference.

22

expect any special treatment because I am a member of

23

Congress.

24

prepared to make certain that the record is set straight.

25

a matter of fact, I truly believe that Members of Congress

"In conclusion, let me say" -- this is Charlie

"In conclusion let me say this.

did not

Whatever mistakes, if any, I have made I am
As
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and those in the public service really have a higher
2

obligation, than people who vote for them, to set an

3

example."

4

It is a twisted final phrase.

Is this a true and correct copy of the transcript from

5

that press conference?

6

Mr. Chisam.

7

That is my understanding.

To the best of

our knowledge, that is a true and accurate copy.

8

Mr, Conaway.

9

Mr. Chisam.

10

Mr. Conaway.

11

Mr. Chisam.

12

Mr. Conaway.

But it is your exhibit?
Yes.
Yes or no?

Why are you wavering?

Because I am a lawyer, Congressman.
So if Mr. Rangel's lawyer were in here and

13

he said this is not a true and correct copy of this

14

transcript, would we toss it out?

15
16

Mr. Chisam.

Congressman, Mr. Rangel produced this

document to us.

17

Mr. Conaway.

18

Chai rwoman Lofgren.

19
20

What would we do?

All right.

Thank you.

I yield back.

The gentleman yields back.

other members have questions they wish to ask?
Mr. Dent.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Do

Mr. Dent.

I am going to

21

confine my questions to Mr. Chisam as it relates to the Lenox

22

Terrace issue.

23

A few things.

On page 74 of your summary jUdgment motion, you state

24

that the evidence in the record makes clear that the

25

respondent accepted a favor or benefit in the form of leasing
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a residential rent-stabilized apartment for his campaign
2

office and that this violated the terms of his lease, New

3

York City's zoning regulations, the New York City building

4

code, and the certificate of occupancy of Lenox Terrace,

5

Could you describe more specifically the zoning and

6

building regulations that were violated by Mr. Rangel's use

7

of a campaign office in a residential building?

8

secondarily, what is the significance in the Lenox Terrace

9

building about the commercial units above the first floor?

10

Mr. Chisam.

And also,

The lease that was provided was for living

11

purposes only,

12

reason that lease provides that is that every building in New

13

York. particularly of this size, has what is called a

14

certificate of occupancy.

15

building for,

16

building refers to different zoning laws, and the bottom line

17

comes to this:

18

building had to be used for residential purposes.

19

wasn't, it would have violated the zoning restriction as well

20

as the building code, and that gets you to the certificate of

21

occupancy.

22

And I think that was for a reason.

And the

It tells you what you can use a

And that certificate of occupancy for this

Every unit above the first floor of that

And there are certain exceptions.

And if it

There is some

23

permissibility to use a residential unit for a business so

24

long as you don't use more than 25 percent of the space for

25

the business and you don't bring people in to work in there.
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So there is absolutely no circumstance that Mr. Rangel's
2

use of this particular apartment would not have violated some

3

law in New York.

4

Mr. Dent.

5

Mr. Chisam.

And about the first floor issue?
The first floor issue, these buildings

6

there is about six of them, and it is designed like many old

7

buildings in New York; so you can live, you can live and shop

8

in the same place.

9

ground floor you can go to the dry cleaners or either a

10
11

It is a large. tall building, and on the

restaurant.
Mr. Dent.

And other questions, too.

If you could put

12

up Exhibit Number 508.

It is a copy of the original lease

13

for the apartment IOU that Representative Rangel signed for

14

his campaign office.

On the first page Charles Rangel is

15

typed as the tenant.

And paragraph 1 states that the tenant

16

shall use the apartment for living purposes only and could

17

only be occupied by either the tenant named in the lease or

18

by the immediate family.

19

seems clear anyway that the respondent did not live in that

20

particular unit.

21

Mr. Chisam.

And it is quite clear that -- it

As best -- well, it is absolutely clear

22

based on everything that we know that he used that unit

23

solely and exclusively as a campaign office.

24

staff go in there, they worked in there.

25

mean. no one from his family slept in there.

He had his

No one ever
He did not use
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it.
2
3
4

And he was qUite rather open and notorious about it.
Mr. Dent.

If you can also put up Exhibit Number 530.

It is a copy of the rental application form.
Again, to Mr. 'Chisam, did the evidence and testimony

5

confirm that this application form was used for the campaign

6

office unit?

7

Mr. Chisam.

Before the investigative subcommittee. my

8

recollection and my staff's recollection is that a witness

9

indicated that this appeared to have come from the file for

10

I!

that unit.
Mr. Dent.

You also note that the person named in the

12

line to occupy that unit is Steven Rangel, Mr. Rangel's son.

13

Is there any evidence that Mr. Rangel's son ever lived in

14

that unit?

15

Mr. Chisam.

There is absolutely no evidence that he

16

lived in that unit.

17

the Rangels during the relevant time period. he lived on the

18

16th floor.

19

Mr. Dent.

To the extent that his son lived with

Thank you for that response.

And I have a

20

series of questions that I intended to ask of Mr. Rangel's

21

counsel. or Mr. Rangel in the absence of counsel. which I

22

will not do here. but I would be happy to submit them for the

23

record, Madam Chair.

24

25

Chairwoman Lofgren.

All right.

will be submitted for the record.

Then those questions
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[The information follows:]
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
.14

15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Mr. Dent.
2

I yield back.

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The gentleman yields back.

3

additional members have questions?

4

Harper, do you have questions?

Mr.

5

Mr. Harper.

6

Mr. Chisam, earlier you were asked by Mr. Butterfield if

7

Mr. Rangel had received any personal financial benefit or the

8

issue of corruption.

9

jUdgment, if I could, page 59.

10

Yes, Madam Chair.

Whoever wants.

Do

Thank you very much.

And I would like to pUll up the summary
Is that available on the

screen?

11

Congresswoman Lofgren.

12

Mr. Harper.

I don't think we have that.

Well, Mr. Chisam, if you could refer, and

13

members of the committee, refer to page 59 of your motion for

14

summary jUdgment.

15

sentence says, "Donations to the Rangel Center were a favor

16

or benefit to the respondent."

17

to the fourth paragraph on page 59 it said, "Respondent also

18

received benefits for himself.

19

his papers, including an archivist to collect and organize

20

these papers."

21
22
23

The first full paragraph, the first

And then if I could drop down

He received a place to house

So I would ask, do those things just referred to, just
in that paragraph, did those have value?
Mr. Chisam.

Well, in my judgment, to answer your

24

question directly, they do have value, that is to be sure.

25

can tell you that those

the center is, the physical
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location for the center has never been built.

He has never

2

actually received and he has never done it in his papers

3

because he is still in Congress, so nothing has actually ever

4

been received.

5

Do I think it has value?

6

value.

7

hard to measure at the moment.

8

have had value.

9

I absolutely think it has

But in some respects, its perspective is a little

Mr. Harper.

Sure.

But I do believe those would

And i f we were talking about, you

10

know, cash or monetary contributions, that has an exact

11

value, we know what that is.

12

personally benefit Mr. Rangel, does it not?

But obviously this indeed does

13

Mr. Ch i sam.

It would have.

14

Mr. Harper.

If I could refer you to Exhibit 113.

And

15

Exhibit 113, just by way of information, is an e-mail stream

16

that is dated December 26, 2006 between Shelly Butler at the

17

Rangel Center and George Dalley, Rangel's former chief of

18

staff, and a number of other House staff.

19

is a lengthy list.

20

And of course it

But I would ask you on that lengthy list of foundations

21

that was faxed to the Rangel, that was used

22

stationery was used on these contacts; is that correct?

23
24
25

Mr. Chisam.

Can I just take a look and see what this

e-mail is before I answer that question?
Mr. Harper.

congressional

Sure.
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Mr. Chisam.

Congressman, I am having a little -- I

2

don't want to mess this up.

3

just didn't understand the question.

4

Mr. Harper.

Okay.

Exactly the question is -- I

And certainly let me clear it up.

S

And of course in looking at, and I apologize, let's look at

6

Exhibit 136.

7

at 136 -- how many letters were sent regarding the Rangel

8

Center?

9

congressional letterhead, and were they all sent using the

And that is what we are on, isn't it -- are we

And then I want to know if they were all sent on

10

House frank?

11

then please do.

12

And so if you need to review that for a moment,

Mr. Chisam.

This exhibit shows a list of foundations,

13

to our knowledge.

14

this.

15

official letterhead.

16

of the New York Stock Exchange to Leon Panetta, we have

17

evidence that the frank was used.

18

And

think the record is pretty clear on

Everybody on that list got a letter and it was on

Mr. Harper.

And we know that, at least in the case

All right.

One concern as we look at how

19

we are going to proceed here on this motion, whether we call

20

it summary judgment or however you want to phrase it, while

21

it is not specifically within the rules, Mr. Chisam, what is

22

the precedent for a motion like this being offered in lieu of

23

an adjudicatory hearing involving a House Member?

24
25

Mr. Chisam.

Congressman, the way that

believe the

motion is styled is not actually in lieu of a hearing.
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think it would be more in lieu of taking live testimony.

In

2

terms of not taking live public testimony, I think there is

3

ample precedent before the committee.

4

But this is the hearing, this is offered at the hearing.

5

The eVidence is admitted at the hearing.

We are essentially

6

having a hearing.

7

the record before you, you can decide, you can decide today

8

and you can go back and talk about this case, you can

9

deliberate on it, you can argue about it, you can agree on

10

it, but you can right now get to a vote based on what you

II

have before you.

12

Mr. Harper.

And the motion simply states that based on

50 it is your opinion as chief counsel,

13

this is sufficient, with the evidence that has been admitted

14

along with the argument o~ the summary jUdgment motion, that

15

we are able to make a decision?

16

Mr. Chisam.

Congressman, the facts that we have stated

17

are not all the facts in this case.

18

the material facts in this case, and they are ample, ample to

19

allow you to decide, in our jUdgment, favorably; meaning in

20

favor of the counts in the 5AV on all 13 counts.

21
22
23
24

25

Mr. Harper.

We believe that they are

With that, I yield back, Madam Chair.
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RPTS JOHNSON
2

DCMN NORMAN

3

[11:20 a.m.]

4

Chairwoman Lofgren.
there further questions?

6

Mr. Welch.

The gentleman yields back.

Are

Mr. Welch?

Thank you.

Mr. Chisam, did you investigate,

7

for comparison purposes, other Members of Congress who had

8

raised funds for an educational institution?

9

Mr. Chisam.

Congressman, the jurisdiction of the

10

subcommittee and of this committee, this subcommittee, so

11

both the investigative and the adjudicatory subcommittee was

12

limited to Congressman Rangel.

13

Mr. Welch.

Here is the question.

Other Members of

14

Congress have raised money for an educational institution

15

that has been named after them, correct?

16

Mr. Chisam.

17

Mr. Welch.

Yes.
So you have no information about what

18

Members have done that and under what circumstances it has

19

been done?

20

Mr. Chisam.

21

Mr. Welch.

I don't find it relevant.
All right.

So the basic issue, if I

22

understood what you are saying, it is permissible for a

23

Member of Congress to raise funds for an edDcational

24

institute that will then be named after the Member of

25

Congress.
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Mr. Chisam.

That is correct.

So long as they do not

2

use official resources, their letterhead, and the host of

3

things explained.

4

Mr. Welch.

All right.

So a person -- I mean this may

5

not be a great idea for us to allow in Congress, but an

6

individual in Congress is allowed to solicit funds, and that

7

includes from campaign donors or from individuals who

8

actually may have interests before their committee, in order

9

to establish a nonprofit educational institution that will be

10

named after them under existing rules in the House of

11

Representatives and in the U.S. Senate.

12

for Members of Congress to do?

13

Mr. Chisam.

That is permissible

Under the committee's general waiver for

14

solicitations for exactly the type of entities you are

15

talking about, that is generally true.

16

would put on that is you cannot directly solicit a lobbyist.

17

Mr. Welch.

The one caveat

And the question here with respect to

18

Mr. Rangel is the way in which he did that, rather than what

19

it is he actually did; is that correct?

20

Mr. Chisam.

The purpose here could have been

21

Mr. Welch.

Just a yes or no on this.

22

Mr. Chisam.

You are exactly correct.

23

Mr. Welch.

Okay.

Right?

So basically, if a Member wants to

24

solicit funds, they have got to, A, get permission. and B,

25

use the right letterhead.

They cannot use congressional
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letterhead.

Right?

2

Mr. Chisam.

3

Mr. Welch.

That is right.
But they can send that letter to a

4

corporation, to an individual, whoever they seek to solicit

5

funds from; correct?

6

Mr. Chisam.

7

Mr. Welch.

On their personal letterhead, sure.
All right.

And the fact that that person or

8

that individual may have interests before the committee of

9

jurisdiction on which they sit or chair is not a bar to them

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

making that solicitation in the first place; correct?
Mr. Chisam.

In that circumstance. if it is a 501(c)3 or

a 170(c) organization. that is correct.
Mr. Welch.

All right.

On the question of rent control.

understand that Mr. Rangel had his own family apartment in
the building in question; correct?
Mr. Chisam.

He had multiple units on the 16th floor of

the same building.
Mr. Welch.

All right.

And my understanding is that in

19

this investigation about what I think most people think is a

20

pretty Byzantine process of rent control in New York City,

21

that the apartment that is the subject of this inquiry was

22

vacant for several months before Mr. Rangel rented it.

23

Mr. Chisam.

24

Mr. Welch.

25

That is correct.
And is it the case that Mr. Rangel did in

fact, or his campaign did in fact pay the highest rate that
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was allowed under the existing law?
2

Mr. Chisam.

That is correct.

3

stabilized under New York law.

4

rent-stabilized rate,

5

Mr. Welch.

The units themselves are

He paid the maximum

And did you i nqui re as to whetller the Glni ck

6

Corporation, his landlord, had a coherent policy as to how it

7

treated its rent-controlled apartments?

8
9
10

Mr. Chisam.

That process changed over time throughout

the relevant period in how they dealt with their stabilized
units.

11

Mr. Welch.

All right.

So basically, what we have here

12

is a situation where Mr. Rangel, his campaign, paid maximum

13

rate under law for a rent-contrOlled apartment that had been

14

left vacant for several months before his campaign rented it,

15

Is that right?

16

Mr. Chisam,

That is correct.

He didn't violate the

17

rent stabilization laws,

18

violations of the building code and the zoning regulations.

19
20

Mr. Welch.
questions.

21

Okay.

Neither did the landlord.

Thank you.

This is

I have no other

I yield back.

Chairwoman Lofgren.

I have just a few questions, if I

22

can.

Representative Rangel was represented by counsel for a

23

substantial period of time, more than 2 years.

24

the things they did was file a motion to dismiss the SAV at

25

an earlier stage in the proceedings.

And one of

And in their written
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brief -- 1 would add that that motion was denied by the 15C.
2

But in their motion, they argued that the charitable

3

contributions made to the City College of New York in

4

connection with the Rangel Center cannot be construed as an

5

improper favor or benefit to Congressman Rangel,

6

went on to argue that the indirect benefits were not favors,

7

they were integral parts of the center's academic program,

8

And CCNY, not Congressman Rangel, the City College was the

9

beneficiary, not Mr. Rangel.

10

And they

Now, if Mr. Rangel had gotten permission and had

11

solicited these donations in accordance with committee rules,

12

would you argue that it was a benefit to Mr. Rangel?

13

Mr, Chisam.

Had he complied with committee rules,

14

not believe that the donations he solicited from private

15

entities would have been attributable to him.

16

Chairwoman Lofgren.

do

So the argument is really twofold:

17

that the process of solicitation was defective. and I think

18

you have amply made that case in your motion; but that in

19

some kind of transmogrification, because of the error in

20

solicitation, it became a gift,

21

following that.

22

position?

23

Mr. Chisam.

And 1 am having trouble

Do you have citations to support that

1 do.

They are actually listed in the

24

motion.

But I would flip it a little bit.

The statute and

25

the House rule basically -- 5 U.S.C. 7353 and the House rule
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on gifts essentially prohibit all gifts to Members.
2
3

blanket.

It is

There are exceptions.

Now, the solicitation ban is likewise a nearly absolute

4

prohibition on soliciting donations.

5

specifically provides that if somebody else gives money to

6

somebody else, but the Member knew about it and requested it,

7

that that gift is attributable to the Member.

8

indirect gift rule.

9

is explicit.

10

The House rule

It is the

50 that is under the House rule and it

Chairwoman Lofgren.

I understand that.

But if it is an

11

indirect gift, it would be an indirect gift if you followed

12

the rules and solicitation as well by your logic.

13

the people we have approved that solicit for charities are

14

also violating the rule, according to your argument.

15

Mr. Chisam.

50 all of

And Madam Chair, the letters that you so

16

very often sign on that contain language that talk about how

17

when the solicitation is approved, either by the general

18

waiver or by a waiver issued by the committee, that the

19

corresponding gift problem -- that gift won't be attributed

20

so long as the solicitation is proper.

21

Chairwoman Lofgren.

Let me ask you another question

22

regarding the allegation that he received an improper gift

23

because of the promise that he would have an office and there

24

would be the archiving of his papers and attendance to that.

25

In the House, this is something actually I have never agreed
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with, but it is in our rules.

If you receive something from

2

a public entity it is specifically not a gift in violation of

3

the gift rules.

4

you sit with USC you have to pay for your tickets; if you sit

5

with UCLA you do not.

6

So that if you go to the UCLA-USC game, if

City College of New York is a public entity.

They were

7

going to provide this to Mr. Rangel.

8

the gift rUle if the gift rule specifically excludes benefits

9

coming from the public sector?

10

Mr. Chisam.

How could this violate

Again, Madam Chair, this is the indirect

11

part of this gift.

It is not the provision directly of the

12

office, it is how you get the money for the office.

13

Congressman Rangel solicited I think explicitly Gene

14

Isenberg, who gave about a million dollars in a matched

15

contribution for the purpose of naming that office and

16

essentially constructing that office.

17

it under the letter and spirit of the rules or under the

18

indirect gift rule, I think it is abundantly clear that that

19

gift ought to be attributed to Representative Rangel and

20

would not, in my judgment, be considered a gift when it

21

happened from the university.

22

Chairwoman Lofgren.

23

I am just about out of time.

24

Violation alleges that Mr. Rangel violated clause 5 of the

25

Code of Ethics for Government Service.

And here

I think whether you do

Let me just ask a final question.
The Statement of Alleged

What does committee
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counsel interpret the legal standard, and specifically the
2

reasonable person aspect of the standard to be?

3

Specifically, is the benefit that Mr. Rangel allegedly

4

received with respect to the Lenox Terrace apartments subject

5

to the reasonable person, or how do we read that statute?

6

Mr. Chisam.

Madam Chair, the text of that reads as

7

follows:

8

special favors or privileges to anyone, whether for

9

remuneration or not, and never accept for himself or his

Never discriminate unfairly by dispensing of

10

family favors or benefits under circumstances which might be

II

construed by reasonable persons as influencing the

12

performance of his governmental duties.

13

Chairwoman Lofgren.

14

relates to the second.

15

Mr. Chisam.

16

Chairwoman Lofgren.

So the reasonable person really

Everything after the semicolon.
All right.

17

that.

18

you have a follow-up you wanted?

19

Thank you very much for

don't have additional questions.

Mr. Conaway.

Mr. Conaway, did

Not a follow-up question.

needed to

20

clarify something.

My comments were referenced to some

21

assets that were on the amended financial statement but left

22

off the original one.

23

Chairwoman Lofgren.

24

beginning of your statement.

25

Mr. Conaway.

I am sorry, I didn't hear the

I just need to clarify something.
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Chairwoman Lofgren.
2

Mr. Conaway.

Okay.

My question was about assets that were not

3

on his original financial statement.

4

Russia Fund.

5

both the original financial statement at a value of $1,000 to

6

$15,000.

7

to $50,000.

8

to confuse the --

9

I mentioned the ING

That was a different issue.

It was actually on

It is on the amended financial statement at $15,000
So it was a different issue.

Chairwoman Lofgren.

And I didn't mean

Thank you for that clarification.

10

At this point really what is before us is not a proposal that

11

we adopt the 5AV, but counsel's motion is that we decide that

12

there are no material facts in dispute.

13

something that I think we will want to discuss in closed

14

session.

15

opportunity to ask our questions.

16

further matters to come before us on that -- yes, sir,

17

Mr. McCaul?

18

We have heard the arguments.

Mr. McCaUl.

And that motion is

We have had an

And unless there are

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Just a point of

19

clarification.

20

come to a consensus on all 13 counts.

21

committee cannot, that means there is an issue of fact

22

remaining on those certain counts we can't agree on.

23

that proceed -- if that scenario happens, do we proceed with

24

the hearing with the live witness testimony?

25

I am hopeful this committee will be able to

Chairwoman Lofgren.

However, if the

Would

Well. I think the motion before us
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is really to accept as proven all of the facts in the SAV.
2

Now. there are two questions before us. the facts and the

3

law.

4

question that is not covered by the motion before us.

5

that clear?

6

How we apply the law to those facts is a separate

Mr. McCaul.

Is

But I do think if there are counts that we

7

cannot agree on. that we may need to consider having further

8

evidence. having this trial or hearing proceed on those

9

remaining counts.

10

Chairwoman Lofgren.

Well. I think if we do not -- if

11

the motion to accept that the facts are as proven were to

12

fail. then you would be correct.

13

the facts are in dispute, then we need to match those facts

14

to the SAV and see whether as a matter of law the facts

15

support the allegations sent to us by the ISC.

16

Mr. McCaul.

Okay.

17

Chairwoman Lofgren.

If we accept that none of

I understand.
All right.

Thank you.
If there is nothing

18

further then. we will recess to discuss this motion.

19

recess at least until 1:00.

20

to the respondent and everyone else of at least 15 minutes or

21

so before we come out into public session. out of fairness.

22

So with that. we stand in recess.

23
24
25

We will

And we will try and give notice

[Whereupon. at 11:34 a.m .. the committee proceeded in
Executive Session.]
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RPTS KESTERSON
2

DCMN NORMAN

3

[2:35 p.m.]

4

[Resuming Open Session.]

5

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The adjudicatory subcommittee is

6

back in session pursuant to my authority as chair of the

7

subcommittee under rule 23(i)(2) of the rules of the

8

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.

9

will say the subcommittee finds, that there is no genuine

find, and I

10

issue of material fact with respect to any of the counts in

11

the Statement of Alleged Violations.

12

matter. should be immediately submitted to the subcommittee to

13

determine whether any of the counts have been proved as a

14

matter of law.

15

Accordingly, this

This ruling does not constitute a ruling that any of the

16

13 counts have been proved.

It is only a holding that no

17

material fact is in dispute.

18

for the subcommittee to determine, based on the uncontested

19

factual record, whether any of the counts have been proved as

20

a matter of law.

Accordingly, it is appropriate

21

The subcommittee will meet in Executive Session to

22

consider each of the 13 counts contained in the Statement of

23

Alleged Violations.

24

will consider all evidence that was properly entered into the

25

record in these proceedings.

In its deliberations, the sUbcommittee
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I note that the record includes a number of materials
2

prepared by Representative Rangel's former counsel in this

3

matter.

4

particulars and a motion to dismiss. both of which were

5

considered by the investigative subcommittee and denied.

6

addition, the record includes a written statement of

7

Representative Rangel transmitted to this subcommittee.

8

of those materials were prepared with the assistance of

9

counsel and all have been publicly available on the

10
11

Those materials include a motion for a bill of

In

All

committee's Web site since July 29th of this year.
The motion submitted by committee counsel is also

12

publicly available on the committee's Web site along with the

13

entire record.

14

and totals more than 4,200 pages.

15

determine by a majority vote of its members whether each

16

count has been proved by clear and conVincing evidence based

17

on the material facts that have been found not to be in

18

dispute.

19

The record includes more than 550 exhibits
The subcommittee will

The subcommittee will then report its findings to the

20

full committee.

If no count is proved, the full committee

21

will prepare a report to the House based upon the report of

22

the subcommittee.

23

Statement of Alleged Violations is proved, the full committee

24

will conduct a separate hearing to determine what sanction,

25

if any, the committee should recommend to the House of

If anyone of the 13 counts in the
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Representatives.
2

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of

3

the participants involved in this proceeding for their time

4

and attention as well as the Committee on House

5

Administration chairman, Bob Brady, for his staff in the use

6

of this hearing room.

7

I would now recognize the ranking member for any

8

additional comments he may have.

9

business, then, we will recess into Executive Session to

10
11
12
13

If there is no further

deliberate upon the 13 counts before us.
Mr. Dent.

Just a quick question.

Mr. Dent.
am not a lawyer and

know a lot of people watching this proceeding probably are
not lawyers either.

14

The Chairwoman.

15

Mr. Dent.

16

clarification.

17

have not received the witness testimony, and the decision is

18

that none of those facts in the documents are in dispute or

19

being disputed.

20

there be any kind of a public process to determine if the

21

facts prove violations by clear and convincing evidence?

22

Hopefully not.

So I just want to get one little piece of
know we received about 5S0 exhibits, but we

And

The Chairwoman.

guess the only main point is will

We will deliberate in Executive Session

23

on that point and we will return to pUblic session for a

24

report and whatever further discussion the committee deems

25

appropriate.

We are in recess now.
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(Whereupon, at 2:38 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

proceed in Executive Session.]
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ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF REPRES.ENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL
OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIR ZOE LOFGREN
NOVEMBER 15, 2010

CHAIR: The Committee wiII come to order. I would like the record to reflect that all eight
members of the Subcommittee are present.
TIllS hearing of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee ofthe Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct in the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel will come to order.
The Constitution authorizes the House of Representatives to discipline its members.
In the House, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct is charged with
recommending and enforcing etmcal standards that ensure that members and staff act in a
manner befitting that public trust. It is under that authority that we are meeting here today.
This healing is authorized by House Rule XI, Clause 3, and Committee Rule 23. The
purpose of this hearing to detel1uine whether any of the 13 counts included in the Statement of
Alleged Violation in the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel have been proved by clear
and convincing evidence.
On June 17, 2010, a bipartisan Investigative Subconmlittee of the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct adopted a Statement of Alleged Violation in the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel. Representative Gene Green chaired the Investigative
Subcommittee. The RanldngMember of the full Committee, Representative Jo Bomler, served
as the Subcommittee's Ranking Member. Representatives Bobby Scott and Doc Hastings also
served on the Subcommittee.
TIle Investigative Subcommittee adopted a Statement of Alleged Violation wmch
includes 13 separate counts. For each count, the Investigative Subcommittee concluded that
there is substantial reason to believe that Representative Rangel violated the Code of Official
Conduct, or a law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to Representative
Rangel's performance ofms official duties or the discharge of his official responsibilities as a
member of the House of Representatives.
The role of an Adjudicatory Subcommittee is to detClmine, at a hearing, whether any
count of the Statement of AUeged Violation has been proved by clear and convincing evidence.
The purpose of this adjudicatory hearing is to do just that. However, it is important to bear in
mind that this proceeding is a hearing, not a trial.
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Attorneys :l1'om the Committee's non-partisan, professional staff are the moving party in
these proceedings. Their role is to make a case for the Statement of Alleged Violation adopted
by the Investigative Subcommittee.
At the adjudicatory hearing, the burden ofproof rests with Con1111ittee counsel to
establish the facts alleged in each count of the Statement of Alleged Violation by clcar and
convincing evidence.
Representative Rangel will have an opportunity to present his side of the story, should he
wish to do so. A respondent is not required to present a case in his defense, and should
Representative Rangel choose not to present a case, the Subcon1111ittee
not and may not draw
a negative inference from that fact.

,,,,ill

As members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee, we are neither accusers nor are we
defenders of our colleague, Mr. RangeL Our job is to act impartially as finders of fact and
law. We m'e honor bound to do so without regard to partisanship or bias of any sort. We are
required to act honestly and fairly based on the evidence presented to us during the adjudicatory
hearing.
In light ofthat role, I remind my colleagues that while this hearing is in progress, mId
while tlle ethics process continues for this matter, we should continue to refi'ain from
commenting on the facts, the law, or any other aspect of this matter.
In conducting this heming, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee will follow the procedures
established by the rules of the Committee.
The quorum required for the Adjudicatory Subcommittee to conduct any busincss is a
majority plus one, or six members. If at any time the Subcommittee does not have a quorum, the
Chair may recess the hearing, and may direct the Clerk to contact the Members who are not
present. In addition, the Chair can recess the hearing at any time as needed.
The order of the adjudicatory heming will be as follows. First, the Subcommittee will
hear argument on a motion noticed by Committee counsel. Unless he is under oath, any
statements, questions, or arguments that Representative Rffi1gel makes will not be considered
evidence in this matter. Eaeh party will have 20 minutes for argument. Members of the
Subcommittee will then have an opportunity to ask questions of the parties, should they choose,
under the five-minute rule.
Following a ruling 011 the motion, Committee eounsel and Representative Rangel will
each be allowed IO hours to present their case, including the time allotted for opening statements
ffi1d closing arguments. The order is established by COlmnittee rules.
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First, I will recognize Committee counsel and Representative Rangel or counsel for
Representative Rangel, for any opening statements they may wish to make. Each party will be
limited to one hour for their opening statement.
Each party will then present their case. The order for receiving testimony from witnesses
and oth.er pertinent evidence is also established by rule.
Committee counsel will present their evidence and call witnesses first. Representative
Rangel will have the opportunity to cross-examine witnesses called by Committee cOilllSel,
should he wish to do so.
Next, Represcntative Rangel will have the opportunity to present evidence and call
witnesses, should he choose to do so. Committee counsel will have the opportunity to crossexamine any witnesses Mr. Rangel calls in his defense.
After Representative Rangel finishes his case, Committee counsel111ay ask to present
rebuttal witnesses, as permitted by the Chair.
Members of the Subcommittee will also have the opportunity to ask questions of each
party's witnesses under the five-minute rule, unless otherwise directed by the Chair.
After all testimony and evidence has been presented, Committee counsel and
Representative Rangel will each be pennitted to make a closing argument. Each party will be
limited to one hour for their closing argument.
Members of the Subcommittee will then have the opportunity to ask questions of the
parties under the five-minute lUle, unless othelwise directed by the Chair.
At that time, the members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee will then meet in executive
session to consider each count included in the Statement of Alleged Violation. The
Subconuuittee will determine by a majority vote of its members whether each count has been
proved. The Adjudicatory Subcommittee will then report its findings to the full Committee.
If no count is proved, the full Committee will prepare a report to the House, based upon
the report of this Subcommittee.
On the other hand, if any 1 or more of the 13 counts in the Statement of Alleged
Violation are proved, the full Committee will conduct a sanctions hearing to determine what
sanction, if any, the Committee should reconuuend to the House.
The allegations included in the Statement of Alleged Violation are significant. We take
seriously our obligation to conduct these proceedings fairly, impartially, and with the dignity and
decolUm befitting any proceedings before the House of Representatives. This is a forum to
discharge our responsibilities as set forth in the Rules of the House and the rules of the
Committee.
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The adjudicatory hearing will be conducted subject to the mles and the decorum of the
House of Representatives. All participants will be required to observe strictly and promptly all
evidentiary, procedural, and other mles of the Committee and rulings issued in this hearing.
All participants will be required to avoid ulllUly behavior and inappropriate language. I
expect all parties to these proceedings to conduct themselves at all times in a manner that reflects
creditably on the Honse of Representatives. Any breach of decorum by participants or attendees
may result in a determination by the Subconmlittee to close the remainder of the adjudicatory
hearing and to proceed in executive session as permitted by Rule 23(e).
As I chair these proceedings, I plan to do so in the fairest way possible to all parties
involved, as well as to the House.
At this time, I recognize Representative Jvfichael McCaul, Ranking Member on the
Subcommittee, for his brief opening remarks.

###
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Congressman Michael T. McCaul (R-TX)
Ranking Member, Adjudicatory Subcommittee
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Opening Remarks as Prepared
November 15, 2010, 9:00am EDT

As I stated at the opening hearing last July, this is an important day, both for M1'. Rangel, for this
Committee, for the Congress, but most impOltantly for the American people. Let me be clear, no
member ofthis committee asked for this assignment. Sitting in judgment of a fellow member
and colleague is velY difficult for all of us. But we accept our responsibility here today. We
serie for no other reason than to protect the honor,jntegrity and credibility of this institution
often locfen'ed to as the People's House.

The American people's confidence in us is at historic lows. They want their elected
representatives held accountable for their actions just as they are held accountable as private
citizens. It is my sinceloc hope that these public, televised hearings will help increase
transparency and accountability and restore much needed trust in the House as an institution.

Om responsibility as Judges in this mattcr is to be fair and impartiaL There is no place for
plocsumed guilt before innocence in this process and there will not be in this case.

Hearings of this kind are rare and historic. These hearings follow a 21 month long bi-pmtisan
investigation. An investigation that rcceived swom testimony from nearly 50 witnesses, and
over 28,000 pages of documents. An investigation that produced a 13 Count Statement of
Alleged Violations. And over 500 exhibits that have been placed on the Committee's website.

These allegations, if proven, would demonstrate that Mr. R,mge1 violated multiple provisions of
the House Rules and federal statutes. As Judges we must determine whether these allegations
were proven by "clear and convincing evidence."
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On numerous occasions the Respondent, Mr. Rangel, has requested public hearings, a light that
he is afforded under the Committee Rules. Today, this hearing affords him the opportunity to be
heard. And as Judges in this matter it is our responsibility to make sure the process is both fair
and dignified. As a f01mel' federal prosecutor in the Public Integrity Section at the Department
of Justice due process is nothing new to me. It is guaranteed by our Constitution, and it is a
responsibility I take velY seriously.

So as we prepare to hear the evidenee against one of our most tenured colleagues in the House,
we need to ensure we have done everything we can to reassure the American public that we will
handle this matter with the utmost professionalism and nonpaltisanslrip that it deserves.

We eannever forget that publie office is a publie tlUSt. And with that I yield baek.

###
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August 12, 2010

The Honorable Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Hl'-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chait Lofgren:
Attached are my views dissenting ll'Oill those expressed by a majority of the investigative
subco11Jtllittee in the Statement of Atleged Violation and other now public documents in In the
Matter ofRepresentative Charles B, Rangel. Vihile I agree with my colleagues that RepresentatIve
Rangel violated various House Rules and other applicable standards, I believe that the record lacks
evidencc creating a "substantial reason to believe" tl!at Representative Rangel engaged in conduct in
violation of clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service, tlle House gift rule, 01' the
criminal Fraalcing statute, These eount~ should not haw heen charged in the Statement of Alleged
Violation and cannot be proven by fue higher "clear and convincing evidencc" standm'd at trial,
Based on the sanctions levied against Memhers by the Standards Committee and the Honse of
Representatives in prior cases,. a lettcr of reproval is the appropriate sanction for Representative
Rangel's conduct. However, the investigative suhcommittee's cOl1l111ilment to including counts
involving corrupt and criminal conduct in fue Statement cf Alleged Violation and insisting on
excessive sanction ofreprimand prevented fue prompt and appl'Opl'iate rcsolution of Uris matter.
The record is clear that Representative Rangel engaged in irresponsible eonduct over the
course of several years that resulted in numerous violations of I-louse Rules and other applicable
standm'ds. Representative Rangcl's conduct was not, howevcr, corruptor criminal, as cxplicitly and
implicitly alleged in fue Statement of Alleged Violation and does not warrant a sanction of
reprimand. Representative Rangcl has a long histmy ofworkiug to explUld educatiorml opporttnrities
for disadvantaged minority youth and believed that doing so was pm'! of his officiai duties to
telJl~sent the 15'" congressional district of New York. In his zeal to SUppOl'! CCNY's efforts to
establish the Rangel Center for Public Service, Represel1tative Rangel f"lIed to comply wifu tire
congmssioual solicitatioll rules. Reprosentative fumgel's solicitations on behalf of CCNY would
have been permissible under House Rules if he bad followed thcse instrllctions, The Standards
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Committee has never issued any public guidance that falimc to comply with the solicitation rules
wiH also result in a violation of the House gift mle, The Investigative subcommittee did not find
any evidence !hat R~'Presentative Rangel was engaged in any quid pro quo reiationship with
Nabors Industl'ies, Nabors Industries CEO Eugene Isenberg or any other foundation or corporate
parent that donated to CCNY for the Rangel Center 01' Umt Representative Rangel otherwise
violated the federai bribery Or illegal gratuity statute, Despite this fact, the Statement of Alleged
Violation now seeks to convert donations to CCNY for the Rangel Center to benefit disadvantaged
minority youth into impermissible and corrupt gifts to Representative Rangel.
Representative Rangel also made numm'ous errors in his Financial Disclosure statements
fUld tax retl11'ns, This conduct is pattieularly tl'Oubling given Representative Rangel's leadership
positions on the House Committee on Ways and Means during the relevant period. The Standards
Committee has recommended and the House of Representatives has imposed a I'eprimand against
Members who omitted information on their Financial Disclosure statements !hat was evidence of
cOlTUption, sueh as a conflict of interest, a financial interest illlegislatioll or gifts of substantial vaiue
from individuuls undel' investigation by the Standards Committee. The investigative subcommittee
has not made any such finding regarding Representative Rangel. Representative Rangel also failed
to check the box on his Financial Disclosure statements to indicate the fact that he had received nOllcash income related to his vacatiOll property in the Dominicffil Republic, The investigative
subcOIllinittee reviewed this business deal and did not find that Representative Rangel received 'Illy
impermissible benefit. Although Representative Rangel failed to indude on his taxes technical
income ultribntable to nOI1-oash transactions, such as forgiveness of interest mJd reduction of
principle, during the course of this investigation Representative Rangel hired a forensic acconntaut
to resolve his back taxes and has since paid the mmdmum ffinount. Members of COll,gress l'Outinely
make errOl'S on their Finmlc1al Disclnsl11'e stutements aud at'e allowed to COlTect these mistakes
without sanl>tion, Here, however, the sheer numbC1' of e11'01'S and ale large amount of meney
involved with Representative Rangel's deficient Pinancial Disclosure statements and taxes warrant
a sanction of a letter of reproval.
Representative Rangel's use of a rent-stabilized apm:tment as a campaign office also did 110t
violate Heuse Rules, Based iargely on the testimony of attorneys fl'Om the New York Department
of Housing and Community Renewal (DI-ICR), the investigative subcommittee did not find that
Representative Rangei violate,l any laws related to his tenmlCy in Ule apartment, Representative
Rangel rented the aparbnent after it had remained vacant for several months; he did not pass over
fUlyone else on a walting list. Even if RepresenMive RfUlgcl's landlord allowed his non-confOlming
use of apartment IOU, the Glnick Organization nevel' had a coherent policy on the issue and aliowed
OU1Cl' tenants to use rent-sl1'\bilized units tor bnsiness pUl1)oses, An GIllick represenlative and a New
Yod, DHCR official each testified Umt Representative Rangel pald the maximum rent allowed
under the law 1<>1' his Cllmpaign office and that renting the apartment as a campaign office was 110t
illegal. Rcpresentative Rangel made no effbrt to hide the fhot that he was using the apartment in this
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way; his rent for the campaign office was paid for using campaign checks. Representative Rangel's
use of a tent-stabilized apartment as a campaign office may be politically cmbarrassing, but it was
not illegal. Members of Congress often face public relations implications arising f1'om thoix private
conduct, such as when a Membe1' pU1'chases a f01'elg11 car. Despite this fact, as long a Member is
paying ma1'ket value 01' commercially xeasonable terms for the item or service without discoIDlt, he
01' she should be exempt from 1'eview by the Standardq Committee. Representative Rangel should
have been affmded the sarne treatment.
I do not condone improper conduct by any Memhet· of the House, but the ci1'cumstaoces of
this casc arc not consistent with the precedents of the Standards Conunittec where a Member has
1'eeeived or the Committee has recon1l11Gnded a repritmmd. ThGre is no evidence that Representative
Rangel attempted to conceal a conflict of interest or engaged in any oftbe CO\11lpt conduct that has
traditionally warranted a repl'imand. Representative Rangel's conduct is the result of good faith
mistakes and misunderstandings of legal standards and the scope of his official duties. His
violatiol1~ of HOllse Rules were caused by his sloppy and careless recordkeeping, but were not
criminal or corrupt. Representative Rangel has already relinquished his position as Chairman of the
lIouse Committee on Ways and Means as a result of these allegations. By contrast, when
Representative Newt Gingrich was reprimanded by the House of RepresentativGs, he oontinued to
serve as Speaker of the Houoo. FtuthCI1110re, Representative Rangel did not submit false statements
during the cmtrse of the investigative subcommittee's work that delayed the investigation or wasted
House resonroos, which was an aggravating factor in the Gingrich matter. ThG Standards Committee
shouk! also consider Representative Rangel's decision to hire a forensic aCcolmtant to assist him in
amending his Financial Disclosure statements and other mitigating factors. The Standutds
Committee's precedents are replete with examples of Members who engaged in more serious
conduct tilan Repreoontative Rangei, but have net suffered as significant consequCl1ces as he has
akcadyendured.
Representative Rangel has acknowledged his numerous mistakes on his taxes, Financiai
Disclosure ,tatements and in his solicitations on behaif of CCNY. It is unfair to fotce Representative
Rangel to defend himself agalnst ullegations ef criminal law, corruption and gift talong which at"
unlikely to be proven in a public trial. The invcstigative subcommittee did not find evidence of
bribery, an illegal gratuity, a conflict of interest or the use of his official position for personal
financial gain. Representative Rangel shonld not aeoopt ao excessive punishment for alleged
violations that he did not commit and which should not have been charged. Memhers of Congress
must lldbere to the highest moral and etbiGai principies. However, those moral and ell1iea1 ptinciples
must be applied fairly IUlcl uniformly to all Members, including Representative Rangel. For the.se
reasons and those mrtlined in the attached suhmission, llllust respectfully dissent from the views
exprGssed by a majority of the investigative subcolllmittee in the Statement of Alleged Violation
and otiler now publie documents In In the ]VIatter qfRepresentative Charles B. Rangel.
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Although [ underst!llld that Standards Committee rules may not explicitly authorize
dissenting views ii-om Members of the investigative subcommittee to the adjudicatory
S\lbcommittee, I feel compelled to express my views at this time, as I now believe that Committee
rules do not prohibit me from doing so.

Sincerely,

Robert C. "Bobby" Scott
Member of Congress
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The Honorable Zoe Lofgren, Chair
The Honomble Jo Bonner, Ranking Member
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
HT-2, Thc Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Deal' Chair Lofgren and Ranking Member Bon1le1":
Attached are a cover letter and my views dissenting from those expressed by a majority of
the Investigative Subcommittee in the Statement of Alleged Violation lUld other now public
documcnts in In the Matte~ ofRepresentative Charles B. Rangel. I provided preliminary drafts of
these documents to Committee cotlllsci In July and would now like to make my complete views
available to the Members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee. Members can contact the Standards
Committee's Chief Cmlllsel, Blake Chisam if they would like to obtain a copy of my complete
views,
On Jnly 29, 2010, the Investigative Subcommittce transmitted the evidence it gathered in
,this matter to the StandlU'ds Committee, The attached documcnt provides my analysis of that same
evidence based OIl my review of the applieable legal stuudards and the precedents of botb the
Standards Committee al1dthe House of Representatives. Members of the Rtmgel AdjudicatUlY
Subcommittee should be afforded the OppOltwuty read and consider the conclusions reached by
both the majority of the Investigative Subcommittee, as reflected in the forty-one puge Statement of
Alleged Violation, and the conclusions rcached by a mUlOrity of thc Investigative Subcommittee, as
reHeeted in the vicws I drafted. The Statemont of Alleged Violation outlines the fucts and legoI
authority underlying the cotmts charged by tile majority of the hlVcstigative Subcommittee. Fairness
dictates that the Members ofthe AdjudlcatOl'Y Subconl111illce consider the facts and legal authority
supporting my dissenting views; these duc process concerns are heightened by Representative
Rangel's lack of legal counsel. After reflecting on the both the m~jority and the minority views of
the Investigative Subcommittee, as well aB the public 811bl11is.~ions provided by Representative
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Rangel, the Adjudicatory Subcommitt¢e wlll be better equipped to evaluate the evidence and
arguments presented by Committee counsel and Representative Rangel during an adjudicatory
hearing.
I fwUler request that my attached views be made public along with the Investigative
Subcommittee's Statement cf Alleged Violatioll and other documents made available to the public
on July 29, 2010. Dming the Adjudicatory Subcommittee's organizational meeting, Ranldng
Member BOlmer m.ade a public statement suggesting that Members of the Investigative
Subcommittee ultimately reached unanimous agreement as to the COl1t1ts in the SAY, Investigative
Subcommittee Chainnan Green also made statements to the media that the Illvestigative
Subcommittee would have recommended that Representative Rangel receive a sanction of
reprimand for his conduct. Both of these public statemcnts misconstJ:ue the Investigative
SuheommIttee's proceedings and fairness dcmands that my views bc included in the public record,
COlumitl:t.'e counsel responsible for prosecuting the Statement ef Alleged Violation have already had
an opporlUtlity to review my dissenting views. If my views are not made available to the public,
then Representative Rangel should at least be atforded the same opportunity to review them as
Committee counsel. Thank you iu advance for Y0lu' consideration,

Sincerely,

~hbY"Scott
Member of Congress

ee:

The Honorable OK Butterfield
The Henorable Kathy Ca;ior
The Honerable Ben Clul11dlel'
The Honorable K. Michael Conaway
The Honorable Charles Dent
The Honorable Gregg Harper
The Honorable Michael McCaul
The Honorable Peter Welch
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I respectfully dissent from the views expressed by a majority of the investigative
sub(',(jmmittee in the Statement of Alleged Violation and other public documents w:islng fl:0111 In
the Matter ofRepresentative Charles B. Rangel. W1lile in many cases, minority views have been
brief, I believe a more lengthy explanation is appropriate here both because of the numerous and
complex issues involved and because of the long duration of this investigation. The following
explains how my views differ from that of my colleagues 011 the investigative SUbC0lll111ittee, as
well as provides the factual and legal bases for those differences.

T.

Introduction
I agree with my colleagues on tbe Investigative subcommitt~'e that Representative
Rangel's violations of various I-louse Rules and otilel' applicable standards WWToot a serious
sanction. However, based on the facts of this case and the sanctions levied against Members by
the House of Representatives and tile Committee on Stoodal'ds of Official Condnct (tile
Stoodards Committee) in pdor cases, a letter of reproval, rather than a reprimand, is the
appropriate sanction for Representative Rangers conduct. The Stoodarcls Committee has
consistently relied on prior Committee reports and findings to dctermine appropriate s8nctlOlls
for a Member's violation of Hotlse Rules. l I certainly do not condone improper conduct by W1Y
Member of the House, but tile circlllUstlUlces of this particular case are 110t consistent with the
prior precedents of the Standards Committee where a Member has received or the Committee has
recommended a reprimand.
I also Rgrce Witill11Y colleagues that the evidence in tilis matter shows that Representatlve
Rangel violated House Rules and other standards related to his solicItation of donations tor tile
City College of New YOlk's (CCNY) Rangel Center, as well as the Ethics Ul Government Act
and House Rule XXVI related to elTors and omissions on his Financial Disclosure statements and
ta:/tes. These violations are pwticularly troubling given Representative Roogel's leadership
position on the House Committee on Ways ood Means throughout the relevant pedod of this
investigation. The totality of this conduct failed to "reflect creditably on tlle HOllse.',2 However,
tilis extensive investigation has also left mc with doubts and questions ti1at I beIiev(l, in all
fairness, should be resolved in favor of Representative Roogel. Many of the counts listed In the
Statement of Alleged Violation are duplicative of other counts 01' lacked sufficient evidence to
charge. Specifically, I believe the recQrd lacks evidence creating a "substantial reason to
believe,,3 that Representative Rangel committed tlle following CQnnts included in the
investigative subcommittee's adopted and transmitted Statemcnt of Alkged Violation:

I See e.g., House Conlln. on Standards ofOfficlal Conduct,ln the Matter afR''P,Y!Sentative Robert L,F. S£kes, H.
Rep. 94-BM, 94" Cong.,2d Soss. (July 23, 1976); see also House Couun. on Standards of Offlcial Conducl, In the
Matier afRepresentative George v; Hansen, H. Rep. 98-891, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984).
, Honse RuleXXm, ot l.
'Committee on Standards oIOffiel.l Conduct Rule 19(1).
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1. Count il: Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Govenunent Service,
01. 5 (related to Representative Rangel's solioitations on behalf of the City
College ofNew York)
2. Count III: Conduct in Violatiol1 ofthe House Gift Rule
3. Count V: Conduct in Violation of the Criminal Franking Statute
4. Count X: Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics f'Or Government Service,
c1. 5 (related to Representative Rangel's use of a rent-stabilized apartment
as a campaign office)
These counts should not have been charged in the Statement of Alleged Violation and canllot be
proven by the higher "clear and convincing evidence" standard at trial.
In addition to the counts of the Statement of Alleged Violation that are not sustained by
the evidence ill the record, I also write to express my opposition to the general tone of the
Statement of Alleged Violation and other investigative subcommittee documents made public in
this matter. The central facts to this investigation arc that Representative Rangel sought to
faeJ1itate tIle creation of an academic program that would inspire disadvantaged minority youth
to pursue a career in public service. He believed his involvement in this process was part of his
official duties. In his zeal to assist CCNY in build111g the Rangel Center for Public Service,
Representative Rangel failed to adhere to the Standards Committee's guidance regarding how to
permissibly solicit on behalf of a 501(c)(3) organization. Members m'e allowed to solieit on
behalf of 50I(c)(3) organizations, evcn using their "personal titles" such as "Member of
Congress," "Representative," "Col1l,rressl11an," "Congresswoman," "chair 01' rallldng member of
a full committee, or as a mcmber of the House leadership" to do so:~ In fact, Members m'C
permitted to solicit charitable donations £:0111 executives and officers of companies that have
business before the House of Representatives as long lIS they follow the rules Hsted in the House
Ethics Manual. The Statement of AUeged Violation now seeks to ehm'acterize Repl'Csentative
Rangel's efforts to expand educational opportunities fOl' y01lfig, poor people in his district as all
impermissible and corrupt gUl simply becausc he failed to follow all of the Standards
Committee's instluctions 011 how to h'QUeil.
111roughout his tenw'e in Congress, Repre.~el1tative Rmlgel has left personal matters, such
as tbe filing of his taxes and his Financial Disclosure statements to his wife mld members of his
staino handle. Representative Rangel admitted that he madc flllfJ1ling UleSC responsibilities less
of a priority than his work on behalf of his constituents and expressed regret that he did not
exercise su:fficicnt care to ensure that he filed accurate tax retl.Jl'11S and Financial Disclosure
statements from year to year. 5 Traditionally, mistakes on Financial Disclosure statements arc

4 2008 House Ethics Manual
S llltervicw

at 181.
of Charles B. Ranget (hereinafter Ranget Int. Tr.) at 164.
2
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corrected without sal1ction,~ but because of the scope and amount of Representative Rangel's
mistakes, the J1:mnal sanction of a letter ofrCjJroval18 appropriate,
Finally, Representative Rangel leased a rent-stabilized apartment 1n Hadem's Lenox
Terrace complex after it had been vacant for several months? and began using it as a campaign
office. State officials testified before the investigative subcommittee that Representative
Rangel's exclusive use of aparlment IOU as a campaign office was permitted under l1le reut
stabilization code,S Landlords have the ultimate right to enforce lease terms 01' pursue legal
actions for non-confornung uses, Representative Rangel's landlord had no policy in place for
dealing with non-conforming uses and had rational business reasons to allow tenants, including
Representative Rangel and others, to maintain their non-conforming use. The fact is l1lat
Representative Rangel paid the maximum legal rent for apartment IOU and did not violate any of
New York's rent stabilization laws. The sanction of reprimand is usually reserved for corrupt or
cI'iminal conduct; the investigative Subcollunittee made no such flllding here,
While Representative Rangel's conduct was disturbing, it was not corrupt. Representative
Rangel's violations ofl'louse Rules concel1ling solicitations and other applicable standards were
based on his erroneous belief that soliciting donations on behalf of CCNY's Rangel Center were
a l1IDt of his official congressional duties, These rules do not have an intent element. The
investigative subcommittee has also made no allegation that Representative RIDlgel was engaged
in IDlY quid pro quo relationship with Nabors Industries, Nabors Industries CEO Eugene Isenberg
or any other foundation or corporate pID'eut llmt donated to CCNY for the Rangel Centcr. The
investigative subcommittee found no evidence that Reprcsentative Rangel violated the federal
bribery 01' illegal gratuity statutes. Likewise, Representative Rangel's errors lllld omissions in his
fede1'!l1 tax returns and Financial Disclosure statements were the result of his failure to properly
review documents prepared by his wife and members ofhis congressional staff, hut do not reflect
an intention to conceal information from tl1(: Standards Committee or the Inte1'l1al Revenue
Service. Representative Rangel has taken great effOit IDld expense to correot these errors over the
course of this investigation, including paying back his taxes. The investigative subcommittee has
not accused Representative Rangel of violating the False Statements Act or committing tax
evasion, 1101' has any indictment alleging violations of these statutes been issued against
Representative Rangel. Finally, although I do not agree that Representative Rangel's use of a
rent-stabilized apartment as a campaigll office violated IDly House Rules, even if it did, suoh
conduct was predicated 011 Representative Rangel's justifiable belief tllat Iris conduct did not
violate any laws, a belief also held by Representative Rangel's IIDldlord IDld attorneys tor the
New York State Department of Housing IDld Conllmmity Renewal. Representative Rangel's
conduct is mitigated by both the fact that the unit had previously been vacant for several months

6 See

House Conun. on Standards ofOfllclal Conduct., In the Maller o!Repl'c..entative Gel'C/ldilUJ A. Ferfflro, H.
Rep. 98-1169, 98th Cong" 2d Sess. (1984).
1 See CSOC.CBR.OOOOOO04, CSOC.CBR,00000008.
• Interview of Gemld Garfinkle and Sheldon D. Melnlrnky (hereinaftor Garfinkle and Me1nitsky lnt Tr.) at 31.
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and the fact that he paid the maximum legal rent that his landlord could have collected if the
landlord rented the unit to somcone else.
In reviewing Representative Rangel's conduct, there is no evidence that his conduct had
the intention to circumvent applicable legal stalldards, to achieve personal fil1lU1Cial gain or to
defraud the public. Representative Rangel's conduct was sloppy and cat'dess, but it was not
conupt. The Statement of Alleged Violation's discussion of Representative R~Ulgel's meetings
with representatives of Nabors Industries, service on the board of the Ann S, K.heel Charitable
Trust and his ownership interest in the Punta Cana development creates the impression that
Representative Rangel engaged in impropriety when no such finding was made. Representative
Rangel simply failed to adequately report facts that he was reqnired to disclose and has admitted
to such conduct. The magnitude of these failures compels a response :from this Committee and
that appropriate response is the sanction of a letter of reproval, not a reprimand. Counts XI and
XII of the Statement of the Alleged Violation, CO>lduet in Violation of Code of Ethies for
Government Service, c1, 2 atld Conduct in Violation of the Code of Conduct: Letter and Spirit of
House Rules l'espectively, are duplicative of counts already charged. The investigative
subcommittee should have given more consideratiml to these facts in drafting its Statement of
Alleged Violation and public documents as well as in recommending an excessive sanction of
repriman(l. The Standards Committee should consider these facts now, The "spirit" rule does not
absolve Committee counsel from meeting its burden of proving the "letter" of each count of 11e
Statement ofAlleged Violation by "cleat· atld convincing evidence" at atl adjudicatory hearing.

II.

Sanction.q
A. A Public Letter of Reproval is the Appropriate Sanction in this Mattet'
A public letter of reproval from the Statldat'ds Committee is a significant Satlction
"intended to he a rebuke ofa Member's conduct issued by a body oftllat Member's peers acting,
as the Standard" ComlTIittee, on behalf of the House of Representatives."? Based on
Representative Rangel's conduct in this matter and Ule prior precedents of the Standards
Committee, a public letter of rcprovlll is 11>e appropriate satlCtion in this matter. Sanctions should
be determined bused on a "well-established" approach "guided by several important
considerations-t11e nature of the violation atld factors in mitigation,"JO The SWldards Committee
acknowledges that "it has been 111e character of the offenses ... which estahlish the level of
punisl11uent imposed, not the cumulative natm'e of the offcnscs,,,1l 1 11C COlllmittee recommended
the sanction of reprimatld where Members were found to have had inappropriate sexual
See e.g., Hvuse Cmnm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentciJIve E,G, "Bud" Shuster, H.
Rep. 106-979, 106tl, Cong., 2d Sess. at 113 (2000),
on Standards ofOffioial Conduct, In the Malter ofRepresentative Earll', Hilliard, H. Rep. 107-130,
107tl1 Cong., lot SeBS. at xi-xii (2001).
W House Comm. on Standards ofOfficial Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Riahard H. Stallings, H. Rep.
1O()"382, 100" Cong., 101 Sess. at 4 (1987).
II House Comlll, all Standards of Oftlcial Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative George V. Hamxm, n, Rep. 98·
891, 98th Cong., 2<1 Sess. 390 (1984).
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relationships with House pagesP The "character" of Representative Rangel's conduct is not of
comparable severity to the conduct in those matters or others where the Committee has
recommended a reprimand, but does warrant Committee ac,tion in the form of a letter of reproval.
1. The Standards COlmnittee has Imposed the Lessel' Sanction of An
Admonislmlent Under Cirmuustances Involving Conduct More Serious than
that Involving Representative Rangel
The Standards Committee has publicly admonished Members for a wide nmge of
violations, including conduct more serious than that engaged in by Representative Rangel here.
In 2003, Representative Nick Smith made several public allegations regarding the conduct of
Members dudng a floor vote for the Medicare Prescription Dmg Act. l3 Among them was that
"he was offell'ld $100,000 for his son's congressional campaigll to succeed him in exchange for
his vote in favor of the Medicare bill." 14 After an extensive review of these claims, an
investigative subcommittee found tbat many of Representative Smith's allegations of bribery
were "overstated"l5 and that his overstatement could support a violation of Ho'use Rule X,'{IU,
Clause 1, as tending to impugn the House as an institution,16 The investigative subcommittee
also found that the.n MajOIity Leader Tom DeLay offered to trade his endersement of
Representative Nick Smith's son's congressional candidacy "in exchange for Representative
Nick Smith's vote in favor of the Medicare Prescription Dmg Act.,,17 Representative Candice
Miller made "a specific and lillprovoked tlm>at of retaliation against Representative Smith
because of his vote in opposition to the Medicare Prescription Drug ACt."IS The Committee
concluded Representative Miller's statements were improper and eontdbuted to tile public airing
of alleged misconduct related to the Medica1'c Prescription drug vote, which "riske(l impugning
Ule reputation of the I-IOlJSe of Representatives."19 Representatives Smith lmd Miller, as well as
Majority Leader DeLay, were each publicly admonished regarding their conduct in this matter. 20
The Standards Committee has also admonished a Member for conduct related to
impennissible campaign solicitations under circumstances s~lggesting eormption after t11e
Member received an explleit warning from the Committee to avoid such conduct. hl 2004, the
Commlth.>e issued a publie letter admonishing then Majority Leader Tom DeLaY for particilJating
I~ House Collllll. on Slaudar(!s of Official Conduct, In. the MatteI' ofRepresentative Gerry E, Siudds, H. Rep. 98-295,
98th Cong., 1st Sess. all (1983); see also, House COIll111, on Standards ofOffioial Conducl, in the Maller qf'
&present<lIive fJaniel Crane, H. Rep. 98·296, 98lh Cong" 1st Sess. at 1 (1983),
lj HOllilO Co11l1n. 011 Stal1<:lards ofOffic1al Conduct, investigation QfCertain Allegations Related 10 Voting on the
Medicare Prescription fJrug, improvement, AltdModernizationAct (!flOGS, H. Rep. 108·722, 108'" Cong., 2d Sess.
al (2004).
14ld. a139,
lS Id.
16 rd. at 40.
17 14. a137.
l8Id. a141.
19

Ia.

to ld. at 44.
5
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in and facilitating an energy company fundraiser, which created an appearance that "donors were
being provided special access to [him] regarding the then-pending energy legislation."21 The
fundraiser "took place Just as the House-Senate conference on major energy legislation, H.R. 4,
was about to get lmderway.,,22 Throughout the duration ofthe golf fundraiser, an eXeC\ltive from
Westar Energy, Inc. spent the day shaling a golf Cal't with one of Representative DeLay's aides
and discussed the company's interest in legislation with the aide. 23 The Standards Conunittee
noted that the legislation "was of critical importance to the [ft1l1draiser's} attendees" and cited
''the fact that [DeLay was] in a position to significantly illfluel1ce the conference, both as a
member of the House leadership and, by action taken about a week and a half after the
fundraiser, your appointment as one of the conferees" created the appearallce of "impermissible
special treatment or access."24 Represel1tative DeLay :was also cited for his "intervention in a
partisan conflict in the Texas House of Representatives using the fesOt\l'CeS of a Federal agency,
the Federal Aviation Administrution.,,25 Despite Representative DeLay's conduct and leadersl1ip
position, a public letter of reproval was deemed the appropriate sanction.
The ethical standards at issue regarding Representative DeLay were the impermissible
solicitation alld receipt of campaign contributions in retul11 for legislative assistatlce, the use of
corporate political contributions in violation of state law, and lhe improper use of official
nJSOurces for political pUl1JOSes.26 Prior to that, during thc 105to Congress, the Stalldards
Committee dismissed a complaint that Representative DeLay improperly linked campaign
contributions to official actions and improper political favors for his brother, a registered
lobbyist?? In this earlier matter, the Standards Committee sent Representative DeLay a private
letter and advised him not to create the impression tllSt he would consider all individual's :request
for access or for official action based on calltpaign contributions.28 The Standards Committee
deemed a publie admonishment of Representative DeLay ss the appropriate response to his
conduct violating House Rules reiated to call1paign solicitations and contravening the
Committee's previous private mandate to him. Representative Rangel's conduct in this matter
did not involve lmy exchange of favors for official actioll or access; the investigative
subcommittee did not find that Representative Rangel's engaged in any quid pro quo or other
conduct implica.tingthe bt'ibery or illegal gratuities statute. Representative DeLay's conduct was
exaccrbated by his leadership position in the House of Representatives, but he was not asked 01'
required to relinquish this position as part of any sanctioll; Representative Rangel has already
stepIJed down as Chair of the House Ways and Means Committee as a result of this investigation.
Public Slaleme111, datoo October 6, 2004, from Committee on Standanls of Officiat COllduct regarding
Representative Tom DeLay. available at 1!lli1:llethics.bo\1se.govllnvestiga1[Ql1fiIQ,,1!.m!t,asDx·/Sooti011=1&.
2ZId.

21

?3fd.
~4Id.

25Id.
fd. A separate allegation was deferred due to all 0PCll state grand jury investigation.
21 House Coulln. 011 Standards of Official Conduot, Summmy 'IfActiyitles Olle Hundred Fiflh Congress, H. Rep,
105-848, lOSu, Cong., 2<1 Sess. at 9-10 (1999).
JS [d.
U
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2. The Standards Committee has Recommended a Letter of RepJ'Ovfl1 Under
Similar and More Serious Circumstances than are Involved in this Matter
The Standards Committee has issued a letter of reproval in matters involving equallyaud
more serious and extensive violations of Eouse Rules, federal laws !U1d applicable staudards than
are at issue here. During the loih Congress, the Standards Committee imposed a letter of
repl'Oval on a Member who misappropriated campaign funds for personal use over the course of
several years. In In the Matter of Representative Barl F. Hil/ial'd,29 the Standards Committee
concluded that Representative Hilliard used c!U11paign funds to make 10!U1s to individuals that
were not attributable to any bOlla fide campaign or political p11rpose, pay salary and benefits for
individuals who performed work for corporations owned by Representative Hilliard !U1d his
family between 1992 and 1996, and repay personal and corporate debts. Representative Hilliard
also used campaign funds to pay rent in excess of fail' market value to corporations that he and
his f!U1rily owned. 3o The Standards Committee noted that Representative Hil1iard attempted to
conceal many of tilese violations, but was unable to find that he failed to comply with financial
disclosure requl1'ements because the financial documents for Representative Hilliard's companies
were poorly maintained and inconclusive. 3!
Despite these numerous violations over the course of several years, the Standards
Committee found that a letter of reproval was an appl'Opriate sanction in part because
Representative Hilliard agreed to settle the matter. 32 In so doing, Representative Hilliard
Uchllitted to aU of the allegations in the StatCillent of Alleged Violation and "acknowledged that
lie violated House Rules and tllat he engaged in a pattern alJ.d In'actice of conduct that did not
reflect creditably on the House of Representatives.,,33 The Standards Committee also noted that,
"[i]n concluding that a letter of reproval is an appropriate sanction here, tbe Investigative
Subcommittee also gave considerable weight to the fact that its detailed findings regarding the
conduct of Representative Hilliard would be fully, clearly !U1d, most importantly, publicly
aired.,,34 However, "[tJhe foul' Members of the Investigative Subcommittee also unanimously
agreed that, absent a settlement, the violations to which Representative Hilliard admitted
constituted the type of serious conduct that c01lld melit the imposithlll of a reprimand as a
sanction.,,35 Tlus conch,lsion was based all factors "including the demonstrated systematic and
deliberate conversion of campaign funds by Rel)resentative Hilliard to personal use, and by what
tile Investigative Subcommittee f'(lund to be the lack of complete cooperation and candol' by
Representative Hilliard and his counsel during the investigative concIusion.,,36 Although
29 House COlllffi. 011 Staud"l"ds of Offici"l Com1uct, In
130,1011' Cong., 1st Se.". (2001).

the Matter ofRepresentative Earl F. Hillial"d, H. Rep, 107-

ld. at 13, 34, and 39,
ld. at 10()..101.
32 Iii. at 99.102.
'3 ld. at 102,
34 ld. at 101.
" ld. at IOl.
3li ld.
3D

31
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Representative Rangel and the investigative subcommittee were unable to reach a settlement of
this matter, llone of the factors in the Hilliard matter that would have escalated the sanctloll to
more than a letter of reproval apply to Representative Rangel. Furthermore, 1 believe that
Representative Rangel would have settled this matter if he had been offered a letter of reproval,
which is generally the appropriate sanction for conduct which is not criminal or conupt.
Representative Rangel's conduct may have violated mID1erous I-louse Rules and other
applicable standards, but none of it demolmtrated the malicious intent that led the Hilliard
investigative subcommittee to believe a reprimand may be appropriate. Representative Rangel's
admittedly careless conduct was not found to be and cannot be described as "systematic" or
"deliberate." Rept'Cscntative Rangel's failure to comply with House Rules regarding solicitations
on behalf of a charitable organization was based on his mistaken belief that raising 1110ney for a
public university was consistent with his official duties. Representative Rangel's violations
related to his taxe.~ and Financial Disclosure statcment~ were certainly negligent, but there was
no conclusion that he intentionally filed inaccurate documents to conceal hrfcl'mation. The
investigative subcommittee did not consider 01' charge RelJresenlative Rangel with a violation of
the False Statements Act. Representative Rangel's use of aplU1:ment IOU as a clUUpaign office
throughout his tenancy in the 1.ll1it did not violate New York's rent-stabilization laws. The
Statemcnt ofAlleged Violation does not allege that Representative Rangel violated any provision
of the "impelletrablc,,37 rent-stabilization code and he was paying the maximum l'Cnt allowable
under the rent-stabilization code. Unlike Representative Hilliard, Representative Rangel did not
violate House Rules and other applicable standards fot· personal fil1lU1Cial gain, such as paying
offpcrsonal and corporate debts.38
Representative RlUlgel also voiuntarily complied with seveml requests luI' doouments and
testified before the investigative SUbC011lll1ittee. 111ere is no allegation that Representative Rangel
gave untrnthful testimony in this matter or attempted to conceal information from the
investigative subcommittee at any point. The factors that lead the Stal1dards Committee to
consider a sIInction greater than a letter of l'Oproval in the Hilliard matter are not present here.
Repl'CSt\l1tative Rangcl did not and should not have to admit to each count of the excessive
Statement of Alleged Violation, but like the Hilliard matter, was willing to "acknowledge that he
violated House Rules and that he engaged in a pattern and practice of conduct that did not reflect
creditably 011 the House of Representatives.,,39 As such, a letter of l'eproval is the appropriate
sanction.
In 1988, the Standards Committee issued a letter of reproval to RepTesentative Charles G.
Rose, III for conduct including lus failure to l'Cport liabilities to his call1paign and liabilities to

89 Christopher, Inc. v. Joy, 3t8 N.E.2d 776, 780 (N,Y. 1974).
House Comm. on Standards of Official Conduct, III the Mililer ojRepresenttll/l'e Etlrl F.ll/Ward, H. Rep, 107130, 107'" Cong., 1st Se$s, at 4-6 (2001).
39.ld. at 102,
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financial institutions,4o Representative Rose had borrowed funds from his campaign on eight
occasions between 1978 and 1985, none of which were reported 01\ the Financial Disclosure
Statements,41 The Standards Committee also fOlmd that Representative Rose failed to report six
liabilities to financial instiMions. 42 There was no indication that the liabilities to the financial
institutions were problematic; rather, the mere nOll-disclostu'e was the issue,43 Appropriate
l'lUlendments which are timely submitted are given a presumption of good faith, while those
amendments falHng outside the scope oftimely amendments receive no such preSlullption,44 The
Standards Committee noted that the Member had filed amendments, but those amendments were
not timely under the Standards Committee's 1986 Pink Sheet, and did 110t prevent the Member
£i'om being sanetionec1. 45
The Standards COffill:)ittee recommended that Representative Rose "be ismed a formal
and public letter of reproval fi'om this COJ111uittee," noting the "mitigating ch'cumstances which
prevent these violations f)'om rising to the level of a recommendation of sanction to the fuB
House of Representatives.',46 These circumstances inclnded his "admissions and corrective
action" related to his financial disclosures. 47 Unlike the Rose matter, there is 110 evidence in the
record here that Representative Rangel received any personal fmancial benefit from any of his
alleged or admitted conduct. In addition, Represe!:)tative Rangel took "corrective action,,4B to
addl'css his financial disclosure errors by l1iring a forensic accountant and submitting
l'lUlendments. Althougll Representative Rangel's financial disclosure statements contained
111l1UCl'OllS errors aud omissions, the totality of the circumstances, including mitigating factors,
indicate that II letter ofreproval is appropriate.
The Standards COllUlllttee has also deemed a letter of reproval appropriate where a
Member was found to have accepted personal gifts of II ttip, had improper contact directly with II
lobbyist, and allowed staff to work for his campaign "to the apl1arent detriment of the time they
were required to spend in [his} congressional office.,,49 In In the Matter of Representative It. G,
"Bud" ShWfter,50 the Stand!ll'ds C0111mittee fotmd that Representative Shuster violated fonner
House Rules XLIII and XLV by knowingly allowing a former employee-tUl'netl-lobbyist to
40 Hou"", Corum, all Standards of Offieial Conduct, III the Matter ofRepresentative Charle,~ G. Rase III, H. Rep.

100-526, 100'1> Cong" 2d Sess, (1988).
at 25,

41 ItI,
42 1<1.

4~ rd. at 20-22.

to Financial Dlsolosure Statements" (Apr. 23, 1986), repl'inted ill the 2008 House
Ethics MaJ'IUal at 3'19.
45 House Counll, en Standatds of Offioial Conduct, III the Mattcr of Repre.~elllative Charles G. Rose III, I:I. Rop.
100-526, 100'" Collg" 2d Sess, at 22 (1988).
'Ii ld, at 26,
47 [d. at 22,
4~ 1d,
49 ROll"'" Comm. Oll Standards of Offioial Conducl, 1/1 the Matter ofRepresenlative E,G. "Bud" Shuster, H. Rep.
106-979, 106'1> Cong" 2d Sess, al3B (2000).
50 HOMO Comm. on StUlJ<.!fU'<l. ofOfficial Conduct, In the Matlar a/Representative E. G. "Bud" Shuster, H, Rep.
44 "Policy Regarding Amendments

106-979, l06tk Cong" 2d .scss. (2000),
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commtUlicate with or appeal' before him in the twelve months following her resignation, to
influence Representative Shuster's schedule and to give him advice pert.aining to his
congressional office. 51 Representative Shuster also violated the House gift rule in connectio11
with a trip to Puerto Rico with several members of his family by accepting reinibursement for
trip expenses where the primary purpose of the trip was recreationaL 52 Representative Shuster
violated House mle.~ by routinely using congressional staff for campaign purposes over the
course of several years. 53 In addition to Representative Shuster's inadeq\mt.e record-keeping
practices, the number of Emd dollar amount expended for Representative Shuster's campaign
related expenditm'es created au appearance that fOl1ner House Rule XVI, Clause 6 was
violated.54
The investigative sub<.-'Ommittee in the Shuster matter "determined that the violations to
which Representative Shuster admitted could constitute the type of serious conduct meriting the
imposItion of a reprimand," based on several factol's including "the duration of the conduct
engaged in by Representative Shuster and the repetitive nature of the conduct. lOSS However, the
invest.igative subcommittee ultimately deemed a letter of reproval appropriate because
RelJresentative Shuster admitted to the charges and "aclmowledgcd that his conduct did not
reflect creditably on the House.,,56 The Standards Committee adopted the investigative
subcommittee's recommended sanction, issuing a public letter of reprova!. The Standards
Co1ll1llittee concluded "that the five separate areas of misconduct [Representative Shuster]
admitted to in Statement of Alleged Violation constitute a significant violation of former Rule
43, Clause 1 of the House of Representatives."S? Likewise, Representative Shuster's conduct
resulted in vadons direct personal benefits to him and his family, including, accepting expenses
from privato companies associated with a family trip to Puerto Rieo. 58 Representative Rangel did
not receive any direct personal benefits related to any ofllis ct)jlduct In this matter.
'l11e Standards Committee also noted that the misconduct that Representative Shustcr
"admitted to constituted misconduct. which cannot be described accurately either as technical or
de minimis.,,59 Here, Representative Rangel's conduct in violation of congressional soJicitatioll
rules was not de minimis, but it could be described accurately as a "techllical" violation of the
rule. Members lli'e allowed to solicit donations on behalf of 501 (c)(3) organizations such as the
City College ofNew York Generally, the Standards Committ.ee permits Members to make such
requests "without the lleed to seek prior Committee approval.,,60 Members can identify
" Jr!.
52 Jd.
53 Jr!.
54 Jr!.
" Jr!.

at 9-13, 19-31.
at 14-16.

al51-64.
at 64-79.

at lB.

Jd. at 114.
"1r!. at3E.
'8 Jd. at 6, 43.

56

59 Jr!.
6ll

2008 House ElMes Mamml at 348.
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themselves as a Member of Congress or use their leadership title on any such solicitation. 61
Members can even solicit from the chief executive officers of companies with business before
the House of RepresentatiYes as long as they follow the other rules outlined in the I-louse Ethics
Manual. 62
Representative Rangel failed to adhere to some of the "restrictions" required for
permissible solicitations, including that official resources may not be used and that such activity
may not take place in facilities of the House of Representatives. 63 Representative Rangel admits
that he failed to comply with these and other restrictions. This failure was based on his mistaken,
but genuinely held belid that facilitating the building of the Rangel Center for Public Service at
CCNY would benefit disadvantaged ymlth in his district, and was part of his official
congressional duties. Because Representative Rangel's solicitation on behalf of a public
university would have been permissible had he followed the proper procedures identified in the
2008 HOllllC Ethics Manual, such conduct can reasonably be described as "teclmica1." The
investigative Subcollunittee should have considered this fact in recommending an appropriate
sanction for Representative Rangel's conduct, as the full Committee did in the Shuster matter.
The technical nature of Representative Rangel's violation of the 0011gressio11<11 solicitation rules
suggests that a letter of repl'Oval, rather thml a reprlmmld, is the appropriate sanction, pmticularly
since he received no personal benefit.
3. The Standards Committee should Consider the Numerous Mitigating Factors
Present in this Matter in Recommending a Sanction
In the looth Congress, the Standards Committee found that Representative RichUl'd H.
Stallings violated House Rules by improperly converting campaign funds to personal use in
order to purchase a personal automobile and by authorizing his campaign to make loans to his
administrative assistant. 64 The Standards Committee acknowledged that House Rules do not
"specifY the sanction to be imposed upon a finding that a Member failed to adhere to 111e Code of
Of'ficial CEmduct.,,65 However, the Standards Committee found that the mitigating f~\etors
involved in the Stallings case were sufficient enough that it was unnecessary to recommend that
the House of Representatives render a sanction such as reprimand or censure. h1stead, the
Standm'(l Committee concluded that "the better course is to formally und publicly reprove
Represenbltive Stallings for his violations. ,,66 The Stmldm'ds Committee should consider the
various mitiguting factors in this matter 1n determining the appropriate smlction for
Representative Rangel's conduct.

6tld.
62 14. at 348-349.
63Id.
64 HOUlle Comtn. Oil Standards of Official Conduct, In the Malter of Representative Richard Ii Stallings, H. Rep.
lOQ..382, 100'" Cong., lstSess. (1987).
65 ld. at 4 (citing Mattual a/Offenses and Procedures, J('weu.n Influence Investigation, June 1977 at 31).
60 ld. at 6.
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The lUost obvious of the mitigating factors here is that Representative Rangel has alrcady
voluntarily submitted to a sanction arising from this investigation by stepping down from his
position as Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and Means on March 3, 2010.
Revocation of congressional leadership positions is a significant sanction that has only been
considered and actually implemented in the rarest occasions. Representative Adam Clayton
Powell was excluded from the House of Representatives and his seniority was reduced after a
finding that lle used official resourees for non-official ll'ave1. 6? There was also was a "strong
presumption" his wife did not perform services for Wllich she was paid with congressional
fUllds. 68 Repre.~entative William J. Jefferson was also forced to step down as a Member of the
House Committee on \Vays and Means because of allegations of corrupt conduct, but before the
issuance of any indictment against him. It is significant that these are the only situations I am
aware of where such a penalty has occurred vvithout the issuance of an indictment or at least tile
commencement of a formal public criminal investigation against the subject Member,69
Representative Rangel voluntarily relinquished his position with the House Committee on Ways
on Means despity the fact that none of his alleged conduct in this matter or the conduct arising
fi'om the Standards Committee's "Investigation into Officially Connected Tmvel of House
Members to Attend the Carib News Foundation Multi-National Business Conferences in 2007
and 2008" involved an abusc of Representative Rangel's official position for personal financial
gain, bl'lhery Ol' any OtllCl' C011'Upt conduct. It is also noteworthy 111at the investigative
subcommittee did not find any criminal conduct for which Representative Rangel is likely to he
in&cte(1.
Even a Member that engaged in conduct more serious than Representative Rangel was
able to maintain his leadership position, In 1980, an investigative suhecl11mrittee found that
Representative Charles H. Wilson accepted money n:om a person with ctirect int(''l'est in
legislation, kept an individual 011 his congressional payroll that W1)8 not performing duties
commensurate with his or her pay, and col1VCl'ted campaign funds to pCl'sonal use:m
Representative Wilson accepted moro 11lan $10,000 in "loans" 11lat were deemed gifts from an
individual who engaged in nl1UlerO\1S direct communications with Representative Wilson about
legislation introduced in the House just months late1".'11 Although the Standards Committee
recommended a sanction of censnre and the denial of Representative Wilson's committee
chairmanslrip,n he was able to negotiate an amendment deleting the deniaJ of his chairmanship
from the sanction. Representative Wilson was censured by a voice vote. Representative Rangel
agreed to step dO\~m as Chainl1ml of the House Committee on Ways mid Means based 011
67 See H.

Rep. 2349, 89th Congo 2d Sess. (1966); H. Rep. 27, 90tb Cong., 1st. Sess. (1967).

•, Id.

•• Although Ropresenllllive Jefl'erson was not a c.hail'mall, he was removed Ji'om the HOllse Committco on Ways and
MOllllS, ovisc.orllting any s<llJiodty he e.med on the Committee, berore an indictment was issued against him.
70 House Comm. on Stilndard. of Official Couduct, In the Mauer ofRepresentative Chal1e8 B. WiL~o1'l,H. Rep. 96930, 96th Cong., 2d Ses.~. (1980),
Id.at2.
77.Id.

71
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allegations and conduct that in no way involved personal financial gifts fl.·om individuals with
interests before the House. This factor should mitigate any potential sanction that the Standards
Committee considers levying against Representative Rallgel.
The Standards Committee has heretofore identified several mitigating factors that it will
consider in determining that a letter of reproval is an appropriate sanction for a Member's
conduct in violation of House Rules lind other applicable standards. In the Stallings matter, the
Standards Committee first noted "there was no evidence of any improper intent on the part of
Congressman Stallings either to conceal the subject tl'l\nSactiolls 01' to act in violation of the
constraints imposed. by [now, former] House Rule XLIII, clause 6 - the two loans were fully
disclosed on the appropriate F.E.C. reports.'m A second mitigating factor was that "the
violations arose out of Representative Stallings' mistaken assumption that the loans were
governed excluillvely by the Federal Election Campaign Aet.',74 Another mitigating factor
considered in the Stalhilgs matter was that as so 011 as Representative Stallings "became aware of
his oversight: of the controlling restriction under House Rules, [he] took corrective action on his
own initiative.',75 Each of these mitigating factors is present in the matter involving
Representative Rangel's conduct and points to a letter of l'eproval as the appropriate sanction.
Subsequent Standards Committee reports confirm that mitigating factors should be considered
when determining a sallction for violations of House Rules and other applicable rules.?1i
Despite the allegations that Repres~l11tative Rangel committed numerous violations, there
was no evidence of IIny improper intetlt 011 the Plllt of Representative Rangel to conceal any of
the subject conduct at any point dm'i!lg its commission or the investigative subcommittee's work.
In fact, Representative Rangel himself wrote then Standards Committee Chair Stephanie TuhhsJones and thell Acting Chair Gene Gl'een requesting that the Committee "review" "[his]
apartments in New York," "[his] efforts to assist City Coliege of New York in establishing a
Center for Public Service in my congressional district in Harlem," "issues relating to [his]
investment in a guest unit at the Puntrc ClIlla Hotel in the Dominican Republic and erro1'8 that [he]
may have inadvertently made in tax and House financial disclosure form tllings.',77
Representative R,mgel did not try to hide the fact that he was soliciting donations on behalf of
CCNY for the Rangel Center; to the contrary, he secured an earmark for the project and
defended his use of the eannark process for the Rangel Center on the House floor. 78 Likewise,
73 I-louse COll1U1. on Staudards of Officilll Conduct, In the Matler ofRepresentative Richard JI. Stallings, H. Rep.
100-382,100'1> Cong., 1atScss. at 5 (1987).
?4Id.
?SId.
16 See House COJn1l1. 011 Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ojRepre,ventative Charles G. Rose, Ill, H. Rep.
100-526,100" Cong., 2d Sess, (1988); see algo House Comm. 011 Standards of Officiat Conduct, In the Maller oj
RepresenlativeJimlJal'fg,H. Rep.lOI-293, 10l"Cong., 1st Sess. (1989),
77 IA'Uer from Representative Charles D_ Rangel to Sumdards Committee Cha1l' Representative Stephanie TltbbsJones, dated July 24,2008; see also Letter from Representalive Charles B. Rangel to Standards COlllmittee Acting
Chainml1lReprcscntative Gene Gre\\ll, dawel September 9, 2008.
1>l 153 Congo Reo. H8134 (daily ed. July 19. 2007),
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Representative Rallgel's use of apartment IOU in Lenox Terrace was open and notorious. The
evidenoo in the record shows that apartment 1au remained vacant for several months prior
Representative Rangel agreeing to enter a lease agreement for the unit. 79 Several 0111ick
employees who worked directly at the Lenox Ten'ace property testified that it was common
knowledge among building residents and staff that Representative Rangel used apartment IOU as
a campaign office. 80 Representative Rangel also made no attempt to hide or conceal his prior
failures to submit accurate Financial Disclosure statements 01' tax documents, During the course
of this investigation, Representative Rangel amended both his Financial Disclosure statements
and his federal and state income taxes. He has already paid the maximum amount in back taxes.
The record is clear that despite the breadth of Representative Rangel's numerous errors and
omissions, he did not intend to collceal any infol1nation about his alleged conduct. This fact
should mitigate any potential sEl11ction the Standards Committee considers levying agllinst
Representative Rangel.
The l'ecotd is also cleat that Representative Rangel's violations were primm'ily till) result
of good faith misunderstandings ahout the law and other unintentional enol's' Representative
Rangel has consistently maintained that his solicitations 011 behalf of CCNY for the Rangel
Center were based on his "mistaken assumptlon"Sl that assisting a public university in his
congressional district to implel11ent a program aimed at disadvantaged minority YOUt11 was pmt of
his official duties as Congl'essman for the 156• congressional district of New York. The Rangel
Center was created aspalt of Representative Rangel's legacy of public service and work to
provide educational Ol)portnnities for minority youth. 82 Representative Rangel's assmnption that
his efforts on behalf of CCNY were part of his official duties was bolstered by the fact that
Representative Rangel was able to secure ml earmark of federal funds in support of CCNY's
Rangel Center for Public Service. The Rangel Centel' earmark even overcame an amendment
aimed at eradicating thc disbursement of federal ftmds for the project because it was named for a
sittillg Member of Congress.S1 Floor speeches regm'ding this amendment disclosed that CCNY's
Rangel Center would include a "well-fl.u'nished office" and an archivist/librarian, but it was still
defeated by a significant margin. 84

79

CSOC.CBR.00000004; CSOC.CBR00000002.

'0 See e,g., Interview Transeript ofDion Keene (hereinafter Keene Int 1'1'.) at 15; Illlel'view TrunserJpt ofDarryl
Rankin, May 14, 2009 (hereinafter Rankin Int. 1'1'. 5i14i09) at 56-7; Interview Transcript of Peter Soundlas
(hereinafter Soundias Illc 1'1'.) at 7.
01 House Connll, on Standards of Otl:icial C.onduct, In the Matter q(Representa!iw Richard Ii Stallings, H. Rep.
100-382, IOOlk Cong., lsI 8oss, at 5 (1987).
.. See LeUer from Representative Charles Rangel to Gregory Willlalns, <lawAi December 7, 2004,
CSOC.CBR.OOOQ2978- CSOC,CBR.QQ002979,
33 153 Congo Ree, HIl133-35; H8163-64 (daily ed. July 19, 2007).
34
153 Cong,R... (l. H813.'l; H8163-64 (daily ed. July 19,2007).
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Members and employees of the House of Representatives are ''prohibited from 1,lsing
official Honse resources for any private purpose.,,8S Despite this warning, the Manual further
advises that Members normally have the authority to determine what is official; "[t]he decision
wl1ether to define an event as official (or not) generally lies within the discretion of the
Member.',s6 Likewise, Representative RrJlgel's decision that assisting a public university in Iris
congressional disl:rict to establish a program to help minority students enter into public service
was part of his official duties shnuld be given some deference. The Standards Committee has
acknowledged that "it is difficult to define comprehensively what is and is not official
activity:"!!? The Committee also noted in its statement "Regarding Complaints Against
Representative Newt Gingrich," "[t]here may, of course, be some debate as to what 'official'
congressional duties entail. Members may assume vadous public, political and official roles in
connootion with their position in Congress. It is 'simply impossible' to draw and enforce 'a
perfect line' between official aud related activities.,,88 The definition of otlicial activities or
duties is even more difficult to 1"esolve where the Member's conduct is in support of a public
institution rather than a "private purpose,,,S9 as described in the House Ethics Manual. Upon
fmother review, the investigative subcommittee concluded that Representative Rungel's
solicitations of donations for the Rlingel Center were not official w1<l, as a l"esult of that oue
conclusion, actions which would have boon appropl"iate as official duties bccame violations, such
as the use of official resources, the Fl"wlk, wld public facilities. However, Representative
Rangel's chw-itable efforts onhehalf of disadvwltaged youth in his district should not be
cOl1Velted into COl1Upt conduct which warrants a reprimand. Even if Representative RWlgel's
solicitations on behalf of CCNY's Rangel Center cwmot be considered part of his official duties,
at tl1e very least, hill "mistal(en assumption,,90 tllat it was oflicial conduct should mitigate any
sWlction levied ag'<unst him.
Representative Rangel also believed that his use of a rent-stabilized illlit as a campaign
office was not In violation ofNew York 1"ent-stabiHzationlaws; a review of the rent-stabilization
code and significant testimony before the investigative subcomnuttee supports this conclusion. O[
New York rent stabilization laws give landlords the authority to determine how to address nonconfOlming uses of rent-stabilized wuts or violations of lease terms. Throughout his occupmlcy
of apartment IOU, Representative RWlgel openly and notoriously used the unit as a campaign
fI5 2008 IfouseEthics Manual at 335 (citing 31 U.s.C. § 1301(a» (emphasis added). The statute, 31 U.S.C. §
1301(a), whioh is cited in ti,e Stut0ment of Alleged Violation, requires iliat "appmpriations shall be ~pplied only to
!he objects for which the ap)Xl'apriatious were made except as othetwi.oprovided by law."
116 2008 House Ethics Manual at 335.
WI Statement ofthe Committee on Standards ofOfficial COllduct Regarding Complaints Against RepreseJ/lative Newt
Gingrich at 58, 62 (C0J11111. Print Mar, 8, 1990).
llll Id. a141.
S9 2008 House Ethics Manual at 335 (emphasis added).
99 House Con;.?,. on Standards ofOffloial CondllCt, In the Matte,. afRepresentative RichardH. Stallings, Fl. Rep.
100"382,100 Cong., 1st So.s. at 5 (1987).
91 See e.g., Interview Tl'lInscrIpl ofNeil Rllbl"r, Juiy 14,2009 (hereinafter RublerInt. Tr. 7(14/09) !It 32"33; RanJdn
[nt. Tr. 5114/09 at 61.
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office. Building staff and residents were aware of tlus use. Representative Rangel paid his rent
for apartment IOU using checks from his campaign or the National Leadership PAC. The
investigative subcommittee did not conclude that Representative Rangel's use of apartment IOU
violated any laws; at worst Representative Rangel's conduct may be politically embarrassing.
The fact is that Representative Rangel rented a long vacant apartment and paid the highest rent
allowed under the rent-stabilization code. The investigative SUhconilllittee failed to demonstrate
how this private commercial transaction hetween Representative Rangel and his landlord could
possibly result in a sanction reserved for cotrupt and illegal conduct
'[l1ere is evidence in the record that Representative Rangel attempted to avoid violating
House Rules and to corroot his rules violations upon discovery. As pteviously noted,
Representative Rangel himself requested tilat the Standards Committee begin an inquiry into his
cOndtlct related to the Rangel Center. Although Representative Rangel's conduct on behalf of
CCNY violated congtessional solicitation 1111es and other House Rules, tile evidence indicates
that Representative Rangel's staff and CCNY stopped sending out the Rangel Center brochute
containing the request for donations and tile language ahout a "well-fumished office" along with
the letters. 92 Representative Rangel was caJ:(~ful to ensure that communications he and CCNY
representatives made regarding tile Rangel Center were separate from any discl1ssions that he
and his staff had about pending legislation with entities with interests before the House
Committee on Ways and Means. 93 According to the notes of CCNY TIllldraiser Rachelle Butler,
she spoke with Representative Rangel's District Director Jim Capel on March 9, 2007, who
indicated that "AlO had gone down to DC to talk with [Capel] allOtlt legislation and Charlie
wants to keep that completely separate from the Rangel Center,,,94 Butler's 110tes also indicate
that Capel said it was "ok" for Butler to ask AlG representatives for a meeting with CCNY
otlIcials, but because of AIG's contact with Representative Rangel's office about its legislative
interests, "not one that includes Charlie, 1101' shouJcl [CCNY} send a lettor thore at this time,,,95
Representative Rangel did not agree to meet with representatives of AlG about CCNY's Rangel
Center until more than a, year lator, ill Apdl of 2008. RG'Presentative Rangel also attempted to
correct the numer011S el1"Ol"S and omissions in his tax returns and Financial Disclosure statements
by hiring a forensic accountant, tmng amended tax retnms and filing amended Financial
Disclosure statements for each of the calendar years 1998 through 2007. The Standards
Cemmittee should consider these attempts to avoid rules violations and other rmnecHal actions as
a mitigating mctor ill detel1llining an appropriate sanction,
A letter of reproval is the appropriate sanction for Representative Rangel's conduct.
Although the Standards Committee has traditionally recolllmended 110 sanetlon for "teohnical"

92 Interview Transcript of RacheUe Butler,

93 See e.g.,

November 14, 2008 (hereinafter Butler Int. Tr. 11/[4/08) at 28.

CSOC.CBR.0002441S.
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95 Id.
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Financial Disclosure violatiolls,96 Representative Rangel's violations of the procedures for
permissible solicitations on behalf of a 501 (c)(3) organization, coupled with repeated errors and
omissions on his federal tax returns and Financial Disclosure statements, warrant a response
from the Standards Committee, As evidenccd by the Shuster, Hilliard, and Stallings matters, a
letter of reproval is the appropriate response. The Standards Committee should consider tlw
various mitigating factors that support a sanction of a public letter of reproval rather than a
reprimand including Representative Rangel's intent, his "mistaken assumption" about what
conduct constitutes his official duties, his attempts to take con-octive action and the fact that he
has already surrendered his leadership position on the House Committee on Ways and Mean.s.
Not only was Representative Rangel paying the maxil1llUl1 legal rent for apartment 1au, once
Representative Rangel suspected that his tenancy in the lUlit might conflict with the purpose of
the rent-.'ltabilizationlaws, he sought clarification and initiated plans to move his office out of the
huilding.97 In a letter dated July 14, 2008 on "Rangel for Congress" letterhead, Walter Swett,
Executive Director of Rangel for Congress, informed Dal1'yl Rankin of Olnlck that
"Congressman Rangel has decided to relocate his fl.ll.1draising office as soon as possible,"
allowing the lease to expire in October of 2008, 9S Based on these facts, the investigative
subcommittee should have recommended a public letter of reproval issued by the Standards
Committee, 011 behalf of tbeHouse of Representatives, rebuking Representative Rangel's
conduct in violation of House Rules and other applicable standards. A letter of reproval is the
appropriate sanction in this matter; a reprimand is not.
B. The Sanction of Reprimand is Inappropriate
Since the establishment of the Standards Committee, the House of Representatives has
only reprimanded a Memher nine times. In two other cases, the I'louse rejected the Standards
Committee's recommendation of l'eprbmmd and voted to censuro Members. Based on the prior
precedt~l1ts of t11e House of RC';>resel1tatives and the Standards Committee, a reprimand is an
inappropriate sanction here. A roprimand is a more severe measure than has been taken in prior
matters where Members wero found to hllve engaged in similar conduct to Representative
Rangel. A letter of reproval is the appropriate sanotion for Representative Rangel's conduct,
which includes faihn'es to follow Standards Committee instructions related to solicitations Oll
behalf of a public tU1iversity located in his congressional district, failure to adequately review
financial records, which led to omitting required information on Representative Rangel's
Firumoial Disclosure Statements and under reporting income on his federal tax returns in
numerous years.
Geoerally, the ShUldards Committee and House of Representatives have found that a
Member's conduct in violation of HOtlse Rules and other applicable standards Wan"!lllts a
96 See House Conun. on Standards ofOfficial Conduct, III the hfatter ofRepresmttative Geraldille A. Ferraro, H.
Rep. 98-1169, 98th Cong" 2d Soss. (l984).
97 CSOC.CBR.00000581.
OK Id.
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reprimand only where the conduct involves serious criminal activity, the indication of cOll1lptiol1
or a significant abuse of power. 99 The Standards Committee has recommended a reprimand of
Members who failed to disclose gifts or donations under circulUstances that suggested a specifio
intent to conceal information, an actual conflict of interest, or if itelUs of significant value were
received from an individual already tmder investigation by the Committee because of concems
about c0111lption. lOO The Standards COlmnittee has also recommended reprimand of a Member
who committed l1umewus violations after receiving direct guidance that such conduct may
violate the law and then submitted false infollnation to the Standards Committee during the
investigation into these violations. 101
By contrast, Representative Rangel's violations were largely based on carelessness and
ignorance of the applicable standards. Representative Rangel's violations of the solieitatioll
statute and related rules were based on his sincere, albeit mistaken, belief that facilitating ilie
cmatiou of the City College of New York's Rangel Center was official business on behalf of a
public institution of lligher teaming located in his Dish-iet and on behalf of the numerous
constituents in his dish-ict who would benefit from the Ceutet·'s existence, Rept'csel1tative
Rl.ll1gel's violations ofthe Ethics in Govemment Act and the Intemal Revenue Code were largely
based on llis failure to adequately review financial records and tax documents that were prepared
for him. Representative Rangel's conduct does not rise to the level of cOll1lption, an abuse of
power, use of official position for personal financial benefit or ignorance of clearly articulated
standards that warrant a reprimand by the House, Representative Rangel cooperated with the
investigative subcommittee and did not submit false statements dm'ing the course of this
investigation that caused additional delays and costs to the House. lD2 The Standards COlllmittee
should conclude that a public letter ofreproval is a sufficient and appropriate sanction.

1. Reprimand Cases Involving Incomplete or Inaccurate l'inancial Disclosure
Statements
The Standards Committee has recommended the sanction of l'eprimand in matters where
a Member has fidled to submit aCCllrate Financial Disclosure statements. However, lUllike
Representative Rang-el's conduct, these cases also involved allegations of a cOl'mpt conflict of
See e.g., House COUllU. 011 Standards of Omcial Conduct. In the Matter afRepresentative GeOl'ge V. Hansen, H.
Rep. 98-891, 98fu C01lg., 2d Sess. at 390 (1984); see alsa HOllse Comill. on 8tanJal'ds of Official Conduct, In the
MatterojRepresentative Bamey Frank, H, Rep. 101-610, 101" Cong.• 2d Sess. at 3-4 (1990); House Comm. on
Standords of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepre.IJentative Gerry E. Studds, fl, Rep. 98-295, 98fu Cong., 1st
Sess. at 1 (1983).
inO &e e.g., HOllse Comm. on Standards ofOffio!al Conducl,ln Ihe Malter ofRepl-eSCl1tativ8 George V. Hansen.1-L
Rap. 98-891, 98th Cong,. 2d Soss. at 390 (1984); see al,'io House COnll1l, on Stalldards ofOfticial COllduct, 111 the
MaUer ojRepresentative Robert L.P. Sikes, H. Rep. 94-1364, 94'" Cong" 2<1 SesB, at 4 (1976); Hot,"e COlllln, on
Standards ofOfficial Conduct, In the Matter ojRepre"enlative Edward R, Roybal. H. Rep. 95-1743, 95th Cong" 2d
Sess, at I (1978).
101 Houso Comm. 011 Standards of Official Conduct. In the Matter qfRepresenlative Newi Gingrich, H. Rep. 105-1,
105 u, Cong., 1st S",'lS, at 1 (1997).
102 House Comm. 011 SllU)dards of Official COlldtlct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Newt Gingrich, H. Rep. 105·1,
10Sdi Cong" 1st Sess. 01 1(1997),
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intt,'rest or the spedfic intent to conceal infonuation suggesting corruption. A reprimand is
appropriate for "serious violations" based 011 the "character of tile offel1ses."I03 The Standards
Corrnnittee has f'Cund that the "chal'actel''' ,of conduct related to financial disclosure statements
warranting a repl'hnalld included those instances where the omission is cOlmeeted to some other
impropriety such as a Member possessing a direct financial interest in legislation he or she has
introduced, Here, Representative Rangel admits that he did not exercise sufficient care in
reviewing and submitting his financial disclosure statements. These violations were careless, but
did not conceal tile existence of a financial interest in any legislation and were not purposeful
attempts to hide infol1nation, Based on these facts, a reprimand is not appropriate.

a, In the Matter ofRepresentative George V: Hansen
Representative George V. Hansen was l'epJimanded by t11e Standards Committee after he
was found guilty of violating the Ethics in Govemment Act and Ule False Statements Act for
failing to disclose foul' separate transactions on his financial discloslU'e statements totaling
$322,000, including a loan from Nelson Bunker Hunt, an individual the Committee found to
have numerous interests before the House because ofhis considerable wealth. 104
The Stan.dards Committee noted tilat the sanction of reprimand was appropriate against
Representative Hansen because the matter involved "the receipt of loans and interest payments
by Congressman Hansen from persons he was assisting before federal departments" which
violated various I-louse Rules. 105 Representative Hansen also committed violations of Staudards
COlmuiUee guidance regarding solicitations and with his wife, "tl'lU1sferl'ed solicited funds to a
joint account from which monies were drawn by Congressman HansCll for his personal use.,,106
The Standards Committee noted that all of the laws and House Rules 1hat Representative Hansen
violated "were diselosure-related.,,107 Speci:fically, the Standards Committee considered that
"Special COIUlsel found that it was to avoid explainhlg his relationship Witll Nelson :B~1tikCl: Hunt
and the Virginia men that Congressman Hmlsen failed to list vm"ious transactions.,,108 The
Standards Committee considCl'cd recommending the sanction of censure, but found that prior
Pl'eeedent was lUOre consistent with a reprimand,109
Representative Hansen received a reprimmld after being convicted uncleI' the False
Statements Act. In order to prove a violation of this statute, the government must show that the
defendant either knew the relevmlt statements were false 01' that the defendant acted Witil a
103 House COl11l11. on Standards of Oftlcial Conduct, In Ihe Malter ofRepresentative George r~ HallseJ;, H. Rep. 98891, 98tb Cong" 2d SOSS. at390 (1984).
104 House Comlll. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter CifRepresenlatlve George V, IhmseIl, H, Rep, 98891,98111 Cong., 2d Soss. a13 (1984).
1'" Houso COl1ll1l. on Slalldal'ds of Official Condllct, In the Matter ojRepresentative George V. Hansell, H, Rep, 98891, 98tb Cong., 2d Soss. 388 (1984).
106 ld, at 390.
107 Jd.
10' Jd.
109 Jd,
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"conscious purpose" to avoid leul1ling the truth of the statements. 11O The investigative
subcommittee did not find that Representative R.angel violated the False Statements Act.
Representative Rangel admits that his Financial Disclosure statements contained numerous errors
and omissions, including failure to disclose income derived from the Punta Cana investment
whicb involved complex oaloulations of imputed rental income, cancellation of debt income and
other non-cash, technical forms of income. Despite this admission, there are no flWts in the
reeord indioating that Representative Rangel acted with a "consoious purpose" to avoid publicity
of the truth of the statements. The Statement of Alleged Violation IWknowledges that
Representative Rangel's Financial Disclosure statements were prepared by meml,ers of his
congressional staff and that he failed to ensure that the infarmatioll reported on the Financial
Disclosure Statements was aCC\Jrate or complete. Suoh conduot does not constitute a violation of
the False Statements Act. Although Representative Rangel's financial disclosure statements
included l1\unerous errors and omissions, these mistalces were due to carelessness and a failure to
take appropriate efforts to ensure thcir accuracy. There is no evidence that Representative Rangel
engaged in any knowing 01' willful attempt to conceal information from the Intemal Revel11.\e
Service, the Standsrds Committee or the public. As suoh, a letter of reproval, rather than It
reprimand is the appropriate sanction.
b. 111 the Matter ofA Complaint Against Representative Robert L.F.
Sikes
The Standards Committee has also recommended the sanction of reprimand whorc a
Member failed to disolose fimUlcial information dcspite appa,\'ent "conflicts of interests and the
llse of an official position tor any personal benefit."lll The Standards Committee concluded that
Representative Sikes committed munel'OUS violations of Rouse Rules, including:
(1) The failure to report the owncrship of stock in Fairchild Industries,
filC. for the years 1968 through 1973 and the First Navy Bank tor the
year 1974, as required by I-louse Rule XLIV.
(2) The rrurohase of [2,500 shares ot] stock in the First Navy Ballk during
the pedod oHts orgallization and following active efforts In his official
capacity to obtain a charter alld federal insuranee of duposits.
(3) TIlu sponsorship of legislation i11 1961 to remove restrictions on land
WitllOut disclosing to tbe Congress the fact he had a heneficial interest
in the land affected by the legislation. 1\2
The Standards Committee fnund that Represcntativc Sikes' faUmes to disclose ownership of
stock were not made in had faith 01' "motivated by all effort to oonceal the finallCial holdrng £'0111

s.

110 See

e.g., U.S. v. Dick, 144 P.2d 546 (1IhCir. 1984); see also, U: v. West, 666 F.2d 16 (2d. eiL 1981).
III Hmlse Corom. on Standards of Official Conduct.h, theil/auer ofRepresentative Robert L.F. Sikes, H. Rep. 941364,94110 Cong., 2d Soss. a\ 4 (1976).
ll2 Id.
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the Members of the House or the publio."m However, the Committee found that the failure to
report as required by fonner Rule XLIV is "deserving of a reprimand."ll'! In addition, the
Standards Committee deemed Ute sanction of reprimand appropriate beoause Representative
Sikes violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govenunent Service by "approaching
organizers of the [First Navy] Bank, inquiring about the possibility of buying stock in the Bank,
and then purchasing 2,500 shares of the Bank's privately held stock following the active and
continuing involvement on his part as shown by the record before Ute Committee in establishing
Ule Bank.,,115
Finally, tllO Standards Committee noted "the action of Representative Sikes in spollsodng
legislation in 1961 [impacting his property interest on Santa Rosa Island] which cl'eated an
obvious and significant conillct of interest."IJ6 The primary goal of the lcgislation "was to
rettlove a reversionary interest and restrictions on property which were inhibiting its commercial
development, ood Representative Sikes failed to cl:isc1ose his substantial interest in the affected
property."W The Standards Conmlittee "declined to malce a recommendation of formal
plUlishment on this issue because it oce\.1l1'od fifteen years prior to the Conullittee's report, some
of the facts were known to Representative Sikes' constituents and he had been subsequently
reelected. JJ8
The purpose of Finanelal Disclosure statements is to identify conflicts of interests. The
Standards Committee has found repdmand to be an appropriate sanction where a Member has
failed to disclose information and conflicts of interests or other potential impropriety suggesting
colTuption is involved. Under federal law and regulations, the te1111 "conflict of inter!,,st" "is
limited in meaning; it denotes a situation in which an official's conduct of his office conflicts
with his private economic affairs.,,1J9 Representative Rangel was admittedly careless in
reviewing ood submitting his Financial Disclosure state~l1ents over the course of numerous years,
but t1le investigative subcommittee did not find any evidence that Representative Ral1gel's errors
and omissions were intended to or did in fact conceal a conflict of interest or the use of an
officiallJOsition for any personal financial benefit. The 2008 House Ethics Manual describes the
Sikes matter as a case where "[t]he House reprimanded [Sikes] based on charges concerning his
use of his officialpositiol1 fiJi' pecuniary gain and receipt of benefits under cir(;\l111stal1ccs that
might have been construed as influencing official duties. There the Memhei' took official actions
that enhanced the value of his personal t1nancia! holdings.',12o Sikes violated th.e prohibition 011
the use of 0110'S official position for personal gain by seeking "benefits fr'om a.n organization
ll3

ld.

1l4 1d.

mId. at21.
1l61d. at4.
1I7 ld.
liS ld.

at 5.
2008 House Ethic~ M<lIlual at 187 (citing Robett S. Getz, Congressional Ethics 3 (1967»; see al'K! Bayless
Manning, Federal Conflict ofInterest Laws 2-5 (1.964); lIlack's Law Dictionm'j! 319 (8th ed. 2004).
tW 2008 House Ethics Manual at 20.
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after he had actively promoted the establishment of that organization in his official capacity."l21
Here, there investigative subcommittee was 110t presented with any evidence that "denotes a
situation in which [Representative Rangel's] conduct of his office conflicts with his private
economic affuirs.,,122 As such, a letter of reproval, rather than a reprimand, is the appropriate
sanction for Representative Rangel's conduct.

2. Reprimand Cases Involving Other Failures to Report Accumte Informatioll
Although Members have received a reprimand from the House in matters where the
Member has failed to make other disclosU1'es required by law, or made inaccurate statements to
the Stattdal'ds Committee 01' other govermuent agency, those instances have involved concerns
about goVel1llUcnt corruption tllat are not present here. Representatives Edward Roybal, John J.
McFall, a:t1d Charles H. Wilson were each reprimatlded for faiUng to disclose gifts on their
fil1atlCial disclosure statements 01' making false statements about the gifts they received. Those
gifts were provided to Representatives Sikes, Roybal and Wilson from Tongsun Park, atl
individual who was a subject of the Standards COlllmittee's Korean Influence Illvestigation. 123
Park, a struggling bllsinessmau, devised a scheme to become a conduit for providing Members of
Congress with money a:t1d other gifts to influence their policies towards thc Republic of Korea
(ROK) Gove1'11ment. 124

a. Korean Influence Investigation
In :lhrthcrance of thc Standards Committee's Korean lJifluence Investigation, the
Committee sent a questionnaire to each individual who had served as a Member of the House of
Representatives during the relevant pel10d of the investigation. 12S The questionnaire asked about
Me.lnbers' contacts with Park and other indivi(luals re1eva:t1t to the investigation including
"innocuous contact"ll such as attendance at parties hosted by the named individuals a:t1d travel to
-Korea, as well as gifts of substantial wilue,,,126 defined as anything in eXGCSS of $100. 127
Members and fmmer Members were advised that "the PU11,ose of the questionnaire was not only
to leam of a:t1y improper activities, but to determine the extent of Koroa:t1 lobbying activities,
including legal activities.,,12&
At the conclusion of its iJ:lve..~tigatiol1, the Statldal'ds Committee f01U1d:

14. at 249.
m 14. at 187; sup,'a nole 118.
123 House ('Allllll. on Standards of Offioial Conduct, Korean Influence Investigation, H. Rep, 95-1817, 95th Cong.,
2d Sess. at 9 (1978).
124]d. at 9.10.
125]d. at 2.
126 14. at3.
mId. at 177.
12K 1<1. at 3.
121
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Pad, proposed a plan to the ROK. Govel'llment under which the ROK
Government would force U.S. rice sellers to name Pml, as their agent in
connection with rice purchases by the ROK; under which Park would Ulen
earn very large con1111iss1011S on such purchases (In fact amounting to over
$9 million during the period 1969-75); and under which he would give
part of Ule proceeds to Members of Congress so that they would become
~'upporters of Korea on important issues such as military aud eco1101111o
aid... , Although Park to some degree made efforts to inf1tJence Congress
on legislation affecting the ROK and undoubtedly made some payments in
part fui' that pll1pOSC, it appeal's that he was far more interested in paying
Congressman who would help him maintain his status as a rice agent
rather than help the ROK on legislative issues affecting it. 129
Several Members were found to have violated House Rules as a result ofthoir contacts with Park
and/or their failure to accurately roport mlY such contacts. Park testified tllat he also made
contributions to several furmcr Members and candidates. The Standards Committee found that
the former Membcl's and candidates were "beyond the jurisdiction of the House" to adjudicate
and sanctlon,l30
b. Representative Edward R. Roybal
In a separate report, the Standards Committee found by clear und convincing evidence
that Representative Roybal "failed to report a $1,000 cash contribution he received from
Tongsun Park on or about August 22, 1974," converted Park's contribution to his own personal
use, and "gave 'testimony which he did not believe to be true', when he denied 1l11der oath that
he received the contribut!on.,,131 The Standards Committee reconunended censuring
RIo"Presentntive Roybal, bilt the House voted to reprimand hhn. 132

c. Represenk'1tlve John J. McFall
The Stalldards Committee investigated allegations that Representative MoFall failed to
disclose n $3,000 campaign contribution fi'01ll Pal'!, to the Clerk of the Honsc. m On these facts,
the Standards Conunittee fuund by cleal' and cOllvincing evidence that Representative McFall
conducted "l:rimflelf in a manner which did not reflect creditably on tJle House of Representatives
and with violating Federal elecHonlaws by failing to report $3,000 received ill October 1974, as
129

14. at 10.

l301d. at 59.
131 HOllse Comm. on Stalldards of Omcial Canduot, III the Matter' ofRepresentative Edward R. Roybal, II. Rep. 951743, 95th Cong., 2d Soss. at r (1978),
132 HOllse Conlin. on Standards of Official Condllct, Korean Illfluence Investigalion, H. Rep. 95·1817, 95th Cong"
2d Sass. at 58 (1978).
m HOllse COl1lm. on Standards of Official Conduct, I" til" Mt:ltter of1I.epresentt:ltive John J. McFall, H. Rep, 951742, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. at 9 (1978).
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a campaign contribution from Tongsun Park.,,134 Although Representative McFall was
exonerated of charges that he converted Park's contribution to his personal usc fU1d that he
accepted gifts fUld favors ti'om Park including cash and a tea set "tmder circumstances which
might be construed by reasollable persous as influencing the perfol1UElnce of his Govcrmnent
duties," the Standards Committee recommended that he receive a formal reprimand fl:om the
House. 135 Representative McFall was reprimanded by voice vote 011 October 13, 1978.
d. Representative Charles H. Wilson
Representative Wilson was l'cprhnandecl by the House after the Standards Committee
found that he "falsely den[icdl that he received a $1,000 eash wedding present £l'om Park."l36 In
response to the Standards Conunittee's questi01U1ail'e regarding the Korean lri/luellce
Investigtltion, Representative Wilson "stated that he had not received anything of a value gl'eater
than $100 fi'om Mr. Tongsull Park:,137 In reality, Representative Wilson had received U,S. and
forcign currcncy from Pm'k valued at approximately $1,000, Based on thesc facts, the Btandm'ds
Committee found that "Representative Wilson had made 'a false statcment in writing' when in
his July 28, 1977, response to the conunittee's questionnaire he denied receiving anything of a
value greater than $100 from TOllgsun Park and that Representative Wilson 'then and there knew
that' that statement was false:,I3& Although the Standm'ds Committee recommended a sanction of
oonsure, 139 the House rejected that recommendation and voted to reprimand Representative
Wilson.
These eases involve facts that are highly distinguishal)le fl:om the conduct engaged in by
Representative Rangel here. There are no facts in the record that Representative Rangel
attempted to eonceal his solicitations on behalf of CCN)! or the donors to CCNY lor the Rangel
Center or that he consciously and knowingly made false statements about his income,
transactions 01' any other disclosable asset. To the contrary, Representative Rangel announced on
the floor of the Hous() of Repl'esontatives that tlum,gh his effods 011 behalf of CCNY,
We have col1)orat[e] people malting contributions. The school does not
exist. It will be announced in October, And I hope my Foderal
GovelTIment is a part of that, as I know my city and State are going to be a
part of it, not because my name is 011 it, I would feel just as strongly about
this ifit wasn't,140

Id, at 1,
mId, at 3.
13. Housc Comm, on Standards ofOfficiul Conduct, Korean Influence Investigation, lL Rcp, 95-1817, 95th Cong"
2d Sess. al58 (1978),
Il7 House Comm, on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Chal'les H. Wilson of
CalflOmta,H. Rep. 95-1741, 95th COl1g., 2d Sess, at 1 (1978).
138 Id.
139 Id, at 12,
140
153 Cong, Roo. H8134 (daily ed. July 19,2007),
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Representative Rangel also admitted that, as characterized in the Statement of Alleged Violation,
he personally signed each of his Financial Disclosure statements whicll contained nUll:lerous
eJ.Tors and omissions. Representative Rangel expressed remorse before the Committee testifying,
"I have learned my lesson and I ovet'ly relied on people for taking eare of'my personal things as I
dedicated myself 7 days a week to my job."141 Unlike prior cases that wal'l'anted a reprimand,
Representative Rangel's lmderlying conduct did not involve intentionally concealing
information, nor did he try to do so during the course oHhis investigation.
3. Other Reprimand Cases
A Membel' llas received the sanction of reprimand in several oilier cases, but 110ne of the
facts involved in these matters are sufficiently similar to Representative Rangel's conduct to
warrant the sanction of reprimand.
a. Representative Gerry E. Studds and Representative Daniel Cl'ane
In the 98 th Congress, dle Standards COlnmittee recommended that the House reprimand
two Members as result of their "improper or illegal sexual conduct" witl; House pages,J42 The
Standards Committee found that Representative Studds engaged in a sexual relationship with a
17-ye!u' old male House page and made sexual advances to two otber pages 10 years earlier in
1973.J43 The Stalldm'ds Committee also found that Representative Crane had a sexual relationship
with a 17-yeal' old female HO\l.~e page in 1980.144 The Stal;dal'ds Committee noted that a "sexual
relationship between a Member of the House of RepresentativCB and a congressional page, or any
sexual advance by a MeJ.l1ber to a page represents a serious breach of the duty owed by the House
and its individual Members to the young people who serve the House as pages.,,145 The House of
RepresentativCB rejected the Standards Committee's recommendation ~)f' teprhuand and voted to
censure both Members by a vote of421-3.
b. Representative Austin J. Murphy
The House of RepreseJ.ltatives voted to reprimand Representative Murphy based on the
Standards Committee's finding that he violated seveJ.'al House Rules by failing "to take steps
necessary to prevent unauthorized use of his voting card or to disavow the votes that were east in
146
his name" among other conduct. The Standards Committee also f0U11d that over a nine-year
14t Rangel Int. TI'. at 164.
.
142 HOllse Comm. on 81l1lldards of Official Conduot, 1n the Matter afRepresentative Gerry E. Studds, H. Rep. 98295, 98th Cong., 1st 8es8. at 1 (1983).
[43 House Comll1. on Standards of Official Condllct, 1n the Matter afRepresentattve Ger'J' E. Studd", H. Rep. 98295, 98th Cong., 1st 8es",. at 1 (1983).
l4'Hollse Comm. on Stendal·ds ofOmcinl Condllct, In the Matter qfRepresenJative Dantel Crane, H. Rep. 98-296,
98th Cong., lst Seils. at 1 (1983).
[45 House Comm. all Standards of Official Conduct, In the Miltl.er ofRepresentative Gerry E. SlUdds, H. Rep. 98295, 98th Cong., 1st Sooo. at 1 (1983).
'46 House Com1n. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ofRepresentative Austin J. lvf",phy, H. Rep. 100485,100" Cong.• lot Sess. at 3 (1987).
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period Representative Murphy "permitted official resources to be diverted fro111 his district office
in Charleroi, Pennsylvania, to the law f11m of Murphy & France for the private business of the
law finn," in violation of31 U.S.C § 1301(a) requiring appropriations to be applied only to the
objects for which the appropriations were made, and clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for
Government Service. 141 Representative Murphy was a former parlner in the law finl1,148
Representative Murphy also employed a staffer, Michael Corbett, "notwithstanding the fact that
Mr. Corbett did not perf01111 duties commensurate with the compellSlttioll he received," in
violation on-louse rules. 149 Although Representative Murphy did not receive a financial benefit,
his fonner law film received a substantial financial benefit, saving $20,000 in photocopying
charges, and mo1'C than $30,000 because Representative Murphy allowed a receptionist on his
congressional staffto serve in the same capacity fur the law finn. 150
c. Representative Bal'l1ey Frank
The Standards Committee 1'Ccommended a reprimand of Representative Frank after
finding that he violnted House RIlles by preparing n memo which contained false statements to
tlw Commonwealth Attorney ill Alexandria responsible for his associate's probation in a criminal
matter. 15l The memorandum stated that his associate was "scrupulous about meeting his
probation requirements," even though at the time, Representative Frank knew his associate was
engaging in prostitution while on probation, and thus not abiding by the probation requirement
1hat he obey all laws. 152 '111e Standards Committee noted that the memorandum Representative
Frank "reasonably should have anticipated ... might be communicated to all enforcement
oflicials" contained "misleading statements [which] could be perceived as an attempt to use
political influence to affcct the acllninisu'atioll of [his associate's] probatio11."m Repl'esentative
Frank also accepted administrative dismissal of 33 parking tickets that he and the associate
hlcUiTed that were not connected to official businessY4 Betweel1 1985 and 1987, 67 tickets were
assessed to Representative Frank's car for non-moving violations,lss FOlty-four of the tickets
were dismissed without Repl'esentative Frank's lmowledgo or request. ~56 The Standards
Committee fOIUld that although Rept'escntative Frank did not actively seck dismissal of the
tickets, he did receive a financial benefit due to having tho fines waived. ls7 Representative Frank
was direeted to make fhll restitution to the District of Columbia government for the amol1l1t of

Id. at4.
at 86.
149Id. at 5.
150ld. at 87.
1.7

14& ld.

m House COl11lll. 011 Standards ofOfficial Conduct, In the Mailer ofRepresentative Ramey Frank, H. Rep. 101;·610,
101" COllg.,2d Bess. at 3-4 (1990),
152 Id. at 25-26.
153 ld. at 56.
154 1d.
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the 33 tickets waived. lo8 The Standards Committee dismissed allegations that Representative
Frank allowed the use of his personal residence for prostitntion and engaged in sexual activity in
the Hmlse gymnasium. I09
d. Representative Newt Gingrich
111

During the 105 Congress, the StandaJ·ds Committee reconullended a reprimand of
Representative Newt Gingdch for a number of violations which included the use of official
resources i11 support of p1·ograms and courses with the American Opportunities Workshop and
Renewing American Civilization that were not in accordance with those organizations' status
under IRC § 501(c)(3).160 The Standards COllunittee found that Representative Gingrich
"engaged in activity involving 501(c)(3) organizations that was substantially motivated by
IJartisan, political gOaJS.,,161 The Standards COllli11ittee further noted that while the AmeriCaJl
Opportunities Workshop prograJll "was educational, the citizens' movement was also considered
a tool to recruit 11on-voters a.nd people who were apolitical to the Republican Party.,,162 Likevtise,
Representative Gingrich "intended that a 'Republican majority' would be the heart of the
[Renewing Amedcan Civilization) movement and that the movement would 'professionalize'
House Republicans."l63
In determining what the a.ppropriate sanction should be, the Gingrich Inwstigative
"Subcommittee and Special Counsel considered the seriousness of the conduct, the level of care
exercised by Mr. Gingrich, the dismptiol1 caused to the House by the conduct, the cost to the
House in ha.ving to pay for 8n extensive investigation and the repetitive nature of the conduct."IM
Representative Gingrich was held accountable for the Standards Conunittee's "extensive"
investigation because "[wlhell the COl11mittee specifically focused Mr. Gingrich's attention on
that issue and questions cOllcel'l1ing GOPAC's involvement in the cotll-se, his response was not
accurate.,,16S Although Representative Gingrich "did not intend to mislead the Committee and
apologized for his conduct," his "inaccurate statements" prevented the matter ii-om being
"resolved as expeditiously as it could have been."J66 This delay "caused a controversy over the
mattt'£ to arise and last for a substantial period oHime, it disrupted the operations of the House,
11l1(l it cost the House a substantial amount of money in order to determine the facts.,,167 Among
tho other factors leading the Gingrich investigative subeommittee to rccon11tlelld a reprimand
was that "the violation [did] 110t represent ollly a single instance ofrecldess conduct. Rather, over
15>lld.
lS~ !d. 814.
Hill House Comm. 011 Slandards of Official COl1dtlCt, In the MCitter ofRepresentative Newt Gingrich, H. Rep. 105-1,
105'" Cong., 1st Sess. at 1(1997).
lGl ld. a14.
l@ld.
t<tl ld. a15.
lMId. a194•
•os ld. at 91.
166Id.
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a number of years and in a munber of situations, Mr. Gingrioh showed a disregard and lack of
respeot for the standards of conduct that applied to his activities."16& A1UlOugh the record is clear
that Representative Rangel violated House Rules over the course of several years, there are
numerous distinguishing faotors between the facts in the Gingrich matter and the conduct
engaged in by Representative Rangel.
The Standards Committee concluded that Representative Gingrich's conduct warranted a
reprimand because "thore were significant and substantial warning signals to Mr, Gingrich that
he should have heeded prior to embarking on these projects. Despite these wa111ings, Mr.
Gingrich did 110t seek a11y legal advice to ensure be conduct conformed with the provisions of
501(0)(3).,,169 The Standards Committee found that:
Prior to embarlcing on these projects, Mr. Gingrich had been involved with
another organization that had direct experience with private benefit
prolribitiOll in a political context, the American Campaign Academy. III a
1989 Tax Court opinion issued less than a yem' before Mr. Gingrich set the
AOW/AcrV project into motion, the Academy was denied its exemption
under 501(0)(3) because, although educational, it conferred an
impermissibie private benefit on Republican candidates and entities....
Taking into uecoullt Mr. Gingrich's baokground, experience, and
sophistication witl1respect to tax-exempt organizations, and his status as a
Member of Congress obligated to maintain high ethical standards, the
SubC01wnittee concluded that Mr. Gingrich should have known to seck
appropriate legal advice to ensure that his conduct in rega1'd to the
AOW/ACTV and Renewing American Civilization projects was in
compliance with 501(c)(3).170
Representative Rangel did not have lUlY such wa:tning. Reprimand was recommended in the
Gingrich matter because Represcntative Gingrich received a clear directive less than a year prior
to 111s involvement with AOW/ACTV aud Renewing AmericlUl Civilization that the
organizations could not provide private benefits to political parties, but did not seek any
additionat advice 01' attempt to mitigate the conduct. Furthennore, during the investigation,
Representative Gingrich made "inaccurate" statements to the COl11mittee. l7l
Although 1110 House Ethics Manuat advises U1at Members Imlst meet certain requirements
if they plan to fundraise on behalf of a 501 (e)(3), Reprcsentative Rangel has stated 011 munel'OUS
occasions that he believed his effOlts on behalf ofthe City College of New YoJ1c to be a part of
his officiat congrcssiolluI d~lties. Rcprescntative Rangel has assisted the public university in
1<;' It!. at 94.
169
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l1wnt-'l:OUs capacitates throughout his tenure as tlle Member of COllgress representing the 15 th
congressional district of New York. CCNY's Rangel Center was not just a 501(c)(3)
organization; it was a project run by a public university in Representative Rangel's district,
serving disadvantaged minority youth who also resided in Representative Rangel's dish·ict.
Representative Rangel testified:
I considered it an official part of my responsibility, and I didn't see where
I was soliciting for anything except helping a public institution that had
over a hundred y(Jllrs ofhistOl'y of educating poor folks. I ])robably put out
a press release at government expense. I was so proud of the fact that I
was involved in expanding the services that were rendered by the City
College. 'Ibis is a public college, They were public, r was public. I
considercd it a, public effort I was maldng. 172
Unlike Representativc Gingrich, Representative Rangel did not have any specific guidance from
the Standards Committee or any other body that his work on behalf of a publie university such as
ec.m was not a pInt of his official duties prior to engaging in the offending conduct.
Representative Rangel erroneously believed that his solicitation of dOllations on behalf of CCNY
was an official function, but he had no direct guidancc to undermine tbis conclusion, Neither the
1992 nor tbe 2008 editions of House Ethics Manual provides any definition of "official conduct"
or "official duties" which specifically address Representative Rangel's understanding regarding
soliciting on behalf of public universities such as CCNY.
Another distinguishing factor between the Gingrich matter and Represent-ative Rangel's
conduct are Representative Rangel's attempts to comply with House Rules or mitigate the
sevcrity of his violations. Representutive Rangel did not submit "inaccm-ate statements" which
resulted in Ii delay of the illVestigative subcommittee's work 01' disrupt the operations of the
Honse. m Instead, he attempted to identify and remedy his conduct that violated House Rules.
Representative Rangel asked the Standards Committee to investigate his conduct. The Standflrds
Committee should also consider that Representative Rangel hired a forensic accountant and filed
amended Financial Disclosure statements for each of calendar years 1998 tlll'Ough 2007 on
August 12, 2009. These corrective measures set Represenl-alive Rangel further apart fiXYJl1
Membcrs who have received a sanction of reprimand.
Representative Rangel's conduct also does not demonstrate the willful "ignorance of or
disregard for House Rules and various legal standards applicable to the conduct of Members'
official duties" noted in the Gingrich matter. 174 The record demonstrates that Repl'e,senta.tive
Rangel attempted, albeit imJffectively, to ensure that the letters he sellt to potential donors to
l?2 Rangel Into Tr. at 20.21.
m House Comm. Oil Standards of 0 weial Conduct,In the Maller ofRepresentative No»t Gingrioh, H. Rep. 105-1,
10SthCong., lstScss. ai91 (1997),
114 Id, at 94.
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CCNY for the Rangel Center were not solicitations for donations. The letters did not request
money, but merely "advice and assistance concerning how to approac11 the donor community,
particularly private and corporate fnundations int(~rested in education" as well as "a dialogue
with you all funding of tho Rangel Center.,,175 Representative Rangel testified:
I went out of my way to make certain that I didn't solicit on official
stationery. I think all of the letters, you'll see that I never asked anyone
for money, even though it was my hope that the foundations will take
interest in this ed11cational pj'()ject, which is as important today as it ever
has been in the past, and that CCNY would have to sell this project,
because it would be self serving for me to say, Support Range1. 176
Altbough some of the leUers were accompanied by a brochure requesting the recipient to
"consider a gift of $30,000,000 or $6,OOO,OOO/ycar over five years," CCNY ceased using the
brochure midway through its iundraising process. m
While reasonahle persons could certainly conclude that the combination of
Representative Rangel's form letter and CCNY's RIDlgel Center brochm'e comprised a
solicitation, it is also noteworthy that neither the House BUlics Manual nor 5 U,S.C. § 7353
defines the term "solicit" 01' what conduct constitutes a "solicitation." Furtbelmorc,
Representative Rangel had previously received guidance from the StIDldards Committee that it
was permissible to use official House Resources to forward to other Memhers a request for
donations to a private individual's educational fund. The Committee advised Representative
Rangel thalpursual1tto 31 U.S.C § 1301:
The solicitation of fIDlds for this educational fund by use of gove11Jment
resources, such as congressional stationary and staff members' w011, time,
would constitlile 1m impermissiblc subsidization of a private enterp1'lse
with official funds.
Upon rcview of the cover letter yOl1 propose to send to your colleagues,
the Committee notes that you make 110 request that the Members mal,e
donations to this fund. You merely pass along the Ambassador's letter for
their oonsiderutiol1. '1'11e1'efore, it is the Committee's view that sending Ollt
this "Deal' Colleague" letter wil1not place you in violation of IDlY House
rules or states. 178
17> See e.g', Leller f'rolU Charles Rangel to John L. Damonti, Bristol-Myers Squihh Formdation, dated June 13, 2005.
CSOC.CBR.00002869- CSOC.CBR.00002870.
119
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"Oem: Colleague" letters must be sent on official I-louse letterhead and are routinely prepared by
congressional staff. Representative Rangel's letters on behalf of CCNY did not request money,
but forwarded CCNY's brochure which indicated the funds required to make the Rangel Center
possible. It is also understandable that Representative Rangel did not consider CCNY, a public
educational institution located 1n his congressional district, to be a "private enterprise."
While none of these factors negate the fact that Representative Rangel committed
numerous violations arising fi'om his solicitation of donations to CCNY for the Rangel Center
and his inaccurate Financial Disclosure statements, the Standards Conunittce should consider the
measures Representative Rangel took as mitigating factors when recommending a sanction. As
noted, a letter of reproval is a formal and public "rebuke of a Member's conduct issued by a
body of that Member's peers acting, as the Standards Committee, on behalf of Ihe House of
Representatives." By contrast, "reprimand is appropriate for serions violations,,179 and despite
the number of violations involved, "it has been the character of the offenses ... which establish
the level of punishment imposed, nol the cumulative nature of the offenses.,,130 The character of
Representative Rangel's conduct does not reach the level of gravity that the Standards
Committee and the House of Repl'esel1tatives have previously found to WatTllllt the sanction of
reprimand.
1II.

Substantive Counts ofthe Statement of Alleged Violation
The evidence in this matter is clear that Representative Rangel violated various House
Rules and other applicable standm·ds. Specifically, once the conclusion is made that solicitations
related to CCNY's Rangel Center were not technically "official business," then it follows that
Representative Rangel's conduct constitutes a violation of the House Rules regarding
solicitations, FI~lDkil1g Commis,~ionregulations, House Office Building Commission regulations,
the purpose law, the Member's Congressional Handbook, and the letterhead rule.
I agree with my colleagues that Representative Rangel's failures to provide a "full and
complete statement" of his income, uneamed income transactions and reportable positions is a
violation of the Ethics in Government Act and House Rule XXVI. The totality of these violations
constituted behavior which fails to "reflect creditably OIl the House.,,131 However, it is my helief
that the record in this C'<1se lacked sufficient evidence to create a "substantial reason to believe"m
that Representative Rangel committed the following counts included in the adopted and
transmitted Statement ofAlleged Violation:
1. Count II: Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Govel1llUent Service,
cl. 5
mCommiltee on Standards ofOfficial Conduct Rule 24(g).
''''' Honse Camm. on Standards of Official Conduct, In the Matter ~I'Repre"entative George V. Hansen, H. Rep. 98891, 98U1Cong., 2d SeBs. 390 (1984).
lSI House Rille xxnr, cl. 1.
m Conunittre 011 Stal1dards of Official Conduct Rule 19(f).
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2, Count III: Conduct in Violation of the House Gift Rule
3, Count V: Conduct in Violation of tile Criminal Franking Statute
4, Count X: Conduct in Violation of Code of Etllies for Govcnilllent Service,
c1. 5
These counts should have 110t been charged in the Statement of Alleged Violation and cannot be
sustained by the higher "clear and convincing evidence" standard at t1'ia1.
In addition, the following counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation are duplicative of
other counts and should not have been charged, most notably:

1. Count XI: Conduct in Violation of Code of Ethics for Government
Service, c1. 2
2. Count XII: Conduct in Violation of the Code of Conduct: Letter and
Spirit of HOl1se Ruies
A, Alleged Violations Related to the Receipt of an Impermissible Gratuity, Favor 01' Gift
in Violation of the House Gift Rule or tile Code ofEthics for Government Service
TIle record in this matter lacks suf:t1clent evidence to create a substantial reason to beHove
that Representative Rangel violated thf;l House gift rule (Count II) or clause 5 of the Code of
Ethies for Government Service (Count III) related to his solicitations on behalf of CCNY's
Rangel ('-euler. Clause 4 of House Rule XXIII states that a Member "may 110t accepts gifts
except as provided by clause 5 of l'ule XXV." House Rules pi'ovide that a Member may not
knowingly accept a gift except as provided in that clause. lS) A "gift" is ddinoo as "gratuity,
favor, disco\1l1t, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbeai'ance, or othcr item having monetary
value:,184 The Code of Btlries for Govermnent Service185 states:
[A]nyperson in Govemment service should:
5. Never discriminate unfairly by tile dispensing of special favors
or llrivileges to anyone, whether foi' remuneration or not; and never
aeeel'! for himself or his family, favors or benefits under
circumstances which might he construed by reasonable persous as
influencing the performance of his governmental duties.
Thc investigative subeOlmnittee found that Representative Rangel solicited cOlltributions fbr the
City College of New York for the Rangel Center and CCNY did receive contributions fro111
many of the cntitles that received Representative Rangel's letters. Despite this fact,
Representative Rangel did not violate House Rules or the Code of Btilics for GOVel11111011t
'S3

House Rule XXV, e1. 5(a)(1)(A)(i)

'84 House Rule XXV, d, 5(a)(2),
IS5 72 Stat" Patt 2, BI2, H. Res. 175, 85'h COllg, (adopted July 11, 1958),
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Service because he did not receive mty gift, gratuity f-avor or other thing of value from any of the
entities he solicited. Furthermore, the "indirect gift" rule does not apply to these facts.
Representative Rmlgel's efforts on behalf of CCNY were motivated by his desire to inspire
tUlderprivileged young people in his congressional district and should not be converted into an
impermissible gift simply because he failed to fully comply with the Standards Committee's
instructions related to permissible solicitations. The investigative subcommittee did not find that
Representative Rangel violated either the bribery 01' illegal gratuities statute. Although
Representative Rmtgel's conduct violated congressionall'ules regarding solicitations, he did not
violate the Code of Ethics for Government Service, because Representative Rangel did not
receive any illegal or impermissible benefits.
Representative Rangel has consistently demonstrated a commitment to creating and
expanding access to education fOl' minority youth, Howard University created the Charles B.
Rangel Intematiollal Affairs .Fellowship Program which "seeks to attmct and educate outstanding
young people who desire a career in the Foreign Service.',186 Congressman Rangel's goal ill
helping to establish this program was "to create au excellent and diverse U.s, Foreign Service
that represents the rich ra1lge oftalellts and expertise of the American people."lB'I The program is
"ftmded by the U.S. Department of State and managed by the Ralph J. Bl1nclle Illtel'l1ational
Affairs Center at Howard University; thesc Fcllowships preparc students to cnter exciting and
rewarding careers 1n public service as Foreigl1 Service Offieers.,,188 The Rangel Fellowship
Progmm at Howard University ellCOUl'ages minority students and students with fillancialneed to
participate and ultimately pursue careers in international affairs. 189
Li1<ewise, Representative R,mgel's interest in facilitating CCNY's creation of tile Rangel
Center was motivated by his desire to provide educational opportunities to minority and
economically disadvantaged youth in Ius congressional district. According to Reprcsentative
Rangel's Chief of Staff during the relevant period:
Mr. Rangcl has always had an interest, even a passion, for public service
and for introducing 1Ulderprivileged young people to the benefits of public
service, the rewards being not always financial, but the rewards being, in
his experience, just tremendously beneficial to one's own self esteem and
self image and what the comm1Ulity can benefit !i:om somebody giving
back. So he's had a consistent desire to open up those doors of
opport.unity....
[tIle regards City College as sort of a jewel in his commnnity and has
always sought to get the college involved in what he regards as the
". Available at pJ!:p:llwww.how3rd,edulr,Ll1Lumgelprogram old.hlm.
1111 fd,
1831d,
1891d.
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greatest challenge he's ever faced, and that is the CU1'l'el1t gelleration where
we're suffering a graduatiQn rate among black and Hispanic males in Ne:lV
Yod, City and in. his community very specifically of less than 50 percent.

So exposure to people in professions is important for people who come
from really POOi' circml1stances, and he has always aaid in recent years,
palticularly as we've seen in the appointments of well, from our own
community, ROll Brown by Prcaidcnt Clinton to be ConUl1erce Secretary.
Ron grew up in the Harlem community and made Charlie realize that his
appointment would make more people fi'om the comlmmity maybe think
about what they may be able to achieve siU(~e they hadll't seen any of our
kids, as you are well awarc, see tremendous Sllccess in enteltalmUent and
basketball and othel' endeavors that arc not within reach of most of the
kids. So part of this has always boon to try to get role models who really
prove that they madc it through education and through efforts that most
people can apply themselves to as opposed to being physically or
oilierwise gifted. 190
This characterization is consistent with Representative Rangel's own statements about his
interest in CCNY's Rangel Center. In successfully defending an earmark request for CCNY for
the Rangel Center on the House floor, Representative Rangel described his commitment to
education in this way: "[a]nd in my c0111munity, where only four out of 10 lads manage to l1nish
high school, I've devoted my entire life [to] working with the public and private sector in trying
to keep our kids in school, and giving them the opportunity to get an education."\91 TIl0
Statement of Alleged Violation now attempts to portray mistakes in how Representative Rangel
solicited on behalf of a public university's program to educate disadvantaged youth as corrupt
conduct.
1. Representative Rangel Did Not Receive Any Direct Benefits from Donations
to CCNY to Creat(~ the Rangel Center
The record is clear that tile direct benefits of the donations to CCNY's Rangel Center
inure to CCNY and the students who pmticipate in the Rangel Center's educational programs
and not to Representative Rangel. The Statement of Alleged Violation in this matter indicates
Ulat Representative Rangel violated House Rules because the Rangel Center "provide[d] him
with an office" and because the Rangel Center included "the storage and archiving of his
papers." The "well furnished office" listed in the brochtu:e 1'01" the Rangel Center cannot be
considered a gift or other direct personal benefit to Representative Rangel. The record is clear
that the office in the Rangel Center was not for Representative Rangel's l1ersonal usc, but rathe!'
19<1lnlervlewofGeorge Datley, December 8, 2008 (hereinafter Dalley lnl. Tr. 12/81(8) at 36039.
191 [53 Congo Rec.H8[33-34.
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a venue so that Representative Rangel could further the aims of the Rangel Center.
Representative Rangel testified before the investigative subcommittee, that he "would have no
idea what I would do with [an officeJ.,,192 Fonner CCNY President Gregory Williams testified
that Ule intended pnrpose of the "well fm11ished office" in the Rangel Center was to provide
students a place to meet Representative Rangel as part of their academic experience. 193
Furthermore, the office was an idea proposed by CCNY and ultimately abandoned by CCNY as
well. 194 Based on these facts, the well furnished office mentioned in the Rangel Center brochure
C81mot be charactetized as a direct personal benefit to Representative Rangel.
The allegation Umt Representative Rangel would receive all improper benefit from
CCNY archiving his official congl'essionalpapers defies logic 811d C0ml1101l sense.
Representative Rangell10t only chose to donate his papers to CCNY, a public university located
in his congressional district, but did so at the expense of several other prestigious universities
located in New York City including Columbia University 81ld New York University. Courts have
consistently held that "Congress llses words in a statute as they are commonly understood.,,195
Interpreting Representative Rangel's donation as all impermissible benefit or gift would be akin
to finding that a Member received a gift because a homeless shelter agreed to come to a
Member's home 811d pick up donations of clothes, thus saving the Member the cost of disposing
of the clothes in some other way.
To characterize Represelltative Rangel's decision to donate his papers to CCNY as
anything other than a gift from Representative Rangel to CCNY is completely inconsistent with
the ordinary and plain meaning of the word gift. An overwhelming majority of the House of
Representatives indicated their belief that neither the "well fUrnished office" nor the
archivistlHbrari811 to "org811ize, index ~.l1d preserve for posterity all documents, photographs and
memol'abiHa relating to Congress Rallgel's career" were direct benefits by voting against 811
attempt to eliminate an e811ll.ark designated for CCNY for the Rangel Centel'p6 Representative
J 01111 Campbell of California argued from the floor of the House that the R81lgel Center provided
direct personal benefits to Representative Rangel, 19'I After the floor debate, which included a
rebuttal from Representative Rangel, 316 of the 435 Members of the House voted against
Representative Campbell's "amendment (No. 62 ptinted in the Congressional Record of July 17,
2007) that sought to prohibit D.l1lds ii'0111 being used for the Charles B. Rangel Center forPubllc
Service, City College of New York, NY of the ear11l81'k,',198 This vote demonstrates U1at
Congress' com111only understood meaning of ll1e word "gift" excluded Representative Rangel's
Pl'O]Josed office and 111e archiving ofhis papers,
192
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Likewise, the naming of the Rangel Center docs not constitute a direct personal benefit to
Representative Rangel. The 2008 House Ethics Manual contcmplates that Members will "'lend
their names to legitimate charitable enterprises and otherwise promote charitable goals,,,,199
because the Members' names add value to the event. Even where a Member's affiliation Witll a
charitable event erulanees his reputation, the Committee has previously fotmd that H[tJhe receipt
of an incidental benefit ofpublicity does not constitute 'something of value' under 5 U.s.C. Sec.
7353.,,200 Any benefit that Representative Rangel could possibly have received ll'Olll his
solicitations on behalf of CCNY would be intangible and of no meaningful value. Furthermore,
any such benefit could not be considered a gift under the House gift rule because it was provided
by CCNY, a local government agellcy?Ol

2. The "Indirect Gift" Rule Does Not Apply to Representative Rangcl's Conduct
Related to CCNY
The "indirect gift" lute does not apply to Representative Rangel's conduct in this matter
because the alleged gift rule violation is predicated on Representative Rangel's failure to
properly solicit donations on behalf of CCNY PUr8111U1t to the guidance in the 2008 House Ethics
M\l1wal. As such, the investigative subcommittee should have referred to the restrictions placed
on solicitations to detennille whethcr Representative Rangel received a gift. 11,ose limitations
llote that "no direct benefits may result to the soliciting official.,,202 The Manual does not provide
any such restriction on indirect benefits resulting to the soliciting of'ficia1.203 Representative
Rangel did not receive any dit'ect benefits as a result ofhis solicitation for donations on behalf of
the Rangel Center, only the publicity associated with its naming. That basis alone canuot
constitute a gift under an "indirect gift" rule theory.
Fundamental fairness also diotates that the "indirect gift" rule should not apply to
Representative Rnngel's conduct related to CCNY's Rangel Center. Although generally, the
ptlblication of a statute alone Ilffords "adequate notice to the public at large,,,204 5 U.S.C. § 7353
authorizes the Standards Committee, as thc supervising ethics office for the House, "to issue
rules or regulations implementing the provisions of this section and providing for such
reasonable exceptions as may be appropriate."z05 Thus, the statute alone cannol provide
sufficient notice of the requirements regarding solicitations and gifts. Tl1e House gift rule notes
"[a]11 the provisions of tlJis clause [the gift rule] shall be interpreted and enforced solely by the

J9'>2008 HouseK/hics Manual at 44 (citing H. Rep. 337, J041h Cong,. 1st 8oss. 12 (1995».
House Comm. on Standards of Offioial Conduot, Summmy ofActivitle,,~OJ!e Hundred Fourth Congress, H. Rep,
104-886, 104!h Cong., 2d Soss. § IVA3 (1997),
20' House Rule 25, clause 5(a)(3)(O); see also 2008 HOl/se Ethics Manual at 55-6,
W2 2008 House Ethics Mallual at 348.
20' ld. at 347-49.
204 U.S. v. Dellis, 297 F.3d 25, 28 (lsterr. 2002)(dlingRaberts v. M!lille, 48 F.3d 1287. 1300 (1st Cir.J995) (Cyr, J.,
concurring».
20' 5 U.S.C. § 7353(b)(J).
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COllunittee on Standards of Official Conduct.,,206 The Standards Committee is "authorized to
issue guidance on any matter contained in this clause,,,207 The Office of Government Ethies208
and the Judicial Conference Committee on Codes of Conduct209 are the supervising ethics offices
for the executive and judicial branches respectively; only the Standards Committee's gtlidance is
binding on Members and employees of the House of Representatives,2l0 As such, notice of
violations of an "indirect gift" rule pursuant to 5 U,S.C. § 7353 and the House gift rule must be
published to Members by the Standards Committee before they can be held accountable for such
eOllduct,21l Thc investigative subcommittee now holds that where a Member or House employee
has not complied fully with the Committee's guidance with respect to a permissible solicitation,
a gift to the proposed beneficiary of the solicitation will be attributed to the soliciting Member or
House employee. If the investigative subc01mnittee now seeks to convelt violations of the
congressional solicitation rules into violations of the House gift rule tinder an "indirect gift"
theory, it should publicly communicate that interpretation to Members before seeking to hold
Representative Rangel accountable.
The House Rules make no mention of tl11 "indirect gift" theory under the gift rule or that
fnilure to comply with the restrictions on permiBsible solicitations on behalf of a 501(0)(3)
organization, particularly a public university, will result in a gift rule violation. House Rule
XXV, cl. 5(a)(2)(B)(i) only addresse.~ "[a] gift to a fml'lily member of a Member.,. or a gift to
any other individual." The term "individual" very commonly denotes "a private or natural person
as distinguished from a partnership, corporation or association,,,?l? Although "this restrictive
signification is not necessarily inherent in the word," the Committee has advised Members that
the indirect gift rule theory was meant to apply to spouses 01' dependents,Z13 The only guidance ill
the House mles related to donations to charitable organizations relates to "A Member ." who
designates 01' l'econmlends a contribution to a charitable organization in lieu of al1
hOllorw:iu11l."zI4 An honorarium is not considered a gift if it is reported according tu the
provisions outlined in a subsequent clause,2l5 However, tlus guidance does not relate to
solicitations 01' excepl"ions to the congressional solieitationrules,
The Standards Committee has not provided Members with sufficient notice that failure to
follow the specific restrictions placed on solicitations on behalf of 11011-pro'fit organizations can
result in a violation of the House gift l'ule. The 1992 House Ethics Manual, which was the most
01ment edition of the House Ethies Manual 111 circulation between 1992 and 2008, addressed
206 House
20'{ ld,

Rule XXV, c1. 5(h),

Availahle athttp://WWW,lI8oge.gov/about/backgrOillld..111ission.aspx.
Availahle at hltp:llwww,usCQlU"I:s.gov!rulesalldpolicioslCod~sO£Condllcta8px.
~:: Avai,lahlc at htlp:/!www.llsoge.gov/abollt/111atters..outside,aspx.
ld.
212 BLACK'S LAWDlcnONARY 533 (Abridged 6'" ed. 1991).
213 !<lee 1992 House B/hies Manual at 35,
214 House Rule XXV, 01. 5(i).
2l51d.

20'
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"indirect gifts," advising Members that "[t]he word 'indirectly' has pri11cipalreference to gifts to
the spouse or dependent of a Memher.',216 TIle 1992 version ofthe Manual includes a "Summary
Opinion" related to "hldirect gifts," noting that "[g]ifts to a spouse or dependent are considered
indirect gifts to the Member, officer, 01' employee f01' purposes of [111enJ House Rule XLIII,
clause 4, unless such gifts are prompted by some consideration lmrelated to the Member, oftker,
or employee. ,,2l7 The 1992 House Ethics Manual also reminded Members that the Franking
regulations prohibit '''the use of the frank for the benefit of charitable organizations ,n but does
not explain that faiIme to comply with this rule could also constitute a violation of the "indirect
gift" luie outlined elsewhere in the Manual.2l&
The 1992 House Ethics Manual also includes an explanation of then, House Rule XLIII,
clause 11, prohibiting Members £:om "authoriz[illg) or otherwise allow[ingJ a non·House
individual, group, or organization to usc the words 'Congress of the United States', 'House of
Representatives', or 'official business', or any combination of words thereof, on any letterhead
or envelolle:,219 However, 111e entire list of restrictions and explanations regarding pel1nissible
solicitations found in the 2008 House Ethics ManuaI is not included in the 1992 version. 22o In
addition, the 1992 House Ethics Manual does not include any language explaining to Members,
officers and employees of the House that failme to eomply wi111 the restrictions on using the
Frank on behalf ofcluuitable organizations eanl'esult in a violation of the gift rule. The guidance
related to "indirect gifts" specifically states that the provision is meant to "apply the gifts
provision to spouses and dependents.,,221
Guidance 011 how to comply with House Rules and other ethical guidelines, as noted in
the House gift rule, are also conveyed to Members, staff and the public in "Memorancl[a] for All
Members Officers and Employees" (Pink Sheets) which are transmitted to Members and
available to public. In addition, the Standards Committee issues "Dear Colleague" letters which
are distdbuted to all Members and their offices, but may 01' may not be available to the general
public. The Standards Committee has issued numel'OUS "Dear Colleague" letters and Pink Sheets
since 1992, when the previous version of the House Ethics Manual was published.. This guidance
ha.~ covered numel1Jl.1S topics related to solicitations and the gift rulc including "Summary of

1992 House Ethics Manual at 75.
Id, at 77. 1112000, lhe Stancl~rds COfllllllttee released a supplemental doclmlent entitled "Rules ofthe U.s. Houso
ofReprc'''"latives all Gifts and Travel" (106tl1 Congo 2d Sess, April 2(00). This document also addresses the
appHcability of the HOllSe gift l'Ule to "Speus~.s, Family Members and Others," but does not advise Members that
failure tu properly fullow the Committee's guidanco regarding permissible solicitations on behalfof 50I (c)(3)
organizations could result itl a violation olthe House gift rule. Rules qftfw U.S. Hause ofRepresentatives on Gift,~
and Travel at 15-6 (106th Congo 2d Soss, April 2000),
,." ld. a1227.
219 ld. at 325 (citing Conunittce on Standards of Official Conduct Advisory Opinion No.5, issued Apl"i14, 1979 aud
furl1l<Jt Houoo Rul" XUJI, clause I 1).
no C"lU1laJ'e 2008 House Elldcs Manual at 348·4910 1992 House Ethi". Manual .1319-320.
221 2008lIoWle Ethics Manual at 76.
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New Restl'ictions on Solicitation;"222 "Rules Governing (1) Solicitation by Members, Officers
and Employees in General, and (2) Political Fundraising Activity in House Offices;,,223
"Amendment of the House Gift Rule;,,224 and "Recent Gift Rule Amendments."ns None of the
"Dear Colleague" letters sent to all Members and staff or the publicly availahle Pirl1e Sheets
advises Memhers that failme to properly adhere to the restrictions for permissible solicitations on
behalf of a 501 (0)(3) organization can result in not only a violation of congressional solicitation
rules, but also a violation of the gift rule,
The Standards COlIlm1tteehas also issued guidance in collaboration with Ule COllUllittee
on House Administration regarding solicitations on behalf of 501(c)(3) organizations in the
aftermath of national and international tragedies, After the tel1'orist attacks of September 11,
2001, Hurricane Katrina i112005, and the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, the Standards Committee or
the Committee on House Administration have reminded Members that they cannot use official
House resources to solicit 011 behalf of 501(c)(3) organizations, even to support charitable efforts
of this grand magnitude, This guidanoe, however, makes no mention that failtU'e to properly
follow the restrictions 011 solioitations will result in an impermissible gift being attributed to the
soliciting Member or staff person. On September 14, 2001, the Commission on C'AlJlgressiona1
Mailing Standards advised Memhors:
While we understand the good intentions of those making suohinquides,
we must remind all Members that it is a violation oflaw to use the frank to
solicit contributions in support of any charitable organization or purpose,
This prohibition also extends to solicitations of goods 01' services,
including [uod and clOUling,226
This letter does not advise Members that failure to pro1'edy follow the restrictions on
solicitations will result in an impermissible gift being attributed to the soliciting Member,
On September 2, 2005, the Committee on House Administration advised Members:
While we understand the good intentions of those making such inquiries,
we must remind all Members that it is a violation of law to use the frank to
solicit anything in support of any charitable organization or purpose,
Members should also not use their websites to solicit anything, More
222 Memorandum rot' All Members, Officers and Employees, fi'01n Committee 011 Standards of Official Condnct,
dated Apl'i14, 1995.
,,~ Memorandum for All Members, Officers and Employees, j}om Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct,
dated April 25, 1997.
224 MemOj'alldum ror All Members, Officers and Employees, fl'om Committee on Standards ofOfflcial Conduct,
dated January 22, 1999,
22' Memoratl<lum fDf All Members, Officers and Employees, fi'om Committ"e on Standards of Official Conduct,
dated April 11, 2003,
"6 Dear Colleague letter from Representative Robert W. Ney lllld Representative Steny Ho)'er, dated September 14,
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broadly, regulations of the Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct
prohibit the use of any official resources to solicit funds for charitable
organizations or purposes and prohibit Members fl:om implying that such
organizations or purposes have been endorsed by the House of
Representatives, To summarize, Members and staff may not use official
resources to solicit aJ.1ything for charities?27
Tills letter does not advise Members that failure to properly follow the restrictions on
solicitations will result in ml impermissible giil being attributed to the soliciting Member,
On January 20, 2010, the Chair and Rmiking Members of the Stm1dards Committee and
the Committee on House Adminis1mtio11 issued a joint "Dear Colleague" letter regm'ding
"Helping the Victims of the Haiti Emthquake." This lotter noted;
Members have asked to what extent they may use theil' official resouroes
to soHcit or collect donations of goods, i\U1ds, or services 011 behalf of
charities and other private organizations hlVolved in relief efforts,
We understand the good intentions of those maldng such inquiries, but the
rules nfthe House preclude Members from using offioial1'esouroes for any
pUlpose other than in SUPl)QI't ofthe conduct of the Member's official and
representational duties on behalf of the distJ:ict which he or she currently
represents. This has, in the past, been interpreted to mean that chmitable
solicitations using officialI'esollrces are not permitted,228
None of the "Dear Colleague" letters or Pink Sheets distributed to all Memhers, officers, and
staff of the House regal'ding solicitations or the gift mle advises Members that faillu'e to properly
follow the restrictions on solioitations will result in m1 impermissible gift being attribllted to the
soliciting individual,
Like the 1992 edition published hefore it, the 2008 I-louse Ethics Manual disousses the
applicability of the House gift rule "to spouses, fm1uly members mlc1 ofhers"n9 but makes no
mention of the invoJJtigative subcommittee's conclusion that failure to follow the Standards
Committee's guidance on soliciting on behalf of non-profit ol'gmrlzations is also a gift I'llie
violation, Likewise, the Manual's section regmding permissible solicitations on behalf of nonprofit orgm1izations does not address an "lndil'cci gHl" role.230 This portion of the Manual
includes a lengthy discussion about areas of ovel'lap between the congressional solicitation rules

Deat' Collel\guB jetter from Rep,'OOentativ(, Robert W. Ney and RcpresentatJve Juanita MilIender-McDol1uld,
dated September 2,2005,
22. DellI" Colleaguelettel' from Representative Robert A. Brady, Representative Daniel E. LU1lgren, Repre1lentn{ive
Zoe Lofgren and Rep""''entativo Jo BOlineI', dated JRnuat)' 20,2010.
• 09 200SlIouse Ethics Manual at 33,
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and the gift rule, but makes 110 mention of "indirect gifts." Likewise, the Members' Handbook
does not address areas of overlap 11otwee11 the congressional solicitation rules and tile House gift
rule at all.
Despite the lack of prior guidance in the House Rules, "Dear Colleague" lette1'S, Pirl.1c
Sheets, the House Ethics Manual or the Members' Handbook about the overlap between the
congressional solicitation rules and an "indirect gift" rule violation, the Statement of Alleged
Violation now proposes that appl'Oval by the Standards Committee of an exception to the
solicitation rules also serves as approval of an exception to the ban on the acceptance of any gift
to the proposed beneficiary resulting from the solicitatioll that may be attributable to the
soliciting Member or House employee. None of this guidllnce advised Representative Rangel
that his work 011 behalf of a public university was not a part of his official duties. The
investigative subcommittee's Statement of Alleged Violation serves as public notice of this new
interpretation of the gift rulc, but faimess mld justice require that such notice does not come at
the expense of a Member, here Representative Rangel, who also lacked prior guidance on this
issue. Because the Standards Committee is responsible for issuing l'egulations and guidance
1'elated to compliance with 5 U.S.C. § 7353, the statute alone is not sufficient gtJidance regarding
tIllS application oftilc "indirect gift" rule.
3. Even if the "Indirect Gift" Rule Applied to this Set of Facts, There is
Insufficient Evidence in the Record to Show tiiat Representative Rmlgel
Violated this Rule
Under the "indirect gift" rule, "a gift to a family member 01' another individual will be
deemed to be a gift to the official when two circumstances are present:
•
•

The gift was given with the knowledge mId ftC-quiescence of the Member or staff person;
and
The Member 01' stafY person has -reason to believe the gift was given becanse of his
official position- with tile House.,,23J

The exanlplel)l'ovided in the House Ethics Manual is illustrative of how file "indirect gift" rule
should be applied:
A Member is tiu'owing a graduation party for her daughter. A lobbyist
who docs not know tile Member's daughter offers to buy the daughter a
television. The television would be considered a gift to the Member and
lUust be declined. 232
Although Representative Rangel's letters asked for an opportunity to "dialogue" on how to fhnd
the Rangel Center, Representative Rm1gcl had no reason to believe that such donations were
:l11

232

House Rule XXV cl. 5(a)(2)(B)(i); see also 2008 House Ethics Manual Ilt 33.
2008 House Ethics Manual aI33·34.
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given because of his official position. While Representative Rangel sent one or 1110re letters to
over one hUlldred private foundations, only a handful of them agreed to donate to CCNY's
Rangel Center. The overwhelming majority of the foundations that received Representative
Rangel's letter either refused to donate to CCNY's Rangel Center 01' simply did not reply at all.
These facts indicate that Representative Rangel would be reasonable in pre<mming that his
official position was 110t the reason that f\Jundations decided to donate to the Rangel Centor.
The organizations that did malm donations to the Rangel Center were known for their
commitment to education and diversity. For example, the Verizon Foundation's core initiatives
include "education and literacy." Ii12004, the Verizon Foundation "concentrated on educational,
community & innovative organizations that are 501(0)(3) exempt status,'.:133 dOllatil1g over $4.9
million to its top gl'lll1tee, 100 Black Men of America. 234 TIle facts in the record indicate that the
Verizol1 Foundation was familiar with the City College of New YOl'k prior to Representative
Rangel's solicitations 011 their behalf. Verizoll Inc. Chief Executive Ofticer Ivan Seidenberg is a
1972 graduate of CCNY's parent institution, the City University of New York. In 2004, the
Vcrizon Foundation donated $1,320 to the City College Fund. Verizon Foundation's 2004
donation to CCNY indicatcs that the foundation deemed CCNY a worthy gl'lll1I recipient prior to
Representative Rangel's solicitation of donations on behalf of the college. The Verizoll
Foundation's $500,000 pledged donation to CCNY was also comparable in size to several othor
donations the foundation made during the sanle period.
Likewise, the Starr Foundation identifies education as its top pliority. The Starr
FOlmdntion's website states, "[t]raditionally education has been one of the largest areas of giving
for the FOlmdation, hecause of Mr. Starr's personal interest in providing scholarships to
deserving students. '1116 Foundation 1ms endowod C.V. Starr Scholarship Funds at more than 100
colleges and universities ll11d selected secondary schoo1s."235 In 2004, the Starr Foundation
donated $1.25 million to Claremont University Cente1'236 lll1d nearly $2 million to Columbia
University in New York.237 Because the organizations that Representative Rangel solicited and
that ultimately donated to the Rangel Center had an established history of making donations to
educational and diversity programs, he did not have reason to believe that thelr donations to
CCNY fnr the Rangel Center were given because of his official position.
The sole basis for the investigative subcommittee's conclusion that Representative
Rangel's conduct violated the seccnd element of the "indirect gill" rule is that he did not abide
by the para11leters listed for pennissib1e solicitations on behalf of a 501(c)(3) organization.
However, Members are allowed to lend their names to sLJCh solicitations; in fact, "[i]t is
Cnlcndar Year 2004 Form 990-PF f"r the Verlzon Foundation, at 9, aVllilable at
http://fouadation.verizoll.com/ahout/financial&!vz990~04.pdf.
234 lei. at 9.
235 Available at http://www.starrfotUldatloll.ot'g/prlol'itles.htl:n1.
236 Calendar Year Form 990·PF for the Starr Fonndat1on, al86 llvailable at
http://dymunodala.fdllGGnteLol'gI/990pf.J,dCRl'chive/136/1361.51.545/136151545~00412_990PF.jldf.
'}j1 Id. at 86-87.
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permissible for Members to identify themselves as a Member of Congress, Congressman,
Congresswoman, Representative, or by using their leadership title" in a solicitation letter,238
There is no evidence that Representative Rangel made a conscious choice to use official
resources because he believed doing so would compel organizations to donate to CCNY for the
Rangel Center. There is also no evidence that potential donors to CCNY for the Rangel Center
were in fact inl1uenoed by Representative Rangel's use of official letterhead and resources.
Representative Rangel could have written potential donors using his personal letterhead using his
leadership title, which is permissible under House Rules, and the impact would have been the
same. Representative Rangel admitted that his use of official resources to solicit on behalf of
CCNY was a mistake based on his belief that doing so was a part of his official duties. That
e11\)r, however, is already addressed in Counts I, IV, VI, VII, and VIII of the Statement of
Alleged Violation.
FmUwrmore, the Statement of Alleged Violation in this matter incon-ectly states that
"[c]ontributions to the Rangel Center constituted indirect gifu attdbutable to Respondent ...
These indirect gifts do not fall within any exception of e1ause 5 of I·louse Rule XXV." I·Iouse
Rules explicitly exclude "[a]nytlung that is paid for by the Federal Gove11lmellt, by a State 01'
local government, or secured by the Government IDldel' a GOVe11Unent C011U'act," from the te1111
"gift.,,239 Public universities, such as CCNY, are considered state agencies under this ru1e. 240
This provision is a "bmad" one "which extends to tangiblo items of all lands, as well as meals,
services, and travel."Z41 The exception's "'paid for by' lal1gu.age ... is especially hnpOitant. Thus,
under this provision, Iv[embers and staff may not accept a gift from a govennnent agency when
the gifl: W1W donated to the agency by a third party, and the agency is merely lKiing as a
oonduit.,,242 Here, however, CCNY is not acting as a oonduit for donations from contributors to
the Rangel Center to Rep1'esentative Rangel; CCNY has not provided Representative Rangel
with money or any other direct tangible benefit, as explained above. The Rangel Contei' has not
and will not provide Representative Rangel with any item of value other Ulan the indirect benefit
of publicity hecause the Center hears his name. Because the "paid f01' by ... local government"
exception applies here, Representative Rangel cannot be found to be in violation of the House
gift rule. The Standards Committee has traditionally l)e1'l11itted private companies to donate to
charities at events honoring Members of Congress or to charities headed hy a Member's &l)Ouse
or close assooiates. If donations to charities which hllVe l\ dose lUfiliation with a particular
Member or Members of Congress become subject to ethics violations, such a decision would set
a disturbing precedent.

2008 House Ethics Manual at 348.
el. 5(a)(3)(O).
i40 See 2008 House Ethics Manual at 56 ("Exl.mple 39. A sUlle univcrsity in a Member's district offcrs the
Memoor tickets to lin upooming home game of one of its temns. The Member may accept the tickets ullder this
~rovisioll:')(eJllPlmsis supplied).
41 2008 House Ethieal Manual at 55.
138

239 Houoo Rule XXV,

242 Jd.

at 56.
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Despite my colleagues' appHeatioll ofthe "indirect gift" rule ht the Statement of Alleged
Violation, there is no reason to go through such extensive legal gymnastics to show that
Representative Rangel violated applieable standards related to his letters on behalf of CCNY, a
publie university in his oongressional distriet. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7353 and the exceptions
outlined in the Honse Ethics Manual, Metnbers are prohibited fi'om making solicitations on
behalf of non-profit organizations unless they follow very specific rules. Representative Rangel
did not follow these lules. Neither ofthe examples of hnpermissible "indirect gifts" identified in
the Honse Ethics Manual is applicable to Representative Rangel's eonduet. In additioil to the
graduation party example above, the Manual further provides:
A lawyer offers tickets to a sport1ng event to a Member without charge.
The Member does not wallt the tickets, and he suggests instead that the
lawyer give them to a fHend of the Member. In these circumstances, a gift
of the tickets to the Member's friend would be deemed a gift to the
Member himself and would be permissible only if the Member himself
could accept the tickets uncleI' the gift mle. 243
There is no evidence that any of the organizations solicited by Representative Rangel offered
him any benefit that he then suggested they transfer to CCNY. Representative Rangel solicited
donations on behalf of CCNY ill a manner which did not meet the Standards Committee's
guidance for permissible solicitations, which is why I voted in f!\Vor of Counts I, IV, VI, VII and
VIII in this Statement of Alleged Violation. It is mmecessary to try to bootstrap violations of the
House gift rule and clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govenunent Service onto tws oonduct.
B. Alleged Violation ofthe Criminal Franking Statute
The record in this matter lacks sufficient evidence to create a substantial reason to believe
that Repl'esentative Rangel violated the criminal Franking statute codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1719.
The statute states, "[w]hoever makes use of any official envelope, label, or indorsement
authorized by law, to avoid tl1e payment of postage or registry fee on his private letter, packet,
package, or other matter in the mail, shan be fined under this title.'M4 While it is clear t11at
Representative Rangel misused the Frank by using it to send letters soliciting donations 011 behalf
of CCNY, that faet alone cannot oonstitute a violation of the eriminal Franking statute. This
interpl'et1ttion is required beeause criminal statutes, unlike, civil statutes and regulations,
generally have ll, mens rea or "mental state" reqrliremellt even if the statute is sileltt en fhe
issue. 245 The Supreme Court has noted that offenses that require no mens rea are generally
disfavored,246 because "[t]he existence of a mens rea is the rule of, rather than the exception to,

2>~3 ItJ.
244 18

at 34.
U.S.C. § 1719.
245 Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600,605 (1994).
2461d. at 606.
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the principles of Anglo-American crhninal jur1spnldcncc.,,247 Although in some cases, the Court
has looked to statutory construction and made inferences about the intent of Congress regarding
mens rea, the plain language of the statute is "the starting place in mIl' inqlury.,,248 The criminal
Fral1lol]g statute provides explicit guidance in this case. 249
In constming and applying any statute, courts "must first look t{) the plain meaning of the
statute itself;" review of legislative history is unnecessat:y if the statute is unambiguous. 2oo The
plain languRge of the criminal Franlcing statute is clear. In order to find that Representative
R<Ulgel violated the statute, the evidence must also show that he misused the Frank "to avoid the
payment of postage or registry fee on his private letl.er.,,25l Courts often determhle the plain
meaning of wOl'ds in a statute by referring to dictionaries; 252 the Standards Committee has also
adGpted this practice,z53 The use of the word "to" in the ,)rhninal Franking statute creates a
criminal violation only if the accused uses the Frank for the pmpose of avoiding the payment of
postage. According to the Merriam Webster's Diction<U'y, the word "to" is used "fbI' expressing
aim, pW'pose, err intention, [as inJ going to the re8cue.,,254 "To" iB also "[u]sed as a function word
to indicate purpose, intention, tendency, result or end," as in "came to our ai,l" or "drank to his
health.,,25s "To" can also mean "[fJor the purpose of' as in "went out to hmch.,,2s6
Another fundamental tenot of statutory interpretation is that "[1]t is the duty of the court
to give effect, if possible, to every clause and word of a statute, avoidhlg, if it may be, any
construction which implies that the legislaull'e was ignorant of the meaning of the language it
e1l11)loyed.'>7.S7 Courts have consistently held "every part of a statute be presumed to have some
effect, and not he treated as meaningless unless absolutely necessary.',zS8 Thc criminal Franking
statute requires a showing that the accused intended to avoid the payment of postage beC8.11Se to
interpret the statute otherwise woulel eviscerate the effect 01' mcaning of the word "to" and the
phrase "to avoid the payment of postage or registry fee on his private letter." We must "assume,
2~7 United Slates v. United States Gypmv1l Co., 438 U.S. 422, 436 (1978).
248 See Staples,
249 ld.
250

511 U.S. at 605 (citing COIwecticui Nal. Ba1!kv. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253-254 (1992»).

Solis-Ramirez". United States Department ofJustice, 758 F.2d 1426, 1430 (11th Cir. 1985); see a(so Paul

i;i'vere Ins. Group 1'. U.S., 500 F.3d 957 (9th Cil'. 2007).
18 U.s.C. § 1719.
,',"eee.g., Frultt 1'. Astrue, 604 F.3d 1217, 1220 (10th Cir. 2010); see also Energy East COI1}, v. U.S., 92 Fed.C!.
29, 34 (Fed. CI. 201 O)("Wh511 a oOlnmon term is not defined by the statute, it is appropriate 10 oonsLtlt a diotionary to
det"nnine its plain meaning.")
253 See Honse COllllll. OJ! Slandal'd$ of Official Conduot,In the Maltcr ofRepl'esent.ative John J. }';kFal/, H. Rep. 95·
1742, 95th Cong., 2d Seas. at 20 (1978).
2S~ WOOSTER'S NINTH NEW COLLEGIATE D1CTJONARY (9th ed. 1990).
,.>, AVaJlablc at htlp:tldictioilaly.refetenee.comlbl'OwseJTO.
2$6 Id.
m DataJ,1ifl, Inc. v. U.S., 91 Fe.d.C!. 740, 755 (2010); see also Global ComplJlcr EnlerprhyeS, Inc. v, U.s., 88 l'cd.C!.
350,412 (2009).
258 Rav",) Coal Corp. 1'. Abshe.r, 153 Va. 332 (i929); see also U.S. v. Franl" 599 F.3d 1221, 1234 (11\h Cir;
2010)(1'he Third Circuit Cout't of Appeal. "iute.rpre.t[s] words that are. not dollne.d III a statuto 'with 111011' ordinary
aod plain meaning because we assume that Congress \18e.S words in a statute as they are commonly understood; we
give eachprovisloll full effoct. "')(citillg United States v. Veal, 153 1'.3<11233, 1245 (11th eir.1998»).
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for example, that every word in a statute has meaning and avoid interpreting one part of a statute
in a manner that renders anotheqlllrt supel'fluous.,,259
The criminal Franking stal1.1te creates a violation that is different than those available
under the postal service laws and Franking commission regulations. Section 3215 of Title 39
provides that "a perSOll entitled to use a Frank may not, .. penuit its lIse by any person for the
benefit or use of any committee, organization, 01' assodation."z6o TIle Regulations on the Use of
the Congressional Frank by Members of the House of Representatives ("Franking Regulations")
interpret this statute as prohibiting "the use of the Frank for the benefit of charitable
organizations, political action committees, trade organizations, and so forth. ,,261 A person
violates the postal service laws <mel the Franking regulations simply by using the Frank for the
benefit of a non-profit organization. However, proving a violation of the criminal Franking
statute requires facts which are not in evidence.
The record is clear that Representative Rangel did not use the Frank for the purpose of
avoiding paying for postage. The suggestion that Representative Rangel committed a criminal
act to avoid paying for a relatively small amount worth of stamps does not make sense.
Representative Rangel testified that he used official resources to solicit donations on behalf of
CCNY because ht) believed thai doing so was consistent ",..jth ills official duty to represent the
15th congressional district of New York. Although Representative Rangel's letters were not
Frarikable items, Representativo Rangel mistakenly thought they were permissible items to send
using the Frank. Representative Rangel has admitted to violating the civil po&ial service laws and
Franking regulations. Based on the fact~ in the record, there is not a substantial reason to believe
that Representative Rangel also violated the criminal Franking statute codified at 18 U.S.C. §
1719. Likewise, this charge cannot be sustained by the highcr "cleat and convincing evidence"
standard at trial.
C. Alleged Violation Related to Representative Rllngel's Tenancy in Lenox Terrace
The record ill titis matter lacks sufficient evidence to create a "substantial reason to
believe" that Representative Rangel violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government
Service related to his use of a rent"stabilized apmiment in the Lenox Terrace building complex as
It cmnpaign office. This ohm'ge cannot be sustained by 111e higher "clear mId convincing
evidence" standard at trial. The Code of Ethics for Governmcnt Service (72 Stat, Part 2, B12, H.
Res, 175, 85 th Cong.) (adopted July 11,1958) provides:
[A]ny persoll in Govelllillen( service should:
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5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors
or privileges to anyone, whether for rernuneratioll or not; and .never
accept for himself or his family, favors 01' benefits lU1deJ:
circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
influencing the performance of his govermncntal duties.
Repl'esentative Rangel used a rent-stabilized apartment (apartment I aU) at Lenox Tenace, as lln
office for Rangel for Congress and National Leadership PAC. The telms of the lease for the rent
stabilized apartment provided that the apartment was to be used "for living purposes only:,262
Despite illese facts, thore is not a substantial reason to believe that Represent~.tive
Rangel's conduct violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service because
Representative Rangel did not mceive a "favor" or "benefit" from his landlord, the Olnick
Organization (Glnick), The evidence in the record indicates that Representative Rangel paid the
maJtimmn tent allowable under New York's rent-stabilization laws and that his use of apartment
IOU as a campaign ofl'ice did was permitted under the code. Although there is evidence that the
Olnick employees wllo wOl'ked in the .Lenox Terrace complex were aware that Representative
Rangel was using apartment 1au as a campaign office, there is inconclusive evidence in the
record about whether Olnick management was aware of Representative Rangel's use of
apartment 1au. Olnick could not have given Representative Rangel a favor or benefit it was not
aware it was providing. Olnick could not have provided Representative Rangel with a favor or
benefit related to his use of a rent-stabilized apartment for 1l01l1'osidential purposes because
Olnick allowed other tenants to do tho same, never had an established policy regarding s110h
conduct and becal1se doing so was a rational business deoision by Olniek. In addition,
Representative Rangel has nover offered to or actually provided Olniek with any benefit and his
legislative work does not have any dIrect relationship to Olnick.
L Therc is Insufficient Evidcnce to Create a Substantial Reason to Believe that
Olnick Provided Representative Rangel with a Gratuity, Favor 01' Benefit
a. Representative Rangel Did Not Violate Rent-Stabilization Laws
The investigative subcommittee did not find that Representative Rangel violated any of
New Yark's rent stabilization laws. The New York City Rent Stabilization Law (RSL) of 1969 is
the pl'incil)al statute that established rent stabilization regulation in New York City. The Rent
Stabilization Code (Cede), issued by the New Yol1( State Division of Housing and Community
Renewal (DI-ICR), is a codification of the laws and procedures of the RSL. "An acknowledged
purpose of the Code is to secure :6:0111 eviction during a period of scarcity in rental
accommodations, those tenants who actually require and actively use their apartments I:or
dwelling purposes," but New York law does not actl1ally require a landlord to either evict a
temmt or seek to destahilize a rent stabilized apartment for a non-residential 11se. 263 Although the
262
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policy reasons for providing rent-stabilization protection include preserving the availability of
10w.-inco111e honsing for tenants, the statutory language indicates that "low-income" currently
includes individuals whose alIDual income is as much as $175,000 and previously $250,000,264
When Sheldon Melnitsky, ll1anaging attorney of tbe New Yoik State Department of
Housing alld COlllll1llility Renewal, was asked iftbe laws governing rent stabilized units permits
them to be "used for business or non-residential purposes," he replied, "Yes, it does."z65 He
noted, "[t]here is nothing in the law which requires an owner to use these tlnits for residential
purposes. And, as a matter of fact, based upon New York case law, there would be the potential
constitutional iSS11e is we aChlully compelled an owner to use these units for residential
pUl'poses.',266 Melnitsky further explained that if a landlord is aware at the time of leasing or
lease renewal tllat the tenant does not intend to use the rent-stabilized unit for t\ personal
residelwe, the landlord can still lawfi.Jlly continue to lease the unit because "[alt any time
subsequent, he can pursue this nonprimal'y residenee proeeeding.',167 The Code does not require
that a landlord see1, repossession of the apartment, nor does the apartment automatically become
d<,,stabilizclt,268 However, if a tenant is not using a rent stabilized apartment as a primmy
residence, a lmldlol'd has discretio11 not to renew the lease. 269 New York rent stabilization laws
empower a landlord to usc his or her best business judgment and discretion to decide how to
address tenants who m'e not using a rent stabilized mlit as tbeir primary residenee. 27o
b. The Evidence in the Record Demonstrates tbat Reptesentative
Rmlgel Was Not GivCtl a Preferential RCllt Payl1lent
Representative Rangc1 could not have received a favor or benefit from his landlord
he was l)aying the highest legal rent allowable for apartment IOU. Representative
Rangel's rent was comparable to that of his neighbors in other U-line apartments. Representative
Rangel began renting apartment IOU in 1996 at $500>19.271 At that time, the rents for the otller
U-line units in 40 West 135(h Street ranged fi'o111 $430.84 through $503.42.2 12 Likewise, when
Representative Rangel moved out of apartment lOU in 2008, his monthly l'ent was $682.56.27> In
2008, the rents for the other U·line apartments ranged frolll $637.22 thr01.1gh $902,42,274 Jen11ifer
F'i1ippelli, who was responsihle for lcase renewals for rent-stabilized apartments, rent-collections,
landlord-tenant court illChld111g luxury deregulatiol1s, and seeurity deposit refunds at Lenox
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Terrace,z7s reviewed Representative Rangel's tenant files and testified that he was paying the
maximum allowable rent under New York's rent stabilization guidelines. 276 Attorneys fl:om the
New York Department of Housing and Com:l1.1U1lity Renewal also reviewed relevant documel1ts
and determined that Representative Rangel did not receive preferential rent. 277
c. The Record is Unclear Regarding Whether Olnick Management
Knew Representative Rangel was Using Apartment 1au aa a
Campaign Office
The reoord is unclear as to whether Representative Rangel's landlord knew that he waa
using apartment IOU as a campaign office, Gillick management's knowledge is relevant because
Representative Rangel's landlord cannot give a gr'atuity it does not know it is giving. The
documents suggest that Gillick management should have known about Representative Rangel's
use of apartment IOU as a campaigtl oftice, but was not actually aware of this fact. While
Representative Rangel paid the rent for apartments l6N-P and 16M ii'om his personal funds,
many of tile rent checks for apartment IOU came from Rangel for Congress.278 Maintenance
requests for apartment 1au came fl:om Rangel campaign staff, rather than from Representative
Rangel himself?79 Indeed, the assistant superintendent tor Lenox Terrace indicated that he Imew
Representative Rangel's campaign staffer, Walter Swett, and that thc doonnen wp,re also fallliHar
with campaign staff.zso Although members of the Glnick managcment structure claimed that they
did not know about Representative Rangel's non-conforming use of apartment IOU 1111til after
the media reports regarding Representative Rangel's use of the apartment in 2008, their
subordinates that w01'ked in the building were well aware.
The numerous witl1esses interviewed by the investigative subcommittee possessed
varying degr'ees of knowledge about Representative Rangel's usc of apartment IOU aa a
campaign office. Most of the Lenox Terrace maintenance and building management staff
including Dion Keene and Peter Soundiaa lmew 111at Representative Rangel was using apartment
IOU as a ca:nrpaigtl office,2H1 Walter Swett indicated that evcl'yone in the building lencw who he
was and that he worked for Representative Rangel.zs2 Furthermore, Swett said that the building
doormen knew who he was and allowed him to entcr the building unannoul1ced. 283 Darryl
Rankin, who served as General Manager of the property was aWlll'e th~lt apartment IOU was a
elllupaign offiee and spoke with Representative Rangel's campaign staff about l11aintenance?84
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There is also no evidence that the Lenox Termce staff interviewed by the investigative
subcommittee infonned their superiors in Oll1ick abo1.lt Representative Rangel's use of apartment
IOU as a campaign office. Some of the Lenox Telmce staff did not believe that using a rent·
stabilized apartment as an office was a non-conforming use because they were familiar with
other tenants who operated businesses D:om their apartments. 2SS
The testimony provided by witnesses who served in management positions within Olnick
provided an eq1.l!llly convoluted picture. O1nick President Simon said Ulat he did not know the
specifics of Representative Rangel's occupancy at Lenox Tert'ace and had no knowledge of a
campaign office prior to the news reports in 2008. 286 Former Chief Operating Officer Rubler was
interviewed twice in this matter and on both occasions, testified that he was tmaware fuat
Representative Rangel was using apmiment IOU as a campaign office. 287 However, Robert
Rissetlo, 01111C}{'S Vice President of Management and Leasing until from September 2001 1.mtil
June 2007,288 testified that he infonned Rubler of Representative Rangel's non.confonning use
of apartment IOU in either 2004 or 2005,289 Rissetto indicated fuat although he was aware of
Representative Rangel's use of apmi:ment IOU as a campaign office, he deferred to Rubler to
mulce a decision about how to proceed. 290 The evidence indiClltes Representative Rangel's use of
apartment IOU as a campaign office was open and notorious; his rent for the apmtment was paid
by Representative Rangel's campaign checks. Given Rnbler and Simon's statements to the
investigative subcommittee, the lack of specificity in Rissetto's testimony about his exchange
wi th Rubler alld tile absence of any documentary evidence to resolve the inconsistency in the
witnesses' testimony, there is insufficient evidence to establish that Olnick knew Representative
Rangel was using apart.ment lOU as a campaign office.
d. There is Evidence in the Record Indicating that Olnick Allowed
Tenants other than Representative Rang(jl to Use Rent-Stabilized
Units as a Business or Office
Olnick could not have provided Representative Rangel with a gratuity, Hwor 01' benefit in
allowing him to use apartment IOU as a campaign office if that samc privilege was "offered to
members of a group or class in which memb(jl"ship is unrelated to congressional e:mploymcnt,,,291
such as th(j larger Lenox TelTace tenant population. The evidence in the record suggests that
O1nick did just that. Regardless of whether Olnick management had knowledge of
Representative Rangel's use of apartment IOU as a campaign office, the record is clear that

See e.g., Soundiag Iut. 1'r. at 17-19; see also Ra.'lIdll Int. 1'r. 5114/09 at 57.
Interview 1'ransClipt of13nwe SIl11on, Deoember 8, 200S (hereInafter SimonInt~ 1'r. ]218/08) at 40.
:lll11ntol'View naJ1SClipt ofNell RubleI', May 15, 2009 (hereinafter Rubler Int, Tr. 5/15/09) at 29; Ruhler Int. 1'1'.
7/14109 at 24.
288 Interview 1):allsel'ipt ofRobert Ri.selto (hereinafter Rissetto lilt. n.) at 8-9.
". ld. at 83.
29old. at 82-83.
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Olnick did 110t have a coherent policy on the use of rent-stabilized aparlments as offices or for
commercial purposes prior to news reports of Representative Rangel's alleged conduct in 2008.
Various witnesses testified that there was no' official policy regarding the use of rent
stabilized apartments as offices or other non-residential purposes and tenants othel' than
Representative Rangel were allowed to do so. The only written statement regarding tllo use of
these units was the form language included in tenant leases about "Hving purposes." However,
Rubler said, "I suspect, although don't know, that there were other apartments that wero being
used as offices at LenoK, but the reason I say I don't know is because I wouldn't have any way of
knowing."292 When asked if he would "have any reason to care," RubleI' said, "No."m Rubler
also told the investigative subcommittee tbat there may be economic reasons to allow the nonconforming use of a rent stabilized apartment.294 He agreed that, "to the extent that he was
paying the full legal rent on the apartment [] that was the legal rent OIl the apartment," there is an
argranent that [a landlord] had 110 business interest in what he was llsing it for.,,~9s
Lenox Temtce General Manager Darryl Rankin was also vague about Olnick's policy
regarding the use of rent-stabilized apartments as all office. Au Olnick representative explained
the difference between incompatible use and non-confo1111ing use ~ so long as the use was
compatible with other tenants' uses, there was little concern about wllether or not it was
technically "non-eonforming.,,296 When a~ked if management would have allowed
Representative Rangel to maintain a Call1paign office in apartment 1CU, Rankin said, "I grless it
depends ... I think it dcpcnds on is it a campaign office like this offiee here where people axe
cOining itl now or is it a campaign office where somebody is sitting at a desk in an empty
apartment making phone ealls.',297 Rankin beHeved that the latter examjlle "ias permissible?9S
Witnesses testified that Rellresentative Rangel was not the only Lenox Terrace tenant to
use a rent stabiliz,ed apartment as all office or a business. Aceording to Rankin, "there's a lot of
people that have [husinesses in their apartments], there's people that press CDs 011t of their
apartments, there's a DJ guy that I know has a van and he uses his apartment as a business
address because it's 01111is cards. I think there's [sic) a lot of people that use their residences.',299
Rankin (lid not believe that numing a business out of a rent-stahilized apartment was against 111e
policies of Hampton Management. 30o Rankin noted that Lenox TelTace management did little to
curb these activities; "I thinlc 20, 30 years ago the landlord was 1110re concerned about filling
apartments tban they cared about what the use was of the apartment 111ese people had rent
Rubler Int. Tr. 5/15/09 ,,[34-35.
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stabilized apartments which were not located on the first floor of the bullding.,,301 Representative
Rangel also recalled c01mnerciai businesses in the building other than those 011 the ground floor.
Specifically, Representative Rangel recaned that "[o]no was a rostaurant. It had a big sign what
the menu was every day. Of course, there [wore] doctors and lawyers that are still there. Other
people - the doorman was passed -- anybody that was checking this out [couldJ ask the
d001man.,,302 Representative Rangel testified that another tenant was operating a carry-out
business in their apartment. He believed that the landlord and the doonneu knew about this
business because "ifhe ever visited, there was a sign ill the public al'ea. They didn't hide it. You
could smell what was going 011.',303
e. The Evidence ill the Record Demonstrates that if Olnick Allowed
Representative Rangel to Use aRent-Stabilized Units as a
Business or Office, Doing so Was a Rational Business Decision
Rathel' thlll1 Special Treatment
Even if Oh1ick mal1l1gement did know that Repl'esentative Rallgel was using his rent
stabilized apattment as a campaign office, the facts in the 1'eeord indicate that allowing
Representative Ral1gel's nOl1!"conforming use was a rational business decisiol1l'athel' t1lal1 special
treatment. Former Oillick Chief Operating Omcer Rubler noted the potcntilll finallCiai benefits of
allowing a tenant to maintain II rent stabilized apartment liS a non-primal'y residence if they could
receive as much income fi'ol1l the eUlTent tenant as a new one. 304 Building mallager Rankin
agi'Ced that deciding to lI110w a tetlal1t to l'Cl'leW his rent stabilized lIparlment despite a nonconforming use was "a business decision.,,30s Although Olnick was ul111ble to provide reliable
documents 1'Clated to the average vllcaney rates in Lenox Terrace dm'lng the period of
Representative Rangel '.8 tenancy, Olnick employees verified that there were lal'ge nnl11bel'S of
vaC!ll1cies in Lenox Ten'lIce during the relevant period. Rankin testified, "Our goal is to rent the
apartments in the building. And 20 years ago when Lenox had perpetual 10, 15, 20 years ago,
when they had perpetual failure to meet the cash flow to pay the bills they would lease whatever
they could to whoever they could just to get the money ill."J06 According to Peter Soundias, who
served as a pllinter, pllintersupervisor, painting manager, and currently assistant superintendent
in Lenox Terrace, in 1988 approximately 80 to 100 l~p,u'lmel1ts were Vaeallt eooh l1louth.J 07
Soundlas was U118tU'C of the average lluml'er of vacancies in 1996, when Representative Rangel
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begm1 renting apartment lOU.3oa However, apmi:ment IOU was vaeant for at least foUl' months
before Representative Rangel first entered into a lease agreement to rent the unit. 309
Counsel for Oll1ick, Robert Morvillo explained that his client did not seek to remove
tenants who used their units in the manner Representative REU1gel used apartment IOU. When
asked if rent stabilization is for primary residence, Morvillo responded, "No, no, you're wrong.
... it is not illegal 01' improper to rent for m1 other than primm'y residence point of view.,,310
According to Morvillo, "if the landlord discovers that [a rent stabilized apm'lment is] not a
primary residence, the landlord under the rent stabilization law has the power but not the
obligation to evict the client because it's not a primary resic!ence,,,3lJ There is however, "no
requirement, legal requirement, that it be for a primary residence.,,312 If a rent stabilized unit is
being used for a non-residential purpose, "the lm1dlord cm1 decline to rent [the unit as] a rent
stabilized aplntment.,,313 Morvillo acknowledged that "the fundrunental point is rent stabilization
is for primary residence, and the landlord haB certain, under certain conditiolls leeway in which
to deal with that,'';14 but notcJ that a landlord cm1 "either accept it or you cm1 reject it," mld
given economic realities, "generally most landlords wm1t to fill then: huildings.,,31S
MorvUlo rnaintaitled that beca:use apartments rather thEU1 tenants are rent-stabilized, if a
landlord chooses not to renew the lease of a tenant who is using their rent stabilized a:pmtment as
an office, the landlmd would not be entitled to morc rent by renting the unit to a tenant used the
apartment as a primln'y residence. 316 Morvillo stated that from management's perspective, "this
building always had vacancies in it. It is in the ec.()nomic interest of the organization to fm their
vaC!mcics. If you want to fill YOLl!' vacancy with somebody that's not gOhlg to cause a problem
you have the right to do that."m Even though a lm1dlOl'd may anow a tenallt to rent a rent
stabilized apartment and use it as 1n1 office, rather thm1 a primary residence, "[y]ou also have the
right if you don't like what Uley're doing in that apmtment to evict because it's not a primary
residence.,,318
Sheldon Melnitsky, mm1aging attorney of the New York State Depm·t!nent of HOllsing
and Community Renewal m1d deputy cOlffisel of the New York City Downstate Office of Legal
Affairs, confirmed that rational bu."illess interestB may compel a landlord to allovv a rent"
stabilized tenant to remain in his 01' her apartment despite a non-conforming 11se. 319 If there are
300
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no complaints about the tenant's conduct, the tenant pays tiw rent, and the landlord accepts the
rent, then landlords sometimes actually allow the non-conforming use to conthme.3ZO According
to Mclnitsky, "a lot of times it is favorable for owners not to bring one of these cases if the rent is
decent and it is a decent tenant, you know, because the alternative is the eviction of this person
and a 1110re uncerLain situation afterwards.,,321 The ev:\dence is clear that Representative Rangel
paid tlte maximum allowable rent under the rent-stabilization laws.
Melnitsky indicated that mother business rationale for allowing a rent stabilized tenant to
continue a non-conforming use was avoiding litigation in matters involving rent-stabilized
apartments,322 He explained to the itwestigative subcommittee that "[i]t takes quite a while,
actoally [to resolve primary residence cases]. These are heavily litigated cases within the
Housing Court."m Melnitsky said he was told by "a tenant's attomey on tbe otltside that
depositions as to the various indicia of whether you live there or not can 111n $10,000 and
$15,000, even before you get to I-lo\.lsing Comt.,,3Z4 Despite these upfront costs, "once you get to
Housing Court, it is a trial that is basically a very extensive examination of 110t only ihe intention
of the tenant, but wllat else he is doing with his time,,,32s This conclusion is consistent with
testimony provided by Olnick employee Jennifer Filil,pelli regarding the lellg1h of SllCh
litigation. 326 Melnitsky noted "yes, Ol1ce somebody goes through one of these 110tices, it takes an
extensive period oHime for actually tile courts to return a determination. And they are heavily
fact based.,,321 Melnltsky advised the investigative subcommittee that landlords m'e "under
absolutely no obligation to bring one of these cases, and if he fails to, then a tenant can remain,
but he remains subject to rent-stabilizatioll.,,328

2. Clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service Does Not Apply to
Representative Rangel's Use of Apartment IOU as an Office
a. In Order to Find a Violation of Clause 5, There Must Be Evidcnce
of An Intent to Influence A Member's Official Duties or to
Conceal the Alleged Benefit
Prior Standards Committ.ee decisions indicate that Representative Rmlgel's tenancy in
apmtment IOU (loes not create a violation of clause 5 of the Code of Btilics for Government
Service. To prove a c1ausc 5 violation, the evidcnce must show not only that a Member received
a gif1: or thing of value, but there must also be evidence that the cirCll111stmlces under which the
Member accepted the thing of value would lead a reasonable person to beHeve that the gift
32° l d.
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influenced the Member's performmlce of his govemmental duties. Those facts have generally
included some evidence ofintent by the donor to use the alleged benefit to influence the recipient
or some effort by the recipient to conceal the alleged gift or benefit. 329 For exmnple, in the Sikes
matter tile Stmldards Committee found that Representative Sikes violated clause 5 related to the
performance ofhis governmental duties in support of the First Navy Bank at the Pensacola Naval
Air Station, which also resulted in substantial personal finallcial benefits,330 Representative Sikes
"approach[ed] orgmuzers ofthe Bmu, and inquir[cd] about the possibility of purchasing stock in
a bank which he had been active in his offlCial position in establishing,,,331 By contrast, the
Stalldm'ds Committee has also found that the fact that a donor Ims business before the House
cannot, by itself; sustain a violation of clause 5 of the Code of Government Ethics. 332
In In the Matter of Mario Biaggi, the Standards Committee found that Representative
Biaggi violated clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Govermnent Service after he was found guilty
by a jury of having accepted illegal gratuities in violation of )8 U.S.C. § 201(g).333
Representative Biaggi received gifts and gratuities fl.-om Meade Esposito, all executive tor an
insurance brokerage firm after assisting Coastal Dry Dock and Repair Corporation (Coastal), a
large client of the fir111, which was experiencing financial difficulties, 334 In 1984, Esposito
"caused the payment ofRepresentative Biaggi's round trip air fare to St. Maarten. 335 In 1984 and
1985, Blagg{ caused letters to be sent to the Mayor of New York City regarding Coastal and met
with Coastal executives with Esposito and other elected offlCials on more than one occasion. 336
In addressing the clmlSe 5 cOlmt ofthe Statement ofAlleged Violation, the Committee wrote:
While the Conunittee does not argue, nor can it be detennined, that
R(,'preselltative Biaggi would not have interceded on behalf of Coastal in
thc absence of or because of Esposito's gratuities to the congrcssmml, it is
nevertheless clear that at a minhmun, all appearallce is raised lhat such
was the case. 337
The illegal gratuity stalute differs from the non-criminal solicitation and gift statute codified al 5
U.S.C. § 7353, in that the fonner is designed to prevent actual, rather fhall apparent, quid pro quo
arrallgemellts, The Supreme Court has held that a bribe or illegal gratuity is distinguishable fro111
!li9 See gene.rally,
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a "mere gift" because receipt of thc thing of vahle relates to an official act; a gift is generally
defined as "a 'vohmtary transfer' ofproperty, made 'without consideration.",338 "A bribe induces
an official act; an illegal gratuity rewards or seeks to elicit favorable offtcial action; a gift has no
connection to any official act." 339
The Standards Committee has also found that a Member does not violate clause 5 of the
Code of Ethics for Govemffient Service merely by "receiv[ing] gifts of substantial value fTom a
person with a direct interest in legislation (a violation of [fonner] House Rule XLIII, clause
4).,,340 In the 1980 Wilson matter, the Standards Committee amended tl]1'ee counts of the
Statement of Alleged Violation "by striking the reference to a violation of Rule 5 of the Code of
Ethics for Govermllent Service, but leaving intact references to violations of House Rule XLIII,
clauses 1 and 4, by votes of 11 ayes and 0 nays.,,341 This decision,
resulted from the fact that the evidence failed to show U,at the receipts [of
gifts] in fact occurred "under circumstances which might be cOl1stmed by
reasonable persons as influencing the perfOlmance of his governmental
duties."
Indeed the original charge did not accuse Representative Wilson of in fact
being influenced in his official duties, by a person interested in legislation
before file Congress. It merely charged that he received gifts from sueh a
person. 342
TIle Standards Committee determined that Lee Rogers gave Representative Wilson a total of
$10,500 between June 1971 and December 1972 without any of the "normal indicia of a loan,
such as a written loan agreement 01' note, interest, matmlty date, [01'] demand 01' offer of
repayment.,,343 Based on these facts, the Standards Committee coneluded that the money was 110t
a loan, but an "improper git1.,,344 Mr. Rogers' interest before the House were demonstrated by "a
series of correspondence among Mr. Rogers, [his attorney], and Representative Wilson,
concerning H.R. 5838, 93rd Congress, 1st Session (COlmnittee I-rearing Exhibit No. 15), and
oorrespondence betwt.'On Mr. George Gould and Mr. Rogers concc1'lling postal rates and
classification (Co111mittee Hearing Exhibit No. 16)."345 HR 5838 was intmcluced in the House of
Reprc.~entatives 011 March 20, 1973. 346 Despite the proximit.y in time between the payments and
introduction of t.he bill, Representative Wilson's conduct did not constitute a clause 5 violation.
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TIlis interpretation of clause 5 ofthe Code ofEthios for Government Service is confirmed
by the Standards Committee's conduct In the Matter of Representative John J. McFall. The
proposed facts in this case noted, that McFall "reoeived things of value [including money] £i'om
Tongsun Park under oircumstances which a reasonable person might construe as influencing the
performance of his duties.',347 Park testified before the Standards Committee that his goal was to
be a conduit for providing gifts to Members in order to influence their policies towards to tlle
Govemment of Korea. 348 In addition, "[t]he situation is substantially aggravated by the form in
which the money was handled. The money was all paid in cash. It was untraceable." 349 The
report continues, "although both the 1972 gift of $1 ,000 in cash and the 1974 gift of 83,000 in
cash wete offered as a campaign C011Uib\ltion which would have had to be reported, McFall
received each into his [congressional] office account.',35Q These and other facts evidenced
McFall's "desire to keep Park's and certain other similar contrib~~tions from public view.'.351
WI1He he accepted OlesO gifts, "McFall was aware not only that Park h!\d an interest in the rice,
but also an interest In aid to Koroa.',352 Finally, the proposed findings of fact advised, "the
Committee may 'find fI,at McFall knew that the receipt of lal'ge amounts of cash from TOllgsml
Park might have appeared to a reasonable person as being rel ated to acts performed by McFall
which helped Park." Despite the facts in the record, the Standards Cmmnittee decided, by a 4 to
7 vote, that a violation cf clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service was not
sustained by clear and convincing evidence. 353
b. Olnick's Proposed Development Project
Representative Rangel's conduct related to Olnick and his usc of a rent-stabilized
aI)artment as a campaign office is not consistent with prior cases wllcre the Standards Committee
hal'! found a Member violated clause 5 of the Cede of Ethics for Govcmment Service. Although
Representative Rangel has had some contact with Olnick management in the course of
conducting his official duties, none of these interactions would lead a reasonable person to
believe that Representative Rsngel's use of apartment 1au as a campaign office was an attempt
to 01' did in fact "influenc[e] the perfOlmance of his govemmental duties." Representative
Rangel's use of apartment lOU as a campl~ig!1 office did 110t violate any of New Ym'k's rentstabilization laws. Representative Rangel did not get a preferential reflt,35' but paid the maximum
rent allowable for apartment 1au after it had remained vacant for months,355 The fact that Oll1ick
341 H01.l8e COlllm. on Standards of Official Conduct, III the Matter ofRepresrmtative John J, Mc.Fatl, H. Rep. 951742, 95th Cong., 2<1 Sess. at 24 (1978),
34S House COlIlll1. on Standards of Official Conduot, Korean Influence Investigation, H. Rep. 95-1817. 95t11 Cong"
2d Sa"". III 10 (1978).
349 ld. III 26
350 fd.
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did not have a clear or consistent policy reganUng the Wle of apartments above the first floor for
non-residential purposes lUld allowed teUlll1ts besides Rcpresentative Rangel to cngage in such
condl1et undelmines the theory that Olniek was attempting to or did in fact influence the
perfurmance of Representative Rangcl's offie-ial duties. The record is also clear that
Representative RlUlgel did not perfurm lU1y task or do lUly work that could be perceived as a
concession to Olnick in exchange for renting apartment lOU and using it as a campaign office,
During the course ofllis 20 year tenancy in Lenox Terrace, Representative Rangel has
attended two meetings regarding oonstruction projeots proposed by Olnick tbr Lenox TCl'1'ace.356
RepresClltative Rangel said that "[o]n one occasion, a pCl'son who I cannot identify represented
himself to be a representative of the owner,,,357 This Olnick representative "asked whether he
COll1d talk with me and Jim Capel, to notify me that they had 110ped in the futtu"e to put all the
cars underground, put new stores up, and this foncc, and upgrade the whole ncighborhoocL And
old tenlUlts would be able, if their view was blocked, ,they would he able to move.,,3S8
Representative Rangel indicated "I don't thi.nk much progress has been made on that" because of
opposition by the tenllllts' association. 359 According to Representative RlU1gel, the purpose of
the meeting was to notify him of their proposed measures, "as they said they were notifying
other tenallts so they could get RUpport. But no one ever asked me for my support, and nothing
has ever bCCll done. And it wasn't 'Congressmllll,' it was 'the tenant. ",360 The meeting was
about five or ten minutes; Representative Rangel said, "I wouldn't know the guy if my lite
depended on it.,,361
FOlmer Olnick Chief Operating Officer Neil RubIer told the investigative subcommittee
that 11C met with Representative RlUlgel "on a couple of occasions" in his Congressional office to
discuss a proposed redevelopment of the Lenox TCl'faCe buHdings. 362 These meetings took plaoe
in Representative RIU1gel's congressional district office on 125 1h Street in Harlem, NY, not in
Representative Rangel's campaign offioe in apartment IOU. 363 Representative RlU1gd "was one
of a variety of community leaders that we met with to basically gauge opinionlUld build support
for the proposal.,,364 The proposal was to "redevelop areas of the p1'Operty that lU'e now being
utilized now for the most part as single story retail and instead to improve them with a
combination of retail lU1d additional apartlUCl1ta, you know.,,165 Althoug11 Rubl~"l' said that he
Wlll1ted Representative Rangel to do "[n]othing in particular," he noted that Repl'esClltative
Rangel was part of a "laundry list" of "influential ... people with whom we met, both to get their
,S<> Rangel Int n. at 213.14.
m Id.at214.
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feedback about what they liked and didl1 't like about the proposal, and to 110pe1'l.111y convil1ce
them that it was in the best interest of the comlnunity.,,366 RubleI' recalled meeting with
Representative Rangel twice, "years ago ... once he was certainly there, once I don't know that
he did more than just pop his head in to say hello.,,367 Rubler told the investigative subcommittee
he thOl.lght Representative Rangel "liked" their plan; he "just generally smiled and indicated that
he liked it and there wasn't·· he certainly didn't offer an expansive opinion one way or another.
And it was a brief meeting ... So there wasn't a huge amount to respond to.,,368
The record here indicates that although Representative Rangel met with Olnide twice
about a development project, he was not flsked to do anytlling in support of the project, did not
offer to do anything in support ofthe project and there is no evidence that Representative Rangel
had the capacity to assist in the development project at all. There are no facts in the record that
Olnick representatives exploited Representative Rangel's use of apartment IOU as a campaigtl
of'fice to gain favor with him at any point duting his tenancy in the unit. Representative Rangel's
meetings with Olnick representatives regarding the potential development of Lenox Terrace do
not appear to have been aimed at infbencing the perf0l11lUnCe ofllis governmental duties; Olnick
did not malee any requests regarding federal legislation or any other task under his purview.
There is also no indication that Ohlick's representatives in the meetings mentioned
Representative Rangel's tenancy in apartment IOU during the meetings. Furthermore, although
he would eventually move out of apartment IOU tll1der increased media scrutiny, tllere is no
evidence that Representative Rangel attempted to conceal his use of apartment I au as a
campaign office fmm bis landlord or tile ptlblic. Representative Rangel paid his rent for
apartment IOU using campaign checks and his campaign staff moved freely in and out of the
Lenox Terrace complex. As such, the factors that have generally led tllll Standards Committee to
fmd a violation of clause 5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service are not prescnt.
c. Representative Rangel's Constituent Work: Related to Lenox
Ten'ace
Repre.~entative Rangel's District Director, James Capel, was familiar with primary
residency issues ill rent-stabilized apartments in part because of his wod, resolving some
constituent isslle.~ related to primary residency. %9 Capel had occasion to intemct with Lenox
Terrace Gcneral Manager Darryl Rankin because tenants were discussing going on strike,370
Capcl indicated that Rankin was "aggressive" compared to his predecessor Harold Griffel
regm'ding evictions mld other policies. 371 Capel noted that he didn't speak with Rankin "011 a
regular basis" hut may have spoken to him regarding tile proposed strike. 372 Ten!Ult~ wanted "to
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try to influence the action of the owner or the management if they thought some actions were not
being done in a way they thought it should be done. It could for a lot of different things. It could
be for just disrespect."m
Based on these facts, there is not sufficient evidence to lead a reasonable person to
believe that Representative Rangel's use of apartment IOU as a campaign office was an attempt
to or did in fact "influenc[e] the perfol1uance of his govenmlental duties." TIlere is no evidence
in the record regarding the specifics of the interactions between Capel and Rankin other than a
discussion oftellll11ts' rights when the tenants considered a rent strike. There is also no evidence
that Representative Rangel was directly involved in any of these communications 01' that either
C.apel or Rankin made any requests or suggestions for official action. Without any such
evidence, a reasonable person cannot conclude that there is a substantial reason to believe that
either Representativ6 Rang61 or Capel was influenced in the performance of his governmental
duties, nor can this count of the Statement of Allegcd Violation be sustained by clear and
convincing evidence at Iyin!.
3. Representative Rangel's Use of Apartment IOU as a CatnlJalgn Office Should
Not Result in a Violation of House Rules or Any other Applicable Standards
Representative Ratlgel's conduct related to his tenatlcy in Lenox Terrace should not be a
matter before the Standards Committee. The evidence in the record indicates that Representative
Rangel was paying the maximum rent allowahle under New York's rent-stabilization code.
Although Representative Rangel's use of a rent-stabilized apUliment as a CUlllpaign office may
be politically embarrassing, his conduct did not violate any of New York's rent-stabilization
laws. This conclusion is based in large part on the testimony of New York Department of
Housing and Community Renewal attorneys who stated that Mr. Ratlge!'s conduct was not
illegal. If there was any appearance problem at all, it was one caused by the public's
understandable confusion about whether Representative Rangel's use of apartmellt IOU as a
campaign office violated the rent-stabilization laws. Sucll confusion is lUlsurprising given the
complexity of tIle Rent Stabilization Code. The testimony offered by Olnick representatives as
well as an attorney from the New York State Divi&'ion of Housing Ulld Community Renewal
indicate that a technically non-conforming use was not illegal; the landlord was just not obligated
by law to renew the lease. The decision to renew the lease f'Ol' such a tonatlt was up to the
landlord. In this case, Olnick wm; receiving the maximum renl allowable for apartment lOU
under the rent-stabilization code, a unit which had been vacant for several months prior to
Repl-esentative Ratlgel's tenancy.
TIle Cm.rrt of Appeals of New Yol'1c descdbed the Rent StabiHzation Code in this way:
The patchwork of rent-control legislation in recent years has created an
impenetrable thicket, confusing not only to laymen but tu lawyers. Most
mId. at51.
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important, under legitimate political pressures and the stress of economic
and social tensions, the rational resolution of policy considerations vital to
the well-being of Ule people in the City of New York 11ave been handled
011 a day-to-day basis, and often by temporary makeshiils. As a
consequence, the legislation contains serious gaps, not readily filled by
interpretation based on intention, because there was Ilone, or even by
judicial construction to malce reasonable and workable schemes that are
self-abortive as designed. There is a limit to which cOluis mayor shouid
go in rectifYing such statutory gaps. Because of the significant policies
involved, they should be resolved by legislative action at the local 01' State
leve1.374
Members of Congress may face negative public relations implications whenever they engage in
any numbet of everyday activities such as purchasing a foreign car, or selecting a private school
for their children. Pdvate commercial tl'allsactiollS where a Member pays the market va1ue375 01'
commercially reasollable376 terms without discount should not invitc sorutiny from the Standards
Committee. Here, Repl'eSelltative Rangel paid the highest rent allowed 1l11der the law for
apartment IOU. 377 If Members call come under the scrutiny of the Standards Committee for such
politically emblllTa8sing foibles, then every Member will be susceptible to having their good
nlllnc slandered despite no evidence of wrongdoing such as in cases when a Member purchases
an automobile 01' a. home at a price that is below the "sticker price."
New York DHCR's attomey 111ld Blll"em.l Chief confirmed that even today, the Rent
Sta.bili:r.ation Code is still "a complicated statute. The statutes have been described by our own
Comt of Appeals [as] tbree times as an impenetrable thicket confusing to both 1,,,,,,yers and
Illlldlol'ds.,,378 Olnick's lack of a coherent policy regarding non-conforming uses and the Lenox
Termce employees' ignorllllce about whether using a rent-stabilized apartment for commercial
pmposes is a clear example of this confusion. When Representative Rangel wanted to move his
campaign office to another apartment in the Lenox Te1'l'ace complcx bccause apartmcnt IOU was
too small and had a faulty air conditioning system, the building staff showed his clUnpaign staff
apartment 10K and began discussions about signing a lease agreement.379 Olnick lnanagcmcnt
only btlCamc concerncd about Representative Rllllgel'S non-confonning use of apartmcnt IOU
aftor rcceiving negative press coverage for a rational business decision that exports agree other
landlords make on a rcgular basis. Representativc Rangel's use of apartment IOU as a campaign
office did not ill1l}Ucate lUly of the ethical guidelines related to Ule perfurmance of his
3'14 89 Christopher,
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govenllilental duties. There is no evidence in lhe record that R\lpresentative Rangel provided any
benefits to Olnick or that Olnick used his tenancy in apartment IOU to gain any benefits. The
adjudicatmy snbcommittee should tind that any alleged violation of House Rules and otller
applicable standards arising from Representative Rangel's \1Se of apartment IOU cam10t be
sustained by clear and convincing evidence.
D. Duplicative and Unnecessary Counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation
The,:e are several counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation that are duplicative of
other counts and the nan-ative in the Statement of Alleged Violation incorrectly suggests that
Representative Rangel's conduct in this matter was corrupt. Specifically, Count XI of the
Statement of Alleged Violation is superfluous because it does not refer to any separate
substantive violations of Rouse Rules or other applicable standards. Each actual or potential
suhstantive violation arising from Representative Rangel's conduct listed in the Statement of
Alleged Violation is by detinition a failul'e to "[u]phold the ConstiM:ion, laws, and legal
regulations of the United States.,,380 Likewise, Count XII of the Statement of Alleged Violation
is an unnecessary addition already reflected in the substantive counts. House Rule XXIII, clause
2 states, "A Member ... of the House shall a(lhere to fhe spirit and the letter of the Rules of the
House and to the rules of duly constituted committees thereof." The House Ethics Manual states:
With regard to the applicable provisions of the House rules, Members and
staff should bear il1lUind that under House Rule [XXIII], clause 2 they are
obligated to adhere to not only the letter, but also the spirit of those rules.
This provision has been interpreted to mean that Members and statT may
not do indirectly what they are barl'ed ii'om doiug dimotly.381
This mle is designed to prevent Members from relying on a "nan:ow" interpretation of a House
Rulcin order to escape responsihility for violating the stated purpose of the l)rovision. This
interpretation .is confirmed by the fact that "spirit" is listed before "letter" in the rme; violations
of the "letter" of House Rules arc enforced pursuant to the specific l'llic violated. Here,
Representative Rangel has not violated tho spirit of the lUles; ho has violated the letter of Ronsc
Rules in the vlll'ious counts related to his efforts 011 behalf of CCNY and his val'ious errol'S and
omissions on Financial Disc1o~'ure statements and tax forms. Those allegations are not predicated
on violating the "purpose" of applicable standards, thus making Count XII of the Statement of
Alleged Violation llllneeessary and duplicative. The "spirit" rule should not be used to absolve
Committee e01U1sel from meoting thoil' burden to prove tile "Iettel" of a charged offense.
The investigative subcommittee's Statement of Alleged Violation also discusses conduct
whi.ch did not amount to suhstant.ive violations onlouse eUlical ndes beyond the bask disclosure
mles already disoussed above. Representative Rangel's set'Vicc on the hOlll'd of the Ann S. Kheel
3llQ
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Charitable Trust ("Kheel Trust") and his ownership interest in the development in Plmta Cana,
Dominican Repuhlic, are um'elated to allY of his legislative work. The evidence in the record
does not indicate that Represe.'ltative Rangel sought, seclu'ed or offered any improper benefits to
or from the l<.heel Trust or related to the Punta Cana resort, However, the investigative
subcommittee's deoision to address these issues in the Statement of Alleged Violation creates an
impression that Representative Rangel may have had a conflict of interest or committed some
other iml)ropriety when the investigative subcommittee made no suoh finding, The investigative
subcommittee should have taleen greater care to exclude matters from its Statement of Alleged
Violation that were not at the heart of the substantive allegations but could prove politically
damaging or embrn:rassing to a Member who is under its jurisdiction,
The duplicative counts as well as tile general narrative of the Statement of Alleged
Violation and other now public investigative subcommittee documents create an erroneous
impression that Representative Rangel's conduct was C011'Upt. For example, despite the fact that
tbe investigative subcolUmittee made no finding that Representative Rangel violated the selfdealing statute or any other obligations related to the Kheel Trust's gnl1lt to create HIe Ann S,
Kheel Scholarships at CCNY, the Statement of Alleged Violation and other publie documents
suggest that the Internal Revenue Service may find that Representative R!U1gel violated the selfdealing statute. The Kheel Tmst's Tnlst Agreement requires trustees to comply Witll DIe same
statute,382 Representative Rangel did not violate the self-dealing statute or any other applicable
standards related to his servicc as a tJusteo for the Khool Tmst. The record demonstrates that tho
idea for the Ann S.Kheel Scholars program predated any conversations ahout the Rangel Conter
with CCNY or Trust officials, Dming 2004, months hefore Representative Rrnlgel's
communications wilil CCNY President Gregory Willianls about the Rangel Center, the K11eel
trustees made plans to create an Ann S, Kheel Scholarship program for disadvantaged students at
the City University of New York !Uld the New York Urban League.,83 In December 2004,
President WillianJs sent Representative Rangel a letter thanking him for the "oPPOltllnity to
submit a proposal to the Nm S. Kheel Charitable Tlust to create the Ann S, Kl1eel Seholars
Program" at CCNY,384 Months later, Representative R!Ulge1 also wrote his fellow Khool Trust
trustees at their home addresses and suggested that they maintain their relationship with CCNY
hy donating to the Rangel Center. 315 Representative Rangel fully disclosed to his colleagues that
his name was attached to the Rangel Center before they voted to make another donation to
CCNY tor the Rangel Center. 386 Even if the Nm S. Kheel Sehol!U's program later bec.mne a part
of the Rangel Center, neither donation constitutes a violation of the se1f"dealing statute 01' the
Kheel Trust Trust Agreement beeause Representative Rangel did not receive any direct benefits
as a result of the donation.
3'2 Se~ 26
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The investigative subcommittee ignores clear precedent in order to suggest that
Representative Rangel's conduct related to the 1<he.el Trust was corrupt and violated the selfdealing statute. 'rhe regulations regarding self-dealing explain, "[t]he fact that a disqualified
person receives only an incidental or temlO~lS benefit fl.'om the transaction will not, by itself,
make such use an act of self-dealing.,,:l81 Guidance from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
addresses the exact factual situation here; in a revenue l1.1ling, the IRS allowed a foul1dation to
make a grant to a charity contingent upon changing the llamc of the charity to that of the
foundlltion's founder. 3aB The public recognition file disqualified person received from the
charitable a,ct and the renaming of the charity, were considered "incidental" benefits under the
regnlations.389 Here, although the Rangel Center is obviously named tbr Representative Rangel,
that benefit is "incidental" and permissible under the self-dealing statute and applicable
regulations. This interpretation is consistent with the Standards Committee's own guidance
which allows Members "to lend their names to legitimate chal'itable enterprises and otherwise
pl'omote charitable goals,,,390 such as providing educational opportunities to disadvantaged
minority youth.
The investigative subcommittee also misinterprets CCNY's decision to em,ploy an
archivist to organize and assist visitors in reviewing Representative Rangel's donated
congressiomil papers as some type of benefit to him. This conclusion is inconsisteot with any
common or plain meaning of the words "gift" or "benefit." Repl'esentative Rangel's donated
papcrs arc for the benefit of CCNY and the Rangel Center's stndeots and guests. Likewise, staff
hired to facilitate that process do not pmvide any bellefit to Representative Rangel.
Representative Rangel's conduct related to the Kheel Trust was not e0l1'upt and did not violate
the self-dealing statute. TIlls fact is confirmed by the investigative subcommittee's inability to
fuld a violation. However, the narrative in the Statement of Alleged Violation attempts to convert
Representative Rangel's efforts to secure donations from the Kheel TlUst to CCNY on behalf of
disadvantaged youth into a corrupt violation of the law. That conclusion cannot be &'Upp0l'ted by
the evidence in the record or the applicable legal standmds.
The investigative suhcommittee also did not find that Representative Rangel violated
either the bribery or illegal gratuities statute. Thel'e was no evidence in the record that
Rep1'esentative Rangel was engaged in a quid pro quo relationship with Nabors Industries 01'
Nabors Industries (''EO Eugene Isenberg. Likewise, the investigative subcommittee did not find
that Representative Rangel entered into a quid pro quo relationship with any foundation that
donated to CCNY for the Rangel Center 01' with those foundation's parent companies.
Representative Rangel has stated that he did not follow the congressional solicitation rules in his
eff01t~ to assist CCNY, hut these faHm-es were not corrupt.
'"726 C.F.R. § 53.4941(d)-2(f)(2).
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While Representative Rangel engaged in serious and irresponsible conduct that violated
House Rules and other applicable standards, none of his conduct was done intentionally to
circumvent the ethical f,'Uidelinos or to use his official posiUon for personal financial gain. Tho
investigative subcommittee should have made this fact sufficiently clear III its now puhHc
Statement of Alleged Violation 01' transmittal letter to the full Standards Committee. In denying a
Member's motion to dismiss, the Standards COllunittee wrote:
The Committee, unlike a jury in a COUlt of law, can strike any part of a
particular count which has not been proven by the evidence ... [The
COll1mittce combined separate standards into various counts] fully
cognizant of the potentially devastating impact of any Statement of
Alleged Violations, to spare respondent the added embatTass1l1ent of an
extremely large number of cOl1nts. 391
The COllilts in the Statement of Alleged Violation against Representative Rangel do not reflect
due consideration of the "devastating impact" of a Statement of Alleged Violation or the
"ernbat'l'assment" of the voluminous counts contained therein. 392 As noted, Counts XI and XII of
the Statement of Alleged Violation do not refer to any substantive counts 111at Representative
Rnngel has not already been alleged to have committed, FUlthenllore, the Statement of Alleged
Violation accUSes Representative Rangel of violating the criminal Franking statute when that
cI1arge simply cannot be sustained by the facts in the record despite also including Count IV:
Conduct in Violation of Postal Service Laws and Frat3lcing Commission Regulations which
c1eat'ly alJply to Representative Rangel's conduct. Members of Congress mllst adhere to the
"highest" moral and ethical principles. However, those moral and ethical principles must be
applied fhirly and uniformly to all Members, including Representative Rangel.
IV.

Conc.Jusion

I agree with my colleagues that RelJresentative Rangel engaged in conduct i11at violated
various House Rules atld other applicable standards of conduct. Representative Rangel's conduct
:related to CCNY's Rangel Center all resulted from one mistake --. it was not allowable as a pmt
of his ofJ1cial duties. Based on that one mistake, Representative Rangel violated the
congressiomll solicitation rules, Franking Commission regulations, House Office Building
Commission regulations, tile ptlrpose law, the Member's Congressional Handbook, atld the
letterhead rule. Representative Rangel's failures to provide a "full and complete statement" onus
income, unearned inco111e tratlsactions and reportable positions constitnte violations ofthe· Ethics
in Government Act and House Rule XXVI. I also agree with my colleagues that the scope and
totality of Representative Rangel's conduct, 88 well as his leadership position on the House

House COllltn. 011 S!llndal~js of Official Conduct, In the Matler ofRepresentative Charles FL
930,96"' Cong., 2d 8""8. at 53 (1980).
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Committee on Ways and Means during the relevant period, lead these violations to constitute
behavior which fails to "reflect creditably on the House.,,393
Despite Representative Rangel's serious conduct, I disagree that a reprimand is an
appropriate sanction in tilis matter. Representative R?J.1geJ's conduct did not involve COl1'llpt1on,
personal financial gain, an abuse of power, or disregard of clear precedent, the factors that have
characterized prior cases where the Standards Conunittee has recommended or the House of
Representatives has voted to impose a reprimand. Representative Rangel's conduct is more
consistent with cases where a Member has been sanctioned with a public letter of reproval. When
Members omit information from their Financial Disclosure statements, they are usually allowed
to amend these fonus with no sanction. The amount of money and Ule number of e11'ors involved
with Representative Rangel's Financial Disclosurc .statements, however, require the Standards
CAlmmittee to respond; a letter of reproval is the appropriate resp011se. Standards Committee
precedents direct the Committee to consider the numel'Otls mitigating factors that speak to the
appl'Opliatencss of the sanction of a letter of reproval, including the absence of any evidence of
an improper intent on the part ofRepre.~entative Rangel to conceal any of the subject conduct at
any point duting its commission 01' the investigative suhconU11ittee's work, his honest, but
mistaken understanding of thc rulcs relatcd to his solicitations on behalf of CCNY and the lack
of any evidence that Representative Rangel used his official position to obtaiu personal financial
benefits. The Committee should also consider that Representative Rangel has already submitted
to a significant sanction by relinquishing his position as Chairman of the H011se Committee 011
Ways and Means as a result of tillS pending hwestigation and l11e Standards Committee's
admonishment of his conduct in another mattcr, a sanction vhtually without precedent in the
absence ofa pending indictment or formal public criminal invcstigation.
Finally, J believe that the evidence ill this case does not create even a "substantial reaS011
to believe" that Representative Rangel committed several C01111ts of the Stak'1nent of Alleged
Violation including allegations that Representative Rangel violated the House gift rule, clause 5
of the Code of Ethics for Government Service or the criminal Franking statute. Several of the
counts included in the now publicly available Statement of Alleged Violation should not have
becn charged because they were duplicative of oUler counts or lacked sufficient evidence to be
charged. As sueh, the Statement of Alleged Violation will have an unnecessarily "devastating
impact" on and cause undue "emhl\l1'assment" to Representative Range1. 394 The investigative
subcommittee's insistence upon including alleged violations suggesting conuption l\lld involving
criminal conduct understandably hindcrcd the prompt resolntion of this mattet'. Despite this fact,
I have concludcd that Representative Rangel's conduct in this matter constituted violations of
applicable ethical. standards, did not reflect creditably on the House of Representatives and
merits a letter of relJIOval, but not a reprimand.
393 House Rule XXIll, 01.
'94
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Congressman Dent Motion for Summary Judgment Questions

Campaign Office in Rent Stabilized, Residential Unit/Appearance of Impropriety
For Blake: On p. 74 of your Summary Judgment Motion, you state that "the evidence in
the record makes clear that the Respondent accepted a favor or benefit in the form of
leasing a residential, rent-stabilized apartment for his campaign office, and this violated
the terms of his lease, New York City Zoning regUlations, the New York City building
code, and the certificate of occupancy for Lenox Terrace.
Q: Gan you describe more specifically the zoning and building regUlations that were
violated by Mr. Rangel's use of a campaign office in a residential building? What is
significant in the lenox Terrace building about commercial units above the first floor?
Q: Can you please put up Exhibit 508--a copy of the original lease for the apartment
10U Rep. Rangel signed for his campaign office? On the first page, 'Charles Rangel' is
typed as the tenant, and paragraph 1 states the tenant "shall use the apartment for
Hving purposes only, and could only be occupied by either the tenant named in the
lease or by the tenant's immediate family.
Q: Can you put up Exhibit 530-a copy of a rental application form. Did the evidence
and testimony confirm that this application form was used for the campaign office unit?
I note that the person named on the Hneto occupy the unit is "Steven Rangel," Mr.
Rangel's son. Is there any evidence that Mr. Rangel's son ever lived in the unit?

For Rangel:" .
Q: Do you dispute that you never used apartment 10U as a residence, even though the
lease and zoning regUlations required it to be a residential unit?
Q: Do you dispute Committee counsel's evidence on p. 50 of their Motion that your
District Director assisted constituents on issues relating to their residency in the lenox
Terrace building at the same time you were not in compliance with. the residency
provisions of your lease of 10U?
Q: Why did your campaign office seek to move out of lenox Terrace building in July
2008, as Exhibit 536 states, "because of events"?

Q: Is your campaign office now located in a residential or rent-stabilized unit? Is it your
understanding that you could rent a residential apartment again in a New York building
for a campaign office now if you wanted to? If not, why not?

581
"Special Handling Tenant List"
For Rangel
Q: Please pull up Exhibit 536-a copy of a Statement issued by you or your office on
July 16, 2008. In the 7 th paragraph, you state that "for all [your] years, at Lenox Terrace,
you "have not been treated different from any other tenant living in a stabiliz.ed
aparbnent."
Could you please pull up Exhibit 519?
Q: Do you recogniz.e the individuals on this list? Do you believe you or any of the other
individuals on the list have been treated differently than other tenants in the building?
Q: Are you aware of other tenants in Lenox Terrace above the first floor who have been
allowed to rent residential, rent stabilized units for commercial purposes?
Q: Do you dispute the evidence presented by Committee counsel on p. 49 of their
Motion that "special handling tenants received courtesies that other tenants did not
receive, including favorable treatment regarding non-payment of rent? Did you receive
such a courtesy at any time during your tenancy?

Meeting with Lenox Terrace executives regarding redevelopment
For Rangel :
Q: Committee counsel's cited on p. 49 of their Motion, your testimony that you met with
a representative of the Olnick Corporation that owns the Lenox Terrace building to
discuss their proposed redevelopment of the Lenox Terrace buildings at the time you
lived in one of the buildings:
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March 17, 2009
Mr. Phu Huynh
Oldaker, Belror & WitHe, LLP
818 Conuecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 100
Wflshillgton, DC 20006
DeaT Mr, Huynh:
TIds responds 'to your letters ofJanuary 14, February 26 and March 6, 2009 on behalf of
Congressman Charles Rangel, seeking guidance on whether Congressman Rangel may use flmds
from his principal campaign oommittee to J,ay certalll legal expenses for himself as well as legal
expenses for certain clU1'ent and fOl1ner members of his personal staff, campaign staff, and Ways
& Means.connnittee staff in connection with an ongohlg Committee 0,11 Standards investigation
into certain conduct related to his official duties. The Committee has long advised Members to
consult with the COlnmittee prior to using campaign funds for legal expenses to ensure that the
l':lgal services are ones that the Member may properly pay with campaign funds.
QlU!stion 1: May C(mgressman Rangel Wil! campaign funds to pay legal expenses

(1UJU1'l'ed

related to tfVo additionallllattel'S Ulldel' Committee investigation?

As you know, on September 26, 2008 the Committee approved Congressman Rangel's
use ofcampaign .funds for his own legal expenses in connection with three matters:
1. A Committee investigation regarding the uSe of Congressional letterhead with
regard to the Charles B, Rangel Center for Publio Service at the City Collego of
New York;
2, A Committee investigation and au FEC review of allegations with respeot to
certain apartment units that Congressman Rangel leased for personal and
eampaign use; and
3. A Committee investigation into past House Financial DiscloSllr(;) statements
regarding the inoome earned through investment in II guest unit at the Punta Cl1l.1a
Yacht Club in the Dominican Republic tllld r<;llated federal and state income tax.
allthority matters.

Your Mm.-ch 6, 2008 letter attached two public statellltlnts from the Committee regarding the
areas of investigation into Congressman Rangel's official duties. Specifically, your lctter now asks
the COllll1littee to approve Congressman R<mgol's usc of principal campaign committee funds for
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his legal expenses related to the following two additional areas of inq\liry which were not i.ncluded
in the Committee's September 26, 2008 approval letter;
1. A Committee investigation into Congressman Rangel's compliaj1ce with Co:mmittee
on House Administration Rules regarding storage ofa vehicle in'l\ House garage, lot,
or designated parking area; and
2. A Committee investigation regarding Congressman Rangel's condllct with regard to
contributions of money or pledges of contributions of money to the Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College of New York from any person
or entity associated with Nabors Industries.
111e provision relevant to yow: inqtliry is House Rule 23, clause 6, which provides as
follows:
A Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner(a) shall keep his catllpaign funds separate from his personal funds;
(b) may not oonvert campaign funds to personal usc in excess of an amount
representing reimbursement fOI'legitimate and verifiable campaign expenditures;
and
(c} except as provided in clause 1{b) of rule XXIV, may not expend funds from
his campaign account that are not attributable to bona :fid.e campaign or political
purposes.
While the rule permits the use of catllpaign funds for "bona fide catllpaign or political
ptUPQses," it does not define that plrrase. The Committee has long advised that Members have
wide discretion to determine whether any particular expenditure woul~ serve such purposes,
provided tbat the Member does not eonvert campaign thuds to personal oroffic1al Ul'les (otheJ'
thau as permitted by House Rule 24, clause l(b)). Put another way, the rule is not 1nterpreted "to
limit the use of campaign fcmds striotly to a Member's reelectiol1 campaign," but instead is
illterpreted "broadly to encompass the traditional politically-related activities of Members of
Congress... j

In accordance with these principles, the Committee has detennined that it is generally
permissible under House rules for a Member to use campaign fimds to pay for the Member's
own legal fees that arise in eounection with the Member's campaign, election, 01' the
performance of official duties. The basis for this detemlination is that the protection of a.
Member's presumption ofinnocence 1n such actions 1s avalid political purpose?
Based on the information provided, we conclude that it 1s witlI\n Congressman Rangel's
discretion to use his campaign funds fbI' his legal expenses arising from both the additional areas of

I

Honse Select Comm. on Ethics, F'11WI Report, H. Rep. 95-1837, 9511• Cong" 2d Sess. (1979) at l(}.
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inquity included in your March 6, 2009 letter.3 The Committee investigation of Congressman
Rangel's compliance with applicable parking lules of the Honse arose in connection with the
performance of Congressman Rangel's official duties, Similarly, the Committee hwes(:igation of
Congressman Rangel's conduct with regard to the solicitations for the City College of New York is
linked to the roles regarding use of official resources and rules of condnct based on COllgrellsman
Rangel's official position. Tbis authority extmds to expenditure of funds fi'om Congressman
Rangel's principal Cl:Ullpaign committee for his own legal expenses rellulting from the current
review ofthelle two matters by the Committee.

Quest/1m 1: .May CrmgreSS11I1.t1/ Ra1tgel use Mmpaign funds to pay legmexpenses incurred by
memhers of flis smf! in connection with the ongoing Committee im'estlgat!on?
For the masons St;lt forth below, we conclude that, as a general mattei', Congressman Rangel
may use funds from his principal campaign commifu,>e to pay legal expenses incun'ed by certain
current and former members ofhis personal staft: campaign staff, and Ways & Means committee
staff in connection with the ongoing Committee investigation. We emphasize, however, !lIl 86t
forth in more detail below, that any such 11S0 of campaign funds to pay such expenses may
implioato a mrmber of House t'1.116s lUld standards of conduct, and Congressman Rangel should
keep those rules and standards in mind as he considers whether to pay such expenses.
General Principles Applicable to Payment of Staff Legll1E,glenses, T.ho Committee
rcmtlnely advises Members to avoid situations that may cause the appearance of impt'opriety. See
House Rule 23, cJ. 1 (requiring the oonduct of It. Member at all times to reflect creditably on the
House). Depmding on the circumstances prcsented, an appearance of impropriety may arise from
using campaign funds to pay the legal expenses of congressional staff.
Specifically, the payment of staff legal expenses may be pero"ivl:id !lIl, an action that may
influence the testimony or cooperation of the staff involved. T.his ooncern is heightmed if the
Member is in the positicn to consider tlw Member's own legal situation when making
deteuninations as to (1) which staffwould have theh' legal expenses paid, and (2) the amount and
Ill\.t).lro ofthe legal expenses eligible for reimbursement.
It is not possible to set forth all of the ch'cul1lstances that may bear on the propriety of
payment of sta1'l'legal expenses in any specific context. However, based on the representations
in your letters tmd phono oonversations with Committee counso~ we have identified a number of
facts that we conclude are materia! in addressing this ()oncem and determining whether
Congressman Rangel's payment of staff legal fees serves a "bOlla fide campaign or political
pu:rposc" und!;.'!,· House Rule 23. You have repreAented the following conditions to be true:
, 1. Any staff member who wishes to seek l'eimhursemont is free to Oh0080 their own
co1lllsol without inUuenoe £i'Dill Congressman Rangel 01' his counsel;
J

TIlls analysis does uot in any way affect the Committee's review "fth. merits oft1te underlyiug matters

lhahll'e the sllbje<::t ofyol1T request for use ofcampaign funds for l~gal e"'.PCl1ses. The Committee Willl"eSpond to
those issues separately.
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2. Legal fees will be paid for all staff who request reimbursement of legal fees,

regardless ofthair choice oflega! cOi1l1sel; and
3. Neither CongressmlUl Rangel nor his counsel will choose lIluong staffers as to
who is entitled to payment offees, or as to what fees should be paid.

payment of l&~ &l'Ql1Ses with Campaign :Funds, As discussed above, the use of
campaign funds by House Members is govern.ed by House Rule 23, clause 6 afthe Code ofOfficial
Conduct.
The Committee has already interviewed cun'ont and former staff from Congressman
RlIllgel's Washington D,C. office, district office, oampaign office, and the Ways & MeaIls
Committee in connection. willi the Committee investigation described above. Your March 6, 2009
letter makes it clear that Congressman Rangel is seekh1g Committee approval for the lISe of llls
campaign funds to pay legal expenses for staff in contlE:lct1on with all five areas of inquiry in the
Committee investigation for which the Connruttee has approved CongrecS8lllan Rangel's use of
campaign ftlllds for his own legal expenses. The Corntnittee concludes, consistent with milapprovll1ll regarding Congressman Rangel's own legal expOOSE:lS, that any relevant knowledge
Congressman Rangel's staffmay have regarding the subject of the Committee investigation h1 these
.five areas of inquiry re8\11t» exclusively from his position and oonduct as a Member. Therefore,
Congressman Rangel's payment of legal e:x:pense.~ for members of his staff could properly be
oonsidered connected to his official dttties and could also serve a valid political purpose with regard
to Congressman RlUlgel's cooperation with the Committee's investigation_
We therefore conolude that it is within Congres51111Ul Rangel's discretion to use campaign
fl1nds to pay the legal fees in connectiOIl with the Committee investigation into the five investigative
point» noted above for involvlld staff, subject to the representations in your letter that the staff's
ability to choose their own counsel and that rein1bursetnent for staff expenses will be made to all
who reque.st suuh payment regardless of their Moioe of counsel. In addition to the factual
:representations made in your letters regarding the conditions that have already been imposed, we
:recommend that Congressman Rangel identify the llll.ll1es of the staff members whose lllgal
expenses lIrc paid from campaign full~S in FEC filings disclosing the fact of such IJayments.
Lastly, Congressman Rangel mllst promptly notify the Committee ifhe stops pnyingall or part of
stafflegal exp<;llses and explain the reasons for that decision.
>I<

>I<

Pursuant to the Federal Election Campaign Act, the FEC administers a separate Set of
:restrictions on the use of oanlpaign ftlllds, Because we understand that the FEC has not squarely
add:ressed the question you present, we strongly encourage Congressman Rangel to consult with
the FEC to detwmine whether the proposed payment of stafflegal expenses under the conditions
descnbed in this letter is per~:uissible Ul1der all applicable :FEC laws and regulations.
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If you have any further questions, plellse contact the Committee's Office of Advice and
Education at extension 5-7103,
Sincerely,

'.

JoBonner
Ranking Republican Member .
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October 8, 2009
Mr, P1m HUYllh

Oldaker, Biden & Belair, LLP
818 ConnectlcutAvenue, NW
Suite 100
Washington, DC 20006
Dear Mr, HUytlh:
This I'lmponds to your Septcmber 18, 2009, letter on'behalf of Represontative
Chatics Raugel seeking gl.lidmIce on whether Representative Rangel may use funds from
his principal campaign committee to pay Cel'taill (egal expenses for himself as well as
legal expenses fOl' cel'taln cunent and former members of his personal staff In connection
with an investlgatwn by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct of privatelysponsored, officlally-connlli,ted travel by Members of Congress, including Representative
RlIIlge!. to two conferences hosted by Cm'ib NcwslCarlb Ncws Foundation during 2007
and 2008, The Committee has long advised Members to collsult with the Committee prior
to using campaign funds for legal cxpenses to ensure that the legal services are ones that
the Member may properly pay with campaign funds,
QI1I.!stlon 1: May Representative Rangel u,ye campaign fWtas til pay flis' own legal
(f,I(.pelflSes ilfCUl'red related to the Committee Investigation of the Carib News/Carib
News Foum/atlQII 2007 and 2008 Crm!erellces?

As you know, on September 26, 2008, and March 17, 2009, the Committee
approved Representative Rattgel's use of eanlpru,gn funds for his own legal expense.~ in
connection. with five matters curreritly under Committee investigation, Your Septomber
18, 2009, letter identifies a new and unrelated Committee investigation. Although this
investigation is separate and urn'e1ated to the Committee's ongoing investigation refe1'red
to in the September 26, 2008, and March 17, 2009 letters, the underlying guidance in the
two pl'evlOUR letters llppl'Oving the use of C!Unpaign funds for Representative Rangel's
legal expenses as well as his fOllner or oun'ent staff's legal expenses is applioable, The
provision relevant to YOUI' inquiry is House Rule 23, olanse 6 which \ll'Ovides as follows:
A Member,.Delegate, or Resident C()mmissiol1cr-~~
(a) shall keep the omllpaign fund~ of such indivJd\1m separate ft'Om
tlle personal funds ofsuoh individual;

tEXM

TOliDUN'.:ml'Ii:CtfT
COVNSEL TO THfrlf.tmKlNG
AEPUllUCAN MEMBER
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(b) may not convert campaign funds to personal use in excess ef an
amount representing reimh\lt'$enlent for legitimate and verifiable
campaign expenditures; and
(e) except as pro\.Jded in clause l(b) of nue XXIV, may not expend
funds fl.·om a campaign account£] of such individual that are not
attributable to bona fide campaign or political purposes.
Without repeating all relevant guidance previously provided in the September 26,
2009, and March 17,2009, letters, we reiterate that the Committee has detennined that it
is generally pennissible under House mica for a Member to '\ISO campaign funds to pay
1'01' the Member's oWl11egai fces which arise in connection with the Member's campaign,
election, 01' the perfonnanee of official dulies.
Based on the inf'Ormation proVided, we conolude that it is within Representalive
Rangel's discretion to use campaign funds for his legal expenses adsing from the area of
investigation identificd in yout' September 18, 2009, letter. I The Committee
investigation of Representative Rangel's patticip&t!on in the C.adb News Foundation
Conferences arose in oonneclion with the performance of Repl'esel1tative Rangel's
official <Mies. This authority extends to expenditun> of funds from Repre.'leutative
Rangel's principal campaign committee for his own legal expenses reBulti11g fi'om the
cummt review of this matter by the ~mmittee.

Question 2: May Representative Rangel use campaign fll1lds t(, pay legal <lXptmse8
illCurred by members of his staff In cnnnecfum wlth the ongoing Cmnmittee
inve8tigation?
As noted in the Conunittec's letter of March 17, 2009, as a general matter,
Representative Rangel may use funds from his principal campaign committee to pay legal
expenses incurred by certain current lUld fonncr members of his personal staff of his
personal staff, cmnpaign staff, and Ways & MeaM committee staffi11 connection with the
ongoing Cmumittee investigation, We reemphasiz\l, however, as set forth in more detail
itl (1)1' letter of March 17, 2009, any such use of campaign 'l\mds to pay sucll expenses
may implicate a number of House rul~J.l and standards of conduct, and Repres\llltative
Rangel should keep those 1111es and standards in mind as he oonsidel'.~ whethet' to pay
such expenses.
Depending on the c!rcmnslanoes presented, an appearance of Impropriety may mise
from using campaign funds te pay the legal expenses of(:ongressional staff. As noted in our
letter of March 17, 2009, Representative Rangel may address the possibility that payment of
staff legal expenses would C1'eate an appearalJ,C(} of itnproplicty by libidlIlg 'by the following
conditions:
I ThJa ~""lysis does not in any way affect the Committee's review of the merit of tho Imderlying
tlllltter that i. tho subject of your requ""t for 1m" of clllnl,.lgn flllids for legal expensos. The Committee will
rospotld to nlnt iSll1Io separately.
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staff member who wishes to sook reimbl11'Sement is free to choose
their own counsel without influence from Representative Rangel 01' his
counsel;

1, Any

2. Legal fees will be paid for all staff who request reimbursement of legal
fees, regardless of their choice of logal oounsel; and
3. Neither Representative Rangel nor his oounsel will choose among staffers
as to who is entitled to payment of fees, 01' as to what fees should be paid.
Your September 18, 2009, letter and communication with Committee staff In(llcate
you are seeking Committee approval for the use ofRepresentative Rangel'S campaIgn ft)nds
tl> pay legal expenses fQl' his staff in cOlllloction with tho Cl>mmittoe's Carib News
Foundationlnvestigation. The Committee oollcludes, consistcnt with our approvalregal'ding
Representative Rangel's own lega! expense.~, that any relevl1l1t knowledge Representative
Rangel's staff may have regarding the sul~ect of the Committee investigatIon in this now
area of InqlUry results exclusively frDm Representative Rangel's position l1l1d conduct as a
Member. Theretore, Representative Rangel'S payment oflega! expenses for members ofhis
staff oould properly be considered connected to his official duties and could also serve a
vnlid political purpose with regard to Representative Rangel's cODperation with the
Committee's investigation.
As a result, it is within RepreSelltativc Rl1l1gel's disoretion to use oampaign funds to
pay the legal fucs in cOllllection with the Committee's Carib News Foundation investigation
fur involved staff, subject to the representations you have made that Representative Rangel's
staff is able to c!loDse their own oounsel and that reinlburn~'ment fDr staff expenses wlll be
made to all who request such payment regardless of tlwir choice of CO\\llseI. In addition to
the factual representations )'Gil l'l1ade regarding the conditions that have nlready been
imposed, we rcoommend that Representative Rangel identify the names Df the staff
members whose legal expenses lITe paid from campaign funds in FEC filings disclosing
the fact of such payments. Lastly, Representative Rangel must promptly notify the
Committee lfhe stops paying all or part of staff legal expenses and explain the reasons
for that decision.
As noted in OUi' letter ofMal'ch 17, 2009, the Federal Election Commission (FEC)
administers a separate set Df restrictions on the use Df campaign funds pursuant to the
Federal Electiol\ Campaign Act. Thus we reCOllln\end that you consult with the FEe to
determine whether this propDsed expenditure is pennissiblc tlnder the applicable law and
regulations, Ifyou have not already done so.
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If yOll have any further q\lostions, please contact the Committee'8 Officc of Advice
and Education at extension 5-7103.
Sincerely,

$~-~

JoBonncr
Ranldng Rep\lblican Member
ZUJB:sac
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September 7, 2010

Mr. Phu Huynh
Oldaker, Bielen & Belair, LU'
818 COllllecticut Avenue, NW
:''uite 100
Washington, DC 20006
Dear Mr. Huynh:
This responds to your letters of August 16 and 17, 2010, on bllhlllfofRep:resentative Charles
Rangel see1dng guidance on whether Repl>esentative Rangel may use fUllds from his prinoipal
campaign C()mm!tloo to pay certain' legai expenses for himself as well as legal expenses fOl'
certain current and fOItnllr,melIlbers of his personal staff and Ways and Means Cormnlttee staff
in oollllootion witl1 en investigation by the Department of Justice of privately-spollSored,
offioiaily-oOlmected travel by Membel's of Congress, including Representative Rflllgel, to two
conferenoes hosted hy Carib News/Cal'ib News Foundation during 2001 and 20()8, The
Cormnlttce has lonl! advised Momhers to consult willi the COllU1littee prJor to elBing campaign
funds for legal expenses to ensure that the Jegal servioes are ones that the Member may properly
pay with campaign funds.

QuestWn 1: MIlY Representative Rimgef t/,ve campaign funds 10 pay h.l~ own legal expe"$'es
iJlcJlrJ'/wrclated to tile llistlee .DeplIJ'tment Investigathm of the Car/II News/Carib News
Forp/dlltwn 2007 aM :ZOOS ConJ'eI'e1Wes?
As you know, on September 26, 2008, Murch 17, 2009, and October 8, 2009, the
Colltmittee approved Representativ6 Rangel's use of campaigu flmds for his own legal expenses
in connection with matters previously under Committee investigation, some of which are
currently being adjudicated by the COllU1littee. Your August 2010 letl!:ll'S identify a related
Justice Departmellt investigation. The underlying guidance provIded 1n the three previous letters
appl'Oving the use of oampaign fhnds for RepresentativQ Rangel's legal expeusQs as well as his
fOl'luer or cuuoot staff's legal expenses is applicable, The pl'Ovisioll reievant to ymu' inquhy is
Honse Rule 23, clause 6 which providos as follows:
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A Member, Delegate, or Resident COl'nmissloner-

(a) shall keep the oampaign funds of such individual sep8.1.'&te
personal funds ofsuch individual;

fWffi

the

(0) may not convert campaign funds to personal use ill excess of an amount
representing relmbursement for legitimate and verifiable campaign expellditures;
sud
(0) ;lXoept as provided in clause l(b) of rule XXIV, may not expend :funds

a campaign accountD of such individual flJat are not attributable to bona
fide oampaign 01' political purposes.
nUffi

Witht>Qt repeating all relevant guidanoe previously provIded in the 2009 letters, the
Commjttee has determined that it is generally permissible ooder House rules for a Member to use
campaign funds to pay for the Member's own legal fees which arise in connection with the
Member's campalgn, election, or the pel'form8.11CO of offioial duties.

Based 011 the information provided, we conclude that it is within Represel1tative Rangel's
dlsoretioll to use catnpaign funds for his legal expenses arising from the at'ea of Investigation
identified in your AUgll,~t 2010 letters. The Justice Department investigation of Representative
Rangel's participation in the Carib News Fooodation Conferences at'ose in connection with the
.perfunnanco ofllilpresentatlve Rangel's official duties. This authority extends to expenditure of
funds from Rep~ntative Rangel's prIncipal campaign c0ffil11ittee for his own legal expenses
resulting from the current review ofthl.s matter by the Committee.
(luestlon 2: M((V Repl'esentiltlve Rangel use campalgnfulUla to pay legal expenses ineul'l'efl by
lUembers ofhi!i stlfffln connec#on witTt lite Justicl! Department l1rvestlgatlon?

As noted in the Cotnrnittee's letters ofMarch 17,2009, and October 8,2009, liS a generai
matter, Repl'eSclItative Rangel may use fi.lllds from his principal campaign committee to pay
legal expenses incurred by certain CUI'tent and f011ner members of his personal staff, campaigll
staff, atld Ways & Means oommitti;:c staff in cOUl1ectiQU witl1 fue Justice Department
Investigation. We reemphasize, l1owevel', as set fOlih in luore detaIl in mu' letter of March 17,
2009, that any suoh use of campaign funds to pay such expe.l1ses may impllcate a number of
House rules and standards of conduct, and Representative Rangel should keep those rules atld
sb:rndards in milld as he considers whethel' to pay such expenses.

The Committee routineiy advises Members to avoid situations that may cause the
appearatlco of impropriety. See House Rule 23, al. 1 (requiring the conduot of a Member at all
times to reflect creditably on the House), Depending on the oircumstances presented, an
appeararlCe of impropriety may arise from using campaign funds to pay the legal expenses of
congressional staff. Specifically, the payment of staff legal expenses may be perceived as an
action that may influence the testimony or cooperation of the staff involved. This concern is
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heightened ifthe Member is in the position to consider thl;l Member's own legal situatiOll when
making determinations as to: (1) which staff would have their legal expenses paid; and (2) the
amount and nature ofthe legal expenses eligible for reimbursement,

It is not possible to set forth aU of the circumstances that may bear 011 the propriety of
payment of staff legal expenses in any specifio context. However, we have formulated a number
of guidelines ,vith which you should comply tc address thl;l foregoing oonoerns about yOUl'
payment of staff legal expenses, In addition to the House 1'Oles, these guidelines l'eflect attorney
ethical obligations regarding dual representation and payment of legal expenses by a third party
ill the American Bar Association's Model Rules of Professional Conduct, See Model Rules l.7
and I.8 (enclosed for your refcrenoe), Compliance with the following guidelines will help you
avoid the appearance of Impropl'iety:
1,

2.

:3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

Any members of your staff all0uld avoid being represented by any C01.1118el who
almulumeo'llSly represents you, 01' who is employed by the same law firm as any
counsel who has been engaged to represent you,
While you, or your attorney, may recommend or suggest the hiring of a particular
counsel to 'your staff, you may !ll!ll use campaign funds to pay stai'f legal
expenses if each staff member is free to engage oounsel of Iris or her choosing,
regardless of your I'ccommendation.
Should any staff member choose to be represented by the S!lllle oounsel alKVOl'
law firm whiclll'epresents yOl.!, Wi:; suggest that you and that individual e><:ecute a
written agreement consenting to dual ,~presentation consistent with the ABA
Model Rules.
While you are not required to use your campaign funds to pay the legal expenses
of every employee l'equesthlg such reimbursement, you should exercise caution
and apply uniform standards in detenulnJng whose legal expenses to reimburse ill
01'&:" to avoid any appearance of impropriety.
You should obtain guidance fi.'om the Federal Election Commission (FEC) atld
fullow the requirements of suoh guldlll1ce before using yOUl' campaign funds to
pay legal expenses for any staff members,
The identity of any staff 1l1embel's whose legal expenses are paid from campaign
funds should be identified in filings made with the FEe disclosing the fact of such
payments.
Any staff for whom you intend to offe)' to pay legal expellses ShOllld be fLu'nished
with a copy of this letter and encouraged to contact the Committee Winl any
questions 01' conoel'l1S l~ga1'ding this gnidance,

Your August 16, 2010, letter and communications with COlumittee staff .indicate you are
seeking Committee approval fur the use of Representative Rangel's campaign funds to pay legal
expenSQS for his staff in connection with the Justice Department's Cadb News Foundatiotl;
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investigation. The Committee concludes, consistent wilh our approval regarding Representative
Rangel's own legal expenses, that any relevant knowledge Representative Rangel's staff may 'have
regarding lhl;l subject of the justice Department's ilwestigation results exc1usively from
Representative Rangel's position and oonduct as a Member. Therefore, Representative Rangel's
payment of legal expenses fur members of his staff could properly be considered conneoted to bis
official duties and could also serve a valid political purpose with regard to Representative Rangel's
cooperation with the Justic(j Department's investigation.

As a result, it is wi1hln Representative Rangel's discretion to use Catllpalgn fuJ.1ds to pay lhe
legal fees in connection with the Justice Department's Carib News FOlmdation investigation 1'01'
involved staff, subject to the represcntai'lons you have l11llde that Representative Rangel's staff is
able to choosc:J their 0\'1'11 counsel and that l'Cimbul'sement for staff expenses will be made to all Who
request suell payment L-egardless oftheir choice ofcounsel. In addition to the fuo111all'epresentations
you made mgarding thlil conditions that have :alrelidy beon imposed, we recommend that
Representative Rangel identifY the names of the staff members whose legal expenses are paid
fl'Otn campaign funds in the Federal Eleotion Commission (FEC) filings disclosing the fact of
such payments. Lastly, Representative Rangel must promptly notifY the Committee if he stops
paying all or part ofstaff legal expenses and explain the t'easons for that decision.
As noted in out' letters of March 17,2009, and Ootober 8, 2009, the FEe administers a
sepaJ.'lIte set of restrictions on the use of campaign funds ))'m'suant to the Feder'll ElectlOll
Campaign Act. ThUll we recommend that you consult with lhe FEC to detcrmht¢ whether this
proposed expenditure is permissible under the applicable law and ~egulatlons, if yOll have not
already done so.
If you have any further questions, please contact the Committee's Office of Advice and
Eduoation at f3Xtension 5-7103.

Sincerely,

Zoe Lofkren
Chair

ZUID:hiU

JbBonne~

RankIng Republican Member
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'111e Honorable Charles R Rangel
U.s, House of Representatives
2354 Raybul'l1 House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear ColleagtJe:
This responds to your letter of October 25, 2010, requesting Committee guidance 011 seeking
and accepting pro bono or reduced-fce legal representation in connection with the disciplinary
proceedings currently pending against you before the Committee.
In your letter, you state, "I am asking the Committee to approve my seekmg .. , counsel [on
a pro bono or reduced fee basis) without me or the counsel hemg accused of seeking, receivmg or
providing gift representation." You also state, "In the altel'l1ative, the Committee can arrange for the
House to pay for my counse!." We havo construed yom reqnest as a request for an advisOlY opinion
from the COl11lllittee's Office ofAdvice and Education,'
While House Rules authorize the Committee to consider reqnests for advisory OpiaiOI1S,
such authority is limited to "the general propriety of any current or proposed condnct" of the
inquiring mdividual? Moreover, in providing written respol1$CS to requests for an opinion, the
Connnittec has a long-established policy of addressing "the eonduct only of the inquiring
individual, or of persons for whom the inquiring individual is responsible as [tlle] employing
anthority.,,3
Because yom letter does not provide specific details about how or from whom you would
sock legal representation, we cannot definitively address whether the activities described in your
letter are permissible under applicable House rules, laws, regulations or other applicabie
standards of conduct. We call, however, offer you some general gnidance 011 the rules and
standards of conduct applicable to Members of the House that m'e relevant to your inquiry.

I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Aecording to yom letter and publicly-available materials, the background on this matter is as
follows. The Committee has been conducting fomlaI disciplmmy proceedings into ailegatiolls that

1

See House Rule 11, cl. 3(a)(4); CommitJee Rule 3(b).

, House Rule 11,01.3(.)(4).
, Conunittee Rule 3(d),
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you violated House rules, laws, regulations, or other applicable standards of conduct. On July 22,
20 I0, an investigative subcommittee transmitted a Statement of Alleged Violation (SAV) to the full
Committee. You are currently scheduled to appear before an adjudicatury subcommittee on
November 15, 2010, for an adjudicatory hearing on the allegations charged in the SAV.
During the course of the proceedings, you were represented by the Washington, D.C., law
finn of Zuckerman Spaeder, To date, this representation has generated legal bills of over
$2 million. To date, you have largely used ftmds from your principal campaign committee to pay
those expenses. However, as of October 14,2010, Zuckemlan Spaeder withdrew from serving as
your counsel. As of the date of your letter, you have been unable to secure new counsel to represent
you in this matter.
Your October 25,2010, letter inquires about the penl1issibility oftwo options for securing
and accepting legal assistance: (1) having the House pay for your counsel; or (2) allowing you to
solicit private counsel to represent you on a pro bono (6:ee) or reduced-fee basis. The remainder of
this letter provides general guidance on each ofthese options in tum.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ANALYSIS
A.

Counsel Paid by the House

Your first proposal is that the Committee or the House of Representatives as a whole pay for
any further legal costs incurred in connection with the adjudication of this matter. A provision in
the Committee's rules provides a respondent in disciplinary proceedings before the Committee with
the right to be represented by counse1.4 However, the rule also expressly provides that any such
represantation is "to be provided at the respondent's own expense."s Thus, the Committee, in
promulgating its rules, has weighed and rejected the option of the govemment paying for legal
representation for individuals whom the Committee is investigating.
A federal statute also restricts the use of House funds to the purposes for which those funds
were appropriated.6 Pmsuant to this statute, any funds of the House may be used only to perform,
or pay for, the official governmental duties of the Member, committee, or other office to whom the
funds were appropriated. Because your legal representation for purposes of the disciplinary
proceedings before the Committee is a matter wholly related to your own official duties, no funds of
the House other than funds appropriated to your congressional office for the conduct of official
congressional business (i.e., your Member's Representational Allowance, or MRA) could be
expended for that purpose under the statute. However, we note that the Committee on House
Administration, rather than this Committee, has jurisdiction over the approval of reinlblltSements
from your MRA. 7

, Committee Rule 26(a).
51d.
6

31 U.S.C. §1301(a).

We understand that the Committee on House Administration has detennined that the cost of legal
representation of a Member in a Colmnittee adjudicatory proceoding is not reimbursable fi'om the Member's official
funds because sucb expenses are not considered to be "ordinary and necessary" expenses. See Corom. on House
Admin., Member's Handbook, at I ("Ordinary and necessary expe,.,,,s incurred by the Member ... in support of the
7
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In stUn, it appears that Committee rules, House regulations, and a federal statute would
prohibit the House from providing you with legal representation for the remaining phases of the
disciplinary proceedings before the Committee.8

B.

Soliciting or Accepting Free or Reduced-Fee Legal Services

The second option addressed in YOtU' letter involves you seeking private counsel to represent
you on a no-cost or reduced fee basis. This proposal implicates ethics provisions goveming boill
acceptance of gifts and solicitation of things of value,
House rules define the term "gift" to me·au:
a gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan
forbearance, or other item having monetary value. The term
includes gifts of services, training, transportation, lodging, and
meals, whether provided in kind, by purchase of a ticket, payment
in advance, or reimbursement after the expense has been incurred. 9
The definition of gift expressly includes gifts of services. Thus, the value of le%al services
provided to a Member at no cost would be deemed to be a gift under thc gift rule. I Members
may not accept any gift, except as specifically permitted by House rulesY
One of the pennissible exceptions to the prohibition on gifts is for contributions to a legal
expense fund by someone other than a registered lobbyist or agent of a foreign principal. 12 This
exception provides that a Member, officer, or employee may accept "a contribution or other
payment to a legal expense fund established for ille benefit of a Member, ". officer, or
employee of the House that is otherwise lawfully made in accordance with the restrictions and
disclosure requirements of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct. ,,13 The Committee
has expressly stated that such a fund is permissible fbI' legal expenses that arise in connection
with a matter conceming "[t]hc individual's duties or position in Congress (including a matter
before the Standards Committee).,,14 If you did establish a valid legal expense trust in relation to
this matter, you would be permitted to solicit donations to the trust of money 01' in-kind services
(including fTee or discotUlted legal services), provided such solicitations and donations were
Member's official and representational duties to the district from which elected are reimbumable ... ,") (emphasis
added).
S General ethics principles for the legal profession also may restrict the House from serving as counsel to both
the Committee and counsel to the defellSe in this matter. See, e.g., ABA, Model Rules ofProfessional Conduet R. 1.7,

, House Rule 25, cl. 5(a)(2)(A).
10 As a general matter, the amount of any discount on the cost of legal fees offered to a Member based on that
individual's official status would he deemed a gift for purposes ofthe gift rule. See House Rule 25, c1. 5(a)(2)(A).
II

House Rule 25, cJ. 5(a)(I)(A)(i); see also House Rule 23, clA.

12

See House Rule 25, c1. 5(a)(3)(E) .

" fd.
14

2008 House Ethics Manual at 64.
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made in compliance with Committee regulations regarding legal expense trusts. 15 The rules for
establishing, maintaining, and providing public disclosure about such a fund are contained in the
appendices to the 2008 House Ethics Manual. 10
In addition, because an important aspect of a Member's responsibility is representing the
interests of his constituents in matters in which the federal government has an interest, the
Committee has determined that pro bono assistance to participate in certain actions involving the
federal government falls vvithin the gift rule exception for contributions to legal expense fundsP
Specifically, as stated in the 2008 House Ethics Manual, a Member may accept pro bono legal
assistance, without limit, for the following pmposes:
•

To file an anucus brief in his or her capacity as a member of
Congress;

•

To participate in a civil action challenging the validity of any
federal law or regulation; or

•

To participate in a civil action challenging the lawfulness of an
action of a federal agencY,or an action of a federal official taken
in an official capacity, provided that the action concerns a matter
ofpublic interest, rather than a matter that is personal in nature. I 8

The Committee has permitted the acceptance of pro bono legal services for the pmposes listed
above because such services would be to enable a Member to fuUlIl his official duties as an
advocate for the greater good of his constituents due to the subject matter of the litigation. 19 That
pJ1nciple of serving t11e greater good would not be met through providing legal services to defend an
individual Member against allegations of misconduct by all individual Member in a disciplinary
action by the Committee. 20

15 See COInm. on Standards of Official Conduct, "Legal Expense Fund Regulations"
reprinted in 2008 House Ethics Manual at 394.

1 1 (June

10, 1996),

" See generally id., reprinted in 20G8 House Ethics Manual.t pages 394-96.
17

See 2008 House Ethics Manual at 65.

I'

Id.

See id. at 64,65; see also Black's Law Dictionary, 8th ed. (West 1999) at 1240-41 (defmillg "pro bono" as
"[b]eing or involving uncompensated legal services performed [especially] for the public good").
19

'0 Because your letter does 110t provide specific details about how or from whom you would seek such
l'epresentatiou, we cannot, as noted above, definilively address whether any other exceptions to the House gift rule may
potentially apply in this matter. See House Rule 25, c1. 5. For example, we note that the Committee has, .in the past,
approved an unsolicited reduced fee arrangement offe.l'ed by a law :firm to a Member. However, it should be noted that
the approved arrangement involved a fee structure regularly offered to other clients of the finn In similar circumstanccs.
We also note thai thc COJl1l11ittee has permitted House employees to accept unsolicited pro bono legal representa1ionlll
personal matters based on the personal ti'iendship exception to Ih. gift mie. See House Rule 25, c1. 5(a)(3)(D).
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In any case, a federal statute prohibits Members and House staff from soliciting anything of
value?l This statute gives this Committee, as the supervising ethics office for the House, the
authority to issue rules or regulations providing for reasonable exceptions to this prohibition?Z
Under this authority, the Committee has permitted Members to solicit for a legal expense ftmd that
has been established and approved by the Committee in accordance with the Legal Expense Fund
Regulations. 23 The Committee has never approved the solicitation of pro bono legal services
incurred in connection with a disciplinary matter before the Committee, unless the solicitation V,las
for the donation of goods or services to a valid legal expense trust established for that purpose.
Based on the foregoing authOlity and precedent, because the subject matter of the
Committee investigation concerns your conduct, rather than the actions of the federal government, it
would not be pennissible for you to solicit or accept pro bono or reduced-fee legal representation in
connection with the ongoing disciplinary proceedings, absent the establislmlent of a legal expense
ftmd for such purpose.

III.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, as explained more fully above, House and Committee rules and the
applicable federal statutes would prohibit the House from paying for your legal representation,
In addition, it is likely that, absent the establishment of a valid legal expense ftmd for that
purpose, you may not solicit or accept pro bono or reduced-fee representation related to the
disciplinary proceedings before the Committee. While not proposed as an option in your letter, it
would be penuissible for you to establish a legal expense fund to accept contributions of: (1)
money that could be used to defray any legal expenses incurred in connection with the ongoing
Committee disciplinary proceedings; or (2) in-kind donations of free or discounted legal services
for the same purpose. As stated above, any such legal expense fund would have to be
established and maintained in accordance with the Committee's Legal Expense Ftmd
Regulations.

IV.

LIMITATIONS

The response above constitutes an advisory opinion conceming the application of House
Rule 11, clause 3; House Rule 23, clause 4; House Rule 25, clause 5; Committee Rule 3;
Committee Rule 26; the Legal Expense Fund Regulations, 5 U.S.C. § 7353; and 31 U,S.C.
§ 1301. The following limitations apply to this opinion:
•

This advisory opinion is issued only to Representative Charles B. Rangel, the
requestor of this opinion. 1bis advisory opinion cannot be relied upon by any other
individual or entity.

" See 5 u.S.C. § 7353(a).
22

See Id. § 7353(b)(1).

See Legal Expense Fund Regulations, reprinted in 2008 House Ethics Manual at 394·96; see also 2008
House Ethics Manuai at 63-64.
22
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•

This advisory opinion is limited to the provisions of House rules and regulations and
federal statute specifically noted above. No opinion is expressed or implied herein
regarding the application of any other federal, state, or local statute, rule, regulation,
ordinance, or other law that may be applicable to the proposed conduct described in
this letter.

•

This advisory opinion will not bind or obligate any entity other than the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct of the United States House of Representatives.

•

This advisory opinion is limite-d in scope to the specific proposed conduct described
in this letter and does not apply to any ot11er conduct, including that which appears
similar in nature or scope to that described in this letter.

The Committee will take no adverse action against you in regard to any conduct that you
undertake, or have undertaken, in good faith reliance upon this advisory opinion, so long as you
have presented a complete and accurate statement of all material facts relied upon herein, and the
proposed conduct in practice conforms with the information you provided, as addressed in this
opinion.
Changes or other developments in the law (including, but not limited to, the Code of
Official Conduct, House rules, Committee guidance, advisory opinions, statutes, regulations or
case law) may affect the analysis or conclusions drawn in this advisory opinion. The Committee
reserves the right to reconsider the questions and issues raised in this advisory opinion and to
rescind, modify, or terminate this opinion if required by the interests of the House. However, the
Committee will rescind an advisory opinion only if relevant and material facts were not
completely and accurately disclosed to the Committee at the time the opinion was issued. In the
event that this advisory opinion is modified or terminated, the Committee will not take any
adverse action against you with respect to any action taken in good faith reliance upon this
advisory opinion so long as such conduct or such action was promptly discontinued upon
notification of the modification or termination of this advisory opinion.

***
If you have any further questions, inclnding further information on establishing a legal
defense fund, please contact the Committee's Office of Advice and Education at extension 5-7103.
Sincerely,

Zoe Lofgren
Chair

ZUffi:ced

1o~£,v

Jo Bonner
Ranking Republican Member
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October 14,2010

Honorable Zoe Lofgren, Chair
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
The Capitol, Suite HT-2
Washington, D,C. 20515

Re:

Repl'esentation of Congressman Cha1'les B. Rangel

Deal' Chairwoman Lofgren:
I write to notify the Committee that this finn no longer represents Congressman Rangel and we
al'e withdrawing our appeal'ance as counsel to him in all matters before this Committee, We will
assist in the transition of the matter to successor counselor to th.e Congressman personally. Until
further notice, please direct future communications regarding this matter to Congressman Rangel
personally,
Sincerely,

Leslie B. Kieman
c:

Honorable Chal'les B. Rangel
Honorable Michael McCaul, Ranking Republican Member
R. Blake Chisam, StaffDireetor and Chief Counsel

2791562.2
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RPTS DEAN
2

DCMN HOFSTAD

3

4

5

PENDING BUSINESS

6

Tuesday, November 16, 2010

7

House of Representatives,

8

Committee on Standards

9

of Official Conduct,

10

Adjudicatory Subcommittee,

11

Washington, D,C.

12
13

14

15

The adjudicatory subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at

16

11:50 a.m., in Room 1310, Longworth House Office Building,

17

Hon. Zoe Lofgren [chairwoman of the subcommittee] presiding.

18
19
20

Present:

Representatives Lofgren, Butterfield, Castor,

Welch, McCaul, Conaway, Dent, and Harper.
Staff present:

Heather Jones, Counsel; Todd Ungerecht,

21

Counsel; Daniel Taylor, Counsel to the Chair; Amelia Johnson,

22

Staff Assistant; Joanne White, Administrative Staff Director;

23

Deborah Bethea, Senior Financial Disclosure Manager; Donald

24

Sherman, Counsel; Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel and Staff

25

Director; and Deborah Morris, Counsel.
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2

Chairwoman Lofgren.

The adjudicatory subcommittee has

2

met for a number of hours to consider the 13 counts forwarded

3

to us in the Statement of Alleged Violations and has reached

4

a conclusion that we are reporting at this time.

5
6
7

Count

I,

conduct in violation of the solicitation and

gift ban, has been proved by clear and convincing evidence,
Count II, conduct in violation of the Code of Ethics for

8

Government Services, has been proved by clear and convincing

9

evidence.

10

Count III, conduct in violation of the House gift rule:

11

The committee was unable to reach a conclusion by clear and

12

convincing evidence and divided on a 4 to 4 vote.

13

Count IV, conduct in violation of the Postal Service

14

laws and Franking Commission regulations:

15

found a violation by clear and convincing evidence.

16

The committee

Count V, conduct in violation of the franking statute:

17

The committee found that that conduct was completely covered

18

by the conviction in count IV, and the interpretation of the

19

statute was more properly before the executive and judicial

20

branches.

21

Count VI, conduct in violation of the House Office

22

Building Commission regulations:

23

clear and convincing evidence.

24
25

We found a violation by

Count VII, conduct in violation of the purpose law and
the Member's Handbook:

We found a violation by clear and
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convincing evidence.
2

Count VIII, conduct in violation of the letterhead rule:

3

The committee found that was proven by clear and convincing

4

evidence.

5

Count IX. conduct in violation of the Ethics in

6

Government Act and House Rule XXVI. the financial disclosure

7

provisions:

8

evidence.

9

We found a violation by clear and convincing

Count X, conduct in violation of the Code of Ethics for

10

Government Services relating to Lenox Terrace:

11

found a conviction by clear and convincing evidence.

12

Count XI, conduct in violation of the Code of Ethics for

13

Government Services. clause 2:

14

clear and convincing evidence.

15

We found a conviction by

Count XII, conduct in violation of the Code of Conduct:

16

Letter and Spirit of House rules:

17

to be proved by clear and convincing evidence.

18

The committee

The committee found that

Count XIII. conduct in violation of the Code of Conduct.

19

reflecting discreditably upon the House:

20

majority found that to be proven by clear and convincing

21

evidence on a vote 7 to 1.

22
23
24
25

We found -- a

would note that that does conclude the deliberations
of the administrative subcommittee.
would note that our deliberations are covered by Rule
7 of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, which
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prohibit discussion of our deliberations publicly and require
2

us to keep the confidentiality of our session.

And I would

3

ask members of the public to respect our obligations relative

4

to the rules.

5

Before asking the ranking member if he would like to

6

make a brief comment. I would just like to conclude by saying

7

that none of the members of this committee are volunteers.

8

This has been a difficult assignment, time-consuming.

9

have approached our duties diligently, and that includes

10

every member of this subcommittee.

11

fairness, led only by the facts and the law.

12

that we have accomplished that mission.

13

And we

We have tried to act with
And I believe

And I do give thanks to each of the Members who have

14

worked so hard to do the right thing, as well as the staff.

15

who have worked extraordinarily hard and many, many hours to

16

present this case to us.

17
18

With that,

would like to turn to the ranking member,

Mr. McCaul, for any brief comments he may have.

19

Mr. McCaul.

Thank you, Madam Chair,

20

Just let me say first that, as you mentioned, no one

21

asked for this assignment.

Sitting in judgment of a fellow

22

Member, a colleague, is a very difficult task.

23

that you, Madam Chair, and all the members of this

24

subcommittee have handled yourselves in a very nonpartisan,

25

professional manner and dignified manner, which I hope will

But I believe
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restore credibility to the House of Representatives.
2

As you mentioned, Madam Chair, we were able to reach
consensus on 12 of the 13 counts, with count III being a

4
5

split vote, 4 to 4.
When we look at count XIII, it talks about reflecting

6

credibility on the House and discussing dishonor.

am

7

hopeful as we move forward with this matter into the next
phase that, at the end of the day, we will be able to begin

9

an era of transparency and accountability, a new era of

10

ethics that will restore the credibility of this House, the

11

people's House.

12

And, with that, I yield back.

13

Chairwoman Lofgren.

14

The gentleman yields back.

15

And

16
[7

Thank you.

would note just technically, it was 11 of 13

because we rolled V into IV.
I would just like to note the next procedures.

We will

18

be meeting briefly just to approve the brief report that goes

19

to the full committee.

20

will be contacting the ranking member of the full committee

21

so that we can schedule the sanction hearing that is the next

22

step in this process under our rules.

23

give notice of that.

24

Mr. McCaul.

25

clarification?

After we recess from this session, I

And we will certainly

Madam Chair, may I make just one
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Chairwoman Lofgren.
2

Mr. McCaul,

3

Chairwoman Lofgren.

4

We did achieve consensus, though.
We did .. we did achieve consensus:

you are correct.
With that, we will recess to the closed session this

5
6

Certainly.

afternoon to briefly go through the language.

7

And thanks to all of you.

8

[Whereupon, at 11:56 a.m., the subcommittee was

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

adjourned, to be reconvened in closed session later this same
day.]
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November 16,2010
Representative Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
2354 Rayburn Bouse Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

Mr. R. Blake Chisam
Chief COllnsel
Committee all Standards of Official Conduct
Suite HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515

In the Matter ofRenresentatiye Charles B. Rm,gyl

Dear Representative Rangel and Mr. Chisam:
As Chair ofthe Conunittee on Stmldm'ds of Official Conduct (Committee), I am writing
wiUl regard to the adjudicatory hearing in the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel.

As the parties m'e aware, on November 16,2010, the Adjudicatol'y Subcommittee (ASC)
in the Matter ofRepresentative Charles B. Rangel determined that II of the 13 counts in the
Statemeat of Alleged Violation in this matter were proven by clear and convincing evidence,
PtU'suant to Committee Rule 24, the menibers of the full Committee will determine by
majority vote what action should be taken with respect to possible s>L'1etions in this matter.
Under Committee Rule 24(b), the Committee shall hold a sanction hearing to receive information
ll'Om the parties regardIng theil' recommendations for appropriate sanctions. By thIs letter, the
parties m'e hereby provided notice tbat a sanction heating in this matter will be held on
Thursday, November 18, 2010, at 12:00 p.m. in the Committee on House Administration
Hearing Room, Room 1310 in the Longworth HOllse Oflice Building. By rule, the hem'ing ,,,,ill
he open to the public unless a majority oftlle Committee's members votes to close the hearing. I
The parties are advised that, pursuant to Committee rules, the Committee may recdve
oral and/or written submlsslol1S from Committee conl1sel and the respondent (01' COUllSe! for
respondent).' WItness testimony may not be heard "except by written request and vote of a
m'\iority of the Conunittee.,,3
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The parties will each be allotted 30 minutes to make an oral presentation to the
Committee at the sanction hearing. Pursuant to Committee Rule 26(a), a respondent has "the
right to be represented by counsel, to be provided at the respondent's own expense." Following
the hesrulg, the Committee "shall consider and vote on a motion to recommend to the House of
Representatives that the House take disciplinary action.,,4
As with other aspects ofthe disciplinary process, the respondent may seek to waive this
procedural step. 5 Any such waiver "must be in writing, signed by the respondent, and must
detail what procedural steps the respondent seeks to waive.,,6
A copy of the Committee's rules is enclosed for your reference,

cc:

Representative Jo Bonner, Ranldng Republican Member

Committee Rule 24(c).
CommJttee Rule 26(11).
& ld.
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November 16, 201 0
Representative Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House of Representatives
2354 Rayburn Bouse Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

Mr. R. Blake Chisam
Chief Cotmsel
Committee 011 Standards of Official Conduct
Suite HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515

In the Matter of Representatlye CharIe~lLRill1Ml

Dem' Representative Rangel and Mr. Chisam:
As Chair ofthe Committee on Standards of Official Conduct (Committee), I PJn writing
with regard to the adjudicatory hearing in the Matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel.
As the pm'ties are aware, on November 16,2010, the Adjudicatory Subcommittee (ASC)
in the Matter ofRepl'esentative Chm'les B. Rangel determined that 11 of tJle 13 counts in the
Statement of Alleged Violation in this mattel' were pl'Oven by clear and convincing evidence.
Pursuant to Committee Rule 24, the members of the full Connnittee will determine by
majority vote what a(:!iotl should be taken with respect to possible sanctions in this matter.
Undcr Connllittee Rule 24(b), the Committee shall hold a sanction hearing to receive information
!l'om the parties regarding their recommendations for appropliate sanctions. By this letter, the
parties are hereby provided notice that a smlction hem'ing in tlils malter wiil be held on
Thursday, Novembel'18, 2010, at 12:00 p.m. in the Committee otl I-louse Admillistration
Hearing Room, Room 1310 in the Longworth House Office Building. By rnle, the hearing will
be open to the public unless a l11ajolity of the Comlllittee's members votes to close the hearing. J
The parties are advised that, ptlrSuant to Committee rules, the Committee may reeeive
oral and/or written submissions from Committee cOfmsel and the respondent (or counsel for
respondent)? Witness testimony may not he heard "except by written request and vote of a
l1111jorityofthe Committee.,,3

rd.
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The parties will each be allotted 30 minutes to make an oral presentation to the
Committee at the sanction hearing. Pursuant to Committee Rule 26(a), a respondent has "the
right to be represented by counsel, to be provided at the respondent's own expense." Following
the hearing, the Committee "shall consider and vote on a motion to recommend to the House of
Representatives that the House talce disciplinary action,',4
As with other aspects of the disclplimlry process, the respondent may seek to waive this
procedural step. 5 Any such waiver "must be in writing, signed by the respondent, and must
detail what procedural steps the respondent seeks to waive.""
A copy ofthe Committee's rules is enclosed for your reference.

lfJChair

cc:

4
5

Representative Io Bonner, Ranking Republican Member

Committee Rule 24(c).
Committee Rule 26(b).
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RPTS KESTERSON
2

DCMN SECKMAN

3

4

5

PENDING BUSINESS

6

Thursday, November 18, 2010

7

House of Representatives,

8

Committee on Standards

9

of Official Conduct,

10

Washington, D,C.

11

12
13

14

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 12:08 p.m., in

15

Room 1310, Longworth House Office Building, Han. Zoe Lofgren

16

[chairwoman of the committee] presiding.

[7

Present:

Representatives Lofgren, Chandler,

18

Butterfield, Castor, Welch, Bonner, McCaul, Conaway, Dent,

19

and Harper.

20

Staff present:

Blake Chisam, Chief Counsel! Staff

21

Director; Dan Taylor, Counsel to the Chair; Kelle Strickland,

22

Counsel to the Ranking Republican Member; Amelia Johnson,

23

Investigative Clerk; Heather Jones, Counsel; Deborah Morris,

24

Counsel; Donald Sherman, Counsel; and Joanne White,

25

Administrative Staff Director.
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2
The Chairwoman.
2
3

The Standards Committee will come to

order.
I would like the record to reflect that all 10 members

4

of the committee are present and to note also that the chair

5

is authorized to recess the committee at any time.

6

This hearing of the Committee on Standards of Official

7

Conduct in the matter of Representative Charles B. Rangel

8

will come to order.

9

When I designated the members of the adjudicatory

10

subcommittee to consider the Statement of Alleged Violations

II

in this matter. I noted that the code of government ethics

12

states clearly that a pUblic office is a public trust.

13

It was our responsibility to determine whether

14

Representative Rangel's conduct met that standard.

15

our obligation to act impartially as finders of fact and law.

16

And the members of the subcommittee fulfilled that

17

responsibility and met that obligation.

18

honestly and without bias.

19

It was

We did so fairly.

The subcommittee did not prejudge the allegations

20

against Representative Rangel.

Indeed. the subcommittee did

21

not find all of the alleged counts to be proven.

22

ultimately. we found that his conduct failed to meet the

23

ethical standards that apply to all Members of the House.

24

Those standards apply equally to those of us who have the

25

privilege of representing our communities in the House for

But.
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the first time and to our most senior colleagues.
2

On November 16th of this year, the subcommittee in the

3

matter of Representative Rangel determined that 11 of the 13

4

counts in the Statement of Alleged Violations in this matter

5

were proven by clear and convincing evidence.

6

committee rules, when a subcommittee concludes that one or

7

more counts have been proven, it becomes the responsibility

8

of the full committee to determine whether to recommend

9

disciplinary action regarding Representative Rangel and, if

10

Under

so, what form of sanction would be appropriate.
The committee has the option to take disciplinary action

11

12

on its own initiative or to recommend that the full House do

13

so.

14

Representative Rangel and committee counsel to share their

15

views with the members of the committee as to what sanction

16

would be appropriate in this matter, if any.

17

The purpose of this hearing is to allow both

As we begin, it is important to bear in mind that the

18

purpose of the ethics process is not punishment, but

19

accountability and credibility; accountability for the

20

respondent and credibility for the House itself.

21

Member has been found by his colleagues to have violated our

22

ethical standards, that Member must be held accountable for

23

the conduct.

24

outcome demonstrate the credibility of the House of

25

Representatives.

When a

But it is perhaps equally important that the
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By investigating credible allegations of misconduct and
2

sanctioning conduct that is proven to violate that standard,

3

we maintain the integrity of the House and the trust of the

4

public in this institution,

S

The committee may recommend a range of sanctions.

6

rules provide some general guidelines to follow in

7

recommending a sanction.

8

may be issued by the committee on its own initiative.

9

sanctions require action by the full House.

Our

For example, a letter of reproval
Other

Among these, our

10

rules indicate that reprimand is appropriate for serious

11

violations; censure is appropriate for more serious

12

violations; and expulsion is appropriate for the most serious

13

violations.

14

Further, both the committee and the House itself are

IS

guided by the precedents of the House.

16

House has in its history expelled only five Members; three

17

for disloyalty to the Union during the Civil War and two

18

after they were convicted of felonies.

19

For example, the

Our rules are clear, that findings of violations alone

20

should not be the basis for recommending a sanction.

21

Instead, we are required to provide both the respondent and

22

committee counsel with an opportunity to share their views

23

about disciplinary action.

24
25

In reaching our decision, it is imperative that we act
in a fair and even-handed manner.

I note that today's
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hearing is open to the public.

And although our

2

deliberations take will place in executive session, our

3

colleagues and the public will have the opportunity to hear

4

the views of the parties regarding an appropriate sanction at

5

this hearing.

6

Both Representative Rangel and committee counsel have

7

previously been advised of the guidelines for this hearing.

8

And as with any other phase of this process, the respondent

9

may seek to waive this procedural step if he chooses.

10

not required to be here or to address the committee.

11

Representative Rangel has chosen to be here tOday, and

12

he has the right to share his views on the appropriate

13

sanction with us.

14

him out or his representative and take his opinion into

15

consideration in our deliberations.

16

He is

And should he wish to do so, we will hear

The parties will be each allowed 30 minutes to present

17

their views to the committee.

18

to do so, they may submit written briefs for the committee's

19

consideration; and if they do so, those findings will be

20

included in the record.

21

Although they are not required

As a general rule, witnesses are not permitted in this

22

phase.

However, if a wri tten request for a wi tness is made,

23

witness testimony may be allowed by a majority vote of the

24

committee.

25

request to seeking to permit witness testimony.

Neither party has to this point filed a written
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After we have heard from the parties, members will be
2

permitted, under the 5-minute rule. to ask any questions they

3

may have following the presentations.

4

to executive session, where we will deliberate and, by

5

majority vote, decide what disciplinary action to recommend.

6

We will then adjourn

Our decision will be announced publicly, and the basis

7

for our conclusions will also be explained in a pUblic report

8

to the House of Representatives.

9

With that, I would ask my colleague, the ranking member,

10

Jo Bonner, whether he would like to make a brief opening

11

statement.

12

Mr. Bonner.

13

Mr. Bonner.

14
15

Thank you, Madam Chair, for the opportunity

to say a few words.
We are nearing the end of what has been a long,

16

difficult and unpleasant task.

17

moment about what makes this so unpleasant.

18

And let me speak for just a

I know for a fact that many a newly-elected Member of

19

Congress on both sides of the aisle have been welcomed to

20

Capitol Hill by that bigger than life, gravelly voice of

21

Charlie Rangel, who would put his hand on their shoulder and

22

say, 'Welcome to Capitol Hill."

23

50 before I go any further, I would personally like to

24

thank you, Madam Chair, Ranking Member McCaul, and all of the

25

members of the adjudicatory subcommittee for the work that
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you completed earlier this week.
2

Special thanks are also in order for the entire

3

committee staff. as well as those who were involved in the

4

investigative phase of this matter. which. regretfully but

5

unavoidably, lasted for almost 2 years.

6

Individually and collectively we have shown what the

7

chairwoman stated on Tuesday was our moral obligation. to act

8

with fairness. led only by the facts and the law, as we

9

attempt to discharge our duties.

As most everyone in this

10

room knows, the work of this committee is often mundane and

11

almost always done out of sight.

12

We give advice and education to Members of Congress and

13

their staffs so that they can know what they can and can't do

14

to be in compliance with the Rules of the House.

15

into matters that have come to our attention to see whether

16

or not a Member has crossed any inappropriate line.

We look

17

And as the American people have witnessed this week and

18

in recent months. as these rare but not unprecedented public

19

proceedings have occurred, we have. once again, demonstrated

20

that your elected Representatives can deal with an obviously

21

uncomfortable but absolutely necessary charge that comes to

22

us from the Constitution itself. which requires that each

23

House of Congress maintains the responsibility to punish its

24

Members for breaking either the Rules of the House or the

25

laws of our land, for disorderly behavior, and for bringing
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discredit to this, the People's House.
2

As an aside, I found it especially ironic and

3

troublesome that on the very day that almost 100

4

newly-elected Members of the 112th Congress were arriving in

5

Washington for their freshmen orientation, in another room

6

just a few steps away was a man who once wielded one of the

7

most powerful gavels in town and at one time was one of our

8

most highly regarded colleagues.

9

little regard and respect either for the institution that he

10

has claimed to love or for the people of his district in New

11

York that he has claimed to prOUdly represent for more than

12

40 years.

13

And yet he was showing so

Now, I don't pretend to speak for Mr. Rangel's

14

constituents.

15

opposition, more times than many of the Members of Congress

16

have actually been alive.

17

repeatedly this week to claim the unfairness of what has

18

happened to him, in my mind, the most unfair thing of all was

19

that his constituents were denied an opportunity to know the

20

findings of fact as determined by eight of his colleagues,

21

four Republicans and four Democrats before they, the voters

22

in the 15th District of New York, had an opportunity to

23

choose their Representative earlier this year.

24
25

They have re-elected him, often without

But while Mr. Rangel has tried

This process could have and should have been concluded
earlier, and as such, it is my view that the committee failed
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the people of Harlem and the 15th District of New York for
2
3

this reason alone.
Before he marched out of the hearing on Monday but even

4

after the subcommittee's conviction by clear and convincing

5

evidence on Tuesday, Mr. Rangel stated that this panel should

6

now take into account his entire 40 years of service to the

7

Congress as well as his military record.

8
9

Let me be clear, his distinguished military service is
not up for debate. nor is it a relevant part, in my view. of

10

this deliberation.

11

us the privilege of being their representative, it is both a

12

matter of tradition and protocol that the position also

13

carries with it the title of honorable.

14

For when the American people bestow upon

Sadly. Madam Chair, it is my unwavering view that the

15

actions, decision, and behavior of our colleague from New

16

York can no longer reflect either honor or integrity.

17

As I noted earlier, I cannot speak for the people of

18

Mr. Rangel's district, but I do know this, for the tenants

19

who qualified for a rent-stabilized apartment in New York or

20

any American city but couldn't get one because a powerful man

21

had four, there is something wrong with that.

22

For the small businesswoman who didn't pay her taxes for

23

17 years and had the IRS breathing down her back, I can only

24

imagine how she would have liked to have had the chance to

25

help write the Tax Code of this country and make it less
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burdensome and simpler for everyone else.
2

And for the still relatively new Member of Congress,

3

from California, who just a couple of years ago questioned

4

whether or not it was appropriate to be building a monument

5

to me, I will never forget the arrogance of the response.

6

was on the floor that day.

7

did it,· Mr. Rangel said to Mr. Campbell on the House floor

8

of July 19, 2007, "because I don't think you have been around

9

long enough to have your name on something to inspire a

10

r

"r would have a problem if you

building like this."

11

Madam Chair, it is painful for me to say this to a man I

12

personally respect, but Mr. Rangel can no longer blame anyone

13

other than himself for the position he now finds himself in;

14

not this committee, not his staff or family, not the

15

accountants or lawyers, not the press.

16

only look into the mirror if he wants to know who to blame.

17

Mr. Rangel should

While I am not an attorney, as most of the members of

18

this committee are. as well as the respondent himself, I know

19

and I believe we all know that it should not take either a

20

law degree or a legal dictionary to tell us the difference

21

between right and wrong.

22

determine the appropriate measure of punishment for the

23

discredit Mr. Rangel has brought to this House.

24

the chairwoman for this opportunity to offer a few heartfelt

25

observations and yield back my time.

It is now up to each one of us to

And I thank
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The Chairwoman.
2

Mr. McCaul.

The gentleman's time has expired.

Madam Chair, I have an opening statement

3

that I had intended to deliver.

4

subcommittee that brought this forward, I would simply ask

5

that this be entered into the record.

6
7

The Chairwoman.

And as ranking member of the

The gentleman asks unanimous consent

that his statement be submitted into the record.

8

And without objection, it is so entered.

9

(The statement of Mr. McCaul follows:]

10

11
12

13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23

24

25

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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The Chairwoman.

And I would note that other members of

2

the committee who would like to submit opening statements

3

will have 5 legislative days to do so.

4
5
6
7

With that, I now would ask Mr, Chisam to make his
presentation on the issue of sanctions to the committee.
You will have 30 minutes to make that presentation
beginning now.

S

Mr. Chisam.

9

Mr. Chisam.

Thank you, Madam Chair, Ranking Member

10

Bonner, members of the committee, the House's authority to

II

discipline its own Members is explicit in the Constitution.

12

Article 1, Section 5, provides each House may punish its

13

Members for disorderly behavior and, with the concurrence of

14

two-thirds, expel a Member,

15

When a Member has been found to have violated the

16

standards that govern his conduct, it falls to this committee

17

to recommend to the full body an appropriate sanction,

18

Charges of unethical conduct can be evaluated only on a

19

case-by-case basis.

20

evaluating particular situations against existing standards

21

and of weeding out baseless charges from legitimate ones that

22

this committee was created.

23

It was for the very purpose of

The respondent, on his own initiative, came to this

24

committee and asked it to evaluate hi s conduct.

25

committee has,

The
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Before you today are the findings of the adjudicatory
2

subcommittee in the matter of Representative Charles B.

3

Rangel.

4

statement of alleged violation were proven by clear and

5

convincing evidence.

The 11 counts relate to four general

6

areas of misconduct:

Respondent's improper solicitation of

7

individuals and entities with business and interests before

8

the House to fund the Charles B. Rangel Center For Public

9

Service at the City College of New York and his misuses of

That subcommittee found that 11 counts in the

10

official resources to make those solicitations; respondent's

11

failure to file full and complete financial disclosure

12

statements for the years 1998 through 2008; respondent's

13

acceptance of a favor or benefit from his landlord related to

14

his use of a residential rent-stabilized apartment as a

IS

campaign office under circumstances that created an

16

appearance of impropriety; and respondent's failure to report

17

and pay taxes on his Dominican villa.

18

The subcommittee found that respondent's actions and

19

accumulations of actions reflected poorly on the institution

20

of the House and thereby brought discredit to the House.

21

Based on the subcommittee's findings, this committee

22

must now determine the appropriate sanction to recommend.

23

The committee's rules provide at least some guidance in

24

determining sanctions.

25

punishment is a reprimand, a censure, or expulsion.

Under those rules, the range of
The
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committee may also recommend a fine or the denial or
2

limitation of any right, power, privilege or immunity of the

3

Member if, under the Constitution, the House of

4

Representatives may impose such denial or limitation.

5

The rules say that a reprimand is appropriate for

6

serious violations; a censure for more serious violations;

7

and expulsion for the most serious violations.

8
9

This committee, in its 43-year history, has recommended
that the House impose sanctions 16 times.

Four times the

10

committee has recommended expulsion, the most recent being

11

former Representative Traficant in 2002.

12

committee has recommended censure, the most recent being

13

former Representative Charles H. Wilson in 1980.

14

that committee has recommended reprimand, the most recent

15

being former Speaker of the House Gingrich in 1997.

16

Three times the

Nine times

On three occasions, the full House has declined to

17

follow the recommendation of the committee.

18

which the committee recommended reprimand, the House

19

determined to censure the Members.

20

committee recommended censure, but the House instead imposed

21

a reprimand.

22

In two cases in

In one case, the

During the history of this committee, only eight Members

23

have been reprimanded.

Only four have been censured.

24

committee's history, it has issued five public letters of

25

reproval.

Two of those have been issued since 1997.

In the
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The committee's precedents do not draw a clear line to
2

determine an appropriate sanction in this case.

3

counts, respondent has been found to have violated Clause 5

4

of the Code of Ethics For Government Service.

5

On two

The committee also found violations of Clause 5 in the

6

matter of Representative Robert Sikes.

In that matter,

7

Representative Sikes was active in promoting the

8

establishment of a bank, including his intervention with

9

State and Federal officials.

During the time he was

10

assisting with the bank's establishment, he also purchased

11

2,500 shares of the bank's privately held stock.

12

that conduct, the committee recommended that Representative

13

Sikes be reprimanded.

14

Based on

Respondent has been found have violated the financial

15

disclosure requirements.

16

of financial disclosure requirements in the matter of

17

Representative George Hansen.

18

failed to report nearly $334,000 in loans and profits from

19

1978 to 1981 and had been convicted of four counts of making

20

false statements.

21

a reprimand.

22

The committee also found violations

Representative Hansen had

In that matter, the committee recommended

The committee also found violations of financial

23

disclosure requirements in the matter of representative

24

Robert Sikes.

25

disclose ownership of two stocks.

In that matter, Representative Sikes failed to
The committee specifically
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stated that in neither instance does it appear that the
2

failure to report was motivated by an effort to conceal the

3

financial holding from the Members of the House for the

4

pUblic.' Nonetheless. the committee stated that a failure to

5

report was deserving of a reprimand.

6

Respondent has been found to have violated laws and

7

regulations pertaining to the misuse of official resources.

8

This committee also found violations for misuses of official

9

resources in the matter of Representative Austin Murphy.

In

10

that matter, the committee found that Representative Murphy

II

permitted official resources to be diverted from his district

12

office to his former law firm.

13

ghost voting had occurred and that representative Murphy

14

retained a staffer who did not perform duties commensurate

15

with his.pay.

16

recommended a reprimand.

17

The committee also found that

Based on those violations. the committee

The committee also found violations for misuse of

18

official resources in the matter of Representative James

19

Traficant.

20

Representative Traficant, the committee found that he had

21

directed members of his congressional staff to perform

22

personal labor and services related to his boat and his farm.

23

Taking into account all of Representative Traficant's

24

violations, including bribery, the committee recommended that

25

Representative Traficant be expelled.

Among numerous other violations found against
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Respondent has been found to have violated tax laws.
2

The committee also found violations for tax-related conduct

3

in the matter of Representative Newt Gingrich.

4

Representative Gingrich failed to seek and follow legal

5

advice, thus failing to ensure that the activities of his

6

organizations were in accordance with Section SOl(c)(3) of

7

the Internal Revenue Code.

8

Representative Gingrich should have known that information

9

transmitted to the committee was inaccurate, incomplete, and

The committee also found that

10

unreliable.

11

that Representative Gingrich be reprimanded.

J2

Based on that conduct, the committee recommended

The committee also found violations for tax-related

13

conduct in matter of representative James Traficant.

J4

Representative Traficant failed to report and pay income tax

J5

for 2 years.

J6

filing false tax returns.

J7

Representative Traficant be expelled, based on numerous

18

violations, including underlying criminal conduct.

19

Representative Traficant had been .convicted of
The committee recommended that

Respondent used the imprimatur and resources of his

20

office to solicit money from individuals and entities with

21

business and interests before the Congress and before the

22

Ways and Means Committee, in particular.

23

to create and establish a center that would encourage young

24

minority students to consider entering public service, a

25

noble goal and an admirable project.

He was soliciting
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Imagine for a moment how it would feel to be a startup
2

nonprofit struggling to find the funding needed to keep

3

going.

4

them.

5

potential donors.

6

corporations, to well-known philanthropists.

7

your foot in the door, and your ideas don't get anywhere.

8
9

You have great ideas, but you need the money to fund
You are not really sure of the best way to approach
You send letters to big foundations, to

And then you see Congressman Rangel sending letters out,
using taxpayer money, in an attempt to raise money for his

10

cause.

11

for a center named after him.

12

You don't get

He gets advice.

He gets meeting.

He gets donations

How would that feel?

Think also about the students at the Rangel Center.

13

They have an interest in going into public service.

They

14

want to do good to make this country a better place.

But

15

what they come to learn is that respondent, to raise money to

16

create a center that was about public service, did not follow

17

the standards expected of public servants.

18

example was that of what public service ought to be?

What kind of

19

But it is more than all of that.

20

in Congress mattered, and everyone knew it.

21

understood it.

The college understood it.

22

understood it.

Even those who did not give understood it.

23

Respondent's position
His staff
The donors

Before the November 2006 election, there was only one

24

significant private donation to the Rangel Center, a $25,000

25

contribution that came in solely because respondent wrote a
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letter.

At that time, things looked bleak.

The college was

2

worried they would have to shut the project down,

3

particularly after a major earmark respondent requested fell

4

through.

5

But they all said, in one form or another, that when

6

respondent became chairman, it would help raise private

7

money.

8

respondent would become chairman of the ways and means

9

committee, the college started to get larger contributions.

After the 2006 election, after it was clear

10

The donors, they had business or interests before the

11

Congress.

12
13

Just the appearance of that alone is striking, and how
does it help ensure trust in government?

14

The adjudicatory subcommittee found that respondent's

15

use of an apartment as an office for his campaign in

16

violation of the terms of his lease and New York City's

17

zoning regulations and its building code was a favor or a

[8

benefit to respondent that created an appearance of

[9

impropriety.

20

Think for one moment about one of respondent's neighbors

21

and constituents, one who may not have been as fortunate as

22

him.

23

rent-stabilized apartment.

24

evict her because they claimed she wasn't using the apartment

25

as her primary residence.

Maybe she lived in Lenox Terrace for 30 years and had a
Their landlord was seeking to

Faced with the choice to buy
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groceries or pay to fight the lawsuit. she simply decides to
2

pack up and leave.

3

discovers that respondent had an apartment in the building

4

that he didn't use as his primary residence.

5

that Lenox Terrace staff knew about the office and that the

6

landlord got rent checks and e-mails with "Rangel for

7

Congress· on them.

8

respondent's name on a list of special-handling tenants.

9

learns that respondent and his staff met with the landlord

10

about a potential new real estate development deal, and she

11

learns that when the press wrote about respondent's use of

12

the apartment, he moved his campaign office somewhere else,

13

almost immediately.

14

government?

15

Imagine, a few months later, she

She also learns

She also learns that management put
She

How would that influence her faith in

The Supreme Court has said taxes are the lifeblood of

16

government and their prompt and certain availability an

17

imperious need.

18

constituents who dutifully pays her taxes.

19

waitress who earns much of her pay from tips; preparing her

20

tax return is a real pain.

21

can't afford an accountant. and she sure doesn't like to

22

file.

23

she reports all of her income, including those cash tips she

24

gets.

25

the television and she sees the chairman of the House Ways

Imagine how it feels to be one of your
Maybe she is a

It takes a lot of time.

She

She doesn't like paying either. but she does it.

And

One night, after a long day on her feet, she turns on
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and Means Committee.

He is responsible for writing the tax

2

laws.

3

Dominican beach villa for 17 years; a Member of Congress. who

4

has a CPA to help him prepare and file his taxes, and still

5

he didn't get it right.

6

And she learns that he hasn't been paying taxes on his

How would she feel about that?

The purpose of financial disclosure is to inform the

7

public about the financial interests of government officials

8

in order to increase public confidence in the integrity of

9

government and to deter potential conflicts of interest.

10

Every Member ,of Congress and thousands of government

11

employees are required to complete these forms every year,

12

taking the time, which can be significant. to complete the

13

forms completely and accurately.

14

this committee has recognized and reiterated repeatedly.

15

Financial disclosure is about the public's trust, being able

16

to see potential conflicts of interest between a Member's

17

private interests and his official duties is essential to

18

helping the pUblic have faith that its representatives are

19

working to serve the pUblic interest. not their personal

20

interests.

21

The forms are important. as

Respondent from 1998 to 2008 failed to file accurate

22

financial disclosure statements.

This deprived the voters in

23

his district of the opportunity to view and test his personal

24

financial holdings against his duties as their Representative

25

in Congress.
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In addition, respondent is a senior Member of the House.
2

He held positions of trust, authority, and power.

3

member and later chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, he

4

had significant influence over critical and intricate policy

5

areas that touched the lives of millions of Americans.

6

taxes to Medicare, Social Security to trade, the Ways and

7

Means Committee's work has an effect on virtually every

8

American.

9

As ranking

From

What does it say to the public when they learn that

10

their tax laws, health care policies and retirement incomes

11

were, in large measure, overseen by someone who showed such

12

sloppiness and such carelessness in preparing and filing his

13

own financial disclosure statements?

14

do to the public's trust in government?

15

What would that alone

Inscribed over a door in the Capitol is a line by George

16

-Washington.

17

own choice, uninfluenced and unawed, has a just claim to your

18

confidence and support.

19

faith in this institution.

20

those who govern them.

21

It reads:

This government, the offspring of our

It is essential that the public have
The public must be able to trust

As former Speaker of the House Henry Clay said,

22

government is a trust.

And the officers of the government

23

are trustees, and both the trust and the trustees are created

24

for the benefit of the people.

25

trust.

PUblic office is a public
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Respondent violated that trust.
2

A Member who has been found to have violated the House's

3

ethics rules has breached the public's trust.

4

of Congress violates the terms of that trust, he is subject

5

to discipline by his colleagues.

6

trust, each of you must consider the best interests of this

7

institution and the people it represents.

8

consider whether the conduct of a Member who has violated the

9

rules undermines the public's trust in its government.

10

When a Member

As trustees of the public

You should

Committee counsel sUbmits that respondent's conduct.

11

which violated House rules, laws, regulations and other

12

applicable standards of conduct, undercut the public's

13

ability to have faith and trust in this institution.

14

subcommittee found that respondent's conduct reflected poorly

15

on the institution of the House and thereby brought discredit

16

to the House.

The

17

Disciplinary action in this matter is necessary.

18

what that sanction should be, the question is whether the

19

precedents adequately reflect the standards expected of

20

Members today.

21

reprimand would not be inconsistent with the precedent.

22

lawyer's fealty to precedent serves a purpose, in this case

23

both to the law and to the institution.

24
25

As to

At least with regard to individual counts, a
A

However. the fact is that the subcommittee's findings
show that respondent's course of conduct demonstrated a lack
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of attention and carelessness over a broad range of issues,
2

over a lengthy period of time.

3

accumulation of actions, as the subcommittee found, brought

4

discredit to the House.

5

public trust in this institution.

6

His actions and his

His conduct served to undermine

The subcommittee's findings, the nature of his

7

misconduct, and the effect his actions and accumulation of

8

actions had on the public'S trust, when weighed against the

9

precedents of this committee, suggest that something more

10

than a reprimand but less than a censure would not be

II

inappropriate.

12

That said, we cannot ignore the fact that respondent was

13

at relevant times either the chairman or ranking member of

14

the Ways and Means Committee.

15

that so many elements of his conduct intersected so overtly

16

with his stature and his position.

17

Nor can we look past the fact

As a result, I respectfully submit that this committee

18

should recommend to the full House that it take disciplinary

19

action against respondent and that this committee recommend

20

respondent be censured by the House.

21

The Chairwoman.

22

Mr. Chisam.

23

The Chairwoman.

24

And I see you have our colleague, Mr. Lewis, sitting

25

next to you.

Have you concluded, Mr. Chisam?

Yes, Madam Chair.
We will now turn to Mr. Rangel.
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And I would invite you to address us now,
2

Mr. Rangel,

Thank you,

3

First, let me say, I can imagine the awkwardness that

4

this committee has had in its deliberations over the years.

5

And I know none of you would have volunteered for this

6

service, nor would you have believed that this case would

7

have taken as long as it did take.

8
9

And I understand" that.

The second thing I would like to say that I hope
Mr. Bonner in his statement did not imply my lack of love for

10

my country or this Congress.

One of the reasons that this

11

has taken so long is because, when people were talking about

12

settlement, never was the evidence that was not founded as

13

relates to the allegations ever mentioned.

14

As a matter of fact, one of the reasons why I was

15

insisting on having the witnesses to testify in front of the

16

investigatory committee was because they may not have changed

17

the facts, they may not have been giving excuses for my

18

behavior, but clearly, in view of some of the things that

19

have been said today by counsel and Mr. Bonner, they would

20

have given an explanation for my faulty behavior as it

21

relates to the very serious charge, charges of violating the

22

House Rules.

23

I look at myself every morning, Mr. Bonner, and I have

24

never blamed staff, my family, or anyone for my irresponsible

25

behavior as it relates to violation of the House Rules.

As a
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matter of fact, I have said it pUblicly, and you had clips of
2
3

this, as to what I have said.
And I, no matter what sanction you finally reach, I will

4

dedicate my life in trying to let younger Members and other

5

Members know that these rules are not there to punish; they

6

are there to guide the Members, to protect the character and

7

the integrity of this Congress.

And whether they are new

Members or older Members, they have a responsibility to do
9
10

just that.
I would have hoped however that the atmosphere in which

11

I dealt with the landlord at 40 West on 35th Street, that I

12

dealt with those people that listed foundations that could

13

make recommendations for City College to receive a grant,

14

that they would have been able

15

did testify that in all of this, there was no request or

16

suggestion that I would receive any personal gain.

17

would not be even the suggestion of corruption.

18

or that they were able and

There

And had there been some suggestion when we were

19

negotiating as to whether or not we could have avoided this

20

hearing, if someone had said to me that they were willing, as

21

I am really asking this committee to do, to say what was not

22

found even though it was alleged and still is being alleged

23

by newspaper reporters, by television reporters, as it deals

24

with Rangel being a crook, Rangel being corrupt, Rangel

25

gaining, just -- I don't see any reason why if this committee
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pointed out those things.

Yes, I wanted my community to know

2

what I had done.

3

admitted wrongdoing to my committee,

4

that this committee decided to have this hearing on the eve

5

of my primary or the eve of the general election,

6

wanted to be judged publicly, and I
And it wasn't my fault

But God knows. there was enough derogatory things said

7

about me that I don't think. Mr. Bonner. that you have to

8

feel sorry for my constituents not knowing.

9

care of it. and

The press took

don't see where this committee or anyone

10

did anything to clear the record as to what I did not do,

11

even though I humbly recognize that what I did do was serious

12

enough for this committee to continue its investigations.

13

You know. I am not here to retry the case.

But even

14

you, Mr. Bonner, might think it would be fair to point out

15

that the record would indicate that the landlord solicited me

16

for that fourth apartment, that the apartment had been

17

vacant, as other apartments had been throughout the building,

18

and that, with the exception of the zoning law mentioned by

19

counsel, it was determined there was no violations of any

20

agreements since the person that the lease was made to said

21

that he wanted me there and that my leaving there would have

22

destabilized the apartment.

23

But again. since you refer to the appears of favoritism,

24

I cannot get into that SUbjective feeling about the

25

appearances of people.

I did not know I was on a special
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list, and I don't think anyone has said, what did I gain as a
2

result of being on that list, because if there was
appearances, it was with the staff.

4

In any event, again, the fact that for 17 years, taxes

5

were paid to the Dominican Republic has nothing to do with

6

the facts in this case as it relates to my conduct.

7

would believe that the accountant that testified would have

8

shared with you how mistakes were made that I assume

9

responsibility for because, whether it is a lawyer or a CPA

10
11

But I

or an accountant, I signed the paper.
But had I had the opportunity to listen to the witnesses

12

that Mr. Chisam heard, I think that perhaps the atmosphere

13

would not be that I was a bad person, but more in line with

[4

what was said when Mr. Butterfield asked a question of Blake

15

Chisam, the ethics chief counsel, do you have any evidence of

16

personal financial benefit or corruption?

[7

asked, I see no evidence of corruption, said Blake Chisam, in

18

response to Representative Butterfield's question.

19

believe that, based on the record, that Congressman Rangel

20

took steps to benefit himself based on his position in

21

Congress?

22

was overzealous in many of the things he did and sloppy in

23

his personal finances.

24
25

Blake Chisam

Do you

No, I believe that the Congressman, qUite frankly,

This statement is nothing for me to be proud of.

This

statement makes me believe that a lot should have been done,
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and I recognize that, and I admitted that.

But it would

2

really help, and I don't think it is out of line, if the

3

committee didn't say it before, that you could put in that

4

report, no matter what you agree the sanctions should be,

5

that your Member was not corrupt and did not seek and did not

6

gain anything personally for the bad conduct that I have had.

7

That is all I have ever asked when I referred this whole

8

thing to this committee.

All I asked was that you make a

9

point of investigating everything.

I volunteered to have a

10

forensic accountant for 20 years to look over taxes, to look

11

over all of the things that should have been done and

12

corrected all of them.

13

would want to set for other Members of Congress.

14

But that is not an example that

And quite frankly, even though I came in here prepared

15

not to deal with the question of censure and the options that

16

you heard. I think that Mr. Chisam's list of when this

17

committee has saw fit to give reprimands -- well, I assume

18

that when you go into executive session you would compare how

19

other Members were treated under circumstances where they

20

were personally enriched and where there was no question that

21

the corruption existed.

22

I have brought my friend here. John Lewis. because I

23

wanted him to share who I was.

I felt awkward in giving

24

self-serving statements as to how

25

my country and to this Congress and to my community.

have dedicated my life to
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And I know that if I had counsel here, that they would
2

say one thing, don't antagonize any of the members of this

3

committee.

4

But, Mr. Bonner, I really was surprised that you could

5

deal with questions that dealt with my love for my Congress

6

and my country and my district as well to talk about

7

testimony that you found as factual that was not disputed by

8

me, but by the same token, the surrounding circumstances of

9

would I have left that apartment, would there have been a

10

subsidized apartment left there, the answer is no.

11

people that would have been looking for a subsidized

12

apartment certainly weren't looking for it there.

13

apartments were vacant, and I didn't try to hide anything

14

from anybody.

15

appears, even though there is an account there saying that

16

gave the appearance that

17

These

The

But again, that doesn't deal with how it

was receiving a gift.

And again, with the CCNY,

was overzealous because I

18

have dedicated my life to trying to make certain that those

19

people that were not exposed to the proper education could

20

get it, and there is the Rangel fellowship that the State

21

Department runs.

22

not in my name because I know that the only thing between me

23

as a high school dropout in Korea and becoming chairman of

24

the awesome and respectable Ways and Means Committee was the

25

GI Bill on education.

There are scholarships in my name and those
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So overzealous is not an excuse. but I appreciate
2

Mr. Chisam demonstrating that it is an explanation and not an

3

excuse for my behavior.

4

consideration because it is not just the years I have been in

5

Congress; it is the years that I expect my grandchildren to

6

be looking at. my community. and I hope you take all of those

7

things into consideration.

8
9
10

And I ask now that you give an opportunity for John
Lewis. perhaps. to share some views of the over SO years of
friendship that we have enjoyed.

11
12

And I hope you take that into

The Chairwoman.

By unanimous consent. Mr. Lewis is now

recognized.

13

Mr. Lewis of Georgia.

Thank you. Madam Chair.

14

Mr. Ranking Member, members of the committee, I want to

15

first state that I am here to say just a few words about my

16

dear friend, my colleague, my brother, Charlie Rangel.

17

must state upfront that I don't know the facts in this

18

case.

19

a committed and dedicated, hardworking patriotic American.

20

He fought in Korea for our country.

21

an education and went off to law school.

22

I have known Mr. Rangel for more than SO years.

He is

He returned home and got

He served the City of New York and the State of New

23

York.

He is a hardworking public servant.

When the call

24

went out in 1965 to come to Selma. Alabama, to help people

25

who had been standing in an unmovable line who could not
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register to vote, he came to Selma. and he walked with many
2

of us, including Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr"

3

from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, for the right to vote.

4

all the way

He sponsored and passed progressive legislation to end

5

the vicious and evil system in South Africa.

6

been a champion for those who have been left out and left

7

behind.

8

for those who did not have a voice.

9

He has traveled the length and breadth of America

My colleagues, I must tell you that Charlie Rangel is a

10

good and decent man.

11

heart.

12

He has always

I know this man.

I think I know his

want to thank you, Madam Chair, Mr. Ranking Member,

13

and members of the committee for allowing me an opportunity

14

to say just a few words.

15

The Chai rwoman ,

16

Mr. Rangel.

17

If there are any members of the committee that have any

18

Thank you, Mr, Lewi s.

I have completed my statement.

questions. I would be more than glad to attempt to respond.

19

The Chai rwoman.

20

The gentleman has yielded back his time.

21

I would turn now to the committee for guidance.

22

Democrats have been noticed that we have a recorded vote.

23

Thank you.

Oh, so that has been postponed.

All right.

The

retract

24

that statement.

Our recorded vote has now been rolled.

So

25

we will now go to the time in our proceedings when members
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may, under the 5-minute rule, ask questions that they may
2

have,

3
4

will turn first to the ranking member, Mr, Bonner, for
his 5 minutes,

5
6

Mr, Bonner.
colleagues.

7
8

Madam Chair, I will defer questions to my

But I want to respond directly to Mr. Rangel about two
matters that he raised in his statement.

9

Mr. Lewis referenced the fact that, as a young man,

10

Mr. Rangel volunteered and came and marched with him in

11

Selma, Alabama, to help bring civil rights and justice for

12

all.

13

to know that that is one of the many proud parts of your

14

legacy.

15

that you came and did what you did to make America a better

16

place.

17

I was born in Selma before that march.

But I want you

And as someone who was born in Selma, I am grateful

I want to make it perfectly clear, though, that in my

18

statement -- and I just rechecked the facts --

did not nor

19

would I ever question your love of country and

didn't

20

question your love of the institution.

21

so long proclaimed to love this institution, and I also made

22

it crystal clear that I am not qualified to speak for the

23

people of Harlem and the 15th District of New York.

24

noted that no one can take away the proud and dedicated

25

service you rendered to your country and the honors and the

I said that you have

I also
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medals that you earned.
2

Mr. Rangel.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Bonner.

3

Mr. Bonner.

I do want to point out, though, and while

4

it was clearly your prerogative on Monday to make a statement

5

about the lack of counsel and the frustration of not being

6

able to set up an account and to do what needed to be done so

7

that you would be represented,

8

the adjudicatory subcommittee, of which I was not a member,

9

had the responsibility and, it was my understanding, the

10

intent to conduct a trial, to allow those witnesses that

11

could have defended your record and your views to have come

12

in a public setting to have made those arguments for you or

13

for the record.

14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21
22
23
24

25

do want to point out that
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Mr. Bonner.

3

And while I was not here that day and you

4

chose to leave after you came, I just want the record to be

5

clear that that was a choice that was made to not call

6

witnesses and to not represent yourself or to have legal

7

counsel represented for you.

8

that assertion that the record could not have been more

9

complete.

10

And I just didn't want that

That was a decision that I certainly had no role

in.

11

Mr, Rangel.

Madam Chair, could I respond?

12

Mr, Bonner.

I am through.

13

The Chairwoman.

14

Mr. Bonner.

15

The Chairwoman.

16

Mr. Rangel.

Are you through with the question?

Absolutely.
Mr. Rangel is represented,

I don't necessarily believe those remarks

17

are correct.

18

wanted counsel and wanted a hearing was so that the witnesses

19

would be able to come forward and the questions as to

20

corruption and self-interest could be answered, that the

21

landlord could tell you that he solicited me.

22

doing me any favor.

23

As

said in my remarks, the only reason I

He wasn't

Having said all of that, it is not true that I had the

24

option of having witnesses called.

That was denied me.

They

25

created a summary jUdgment, and saying that there was no need
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for witnesses because Rangel had admitted for wrongdoing with
2

the disclosure and the facts as related to other issues was

3

established.

4

So I don't know whether. Mr. Bonner, you were not on the

5

committee.

But if you have any information that I had the

6

opportunity to call witnesses. you are making one big

7

mistake.

That was denied.

8

Mr. Bonner.

9

The Chairwoman.

10

Thank you.
The gentleman's time has expired.

I would just note that the record will indicate that,

11

although a motion was filed, the chair did indicate that if

12

the Member wished to be heard that the rUling on the motion

13

would be held in abeyance.

14

Do other members have questions?

15

Mr. McCaul.

16

let me say first I was at a tribute last night. Mr.

17

lewis. to you; and I want to commend both of you and echo the

18

sentiments of Mr. Bonner, your courageous acts during the

19

civil rights movement.

20

Mr. McCaul.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Movi ng on to thi smatter. I thi nk a lot has been made of

21

the issue of self-interest and corruption; and the chief

22

counselor prosecutor. if you will. has gotten widely

23

criticized for his comments that there was no corruption in

24

this case.

25

depends how you define corruption.

And I guess I am a little confused.

I guess it
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Mr. Rangel, in your letter to Speaker Pelosi you stated,
2

as chairman of Ways and Means, I am held to a higher standard

3

of propriety.

4

one of the most powerful committees as chairman to solicit

5

corporations, foundations, lobbyists with business before the

6

committee, to raise money for what

7

and an institute to be named after yourself, I believe, is of

8

value and is of benefit and is self-interested.

9

And I agree with that statement.

Sitting on

call "monument to me,"

People donate millions of dollars to have institutions

10

named after themselves.

And. in fact. Mr. Chisam. in your

11

motion you say the donations and resulting benefits were

12

accepted under circumstances which might be construed by

13

reasonable persons as influencing the performance of

14

respondent's governmental duties.

Is that not corruption?

15

I guess it is how you define corruption here.

16

reasonable people may disagree on that interpretation.

17

I think

And with all due -- I have great respect for you. sir.

18

but the failure to pay taxes for 17 years, what is that?

19

What is that tantamount to when we are all expected to pay

20

our taxes?

21

Committee writing laws for the country. what is the

22

difference between that and Mr. Traficant who didn't pay

23

taxes for 2 years. who was expelled from the Congress?

24

then censured -- Charles Wilson, one of the more recent

25

cases. received improper gifts and was censured.

And you. of all people as chairman of the Tax

And
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Mr. Chisam, it is my understanding that your
2

recommendation here today is for censure?

3

Mr. Chisam.

4

Mr. McCaul.

That is correct.
want to make one thing clear.

There is a

5

misunderstanding,

6

people that we have the authority somehow to put people in

7

jailor so forth.

8

not within the jurisdiction of this committee.

9

think, in the opinion of the American

That is within a court of law.

That is

But, in fairness to you, Mr. Rangel, the respondent, and

10

Mr. Chisam, I would like some clarification, and I think the

11

American people would like some clarification as to how

12

soliciting monies in an improper way from entities that have

13

businesses before your committee, including lobbyists, to

14

build a monument to me, how that's not self-interest and how

15

that is not in some way defined as corruption.

16

Mr. Bonner.

Is that a question to counsel?

17

Mr. McCaul.

That's a question to both Mr. Chisam and to

18

Mr. Rangel.

19

Mr. Rangel.

I would like to respond.

Yes.

20

Had the witnesses been called, Mr, Chisam would have

21

told you that the City College came to me.

They were looking

22

for the ability to use my name in raising funds for the

23

school.

24

Had the witnesses been here, it would have been made

25

abundantly clear that I was not trying to criminally hide
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anything from the IRS or from the Congress.
2

If you looked at the records of disclosure, you would

3

see sloppiness that would have shown that I wasn't hiding

4

anything.

5

It just wasn't properly recorded.

And if intent is involved with corruption, then I think

6

he is -- listen, there is nothing that I can imagine that

7

anyone who has been making a contribution to the City

8

College, that somehow or other that matter would not be one

9

that could possibly come before the Congress.

10
11

It is

impossible.
And so you and I discussing corruption, I am satisfied

12

with the record that the investigatory committee established.

13

And that would lead you to believe, as a former prosecutor,

14

that never. but never, was there an attempt to hide anything

15

from my constituents or from the IRS.

16

And so. to me, if you have got to kick this up to --

17

from not properly abiding by the rules, which I admit are

18

serious enough, that's serious enough.

19

that it is a stretch to -- well, I don't want to get into a

20

discussion if -- like you said, is it objective and there are

21

a lot of things that have happened in life that I would think

22

that someone's conduct is corrupt. and that is something.

23

But I really think

But I am just glad that you raised these issues to

24

emphasize that I wanted the people to know before the

25

election exactly what I have done and to allow them the
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opportunity to make the decision whether their Congress
2

person was corrupt or overzealous.

3

The Chairwoman.

4

Mr. McCaul.

Mr. McCaul's time has expired.

Well,

would like Mr. Chisam to respond;

5

and. to that point, Mr. Rangel. we did on this side of the

6

aisle did try repeatedly to get this matter handled before

7

the elections.

8
9

The Chairwoman.

The gentleman's time has expired.

I

would ask unanimous consent to give Mr. Chisam an additional

10

minute to respond to Mr. McCaul's question. and that's so

II

ordered.

12

Mr. Chisam.

Thank you.

13

Congressman, the other day I answered a question.

14

answered it based on my reading of the record, the interviews

15

that I have conducted, the people I have talked to.

16

my opinion. mine.

17

nor did I intend to.

18

intent at the end of the day. and that's how I interpreted

19

Mr. Butterfield's question.

It was

do not presume to speak for anyone else,
do think it comes to the question of

20

The Chairwoman.

21

Do other members have questions?

22

Mr. Conaway.

23

Mr. Conaway.

24

I just have two -- actually, I had one about your

25

The gentleman's time has again expired.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

comments, Mr. Rangel, just to make sure I understood it.

The
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City College of New York came up with the idea of the Rangel
2

Center for Public Service and they approached you with that

3

idea, is that what you just told us?

4

Mr. Rangel.

I had left the Clinton Library with a

5

Member of Congress on the Appropriations Committee, and I was

6

sharing that experience with the president of City College,

7

and he asked me whether or not

8

do with my papers or something to that effect.

9

would·- what I was going to

And I told him that since Colin Powell had something

10

there that I could put my papers there, and in the course of

11

the conversation he said that would be a great .. and I think

12

the record is clear in the investigating committee, even

13

though I have not talked with the president since and I have

14

not reread his testimony and my lawyer told me that I

15

shouldn't read the testimony of the witnesses because that

16

would confuse me ..

17

Mr. Conaway.

18

Mr. Rangel.

19
20

Mr. Rangel, yes, sir.
.. witness.

And I am saying they wanted me

more there than I wanted to go to City College.
And there is also a question of a gift there.

And I

21

know counsel will say this, that the record would indicate no

22

one at City College told me about a gift of an office.

23

last thing in the world I needed was an office.

24

in, and they took it out, and that was considered to be part

25

of the gift.

The

They put it
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Mr. Conaway.
2

Reclaiming my time. reclaiming my time.

Madam Chairman.

3

Mr. Rangel.

4

Mr. Conaway.

I am sorry.
Mr. Rangel, I am perfectly satisfied with

5

the clarification the way the thing came together, that

6

started.

7

You retained a forensic accountant to go through not

8

only your financial disclosures but also your tax returns for

9

those 17 years, and they estimated what your taxes would have

10

been as best they could with the records available had you

11

filed your tax returns during that timeframe.

12

Mr. Rangel.

13

Mr. Conaway.

Yes.
Most of that taxes owed was told by the

14

statute of limitations, in other words, beyond the

15

opportunity for the IRS to compel you to pay those taxes.

16

Did you or have you given any consideration to voluntarily

17

paying those back taxes to square yourself with the IRS?

18

Mr. Rangel.

I certainly have.

Because the question

19

would have been, had the taxes been paid and the deductions

20

be made for the taxes and depreciation of the property in the

21

Dominican Republic, my accountant tells me it would have been

22

minimum.

23

And the only reason I did not expose and go beyond that,

24

because I wanted the case closed as it related to coming

25

before the committee.
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If a part of your adjudication would be a responsibility
2

to do it, I just did not want to get involved legally in

3

doing something in front of this committee since they made it

4

abundantly clear.

5

Every obligation

had -- you know, this wasn't

6

reported.

7

was prepared to do whatever the committee suggested to show

8

that I had no intent to evade or avoid the law.

9

This is what I referred to the committee, and I

Mr. Conaway.

So, just to be clear, those taxes from the

10

early 1990s up through 2004 you have not yet paid those.

11

That estimate of the accountant that you retained and you

12

paid, to your credit.

13

Mr. Rangel.

14

paid whatever my accountant told me to

pay to make certain

15

Mr. Conaway.

16

Mr. Rangel.

17

Okay.
-- that I was not behind in any taxes that

owed.

18

Mr. Conaway.

19

The Chairwoman.

20

Any other member wish to be

21

Mr. Dent.

22
23

Thank you, sir.

I yield back.

The gentleman yields back.
Mr. Dent.

Thank you, Madam Chai rman.

have a few

questions.
This is as it relates to the issue of corruption.

24

don't think it is the place for either Mr. Chisam or Mr.

25

Rangel to determine the corruption of Mr. Rangel.

I

think
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ultimately the jUdge and jury will be the American people on
2

that question.

3

What we are here to deal with today are the various

4

violations of the counts. the 13 counts, and the adjudicatory

5

subcommittee said 11 of those 13 counts had been proven.

6

we are here today to deal with the issue of sanctions,

7

whether it be a censure, a reprimand, or a fine, whatever.

8
9

And

My question to Mr. Chisam, you did not recommend a fine;
and

am just curious, too. for Mr. Rangel if, when you paid

10

those delinquent taxes, did you pay fines and penalties and

11

interest at the time?

12

Mr. Rangel.

paid whatever the accountant told me to

13

pay.

14

York, and whatever they said that I should do to amend

15

returns, I have done, and that is true of disclosure as well

16

as the IRS.

17

I flave always had an accountant.

I have had one in New

And of those accounts, and if I just might add, as a

18

former prosecutor, Mr, McCaul. you know that out of the 13

19

allegations, I think four or five of them derives directly

20

from the fact that I improperly used congressional stationery

21

and with the intent that it was the right and proper thing to

22

do.

23

property, that it was franking that was done, that it was

24

government --

25

Then all of the things about it happening on government

Mr. Dent.

Reclaiming my time.
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Mr. Rangel.

I am sorry.

2

Mr. Dent.

Thank you, Mr. Rangel.

3

Mr. Chisam, can I ask why you did not recommend a fine

4

in this particular situation.

5

fine?

6

Mr. Chisam.

Recommended censure but not a

Congressman, my ultimate recommendation is

7

the censure.

8

remarkably significant on its own.

9

In historical terms, I think that that would be

However, I also noted in my remarks that, under the

10

precedence, the case could fall between a reprimand and a

11

censure and that it would not be inappropriate to find a

12

sanction in that range.

13

I think it is obvious, given the committee's rules, that

14

there are limited options for how you would get between a

15

reprimand and a censure.

16

within the province of the committee if compliant within the

17

committee's rules.

18

Mr. Dent.

And a fine would certainly be

Thank you, and when recommending a sanction

19

is it appropriate to consider the fact that Mr. Rangel

20

refused to participate in the proceedings the other day?

21

example, I had a number of questions that I wanted to ask the

22

respondent as it related to Lenox Terrace that I had

23

submitted for the record.

24

refusal to participate in determining an appropriate

25

sanction?

For

But can the committee consider his
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Mr. Chisam.
2

Mr. Chisam.

I think that this is an institution that

3

judges itself. and that your conscience -- each Member's

4

conscience and the variables that reflect on this institution

5

may be considered as you see fit.

6

deal with the charges that have been found.

7

proceedings.

8

found. it is my recommendation for censure.

9

Obviously. I deal -- I
I deal with the

And based solely on those charges and what was

Mr. Dent.

In the history of this institution. has a

10

Member ever been disciplined for such a large number of

IJ

violations as in this case?

12

history?

J3

Mr. Chisam.

And. if so. what's the case

I think my recollection is that in the

J4

matter of Diggs there were eight found counts -- I am sorry,

J5

no. Wilson. Charles H. Wilson.

16

Mr. Dent.

That's the most you are aware of?

17

Mr. Chisam.

18

Mr. Dent.

19

The Chairwoman.

20

Do other members have questions or wish to be heard?

21

Mr. Harper.

Yes. sir.

22

Mr. Rangel.

Madam Chairman

23

The Chairwoman.

24

Mr, Rangel.

25

would like to respond.

Yes.
Thank you.

At this time I yield back.

The gentleman yields back.

Yes. sir.

On the question of not participating, I
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The Chairwoman.

Well. if I could. Mr. Rangel. if we

2

could ask the questions.

3

recognizing Mr. Harper that the chair did note during the

4

hearing that the respondent is not, under our rules. required

5

to participate.

6
7
S
9
10

Mr. Rangel.

And I would also note before

But he asked counsel, and since I don't

have counsel, I thought I could also respond.
The Chairwoman.

By unanimous consent, Mr. Dent is given

another minute so that Mr. Rangel can answer that.
Mr. Dent.

The question was about refusing -- when you

11

left the hearing. when you walked out of the hearing, I had

12

some questions on Lenox Terrace that I was going to ask you.

13

or your counsel, and you left, and I was unable to ask them.

14

Mr. Rangel.

I want to make it clear, one, it was

15

understood, as the chair said, that I did not have to come

16

here during the proceeding.

17
18
19
20
21

Two. no one challenges the fact that I had expected to
have counsel here.
Thirdly, nobody could possibly suggest that I submit
myself to examination without a lawyer here.
And, fourth, I am prepared now to answer any questions

22

that you would want as relates to anything that you think

23

might influence your decision to the sanction. whether it is

24

Lenox Terrace or not,

25

The Chairwoman.

Thank you, Mr. Rangel.
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The gentleman's time has again expired, and we would ask
2

Mr. Harper to ask his questions.

3

Mr. Harper.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

4

Mr. Chisam, I just want to make sure that we are clear

5

and hope that Mr. Rangel understands.

6

the hearing the other day, the witnesses were here and under

7

subpoena; is that correct?

8
9

Mr. Chisam.

nine found counts.

11

record.

12
13
14

Real quickly, Mr. Harper, I want to say

think I misspoke a minute ago.

10

When we were set for

Traficant, I believe, was

So I just wanted to clarify that for the

And to you, Mr. Harper, yes, we had witnesses here and
available and were very prepared to proceed.
Mr. Harper.

And it is my understanding had Mr. Rangel

15

not walked out that those witnesses would have been called

16

and we would have heard that testimony, am I correct on that?

17

And this motion, the motion for summary judgment, would have

18

been held in abeyance?

19

Mr, Chisam.

That was my understanding.

20

Mr. Rangel.

Would it please the court, could I have

21

unanimous consent to ask counsel what I was told as relates

22

to this hearing?

23

summary jUdgment.

24

voted on summary jUdgment.

25

a chance to cross-examine witnesses?

Counsel told me he was going to move for
Counsel moved for summary judgment.

You

How in the world would I have had
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The Chairwoman.

If I may, we are going to let Mr.

2

Harper finish his questions.

I will give a brief interplay,

3

with the indulgence of the members on that point.

4

will recess to vote.

5

We will return, finish our questions, and then go into

6

deliberation.

These are the last votes of the day.

7

Mr. Harper, finish if you could.

8

Mr. Harper.

9

Then we

Mr. Chisam, as you look at the allegations

in the SAV, excluding the ones that dealt at the end with

10

violating the letter and spirit of the House rules and

11

conduct reflecting discredibility on the House, of the others

12

that were proven by clear and convincing evidence, is there

13

anyone or two that stood out as more serious in your

14

consideration of recommending censure?

15

Mr. Chisam.

I think there were three.

The financial

16

disclosure count, the count relating to the nonpayment of

17

taxes, and the solicitation count and the circumstances in

18

which those solicitations were made, particularly the uses

19

of -- misuses of official resources weighed heavily in my

20

decision.

21
22
23

Mr. Harper.

And of those three that you just mentioned,

was there anyone that stood out more than the other two?
Mr. Chisam.

I think, as I said, the financial

24

disclosure and the tax pieces, together, given his position

25

as the chairman.

Ways and Means and the effect that that
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1_

would have had

2

favor of a recommendation of censure, in my judgment.

3

- did have on the public's trust militated in

Mr. Harper.

Mr. Chisam, if I could also ask, as you

4

considered what were counts XII and XIII in the SAV, count

5

XII being the one charge of violating the letter and spirit

6

of the House rules and XIII, conduct reflecting

7

discreditability on the House, how did you weigh those counts

8

in your consideration of your recommendation?

9

Mr. Chisam.

The finding that respondent's conduct

10

reflected discreditably on the House -- at the end of the

11

day, I think if you look back at the history of the committee

12

and the way cases typically settle or are disposed of, this

13

is about the institution, Congressman, and the ultimate test

14

for the institution is whether Members behave creditably.

15

That thirteenth count, at least as a perception and someone

16

who loves the institution, was fundamental.

17

Mr, Harper.

Madam Chairman, with that, I yield back,

18

The Chairwoman.

19

I would just note

The gentleman yields back.
and we will come back after these

20

votes -- that, just to clarify, we did have all the

21

sUbpoenaed witnesses upstairs in a horrible little building,

22

little room.

23

to proceed with the hearing if Mr. Rangel chose to do so and

24

not rule on the motion that was offered When he declined, as

25

was his right, not to participate.

As I indicated on the record, we were prepared

Mr. McCaUl and I went up
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to tell the witnesses that they could go home. and that is
2
3

the way that happened.
At this point. the committee will be in recess until

4

after the votes. and I would ask members to promptly return

5

after the votes are concluded.

6

[Recess.]

7

The Chairwoman.

8
9

The Standards Committee will come back

to order.
When we left for votes we were in a questioning mode

10

under the 5-minute rule, and I think Mr. Harper had just

11

finished his questions.

[2

members seek to ask questions?

I would now ask. would any other

13

Mr. Chandler is recognized for 5 minutes.

14

Mr. Chandler.

15

I know that protecting the integrity of this institution

16

is extremely important. although I must say that most surveys

17

that I am aware of would put in question whether there's much

18

integrity left to protect.

19

to one party as much as it does the other.

20

Thank you. Madam Chair.

That being said.

And I think that probably refers

think that the people this country

21

have an abiding sense of fairness and justice; and while they

22

want to see their institutions protected, they also want to

23

see justice done, and I think that's a very important matter

24

to most Americans that I

25

knO\~.

And while it is easy. I think. to sit in judgment and
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criticize, it's a bit more difficult to actually find
2

justice, and we have got to, in this case, since this is a

3

hearing on sanctions. it's very important that we find

4

justice, and it's justice to the institution, it's justice to

5

the people of this country. but it's also justice to someone

6

who has been accused and found guilty.

7

That being said. I want like to ask counsel, it is my

8

understanding, based upon some testimony that I have heard.

9

that there has been no finding that the respondent was guilty

10

of any intent or factual instance of having personal gain; is

II

that correct, Counsel?

12
13
14

Mr. Chisam.

I am asking you about the findings.

Right.

With respect to the findings,

that's correct.
Mr. Chandler.

Okay.

Now, in our jurisprudence system.

15

in order to find justice, one of the best ways that we

16

have -- maybe the best way that we have to determine what

17

constitutes justice is the system of precedents and what

18

precedents have been set, what went before us, what previous

19

Congresses have done in similar circumstances.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Do I understand it that there have been four instances
of censure in the
Mr. Chisam.
relate

past~

No.

is that correct?
The numbers that I gave earlier all

- are matters that came out of the committee itself.

There are a number of more censures in the history of
the House dating back to the 19th century.
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Mr. Chandler,
2

then.

This committee has found four instances of censure?

3

Mr. Chisam.

4

Mr, Chandler.

5

Well, let's talk about this committee

Has recommended, I believe that's right.
And which of those did not contain some

element of personal gain, of those four?

6

Mr. Chisam.

Just give me one second. I am sorry.

7

The matters -- the recommendations for censure were

8

Edward Roybal in 1978, failing to report a $1,000 cash

9

contribution he received.

Representative Charles Diggs was

10

convicted of 11 counts of mail fraud and 18 counts of false

11

statements.

12

$10,000 from a person with direct interest in legislation.

Charles H, Wilson accepted loans of more than

13

Mr. Chandler.

14

Mr. Chisam.

Personal gain in all of those instances.
Oh, and then the other two matters, which

15

there were two other matters in which the committee

16

recommended reprimand in which the House censured, and those

17

were both for having sex with pages.

18

Mr. Chandler.

19

Those other three, which sound as close to this case as

20
21

Well, we won't get into that.

any, had personal gain involved in them; correct?
I guess what I am asking you. in essence, is, are we --

22

if we find censure in this case, would we be setting a

23

precedent or WQuld we be following a previous precedent?

24
25

Mr. Chisam.

You know, as I said, I don't think that the

precedent of the committee demarcates a very clear line.
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There aren't any cases that are truly squarely on point here.
2

You can pick and choose certain counts and line those up with

3

different recommendations, but there really is not a case in

4

the committee's past that you can line up well with this

5

case.

6

To the extent that precedent, and it should be the

7

gUide, and I believe it ought to be respected -- I also

8

think, however, as I noted, that the times may be different

9

than previous times in which the committee has considered

10
11
12

different sanctions.
Mr. Chandler.

Which takes you into the realm of

subjectivity.

13

Mr. Chisam.

Yes, it does.

14

The Chairwoman.

15

Does any other member wish to ask a question?

16

Mr. Butterfield is recognized for 5 minutes.

17

Mr. Butterfield.

The gentleman's time has expired.

Let me thank you, Madam Chair, and let

18

me thank the members of the subcommittee and the committee

19

and the staff.

20

and I thank you very much.

21

All of your hard work does not go unnoticed,

I have heard said this week that this is a difficult

22

case, and difficult it is.

It is difficult for me, first of

23

all, because I have not had staff nor counsel to advise me as

24

a member of this committee.

25

that the staff works for and with the chair and the ranking

All of us on this committee know
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member.

In fact, members of this committee are even

2

instructed that we cannot discuss this matter or any matter

3

pending before the committee with our personal staffs.

4

so we are left to sort of fend for ourselves, and that has

5

made me very uncomfortable.

6

And

When I was on the Supreme Court in my State, I had two

7

law clerks and an executive assistant who worked with me and

8

for me every day, and I depended upon them greatly.

9

have not had that type of support in this case, and that has

10
11

But

placed me at a tremendous disadvantage.
The other thing that has made this case difficult for me

12

is that we are asking not only a colleague but a man who is

13

80 years of age, has spent 40 years of his life -- that's one

14

half of his life

15

in this institution.

I did not know until a few meetings ago -- I was eating

16

a chicken salad sandwich next to the chair in the cloakroom

17

in the House of Representatives; and, fortuitously, I looked

]8

up on the wall and there was a picture of Congressman Rangel

19

that has been up there for several years, which was depicting

20

11is service when he was in the Korean War.

21

and read that, and at the conclusion of the article it talked

22

about his being awarded a Purple Heart and a Bronze Star, and

23

so that's the type of individual that we are judging.

And I looked up

24

It has also troubled me in this case that we are dealing

25

with a respondent who has no legal counsel, and that trOUbles
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me greatly.

It troubles me that his lawyers, after this

2

hearing was announced, the date of this hearing was

3

announced, after that his counsel decided to withdraw from

4

the case.

5

tell you that when I was a trial jUdge in my State, never,

6

ever would I have allowed counsel to withdraw on the eve of

7

trial.

8
9

I don't know their reasons for withdrawing.

I can

And so that has troubled me greatly.

If Mr. Rangel had counsel today and earlier this week,
there are arguments that could have been made by counsel, but

10

those arguments have not been made, and it's not my

11

responsibility as a member of this committee to make those

12

arguments for Mr. Rangel, but there are certainly arguments

13

that could have been made.

14

bearing on the censure that we will ultimately impose in this

15

case.

16

Those arguments would have had a

The precedents of the House, which is what my friend

17

from Kentucky alluded to a moment ago, the precedents of the

18

House are critically important, and skilled counsel could

19

have highlighted and compared other cases that the committee

20

has dealt with.

21

It is my hope, Madam Chair, that we will decide the

22

sanction based on precedence, not based on politics or

23

expediency or pUblic opinion or even the lack of a lawyer.

24

The facts of this case do not, do not warrant a censure, in

25

my opinion.
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I respect counsel's right to make such a recommendation,
2

but even .counsel himself has acknowledged that the punishment

3

decision is difficult and ranges from reprimand to censure,

4

and I suggest that any conflict between these two punishments

5

must be resolved in favor of the respondent.

6

Censure is extreme.

It should be reserved for

7

intentional conduct where the Member has derived a personal

8

financial benefit.

9

That is not this case.

We are judges, Madam Chairman.

We are bound by the law

10

of the case.

11

counsel clearly stated that the evidence does not suggest

12

corruption.

13

In response to my question on Monday, Committee

Counsel has lived with the case.

He knows it inside and

14

out.

15

he, based on my observations, is a legal scholar.

16

corruption in this case, he would have said so.

17

He has a distinguished career of pUblic service, and
If he saw

The law of the case establishes no corruption and, as

18

jUdges, we should be bound by this fact.

19

any legal conclusions that would supplant the conclusions of

20

the parties and the adjUdicatory subcommittee.

21

judges.

22

We are judges.

We must not insert

We are

We are not advocates.

Finally, we must not lose sight

- in fact, Members of

23

the House solicit charitable donations for their charities

24

every day.

25

because he failed to get permission to do so and because he

It happens every day.

Mr. Rangel fell short only
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used official resources in making the solicitations.
2

With respect to the failure to disclose, it is clear

3

that Mr. Rangel was sloppy.

He has acknowledged that,

4

embarrassingly so.

5

recordkeeping, but this record that we have before us, Madam

6

Chairman, does not establish that his failing to disclose was

7

intentional and done for an improper purpose.

He was sloppy in his reporting and

8

I look forward to our deliberation and trust that

9

justice and fairness and precedent will be our guiding star.

10

Thank you. Madam Chair.

11

The Chairwoman.

12

Mr. Butterfield yields back.

13

Mr. Welch.

15

Mr. Welch.

17

Does any other member wish

to ask a question?

14

16

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Thank you,

ranking member and my colleagues.
This is an extraordinarily important case for the

18

institution and, of course, for Mr. Rangel.

As complicated

19

as it was, the facts are relatively simple.

There was

20

improper solicitation.

21

frank, should not have used his staff. should not have used

22

his office to solicit funds, even though the funds being

23

solicited were for a private -- nonprofit educational

24

institution, something he has acknowl.edged.

25

Mr. Rangel should not have used his

He should not have been soliciting from entities that
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had business before his committee in Congress where it was
2

very much -- there would be an appearance of conflict.

3

want to come back to that in a moment.

4

stabilization was something he was not entitled to and he

5

benefited by.

6

Government.

7

But I

The rent

The taxes, obviously, were due the Federal
He did not pay them.

Mr. Rangel, as I understand it, has candidly

8

acknowledged in each case that his recordkeeping was sloppy,

9

that he breached his responsibility; and his defense is

10

essentially not a defense.

11

your obligation, whether it's out of accident, bad

12

recordkeeping, inattention, is not a defense to your

13

responsibilities to meet your obligations.

14

saying, and counsel, as I understand it, is agreeing, that he

15

did not seek and solicit any money for his personal benefit.

16

Because failing to do so, to meet

What he is

Also, as Mr. Butterfield indicated, Members of this body

17

do solicit for educational institutions that are named after

18

themselves, a practice, I think, that should never have been

19

allowed in this Congress, but it was the manner in which Mr.

20

Rangel did it that got him into this trouble.

21

So these are serious concerns, and the process by which

22

we got here was long and complicated, and I thought it caused

23

a lot of concern on tile part of the American public.

24

that is really essentially what happened.

25

The question that we face is now sanction.

And.

But

As Mr.
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Chandler said. we have an obligation to the institution and
2

we have an obligation to be jUdges and fair to Mr. Rangel.

3

The sanctions can be serious. whatever it is. and this

4

committee is going to make its recommendation and the whole

5

body is going to make its decision. and that is rare that a

6

Member of Congress is hauled before the committee and then

7

stands in front of the entire body. whether it be reprimand

8

or censure. and has read before the Congress of this United

9

States and the people of the United States a recommendation

10
11

of a pUblic -- of pUblic penalty.
But I would caution -- we are going to make our decision

12

on that.

But I would caution those of us on this committee.

13

and all of us in Congress. that this is not the end of it for

14

the American people.

15

fact, corporations. individuals, contribute money to each and

16

everyone of us because of who we are. because of the

17

position we occupy, and we try to make very fine, calibrated

18

distinctions between what is legitimate and what isn't, where

19

you draw that line is in the eye of the beholder.

Because when we have a system where, in

20

And what the American people have a sense of is that

21

with the enormous amount of money in politics that the fix is

22

in one way or the other.

23

everything we can to uphold the rules, regulations, and

24

ethical standards of this institution.

25

be very strict and in adherence to those obligations and call

We have to act, as a body. to do

That requires us to
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this as we see as far as Mr. Rangel is concerned and that may
2

do something to restore public credibility.

3

But it will not be the end of it.

Because people who

4

are working as hard as you said, Mr. Bonner, and they are

5

trying to pay their bills and they are looking at those of us

6

who have high positions of responsibility and who receive

7

donations and where money is so big a part of the process,

8

Republican and Democrat, independent, they question whether

9

what it is this body is doing is meeting its highest goal and

10

that is work on their behalf.
Mr. Rangel, I want to give you one opportunity. because

11

12

I know this is important to you.

13

life.

14

fought your way over to the right side of the tracks.

15

had no opportunities when you were young.

Your way out was

16

to enlist in the United States military.

Then you were in a

17

brutal war.

18

Korea.

19

You led an extraordinary

You were born on the wrong side of the tracks. and you

You spent the coldest winter, nearly died in

When you came home, it was colder still.

You couldn't

20

get a job because of the color of your skin.

21

discouraged.

You pushed a cart down lower Manhattan.

22

got married.

You have a wonderful marriage and a great

23

family.

24

Harlem.

25

You

You didn't get
You

You earned the respect and esteem of the people of

You have been an inspiration to generations of people,
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and you find yourself now having lost the prize that you
2

sought for so long, the chairmanship of the Ways and Means

3

Committee of this United States Congress.

4

sitting where you wish you never were before the Ethics

5

Committee and you know you will soon be standing before the

6

entire Congress going back to that.

7

You find yourself

And I just want to give you an opportunity to express

8

whatever it is you want to say to the people of your district

9

that I know you care so much about and who looked up to you

10
11

for so long.
Mr. Rangel.

Let me apologize for putting many in this

12

awkward position.

13

God has given me, I am deeply appreciative of and honored

14

with the opportunity to serve.

15

longer I have to live. but it always will be to try to help

16

people and to thank God for what he has given to me and

17

hopefUlly I would share it with others.

18

And

was spared in Korea.

Whatever else

And I don't know how much

I leave the censure to sanction as it relates to all of

19

you and call for fairness and apologize for any difficulty

20

this has caused you, and I hope that no matter what you

21

decide in the sanctions that you put in that report that

22

Charles Rangel never sought any personal gain.

23

overpaid in terms of the satisfaction I have gotten for

24

everything that I have ever done.

25

I have been

Please make certain that my name, notwithstanding the
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information that some people may have, that there's no way to
2

stretch this that I was a corrupted individual or that

3

would bring shame to me family, to my community, to this

4

Congress, and certainly to the country,

5

I can -- I will let it up to you in terms of what is

6

fair in terms of sanction, and I recognize that you Cannot

7

deal with issues that's not before this committee or what the

8

press has done to me in my community and my family is just

9

totally unfai r.

Counsel knows it.

All of you know it.

And

10

it's not your responsibility to correct them, but they will

11

continue to call me a crook and charge me with being corrupt.

12

I do hope, no matter what you decide in the sanction.

13

that you might see your way clear to see this Member that's

14

honored to serve with all of you was not corrupt and there

15

was no excuse on my behavior and there was no intent for me

16

ever to go beyond what has been given to me as a salary.

17

I never attempted to enrich myself and that I will walk

18

away, no matter what your decision, grateful that I had this

19

opportunity to serve and recognize that, had it not been for

20

God's gift in saving my life, I would not even be here today

21

to talk with you.

22

I thank you for this awkward opportunity to express

23

myself, and I apologize for any embarrassment

have caused

24

you individually or collectively as a Member of the greatest

25

institution in the country and in the world.
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The Chairwoman.
2

Thank you.

The gentleman's time has expired.

3

requests for questions.

4

Mr. Conaway.

5

There are no further

Madam Chairman, just a point of

clarification.

6

The Chairwoman.

7

Mr. Conaway.

Yes, sir.

Based on the comments of the last three

8

speakers, it appears we have moved into the deliberation

9

phase of what we are going to do.

If we go back behind that

10

door, then nothing said back there will be known.

11

little confused.

12
13
14

And I am a

We are either half a loaf or a whole loaf.

mean, we have had statements, one position, sanctions, and
I am not sure what to do with it.
The Chairwoman.

To answer the gentleman's question, we

15

have had a number of statements made by Members throughout

16

the day.

17

At this point, we will recess to Executive Session to

18

deliberate as indicated at the beginning of the hearing.

19

Thank you.

20
21
22
23
24

25

[Whereupon, at 3:00 p.m., the committee proceeded in
Executive Session.]
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RPT5 KESTERSON
2
3

DCMN SECKMAN
The Chairwoman.

The Committee on Standards will

4

reconvene simply to report that after much deliberation, the

5

committee voted 9-1 to recommend that Mr. Rangel be censured

6

by the House and to be required to pay restitution for any

7

unpaid taxes as referenced in Exhibit 66 in our report and to

8

transmit to the full House these recommendations.

9

That concludes the committee's deliberations and

10

obligations in this matter.

11

that we have worked hard together in this matter in a way

12

that has been actually heart-wrenching, and we are satisfied

13

to be concluded.

14

15
16
17
18

I would just like to say this,

And we do thank all the staff and all the Members and
Mr. Rangel for being here as well.
Unless there are further comments to be made at this
time, I will recognize Mr. Rangel.
Mr. Rangel.

Madam Chairperson and Ranking Member, I

19

know how much discussion went into this decision.

But as I

20

started out earlier, I hope that you can see your way clear

21

on the record to make it abundantly clear in the record to

22

indicate that any action taken by me was not with the

23

intention to bring any disgrace on the House or to enrich

24

myself personally or considered by counsel to be corrupt.

25

That would be of great help to my family and my community.
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The Chairwoman,
2
3
4

Thank you, Mr. Rangel.

And I note that our report will be on the committee Web
site later this evening.
And with that, there are no further comments,

The

5

committee is adjourned, with thanks to all who participated.

6

[Whereupon, at 6:02 p.m .. the committee was adjourned.]

7
8
9
10

II
12

13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
SANCTION HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF REPRESENTATIVE CHARI.,ES B. RANGEL
OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIR ZOE LOFGREN
NOVEMBER 18, 2010

CHAIR: The Committee will come to order. I would like the record to reflect that all ten
members of the Committee are present. The Chair is autllOrized to recess the Committee at any
time.
This hearing ofthe Committee on Standards of Official Conduct in the Matter of
Representative Charles B. Rangel will come to order.
"''hen I designated the members of the adjudicatOlY subcoll1ll1ittee to consider the
Statement of Alleged Violation in this matter, I noted that the Code of Government Ethics states
clearly that a "public office is a public trust."
It was our responsibility to determine whether Representative Rangel's conduct met that
standard. It was our obligation to act impartially as finders of fact and law. The members of the
subcommittee fulfilled that responsibility and met that obligation. We did so fairly, honestly,
and without bias.
The subcommittee did not prejudge the allegations against Representative Rangel.
Indeed, the subcommittee did not find all of the alleged counts proven.
But ultimately, we found that his conduct failed to meet the ethical standards that apply to
all Members of the House. Those standards apply equally to those ofus who have the privilege
of representing om communities in the House for the first time and to our most senior
colleagues.
On November 16, 2010, the subcommittee in the Matter of Representative Charles B.
Rangel determined that 11 of the 13 counts in the Statement of Alleged Violation in tiris matter
were proven by clear and convincing evidence.
Under C01ll1nittee rules, when a subcommittee concludes that one or more counts have
been proved, it becomes the responsibility of the full Committee to determine whether to
recommend disciplinary action regarding Representative Rangel and, ifso, what form of sanction
would be appropriate.
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The COlllinittee has the option to take disciplinary action on its own initiative, or to
recommend that the full House do so.
The purpose of this hearing is to allow both Representative Rangel and COlllinittee
counsel to share their views with the members of the Committee as to what sanction would be
appropriate in this matter.
As we begin, it is impOltant to bear in mind that the purpose of the ethics process is not
punislul1ent, but accountability and credibility: accountability for the respondent, and credibility
for the House itself.
Where a member has been found by his colleagues to have violated our ethical standards,
that member must be held accountable for his conduct.
But it is perhaps equally important that the outcome demonstrate the credibility of the
House of Representatives. By investigating credible allegations of misconduct and sanctioning
conduct that is proven to violate an cthical standard, we maintain the integrity of the House and
the tIust of111e public in this institution.
The Committee may recommend a range of sanctions.
Our rules provide some gencral guidelines to follow in reCOlllil1ending a sanetion. For
example, a letter ofreproval may be issued by the Conunittcc on its own initiative.
Other sanetions require aetion by ilie full House. Among these, our rules indicate that
reprimand is appropriate for "serious violations," censure is appropriate for "more serious
violations," and expulsion is appropriate for the "most serious violations."
Furilier, both 111e Committee and the House itself are guided hy the precedents of the
House. For example, ilie House has in its history expelled only five Members, tln'ee for
disloyalty to ilie Union during the Civil War and two after they were convicted of felonies.
Our rules are clear that findings of violations alone should not be the basis for
recOlunlending a sanction. Instead, we are required to provide both 111e respondent and
Committec counsel wi111 an opportunity to share their views about disciplinary action.
In reaching our decision, it is imperative that we act in a fair and even-handed mauner.
note iliat today's hearing is open to ilie publie. Although our deliberations will take place in
executive session, our colleagues and ilie public will have thc opportunity to hero' the views of
ilie parties regarding an appropriate sanction.
Both Representative Rangel and Connnittee counsel have previously been advised ofthe
guidelines for this heal·ing.
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As with any other phase of the disciplinary process, the respondent may seek to waive
this procedural step. He is not required to be here or to address the Committee.
Representative Rangel has chosen to be here today. He has the right to share his views
on an appropriate sanction with us. Should he wish to do, we will hear him out, and take his
opinion into consideration in o~u' deliberations.
The pmties will each be allotted 30 minutes to present their views to the Committee.
Although they are not required to do so, they may submit written briefs for the Committee's
consideration. If they do so, those filings will be included in the record.
As a general mle, witnesses are not permitted in this phase. However, if a written request
for a witness is made, witness testimony may be allowed by a majority vole of the Committee.
Neither party has, to this point, 1iled a written request seeking to permit witness testimony.
After we have heard from the palties, the Committee will deliberate in executive session.
We will then detennine, by majority vote, what disciplinary action we will recommend.
Our decision will be announced publicly, and the basis for our conclusions will also be
explained in a public repOlt to the House.
With that, I would ask my colleague, Ranking Member Jo Bonner, whether he would like
to make a brief opening statement.

###
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Conunents by Honorable Jo Bonner
November 18, 2010

Thank you, Madam Chair, for the opportunity to offer a few words.
We are nearing the end of what has been a long, difficult and unpleasant task.
And let me speak for just a moment about what makes this so unpleasant.
I know for a fact that many a newly-elected Member of Congress _. on both sides of the
aisle ... have been welcomed to Capitol Hill by that bigger than life, gravelly voice of Charlie
Rangel... who would often be one of the first senior members to take a lowly freshman aside and
say "welcome."
So before I go any further, I would personally like to thank you, Madam Chair, Ranking
Member McCaul, and the other members of the Adjudicatory Subcommittee for the work you
completed earlier this week.
Special thanks are also in order for the entire Conm1ittee staff as well as those who were
involved in the Investigative phase of this matter which regretfully, but unavoidably, lasted for
almost two years.
Individually and collectively, we have shown what the chairwoman stated on Tuesday
was our moral obligation, "to act with fairness, led only by the facts and the law" as we attempt
to discharge our duties.
As most everyone in this room knows, the work of this committee is often mundane and
almost always done out of sight.
We give advice and education to Members of Congress and their staffs on wllat they can
and can't do - to be in compliance with the rules of the House.
We look into matters that have come to our attention to see whether or not a Member has
crossed any inappropriate lines.
And as the American pcople have witncssed this week and in recent months at these rare
- but not unprecedented - public proccedings, we have oncc again dcmonstrated that your
elected representatives can deal with an obviously uncomfortable .', but absolutely necessary
charge that comes to us from the Constitution, itself, which requires that each House of Congress
maintains the responsibility to punish its members for breaking either the rules of the House or
the laws of our land, for disorderly behavior and for bringing discredit to this, the People's
House.
As an aside, I found it especially ironic - and troublesome that on the very day that
th
almost 100 newly-elected members of the I 12 Congress were aniving in Washington for their
freshman ol1entation, in another room only a few steps away, a man who once wielded one of the
most powerfi.Jl gavels in town - and at one time was one of our most highly regarded colleagues
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was showing so little regard and respect either for the Institution he has long proclaimed to
love or to the people of the 15th District of New York, whom he has claimed to proudly represent
for some 40 years.
Now I don't pretend to speak for Mr. Rangel's constituents. They have reelected him-often without opposition - more times than many of the members of Congress have been alive.
But while Mr. Rangel has tried repeatedly this week to claim tile "unfairness" of what
was happening to him, in my mind the most unfair thing of all was iliat his constituents were
denied the opportunity to know these findings oHact as determined by eight of his colleagues
- four Republicans and four Democrats - before they, the voters in Harlem, had an oppOltunity
to choose their representative earlier this year.
.
This process could have - and should have - been concluded earHer and as such, it is my
view tills committee failed the people of the lSd1 District of New York for this reason alone.

Before he marched out of tilC hearing on Monday, but even after ilie Subcommittee's
conviction by "clear and convincing evidence" on Tuesday, Mr. Rangel stated that tills panel
should now take into account his entire 40 years of service to the Congress - as well as his
military record.
Let me be clear.. , his distinguished military service is not up for debate, nor is it a
relevant part of this deliberation, as far as I am concerned.
For when the American people bestow upon us the privilege of being their
"Representative," it is both a matter of tradition - and protocol- that ilie position also canies
witil it ilie title of "honorable."
Sadly, Madam Chair, it is my unwavering view that the actions, decisions and behavior
of our colleague from New York can no longer reflect either honor or integrity.
As I noted earHer, I can't speak for the people in Mr. Rangel's district.
But I do know this: for the tenants who qualified for a rent-stabilized apartment in some
American city but couldn't get one because a powerful man had four ... there is something
wrong.
For the small businesswoman who didn't pay her taxes for 17 years and had the IRS
breathing down her back, I can only imagine how she would have liked to have had a chance to
make the tax code simpler - and less burdensome - for everyone else.
And for the still relatively new member of Congress from California who some time ago
questioned whether or not it was appropriate to be building a "monument to me," I will never
forget the arrogance of the response: ."I would ha.ve a problem ifyou did it, " Mr. Rangel said to
Mr. Campbell on the House floor on July 19, 2007, "because I don't think that you've been
around long enough to have your name on something to inspire a building like this. "
Madam Chair, it is painful for me to say this but Ml'. Rangel can no longer blame anyone
other than himself for the place he now finds Illll1self... not this committee, not his staffor
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family, not his accountants or lawyers, not the press ... Mr. Rangel should only look into the
miITOr when he wants to know who to blame.
While I am not an attorney - as are most of the Members of this Committee, as well as
the respondent .himself - I know - we all know - that it should not take either a law degree or a
legal Dictionary to tell us the difference between right and wrong.
It is now up to each one of us to detennine the appropriate measure ofpunishment for the
discredit Mr. Rangel has brought to tins House.
I thank the Chairwoman for this opportunity to offer a few heartfelt observations and I
yield back my time.
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Congressman Michael T. McCaul (R-TX)
Ranking Member, Adjudicatory Subcommittee
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Remarks as Prepared for Delivery Prior to Announcement of Sanctions
November 18, 2010

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Today we have an oppOliunity to help restore honor and trust in this institution known as
the People's House.
In my opinion, serving as a Member of Congress and as a public servant is the highest
privilege, and all of us in this body should be held to a higher standard. That is why it is
essential to the integrity and credibility of this institution that we hold our o\vn members
accountable to the fullest extent when they break the rules of the House. The rules arc
there to ensure ethical behavior and the public trust. Violating them violates the hust of
the American people.
While sitting in judgment of a fellow Member is difficult, it is our duty. It sends a
message to the American people that corruption in any fOlill will not be tolerated and that
that elected officials can police themselves, as the Constitution provides.
Earlier this week, those of us appointed to pass judgment on Mr. Rangel agreed
unanimously on the disposition of 12 of the 13 counts against him-finding that Mr.
Rangel violated multiple lules ofthe House of Representatives, several of which
incorporate violations of federal rules and statutes.
The undisputed evidence included public statements fl:om Mr. Rangel himselfmaintains
that he must be held to a higher standard. That is exactly what we are attempting to do,
and the American people are entitled to nothing less.
In considering the sanctions to impose against Mr. Rangel it should be talccn into account
that until recently he has shown little remorse or acceptance of responsibility for his
actions. To the contrary, the exhibits demonstrate that on multiple occasions, he publicly
statcd his conduct did not violate House rules. In addition, when this hearing began on
Monday Mr. Rangel chose to walk out of the proceedings.
Under House rules the Ethics Committee can consider a range of sanctions. The
Committee cannot send a member to prison, as this is not a COUli oflaw.
The most extreme punishment is expulsion from the House. Historically this has been
reserved exclusively for members convicted of crimes. Three occurred during the Civil
War. One OCCUlTed in 1980 for a bribery conviction. Another in 2002, for convictions on
charges tbat included bribery and fraud.
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Another option is Censorship. In modem times members have been censured for
climinal offenses but also for violations of House rules including the receipt of improper
gifts.
As we deliberate in this matter Mr. Rangel needs to be held accountable and responsible
not only to this committee or to this institution but also to the American people.
I sincerely hope that at the end of the day we will be able to begin an era of transparency
and accountability, a new era of ethics that will restore the credibility ofthis House.
With that I yield back.
###
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GENERAL INFORMATION
more changes. In addition, the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct has modified the
forms and clarified reporting policy based on its
experience to date.
. Members, officers, and employees were probibIted from receiving any honoraria beginning
January 1. 1991. However, payments in lieu of
honoraria may be directed to charitable organizations. Such payments must be made directly
by the sponsor of the activity and may not e,,ceed $2,000 for any speech, appearance, or article. In addition, such payments must be disclosed.
The following changes have been made to the
forms:
• A separate page is included as Part IB of
FORM A for reporting the source, activity,
date, and amount of any payments made to

INTRODUCTION

Title I of the Ethics in Government Act of
1978, as amended (5 U.S.C. app. 6, § 101 et seq.)
requires Membera~ officers 1 certain employees of
the U.S. House of Represeutatives and related
offices, and candidates for the House of Representatives to file

JI~inancial

Disclosure

State~

ments with the Clerk of the House of Representatives. 'rhe Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct, which administers the statute
in the House, has prepared these instructions
for individuals who ere required to file a Financial Disclosure Statement on either FORM A or
FORM B. (Sample forms ere printed in the
Appendix.)
The Commission on Administrative Review of
the 95th Congress, in recommending broader fi·
nancial disclosure requirements, stated: ;'The
objectives of financial disclosure are to inform
the public about the financial interests of government officials in order to increase public con~
fidenee in the integrity of government and to
deter potential conflicts of interest:' Financial
Ethics t House Document No. 95-73. page 6. Financial Disclosure Statements ere not intended
as net worth statements, nor ere they well suited to that purpose.
Questions concerning the reporting requirements and preper completion of the Financial
Disclosure Statement should be directed to the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
Snfte H'r-2, The Capitol, Wasbington, D.C.
20515, (202) 225.,.7103. Additional forms may be
obtalned from the Committee.
'rhose who wish further information about
standards of conduct that apply in the House
may obtain from the Committee its Ethics Manual for Members, Officers, and Employees of the
U.S. House of Representatives. Copies of the
Committee's Rules will also be provided upon
request.

charity in lieu of honorari~.
• Au envelope is included in Members'

packages for transmittiJ;lg to the Committee
on Standerds of Official Conduct a separate,
confidential list of the charities that received
such payments. Other filers may request an
envelope or use their own. This report will not
be publicly diselosed, except in the unlikely
event that the information is included in a report of an official Committee investigation.
• More space has been added to FORM A
for reporting transactions, liabilities, and
travel.

• Space bas been added to both FORMS A
and B to allow .filers to indicate more clearly
that an asset had no value as of the end of
the year or other reporting period (as would
be the case if the asset had been sold during
the year), oT that an asset, generated no
income.
'rhe Committee has clerified its reporting policy in a number of other areas:
• Only the year-end value must be shown
for IRA's and other retirement pla'Q-s)' not in~

REPORTING CHANGES

come or roll-overs, as long as the plan is not

'l'he Ethics Reform Act of 1989 mandated substantial changes to tbe form and content of Financial Disclosure Statements, beginning with
reports filed in 1991. For Statements filed in
1992 and thereafter, Federal law requires a few

self-directed.
• Money market brokerage and similar ac..
counts that work like bank accounts are to be
treated in the same mrouler as bank accounts
(1)
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- there is no need to report deposits and withdrawals as transactions.
• Neither the cash value nor income from
life insurance policies needs to be disclosed.
• For limited partnerships, filers need only
show their total income, not their share of
items such as capital gains and interest.
• Service as a trustee er executor for an individual (or an indlvidnafs estate) need not ,
be listed as a "Position."
• Holdings of an estate need not be listed
if one only serves as executor~ receiying no

in~

come and having no beneficial interest in the
estate.
WHO MUST

FILE AND WHEN

Individuals required by the Act to file a Financial Disclosure Statement on FORM A are
as follows:
MEMBERS: Members of the House of Representatives, Delegates to Congress, and the
Resideut Commissioner of Puerto Rico must file
a Financial Disclosure Statement on or before
May 15 of each calendar year.
OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH: Individuals compensated at or above 120 percent of the Executive Branch G8-15 level ("above 08-15'') for
more than 60 days in a calel'l.dar year, must file
a Final'l.Cial Disclosure Statement on or before
May 15 of the succeeding calendar year, even if
no longer paid at the above GS-15 rate. 'rhe
rate triggering disclosure was $72,29$ from January 1 until May 3, 1991, and $73,972 for the
balance of the year. The 1992 threshold is projected to be $77,080. The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct can verify the rate for
other years. Annuities paid by the United
States, as well as payments such as overtime
and night differential payments, are not considered in calcuiating whether an employee is compensated at the above 08-15 rate.
For purposes of these Instructions, the Legislative Branch includes the House of Representatives, Cougressional Budget Office, Library of Congress, Architect of the Capitol,
United States Botanic Gardeu, GiJvernment
Printing OffIce, Copyright Royalty Tribunal, and
any other legislative agency or commission esteblished in an odd numbered year, unless otherwise provided by law.
PRINCIPAL ASSISTANTS: A Member is required to designate at least one principal assistant to ffie a Financial Disclosure Statement if
the Member does not have an employee paid at
the above GS-15 level. An employee of a Member who has been so designated must have been

employed in the Member's office for a period in
excess of 60 days in the calendar year covered
by the report. Thus, at least one individual in
each Member's office who was an employee for
more than 60 days il'l. the year covered by the
report (either an above G8-15 employee or principal assistant) must fIle a Financial Disclosure
Statement by May 15. (See Appendix B, Interpretive Ruling No. 1.)
The Clerk of the House will notify those Members who are required to designate a principal
assistant. The Act is silent regarding the position in the Member's office which such an employee should hold. There are no uniform job descriptions in the House, and this is an area in
which the employing Member has broad disc}'etion. As the Committee first stated in its 1969
financial disclosure instructions, the designated
individual will usually be an employee whose
relationship with the Member permits the person under some circumstances) to act in the
j

Member's name or with the Member's authority.
A Member is also free to designate more than
one individual to file Financial Disclosure
Statements.
TERMINATION FILERS: Most Members, officers, and employees who are otherwise required
to file a Financial Disclosure Statement but terminate employment with the Government, must
file a termination report within 30 days of leaving. No termination report need be filed by an
individual who assumes another Government
position requiring the filing of a Financi..l Disclosure Statement. In addition, an individual
who files only because he Or she has been designated as a principal assistant, rather than because of pay level, does not have to file a termination report. A new principal assistant must be
designated in the individuafs place. A termination report does not satisJ;y the requirement
that at least one person in each Member's office
besides the Member must file.
Candidates for the House of Representatives
and certain new officers and employees of tha
Legislative Branch must file FORM B Financial
Disclosure Statements, as provided below.
CANDIDATES: A candidate for the House of
Representatives must file a Financial Disclosure
Statement within 30 days of becoming a candidate or on or before May 15 of the calendar
year in which he or she becomes a candidate,
whichever is later. A candidate must file no
later than 30 days prior to an election in which
the individual is participating, unless tbe candidacy does not occur until within that 30-day
period. In that case, filing a Financial Disclo-
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sure Statement should coincide with qualification as a candidate.
An election means a general, special, primary t
or run-off election, or a convention or caucus of
a political party which has authority to nominate a candidate.
The term "candidate" for the purposes of the
Act is the same found in section SOl(2) of the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.. "Candidate" means an individual other than a Member of the Hous<>-

GS-15 rate or greater, or (B) he or she is designated as a principal assistant by a new Member of the House of Representatives. A principal
assistant of a Member first taking office on January 3 has until May 15 of that calendar year

uwho seeks nomination for election, or elec-

Thus, an employee who receives a promotion or

tion, to Federal office, and for the purposes of
this paragraph, an individual shaJJ be deemed
to seek nomination for election, or eleetion"(A) if such individual has received contributions aggregating in excess of $5,000 or

raise that lifts that individual to the above
G8-15 salary level need not file FORM B within
30 days of the hlCrcase. The requirement to file
FORM B also does not apply in an individual
who left any Federal Government positien requtring the filing of a Financial Disclosure
Statement within 30 days prior to assuming the
new position.

has made expenditures aggregating in

ex~

cess of$5,000; or
"(B) if such individual has ;,>iven his or
her consent to another person to receive
contributions or make expenditures on be~
half of such individual and if such person
has received such contributions aggregating
in excess of $5,000 or has made such expenditures aggregating in excess of $5,000."
Thus, a candidate need not file a Financial Disclosure Statement unless the campaign raises or
spends more than $5,000.
In each suhsequent year in which an individ.ual continues to be a candidate, a new report
must be filed by May 15th. Some of the information in earlier filings may be repeated in the
subsequent reports.
Even though the campaign may have to continue filing reperts required by the Federal
Election Campaign Act, a losing candidate need
not file subsequent annual Fiuancial Disclosure

Statements unless he or she runs for a new va~

caney, in which case a report must be filed on
or before May 15 of each year in which the individual continues to be a candidate.
An individual who takes action that is mcoguized under applicable State law as legally
sufficient to withdraw as a candidate before the
date on which his or her Financial Disclosum
Statement is due need not file a Financial Disclosure Statement. However, if the individual
withdraws as a candidate on or after the date
on which the Financial Disclosure Statement
was due, then a Financial Disclosure Statement
must still be filed, even though the individual is
no longer seeking nomination or election.

NEW OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES: A new
offieer or employee of the Legislative Branch
must file a FORM B Financial Disclosure Statement withhi 30 days of assuming the new position if (Al he or abe is compensated at the above

to file a Financial Disclosure Statement.

Except for principal assistants to newly elected Members, the requirement to file FORM B
does not apply to individuals
in the Legislative Branch i
assuming the new position

WHERE TO FILE AND NUMBER OF COPIES
The Financial Disclosure Statement (including any amendment) must be filed with the
Clerk of the House of Representatives, Office of
Records and RegistratioJ;\, Room IOS6 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20515. Members and candidates should submit
three completed Financial Disclosure Statementa. Officers and empleyees should submit
two completed Financial Disclosure Statements.
Only one must be all eriginal with an original
signature. Others may be photocopies.
TIMELINESS OF FILh'lG

Reports shall be deemed to have been filed in
a timely manner if they are received or postma.rked an or before the due date..If the date on
which a report is required to be filed falls on a
weekend or holiday, the filing deadline shall be
the next business day. Note, as is discussed
below, that this differs from the policy on extension requests.
Financial Disclosure Statements may NOT be
filed via facsimile machine.
EXTENSIONS
The Committee on Standards of Otfi~iaI Conduct may grant reasonable extensions of time
for the filing of any Financial Disclosure Statement (including an amendment). The total of
such extensions for one individual in a calendar
year may not exceed 90 days. In no event will
an extension be granted which authorizes a can~
didate's report to be filed later than SO days
prior to a primary or general election in which
the reporting individual is a candidate.
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Extension requests must be directed to the
Chairman of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct in writing and state the reason
the extension is necessary. Any such request
shonld be received by tbe Committee no later
than the business day on which the report in
question is due.
LATE FILlNG FEE

Any" individual who files a Financial Disclosure Statement or other report more than 30
days after the later of (1) the date the report is
required to be filed, or (2) is the last day of any
filing extension period that has been granted,
shall pay a Jate filing fee of $200. The fee shall
be paid by check or money order made out to
the United States Treasury, submitted to the
CJerk at the filing address along with the FinanciaJ DiscJosure Statement. Payment of the
fee does not preclude the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct from taking other action authorized by Jaw and Rules of the House
of Representatives.
'l'he Committee is authorized to waive the fee
in exceptionaJ circmnstances. Waiver requests
must be directed in writing to the Chairman of
the Committee and should state the circumstances believed to justifY the waiver.
Any late report that is submitted without a
required filing fee shall be deemed procedurally
deficient and not properly filed.
RE110RT1NG PER[OD

For Members and current officers and empJoyees required to file FORM A, the Financial Disclosure Statement must include information for
the entire preceding calendar year, unJess otherwise indicated. However, gifts or reimbursements received during any period in the calendar year when the reporting individuaJ was
not a :Member, ofilcer, or employee need not be
discJosed.
For candidates and new officers or employees
required to file FORM B, the Financial Disclo..
sure Statement must include information with
respect to income for the preceding calendar
year and the current calendar year to the date
of filing. In addition, the first rmancial Disclosure Statement filed by each such individuaJ
must identifY all sources paying compensation
in excess of $5,000 to the individual in the two
calendar years prior to the year of filing. A brief
description of the duties performed or the services rendered must also be given.
FORM B information conceruing pl'operty
hoJdings and liabilities must be current as of a
date which is Jess than 31 days before the filing

date. This date, c1losen by the reporting individuaJ, must be indicated in ,the space provided on
page B-2 of the form. Information concerning
nongovernmentai positions and, in the case of
new empJoyees, future empJoyment agreements
or continued benefits, must cover the current
caJendar year through the date of filing.
A termination report submitted after the May
15 Financial Disclosure Statement has been
filed must cover the caiendar year in which ter- .
mination OCCUrs through the date of termination. If a May 15 report has not been filed,
then the termination report must cover both the
calendar year in which termination occurs and
the preceding calendar year.
CATEGORY OF VALUE

Cerlaia fmanciai interests must be discJosed
by exact dollar amount; for other interests a category of value wl1J sailiee. The Act defines
"value" as "a good faith estimate of the dollar
value if the exact vaiue is neither known nor
easiJy obtainable by the reporting individual."
In any instance where the Act calls for a category of vaJue the reporting individual may indicate an exact dollar amount if he or she so desires. This may be done on the form itself or an
attachment.
The following items must be diaclosed by
exact dollar amount: The reporting individual's
earned income from all sources; payments in
lieu of honoraria made to charity; honoraria received by the spouse of the reporting individual;
and gifts other than transportation, food, lodging, and entertainment.
ReaJ and personal property held for investment or production of income, Jiabilities, and
transactions must be disclosed using the foJlowing categories of value (unless exact dollar
amount is preferred):

•

None;

Category A.................
Category B
Category C.................
Category D
Category E
Category F
Category G
Category H
,..

Le,s than $1,00[;
$1,001-$15,000;
$15,001-$50,000;
$50,001_$100,000;
$100,001-$2;;0.000;
$2;;0,001-$500,000;
$500,001-$1,000,000:
More than $1,000,000.

Income such as dividends, interest, rent, royalties, and capital gains (''unearned'' income)
must be disclosed using tho following oategories
ofvaJue:
None;
Category I
C.tegory II
Category III
Category IV

Less than $201;
$201-$1000:
,........ $1,001-$3,500:
$2,501-$5,000;
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Category V
". $5,001-$15,000;
Category VI ••...•....•...•. $15,001-$50,000;
Category VII
$50,001-$100,000;
Category VIII
$100,001-$1,000,000;

Category IX

~..............

Over $l,OOO,DOO,

For any part of the report, a computer printout may be attached in lieu of using the face of
the form. All required information must be included in any attachment and the face of the
form. should indicate IISee Attachment" or similar language.
SPOUSE AND DEPENDEN'f DISCLOStTRE

The reporting individual is required to include
on the Financial Disclosure Statement information concerning his or her spouse and dependent
children. It is the responsibility of the reporting
individual to ascertaln whether a spouse or dependent child has, or had, the following reportable financial interests) income, or liabilities:
Earned income: Only the source of a spouse's
earned income need be reported, except for
honoraria, in which case the source and amount

is to be shown. Neither the source nor amount
of a dependent child's earned income need be
reported.
Holdings, unearned income, transactions, and
liabilities: The same level of detail must be included for interests ora spouse and dependent
children as for those of the reporting individual.
The filer need not identitY particular interests
as being those of a spouse or dependent child
unless he or she wants to do so. Identical interests of the reporting individual, a spouse, and
dependent child may be combined and reported
together. F'or example, there need not be separate listings for all aceounts at the same hank,
or separate interests in the same stock.
.
Gifts, travel, and reimbursements: The same
level of detail must be reported for items received by a spouse or dependent child from nonrelatives unless circumstances indicate that the
gift was totally independent of the recipient's
relationship to the reporting individual. For example~ if it is clear that an item was received
because of the relationship to the reporting indiw

vidual, it should be disclosed. However, jf it is
apparent that the item would have been offered
regardless of the spouse's or child's relationship
to the reporting individual, tben it need not be
disclosed.
Positions, agreements: and compensation in
excess of $5, 000: No information is required regarding a spouse or dependent cmld.
The term lldependent child" means any individual who is aSQn, daughter, stepson, or step..
daughter and who (A) ia unmarried, under age

21 and is living in the honsehold of the reporting individual, or (13) is a "dependent" of the reporting individual within the meaning of section
152 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
In listing information, a reporting individual
may, if he or she desires, indicate that a finan~
cial interest is that of a spouse or dependent
child or is jointly held. Thnt is done by marking
"S/, (IDC," or "JT" in the column reserved for
that purpose. However, such a desiguation is
not required. The column may be left blank.
Identical financial interests may he combined in

. any way the reporting individual deskes, as
long as all assets and their value are disclosed
as requhM.
.
A reporting individual is not requlred to disclose financial information about a spouse from
whom he 01' she has separated with tbe intention of terminating the marriage or providing
for a permanent separation. In addition, -no re~
porting is required with respect to any income
or obligations arising from the dissolution of tbe
reporting individual's marriage or the permanentseparation from a spou~e.
EXEMPTION FROM DISCLOSURE IN RARE
CIRCUMSTANCES

.

An individual need not disclose financial interests and liabilities of a spouse or dependent
child if, and ouly if, aU three ofthe following cri-

teria are met: (1) The item is the sole fmancial
interest or responsihility of the spouse or dependent chiid and the reporting individual has
no knowledge of the item; (2) 'rhe item was not,
in any way, past or present~ derived from the in..
come, assets, or activities of the reporting individual; and (3) The reporting individual neither
derives, nor expects to derive any flllancialor
economic benefit from the item. If the reporting
individual does not disclose certain financial in..

terests or liabilities of a spouse or dependent
child because these three circumstances are
met, he or she must so indicate -on the last page
of the Financial Disclosure Statement by checking the box marked <7es" in response to the
question: «Have you omitted any assets or Hahil..
ities of a spouse or dependent child ,because
they meet the tbree tests for exemption?"
An explanation of the three criteria for exemption follows.
(1) Tbe ''knowledge tost" means that the reporting individual has no detailed or specific
knowledge of a financial interest or responsibility of the spouse or dependent child. For exam·
pie, if the reporting individual knows that his or
her spouse has inherited stock in a number of
different corporations, but does not know the
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identity of the corporations or the extent of the
stock hoJdings, the individual would be considered to have no knowJedge of those financial interests for purposes of this exemption. If the
other standards are met, there is no obligation
on the part of the reporting individuaJ to disclose the financial interests of the spouse.
Knowledge would be presumed, however, if the
reporting individual filed a joint tax return
which included information regarding the assets
in ques'tion.
(2) The "independence test" means that the financial intel'est or liability is solely that of the
spouse, and was ohtained through the spouse's
own activities or financial resources or, (or example, through a bequest, inheritance, gift, or
other means totally unrelated to the reporting
individual. If any part of the reporting individ-

ual's income, financial interests, or activities

contrihuted in any way to the acquisition or disposition of the item, then the item wOllld not
satisfY the independence test.
(3) The "benefit test" that must be met should
be interpreted very broadly. This standard for
exemption requires that t,he reporting individual
Hneither derives nor expects to derive, any fl...
nancial or economic benefit from the item." The
reporting individual wouJd benefit if income
from the hoJdings of the spouse or dependent
was used, for example, for vacations, the education of their dependents, or the maintenance
of a home. In addition, the potentiaJ receipt of
benefits from interests heJd by a spouse or dependent would apply if the reporting individual
had the possibility of an inheritance from the
interest. Thus, the benefit test shouJd be con·
strued liberally.
OnJy in rare circumstances will a reporting
individual be able to meet all three criteria for
exemption from reporting the liabilities, hold-

the additional information believed to be required, or of the law or ruJe with which the individual does not appear to be in compliance, A
due date for response aJso will be provided.
If the reporting individual concurs with the
notification, then necessary action should be
taken and an amendment to the FinanciaJ Disclosure Statement filed with the Clerk, An
amendment may be in the form of a revised FinanciaJ Disclosure Statement or an explanatory
letter addressed to the CJerk. If tho reporting
individual does not agree with the Committee
that an amendment is needed, an explanation
should be provided to the Committee. In all
cases, the Committee shalJ be the final arbiter
of whether any report needs clarification or
amendment. No communications between the
Committee and the reporting individuaJ will be
publicly released by the Committee.
The Committse is aJso authorized under the
Act to render advisory opinions interpreting the
disclosure reqnirements to any person required
to file a Financial DiscJosure Statement, Any
person who acts in good faith in accordance
",1th a written advisory opiuion shall not be
subject to any sanction under the Act.
FAILURE TO FILE
DISCLOSURE

OR

FILlNG FALSE

COMMITl'EE REVIEW

STATEMENTS
The Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as
amended, provides that the Attorney General
may seek a civiJ penalty of up to $10,000
against an individuaJ who knowingly and will·
fully falsifies or fails to file or report any information required by the Act (5 U.S.C, app. 6,
S104), SimilarlY, 18 U.S.C. §lOOI authorizes
fines of up to $10,000 or imprisonment for up to
five years for knowingly and willfuJly faJsifying
or cOl1cealing any materiaJ fact in a statement
to the Government, This section has been applied to Ethics in Govermnent Act filings,
House Rule XLIV provides that title I of the
Etbi.cs in Government Act of 1978 shall be
deemed to be a rule of the HOllse as it pertalns
to Members, officers, and empJoyees. The
House, acting on the recommendation of the
Committee on Standards of OfficiaJ Condllct,
may impose penaJties on Members, officers, and
empJoyees in addition to those noted above.

The Committee on Standards of OfficiaJ Conduct is required to review all FinanclaJ Disclosure Statements to determine whether they are
filed in a timely manner, appear substantially
accurate and complete, and compJy with applicabJe conflict of interest Jaws and rules. If the
review indicates a possible probJem, then the ,·eporting individual will be notified in writing of

The Clerk of the HOllse of Representatives
will make financial disclosure reports availabJe
for public inspection within 30 days of filing.
The CJerk is aJso required tQ send a copy of each
report filed by a Member or a candidate to the
appropriate State officer in the State rep-

ings, and transactions of a spouse or dependent

child. Reporting individuals should confer with
the staff of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct before claiming the exemption.
Certain trust assets and income are also exempt from disclosure. See pages 15-16 of these
Instructions for further detail.

PUBLIC ACCESS

•
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resented by the Member 01' in which the individual is a candidate. Pursuant to House Rule
XLN, anuual teports filed by Members must be
compiled into a public document by August 1 of
each ye"".
Reports filed with the Cletk are made available for publie inspection in the Office of
Records and Registratiou, Room 1036 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20515. The Clerk may not make any reports

quired to pay a reasonable fee to cover the cost
of reproduction or mailing.
All Financial Disclosure Statemente shall be
made available for public inspection for six
years after receipt, except that in the case of a
candidate who was not subsequently elected, the
report shall remain available for one year after
the individual ceases to be a candidate.

available to any person) or provide a copy of any

It is unle wful for any person to obtain or use
a Financial Disclosure Statement: (1) Fot any
unlawful purpose; (2) Fot any commercial pur-pose, other than by news and commuuications
media for dissemination to the general public;
(3) For determining or establishing the credit
rating of any individual; or (4) For use, directly
Or indirectly, in the solicitation of money for any
political, charitable, or other purpose.
The Attorney General may bring a civil action

report to any person, except upon written application by such person stating:
(A) That person's name, occupation, and
address;
(B) The name and address of any other person or organization on whose behalf the inspection or copy is requested; and
(C) That such person is aware of the prohibitions on the obtaining or use of the reporl
All applications for inspection of reports shall
be made available to the public. In addition, any

person requesting a copy of a report may be re-

UNLAWFUL USE

against any person who obtains or uses a report
for any of the prohibited purposes mentioned
above. The court may assess a penalty not to e:x:~

ceed $10,000.

"
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SPECIFIC REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS
INTRODumlON

PRELIMINARY FILER INFORMATION

The following sections correspond in order
with the sections on FORM A, the Financial
Disclosure Statement to be filed by current
Members, officers, and employees of the Legislative Branch. Candidates and new employees
should note that the sections and numbering on
FORM B are somewhat different since those individnals are not roquired to disclose gifts, reim-

[ALL FILERS: TOP OF PAGE 1, FORM A

bursements, or transactions, and only

and FORM BJ
At the top of the first page of both FORM A
and FORM B is a block for the name and status
of the filer. Every reporting individual must
give his or her full name and mailing address.
Space is also provided for inclusion of a telephone number. This provides Committee staff
with a point of contact in case questions arise
during the review process. If an individual other
then the mer should be contacted at the number shown (such as an accountant), that per-

individ~

uals using FORM B must report compensation
over $5,000 paid by one source in the two years
prior in filing.
These specific reporting instructions refer primarily to the disciosure requirementa applicable
to the reporting individual. Additional information regarding the disclosure requirements applicable to the spouse and dopendent children
may be f"und beginning on page 4 in the General Information section ofthese Instructions.
'I'he basic statutory disclosure requlrement is
printed at the beginning of each section of the
Instructions, followed by specific reporting in-

son's name should also be given.

The flier's name must appear at the tep of
each subsequent page in the box provided for
that purpose. If any additional pages are attached, the mer's name must also appear prominently on the top of every page submitted with
the report. At the bottom! of each page there is
space to indicate the page number and total
page count.
PORM A filers must next check the box indicating their status. Members must identify the
State and Congressional District represented.
Officers and employees must state the office in
which employed. FORM A filers must also check
one of the three boxes indicating the type of report that is being filed: the annual report due
on or before May 15; an amendment; or a termination report. Amendments may be made by
submitting a revised Financial Disclosure Statement (checking the appropriate box), or filing a
letter addressed to the Clerk of the House containing additional or corrected information. Termination reports must be filed within 30 days of
an individual leaving his or her Government position; the date of termination must be included
in the space provided.
Above the name and address block is a space
for FORM B filers te indicate the·period covered
by the report. Financial Disclosure Statements
filed by candidates must include information regarding both the preceding calendar year and
the current year to a data within 31 days of filing. The filer shall indicate this date 01,1 page
B-2. The filing period should be stated at the

structions and where applicable, exclusions and

definitions as provided in the statute. The term
"preceding calendar year" used in the cited stat-.

utory provisions actually may refer to a longer
period in the case of individuals filing FORM .B
or termination reports on FORM A. Further
guidance is included in the detailed instructions
as appropriate.
Examples are provided throughout these Instructions and on the Financial Disclosure
Statements themselves. The examples are included in an effort to provide as much guidance
as possible to reporting individuals. The examples are not intended to add requirements to
those stated in the instructions.
The Forms are perforated along the left edge
so that tbey may be sei'arated for greater ease
of completion. The filer. name must appear on
each page submitted. There is also space at the
bottom of each
umber and total p
please type or print
lack ink. Where
there is no information to report regarding a
particular part, be certain to check the box
marked "NONE" for that part.
(9)
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top of the form (for example, "1991 and 1992
through April SO").
After completing the name and address
blocks, FORM B filers must check the box indicating their filing status. Candidates must identify the State and District in which they are
seeking election and the election date. The election specified should be the next primary, runoff', speci.al, or general election (or convention
authorized to nominate a candidate) in which
the.candidate is participating. A candidate is required to file no later than SO days before such
an election, unless not qualified as a candidate
by that date.
New employees filing FORM B must identifY
their employing offices. Both candidates and
new employees should check the designated box
if t.he report is an amendment. Amendments
may made by submitting a revised Financial
Disclosure Statement (checking the appropriate
box), or filing a letter addressed to the Clerk of
the House containing additional or con'ected
information.
EARNED INCOME, INCLUDING
HONORARIA
[ALL FILERS: PART I, FORM A and FORM
B]

The source, type,. and amount of [earned]
income from any source (other than from
cun;ent employment by the United States
Government), and the source, date, and

amoul1t of honoraria from any source, reeeived'during the preceding calendar year,
aggregating $200 or more in value and, effective JanualY 1, 1991, the source, date,
and amount of payments made to chari·
table organizations in lieu of honoraria.
The reporting individual shall simultaneously file with the applicable supervising
a confidential basis, a corethles office,
responding list of recipients of all such pay·
ments, together with. the dates and amounts
of such payments,
The source of items of earned incolne
earned by a spouse from any person which
exceed $1,000 and the source and amount of
any honoraria received by a spouse, except
that, with respect to earned income (other
than honoraria), if the spouse is self-em.
ployed in business or a profession, only the

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The term "income" is intended to be all-inclusive, as defined in the Act (see below). For re-

porting purposes, '(income" is divided into two
categories~ earned income and "unearned" in~

come. Earned income refers to earnings from
employment or compensation for personal efforts. Such income, when it aggregates $200 or
more from anyone source must be disclosed iu
Part IA of FORM A and Part I FORM B.
Earned income should be reported as te its
source, type, and dollar amount. The source of
the locome should be identified by stating the
name of the organization, corporation, or other
entity making the payment. It is not necessary
that individual cllents of a business be named,
only that the business be named. For example,
an attorney would report his or her law finn as
tho source of legal fees, not the clients for whom
the work was performed. The type of income
should be identified as salary, commissions,
fees~

pension, etc. However, income derived from

U.S. Government retirement programs and benefits received under the Social Security Act need
not be disclosed.
Tho exact gross dollar amount of earned income received by the reporting individual must
be shown. FORM A filers would normally indicate any earned income (other than their cur·
rent U.S. Government compensation) in the preceding calendar year. FORM B filers should report earned income for both the preceding year
and, soparately, the current year up to the filing
date. If payments are received in the form of
salary or fees, then such payments would be the
grOBS amount. If earned income is in the form of

0'"

nature of such business Qr profession need

be reported.

income derived from a business such as a sole
proprietorship, then the gross income of the
business must be reported, The net income may

be reported in addition to, but not in place of,
the gross income figure.
Except for honoraria, only the source and type
of a spouse's earned income need be reported on

the Fiuancial Disclosure Statement, not the
amount. The source and amount of any honorarla aggregating $200 or more from one Bource
received by the lodividual's spouse in a calendar
year must be disclosed. No information is required to be disclosed regarding the earned mcome of a dependent child.
The earned income of Members of the House
has been limited for a number of years. Beginning with calendar year 1991, all Memhers, officers, and employees paid at the above GS--15
level became subject to an annual earned income limit of 15 percent of the Executive Level
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II salary. For calendar yea:r 1991, that figure
was $18,765. For 1992 the p,.ojected limit is
$19,425. The Committee on Standards of Offi·
cial Conduct can inform affected individuals of
the exact. dollar amount of the limit for other
years. Earned income in excess of the limitation

may be donated to any qualified chari.table moga·
nization described in 26 U.S.C. §170(c). Any in·
come donated to charity should be indicated on
the Financial Disciosure Statement.
Certain types of earned income, such as pen·
sions from prior employers or deferred com~
semces rendered prior to cUITent
must be reported on the Financial Disclosure
Statement. The ,.eporting individual may wish
to note parenthetically that such income is not
subject to the outside earned income limit. A
more detailed discussion of the ontside earned
income limit is included in the Ethics Manual
for Members, Officers, and Employees ofthe U.S.
liouse of Representatives issued by the Commit·
tee on Standards of Official Conduct.
HONORARIA AND PAYMENTS TO CHARITY

Calendar year 1990 was the last year in
which Members, officers, and employees C<luld
legally receive honoraria. Since January 1,
1991, ,.eceipt of payments for speeches, appear·
ances, and articles has been p,.ohibiied by both
Federal law and House roles. Even with the
prohibition, however, payments in lieu of hono~

raria may continue to be made directly to quali.
fied charities by spousors of speeches, appear·
ances, and articles. Such payments, however,

may no longer be made through the Member, of·
fieer, or employee, but must be made directly by
the sponsor of the event to the charity. (The
maximum that can be directed to charity for
anyone speech, appearance, or article is $2,000,

and no payments may be made to an organiza·
tion from which the Member, officer, or em
playae, or a parent, sibling, spouse, child, or dew
pendent relative of that individual derives any
A

financial benefit.)
COllFIDENTIAL REpORT OF RECIPIENT
CHARITIES

When the reporting individual knows that a
payment has been made to charity on account of
a speech, appearance, or article, he OT she must
report that fact in Part IB of the Financial Disclosure Statement, even though the sponsor of
the event makes the donation directly. No re·
porting is reqnired on the Statement itself of
the recipient charities. However, with respect to

any such payments made on or after January I,

1991, the Act requu'es that the reporting indio
vidual simultaneously submit to the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct a confidential
list of the charities receiving the payments, in·
cluding the dates and amounts of such
payments.
A separate form has not been prepared by the
Committee for the reporting of charities that reo
ceived payments in lieu of honoraria. Instead,
Members, officers, and employees are free to use
any format that is compatible with their indio
vidual record·keeping. The report should include
the filer's name, the year, the names of each
charity known to have received payments be·
cause of speeches, appearances, and articles by
the file,., the amount, the entity making the
payment to charity, and the date the payment
was made or requested (or the date of the event,
if it is not known when a payment was made).
The Committee recognizes that the filer may
not always know that a charity has received a
payment. For example, an individual may have
requested that a payment. be made, but not
have received confirmation that the request was
honored. Another individual may have a policy
of suggesting that the sponsor of an event
choose from among several charities, but not
know which organization is the actual recipient.

Where the ·recipient charity is not known, the
reporting individual should indicate in the con·
fidential report what ,.equest was made of the
sponsor (i.e., the names of the charities), but
state that he or she does not know which char·
ity received the payment, or whether the reques~ed payment was made.
The Committee has included in Members' filing packages a special envelope to use for sub·
mitting the confiden.tial report. In the app1'O'
priate place, the reporting individual should in·
dioate his or her name and where employed. (If
a Member, indicate the State and District.) Offi·
cers and employees may obtain an envelope
u.pon request or use their own envelopes. After

enclosing the confidential report, seal the enve·
lope and sel).d it to the Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct, HT-2, the Capitol, Washing·
ton, D.C. 20515. The Committee \vill then retain
the envelope in its files. It will be unsealed ouly
if the Committee determines that examination
of the information is essential to an official in..
ve.stigatiQn by the Committee.

EXCLUSIONS
Income from current U.S. Government

em~

ployment, Fede,.al retit'ement progNUns, and
benefits ,.eceived under the Social Security Act
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need not be disclosed. Life insurance proceeds
need not be shown. Except for honoraria, report
only the source and type, but not the amount, of
a spouse's earned income which exceeds $1,000.
Earned income of a dependent child need not be
reported.

G.ENERAL INSTRUOTIONS

"Unearned)! income consists of rents, royalties,
dividends, interest, capital gains, and similar
amQunts received as a return On investment.
Filers of both FORM A and FORM B must disclose the following in Parts II and III of the Fi·
nancial Disolosure Statement: Real and perDEFINlTIONS
sonal property held for investment or production
The term "income" means all income from
of income and valued at more than $1,000 at
whatever' source derived, including but not limthe olose of the preceding calendar year, toited to the following items: Compensation for
gether with the value of the asset; a description
services, including fees, commissions, and simiof any such asset that generatad income of more
lar items; gross income derived from business
than $200 during the reporting period, together
(and net income if the individual elects to inwith its value; and the type (e.g., dividends,
clude it); gains derived from dealings in proprent, interest, etc.) and category of value of in·
erty; interest; rents; royalties; dividends; annu~
come derived from each such asset. FOR.t~ A fil·
ities; pensions; incoro.e from discharge of indebt..
ers must in.dicate in the Transaction column
edness; distributive share of partnership inwhether the asset was purchased, sold or ex·
come; and income from an interest in an estate
changed during the reporting period.
or trust.
Filers need not disclose personal property
The term ''honorarium'' means a payment of that is not principally held for investment or the
money or any thing of value for an appearance,
production of income (e.g., household goods and
speech, or article by a Member, officer, or em~
furniture, automobiles, jewelry, andpainti:ogs).
ployee, excluding any actual and necessary travThus a painting in a home would not have to be
el expenses incurred by such individual (and
listed, even though the painting when sold
one relative) to the extent that such expenses
might produce substantial income. However, if a
are paid or reimbursed.
. .
he business of buying
profit, that individual
ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
gs aud their category
of value. Other noureportable items include
[ALL F'ILERS: PARTS II AND III, FORM A
nou-interest bearing checking accounts, the cash
AND FORM B]
value of or income from a life iusurance policy,
and interests in Federal retirement programs.
The identity and category of calue of any
Real and personal property are treated in the
interest in property held during the preced.
same manner. Thus, only real property held in
ing calendar year in a trade or business, or
a trade or business, for investment, or for the
jOr investment or the production of income,
production of income must be reported. A perwhich has a· fair market value which exceeds $1,000 as of the close of the preceding sonal residence need not be disolosed unless any
part of the residence produces rental income. A
calendar year, excluding any personal lisummer home or other property that is held
ability owed to the reporting individual by
purely for recreational purposes and is not
a spouse, or by a parent, brother, sister, or
rented at any time during the year need not be
child of the reporting individual or of the
reported.
reporting individual's spouse, or any depos·
Reportable items include business interests,
its aggregating $5,000 or less in a personal
stocks and bonds, real estate, savinge accounts,
savings account. For purposes of this pat·a.
trust assets (see below), loans to others (except
graph a persanal savings account shall in·
clude any certificate of deposit or any other to a spouse, or to a parent, brother, si.ster, 01"
form ofdeposit in a bank, savings and loan
child of the reporting individual or of the reperting individual's spouse), and any other investassociation, credit union, or similar finan·
ment or income-producing property. Reportable
cial institution.
holdinge also inolude interests in property
The source and type of income which can·
which are less than actual ownership, such as a
sists of items such as dividends, rents, in·
life estate or a remainder interest.
terest, and capital gains, received during
the preceding calendar year which exceeds .
Any interest in property beld during the cal·
$200 in amount or value, and an indication
endar year must be listed if the value at the
of which category the amount or value of close of the reporting period was greater than
$1,000, or if the asset generated more than $200
such item ofincome is within.
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in inoome in the reporting period. If the property is no longer worth more than $1,000 because all or part of it was sold during the year,
then any sale valued at more than $1,000 mnst
he reported by FORM A fliers as a "Transaction" under Part IV. Where an asset disclosed
in a previous year has decreased in value to
below the reporting threshold without any sale
or exchange, FORM A filers may wish to mention this fact On the Financial Disclosure Statement.
A box is included on the form to indicate tbat
an asset had no value at the end of the reporting period. This might b. the case, for example,
if an asset was sold, but geuerated income during the reporting period.
As part of the review process, the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct compares tbe
previous year's filing witb the current year's. If
an asset is no longer reported and the reason is
not obvious from the face of the form, then the
Committee may contact tbe reporting individnal
to make certain that the itam was not inadvertently omitted.
If the reporting individnal has widely diversified stock interests through an investment trust
or mutual fund, where the holdings of the trust
or fund are a matter of pnblic record (or the
fund is publicly traded) and the individual has
no ability to exercise control over the specific
holdings, he or she may simply disclose the
name of tbe trust or mutual fund and the category of value of the interest beld. Similarly, if
tbe reporting individual holds different types of
securities issued by the same authority, such as
U.S. Treasury obligations or municipal bonds, it
is not necessary to provide an itemized list of
each security worth over $1,000. Rather, the reporting individual may simply report the aggregate value of the securities issued by the same
authority and identilY the type of securities (for
example~ "U.S. Treasury bonds and notes;" ~INew

York Port Authority Bonds").
If the reporting individual has an interest in
a partnership or corporation tbat is actively engaged in a trade Qr business, it is not necessary
to provide an itemized list of the assets of the
business. Where, for emmple, a reporting individual lists such items as C<farm equipment'"
"store inventory," 0:1.' "office equipment," the
value of each underlying asset need not he reported. Similarly, if an individual reports tbe
value Qf his or her ownership of a trade or busi*
ness, the components comprising thehusiness
need not be separately listed and valued. For example, an individual holding an interest in an
accounting firm need only list the firm and the
value of his or her interest in itj such items as

50-664'092 - 2
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<loffice equipment" need not be separately
disclosed.
If, bowever, the reporting individual has an
interest in a partnership or corporation that is
not actively engaged in a trade or business, but
instead is operated for investment purposes, the
reporting individual must also disclose those un-

derlying assets. For example, if a partnership is
entered into for the purpose of buying and selling securities and real property, then the reporting individual's interest in each security or
property must be disclosed separately.
Limited partnerships are entities whicb possess attributes of both corporations and regular
partnerships. The liability of limited partners is
generaliy limited to tbe amount invested, but
income and losses
A limited partner
K-l (IRS Form
at the end of eacb tax
year summarizing the partner's share income,
deductions, and credits. On a Financial Disclosure Statement, a filer holding a limited partnership interest need not report separately each
type of income in which he or she shared (e.g.,

"ordinary income," '"portfoUo income," "capital
gain,» and (~investment income"). Instead, the

filer may combine tbe incl'me types and report
the total as "Pnrtnership Income.» This total
will be the gross amount shown in boxes K(c)
and (d) of Schedule K-1. The partner's share of
income must be reported even if funds are not
physically received. On the other hand, withdrawals and distributions from the individual's
capital account need not be reported.
While financtal interests in U.S. Government
retirement programs, including the Thrifl.; Sav-

ings Plan, are explicitly excluded from rcportingrthere is no such exclusion for other types of
retirement programs in the Act as amended by
the Ethics Reform Act of 1939. Thus such assets
as non-Federal retirement programs (including
State government programs), Individual Retirement Accounte (IRAs), and Keogh plans,
must be reported. The Committee bas determined, however, that it is not necessary to show
the income which has accumulated during the
reporting period for a retirement plan that is
not self-directed. In such a case, only tbe value
at the end of the reporting period' heed be
shown and "NA" can be stated for income.
If the retirement program is with a financial
institutiQn1 brokerage house~ or similar entity,
and the reporting individual has no discretion
regarding purchases or sales of assets in the ac"
count, then such underlying assets need not b.
separately listed. However, where the reporting
individual bas discretion regarding the specific
stocks or other items in the account (such as in
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a self-directed IRA), then those specific items
must be listed. Income must be reported even
though it may not be subject to Federal taxation. The movement of money into or out of a
retirement plan need not be reported as a transaction unless a purchase or sale of shares is
involved.
Interest bearing savings accounte must be reported only if they exceed $5,000 as of the end
of the reporting period. The $5,000 threshold
does tiot mean that any account of less than
$5,001 need not be reported. Instead, all personal savings accounts at every institution
should be added together; if they total more
than $5,000, then reporting is required for each
account valued at more than $1,000 as of the
end of the reporting period. Reporting is also required if an account generated more than $200
in interest in a year, even if it was valued at
less than $1,001 at the close of a period.
The Committee considers money market brokerage and similar accounts that function as
bank accounts to be the same as bank accounts.
Thus, there is no need to report each deposit or
withdrawal over $1,000 even though these
transactions may technically be purchases and
sales of shares in the account.
All accounts at one institution, including
those of a spouse or dependent child, may be
combined as one entry. Certificates of deposit,
money market savings accounts, and other deposits in banks, savings and loans, credit
unions, and similar institntions are treated like
accounts. Thus, for example, a checking account,
savings account, certificate of deposit, and IRA
at the same institution could be reported by listing "[Organization name] accounts," together
with the combined year-end value and interest
earned.
COMPLETING THE FORM

I!'ORM A and FORM B elicit similar information on assets and

'tunearned'~

income. The main

difference is that FORM B fliers must give information regarding income for both the preceding year and current year to the filing date.
FORM B fliers do not, however, have to provide
the transaction information required of those
who submit FORM A. Each form is arranged so
that each asset need only be listed once, with
the value of the asset and income from it reported on the same line of the Financial Disclosure Statement. A discussion of each column on
the forms follows:
Spouse, Dependent Child, or Joint: Ail discussed previously, information regarding the ass-ets and "unearned" income of a spouse or

de~

pendent chlld must usually be reported in the
same degree of detail as the information regarding the reporting individual. The asset or income need not be identified as that of the
spouse or dependent child. In fact, identical assets of different individuals in the family may
be combined as one entry, However, those individuals who desire to indicate that an item is
that of a spouse or dependent child, or is jointly
held, may do so by including an i'St" f~DC/'or
/'JT" in the first column.
Identity of Assets and Income Sources (Block
A): Each asset listing should provide clear information regarding its identity, including the nature of the bolding and its location, where
appropriate.
.
For real property, give a brief description
(such as number of acres and indication of any
iraprovements), including its location (street or
postal address, town or city, and state). Identifying information used when the property is recorded with local officials will suffice. Larger
pieces of property whose identity is generally
known need not be described in as much detail.
For example, a rental house should include the
town and address; a large office building or
shopping center may just be identified by name
("Cbrysler Building, New York, New York").
The specific property must be disclosed even
when it is held in partnership or by another for
the reporting individual's benefit. For example,
if a reporting iudividual owns an interest in a
limited pertnership established to purchase real
estate, the property should be identified, as well
as the partnership e'Tysons Limited Pertner'ship, owning Tysons Corner Center, Tysons,
Virgiuia"). An exception to the requirement that
underlying holdings be disclosed is large public
partnerships which are often publicly traded,
and which have Interests in many properties
("Carlyle
1991
Limited
Real
Estate
Partnership").
The identity of a personal property holding
shouid include the name of the corporation,
partnership, financial institution, trust, or other
entity in which the interest is held, and tbe type
of iuterest (such as common stock, bonds, savings account, sole beneficiary, etc.) The reportIng individual may disclose his or her percentage ownership interest (e.g., "¥4, interest/'
"51%"), but that is not required.
When listing securities, the name of each
company in which stock worth over $1,000 is
held must be reported separately. If the shares
are not publicly traded, provide the city and
state where the issuing company has its principal place of business or the state of incorpora-
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tion. The number of shares need not be

In reporting income (including that from a

reported.
For banks and savings institutions, give the
location if not apparent from the name (e.g.,
"1st National Bank of Milwaukee;" ''First Na-

business), the gross dollar amount or vah,e

tional Bank and Trust, Minneapolis, Min-

nesota"). Only the names of national brokerage
houses need be given, while brokers operating
in a limited area ahonld be identified in greater
detail (e.g., "Merrill Lynch Money Market Account;" "Money Market Account, Smith Investments, McLean, Vrrg]nia").
Valuation of Assets (Block B): The fair market
value of an item as of tbe end of the year or
other reporting period should be indiceted by
marking with an ''XC' the appropriate category,
designated A through H. These categories are
the same as used in most other places on the Financial Disclosure Statement except for -l~un~
eamedu income, where the categories are en-

tirely different. When it is difficult to determine
an approximate fair market value without an
appr.isal, the reporting individual may make a
good-faith estimate or use any recognized indication of value provided that the "method of
valuation" is fully described. (Soo Definitions at
the end of this section.) When an alternative
valuation method is used, an 'X" must be made
in the designated column. An explanation of any
altern~vevalua~nm~hedu~wd~ouldbe

attached to the Financial Disclosure Statement.

A 'tNone" box is included to indicate an asset

which may have been sold after generating income in the reporting period.
In determining the liUr market value of rental
property or other real estate, the fair market
value does not reflect any mortgage On such
property. A mortgage should be shown under
'1.iabilities" later in the Financial DiscIob'UI'e
Statement.
Income (mock 0): "Unearned" income is de-

must be used. The one exception is in the case

of capital gains, where the net gain over basis
is shown in Part III, while the gress value of the
sale is shown in Part IV as a transaction. The
reporting individual may also report the net
value separately if he or she so desires. This
may be done on a line immediately after the required entry.
If the tiler so desires, the exact dollar amount
may be 't.lScd in lieu of the category of value. In

addition, the filer may use a computer pl1ntout
or simflar listing (e.g., monthly brokerage statemente), provided all of the information required
by the' Financial Disclosure Statement is included. Filers may not, however, submit copies
of tax for:ms in lieu of a Financial Disclosure

Statement.
FORM B filers have two sets of category columns to complete - one for the current year to
date, and the second for the preceding calendar
year. A date within 31 days of the filing date
must be selected as the date as of which information is current, and this date indicated in the
space provided inunediataly after the instructions on page B-2 of the fotm.
Transaction (Block D): If a listed asset was
purchased, sold, or exchanged during the year,
filers of FORM A should so indicate by marking
an "X" in the designated space, then report the
details of the transaction in the next section of
the FinSJicial Disclosure Statement.
HOWINGS IN TRUST OR OTlfl!)R FINANCIAL
ARRANGEMENTS

If the reporting individual, spouse, or dependent child receives income from or has a bene..
ficial interest in principal or income in a trust

capital goins. Such income, together with its

or other financial arrangement, each asset held
by the trnst dUring the preceding calendar year
which had a fair market value of more than
$1,000 at the end of the year must be reported.
If the reporting individual is not the sole beneficiary, this may be done one oftwo ways. He or

source, must be reported on the Financial

she may report each asset of the trust in which

rived from the assets and other income sources

listed in Block A. It includes but is not limited
to such items as interestt rents, dividends, and
Dis~

closure Statement when it aggregates more
than $200 in a calendar year from anyone

source. As is the case in reporting the value of
assets, the amount or value of income is indi~

cated by meking an "X" in the 'appropriate category. Note that the categories for reporting
"uneaJ:ned" income are different from
thO!'e used elsewhere on the form. Thus,
they are identified by Roman numerals (I
through IX) rather than letters. There is also a
"None" category.

an interest held exceeded $1,000. For example,
an individual with a one-fifth intere~t would
disclose all assets worth in excess of $5,000, together with a category of value that refiects the
value of the interest held. Alternatively, an individual who holds a fractional interest in a trust

may dieclose each asset of the trust that has a
value in excess of $1,000, and indicate his or
her percentage of interest in the trust or other
financial arrangement. Holdings of an estate or
trust for which the reporting individual is only
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administrator or executor, receiving no income

and having no beneficial interest in the corpus,
need not be reported.
There are three circumstances where disclosure of trust assets is not required. The first exception is for trusts that meet the following criteria: (1) The trust was not created directly by
the reporting individual, spouse, or any dependent; and (2) None of these individuals has specific knowledge of the holdings or sources of income of the trust.
The second exception from disclosure of trust
assets is for trusts which are "qualified blind
trusts" under section 102(1)(3) of the Ethics in
Government Act (5 U.S.C. app. 6, §l02(1)(3». In
summary, such a trust must meet the following
requirements: (1) The trustee is an independent
financial institution, lawyer, certified public accountant, broker, or investment adviser; (2)
'I'here are no restrictions on the disposition of
the trust assets; (3) The trust instrument restricts commuulcations between the trustee and
interested parties sufficiently to avoid disclosure
of assets; and· (4) The trust instrument and
trustee are approved by tbe Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct. In the event that
a newly formed trust is approved by the Committee as a qualified hlind trust, all assets
transferred to the trust upon its creation and at
anytime thereafter must be identified, valued,
and made available to the public in the same
manner as are Financial Disclosure Statements.
The Ethics in Govetnment Act itself shouid be
consulted for the specific requirements concerning a qualified blind trust (see Appendix A).
The third exception from disclosure of trust
assets is for a "qualified diversified trust" as described in section 102(f)(4)(B) of the Ethics in
Government Act (5 U.S.C. app. 6, §102(1)(4)(B).
Because the reporting individual must give up
almost total control of his or her finances, the
use of such a financial arrangement will he
rare. A qualified diversified trust created for the
henefit of the reporting individual, the spouse,
or a dependent child must consist of a well-diversified portfolio of readily marketable securities. None of the assets may consist of securities
of entities having substantial activities in the
area of the reporting individual's primary' area
of responsibility, The trust instrument must
prohibit the trustee from making publie or informing any interested party of the sale of any
securities. The trustee must be given power of
attorney to prepare the personal income tax returna of the individual and similar returns
which may contein information relating to the
trust. As with a qualified blind trost, the trustee and trust instrument must be approved in

advance by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.
In those circumstances where the disclosure
of assets in a trust is not required, the reporting
individual must disclose the category of value of
the "unearned" income received by the individ·
ual, spouse, or dependents. (The total value of
the holdings of the trust need not be disclosed.)
In addition, if the reporting individual does not
disclose the holdings of a trust because the trust
is a qualified blind trust or meets the other
standards for exemption, he or she must so indieate on the last page of the Financial Disclosure
Statement in the space marked "YES" after the
question on the last page of the form: "Do you,
your spouse or dependent child receive income
from or have a beneficial interest in a trust or
other fmancial arrangen1ent whose holdings
were not reported because the trust is a "qualified blind trust" or other excepted trust?"

.'

EXCLUSIONS
Personlilliabilities owed to the reporting individual by a spouse, or by a parent, brother, sister, or child of the reporting individual or of the
reporting individual's spouse, need not be disclosed. (This is narrower than the exclusion
under prior law for debts owed by aU relatives,)
Deposits in personal savings accounts need
not be disclosed unless aU accounts total more
than $5,000 as of the close of the calendar year,
in which case all accounts valued at more than
$1,000 must be reported. A personal savings account includes any certificate of deposit or any
other form of deposit in a bank, savings and
loan association, credit union, or similar

fi.nan~

cial institution.
A personal residence, including a vacation
home, need not be disclosed uuless it generates
rental income. Personal property that is not
principally held for investment or the production 'of income (e.g., household goods and furuiture, automobiles, jewelry, and palntings) does
not have to be reported.
Financial interests in or income derived from
any Federal retirement system, including a
'l'hrift Savings Plan, need not be reported.
DEFlNlTlONS
"Value" means a good faith estimate of the
dollar value if the exact value is neither known
nor easily obtainable by the reporting
individual.
'rhe alternative "methods of valuation" that
may be used if the curreut value of an interest
in property is not ascertainable without an appraisal are as follows:
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Real property(A) The 'purchase price and date of purchase; or
(B) The assessed value for tax purposes, adjusted, if necessary, to reflect the fair market
value if the assessed 'Value is compute,1 at less
than 100 percent of market 'Value.
If either of these two methods is used, exact
purchase price or adjusted assessed value
must be discloMd in lieu of the category of
value.
PersQual property(A) The book value of a corporation whose
stoCk is not publicly traded;
(B) The net worth of a business
partoership;
(C) The equity value of an individually
owned business; or
(D) The assessed value for tax purposes, adjusted, if necessary, to reflect the fair market
value if the assessed value is computed at less
than 100 percent of market value.
The reporting individual may use any other
recognized indi.cation of value, provided that a
full and complete description of the method
used is included with the Financial Disclosure
Statement.

TRANSACTIONS
[FORM A FILERS ONLY; PART IV]

A briefdescription, the date, alld category
of value of allY purchase, sale, or exchallge
d'<ling the preeeding calendur year which
exceeds $1,000(A) in real property, other than prop·
erty used solely as a personal residence of
the reporting individual or his spouse; or
(B) in stocks, bonds, commodities futures, and other forms of securities.
Reporting is not required ullder this para·
graph of any transaction solely by and between the reporting individual, his spous..
or dependent children.
GENERaL INSTRUCTIONS

Each purchase, sale, or exchange of real prop.erty or secmities by the reporting individual
and his or her spouse and dependent children
should be reported when the category of value of
a transaction, or series of tra.nsactiQDS in one
type of property, exceeds $1,000 in a calendar
year. The property should be identified in the
same manner as for the reporting of assets and
income sources in Part II of the Financial Disclosure Statement. On the same line, mark the
appropriate box as to the type of transaction,

state the date (or dates), and mark the appro·
priate category of value.
The amount to be reported is the value of the
total purchase price or total sales price (or the
fair market value in the case of an exchange).
The value of the trausaction is not related to
any capital gain or loss on the treesaction.
For stocks, stock options, and most other securities, the transaction date is generally the
settlement date. If during the calendar year
there are two or more of the same type of transaction in the same secm"ity which together totaled more than $1,000, then the aggregate category of value of all the transactions should be
reported. The manner in which the date is reported dependa upon the quantity of transactions. Where there are only a few transactions, oach data should be stated separately
(e.g., "May 5 and Novemher 6, 1990," for two
purchases of XYZ Company Stock). When the
same item is both purchased and sold in the
course of the year, the item may be identified
ouce on a single line. In such an instance, both
the purchase and sale boxes should be checked,
but the date for the purchase and sale should be
given separately (e.g., "6118/91 - purchaM;
11127/91 - sale").
'
If there are multiple transactions throughout
the year involving the same asset, it is adequate
to state the number of transactious, without ali
of the dates (e.g., ''Monthly dividend reinvestment," to purchase shares of XYZ Company; Ql\
"18 times on vartous dates throughout the year"
for purchase of S&P 500 call options). When
there is a significant volume of transactious, the
filer may find it more convenient to attach brokerage firm printouts to the Financial Disclosure Statement.
Stock and commodity options, futures contracts, and bonds (both corporate and govern·
ment) are considered types of securities. Trans~
actions in these items are thus reportable on
FORM A of the Financial Disclosure Statement.
If the reportiog iudividual has an interest in
a partnership that is organized for investment
or the production of income and that is not actively engaged in a trade or business, then the
transactions of the partnership whicl1 exceed
$1,000 in value shouid be disclosed in the same
manner as any other property transaction.
EXCLUSIONS

Any purchase or sale of property used solely
as a personal residence of the reporting individ·
ual or spouse need not be reported, including a
secondary residenco not used for rental
purposes.
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Any transactions solely by and between the
reporting individual, spouse, or dependent children are excluded.
The opening or closing of bank or similar accounts (such as money market funds), deposits
to and withdrawals from such accounts, tbe purchase or sale of certificates of deposit, and contributions to or the rollover of IRAs and other
retirement plans (except to purchase individual
stocks) need not be reported.
"

LIABILITIES

[ALL FILERS: FORM A, PART V: FORM B,
PART IV]
The identity and category of value of the
total liabilities owed to an;y creditor other
than a spouse, or a parent, brother, sister,
or child of the reporting individual or of
the reporting individual's spouse which ex·
ceed $10,000 at any time during the preceding calendar year, excluding(A) any mortgnge secured 'b;Y real properly which is' a personal residence of the
reporting individual or his spouse; and
(B) any loan secured by a personal
motor vehicle, household furniture, or ap·
pliance, which loan does not exceed the
purchase price of the item which secures
it.
With respect to revolving charge accounts,
only those with lin outstanding liability
which exceeds $10,000 as of the close of the
preceding calendar year need be reported
under this paragraph.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

All personal obligations of the reporting indi·
vidual, spouse, and dependent children aggregating over $10,000 a.t any time during the year,
whether set'Ufed or not, and regardless of the
repayment tenus 0" interest rates, must be listed. Thus, a loan which had over $10,000 in prin.
cipal due at some point in the year, but was
pald off or paid below that amount, must be listed. (The reporting individual is free to include
additional infonuation, such as the fact that the
loan was satisfied during the year.)
All information regarding a single creditor
may be reported on a single line. If the reporting individual has more than one liability owed
to the same creditor, the loans should be aggregated to determine if the $10,000 threshold has
been met.
The identity of the creditor should include the
name of the person or organization to which the
liability is owed. Where necessary to avoid con-

fusion among similarly named institutions, the
city and state should also be indicated (e.g.,
"First National Bank, Milwaukee, Wisconsin").
Following the name of the creditor, the reporting individual should list the type of liability. Examples are t'personal loan," ('business
loan/' "demand note," ((margin account,"and
"mortgage on rental property." When there are
several of the same type of loan, further information should be provided. 'rhus, if ouly one
rental property is shown as an asset, "mortl<age
on rental property" is sufficient. If on the other
hand, there are multiple rental properties, the
reporting individual should state the property to
which it relates together with the type of liability (e.g., "Mortgage on 182 Main Street, Dover,
Del.").
Iu most r.nses, the category of value should be
the largest amount owed during the calendar
year. The one exception is revolving charge accounts, where the year-end balance is used to
determine if the threshold of more than $10,000
has been met. In the case of more than one loan
from the same creditor, all should be aggregated
and the largest total owed during the year reported. An 'X' should be made in the box which
corresponds to the category of value. The categories to report liabilities are the same as
those fur reporting the value of assets and
transactions, except that they begin with Category Band $10,001, since loans below that
amount need, not be reported.
EXCI,USIONS

Any contingent liability, such as that of a
guarantor, endorser, or surety, and the liabilities of a business in which the reporting individusI has an interest need not be listed. Loans
secured by the cash value of a life insurance
policy, and any tax deficiencies also need not. be
disclosed on the Financial Disclosure Statement.
The Act specifically excludes the following
from. the disclosure requJremellts:
Liabilities owed to a ,spouso, or a parent,
brother, sister, or child of the reporting individual or of the reporting individual'.
SPOIlSe (narrower than the prior law exclusion of debts owed to all relatives);
Any mortgage secured by real property
which is a personal residence of the reporting individusI or his spouse, including a
secondary residence not used for rental purposes; and
Any loan secured by a personal motor vehicle, household furniture, or appliance,
which loan does not exceed the purchase
price of the item which secures it.
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TANGffiLE GIFTS
(FORM A FILERS ONLY: PART VJ]

The identity of the source, a brief descrip.
tion, and the value of all gifts other than
transportation, lodging, food, or entertain·
ment aggregating $100 or 'no'.. in value received from any source other than a rel·
ative of the reporting individual during the
p'"",eC{ing calendar yet;tr, except that any
gift with a fair market value of $75 or less
need not be aggregated.
Tangible gifts aggregating $100 or more from
any soUrce other than a relative muat be disclosed in this section.
The terms j'gife' and ('relative" are dermed in
the Act and certain categories of gifts are specifically exempted from disclosure (see below).
Gifts from third partie. to a spouse or dependent child must be disclosed in the same detail as
gifts to the reporting individual unless the gifts
are totally independellt of the recipient's relationship to the reporting indi\1duaL No reporting is required for gifts received during a period
when the reporting individual was not a Member, officer, or employee of the Legislative
Brancb.
A :ltangible'} gift is anything other than meals,

lodging, transportation, or entertaimnent. The
value of aIf gifts from the same source received
during the calendar year must be totaled to determine if the reporting threshold of $100 has
been met, except that any gift with a fair market value of $75 or less need not be counted. For
example, if the repotting individual received a
$140 gift and a $70 item from the same source,
only th" $140 item would he disclosed. If two
$60 gifts were received, no reporting would be
required, since each fell below $75 and did not
have in be counted toward the reporting
thresbold.
If the reporting individua~ spouse, and dependent child each receive gifts from the same
source, all those gifts would bo tallied to determine if the reporting threshold has been met.
For example, if an employee and spouse each received $80 items from the same source, these
gifts would total to $160 in value and must be
reported.
In disclosing tangible gifts, it is not necessary
that exact dollar figures be reported in every
case. If. the exact value of a gift is neither
known nor easily obtainable by the reporl1ng indMdual, a good-faith estimate and a brief description of the gift is sufficient for disclosure
purposes.

The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct may, in an unusual case, grant a written
request for a waiver from the requirement to
aggregate and report a gift. Waivers are generally granted for weddings and in other instances where it is determined that the relationship between the recipient aud the donor, and
the motivation for the gift, are purely personal,
and there is no countervailing public purpose
requlring the disclosure of the nature, source,
aud value of t
such a
waiver must be

Note: House
tbat Members, officers, and employees of the
House of Representatives shall not accept in
any calendar year gifts (other than the personal
hospitality of an individual or with a fair market value of $75 or less) aggregating more than
$200, directly or indirectly, from any source
other than a relative. The $75 threshold for aggregation is tha same for hoth financial disclosure and the House gift rule. However, tangible
gifts aggregating between $100 and $200, while
acceptable, must be reported on the Financial
Disclosure Statement. The·;Connuittee on Standards of Official Conduct is authorized to grant
waivers to pennit acceptance of gifts aggregating more than $200 from one source in "exceptional circumstances.') When a reporting individ~
ual reoeives permission to accept an otherwise
excessive gift, but must report it, he or she may
wish to indicate on the Financial Disclosure
Statement that a waiver was obtained.
EXCLUSIONS

Gifts from relatives are exempted. Gifts with
a fair market value of $75 or less need not be
counted towards the $100 disclosure threshold
for tangible gifts.
Political campaign contributions are specifically exempted, as are gifts received in a period
wben the reporting individual was not an officer
or employee of the Federal Government.
Gifts to a spouse or dependen.t child need not
be reported if they are totally independent.of
the recipient's relationship with the reporting
individual. If a spouse or dependent cln1d received a gift because of the relationship to the
reporting individual, the gift shouid be diSe
closed. However, if it is apparent that the item
would have been offered regardless of the
spouse's or child's relationship to the reporting

individual, then it need not be disclosed.
DEFINITIONS

Although reporL"d separately, the following
definitions apply to both tangible gifts and gifts
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of food, travel, lodging, and entertainment reo
ported in Section VII of FORM A.
{'Gift" means a payment, advance, forbear..
ance, rendering, or deposit of money, or any
thing of value, unwss consideration of equal or
greater value is received by the donor, but does
not include-(A) bequests and other forms of inheritance;
(B) suitable mementos of a fhnction honor·
ing the reporting individual;
(0) food, lodging, transportation, and entertainment provided by a foreign government
within a foreign country or by the Uuited
States Government, the District of Columbia,
or a State or local government or political
subdivision;
(D) food and beverages which are not
consumed in connection with a gift of overnight lodging;
(E) communications to the offices of a reporting individual, including subscriptions to
newspapers and periodicals; or
(F) consumable products provided by homeState businesses to the offices of a reporting
individual who is an elected official, if those
products are intended for consumption by persons other than such reporting individual.
"Dependent child" means, when used with reo
spect to any reporting individual, any individual
who is a son, daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter
and who
(A) is uumarrieli and under age 21 and is
living in the household of such reporting individual; or
(B) is a dependent of such reporting individual within the meaning of section 152 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
"Relative" means an individual who is related
to the reporting Individual, as father, mother,
son, daughter, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, great
aunt, great uncle~ first cousin, nephew~ niece,
husband, wife, grandfather, grandmother,
grandeon, granddaughter, father·in-Iaw, moth·
er-in·law, son-In·law, daughter-in-law, brother·
in·law, sister-In.law, stepfather, stepmother,
stepson, stepdaughter, stepbrother, stepsister,
half brother, half sister, or who is the grandfather or grandmother of the spouse of the reo
porting Individual, and the fiance or fiancee of
the reporting individual.

dates, and nature of expenses provided) of
reimbursements received from any source
aggregating $250 or more in value and recelved during the preceding calendt;t:r year.
The identity of the source and a brief de·
SCripti01l (including a travel itinerary,
dates, and nature of expenses provided) of
any gifts of trausportation, lodging, food, or
enteriainment aggregating $260 or "lOre ill
value reeeived from any sOl/rce other than a
relative of the reporting individual during
the preceding ealendar year, except that
any food, lodging, or entertuinment reeeived as personal hospitality of an individual need not be reported, and any gift with
a fair market value of $76 01' less need not
be aggregated for PlllPOSCS of this
subparagraph.

"REIMBURSEMENTS" AND

GIFrS OF
TRANSPORTATION, LODGING, MEALS,

AND ENTERTAINMENT
[FORM A FILERS ONLY: PART VII]

The identity of the source and a brief de·
scription (including a trav'll itinerary,

GENERAL INSTRUOnONS: "REIMBURSEMENTS"

This requires disclosure of travel-related expenses provided by nongovel1lmental sources for
such activities as speaking engagements, conferences, or fact-finding events related to official
duties. Such expenses should be disclosed
as "reimbursements" whether the expenses
were aetually reimbursed to the reporting
individual 01' paid directly by the sponso.....
lng organization. Only actual and necessary
travel expenses (transportation, food, andlodging) received In connection with such activities
would be disclosed as reimbursements. Travelrelated expenses provided for the personal benefit of the reporting individuallfor example, a vacation or entertainment provided while on a
fact-finding tour), or 'reimbursements in excess
of necessary travel expenses should be disclosed
as gifts.
In disclosing reimbursements aggregating
$250 or more from one source in a calendar
year, it is not necessary to include exact dollar
figures or to provide an itemized accounting of
the expenses provided. Only the name of the or·
ganization providing the travel, together with
the dates of travel and a brief description of the
itinerary and nature of expenses, is required.
In prior years, the Committee requested in its
Instructions that the dUration of travel be pro·
vided. Now, the inclusive dates of the travel are
required by statute. In listing the itinerary, the
starting point, d.estination, and return location
(if different from departure) should be included.
If travel expenses are provided to permit a
spouse or other family member to accompany
the reporting individual, tho Financial Disclosure Statement must so state. For example, typical listings in this section would be:

:'XYZ
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Trade Association, Angust 4-8, round-trip airrare between Washington, D.C. and Chicago, IIlinois~ plus lodging and meals;'t IIIntemational
Visitors Board, August 8-16, New York to Paris
to Geueva to Washington, travel, food, and lodging for self and spouse." The reporting individ·
ual may also wish to describe the purpose of the
reimbursement by indicating that it was pro·
vided in connection with a speaking engage·
ment, legislative

conference~ fact~finding

tour,

etc.
In some instances, stating the beginning and
ending dates of travel may SUggest that the reo
porting individual accepted expenses for a
longer pariod of time than was actnally the case.
If any part of travel time was spent at the roo
porting individual's own €}Xpense, it may be use~
ful to clarifY that fact. p'or example: "Citizens'
Power, August 1-3, Washington, D.C. to Phoe·
nix, 3 days food and lodging; returned August 9
after continuing travel at own expense."
All travel, food, and lodging expenses received
from one source in a calendar year must be
counted in determining whether the $250
threshold is met. Unlike the treatment of gifts,
there is no $75 threshold for counting travel reo
imbursements. Thus, if the reporting individual
received airfarc and lodging worth $220 on one
occasion from one source, and on a separate oc-

casion received lodging worth $60 from that
same source, he or she must report both

reim~

bursements and include a brief description of
the expenses provided.
In determining the value ef transportation
provided on a private aircraft, the reporting

in~

dividual should use the equivalent commercial
first class ahfare for the same flight. In othel'
circumstances where the value of travel and

re~

lated expenses is not readily ascertainable, the
reporting individual may make a good faith esti·
mate of the dollar value to determine whether
the $250 threshold has been met. It is not nec·
essary to include exact dollar figures in disclos·
ing reimbursements.
Note: Memhers, offieers, and employ,ees ofthe
Honse of Repl'esentatives should refer to Advi·
sory Opiuions Numbers 2 and 8 (included as
Appendices C and D to these Instructions), is·
sued by the Select Committee on Ethics of the
95th Congress, fol' an explanation of the circumstances under which travel expenses may be
accepted as

{~eimbu.rsements"and

would not be

subject to the gift limitations in House Rule
XLIII, clause 4. The Ethics Reform Act of 1989
imposed limitations on privately paid tl'avel oc·
curring on or afier Janual'Y 1, 1990. In the case
oftravel within the continental Uuited States, a
maximtun of four consecutive days (including

travel days) may be accepted without prior written approval of the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct. In the case of foreign travel, a
maximum of seven consecutive days (excluding
travel days) may be accepted without prior writ-

ten approval of the Committee.
GENERAL INSTllUCTIONS: GIFTS OF TRANSPORTATION, LODGING, MEALS, AND ENTERTAINMENT

The same information required of reimhursements is required for gifts of transportation,
lodging, meals, and entertainment. Uulilre reim·
bursementa, however, only such gifts valued at
more than $75 need be aggregated toward the
$250 threshold for reporting. For example, if an
employee and spouse each received $90 tickets
to a play from the same source, these gifts
would aggregate $180. A gift of one more ticket
of this same value would aggregate $270, reo
quiring reporting. (This third ticket wouid also
exceed the acceptable gift limit.) However, "si.
multaneous" gifts to a reporting individual and

spouse or dependent child with a value of $75 or
less should be treated as separate gifts. For example, in the situation desoribed above, where
$180 worth of gifts which count towards the dis·
closure threshold have been receivcd, an addi.
tional $45 ticket given to each of the employee
and spouse for another event would be consid·
ered separate $45 gifts, each falling under the
$75 exemption, and thus not aggregated.
In disclosing gifts aggregating $250 or more
from one source in a calendar year, it is not necessary to include exact dollar figures or to provide an itemized accounting of the expenses provided. Only the name of the donor, together
with the dates, and a brief description of the
itinerary (where appropriate) and nature of ex·
penses, is required. Gifts should be dif.
ferentiated from ,creimbu.rsements~' by marking
an ''X'' in the last column of Part VII of th~ Fi.
nancial Disclosure Statement.
Note: Membors, officers, and employees of tha
House of Representatives should not have accepted in 1991 gifts aggregating more than $200
from the same source unless a waiver, was

o~

tamed from the Committee on Standntds of Official Conduct. Both tangible gifts and gifts of
transportation, lodging, meals, and entertain·
ment are counted together for the purposes of
the House gtfl; rule. Tbe lhnit On acceptance will
increase to $250 in 1992. Beginuing with re·
ports filed in 1993, all gifts will be reported together. For reports filed in 1992, tangible gifts
are reported in a different section of the FinauH
cial Disclosure Statement. Where a gift or gifts
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exceeding the applicable limit are accepted pursuant to a waiver but disclosed; the reporting
individual may wish to indicate the fact that a
waiver has been obtained.

porting threshold. A business luncheon, for example, is not considered a gift. for the purposes
of either financial disclosure Or the House gift
rule.

EXCLUSIONS

DEl'lNU10NS
means any payment or
other thing of value received by the reporting
individual, other than gifts, to eover travel-related expenses of such individual other than
those which are(A) provided by the United States Government, the District of Columbia, or a Stete or
local government or politieal subdivision
thereof;
(B) reqnired to be reporled by the reporting
individual lmder section 7342 of title 5, United States Code; or
(0) required to be reported under section
304 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971 (2 U.S.C. §434).
The definitions of "gift",' "dependent ehild,"

Gifts from relatives and gifts of personal hospitality, as defined in the Ac1 (see below) are exempt, and gifts with a fair market value of $75
or less need not be counted towards the $250
disclosure threshold for disclosure of gifts of
travel food, lodging, and entertainment.
The personal hospitality exemption is limited
to food, lodging, and entertainment provided for
a nonbusiness pUrPose at the personal residence
or other property of the individual host. It
would not extend, for example, to hotel lodging,
hospitality paid for by a cOrPoration or other organization, or to air travel to get to the location
where the hospitality is provided. For this exception to apply, the host may not take a tax deduction on account of the visit, nor have his or
her expenses of the hospitality reimbursed by
another source.
The Ethics :Reform Act of 1989 imposes an obligation on House Members and steff to confirm
that hospitality truly is personal if a visit lasts
more than 4 days or 3 nights. Personal hospitality of an individual for more than 30 days in
a calendar year can only be accepted with prior
written approval oLthe Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct.
"Reimbursements" and gifts to a spouse or dependent child need not be reported if they are
totally independent of the recipient's relationship with the reporting individual. If it is clear
that an item was received because of the relati.onship to the reporting individual, the "reimbursement" or gift shonid be disclosed. However,
if it is apparent that the item would have been
offered regardless of the spouse's or child's relationship to the reporting individual, then it need
not be disclosed.
No reporting is required for gifts or reimbursements provided on an official basis by Federal, State, or local governments, or for travel
provided by a foreign governmeut whieh is separately reportable pursuant to the Foreign Gifts
and Deeorations Aet (5 U.S.C. §7342).
Political campaign travel need not be reported, nor are gifts or "reimbursements" re..
ceived in a period when the reporting individual
was not an officer or employee of the Federal
Government.
Local meals (i.e., food alld beverages not
consumed in conneetiou ",1th a gift of overnight
lodging) need not be aggregated towards the re-

'~eimbursem.ent"

and (jrelative," included in the pl;'evious section

of these Instructions dealing witb tangIble gifts
also apply to gifts of food, transportation, lodging, and entertainment.
"Personal hospitality of an individual" means
hospitality extended for a nonbusiness pUrPose
by an individual, not a corporation 01' organiza~
Hon, at the personal residence of that individual
or his family or on property or facilities owned
by that individual or his family.
POSITIONS
[ALL FILERS: FORM A, PART VIII; FORM
B, PART VI

The i<kntity of all positions held on or before the date of filtng during the current
calendar year (and, for the first report filed
by any individual, during the two year period preceding such calendar year) as an
officer, director, trustee, partner, proprietor, representative, elnployee~ or consultant
of any corporation, company, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, any non..

profit organization, any labor organization, or any educational or other institution
other than the United Siates. This subparagraph shall not require the reporting ofpositions held in any religious, soci.al, fraternal, or political entity and positions solely
of an honorary nature.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
This provision requires the reporting of nongovernmental positions with organizations,
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whether compensated or uncompensated, held
by the reporting individual. FORM A filers must
report such positions held at any time during
the current calendar year up to the date of filing. FORM B filers must report positions held
at any time during the current calendar year up
to the date of filing, plus the two prior calendar
years. If a position is no longer held, the reporting individual may wish to so indicate.
The reporting individnal should report the
title or nature of the position, and the name of
the organization. No reporting of any monetary
value is required in tbis part. However, if any
income over $200 is received as a result of the
holding of such position, that income would be
reported in Part II of the Financial Disclosure
Statement.
EXCLUSIONS

Positions held in any religious, social, fraternal, or political entity, and posUlons solely of an
honorary nature are excluded. The exemption
for honorary positions applies, for example,
where the individual is the honorary chairman
of some organization but dces not actively participate in the organization's operations. How..
ever, if the iodividual is on the board of directors and attends directors' meetings or has operational responsibilities for the organization, the
position must be reported. Service as a trustee
or executor need not be listed as a position unless it is for an organization.
Only positions held by the repo:rtiog iodividual need be reported. Positions hold by a spouse
or dependent cbild need not he reported.
AGREEMENTS
[FORM A FILERS, PART IX; ONLY FORM B
FILERS WHO ARE NEW EMPLOYEES,
PARTVJ

A desCl-iption of the date, parties to, and
terms of any agreemimt Qrarrangement
with "espect to: (A) fature employment; (B)
a leave of absence during tke period of the
reporting individual's Government service;
(C) continuation of payments by a farmer
employer other than the United States Govern,nent; and (J.}) continuing participation
in an employee welfare or benefit plan
maintained by a former employer.
INSTRUOTIONS

'nus proviSien applies to Members, officers,
and employees, who file FORM A, and new officers and employees who file FORM B. It does
not apply to candidates. It requires the report-

ing, for example, of a contract between a House
employee and his or her former employer that
upon leaving the Government at any time within the next five years, that employee can return
to bis former employer at a specified salary.
Continued payments or benefits !'rem a former
employer would include interest in or contributions to a pension fund, profit-sharing plan,
or life and health insurance; buyout agreements; severance payments, etc.
COMPENSATION IN EXCESS OF $5,000
PAID BY ONE SOURCE
[FORM B FILERS ONLY: PART VJl]

If all()' person, other than the United

States Government, paid a nonelected reporting individual compensation in excess
of $5,000 in any of the two calendar years
prior to the calendar year during which the
individual files kls first report under this
title, the individual shall include in the
report
(i)

the identity of e<¥Jh soUrce of such
compensation; and
(ii) a brief description of the nature of
the duties performed 01' services rendered
by the reporting individual for each such
source.
The preceding sentence shall not require
any individual to include in such "eport
any information which is considered confidential a.. a result of a privileged relationship, established by low, between such
individual and any person nor shall it r...
quire an individual to report any info"m",
tim. with respect to any person for whom
services were provided by any firm or association of which such individual was a
member, pa;rlnert or employee unless such
individual was directly involved in the provision of such services.
INSTRUCTIONS

New officers and employees, as well as candidates, are required to ioclude in their first repert the identity of sources that paid"the individual more than $5,000 in either of the two
prior calendar years for serviees provided directly by the reporting individuaL The city and
state (or country) where the entity making the
payment is located should also be stated. Compensation from the United States need not be
shown.
Besides the, source of the compensation, the
nature -of the duties generating the compensation from each source must be indicated.
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This may be in general terms. The specific matter to which the services related need not be
disclosed. For example, "Legal Services" would
be sufficient; it would not be necessary to elaborate further on the type of legal services or to
indicate a proceeding to which the services
related.
To the extent information is considered confidential as a result of a privileged relationship
recognized by law, it may be excluded. The
amount of the compensation received need not
be disclosed. No reporting is required regarding
a spouse or a dependent child in this section.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND
CERTIFICATION

[ALL FILERS: FORM A, PART X; FORM B,
PART VIII]
In this section, there are two questions which
mnst be answered by checking the appropriate
boxes. In addition, the individual must sign and
date tbe Financial Disclosure Statement here. If
any of these sections are not completed, the
Statement will be deemed deficient and returned to the reporting individual.
T!\UST DISCLOSURE

Do you, your spouse or dependent child
receive income /'rom or have a beneficial interest in a trust or other financial arrangement whose holdings were not reported because the trust is a ''Qrtali/ied Blind Trrtst"
or other excepted trrtst?
As discussed previously in these Instructions,
the reporting individual is required to disclose
holdings in trust in which he or she, or a spouse
or dependent child, has a beneficial interest.
The only exception is in the case of a qualified
blind trust, another excepted trust, or a qualified diversified trust. If a trust eldsts not requiring the disclosure of assets, then the reporting
individual should check the box marked ''YES.''
Only the income of a trust need be disclosed. If
no such trust or financial arrangement eldsts,
trust holdings and income, if any, must be disclosed in the same detail as other assets. Where
full disclosure of all assets is made, the box
marked "Nb" should be checked. Some individuals may prefer to use the box marked "NA"
(''Not Applicable") if they have no trusts or have
no spouse or dependent child. This response has
the same legal effect as indicating ''NO.''
For further information, see pages 15-16 of
these Instructions.
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SrOUSE AND DEl'llNDENT DISCLOSURE
EXEM!'TION

Have you omitted any assets 01' liabilities
of a sportSe or dependent child because they
meet the three tests for exemption?
This provision asks the reporting individual to
indicate if he or she has not reported any Information concerning a spouse or dependent child
because the three statutory standards for exemption are l11et, as discussed previously in
these Instmctions. In those rare instances
where information is omitted, the box marked
''YES'' should be checked. If all information is
included, then the box marked "NO" should be
checked. Some individuals may prefer to usc the
box marked ''NA'' ("Not Applicable") if they have
no spouse or dependent child. This response has
the same legal effect as indicating "NO."
For further information, see pages 4--6 of
these Instructions.
SIQNATDllE BLOCK

The reporting individual must sign and date
the Financial Disclosure Stetement after it is
completed. In signing the Statement, the reporting individual is certif.ylng that it is accurate
and complete. Any individual who knowingly
and willfully falsifies, or who knowingly and
willfully fails to file a required Financial Disclosure Statement may be subject to civil penalties
pursuant to 5 U.s.C. app. 6 §104, and criminal
sanctions under 18 U.S.C. § 1001.
Three copies of the Financial Disclosure
Statement are to be filed by Members and candidates with the Clerk of the House of Representatives. Two copies are to be filed by officers and employees. Each should bear the signature of the reporting individual, although
only one signature must be an original. Photocopies suffice for the additional copies.
BE}j'ORE FILING

Before filing, please double check to make certain that the following have been done:
• All parts have been completed, including
the box marked ''NONE'' checked for each
part where there is no information to report.
• Each question above the signature line has
been answered by checking the appropriate
box. The name of the filer has heen included
at the top of every page filed.
• The Form has been signed and dated.
• The correct number of forms have been
prepared:
Members and candidates should submit
three completed Statements; officers and

~ ..
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employees should submit two completed
Statements. In each instance, the reporting
individual need submit only one original
with an original signature; the others may
be photocopies.
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• ".".._- or

-

Employing Clffli::e:

0

L-;J Employee

."

.

A $200 penally shaUb•..ass~s~.d.

",TermlnatiQnDate:

, T~mlnation

'

'

ag8ln~tany~~e'who1IIeS'm~n;fhan

30 days late.

PRELIMINARY INFORMAtION .... AN$WEREA~H OF 'THESE~UE~TIONS

YegD

I. ,Old you or your'spo,use have "ean'led" Income (e.g., salaries or

'l~~~?~fn~WJgte~~~_:~~c~1=~~~~~.the reporting period?

1I,'Didany Individual or org.anlzatlOn make a donation to charity in
~O~i'~~~~J3?U for a speech, appearance, or article In the

Yes

D

YesO

0

NQ IOJ

11 yes, complete and attach Schedule II.

your spouse, or a dependent child receive "unearned"

It yes; complete and attaeh Schedule III.
IV,. Old
your spouse, or dependent dfdd pUrchase., $ell,

.you,

y

orexchanQe any reportable asset in a transactIon exceeding

ft1y~~?:~fu7Jl~~ar:o~~~h~~~ZctUI$IV,

"

es

V, bid YO~l'lur spOuse, or il ~pendent child have anyreporfable
g
110.tilllly(morolhon $.10,000) dunn.. tho reponing ponCd?
If yes, CQrnplete and attach Schedule V.

O.

"""

Yes~

No

D

1V'f.
No IQL

V.lII' Dld~.oUhO!danyreP.O$pleposltlons.onorbefOrethe

0
I
0
"""
V~s' - N0jQf.
0 . ,

Ves

N'f

~

No

-

~~f:~pll~:~~~~rr~g~I~~~C::cfu1:~III.'

IX, Old you h.ave' l;l.ny.reportable a.grael'J1Eiht or arrangement
with an outside anUty? - '

~_'

Yes

If yes, complete and attach Schedul,e IX.

'18' 0

Yes.''

N018l.

No,

"'ach question In thill part must be answered and the
ap'propnat.e
schedule attached for each ."Yes." respo.".se;
'","\

No

!..

..

E){CLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Details rl.;lgardi'1tl ",Qualified Blind Trl.!sls" approved by the Gomtrlitt~!<! Q~ Standard$ of'Offlclal Conducrand certaIn other uexcepled trusts" fleednot
be disclosed. Have you excluded from this (eport details of such a trusl.benefllingyou, y01,lf spouse, or dependent child?

EXEMPTION-Have you excluded from this report any other assets, "lJnaarned" Income, transactions, 'or liabilltles of a spo~sa or dependent child because they
meet all three tests for eXefl1pllon?

•

vesD
vesD

NO~
NO~

CERTIFICATION ~ THIS DOCUMJ;NT Ml.1ST DeSIGNED lilY THE REPoRTIN~ INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
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This' F'lnancia.1 Djsclosure Statement IS' r~qulrad by ~e Ethios.1n Government Act of 1978, as amended, the Statement wUl be availableto any requ~sting, p$rson

upon written application and will ba reviawad by lhe Commlttea on Standards of Official Conduct or Us deslQnee, Any individual Who·k!1owingiy and wilifuiiy falsifies,

or who knowingly. and willfully falls to, file.thls 'report'maY'be 'subject to civil pemdUes and criminal €;anctjons (See 5 U,S.C. app. 4, § 104" and 18 -V..S.C, § 1001).
s]gna.ture 01 RlIPQrllng IndMdllal

Cllrti/lollUoh

f CERTIFY' that the

st-~t~rnents I have ',made on this fo(m

and all, a!tached schedules are true, complete and
correct to the best of my ~knowledge and belief,
•
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lit Old you,

~P::b~ ~g~:tt~~~~r~t~:nr$~~~3garth~rfJ ~o~e~~riod?

VII.· Did you, your SPO\.lSt), Of a.d~pem;hmt child raceivELany
reportab,l~ travel or rGknb.ursem~nts lor trayalln the reP?J11ng
period {worth more than $2B,5,from,Ol1El source)?
If yes, completG and attaoh;Scbedule VU. _
_
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I. ,Old you or yourspoJise hays "earned" .Income (e.g., salaries or
,fa.95.f.6f $200 or mo. fa from 8.nv source'ln the rsporllng period?
U'Y~s; uomplete and'sUach Schedule I.

Yes

0

Ye.D

---

YeeD NO~
Ye"Jg·NoD

NO~

~~~~re~a~~r~ir~~ttr~~:~e~1~:~I\~~~~O~~g
pallod (Worth more than $2B,51rom9ne source)?

If yes, oomplete aod attaoh'-Schedule VII,

:

rrou hold any reportable positions ,On or before the
g;~:f~~~~I:t~~:=~~':cfu~:~III.

VUt Old

740

Ye.D Nof&f
.Ye.rg NoD
.reportable

I

7

IX. Old you have' any reportable agreemaht or arrangement
with an outslde enlitY?
It yes t complett and attach ScI'!edule OC

!lach question In this part must be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for each "y,es" response;

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER SAQ.tI OF niESE QUESTIONS

EXEMPTION-Have you e.xcluded. from this report any om,ar assets, ~~!1earnaij" liioo.me, transactions, 'or l1abUlUes of a spouse or dependant child because they

mast all three tests for exemptlon?

•
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This' Financial Oiscl.osur~ StatemGnt ls'r~quJrE~d \:ly ~e Ethios.in Government Act of 1978, as amended. ihe Statemen:t will be available,to a'!y requesting"person

upon written applicalion pnd will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Omclal Conduct or its desi~nee. Any Individual whoi<nowin~ly and Willfully falsifies,

or who knowjngly, and 'tfilltully fails to fife:this report'may bo 'subject to civil penalties and criminal $8hctlons (See 5 U,S.C. app. 4, § 104' an9 18 U.S.C. § 1001).
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il~~·ur ~p'~ETs

AND "UNEARNED"INCOlU1E

6LO'OKA

r\~<~~ta~d1ol'

BLOCK'S

value Of A""et

Income Source

'Ii asset'llelcl for lnves1ment
InwJ:rj& with a fair mat~t V.eJU&

~~~to~~:~~s~~'~ :~~::~,

than $200 In

prOVide 'Information on f;80h assst In th'e
accPtjnt that exceeds the rep.ortlng threshold,

-;~~ter::~:n1~~~r;l~rs6hfu~~~i~:J>1
name the Institution holding the acoount

at close of reportll;1g year.
If YC,)U use a valuatlo~ met~od
other than falrmarkEit value,

please -specify the method used,
If an aS$et -was sold and Is
Included only because' It generated
Inoome,' the value should·be uNona."
-&IIIiiil

L1Ii&id

and~

'-,~:~ir~~~_'_~~'rV~I~ea~il~~9b~~1n:~~~~h~PI~rt~~:I A

Wim

I~.~~ ~?t~~~g.L~4t
BLOCKC

sa

T~~e

~tlilC?ome

8L0'1""0

AmoUilt 01 Income
F?r retlrtnn~ot plans ,or accounts that
do not all!=iW Y,?u t~ Oh90SEl: speciflo
Investments, you may, Write "NAil fot
lnoorne. For all othar assets, Indicate
the category of inc~~a by ch~W~9
the approp.riate. box ~elow.

Dividends; even If reinvested, should
be listed as Incoml;h

BLOCKE

tal\"aCUonl·
IridlCateif

asset was
ptirch.ased
(P).Sllld(S).

or
eXchanged
(E) in
reporting
year.

CIiIIIIl E,!IIilIG

p-ublloly traded, In BlocK A state the natura
of the business and Ita geographic location, For,
additional Information, Se-$ the lnstructlon
booklet for the reporting year.
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.~'I;a~I~"',jf'~V~'$10,000 owed to anyone
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ows:ct1:e :asSp.d:~sei1wtlie'·chltd, parent, or Sibling-of YOliii'
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SP,
DC,
JT

Credilor
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SCHEDULE Vl- GIFTS
Rep~rt the source, a orief description, arid 'the vaJue of all gifts totalling more than $285 -received by you, your spouse, or a depeDdeli1 child frOm any source during the year.

~clu~e: Gifts .from. relatives, gifts of pers~a1 h~.'.~PltalJty of an IndMjjuaI; local meals, and gl~, to -a spouse or dependent child that are totaily independent of h'is or her relationship
to you. Gifts with a value of $114 or Jess need notpe-addecHowards the $28SdISClosurethreshotd.
Note: The gift rule {House Rule 25, 'clause 5} pro~lblts aCceptance of gifts eXCE!pt as speCifically provided in the rule.

OeSCrllllion

Value

saver:; Platter (de1erminatlon ohp:erSorlal.'frll:lfl®hIP:~9~lved from 9ommtttee' on Stanqards)

$290

Siiuree
Prample: ] Mr. 'Joseph H. smi~h, AnytQwn, Anyst¢e
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U~e additlQf1al shee~s If more space Is -reqUired.
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VII-TRAVEL ~AYMENTS AND REiMBURSEMENTS
-,~

'.oemllY me s ' ur~e.andJlst ,travel jtlneratY; dates" and nature',:.ofe~pens?s "fevided. for travel and travel~related expenses totalling more than '$2~S received by
you. your sPQuse, or a·dependent child during the: .reportlng period.,-Jndicate whether a famllymemb~ accompanied the traveler at the sponsor!.s expense. and

the amount of time, if .any, that was not at the- sponsor's expense. Disclosure Is required regardless-'of whe~her the expenses were reimbursed or paid directly
by the sponsor.
'
.
Exclude: Travel"relal~d expenses providedbyfederat, state, and local governments. or by a foreign governmen.t required to be separately reported under the
Foreign Gifte and DecorationsAcl (5 U.S.C. ~7342¥poiltlcal travel that I. requIred to be reported under the Federal Election Campaign Act; travel provided to
a spouse or dependent child that is tol'lily Independent of his'or her relaft0nshlp,to you.
Wa" il Family
I ,. Date(s)
Lodging? Food? Member
Anytime!!Q!at
Point of. DepBrtull'~estlnatlonSource
Included?
sponsor's expense
Point OlRalurn
.
(YIN)
(YIN)
(YIN)
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PRELIMINARY INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
\. Did you or your spouse have "/:'lamed" incoma (e..9-. salaries Of
PVr
~~~$~~:~ien:.~:~c~~:~~u~~.tharepOf1jngperiod1

Ves

0
0

No~

i:7I

0

t~ ~ci'o~~~~:rler~~~~~~~ :=~~n a transaction exceedIng

Yes

If yes, complete and attach Schedule IV.

No I.Ql

0

_

1QI

V. Old you, your spouse, or a dependent child have any reportable

~~a~~~:I~~:~~~O=Jhd~~~~1:r:t.ortingperIOd?

V8Sa No

VII. :::k0U' your spouse. or a dependent child receive any
r~ (WO::~~~~~~b$U~~;':~tso~~~~~~~)?the reporting
as com eta and attach Schedule VII.
Vill. Old you hOld any reportable positions on or before the

r,

date of flUng In the current calendar year?
It yes, complete and a~h Schedule VIII.

IX. Did you have any reportable agr.eement or arrangement

~~e:~c'::t~~C::::~attach Schedule IX.

vosO

NOJgl

Yes~

NOD

vesO
0

NO~

Yes

1V'I

I

No ~

Each question in this part must be answered and the
approprIate schedule attached for each "Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Details regarding "Qualified Blind Trusts" approved by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and certain other "excepled trusts" need not
be disclosed. Have you excluded from this report details of such a trust benefiting you, your spouse, or dependent child?
EXEMPTION--Have you excluded tram this report any other assets, "unearned" il1C9me, transactions, or liabilities of a spouse or dependent child because they
meat an three tests for exemption?

("l

g

tl:l

~

lJJ

S

?J

No

~

CERTIFICATION - THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
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vesO N018l
Yes

0

g
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o
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This Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement will be available to any requesting person
upon written application and will be revi~wed by the 90mmlttee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any individual who knowingly and willfUlly falsifies,
or who knowingly and wllUul1y fails to file this (eport may be subject to cMI penalties and criminal sanctions (See 5 U.S.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).
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II. Old any Individual or organization make a donation to Charity In
~:~~i~~Jg1u for a speech, appearance, or article in the
Yes
No ~
If yes, :complete and attach Schedule I!~____________
III. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent chl~ receive: "unearned"
~
income of mars than $200 in the reporting penod or hold any
Yes
No
reportable asset worth more than $1,000 at the end of the period?
If es com lete and attach SchedUle lit.
IV. Did you, YOUt spouse, or dependent chUd purchase, s~ll,
~

0

~;'::Ji~gll~~~~~rtf~ga p~rl~rO~~~ ;~~~:;~:~e~~ra

than $285 and not otherwise exempt)?

Jf yes,'complete and attach Schedule VI.
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11I- ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source
Identify {a} each asset held for investment
or production of income with a fair mari<et value
exceeding $1 ,000 at the end of the reporting
period, and (b) any other asset or source of
Income which generated more tha.n $200 in
~unearned" Income during the year. For renlal
property or land. provide an address. Provide

full names of any mutual fuOds. For a salfdirected IRA (I.e., one where you have the
power to select the speciflc investments),
provide Information on each asset in the
account that exceeds the reporting threshold,
and lhe income earned for the accoun!. For an
IRA or ret!rornent plan that Is not self-directed,

BLOCKS

BLOCKC

Value of Asset

Type
of Income

at close of reporting year.

included only because it generated
income, the value should be ~None."

provide Its value at the &nd of the reporting I A
period. For an active business that is not
publicly traded, in Block A st~te the nature
ot the business and its QeQgraphlC locatlon. for
additional Information, see the instruction
booklet for the rep(lIiiflg year.

If you so choose. you may indicate that an
asset or Income sour~e is that of, y!?U,f spouse
(SP) or dependerli child (DC) or IS JOintly held
(JT), io the optional column on the far left.

~!:l ~l!f!a. ??~~~~__
Sltnon & Schusler

('j

() I:ll
,;

~ ....
g

()

~

OJ

~

e

'"

For additional assets and unearned income, use next page.

8LOCKE

'ransactioi
Indicate jf
asset

was

purchased

(P), sold (S),

or
exchanged

(Elin
reporting
year.

w
~

11 •

1II1~\!li1

v

~J!;:l VII WJI' IX ~~~1 Xl

E

~

•
~
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Exclude: Your personal residence(s) (unless
there is rental income); any debt owed to you
by your spouse, ~r by your or your spouse's
child, parent, or Sibling; any deposits totaling
$5,000 or less .In personal saviogs accounts;
any financial Interest In or income derived from
U.S. Govemment retirement programs.

6LOCKD

Amount of Inpome
For retirement plans or accounts that
do not allow you to ohoosa specific
investments, you mil)' write UNA" for
income. For all other assets, indtcate
the category of incoma by checking
the appropriate box below.
Dividends, even if reinvested, should
be listed as Income,

If you use a valuation method
other than fair market value,
please specify the method used.
If an asset was sold and is

nama the institution holding the account and

(f)

INom~ ~ ~llp.ge101ll

~
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11I- ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
heet (if needed)

INameO/1t'teS 7J, tf}fiV(X{.

BLOCK A

l·agaZ o,il

BLOCK D

Asset and/or Income Source

BLOCKE

Amount of Income
A

c

SP,

III

VHl{{/VII m~iN IIX,

"ransactio
Xl

DC,

P,
S,

JT

E

~

;;;

&

ll~
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v-

LIABILITIES

Ip0903041

Report liabilities of over $10,000 owed to anyone creditor at any time during the reporting period by you, your spouse, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
during the year. Exclude: Any mortgage on your personal residence (unless It is rented out); loans secured by automobiles, household furniture, or appliances; and liabilities

owed to a spouse, or the child. parent. or sibling of you or your spouse. Report revolving charge accounts only if the balance at the close of the preceding calendar year
exceeded $10,000.

SP,

DC,

Creditor

JT

748

SCHEDULE VI- GIFTS
Report the source, a brief description. and the value of all gifts 10taIUng more than $285 received by you, your spouse, or a dependent child from any source during the year.
Exclude: Gifts from relatives, gifts of personal hospitality of an Individual, local meals, and gifts to a spouse or dependent child that are totally Independent of his or her relationship
to you. Gifts with a value of $114 or less need not be added towards the $285 disclosure threshold.
Note: The gift rule (House Rula 25. clause 5) prohibits acceptance of gifts except as speCifically prOVided in the rule.

Example:

i

Source
Mr. Joseph H. Smith, Anvlown, Anvslate

DescriDtlon
Silver Platter determinatiOn on oersonal friendship received from Committee on Standards)

Ah/1J

o (")

8 !E'"
(-)

'"

;U

~

Rl
~

'"

e

.-

Use additional sheets If more space is required.

Value
$290
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IE VII-TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

Identify the source and list travel itinerary, dates, and nature of expenses provided for travel and travet-related expenses totalling more than $285 received by
you, your spouse, or a dependent child during the reporting period. Indicate whether a family member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's expense, and
the amount of time, if any, that was not at the sponsor's expense. Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were reimbursed or paid directly

by the sponsor.
Exclude: Travel·related expenses proVided by federal, state, and local governments, or"by a foreign government required to be separately reported under the

Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U.S.C. § 7342); political travel that is required to be reported under the Federal Election Campaign Act; travel provided to
a spouse or dependent child that is totally independent of his Of her relationship to you.
Source

Examples;

Oate(.}

Point of Departure-Destination-

Any time M! at

Point of Return

sponsor's expense

Mar. 2
_~o:s~.!..r::.~.~~c_a@.o:-.:"_a!h~ !?~:..
I -9~~a~_~h~~b~~o~ ~o~~~r:e__ -------r Roycroft Corporation
Aug. 6-11
Wash., D.C.--Los Angeles-Cleveland
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L DISCLOSURE STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR VEAR 2004

"

(11C/

-0----- --

Term.inatlon Date:

Termination _

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION -

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

0
0

l. Did you or your spouse have "earned" income (e.g.. Sal~riQs or
fees) of $200.or more from any source in the reporting panod?
Yes
If yes. complete and attach Schedule I.
__ ,
. __,,_,,_ ~____ _
It Did any individual or organization make a donation to charity in

~ ' VI. Did you, your spouse, or a dependenl chHd receive any

No

K/I
IC::.I

reportable gift in the r.eporfln g parlod (i.e., aggregaflng more

V,sO

than $285 and not otherwise exempt)?

,.lfyes,completean~attach$chedUle~._.

_

Vll. Did DU, your spouse, or a dependent child receive any

,

N0t2l

0!

0
0

0

0

Yes

0

[gJ

I'V'II

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION -

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

TRUSTS-Deta"lis regarding "Qualified Blind Trusts" approved by the Commlttee on Standards of Official Conduct and certain other "excepted trusts" need not
L _~~ ~Isclosed. Have you excluded from this report details of such a trust benefiting you, your spouse, or dependent child?

"

r-----~··-·

,----.- - - - -

CERTIFICATION -

o

8o ~
OJ

;U

""...
Q

'g" :c'"
~

vesO

--

EXEMPTION-Have you eXcluded from this report any other assets, "unearned" income, transactions, or liabilities of a spouse or dependent ch'~dbecause they
meet all three tests for exemption?

No

1:81

vesO NO~

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

This Finaflclal Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. T.he Statement will be available to any requesting person
upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its deSI9!!ee, Any individual who knOWingly and willfully falsifies,
or who ~nowingjy and willfully fails to file this report may be SUbject to olvil penailles a
c "minal sanctions (See 5 U$.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001 ).
eerl llcalJon

I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on this form
and all attached schedules are true, complete and
oorrect to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I

...,..-,

odJ'lldUllI./1

. -.

/4" \ . / "

I

"f/ 't:6

Date (Mooth, Da~ Yearj
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lieu of paying you fOr a speech, appearance, or article in Iha
Yes
No"'" reportabre travel or reimbursements for travel in the reporting
Yes
No
reporting period?
,
~ period (worth more than $285 from one source)?
~
1f~.£Q..l'flpleteand~~l?hSche~uleIL,
~~ _~.~
Ifyes.completeanda"achSch!duleV'I. ._~. ~. ~"~
_
III. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child receive "unearn. ad"
~
I VB!. Old you hold any reportable poSItions on or before !he
income of more than $200 in the raparrlng period or hold any
Yes
No
date of filing in the current calendar year?
""
reportable asset worth more than $1 ,COO at the end of the penod?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule VlII.
Yes ~ No
~s. complete and attach Schedule ~
, _~,~~
_"_~._
~
_
IV> Did you, your spouse, ordependenl: child purchase, sell,
~.
IX. Did you have any reportable agreement or arrangement
or exchange any reportable a~set in a transaction exceeding
Yes
No
wHh an outside entity?
No
_
If yes, complete and attach Schedule IX.
. $1,000 during the reporting period?
i~~eaodattach§E!:!ecfUlel~ _ _ . - - - - - - - , ---~
--------. -------Y" l?,id you, your spOuse, or a d~pendent chIlo:! have ,any reportable
Each question in this part must be answered and the
\?~~Z~~:::t~~:~~~O~~t~Jhd~~~~~~jere:orttngpenod?
Yes
No ~
appropriate $chedule attached for each "Yes" response.

I
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ULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNEO" INCOME

CAa;(~1i Mri~p'ge~LoS
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Ilvl v I Vl!voJvm)

Ixl xlxl

Exclude: Your personal residence(s) (unless
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there is rental income): any debl owed to you
by your spouse. or by your or your spouse's

child, parent, or sibllng; any deposits totaling
$5,000 Of less in persona! savings accounts;
any flnancial interest in or income derived from
U.S. Government retirement programs.
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ULEIV

TRANSACTIONS

Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse, or

dependent child during the reporting year of any real property,
stocks, bonds, commodities futures. or other securities when the

amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
that resulted in a loss. Do not report a transaction between you,

your spouse, or your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of
yOUf personal residence, unless it is rented out.

.SP,
DC,1
JT
SP

!

Mega Corporation Common Stock

w

~

~

Date

Amount of Transaction
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ULE VII -TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

.

"the source and list travel itinerary, dates, and nature of expenses provided for travel and travel~related expenses totalling more than $285 received by
you, your spouse, or a dependent chUd during the reporting period. Indicate whether a famlly member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's expense, and

the amount of time, jf any, that was not at the sponsor1s expense, Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were reimbursed or paid directly
by the sponsor,
Exclude: Travel~related expenses provided by federal, state, and local governments, or by a foreign government required to be separately reported under the
Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U.S.C. § 7342); political travel that is requIred to be reported under the Federal Election Campaign Act; travel provided to
a spouse or dependent child that is totally independent of his or her relationship to you.
Source

oate(s)

Point of Departure-OestinationPoint of Return

-.-.---- - - - - -+1---- ~---_-_-C.. -_.--- -

Any time nQ! at
sponsor's expense
--N--
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ULE VIII- POSITIONS

Ko/lftt Ip·9.5.f~]
7

Report all positions, compensated or uncompensated, held during the current calendar year as an officer, director, trustee of an organization, partner,

proprietor, representatlve, employee, or consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, any nonprofit organization, any labor
organization, or any educational or other institution other than the United States.

Exclude: Positions held in any religious, social, fraternal, or political entities; positions solely of an honorary nature; and positions listed on Schedule I.

Position

Name of Organization

755

SCHEDULE IX - AGREEMENTS

Norte

Identify the date, parties to, and general terms of any agreement or arrangement with respect to: future employment; a leave of absence during the period of
government service; continuation or deferral of payments by a former or current employer other than the U.S. Government; or continuing particIpation in an
employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a forme~ employer.

Parties To

Date
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CHARLES B. RANGEL

2354 RAY$URN HOUSE OfFIce Bl~LP!NG

WASHINGTON. DC 20515-3215
TEI..£PIlONe:\2.02.)2.2S-4365

15TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

NfwYORK

~ongtess

WAVS AND MEANS
RANKING MEMBfR

JOINT COMMITIEE ON TAXATION

of tbe mtntteb $tates

~OUn't of ~tprtn'tntatibtn'

MS. VIVIAN E. JONES
(lIST/UCT ADMINISTRATOR

o

.a5!.JinlIton. ;mqr; 20515-3215

163WES,.,25THSTREET

NEWYOf!K, NY 10027
Te!.llPHoNlr:(212)6S3-3900
rl;;;'SEIlESPONOTO
OFFICECl-lECKEO

Karen Haas, Clerk
US House of Representatives
Legislative Resource Center
Room B-1 06 Cannon
Washington, DC 20510

:;:,;
~

Dear Ms. Haas:

,..
-<

I am WTiting to clarify and amend my financial statement for calendar year
2004 to describe the reason for the difference in the assets identified in
Schedule TIl of my financial disclosure report for calendar year 2003 and
those disclosed in my report for calendar year 2004.

:x

::1<

N
-0

W

.....
(;.0)

My wife Alma and I jointly own an investment portfolio that is managed by
the Merrill Lynch Private Client Group. The portfolio during the calendar
year 2004 and at present contains as assets cash/money accounts, fixed
income instruments, mutual funds, and equities.. Our instructions to our
manager at Merrill Lynch fund manager are to make conservative decisions
which protect our assets and provide steady income. We are passive
investors and accept the decisions of Merrill Lynch on the management of
our portfolio.

r
,."

iii'"

:::;

~

'"
;;J

'"c:

g
~
z

9

During 2004 the fund manager made decisions in furtherance of our goals to
dispose of some assets and acquire others.' As a result of these decisions
equity holdings in Essex National Securities, PepsiCo, Inc., New York Port
Authorities and AIM Global Technology were apparently disposed of and
equity holdings in Dow Jones Shares Trust, NASDAQ 100 Trust Units,
Standard and Poor's, ML Institutional Tax and Putnam New York
Investment Grad Municipal Trust were apparently acquired. Certain
holdings were retained, including the· ING Principal Protection Fund and
Alliance Bernstein Mtmicipal Income Fund.

I listed only the real estate transactions in which we were involved in
calendar year 2004 on the transactions schedule because I was not aware of
such details as the date and magnitude of the transactions involving our
securities holdings in the Merrill Lynch account. The intent of this letter is
to disclose these transactions in amendment of the Financial Disclosure
Statement for Calendar Year 2004.
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'ATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ~

FORM A

For use by Members, officers, and employees

[{AND DELIVEREr

J
lJ~

LEGISLATIVE RESOURCE CENTER

2006 HAY 12 PH 3: 37

)

OFFICE OF THE C; EPoX

, W' U.S. HOtJS£1Qfl3:~ESEH,(ATI\,'t"~

Flier
Status
Ter~inatior. Dale;-

Report

Type

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION -

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

1. Did you or your spouse have "earned" income (c.g.,.salaries or
fees) of $200 or more from any source in the reporting periOd?
Yes
If yes, complete and attach Schedule I.
_ _ _ _ _ _.
. __

II. Did any indlviduai or organization make a donation 10 charity In
lieu 01 paying you for a speech, appearance, or article in the

..

ilL Old you, your spouse, ~r a depende,nt chil~ receive "unearned"
income of more than $200 In the reporting penod or hold any
reportable assel worth more than $1,000 at the end of the period?
II yes. complete and at!~,?h Schedule m."
IV. Did you, your spOuse, or depe!}dent child p'urchase, sell,

a

~~ ~~ct~~~~:~~:~~~:;i;: g:~;~~ transactlon exceeding

cq;mplete and attach Schedule_
IV._ _._ _ ..
V. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child have any reportable
liability (more than $10,000) during the reporting period?
II yes, complete and attach SChedule V.
.I~,

Yes

No

No

No

"'"

Yes
Yes

No

No

VI. Did you, y~ur spouse, or a dependent child receive any

reportable gift In the reporting period (Le., aggregallng more

8o ~
()

<:>

OJ

;0

'"

8

~

~

:=

~

0

VI!. ,Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child receive any
reportable travel or reimbursements for travel in the reporting

r,~r~: ~~~~~r:n~a~tt~~5 J~oh~d~~ ~I.'ce}?

No IQf

~

_

lfyes.completeandattachSched~VI.

Ves r;vt

__

D

No

I.A

'_ _,_ _.

VlIl. Di~ you. hold any reportable positions on or before the
date of tlhng In the current calendar year?
If yes, comp'ete and at1ach Schedule VIII.
_
IX. Did you have 8!1Y reportable agreement or arrangement

r'\:l

Ves

~

_
No

0

No

161

D

:i~~~c~~~1:t:l~~~?attach Schedule IX.

Yes

IC7I

.

Each question in this part must be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for each "Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION -

J

Yes

than $305 and not otherwise exempt)?

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

D
D

TRUSTS-Details regarding "Qualified Blind Trusts" approved by the Commj~ee on Standards of Official Conduct aod certain other "excepted trusts" need nol
be disclosed. Havey?U excluded from this report details 01 such a trust-benefitin~ you, your spouse, or dfJpendent child?

Yes
.

No

EXEMPTION-Have you excluded from this report any other assets, "unearned" income, transactions, or liabilities of a spouse or dependent child because they
meet all three tests lor exemption?

y

N

es

1:71

~

IV'I
010J

CERTIFICATION - THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
This Financiaf Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement wilt be available to any requesting person
upon written application and wlll be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or Itt? designee. Any Individual who knOWingly and Willfully falsifies,
or who knowingly and willfUlly fails to file this report may be subject to .
enalties and criminal sanctions (See 5 U.S.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).
<

CElrtlftc"tkm

I CERTIFY that the statements ! have made on thiS form
and all attached schedules are true, complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belieL

Slgll OJr"

portlll"lrtdl~
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Dat&(Month, Dtiy, Year)
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TED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2005
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;Wnn Arirlr.. ~~\

FORMA
Poruse by Members, officers, and employees

r_,_-r

.

_"

_

DaylllTla T61ephone

I['Y;
r"D Df::~
1i ...... ,V
.... Li,-,1;'''"
~RED
;,

LEGISLATIVE RESOURCE CENl

dA

,20U6HAY /2, PH. 3:36

/l.V.OBil;;lilffilell;;jC,
Employing Office:

'--,--Termination
0

Dat~:

Termlnatioo

A $200 penalty shall bet~~'!iJ~~ed
against anyone who files more than
30 days late.

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
l. Did you or your spouse have "earned" jncome (e,.g., sal~rje$ or

fees) 01 $200 or more from any source in the reporting penod?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule I.
~_'" . ,
~ _
_

0
0
Yes -

Yes

[81

No

"_____

No

]gl

~~~~~:b~~ ~~~:tt~~~~~~r~ t~:nr$~~o:gar~~~o~nOJ ~?:~ea~~riOd?

~s, complete and aUach Schedule III,.
IV. Did you, your spouse,' or dep.endent chIld purchase, sell,
or exchange any reportable asset in a transaction exceeding

I ~~~~~:~~~~e~ee:~Wa~ia~h~~~~Ule

IV.

No

""

Yes 101

No

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

V. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child have any reportable

:~a~~~; J~~;I~~~~~°a~~hd~~~~~i:'if.°rting

Yes I6J

0
0

period?

0
Yes

I"VI
No LCl

YesO

VII.. Did you, your spouse, or a dependant chil,d receive any
reportable travel or reimbursements for travel 10 the reporting
penod (worth more than $305 from one source)?
If as co~pleteandattachSchedUleVI!.
,_ ~_~
VIII. Did you_hold any reportable positions on or before the

~a~:~f~~:ipll~:~~~r~e;:~hls~~~J'~:r~IlI,

NODS:]

------~

Yes~
Yes[8l

,

,

IX. Did you ~ave any reportable agreement or arrangement
with an outslde enmy?

_

NOD
~--

YesO

If yes, complete and attach Schedule IX,

NOD

_.'--~-

NO~

Each ques~ion in Ihis pari musl be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for. each "Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Details regarding "Qualified Blind Trusts" approved by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct an~ certain other ~excepted trusts" need not
be disclosed. Have you excluded from thiS report details of such a
benefiting you, your spouse, or dependent dllld?

Yes

trust

0

-----~

EXEMPTION-Have you excluded from this report any other assets, 'uneamed" income, trans3ctlons, or liabilities of a spouse or dependent child because they
meet aU three tests tor exemption?

8o
o

"g
OJ

;0

I

n

t:ll

~
Q

S

§

CERTIFICATION -

vesO

No

FJI

LlY

NOrgJ

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

This Financial Disclosure Statement )s required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement will be available to any requesting person
upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any individual who knowingly and willfuUy falsifies.
or who knowingly and willfUlly fails to file this report may be subject to civil penalties :and criminal sanctions (See 5 U.S.C. app. 4, §104 and 18 U.S.C. §1001)
certil!callon

I CERTIFY that the statements ! have made on tm3 Tarm
and all attached schedules are. true, complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

ISlgnatu,aor"'!fldlv:::i""£

I

I

.

Oil!e(MPIlth,Oay.Yeal).

S112J~
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II. Did any In.dlvidual or organization make a donation t,o charity In
lieu of paying you for a speech, appearance,or article 10 the
reporting penod?
._______
III. Did you, your spouse, o.r a dependent child receive "unearned"
t\:7I

!!'y~s..L~~mpleteanC!a.!!~£I!.~hedulelJ.:._"

VL Old you, your spouse, ~r a dependent chlld receive any

reportable gift in the reporting period {i.e" aggregatlng more
than $305 and not otherwise exempt}?
If yes, complete and attach Sc.!'edule VI.
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LE 111- ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCK A

BLOCK

~ and/or Income Source

e

Value of Asset

BLOCK C

BLOCK D

Type
of Income

Amount of Income

Identify (a) each asset ,held for investment

at close of reporting year.

~~~~~~~~~o£1~6~c~~~~~n~l~rt;;:~~~~:~~

It you use a ~aluation method
other than falf markel value,

Check all columns that apply.
Leave blank if asset did not

please specify the method used. ,

generate any income a'uring

penod, an~ (b) any

other asset or source ~r

~'~~~~r~e~~PI:;~~e~~:~~~~r;e~~~~o~~~~I~

r~~p~~~~; ~t~~r:~~~a~~u~ddd;~~~'rP;o:~~t

directed IRA (I.e" one where you have the
power to select the specific investments),

!f

an asset was

s~ld

and IS

BLOCK E

For retirement plans or accounts that

the calendar year.

~~;~~~~~, ~~~ ~ac;~~~: ,~~~~i:~~

income. For all other assets, indicate

:~~ ca~~gpo:~Po:i~~~m~:: c~:~~~~
Divi?snds, even if reinvested, should
be listed as income. Check ~Nona" it

included only because it generated
income, the value should be "None."

no Income was received.

~~~~~dn~ t~~~~~~~~ns~ ;e~~~ti~~St~~~~h~~de

and the io(,'Ome earlled for ~he account: For an

~~~~rt~e:~~~~~~I~~~~7~i~l~
~t?~ ~~:~r~tC~~~
pro:'.i.de its value at the en? oj the rep~lrting

penod. For an active bUSiness thai IS not
pubhcly traded, in Block A state the nature
of the buslness and its geographic location. For
additional Inlormati.ofl, see the instrucUon
booklet lor the reporting year.
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0

E F

G H

I

J

K

I

I

L

aSSet or Income source is that of your spouse
(SP) or dependent child (DC) or is jointly held
(JT), in the optlonal column on 1116 far left.

Ise.
~; II

c··

.

i e': l "'9' 'OO~. Sloe;

exchanged
(E) in
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year.
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choose, you may indicate that an

(P), sold (5),
or

~

there is rental income); any debt owed to you
by your spouse, or by your or your spouse's

s~

asset was
purchased

.£:
§

I

child, parent, or sibling; any deposits totaling
$5,000 or less in personal savings accounts;

If you

Indicate if

W
I ! If I ,1111,,1
xl I
8
I!J 1111 IV I V VI Vll VIlI IX X XI

Exclude: Your personal residence(s) (unless

any financial interest In or income derived tram
U.S. Government retirement programs.

~ransaction

f---.l-+-?--1>-l-+-ttttfttttL=JttntttttttFor additional assets and unearned Income, use next page.
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LEIV

IName

TRANSACTIONS

Date

stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1 ,000. Include transactions
that resulted in a loss. Do not report a transaction between you,
your spouse, or your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of
your personal residence, unless it is rented out

~~~~~-~-----~

-

~~- ~-----~-~~

Ipage

i of -01

Type

Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse, or
dependent child during the reporting year of any real property,
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~age6~

IEDUlE Vii-TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
IU~ tify the source and list travel itinerary, dates, and nature of expenses provided for travel and travel~related expenses totalling more than $305 recejVed~~~
you, your spouse, or a dependent child during the reporting period. Indicate whether a family member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's '-'.. . "'""ne, ",..,;

the amount of time, if any, that was not at the sponsor's expense. Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were reimbursed
by the sponsor.
Exclude: Travel~relatecl expenses provided by federal, state, and local governments, or by a foreIgn government required to be separately reported
Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U.S.C. § 7342); political travel that is required to be reported under the Federal Election Campaign Act; travel
a spouse or dependent chHd that is totally independent of his or her relationship to you.
Source

Date{s)

IExamples: ~ .?~i~a§l~~h~~b~~o~ ,?o~l..m.:r5e__
Roycroft Corporation

D~MOCRATIC PACIFIC
__.JlS SEMBLY _J:;Q)Lf_ERENCE_ _.._

N
y

N

Aug. 6-11

-viia;h~, D~C~-~L~;Ange'ie~':'CI;v~l;nd

y

AUg-i~~
~-

1113

New York - Taipei New York

New York-St. Thomas"':'New York
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-- --y
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Y
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_ . ~ _ .

N

N
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. _ - - 1----.. - - - - -..

' . - - f - - - - ..- - - - - -..

~-_.

Was a Family
Member Included?

(YIN)
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..

Food?

Wash., D.C.-Chicago-Wash., D.C.

--------_._._--_.._-~-~~._

Lodging?
(YIN)

Mar. 2

NoV.

New York Carib News

Point of Departure-Destination
Point of Return
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POSITIONS

Report all posItions, compensated or uncompensated, held during the current calendar year as an officer, director, trustee of an organization, partner,

proprietor, representative, employee, or consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, any nonprofit organization, any labor
organization, or any educational or other institution other than the United States.

Exclude: Positlonsheld in any religious, social, fraternal, or political

entiti~s;

positions solely of an honorary nature; and positions listed on Schedule L

Position -

Name of Organization

~*,/~&rA

~~~Md ZIce. i1Jtd .Pi
---_._-

l
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. - -- .. _------. - - -

----

-------

---------
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Identify the date, parties to, and general terms of any agreement or arrangement with respect to: future employment; a leave of absence during the period of
government service; continuation or deferral of payments by a former or current employer other than the U.S. Government; or continuing participation in an
employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a former employer.
Terms of Agreement

Parties To

Date
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A $200 penalty shall be assessed
against anyone who files more than

30 days lale.

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION- ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
I. Did you or your SpoUse halte "earn~" income (e,9 .• salaries or

yON
es

VI. Ok! you, your spouse, ?r a dependent child receive any

:r~~s~~~;:ggl~~~~~ ;i~c~rtt;~~~1;~. the reporting period?

vesO

gilt in the rep0r:t1ng penod(i.e., aggregating more
I Ifreportable
e.a
.
yes,
and altac,h Schedule y}. ,
,

NoF::il

I!. Did any individual Of organization make a. donation t,o charity in
heu of paying you for a speech, appearance, or article In lhe

Yes

0

~~.

VII. Did you, your spouse. or a dependent child receive any
reportable travel or reimbursements for travel in the reporting

No " ' "

LOJ ft;r~:, ~;~;1~~r:~~a;t~~~5 i~oh~g~t~ ;l~rce)?

. y S I'::if

.

0I

.~,\~~~?~~~~~f!e;~~o~~~h~~~:duletv.

"',

r\7I
IL:!l_. .. ~

,

0

\!. If.id you, your spouse, ora d,?pendent chil~ have .any reportable

:fa~:~:~~::I~:~~~oa~~~hd~~~~J~i:tf°rtmgpenod?

Yes

1":?f'

No ~

Ify~~~_~ompJe~~andatta~~.~hedul~~~~ "~____

LC;j

e

"ill. Did you, y~~r-s~use, ;-;d~pe~de.nt child ;ecei~~ "unearned"
~~ Vlll. Did'you, hold any rep~rlable positi;ns~ o-;:;~the "-_.
income of more than $200 in the reportmg period or hold any
Yes
No
dale of filing In the current calendar year?
reportable asset worth more than $1,000 at the end of the period?
, If yeS, complete and attach Schedule VIII.
~!:?!!lPleteandatt~hSChedUle_".~.
._.__ ~,
; ._____
_
~
._ _
IV. Did you, your Spouse. or depe~dent child p.urchase,-s~ll,
) IX. Did you have any reportable agreement or arrangement
or exchan~e any report~bje as~et m a transaction exceedtng
Yes
NO~Wjth an outside entity?

_~~

I\JI'

0 ~

NoD

Yesl2S!

NOD

Yes

No

.

0~~ Jgf
__

Each question in this part must be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for each ~'Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Details regarding "Ql,Jatified BlJn<j Trusts" approved by the Committee on Standards of Official Condl,Jcl and certain other "excepted trusts" need nOl
be disclosed, Have you excluded from this report detaUs of such a trust benefiting you, your spouse, or dependent child?
---'..
- - - - ------.-. - - ...
EXEMPTION-Have you excluded from this report any other assets, "unearned" income, transactions, or liabilities of a spouse or dependent child because they
meet all three tests for exemption?
---~

o

(f)

o
o
o
to
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~

~
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::J
....

----,~

,_

----~ ~

Yes

0

No 1'\71
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es

0
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CERTIFICATION - THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
This Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement will be available to any requesting person
upon written application and 'will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any individual who knowingly and wiilfully falsifies,
or who knowin9ly and willfully fails to file this report may be subject to civil penalties
d criminal sanctions (See 5 U.S.C. app, 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1 001)
arUl!cat'"''

I CERTIFY that the statements I nave mMe on
and all attached schedules are
correcl to the best of my knowledge
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rr~~:ncgo~~1~1Z and attach Sche~Ule II.

than $305 and not otherwISe exempt)?
~'.!l~te

_.__
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I ,

se~ and/or Income Source

-----~,I",o!,'!'pr(x;Utf~ne~~~G~~see~j~~j~~r~~~:~i~ru~
exceeding $1,000 at the end cllhe repOiting
peltod, and (b) nllY other asset or source of
income which generated more than $200 In
"unearned" income during Ihe year. For rental
property or land, provide an address. ProVide

1ull names at any mutual funds. For a selfdirected IRA (i.e., ona where you have the
po"Ver to select lhe speci1ic investments).
provide information on each asset in the
account

that exceeds the reporting threshold,

and the income €lamed lor the account. For Rl'I
IRA or retirement plan lila! is not self-directed,
name
institution holding the account and
proylde l.ts valu,,: at
end of t.he reportln.9
penod. For an active bUSiness lhalls not pubflcly
IrOlded. In Blocl; A state the name of the
oLlsiness,. the nalure of the busln~ss, and. tts

th~

T·-Ci"tUV:=Tm
.TFW~~~
I
"
.
.

i

,I

BLOCK 6

BLOCK C

Value of Asset

Type
of Income

BLOCK A

at close of reporting year.

If you use a valuation method
other than fair market value,
please specify the method used.
If an assel was sold and is included
only because it generated income,

Check all columns that apply.
Check "None" if asset did not
generate any income during

the calendar year.

the value should be ·'None."

BLOCl,

Amount of

InC~rn8

For retiremen1 plans or accounts tha;.
do not allow you to choose specific
investments, you may write "J\lA" ,01
income, For all other assets, i!ldic...te
the category 01 income by chadd'll;!
the appropriate box below. Dividends.
even if reinvested, shoul(l be listed
as income, Ched~ "None" il no
income was received.
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E~:clude: Your. personal reeidence(s) (unless
there IS rental Income); any debt owed to you
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g0ograp~lc local~on, For addltiona.llnforma.!lon.
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b)1 your spouse. or by your or your spouse's
child, parent, or SIbling: any deposits totaling
$5,000 or lesS in personal savings accounts;
any Hnancial interest in Of income defived from

U.S. Government retirement programs.

e,

II you so choose, yOll may indicale 1l1al an
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kEDULE IV -
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TRANSACTIONS

I
port any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse, or
dependent child during the reporting year of any real property,
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that resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
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transaction. Do not report. a. transac.tlon betw.e. en YOU.' your spouse,
or your
or the purchase or sale of your personal
'd dependent' child,
.
reSI ence, unless It IS rented out.

Jiitbz

I

Amount of Transaction

1 - - ' -I-~I·'--'- r-"!- ~

stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions

i-~I

i

Dale
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EDUlE VII -TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND

REIMBURSEM:~;:-TN;;m'~-E ~~"'<il
travel~related

tity the source and list travel itinerary, dates, and nature of expenses provided for travel and
expenses totaling more than $305 received by
, your spouse, or a dependent child during the reporting period. Indicate whether a family member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's expense, and
the amount of time, if any, that was not at the sponsor's expense. Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were paid directly by the sponsor
or were paid by you and reimbursed by the sponsor.
Exclude: Travel~related expenses provided by federal, state, and local governments, or by a foreign government required to be separately reported under the

r

Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U-S_C_ § 7342); political travel that is required to be reported under the Federal Election Campaign Act; travel provided to
a spouse or dependent child that is totally independent of his or her relationship to you.
Source
~.

Oate(s)
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DULE VIII -

POSITIONS

~19lX1"""'f2'''a,J'

?f..

~.-

all positions, compensated or uncompensated, held during the current calendar year as an officer, director, trustee of an organization, partner,
proprietor, representative, employee, Of consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, any nonprofit organization, any labor

organization, or any educational or other institution other than the United States.
Exclude: Positions held in any religious, social, fraternal, or political entities; positions solely of an honorary nature; and positions listed on Schedule I.
POSition

Name of Organization
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SCHEDULE IX - AGREEMENTS
Identify the date, parties to, and general terms of any agreement or arrangement with respect to: future employment; a leave ot absence during the period of
government service; continuation or deferral of payments by a former or current employer other than the U.s. Government; or continuing parllcipatlon in all
employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a former employer.
Terms of Agreement
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ITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
06 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
r 2007 Calendar Year Reporting Period

FormA
fur use by Members, officers) and employges
~~,,~~
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:·'i~ ~:<'.':

{FW1NatrWl

1~ MembarofthaU.S.

Hoose of RepresentatiVes

R~rt ~}.nnual (May 15)
PREl..IMINARY INFORMATION -

Slate:
Dislrict:

-I D

IrJ Amendmen'

Of!iooror
Employee

If yes. complete and attach SchedUle I.

Vi D
es

I fJ Termination
N0t81
Nol2I

I2Sl
NoD

If Yes.. comolete and attach SChedule IK.

IV, Old you, your spouse, or a dependent child purchase, seU.
or exdlange any reportabln a$SElt in a transaction exceeding

Yes~

V. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child. have- any reportable
lIabmly (more than $10.000) during the- reporting period?
Yes
If yes, complete and attach Schedukt V.

o

oen
o

g
;0

g
§
~

~

<:>

<:>
....
'"

~

assesse~

against anyone who files more than

30 days late.

0

VI. Did you, your spouse, or a dependent child receive any
reportable gIft In the reporting period (i.e., aggregating mote
Ihan $305 and not othelWise e:xemp1)?
If yeS. com feta and attach SChedule VI.
V\1. Did 'JOu, 'JOur 'Sj')OU$El, or a depOOl:1oot child Iecel'Ja arw
reportable travel or reimbursements fer travel in the reportlng
period (worth more than $305 from one source)?
If yes com lete and attach Schedule VII.
VlII. Old you hOld any reportable positioM 00 or before the date
of filing in the current calendar year?
If yes. complete and attach Schedule VIM.

vesD

NO'g

vesD

No

vesD

NOJgl

YesD

NO[g/

[0

IX. Did you have any reportable agreement or arrangement with

NoD
NOt2$1

anoutsida entity?

If yes, C<lmplete and attach SChedule IX.

Each question in this part must be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for each "Ves" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION -

I'"l

A $200 penalty shall be
Terlllination Date:

i;:r.vcs

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

TRU$T$-Oetails regarding ~QuaJified Blind Trust5" approved by the Committee on mandards of Ofticlal Conducl and certain other "excepted trusts" need not
be dlsdosed. Have you wa;Juded from this report details of such a trust benefiting you, your spouse, or dli}pendent child?

YesD

NO~

EXEMPTION-Have you excluded lrom this report any other assets, "unearned" income, transactions. Qf liabilities of a spouse or dependent child because
they meet all three tes1s for exemption?

vesD

NO§

770

It. Did any indlvidual or Qrganization make a donation to charity In
lieu of paying you fer a speech, appearance, Qr arncle in the
y; D
reporting period?
es
ff yes,. complete and attaCh Schedule II.
1IJ, Did yOu, your spouse, or a dependent child receive "unearned"
income of ~ than $200 in the reporting p(»iod or hok:l any
Ye$
reportable assetworlh more than $1,000 attha end of the period?

IV.

Employu\gOffk,-e:

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

I. Did YQu or your spouse have 4 earne d" income (e.g.• salaries or
fees) of $200 or more trom any source in the reporting period?

,~1v~O~~~~~ea~~~r:~Ule

l!j Pl'i tl : 00

&J;?ef!::t!f ~. (~:'': ~'.~~I:;;''''
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,EDULE Ill-ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCK 0

BLOCK E

Asset andlQf Income SOurce

Value of Asset

Type of 'ncome

Amount of Income

Transaction

Identify (a) each asset held lor Investment or pro-

BLOCK A

Indicate vallie of asset at close of

Ched< all cmumns that apply. For

Rff f&tlrement plans Or accounts thal do

Indicate If fue

I~stments., you may write "NA.'" fQr
all ather asset$ InclUding 8H lRAs,
indIcate the type of income by check~

checking the appropriate box below.

::~~f$~~~~;:~~o;~~e;~~g~~

ad, and (b) ally other asset or sources ot income
Which generated mole lhafl $200 In "uneanwd"
Income during the yea.r. For rental property or

~r::oJs~T~:u:~~ ~i ~~
tfc~r symbol~.). For <UIIRh and other rliltl~ment

plans (such as 40i(k) plans) lila! 8lesal1 directed

BLOCK 6

reporting year. If you .u~e a valuaUon

method other than ISIr market "\Ialue,
please spacify the method used.

II

an asset .wa~ aold during the reportin~

year and IS Included only

"None."

=~::, ~~6a~cc:;m:,a~n~~ :

'tf:

your SpotlSe, or by you or your spouse's child,
parent, or sibling; any ~pos!ls totalling $5,000 or

less In personal savlngs aCCount$,; any financial

Interest In or income derived from U.S.
Govermmmt retirement progratus.

11 you so chOose, YOll may indicate that an asset
or ihcotne source is that of your spoua& (SP) Of
dependent child IDC) or is jolntly Ilalel (In. in the
optional column <Xl the far left.

A

1f:

~~
C

E

~;J

~'~

G

J#:

;~{:

K

I HI

For all other W>sets, including 811 IRA$,

indicctte the category of Income by

~&id:;:dS ~~i~~~~~t,::n l~~~: ~~~:d7O:h='~ :e~:tt;:i~~:;~:

Ye!ited, sh<nIld be listed aslm:om".

Check "None" If asset did not goo91ate any income dUring calendar year.

~~;:

iti'
I

~~~e:l~~ p~~s ~ =$~ s~:~~~ ~~n~.~~; ~~~:;;e:~~~~~~ asselhad

~~i

~

Check "None-~ It no Income was received.

I

sales IS) or
'

exchanges {E)
eXClieall1g

$1000 In
reportlng year.

~

I

pUrcl\asl)S (P),
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If 000/
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HEDULE III-ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
Intinuation Sheet (if needed)
BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source

BLOCKS
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lEIV

TRANSACTIONS

purchase, sale. or exchange by you, your spouse or
child during the reporting year of any real property,
stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the

Type
ot Transaction

that resulted in a loss, Provide a brief description of any exchange
transaction. Do not report a transaction between you, your spouse.

III

,~

or your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it IS rented out If only a portion of an asset is
sold, please so indicate (i.e" "partial sale"). See example below.
P, DC,JT
SP

Example:
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Mega Coporation COmmon Stock (partial sala)

'- /)J/rurrer

J
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x

or
Quarterly,
Monthly, or
Bi~weekly,
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applicable
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Date
(MOIDAYIYR)

amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000, Include transactions
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HEDULE Vll- TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
ldentify the source and list travel itinerary, dates, atld natur~ of expenses provided- for travel and travel--related expenses totalling more than $305 received by

you. your spouse, or a dependent chlkl during the reporUng period. Indicate whether a family member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's expense, and
the amount of time. If any. that was not at the sponsors expense. Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were paId directly by the sponsor
or were paid by you and reimbursed by the sponsor.
Exclude: Travel~related expenses provided by federal, state, and local governments, or by a forelgn government required to be separately reported under the
foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U,S.C. § 7342); political travel that is required 10 be reported unde'the Federall;lectlon Campaign Act; trll'i13l provided to a
spouse or dependent chUd that is totally Independent of his or har relationship to you.
Source

Date($)

City of Oeparture-OestinatioflCity at Retum

I.o~~{(.

Food?

(YIN

Mar,2
OC-Ctlicago-DC
N
N
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lieouLE VIII-POSITIONS

Report aU positions, comp~nsated or uncompensated. held during the current calendar year as an officer, director, trustee of an organizatIon, partner,

proprietor, representative, employee, or consuttant of any corporation, firm, partnership. or other bU$iness enterprise, any non profit organIzation, any labor
organization. or any educational or other institution other than the United States.

Exclude: Positions listed on Schedule I; positions held in any religious, .social, fratemal, or poUtical entiti~~; and positions solely of an honorary nature.
Position

Name of Organization

q;J JJ1 kLJ H Of,; f1r;~/P/'A¥!I Une
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I
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SCHEOULEIX--AGREEMENTS
Identify the date, parties to. and general terms Of any agreement or arrangement with respect to: futura employment; a leave of absence during the period of
government S6lVioo; continuation or deferral of payments. by a former or current employer other than the U.S. Government or continuing particIpation in an
employee welfare or benefit pian maintained by a former employer-

Partle$io

Date

A /()Y!e
o

8o

"!lJ
§
~

i;l

~

Q

~
~

co

Terms of Agreement

- e----

-Use additiQna\ sheets if more space is required.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 1998 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

REDACIED-

CONFIDENTIAL
Charles B. Rangel
(Print Full Name)

PERSONAL INFORMATION
(Daytime Telepho"ne)

(Complete Address - Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BYTHE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the- Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement will be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conductor its designee. Any Individual who
knowingly and willfully falsifies, or who knowingly and wiHfully fails to file the attached report may be subject to civil penalties and criminal sanctions
(See U.s.c. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).

Certification
I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial disclosure statement and all attached schedules
are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature of Reporting Individual

Date

(Month, Day. Year)

776

Please provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1

FORMA

(Full Name)

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

I

X Member of the U.S. State: NY

Filer

House of Representative Olstflet 15

Status

(Daytime Telephone)

'~·'o

Employing Office:

OfflearOr

Annual (May 15)

Typ.

X

Amendment

I

Employ""e

be assessed against
anyone who "files
more than 30 days

Termination

salaries orfeas) of $200 Yes X

late.

VI. exempt)?
~~ ia~,~~:;:::dO::'~ ~~~~::~~~t ~~~: :aC::I;;3~~Il~':Or:aob:e:~: Yas

~~~~yy~:jf:::~lp~e~:a:~~~~n:~ra~f~:t:~~::p:rn~~::::?

Yas

No

X

VB.

~;;~h~~oS':;OS:~~;h~~ ;;p~~f:ge;:~~<;~~~~eea':;~;;,~;~~;~~~~~r~

more thall S1.000 at !he eml
lf~.

lV.

of

v.

No

Yes X

No

oftHing In ilia YasX

No

source)7

Via. ~~~r:~~~e~::rYyr::;labla posItions on

or

betora the

dale

the period?

complete and attach SchedUle II.

~:::~I~o~:ss::o~~ei~~~:~~:e::cC:~~~:gU~~:'d~~~90~X~:::~l~ny

perlod?
Ifyes,

YesX

~:~~:bJr~~s:n~~~ ~~B1e:e~:il:;~~:;a:::: S(:;~~~1e:1

5335 from ona
'fyes, completa and attaehSchedule VII,

'fyes;. complete and attach Schedule l
IlL

If yes, complete and attach Schedule VIlL

Yes X

oc

:.r~O~;Yn0~~;.~~~~~~~:-~~~::;~-~~~:~;any raporlable llabllily
If}tes. complete snd attach Schedule V.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE,

~~~~u

have any reporlab\$ agreement

W' arrangement with

:an oulside

DEPE!'I~ENT,

Yes

X

No

No

X

Each questIon In this part mUst be answered and the appropriate
schedule attached for each "Yes" response.

OR TRUST INFORMATiON •• ANSWER ElICH OF THESE QUESTIONS

OetaUs regarding '"Qualified BlInd T~ts" approved by the Committee on Standards ofOfficlal Conduetand c:ertain ot:her"axcepted

trusts" need not b" disclosed, Have:$'QlJ excluded front th15 report details ofsuch iii. tnJstbenefitlngyou,yoU{spou:;;;6, ordepandent

child?

Yes

Ifyes, complete and attachSehedule IX.

comptete and sttach Schedule l'J.

Exe m p ti ons_

No X

Wyas, cgmplele and at:tachSchedulc VL

Ifyes. complete and attach Schedule I.

It

<..i

o

Y~

.oX

Yes

NoX

"

Have you excluded from this report a~y other assets, "unearned'"lno:;orne, transaciions;, or JiabllitilSsS of Oil spouse ordependent child
because they meet aU three tests for ';xemp60n? 00 not answer "'yes" unless you have 11m consulted with the Committee on
Standards ofOfficiaf Conduct.
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A $200 penalty shall

Termination Oate:
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CALENDAR YEAR 1998 FlN0;;/AL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

'"""'N
o
o
0\

f:::

,

~

<J

:t

c<)

o

ci

Name Charles B. Rangel
SCHEDULEI·EARNEDINCOME
List the source, type. and amount of earnecfinoomefrom-iny source (other than the filer's current empJoyment by the U.S. Government) totaling $200 or

r--

8o

()

mOfe during the pt:ecaeding calendar year. For a spouse, list the source and amount of any honoraria: list only the source for other spouse earned income

~

()

Page2of7

exceeding $1 ,000. See examples below.

El

Exclude: Military pay (such as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefit::> received under the Social Security Act.

Type

Source
'Examples

OJ

c.:i

o

[f)

Amount

!~f.r~f~f~~~~~i:::.~===:~.~==::::':=;~:=::.::':=:::::==:':·1~~:~~~~~~~=::::~~::=:::~::::=.=:J:=~=!~~=:~=::':'!
f
Onlario County Board of Educalion

ICongressional FCU~!RA

Spouse Salary

,Retirement Distribution

NA

13,333

778

For payments to charity in lieu of honoraria, us.e Schedule II.
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EXHIBIT
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o
Nam.

SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
aLOCKA
Asset and/or Income Source

BLOCKS

Value of Asset

uch ass",1 held fur iovatmel1t Of productiw> of Income
IwJlh a falrm;!kel valuQ a:w1leding $1,000 -at tile ond of lI\Q
!ldenlity {a1

tl1d"lCate value of asset at cIosa of

mportlngpeOOd,.andjb}anyo!hQrasseIQfsQtirees:oflneomll
whlcb generated morelhanS200 In 'unearned'" incomedulingille
yffM. FQfl'llntalpi<ipeltyorrand,providllacompleleaddfllss"

method other liIao fair market value,
please specify the method used.

reporting year. If you use a va/1Jalion

Prov,de fun names 0{ elook. and mutual fWlcts (do n<>t!lSS ticker
ymbllls). For alliRAs and olher retirement, plans (sudl as 401(kj

If an asset was sold dllfing ltIe reportlog

nsjlltat-araselfdlfllcl~ji.e .. plallSinwhicbyouhavalhe
power, \IV,," if not e,xercls>!d, \0 seklot !he spedflc tnveslmli!lll).

year and Included only because it
gener.ated income, the value should be

~

!=~=~a:=r::a==:.8;:~~~ntlhe
pl;.Ins lhalam IlDtself-dlrecled, name the instlluliOll halrling lh6

Ii"'dlv..

"None:

Charles B. Ranoel

IKbCkc
Type of Income
- jCheck aD colWllllS !bat apply. For

irel1rernentplans or acccunis that do
!not allow you to choose speclfit:
investments, you may willa "NAl For
oil other assets itIoluding all JRA$
indICate lhe I.ypa of Income by clleck~
[iog the appropriate box below.
,Dividends and interest. even ifr&lnIvested, should be listed as Itlcome.
~ "Ncne~ if asset did not gener~

any income dwing calendar year.

<OCCOUl'llandilsvalueallha end oflh9 reportln9 period. Foran

BLOCK 0

Amount of Income
IFor retirement plans or am:ounts that
!do not allow you to choose specific
investments, you may write ~NN for

income. For all other assets,
including alilRAs, indicate the
category of income by checking the
''Iappropriate box below.Dividends
and interest, even if reinvested,

Page 3 of7
BLOCKE

Transaction
Indicateiffue
asset had
purchases (P),

t"t

o'"
I'<:

go
a::CD

o

()

>Xl
U

()

<.i

o

({)

sales (S), or
exchanges (E)
exceeding
$1,00010

reporting year.

should be fisted as income. Checl<

"'None" if no income was received.

busine!iSlb3I"'''0~pul>r.t:lyltadlld,.$l:.<lelh"nam9oflhe

ibilSlness.lbenatureDfilsaclivllies:.anditsgaagraphiclocallonin
8!ocJ1A. Fo:ral'Jdilionalll1foffnali<.m.seelhainsU1lClloobooklet.
Exahtdo: Yourpen;onal (""Odance(,,) {Wlllll>S lbM! i$ (enlal
income};<lnydebl<lWedI0'l0lJbyyourSllouse,orbyYlIuoryour

spollse'sc:hild.parent,Qtslbllng;anydepositslola!ing$S.OOOor

:=:=:~~s~~:::na:=::~

I

A

1"'-1

"F~'I

"

I

779

'~~~t~~~=:;)':d~u:~.={~~~;:ee
/1l:l!d {J1),ln tlmopl/onal Olllumn on lIleratlait.

P,
S,

E

Isp,

spl~~ Cmp. Stock

DC,

1Examples: I !~~--!§5.huster

iJT

I

I

,_l!,~~._;

J...-

hsl Sank of Paducah, KY Accoonts

i74Wes11S2nd Street. NY, NY 1C037(Nov 1965
$61,753 + lme.rovemenls)

Ptlnla Calla Beach Villa, Punta Cana, Dom Rep
(March 1987 • $82,750 + lmprovelllel1tsJ
Empty lots, Glassboffl. New Jersey (tax assessme
$3,000)

Chase Manhaltarl Bank

Greenpoint Bank

For additional assets and unearned income. use next page,

!
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CALENDAR YEAR 1998 FIN(;LIALDISCLOSURE STATEMENT
SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

I

Nam.Charles B. Rangel

'"'"~

I

Page4of7

Continuation Sheet (if needed
BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source

BLOCKE

-ransaction

I

.-<

;!
M

o
o

a::CD

o

()

~

oen

o

El

cj

()

SP.
p.
S.

DC.

E

JT

Congri%Sionai F'".gY~!RA, fh~cking
Essex National Securities, Inc., Mane\!. MafMt

fiance North American Govlmcome Trust

'AJl!ance Municil!allncm Fd-New York Port CL B
Bell Al/antic Corporal:ion
,BsllSoutl1 C""Poration .
Merrill Lynch lRA--Al/iance Balanced Shrs A,B (roll
over)

u.s. Treasury Bonds
Philip Maffls Companies, Inc.
Niagara~~~aw~dgs

Inc

Rochester Municipal Fund Class C
1M Global Telecom & TechnologyFd CL 8

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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Consolklated Edison, Inc.
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SCHEDULE IV • TRANSACTIONS

~t<1
o

o
".,;

Report any pUrchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse or
dependent child duting the reporting year of any real property,
stocks, bonds, commodities futures. or other securities when the
amount oftha transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions

o

o

a::

al

()

U

a(f)

()

[that resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
!transaction. Do not report a transaction betw"een you, your spouse,
'or your dependent child. or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it is rented out. If only a portion of an asset is

sold, please so indicate (i.e., "partial sale"). See example below.

Isp, DC, JT

Asset
!Example:

[Mega Corporation COlllffiOll Stock (part!aJ .sale)

Alliance NOtth Amerlcan GOV! Income Trust
BellSOuIh Company

Phif<p Morris Compaolas. Inc.
AIM Global Telecom & Technology Fd Cl B

GibrattarSleel
Rochester Municipal Fond Class C

Consolidated Edison, Inc.

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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~

«)

-q-

Name

SCHEDULE V - LIABILITIES

Charles B. Ranael

Page 6 of7

'"o
«)

o

~

Report of liabilities over $10,000 owed to anyone credilorat any time dUring the reporting period by you, your spouse, or dependent chad. Mark the highest amount owed
[during the year. Exclude: Any mortgage on your personal residence (unless it is rented out): loans secured by automobiles, household fumilUre, or appliances; liabllltias of a
:business in which you own an interest; and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the child, parent. or sibling of you or your spouse. Repol't'evoJving charge accounts (i.e., credit

B

"'o~
o

0::
tIl

()

oo
rn

()

cards) only IUhe balance at the close ofthe preceding calendar year exceeded $10,000,

SP.
Creditor

DC.

Type of Liability

JT

First Bank of Wilmington, Delaware

Cl!lbaok

Punta Cana Beach Villa. Dominican ReJll,lbllc

Mortgage on 123 Main Sl, Dover, DeL
iOftsage on 74 West 132nd 5t,NY, NY 10037-3313
Mort- on Punta Cana BeaGh Villa Condo

782
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FOOTNOTES
Number

1

:

Section/Schedule

Schedule III. IV .

Name

Charles B. RanQel
Footnote

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.

Pane 7 017
This note refers to the
following item

N

l'-

~

o
o

o
o'"

o

~
i:Q

U

o

ci

a:l

cj

o

(fJ

o

Chase Manhattan Bank.
Greenpolnt Bank,
Congressional FCU IRA, Checking,
Rochester Municipal

Fund Class C.
Consolidated Edison
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 1999 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Charles B. Rangel
(Print. Full Name)

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONALlNFORMATION

. _ - ---

-'------'--------------(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address - Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended. "The Statement will be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Condllct or its designee. Any individual who
knowingly and willfully falsifies, orwho knOWingly and willfully fails to file the attached report may be subjectto civil panaltias and criminal sanctions
(See U.S.C. app. 4. § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).

Certification

I CERTIFY that the statements I have made Cln the attached
financial disclosure statement and all attached schedules
are true, complete, and correct to. the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature of Reporting IrnU';idual

Date

(Month, Day. Year)

784

Please provide the following hlformation. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made- available to the public.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CALENDAR YEAR 1999 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

00

I

<')

o
o

FORMA

REDACTED-

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

01arl9s B. R:rg2j
(Full Name)

Filer
Status

1

X Member of the U.S. State: NY
House of RepresentatiVe OlstriCt 15

AnnUal (May 15)

X

Amendment

Officer Or

-

1

~~~Or~ ~:o~U:ni:::r::~~~;:~~~~~~~~c;:::~~g

. salariesorfees)

ofS200

Yas

X

VL

II.

:

anyone who fllas
more than ao days
late.

ie~~r:~r::r::(Lll~~::9~=:~:I=::ae:~~n;:;PnO:tlao~e~:~:

Ve:;

NoX

exempt}?

Ye:>

No

X

VlI.

~;~~~bJr~~~O~~:;~~e~~~a~:a:::pcob:gre::~~a{~o:~:elh:V6J Ye:;X

No

$335frolll one source}?

Ifyes. complete and ~t1 ScheduleVlL

r--~1~';:u~~f~~:u:~Q~::::;~::t~li~d ~eeejv~ ·unearned"lucome
IlL mora lhan $200 111 tile reporling period or hold any reportable- asset worth
of

Yes

X

No

;::;;labIi$

VUL ~~r:~ /:::~~da:

posmollS on or before the date mtlling III the

Yes

X

No

more than $1.000 at the end ofilia period?

If yes. complete and attach Schedule it

If yes, complete arid attach Schedule VIlL

~i;:r~:bl~O~SS!t0~~~~~~:~~~:e:~~;~:gU~t:~'d:~~90~~xcr::~~;ny
period?

Vas X

~~~II;:;U

Ifyes. complete and attach sehedule IV.

v.

~~O::;a~o~~~~~~i~~~~:-:::;:~~~h~~~~~~;aoy reportable
Ifyes, complete and attach Schedule V.

haw any

reportable agreement Of"arrangamentwlth an

outside

Yes

twX

lfyes. complete and attach Schedulo IX.

nab/l I.y

Yes

X

No

Each question in this part must be answered and the appropriate
schedule attached for 8.3ch "Yes" responSe.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, OEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
Trusts-

Details regarding "QuaUfied BlindTrusts" approved by the- COmmittee on StandardsofOffldal Conduct and eertalnothw"excepted
trusts" need notbe disclosed. Have you excluded fTomthis report details ofsueh a tru.stbenafUingyou, your.spouse, ordependent
.

Ve.

.oX

V~

NoX

,;:hitd?

Exempt i on s-

Have you excluded from lliis report any other assets, "unearned" ineome, transactions, or liabilities ota spouse ordependent child
because they meet all three tests for exemption? Do not answer "yes" unless you have first consulted with the Committee on
$tand$ds ofOfficlal Conduct.

()

~.

tfyes, complete and attach Sc:hedul... Vl.

~~~I~Yy~:~~~~p~e~r~a:~~~:"~:~raa~:.:t:~':nt::::~r~i~;:~;:?

U)

be assussed against

Termination Dato:

Ifyes. eomplete nnd attach Schedule L

CO

A $200 penalty shall

Employee

Termination

No

,~

(DayUma Talaphone)

Employing Office:

~-~--PRELIMINARY INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
~~--

o:l
U

0::

()

oo

.
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INam.Charles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCKS

BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source

Value of Asset

(a}eachassethaldf(lrirlllestrnenllJl"pr<lduc~anof!rn:lJme

Check an columns that apply. For
raUrement plans or accouots Iltatdo
not allow you to choose specilic
investments, you may write "NA," Fcr

If an asset was sold during the repartin\J
)lear and included only l:Ietmuse il
generaled inCllfl'le, !he value should be

tmg the appropriate box b<:tlow.

all olller asl>Ot$ ;1JI:Jud'ing all JRAs

"None:

BLOCK 0

BLOCKC

Amounroflncome

Type of Income

Indicate value of asset <:It dose of
reporting year, lfyouuseavalualion
melhod other Ulan fair markst value,
please specify ltIe method used.

indicate the type of income by check~

'Dividends and interest, evan If reinvested, should be listed as lneoma.

Check "None~ If asset: did not gener~
;ate any income during calendar year.

For retirement plans or accounts that

I~~=:~:,Y;~ ~:~~:~'~~~r

income. For aU other assets,
including alllRAs. indicate the
category of income by checking the
apprOPfiate box below. Dividends
and interest, even if reinvested,
should be listed as income. Check
~None~ if no income was received.

l

Page2of6
SLOCKE

Transaction
Indicate if the
asset had
purchases (P),
sales (Sl,or
exchanges (E)
exee:ecJing
$1000 In
reporting year.

N
'"
o
'"
o
00

~

!Xl
U

...;;;
"'g
o
0::

OJ

o

gen
o

786

P,
S,

E

'I

SP,
DC,

I

Examples:

uPM'" cro,.

stook

,.

S'1fJlOfl 2. Schuster
1s1 Bank of Paducah KY Aceounl$

'JT

:74 West 132nd Streel. NY, NY 10037 (Nov 1965
;$51,753+ Improvements)

PlD1l:a Cana Beach VIlla, Punta Cana. Dom Rep
'March 1987" $82,750 + improvements)
Empty lots, Glassboro, New Je!$ey (tax assessmel
$3,000)
Chase Manhallan Balik

Greenpoint Bank

For additional assets and unearned income. use next page.
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CALENDAR YEAR 1999 FIN[ );IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

I NameCharles B. Rangel I

'<t
00

BLOCi(E

o
o

C")

Continuation Sheet (if needed
BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source

BLOCKS
Year~End

BLOCKC

Type

8COCKD
Amount of Income

<'.J

pageaOf61

!Transaction

~

J:O
U

SP,

"'0;
"'81
o

o

0:'

<Xl

()

oo
[f)

()

P,

s,
E

DC,
JT

Coooressional FCU·lRA. Checkjn,

BeD Atlantic Corporation

Merrill Lynch IRA-Alliance Balanced Shrs A,S
Aliance Municipal Incm Fd-NewYork Port CLA
Aftiance Municipallncm Fd-NewYork Port CL B
IAiM Global Telecom & Technology Fd CL B
Nasdaq 100 TR Unit SER 1
Philip.Morris Companies. Inc.
Standard & Poors Dep RCPT

U.S. Treasury bonds
Niagara Mohawk HololllgS. Inc.
Rochester Municipal Fund Class C
Meditrust Corp. Paired Certificates

787

PepsiCo, Inc.
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SCHEDULE IV • TRANSACTIONS

I

<'1

0
0

~

iXI
U

'"N
0
0
0

a::
r!l
0

ti

0

(j)

0

Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you. your spouse or
dependent child during the reporting year of any real property.

stocks. bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
thafresulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
transaction. 00 not report a transaction between you, your spouse,
or your'dependent child. or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence. unless it is rented out If only a portion of an asset is

sold, please $0 indicate (i.e., "partial salej. See example below.

Asset

SP.DC,JT
!Exampla:

IMegaGof~lOrati01J_~_O!l.§!'?£!t(partlalsale'

Meditrust Corp. Paira4 Certlfieales
Nasdaq 100 TRL/nitsER 1
Standard & Poam Pep RCPTS

Alliance Municipal klcm Fd-New York Port CL A

PepsiCo,Inc.
Philip MarrIS Companies. Inc.
Rochester Municipal Ftnld Class C

This page may be copied if more space is reqUired.
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SCHEDULE V - LIABILITIES

00
c<)

business in which you own an interest, and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the child. parent, or sibling of you or your spouse. Reportevolving charge accounts (te., credit·

<i

ro

o

o

~

rn

o

Report of liabilities over $10,000 owed to anyone creditorat any time during the reporting period.by you, your spouse, or depende"nt child. Mark the highest amount owed
during the year. Exclude: Any mortgage.on your personal residence {unless it is rented out}; loans secured by automobiles, household furniture. or appliances; HabUilles of a

~
o
o

B

c..i

a

o

cards) only if the balance at the close of the preceding calendar year exceeded $10,000.

SP,
DC,

Type of Liability

Creditor

JT

Fkst Bank ofWifminglOll, Delaware

Mortgage on 123 Main St. Dover, Del.
Mortgage en 74

Cane Beach Villa, Dominican Republic
MertilLynch

Mort- on Punta Cane Beach Villa Condo

'MargmAccount

789
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EXHIBIT

I

FOOTNOTES
Section/Schedule

Number

Schedule III, IV

1

"

Name

l:"N
00

Charles B. Ram::lel
Footnote

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokel1ilge statements were
unavailable,

Paoe 6 of6
This note refers to the
following item

(")

o
o

~

i=Q
U

~
o
o

Ii
ro
()

c.i

o

(f)

()

Chase Manhattan Bank,
Greenpoint Bank, Rochester
Municipal Fund Class C,
Alliance Municipal Incm FdNew York Port CL A
PepsiCo, Inc,
Rochester Municipal Fund

ClassC
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2000 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Charles B. Rangel

REDACTED-

(Print Full Name)

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address - Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE .REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. as amended. The Statement will be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any Individual who

knowingly and willfully falsifies. or who knowingly and willfully fails to file the attached report may be subject to civil penalties and criminal sanctions
(See U.S.C. app. 4. § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).

Certification
I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial disclosure statement and all attached schedules
are true, complete, am;! correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature Qf Reporting Individual

Date

(Month, Day, Vear)
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Please provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I

{Full Name)

Fi~r
Status:

I

House of Representative Dlslrlcl: is

~eport

Annual (May is)

X

Amendment

»:::
(Xl

OffiearOr

u

(Dayllma Telephone)

(('}fflc:

Employing Office:

~:a~~ ~:o:lJ:lli:::r~:~~"n::~~~~~~~C:::;~~ig·, salarle.s erfees) of$200

Yes

Employee

II"a 0

more than 30 days

late.

Old you, your spouse, or a dependant child receive any reportable girt In
Vi.

lhe reporting period (I.e.. aggregating more khall $335 and not olhslWise

Yes

No

X

exempt)?

Iryes, complete and attach Schl9duko VL

~~~J::YyJ:;if:~~~p~re~~a::I~:n~:::raa~~:I:~IhI: ~=trn~ ~~~O~?

Yes

No

lfyes, complete and aUaeh Schedule"
m.

~~~~r:oSt~rlU~~' ~::O~;:ge~~~~I;~~~~r:~~; ;~;:~~~d~~~::~:

Yes

X

No

X

\Ill

~:~=bJr~:::no~~~~~~:e~e~a~:6:lp~~~~;e;:r%~
(vY~6~~lli~V61 YesX

5336from ana !lourco)1
Ifyes. completa and attach Schedule VII.
I VlIL :r=:af~~~iy:::ablflpositions OIl or before Ih& dala afming· iillha

No

V~ X

Jl\Qra than $1,000 allha ond oBhe period?

If yes, complete and attach SChedule ill

IV.

If yes, complete and attach Sdtllldulo \IIlL

~~::bl~O:;sS~Q~Saeir~n~:~~~ee~::~,~gU~o:~ti'd~~90~~X~~:~~:ny

y~ X

period?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule N.

v.

Did

IX.

you have any raportable agreement Qr arrangement with

all

entity?

outside

Vas

No

X

Ifyes, complete and attach Schedule IX.

:Ye°t~a~~;~:~~}~~~~: ~e:~~::~:n~h~:r~:;; any repl1rlable liability

lfyes.complete-andattach

No

Yes

X

each question in this part must be answered and the appropriate

schedule attached for each "Yoo:;" reZipons'1'_

Schedule v_

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

Tl'usts~

=~~~~~i'b:~~::;::':~i~~::iu':e~~~:;;:';:~ttde::~~~;u~t~~c::::~~:~=:;~e::~l>C:::;:;=

X

Yes

Nl>

Ye$

NI1X

child?

Exempltons-

~:~:=t:;I=:n7~~=~O;:;:;:~:~;"oU;;
~:':::~;::":~I=;~~t~:~;,::=;~a::::~~U:~:":(;hlld
Standard~ of Official

CondUct.

ci

o

(f)

()

anyone who files

Ifyes. eomplete and attaeh Schedule L

Il

ti
en

be ass-essed agal"""t

Termination Date:

Termination

X

o

()

A $200 penalty shalf

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
1

o
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CALENDAR YEAR 2000 FIN0;;IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

EXHIBIT
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Exhibit 01G

NameCharles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE I-EARNED INCOME

Page2of7

o

List the source, type. and amount of earned income from any source (other than the filer's current employment by the U.S. Govemment) totaling $200 or

o

Imore during the preceeding calendar year. For a spouse,list the source and amount of any honoraria; list only the source for other spouse earned income

~

'exceeding $1,000. See examples below.
exclude: Military paY (such as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefits received under the Sodal Security Act.

ti
to

o

oo
[f)

o

B

l..· · _~.~9.? "" ,,
Ig~~~~~~~i~"i~f=:::~=::=::::~==:=:::::=:::::::::=:=::l:~Tf~==-:.~:.=::::::~=~~:::.=::=:=:~-=F=::=:~f2::=:=::
~.~.~~:..?~»t:...._ ~.."

,Exampl..

Amount

Type

Source

t"t"OO
«)

"

__

,_..,_..__.._ ·_,.._·__ ·..··_·mE:?~~,.!~~~!.:?~·_--_·· _·" _·_ _ ·

Retirement Distribution

Conaressional FeU-IRA

·_·"· ·"

6,144
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For payments to charity in liell of honoraria, use Schedule II.
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SCHEDULE
• ASSETS AND-------"UNEARNED"
INCOME
--- .... III ----8tO'Ci<'A------------- ------

6LOCKB
Value of A3set

Asset and/or lncom~ Source
klanlily (a) eaoh il!lset held II>( InvestmetJt or produc:liIm of inmma

I

wlllllltalrmarltelYllloollXCllad'lIlg$1.000all/lilfllldolthe
jlapOrtin£;peliad,and{hjaIll'Ollloua_torsolll'l:l;Soflneom"
wtrioh generated more lhall $WO In "uneamad" Income during!he
year. ForraPtalpmpertyarland,pnwI<!aaCl'llllptalrollJfdmss.
ProvY.le fullllll.l'm,l$ of slodls and mull./<l] funds {do not usa Iickw
sym1n:;llli}. fq a11IRAs and olher mliNiment plat\$; (suclI as 401(k)
'plans) \hat are self directed (i.e., plan$ m which y(lu have the

I

1~:~~~I::tlle::~CS~~~=li::=h~~~e=

laeeounl:ltlat~sdslh&rejlOllJnglhresl1old.

Forreliremenl
pl;m$tIlat.aroncloolf-crorOded,n_lheinslll\l\ionhllMingthe
ac:l'OIlntalld its value alll'll:l end of tlle mmrlltlg periPd. For llll

!Name

Charles B. Ranael

BlOCKC

Type of Income

Indicate value of asset at close of

Check aU cotwnns ti:lat apply. FOI'

reporting year. If you use a valuation

'efirement plans OJ" acoounts that do

rnelhod other than fair market II:iIlue.

10t31lowyouto~spediic

please spedfy the method used.

If an asset was sok! during !he reporting
year and included only because it
generated lno.:ome, the value sh(luld be

"None.w

1:~~=~~~~t:::~:::=isS=I';:al<;~~in

Investments, you may wrile "NA." For
'alIofherassetsim:;ludingaJllRA.s
indicate the type of Income by eheck~

Iitlg the appropriate box below.
'Dividends and interest. even If refn..
vested, should be listed as Jncome.
Check "None" if ass!rt dkJ no!: generlate any Income during calendar year.

BLOCK 0

Amount of Income

!'=or retirement plans or accounts lhat

[do not allow you to choose specifIC

',investments, you may write ~NN for
'Income. For all ollier assets,
lincluding alllRAs, indicate the
,category of income by checking the
appropriate box below. DiVidends
and interest" even if reinvested.
,ShOUld be listed as incoma Check

oo
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BLOCKE

o

o

Transaction
'lndicatelfthe
asset had

purchases (P),

~

B

o

a::

'"(,)

()

o

rJJ

()

sales (8). or
exchanges (E)

exceeding
1$1,000 in
lreportingyear.

"None" if no income was received.

BlockA ForadditionalinfOmlalion.sootheinslrudionbooldlOt.
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,ll you so c:boose, you may Intficata Ibal ;m assai Of income SOllrca
is thai of yourspOll$e (SP) or dapsl'ldenl child (DC) or Is joinLly

Ileld{m,inlheopoonalcolurrmonltlefatlefl

p.

S,
E

,.~~aCorp,Stock

SP,
IOC,

I!fut,mples:

I

Simo0.1l-~

IJT
74 West 132nd Street. NY, NY 10037 {Nov 1965

$61,753'+ Improvemenls)

1

'Punta Carla BeaGh Villa. Punta Carta. Com Rep

!(March 1987 ~ $82,750 + impro~!!1~_nt<;)
Chase Manhattan Bank

Conaressioml FCJJ.lRA, Checking
Lynch Cash & Money kd.s
Lynch IRA-Alliance Balanced ShrsA,S

For additional assets and unearned income. use next page.
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CALENDAR YEAR 2000 FIN['\IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

I

NameCharles B. Rangel
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Continuation Sheet (If needed
BLOCK A

:lC

Asset andJor Income Source

sI6cKE

!Transaction

'"
N

0\

roo

('C)

o

o
e:<:

5

BP,

"''"81
o

o

ci
CO
'-'
<.i

o

[f)

'-'

P,
S.

oc,

E

JT

Greenp_olnt Bank

empty Lots, Glassboro, New Jersey (lax assessme
$a,OOll)

IAllIance Municipallncm Fd-New York PQrt CL A
!Alliance Muoicipallncm Fd-New York Port Cl B
AIM Global Telecom & Technology Fd ClA(sptit
'framB).
IAIM Global Telecom & TechnologyFd Cl: 8

Mohawk H1dgs Jne
100 TR Unit SER 1

U.S. Treasury bonds

PepsiCo,lnc.
Rochester Municipal Fund Class C
,AIM F1oali!Jg Rate Fund

This page may be copied if more space is reqUired.
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Standard & POOtS Dep RCPT

iVerizon CommLlllications Co. (foliTlerty Bel!N,)
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SCHEDULE IV· TRANSACTIONS

00
M

o
o

r:<:

Report any purchase, sale. or exchange by you, your spouse or
dependent child during the reporting year of any real property.
!stocks. bonds, commodities futures. or other securities when the

B

~
g
o
ti

OJ
()

oo
i3

amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions

resulted in.a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
lthatarisaction.
Do not report a transaction between you. your spouse,
>trl

,or your dependent child, orthe purchase or sale of your personal

residence, unless it IS rented out If only a portion of an asset is

sold, please so Indicate (i.e' f "partial sale"). See example below.

Asset

SP,OC,JT
jExampJe:

IMega Carporallon Common Slock (partial $ale).

MeditnJsl ~rp_. Paired Certificates

iAlM Floalirl!=l Rate Fund

Rochester Municipal Fund Class C

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE V • LIABILITIES

00
00
«)

o
o

~
Report of liabilities over $10,000 owed to anyone creditorat any time during the reporting periOd by you, your spouse, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
durIng the year. Exclude: Any mortgage on your personal residence (unless It is rented out;. loans secured by automobiles, household furniture. or appliances: Jiabililies of a
business in which you own an interest; and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the chfld, parent, or sibling of you or your spouse. Report'evolving charge accounts (i.e., credit
cards) only if the balance at the close of the preceding calendar year exceeded $10,000.
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CALENDAR YEAR 2000 FINi~/AL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT·

EXHIBIT
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tIl
()

U

o

(j)

()

SP,

Creditor

DC,

Type of liability

JT

Fll'st Bank ofWilminQIon. Delaware

Mortgage 011123 Main St, Dover. Del.

eUibank

:Mortgage on 74 Wesi132nd St, NY, NY 10037-3313

Punta cana Beach Villa, Dominican RepubflC

Mort· on Punta Cana Beach Villa Condo
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Example:
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FOOTNOTES
Number

Section/Schedule

Schedule III, IV

2

Schedule III

Name

Charles B. Rangel
Footnote

Page7of7

This note refers to the

following item

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.

Chase Manhattan Bank,
Greenpoint Bank,
Congressional FCU IRA, Checking,
Rochester Municipal
Fund Class C

In 2000, a personal residence was sold and invested in Merrill Lynch Accounts

Merrill Lynch Cash
Money Accounts
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2001 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
sig~ature WILL

NOT

~e

made available to the public.

REDACTEDCharles 8 Rangel
CONFIDENTIAL
- - - - - _ - '---PERSONAL INFORMATION - - - - (Print Full Name)

(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address - Office or Home)

CE:RTlFICATION

THIS DOCUME:NT MUST BE: SIGNE:D BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosure Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of1918, as amended. The Statement will be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any individual who
knowingly and willfully falsifies. or who knowingly and willfully fails to file the attached report may be SUbject to civil penalties and criminal sanctions
(See U.S.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).

Certification

I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial disclosure statement and all attached sch~d!Jles
are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature of Reporting Individual

Date

(Month, Day. Year)
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

~

B

FORM A

For usa by Members, offic:ers. and employees

CALENDAR YEAR 2.001 FINANCiAL OISCLOSURE STATEMENT

o
o

OJ

()

(j

o

(f)

()

REDACTED

01ai3s B. Pa'g:;I
(Full Nama)

:
Filer
Status

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

I

X Memberofthe U.S. State: NY
Hou<ie of Representatwe District 15

Officer Or
Employee

anyone who flies

I
PRELIMINARY INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
Amendment

X

Termination

~:~~ ~:U;ni:::~:,!::~:~:~~~;c;:;~~;g.• salaries orfells) of $2()O 'Yes X

VL

Ifyes. complete and attaeh Schedule L

..

Did any Individual or organization make a donation 10 charity in Ueu of
payIng you for a speech. appearance, or article in the reporUrlg period?
If yes. complete and attach

In.

W.

V.

No

Vas

Schedul~ 1

~~~~osU;osJ'fnu~,:; :;~~:ge;~~;::dc~~~~~~l~; ;~=r~b~d:~~~~:~:

more than $1,000 at U1a end of the period?
if yes, complete :and attach Schedule 111.
Did you. YOurspouse. or dependent child purchase, sell, orexchange any
reportoble asset In a lran$a~Uol1 exceeding $1,000 during /he reporting
period?
"
lfyes, complete and attach Schedule Iv.

=o::;a~o~~g,~~~~~~~; ::~~:~~n~h~~;:;

any

reportable liabllrly

Ifyes. camplete and attach Schedule V.

YesX

X

I

I.ilta~

Did you, your .spouse. ora dependanl chUd reoalve any reportable gift In
the It.portlng perlod (I.e.. aggregating more lIlan $335 and not otherwise
exempl)?
attach Schad...l", \no

VB. ;~:i;b:r;~:nt;f~~ ~ee~~~e~~e;::p~~~gre:::ro~ at=:I=vel
$335 from one source)?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule va

vm. ~":r~~~~~~::/;:~la
If yes,

Yell:X

mOTe than 30 days

Yes

.oX

YesX

No

poslUons-on or beforo the <lalll offillng In Iho Yes

NoX

complete and attaeh Schedule VlIt.

~~~I~~U halfe any reportable agreement or arrangemanl with an outside

ViIS

No

X

If yes. CC1mj:1lete and attach Sched"le DC.
Yes

X

Each question in this part must be answered and the appropriate .
schedule attaChed for each -Yes" I"esponse.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE. DEPENDENT. OR TRUST INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

Trusts~

.

~:~~~ :~:rc:tg~~~:~:::e:~i:~~:~'::~r:;::~~~~,;:::~~ :~ n:':~;:~:~~fi~~;~::.~:~c::a~:~;:::e=;
child?

Exefllptlons~ ::=:=~=::m~=Q;:::~:::.,a;e~;:::~='::'~:So..~~l::;:::;:;:~~::::~~-::~Q::ec::::::eor;:c hild
Standards of Official Conduct.

Yes

No

X

Yes

No

X

800

l

Annual (May 15)

A $200 penalty shall
be assoassed against

Termination Datl'!:

Report
Type

,~_.

(Daylima Telephone)
Employing Office:
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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Name

SCHEDULE I-EARNED INCOME

the

Charles B. Rangel

Page2of7

8

Ust
source, type, and amount of earned meome from any source (other than the filer's current employment by the U.s. Government) totaling $200 or
more during the preceeding calendar year. For a spouse, list the source and amount af any honoraria: list only the source for other spouse earned income
-exceeding $1,000. See examples below.
.
exclude: Military pay (such as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefits received under the Sodal Security Act.

Type

Source

0\

<'l

~

B

o

o
o

0::
CO

()

c.i

orJ)
()

Amount

E>Em~.s Ir~~~~r~;~~~~i~::::::::=::::~:~::::::::=::=:::::::.=J~~~[~~~:.=:=::::~=~~=:::~=~~~.~::I==:.:~~:==:=:!
Ontario County Board of Education

lSPous6 Salary

NA

'Congressional FCU~IRA

Retirement Distribution

8,693

Memll Lynch lRA--AlJiance BalancedShrsA.B

Retirement Distribution

4,235

801

For payments to charity in lieu of honoraria, use Schedule II.
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CHEDULE III - ASSETS AND 'UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCK A
Asset and/or Income Source

..

forjnveslmentorpftlduetianolll\OOlllB

!provl<la full ll"",lI,sofslocl<s aoo mUfUaiflll'l(ffl (do lIOI ""olicker
symb;lls}.Fl'IraillRAiiandolherretiremelllplans{sud1as401(k)
plans)thalareself.directed{le.,p!atlslnwblchylluhal/lltlle

power, even illUJleJ<erci~,10 serect the speclficinveslmenl),
!providelhllvalUeandiIlOQl11einformationaa eachassetilll!lll
aCl:UIlflilhat(l;>(Clle<klheropollinglhteshOld, ForreU....rnenl
plansllwtarollolself-dirllcted,llamelheinslitutionhotdngtlle
aceoLmt and lis value althe end of !he rep<:nling period. For an
aetlvetluslnesslhalll;oolputlUclylfllded.$l'alelt!enameofttla
lbusinass.lha.nal:lJleolitsactMlil>S,andilsgeogmphlclooationlll
BlockA. Fwadclillollallnformalion,S<!!elhelllstl'llClionllooklel,

BLOCKB

Value of Asset
Indicale Value of asset at close of
reporting year. If you use a valuation
melhod other than fair market value,
please specify the method used.
If ail asset was sold during the reporting

year and included only b.ecause it
generated income. the value should be
·Norle.~

Name
BlOCKC

Charles B. Ranoel

Type of Income
Check. aU columns thatapply. For
iretiremant plans or accounts that do
inot allow you to choose specific
investments, you may wrile ~NA" For

i~dlo::::s~~::f:::ea1~~~
ling the appropriate box below.

I~:i:~~:::=de:~:;':.

:Check "None" if asset did not gener~
ate any income during calendar year.

sLocR-a

Amount of Income
For retirement plans or accounts that
do not allow you to choose SpecifIC
investments, you may write "NN for
income. For all other assets.
'including all tRAs, indicate the
category of lncome by checking the
appropriate box below, DividendS
and interest, even if reinvested.

Page30f7
BLOCKE

Transaction
Indicateliltle

asset had
lpurchases (P).
sales (S),or

o

'"'"""
.....
00
0\

8o

p;;

B

~
o
o

a::

'"

()

U
o
f/)
()

exchanges (E)
exceeding
$1,000 in
reporting year.

should be listed as income. Check

'"None~ if no income was received.

802

SP'I

~~£,~~~rp.

;oc.
;JT

Examples:

I

Stock

I ISimon ~
I

_ _ I~_."

11stBankofPaducafl,KYAecounts

74 West 132nd Slreet, NY. NY 10031 (Nov 1965
$61,753 + Improvements}
Punta Cana Beach Villa, Punta Cana, Oom Rep

{March 1987· $82,750 + improvements)
Chase Manhattan Banll:
Con!:lressional FeU-IRA, Checking

Merrill Lynch Cash 8; Money Accls
Greenpoml Bank

For additional assets and unearned income, use next page.
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CALENDAR YEAR 2001 FlNA'tIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
CHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
ontinuation Sheet (if needed
BLOCKB

BLOCK A

Asset and/or Income Source

Year~End

I

Name

;;;

Charles B. Rangel
BLOCK 0

Amount of Income

I
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BLOCKE

"ransaction

I

N
00
0..
<"l

o

C>

~

B

"''"g
o

Ii
OJ

()

oo
(f)
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Niagara Mohawk Hldgs Inc
Alliance Municipal [nem Fd-New York Port CL A
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Standard & POOfS Dep RCPT
Nasdaq 100 TR Unit SER 1

Vemon CommlJllications Company
IU.S. Treasury bonds
Alliance Municipal [ncm fd-New York Port CL B
IAIM Floatlng Rate Fund

x

Rochester.Municipai Fund Class C
PepsiCo, Inc.
Empty Lois, Glassboro, New Jersey (tax assessment!
$3,000)
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Report any purchase, sale. or exchange by you, your spouse or
dependent child during the reportlngyear of any reat property,

'stocks. bonds, commodities futures, or other securitJes when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions

Ithat reSulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
transaction. Do not report a transaction between you. your spouse.

or your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it is rented our. If only a portion of an asset is

sold. please so indicate (i.e., "partial sale"t. See example below.

sp,oe,JT

Asset
/£xample:

IMega Corporallon Coml1ll)fl Stock (partial sale)

Starldard & POOfS Dep RCPT
Alliance Municipal lncm Fct·Naw York Port CL B
Nasdaq 100 TR Unit SER 1
AIM Floating Rate Fund
Rochester Munlclpal Fund Class C
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HEDULE V • LIABILITIES
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Report ofllabiijlies over $1 0,000 owed to anyone credItorat any time d~ring the reporting period by you, your spouse, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
during the year. Exclude: Any mortgage on your personal residence (unless it is rented out); loans Secured by automobiles. household furniture, or appliances; liabilities of a

B
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business In which you own an interest, and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the child, parent, or sibling ofyou or your spouse. Reportevolving charge accounts (i.e., credit
cards) only if the balance at the close of the preceding calendar year exceeded $10,000.

SP.
Creditor

DC.

Type of Liability

JT

first Bank of WDmillgton. Delaware

Mortgage on 123 Main St., Dover. Del.
IMortgage on 74 West 132nd st, NY. NY 10037.-3313

Punta Cana Beach Vnla, Dominican Republic

Mort- on Punta Cana Beach Villa Condo
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FOOTNOTES
Number

1

Section/Schedule
Schedule III

r<l

Name

Charles B. Ranoel
Footnote

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.
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Chase Manhattan Bank,
Greenpoint Bank
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2002 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

(Print Full Name)

REDACTEDCONFIDBNTIAt

PERSONAL INFORMATION
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_ _ _ _--'Cha=..'es=B-e"_Range!

(Daytlme Telephone)

(Complete Addres·s ~~ Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE ~EPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosur.. Statement is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amendQd. ThQ Statemenlwlll bo 3v"ilablo- to any
requesting person upon written appliC<ltion and will Ix> ""viewed by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct or its designee. Any indivIdual who
knowingly and willfully falsines. Of who knowingly and willfully fails to me the attacned report may be slIbJeetto civil pllnaltles and criminal sanl'tions
(See U.S.C. app. 4, § 1114 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001).

Cll'l1ifiC<ltlon

I CERTifY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial disclosure sfatement and all atlached schedules
an'!- true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
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Signature of Reporting Individual
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(Month, 0..)', Year)
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

'CRMA

CALENOAR YEARZOOZ FINANCiAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Qu;,s B. Ra:gEI
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REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
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Nam.Charles B. Rangel

SCHEDULE I· EARNED INCOME

list the source, type, and amount of earned income from any source (other than the filer's current employment by the U.S. Government) totaling $200 Of
more during th~ preceeding calendar year. For a spouse, list the source and amount of any honoraria; list only the source fur olher spouse earned income

exceeding $1,000. See examples below.
.
exclUde: Military pay (such as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement pl'09rams, and beneflts received under the Social Security Act

Source

I

Type

I

Amount

If;x.;mples

IConofl'lssiona! FCU..JRA

Retirement Oislrlbution
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For paymenl$ to charity In feu of hunoraria. use Schedule II.
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'N.m.Charles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCK A
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g
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$61.753 .... jmprovements

C(lmlI'eSS;onal FCU·IRA, Checkin,
PepSICo, Inc.

For additional assets and unearned income. use next page.

lin=me. For all oth.... asseb.

including alilRAs, indicate the
category of income by chacklng lhe
appropriate box below. Dividends
and interest, even if reinvested,
Ishould be listed as irtllome. Checll;
"None" If no income was received.
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SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet (if needed
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Asset andlor Income Source
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SCHEDULE IV - TRANSACTIONS

Report any purchase, sale, or eXchange by you, your spouse or
dependent child during the reporling year of any rea! property,

stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1 ,000. Include transactions

that resulted in a 10$s. Provide a brief description of any exchange
Itransaction. Do not report a transaction between you, your spouse,

I

W

~
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or yotii' dependent child, or the purchase or sale of your personal

residence, unless it is rented out. If only a portion of an asset is

!5

sold, please so l"die-ate (i.e., "partial sale"). See example below.
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Nom.Charles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE V • LIABILITIES

Page 6 of1

Report ofHabmties oV€r $10,000 owed to anyone creditorat an}' time during \he reporting period by you, your spouse, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
during the year. EXclude: A11y mortgage on your PiSroOna! residence (unless it is rented out); loans see:ureO by aulomobUes, household fUm/lure, or appliances; Jjab~!lIes of a
business in which you own an interest, and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the thUd, parent, or sibrmg of you or your spouse. Reporreva/ving r:harge accounts (i.e., credit
c>oords) only Wlhe balance at the close oflhe precedIng calendar year exceeded $10,000.
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Ise on 74 VIIesl1321\d St, MY, NY 10037-331$
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FOOTNOTES
Number

1

Section/Schedule

Schedule III

N,meCharles B. Ranael
Footnote

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.
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This note refers to the
following item
Chase Manhattan Bank.

Greenpoint Bank
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2003 FINANCIAL DiSCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following infOrmation. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL

PERSONALINFORl'vlATION

815

Charles B. Rangel
------'=(p:.:,,"'"'="-=ll Name)

(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address;'" Office or Home)

CERTIFICATiON

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BYTHE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached financial Disclosure Statemant Is mqulred by the Ethics 'n Governm","tA..t of1918, 11$ amended. The StatemlOnt wfll be available to any
requesting person Upon written appfication and will be reviewed by the Committee 0." Standards ofOffieial Conduct or ils designee. Any individual who
knowIngly and willfully falsifies. orwho knowingly and willfully bill", to fife the attached report may be subjell'Uo civil pe....lti..s and. omminal sancti<lns
(See U.S.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1tlD1J.

certification

I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
fimml'lal diSClosure statement and all attaelt~ SChedUles
atll true, I'omplele. and correl't to the best of my
knowfedge and belief,
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SfgnatuUl of Reporting Individual
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FORMA

CALENDAR YEAR. 21]D3 FINANCiAL DISCLOSURE. STATEMENT
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CALENDAR YEAR 2003 FINY '1IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
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B. Ranael
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interest. even If reinvested,
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'None" If no Income was received.
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For additional assets and unearned income, use next page.
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SCHEDl.:IlE III ~ ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME .

Continuation Sheet (if needed
BLOCKA
Assetand/or Income Source

SLOCKS

Year-End

I:m:-Charles B. Rangel I;~g~;~
slOCKe
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Amount of Income-
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Empty lilts. Gmboro. New Jm>ey (tax assessmenl
$3,000'
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SCHEDULE IV - TRANSACTIONS

N~.Charles B.

Ranael
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Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse or
'dependent child during the reporting year of any real property.
stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or olher securities when the
amaunt ofthe transaction exceederl $1,000. Include transactions

that resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange

Do not report a transactlon between you, your spouse,
ltransaction.
your
child, or the purchase or sale of your personal
iOI"

dep~.ndent

'residence, unless it Is rented out. If only a portion of an asset is
!sold, please so indicate (i.e., Mpartial sale,. See example below.
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SCHEDULE V • LIABILITIES

Name

Charle$ B. Ranael

Page50f6

Report ofliabnilies over $1 0,000 owed to anyone credltorat any time during the reportlng period by you, your spouse, ordependent child. Mark the highest amount owad
[during the year. Exclude: Any mortgag... on your pelWl1al rooldsnce (unless it Is rented out); 100M secured by automoblfils, household furniture, or appliances: liabilities of a
Ibusiness In which you own an Interest; and liabmtles owed to a $pOUSe, orthe child. parent, or slbilng of you or your spouse. Reportevo/Vfflg charge accounts (i.e., credlt
;cards) only If the balance at the close of the precedmg calendaryearexceedetl $10,000.

SP,

Creditor

DC,

Type of liability

JT

!
e:",mpl"..

FirstBank"fW~mlngtoo.o..Jaware

Mortw1l1" 00 1z:l M!lin Sl,O'wer,Oel.
IMm1!l"lle<>n 74WllSt132r1dst,NY.NY10037-3313

820

o
o

(j)

is

"g
CD

;0

tl

*

ttl

?:I
o

~

00
00
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CALENDAR YEAR 2003 FINY).;IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

I

FOOTNOTES
Number

SectionfSchedule

1

Schedule III

Name

Charles B. Rangel
Footnote

Good faith estimates of values ware used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.
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This note refers to the
following item

Chase Manhattan Bank

821
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Exhibit 020

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2004 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please, provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

822

REDACTED_
Charles 8. Rangel
CONFlDFXITAL
-------PERSONALlNFORMATION -

(PrJot Full Name)

(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address - Office or Home,

CERTIFiCATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPOR:TING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Djstlosure Statement is required by the Ethics In Government Actof 197$, as amended. The Stateinentwlll be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be reviewed by fh(l Committee on StandardS"ofOfflclal Conduct or its designee. Any Itidivldual)'l'ho
knowingly and willfully falsifies, orWho knowingly and wlllfully fails to file the afulched re~ may be subjeetto civil p<Jnalties and criminal" sanctions
(See U.S.C. app.4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 10(1).

Certification
I CERTlFY that the statements I have made on tl)e atlached
financIal disclosure statement and all attawed schedules
are ltue, complete, and correctfo the bestoftny
knowleclge and 1>I>1Ie1.

o(f)

o
o

"0
OJ

;u

g

~

g
::<i
o

~
--l

'"

Signature of Rep.:.rtlng lndivklual

Date

(Month. 0<w. Year)
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CALENDAR YEAR2004FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

C1<uIos a RaW
(Full Namej

Filer

"'tatu",

FORMA

For us.e by Members. offlcers, and employees

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

(OaytlmeT"lephone)

X Member oftha U.S. State: NY
House of Representative OlslTlcl: 15

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION
t

I

~*

ANSWER EACH OF THES.E QUESTIONS

~d':~~~~':.'"i:::;,:~"";:~:,~~~~~~~g··salarla..or'e,,sJQ($200

YuX

Nt)

I VI,

~~x,c~~f:=~:ll,:~~e~~~~:\:~~ac,;r~~;;p:~~~~~

Yl!$

NoX

""limp!}?
Ify<>s.=mplete3nd _h$eheduJeVt.

:::i''''=;n-:::=

anY"'p«lable liabW

lfyes, ecmpl<>W,,"d~S"lwdul
. . V.

No

Y""X

No

va

YuX

No

VlIL~~::'~~;:;;rbbljtPOSltl"O,.,"""rbelor"!hel!aleoffilm9Inlh"

Y""X

No

"'~~~~=

Y""X

No

S335fromo,.esoun:;ej1
lfyeS,ce<np/<lte"J1datt=h:o>crn.<fuleW.

Ifyes.eompl""'''nd-,*"~Scl>",,,,,=",.,,,,,,,--

"'x

_

Each que>;tion III this part must be Brwwered and th.. appropriate
",c:hedul.. "ttac:h..d for each "Yes" ...,,,.po....,e_

EXCLUSioN OF SPOUSE. DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION -- ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

exempti",ns-

()

~

()

()
OJ

;JJ

g

~

Rl

g

;;<I

g

...

N

--.l
--.l

= ~ need notbe disclo",ed.

Oetaa", f'(Iganflng ~Quatlfled Blind Trusts" approved bylhe Cemmlltes on Slat>dal"ds ofOfflcial Cond\.l<;l;and celtain olher~<lO(cepted
H3IIeyou excluded ftmn thisl'ep<>rl: detaUs ofsmm a lrust beneffljnJ;l),ou, yourspoU$'" <;>rdeptmdent

'oX

Have y<>u exduded fromth\$ ...porlany _assorts, "unearned"" Income, b'ansa<:tIons. QrlTabllltlas of... spo..........depend.".,t child
because theymeet atllhree tests lOrexemptlon? 00 not answer"Y"'s" unless y<>u h ........filSt consulted with the C<mll'Jllltee on
$landards of om"",,1 C(>nduet.

"'x

823
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Exhibit 020

SCHEDULE I ~ EARNED INCOME

Nam.Charles B. Rangel

Page2of7

~

fthe source, type, and amount ofeamed inCome from any source (otherth<n1 the filers cu~ employment"bythe UiCGovemmellt)totallng-$200 or
more during the preceeding calendar year. For a spouse, /lst the source and amount of any honoraria; list only the source for other spous.e earned income

exceeding $1,000. See examples below•
.Exdude: Military pay (such as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefits received ooderthe Social Security Acl

_P"'~~~~
Type

Source

IRelimment D15tribUUon

Co!:!9rassional FeU-IRA

Amount

4,435

824

For payments to charily In lieu of honol'llrta. use Schedule II.

o(J)

g

o

;;0

"

>V

o

gJ

I

o
~

.....
00
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••"",Charles B. Ranoal
BLOCKS

Value of Asset
lndi<;alevalueofassetateloseof
r"l'Offfngyew. lfyouooeavaluaUOll
melhodolherlh:anfaJrmal'llelvalua.
p!a3lle$lleCilYlhelMttlodused.

SLOClfc
'Check all eol1Jlllll3 Ittatappiy. FOf

"e«rememplansoracm:n.mlslhatda
lotalJowjl<.ll.lklc:lloo:wspecllic

lnveslments.yourrlifiwrite"NAkFur
laIlolherasscl:slnr:iflr:Hnga"1IlAs

lfa<1asse1wassoldWrlng!llereportlng
yearomdiJ>cl\ldedonfyb"""usail:

gooera!e(! fllcom!!,lfrevalue should be
'Nona.«

lindIca19lhetyp<lofillCOllllabycllack~

tnglheappropti;;lteboxbehm.

!For retirement plans or accounts lhat

i~V:~:,Y:%:=:~~r
income.

Far all other assam,

lincluding aU IRAs, indicate lhe
'category of income by checklng the

Dlvidends8rnJlnterest,./lV8llifl1lin-

appropriate box below. DMdends

lWtedaslnCllml!.
!,Chack"NQne" ifassetdld
notsener.

interest.' even if reinvested,
land
shoUld be Illrted as
Check

vested.sMuld~

iat<>any~duringcarlllilhlTyear.
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sLOCKIi

Amount oflncome

Type of Income

incom~

'None" If no Income was receiYed.

825

lsI',

SP[Mega

loe,
lslaanl<.of?aduI::Ilh..KYAot:nunt!:

174 West 132nd stroot. NY, NY 10037 (Nov 196$
$61,753 + Impfl:lVemenls)

Ptm1a Carla Beach VIlla. F'unla Cana. Dam Rep
laroIl1987·$S2,7SU"'(mpttMlmmts'
Ishares TrustDowJonll$ SlllectOiYid Index Fd
iNasdaq 100TR lJnitSER 1

~

o
;u
g

OJ

~

~

()

Slandard & Poors Oep RCPT

~

ING PrIncipal Prol1ldion Fund II CL

o

~
N

;2l

e

For additionaJ assets and unearned income. use next page.
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SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet (ir needed

I ...... Charles B. Rangel I

Page40f7

I

SLOCKA.
Asset andfor Inl;Ol'lle Source

SP.
P.

s.

DC.

E

JT

iAlllanoo Bemslelll Mvn! Inc Fd New yorio; Cl A
,Putnam New Yot1'; kweslmenl Grad" MuriiTR

eMil & Monel' AccW

GrwnlXi.ntBank

iChase Manhallan Bank

calverlTS)(FreeReserve Umitetl Term PortfPlio

RocheslerMuni<;~Fu",:IClaseC

Allfancs MuniQpal fncm Pd-NewYOtk Port ct. B

PeasiCO.lnc..

o(f)

o
o

oOJ
;u

i

Q

'~"

00

o

This page may be ~pied if more space is required.
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Exl1ibit 020
SCHEDULE IV ~ TRANSACTIONS

Report any purchase, sale. or exchange by you, your spouse or

dependent child during the reporting year of any real property.
!stocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the

'amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
!.hat resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
!transaction. Do not repor:t a transaction between you, your spouse,
or your dependent d1~d. orthe purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it is rented out If only a portion of an asset 15
SOld, please so indicate (I.e., "partial sale"}. See example below.

IS?, DC,iT

A$sat
€>Wmple:

,talionComrnooSlock{parllal$a!e

827

'74 Wesl1JZ St. New Y!><kOlly, NY 10007

IshimsTrustDOW Jones Select DMd Index fd (6123104 P; 912O/lI4 P:
Nasdaq 100TR.l,1tlitSER 1 (61~llJl)4 P; 9lZllfl)4 P)
P)

YOlk nveslloont Grade MunlTR

Eillon Vane!! !NSO NY Munl {7~f:';1{J}_sro4 Sl
NUV lIN Oily locemo (6J24I04 P; &1.3/04 S: 9/30104 S)

CI"ymore NY MurlJJ?t!!yQ4. P; 10115/04-S

Am"nce I3el11.Sttom Muni lncFd NewYor!l ClA
CaNer/. TF' RSV - 4 tran""-"'klrm (06-23-(14 L~",u91> ()9.U-04)

Alliance Municlpa\ loom Fct.-NewYork PortCL B

o
o

8o

"g

ill
;0

~g;

lNG PrI<lclpa! ProteeUon Fund 1I GL e

~

~

00

This page may be cOpied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE V • LIABILITIES

Nam.Charles B. Ranael
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Report of liabilities over $10,000 owed 10 anyone credltorat any time during the reporting period by you, your spou:re, Of dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
,during the year:Exe!ude:Any rnortgageon your persorta! resklence (unless It is ~nted out)", loans secured by automobiles, househoidfumUure, or appliances; Iiabirrties ofa
lousiness in which you own an interest and tiabiliUes owed to a spouse, or the ch~d, parent, or sibling ofyou or your spouse. Repomwolving charge accounts (i.e" credit
leards) only iflhe balanC<! at Ih0 eIO!m of the PrewdlflJ:r calendaryearexceedoo $10,000.

SP,
DC,

I

Creditor

Type of liability

JT

Example:

Fft:StElard<oIWilmlogkln,Delaware

~o

g
><:1

<::>
<::>

OJ
;u

~

i

N

~

00

Mor!gllQeon123MainSt.,Onver,OeL
i-ooPJ,mlaCana8eacllVillaCando

828

!Punta CBfla eeach \lijla. Dominican Repubf.e

leT

.II

CALENDAR YEAR 2004 F'NI'Q'AL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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I

FOOTNOTES

Name

Charles B. Ranael

Page7of7
This note refers to the
folfowing item

Number

Section/Schedule

1

Schedule III

Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were
unavailable.

2

Schedule IV

In 2004 the 74 WeSt 132nd Street, NY, NY 10037- property was sold. Proceeds from that sale 74 West 132nd Street,
and other investment transactions disclosed were used to purchase a personal residence in NY, NY
Florida which does not require dlS{;losure. .

Footnote

M&T Bank. Chase
Manhattan Bank:

829

g
~

IS

"g
~
OJ

;U

?;1
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~
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00

W
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
"_ ._ _ ._a..!
__
es_B_"""",_e1_PERSONALlNFORMATION

830

(Complete Address

CERTIFICATION

_
(Daytlme Telephone)

(PrlntFuH Name)

R_

Office or Home)

THiS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDMDUAL AND DATED

The attached Financial Dis.closure Statement is required by the Ethics in GovernmentAcf of 1978. as amended. The Statementwl\l be av'lilable to any
requesting person upon writtl1n appli(mtion and will be reviewed by the Committee on Sland'irds of Official Conduct or Its designee. Any individual who
knowingly and Willfully falsifies, orwho knowingly and willfully fails to flle the attached report.-rn>y be subjolrtto civil Pll'nallies and criminal sanctiOIl$

{See U.S.c. app. 4. § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 1001}.

Signature of Reporting lndlvidual
I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial disclosure statement and aU attached schedUles
are true, complete; and oorrect to the best of my
knowledge 'lOd belief.

o(f)

o
o

()

tll

?::'
o

"g '...i2
OJ

;u

i

tv

00

Oate

(Month. Day. Year)

EIUIIII'IIT

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FIN/. ).AAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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Name

SCHEDULE V • LIABILITIES

Charles B. Ranoel

Page 6 of7

Report of !labllill~ ove' $1 0,000 owed !o any one creditorat any time during the reporting period by you, your spoUSe, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed
during the year. Exclude: /:my mortgage on your personal residence (unless it!s rented out); loans secured by automobnes, household furnitlJre, or appliances; liabilities of a

bUsiness in which you own an interest; and "abilities owed to a spouse. or the chUrl, parant, or sibling of you or your spouse. Reportevo1vfng charge aelXlunfs (Le., credit

!cards) only if the balance at the close of the prec..ding calendar year exceeded $10,000.

SP,
DC,
JT

I

Example:

Creditor

FlrSl Ban!< of Wllmln(llOll.• Delaware

o

(j)

o
o

"IgII
~

Z\

g
::<J
o

:r;;

W
--..l

'0

Mrn1gag" C1n.123 Main St. Dover. 0 ..1.

Mort- on Punta Galla Beach VBls COndo

831

Punta cana Beach Villa, .Domlniclln Republ"

Type of Liability

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FINC;uIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Etltl!ll$l'f
E1<'nibil·

I

FOOTNOTES
Number

Section/Schedule

1

Schedule III

Name

Charles B. Ranael
Footnote

Rental amount is residual income received after sale of property.

Page7of7
This note refers to the
following item

74 West 132nd St NY

832
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

:="

FOR.MA

For Use by Members., officers, and employees

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL

ctal3s B. R.-gJI
jFull Nama)

I

P~R~ONAL1NFORMAnOtJ,_..::(D:.:::"ay:::,~=,,::;,.,::"O~oo:.)- -t--""""-"""-..Qnl"-,

X Memb". of the u.s. Stal",; NY

Officer Or

House of Rop",sentallV<l Dl$trIct: 15.

Employee

Employing Office:

A $ZOO penalty shall
be assessed agaln$f

f.-=~-+------------y_.......l_---=--,--,--=-.,..------a"yone who files
Termlnallon Date:

Report

mom than 30 days

Annual (May 15)

Type

lorte.

PREUMINARY INFORMATiON _. ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
t

..:ml.mesorlee$lof$2Oll Y9$X

~d"=frro~'::n~:::;:,:~e~:,.;:~~;~~;.g

No

YJ.

"'x

VII.

~~!a~~.::r:::::;:9~~':i~~::::~I:~: :'t~~nrn~~~~~~~
exempl)?

Y9S

No

X

Ify...., campleteand»ltachScf><lduleVl..

• contple',. and

_'*'

N<>

YI$X

No

S..,h<!duf.<>"

YesX

p~ri~i

N<>

Ii<>

oc~~~~=

"'x

If yes, comprcle""nd_chSclwdu'" IX.

,,,x
If~s,

complete and al:laclo Schedule V.

Ea"h qu",,,,tion In

thu. part must be

answ

d .. nd the appl'opriate

..eh<i>dule :rttaeh.,d for ..lOch "V.,.." ...."'pons .

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION •• ANSWER Ej:\C_H OF THESE QUESTIONS

~~::::;~~~:~~~=:::::;~:=la':~S':':~~C::=:;,~UrC::~":'u.:=

chUd?
Exemp~lons-

Q
i"!

fA

o
o

"
CD

;:u

§
~o

:5

t;

:;;:

Have YOUe:>;c!uded fh»nU'lI" .",:>cutany other ass....... "unearned" lnC<>n'J/>, transacl:lons, orll;:,bl1ltlesl ofaspous.eol'deptlndentchild
=~~=~=~tstwe:>:empll0n7
Do netOlO$Wllr~y.."" unless you havefirstconsultedwilh th.. Commltteeon

Yes

twX

"'x

833

Y""X
w.

VesX

l::ltHllllT

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FIN) );IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Nam.Charles B. Rannel

PageZof7

SCHEDULE I • EARNED INCOME
lUst the source, type, and amount of earned income from any source (other than the filefscurrent empIOyrnel1iby-uieU.s. Government) totalinii"$2oo or

more during the proceeding calendar year. For a spouse, fist the source and amount of any honoraria; -list only the souma: for other spouse earned income
exceeding $1 ,000. See examples below.
Exclude: Military pay (SUch as National Guard or Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefits received moor the Social Security Act

Source

"",m¢..

I

Type

Amount

~~~~~

ICongressional FeU-IRA

Retirement Distribution

4,486

834

o(fJ

o
o
o
~

g

t!

~

~c

~
w

....,
V>

For payments to charity in lieu of honoraria, use Schedule II.

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FIN0;IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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N,~Charles

SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

Slotkci

BLOCKS

I

Value of ASS€t
I11dlcalevallreof3$l;iltatdose"r
reportingyear. If}'Qu\lseavalua~an
methodolherlhanfaJrll'laJ'lootvalue,

please spedfy the. method ll$efJ.
Ilan=elwassolddlllirlglherepar!ing
year aod lnc/uded onlybecallse It
generafl.ld inccme, thevalue should be

"None:

Type of Income
ICIleckancol\lllU1Slh3tapply.Filr

reflrementplansgfl'lCCOUlllsthatd<:J
!notallowyoulllclloosespeeific

lnveslmemts, you mayWlite "MA." For
"no(herassetsfndudlllgaltlRAs
~Ildlcate !he Iypt1 ofllK:Ollle by cheekngtheappt'Dllriateflo:(beiow.
Dividends and Interest. even ff reinested. sbould be listed as Income.
Cfleck"None"/frl!lSlltdidnotgener·

~

anylrn:o<ne<!l.ring.calendaryear.

B. Ranael
S[OCKO
Amount of Income

jFor rellfement plans Qr acoounts that
do not allow you to choose spaclfi<:
investments, you maywn1e "NA" for

income. For all other assets,
including alilRAs. inarcate the
categof}' of income by checking the
[appropriate box below. Dividends
and interest, even if reinvested,

should be listed as income. Check

Page 30r7
BLOCKE

Transaction
IndIcaleifthe
lassethad
jptlrchases (P).

,sales (S),or
exchanges {E)

iexeeeding

$1,000 In
importing year.

"None" If no Income was receIveiJ.

Isp,
iDe,

srIM!l!" Cop, S!ccl<

I Examples: I

_"~<.f.!~.L........1

ISlmon & Set!uster
ll11SaokofPallt",.h,K'fAcwu<lll>

IPUllla Cana Beactl Vila. Punta Cana, Omn Rep

:(Mamh 19a7 • $82.750 "llnprovemems
MclroTmn~IlAuth

NY Rev

'Nasd'!'l1OQ TR Unil SER

~
o
o
h

OJ

;0

I

~o

~

'"
'"

ING Prilldpal ProlecliOTl

j

Fund II CL e

For additional assets and unearned ineome, use next page.
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835
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S.
E

.--.\

"XliISl,

CALENDAR YEAR 2005 FIN),' J;IAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND ·UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet Of needed

I N,m.Charles B. Rangel I

Pa9·40f7

I

B[OCKA

Asset and/or Income Source

SP,
P,

S,
E

DC,
JT

Alliance Bernslein Mun; II1C fd New York Cl A
MooilIl~f\C1l

Cash & Money Accls

Putnam New York Investment Gr<lde MunlTR

Con~ntll

FCU-lRA, Checkl

IEmptyLots,Glassboro,NIlWJeI1ie;' ttaxassess

$3,(00)
Norlh Fork Bank [fomlelly Grnoopoint Bank'
U,S.Treasurvbontls
P!!psiCQ.lnc.

IAllial'lC<! Mtmlclpallncm Fd-New Yom Port CL B

o(J)

g

o

?:1

o

"
tIl

;u

I21

o

j2

w

""

This page may be copied If more space is required.

'parlJal

836

174 We$( 1320d street, NY, NY 10037
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SCHEDULE IV • TRANSACTIONS

iReport any purchase, sale, Of exchange by you, your spouse or
!dependenl child during the reporting year of any real property,
jsfocks. bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
amo!Jnt of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
Ithat resulted In a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange

transaclion. Do nol report a transaction between you, your spouse,
or your dependent child, or !he purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless if Is rented out. If only a portion of an asset is

!sold. please so indicate (i.e.,. "partial sale'1. See example below.

SP, DC, JT

!

Asset

'Example:

Ir<le!lI!lCol'po<atlon Comrrnm St<>~ (partial sale]

RoclteslerMtmlclpaiFundC\a$sC
ING Pril1cipal Protectioo Fund II CL 8
IAlrl3J1ce Bemstem Mum Inc Fd New York CL A
Alliance Municlpallncm Fd-New York Port CL B

g

~g

oOJ
g

"'-->w"

oo

;0
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~

00
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2006 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following lnfonnation. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

REDACTEDRangel
(Print FuJI Name)

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

;me Telephone)

838

O1artes B.

(Complete Address - Office or Home,

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BYTHE REPORTING INDMDUALANO DATED

The attached Financial Di$~osure Statement Is requ'r'1!d by the Ethics in GovernmentAct of 1978, as amended. The statl'lmentwill be 3W1ilable to any
requesting person upon written applieaffon and will be reviewed by the Committee on Standards ofOffil:ial Conduct or lis designee. Any Individual who
knowingly and willfUlly falsifies, orwho knowingly and willfully fails to file the attached report may be sUbject to civil penalties and criminal sam:lions
(SeeU.S,c. app.4. § 104 and 18 U.s.C.§ 1(01).

SigllO'lture of Reporting Ill(fivldual

I CERTIFY that the statements I haV>:l made oil the <lttached
financial dlscloSll.... stat"ment and all attached schl;>dules
are true, complete., and correct to thl!! best of mY

kIloWfedge and bl!!lief.

g

g

o

::<J

o

"'g"
;u

~
~

...~

~

Oaw

(Month. Day, Year)
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FORMA

CALENDAR YEAR-ZOOS FINANCIAL DISCLOSURESTATEMENT

For usa by Members, officers, and employees

REDACTEDCJ1aEsB.~
(FuflN"rne)

$:::"

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL lNFORMAnON

X Member oft/>e U.S. Sla\llJ'NY

OmearOr

House of ReprosentlltlveOlstrict:15

EmplQyee

RiOP<'>rt
Typ1"

(~a~-T"l,,~o""J

nfl1t-. .. U

Employing Offlce:

A $200 penalty shall

:~7:::::d:':inst

TermlnaUcm Oat,,:
Ann..... l (May 15)

mOf'e than 30 day'"
late.

TerminaU"m

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION •• ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
l

~~'=i~,::~=~~~::,~;~;:c:m..,;:,~~.g

.

salariesOrfeeslof$200

'ff>SX

No

~. ~~ r:;rim;r::n&~~:.r~:';~:l::::';~~n;ll~p~:,~:

Yes

VU.

y\!SX

exempt)?
Jfy...., .,om"lete at>d attach Schedule VI.

Wyes, complateand attach Sebedulet

II

~~)::~~;~~~~~~;;;:'~~~::~~~~:u:'~-~:~~~-;:::O~1

Yu

NoX

lfyes, complete and att>Jeh Sche<fule ..
No

.,rfolll'lg.;n 100

YesX

N<>

Yes

N.,X

lfyes,complctcandattacnSe!>eduleVlll.

IV.
v.

~~~~I~o:.~~s""ir:.~::~~e,,n~e:~~:g"~~=·d':~O[:=~~;"Y

period?
1fy<>S, "",",plet" ..,.,datl<oe"S,*",dule IV.

~~o~,;,,~"~~~:O:;~)~~~~: ::=~~n~h:~':;

V...X

No

IX.

~~;10ha'ffl3nyrepmlabl"3graem"ntor"r;<ln9"manlWIUl"n\>Utsirle
lfyw.>, complete and -.m Schedule oc.

anyreptmable fiab,i!ty

Ify,""" complekl arnf attach Schedule V.

YE<3X

Nt>

Each question ;n

thl$ part must be answen>d and the appropriate

schedule a~l>Jched fur each

"Y"s"

response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENOENT, OR TRUST INFORMATiON •• ANSWER EAl;H OF THESE QUESTIONS
Details "'!;larding ~Qua"f!ed BlInd Trusts" appn:nted byltle Commll:We on Standards- ofOfficial Conduct and ....rtaln other ..""""'pled
notbe disclosed. l-lav<l yoU excluded from this ",portdeta~sohruch a 1nJst Denef[tlngyou, yourspouse, on:leplmdeot

:1~~" need
Exemp~ions"

""""' you excluded from the. ,,"port any otlwr assets. ~u""'amed" income, lransac6bnlO, or UabiU!les ofa spouse ordePMdentchUd
b-....... lh<ly..-all thr-ee.testsfor"".......,ption? 00 not...-.swer·'y"$~u'>lessyou havoo Ilmct>n....lt<>dwithtl... Cormnitl.e.. on
Standards ofomc1al CondUGI.

()

8
()

"''""
~

~

~
t

<:>
00
V>

""x
""x
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CALENDAR YEAR 2006 FIN)'J'tIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Pagezof9
Nem.Charles B. Ranael
i~:~~u:~':~ ~~:n~rn~~;~~~e~~~~~~~~~:, ~~:~~r~tha~d~:~~ ~~:~=~~~~~~:~~u~',:a:~~;:~a~e:~~e

SCHEDULE I • EARNED INCOME

exceeding $1,000. see examples below.

Exclude; Military pay (such as National Guard or Reserve pay),

Source

""""""~~~
ICongressional FCU~lRA

Retirement Distribution

4.187

840

For.paymoots to eflarity in lieu of honQraria, use Schedule 11.
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"'m. Charles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND 'UNEARNED' INCOME
SLOCKS

Value of Asset
lIIdlcalevalueaf_dalOOseof
reportlngyear. lfyouuseavalua!ioo
mell1ot!olherlhanfilil'marketvalue.
pleasesptK:il'ythamalhodused.

sLOCKe

Type of Income
iC/leckall"collll1mSthatappty.FQr

1:';'=~=:o==::dO

invesbnenl$,ylll,lltl:lYwrlte"NA...·For

!"U o!har~lnr:hld'mgaJJ1RAs
jfan .....sselwassoldrluringlhernPOl'llng

ye3rand included only because it
gmeraledinctlme,lhe'l<l1ueshouldbe

"None:

:::::a~n:=;:che~
OiYidends2l'!dlnlel'es:t.e\I1!nifrcinested,should b'lI Iistad as Income.
heck"None" lfllSsllttrlll l'IIlt!Jel'1l!'"

teanyincomeduril'lgt.'alel'ldaryear.

SLOCKD

Amount oflncome
For retirement plans or accounts that
,do no! allow you to choose speclfic:

investments., you may write 'NA~ for
income. Forallotherassets,
inCIUdil19 alllRAs. Indicate the

Page30f9
SlOCKE

Transaction
lncUcatelflhe

asset had
purchases (P).

of income by checking the
!category
appropriate box below. DMdends

and interest, even If reinvested,
be listed as income. Check
lshould
was
,. if no income

received.

IS?

Sp!M<;,ga

Corp. Sloclf

1st Bank of Padu<;ah. KY AcWunts

Punta Carla Be",cb VlIla, Punta Calla. Oem Rep
(March1g87-$a2,7SO~lmprovemen!sl

i6Jacl;rock Equi[y Di'lidend Fund Instl
Cohen & Steef$ lnt't Realty Fond CL A
F<AeratW Markel OppoltunilyFuf!d Cl A

o
(fl

g
oOJ

;u

i
Cl

Q

""~
.j>00

-J

Hartfon:l capllalAppTedatiOfl ClA
INGRusslaFundClA

FQr additiQnal assets and unearned income,.. use next page.

,_"...i?~_.

841

P.
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SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet {jf needed

I

N~.Charles B. Rangel

I

P3g.4019

I

BLOCKA

Asset andlQr Income Source

SP,
P,
S.

DC,

E

JT

!JP Morgan US Real Estate Fund CL A
Ip McmauflemlnglnlrepidE\Iro'ileal1 Cl A

Mm Eck Global H"rd ASsais Fund

loomis Sayles strnlegie in<mme Fund C1. A

P'1ITlCO EmernmQMkfu 80ndFurnlCLA
Starnfard & POOTS Oep RCPT
ING P~31 Prolecllon FUnd !I CL a

Pulnam New York Investmen! Glade MimI TR

MeniIllvncJlCastl&MOlIeyAl:c!s

Congr.¥ssi!:lI1l!IFCtJ---.iJ36i;;hec!<ing

o

g
g
;u

i

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE 111 - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

I ._.Charles B. Rangel I

P,•• 5.(9

'P,

P,
S,

DC,

E

I

JT

Nort!lForkaank{furmerly Gree<lJl<lfnt853)

u.s. Tr0"""'Y lwmls
Merrill Lylrillnstl Tax·Exempt food

843

~$iCo,Irn:..

IVuml8r.m<!s

1Alllarn::(, Munk:lp.'" lncm Fel-New York Pelt Cl a
RocllesterMun~al

Fund Class C

MLAIDanz Global I/Weslol's Consults Diversified portl

'"

o

Ul

o
o

"'"
;>J

I
N

~o
t

co

'0

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE IV· TRANSACTIONS

Reportany purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse or
Idependent child during the reporting year of any rea! property,

i::rt~~~:'I::~~~~e:X:~:Sd ~;~~;~ ~~~~:~a;::~:s

that resulted In a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
:transaction, Do not report a transaction between you, your spouse,
Of your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it Is rented out If only a portion of an asset is
Isold, please so indicate (i:e., "partial sale"). See example below.

isp, DC, JT

I

Asset
\M~ga Corporalion Cemmon SlDck

Slafldard & Poors

Oep Rcpt

Blackroclo; EqlJityorvO:l~ Fund lns1l
CO""" & st.,,,,,, l"rfR""ltV Fun" CL A

Federated

M..,.keIOpportu~FundCLA

H,"tfon:lC>lpila! Apprieciallon CL A
ING Russia FUnd CL A

JPMorgan l)S Real Eslate fund CLA

JP M!!!1611 AernilllJ: lnlrepil! Europe,," Cl A

o
(f)

o

Q
i';i

o

o

gj

~
o

"g
~

li2

IVan Ed< Global Hard Assets Fund
Franklin ells!. Fd Jne.. Ser OL A

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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EXHlerr
ExhibitD2.2

N~.Charles

SCHEDULE IV • TRANSACTIONS

B. Ranael

Page 70tS

Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse or
'dependent child during the reporting year of any rea! property,
Istocks. bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
'amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
that resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
transactiOn. 00 not report a transaction between you, your spouse,
lor your dependent child, or the purchase or sale of your personal
lresidence, unless it is rented out If only a portion of an asset is

!sald, please so indicate (i.e.. "partialsale'1. See example below.

A"'''

ISP, DC,JT
Example:

Co.'llornllofl CCmmQn. Slad; (partlal sale:

845

Loomis S3j'les Slrnl<!gie JllCtlme fund CL A

Oppenhe1rner Inl'l Bond Fd Cl A
Pi!W.l Emerging MI«s Bond Fund Gl A
Putrulim New York Investment Gfade Muni TR

u.s. Treasurvbonds
Merrill Lym:h l""a T""..exem~t FllIId
Merrill Lynclll""U T",,-&etnpl Fund

ML AlIIanz Gklba11rwesklrs Consulll; Dlveroifi"d Port 111
ML AiHan" Global Investors Consulls Qiverslfied PllI't UI

iAlliance 13ems1l!in Moor In~ fd New Yorn: ct. A

§
(;
(ll

;u

I
~

g

ING Prim)ipal Protection fund 11 C1.13

10

IAIlIance MUfilcipallncm Fd-New York Port CL

~

~

a

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE V - LIABILITIES

Name

Charles B. Ranael

Page8of9

Report ofliabililies over $10,000 owed to anyone creditorat any time during the reporting period by you, your spouse, or dependent child. Mark the highest amount owed'
Iduring the year. Exclude: Any mortgage on your personal residence (unless it is renled oul): loans se<:ured by automobiles, household furniture, or appliances; liaonlties of a
Ibusinass In which you own an Interest and liabilities owed to a spouse, or the child, parent, or slb/ing of you or your spoose. ReportevolVing charge accounts (i.e., credit
c",!ds) only ifltle b"lance at the close Qflhe precedtng calendar year exceeded $10,000.

SP,
DC,
JT

I

emmpla;

o

g

o

""

(f)

o

"III

I

i

Firs! Bank ofWlImirt'
8eachVllla.~~f3epUbr,c

Type of Liability

M"rlgag" on 1'23 Main St., Dovw. Ocl.

846

,PuntaGana

Creditor'

CALENDAR YEAR 2006 FINn~/AL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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I

FOOTNOTES
Number

1

SectionfSchedule

Schedule Ill, IV

Schedule IV

Charles B. Rangel
Footnote

." ".

2

Name

In 2006, the personal residence in Florida, which does not require disclosure. was sold.
Proceeds from the sale and other investmenttransactlons aJSCIosed were used to invest in
Merrill Lynch AUianz Global Investors Consults Diversified Portfolio III (Multi~Firm COP

;~~

. Good faith estimates of values were used because bank or brokerage statements were

Page 9 of9

This note refers

to the

following item
ML AUianz Global
Investors Consults

Diversified Port III

YumlBrands

unavailable.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2007 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following information. Your address and signature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

848

ChariesB.
(Print Full Name)

(Daytime Telephone)

(Complete Address - Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE-REPORTING INDIVlDUALAND DATED

The attached Financial Disclosure Statement Is required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1918, as amended. Tha Statement will be available to any
requesting person upon written application and will be revil!Vffld by the CQmmlltee on Standards ofOfficiaf Conduct or Its designee. Any individual who
knowingly and wi1lfuliy falsifies, or who knowingly and Willfully faits to flle the attached rnport may be SUbject to civil penalties and criminal sanctions
(Sore U.S.C. app. 4, § 104 and 18 U.S.C. § 101)1)..

Signature of Reporting Individual
I CERTIFY that the statements I have made on the attached
financial dis"'l"""u.... sbtement and aU attached schedules
are true, complete, and correcttQ the best of my

knowledge and bl!Uef.

o(f)

o
o

"gJ

~

Q
;<J
o

~

'"

Date

(Month, Day. Year)

('\

l!llHIl'llf

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I

FORM A

, "'or

0aI3s a Pa-gJ
{l'unNJlma,

US"

PERSONAL INF?RMAnON _-,,~o.~;',::m':':T':::"C::"='"':!-)_ _+--"'_.J.Wc.Qn""--1

X Member ",fthe O.S. Slate: NY

Officer Or

House of Represenla!lve Dlstriol:: 15

Employee

~.Report
Ty~

by Members, officers. and employ"es

REDAC1ED_
CONFIDENTIAL

Employing Offlo::e:

A $200 penalty shall
be aS$essod against

:::;,n;:"h;ofl~:'s

Tennlnathm Oat<!;
Annual (May 15)

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

late.
~.

ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

L ~k!...:;,"~~~u:I\~:ou:~:~~~:~~~~~~e;:~~1I.,S"1"rtS"<>fl""")oIS200 YellX N"

VI.

~~ :;,~r:::oll:Q:::{I':::::;\':'~~1=~~I\~;:P.:::i~~,,~~

\lit.

~d~:b~:~:I\O~~~~.1"~. ~~"::;p°.;:lIre;:;:d{~a%f=~t:V.l

exampl}?

Yell

NuX

Y""X

No

YuX

No

Yes

NoX

If yes. complete and attach Scl>a<lul.. VI.

"oX

Ifyl!!;, <:omplet..

Ye$X

No

Scl1l!dul..

mor'tlthan$1J)l)Uallheendoflhe!'<'rlod?
and att3<>h
Il.

w.

Ifyes-,

~~~O:':~·:i~~~:~:~~een:::.:1:;$~~:'d:~:~O~':=~;"Y

YII$X

IX.

No

period?
If yes, eompt_ ..rnJ 3I:lach seh"dul" 11/.

v.

~~~;nO~~;:oo~j~~~~: ~".:'~::~~':;r\':';;
Ifyes, complet<! " n d _ SeIled...", V.

eto Se!wdul"Vl1

'::::::'d",,"i;.e. ;r.able pcslUonson ook\<9 the dale clflUng In !he

complemand IIIt8ch SehtldUl.. vm.

~~~~fulVeanyrnpOl'labla-agreamellIOrarran9em<m1w\lhanOul$tde

try".'!;, complet..omd~Sehed"I

anyrnpctlabii.-J'iilili[y

¥e$

til>

X

\'If

.

1X.

Each question in uiis part must be answered and the appropriate
.mhedule attaehed for e>Jet> "'Yes~ response.

EXCLUSiON OF SPOUSE,.-,?gfl':t;fiPf:NI, OR. TRUST INFORMATION -- ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

g
o()

g
I'!
0
0

()

.j:o.
--.J

8

-

CD

;0

i3

~

-.l

~1:~=~~gb=C~~~I~~~~~:::='~":'~;~~':.~:Ud===:~~;~:,'~;.~e:=::== Yes

NoX

=:~;:-=aI~?7ora:.,~~:':::=~~;;I::S;=:~~::t:"~~C:";::"~':'';ChIld

NoX

Yes
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CALENDAR YEAR 2007 FINXllAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

SCHEDULE I· EARNED INCOME

NameCharles B. Rangel

Page2of7

Ust the source, type, and amount of earned inCl;lme from any source (other than the filer's current employment by the U,S, Government) totaling $200 or
mote dUring the preceeding calendar year. For a spouse, ijst 1M:: source and amount of any honoraria; list only the source for other spouse earned income
exceeding $1,000. See examples below.
Exclude: Military pay (such as National Guard ar Reserve pay), federal retirement programs, and benefits received under the Social Security Act.

Type

Source

Amount

"'''''''''~~~~~

ICongressiaml! FeU-IRA

Rellrement Distribution

5,509

850

Forpayments to charity In lieu Qfhonoraria. use Schedule II.

o

8o
OJ

;0

I

g

""

~

00

ElC.HI13lT

CALENDAR YEAR 2007 FINr0'AAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Exhibit

.,_Charles B. Ranael

SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
BLOCKS

Value of Asset

8l0CKC

Type of Income

lndicatevalue-llfassetatclGSeof
reporlitlgyear, lfyouuseavaluafuln

Check al! coI!lmns lItatapply. For
rellrememplans,oracoounl:sthatdo

me!hodolherltmnfalrma<ketvalue,
please specifylhemethlXl used.

""talJowyoulochoasespecilieo

Ifanallselwassolddllrmgthe""pPltlng

yeror>Jndil1Cluded only oot:aUSe it
generaled!Pcuttle,lheva/ue.st>ooldbe
"Nrn1e:

hwesbn9l'l1:$,youmaywrlle~·For

all Qlhe'rassetslncJurJinga1l/RA$
lndiea!:ethelypeoflnconwbychook·
Inglheappropmlebwc:beIow.

Oivlllemls and lnteJut, even ifrelnestell. $hOUld be listed as IlIwme.
CllecI:"None"ifassetd"dnot9emlr~

ateany'incomed'uringcalend3l'ye;ar.

'LOCKD

Amount of Income
IFor relirement plans or accoUllts that
Ido not allow you to choose specific
linvestments. you may write "NA" for

Ilncome. f:or 'iln other assets,
'including an 1RAs, imllcate the

!~::;l~~=:~.=~e

i:~~:::~~:~e:lfi:~es:~

PageS of7
SlOCKE

Transaction
Indlcatelflhe

asset had
purchases {P),
Isales(Sj,Of
exchanges (E)
exceeding
[$1,000111
reporting year.

if no income was received.·

isp,

,_...§j~.

D~

JP Morgan us FWal Estate Fond CL A
Cohen & Steers In!'! Realty Fund CL A

iVan Eck Glob,,1 Hard Azse18 FUnd

()

gJ
()

o

OJ

;0

g

i

g
10

~

;:l
\0

ILoomis sayles $1l"<It«gic Income Fund Cl A
'Oppenheimer lnl'l 9and Fd CL A

For aclclftional assets and unearned income, use next page.

851
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s.
E
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SCHEDULE III - ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

j

N~,Charles B. Rangel

I' ;
I Pa.,4.n I

Continuation Sheet (if needed
BLOCKA

Asset andlo,. Income Source

$P,

DC,

JT

iJP Morgan Fleming Intrepid European CL A
Pimco Emerging Mkls Bond Fund"CLA

852

IAllIance Bernstein"Muni inc Fd New York Cl A
Merrill lynch Cash &. Money Al:cIs

laJ)
Punta cana Beach Villa, Punhl Cana. Dom Rep

March 1987 - $82.751)+ 1m~vemen!sl

Congressional ~CU·IRA. Che<::fljng
North FOfkBenk (formerly Greenpolnt S!:l?J
Empty l.ots. Glassboro, New Jersey (lax a$S!!SSl'OO1
$3,000)

;PePSiCo,lrn::.

g

o
o

"gJ

I

~

o
o

...;::l
o

This page may be copied if more space is required.
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SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet frt needed)

I ._.Char/es B. Rangel I

P,geSo,r

I

SLOCKA
Asset and/or Income Source

SP,

P,
S.

,

DC,

JT

1853

This page may be copied if mOn!- space Is required.
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SCHEDULE IV· TRANSACTIONS

Report any purchase. sale, or eXchange by you, your spouse or
jdependent child during the reporting yeaTof any real property,
IStocks, bonds, commodities futures, or other securities when the
ismount of the transaction exceeded $1.000. Include transactions
ithat resulted in a loss. Provide a brief descriplion of any exchange
ItransactiOn. Do not report a transaction between you, your spouse,
or your dependent chUd, or the purchase or sale of your personal
residence, unless it is rented out. tf only a portion of an asset is
Isold, please $0 Indicate {i.e., "partial sale'1. See example below.

ISp, DC, JT

!

Asset
jMega Corporation Common Stock (partial sale)

FederaledMarkelOpporluoityRmd
JP Morgan US Real Estate Fund CL A

iConen & Steers Inr! Reallv Fuml
iJp Morl)<lIl FJ!llTIirtQ Intrepid

lNG Russla FLIJ1c1 CL A
61ackrockEquilyFI)!ldlnl1
ING Principal Protection Fund 11 Cl e

o(f)

g

o

:;0

"

;j

o

OJ

::0

I

~

N

Oppenheimerlnfl Bond Fd CL A

Pimco Emerging Mk!s Bond Fund Gl A

ta

Hartford C"pl l ApprocJalion Cl A

This page may be copied jf more space is required.
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Example,

El!liI8IT

CALENDAR YEAR 2007 FINf0:AAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

SCHEDULE IV - TRANSACTIONS

Page 7 of1

Report any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse or
Idependent chfld dUring
reporting year of any real property,

the

1:=tt;~:'::~;:C:~:~:Sd ~:~~=~::::~r:

ithat resulted in a loss. Provide a brief description of any exchange
!transaction. Do not report a transaction between you, your spouse,
lor your dependent child. or the purchase or sale of your personal
iresidence. unless it is rented out. If only a portion of an asset is
sold, please so indicate (i.e.., "partial sale"}. See example below.
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TRUSTEE'S or ISSUER'S name, slreel adaress, city, stale, and ZIP code

CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNiON

P.O. BOX 23267

.

WASHINGTON, DC 200263267
WRI·l·AlM·1S730

PARTICfPANT'Sname, street address, city, state, and ZIP code

CHARLES B RANGEL

1",IIIIIIIII"...II,I..,I"I.I,I,li.,IoItl,lollh,II,,,"111
Account number (opllonal)

Form U5498 .. FMV

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMA nON
TRUSTEE'S or ISSUER'S name, street add~ss, ctty, state, and ZIP code

CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNiON

P.O. BOX 23267
WASHINGTON. DC 20026 3267
.

03 93<\'

:<.

mUSTEE'Sor !SSU.ERtS~dera\Ic,..""'m""",,,,,,,,-",,-r"'PAC=R=TI"'CIP"'A"'NT'=S"''''''''''''''''''1
,~-",

..<.. " -'." -, -'-:.:C:"'"

,-",-un""~-n-um"'b-'er

PAR~~i~i~~s-~amet street address, cIty, state, and ZIP code
AlMA E RANGEL

1...1111...11... ,,11,1...1,,1,101,1.,,1,1,1,1.1,,1.,11...,,111
Account number (optional)
Form U549S - FMV

CBR 003789
Exhibit 024
CSOC.CBR.00025998
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DllPartmantoflheTraasu~'nalRel/lllltll'lServica
u.s. Jndividual th,,_Jme Tax Return
1 1001

.Fe I sveerJan, 1-0 e

Label

ria

Your timl /l;<lme Bnd Initial

;, CHARLES B

IS"

~nns~~:~o~:,)

pl_prinl

b

I

I,

C

(99)

1

I Last /lama

REDACTED.

as

CONFIDENTIAL

r-'

PERSONAL INFORMATION '
Use 0",'

.Oonof'MlteDrslmllelnfhls&nA"'~

IOMBN.>:-'-

e dl

I RANGEL

~ If~~;t ro;rn, spouse's firm namund Inllrat

I~;~;E L
lA" ,.

L

Home address Inuml:ierend siroatj.lfyotl havell P.O. box. SEMI p"""1'I18,
~..'

, lh;o tho IRS

~~~~sa.

BEl

<110\98
U~

,

...

~

~

Clly, town or post offioe, stete, and ZIP oodo.lfyau hlWll II foreltlfl addrs;s,

$1;1

IMPORTANTI 4

You must enter
~ur SSN(s) above.

paGe 18.

criyPe,

Yes No NofG: Cheak1ng

~r:::~:'~:tnpalgn

... Do you want $3 10 go to this ftmd? ... ~. ':':-: .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
~

See De a 18.

1

Filing Status

~

2
3

11LL J ;};':~;:~:f!l~Or

If a oint return does vour sDOusewant.t3 to 00 tolhl fund? ' • , , •• , • , , ••• , , , "

fXTIledUOO yourl9fund.

Single
Marrledflllngjoint.return(evenlfonlYonehadlncorne)

f-- Marrled filing separate ralum, i~~ llf~J~!"n~~e:h=~rlty no....
4
Head of
(With qualifying person). (Sea page 18.) ·-;;If-;;'h~.-qU-.::1lf)17n~.-_-::on-;',~a-';-:hIl7db~u;:'n~o,:-you--rd :-_-""'--\--

household
this child's. namehero. __=

Chsekonly
one box.

Exemptions

~~~:::~::s

Sa.x Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dep!3ndenton his OI'hartax
b

rxJ

Soouse •

9P
c °1 ; : : : : e
If mor:. lhen sIx
dependenl&,

--=__-------

:-- enter
~'-'
--::--:7-:-::-Quallfyino wldow(ar with daoendent child (vear spouse died ~ 19
. See 1Jaa& 18.

r~1~~, ~~ ~o~ C,h:C~ ~o: ~a. ': : : : : : : : ~ : :
Last name
$oo~~l ~::~:t~b9r

~ : : ~ : : : : : : : : .: No, of your
(;!,~tif~~:~~" {4~if~;;' ?::~: YOU

: : :

-------------1-------1------1----

~o~l~:~~:~~
or Ziillparatlon
(soe pqa 191

sal/l pag1l19.

Dopolldent. onGc
not onhnlld IIbow _ _.

- -__- - ' - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - Addnumba..
anter&don

-

_Income
Attach

Oopy B of your
FonnllW.t2.

1

Totaillumber of exemntions claimed • • • • , •• , • , • • • • • • . • , •• . , . . • • • • • • lines
Wages,salarles,tfpa,etc.AttachForm(s)W~2
••• , Bas. S.ta.teman.t ..1, .•.• 7

s: ~::~~::;;:;~~~~~~~S~~~;:d::~~~a'
9

: : : : : : : : :

r ;b' f ...

.ho.......

2

129 620,

, .. , ... ~

Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedufe a If required. • • , • . • • • . • • • • • . • • , • • . ,
Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income tams (see page 21} , • • . • • , •
Alimony received .-., , • • • • • • • • • , ••••• , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , ••

Q

4 247,

9

779 .

1-'-"'+

_

1-';-:0'+--

_

W-2G.atld
1099-Rh_,

10
11

If you d(d not

~~ ~~::~::~~C:;~:$~~~~«;:::le.c.~.~.~::::::::::::::::::::: r~~'+----"'3-=0-::0-::O-.
14 Other gains .or (IO$ses). Attach Form 4797 , •••• , •.•• r . ,.. , .. , . , . , . .. 14
15 a Total IRA dlstrlbutfons • , • , I ~!
b Taxabte amount (ssa pagll 22) ~.,..b j -_ _=_==_
16a Total pensions and annullIes G!!J
b Taxable amount(sea psge 22) r'~6,,-b1-_ _-'.1~3-,-,!-3~3~3-'..
~: ~:;:::::e:::~~~:0.~~=~!~',S.~~~8:~~'~~~,S~~UI~~.:::: 1-,:-:':,+
=t4",.,,2.l!.5L7-'.,
~:a ~;:~p~:~:~~t:=ns~ti~n. f2~;f'" .. g', 043',' rb'T~bl~~m~n;{~I'l~~~;4; r-:''Co:'T~---=--::6-::8=7-.
2
;~ ~:el~~::::~;~s~t:; :;dri::~~;~
7ih~~~h-2-1~Thrsi;~;I~hll~;o-;;e- :~-; t-",,''T--71-::5-::6-:82.';:'3::-

galIlW,2,
$89

Piltle20,

EneIGSe, but do
nolslap!9,sny
paymant.Al&o,
pl\!laaauSll

Form 10<40-V.

Stmt 3

.

:0;::

IRA deduction (see page 25) • • • . • • • • • • , , ..... , ., 23
NON
Student loan Interest deduction (see pabJEl27) • • • . • • • • • • 1-"244_
Medical savings account deducllon. Attach Form 8853 , , , , , , f - " ' 5 4 - - - - - Moving expenses. Attach FOIm 3003 •• , ••• , , • , , •• , • f-2,,64-,.-_
2.7
One--halfofself~employmenttalC.AtfachSch~uleSE •. , . " .
If Una 33 rs undsr 28
Se!f~employed health Insurance deducllon (see page 28) . , ••• f - ' ' ' 6 4 - - - - - $30,095 (under
29 Keogh and self~employedSEP and SIMPLE plans .. , •• , , , • , f-2,,94_
$10,03"Olfst:hUd 30
Pel1altyonearlywllhdrawalafsslllngs ••• , •• " , ••• , ' 1 - " - " 4 - - - - - dldOOllIl/llwilh 31 Allmonypaid bRaclpJenfsSSNlIo"'l1.1LL
_
),sesEIClnsl,
a
-

Adjusted
Gross
Income

23
24
25
26

f-""'-f------

.

~

00 page 36.

:2

NONI

~~:~;:tSIl~:~~~~:~I~:2;'~B',:~~'U~~~t~~I~;O~;:::::::::::::
;,,·r~::::+---;1-::5-::6~9~?3
. .£E

JSA For Dlselosure f Privacy Act, and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 51.
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L_-...!01.!!M!!lB~N!.j1.o.,"

pege 2

Your ,-oelDI SQcurll¥ numbot

Attachment

Schedule B • Interest and Ordinary Dividends
Part I

Interest
(See pages 20

Sequenca No 08

Note: If vou had over $400 In taxable Interest Income, Vt'JU must also com fefePsrt 111.
1 U$t name of payer. If any Interest Is from a seHer-fnanoed mortgage .and the
buyer used the property as a personal' residence, see page B-1 and l!st thls
Interest first. Also, show that buyer's soolal security number and address .-_ _ _

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
CIT/CORP MORTGAGE
G,.enPoint Bank
G,eenPolnt Bank
CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
M&.T BANK
Essex Netlonal Securi ties Inc.

andB-1.)
Nofe:lfyou
recelved aForm
109g..INT, Form

1099-010, or
substitute
statement from

a brokerage firm,

Amount

42.9.
33 ..
1 172. .
2. 2.98.
Z83.

1

2.0.
12..

list the firm's
name'a!; the
payer and enter
the total Interest
shown on that
form.

Add the amounts on line 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . , •
Excludable Interest on series EE U.S. savings bonds Issued after 1989 from Form
8815, Une 14. You MUST attach Form 8815 to Form 1040 , .•• , • , •• ,', • , • ,
Form 1040 llne Ba •• , ...
4 Subtract Une 3 from line 2. Enter the resull here and
Note: If vou had over $400 in ordlnarv dividends. vou must also coml'lete Part fII.
LIst
name
of
payer.
Include
only
ordinary
dividends,
Report
any capital gain
5
distributions In Sohedule 0, line 13~

2
3

on

Part II
Ordinary

Dividends

2

A

Z47

3
4

A

ZA7

Amount

CON EDI SON
Med I I Lynch

{see pages 2.1
and B-1.}

318.
481.

Note: If you

received a Form
1099-DIVor

substitute

5

statement fTom

a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the

payer and enter
the ordinary
dlvldends shown
on that form.

=
.. .", " .. -,._" ",. ..

S

Part III
Foreign

Add the amounts on line 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040 line 9 ••• , • ,..

".,~
account· or c

,

...

"_.,-"....,,,_

~"'" ,~""'
received a distribution from

s

779.

~"."
,,~~".,"".....
or were a arantor of or a,transferor to a forel n trust

Yes No

~~
~ ,~, ~
~,,"-,,_.account In a foreign oountry, such as a bank aocount, seeurltles aecount, or other financial
account? See page B~2 for exceptions and flling requIrements for Form TD F 90-22.1. • , ••.' • • • . •
b If "Yes, ~ enter the name of the foreIgn country .....
(See
8 During 1998. did you receive a distributIon from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a
'
page B-2.)
foreinn trust? If "Yes M vou maY have to file Form 3520 or 926. See a"e 8..2, •••• , • , , , , , • • •
X
Schedule B {Form 1040} 1998
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions,

Accounts
and'
Trusts

X.

•

l!XHIBIT

JSA

IIA1&OCl1.ooo

ZL006D FZ53

04/14/19

Exhibit 026

.01 KOUR

19
CSOC.CBR.000Z6007
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C.

SCHEDULE D

(Form 1040)
....

Capital Gains and

... Attach to ~r:orm 1040.

Daparlmllnt ot'jhe Traasllry
lntamalRsvenUB S$/'II\ea as

~

LOSSeS(_ - .

~See Instructlotls for $che ...e D (Form 1040).

Use Schedule 0.1 for more space to fist transactions for lines 1 anel 8.

Nama(sj shqwn' 00 Form 1040

CHARLES B R GEL & A M
•

R GEL

Short..Term·Ca itaf Gains and" Losses ..

•

sets Held One Year or less
{e) Cost or
pthllrballls

saa a aD.e

2

Enter your short-term totafs, If any, from

3

Schedule 0-1, Iha 2 ••.•••.•••••••.•••.•
Total short-term sales price amounts,
Add column (d) of nnes 1 and 2 •••• • • • • • • • • • ,-,,;3-7--=---

4

ShorHerm galn from Form 6252 and short~term gain or (loss) from Forms
4884,6781, and 8824 • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • . • . • • . • . . . • • . • • • •

5

Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnersh!ps, S corporatlons, estates, and
.
trusts from Schedule(s) K-1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • •
ShorMerm capltelloss carryover. Enter the amount, lfany, from Une S ofYl'ur
1997 CapItal Loss Carryover Worksheet • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • f-"--fL-----l
Net short-term capital gain, or (loss). Combine lines 1 through 6 In

S

7

column
••••••••••••• '••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Lon ..T
Ca ital Ga ns an Losses..
sets Held 0
ha 0 e ear
{al'Dascriptlan af plDperly
(Example: 100 sh. XYZ 00.)

~~~:

Mil, d

(c) Date sold
(Mo., day, yr,)

(d) Sales price
(sae pagD 0-0)

~~h;ab~:

ase 8 e 0-6

8Bell South Corp.

03(28(19960B(IB(1998

709.

Gibraltar Stea'i 03 2B(19960B(IB/1998
All i ance Nor th
er Ican

1 961.

11/2 (19930B(17/199
9'

10
11

12

2 73B.

15

959.

Enler your long-term totals. If any, from
Schedule D~1. nne 9. ; ••••••••••••••••.••
Totallong..term $Bles priee amounts.
Add qolumn (d) of lines B and9 ••••• ; •••••••• 10
14 629"
GaIn from Form 4797, Part I; long-term gaIn from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
long..term gain or (foss) from Forms 4684.6781. and 8824 , . • • • • • • • • • • • •' ••••
Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations. estates, and
trusts from Schedule(s) K·1 ••••••• ' •••••••••••• , •••.' ••••••••••••

13
14

Capital gain c:lfstrlbutiol1s. See page.D-2 •••••••••• , ,.', •••• S:tm.t • .6, ••• ,
Long~term capital loss carryover. Enter in both columns (f) and (g) the amount,
If any, from Une 13 ofyeur 1997 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet •••••• , •••••••

15
16

·Combine lines 8 through 14 in column (9) • , , •. , • , •••••• , ••••• ; •••••••
Net lomHerm capital gain or (loss). Combine lines 8 through 14 In

153.
-B12.

r't-----+---...,[-'-'+---'--'-"4-----

column (f) •••• '•••••• " , ••••••••.•••• , ••• , ••••••.•.•• '.• " ~
Next: Go to Pa'rt III on the back.
28% Rate Gain or Loss Includes ell Mcolle,ctlbles gains and losses M(as defined on page D-6) afld up to 50% of the eligible gain on qualified
.mall busIness stock (see page DooS).
.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, sae Form 1040 Instructions.
Schedule 0 (Form 104D) 1998
A.

''''
'''''f> ,_.oo

ElOilllilT
2L005D F253 04/14(19

_0 1 KOUR

20
CSOC.CBR.00026008

860
..

\~

(SUPPlemental Income and LcC'

SCHEDULEE

.(Form 1040)
Depa.rtment of the Tl"a!oNlulY

IIlI

r:\

III RQlt$nu Sa co 99
. Name(s) shown on tetum

iO

(From rental real estatJi!l. royaltIes, partnerships,
S corporations, estates,frusts, REM1Cs, etc.)

.. Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.

"S e ns uctlons forSchedu e E Fo

REDACTED.

CONFIDEN;;z.~ON

RL, S B RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL
. . .,-_...L,..
_
In'come or Loss From Rental Real Estate and Royalties Note: Report Income and expenses from your business of renfJng
persona' ro
Dtl SGhedule C or C& see a e E·1 . Re ortfarm reniaffnc!J(Tl/ior/os·s tTom Form 4&35 on a e 2, lIns·39.

C

1

Show the kind and looatlon of each rental realastate ro e :

A

2

For eaoh rental real estate property
Yes- No
Iistedonllne1,dldyouoryourfamlly
use It during the tax year for personal
A
X
purposes for more than the greater of: f."-f-4-"-

RENTAL PROPERTY

7'iCwe'iir-'32NO-STREET-----------------------

s' "

_

• 14 days, or

X

• 10% of the total days rented at

c

fair rental value?
(See page.E-1.)
Pro erUes-

Income:
3
4

Rents received • • • • • • • • • • •
Ro alUes received •

Expenses:

5 Advertising

7

and

10 legal and other professional fees ••
12

~~!..) 13
"

14
15
16

17
18

f2-'+--'---;-;:=:-+------+-----p9:-+__-,-1L'-'5",.S",3'-'-f'
-+
_

f-"'.'+

O~her(nst)~

-+

_

5 113.'

_

19 .Add lines 5 through 18. • • • • ••
Depreciation expense or depletlon

21
22

-+

f.l11Lf-------+------+-----Mortgage interest paid to banks,
etc, (sea page &2) • • • • • • • • • f-'Jj2Lf-__-!2S!..W1U1U3L,+.J_
Othar Interest ••••••••••• f-'lJ34----;-;=:-+------+-----Repairs • • • • . • • • • • • • • ' : 1-'1-'44-_ _'-"4:.....;3,,0,,3"'.'!-...,+_----Supplies •••••••••••••• f-1'54--_-;:-;:=:-+
-+_-'_
'
Taxes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1-'l!84-_
_-""-"3"'3c;4~.+_-----+_----. JUtilities; ••• '•••• , •••••• f-1l7+_ _.-!...L.!!S!.!7:..;5w
.J_
Managementfees •• , • • • • • •

18

"

+_-----+"-1---"'-'J""-'u.

f2-5+
-+
-+
_
r:'+------+------+------

a Commissions • • • • • • • • • • •
9 Insurance • • • • • • • • • • • •

/'- ".

P-I-_ _..2"'9CL>S"S,,2"'.'!-

Auto and travel (seepageE-2) •••
Cleaning
maintenance • • • • • f - ! . 7 - t - - - - - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - - -

6

11

c

B

A

(see pag$ E-3) • • • • • • • • • • •
Total expanses, Add Unes 19 and 20

f-----.,--+------+------

,.

23 90a.

2.
21

1 417.
25 325.

lncoma or (loss) from rental real
or royalty propertles.
estate
Subtract Une 21 from line 3 (rents)
or Une 4 (royalties), If the result Is a
(lOss), sea page E-3 to' find out If
you must file Form 619& ••••••

4 257.

23
. 23
Income. Add positive amounts shown on !lna 22. Do not Include any losses • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • f-£'44"-u2",5..7w...
25 Losses. Add royalty losses from Une 22 and rental real estate l?Sses from nne 23. Enter the total laSses here. • • • . f-£''-+'-----..J
26' Total rental real estate and royalty Income or (loss). Combine lines 24 and 25. Enter tperesult hete.
ff Parts 11,111. IV, and line 39 on page 2 do not-apply to you, also enter this amount on Form 1040,
line H. Otherwise Include, this amount In the totaf on line 40 on
92 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. ~ •• 26
4 2.57.
For Paperwork Reduotlon Act Notice, see Fotm·104J)'lnslnlctlons_. ,
Schedule E {Form 1040} 1998
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,
Label
,-

YQlJtllralMmQliti\dlnltlal

\I\»lIUt;lklnB

on

~1l4 ..

i :~=t.:m,~oUm~AAIIWIN'lI'd~ilO$I
L """""Ell B

1I1.}

l.k:oth.1R&

!llboJ.

::"~t

L

'::~L

IAp,. nit.

Hr.rne ad~ (ownt"oll CIl'lllli/nl$l.). ltyou Mlle. P.O. \lw. W-p"liI,,1B,

H

a~.;;;t

Qfl'ico, dste,lIn1!Z!plllld.. IfYOr,l/l&W!1l

~ ~,t:l:QFUal!l'8.

Dr~

Is'

PtelJldllntJaI

Elodhm.~palg"~~~~~~:::toth 1'tJJun
1
filing Status 2

3
4

s

x

••

&.

IMPORTANTI .....
Youmustemer

}OurSSN(a) above.
Yes No Not/rlCheckina
I.x~7o~·dMr

S3~':';t..·~·~~·::: ::::::::::::::: rxTlf:==:r~.

SIngle
Manied 1iUnQjoil}t retum (OVSIlIf OJllyooo had Income)

M6l"l1edflting"~l'trtl.Ir{l, =7n~~\~~lttno,,",,,::-::----:==_===-:-:-=_=_~

Head Ofl'lOl.l!ii1H'lOld (with tjulilllfylng person). ($" pag!';J 1S.) If the q\ll'll!Mha ptnlCrl hl ~ child bJt not your dGf$ndM~

~::=a~:~::~'-:-""'l"'cm"'·"=yo-"'''-'''U''-'_''''''-:''-:-:'---:.-:':-''-''''''''--:. ,.:-.=------

Ifmllrot}\:lo\t1l(

d1l¥'Wl1I<m1;..
~poQe19.

--_......
Income

C QW1hh"llf
Fv!mroW4lnd

....

.

"-1C. .ltl

"".~

,..w.
--'"
""_....
l\"y.. ~1III1WI

"""'"'

--

~

Ji~AbIt,

...

F"""fwo.v.

ll\:Jllt 2

~3

SublJ'aetllne32fromllne22.Thh;.16 ..... adu

J'A for OJ5GIo$lU'QI p ~ Act.
MUltO l.CIl<l

.

• • • • • • • . , ........

and Paperwork Red\lctlonAct NotIGe..see pas. 54.
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Exhibit 029

CSOC.CBR.00028776
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SO adulesA&B
• It

1040

999 -

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONALINF0!tMATION

r , '

NemEl(s) shown on Form 1040.00 not entarna ....:.,

;·SOC:falsGC~r!IvnumberJfsnownMolhwslde.

(

OMBNa

---"""'Ii(.","";'-;;;;;;;;;;;~~

•• c.

CHARLES E RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL

•

Allat!hmant

Schedule B -Interest and Ordinary Dividends

Part I
Interest

tR:ge B-1

~~~

CHASE MANHA'l'TAN BANK
CITICORP MORTGAGE
CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
GreenPoint Bank
GreenPoint Bank
M&'l' BANK
GREENPOIN'l' BANK

Instructions for
Form 1040,
line Sa.)

Note: If you

received a Form
10eg../NT,FOITl1
10~9-oID,

08

SaqulII\C&No

Note: If \IOU 'had over $400 in taxable Interest, vou must also comnlet& Part lit.
1 List name of payer. If any Interest Is from a seller-financed mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, sea page B-1 and list this
.._ _
interest first. Also, show that buyer's social securIty number and address ~_

Amount
778.
38.
296.
·1·

1 027.
959.
17.
178.

2

293

or

substitute •

statement from
a brokerage firm,
Hst the firm's
nama as the.
, payer and enter
thetotallnfetes.t

shown on that

'ann.

Add the amounts on llne 1 ••• , ••• , ••••••••• ,', ••••••••••••• ,
Excludable Interest on series EE or I U.S. savings bonds Issued after 1 989
fro.m Form 8815, line 14. You MUST attach Form 8615 •• , ••• ' •••••••••••
4 Subtract fine :3 from Une 2. Ehter the result here and on Form 1040 Une Sa •••• II-Note: If Vt"Ju had over $400 In ordlnarv dividends vou must also camn/ete Part
5 List name of payer. Include only ordInary dividends. If you received any oapltal
gain dl~trlbutJons, see the Instructions for Form 1040, line 13. II--

2

'3

Part II
rdlnary
ivIdends

m.

3

3 293.

4

Amount

i~:=eB.~1
Instructions f~r
Form 1040,

line 9.)

Note:

If:you

5

received aFCll1Tl

1099-DIVor
substitute
statemant from

a brokerage firm,
list the firm's

nama as the
payer anden!er
fheordlnary
cUvldends shown
on that form.

S

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and Trusts
S·2.)

-",_.... ...,-....,

Add the amounts on Une 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040, line 9 " ........

'M '"•• ",

s

..... j

,~"."
""e"'"
o~ " " . " . " " . , " " _ _ " . . . , - , .
acoount: or Ie) reoelved a distribution from or were a araotor of or a transferor to a forel'm.trust

" """." ,~. "., ~ ""

~

-'

1 324.
es

account In a foreign country, such as a ban.k account, seourities account, orothar flnanolal
acoount? See page 8~2 for exceptions and filing requirements for Fonn TO F 90-22.1 _. • • • • '. • , , •
b !f "Yes,n enter the name of the foreign oountry .. '
8 During 1999, did you receive a distribution from, or were you the grantor of. or transferor to, a
• See r.<"lrYe B~2 •••••• , •• , • • • • • • • • •
foretgn trust? If wYes, n Yl':!

For Paperwork, Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1
01.000

2L006D 1"253 10/03/20

I
i

I

X

Schedule B (Form 1040) 1999

t!:XHI8ff
Exhibit H3H

0

.01 KOUR

CBR 005667

18

CSOC.CBR.OO026010

863

C,

, SCHEDULE D '

(Form 1040)

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

Capital Gains and Lossel(.'"

Iil"Attach to'rorm 1040.

~ See Instructions forsch~u'e 0 (Form 1040).
to list transactions for lines 1 and 8•

... USE! Schedule 0-1 for more space

... A
il RAN EL
ital Gains and osses .. Assets Held One Year or
(blDal8

(a) Deaetiptlon of pl'llpBrty
(Example: 100 sh. XYlOn,)

acquired
Mo. d

(e) D~te sold'
(Mo"day, yr.)

2

Enter your short-len'n totals. If any, from
Schedule 0-1. nne 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3

Total shorNerm sales price amQunts.

os.

{dl Sales prlelJ
page DoS)

(S6&

-!---::-

Add column (d) aflines 1 and 2 ••••••••••••• ~3
4' Short·term gain from Form 6252.and sHort-term gaIn or (loss) from Forms

(o}Castl)l'
otherbasla
saa
aDoS'

_

4684.6761, and 8824 . . . . • • • . • • . • • • • . • , •.••. : . • . . • . . . . . • • • •
5

Net shortwterm gain-or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and
trusts from Schedule{s) K 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • .
Short-term oapltalloss carryover, Enter the amount, If any, from line 8 of ')pur
1998 Capital Loss CarryoverWorlcsheet •••• , •••••••••••• , ••• , • , •••••
M

6

1-"+-----1

Net short~term capitol gain or (loss), Combine IInes:i through Bin oolumn (f) • , , ••••

o

•PHILIP

9

.Te

Ca i al Ga

and Lo ses - Assets'Held M re T an One Y a

4 382.

MORRIS

7 273.

-2 891.

Enter your long..term. totals. If any, from
Sohedule D i, IInee ••• , •••••••••• , •••••
Totallong..term safe.. price amounts.
Add column (d) onlnes S and 9, •• , •••••••• ;', 10
4,382
Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long..term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
M

10

11
12

~:~;~~~~t:r~ng~~l~~~ir::~~~:~~:~hl::~~'~~o~:::ns: ;state~,'a~d' ••.'

. •. . •. •

r"j-----+----

trusts fro~ Schedule(s} K..1 • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : • • • , • •.• • • • • • • •••

13
14

Capital gain distributions. See page 0-1 ••••• ,
Long-term capital loss carryover. Enter In both oolumns (f) and (g) the amount,

.

,

If any, from line 13 of your 1998 Capital Loss CanyoverWorksheet , •• , • " , •.; ••.••
15

CombIne Hnes 8 through.14 In column (9) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • •

Net long-term c:apffat gain or (toss). Combine flnes S through 14 In column(f) • , • • • • • ... 1
Next: Go to Part III on the back.
~% Rate Gain or Loss Includes all "collectibles gains and losses" (as defined on page 0-5) and up to 50% of the eligible gain on qualified
'U business stock (see page 0-4).
~chedule 0 (Form 1~40) 1'999
,~erwork Reduction Act Notice, see Forn

16
f

,/

lL006D F253 '10/03/200

Exhibit 031

01 KOUR

CBR005668

19

CSOC,CBR00026011

864
"

CSupplemental Income and LL

SCHEDULE E
(Form 104D) ,
Department of the Traasury
fnte al

•

svenue SIlIV!CII 99

(From rental real estatel royaftles,partnershlps,
S corporations, estates, trusts, REMICs, etc.)

Attach to Form 1040 or 'Form 1041.

See Instructions for Schedule E Form 1040 •

Name(s) shown on raturn

CHARLES B RANGEL Ii. ALMA E RARGEL

!il!!DJ

Sa uanes No
3
Your !>OCtal liCGUrity number

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAl JNEORMilIIDN_ _,,-__

IncfJme or Loss From Rental Real Estate and ~oyalties

Note: Report inoome BfJd expenses from yourbuSfness ofrantJng

oerscna!nroperl!fon Schedule C orC-EZ see laae E.1 , Reoatfarm rental Income or/ass from Form 4835 on lJaae 2 line 39.

Shew the kind and looation of each rental real estate DrOl)ertv:

1
A

2

!'\..EJ~~~,kJVi~Q"'.J!Ji~¥_____________________________

a

.1

74 WEST -13
2ND STREET
.____________________________________

For each rental real estate property
listed on Une 1, did you or your family

~~;p~::;I~~r~~;:~~~~~~r::~~~~~\:
14 days, or

•

•

C

-------------------------------------,----------

Income:
,

Rents

Probertles
8

A

reoelWd. , •• , , • , , •• [-"-t-_ _-"2"'0','-'4"'4..,9"','j-

Yes No

rA'T_i--2X_

x

10% of the total days rented at

(s::I~~~~tE:r~'ue?

+

C
Totals
8 and C.

C

Add columns

--+-"y_ _-'2..,0'-"'4,,4"'9"-'-.

4 Rovaltles received

Expenses:
5 Advertising • • • • • • • • • • • •
Auto and travel (see page E~2) •••

6

[-"'-+
-+
1-"'-+__--::-:=-+

-1
-1

_
_

9-651.
7 Gleaning and m~tntenance .. .' •• 1 - " 7 - + - -"'''-'='-'1-------1------

: ~:::~:onS.::::::::::: r-:-:+----'--:;---;=:-+------j-----1 676.

10 Legal and olher prafessJooal fees , . f-l'1O'-f-----j.
-:-jL..c
11 Manageme:-nlfees ••••••••• I - " ' " ' + - - - - - - - - j . - - - - _ - I ' 12 Mortgage Interest paid to banks,
etc. (seepaQElE~2) • • • • • • • • •
13 Other Interest • • • • • • • • • • •

•

14 Ropalrs , • : , , , , , • , •••

3 831.
f-''''2'+----=''-'='-'1[-1'-"'+

'1-''':',+--

.15 Supplies

-1----,

-+__-'-__-1
+

----,+

_

_
_

3 831.

_

_

r-u15:+----;,,=rl------f__-----

4· 523.
16 Taxes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . J-l"6'+_ _~~~~-------'--1_-_,_--
1 586.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • p"7'-t--~'-'-i=~------f__----18 Other (list) ...,..
_

17' Utilities"

~~~__Et:;12~!1~J~._~j::.;1tt;.~

2 000.

__
16

1_-----+------+----'----23 267.
1 143.
24 410.

.:

,2'[(

1 143.

'3,961.(

24 Income. Add poslUve amounts shown on 110022. Do net lnclui:leanylosses ..••.••.•••.•.••••. f-2"'4'+;-_--.:-:-::-:_
losses. Add royalty losses from line 22 and rental real eslate losses from line 23. Enter the total losses here •• '. • • f-"25'-1-'-_---'CL,,9,,6,,1"'•...,
Totsl rental real es~ate ~nd royalty Inoome or (loss). Combine llnes 24 and 25. Enter the result here.
If Parts II, 1lI, IV, and Une 39 on pag~ 2 do not apply to you, also enter this amount on Form 1040,
line 17. Otherwise Include this amount. In the total on tine 40 on 1:!8C1a 2 • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • •• 26
- 3 961.
For Paperwork R.eduction Act Notice, see Form 10
Schedul~ E(Form 104n) 1999
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Exhihit 032

.01 KOUR

CBR 005670

2l

CSOC.CBR.00026012

865

]:1 040
~bel

L

M"trvl:llil;lrm

:

411 pQilO 19.)

Ii!

I"h;gtl\&IRS

L

...,

0, -00

,."".~-

,;"

~

YOIOf..t;Ol;:lalliellllrlt/ mllnbctr

r;''''f.l<J~\l'W~~'\!,,'!lm'-:''~''''''=>'''':::':::_=':;''':;:.''i1ill!:;---1~~~'-----'-----I $p_9·,.~1oI1;CJ;llrily n~m;
Homllosd~ll'ljJmbertlnd1>1~l,l1)'llUh$WIIP.O.bOXt"~p<lil.. li.

L

AlltllO.

.....

mY$t ."ttlr

YOl,l! SSN{s) abev!i!l.

crtypEl.

~~~~:~~gn

YOIl

.. :t~Il:=::=~~;l~~~:~=W:=::=~~ ...
~

1

Filing Status

2

X

:I)

s: ~

0' o·
lmpotianU ... ~ ~

YQI,l

Otn!H\l;hKI,

plli!Q<l.. pnl\1

i

g a.

8' ~_
....

SI'0U$b

Slnglu:
MarrlGdflllngjolntratum(iWonlfonlyClMtladlrK::ortKt)

~=;~~:::~==:~~=~~~~;1n;:~""f:-lh'-""'--':""':-:--""'-"'-:J-'.-""-:;IC:':-bu:-,,,,,-,:-,,,,,-,...,.,--,,,,,-\-c--

~. ~:lf':n:~:~~n:o:::"'erldentQhl<l

. >,lSeGt\rme19.

fld$C

lfmql'QIt\::ln~

llllpendlnb,
..... PllOll20.

============t=====t====1~===
d To

tlcns

• •• ,

,.......

. ••.••• ~ ..

notlldfll'Odltbov&_
......m. .m

r;l

. . lil'l"'l''''~''

2

O&p.,ulelll::llOn'o.

en~on

...'"

Income
F<>rttl~W..alP\d

W.,JGtIc:M'<:a.
A/:$Q.;dlach
f'CJl"t{2<}'1DH~

tfb.l(was
~l'Iflid.

!~ ~~~Il~~,n¢
&lll;Ip&Qe21.

Ent:k)M,b.,t~
nQllilll;o~h, art)!

JlllYl1'\\Il'It,AIea,
plll_"~

Form tellO_V.

Stmt 2

Adjusted
Gross
Income

:~ ~:=I~:~~~~::2~~r&'~~r~d·····,'····;:::::::·:.:::~·
.,1M F'w QI"IQRul"11l, PrIWfi}'
OA1:l;101.C(l0'

Act.

and PapQfW(lrk~uctlQnAm-Natice,.Aopa;eSG.

.
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Fonn 1 040 (21100)

11

CBR005699A
Exhibit 033

CSOC.CBR.00028777

866

\.

C'

Schedules A&B {Form 1G401 2000

REDACTED·
CONFIDENTIAL

_

PERSONAL INFORMA TION

_ _...QJ!l!!.l~_m,,_ "

Nama(s} shown on Form 1040. Do not enter name anl.l social securilynumber lfshown on c!hersida,

• C·

ES B RANGE

&

Alt~~hmelll

Schedule B -Interest and Ordinary Dividends
Note: If ,,"'u

•

partl
Interest

.

ned over ·'1:400 In taxable Interest. vou m-ust also com

1 LIst name of payer. If any. interest Is from a

Sequ BriOO No.

.J
T
S
S
S
S

Note: If you·
received Ii Form

08

-

leta Part Ill•

seUer~flnanced

mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, sea page B~1 and nsf this
interest first. Also, show that buyer's social securIty number and address ..._ _ _

~~~tR:ge B·1
Instruotlons for
Form 1040,
IIne8a.)

Papa ~

Your &oehd security number

AI,MA E RANGEL

Amount

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
CITICORP MORTGAGE
CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
GREENl?OINT BANK
M&T BANK
CREDIT UNION
INTERE:ST INCOME ON FEDERAL TAX REFUND (S)

1

109S·INT, Form

964.
38.
1 593.
1 655.
3l.
45.
128.

1099-0ID, or

substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
list tha flrm's

name as the

rhiit6t:r~:;:t

shown on that'
form.

Part II
Ordinary
.DiVidends

2
3

Add the amounts· on line 1 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ',' ..
Excludable Interest on series EE or t U.S. savings bonds Issued after 1989

2

4

~~:r=:;~n:831:r~~~ln~~~~~t:r~~~~::~ ~~;:a~~1=n F~r:n ·1040: lin~ 8; :: : : ~.

3

54

4.

Note: If ",..,u had over $400 In ordlnarl f diVidends. vou must also com fete Part til.
5 LIst name of payer. Include only ordinary dividends. If you received any ca.pltal
gain distributions, see the Instruotlons for Form 1040, Une 13 ~

J

Meri1~

4 454
Amount

Lynch

565

a~d~eB-1
Instructions for
Form 1040,
line9,}

Note: If you
received a Fonn
1099·D/Vor
substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,

5

Hst th&f1rm'8
name as the

payer and enter

. the ordinary
dividends shown
on that form.

•

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and Trusts

Add the amounts on Hne 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040, line 9 ........

•

,••~ ••,." ," e." ~ "'"".'.00 ".""."' .-.~ ~-•.,"".
n

'''1
565 .

account· or te\ received a distribution from or were a arantor of or a transferor to, a forel.... trust.
Yes No
7a At any time during 2000, did you have an Interest In or a signature or other authority over a financial
acoount In> a foreign country, suoh as a bank account, secur!tles account, or other flnanclal
aocount? See page 6~2 for exceptions and flUng requirements fcr Form TD F 90~22.1 .'. • • • • . • • •
X
b If "Yes, If enter the name of the foreign country ...
(See
page B-2)
8 During 2000, dId you receive a dlstributlon from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a
rorel n trust? .If "Yes/ vou may have to file Form 3520. See "s";-e 8-2 ••••••• ". • • • • • • • • . . •.
.X
W o r Paperwork Reduc:ffc:m Act Notice, see Form 1040 instruotlons.
Schedule B (F()rm 1040) 2000

.JSA

OA1S00 1.000

2L006D F253

04/~3/20rl'--I!i"'ll."'H"'18"'I"'T.-"".02KOUR
Exfliht! 034

16

CBR005702
CSOC.CBR.00026013

867
(

SCHEDULED
(Form 104D)

Capital Gains and Losses

"'Attach to Form 1-040.

C

"-See Instructions for Schedule 0 (Form 1040)•

.... Usa Schedule 0 ..1 for more space to list transactions: for lines 1 and a.
Name(ll) $hown on Form 1{l40

Il.ARLES B RANGEL & ALMA E

GEL

Sho ·Term Ca ital Gains and Losse .. Assets Held One Year or Less
(a) DescriptIon of prepetfy

(Elo:Bmple: 100 sh. XYZ Co.)

{b} Dala
acquired
'Mo d

(eJ COS! or

(djSsllls.priOB

other basls

(sel1i pageD-6)

sea

eO-8

1MEDITR CRP DEL

4

1 232.

2

. 3
4
5
S

40~.

Enter your short-term totals, if any, from'
Schedule D~1, line 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' •••••.

Total

short~term

sales price amounts.

Add column (d) of lines 1 and 2 ••••• • • • • • • ••
3
1 232.
Short.. t~rm gain from Form 6252 and short-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684.
6781, and 8824 . . . • . • . • • , • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . , . , • . . . , . . . . • . . . ,
Net shorHerm gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts
from Schedule(s) K~1 • • • • • • • • • • • , ••••••••• ' ••••• , •••••• ~ •••••
Short-term capital loss carryover. Enter the amount, If any, from line 8 of your
1999 Capital Loss Carryove~ Worksheet • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •' • . • • • • . . •

N'et short·term capital gain or (loss). CombIne column f) of lines 1 through 6 •••••.. ~
on .. erm ea ita Ga nsand losses .. Assets el
ore han 0 e ear
(a) Desoripllpn of proparly
(Example: 100 sh. XYZ 00.)

9

~~~~I:

Mo, d ,

(01 Date.rold
(Ma" day, yr,)

(d) Sales priee"
(lise palle 0-5)

7

!~~;;''I:~s~~

seB pa e D-5

<

If) Gain or (Io....)
Sublracl (e) from (d)

Enter your long~term totals, if any, from
Schedule D~1, Une 9'. . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
lon~Hennsales

10

Total

11

~:1nc;~:nF~~o~I~r:;, 8p:~d I~ io~~~;e~ g~l~ fr~~ F~rmLJ~C!!°2:':473=-9-.-nd"-S::-:2:"::5:-2;-.nd

price amounts.

12

long~term· gain or (loss) from Forms 4684, 6781, and 8~24 ••.• ' • • • • • • • • • • • . • •
Net long-term gaIn or (loss) trom partnerships, S corporatIons, estates, and trusts

from ScI1sdule(s) K·1 •••••••••••.•.•...••.••.•.•.•••..•.•.• ".
13
14

Capital gain distributions. See' page 0-1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S.trn.t. P.....
Long-term capital loss carryover. ,Enter In both colum.ns (f) and (g) the amount, If
any, from line 13 of your 1999 CapItal Loss Carryover Worksheet ••••••••.•• ~ •••

15

c'omblne oolumn (9) of llnes 8 through 14 . • • • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • •

Net iong-term capital gain or (loss). Combine column (1) of llnes 8 through 14
....
Next: Go to Part III on the back.
.
28% rate gain or loss Includes all "collscflbles gains and loss~s" (as defined on page OMS) and up to 50%, of the eligible
9ua'lfled small busIness stock (see page D-4).
r Paperwork Reduction Act Notice! see Form.1 040 Instructions.
Schedule 0 (Form 1040) 2000
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CBR005703
CSOC.CBR.00026014

868
OMS No.

. Supplemental Income and Loss'

Department oflha TreasulY

~femal RllVanlls SaM

(

(

SCHEDULEE

,(Focm 1040)
&

99

~Attach to

~@oo

(From rental reat estate, royalties, partnerships,
S corporations, estates, trusts, REMICs. etc.)

~~ta~~e:n~o.

!l"'Selflnstructions for Sohedule E (Form 1040.

Form 1040 Of Form 1041.

~ ame(s) shown on return

REDACTED ~

--

13

Ycut1i:ceJal"eeuri!y-:mimber

CONFIDENTIAL
PER8S,;O!J:N"Au,L"'INllFt>O"'R<JCM!!!A""TUCIO"'NOL.._--'...,,-_--,_
Note. Report Income and expenses from your business afreoting

CHARLES B RANGEL' I< ALMA E RANGEL

ii!iiiJ Income or loss From Rental Real Estate and Royalties

arsonal rooartv on Schedule C orC-EZ see nang E-1 •RAMtI farm rental Income or losa from Form 4835 on

Mde

2.lIne39,

1

Show the kind and locatfon of each rental real estate t')ro~fNiv:

A

RKlio:r~

~______

listed on line " did you or your femlly

74 WES'T 13'2ND STREET

.

during the tax yesr for personal A
X
purposes for more than the greater at PI--+-<>• 14 days, or
x
• 10% of the total days rented at

__l?1$9FJ'.;E!:r;L

2

J

C

-----------------------------------------------

_

(s:~'~~~~t~~ij'u.?

::~~:t;::e~~d""'"

..

Totals

A B C

p-t-_ _-,2",S"""9,,,3,,;S"-'-I'

No

C

Prol)ertles

Income:

Yes

use' It

B

:

For each rental real estate property

(Add columns A, B, and 0.)

+':'-t

t-

.2.S"-'-"-93""'-S~.

Expenses:
5

Advertising '• • • • • • . • • •

6
7

Auto and travel (see page'E-2) ••• I-"--I----,,--.,=:-I------t---'---Cleaning and maintenance ••• , • f-!-+---''''-'''''''''-'f-~----f_----

8
9

CommIssions • • • • • • • • • • • f-'-+---,;-=:;-1~-----t-----
InsuranCE!
• • • • • • , • • • • • 1-"-+--~"-'-'2.L"_'1--'----j------

in
11

Legal and other professional fees ••
Managementfoos • • • • • . • • •

12

Mortgage Interest paid to banks,

-8"4

ele. (sea M99 E·2) • • • , • • •

f-'-''+------1------j------

f-l'LI-------j------f_-----

12

3 145,

other interest • • • • • • • • •
Repairs" • • • • • • • • • • • •

15 Supplies • • • • • • • • • • • • • • !--"4---,,-=,,-~-----+_----16 Taxes ••••••• : • • • • • • • !--"4-----'~~~f_-----+_----
17 UWltles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • f-L4--~'-'-'="-'if_-----+_----18 Other(llst) ....
_
~lf!~__~t'92~IlJt~ _@:.1:.!I1.1;;:t.. __

143

23

J'A

'X13'''''''

2L006D F253

04/J.3/20~--1'i.1..IJi.. I...B..lT...-

.... 02 KOUR

19

CBR005705
Exhibit 036

CSOC,CBR00026015

869

!1 04 0

-Label
....

01l;

i'ism;;'diwd;O~~~~T::Re'tum ~(OJOll,..)

IForthl!

arJal'l.1·Dec,31 2001 orO!tler _ _ bl'nnntnlI

L "'tAlU.ES B

If.JoIMfeWm.8pou.o>e'Sllnit~8Ildinltial

:

page 19.}

.....

Us.the~S

H."" "

e
L

'I~ Use0,;;;,Oo ~~~~orltaoleinthi$~.
OMANo

2001

YVr.1I s;cK:1I;1 MCUJtty lWl'nbIIt'

l~bSt~

YOlJtfll~~llI'lCIlItIIlaI

RANGEL

~·tlsoelalw:mttY..u.

f:=~L

-

I'~~

Holfllll &Od!flfo&{number.-.d~ IfVOO~;' P.O. bole, see~ 19

H

.... ImpOrtantl ....
You must enter

e

""'"""'".

R Ctty, town or post

•

p!ea&llprlri

~-

omc8,.~ aodZlPade" tJ'fIJ'JhBllellforelgrlltddJeSli.

your SSNfs) above,

see page 19

Vou

Filing Status

1
2

3
4

~

Si"gle

!-

Head of household (\iIffih quarlfylfl'iJ person), {Soct

~

ertterthlsehild'.. namehere!

f.A

Married fIllnll joint return

(even If cnt( onot had~)

Married nllngsep;nteretJJm.

Oualltvino widow(er with de

Exemptions

6a

-LX

SPOU$lt

=~S=,=rlyno.",-_ _: -

~ 19.}

_

If the qualifying pen;on is,. chlltl bUt not your dependent,

,-

-------

ndtlnt ctill4 lwr..r fOL'lnI_ dI&cl ..

Yourseff. If your parent (or $omeone et.e)

• Set: Nlnt 19.'

can daim)'OU aa a t:klpe~ on his or her 1u

::.:::=

:.a:;

b1X1sr.nuse .r~~~,~~~~~~~.: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::.:
1F~:':"~'
astnamlt
soe~t~ (~J~~S (".!J':::~ ~:)'OU

____________+

+-

;:l:::.:v::

+-

-============t======l:====:l==== . . _

Ise.~.2U)

Adjusted

2.3

IRA dedlJCtlon (SGeJl<108'27) • • • • • • • • • • , •••• , •••

2.4

Student toanlntel't!st deduction (see pagEt 28)

Income

26

~t MSA de.ductian, ~ Form 8853 • • • • • • • • • • • •

Gross

26
27
28

MQvmgexpeMN. Mach fonn3903 •••••••••••••••
One-haI'of"lf~tuAttach.Sc:f*U!'e:SE••••••
Self-employe4 htallh in"uram:E\ deduction (see page. 30) ••••••

1-''S5'+_----li' ",'H

1-''''6+-----11,''·',::.''1

'1-''''1+-----11,':,'',1
1-''''8+-----11''':;\''''1'
Setr~t'rlplcyedSEP. SIMPLE, and qwlifMKI p/lM • • • • • • • • • • 1-'..,''+-----11''''::':'1

29
Penalty on e~ 'Mthdrawal of savin~s " • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 ..
:3:101 Alimony pal4 b"Recip&tnhSSN.
3
32
~lines23thrOLlgk31-a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • •
.!~
Sublract Iina 32 from IVle22. Thisls'YOOrilldus\e<I 0 smame •• , •• , •• -.. • • . . .
FOr Olsctosuf1!, PriVacy Act, .1nd Paperwork Redu!:Uon Act Nolk:e. see page 72.

1-,,0'+-----11",:''''',''', I

30

".,

23

1-><""+-----11

•••••••••• 1

11l.111103,Q{)O

'

---5.1

2LO06D F253 04/0SI:--e;"''lI-H-'-Sl-'-'

KOUR

32
33

'll~

73
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Exhibit 037

CSOC.CBROO028778

870
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL

'Schedules A&B rF0rm 1040) 2001

PERSONALmFORMATI",O",N_-"o>!MB=N0I',~.__

(

Name(s) shown an Form 1040, Do not enter nameanusoclal security number if shoWn Qn other sIde.

•

CHARLES B RANGEL &

'-"

_ :~

Your social security number

LMA E RAN EL

ScheduleS -Interest and Ordinary Dividends
1

List name 'of payer. If any interest Is from a seHer-financed mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, see page B--1 and list this
interest first. Also, show that buyer's soclal security number and address ..._ _ _

J
T
S
S
J
J
J

CHASE M.'>.NHATTAN B A N K '
CITICORP MORTGAGE
CONGRESSIONAL' FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
GREENl?OINT BANK
M&T BANK
GBEENl?OINT BANK
MERRILL LYNCH

Part I
Interest

~~~et~:geB-~
Instructions for

Form 1040,
lIoeSs.)

Note. If you

Attaihment
S!OqUerme No.

08

Amount

.

918.
41
780.
552.
1

f--------li...
.

'790.
4 572.

received a Form
1D9S-INT, Form
1099-010, or
substitute
statament from

a brokerage firm,
"list the firm's
name as the

/:layer and enter
the total Interest
shown on that
form.
2
3

Add the amounts· on line 1 • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Excludable Interest on series EE and I V,s. savings bonds Issued after 1989
from Form 8815,!lne 14, You must attach Form 8815
lin~ 8~
4 Subtract line 3 from line 2. Enter the result here and on F~r~ '1
Note. If line 4 is over $400 vou must comr.lete Part III.
5 LIst name of payer. lncll;lde only ordinary dividends, If you received any capital
g~ln distributions, see the Instructions for Form 1040, lilie 13 ....

040'

•

art II
rdinary
Dividends

~~~t~:ge 6'-1
inst:rl./QUons for
Form 1040,
line 9,)

; : : : ....

2

7 670·

3
4

7 670
Amount

J MERRILL LYNCH
J PEPSICO. INC. ( 200 SH. )
S ESSEX NATIONAL SECURITIES. INC.
T METLIFE

8 416.
114.
372.29.

Note. If yoU
received a Form

5

1099~DIVor

substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
llsttheflnn's
name as the
payer and enier .
the ordinary ,
dividends shown
on that form.

S Add the amounts on line 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040 line 9 ••••• .,..
Note; If nne 6 is over $400, you must como!etePart Ill.

,._

"-",.,",,,-,,,,, .,_.

I

6

--,,,,.

8 931

oo.,~ ~,..
",,~. ~~
forelan account· or c received a dlstribut!on from or were a arEmtor of ~r a transferor to a forelol1 trust
Yes No
Part '"
7a
At
any
time
during
2001,
did
you
have
an
interest
in
or
a
signature
or ·other authority over a flnanc!al
Foreign
account In a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities account,. or other flnanctal
Accounts
account? See page B-2 for exceptIons and filing requIrements for Form TO F 90-22.1 •••••••. , •
nd Trusts.
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country ~
See
S During 2001, did you receive a distribution from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a
page 8--2.)
ee [lane 8-2 •••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • •
X'
foreion trust? If "Yes"
lillHIBS'f
Schedl,lle B (Form 1(40) 20(11
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1
15002000

2L006D F253 04/08/20

Exhihit 036

1

KOUR

CBROO5741

20

CSOC.C8R.OOO26016

871

C.C

SCHEDULED
(Form 1040)

~

Ili- Use Schedule D~1

2

3
4

OMS

Capital Gains and Losses ( .
~See

Attach to Form 1040.

~@01

Instructions for Schedule D (Form 1040).

to list additional transactIons for lines 1 and-a.

Attachment
S uenceN
12
Your social securItY number

Enter your shorHerm totals, If any, from
Schedule 0-1, line 2. • • • . • • . • • • • . • • . . • . . I-.£.-!----Total shorMerm sales price amounts.
Add lines 1 SInd 2 In column (d) . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . w:.3-'_
Short~term

gain from Form 6252 and short~term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684,

6781, and 8824 •. '.•••.•••••••• '•.••.•••••.••••..•..•.•••..
5· Net short~term gain or {loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts

from Schedule(s) K-1 •• ; •••••••••••••.••• '.' •••••••••••

'"0

••••

G

ShorHermcapltal loss carryover. Enter the amount, If any, from linea of your
2000 Capital Loss CanyoverWorksheet • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • ,.•••••••• , •••

7

Net shorMerm capital gain or (loss). Combine lines.1 through 6 In column ( .• , ••••••
Long..Tenn Capital Gains and Losses .. Assets Held More Than One Year

Enter your long-term totals, if any, from
Schedule 0-1, line 9. , • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • •

10
11
12
(

Total'

rOtlg~term

sales price amounts.

Add lines 8 and Sln'oolumn Cd). , , •.•••• '. , • • •• L!ll.!!O~~-,.=",,""..I
Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long-term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684, 6781, and 8824 ••••• , • • • • • . • • •' • , •
Net'long-term gain ·or Ooss) from partnerships, S oorporations, estates, and. trusts

from Schedule(s)

K-l ...•••..••••••••••.•••.•••••..•••••.••.

13
14

Capital gain distributions. See page 0-1 of the Instructions, ••••.•••• , •••••.••
Long·term capital loSS carryover, Enter in both columns (f)' and (9) the amount, If
any, from line 13 ~fyour 2000 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet • '• • • • • • • • • . • • • •

15

Combine lines'S through 141n ~olumn (g) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•

Net long~term capital gain or (Io$s). Combine lines 8 through 14 in column (f) ••••• ,
Next: Go to Part III on the back.
8% rate gain or loss Jncludes all "ooUeotibles gaIns and losses"- (as defined on page D~6 of the Instructions) and up to -50% of
e ellglble gain on quallfled small business stock (see page D-4 oftha Instructions),
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.
Schedule 0 (Form 1040) 2001
16
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KOUR

CBR005742

21

CSOC.CBR.00026017

872
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL lNFORMATION

_..
(

, SCHEDULEE
(Form 1040)

Supplemental Income and Loss

!-"=::....:....:.;=-

(From rental real estate, royalties. partnerships,
S corporations, estates, trusts, REMfCs, eto.)

Department of the Treaswy
ntemal evenue S
oe 99
Name(s) shown on ralum

p. Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.

""See Instructions 'for Schedule E (Form 1040.

S uenCS:WO,
3
Your social $~urlty number

CHARLES II RANGEL "' ALMA E RANGEL
Income or Loss f7rom Rental Real Estate and Royalties

Note, If you are In the business 9frentlna persona! property, Use
Schedule C or c.EZ (see oace E·1). Report farm renial Income or loss from Form 4835 en "a e 2 lIne39,

1

Show the kind and location of each rental real estate orooertv:

A

~j:_1i~.b!t_J:BQFltIS:'!:X

,

~_4__~~~__~~.~~~_~ ~~~~

B

2

..

~____

C

~~~~:~~i~~r t~~::tt:~~~r:::~;~~ !-,A,,+_~X~

: ~6{t~~;~

total days rented st

(s::i~~~~t~:~IUe?

Income:
, ,

Ren'srecelved"

'}(

Proherties

Totals
(Add columns A, Bt and C,) .

+-

•.. , ••••. ~_+---'2,,1'-'"4L1=.;6~.

+'LJ~--.:f2...
1..L!!4...
1.!16"'-.

4

Expenses:

---1------+------

5 Advert!slng • , . • • • • . . ~ . , 1-"5-+

1-"-+---------11------+------

7

Auto and travel (see page E-2) , • ,
Cleaning and maintenance. , , •• l--l7_+------'l~-----_I_-----

8

Commissions

6

B

c

A B C

Rovalues received , • • •.• • • • ,

4

Yes No

For each rental real estate pr.opeity·
listed on line 1, did you or your family

' •• , , , ., • • • • ~._+-_---_I;-_----_I_-----_l!\j.

9 Insurance
•••••••••• ' . ~'_+-----_I'------+-----Legal and other professIonal fees .. f-"'0'-+
-I

+-

10
11
12

Management fees, • , •• , •••
MortgaS1lnferest paid banks,

to

_+------I

,etc. (see page E-2) • . • • • • • , • f-'li24_ _.......;3W-'9,,4.,2'-.'-j-,

•
•

14

other
Interest •••. , . , •••.
RepaIrs,.........
• • ••

_

1-1:"4-----_1------+-----3 942.

t'~'tt=====~======t=====::j
14

is Supplies •• , • • • • • • • • • • • 1-1:154--_:-=:-i~-----_I_----19 T""O$., • • • • • • • • • • . • • 154 __- iS,-,",6!;!.7L3 · '_1_----17
18

f-.lJ
9
'-t-----_I------+------

17
Utilities .••• , . , • • • • • • • , )-L
other (fIst) ....
_

~€@'_ .§=_J&:e~!l_s_E!. _§.!=:m.1;.:. __

19

20

Add lines 5 through 18. , •• , ••
Depreciation expense or depletion

20 166
" 1------+-----_+------

1-',,''-j-__-'2;.;9'-'-"8,,0'-'1''-.'1-

-+

(see page E·') .... _ . . . • . • . f.!'204_ _-::-,1~1~4",3i4j.
21

Total ex.penses. Add /lnes 19 and 20

22

Income er (foss) from rental real
estate
or
royalty properties,
Subtract line 21 from Una 3 (rents)

~ ,

'

_

9 528.

IfYoum~~f~~~t~e:?geast'at~'ro'~, j..:.!.124-'-_..=-l!..,...;1.iQ4
real estate

~!]~~:~~~
, ..•O?n;p~e:e, I~n~ L.i.!.!.'-lI.

+-

.

L,..-

-4,11l

lne:ome. Add positive am9un!s shown on )lne 22, 00 not Include any losses • • • • • • • , , •• , • • • • • • •

25

Losses, Add royalty losses from line 22 and rental reaf ,estate losses from line 23, Enter total lesses here. • • , • , ,
Teta! rental rea'l estate and royalty inoome or (loss). Combine lines 24 and 25. Enter the result
here, If Parts fl, III, N, Bnd Une 39 on page 2 de not aPply to
also enter this amount en Fom'l
1040. line 17, Otherwise, include this emount in the folal on Une 40 on oaoe 2 ••• , •.•••••• , • •

tfIiI.i6

. ' .

,.
.

f-O!.44f-•. ,5'-f'

_
-!NllO..NEl!i!.J

you,

",,-----.

For Paperwork Reductlon Act Notice, se4! Form 1040 instructlons,
JSA
1Xt300 2.000

~.
'
l

....£N!!,Olli.!NE!j;(L

24

..

,

fL"4__..i31.l0w..;9~4!!.;4""-l'~ -----_I_-------I-~il\)
I~·

or lIne 4 (royalties), If the result Is
a (loss), see page E-3 to fInd out
23

-I--''''''+~_b_'!.,'9_<_!!8.!.!0 ...1~

_I_-----'--I,j.g:0:d--'----..!'"""1.!l4L,;3!....,

.1

2L006D F2S3 04/08/20
Exhibit

KOUR

26
NONE
Schedule E (Form 1040) 2001

CBR 005744

23

CSOC.CBR.00026018

873

:~:::=mplli9n

Not4.Ctleeking "Y"~will 1'101 change ~UT~Ql'

Ilrrrr..

21.

"00

1
Filing Status 2:

3

X

U

1)(

ura

uself II

a oint

~your refund.

wa

tt»th

t3to

Slngle
Married fUIng jointly (-even If only one h~ Income)

lkl

fund?

HeiKI of hO\JnllOld (willi qualifying person). (&Ie pagll 21.) If

4

the qualifying: person is. c;hlld but not your ~nt, enltt

5D~:~~:::\:::~e~-....-n-."-nl-'~~kl-l"'-'--

~~~::::::.hrt:.Enter~aSSNaboVe

!I)l)\nlt died ..

Exemptions

68

lliJ

Yourself. It your ~tent (or $Omeon~ -.8) can ctalm you n

b

fi1

SDDUS.!!

.r~~,~n~c:~c~~~.:: .:: :::: ~:::
lI~t~mI*

.::. Depentkntll,
"I Hr. name

).

see oaoe 21,

~:'

a depenclem Ol'l his 01' tier tax

::: :::::: ::' ::
{~~;;e=

;::r~

(4]" _ _ .11'Iedwttt1you

.dld~lMwtUt

vou

La

yau-duew~~

===========:::j:=====:t=====t=== 1_~22)

oraparltlon

=

1).~OJ1k

- - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - l - - - - - - - t - - - - - + - - - 1I0t~ed8oW:

•

-

Add n~lm'I

d Tolal nLll'l'lber olexS1'!'ifttlona mimed • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • . • • • • • • . • • •

w_.

.lfycudidrd
~aW.2.

==r~:;~;~:~~c=:~~~i~~~i~~~24;:::::::: t-,,,:'o+---"-'-~;;-O320.

11

AlimonyTetelved ..

••••••••••••••••••

otherllJainSOTOOBMS).AttlIeh. Foon4191."

---

IRAdta1nblJ!:loM, •••." " ••

gtmt 2

Adjusted
Gross
Income

"

••••••••••••••••

~

0 ·• • • • •

"1' ,., ..... ,... "

~;a =;:.~:~~l~:~~,S~,ttuata,;==(;:~~:
18

l:arm\nCQrnt:

or(~).AttachS<:hedl.l1e

F .••

14

4,887. ~ bTaXibleamoortt(&Hp$Qt!25-) !-'''''''-bt-_ _--''.L:<=...
2 825.

0.. ,

'.'

1"',::";"+-------,==
NONE

, 0l-""'-!-

_

::. ~:Ir::;e,:=n.~. j;o; jO.o. '3i',184~0' f~;~a~~~~(:'~~;"; I-::':':b+--~:;:-=;O26 506.
~~ ~u::::,:I~~==~:::O:~:-U;=;;-n:.-;=-t':t_;;~=_~:__; b'~';t==!iL:~~
184 038
0

1-'"'-!-

,.,,,

n

Educator ~ (MIl page 29) ••

2.4

IRA deduction (see page 29) ••
SludemtoanlntereutdeduCHon(Mepagt31) ••• , •• , . ,
Tuitiollund:feettl*'tiuctioO(IeVpage32) , 0' .... " ,....
Archer MSAded\lctlon. AI1a¢h Form 8853 ••••••• , ••••

2$

U
27

0

••••

,

,

••••

,

•••

,

0

!-""-"!-

I-"""'-!--'----

1-""'+

21:1

MtIVlng expenuc. Attach Fonn 3903 ...•.

21

One--halfot8e1f...mploymunttax.~6dMKluJlJSE ••• , •••

30

Slllf-.employoo health ·mau"'nce deduction (lee page 33) •••••• !-""o'-!-

3:4

_
-"'"

.I-......! - - - - -

0

,

!-""-Ut-

1-........!-

,

_

_

_

tt=====

31
Seolf--emptoyed SEP, SIMPLE, and quafifll!d plafl$ • • • • • • '.' •• ~'
3: 2
Penalty on, eart( wilhdffJ"M!1 of.savings • • , , • • • , • , • " , • ~~ ~
33. AllmQllypaid bReclplent'sSSN"
!t:'l. ..

.

r:::~+------

~: ==:$~~::'=ijC=I;~~'~"~,,":::·O
' I-",,'+----,-==_
4 11l.
'-4

f"onn 10400V. '

I

735.

0

15.

l\OtaltKt\any

2

1:

s&f!IpI/IQe'23

..-. ... '"

r--1

I

4 599.

:=W.2.nd'·
Alsoll\tlldJ
F0nn4~1on-R
tftaxwas

...

140 942.

Income
W4G_

~~

_

=-=-==-

Add llnee. 23 through 33a • " " •••. " •• " •• , , ••. , • • • • • . . . • " •••• , f-',,4,+_ _
.
•••_ ••~. ,
~. "
1 SA

038

Exhibit
CSOC.CBR00028779

874
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

(.

\.::"

Schad les A&B. Form 10-40 2002
Name{s) shown on Form 1040. Do not enter flame Ilfld socia! security numberlf shoWn 01'\ other sIde.

~LES

B R>.l>JGEL (, "T.M>. E RANGEL

.
1

Part I
Interest
(see page B--1
and the

instructions for

Form 1040,
line 8~.)

Schedule B -Interest and Ordinary Dividends

Allllohment
Sequence No.,

name

Amount

Ust
of payer. If any Interest Is from a sener~financed mortgage and the
buyer used the property. as a personal residence, see page B--1 and US! this
,
Interest first. Also, show that buyer's social security number and address'"
g~!LMI'lJJllA..'.t'!'.~_~!S
::_~==

J
T
T .9.9Jiq!:!.Jit~J~.~Qll1'*_n.PJ'_lsM'--':;'~P.I:r_.ID:!!Q.l!.
S
S
J Jl1.§_'r_!?b.N.IL
J
gMll!~?Q:[J:!T_.!l.lili!S

.:_~

MK.llE!J..k_~:ws;.IL

1099-010, or

substItute
statement

08

362.

_
_
_
_
_
_

gj:_'r~C.9.R.J;:Jj.9.R.'r@hgjl

§Mll!1:l?.9_:[J:!T_~!S

Note.lfYou
received a Form
l099-INT, Form

0.92

OMBNo·

43_
67S.
47.
235.
16.
3 221.

-----------------~----------------..:.._---------------------

from

a brokerage firm,

-----....----------------------------...--------------:.._-------

list thE! firm's

, name as. the

r~:Tb:r1nt~;:t

'

------

shown on that
form.

...:J4c.·.ilS",9c:!9c..

Add~e-;;;;-;nt;;;ii~-1~:~-.-~~:~-.-:-:--:-.-:-~~-:-:-:~-.-:--:-~-.-~::-.-~:-:-.
J--=-+__
Excludable interest on serles EE' and I U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989

. 4 ~::r:;;~n:~1:~:~i~e\~~~t:rUt~:ar~:~~:;:~~1:nF~r~'1040'l;n~6~::: :;..' f-"-+---4-S-9-9-_
Note. If Une 4 is over $1 500. vou must com lete Part III.

5

rrtll
·tJIi!I8l.
.~inary

.. Dividends
(See page 6-1

List name of .payer. Include only ordinary dividends. !f you receIved any capital
line 13 ~

gain distributions, see the instructions for Form
~ __ ~

J ~_llEIJ..k_..:wgJL

T

~_'r~IEjl

J

1?jlJ~IIIgQ,..;J;;HgJ.:.Lg.9.!L!>!U

1040,

Amount

~..::.=_==:::_=_=_=_===

S87 .
30.

~_~----------------

_

f18.

and the

Instructions for
F:onn 1040,
line 9.)

Note. If you

received a Form
1099~OIV or '
substitute

statement from
a brokerage finn,

!lsi the firm's
name as the

-~-------------------------,..-----------------,----------

payer and enter
the ·ordlnary
dividends shown

on that form.

).h'dI
4 735.

Note. If fine 6 Is over $1 500. YOU must complete Part Ill.

Part III
.Foreign
Accounts

.dTrusts
page B-2.)
JSA.

You must comP.lete this part. if you {a) had over $1,500 of taxable Interest or ordinary dividends; OR (b.
Yes No
a fore/on account or c received a distrIbution from or were a rantor of or a transferor to a fore! n trust
7a At any tIme during 2002, did you have an Interest in or '8 signature or other authority oyer a financial . '"'. "
. '.'
account in a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities aocount, or other financial ~
account? See page B~2 for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TO F 90~22.1 ••••• , • • . •
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country ~
I
8 During 2002, did you receive a
fro-r;.-.;-;;r-;-you-th~-g;.;;t~~of,-;~-;a_;~fu7;t;,~;
forelon trust? If "Yes" vou ma have to file Form 3520. See narte B-2. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • •
.y

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 104

<A15n~

.

distribution

er>fHuatr

1.000

2L006D F253 04/10/200
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Sched~le B (Form 1040) 2002

KOUR

CBR005780
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CSOC.CBR00026019

875
REDACTED·
CONFIDENTIAL
..•..
(
'0:

~ERSONALINFORMATION

~

Capital Gains and Losses \-:

'-Attach to Form 1040.
"'See Instructions for Schedule 0 (Form 1040)•
... Use schedule 0·1 to list addItional transactions for lines 1 and 8.

LYNCH

2

Enter your short-term totals, jf any, from
Schedule D-1, /lna 2. • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • •

3
4
5

Total shorMerm sales' price amounts.
Add lines 1 and 2 in column (d)' •••••••••••••

3
95 000
ShorMerm gain from Form 6252 and short4erm geln or Ooss) from Forms 4684 1
6781, and 8824 • . . . • • • ' •••• _• • . • . . . . • . . • • • . .' .••. ,-•••.••••..
Net short-term gain or Ooss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts
from Schedule(s) K-1 ••••••••• ,', •.•••••••••
"0

6

••••••••••••••••

of

ShorNerm capital loss carryover., Enter the amount, If anYI froin Une 8
your
2001 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • .

r loss. Combine lines 1 through 61n column fl, •••.....
osses ~ Assets Held More Than One Year

2002
200

9

10
11
12

2 040.

1 616,

424,

13 789.

5 707.

8 082,

Enter your long·term totals, if any, from
SchedUle 0-1, line 9. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
Total long-term sales price amounts.
Addflnes8and9incolumn(.d). . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 10
15 829.
Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long-term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684,6781, and 8824
Net long~term gain or Ooss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts

.

from Schedule(s) K~1 ., . • • . . . • • . • . . . . . ~ , •••.• ,.••.. , ••.•..•.•.•

·13
14

Capital gain distributions. Sea page D~1 of the Instructions, , •• , •• , • , •••.•••••
Long~term caprtal loss carryover. Enter in both columns (f) and (g) the amount, if
any, from line 13 of your 2001 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

15

Combine /loes 8 through 14 in column (g) • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

16

Net long·term capital gain or {loss). Combine lines B through 14 In column (f)
Next: Go to Part III on the back.
.
• • • • • •

Vo rate gain or loss includes all "collectibles galn~ and losses" (as defined on page D-6 of the instructions) and up to 50% of the eligible
gain on gualified small business stock (see page D-4 of the instructions).
for Paperwork Reduotion Act Notice, see Form 1040 Ins
Schedule 0 (Form 1040) 2002
2112011 1,(lC\{!
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KOUR
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I. - Supplemental Income and

IULEE
.ent of the TreastHY
evenue SeNice 99

LoCti·

OMBNo,

~©02

(From rental real estate, royalties, partnerships.
S corporations, estates, trusts, REMICs, etc.)

J 1040)
~

Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.

AttBohment

....See Instructions for Schedule E (Form 1040

s) shown on return

uetJceNo...-13

Your social securlty number

REDACTED-'

I

S

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

£:!,ES B RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL

_

Iflncome or Loss From Rental Real Estate and RoyaWes N~ot;;.lfY;U a~e In the business of renl1ng personal property, use

f

Schedule C or o..ez see !'lane E·3 Rel'l6rt farm rentalll'lcome or loss from Form 4835 on nane 2

Show the' kind and location of each rental real estate

nrODerhr,

__l£.:BQ.F.Kll'r¥_____________________________

~Jirr~

74 WEST 132ND STREET

I .;.

nne SS;

2 For each rental real estate property
Ilsted on Une 1, did you or your family

Yes No

~~~pi~:~~l~~rt~~~:~~:;~~~r::~~;~~~A!i.j-_+2X,* 14 days or
.
• 10% of the total days rented at

..

x

fair rental value?

1

(Sea page E-3,)

C

Prooertlas

Totals

come:
A
B
(Add columns A, B, and C.)
3 Rents received • • • • • • • • • • •
1"gC-6'-0'-3,.-!.-~-''---!-----'''----I-"3:.::::T==:.:1::.9=6.::0..:3:L..
4
tt=R'",v"",,,,,::;o,...,,,,.,,,,,.,,,N,,,ed.......~.~.~.~.~.~'~'~'+'-i------t------+-~-----b 4
.Expenses:

r--+---

!:

./ 5" Advertising • • • • • : • • • • • •

1

6 Auto and travel (see page E4) • • •

P

7 Cleaning and maintenance. .• • • •

t

B Commissions

f 9 Insurance

J 10

.J

l

11

Legal B.nd other professional fees • •
Management fees • • • • • • • • •

12

Mortgage Interest paid to banks,

,itt.

r.

• • • • • • • • • • •

••••••.••..•

7.

•
,.•

1 5' Supplies. • • • • • • • • • • • • •

16 Taxes •• '• • • • • • • • • • • • •
17 Utilities • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
18 other (lIst)
_

850.
2 708.

11

etc. (see page E-4) • • • • • • • • • 12
other Interest • • • • • • • • • • • 13
14 Rep'alrs •••••••••• , •• , 14

.~
~

••

3 308.

,.

750.

16
7

6 216.

3 308.

~

~g~_~~..BgD'§_~_§.:Bt!.t.::. __

6 255.

---------------------- " 1--------1'------+-----19
20

Adctllnes5through18 • • • . • • •
Depreciation e:r;penss or depleliort

(,.. psg. e-4) • • • • , • • • • • •
21
'22.

Total expanses. Add lines 19 a'ld 20
Income or (loss) from rental reef
estate
or
royalty
propert!es.
Subtract line 21 from line 3 (rents)
or line 4 (royalt1es). If the result Is

!-

f-'-"9'-'!-_ _-"-'210"-"'0"'8"-7'-'-4

_

?O

------1------ 2.

l-'O!O~--~l~~
14!-,3~.

087.

143,

1-'!.J1~---'2'--J1'-'-'2"'32.l0'_'_j.
------1-~----

': .'.

a (loss), see pagc E·5 to find out
23

estate .loss
!fYO~U~m~ust;flI21e~
Fo~rmf~a?1~98'~f
~~ ru,e<2+__c:;-"'1u..s<.<2..,7ec.+real estate

~

Deduct!

I

~~o~e;~~:~

6

+

_

.. . . . . . . . . . ,'-''-''W;(-7,--;:;:-,:-,N"O",N,,;,l'l'''7(-,--.,---..!Jl------'f""""1

24. Income. Add positive amounts shown on Une 22, Do not InclUde any losses • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 1-2:.:4'-'!_
Losses. Add royalty losses from Une 22 and rental real estate losses from nne 23. Enter total losses here 1-2'-'.'-fl.
~Ni:.O~N~E
. . . Total rental real estate and royalty income or (loss). ·ComQine lines 24 and 25. Enter the result
'ffI!!I here, If Parts II, Ill, IV, and Ilne 39 on page 2 do not apply to you, also enter this amount on Form
1040 line 17. Otherwise include this amount In the total on line 40 on oaoe 2 .••••••.••••• 'S
NONE
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice,. see Form 1040 Instructions.
Schedule e (Form 1040) 2002

25

JSA
2XiMO 1,000

.2

2L006D F253 04/10/20

KOUR

CBR005783
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"

:1040

Inll!lrNl Rtl\«lue

S~

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

Forth. liar Jltn. t-Oflc.:l1 2003 Clr<;llhllrlp _bAalft......

•

,1

:n:1

on.

-.

O~pllrlm."1 of 1M Tl'$Qu!'Y-

M?ltQ8l1l.)

~@o31".)

111/M

orl~

l~-:~

SIlC'U"'t-toeltl •• eurity nlolmbtr

H

Heme 61'1dfCU inumMi' llI'ld $lIC"'l. II you 1'1_:1 1",0. ~ _pll\J1I19.

••

,20031 OMa No'

RANGEL

CIlARLES B

I

ApI"

E

ot~$IlI.

P\"""'91io'\l

! ? ' •.

'i0t/it aoclal MeuJtty num~

•a

E ~=~~Hn~n~~.,~

U"tt\ltiJtS

IRSU$& OM·Donol\l/lttea~lnltl'-.HCe-,

200:\ l!ll'If:Iina

l~nJma

Your 1It31 name~ ln1\11l1

L

C<ty, IllW!'Ol'jJO$l otnc:e.Ma1o.and ZlPc«lIl.ltyl)UhMII~nll/M~a.~Plllllt"l

..

____________+-

- ' . Importantl
You m.,st Imler

A:

your SSN($) above.

---

You

SPOUStt

+-__

-----------~+_-----.;-----+_-n,poIIMm.on6c:
-j
notoAWTWdaDl:Mt

-''CT-ot'C.'-nu-m-'' '-,-o,-,-,.-m-tl-'' -cl,-'m..-- -.-.-.-.

Md,",,"tHI,.

.L.- .- . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - ' - - - - .- .-......- .- .- ."".-• •

:n lln....

r---l

J2 I

.Ita""
fOI1ll.W.2"rld
w·ZQtI*....

Aleoatr,ac"
l'armje\1099-R
IftlJXWH
wltn~ld.

Adjusted
Gross
tncome

2L006D »'253 07/27/2004

£liiHIM
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CBR005813

CSOC.CBR00028780
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C
•

Schedule!> A&S Form 1M!! 2M3

"

(.-.
-

Dividends IY,"'~o;,'
OMS

'r~ ~:o;:~;~:~=:~:~~~;;:~::~:"~~dinary

No:

1 Ust name of payer. If any Interest Is from a seller-financed mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, see page B-1 and !lsI this
'"-_
interest first. Also, show that buyer's social security number and address ...

Part I
Interest

J

~~~th:g,e s-.1

s
s

.Ilne8e.)

J
J

".9_IiGB~1t~l;9F.I\k_n:.PJl.!I~kJ::':@.P_"'r_.!lli);g.!'!.

c

B.9_c::.!!lli~.mJ3_1@'lm;11?_J>t,_.rnmI

Note, .If you

receIved a Form

M."l;1W'>:J!!_~Ac;.F.I\k_);!1£Q!lllL

Form

1099-01D, or

.

___
1>llJ!.§l
, __

substitute

~\1l?~~¥

statement from
a brokerage finn,
lis! the firm's
nama sathe

"1C""'::'.!'-~F.?._m;r]!lJ31l1§~

~:."

"o..
Attachment

SS<ll.leI'lCllNo.

'08

_

_
_
_

3 793. )

_
_

M!'l_~.l".k""¥FS:J:!

2

50.
2 803.
617.
459 •.
16.
NONE
1 247.
2 546.

_

"'.!!l!llimF.Q.J;.m'_~
K4.~_!!IW_IS;

P9.

Amount

_
_
_

>:.!tM1L.MAA!1!l-.?.~~_~

T >:.Q.IiG~1t~l;9F.I\k_f&1.PJl.!IN'--';;':@.!'-"'r_.!lli);9.!L

instructions for
Form 1040,

1C99~INT,

REDACTED
CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONALlNFORMATION

_

7 738;

payer and enter

the

totallnteresl

shown on that

I,m,-

,

Addth.-;,;;;;.;nt;dhiih;,~::-,-~~::-~~::-,-~~:-.-~::-,-~::-.-~:------- r-:-;---""'7"-=,",,",c945.

3' Excludable Interest on serles EE and I U.S. savIngs bonds issued after 1989.

~~t~t~:c~~~~ :~r:~ ·li~e·2. E~t~r'U~e'~s'uit h~r~ ~nd 'o~ F~~ '1040' Ifn~ aa' :: :: ~. 1-7-r---=--=-::=3 945.

4
Note. If nne 4 1s over $1 $00.
5 List name of payer ..
J
..;r..__"¥F.cJ:!

~i1
Wdinary

YOu

must com lete Part III,

T M!'l_1C:t.);F.1!1.
J

Dividends

Amount
_

_
_
_

M!'l_~);

Fll-'?§);>:.Q.~l;l'!.c_._W1iL_,m"i

(P

./

f----g • 701 •
33.
124.

(See page B-1
and the
Instructions for

Form 1040,
Une sa.)

Ncte.lfyou
received i1Form
11J99-DlVor
substltute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
llstlhefinn's
name as the
payer and enter
the ordinary
dividends shown
on that form.

Part iii
Foreign
ounts

sts

S Addth~-;.;;-o;nt;;;;n;e-5,-Erlt;rthetotaih_;~;;;d;;F;r~1040-U~;9~:~-.-~:-':
2 858.
Note. If line 6 is over $1,500, ou must oomplete Part Ill.
You must complete this part If you (aj had over $1 ,50.0 of taxable interest or ordinary dividsnds: or (b) had
a forei n account or c received a distribution from, or were a nrantor of. or a transferor to a forel n trust.
Yes No
78 Al any Urne during 2003, did you have an interest tn or a·slgnature or other authority over a finandal;'..
1~1:;<-:
account In a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities account, or other financlal
.
account? See page 8~2 for exceptions snd flUng requlrement~ (or Form TD F 90·22.1 ••• , •••• " • ---.,.. ~
b If "Yea," enter the name of the foreign country .,..
:..
>:

>::'
,>

plIga8-2.)

8

During 2003, did you reoeive s. distribution: from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a "~'
forei n trust? If "Yes,~ vou may have to file Form 3520. See QaQe B-2 •• , • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • •

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

.'.',

X

Schedule B (form 1040}20C3

i;\,,, 1.O'~LOQ6D .. ];'2.5.3_ .Q7I2 7/2004 .LJ."'--e-X-.W-I-U-'T-.--"·OR

CBR 005819
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.SCHEDULE 0

1~~::'t~Olh~~lllllU!Y

""

lntemltl RevenueS~ee!l9
;~~(s) shown on Form 1040

..

C
; -

REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONALlNFORMATION

Capital Gains and Losses

\..

Attach to Form 1040.
liJo-See Instructions for Schedule 0 (Form 1040).
... Use Sehedule 0·1 to list addltiomil transactions for lines 1 and 8.

I

'~~LES B RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL
I:mII

I-'0"'"":B,,,
""",.1",,,,,,5~o!!l''''''L..
I·
~@03
~!,!,;l~e:1,=4,

Your;oclal security number

Short~Term CaDital Gains and Losses"' Assets Held One Year 'or Less

1ROCRESTER MONICI AL FUND
04/03/2003

2

3'

19 987.

.1

Enter your short~term totals, If any, from
Schedule 0-1, line 2 • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •

Total short-tann sales price amounts.

20 000.

;::"'~:\,

I.,..

•

-13.

'~".:J>;:"~:,:';:

[.£2-1-----~~;$s:::±;;t,."".~c-=+="..,.,,....,-

I

::l'7

I::·'·.:".:.';~· ,:':':.:: ..' /:,": ~:: ,.: ::':. :'~"";'\:,

Add llnes 1 and 2 In column (d) ••• __ • • • • • • .•
3
19 9 8 . .
4' Short4eim g'ain from Fonn 6252 ~nd short~term gaIn or (loss) from Fonns 4684,
6781,
8824 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • •
5 Net short~term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts

"\, ':, ;.':'::'. .'.,

.

Bnd

from Schedule(s) K-1 ••••.•••.••••••••••••• , ••••.••••••••••••

a

Short-term capital loss carryover. Enter the amount, If any, from Una
of your
2002. CapItal Loss Carryover Worksheet • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
7a Combine lines 1 through 5in coiumn (g).lfthe result Is a loss, enter the result.

b~~~:r:~~~~:~:::~jt~~n:;::~t~:~~~~~~~::~~~S'1' thr~~ah 6"in"c~ju:n~ in: :: : : : : : :

,~

LonQ~ Term Capital Gains and Losses - Assets Held More Than One Year

srNVESCO TECHNOLC GY
11/26/200

9

10
11

12

30.

I9

E~ter your long~tenn totals, if any, from

~~~;d~:n~:t~:B:.i.~· prie~ 'a;"~~;";'"

1.

30.

30.

~
3' 0

~!~::§":.,.'''''''': ,,";<i.!)::,"',

Add lines Band 9 in column (d), . . . . . . • . . • • .. 1.l1..'!0:L.c:-....,.='~,.L:.,-:i.~=r'+""'"'--"::.:::.c24'''"-':..:.c2.0=
Gain from 'Form 4797, Part I; long~term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and
long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684, 6781, and 8824 •••••••••• , ••••••• 11
Net long~term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corp,0ratll;ms, estates, and trusts

13
14

12
from Schedule(s) K·1 ••• , .• _ . • • • • • • • • • • _ • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • , ••
13
CapItal gain distrlb.utJons. S~e. page 0-2 of the !flstructlons • . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • .
Long-tenn capltalloss carryover. Enter 'the amount, jf any, from line "13 of your
2002 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet • . • . • _ .• ',' • • . • . . • • • . _ . . • • • . • , 1-'1"'4+-

15

Combine lines 8 through 13 In column (g). If zero or less, enter~O·

16

Net long-term capital gain or (loss). <;iomblnellnes B through 14 {n column (f) •••• ,.

.

. . • • • • • • • • • • ,.

'+--"'---'-:.-

15 ,':.: -

30.•

'::,:"
,
.
:.
,16
, . ','.
':In r;":,: ~:':~:-"':~~;"'" '

,~~rtl):~t;;i~1n~~t.",~.:li,".h7,'I}u,~~~m,~ (;In!~g~~,~~;f·.:~~:n!~]oO;sl~~~~~I~Jib!k~e1¥~~/l~~i,ii~~, t:':l~fine~

'o~~!t~~;t'~~~P~~:1

lble tlain on !JuallfJed small business stock see oaoe D-4 of !he Instructlonsl,
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see For.m if\-

,
'0111,000
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REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSO~LINFORMATION

·~I.lpplementallncome and Los~

\-'00M~'~N':::..

(F;:~r~eo~~II;~:~ ::~:~:~~~:~~~~:~~;:I~~~~SI

.,.. Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.

~ See Instruc;;Uons for Schedule e (Fonn 1040 •

~tta~~~n~~~ 3

CHARLES :B RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL
Income or Loss From Rental Real Estate and Royalties.
1

Note. If you are In the busine~s of rentIng personal
Sehedule Cor c-EZ (see cage E·21. Report farm rentat Income or loss from Form ·4835 on oaoe 2, line 40.
2 For each rental real estate property
Show the kind and. location of each rental real estate nrone rtv ;

A

F.1t~~ ~:gQF1J.~'Ji!_____________________________

a

74 WEST. 132ND STREET
...!______________________________________________

__

fair rental

C

Proll$rtie.s

Rents received.' • • • • • • • • • •

4

Rovaltles received

••••

1--',-+_ _-,2",3,-<-,0,,-,30.:6"-'1.

1-

x

B

value?
Totals
(Add columns A, B, and C.)

A B C

3

Yes No

~~~p~:~:~~rt~~;:~~:;~~~rg~:~~~~~I-'A,+-'-I-"X~
• 14 days or
(See p'o, E-3.)

Income:

property, use

listed on Jlne 1, did you or your family

• 10% of. the total days. rented at

c

==_

~© 03

-+'3'-t---'2,,3"-L!0~3"'6~.

•••

Expenses:

f--'s-t------i------f-----f--'s-t------i------f------

5 Advertising • • • • • • • . •' • • •
6 Auto and travel (seepage E-4) .••
7 Cleaning and maintenance •.. , • 1--'7-+

<

-1

+.:"

1-

f--'.-+--_~==-if---'----f_----~-li.;'."·!j
3 612.
9, Insurance
. ' .. " • . . • • • f--'9-+---'-'-'C~"_'1i------f_-'------I
1a Legal and other professional fees .• 1-"104------i-----_f_-------j
11 Mansgementfees • • • • . • • , . [-1-"'+---__-i
---j
8

Commissions

·t'

I--'-

Mortgage Interest paid to banks,

2 942.
2 942.
etc. (see page E-4) •••• , • • • • f-""4-:--'~~"_'1------f_------i-1M-----'~~~

'0"

Other Interest ••• o'.
f-"13'+------i------f_------I~;~
Repairs ••• , •• , • • • • • • •
<• • • • • •

14
15
16
17
18

Supplies • • • • • , • • • • • • , •

1-"14'+------i--'-----f--'-_:_----I::"·"'1
10.:.
~15LJ--------I------f_------It··.1

,

Taxes •••••••• , ••.•• ; ~154_---::--,,...,.o-J------f------+ ...
Utlllties • • • • • • • • • • • • • • j-.1.17Lj-_ _-'-~~L..f144.
1-j. . •.
Other{llst)

~

..:.

_

8 806.

~~~__E:t~§\!1_s_~_~.m1;~__

______________________

18

19

Add lines 5 through 18 •• , • • ••

19

20

21

Depreciation expense or depletion
(s.. pageE...) . : ••••••••• . 20
1090.
Total expenses. Add lines 19 and 2.0 f.3.214_ _~2!24~S2.9!!!!!4~.I-

22

~~:~eo~r (lOs~Y:I~m r;~':e~:~

f-----.:.~I_----,.._J_-----_j

23, 504.

23 504.

is

1090

-I;:.

1-

';";.:':\.;

~rU~~:~ ll(r~y;rile~).mlf l~~~ ~~~~~~~

:.':

~ y~O:s~u::~leP;~~m E~9t:. f1~~ ~u.t 1-"224-_ _..:-:,1"-,"S,,,,~,,-18"-'-i'1------1----'---1

"

~Di,ed~UC;tl~ble~
r;ein~t]a,:r! 1eail~~~~~~~
fJre
ge

Form 0

~~o~':~~~:~

. , .. . . . . . ..

23 {

1 S1

.)(

;<.

~

24 Income. Add positive amounts shown on line 22 Do not Include any losses ••••••••••.••.• f-'2,,4425
•

Losses. Add royalty losses from line 22 and rental real estate losses from line 23. Enter total losses here
Total rental real estate and royalty Income or (loss). Combine lines 24 and 25. Enter the result

here. If Parts II, lilt W. and line 40 on page 2 do not apply to you, also enter this amount on Form
1040 !Ine H. OtherwIse, Include this amount In the total on line 41 on a e 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040
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"1 040

z
....:l.~

, ;$ ;>'."'IN"O", ~
, ~ b' on psge 15,j Ii

G~
~ .~

~

t=I

~~~
o 0
ga
g;

U.S. Individual Income T x Return

Fbrlhe earJan.1·0eo 31 2004 aro!her!a)( aT

L Yovrflrstnamealldlnit/a1

(See

Use the IRS
label.

cRARLES B
If l)olnl

ILlIstrmme
I R' GET,

(9$)

IRS Use 0nJy. (J(l notwnte Of staple mlhlss ace

2004emlinc

l? 3

OQ.410MBNo
Yolltsoclalsecurltynulllber

I

_

Last ame

I'R:

Spou'U'$ slXllal 5eellrlty number

GEL

IA'I:~

.Importantl

CIty, town orpollt office, stete, ~l'ld ZIP code, lrtoutwve iI [oreilln acldtess, Slle pag1l16.

orlype.

-----'
N~le. Checking "Yes~ wi!! noleha ge your tro.: or reduce your refund,
"00 you, or your spouse If filing a j Itlt retum, want $3 to go to this fund? • • • . • . • . ....

alg" .....
1

~~~~~nIY

h
b

X
X

Yourself.

' tlo

:~:~i;::gS ;~::~e~e:m~ :;::d,CCp,CCnd:;::,CC,t"',h"UC-d;-'' :C-'' -' -:'' '7):~x:: ;nd~~ed
-L

If SQmeone else ca

••.••••••••••• , • , • , • • • • • • •
~~'sO:~I~~fl!n
Oepanderif,
(3IDDpendent'S
(4) if,,~ •
willi you
$oclal securitv number
rl!latlog~h!P to
"~~~!:':.':.~fl Yo~19u~Ot~~;;,t:~

Souse •• "

o Dependents:
1 First name

Spouse

You

Head of household (wlth qualifying peroon). (Sae page 17.) If
the, qualifying person Is a child but not your dependent, enter

4

::;~~::l~: :~:.rEtelY. Enter spouse's SSN abuV~

3

Exemptions

j

Single

X Married flUng Jointly (e~en If 0 lyons had Inoome)

Filing Status 1

(2)

Last name

llved

tfmorethilnttltll'-----------+-+-----+-----f---

f:e~e~:~;i1f~

depemientG. see
page 18,
.

Add-n\ltllbet'1'

~:r::~~:::aOb~::

d Tolal numbel' of

Wage&,sa!arles,llps,etc.AllachFo~{&)W.2
'
stint 1
9,. Taxsbhdnt&resl. AUaoh schedUlea!lfrequlred : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
b Tax-eKempt Interest. 00 not Include
line 815 • ,S.tJ:n.t..1, .'
6b
3 ' 717 •
9 a OrdInary dtvidendll. Attach Schedu[ e if required, • , , , • , , __ • , •• , , •

ton

AttlIeb .Forrn{s)
W.2 here. Also

attDchForm(S1

b Qualltleddlvldends(seepage20), . , . . . , . . .S:qn.t. ;2'••

W02Gand
was wlthJ:leld,

1()

lib

.i" . _.. ,.. , ,

)0-

140 043~
309.
3

04-'0.

1 3915.

Taltable refunds, credits, or offsels fstate Dndtocalll'lCome taxes (see page 20)'

779.

10

,. .': : . : :: .' 1-·-;;":-1-------

12:

Allm<myrecelved. _ • _ ••• _
Business InlXllTl8 or (loss). Attach SoHedUle C or c-EZ . . • - . • • • . . , . , .'. • • , . . .

13

Capital gain or (101)&). Attach scnedyle D If requIred. If not required, oheck hel'll ..

14

Other gains or (losses), Attach Forml4797 . -.. _ •. , . . . _ • _ ••• , _ .. , .•. _ .

11

tv'J,II$~e~p'li"JRi~~

exemptions olalmed • J • • • • • . • • , , • . • . • . • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • ~g~~:$

7

Income

J099·R !flax

A:

You mustenler
your SSN(s) above.

See 11 a 1'6. P

•

~

01 0

,"nino

HDme address (number ilM lllfeet). If\fl)u have a;P.O. ool(, ue l:'3ge16,

OlhelWise,
please print

~r:~:~~ng:~

r~lUm, 'JlOIll'~'$I1r$l nam\! and Inll!al

ALMA E

l..

0)@o41

Depllr1menl oflhe TreasuY' lnlllrnal Revel'11eSefVlce

tf

o Label

I

-I15al

0

!-"12+--=cc-'-=-0-

1...1i13,+__2.35,,-9,,-,-:6~4~6?,::-.

1-:'"'-j-

r,,,,'b"t-__

::-,N",0f';N""

~':~:.r::I}oV.

15a
16 a
17
18

IRA dh.trlbutlons •• , • __
5,191. ~'Taxable a~ount{sel!piIg~22}
~3.....1,",1,",3,-,-.
Pensions and al'lnullfes . • • . . 16~.
. b Taxable amount (seepage 221f"""b"f----:c:;-:;-;;-;:Rental real estate, royalllas, partner'hips, S 0. orporaticns, tNsts,
Attach SchedUle e. • , ••
7
Farm ineome or (lossj,AltOlch Sehed laF • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - •• , ••• '•• '•••• p ' ' - f - - - - - - -

19

Unemployment compensation , • • • • • • • • • • - - • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • , • - •

stmt

20a Social secur/tybenetflll. . ••

Enl;lo~, but do
nol allat;/\ any
paymeflf.Also,

3

eto.

_ _ _ _...:...
: ~other In~ome,

Adjusted,
Gross

23

24

33 257.

20

bTaxable amount{see page 24l f-""".!!.b1-_---<28 268.
f

L\lot type and amount see page 24) 7' ;;o~ -h-21~Thjll-I;-o~;t~~II~;;;;~:-;

::
27

28

::
31
:3 2

33

::8

0

artlsts,8lld

1-'-"'4--------1.:':?:"1

~~:d::~~:1~7n~::~a::d~:I~·(s·e~page 28}' : : : : : :: :: : ~~::tt=========~':;:"iJ

Tultlonandfeesdeduotlon(seepag~29)".,•• , ,' ••• , .}-2
Health savlllgs aCC(l.unt deduotfon,1tlaeh Form SBB9 .. , • , .• 1-'-"'4--------1"

~~~:~I;:e:;;_:'rn~::;~:~:~lj,s~h~~';SE'::::::: I-'-::'+------I,,:t::.]

self~smploye-d health Insurance ded~cuon (see page 30). . .. . . . 1-'-31~---:c--

Self~emplcyed SEP, SIMPLE, and q~'lwed pleflll
Pena!tyoneartywllhdrawalofsavln
•• , . :

~:;;~::;~th::ge:::eanf~~S.N. •••

~

1-""'+----__

.:::::: : :

, , ••. _. '"

f-"33~-

_

•.. '-,''-''2..''-.,-.-,-,-,-,-,-,-,--1,f-"'+--=::-=:-

3-& Subtraotl1ne35 from Ilne22.Thlsfs ouratljus\edg(Ossincome •••••• , • . • • • , ~
JSA For DIsclosure, Prlvaoy Act, and Paperwork Reductio Act Nolles, see page 1$.
4A1Z10 5.(100

,.

f-"-~~'+---;:-50-1:::6-00-"'0:-.

' • • • • • • • • • . . . . '~"~-----{~~'il
r 2106·EZ

Income

7 198.

1-:-""'+-----;:--=-=0-

2L006D F253 04/11/2005 1 :32: 15 V04-5.4
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518 000.
Form 1040 (2004)
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RBDACTED-

CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL ThlFORMATION OMS No. -

Schedules A&S (FOfTll1040) 2004

Name(t.} shown 1If1 Form 1040, Do not enter name al'lD social sectlllt)' number If mown on oIh~ side.

Page

2

YDUf soelll! security number

CHARLES B RANGEL & ALMA E RANGEL

.
•

Alt"h~~ 08
t::::"':'::'

Schedule B -Interest and Ordinary Dividends

'''If-a-nY-:-ln-t,-re-st-I-S-fr~o-m-a-S'''''II-er--fi-ln-an-c-'d~1n-ortC"g-a-g'-an-d...,t...,h-'...,-----;--=:.::::::::::~n.:.·

- - - - - - , -LC"JS-t-na-m-,-of-pa-y-'r-,
Part"
Interest

buyer used the property as a personal residence, sea page B-1 and list this.
interest first, Also, show that buyer's socfa! security number and address ...

J CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
J MERRILL LYNCH
J DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY
ALLIANCE MUNICIPAL INCOME
ROCHESTER MpNICIPAL FUND
MERRILL LYNCH
ESSEX NATIONAL SECURITIES
ALLIANCE MUNICIPAL NY FUND

~~del~:ge B·1
InstructIons for
Form 1040,
line Sa,}

Note. [(you

received a Form
10ss.-1NT, Form
1099-010. or

sUDstitute
statement from
a brokerage firm.
!lsI the I1rm's

---

176.
109.

24 _
2 421.
874.
201.
80.

141.

SUBTOTAL
LESS:
TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST

name as the

4 026.
(1-_~3~7U71l!7~-I

payer and enter
the total Interest
shown on that
form.

2 Add the amounts on nne 1 .. , . . . . , . . . . _ . . . . , . , , .. , . . • . - ..• ,
3 Exc!udable interest on series EE and j U,S, savIngs bonds issued after 1989.

4

f--"'-+

~~:~::~i~~ ;~::m'n~~ 2, E~t~;the' r~~uit h~r; ~~d 'o~ F~r~'1040' I;n~ 8~ : : :: '.,' 1--:~-+--'---::::3"'0"'9-

Nofe, If line 4 Is over $1 500 vou must comnlete Part Hl.

Amount

Ust name of payer ....,.J MERRILL LYNCH

_

fi

Part II

---"'3"'0"'9~.

3 040.

Ordinary
. •DiVldendS

i~~tth:se 8·2
lnstructh:ms for
Form 1040,

1in~

--------------------',,,.

9a,)

Nota. If you

receIved II Form
1099·DIV or
sub$Utule
statement from
a brokerage flrm,
Itsl the firm's
name as the
payer and enter

~~~::~~nsa:!hO\Wl
on that form.

S Add the amounts on line,5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040 Hne 9a •• , ..--...:
Note. If line 6 IS over $1 ,500, you must complete Part 1lI.

Part III
Foreign

3 b40.

6

~~~r:u~ta~:~~~~::rt~s ~eaC~r~:do~~~;~I~~;:~~r~~~~~ ::::r:b~ea~~:e::;~:: :~~~:~r~~~~~:~:~;r ~~;;d

Yes No

7a At any time during 2004, did you have an interest In or a s!gnatul"e or other authority over a fInancial

Accounts

acoount in a foreIgn oountry, suoh as a bank account, seourltles acoount, or other financial account?
See page B-2 for exceptrons and flllng rBquir~ments for Form TD F 90-22,1, , : ••• , , ••• , .. , ,
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreIgn country ...
-,-_ _- ,
_
~age B-2,)
8 During 2004, did you receIve a distribution from, or were you the grantor of. or transferor to, a
"
~_
fore! n trust? If "Yes," au rna have
Form 3520. See age e~2 - ... , , , " .. " • , . . . . . .
X
For Paperwork Reduction AC! Notice, see Form 1040instruelions, .
'
'
,Schedule e jForm 1040) 2004

am! Trusts

'(See

to me

JSA

lA1600 tOOt)

2L006D F253 04/11/200!.~H.18Ir
Exhibit 050
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13

CBR005860
CSOC,CBR.00026025

883
~_=.ce:,,=.!.1

Capital Gains and Losses

ti1
G5
On

"-Attach to Form 1040.
);lo-See Instructions fOr Schedule D (Form 1040).
po. Use Schedule D~1 to lfst ad'ditlonal transactlons·for lines 1 and 8.

-

E~b~rt~;~: it~1 =an~ L~~~tsets Held One Year or Less

~~

-~ 8

..........-"I'I"D"'''''-'ri''-pl'''lon:.:.o'-fP''''"''P''''rty===T=7!~'''~~;c,::-~='T':..:.:.;IIO::'lo.D"'.'dl"~S.:':'~"'.I"-"'C'-"I'-J~:;:l:::':g"I,:-g7,~-;,-~l(~"",~-";.:-1;e-'o.7t~er-,~:-::"""'-'--I-"-'-'"-"-II'-"-I-~
(Example: 100 an. XiZCo.)

(Mo.,

d~, yr.

M

~"

,.

the Jnsfl\lc\lol'\$

inslnmltons

Sublracl {ejfrom d} ;;;

3~

::l

--------....,...-+----+----f----4----b---@

2
3

Enter your short·term totals, if any, from Schedule O-t,
. line 2 .. , • . . • • . , •• ",' •••••••.• , . . • . . • , •••
Total short-term sales price amounts. Add lines 1 and 2 in

1-A+_£1""-'.Ja.<&..

Column {ctl •..•.••••••••••.•..••.••••••••• L"!:3-L-:,,2J.7:=3!.L.E~cJ:::j2';=2
Short-term gain from Form 6252 and shorMerm gain or (loss) from Forms 4684,
5

6781, and 8824 ••••••_. • • • • • • . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . • , • • . . • . , • • . • . . . •
Net short~tarm gain or (loss) from partnersl"\!ps, S corporations, est~tes, and trusts from
Schedule(s) K-1

6

7

I

•

-, •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••••••••••••

,

•••••••••••••

Short-term capital Joss carryover, Enter the amount,-if' any. from Une 8 of your Capital Loss
Carryover Worksheet on page D~6 aftne Instructions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . " " ..
Net short-term ca Ital aln or oss. Combine lines 1 throu h Sin column

1-"'-1-

_

f-!'-f-----l.

..•........••.. ,

-1 647.

Long-Term Ca ital Gains and losses ~ Assets lieId More Than One Year
jl>l CliS! QfllthetbaSI$
(selt page D-S of the
If\litruotlons) •

eINVESCO TECH

678 •.

9

10
11
12

13
14
15

Enter your long-term totals, if any, from Schedule 0-1,
Une 9 ••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••

1-A9+

1 964.'

_

Total long~term sales price amounts, Add fines a and 9 In
cerumn (d) • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • . L'''.'-L
E..!.s..=::
Gain from Fonn 4791, Part I; long-term geln trom Forms 2439 and 6252; and
"
1-',-1,+_",3Jo!6",2-,-",5'L7,,-9~.
long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4654, 5781, and 8824 . . . . . . . . . . • • ,
Nat long~term gain or (loss) from partnersh!ps, S corporations, estates, and trusts from
Schedule(s) K~1 .. "
" . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • , . • . . . . . . . . . 1-1,.,2'+
_
Capital gain distrIbutions. See page D~1 of the InstrJctions- • • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . 1-':..:''+
_
Long-term capital loss carryover. Enter the amount, If any, from line 13 ofyolX Capital Loss
Carryover Worksheet on page D~6ofthe Instructions . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ,
, .•.. 1-':..:4'+_ _-'-_-'
Net long..term t:apltaJ gain or (loss). Combine lines 8 through 1,4 In column (t), Then go to
Partfllontheback ••••••••••••.• , .••••••••.•• , • • . • • • . . . . . • • • • • • . • ,.

•

Paperwork Reduotlon Act Notlce, :ee Form 1.040.lnstructlons.

""

-1 286.

.4A20111.000

,..-----RIIIlIll

2LO06D F253 04/11/200f,d'
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Exhibit 051
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361293 .

Schedule D (Form 1040) 2004

reoUR

14

CBR005861
CSOC.CBR.00026026

884

Oepartmolltof tl\. T",~wry

1"lema! R~ll\i' SeMee

01.\8 No

Continuation Sheet for Schedule D

SCHEDULE 0-1
(Form 1040)
(99

~

lnstr~t~~~o;~c1?Jule

See
0 (Form 1040).
"'-AfblCh to Schedule D to lis! additIonal lran.sadlons for lines 1 and e.

NalTle{S) shown on Form 1040

•

Your toe al secUrlty num er

CHARLES B RANGEL & ALMAE RANGEL
Short Term Capital Gains and Losses .. Assets Held One Year or Less

lED'

(il) Descnptlofl of property
(Example: 100 sh. XYZ Co.)

, EATON VANCE INSD NY Mill
NOV NY QLTY INCOME

(b). Date

M~~~~Yf'

(dJ Sales prloe

\clOalesold
(Mo .• day,yl,j

(sea page D-6 oflhe

Il'Istrucllcns!

REDACTED::CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL r .)FORMA TI011.
(el Cosf or olher bll~i$
(see. page 0.6 Oflhe
• lnlltrlltltlonll)

{IJ GaIn I:lt(la$S)

SUbtract (el from (dJ

~7/06/200410/05/2004

50 000.

50 000.

NON

06/24/200 409/30/2004

'5 000.

75 000.

NON

09/24/200 409/28/2004

479.

479.

NO";

CALVERT TF RSV
CLAYMORE NY MUNI
8/18/2004 10/15/2004

48 420.

50 000.

-1 580

6/23/2004 9/28/2004

99 330.

99 994.

-664

1'/28/2004 06/23 / 2004

597.

CALVERT TF RSV
INVESCO TECH

•

•
2

597

."

~~t~~s~;1~;g0~~(t~~~re~hl~~na~~'o~I~~h~d~~lg~ ~a 2

is'
41\79131,000

l>-

2

2Lo06D F253 04/11!200lj-jIIIlIi...._ _IiioIIII1lloIoillil...

ExhilJil 052
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18

CBR005863
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Supplemental Income and Loss

SCHEDULE E
"(Form 1040)

:;':~~r~,~:::~;=r.,)

_

.ff/iIJi1 ~llme:(Sl shown on ratum

..

(F;Oa~r~:~~~I~~:~ ::~:~:!s~~~~:~sR~~~~~r:~~)sl
Att••h to F"m " "

0<

Fo<m '0'1.

.. 5" ,"',,,,,,,'., to<

CHARLES B RANGEL" ALMA E RANGEL
Income lo~s From Rent.o!l Real Estate anq RoyaWes

S.h,d,"

~

~n

e (Fo"" '040),

~0

Nole.lf you

1 ,LIst the Nne and location of each rental real estate DrO~ertv:
A ~J'!!.bkJ;~9Plt~~~;;'t----~--------------

.z

are

In

the bu:;!nes$

of renUngpersonaf property.

For each rental rea! estate property
llsted on line 1, d.id you or yo.ur family

~~~~sdeU:t~:r~~::Xt~:~~~r;:::~~

74 WEST 132ND S REET
-=-----.-------------------------------------~~--

• 14 days or

Ye.s

A

----~- -------------,- ---~ -- ---------~----------A

.~

~ ~

g

X Z

Totals

(Add oolumns A, a, a.nd C;)

B

Rentsrecef'ted ••.••. , ••• 'f2-3+_ _.23..u4;;0.26~.I_-----I_----_I-3y-'--~3W4L\0L\6L..

S.
4.

Rovaltles reeeiVed . • •.

..~

•

4

4.

1-"+-----+-----+--'----~tll
Auto and uavel (seit:p<lge E·4) ••• 1-"+-----+-----+----Cleaning and maIntenance •••• 'f-.!-+-----+-----+-----

Expenses:
5 Advertising ••• , , • . • . . • •
&

7
8 CommIssions . . • . • " •. , •
9 Insurance
, •.••• , •••••
P"·'ft!';;'1
1 0 legal and other professional fees •. 1-"1O'+
---+------jA";";'~'1
11 ManagemenHees., • • • . • • • }-l',,!...j------+-----+------1'.,,'"
12. Mortgage Interest paid to banks.
elc; (see page E>4) , • • . • • • • • I-'ll'!...j.2S25"'1~-I_-----I_----Olherl('l!erest •• , •• , • . . • • I-'''''+
~_+-_---+-----

p-+------+------+------{,'Ii"1
p,+__.;..-__+
+
-+

;;6"

~4

Repairs •• , , • :, • , •• "••• 1-'1'4+

15 Supplies •• , . , •.• , . , • , ,

,

"

17

18

Taxes, • , • , .• , •• , • • . •

uunUes

".,.,:

Other (list)

1-''-''+

+

+

551,

_

-==+-----+-----

1-'-'.+__-"':~0~9fo:7~-I_-----I_----2
f_

I-'lL.'f-_ _"'-'-"'3,,4=.Z-';-f-

_

181_-----1------1-----19

20

Add lines 6 through 18 • • • • • • • f-!'''+__--l...<29'''9'''0c..,l_-----l_----~I_''C!.+---7LLJ9;!!9t\0'''-.
=r::t~.~}e~p~n~~ o~ ~e~I~J~~ .. 1-''-'0+
' 'S...Z~-l_-----l_--'----_j.,.\'"'''_l----..l8!.<2~.

21

Tolal expeoses. Add lines 19 and 20

2 2.

Income oror (loss)
korn re.ntal
real
e:;tate
royalty
properties.
subtract line,21 from line 3 (renlsj
or line 4 {royalties}. If the result Is
a Qoss), .see page ~4 to flod out

2. 3

I

f

1-'!.11!...j-_ _....!!..<Jd0.!.7.<;2~-I_-----l_----_II;;';,t:;";):i'I'
-

~~~I

lf~YO~tJ~~m~U$l!
lIle~~F1or~mi~6)1~
5I1J~,i.
':~
.~
.. I"t1,+__:::-,,4J..!?6;>6;>6<j-!------!------1';I,,;/
estate 1oSl>. r
J~~j
page E-4 to

file

2.4
25
26

Form

~~~~~~~~ ,

~ '-',"',--"-_---,"-1.!-7.<-"-1=.9"'8,;<,.'-1---,----,.ill.-----J!"''',,(

'!i'+__,.,....,..._

Income.. Add positive amounts shown on line 22. Do not Include any losses . , . , .• " , •• , .. P'
Losses, Add royalty losses itom line 22 and rental real estate losses from line 23, E:ntaT total losses hera 1-'''''-fl-_,__±171..L.1",9!!C8~,
Total rental real estate and royalty Inoome or (loss). Com9ln~ lines 24 and .25. Enter the result
here, If Parts II, Ill,. IV, and line 40 on page 2 do not apply to you, also enter thls.amount on Form
.AI!h..
1040, llna 17, Otherwise InclUde this amount In the total on line 41 on naae 2 " , .••. " " , . "
-17 198,
~:: paperwork Rl:-ductlon'Ael Nolice, see Form 1040 Instruc:Uons.
Schedule E {Form 1(40)2004
4X1300 1.000

2L006D F253 0 4 / 1 1 / 2 0 0 " , . - - - - - -...4
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KOUR

t

No:; ,

C

(S;:i~;~~~:r)lu5?

Pronertles

Income:

use 0

x

• 10% of the total days rented at

C

~ ~f

.

or

ScheduleC or C.eZ (see page E-3). Report farro rentallneome or loss from Form 4835 on page 2, line 40

g

26

CBR005869
CSOC.CBR00026028

886

label
•
trudlOns

•

n pl)ge 15.)

Use lhe IRS

label.

OthaN/1st,

please print
or !ype.

Fo(lheyearJan.1·Dec,~1,200s.o[ojher~){yeerbegil'lOlng

l. Your first name and Initial

~

HARLES B

e

ALMA E

eliI'.

E

tlol(,

You must enter
...... your SSN(s) above.""

lown of P05t office, slete, and ZIP code. 11 you hSIfl! a foreIgn address, see pa~ 16.

1

bOI{,

3

Check only
one

Single

Married flflng 6epal<ltely, Enter spouse's SSN aboVe
and full n~me here, "'"

LxJ
b fXl

e: a

Exemptions

~~ae~t~n:o~fra~ ~~l~;u~g: rwl

~

X You

the qualifying person

nthi~

child's name here. ... .,--;--,-=.,-_-,:::-_
QualJfylns wldow(er} with de~'7)

ii

Yourself. If someone can claim you as 1:1 dependenl, do not oheck box 61.'1 • • • • • • • • . •
Scouse , • , •• , • • . . • . • . .' •.• , , , . , •.•••. , ••• , .•.•. , • "

:,O:.Pm".ndents:
(1 F,'''' "

soc\:1 ~ee~~~~ber'

last name

SpOUS"S

Head of household (wUh quaUfying person), (See page 17.) If
is a child hut not your depantfunt, enter

X Married filing Jointly (even if only one had Income)

2

SpOUse'S social security number

Apt no

see Pi\ge 16.

!=' esidential
efectlon Campaign . ~ Check here If you, or your sause if fiUng Jointly, wanl;3 to go to thIs fund (see page 16)

FiUng Status

00

REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL
mRSONALINFORMATION

Lll$tname

RANGEL

Home address (number and skeel), If you have eP.O.

H
S
R

12 31

,ZooS,ending

Your 'Soc!a! security numltL

RANGEL

If~Jof1'ltrelum.$pQu$f$fit$tllamealldlt1llla!

L

0

0

Lll$f name:

j;Jl~ITg;~~~~s
you

-L

1

t

(4J.!..:,~':'1
"'.'1".....,.11l

onlicw 0:

;you~~:::::~~Ih
dUll to lllVoree

-

Qr ~eparal1on
(slIlIpllge20)

~e;:~:~':~:::.':---------------i------,I-----+---

Oepe.tldents on lie
not efllllrlla IIbolle. _ _

p!lge 19

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _: - _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ , _ - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - Add numbers on
d Total number of exem lions efalmlM:! , . , , • , .•• , . , , • • • . . . . • . . , ' . . . , .•• , nnes abovll I--

fncome
Allach Fnrm\s)

,_

W·2 here. Also
attltch Forms:
Gand
9-R lftax

,

.. withheld.

If you did net
gelIl.W-2,

see PBge 22

7

Stmt 1

Wages, salar!es,tfps, etc. Atlach Fortrl(s)W-2

Ba Taxable Interest. AUaoh Schedule B If required : : : : : : : : : :
b Tax,exempt Interest. Do not include on
Sa .•S.t;m.t.

nne

.1. ,.

j::: j'::::::::::

137793.

Sa

2 125.

11

1158 I

.

, • []'

Othergalrisor{losses),AttachForm4797 " , .••• , ••••• '., •• , ••• " . ,

.1-'-"4-

17
nol allach, any

1B

F'arm Income or (!oss). Attach Schedule F .•• , • • • • • • , • , •• , • • • • • • • • , ••

payment AlSO.

~~~e 1U::O.V.

:~a ~::I:t::::~t~tb::;:~S~ti,O~ i2'o~f"

St:mt 3

21
22
2S
24
:2 5

26
27

•

5,.288.

.3'4',

'6'6'0','

_
"'3~"-O'1.!..3"-'-.
_

_

1-'-"4-

_

f~;a~a~I~~~O~n;(:e~~a~e~7~1-"":b'--l----2~9-46-1-.
I-""'-+__~ - - -

Otherlnccme, Usl type and amounl (seepage 29)
Add the amounts In the far rl ht oolumn fC/r lines 7 th u h 21. ThIs ls ur total1noome • '....,.,
EdUcator expenses (see page 29), , , , . • . , • • .
:2 S
.:':':.'
CertaIn bUsiness expenses of ralSeNlsls, performing artists, and
',,::.:.::;
ree-basls government cfllelets., Attaoh Form 2106 or 2106·EZ . , • J-!.2,,-4-1------1 :,,:',;1
Health savings account deduction, Attach Ftlfm 6889. , • . • ,. :2 6
,'.::
Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903, • . • . . • , .. , . , ., 26
One-half of self-employment lax.. Attach Schedule SE .
'}"
,'::

179 521.

:> '

~: :::~::::::~:~~~:;t:I~:~'n::dd~~:I;::~~~:espa~e'3~)"""

~:

:~a :~:a:ycpna~ar~~~:~;~e:;.~O~;~VI~S

S310

, ..

.,>::

~

a

:

3S

IRA deduotlon (see page 31) •••• , . • . • , •
!--"'32'+
I~_ ",'!
Student loan interest deduction (see page 33). • . • .
Tultlonandfeesdeduc!lon(seepage34).,...
Domestic production acllvltles deducllon, Attach Form 6903 • , , '-""'-'Add Ilnes 23 thrQugh 31a and 32 through 35. . • . .
' , . , . , , , . , , .••• 1--'!.!'4---=-~-

37

sublractllne36fromline22,Thlslsyouradjustedgro$:s{ncome, •• "• • • • • • , •• , ~

32
33
34
35

f-l'''Lj------V:'; 'I
p"4+-----I y,
1'-'-+

Paperwcrk ReductlonA~C",'..
NO..
'C..'..
, '.....'...9.....
"..._ _,
2L006D F253 08(22/2006 "

For Disclosure, Privaoy Act. and

:-

_

:'--I-----~1---,-7 ~54~'-_

EI'\llIOile, bUloO

Income

_

1--":

1bTaxable amount (1<llepaee 2S) p1"'.b"+, bTexable amount (liee page 25) !.lJ?.b"-!-Rental real estate, ro~lUes, partnerShips, S corpornllons, trUsts, etc. Attach SchedUle E. , . , • 1_'11'+

Adjusted
Gross

--"+-!1.6E.8"'3~-

1-2:"+

~:, ~~::~:IS;~;::~~::;~::~a:~a;:hSecd:~:~ei~:;U~r~~~]f' n~t're~~lr~d: c·h~c~~~;e ' ~ • ,
14

j--_ _

Taxable re.funds. credits, or offsets of state and local Income taxes (see page 23) • , • , , .•• 1--"10'-1Alimony received
. , . ' .., . . . . . • . • • • • • • , , .•.• , , •.. ,

1 S R IRA distributions •• , , •••
16 it Penslonsandannuilles,. , •. 16a"

'

5 251.· ~ ~:.

8b

9: ~~~~~~ ~1~1~:~~:·;~:;~g~C;~.UI~ ~ f~~e~UI~~: :S:t~~: :2~ :i ~~ j .. , .. '3' '1'82'."""""-'

1 tl

~?

I? I

7

eXHIBIT
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31

5A121O 2.000

KOUR

_

179

52

_

Form 1040 (2005)

8

CBR005942
CSOC,CBR00026888

887
oMs No,

Supplemental Income and Loss
{From re-Iltal real eslate, royalUes. partnershfps,
S corporations, estates. tr~8ts, REMICs, etc.)
... Attach to Form 1040 (lr Form 1041.

... See

Inl'ltruc~~~~~~;d~le E iFor"mC-""'='!i-':;-y~-,L,,";cf~.~!il!!!!1:~~~!!J'.1:..n.-m?-~fl3>!.,
CONFIDENTIAL

cliARLlil S B
GEL & ALMA E RANGEL
PERSONAL INFORMATION
In~ome or Loss From Rental Real Estat!J and Royalties Note,lf ;U;;\Othe:-b~••::'n:",'' ' '-'-',L.n-Il-n'-P-.-,,-on-,,-p-IOP-.-rty-.-,,-.
A

Schedule C or C-EZ (lleB page e·3). Report larmrenlalinoome orlosa from Form 483$ on page 2, 110640.
list thelv~a andloca ion of each rental fea' estate DroDertv:
. 2 For each rental real estate property
~~~--~13!?"'.!l1J!'r:!'---_gT----------------------lisled on line 1. did you or your family

B

.1

1

7

ST 132ND STUE

.

C ~=i-%~i-----------,----------------------Income:
, Renl, received ••••.•..•..
..

Rnva'llIes receilmri

••

•••••

Expenses:
6 Adverllslng • • • • • • • , • ....
G Autoandtravel(seepageE-4) • • •

1

Cleaning and maintenance. • • • .

a
!
10
11,
1%

Commissions • • • • • • : • • • •
Insurance ••••.••••••• ~
Legsl and other prolesslc:mal fees ••
Managementtees •••• , •• ,

"..

Mortgage lnterelt paid to banks.

•

Totals
(Add columns A. B, and C.) .

+-__-'5"""0""3"'0"-'-1.-L+~ _

__'B'-<..:4"'3'-'6~.

..

------!-------!-------1

I-_ _-~-j------I
------I------j-----'-I

1-"'+-----__1_-----__1_-----_1

1--'-'+------+-----_-+------1

f..:'1.!'+-----__I_-----__I_--:..----_I
.1-""4-"-----__I_------t--------j

etc. (,eepllge '-4) • • • . . • • . •

S Other Inlerest
14 Repairs

S

~~~p~~:~i~rt~~~:~~:~~~~r:r:~~~~~
>!A'-I-_~X~
14 days or
'
a
x
• 10% of the total days' rented at
(s::'~;;~l~~~lue?
c x

PrODerUes
A B C

1-"'+__--"3'-'-"4"'0'-'6....+-

Yes No

: ••••••••••

1-'-"'+

-'5"'5"1".+-__---+------+"""+----'5"'5""1..,,,.

l-'11'4------__I_------t--~--_I
J...1.l"4---~~-__I_-'----'__I_-----_I

j...!!184----,-,-=-=4-------I--'-----_I

,6

Supplies • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

11

Ulllltl.e5 •••••••• ' .. ~ •.• l-.,lLl-_ _Jl6!.U3~4!.<2w,_!_----"-+__-----..j

1. Taxes: • . . . • • . . . . . . . • j...!!.4---~1~0~9C:!_'.+_-----+_------j
18

Other(llst)

_

~

181-__~__+ _ - - - - - + - - - - - _ j
',9

2D
%1
n

lines 5 through 18 ••••.••
Depreolat1onexpense~rdel'letion

Add

f.:'!.!'+__-:.!...<.li9,,9'-!10"'.jS2.

_!_-----.p'!!.'+--....Lo.l9U9!j01"..
2 SSd., 2ft
2. 66,6

(seep*.-4) •••••.••••• 1.J'!!10+__-,-,~4------+--~~~~J.I!.+_--..bc.!1.!!.!L.
Total expel'lse$, Add lines 19 and 20 fJ'!.11+_ _...!!..<...\!0;J.7,.,;2~.j-_'_
+_--....2'-'-'5"S!.l4'-'-j
Income or (loss) from rental' feal

estate

or

royally

properties.

SUbtract line ~1 from !lne 3 {rents)
or line 4 (royalUes). I' lhj:'l result is
a {loss). see page E-4 10 find oqt

"

f

'f~YOUt~
mu;s!tfiI~;ef~
For~mf~S19~~8!'~..~
.. I-!'l.'~~-,-",4L.'6!t6!2.6!L.j' -,.
~jO~~p~S:~

24

25
26

•'Ii:

..... ,. . . ..

l!3 (

4 666.)(

--jf-__J!.2...:!4.:;4j;!6"'!.
)(

Income. Add posUfve amounts shown on line 22. Do not Include any losses ••••• , •• , , ••••
Losses. Add royalty losses from' line 22 and rental real eslate losses from line 23. Enler total losses here

royalty Income or (loss). CombIne Ilnes 24 and 2"5. Enter the result
here. If Parts II, Ill, IV, and Iina 40 on pegs 2 do not -apply to you, also enter this amount on Form
1040,'Une 17. Otherwise, include this amount In the tolal on line 41 on DaCle 2. ••••••• , ••• ,.

1-'' '.4-__--'' 2....:;.4,,4.9,6....
1-'' ' -+l__-.:!.4.1..!?62,62,6"J.

'fotal rental real estate and

For paperwork Reductll"n Act Notice, see Form 1D4D Im:truc:tlons.

26

-2 220.

Schedule E (Form 1D4DI 2004

JSA ,

4X,,,00 I 000

!lOUR
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Exhibit 055
CSOC,CBR.00026029

888
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

",,,2

OM8NO.,

Your 501;[al securily"umber

C

S
IVI en d s
ch
ed
uel B- lnteres t an dO rd"mary D'"d

a
1

'Part I
Interest

~~dl\h:ge

List name of payer, If any interest is from a

seUer~financed

T
S
J
J
S
S

CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
CONGRESS IONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
M&T BANK
MERRILL J+YNCH
NORFOLK BANK
MERRRILL I,YNCH
MERRILL LYNCH
S MERRRILL LYNCH - TAX EXEMPT
TAX EXEMPT
S NFB

B-1

Instruelfons for
Form 1040,
line Ba,)

. Note.. If you

reoelved a Form

..

JIst the firm's
name astha

·7 376.

..

Attach Form 6815 • i • • • • • • , • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
4 Subtract nne 3 from line 2, Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 8a •••• ~
Note. Jf line 415 over $1 500 ou must comolete Part III.
5 Ust name of payer ~

~~~et~~e B-1
Instruetfons for
Form 1040,
Une

251.)

(

2 Add the amounts on line 1 • • . . • . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . .
3 ExclUdable Interest on series EE and { U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989.

vldends

1 951272_
7.
174.
157.
174
1 506.
275.
2 470,

1

SUBTOTAL
LESS:
TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST

payer and enfer
the !olallnteresl
shown on thai
form.

rdlnarY

Amount

-

109S·1Ni. Form
109S..QIO,Clr

substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,

Part II

Att llchme'"
sequenall'-NO;=Q 8

mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, see page B-1 and fist this
Interest first. Also, show that bUyer's socIal security number and address

S
J
T
S
S

2

2

10

5.

3

2 125_

4

Amount

ESSEX NATIONAL SECURITIES,INe_
MERRILL LYNCH
METLIFE (143 shares)
MERRRILL LYNCH
NFB

3 00.
,---<.744.

74.
2 744.
21.

9a~)

Not.e. Uyou
received a Form
1099~DIVor

5

subsf1tole
statement from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's

1-----1------

narne as the

payer and enter
the' ordfnilry
dtvldends shown
on that form,

S

Add the amounts on line 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040 line 9a ••

: .....

8 683.

6

Note. If Una 6 Is o,ver $1,500, you must complete Part Ill.

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and Trusts
(s..
e B-2.)

~~~r~~~tac~~~~~~t:rt~~~ ~e~i~::'~ ~~~t~~~t~:~~r~~~~? :~::X:~I~~~~::,t:; :~~~~:%r~I;~:~~~:~~~~~~d

Yes No

78 At any time dU!"ing 2005, did you have an Interest In Of a signature or other authority oVer a financIal
account In a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities accoun~ or other financial acco\lnt?
See page B-2 for exceptions and flling requirements for Form TD F 90~22.1 •••••.•• , •• ; • , . ,
b If "Yes,!' enter the name of the- foreign country ~_~
-,.--,_-,.-_ _-,.-_
8 During 2005, did you receive a dl$trlbutlon from,or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a
foreign trust? If "Yes,"you may have to file Form 3520. See pageB~2 , • • • • . • • . • . • • • . • , • ,

For Paparwork Reduction Act NotIce., see FOrm 1040 lnstnlctlons.

X

Schedule e {Form 104tl} 2005

JSA
SAlaoo, 3.000

2L006D F253 Oa/22!200

Ii!XHISlT
Exllibit !l5G

KOUR

13

CBR005947
CSOC.CBR.00026030

889
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

f-"'0M=S-",N'",,:~=~

Foreign Tax Credit
{Indlvi~ual, Esta,te l or Trl':St)
1t140N~ 1041, or

... Attach to Form 1040,
~

sso-T.

See' separate Instructfons•

• CHARLES B RANGEL
AL
E
N
Use a separate' Form 1115 f.Of each category of income llsted below. See Categories of lncomfl' on page 3 of the Instructions, Check only one

§

box on each Form 1116, Report all amounts in U.S. doltars exceplwhere specified In 'Part II belO'N.

B

Passive Income
High withholding lax
Inteml
Flnanofalservic:esineome

d

e

D

k

Resident of (name of oountry) ~

I1lrn1I

Taxable lnco'me or

Shipping Income
.
Dividends from a DISC or former DISC
Certain dlstrlbutlon:s from a foreign'
sales corporatIOn (FSC) ClrfC»'lTler
FSC

9
h
I

J

~
X

Lump--sum distributions
SeGtlon 9010) Income
Certain in~me fe-sCUftled by treaty
Generatllmjtalfonincome

UNITED' STATES

oss From Sources Outside the UnUed Slate. for Cateaorv Checked Above
Forel n Coun trv or u.s. PO$$ession
A

Enter the name of the foreign country or U.S.
pO$-scsslon. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • ~
1

GrQliS

incomo

Irom

SOIJrCDS

within

Total
Add cola. A. S'andC,)

B

ePublie

CIlllntry

shown above and of Ihe tYPe cheeked abDW
page 13 ot'thlmstrucilel'ls):

(s$t1

_

6 28'0.

6 280.

Deductions and Illun (Caution: See pages 13 and 14

of the Instructions):
'
ejq:lenses definitely related to the Income on

•

line' (alt'Oh st,temenl) '
_.
:I
pto rata shn of olher deduc!lons not defihllely
related:
a Certa!nilem~ed deductions or standard

Sea Sourcing
Statement

1-_--""" dl~'
""'+-----1-------1

deduetion (see lnstrucllons) • • • • • •••••
b Other deductions (811aoh statement).; • • • • ' •

Ii? 677.

c Add flnes 3a and 3b • • • • • • • • • • • • •
d Gross foreign source Income (see InstrucllOll$) •

6 •2 80

e GrOS$ looome from all sources (see Instructions) [--,-::-_1~8~9~a-!:7~
Q. [-----,--[------1
r DlvId~ line 3d by line 3e (see lnstruolions) • • •
.0330736

2 07

9 Multiply line 5c by fine 3f • • • • • • • • • • •

4

Pro rata share oflnteNSt expense (see instrutl~

Ions):
a Home mortgage interest (use worksheet on

page 13 of the InstrucUons) ••••••••• ,

[------+-'-----+-------1

b Olherinterest ~ •• ' • • . . • . • • . •

: ~:s;~~c; ~::~:. s4o:= 5: : : : :::::. [----4.-5"2=8 -,------1--,----,--1

4 528.
1 75?

-1.

7

SUbtractllne 6 from line 1. Enter the resull here and on line 14, page 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • ...

1i.131I

For_Inn Taxes Paid or Accrued seeoage14 ofth_lnstructions
In u.s. ddla~
(X)TlIlalfofellln
laxespal10r

(wiOlhe.r

roretgntaxe,

anllfued(add~,•.

paidOf'
accNIl'd

(t) tnrougll(W)

746.

1 746.
C
& Add llnes Alhrough C, colUmn x. Enter toe lotal
ti~f~~a~~ork R~~c:tlon Act NlIt ct', SIl'. page 18 oftht'l

h re

donllne9

e2

1 746.

8

F0fl'll1116 (2Q081

1

2L0060 F253 09!09!20C

Exhibit

24

KOUR

CBR005986
CSOC,CBR.00026032
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SCHEDULED
, (Form 1040)

. ~'"

IJj~05 ".~~ ~

Capital Gains and Losses
.... Attach to Form 1040.
)o-See Instructions' for Schedule D (Form 1040).
.... Use Schedule 0-1 to rtst additional transactions for Hnes 1 and 8.

O!:1perlmt"nl ofl1>1I TIU5Uf)'
Internal R~~~n\le SeMeli'

I

Nlime(s) shown tin Form 1040

LES B RANGEL

&

ALMA E RANGEr.

~~I~nmJ~o. 1 2
Yll\lrsO'elaI5et;Urityll~er

'-

I""''''S~h''o'-rt'''.T'.!e;:rm=';C~a'''-cOjl'''-al'''Gfla'''j!''n,"'.~nadC:L''o'''ss'''e"'s"'."'A'-ss-e""'ts-"He""'"'"d""O-ne...."Y-ea-r-o-'"'"Le-s-.-.-----.l.

kE!} DescrlpUcn crprcperty
1~~~~:,
( xample: 100 $h.. XYZ C O ' ) r M o . day, "

It~~,d~y."V~~1

{!"i:J=:g:~1

!M Insfructkmsl

150,000 PUTNAM NEW YOR!' MUNI .TRUST
06/24/20004/28/200
.
272 SHARES NFB INVEST~iENTS
2/31 / 200 10 / ?4 / 2001
PUTNAM NEW YORK
06/24/200404/?8/200'

2

~~e; ~o,u~ ~h~r.t~~e~~ ~o~a~SI. ~ a.n~, ~~~ ~c,h~~UI~. ~~1~ . . . • . . . 1

3

Total shorMerm sales prIce amounts. Add nnes 1 and 2 In
"'umnld}, .• ,. " , . . . , . " , . , . " , ... , •• ""

I

(el Cost orO'\h.erbasis

1~~eJh:I~~~:r

t;l

0

-~

%G~lnof(to$SI::l

SU ll'ilt:.\ (e) from d) 0

Z
NONE

50000.

50000.

020.

2 696.

324.

50 000.

50 000.

NONE

f:Y.f».~··;<c;,. ;::,~';:~-:-. :';.;

2

lOS 020.

~r;}?;\(~,:,~.~:~\'.rr: :.:.~'-:::;'~:
~';, t::',";:','"

Short-term gain from Form 6252 and shorHerm gaIn or (loss) from Forms 4684,

5

6781, and 8824
,'
,
.
Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, es~tes, and trusts from
Sche~{sl K-1

6

••••.•...•...........•... , . • •

. ...

Short-term capital Joss carryover, Enter the amount, If any, from line 8-of your Capital Loss
Carryover Worksheet on page 0-6 of the Instructions • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . , .. , .

,

Net short-term caDltal l'1alo or loss. Comb1ne Unes 1 throul'1h 6 in column f •.••• , . , . " . . . . .
. l.:F.Til11 Long-Term Capital Gains and Losses ~ Assets Held More Than One Year

7

7

324 •

'140 NASDAQ 100 TRUST
NASDAQ 100

9
10

03/11/199909/27/200

5 268.

307.

-2 03'9.

03/11/19q c OQ/?7/?f10

5 268.

7 307.

-2 039.

~~:e~~o.u:f~~,g~t~r~.t~t~l~,~f .a~y:~o~.s.c~e,d~l~ ~'~'

Total long-term sales price amounts. Ad'd lines Band 9 In

-

'r1:91==~~~1r~8" ~~'~.:'~S2;E2ITS
I··

e<>lumn(d} •• , •.• , , •• , • , ••• , •• , , " , , , ••• "
11
12

10

10

""',

536.

GaIn from Form 4797 1 Part 1; lon!Herm gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and long-term gain or
{loss} from Forms 4684, 6761, and 8824 . . . • • • • • . . . • . . • . . . . • . . • , . . . . • • • . . . , .
Net long·term gatn or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts from

1--1,,1'-1--

_

Schedule(s) K·1 • , . , • , , ••• , ••• , • , , •• , • , , • , , , • , , , , •. ,' ..• , • , , , , , •• , • f..1!.-'2+_ _....:.._ _
13
14

15

Capital gain dlstrlbutfons.

,.,'+

_

See page [)"1 ofthelnstructhms ••.•.•.•• , .••••. , • , .•••.•.• f..

Long-term capltalloss carryover. Enter the amoun~ if any, from Una 13 of your Capital Loss
Carryover Worksheet on page D·6 of the Instructions , . • • • • . • . ,
, .••• , ..• , .. ,
Net long~term capItal gain or (loss). Combine lines 8 through 14 in column (f). Then go to

Partillontheback
,
waperwork Reduction Act Notice, see P:,rm 1040 ln$trUc~ons.

,

,

,

'

f..1"'4'-JL
15

---'

-4 078.

Schedufe 0 (Form 1040) 2005

JSA
M~OI1

:!.OOO

2L006D F253

08/22/200~""""""12 KOUR
ltllHISn'

CBR005948

S

>;:If

14

Exhibit 057
CSOC,CBR.00026031

891
REDACTEDCONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION
OMB No. ." .. . ."
Page 2
Your socral ucurlty ~b8r

Schedules MB (Form 1040) 2008
Name{;) shown on rOrTl\ 1040. Do ntll enter (lBme amf Sr,;:lalllOOllflly number shcmn on olherside:.

•

"C"",~LE_!..-&B,-"RAN_",G~ELo!L",&,-AL~£,!MA~'~E,,--,RAN~!>GgE<IL!.-

-:J_

-,-

Allaehment
Sequ
N

Schedule B • Interest and Ordinary Dividends

""" a 08

1 List name of payer. 'If any interest is from a sellerMflnanced mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal resIdence; see page e~1 and Ilal ..thls

Part I
'Interest

interest first. -Also, show t~at bl1tsr's soolal seourlty number and address

T CONGRESSIONAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION '
J, M&T BANK
instructions for
S
NORFOLK BANK
FOrm 1040.
Uoe 8a.)
J MERRILL LYNCH
J MERRILL LYNCH
J MERRRILL LYNCH
TAX EXEMPT
TAX EXEMPT
Note. If you
, SNFB
received a Form
S NFB
TAX EXEMPT
1099-INT, Form
J MERRILL LYNCH
TAX EXEMPT
1099~OID, or

~~~el~:~e B-1

""

-

-

substllute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
llst the firm's
name as tile

Amount

1

-

SUBTOTAL
LESS"
,TAX - EXEMPT INTEREST

payer and eoter
tha, total Interest
shown 00 that

2 856.
19.
458.
222.
714
945;
2 297
644.
6 638 _
14
(

7g;:.

11 238 _)

form.

2

Add the amounts on line 1

series' Ee ·aOd· 'u:s: savinQs

i
b~ndS ·ls~~ed· a·ft~r 19'89:
3 Excludable interest on
Attach Form 8615 ••••••••. ' • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •
4 Subtract nne 3 from line 2; Enter the result here and on Form 1040. nne 8a • • • • ~
Note. If line 4 is over l' 500. vou must comn/ete Part Ill.
5 LJst name of payer ....

art II
rdinary
Dlvidend$

,

2

3 5""

4

Amount

T METLIFE (143 shares)
J PEPS'ICO, INC. (200 SH.)
J YUMI BRAND8
J MERRRILL LYNCH
J MERRILL LYNCH

~~t~~eB'1
InstructIons for
Form 1040,

r55

3

84224.
21.
1 456.
5 012.

line 9a.)

Nole.dfyoU
received a Form
1099-DlVCI

5

substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name.as Ihe
payer Bnd enter

1 - - - -_ _

the ordInary

dl\lldends shown
on that form.

6
Add the amounts on line 5. Enter the total here and on Form'1 040 line 9a ••.. ~
6 797_
Note. jf lme 51s over $1,500. you must complete Part 1lI.
You must complete this part if you (a) had over $1,500 of taxable Interest or ordinary dlvldends; or (b) had
a toreign account; or (0) received a distribution from, or were a grantor of, or a transferor to, a foreign trust. Yes No
7a At any tIme during 2006, did you have an Interest in or a signature or other'authorlty over a financial
account In a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account?
See page B-2 for exceptions and RUng requirements for Form TO F 90·22.1 •••••..•••.•.••• _..L
b If ·'Yes." enter the name of [he foreign country "'
-,_
SOuring 2006, did you receive a distribution from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor 10, a
foreign trust? If "Yes," you may have lotils Form 3520. See page B-2. • • • • • •.• • • • • . • • • • • •
X
6

Part III
Foreign
A\:counts

.~Trusts
page S-2.)

f: Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040

E.XHISff

Schedule B (Form 1040) 2006

6A160(l ".000

Exhibit 058

CBR 006012
CSOC,CBR.00026033

892

.

rto~~~oL~f.J

*~ront ofllltTf\1afMr)'
,

IRevenuoSIlri;e

Capital Gains and Losses

OMS No,

.

I

~mB(8} shown 00 retum

CHARLES.. " RAN"!>T. I< ALMA l'i RANG";T.
t=1I
Short.Term Cao!tal Gains and Losses • Assets Held One Year or less
(h) Date

~) Description

i

---,,~

... Attach to Fprm 104.0 or Form 1040NR.
II-- Sell Instructions .tor Schedule.D (Form 1040).
(£IS)
... Un sc;hcdule D~1' tQlh:t llddltlonlll trans:lctlOl'l5 for nnes1 and 8.

or p/tlpef1.y
xample: 100 sh. XYZ CO,}

(d) Se!es prlee

(~h~~t:v~~)

M:,tIJ~yr.

Your social liecurltynumber

{e}COSloro!herbas!s

l:el:f:;~~~f

. {S!lllP~seQ..6 of

IhlllnstnJetlons

S~~:~r{:j t~tld)

1

2

3
4
5
5

o-1,-r

Enter your snort-term totals,ll al1Y. from Schedule
line 2 •.•..• '.' •.•••••.•••.••.•• : • • • . • • ••
Total shorNerm sales price amoUnts. Add lines 1 and 2 In

I

2

oolumn (d) • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •• 3
Short-term gain from Form 6252 and short~term gain Of (loss) from forms 4684,
6781, and 8824 •••. ~ • , •••••• " •••.• , . . • • ' . • . • • • . • , , • . • . • • • . . , •••••
Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporatlons, estates, and trusts from
Schedul.(s) K·l
~f'~~ C~pi~I'L~S~ .•••....•
Short-term caprt;l io;s'~~;rYo~~r: Enta; th~ ;~riu;n: If ~ny,'fr~;' iln'e

'10

Carryover Worksheet on page O~7 of the

Instructions .•.•• '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , •..

4
5

•

. Net short..term capital gain or (los$). Combine lines 1 through ~ In column (f) ••.•••••.••••••• 7
Long-Term Capital Gains and losses .. Assets Held More Than One Year
'l'I11
(d}Sa!espooe
(el Cost or oUler basis
(h},Oale

(~~~gg~ri.'~tJ)

8 P1J'I'NAM NEW YORK

METRO TRANSPORTATION J
MERRILL LYNCH SCHEDULE
Sale

9

of

Residence

&Cqtllred
(Mo•• day.)t.)

. (~~~~::.~)

(S(l(l page

0·7 of the
InS1TUl(Ilons)

(&eapl1Qet4d

the ln~lJtJet!orn;1

06 / 24 / 2004 09'J-4 / 200

50 000.

50 000.

~09/200

47.B32.

50 000.

92 024.

A5. '37.

Oon.

362 35'7.

10/2Q/20 n.

08 / 24 / 2006

7/21 1 200

405

NO'''''
-?

16B.

5 887.
42 643.

9

10

11
12

column (d) •••.•• , •••••.••••••.•••.•••••••• 10
594 856.
Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long~term gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and long~term galn or
(losS) from Forms 4684, 67B1,.and 8824 • • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • . • . , •. , , ••• , • . . . • • • •
Net rong·term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, aoo trusts from

13

Capital gain distributions. See page O~2 of the instruotlons ••.•• '• ••••••• , . • . . Stmt. ~ ... 13.

Sohedule(s) K·1

s~t:::::~ (~l Co~Sld)

T
I

Ent.eryour long~term- totals. if any, from Schedule D-1,
line 9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• .-..

TotallOng~term sales prlcl,! amounts. Add lines a and 9 in

•

i:l
~

.......... , .................. , ...... , .........

,

.. ,

11
12

5 560.

Longvterm oapltalloss carryover. Enter the amount. If any, from line 15 of your Capital Loss
Carryover Worksheet on page 0-7 of the instructions ••••• : •••••.' •.•.•.•••••••• , •. 14
5 Net tong·term capital gain or (loss). Combine lloes 8 through 14 in column (f). Then go to
18
51 922.
,
,.,
Part III on the back •• " , • • • . . . • • • • • • .
Schedule D (Form 1040) 2006
For p,aperwork Reduction Act Notice. see Form 1040 or Form 1040NR InstructIons.
14

.......... ........

............................. ,.. ...

1n/nt'l/"'t'l

Exhibit a5S

.........

CBR006013
CSOC.CBR00026034

893
Supplemental Income and Loss,~ til
G1\!Q'O 6 f;;

'(From rental real estate, royalties, partnershlps,
S eorporattons, estates. trusts, REMJCs, etc.)
)to Attach to Form 1040, 1040NR, or Form 1041.

"'$&& In;trul:tions forSIl-!lll'dUle E {Form

g,1W :.,-=~l;l;~':tl~o. 13

1,0401.

YoUUoeial se;ulity numbor

r,C~Hil1AnRLRE;;;S:;;5;;;;;RA~Ni";G,;;E;;,L'i;;:;:&~A;iL~M;;:A~E:::fRAN~:;GE;;,L:,::::<;;;::::::;=-;;-;-=:::--;:=-;:,::==::L.-'--CC7--,---

y
_;T-;-;::;-:;:In:"co~m~e
Es~ta~t~.~an!!d~R~o!;y!!.a!£lti!.!es.!!::'!''!.'NOr''!!'
..".,."',.....0
Schedule :,:0:,;'
C orL,;,O::S=S;:F:,ro,:!m?:,:,R=e,::nta'1:I~R=:.~a;J1
c.ez (see page E-3). Report farm
renlal Income or loss from Form~"!.!,oc!!u~or~'1'.in!'J1'!;h':!>b2!"'!",I'~","-i_o.,.rr_.n_"_n,_p_,_,,_on_,,_Pro..,P::'_rt
4835 011 page 2.lln~40.
1
A
B

List the tyoe and location of each rental real estate 13rooertv:

~______________________________________________

.!?Jl.li'r1.\._.9Ji!:!/l.

2

_

DOMINICAN REPU5LIC

c
Income:
3 Rents reoeived •••••••••••
4

Rovaltles received • • • • • • . • ~

For each rental real estate properly
listed on llne 1, did you or your family

~~
,~

~~
0 21
~,5; .~, .
~

~

use It durlng the tax year for personal
A
X
purposes for more than the greater at M f - + " • 14 days or
B
• 10% of the total days rented at
fair rental value?
(See page E~3.)
C
Totals

ProDerties
B

A

Yes No

0 (')

r.-r------r__--"S.L.>.4-"6..c7.....j--

,

(Add cotunms A, B, and C.)

C

r'+__-"-S,-4..6",74
4

Expenses:

: ~~~:,:~~~av~i·{s~e·p~~eE.~i::: r.+-----+-'-----+------I
1 Cleaning and maintenance .••••

f-'--I-------I-----'---I-------j

r+-----+---:----+------I
~:~~la:~: Ol~e: p~de~si~.:f;~ : : 1-[, ,='=.+-----+-----+------1
Managementfees, ••• '• • • • • 1-''-' +
+
--:-+
-1

8 Commissions • • . • • • • • . • •

1:
.11
12
•

Mortgage Interest paid 10 banks.

3:~~;~I::E~4~::::,:: ~ ::1-:::~-r-----+-----+-----+-'-'12+--'------

16

~epalrs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • P.',.:+-----+------+--~--:--_t
Supplies • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~-I-I_I

16
17
18

TaKes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ".
UtlllUes • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Oll1er{llst) Il-'
_

14

I-""'+_'--__

P'''+---,.---+-----+-----_t
-1-1_1

1-""-1-

18f-

19 Add lines 5through 18
20

1-''''.+

I-_----I-_-----I

+

+

'--_+'''19'+

Depreciation expense or depletion

~

__

+-__....2~4...2...2~,

(see pageE..<f) . . . . . . . . . . • f-!!,.'+_~----+--~2~4~2~2~.+'------¥'!!...
21 , Total expenses:Add,llnes 1.9 and 20 1.£21L..j-'2"..,4,,2"'2"'.,+'-'-I

-+__

22

Income or (bss) from reolal real
estate
or
royally, properties.
Subtract flne 21 from Ilne 3 (renis)
or line 4 (royalties). If the result Is
a Ooss}, $E!$ page: 60S 10 find out

23 g:~~c~~: fJ::~~r~e:11ge8s{ate ·l~~.

f-L'''+
-I-_ _->6''-''0''''4'''S'-'.t-~t~nn·litl~°i'2 rri~91~e ~~Aea:s~;
rr~ge fo~o ~i~2.~ut ~~a1°u~~~
~w~e;~~~~~ ~~s~ .c~~p~et.e. I~n~ .L'!J''-ll.(-,,--,.:-:,.--o-:-:-')!Il(-;-_..,-_ _-M

'
•

--I

-'I

24 Income. Add posltlve amounts shown on I1ne 22, Do riot InclucJeany losses . . • • . • • • . • • • • • 1-''-'''-+:-_ _--><5'-0'''4'''5''-'•.
::: 5 Losses. Add royalty losses from line 22 and rental rea! estate losses from line 23. Enter lotallosses here 1-',..''-1'-----..1
26 Total rental real estate and royalty Income or (loss). Combine lines 24 and 25. Enter the result here.
If Parts II, Ill, IV, and line 40 on page 2 do not apply to you, also enter this amount on Form 10.40,
line 17, or Form 1040NR, fine 18. Otherwise Include this amount In the total on line 41 on Dace 2 • •• :: 6
6 045.
For Paperwork Redu<:llon Act Notlcll, see page &·7 of the Instructioll$.
Schedule E (Form 1040}200S
OM

6:){13OQ 1,000
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~

.~ ~! 16~ ~ ~ ~ '" ~;:;.t;-;:; ;,t; ;'~; ;~; ;:;:;~; ;"C:'~:; I.:CI'; ;~; ;" ; ;.-:;, =m' ',' , ,-; .h; ;~='=,,7.,.",,:-:••;;;:,:-.

. . .sO;! !M.!. '~N'· ~., ,

.·1

/"'

,-

i

S NOBFOI,K BANK
J CONGRESSIONAL FEDElBAL CREDIT UNION
J M &T BANK (RENTAL DEPOSIT)
CAPITAL ONm
J MERRILL I,YNCfl
TAX EXEMPT'

-

/. If)/ou

,alved a Form
j99.tNT, Form
99·010. or

~

391.
1 684.
19.
12.
4 903.
1

SUBTOTAL
LESS:

I

,:;s: i

Amount

1 List name of payer. If any interest is from a selleHloanced mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, see page B-1 and list this
interest first. Also, show that buyer's social seourlty numbe'r and Elddress ~

/tafor

L"Ky

AtO.hm"t
~ t;:b ,
Seq\lel'\ee N0. 06?>

Schedule B -Interest and Ordinary Dividends

I

II

~8

...t

7 009.

TAX-EXEMPT

INTEREST

(

4 903. )

lubstllute

~atem~nt from

.brokerage firm•

.!sllheflrm'$
.psmeas the

cpayer and eiller
._ the lolal lnle:rest

; shown on lliat

11orm,
l

I

1

Part II

~

Dlv!dends
(See page a·l

and the
Instructions for
Form 104O,
!lna £lB.)

i

EE

2.

%te.

~rdlnary

,~

2 Add the amounh on Une 1
'a~d 'u:s: 's~ving; bond~ 'Is;~ed' aft~r' 19'89:
3 Excludable Interest on s~rl~s
Attach Form 8815
4 Subtract line 3 from' line 'Ent~r' th~ resun h~re ~ild' Form·10.iO, ifne 8a : '. : : ''';
If Poe 4 fs-~ve $1 500 ,vou must oomolete Part lit
S L1s1 name of payer ~

T
J
J
J
J

on

2

3
4

2 10;;:.
2 106.

Amount

METLIFE, (143 SHARES!
PEPSICO, INC. (200 SH.)
XUMI BBANOS
MJjJRRILL J,YNeH
MERRRILL l,yNCH

106.

270.
42.
9 272.

207.

Nota. If you

S

received a Form
1099.0lVor
substitu[a
statement from
a brokerage firm,
!1st Ihe firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the ordinary
divIdendS shown
, on fhat form.

lin:

..

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and Trusts

,

e8.2,'

897.

5. ~nt r the total ere and on Form 1040 line 9a.••. l>- S
9
S Add'-~-8 amounts on
Note. If line 61sover $1,500, you musl com lete Part III.
Yo!.! must complete thIs part If you (a) had over $1.500 of taxable interest or ordinary dlvldends; or (b) had
V.s No
a foreign account; or (c) received a distribution from! or were a grantor of, or a transferor to, a foreIgn trust.
7a At any time durfng 2007, did you have an Interest In or a signature or other authOrity over a financial
aacount In a foreign oountry, such as a bank account. securities aooount, or other finanofal aocoUnt?
Bee page B-2 for exoeptlons and flUng requirements for Form TO F90-22.1. , . • . • . • • , .••• , •
-lL
b If ''Yes,'' enter the name of the foreign country ~
8 During 2.007, did you receive a distribution from, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a
foreign trust? If ''Yes,» you may haVe to fife Form 3520. See page B-2' •••• , •. '.' .••••. '• •••

-

"

For Pllperwork Reduotion Act Notlce, lee Fonn 11)40 Instructions,
J'A
7,o,1aOD M!OO

2L006U F253 10/15/200e~~~
...oii"'~
lllXMi~1T

Sohedule B {Form 1040) 2007
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,

I

Enter your

shorHerm

totals,

1I any,

Schedule 0..1,

from

I

IIne2. , ... ', .. , ... " ". ,."""" ,., .. ,f2-2+-----J.-----.\--

. Total short-term sales price amounts, Add lines 1 and 2 In

colomn(d). , ,., ,

, . ,',' " "

" ,

_

I.

u.3..J-__,~?£:L0<-!6"'3~9tc.L,=-__,,__+-----

Short--term 'gain from Form 6252 and short-term gain or (lOss) from Forms 4684, 6781, and
5

L:

.~:~4~h~"~;e;~ '~ain' '0; - (io~~)' f~;~ .part~~;hIP~,' s' ~;r~o;',;t1;~: '~t~t~,' ~~d-' t~s'~ ·f;O~·1-'4+----
:~~~:~) ~~lt~I' l~' ~a~rYo'~r: e~l~r' ih~ 'a'm'o~~t,' if' a'ny, . ~o~· il~e' 10 'or 'y;~r' Ca~lt;l 'l~~s' f-"'+----Carryover Worksheet on page O~7 ofthe instructions •••.•• " ••••••••••••••.•••••••

Net short-term capital gilt" or (loss), Combine lines' 1 throuQh 6 In oolumn (f\ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

:ti!.!ililmJII

...J.

4 095

7.

Long-Term Capital Gains and Losses· Assets Held More Than~

{II' Dll'llerl-pl~n 1If property
lli)iamplo: too sll. XYZ Oe.)

• --

I-"'-+-

~~~:

(Ill D~1e sold
(Me.. day.}'f)

(Me, day,)'f}

jll) COtt Of other b,"lll
(se~~ruJ:~3 the

SSEE SCHEDULE ATTACHED

26 204.

22 07 B.

126.

014.

1 000.

14.

ING lDX PLS

9 'Enter your

long·term

totals, If any,

fro~

Schedule

0-1,

I

11110 9. , ••••• , , , ••••• , , , , , , , ••••••• , , ••• I-'.'+-----i-'-----+-~--"'--10

Total long-term sates price a.mounts. Add lines 8 and 9

Inl

?'

11

column (d) •.. , •. , . , • , .. , . , .• , . , .. , . , , , ..• Ll'-'OLL_.......7!...u2"'1b.!8""~-+_---Gain from Form 4797, Part I; !ong..ferm gain from Forms 2439 and 6252; and long-term gaIn or

12

Ooss)from Fonns4684. 6781, andBB24 • " •• ,. " , ,., •••• " . ' " •• ,'•• " , •• , ,.
Net !on~Herm gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporatlons, estates! and trusts from

;..'''''+

_

schedula(s) K·' , •. , ,'. , .. , . , , .. , .... , ....• , ' • , , , , " , . , . , , , , , .... , , 1-''''2+
Capital gain distributions, See page 0-2 of the instructions

14

~~~~:vr:r wC:~::~e~:~n ~a:~o~;. o~t~:~n~~~uc~~n:un,t,~ !~ .a~, •f~O~, ~jn.e. ~~ .o~ .y~~r • ~a~i.t~1 •L~~S.
Net long-term capital gain or {loss). Combine lines a throUgh 14 In oolumn (0. Then go to

1S

e

Partlllonthebaol<

,

.•••.••.••••••••••

p~M:r. 'J.,

13

"""

,

r Paperwork Rectuotlon Ac:t Notice, s&e Form 1040 or Form 1040NR Il"\Structlons.

2L006D F253

10!15!200~""""""~
l1ill:MI8rr
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.
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•~

SCHEDULE E

Supplel11~lrItallncome and Loss

(Form 1040)

(From rentaJ.tearestate, royaltIes, partnerships,

~~(\::(:l~:::~:l\lrn liS)

~ Attach to Fllrm 1040, 1046NR, or Form 1641.

eRA LES B RANGEL

1
A
B

c

OM'

«

"0,,''«,:: '"

~@07

S corporations, estates, trusts, REMICs. etc.)

Oeplll'\menlcflheTroe5U!)'

Altachmenl

~.

.::=:...~ (')

,... See lnstructlons forSchaduill E lFoml1040}. Your 50c~a~::::~::um~1l~

~~~

,,6>
~ t)1 ~

ALMA E RANGEL'

Income or Loss Fr.om Rental Real Estate and Royalties Note, If you are In the business of renting personal property, use
SchedU!!I Cor C>EZ{see page E~3 • If you are an IndiVIdual, reportfarmrentallnoome or Joss from Form 4835 on page 2, l1oe40.
List the 1""'8 and location of eaoh rental rea estate rone rhr :
2 For eaoh rantal real estate property
Yes No
PUNTA CANA
listed on line 1, did you or your family
DOMINIC-AN-RE~puBi.I-c------------------------use It during the lax year for personal
X
purposes for more than the greater of:
• 14 days or
• 10% of the total days rented at
_
faIr rental value?

~

P t::l

>: ~

I

~
0
Z

-----------------------------------------------

(See page E·3)

ProDerties

Income:

A

Totals

c

S

7 800.

3 REmis received •••• , • , •• , •
4 Ro"atlles received,
, •••••

(Add columns A, 6, and c.)

,

7 800.

Expenses:
6 Aulo an.d travel {see page E·4} • ••
7 Cleaning and maintenance. , • "
5 Advertising"" .•••• , , ••
8 Commissions·, •. , . . . . . . ,

9

Insurance

,......"

•• '

!l'~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~
6

1
8

9

10 Lega! and other professronalfees •• 10
11 Managsmenlfees .• , .••• , ,
12 Mortgage interesl paid to hanks,
ete. (see page~) . , ••••.. ,1-1l12C-\-------1-------l------!-1J12C-\--

1-1"4-----+------+----__

,A

~

13

_

~13tt=====t=====t====j

, , ••••• , ••• \-14
14 Olherinleresl
Repairs • , ••••••••••••
15 Supplies ••. , ..• , •••••• 15
16 Taxes ••• " . " , . . . . . . is
17 Ulliltres ••••••••.••. ,. 11
18 Other
....
_
(nst~

18

19 AMllnesSlhrough 18, •..••.

\..l!194------+------l------.j...!.!"4------

20

Depreolation e;<pense Of depletion

21

<soopagaE-S)
••••••••••• 1-21
Totalexpenses.Addlines1~and20

~"tt==j3j5t4f3~.
3 I:i \':1. ======t======t!JZ·Dl----3~52:4ii3h.

:2 2' lnoomeor (Joss) from rental real
. estale or
roy.;lly
propertIes,
Sublraelllne 21 lrom line 3 (renls)
or line 4 (royaltiell). If the resutl 111
a (IO$S), see page:' E·S to find out

23

fYoumustfflle~F~orm6~198'
.~
•• ,!Jz~z_l_---!L4"'2.,1S2..i7L.'i------+_-------j

~

Deductible renlal reat
CauUOll. Your fe tal

Add·P~~ltjv~~~~u~t~·s~;n~nbne22

1-&244__-i4L2~5~,ryh

24 Income.
Do not include any losses •• l,C •••.• , •. , ••
2 S Losses. Add royalty losses from Une 22 and rental real estate losses from line 23. Enter total losses here
.1
2& Total rental real estat\) and royalty income or (loss). Combine !lnas 24 and 25. Enter the result here.
If Parts 11. Ill, IV, and nne 40 on page 2 do not apply to you, arso enter this amount" on Form 1040,
line 17, or Form 1040NR, Une 1 OtherwIse InclUde thrs amount in the total cn line 41 on page 2 • ,. 26
4 257.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page E·7 of the Instructions,
Schedule E (Form 10:40) 2007
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

CALENDAR YEAR 2008 FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Please provide the following information. Your address and sIgnature WILL NOT be made available to the public.

Charles B. Rangel

{Daytime Telephone}

(Print Full Name)

(Complete Address

~"

Office or Home)

CERTIFICATION -- THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED
Tile attached Financial OlscloSul'a Statement 15 required by the Ethics In Government Act of 1978, as amended. The Statement will be available to any
, requesting person upon written application and wlH be reviewed by fheCommittee on Standards of Official Conduct or Its designee. Any individual who
knowingly and wlUfully falsifies, or who knowingly and wfUfuUy falls to file the attached report may be subject to clvH penalties and criminal sanctiollS

(See V.S,C. app.4, § 104 and 16 U.S,C. § 1001).

0".

(Mon"" D.y, y~,)_

Exhibit 064
CSOC,CBR.00026891
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-------------- I

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

CALENDAR YEAR 200a FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

FORM A

P'9" 1

0"

For use by Members, officers, and employees

(F""N.m'l
Flier
Status

f~) ~~~~e~fo~~h;e~:r;talivO

(Office Use Only)

n

State: NY
District: 15

()fficer Or

-: :::.:: ;=cr:c~~iC TerminationI -ri;~~~t-t-:--~-Type
I
C Amendment
Report

I r:il

EmployIng Office:

--:f~;;;;;;;;~i;~"(D,";~==~~==1

A $200 penalty shall
be assessed against

anyone who files

more than 30 days

late.

lY:J

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION·· ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS

'"me'"
Vea

0

Y'"liil

No

YOI'

0

No

btl

Yes

r~

No

!"J

,n

Yll5 (;{j No

nyes, complete and atlsch Sene,lul.. V,

1'1'1

[J

IX.

e"tlty?

Yf>SONo~

Each question in this part must be answered and the appropriate
schedule attached for each "Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATiON·· ANSWER EAc:1:! OF THESE QUESTIONS
Trusts.

E:lCHIBIT
Exhibit O£4
CSOC.CBR.00026892
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~harl(lll 8. Rangel

SCHEDULE I • EARNED INCOME

Palle 2. of 9

DSITtie sour'(:;;;-typo, and amount of earned income from ally source (oWer than lha fifer's current employmont by tho U.S. Gov",rnmenf) fot(llio9 $200 or more
during tho preceding calendar yeM. For a SpOUStl, list the source !Ind amount of any honorarIa: list only the source for other spouse earned Income IlJ(ceeding

$1,000

Source
Congressional FeU-IRA

I

I

Type

Retirement Dlstributkm

I

Amount

$4,893

Exhibit 064
CSOC.CBR.00026893

900
SCHEO'lJL.E

III

c-

~ ASSETS AND "UNEARNEO"INCOME ~harlL B. Rangel
BLOGI~

Paga30r'g

a

Asset and{or Income Source

Amount of Income
For ralln.men! plans or
lICCO(lots thai do Ilot allow
yeti to choose speciflc
inlleslmenls, you m<lY write
"NA" for Income. For all
otIJerassets,inctudlnllall
IRk>,indicnktheca.tellQry
o!incomebychllcklnglhe
approprlat"boxbc!oV/,
Olvlckmds and Interest, even
Ifrelnvesled,snmJldb"
IIslerias lncotne. Chock
"None"lf no income was
Ilarlllldor genaratetl.

f-----

Alliance Bernstein Muni Inc. Fd.
New York CL A

None

Alliance Municipal Inc. Fd. New
York Port
Blackrock Equity Dividend
Fund lnstl.

Capita~~e_ Checking (folmer

-

North F

DIVIDENDS

Transaction
indicaleIf assol
had purchases
(P),salllll{S),or
llxchan!l"l!o(E)
IlXcelldlng
$1.,000 In
fflportll1!1Yllar.

$2,50'1 - $5,000

S,P

~~~O~~~O
- .

DIVIDENDS

$2,501 - $5,000

p

None

DIVIDENDS

$201 - $1,000

S,P

$15,001 $50,000

INTEREST

$1 - $200

:;~~:~~~ -

INTERESTIDIVID
ENDS

$5,001 - $15,000

$1,001 - $15,000

NONE

NONE

i

--.c---~----~~-+'---

Bank)

Congressional Federal Credit
Union

EXHI81T
Exhibit 064
CSOC.CBR00026894

901
(',-,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - S,P

Federated Market Opportunity

Fund CLA
S,P

,JP Morgan US Real Estate
Fund CL A

Income

PimGD
Fund

Bond

PIMCO GNMA Fd, CL A
PIMCO Total Return Fd. CL A

DIVIDENDS

Exhibit
CSOC,CBR00026895

902
SCHEDULE III • ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME

Exh,MO£4
CSOC.CBR.00026896
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SCHEDuLE IV ~ TRANSACTIONS

FChtlrlesB.RBngel

Page6,-,,9

Report any purchase, snle, or exchange by you, your SpOUSll, or dependent chUd during the reporting y<lM of any roal prope!1y, stocks, bonds, commoditfes futUl'es,
or olher seeurilJes when lhe smOlmt of the transaction exceeded $1,OIJO. Include lransllc!ions that resulted In a loss. Provide a bdlllf description of any exchange
tr<Jnsaction, 00 flot report a transaction betwelln you, your spouse, or your dependent child, or tile purchase or sale of your personal resldenc9, unless Ills rented
Olli. If only a portion of an asset is sold, please so Indicate (I.e., "partial salo~). Soe example below.

SP,
DC,

JT

Asset

Date

10-29-08 S, Div.

Bernstein Muni Inc Fd New York CL A

Amount of Transaction
$100,001 - $250,000

Reinv. P

Municipal Inc. Fd. New York Port

!Bl;lckrock: Equity Dilddend Fund Instl

p
S,P

Div. Reinv.

$1,001 -$15,000

- $15,000

Steers International Realty Fund CL A

- $50,000
Cust Fd Inc. Ser CL A

S,P

Capital Appreciation CL A

S

- $15,000

S
Barc1ays TIPS 80 Prot Sec FD

Morgan US Real Estate Fund CL A

Exhibit 064
CSOC.CBR.00026897
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SCHEDuLE IV - TRANSACTIONS

Name Charles B. Rangel

I any purchase, sale, or exchange by you, your spouse, or dependent child during Ihe reporting year of any real property, stocks, bonds, commoditles futures,
seGuritin5 when the amount of Ihe transaction exceeded $1,000. InClude transactions that resulted in a loss. Provide II brief desl,;ripUon of any exchange
,",1;,,,, ", 0" ".pori , '"","",,," betwoon you, your .spouse, or your dependent child, or the pIlrchase or sale of your personal residence, unless It is rented
f only" portion of an asset is SOld, please so Indlcllte (I.e., "partial sale"). See example below.

SP,
DC,
JT

Asset
i Loom's "ay"" Strategic Income Fund CL A

Exhibit 064
CSOC,CBR.00026898
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SCHEDULE VII ~ TRAVEL PAYMENTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

I~ame Charles 8,

c_

Rangel

PageBol S

Identify the sotlreo and list Imvo! Itinerary, dates, and nature of expenses provided for travel and travel-related expenses totaling more than $335 received by you,
your SpOtlS!!, or a dependent child during the reporting parloct Indicate whether a family member accompanied the traveler at the sponsor's expense, and the
amount of time, if any. that was not at the sponsor's expense. Disclosure is required regardless of whether the expenses were reimbursed or paid directly by the

sponsor. Exclude: TrsVi;l-related expenses provIded by federal, state, anti local governments, or by a foreign government required to be separately reported under
the foreign Gifts and Decorations Act (5 U.S.C § 7342); political travel that is required to be reported under the Federal Eiactlon Campaign Act; travel provided to a
spouse or dependent child that is totally Independent of his or her relationship to you.

Source
Carib News Foundation

Date(s)
Nov. 7·9,

2008

I

Departure~-

Was a Family

+I

Lodging? Food? Member Included?
Point of
Destinatlon-.Point of Return
(YIN)
(YIN)
(YIN)

I NY-St. Maarten-NY

i

Y

Y

N

Daysnot~L

sponsor's
expense
None

Exhibit 064
CSOCcCBR00026899
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r:;:'ch";e'BR,mg,,

SCHEDULE VIII- POSITIONS

p",;",-

Report all positions, compensated or ullcompensated. held during the current l:alendar year as an officer, director, trustee of an organization, partner, proprletor,

nmrosontatlvo, employee, or consultant of any corporation, firm, pannllrshlp, or any business enterprIse, any nOl1profit organization, any labor organization, or any
educational or other institution ot!lQf than the United States. Exclude: Positions hlilld in any religious, social, fraternal, or politIcal entities; positions solely of an
honorary nature; and positions listed on Schedule L

Position
Member of the Board

I

Name of Organization
New York Empowerment Zone

l!JIHIWT
Exhibit 064
CSOC.CBR.00026900

907
Fo,,;' 990~PF
,

I

I

Return of Private Foundation

OM'No>

<

I 2008

or Seotion 4947(a)(1} Nonexempt Chari1able Trust

Treated as a Private Foundation

Oeperlmenlotll1eTreu.suty

Note. The foundatIOn may be able to usc acopy of this return to satisfy state rePortlng requIrements.
•and enllin
G ClHlckallthataoolv
Jlnltlal return
Final relurn
Amended return
Address channa
Name chalm9
Use lhe IRS Name of loundatlon
A Emplover Idenlllical/on number

l"temhl fl...enUD s.."""",

For caltmdar yilal 2008, 01 lax yeal beginning

L

0

O!;~::;a, ~~l'_HllEL
print

0

CHARITABLE TRUST

NlIll1betMd sl_qor P 0 bOXflumlwllmalile nol d/!llvered !(> atroollJddroos)

~~~r~:t~~~~t CIty or lown, slate, and ZIP cOde

I

""'om/suIte

"tv,a, C/O PHIL WEINPER 20 S.BAYLES AVE.

B Telephone numbar

516-883-[
C II exemption appl,cauor> IS pending, check hll/1l

':PORT WASHINGTON

NY

11050

D 1. ForOlgn orgalllzatlons,clleck here

o

other (specify)

"H-C""h-,,'"'k,,-,"'eo"","-o'Q"',~n"-"'t"'lOn='iLXJ"<i9':s'-'.ct':'lo'-'n':-:SO"'("C)':13"') ,~,a"'m""''-'''''''''''''t''''''O-""'"'.'"''tl'''on-------1 2, ~g:~h~~~~~':.~~h ~;9~~6~5% 1!lS1,
o Section 4947falfl nOOE!xem tchantablelrust D other taxable nvalafoundatlon
",""F,"",,-"m"ar""k.","'', ,'u"'a",,":,,"-Ia"",,"',t,"',",,"'no"'o"',YB""'' ' J'T' 'J"'A-,,'=ou=nt"'In"'Qm""'",'h'"O.=F.IXJ;Jf':c"'a' ' h' ' ' ' ' O' "'A' ' '-'U-'I:----I E~tJ~~a~:~~~~~~~~l(W~)~tSe~~~~i:'ed~D
(fromP8Jt/l, col. (c), Ime 16)

575 319 .. (Pari /, column (d) must7b.-o:":n""c':Cascch7ba"'''''"s,);----

.... $

F

f

60

t

~~~:r ~~~t~~~~~~~~/~ B.mC~~~kl~~~natl:D
N A

1 COfltl1butmns, gIftS, granti>. etc, rec6!Vlld ..
2 Ch""I<~(X} Iltllllfoollll1~o"lsnolmc:p.E1~joaltll;bScllB
3 ~rt':;r;"f~"~~I~~';2':111nd IW<pC""'Y

11 546.

'l'ATEMENT 1

4 OlVldends and Interest from securities

~

J

5" Gross rents
bNelll!ntalln<1(ll"/'leor~oss)
~~:s"';,.;;;,.\l:~~~;:~ale OfasS~tB not On hno. 10

I------t-------t------+-----'~~-~

~:~~o;:~:;~ncome (from PatiN. Ime 2) •

o.

6:
7

------t-------t------+-----+------

8 Net shorHerm capItal gaUl

1:a ~~~:~j:!I:e~~s
oLess Cost ofl;loods sold

c Gross prOfl! or (lOSs)
11 Othermcome
12 T t I. Add I eslIhro

I

t====~t=====t======t::=====t======
11 546.

h11

o.

GompsnSllllOl1 o!omo;:ero, dlrmlOI'l, tnHt~, eta

13

o.
o.

o.

14 other employee satanes and wages
15
~ 16a

penSlonPtans,emPIOyeehenefi~itS-D~~~~f):=+=t======t======t======
REC

Legal fees
1
Accounlmg fees
G1 c Other professional fees
~
g 17 Interest
~ .AUG
~ ~ 18 Taxes
~
~ .~ 19 Oepreclahonand-depletlon
:: 'lE 20 Occupancy
.
~ ~ 21 Trnvel, oonferences, and meetings
::JJ Ii 22 Pnotmg and publlcallons
« W23 Dtherexpenses.
.STMT .2
(01

li

b

I

IV

1 Ifi,

0,GD ~

o

~ r.J

rJ)

?nna 1"1
In;
0

215.

~ 24 Total operallng and admInistrative

~ ~

~

215.
155 000.

expenses. Add IJnes 13lhtough 23

o 25 Contflbutlons,Qlfts,grantspald
2& Total oxpenses and illsbllfsemen!s,

155 215.

Add lines 24 and 25
.
27 Subtract Ilna 26 fromllOll12:
a Excess 01 revenue over expenscs ana dlsQumcrnent9

b Net Investment Income Q! nega1!v&, enter .0-)
CAd usted nellncome 1 alN unter.o.

LHA Far Privacy Att and Paperwork ReducllDn Acl Nollce, see the Instructlons.
823501

01-02-1»
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
Begmlllng of year
Balance Sheets Clllurmshouldbefufcnd-ol'jW'amollIlt'lonly
AItlt:llMlsrnedldesandamol,llltslll~desc!lp~on

Form 99D-PF (2008)
~

(a) Book Value

1 Ca::h - non-lnlllf6::!-bBarmg.
2 Savmgs and temporary cash Investments
3 Accounts receivable'"
Less allowance for doubtful accounts ....
4 Pledges recall/able ....
less' allowance for doubtful accounts ...
5 Grants receivable
6 ReceIVables due from officers, directors, trustees, and other
dlsQualff19d persons
7 Ot/Ie(n~~n(lroansrm\\lble.

j

(b) Book Value

Page2
End of year
(Il) Falr Market ValUll

378.
721 610.

163.
575 156.

163.
575 156.

721 988.

575 319.

575 319.

..

less allowance for doubtful accounts ....
8 Inventories for saln or USft,
,.
.
..
9 Prepald expenses and deferred charges
10a lrW9stmen!s ~ US and state government obllgatlOns
b Investffi1!nts ~ corporate stock
c Investments ~ corporate bonds
j,.
11 ln~I!;·laIIdbu~~nos.andeqlll~m:ntbaslS
l..e$S~lIldltljlredltlcn

..
..

12 Investments - mortgage loons
13 Investments· other
14 land, bUIldings, and eqUIpment. basis ...
lessoc:cumulall;ddstl~ra~n

••

15 other assets (descnbe ~

)

16 Tolal assels to be com lated b all fliers
17 Accounts payable and accrued expenses
18 Grants payable
~ 19 Deferreo revenue
ill 26 Ulan, fmtnofficom, dlroclCI9, trIIsleoo, lI"d olherdlsquahfte<l Pm$Oll'
21 MortgageS and other notes payable
:::i 22 other flabllilles (describe ....

..

-

:g

j
tl'l

~

~

j

:l!

)

23 Tolalllabllllles ad lmes 17 throunh 22
FoumfatlnRs Ihal follow SFAS 117, check he,e
"0
and complete lines 241hrough 26 and lines 30 and 31.
24 Unrestricted.
25 Temporanly restricted
26 Permanently restrIcted
~·IXJ
Foundallons that do not follow SFAS 117, check here
and eomplelellnes 27lhrougb 31,
27 Capital stock, trust prIncIpal, or current funds
26 Pald-ln or caPItal surplus. or land, bldg" lind equipment fund . ,
29 Retained earnings, accumUlated income, endowment, or other funds
30 T01all1l:I1 assels III fund balant:es

31 Total liabilities and net assetsifand balances

O.

O.

O.
O.

O.

721 988.
721 988.

575,319.
575 319.

721 988.

575 319.

O.

~ Analysis of Changes in Net AS5ets or Fund Balances
1 Tolal net assels Of fund balances al begmnlng olyear~ Part lI,column (a), hne 30
(must agreewlth and~of-Yllarflgure reported on prior year's return)
2 Enter amount from Part I, line 273
B other increases not Included In line 2'(lt~~l~el ...
4 Add lines 1,2. and 3
5 Decreases nat Included In line 2'{ltem'l;e) ...
5 Tolal net assels or lund balances a nd of "ear Ime 4 mmus Ime 5 - Part" column b Ime30

2

721 988.
<146 669. >

3
4

575 319.

1

~
6

O.
O.

575 319.
form 990-PF (2008)

823511
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Form 990«PF 2008)

Part V

.....

ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

Pa e3

Capital Gains and Losses for Tax on Investment Income
(alUM and descnbethe km(f{s) of property sold {e 9 ,real estate,
2-story bnck warehouse, or common stOCk, 200 shs. MLC Co )

{b~~Op~;CCh~Ui~d
D- DonaHon

(It) Date sold
(mo,day,yr)

(Cl~~~ed~~~~~Tl

1a

NONE

h

,

·
d

(e) Gross sales price

<g) Cost crother basis

(I) DeprecIation anowed
(or allowable)

ttl) GaIn ar{loss)
(e) plus (f) mInus (g)

plus expanse of sale

a
b

,
• Complete
d

Ollly for assets shoWlfI9 galll !Il column (h) and owned by the foundatIOn on 12/31/69

(J)fMV.as of 12/31/69

II) Mlusted baSIS
as of 12/31169

(I) Gains (Col (h) gam mums
col (k), but not less than -0-) or
losses {from col (hl)

(k) Excess 01 col. (I)
over col tl}, d any

a
h

,

d

•
2 Capila! gaIn fIet Income or (net capital loss)

{ If gain, also enter In Part I, Une 7
If (loss), enter -0- In Part I, lme 7

3 Net short-term capital {I31n or (lass) as defined In sections 1222(5) and (6)
lfg3111, alSo enter mPart l, Ime B, column (c)
If losS. enter-O-mPart! Uo08

P'I1'\V

}

2

1

3

Qualification Under Section '4940(e) for Reduced Tax on Net Investment Income

(For optional use by domestIc ptlvale foundations SUbject to the sectIOn 4940(a) tax Of! net Investment Income)
If sectIOn 4940(d)(2) applIes, leave thiS part blank.

Dyes 00 No

Was the foundatIOn liable for the sechon 4942 taxon tlle dIstributable amount of any year In the base periOd?
If "Yes "the foundation does not qualify under section 4940l6) Do not complete this part
1 Enter the appropriate amount In each column for each year see instructions before makmg any entries
(al
(h)
(e)
Adjusted qualifying dIstributIOns
Net value of nonchantable-use assets
Calendar v::ro~1~~~la~a6~ mnmn to
170,210.
785 037.
2007
150,355.
922 3112006
119
743.
1 030 926.
2005
O.
1,058 085.
200'
2003
2 Total of hne 1, column (d) .

(dl

col

~lr~~I~~gnb~a~gl

(c)

.216818
.163020
.116151
.000000
2

.495989

3 Average dlstnbuhon ratio forthe s-year base: period - diVIde the total on line 2 by 5, or by the number of years
3

.123997

4 Enter the net value ofnonchantable-use assets for 2008 from Part X, Une 5

4

638 924.

5 MulUply hne 4 by line 3

5

79 225.

6 Enter 1% of net Inveslment income (1% of Part I, flne 27b)

5

O.

7 Add llnes 5 and 6

7

79 225.

8 Enter qualifying dlstnbutJons from Part Xli, line 4

8

155 215.

the foundation has been meXIstence If less than 5 years

If line 81s eQual to orgreatarthan Une 7, clleckthe box In Part Vl,lIne 1b, and (lomplela that parl usmg a 1% tax rate.
See tile Part VllnstrucUons

Form 990-PF (200BI
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PartYI

ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

Pa 94

"

excise Tax Based on Investment Income Section 494O(a), 494O(b), 4940 ei.

0

18 Exempt operatmg fOUndations descnbed in sacllon 4940(d)(2), check here ...
and enter 'N/A' on Une 1.
Date of mUng letter
(aUaCh copy 01 ruHn!llatler If necessary-see IOSlrucllons)
b Domestlcfounda!lons that meat the section 4940(6) requirements In Part V, check herll
and enter 1%

.... 00

instructions

)

1

O.

2
3
4
5

O.
O.
O.
O.

7
8

O.

II>

9

O.

. I RefUnded:

10
11

of Part I, line 27b
c All olherdomestlc foundatIOns enter 2% of line 27b. Exempt10relgn organtzahons6nter4% of Part l.lme 12, cot (b)
2 Tax under section 511 (domestic sectIon 4947(a}(1) trusts and taxable foundations only others entef -{H

3 Add llnes 1 and 2
4 Subtitle A (tncome) tax (domesltc sectron 4947{a)(1) trusts and taxable foundatlons only Others enter·O·)
5 Tax based on Investment Income. Subtract Ime 4 from Ime 3 If zero or less, enter-o6 CredltslP~ym&nts
I 8. I
a 2008 estImated tax payments and 2007 overpayment credited to 2008
b Exempt foreign orgamzatlons· tax wllhheld at source
c Tax paid wllfl applicatIOn fOr extension of tIme to 11le (FOrm 8868)
8,
d Backup Wllhholdmg erroneously withheld
6d
7 Total credits and payments Add lines 6a through 6d
8 Enter any penalty for underpayment of estimated tax Che~k here
If For~ 2220 IS attached
9 Tax due. If the total of lines 5 and 81s more than Ilne 7, enter amounl owed.
1Q Overpayment If lme 71s more tMn the total MhOS$: 5 and 8, antertbe amount overpaId
11 Enter the amount of hoe 10 to be Credlted to 2009 estimated tax'"

6,

D

IPartYll.JI

Statements Regardin Activities

1a Ounnl] the tax year, did the fOUndatIon attempt to mlluence any natIonal. state, or loeallegislatlon or dId It fl3ftlclpate or mtervene In
any pOlitical campaign?
b Did II spend more than $100 during the year (either directly or Inchrect!V) for political purposes (see Instructions for dellnJ!lon)?
If the answer Is fiYes" to 18 or1b. attach a detaJfed descnptlon of the actIVIties and copIes of any matenaJs pUbfJshed or
dlstnbuted by the foundation In confUilctlOn With the actiVities.

c DId the foundatIOn file Fotm1120·POlforthlS year'>
If Enterthe amount {If any) of tax on pollflcal expendItures (sochon 4955) Imposed during the year
(1) On the foundation ... $
O. (2) On foundatron managers ... $
O.
a Enlertha r~Hrnbursement (If any) paid by tho fOundatIOn durlOg tlla year for political exPenditure tax Imposed on foundallOn
O.
managers" $
2 Has the foundation engaged In any actlVltles that have not preViously beEfn reported to the IRS?
If "Yes, U attach a detailed description of the actIvities,
Has the foundation made any changes. not previously feported to the IRS. In lis governlfll] instrument. articles of IflcorporatlOn, or
bylaws, or olher sImilar Instruments? If "Yes," attach a conformed copy of the changes
43 Did Ihe foundation have uflrelated busmess gross Income of $1 ,000 or more during the year?
N/A
b If "'(6S,' has It filed a lax return on Form 990·T for Ihls year?
5 Was there a liquidation, termination, dissolution. or substanllal contrachon during lhe year?
If "Yes, " attach the statement reqUired by General InstructIOn T.
6 Are the requirements 01 sectIOn 50B{e) (relatmg to sectlons 4941 through 4945) sallsfied ellller:
• By langoage In the govermng IIlstfumeot, or
• By stale leglsllltlOn that effectively amends tile govemmg Instrumen! so that no mandatOIY dltecUons that conflICt wllhthe state law
remaIn In tile govefnmg Instrument?
7 Old the foundation have at leasl $5,000 In assets at any lIme dunng the yellr?
If "Yes," complete Part II, co!. (0), and Part XV.
8a Enler the stales to whIch the foundallon reports or wl!h WhIch It IS registered (see instructIons) ...

a

Yes No

"

...1'_

X
",,-

.L

,.

X

2

X

...
3

X
X

5

X

5
7

X
X

8b

X

NY
b If the answar IS "Yes' to Ime 7, has tM foundation furnished acopy of Form 990'PF to the Attorney General (or designate)
of each state as required by General Instruction G? ff Wo," attach explanation
9 Is the foundation clalmmg status as aprivate operating foundallon wlthm lhe meanIng of sllctlon 4942(j){3) or 4942(j)(5) for calendar
year 2008 or the taxable year beglnmng In 2008 (see instructions for Part XlV)? If "Yes," complate Part XIV
10 Old an" nelSons become subs a~'lal"'onttlbutofS dunnn thEflax uear? 1"V_ • ltachaech lie I
el
lIS/l" odd .~

9
18

X
X

Fo"" 990-PF 120081
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

11 At ,IllY tIme durIng the year, d]d lfle loumla!lon. directly or IndIrectly, own acontrolled entity w~hln the meanmg of
section 512(b)(13)'J I! "Ves,' attach schedule (see Instructtons)
12 010 the foundatton acquire adIrect or indirect lOterest In any appUcable mSl,lranCfl contract before

[;ff

August 17. 2008'
13 Did Ihe foundatIOn comply WIth the public lnspecllOn requirements for Its annual returns and exemptIOn application?

WebslleaddreS$ ~ -,..~N,,/",A;,;-;;==;o-

14

~::a~;~~~

a; IS~~

~S",T,"~~X~P~I~~i~~~~Co-=A~D~DC=RC=E~S~S"'------

13

X

-:-""CT"'=-"'="'_
6
Telephone no
;"_B_B_3_-_7_7_1,.-1,..,,..

"Z;:4

16 SeclHm 4947(a)(1} nonexempt charitable trusts fllmo Form 990 PF in lIeu of Form 1041 -Check here
and enter the amount of taxM6xemn!mleresl received or accrued durlnn Ihe lIeaf ..

..

M

~I 18" I

I Pert VU·B Statements Regarding Activities for Which Form 4720 Mav Be "R~quired

File Form 4720 if any item is checked in the "Yes" column, unless an exception applies.
1a Durlnlllhe year did the foundatlOll (either directly or lndlrectly)
Ul Ellgage in tile sale or exchange,or leasing of property Wllh adlsquallfiec:l person?
DYes
(2) Sorrow money from, lend money to, or otherwlS9 extend credit to (or accept It from)
adisqualified person?
DYes
(3) Furnish goods, saMces, or faCllltlGS 10 {or accept them from) a dlsquallfled person?
Yos
OYos
(4) Pay compensallOn to, or payor reimburse the exPenses of, a d!SQuahlled person? _
(5) Transfer any Income or assets to a disqualified person (or make any of either available
fortbe banefit or use of adlsqualtfled person)?
Yos
(6) Agree to pay money or property 10 II government off!clal? (Excepllon. Check 'No'
Itthe foundation agreed to make a granl to orto employ the official for a penod after
teITnmatlon ot government seMca, If termlnatmg wIlhm 90 days)
DYes
b 11 any answer is "Yes' to 1a{1 I-(5), did any of the acts fall!o qualify under the exceptions described In Regulations
section 53.4941(d)-3 or in a current nollco regardlnQ disaster ass!slanca (see page 20 of the Instructions)?
OrgimhallOns relymg on a current notice regardIng dlsasler assistance check hera
cOld UlllfoundatJon engage In a pnOlyear In any ot the acts described In 1a, olherihan excepted acls, that were not corrected
before the flrsl day of tile tax year begmnmg m 2008?
2 Taxes on failure to dlstnbute Illcol'rnJ (section 4942) (doe$ nol apply for years the foundallOn was a private opefallng fouMatlon
defined In sllctlon 49420)(3) or 4942(j)(5))
a At the end of tax year 2008, did the foundatlon have any undlslnbuted IOcome (lines 5d and 5e, Part XII!) for tax year(s) begmmng
before 2008?
DYes:

0

N/A
Yes No

IXlNo

o

IXlNo
IXl No
IXl No

o

IXlNo

IXl No
N/A
~O

1b

"

X

00 No

IfY9S::lIslthayears~

b Are there any years listed In 2a for willeh tM foundation Is nol.applymg the provisions of section 4942(a)(2) (relatmg to incorrect
valuation of assets) to ll1e years undlslnbuled lncome?(lf applymg section 4942{a)(2) to ail years hsted, answer "No' and attach
statement ~ see Instructions )
c !fthe prOVISions of section 4942(a){2) are bemg applied 10 any otItle years listed m 2a, list lhe yeats hare.

N/A

2b

~

3a Old the foundation hold more Ihan a 2% direct or Indlroctlnterest in any bUSiness enterprise al any time
Yos IXlNo
dUring the yea r?
b If "Yes,' did 11 have excess bUSiness holdings In 2008 as a result of (1)3ny purchase by the foundation or dlsquallfred persons after
May 26, 1969. {211he lapse of Ihe5·year period (or longer penod approved by the Commissioner under section 4943{c)(7)) to dIspose
of hOldlllgS acqUlffld by gift or bequest, or {31 Il1a lapse of the 10·, 15~, Or 20'yearfirst ph3sahold!ng penod? (Use Schedule e,
N/A"
Form 4720, to determme If the foundation had excess busfness holdIngs In 2008)
".
4a Old Iho foundatIOn lOvest durmg the year any amount In a mannertflat would Jeopardize Its chantablll purposes? •
b DId the foundatIOn make any Investment In a prior year (bul after December 31, 1969) that could jeopardize Its chantabla purpose that
had not been removed from eooard before the fust dav 01 tha lax vear bealnnln In 2008'

o

3b
4.

X

4b

X

'o<m Q90·PF (2008)
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
I Part VII"B Statement. Regarding Activities for Which Fonm 4720 May Be
6a Oimng the year did the foundation payor incur any amount to:
(1 I Carry on propaganda, or otherwIse attempt to Influence legIslation (section 4945(8))?
...
Dves
(2) Influence the outcome of any specifiC publlc efacllon (seB seellOn 4955); or to earlY on, directly or Indirectly,
any voter registratIon drive?
D V"
(3) Pn,lVide a grant to an IndivIdual fOr travel, study. or other slmltar purposes?
D V"
(4) PrOlm,te a grant to an orgaOlzatmll other than acharltable,atc., orgamzatlOn described 10 sectIOn
509(a){l), (2), Or (3), or section 4940{d)(2)?
Dves
(5) PrOVide for any purpose other than religiOUS, charltahle, scientIfic, Illerary, Of educational purposes, (If for
the prevention of cruelty to chIldren or animals?
Yes
b If any answer IS 'Yes"to 5il(lN5), did any of the transactIOns fal! to Qualify under the exceptions deSCribed In RegulatIOns
sectIOn 53.4945 Dr In acurrent nOUce regarding disaster assistance (salllOstructlons)?
Organl~atlOns relYll1g on a current nOUce rHgardm9 alsaster aSSistance check hera
t If the answer IS "Yes'lo Quesl!on 50(4), does tha foundation claim exemptron from the tax because It marntamad
expenditure r{lsponslbillty forthe grant?
,N I A
Dves
If "Yes, "attach the statement required by RegUlations section 53.4945-5(d).
53 Old tM foundation, during the year, receNe any funds, directly or Indirectly, to pay premiums on
a personal benefit contract?
Dv"
b Old the foundation, Duong the year, pay premiums, dIrectly or indIrectly, on a pernonal benefit contract?
ff you answered "Yes" to 6b, also file Fonn 8870_
7a At anytime during tile tax year, was the foundatllJl1 a party to II protllbltlld tax shelter transactIOn?
D V"
b If vas did th foundation receIVe anv I roceeds or have an net incoml~, attnbutabte 0 the lransactlon?

CJ

[XJNo
[XJNo
[XJ No
[XJNo

00 No
N/A
I"-D

5b

DN.
[XJN.
[XJ No
N/A

5.

X

7b

f........+..-

f Part VIII I W~fJ'E;:~~~y~~~~~:~:~:;~\~~orsJ Trustees, Foundation Managers, Highly
1 list all officers directors trustees foundation managers and their compensation

--

ta) Name ami address

h~)rlrir ~:~~~~~~:d

to) CompensatIOn
(llnotpald,
enter -0-

O.

SEE STATEMENT 3

2 Compensation of five highest~paidemployees other than those included on line 1 • If none enter "NONE."
(b) Tille, and average
ta) Name and address of each employee paid more than $50.000
(0) CompensatIOn
de~~¥~~ fgr ~:~~n

~~~W~~~
~~~";;bQl1

a!~h~~r,e~lt~r
allowances

O.

O.

t~~~:~'~fl~

a~~t~~r.e~~~r

~~~~m:
~
nsalloo

allowances

NONE

I"0
Form 990..PF (2008)

Total number of 0 her emol<iVees Dald over $50 000

8235$1
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

3 Five highest paid independent contractors for professional services If none enter "NONE"
(al Nama and i1ddress of each person paid more than $50,000

Pegs 7

(b) Type of selVll:e

(c) Compensation

NONE

~

Total number 01 others rec91vln over 50000 for orofesslonal SeIVtC9S

0

,PmtIX·A Summary of Direct Charitable Activities
LIst tha foundatIOn's four largest dlract charitable acttvllles during the tax yaar InclUde relevant slallstlcallOfofmatlon such as the
number of orgaOlzatlons and other baneflclalJes served, confarencfJS convened, research paperS produced, etc

N/A

1

Expenses

--

2

3

4

-part IX-B SummarY of Pronram-Related Investments
Descnbe the two largest program-related Investments made by the foundatIOn during the tax year on lines 1and 2

Amount

N/A

1

2

All o1herprogrnm-rslaled Investments See tnstrucllons

3
~

Total. Add lines 1 t fouah 3

O.
Fonn 990·PF (2008)
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

I ~ X ! Minimum Investment Return (All domestIc foundatlOna must complete this part. F'orelgn foundations, see instructIons.)
1

a
tl
c
II
e

2
6

•

5

6

faIr market value of assets not used (or held for use) directly 10 carrying out Charitable, etc, purposes
AveralJe monthly faIr market value of securities
Average of monthly cash balances
Fair marnet value of all other assets
Total (add lmes 1a, b, and c)
ReductIon claImed for blockage or other factoltl reported on lings 13 and
1c (attaCh d6talled explanatIOn)
I 1e I
AcQUlslUonlndebfednass applicable to Hne 1assets .
Subtract hne 2 from line 1d

Cash deemeCl held for charltable aclivillas Enter 1 112% of lme 3 (for greater amount, see Instrucbons)
Netvalu8 ofnoncharltable·usa assats. Subtraclllne 4 from line 3 En!e:r here and on PartV, line 4
Minimum Inveslmant r~Jlurn. Enter 5% of Ime 5

MrtllffiUm Investment return from Part X, lme 6 .
23 Tax on Investment mcome for 2008 from Part VI, IlI\e 5
2,
b Income tax for 2008, (Thlsdoos not include the tax from Part VI )
2b
c Add lines 2a and 2b
6 DIstributable amount before adjustments Subtract Ime 2c from /Ina 1
Recoveries of amounts treated as qualifymg dIstributions
5 Add lmes 3 and 4
6 DeductIOn from dlstnbutable amount (see Instructions)
7 Dlslrlbutable amount as ad usted Subtrael Une 6 from line 5 Enter here and on Part XlU line 1 .

1

I

I

•

1a

O.

lb

648 654.

""

648 65-4:-

6

O.
648 654.
9 730.
638,924.
31 946--:-

1

31,946.

2
6

•
5

2,

O.

6

31 946.

5
6

31 946.

7

31 946.

10

155,215.
O.

•

O.

O.

~ Qualifying Distributions (see instructions)
1

a

Amounts paid {inCluding admlmstl1lhve expenses) to accomplish chanlable, etc., purposes'
Expenses, contrlbutlons. giftS, etc. ~ total from Part I, column {d), line 26

,

b Program-related Investments -total trom Part IX¥B

lb
2

Amounts paId to acquire assets used (or hald for use) dIrectly mcarrying out charitable, etc., purposes
Amounts sat aside for specific chantabla proiects that satisfy Ihe
a SUllabll1ly test (prIOr IRS approval required)
6'
b Cash distnbuUon fest (attach the requIred schedule)
6b
155
4 Qualifying dlstrlbullons. Add I,nas 111 through 3b Enter hera and Oil Part V,lme 8, and Pari XIIl, Ima 4
5 Foundations that Quahfy under section 4940(e) fortha reduced rate of tax on net Investment
5
Income Enter 1% of Pat! I, hne 27b
155
6
6 Adjustell qualifying dlstrlbullons. Subtract line 5 from line 4
Note. The amount on line 6 wl!t be used In Part V, column (b), 10 subsequent years when calculatlOg whether the foundaMn qualifIes for the section

6

•

215.

O.
215.

823571
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

~ Undistributed Income {sse Instructions)
la)

Ib}

Corpus

Vears prior to 2007

Ie}
2007

Id)
2008

1 DIstributable amount for 200Blrom Part Xl,
line 7

2

31 946.

Undistributed m.come, llnny, as 01 tho end 012007

o.

a Enter amount for 2007 only

b Tolal for prior years,

o.

" Excess dlsirlbullons car~ov&r, If any, to 2008:
afrom 2003
bFrom2004
22 984.
c From 2005
104,239.
dFrom 2006
130 958.
e:From2007
f Total ofllnas 3a through e
4 OUallfylng dlstnbulions tor 2008 from
155 215.
PartXlI.liml4 ~$
aAppllad to 20G7, but Ilotmare than bne 23
bApplled to imdlstnbuted Income of prior
years (Bectlon required· see Instructions)
c Treated as dlstnbutlons oul of corpus
(Election reqmred· ses InstructIOns)
dApplledto 2008 dlslnbutable amount

258 18I.

o.

e--

eRemalnmg amount distributed oul of corpus

5

o.

ExoossdJslnbubOllscanyoverepplledtQ2(lOfi •
~18n BmOunl -lIllPelII'9 ll'l column (d), \he slim.. amount

o.

31 946.

123 269.

-

o.

o.

mUSl be shown >n columll (a) l
6 Enter Ihe net tolal of each column as
Indicated below:

a CQrpll9 Add lin"" 3r, 4t; lind 46 Sub!n1clIlllll5

bPrior years' undlstnbuted Income. Subtract
Ime 4b from line 20
cEnter the amount of pnor years'
undlstrlDutad mcoma for which a notice of
deficIency !las been Issued, or on which
the section 4942{a) tax has been prevIously
assessed
dSubtract 1mB 6c from Hne 6b. Taxable
amount ~ sea instructions
eUntllstrlouted lIlcome for 2007 Subtract lrna
43 from !lna 23 Taxable amount ~ sea In5tr
f Undlslnbufed Income for 2008. Subtract
Imas 4d and Strom Ime 1. This amount must
be t!lstnbuted lO 2009
7 Amounts treated as distributions out of
corpus to satisfy requiramanls Imposad by

,cetion 170Ib}(1}(F} or 4942lg}(3)
8 Excess olsfnbutlons carryover from 2003
not appll6d on lina 5 or lm& 7
9 Excess 1l1sfrlbullons carryover In 2009.
Sullfracillnes 7 and 8 from !lne 6a
10 Analys!sofllna9'
aExcess from 2004
22 984.
bExcess from 2005 .
104 239.
cExcess from 2006 "
130 958.
dExcess from 2007
123 269.
BExcess from 2008

381 450.

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
O.
O.
381 450.

'"m 990-PF (2008)
823'.181
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

P",,"

">

Part XIV Private Operating Foundations (see Instructions and Part VB·A, question 9)

~I

1 It lithe foundatIOn has rec&ived a ruling ordelerminatlon lelterlhallt IS aprivate operatmg
10umlallon, aMine rulmg is effective for 200B, enler 1M date 011he rullng
b Check box to Indicate whether the foundation Is a"rlvaw 0 eratm foundation descnhed In section
Tax ear
Poor 3 years
2 a Enter the lesser of the adjusted net
(.)2008
(0"007
(')2006
mcorntl from Part I or the mInimum
Investment return from Part Xfor
each year lIsted
b 85%oflm82a
t Quallfymg dlstrlbutlons from Part XII,
line 4for each year listed
d Amounts Included In lme 2c not
used directly for achva conduct of
exemptllctlvltlas
e Ouallfymg distributions made dlreclly
for active conduct of exempt acbvltles
Subtract line 2d from llne 2c ..
3 Complete 3a, b, or c for the
al!ernativa test relmd upon
a ·Assets· aRernatlve test ~ enter
(1) Value of all assets

N/A
4942/1113

Of

D

(0)2005

4942(1){5
(elTolal

(2) Valua of assets qualifying
undar sectlQn 4942(1)(3)(9)(1) .
b 'Endowment' alternative test ~ enter
2/3 of minimum investment tetum
shown In Part X, Ime 6 for each year
listed
c ·Support' allernatlve test ~ enter
(1) Total support othet than gross
investment mcome (Interest,
dIVidends, rents, payments on
secunlles loans (secllon
512(a)(5)}, or royaltieS)
(2) support from general public
and 5 or more exempt

~~~fl~~aJ90~i(I}M(~(~~d

In

(3) U1lVest amount of support from
an eXllmpt orgamzallon
(4\ Gross mvestmelltlncome
~

Supple'!'entary Infonnatlon

(Compl~te this ~art

only if the foundation had $5,000 or more in assets

at any time during the year-see the Instructions.)
1

Infoooallon Regarding Foundation Managers:
a list any managers of the foundation who have contnbuled more Ihan 2% of the total contnbullons receIVed by the foundation before the close 01 any tax
year (but only Ifthey have conlnbuted more than $5,000) (See section 507{d)(2l )

NONE
b Llst any managers ofths foundation who own 10% or more of the slock of acorporation (or an equally large portion of the ownership of apartnershIp or
otller enUlY) of wlttch the foundation has a 10% or greater Interest.

NONE
2

In1ormalion Regarding Contribution, Grant. Gift. Loan, Scholarship. etc.• Programs:
Check lIere ... D If the foundatIOn only makes eontnbutlons to preselecled charitable organizations and does not accept unsollCited requests for funds 11
the foundatlon makes giftS, grants, ale. (see lnstrucllons) to mdlvlduals or organizatIons under other conditIOns, complete Items 2a, b, c, and d.
a The name, address. and talaphone number of the person 10 whom appllcatlons shoul(1 be addressed

PHIL WEINPER

20 SOUTH BAYLES AVENUE PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050

b The form In which appllcatlons should be submllted and Informllllon 3nd malerlalslhey should Includlt

N/A
c Any submissIon deadlines.

N/A
d Any reslnctlOns or llmltatlons on awalds, such as by geographical areas, chant3ble fieldS, kindS olmstltutlons, or other factors:

N/A
Form 990-PF (2008)
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ANN S KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

a

Page"

Supplementary Information (con1rnue dl

Grants and Contributions Paid Durinn the Ye~r or Annroved for Future PaYment
If recrpilmt IS an mdlvrdual.
RecIpIent
Foundation
show any relatIOnship 10
any foundation manager
status of
Nama and address (home or l)uSI06SS)
fflClplent
or substantIal contributor

3

Pur~~~!r~u~i~~t or

Amount

Paid dunng the year

CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK,
NEW YORK, NY

PUBLIC
HARITY

HARITABLE

90,000.

HUNTER COLLEGE RESEARCH
FOUNDATION, NEW YORK, NY

PUBLIC
f;HARITY

CHARITABLE

65,000.

Tolal
b Approved for future payment

~

3,

~

3.

155 000.

NONE

Tolal ..

O.
Form 990-PF (200S)
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FOlm 99O-PF (200BI

.

I Part XVI A I

.

Analysis of Income Producing Activities

Enter gHlSS amounts unless olhelWisa Indicated.

Unrelated business Income

1'1

1 Program SIHVIC(l revenue:

,
,b
,
,

Business

coda

£><eluded" ~""U"1'\ 5~2 513 <>fS14

~,Y:·
"""

(bl
Amount

('j
Amount

Ie,
Relatad or exempt

funclronlncome

f
g Fees and contracts from government agencies .

2 MamtlElfStllP dues and assessments
3 Interest on savings and lemporalY cBsh

14

Inveslments

11 546.

4 DIVidends and lntelllslfrom sllcuntil1s

5 Net renlalmcoma or (lOSS) from real estate:
OabHlnanced property

,

b No! debt-financed property

8 Net rental !llCOme or (loss) from perSQnal
property

7 Other lnv&stment Income
8 Gam or (loSS) from safes of assets other
than Inventory
9 Net Income or (loss) from speCial events
10 Gross profit or (loss) from sales of Inventory
11 Otharrevenue

----

,

,,,
b

O.

12 Subtotal Add columns. (b), (d}, and (a)
13 Total. Add Ima 12, columns. (b), (d), and (a)
(Sea works.heet mlina 13 InstructlOns to venN calcu/atums )

[~
tine No.
...

11 546.
13

O.
~1,-,1,""-,,5,,,4-,,6-,-.

Relationship of Activities to the Accomplishment of Exempt Purposes

Explam balow how each acllvlly for which Income Is reported In column (e) of Part XVI-A contnbutad ImportantlY to the accomplishment of
the foundatIOn's exempt purposes (other than by providing funds for such purposes)

fA

~~:~.b9

Form 990-PF {2008}
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P'9' "
Information Regarding Transfers To and Transactions and Relationships With Noncha:::r"'lta""b"'le-'--"''''''-'''Exempt Organizations
1 OldtheorgaIlllahon directly or Indirectly engage In any of the following WIth any other orgamzatlon dascnbed 10 sootlOn 501ft} of
Ves No

Fonn9900PF 12008)

L!§!i'!lOOjJ

the Coda (0ther than section 501 (c)(3) orgamzatlorm) or In section 527, relating to pollUcal orgamzatlons?

B Transfen~ from tile reportmg foundatiOn to anonchantable exempt organiZatiOn of.
(1) Cash
101
(2) othera ssets
,,121
b Olhertransaotmns:
(1) Saleso f assets to anonchaTitable exempt organtzatlon
1"'
(2) Pmcha sas of assets hom a nonchanlablsllXertlpt organb:atlOn
1b2), IS) Rental of faCilities, equipment, or other assets
1b.
(4) Rmmbu rseman! amll1gements
1b'
"
(5) Loans or loan guarantees
1b 5
(6) Petlormanea of servIces or membership or fundraising soliCitatIOns,
1b 8
c Shanng 011aClhtles, equIpment, maIling fists, other assets, or paId employees
1C
t1 If the answer to any of the above Is "Yes, complete the fOllowIng schedule. COlumn (h) shOuld always shOW the falrrnar\(et value of tM goods, other assets,
or sel\'lces given by the reporting foundation If the foundatlon rocelvoo less than faIr market value Ifl any transaction or sharmg arrangement, show Ifl

(a)u:eo~~mn (d:~~~~~~~~:n~;I:e~OdS' other aS~i;S~~~ee~I~:~:~::::I~;:;,x;;;,m;;;Pt;-;o:;;rg;;;,"=''';;;I,;;;on,--r-(;;;d)r;"'=,':::p":::";;;or:::,.=":::".=.:::,~:::,:::,,r:::,,,:::".:::""="=",=""-g

____,..

-t

,_ _- j

-"N,,,I""A

X
X
X

+X
X
X

X
X

.-"-,,-,,,-""=,._

--+----t----------+------.----

2.a Is tile foundatIOn directly or mdlrecUy affl!!ated WIth, or related to, one or more tax-exempt organizations descnbed
In section 501fe) oHM COde {other than secllon SOl(el{3» orin sectIOn 527?
Yes
b If"Yes'complete:thefoUowm sch.edule.
{a) Name of organlzallon
(b) Type of organization
ttl) Desorlptlon of relattonshlp

0

IJIl No

N/A

--,,------------t-----f-------------

~ ~ ;;;Slg~t~~~~~~L.-.---------l~
:c

!

I/J

'l!~

Praparer's

PHIL WEINPER
PHIL WEINPER, CPA
SOUTH BAYLES AVENUE
",.. ~"IP,"'" ~ PT" WASHINGTON N. Y. 110
",nolure

i £:!l
11~
,r,,,,,",,,,,.,

flrmsnatro(llI)'IMS

.. 20

823S22
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KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

FORM 990-PF

INTEREST ON SAVINGS AND TEMPORARY CASH INVESTMENTS

STATEMENT

SOURCE

AMOUNT

NY TAX FREE MONEY FUND

11,546.

TOTAL TO FORM 990-PF, PART I, LINE 3, COLUMN A

11,546.

FORM 990-PF

DESCRIPTION

OTHER EXPENSES

STATEMENT
(C)

(A)

(B)

EXPENSES
PER BOOKS

NET INVESTMENT INCOME

(D)

ADJUSTED
NET INCOME

CHARITABLE
PURPOSES

O.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FEES
PUBLICATION FEE
DEPT OF LAW FEE

3,000.
115.
100.

3,000.
O.

115.
100.

TO FORM 990-PF, PG 1, LN 23

3,215.

3,000.

215.

UHI81T

O.

STATEMENT(S) 1, 2

CSOC. CBR.00026174

921
~ANN.

$

KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST

FORM 990-PF

PART VIII - LIST OF OFFICERS, DIRECTORS
TRUSTEES AND FOUNDATION MANAGERS

TITLE AND
AVRG HRS/WK

NAME AND ADDRESS
CHARLES RANGEL
163 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027

STATEMENT

3

EMPLOYEE
BEN PLAN EXPENSE
CONTRIB ACCOUNT

COMPENSATION

TRUSTEE
0.00

O.

O.

O.

GABRIEL S. PRESSMAN
322 CENTRAL PARK WEST
NEW YORK, NY 10025

TRUSTEE
0.00

O.

O.

O.

GAIL SHEEHY
39 WEST 67TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023

TRUSTEE
0.00

O.

o.

O.

TRUSTEE
0.00

O.

O.

O.

LUIS ALVAREZ
24 MONROE PLACE APT. 3B
NEW YORK, NY 11201

TRUSTEE
0.00

O.

O.

O.

ELLEN JACOBS
C/O PHIL WEINPER 20 SOUTH BAYLES
AVENUE
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

VERONICA KELLY
375 SOUTH END AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10280

ROOM 737

APT. 302

APT. 16A

0.00

TOTALS INCLUDED ON 990-PF, PAGE 6, PART VIII

STATEMENT(S) 3
Exhibit 065
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Watkins, Meegan, Drury
& Company, L.L.c.
Certified Public Accountants
Business and Financial Advisors

May 12, 2009

Report of Results of Rangell~eview
I was retained by Congressman Charles B. Rangel and his legal counsel, Leslie Berger Kiernan of
Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP, to conduct a thorough and complete review, exercising my independent
jUdgment consistent with the AICPA standards governing forensic accounting services and other
applicable professional standards, relating to the taxation of Congressman Rangel's interest in the Punta
Cana Yacht Club located in the Dominican Republic. I was assisted by my colleague, Richard
Westerman, CPA, CFE, CFF.
In addition to determining the tax implications of Congressman Rangel's ownership and rental of the
three-bedroom condominium unit (the "Rangel Unit") that he owued jointly with his wife at Punta Cana
Yacht Club, I was also asked to conduct an extensive review of Congressman and Mrs. Rangel's
personal income tax returns to determine if there were any other potential elTOrs and/or omissions with
those returns, and make recommendations for any amendments that shonld be made. I have also been
asked to review Congressman Rangel's House of Representatives Financial Disclosure Statement Forms
("PFD"), to ensure their aceuracy and prepare any amendments to those forms that are necessary.
Congressman Rangel cooperated in full by providing requested docmnents and the authority to interview
anyone who could provide relevant information to us, including providing me with an IRS Form 2848,
Power of Attorney, which authorized me to contact the Intemal Revenue Service to obtain any
additional information relating to his personal tax returns. We also verified financial information with
third parties.

DQcuments Reviewed
In the performance of our work, we obtained and reviewed documents and information from the
following sources:
-

Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Alma E. Rangel
John Baiardi, CPA of Mitchell & Titus, LLP (tax return preparer)
Punta Cana Resort
Internal Revenue SerVice
Lawyers from Zuckerman Spaeder, LLP
Public Record Search
Real estate records
Banks
Investmeut brokers

7700 Wisconsin Avenue
Suite 500
Bethesda, MD 20814-3556
TEL 301.654.7555

301.656.9115
www,WntklnsMeegal'l.col11

FAX

Vienna,VA
703.761.4848

Annapolis, MD
410.571.7766

Exhibit 066
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Review of articles and information relating to Punta Cana and investments on the Internet
House of Representatives Financial Disclosure Forms from 1985 to the present
Congressman and Mrs. Rangel's federal and New York state income tax returns from 1998 to
2007

Instructions Guide for Completing Financial Disclosure Statement Form A
Internal Revenue Code and Regulations

SummarY of Conclusions
Congressman Rangel disclosed the ownership in the property at the Punta Cana Resort & Clnb at the
time of its purchase on his 1987 PFD. A SalelPurchase Memorandum of Understanding to pmchase a
condominium unit wus signed by Charles Rangel as the buyer in 1987 for $82,750 (U.S.). The
ownership of the Rangel Unit was consistently reported on his PFD from 1987 through 2007.
Income earned by renting the Punta Cana prope1ty was not reported on the Rangel's income tax returns.
The income was reported on the PFDs in eight years out of eighteen in which income was generated by
the Rangel Unit: 1990 through 1992 and 2001 through 2005. Our calculation of the total amount of
unpaid taxes associated with the attributed income generated by the Rangel Unit for the years 1989
through 2006 is $16,775.
Based upon our review of information received, including information obtained from the Internal
Revenue Service, the accountant's work papers that were used to prepare the Rangels' individual
income tax returns from 1998 through 2007, and the original House of Representatives PFDs, we
identified various errors that were made in the filing of the personal income tax returns and the PFDs,
and recommended correcting amendments to various PFDs and tax returns that had previously been filed
by the Rangels. Congressman Rangel accepted all of our recommendations for amendments which were
made consistent with his instructions to correct any error on any or all forms that we discovered as a
result of our review. As a consequence, the following amended filings are in process or have been
completed: I
Amended Draft PFDs are being submitted to the Ethics Committee Financial Disclosure Review
Staff from 1998 through 2007.
Forms 1040X, Amended U.S. Individual Income Tax Returns, were snbmitted to the Internal
Revenue Service for years ended December 31, 2006 and 2007, and we have recommended that
the Rangels amend their return for 2004.
We have recommended that Forms IT-ISO-X, Amended Resident Income Tax Return, for New
York State and New York City, be filed for 2004, 2006, and 2007.
Section I of this report summarizes the resnlts of our review of the tax implications of the Rangel Unit at
Punta Cana. Section II summarizes anI' findings concerning other elTors found in the tax returns that are
available for review. Section III summarizes our findings concerning Congressman Rangel's PFDs.
I

In September of 2008, Congressman and Mrs, Rangel's accountants Mitchell & Titus, LLP had previously filed amended
returns for the tax years 2004-2006.
l'Vl:ll.IC At.'COUNT fiNIS

WATKJNS.MH'
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I. Tax Implications of Congressman Rangel's Unit. at Punta Cana Yacht Club. S.A. (Punta Cana)

A. History of Purchase
Punta Cana Yacht Club, S.A. (Selle~), entered into a Sales Contract (Installment Purchase in
U.s. Dollars) with Charles and Alma Rangel (Buyer) for a Residential Unit in a condominium
development. The purchase price of the condominium unit was $82,750.00 (U.S.) with a down payment
of $28,962.50 and the balance of $53,787.50 being paid in equal installments of $2,737.78 with interest
at 10.5 percent per annum, payable quarterly for ten years. A provision included in the purchase
documents required that the Residential Unit "is solely intended for tourist purposes" and could not be
used as a residential unit. As a consequence, the Unit could only be nsed personally by the Bnyer for
nine weeks per calendar year. The Rangel Unit was purchased in 1987, but was not held out for rent
until 1989 when the construction of the nnit was complete.
The following is a history of the purchase and improvements, as verified by the docnmentation we have
reviewed:
Costs
1987
1·01·91
12-18-96
12·18·96
10·01·98
6·01·02

Rangel Unit (Placed in Service in 1989)
Stone Fagade
Third Room
Fumishings
Hun-icane Renovations
Major Renovation

$ 82,750
2,500
16,182
3,850
5,000
22,338

Repairs

$1,985

Total
B. Management Company
A CondominIum Management Contract was signed by Charles Rangel (Owner) authorizing the Punta
Cana Operating Company, S.A. (Operator), to rent his residential unit to tourists. This agreement
authorized the Operator to manage and operate the Rangel Unit. The arrangement provided that the
Rangel Unit wonld be included as a participant in a rental pool of all owners of the project's residential
units in which all revenue from gross rents would be accumulated. Specific expenses for managing the
property and paying for the general upkeep of the facility would be deducted prior to the owner
receiving any benefit, or income, from the pooled income. The essential terms of the Management
Contract may be summarized as follows:
Pooled Income from all Residential Units, less:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Commissions paid to agents referring guests to the project
Taxes
10% set aside for maintenance, furniture and equipment
From the balance:
53%
Paid to the Operator
47%
Allocated to the Owner
WA'TKlNS.MHfi
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Each owner's share of the rental pool was prorated into a point system. The Rangels purchased a 2room unit that had a 2-point allocation (this later became a 3-point allocation in 1996 when a third room
was added to the Rangel Unit), The Operator paid for all the utilities, insurance, cfeaning, and security.
Because the Punta Cana Operating Company was not operating within the United States, it was not
required to issne Congressman and Mrs. Rangel an IRS Form 1099, and never did so. The Rangels did
receive sporadic statements from Punta Cana that showed their rental pool income, but these were
apparently not provided by the Operator with any regularity.
C. Pooled Income
Rental pools are common rental arrangements utilized by many vacation home owners who, like the
Rangels, rent their homes to various third parties. Typically, a rental pool is any arrangement whereby
two or more dwelling units within a community are made available for rent·and the owners agree to
share at least a substantial part of the rent income from the units without regard to the actual use of the
various units. See, Proposed Income Tax Reg. § 1.280A-3(e)(2). By pooling their units, the owners
have a chance to share in the rental pool income, even if their particular unit is not rented or is rented
less often than other units in the pool. Owners are typically allowed a set number of days that they can
personally use their unit each year. The properties in the pool are managed by a third-party management
company. These arrangements are specifically addressed in Proposed Income Tax Reg. § 1.280A-3(e),
which provides the framework for using rental pools to properly report income and deductions from
vacation rental property under IntemaI Revenue Code § 280A(c)(3),z
D. Punta Cana Loan
As mentioned above, the Punta Cana property was purchased for $82,750 with $28,962.50 down
payment with the balance $53,787.50 paid with a note. Under the note, the first payment was due
March 15, 1989. The first payment on the note was paid by Congressman Rangel with all futnre
payments being paid from the pooled income fund. The Operator did not send any ·of ti,e pooled income
payments, which were allocated semiannually, directly to the Rangels except on two occasions.'

,

IRe § 280A was originally enacted as pan of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-455, Sec. 601, 90 Stat. 1569) to
prohibit taxpayers from deducting certain business expenses related to a dwelting unit used by the taxpayer during the
taxable year as a residence. See. Preamble to Proposed Income Tax Regs., 45 Fed. Reg. 52399 (Aug. 7, 1980). However,
IRe § 280A(c)(3) specifically exempts taxpayers who rent their dwelling units to third-panies from this rule.

~

During the period under review, there were only two occasions when the Punta Cana Yacht Club made distributions of the
rental income to the Rangels, A June 30, 2001, payment of $1,433.58 was received by the Rangels in 2001 and reported
by them as income to their tax return prepareI'. The preparer did not include the income on the tax return and was unable
to recall the transaction when I interviewed him. The second payment of $661.02 related to the: December 30, 2001,
pooled income was received by the Rangels in- 2002. There was no indication that this payment was reported to the tax
prepare!. AU other payments were applied to the principal afthe note by the Operator.
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E. Forgiveness of Debt
A letter dated February 5, 1993, from the Controller of Punta Cana to Congressman Rangel stated that
the interest charges on the loan were eliminated and the resulting balance due was not subject to interest
computations. As a consequence of this action, all of the pooled income allocated to the Rangel Unit
was applied directly to principal from the inception of the loan. As confirmed by correspondence from
the Operator, the forgiveness of debt in 1993 was part of an adjustment made in the purchase price for
over fifteen units at the Punta Cana Yacht Club for the benefit of "pioneer" investors (the very first
foreign owners) of the condominium units, "to bring the installment payments of the deferred purchase
price more in line with expected rental pool payments" (CBROOI697).
The waiver of interest by Punta Cana did not generate any taxable income for tbe Rangels. That is
because the cancellation of debt (COD) for the interest forgiven would be offset by the interest expense
deduction from the passive rental activity. The interest income and expense nets to zero and is therefore
not reflected on the Punta Cana net income schedule which is attached as Exhibit A.
Specifically, Internal Revenue Code Section 108(e)(2) provides that discharge of a liability that would
have given rise to a deduction by the debtor does not result in the cancellation of indebtedness income.
Rev. Rul. 92·92, 1992 CB 103, 1119/92, addresses the characterization of the COD income for the
purposes of the passive activity rules under Section 469. The Service ruled that ''COD income is
characterized as income from a passive activity to the extent that, at the time the indebtedness is
discharged, the debt is allocated to passive activity expenditure." The Service stated "it is generally
appropriate to allocate the income in the way in which the regnlations Section 1.163·8T allocates the
debt, and to treat the income allocated to expenditnre as income from the activity to which the
expenditure relates."
F. Taxes Paid on the Punta Cana Rental Income
Although the relevant statutes of limitations have passed for most of the tax years in question (all tax
years before 2004, see footnote 4 below), Congressman Rangel requested a computation of the tax
implications of the unrepOlted income derived· from the Rangel Unit for the full period of time that the
rental has been in service. Given the passage of time, and the unavailability of tax retorns and other
applicable records for that full period, the computation of this amonnt necessarily has required me to
make certain estimates. Our instructions in making these estimates from Congressman Rangel were to
make a "conservative estimate." By "conservative estimate," we understood that we should employ a
methodology that errs on the side of overstating the possible amount of unpaid tax (Le., favors the
government), as opposed to an alternative reasonable acconnting estimate that might yield a lower
computation of underpaid taxes.
A summary of the net income from the pooled income attributable to the Rangel Unit is attached as
Exhibit A. Federal taxes, New York State and City taxes are estimated based upon the marginal tax
rates that applied directly to the Rangels' taxable income for each year. Even though the Rangels did
not pay United States taxes on the Punta Cana net income during the period under review, Dominican
RepUblic taxes were withheld from the Rangels' pooled income by the Operator. These withholdings
arc reflected in the Operator's statements beginning in 1998, and were, consistent with U.S. tax law,
used to reduce the U.S federal tax associated with the Rangel Unit in our calculations.
WATK1NS, Mlit!
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The total taxes attributable to the Punta Cana Rental (1989 through 2006) are as follows:
Federal
NY State and City

$11,402
~

Total

$161775

In preparing this schedule and determining the proper amount of depreciation to be allowed for the
rental property, we had to apply a reasonable estimate of the amount of time that the Rangels utilized
their unit at Punta Cana for personal purposes during the years 1990 through 2002. Estimates had to be
uSed for those years because there were no actual records of the amount of personal usage for the years
prior to 2003. Punta Cana was able to provide personal and rental use days for the "Business Use
Percentage" computations from 2003 through 2008. The ResOlt did not maintain occupancy records
prior to 2003. In keeping with our instructions to adopt a "conservative" approach, we have therefore
used a Business Use Percentage for years prior to 2003 assuming 5-6 weeks of personal usage per year
and assuming 300 days of business tt~e per year. That amount of personal usage is SUbstantially higher
than any year for which actual records are available, and results in a Business Use Percentage that is
lower than any year for which records are available. In our opinion, this "conservative estimate" is
likely to understate the actual amount of allowable business expenses available to the Rangels for the
period of 1990 to 2002, and, therefore, tends to overstate the amount of unpaid federal and state taxes
associated with the Punta Cana rental.
II. Review of Income Tax Returns for Additional Issues and Recommended Amendments

As noted above, Congressman Rangel requested that, in the process of my review of the tax implications
of the Punta Cana income, I also reviewed ail of the Rangels' available tax returns for any other possible
errors or omissions. Although the normal statute of limitations for filing amended tax returns is three
years after the due date of the return (including extensions),4 we conducted a review of all his returns
from 1998 to 2007. Because the tax returns and records associated with the years 1990 through 1997 are
no longer available, we were unable to examine them for any potential errors which would have either
increased or decreased the actnal tax liability for those years. The unpaid tax associated with the Punta
Cana income for that seven-year period was $14,530.
Our review of the closed years for which the Rangels' returns are available (1998 through 2003) found
that there were small enms on the returns that would have increased (or decreased) the taxes owed as
reflected on the returns. The net amount of these errors, together with the previously unreported Puuta
Cana income was an nnderpayment of tax in the amount of$I,500 over that six-year period.

4

The only years currently open by the three-year statute are years ended December 31. 2005 (statute date is 8-15-09),
December 31, 2006. December 31, 2007, and December 31, 2008 (on extension). An amended return can be filed for
refund for year ended December 31,2004, only within two years of the payment made with the amended return. There is
a six-year statute of1imitations if income of lUore than 25 percent is omitted from the return. but the income derived from
Punta Cana does not approach this threshold.
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The original tax return in 2004 properly reflected the passive loss cany forward from the Rangels' New
York rental property as offsetting passive income from the sale of the property. When the Mitchell &
Titus accountants previously amended the tax return to repurt the Punta Cana income. they
conservatively estimated that the passive losses might have been used in prior years to offset passive
income from the Punta Cana rentaL The loss was therefore added hack to income on the amended return
that they filed.
After tracing the rental income and losses through all years for both the New York property and Punta
Cana, it was determined that the loss would be allowed in 2004 and should not have been added back
into income on the amended return that was filed. The 2004 return can be amended again to allow the
passive loss from the New York rental property. The conect tax treatment of this passive loss cany
forward should result in a refund to the Rangels of $4,660 for the 2004 tax year, and we have
recommended that the Rangels amend their 2004 return accordingly.
Pursuant to our recommendation, the 2006 federal return was amended a secoud time to correctly repott
$34,198 of investment income that had been repotted by the Rangels to their accountant, but was
mistakenly omitted from the return. In addition, the P,mta Cana net income was adjusted for
depreciation. The return was also amended to include income and capital gains from a Merrill Lynch
statement for an account of Mrs. Alma Rangel's that was omitted from the original returns. This
resulted in a total additional tax obligation by the Rangels of $12,882. which was paid with the amended
return.

The 2007 federal return, as originally filed, reported the income derived from the Punta Cana property.
Pursuant to our recommendation, the 2007 return was amended to report an adjl>stment to the
depreciation related to Punta Cana and include the income from the Merrill Lynch account of Mrs. Alma
Rangel that was omitted from tile original returns. This resulted in a total additional tax obligation by
the Rangels of $8,559, which was paid with the amended return.

III. Personal Financial Disclosures
As noted above, Congressman Rangel requested that we review his Financial Disclosure Statements
("PFDs") for the years 1998 through 2007 that have been filed with the Clerk of the House of
Representatives to identify any inaccuracies in those statements and prepare recommended corrections.
In performing this task, we were guided by tbe disclosure instructions that are detailed in the
Instructions Guide for Completing Financial Disclosure Statement Form A (Instructions Guide). Our
analysis and recommended amendments were limited to assets, income, transactions, and liabilities
requiring disclosure on Schedules 1, III, IV, and V.
To analyze the disClosures, we reviewed available tax information and performed a public records
search to obtain descriptions of assets or liabilities, income type and amounts, as well as financial
transactions. Because tax returns primarily illustrate income and generally do not list asset values,
liabilities, or certain tax exempt income, we were required to obtain information beyond that reflected
from the Rangels' tax records. We requested additional information, including bank and brokerage
statements, and property values. While we were provided many bank and brokerage statements, due to
the length of time that has passed since the earlier PFDs under review were filed, we were not able to
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obtain all bank and brokerage statements. We were, however, able to make reasonable accounting
estimates based on the documentation we received and analyzed. In preparing the draft amended PFOs,
when we have made use of accounting estimates, we identified those estimates on the fonns with
footnotes. With respect to Schedule IV Transactions, we did not obtain monthly brokerage statementq
illustrating transactions. Instead, we reviewed transaction summaries illustrated in brokerage tax
statements and analyzed changes in transactions fi'om year to year to identify transactions requiring
disclosure.
As a result of our work, we identified various items that were not on the PFOs that were originally filed.
We therefore prepared draft amended PFOs to be submitted and reviewed by the ethics committee staff
prior to filing.

Mary Lou Gervie, CPA, CFE, CFF

Richard Westennan, CPA, CFE, CFP
cc: Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Attac]ll11ents
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Punta Cana

Rental Income! Depreciation Schedule
1989 through 2008

Business

Pooled Income
Unit412

1989

m

.~

~

om

0

II

Allowable
Net Re.tal
Use %ageSusiness Exp. ~

Expenses

none

(2,069)

none

none

Federal
NYS & Clty
~~

Total
Taxes

1990

$

4,828,83

(2,069)

·

84.62%

(1,751)

3,078

1,016

318

1,394

1991

$

6,223,73

(2,131)

*

86,67"A.

(1,847)

4,377

1,357

537

1,894

1992

$

6,690,93

(2,131)

·

86.67%

(1,847)

4,744

1,471

582

2,053

1993

$

7,329.61

(2,131)

85.67%

(1,847)

5,482

1,700

673

2,373

1994

$

7,037.91

(2,131)

86.67%

(1,847)

5J191

1,453

637

2,090

1995

$

7,635.05

(2,131)

2,458

1996

$

5,604.55

(2,201)

1997

$

6,348.43

(2,964)

1998

$

St126.97

(3,076)

1999

$

3,228.05

(3,412)

2000

$

3,205.32

(3,412)

2001

$

2,910AS

(3,412)

2002

$

1N31.81

(3,737)

·
·
(1,985)

*

·
·
·
·

·

86.67%

(1,847)

5,788

1,764

694

86.67%

(3,628)

1,977

S54

228

782

86.67%

(2,569)

3,780

1,058

428

1,486
431

86.67%

(2,666)

2,461

144

287

86.67%

(2,957)

271

21

30

51

86.67010

(2,957)

249

21

27

48

86.67%

(2,957)

(45)

None

None-

86.67%

(3,239)

(1,307)

None

None

97.25%

(3,861)

562

96.32%

(4,945)

84

7

10

17

(3,934)

92.68%

(3,646)

2,534

400

285

686

8,467.47

(3,542)

87.17%

(3,088)

5,380

573

576

1,149

92,302.84

$ (62,421.74)

$11,402.00

$5,373.00

$ 16,775:00

2003

$

4,523,09

(3,970)

2004

$

5,030.05

(3,970)

2005

$

6,280.59

2006

$

Totals

$

2007

All income and expenses related to Punta Cana W(!re reported on the o.rigina! return.
Business use is based upon a conserVative extimare from 1990 through 2002. Actual use was provided by Punta Cana from 2003 to the present

(1,165)

$ (3,150.32)

$ (47,498.65) ~

(137)

None

(137)

(j)

0
0

0

OJ

;0

i::>

0
0

"
'"'"'"'"
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Depreciation

Punta Cana
Rental lncome/ Depreciation Schedule
1989 through 2006

Depreciation;

~

The condo was not plaliid-ll1"servlce-,n 1987~ the year itwas purchased.
The first year it was placed in service was 1989

m

It

g

Placed in Service $
Depreciation SL

1/111991
40 yearUfe

Stone Fagade
$
1991 forward SL

2,500

12118/1996
40 year life

3rd bedroom

$

16,182

~I ,m~~

•
~ -

1996
1997 forward

1011/1998

2,069

10/1/1998

2,068.75

63

SL

$

1991 fhru

1999 thru

~~~~~

1995
2,069

2,068.75

2,069

2,969

2,069

2,969

63

62.50

63

63

63

63

405

405

405

405

428

428

428

428

31

31

417

417

34
405

33.72

36
428

35.65

3,859

1998
1997 forward

Hurricane Renovations

SL $

1,250

1995

8
31

1999 forward

9 year SL

1989 and
1990

Furnishing$

9 year SL

19/111998
40 year life

Depreciaticn

Hurricane Renovat $

3.150
104
417

1998
1999 forward

dajor Renovation
6/112002
2002
40 year life
2002 forward
Total DeprecIation

$

194

22,338
326

326
558

$

2,069 $

2,131

$

2,201

~

$

-3;737

0

(IJ

0
0

0

OJ

;0

0

0
0

~

<0
<0

...
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Santo Domingo, D.N.
March 17th, 1987.

The Honorable
Charles Rangel
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Charles:
I am delighted that you have decided to buy a villa
at Punta Cana Yacht Club.

It is a pleasure doing business

with you.
I am enclosing a Memorandum of Under'standing with all
the details about your villa (type, number and price).
I would very much appreciate that you send me back a
signed copy, in order to keep it in our files.
Sincerely,

~
~nieri
r//?

.4vf

President

FRR/cmm
CBR000556
Aparrad{) Postall0R3, Santo Domin
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SALE/PURCHASE
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING*

PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, S. A., a corporation organized under the
laws of the Dominican Republic (SELLER), hereby acknowledges receipt
from

of USS28, 962.50

CHARLES RANGEL

_____________________ (BUyER) as down payment for the purchase of:
Villa/A~Jilx:tgl:!/&;;

number TWO (2)

/

TYPE I"'I"'I

(UNIT), a

condominium Unit of Punta Cana Yacht Club (RESORT) in the Provincia
La Altagracia, Dominican Republic.

The agreed price of the UNIT is

~U~S~S~8~2~,~7~5~0~.~0~0~

_

The unpaid balance shall be paid in cash at closing, sUbject,
at BUYER's election, to financing now being arranged.

All the taxes pertaining to the transfer of the title shall be
paid by the BUYER.
SELLER and BUYER acknowledge that the RESORT shall be operated
as a tourist hotel by a professional operator (OPERATOR), that an
Operation Agreement shall be executed jointly with the Sales Agreement, that the BUYER shall have the right to use the UNIT for nine

This Memorandum is subject to a definitive Sales Agreement to be
executed by the parties prior to closing.

CBR000557
I!XHI81T
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SALE/AGREEMENT
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Page 2
(9) nine weeks per calendar year in accordance with standard regulations to be promulgated, that the UNIT shall be entered into a
rental pool for the remaining weeks, and that the BUYER shall share
proportionately in the gross rentals of the UNITS managed by the

OPERATOR.
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, this

sixteenth (16)

cmm
CBR000558
EXl'IllllT
Apanado Postal lOH3, Samo Dam

ExhiOO \167

els. 565·0011, 565-3077. Telex ThEIS.-'\. 346·Q.ll~
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SALES CONTRACT
(Installment Purchase in U.S. Dollars)

Concluded between:
Punta Cana Yacht Club, S.A., a business corporation duly
organized
legal

under

domicile

the laws of the
and

corporate

Dominican

seat

are

Republic,

located

on

whose

Avenida

Tirandentes and John F. Kennedy Avenida, in the City of Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, herein duly represented by FRANK
R.

RAINIERI, its President, who is of legal age, a Dominican

national,

legally

domiciled

and

residing in

Santo

Domingo,

Dominican Republic, the bearer of personal identity document
number 118709, series 1 and who shall hereinafter be called
the "Seller";
and

~ /iIJ1-1J-~

CHARLES B. RANGEL
4807 Colorado Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D.C.

who shall hereinafter be called the "Buyer".

WHEREAS, the Seller owns land on which he is developing

a

condominium

resort

project

(the

"Project")

called "Punta

Cana Yacht Club" and located on part of parcel No. 65 on Land

EXHI~T

PCYC 000063
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Property District (Distrito Catastral)

No.

11/2 in the Town-

ship of Higuey, the province of La Altagracia; and

WHEREAS, the Buyer hereby proposes to buy and the Seller
to sell the residential unit (the "Residential Unit")

of the

project identified below with a proportionate Common Interest
in the Common Elements of the Project; and

WHEREAS, the Residential Unit is sUbject to a Declaration
of Condominium ("Condominium Regime") established pursuant to
Law No. 5038 of 1958 of the Dominican Republic, a duly signed
copy of which has been duly submitted to the Superior Land
Court and is attached as an addendum to this Contract and
made an integral part hereof; and

WHEREAS, the Buyer recognizes that the Project has been
granted tax benefits under a

Dominican law designed to en-

courage tourism and that, in consequence, he must agree to
use his Residential Unit for not more than nine (9) weeks a
year and to make it available for occupancy by Tourists for
not less than forty-three (43) weeks a year; and

WHEREAS, the Buyer recognizes that the Seller has heretofore entered into a

Contract (the "Project Management Con-

tract") with the Punta Cana Operating Company (the "Opera-

-2-
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tor")

to manage and operate the Special Units of the Project

as part of the entire Project; and

WHEREAS, the

Buyer has agreed,

pursuant to a contract

(the "Condominium Management Contract")

he is signing here-

with, that the Operator shall manage his Residential Unit and
proportionate Common Interest in the Common Elements of the
project and to rent his Residential Unit to Tourists when he
is not using it;

NOW THEREFORE, and with the understanding that the above
preamble constitutes an integral part of this Contract, the
parties

HAVE AGREED TO AND COVENANTED THE FOLLOWING:

FIRST:
together

with

The Seller hereby sells, transfers and conveys,
any and all guarantees

which the law pres-

cribes, to the Buyer, who accepts same, the Residential Unit
identified as Villa No.
tionate

3-IV-B of the Project and a propor-

Common Interest in the Common Elements of the Pro-

ject.

SECOND:

The

above-described

Residential

Unit

consti-

tutes a part of the Project, constructed on a part of plot
-3-
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No.

65A,

of

Land

Property

District

(Distrito

Catastral)

No.

11/2 in the Township of Higuey, the Province of La Altagracia, in accordance with a plan approved by the Directorate of
Tourist Development by a resolution dated July 9, 1986.
Residential Unit

is

furnished

as

The

described in an inventory

hereby made a part of this Contract.

The Seller proved his

ownership rights to the Residential Unit by having constructed the Project of which it is a part with his own financial
resources in his capacity as the owner thereof and warrants
that it is free of any and all encumbrances, as evidence by
Title Deed No. 74-164 issued by the Registrar of Deeds of the
Department of El Seybo.

THIRD:
parties

The price of this sale has been agreed by the

to

be

the

sum

of

U.S.$82,750

to

be

paid in

the

following manner:
A down payment of U.S.$28,962.50 and the balance,
the

sum of U.S.$53, 787 .50

being

in equal consecutive installments

of U.S. $2,737.78 with interest at 10 1/2% per annum, payable
quarterly for 7 years commencing on the 90th day after the
Residential

Unit is

made

available for

occupancy

and con-

tinuing until the unpaid balance is fully paid at which time
title
Buyer.

to

the

Residential

Unit

shall

be

conveyed

to

the

Such installments shall be made at the location de-

signated by the Seller, and shall be credited upon receipt

-4-
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The Buyer hereby irrevocably consents that the operator may
make direct payments to the Seller, on behalf of the Buyer,
out of revenues derived from the rentals of his Residential
unit as described in the Condominium Management Contract in
the

amount of the installments,

or any portion thereof set

forth above, in the currency referred to above, a condition
without which the Seller would not have consented to the sale
provided

for

herein,

but

without

implication that

but for

those payments the Buyer would be relieved of the obligation
to make the agreed upon payments in the form agreed upon
herein.

The Seller reserves the right not to consent to the

registration of this sale in the applicable Registry of Title
until he has received payment in full of the sales price.

FOURTH:

The Buyer hereby grants a Security interest to

the Seller in and to the Residential Unit described in Paragraph FIRST of this Contract, thereby vesting in the Seller
the Privilege of an Unpaid Seller in accordance with Article
2101 of the civil Code of the Dominican Republic with respect
to the

unpaid sum with interest as provided by law.

The

Buyer's failure to pay two installments when due under this
Contract shall give the

Seller the right to foreclose

upon

the Buyer's Residential Unit without being required to post a
bond or to comply with any other judicial or extrajudicial

-5-
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formality, the privilege provided for herein being of a selfexecuting nature.

FIFTH: This Contract includes the right of the Buyer not
ly

to

use

of

(a)

his

Residential

Unit

and

0

appurtenancies

thereto but also (b) the Common Elements and Special Units of
the Project as described in the Declaration of Condominium.

SIXTH:
pay

to the

taxes

The

Buyer shall, at the time title is passed,

appropriate

governmental agencies

prescribed by law and,

when due,

any

taxes or payments the law may impose upon him.
supplying the
drinking

the

transfer

and all other
The costs of

Residential Unit with electrical energy,

water,

gas,

waste collecting services, cleaning and se-

curity are to be paid by the Operator as set forth in the
Condominium Management Contract, or individually by the Buyer
if the Condominium Management Contract is terminated.

SEVENTH:

Since the

Project

includes

a

series of buil-

dings in harmony with each other, the Buyer obligates himself
not to make any modifications to the interior or exterior of
his

Residential Unit

which

would substantially alter either

the architectural arrangement or appearance of the project.
For the purposes stated hereabove,
shall,

without limitation,

a

sUbstantial alteration

mean the construction of additions
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of any kind to the

Residential Unit or to its surroundings,

such as the affixing of awnings and other artifacts to the
windows or balcony of the Residential Unit or any change in
the interior or exterior paint.

EIGHTH:

It is

understood that the

Residential Unit is

solely intended for tourist purposes and that, consequently,
the Buyer may not use his Residential Unit for commercial or
any other purposes.

NINTH:

The Buyer, having acknowledged the tourist pur-

poses of the Residential Unit as part of the project, obligates

himself

to

make

his

Residential

Unit

available

for

rental to Tourists for a period of not less than forty-three
(43) weeks each year through the Operator with whom, as recited above, he has signed a

Condominium Management Contract

jointly with this Contract.

TENTH:

The Seller elects as his legal domicile the one

stated in the preamble of this Contract and the Buyer, as his
domicile, the Residential Unit acquired through this Contract
and, if necessary, the office of the District Attorney of the
Judicial District of Higuey.

DONE

AND

SIGNED

in

good

faith,

on

two

(2)

original

copies, both of the same tenor and effectiveness, one for
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each

of the

District, the
month of

parties hereto,

in

Santo

Domingo,

Dominican Republic on the

the

National

day of the

, nineteen hundred and eighty

(198-).
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CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT CONTRACT

Concluded between
The Punta Cana Operating Company, S.A., a business corporation duly organized under the laws of the Dominican Republic,

whose legal domicile and corporate seat are located on

Avenida Tirandentes and John F. Kennedy Avenida, in the City
of Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, herein duly represented
by FRANK R. RAINIERI, its President, who is of legal age, a
Dominican
Domingo,

national,

legally

domiciled

and residing in Santo

Dominican Republic, the bearer of personal identity

document number 118709, series 1, and who shall hereinafter
be called the "Operator";
and:

f1l-t,t-A- M1J6E2-

CHARLES B. RANGEL
/)'Pf)
4807 Colorado Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D.C.

who shall hereinafter be called the "Owner".

WHEREAS, the Owner acquired residential unit (the "Residential Unit")

identified as Villa No.

3-IV-B

as well as a

proportionate Common Interest in the Common Elements of the
Punta

Cana

parcel No.

Yacht

Club

(the

"Project")

located on

part of

65 on Land Property District (Distrito Catastral)

No. 11/2 in the Municipality

of Higuey, the Province of La

Altagracia; and
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WHEREAS, according to the terms of the Sales Contract entered into this day by the Punta Cana Yacht Club, S.A (the
"Seller")

and the Owner, the latter may use his Residential

Unit for a period not in excess of nine (9) weeks a year and
must

authorize

a

qUalified company to rent his Residential

Units to Tourists for at least forty-three weeks a year; and

WHEREAS, the Operator has the ability, experience, facilities and personnel to operate the Residential Units, Common
Elements and Special Units of the Project and is willing to
provide his services therefor and to rent Residential Units
of the Project to Tourists; and

WHEREAS, the Owner desires, through the Operator, to rent
his Residential Unit to Tourists and to enjoy use of t!'e services and facilities of the Project while occupying his Residential Unit under the conditions set forth hereunder; and

WHEREAS, the Operator acknowledges that he has read the
Declaration of Condominium (Condominium Regime) and By-Laws
therein contained and recognizes that its relevant provisions
take precedence under Dominican law over the terms of this
Contract.
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NOW, THEREFORE, and with the understanding that the above
preamble constitutes a part of this contract, the parties

HAVE AGREED AND COVENANTED AS FOLLOWS:

FIRST:
manage

The Owner herewith authorizes the Operator to

and operate his

Residential Unit

(as

furnished)

as

well as his proportionate Common Interest in the Common Elements as described in the Declaration of Condominium which is
attached to this Contract and constitutes an integral part of
same.

SECOND:

The Owner herewith authorizes the Operator to

rent his Residential Unit to Tourists in accordance with the
terms of this Contract during such periods as he himself does
not occupy the Residential Unit at ;the prices and under the
conditions in effect at the Project, to receive the rentals,
to pay the Seller or such person as he may designate such
monthly amounts, if any, as he shall be entitled to receive
pursuant to the terms of the Sales Contract and to pay the
Owner or his designee the payments out of rentals due under
this Contract.
taxes

All such payments and any other payments or

imposed pursuant to the

Declaration of

Condominium,

shall be made in the currency of the Sales Contract.
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THIRD:

The respective shares of the Operator and the

Owner of the revenues from the rentals of the Dwelling Unit
shall be determined as follows:
1.

All Owners of the Project's Residential Units shall

participate in a rental pool (the "Rental Pool") in which
all revenues from the

gross

rentals of the

Residential

Units shall be accumulated and out of which shall be deducted the commisions paid to agents referring guests to
the

Project as

well as such taxes and payments as the

laws of the Dominican Republic require.

In addition, ten

percent (10%) of the gross rentals after deduction of commissions and taxes shall be set aside for the maintenance
of the Residential Units, furniture and equipment therein
contained and for replacement thereof.
fifty-three percent

(53%)

From the balance,

shall be paid to the Operator

while forty-seven percent

(47%)

shall be alloted to the

Owners to be divided as set forth below.

If it becomes

evident upon proof duly submitted that such percentages
are insufficient to attain the aims and purposes of the
project

or

if

extraodinary

circumstances

make

extra-

ordinary contributions indispensable, the percentages set
aside for maintenancLand replacement may be increased
providing prior notice is duly given to the Owners.
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2.

Each Owner's share of the Rental Pool shall be pro-

rated among the Owners according to the following point
system:
Units

3.

Points

Studios

1

Junior Suites

1.50

Apartments or Suites

1. 75

2-room Tennis Villa

2

3-room Tennis Villa

2.50

2-room Beach Villa

2.75

3-room Beach Villa

3

The total number of points for all of the Residen-

tial Units shall be added up and each Owner's share shall
be based on the number of his points as a percentage of
all points.

4.

The Owner herewith acknowledges that the payments

from the

project's

operations

set forth

herein are the

only payments he is entitled to receive.

FOURTH:

It is understood between the parties that for

the purpose of determining duration of occupancy of the Residential Units for

computation of the percentage of rentals

due each Owner as provided in Paragraph THREE of this Con-
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tract, same shall be calculated by weeks of occupancy, a week
being understood to mean each week or fraction of a week of
actual occupancy.

FIFTH:

The cost of supplying the Residential Unit with

electrical energy, gas, drinking water,

waste collecting ser-

vices, cleaning and security shall be paid by the Operator as
long as this Contract is in full force and effect.

SIXTH:

The operator agrees to guarantee and save the

Owner free and harmless from any and all complaints, judgments,

claims,

damages, losses, costs and any and all other

expenses which shall or may arise by reason of damage, injury
or harm to property or to one or more persons within or in
the surroundings of the Residential Unit which may be caused
by the Operator in carrying out the' provisions of this Contract.

The Operator shall, as a charge to his account,

pur-

chase one or more insurance policies from insurance companies
authorized to operate in the Dominican Republic to cover the
abovementioned risks with coverage against damage affecting
more than one person in anyone incident.

SEVENTH:
policy

or

The Operator shall also purchase an insurance

policies

on

all

Residential

Units

covering them

against fires, earthquakes or disasters due to natural causes.
-6-
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In

proportions

THREE

hereof,

based on the points set forth in Paragraph
the

Owner

shall pay the cost for his

Resi-

dential Unit of such policy or policies covering it against
fires, earthquakes or disasters due to natural causes.

EIGHTH:

The Owner reserves to himself the use of his

Residential Unit for a

period of nine (9)

calendar

period

year,

which

may

be

weeks during each

divided

into

several

smaller periods, and he may occupy it either himself or have
it occupied by such other person(s) as he shall designate as
"Guest(s) of the Owner."

The Owner shall, within such prior

notification periods as are prescribed by the Rules and Regulations,

as

Operator in

descirbed in
writing

Paragraph TENTH below, inform the

of the

date(s)

on

which

he

elects

to

occupy his Residential Unit.

NINTH:

The Owner shall not occupy his Residential Unit

for more than four (4) weeks during the height of the tourism
season in the Caribbean, that is to say, between December 16
and April 15 of each year.
modate
shall

the

Owner

provide

the

during
Owner

If the Operator is unable to accoa

period

with

a

he elects, the

comparable

unit

Operator
for

that

period.
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TENTH:
practices

The
of the

operator

shall,

hotel industry,

in

accordance

with

sound

promulgate such Rules and

Regulations as he shall deem to be necessary to govern use of
the Residential Units and Common Elements as well as the Special Units of the Project and prescribe the standards which
users must observe, it being understood that the Owner shall
be

entitled

to

guests of the

the

same

services

Project and,

and

privileges

provided

upon payment of the established

rates and prices, to enter upon and to use any and all of the
Project's Common Elements and Special Units, such as swimming
pools, tennis courts, shops, restaurant, beach club and similar

facilities.

Furthermore,

such

Rules

and

Regulations

shall set forth the prior notification periods for occupying
Residential Units which the Owner must give the Operator.

ELEVENTH:

If the Owner wishes to occupy

~is

Unit during periods over and above the nine (9)

Residential
weeks des-

cribed in Paragraph EIGHTH herein, he may do so pursuant to
the terms and be entitled to the discounts set forth in the
Rules and Regulations.

TWELFTH:

The Owner, as well as his guests, while using

the Residential Unit, must, upon entering or leaving the Project, comply with any and all registration requirements, and
pay for any goods or services the Operator provides during
their stay that are not covered by this Contract.
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THIRTEENTH:

The number of persons who may occupy the

Residential Unit simultaneously shall be governed by the criteria set forth for

such purpose in the Rules and Regula-

tions.

*'

FOURTEENTH:

This Contract shall remain in full force

and effect for ten (10)

years from the date hereof and shall

be renewed automatically for additional periods of three (3)
years unless cancelled in writing by either party on one hundred and eighty (180) days notice before the end of each extended three (3) year period.

FIFTEENTH:

The parties agree that any and all differen-

ces between them regarding the interpretation or application
of this

Contract shall be resolved in accordance

laws of the Dominican Republic.

with the

The parties also agree that,

prior to initiating any jUdicial action, they will submit- any
and all differences to three

(3)

arbitrators

appointed,

one

by the Owner, another by the Operator and the third by both
parties, whose decision shall be final and binding.

SIXTEENTH:
granted

a

proxy

In the absence of the Owner or a person
for

such

purpose,

the

Operator,

as

the

owner's representative, may attend meetings of the Punta Cana
Yacht Club Condominium called for any purpose including the
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election or ratification of the Operator's appointment to operate the

Project and, if such be necessary, to vote in the

Owner's name..

SEVENTEENTH:

The Operator may assign the rights granted

him under this Contract to another firm qualified to operate
the Project.
gations
Assignee.

he

In such event, he shall guarantee that the obliassumed

as

Operator

shall

be fulfilled

by the

In addition, the Assignee shall likewise agree to

be bound by the terms of this Contract.

EIGHTEENTH:

The Operator elects as his legal domi-

cile the one stated in the preamble of this Contract and the
Owner the Residential Unit acquired through his purchase and,
if necessary, the office of the District Attorney of the Judicial District of Higuey.

Done and signed in good faith in two (2) original copies,
of the same tenor and effectiveness, one to each party, in
Santo Domingo, the National District, the Dominican Republic,
on the

day of the month of

, in the year

nineteen hundred and eighty-

THE OPERATOR
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Explanatory Statement

The Punta Cana Yacht Club is a Condominium Hotel Project
(the "Project")
studios,

ject,

fully furnished

Dwelling Units

(villas,

apartments and suites) are owned by the persons who

buy them.
Interest

whose

These persons also acquire a proportionate Common
in the

namely,

Common Elements

the

land

and

(420,000

Facilities of the

meters),

swimming

Propools,

tennis courts and the like.
The project is sponsored by the Punta Cana Yacht Club Company

(the

"Sponsor")

phases,

the

July

1988.

The

1,

Sponsor

sho·ps
and

and a

an

first

which is

of

which

building the

becomes

Project

(became)

in

two

operational on

The second phase will be completed in 1989.
has

alsq

built

restaurant,

electrical

a

plant.

an administration

building with

Beach Club with dining facilities
It

owns

and

will

operate

these

elements for the benefit of the Project.
The Project is being developed under a law of the Dominican Republic designed to encourage tourism.
to,
In

the

Project

has

been

consideration thereof,

granted
the

Pursuant there-

substantial tax

Owners

of the

benefits.

Dwelling Units

must agree to occupy them for not more than nine (9)

weeks a

year and to m.ake them available to tourists for not less than
forty-three (43) weeks a year.
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To

provide

the

Owners

of

the

Dwelling

Units

and

the

guests of the project with hotel services by the date of its
opening,

the

Sponsor organized and entered into a· ten year

contract (subject to cancellation for cause) with a
corporation

known as the Punta Cana Operating

"Operator").

The

Operator,

who

has

been

Dominican

Company (the

financed

by

the

Sponsor and staffed with qualified personnel, is solely responsible,
and

under the

operation

of

Management Contract, for the management
the

Project

and

the

marketing

of

the

Dwelling Units to tourists.
In consideration of the obligations the Operator assumed
under the

Management Contract, the Operator will be compen-

sated for

his

services

by sharing the gross rentals of the

project with the Owners on the following terms:
tals

from

agents
taxes

(six

(ten (10)
(10)

all

Dwelling

(approximately
(6)

Units

twenty

percent)

and

less
(20)

gross ren-

commissions

percent),

to

travel

hotel occupancy

service charges

imposed

by law

percent) shall be placed in a pool out of which ten

percent

(the

"Reserve

Fund")

shall

be

set

aside

for

maintenance, repair, renovation and replacement of the Dwelling

Units

and

furnishings

and

equipment

therein

and

the

Common Elements and Facilities.
The

Reserve

necessary,

to

Fund

may be adjusted from time to time, if

attain the aims

and

purposes

of the

Project.

But it is estimated that the Reserve Fund will be sufficient
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to

relieve

absence

the

of

Owners

of

extraordinary

any

individual

circumstances.

charges

in

Consequently,

light of the tax benefits the Project has been granted,
Owners will

be subject to no

the
in
the

Dominican taxes on the income

they receive from the Project and no property taxes on their
Dwelling

units.

The

Owners

will,

in

addition,

receive

full

hotel service while occupying their Dwelling Units.
Of the

amount remaining in the pool after the foregoing

deductions,

fifty-three

(53)

percent

shall

be

paid

to

the

Operator who will receive no other payments for his services
and expenses

while forty-seven

(47)

percent will be divided

among the Owners in accordance with a point system described
in the Condominium Documents and Management Contract signed
concurrently with the Sales Contract.
Law No. 5038 of the Dominican Republic governs the organization

and

administration

the Sponsor to issue a
claration")

of

the

Condominium.

creating an association o.f the Owners to conduct

the affairs of the Condominium.

The Sponsor issued the

claration on
association

It requires

Declaration of Condominium (the "De-

De-

It provides that the
created

pursuant

thereto,

a

legal

entity

com-

parable under Dominican Law to a corporation, shall be known
as the Punta Cana Yacht Club Condominium (the "Condominium").
Immediately upon buying a Dwelling Unit, the Owner becomes a
member of the Condominium.
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Included in the Declaration are the By-Laws of the Condominium

and

Rules

and

Regulations

governing

the

use of the

Dwelling Units and Common Elements and Facilities of the Project.

The By-Laws of the Condominium provide that the Pro-

ject shall be administered by a Board of Managers (the "Condominium

Board")

Dwelling Units
the Owners.

which shall be elected by the Owners of the
at an annual meeting or

General Assembly of

Since the Sponsor, necessarily, entered into the

contract with the Operator to manage and operate the Project
before

the

Condominium

Board

was

organized,

provision

has

been made in the Management Contract for the Owner to affirm
and adopt the contract in behalf of himself individually and
as a member of the Condominium and to vote to have the Condominium adopt the Management Contract as soon as the Board
of Managers is organized.
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February lrst., 1989

Mr. Charles B. Rangel
House of Representatives
Washington , D.C. 20515
Dear Owner:
We are pleased to inform you that the Punta Cana Beach Resort
(now the~tr-ade'name'of our Hotel) opened for business on Decembar
15, 1989 and that your Residential unit became available for
occupancy, ~ithin the meaning of our Sales Contract, on January
1, 1989. You can begin now, in consequence, to use Your unit for
nine weeks during the· calendar year in accordance with the
provisions of the Condominium Management Contract.'
We look
forward to the pleasure of serving you at our Hotel.
Please
advise us when you or your designated guests will be coming to,
visit us.
Pursuant to the Sales Contract, you are now obligated to
commence, as of April :)., 1989, quarterly payment (amortization)
with interest of the unpaid balance o~ your unit and, pursuant to
the Management Contract, you are now entitled to receive payment
of your proportionate share (based on the point system set forth
in that Contract) of 47% of net rentals as defined therein. Such
payments will be made semiannually commencing as of July 1, 1989.
Your payment of principal and interest which is due on April 1,
1989 is set forth in the attached financial statement.
We cannot, obviously, predict what your share of
be in 1989.
It will, of course, be less than
But based on the assumptions of occupancy listed
belief
(not commitment) that you will at least
point you own the following amounts for the year
123-

US$3,800 if the occupancy averages 45% in 1989;
US$4,650 if the average is 55%; and
US$5,500 if it is 65%.
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NAME: Mr. Charles Rangel and Mrs. Alma Rangel
UNIT: Beach villa No.3
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
US$82,750.00
28,962.50

Selling Price of your Unit:
Advance Received as of today:
Remaining Balance:

!i~g~~,!,Z~z';~~

Rate: 10.5%
Time: Seven (7) years
Payment's days are as follows:
PAYMENT DATE
March 15, 1989
June 15, 1989
September 15, 1989
December 15, 1989

CAPITAL

INTEREST

~

US.$ 1,921.00
·1,921.00
1,921.00
1,921.00

US$ 816.78
816.78
816.78
816.78

US$ 2,737.78
2,737.78
2,737.78
2,737.78

We will appreciate if you send a wire transference to:
REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK
150 S.E., 2nd. Avenue
Miami, Flor ida ..
ACCOUNT NUMBER;
FAX NUMBER:

(305)

358~
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February 22,

1989

FACTS ON THE PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB PURCHASE
Statement by Congo Charles B. Rangel
The Punta Cana Yaoht Club is a oondominium Hotel Projeot whose
fully ·furnished dwelling units are owned by the persons who bUy them.

These persons also aoquire a proportionate common interest in the
common elements and faoilities of the projeot, namely, the land,
swimming pools, tennis oourts and the like.
The projeot is sponsored by the Punta Cana Yaoht Club Company,
whioh is building the projeot in two phases, the first of whioh beoame
operational on July 1,
1989.

My friend

1988.

The seoond phase will be oompleted in

Ted Kheel is a prinoipal shareholder in the Punta

Cana Yaoht Cl ub Company.
In

1987 Ted

Kheel approaohed my wife and me with an offer to

invest in the Punta Cana Ya"ht Club development.

Beoause of our

friendship with Ted Kheel and high regard for his business aoumen, we
deoided to invest in the projeot, whioh at the time had not been
oommen"ed.

Aooordingly, on Maroh 16,

1987 we entered into oontraot

for the purohase of a villa oo.ndominium unit in the development.
agreed purohase prioe of the unit was $82,750.
of $28,962.50, funds

The

We made a down payment

I derived from oashing in a portion of my retire-

ment aooount with the U.S. House of Representatives and refinancing
of my Washington,

D. C. home.

In my initial 1987 Financial Disolosure to the House, I failed to
include the proceeds from my retirement account, which I used for the
down payment on the Qondominium, and ,the mortgage, in the amount of

$53,737.50, for 10.5 per cent for seven years for which I am liable

l!:Xl'!Ili!i1T

CBR000505
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to the Republio National Bank of Miami, Florida, to oomplete the
purohase of the oondominium.

I amended my Finanoial Disolosure

to in<>lude these items as soon as the oversight was brought to my
attention.

EXHIBIT

CBR000506
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CHARLES B. RANGEL

o

16T1tCOltll!l2l!SlOtw,.OIS1'llICf

NEWYCllII;

2262 RAv8lJ1lH Hol/S2 OrnCE BUILD/lOG
WMIIl~H.. DC 20615
TW/'IICNE: (202) 225-43t15

O£l'UTYWH!p

WAYS AND MEANS

€onlltt55 of tfJt llnittb ~tl1tt5
J10U.lIt of ntprt.lltntatibt.ll
1I11;fJington. :l9€ 20515

CHAlRMA.N. SUaCOMMITTE£ ON
SELECT REVENUE MEASURES
SuaCOMMITIEE ON OveRSIGHT

CHAIRMAN, SElECT COMMITTEE ON

,""s. VNlAN E. JONES
VlSTllICTAOMlltllmlA.TOII:

163 WisT 125TH STll£1if
Ntw YCllle, NY 10027
TEUP!IONl;: j2121663-39oo

o

NARCOTICS ABUSE ANO CONTROL

April 30. 1989

o

601 WEST 18 ISf STIIUT
NfW VOlIlC, NY 10033
TEl.!I'KONE: {2121 $21-6333

2110 FIIIST AV£NUE
NEW VORl(, NY 10029
TEUlPHONe (212) 348-9630

PERSONAL &
UNOFFICIAL

Mr. Fernando
Punta Cana Yac
Ediflcio Chase
n F. Kennedy
5to Piso. Av.
esq. Av. Tiradentes
Apartado Postal 1083
Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana
Dear Mr. Farina:
Enclosed please find a check in the amount of $2737.78 which
represents the March payment on Beach Villa No.3.
Please send to me the new contract that would include the
addition of the third bedr
as well as the other
improvements that were a
upo. Thank. you very much
and I look forward to
eivin
at information.

Enclosure
CBR/bs

cc: Frank R.

Ted Kheel

EXHiBIT

PCYC 000093
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(

(
1V:

Prank Rainieri

l'K:
t<.l:i;

Con~. CllarJe~ B. Ran~~l
Punta Cana Corporation

I

v;~'l!~6 apprt'cvr\~ jc'ur

t'orw!U'ding to me as soon as pOJ;sible

i'!

!:';')!'Y

d my updated contract with the Punta Cana CO!T'0ration. My
accountants need to know the staws of the contract Thank v,.,"

'" (i\~ ~·.:nt yeu
F',;,;e.se ~crl\~.c: )A.$.
YQ~}!'

meSilise

tt)

ilaVe.-

2{J2

inforrrPlfkt~

you m;l;'

~~25

Pl~::'

PCYC 000017
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CHARLES B.,RANGEl
16mCOl«>RES&lONAlDISTfI1CT
NSWYOAII:

WAYS AND MEANS

2252 RAYBURN HOllsE Omes BUll0lNO
WASHINGTON, DC 20515-3216
TUEPHONE: {202j 225-4365

(:ongrt55 of tbt Wnittb j)tatt5

MS. VIVIAN E. JONES
OlSTR1CTAIlM1NlliTRATOil

"OU5t of J1tprt5tntl1tibt5
R1asbington, 119~ 20515-3216

163 WUT 125TH STIIEET
NEw '1'01111:, NY 10027
TtlEPIIONE: {212j663-3900

CHAIRMAN. SUaCOMMllTEE ON
SELECT REVENUE MEASURES
SUaCOMMmEE ON OVERSIGHT

60fWUT 181STSTREET
NEw '1'01111:, NY 10033
TaEPHONE: 1212j927-5333

CHAIRMAN. SElECT COMMITTEE ON
NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL

2110 FIIlST AvtNU(

January 28, 1993

NEW '1'01111:, NY 10029
T1tUPHONE: 1212} 348-9630

Mr. Frank R Rainierl
Punta Cana Yacht Club

Edificio Chase
5to P1so, Av. John F. Kennedy
esq. Av. Tiradentes
Apartado Postal 1083
Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana
Dear Frank:
I really enjoyed seeing you and Ted KheeI last week.
I will be writing Brigadier General Rafael Guerrero
Peralto of the Dominican National Police to set out the
problems we are presently facing with drug dealers
who find safe haven In the Dominican Republic.
AgaIn, I hope you can provide me with. a copy of the
contract we have with Punta Cana which includes the
third bedroom addition, what equity has accrued and if

there is an outstanding balance. As I mentioned to you,
the House Ethics Committee requires the disclosure by
members of Congress of any assets and unearned
income and while I enjoy a good relationship with the
Committee's Chairman it certainly would be politically
embarrassing if I were unable to provide an accurate
accounting of my holdings.

eXHIBIT

PCYC 000022

Exhibit 076
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I look forward to hearing from you soon.

cc:
P.S. I completely forgot that our friend General Rafael
G rrero Peralto became Chief of Police and. in fact. I
s nt him the enclosed letter when he was promoted.

EXHI81T

PCYC 000023

Exhibit 076
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I ~~~~~IER

...::.=TI\ANSM=ITAL

THE FOLLCMING TAANSMITA[, COOSIST OF--!:i:.-PAGES INCWOING
THIS COVER SHEEr.
PLEASE D I = TO:

Fax No.

~ 'Z. J

~M<

-.»l

;1;>.S

ci!ta-A

le<4f ~

caIMENTS/Me;$SAGES :

THIS TllAN&'1ITTAL!FACSIMI[,E IS BEING SENT
LUE SENT:' _ _

BY:i_~J",L;C<2JV~~':::"'..lce.~£;::::?:!:::·_

.:z:F.::.~=-.:9t...!f~3=::-_ _ TIME SENr:'_ _L5l:..'_p·..:~.....:..~_~..::.._

IF THERE ARE ANY PROBLEMS WITH THIS TAANSMISSlOO, P[,E/lSE CALL 'IO

(809) 541-;

or 565-<

...~ OUR TELECOPIER!FACSIMILE NGlBER IS

(809) 541'
THANK YOU.

CBR000850
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.:;;".: PUA CANA B. :ES:

February 5, 1993

The Bonorable
Mr. Charles Rangel
U.S. "Rouse ·of Representatives
2330 Rayburn Office BUilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Rangel:
AS per your request$ we

~re

pleased to submit an up dated

statement of your account with Punta Cana Yacht Club, S.A.
as of January 31, 1993 (Refer to exhibit r) together with
an eatimated construction cost budget to add a third
bedroom plus furnishing to your beach villa No. 412 (Refer
to exhibit II).
Please note that a5 per instructions received from Mr.
Frank R. Rair,ieri I all interests char'gea from your loan

were eliminated and reaulting balance due is not subject
to interests computation.

Should ·you need further

information,

do not hesitate to

contact us.
Sincerely,

~e&:r-AJos' Olilla
Corporate Controller
JO/jss

CBR000851
Exhibit 077
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EXHIBIT 1

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT FOR
MR. CHARLes RANGeL
BEACH VILLA 412
AS OF JANUARY fl, 19'3

US$

O~~g~nat oetl~ng p~~ce

Leo.: Pcwn

pdymen~

rH. 'H. SO/

- June'S7
Su.b-Tctal

Leo.

othe~

Ma~ch'

&9

Payment Hom Pool-June'90
It

53,787.50

payment.:

Cuk payment II

82.750.00

" -Ve,<l'90

12,731.78)
f2, 76'. 57)

" -Ju.ne.'91

!Z,059.26)
12.420.56)

"']un.e'92

13.261.391

.. -Vec'"

tJ

Balance

(3,803.171
Vue US$ 36.735.77

• Pool payment no~ Vecembe~/92 ~o nOW u.nde~ computat~on
and ~ev~ew. When.~eady, w~ll be appl~ed to th~. balance.

CBR000852
Exhibit 017
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.. PU -A CANA B. :£5.
EXHIBJT II

ESTIMATEV CONSTRUCTION COST BUVGET
TO AVV A THIRV 8EVROOM PLUS FURNISHING
TO BEACH VILLA ,~O. 412

US$

2 Std. t 2

S~de

20'

Ai.~

taote

Coto~

N~9ht taote.
w~th d~awe~., m~"-~o~
w~t. RIC 7 table

TV

t

Cha~~

Cond.i.ti.olli1A

800.00
450,00
600.00
I,JOO.OO

CMta.cM

Walt

16,000.00

and p~~tu~e.
2 ni.g ht. tamp.
Labo~ co.t., deco~at~on, t4an.po4t..t.Lon
and othe~ e~ptn.e.
m~~~o~.

Totat

US$

400.00
200.00
100. 00
1,985.00
21,835.00

CBR000853
Exhibit
CSOC.CBR.00004342
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July 31, 1995
The Honorable
Mr Charles Rangel
Member of Congress
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-3215
Dear Mr. Rangel:
As per your request of July 14, 1995, we are pleased to enclosed the
financial status of your villa as of June 30, 1995. Please refer to exhibit I.
As to the third room to be addeclto your villa. back on February 5. 1993,
. we sent you a proposal budget for this new room plus the furnishing. At that
time, the total cost was estimated in US$21,8as.OO as shown in exhibit II.
This work was not executed because we did not receive any instruction from
you.
However, if you are still interested in building this third room, please add
10% to the above US$21,835.00 just to cover the cumulative effect of
inflation computed from February 5, 1993 up to today.
?Iease let us know your irnllructions as soon as possible and keep in mind
that construction process will take approximately two (2) months end would
be executed at low season.

CC: Mr. Frank R. Rainieri
Enclosures: as cited

CBR000841
Exhibit 018
CSOC.CBR.00004330
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EXHIBIT I

~~~CLtlS,~

STATEMENT

2!

~

BEACH VILLA ~

ill

~ CHARLES ~

~

lli

1995

ORIG!NAL SALES PRICE
CAS8 ADVANCE RECEIVED

{JSS

AMOUNT TO BE FINANCED

82,750.00
(28,962.511)
53,787.50

LESS: PAYMENTS RECEIVED:
l'l.!. NO. 9170
POOL

POOL

31-05-89
30-06-90
31-12-90

POOL
POOL

11-12-91

POOL

.30-06-92

POOL

31-12-92

POOL
POOL

POOL

POOL

3e~06-91

30-06-93

31-12-93

3Pl-06~94

n-12-94

NET BALANCE PENDING

*

(2,737.78)
(2,769.57)
(2,059.26)
(2,4211.S6)
(3,8113.17)
(3,261.39)
(3.329.54)
(4,534.110)
(2,795.61)
(3,627.08)
(3,410.83)

ass

19,038.71

PENDING TO APPLY POOL PAYMENT FOR PERIOD JANUARY -

*
JUNE

30,

1995.

CBR000842

Exhibit 018
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EXHIBIT 11

~1~1\

~

'1

.~

ESTIMATEV CC~STRuCTICN CCST BUDGET
TC AVD A THIRD BEVRCCM PLUS FURNISHING
TO 8EACH VILLA NO. 412

US$

16,000.00

FUJtni.4 hi.ng,
2 5ed4 ,

2 Ni.ght taote.

S~de t~bte wi.th dJt~weJt••

800.00

m~JtJtoit ,

20· Coto" TV wi.th RiC 7 tabte

Ai.Jt

Chai."

600.00
i,300.00

Con(at~oi'leJt

Cuittai.n.
Watl m~"JtoJt. and p~~tuJte4
2 it~S hU la>rlp4
Labolt .~06t4, de.c.oJta.t~on, tJtOoMpoJttati.oit
and othe" IXPl1616
Toital

450.00

US$

400.00
200.00

100.00

1,985.00

21.855.00

CBR000843
eXHIBIT
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May 20,1996
VIA FAX: 2021225:'

The Honorable
Charles Rangel B., M. C.
US House of Representative
2354 Rayburn HOB
Washington" DC 20515
REF. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT BEACH VILlA 412
Dear Mr. Rangel:
Enclosed to this letter I am sending your Statement of Account from the Rental
Pool for the period of July 1- December 31, 1995 from your beach villa 412
(Enclosure No.1). This statement shows a balance of RD$49,929.05
(U5$3,885.53) which has been applied to your finan~ing.
I am also enclonsing for your files a Statement for the financing of you beach
villa (Enclosure No.2) showing a pending balance of US$11,4.03.66.
Incase you need ·further information please do not hesitate to call me at 800/972.
. ·or by fax at 809/547,
Sincerely,

::I:t ~

'1' U __~

Ing;k M. Sabater de Bonetti
Co Owner Services
Enclosure

CBR000838

ralso <I Apartado Postal 1063
14/15·565-0011. Santo Domingo, RepUbUc<l Domll1icana

Exhibit 079
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ENCLOS JRE NO. 1

ESTAOO DE CUENTA
RENTAL POOL
PERIOOO JULIO 1 - OICIEM8RE 31,

NOMBRE: CHARLES RANGEL
INMUEBLE: VILLA DE PLAYA

199~

Num. 412

Ingre$o por Punto Pool de
P,opietarios y Arrendatarios al 31/12/93
Valor en Puntos del Inmueble
49,4:54.15

TOTAL INGRESO BRUTO
MENOS:
Segui-o POI' cobrar (RD. 1"jOO.O') por Pun to )
No ingreso$ por uso de Propiadad:

2,750.0\)

TOTAL DESCUENTOS

2,7:50.0<;'

MAS:

8onlfieaeion por no uso de propledad Julio-Diciembrei95

3,224 •.87

4<;>,<;>29.05

TOTAL INGRESO NETO

AUTORIZADO PORI
Lie. Gregorio Abreu
Contralor corporativo

PAGADQ CON EL CHEQUE NO.:
FECHA:
REClEO POR

CBR000839
Exhibit (lIS
CSOC.CBR.00004328
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ENCLOSJRE No.2

PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, S. A.
Statement of Account
Charles Rangel
March 15, 1996
In USS Dollars

Original Price:
Advance:
Balance for Financing
RI No. 070
Rental Pool

U5$82,750.00
28,962.50
US$53.78Z50
US$ 2,737.78

31/05/89
30/06/90
31/12/90
30/06/91
31/12/91
30/06/92
31/12/92
30/06/93
31/12/93
30/06/94
31/12/94
30/06/95
31/12/95
Pending Balance

2,769.57
2,059.26
2,420.56
3,803.17
3,261.39
3,329.54
4,534.00
2,795.61
3,627.08
3,410.83
3,749.52
3,885.53
US$ll,4Q3.66

SIUIII!lT

CBR000840

Exhibit
CSOC.CBR.00004329
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August 29, 1996

Tbe Honorable
Cbarles Rangel D., M. C.
US Honse of Representarive
2354 Rayburn Hob
Wasbington, DC 20515
REF.: STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT BEACH VILLA 412
Dear Mr. Rangel:

Please find enclosed your Statement ofAccount as of June 30, 1996, for the CO Owner's
Rental Pool that shows a total net income ofUS$3,294.95 (Enclosure 1). This balance
has been applied to the financing you have with us.
I am also sending you a Statement ofAccount for the Financing you have with Punta Cana

Yacht Club. The pending balance id US$8,108.71 (Enclosure 2).
If you need further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at 800/972;
fax at 809/547; -

:or by

Sincerely,

1J_~uJ~;;;"

1Z'=kasili~~
CO Owner Services
I

CBR000698
Avenida Abrah
Telefax: (809} 541-2286. Telex ITT (346) 0415

Exhibit OBO

• Apartado F'ostal1083
5 - 565~OOi 1 • Santo Domingo. RepUblica Dominlcana

CSOC,CBR.000041'S7
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NOfnb}-e

Inmueble

VIL.LA DE

16:, '777 :+8

2 75
TOTAL INGRESO BRUTO

Boni~icacicn

por no usa

TOT?'1L INGRESOS

48f.483~0'7

TOTAL DESCUENTOS

6,142 . . 98

VALOR NETO

CBR000699
Exhibit Oall
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PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB
ESTADO DE CUENTA
AL 15/06/96

Original Price:
Advance:
Balance for Financing:

RI No. 070
Rentai Pool

Anexo2

US$82,750.00
28,962.50
US$53,787.50

31/05/89
30/08190
31112/90
30/06/91
31/12/91
30106/92
31/12/92
30/06/93
31/12/93
30/08/94
31/12/94
30/08/95
31/12/95
30/06/96
Pending Balance

2,737.78
2,769.57
2,059.26
2,420.56
3,803.17
3,261.39
3,329.54
4,534.00
2,795.61
3,627.08
3,410.83
3,749.52
3,885.53
3,294.95
6,108.71

Charles Rangel
Villa de Playa 412

CBR000700
Exhil:»t
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S_ptemb.r 16tll, 1997

VlA FAX' 202122,'.0816

The Hononble

Charles Ran,.l
Congnln eft"e united stal:G:$
House of Repl"Uentatives
washington, DC 20515

Dear ....1". Rangel:
Enclosed to this letter is your Strtement of ~lInt corresponding to th. Rantal
Peol for the pllriod efJanualjll" through June 30"', 1997. This Rental Pool has
been calculal:G:cI with 3 points taking into aiXQunt that a third bedroom has been
col'lstructad in your villa /1.12. The total amount of this statollmant Is
RD$S2,484.44 (US$3.743.'q.).

With reference to the tinanl;ingyou have with Punta Cana Yacht Club, enelOSQd
you will also find a Statement cf Account showing the amount of money dllt of
US$2.0SS.57. Please note that the Rental Pool's have been Included in this
statement as l'aymtml:s from you.
Mr. Rainier; Informed me that in CIIse you would like to sell your property the
cost will be US$150 K or more, but ifthis is)'OUr decision piease consider ....1".

Rainieri as your first option.
If you haw any 'fuestions, please do not hesitate to call me at SOO197Z(
byfaut809/S47i ...

;or

Sinare!y.

~~

Ingria M.Sabater de 80netti
Etcecutive Assiltant

ElIHIBlf

CBR000830

Exhibit 001
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PUNTA CANA YACHT CWB.
STATEMENT Ot ACCOUNT
RENTAL POOL
JanuI", 1 • JUna 30, 1997

Name:
Unit No.:

Charles Rangel
Beach Villa 4-12.

Income per point from 'Rental Pool
As ofJune 30, 1996
Value in Poinb of the unit

RDS18,25S.11

TOTAL GROSS INCOME

8.0$5+.76',S1

3,QQ

PLUS;

Income for non-use of property

Rot 1,168.89

L. ESS:

Income Receivable (RD$l,OOO per point)

RDS 3,000.00

No income received for use of Property.
M1I)I19'I>, 97· May 21't, 97.
May Z2M , 97 ~ M.y 26th, 97
TOTAL.

RD$ 4,049.96

&Pi 52.484 .*

TOTAL NET INCOME

prepared by: .

508.82
541.14

)JH~grid M. Sabat.er de Bonetti

CBR000831
Exhihit 081
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PUNTA CANA YACHT CWSf S. A.

Statement of1 Account
Charles Rangel
September U, 1997

In US$ Dollars
Original PrI,e
Flrst PiI,)'I'I1ent

TOTAl. TO BE FINANCED

82,750.00
28962•.50
53,787.50
12,017,26
75,804.76

May!l"'. 89

2,737.78

J\me 30'h, 90
Dec. 12;1.,90

2.769.57
2,059.26
2,420.56
3,803.17
3,261.39
3,329.54
....534.00
2,795.61
3,627.08
3,410.83
3,749.52

Plus: Cost of third room
Income for Rental Pool

June 30''', 91
Dec. 31'\ 91

June 3ot\ 92
Dec. 31", 92

June 30m, 93
Dec. 31"', 93

June 30"'.94
Dec. 31 il• 94
June 30t". 95
Dec. 31". 93

3,885.53

June 3ot~, 96
Dec. 31'1, 96
June 30'!lt, 97

3,294.9.5

AMOUNT DUE

EXHIBIT

2,309.60
3,743,54
n.Q72,83

CBR000832

Exhibit 081
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CONITRUcnoN AND FURNI,HING COIT8
RELATED TO THE ADCITION OF A THIRD JItOOM
TO MR. cHAttLES RANGEL BEACH VILLA

11 Conttruct!on COtta;
Ck. 3Ol53dlilted Auguate.1996 paid to Constructor. Eve, SA RDS 100,000.00
Ck: S186 dated Oac.18.19S6 paid to Coantruetora Eve. SA

Total

126.551.89

RDS 63551.G9

ust

Equiv'lentto

16182.26

&iI) Fymltbing Cotta;
Sed. and night tables

us.

.

Side table with cnwers, mirror & Oi'Il!Iir
20' Color TV & remote & table top
Pdr Conditioner
Curtail'll & Blinds
Wall mitrOl'J and piclures

800.00
450.00

600.00
1,300.00
400.00

200.00
100.00

2 Night lamps

~

r..abor costs, decoration, Iranspo!'Wtion & Misc. expenaea

CLOriginllly it walJ bUdgeted

Total

US$

~

Grand Total

US$

22,Oll.26(~

In US$ 21,835.00 as per OOI.lr letter

dated July

31,1995.

CBR000833
Exhibit 081
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April1S\ 1998
The Honorable
Charles Rangel
congress of the United states
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Rangel:

J

Enclosed please ~he Stateme~count of your beach
villa correspondirgtlD th(! Renta1 PooJ'{or the period of July
1st to December 31, 19". This stat~~nt shows a total net
.
income ofUS$2,604.89 (Enclosure l~
Enclosed you will also find a Statement of Account
corresponding to the Financiftg you have with Grupo Punta
Cana. The pending balance is US$21,467.94 (Enc!osure2).
Please note that the Rental Pool's have been included in this
statement as a payment from you.
If you need further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 1 800(972{< . of by fax at 809(547Sincerely,

Nin~;uaret de C6rdova·
CBR000819
Exhil:rit 082
CSOC.CBR.0000430S
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Anexo 1
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
RENTAL POOL
July I-December 31, 1997

Name:
Unit No.:

Charles Rangel
Villa de playa III

No. 412

Income per point from rental pool
As of December 31,1997
Value in points ofthe unit

RD$13,S12.90
RD$
300

TOTAL GROSS INCOME

RD$ 41,43S.70

PLUS:

Income for non use of property
Period JUIy- December 1997 .

RD$ lZ14S3

TOTAL INCOME

RD$42,65353

LESS:
Insurence receivable (RD$ 1,000.00 per point)
Discounts per use
No incomes per use of property:
From OS{ZS{97 to OS{31{97
From 09 {Ol{97 to 09{OZ{97

RD$ 3,000.00
RD$ 1,91Z.00

TOTAL DISCOUNTS

RD$ 6,133.00

RD$
RD$

901.Z9
31971

TOTAL NET INCOME
Prepared by: Ninoska Suarez de Cordova
NOTE : The amount of RD$36,5Z0.53at the
RD$14.02:US$l.OO ; US$Z604.S9

exachange

rate of

CBR000820
Exhibit 0112
CSOC.CBR. 00004309
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PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, SA

Statement of Account

Anexo2

Charles Rangel
Marzo 15, 1998

Original Price
First Payment

82,750.00
28,962.50
53,787.50
22,017.26

Plus: Cost of third room

TOTAL TO BE FINANCED
Income for Rental Pool

May 31, 89
June 30, 90
Dec. 12, 90
June 30, 91
Dec. 31,91
June 30, 92
Dec. 31, 92
June 30, 93
Dec. 31, 93
June 30, 94
Dec. 31,94
June 30, 95
Dec. 31,95
June 30, 96
Dec. 31,96
June 30, 97
Dec. 31, 97

75,804.76

2,737.78
2,769.57
2,059.26
2,420.56
3,803.17
3,261.39
3,329.54
4,534.00
2,795.61
3,627.08
3,410.83
3,749.52
3,885.53
3,294.95
2,309.60
3,743.54
2,604.89

54,336.82

AMOUNT DUE

CBR000821
Exhibit 032

CSOC.CBR00004310
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PUNTA CA:-iA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
January - ,June 98
[ISS

~
Unil no.:

CHARLES RANGEL

Owner tvpC"

./12
1

VallI(' in Points of the unit

3

Tnlal Rt'llllli pool Income Revellue per 1>01111
Illl'fJrnl'

flltt'

P<Jllll Ftom Rl'ottlll)ool of (}WIlCl°S-

Plu~

Irll'llrrlC fflr NrHHlsl' of property

tn7,'1

rfll:lI Gros~ InCQllll'
Lt's~

Illsur:llln' l{('cci\'ahlc

fll'/"

I'oint

Di.scoulll for us!: Df JlrnpNty
rotal Disc01UJI

213.98

r,l'\S: TUXt,~:

Inell/lll'Tax

l,fll(I.5B

RC1\t;l1 Pnol Applicd til RClllodding Costs

J,1l49,75

rllla!DI.Sct)Ulll

---i~~~.

CBR000858
Exhibit 003
CSOC.CBR.00004347
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J'LNT;\CANA '\'ACHT CLUB
SUlllmary h)' YCl'ld:--: calculation income pCI' point f!'Om July 98 to J)C'c 98
(In {iSS)

PUNTACANA
~ESQRT

&.

C~U3

992

Room H.t'\'enue
Less:
Commission to Agencil'S'
]0"/.. Mantemlntt'" Rt'serH'
5uo- Tnt.lll
47";', Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Poinl
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

JanUHf)·

Februnry

April

March

Total

.Juoc

MtI....

1·12,527.05

467,838.55

3,6U5.58

11.295,91

2,1..f5.14·
46.%9.34
48.7J4.48

11,34i.67

47.578,(,4

190,l}88.31

85,263.18

140.393.46

95.80966

6095.65

27.74955

9631

2S3.76

305.63

488.53

922.91

J..682.66

36.015.59
447

SO.59

59.266.40
447
132.59

40.,398.:zn
447
90.38

1,371)H
447
5.31

447
25,39

447
106.44

447
-440.69
~
.....

.alt!

fry
¢Cr

0

i><- :B
:.2
l.l,I

d.1
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PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July - Decem her 98
US$

;-.Iume

CHARLES RANGEL

{Init flU.:

412

OWIH'r tVlle

1

Value in Points of the unit

3

Ttl/:-ll Relunl poolln~'ollw Re\'Cllue per '>{liltl
(nCUHI!,' pCI' Puint Fmlll Henlal PODI ofOwncrs

4;./O.fJ,}

un-ox

Plui>
Ill(~()m~'

fur

'\!llHIW

of properly

'!"Ollli Cross IUl;nme
~

2J 1.44

Insurance Recci\':lblc I'er Poiul
DL~Cll\l1l1

for lise of flropCr(y
211.4;,1

T\lUlI 1)i.~r.lIl1nl

1 ('ss: Tnxcs:
277,66

IllCHllH,T,H

HculJtl Pl!ot AJlplil'd

832.98
1.1 IU.6..J

1(I1t.«1lI(Jdcli1J~ Costs

Totlll Discouut
Payahk to lhc {,WIlCr US$

CBR000860
Exhibit D1l3
CSOC.CBR00004349
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PUNTACAl'iA YACHT (:LCH

SummItt")' tty y('arly
fin li!"S)

('~,kulalion

inconH' pel' point fnml ,January '99

tfl

o

....
\0

ti

()

<.i

o

(JJ

()

June '1)9

PUNTACANA
QSOl1! iL CLUB

Room RC\'l'lliIC

J!lounr)'

fehruary

March

Apr.iI

May

"une

Totnl

165.038.19

144.945.45

I 15JJ68A6

146.027.QO

56,873.61

67.110,2~

90.85
\6.494.73
16,585.59

,157_~ j

14,816,03

620.19
11,444,&)
12J165.02

1.I94Ji4
\:J.,4R3.3\
15,678,14

469,88
5,640,37
b,1 to.25

6,9'.m.86

69,21),11
72,245Ji l)

69,772.72
447
156,09

61,160,83
447
136,83

48.411.62
441
108.30

61,2b439
447
J37.06

23,858.78
447
53.38

28,303,13
447
63.32

292,771.46
447
6.54.97

695,163.90

Less:
Commi1i:sinll to Agencies
IO'Y" M~fl{emmtl? Rcservl:.'

47''!lo Owners; Partidp»tioll
Total Rental J>ool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER l'OINT

14A5lUQ.

299.81
6.691,05

3.0J2.7~

994

Suh- Tnllli
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PVNTA CA:-iA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rent:.!1 Pool
Janu~l1'Y - June 99
US$

Name
Unit no.:
Owner type
V:.\Iue in PoilUs of the unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412

1

3

Tntal !{cMal pool Income R{'.vcnue PCI" Point

654.1J7

bH'llnlC per "(Jinl from Rl'nfal Pool UfOWlIHS

1,l){)4.lJ2

I'lus

Inl:nnw fur ;'>jon·usc flfprOpl'rt)'
TlltaJ

CI'(J".~

1-1.2:.45

Income

Lc~.~:

Insurance Receiyable Pl~r l'oinr
Discounf for usc of !U'llflC1'fy

IR9.28

rUlal Discollllt

189.28

Lc'ss:Ta·.:l's:
Im'ollle'r.l.\

4()1.19

Rental Poul "-ppliel! io Remodeling Costs

~
~

fotal DiwilUllt

Payahle tu HIe

UWIlCI'

USS

I::)(HII3I1'

CBR000862

Exhibit 084
CSOC.CBR00004351
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PliNTA CMiA YATCH CLliB
Statemt~nt of Account
Rental Pool
,July - Decemhel" 99

LS$

;'-;ame

CHARLES RANGEL

Cnit no.:

412

Own~f' hoe
Vl-llue in Points of the unit

3

I

Tornl Helll:l! ponlincoille l{(;\'l,'11lH.' pC!' PuiU1
!Ilcumc per Pnilll Fromlh.'U1:11I'ool

or Owners

Pills
lJ\cnmc for _.... on-ll.~C ofpruJlcrty
1,499.24

Joud Gross [nconw
Lcs~;

189.27

Insur:IIH'e R~~cei\i:lbll." Pt'r Point

DiscourH Ii)!" liSt' ofpropcrr)-'
Tnwl DiseOllui

Less: Taus:
327A9

Iucome Tux
Itclll:1! POIlI Applil.'d io Remodeling CostS

l}S2A'

~

TomllJiscolillt

I!ltlilSli

CBR000863

Exhibit 084
CSOC.CBR.00004352
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PCNT .. :\C\NA V..\CH'r CLUH
SUOIOl,u1' by Y~~lrly calculation incom(> per p,)int frum .July 91) to [)c,' t)9
(In liSS)

g

ri

CO

()

oo
(/J

()

PUNTACANA
~ESO;H

&.

(~'.n

Room ReycntJc

J,1I1U.llr:\

february

April

,\'1;jf"('h

Owners' Participation

Total Rent:!1 POQI Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

Totlll

147,873,93

56,230,88

56,830,56

62,550,98

106,30523

~16,(l52.i::

3}7.11

2.276,84
14559.71

1)09.28
5.532.16
6.44\.44

790..
5.604.lJ2
&•.394.J6

n

93.!9
(',245,78
6.338,97

-115033
10581\,99
I1.1HI4.32

5.011.08
51,164.1)7
56,116.15

23\-H)L04

23.70::;.01

26.4t<l'.M
447
59.10

4.:1.,791.43
447

2Itl,424,(l0
447
484.17

B.6DA J
9.tM.52

16,836.55

]ll,SI9.31
447
81.70

61,58757
447
137.78

441
52.35

447

53.03

101l.20

997

471~;;,

.llIne

86,86118

Less:
Commission to Agencies
IO~/;, M:mtenllnc£' Reserve
Sub- Tol~l

May

;1;
'"
C!;

Exhibit

:£
00

<::>
<::>
<::>

e

I·U~TACAr.;A YACHT CLUB
SlInH1HIQ" b~ :-('arl~' c:lIculation income per point from .JaUU:.l'1' '00 to June '00
(In lISS)

o
o
o

n::

OJ

u

<.i

o

(J)

u

PUNTACANA
~(SOR;

K

('.;J~

Room Rn"cnut'
Less;
Commissioll to Agcndcs

March

February

,lallUlll)

Apr\l

127.337.51

I 52.46Q.fil)

131/160.33

lJJ5S.77

2.460.4!

7757

1.l43.00

43.HSH.8S

52,823.0t

May

June

7..J.469, 12

Total

82,42JAJ

674,414.38

450.21

6.6R9.96

10'% M:mlcl\tilH.-e Reserve
Suh~ Total
47%. Owners' I)arti(iplltion

Total Rentl-ll Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POIN1

441
98.)1}

44'1

118.17

64,461.57
447

144.21

55.335.7)
447
123.79

31,5QO.44
44;
70.41

34,463.17
441
77.10

282.472.81
447

631.93

998

Jj)5.f:14.'19
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PUNTACANA YATCH CLUB

Statement of Account
Rental Pool
J'anu:try ~ ,} une 2000
USS

:-.lame
Unit flO.:

CHARLES RANGEL
411

tvne
Valli" in Points of fhe unil

3

OWIWI-

I

TotaJ Rt'Il!i\1 poollncnmt' ReVemH! pel' Point
In~'on\l;' p~'.r Puint Fmm Rtntlll Pool ofOwncrs

1,8'.15.78

j'lus

Incomt' fur NUll-usc of pl'opert)'

4L52

rotal Gross Illcom«
Lt'ss:
Insurance Hccdvablc. Pm· Pnint

186.92

Dismunt for usc of property
~

L('s.~·: T:ucs;
Incume Tax
Relltal l'IJoJ AIl]!Ii~d

186.92

-07.60
lo l~emnd<."ling Costs

Total DIH'OllIH
1'1J~'fllJrt' 10

till' (lwner

t'SS

CBR000866
Exhibit OS5
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PI.'NTACANA Y ..\ ('HT

Summary

b~'

e

cum

)"t'urly ('llJculatiou iuconH." per puiut from

,11J1~-

200{) to

n~('

'"('!;
g
o

ti

!ll

o
<.i

g
o

2000

(In liS'S)

PUNTACA.N/\
USORT & (lIJS

RI)i)Jn Re'"l,'lllle

January

Fl'hnlllr~'

Murch

Apl'il

May

,JIJnC

Totlll

122.79818

107.97886

50,332.10

45.811 15

83,603.57

166.150.33

$07.19

1.021.22

179.36
1"1,342.42

5,9.5l.ttJ

10.695.76

169.77
4.:'64.14
4.733.91

287,33

12,19'l.:O

3.486."i)
4,684.(,0

16.5&6.30

::;7,nn.J2

8.521.78

1(',87.3.63

63,023.95

11J.3fl6.311
447
43.19

35,288.44
447
78.95

70,160.05
447
156.96

241,-115.90
447
540.08

5i6.67~.79

Lc,~s:

COmmi!;Sll)D to A';!cndes
10<)/.. :\1anienancc RC5crn'
Sllb~ Totlll

13,006.29

11.716.99

8.1'71.34

51.601.19

45,243.08
447

19.815.84

447
115.44

101.21

447

4·L33

1000

47% Owners' PartkifllHion
Totul Relltul Pool Point
TOTALllEVEN\:E PER POINl

1001
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement 01' Account
Rental Poul
Jul)' ~ December 2000

USS

Name
Unit 110,:

CHARLES RANGEL
412

Owner type

1

Value ill PoiTlts of the unit

3

rojaJ H:\'lIlaf puo!lncom\l Revenue
!UCUIIl\'

jl('l'

pCr'

!loin!

54fl.Hi'l

l'Uilll Fl'nnl Rl'ullli PnlJl U/,Owllers

1,620.2.\

Plu~

IncHllle 1'01'

Tofal

'iUll·U_~C

of prOjlerty

Gl"OSS InC(lmll

Less:
lusuntnct' Rct'ciYfllll~ I'cl'!·oint
nisnHlut fIn- IIS(! of property

1'19.73

rot-AI [)i:;l,:(luul

199.73

1.I'ss:T:!\".s:

InCllllwTax

4U5.06

l{t'JIl:l! POlll A,pplit'li In RCfllOddillg Costs

1,049.87

rut:ll l)iS<:llunt

1,454.93
(I.UO

P:IY:lhlc !lllhe l1WIl('r t'SS;

EXHIBIT

CBR000868

CSOC.CBR.00004357
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Fax
To:
Fax:

Charles RangBI
2OZ22f$

PIto. .

Dear Mr. Rangel:
Attachment you could find your statment for the Rental Pool for
the period Jall/JOry, 2001 ta June 30, 2001, PItfJQ$e send me your
Acount number andoddrus to sendyour check in dollors.
Adittional information.... don
.. o.t~.
hesitate toJ!?!',t~to the phone
~
number 809 541 <.Ext ....

sincere"'
'T'

'.,

~I;'\

.

~fN~

~~~

J/I.l

cJ~

¥~v~t)~~7
~- ~ ~,-_._--_
Nl{'/0037

;[)I~ ~

C/"{-?'

..

/

1:)(l118IT

CBR002838

CSOC. CBR. 00003140

1003

PUNTA CANA RESORT

/#'~~·I/"(.1!D";'~ /tI.~

.

-~1#tJ~c»t~zb~/Y,~S:~,
~ fII. ~ dOd

PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB

Statement

, ...

From Jaou6ry 01, 2001 to June 30. 200'

"'1 TC

Prop/ot.rlo:

Charla. Rongol

Income per Point

RO$34,890.33
RO$ 715,71
RD$35,606.04 '

Bonus per no USe
Talai income

Insurance
Taxes
Total Discount

Net Income in RD$

0'1

T. IJ

!

I

(RO$ 3,000,00)
(RO$ 8 722 58/
(RD$11,722.58)

RD$23,883.411

CBR002839
Exhibtt 08&
CSOC.CBR,00003141
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CHARLES B, RANGEL
151H CONGl\fSSIOtt.\l. o.S11llCT

23S4 RAVBUIlN HouSf o.<.ICf BUIlOlN1l
WAS!<WGTON, DC 20515-3215

THfPHONf:(202J225-4365

NfWYClll
Dl;PU1YW~1I'

qtongrt55 of tnt WnttdJ ~tatt5

AA_ _

WAYS AND MEANS

MS. VlV1AN E. JON.es
OISTllICTADMlNlSTRA'fOll

~OU~t of j&tprt~tntatibt~

SUBCOMMITTEE (IN TRAPE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXAi10N

MtaSbington, JD€ 20515-3215

163Wf5Tll5ThlSTil£ET
NEw YOIlk. NY 10027
TEt£PI10NE: (212j 6ll)-3900

2110 FlIlST AVENUf:NEW YOIIK, NY 10029
THEP"ONf.;U,:zj34&-963t)

October 11, 2001

PlEASE IlfSfOONO 70
OFFlCECHECKUl

PERSONAL & UNOFFICIAL

Ms. Andry Calderon
Punta Cana Yacht Club
Ave. Abraham Lincoln No. 960
Ensanche Paraiso
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Dear Ms. Calderon:
Please send the income check for Beach Villa 412, Punta Cana
Yacht Club to the account of
Charles & Alma Rangel
Chase Bank
2218 Fifth Avenue
New Yiioiirik
03.7
Acct.. I

ii,N.Y.1iOii

Thank you. If you have any questions, please contact me at

CBR:bs

CBR002836
Exhibit OE7
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
151liCONGIlfS5l.:>H:Al.0isTR1CT
~YORJ:

OfP\.lT1WHll"

23U MAvtlUIIN HOUSE OfFICE 9UlLOU'I!
WASHIf>IGTON. DC 20515-3215
Tf[UJ'HONe f202) 225--<t365
OlSTfUCTOFFICES;

(:ongrt5'S of tbt ~nittb .i>tates

.......

MS. VMAN E. JONES
OISllUCl' AOMlNtSTAAJOft

"oust of ~tprt5tntatib't5

WAYS AND MEANS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

163 WesT 125TH STft1l£T

New YOAK. NY 10021
TeUPHONE: (212)663-3900

Wlallbington. Jl((: 205\5-3215

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

2110 FIRST AVl!.NIJl:

New YOAI(" NY 10029TEUJ'IiON!: (212)348-9630
PI.£.\S£ AfSl'OI'lDTO
O!'Fta t;lifOCeo

Telephone: (202) 225:
Fax: (202) 225-.

FAX TRANSMITTAL
FROM THE RON. CHARLES B. RANGEL

I0

DATE:
TO:

A

FROM:

f'\

~

<J B.i

CyOj'

IJ.- 01

Ce.1~

R~'S~{

NUMBER OF PAGES (excluding cover sheet:_-lSUBJECTIMESSAGE:

_
_

CBR002837

Exhibit 087
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PCNTA CAN A YATCH CLUB

Statement of Account
Rental Pool
.January - June 01
US$

Name

Unlt 110.~
Owner (""pt'
Value in Foints of the unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412
I

Total J{clHaIIHJlII!ncume Rt'v<:llut' per PoinT

Income pt·l' Point From Ri."lllal r01l1 ol'Owllcrs
I~lus

42.%

Jlll.':UmC for NCIll-use of prOI)!:'rl)'

:UJ7.22

Total Gross Int'o!lJc

1,\';;;;;

IllSUflillce

H.\~\~clVllhlt'

II'l/U/7

I'er !)oint

Dj;;'ClltHlt fur use llf j!(llpt'rly

lSiun

Totnl·DiscuUl)1

I.cs.s: TlIxcs:
lucnH!c"I'<u:
I~elltll!

Pool Applied to RCllllldt.'llnu Costs

52J.56

TOllll Dht'l/lllll

eXHIBIT

CBR000869

Exhibit G88
CSOC.CBR.00004358

~)(HlalT
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Exhibit !lSB

<:>

~

g

<:>

Y..'\.CHT CLUB

1't'1\TACA~A

Summ:u)'

h~'

e

YC<lrly {'i\kulatlon

in~'omc

"''"(!;
o
o
o

0::
OJ

()

ti
o

(/)

()

pt'r point (roil! January '0110 .June '01

(In RO$)

PUNTACANA
;::EO~~

1:. (tU'.!

Room Revenue

['-'larch

february

.J<lnuary

April

May

.Iune

rotal

IN)94.35

!90.995.)9

i 82.%2.36

127,177.26

SI.707.03

53.942.n

7:;2,179:31

I.U.:'R.93

6.72

128.,2

7./)02.51

-1,595.50

1.689,7()

14,481.60

80,788.29

77,.338.84

50,833.92
447
113.72

22,466.18
441
50.26

Less:
Conllllis,~iMl

to Agencies
Mllntcnam:c Reserve

:il'L515.Sl.l
44;
130.91

447
ISO,?3

F:XPRtSEO

--~

0~~ YA.CI;;'~
. \\

,,'I'
~

.::;

\~\)'

:~{~.

.~t'l\t.~

c;:.~

c. i

r,r

'!l

.

",mi~"~'

441
173.02

22. IIlJ.02
447
49.45

.312,tl4(d3
44'7
698.09

1007

47% OWllt"I'S' f'llrticipatiolJ
Totul RenIn! Po~)l Pl)inl
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

EXHIBIT
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PliNTACANA YACHT CLUB

g
a:'
CO

()

oo
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Summar)- hy yt'ai"ly calculation income per point f!'Om July 'Ot to DCl; 'Ill
(In GSS)

PUNTACANA
~f50Ji'j

,{

ClU~

.hlIlUlll')

Room Re\'ClllIC

February

i\'lal'dl

April

May

.Iune

11,'tal

116.80313

96.634.06

38.397.47

44,62904

39.94330

93,235 17

4,5:' 1.79
I L2:.l5.13

7.277.38

."l.S65,gl)

;;01.10

1,4.:1S.03

!57.9l

8.9.15.67

3,483.16

4,43.2,78

),7'>9.77

9.J07.n

17,799.811
4U84.24

15,7i6.92

16.213.05

7.tl49.05

4.733.9lS

5,i-45-.40

9.465.h4

58,984.04

47,482.32

37,797.87
447
84.56

1-1.733.76

18,750.68

174,209.32

447
41.95

16,073.01
447
35,%

39,371.68

447

429,642.17

Less;
Commi~sinn

to Agencies

II}%, :\fantenance Hescr\'c
Sub- TOlal

447
106.22

32.96

447
!:IIUl8

-147
3fl9.73

1008

47% Owners' Participation
Tot,li Rt'tHlli Poof Point
TOTAL REVENtJE PER POlNl

1009
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July" December 01

USS

~;lme

CHARLES RANGEL

Lnit !lO.:
(hVllel' type
Vahle in Points: of the unit

.{12
I

J

Total Rt'lll:ll poullnCllllli:' Revenue per I'oillt
Im'\)[Ilt' per Pnill!' From Rental Pool of Owner"

J.:Illi
11l;:UllU1

fJ.lf

Tollli Cross

17.6!

:'\nll-L1s{' of property

1,I8tdW

IllCOnll'.

Le.'is:
"1.~ur:H1ct' 1{{'(:f;'iI':Ihle I't'!"

2.BAS

Poillt

Disc()uut ful' usc nf property

flltal DiSl:llUnt

1.('$)1:

T:l:(l'S:

292.19

hlC<JllH' Til_~

l{cut;el POI/I .\.pplieli to HClllllddillg Co.s-ts
'I'ot:ll Dixt·ollu!
'>:lyalllc- HI the lInner {iSS

EXHI!lf

CBR000872

Exhibit 088
CSOC.CBR.00004361

1010
PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, S. A.

March 21 th , 2002.

RNR-2002-03-22

Mr. Angel Medina
UNION PLANTER BANK

14770 N. Kendall Drive
Miami, Florida 33196

REF.: PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB. S.A. AlC·
Dear Mr. Medina:

~

Please wire transfer today US$66 1.02
Hundred Sixty One Dollars
and 02/100) from the above referenced account to:
Beneficiary Name
Beneficiary Account Number
Beneficiary Bank

. 9h arle$R1il1g,,1 /
Chase Bank
2218 Fifth Avenue
10037

ABA

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:,

Deduct wire transfer costs from beneficiary amount.
Please proceed with wire transfer instructions sent by fax. Original letter
will be mailed for your records. If you do not receive it within the next 15
days, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

~F
····
rank R
. R
aJ.men
President
FR/SS/fg

Note: Beneficiary Address
US House Representative
2354 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Tel. 202-225
.
Fax 202-225.

PCYC 000131
Exhibit GSg
CSOC.CBR.00004534
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Exhibit 090
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peNT ACANA YACHT cum

SUnmll\ry
(In

b~'

J('ady

~~ukulatifln income

per point

(I"om .1:U1Ulll)'

'02 to June '(12

USSj

a:'
u

g'"
"'

U

PUNTACMIA
"HOH!,(c<.:3

Fehruary

.January

R'mln Hen;,»u!;!

April

:'\'1arch

M.\l}'

106.324.14

67.7M;,~8

12U,;] 1."27

6\.'1.9.').51

37,1)53. t.3

7.021UJ

:'.78.19

:1.459.53
J!.7.nn

3,n:UI

2,1.\79.09

16,1%.70

',"""'"''

4£},648.25

24,353.00
447
5-4.48

rotal

June

16.%7.71

502.318.65

Ll:'s~:

Commission til Agl'llcks
HJ~/v

Mllnlcnallce Re!'erVl'

SlIb· Tutal

tOTAL REVENUE.

pen

80,072.38
447

!'OlN'1

179,13

2H.496.66
447
63.75

W
111.\,)7

15,005.52
447
33.57

1~

2-1,979.1'11

'.1-''','''''
4,3,~8.51

4.4 1

9.71

201,91432

m
451.71

1011

:17% Owners' Pal'tidputiou
Total Rl.'lltll.1 Pool Point

...., ". . . . . . . 7

().711

1012
PU~TA CANA

YATCIl CLUB
Statement of Account
Rentlll Pool

January - June 02

lJSS

1'iumc

Unit no.:
type
Value in Points ofl'he unit

OWlH,'I.'

CHARLES RANGEL
-*12
I
3

Tutal Rental plIulln('omc Revenue P(:,I' ljoint
Ineoll\{' pCI' !'oi!ll From Rent,,1 POlll ofOwn"rs

~
U55.12

Plus
lnclllll~

Total

for NOll"usc of prope,-ty

Gm.~.~

/.88

Illwnlc

Less:
1I1SUnIIJCf.' Rrcdvahll' )','1'

IRll.14

I'O;lll

Discount for usc of property
'fuJill Di.scmlut

Lcss:T:nt:s:
338.78

IrIl'Hlllc Tax
H.'Hill,1 f'nol Applied to lh'modcling Cust,;

~
-~

Total Di),l:UUlll

Pll)'ablc tn the

UWIll'!'

VS$

CBR000874
E"nibjt
CSOC.CBR00004363
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EXHIBIT
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e

PUKTACANA YACHT CLt:B

Summal")' by YCllrl} {~lllculation income per point from July '02 Ul Dec ',02
(Ill t'SSJ

Ii
aJ

o

oo
(fJ

o

PUNTACANA
~~50r.l

li I" ~\Hi

lloom Rcvt'lJll(>

January

22,842,73

Fchnl;lry

March

'£1.74095

12.15258

April

27.518.20

May

.JUJlt'

57,684 61

190633~3

TtHal
330,::-72.20

L{'s$;

3,378.94

5.768.46
5,768.46

ItUl5A2
12,104.36

32,719.33
36.098.26

24.400.59
447

79.208.53
447
17',20

138.402.75
447
309.63

Commission t1l Agendcs
lij'}'i, 1\.·lllntenao('e Re!\f,'rve

Suh· Toial
47'Y" Owol.'rs' Pllrtidl'ation
Total He-utnII'nol PI)int
TOTAL IU:VENUE I'ER POINl

9,662.47
447
21.62

8,3511.42
44i
r~.68

5,140.54
447
1 \.50

11,640.20
447
26.04

54.59

1013

3.J7S.94

1014
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of ACt'ount
Rental Pool
July December 02
M

USS

Name
Unit no.:

CHARLES RANGEL
412

Owner I'VJle
Value in Points orthe unit

3

I

Tllt.1I R<!lltal paul Income H,'''CllIlC per Point
Incollle per PuiUl Ff'l)m

Rl':IHlIl

I'ool of

OW!lel·.~

PJII~

Illl·1H11C

far

NOlI*USC

ufprnpcrty

1.IlS

Tofni GYIISS Iuwl1lc

1}21J.9J

Lcss:
IlIsurHm:t' Rccdnthlt' PCI' Point

171U14

UiH:OUlll fur llwofpnlpcrl.'I

1.14
171. ' )H

rural Disl.:HlItll

Ll'.~S:

Tan's;

Incllllll·TlIx

232.4S

Helllal Pool Applied to Remodeling Cu.~ts

525.4i
757.<15

Tnllll lHscOlHll

CBR000876
Exhibit G9D
CSOC.CBR.00004365

eXHIBIT
ExhIbit
PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from January 'OJ to June '03
(In US$)
<Xl
u:l

PUNTACANA
RESORT &. CLUa

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total
47% Owners' Participation

Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

January

February

March

April

May

June

132,277.72

206,829.44

187,169.41

163,172.93

70,872.73

82,143.91

13,227.77
13,227.77

4,908.96
20,192.05
25,101.00

485.76
18,668.36
19,154.12

3,461.93
15,97LlO

517.73
7,035.50

19,433.03

7,553.23

152.72
8,199.12
8,351.84

85,412.36

78,967.18

67,557.75
445
151.90

29,760.17
445
66.91

34,682.27
445
77.98

55,953.48
445
125.81

445
192.05

445
177.55

Total

00

0
842,466.13()

>-

9,527.09&:
83,293.90

92,821.00

352,333.21
445
792.21

1015
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g
o
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1016
PUNTACANA YATCHCLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
January - June 03
US$

Name
~

Owner type
Value in Points ofthe unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412
1

3

Total Rentalpool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners

792.21
2,376.62

ttl!!
Income fof. Non-use of property

3.56

Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

131.69
131.69

Total Invoice

Less: Taxes:
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

595.05
1,653.44
2,248.49

Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000159
Exhibilll91
CSOC.CBR.00004562

EXl'llllli
PVNTACANA VACHTCLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from July '03 to Dec '03
(In V5$)

fi5

PUNTACANA
RESORT &. CLUi

January

February

March

April

May

June

Total

(;
o

o

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

133,119.33

214,314.20

69,786.50

65,914.93

143,017.10

204,323.35

13,311.93
13,311,93

21,431.42
21,431.42

6,978.65
6,978,65

780.00
6,513.49
7,293.49

14,301.71
14,301.71

20,432.34
20,432.34

82,969.54
83,749.54

56,309,48
445
126,54

90,654.91
445
203.72

29,519,69
445
66,34

27,552.08
445
61.91

60,496,23
445
135.95

86,428.78
445
194.22

350,961.16
445
788.68

830,475,41()

780.00~
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1018
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July - December 03
US$

~

Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points ofthe unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412

1
3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for NODwuse of property

788.68
2,366.03
4.19

Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point

88.23
7.40
95.63

Discount for use of property

Total Discount
Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:

Income Tax

592.56
1,682.04
2,274.60

Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

Payable to the owner US$

EXHIBIT

PCYC 000161

Exhibit OSi
CSOC.CBR.00004564

1019
PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, S.A.
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT (PART II WITH HONORABLE MR. CHARLES RANGEL
BEACH VILLA 412

AS OF DECEMBER 31. 2003
(Expressed in US$ Dollars)

Account receivable as of December,1997

13,385.46

Less: Pool Payments apply to Balance
January-June 1998
July-December 1998
January-June 1999
July-December 1999
January-June 2000
July-December 2000
January-June 2001"
July-December 2001-January-June 2002
July-December 2002
January-June 2003
July-December 2003
Adjustment

3.049.75
832.98
1,456.90
982.47
1.312.79
1,049.87

838.08
525.47
1.653.44
1,682.04
1.67

Due Balance
10,335.71
9,502.73
8,045.83
7,063.36
5,750.57
4,700.70
4,700.70
4,700.70
3,862.62
3,337.15
1,683.71
1.67
0.00

•• These two pool payments amounting US$ 2,094.60 were wron91y wire transferred to
Mr. Rangel.
The pool payments were applied after deducting the DR witholding tax. The witheld
taxes amount was US$4,969.89 from January 1998 to December 2003

CBR000877
EA1:1ibit 092
CSOC.CBR.00004366
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PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB
Summary by yearly calculation income per point from January '04 to June '04
(InUS$)
N
CD

PUNTACANA
RESORT &. CLU8

January

February

March

April

May

June

Total

a
0

0

Room Revenue
Commission to Agencies
10°/" Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER P01N1

1,405,749.97~

325,394.97

369,025.45

190,939.19

232,621.17

104,097.19

183,6n.00

32,539.50
32,539.50

618.50
36,840.70
37,459.20

1,345.00
18,959.42
20,304.42

905.06
23,171.61

24,076.67

4,619.n
9,947.75
14,567.47

2,055.00
18,161.70
20,216,70

139,620.67
149,163.95

155,836.14

80,198,34
445
180.22

98,015,91
445
220.26

42,078.97
445
94.56

76,823.99
445
172.64

590,595.43
445
1,327.18

Less:

137,642.07
445
309.31

445
350.19

9,543,28~

1020
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1021
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Acconnt
Rental Pool
January· June 04
US$

Name
Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points ofthe nnit

CHARLES RANGEL

412
1
3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for Non~use of property

1,327.18
3,981.54
3.52

Total Gross Income

Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

67.65
5.41
73.06

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
996.26
2,915.74
3,912.00

Income Tax

Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000163
Exhibit 093
CSOC.CBR.00004566

EXHIBIT
EXf1irut OED
PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from July '04 to Dec '04
(In USS)

~

PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUS

January

February

March

June

May

April

Total

oo
o

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total
47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

111,119.14

127,808.17

283.87

350.00

46,883.32
446
105.12

53,914.81
446
120.89

44,399.66

143,181.91
224.00
14,295.79

18,781.06
446
42.11

446

446

426,508.88 U

857.87~

14,519.79

42,565.10
43,422.97

60,471.20
446
135.59

180,050.38
446
403.70

1022

o
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1023
PUNTACANA YATCHCLUB
Statement of Acconnt
Rental Pool
Jnly. December 04
US$

~

Unit no.:
Owner type
Valne in Points ofthe nnit

CHARLES RANGEL
412
1

3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for Non~use of property

403.70
1,211.10
0.70

Total Gross Income

Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

93.75
93.75

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes :
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs

302.95
815.10
1,1l8.05

Total Discount
Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000165
Exhibit 093
CSOC.CBR00004568

EXHIBIT
Exhibit 094
PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB
Summary by yearly calculation income per point from January 105 to June '05
(InUSS)

~

PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUB

Room Revenue

January

February

March

April

May

June

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

8:
o

276,19I.l6

236,390.83

301,445.16

259,832.20

177,632.83

152,219.50

1,403,71 1.68 ()

104.80
27,608.64

6,349.28
29,509.59
35,858.87

684.60
25,914.76
26,599.36

17,763.28
17,763.28

15,221.95

27~713.44

1,228.98
23,516.19
24,745.17

15,221.95

8,367.66 ()
139,534.40 a.
147,902.06

116,784.53
446
261.85

99,473.46
446
223.63

124,825.56
446
279.88

109,619.43
446
245.78

75,138.69
446
168.47

64,388.85
446
144.37

590,230.52
446
1,323.39

Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub~ Total

Total

>-
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1025
PVNTACANA YATCHCLVB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
January - June 05
VS$

Name
Vnit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points o£the unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412

1
3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners

1,323.39
3,970.16

f!!!!
Income for Non-use of property

5.21

Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

103.32
3.78
107.10

Total Invoice

Less: Taxes :
993.84
2,874.43
3,868.27

Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

Payable to tbe owner US$

PCYC 000167
Exhibit 094
CSOC.CBR.00004570

eXHISIT
Exhibit
PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from July '05 to Dec 'OS
([n US$)

to
CD

PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUS

January

February

March

April

May

June

Total

;;
o
o

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub~ Total

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

137,749.10

149,948.60

89,650.69

100,062.46

167,211.23

264,467.84

3,400.49
13,434.86
16,835.35

4,054.00
14,589.46
18,643.46

1,707.32
8,794.33
10,501.65

3,641.80
9,641.07
13,282.87

3,180.66
16,403.06
19,583.72

12,705.85
25,175.20
37,881.05

88,037.97
116,728.09

56,829.46
446
127.42

til,713.42
446
138.37

37,200.00
446
83.41

40,781.70
446
91.44

69,384,93
446
155.57

106,491.09
446
238.77

372,400.61
446
834.98

909,069.81 ()

28,690.12~
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1027
PUNTACANA YATCHCLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July. December 05
US$

~

CHARLES RANGEL

Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points oftbe unit

412
1

3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for NODpuse of property

834.98
2,504.94
3.39

Total Gross Income
Less:

Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

90.90

5.11
96.01

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs

752.50
1,659.82
2,412.32

Total Discount
Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000169
Exhibit 0114
CSOC.CBR.00004572
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o

04033

CHASE

The Chat. M...".tbn hnt
Funds Transhlr

4 NBW York Piau

ORIGINAL
N4lW York. NY 10004
ADVICE OF CREDIT
WE CREDIT YOUR ACCOUNT NO',,','"
FOR PAYNENT INDICATED
SAME DAV FUNDS
$1,433.5S**1

oateJl.l/U/Oti

':< ..". ,

Our Ref. (TRN) NO. ,.
Ptease mentton our Reference No. (TRN) In any corresponden O
~nator'. oato,O 1111/0,6
Related Ref. No.'_

I

PUNTA CANA VACHT CLUB SA
MIAMI FL 33152-4121
INS BANK
PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK
IS,TN

CHARLES B RANGEL
ALMA E RANGEL
40 WEST 135 STREET APT 16P
'NEW VORK,NV 10037-2527

INADI1106 H4QZC22C 000621
ONADIII06 B1QGCOSR 002366

l!Jl:HIS!T

CBR000825

Exhihit 095
CSOC,CBR00004314

1029
Theodore W. Kheel
Park Avenue Tower
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
September 19, 2006
Mrs. Alma Rangel
. 40 West 135th Street
Apt.16P
New York, NY 10037
Re: Rangel Punta Cana Villa # 412
Dear Alma,
I am sorry I missed your call yesterday and I hope you and Charlie are
doing well.
The original selling price for the Rangel Beach Villa # 412, in 1989, for
which Charlie paid at that time, was $82,750.00. I am pleased to let you
know that today the market price for similar villas at the resort is
$200,000.00.
.
Attached please find the latest statement of account as of June 30,
2004. We have requested an updated statement and will send it to you as
soon as it is received.
With best personal regards.

Theodore W. Kheel
cc: Congressman Charles Rangel
Jose Oliva
Mrs. Suk-Yien Sang
Enclosures

CBR000797
Exhibit 096
CSOC.CBR.00004286

1030
PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
January - Juue 06
US$

~

Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points onhe unit

CHARLES RANGEL
412
1

3
1,781.99 •
5,345.97

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
~

12.03

Income for Non-use of property
Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

90.90
13.81

~

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs

1,607.40
3,645.89·
5,253.29

Total Discount

Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000170
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PUNTA CANA YATCR CLUB
Statement of Acconnt
Renta Pool
Desde 01/07106 hasta 3111Z1Ofi

1m

PUNTACANA N}lme
IH:SOiH'" (UJ8

Charles Rangel

Unit no.~

412

Income per Point From Rental Pool
As of June 30, 2003

3.294.0S

Value in Points (lfthe unit

f!llft

8.33

Income for Non-use of property

Total Gross Intome

!ml

Insurance Receivable USS 29.41 Per Point
Discount for use of property

~
IIR (ArUculo309. pJ1rrafo 1,Iey 1192)

88.23

957.71}/

Toml Net Income

2,266.48 /

~

Lj{'~ Enril( mo ~

Contralor

neral
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~

PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB
Summary by yearly calculation income per point from January '06 to June '06
(InUS$)

t:

PUNTACANA
RESORT &, CLua

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point

TOTAl. REVENUE PER POINl

January

February

March

April

May

June

Total

e;

335,115.63

361,157.34

377,263.66

310,552.13

218,899.65

314,406.17

0
0
1,917,394.58()

7,601.89
32,751.37
40,353.26

8,594.72
35,256.26
43,850.98

11,014.46
36,624.92
47,639.38

4,866.78
30,568.54
35,435.32

2,008.00
21,689.17

23,697.17

4,426.47
30,997.97
35,424.44

38,512.32
187,888.23
226,400.55

138,538.31
446
310.62

149,133.99
446
334.38

154,923.41

129,304.90
446
289.92

91,745.17
446
205.71

131,121.41
446
293.99

794,767.20
446
1,781.99

446
347.36

>-
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PUNTACANA YACIIT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from July '06 to Dec '06
(InUS$)

PUNTACANA
RESORT & (lUS

January

February

March

April

May

June

Total

1::!
<;
a

a
Room Revenue

Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total
47% Owners' Participation

Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINT

207.035.35

187,461.73

99,473.63

111.254.01

225.708.77

353.582.12

9,426.50
19,760.89
29,187.38

6,685.43
18,077.63
24,763.06

1,073.86
9,839.98
10,913.84

2,440.88
10,881.31
13,322.19

17.63
22.569.11
22,586.74

7,140.41
34,644.17
41,784.58

26,784.71
115,773.09
142,557.80

83,588.54
446
187.42

76,468.38

41,623.10
446
93.33

46,027.95
446
103.20

95,467.35

146,544.84
446
328.58

489,720.17
446
1,098.03

446
171.45

446
214.05

1,184,515.61 ()

1r>-
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PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July - December 06
US$

Name

CHARLES RANGEL

.!I!!.i!..!!!ld

412

OwnertvPe
Value in Points oftbe unit

1
3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income'for Non-use of property

1,098.03
3,294.08
8.33

Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Point

88.23

Discount for use of property
Total Discount

88.23

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
957.74
2,256.44
3,214.18

Income Tax

Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount
Payable to tbe owoer US$

PCYC 000173
Exhibit 097
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PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from January t07 to June t07
(In US$)

PUNTACANA
RESORT & ClUB

rJanuary

February

March

April

May

June

Total

"""

0
0
0

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
100/0 Mantenance Reserve
Snb-Total
47% Ownersl Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

1,740,460.50 0

376,323.89

359,901.93

407,534.99

286,221.36

142,458.89

168,019.44

5,830.50
37,049.34
42,879.84

35,990.19
35,990.19

11,349.78
39,618.52
50,968.30

15,408.33
27,081.30
42,489.63

13,603.02
12,885.59
26,488.61

7,560.87
16,045.86
23,606.73

168,670.80
222,423.30

156,718.70
446
351.39

152,238.52
446
341.34

167,586.34
446
375.75

114,553.91
446
256.85

54,506.03
446
122.21

67,873.97
446
152.18

713,477.48
446
1,599.73

>-

53,752.50~

ll:

()

g
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PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
January - June 07
US$

~

Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points of the unll

CHARLES RANGEL
412
I

3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for Non-use of property

1,599.73
4,799.18
15.74

Total Gross Income
!&§!i

Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

92.32
92.32

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount
Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000175
Exhibit 098
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•

PUNTACANA YACHT CLUB

Summary by yearly calculation income per point from July '07 to Dec '07
(In US$)
<0

PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUB

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Sub- Total

47% Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POINl

I"-

January

February

March

April

May

June

174,894.56

287,774.36

Total

00
0

189,471.86

153,988.29

149,550.65

169,813.37

1,075.66
18,839.62
19,915.28

5,324.40
14,866.39
20,190,79

7,461.60
14,208.90
21,670.50

16,981.34
16,981.34

17,489.46
17,489.46

532.17
28,724.22
29,256.39

79,691.59
446
178.68

62,884.83
446
141.00

60,103.67
446
134.76

71,831.06
446
161.06

73,980.40
446
165.88

121,503.45
446
272.43

1,125,493,09 ()

>14,393.83 ()
111,109.930125,503.76
469,994.99
446
1,053.80

Rm

¢;

()
(j)

o

()

oOJ

;0
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~

~
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1038
PUNTACANA YATCHCLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
July - December 07
US$

!l!!i!.lli!:l

CHARLES RANGEL
412

Owner type
Value in Points of the unit

1
3

~

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for Non~use of property

1,053.80
3,161.40
3.81

Total Gross Income

J&!g
Insurance Receivable Per Point
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

88.23
88.23

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes :
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

769.24
2,307.74
3,076.98

Payable to the owner US$

PCYC 000177
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PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Renta Pool
Dr5dt (lIlUI167 hUIs J1Ml6'tl7
.!.1ij

PUNTACANA
RESORT I ClUI

Name

Charles Rangel
.12

Unit no.:

Incomr Pl'r- PMnf Fro~ Rtnt'li Pool
.\, 1)( ,jun~ 30. 2003
Vlliur in Points of tht unit

Plus

4.799.IH

.

Income (or 'fnn-usl' o( !lj'llperl}

Total Gross !ntome

l.eu:
In,urance Rt'C;o-h"llbf... \'$S 30.:7 rtf Point

92.31

l)iuounl for us!' af pn}fJt'rt)'

Lrn: hxes;
l/R { .<\rti{'ulo 309, plirrafo I. 't'~' lin I

Total Net In

1.36'156

me
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PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUe
PUNTA CANA RESORT AND ClUB
ACr:CUNT ST.\TErJENT

LOAN FOR HOTEL UNIT RENOVATiON
(lnUSS)
31-,o\U9..o7

CHARLES RANGEL
41Z

OWNER

UNIT NO.
TOTAL lOAN
PENDIG BALANCI!:

22,331.77
5,982.58

Payment Issued by peRC fOf unit renovation loan

Date-

Capita!

30/06/04

US$

Interest
1,105.32

Tolal

.,165.32

22,337.77

8alance

1,165.32
1,165.32

TOTAL PAYMENT TO DATE

23,503.09

Values held for capital and Interest payments on the loan for unit renovation
Rate

Rental Pool

RD'

E>;change

Total

USS

Balance

Jan - )un/04
Jul ~ Decl04

2,915.74
815.10

2,915.74
3,730.84

Jan· Jun/OS
Jul· Dee/OS
Jan - Jun/06
Jul- Dec/06
Jan ~ Jun/07

2,874A3

6,605.27

1.659,82':',""';.89
2.256.48

3,353.05

TOTAL HELD

.~',~6:,~:

,.,1"'..,..1
14,167.46
17,520.51

(17,520.51)
5,982.58

CBR000799
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PUNTACANA
RESORT & CtUB

PUNTA, CANA RESORT AND CLUB
~C~;CUNT sr,"·:r"!f.lENT
LOAN FOR HOTEL UNIT RENOVATION
(In US$)
31"Aug·07

CHARLES RANGEL

OWNER
UNIT NO.
TOTAL LOAN

m

P£:NDIG BALANCE

22,337.77
5,982.58

US$

Payment ,ssued oy peRC for unIt renovation 101ln

Interest

Date

l,16S-32

30/06104

Tota!

22,337.77

Balance

1,1(;5.32

;,165,32

1,165.32
23,503,09

TOTAL PAYMENT TO DATE

Values held fer capital and Interei?t payments on the 103n for Ul'it "enovation

Rate"
Rental Pool

Exchange

1'\.0$

Tctal
US;

Jan - Jun/OS

2,915.14
815.10
2,874.43

Dec/OS
Jan - )un/06

1,659_82
:',"';';:',59

Jan - Jun!04
)ul - Dec/04
lUI -

Dec/06

2,Z55.48

Jan' Jun/07

3,353.05

Jul

~

8alance
2,915,74
3,730.84

6,605.27
8,265.09
.<

~.·~lC.;:1

14,167.46
17,520.51
(17,520.S1)

TOTAL HELD

5,982.58

!

I

I'
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PUNTA CANA YATCH CLUB
Statement of Account
Renta Pool
Dt~dt

PUNTACANA
RESORT & Clua

Name

Unit no.:

01/01/07. ham JOf{l6/U7
l'$S

Charles Rangel
'12

IUl."ume p"l'r Point From Rellllli Pool

Ali of .June 30: 20tU
. 'faint in Points ofllw unil

4.799.18

"!u.s
Inc-orne for ."Ion-u~e llr propt'rl}-

15.74

filial Gro$.\ Income

Le.5s:
Insuranc(' Rt'('ej\'llhle l'SS JtI.7'1l'er Point
OiWOlml for IIS(' uf proll!:r!),

n ..H

f..(Ou:Taxes:
IfR ( .-\rtleulo JIl~), plirraliJ I. h>r 1.192)

CBR000801
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PUNTACANA YATCHCLUB
Statement of Account
Rental Pool
Jannary - June 08
~

Name
Unit no.:
Owner type
Value in Points of the nnit

CHARLES RANGEL

412
1
3

Total Rental pool Income Revenue per Point
Income per Point From Rental Pool of Owners
Plus
Income for Non-use of property

1,396.88
4,190.65
5.89

Total Gross Income
Less:
Insurance Receivable Per Poiot
Discount for use of property
Total Discount

88.23
88.23

Total Invoice
Less: Taxes:
Income Tax
Rental Pool Applied to Remodeling Costs
Total Discount

1,027.08
2,305.33
3,332.41

Payable to the owner US$

=

775.90

PCYC 000178
Exhibit
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a

PUNTACANAYACHTCLUB

Summary by Yearly calculation Income per point from January '08 to June '08
(In U8$)
C1>

PUNTACANA
RESORT & CLUB

Room Revenue
Less:
Commission to Agencies
10% Mantenance Reserve
Snb- Total

47°,4 Owners' Participation
Total Rental Pool Point
TOTAL REVENUE PER POlNl

l'!'l

g

!I

~ ~

()
(f)

g
oCD

;U

i::>

~

'"
Rl

February

March

April

May

June

;;

Total
0
0
I,508,040.05()

352,160.17

344,293.02

322,788.19

227,841.98

133,446.83

127,509.86

4,182.73
34,797.74
38,980.47

34,429.30
34,429.30

354.83
32,243.34
32,598.17

19,160.59
20,868.14
40,028.73

1,506.66
13,194.02
14,700.68

10,000.00
11,750.99
21,750.99

35,204.8I
147,283.52
182,488.33

147,194.46
446
330.03

145,635.95
446
326.54

136,389.31
446
305.81

88,272.23
446
197.92

55,810.69
446
125.14

49,706.67
446
111.45

623,009.31
446
1,396.88

1t>-
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1045
PUNTA CANA YACHT CLUB, SA

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT WITH HONORABLE MR. CHARLES RANGEL
RENOVATION COST BEACH VILLA 412

AS OF JUNE 30, 2008
(Expressed in US$ Dollars)

Account receivable as of December 2003
Renovation Costs
Financing Interests

0.00
22,337.77
1,165.32

Sub-Total
Less: Pool Payments apply to Balance
2,915.74
815.1
2,874.43
1,659.82
3,645.89
2,256.44
4,722.60
2,307.74
3,081.23

January-June 2004
July-December 2004
January-June 2005
July-December 2005
January-June 2006
July-December 2006
January-June 2007
July-December 2007
January-June 2008

Balance payable to Mr. Rangel

Due Balance
20,587.35
19,772.25
16,897.82
15,238.00
11,592.11
9,335.67
4,613.07
2,305.33
(775.90)

US$775.90

The pool payments were apply after deducting the witholding tax. The
witheld taxes amount to US$7,506.44 from January 2004 to June 2008

CBR000878
Exhibit
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Milne, Emile
From:

Dalley, George

Sent:

Friday, August 29,20082:22 PM

To:
Cc:

Milne, Emile; Garcia, Elbert; 'wendy.featherson@maiLhouse.gov.'; Grant, Cedric; Capel, Jim;
Sherwood, Michelle; Bigiow, Holly; Dalley, George

Subject:

The nature of Charlie Rangel's ownership interest in Punta Cana

1m parlance: High

I am in need of your assistance in order to provide Congressman Charlie Rangel with information on the nature of
his ownership interesl in the Punta Cana Yatch Club. All of his property holdings are being examined by the news
media following stories about his use of rent controlled apartments for a campaign office and residence. The
Congressman is being asked to inform the press of his relationship with Punta Cana and the nature of the
ownership interest he has in the villa he uses there. I don't feel comfortable with the information we presently have
on his ownership interest at Punta Cana and will very much need to receive from you a
description/definition/valuation of his ownership and a report on the financial transactions involved in the property.
Over the years in filing Congressman Rangel's annual financial disclosure reports required of all Members of
Congress we have report on the forms which request a listing of property that he owns the villa which he uses

when he is in Punta Cana, most recently week before last. I have been under the impression that Congressman
Rangel is the owner of that Villa and that it is available to him whenever he wishes to use it, but when he is not
using Ihe villa the management of Punta Cana rents it to others. treating his villa. thusly. as a time share property.

We have reported"at the Congressman's estimate, that the market value of the villa is somewhere around
$200.000; in earlier filings we reported a higher estimate of over $250.000 and more recently we have estimated
a lower valuation of between $ 150.000 and $200,000. But I have received these estimates verbally from
Congressman Rangel and have not seen verification of the market value. -With regard to the rental income from
the property. does Congressman Rangel receive it? How much rental income does the property generate. and is

this credited or sent to the Congressman. We have been claiming no rental income over the last two years at the
instruction of Congressman Rangel. Is the rental income being reinvested in the property?

Thank you for your assistance in providing this information.

CBR002841
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Oct-ZB-ZOOS llZ:39pm

From-Con,resman RaniSl

1 202 mD816

HTD

P.DD2/DD2

CHARLES a. RANGEl.

F-m
GEORGlI A.

w.~.

t~'mCO!'l""£&~Iar< ..... CM.Tl\l(ll'

CttIeFOfST,o,R:

Nr.wVOl'\l<

JAMES e, CAPEl.
OoEm1t'TOffll.:C701f

COMMrrn;~,

WAY$ Jo.ND MEANS

JOINT cOMMrnEE

ONTAXATlON

""'''"''"
~ongrtss of tbe 'mniteb ~tates
JB)oU5'£ of ~£ptt5'£lltatib£1O
October 28, 2008

FranJ< Rainier;
Punta Cana Resort and Club
Ave. Abraham Lincobl
#960 Ensonche Paraiso
Santo Don:Un,,"O, Dominican Republic
Dear FranJ<:
Please provide me the following infonnation urgently:
1) The amount my reongage ou Villa 412 has been decreased by the payments applied to
it over the years; in other words, the amount of the mortgage payments.
2) The amount of tax liability to the Government ofDominican RepUblic I have inclmed
and the amount of taxes r have paid to the Dominican Republic as the result ofmy
o'Wnership orVilla 412.
Frank, I need this information today.

~

Charles B. Rangel
Chainnan, Committee on Ways & Means

WAS..li'lGTONOA'UrE;

t::i

":164 fl"Ylo.ul'lN Hou::oi OFFIa' BUI~DI"'o;
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FA:>::1211Z/2:<5-0ll'lll

til6'Tlll:'fOFl'IC€

tJ

'163 Wur 126TkSTfle!

Nnw YOl'lll, NY 10()27
TCUl~O,.lt12':IB1l3

f'»,'\21211l53-41n
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~ HAY8IJRN HOUSE OFf'ICE

au

>

WASHINGTON, DC 20515-32'

1 5TH CONG"'l'i~SIONAt. O!Sl1'lICT

Tli'lEPIiONE: (202! 225-436~

Nl<WYoI'lK

~ongrc55

WAYS AND MEANS
RANKlNGMEMBe'l

of tbc mnitcb $tatc5

~OUSt

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

of l\tpnstntatibts

MS. VIVIAN E. JONES
OISTl\ICT AOMINlSiAATOO

o

163 WfiST125THSTllmrr

New YoRl(. NY 10027
Ta!i'f'lillN!::!212}663-3900

Mll$pington, 1!9Q[ 20515-3215
December 7, 2004

President Gregory H. Williams
President, City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue

New York City, NY 10031
Dear President Williams;

It was good to have the opportunity to discuss
wi th you the establishment of a Charles B.
Rangel Center at the City College of New York
and to receive your positive response to the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people to careers in

public service.
As I

informed you,

the

dedication

of

during our participation in

the

William

J.

Clinton

Presidential
Center
several
colleagues
encouraged me to begin to think of the creation
of an institution that would preserve the work

of my public life and make it available to the
public, especially to students and scholars. I
am receptive to this idea if it pe:r:mits me to

locate these aspects of my legacy in my home
Harlem community at the City College.
The
creation of a Rangel Center at the City College
of New York would permit me to continue my
career

long

interest

in

the

promotion

of

education and the motivation of young people
towards careers in public service.

As with the Carter Center in Atlanta and what
is contemplated for the Clinton Center in
Little Rock, the. Rangel Center would be alive
with the work of scholars and students working
on public policy issues and studying the
political dimension of change. It would not be

CBR002676
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a Library or a Museum, but a living institution
.brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and ask that you
share with me your thoughts on how such a
Center could be incorporated into the mission
of the City College.
I look forward to
continuing our conversations on the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and months.

CBR:gad

CBR002677
Exhibit 104
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Administration Building, Room 300
Convent Avenue at 13Eth Street
New York, New York 10031
TEL: 212.650.7285
FAX: 212.650.7680
www.ccny.cuny.edu

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

December 21, 2004
Hon. Charles B. Rangel
Member, U.S. House of Representatives
163 West 125" Street
New York, New York 10027
Dear Congressman Rangel:
Thank you for your letter regarding the establishment of the Charles B. Rangel Center at
The City College of New York. All of us here are tremendously excited about the creation
of a center in your home district that honors and perpetuates your special legacy.
My staff has already begun a series of planning meetings to develop plans that build on the
ideas expressed in your letter. We will build on our experience to maximize the potential
of the center as a place for both scholarship and activism, using internships that bring the
resources of our campus into communities. An archive of your papers will not only
preserve them as a resource, but will involve students immediately in researching and
cataloging the materials. We will engage students in our Center for Worker Education who
are already committed to working in the public sector, enhancing their knowledge and
developing new skills. And we will bring prominent speakers to campus-inspiring our
students, particularly minorities, to enter careers that serve the common good.
I have asked my Deputy, Michael Rogovin, to set up a meeting with your staff for early
January in order to discuss how we might implement the Rangel Center. !Iook forward to
working with you to make this exciting project a reality.

Sincerely,

GHW:mr

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Exhfnit 105
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Adminisuatiori.Building, Room 300
Convent Avenue at B8th Street

New York, New York lOO31
TEL: 212.650.7285
FAX: 212.650.7680
www.ccny.cllny.edll

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

March 28, 2005

Hon. Charles B. Rangel
Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. State Office Building
163 West 125'" Street - Suite 737
New York, NY 10027
Dear Congressman Rangel:

I have enclosed a proposal from The City College 'of NeW York to establish the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The College. Situated in the heart
ofNew York's 15'" Congressional District and serving the needs of the Harlem
and Metropolitan New York communities, The City College has long been a
beacon of hope for talented young men and women seeking the path to a quality
education,With particular focus on meeting the needs of '1he children of the
whole people," The College provides uniqueopportunities for 'underrepresented
populations to enter fields new to them.
One of the fields where these popuiations most need access is public serviceuntil now an' area where members of minority groups have occupied few of the
top positions. As a symbol of success to millions of Americans. you have led the
movement to empowllr all of America's citizens through more evenly balanced
representation in government serv,ice. The Charles 8. Rangel Center will pay
tribute to your great achievement through a living program designed to remedy
that deficiency. Through the Rangel Center's many programs, members of
rninority and underrepresented groups will acquire the education, training, and
hands-on expllrience they need for successful careers in tile public sector.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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Through the.Charles B. Rangel Center, a cadre of young men and women who
reflect the full range of America's diversity, talent, and promise will take their
place among the country's leaders. The City College of New York is honored to
present this proposal to you and looks forward to acknowledging this nation's
great debt to you, one of its greatest public servants.

Sincerely,

EXHIBIT
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B. RANGEL

Through 17 terms as U.S. Congressman from New York's 15th
Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to the specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoint that has led him to leadership on a broad
range 01 national and intemationai issues in the House of Representative~
From Hariam to South Africa, lrom affordable housing to help for the
unemployed, from tax legislation to intemationaltrade, his work is charac·
terized by a lundamentai commitment to equity, justice and inclusion.
The senior Democratic member 01 the Committee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rengel has been a major voice lor equity in the Intemal
Revenue Code and proposed tax legislation. As aCongressional advisor
to theU.S. Trade Representative and a member 01 the Presldenfs Export
Council, he has worked tirelessly to build consensus on international lrnde
matters. In addilfon, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonslrntionproject to revitalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the Low Income HousIng Tax Credit, which helped ftnance 90%
01 the affordable housing built in the U.S. in the last 10 years; and the
Work Opportunity Tax CrediL Which has provided thousands of jobs for
underprivileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.
As chairman of the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Controi Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce the flow of drugs
into the United States and 10 solve the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisis.
He is a lounding member and former cl1airman 01 the Congressional
Black Caucus. He also served as chairman 01 the New YOI1< State Council
01 Black Becled Democrats and as amember 01 the House Judiciary
Committee during the hearings on the articles of illl>"achment of
President Richard Nixon.
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star lor his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangel has authored several pieces of legislation to
benefit minorily and women veterans, including a successful bill that
established the Ofilce 01 Minority Affairs within the Department 01 Veterans
Affairs. In the area of foreign affairs, he played a vilal role in ending the
apariheld regime in South Africa and resloring the democratic government
in Haili.

Exhillit1013
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To the Reader:
In his distinguished career, The Honorable Charles B. Rangelhas done as much as any
single pcrson in public service to help tke feast poweifulamong our citizens to achilNJe theirgoals
and to clurnge their lives, their communities, and the nation. He has done so witk the clear vision
tluit all of America's citizens must be empowered in ortler for America to be herself. He has
thoug1tt and acted locally andglobally to ensure tltat the laws andpolicies ofthis nation embody
kcr b~st instincts and ncr hig1testpromise.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a beliefclurt America's
"governing class" - those men and women who make our laws and policies - must mirror the
rich tapestry ofCtJltures,jaiths, and ethnicities that make us·wko we are as a country. We at Tke
City College ofNew York are proud to skare tkat vision and tkat commitment.
Today, non-wkites make up nearly tltirty percent of the

u.s. population. Yet, tJi:cording

to tke Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's Z003 report on the federal workforce, only
13.8% ofthe men and women wko occupy the top managerial, supervisory andpolicy-making
positions in tke U.S. federal government are mem

=

0

mznonty groups.

y

groups in the United States will comprise 50% ofits population. The Ckarles B. Rangel Center

i~
I

for Public Service at Tke City College ofNew York will help to ensure clurt those who run our ~

nation will reflect our citizenry.
\~
The Center will accomplish this through the establishment ofa rigorous graduate program
~

. for studentsfrom underrepresentedgroups tltat willprepare tltemforpublic service, includingelecfive office and careers in government at the policy-making level. Tke new master's program will

IIC;o)
S'5

be coordinatedwitk programs on the undergraduate level, many unique to City College, to encour- I ~ •
age and i~spire our beststudents to m~e into graduate work ~nd pursue careers in publicservice.

~-

Located m a restored Harlem manswn adjacent to The C,ty College campus, the Ckarles B.

~

Rangel Center will also house the Charles B. Rangel Library, an archival repository ofdoCtJ-

~

ments, photographs, and memorabilia that records the lift of one of America's most important

~

pablic servants and serves as a rich repository of knowledge and experience for students and

~

scholar; alike.

GREGORY

H. WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The Clly Coffege of New Yolk
will stfive to becomB a nation8f center for the promotion of greater dlvelSRy fn public
service, consisting of five major elemBnfs:

TIm CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnfficent Harlem fimestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and include the Rangel Ubrary, the Rangel Conferenca Cenler, and offices
for visiting scholars;

TIm CHARLES B. RANGEL L,BRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetimB of public salVlea.
These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and particularly to
scholars within The CIIy College and the Cily Universily, and will SOlVe as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers- to full
participation in public selVlce by underserved minorities;

MAsTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which will recruit
and prepare yeung people for careers in government and pUblic service. The
program will- include participation in Internships in service organizations,
arranged hy the Rangel center. ·It will also offer inteidlsclplinary epeciallzations
In concert with The City College Schools of Architecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, pius CCNY's special progrems In
transportation, waste management, and urban pubic health;

THE

Upon completion of the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like
the Federal Career Intern Program, entering government selVice for a twoyear temporery appointment with eligibilily for a pennanenf assignment upon
completion. These opportunities will encourage the involvement of members
of undenrepresented mlnorjly groups and those wlih financi8f need;

A COMBINED BA/MA PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to Cily
College that are palilcularly suited to draw outstanding students Into public .
service. The BAIMA Program will afiraci studente capable of and Interested
in an Intensive "Iast·tracl<" progrem lesdng to !he masle(s degree. It will prepare
!hem for public service with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
ThE CHARLES B. RANGEL FELLOWS: A MIo-CAREER
PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION, offering

professional advancement training for mid-career, minority government and
other public selVlce employees of particular accomplishment and promise for
a lenn of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic year.

CSOC.CBR.00000297
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City Coilege of New York offers a unique and filling environment lor The
Chartes B. Rangel Genter for Public Service. located in Harlem, the heart of
Congressman Rangel's constituency, The City College of New York was founded
through apublic referendum in 1847 as afree academy to serve "the children of
the whole people.' One of a young Amertca's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City Coilege has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For more than 157 years, The Coilege has provided access to a
worlcklass education to underrepresented populations, preparing them to enter
those fields with the expert skills to change their own futures and shape the wortd.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLLEGE
last year, US News and World Report ranked City Coilege first in diversity in the
nation, where African-Americans are the largest group. This year, City College was
ranked first where Hispanic Amertcans are the largest group. More than 87% of
CCNY students descnlJe themseives as members of aminority group.
The Chronicle ofHigher Educafian 2003 Almanac reparta that of the total number
of bachelor's degrees awarded in the United States as awhole, while students
earned 75% of the total, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 5.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders
5.2%. The same year at City Coilege, however, blacks eamed 34.1 % of the total
bachelor's degrees awarded, Hispanics 30.1% and AsianlPacific Islanders 11% an unparaileled record of success for underrepresented populations.
Following atradUion that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni·
whose achievements became the model for their own families, City Coilege students are otien the first in their families to go to coilege, and most have very
limited financial resources. Approximalaly 58% come from families with combined
incomes of $30,000 or less; thrae-quarters work while attending school, some at
more lhan one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often lor
financial reasons.

EXHIBIT
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PUBLIC SERVICE AT CITY COLLEGE AND
RECRlliTMENT POTENTIAL
FOR THE MAsTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
A number of exisung City College programs attract outstanding undergraduate students, most from minority populavons, who era excellent candidates for public
service careers. The presence of these already exceffent programs on campus
a/foros CCNY an opportunlly open to vel)' few colleges In the naffon for early IdenuYcavon, recruitment, and preperauon of students from underrepresenled populalions for the Maslets and BAIMA Programs in Public SeNlee at The ChaIles 8.
Rangel Center for Public BeNica They include:

THE ROSENBERG-HuMPHREY PROGRAM IN PUBLIC POLICY,
which provides summer internships at government agencies in Washington,
DC, and New York in executive and Congressional offices, House and
Senate committees, labor unions, government agencies, advocacy groups
and policy research organizations;

THE COLIN POWELL LEADERSIDP PROGRAM, aninterdlscipl~
nary program of instruction and ccrcun1cular support designed to give a
select group 01 qualified CCNY students who have demonslrated polenfial
for leadership lhe resources and experience necessal)' fo develop that poiential; with a major- emphasis an service learning courses that allow students to
combine practical experience in underserved communities with coursework
relevant to that experience;

THE lNrERNATiONAL STUDIES PROGRAM AT CCNY, wh~h
exposes sludents to a global perspective in their coursewort< and through
study abroad in China, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Germany; in
setvlce learning internships 1n Rwanda, students spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Mlnisl!y 01 Rnance's Poverty Ailevtetion program, the MlnistTy
of Gender and Development and the Minisl!y of Health's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;

ThE PRE-LAW PROGRAM, which includes the D'Agostino-Greenberg
Program In Law and Public Policy, a iecture series in law and public policy,
and comp"ses panel discussions, colloquia, and legallntemships lor studenls.
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THE CHARLES

B.

RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hoid the prOduct of 50 years of public sarvice by the major AfricanAmelican slatesman of the 20th and early 21st cenblries, the Chanes B. Rangei
libraI)' at The City College 01 New York wili rank with the Clinton and Carter
Libraries in historic importance to the government and academic oommunities.
The Rangel Library not only tells the story of one great man, but also of a nation's
progress durirg the last half of the 20th centul)' and the beginning of the 21st,
including papers on the Watergate and Impeachment proceedings. It will trace the
nature 01 government the growth and development of minorities in the Untted
States, and the contributions 01 underrepresented popuiations in government and
public service. Ii Will not be frozen in time buf rather the heart of a living, growing
center - a productive environment lor emerging ideas, thoughtful advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simUltaneously as a rasource lor scliola.., CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Chanes B. Rangel Library will encourage study
01 and rasearch in the wide-mnglng fields 01 public service prominent in
Congrassman Rangel's long and varied Career. In partiCUlar, the Charles B.
Rangel I.Jbrary will inspire new generations 01 students lrom underrepresented populations to enter and excel In public service. The archives will be
accessible to all Interested scholars, but especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Center..
The Rangel archlvistllibmrian will organize, Index, and praserve for posterity all
documents, photogmphs, and memombilia releting to Congressman Rangers
career. This will be a fuli time posttion, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoml Fellow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
essistance to other scholars, CCNY students, and the Hanem community,
while pursuing hislher own research.
The Rangel Ubral)' couid. Include such archive categories as:.forelgn policy,
government, the economy, community and the lamily, New York City and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethniclty. Vistting
scholars from other ctties, slates, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the ltie of the Center.
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THE MASTER'S & BA/MA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE
The Rangel Center for Public SelVice wlii prepare students, parncula"y from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in. public
service. At the heart of that effort is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training. and opportunities for vibrant co-cumcular
in!emelion with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.
The progmm is design"" to attract students atboth the graduate and undergraduate levels. For- undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAIMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
wbo come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
For gmduate students, the new Masters Progmm in Public SelVice will provide the
capstone of conceptual'and service learning needed for a career in public service.
The MA Program's distinctive col'!1bination of classroom instruction, internships
and intensive interaction with mid-<:areer professionals will attract both recent
colleg~ graduates and older students who are potential leaders in pubflC service.
Both programs will benefit from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and divisions, which may provide more focused altenlion in one area of
public selVice. CCNY's Schoois of Architecture, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus its special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban pUblic health, to name only a few, will be available to Rangel
Center students for interdisciplinary concentralions in content areas and technical
matters.

THE BAIMA PROGRAM
An integrated BNMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruit excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assunng them a seamtess transliion from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with practical expenence along the way.
Undergraduate education at the Rangel Center is designed primanly to secure
student commitment to careers in public service. To provide a foundafion· for the
MA program, and to recruit the best students, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offenngs in public policy, governance and management Students
interasled in public selVice careers from non-social science fieids (such as engineenng,
archilecture, and science and technoiogy) wli! be able to enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while mainteining their technical
emphasis.
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of public policy and
equity will enroll in the 150-credn, five-year CCNY BAIMA Program in Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to lake master's-ievel seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120lh credn, they must have completed 15
credits from the MA Program, and their courses wl1l consist entirely of master'slevel courses·and service internships. (In most cases, the initial MA courses will
be the required core courses.)
Engineering, science and archnecture students will receive credit in tha BAIMA
program for courses in those fields, allowing them to move directly inla associated
policy courses. (See categoty III courses listed on the following page.) For these
stUdents, courses in categories I and III will most occupy their atiention once they
pass the 120-credit malK.
Thus it wili be possible for a non-social science student at CCNY to complete ·the
BNMA in roughly the same amount of time it would take a social science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BNMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working completely in MA courses thereafter. Students
in the BNMA program will have at least one service leaming or intemship
experience during the course of !he program.
The final three semesters in !he BNMA program wl1l consist of seminar classes
focusing on speclfic political and technical issues of important public policy concerns.
seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students la develop
particular areas of expertise, both in poficy questions and related technical matiers. It
is also at this level that the students are expected to h~ve the most substantial
interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll directly in the 45-credit MA Program in Public Service
withoul the BA component This program wl1l take two years of full time study,
including a minimum of one semester of intensive internship work.
The stand-alone MA program is a 45-credil program (including the internship). As
with the BAIMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the outset reserving their seminar courses in specific areas of policy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study.
The currtculum for the both the programs in pUblic service at The City College is
found on !he following page.
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STUDENTS IN BOTIl TIlE BA/MA & TIlE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
CATEGORY

I

CATEGORY

Core Courses - aU students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Public Policy and Policy Analysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
CommL!nication 1n Public Settings
Poverty, Ethnlcity, and Diversity
Ethics in Public service leadership
Best Practices'Seminar

CATEGORY

II

Subslanlive policy concerns
(four clas..s for 12 credfls):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Power, Inequality, and Social Weliare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Healthcare Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Pollution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

III

Courses that offer instruction in content areas
and technical mailers thai lie althe heart of
key policy concerns
(lour classes for 12 credits):
Experts from CCNY's Schools of Engineeting,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
01 political science, sociology, elc., will teach these
courses, dealgned specifically lor those prepartng
for pUblic service' careers. Selection of these
courses will be made with the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethnicity.
and Environment.
Examples inciude:
Ufban Public Health
Environmental Englneenng
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems in Crtmlnology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
Intemational Law
Intemational Organizations
Urban Schoots In a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Sociology of Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Securtly
Solid Weale Management
People of the City of New York

CATEGORY IV

InternShips (may be laken in summer)
(3 or more credits)
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ELIGIBILITY
US citizens and green card holders (permanent
residents) will be considered as applicants;
Applicants for the MA Program in Public SelVice
must be in the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have completed their undergraduate
degree by June, in order to enter graduate school
by the following fall;
Applicants for the both the MA Program and the
BAIMA Program must have a cumulatiVe grade
point average of 3.2 or higher on a 4.0 scale at
the time of application.

SELECTION OF THE STUDENT SCHOLARS
•

Scholarships will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for the program are able to apply and
attend. Consideration will be given to qualified applicants who, in addition to outstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, demonstrate tinancial need. At least 10$10,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awan:led each year, these scholarships will cover Iuliluition and other educational expenses;

•

Applicants may be in their senior year at CIIy College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college and/or are engaged in a public semw career.

•

Candidates for the BAIMA Program will need to state their intention of applying for this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier as coursewori< Wlli need to be pianned on an individualized
basis. Candidates for this Program may apply for atwo-year Rangel Schofarship in their junior year.

•

A candidate's community, academic, other extracurricular, and leadership actiVities will be considered
during the seleclion process;

•

Students from undarrepresentad populations are especially encouraged to apply;

•

Two letters of recommendation, a personal statemen~ and examples of wriling skills will be required;
Aselection committee composed of the president of The City College, members of The Rangel Center
faculty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangers office;

•

Candidates selected for final consideration will meet with the selection committee and Congressman
Rangel for the final selection.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIP AND POLICY
INNOVATION
The Center will be the home of a unique program that brings together midcareer leaders in the public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods that range from eight weeks to an entire academic year. These
outstanding public servants will receive, in essence, a sabbatical from their
leadership positions and will spend their time at CCNY considering new
directions for public service leadership, policy innovation, and assistance to
communities in need.
The Mid-Career Program will be targeted especially at outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented in public service. In addition to their
work with one another, Rangel Leadership Fellows win be engaged in
opportunities to teach and mentor Rangel participants in the BAIMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Servite. The mid-career participants
become an essential resource for studenlB, especially undergraduates, who
are t{eing prepared for careers in public service.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recent studies suggest that the frustrations of public service lead too
many government and other public sector leaders to leave these sectors
ea~y in their careers. A common complaint is that these leaders rarely have
time to stDP and think about where their organizations and the issues to
which they are devoted are headed over the medium- and long-tenn. The
day-to-day tasks of running organizations preclude taking the time to consider how other organizations do their work and what models exist for
policy and leadership success.

In each case, a sponsoring organization will continue to provide the financial
support for a Rangel leadership Fellow. It will be considered an honor to
participate and a reward for top performance, much like participation in an
executive MBA program is considered in the business world, where
employees are selected and sponsored by their companies.
The Rangel Centers Mid-Gareer Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation will pennit leaders at the middle stage of their careers in the
public sector, especially men and women from underrepresented groups, to
leave their positions for a brief period. In place of their customary jobs,

~
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they will spend time with other leaders and members of the Cily College community
and consider Issues of leadership and pUblic policy. The experience wm provide
particlpants WITh both the time to reflect and with tha specialized education in specific polley areas that will contribute to their advancement within their respective
institutions.
Participants will spend between eight weeks and a full academic year at the
Rangel Center in Individual programs of study and reflection under the mentorship
of one of the Cente(s professors.
City College faculty will lead sessions with tha Rangel Leadership Fellows about
Issues of pUblic sector ieadership and polley innovation. Each group of Fellows will
work with a select group 01 Rangel students in Public Poliey and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring. or reforming polley - or ways 01
delivering poliey _ in some issue araa. These group projects provide an opportunity
to Involve Rangei BNMA and MA students in the work of mid-career leadersgiving them flrst-hand knowladge of the potential of careers in public service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHlP FELLOWS
These Fellows will receive valYing levels of support, deponding on the woliliorce
from which they are drawn. Almost all federal agencies already have mid-eareer
training programs, which allow alimited number 01 employees to receive aOneyear sabbaflcal and lull salary for post-baccalaureate study at an Institution of
higher education.
The Rangel Center will reach out to human resources offices that oversee these
programs in specilic agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a
premier destination for their emplOyees, especially their mid-career leaders lrom
underrepresented populations. The Rangel Genter will provide each federal
Rangel Leadership Fellow an individualized academic program tuition-free, and
offer 10 $7,500 cost-<>I-IMng and travel packages, to ensure that mid-eareer
employees who live outside New York City can take advantage 01 this Important
opportunity.
Each Rangel Leadership Fellow who works at the Center for at least one semester
will each leach one seminar. Rangel Leadership Fellows will also perticlpate In the
Best Practices Seminar, along W11h guest speakers from academia, think tanks,
the public sector, and community organlzalions. This seminar will focus on practical
Issues pertalning to careers in pUblic service, including the art 01 bUilding coalitions, techniques for communicating effectively to the public, lessons on making
uselut connections, and career issues particular to members of underrepresented
populations. Rnaliy, to maximize the educational value of Intemshlps, students will
evaluate them under the gUidance of experienced Rangel Leadership Fellows.
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THE HOME OF THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originally conceivedas The City College ofNew York, President, House and later usedas the
CCNYAlumni House, the limestone mansion on 14151 Street and Convent Avenue harks back

to City College, earllest days in the mld·1800s. A gradous four-story structure with a full
below-sidewalk level andparking artia, the stately townhousefeatures two and sometimes three

tiledfireplaces on each floor, high ceilings, deroratlve plaster, and fine woodwork throughout,
and ornamental ironwark on every window and surrounding t!ze building.

Because ofa fire in the late 1970s and cutbacks in publlcfinancing of the City University at
that time. the buildingItos notbeen in use andwill need repair to bring it to its former grandeur.

When completely restored, howroer, the townhouse will regain its posltion as one of th, most
beautifulpomons ofthe historic City College campus.
It is espetially appropriatehousingfor The Rangel Centerfor PublicSerolce as it includes space
for conferences, seminar rooms, study areas, and smart clossrooms. In addition, it can accom-

modate reception rooms andpotentially computerizedarchives. In fact, this project will represent a unique opportunity to design the space inside The Rangel Center for its spetific us, prior
to the building~ renovation.

A suroey and reportfrom 1995 already exists and details the building, renovation needs. A
new report recalculating renovation costs in 2005 dollars has been prepared and will itemize
and budget the required work in detail. Current estimates based on the 1995 costs are included
below. When finished, The Rangel Center, home will be a beautiful addition to the Harlem
uroan landscape.
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THE CENTER BUILDING WILL INCLUDE:
• The Rangel Ubrary to house the Range.1 archives, which will be digitized; it may
also be posSible to provide digital access from the main library at City College
to the Center Uit is determined that the archives should be housed there;
• Acommunications netwoli< center/smart classroom for video-conferencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access, ability to
collaborate with other schools, Including the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and other similar academic partners;
• A large conference room, with· room for meetings with community groups,
researchers, and participating students;
• Two small meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their woli< wlih community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for woli<shops;
• Offices lor the DirectorlRangel Chair, archivislilibrarian, resident and vistting
facuity, intemship coordinator, administrative assistan~ post-doctoral fellows;
• A well-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;
• One large and one small reception room;
• I(rtchen facilities for receptions and working lunches;
• A Rangel Program publications office where working papers can be printed
and stored;
• One or more sleaping roomslaparlman1s to house visiting scholars.
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STAFFING OF THE .RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS
Director, Charles B. Ranget Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Faculty
In addition to The City College 01 New York lacully lines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new lacully will be hired with tha support 01 the Rangel Center. the director. ona senior, and one junior
faculty member.
Requiremenls lor seleclion as the Rangel Centers director wiliinelude an Intemational rapulation, experience in pUblic service, and respect within the academic community. The Director will also hold the
endowed Chartes B. Rangel Chair. The opportunity to appolnl the direelor to the prestigious Rangel Chair.
named lor one 01 the most eminent government leaders 01 Ihis generation. will enable the Genter to attract
and retain a distinguished scholar/public servant
One other senior fatulty member and one junior faculty member, each with .experience in public service,
will also be hired as part 01 the Rangei Centers budget. Ascholar with expertise in leadership will be
soughi as well as one with research experience InIhe ban1ers Ihal deter many studenis wilh minority and
immigrant backgrounds from careers in pubtic service.
Current.nd New Fun-time Faculty
The Rangel Center will draw on Ihe knowledge and strengths 01 currenl full-time faculty at City College,
particularly lhase in tha departments 01 political science. economics. menagement, and sociology. 'Facully
lrom the CIty Cbllege SChools 01 ArcI1ttecture. Education. Enginsenng. and Biomedical Education will also
teach in the Rangel programs. highlighting the connections between their areas 01 substantive expertise
and public policymaking. CCNY will also use college lacully lines to hire new laculty working in sorne 01
Ihe areas central to the Rangel Centers mission, especialty in the areas 01 pUbflC policy. public service.
management and ethnicity. These lacully will be jointly beset! In the Rangel Genter and academic departments.
ArchivistlUbrarian
The collected papers 01 Congressman Charles B.
Rangel will constitule a valuable resource thai will
grealiy add to the reputation 01 the Center and help
i110 realize Its goals. A Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellow
will be hired to organize Ihese papers, 10 digitize
them, and to assist scholars in USing them. These
will Include visJ1ing sohoBrs. post-doctoraJ lellows
hired by the Center, and studenls in the Masters
Program Who elect to do suparvisad research.
Administrative "',islant
To asslsl the Director of the Rangel Center. a full
time administrative assistant will be hired.
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Internship Coordinator
Internships are central to fulfilling Ihe goals of the
Rangel Cenler because lhey not only provide sludenls
with pracfical experience but also permit them to
make the contacls that are so important in building
successful careers. Afull-time staff member will be
hired for the Center to locate oryanizations willing to
host intemships for students from the Master's
Program and to ensure that the intemships are
useful both for Ihe studenls and lhe host oryanizalions.
Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Fellow working to organize and
study the Rangel Archives, two Post-Doctoral
Fellows wJll be hired to do research at the Center.
In selecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, priorily
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on diversity in pUblic servlca.
Rangel Leadership Fellows
Rangel Leadership Fellows wJll participate in the
Mld·Career Program In Leadership and Policy
Innovation. Those who live outside New York City
will be offered stipends to cover travel expenses.

Guest Speakers
Members of academia, Ihink tanks, the public
sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nalion, and around the. wo~d, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faced in public service, will be brought to City
College to provide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to solve the.problems.
Webmasler
A pa~-time webmaster will develop and malnteln
the websfte for the Rangel Center.
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BUDGET ELEMENTS
Stall
Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
Archlvist!llbrarianiRangel post-doctoml fellow
Full-time Internship coordinator
Admlnlsttative assistant
Part-time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Rangei post-docfOlal fellows
Support and incentives for current CCNY faculty:
1) Support for City College faculty affiliated wllh the Center to present
research specffically suppOl\ed by the Center at academic conferences.
This helps olSSeminate the knowledge gained through Genter activities
and promote the name of the Center.
2) Support tor CCNnaculty research associated wIIh topics the Genter
touches on. These can be one-semester research grants 01 summer-long
residence research grants thet will provide summer support for faculty
who tal<e up offices at the Center and pursue some focused reseerch
project
3) Some support for faculty worldng on the Cente1's curricula and progmms.
Restoration 01 the Rangel Center building
The City College Office of facilities hes taken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on the Buildin9 Condition Assessment 01 the CCNY Atumnl House and provided
an intenm estimate of the costs in 2005 dollars. It is anticipated that the cost of
bOnging the building up to code, installing the elevator now required by the
Amencans wllh o;sabilities Act, restonng the historic and archilectumlleatures of
the building, and designing the interior specffically for the Rangel Center's needs
WIll come to $4.7 million in today's dcllars.
Asum to endow the bUilding's ongoing maintenance will ensure that the Rangel
Centers home will remain prtstine and also pennI! future Improvements. Therefore,
a sum of $2.3 million will be set aside as an endowment from which only the
income will be used annually, to preselVe the Rangel Centers magnificent Hadem
home in perpetuity, and provide aIMng environment for studY and discourse
appropriate to the inspiring goals set for the Genter i1Self.
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Expenses other than for staff and the building
1) Each CQhQrt wlU contain 20 students. In QrdertQmake it feasible for
the best students tQ enroll in the Rangel MA Program, it will be advisabie
to plan financial support for tuition and Qther educational expenses Qf
$10,000 each year for two years for at least 10 students;
2) All students in the MA program wlU participate In Intemshlps, some of
which WIll be funded by the sponsoring organizations. The Rangel Center
will also provide support fQr students in unpaid Intemships. Additional
practical experience wlU come in the form of service leaming components
added to the CQurses. Note that Intemships/service leaming experiences
for undetyraduates wIU be provided through other CCNY programs including:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public PQlicy, the Inlernational
Studies Service Leamlng Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'AgostinQ-Greenberg internShips, and the Colin PQwell Leadership
Program;
3) HQnQraria and travel for speakers;
4) FQod for conferences and speaker series;
5) Computers and computer maintenance;

6) Preparation and materials for recruitment and publicity;
7) Travel and living expenses for internships;

8) Publications.
BUDGET NOTES
1. The first budget sectiQn beiow, Programmatic Costs, Is besed upon an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectation of income of $1 ,150,000 per
year, which wlii meet the Centers programrnalic needs.
2. The second budget section lUustraJes how Building Costs will be met through
the investment Qf $4.7 million for constructiQn/start-up costs, and a $2.3
mUliQn endowment fQr maintenance.
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BUDGET FOR RANGEL CENTER

Program Costs
Academic and Visiting Staff
Position
# Salary

Sal+Benefils

Sub-total

Director!
Chair
Sr. Professor

$110,000 $146,300

$

146,300

$ 85,000 $113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Professor

$ 65,000 $ 86,450

$

86,450

Archivist!
Ubrartan!
Post Dee

$ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

FT Internship

$ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

Admin Asst

$ 28,000 $ 37,240

$

37,240

PT Webmaster

$ 10,000 $ 13,300

$

13,300

2 $ 25,000

$ 33,250

$

66,500

2 $ 28,000

Coordinator

Visiting
Scholars
Post-Docs

Sub-Total staff

$ 37,240

$

74,480

11 $421,000 $559,930

$

630,420

Sub-total

Student Support
Category

# $Amount

Student
Scholarships
Year 1

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Year 2
and after

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

Year 2
and after

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

$

260,000

10 $

5,000

$

50,000

$

940,420

Sub-Total student costs
Rangel Fellows
Totsl Personnel Services
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Other Than Personnel Services (annually)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honoraria/travel/
/housing for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
conl,speakers

$

5,000

Computers/
maintenance

$

20,000

Recruitment!
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travellliving
costs-distant
internships

$

5,000

Publications

$

5,000

TotalOTPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

I $ 23,000,000 I

Bui/ding Costs
Initial outlay
Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees and soft costs
Elevator
Fumllure and equipment costs
Program contingency

$ 2,600,000
$ 390,000
$ 900,000
$ . 260,000
$ 550,000
. $ 4,700,000

Sub-total
Annual maintenance cosls

Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year
($1.4 million spraad over 30 years)

$
$

70,000
46,667

Total annual maintenance cosls for buildIng

$

116,667

Endowment needed to provide $116,667/year

$ 2,333,340

Total Needed for Building

I$

TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

I $ 30,000,000 I

7,033,340

I
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Report
February 18, 2005

Told jim capel $30 million this past week·
Rangel said he has all his papers, Watergate, impeachment
Bench very limited when we're talking about minority politicians
Elective office, careers in government, in the rangel mode
Getting ready to call bill Clinton-I helped you, help me on this
Call from the Israeli embassy-how can we help with the rangel center
Middle East peace?
Greg talked with Goldstein-Matt said he's a good guy; greg told him single most
African-American congressman for the last 30 years

Kheel thing? Capel supposed to be shepherding it-Rangel wants the whole $1
million to go to us
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Telephone Report
Date:
April 11, 2005
To:
File
From:
Shelly
Re:
Call from Jim Capel
Jim called this morning to tell me that the Congressman is very excited about the
proposal that we put together and felt that it was very professional.
He wants 50 copies sent to his DC office to fundraise with. I also asked if we
should send Ted Kheel one and Jim said they would. Marx Myles is printing 100
copies.

Jim Capel's number Is New York office:
Attention: Mr. George Dalley
Offices of Congressman Charles B. Rangel
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-3215
Tel: (202) 225-:'
Email: george.dalley@mail.house.gov

Washington DC OtTice
2354 Rayburn House
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225,>'
New York OtTice
163 W. 125th Street #737

New York, NY 10027
(212)

MacRae or Vivian Jones)
Email: jim.capcl@mail.house.gov

Update: April 18, 2005
I called Jim and spoke with him today. I told him I had just sent 50 copies of the
proposal to DC and he asked me if I had sent any copies to him. I said no but I
told him I had 50 more and asked how many he wanted. He said as many as
could be spared-at least 35-4D-because they're sending them out to people to
fundraise with them. I told him I would send him 40 today.
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I then asked him whether we had news from the Ann S. Kheel Foundation about
the $1 million grant we had proposed and he said, "weill think that's a done deal
and you're getting it all." He said that some had been given to Hunter, but that
Mr. Kheel had put in more so we could get the whole million.
I said that was great and could we have something in writing so we could count it
in our capital campaign and he said he'd ask the Congressman. He also said he
was speaking with Michael about it and he would know and that the
Congressman had spoken with the president. I said the president had told me
that we would get all of it, but just not right away and we just needed to know
how much we were going to get in the immediate future because we wanted to
award the Kheel Scholarships for the fall. He said he would speak to the
Congressman today.

4/19/05 - Jim called me back-check with george dalleyMay 9, 2005 - called and LM with Jim
May 11, 2005 - spoke to George Dalley in DC; he received the next group of 150
copies; first installment met their immediate needs; now have sufficient for their
needs; responses positive to Charlie-pleased at the idea taking shape, but
nothing concrete yet.
May 12, 2005 - Told Jim I had sent down another 150 to DC
June 2, 2005 - Ann S. Kheel Foundation
Monday, July 25,2005; Left a message on Brenda Smargert's (annie) voicemail
(202) 225{ . >in Rangel's office confirming meeting with Rangel, Ford
Foundation, greg and me at the Ford Foundation on Friday, September 9, at 3
pm.
Spoke with R<lqica at the Ford Foundation in Susan Beresford's office at

(212)573,
Spoke with George Dalley August 16, 2005
Appropriations cycle end of September, beginning of October
Pretty positive because Charlie's working it personally
Asking for support in the several million range
He said the Congressman would be willing to meet with foundation people
Melvin Norris (briefings person)
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Spoke to George Dalley November 18, 2005 re congressional appropriation-he
said $450k -not the final word
Spoke to ford foundation today-maureen Caruso from Alison bernstein's office
at 212 573t: about dates for a presentation
She gave me two possible Fridays in may-may 510-2, and may 1910-2; when
2/21/06 - spoke with jim capel re setting up a foundation meeting; LM for Brenda
Smargert 202 225May 5, 2006-Maureen Caruso called to confirm 10-12 am presentation; 12-2
lunch at the Foufldationbutwait for confirmation from Maureen in a couple of
days; m,carusci......•..• > < ..•..
Wait to confirm with Rangel and president
Melvin Norris 212 663.>:
Melvin,norris@mail.house,gov

i-page memo on what's happening with the Rangel Center
directions
March 10,2006
Left message for Maureen Caruso to confirm date-told her I also wanted to talk
about inviting other foundations
March 17,2006 - called Jim Capel to update him on Ford Foundation; LM

March 22, 2006
We're going to be getting a letter from the Congressman re actions we are
proposing this year for this year's appropriations-the '07-$10 million this year,
I think we'll probably be successful, at least to the tune of several million.

Fax: 212 351::
Susan has just gotten back. She says, even if Congress fails in its commitment,
Ford will do something, but a much more scaled-back vision. We're interested in
doing the project whether or not Congress steps up, but we can't replace
Congress', Tell Greg that we will try to help in a modest way even if we don't get
help from Congress.
That's good enough for us, If, in fact, there was no movement on the
congressional front, we should postpone until we get it or, we decide to scale
back, If this means that we can pUll off enough of a commitment by May 5. I said
the appropriations bills are going in from spring throug h fall and I didn't know
whether we would have commitments by May.
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May 5 is still a possibility, not a probability, but after we receive the letter, we will
determine whether it serves your purposes better to do it on May 5 or in the fall. I
said we would be happy to go with their decision.
March 28, 2006

Called Jim Capel after receiving four letters to Congressional committee people.
Two separate appropriations bills-not specifically known when they'll come up,
before Congress has its adjournment in August. We hope it will be before august
or at least by September. If not, then a continuing resolution, same level of
funding -new considerations. Appropriations bills have to be passed at some
point. I don't know at this moment if they cause problems.
We hope that these bills will be passed-thinks we have a better chance; two
different bills-could get $6M from one and $6M in another, less or more, too.
Make appropriation conditional to this passing. Could be voted on at any point in
time, depending on the best time.
Walter Swett had a discussion withAIG; they want to do something at The
': Walter works for Rangel-but AIG talked to the Rangel
College 212 862;
campaign about doing something, but Charlie recommended that they do it with
us.
We had a meeting with our contacts at AIG and Rangel was speaking very highly
of CCNY and suggested that we try to facilitate a meeting between our
development staff and AIG. Tell them about the amazing changes at City
College. Walter forwarded info re Rangel Center to College, but not limited only
to that. Walter emaH: walter@charlierangel.org. They're down on Pine Street.
Interested in minority education. Used to do philanthropic work down at the Starr
Foundation; now AIG is thinking about they can be more pro-active in their own
name. Commitment to education and particularly in underserved communities.
Rangel just wants to get us together.
It may be easier for them if we go down to their office.
Alison's direct line: Fax: 212
March 31, 2006
Called yesterday and left a message for Alison
JUly 26, 2006
Called Jim Capel today and updated him on visit to AIG
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As soon as the authorization process is complete, we'll know. He thinks we'll get
that $3 million that came out of committee. Also, they have the possibility 9f
getting some funding from the Oil for the Poor Program that comes out of
Venezuela. They want to develop Associate Action Fund. Maybe some. money
for tuition for kids in this neighborhood to go to City College, maybe some for
community colleges. The program wants some kind of payback-how about
some courses aboutVenezuela? A possibility of $2 million, but not for the Rangel
Center.
July 31,2006
At Jim Capers suggestion, I called George Dalley today to find out about the
bills. We have finally reached the August recess. We have another earmarked
appropriation of $3 million. I believe it's definite. Final action still not taken, but
that generally doesn't change the numbers; it has to do with issues other than the
numbers. He thinks it's unrestricted, but will ask John Shiner. He said
Congressman Rangel had spoken to AIG.
T/:le naming of the hall this-has to be the decision of Mr. RangeL He is working
this week-I need to send him a letter. He thinks that the name proposed might

beaK.
Jim said he has some people to me with Ted Gershen with money from'
Venezuela.
Receive? a call today from Dan Berger in Congressman Rangel's office
212663". .; dan.berger@mail.house.gov
Theodore J. Gershon, President
Princeton Training Associates, inc.
PO Box 188
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
800882 i <.···.·.<cell:609314{·••••·•••.
email: tedgershon>
, . .
www.princetontrainingassociates.com
Michelle Sherwood, Esq.
Counsel
Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Fifteenth District, New York
163 West 125th Street
New York, NY 10027
tel: 212 663;
fax: 212663
michelle.sherwood@mail.house.gov
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Jon Sheiner in DC (202)

knows about approp.

November 3, 2006
Spoke to Jim Capel and told him $1 M--a
pier 211 O--starts at 9 pm
November 15, 2006
dates in January and/or February for presentation at Ford Foundation

spoke with jim capel today and he will get me dates in jan and feb on the
congressman's calendar
November 30, 2006
date will be January 14, 2007, at 2 p.m.

sit down and have a discussion
foodstuffs-food come from places Dominican, Black, west side Jewish, Mexican
communities
they'll meet with me next week
December 22, 2006
spoke with dan berger today re approval on rangel brochure
spoke with jim capel
March 9, 2007
spoke with jim capel today who said he talked with the congressman. AIG had
gone down to DC to talk with him about legislation and Charlie wants to keep that
part completely separate from the Rangel Center. It's ok to ask for a meeting for
ghw and me but not one that will include charlie, nor should we send a letter
there at this time.
March 21, 2007
spoke with dan berger who will re-submitletters to rock and trump;
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spoke with jim who approved letter to hank Greenberg at starr; then spoke again
to dan who will prepare similar letter to hank for congressment to sign all three
and get back to ,me
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TO:

Congressman Rangel

FROM: Jim Capel
RE:

Rangel Updates

DATE: April 20, 2005
Rangel Public Service Institute
President Williams of CCNY has prepared a proposal for the Rangel Public Service
Institute. Last week, 50 copies of the proposal was sent out to George Dalley with
arrival expected on this past Monday. It has been confirmed that these proposal were
received in Washington. I think we should check with the people down there to find
out where a package of this sort was sent and see if it can be routed to the DC office.
In the proposal, the last page is a request for $30 million or $6 million each year for
the next five years. Do we need more to advance to our Appropriations process?

Redacted Non-Responsive
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CALL REPORT
DATE:
November 7,2005
TO:
File
FROM:
. Shelly
RE:
Call from George Dalley
Closer appropriations-wise. He introduced me on the phone to John Shiner-legislative
director and appropriations person. He has been speaking to Mr. Obey's assistant-he
is the ranking Democrat and wants to see this done.
How much can he give us-cannot use this money in this bill for construction. Maybe
later, Rangel can get us $700k for construction.
We can, however, use if for operations and even possibly for endowment
John asked me from Obey, if we give you the money and we get it between March and
July next year, are you prepared to start the program? can start something substantive
by that fall semester? I said we were already talking about starting something without
the building.
Will ask for $6M-if we get between $2-4M. we'll be happy. I made a pitch for $5M.
In the next two weeks-by Thanksgiving we'll know. Once we get the appropriations
secured, Charlie wants a whole new wave of private outreach.
I told them that we have some very major foundations hanging fire until we can tell them
that the appropriations are under way.
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MEMO
TO:

Congressman Rangel

FROM:

Melvin Norris

DATE:

February 23, 2006

RE:

Brunch with Dr. Williams

To prepare you for the brunch with Dr. Williams on Slmday, I spoke to Lisa
Silverman, the Capital Campaign Senior Consultant at City College at (212)
650-6140. She told me that the nature of the brunch would be an intimate
"get to know you" for just a handful of new and old friends of City College,
who support various initiatives at The College.
I have attached President Williams biography, an update on the Rangel
Center and background on some of the attendees.
Please advise if you require additional information.
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12(15/084:04 PM

GregOl)l Williams

Date: Tue, 26 Dec 200613:52:45 ~0500
From: "Shelly Butler"
Subject: RE: The earmark for the Rangel Center

To: lIDalley, George" <George.Dalley@malLhouse.goV>, "Berger, Dan" <Dan.Berger@mail.h,quse.gov>
.

"Capel, Jim"<Jim.Cape!@mail.house.goV> , "Sheiner, Jon" <Jon-,Sheiner@mail.house.gov>,
"Milne, Emile" <Emile.Milne@mail.house.golf>, "Minguez, Annie" <Annle.Minguez@malLhouse.gov> ,
"Featherson, Wendy" <Wendy.Featherson@mail.house.goV> ,
Cc: "Sherwood, Michelle" <MicheUe,Sherwood@mail.house.gov>, "Jones, Vivian" <Vivian.Jones@mail.house.gov>,
"McRae, Tina" <Tina.McRae@mail.hollse.gov> , ItS'NYgert, Brenda" <Brenda.Swygert@mail.house.gov>,
'!Ma~'s,. Janicell <Janice.Mays@mail.house.gov>, "Gregory H. WllHams" <c.~~'
<bsilverstelr·.:-···········_···_.>

. __ ...'.'...

Dear George,
Thanks so much for clarifying this for us and yes, of course you are
absolutely right that the assumption by the Congressman of the
chairmanship of Ways and Means will help us in other ,ways. The
visibility is fabulous.
I would like to be pro-active \\Tith Ford rather than have them ask us
about this so if it's ok wi.th you, I will care.fully share just a little
of this wi.th them. Hopefully, they will let us make the presentation
anyWay. If, at any time in the future, this or other earmarks can help
with the Center 1 that would be great. But of course 1 am delighted to
that the Congressman will help with additional .private sector
If there is anyone else that he thinks could or .should be
to the Ford present.ation, do let me know.
rn the meantime, we will proceed with. 'the brochures as pl.anned. I1 m
thinking you'll need about 1,000 for the event .. is that about right? We
will certa.inly need at least an additional 1,000 for fundraising
purposes a£terward.

By the way, we have received the signed agreement from Gene Isenberg and
his first payment of·$200 .. 000--$100k by personal check and'$lOOk by a
match' from Nabors. This will enable the dean to proceed with some .of his
plans :for the Center's programming. Gene has asked that the room we have
set asked for the Congressman's office in the Center be named for his
wife, Ronnie, and him.
By the way, what do you think of inviting the top Ford Foundation folks
to the Congressman's investiture on January 14?

Best wishes to all for a very Happy and Healthy New Year.
Regards,Shelly

,..---.....

https://pelican.admln,ct:ny.euny.edufwm/mail/k!gin.html?rnd-B203653&eu-f=y
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Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City college·of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, 'Ny

Tel:
Fax:

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc: Capel,

Wendy; Sherwood,
Swygert, Brenda;
Subject: RB: The

;: Berger, Dan
Milne, Emile; Minguez, Annie; Fea,therson,
Dalley, George;: Jones, Vivian; McRae, Tina;
for the Rangel Center

Shelly, we are closed today in celebration of Boxing Day, but I will
attempt
a response to your question and expression of concern. Sadly, the report
you

have read ia correct; the Rangel Center earmark was dropped along with

all
of the earmarks in the pending appropriations bills when the new
Democratic
"
leadership decided to extend the continuing resolution- without earmarks
through the end of fiscal year 2007. We are not going to be able to

obtain
an earmark. before IT 2008. With regard to our plan B, I will. need to
consult
first ,'lith Jon Sheiner and others more familiar with the appropriations
process to determine if there is any way at all,that we can :r:-evive our
earmark. Assuming there is no way we can, we will need to ,talk. to Ford
and

other potential donors about our earmark initiative being delayed and
assert
Charlie'S intention to turn his energies to additional private sector
fundraising for the Center.
Is the Ford Foundation involvement specifically linked to our obtaining
this
eannark? Surely we must seek to persuade Ford that .this was an
extraordinary
action by i:he .new Democratic Leadership to address the unfortunate
perception that the earmark process is particularly subjeot to being
corrupted. Whether the earmark process will be subject to further reform

remains to be seen. While "we are certainly hurt by this, I believe we
must
be helped by the assumption of the Chairmanship of the Committee on Ways
and

Means by Charlie and the wider" platform in gives him to speak about the
importance of education. The Chairmanship enhances our audience in the
corporate and philanthropic communities. Agree?
https:/ IPeIiCatl.aclmitl.«;ny.CUtly.edu/wmfmall/logtn.html?rnd-l'~32"O.'6.53.&.'"ij'-iljy
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'And since in this context it appears to be even more -important that we
have

new Rangel Center description available to as wide an audience as

possible, let s go ahead and order the printing of the new brochures
j

to
have them -ready for strategic distribution in connection with the 14th
of

January celebration.
-----Original Message----From; Shelly Butler ~~~~ ....." •••.•. ~ .• '~~:.~'
Sent: Tuesday,
AM
To: Dalley 1 George t Berger, Dan
Co: Capel, Jim
Subject: The earmark for the Rangel Center
Hi everyone,

Hope you all had a great Christmas and that you are enjoying the
holidays.

Perhaps one of you can help fill us in on the fate of the $3 million
earmark that was going to the Rangel Center According to the Washington
Post and UPI, it bas been nwiped out," and i t is now a "casualty. II If
so, this is going to hurt us with the Ford Foundation unless I can come
back to them with an alternative plan for that fundingw They will
certainly read this and I will need to respond to them pretty quickly if
hope to both receive their grant and also to keep the date for our
'",enta'ti(,n at their headquarters~
w

Thanks for your help on this
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 5-154
New York, NY
Tell
Fax:

10031

-----original

Mess,.ge,--~~:-.

From: Dalley,
Sent: Sunday, December
To: Berger, Dan;

Cc: Capel, Jim; Minguez,
Su,bject: RE l approval on Rangel Center brochure
can't get a response from Charlie on the brochure and we must

Ilttps:/lpelicall...dmlll.ccny.cuny.edu/wm!mail/login-hlml?md",13203653&eui""y
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the printing process to have it ready for the 14th, let s go forward on
I

Tuesday~

-----original Message----From: Berger, Dan
Sent: Sa.turday, December 23, 2006 4: 28 PM
To; 'J;butler@ccny .cuny.edu'
Cc; DalleYf George; Capel, Jim; Minguez, Annie
Subject: Re: approval on Rangel Center brochure
Hi shelly 1 the brochure is f.antastic .. A copy "'las sent to the congressman
and

he will hopefully get a chance to review it soon. In the meantime, here
are
several comments approved by both george and jim. The first graph in the
bie
page should perhaps say "his upper manhattan constituency" instead of
"his

harlem and washington heights cansti tuency."
Instead of saying the 2007 committee on ways and means, it should say
the
conunittee on ways and means in the 110th congress~
It would be nice if you could weave in the fact that he is the dean of
the

new york state congressional delegation.
Finally, two minor grammatical points, on page one, the word npl us "
doesn't

sound right. And the last sentence in the second graph sounds a bit
redundant since the word "great" is repeated.
Thanks again. Jim will try to get in tocuh with the congressman
tomorrow.

Dan J. Berger"

(917)

Sent from my BlackBerry
-----Original Mess••g"-_·_-From: Shelly Butl.er
To: Berger, Dan
Sent: Fri Dec 22 13: 53: 12 2006

Subject: RE ~ approval on Rangel Center brochure
Thanks Dan-we don I t
Best

want to miss this opportunity 1

Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The Ci-Ly College of New YOl:k
160 Convent Avenue, 6-154
New York, NY
Tel:
(212)
650;
Imps://pelican.admln,ccnv.cuny.edu/wm/mall/logfn.html?md.. 132:03653&cuf"v
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I will go over it today. I can't get in touch with jim capel or george
dalley, our chiefs of staff, both of whom have the new oopy, to ask for
direction. I \.,i11 continue trying.
Dan J. Berger, (917} 359-_
Sent from· my BlackBerry

-----Original
From; Shelly Butler
To; Berger f Dan
Sent: Fri Dec 22 13:29:08 2006

Subject: RE: approval on Rangel Center brochure
It's late Dan-any way someone else can approve it? Have you read it and
is
so, can you recommend approval?
Thanks

Shelly

Hi shelly. Mr rangel won't be back from the holiday break until thursday
(our office is closed thru wed, toO)~ I won't know till then, I'm
afraid. Is
that too late?
Dan J. Berger, (917)

Sent from my BlackBerry
-----Original Me"ss'ge-----From: Shelly Butler
To: Berger, Dan
Sent: Fri Dec 22 09:25:38 2006

Subject: approval on Rangel Center brochure
Hi Dan,
you had a chance to show the brochure to the powers tha.t be? If we
to have these for the event on January 14, I need to get the design
https://pelican.admln.ccny.cuny.edulwm/mail/logln.html?md=13203653&eu[=y
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to the printer as soon as possible.
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President

Development ill Institutional Advancement
The City college of New York
160 Convent Avenue~ 8-154
New York, NY

Tel,
Fax:

(212

httPS:flpelic:an.admJn.ccny.cuny.edtl/wmlmail/IOgll'l.html?rnd""l~32",0'.6.53.&<."110"""
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Edmondson~Mary

Lou

Date: Wed, 03 Jan 2007 13:44:21 -0500

From:

~Bergar,

Dan"

SUbject: RE:

To:

'Hi Shelly,
. Happy 'ne\l7 year!
I spoke to Jim and George and they both agree t~at the J,etter is great.
Attached is the word .document with ·adninor change. Could you' please review
and tweak to. your 1 :j.king?
Now, regarding the logistics, do you plan on inserting the. letter into the
brochure as a loose letter? Please work with Walter to get the stationary
(it has. to"come from the campaign, not from the congressional of,fice).
Thanks,
dan

;~;~:O~~;i~;lBHut:'l~le"r·g,,~:.·~.~~•.•••••..•....................
Sent ~ Tuesday, January
To: Capel ( Jimt~.e..rg~~~ J??tn
Cc; b~ilver~tein .. _
f

'Gregory H. 'iVilliams';

Mary 'Lou Edmondson-;

Subject: .
r;>ear Jim and Dan r
This letter is intended to }::Ie printed on the Congressman's letterhead (or a
facsimile of it)and inserted into the' new Rangel brochure for th.e January 14
. event. Can you review it and let me know if you havE? any changes?
Then r 1 \'lould like to know- if you have about 1200 sheets of letterhead and
envelopes that we can pr in t on '!
Many thanks'
Shelly

Shelly Butler 1 Vice Pr'esident
oevel~prnent & ::rnstitutional Advancement
The City college of New York
160 Convent
S-154
New. York, NY

Tel,

(212)

650".,

https:lfpellcan.aclmln.cCJJy.ttmy.edu/wm/m.... 1I/logln.html?rnd=3.~","9.54."ii'iiiul"'..V
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Garcia, Elbert
From:
Sent:

To:

ec:

Subject:

Dalley, George
Friday, April 20, 20076:50 PM
Jones, Vivian; McRae, Tina; Minguez, Annie; 6iglow, Holly
Berger, Dan: Shelner, Jon; Garcia, Elbert
FW: dates for David Rockefeller and Hank Greenberg

These meetings will be about funding for the Rangel Center at City College.
-----Original MesS<'ge'----From: Shelly Butler

Sent: Friday, April
To-: Berger, Dan;
SUbject: dates for

Hi everyone,
I would like to make follow-up calls to' the congressman's letters to the people listed
above. Can you give me any dates and times that the Congressman would be available to meet
over the next 2-3 months?
Many thanks

Shelly
Shelly Butler, Vice President

Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160
8-154
New

Tel:
Fax:

EmaH:
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From:

rwe iss;~' c,~ ',::: _,::~,:~, ," ~': ',:::

Sent:
Subject:

Wednesday, July 18, 20071:46 PM
Dalley, George
Rangel Campaign Figures

Attachments:

Rangel fundraising 6-26-07(1).xls

To:

0,

t!1

Rangel fundralslng
6-26-07(1)....

George, they' re attached.

You have my direct line below if you need further

assistance.
Rosemary

Weiss, Executive Director
and Institutional Advancement The City College of New York Shepard Hall, Room
New York, NY 10031
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Verizon Foundation
AIG
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Telephone Report
Date:
September 14, 2007
To:
Fife
From:
Shelly
Re:
Congressman Rangel's appearance on campus Monday

Jim Capel called to find out if President Williams will be there and if he has any
remaining health issues. I told Jim we knew that the Congressman would be here, that
President Williams would be there and that he is just fine.
Jim asked me how things were going and I told him we had closed on the $500k
Verizon gift, the $5M from Starr, $700k from Josh Weston, and $130k from the
Community Trust. Jim mentioned that a former Rangel staffer had helped at Verizon
and I thanked him. I also mentioned that after the Post article, AIG had wanted to wait
until the dust settled before moving forward with that gift.
Jim told me that AIG was going to do its annual fundraised for the Congressman
sometime in October. I asked if I should mention it when I called Ned Cloonan; Jim
thought not but that Ned might mention it to me. I just left a message with Ned to follow
up.

f'!XHlIiNT
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Butler/Edmondson:
Thanks for returning my call. As! said, I'd like to speak with-someone
at CCNY about the Rangel Center for Public Serv~ca. In particular, I
would like to better understand Mr. Rangel's role in. the capita1

campaign.
You asked me to send questions. In no particular order, here are the
subjects that I would like to discuss:
How the Rangel Ce~ter got started
How did the project get started and when? Whose idea was it? Did Mr.
Rangel approach you all with the idea? What will the center's mission

be?
Dominican Republic President Leonel Ferna~ldez was here' to speak
and Congressmna Rangel mentioned to President Williams that he
had just come back from visinting the Clinton Foundation
Library. President Williams said we should have something like

that here to support ptililic service and if you would give us your
papers, we could use them for research. We had been thinking

about a school for public service because of our many programs of
that kind.
Ooes the program duplicate in any way the program offered at the
Colin Powell Center?

No, this is essentially a graduate academic program in public
service and offering the S-year BA!MA in public acL"ntn] the standalong MA in public admin t the mid-career fellows and the research
libary.
Does CCNY currently have anything like it?

No

How will the center i t be funded (both startup and ongoing operations
funding)?
Primarily by private individual and foundation support. (if

pressed) Bby far, the majority will be from private sources; at
this point, right now] the ratio is about 3:1 and we think that
will hold
What will Mr. Rangel's role in the center be?

Clearly, Congressman Rangel, as long as he's :in public life, is
more than fUlly employed; when he steps down, there are all sorts
of ways that we can see that our students Can benefit from his 40
years of expet'~.ence: as a mentor, as a speaker, and as an advisor
The projact description inoludes several paid positions -- are any of
them designated for Mr. Rangel after his retirement? No

Will he have an office there, lecture, receive compensation, atc - no
The Capital Campaign
How much money do you all hope to raiSE! for the center, -$25-30M
and what w.ill i t be used ~or (e.g. construction, renovation, endowed
chairs] scholarships)?

Exhibit
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All of those things; you knO\~l, Chris, when we raise money I we
must match the donor" s desi.res to our needs; some people will be
interested in endO\<led chairs, some in scholarship~ and
internships, others in research
how muoh money has been raised so far? How much has been pledged?
$12,150,000 in cash and pledges
How are potential donors identified?
Any individual or foundation, or corporation that we feel would
be interested in pUblic service. You know, Chris, in general,
it's like identifying donors for the Grove School of Engineering,
we go to people we think would be interested:
For example, Josh (~eston had already established scholarships for
students interested in.public service, so this was a natural;
Gene Isenberg, has long been interested in public education and
became very interested in our mission-he gave internships to our
students in Houston and Alaska, advised our management and
administration program on the academic side, and gradually became
interested in the rangel center.

Rockefeller Brothers Foundation already was funding City College
and we brought this to them.
Bob Catell is a CCNY grad and already a major donor. He is very
interested in public service.
If asked, say,

this is the way we make connections for everything here at the
College-'i"le find associations and interests.

What is Mr. Rangel's role in the fundraisi"ng? He has opened doors for
us.
Has he made introductions (and if so, to. whom. and under what

circumstances)? Has he sent letters appealing for contributions?
He did send letters introducing Presdient. ~\filliams and the
establishment of the Rangel Center for Public SErvi.ce to Donald
Trump I David Rockefeller and Maurice Greenberg

To whom, and what did the letters say? Has he made personal appeals for
funding over the phone or in faoe-to-facemeetings?

I have never heard him ask for money-he ta1ks about the
importance of building a cadre of.public servants that reflect
the population and the vitalit.y of a diverse America. Nowhere can
this be done so well as at City College, where 87% of the
students identify t.hemselves as members of a minority group.
What is Robert Morgenthau's role and what has he done?
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RobeI.t Morgenthau gave Congr.essman Rangel his first job \'Il'hen he
couldn'tf get one because of racial barriers. Si.nce then, he has
been a close friend of t.he Congressman and deeply i.nterested in
further breaking down those barriers, some of which still exist.
Independent of this, Morgenthau has a storng connection to CCNYhis grandfather attended CCNY and he himself held his latest
pUbLic inaugural ceremony here in the Great Hall.
Did you see the letter in the New York Sun from ~lr. Morgonthau'?
we'd be glad to send you a copy.
I am aware of the June 28, 2005 letter that Mr. Rangel sent to the
ph11anthropic oommun~ty about the project.

this is a perfect example of how fundraising \oforks-we have the
contacts, of course, with our alumni, but we can always use
someone who opens a door t.O decision~makers at foundations and
wtth other individuals who may not already know uS and we may not
have already identified them
The june 2005 letter was a perfect example of this; several
foundations expressed interest, most notably the Ford Foundation
We followed up on every name on that list. of foundat.ions that he
sent the letter to; many said that our proposal didn't fall
within their guidelines. Once again, this is standard operatirlg
procedure for an educational institution raising money for its
programs.

Are there other letters that he has sent?
Donors and potent1al donors

Can you please explain the circumstances of the donations from the
contributors on the list that you provided me?
They include Ford Foundation: They responded to his 2005 letter
and invited us to speak to them. They loved the Rangel Center
idea, said they would commit. to it and also asked to sponsor a
presentation at the Ford Foundation for us to speak to other
foundations. We did this and followed up with many of the
attneidng foudations, and received grants from the NY Community
Trust r VerizQIl,

Kheel Foundation,
Rodobeck Foundation responded to the congressman's Jetter

c. V. St.arr E'oundation very interested in our. library and in the
reSBi:1rch. they give a great deal to universities and other public
:institutions.
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Verizon Foundation, community Trust, David RockefeLler, Josh and
Judy Weston and Robert Catell. ~"lhat. wa.':.? Mr. ~angel t s role ~n.
identifying and approaching thesedonor.s? WhJ_ch oneS are glv~ng
to the college for the first time?
! understand there was a special gathering of about a dozen foundations

for the purposes of pitching them on donating to the Rangel Center. lid
like to know more about how that got put together and what Mr. Rangel's
:t:"ola was.

All of these foundations support educati.on; many of them have
supported· programs that are specifically interested in diversity
and pUblic ser:vice. This isn't ·a stretch for any of them.

I also understand that you all have been talking with AIG about making
a donation to the project. Can you tell me how .that came about, what
meetings you all have had and with whom at ArC? What was Mr. Rangel's
role in identifying and approaching AIG for a contribution? Has AIG
pledged any money to the project?

No - it's a discussion that's in process; Ne have been talking
for them for tNO years because they're very interested in the
City College mission but I'm sure you will understand that
because this is an ongoing discussion, I will not comment further
other than to say that they have not made a pledge.
if pressed--mostly me --and on t"l0 occasions, President Williams
Congressman Rangel.

and once th.r.ee weeks ago,

Are there other potential donors you all have approached or plan to
approach? Who are they, how were they identified and has Mr. Rangel
been involved in outreach to them?
I'm .sure you will understand that we don/t talk about discussions
that are underway - although we are happy to announce the gifts
once they aI'e in. 'Phis is standard fundraising procedure.

Government money
The information you provided the other week shows that the Rangel
Center has received $100,000 from the NY City Council, (to complete the
library)
a $1.915 million congress1onal appropriation
and two HOP grants of $445,000 and $245,000 respectively.
Can you walk me through how you all obtained each of these
oontributions?
The Congressman requested these for the Center based on the
Center's mission

Has any of the money been spent yet?
no
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What, specifically, will each of the contributions be used for?

HUD for construction; congressional appropriation any purpose
other than construction, for example, student scholarships, paid
internships, mid-career leadership st.ipends, research
assistantships
Ethical oonsiderations
As you noted in our conversation 1 some critics have ca~led the Rangel
Center a \'Monument to Me." HoW" does CCNY respond to that kind of
oriticism? How shou~d people view the project?

'V-Je believe that the "monument to men was part of a partisan
political debate in a very divided Congress. we feel i.t has no
bearing on what we're trying to do, on what Congressman Rangel
means to this college, this community and this country.

if pressed, obviously, we wish that the public discussion hadn't
take this for~f but actually but actually was concerned with the
substance of the center.
Are there ethical ooncerns at CCNY about pub11c figures such as Mr.
Rangel and Mr. Morgenthau playing an active role in fundraising efforts
for the Rangel Center".?

Well actually, more people have turned us down than have taken us
up, so in practice that doesn't seem t.o be a problem. more
importantly, the two men that you mentioned are figures of proven
integrity and giants in the field of public eervice. we are
honored to honor them.
How do you respond -to the argument that donors may feel pressured into
giving, or may gi.ve to curry favor with two powerful politicians?

Congressman Rangel, from his war record, through 40 years of
pUblic. service, has proved over and over again l his dedication to
the public good.
This is a true good thing
This is standard across the board for fundraising practices-this
is how we raise money for everything
reached via email at this address or by telephone at (202)

Thanks for all of your help.
ChI'is 1,eo
Christopher Lee
The Washington Post
1150 15th Street NV/
DC 20071
(202)
- work
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Garcia, Elbert
From:

edmondson··-'-·:':::'-~::,·-:-~-;-;-:_-:-:-_'-'-~;

12:19

Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, MliY 20,-:2008
PM
Gercie, Elbert
bsilversteln:.:_ c :: rbuller; gwilliams
Chris Lee of the Wash, Post and Rangel Center

Attachments:

CallNotesSBChrisLee

sent:

To:

~

ColiNotesSSCM
sLee (45 KB)

Redacted Non-Responsive

Mary Lou Edmondson

Vice President for Communications
The City College of New York, S-176

16{) Convent Avenue
New York. NY 10031

CBR 100206
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Butler/Edmondson:

Thanks for returning my call. AA I said t Ild like to speak with someone
at CCNY about the Rang.l Center for Public Service. In particular I I
would l1ke to better understand Mr. Rangel's role in the capital
campaign.

You asked me to send questions. In no partioular order, hera are the
subjeots that I would likQ to disouss:

Redacted Non-Responsive
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Redacted Non-Responsive

Has he sent l.tter» appealing for

contr~bution&?

He did send letters introducing Presdient Williams and the

establishment of the Rangel Center for Public SErvice to Donald
Trump, David Rockefeller and Maurice Greenberg
To whom, and what did the letters say?

I have neVer heard him ask for money-he taLks about the
importance of building a cadre of public servants that reflect
the population and the vitality of a diverse America. Nowhere can
this be done so well as at City College, where 87% of the

students identify themselves as members of a minority group.

Redacted Non-Responsive

UHIBlf
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Redacted Non-Responsive

I am aware of the Juno 28 ( 2005 letter thee M:r. Rangel sent to the
philanthropic community about the project.
this is a perfect example of how fundraising works-we have the
contacts l of course, with our alumni, but we can always use
someone whQ opens a cloor to decision-makers at foundations and
with other individuals who may not already know us and we may not
have already identified th~m

The june 2005 letter was a perfect example of this: several
foundations expressed interest, most notably the Ford Foundation
We followed up on every name on that list of foundations that he
~ent the letter to; many sdid that our proposal didn/t fall
within their guidelines. Once again, this is standard operating
procedure for an educational institution raising money for its
programs.
Are there other letter.. that he has ·sent'?
Donors and potential donors
Can you pleasa Qxp.lai.n the cirCuMstanoes of the donation a from the
eontributors on the list that you prOVided mQ'?

They inolude Ford Foundati.on: They responded to his 2005 let.ter
and invited us to speak to them. They loved the Rangel Center
idea, said they would commi t to it and also asked to sponsor a
presentation at the Ford Foundation for us to speak to other
foundat:ions.

Kheel Foundation,

Hodobeck Foundation .r:esponded

(,0

the conqressman l

$

letter

Redacted Non-Responsive
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a
and two HUe grants of $445,000 and $245,000 respectively,
Can you walk me through how YOU all obtained each of these
cont.ributions?

The Congressman requested these for the Center based on the
Center's mission
Has any of the m.oney been spent yet:

EXHIBiT
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What, speoifically, will

e~ch

of the contributions be used for?

HUD for construction;

Redacted Non-Responsive

Chris Lee
Christopher Lee

The Washington Post
1150 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20071
(202) 334-':-- work
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WAYS AND MEANS
JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

MS VIVIAN E JONES
PlSTRlClAPM",,\STMTOR

;t,OU5t of l\tprt5tntatlbt5
Mlalluington, J)IIJ: 20515-3215
May 18, 2005

The Honorable John Olver
Subcommlttee on Transportation, Treasury and HOUSIng and Urban Development
1111 Longworth House Office Building
Was
C 20515

po

port for a an Economic Development Initiative Grant for a project
t to me and I believe very much necessary

To
on-whites make np nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the men and women who occnpy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal government are members of minority
groups. By 2050, minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of the
population.
It is apparent to me that we need to do more to bring more minority Americans
into public service. That is why I am asking for your Committee to provide $6
million to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New
York In my Congressional District.

The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
It is appropriate that this Center be established at the City College of New York.
City College has been a gateway for low and moderate income New Yorkers from
immigrants and other underrepresented groups and their children. CCNY IS the
alma mater of thousands of business people, professionals, military leaders, and
public servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's ability to be the
springboard make it the ideal choice for the task at end.

I look forward to discussing this request w'

is very important to me.

S' c ely,

CBR:jrs
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May 18, 2005

The Honorable Joseph Knollenberg
Chairman
Subcommittee on Transportation, Treasury and Housing and Urban Development
B-307 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I seek your support for a an Economic Development Initiative Grant for a project
very important to me and I believe very much necessary
Today non-whites make up nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the men and women who occupy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal government are members of minority
groups. By 2050, minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of the
population.
It is apparent to me that we need to do more to bring more minority Americans
into public service. That is why I am asking for your Committee to provide $6
million to help establish a Center for Public Service at the City College of New
York in my Congressional District.

The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
It is appropriate that this Center be established at the City College of New York.
City College has been a gateway for low and moderate income New Yorkers from
immigrants and other underrepresented groups and their children. CCNY is the
alma mater of thousands of business people, professionals, military leaders, and
public servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's ability to be the
springboard make it the ideal choice for the task at end.
I look forward to discussing this request which is very important to me.
Sincerely,

CHARLES B. RANGEL
Member of Congress
CBR:jrs
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MEMO
TO:CBR
FROM: JON SHEINER
SUBJECT: RANGEL CENTER CONTACTS
DATE: May 19,2005
We have sent specific requests for funding to the
Subcommittees on

and Treasury Transportation

and HUD.
Redacted Non-Responsive

TTHUD
Joe Knollenberg, Chairman
John Olver, Ranking Member
We also sent packages with the brochure to every
member of the House and Senate Appropriations Committee.
We will be sending packages with your hand written cover
to Mr. Lewis
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September 28,

2005

Senator Robert Byrd, Ranking Democrat
Committee on Appropriations
US Seriate, 8-128
Washington, DC 20510-6025
Dear Senator Byrd:
Congratulations on your receiving recognition
and an award from the Martin Luther King
Memorial Foundation at its luncheon during the
Congressional Black Caucus Annual Legislative
Conference for your securing of the $10 million
appropriation credited for making the vision of
a monument to Dr. King and his work a reality.
I
am
writing to
join the
Foundation in
expressing my appreciation for you leadership
and support of this important initiative.
I am also writing to remind you of my reque'st
for your assistance in the providing of an
appropriation to launch the Charles B. Rangel
Center
at
the
City College
of
the
City
University of New York.
I have approached you
earlier this year as a longtime friend with a
shared vision and commitment to public service,
to share with you the plans of the City College
of the City University of New York to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College. The proposed Rangel Center
will provide an opportunity for training for
public service for the underprivileged students
the City College of New York has traditionally
served. I want to make you aware again of my
personal interest in the establishment of this
Institute and my pride in the decision of the
City University to name it for me.
AS you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made

ElOllSiT

CBROOOlll
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available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to careers in
public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. By 2050, minority
groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of
our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center, located at the
City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups; wi 11
help to ensure that those who run our nations
will be reflective of our diversity.
After
being approached by the leadership of the
College with the idea of the Rangel Institute I
was receptive because it will allow me to
locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy
in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It would not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I ask for your support of the requested three
million dollar appropriation for the completion

eXHIBIT
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of the planning process for the creation of the
Rangel Center at Ci ty College, an institution
that will prepare the coming generation of
minority youth for rewarding careers in public
service.

CBR:gad

CBR000113
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From:

Sheiner, Jon

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, November 03,2005 12:56 PM
Washington, Matthew; Burkett, Michelle

Attachments:

Olver, Center for Public Service at the City College of NY, 05182005.pdf;

HUD earmarks

Attached are letters from Mr. Rangel to Mr. Olver on important earmark requests. Mr. Rangel will
probably be speaking to Mr. Olver in very near future,

Redacted Non-Responsive

Olvert Center for'
Public ServL

Jon Sheiner
Office of Congo Charles Rangel
2354 RHOS
202-225·
Tracking:

Recipient

Read

Washington, Matthew

Read: 1113/200512:58 PM

Burkett, Michelle

Read: 1111212005 1:04 PM
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November 22, 2005

Dr. Gregory H. Williams
President
City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenne
New York, NY 10031
Dear Dr. Williams:

ds well in its effort to
Yon shonld be hearing from the City of New York, the conduit for the funds,
some early next year to process the grant. Shonld you have any questions, please
call my office.

r am

disappointed that becanse of bndget constraints Congress was unable to
provide any funds for special projects in the Labor-Health and Human Services
Appropriations bill. This made it impossible to secure funds that would have
otherwise been forthcoming for the operation of the Center. You can count on my
continued efforts to raise funds through Cougress and the private sector to assure
that this important Center is established.

Let's continue to work together.

CBR:jrs
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Administration Building, Room 300
Convent Avenue at 13Bth Street

New York, New York 10031
TEL: 212.650.7285
FAX, 212.650.7680
www.tt:ny.cuny.edu
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

January 17, 2006
The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
US Congress, 15th Congressional District
163 West 125th Street
New York, NY 10027
Dear Congressman Rangel,
Thank you so much for your lelter informing me that The City College Of New York is the
recipient of $450,000 in funds through the Transportation, Treasury and HUD
Appropriations Act for construction of a facility for the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service to be built at The College.
We are delighted that the Congress has selected City College to receive this grant and
we are looking forward to seeing it put to good use fot the Rangel Center in the months
ahead.
We, too, regret that budget constraints prevented Congress from additional support
through the special projects section of the Labor-Health and Human Services
Appropriations bill. We know, however, that you will be there by our side as we seek
other funds from the private sector and, of course, very importantly, further funds from
Congress.
Thank you for your continued confidence in and support of City College; we are honored
to partner with you in this wonderfui initiative as well as in so many other undertakings.
My very best wishes for a Happy and Healthy New Year.
Sincerely,

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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Honorable Charles Scbumer
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Redacted Non-Responsive

Dear Senalor Schumer:

I seek your support for a S6 million appropriation in the Fiscal Year 2007
and Transportation, Treasury Judiciary and HUD Appropriations bills for a
project very important to me and 1 believe very much necessary

Today non-wbites make up nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the .men and women who occupy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal government are members of minority
groups. By 2050, minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of the
population.

It is apparent to me that \\le need to do more to bring more minority Americans
into public service. That is why I am asking for your help establish a Center for
Public Service at the City College of New York in my Congressional District.
The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
It is appropriate that this Center he established at the City College of !\ew York.
City College has been a gateway for low and moderate inc-orne New \{orkcrs from
immigrants and other underrepresented groups and their children. CC~Y is the
alma mater of thousands of business people, professionals, military leaders, and
public servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's abillty to be the
springboard make it the Ideal choice for the task at end.
I look forward to discussing this request which is very important to mc.
Si

c7l
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May 19, 2006

Honorable Hillary Rodham Clinton
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Redacted Non-Responsive

Dear Senator Clinton:

I seek your support for a $6 million appropriation in the Fiscal Year 2007
and Transportation, Treasury Judiciary and HUD Appropriations bills for a
project very important ,to me and I believe very much necessary
Today non-whites make up nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the men and women who occupy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal govemment are memhers of minority
groups. By 2050. minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of the·
population.

It is apparent to me that we need to do more to bring more minority Americans
into public service. That is why I am asking for your help establish a Center for
Public Service at the City College of New York in my Congressional District.
The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
It is appropriate that this Center be established at the City College of l'ew York.
City College has been a gateway tor low and moderate income New Yorkers from
immigrants and other underrepresented groups and their children. CCNY is the
alma mater of thousands of business people, professionals, military leaders, and
public servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's ability to be the
springboard make it the ideal choice for the task at end.
f look forward to discussing this request which is very important to me.

Sinri~
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Honorable Tom Harkin
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

Redacted Non-Responsive

Dear Senator Harkin:

I seek your support for a $6 million appropriation in the Fiscal Year 2007
and Transportation, Treasury Judiciary and HeD Appropriations bills for a
project very important to me and I. believe very much necessary
Today non-whites make up nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the men and women who occupy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal govemment are memhers of minority
groups. By 2050, minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of the
population.
It is apparent to me that we need to do morc to bring more minority Americans
into public service. That is why I am asking for your help establish a Center for
Public Service at the City College of New York in my Congressional District.

The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
It is appropriate rhat this Center be established at the City College of New York.
City College has been a gateway for low and moderate income New '(orkcrs from
immigrants and other underrepresented groups and their children. CCNY is the
alma mater of thousands of ousiness people. professionals. military leaders, and
public servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's ability to be the
springboard make it the ideal choice for the task at end.
I look forward to discussing this

requ~~v'~~h is vcry important to me.

kl'~
A~i3.RANGEL

Memller of Congress
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MEMO
TO:CBR
FROM: JON SHEINER
SUBJECT: TTHUD REQUESTS
DATE: May 31, 2006
The Transportation, Treasury HUD Appropriations bill
will be considered by the Full Appropriations Committee next
Tuesday. Earmarks will be inserted at that time. Rob Nabors,
Mr. Obey's Staff Director, advised me that if you want to share
your views with Mr. Olver, the ranking member of the
subcommittee, you should do so in the next few days.
You can reach John Olver at:
DC- 202-225;
Holyoke, Mass. 413-532C
The following with your priorities are your TTHUD
requests:
1. CCNY CBR Center for Public Service-ED!

Redacted Non-Responsive
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March 14, 2007

~-:-----

The Honorable David Obey
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Hnman Services, and Education
United States House of Representaitves
Washington, DC 20515
.
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~

I seek your support for a~propriation in the Fiscal Year0001.Labor,
mIS Appropriations bill for a project very important to me and I ~ve very
much necessary
Today non-whites make up nearly 30% of the United States population. Yet only
about 13.8% of the men and women who occupy top management, supervisory
and policy making positions in the federal government are members of minoIity
groups. By 2050, minority groups in the United States will compIise 50% of tbe
population.
It is apparent to me that we need to do more to bring more minority AmeIicans
into pUblic service. That is why I am asking for your help establish a C@ter for
P~ice at the City College of New York in my Congressional District.
The Center will offer interdisciplinary programs for bachelors, bachelors/masters
and mid career programs to prepare underrepresented groups for careers in public
service at management and policy making levels.
I! is appropriate that this Center be established at the City College of New York.
City College has been a gateway for low and moderate income New Yorkers from
immigrants and other underrepresented groUps and their children. CCNY is the
alma mater of thousands of business· people, professionals, military leaders, and
pUblic servants who came from the most modest means. CCNY's ability to be the·
spIingboard make it the ideal choice for the task at end.
I look forward to discussing this request w . h .

CBR;jrs
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T~NE:1212)66:3-3900

March 15, 200?

Honorable John Olver
Chainnan
Subcommittee on Transportation, HUD
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chainnan:

1 am requesting funding for the City College of New York in fiscal year 200S.
The cntity to receive funding for this project is the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. The funding would be for an EDI to make structural and
rehabilitation work a Center for Public Service.
,I certify that neither I nor my spouse has any financial interest in this project."

~ere;,.

~

~
Member of Congress

CBR:jrs
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From:
Sent:
To:
SUbject:

Detailee. THApprop
Friday, May 04, 2007 2:54 PM

Attachments:

Rangel THUD Projects.xls

Sheiner, Jon
Transportation Approps Requests

Jon,
Here are your THUD projects as entered via the on-line submission process.

Rangel THUD
projects,xls (26 K".

As discussed, could you please submit one letter which prioritizes the projects and provides following info:
Rank and Name of project

Amount requested
THUD account (Highways, HUD etc)

One sentence describing project
If you want to change the ranking of any project, i can do that in the database. I'll ensure the database reflects the

priorities in your letter. Thanks and let me know if you have any questions.
--Mark
Mark J, Fedor
Committee on Appropriations
Subcommittee on the Department ofTransportalion,
HUD and Related Agencies
(202) 22Si'"

thapprop.detailee@mail.house.goY

l:!lUIIBIT

CBRI00190
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TT - Transportation & Treasury

AQency

Account

Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

ED! - Facilities constructionfrenovation

Redacted Non-Responsive

eBR 100191
Exhibil132
CSOC.CBR.00007183
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Member

Transportation
Priority Proiects Name of Project

Requested Amount

Rangel, Charles

Redacted Non-Responsive

CBR 100192
Exhibit 132
CSOC.CBR.00007184

1134
Project Description

Redacted Non-Responsive

CBR 100193
Exhibit 132
CSOC.CBR.00007185

1135
HUD
Priority Requested
Prolects Amount

1

ReclDient

$3,000,000 City College of New York

Redacted Non-Responsive
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Project Description

Center tor Public Service at CCNY, Funds for the rehabilitation and interior build out of facility, The Center will offer an interdisciplinary pro~

Redacted Non-Responsive
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CHARLES B. RANGEL

WAYS AND MEANS

((ongrel3l3 of tlje mnttel:J ~tatel3

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATlOI'l

J!.lOU5C of

MS. V1VlAN E, JONES
Pt1>'1'>CT.~t>MlNlS-Tfi"'"fOA

~cprc5cntiltibc5

~alibtngton,

1l)lIr 20515-3215

July 6, 2007

Honorable John Olver
Chairman
Subcommittee on Transportation,HUD
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D,C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chainnan:

I am requesting funding for the City College of New York in liscal year 2008.
The entity to receive ftmding for this project is the City University of New York,
138,h Street and Convent Avenue, NY, l'-.ey 10031. The funding would be for an
EDr for construction and renovation of a multipurpose educational facility,
I certify that neither 1 nor my spouse has any financial interest in this project."
Sincerely,

!!!!~$C

Memberofcon~;r:;

cnAAU'""

-

CBR:jrs
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

March 4, 2008
Dr. Gregory Williams
President
The City College
for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
Wille Administration, Rm 300
I3S th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031

Dear Dr. Williams:
Your institution has been identified in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 200S as
the recipient of a Congressionally-~ed,gJ;at;tUQ,,-$J,2} 5,934.00: The congressional
intention of this award is for "the harles B. Rangel Center or Public Service, to prepare
individuals for careers in pt!blic service, w, zc m '
e establishing an endowment,
.library and archives for such center".. Please note that the amount has been reduced by a
1.747% rescission required by Congress.
We have made every effort to ensure you are the correct contact recipient, but in case of
error, please contact us directly by using the contact information provided at the end of
this letter.
Before grant fundscan be awarded, a grant application package must be submitted
specifying how your project will meet the Congressional purposes established in the
Appropriations Act and that the monies will be spent appropriately and responsibly.
Once1:lre-appl±catiorrnnrterials-aTe-reviewed-amhteemedtoiiltlymwttJre-eongressional--'-'"
langnage specified, we will make your grant award.
Once the award has been made, you will be required to submit all required annual and
final reports and conform to statutory and regulatory requirements applicable to all U.S.
Department of Education discretionary grantees.
~

1990 -K ST. NW., WASHINGTON, DC 20006

www.ed.gov
The Department of Education>s

,'••

:::::~i~:'I---e.<xl!i," H.~8.1"":rill-.t'r::u:;fa~r:e~n

for global competitiveness by
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So that funds can be awarded with minimal delay, it is critical that the Department
process the award package documents as soon as possible. Please have your
representative prepare and submit the required documents on or before March 31,2008.
If yon follow the application instructions and meet the specified deadline, yon can
expect the award to he processed within 4-6 weeks.
Please direct your representative to begin the process of preparing the application by
accessing the Congressionally-directed grant materials at:
http://www.ed.gov/programslope-directedlindex.htrnl
These materials have been developed to answer common questions about earmark
awards and will speed your application process.
All Congressionally-directed grant recipients are expected to submit their application
materials through the Department of Education's e-Grants Web site at: http://eGrants.ed.gov. From this portal, you will need to select the e-Application tab page. We
recommend you view the "Demo" site on the left side of the e-Applicationhomepage to
learn how to register for a user ill and password and how to complete a basic application
package.
Upon receiving an ill and password and initiating the FY 200& Congressionally-directed .
awards package, you will be prompted to enter a un.i.q.ue.p.IN.to.g.ain access to the
applications package. The PIN for this package is
The following documents must be submitted in order to process your grant; all
documents can be accessed though the e-Grant portal noted above:

»-

Several required forms and documents:
a. A completed title page (ED 424), signed by an authorized ins.titntional
representative (this will be faxed separately to 202-502-7&77);
b. A completed budget summary form (ED 524);
c. A statement in response to the Department of Education's General
Education Provisions Act (GEPA), Section 427;
d. Form 424B - Assurances, Non-Construction Programs;
e. Certifications form regarding lobbying and other matters;
f. Form SF-LLL, Disclosure of Lobbying Activities; and,
g. Supplemental information for SF-424.

»-

A one-paragraph project abstract describing the purposes/activities for which
the grant will provide support. This abstract will be sent to your
Congressional sponsor.

»-

A project/management narrative plan, not to exceed I 0 double-spaced pages,
describing the activities to be supported by the grant and their relationship to
the Congressional language authorizing the grant and the persons responsible

Exhibit 134
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for implementing those activities (including any contractors). Specific items to
be addressed are: a) goals and measurable objectives for the project; b)
anticipated outcomes; c) actions/activities need to meet the objectives; d)
timeline for achieving goals and objectives; and, e) methods used to obtain
results.

>

A description of how the project will be evaluated and to what extent the goals
set by Congress will be realized for this grant award; and

>

A line item budget and a separate detailed budget narrative describing how
these figures were calculated. Note that recipients of Congressional awards
are not required to contribute matchiug funds and may include indirect costs
up to the organization's negotiated federal rate.

Finally, note that there are certaln purposes to which Congressionally-directed grant
momes cannot be applied unless specifically authorized by the legislative language,
including such items as construction, sub-granting to other organizations, and payments
for lobbying activities. See the materials located at the OPE Web address above for
additional information on this and other aspects of preparing an application.
This award should be described as a "Congressionally-directed grant" in all public
announcements. Applications for all awards must be processed before the end ofthis
fiscal year, September 30, 2008. Failure to complete the application process by that date
will result in forfeiture of the award.
Applicants that do not have access to the e-Grants Web site may submit applications in
1or Levenia.Ishmef
paper form. Please contact Levema lshmell at 202-502.
to request a waiver and paper application materials.
If you wish to decline this funding, please contact Bette Dow immediately by email at
Bette.Dow' .'
We Jook forward to working with you. If you have further questions, please call 202·
502" ," Please specify your'institution and that your request is for information for
Congressionally-directed grants.

~~
Acting Director,
Fund for Improvement of
Postsecondary Education
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

rbutlec.:.~ _
.
Saturday, May 10, 20088:43 AM
Berger, Dan; Dalley, George; Capel, Jim
Re:

Redacted Non-Responsive
We need to think about how we can find the money to fix up the Rangel Center building
which needs several million dollars in rehab. We do
the two HUD grants totaling $700k
that we are permitted to spend on constructions but
COl1g1:essi,on"l grant, we can I t
use for that purpose and all our other gifts to the
ar:e for students and the
program.

Redacted Non-Responsive
thanks
shelly
Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement The City College of New York Shepard
and Convent
NY
Tel:
Fax:
Email:

S~154

138th

Redacted Non-Responsive
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Ocmban

Fir;;t

• ,l't

Acldro.ss

f

The Abranarn

!
I

Foundaoon,

Ii

Mr. Al~r;da( ,Abraham

Alexander

(

'fhe Abraham Found.aUon,

1~ j

c/o .S. SL"auss A~soc< Ltd.
307 Stn Ave" 8th FL

Inc.

, New York, NY 1~16 .

.j Mr. Riohard Abrons
I Tn~is ar.d Abrons Foundatlon,

Louis-a,<"\d
Abl't:ll'\S

Rlchatd

Abruns

ciO Manhattan Co.

Foundation,
Inc,

437 Madison Ava.
Ne:WYOrl~,

NY

10017

Mr, oaniel Spitzer

rheABS
Otul'lsbl.
Foundation

Sptlzer

r
II

-I

B60 Pierm..~nt Ave,

I

+

-t

__

The ABS Charitshle Foundation

-+_'_Pi_'_·._'.rm_'_~...:n,_'.NY'_::_'':_O...:96-'-B---__i
Mr, Joseph Dolan

Oolan

The Achells
Poundstion

Joseph

The Ache-lis Fotmdatlol"l
767 3rdAva.• 4th fl.

I!

NowYorl<. NY 10017

Jones

Mr. Etj\I.~n::l Jonas'

I

,
I

F.MAchWes
Memorial
Fund

345 Pari< Ave.. 41h Fl.

I

I Now York, NY 10154

!

Ms. Grace Culbertson

I

Acorn

Culbertson

'

Arom Foundation, 1nc.

I11

foundation.

I

The l:'clilh & F,M, Achilles
M...mor1al Fund
c/o J? MorQF Chase Sank

Th. Edfth &

EdWEird

t

~
'

r::Jo The Sank of New YorK

Inc..

Wall St, 28th Fl., 'T,~ Dap~

New Yorl<, NY 10286

Fran,lscovlch

Ms. Unda, FmnOJ.SCO'Jich.
Th9 Afgonak Foundation

I

The Afgonak
Foundalioi1

Undo

I!
J

_.

,
I

1.RobinSOn

+-

I-

I'
.

~~~~~on

j

-i-;.:N""'=-Y:.;:o;.:rk...:,;.:N_'_Y.:..10:.;:O_'_36=-_ _-I
'[ Ms. Flavl. Robinson

"Ths Daniela
FleMa.

i

do U.S. Trust
1,\4W.47th/3t.

The O~nIG1~ Agos~no

i

Foundation

I·

870 Unlted Nations Pit., No.
35C
New York ,NY 10011

/

, Agrtnnk

I t..ls, Susan Riker

··1

Rangel Center Mailing LIst.
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COlT)

First

;t

I

s.n

Addrass

FoodslPro~

Agr.llnk Food,IPr<>1'ac
foundation

Fac

f...-----+----[ Co._ I=""~"
Ms, ael1a WeY.f'Jer

AHSA, Ina.

I _We~er'

I'ANSA, Ino. '

Bena

clo-Hentz, Herson & Co" LLP
2 FaJi<Ave" Sta 1500

New YOrk NY tOOtB
Mr. ""bert Weintraub
I

JosS-pi)

Joseph Alexander Foundation,
1M,

Alexander

fl,'JMrt

Wef1'ltia4b

Foundatk;Jn,

400 M2Idlson Ave. st8., 906

h'IC:,

New York, NY 10017
Mr. Salvatore A1ftero

Attl@roF8h1UY
Charil$bJa
Foundation

Salvstote

Alfie....! )

Amero FBmlly'Dharltabi.

f::iuntJauon
2150 ElmWOOd Ava,
Suffalo ,NY 14.207
Mr. Howarct Fe/son

, The Harbert
Felson

Ho\.W:Ird

The Herbert Allan Foundaflon

Allan

711

Foundation

!

Mr. Jamas Allwin-

I! Family

Tha Atfwin Faml!y FouI"Ide~On

I

TheAllwln

Allwln

James

I
1O'Connen
!

I

I

MOll

Bth'Ave.

New Yarn. fly 10022-3194

I

clc Aeros Capif~. LlC

Foundallcm

375F'arKAV6'l ste.3401

NGW Y1)l'k, NY iOi52

IAI~

Ms. MSfI O'ConneU
Allyn Foundation

-FoundatiDn

1".0,80<22
Skaneateles, NY i3152

~r:Andre\:vAlper
Alper Fan']UY Foundation

Alpe,.

Ant:lrew

Alper Family .
Foundill~on

DCRS Assoc<.

100W.USt., ,1111F1.
NawYork. NY'1oo05

! Mr. Gsoffrey Sible

Bible

j

Geoffrey

Alba Fundi
Inc.

IA1lrls·Fund, Ino.
120 Perk Ave,

I

Rangel Cenfer Mal1ing l,fst

I:'lUI1611'
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Wlilisenburgs
f

Campen\!

First

'fist

Address

r

T
IRsndan

l-New York NY 10017--5592
j Mr. Randall Weisenburger
l

I
I

II

The AltoJs One FUnd, Inc.

TheAllu,

do Randall ~ Wefsenburger

~~Fund.

I

437 Madfson Ave., 9th Fl.

!

New York, NY 10022-7001

Mr. Philip Mint;

Min"

An~ers:en

,

lAmiM
I~Icus Founda~n, loe.
Found'aUon

Phmp

rl~,

I

t

2, W, 38th Sl.

New York, NY 10018

Mr. Sung Andersen

!ThaGC
Andersen

Sung

Fomli'

Fouhdatlon

Tho G.C, An;ers.n Family
Foundation

I

105D Fll1hAvs,., AplBF
Now Yo,k, NY 1002&·0140
1V'.s, 'JoSOphine.Alex

1ne Frank,J.
Antun

Josephine

Alex

Foundafion

The Fran.!< J. Antun Found~~t)n
, 00 CrosSWt!ys F:ii"rk W.! Sis,
205

Woodbury, NY 11787

tw,
ArkellHall
Foundatlon t

Joseph

Santanoelo

Inc.

Josaph Santangelo.

Arkell HElII FOl..lnda:uoo, Inc,
P.o,80x249
Canahoh~r1s1

Aron

I

J.AroI1

CharitabIe
FoundaUon,

pater

Inc,

I

I

13317~O240

Ch,rilabl.FoUno.lion.

126 E.5Elth St.,Ste. 2300

. NowYotl<, NY1D022
Mr, David Amow

1:1_

~

The A.ronoVitz: Family
The ArQrlO'-Jltr.
Family
FoundaUOn

Foundation

)

t:lo Willfler Arnow Momt Co" Jna.
1114 Ave, or the Amerlc:as, St£>,
';;400

I

I NawYotl<,NY1D035

I

tJRichards

Ifn::ro"

NY

Mr. Petar~1'l

I Cynfhls

I

, ThaASDA

FOUnd:Won

Mr. Guido GoldtJ1an
Ille ASD.A Found;;ttjon

cIo FIrst Spnng Corp.
499 Park Ave" 26th /-1.

N.wY",k, NY 10022
Th(;!AtJantic

Foundation of j

Ms. Cvnthia Richards
~

II

Rangel Center Mailin.g Llst
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Address

Com'Danv

FIrst

')~

l The Atlantlc FO\..fl1datJon of NY

NY

I

,~ 125 Park Ave., 21stFi.

i

NewYor!<, NY 100i7

TImo'hy

Sarakett

!

Mr, Timothy l3arakett

j Tne'Uticu!il

The Atticus raundaUon

,1 Fmlndatlon

152W.B7thSt
New York , NY 10019'.

~

Mr. Michael McCellhy

i

Avalon Foundation

!

AVAlon

Mchaar'

McCa~l1Y

clo BCRS Assocs.. \l.C

foundatioli

10DWaU St, l11irFI

I

N~NYorl<" NY 10005

Mr. RGlQer Batmlk

The BaJmlk
l3ahnik

Roger

The Bahntk foundatior1, Inc.

Founostion;

190 Pin's HolloW Rd.

Inc.

Oyslar Say, NY 11771
I

RDbln

t3l'O\l'/n

The ROOln
Brown &.

Ms, Robin Brown

!S.'I~

" The Robin 8f01M; &. Chartes'

~~:I~;}am!IY

Family Foundation

cio SCRS AssoGS•• LLC

Foundation

1DO'WallSt., 11thFl.

NewYorl<, NY 10005
Ms. Ann SaVaoe

Arm

Savagt:r

The Sl'Own!ngton Foundation

The
aro~vnll1gl.ol1

c/o MOl1ls & McVelgh

FoundaUon

76}3rdAvf;,

New York. NY 10017

,Mr. Cfyde Brownstone

Lucien & Ethel Brovvnstbna
Foundatlon, Inc•.

Luckln&
Ethel
Clyde

Bro'v'lIlSlrma

Brownstone

c/o War$hsvt Sus.te1r\ at at

FOundation,
Inc.

555 5th Ave.
New York, NY 10017

I

Isn.,""

I
I

Mr. Charles S[1..{nie

Charas

I

r=-IJ·mo,

Jean&;
Chli!tlesH•.
SrurileFoundation

Jean & Charles H. 8r..mla
FDundanon

21 Elm Rook Road
Eltor'l>CJllle j

The purke
Family
foundation

I

NY 1070a

Mr. James 6l.lrke

, The Burke Fertllly foundation

i c/O Bton(ngfpn Pre.ss

Rang.1 C,.nter M.llln9 Us!
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Comcany

First

·,st

I
I

Mr, M!ch;lel Lewis

I

Mea Foundation

But:..

Mlohael

I

New York. NY 10i5S

!

Lewis

. Address
7Di5U, Ava., 4Btl FI.

Foundauon

do SLlbaru
6 Ramiand Rd.

O",ngeI>UI\l, NY 109$2

Mr. Gllbarl Butler
GlIPe.1&
Ildlko SuUer

G~b.rt

Buller'

founctmiol1,
Inc.

Gilbert & tloiko Sl.l~et
Foundation, Inc.

I

c/o Buller capRal Corp.

745 5th Ave., St•. 1702
New YorK,

t-rr 10151.

Mr. Millon Solomon
1ho Syd.1e

MI~LDn

Solomon

Foumlation

Tna BYcale Founda~on
11 MartitleAve.
WhHe Plelns, NY 10606 .

Mr. Jeffrey EpSlaln .
The O.O.U,Q. Foundstion,l,no,

Epstein

l11e C.O.U.Q.
Fm,indalJon,
c/o G~ge V. DeWion AssoCs';
Inc.

Jeffrey

110 E. 69th st.

New York. NY·10092
tI.s. CecUy OOlrson

I

The cawn

PornIT\'

Ceblly

Carson

Charitable
Trust

The Carson Famfiy chsrltabfa
TrJst
do u.s, "fru.~' CO. of NevI York

114 W, 4i:th Sl
NewYor!<. NY 100:36

Mr. William sm.

The Garwm Foundation
TheCarwill

WIU[am

8M!

Foundatlen

clo Goldman Sachs & Co.

$5 Sroad St.: Tax DepL .

I

I

New York. NY 10004
Mr, Rlchard·Mensche.t

IM.n'~.1 I

Ch8i'ina
Fou!"\dafion,
Inc,

I'Rlchard-

JWllliam'

BSBroad SL
t;.lew YJ;lrk, NY 1opD4

r- :-I .
Dcss!ngue

Chilnna FDund,ai:lon! Int;:.

l

~:;;::~~

Mr, V'/ilflarn DBSS!ngtJ8

Charitable

yentun=:

I"-r_o_und_"'_o_n

Chari!::<lble VsnMe ~oumlaUon

_I

J

120B5

i

Range.l csnter Ma!ling LIst
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Cdmnan v

First

,"5t

Address

I
CarnahanSChumacher

JacRson
Foundatlon

Carnahar,...Jackstm Fou.ndallon

I'

c/o No~ for ProfIt Ins~Mlbf'lS

1
1

I 1 E"IAve" 3rt! F1,

I

Roohester, NY 14604
Mr, PalerConeway

I

The GoMway Family'
FoundatIon

The
Go""way
. Family

Peter

010 Goldman Sachs & Co,

Fcundafion

65 Broad St., Tax Dopt

New York. NY 10004
Mr. Herrlok Jackson
Connerriara fund

HElrti:;k

Jackson.

Corinemara

tlo Jaman: D, 1.Al!lsr & Co.

"I Fund

350 5lh Ava" R, 5019

i

New YorK, NY 10118

]
Mi, John Lindsey

The Chisolm Foundatlon
ThaChlsofm , c/o US Trust
Foundation

John

114W,47thSt,

1

I
I_.

Smith

.

Ms, Emm~

t

Co'. ray

I,

-Scllaanran ,Jr.

I
I

-l-_~__i----+N::;""':::..:Y::O::;rI<,:.:N.::Y~1::;003::.
::;6_ _~1'
Ms. Susan Smith
The
CommunIty
The Community Foundation of
Foundatlon of Herkimer & Onelds Counties,
susan
Herkimer &:
inc,
Onelds
270 Gel"lesee St.
Counties, !M,
J-.:+----~U::ti::::'''"'C.,::.N::;Y::;13:::59::;3=----'__'J

Emma

% M. CQrey

j 2 Colombus Ave., Ste. 35
I

II

Nelsen

Robert

New York, NY 1002$

1v1r. Neison Sohaenen, Jr.
CompaLn.'>I

OompauwFounde.tlofl, Ltd,

FOLllldatkln,
LW

do e, 8tn='!uso f..sSOt$'1 Ltd,
307 5th Ave" 8th FI,

1'+.

~I

MacDona;,d

Cors~'

The Corey FoundaUon
TheCor$y
Foundatlon

Cranshaw

CorporatIon

~::;N"":;:':..Y::;O::;rk::.:'N::;Y:..1::;O:.01::6

Mr.R.obertMao.DClh~!d

_

II

Cransh.aw C.orpore,tion

Rahgel Center Mailing lAst

l!XHIIUr
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I

First

,est

' Companv

m

!1~ ~

Hal

P,008/011

F-m

Address

c/o Whlte and case, LLP
1155 Ave. cfth~ Amelicas, SlLll.

3436
New York, NY 10036
Ms. Marilyn Cunniff

CurmUf ,FamNy Fund

I

WlarUyn

Cunniff

I

; Cunniff

c/o R~ne Cunniff & Co., Inc..

F:;mffy,::und

757 Sill Ave•• $te. 4701
NewYor}:, NY 10153

Mr. Davld Malkin

I

R~mena M. O'Agosftno
fotH1dafion

F'ilornena M.
David

Malkin

DIAgoatina
Fouoo'atlorl

I

I

::-1

8503," AvO. '2nd Fl.

New York, NY 10D22

W

am

Mo.t<ee

The Davonport~HBtch
fji Foonoalion
."_

The
Davenport.
Hstch

I

Founda~on

1 Ea,tAve.
R,')~hastUlr,

,

NY 1463$

DeUf$che
Sank.

D611t"lche sank Americas

Americas
Foi.Jndation

60 Wall Stre.et,

Four,dation

NYC60~211

II
I

Mr. Gary Hattem
~.<lry

HaltElfTl

I

cloFlealTrustCo.

0

I
I

NEw York, NY 10005

Mr. Jay McDowell
Mlrlam and . Mirian'l and ArtI-rur DIamond
ChEl1i~b1e Trust

Al'ihur

McDowall

~

Jay

Diamond

Cio C.dwaladsr

Charitable
Tl'Ust

I

100 Maiden Ln"Ste. 308
New York, NY 10038

Mr. SarryDU!or
The

rh!': OHler-von FurstGnburg .

Di!ler~

f:::>mily Foundation

von
Dillet

Barry

PUfslenpurg
Fsmi!y

f:1o Patricia Doudna, Ernst &

Young

foundation

787,7th Ave.

-L~eWYork,

I

NY 10019

I
I
j

Mr, MIGh••1Ponovan

Donovan Founda~on
I Dono\'an

M;m,e!

DjnoV~fl

Founde.tlon

i

I

c/o Michiilel Donovan
1040 51..'1 AvQ~, Sta 2A

I

1, N.e.wYDrk, NY 10028

Rangel OenR:3r Mailing Ust
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r. \H,.I~/lIj(

First

...ast

F-S21

Addrass

C,omnanv

,I

Mr. Robtjrt Doran

..

Robert

DorEln

I

Doran Family Charl"'~a

Doran FamHy

Trus'

c/D U,S. Trust, Tex Dept.

Charitabfe
Trust

,114W.47thst.

'

'

New York, NY 1D035

I

!Vlf. Crosby smith

I

Crosby,

Smiltl

Claronce I:liId Anna Dillon
DUnllv21lke TrJst

Clarence and
!...nne Dillen

IT~st

Dunwalka

1$30 Ava. of the Americas! 27th
PI.
NewYork, NY 10019

Mr. Ronaid West
Fred L Emerson Fctmdatlon,

Fred L
Emerson
Foundation,

Ronald

West

Au~"""

NY 13021

Mr. John Picotte

,

I

Piwtte.

b

I

Inc,
P.O. 80)(276

Inc.

-,~~
I

Equinox Foundation. Inc.

I

Equinox:

do M.R.. Walser & Co.

Foundation,

<ohn

inc.

20 Corporate Woods Blvd., RTn.
000
Albany, NYl2211

I

f~

stanley

Mr. Stanley ,",or.-.:o.V'titz
ri<llcom>\.'Ood
FoundaUrm,
Inc.

Fa!ccnwood Foundation.. lnc,
5356thAve

i NewYorn, NY 10017
) Mr. Will,am SVJF.1n

WiHlam

SWan

S:ank

"'.Om

FoundatiDn

I

iI

-

I"'''~-""1
69~O S

TranSit Rei

P,O. So:( 154

LDekpOrt, NY 14095_ _

Mr, Por,1 Per<!

r

1M Ford FS\TlItY Foundation

The Ford
Ford

FamIly

Daryl

Foundation

eroSeRs
1,00waIlSL, 111, FI.

I

New York\ NY 10005

I

__ I

Mr.PallJAJlalr

AliaII'

Palll

Held

HUyler

i

ThG Fon:!

Tt'le Fotd Foundation

Fnu1daUon

320 E. 4Srd St

GerTY

I

New Yorl; NY 10017

I Mr. Huyler HGlld
Relnget Cente.f Mail1ng List
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First
ChsrilEbie
Tfl.Ist

Adclre.ss
Geny Chaflta.ble Trust
c/o McLaugh!ln & Stem LLP

260 Madison Ave.

Newyo,k, NY \0016

Ms. Kate Noble

Baker OhariJable FOlJooaUol1
Nobis

Eaker
Giarit:abla
F'oundstlon

Kate

cJoJPMurgan Chase BanK t
Trust Dept.

IP,O, Box 31412

ROohsBter NY 14603
I

Miss' R.ocio Suel'eZ
TIle George,

f, tl2kBr
Trust

Rocio

Suarez

TIle GeergGl f, BakerTrusi
4Tt.Madl$onAvs" Sle.,1650

New York. NY '0022
Ms. Janet Slliin

j

'1 J,anet,

, Sw~
I

EE
Trol~no

~

,John

Hopldn$:

Bamett

_+M_a_u_",_e_n
_

The Balm

Ths Balm Foundation

Foundation

11 E. 73rd $l
NewYol'k,NY10021

----+-~::;;;-:.:,;o:":"::h":':1':':'O-""-":':'o:':':..:...----1
TIie Barril
\!inters.
Foundation

rhe SanTI Vint:efS FoundatJon
1111 Cedar Swamp Rd.

Glen Head, NY 11645

M$. MalJt~er'l Hopkins
J M R: S'

J.M.R. Sarl<.er FoundaL'on

_+F_~_~_~Q_'a_t~_~K_O'+5-,3-,O

6Ih Ft
5-,th-,A-,Vc...0c..."2c...c..._ _,.=.:..:.:-_ '

NewYorr:, NY 1003&5101

Mr. Lawrence Samelt
Lawrence

! Lawrence

aild "Isabel
a~rnatt

CharltQlble

Foundalion

Lawrence end Isabel Bamett
Charitable FoundaUan

cloEzkr! L,t,P
12.0 Bloorninodaie Rd.
White PlaIns, NY 10605
Ms, Carolyn Larke.'
Barrow FOl1ndatiol'l

Larke

Carolyn

Barre'll

Fotlridatiotl

r)o U.S, Tl1.Jst
114W.47lhSt.
New York, NY 10036

Thl3odora&
Bal.lm

elizabeth

Rut, Baum
Charil'Bb!e
Foundation

MS'. Ellzabet'1 Ballm
Thoodore &: RLl1h Baum
Charitable Foundal:ion

Rangel C&nter Mamng LIst
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Company

First

,asi

Address

clo Ma;thows & Co .• LLP
331 Madison Ava, Btl) FL

New York, NY 1:00.17
Ms. Susan Wexl1sr

BCHB, Inc.
SCH8, Inc,

Susan

Warner

do He)'tL, Herson .& Co., LLP
:: f'arh; Ave'j $re, 1600
New Yo~ NY iOO15

Mr, Roberl6eir
The Self

Robert

Solr

Foundation

The ask Foundation
110 E. 59th St

I
I
I

, New Yo", NY iOOil2

Jorom~
~l-~-'

Th Jec:>
I B

Belson

Jerome

me

. The

13elson Foundaion

EIdson

495 SraadYll<!ly

Foundatlon

495 Broadway, 6\h PI.
(4ewYork,NY 10012

Salvainre &
Anna

'Salvatora

Bellrom~,

Se1trone
Fa.mily

Foundation

Mr, Salvato~ Battrcne
Sahta1ol"!P &. Arma. Beltrone
Family Foundation
14 Hemlock$C
Latham, NY 12110-il217
Ms. StefanYIBergson

Sergson

The Stefany
and Simon
Sergson
fQ\lndaiil:m

S!efony

The Slefany and Simon Bergson
Foundj;ljjon
WoaosRd., P,O. 8cx$95
PaTIsaol':S, NY 1Q9S5
Mr. William Bemhard

Bernhard

Saron

The ElemhHl Pund

! Wllllam

The BomhH!
Fund

I

I

63D 3rdAv8.

Now York. NY 10017

--

I Mllch.11

1.11, MItchel! Baron

Tho Rleherd
A, and

Amalia

BernSte!n
. Four'ldallon,
l.ne,

TheEllg

Mertn

CIa Segel Sacks

Eiizabeth

Wood

Founde.tlon

I

The Ridisrc A and Amelia

I

13amstain FouJ!datlon, loe,
c/o

P&E PropettJ~Sj Inc.

! 444 Madison Ava,

j Ne:wY6rk,NY10022
Ms,

El~labet:!l

Morin

TIl!') 81g VVood FoundatiDr'l

C/o Yohal,em Gillma.n & Co,

I

l

Range-! Center Mailing List
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"t

First

Address

Comnanv

477 Madison Ava.
New York, NY 10022
M~,

8!ankfein

[.oura

(.Burn 13lenkfeln

The UDyd and Laura Slankfeln

ThaUoyd
and Laura
ElanJ,ialn
Foundation

FLH.md~tion

c/D Goldman Sachs & Co.
85 Broad st. 1 Ta'JI:: Dept
N,w York, NY 10004
Mr, Thomas Block

Adela and

Sloc!<

Thomas

Adsje arid Leonard 8kx:l~

Leol'1ard
810bk
Found<=.Uon,

Foundation, lhe.
499 7m Ave., 21st FI. S,

foc.

New York, NY 1001 B

Ms, Anson Blood

Siood

Allson

The Elood Farnlly Foundation

1l1eBJood
f.mily

cia Goldtnan Saohs & Co.

Foundl!l.t1on

85 Broad St" Tax Dept
NowYmi{,NY100~_

Mr. Matthew Klein
I(lei!'!

Matthew

Slue Ridge Foundatlol1 NeW

BluoRldge
FoundatiOn

York

New York

6S0 WlSlti1son Ave.
N&NYDrk, NY 10021

Mr. DominIque BIUlldom

!

SluhdDm

Oomhl!qus

Charles G, 8; .

Charles G. &. Yvette I3luhclorfl

y""tre

Oharitnb\e Trust

61uhdom
Chenlable

.cia Remin!ck. AarDns.& Co. LL?

Trusi

1430 Srcadway

New York, NY 10018
Mr. Henry fl-J3ulson
The Bobollnk Foundation
Paulson

Henry

The Bobolink
Foundation

do Goldrrnll"l Sacr;3 & Co.

85 Broad St.. Tax Dept

.!

New York. NY 100C4

j Ms.. Barbara Maurer
I
!

M~urer

i?arbara

Booth Ferris
Foundation

J

60Clth ForMs Foundation

345 ParkAvf:l. 1 4th Fl.
NewYorl<,NY10154

1----Boxer

I
I

jJ
I

Me Leonard Boxer

Loonard

The Bo:-:er FDundaf,on

The Soxer

FoundatIon

!

c/o George Koihlropf

I 366 N, S",.dway, S'., 410

I

RangeTCanter Marrlng List

I!J<HISIT
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Last

Comoanv

First

Address

I

Jortcho. NY 11753

I

Mr. Kevin Snne
.
_ Madeline and KevJn Srlne
Ma~a!lnt: and ) Charttabla r rust
KevIn Bnnr;: ,
oJo Sanford c. Bemstsin & Co,
Clla""'bie

Kevin

8rlne

Trust

767 SthAve.
New York, NY '\0153

I

Mr, Dantel Brodsky
Danie!J, and

BrodsKY

EStreilita
Brodsky

I Dardei

Found~tion

Daniel J, and Estreillta Brodsky

Founctatlon
400·',1\1. 59th St l 3rtl Fl,
NBWYork, NY 10019

Hav*ins

i

Har~n

!

Ivk, Harmnll H~wkins

I

Gladys
Brooks
Found~Uon

l ~ladys Brooks foundatbn

I

cJo Thorn"" Q. Morris, M.D.

,630W.1BBlllSt

i New Vorl<, NY 10032

Exhibit 136
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First

Comoanv

Address

i

Mctuf.1 MeUe·Foundatior.
Founda~on

I:-_~__I-

1 27-01 Quoens Plaza Norh"

+-

+;

,

I

-:l\l:.:..lsiand City, NY 11101

1-0;,..

T;':6 Goldman
Sae;'1s
FDuf'ldEltion

I

The GOid.man Sachs Foundation

I

85 Broad st. 22nd Fl.

New YorK, NY 10004·

I

ire. Starr Foundatkrn
One rime Warner Ce.1:ter

The Starr'
Foundation

I

---1 N$WYOrk,NY1QD19'BO:6~
.

.

Shea

Christina

1----..~_l-

, ~l~ Ganer.a.l
FOundEfio\i

+

Ms. Christina Shea

j The G:neral Mi!ls Foundanon
'P,O, Box 1113

--j:.:M:::in;.n=,.a2P;.o::~.s:..:'M.:::N.:.5::5:c44
.:..4;:D_ _.,.

MerrWl.\'l1oh
& Co,
FOUndation

Merrill

~cl1

& Co. FoUnd","on

cia Ci Corpote!tbn Sy$l?..ITl

111 BfhAve.
NewYol1<,NY10011

The
ROt::kefell~

1--

+

fOLlnda~a(l

1-

The Rocko4Jler Foundatton
42C15thAve.
+N.:::ew~:...:Y=Ock. NY 10016

I~J~Jd.uon I

AT&T Foundation

32 A~enu8 of the Ama"lcas, 6th
Fl.

NewYcr!t, NY 10001

JPMorgan
Chase
FClunda.tlon

JPMorgan Chase Foundation
270 Park AVlii" PI. 33

New Yori<o NY 1 G017
Mr. C;})i:\rl$S Raymond

fulymond

I

cttiJ"'JP

Foundation

I

C!fJgroop

~ul1dation

850 1hird Ave., 'l51h fl.
! NewYo'k. NY 10043

Wachovla

Me.. EliZabeth Longley

( Foundation

Wachovia 'Found~Uofl

Exhibit
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t..ast

First

Comoaov

Address

l'

OhtySlar 8un01n9, WS 6453'
4051.eJ<~ton Ava.. 3rd

'

Fl.

New York, NY to', 74-5453

I

Mr, Witgam Rlchardson
Richardson

William

W.K.Ke!bgg
FCJundaflon

WK j(e1,logS Foundation

One Mlchigan Ave.
Ea,t Batile Creek, MI490i7·
4012

Davies

I

Ii

Charles

Gl"ICO

Phi"ntl1ropic
FoundatJon

,

I
I

Mr, Charles Davles

GEiCO Phn.nU,,,p!o FDurKIa,on

cJoGEIOO Corp,

I

Ii!X~IB'T

Exhibit 13£
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Comnanv

First

i-3st

r

Address
Mr. John Demonti

II
,
I

, nu~ Sris~~Mfen;, Squibb
Myers Squibb' F'JI.li'ldatiCill
Foundation
345 Park Ave" 43rd Fl, .

Thte Bristol.

IDamontl

N.wYorl<, NY 10154

Mr, Ivan $eldenburg

TheVerlZon

Ivan

SGldenhurg

FO!lildaUon

7i\e Veliz:a:n FounoaUon
.

/1095 Avenue of the Mwncas,

Rm.320Q

N.wYDr~

NY 10036.

Ms. Erica Hunt

I

Twenty-flrst
EliDa

Hu"t

i

Greer

Colin

iwerny..Plrst cen'b.lry Fotlndatlon

Con"",
Fo:.mdatlon

'
I

The New
World
Founda~n

27\ W.12n'lhSl, SUla 303

NewYorK, NY 10027
Me Colin Gre~r
' iha New Wtl!'ld Found~tlcn

I

/ 656 Wast En~ Ave" Suhe 1 B
M

) New York, NY 10025-7357

Ms. Dii<J.nm Daniels

The. Say and

Paul

Olanne

Daniels

TI1e Boy ond Peul Foundations
17W.94thSl, is.tFJ.

Foundation.o:;

New York, NY 10025.

I

Dr. James Posner

,
James

P0Sl10r

Foundation

L-Voikllil's

?osne~

, Wanace

I!

P05naraWal~Ct'l Foundation

300w.l0ath Sl.,Apl 15-C

New Yori<, NY 10025-0350 _ _

MS: Charlotte Voi\l;lHs
Charlotte

CrosSlNicks

j CroSSWicks Four-datlon

Fovndatbn

e24 W",t End Av.... #9S
NevJYori<., NY 10025
Mr. Daniel Mansoot

MansDOr

DanIe.1

Clal'&
Menahem
Mansoor

Clair & f\I.w.~ahern Mansoor
foundation
189W. 891h St, Sulta 7P

I

\ FOllr'ld~fO~

I

NawYot1<. NY 10024"1963

I

c,alr

I

Mr. Clair Mlc.''lE!is

Jo$\Qh Macy,

Jr.,

! Foundation

-----ll

JosIah. Mecy, Jr., Found~UDn

,

44 E. 64ti St.

.

New York. NY 10021
Kravis

Robert

Robert Kl8Vls
and Klmbeny
KraviB

Mr. Robert Kravls
R.obert Krsvls znd Kimbsrly

I

Kravls FoundaUoo

Exhibit 136
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Flrst

.....- ast

,r

companv

I

Founda1iol.1

i
I

Address

i

c/o Kohlbol\l Kra~s RobartS &
I Company
9W, 57th st
N6wVork,NV1001~

I

Joan

War!lurg

The Syrial6
Found.lbn

Ms. Joan Warburg
The Bydale Foundauon

111 Martina Ave.

I

While Plahs, NY 10606

TheN@w
Yor!< stock
,,>:change

LeDn

Panetta

FOLl1'lda"Jan

I

tvtr, Leon Panetta
The New Vork Slnck l=xchange
FOUndation

I
<

11WaliSt

I ,'awVorl<, NV100D5

_thol

Jack

I

t:~~Ork
Company
~oundJatlcm

I

Mi, Jack Rosenthal

NawYClrkllmes Company
Foundation
221 \AI. 4Snj St,

,-

I
I

New York, NY 10036·395~

.1
S\'emberg

Mr, Sy sternberg

NawYor!<
Ufe

By

Fountiatl~n

New York Ufe Foundation
51 Madison' Ave., suite 604
Now Yorl<, NY l0010-1115,

I

Exhibit 136
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,t

First

Comnanv
.) Foods.!Pf'b..

Ad.dress
Aglilink Poodsll't'O-F'..c:

I

Fac

Foundal1ot1
UndSn 0"'"

Found"on

Sj)
"

cJ_m
I

W""""

P,O.80<20S70

I Rootwolar, NY 14S02-OS70
Ms. Selia Wexner
AH8A,'lno.

C!O HClrtz, HSr$Oli &. CO., UP
2 Pari< Ava; Sm, 1500
NowYOIi<, NY 1Q01S

,Mr, Robert Welnlraub
Jt:iSeptl
Weioira;.,rt:l

Robeft

I

Joseph Alex..slider Foundation,

Alexander

Inc.

Foundation,

4DO~drson

Inc,

Ave, Sta" SOS

f

NewYorl<, NY 10017

I

Amero

Mr, salvatore Alfiaro
Salvatore

Alflero Family CharttabJa

Alfitil!oFsmily
Charitable

Foundatron

FOlmd3Uon

2150 Slmwood Ava,

811ffa!o ,NY 14207
Mr. Howard Fe/son

ThE! Ha\'t$rt
~on

Howard

The Herbert Allen FOTJndafiotl

Allen

7" 5!hAva.

Foundallorl

NawYor" ~'Y 10022-.3194
Mr. James PJlwhl
The All...Jln. Fari1l!y Poundatlon

TheN/V,1n

Atlwin

Jame-s'

do Aeb, Caplt.I, LLC

F,mly
Found~Uon

375 Park Ava., Site. 3401
NawYork f

NY' 10152

Ms. Meg, o'connell
o'Cor.r,oU

Meg

AflYi1 Found;l:ltlon

AW;n
Foundation

P,O. Box 22
~aneatetcs, NY 13182

Mr. Andrew Alper

AIW

Andrew,

A~.rF.ml~'

Foundation

j Alper Famly Foooda'.loo
DCRS Assot;s,
100 Wall Sl, 11th FI,

I

Naw Yntk.. NY 10005

61l.lr~

·1 GSo[roy

Altlia Fund,
Inr:,

Mr, Geoffrey Slbl.
Altrla Fund, lne.

!120 park Av&.

Rangel Centsr Mailing List
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1m

,sst

Comoanv

Flrst

.I

/.DWDIT

Nil

I NoV/Yo"', NY 10017'5592

I

W€!s.enburna
r

T-ISI

Address
\ Mr. Ra.i'ldO\;11 Welsenburge~

!!iandaU

The Altus

One Fund,

inc.

The Altus One Fund, Ino,
r:Jo Rendall R. W&I"enbUiger

'37 Med""" Ave.. 9t" Fl.
Nem York, NY 10022-7001
Mt: Phllip M!ntz

Amk:u.!l:
, Founi,iaOonl

p~n;p

MIn'z

Ino,

Mt:letSen

Ths >3.0,
Andersen

I Sung

I

I

Alex

Fl:lrn!l>I
Foul'lda.tion

fl.rl}lCuS FoUf'lda6on, Inc.

ZeW.SBlh st
New YorKI NY 1001a

I

Mr, S""~ An"",,,,,

I

The G.c.. Andersen FamITy
Foundation

1050 Flf!h Avo" Apt. SF
New York, NY 10qZ8-014D

1'_0

t..fs, Josephine AlaX"

The FranitJ.
Antun

Foundatbn

The FranK J, Antun FOUhda#on
100 CI'ossways ParkW' 1 BtI,l;.
105
Woodbury, NY 11787

SMtangelo

AikaIlHi!ill
Foimda!lon1

JosaP1

1M,

Mr. -JoS'sph Santangero
Mal/Hal! Fbutld<llbnl Inc.
P,O.80X24p
Canalv.'lharle I NY 13317-0240

Wl'.
J,Aron

Aron

Chari~ble

.Poter

Foundalb!'\,
Inc.

Psl~r

Non

J. Am,') C.iarllable F01mdatior'l,

Ino,

126 E, 56th St.;St~,2300
New York, t\1\( 10022-

f MI. pallid Arnow
TheAronovftz. Famlfy
ThO'MmoVltz

Arnow

Da~d

Famfly
FOl..lndaffon

I

Foundation

r::kJ WeRer AmOYJ N\;lmt Co., Inc.
1114Ave. offheA."l1e~s,S(s.
3400

Now York, NY 10036

tv" GuIdo Goldman
111.. ASOA FcundallDt1,

Goldman

Guido

The ASDA

FOurlQl!ltlon

do FirSt Spring Corp,
499 P"ltkAva.,251hR.

NswYarl", NY 1D022
R/¢hards

Cynthfe

The Atlantic
FOUnda!lon of

Ms. C:,lnthl,l) Richards
RunglJl Ctairror MaWng List
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First

pt

ComoanV
NY

Address

I The A~anllc Foundation Df NY

I

I

125PsrltAV9"

.~

2~$tFl.

N,,,,Yorl<, NY 10017

I
I

Mr. TIme-thy 8?rakett

TheAttlcus F'oundatlol1

TheAIticus
Founda.tion

11rooll1y

152W.67t11SL

i'NswYoo<,NY 1001B
Mi, M~h~

Mc;~rthy

Avaton FCllriQatlor'!
McCertl1Y

Avalon

MI,lIsoi

clD aeRo Assocs.. LLC

FDl.i[Jda~o(t

1DO Waa st., 11!h FI
New York , NYjD005
Mr, Ro.:)er Sa.hnik

The 9ahnlk
Bahnik

Roger

I

the Bahnt'\ Foundation, Inc,

FOUJidaum\,
j.no.

190 Pina Hollow Rd.
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
Ms. RobIn Brnwn

"'''lin

Robin

Tho Robin
Brown &

Th~ Robln firnWi"l & Charles
Seeno Fsmily FO!.mdatlcn

Charle;
Seeng Family
Foundation

1DOWaIlS" 11th FI.

C/o tJeRS Assocs., LLC
NewYo~

NY100ns

Ms. Ann ~'Vage
Savag.

The

Ann

J3rownlng1orl

Poundation

The 81t11Nlilrigion Foundation
elo Morris & McVeigh
757 3rd Ave,

NawYork. NY 10011

I

Nl.r. Clyde Bro,,1H,fone

LlIc1en&
Sthel

Brownstone

Clyde

I

arowr.slone
Foundation,
Inc,

L..llclei & Elhel Brownstone

Foundallon,

I""

."clo Warshaw Susf.eln, et at
5555thAve.

/-kw York, NY 10017
Mt. Charles Smote
Jsan&.
SI".Jnie

Ol1arl.esH,
Sl'unla
FourtJat!on

Charles

,

J~r'l & C!lstJt::S H, Br.rnfe
Foundation

21 Elm Rod, Road
9ft!f'(XVil!e, NY 107GB

aurk$

Jamz5

Tha i3urke

IFamJ!y
I

Foundatlon

{v\r, James Burke
The Burke FSr1"!lly Foundation

cio .stoninglan Press

Ra~gel

Center Malflng List
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,5t

... First

comoanv

Address
767 5th Ava., 4BIh FI.
NowYorl<, NI'i01S&

tIN", Michael lewis
6u~ea Four'datio-:-J

BuUea

Miohael

19'#1s

Fcundtdon

t;frj

Subaru

6 Ramlano P..d,

I

Oltngeburg, ,If'( 10962

BUlfer

I

. Gllp rt &

Ikll~'Sllllet'

Gibert

Faundalion,

1

111

0'.

Mr, Gilbert SuUer
G!lbs,1 & tldikn 8ttJet
Foondatlon, JI'lC,

I",
II

I

SUl!.r Capital Corp,

745"Bth Aile., S'la. 1702

New York. t·N 101.51

i

Mr. MUon Solomon

Sobmon

Millon

Tho Syti,lo
FQundadon

Villi'" Pla~s, NY 10006

.

lMr.Jeffrs.y~le!n

The

EpsIoln·

Jeffrey

.

Tho B)Id.le Found.!.n
11 Marline Avo.
~

c.o,u.c.1 The C.O.U,G!, FoundeUon, Ina.

Foundation,

eto George V. Qeison As~.

Inc,

110

I

ti 59th st

Ne.WVork;'NY 100.22:

Ms, Oeclty Qare;M
The Caroon
a"oon

Caolly

Fsmny
CharllEble

Trust

The Carson FamIly Charitabls

Trus;t
c/o U,S, irusl Co, of New Yol'k
114 W,471hst.

NewYdrtc; NY 10038

Stull'

Wm'iam

Tne carw;:J.
FOUn'd~ijon

Mr, WiP/nm Sb.Jtt
The QaM.~U Fotlildmbn

0J0 GoldMan Sachs & Co.
8S 8roadSl, Tax Dept

New York. NY1aD04

~-

Dessln9ua

WI!', Richard Menschel
R)chiilrd

Cherlrm
FOUlid;:u6n.,
InG>

ChSrma ?oundal1art, 1m::>
ES Broad St.

I

'!'ll3W Yotk, NY 100M

Mr. VVIUIam Def,Slngw9
WIWam

Cll'3tli<:lble
Ven!Ute
FoundBtlan

Chan'iabl1'il Vent.ll<l Fotmoatlon

747 Pltlltle Rd.

CP.l'tonPark, NY 12005

Rangal CG:t1t:er Mailing List
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First

AS!

I
r

Clo f1:it fot Profit lnsUtJJt!o,tlS:

!1 SastAve.. 3rd Fl.

1Rooo!'.ster, NY 14$04

j Mr. PeterCOI1i>111'y

I
Conev..'aY

I

. .

The Cone~ Family

Tha
Conaway

PeW

NIl

Camahan-Jacksoi'1 FoundaUon

Jackson
Foundafton

Janet

P.001/017

Add"'''''
Ma Janel Schumacher

Csmahsll1·

Schumad1er

NSi

I

CDn.:lP~IW

~

Foundation

Famny
FountlaBon

o}o Goldman Sar.tls

&. Co,

B5 Broad St, Tax Dept.
New VoJ1<, NY 1000'1
Mr, Herrlok J~c:ksQn

Connernara Fwnd
Jackson

Connemara

Hsrrk:lt

/--r--.'

do Jemea D. Miller & Co,

Fund

3505lhAvs" R,S01fl

I

NewYo*, NY 10118

!

Mr, John lindsey
The Chtsolm F'oundallori

LIndsey

JOhn

The Chisolm
Foundation

110 us Trust

114 W. 471h St.
New York, NY,10036

Ms. St!$8.nSmrth

The

Communll'j

SmI1h

Sll~

The Comrnul'lUy Foundation of
Harkimet' & Oneids Covnlles,

rOllndatlon of
Herkimer &

l OnelC~
Gounffes, 'Inc.

line.
270 Genesee St,
U~C81 NY

1$592

Ms, Emllle Coroy
The Oorey Fout'.daflon

Corey

Emma

The Corey
foundalton

0)0 M:Coray

2 CoJotnous Ave., $le. 35

New York, NY 100~3
lIAr, Nelson Schacnen, Jc,
Cornp:31.M1

Schaooen, Jr,

Nelson

Foundation,
lid.

JI

CornpalJ\v FOl.ll"ldBliqfl, Ltd,

do 8, St,rauss"Assocs" Ud.

I

307 51h Ave" 8fh FL

I

Ni>IIIYcr!<, NY1001S

MacDonald

Robert

Ctansh~w

Co,tparnHon

Mr, 'Robert MtIQ,Don€lid

Cranshaw Ccrpora1ion

Ran"gal Center Mai tlng t.:tst

EXHIBIT
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.,S!

Prcrr-COnJrefiman ,~allie!

m~

1101

Como.nv

Flrst

Nil

P.ODI/C!1

H21

Address

j

efo White and Case, LLP
1155 !,,~. of the

3435

I

Amen"", $".
,

New York., NY 10036

[

Ms. Malilyn Cunniff

Cunni,,,! Family F.und

Cunniff

Marilyn

Cunniff

r:)o Ruane Cunni!f & Co., Inc.

Famitypund

767 5th Ave., Sts,4701

.,

New York, NY i01!i3
Mr, Da'Jid Markln

Malldn

I

Rlomet1;!l w~ DIAgastino
FoundeUor.

rllomenaM,
O'AOostlOO
Foundation

0.;)1/[:1

.950.3rd Ava., S2nd·FI.
New YorK,!:JY 10022
Mr,SllIMc.'<eo'
100 DavenporJ,·Hi,ltoh .
FO\Jnoai!on

The

MoKee

DaYenporl~

Bm

.Hatch

'<;'/0 Fiset Tt't.,'st Co•

Foundation

1 EestAve.

ROchester, NY 14633
Mr. Ga:ryHaltam

Deu!l;oh.
Ijsttem

Bank

""'1

Anierltas

60 W6lIfSfre,9~ NYC6Q-.21iD

Founda~on

New York, NY 100D5

-

Mr, Jew-McDowell

Jay

'ArtllUt
Diamnncl
Charrta~le

Trust

rio Cad~va:Jad91'
100 Malden Ln.,S!:e. 308

Mr, Barry O/lfer

The
von
B;my

Oillef~

Furstenbww
Pamtly
Foundation

I

I

Ctrarllable Trust

New Ycl'i<;, NY 10038

Of/fer

I

ti'1l'rtl;lm and AI1hut Diamond

MIriam and

McDowell

J

Daul$cha /3$lnk Arner!c,;o;s
Foundation

I
!

The Diller-von Fursranburg
r'iSmfty Foundation

I

do p.~cla Doudrr", Ernst &

YDUliQ

787,7lhAve
New York, NY 10019
fW,

MlchB~1

Dan¢van

DOr1OI,,'$n FOUnctafion

Donovan

Michael

DonovE'ln

FoundaUon

de Mlohael Donovan
'tOdO 51hAva., SIr;>,2,.A.

NowYoik, NY 10028

Rangel. Center MariIng LIst
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1m
...est

FIrst

Gomoanv

Address
Mr. Robert Doran

Doran

Robert

I

IDoran F"";y

Doran F'am\tyChantab1s Trust

c/o U.S. Trost, Tax Dept

Chanlobl,
Trust
.

'i't4\A/.47thSt.

Maw York, NY '\0066
Mr. Crosby Smlth

Smlti1

Crosby .

Clar@nceand
Anne DJilon

Clarence 31"td Anl'ltl DiJlOIt
Dunwalke Trust

OUnwalke

1330 AWJ. ofihaAmericas, 27th
FI,

Trust

NewYolI,NY10019
Mr, Rona.ld West

Fred L

W",l

RDllald

Fred L. Emerson Foundation,

emerson

Inc.

Foundation,

p.o. 80);:2]6

IIlC,

Auburn, NY 13021
1

Mr. John Plr:otia'

Equlnox rGlJndaUcn. Inc,
Equinox
Plt:oI!e

Joh':l

Foundation,

clo M.R. Walsl!lr & Co,

Inc,

.2C Oo;f1C1rate Woods Blvd., Rm.

600
Albany, NY 12211

Mr, Stanley,Lof!<owilZ
I
II-efkowltz

SL;jhte~

f.a1conwood

F<!!COnwDr;)d Foundation, Inc.

FO\.lndaUo14

Inc,

5S55t!l Ave, .

IlswYorl<,NY10017
Mr, 'vl"flIlarn S,*,o

swan

Wllllam

FlretMagom
Bank
FoundaTIon

~&t Nlesam Bank FDundation

f?95O S. Transit Rd,
F,O.Ilox154
Lo,*potl, NY 14095
tv\,(, Dal)'! Ford

Ford

D1lJYl

The Pore!
/1amily
Foundation

i

Ths Ford Famlly FouMa(lon
crcB~S

100 Wall ,s't 1 fith FJ.

I

New York l NY 10005

t
, Alla"

P,uI

The Ford
rtl'Jndation

Me; Poul Allal'
The Ford rOUhdalion

320 E. 43rd $l

I New York, NY 10017
Held

HU)'lOf

Gerry

i Mr. Huyier HlOlld
Rangel Cente-r Malflng L.lst

Exhibil13li
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1102
FI",t

AS!

H&I

p.OIO/m

H!7

Address

Cel110anV
ChiarilablG

'Gerry CharllEible lrust

Truat

r;)o

McLaughlin & Siam LL?

2.60 M~dlson Ave,

New YorK, NY 10016

-

Ms, Kat!: Nabla

Baker Charitable FovlidatlQn
Kate

Noble

'Saker
Oharitable
FOLflldalfon

c/o JP Morgan Chase Sarik,
Trust Dept
P.O. Sox 31412

,

IM~$ ~ooia

The George

Suarez

J
I

Roc:hearer, NY 14603

Roeb

SUs",z

The Gaol'Se. F.. B,akliOrTrust

F,St:lkar

1477 MadlSC1rt Ave" S-le.,1GSO

Tl'I.!.st

NWIIYoffi, NY 10322

Ms, Jronet Stein

StaIn

J.met

The Balm Foundation

The 8B1m
rQi.ll1datlon

11 E. 73rd Bl

I

Nev.> York, NY 10021

Troil;lf1O

Hop.ldns

I

Jam

1hmu~.n

The San!

Mr, Joho Troia"
The Eanfi VlhierS Foundation

Vlntln

FoLtndaiioh

j

1111 OsdarS\\lampRd,

Glen Head, NY 11545Ms_ Maureen Hopkins
J,M.R, BErt<er
Foundaf[ot'l

J,M,R. Barker FoundaCon

530 5th Ave.. 26th Fl.
New York. NY "lOO3B-5101

Mr, Lawrence Bam$tt

lawrence
ant! h'labsJ

Bamslt

Lawrance

8arnat'
Cllarttable
Fnundatiol1

Lawrence end Isabel Bami3tl:
Ohartl::lble Foundalion
c10l:7.kt,t.\..?
1:20 BioofTIJngdaJ9 Rd,
White F'laltls, NY 10006

Ms, Oarolyn Larke

Barrow Foundo:lUon
Larke

Carolyn.

BaitOw
fotJnO:~lkm

cJoU.S.Tn.JS.t
114W.1l7lhSt

I!

N$W YorKj NY 10036

Theocore &
Baum

. Elizabeth

Rul)1Elaum
Ch~t:ebl&

Foundaflon

Ms, EJl.wbet.". 83um

Theodore & Rt.¢l Bnum
Chsrlt,ble Foundation

Ra.ngel Center Maff(rrg LIst
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First

,as!

F1oc-Corarrlml1an.Rannl

1 Z!I!

Hil

I.Dl1/017

HZ?

Address
010 Mailll6W' & co., LLP

Coml:l 2 ny

I

i

331 fv'edis:Oi'! Aw,'J:" Slh FI,

! NewVoft, NY 10017
Ms, Susan WoY.ner

9Cl"18 1 Inc,

I

C!O Herrr, Harson &. Co" LL? .

SCHBlln!:;,

Susan

WBXfler

I

2 Parlt Ave.'l $te, 1500

N6WYO", NY 10015
WEI', Robert Bmlr

Bell'

Rnben

The 8e:ir foundaUon

T!1eSelr

FoundaQOn

110 e.ssih SL

New York, NY ;ODZ2
Mr, Jerome Belson
Jemma

301son

Tho Jerome Belson Foundation

ThsJemmEl
Belson
Foundation

4958roadlNaY
49513fOBdvv3y, 6th Fl.

New'(orKj NY iQ012
I

Oalttona

Mr, Salvatore 8altrona

Salvatore &.
Sahf'<1lore

Sa.!vefore &. Anna Seltrone
Famlly foundation

AnITa
&Jttona
Famffy
Foundation

! 14 Hernlocl<$'

I La'ham, NY 12110.2217
Ms, StefanYJBergson

The stefuny

e_n

Stefany

The Stafany ahd Simon Samson

iilnclSlmon

rounaaiion

~ergsol1

WOOdsRd'i P,O, Bax6S5

Foundatlon

Pa1i$ades, NY 10865

Mr. WWJll.ilI Semni3ro'

Wmtam

13e:mh,ard
I

The 8srnhlti
Fund

I

Tl1e 8emhlll PU"d
cIn SIegel Sacl<S

I

6303rc1Ave.

I NswY{Jrk; NY 10017
Mr. Mitchell Saron

The Richard

A and

Baron

1vltchell

Ameaa
Bernstein

Founde.6on,
Inc.

MoM

EIlzOlbelh

1'heelg
Wood
rQundatlun

Ths Rk:hard A. and AmelJa

8emsiein FoundatJoll. Inc.
cia P&E f'lroperlles l Inc.
444 Mati~on Ave,

I NewYork,f'N10Q22
Ms. Eta.belh Morin
ThEl BIg Wood PoundaUon
c/o YohsJem GJtlman So Co. '

Rangel Cantet Maiilng L.tst
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,6t

Comp,anv

First

Address

I~77 Madison Aile,
I NawYork, NYW022
1 Ms. laUr;l Sfankfeto

Slankfeln

The Llc)!d
and lalKa

Lou'"

Blankfeln

I

The Lloyd sod Laura Slanklaln
Fo\Jl1o;;j601'l

j

FoundaUon

.

do Gcidmsn Sachs &. Co,
85 Bro~d St l Tax D$pL

NewVor!t. NY1.DOO4

Mr, TnOffi<!S 8100k

Mala and

l.eonard
Sioek

BJock
foundatlon,

Thomas

jn~

r

Adele and Leonard Block
FP\..lndafton, Inc,

14991111 Ave:, 21" FI, S,
New YorK, NY '0018

!r...t~, Alison Blood

The Blood

Blood

FamilY
Foundation

Alison

I

The Blood FElITllly FoundaUon

c/o Goldman Sachs &, Co.

85 BroadSt., Tax Dept.

NowYoti<, NY10Q04

.

Mr. Matt."'I\:lw f{{et'1

Klein

Blue Ridge
Foundation

Matthew

New York

Blue Ridge Foundation Nev"
York
660 Madlsan Ave.
NewYor~

f'.'Y 10021

Mr. Oomlnlq~e 8i:.JhdDm
CharlesG,fh .

Yvette
Bluhoom

!Jomlnfqua

13iuhdom
Chatitlilble
'Tf1Jst

Charles G. &. Yvette Sluhdarri "
O/18.rnebleTfus1,

c/o Remlnlck. AatOnE& Co, lLF
1430 $rosdw.:y

NowYort<, NY 10018
,Mr. Henry PBUtson

----J

I

The ""bollnk Fo"ndol'on .
Palltson

Henry

The Bobonnk
Foundation

Glo Goldman Sact's & 00, .

I

B5 Broad Sl. Tax Oep~
New Yori" />.JY ~OO04
Ms. I3srbara Maurer

Me:urer

Barbara

I3Doth~elTis

Booth Farris found....tion

FoundatIon

345 Park Ave" 4th f:!.
N$"wYpr!~

Boxar

lronaro

I

The Soxer
Foundation

.

.

NY 10154

Mr. Leonard Soxer

IJ

J

The Soxer foundalkm

elo George Rothkopf
366 N. Brom:M'aYI Ste. 410

I

Rangel Conter MGlillng List
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L.st

FUlIll-COnrresman R~n ..el

Comnanu

First

I IOZ II!' ~

Nil

P,Ols/Dlr

F-m',

Address
Jmrichc, N"f11753
IW. Kevln Grin.

Made.llnaal'ld K~ 8rine
Che.rl~ble. Tl'L'St

Madallneand
Bdl1e

Kevln

I<avln

e~l1e

Ch-aritable
Tr$!

I

do Sanford C, 13emstG'.ln & Ca.

I 767 5!hAv",

I NeVI V,r~ I;V 10153

i

Mr, Oa.nlel Brodsky
Sfods1<j1

D,nlel

Del1r~l J. and
Eslrelllia
Brodslcj
Foul'ldailon

Daniel J. and Estrefllis Brodsky
Foundai:Jon

400 W. 59th St., 3rt! R.
New York., NY

I

1[10~9

Mr. Hannan HaW!:jns

I

Hawl<lns

I

GI.dys

HMnan

Brooks
Foundallon

Glad}'s BroDks Foundation
do Thomas Q. Morris, M.D.
630W.18BL\-iSl

New York, NY 10032

Rangel Center Maf1lng Llst

l!.XHlmT
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FIrst

~ast

Address

C'moahY

I

MetLjfe Foundation

Metl..lr.
FDunoaHon

.

127-01 o.ue.ns p~"" North
ler'(} Island Clly, NY i 1101

1"11; Goldman'

SacJ1S

j-Foundation

j The Goldmari$achs Foundation.
as Srp~d 8t ~nd FI,

NewYoT'k j NY iOO?4·

Tn.Slerr

Tha Stan' Foundatfon

F'oonaatlon

OM Time Wamer Oenter

I

New York j NY 10019·801 S
Ms, GhrisUna 8he<'l

Th8 General i,mlls. Faundaiion

The G8nGra~

oM"ina

Sh5!Z1

Mill,

p',a,BcXi113

Foundatlon

Mirmeapolls, MN 554440

'.

Mel'l'ill L,ynGh & Ca. FoLll'ldiltion

Merrllll.,ynth
& Co,

cI~ CT Col'P;~!on Sy5lil1rn

Founa:a.Uon

iii BlhAve,

NwJYork, N"!"' 10011

I The

The Rccke'fJRer Foundation

I Roclrefallet

4Z05!tl Ave,

Foundation

New York, 1\1)' ·,.QDi B

AnT Foundation

AT&T

32 Aver-IUS nftns: Amerlcas-, 6t11
A.

Foundallon

NewYorK;NY 10001

JPMorosn

JPMorgan COOS$! FcundiillJon

C,l,e.sg

270 Parlo: f\ve"

FOUndation

NewYo(!~,
j

R.ymo""

Ch1'lrlE!lS

Longley

F.1~th

toJ\(,

Ft 33

NY 1001./

Chsrles R~ond

Cll!group
Foundation

Cffigrou;i roondatic,;n
B60ThirdAve,,131hFl.

Wachovia

Ms,

NltNYa;k, NY 10043
FOLU"ldatlon

EfI~ab!:)tn

langley

l Wachovia rbLinm.Uoo

Exhibit 136
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tMS B5:i3i1lJl
l..ast

Firs!

Frolf:""COrlirmliH1

Ram!",1

Ootrtoa,nv

1m
Address
Chll',lar Building, WS 6453
405l-e~ton Aile., ~d Ft

NswYol'k, NY 10114-6453

H61

P. OiS/Di7

,'-621

II

Mr, Milam ,Rlchardso.n
Rlchardson

V\fi!Uam

W,K.Ke~ogg

FOl1ndatJon

W:I.., Kellogg Foundalfon
One Mlohlgan Ave.

EastSati!$ Creek, MI4S0'l7~
4012

GElCO

oowlas

Chartes

philan~1J1.;.pk;

F'oundaaon

tv\!'. Chatas bavfQs
GEICD PhU;lriLl)roplc FoundBfion

II
I

do SEIOO Corp,

Exhibit
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120Z

company

FI rst

....sl

Addr.ss

I Mr. Jotin bamoo~
iJ:h. BnS!"I.Myers Squibb

The 8rtstae

Myers $Cjulbb

John

Dam~nti

I

rourlclaUon
G45 Park Ava., 4Srd Ft

F°l!ndetlon
.

'NawYorl-:'NY10154
/uk, Ivan Se\denburg

I

TIw.: Verizon Founcl~Uon

. The Vert'.on
FoundatIon

Ivan

Seldenbu\E

10B5·Avenue" of~';e Amenoi:ls
Rm.3200
N~YDrk,

j

NY 10036

Ms. Er1C3 Hunt
Twal'\ty~F1~t

CriMi

Hunt

'f\fJenty--Arst century' Foundation

Oentury
F()j.lndalJon

I

7:11 W, 'l.Z5lh SL, SUlfa 303

New Yo"" NY 10027
Mr. Conn G(S~r
I 11'\6 Nev.'
Gmer

The' Nev~ \!VCll'ld Foundation

\No[id

Colin

666 We!#. Ehd Ava' l SUIte 1~i3

Founda£on

New York. NY 10QZ5.7307
Ms. ()1~1n~ Daniels

Th8 a.yand
Paul

Dianne

DanIels

The Bay.and Paul Fo~ndstlons
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June 28, 2005

Dear Sir or Madam,
1 am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic cornrrrulliry with a shared ;1.ion and
commitm.ent to public service~ to provide news of an initjative with a potential that bas me
quite excited. TIle City ColIege ofthe City University of New York l'\ans to create the
Chitrles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City CaHege to provide all opportunity
for educat10n and ttainillg for careers in publie service for lhe underphviJeged students the
college bas traditionally served. 1 wiut£ you to know ofmy pe.rSbnal interest in and,
'. enthusillsm for, the creation of this Center and m.y pride in the decis;011 of the City
University to name itJor fllI'.
Throughout my public career 1l1ave believed ill the special strength derived from our raeul
.and ethnic diversity. I helieve that we as lav\'J:nakers and elected public offiolals must lead
in assuJing fuat opp~n:unity rnr public service be made available to all wit11the goel of
achieving a pol1cymalcing ccmmunity that reflects ~e rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colers and etJ:micities Ibat make us who wear" as a great nation.. Isrn asking yell to join
me in the oreation ofa publio policy center lhal will motivate a:!\d prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life 10 pursue careers in pUblic service.
Today, non-whites make up tleo:rly thirty percent afthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commissiotl's. 2003 report on the federal workforce, oniy 13.8% of
the men and women who oowpy the top managerial, supervisory, and poliey,making
i! Jsitions in the US Federal government are members of the minority groups. ",,"d by
2050, minority groups in the US wllJ comprise more than 50% of our popul.tion.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew York, a sehool in the moSl
et!mically diverse city ill our nation and with an unparalleled hislOryo?su.pporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to emmre that those who nll1 our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the CeHege's concept because it
will aliow me to incatethe inspirational aspec.ts of my legacy in my hOlne Harlem

j
j

c:onmrunity.

j
j
UHleri'

j
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As you \vill see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center' at the City College of
New York Will he alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues wil studyi:(lg L'1e j:>aliiical dimension of change. It will not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brim..'1Jing with ideas and stimulating debate.

r will be exploring with my Congressiolll;\ colleagues how best to move this ide; through
me appropriations process and am optimistic abou.t securing funds for the planning phMe
of ilia c:r<>ation ofthe Center. r request your advice and assistance concerning ho"- to
approaoh the donor co!.1l.tiJ.unity; particula.rly private End cmporate foUndations interested in
education, for grants to support the creation oftb.e center. 1 look f'Orward tQ entecing :&,to a
dialogue wiLli you on the fuoding of the R",ng61 Center concept in the coming weeks and
months.
Sincerely,

'.
Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR:gad

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
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CHARLES B, RANGEL

~ongress of
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Ol'l'lCE CHECK~O

June 13, 2005
Leon Panetta, Director
New York tock Exchange Foundation
11 Wall
reet
New Yor
'ity, NY 10005

a:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic comnunity with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City
to provide an opportunity
for education
training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make uS who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-¢hites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US populai:ion. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission1s 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy ,the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
I t will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the COming~eekS and months.

_~n~~
'-!lsu

B . Rangel
ember of Congress

CBR:gad
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Through .17 terms as U.S. Congressman from New York's 15th
Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to the specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoint that has led him to leadership on a broad
range of national and international issues in the House of Representatives.
From Harlem to South Africa, from affordable housing to help lor the
unemployed, from tax legislation to international trade, his work Is characterized by afundamental commitment to ecuity, justice and inclusion.
The senior Democratic member of the Committee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice for equity in the Internal
Revenue Code and proposed tax legislation. As a Congressional advisor
to the U.S. Trade Representative and a member of the President's Export
Council, he has worked tirelessly to build consensus on international trade
matters. In addnion, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration project to revitalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the low Income Housing Tax Credit, which helped finance 90%
of the affordable housing built in the U.S. in the last 10 years; and the Work
Opportunity Tax Credit, which has provided thousands of jobs for underprivileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.
As chairman of the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Control Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce the flow of drugs
into the United Slates and to solve the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisis.
He is a founding member and former chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus. He also served as chairman of the New York State Council
of Black Elected Democrats and as a member of the House Judiciary
Committee during the hearings on the articles of impeachment of
President Richard Nixon.
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangel has authored several pieces of legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, including a successful bill that established the Office of Minority Affeirs within the Department of Veterans
Affeirs. In the area of foreign affelrs, he played a vital role in ending the
apartheid regime In South Africa and restoring the democratic government
in Harti.
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Ii! the Reader:
In his distinguJrhed (anY1; The !loJlorablt Charles B. Runge! ha/! done as much as at~y
single jJersoJl ill ptlblir: service to help the leastpowJcrful aJnong ourcitizens to achieve theirgoal}
tmd to change their Jives, their communities, alld the nation. He has done so ff)ith the clearvLrio11
that all of America's citiz<Jl1s must be empow)e!d ill onler./iir Ameriw to be hend! He has
thought alld acted locally al1dglobally to f))sute that the laws andpoNci« ofthis natio)) embody
her best instincts and her highestpromise.
Fundamental to Congressman

RangeJ:~

lifelong service is a beliefthat ..1mericos

"governing dass" - those men and women who mai:e our laws and polides - must mirror the
rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths, anti eth11icities that make us who W'C are as a countt:v.

~Ve

at The

City College ofNe-iJ1J }nrk are proud to share that vision and that commitment.
Today,

nOll~'W.lhites

make up nead)' thirty percent of the U.S. populatiofl. let, according

to the Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003 report Ol! the federal ,,'orkf01Te,
13.8%

~t the

men (Jnd women w,lho occupy the top managerial, supe1"viso1J1

on~l'

tltlrJ policy-making

positions in the lJ./':J'. federal government {Ire members of mi1Joritj' groups. By 2tJSO, minority
groups in fh<J United States will comptis! 50% qf its population. The Chades B. Ral!gel Cel!ter
for Pl!hlic Service at The City College of NIffi1' York will help to ensuir that those wiho run our
nation will rf'jlect our dtiz.eJlry.
The Center will mco11lplish this through the establishment ofa rigorous graduate program
for student.\'from ul!derrepresentedgroups that willpttpare thwforpublic seroice, il!c!uding elective office and careers itl government at the policy-making lef)e/. The nC'tflJ master:'i program 'lJJ..,iJI
be coordinatedwith programs on the undergraduate level, mOllY unique to City Go/lege, to entourage andinspire our best students to move into graduate 'lJ.:'Jork andpursue careers in public service.
Located in a restored Harlem mansion arijacmt to The City College campus, the Charles B.
Rallgel Center ,,;ill aha house the Chades B. Rangel Library, an archival repository ofdocuments, photographs, and memorabilia that records the life of one ofAmmca ~'l most important
public serva))ts and seroes as a rich repository of knowledge and experimce for studm", ane!
sdwlar, alike.

GREGORY
PRESIDEN1~ THE

H. WILLIAMS

CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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The Charles B. Rangel Cenler for Public Service 31 The Cily Col/ege 01 New \lJrk
will slrive 10 become a national ~enler for Ihe promotion 01 greater diversity in public
service, consisting 01 tive mejor elements:
THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem iimestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and include ttla Rangel Library, the Rangel Conference Center, and offices
for visiting scholars;

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service.
These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and particularly to
scholars within The City College and the City University, and will serve as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participetion in public service by undersarved minorities;
THE CHARLES

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which will recruit

and prepare young people for careers in government and public service. The
program will include participation in internships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer interdiSciplinary specializations
in concert with The City College Schools of Architecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, plus CCNY's special programs in
transportation, waste management, and urban public health;
Upon completion of the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs iike
the Federal Career Intern Program, entering government service for a twoyear temporary appointment with eiigibility for a permanent assignment upon
completion. Thesa opportunities will encourage the invoivement of members
of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

A COMBINED BAiMA PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are particularly suited to draw outstanding students into public
service. The BAiMA Program will atiract students capable of and interested
in an intensive 'lasf.lrack" program leading to the master's degree. it will prepare
them for public service with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
THE CHARLES

B. RANGELFEI_LOWS: A MID-CAREER

offering
proiessionai advancemenf training for mid·career, minority government and
other public ervice em I ees of articular accomplishment and promise for
a term of
£:lOlili'JtT
to an academic year.

PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION,
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City College of New York offers a unique and fitting environment for The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. Located in Harlem, the heart of
Congressman Rangel's constituency, The City College of New York was founded
through a public referendum in 1847 as a free academy to serve 1he chlidren 01
the whole people:' One 01 a young America's great democratic experiments, il
remains one 01 her great democratic aChievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For more than 157 years, The College has provided access to a
world-class education to underrepresented popuiations, preparing them to enter
those tields with the expert skills to change their own futures and shape the world.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLtEGE
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first In diversity in the
nation, where African-Americans are the largest group. This year, City College was
ranked first where Hispanic Americans are the largest group. More than 87% of
CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.

The Chronicle of Higher Educatfon 2003 Almanac reports that of the total number
ot bachelor's degrees awarded in the United Slates as a whoie, white students
earned 75% of the total, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders
6.2%. The same year at City College, however, blacks earned 34.1% of the total
bachelor's d89rees awarded, Hispanics 30.1 %and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11 %an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented popUlations.
Following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni whose
achievements became the model for their own families, City College stUdents are
often the first in their families to go to college, and most have very limited tinanclal
resources. Approximately 58% come from families w~h combined Incomes of
$30,000 or less; three-quarters work while attending school, some at more than
one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financial
reasons,
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PUBLIC SERVlCE AT CITY COLLEGE AND
RECRUITMENT POTENTIAL
FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE

A number of existing City Coitege programs attract outstanding undergraduate students, most lrom minority populations, who are exceltent candidates tor public
service careers. The presence of these aiready excellent programs on campus
affords CCNY an opportunity open to very few colleges in the nation lor early identification, recruitment, and preparation 01 students from underrepresented populations for the Master's and BA/MA Programs in Public Service at The Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service. They include:
THE ROSENBERG-HuMPHREY PROGRAM IN PUBLIC
POLICY,

which provides summer internships at government agencies in Washington,
DC, and New York in executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate
committees, labor unions, government agencies, advocacy groups and policy
research organizations;

TUE COLIN POWELL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, an interdiscipli-

nary program of instruction and co-curricular support designed to give a
seiect group of qualified CCNY students who have demonstrated potential for
leadership the resources and experience necessary to develop that potential;
with a major emphasis on service learning courses that allow students to
combine practical experience in underserved communities with coursework
relevant to that experience;

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM AT CCNY, which

exposes students to a global perspective in Ihelr coursework and through
sludy abroad in China, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Germany; in
service iearning internships in Rwanda, stUdents spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry
of Gender and Development, and the Ministry of Health's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;

TUE PRE-LAW PROGRAM, which inciudes the D'Agostino-Greenberg

Program in Law and Public Policy, a lecture series in law and public policy,
and comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and legal internships for students.
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THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hold the product of 50 years of public service by fhe major AfricanAmerican sfatesman of the 20th and eerly 21 st centuries, the Charles B, Rangel
Library at The City College of New York will rank wlfh the Clinton and Carter
Ubraries in historic importance to the government and academic communities.
The Rangel Library not only tells the story of one great man, but also ot a nation's
progress during the last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21 st,
including papers on the Watergate and impeachment proceedings, It will trace the
nature of government, the growth and development 01 minorifles in the Unlied
States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in government and
public service, It will not be frozen in flme but rather the heart of a living, growing
center - a productive environment lor emerging ideas, though«ul advocacy, and
visionary projects,
Serving simultaneously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles B, Ranget Library will encourage study
of and research in the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent in
Congressman Rangel's long and varied career, In particular, the Charles B. Rangel
Library will inspire new generations of students from underrepresented populations to enter and excel in public service, The archives will be
accessible to all interested scholars, but especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Center,
The Rangel archivistllibradan will organize, index, and preserw for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's
career. This will be a full time position, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoral Fellow, chosen through a national search, The archivist will provide
assistance to other scholars, CCNY students, and the Harlem community,
while pursuing hislher own research,
The Rangel Library could include such archive categories as: foreign policy,
government, the economy, community and the family, New York City and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicity, Visiting
scholars from other cities, slates, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the life of the Center,
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THE MASTER'S & BA/MA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE
The Rangel Center tor Public Service will prepare students, partiCUlarly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in public
service. At the heart of that effort is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities for vibrant co-curricular
interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.
The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five·year BAiMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
who come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
For graduate students, the new Master's Program in Public Service will provide the
capstcne of conceptual and service learning needed for a career in public service.
The MA Program's distinctive combination of classroom instruction, internships
and intensive interaction with mid-eareer professionais will attract both recent
college graduates and older students who are polentialleaders in public service.
Bcth programs will benefit lrom the unique resources 01 The College's many
schools and divisions, which may provide more focused attention in one area of
public service. CCNY's Schools of ArchITecture, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus its special programs in transportation, waste managemenl, and urban public health, to name only a tew, will be availabte to Rangel
Center students for interdisciplinary concentrations in content areas and technical
matters.

THE BAIMA PROGRAM
An integrated BAiMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruit excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assuring them a seamless transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with practical experience along the way.
Undergraduate educalion at the Rangel Center is designed primarily to secure
student commitment to careers in public service. To prOVide a foundation for the
MA program, and to recruillhe besl students, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offerings in public poiicy, governance and management. Students
interested in public service careers from non-secial science fields (such as engineering,
architecture, and science and technology) will be able to enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, white maintaining their technical
empha

l!XilllillT
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of public poiicy and
equity will enroll in the 150-credit, five-year CCNY BAiMA Program in Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to take masters-level seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120th credit, they must have compteted 15
credits from the MA Program, and their courses will consist entirely of masterslevel courses and service internships, (In most cases, the initial MA courses will
be the required core courses,)
Engineering, science and architecture students will receive credll in the BAiMA
program for courses in those fields, allowing them to move directly into associated
policy courses, (See category III courses listed on the following page.) For these
siudents, courses in categories I and III will most occupy their attention once they
pass the 120-credit mark.
Thus it will be possible for a non-social science student at CCNY to complete the
BAIMA in roughly the same amount ot time it would take a social science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BAIMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working completely In MA courses therealler. Students
in the BAiMA program will have at ieast one service learning or internship
experience during the course ot the program.
The final three semesters in the BAiMA program will consist of seminar classes
focusing on specifIC political and technical Issues of important public policy concerns.
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
particular areas of expertise, bofh in poiicy quesiions and related technical matters. If
Is also at this level that the students are expeeled to have the most substantial
interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows,

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll directty In the 45-credit MA Program in Public Service
WIThout fhe SA component. This program will take two years of full time siudy,
Inciuding a minimum of one semester of intensive internship work.
The stand-alone MA program is a 45-credIT program (inciuding the internship). As
with the BAIMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the outset, reserving their seminar courses in specific areas of poiicy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study.
The curricuium for the both the programs in publtc service at The City College is
found on the following page.
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STUDENTS!N BOTH THE BAiMA & THE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
CATEGORY!

CATEGORy!II

Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
tntroduction to Public Policy and Policy Anaiysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Rnance
Communication in Public Sellings
Poverty, Ethnicity, and Diversity
Ethics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

Courses that offer Instruction In content areas
and technical mailers that lie at the heart of
key policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credlls):
Exports trom CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the deportments
of political science, sociology, etc" will teach tl1ese
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for public service careers, Selection of these
courses will be made wllh the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethnicity,
and Environment

GATEGORyI!

Substantive policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Power, Inequality, and Social Welfare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Healthcare Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Pollution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

Examples include:
Urban Pubilc Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems in Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
International Law
International Organizations
Urban Schools in a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Socioiogy of Politics and Coilective Behavior
Computer Security
Sotid Waste Management
People of the City of New York

Internships (may be taken In summer)
(3 or more credits)

CSOC,CBR00021332
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ELIGIBILITY
US citizens and green card holders (~ermanent
residents) will be considered as a~~licants;
A~~licants for the MA Program in Public Service
must be in the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have com~leted their undergraduate
degree by June, in order to enter graduate school
by the following fail;

Awlicants for the both the MA Program and the
BAiMA Program must have a cumulative grade
point average of 3.2 or higher on a 4.0 scale at
the time of application.

SELECTION OFTHE STUDENT SCHOLARS
•

Scholarshi~s will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for the ~rogram are able to a~~iy and
attend. Consideration will be given to qualified a~~licants who, in addition to outstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, demonstrate financial need. At least 10 $10,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awarded each year; these scholarships will cover full tuition and other educational ex~enses;

•

Aw'icants may be in their senior year at City College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college and/or are engaged in a ~ublic service career;

•

Candidates for the BAiMA Program wOl need to state their intention of ap~lying for this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier as coursework will need to be planned on an individuaiized
basis. Candidates for this Program may a~~1y for a two-year Rangel Schoiarshi~ in their junior year.

•

A candidate's commun"y, academic, other extracurricular, and leaderShip activities will be considered
during the selection ~rocess;

•

Students from underrepresented ~o~ulations are es~eciatly encouraged to ap~ly;

•

Two letters of recommendation, a personal statement, and exam~les of writing skills will be required;
A selection committee composed of the ~resident of The City College, members of The Rangel Center
faculty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangei's office;

•

Candidates selected for final consideration will meet with the selection committee and Congressman
Rangel for the final selection.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIl> AND POLICY
INNOVKrION
The Center will be the home of a unique program that brings togelher midcareer leaders in the public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods that range from elghl weeks to an entire academic year. These
outstanding public servants will receive, in essence, a sabbatical from their
leadership posnions and will spend Iheir time at CCNY considering new
directions for public service leadership, polley Innovation, and assistance to
communities in need.
The Mid-Career Program will be targeted especially al outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented In pUblic service. In addition 10 their
work wnh one another, Rangel Leadership Fellows will be engaged In
oPPortunilles 10 leach and mentor Rangel participants In Ihe BAiMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service. The mid-career participants
become an essential resource for sludents, especially undergraduates, who
are being prepared tor careers in pubilc service.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recent studies suggest that the trustrallons 01 public service lead 100
many govemmenl and olher public seclor leaders to leave these sectors
early In their careers. Acommon complainl is Ihallhese leaders rarely have
time 10 slop and Ihink aboul where their organizations and the issues 10
which they are devoted are headed over the medium- and long-Ierm. The
day-Io-day lasks 01 running organizations preclude taking the time to consider how olher organ~atlons do Ihelr work and whal models exist for policy
and leadership success.
In each case, asponsoring organization will continue to provide Ihe financial
support for aRangel Leadership Fellow. It will be considered an honor to
participate and a reward for top pertormance, much like participation in an
execulive MBA program is considered in the business worid, where employees are seiected and sponsored by their compenies.
The Rangel Center's Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Poiicy
Innovation will permII leaders at the middle slage of their careers in the
public se'
en from underrepresenfed groups, fa
leave th
ell:Hle;IT
In place of their customary jobs,
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they will spend time with other leaders and members of the City College community
and consider issues of leadership and public policy. The experience will provide
participants with both the time to reflect and with the specialized education in specific policy areas that will contribute to their advancement within their respecTIve
institutions.
Participants will spend between eight weeks and a full academic year at the
Rangel Center in individual programs of study and reflection under the mentorship
of one of the Center's professors.
City College facutty will lead sessions with the Rangel leadership Fellows about
issues of pubiic sector leadership and policy innovation. Each group of Fellows will
work with a select group of Rangel students in Pubtic Policy and Pubiic Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or reforming policy - or ways of
delivering policy - in some issue area. These group projects provide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BAfMA and MA students in the worn of mid-career leaders giving them first-hand knOWledge at the potential of careers in pUblic service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These fellows will receive varying ievels of support, depending on the wornforce
from which they are drawn. Atmost all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which allow a limited number of employees to receive a oneyear sabbatical and full salary for post-baccalaureale study al an institution of
higher education.
The Rangel Center will reach oulto human resources offices that oversee these
programs in specific agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a
premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-career leaders from
underrepresented populations. The Rangel Center will provide each federal Rangei
leadership fellow an individualized academic program tuition-free, and offer 10
$7,500 cost-of-living and travei packages, to ensure that mid-career employees
who live outside New York City can take advantage of this important opportunity.
Each Rangei leadership fellow who works at the Center for al teast one semester
will each teach one seminar. Rangel leadership Fellows will aiso participate in the
Best Practices Seminar, along with guest speakers from academia, think tanks, the
public sector, and community organizations. This seminar will focus on practical
Issues pertaining to careers in public service, inciuding the art of building coalitions, techniques for communicating effectively to the pUblic, lessons on making
usefui conneclions, and career issu~s particular to membars of underrepresented
poputations. Finally, to maximize the educational value of internships, students will
evaluete them under the gUidance of experienced Rangel leadership Fellows.
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THE HOME OFTHE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originally conceived as The City College of New Yorks

Pm,ident~'

House and later l'-'Cd as the

CCNY A/umniHouse, the limestone mansion on 141Jt Street find Convent Avenue harks back

to City Colleges earliest days in the

mid-h~OOs.

below~sidewa!klevel and parkitlgarea,

A gracious four-story structure with a full

the stately townhousefeatures t-U!JO and sometimcJ three

tiled fi,~places on each floor, high ceifings, dea"YJtive plastet; andfine woodwork thmughoul,
and ornamental ironwork on every mint/ow aud surrounding the building.

Because of a fire ill the late 1970s and cutbacks in public financing of the City Univc"'ity at
that time, the buildinghas no! been itl N.ll! mid wiN needrepair to brhlg it 10 itsformer grandeur.
~Vhen

{:omptetely restored. how£vct; the townhouse will regain its position as one of the most

beautifulportions ofthe historic City College 'YJmpus.
It i, especial(y appropriate housingfor The Ratlgel Centerfor Public Servia as it indudes space
for conferences, seminar rooms, study areas, aJld SJ1lalt classrooms. In addition, it can accommodate reception rooms IJndpOlet/tiaily computerized archives. In JOlt, this project 'lfb'iIJ represent a unique opportunity to design the space inside The Range! Centerfor its specific use prior
to the building's renovation.
il survey and "pott/rom 1995 al"ady exists and details the hoilding's renovation lIeeds. A
new report recalculating renovation costs itl 2005 dollars has been prepared and will itemize

and hodget the required work i11 detail. Current estimates based on the 1995 costs are iueluded
helo,,'. When finished, The Range'
ttrban latlds'YJpe.

beautiful addition to the Harlem
I1ilOilm
E'<hiM
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THE CENTER BUILDING WILL INCLUDE:
, The Rangel Library to house the Rangel archives, which will be digitized; it may
also be possible to provide digital access from the main library at City College
to the Center if it is determined that the archives should be housed there;
• A communications network center/smart classroom for video-conferencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access, ability to
collaborate with other schools, inclUding the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and other similar academic partners;
o

A large conference room, with room for meetings with community groups,
researchers, and participating students;

" Two small meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their work with community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for workshops;
, Offices for the DirectorlRangel Chair, archivistllibrarian, resident and visiting
faculty, internship coordinator, administrative assistant, post-doctoral fellows;

• A well-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;
, One large and one small reception room;
o

Kitchen facilities for receptions and working lunches;

, A Rangel Program publlcations office where working papers can be printed
and stored; ~

I11III"_.

, One or more sleer.j'

11'se visiting scholars.
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STAFFING OF THE RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS
Director, Charles B. Rangel Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Facully
In addilion to The City College of New York facuity lines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new facuity will be hired with the support of the Rangef Center: the director, one senior, and one junior
faculty member.
Requirements for selection as the Rangel Centers director will include an internationaf reputation, experience in pUblic service, and respect within the academic community. The Director will aiso hold tne
endowed Chartes B. Rangel Chair. The opportunity to appoint the director to the prestigious Ranget Chair,
named for one of the most eminent government leaders of this generation, will enable the Center to allract
and retain a distinguished scholar/pUblic seNant.
One other senior faCUlty member and one junior faculty member, each with experience in pubiic seNice,
wifi also be hired as part of the Rangel Centers budget. Ascholar with expertise in leadership will be
sought, as wefi as one with research experience in the barriers that deter many students with minority and
immigrant backgrounds from careers in public service.
Current and New Full·time Faculty
The Rangel Center will draw on the knowledge and strengths of current lull-time laculty at City College,
particularly those in the departments at potITical science, economics, management, and sociology. Faculty
from the City College Schools of Architecture, Education, Engineering, and Biomedical Education will also
teach in the Rangei programs, highlighting the conneclions between their areas 01 substantive expertise
and public poiicymaking. CCNY will also use college facuity lines to hire new faculty working in some of
lhe areas central to the Rangel Center's mission, especialiy In lhe areas at public policy, public service,
management, and ethniclty. These facutty wili be joinity based in the Rangel Center and academic departments.
Archivi.tlLlbrarfan
The cotiected papers 01 Congressman Charles B.
Rangel wili consfitute a vaiuable resource that will
greatly add to the reputation of the Center and help
It to realize its goals. A Rangel Post-Doctoral Fetiow
will be hired to organize these papers. to digitize
them, and to assist scholars in using them. These
will include visiting scholars, post-doctorai fefiows
hired by lhe Cenler, and sludents in the Masters
Program who eiect to do supervised research.
AdmInistrative Assistant
To assist the Direclor of the Rangel Center, a futi
time administrative assistant will be hired.

",...-_....
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Internship Coordinator
Inlernships are central to fulfilling the goals of the
Rangel Center because they not only provide students
with practical experience but also permit them to
make the contacts that are so important in building
successful careers. Afull-time staff member will be
hired for the Center to locate organizations willing to
host internships for students from the Master's
Program and to ensure that the internships are
useful both lor the students and the host organizations.
Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Fellow working to organize and
study the Rangel Archives, two Post-Doctoral
Fellows will be hired to do research at the Center.
In selecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, pliority
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on diversity in public service.
Rangel Leadership Fellows
Rangel Leadership Fellows will participete in the
Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation. Those who live outside New York City
will be ollered stipends to cover travel expenses.
Guest Speakers
Members of academia, think tanks, the public
sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the world, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faced in public service, will be brought to City
College to provide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to solve the problems.
Webmaster
A part-time webmaster will develop and maintain
the website for the Rangel Center.

l!l!HtSlT
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BUDGET ELEMENTS
Staff
Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
ArchivisUilbrarianlRangel post-doctoral fellow
Full-time internship coordinator
Administrative assistant
Part-time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Ranget post-doctoral fellows
Support and Incentives lor current CCNY faculty:
j) Support for City College faculty affiliated with the Center to present

research specifically supported by the Center at academic conferences.
This helps disseminate the knowlerlge gained through Center activilles
and promote the name of the Center.
2) Support for CCNY faculty research associated wnh topics the Center
touches on. These can be one-semester research grants or summer-long
residence research grants that will provide summer support for faculty
who take up ollices at Ihe Center and pursue some focused research
project.
3) Some support for faculty working on \he Centers curricula and programs.
Restoration of the Rangel Center bUilding
The City College Office of Facilities has laken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on Ihe Building Condition Assessment of the CCNY Alumni House and provided
an Interim eslimale of the costs in 2005 dollars. It is anticipated that the cost of
bringing the building up 10 code, installing the eievator now requirerl by Ihe
Americans with Disabilities Act, restoring the historic and architectural features of
the buiiding, and designing the interior specifically for the Rangel Center's needs
will come to $4.7 million in today's doliars.

II sum to endow lhe bUilding's ongoing maintenance will ensure that the Rangel
Center's home will remain pristine and also permit fulure improvements. Therefore,
a sum of $2.3 million will be set aside as an endowmenl, from which oniy the
income will be used annually, to preserve lhe Rangel Center's magnificent Harlem
home i
" ing environment for study and discourse
appro
l!XHIIiII'l'
t for the Center itsen.
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Expenses other than lor staff and the building
1) Each cohort will contain 20 students. In order to make it feasible for
the best students to enroll in the Rangei MA Program, II will be advisable
to plan financial support for tuition and other educational expenses of
$10,000 each year for two years for at least 10 students;
2) All students in the MA program will participate in internships, some of
which will be funded by the sponsoring organizations. The Rangel Center
will also provide support for students in unpaid internships. Additional
practical experience will come in the form of service learning components
added to the courses. Note that internships/service learning experiences
for undergraduates wili be provided through other CCNY programs inclUding:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public Policy, the International
Studies Service Learning Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'Agostino-Greenberg internships, and the Colin Powell Leadership
Program;
3) Honoraria and travel for speakers;

4) Food for conferences and speaker series;
5} Computers and computer maintenance;
6) Preperation and materials for recrullment and publicity;

7} Travel and living expenses for internships;
8) Publications.

BUDGET NOTES
1. The first budget section below, Programmatic Costs, is based upon an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectation of income of $1,150,000 per
year, which will meet the Center's programmatic needs.
2. The second budget section·illustrates how Building Costs will be met through
the investment of $4.7 million for construction/start-up costs, and a $2.3
million endowment for maintenance.
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BUDGET FOR RANGEL. CENTER

Program Costs
Academic and Visiting Staff
Position
# Salary

"
SaI+Benefits

Sub-total

Directorl
Chair
Sf. Professor

1 $110,000

$146,300

$

146,300

1 $ 85,000

$113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Professor

1 $ 65,000

$ 86,450

$

86,450

Archivist!
Librarianl
Post Doc

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

FT Internship
Coordinator

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

Admin Asst

1 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

37,240

PT Webmaster

1 $ 10,000

$ 13,300

$

13,300

Visiting
Scholars

2 $ 25,000

$ 33,250

$

66,500

Post-Docs

2 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

74,480

11 $421,000

$559,93()

$

630,420

Sub-Total staff
Student Support
Category

# $Amount

Student
Scholarships
Year 1

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Year 2
and after

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

Year 2
and after

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

$

260,000

$

50,000

.$

940,420

Sub-Total student costs
Rangel Fellows

10 $

5,000

Total Personnel Services

Sub-total

l\!l)lHIEI;n'
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Other Than Personnel Services (annuatty)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honorarla/travell
Ihousing for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
cont,speakers

$

5,000

Computers!
maintenance

$

20,000

Recruitment!
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travelmvlng
costs-distant
internships

$

5,000

Publications

$

5,000

TotalOTPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

I $ 23,000,000 I

Building Costs
InItial outlay
Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees and soft costs
Elevator
Fumiture and equipment costs
Program contingency

Sub-total

$ 2,600,000
$

390,000

$ 900,000
$ 260,000
$ 550,000
$ 4,700,000

Annual maintenance costs

$
$

70,000
46,667

Total annual maintenance costs for building

$

116,667

Endowment needed to provide $116,6671year

$ 2,333,340

Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year
($1.4 million spread over 30 years)

I

Total Needed (or Building

I$

TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

I $ 30,000,000 I

7,033,340
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Steven Wheeler
212.656.2252

I

NYSE
July 11, 2005

Veronica~

Here is the proposal we discussed from Rep.
Charles Rangel requesting support to create the
Rangel Center for Public Service at City College
(CUNY).
Please take a look and give me your thoughts.
Thanks.

attaclunent
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Leon Panetta, Director
New York Stock Exchange Foundation
11 Wall Street
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ORRICK, HERRINGTON & SUTCLIFFE lLP
CQLUM61A CENTER
1~5Z 15TH S'rREET, NW

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005":1706

ORRICK

tef +1-202-339-8400

fax +~-202·339-8500
WWW.fJRRICI<.COM

August 15, 2008
VIA MESSENGER

Mr. Kenyen Brown
Acting Chief Counsel
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Suite HT-2, The Capitol
Washington.. DC 20515
Re:

Attachments to letters from Congressman RllllglU

Dear Mr. Brown:
I am writing in response to the August 13, 2008 letter to lVIr. Rangel from Chaitwoman
Tubbs Jones and Ranking Member Hastings requesting copies of the attachments to letters, dated
July 22, 2008 and July 24,2008, sent by !vir. Rangel to Chaitwoman Tubbs Jones. The attachments
ltte here enclosed in 12 binders (6 for each letter), along with several additional documents that may
assist the Committee with its review, at lVIr. Rangel's request, of the appropriateness of Mr. Rangel's
use ofCougressionalletterhead in contacts he made on behalf of the City College of New York and
the appropriateness ofleases Mr, Rangel holds with the Lenox Terrace apartments located in New
York, New York.
For the binders regarding the July 22, 2008 letter, members of Mr. Rangel's staff perfOlmed
a search of their illes seeking any letters or versions of letters sent by Mr. Rangel on behalf of the
City College ofNew York. This search included a search of computer files on multiple hard
drives for files or folders containing any variation or combination of the following
words/phrases: Center, CBR (Mr. Rangle's initials), and Rangel. In addition, the staff looked
for files labeled with the targeted words in the folders of Washington, D.C. interns and staff who
may have been involved with any mailing. I believe this search was comprehensive and that the
enclosed binders contain copies of every available letter. However, it is always possible that
other letters will be found in subsequent searches. If they are, I will immediately provide a copy
to you.
The search identified four categories of letters:
In June 2005, a mailing was sent to a list labeled "RangeICenterMailisLpdf"
There are approximately 121 names on tbat list and a copy of the list is here
enclosed. The July 22, 2008 letter makes reference to "approximately 100 letters
on my congressional stationery dated June 2005," Mr. Rangcl's staff extensively
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searched their files and have located IS copies of these letters, which are
enclosed. I am cOl1fident that the letters mailed to the individuals on the mailing
list were materiallv identical to the IS letters enclosed here. I will continue to
work with Mr. ~lgel's staffto seal'ch for any additional copies of the June 2005
letters and will provide you with any additional copies wc find. The mailing list
and lettcrs are behind Tab A.

A mailing of 47 letters was sent out in July 2006. Mr. Rangel's staff does not
have a complete set of these letters as mailcd. The staff was able to locate 17
incomplete scans ofthc signed letters alld I signed letter completely scanned.
The staff also found text versions of all 47 letters. The letterhead and text
versions of the letters arc behind Tab B.
• .

In March of2007, three individual letters were sent to Donald Trump, Hank
Greenberg, and David Rockefeller. They are behind Tab C.

•

Four individual letters were found in the system dated from May of 2005. Four
individual letters were found in the system dated from September 2005. One
letter was found in the system dated July 2006. These letters were found after Mr.
Rallgel sent the July 22, 2008 letter and are not referenced in that letter. They are .
all behind Tab D. Though I believe that this represents all of the available copies
of letters sent by Mr. Rangel on this subject, I will continue to work with Mr.
Rangel's staff to locate any additional letters and will immediately provide you
with any materials we find.

The binders for the July 24, 2008 letter contain an article from the New York Times,
lease documents for apartment I 6N-P, lease documents for apartment 16M, lease documents for
apartment IOU, and a letter from Mr. Rangel to Chainnan Donald R. McGahn of the Federal
Elections Commission.

I hope yOll find these documents helpful. We look forward to wotkingwith you and
providing you with any additional information you need.
Very truly youts,

4r~
Lanny J. Davis

Enclosure
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Hon, Stephanie Tubbs Jones, Chair
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S, House of Representatives
RoomHT2
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairwoman Tubbs Jones:
I am writing to ask the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
to determine whether I may have inadvertently failed to comply with the
House Ethics Rules regarding the use of congressional letterhead.
I will summarize the facts that I believe to be indisputably true here. My
attorney will follow-up this letter with a more detailed factual recitation and
to verify all the facts as asserted below:

I. In 2004 I joined in discussions with officials at the City College of New
York (CCNY) regarding the creation of a Center for Public Service at the
college which is located in my congressional district in Harlem, New York.
The decision to name the center the ;'Charles B, Rangel Center for Public
Service at the City College of New York" was made by the Board of
Trustees of the City University of New York at the request of CCNY's
president, Gregory H. Williams.
2. The purpose of the Center would be to attract young people from
diverse racial and economic backgrounds to learn about public service and,
perhaps, to pursue a career in public service. I agreed with this worthy
public purpose and was honored to agree to have my name associated with
it. I was also honored to agree to deposit all my congressional and state
legislative papers over the last 40-plus years, housed in a library that would
serve as a trove for research and understanding the events, issues, and
people involved during my years in public service, critical years of our
nation's history.
1)1(1.1fllcr O~Flr.1l

c

16,'We"1'H!51ti$l1lEJ;.7
tJEV, YOfll(., NY 10027
T~lapuQN~'; 12121 663-3aOO
FAll;121216t>H~n
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3.
I agreed initially to assist CCNY by supporting congressional
appropriations for the planning phase of the project and was successful in
doing so, securing fully transparent earmarks of $1.9 million in the 2007
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education appropJiations bill and
approximately $700,000 in the 2007 Housing and Urban Development bill.
These appropriations were consistent with the legislative purposes of the
programs for which they were funded.
4. I also agreed to facilitate bringing together with CCNY executives,
including President Gregory Williams, leaders of charitable foundations,
companies and business leaders in the New York City area as well as
several business leaders who I knew personally. I did so by mailing a total
of approximately 100 letters on my congressional stationery dated June
2005. These letters were addressed to private family and corporate
foundations [Attachment A]. In July 2006, approximately 47 follow-up
letters were sent to a portion of the original mailing [Attachment B]. In
March 2007, I sent three letters to long-standing personal friends who arc
committed to philanthropy [Attachment C].

S. As you can verify from the attachments, none of these letters made any
reference to or in any way solicited financial contributions to the Center.
They all sought meetings to encourage "dialogue" and discussions
conceming this project with leaders of CCNY, including President Gregory
Williams, and to provide additional infomlation about my vision for the
Center.
6. There has never been, is not, and never would be any personal financial
gain to me or my family from the successful completion of the Center.
7. So far as I am aware, none of those whom I wrote had any pending
requests into my office, lobbied me regarding any legislation before my
committee, or asked me for assistance on legislation in which they had a
special interest.

Elii'llin'
Exhihit
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Was my hope that these meetings would result in making financial
donations to this important proJect with such an important public. purpose?
Of course. But I genuinely believed that by not soliciting or making any
reference to donations using my congressional letterhead and merely
facilitating meetings to discuss this project, I was not violating House
Ethics Rules concerning the use of congressional letterhead. I believed this
even if, as a result of such meetings, donations were obtained for what I
regarded to be an important project with a public purpose not only locally
but nationally.
I also believed, rightly or wrongly, that it was in the public interest and tllUS
"official," not "personal" business, for me to facilitate these meetings and to
assist CCNY in completing this important new public institution and,
therefore, congressional letterhead was appropriate for such a purpose.
So assuming the truth ofthe above facts, which I am prepared to veriry, and
any other facts or questions that the Committee deems to be pertinent,
which I will most expeditiously supply or respond to, my two questions are:
1. Were these letters in violation of House Ethics Rules, given that there
was no solicitation for funds contained in any of the letters?

2. Even if there was a reasonable inference that at the meetings requested
in these letters, CCNY officials or I would ask for donations to assist
completion of the Center, were these letters for the purposes of "official"
House business, since they had a public purpose and benefit to assist in
completing the Center--or should they be deemed for personal and non"official" business, and thus, a violation of Honse Rules?
Whatever your answer to these two questions, as a senior member of
Congress, I believe a clarification of this rule under these facts and
circumstances would be helpful to all members.

CSOC.CBR.00030317
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Of course, if I inadvertently violated House Rules, I am prepared to trust
the Committee's judgment and accept its findings.

I would appreciate your most comprehensive review and expeditious reply
to my request for advice.

CBRJem
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June 13, 2005
Leon Panetta, Director
New York Stock Exchange Foundation
11 Wall Street
New York City, NY 10005
Dear Mr. Panetta:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City college of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers .in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rieh
tapestry of eul tures,
fai ths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, accordi.ng to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commi.ssion's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women who
occupy the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
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minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
eIT~raced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and months.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR:gad
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June 13, 2005
John L. Damonti, President
The Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
345 Park Avenue, 43rd floor
New York, NY 10154
Dear Mr. Damonti:
I
am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared

vision

and

commitment

to

pu.blic

service}

to

share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public Career I have
beHeved in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
pUblic
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaldng community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation.

I

am

asking

you

to

join

me

in

the

creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare yOW1g people presently
underrepresented
in public
careers in public service.

life

to

pursue

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of ohange.
It: will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks a
months.

CBR:gad
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June 13, 2005
Ivan G, Seidenberg, Chair
The Verizon Foundation
1095 Avenue of the Americas, Rm. 3200
New York, ~~ 10036
Dear Mr, Seidenberg;
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service f to
share news of an initiative with a potential

that has me quite excited, The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create

the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for

education

and

training

for

careers

in

public
service
for
the underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center

and my pride in the decision
University to name it for me,

of

the

City

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunit.y
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. r am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.

Today, non-whites make
nearly thirty percent
of the US population.
,according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minori ty groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of. change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my congressional
colleagues how best to move 1;:his idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and m ths.

~7t7a!
~rG.rles

.

B. ang 1/
Member of congrest

CBR:gad
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June 13, 2005
Erica Hunt, President
Twenty~First Century Foundation
271 W. l25th Street, Suite 303
New York, NY 10027-4424
Dear Ms. Hunt:
I am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for nle.
As you know, throughout my public career r have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking communi t}, that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faith!?,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are aa a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public polioy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission 1 s 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City college of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working en public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring wieh my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and m
hs.

CBR:gad
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June 13, 200S
Colin Greer, President
The New World Foundation
666 West End Avenue, Suite l-B

New York, NY 10025-7357
Dear Mr. Greer:
I am wri ting to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service( to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
university of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for oareers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm

for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diver.sity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all·with the goal of achieving a
policymaking conununity that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
~Dtivate and
prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the us Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of. New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparallel~d history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that thOSe who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debat.e.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations proces,s and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and
ths.

CBR:gad
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June 13, 2005
Dianne J, Daniels, Program Director
The Bay and Paul Foundations
17 West 94th Street, 1st floor
New York, NY 10025
Dear Ms. Daniels:
I
am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic communi.ty with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans. to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and trainJng for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
~he d;ecision of the City University to name it
.L.or me.

As you know, throughout my public career I hav.e
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faiths
colors
and
ethnicities that ~ake us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
i

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
the US popUlation. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission'S 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
af
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
pol icy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups,
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of
supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
. help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.

As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issue.s
and studying the polit.ical dimension of change,
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. r request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of t
Rangel
Center concept in the comin weeks a
m nths,
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June 13, 2005
James R. Posner, Ph.D., Chairman
Posner-Wallace Foundation
300 W. lOath Street, Apt. 15-C
New York, NY 10025-0350
Dear Dr. Posner;
I am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service,

to share news

of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excit.ed. The City College of the City
UIliversity of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged student.s the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
mu.st
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faiths /
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great

nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public

sel~ice,

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women who
occupy
the
top
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managerial t
supervisory,
and
pol icy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups twill
, help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
AS you will see from the enclosed presentation,

the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Centor concept in the coming weeks and mo hs.

~rol

~~e
Member
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June 13, 2005
Charlotte Jones Voiklis, Trustee
Crosswicks Foundation
924 West End Avenue, #95
New York, NY 10025
Dear Ms. Voiklis;
I
am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans. to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. r want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University 1:0 name it
for trle.

As yo~ know, throughout my public career 1 have
believed in the special stl'ength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry or
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we ar~ as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public lite
to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the us population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission'S 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase. of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and onths.
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June 13, 2005
Daniel J. Manaoor, President
Clair & Menahem Mansoor Foundation
189 W. 89th Street, Suite 7P
New York, NY 10024-1963
Dear Mr. Mansoor:
I
am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to c1"eate the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
servic:e for the underPrivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the oreation of this Center and my pride in
the dec:ision of the City University to name it
for me.

AS you know throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking commLmity that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
fai the I
dolors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a pUblic policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public: life to pursue
careers in public service.
I

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty perc:ent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission'S 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and pol icy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective ~f our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York: will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a rVluseum, but a
liVin~
institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropr.iations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming w ks an
n hs.
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June 13, 2005
Clarence F. Michalis, Chair
Josiah MacY,1 Jr. t Foundation
44 East 64th Street
New York, NY 10021
Dear Mr. Michalis:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for

education

and

training

for

careers

in

pUblic
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
r want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center

and

my

pride in the decision
to name it for me.

of

thc

City

Unive~sity

AS you know, throughout my public career r have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community t.hat reflects the rich
tapestry of CUltures,
faiths,
colors and
ethnicitiea that make us who we are as a great

nation, I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent

of the US population, Yet, according tc the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting .the
empO\1erment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nat ion
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College'S concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspira~ional aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the city College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
! will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. r request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach tbe donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Ce~ter concept in the coming weeks and months.
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crune 13, 2005
Robert Kravis, Director
Robert Kravis and Kimberly Kravis Foundation
c/o Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Company
9 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Dear Mr. Kravis:
I
am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic oommunity with a shared
vision and commitment to public service l to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careerS in
public
service
for
the
underpri vileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to kno,"", of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my 'public career I have
believed in the special stl:ength derived fl:om
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
mctivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public
life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet., according t.o t.he
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
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the
men
and women
who
occupy the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will oomprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of' New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming
ks and months.
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June 13, 2005
Joan M. Warburg, President
The Bydale Foundation
11 Martine Avenue
White Plains, NY 10606
Dear

MS.

Warburg:

!
am writing to you, as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision

and commitment to public service t

to sharenew8

of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans. to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in

the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of ach~eving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
'
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission 's 20Cl3
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
pOlicy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our di versi ty. 1 have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be al i ve wi th the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
livitig institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center, I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming ,weeks and months.
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June 13, 2005
Leon Panetta, Director

New York
11 Wall
New Yor

tock Exchange Foundation
reet
ity, NY 10005
a:

I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
polIoymaking community that reflects the rich
t,apestry of
cultures/
faiths
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
I

careers in public service.

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds tor the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming eeks and months.
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June 13, 2005
Jack Rosenthal, President
New York Times Company Foundation
229
st 43 d Street
N Yo
10036-3959

I am w iting to you, as a leader in the
corpor e philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to knew of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the ricb.
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the us population,. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory f
and
policy-making
positions in the us Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups f will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College'S concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
liVing institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues bow best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming eeks and mo~ths.

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR:gad
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Dea
I am wri
to you, as a leader in the
corporat.e
ila thropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public aervice, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The city College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Serviee
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for' education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
Univ~rsity to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the ."pecial strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures
faiths
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
I

t

careers in public service.

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the us population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Librat'y 0:1:' a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the comi
weeks and months.

L

ce ely,
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Glen Mead, NY 11645
M~ Mauroon HoI>Idn'

Hopldns

Maurrisn

J,M.R. ea..... J.M.R. Barf<erFoundatfon
Foundation
530 5U1AIJa" 215th Fl.

c_
lawloru:e

Bamett

Lawton""

and_
ea.,aIt

F<IIllldllllon

N_Vorl<. NY 101l36-5101

Mr. lawrence Bamliltt
Lawrence end l$~bel Carnett
Charitable FoundaUon
cJot>l<r, lLP
120 Blool11lngdalo Rd.
W~"" Flo"", NY '0006

Ma.Con>lynoo.

Barrow FOllfluaUon

larl<e

Carolyn

~.Fotll'Idation

do U.S, Trust
114W.47lhSt.

N."Yo!1<, NY 10038
Theodcre&
Ballm

Sizabeth

Rulheoum

CI1>Illable

'Foundation

Ms. EllZabetll Baum

Theodore & RI,!ih Baum
Charitabla Foundation

RelMgel C0nter Mallfng L.lst
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First

Comnarty

ThI)Pbtaham
Abrah.m

AIa_

FDl,lnd~!it:m.

Inc.

AddrJa55
Mr. A!~nda( Abraham
'TI'l" Abrahsm ~olJnda1Ion,

11\0,

c/.6, Strauss A'''''''lJd,
307 51IJ - . 8th Ft.
New YOlk. NY 10016

Mr. f'lohardAbtons
loul~ and A'OI'OT\S Foondatft}n.

Loul,aml
AbIt1I1S

Rlchotd

Inc.

Abi<>""

c/oMallhattan eo.

roundation.

In~

437 Madison Ave,
N$w York, NY 10011
Mr, Danl~l Spltxer

S.m-

DGnlol

111I'AllS

The ASS COOrttable F'ounda.f\on

Ch_lo

850 Pie«nonlAve.

Founda{\an

PIermontl M' 1096B

Mr. m~ph Dolan
Polan

J"",ph

1'heAchell6:FotKlda.llol'l

TheAcheUs
f!ourKlatfoo

7", Ire! Avo.. 4111 FL
NtilwYonc NY10017

Mr. ~wal'd JOMS
Tho Edith & Fill, I\CNlles
MamorlalFund

The Edilh &
Jo...

Edward

F.MAohIIIes
Momonal
Fund

,

c/o JP Momon C1",," 601\1<
345 Fllrl< Avo" 4111 FI.
Now York, NY 10154

M•. """"Cwbortsoo
C~b_

","co

Aoom Fol,mda~Onj Ino.
clo Tho 6",k 0' Now YorI<

Aoom
Foundation,
Inc.

1 WaIISt,28lh1'1.. TaxO.pL
Now York, NY 10.86

Ms, Linda Franclocovfcl1

Franclocovfch

lind.

Tho Afgonak FOl1ndatlon.
TtlaAfgonak , cloU.S.Trust

Founllallon

114W,47t116t.
N... Yorl<. NY 1003.
Ms.F1avi~RobIm!tl:f1

Robinson

Rlk<r

Aovla

_.n

The ~l'IjQle-AcosUno

Th~Panktla

AijO$tino
~ounQaUI;>l1

Ag~I~1<

FoundaliOn

/ 870 U!1l1Bd Natlons P~" No,

ose

....!.

NGwYOI'k I NY '01)'11
Ms.. Susan Rlkar

Rangel Ct:nter Mailing Ust
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First

;t

CDmu.p:nv

roods/P.,.
rae

I

FOJ,Indalion

A rlreS$
Agrllltlk FaodsiPro--Fac
foundatJon
SO UndeR Ooka

P,O, aoxJlO670
flo_r. NY 14600-0070
Ms. Bella Wemer
AH6A,Ino.

W""""r

Sella

AHBA,lno..

cII>-, H_n & Ca"LLP
2 Pali<Ave.. Slo, 1500
Nol!:'NYolt.. NY 1'0016
Mr, Robart

,Josopl1
Weftm'i1ub

RobatL

Alexander
Found,"""
Inc,

W~n!raub

Joseph A!eXDtldet ~u!'ldatlon.

lno.

400 Madison /We. sta•• 90S
New Yorl<, NY 10017

Mr. Salvatore AffIero

1\1_
Sa~",

AifteJraFamiIY
ehll"""l.
FoundaUoo

_

Family Chllrltabl.

FolJl\dallon
2150 I3Imwood Ave,
6uffilJo • NY 14207

Mr. Howard Felson
Felaon

How.rd

rheHtorbOrt
All,,"

Fal,Jndatkm

Th. Horil""AIIGn Fou_

711. ~thAvet
New York, NY 10022-3194

Mr. J~mEls Allwin
ThoAllwiR

A11wln

Jam..

family
FoUnda~Of1

Tho Alwin Family Found.a..

clo AoIos Cap!a!, LLC
375 Parj{Aw" $la. 3401

NawYotl!:j NY 10152
Ms, Meg o'COnno!

O'Qannell

Meg

AlJYn

FoundaUon

I'Jlyrr FaUNJaUon
P.o.SoX22

Sk""...."'.. NY 13162
Mr. Andrew Alper
Alpw FamUy FQufldatlon
Alper

lVIdJOw

AlperFwly

Foondl;1lon

OCRSAsso.;s.,

1COW"1I Sl" 11111 Fl.
NQwVorl\, NY 10005

Mr. G.o!llay Blbl.
Bible

-BY

All!1afund,
Inc,

AlItUl Fund, Inc.
120P.rl<A\<o,

Rangel Centor Moiling Llst
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First

Com n anll

I.DWeIT

F-S11

Address
New Yorl<, NY 10017·5S92
Mr. Rartd21ll WfIl$enbwJgsr

ihaA[tlJs

We1sanbufQB
r

Randa"

Mintz

PhlUp

Amicus
FoundatIon,
In.

sung

Th<>G.C.
Andersen
Family
fOl.lndal1rm

"""Fund,
Ino.

The AlbJs OllQ Furo:f, Inc.
r:J1J Randall R. Weisenburger

437 M6dls~m Ave., QlJ:l Ft
Noll' Yorl<. NY 10022-7001
Mr.PhUlpMint/;

Amicus Foundatton, fnc,
29W.3tlthst.

N.wYorl<, NY 10018

Mr. SunG AndlU$Ol'l
Andersen

The /le, AndelStln Family
FoundatIOn
1050 FlttI1 Ava.• Apl SF

NBW Yo<\<' NY 1oo2lJ.<l14O

-

Josephine

SaJ\UllX}illO

Josoph

Ms. Joseph""'_
The FrankJ.
AnIUn

FotJnda1Jon

The FmnkJ. Mttm rllUOOatiM
100 Crossways Pari< W.. Sle.
205

WoodbUlY, NY 11787
Mr. Joseph Santansdo
AlWHoli

Foundallon,
Inc.

AI1<oIlHoilFOUtldotJon,I"'"
P.o.l3odlp

J.AJon

Mr. Pater Aron
J. Amn ChBrltabte FOUndatI0fl 1

Canahl;ltu'Irla j NY 13317-0240

Aron

Pe,",

Charitable

Foundatlon)
In",

Ina.

128

e. Sllih st.. S... 2300

NIiIWYOrk, NY 10022

Mr,Davk.lNnow
The Arono'Jltt Family
p,rr"w

Da¥fd

Ftlundation
Tha/lrorll"J'I1!:Z
Family
rio Welier Amow Momt Co.. Inc.

Foundallon

1114 Ave. of the ArnerlCJls. S(e.
3400
Naw Ymk, NY 10036

Mr. Quldo Goldman
1lto ASOA FQf.ll1dQtton

Goldman

Guid.

ThaASOA
Founr;tat!on

c/o FI",t SpnnQ Coil'.

499 Pari< Ava.. 26th A.
N"", York, NY 10022
Rlcl1..ros

C}'hlhiia

~~~Of

Ms, C)InU1la Richards
Rong"l Oenter MaiUng LIst
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First

Comnanv
NY

Hel

P.OD5/Dll

Htr

Address
The Alan6e FOUlidalJon of NY'
125ParnAIIa,,2,etFl,

NowYor!<,NY10017
Mr, Timothy BamlCett
Barsk<>tt

Thnoll1y

TheAttieus

Foundation

'me A1lk:u; Foundatiol"
102W.51th5L
NswYorK! NY 10019

Mr. MloI1••1MOCOrthy

Avalon Foundmlon

McCaMy

Mrchael

Avalon

Found~~oo

"" aCRo Ass""," U.C
l00WaiSt.,11thFI
NowYor!<, NY 10005

Mr. Roger1la1mlk
f'3hrlk

RtJger

Tho1larmlk
Fou~l"I,

100.

The IJahnil< FouMotlon, lnc.
190 Pine HolloW Rd.
Oyster £3i4Y. NY 11771
Ms, fb;lbln Btown

Brown

_In

l'haRobln
amwn&
c,'Wlo$

The Robin arovm &. CM8ffss
s..1g Family Found.l/On

rio SeRS A!s<m.. u.e

S.oIIgF.miy
Foundaoon
100WoI/ St, 11th FL

Naw YOO<. NY 10005
MI,Ann $allage

s.v""

Ann

TI10
BrownJnglon
FOUf'ldatiOtl

-

The. 8rownlngton A:HJndaUon
"" MoNls 8. MoVllIlIh
1673tdAve.
NowYorl<, NY 10017
Mr. Clyde Brownstone

Wclan&
BrownSlOO9

Olyde

6lho1
&ollJnBtonB

foundation.
Inc.

1.<1,180 & """', flrownsto..
Fo1.fOdatlon,tne,
r.JoW,ClmhawStlsteln, etaL

5555lhAvo.
New York, NY 10017
MI~

arunie

Charles

Chtll'ies Brunl/iJ

Jean!

J.eane. Ctlatles-H. arunla

POUndaUOR

FounQQuon
21 Elm Rod< Road

CIlorl.. H.
!>uol.

SrQ-WlVlll$, NY 10706

au...

-"'-

TllePUI'l\e
Farnill'
Foundaion

Mr, Jamaa. BUl'\(e

The 8Ul1«l ForniII' Foundatlon
do SlDnlngllln Pm,.

RAngel CEtnter MaUlng J..i$'l

£XHI6If
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As!

SchumaCher

FllOl

Janel

Compenlf
Oamahl1In.
J_
founc!aUon

zze,

I

Address
Ms. Janet ScI1tJmach.r
camnn-Jackson FOl.lnd~lIon

I"'" Not for J'roIIt ,,,,litIJU...
i 1 iiastAw.. 3<d Fl.
flOGfleitar, NY 14604
Mr, Pete! Gtlnewa)l

Cone'tJay

Pal.,

Tho

Conewey
family
Foundalkm

Tho COnaway Family

Foundation
010 Goldman Soct1s & Co.
B5 Broad 51., Tax Dept
NIiIWYOrk, NY 10004

Jackson

1-

Mr. HcmCf,( Jackson

eonnama",
Fund

Connemata rund
etoJwnas 0, Mmer & Co,
350 5th Avo.. R 5019
NowYOl1<. NY1011S

Mr, John LIrl....y
The CIUOlm Foundation
Lindsey

J<>hn

Tt1eCl>t,oim

Foundation

oto lIS_I
114W.47lt1st

NaWYOl1<. NY 10036
The
Community

Smith

Stls..

""'$usanSmUll
The Communfty Foundation of

Foundailon of i-Jetkimet & OnaldaCoul1tJes,
In<:.
OI1Elids
270 GSl'\asee st,
HDl'kfmera

Countiea, Inc,

UUoa, NY 13592
Ms. Emll'e Corey

The Corey Fovndation
Corey

~mlie

The Corey

Fouooatioo

C/a M. Corey

2 eofombus Ave., S~, 35
""" Vorl<, NY 10023
Mr. Nelson $;;haenen, Jr.
Schaenen, Jr.

_n

MacDonald

Robert

O:lmp<l1JW
Foundal.lol1,
Ltd.

"""'""uw foundation, 1Jd.
e.

Strauss AssoC$., Ltd.
307 5th Ave.. 661 Fl.

do

NewYorlcNY10016
CtMlilhavJ

CO!pOIllllon

Mr. Robert PMoOorlilld
Cranshaw Corporation

Rangol Canter Mailing l..lst
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1 201
lD.st

Flrol

l!~

Address
c/o Whltla and Case,l..lP
1165P.ve, ofth~ AmericaS. Ste.

CcmPMV

34<1'
New York, NY 10036
Ms, M.nlYn CUnnilt
CuMiIt

Marilyn

Cu"~~"""'1ly

Cunnlff

Fund

01. Ruano CunJ1lff & Co•• I""
757 5lh AI'<>., Sle. 4701

Fomllyl'und

NewYorn, NY 10153

Mr. O,vld Malkln

M_

FIlOm_M. D'AgostillO
FoUfldallon

F11om8naM.
Dovld

D\OOO'llno
Foundation

Il50 Sol Avo•• 32nd Fl.
N6'W York l NY 10022
Mr. illl MoKoo
Tlw DavenpoMfatcn
FOt,lndallon

Tho

McKee

811

o_npo<!.
Hatch
Foundatton

010 FO<lI Trust Co.
1E:astAvc.

Roches"". NY 1463B
Mf.Gar;HattBrn

OeutGche

Hattem

Gafy

So""

M1ert_

F"",,",,1ion

Deutsche. atlnk Arn~
FOundation
60 Wall strept. NYC60-2flO

i

I

NowYorI<,NY 1000fi

McO::r...ve1l

Jay

Mldam and
ArIh\Jr
D/omolllJ
Chantable

TIua!

Mr. J~'t McOoweff
MIriam and M/'lUf' Diamond
Charilabt~

Trust

c/O Cadwalader
1QO MBldeh t..n.,$tfI. 308
NI;IwYol1o; NY 10038

Mr. aGlny DUter

TI'IQOIDa.,·
von

OWer

8arl\'

Furstanburg
Family
FQundaUon

The Dllfar~lIOn FtJrst£InbuJg
F!lII11lyFoundatlon
cJo Pa\rle\a Doudna. Erml81
Yo\Ulll

787. 711 Ave.
N!$w Yo*. NY 10019
Mf. Mlehlllltl Dotle'l....2ln

I

Donovan Foundation

Donovsn

Mlcl1aol

Donovan
Foundellcn

do M1"""01 Donovan
1040 5th AVQ., $ta. 2A

New York. NY 10028

R~ngel Ceoter Mailing Ust
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"""I
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Comnany

Address

Mr. Jonn Damor>tf
Th.8IIstO~

Damonti

John

MyereS<\ulbb

Tho at1$'M\4J'~" Squibb
RJUl'!datlon

rounaaaon

345 Part<Ava" 43r<l A,

71M_

Mr. 1'$1 SeJdanbul'O

N.wYor!<, NY 10134

seidOflbuIll

1-

FOllndi!l1lor.

T;~

Ver1%on Foundation

1095 Avenue oftl"lll\Amerioas,

Rm.320D

NowYol1<,NY10035

Hum

,....nty·F!rel

Erica

c.nlury

F""nd8!Ion

Ms-. Ertca rtum
Twenty.-Flfflt C8nlllW Foundation
271 W.1UiIhSt, SUn.S03
NewYorl<, NY 100$7
Mr.CollnG~r

Gl'{ler

DanIsIs

Collo

"lha""""

Worid
F_OiM

1'he 6ay and
Olanne

Paul
FO\lnd-a50ns

1"tl& NI!SWWorid Foundatkln
866Wast end Avf.l", Sulle 1·S

_York, NY 'DOO5-7357
Me:. olanfle Oanle1&
The hy ar'ldPauI Foundn!iOf1s
17W.$41h St., 1st Fl.
N<>wYo,~,

~ner

.lIlIn<>a

PosnerWa""",
Fot.JndaUon

NY 10025

Or, Jemd PPSM!
Posnel"Vi.'aUaoo Foutlda~O('l
SOOW.100lhSI.,Ap' ,5-0
NowYorl<,NY'~

Ms, Char\crtl(j volkJ1h,
Voikll.<

Charloilll

CrOSS\<IIc1<s

Found.!ltion

croSS'.\lIt:ksFoul'ldaum
924 w... End Ave..il95
.~""Yorl<. NY 100l!5

Mr.:Danla! Meosoor
Clo~&

Man$ot'JI'

Daniel

Manalu!m
Man<oO!

Foundation

01';,& Mfo'lllhem_r

Foundation

'IlllW,ll9lhSl.,SuIta7P
NawYoil<. NY1oo:l4-1963

Mr. C1ar MloI1llls

Mlchal1s

C1alr

JosJah MaO\'.
Jr_

Jot;.l8ti Maw. Jr., FblJn<:IaOon

FOUndatbn

44 E. 64thSt

Robertt\t8\il.s
and Klmblilf1y

Mr, Rob4ilrt Krav13

NewYorl<. NY 10021

""'' ' '

""bert

f<nloAs

~bart

1<'1'3\4& and Kll.nbelly

Kt'avls rotl1\dallon
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First
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Nil

P 011/011

H17

Address

Foundation

oJo Kohlbo<g Kra.... Rob""" '"
COmpany
9W,57lhS1.
NawYoI!<. NY10010

Ms,JoanWSJburg
W_

P.-

JoM

The Bydzla FQW"ldation

ThoByd.19
F"tmd~

11 Mal1ine Ave.

W\lllO PI9l00, NY 10601>
Mr. Leon Pa!l0\lll
_Now

Leon

Tho NawYO,k SIOGk ","",,,,,go
F"""dallon

YQII<SlC<l<

Exelmng.
Foundation

11 W"'ISt
N"",yoll<, NY10005
Mr. Jack ROSf.lnfual

I

I

Ro.....ll1.1

Jad<

NewYol!<
1lrn<s
C<>m""ny

Naw Yori( Thnoo Oomplill'\}l

Foundalton
22eW,43n1st.

Founctatlon

Now Vorl<, NY 1~S-S0511
Mr, sY stem"""

NewYorl<

St\mIllllm

Sy

NewYor~

l.IIo
FOllrnl.lIon

'1

l.IIo Foundation

lj1 MadisOn /We., s"" 60+
NowYwk, NY 10010·11>55
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CHAHLES B. RANGEL

Is.l"r...:,.. r.~~$l<"'''''t (.",ml'"
N"",Ynll.

Mtbl!N,B'UIIIRHI

(!Congress of tfJe Willttel:J ~tates

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

J!,louzc of l\eprczcntatlilc15

WAYf; ANO MEANS

MS. vIVIAN E. JONeS
GlS1~~:T Al>MlN,S11\.<11QR

mmIn51JinUton, il)(( 20515-32\5
!'i.t"Sfm$I'O"O·C
ntOXo':W,c><H,

Mr. AleXimder Abn~ham
The Abraham Foundation, Inc.
c/o B. Slrauss Assoc, Ud,
307 5th A venue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
July 26,2006

Dcar Mr. Abraham.

I am writing you. as a lc'H.ler in the philanlhl'Opk'; comnmni'ty wilh a shnred vision ~mu
c:ollunilrnent to public service, 10 provide Il~WS of an initiative with a pott'lltial ([tal htlS me
quite excited. The Ciiy College oCtile CilY Cniversity orNe\v York hus crenJed the Chartes
B. Rangel Centcr for Public Se-rvice 10 provide an oppo!'tunity for education and lruining
for careers in public service for the underprivileged stLldents the college has !n-Hlillonally
served, I want you to knO\v of my pcrsolH11 interest in and enthusiasm for the ~~rt:ation or
this Center and my pride in the decisiol1 of the City University to naille it form~.
Throughoul my puhlic career I have believed in the spl:.'cial strength derived from our racial
llnd ethnic diversity. I believe that we <lS lawmakers and elect.::d public. ofricials must lead
in assuring lhntoPl)OrtunilY For public servic·e be made ,tvnilable to all \vlth the goal of
achieving a policy nmking coml11unity th~ll reneets the ri(~h tapestry of cultures, faitlls,
colors HIlt! cthnicilies th~lt make us who we Hrc Wi a grenl tUItion. J :ml asking you to join
me in the creation of a public po.u.cy ccntcrt!1,1l will motivate ltlld l~rcpHre young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in puhlic service.

Today, non.-whites make tip nc:arly thirty percent of the US population, 'r'ct, ilrcording to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003- report on the federal \Vot'ktnrce, only] 3.81 (Yo of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Fedcrnl gOV(:l11111Cnl ,\I'e l1iC'lnbcl's of minority grottp:>. And by 2050,
mini1rlty groups in Ow US \\'ill c0111prisc mon.:: than 501.';11 of our population.

'file Charles 8. Rangel Center ill the CilY College orNe\\" York, a school in the most
ethnic;).lly diverse city in Ollr nHtlon and with lltlllilparallekd
the
empowcrmenl ofimmigranl ethnic groups, will help to ensure that
mllion will be rclloctivc or our diversity. lhave cllllmlccli the
will allow n1C to !o(';,tIC the inspinlliolH;l CtsptX:iH or my k'gucy in my
community.
As yOll will see fn:nl1 the enclosed presenlation. the Rungel Center at th~ City ('oll"g" nl'
New York will he alive '~'lth the work or scholars and ;;;t\ldj~!H~ working on puhlic
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CHA.RLES B. fV\NGEt
lI:i''''C(I"nnESlU;:",.,.!l'''''''~-I·

NrwYoRl<

WAYS AND MF.ANS
l\A."I'IOIWMU;WE~

\!COHgress of tbe \!1:lniteb ~tates

JOINT COMMITTEE ON 1,\XATION

"AS VNI.\111 L JONES
!)1~"l'in

... ot~lf'lI;'lRAf()f\

J!)OIlSC of l\cprcsCllllltibeli
mnslJington, l:BqJ; 205t5-32t5

Mr. Daniel Spitler
The ABS Charitable Foundation
850 PiemlOnt A venue
Piermont, NY 10968
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Spitzer.

I am wriling you, as a leader ill the philanthropic community with a shan-;(l vision iUld
cOll1mltment to public servIe-e, to provide 11C\"'$ oran inillativc ",·-ith a potential thai has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has crested the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide nn oppt'lrtunity j()r education J;l!u! inllning
lor careers in public scr\'ic<.': for the undCIlJrivilegcd students the college has trutlilionally
served. I want you to know of my persona! interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision oflhe City University to Dumc it for me.
Tlu'oughout my public career 1 have believed in the :-;pecial strength derived fhm1 our l'<.Icial
<'Inc! ethnic diversity. I bdicve.l!uH we as lmvmakcrs. and elected public onieials must Je[td
in assuring that opportunity for puhlic sefvice be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects lhe rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnidtles thut make ljS who we are as ll. great naLlon. 1am asking you to join
me in the crcation or a public policy center thai willmotivutc and prepare young people
presently tmdcm:prescntcd in public life to pursue careers in public scrv[(;C".

Today, nUll-whites make up nearly thirty percenl of the US population, \'ct, according to
lilt: Equal 0pPol'tunity Commission's 2003l"cport on the ledcral workforce. only 13.81%; of
the men and women who occupy the top l11atHigcrial. supervisory, and policy-making
positions in tIle US Federal government arc members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50'>h of our population.
The CJmrlcs B. Rangel Centef in the Cily College ofNi,:'w
ethnically diverst: city in om nntion ,md wilh an unpmallclcd
crnpnwenne.n! of iml1ligrnnl ethnic groups, will heip to CllSUI'l' Ihm
notion \\'111 be t'ctleclivi;' or our
1 have embraced the College's
wil) allow Ole to locate the
U!;pccts of my legacy in my home
community.
As you will see fromlhc enclo:::ed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and SlllclcHtS \\'orking on
issues and studying Ihe political dinH:.'llsion of chnngc. It is not \l Libnll")' Of
living instilution brimming with idc,lS ~md stimulating dcbiltC.
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NIL Joseph D()lan

The Achclis FOUJ1(lutIOll
767 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor
Now York, NY 10017

.July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. DoJan,

I am writing you, ~iS a leader in the philanthropic connnunity\vith a shared vision and
com.mitmc11t to public scrvk.e, to provide news 01'(111 injti<~ti\'c with a potential that }ws me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
rar careers in public service for tbe underprivileged students the t.:ollege bas lrmlitionally
served. I want yOll to know of my personal interL"St in 2nd enthusiasm for the- creation 0 f
tbis Center and my pride in the: decision oflhc City Univ(-;rsity 10 namc it Cor me.
Throughout my public career J have believed in the spcci<ll strength derived from om racial
and ethnic diversity. r helieve that we a~ lawmakers and elected public ol1kials must lead
in assuring that opporwllity for public service he made llvailable to all \vllh the goal of
achieving a policy making -community that reneC1S the rich tapesl!"y or clllt(lr~s. 111iths.
colors and ethnicilies that make liS who we arc as 1.\ great nation. I Hm asking yOll to join
me in the cn~atiol1 of a public policy centcr that will mOlivate :;Inti prepmc young people
presently Undel'fCpreSC1ltcf] in public Ji[" to Plll'SUCCl\rCCrS in public service.
Today, non~whitcs make np nearly thirty percent ofttle US population. Yet, according 10
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 repol1 on the federal workibrcc. only 1J.&! IY;l of
the 111en and warnen who occupy the top tlWllllgCl'lnl, .'iupcrvisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govcl11mcnl are members of minority groups.. And by 2050.
minority groups in the US wilt comprjs~ more than 50% of our population.
The{'har1es B, Rllngel ('enter in the City College ofNe\\! \'01'11:., a school in the most
ethnicilily diverse city in our nation .and with an unparalleled hi5tory ofsuppol1ing the
empowerment of immigrant etlUJic groups, will help lo ensure that thol:lc \VflO run our
Hillinn will be rc!1cctive o(ollr diversity. I have embraccd the College's conc~pt because it
will illlow me to locale the inspiratiollal11sp('\:ts of my legacy in my home Harlem
conmmnity.

As you wUl sec from the cnch.1scd preselltation. the R<:lllgel Center ,ll the City College or
\:ew York \vitl be alive with the \:vork of scholars imd sllldents v"'mking on
policy
i~sues and studying the !Jolititul dimension of change. It is!lm
living Institution hrimming \villl ideas 11lld stinlul<l11ng (kblltC.
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Mr. Salvatore AJtlem
Alnero Family Charitable Foundfltion
2 J 5U Elmwood A venue

Bliflalo, NY 14207

Jlily 26, 2006

Dear Mr. AlI1ero,
I am writing you, a..<;; tt leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
c011111lJtmcnt to public ~crvice, to provide news of an initiative with a poti,;ntial thai h\.ls me
quite excited. The City College of tile City University of New York hus created the Charles
B, Rangel Center tor Public Service to provide un oppol1lmily for education and training
for c·areers in public service fot' the unckrprivilcged students the college has traditionnlly
served.l want you to know afmy personal interest ill and enthusiasm for the cre.ltlon of
this Center ~md my pride in the decision of the City Univer~hy to name it for me,
Throughout my public career I have believed in the specinl strength derived from oUt' racial
and ethnic diversity. I helkve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead

in assuring that opportunHy for public servt...:c be made ~lV.lilable l() all with the goul of
achieving 11 policy making community that rcnccts the rkh lapestry ofcuhmcs, f;·liths,

colors and elhnictlies that Illake liS who we arc

U,':J

a great nation, [ mn asking you to join
prepare YOllng people

me in the crc~1tion ora public policy center thul win motivate and

presently undclTcprcscnlcd in public

lif,~

10 pursue ca.reers in public $CrVlcC_

TodIly, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US pOjJltlatl<,.Hl. Yet, accon.ling to
the Equal Oppornmily Commissir1111s 2003 report on the tbdcral \VOl"kfol'cc, only 13.81%, of
the mell and \-"'umen who occupy lhe top managcrhil. supervisory, nlld policy-making
positions in the US Federal government Ufe members ofmitlol'ity groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will cOll1pri~c morc than 50(J.!fl of our population,
The Chnrlcs B, Rangel Centcr in the City College of New York, u schot)'1 in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history ofg,upporting the
empowerment ofimmlgmnt ethnic gl'OUpS: will help to ensure that lhosc \vho run our
nation will be t'eflectivc of our diversity. I have cmbl'l.1ccd the College's concept bCCallse ii
will allow me to locate the InspirutionnJ ilSpccts of my legacy in my home H~rlcm
community.
As you will sec from the enclosed presentation, the Rungel Center at the City College of

N(,\w York will be alive with the work of scholars and stlldt.'IHs working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimen::don ofchange. It is not a Library or MllscHm. but a
living institution brimming with ideas and ;;tlmlilaling dehate,
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Mr. Jame.') Allwin
The AHwin Family Foundation
010 Actos Cap;lal, LLC
375 Park Avenue, Suite 3401
New York, NY 10152
.July 26. 2006
Dear Me Allwin.
I ,1m writing you, l:JS a leader in the philanthropic cnmmllnity with a shared vision mId
commitment to pubiic service, to provide news of an initiative wlth fl potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York IHlS created the Charles
B. Rangel Center ror Public Service to provide un opporlunity ror education and training
for careers in public service rOl' the underprivileged stu{lcnts the college has lruditionally
served, I want you to know ormy personal interest in and enthusiasm for the crcution of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived fnml Oll!' mciai
and ethnic diversity. t believe that we as InWITItlkcrs and elected public ofl1cials must lead
in assudng that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy I1mking community thaI reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we arc as a great nation. l am asking you to join
me in the creation ofa puhlic policy center that will motivate and prepare young pCGi)!e
presel1tly underrepresented in public life 1'0 pursue c~lrccrs in public service.
Today, non-whites rnake up nearly thirty percent of the l)$ pO!)lllntion. Yet. according to
the Equal Oppofmnity CommL'Isionls 2003 report on the federal workfOl'cc, only 13,81 % uf
lhe men and women who occupy the lOp managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are lnembcrs of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority 1"t fOUPS in the US will comprise more thalt 50% of our populution.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College orNew York, a school ill tile most
L"thnically diverse dty in 0111' nalion and with un llllIHlraHeled history of supporting the
empowerment ofimmigrant ethnic groups. will help to ensure lh~lllhosc \Ollllo run our
nutian will be reflective arOUT diversity, I hnvc cmbrnced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the illspimlional aspects of my legucy in IllY hOl1lcHurlclll
community.
As you will sec fiul11 tIlt: enclosed pre8ent~ltion, the Rangcl Center at the City College of
New York win be alive wi~h the work of;.;choll'lfs and students working on public. policy
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Ms_ Meg O'Connell
Allyn Found,,!ion
1',0, Bo, 22
SkaneAteles, NY 13152

July 26, 2006
Dear Ms, O'Connell,
I am writing you, as a leader in the phibmthropic coml11unity with a s.hared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of rul initiative \vith il potential that hilS me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. R!l11gel Center for Public Service to provide un Of)portunity for C(lllcatiotl and training
lor careers in public service for the undclllrivifeged students the college has traditionally
served, 1 want you to kn(lW ormy personal interest in and enthu,,'iiasm for the crcmion of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public carter f have believed in the special strength derived f1'Om

Out

mcial

and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as i(lWI11~lkcrs and electw!)Llblic officials must leml
in assuring thm oppottunltylor public service he made available to all with the goul ()f
achieving a policy making community that reOects the rich. tapestry of cultures. faiths,
colors and elhllicities that make us who we nfe as a great nation. I am asking yOli i.O join
me in the creation ora public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
pl'escntly undcrrepre:icntcd in public life to pursue careers in puhlic service.
non~whites make up nearly thirty I)crccllt of the US population, Yet, a.ccording to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal work loree., only 13,81 1Yil of
the men and Women who occupy the top managerial, sHpervisory, and pollcy"·ll1l1king
positions in the US Federal governmem arc members of minority groups, And by 2Ci50,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% afol.lr population.

Today,

The Charles 11, Rangel Ccnlerin the City College orNew York, a school in the mast
(~lhnically d.iverse city in our nation and with an llllpanllJclcd history of supporting the
cmpowcnnent of immigrant ethnIc groups, will help to ensure that those \\(110 Hill our
natiol1 will he reflective afour diverSity. I bHVC emhraced the College's concept because it
will aJ!ow me to locate the inspirational aspects ormy legacy in my horne l-farlem

community.
As you will see from tbe enclosed prest:ntation, the Rangel Conier at the City College or
New York will be alive with the work or scholars Hod students wt)rking on public policy
issues and studying the p()litical dimen~io]) of change. It is \lot Ii Library or Museum, but a
living institution hrimming with ideas and stimulating d0batc.
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Mr, Andrew Alper

Alper Family Foundation
DCRS Associates
100 Wall Street, lith Floor
New Yol"!<, NY 10005
July 26, 2006

Dear Mr, Alper.
I am writing you. as a leader in the phi lllnthropic community with a shared Vision ~ll1d
commitment to public servicel to provide news of an initi.ativo with a potential that has me
quite excited, The City College orthe City University of New York has created the Charles.
B. Rangel Center lor Public Service to provide un opportunity for education and tmining
fol' careers in public service for the underprivileged students the ~ollege has twdilionnHy
served_ I want you to know ormy personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision ot't\1c City University to nlllne it lor me,
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, l believe that we us lawmakers and elected public oft1cials must lead
in assuling that opportunity for public service be made available to (\11 with the goa! of
achieving a pollcy making community that reflects the rich tapc..'>try of cultures, faiths.
colors and ethnicitics that make us who we arc us a great nation. I am asking you to joirl
me in the creation of a publlc policy center that will motiyate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented In public life to purSllC careers in public service,
Today. non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US popUlation, Yel, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commissionls 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial. supervisory, and policy~m.aking
positions in the US Pcderul government m:e members of minority groups. And by 2050,
millol'lty grollps in the US will compris.e more than 50% of Olll' population.

The Charles B, Rnngcl Center in the City College QfNcw York,:.I school in the most
ethnically diverse city in OUT nallon Hnd with an unparalleled history of SLipporting the
cmpowemlcnt of imrnigmnt ethnic groups, will help to ensure that lhose who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. [have cmbmccd the College IS concept bcc.:.mse it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community,

As you will see ti:om the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Cenler at the City College of
Nc\y York will be alive with the work of scholars and students wnrking on public policy
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Mr. Joseph Santangelo
Arkell Hall Foundation, Inc.
1'.0. Box 240
Canahoharic, NY 13317-0240

July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Santangelo,
I am writing you, tiS Hleader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potenthll that has me
quite excited. The City CoJJcgc of the City Ui.liversity of New York hus created the Charlo£'
B. Rangel CC11lcr for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in ,public service for the L1nderprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and enthushlsm for the creation of
this Center find my pride in the decision of tbe City University to name it for me,
Throughout my public career I lHlVC believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that wc as lawmakcrs and clected public officials must leud
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made l\vailuble to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that rel1ects the rich t<~pcstry of cultures, faiths.
colors and ethnicities thalll1akc tiS who we arc as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public Ii fc to pursue careers in pUblic service.
TodaY,llon-whitc5li1akc up nearly thirty !)crcent of the US poplliation. Yet, according to

the -Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the tcdcml workforce, ollly 13.81 % of
the men and wornen who occ-upy the top managerial, supervisory. and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govemment are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise morc than 50% of our population.

The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNt.w York, it school in the mo..",t
cthnicaHy diverse city in om nation nnd with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of il'nmignml ethnic gro\lPS~ will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective afoul' diversity. I have cmhmccd the Collcgcls concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ormy legacy in my home Harlem
community,

As you will see 0'0111 the enclosed presentation, the Rangel CenteI'.at the (,ity College or
New YOI'k will be alive with t110 work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues imd studying the poHticall.Jil11CllSion of change. It IS not a Lilmuy or lvhIS(~UI11, hut a
living illslitutionbril1l111ing with idQHS ;lnd stlmu](ltllig debate.
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MR. Cynthia Richarda
The Atlantic Foundation of New York
J 25

Park Avenue, 2 Lst Floor

New York, NY 10017

.fllly 26, 2006
Dear Ms, Richards.
[ am writing you, ns a leader in the phihmthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential Ihm has /110
quite. excited, The City Col1cgc afthc City University of New York has crertted the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. [want you to know army I)crsnnal interest III and emhusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decisiQn of the City University to mUllC it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived fi'om our racial
Hnd ethnic diversity. i believe that we as lawmakers and elected public orficiuls must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made availnble to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reficcts the rich tapestry of cultures, tilitbs,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we .arc as <l- great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
preselltly undern.·presentcd in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Tc)day, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
1he Equal Opportunity Commissionls 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managcriul, supervisory. nnd

po1icy~mnkjng

positions in the US Federal govell1meot are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population,

The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College orNew York, a school in the most
clhnically diverse city in our nation and with alluuparnllclcd history ofsupponing {he
cmpowcnncnt ofirl1mignmt ethnic groups, will help to ensure tll111 those who run our
nation witl be reflective of OUl' diversity, I have embruced the Collegels concept bec •.Hlse it
will allow me to locate the illspirational aspects of my legacy til l11y home Harlem

commullity.
As you will se-e from the cndoset.j presentation, the Rangel Center al the City College or
New York will be alive with (he work ofscholurs alld students working on public policy
'issues and stuclying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or MUSC\lrll, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and slimull'lting debate.
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Mr. Timothy Barakett
The Atticus Foundation
152 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
July 26, 2006

Deal' Mr,

B~lrakeu.

I am writing YOll, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, t-o provide news of an initiative with a. potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has. traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the cnmti'm of
this Center and my pride in the declsion of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have helieved in the special 8trcngth derived from

Oll]' racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials lnust lcud
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made ~vailablc to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures. faiths,
colors and cthnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation ora public policy c.cnter that will rnotivatc and prepare young people
presently underre\}rcs('.nled in public life to pursue careers in public servlc,e.

Today, non~whites make IIp nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according tu
the Equal Opportunity COll1llTiasi-Onls 2003 report on the federal wOl'kli.1fcc, t'mty 13.8 t %1 of
the l11t,..··u and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and potic'y~mflking
positions in the US Fedeml government are members of minority groups. And by 2050.
min.ority groups in the US wUI comprise more than 50%, of aliI' poptllation.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a s<:hoot in the most
ethnically diverse city in our IUltiDn and with an unparalleled history or supporting the
cmpowemlcnt orimmigrunt ethnic groups, will help to ensure thut those who run our
nation will be renectivc orcur diversity. r have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow l"ne to locate the inspimtionnl aspects of my legacy In In)' home [-ladem
community.
As you will see from the cnclosed presenlation, the Rangel Center ,H the City College of
New York will be alive \vith the work of scholars anti sHtdenls working on public polley
issues: and studying the political dimension of <.:lHUlgC. It is not ~1 Libnlry or Museum, but u
living institution brimming \vith ideas .md slimuillting debllte.
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Mr, Michael McCarthy
Avalon Foundation
c/o I3CRS Associates, LLC
100 Wall Streel, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10005
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr, McCarthy,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to pl'Ovide news OfUD initiative with a potential that has me
quite exci1(~d, The Cily College of the City University orNew York has created the Ch<jrl~s
B. Rangel Comer for Public Service to provide an opportunity for educa1'ioH and training
for careers in puhlic service for the unde'll)rivileged students the college h!\s traditiomdJy
served.! want you

[0

know ormy personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of

this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career 1 have believed in the special strength derived from

~LU'

racial

and ethnic diversity. J believe that we- as lawmakers and elected public om·dais must lead.
in assuring that 0PI)Ortunity for public service be made available to an with the goal of
achieving it policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and etlmicitlcs that make Uil who we arc ns a great mHiort I am asking yOll to join
me in the creation ofa public policy cenler that will motivnte and prep~mJ young people

presently undem~prescnted in public life to pursue careers in public service.
To<lay,non-whltes muke up nCilrly thirty percent of the US populution. Yet. according to
the Equal Opportunity Commlssion1s 2003 re!)ort on the federal \\lorkloree, olily 13.8! 0;0 of
the men and women. who occupy the top ll1amlgcrial, supervisory, and policy-makin~
positions in the US Federal gOl/emment arc members of rninority groups. And by 2050,
minority group.,:> in the US will comprise morc [hun 50% of our population.
The Charles B. R'U1gC] Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our notion and \\'ith an unpmal1ded history of Slip porting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of ow' diversity, ! have cmbmced the College's concept because it
will allow m.c to locate the i11511il'HtionnJ aspects of my legacy in nlY home Hark:m
community.
As you will sec from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College or
New York will be alive with the work ofsclwlurs and stll-l.tcnts working on public policy
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I am pleased to have been able to SCC\lre from the federal g,Wcnll11Cnl grants ill the amoun!
01'$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
1.lppreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice ,md
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, panicularly privute and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to suppOli the educational
program,s of the center. We.~ llrc also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which \vill be rcqi.lired for the exceptional but \U1dcrprivilcgcd stmfents which
will be rocruited to the Center,

1thank yOll fm your cOllsideration and for any future support thal you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City Conege of New York, Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office ol'Development lU1l1lnstitutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butter, whose contact information is listed bel()w,

Rachcllc Butler, Vice President

Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154

New York! NY
Fax:

Email
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Mr. Roger Bnhnik
The Bahnik Foundation, Inc.
190 Pine Hollow Road
Oyster Bay. NY 11771

.July 26. 2006

Deal' Mr. Bahnik\
T am writing you, as a leader in the philu!1thl'Opic cOlllmunity with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, \0 provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite cxcited, TIle City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public SCf'dce to providlj' an opportunity for educ.\tlon and training
fol' careers in public service for lhe ullderprivileged students the college has traditionally
servcrL I want you to know of my personal interest in ~U1d enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in tbe decision of tile City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from Out' rudal
and ethnic divel'sity. I believe that we ns lawmakers and elected public offlGlals must le"d
in as..:>uring,that opporwnity for public service he made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community lhat reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitics that make us who we me as a great nation, i am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy Ccnter that willillotivate and j)l'cprJre young people
presently underrepresented in pUblic life to pursue careers in pubHc set'Vlce.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent oCthe US population, Yet. according to
the Equul OPPOl'tunity Commissionlg 2003 report on the federul workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the lop managerial, supervisory, and po!icy"making
positions in the US Federal government ure members ofm.inority grollpa. And by 2050.
minority groups in the US \'lin comprise more than 50(Yu orom populalion.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation find with an unparallckd history of supporting th(~
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help 10 ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflectiw of outdivel'sity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me- to locate the inspirational aspects Qfmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will sec fr0111 the enclosed prescll!'ltion. the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work ofschotars and students working on pUblic policy
issues and studylng {he political dimension of change, II is nol a Librnry D1' Museul11, but u
living institution brimming wl\h ideas lind stimulating debate,
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Ms. Kate Nohle

Bakel' Charitable Foundation
c/o JP Morgan Chase Bank, Trust Dept.
P.O. Box 31412
Rochester, NY 14603
July 26, 20()6

Dear Ms. Noble,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, ~o provide news of ali initiative with a potential thut has me
quite excited. The City College of the Cit)' University of Nev./ York has created the Charles
B. Rungel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for curccrs in public service for the ullderprivileged students the college has tl'Uditionally
served. { want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in lhe dcchdon nfth~ City University to nHmc it tor me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in lhe special strength dcriv~d from our radal
and ethnic diversity, I believe that we as lawmakcl's and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity foJ' public service be maue available to ull with the goal or
achieving a. policy making (,.'OmlJHmity that reflects the rich tl1pestry of cultures. faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are- os fI great nation, 111m asking yOli to join
me in the creation or a public policy center that will motivate and prepal'C young people
prc..'icntly underrepresented in lmhlic life to pursue careers in public ser.-'icc.
Today, non-whiles make up nC.flrly thirty percent of the US populalion, Yet, according to
the Equal OpPOl'tunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforcc t only 13,8 t f yO of
the men and women who occupy lile top 111uoagerial, supervisory, and policy-mi."lking
positions in the US Federal gove.rt1l11em are members ofJ11inority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups illlhc US '.. . ill comprise more than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in tlw City College ofNcw York, <l school in the most
etlmicallydiverse city in our nation l.llld with an unparalleled history of supporting the
cmpowennCnl ofimmignml ethnic groups, will help to Cllsure that those who run our

nation will he reflective or om diversity, I hnvc elllbraced the CoHcgds concept bCCtlllSC it

will allow me to locate the Illspinttimlal aspecls of my legacy in my home {'larkm
community,

As you will see from the elleloscd pres~nll-l\ion, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive "vilh the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
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Mr. Edward Jones
The Edith & 1','1, Achilies Memorial Funcl
c/o JP Morgan Chnsc Bank
.145 Park Avenue, 4lh Floor
New York, NY 10154
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Jones,
1 rim writing yOll, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vislon and
commitment to pUblic service, to pn)\'id~ l1C\VS OraD initiative with a Imtcntial tll,l! has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University ofNe\\' York has create-dtlle Charles
B. Rangel Center for Publ ic Service Lo provide ,10 opponunity for education and training
for careers in public service few the ull.:le-rprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know army personal lnteresl in and enthusiasm l()f the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to lli\ll1C it fOt'me.
ThroughO\lt my puhlic career 1 have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and cthnk. diversity. l believe that we as lawmakers and elected rHlhlic officiuls mus, lead
in tlsslldng that opportunity for public service be made available!o all with the goal of
achieving n policy making c0l111l1unity tlmt rctlccls the rich tapest!")! of cuil~lrcs, failhs,
colors and etlmicilics that make us who we urc as a great mltioll. 1am asking you to join
me in th(;' creation of" public policy e-enter thut \vill motivate and prepare young people
presently 1I1Hkwepresentcd in public life 10 pllrsue tareers ill public sel'vicc.
Today, non~whites ll'lilke up nearly lhiny percent oflhe US
Yet, according to
the Equttl Opportunity Coml1li~siol1js. 2003 rcp0rl ol1thc
worklorcc. only 13.81 ~/I) of
the men and women who OCClJPY the. lop lmm~\gcrlnL supervisory, and polic.. y-nwking
positions in the US l.;'cdcral gOVC11l1ncnt arc members ofminorily groups. Anti by 20StJ,
minority gl'OUpS in the US w1lJ comprise- nlore Ihan 50% of om population.

The Charles B. Rangel CCllter in the
College ol'Ncw York, a scho<.11 tnthc most
elhnically diverse city in our I1l1tion
\vith un unpN[Ullek-d hislory of supporting tbe
emp~)wermcnt of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who rLm our
I have emhrnct::d the College's
bCCflll5C it
nation will be l'clledive
will Hllow me- to locate the
JSpt.--cts ol'my lcgac.y il1l1ly hDme
community.
As you will sec from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Cenler at th~ Cily College or
New York will be alive with the work ofscholars and students \\-'orking on public policy
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Mr. Howard Fclson
The Herbert Allen Foundation

71 15th Avenue
New York, NY 10022-3194

July 26, 2006

JXlar Mr. Felson,
tam \>"Titing you, as a leader ill the philanthropic comnlllllily with a shared vision and
commitment to public service-, to provide news of an initiative with potential that hus me
quite excited, The City College of the City University of New York has created the etudes
B. Rangel Center ror Public Sen'ice to provide an opportunity for cducntiol1 nnd training
lor can~ers in public service for thc underprivitcgt;:d students the college hHslruditionally
served, I wanl you to kno\\' of my personal interest in and enthusiasm fbI' the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to 11<lnl0 it for me.

,i

Throughout my public Clll'ccr I have believed in the special strength derived from OUf racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public ofticiuls nUist lead
in assuring that QPpol1uIlIty for public service be, made avaihtble l() all with lhc goat of
achieving a poliey making conununity thut reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,

colors and ethnicilies that make us who we urc as a great nation, I ,H1'l asking you to join
me in the crcntion ora public policy center that \\'il1 motivate unu prep,lre young people
preselltly underrepresented in puhlic lite to pursue cnreen; in pUblic service,
Today, non~whites lnake up nearly thirty percent of tile US population. Yel, llccordillg to
the Equal Opportunity Comrnissionls 20m rep,mt on the federal workforce. only 13,81 (!lu of

the men and \VOmCll

\~'h() OCCU~}y

the top managerial, s\lpervisoty, and polity-making

positiolls in the US Federal governmel1t are members of minority group-s, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our populatioll.
The Charles B. Rangel Center il1lhe City College of New York, u school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nalion and \-v;lh an unparalleled history ofsuPllortilig the
empowerment of irnmignllll ethnic groups, wil! help to ensure that lhosc wilt} nin our
l1~ltion will bo rellectlvc of ow' diversity. i h,wc cmbrnced the- Collegr's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational <lSj'H;;Cts army legacy in my home Harkm
COl11t1lllllity.

or

As you will sec from the enclosed prC~Clllation, the Rangel Center at the City College
New York will be alive with the work of sdlOlars and students \\'orking on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change, It is not ,) Library or Museul11. but (.,
living institution brimm.ing wi!h ideas and stimulating; debate.
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Ms. Josephine Alex
The Frank J. Antutl Foundation
100 Crossways Park West, Suite 205
Woodbury. NY 11787

July 26. 2006
Dear Ms. Alex,
J am writing you, as (I leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service~ to provide news of an initiative with a potentiai that has Ole
quite cxdted. The City College ofthe City University of New York hus creatud the Chnrlcs
B. Rangel Cenler for Public Service to provido an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service tor the tmdcrptivilegcd students the college bus trndltionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the crcat.ion of
tlus Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it lor me,

ThroughQut my public career I hnvc believed ill the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. J believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must Jead
in assudng that 0ppo11unity for public scrvkc be made availabJe to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community thut ref1ccts (he rich tupostry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitics that make us who ,vc- ~re as a great nation. I am asking yOll to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that wi!! motJv~He Hnd prcpurc yOlll1g people
presently undclTcprescnted in public litb to pursue cnreers in public service.
Today, non-whites make IIp nearly thirty percent of the US population, Yet, accordIng to
the Equal Opportunity C0l1l1nission 1s 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of'
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory. and policy~t11aking
positions in the US Federal government are members of minorlty groups. And by 2050.
m-ino!'ity groups in the US will comprise more than 5lYYa of our population.
The Charles R Rangel Center in the Cily College of New York, u school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation lInd with iut unp'U"IlHelcd history ofsupponing the
empowermelH ofimmigrant ethnic grou[}s, will help to ensure th~lt those whu run our
nalion will he rellective orour diversity. 1 have embraced the COllege 1g concepl becau$c il
will allow me to locate the inspirallonal aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.

As you will See from the encJosed presentution, the Rangel Center at the City College or
Nc\v York will be alive with the work of scholars and sludents working on public policy
issues and studying the polit.ical dimension of change. it is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming '.'lith idcns and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Richnrd Ahrons
Louis and Ahrons Foundation, Inc.
c/o Manhattan Co,
437 Madison Avenue

Now York, NY 10017
.July 26,2006
Dcm Mr. Abrons,

1 Hm writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic cOl1llllunity Wilh (1 shared vision and
commitment 10 public serVIce, t,,1 provide nC\v'S of nl} inil'iativo \Vllh 11 pOlcrnin! that bas me
(luitc excited, The City College of\!w City University of New York has cr""atcd the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service lu provide an opportunity for education and training
for {:,lrecrs in public service for the undcllJrivilegcd sludcnts the college has tmditiol1<ll1y
served, I walll you to know or my personal interest in and enthusiasm ror lh~ creation of
this. Center and my pride in the decision ortlle City University to nllme it for me.
Throughout my public career 1have believed in the special strengtb dt:'rJved from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we :'Hi !<lwU1l.lkcrs and elected public oflicials musllc.ad
in ~l:'isllring thm opportunity for public service be made availuhle to,all with lhc
or
achieving rl policy making community Ihnt reflects the rich tnpeslry of cliltmes,
colors and cHmidties that make us who we ilrc us a grcl:lt nation, I am asking you
me in the creation of f..l public policy center ihut will mOlivatc and prepare yOlmg people
presently underrepresented tn puhlic life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, nOll-whites make lip nearly thirty percent of the US pop,uhH.ion. Yel. according lo
the Eqllal Opp{)rllmity Commission's 2003 report on the ledcl'<\l workfor....e, only 1.181 (X, of
the men and womcn who OCCllPY the lOP managerial. supervisory, and policy-making
posilions in the US Federal go\'cmmcnt arc members <.lfminority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the. US will comprise more than 50 1% of our popuhltion.
The Clmrlcs B. Range] Center in thl: CityC'ollege of New York, a school illlhe most
clhnicnlly di\'erse city in our flation tlnd with an l1llparallclcd history of suppDrting. lilt'
~l11poW~nncnl of immign.ll1l <:thllic grQups. will help \0 ensun,:" that l1l05"1.\-1\0 run our
natioll will be I'clleclivc
I, ha\!~ (,'mbrnced the
bC-':ClU5C it
'INiH ~!llow m~ to locate-the
<\SPC('lS afmy Icg<lc>' ill my
communily.

As you will see thl\ll the enclosed prcsC'lIhllion, the Rangel CCIllCI' 3(- the Cil~f College of
N(,c'w York \vil! be alive: \ViOI the \varK or schollirs tlnd students working on p-l.lhlic policy
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Mr, Stanley Lefkowitz
Falconwood F<:lUndation, Incorporated
565 5<:h Avenue
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Lefkowitz,
I am writing you, as a leader in the phiJanlhropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in pnblic service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served, I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me,
Tbroughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in pUblic life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US popUlation, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal wot'kforce, only 13,&1 % of
the mcn and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in tbe US will comprise more than 50% of our population,
Tbe Charles B. Rangel Center in the Ciry College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting tbe
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those wbo nm our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me 10 locare the inspirational aspeets of my legacy in my home Harlem
community,
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working Olll)ublic policy
issues and stUdying the political dimension of change, It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate,
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to pennit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will he required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY I003J
Telephone: 21.1-65°> ·:212-650:
Fax: 212-650;
Email rhutleC'··
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Mr. Ronald West
Fred L. Emerson Foundation, Incorporated
P.O. Box 276
Auburn, NY 13021
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. West,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to prOVide an opPot1unity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving apolicy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in pUblic service.
Today, non·whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Vet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial. supervisory, and polley-making
positious in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popuiation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run OUI'
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Ha.rlem
community.
As you will see from the enClosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will he alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the polit.ical dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough lUld comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your considerat.ion of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, patticularly private and
corpomte foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center, We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

J thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below,
Sincerely,

Charles B, Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
l3&th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650;- --- '212-650:-Fax: 212-650;- -EmailrbutJe{
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Mr. Paul Allair
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017
July 26. 2006
Dear Mr. Allalr,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an oppoltunily for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthnsiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to nilille it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength deJ'lved from our racial
and elhnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities thai make ns who we are as a great nation. I am asking you 10 join
me in the creation of a public policy center Ihat will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2{]03 repOlt on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our populalion.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York. a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who nm our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the Cily College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulatiug debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and,
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support !he educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you fc>r your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely.

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RacheUe Butler. Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City C(}lIege (}f New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York. NY 10031
Telephofle: 212-650r-
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Mr. Daryl Ford
The Ford Family Foundation
clo BeRS
100 Wall Street, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10005
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Ford,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service. to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underpri vileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflec.ts the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a pUblic policy ceoter that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US popUlation. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York. a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run OUr
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Musellm. but a
Ii ving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. J would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide 10 the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institntional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RacbeJIe Butler, Vice President
Office of Development .nd Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10G3l
Telephone: 212-650;:; 212-65(1..
Fax: 212-650"-:Email rbutler~-
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Ms. Florence Davis
The Starr Foundation
One Time Warner Center
New York, NY 10019-8016
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Davis,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout Illy public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our mdal
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
acbieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in puhlie life 10 pursue careers in public service.
Today, nOll-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportllnity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.& I % of
tbe men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and poliey-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050.
minority groups in the US will comprise mOre than 50% of OUl' population,
The Charlea B. Range! Center in the City College of Ncw York, a school in the most
ethniCally diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who fUn our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students worklng on public policy
issues and stUdying the political dimcusion of change, It is not a Library or Museum, but a
Ii ving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process, I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center, We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional hut underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent A venue, $-154
New York, NY 100.3)
Telephone: 212·650'c: . ,
Fax: 212·650,· -. - ...
Email rbutle(c .. ~<cc-·,
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Mr. Huyler Held
Gerry Charitable Trust
c/o McLauglin & Stem LLP
260 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Held,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide neWS of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City Coilege of the City Uuiversity of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged sludents the college has traditionaliy
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Througbout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
acbieving a policy making conunun.ity that reflects the ricb tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate aud prepare young people
pre.~entJy underrepresented in public life to pllrsue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on tbe federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women wbo occupy tbe top managerial. supervisory. and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popUlation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and witb an unparalleled history of sllpporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I bave embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my horne Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, tbe Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and student.s working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change, It is not a Library or Museum, bUl a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any flllure support that you may provide to the

Chm'les B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
cootact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B, Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Iastitutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212~650; _'.;
Fax: 212-650--' ~, ' Email rbuder i -
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Mr. William Swan
First Niagara Bank Foundation
6950 South Transit Road
P.O. Box 154
Lockport, NY 14095
JUly 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Swan,

I am writing

YOll, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide ne.ws of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Puhlic Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthnsiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in rhe decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I beHeve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that oppOltunity for public service he made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicilies that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who nccupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and witb an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run Our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. 1have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to [ocate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see froIllthe enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pnblic policy
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issues and studying the pOlitical dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimUlating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank yOll for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New Yolk. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed bclow.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Buller, Vice President
Office of Development and htstitutional Advancement
The City College of New York
B8th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650, :'; 212-650::' Fax: 212-650-' - - c,
Email rbutler-
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Mr. Peter Amn
J. Aron Charitable Foundation, Inc.
126 East 56th Street, Suite 2300
New York, NY 10022
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Aron,
I am writing yon, as a leader in the philanthropic cOlmnunity with a shared vision and

commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Bqual Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of SUPP011ing the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
commuDity,
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum. but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate,
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I am pleased 10 have been able to 'secure from the federal government grants in the amotmt
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process, I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, paJticularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center,

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B, Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
conlact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below,
Sincerely,

Chades B, Rangcl
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New' York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: Z12-650r :>:ZI2-650:
Fax: 212-650:'
Emailrbutlcr
c
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Mr, Timothy Barakett
The Atticus Foundation
152 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr, Barakett,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide newS of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited, The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my pcrsonal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic di versity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public otlicials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures. faiths.
colors and ethnidties that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in pUblic life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up ncarly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Oppor.unity Commissiou's 2003 rcport on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govcrnment are members of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of OUI' population.
The Charles B. Rangei Centcr in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in Our nation and with an unparal1eled history of suppOl1ing the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community. '
As you will see from the enclosed presentation. the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be ali ve with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimcnsion of change, It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution bl'irnming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from Ihe federal government grants in the amount
of $3,6 million to permit a Ih<;lrough and c<;lmprehenslve planning process. I w<;luld
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as y<;lur advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporale foundations interested in education, for grants to support Ihe educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Cenler.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide 10 the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College <;If New Y<;Irk, Please d<;l nol hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butier, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rochelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S- J54
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-65qZ1Z-650'.
Fax: 212-650, - - .Email rbutlef'
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Susan Wexner
BCHB, Incorporated
c/o HeItz, Herson & Company, LLP
2 Park Avenue, Suite 1500
New York, NY 10016
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Wexner,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of.the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. J want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected pnblic officials must lead
in assuring that oppOltunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths.
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in tbe US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help loensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embmced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center atlhe City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library Or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional hut underprivileged students which
will be l·ecmited to the Center.
I tbank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Chatles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
J38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
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Ms. Susan Riker
Agrilink FoodsIPro-Fac Foundation
90 Linden Oaks
P.O. Box 20670
Rochester, NY 14602-0670
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Riker, .

I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York bas created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Thmughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, 1believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to alt with the goal of
acbieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a pUblic policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pUl'sue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of suppolting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will belp to ensure that those who run our
nation will be retlective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the eXceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of COnb'feSS
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of NeW Yo,'k
138th Street and Con vent Avenue, S-154
New YOli<, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650,··212-650'<·
·Fax: 212-650:> ...
Email fbutler'
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Mr. Sung Andersen
TIle a.c. Andersen Family Foundation
1050 Fifth Avenue, Apl SF
New York, NY 10028·0140
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr.Andersen,

J am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to pt"Ovide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Cenler for Public Service to provide ali opportunity for education and training
for Careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Thl"Oughout my pUblie career I have believed in the speeial strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. J believe that we as lawmakers and elected publlc officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. J am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in pubilc life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy.making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of s\lpporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will heip to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Ubrary or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appre<:iate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to appmach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional hut underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may prOVide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New Yark
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650c <; 212-650 ..
Fax: 212-650:.···· .
Email rbutler"
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Mr. Salvatore Alfiero
Alfiero Family Charitable Foundation
2150 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14207
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Alfiero.
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service. to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University (0 name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected pUblic officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pubIJc service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center lhat will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 repol1 on the federal workforce, Duly 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
eUlIIicalJy diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled hiKtory of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Hariem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of cbange. It is not a Library or Museum. but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 millioll to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. [would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in edllcation, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Cen,ter,

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Buller, whose cont.ct information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Chnrles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President

Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street aDd Convcnt Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Tetephone: 2 J';!-ti~J
J212-650; <
Fax: 212-65Q
'
Email rbutleJ;
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Mr. Salvatore Beltrone
Salvatore & Anna Beltrone Famlly Foundation
14 Hemlock Street
Latham, NY 121l0"2217
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Beltrone,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropie community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in puhlie service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my publlc career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials lUustlead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presontly underrepresented in pUblic life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, aud policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are memhers of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
Ncw York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change, It is not a Library or Museum. but a
living institution brinuning with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 mIllion to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. Weare also interested in obtaining funding for the fellOWShip and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
B8th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 1003)_
Telephone: 212-650, _- _.
Fax: 212-650,-- - Email rbutlert-
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Mr. Roger Bahnik
The Bahnik Foundation, Inc.
190 Pine Hollow Road
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
July 26, 2006

Dear MI'. Bahnik,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed'in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. J bclicve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that 0PPoltunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently uuderrepresented in pUblic life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of Our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the CoHege's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City CoJJcge of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and stndents working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. 1 would
appreciate your consideration of support for the ('-enter as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, plllticularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler. Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
B8th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650[,' .,

Fax: 212-65tJ.'::"

Email rbutler t "·
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Mr. Robert Weintraub
Josepb Alexander Foundation
400 Madison Avenue, Suite 906
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Weintraub,'
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative witb a potential tbat has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in tbe decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected pUblic officials must lead
in assul'ing that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pnrsue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in tbe us will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Har'lem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of

New York will be alive with the work of scholars and stndents working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been abl~ to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. 1 would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particulady private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the

Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do nOl hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vi<.:e President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
I38th Street and Convent Avenne. S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650r-Fax: 212-650L
Email rbutle(
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Robert Beir
The Belr Foundation
110 East 59th Street
New York, NY 10022
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Beir,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared visi01l and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportllllity .for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want yon to know of roy personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pdde in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career 1 have believed in the special strength derived from Our racial
and ethnic diversity. 1 believe that we as lawmakers and elected publie officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achIeving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and etlmicities that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Conunission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only L>.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and pOlicy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
llJe Charles B. Rangel Center In the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnie groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
uation will be reflective of our diversity. 1 have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my horne Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on publie policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

r am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community. particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the excertionaJ but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
.
I thank you lor your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Instittltional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S"154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212"650:_· .,
Fax: 212-650i ,··· .
Bmail routler!-
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Mr. Richard Abrons
Louis and Abrons Foundation, Inc.
clo Manhattan Co.
437 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Abrens,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philantbropic community with a shared vision and
conunitmentlO public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New Yark has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from Our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public sel'Vice be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy malting community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that wi11 motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in pubiic service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, superVisory, and policy-making
positions in tbe US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigmnt ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of OUr diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
Jiving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptionai but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B, Rangel Center at the City College QfNew York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below,
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachclle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
l38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York,NY 10031
Telephone; 212-650[ .. '; 212-650[
fax: 212-650" .. "
.
Email rbutlel
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Mr. Randall Weisenburger
The Altus One Fund, Inc.
437 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10022-7001
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Weisenburger,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City CoUege of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. r want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
'Throughout my public career r have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, I helieve that we as lawmakers and elected pUblic officials must le.d
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitles that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population, Yet, Mcording to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, superVisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in OUr n.tion .nd with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that tbose who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars aud students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Ubrary or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate,
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. 1 would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students Which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice Presidem of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
J 38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650;<;_": 212-650c.<
Fax: 212,650L' . -Email rbutler'
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Mr. Philip Mintz
Amicus Foundation, Inc.
29 West 38th Street
New York, NY 10018
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Mintz,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to pro~ide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New Yot'k has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have belie~ed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers alld elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opporlunity for public service be made available to all with the goat of
achieving a policy making community that re/lects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethoicities that make ns who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in pabllc life to pursue careers in publlc service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent oftbe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the te>p managerial, supervisory, and policy.making
positions in the US Federal government are memoers of minority gl'Oups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popUlation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic g1'()upS, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of oor diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will aflow me to locale the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. 1t is nol a Library or Museum, but a
Jiving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating dehate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional butllnderprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center,
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-I54
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650,,< : 212-65O:~ .
Fax: 212-650:·
Email rbutler:·
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Ms. Josephine Alex
The Frank J. Antun Foundation
100 Crossways Park West, Suite 205
Woodbury, NY 11787
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Alex,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who We are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will metivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make np nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportnnity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, superVisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050.
minority groups in the US will comprise more tban 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help 10 ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of Our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Lihrary or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of SUppOlt for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be reqUired for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will he recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed helow.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional AdVancement
The City College of New York
l3ath Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 21H5Q£ >j 212-650C ..
Fax: 212-650;
Email rbutlerr
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Mr. Michael McCarthy
AvaJon Foundation
c/o BeRS Associates, LLC
100 Wall Street, 11 th Floor
New York, NY 10005
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. McCarthy,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide neWs of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionaliy
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
ill assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to .11 with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects tbe ricb tapestry of cultures, faiths,
COIOI'S and ethnicities tbat make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pUl'sue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites mako up nearly thirty percent of tbe US population, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 rePOlt on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women wbo occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federalgovemment are memhers of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US wiJi comprise more tban 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Centel' in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that tbose who run our
nation will he reflective ofour diversity. I bave embraced tbe College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my borne Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scbolars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
Iivinginstilution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process, I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Raehelle Bntler, Vice President
Office of Development and InstitutioMI Advancement
The City College of New York
I38th Street and Convent Avenue, 5-154
New York, NY lOO3JTelephone: 212-650212-650:Fax: 212-650" - - - -Email rbutlerl c
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Ms. Meg O'Connell
Allyn Foundation
P.O. Box 22
Skaneateles, NY 13152
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. O'Connell,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commltment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career r have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assurhlg that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnidties that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help 10 ensure that those who rnn our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have emhraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimmlng with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approa<::h the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be rec111ited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provIde to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue. 8-154
New York, NY

Fax:
Email
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Ms. Maureen Hopkins
J.M.R. Barker Foundation
530 51b Avenue. 26th Floor
New York, NY 10036-5101
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Hopkins,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity.} believe that we as lawmakers and elected public omcials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service tie made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us WIIO we are as a great nation. I am asking you to joiu
me in the creation of a pUblic policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty perccnt of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportuuity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in thc US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigraut ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alivc with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimcnsion of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assislance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants 10 support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the

Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butle,', Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212c650';::<': 212-65~'<
Fax: 212-65~
Email rbutlerr
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Ms. Linda Franciscovich
The Afgonak Foundation
c/o U.S. Trust
114 West 47th Street
New York, NY 10036
July 26,2006
Dear Ms. Franciscovich,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public scrvice, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the Clty University I)f New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for PUblic Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Cenler and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I helieve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center tilat will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on tbe federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in Our narion and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those wbo run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept hecause It
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dImension of change. [t Is not a Library or Museum, but. a
living institution brilmning with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assIstance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in educatIon, for grants to SUppOlt the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding fOI' the fellowship and
scholarships which will he required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RachelJe Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and hlstitutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 21~~6~a' . ·212.650<:<
Fax: 212-650';'
.
Email rbutler:' .
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Lawrence Barnett
Lawrence and Isabel Barnett Charitable Foundation
c/o Ezkr, LLP
120 Bloomingdale Road
White Plains, NY 10605
JUly 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Barnell,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
tills Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
aehieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in tile US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of Immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
wlll allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with tbe work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permi! a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, palticularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to snppOlt the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College ofN¢w York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650< _1212-650':- Fax: 212-650:- . Email rbutle{
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Ms. Kate Noble
Baker Charitable Foundation
clo JP Morgan Chase Bank, Trust Dept.
P.O. Box 31412
Rochester, NY 14603
July 26,2006
Dear Ms. Noble,
I am writing you, as a leader In the philanthropic community with a shat'ed vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. 'The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underp11vileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enlhu.,iasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my pnblic career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public servIce be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the deh tapestry of cultures. faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report ou the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supel:visory, and policy-making
positions in the us Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to enSUre that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. [have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Ilal'lem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work ofschoiars and students working on public polley
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recrui ted to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, RachelJe Butler, whose contact infonnation is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RachelJe Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
I38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
NewYork,NY
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Mr. Joseph Santangelo
Arkell Hall Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 240
Canahoharie, NY 13317-0240
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Santangelo,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pnblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. 111e City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from OUt· racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected publie officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who We are as a great untion. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according 1.0
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethaic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to pennit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistll11ce concerniug how to approach the donO!' community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We arc also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be rccruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the

Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice Presidcnt of the City College's Office of Development and institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below,
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 21k650{-:--- -Z12-6S0.:
Fax: 212-650Email rbutler:-
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Mr. Alexander Abraham
The Abraham Foundation, Inc.
clo B. Strauss Assoc. Ltd.
307 5th Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Abraham,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an 0PP0l1ullity for education and training
for careers ill public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
sel·vect. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career [ have helieved in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected publie officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all witb the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today. non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce. only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory. and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center In tbc City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will bell' to ensure tilat those who run our
nation will be refle<:tive of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it .
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
Jiving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and domprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which wlll be required for the exceptional but underpriVileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to'
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650{< "; 212-650r~:

Fax: 212-656'Email rbutler.
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Mr. Andrew Alper
Alper Family Foundation
DCRS Associates
100 Wall Street, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10005
July 26,2006
Dear Mr. Alper,
[ am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of'the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an oppOltunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivilegecl students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that ['efleets the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and elhnicities that make us who We are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in pUblic service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thi.lty percent of the US popUlation, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nntion and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. 1 have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working 011 public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach tlle donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City COllege's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
I 38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-1.54
New York, NY l0031
Telephone: 212-65(} •.• '<212-650.:
Fax: 212-650),
•
Email routlel
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Carolyn Larke
Barrow Foundation
clo U.S. Trust
114 West 47th Street
New York, NY 10036
July 26,2006
Dear Ms. Larke,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public servicc, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City Collegc of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Setvic.e to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in pnblie service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served, I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opporlnnity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a pUblic policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public serviCe.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Conunission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who ocCUpy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
lninority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of Our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity.l have emhraeed the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will sec from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City Coilege of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change, It is not a Library or Mllseum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal govemment grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive pianning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center, We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholar'shlps which will be required fol' the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will he recruited to the Center..

1 thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may prOvide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The Cily College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-65ft;· ",2l2-650CFax: 212..650, .
.
Email rbutler~
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Ms. Bella Wexner
AHBA,Inc.
c/o Hertz, Herson & CO.

LLP
2 Park Avenue, Suite 1500
New York, NY 10016
JUly 26, 2006
Dear Ms. WeJ<ner,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York bas created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials musllead
in assuring Ihat opponunity for public service be made available 10 all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center thaI will motivate and prepate young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public setvice.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US popUlation. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce. only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in tbe US wlll comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled hislory of supponing the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that t!lose who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
cOlporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellOWship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-l54
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212~65~<.:2l2-650;
Fax: 212-650 c<
Email rbutlet: . -
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Ms. Cynthia Richards
The Atlantic Foundation of New York
125 Park Avenue, 21 st Floor
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Richards,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career [ have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percelll of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on Ihe federal workforce, only 13.& 1% of
the men and WOmen who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and poliey-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will compriSe more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and wIth an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, wlll help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of Our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
liVing institutiou brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to se<:ure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to snpport the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your c.onsideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sineel'e1y,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Tnstitutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Sireet and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY lO03L _
Telephone: 212-65Q
Fax: 212-650j-- --

Email rbutler'
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Mr. Daniel Spitzer
The ABS Charitable Foundation
850 Piermont Avenue
Piermont, NY 10968
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Spitzer,
I am writing yOIl, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged student. the coilege has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of tbe City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have belleved in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that oppOltunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitics that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a puhlic policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently nnderrepresented in public life to pursue careers in pUblic service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity CommIssion's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managedal, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govemment are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of suppol'ting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the euclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pIIblic policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Lihrary or Museum. but a
living instil\llion brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. 1 would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning bow to approach the donor community. particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required forthe exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and fO!' any future support that you may provide to the
Charles :e, Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College'S Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, RacheJle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles :a. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and lnstitutlonaJ Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York. NY l003l
Telephone: 212-650;: 212-650 ..
Fax: 212-650C: /.
Email rbutleri.c.
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Mr. David Arnow
The Aronovitz Family Foundation
clo Weiler Arnow Managemnet Co. Inc.
1114 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 3400
New York, NY 10036
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Arnow,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide new, of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected pUblic officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity fur public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that r~Jlects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me In the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare youug people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US popUlation, Yet, accordiug to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
eommunity.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amollnt
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate YOllr consideration of suppnrl for the Center as well as YOlir advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement. Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Clwles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York,NY 10031
Telephone: 212c650 . ~:: 212-650<
Fale 212-65{)·
Email rbutler··
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Mr. Edward Jones
The Edith & F.M. Achilles Memorial Fund
clo JP Morgan Chase Bank
345 Park Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10154
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Jones,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pnbJic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. Tho City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for edueation and training
for careers in publie service for the underpri vileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the deeision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our radal
and ethnic diversity. 1 believe tbat we as lawmakers and elected public offidals must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service he made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in tbe creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Eqnal Oppottnnity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women wbo occupy tbe top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popUlation.
The Cbarles B. Rangel Center in tbe City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of inunigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. [have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center attbe City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from tlle federal government grants in tlle amount
of$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. [would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Racllelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RacheJJe Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City CoJJege of New Vork
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154

New York, NY

100~L

Telephone: 212-650,

.)
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Elizabeth Baum
Theodore & Ruth Charitable Foundation
c/o Mathhews & Company, LLP
331 Madison Avenue 8th Floor
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Baum,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the Cily University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me,
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special stt'ength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, r believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultllres, faiths,
colors and ethnicitJes that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a puhUc policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to enSure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspecls of my legacy in my home Harlem
eommultity,
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning hOw to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Raehelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and mstitutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
c
Telephone: 212-650i--- ,
Fax: 212-650L--Email fbutler
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Ms. Flavia Robinson
The Daniele Agostino Foundation
870 United Nations Plaza, No. 35C
New York, NY looi7
July 26. 2006
Dear Ms. Robinson,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in pUblic service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnle diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in asswing that opportunity for public service be made available to all witb the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures. faiths.
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popUlation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in tbe most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to e.nsure tbat those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum. but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate..
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which wiH be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future SUppOlt that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, RachelJe Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138tlt Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 1003.1
Telephone: 212-650,.
c212_650;"
Fax: 212-650' - - -

Emaill'bullet:
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Mr. Geoffrey Bible
Altria Fund, Incorporated
120 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017-5592
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Bible,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and tr~ining
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me,

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
aehieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of onr popUlation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure tllatthose who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my hOllle Harlem
community.

As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimUlating debate,
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in Obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptlonal but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thanl< yOIl for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New Yorl<. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of C..ongress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New Yark
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
212-650Telephone: 212-650'~
Fax: 212-650L
.
Email rbutler
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Ms. Grace Culbertson
Acorn Foundation, Inc.
elo The Bank of New York
1 Wall Street, 28th Floor, Tax Dept.
New York, NY 10286
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Culbertson,
I am writing yOll, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potentiai that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career r have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I belleve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, failhs,
colors and elhnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a publie policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in publie life to pursue careers in puhlic service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according tn
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Pederal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in thc most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who nm our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying the politlcai dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to petmit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundatiDns interested in education, for grants to support the educationai
programs of the center. We life aiso interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for thc exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Plea,e do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
l38th Street and Convent Avenue, $-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650: .J; 212-650;.
Fax: 212-65«(.· .
Email rhutler;
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Me. Guido Goldman
The ASDA Foundation
c10 First Spring Corporation
499 Park Avenue, 26th Floor
New York, NY 10022
July 26,2006
Dear Mr, Goldman,
[ am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careerS in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want yOll to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creatIon of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me,
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity, I believe tbat we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assnring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicit!es that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center Lhat will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report On the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who nm our
nation will be reflectiveof our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept hecause it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York wHl be alive with the work of scholars and studetlls working on public policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, bllt a
living institution brinuning with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also inter~sted in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for yoUI' consideration and for any future support that you may p,.ovid~ to the

Charles B. Rangel Cenier at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Developmellt and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Buller, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 5·154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-65<1:<
Fax: 212-650.'
Email rbullet',"
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Mr. Howard Felson
The Herbert Allen Foundation
711 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10022-3194
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Felson,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite exeited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Puhlic Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. ] want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the CityUniversit.y to name it for me.
Throughout my public career J have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. J believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that oppOltunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
acbieving a policy making corrununity that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepal'e young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
pOSitions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unpal'alleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigmnt ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at tbe City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and shldying the political dimension of change. It is not a Lihrary or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center, We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
wiII be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the

Charles B, Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed bclow.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
l38th Street and Convent Avenue, 8·154
New York, NY 10031
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Mr. James Allwin
The Allwin Family Foundation
clo Aetos Capital, LLC
375 Park Avenue, Suite 340 I
New York, NY 10152
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Allwin,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in puhlic service for the undcrprivileged students the college bas traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitles that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
mc in the crcation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on thefederal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and paJicy-maldng
positions in the US Federal govemment are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pUblic policy
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issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
Jiving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal govel'mnent grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to SUpp011 the educational
programs of the center, We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center,
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contacllhe Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and lnstitutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sim~erely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Offiee of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S·154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212.650l ' . : .:
Fax: 2l2·65(L / . --- - - - - -'c
Email rbutler
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Mr. Jerome Belson
The Jerome Belson Foundation
495 Broadway, 6th FIClor
New York, NY 10012
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Belson,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to prOVide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pUblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy makIng community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colofs and etbnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy cel1ler that will motJ vale and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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issues and studying tne political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, hut a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

I am pleased to have been able 10 secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particlJlarly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler. whose contact infonnation is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Bntler. Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue. S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650•. > !212-650: , .
Fax: 212-650C:' .....
Email rbutler i
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Mr. John Troiano
Tne Banfi Vinters Foundation
1111 Cedar Swamp Road
Glen Head, NY 11545
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Troiano,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community witn a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created tne Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation {)f
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength dorived from our racial
and eOmic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring tnat opportunity for public service be made available to all witn the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent. of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 repOlt on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who {)CCUpy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in tne US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Olnrles B. Rangel Center in t.he City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who !Un our
nation will be reflective of Our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will aUow me to loeale the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
commuliit.y.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Ccnter at the City College of
New York will be alive wit.h the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying ttle political dimension of change. It is not a Library 01' Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able ta secure from the federal government grants in the amaunt
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor conununity, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underpriVileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration aod for aoy future SUppOlt tllat you may provide to the
Charles B. Raugel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional

Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
RachelJe Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone; 212-650::'
Fax; 212-650':;
Email rbuller:
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Mr. Joseph Dolan
The Achelis Foundation
767 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Dolan,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative wirh a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and rraining
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has rraditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring tbat opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a pUblic policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thilly percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Ha1'lem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
wlll be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 3-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 2) 2-650
. • 212-650,
Fax: 212-650
Email rbutle{··
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Ms. Judith Rodin
The Rockefeller Foundation
420 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Rodin,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropie community with a shared vision and

commitment to pUblic service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in aud enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public oiTicials must lead
in assuring that oppmtunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursne careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And hy 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will he reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentatjon, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
liVing institution brimming with ideas and stimUlating debate.
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I am pleased tt) have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education. for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York. NY 1003 I
Telephone: 212-650::',] 212-650;
Fax: 212-65oi,: ' ,
Emailrbutlen
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HOUSE: OF" FlItF'''f:SE:NTATIVE:S

WASHINGTON, D.C, 201liS
CHAIltL1:.
15.,.~

eJ.

RANQ£.C.

OI*'ltJe1't New YDItIt

March 7, 2007

I would Ilppreciale the opportunity to Ichedule a meeting at a time that is convenlenl for you in order to
di..uss with you my vision fur tbe Charl.. B. Rangol C""ter for Public Service.

The City CoUege ofNew York will be home to the Center, whooepurpose will be 10 ltam and eduoiUe the
next generation ofOur nation" public ..rvanlll. It is & personal dream ofmine to _ litis Center at City
College, which resides In my eonfll'CSSlonal dlstrlClllJld where so many talentCd young men and women
from lbe eommunlty have gotten an Ill(coUont education. As I'm sure you know, CCNY's mill$ion is one
ofeXllelleilce and lICceIlII and many ofour nallon's leaders from every et/ullc, racial, and economic group
havo eamed their degrees thare.

I have esked City College ofNew York Vice President Shelly Butler to conlaet your office IIDd arrange a
time that i, convenient fur u. to come together. [am ..ger for you to meet City College Presidenl
Gregmy H. Williams, • man who has ovel'COlllo many obslaele, to achieve succes&--U with so many
CCNY gradWlle. in the peat and the present

CBR/djb

Co:

Presidont Gregory H. Williams. CCNY
VP Shelly Butler. CCNY
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HOUSE: Or flEPRESE:NTATIVES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20"'5
CHAlt\,.t$ B. R,i,Nal:t.
ISTH OltT"ElCr, Nrw ¥alllJl:

March 7, 2007
Mr. Hank ar.etlberg
399l'arkAve.
I7'" Floor
NewYotk, NY 10022
Dear Mr. Greenberg'
I would appreciate the opportutlity to schedule. meeting at a time that i. convenient for you in order to
discuss with you my vision for the Chllfles B. Rangel Center for Public Service.

The City Collei<' ofNew York will be home to the Center, whose purpose will be to lI'ain an<! educate the
ne'" generallon of our natiOll's pubHc servants. It I. a peroonal dream ofmine to see this Center at City
College, which ",.id.. in my congressional di.trict and whe... so many MenICd young mQll and women
from Ibe community have gotten au excellent education. A.!'m SUllO you know, CCNY's mission is one
ofexcenenc. and access ond llUIIly ofour nlllion'sieade.,. from .very ethnic, mcial, and economic group
hovo .arned their degree. th.re.
I havo asked City Colloge ofNew York Vico President Shelly Butlor to contact your office and arrange a
timo Iblllis ccnvenien! for us to come together. lam eager for you to moot City College Pr.,idollt
Grogory H. Williams, a man who ho.. ov.rcome many obstaoles to achieve succes......... with so many
CCNY graduates in th. paut and lbe preaoat.

Tbenk you very much for your cOlIoid.ralion.

CBRI,yb

Cc:

PresidOll' Gr.gory H. Williams, CCNY
VI' Shelly Butler, CCNY
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WASHINGTON, D,C. aos I S
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March 7, ZOO7
Mr. David Reckefeller
30 Rockefen", Plaza

Suite 5600

~
wo~:u:

opportunity to schedule a meeting at a time that is convenient for you in order to
discuss with yon my vision for the Charles B. RMgel Cenler for Public Service.

I

The City CoUege ofNew York will be home 10 the Conter, whose purpose will be 10 tram and educate the
next generation ofournatioll's public servants. It is a personal dream ofmine to sec this. Cent(:if at City
CoUege, wbich resides in my congressional district and where '0 many talented young men and women
from the commlUlity have gotten an'e~cellenledueation, A, I'm 'ure you know, CCNY', mission i, one
ofex~and access and man)' of'our nation's leaders from every ethnic, racial~ and economic group
haVl!'Oamed their degrees there.
I have asked City Colloge ofNew York Vice President Shelly Butler 10 oontwt your office Ilnd arrange a
time that i. convenient fOr u. tn come rogether, I am eager for you to meet City College President
Gregory H. William., a man who has overeOnle many obstacles to acbieve success-a> with so many
CCNY graduata> in the paat and th. present.
Thank you very much for your consideration.

CBRfl\jb
Cc:

President Gregory Ii. Willioms. CCNY
VP Shelly Butler, CCNY
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May 18, 2005
Theodore Kheel, Esq.
75 East 55th Street
5th floor
New York City, NY 10022
Dear Ted:
I am writing you as a longtime friend with a
shared vision and commitment to public service,
to share an initiative that has me quite
excited.
The
City
College
of
the
City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want to
make you aware of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to careers in
public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission'S 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. By 2050, minority
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groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of
our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center, located at the
City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nations
will be reflective of our diversity.
After
being approached by the leadership of the
College with the idea of the Rangel Institute I
was receptive because it will allow me to
locate the inspirational aspocts of my legacy
in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It would not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and ask that you
share with me your thoughts on how to develop
an approach to the private sector donor
community. I look forward to continuinq our
conversations on the Rangel Center concept in
the coming weeks and months.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR:gad
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May 23, 2005
Gabe Pressman
322 Central Park West
New York, NY 10025
Dear Gabe:
I am writing to you as a longtime friend with a
shared vision and commitment to public service,
to share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
pUblic
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
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minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
Since we are developing a relationship between
the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust and the City
College and City University of New York, I want
to make you aware, through this letter and the
enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for
Public Service as another promising development
at the City College.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR,gad
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May 23, 2005
Gabe Pressman
322 Central ~ark West
New York, NY 10025
Dear Gabe:
I am writing to you as a colleague Trustee of
the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust and a friend
with a shared commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
mo·tivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non~whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
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The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my homo Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
liVing institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and months.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
CBR:gad
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September 22, 2005

Mr. Donald Trump
The Trump Organization
72S Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Douald,

I would like to meet with you, the virtual king of New York real estate, to request yoUl'
advice and assistance concerning how to approach the renovation of a unique building
and project described in the enclosed presentation. A limestone townhouse near The City
College of New York is being restored for this new center. I want it to resonate with the
work that "ill he conducted within it and have it he an impressive and effcctive space. I
would deeply appreciate your input,
This initiative has me quite excited. The City College ofNcw York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and
training for careers in public service for underprivileged students. I want you to know of
my personal interest in, and enthusiasm for, thc creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it for me.
The Rangel Center at the City College of New York will he alive witb the work of
scholars ,md students working on puhlic policy issues and studying the political
dimensi,ms of change. It will not be a Lihrary or a Musemn, but a living institution
brimming with ideas and stimulating dehate.

I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how hest to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic ahout Be"'-Iring funds for the plaIDling phase
ofthe creation ofthe Center. I am tuming to you for your guidance on the next phase.
I will havc someone in my oUice contact you to set up a meeting.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
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September 22, 2005
Dr. Vartan Gregorian
Pre.9ident
Carnegie Corporation ofNew York
437 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Vartan,
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic commilllity with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careerS in public service for the IlIlderprivileged students
the college has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in, and
enthusiasm fOT, the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
ThroUghout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our
racial and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials
must lead in assuring that OppOltunity for pUblic service be made available to an with the
goal ofachieving a policymaking cOllUlll,ll1ity that reflects the rich tapestry of culmres,
faiths, colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you
to join me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young
people presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-white..~ make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8%
of the men and women who occupy the top manageIial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govCmment are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College ofNew York, a school iu the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowermcnt of immigrant and ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who nm our
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Ai; you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at tile City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working ou public policy
issues and studying the politicsl dimensions of change. The Charles B. Rangel Library,
consisting of documents, archives and memorabilia from my public s~ice career, will
be housed at the Center. This material will be made available to scholars nationally, and
will serve as a focus ofsponsored research aud conferences concerning baniel'S to full
participation in IJUblic service by underserved minorities. The Center wi!! be a living
institution brinuning with ideas and stimulating debate.

I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested
in education, for grants to support the creation ofthe center. I look forward to entering
into a dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept and specifically, the
Library. I will have someone in my office call you to follow-up.
In addition, representatives from City College and I recently met with President Susan
Berresford and a couple ofher staffmembers at the Ford Found.tion. They have
graciously offered to host a briefmg meeting for a few foundations in the near future. I
hope you will consider joining us,
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September 22, 2005

Dr. Vartan Gregorian
President
Carnegie Corporation of New York
437 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Vartan,

I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a Bhared vision and
connl1itment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students
the college has traditi(mally served. I want you to know ofmy personal interest in, and
enthusiasm for, the ereatiou of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it tor me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our
racial and ethnic divel'Sity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials
must lead in asSUling that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the
goal of achieving a policymaking eormnunity that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures,
faiths, colors and cthnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you
to Join me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young
people presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly t1urty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
thc Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on thc federal workforce, only 13.8%
of the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, mJnority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Raugel Center at the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically divel'Se city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant and ethuic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our divel'Sity. I have embraced the College'S concept because
it will allow me to iocate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my bome Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and sludents working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimensions of change. The Charles B. Rangel.Library,
consisting of documents, archives and memorabilia fi'om my public service career, will
be housed at the Center. This material will be made available to scholars nationally, and
will serve as a focus of sponsored research and conferences conceming barriers to full
participation in public servicc by underserved minorities. The Center will be a iiving
institution brimming with ideas and stimlliating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how bcst to move tlus idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the plalming phase
of the crcation of thc Ccntcr. I rcqnest your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particuiarly private and corporate foundations interested
in education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering
into a dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept and specifically, the
Library. I will havc someone in my officc call you to fbllow-up.
In addition, represcntatives from City College and I recently met with Presidcnt Susan
Berresford and a couple ofller staff members at tbe Ford Foundation. They have
graciously offered to host a bricfing meeting for a few foundations in the near future. I
hope you will consider joining us.

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
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September 22, 2005
President William G. Bowen
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
nd
140 East 62 Street
New York, NY 10021
Dear William,
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropie community with a shared vision and
commitment to public serviee, to provide news of an initiative with potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged stlldents
the college has traditionally served. I want yon to know of my personal interest in, and
enthusiasm for, the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our
racial and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials
must lead in assuring that opportunity tor public service be made available to all with the
goal of achieVing a polieymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry of CUltures,
faiths, colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you
to join me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young
people presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13 .8%
of the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of OW. population.
Tbe Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant and ethnic groups, will help to enS\lre that those who rUll our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because
it will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimensions of change. It will not be a Library or a
Museum, but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring witb my Congressional colleagues bow best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested
in education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering
into a dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept. I will have
someone in my office call you to follow-up.
In addition, representatives from City College and I recently met with Susan Berresford
and a couple ofber staff members at the Ford Foundation. They have graciously offered
to host a briefing meeting for a few foundations in the near future. I hope you will
consider joining us.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Ral1gel
Member of Congress
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Ms. Christina Shea
The General Mills Fmmdation
P.O. Box 1113
Minneapolis, MN 55440-1113
July 12, 2006
Dear Ms. Shea,
1 am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic commrmity with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and tl"aining
for careers in public service for thc underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City UniverSity to name it for me.
Throughout my public career 1 have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I belicve that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring d,at opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making commlffiity that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicitiesthat make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare YO\U1g peopie
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups ill the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center ill the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an uuparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensnre that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. 1 have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Hal'lem
cOlmnunity.

As you will sec from the enclos~'d presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the workofseholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas aud stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to pertnit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your eOlLsideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly ptivatc and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the ccnter. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recmited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide Ie the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New Yark. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.
Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
J38th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York,:NY'
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June 13, 2005
John L. Damonti, President
The Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
345 Park Avenue, 43rd floor
New York, NY 10154
Dear Mr. Damonti:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the ,City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
atudents the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
AS you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cuI tures r
fai ths r _ colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation .of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public
life
to pursue
ca~eers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent·
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic gro1.lPS, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a MuseUm; but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks a
months.
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June 13, 2005
Erica Hunt! President
Twenty=First Century Foundation
271 W. 125th Street, Suite 303
New York, NY 10027-4424

Dear Ms. Hunt:
I
am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversi·ty and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faith?,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public
life
to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Cbmmission' s 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
'allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It, will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and m
hs.
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June 13, 2005
Colin Greer, President
The New World Foundation
666 West End Avenue, Suite l-S
New York, NY 10025-7357
Dear Mr. Greer:
I am writing to you as a
leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the 'underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all ·with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
fai ths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public
life to pursue
Careers in public $ervice.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of. New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have"
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will· be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
livi~g
institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistiC
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and
ths.
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June 13, 2005
Dianne J. Daniels, Program Director

The Bay and Paul Foundations
17 West 94th Street, 1st floor
New York, NY 10025
Dear Ms. Daniels:

I am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service! to share news
of an initiative with a potential that haa me

quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans. to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education

and

training

for

careers

in public

service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in

the decision of the City University to name it
for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking conununity that reflects' the rich
tapestry of cultures,
fai ths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non,whites make up. nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the.
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
pol icy-making
positions in the us Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B.
Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled
history of supporting the
. empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
. help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution' brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I
will be exploring wit'h my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice .and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the' donor
community,
particularly
private and.corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of t
Rangel
Center concept in the comin weeks a
m nths.
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June 13, 2005
James R. Posner, Ph.D.! Chairman
Posner-Wallace Foundation
300 W. loath Street, Apt. 15-C
New York, NY 10025-0350
Dear Dr. Posner:

I am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pri~e in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
c

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures;
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
~derrepresented in
public
life
to pursue
careers in public service.
Tcday, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by. 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
. ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
. help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the Ci ty College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
livitig institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance.
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and mo hs.
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June 13, 2005
Charlotte Jones Voiklis, Trustee
Crosswicks Foundation
924 West End Avenue, #95

New York, NY 10025
Dear Ms. Voiklis:
I

am

writing

philanthropic

to

you

as

a

community with a

leader

in

the

shared vision

and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me

quite excited.
University

of

The City College. of
New

York

plans

to

the City

create

the

Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
serVice for the underprivileged students the

College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that

opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policyrnaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great

nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that .will
mativate and prepare young people presently
underrep;resented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US P9Plllation. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through·
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase. of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and onths.
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June 13, 2005
Daniel J. Mansoor, President
Clair & Menahem Mansoor Foundation
189 W. 89th Street, Suite 7P
New York, NY 10024-1963
Dear Mr. Mansoor:
I
am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you.to
know of mY personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the qreation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
fai ths
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life
to pursue
careers in public service.
I

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
me.n
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
pol icy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College i s concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at' the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will 'not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to ent'ering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming we ks an
n hs.
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June 13, 2005
Clarence F. Michalis, Chair
Josiah MacYJ Jr.! Foundation

44 East 64th Street
New York, NY 10021
Dear Mr. Michalis:
I
am writing to you J as a leader in~"the
corporate philanthropic community with a shared

vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential

that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center
and my pride· in the decision of the City
Unive~sity to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths;
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty. percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnicaliy diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the Ci ty College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and months.
erely,.

~
of Congress
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June 13, 2005
Robert Kravis, Director

Robert Kravis and Kimberly Kravis Foundation
c/o Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Company
9 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
Dear Mr. Kravis:

I

writing

am

to

you,

as

a

leader

in

the

corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news

of

an initiative

with a potential

that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for

education

and

training

for

careers

in

public
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal int'erest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center

and "my

pride

in

the

decision

of

the

City

University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate' and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in publiC life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population .. Y",t, according to the
EqUal Economic Opportunity Commission' s 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
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the
men
and women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center 'at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation' of the Center. I request your
advice
and assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to' entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the corning
ks and months.
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June 13, 2005
Joan M. Warburg, President
The Bydale Foundation
11 Martine Avenue
White Plains, NY 10606
Dear Ms. Warburg:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and commitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me

quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans. to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education

and training

for

careers

in public

service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want you to
know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm

for the creation of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it
for mTe.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as

lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
'Will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming,weeks and months.
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June 20, 2005
Ms. Cynthia Richards
The Atlantic Foundatiou of NY
125 Park Ave., 2lstFl.
New York, NY 10017
Dear Ms. Richards:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential tIlat has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Pnblie Service at the City College to provide an oppmtunity
for edncation and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the
eoUege llas traditionally served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in an
enthnsiasm for the creation ofthis Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
Thronghout my public career I have believed in the spedal strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring tllat opportunity for public service be made available to all witb the goal of
achieving a policymaking community that rcflects the rieh tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and etlmidties that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a publie policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
prcsently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US populatioo. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men aud women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of ti,e minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
·The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
etlmically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowemlent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be rel1ective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspe",ts of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the Cily College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It will not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring wi lh my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in
education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on tbe funding oftbe Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and
months.
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Through 17 terms as U.S. Congressman from New York's i 5th
Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to the specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoint that has led him to teadership on a broad
range of national and international issues in the House of Representatives.
From Hariem to South Africa, from affordable housing to help for the
unempioyed, from tax legislation to International trade, his work is charecterized by a fundamental commitment to equity, justice and inclusion.
The senior Democretic member ot the Commillee oh Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice for equity in the Internal
Revenue Code and proposed tax legislation. As a Congressional advisor
to the U.S. Trade Representative and a member ot the President's Export
Council, he has worked tireiessly to build consensus on jnternational trade
matters. In addition, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration project to revitalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the Low Income Housing Tax Credit, which heiped finance 90%
of the affordable housing built in the U.S. in the last 10 years; and the Work
Opportunily Tax Credit, which has provided thousands of jobs for underpriVileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.
As chairman of the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Control Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce the flow of drugs
into the United Slates and to soive the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisIs.

a

He Is founding member and f"rmer chairmah of the Congressional
Black Caucus. He aiso served as chairman of the New York State Council
of Black Eiected Democrats and as a member ot the House Judiciary
Committee during fhe hearings on the articles of impeachment of
President Richard Nixon.
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangei has authored several pieces of legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, inclUding a successfui bill that established the Office of Minority Affairs within the Department of Veterans
Affairs. in the area of foreign affairs, he played a vital roie in ending the
apartheid regime in South Alrica and restoring the democratic government
in Haiti.
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To the Reade1-:
In hi, di,tinguished career, The H01lOrabie Charles B_ Rangel has done as much {IS any
single person itl public service to !ulp the leastpowerful among our citiZIJns to tuhieve their goal>
and to change their lives, their {'Ommunities, {lnd the flation. He has done so with the clear vision
that all of America's citizens must be empOY(!Jcred in order for Anmica to be hen-elf. He has
thought and mtcd loazlly {lndglobally to ensure that Ihe laws andpolides ofthis nalion embody
her best instincts and !u,- highestpromise.
Fundamental to Congrt:ssman Ranger, lifelong service is a belie[Ihat Ameria;:,
"gove1wing class" - those mm and women who make our Imws andpolides

must mirror the

rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths, and ethnicities that makl." us who we are as a cOllnlry.

we at The

City College of Neill' York are prolld to share Ihat vi,ion audthat commitmenl_
Today, non-whites make 111' nearly thirty percent of the

u.s. population.

Yet, according

to the Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal "Iorkfon:e, only
13.8% of the men cmd women who occupy the top managerial, sllpervisory and policy-making

positions in the U.S. federal gOYJe17Jtl/e11t are members of mil/ority groups. By 2050, minority
groups in the United States flJJill comprise 50% ofits population. The Charks B. Rangel Center
for Public Semice at The City College ofNew Yo,;/, will help to e1Isure that Ihose who rtin Oti,.
nation "Jill reflect otir citizenTJI.
The Center will acwmplish this throllgh the establishment ofa lig'OrolJ.\· gratluatepf'Ogmm
forstudents from Ilnderrepresentedgroups that willprepare them forpllblic semice, inclur!ing elective office and atreers in gmJernmenl at the policy-making level. The new master:, program f(!Jill
be coon/iMledzwith programs on Ihe undergraduate level, many Ilniqlle to City College, to encourage and inspir" 0111' best smdent, to move irzto graduate f(!J[)J;/' aatlpunue aJreen illjJublic semice.
Located in a restorer! Harlem mansion adjacmt

1'0

The Ciry Colkge campus, the Charles B.

Rangel Cmltr ill,ill aLI'(} house the Charles B. Rangel Librwy, an archival repository of documellts,photographs, anr! memorabilia that records the life of one ofAmmca's most importunt
public seroants and serves as a rich '''POsiIMY of knowledge afld experieflce for sllldents and
scholars alike.

GREGORY

H. WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

S'<l1ibi1150
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The Charles B. Rangel Center lor Public Service at The Cily College of New York
will strive to become a nauonal center for the promotion of greater diversity in public
service, consisting of five major elements:

B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and include the Rangel Library, the Rangel Conterence Center, and oilices
for visiting scholars;

THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangei's lifetime of public service.
These papers will be made available to scholars nalionally, and parlicularly to
scholars within The City College and the City University, and will serve as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
parlicipation in public service by underserved minorHies;
THE CHARLES

which will recrurr
and prepare young peopie for careers in government and public service. The
program wilt include partic1pation in internships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer interdisciplinary specializations
in concert with The City College Schools of ArchITecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, plus CCNY's special programs in
transportation, waste management, and urban pubiic hearrh;

THE MASTmt's PROGRAM IN l'ImLlC SERVICE,

Upon completion of the degree, graduates will be eligibie for programs like
the Federal Career Intern Program, entering government service for atwo·
year temporary appointment with eligibility tor a permanent assignment upon
completion. These opporlunities will encourage the involvement of members
of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

A COMBINED BAfMA PROGRAM IN PuBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are particulariy suited 10 draw outstanding students into public
service. The BAiMA Program will attract students capabie of and Interested
in an intensive ''fast-track" program leading to the masters degree. It will prepare
them for public service with high·level coursGwork, experienced government
parsonool mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL FELLOWS: A MID-CAREER

PROGRAM IN I~EADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION,

offering
professional advancement training for mid'career, minority government and
ofher pUblic service empioyees of particular accomplishment and promise for
a term of study ,
an academic year.
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City Coliege of New York offers a unique and fitting environment for The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. Located in Harlem, the heart of
Congressman Rangel's constituency, The City College of New York was founded
through a public referendum in 1847 as a free academy to serve 'the children of
the whole people:' One of ayoung America's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City Coliege has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For more than 157 years, The College has provided access to a
world-class education to underrepresented populations, preparing them to enter
those fields with the expert skills to change their own futures and shape the world.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLLEGE
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the
nation, where African-Americans are the largest group, This year, City College was
ranked first where Hispanic Americans are the largest group. More than 87% of
CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.

The Chronicle of Higher Educetion 2003 Almanac reports that of the totai number
of bachelor's degrees awarded in the United States as a whole, white students
earned 75% of the total, biacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Isianders
8.2%. The same year at City College, however, blacks earned 34.1 %of the total
bachelor's degrees awarded, Hispanics 30.1% and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11 %an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented populations.
Following atradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni whose
achievements became the model for their own families, City College students are
often the first in their families to go to college, and most have very limited financial
resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes of
$30,000 or less; three-quarters work while attending schooi, some at more than
one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financiai
reasons.
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THE ROSENBERG-HUMPHREY PROGRAM IN PUllUC
POLICY,

which provides summer internships at government agencies in Washington,
DC, and New York in executive and Congressional oftices, House and Senate
committees, labor unions, government agencies, advocacy groups and policy
research organizations;

THE COLIN POWELL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, an interdiscipli-

nary program of instruction and co""urricular support designed to give a
select group ot qualitied CCNY students who have demonstrated potential for
leadership the resources and experience necessary to develop that potential;
with a major emphasis on service learning courses that allow students to
combine practical experjence in underserved communities with coursework
relevant to that experience;

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM AT CCNY, which

exposes sludents to a global perspective in their coursework and through
study abroad in China, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Germany; in
service learning internships in Rwanda, students spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry
of Gender and Deveiopment, and the Ministry of Heaith's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;

1HE PRE-LAW PROGRAM, which includes the D'Agostino-Greenberg

Program in Law and Public Policy, a lecture series in law and public polley,
and comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and legal internships for students.
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THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hold the product of 50 years of public service by the major AfricanAmerican statesman of the 20th and eariy 21 st centuries, the Charles S, Rangel
Library at The City College 01 New York will rank with the Clinton and Carter
Libraries in historic importance to the government and academic communities.
The Rangei Library not only tells the story of one great man, but also of a nation's
progress during the last hali of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st,
Including pajJ€rs on the Watergate and Impeachment proceedings. It will trace the
nature of government, the growth and deveiopment of minorities in the United
States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in government and
public service, It will not be frozen in time but rather the heart of a living, growing
center - a productive environment for emerging ideas, thoughtlul advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simultaneously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles B. Rangei Library will encourage study
of and research in the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent in
Congressman Rangel's long and varied career. In particular, the Charles B. Rangel
Library will inspire new generations of students from under·
represented populations to enter and excel in public service. The archives will be
accessibie to all interested scholars, but especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Center.
The Rangel archivlslliibrarian will organize, index, and preserve for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's
career. This will be a full time position, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoral Fellow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
assistance to other scholars, CCNY students, and the Harlem community,
while pursuing his/her own research,
The Rangel Library couid include such archive categories as: foreign polley,
government, the economy, community and the famiiy, New York City and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicity. Visiting
scholars from other cities, states, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the life of the Center.
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THE MASTER'S & BAiMA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE
The Rangel Center for Public Service will prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders In public
service. At tho heart of that effort Is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction l practical training, and opportunIties for vibrant co~curricu[ar
interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.
The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAiMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
who come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
For graduate students, the new Master's Program in Public Service will provide the
capstone of conceptual and service learning needed for a career In public service.
The MA Program's distinctive combination of classroom instruction, internships
and intensive interaction with mid-career professionals will atiract both recent
college graduates and older students who are potential leaders in public service.
Both programs will benefff from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and divisions, which may provide more focused attention in one area of
pUblic service. CCNY's Schools of Architecture, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus Its special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban public health, to name only a few, will be available to Rangel
Center students for interdisciplinary concentrations In content areas and technical
matlers.

THE BA/MA PROGRAM
An Integrated BAIMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruit excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assuring them a seamless transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with practical experience along the way.
Undergraduate education at the Rangel Center is designed primarily to secure
student commllment to caraers in public service. To provide afoundation for the
MA program, and to recruit the best students, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offerings in public policy, governance and management. Students
interested in public service careers from non-social science fields (such as engineering,
architecture, and science and technoiogy) will be able to enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while maintaining their technical
emphasis.
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of public policy and
equity will enroll in the 15O-Credit, five-year CCNY BAIMA Program in Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to take master's-Ievel seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120th credit, they must have compieted 15
credits from the MA Program, and their courses will consist entirely of masterslevel courses and service internships. (In most cases, the initial MA courses will
be the required core courses.)
Engineering, science and architecture students will receive credit in the BAiMA
program for courses in those fields, allowing them to move directly into associated
policy courses. (See category III courses listed on the following page.) For these
students, courses in categories I and III will most occupy their attention once they
pass the 120-credit mark.
Thus it will be possible for a non-social science student at CCNY to complete the
BAiMA in roughly the same amount of time it would take a social science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BAIMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working completely in MA courses thereafter. Students
in the BAIMA program will have at least one service learning or internship
experience during the course of the program.
The final three semesters in the BAiMA program will consist of seminar classes
focusing on specific politicai and technicai issues of important public policy concerns.
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
particular areas of expertise, both in policy questions and related technical matters. It
Is also at this level that the students are expected to have the most substantial
interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll directly in the 45-credlt MA Program In Public Service
without the BA component. This program will take two years of full time study,
Including a minimum of one semester of intensive internship work.
The stand-alone MA program is a 45-credit program (including the internship). As
with the BNMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the outset, reserving their seminar courses In specific areas of poticy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study.
The curriculum for the both the programs in public service at The City Coliege is
found on the following page.

ElUilSlT
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STUDENTS IN BOTH THE BAIMA & THE MA PROGRAM
WlLL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OFTHE
FOLLOWlNG CATEGORIES:
~ATJlQ9.Rd

CATEGORY III

Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Public Policy and Policy Anaiysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
Communication In Public Settings
Poverty, Ethniclty, and Diversity
Ethics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

Courses that offer instruclion In content areas
and technical mattars that lie at the heart 01
key polley concerns
(lour classes lor 12 credits):
Experts from CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
of polITical science, sociology, etc., will teach these
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for public service careers. Selection of these
courses will bs made with the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethnicity,
and Environment.

CATEGORY II

Substanliva poticy concerns
(four classes lor 12 credits):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Power, Inequality, and Social Welfare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Healthcare Poticy
Transportation and Communication Poiicy
Poliution and Environmental Poiicy
International Business Economic Policy

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

It
I:

Examples include:
Urban Public Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems in Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
International Law
International OrganizaTIons
Urban Schoois in a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Sociology of Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Security
Solid Waste Management
People of the City of New York

Internships (may be laken in summer)
(3 or more credils)
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ELIGIBILITY
US citizens and green card holders (permanent
residents) will be considered as applicants;
Applicants for tI1e MA Program in Public Service
must be in the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have completed tI1eir undergraduate
degree by June, in order to enter graduate school
by the following fall;
Applicants for the botl1tha MA Program and tha
BAiMA Program must have acumuiative grade
point average ot3.2 or higher on a 4.0 scaie at
the time of application.

SELECTION OF THE STUDENT SCHOLARS
l1li Scholarships will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for fhe program ara able to apply and
attend. Consideration will ba given to qualitied applicants Who, In addition to oUfstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, demonstrate financial need. At least 10 $10,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awarded each year; these scholarships will cover full tuition and other educational expensas;
l1li App!icants may be in their senior year at City College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college andlor are engaged in a public service career;
l1li Candidates for the BAiMA Program will need to state their intention of applying ror this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier as coursework will need to be planned on an individualized
basis. Candidates ror this Program may apply ror a two-year Rangel Schoiarship in their junior year.
l1li A candidate's community, acadamic, other extracurricular, and leadership activities will be considered
during the selection process;
l1li Students from underrepresented populations are especially encouraged to apply;
l1li Two letters of recommendation, • personal statement, and examples of writing skills will be required;
A seleclion committee composed at the president at The City Coliege, members of The Rangel Center
taculty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangel's office;
l1li Candidates setected ror linal consideralion will meet with the selection committee and Congressman
Rangel for the final selection.
EltHIialT
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I

THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN

I
I
I

LEADERSHIP AND POLICY
INNOVA'TION

I
I

The Center will be lhe home of a unique program thai brings together midcareer leaders in lhe public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods thai range from eight weeks 10 an entire academic year. These
outstanding public servants will receive, in essence, a sabbaticai from their
leadership posilions and will spend lheir lime at CCNY considering new
directions for public service leadership, policy innovation, and assistance to
communilies in need.

I

I
I

I
I

The Mid-Career Program will be targeted especially at outslanding ieaders
trom communilies underrepresenled in public servioo. In addition to their
work with one another, Rangel Leadership Fellows will be engaged in
opportunities to leach and mentor Rangel participants in the BAIMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service.The mid-career parlicipanls
become an essential resource tor sludenls, especially undergraduates, who
are being prepared for careers in public service.

I
I
I

I

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

I

Recent studies suggest lhat the fruslrations of public service iead 100
many govemmenl and other public sector leaders to leave these seclors
early in their careers. A common complaint is that lhese ieaders rarely have
lime to slop and think about where their organizalions and the issues to
which they are devoled are headed over lhe medium- and long-term. The
day-to-day tasks of running organizalions preclude laking the time 10 consider how other organizations do their work and what models exisi for polley
and leadership success.

I
I

In each case, a sponsoring organization wiil continue to provide ihe financial
support for a Rangel Leadership Fellow. II will be considered an honor to
participate and a reward for lop pertormance, much like participation in an
executive MBA program is considered in the business world, where employees ar~ selecled and sponsored by their companies.
The Rangel Cenler's Mld-Gareer Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation will permilleaders at the middle stage of their careers in the
public sector, especlaliy men and women from underrepresented groups, to
leave their
place of theircusiomary jobs,
I!l(Hct~T
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they will spend time wiih other leaders and members 01 the Cny College community
and consider issues 01 teadership and public policy. The experience will provide
participants wiih boih ihe time to relleci and with the specialized educaiion in specllic policy areas that wili contribute to their advancemeni within their respective
institutions.
Panicipanis will spend between eight weeks and a lull academic year ai the
Rangel Center in Individual programs 01 study and rellection under the meniorship
01 one of the Center's prolessors.
City College faculty wili lead sessions with the Rangel Leadership Fellows about
issues 01 public sector leadership and poiicy Innovation. Each group 01 Fellows wili
work with a select group of Rangel studenis in Public Policy and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or relorming policy - or ways of
deiivering policy - in some issue area. These group projects provide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BNMA and MA studenis In the work 01 mid-career leaders giving them first-hand knowledge of the potential of careers in public service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These Fellows wili receive varying levels at suppori, depending on the worklorce
from which they are drawn. Almost all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which aliow a limited number of empioyees io receive a oneyear sabbaticai and fuli salary for posi-baccalaureate study ai an Instituiion 01
higher educailon.
The Rangel Center wili reach out io human resources ollices that oversee these
progl1lms In specilic agencies io ensure ihai the Rangei Center becomes a
premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-career leaders from
underrepresented populations. The Rangel Center wiil provide each federal Rangel
Leadership Feliow an individualized academic program tuition-free, and offer 10
$7,500 cost-oHivlng and travel packages, to ensure that mid-career employees
who live outside New York City can take advaniage 01 this important opportunity.
Each Rangel Leadel~hip Feliow who works ai ihe Center for ai least one semester
will each teach one seminar. Rangel Leadership Fellows will also participate In the
Best Practices Seminar, along with guest speakers Irom academia, ihink tanks, the
public sector, and communiiy organizations. This seminar will focus on practical
issues pertaining io careers in pubiic service, including the art 01 building coalitions, techniques for communicating effectively to the pUbiic, lessons on making
useful ccnnections, and career Issues particular io members of underrepresented
popUlations. Flnaliy, io maximize the educational value of internships, students will
evaluate them under the guidance at experienced Rangel Leadership Fellows.

l!lllllllllT
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THE HOME OF THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER

I

Originally conl'eived as The City College ofNew Yorks Presidents House and later used as the

I

eCNYAlumni Hot/se, lite limestone mansion on 141st Street and Convent Avenue harks back

I

to City College,' earliest days in the

mid~1800s.

A graciollS jour-story structure with a jull

beJo7flJ-side'l@(1lk level andparking area, the stattly tommholt.\'1! features tw'o andsometimes three

tiledjireplaces 01t each floo!; high ceilings. decorative plaster; and jitle w-JOodwork throttghout.
and ornamental ironwork on every wil,do,@ 'ma' stlrroun,1in.g tl'e bnil1il1,g.

I
I

I
I

Because of a fire in the late 1970s and cutbacks inpublitjinatl!:ing ofthe City Univmity at

I

that time, the buildinghas 110t been itt use andwill need repair to bring it to its/ormergrandeur.

I

When completely restored. how}cver; the townhouse '(JJJ-ill regain its position as one of the most

I

beautifulportions of the bistoric City College campus.

I

It is especially appmpriate housingjor The Rangel Center]or Public Service as it includ~, space
for conferences, seminar rooms, study areas, and smart classrooms. In addition, it can accom-

I

I

modate reception rooms mid jJott:ntia!(y computerized archives. In fact, this projelt '{j}}iIJ repre-

I

setlt a unique opportunity to design the space insidt The Rangel Centerjor its specific lISe prior

I

to the buildingls renovation.

~

A survey and report from 199$ alceady e"ists mId details the building's reJlovati01l needs, A

I

new report recalculating renovation cost<:: in 2005 dollat'S has been prepared anti wi/! itemize

~

otld budget the 1wquired"Jork in detail. Current '"timates based on the 1995 costs m~ induded

I

belmw. When finished, Tbe Rangel Ctnter~ home will be a beautiful addition to the Had""

,
,

u{iJan Imld'cape.

£)iI'iI~IT
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THE CENTER BUILDING WILL INCLUDE:
The Rangel Library to house the Rangel archives, which will be digitized; it may
also be possible to provide digital access from the main library at City Coliege
to the Center if it is determined that the archives should be housed there;
A communications network center/smart classroom for video-conferencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access, ability to
collaborate with other schools, including the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and other similar academic partners;
A large conference room, with room for meetings wfth community groups,
researchers, and participating students;
Two small meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their work with community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for workshops;
Offices for the Director/Rangel Chair, archiVist/librarian, resident and visiting
faculty, internship coordinator, administrative assistant, post-doctoral fellows;
A well-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;
One large and one small reception room;
Kitchen facilITieS for receptions and working lunches;
A Rangel Program publications office where working papers can be printed
and stored;
One or more sleepin

EXHIBiT

visiting scholars.
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STAFFING OF THE RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS
Director, Charles B. Rangel Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Faculty
In addition to The City College at New York faculty lines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new faculty will be hired wlill the support of the Rangel Center: the director, one senior, and one junior
faculty member.
Requirements for selection as the Rangel Center's director will include an international reputafion, experience in public service, and respect within the academic community. The Director will also hoid the
endowed Charles B. Rangel Chair. The opportunity to appoint the director to the prestigious Rangel Chair,
named for one of the most eminent government leaders of this generation, will enabie the Center to atlract
and retain a distinguished scholar/public servant.
One other senior facully member and one junior faculty member, each with experience in public service,
will also be hired as part ot Ihe Rangel Cenler's budget. A schoiar with expertise in leadership will be
sought, as well as one with research experience In the barriers that deter many students with minority and
Immigrant backgrounds trom careers In public service.
Current and New Full-time Faculty
The Rangel Center will dl'aw on the knowledge and strengths of current full-time faculty at City College,
particuiarly those in the departments of politicai science, economics, management, and sociotogy. FaCUlty
Irom the City College Schoots of Architecture, Education, Engineering, and Biomedical Education will atso
teach in the Rangel programs, highlighting the connections between their areas at subsfantlve expertise
and pUblic policymaktng. CCNY will also use college faculty lines to hire new faculty working in some 01
the areas central to the Rangel Center's mission, especially In the areas of public policy, public service,
management, and ethnicliy. These facully will be jointly based In the Rangel Center and academic departments,
Archlvlsl/Ltbrarlan
The collected papers of Congressman Charles B.
Rangel will constilute a valuable resource that will
greatly add to the reputation of the Center and help
it 10 realize Its goals. A Rangel Post-Doctorat Fellow
will be hired to organize lhese papers, to digitize
them, and to assist scholars in using them. These
will InclUde visiting scholars, post-doctoral fellows
hired by the Center, and students In the Master's
Program who elect to do superVised research.
Administrative Assistant
To assist the Director of the Rangel Center, a full
time administrative assistant will be hired.
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Internship Coordinator
internships are central to fUlfilling the goals of the
Rangel Center because they not only provide students
with practical experience but also permit them to
make the contacts that are so important in building
successtul careers. A full-time staff member will be
hired for the Center to locate organizations willing to
host internships for students from the Masters
Program and to ensure that the Internships are
useful both for !he students and the host organizations.
Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Fellow working to organize and
stUdy the Rangel Archives, two Post-Doctoral
Fellows will be hired to do research at the Center.
In selecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, priority
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on diversity in public service.
Ranget Leadership Fellows
Rangel Leadership Fellows will participate in the
Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation. Those who iive outside New York City
will be offered stipends to covar travel expenses.
Guest Speakers
Members of academia, think tanks, the public
sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the world, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faceo in public service, will be brought to City
College to provide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to solve the problems.
Webmaster
Apart-time webmaster will develop and maintain
the website 10'r the Rangei Center.
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BUDGET ELEMENTS

I
I

Staff

I

Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
ArchlvisVlibrarianlRangel pos~doctoral fellow
Full-time internship coordinator
Administrative assistant
Part-time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Rangel post-doctoral fellows

I
I

I
I

I
I

Support and incentives for current CCNY faculty:

I
1) Support for City College faculty affiliated with Ihe Center to present
research specifically supported by the Center at academic conferences.
This helps disseminate Ihe knOWledge gained through Center activities
and promote the name of the Cenier.
2) Support for CCNY faculty research associated with iopics the Center
touches on. These can be one-semester research grants or summer-long
residence research grants that will provide summer support for faculty
who take up offices at the Center end pursue some focused research
project.
3) Some support for faculty working on the Center's curricuia and programs.
Restoration of ihe Rangel Center building
The City College Office of Facilities has taken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on the Building Condition Assessmeni of the CCNY Alumni House and provided
an interim estimate of Ihe costs in 2005 dollars. it is anticipaled that Ihe cost of
bringing the building up to code, installing the elevator now required by the
Americans wilh Disabilities Act, restoring lhe historic and architeclurallealures of
the building, and designing fhe interior specificaliy for ihe Rangel Cenle!s needs
wiil come to $4.7 million In today's doilars.
Asum to endow the building's ongoing maintenance will ensure thai the Rangel
Centers home wiil remain pristine and also permit future Improvemenls. Therefore,
a sum of $2.3 miilion wiil be set aside as an endowment, from which only the
income wiil be used annually, to preserve the Rangel Center's magnHlcent Harlem
home in perpetuit ,and rovide a livin environment for study and discourse
appropriate
l!XHII!lIT
the Center ilself.
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Expenses other than for staff and the building
1) Each cohort wilt contain 20 students. In order to make it teaslble for
the best students to enroll in the Rangel MA Program, IT will be advisable
to plan financial support for tuition and other educational expenses of
$10,000 each year for two years for at leasf 10 students;
2) All students in the MA program will participate in internships, some of
which will be funded by the sponsoring organizations. The Rangei Center
will also provide support for students in unpaid internships. Additional
practical experience wtll come in the form of service learning components
added to the courses. Note that internships/service learning experiences
for undergraduates will be provided through other CCNY programs including:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public Policy, the International
Studies Service Learning Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'Agostino-Greenberg internships, and the Colin Powell Leadership
Program;
3) Honoraria and travel for speakers;
4) Food for conferences and speaker series;
5) Computers and computer maintenance;
6) Preparation and rnaterials lor recruitment and publicity;
7) Travel and living expenses for internships;
8) Publicalions.
BUDGET NOTES
1. The first budget seclion below, Programmafic Costs, is based upon an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectatioh of income of $1,150,000 per
year, which will meet the Center's programmatic needs.
2:The second budget section illustrates how Building Costs will be met through
the investment of $4.7 million for construction/start-up costs, and a $2.3
million endowment for maintenance.
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'I.

BUDGET FOR RANGEL CENTER

Program Costs

I
I

Academic and Visiting Staff
Position

# Salary

Director!
Chair
Sr. Professor

1 $110,000

$146,300

$

146,300

1 $ 85,000

$113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Professor

1 $ 65,000

$ 86,450

$

86,450

Archivist!
Librarianl
Post Doc

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

FT Internship
Coordinator

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

Admin Asst

1 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

37,240

I

PT Webmaster

1 $ 10,000 $ 13,300

$

13,300

I

Visiting
Scholars

2 $ 25,000

$ 33,250

$

66,500

Post-Docs

2 $ 28,000 $ 37,240

$

74,480

I

11 $421,000 $559,930

$

630,420

I

Category

# $ Amount

Sub-total

I

Student
Scholarships
Year 1

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

I

Year 2
and after

10

$ 10,000

$

100,000

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

Year 2
and after

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

$

260,000

Sub-Total staff

Sal+Beneflts

SUb-total

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

Student Support

I

Sub-Total student coe.ts
Rangel Fellows

10

$ '5,000

Total Personnel Services

$

50,000

$

940,420

I
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Other Than Personnel Services (annually)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honoraria/travel!
Ihouslng for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
conf,speakers

$

5,000

Computers!
maintenance

$

20,000

Recruitment!
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travelflivlng
costs-distant
internships

$

5,000

Publications

$

5,000

TotalOTPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

I $ 23,000,000 I

Building Costs
Initial outlay

Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees and soft costs
Elevator
Furniture and equipment costs
Program contingency
Sub-total

$ 2,600,000
$ 390,000
$ 900,000
$ 260,000
$ 550,000
$ 4,700,000

Annual maintenance costs

Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year
($1.4 million spread over 30 years)

$
$

70,000
46,667

Total annual maintenance costs for building

$

116,667

Endowment needed to provide $116,667/year

$ 2,333,340

I

Total Needed for Building

I$

TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

I $ 30,000,000 I

7,033,340
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June 20, 2005
Mr. Alexander Abraham
The Abraham Foundation, Inc.
elo B. Strauss Assoc, Ltd.
307 5th Ave., 8th FI.
New York, NY 10016
Dear Mr. Abraham:
1 am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has mc
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at thc City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in an
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. J believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnidties that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently tmderrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of tile US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top manageIial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowelment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. 1 have embraced the College's c.oncept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at Ihe City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension ofehange, It will not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
] will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approacb the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in
education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and
months.
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hme 20, 2005
Ms. Cynthia Richards
The Atlantic FOlmdation of NY
125 Park Ave., 21stF1.
New York, NY 10017
Dear Ms. Richards:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative willI a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University of New York plans to ereate the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Pnblic Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the lmderprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in an
enthllsiasm for the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that oppOliunity for public service be made available to an witb the goal of
achieving a polieymal<ing cOllU11unity that reflects Il,e rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we arc as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that win motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers iu public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Felleral government are memhers of the minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups iu the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Centerin the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure !hat those who mn our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
cmrununity.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, thc Rangel Center at the City College of
Ncw York will be alive with the work of scholars and studenta working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of chauge. It will not be a Library or Museum,
but a Jiving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the plallning phase
ofthe creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor eommlmity, particularly private and corporate foundations interested ill
education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding ofthc Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and
months.
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June 13, 2005

Judith Rodin, President
The Rockefeller Foundation
4~O Fifth Avenue
New ~ork, NY 100la-27~S
Dear Me. Rodin ~

I

am writing to you as a leader in the
philanthropic community with a shared vision
and cotnmitment to public service, to share news
of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City college of the City
University ot New York plans to creat~ the
Charles B. Rangel Center for'Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and training for ca:r..'eers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. r want you to

know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm
for the cl"eat:Lon of this Center and my pride in
the decision of the City university to name it
for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
loelieved in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawrnake~s
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
eor public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving- a
pOlicymaking community that reflects the rich
tapes'try of cult.ures r
faiths!
colors- and
ethnicities that make UB who we are as a gre~t
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
c"",ation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently

underrepresented in pUblic
careers in public service.

life

to

pursue

"

.

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty petcent
of the US population. Yet, aooording to the
Equal Economic opportunity commission's 2003
report on the fedex'al \Yorkforce, only J.3.$% of.
the

men

and

women

who

occupy

the

top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and policy-making
positions in the us Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minoJ;ity groups in the US will comprise more
than SOt of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in th~ City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of o\.\r diversity. X have

embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the .Rangel Center at the Cj,ty College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library Or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.

I

will

be

exploring

with

my

Congressional

colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of

the creation of the Center. I request your
advioe
and assistance
concerning how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming we eke and , nthe.
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June 20, 2005
Mr. Roger B.bnil<
The Bahni]( Foundation, lnc.

190 Ph,e Hollow Rd.

Oyster Bay, NY 11771
Dear Mr. Balmik;

1"", writing to you, as a leader in the philanthrepic community with. shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University of New York plans to creat. lb.
Charles B. Rangel Cent"" for Public Service", lbe Ciry College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the \IDdorprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know ofmy peIllOnal interest iu an
enlbusiasm for the ereation oflhis Center and my pride in the decision ofthe City
Univ<ttsity to omnc it for me.
'I'hl'o\\ghout my public career I have beheved in the special strength derived from our raci&l
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in .ssuring that opportunity for public selYice be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a polioymaking connnunity that ",noelS the nub tapestry of cultures, fuilbs,
colors and e1"JuUcities that make us who We 8l'e as a great nation. 1am ask.ing you to join
me in ihe creation of a public policy center tbat willlllotivate and prepare young )'eople
presently underrepresented in pubUc life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Comnlission's 2003 report on the federal workfo1'(:e, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
l"'sitions in rhe US Feder.l gov=ent are members of the minority group,. And by
2050, minmity gro"ps in the US will comprise more than 50% ofout popUlation.
'The Charles B. Rangel Centerm the City College of New York, a school in themos!
efunically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups~ will help to ensure that those who run our
nailon wilt be reflective ofour diversity. IhRvo- embraced the CQllege-ls concept because: it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you wilt see from Ille enclosed presentation, the Rangel Cefiler at the City CoUcg~ of
New York will be alive with the work of ,cholMs and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimeusion ofchange. It will not be a Library or Museum,
but aliving institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
1 will be exploring with my Congressional colleaguesl1ow best to move 'this idea tlIro"ogh
the .pproprlaJ:/ous process and am optin1istic about ,ec,uing funds for the pianning phase
oftbe creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor conununity~ particularly private and corporate foul1dalions intetested in
educatioD, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look foIW'ard to entering into a
dialoguo with 1'<'u on the funding of the Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and
months,
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August 19,2005

Mr. Robert Doran
Doran Family Charitable Trust
clo U.S. Trust, Tax Dept.
114 W. 47th St.
New York, NY 10036
Dear Mr. Doran:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philaothropic community with a shared vision aod
commitment to public service, to share news of ao initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University ofNew York plaos to create the
Charles B. Raogel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide ao opportonity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know ofmy personal interest in an
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center aod my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived
from our racial and ethnic diversity aod that we as lawmakers must lead in assuring that
opportonity for public service be made available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths, colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation ofa public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yct, according to
the Equal Opportonity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men aod women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Fedaral government are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% ofour population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City CollegeofNew York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel C
New Y0I:k will be alive with the work of scholars and studen
issues and studying the political dimension ofchange. It will
but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating d

ter at the City College of
working on public policy
ot be a Library or Museum,
bate.

I wiIJ be exploring with my Congressional coIJeagues how be
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assist
approach the donor community, particularly private and corp
education. I look forward to entering into a dialogue with yo
Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and months.

to move this idea through
ds for the planning phase
ce concerning how to
rate foundations interested in
on the funding of the
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August 19, 2005
Mr. Crosby Smith
Clarence and Anne Dillon Dunwalke Trust
1330 Ave. ofthe Americas, 27th Fl.
New York, NY 10019

I

Dear Mr. Smith:
I am writing to you, as B leader in the philantbrupic community with a shared vision and
conunitment to public service, to share news ofan initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University ofNew York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in an
enthusiasm for the creation oflhis Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived
from our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as lawmakers must lead in assuring that
opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths, colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly lhirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Conunission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members ofthe minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of inunigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and studen1is working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It willi not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brjrnming with ideas and stimulating 'bate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing ftmds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a dialogue with you on the ftmding of the
Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and months.
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August 19, 2005

Mr. Ronald West'
Fred L. Emerson Foundation, lnc.
P.O. Box 276
Auburn, NY 13021
Dear Mr. West:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to share news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University ofNew York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underpriVileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know ofmy personal interest in an
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived
from our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as lawmakers must lead in assuring that
opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry ofcuiteres, faiths, colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public liti: to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
, the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members ofthe minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with 'an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment ofimmigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective ofour diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It will not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase

ofthe creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistanceconceming how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a dialogue with you on the funding of the
Rangel Center concept in the c?ming weeks and months.
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Mr. Michael McCarthy
Avalon Foundation
clo BCRS Associates, LLC
100 Wall Street, 11th Flocr
New York, NY 10005
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. McCarthy,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic ccmmunity with a shared vision and
conunitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. r want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths~
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service,
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Eqnal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on puhlic policy
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I am pleased to have heen able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of snpport for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs ofthe center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be reqnired for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
1 thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed helow.

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY
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August 19, 2005

Mr. Michael Donovan
Donovan Foundation
c/o Michael Donovan
1040 5th Ave., Ste. 2A
New York, NY 10028
Dear Mr. Donovan:
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic communitlY with a shared vision and
conunitment to public service, to share news of an initiative With a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University ofNew York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the
college has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in an
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision ofthe City
University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived
from our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as lawmakersmust lead in assuring that
opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faitha, colors and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal OpportunityConunission's 2003 report on the fedeml workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members ofthe minority groups. And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew YQrk, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensur~'that those who run our
nation will be reflective ofour diversity. I have embraced th College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy my home Harlem
community.
.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and studenlll working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It will;not be a Library or Museum,
but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating d~bate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning phase
ofllie creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a dialogue with you on the funding of the
Rangel Center concept in the coming weeks and month
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September 22, 2005
Dr. Vartan Gregorian
President
Carnegie Corporation ofNew York
437 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Vartan,
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University ofNew York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the underprivileged students
the college has traditionally served. r want you to know ofmy personal interest in, and
enthusiasm for, the creation oftbis Center and my pride in the decision ofthe City
University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career r have believed in the special strength derived from our
racial and ethnic diversity. r believe that we as lawmakers and elected puhlic officials
must lead in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the
goal of achieving a policymaking community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures,
faiths, colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you
to join me in the creation of a public policy center that will'motivate and prepare young
people presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8%
ofthefuen andwO)llen who occupy the top managerial sopervisory, and policy-making
positiQns in theUS Federal gQvemmentare members ofthe minority gtoups; And by
2050, minority groups in the US will comprise more than.50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant and ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pnblic policy
issues and studying the political dimensions of change. The Charles B. Rangel Library,
consisting of docmnents, archives and memorabilia from my public Service career, will
be housed at the Center. This material will be made available to scholars nationally, and
will serve as a focus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by underserved minorities. The Center will be a living
institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic about secming funds for the planning phase
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how to
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested
in education, for grants to support the creation of the center. I look forward to entering
into a dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept and specifically, the
Library. I will have someone in my office call you to follow-up.

In addition, representatives from City College and I recently met with President Susan
Berresford and a couple of her staffmembers at the Ford Foundation. They have
graciously offered to host a briefing meeting for a few foundations in the near future. I
hope you will consider joining us.
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September 22, 2005
President William G. Bowen
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
140 East 62'''' Street
New York, NY 10021

Dear William,
I am writing to you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and

commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York plans to create the
C'harles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in public service for the nnderprivileged students
the c01lege has traditionally served. I want you to know of my personal interest in, and
enthusiasm lor, the creation of this Center and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strcngth derived from our
racial and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as la"makers and elected public officials
must lead in assuring that opportunity for pubhc service be made available to a1l with the
goal of achieving a policymaking community that reDects the rich tapestry of cultures,
faiths, colors and ethnicities that make us who we arc as a great nation. I am asking you
to join me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young
people prosently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8%

of the rnon and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy~making
positions in the US Federal govemment are members of the minority groups. And by
2050, minOlity groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empOWel111ent of immigrant and ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our

nation will be ret1ective of our diversity. [ have embraced the College's concept because
it will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem

community.
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As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
''';ew York will be alive with the work of scholars and studems working on public p~licv
issues and studying the political dimensions of change, It will not be 8. Library or a
~\'111SeL1J11, but a living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.

-

I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea throui!h

the appropriations process and am optimistic about securing funds for the planning pha;e
of the creation of the Center. I request your advice and assistance concerning how (0
approach the donor community, particularly private and corporate foundations interested
in education, for grants to support the creation of the cemer. J Jook forward to entering
into a dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel Center concept. [will have
someone in my office call you to follow-up.
In addition, representatives from City College and I recently met with Susan Berresford
and a couple of her staff members at the Ford Foundation. They have graciously offered
to host a briefing meeting tor a few foundations in the near future. I hope you will
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Mr. Roger B.hnik
The Bahnik Foundation, Inc.
190 Pine Hollow Road
Oyster Bay, NY 1177]
July 26, 2006
Dcar Mr. Bahnik,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career] have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation ofa public policy center that wiIl motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050~
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting tbe
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will belp to ensure that tbose who mn our
nation will be reflective ofour diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work ofscholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Alexander Abraham
The Abraham Foundation, Inc.
cIa B. Strauss Assoc. Ltd.
307 5th Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Abraham,
I am writing you. as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared visi~~m and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me

quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. J want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it fOT me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected pUblic officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public sen'ice.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthc US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial. supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal governmeot are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and v-lith an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups~ will help to ensure tha1 those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.

As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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Ms. Kate Noble
Baker Charitable Foundation
c/o JP Morgan Chase Bank, Trust Dept.
P.O. Box 31412
Rochester, NY 14603
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Noble,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic c6rnmunity witb a sbared vision and
commitment to public service. to provide news of an initiative witb a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College oftbe City University of New York bas created tbe Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in publie service for tbe underprivileged students the college bas traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and entbusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. 1 believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
tbe men and women who occupy lhe top managerial, supervisory. and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govenmlent are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse eity in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced tbe College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community,
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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Mr. Daniel Spitzer
The ABS Charitable Foundation
850 Piennont Avenue
Piennont, NY 10968
July 26,2006
Dear Mr. Spitzer,
I am writing you~ as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in puhlic service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and cnthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived ttom our racial
and ethnic diversity. 1 believe that we as lawmakers and elected public oftlcials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center thaI will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of onr population.
The Charles B. Rangel Ccnter in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. J have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from Ihe enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas ilnd stimulating debate.
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Mr. Edward Jones
The Edith & F.M. Achilles Memorial Fund
c/o lP Morgan Chase Bank
345 Park Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10154
July 26, 2006

Dear Mr. Jones.
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news ofan initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it tor me.

Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in lhe City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant elhnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community,

As you will see Crom the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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Mr. Joseph Dolan
The Achelis Foundation
767 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Dolan,

I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career 1 have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. [ am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up ncarly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed prescntation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Howard Felson
The Herbert Allen Foundation
711 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10022-3194
July 26,2006
Dear Mr. Felson,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to ptovide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the ricb tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue eareers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immIgrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who mn our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Salvatore Alfiero
Alftero Family Charitable Foundation
2150 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14207
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Alftero,
I am writing you. as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitmeut to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethoicities that make us who we are as a great nation. 1 am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal govermnent are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who mn our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Richard Abrons
Louis and Abrons Foundation, Inc.
clo Manbanan Co.
437 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dcar Mr, Abrons,

1am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitmeut to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived lromour racial
ami ethnic diversily. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials mut;l lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, 1am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government arc members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history ofsupporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups. will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity, I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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Mr. James Allwin
The Allwin Family Foundation
c/o Aetos Capital, LLC
375 Park Avenue, Suite 3401
New York, NY 10152
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Allwin,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to nwne it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived 'fi'om our racial
and ethnic diversity. 1believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a pOlicy making community that reflects the rich lapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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Ms. Meg O'Connell
Allyn Foundation
P.O. Box 22
Skaneateles, NY 13152
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. O'Connell,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ellmie diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation ofa public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Conunission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowel1T1ent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem

community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension ofchange. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr, Andrew Alper
Alper Family Foundalion
DCRS Associates
100 Wall Street, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10005
July 26, 2006
Dcar Mr, Alper,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanrhropie community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited, The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest jn and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City Universi1y to name it for mc.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnie diversity, I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry ofculrures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation, r am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public pclicy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups, And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population,
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in OUT nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective ofour diversity, 1have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, rhe Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work ofseholars and students working on public policy
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Me. Joseph Santangelo
Arkell Hall Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 240
Canahoharie, NY 13317-0240
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Santangelo,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And hy 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups~ will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Ms. Cynthia Richards
The Atlantic Foundation of New York
125 Park Avenue, 2Ist Floor
NewYork,NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Richards,
I am writing you~ as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and

commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created tbe Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college bas traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
tbis Center and my pride in the decision of tbe City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths.
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet. according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it

will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Mr. Timothy Barakett
The Atticus Foundation

152 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Baraket!,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
7

quite excited. The City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B, Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training

for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived fTom our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for pnblic service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13,81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members ofminority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowennent of immigrant ethnic groups. will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it

will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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Ms. Susan Riker
Agrilink FoodslPro-Fac Foundation
90 Linden Oaks
P.O. Box 20670
Rochester, NY 14602·0670
July 26, 2006
Dear Ms. Riker,
I am writing yon, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College of tho City University ofNew York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it tor me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public servlee.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13 .81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see (i·om the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of$3.6 million to pern,it a thorough and comprehensive plarmingprocess.l would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to SUppOlt the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in ohtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but tmderprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.

I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President of the City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butlcr, whose contact information is listed below.

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY
Telephone:

Fax: .. L"-"'~V,<
Email
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Mr. Ro¥"" Bohnik
The Bahnik Foundation, lnc.
190 Pine Hollow Road
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Bahnik,
I am writing you, as aleilder ill thephilanthroplc communltYwlth a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me

quite excited, 'fhe City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
R Rangel Center for Public Service to provlde an opportunity for educatiol! and training
for caree", ln public service for the undeIj>rivileged students the college has traditionally
served, I want you to know ofm:y~Qnal interest in and enthusiasm for the crea.tion of
this Center and my pride in the decision ofthe City University to name it fur me.
Throughout my public career 1have believed in the special strength deriVed from our racial
and eUIDic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and etected pUhlic officials mu,t leed
in ""'Iring that oppottumty for public service bo made available to aU with the goal of
achieving a policy malting community that rellects the rich tapestry of cultnres, faiUts,
colors and ethnicities that make Its who we are as a great nation. lam aslcing you to join
me in the crealion of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in pub1ic life to pursue ca:reers in p\.\blio service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofilia US population, Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commiesion', 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and poliey-n,aking
positions in the US Federal government are mernber8 of minority groups. And by 1050,
minority groUpS in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popnlation,
The Coorles B. Rangel Center in the City College of Now York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history ofsupporting the
empowennent ofimmigrant ethnic gronps, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflwtive ofour diversitY. 1have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legaoy in my home Harlem
community,
As yon will see from me enclosed present.tion, the Rang.l Center at the CitY College of

New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on pnblic policy
issues and studying the political dimension ofchange. It is not a Library or Museum~ but a
living: institution brimming 'With ideas and stimulating debate.
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1 am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 lnillion to permit a. thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of SUPPOl1: fo1' the Center as wen as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approacb the donor community) partiCUlarly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants w snpport the educational
programs of the crntcr. We are also il).terestcd in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional hut underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
1 thmlk you for your eousideratlon and for any future support U,.t you may provide to the
Charles g, Rangel Center at the City College of Now York. Please do not hesitate 1<>
cont.ctthe Vice President of the City College's Office ofDevelopment and !l1Slitutional
Advancemen~ Rachelle Butler, whose contant !nfonn.rion is listed below,

Rachelle Butler, Vice Presi t
Office ofDevelopment and lnstit\\tionsl Advancement
The City College ofNew York
138th Street and Convent Aven\\e, 8-154
New York, NY
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Mr. Stanley Lefkowitz
Falconwood Foundation, Incorporated
565 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10017
July 26, 2006
Dear Mr. Lefkowitz,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City College ofthe City University ofNew York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service 10 provide an opportonity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged slodents the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know ofmy personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our mcial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportonity for public service be made available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportonity Commission's 2003 report on the fedeml workforce, only 13.81% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members ofminority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of our popnlation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College ofNew York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. 1have embraced the College's concept because it
will allow me to locate the inspirational aspects ofmy legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
issues and studying the political dimension ofchange. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and stimulating debate.
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Ran el Center at the City College ofNew York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vic
esident of the City College's Office ofDevelopment and Institutional
Adv
t,
elle Butler, whose contact infonnation is listed below.

Rachelle Butler, Vice Pre 'de t
Office ofDevelopment and Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8·154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212·650: : ; 212·650'
Fax: 212·650"' .. .
Email rbuller!"
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Mr. Huyler Held
,..GO"l ~l

i ' 1 l' It
c/o McLauglin & Stern LLP
260 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
July 26, 2006

Dear Mr. Held,
I am writing you, as a leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitment to public service, to provide news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The City CoUege of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center for Public Service to provide an opportunity for education and training
for careers in public service for the underprivileged students the coUege has traditionally
served. 1 want you to know of my personal interest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Center and my pride in the decision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public career I have believed in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that we as lawmakers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for public service be made available to aU with the goal of
achieving a policy making community that reflects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that make us who we are as a great nation. I am asking you to join
me in the creation of a public policy center that will motivate and prepare young people
presently underrepresented in public life to pursue careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.81 % of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory, and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority gronps in the US will comprise more than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City CoUege of New York, a school in the most
ethnicaUy diverse city in our nation and with an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant etlmic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be reflective of our diversity. I have embraced the College's concept because it
will aUow me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my home Harlem
community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and students working on public policy
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal goverrunent grants in the amount
of $3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive planning process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning how to approach the donor community, particularly private and
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the educational
programs of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged students which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangel Center at the City College of New York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President ofthe City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, achelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

Rachelle Butler, Vice P
dent
Office ofDevelopment and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
NewYork,NY
Telephone: ~~;-~"J">.c·
Fax:
Emai7
1 ',~~,J".' c.'C.. '.cc"
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Through 17 terms as U,S, Congressman Irom New York's 15th
Corlgre,ssillnai District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to
specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoim that has ied him to ieadership on a broad
range of naHonal and international Issues in the House of Representatives.
From Harlem tc South Alrica, from affordabie housing to heip for the
unemployed, from tax legislation to international trade, his work is charac~
terized by a fundamental commitment to equity, justice and inclusion,
The senior Democratic member of the Commiitee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice lor equity in the internal
Revenue Cede and proposed tax legislation, As a Congressional advisor
to the U,S, Trade Representative and a member of the President's Export
Council, he has worked tirelessly to build consensus on international trade
matters, In addition, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration proiect to revitalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the Low Income Housing Tax Credit, which heiped finance 90%
of the affordable housing buill in the U,S, in the last 10 years; and the Work
Opportunity Tax Credit, which has provided thousands 01 jobs for underprivileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders,
As ohairman of the Congressional Narcotios Abuse and Controi Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce tile tlow 01 drugs
into the United States and to solve the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisis.
He is a lounding mambar and lormer chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus, He aiso served as chairman of the New York State Council
01 Black Elected Democrats and as amember of the House Judiciary
Committee during the hearings on the articles of impeacl1ment ot
President Richard Nixon,
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star tor his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangel has authored several pieces of legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, including a successfu; bill that esiabIIshed the Office of Minority Affairs within Ihe Department of Veterans
Atfalrs, In the area of foreign aflairs, he played a vital role in ending the
apartheid regime in South Africa and restoring the democratic government
in Haiti.
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To the Reader:
In his distinguished careet; The Honorable Charles B, Range! has done as much as any
single p'1'Son itt public service to help the least powelful among our citizens to achieve their goals
and to chaltg!! their lives, their wmmunities, mid the !tation, He has d01le so with the clear vision
that all of America~ citizcm must be empowered in ordel'for America to be herself He has
thought and acted locally andglobally to mSitn that the laws andpolicies ofthis 'Iation embody
hel' best insti/lds and her highest promise.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangd's lifelong service is a beliefthat America's
"goocrning class" - those mm and women r@ho make our laws andpolicies - must mirror the
lich tapestry ofculturesJaiths, and ethnicities that make us who we are a,' a cO/mtry, HfrJ at The
City College ofNew

Yo!;/?

are proud to share that oision and that commitmmt,

Today, non-,,,hites make up neat'!.y thirty pe,,;ent ofthe U.S, population, let, according
to the Equal Economic Opportunity Commission:s 2003 ftp071 on the federal workfot't'e, only
13,8% of the men and <"omen who occupy the top mana,i!,erial, supervisory, and po&y-makilJg

positions in the U,S, federal gooemment are membet;' of minority groups, By 20.50, mi1lotity
groups in'the United States will comprise SO% of its populatiolt, The Charles B, Rangel Ce/lter
for Public Semice at The

Ci~V

College of NIf'I1!) lin;/? will help to etlsure that those who

!'ltll

our

nation fUJil1 reflect our citizenry'.
The Center m>itl accomplish this through the establishmmt ofa rigorous graduate program
for studentsfrom uMerrepnsentedgroups that willprepare themforpublic service, illduditJg elective office mid catrJers il1 government at the policy-making lli'Vet. The 1ICfPJ master~ program will
be coordinatedwith progran" 011 the undergraduate level, ma1lY unique to City College, to C1Zcourage and inspire our be,tstudents to moot huo gnldttate ")Ofie andpursue careen' in public service,
Located in a restored Harlem mansion adjacent to The City College campus, the Chartes B,
Ratzgel Cmter will al,o house the Chartes B, Rangel Library, all archival repository of documents, photographs, and memombiliu that records the I!k qf one of Arne/ica's most impottant
1mblie semants and serves as a rich repository of knowlerige and expelilJltCe for students and
scholars alike,

GREGORY

H. WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York
will strive to become a national center for the promotion of greater diversity in public
service, consisting of five major elements'

B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to The City Coilege campus,
and include the Rangel Library, the Rangel Conference Center, and offices
for visiting scholars;

THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service,
These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and particularly to
scholars within The City College and the City University, and will serve as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by underserved minorities;
THE CHARLES

which will recruit
and prepare young people for careers in government and public service. The
program will include participation in internships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center, It will also offer interdisciplinary specializations
in concert with The City College Schools of Architecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, plus CCNY's special programs in
transportation, waste management, and urban public healtll;

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE,

Upon completion of the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like
the Federal Career Intern Program, entering government service for a twoyear temporary appointment with eligibility for a permanent assignment upon
completion, These opportunities will encourage the involvement of members
of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

A COMBINED BNMA PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are particularly suited to draw outstanding students into public
service, The BAlMA Program will attract students capable of and interested
in an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's degree, It will prepare
them for public service with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL FELLOWS: A MID-CAREER

offering
professional advancement training for mid-career, minority government and
other public service employees of particular accomplishment and promise for
a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic year,

PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION,

CSOC.CBR.00030264
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City Coliege of New York offers a unique and fitting environment for The
Charles B. Rangel Cenfer for Public Service. Located in Hariem, the heart of
Congressman Rangal's constituency, The City Coliege of New York was founded
through a public referendum In 1847 as a free academy to serve "the children of
the whole people." One of a young America's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobility and social advanooment for generations of New
Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds
of thousands of taiented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For more than 157 years, The College has provided access to a
world-class education to underrepresented populations, preparing them to enter
those fields with the expert skilis to change their own futures and shape the world.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLLEGE
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City Coliege first in dlversl1y in the
nation, where African-Americans are the iargest group. This year, City Coliege was
ranked first where Hispanic Americans are the largest group. More than 87% of
CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that of the total number
of bachelo(s degrees awarded in the Untied States as a whole, white students
earned 75% of the totai, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders
6.2%. The same year at City Coilege, however, biacks earned 34.1% of the total
bachelor's degrees awarded, Hispanics 30.1 % and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11% an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented populations.

Following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni whose
achievements became the rnodel for their own families, City College students ara
often the first in their families to go to college, and most have very limited financial
resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combfned incomes of
$30,000 or less; three"quarters work whiie attending school, some at more than
one job. Over hall of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financial
reasons.

CSOC.CBR.00030265
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PUBLIC SERVICE AT CITY COLLEGE AND
RECRUITMENT POTENTIAL
FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLlC SERVICE

A number of existing City Coflege programs attract outstanding undergraduate students, most from minority populations, who are excellent candidates for puNic
service careers, The presence of these already excelient programs on campus
affords CCNY an opportunity open to very few colleges in the nation for early identification, recruitment, and preparation of students from underrepresented populalions for I.he Masler's and BAiMA Programs in Public Service at The Charles B.
Rangel Cenler for Public Service. They Inciude:
THE ROSENBERG-HuMPHREY PROGRAM IN PUBLlC
POLlCY,

which provides summer internships at government agencies in Washington,
DC, and New York in executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate
-8orrmittees,!abor unions, goV€rnment agencies! advocacy groups and policy
research organizations;

Trm COLIN POWELL IIEADERSHIP

PROGRAM l an interdisclpli·
nary program of instruction and co-curricular support designed to give a
select group of qualified CCNY students who have demonstrated potentiai lor
leadership the resources and experience necessarl' to develop tr,ai potenral;
with a major emphasis on service learning courses that allow students to
combine practical experience in underserved ccmmunities with coursework
relevant to that experience;

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGlL~M AT

CCNY, which
exposes students to a global perspecrve in their coursework and through
study abroad in China, Morocco, the Uniled Kingdom, and Germany; in
service learning internships in Rwanda, students spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Ministry ot Finance's Poverly Alleviation program, the Minisiry
of Gender and Developmenl, and the Ministry of Health's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;

which inciudes tile D'Agostir'lo-Greenberg
Program in Law and Public Po!icy, a lecture series in lavv and public policy,
and comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and legal internships for students.
TI-IE PRE-LAW PROGRAM,
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THE CHARLES

B.

RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hotd the product of 50 years of public service by the major African·
American statesman of the 20th and eariy 21 st centuries, the Charles B. Rangel
Library at The City Coliege of New York will rank with the Clinton and Carter
Libraries in historic importance to the government and academic communities.
The Rangel Library not only lei!s the story of one great man, but also of a nalion's
progress during the last haif of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st,
including papers on the Watergate and impeachment proceedings. it will trace the
nature of government, the growtll and devetopment of minorities in the United
States, and the contributions of underrepresented poputations in government and
public service. it wid not be frozen in time but rather the heart of a living, growing
center .. a productive environment tor emerging ideas, thoughtlul advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simultaneously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles B. Rangel Library wilt encourage study
of and research in the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent in
Congressman Rangel's long and varied career. In particular, the Cha(es B. Rangei
Library will inspire new generations of students from under·
represented populations to enter and excel in publ:c service. The archives will be
accessible to all interested scholars, bUI especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Center.
The Rangel archivistflibrar!an wilt organize, Index, and preserve for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia reialing to Congressman Rangei's
career. This wiil be a full time position, which will be held by a Rangel post·
doeloral Fellow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
assistance to otller schoiars, CCNY students, and the Harlem community,
while pursuing his/her own research.
The Rangei Library could include such archive categories as: foreign policy,
government, the economy, community and the farnily, New York ety and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicay. Visiting
scholars from other cities, stales, and nations wHI be welcomed and Integrated
into the life of the Cenler.
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THE MASTER'S & BA/MA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE
The Rangel Center for Public Service wi I! prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, fer careers as leaders in public
service, Attha heart of that effort Is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities ror vibrant co-curricular
interaction with Ihe Rangei Leadership Fellows,
The program Is designed to ailraet students at bolh the graduate and undergraduate leve:s. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BA/MA
Program in Public Service will attract CUl'rent CCNY students and new students
who come fa City CoHege speclilcady to enroll In the Rangel Program.
For graduate stUdents, the new Master's Program in Pubiic Service wili provide tile
capstone of conceptual and service learning needed for a career in public service.
The MA Program's dlstnelive combination 01 classroom inslrucllon, !nlernships
and intensive interaction with mid-careet professionals will attract both recent
college graduates and older sludents who are potential leaders in public service.
Both programs wili benefii from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and dlvisions, which may provide more focused attention in one area of
public service. CCNY's Schools of Archlleclure, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus its special programs in transportaton, waste managemenl, and urban pUblic heaith, 10 name oniy a few, will ba available to Rangel
Center students for interdisciplinary concentrations in content areas and technical
matters.

THE BAJ.lVlA PROGRAM
An integrated BAiMA degree program provides a vehicle io recruit excelient
students Into tile Rangel Program by assuring them a seamless transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with pracllca; experience along the way.
Undergraduate education althe Hangel Cente, is designed primarily 10 secure
student commitment to careers in public service. To provide a foundation for the
MA program, and to recruitlhe best students, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offerings In public policy, governance and management Students
interested in pub!lc service careers trom non-social science fteids (such as engineering,
architecture, and science and technology) will be able to enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while mainlainlng their technical
emphasis.

,...---..
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of public poiicy and
equity will enroll in the 150-credit, five'year CCNY SArMA Program in Public
Service, Undergraduates in this program wili begin to take master's-Ievel seminars
when ti-,ey reach 90 credits; by their 120th credit, they must have ccmpieted 15
credits from the MA Program, and their courses will consist entirely of master'slevel courses and service internships, {In most cases, the initial MA courses wiil
be the required core courses,)
Engineering, science and architecture students will receive credit In the SArMA
program for courses in those IIelds, allowing them to move directly Into associated
policy courses. (See category Iii courses listed on the following page,) For these
students, courses In categories I and III will most occupy their attention once Ihey
pass tl1e 120-credit mark,
Thus It wili be possible for a ron-social science student at CCNY to complete the
SArMA in roughly the same amount of time it would take a social science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BAfMA work within i 20 undergraduate credits will begin working completely in MA courses thereafter. Students
in the BArMA program wiil have at least one service learning or Internship
experience during the course of the program.
The final tllree semesters in Ihe SArMA program will consist of seminar classes
focusing on specific political and technicai issues of important pUblic policy concerns,
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
parlicular areas of expertise, both in policy questions and related technical matters, it
is also at til is level that the students are expected to have the most substantial
Interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates wili enroll directly in the 45-credit MA Program In Public Service
witbout the SA component, This program wHI take two years of full iime stud,',
including a minimum of cne semester of intensive internship work,
The stand-alone MA program Is a 45-oredit program (including the internship), As
with the BAfMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on eme courses at
111e outset, reserving their seminar courses In specific areas of policy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study,
The curriculum for the both the programs in public service at The City Collego Is
found on the following page.
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STUDENTS IN BOTH THE EAlMA & THE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

III

CATEGORY I

CATEGORY

Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Public Policy and Policy Analysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
Communication in Public Settings
Poverty, Ethnicity, and Diversity
Ethics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

Courses that offer instruction in content areas
and technical matters that lie at the heart of
key policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Experts from CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
of politicai science, socioiogy, etc., will teach these
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for pUbtlc service careers. Selection of these
courses will be made with the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of speoialization, such as Urban, international, Elilnicity,
and Environment

CATEGORY

II

Substantive policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Power, Inequality, and Social Welfare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Healthcare Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Pollution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

Examples include:
Urban Public Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of immigration
Problems in Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
International Law
International Organizations
Urban Schools in a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Sociology ot Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Security
Solid Waste Management
People of the City of New York

CATEGORY

IV

Internships (may be laken in summer)
(3 or more credits)
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ELIGIBILITY

us cmzens and green card holders (permanent
residents) will be considered as applicants;
Applicants for the MA Pro\f:am in Public Service
must be in the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have completed their undergraduate
degree by June, in order to enter graduate school
by the following fall:
Applicants for the both the MA Program and the
BNMA Program must have a cumulative grade
point average of 3.2 or higher on a 4.0 scale at
the time of application.

SELECTION OFTHE STUDENT SCHOLARS
•

Scholarships will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for the program are able to apply and
attend. Consideration will be given to qualified applicants who, in addition to outstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, demonstrate financial need. At least 10 $10,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awarded each year; these scholarships will cover full tuition and other educational expenses;

•

Applicants may be in their senior year at City College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college andlor are engaged In apublic service career;

•

Candidates for the BAIMA Program will need to state their intention of applying for this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier es coursework will need to be planned on an individualized
basis. Candidates for this Program may apply for a two-year Rangel Scholarship in their junior year,

•

A candidate's community, academic, other extracurricular, and leadership activities VI~II be considered
during the selection process;

•

Students from underrepresented populations are especially encouraged to apply;

•

Two letters of recommendation, a personal statement, and examples of wrHing skills will be required;
A selection committee composed of the president of The City College, members of The Rangel Center
faculty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangel's office;

•

Candidates selected for final consideration will meet with the selection committee and Congressman
Rangel for the final selection.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A

MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIP AND POLICY
INNOVATION

The Center will be the home of a unique program that b'lngs together midcareer leaders in the pubiic sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods that range from eight weeks to an entire academic year, These
outstanding public servants wlll receive, in essence, a sabbatical from their
leadership positions and will spend their lime al CCNY considering new
directions for public servlce leadership, policy innovation, and assistance to
communities in need.
The Mid-Career Program will batargeled especially al outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented in pUblic service, In addllion 10 their
work with one anolher, Rangel Leadership Fellows will be engaged in
opporlunities to teach and mentor Rangel participants in the BAiMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service, The mid-career participants
become an essential resource for students, especially undergraduates, who
are being prepared for careers in pUblic service.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recent studies suggost that the lrustrations of public service lead too
many government and other public sector leaders to leave these sectors
early in their careers. A common complaint is tMt these leaders rare 1y have
time to stop and Ihink aboul where their organizations and lhe issues to
which they are devoted are headed over Ihe medium- and iong-term. The
day-Io-day lasks of running organizations preclUde taking the time to consider how olher organizations do their work and whal modeis exisl for poiley
ard leadership success,
In each case, a sponsoring organization wil1 continue to provide the financial
support for a Rangel Leadership Feliow. It wHi be considered en honor to
participate and a reward for top performance, much like participation in an
executive MBA program is considered in the business world, where employ*
ees are selected and sponsored by their companies,
The Rangel Cenler's Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Poiicy
Innovation will permit leaders atlhe middle stage ottheir careers in the
public sector, especiaHy men and women from underrepresented groups, to
leave Iheir
piace of their cusloma,y jobs,

n, ' '
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they will spend time with other leaders and members 01 the City Coltege community
and consider issues of leadership and public po!icy, The experience will provide
participants with both the time to reflect and with the specialized education in specific policy areas that will contribute to their advancement within their respective
institutions,
Participants will spend between eight weeks and a lull academic year at the
Rangel Cenler in individual programs of sludy and reflection under the mentorship
of one of the Center's professors,
Cfiy College faculty willtead sessions with the Rangei Leadership Fellows about
issues of public sector ,eadership and pol:cy innovation, Each group of Fellows will
work with a select group of Rangel students In Public Policy and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or reforming policy - or ways of
deilverlng policy - in some issue area, These group projects provide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BAiMA and MA students in the work of mid-career leadors giving them first-hand knowledge of the potentia: of careers in public service,

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These Fellows will receive varying levels of support, depending on the workforce
from which they are drawn, Almcst all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which allow a limited number of employees to receive a oneyear sabbatical and lull salary for post-baccalaureate study at an institution of
higher education_
The Rangel Center will reach out to human resources omaes that oversee these
programs in specific agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a
premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-career leaders from
underrepresented populations, The Range, Centsr wiil provide each lederal Range:
Leadership Fellow an Individualized academic program tuition-free, and offer to
$7,500 cost-of.living and travel packages, to ensure that mid-career employees
who !ive outside New York City can take advantage 01 this important oppcrtunlty,
Each Rangel Leadership Fellow who works at the Center for at least one semester
wili each teach one seminar, Rangel Leadership Fe,lows will also participate in the
Best Practices Seminar, aiong with guost speakers from academia, think tanks, the
public sector, and community organizalions_ This seminar wiil focus on practical
issues pertaining \0 careers in public service, including the art of building coalitions, techniques for communicatng effectiveiy to ihe public, lessons on making
useful connections, and career issues particuiar to members of underrepresented
popuiations, Finally, to maximize the educational value of internships, students will
evaluate them under the guidance of experienced Range! Leadership Fellows,
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THE HOME OFTHE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originally conceived as The City College ofNeill' York's President:, House and laler used as the
CCj\lY ll/t!1J1ni H'ouse, Ihe limes/olle 1JltuJ.si01J on 141st Street and Convent AVeJlue harks bad>

to Cily College's earliest da)'s in the 11lid·1800s, A graciou,· fOIll'stOlJ

stmctuI~

fII'ith a full

belo1'e'-siderfJ)alk level andparking area.. the .llatd)1 trJ'lJ2'ltilOusefeatures NfJ)O and sometimes three
tiledfireplacc" Oil each flool; high ceilings, decorative plaste,; a1ldfine ill,ood"Jo,k throughout,
cmd ornamental iro71w011: 011 every '(fJljndO'liJJ and surrounding the building.
Bemuse of a fire ill the late 1970" and (IIlbaeks ill publi"financing q! the City Universil)' at
that time, the buildillg has not been in use alld f(].Iill1Zeed repair to bring it to itJformer g!,,{f11deu?~
T·Vhetl m1llpletely restored, hOWi>tJCr, the towmhollse '11.!}1'11 regain its positioll as one of the most

heautifulportiom ofthe historic Cit'} College compus,
It is especially appropriate housitlgfor The Rangel Cmterfo!' Public Servi"e as it includes space

lor cOJ!(erences, seminar rooms, study areas, and StJ?aJt classrooms, ill addition, it can accommodate reception rooms and potelltia/!..v computerized archives. III fact, Mis project ,(il.'i!! rfprt?!ietlt

a unique opportuJli~)' to design the space inside The Range! Center/or its specific use prior

to the builditlg's renovation.

il SUIY.JeY and reportfrom 1.995 alre({(,z'V exists and detaiL,; the buildill{(r nmovil!i011 ller:dr. ...1
11e'lJ2' report n:ca!cu/otil1g re7tOfNltioJl costs i11 2005 do/1m:;; has beflt.prepared atld ill,t'll itemize
and budget the required'liMrk in detail. Current estimates boxed on the 1995 costs are included

below. Whm finished, The Range! Cmter's home ,@ill be a beautijiiladriition to the Iiadem
ur/Jan landl'cape,
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THE CENTER BUILDING 'i\'ILL INCLUDE:
• The Rangel Library to house the Flangel archives, which will be digitized; it may
also be possible to provide digital access from the main library at City College
to the Center if it is determined that the archives shouid be housed there;
o

Acommunications network center/smart classroom for video-conferencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access, ability to
collaborate with other schools, Including the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and other similar academic partners;

o

A large conference room, with room for meetings with community groups,
researchers, and participating students;

• Two small meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their work with community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for workshops;
Q

>

Offices for the Director/Rangel Chair, archivisUlibrarian, resident and visiting
faculty, internship coordinator, administrative assistant, post-doctoral fellows;
Awell-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;

• One large and one small reception room;
• Kitchen facilities for receptions and working lunches;
• A Rangel Program publications office where working papers can be printed
and stored;
• One or more sleep'"!!"'-...- - - -...l<e visiting scholars.
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STAFFING OF THE RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS
Director, Charles B, Rangel Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Faculty
In addition to The City Coilege of New York facuity iines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new facuity wm be hired with Ihe support of the Rangel Center: the director, one senior, and one junior
'acully member.
Requirements tor selection as the Rangei Center's director will include an international reputation, experience in public service, and respect within the academic community. The Directcr will aiso hoid the
endowed Charles B. Rangel Chair. The opporlunity to appoint the director to the prestigious Rangel Chair,
named for one of the most eminent government leaders of this generation, wlli enable the Center to attract
and retain a distinguished scholar/public servant.
One other senior laculty member and one junior faCUlty member, each with experience in public service,
will also be hired as pari of the Rangel Center's budget. A scholar with expertise in leadership will be
soughl, as well as one with research experience in the barriers that deter many students with minority and
immigrant backgrounds from careers in public service.
Current and New Full-time FaCUlty
The Rangei Center will draw on the knOWledge and strengths of current full·time faCUlty at City College,
particularly those in the departments of political science, economics, management, and scciology. Faculty
from the City College Schools of Architecture, Education, Engineering, and Biomedical Education will also
teach in the Rangel programs, highlighting the connections between their areas of substantive expertise
and pUblic policymaking. CCNY will also use college faculty iines to hire new faculty working in some of
the areas central to the Rangel Center's mission, especially in the areas ·of public policy, public servioe,
management, and ethnicity. These facuity will be jointly based in the Rangel Center and academic departments.
Archivist/librarian
The collected papers of Congressman Charles B.
Rangel will constitute a valuabie resource thai will
groatly add to the reputation of the Center and heip
It to realize its goals. A Rangel Post· Doctoral Fellow
will be hired to organize these papers, to digitize
them, and to assist scholers in using them. These
will include visiting scholars, post-doctoral fellows
hired by the Center, and sludents in the Master's
Program who elect to do supervised research.
Administrative Assistant
To assist the Director of the Range! Cenler, afull
time administrative assistant will be hired.
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Internship Coordinator
Internships are central to fUlfilling the goals of the
Rangel Center beceuse they not only provide students
with practical experience but also permit them to
make the contacts that are so important in bUilding
successful careers, Afull-time staff member will be
hired for the Center to locate organizations willing to
host internships for students from the Master's
Program and to ensure that the internships are
useful both for the students and the host organizations.
Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Feliow working to organize and
study the Rangel Archives, two Post-Doctoral
Fellows will be hired to do research at the Center,
In seiecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, priority
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on d'iversity in public service,
Rangel leadership Fellows
Rangel leadership Fellows will participate in the
Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation_ Those who live outside New York City
will be offered stipends to cover travel expenses.
Guest Speakers
Members of academia, think tanks, the public
sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the world, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faced in public service, wilt be brought to City
College to provide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to solve the problems,
Webmaster
Apart-time webmaster wilt deveiop and maintain
the website for the Rangel Center.
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BUDGET ELEMENTS
Staff
Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
Archivist/librarian/Rangei post-doctoral fellow
Full-time internship coordinator
Administrative assistant
Part·time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Rangel post-doctoral fellows

Support and incentives for current CCNY faculty:
1) Support for City College faculty affiliated with the Center to present
research specifically supported by lhe Center at academic conferences.
This helps disseminate the knowledge gained through Center activities
and promote the name of the Center.
2) Support for CCNY faculty research associated with topics the Center
touches on. Tilese can be one-semester research grants or summer-long
residence researcll grants tllat will provide summer support for faculty
who take up offices at the Center and pursue some focused research'
project
3) Some support for faculty working on the Center's curricula and programs.

Restoration of the Rangel Center building
Tile City College Office of Facilities has taken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on the Building Condition Assessment of the CCNY Alumni House and provided
an interim estimate of the costs in 2005 dollars. It is anticipated that the cost of
bringing the building up to code, installing tile elevator now reqUired by the
Americans with Disabilities Act, restoring the historic and architectural features of
the bUilding, and designing the interior specifically for the Rangel Center's needs
will come to $4.7 million in today's dollars.
Asum to endow the buHding's ongoing maintenance will ensure that the Rangel
Center's home wiil remain pristine and also permit future improvements. Therefore,
asum of $2.3 million will be set aside as an endowment, from which only tile
income will be used annually, to preserve the Rangel Center's magnificent Harlem
home in perpetuity, and provide a I1ving environment for study and discourse
appropriate' • .
" the Center itself.
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Expenses other than lor stall and the building
1) Each cohort will contain 20 students, In order to make it feasible for
the best students to enroll In the Rangel MA Program, it will be advisable
to plan financial support for tuition and other educational expenses 01
$10,000 each year for two years for at least 10 students;

2) All students in the MA program will participate in internships, some of
which will be funded by the sponsoring organizations, The Rangel Center
will also provide support for students in unpaid Internships, Additional
practical experience wili come In the form of service learning components
added to the courses, Note that internships/service learning experiences
for undergraduates wili be provided through other CCNY programs including:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Progrem in Public Policy, the International
Studies Service Learning Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'Agostino-Greenberg internships, and the Colin Powell Leadership
Program;
3) Honoraria and travel for speakers;

4) Food lor conferences and speaker series;
5) Computers and computer maintenance;
6) Preparation and materials for recruitment and pubilcity;

7) Travel and living expenses lor internships;
8) Publications,

BUDGET NOTES
1, The first bUdget section below, Programmatic Costs, Is based upon an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectation of income of $1 ,150,000 per
year, which will meet the Center's programmatic needs,
2. The second budget section illustrates how Building Costs wiil be met through
the investment of $4,7 million for construction/start-up costs, and a$2,3
million endowment lor maintenance,
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BUDGET FOR RANGEL CENTER

Program Costs
Academic and Visiting Staff
# Salary
Position

Sal+Benefits

Sub-total

Director!
Chair
Sr. Professor

1 $110,000

$146,300

$

146,300

1 $ 85,000

$113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Professor

1 $ 65,000

$ 86,450

$

86,450

ArchivisV
LibrariaN
Post Doc

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

FT Internship
Coordinator

1 $ 35,000

$ 46,550

$

46,550

Admin Asst

1 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

37,240

PT Webmaster

1 $ 10,000

$ 13,300

$

13,300

Visiting
Scholars

2 $ 25,000

$ 33,250

$

66,500

Post-Docs

2 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

74,480

11 $421,000 $559,930

$

630,420

Cateaory

# $ Amount

Sub-total

Student
Schoiarships
Year 1

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Year 2
and aHer

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

Year 2
and aHer

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

$

260,000

$

50,000

$

940,420

Sub-Total staff
S1udent Support

Sub-Total student costs
Rangel Fellows

10 $

5,000

Total Personnel Services

EXHIBIT
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Other Than Personnel Services (annuaiiy)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honorarialtravell
/housing for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
conf,speakers

$

5,000

Computers!
maintenance

$

20,000

Recruitment!
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travel/living
costs-distant
internships

$

5,000

Publications

$

5,000

TotalOTPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

I $ 23,000,000 I

Building Costs
Initial outlay
Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees and soft costs
Elevator
Furniture and equipment costs
Program contingency
SUb-total
Annual maintenance costs
Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year
($1.4 million spread over 30 years)
Total annual maintenance costs for building

Endowment needed to provide $116,667/year

$ 2,600,000
$ 390,000
$ 900,000
$

260,000

$ 550,000
$ 4,700,000
$
$

70,000
46,667

$

116,667

$ 2,333,340

Total Needed for Building

I$

TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

I $ 30,000,000 I

7,033,340

I

eXHIBIT
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0f)rani( @). @/tntun 0f)ounc£ation
100 Cro;sW'"fs ParI( 'West, Suite 205

(516) 921-3520
:1al((516) 921-3397

1II00a5,,,'1' :J{pw Jorl(l1797-2012

September 24, 2009

R. Blake Chisam
Chief Counsel and Staff Director
Committee on Standards of Official C011duct
U.S. House of Representatives
The Capital, StUIe HT-2
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear M... Chisam:
Pursuant to your request of September 17,2009, enclosed herewith arc the following

documents related to your subcommittee inquiry into Representative Charles B. Rangel:
Certification
Original letter from Charles B. Rangel to the Frank J. Antun Foundation
dated July 26, 2006.
Original broehmc for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service @
the City College of N.Y.
The Frank 1. Antun Foundation made no response to this request for funding. Please do
not hesitate to contact us if you have any additional questions.

vcry truly yours,
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CHARLES B. RANGEL

:!3!i4 RIo.Y6VRN House OffiCI' I.h.l!t.DING
WASlllNGTON, DC 20&1l'i~216
TELEPHONE: (2021 225-436S
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:mill: 20515-3215

(J1~mICT OHIC~:

MS. VlVlAN E. JONES
DISTiIlCT ADMINISTMTOfl
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IlliSI'ONO TO

OFFlCECKECI(EI)

Ms. Josephine Alcx
TI,e Frank J. Antun FOlmdation
100 Crossways Park West, Suite 205
Woodbut'y, NY 11787

.',

July 26,2006

Dear Ms. Ale';.\
I am writing you,
leader in the philanthropic community with a shared vision and
commitmcnt to·public·service, to providc news of an initiative with a potential that has me
quite excited. The'City College of the City University of New York has created the Charles
B. Rangel Center fot Public Service to provide an QjlPorlunity for edncation and training
for careers in public se'tYicefDr the underprivileged students the college has traditionally
served. I want you to know olmy personal intetest in and enthusiasm for the creation of
this Ccnter and my pride in the d,\ision of the City University to name it for me.
Throughout my public carcer I hav~clievcd in the special strength derived from our racial
and ethnic diversity. I believe that wS,:a~ lawrnal<ers and elected public officials must lead
in assuring that opportunity for publ;e s""ice bc madc available to all with the goal of
achieving a policy making commutrlty tha"{"flects the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths,
colors and ethnicities that mal,eus who we aJ;,c as a grcat nation. I am asking you to join
me in tho creation ofa PUb.lie policy centerthil~~~ motivate and prepare young pe.ople
presently undcrrepresented in public life to purs\areers in public se'tYke.
Today, non-whites mal,~/up nearly thirty percent ()n~e US population. Yet, according to
the Equal Opportunityy;ommission's 2003 report on t~e federal workforce, only 13,81 % of
the men and women>"ho occupy lhe top managerial, sU'l\el'Visory, and poliey-maldng
positions in the US,Fcderal government arc mcmbers of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups i)'the US will comprise more than 50% of'~r population,
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City College of New Yo~lt, a school in the most
ethnically div{,rse city in our nation and with an unparalleled hisl'Ory of supporting the
empowerment ofimmigrant ethnic groups, will help to ensure that those who run our
nation will be relleetive ofour diversity, I have cmbraeed the College'S concept because it
will alloy.' me to locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy in my h~l11e Harlem
commumty.
As you will see fi'om the enclosed presentation, the Rangel Center at the City College of
New York will be alive with the work of scholars and studonts wotking on public policy
issues and studying tl,e political dimension of change. It is not a Library or Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas ,md stimulating debale,
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I am pleased to have been able to secure from the federal government grants in the amouut
of$3.6 million to permit a thorough and comprehensive plmming process. I would
appreciate your consideration of support for the Center as well as your advice and
assistance concerning bow to approach the donor conmmnity, particularly private mld
corporate foundations interested in education, for grants to support the e<:luc.ational
progratllS of the center. We are also interested in obtaining funding for the fellowship and
scholarships which will be required for the exceptional but underprivileged studcnts which
will be recruited to the Center.
I thank you for your consideration and for any future support that you may provide to the
Charles B. Rangcl Center at the City College ofNew York. Please do not hesitate to
contact the Vice President ofthe City College's Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement, Rachelle Butler, whose contact information is listed below.

~Jkv-~
_""rc,,,,,,",

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advanccmcnt
The City College ofNcw York
B8tll Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY
Tclephone: ",l",-"~V-c
Fax;
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Through,l? terms as U,S. Congressman from New York's 15th
,Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to the specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoint that has led him to leadership on a broad
range of nafional and international issues in the House of Representatives.
From Hanem to South Africa, from affordable housing to help for the
unemployed, from tax legislation to international trade, his work is characterlzad by a fundamental commitment fo equity, Justice and inclusion.
The senior Democratic member of the Committee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice for equfty In the Internal
Revenue Code, and proposed tax legislation. As a Congressional adVisor
to the U.S. Trade Representative and a member of the President's Export
Council, he has worked tirelessly to build consensus on Internatlonallrade
mailers. In addftlon, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration project to revitalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the Low Income Housing Tax Credft, which helped finance 90%
of the affordable housing built in the U.S. in Ihe last 10 years; and the Work
Opportunity Tax Credit, which has provided thousands ot jobs for under·
privileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.
As chairman of the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Conlrol Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforls to reduce the flow of drugs
Into the Unfted States and to solve the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisis.
He Is a founding member and former chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus. He also served as chairman of the New York Sfate Council
of Black Etected Democrats and as a member of the House Judiciary
Commillee during the hearings on the articles of impeachment of
President Richard Nixon.
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangei has authored severai pieces of legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, including asuccessful bill that estabiished the Office of Minority Affairs within the Department of Veterans
Affeirs. In the area of foreign affairs, he piayed avilal role in ending the
apartheid regime in South Africa and restoring the democratic government
in Haili.
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To the Reader:
Itl his distin[,'llisluld careo; The Honorable Charles B, Rangel has done as much as any
slitgle person in public service to help the leastpowelful amollg our citizetls to achieve theirgoals
and to change their lives, their commlmities, and the nation, He has done so with the c!earvisiml
that all of America's citizens must be empowered in order for America to be berse(f. He has
thought and acted locally alldglobal(v to ensure that the laws andpolicies ofthis nation embody
her best instincts and her highest promise,
Fundammtal to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a beliefthat America's
"governing class" - those men and women who make our laws and policies - must mirror the
rich tapestry ofcultures, faiths, and ethnicities that make us who we are as a country. We at The
City College ofNew lOti are proud to share that vision and that commitmmt.
Today, non-whites mal'e up jJem1y thirt), pcr'Cettt of the U.S. population. Yet, according
to the Equal ECOIlOmic OppOl1unity Commission's 2003 report ()11 the federal wodj01'Cli, only
13.8% ofthe men and '/1!iOmen who occupy the top managerial, supuvisory alldpolicy-making
positions in the U.S. fedual government are members of minority groups, By 2050, minority
groups if1the United States will comprise 50% ofits populatiolJ. The Charles B, Rangel Cmter
for Public Service at The Cit)' College

~f Nern'

lOrk will help to ensure that those who rult our

nation will reflect our citizenry!.
The Center will accomplish this through the establishment ofa rigorous graduate program
for studelltsfrom underrepresentedgraups that willprepare them forpublic service, il1c!uding elective office and careers in govm/ment at the policy-making level. The tJeW master's program will
be coordinated with programs on the undergraduate Izvel, mati)! unique to City College, to OlCOl/rage aud inspire our best stlldents to move into graduate work andpU1:'ue careers itl public service.
Located in a restored Harlem mansion adjacent to The City College campus, the Charles B.
Rangel Center fillill also house the Charles B. Range! Library, an archival rfpository of dOI,'Umen!." photographs, and memorabilia that records the life of one of.4merica's most impol1ant
public servants and serves as a rich t-epository of knowledge m,d experimce for students and
scholars alike.

GREGORY

H. WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York
will strive to become a natlonal,center for the promotion of greater diversity in public
service, consisting of five major elements:
.

B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and include the Rangel Library, the Rangel Conference Center, and offices
for visiting scholars;

THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service.
These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and particuiarly to
scholars within The City College and the City University, and wlll serve as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by underserved minorities;
THE CHARLES

which will recrui!
and prepare young peopie for careers in government and public service. The
program will include participation in internships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer interdisciplinary specializations
in concert with The Cily College Schools 01 Architecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, plus CCNY's special programs in
transportation, waste management, and urban public heal!h;

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE,

Upon compietion of the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like
the Federal Career Intern Program, entering government service for a twoyear temporary appointment with eligibility for a permanent assignment upon
completion. These opportunities wili encourage the Involvement 01 members
01 underrepresented minority groups and those wi!h financial need;

A COMBINED BAIMA PROGRAM IN PUIlLIC SERVICE, Which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are partiCUlarly suited to draw outstanding students Into public
service. The BNMA Program will attract students capable of and Interested
in an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's degree, It will prepare
them for pUblic service with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-on training In internships and service learning;
THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL FELLOWS: A Mm-CAREER

ofIering
professional advancement training for mid·career, minori!y government and
other public service employees of partiCUlar accomplishment and promise for
a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic year.

PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION,
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City College of New York offers a unique and fitting environment for The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. Loceted in Harlem, the heart of
Congressman Rangel's constituency, Tne City College of New York was founded
through apublic referendum in 1847 as afree academy to serve "the children of
the wnole people.' One of a young Amenca's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few matenal resources and
opportunities. For more tnan 157 years, The College has provided access to a
world-class education to underrepresented populations, preparing them to enter
those fields with the expert skills to change their own futures and shape the world.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLLEGE
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the
nation, where African-Americans are the largest group. This year, City College was
ranked first where Hispanic Americans are the largest group. More than 87% of
CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 200S Almanac reports that of the total number
of bachelo~s degrees awarded In the United States as a whole, white students
earned 75% of the total, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders
6.2%. The same year at City College, however, blacks earned 34.1% of the total
bachelo~s degrees awarded, Hispanics 30.1 % and AsianlPacific Islanders 11%an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented populations.
Following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni whose
achievements became the model for their own families, Crty College students are
ollen the first in their families to go to college, and most have very limited financial
resounces. Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes of
$30,000 or less; three-quarters work while atlending school, some at more than
one job. Over half of CCNY's students altend part time, mas! often for financial
reasons.
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PUBLIC SERVICE AT CITY COLLEGE AND
RECRUITMENT POTENTIAL
FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
Anumber of existing City College programs attract outstanding undergmduate students, most from minority populations, who are excellent candidates for public
service careers, The presence of these already excellent programs on campus
affords CCNY an opportunity open to very few colleges in the nation !vr early identification, recruitment, and prepamtion of students from underrepresented populations for the Master's and BMMA Programs in Public Service at The Charles B.
Rangel Center lor Public Service, They Include:

THE ROSENBERG-HuMPHREY PROGRAM IN PuBLIC
POLICY,
which provides summer internships at government agencies in Washington,
DC, and New York in executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate
commitlees, labor unions, government agencies, advocacy groups and policy
research organizations;

THE COLIN POWELL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, an interdisciplinary program ot Instruction and co-currlcuiar support designed to give a
select group of qualified CCNY students who have demonstrated potential for
leadership the resources end experience necessary to develop that potential;
with a major emphasis on service learning courses that allow students to
combine practical experience in underserved communities Witil coursework
relevant to that experience;

THE INTEIL"lATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM AT CCNY, which
exposes students to a global perspective in their coursework and through
study abroad in China, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Germany; in
service learning internships in Rwanda, students spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry
of Gender and Development, and the Ministry of Heallh's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;

THE PRE-LAW PROGRAM, which Includes the D'Agostino-Greenberg
Program in Law and Public Polley, a lecture series in law and public policy,
and comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and legal Internships for students.
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THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hold the product of 50 years of public service by the major AfricanAmerican statesman of the 20th and early 21 st centuries, the Charles B. Rangel
Library at The City College of New York will rank with the Clinton and Carter
Libraries in historic Importance to the government and academic communities.
The Rangel Library not only tells the story of one grea) man, but also of a nation's
progress during the last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st,
Including papers on the Watergate and Impeachment proceadings. It will trace the
nature of government, the growth and development of minorities in the United
States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in government and
public sel'\4ce. It will not be frozen in time but rather the heart of a living, growing
center -- aproductive environment for emerging Ideas, thoughtful advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simultaneously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles B. Rangel Library will encourage study
of and research In the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent In
Congressman Rangel's long and variad career. In particular, tha Charles B. Rangel
Library wili inspire new generations of students from underrepresented populations to entsr and excel in public service. The archives will be
accessible to ali interested scholars, but especially those who come 10 stUdy at
The Rangel Center.
The Rangel archivistilibrarlan will organize, index, and preserve for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel'S
career. This will be a full time position, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoral Fellow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
assistance to other scf1olars, CCNY students, and the Harlem community,
while pursuing hislher own research.
The Rangel Library could include such archive categories as: foreign policy,
government, the economy, community and the family, New York City and Its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicity. Visiting
scholars from other cities. slates, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the life of the Center.
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THE MASTER'S & BAiMA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC-SERVICE
The Range1 'Center for Public Service wili prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as ieaders in public
sarvice, At the heart of that effort is a curricuium that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities for vibrant co-curricular
interaction wlih the Rangel Leadership Fellows,
The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAIMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
who come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
For graduate students, the new Master's Program in Public Service will provide Ihe
capstone of conceptuai and service learning needed for a career in public service,
The MA Program's distinctive combination of classroom instruction, Internships
and intensive interaction with mid-career professionals wili attract both recent
college graduates and older students who are potential leaders in public service,
Both programs will benefit from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and divisions, which may provide more focused attention in one area of
public service. CCNY's Schools of Architecture, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus ils special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban public health, to name only a few, will be available to Rangel
Center students for interdisciplinary concentrations in content areas and technical
matters,

THE BA/MA PROGRAt\1
An integrated BAiMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruit excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assuring them a seamless transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with practical experience along the way,
Undergraduate education at the Rangei Center Is designed primarily to secure
student commltmenllo careers in public service. To provide a foundation lor the
MA program, and to recruit the best students, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offerings in public policy, governance and management Students
interested In public service caresrs from non-social science fields (such as engineering,
architecture, and science and technology) will be able to enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while maintaining their technical
emphasis,
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Many excellent undergraduate students Interested [n issues of public policy and
equity will enro[lln the i 50-credit, five-year CCNY BAJMA Program In Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to take master's-Ievel seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120lh credit, they must have completed 15
credits from the MA Program, and their courses wl[1 consist entirely of master'slevel courses and service internships. (In most cases, the initial MA courses will
be the required core courses.)
Engineering, science and architecture students wil[ receive credit in the BAJMA
program for courses in those fieids, allowing them to move directly into associated
policy courses. (See category III courses listed on the following page.) For these
.students, courses in categories I and III will most occupy their attention once they
pass the 120·credlt mark.
Thus it wlll be possible lor anon-social science student at CCNY to complete the
BAJMA In roughly the same amount of time [t would take asocial science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credils of BAJMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working completely In MA courses thereafter. StUdents
In the BAJMA program will have at laast one service learning or internship
experience during the course of the program.
The final three semesters in the BAiMA program will consist of seminar classes
focusing on specific political and technical issues of important public policy concerns.
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
particular areas of expertise, both in policy questions and related technical matlers. It
is alse at this level that the students are expected to have t1he most substantial
interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll directly in the 45-credit MA Program in Public Service
without the BA component This program will take two years of full time study,
including a minimum of one semester of intensive internship work.
The stand-alone MA program is a45-credit program (inclUding the internship). As
with the BAJMA Program, studants are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the outset, reserving their seminar courses In specific areas of policy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study.
The curriculum for the both the programs in public service at The City College is
found on the following page.
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STUDENTS IN BOTH THE BA/MA & THE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OFTHE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
.
CATEGORY!

CATEGORY III

Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Public Polley and Polley Analysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
Communication in Public Settings
Poverty, Ethnlclty, and Diversity
Ethics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

Courses that offer Instruction In content areas
and technical mailers that lie at the ,heart of
key polley concerns
(four classes tor 12 credits):
Experts from CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
of political science, sociology, etc., will teach these
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for public service careers. Selection of these
courses will be made wUh Ihe agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethniclly,
and Environment.

CATEGORY II

Substantive policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Power, inequaiity, and Social Welfare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Heallhcare Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Pollution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

Examples Include:
Urban Public Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems In Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
International Law
International Organizations
Urban SChools In a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Sociology of Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Security
Solid Waste Management
People of the City of New York

CATEGORY!V

Internships (may be taken In summer)
(3 or more credits)
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ELIGIBILITY
US citizens and green card holders (rermanent
residents) will be considered as applicants;
Applicants for the MA Program In Public Service
must be In the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have completed their undergraduate
degree by June, In order to enter graduate school
by the following fall;
Applicants for the both the MA Program and the
BAIMA Program must have acumulative grade
point average of 3.2 or higher on a4.0 scale at
the time of application.

SELECTION OF THE STUDENT SCHOLARS
•

Scholarships will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for the program are able to apply and
attend. Consideration will be given to qualified applicants who, In addition to outstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, demonstrete financial need. At least 10 $1 0,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awarded each year; these scholarships will cover fUll tuition and other educational expenses;

•

Applicants may be in their senior year at City College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college and/or are engaged In a public service career;

•

Candidates for the BAiMA Program will need to state their intention of applying for this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier as coursework will need to be planned on an individualized
basis. candidates for this Program may apply for a two-year Rangel Scholarship In their junior year.

•

Acandidate's communily, academic, other extracurricular, and leadership activities will be considered
during the selection process;

•

Students from underrepresented popUlations are especially encouraged to apply;

•

Two letters of recommendation, a personal statement, and examples of writing skills will be required;
Aselection committee composed of the president of The City Coilege, members of The Rangel Center
faculty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangel's office;

•

Candidates selected for final consideration will meet with the selection committee and Congressman
Rangel for the flnel selection.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIP AND POLICY .
INNOVATION
The Center will be the home of a unique program that brings together midcareer leaders in the public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods that range from eight weeks to an entire academic year. These
outstanding pUblic servants will receive, In essence, esabbatical from their
leadership positions and will spend their time at CCNY considering new
directions for public service leadership, policy innovation, and assistance to
communities in. need.
The Mid·Career Program will be targeted especially at outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented In pUblic service. In addition to their
work with one another, Rangel Leadership Fellows will be engagad in
opportunities to teach and mentor Rangel participants in the BA/MA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service. The mid-career perticipants
become an essential resource for students, especially undergraduates, who
are being prepared lor careers in public service.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recent studies suggest that the frustrations of public service lead too
many government and other pubiic sector leaders to leave these sectore
early in their careers. Acommon complaint Is that these leaders rarely have
lime to stop and think about where their organizations and the issues to
which they are devoted are headed over the medium· and long-term. The
day-to·day tasks of running organizations preciude taking the time to consider how other organizalions do their work and what models exist for policy
and leadership success.
In each case, asponsoring organization will oonlinue to provide the financial
support for a Rangel Leadership Fellow. Ii will be considered an honor to
participate and a reward for top perlormance, much like participation in an
executive MBA program is considered in the business world, where employ"
ees are seiected and sponsored by their companies.
The Rangel Center's Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation will permit leaders at the middle stage of their careers in the
public sector, especially men and women from underrepresented groups, to
leave their positions lor a brief period. In place ot their customary jobs,
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they will spend time with other leaders and members of the City College community
and consider issues of leadership and public policy. The experience will provide
participants with both the time to reflect and with the specialized education In spe·
cific policy areas that will contribute to their advancement within their respective
institutions.
Participants will spend between eight weeks and a full academic year at the
Rangel Center in individual programs of study and reflection under the mentorship
of one of the Center's professors.
City College facuity will lead sessions with the Rangel Leadership Fellows about
issues of public sector leadership and policy innovation. Each group of Fellows will
work with a select group of Rangel students in Pubiic Policy and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or reforming policy - or ways of
delivering policy - in some issue area. These group projects proVide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BAIMA and MA students in the work of mid·career ieaders giving them nrst·hand knowledge of the potential of careers In public service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These Fellows will receive varying levels of support, depending on the workforce
from which they are drawn. Almost all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which allow alimited number of employees to receive a one·
year sabbatical and full salary for post·baccalaureate study at an institution of
higher education.
The Rangel Center will reach out to human resources oHices that oversee these
programs in specific agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a
premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-cereer leaders from
underrepresented populations. The Rangel Center will provide each federal Rangel
Leadership Fellow an individualized academic program tuition·free, and offer 10
$7,500 ccst-of-living and travel packages, to ensure that mld-cereer employees
who live outside New York City can take advantage of this important opportunity.
Each Rangel Leadership Fellow who works at the Center for at least one semester
will each teach one seminar. Rangel Leadership Fellows will also participate in the
Best Practices Seminar, along with guest speakers from academia, think tanks, the
public sector, and community organizations, This seminar will focus on practical
issues pertaining to careers in public service, including the art of building ccalltions, techniques for communicating effectively to the public, lessons on making
useful ccnnections, and career issues particular to members of underrepresented
popUlations. Finally, to maximize the educational value of internShips, students will
evaluate them under the guidance of experienced Rangel Leadership Fellows.

11
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THE HOME OF THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originally conceived as The City College ofNez" Yore, President~ Honse and later used as the
CCNY illnmni Honse, the limestone mansion on 141st Street and Convent Avenne harks back
to City

College~

earliest days ilt the mid,1800s. A gracious fonNtory structnre with a fnll

bdow,sidewalk level andparking area, the stately townhonsefeatnres

r&lO

m,dsometimes three

tiledfireplaces on each floor; high ceilings, decorative plaster; and/in, woodwork throughont,
alld ornamental ironwork on every window and snrrounding the bnildiltg.
Becanse of a fire in the late 1970s and cntbacks in pnblic financing of the City University at
that time, the buildinghas ttotbeen in nse andw·ill need repair to bring it to it< fnl7nergrandeur.
When completdy restored, however; the townhouse will regain it, position as one of the most
beantijn! portions ofthe historic City College campus.
It is especially appropriate housillgfor The Range! Centerfor PlthlicService as it includes space
for conference.r, seminal' rooms, stndy areas, and smart classrooms. In addition, it alii accom,
modate rereption rooms and potentially computerized archives. In fad, this project will represent a unique opportunity to design the space inside The Rangel Centerlor itr spedfie use prior
to the huilding~ renovation.
A survey and reportfrom 1995 already exists altd details the building's renovation needs. A
IIIJW

report recalcttlating renovation costs in 2005 dollars has b.'en prepared and will itemize

and budget the required work in detail. CUTTent estimates based on the 1995 cosls are included
below. When finished, The Rangel CetJ!er~r home l@ill be a beautijul addition to the Hadem
urban landscape.
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THE CENTER BUILDING WILL INCLUDE:
• The Rangel Library to house the Rangel archives, which will be digitized; it may
also be possible to provide digital access from the main library at City College
to the Center if it is determined that the archives should be housed tihere;
• A communications network center/smart classroom for video-conferencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access, ability 10
collaborate with other schools, including the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and otiher similar academic partners;
• A large conference room, wnh room for meetings with community groups,
researchers, and participating students;
• Two small meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their work with community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for workshops;
• Offices for the Director/Rangel Chair, archivist/librarian, resident and visiting
faculty, internship coordinator, administrative assistanl. post-docloral fellows;
• A well-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;
• One large and one small reception room;
• Kitchen facilities for receptions and working lunches;
• A Rangel Program pUblications office where working papers can be printed
and stored; .
• One or more sleeping rooms/apartments to house visiting scholars.
13
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STAFFING OF THE RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS
Director, Charles B. Rangel Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Faculty
In add"ion to The City College of New York faculty lines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new facu"y will be hired with the support of the Rangel Center: the director, one senior, and one junior
faculty member.
Requirements for selection as the Rangel Center's director will 'Include an 'International reputation, experl·
enee in public service, and respect within ths academic community. The Director wlli also hold the
endowed Charles B. Rangel Chair. The opportunity to appoint tha director to the prestigious Rangel Chair,
named for one of the most eminent government leaders of this generation, will enable the Center to attract
and retain a distinguished schoiar/public servant.
One other senior faCUlty member and one junior faculty member, each with experience in public service,
wlli also be hired as part of the Rangel Center's budget. A scholar with expertise in leadership will be
sought, as well as one with research experience in the barriers that deter many students with minority and
tmmigrant backgrounds from careers In public service.
Current and tlew Full-time Faculty
The Rangei Center wlli draw on the knowledge and strengths 01 current lull-time faculty at City College,
particularly those in the departments of political science, economics, management, and sociology. Facu.lty
from the City College Schools of Architecture, Education, Engineering, and Biomedical Education will also .
teach in the Rangel programs, highlighting the connections between their areas of substantive expertise
and public pollcymaklng. CCNY will also use college faculty lines to hire new faculty working in some of
the areas central to the Rangel Cenler's mission, especially In Ille areas of pubiic policy, public service,
management, and ethnicity. These faculty will be jolntiy based in the Rangel Center and academic departments.
Archlvlstllibrarian
The collected papers of Congressman Charles B.
Rangel will constitute avaluable resource that will
greatly add to Ihe repulation of the Center and help
"to realize lis goals. A Rangel Post-Doctorel Fellow
will be hired to organize these papers, to digitize
them, and to assist scllolars in using them. These
will include visiting scholars, post-doctoral fellows
Illred by the Center, and students in the Master's
Program who elect to do supervised research.
Administrative Assistant
To assist the Director of tile Ranget Center, a full
time administrative assistant will be hired.
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Internship Coordinator
Internships are central to fulfilling the goals of the
Rangel Center because they not only provide students
with practical experience but also permit them to
make the contacts that are so important in building
successful careers. A full·time staff member will be
hired lor the Center to locate organizations willing to
host Internships for students from the Master's
Program and to ensure that the internships are
uselul both lor the students and the host organizalions.
Rangel Post·Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Fellow working to organize and
sludy the Rangel Archives, two Post·Dooloral
Fellows will be hired 10 do research at the Center.
In. selecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, prlorlly
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on div~rslty in public service.
Rangel Leadership Fellows
Rangel Leadership Fellows will participate in Ihe
Mid-Career Program In Leadership and Policy
Innovation. Those who live outside New York City
will be offered slipends to cover travel expenses.
Guest Speakers
Members of academia, think tanks, the public
seelor, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the world, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faced In public service, will be brought 10 City
College to provide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to solve the problems.
Webmasler
A parl-Ilme webmaster will develop and maintain
the website for the Rangel Center.

15
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BUDGET ELEMENTS
Staff
Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
ArchivistJlibrarianlRangel post-doctoral fellow
Full-time internship coordinator
~dmlnlstrative assistant
Part-time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Rangel post-doctoral fellows

Support and incentives for current CCNY faculty:
1) Support for City College faculty affiliated with the Center to present
research specifically supported by the Ce,nter at academic conferences.
This helps disseminate the knowledge gained through Center activities
and promote the name of the Center,
2) Support for CCNY faculty research associated with topics the Center
touches on. These can be one-semester research grants or summer-long
residence research grants that will prOVide summer support for faculty
who take up offices at the Center and pursue s,ome focused research
project.
3) Some support for faculty working on the Center's curricula and programs.

Restoration of the Fiangel Center building
The City College Office of Facilities has taken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on the Building Condition Assessment of the CCNY Alumni House and proVided
an interim estimate of the costs In 2005 dollars. It is anticipated that the cost of
bringing the building up to code, installing the elevator now required by the
Americans with Disabilities Act, restoring the historic and architectural features of
the building, and designing the interior specifically for the Rangel Center's needs
will come to $4.7 million in today's dollars.
Asum to endow the building's ongoing maintenance will ensure that the Rangel
Center's home will remain pristine and aiso permit future improvements. Therefore,
a sum of $2,3 million will be set aside as an endowment, from which only the
income will be used annually, to preserve the Rangel Center's magnifi~ent Harlem
home in perpetuity, and provide a living environment for stUdy and discOurse
appropriate to the inspiring goais set for the Center itself.
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Expenses other than for staff and the building
1) Each cohort wiil contain 20 students. In order to make it feasible for
the best students to entoil in the Rangel MA Program, it wiil be advisable
to plan financiai support for tuilion and other educational expenses of
$10,000 each year for two years for at least 10 students;
2) Ail students in the MA program wili participate in internships, some of
which wil! be funded by the sponsoring organizations. The Rangel Center
will also provide support for students in unpaid internships. Additional
practical experience wili come in the form of service learning components
added to the courses. Note that internships/service learning experiences
for undergraduates will ba provided through other CCNY programs including:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program In Public Policy, the International
Studies Service Learning Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'Agostino-Greenberg internships, and the Colin Powell Leadership
Program;
3) Honoraria and travel for speakers;
4) Food lor conferences and speaker series;
S) Computers and computer maintenance;
6) Preparation and materials for recruitment and publicity;
7) Travel and living expenses for internships;
8) Publications.
BUDGET NOTES

1. The first bUdget section below, Programmatic Costs, is based upon an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectation of income of $1,150,000 per
year, which wiil meet the Center's programmatic needs.
2. The second budget section illustrates how Building Costs will be met through
the investment of $4.7 million for construction/start-up costs, and a$2.3
million endowment for maintenance.
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BUDGET FOR RANGEL CENTER

Program Costs
Academic and Visiting Staff
Position
# Salary

SaI+Benefits

Sub-total

Director!
Chair
Sr. Professor

$110,000

$146,300

is

146,300

$ 85,000

$113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Prolessor

$ 65,000

$ 86,450

$

86,450

Archlvlstl
Librarian!
Post Doc

$ 35,000 is 46,550

$

46,550

FT Internship
Coordinator

$ 35,000 is 46,550

$

46,550

Admin Asst

$ 28,000

is

37,240

$

37,240

PT Webrnaster

$ 10,000

is

13,300

is

13,300

2 $ 25,000

$ 33,250

$

66,500

2 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

74,480

11 $421,000 $559,930

$

630,420

Visiting
Scholars
Post-Docs

Sub-Total staff
Student Support
Category

# $Amount

SUb-total

Student
Scholarships
Year 1

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Year 2
and after

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

Year 2
and after

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

$

260,000

10 $

5,000

$

50,000

$

940,420

Sub-Total student costs
Rangel Fellows
Total Perscnnel Services
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Other Than Personnel Services (annually)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honoraria/travell
Ihousing for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
conf,speakers

$.,

Computers!
maintenance

$

20,000

Recruitment!
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travel/living
costs-dlstant
Internships

$

. 5,000

Publications

$

5,000

Tot810TPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

5,000

I $ 23,000,000 I

Building Costs
Initial outlay
Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees and soft costs
Elevator
Furniture and equipment costs
Program contingency
Sub-total

$ 2,600,000
$ 390,000
$ 900,000
$ 260,000
$ 550,000
$ 4,700,000

Annual maintenance costs
Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year
($1.4 million spread over 30 years)
Total annual maintenance costs for building

Endowment needed to provide $116,66'1/year

$
$

70,000
46,667

$

116,667

$ 2,333,340

I

Total Needed for Building

I$

TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

I $ 30,000,000 I

7,033,340
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Juno 27, 2005

The Honorable Charlo,.8. Rangel

United Stflte House of Representatives

2354 Rayburn House Ornce Building
Washington, DC 20515-32]5

Dear Congressman Rangel:
Thank you for your recent letoor sharing the exciting neWf; of the creation of a
publie policy center at The City College of the City University of New York in
your honor. As an admirer lind someone who has followed your distinguished
5{}.-ye~r career in public service. I think this l5 a most appropriate tribute.
In reviewing the materials? it app¢ars that your focus is on bnilctlng an
endowment of$30jOOO~OOO for the: Rangel Center for PublIc Ser'Yke. The
Rockefeller Fou'ldation1s funding guidelines generally excJude gifts for
endOWlllent. However, as you move forwaro, I would be lnterested in learning
IiiOI/:l abmrt: plans for programming fIt the COllter. As a fOlmer university
president, I know that fiml;l~raising presents: & special challenge, but this is su<::n
an important and compelling undertaking, for which yon and The City College
are to be commended.
1send you my very best wishes.
Sincerel;t,.

JR:rdg

420 Fifth Avenue.
Now York, New York
tooHI·27Q2
TcJ lU'..{ln..{liOO
Fm1;ZH-8SUlZ77
PfC!lidc~fotmd,(llg

www_l'l;ll:'kfu.lInd-OJ!I
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THEATLANTIC FOUNDA170N

of
NEW YORK
125 Ptlrk Avenue, 21'1 Fl.oor
New York, NY 10017,5581
(212) 922,0:150

FAX (212) 922,03(;0

August 15, 2006
Representative Charles S. Rangel
Congress of the United States
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-3215

Dear Rep Rangel:
Thank you for your recent letter and materials of July 26.
We have reviewed the ftmding inquiry and supporting materials regarding the Rangel
Center for Public Service at City College, but regret that we cmUlot consider support for
this organizatim1. While we recognize the importance of this new Center's work, the
organization's goals are outside the established program objectives for our foundation.
Yours sincerely,

(l J /H• .P1A~~). ~c.i~
'c;:L~~;iChards
Vice President

Cc:

Rachelle Butler
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7he lJ3ahnik :foundation, :Jnc.
190 PINe: HQl...l.,OW ROAD .. P,O, eQX 300

'il~71
/-""'\

OYSiEJ'< BAY. NliWYORK.
OFl""lel'SR$ a OIREI:;TOR$
RO-GEI':: 1...-. a~"'NI1<, l'''I.:6HH'';~'l'
C\.AVO": A. 9""'I'>IK, VI.<::o: ~j:"';ll:tP'iI>l""
MlCHlt;,.e \;jAHNlK MERCIER, \i,(:l::"""<oIQ[i"I1'
LORI W. a"'HI'IIK. l!I1!¢I'I<':.,..,.......

/ "J'

(!Jle) tl2.:I:.('IOc>O E..;-, 2(14

l't"l<,{!-1"nfi)2R'~17:a

July I, 2005

Charles B. Rangel
Congress of the United States
fIouse ofReprc,entatives
Washington, DC 20515·3215

Dear Congre,r;man Rangel:
Jam in receipt ofyour letter dated June 20'" indicating that you will be creating the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service and need funding for the planning phase of
this public policy center. The creation ofthis new cenler sounds like a wonderful project.
however, the Bahnik Foundation has been Inundated with numerous requests for funding
this year from several worthwhile causes on Long Island and we are unable to cormn;t to
any additional grants at this time.
Iwish you much sUccess with your new center and admire your cornmitment to this
worthy cause.
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<I"'t~ ClolrCllel>

Augu.t 26, 2005

Mr, Roger L, Bahnik
President
The Balmik Foundation, Ino,
190 Pine Hollow Road
P,O,Bo" 300
CysterEay, NY 11771
De,", Mr, B.hnik:
Thank you for your ''ecent correspondence to my office, While I am disappointed that you
will not be .blo to fund the Charles B, Rangel Center for !'ublic Service, I thlUlk you for
your consideration of my request

The Charles B, Rangel Centedor Public Service at fttn City College of New York witl
SUive to become a national center for the prolIlotion of greater diversity in pUblic service,
Again, I thank you IDTyOur consideratioll and hopelhat we roaywork together in the
future,

CBRfdmb

Z3B 9t
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HO,US£ OF' Rf;:PRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 205'5

s.

C"AlIl&.lE.
A"MOIl..
ISTM Ot~Ct, ... ...,1'0_

Maroh 7, 2007

Mr. Donald Trump

.~

I would appreciate the opPOrtunity to schedule Ameeting at a time that is convenient for you in orderto
discuss with you my vision for the Charles B. Rangel Center Illr Puhlic Service.

The City College ofNew Yotl< will be home to the Cenlor, whose plltJlO5C will be to train ...<1 ecIuc:at'l the
next generation ofour nation's public ..rvllltS. It i. & pmonsl dream of min. to see this Cen1er at City
College, which reside. in my congreuional dlstrict and where so many IIlentCd young m.n and women
from the cemmunity hi" gotten an ""cellent edue.lion. As I'm ,ure you know, CCNY', mission is one
of....lIeito. and ...... and many of out nation'sleadeJs from every ethnic, ...iII, and economic group
have eamed their degrees there.
.
I hi" asked City College ono/ow York Vice Presidenl Shelly Butler 10 conllet your office and 8fTIIIIg. I
time thetis convenient for o. to come togelher. I am eager Illr you to meel City Coll.ge President
Gregery H. Williams, • men who bas overcome mooy obsiacle. to achieve succOS5-<lS with so many
CCNY gteduates in the pasl and the present

CBRldjb
Co:

President Gregory H. William., CCNY
VP Shelly BUller, CCNY

CBR000321
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515

CHAR"-£:" B.

RANGEL

lts.. w DlnltfeT. N~ VOIliK

March 7, 2007

Mr. David Rockereller
30 Roekefell... PI_
SuiteS600
.

:~

:e

wo~:

J
opportunity to schedule a meeting at a time that is convenient fur you in order to
discuss with you my vision lbr the Charles B. Rangel center for Public Setvice.

The City College ofNew York will be bome to the Center, whose purpose will be to train and educate the
next generation of our nation's public servants. It is. personal dream of mine to see this Center at City
Coll,ge, whiob resides in my congressional district and where.o many talenlOd young men and women
from the community have gotten an e/<Cellent ed!Ioation. As I'm sure you know, CCNY'. mission is one
of e~andaccess and many ofour nation's leaders from every ethnic, raci.al, and economic group
hav"t"'earned their degrees there.
I ba.... asked City College ofNew York Vice President Shelly Butler to contact your office and arrange a
time thai i,convenienl fur us to oome logether. I am eager fur you to meet City College President
Gregory H. Williams, oman wbo·has overcome many obstacles to achieve success-as with so many
CCNY graduates in the past and lbe presenl.
Thank you very mucb lOr your consideration.

CBRldjb
Co:

President Gregory H. Williams, CCNY
VP Shelly Butler. CCNY

CBR002419
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
CHARl.ES B. RANGEL.
15"11 O!5TltICT, NtWYoltl(

March 7, 2007
Mr. Hank Greenberg
399 Park Ave.
17"' Floor
New York, NY 10022
Dear Mr. Greenberg:
J would appreciate the opportunity to schedule a meeting at a time that is convenient for you in order to
discuss with you my vision for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service.

The City College of New York will be home to the Center, whose purpose will be to train and educate the
next generation of our nation's public servants. It is a personal dream of mine to see this Center at City
College, which resides in my congressional district and where so many talented young men and women
from the community have gotten an excellent education. As I'm sure you know, CCNY's mission is one
of eKceIJence and access and many of OUf nation's leaders from every ethnic, racial, and economic group
have earned their degrees there.
I have asked City College ofNew York Vice President Shelly Butler to contact your office and arrange a
time that is convenient for us to corne together. J am eager for you to meet City College President
Gregory H. Williams, a man who has overcome many obstacles to achieve success--as with so many
CCNY graduates in the past and the present.
Thank you very much for your consideration.

CBRldjb
Cc:

President Gregory H. Williams, CCNY
VP Shelly Butler, CCNY
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REPORT ON THE LEGISLATIVE Al'1D OVERSIGHT ACrrVITIES
OF THE

COMtvIITTEE ON WAYS Al'lD MEAl'lS
DURING THE
IlOth CONGRESS
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COMMITrEE ON WAYS AND MEAt'fS
CHARLES B. RANGEL, New York, ChailTl1an
FORTNEY PETE STARK, California
SANDER M. LEVIN, Michigan
J1\1\ McDERlVIOIT, Washington
JOHN LEWIS, Georgia
RICHARD E. NEAL, Massachusetts
MICHAEL R. McNULTY, New York
JOHN S. TANNER, Tennessee
XAVIER BECERRA, California
LLOYD DOGGETT, Texas
EARL POMEROY, North Dakota
STEPHANIE TUBBS JONES, Ohio
MIKE THOMPSON, California
JOHN B. LARSON, Connecticut
RAHM EMANUEL, Illinois
EARL BLUMENAUER, Oregon
RON KIND, Wisconsin
BILL PASCRELL, JR., New Jersey
SHELLY BERKLEY, Nevada
JOSEPH CROI"I'LEY, New York
CHRIS VAN HOLLEN, Maryland
KENDRICK MEEK, Florida
ALLYSON Y. SCHWARTZ, Pennsylvania
ARTUR DAVIS, Alabama

JIM MCCRERY, Louisiana
WALLY HERGER, California
DAVE CAMP, Michigan
J1.\1 RA.\1STAD, Minnesota
SAtvi JOHNSON, Texas
PHIL ENGLISH, Pennsylvania
JERRY WELLER, Illinois
KENNY C. HULSHOF, lvlissouri
RON LEWIS, Kentucky
KEVIN BRADY, Texas
THOMAS M. REYNOLDS, New York
PAUL RYAN, Wisconsin
ERIC CANTOR, Virginia
JOHN LINDER, Georgia
DEVIN NUNES, California
PAT TIBERI, Ohio
JON PORTER, Nevada
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LEITER OF TRANSMl'ITAL

u.s.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COi\1MITIEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Washington, DC 20SlS

January 2, 2009
The Honorable Lorraine C. Miller
Office of the Clerk
U.S. House of Representatives
H-154, The Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Ms. Miller:
I am herewith transmitting, pursuant to House Rule XI, clause ltd), the report of the
Committee on Ways and Means on its legislative and oversight activities during the
llO'h Congress.

Sincerely,

CHARLES B, RANGEL
Ch'lirm,m
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Page
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FOREWORD
Clause 1(d) of Rule XI of the Rules of the House, regarding the rules of procedure for
committees, contains a requirement that each committee prepare a report at the conclusion
of each Congress summarizing its activities. The 104'h Congress added subsections on
legislative and oversight activities, including a summary comparison of oversight plans and
eventual recommendations and actions. The full text of the Rule follows:
(d) (1) Each committee shall submit to the HOllse not later than January 2 of each
odd-numbered year a report on the acth~ties of that committee under this rule and rule
X during the Congress ending at noon on January 3 of such year.
(2) Such report shall include separate sections summarizing the legislative and
oversight activities of that cOlmnittee during that Congress.
(3) The oversight section of such report shall include a summary of the oversight
plans submitted by the committee under clause 2(d) of rule X, a summary of the
actions taken and recommendations made with respect to each such plan, a summary
of any additional oversight activities undel1aken by that committee, and any
recommendations made or actions taken thereon.
(4) After an adjournment sine die of the last regular session of a Congress, the
chairman of a cOlml1ittee may file an activities report under subparagraph (1) with the
Clerk at any time and without approval of the committee, provided that
(A) a copy of the report has been available to each member of the committee for at
least seven calendar days; and
(B) the report includes any supplemental, minority, or additional view submitted by
a member of the committee.
The jurisdk1ion of the Committee on Ways and Means during the no'h Congress is
provided in Rule X, clause l(t), as follows:
(t) Committee on Ways and Means,
(1) Customs revenue, collection districts, and p0l1S of entry and delivery,
(2) Reciprocal trade agreements.
(3) Revenue measures generally.
(4) Revenue measures relating to insular possessions,
(5) Bonded debt of the United StatcE, subject to the last sentence of clause 4(J),
(6) Deposit of public monies,
(7) Transportation of dutiable goods.
(8) Tax exempt foundations and charitable trusts,
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(9) National social security (except health care and facilities programs that are
supported from general revenues as opposed to payroll deductions and except work
incentive programs).
The general oversight responsibilities of committees are set forth in clause 2 of Rule X.
The 104,h Congress also added the requirement in clause 2 of Rule X that each standing
committee submit Itl oversight plans for each Congress. The text of the Rule, in pertinent
part, follows:
2. (a) The various standing committees shall have general oversight responsibilities as

provided in paragraph (b) in order to assist the House in
(1) its analysis, appraisal, and evaluation of
(A) the application, administration, execution, and effectiveness of Federal laws;
and
(B) conditions and circumstances that may indicate the necessity or desirability of
enacting new or additional legislation; and
(2) its formulation, consideration, and enactment of changes in l<ederallaws, and of
such additional legislation as may be necessary or appropriate.
(b) (1) In order to determine whether laws and programs addressing subjects within
the jurisdiction of a committee are being implemented and carried out in accordance
with the intent of Congress and whether they should be continued, curtailed, or
eliminated, each standing committee (other than the Committee on Appropriations)
shall review and study on a continuing basis
(A) the application, administration, execution, and effectiveness of laws and programs
addressing subjects within its jurisdiction;
(B) the organization and operation of Federal agencies and entities having
responsibilities for the administration and execution of laws and programs addressing
subjects within its jurisdiction;
(C) any conditions or circumstances dlat may indicate the necessity or desirability of
enacting new or additional legislation addressing subjects within its jurisdiction
(whether or not a bill or resolution has been introduced with respect thereto); and
(D) future research and forecasting on subjects within its jurisdiction.
(2) Each committee to which subparagraph (1) applies having more than 20 members
shall establish an oversight subcommittee, or require its subcommittees to conduct
oversight in their respective jurisdictions, to assist in carrying out its responsibilities
under this clause. The establishment of an oversight subcommittee does not limit the
responsibility of a subcommittee with legislative judsdktion in calTying out its oversight
responsibilities.
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(c) Each standing committee shall review and study on a continuing basis the
impact or probable impact of tax policies affecting subjects within its jurisdiction as
described in clauses 1 and 3.
(d)(I) Not later than February 15 of the first session of a Omgress, each standing
committee shall, in a meeting that is open to the public and with a quorum present,
adopt its oversight plan for that Congress. Such plan shall be submitted simultaneously
to the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform and to the Committee on
House Administration. In developing its plan each committee shall, to the maximum
extent feasible -(A) consult with other committees that have jurisdiction over the same or related
laws, programs, or agencies \vithin its jurisdiction with the objective of ensuring
maximum coordination and woperation among committees when crmducting reviews
of such laws, pro!,rrams, or agencies and include in its plan an explanation of steps that
have been or will be taken to ensure such coordination and cooperation;
(B) review specific problems with Federal rules, regulations, statutes, and court
decisions that are ambiguous, arbitrary, or nonsensical, or that impose severe
flnancial burdens on individuals;
(C) give priority consideration to including in its plan the review of those laws,
programs, or agencies operating under permanent budget authority or permanent
statutory authority; and
(D) have a view toward ensuring that all significant laws, programs, or agencies
within its jurisdiction are subject to review every IO years; and
(E) have a view toward insuring against duplication of Federal programs.
To carry out its work during the llO'h Congress, the Committee on Ways and Means
had six standing Subcommittees, as follows:
Subcommittee on Trade;
Subcommittee on Oversight;
Subcommittee on Health;
Subcommittee on Social Security;
Subcommittee on Inwme Security and Family Support; and
Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures,
The membership of the six Subcommittees of the Committee on Ways and Means in the

no'· Congress is as follows:
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SUBCOMMfITEE ON TRADE
SANDER M, LEVIN, Michigan, Chailman
JOHN S, TANNER, Tennessee
JOHN B, LARSON, Connecticut
EARL BLUMENAUER, Oregon
BILL PASCRELL, JR., New Jersey
SHELLY BERKLEY, Nevada
JOSEPH CROWLEY, New York
CHRIS VAN HOLLEN, Maryland
KENDRICK MEEK, Florida

WALLY HERGER, California
JERRY WELLER, Illinois
RON Lm·IlIS, Kentucky
KEVl\1 BRADY, Texas
THOMAS M, REYNOLDS, New York
KENNY C. HULSHOF, Missouri

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
JOHN LEWIS, Georgia, Chail1J1an
JOHN S, TANNER, Tennessee
RICHARD E. NEAL, Massachusetts
XAVIER BECERRA, California
STEPHANIE TUBBS JONES, Ohio
RON KIND, Wisconsin
BILL PASCRELL, JR" New Jersey
JOSEPH CROWLEY, New York

JIM RAMSTAD, MinneBota
ERIC CANTOR, Virginia
JOHN LINDER, Georgia
DEVIN NUNES, California
PAT TIBERI, Ohio

SUBCOlYllvUITEE ON HEALTH
FORTNEY PETE STARK, California, Ch8i11J18fJ
LLOYD DOGGETT, Texas
MIKE THOMPSON, California
RAHM EMANUEL, Illinois
XAVIER BECERRA, California
EARL POMEROY, North Dakota
STEPHfu'JIE TUBBS JONES, Ohio
RON KIND, Wisconsin

DAVE CAMP, Michigan
SAJ\1 JOHNSON, Texas
JIM RAMSTAD, Minnesota
PHIL ENGLISH, Pennsylvania
KENNY C. HULSHOF, Missouri

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY
MICHAEL R, McNULTY, New York, Chail11J8{]
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SANDER M, LEVIN, Michigan
EARL POMEROY, North Dakota
ALLYSON Y. SCHWARTZ, Pennsylvania
ARTUR DAVIS, Alabama
XAVIER BECERRA, California
LLOYD DOGGETI, Texas
STEPHANIE TUBBS JONES, Ohio

SAM JOHNSON, Texas
RON LEWIS, Kentucky
KEVIN BRADY, Texas
PAUL RYAN, Wisconsin
DEVIN NUNES, California

SUBCOM..\UTTEE ON INCOME SECURITY AND FAJ\,ULY SUPPORT
JilVl McDERMO'IT, Washington, Chamllan
FOR'INEY PETE STARK, California
ARTUR DAVIS, Alabama
JOHN LEWIS, Georgia
MICHAEL R, McNULTY, New York
SHELLY BERKELEY, Nevada
CHRIS VAN HOLLEN, Maryland
KENDRICK MEEK, Florida

JERRY WELLER, Illinois
WALLY HERGER, California
DAVE CAlViP, Michigan
JON PORTER, Nevada
PHIL ENGLISH, Pennsylvania

SUBCOMMmEE ON SELECT REVENUE MEASURES
RICHARD E. NEAL, Massachusetts, Chairman
LLOYD DOGGETI, Texas
MIKE THOMPSON, California
JOHN B. LARSON, Connecticut
ALLYSON Y. SCHWARTZ, Pennsylvania
Jily! McDERMOTI', Washington
RAHM EMANUEL, Illinois
EARL BLUMENAUER, Oregon

PHIL ENGLISH, Pennsylvania
THOMAS M, REYNOLDS, New York
ERIC CANTOR, Virginia
JOHN LINDER, Georgia
PAUL RYA.'i, Wisconsin

'Ine Committee on Ways and Means submits its report on its legislative and oversight
activities for the noth Congress pursuant to the above stated provisions of tbe Rules of tbe
1·louse, Section I of tbe report describes tbe Committee's legislative activities, divided into six
sections as foHows: Legislative Review of Tax, Trust Fund, and Pension Issues; Legislative
Review of Trade Issues; Legislative Review of Health Issues; Legislative Review of Social
Security Issues; Legislative Review of Income Security and Family SUPPOlt Issues; and
Legislative Review of Debt Issues,
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Section II of the report describes the Committee's oversight activities. It includes a copy of
the Committee's Oversight Agenda, adopted in open seBsion on January 17, 2007, along with
a description of actions taken and recommendations made with respect to the oversight plan.
The report then discusses additional Committee oversight activities, and any recommendations
or actions taken as a relUlt. FinaHy, the report includes four appendices with Committee
information. Appendix I is an expanded discussion of the Jurisdiction of the Committee on
Ways and Means along with a revised listing and explanation of blue slip resolutions and
points of order under House Rule XXI 5(a). Appendix II is a brief Historical Note on the
origins of the Committee; Appendix III is a Statistical Review of the Activities of the
C,ommittee on Ways and Means; and Appendix IV is a listing of the Chairmen and
Membership of the Committee from the 1" - 1l0'h Congresses.
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REPORT ON THE LEGISLATIVE AND OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES OF
THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS DURING THE
ONE HUNDRED TENTH CONGRESS

MR. RANGEL, FROM TIlE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AL'ID MEAi'lS,
SUBMmED THE FOLLOWING

REPORT

I. LEGISI,ATIVE ACTIVITY REVIEW

A. LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF TAX, TRUST FUND, AND PENSION ISSUES
1. BILLS ENACTED INTO LAW DURING THE 110TH CONGRESS
a.

U.S. Troop Readiness Veterans' Care, Katrina Recovery, and Iraq Accountability, 2007
(P.L. 110-28)

On February 9, 2007, ChaiIman Rangel introduced H.R. 976. The House Committee on Ways
and Means reported H.R. 976 on February 15, 2007 (H. Rept. 110-14). The Senate Conm1ittee
on Finanee repOlted S. 349 on January 22, 2007 (S. Rept. 110-1). The text ofH. R. 976 was
added to H.R.1591 as chapter 2 of Title VII. The House passed H. R. 1591 (a supplemental
appropriations bm) on Mareh 23, 2007. The Senate passed HK 1591 with an amendment on
Mareh 29,2007. The conference report was filed on April 24,2007 (H. Rcpt. 110-107) and was
passed by the House on April 25, 2007, and the SCI1ate on April 26, 2007. The PrcsidCl1t vetoed
the bill on May I, 2007, and the House failed to override the veto on May 2, 2007. H.R. 2206,
whieh contained the tax provisions ofB.R. 1591, was passed by the House on May 10, 2007, and
was passed by the Senate on May 17, 2007. On May 24, the House agreed to the Senate
amCl1dment with an amendment, and on May 24, 2007, the Senate agreed to the House
amCl1dment. The PresidCl1t signed the bill into law on May 25,2007.
This Act extended and expanded the work oppOlwn-ity tax credit, increased and extended the
section 179 expensing limitations tor small businesses, froze the minimum wage level at which
the tip credit is based on the May 2007 minimum wage levels ($5.15), waived the individual and
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corporate alternative minimum tax limits on the work opportunity tax credit and credit for taxes
paid with respect to employee cash tips, allowed an unincorporated husiness owned jointly by a
married couple to file as a sole proprietorship instead of a pat1nership, extended the increased
expensing for qualified section 179 OulfOpportunity (00) Zone property, extended and
expanded the low-income hOllsing credit rules for buildings in the 00 Zones, extended certain
special tax-exempt bond financing rule for repairs and reconstructions ofresidences in the GO
Zones, instTucted the Govemment Accountability Office to provide a STIldy ofpractices
employed hy State and local govellunents in allocating and utilizing tax incentives provided
pursuant to the Gulf Opportunity Zone Tax Act of2005, modified the suhchapter S rules
(including provisions relating to the exclusion of Capital Gains from Passive Investment Ineome;
the treatment of qualifying director's shares, the recapture of bad debt reserves, the treatment of
sale of Interest in a qualified subchapter S subsidiary, tbe elimination of earnings and profit
attributable to pre-1983 years, and the permanent interest deduction for electing a small business
trust to acquire S corporation stock). The Act also included provisions that denied the lower
capital gains rate for certain dependants under age 24, modified interest suspension rules
(extending from 18 months to 36 months) with respect to tax deficiencies, eliminated the
requirement that the JRS hold more than one collection due process heat'ing before issuing a levy
on delinquent employment taxes, pel'Jnanently extended IRS user fees, increased the threshold
penalty and fees associated with writing bad checks, expanded and increased prepareI' penafties
to alI types of tax returns, and created a new penalty on claims for refund that at'e filed without
any reasonable basis.

b. Energy Independence and Security Act c:f 2007 (P.L. 110-140)
On January 12, 2007, Representative Nick Joe Rahan introduced HR 6. H.R. 6 passed the
House on January 18, 2007, and passed the Senate on June 21, 2007. On December 6, 2007, tbe
House agreed to the Senate amendment with an amendment, and on December 13, 2007, the
Senate agreed to the House amendment with all amendment. On December 18, 2007, the House
agreed to the Senate amendment. The President signed the bill into law on December 19, 2007.
The Act extended through calendar year 2008 the 0.2 percent Federal Unemployment Tax Act
(FUTA) smiax payable by employers and extended from five to seVen years the amortization
period for geological and geophysical expenditures hy certain major integrated oil companies.

c.

Holde Spirit Memorial Fund (P.L. 110-141)

On November 8, 2007, Representative Rick Boucher introduced H.R. 4118. The bill was passed
in the House under suspension ofthe rules on Decemher 6, Z007. The Scnate passed the bill,
without alllendment, hy unanimous consent on Decembor 6, Z007 and the President signed the
bill into law on December 19, 2007.
This Act excludes from gross iucome any payments to victims of the April 16, Z007 shooting
tragedy at the Virginia Polytechnic Institutc & State University (Virginia Tech), out of amounts
transferred from the Holde Spirit Memorial Fund, established by the Virginia Tech Foundation. It
al80 increased, by $1 , the penalty for failure to file a paltnership income tax retu111.
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d. Mortgage Forgiveness Debt ReliefAct of2007 (P.L. 110-142)
On September 25,2007, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 3648. It was reported by the
Committee on Ways and Means on October 1,2007 (H. Rept. II 0-356) and was passed in the
House on October 4, 2007, The bill was discharged by the Senate Committee on Finance by
unanimous consent. The bill passed in the Senate with an amendment, by unanimous consent on
December 14, 2007. The House agreed to the Senate amendment and passed the bill under
suspension of the rules on December 18, 2007. The President signed the bill into law on
December 20, 2007.
This Act excludes discharged qualified residential debt from gl'OSS income. Qualified
indebtedness is defined as debt, limited to $2 million ($1 million if married filing separately),
incurred in acquiring, constructing, or suhstantially improving the taxpayer's principal residence.
It also includes refinancing ofthi. debt, to the extent that the refinancing does not exceed the
principal amount of indebtedness, The provision applies to debt discharges made on or after
January 1,2007 and hefore January 1,2010. On October 3, 2008, a provision included in the
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of2008 (PL, 110-343) extended the exclusion through
the end of2012.

e. Airport and Aimay Trust Fund Extensions (P.L.110-92, 110-161, 110-190, 110-253, and
110-330)
Before passage of the bills outlined below extending celtain excise taxes to fund the AirpOit and
Ailway Trust Fund and the expenditure authority for the Trust Fund, Congress passed several
shorHenn extensions of the taxes aud expenditure authority in various appropriations bills, The
extensions are listed below,
H.J. Res. 52 passed the House on September 26,2007 on a 404-14 vote. It passed the Senate on
September 27,2007 by a 94-1 vote and was signed into law by the President on September 29,
2007 (P.L. 110-92). Section J49 of that legislation extended the provisions from September 30,
2007 to November J6,2007.
The Conference Report to HK 3222 passed the House on November 8, 2007 on a 400-15 vote.
It passed the Senate that same day by voice vote, and was signed into law by the President on
November 13, 2007 (P.L, I J0-116). Division B of that legislation extended the provisions until
December 14, 2007,

R.I. Res. 69 passed the House on December 13, 2007 on a 385-27 vote, It passed the Senate that
same day by unanimous consent and was signed into law by tl,e President on December 14,2007
(P.L. 110-137). That legislation extended the provisions until December 21, 2007,
H.J. Res. 72 passed the House on December 19, 2007 on a voiee vote. It passed the Senate that
same day by unanimous consent and was signed into law by the President 011 December 21, 2007
(P.L. 110-149). That legislation extended the provisions until December 31, 2007.
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The Senate agreed to House amendment number I to the Senate amendment to H.R. 2764 on
December 18, 2007 by vote of76-17. That same day, the Senate agreed to House amendment
number 2 to H.R. 2764, with an additional am~'l1dmentby a vote of 70-25. On Deeember 19,
2007, the House agreed to the Senate amendment by a vote of 272-142. H.R. 2764 was signed
into law by the President on December 26,2007 (P.L. 110-161). Section 116 of Division K of
that legislation extended the provisions until February 29, 2008.

.f Tax Increase Prevention Act of2007 (P.L. flO-I66)
On October 30, 2007, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 3996. The bill was repoliOO by the
Committee on Ways aud Means on November 6, 2007 and it passed the Housc on Novembcr 9,
2008. 'n,e Senate passed the bill with an amendment on December 6, 2008. The House agreed to
the Senate amendment, ffild passed the bill under suspension of the mles on December 19, 2007.
The President signed the bill into law on December 26, 2007,
This Aet amended the Tntemal Revenne Code and extended, through 2007, the increased
altemative minimum tax (AMT) exemption amounts for joint filers ($66,250) and single filers
($44,350). It also offset nonrefundable personal tax credits against regular andAMT liability.

g. Tax Technical Corrections Act of2007 (P.L. 110-172)
On December 19,2007, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 4839. The bill passed the Honse nnd
the Senate without amendment, by wlanimous consent on December 19,2007. The President
signed the bill into law on December 29,2007,
This Act made technical amendments and clerical corrections to tbe hltemal Revenue Code,
including corrections to provisions enacted by the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, the
Pension Protection Act of2006, the Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005, the
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efikient TranspOliation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, tbe Energy
Policy Act of 2005, the American Jobs Crcation Act of 2004, the Economic Growth and Tax
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001, the Tax Relief Extension Act of 1999, and the Internal
Revenue Service Rcstmew'ing and Refol'm Act of 1998.

h. Term ofIRS Commissioner (P.L. 110-176)
On December 19, 2007, by unanimous consent, the Senate passed S, 2436, a bill to clarify
that the term of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is a iIve-year teJTI1, beginning with a telm
to commence on November 13, 1997. Under the bill, each snbsequent term shall begin on the
day after the date on which the previous term expires. 11,e House passed the bill on December
19,2007, without objection, and was signed by the Presidcnt on January 4, 2008.

Economic Stimulus Act of2008 (p.L. Jl 0-185)
On January 28,2008, House Speaker Pelosi introduced H.R. 5140. The bill passed the House
under suspension of the rules 011 JanualY 29,2008. The bill passed the Senate with an
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amendment and the House agreed to the Senate amendment on FeblUary 7, 2008. It was signed
into law by the President on February 13,2008.
The Aet amends the Internal Revenue Code to grant tax rebates of the lesser of net income tax
liability or $600 to individual taxpayers ($1,200 for married taxpayers filing joint returns) and
allows additional rebates of $300 for each child of an eligible taxpayer. The Act provides for a
minimum tax rebate of$300 ($600 for married taxpayers filing joint returns) for taxpayers with
earned income of at least $3,000 and includes social security retirement benefits and
compensation and pension benefits paid to disabled veterans for purposes of determining income
eligibility for rebates. The new law reduces the amonnt of such rebates by 5pereent of the
amount that exceeds an adjusted gross income of $75,000 ($150,000 for manied taxpayers filing
joint retmTIs).
The Act also allowed, for 2008, 50 percent of eligible investment, generally equipment, to be
expensed (bonus depreciation). It also extended the maximum amount of expensing of eligible
investment, generally equipment, from $128,000 to $250,000, and began the phase out of the
expensing provision at a higher amount.
j.

Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act 012008 (P.L. 110-233)

On January 16, 2007, Representative Louise Slaughter introduced H.R. 493 which passed the
House under suspension ofthc rules on April 25, 2007. The Senate amended the bill and passed
it on April 24, 2008. The House agreed to the Senatc amendment on May I, 2008. The
President signed the bill into law on May 21, 2008,
The Act modifies the cunent law excise tax all group health plans which fail to eomply with
certain rules ofplan eligibility requirements by including an expanded description of
discrimination on the basis of genetic il1folUlation to the mles.

Ie. Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of2008 (P.L, 110-234 and 1/0-246)
On May 22, 2007, Representative Collin Peterson introduced H.R. 2419. H.R. 2419 passed the

House on July 27, 2007. The Senate Committee on Finance rep01ted S. 2242 on October 25,
2007 (S. Rept. 110-206). The Senate passed H.R. 2419 on December 14, 2007, with an
amendment. The conference rep01t to H.R. 2419 was ftled on May 13, 2008 (H. Rept. 110- 627),
was passed by the House on May 14, 2008, and passed by the Senate on May 15, 2008. The bill
was vetoed by the President on May 21,2008. The veto was overridden by the House on May
21,2008, and by the Senate on May 22, 2008, becoming P.L. 110-234. To correct an enrolling
en·or in P.L. 110-234, Rcprcsentative Peterson introduced H.R. 6124 on May 22, 2008, which
passed the House under suspension ofthe rules the same day. The Senate passed H.R. 6124 on
June 5, 2008 without amendment. The bill was vetoed by tbe president on June 18, 2008. On
June 18, 2008, the Housc and Senate voted to ovelTide that veto, P.L. 110-246, which contains
tI1C identical revenue provisions to those contained in the conference agreement H. Rep!. 110627, was enacted into law on June 18, 2008. Section 4 ofP,L. 110-246 provides that the
amendments made by P, L. 110-234 are repealed and that the amendments made by P.L. 110-246
generally take effect on the date of enactment of the earlier of the two bills to be enacted (May
22, 2008). Provisions in P.L. 110-246 relating to the Committee's jurisdiction over trade
measures arc described in the trade section of this report.
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The Internal Revenue Code amendments in the Act ex.eludcd Conservation Reserve Program
Payments from SECA tax for individuals receiving Social Security retirement or disability
henefits, extended the speeialmle for qualified conservation eontJihutions, provided a deduction
for endangered species recovery expenditures, included certain timher provisions (15 percent tax
rate for gain on timher harvested hy a C corporation, 15 year holding period, and certain timher
REIT mle modifIcations), provided $500 million in qualified forestry conservation honds,
provided a credit for production of cellulosic biofuel (maximum credit of$l.Ol per gallon and a
revised definition ofbiofueis),includcd a comprehensive study ofhiofllels, modified the
qualified small issue honds for farming (increased loan limit 1rom $250,000 to $450,000,
indexed that limit, and eliminated the dollar limitation in thc defInition of suhstantial farmland),
allowed section 1031 treatment for certain exchanges (exchanges involving ceItain mutual ditch,
reservoir, or inigation company stock), provided an agricultural chemicals security tax credit,
changed the depreciation classification for race horses that are two years old or younger from 7
year property to 3 year propelty, provided temporary relief fOf Kiowa County, KS and
surrounding areas (suspension of certain personal casualty loss limitations, extension of
replacement period for nomecognition of gain, employee retention credit for employers affected
by May 4 storms and tornadoes, special temporary allowance for certain propClty acquired on or
after May 5,2007, increase in expcnsing under section 179, expensing for celtaln demolition and
clean-up costs, modification of treatment of public utilitypl'OpeJty disaster losses, modifIed
treatment of net operating losses attJ'ihutahle to stomllosses, modification of treatment of
representations regarding income eligibility for purposes of qualified rental project reC[llirements,
and special rulcs for use of retirement funds), modifIed the advance coal pmject credit and the
gasificatiou project credit, modified infolmation reporting for COlllmodity Credit Corporation
tTansact!ons, alld included provisions related to the protection of the Social Secmity pmgram.
The Internal Revenue Code amendments in the Act also modificd thc incentives relating to
alcohol fuels (VEETC), lllodified the calculation of volnl11e of alcohol for fucl credits (limiting
denaturants to 2percent), limited excess faImiug losses of certain taxpayers, and increased and
indexed the dollar threshold for fa1111 optional method and nonfan11 optional method for
computing net earnings from sclf"employment. The Act also included amendments to 19 U.S.C.
2101 et seq. that providod for the creation of alld funding of a Supplemental A!,'1'icultllral
Disaster Assistancc program from the Agricultoral Disaster Relief Trust Fund, and amendmC1lts
to 19 U.S.C. 58c that extended Custom User Fees and oUler fees.

I.

Heroes Earnings Assistance and ReliefTax Act 0/2008 (P.L. 110-245)

On May 16, 2008, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R.6081 which passed the House under
suspension of the rules on May 20,2008. The Senate passed the bill, without amendment, by
unanimous consent on May 22, 2008 and the President signed the hill into law on June 17, 2008.
This Act includes four titles. Title I provided tax henefIts for members of the military, including
some for cnlistedmemhers on Aetive duty, national reserve memhers on Active duty, their fanuly
memhers or survivors, aIld veterans. Celtain temporary provisions were made permanent. 'l1,ere
me exceptions to the length"of"residence mles governing [ax"free capital gains on a principal
residence for members of the Peace Corps and for certain employees of the intelligence
community. Title II excluded certain types of payments, likely to go to low-income people, from
reducing supplemental security income (SSI) bencfits. Title III inclndcd provisions to impose
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mark-to-market regime on individuals who expatriate, impose employment tax for wages paid
for service performed by employees of foreign subsidiaries of U. S. parent companies under U.S.
government contract, and increase penalties for failure to file returns. Title IV extended through
2008 parity requirements for mental health benefits offered by group health plans.

m. Housing and Economic Recovery Act of2008 (P.L. 110-289)
On April 8, 2008, Chairman Rangel ilttrodueed H.R. 5720. The House Committee on Ways and
Means reported H.R. 5720 on April 24, 2008 (H. Rept. 110-606). The Senate passed H. R. 3221
(a bill ulU'elated to housing as passed by the House) on April 10, 2008 with an amendment. The
House passed H.R. 3221 on May 8, 2008 with amendments (containing provisions similar to
those included in H.R. 5720) to the Senate amendment. The Senate passed H.R. 3221 on July
11,2008, with an amendment to the House amendments. The House passed H.R. 3221 on July
23,2008 with an amendment to the Senate amendment. The Senate agreed to the House
amendment on July 26, 200S. The President signed the bill into law on July 30,2008.
The Act provided a number of benefits for multi-family low-ineome housing (including
temporarily increasing the volume cap for the low-income housing tax credit, modifying the
detennination of the credit rate and the defInition of eligible basis, modifying the treatment of
basic housing allowances for purposes of ineome eligibility lUles, providing refunding treatment
for certain housing bonds, coordinating celtain lUles applicable to the low-income housing credit
and celtain qualifIed residentiaI rental projeet exempt faeility bonds, providing hold hmmless
treannent for reductions in area median gross income, excepting from annuall'ccertification
requirements projects that are entirely low-income use, and providing the simplification and
reform of other low-income housing incentives), provided a refundahle $7,500 credit for certain
first-time homebuyers (to be ratably repaid), provided an additional standard deduction for State
and local property taxes, modified certain private Activity bond mles for housing, repealed AMT
limitations on eOltain housing bonds and housing credits, provided that bonds guarantecd by
fedOl'al home loan banks arc eligible for treatment as tax-exempt bonds, modified rules
pertaining to FlRPTA non-foreign affidavits, modified provisions of the rebabilitation credit,
relaxed mortgage revenue bond limitations for Presidentially declared disaster m'eas, included
certain refolll1S related to real estate investment trusts (including provisions relating to foreign
ClU'rency and other qualified activities, the taxable REIT subsidim'Y asset test, the holding period
under safe harbor, the value of sales under safe barbor, and confoJ1nity for health care facilities),
provided an election to accelcrate AMT and R&D credits i1tlieu of bonus depreciation, and
extended and expanded celtain GO Zone incentives. The Act also provided provisions to require
infOlmation reporting on payment eard and third pmty payment transactions, modify the
exclusion of gain on the sale of principal residence to not apply to nonqualified use. and delay
for two yem's the implementation of worldwide interest allocation and apply a 70 percent
limitation on the first year of worldwide interest allocation.

n. Hubbard Act (Funeral Trusts) (P.L. 110-317)
On July 23, 200S, Representative Ron Kind introduced H.R. 6580. The bill was passed in the
House under snspension of the rules on July 29, 200S. On August I, 200S, the Senate passed the
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bill witilout amendment by uuanimous consent. It was signed into law by the President on
August 29,2008.
The Act repealed the dollar limit on contributions to qualified funeral tmsts.
o. Highway Trust Fund Restoration (P.L, 110-318)
On July 17, 2008, Chairman Rangel introduced ILR. 6532. The bill was passed in the House
under suspension of the rules on July 23,2008. On September 10,2008, the bill was discharged
by the Senate Committee on Finance by unanimous consent and it passed the Senate with an
amendment. The House passed the bill as amended, on September 11, 200S and the President
signed the bill into law on September 15,2008.
This bill allowed the transfer of $8.017 billion Ii'om the Treasmy to the Highway Trust Fund.
The funding was necessary to ensure the solvency ofthe Trust Fmid. The amount transferred to
the Trust Fund is the same as the amount transferred, pursuant to Section 9004 of the Surface
TranspOliation Revenue Act of 1998, from the Trust Fund to tile General Fund,
p. SSf Extel1sioll.!iJr Elderly and Disabled Refugees Act (P,L. 110-328)
On June 7, 2007, Represent'ltive Jim McDermott introduced H.R. 2608. The bill was passed in
the House under suspension of the rules on July 11, 2007. The Senate amended and passed the
bill August I, 200S, with an amendment. The House agreed to the Sellate amendment on
September 17, 2008. The President signed tile bill into law on September 30, 2008.
The Act allowed the Secretary of tile Treasury to offset overpayments of Federal taxes by any
amount owed to a state for a covered unemployment compensation debt (past-dne debt, ineluding
penalties and interest, for el1'oneous payment of state unemployment compensation due to fraud
which has become final under state law and remains uneolleeted for not more than 10 years) for
ten years following the date of enactment, and allowed the Secretary of the Treasury permit the
IRS to disclose infol111ation about the eovered unemployment compensation debts and related
offsets to the Depat1ment of Labor.
q. Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of2008 (p.L. 110-343)
H,R. 1424 was introdueed by Represeutative Patrick Kennedy on March 9, 2007, and contained
provisions relating to mental health parity and associated revenue provisions, H.R. 1424 was amended by
the Committees ofjurisdiction and passed the House under suspension of the rules on March 5, 2008 by a
vote of 268-148. H.R. 1424 was amended in the Senate on October I, 2008 and passed by a vote of 7425. The House agreed to the Senate amendment on October 3,2008. H.R. 1424 was signed into law by
the President on October 3, 2008. There arc revenue related provisions in all three divisions ofthe Act.
Division A: Division A ofR.R. 1424 is the Troubled Asset ReliefProgr'anl (TARP) addressing
emergency economic stabilization. Provisions in that division relate to permitting the Secretary
of the Treasury to apply ordinary gain or loss treatment to certain sales of pre1crred stoek in
Fannie Mac or Freddie Mac (with respect to stock that was sold or exchanged on or after January
1,2008 and before September 7, 2008 by a banking, l1nancial, or investment institution or a
depository institution holding company), denial of a tax deduction for compensation or other
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benefits in excess of $500,000 made to eertain executives of employers who participate in the
TARP (including eertain tax penalties for excess parachute payments), and an extension through
2012 of the exclusion of ineome attributable to a diseharge of indebtedness on a prh1cipal
residence from gross income.
Division B: Division B of HR. 1424 is the Energy Improvement and Extension Act of2008.
Division B of the Act was preceded in the House by Action on H.R. 2776, H.R. 3221, H.R. 6,
H.R. 5351, H.R, 6049, and H,R. 7060. Chail111an Charles Rangel introduced H.R. 2776, the
"Renewable Energy and Encrgy Conservation Tax Act of2007," on June 19,2007 to provide tax
incentives for the production of renewable energy and energy conservation, The bill was ordered
favorably reported, as amended, out of the Committee on June 27, 2007 (H. Rep!. 110-214) by a
vote of24 to 16, H.R. 2776 passed the House of Representatives on August 4, 2007 by a vote of
221 to 189. Pursuant to the provisions ofH. Res, 615, H.R. 2776 was laid on thc table and the
provisions ofthe bill were incorporated into H,R, 3221, the "New Direction for Energy
Independence, National Security, and Consumer Protection Actof2007," H.R. 3221 passed the
Housc of Representatives by a vote of241 to 172, For further discussion, see P.L. 110-289
above.
On December 6, 2007, thc House ofReprcsentativcs agreed with amendments to the Senate
amendments to H.R. 6. Title XV of the House amendments, the "Clean Rencwable Energy and
Conservation Tax Act of 2007," contained tax ioeentives for the production of renewable energy
and energy conservation. The House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 6 passed the
House ofRepresentatives by a vote of 235 to 181. The Senate amendment to the House
amendment to the Senate amendment eliminated Title XV ofilie bill. For £\l1ther discussion, sec
P.L. 110-140 above.
Chairman Charles Rangel introduced H.R. 5351, the "Renewable Energy and Energy
Conservation Tax Act of2008," on February 12, 2008 to provide tax incentives for the
production ofrenewable energy and energy conservation. The House of Representatives passed
the hill on February 27, 2008 by a vote of236-182, The bill was referred to the Senate
Committee on Finance. No iurther Action was taken.
Chainnan Rangel introduced H.R. 6049, 11,e "Renewahle Energy and Job Creation Act of2008,"
on May 14, 2008, and the biB was reported out of Conunittee on May 20, 2008 (H. Rept, 110658), II. R. 6049 passed the House on May 21,2008. The Senate passed H.R. 6049 with an
amendment on September 23,2008. The Senate passed H.R. 1424 with an amendment including
the text of the Senate amendment to H.R. 6049 on October I, 2008. The House agreed to the
Senate amendment on October 3, 2008. H.R. 1424 was signed into law by the President on
October 3, 2008 (PL. 110-343).
Chairman Charles Rangel introduced I-LR. 7060, the "Renewable Energy and Job Creation Tax
Act of2008," on September 25, 2008. The next day, the House passed the bilJ by a vote 01'257
to 166. The bill was received hy the Senate, and no further Action was taken.
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Division B included an extension and expansion ofprovisions relating to thc production of
electricity from renewable resources, an extension and expansinn of the crcdit for residential
energy efficient property, an extension and modification of clean renewable energy bonds
(CREBs), specialmles relating to the implementation ofFERC and State electric restmeturing
policy, an expansion and modification of the advanced coal project investment credit, an
expansion and modification ofthc coal gasification investment credit, a temporary increase in the
coal excise tax to fimd the black Lnng Disability Trust fund, speeiallUles for the ",'lund of coal
excise taxes paid by certam coal producers and exporters, a credit fer industrial carbon dioxide
capture and sequestration, a modification of Jules related to income and gains from industrial
somcc carbon dioxide with respect to qllalif'ying incnmc for publicly tradcd partnerships, a
carbon audit of the tax code, an cxpansion of special depreciation allowances for cellulosic
biofuel plan property, an extension and modification of credits for biodiescl and renewable
diesel, a clarification that credits for fuel arc t1csigncd to provide incentivcs for fuels with
sumeient nexus to the United States, an extension and modification of altel11ative fuels excise tax
credits, a credit for new qualified plug-in electric drive motor vehicles, an exclusion from the
heavy vehicles excise tax for idling reduction units and advanced insulation, an extension of the
altemative fuel vehicle refueling property credit, an inclusion of income and gains from storage
of transportation of alcohol fuels, biodiesel fuels, and alternative filel, (and all related mixtures)
as qualifying income for publicly traded pmtnerships, an extension of modification ofthc
election to expense ccltain refineries, an extension of the suspension of the 100 percent-of-netincome limitation on percentage depletion for oil and natural gas from marginal propeltie8, an
extension ofthe transportation Ji'ingc bcnefit to bicyclc commuters, the provision of a qualified
energy conservation bond program, an extension and modification of the credit for energy
efficiency improvements to existing homcs, an extension of the energy efficient commercial
buildings dcduction, an extension of the credit for encrgy emdent new homes, an cxtcnsion and
modification of the energy efficient appliancc credit, provisions relating to a IO-year applicable
recovcry period f,)r quaiilied smart electric distribution proPClty with the 150 declining balance
method, an extension of the qnalified green building and sustainable design project bond
program, and a spcdal depreciation allowance for eertain rcusc and recycling property. The
division also included a freeze at 6 percent ofthc section 199 deduction for income attributable
to the domestic production of oil, gas or primary products thereof, an elimination ofthe
distinction between FOGEl and FORI and application ofpresent,law FOGEl lUles to all foreign
income from the production and sale of oil and gas products, provisions related to broker
reporting of a customer's basis in securities transactions, an extension ofthe FUTA surtax, and
an extcnsion and incrcase ofthc excise tax rate for the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (including
an elimination oftbe suspension orthat extension and increasc in thc cxcise tax rate when the
bust fimd unobligated balance cxceeds $2.7 billion).
Division C: Division C of the Act is 111e Tax Extendcrs and Altcmative Minimum Tax Relief of
2008. On October 30, 2007, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 3996, the Temporary Tax Relief
Act of 2007. The bill was reported favorably out of Committee, with amendment, on November
6,2007 (H. Rep!. 110-431). H.R. 3996 passed the House on November 9, 2007 by a vote of216193. The Senate passed the bill with an anlendment on December 6,2008. The House agrecd to
the Senate mnendment, and passed the bill under suspension of the lUles on Decenlber 19, 2007.
The President signed the bill into law on December 26,2007. See discussion above ofP.L.llO[66.
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On May 14, 2008, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 6049, the Renewable Energy and Job
Creation Act of 2008, and the bill was reported out of Committee on May 20, 2008 (H. Rept.
110-658). H.R. 6049 passed the House on May 21, 2008. The Senate passed H.R. 6049 with an
amendment on September 23,2008. The Senate passed H.R. 1424 with an amendment includhlg
the text of the Senate amendment to H. R 6049, on October 1, 2008. TIIC House agreed to the
Senate amendment on October 3, 2008. H.R. 1424 was signed into law by the President on
October 3, 2008.
Chairman Charles Rangel introduced H.R. 7060, the "Renewable Energy and Job Creation Tax
Act of 2008," on September 25, 2008. The next day, the House passed the bill by a vote of 257
to 166. The bill was received by the Senate, and no further Aetion was taken.
The division eontains provisions to extend through 2008 provisions allowing an increased
altemative minimum tax (AMT) excmption and offset ofno1ll'cfundable tax credits against thc
AMT, extend thl'ough 2009 cCltaill exph'ing individual ineome tax provisions (deduction for
Statc and local general sales taxes, deduction fol' qualified tuition and related expenses, abovethe-line deduction for teacher classroom expenses, additional standard deduction for real
property tax, tax-free distributions from IRAs to eCltain public charities, treatu1ent of celtain
dividends of regulated investment companies, estate tax look-through treatment for celtain RIC
stock held hy nonresidents, and treatment of RICs as "qualified investment entities" under
FlRPTA), extend and modify thrO~lgh 2009 celtain expiring business tax provisions (R&D credit,
new markets tax credit, exception under subpalt F for active financing income, look-through
treatment ofpayments between related eFCs under foreign personal holding company income
rules, IS-year straight line cost recovery for qualified leasehold, restaurant, and retail
improv=ents and new restaurants, modification of tax treatment of certain payments ~mder
existillg alTal1gements 10 eontrollillg exempt organizations, basis adjustment to stock of S
corporations making charitable contributions of property, increase ill limit on cover ovcl' ofmm
excise tax revenues, economic development credit for Alllerican San103, mine rescue team
training credit, election to expense advanced mine safety equipment, deduction with respect to
income attributable to domestic production Activities in Puelto Rico, credit to holders of
qualified zone academy bonds, Indian employment tax credit, accelerated depreciation for
husiness propelty on Indian reservations, tax credit for certain expenditures for maintaining
railroad tracks, 7-year recovery period for ce.ltain l1lotorsports racing track facilities, expensing
of"Brownfields" environmental remediation costs, work opportunity tax credit for Hurricane
Katrilla employees, illereased rehabilitation eredit for stmetures in the GO Zone, charitable
deduetion for qualified computer contributions, tax illeentives for investment in the Distriet of
Columbia, enhaneed charitable deduction for contributions of food illventory, enhanced
chal'itable deduction for contributions of book inventory, and duty suspension on wool products),
make pennanent the authority ofthe Intemal Revenue Service to conduct undercover operations
and disclose tax retlllTI information related to terrorist Activities, lower for 2008 the eamed
income threshold for dctemlining refU11dable c1lild tax credits, expand the bCllefits for domestic
film and television production, excmpt eeltah1 bows and arrows f!'Om excise tax, allow benefits
relating to income averagillg and contributions to reth'Cl1lcnt plans for payments to plaintiffs in
the Exxon Valdez case, allow accelerated depreciation for certain farming equipment, modify
penalties and rwes for tax retum preparers, and provide tax benefits for disaster relief. The
division also includes provisions to extend the secure rural schools and comnnmity self-
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detennination program and permit the transfer of interest earned by the abandoned mine
reclamation fund, The divisiol1 also requires the inclusion in gross income of certain nonqualified
deferred compensation of certain foreign cOlporations and partnerships.

r, Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act 0/2008 (1'.10. IiO-35I)
On September 15, 2008, Representative Jim McDermott introduced H.R. 6893, The bill was
passed in the House under suspension of the lules 011 September 17, 200S. The Senate passed the
bili, without amendment, by unanimous consont on September 22, 200S and the President signed
the bili into law on October 7, 2008.
This bill authorizes new federal support for States that provide kinship guardianship assistance to
eligible children leaving foster care and extends its funding anthorizations tor tlve years
(FY2009-FY2013). It requires the state plan for foster care and adoption assistance to provide
inf01mation to individuals, adopting or considering adopting, on the potential eligibility for a
federal tax credit. H.R. 6893 amends the lntemal Revenue Code, with l'espect to the tax
exemption for dependents, to require that an individual be younger than the taxpayer clsinling
the individual as a qnalifying child and not have filed a joint return with the individual's spouse
for the taxable year in question.

s.

Michelle's Law (PL 110-381)

On June 25,2007, Representative Paul Hodes introduced H.R. 2851. H.R. 2851 passed the
House under suspension of the rules on July 30, 2008, and passed the Senate without amendment
by unanimous consent on September 25, 200S. The President signed the bill into law on Oetober
9,2008.
TIle Aet imposed an exeise tax on group health plans that fails to satisfy the COBRA coverage
rules with respect to cetiain medically necessary leave reqLlirements specitle to a dependent child
of a plan paliieipant who is enrolled in a postsecondary educational institution.

/.

inmate Tax Fraud Prevention Act 0/2008 (PL 110-428)

On September 25, 2008, Representative Jinl Ramstad and Representative John Lewis introduced
RR. 7082 to permit disclosure of return information with respeet to eertain prisoners to the
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
Under the bill, disclosure is allowed, if necessary for effective tax administration, with respeet to
plisoners whom the Secretary has dete111llned may have tiled or facilitated the filing of a false or
fraudulent rerum. The bill requires tbe In[ernal Revenne Service to repmi to the Congress
statisties on these disclosures and asks the Treasury Inspeetor General for Tax Administration to
repoli to the Congress on implementation of the provision by December 31, 200S. The bill is
effeetive for disclosures made after December 31, 2008, and the repolting requirements are
effective on the date of enactment. The bill passed the House on September 27,2008, under
suspension of the lules by voice vote. The bill passed the Senate without amendment on October
2, 2008, hy unanimous consent, and was signed by the President on October 15, 200S.
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u. The Worker, Retiree, and Employer Recovery Act of2008 (P.L. 110-458)
On December 10, 2008, Chahman Rangel introduced HR. 7327. The bill was passed without
objection by the House of Representatives on the same day. H.R. 7327 passed the Senate by
unammons consent on December 11, 2008. The President signed the bill into law on December
23,2008.
Action on H.R. 7327 was preceded in the House by two bills (H.R. 3361, the "Pension Protection
Technical Corrections Act of200T' and H.R. 6382, the "Pension Protection Technical
Corrections Act 01'2008"). H.R. 3361 was introduced by ChainnanRangel on Angnst3, 2007,
and passed in the House nnder suspension of the rules 011 March 12, 2008 by voice vote. No
further Action was taken on this bill. H.R. 6382 was introduced by Chainnan Rangel on June 26,
2008, and passed in the House under suspension ofthe mles on July 9, 2008 by voice vote. No
further Action was taken on this bill.
H.R. 7327 included a one year suspension of the 1RA required minimum distribution for 2009
applicable for taxpayers who are age 70Y" substitnted the 2008 adjusted funding target
attainment percentage lor 2009 (if the 2008 percentagc is higher) for single employer defined
benefit pension plans lor pUlpORes of the limitation on accrual of benefits rule, allowed single
employer defined benefit pension plans the use ofprojected earnings for smoothing in the
valuation of plan assets, extended the transition rule for determining the limding target for single
employer defined benefit pension plans to plan years beginning after 2007 regm'dless of the
plan's funding level, allowed the sponsor of a multiemployer defined benetIt pension plan for an
applicable plan year (the first plan year beginning during the period from October 1, 2008
through September 30, 2009) to treat the plan's status for purposes of section 432 the same as the
plan's states for the preceding plml year, allowed the plan sponsor of a mrdtiemployer defined
benefit pension plan for a plan year beginning in 2008 or 2009 to extend the plan's otherwise
applicable funding improvement or rehahilitation period by tm'ce ycars, and included certain
technical corrections to the Pension Protection Act of 2006.

2. Other Tax Proposals

a. The Taxpayer Protection Act of2007 (JI.R. 1677)
H.R. 1677 was introduced by Chail1uan Rangel and Repres~'J1tative 101m Lewis on March
26, 2007. The bill resulted from hearings conducted by the Subcommittee on Oversight.
H.R. 1677 would allow both spouses in a family-owned business to pay Social Security
and Medicare taxes as a sole proprietorship (rather than as a partnership). The bill would require
the lRS (in the course of a tax fraud investigation) to notify a taxpayer that there may have been
an unauthorized usc of the taxpayer's (or dependent's) identity. The bill would provide an
individual with a longer period oftime to seek return of property (money or proceeds from the
sale of property) resulting from a "TongfullRS levy, as well as for bringing a civil Action. The
bill also would allow a taxpayer to contribute amounts received to an individual retirement fund
as if the wrongful levy had never occurred.
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H.R. 1677 would allow the IRS to notify taxpayers on the Internet about unclaimed tax
refunds, rather than only in the media. The bill would prohibit the Secretary of Treasury (i.e.,
IRS) from providing debt indieators to any person if their business practices involve refund
anticipation loans (plus related charges and fees) that are predatory. The bill would clarify that
current rules prohibiting the misleading use of Department of Treasury names and symbols apply
to internet domain names (e.g., IRS.com, IRS.net, lRS.org) and "phishing" and arc subject to the
higher-level civil and criminal penalties. Thc bill would require, to the extent possible, that the
IRS conduct additional E1TC outreach. The bill would provide Federal Bureau of Prisons
officials with celtain information to prevent tax fi'aud schemes. The bill also would modify lUles
related to the dispositions of U.S. real propelty interests for non-foreign affidavits to better
protect the social security numbers of U.S. transferors by allowing attorneys and title companies
to eollect the non-foreign affidavit. Finally, it w()Uld increase the minimum penalty tor writing a
bad check to the IRS from $15 to $25.
H.R. 1677 was reported to the House by the Committee on Ways and Means on April 16,
2007 (H. Rept.llO-84). H.R. 1677 passed the House on April 17, 2007, on suspension of the
nues by a 407-7 vote. The bill has not been eonsidered by the Senate. Many of the provisions in
H.R. 1677 were included in H.R. 5719 and other legislation considered by the Committee.

b. The Tax Collection Responsibility Act of2007 (HR. 3056)
H.R. 3056 was introduced by Chairman Rangel and Representative Lewis on July 17,
2007. The bill resulted from hearings held by the Committee on Ways and Means. The bill
would repeal the authority ofthe Secretary of Treasury (i.e., IRS) to enter into contracts with
private collect'ion agencies to colleet delinquent Federal ineome taxes. H.R. 3056 also would
delay for one year the three-percent withbolding requirement on govermnent payments for goods
and services (to payment., made after December 31,2011).
The bill generally wOltld treat the statute of limitations for an income tax rehm1 filed with
the U.S. Virgin Islauds ("USVI") by an individual claiming to be a bona fide USVI resident
during the entire taxable year in the same manner as the stalute of limitations for ,m income tax
return filed with the United States for that year. 'l1,e bill also would subject celtain U.S. citizens
who relinquish their U.S. citizenship and celtain long-teTIll U.S. residents who tcnninate their
U.S. residence to tax. The bill would eliminate intel'est suspension for liabilities whieh may be
assessed more than three years after the filing of a tax relum. The bill would increase the
penalties for failing to file correct information retmTIs, failing to thrnish correct payee
statements, and for failing to eomply with other infol111ation reporting requirements. The bill
also would inerease, in the case of a corporation with assets of at least $1 billion, the payments
due in July, August, and September, 2012, to 114.50 pereent of the payment othelwise due.
On July 18, 2007, the Committee on Ways and Means ordered repOlted H.R. 3056 by a
23-18 vote. H.R. 3056 passed the House by a 232-173 vote. The hill has not been considered by
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the Senate. Some ofthe provisions in H.K 3056 were included in H.R. 5719 and other
legislation considered by the Committee.
c. The Children" Health and Medicare Protection ("CHAMP") Act of2007 (H.R. 3162)

On July 24, 2007, H.R. 3162 was introduced in the House by Energy and Commerce
Representative John Dingell, Ways and Means Chahman Charles Rangel, Ways and Means
Representative Pete Stark, and Energy and Commerce Health Snbcommittee Representative
Frank Pallone. The bill would have reauthorized and increase funding levels and state grant
distributions for the State Children's Health Insurance Program ("SCRIP") and make changes to
the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The bill also would increase the excise tax on tobacco
products. The excise tax on cigarettes would increase from $0.39 a pack to $0.84 a pack, and the
excise taxes on other tobacco products (except small cigars and roll-youl'-own tobacco) generally
would increase by a prop01tionate amount. The excise tax on large cigars would be increased to
44.63percent of the manufaetnrer's or inlporter's sales price up to a cap of$1.00 per cigar. The
tax on small cigars would increase from $0.04 a pack to the same excise tax rate imposed on a
pack of small cigarettes ($0.84). The bill would provide an exemption from Federal tax for fuel
used in ml ambulance providing emergency medical services.

011 July 26, 2007, the COllmlittec ordered reported H.R. 3162 by a 24-f 7 vote. On
August 1, 2007, the House passed H.R. 3] 62 by a vote of 225-204. Under the House-passed bill,
the excise tax on large cigars would be increased to 33 percent of the manufaclnrer's or
importer's sales price tlu'ough September 2013, and increased to 40 percent of the
manufacturer's or importer's sales price thereafter, up to a cap of$] .00 per cigar.
This biII has not been considered by the Senate. However, it was the basis for H.R. 976,
the "Children's Health msuranee Program Reauthorization Act of 2007", H.R. 3963, the
"Children's Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2007" and the "Medicare
lmprovements for Patients and Providers Act of2008" (P.L. f I0-275).

d. The Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of2008 (H.R. 5719)
H.R. 5719 was introduced by Chainnan Rangel and Representative John Lewis on Aplil
8,2008. The bill resulted 11:01n healings of the Subcommittee on Oversight. H.R. 5719 would
conf01111 the penalty standm'ds for retnm preparers with the standards for taxpayers. The bill
would eliminate the speeial requirements for individuals to keep detailed records of eaUs made
on employer-provided cell phones to substantiate business usc of such devices. The bi11 would
delay for one year the imposition of a three-percent withholding requirement on goverlll\1ent
payments for goods and services made after December 31, 2010. The bill would mal,e
administrators of state and local government programs liable for paying the employment taxes on
amounts paid by govellllnent programs to in-home care workers provided to elderly and disabled
persons.
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H.R. 5719 also would: allow IRS employees to refer taxpayers needing assistance with
tax cases to qualified low-income taxpayer clinics; authorize an annual $10 million grant for
Volnnteer Income Tax Assistance ("VITA") programs; and increase the annual aggregate
limitation anthorized on grants to qualified low-ineome taxpayer clinies to $10 million. The bill
would require the IRS, to the extent possible; to notify taxpayers ofpotential eligibility for the
Earned Income Tax Credit for al1 open tax years and to assist those who have not filed a return
but may be eligible for the credit based on other return or return infol1nation. The bill would
prohibit the Secretary of Treasury (i.e., IRS) from providing debt indicators to private parties if it
is determined that the resulting refund anticipation loan plus related fees are predatory. It also
would require a one-year stlldy by the Department of Treasury ofthe feasibility ofproviding tax
refunds on dehit cards.
H.R. 5719 would increase the tin,C for returning pl'Operty that has been wrongfully levied
and the period for bringing Action for \wongfullevy, It also would altow an individual to
contribute back to an IRA amounts that were levied and returned by the IRS without the normal
limitations on IRA contributions. The bi11 would reqnire the Secretary of Treasury (i,e., the
IRS), to the extent pel1nitted by law, to notify taxpayers if it determines that there may have been
an unauthorized use of the identity of a tiL'[payer or the taxpayer's dependent. The bi11 would
repeal the IRS's statutory authority to use private debt collection companies to locate and contact
taxpayers owing federal taxes and to 8lTange payment of sneh taxes. The bill would provide that
the IRS may disclose taxpayer identity infol1nation, for ullelaimed refund notification purposes,
by any "means of mass communication." The bill would clarify that Internet domaill names
using the Department of Treasmy and associated agencies (e.g., IRS,com., IRS.net, IRS.org) are
misleading within the meaning of law, and clarify that mass Intemet email communications
("phishing") that mislcad the public into believing the sendcr is the IRS arc subject to the higher
civil/erinlinal penalties availablc under current law.
H.R. 57 [9 would provide that distributions from a health savings account for qualified
medical expenses would be excluded from gross income only to the extent substantiated and
would require tl1lstees to repOlt expenses not substantiated. Ti,e bill would increase the penalties
on failures to provide information retums, partnership returns, and S corporation returns. '1110
bill would temporarily increase, for three 1110nths in 2013, required estimated tax payments for
ce.tainlarge corporations.
H.R. 5719 was rep01ted to the House by the Committee on Ways and Means on April 14,
2008 (II. Rept. llO-584). H.R. 5719 passed the House on April 17, 2007, by a recorded vote of
238-179. The bill has not been considered by the Senate.

e. Charity Enhancement Act 0/2008 (HR. 7083)
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On September 25, 2008, Representative John Lewis and Representative Jim Ramstad
introduced H.R. 7083 to enhance charitable giving and improve disclosure and tax
administration. The bill would iucrease the standard mileage rate for the charitable deduction
from 14 cents a mile to an amount not less than the ratc nscd for medical expense deduetions
(culTently, 27 cents a mile). The bill would exempt funds advised by public charities and
governmental entities from the definition of "donor advised funds."
The bill also would relax certain donor advised ftmd scholarship distribution rules where
the fund is advised solely by a tax-exempt organization. The bill would repeal the special
written acknowledgment requirements for chmitable contributions to donor advised funds. The
bill would allow supporting organizations to pay substantial contributors reasonable
compensation for services. The bill would exempt certain longstanding, fully-funded Type III
snpporting organizations from ccrtain Pension Protection Act requirements. The bill also would
treat contributions by Indian tribal governments the same as contributions by States for
chmitable purposes. The bill would lower the threshold filing requirements I"r electronic filings
of Form 990 (exempt organization mll1ual return) from 250 retwns to five retwns. The bill also
would expand the bad check penalty to inelude electronic payments.
The bill passed the House on September 27,2008, under suspension of the mles by voice
vote. TIle bill has not been considered by the Senate.
3. Other Tax Matters

a. Budget Hearings (Full Committee)
On Febmary 6, 2007, the full Committee held a hearing to receive testimony from
Secretary of the Treasmy Hemy Paulson coneeming programs within the President's FY 2008
budget within the jurisdiction of the Committee.
On February 7, 2007, the full Committee held a hearing to receive testimony from Rob
Portman, Director ofthe Office ofManagcmcnt and Budget, conccming programs within the
President's FY 2008 budget within the jurisdiction ofthe Committee.
On Febmary 8, 2007, the full Committee held a hearing to receive testimony from
Secretary of Health and tIuman Services Michael O. Leavitt concerning progrmns within the
President's FY 2008 budget within the jurisdiction oftile Committee.
On Febmmy 7, 2008, the full Committee held a hearing to receive testimony from
Secretary of the Treasury Henry Paulson concerning programs within the President's FY 2009
budget within the jurisdiction of the Committee.
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On February 13, 2008, the full Committee held a hearing to receive testimony from Jim
Nussle, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, concerning programs within the
Presidcllt's FY 2009 budget within ilie jurisdiction of the Committee,
On Febnllu'y 13, 2008, the full COllunittee held a healing to receive testimony from
Secretary of Heal111 and Human Services Michael 0, Leavitt concerning programs within the
President's FY 2009 bndget wiiliin ilie jurisdiction of ilie Committee,

b. Tax Hearings (Full Committee)
On February 28, 2007, ilie Full Committee reeeived testimony on energy and tax policy
from (1) Ronald G Prinn, Sc,D" Professor, Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Tec1mology, (il) Stepben Schneider, Ph,])" Professor,
Department of Biological Sciences, Stanford University, (iii) 11,e Honorable Eileen Claussen,
Presideut, Pew Center on Global Climate Change, and (iv) W. David Montgomery, Ph,D., Vice
President, Environmental Practice, CRA International.
On March 14,2007, the Full Committee received testimony on the revenue increasing
measures in ilie "Small Business and Work Opportunity Act of 200T' j1'om (i) The Honorable
Kenneth E, Bentsen, Jr" President, Equipment Leasing and Finance Association, (ii) Greg
Heaslip, Vice President - Benefits, PepsiCo" me" (iii) Kenneth R. Petrini, Vice PresidentTaxes, Air Products and Chemicals, mc, (on behalf of the National Association of
Manufacturers), and (iv) Edward D, Kleinbard, Pmtner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP
(on behalf of the Securities Industry and Fiuancial Markets Association).
On September 6, 2007, the Full COllUnittee received testimony on fair aJ1d equitable tax
policy for Ameliea's working families from the following witnesses: Panel I - (1) Leonard E,
BUlman, Ph,D., Director, Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, Jason Funnan, Director, The
Hamilton Project, Brookings fnstitution, Douglas Holtz-Eakin, Senior Fellow, The Peterson
fnstitute, aJ1d Fonner Director, Congressional Budget Office; PaJ1el 2 - (i) Stephen E. Shay,
Partner, Ropes & Gray LLP, (ii) Leon M, Metzger, Former Vice Chairmall & Chief
Administration Officer of Paloma paliners Mallagement Company, (iii) Jalllle G Gallagher, Vice
President & General Counsel, Council on Foundations, (iv) Suzanne Ross McDowell, Partller,
Steptoe & Johnson LLP, alld (v) Dalliel J, Shapiro, Paliner, Schulte Roili & Zabel LLP; Panel 3
(i) Peter R, Orszag, Director, Congressional Budget Oftke, (ii) C. Eugene Steuel'1e, Ph,D" CoDirector, Urban Brookings Tax Policy Center and Former Deputy Assistant Secretaly of the
'1)'easury for Tax Analysis, Reagan Administration, (iii) Darryll K. Jones, Professor of Law,
Stetson University College of Law, (iv) Victor Flcischer, Associate Professor of Law, University
of Illinois College of Law, (v) Mal'1{ P, Gcrgen, Professor of Law, The University of Texas
School of Law, alld (vi) Jack S, Levin., Partncr, KirklaJ1d & Ellis LLP; and Pancl4 - (i) Leo
HindelY, Jr" Managing Director, mtcrMedia Partners, (ii) William D. Stanfill, Founding Partner,
TrailHead Ventures, (iii) Orin S, Kramer, ChainnaJ1, New Jersey State hlVestment Council, (iv)
Jonathan Silver, Managing Director, Core Capital Partners, (v) Adam ff5hin, President, DLC
Management Corp" (md (vi) BlUce Rosenblum, Managing Director, The Carlyle Gl'OUP, and
Chairman of the Board, Private Equity Council.
On September 18, 2008, the Full Committee received testimony on policy options to
prevent climate Challge from the following witnesses: Panel 1 - (i) The Honorable Michael
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Bloomberg, Mayor, City of New York, New York, (ii) Peter Orszag, PhD., Director,
Congressional budget Office, (iii) The Honorable Carol Browner, Principal, The Albright Group
LLC, and Fonner Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, (iv) Dallas Bmtraw, Ph.D.,
Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future, (v) Robert Lighthizer, Partner & Head of the
International'Ji'ade Department, Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom LLP, (vi) Timothy J.
Regan, Senior Vice President, Corning Inc., and (vii) Gary Clyde Hnfbauer, Reginald Jones
Senior Fellow, Peterson Institute for International Economics; and Panel 2 - (1) Frank Ackelman,
Ph.D., Global Development and Environment Institute and Stockholm Environment InstituteUS Center, Tufts University, (ii) Daniel Abbasi, Director, MissionPoint Capital Partners, (iii)
Jerome Ringo, President, Apollo Alliance, (iv) Peter Bames, Senior Fellow, Tomales Bay
Institute, (v) Bill Millar, President, Ameliean Public Transportation Association, and (vi) David
Kreutzer, Ph.D., Senior Policy Analyst, The Heritage Foundation.
On October 29,2008, the Full Committee received testimony on economic recovery, job
creation and investment in Amelica from the following witnesses: Panel I ._. (i) The Honorable
David Paterson, Governor, State of New York, (ii) The Honorable Mark Sanford, Govemor, State
of South Carolina, (iii) The Honorable Douglas Palmer, Mayor, City ofTrenton, New Jersey, (iv)
Timothy Firestine, Chief Operating Officer, Montgomery County Executive, Maryland, (v)
David Mongan, President, American Society of Civil Engineers, (vi) Dennis Van Roekel,
President, National Education Association, and (vii) Randi Weingal1en, President, American
Federation of Teachers; and Panel 2 - (i) Jal'ed Bemstein, Ph.D" Director, Living Standards
Prognun, Economic Policy Institute, (ii) Robert Greenstein, Executive Director, Center on
Budget and Policy Pliorities, (iii) Chlistine Owens, Executive Director, National Employm~'l1t
Law Pmject, (iv) Jeanne Lambrew, Ph. D., Associate Professor, LBJ School of Public Alfairs,
University ofTexas at Austin, and Senior Fellow, Center for American Progress, (v) MartcllaA.
Turner-Joseph, Vice Prcsidcllt, Joscph & Turner Consulting Actuaries, LLC, and (vi) Alan Viard,
PhD., Resident Scholar, American Enterprise Instilnte.
c. Select Revenue Measures
i.

First Hearing on the AItemative Minimum Tax

The Subcommittee held two hearings on tilis issue. The first hearing was held on March 7, 2007.
The focus of the hearing was the growing scope of the Altemative Minimum Tax (AMT) and its
interaction with individual-based tax provisions. The Subcommittee heal'd testimony from the
Department ofthe TreasUlY, the National Taxpayer Advocate, and other outside experts. The
testimony highlighted the problems caused by the AMT to taxpayers, tax administrators, and the
Federal budget.
ii.

Second Hearing on the Alternative Minimum Tax

The second hearing was held on March 22,2007, with a focus on the impact oftheAMT on
American families. The Subcommittee received additional testimony on the A1'vIT from
individual taxpayers, and practitioners who deal with the AMT in their work with individnal
taxpayers.
iii.

Heming on Energy and Tax Policy

The hearing was held on April 19, 2007, as one of a series that were held by the full Committee.
The focus ofthe hearing was the current framework of tax incentives encolD'aging the
development of altemative sources of energy. The Subcommittee received testimony from
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various witnesses that focused on solar, wind, geothemlal, other renewable Ihel sources, and
clean coal technology. Many of the tax provisions discussed at the hearing were eventually
enacted as part of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, P.L. 110-343 (ILK 1424).
iv.

Hearing Oil Member Proposals regarding Energy Tax Incentives

The hearing was held on April 24, 2007. The scepe of the hearing was specific Member
proposals on tax incentives for alternative energy sources that were introduced in the 109,h or
I lOth Congress. The SubcOllliuittee received tcstimony from Mcmbers of Congrcss regarding
their proposals.
v.

The Effects of Misclassifying Workers as lndependent Contractors

The hearing was heldjointIy with tI,e Subeonulllttee on Income Security and Family Support on
May 8, 2007. The focus of the hearing was the effects ofUle misclassificatloll of workers as
independent contractors, and the complexities ofthe law regarding worker classification. The
hearing also included the effects of worker misc1assification on Federal tax revenues. The
SubeollUllittees received testimony [nll11 the Government Accountability Office (GAO), small
business owners, and other experts.
vi.

Hearing on Tax Incentives f01' Affordable Housing

The hearing was held on May 24, 2007. The hearing examined ways to ensure greater and better
efficiency through improved coordination of Federal housing programs. This was done by
examining options intended (0 simplilY and modify certain low-income housing programs
established under the Inte111al Revenue Code, and programs that arc administered by HUD. The
Subcommittee received testimony from the Department ofthe Treasury, HUD, State and local
officials who handle housing issues, outside housiug experts, and representatives from the
housing industry. The witnesses appealed for certain improvements and modifications to the
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, private activity tax-exempt bonds, and the historic
rehabilitation tax credit. Many of these modilicatiollS and improvements were enacted as part of
the Housing and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 110-289 (H.R. 3221).
vii.

Hearing on A\~ation Taxes

The hearing was held on August 1, 2007. The focus of the hearing was ule expiring tax
provision related to the Airport and Airway Trust Fund, including the need (0 extend and possibly
modify the provisions. The Subcommittee recei vcd testimony fi'om the Chairman of the
Committee on 1)'ansportation and Infrastructure, the Honorable Jamcs Obel'star (MN), and the
Ranking Member of that COllli1littee, the Honorable John Mica (FL). Other witnesses were
representatives fi'om the Federal Aviation Administration, the Govermllent Accountability Office
(GAO), the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the airlines industry, pilots of private jets, cm-go
carriers, and airp01t authorities. The testimony addressed proposals designed to restructure
aviation taxes.
viii.

Hearing on the "Heroes Eamings Assistance and ReliefTax Act of 2007"

The hearing was held on October 17, 2007, jointly with the Subconullittee on Income Security
and Family Support. The hearing focused on legislative proposals designed to help members of
our anlled forces aud their families, as well as others who volunteer in service to America. The
Subcommittee heard testimony fr0111 Members of Congress, the Social Security Administration,
representatives from veterans groups and associations, voltUlteer firefighters, and memhers of
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military personnel. These proposals were later enacted as the Heroes Earnings Assistance and
Relief Tax Act of2008, P.L.llO-245 (H.R. 6081).
ix.

Hearing on Tax Treatment of Derivatives

The hearing was held on March 5, 2008. The focus of the hearing was the various forms of
derivatives and the tax treatment ofthcsc products. The Subcommittee reccived testin,ony from
the Depaliment of the Treasury, university professors, alld experts from the financial industry
who testified regarding the complex nature of these products, the current challenges facing
accurate tax treattnent, and options for ref01'01.
x,

Hearing on Education Tax Incentives

The healing was held on May 1, 2008. The focus of the hearing was the interaction ofValious
tax benefits designed to assist individuals and faJllilies for postsecondary education. The
Subcommittee received testimony from the Department of the 'l!'easury, the Govenunent
Accountability Office (GAO), representatives from colleges, State Administrators, and other
education experts. The witnesses testified regal'ding the complexities associated with the various
education tax benefits and appealed for simplification of these provisions to produce greater
efficiency and effectiwness.
xi.
Hearing on Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) and Their Role in Our Retirement
System
The hearing was held on June 26, 2008, The hearing focused on (1) a report that was issued by
the Govemment Accountability Office (GAO) in June 2008, entitled Individuals Retirement
Accounts: Government Actions Could Encourage More Employers to Offer IRAs to Employees
(GAO-08-590); (2) the role nfIRAs in our retirement system; and (3) legislative proposals for
automatic IRAs. The Subcommittee received te-stimony from two Members of Congress, the
U.S. Department ofthe Treasury, tbe Department of Labor (DOL), GAO, tbe American
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRt) and
expelts from other retirement focused groups. The testimony addressed options for employers to
provide their workers with retirement saving options outside the traditional employer-sponsored
plans.
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B.

LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF TRADE ISSUES
1.

U.S. TRADE AGENDA
a.

Hearings

L On January 30,2007, the Committee held a hearing on trade and
globalization. The hearing explored the integration of markets brought about
by globalization. It also examined how U.S. trade policy can be used as a tool
to shape globalization and to ensure that the forces of the global economy are
harnessed most effectivcly and efficiently to generate the maximum amount of
bl'oadly based economic growth. Witnesses at the hearing included fonner
officials from the Clinton and Bush administrations and representatives from
the business community and other non-governmental orgoUli7..ations.
iL On February 14, 2007, the Committee held a hearing on the direction
and content of U.S. trade policy, including: (I) the status of the WTO Doha
Round negotiations; (2) the status of U.S. free trade agreements; (3) policy
responses to the U.S. trade deficit and debt; (4) the operations of the WTO
Dispute Settlement Body; (5) the status of WTO aeeession negotiations; (6) the
effectiveness of U.S. preference programs; and (7) presidential trade negotiating
authority. U.S. Trade Representative Susan C. Schwab was the sole witness at
the hearing.

b.

Agreement of May 10, 2007

On May 10, 2007, Congressional leaders on a bipartisan basis reached
an historic agreement with the Administration to revise the free trade
agreements (FTAs) that had been concluded but had not yet been submitted to
Congress at that time (with Colombia, Korea, Panama and Peru). As a result of
the "May 10 Agreement," these FTAs became the first U.S. FTAs to include
fully-enforceable basic international labor standards, as stated in the 1998 IW
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. They were also
the first FTAs to require the parties to implement and enforee their obligations
under eertain eommon multilateral environmental agreements and, in the case
of the U.S.-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement, to require Peru to take major,
specific steps to address illegal logging.
The May 10 Agreement also required other important changes to the
texts of these FTAs, including: (1) modifications of the intellectual property
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chapter to balance promoting access to medicines and protecting
pharmaceutical innovation (in particular, in the agreements with Colombia,
Panama and Peru); (2) clarification that the government procurement chapters
allow conditioning of contracts on adherence to basic and minimum labor
standards; (3) clarification that, where there are national security concerns, the
United States can prevent foreign companies from operating U.S. ports; and (d)
clarificat.ion t.hat. the FTAs do not accord foreign investors in the United States
with greater substantive rights with respect to investment protections than
U.S. investors in the United States.
The May 10 Agreement. included all of the changes t.o the texts of the
Peru and Panama FTAs that Committee Chairman Rangel and Trade
Subcommittee Chairman Levin considered necessary for Committee
consideration of those agreements. The Chairmen also considered these
changes necessary but not sufficient for Committee consideration of the
Colombia and Korea FTAs. On May 10, documcnt.s issued by Chairmen Rangel
and Levin noted that, in the case of Colombia, the persistent violence against
trade unionists (and the related problem of impunity) creates special problems
and considerations not presented in the context of the Peru and Panama FTAs.
Similarly, the Chairmen noted that the problem of Korea's systemic barriers in
the automotive, manufactured, agricultural, and services markets would have
to be addressed.
2.

WORLD TRADE ORGAN1ZATION

a.

Hearings and Executive Sessions

As described above, the Committee held a hearing On January 30, 2007,
eoncerning trade and globalization. In that hearing, Mcmbers and witnesses
discussed a range of issues, including the status of the WTO Doha Round of
trade negotiations and thc need to enforce existing WTO rules through the
WTO dispute settlement mechanism.
In the hearing held on February 14, 2007, described above, U.S. Trade
Representative Sehwab and the Members of the Committee discussed a range
of issues, including the status of the WTO Doha Round of trade negotiations
and t.he need to enforee existing WTO rules through the WTO disput.e
settlement meehanism.
On Apri124, 2007, the Committee held an exeeut.ive session with WTO
Director General Pascal Lamy to discuss the status of thc Doha Round of
multilateral trade negotiations.

2
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On November 8,2007, the Committee held an executive session with the
European Union Commissioner for Trade, Peter Mandelson. The Commission
and the Committee Members discussed the status of the Doha Round of
negotiations, among other trade issues.
On ,July 17, 2008, the Committee held an executive session with U.S.
Trade Representative Schwab to discuss the status of the Doha round of trade
negotiations and, more specifically, the WTO ministerial meeting which was
scheduled (and took place) at the end of that month (,July 21-30).
b.

SI,af! Delegations

Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to Geneva,
Switr..erland, for meetings at the World Trade Organization from December 9"
12, 2007. The purpose of the trip was to gather information on the status of
the Doha Round negotiations and to share the Committee's views with WTO
Members. While in Geneva, staff met individually with the WTO Director
General Lamy, his deputy, Rufus Yerxa, the Agriculture, Rules, and Services
chairs of the negotiations (WTO representatives of New Zealand, Uruguay and
Mexico, respectively), and representatives of Brazil, China, Costa Rica, the
European Communities, and India. Staff also held three larger meetings, one
with WTO Members from the African nations, one with Members from the
Caribbean nations, and one with representatives from Australia, Chile, Japan,
and Malaysia. Two stal'!' members, one from the Majority and one from the
Minority, remained in Geneva for an additional day to observe the first day of
consideration of a proposed Rules text (in particular, those portions related to
trade remedy laws, such as antidumping and countervailing duty laws).
In March 2008, Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland, to attend the Appellate Body hearing in United States
Final Anti-Dumping Measures on S"tainless Steel from Mexico, a dispute involving
the controversial methodology known as "zeroing." The hearing was held from
March 6"7, 2008. In addition to attending the hearing, Committee staff met
with U.S. and WTO officials, including the head of the WTO Rules Division, to
discuss the status of the Doha Round negotiations.
Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to Geneva,
Switzerland, for meetings at the WTO from June 30 through July 1, 2008. The
purpose of the trip was to assess the progress that had been made since the
December meetings and to monitor further the negotiations. While in Geneva,
staff met with WTO Director General Lamy's Chief of Staff, Arancha Gonzalez,
as well as with the chairs of the Agriculture, Industrial Goods, Rules, and
Services negotiations. Staff also met with the head of the WTO Rules Division.

3
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While there, Staff conducted bilateral meetings with representatives of Brazil,
China, and the European Communities. Staff also held three larger meetings,
one with WTO Members from African nations (Benin, Kenya, Rwanda, South
Africa, and Uganda), one with Members from the Caribbean nations, and one
with representatives from Japan, Norway, and Singapore to discuss
perspectives on the Rules negotiations.
In July 2008, three Members of the Ways and Means staff traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland, to observe and consult with the Bush Administration on a
critical moment in the WTO "Doha Development Agenda" round of negotiations.
Minority staff Member Evan Alexander traveled from July 22 to July 27,
Subcommittee Staff Director Tim Reif traveled from July 23 to July 26, and
Subcommitt.ee Deputy Staff Director Viji Rangaswami traveled from July 23 to
July 27. The purpose of the trip was to meet wit.h U.S. government
representatives, U.S. private sector representatives, foreign government
representatives, and WTO officials in regard to the ongoing negotiations, to
hear their reports on the status of the negotiations, and their perspectives, and
offer the perspectives of the Members of the Committee.
c.

GAO Report

In March 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
World Trade Organization: Congress Faces Key Decisions as Efforts to Reach
Doha Agreement Intensify. Publication GAO-07-379. Washington, D.C.:
March 5, 2007.
3.

BILLS CONSIDERED UNDER THE TRADE AGREEMENT
APPROVAL PROCEDURES OF THE TRADE ACT OF 2002

The Trade Act. of 2002 (P.L. 107-210) included provisions t.o renew trade
agreement approval procedures (known as "fast tTack" or "trade promotion
authority") that were first enacted in 1974. Under those procedures, Congress
grants the President the authority to enter into ceTtain reciprocal trade
agreements, and to have implementing bills considered under expedited
legislative procedures and without the opportunity for amendment, provided
the President observes certain statutory obligations in negotiating them.

a.

Legislation
i.

United States - Pent Trade Promotion Agreement

On September 25, 2007, the Committee informally approved draft
legislation to implement the United States - Peru Trade Promotion Agreement,
4
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by voice vote. The Committee conducted this informal markup to provide
advice to the Administration on the implementing bill and Statement of
Administrative Action. On September 27, 2007, Majority Leader Hoyer and
Minority Leader Boehner introduced (by request) H.R. 3688, the "United StatesPeru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act," to be considered under
the trade agreement approval procedures of the Trade Act of 2002.
On October 31,2007, the Committee held a formal markup session to
considcr H.R. 3688. The Committee approved the bill and favorably reported
H.R. 3688 by a roll call vote of 39-0. Under the trade agreement approval
procedures of the Trade Act of 2002, amendments are not permitted to the bill
once it has been introduced. On November 8, 2007, the House passed the bill
by a recorded vote of 285 to 132. On December 4, 2007, the Senate passed
H.R. 3688, without amendment, by a recorded vote of 77-18. The President
signed the bill into law on December 14, 2007 (P.L. 110-138).
ii.

United States - Colombia Trade Promotion Agreernent

On April 8, 2008, the President submitted the "United States - Colombia
Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act" to the House of
Representatives and the Senate, over the objections of the Speaker of the
House and the Majority Leaders of the House and Senate. In accordance with
the trade agreement approval procedures of the Trade Act of 2002, Maj ority
Leader Hoyer and Minority Leader Boehner introduced the bill, H.R. 5724, by
request. The Committee did not informally mark up or approve the draft
legislation prior to its introduction. The bill was introduced over the objections
of House and Senate leaders and without dose collaboration or cooperation
between t.he execut.ive branch and the Commit.tee.
On Apri1lO, 2008, the House considered H. Res. 1092. H. Res. 1092
rendered inapplicable certain trade agreement approval procedures of the
Trade Act of 2002 (relating to the period for Committee and Floor consideration
and the procedures for Floor consideration) in the case of H.R. 5724. H.Res.
1092 left intact other trade agreement approval procedures, such as the rule
t.hat an implementing bill may not be amended once it has been introduced.
The House passed H. Res. 1092 by a vote of 224-195 on April 10, 2008. The
110th Congress ended without further action on H.R. 5724.
b.

Hearings

As described above, the Committee held a hearing on .January 30, 2007,
concerning trade and globalization. In that hearing, Members and witnesses
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discussed a range of issues, including the status of FTA negotiations with
Colombia, Korea, Panama and Peru, and other countries.
In the hearing held on February 14, 2007, described above, U.S. Trade
Representative Schwab and the Members of the Committee discussed a range
of issues, including the status of FTA negotiations with Colombia, Korea,
Panama and Peru, and other countries.

e.

Congressional and Staff Delegations
i.

Congressional Delegation to Peru

From August 5 to 7, 2007, the Chainnan, Subcommittee Chairman
Sander Levin and Committee Membcr Allyson Schwartz travc1ed to Lima, Peru
on a Codel. The purpose of the Codel was to meet with the President of Pcru,
other Peruvim1 officials and private sector representatives, including
representatives oflabor and business groups and other non-governmental
organizations, in regard to congressional consideration of thc U.S.-Peru Trade
Promotion Agreement, implementation of the agreement., and implementation
in part.icular of t.he elements of t.he agreement arising out of the agreement of
May 10, 2007.
On August 6, the Code1 met with the U.S. Charge D'Affairs and U.S.
embassy staff, the President of Peru's Congress and other Peruvian
congressional leaders, Peruvian President Garcia and Members of his Cabinet,
held a press conference with President Garcia, and met with Peruvian labor
leaders and business leaders. Chairmen Rangel and Levin returned to
Washington on the morning of August 7. That day, Congresswoman Schwartz,
joined by Congressman Greg Meeks, met with local agri-business leaders, AfroPeruvian Community Leaders and others.
ii.

Staff Delegation to Peru, June 8·14, 2008

Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to Peru for
meetings from June 8-14, 2008. The purpose of the delegation's trip was to get
a better understanding of the challenges that Peru faces, and the progress it
has made to datc, to come int.o complim1ce with 111e Unit.ed St.at.es - Peru Trade
Promotion Agreement's Annex on Forest Sector Governance, a key component
of the May 10 Agreement described above. For a portion of the trip, staff
traveled to the department of Madre de Dios in the Peruvian Ama7..o!1 with
members of the United States inter-agency team responsible for the
implementation of the Annex and their Peruvian counterparts. On the trip,
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Committee staff met with current and former federal and regional government
officials, timber exporters, timber concessionaires, timber mill operators,
representatives of Peruvian non-governmental organizations and other
stakeholders.
4.

BILATERAL AND REGIONAL ISSUES

a.

Free Trade Agreements

i.

Completed Agreements

Peru

On November 18, 2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoelliek formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiatiofls for a
free trade agreement 'kith Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. Negotiations with
those countries began in May 2004, with Bolivia participating as an obselver.
On December 7, 2005, the United States and Peru announced that they had
eoncluded FTA negotiations. On .January 6, 2006, President Bush officially
notified Congress of his intention to sign the u.s. - Peru Trade Promotion
Agreement. The agreement was signed on April 12, 2006. The President,
however, did not submit an implementing bill in the remaining months of the
109 m Congress.
On May 10,2007, House and Senate leaders on a bipartisan basis
reaehed an agreement with the Administration regarding the need to make
several substantial changes to tbe text of the trade agreement with Peru, as
described in more detail above. The United States renegotiated the text with
Peru, and U.S. Trade Representative Schwab announced on June 25,2007,
that an agreement was reached with Peru. As noted above, the President
signed the implementing legislation into law on December 14, 2007 (P.L. 110138).

Colombia
On November 18,2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoelliek formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a
free trade agreement ",ith Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, as noted above. On
February 27,2006, the United States and Colombia announced that they had
conchlded FTA negotiations. On August 24, 2006, President Bush officially
notified Congress of his intention to sign the U.S. - Colombia Trade Promotion
Agreement. The agreement was signed on November 22,2006. An
implementing bill was not introduced in the 109 th Congress.
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On May 10, 2007, House and Senate leaders reached an agreement with
the Administration regarding the need to make several substantial changes to
the text of the trade agreement with Colombia, as described in more detail
above. The United States renegotiated the text with Colombia, and U.S. Trade
Representative Schwab announced on June 28, 2007, that an agreement was
reached with Colombia. As noted above, the President submitted an
implementing bill (H.R. 5724) to Congress on April 8, 2008. The Committee did
not informally mark up or approve the draft legislation prior to its introduction.
The bill was introduced over the objections of the Speaker of t1,e House and the
Majority Leaders of the House and Senate, and without close collaboration or
cooperation between the executive branch and the Committee. On April 10,
2008, the House approved H. Res. 1092, which modified the trade agreement
approval procedures as they applied to H.R. 5724. The 1l0 th Congress ended
without further action on RR. 5724.

Panama
On November 18, 2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoellick formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a
free trade agreement with Panama. Negotiations were launched on April 26,
2004. On December 19, 2006, the United States and Panama announeed that
they had completed negotiations, but with the understanding that further
discussions were necessary. On March 30,2007, President Bush officially
notified Congress of his intention to sign the U.S. - Panama Trade Promotion
Agreement. After t.hc May lO changes, discussed above, were incorporated into
the t.ext of the agreement with Panama, the parties signed the agl'eement on
June 28, 2007.
On May 15, 2007, the Committee held an exeeutive session wit.h the Vice
President of Panama, RE. Samuel Lewis Navarro. The session focused on the
May 10 Agreement and its impact on Congressional consideration of the U.S.Panama Free Trade Agreement.
In September 2007, the Committee received from the U.S. International
Trade Commission a report entitled U.S, - Panama Trade Promotion Agreement:
Potential Economy-wide and Selected Sectoral Effects. Publication 3948,
Washington, D.C.: September 2007.

Korea
On Febluary 2, 2006, U.S. Trade Representative Portman formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a
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free trade agreement with the Republie of Korea. Negotiations began in June
2006. U.S. Trade Representative Sehwab announced that the negotiations
reached their conclusion on April 1, 2007. Simultaneously, President Bush
officially notified Congress of his intention to sign the Free Trade Agreement
between the United States and Korea. The agreement was signed on June 30,
2007.
The Trade Subeommittee held a hearing on the Korea l<1'A on Mareh 20,
2007, while negotiations were still ongoing. The hearing foeused on the major
outstanding issues in the negotiations (in particular, the need to open Korea's
automotive market) and on the possible agrieultural benefits of an FTA
(including the need to open Korea's closed rice and beef markets). Witnesses at
the hearing induded Deputy U.S. Trade Representative Karan Bhatia and
representatives from ihe business and agricultural eommunities and a labor
union representative.
In September 2007, the Committee reeeived a report from the ITC
ent;tled U. S. - Korea Free Trade Agreement: Potential Economy-wide and
Selected Sectoral Effects. Publication 3949. Washington, D.C.: September
2007.

it.

Ongoing and SUspended Negotiations

Southern Afriean Customs Union (l::i'ACU)
Pursuant to Sense of Congress language in the Afriea Growth and
Opportunities Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-200), on November 4,2002, U.S. Trade
Representative Zoelliek formally notified Congress of the Administration's
intention to initiate negotiations for a free trade agreement with the countries
that comprise the Southern African Customs Union (Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland). Negotiations between the United
States and the SACU countries were launched on June 2, 2003, but were
suspended in 2006, due to lack of progress. On July 16, 2008, U.S. Trade
Representative Schwab signed a "Trade, Investment and Development
Cooperation Agreement" (TIDCA) with SACU.

Malaysia
On March 8,2006, U.S. Trade Representative Portman formally notified
Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a free
trade agreement with Malaysia. Negotiations were launched in June 2006, and
the talks are ongoing.

Ecuador
9
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As noted above, on November 18, 2003, U.S. Trade Representative
Zoellick formally notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate
negotiations for a free trade agreement with Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.
Negotiations began in May 2004 with all three countries. See discussion above
concerning the conclusion of negotiations with Peru and Colombia. The United
States and Ecuador suspended negotiations in May 2006.

Thailand
On February 12, 2004, U.S. Trade Representative Zoellick formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a
free t.rade agreement with Thailand. Negotiations began in ,June 2004.
However, t.alks were suspended after a political crisis developed in Thailand in
April 2006.

United Arab Emirates
On November 15, 2004, U.S. Trade Representative Zocllick formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a
free trade agreement with the UAB, part of the goal announced by President
Bush to form a Middle East Free Trade Area by 2013. Negotiations began in
March 2005. In early 2007, the United Stat.es and the United Arab Emirates
decided that the timing was not conducive to concluding the ITA negotiations,
and the parties have decided t.o pursue progress on select trade and investment
issues through a "Trade and Investment Framework Plus" process. The first
formal meeting was held in June 2007. In October 2008, U.S. Trade
Representative Schwab and her counterpart committed t.o giving new impetus
to the "TIFA-Plus" discussions.

Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership
On September 22,2008, U.S. Trade Representative Schwab announced
launch of negotiations for the United States to join the Trans-Pacific
Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement. The four original members of the
Trans-Pacific Economic Partnership (Brunei Darussalam, Chile, New Zealand,
and Singapore) signed the agreement in 2005. The United States is the first
additional country to seck to join the agreement. Negotiations over a revised
agreement are scheduled to begin in early 2009. However, the United Stat.es
began participating in negotiations related to financial services and investment
with the Trans-Pacific countrics in February 2008.
b.
Trade Preference Programs
tJ~e
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i.

Legislation

On March 29, 2007, the Chairman introduced H.R. 1830, a bill to extend
to September 30, 2009, the Andean Trade Preference Act and the Andean
Trade Preferences and Drug Eradication Act (hereinafter "the Andean
Preference Programs"). On June 27, 2007, the House took up the bill, as
amended, under suspension and passed it by a recorded vote of 365-59. As
amended, H.R. 1830 extended the Andean Preference Programs until February
29,2008. On June 28,2007, the bill was received in the Senate and passed by
unanimous consent. On ,June 30, 2007, H.R. 1830 was signcd by the
President and became Public Law No. 110-42.
H.R. 5264, the Andean Trade Preference Extension Act of 2008, was
introduced by Committee on Ways and Means Chairman Charles B. Rangel on
Febmary 7,2008. H.R. 5264: (1) extended until September 30, 2010 the
Andean Prcferenee Programs, the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBl) preferences
and the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP); (2) repealed an "abundant
supply" provision that required the use of fabric from least-developed
bencficiary countries in an attempt to leveragc vertical integration, thereby
restricting the ability of those countries to use the African Growth and
Opportunity Act's (AGOA) flexible "third-country fabric" rule; (3) rcinstated
Mauritius' eligibility to use AGaNs "third-country fabric" pmvisions; and (4)
repealed the GSP's competitive need limitation (CNL) waiver provisions. On
February 14, 2008, the Committee on Ways and Means met to consider H.R.
5264. At that time, Chairman Rangel offered an amendment in the nature of a
substitute, which was adopted by voice vote. The amendment was limited to a
10-month extension of the Andean Prcfcrence Programs; none of the CBI, GSP
or AGOA provisions included in the bill as introduced was retained. On
February 25, 2008, the bill was reported by the Committee. On February 27,
2008, the House took up H.R. 5264 and passed it by voice vote. On February
28, 2008, the bill was passed by the Senate by unanimous consent. On
February 29, 2009, it was signed by the President and became Public Law No.
110-191.
H.R. 2419, the Food, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008, was
introduced on May 22, 2007. It was reported, as amended, by the Committee
on Agriculture on July 23,2007. On July 27,2007, the House took up H.R.
2419 and passed the bill by recorded vote of 231 - 191.
On December 14,2007, the Senate passed H.R. 2419 with an
amendment by a recorded vote of 79 - 14. During the conference, at the
request of members of the Committee, additional preference provisions were
added to modify the Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through Partnership
11
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Encouragement (HOPE) Act. The "HOPE II" provisions included in H.R. 2419
provide additional, simplified ways for Haitian apparel to qualify for duty-free
treatmcnt and enhanced incentives to use U.S. inputs. HOPE II also required
t.hat. Haiti establish a comprehensive labor monitoring program in its apparel
sector at the cnterprise level with assistance from the International Labor
OrganizatIon. Thc prcference provisions added in the Farm Bill conference also
extended the expiring provisions of the Caribbean Basin Initiative for two years.
The conference report was filed on May 13, 2008. The conference report
was agreed to in the House by a recorded vote of 318-106 on May 14, 2008.
The Senate agreed to thc conference report by a reeorded vote of 81-15 on May
15, 2008. On May 21, 2008, the legislation was vetoed by the President. The
House passed the bill over the President's veto by a recorded vote of 316-108
on May 22, 2008. The Senate passed the bill ovcr the President's veto by a
recorded vot.e of 82-13 on May 22,2008, and it became Public Law No: 110234.
Due to a technical error, only 14 of the 15 chapt.ers of the conference
report were presented to the President, vetoed and passed by Congress over the
veto. As sueh, allIS chapters of the conference report were introduced as H.R.
6124, the Food, Conservation and Energy Aet of 2008, on May 22, 2008. On
that. same day, the House took up H.R. 6124 and passed the bill under
suspension by a recorded vote of 306-110. On June 5, 2008, the Scnat.e
passed H.R. 6124 wit.hout amendment by a vote of 77-15. On ,June 18, 2008,
the President vetoed the legislation. The House passed the bill over thc
President's veto by a recorded vote of 317-109 on June 18, 2008. The Senate
passed the bill over the President's veto by a recorded vote of 80-14 on ,June
18, 2008, and it became Public Law No. 110-246.
On ,July 22, 2008, Chairman Rangel and Ranking Member Jim McCrery
introduced H.R. 6560, a bill to establish an earned import allowance program
under Public Law 109-53, and for other purposes. H.R. 6560: (1) established a
"2 for 1" textile and apparel allowance program to be developed and
administered by the Secretary of Commerce under which Dominican apparel
producers could "earn" the right to export duty free certain apparel made with
non-U.S. non-regional fabric, if they have purchased certain quantities of U.S.
fabric for usc in apparel production; (2) extended the GSP program for one year
to December 31, 2009; (3) repealed the AGOA "abundant supply" requirement
(see description above); (4) madc several non-controversial, t.echnical
corrections to AGOA and the Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through
Partnership Encouragement. Act of 2008 (HOPE II); and (5) repealed
prepayment requirements contained in Public Law 110-246. On ,July 29, 2008,
the House took up H.R. 6560 and passed the bill by voice vote. On July 30,
12
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2008, it was l'eceived in the Senate and referred to the Committee on Finance.
No furtber action was taken in the Senate.

On September 29, 2008, Chairman Rangel, Trade Subcommittee
Chairman Levin, Committee Ranking Member McCrery and Trade
Subcommittee Ranking Member Herger introduced RR. 7222, a bill to extend
the Andean Trade Preference Act, and for other purposes. H.R. 7222: (1)
extended the GSP program for one year to December 31, 2009 (2) extended the
Andean Preference Programs for (a) one year for Colombia and Peru (until
December 31,2009), (b) six montils for Ecuador plus an additional six months
unless the Administration determines that Ecuador does not satisfy tile
Andean Preference Program criteria and (c) six montils for Bolivia plus an
additional six months only if the Administration determines that Bolivia
satisfies the Andean Preference Program eriteria; (3) repealed the AGOA
"abundant supply" requirement (see description above); (4) reinstated
Mauritius' eligibility to use the AGOA "tilird-country fabric" provisions; (5)
required the U.S. International Trade Commission to idcntify inputs that can
be produced competitively in beneficiary sub-Saharan African countries and
required the Comptroller General to recommend changes to U.S. trade
preference programs, including AGOA, to provide incentives to increase
investment and other measures necessary to improve the competitiveness of
benefieiary sub-Saharan African countries in the production of the inputs
identified by the ITC; (6) established a "2 for 1" textile and apparel allowance
program to be developed and administered by the Secretary of Commerce (see
description above); (7) made several of non-controversial, technical corrections
to AGOA and the Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity tilrough Partnership
Encouragcment Act of 2008; and (8) repealed prepayment requirements
contained in Public Law 110-246. On Septembcr 29, 2007, the Committee on
Ways and Means discharged ILR. 7222 and tile House passed it without
objection on that same day. On October 2, 2008, H.R 7222 passed with an
amendment in the Senate by unanimous consent. On Octobcr 3, 2008, the
House agreed to the Senate amendment without objection. On October 16,
2008, H.R. 7222 was signed by the President and became Public Law No. 110436.

ii,

Hearings and Executive Sessions

On June 19,2007, tile Committee held an executive session with the
Heads of State of nine Member countries of the Caribbean Community and
Common Market (CARlCOM) to discuss ways to strengthen trade and economic
ties between the Caribbean and tile United States.
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On July 16, 2008, the Committee held an executive session with trade
ministers (or their designates) from 35 sub-Saharan African countries, who
were in Washington D.C. for the 7th Annual Africa Growth and Opportunity
Act (AGOA) Forum. The meeting yielded a productive exchange of views on how
AGOA has worked and on priorities for next steps.
iii.

Reports

General
In September 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO
entitled U.S. Trade Preference Programs: An Overview of Use by Beneficiaries
and U.S. Administrative Reviews. Publica1jon GAO-07-1209. Washington,
D.C.: September 2007.
In March 2008, thc Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
U.S. Trade Preference Programs Provide Important Benefits, but a More
Integrated Approach Would Better Ensure Programs Meet Shared Goals.
Publication GAO-08-443. Washington, D.C.: March 2008.

AGOA Countries
In September 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC
entitled Commercial Availability ofFabric & Yarns inAGOA Countries: Certain
Denim. Publication 3950, Washington, D.C.: September 2007.
In ,July 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled
Denim Fabric: Use in AGOA Countries During Fiscal Year 2007. Publication
4021. Washington, D.C.: July 2008.
In August 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled
Denim Fabric: Commercial Availability in AGOA Countries During Fiscal Year
2009. Publication 4027. Washington, D.C.: August 2008.

Andean Countries
In September 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITC
entitled Andea.n Trade Preference Act: Impact on U.S. Industries and Consumers
and on Drug Crop Eradication and Crop Substitution, 2007. Thirteenth Report.
Publication 4037. Washington, D.C.: September 2008.

Caribbean Countries
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In June 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
Information on Port Security in the Caribbean Basin. Publication GAO-07-804R.
Washington, D,C.: ,June 29, 2007.
In September 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC
entitled The Impact ofthe Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act, Eighteenth
Report 2005-2006, Publication 3954. Washington, D.C.: September 2007
In May 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled
Caribbean Region; Review ofEconomic Growth and Development. Publication
4000. Washington, D,C,: May 2008.
In June 2008, the Committee received a report from the nc entitled
Textiles and Apparel: Effects of Special Rules for Haiti on Trade Markets and
Industries. Publication 4016. Washington, D.C.: June 2008.
c.

Burma

i.

Legislation

Annual Renewal
On July 28,2003, President George W, Bush signed the Burmese Freedom
and Democracy Act of 2003 (P.L, 108-61, hereinafter "BFDA") to sanction the
ruling Burmese militaly junta, strengthen Burma's democratic forces, and
support and recognize the National League of Democracy as the legitimate
representative of the Burmese people, Among other things, the BFDA prohibits
the importation into the United States of any article that is the product of
Burma (Myanmar) until the President certifies to Congress that Burma has met
certain conditions, including that: (I) Bunna's ruling military junta has made
substantial improvements to end violation of human rights; (2) the junta has
made substantial progress towards implementing a democratic government;
and (3) the junta has taken effective counter-narcotics measures. The import
restrictions must be renewed on an annual basis by Congress. In addition, the
BFDA included a mandatory three year sunset on the import ban, Since 2004,
Congress has annually renewed t.he import ban, and in 2006, extended the
mandatolY sunset date for the import ban for an additional t.hree years,
On May 24,2007, Chairman oft.he House Foreign Affalrs Committee
Lant.os introduced H.J,Res 44 to authorize the renewal of import restrictions
imposed under the BFDA. The bill was referred solely to the Ways and Means
Committee. The House passed H.J, Res 44 under a suspension of the rules by
voice vote on July 23, 2007, and the Senate passed it without. amendment by a
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vote of93-1 on July 24,2007. President Bush signed the bill into law on
August 1, 2007 (Public Law No. 110-52).
On June 5, 2008, Congressman Joseph Crowley introduced H.J.Res 93 to
authorize the renewal of import restrictions imposed under the BFDA. The bill
was referred solely to the Ways and Means Committee. On July 9, 2008,
Chalrman Rangel and Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee
Berman exchanged letters, acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways and
Means Committee and its agreement to forgo consideration ofH.J. Res. 93.
The House passed H.J. Res 93 under a suspension of the rules by voice vote on
July 23, 2008. The Senate passed the bill without amendment by unanimous
consent on July 24, 2008. President Bush signed the bill into law on ,July 29,
2008 (Public Law No. 11Oc 287).

Expansion of BFDA Import Ban
On October 18, 2007, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee
Lantos introduced H.R. 3890, the Block Burmese JADE (Junta's AntiDemocratic Efforts) Act of 2007 (the JADE Act), to expand the BFDA's import
ban to include jade or rubies and jewelry containing such gemstones mined or
extracted from Burma. The bill was referred to the House Foreign Affairs, and
to the Committees on Ways and Means and the ,Judiciary.
On December 10, 2007, after extensive staff discussions, Chairmen Rangel
and Lantos exchanged letters acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways and
Means Committee, and its agreement to forgo the consideration of the bill with
certain changes made to the expanded import ban. The changes included
provisions: (1) requiring as a condition of importation for non-Burmese jade or
rubies or jewelry containing such gemstones that people or firms in the supply
chain maintain certain records and take other steps to ensure that the
imported products do not include Burmese origin gemstones; (2) allowing the
President to waive such import conditions whcre thc imported articles are from
a country that has takcn mcasures to prevent trade in such Burmese
gemstones; (3) directing the President to seek a multilaterai agreement on
stopping global trade in Burmese gemstones; (4) directing the President to seek
a waiver from the World Trade Organization for the expanded import ban; and
(5) re-instating certain trade preferences under the U.S. Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) for certain jewelry from India and Thailand.
On December 11, 2007, H.R. 3890 passed the House under a. suspension
of the rules by a voice vote, with the agreed upon changes. The Senate passed
the bill with amendments under unanimous consent on December 19, 2007.
On July 15,2008, the House agreed to the Senate's amendments, with
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amendments. Among other changes, the House amendments included all of
the changes sought by the Committee on Ways and Means with respect to the
expanded import ban, with the exception of the GSP-related amendments. On
July 22, 2008, thc Scnatc agrccd to the I-Iousc's amendments. President. Bush
signed H.R. 3890 into law on ,July 29, 2008 (Public Law No. 110-286).
d.

China

i.

Hearings and Executive Session

The Subcommittee on Tradc hcld a series of hearings in the 110th
Congress focused on (1) t.he impact of U.S.-China trade on jobs, wages, prices,
manufacturing competitiveness and other aspects of the U.S. economy; (2) the
causes of the U.S. trade deficit with China; (3) China's compliance with its
WTO commitments; and (4) China's role in the world economy.
The first hearing, held on February 15, 2007, addressed China's
enforcement of intelicctual property rights and the role and effect of subsidies
in the Chinese market and their impact on compctition with U.S. products in
China. The Trade Subcommittee heard tcstimony from private sector interests
and the Administration.
The second hearing, held on March 15, 2007, addresscd the application
of countcrvailing duties to unfairly subsidized and injurious imports from
nonmarket cconomy countrics, with a focus on H.R. 1229, the "Nonmarket
Economy Trade Rcmedy Act of 2007," introduced by Representatives Artnr
Davis (D-AL) and Phil English (R-PA). The Subcommittee received testimony
from a Member of Congress, the Administration, and private sector interests.
The third hearing, held on May 9,2007, addressed the issue of currency
manipulation and its etIects on U.S. busincsses and workers. Three
subcommittees participated in the hearing: the Ways and Means Subcommittee
on Trade; the Financial Services Subcommittee on Domestic and lntem.ational
Monetary Policy, Trade, and Technology; and, the Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection. The purpose of
the hearing was to consider: (1) whether, and to what extent, the Chinese
renminbi (RMB) and the Japanese yen are undervalued as a result of foreign
government intervention in the currency markets; (2) the immediate and longterm impact an undervalued RMB or yen has on the economies of the United
States and other countries, and on the global economy; and (3) what action, if
any, the United States should take to address exchange rate manipulation.
The Subcommittees received testimony during the hearing from the
Administration and private secter interests.
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In the fourth hearing, held on August 2, 2007, the Trade Subcommittee
considered various legislative proposals relating to trade with China. The
legislation examined included bills to address trade-distorting currency
practices, as well as legislation to modify U.S. trade remedy laws. In addition,
the hearing addressed the safety of food imports into the United States and
issues rclatcd to the application of sanitary and phytosanitary measures
overseas and the consistency of those measures with World Trade Organization
(WTO) rules. During the hearing, the Subcommittee received testimony from
eleven Members of Congress, the Administration, and the private sector.
On October 4, 2007, the Trade Subcommittee and the Oversight
Subcommittee held ajoint hearing on import safety. The hearing focused on
the mechanisms and legal authorities under current law for ensuring the safety
of food and consumer products imported into the United States.
In addition to the five hearings described above, the Trade Subcommittee
and other interested Members of the Committee held an executive session on
February 13, 2007, on exchange rate regimes and their effect on international
trade, with a focus on the policies of China and Japan. The Members of the
Committee informally discussed these issues with several knowledgeable
economists, from the business community and other non-governmental
organizations.

ii.

Reports

In December 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled
China: Description of Selected Government Practices and Policies Affecting
Decision Making in the Ec.onomy. Publication 3978. Washington, D.C.:
December 2007. The report was the first in a three-part study requested by
the Chairman on May 23, 2007. (This request changed and superseded a
request made in the 109 th Congress by Chairman Thomas on September 21,
2006, following a written request from Ranking Member Charles B. Rangel to
the Chairman, dated June 15, 2006, to study how China uses various forms of
government intervention to promote investment, employment, and exports.)
However, in a letter dated April 1,2008, the Chairman recognized that it was
not possible lor the ITC to access and analyze key information within the time
agreed (given the lack of transparency in Chinese polieymaking, the absence of
a clear demarcation between central and provincial government
responsibilities, the pace at which laws are being written and rewritten, and
the incomplete development of the rule of law in China) and terminated the
requested study.
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On December 11, 2007, the Committee received from the U.S. Trade
Representative the "2007 Report to Congress on China's WTO Compliance,"
pursuant to section 421 of the U.S.-China Relations Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-286).
On December 1, 2008, the Committee received from the ITC the first in a
series of reports entitled statistical Reports on Certain Textile and Apparel
Imports from China, under investigation No. 332-501. The Chairman of the
Committee requested this investigation, pursuant to section 332(g} of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g}), to monitor textile and apparel imports from
China following the expiration on December 31, 2008, of the Memorandum of
Understanding Concerning Trade in Textile and Apparel Products between the
United States and China.

e.

Iran

On February 8, 2007, Congresswoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen introduced
H.R. 957 to amend the Iran Sanctions Act of 1996 by expanding and clarifying
the entities against which the united States may impose sanctions. Several
provisions of the bill fell under thc Ways and Means Committee's jurisdiction.
On July 27, 2007, Chairman Rangel and Chairman of the House Foreign
Afl'alrs Committee Lantos <"""changed letters acknowledging the jurisdiction of
the Ways and Means Committee and changes made to the legislation that
clarify the intent and scope ofthc bill, and the agreement by the Ways and
Means Committee to forgo consideration of the bill as long as the Committee's
jurisdictional prerogatives are being respected. The House passed H.R. 957 by
a vote of 415-11 on July 31,2007, and referred the bill to the Senate on
August 3, 2007. No further action was taken on this legislation in the 110 th
Congress.
On March 8, 2007, Congressman Tom Lantos, Chairman of the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, introduced H.R. 1400, the "Iran CounterProliferation Act of 2007." The bill contained several provisions within thc
jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means, including provisions related
to international trade. On September 24,2007, Chairman Rangel and
Chairman Lantos exchanged letters acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways
and Means Committee and changes made to the legislation that clarify the
intent and scope of the bill, and the agreement by the Ways and Means
Committee to forgo consideration of the bill as long as the Committee's
jurisdictional prerogatives are being respected. On September 25, 2007, the
House passed the bill under a suspension of the rules by a vote of 397 to 16.
On September 26, 2007, the bill was referred to the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. No further action was taken on this
legislation in the 1l0th Congress.
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On September 26, 2008, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee Berman introduced H.R. 7112, which would amend the Iran
Sanctions Act of 1996 by expanding and clarifying the entities against which
sanctions may be imposed. The bill contained trade-related provisions. On
September 26, 2008, Chairmen Rangel and Berman exchanged letters
acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee and changes
made to the legislation that clarify the intent and scope of the bill, and the
agreement by the Ways and Means Committee to forgo consideration of the bill
as long as the Committee's jurisdictional prerogatives are being respected.
H.R. 7112 passed the House on September 26, 2008, under a suspension of
the rules by a voice vote. The bill was sent to the Senate on September 27,
2008. No further action was taken on this legislation in the J J Oth Congress.

f

Japan
i.

Hearings and Executive Sessions

On February 13, 2007, the Trade Subcommittee and other interested
Members of the Committee held an executive session on exchange rate regimes
and their effect on international trade, with a focus on the policies of China
and ,lapan. The Committee heard from several economists with knowledge of
these issues, from the business community and other non-governmental
organizations.
On May 9,2007, three subcommittees (the Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Trade; the Financial Services Subcommittee on Domestic and
International Monetary Policy, Trade, and Technology; and the Energy and
Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection) held
a tripartite hcaring to address the issue of currency manipulation and its
effects on U.S. businesses and workers. The purpose of the hearing was to
consider: (1) whether, and to what extent, the Chinese renminbi (RMB) and the
Japanese yen are undervalued as a result of foreign government intcrvcntion in
the currency markets; (2) the immediate and long-term impact an undervalued
RMB or yen has on the economies of the United Stats and other countries, and
on the global economy; and (3) what action, if any, thc United States should
take to address exchange rate manipulation. The Subcommittees receivcd
testimony during the hearing from the Administration and private sector
interests.

ii.

Reports
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In March 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled

Medical Devices and Equipment: Competitive Conditions Affecting U.S. Trade in
Japan and Other Principal Foreign Markets. Publication 3909. Washington,
D.C.: March 2007.
5.

TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

a.

Legislation

H.J. Res. 20, the Continuing Appropriations Resolution, 2007, was
introduced in thc House on January 29, 2007. The joint resolution included
181"lguage, at the request of members of the Committee, prohibiting the
Department of Labor from using appropriated funds "to finalize or implement
any proposed regulation under the Workforce Investment Act of 1998, WagncrPeyser Act of 1933, or the Trade Adjustment Assistance Reform Act of 2002
until such time as legislation reauthorizing the Workforce Investment Act of
1998 and the Trade Adjustment Assistance Reform Act of 2002 is enacted."
H.J. Res. 20 was taken up and passed by a recorded vote of 286-140 on
January 31, 20D7. It was taken up by the Scnatc and passed without
81Dcndment by a rceorded vote of 81-15 on February 14, 2007. On February
15,2007, it was signed by the President and became Public Law No: 110-5.
I-I.R. 3375, a bill to extend for three months the trade adjustment
assistance ("TAA") program under the Trade Act of 1974, was introduced by
Committee on Ways and Means Trade Subeommittee Ranking Member Wally
Herger on August 3, 2007, and referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
The Committee marked up H.R. 3375, as amended, on September 18, 2007.
On September 24, 2007, it was reported favorably by the Committee by voice
vote. On September 25, 2DD7, the House took up H.R. 3375, as amended, and
passed the bill by voice vote. It was received by the Senate that same day and
passed by unanimous consent. On September 28, 20D7, it was signed by the
President and becrune Public Law No. 110-89.
On Oetober 22, 20D7, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 3920, the Trade
and Globalization Assistance Act of 2007, whieh was referred to the Committee
on Ways and Means and, in addition, to the Committees on Education and
Labor, and Energy and Commerce. I-I.R. 3920: (1) exp81"lds TAA coverage to
more workers, induding service workers; (2) streamlines TAA enrollment for
workers, induding creating mechanisms for industry"wide (as opposed to
eompany-specific) eligibility determinations; (3) enhances workers' access to
long term tralning under TAA; (4) reforms the TAA health coverage tax credit
benefit; (5) ereates new TAA benefits for communities adversely affected by
trade; and (6) reforms the unemployment insurance system. On Oetobcr 24,
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2007, the Committee on Ways and Means marked up H.R. 3920, and ordered
the bill, as amended, favorably reported by a roll call vote of 26 to 14, with a
quorum present. On October 31,2007, the House took up and passed H.R.
3920 under a rule by a recorded vote of 264-157. On November 5,2007, it was
received in the Senate and referred to the Committee on Finance. No further
action was taken in the Senate.
On December 10, 2007, Trade Subcommittee Chairman Levin introduced
H.R. 4341, a bill to extend for three months the trade adjustment assistance
program under the Trade Act of 1974. On December 11, 2007, the House took
up H.R. 4341 and passed the bill by voice vote. It was received in the Senate
on December 11,2007, and referred to the Committee on Finance on January
22, 2008. No further action was taken in the Senate. The authorizations of
the TAA for Workers, ATAA, TAA for Firms, and TAA for Farmers programs all
expired December 31,2007.
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008, Public Law 110-161, enacted
on December 26, 2007, fully funded the TAA for Workers, ATAA, and TAA for
Finns programs for fiscal year 2008. DOL considered the appropriations
language sufficient to continue the operation of the TAA for Workers and xrAA
programs throughout fiscal year 2008, including issuing new certifications for
eligibility. See Training and Guidance Letter No. 15-07, December 27,2007
(Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration). The
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008 continued the prohibition on using
funds made available to finalize or implement any proposed regulation related
to TAA for Workers until the program is reauthorized.
The Consolidated Security, Disaster Assistance and Continuing
Appropriations Act, 2009, Public Law 1.10-329, enacted on Sept. 30,2008, fully
funded the TAA for Workers, ATAA and TAA for Firms programs until
enactment of the applicable regular appropriations bill or until March 6, 2009,
whichever occurs first. The prohibition on the finalization or implementation of
proposed TAA for Workers regulations until the program is reauthorized also
remains in place. Again, DOL considered the appropriations language
sufficient to continue the operation of the TAA for Workers and ATA,t>."
programs.
b.

Hearings

On June 14, 2007, the Committee on Ways and Means held a hearing
entitled "Promoting U.S. Worker Competitiveness in a Globalized Economy."
The hearing focused on the operation of and possible reforms to the Trade
Adjustment Assistance for Workers program. Witnesses included
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Congressman Adam Smith; Sigurd Nilsen, Director for Education, Workforce,
and Income Security Issues, Government Accountability Oi11ce; the Honorable
Mason M, Bishop, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Employment and Training
Administration, Department of Labor; David R. Williams, Director of Electronic
Tax Administration and Refundable Credits, InternaJ. Revenue Service, as well
as representatives of state government workforce entities, organized labor, and
non-profits and think tanks,
c.

Reports

In ,Tune 2007, tile Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
Industry Certification Would Likely Make More Workers Eligible, but Design and
Implementation Challenges Exist. Publication GAO-07-919. Washington, D,C,:
June 2007.
In June 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
Trade Adjustment Assistance: Changes Needed to Improve States' Ability to
Provide Benefits and Seruiees to Trade-Affected Workers. Publication GAO-07995'1'. Washington, D.C.: June 14, 2007.
In November 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO
entitled Trade Adjustment Assistance: States Haue Fewer Training Funds
Available than Labor Estimates when Both Expenditures and Obligations are
Considered. Publication GAO-08-165. Washington, D.C.: November 2,2007.
6.

MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILL

On November 1, 2007, Chairman Levin and Ranking Member Herger of
the Ways and Means Trade Subcommittee issued an advisory requesting that
Members who planned to introduce tariff and duty suspension legislation do so
by December 14, 2007. Subcommittee Chairman Levin and Ranking Member
Herger also asked Members to submit written disclosures for bills that provide
limited tariff benefits, as required by House Rules XXI and XXIII. On February
25, 2008, the Committee issued an advisory seeking comments from interested
parties on 797 bills introduced by Members for consideration in the
Miscellaneous Tariff Bill (M'1'B) process, due no later than April 10, 2008. On
April 18, 2008, the Committee issued a second advisory seeking comments
from interested parties on 11 bills that were inadvertently omitted from tl1e
previous advisory, but otherwise met the criteria for inclusion in the M'1'B
process, due no later than June 2,2008. In addition to several hundred
comments from the public, the Committee received in September 2008 roughly
750 Congressional Bill Reports on the tariff and duty suspension legislation
from the U.S. International Trade Commission, as we]] as comments from the
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Department of Commerce, Customs and Border Protection and the United
Statcs Tradc Representative by September 2008. No further action was taken
on this legislation in the 110th Congress.
7.

CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION

a.

Legislation

i.

Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11
Commission Act of 2007 - Container Scanning and
Seals

On January 5,2007, Congressman Bennic Thompson introduced H.R. 1,
the Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007. The
bill contained a provision providing for strengthening the security of cargo
containers entering the United States and was referred to the Ways and Means
Committee, among others. In particular, section 501 of the House bill
prohibits a container from entering the United States unless the container is
scanned and secured with a seal that uses the best available technology,
including technology to detect any breach of the container and record the timc
of that breach. The Secretary of Homeland Security (the Secretary) must
establish standards for scanning and sealing containers, and must review and
revise those standards at least once every two years. This section requires that
all countries (those exporting 75,000 or more twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEU)) scan and seal containers within three years. All other countries must
scan and sClil containcrs within five years. The Secretliry may extend the
deadline for a port by one year. The House passed H.R. Ion January 9, 2007,
by a recorded vote of 299-128.
On July 9, 2007, the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs dischlirged the bill by unanimous consent. Thlit same
day, the Senate passed H.R. 1 with an amendment by unanimous conscnt.
The Senate amendment struck all of the House bill after the enacting clause
and inserted a substitute text. Section 905 ofthe Senate bill amends Section
232 of the Security lind Accountlibility for Every Port Act of 2006 (the "SAFE
Port Act") to require the Secretary to develop a plan, which includes
benchmarks, for scanning 100 percent of the containers destined for the
United States using integrated scanning systems developed in the pilot
program authorized in that section. Section 905 lilso requires that the plan
incorporate existing programs, such as the Container Security Initiative and
the Customs-Trlide Plirtnership Against Terrorism.
During the Conference of H.R. 1, thc House conferees disagreed with the
Senate amendment and offered an amendment in the nature of a substitute for
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the original House bill and the Senate amendment, which was agreed to in
conference. In particular, the Conference substitute amends section 232 of the
SAFE Port Act to require full-scale implementati.on of the 100 percent scanning
systcm pilot program required by that section no iater than ,July 1, 2012.
However, the Secretary is authorized to extend the deadline by two years, and
may renew the extension in additional two-year increments, if the Sccretary
certifies to Congress that particular conditions cannot be met:. The provision
provides a waiver for U.S. and forcign military cargo. The conference
substitute also requires the Sccrctary to consult with other appropriate Federal
agencies to ensure that actions taken under this scction do not violate
intcrnational tradc obligations.
The Conference substitute also amends section 204(a)(4) of thc SAFE
Port Act by rcquh'ing the Secretary to issue an interim rule to establish
minimum standards and procedures for securing containers in transit to the
United States not later than April 1, 2008. If thc Sccretary fails to meet that
deadline, this section requires that effective October 15, 2008, and until such
interim rule is issued, all containers in transit to 11,e United States shall bc
required to meet the requirements of International Organization for
Standardization Publicly Available Specification 17712 standard for sealing
containers.
The Conferees expressed an expectation that the Secretal'}' work with the
Secretal'}' of State, the United States Trade Representative, al~d other
appl'opriate Federal officials to work with the United St.ates' international
part.ncrs and int.crnational organizations, such as t.he World Customs
Organization, t.o esta.blish an h'lternational framework for scanning and
securing containers. The Conferees also expressed an expectat.ion that where
the seanning technology standards affect. the Department of Energy's (DOE)
Megavolts Second Line of Defense programs, that the Secretary shall invite the
DOE to participate in the development and final review of such standards and
that the Secretary of Homeland Seeurity shall seek the eoncurrence of the
Seeretary of Energy.
On July 25, 2007, the Conferees filed Conference Report 110-259, which
contained the conference substitute for container scanning and seals in section
1701. On July 26,2007, the Senate agreed to the Conference Report by a
recorded vote of 85-8. On July 27, the House agreed to the Conference Report
by a vote of 371-40. The bill was signed by the President and became law on
August 3, 2007 (P.L. 110-53).

Ii.

Ethyl Alcohol (Etha.nol) Ta.riff Extensions
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DUling the Conference of H. R. 2419, the "Food, Conservation and Energy
Act of 2008," the Conferees agreed to follow a Senate Amendment and included
provisions extending the existing effective period for imports of ethyl alcohol
classified under heading 9901.00.50 and 9901.00.52 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States from before January I, 2009, to before January
1,2011. Heading 9901.00.50 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States imposes a cumulative general duty of 14.27 cents per liter to imports of
ethyl alcohol, and any mixturc containing cthyl alcohol, if uscd as a fucl or in
producing a mixture to be used as fuel. Heading 9901.00.52 of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States imposes a general duty of 5.99
cents per liter to imports of ethyl tertimy-butyl ether, and any mixture
containing ethyl tcrtiary-butyl ethcr.
On May 13, 2008, the Conferees filed Conference Report 110-627, which
contained the ethanol tariff effective date provisions in section 15333. On May
14, 2008, the House agreed to the Conference Report by a recorded vote of 318106. On May 15, 2008, the Senate agreed to the Conferenee Report by a
recorded vote of 81-15. On May 21,2008, the President vetoed the bill. On
May 21, 2008 the bill passed the House over the President's veto with twothirds of the Members present voting in the affirmative by a recorded vote of
316-108. On May 22, 2008 the bill passed the Senate over the President's veto
by a recorded vote of 82-13 and the bill becaIne Public Law 110-234.
Due to a teehnical error, however, P.L. 110-234 enacted only 14 of 15
titles of the bill into law. On May 22, 2008, a new bill including all 15 titles
was introduced as H.R. 6124, the "Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of
2008." On that same day, the House passed H.R. 6124 under suspension by a
vote· of 306-110. On June 5, 2008, the Senate passed H.R. 6124 without
amendment by a vote of 77-15. On June 18,2008, the President vetoed the
legislation. On June 18, 2008, tlle House passed tl1e bill over the President's
veto by a recorded vote of 317-1 09. The Senate passed the bill over the
President's veto by a recorded vote of 80-14 on June 22, 2008, and the bill
becaIne Public Law No.ll 0-246. 1

iii.

Duty Drawback

Limitations on Duty Drawback on Certa.in Imported Ethyl Alcohol (Etha.nol)
During the Conference of H. R. 2419, the "Food, Conservation and Energy
Act of 2008," the Conferees agreed to follow a Senate Amendment and included
Provisions in Public Law No. 110-246 relating to the Committee'sjurisdictioll
over tax measures are described in the tax section ofthis repmi.
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a provision amending subsection 313(p) of the Tariff Act of 1930, which permits
the substitution on exportation for drawback eligibility of one motor fuel with
another motor fuel.
The provision clarifies that any duty paid under subheading 9901.00.50
of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States on imports of ethyl
alcohol or a mixture of ethyl alcohol may not be refunded if the exported article
upon which a drawback clalm is based does not contain ethyl alcohol or a
mixture of ethyl alcohol. Specifically, the provision eliminates the ability to
export jet fuel as a substitute for motor fuel made with imports of ethyl alcohol
or a mixture of ethyl alcohol, and then receive duty drawback based upon the
import duty paid on the ethyl alcohol or the mixture of ethyl alcohol under
subheading 9901.00.50 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.
The provision applies to imports of ethyl alcohol or a mixture of ethyl alcohol
entered for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, on or
after October 1,2008. With respect to claims for substitution duty drawback
that are based upon imports of ethyl alcohol or a mixture of ethyl alcohol
entered for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption,
before Octobcr 1, 2008, such claims must be filed not later than September 30,
2010; otherwise, such claims are disallowed.
On May 13, 2008, the House and Senate Conferees filed Conference
Report 110-627, which contained the ethanol drawback provision in section
15334. The legislative process t.hat followed (including the technical error that
led to the passage of H.R. 6124, the "Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of
2008") is described above, in section 7.a.i1. (regarding Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol)
Tariff Extensions).
Unused Merchandise Drawback

On August 3,2007, Congressman Thompson introduced H.R. 3443, the
"Drawback Simplification Act of 2007," together with Representatives Hcrger,
McDermott, Reynolds, Crowley, Nunes and Israel. The bill included a
provision, among others, that defined "substituted merchandise" for the
purposes of drawback as a good that is classifiable within the same 8-digit
subheading of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) of the United States.
Thus, for the purposes of qualifying for unused merchandise drawback,
imported merchandise and exported merchandise must be classified in the
same 8-digit HTS subheading, rather than having to meet the commercial
interchangeability standard used today. No further action was taken all this
legislation in the 11Oth Congress.
On October 30,2007, Chairman Rangel introduced H.R. 3996, the "Tax
Increase Prevention Act of 2007," which included among others, a provision
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amending section 3130)(2) of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide a standard for
what is considered to be "commercially interchangeable" for purposes of
unused merchandise drawback for wine. This provision effectively carried
forward the standard used by Customs and Border Protection from 2001 to
May 2007 in determining commercially interchangeable wine. That standard
permitted the: (1) interchangeability of white domestic and imported table wine
with relatively valued imported white table wine; and (2) interchangeability of
red domestic and imported table wine with relatively valued red table wine.
Relatively valued wine was considered to be wine within a price range of 50
percent. The definition of "substituted merchandise" provided for in H.R. 3443
was broader than Customs' standard of "commercially interchangeable" for
unused merchandise drawback for wine because it did not include a
requirement that the wine be relatively valued within a price range of 50
percent. Specifically, the provision in H.R. 3996 states that "wine of the same
color having a price variation not to exceed 50 percent between the imported
wine and the exported wine shall be deemed to be commercially
intcrchangcable." H.R. 3996 passed the House on November 9,2007, by a
recorded vote of 216-193. On December 6,2007, the Senate passed H.R. 3996
by a vote of 88-5 with an amendment that omitted the unused merchandise
drawback provision, among others.
A provision identical to the unused merchandise drawback provision in
H.R. 3996 was added during the Conference of H.R. 2419, the "Food,
Conservation and Energy Act of 2008." On May 13,2008, the House and
Senate Conferees filed Conference Report 110-627, which contained the
unused merchandise drawback provision in section 15421. The legislative
process that followed (including the technical error that led to thc passage of
H.R. 6124, the "Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008") is described
above, in section 7.a.1i. (regarding Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol) Tariff Extcnsions).

iv.

Valuation

During t11e Conference of H.R. 2419, the "Food, Conservation and Energy
Act of 2008," the House and Senatc Conferees added a provision within Ways
and Means Committee jurisdiction. Specifically, t11e provision provides for the
collection of additional information about t11e extent to which importers are
declaring for purposes of customs valuation a transaction value in a multiple
sale scenario that is based on the price paid in the first or earlier sale occurring
prior to introduction of the merchandise into the United States - i.e. a "first
sale" as opposed to a "last sale." The provision also expresses the sense of
Congress that CBP should not change its current interpretation before 2011,
and after then may do so only if certain conditions are met. The provision was
added to assist Members of Congress understand better the impact of a Federal
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Register notice dated January 24, 2008, issued by Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) that would have reversed a long-standing judicial and
administrative interpretation of the expression "sold for exportation to the
United States."
Specifically, the provision: (1) requires importers to declare whether the
value of the imported merchandise is determined on the basis of the price paid
in the first or earlier sale oeeuning prior to the introduction of the merchandise
into the United States; (2) requires CBP to eoJ1eet and provide this information
to the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) on a monthly basis; (31
requires the ITC to submit a report to the Ways and Means Committee and
Senate Finance Committee within ninety days of receipt of CBP's last monthly
report; (4) expresses a sense of Congress that CBP should not before January
1,2011, implement a change of interpretation of the expression "sold for
exportation to the United States" for purposes of applying the transaction value
in a series of sales.
The sense of Congress also expresses that, after ,January 1, 2011, CBP
may propose to change or change its interpretation only if CBP: (1) consults
with and provides notice to the appropriate committees not less than 180 days
prior to proposing a change and not less than 90 days prior to publishing a
change; (2) consults with, provides notice to, and takes into consideration
views expressed by the Commercial Operations Advisory Committee not less
than 120 days prior to proposing a change and not less than 60 days prior to
publishing a change; and (3) receives the explicit approval of the Secretary of
Treasury prior to publishing the change. The sense of Congress also expresses
that CBP should tal,c into consideration the lTC report before publishing any
change to the expression "sold for exportation to the United States."
On May 13, 2008, the House and Senate Conferees filed Conference
Report 110-627, which contained the valuation provision in section 15422.
The legislative process that followed (including the technical error that led to
the passage of H.R. 6124, the "Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008") is
described above, in section 7.a.i!. (regarding Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol) Tariff
Extensions). On August 25,2008, CBP issued a Federal Register notice
implementing the importer declaration requirement and stating that it was
withdrawing its January 24, 2008, notice of proposed interpretation.
b.

Hea.rings and Executive Sessions

On October 4, 2007, the Trade Subcommittee and the Oversight
Subcommittee held ajoint hearing on import safety. The hearing focused on
the mechanisms and legal authorities under current law for ensuring the safety
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of food and consumer products imported into the United States. Daniel
Baldwin, an Assistant Commissioner of Customs and Bordcr Protection, was
among the witnesses who testified.
On June 18,2008, the Committee held an executive session with U.S.
Customs and Border Protection Commissioner Ralph Basham. The session
focused on matters of general oversight. and specific issues of concern including
a CBP Federal Register notice, datcd January 24,2008, proposing a new
interpretation Df the expression "sold for exportation to the Unit.ed States."
c.

Reports

In April 2007, the Committee received a report. from the GAO ent.itled
Customs Revenue: Customs and Border Protection Needs to Improve Workforce
Planning and Accountability. Publicat.ion GAO-07-529. Washingt.on, D.C.:
April 12, 2007.
In February 2008, t.he Committee received a report. from t.he GAO entit.led
Federal User Fees: Substantive Reviews Needed to Align Port-Rela.ted Fees with
the Programs They Support. Publication GAO-08-321. Washingt.on, D.C.:
February 22, 2008.
In May 2008, t.he Committee received a report from the GAO entitled
Federal Users Fees: A Design Guide. Publicat.ion GAO-08-386SP. Washingt.on,
D.C.: May 29, 2008.
8.

OTHER TRADE ISSUES
a.
Implementation of the Lacey Act Amendments - Section 8204
ofthe Food, Conserva.tion and Energy Act of 2008

On October 10, 2008, Committee on Ways and Means Chainnan Charles
B. Rangel, Committee on Natural Resources Chairman Nick J. Rahall, II,
Senate Commit.tee on Financc Chairman Max Baucus and Scnate Committee
on Agriculture Chairman Tom Harkin, Congressman Earl Blumenauer an.d
Senator Ron Wyden sent a letter to the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service, U.S. Customs and Border Protection U.S. Department of Justice,
Environment and Natural Resources Division and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Servicc concerning t.he implementation of the amendments to the Lacey Act (16
U.S.C. 3371) included in section 8204 of the Food, Conservation and Energy
Act of 2008 (FCEA). The letter was sent to provide guidance to the agencies on
how to implement the amendments in a way that accomplished Congress'
intent -preventing the trade of ilIegally harvested plants and plant products
without disrupting legitimate commerce.
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b.

Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights
1.

Anti-Counteifeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA)

On October 23,2007, U.S. Trade Representative Susan C. Schwab
announced that the United States will seek to negotiate an Anti-Counterfeiting
Trade Agreement (ACTA). ACTA will bring together countries that recognize the
critical importance of strong intellectual propcrty rights enforcement for a
prosperous economy. Participants in the ongoing discussion include Australia.
Canada, the European Union, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand,
Singapore, Switzerland, and the United States.

Ii.

Reports

On April 30, 2007, the Committee received the 2007 "Special 301" Report
from the U.S. Trade Representative on the adequacy and effectiveness of
intellectual property rights proteetion by U.S. trading partners. Twelve
countries were included on the "priority watch list" of partners who fall to
provide an adequate level of IPR enforcement or protection: Argentina, Chile,
China, Egypt, India, Israel, Lebanon, Russia, Thalland, Turkey, Ukraine, and
Venezuela.
On Apri125, 2008, the Committee received the 2008 "Special 301" Report
from the U.S. Trade Representative. Nine countries were included on the
"priority wateh list": Argentina, Chile, China, India, Israel, Pakistan, Russia,
Thailand, and Venezuela.

iii.

Legislation.

On December 5,2007, Congressman John Conyers, Jr. (D-MI)
introduced H.R. 4279, the Prioritizing Resources and Organization for
Intellectual Property Act of 2008. Several provisions of H.R. 4279 fell within
the jurisdiction of the Committee. For example, section 301(e) would amend
the Trade Act of 1974 by imposing an additional consultation requirement on
the U.S. Trade Representative. As another example, section 322(b)(9) would
require the newly created Intellectual Property Enforcement Representative to
report to Congress and the President on "[tlhe progress of the United States
Trade Representative in taking the appropriate action under any trade
agreement or treaty to protect intellectual property rights of United States
persons and their licensees."
Prior to markup of the bill by the House Judiciary Committee, Ways and
Means Committee staff for both the Majority and Minority worked with the staff
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of the Judiciary Committee to ensure that the bill would not undermine the
prerogatives of the Committee and the various trade agencies within its
jurisdiction (in particular, the U.S. Trade Representative and U.S. Customs and
Border Protection). The staff of the Judiciary Committee addressed these and
other concerns, as reflected in an amended bill. The Judiciary Committee
reported favorably on the amended bill on May 5, 2008, by voice vote. That
same day, the Chairman and Judiciary Chairman Conyers exchanged letters,
acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee and its
agreement to forgo consideration of the amended bill. On May 8, 2008, the
House passed the bill by a recorded vote of 410 to 11.
On July 24,2008, Senator Patrick ,J. Leahy (D-VTl introduced a
companion bill, S. 3325. On September 15, 2008, the Senatc Committee on
the Judiciary reported on the bill with amendments, without a written report.
On September 26, 2008, the Senate passed the bill with an amendment by
Unanimous Consent. S. 3325 included the modifications sought by Committee
staff in the amended H.R. 4279. On September 28, 2008, the House passed S.
3325 by a vote of 381 to 41. The President signed the bill into law on October
13,2008 (P.L. 110-4031.
c.

Federal Advisory Committee Act Amendments of 2008

On April 3, 2008, Congressman Clay (D-MOI introduced H.R. 5687, the
Federal Advisory Committee Act Amendments of 2008, to increase the
transparency and accountability of Federal advisory committees. On June 24,
2008, Chairman Rangel and Chairman of the House Committee on Oversight
and Government Reform Waxman exchanged letters, acknowledging the
jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee and its agreement to forgo
consideration of the bill. The House passed H.R. 5687 under a suspension of
the rules by voice vote on June 24, 2008 and referred the bill to the Senate on
June 25, 2008. No further action was taken on this legislation in the 110'"
Congress.

d.

Insurance Information Act of 2008

On April 17, 2008, Congressman Kanjorski introduced H.R. 5840 to
improve t.he development. and coordination of federal policy on internat.ional
insurance matters. The provisions of t.he bill could affect., inter alia, how U.S.
obligations under international trade agrcements are implemented. On
September 17, 2008, Chairman Rangel exchanged let.ters wit.h Chairman of the
House Financial Services Committee Frank acknowledging the jurisdiction of
the Ways and Means Committee and its agrcement to forgo consideration of the
bill. On July 9,2008, the Subcommittee on Capital Markets, Insurance and
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Government-sponsored Enterprises amended and forwarded the bill to the Full
Financial Services Committee by voice vote. No further action has been taken
by the House.
e.

Food, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008

On September 9, 2008, Congressman Bob Etheridge introduced H.R.
6849 to modify certain commodity provisions of the Food, Conservation and
Energy Act of 2008. The bill contained several provisions related to
international trade. On Septcmber 27,2008, Chairman Rangel and Chairman
of the House Committee on Agriculture Peterson exchanged letters
aclmowledging the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee and its
agreement to forgo consideration of the bill. The House passed the bill under a
suspension of the rules by voice vote on September 24, 2008. On September
29, 2008, the Senate passed the bill with an amendment by unanimous
consent and the House agreed to the Senate amendment without objection.
President Bush signed the bill into law on October 13, 2008 (Public Law No.
110-398).

f

The Softwood Lumber Act of2008

During the Conference of H.R. 2419, the "Food, Conservation and Energy
Act of 2008," the Conferees agreed to follow a Senate Amendment and included
a provision within the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee related to
the Softwood Lumber Agreement with Canada. Specifically, the provision
amends the Tariff Act of 1930 by adding a new Title VIII, the "Softwood Lumber
Act of 2008." The Act directs the President to establish a softwood lumber
importer declaration program. The program requires U.S. importers of
softwood lumber and softwood lumber products to take certain steps to help
the United States and its trading partners ensure that trade in these products
is consistent with the terms of any relevant international agreements.
On May 13,2008, the House and Senate Conferees filed Conference
Report 110-627, which contained the Softwood Lumber Agreement provision in
section 3301. The legislative process that followed (including the technical
error that led to the passage of H.R. 6124, the "Food, Conservation, and Energy
Act of 2008") is described above, in section 7.a.H. (regarding Ethyl Alcohol
(Ethanol) Tariff Extensions).
g.

The Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act

On Feblulll'Y 15, 2007, Congressman Hem")' A. Waxman introduced H.R. 1108, thc
"Family Smoking Pl'evention and Tobacco Control Act." The bill contained sevcl'al provisions
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within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means, including provisions related to
intemationaltrade. On July 24 and 25, 2008, Chairman Rangel and Chairman John Dingell of
the House Committee on Energy and C01lUnerce exchanged letters acknowledging the
jurisdiction of the Ways and Means Committee and its agreement to forgo consideration ofthe
bill as long as the Committee's jurisdictional prerogatives are being respected. The House
passed the bill under a suspension of the rules on July 30, 2008, by a vote of 326 to 102. The bill
was refelTed to the Senate Conunittee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions on August 1,
2008. No further action was taken on this legislation in the 110fu Congress.
h.

Other Select Reports Received by the Committee

In February 2007, the Committee received the 2007 Subsidies Enforcement Joint Rejlort
of the U.S. Trade Representative and the U.S. Department of Conm1eree. Section 281(t)(4) of
the Uruguay Round Agreements Act requires these agencies to submit this report annually to the
Congress. The report describes the Administration's monitoring and enforcement activities
throughout the previous year.
In March 2007, the Committee received the 2007 Trade Policy Agenda and the 2006
Annual Report ofthe President ofthe United States on the Trade Agreements Program. Section
163 of tile Trade Actoi' 1974, as amended, and sections 122 and 124 of the Uruguay Round
Agreements Act require USTR to submit this report to Congress annually.
In March 2007, the Committee received the 2007 National Trade Estimate Report. This
annual report fi'om USTR to Congress is mandated by section 181 of the Trade Act of 1974, as
amended by section 303 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, section 1304 of the Onmibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of 1988, section 311 of the Uruguay Round Trade Agreements Act, and
section 1202 of the Internet Tax Freedom Act.
In April 2007, the Committee received a repmt from the GAO entitled Transportation
Security: DHS Efjims to Eliminate Redundant Background Check Investigations. Publication
GAO-07-756. Wa"hington, D.C.: Apri126, 2007.
In May 2007, tbe Committee reeeived a repmt from tbe GAO entitled Changes to
Funding Allocation and Eligibility Requirements Could Enhance States' Ability to Provide
Benefits and Services. Publication OAO-07-702. Washington, D.C.: May 2007.
In July 2007, the Committee received a report from tbe ITC entitled Certain Textile
Articles: Perfi1rmance Outerwear. Publication 3937. Washington, D.C.: July 2007.
ill October 2007, the Committee received a repOlt from the ITC entitled Certain Textile
Articles: Travel Good" of Textile Materials. Publication 3957. Washington, D.C.: October
2007.
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In December 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled Canned
Peaches, Pears. and Phdt Mixtures: Conditions i!fCompetition Between U,S, and Principal
Foreign Supplier Industries. Publication 3972. Washington, D.C.: December 2007.
In February 2008, the Committee received the 2008 Subsidies Enforcement Joint RepOlt
of the U.S. Trade Representative and the U.S. Department of COlmnerce. Section 281(f)(4) of
the Uruguay Round Agreements Act require" thesc agencies to submit this report annually to the
Cougress. The repOlt descdbes the Admil1istratiol1's monitoring and enfol'cement activities
throughout the previous year.
In March 2008, the Committee received the 2008 Trade Policy Agenda and the 2007
Annual Report ofthe President ofthe United States on the Trade Agreements Program. Section
163 of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended, and sections 122 and 124 of the Uruguay Round
Agreements Act reqllire US1'R to submit this report to Congress annually.
In March 2008, the Committee received the 2008 National Trade Estimate Report. This
aunual report from lJSTR to Congress is mandated by section 181 ofthe Trade Act ofl974, as
amended by section 303 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, section 1304 of the Onmibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of 1988, sectiou 311 of the Uruguay Round Trade Agreements Act, and
section 1202 of the Internet Tax Freedom Act.
In November 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled Monitoring ()f
U.S. Imports ofTomatoes, Publication 4048. Washington, D.C,: November 2008.
In November 2008, the Committee received a report from the I1'C entitled Monitoring of
U.S, Imports ()fPeppers, Puhlication 4049. Washington, D.C.: November 2008,
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C. LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF REAI:rH ISSUES

1. BILLS ENACTED INTO LAW DURING THE 111 TH CONGRESS
a. TMA, Abstinence E'ducatioll, and QI Programs Extension Act of2007 (P.L. 110-90)
On September 29,2007, the "TMA, Abstinence Education and QI Programs Extension
Act of200T' (P.L. 110-90) was signed into law. The bill extended authorization for
several expiring Federal programs through December 2007, and also expanded
application of the SSI access to financial institutions infol1natiou initiativc to Medicaid.
Specifically, the act authorized TMA (an extension of Medicaid benefits for certain lowincome families who would otherwise lose coverage due to income changes) through
December 31, 2007. The Act also (l) cxtcnded the Abstinence Education program
through Deecmber 31,2007; (2) extcnded the QI Medicare Savings Program through
December 31,2007, and allocated $100 million to the program; and (3) required the
Secretary ofIIealth and Human Scrvices to use the cuneut process that SSA uses to
access to infonnation held by financial institutions pilot project to be utilized for
verification of assets for Medicaid eligibility of individuals not applying for
Supplemental Security Income (SSI). Extension to Medicaid is limitcd to Statcs in which
the SST pilot project is operating. This provision is effective for the period begi1l1ling
October 1, 2007 and ending Septemher 30, 2012.

b. Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHlP Extension Act of2007 (P.L.llO-173)
On December 29,2007, tbe President signed S. 2499, thc Medicare, Medicaid, and
SCHIP Extension Act of2007 (P.L. 110-173). Tlus Act was passcd by the House on
December 19, 2007, and by a voice vote in the Senate on December 18,2007. The Act
makes changes to the nation's three major public health programs, Medicare, Medicaid,
and the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCRIP), as well as other federally
funded programs.
The most promin~'1lt provisions in the Act were to (1) suspend the Medicare physician
payment cut scheduled to take effect and (2) provide SCHIP funding throllgh March
2009. P.L. 110-173 mandates a 0.5% increase in the Medicare physician fee schedule for
the six-monthper!od from January I, 2008, through June 30, 2008, and provides FY2008
and FY2009 SCHIP funding allotments through March 31, 2009. The Act also extends a
number of expiring provisions and programs. These extensions affect Medicare plans and
providers and Medicaid pa)111cnts and programs. The Act also includes funding for some
miscellaneous activities.

The Act's Medicare provisions include incentive pa)~l1ents for certain physicians, and
extensions of cun-ent law provisions for Medicare Special Needs Plans and cost-based
plans. Additional extcnsions affect Medicare payments for other services and providers
including certain mral providers; physical and occupational thcrapy serviccs and speech
language pathology services; hrach,1herapy services, alid therapeutic
radiophmmaceulicals. The Act also provides regulatory relief for inpaticnt rchabilitation
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facilities and long tenn care hospitals (LTCHs), establishes a three-year moratorium on
new LTCHs and advances implementation of Medicare Payment Advisory Commission
recommendations for LTCHs on facility and patient criteria. The Act also includes
Medicaid provisions designed to extend certain payments and programs, such as
Medicaid disproportionate hospital share (DSH) allotments for Telmessee and Hawaii,
the Transitional Medical Assistance (TMA) program, and the Qualifying Individual (QI)
program, among other provisions.
Miscellancous provisions include using Medicare funds to make grants to State Health
Insurancc Assistance Programs, Area Agencies on Aging, and Aging and Disability
Resource Centers. The Act also reauthorizes and extends funding for certain diabetes
grants made under the Public Health Service Aet and clarifies that the Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission (MedPAC) is a congressional SUppOlt agency.
The Act provides a number of offsets to pay for thc spending increases, including a
reduction in the Medicare Advantage stabilization thnd in 2012 and market basket
reductions for inpatient rehabilitation facilities and long-term carc hospitals. The Act also
includes provisions affecting Medicare's responsibility as a secondary payer for celtain
covered services, payments for most Medicarc pali B drugs, and payments for celiain
diagnostic laboratory tests,.

c. Genetic In/onnation Nondiscrimination Act 0/2008 (GINA) (PoL. 110-233)
On January 16, 2007, Representative Louise Slaughter introduced H.R. 493, the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA). It passed the House under suspension ofthe
nlles on April 25, 2007, passed the Senate almost one year later, as an amendment in the
nature of a substitute, on April 24, 2008. H.R. 493, as amended by the Senate, passed the
House on May 1, 2008, and was signed into law on May 21, 2008 (P.L. 110-233). GINA
provides protections against discrimination iu health insmance and cmploymcnt based on
genetic information.
Titlc I, Gcnctic Nondiscrinunation in Health Insurance, amends tlle Employee Income
Retircmcnt Sccurity Act of 1974, thc Public Hcalth Service Act, and the Intemal Revellue
Code of 1986, using the same model as the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 to prohibit discrimination based on genetic infOimation in
health insurance. GINA prohibits insurers ltom cngaging in three practices: (l) using
genetic infonnation about an individuallo adjust a group plan's premiums, or, in the case
of individual plans, to deny coverage, adjust premiums, or impose a preexisting exclusion
requirement; (2) requiring or requesting genetic testing; and (3), requiring, requesting, or
purchasing genetic information for purposes of underwriting.
Title II, Prohibiting Employment Discrimination on the Basis of Genetic InfOlmation,
prohibits employers from discriminating in employment decisions, including hiring,
firing, job assignments and promotions, on the basis of genetic infonnation,
Additionally, GINA prohibits employers from requesting, req~]iring, or purchasing
genetic information, with certain exceptions.
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d. Medicare Improvements jor Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA) (P.L. JJ0-275)

The Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA) was originally
passed by the House on June 24,2008, under suspension of the rules by a vote of355 to
59. On July 9, 2008, the Senate passed the bill without amendment by unanimous consent
and the bill was cleared for the White House. On July 15,2008, President Bush vetoed
the bill. On the same day, the House voted 383-41 to ovelTide the veto. The Senate later
voted 70-26 to oVe1Tide the veto and MIPPA became law on July 15, 2008 (P.L. 110275).
MlPPA freezes physician fees at the June 2008 level until January 2009. In January 2009,
fees will increase by 1.1 %. In 2010, the statutory reduction will again apply, resulting in
an estimated 21 % reduction in Medicare physician fees, according to the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO). In addition to the changes to Medicare physician fees, the Act also
makes fillther changes to Medicare, Medicaid, and other programs under the Social
Security Act For example, MrPPA (I) adds "additional preventive services" to the list of
Medicare-covered preventive services; (2) lowers the cost-sharing paid by beneficiaries
for mental health selvices such that by 2014, beneficiary cost-sharing will be set at the
same level charged lor other Part B services; (3) increases the assets tests applicable
under the Medicare Savings program (MSP) to those applicable under the low-income
subsidy program tltJdcr the Medicare Pmi D prescription drug program; (4) repeals the
current law requirement for competitive hidding for clinical laboratory services; (5)
makes changes to low-income programs lor Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries; (6)
makes changes to Medicare provisions for hospitals, renal dialysis coverage, and
Medicm'e prescription dmg coverage, among others; (7) ensures accountability for
healthcare accrediting organizations; (8) requires private fee- for-service plans in celiain
counties to develop provider networks; (9) reduces overpayments to .Medicare Advantage
plans; (10) expands a medical home demonstration pmgram; and (II) provides incentives
for providers who adopt and use electronic prescribing technology, Finally, MlPPA
terminates all contracts under the first round of the DmabJe Medical Equipment,
prosthetics, OIihotics, and other medical supplies (DMEPOS) eompeHtive acquisition
program, set to statt July 1,2008. It reforms the program and requires the Secretary to rebid the fi.rst rOlmd in 2009 and delays the second round ofbidding until 201 L
e. Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act ()f
2008 (P.D. llO~343)
On October 3, 2008, President Bush signed into law H.R.1424, which among
other things expanded federal mental health parity requiremcnts 011 group health
insurance providers, TIJis Act requires group health insurers who provide coveragc for
mcntal illncsses to provide that coverage on par with that for physical illiJcsses. The
pat·ity applies to financial limits (c.g., co-pays, annual and lifetime limits) and treatment
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limits (e.g., in- and out-of~network coverage). TIlo provisions of this law go into effect
for health plan years beginning after October 3, 2009.
In the first session of tbe 11001 Congress, Senator Domenici introduced the Mental
Health Parity Act 01'2007 (S.558). This bill would have amended the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) and the Public Health Service Act (PHSA).
Representative Patrick Kemledy introduced the Paul WeUstone Mental Health and
Addiction Equity Act (H.R. 1424), which would have amended ERISA, the PHSA, and
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). While the bills were largely similar, they had some key
difIerences. The Honse bill passed on March 5, 2008 with a vote of 268-148, while the
Senate bill passed by unanimons consent on September 18, 2007.
In June 2008, House and Senate lawmakers reached a compromise on the mental
health parity provisions to be included in the final bill. On September 23, 2008, the
House introduced and passed the compromise provisions as H.R. 6983, and inclnded
deferred tax breaks on worldwide interest allocation as the omet. TIle Senate did not take
any action on this bill. On September 29,2008, the Senate included the text ofH.R. 6983
in H.R. 6049, the Energy Improvement and Extension Act 01'2008, although the specific
offset for mental health parity was stripped. The House did not take any action on this
bill. The legislation was ultimately enacted in H.R.1424, which became the vehicle to
pass the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act 01'2008.

I Michelle's Law (P.L. 110-381)
On October 9, 2008, the President signed into law, Micbelle's Law. The purpose ofH.R.
2851, Michelle's Law, is to ensure continuity of hcaltil coverage for students, who
because of a serious illness or injury, can no longer maintain student status. The bill
would extend the ability of dependents to remain on their parents' plan for a limited
period of time dming a medical leave from student status and would apply to all health
insurance products, whether sold to individuals or offered as a workplace benefit, and
whether or not the employer plan is self-insured. More protective State laws would
continue to remain in effect. The bill does not disturb mlderJying Federal protections
relating to rights and responsibilities ofplans, issner8, or individuals. The law amends
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ER1SA), the Public Health
Service Act (PHSA), and thc Internal Revenue Code (IRC) to prohibit group health plans
and individual insurance plans tlum tcnuinating coverage of a dependent child due to a
medically necessary Icave of absence from a postsecondary education institution or any
other change ill emollment at that institution that commences wlJiIe such child is
suffering from a severe illness or injury and causes such child to lose full-time student
status before the earlier of: (I) one year after the tirst day of the medically necessary
Icave of absence; 01' (2) thc date on which such coverage would otherwise terminate
under the tenus of tlJe plan.
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2. OTHER MAJOR LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS

a. Il.R. 3162, the Children's Health and Medicare Protection (CHAMP) Act of2007
On August 1, 2007, the House passed H.R. 3162, the Children's Health and Medicare
Protection (CHAMP) Act of2007. The bill would reauthorize and increase funding levels
and state grant distributions for the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCHIP)
mId make changes to the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The major SCHIP provisions
would provide pennanent authority for proglam appropriations and make changes to the
Medicare and Medicaid progrmns. Other major SCHIP provisions would provide more
options and incentives to states to increase the number of children covered by SCHIP and
Medicaid, modify the citizenship verification process, and change minimmn benefit
requirements.
The bill's Medicare provisions would implement a 0.5% increase in Medicare physician
fees for 2008 and 2009 while creating six categories ofphysician services for which
mmual updates would be considered separately, establish bonus payments for physicians
practicing .in counties with low Medicare per capita expenditmcs, require the Secretary to
implement a resmrrce use feedback progrmn for physicians to identify efficient providers,
expand a medical home demonstration project, and require the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) to modify physician payment localities, beginuing with
Califomia. Other Medicare provisions would eEtablish parity between Medicare
Advantage payment rates and Medicare fee-for-service; eliminate Medicare cost-sharing
for certain preventive benefits; eliminate the market basket update for part or all of
FY2008 for Medicare payments for skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, and
long-telm care hospitals; and reduce the annual update for certain hospitals. It would also
establish a bundled payment system for Medicare renal dialysis services and would make
a number of changes to the Low-mcome Subsidy Program for Medicare Part D, including
eliminating cost-sharing requirements for certain full benefit dual eligibles receiving
Medicaid-covered long-tenn care services.
Medicaid provisions in the bill would make changes to rebate payments for celtain dmgs,
prohibit the implementation of the new health opportunity account demonstration
authorized under the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA, P.L. 109-171), mld make
other changes. Additional miscellaneous provisions would establish a Center l{)r
Comparative Effectiveness Research within the Agency for Hcahheare Research and
Quality (AHRQ), --- funded by public contributions from the Medicare Pa11s A, B, and D
trust fund ac<:>ounts and fees imposed on private health insmance plans, require CMS to
develop a plan for the implementation of health information tcchnology under Medicare,
and establish a national entity to coordinate development of health care measures.
While this legislation did not pass in the Senate, it was the basis for H.R. 976, the
Children's Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of2007, H.R. 3963, the
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Children's Health lnsuranee Program Reauthorization Aet of2007 and the Medicare
Improvements lor Patients and Providers Act of2008 (P.L. 110-275).

3. OTHER HEALTH MATIERS

a. Subcommittee Hearings
i.

President's Budget Proposals:
On Febmary 13, 2007, and Febmary 14, 2008, the Subcommittee held
hearings to receive testimony from the Centers for Medieare and
Medicaid Services regarding the Medicare portions ofthe President's
Fiscal year 2008 and 2009 Budget proposals.

ii.

MedPAC's March Reports on Medicare Payment Policies:
On March 1, 2007, and March 11, 2008, the Subcommittee held
hearings to receive testimony fTOm the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission (MedPAC) regarding their annual recOlmnendatiolls for
Medicare payment policies.

iii.

Annual RepOlts of the Boarda of Trustees of the Federal Hospital
Insurance and Supplementarv Medical Insurance Trust F)ln@
On April 25, 2007, and April 1,2008, the Subcommittee held bearings to
receive testimony from the Chief Actuary ofthe Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services on the finaneial status of the Medieare trust funds.

iv,

OversighCllJ1d Medicare Program lntegrity
On March 8, 2007, the Subcommittee on Health held a hearing jointly
with the Subcommittee on Oversight to receive testimony from the Office
of the Inspector General of the DepaltmCllt of Health and Human Services,
the office of Financial Managcmcnt of the Centcrs for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and the Depaltment of Justice on the prevention,
detection, investigation and prosecution of Medicare ii'llud, waste and
abuse. On May 15, 2007, the Subcommittee held a healing to receive
testimony ii'om the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the
Medical'e Payment Advisory Commission and health care professionals on
issues related to pa)~nent accuracy and legislative and regulatory pa)~nent
re±lnements for the Medical'e payment systems tor inpatient hospital.s,
outpatient hospitals, long-tenn care hospitals, inpatient rehabilitation
facilities, and skilled nursing facilities. On June 26, 2007, the
Subcommittee held a hearing to reccive testimony fi'om Members of
Congress, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Office of
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the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services,
the Food and Dl1lg Administration and health carc professionals on Safety
Concerns regarding the dosing of erythropoiesis stimulating agents
(ESAs), variations in utilization of ESAs across providers, and
reimbursement issues. On November 15, 2007, the Subcommittee held a
hearing to receive testimony from law enforcement, researchers and health
care professionals on trends in nursing home ownership and the quality of,
and accountability for, patient care, including the effect of the relatively
new trend of private equity-ownership. On May 6,2008, the
Subconunlttee held a hearing to receive testimony from the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, thc Govcmment Accountability Office,
researchers and stakeholders on the implementation and administration of
Medicare's DMEPOS competitive bidding program.

v.

Medicare Advantage
On March 21, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive
testimony from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and the Congressional Budget
Office on the stmcture and costs of the Medicare Advantage Program. On
May 22,2007, the Subconunlttee held a hearing to receive testimony from
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Serviccs, the Medicare
Payment Advisory Commission and othcr stakeholders regarding
Medicare Advantage Private Fee-For-Service Plans. On October 16,
2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing jointly with the Oversight
SubcOlllinittee to receive testimony from the Government Accountability
Office, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and other
stalceholders on statutorily required audits of Medicare Advantage plan
bids. On February 28, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive
testimony from the Centers for Me(licare and Medicaid Services, the
Government Accountability Office and other stakeholders on the structure,
costs and oversight of the MedicaTe Advantage progranl.

vi.

Medicare Improvements for Beneficiaries
On May 3, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony
from Members of Congress, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, thc Social SccUlity Administration, health care professionals and
beneficiaries on the current state of the Part D Low-Income Subsidy the
Medicare Savings Programs, and opportunities to increase enrollment and
expand eligibility in these progranlS. On June 21,2007, the Subconunittee
held a hearing to receive testimony from the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, the Gove11lment Accountability Office and health care
professionals on beneficiary protection issues in Medicare Part D, and
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possible statutory changes necessary to improve the program for
beneficiaries and taxpayers.
vii.

Health Care Reform
On April 15, 2008, the Subconullitteehe1d a hearing to receive testimony
from formcr Senator Dave Durenberger, researchers and stakeholders on
the instability of health coverage in America. On May 14, 2008, the
Subconlliuttee held a hearing to receive testimony from the Government
Accountability Office, researchers and stakeholders on Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs) and Consumer-Driven Health Care. On June
10, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony from
Members of Congress, researchers and stakeholders on addressing
disparities in health and health care. On July 15, 2008, the Subcommittee
held a hearing to receive testimony fl'Om state officials, researchers and
stakeholders on health care refolID lessons learned at the state level and
the need for a national solution to health reform. On September 24,
2008, the Subcol1111littee held a hearing to receive testimonyfi'ol11 state
insurance officials, researchers and stakeholders on the challenges of
the private health insllrance market.

viii.

Medicare Payments to Physicians and the Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR)

On March 6, 2007, the Subcol11nuttee held a hearing to receive Testimony
from the Medicare Pay1Uent Advisory Commission and f01111er
administrators of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 011 a
report from MedPAC on the Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR), the history
of Medicare's reimbursement for physician services and the role of
expenditure targets. On May 10, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing to
receive testimony from the Centers for Medieare and Medieaid Services,
the Gover1ll11ent Acconntability Office, the Jvledicare Payment Advisory
Conunission and hcalth care professionals on options to improve qnality
and efficiency among Medicare physicians. On September 11,2008, the
SubconIDuttee held a hearing to receive testimony from fonner
Administrators of thc Centers for Medieare and Medicaid Scrviees 011
alte1'llative ways to reform Medicare's physician payment system.
ix.

Health h1format!on Technology
On July 24,2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testin10ny
from the Congressional Budget Office and health care professionals on
options to encourage the adoption and use of health information
technology.

x.

Comparative Effectiveness Resea.rch
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On June 12, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony

from Members of Congress, the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the
Congressional Budget Office and health care professionals on strategies to
increase infol111ation on clinical comparative effectiveness.
xi.

Mental Health Paritv
On March 27, 2007, the SubcoIllmittee held a hearing to receive testimony
from Members of Congress and health care professionals on legislation
and options to provide mental health and substance abuse treatment parity
in private health insuTance and in Medicare.

xii.

(jenetic Non-discrimination
On March 14, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony
from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), researchers and health care
professionals on the need for a federal policy to protect genetic
infmmation and legislation to achieve this purpose, specifically, the
Genetic Infonuation Non-Discrimination Act.
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D.

LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF SOCIAL SECURITY ISSUES

1. H.R. 3046, the "Social Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention
Actof2007"
On June 21, 2007 the Subcommittee on Social Security held a hearing to examine the
large and growing problem of identity (ID) theft. The he>wing found that (1) the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) reports there are as many as 10 million victims annually, (2)
businesses lose $50 billion an11ually to ID then-related fraud, (3) individual victims' lives
and credit records ean be devastated and it typically takes years to recover, (4) FTC
estimates ID theft eosts victims $5 billion a year, (5) ID thieves have easy access to
Social Security Numbers (SSNs), (6) SSNs are used by many difIerent companies and
governmental entities for many non-Social Secm'ity-rclated pUlposes, as ID numbers, or
simply as a key used conveniently to track individuals among multiple sources of
information, (7) SSNs are present in many publicly-available local government
documents, such as pmperty deeds, and judicial records such as divorce proceedings, (8)
while these doclm1ents have been publiely available for decades, they have been made
available in electronic form to the public only recently and the Intcrnet has made them
globally acccssiblc, (9) government use ofSSNs is loosely regulated; private seelor use is
only regulated in celtain industries, (10) there is no single law governing the use of SSNs,
and (1 I) fmancial scrvices rcgulations that protect privaey have exceptions that continue
to allow SSNs to be easily available, and identity thieves can exploit this. Based on thesc
rmdings, on July 16,2007, Chairman Michael R. McNulty (D-NY) and Ranking Member
Sam Johnson (R-TX) introduced H.R. 3046, thc "Social Sccurity Numbcr Privacy and
Identity Theft Prevention Act 01'2007," in order to cnhancc SSN privacy and to prcvent
identity theft.
On September 24, 2007, H.R. 3046 was amended in the full Committee on Ways and
Mcans and favorably rcportcd with a roll call vote of 41 yeas to 0 nays (with a quorum
being prescnt). As amended, the "Social Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft
Prevention Act of2007" would amend title II of the Social Security Act to: (1) specify
restrictions on the sale and display to the general public of Social Security account
numbers (SSNs) by governmental entities; (2) prohibit the display of SSNs (or any
derivatives) on chocks issucd for paymcnt by such entities; (3) prohibit governmental
cntity display of SSNs (or any dcrivatives) on employee identification cards or tags (IDs);
(4) prohibit access to the SSNs of othcr individuals by prisoners employed by
governmental entitics; (5) prohibit thc sclling, pUl"chasing, or displaying of SSNs (with
ccrtain exccptions) to the general public, or thc acquisition or use of any indivIdual's SSN
to locatc or idcntify such individual with the intent to physically injure or hal1n him or
her, or to use the individual's ID for any illegal pUll)ose by any person; (6) provide for
uniform standards for tnmcation of an SSN; and (7) establish new criminal penalties for
the misuse of SSNs.
This legislation would also enhance civil and criminal penalties for misuse of the SSN,
increase enforcement authority, and require a study on misuso of SSN for authontication.
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2. H.R. 5140, the "Economic Stimulus Act of2008"
On Janum-y 28, 2008, H.R. 5[40, the "Economic Stimulus Aet of2008," a bi-pmisan
bill, co-sponsored by the House Lcadership and the Chaimlen and Ranking Members of
the House Committees on Ways and Means and Financial Services was introduced. On
the sanle day, H.It 5140 was referred to the House Committee on Ways tmd Means and
the House Committee on Financial Services. On January 29, 2008, Chaiffi1an Charles B.
Rangel moved to suspend thc rules and pass the bill. The legislation was agreed to in
House by the Yeas and Nays: (2/3 required): 385 - 35, I Present (Roll no. 25). On
February 7, 2008 the bill passed the Senate by Yea-Nay Vote of81 - 16 with an
amendment (Record Vote Number: 10). That same day, the House accepted the Senate
amendment, resolving all differences, by the Yeas and Nays: 380 - 34 (Roll no. 42). On
Februmy13, 2008, this legislation was signed by President George W. Bush and beemne
Public Law No: 11 0-185.
In Section (e) "Appropriations To Carry Gut Rebates," the law immediately provided
funding for the Social Security Administration ($31,000,000, to remain available until
September 30, 200S) to cover increased administrative costq of SSA generated by the
rebate program. Financial pa)onents provided by the stimulus packagc wcre payable to
many Social Security beneficiaries who generally do not file tax returns, however, they
would need to file fmm' with the IRS to be eligible. To eneomage beneficim'ies to file a
tax return for 2007, SSA developed several outreach activities; the agency responded to
beneticiaries inquiries; and reissued fCllms 1099 which report annual Social Security
benetit payments.
3. H.R. 5602, the "Fair Share Aet of 2008"
On Mm'eh 13, 2008, the "Fair Share Act of2008" was introduced and on that same day it
was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. On April 14, 200S, the Committee
on Ways and Means voted to report H.R. 5719, the "Taxpayer Assistance and
Simplification Act of2008," which was introduced by Chainuan Chm-les B. Rangel and
included the entirety of H.R. 5602. The "Fair Share Act of 200S" would amend the
Internal Revenue Code mld title II (Old Age, Survivors, mId Disability msuranee
Benetits) ofthe Social Security Act to stop domestic federal contractors from using
foreign subsidiaries to evade Social Security and other employment taxes. On April 15,
2008, H.R. 5719 was agreed to in the full House. The bill passed by recorded vote: 23S 179 (Roll no. 190) and was referred to the Senate on April 16, 200S where it was sent to
the Committee on FinaI1ce.
4. H.R. 6633, the "Employee Verification Amendment Act of2008"
On July 29,2008, H.R. 6633, the "Employee Verification Amendment Aet of2008" was
intrndneed. The bill was olTIcially referred to the Committees on Judiciary, Education
and Labor, and Ways and Means on that same day. On July 31, 2008, the House passed
this legislation on motion to suspend the mles and pass the bill which was agreed to by
the 2/3 required (a vote of 407-2,4 Present) (Roll no. 557). The bill would extend the
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basic pilot cmployment eligibility confirmation program, now known as E-Verify, for an
additional ±lve years, until November 30, 2013, It sougbt to amend the illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, On August 1, 2008, the
bill was refened to the Senate Committee Oll the Judiciary,
This bill would direct the COl1Ullissioner of Social Security and the Sccretary of
Homeland Security to enter into agreements which shall: (1) provide funds to the
Commissioner for the E-verify program's full costs to SSA in qualtcrly advances; and (2)
require an annual accounting and reconciliation of costs incuned and funds provided, In
addition, this legislation would provide for funding continuation in the absence of an
agreement. Lastly, tltis bill would require that the GovenIDlent Accountability Office
(GAO) conduct studies regarding: (1) erroneous tentative nonconfilmations under the EVerily progral11; and (2) such program's effects on small entities,
5, Expired Provisions Related to Title II of the Social Security Act
a, The Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Advisory Panel
The Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Advisory Panel, a federal advisory panel
created by PL, 106-170, provided a final rep01t to the President and Congress on
December 17, 2007, The panel was required to file its final report by December 17,
2007, and terminate 30 days later.
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E. LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF INCOME SECURITY AND FAMIIX SUPPORT ISSUES
I. UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

a. Unemployment Insurance Modernization Act
H.R. 2233, the "Unemployment Insurance Modernization Act" was introduced on May 9,
2007 by Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support Chairman McDelllJott. The
legislation would have distributed funds to encourage, assist and reward States tor removing
barriers that limit coverage for low-wage and part-time workers, as well as workers lcaving work
for compelling family reasons, and for helping dislocated workers increase their skills.
H.R. 2233 would have provided up to $7 billion from the Federal Unemployment
Account for incentive payments to be distributed between FY 2008 thl'Ough FY 2012 to States
mceting specific criteria related to their nnemployment insurance systems. Every State's
potential maximum share of this dislTibution would have been determined under the same criteria
used to disburse cUl1'ent-law Reed Act distributions (amount of disbursement pl'Oporuonate to
FUTA taxes paid in that State).
A State would have been eligible for one-third of its share of the ur Modernization Act
incentives when State law (as certified by the Department of Labor) included pl'Ovisions for
eounting an applicant's most recent wages (from the last completed quarter) when determining
eligibility for UI benefits. At State option, this alternative base period may have been used only
after an initial determination of ineligibility. A State would have been eligible lor the remainiug
two-thirds of its share of the UI Modernization Act incentives when a State was in compliancc
with the altemative base period requirement and when State law (as ccttified by the Department
of Labor) met at least two of the following three conditions: (I) the State does not deny Ul to an
individual solely because the person is seeking part-time work (a State may limit application of
this provision to former part-time workers); (2) when determining UI eligibility, the State
petmits good cause allowance for voluntary employment separations that relate directly to
compelling family reasons, including at least the following: (a) avoidance of domestic violence;
(b) caring for an ill or disabled family member; and (c) lollowing a spouse whose employtnellt
has been relocated to a different locality; and (3) the State provides at least 26 weeks of training
assistance benefits to claimants who: (a) have been dislocated from a declining oceupation; (b)
have exhausted regnlar UI; (c) are in a State-approved training program related to a high-demand
occupation; and (d) are making satisfactory progress in such a progran1.
H.R. 2233 also would have pl'Ovided $100 million per yem' in speeial Reed Act
distribntions to the States in FY 2008 through FY 2012 for the purpose of administering and
implemcnting the reforms under the Ul Modernization Act and [0 make other improvements in
the administration of the unemployment insmance and employment services systcms. Each State
would have automatically received its share of the $100 million annually based on the State's
FUTA tax contributions.
At a September 19, 2007 Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support hearing,
witnesses tcstified about the need to modernize the Unemployment Insurance system to reduce
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barriers for jobless workers. Witnesses included a representative fi'om the Goverrunent
Accountability Office, a State administrator and policy experts.
Provisions from HR. 2233 were included in Title III of the Committee on Ways and
Means' repOlted version ofH.R. 3920, the Trade and Globalization Assistance Act 01'2007. The
bill was reported out of the full Conunittee as amended by a recorded vote of26-14 on October
24,2007. TIle House adopted H.R. 3920 on October 31,2007 by a vote of264-157, and it was
sent to the Senate on November 5, 2007.
b. Extension ofUnemployment Benqflts

H.R. 5749, the Emergency Extended Unemplo)1nent Compensation Act, introduced on
April 9, 2008 hy Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support Chainnan McDermott
and Representative Phil English, would have extended unemployment benefits in evClY State by
13 weeks, and provided an additional 13 weeks of benefits in States with high unemployment.
The extended benefits program would have been in effect through January 2009. All benefits
would have been paid out of the Federal unemployment trUBt funds.
The Subcommittee on ineome Security and Family SUPPOlt held a hearing on April 10,
2008 that assessed the need to extend unemployment benefits during the economic downturn.
The invited witnesses included policy experts from the Brookings Institution, the National
Employment Law Project, the Economic Policy Institute, and the Amelican Enterprise Institute.
The full Committee on Ways and Means considered H.R, 5749 on April 16,2008, and
reported it favorably with amendment by a recorded vote of 24-13. H.R. 5749 was passed by the
House on June 12, 2008, 274-137.
Provisions fi'om H.R. 5749 were included in title IV ofH,R. 2642, the Supplemental
Appropriations Act, 2008 (the war supplemental). Title IV ofHR. 2642 extended
unClllployment benefIts for 13 additional weeks in all States. HR, 2642 was adopted in the
House on June 19, 2008 and was signed into law on June 30, 2008 (P.L. 110-252).
H.R. 6867, the Unemployment Compensation Extension Act "f2008, was intl'Odneed by
Subcommittee on income Seeurity and Family SUPPOlt Chainllan McDennott on SeptcmbCl' 10,
2008. The measure provides seven additional weeks ofFederally-fi.mded extended benetits in
evClY State, plus another 13 weeks of benefits for workCl's in States with high unemployment
rates (defmed as a three-month average of 6 percent or higher), In combination with P.L. 110252, the measure provides a maximum of 33 weeks of extended unemploY1nent benefits. H.R,
6867 was passed by the House on October 3, 2008 (368-28) and was signed into law on
November 21, 2008 (P.L. 110-449).
c. Curbing Unemployment Insurance Fraud

P.L. 110-328, the "SSI Extension for Elderly and Disabled Refugees Act," amends the
intemal Revenue Code to require the Secretary of the Treasmy to off.qet overpayments ofFederal
taxes by any amount owed to a State for ul1Clnployment eompCllsation debt due to fraud. PL·
110-328 was passed by voice vote in the House on July II, 2008 and was signed into law on
September 30, 2008.
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2, CHILD WELFARE

a. Child Weijiwe Reform

H.R. 6307, the "Fostering Connections to Success Act" was introduced on June 19th,
2008 by Subcommittee on Income Secw'ity and Family Support Chahman McDermott and
Ranking Member Weller. H.R, 6307 would have extended Federal assistance to relatives who
assume legal guardianship of eligible children for whom they have cared as foster parents,
extended Federal foster care payments up to the age of 21 for foster children, and provided direct
Federal foster care and adoption funding to tribal governments who lUll their own child welfare
programs. The bill also would have improved the oversight of the health care and educational
needs of foster children and increased access to Federal funding for training child welfare
workers,
Prior to the bill's introduction, the Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support
held a hearing on Fehruary 27, 2008 that addressed several proposals aimed at improving the
child welfare system. Witnesses included Members ofCollgress, representatives from State
agencies, professional advocates, and a fonner foster care youth,
H.R. 6307 wa., adopted by the House on June 24, 2008 by a voice vote. Following
bicameral negotiations, a modified version ofH.R, 6307, H.R, 6893, the "Fostering Connections
to Success and lncrea.,ing Adoptions Act of2008," was introduced on Scptembcr 15,2008, It
passed the House on September 17, 2008 by a voice vote, The bill was approved in the Senate
by unanimous eonsent and was signed into law on Oetober 7,2008 (PL. 110-351).
P.L. 110-351 amends Part E ofTitJe IV of the Social Security Act to provide Federal
reimbursement to States choosing to provide assistance to grandparents and other relatives who
become legal guardians of children for whom they have cared as foster parents, It also provides
grants to promote kinship navigator programs and other initiatives desigued to connect and help
relative caregivers, Furthermore, at State option, the new law allows Federal fosler care
assistance to continue up to the age of 21 for youth engaged in school, work, or other
constructive activities, Additionally, [he measure prO\~des Federal adoption assistance to all
special needs children (phased in on the basis of age and time in care), rather than only those
children whose birtb parents were eligible for cash welfare under the mles in place in 1996.
The law includes a number of other important provisions to improve the well-being of
foster children, including: requirements to improve the oversight of the health care nceds of
every foster child (covering their assessment, treatment, medicall'eeords, and medication); a
required plan for the educational stability of every foster child and assurance of their school
attendance; a requirement that reasonable efforts be made to place siblings together in foster,
adoptive or l','Uardianship placements; enhanced Federal funding for training to cover private
child welfare workers and court personnel; direct Federaltoster care and adoption assistance to
tribal governments fot' children in their care; and an extension and improvement of the Adoption
1:neentives Program,
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b. Modification ofFoster Care Rate for the District ofColumbia
ILR. 6307 included a modification to the foster care matching rate for the District of
Columbia in order to conform that program'8 matching rate to the rate provided under Medicaid.
This same provision was enacted into law as pmi of the "Medicare Improvements for Patients
and Providers Act of 2008", P.L. IlO·275.
c. Child Welfare Resolution,

H. Res, 299, a resolution that expressed the sense of the House of Representatives that
Congress should increase public awareness of child abuse and neglect and should continue to
work with the States to reduce the incidence of child abuse and neglect through such progl'ams as
the Child Welfare Services and the Promoting Safe and Stable Families programs, was
introduced hy Subcommittee on lucome Security and Family Support Chairman McDermott and
Ranking Member Weller on April 17, 2007 and passed the House on April 24, 2007 by a vote of
4l!·0.
II. Res. 527, a resolution that recognized the month of November 2007 as "National
Homeless Youth Awareness Month" was introduced in the House by Mr. McDermott on June
28,2007 and was agreed to in the House on July 11, 2007 by a voice vote.
Mr, McDClmott also introduced H. Res. 1185, which expressed the sense ofthe House of
Representatives that Congress should recognize the important contributions of Americans who
serve as foster parents and, in doing so, unselfishly open their homes aud families to children in
need. The resolution was introduced on May 8, 2008 and passed by a voice vote on May 20,
2008.

H. Res. 1432, introduced by Rep. Jon Porter, supported the goals and ideals ofNational
Adoption Day and National Adoption Month by promoting national awareness of adoption, The
resolution was introduced on September 15,2008 and passed by a voice vote on September 18,
2008.
3. SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

a, SSI Extensionfor Elderly and Disabled Rejitgees Act
II.R. 2608, the "SSl Extension tor Elderly and Disabled Refugees Act", was introduced
hy Subcommittee on lucome Security and Family Support Chairman McDennott aml Ranking
Member Weller on JUlle 7, 2007. The bill passed the Honse on June 11,2007 by a voice vote
and was agreed to in the Senate with an amendment by unanimous consent on August 1, 2008,
The House adopted the Senate amendments by voice vote on September 17, 2008 and H.R. 2608
was signed into law on September 30, 2008 (P.L. 110·328).
Prior to PI, 110·238, refugees and other humanitarian hmnigrants lost eligibility for
Supplemental Security lucome (8SI) after residing in the United States for seven years. The
Subcommittee onlncome Security and Family Support held a hearing on March 22, 2007 that
evaluated the limitation on providing S8] benefits to refugees and other humanitarian
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immigrants, Witnesses at the hearing included a disabled refugee from Vietnam, representatives
of various charities, and policy experts,
P.L. 110-328 amends the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended by the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, to extend SSI eligibility for
humanitarian immigrants, including those whose SSI benefits ceased in prior fiscal years, The
measure requires a swom declaration fi'om such aliens (except children under age 18) that they
have made a good faith effort to pursue U.S. citizenship, The law generally extends SSI benefits
for an additional two years through FY 2011,
b, Heroes Earnings Assistance and Relief Tax Act of2008

Title II of H,R. 6081, the "Heroes Eamings Assistance and ReliefTax Act of 2008,"
made improvemeuts in the Supplemental Security Income program (SSl) for former and current
members ofthe uniformed services and AmeriCorps participants, Previously, some military
families who relied on the SSI program for financial support lost a portion of their benefits
because of the h'eatment of certain types ofmilitary pay in determining eligibility and benefit
amounts. Also, some blind veterans in certain States receive an annuity that reduced their SSI
benefit,.
Title II ofH.R. 6081 amends title XVI oftlle Social Security Act to treat cash
remuueration paid to a member of the unifOlwed services as earned income and celtain honsing
payments to such members as in-kind support and maintenance for SSI program purposes. The
title also cxclndes State ammity payments to blind, disabled, or aged veterans for purposes of SSI
benefit detenninations. And finally, it excludes any cash or in-kind benefit paid to au
AmeriCOIps participant fi-om SSI income eligibility and benefit determinations.
ILK 6081 was introduced in the House on April 16, 2008, and was passed on April 20,
2008, 403-0. The bill was passed by the Senate by unanimons consent on April 22, 2008 and
signed into law on June 17, 2008 (p.L. 110-245).

4, TF,MPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILJES
Section 301 ofILR. 6331, the "Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of
2008," amended the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 to extend through FY 2009 supplemental
grants under Title N Part A (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or TAl'iF) in the Social
Security Act.
The Deficit ReduetionAet 00005 (DRA, P.L. 109-171) extended funding for most
TANF grants tbrough FY 2010, except TANF supplemental grants which expired at the end of
IT 2008. Supplemental grants go to 17 States that have had high popnlation growth or have low
TA1'lF funding per poor person.
H.R, 6331 passed the House on .hme 24,2008 by a vote of355-59 and was approved by
nnanimolls consent in the Senate on July 9,2008. President Bush vetoed the bill on July 15,
2008, on which date it was overridden in both the House (383-41) alld the Senate (70-26). It
consequently becan,e P.L. 11 0-275.
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F. LEGfSLATIVE REVIEW OF DEBT ISSUES

On May 17Ih, 2007, the House and Scnate agreed to Ihe conference report on S.Coll.Rcs.
21, thc Concuncnt Resolution on the Bndget for Fiscal Year 2008. The conference report (H.
Rept. 110-53) was agreed to by the House byn vote of 214-209, and by Ihe Senale bya vote of
52-40. As a resull of the adoption of the FY2008 budget, H.J.Res.43, a bill to increase the
statutOlY limit on the public debt, was deemed passed in the House pursuant to House Rule
XA'VII. H.1Res. 43, which increased the debt limit by $850 billioll to $9.815 ITillion, was passed
by the Sellate on September 27, 2007 without amendment by a Yea-Nay vote of 53-42, and was
signed into law by the President on September 29,2007 (PL. 110-153).
On June 5, 2008, the House ag!'eed to the confcrence report (H. Rept. 110-659) all
S.Con.Rcs.70, the Concu11'cnt Resolution on the Btldget for Fiscal Year 2009, by a vote of214210. The Senate had adopted the conference on June 4 by a vote of 48-45. As a result of the
adoption of the FY2009 budget, H.J.Res. 92, a hill to illerease the slatutOly limit on the publie
debt, was deemed passed in the lIouse pursuant to House Rule XXVII. The Senate never
considered lI.J.Res. 92, which would have increased the debt limit by $800 billion to $10.615
trillion.
On July 23,2008, the House agreed to an amended version ofH.R. 3221, the Housing
and Economic Recovery Act of2008, by a vote of 272 - 152. Tbe Senale agreed to the amended
legislation on July 26, 2008 by a Yea-Nay vote of 72-13. It was signed into law by the President
on July 30, 2007 (p.L. 110-289). Section 3083 oftllat legislation increased the debt limit by
$800 billion to $10.615 trillion.
On October 3, 2008, the House agl'eed to the Senate amendments to lI.R. 1424,llle
"Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008", by a vote of263-171. That legislation had
passed the Senate 011 October 1, 2008 by a Yea-Nay vote of74-25. It was signed into law by the
President on October 3, 2007 (PL. 110-343). Section 122 of that legislation increased thc debt
limit by $700 billion to $11.315 trillion.
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II. Oversight Review

A. Oversight Agenda
January 17, 2007

The Honorable Henry Waxman
Chainnan
Committee on Government Refonn
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Juanita Millender-McDonald
Chairwoman
Committee on House Administration
1309 Longworth House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chainuan Waxman and Chairwoman Millender-McDonald:
In accordance with the requirements of clause 2 ofmle X of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, the following is a list of hearings and oversight-related activities that the
Committee on Ways and Means and its Subcommittees plan to conduet during the 11 Oth
Congress.
l'ull Committee:
Economic Security and Federal Budget-Curreut Ec{>uomy and Outlook. Oversight hearings to examine current economic
conditions and the economic outlook. Specifically, examine topics such as the impaet of
globalization on U.S. workers and eompetitiveness, eeonomic opportunities for low- and
middle-income workers, the economic costs ofpoverty, and additional concerns.
Priorities of the Office of Management and Budget. Oversight hearings witil the
OUice of Management and Budget Director to discuss the overall state of the federal
budget and the Administration's priOlities for the 110th Congress. Also, diseuss and
consider budgetary proposals affeeting the VallOUS programs under the Committee's
jurisdiction, including tax, health, human resources, Social Seelllity, pensions, and traderelated matters.
Additional Issues. Oversight healings on a number of overall budget issues, particularly
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those related to fcderal finances and dcbt, the short- and long-tern, fiscal outlook, the
growing reliance ofthe United States on foreign debt, and other matters considered by
the Department of the Treasury.
Tax Issues-I'riorities of the Department of the Treasury. Oversight hearings with the Treasury
Secretmy to discuss priorities for the 11 O,h Congress, with the goal of finding common
ground for policies and legislation to benefit all Americans. Specifically, discuss and
consider tax legislation proposed in the President's 2008 budget submittcd to the
Congress.
Administration of the Tax Laws. Oversight hearing to receive information fi'01n the
Internal Revenue Scrvice (IRS) Conllilissioner concerning overall agency operations 8I1d
efforts to collect federal taxes, eusure complimlee, md provide taxpayer services.
Spccifically, discuss proposed flUlding aud stai11ng levels for the IRS mld legislation to
address the tax gap as proposed in the President's 2008 budget submitted to ti,e Congress.
Technical Corrections. Oversight hearing to evaluate the need for technical corrections
to previously-enacted legislation, including the Tax Increase Prevention and
Reconciliation Act of 2005, Gulf OppOltUllity Zone Act ofl005, Energy Policy Act of
2005, Ameriean Jobs Creation Act of2004, Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation
Act of2003, Economic Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of200l, and certain
provisions of the Pension Protection Act of 2006.
Tax Relief for Individuals and Families. Oversight hearings on tax relieffor individual
taxpayers and tamilies, including alternative minimum tax relief and child-related tax
benefits.
Energy. Oversight hearings on energy tax issues, including incentives for alternative
fuel production, energy eonse:lvation, 8I1d increasing U.S. energy independence.
Housing. Oversight hearings on tax incentives lor moderately-priced housing, focusing
on options for increasing the supply of1l1iddle-income taxpayer rental housing 8I1d home
ownership in tande:lll with fede:l°al and state housing spending programs.
Education. Oversight hearings on current law mles governing the usc of tax credit
bonds to finance school constmction and renovation, and options to simplify the CU11'ent
complex stmeture of tax benefits for higher education.
Health and Hllman ServIces Issues-Priorities of the Department of Health and Human Sel'\1ees. Oversight hearing with
the Health and Human Services Secretary to discuss priorities for the I 1Off' Congress and
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concerns related to the delivery of health services and reimbursement under Medicare.
Specifically, discuss and consider health and human services-related legislation proposed
in the President's 2008 budget submitted to the Congress.

Priorities of the Office of the United States Trade Representative. Oversight hearings
with the United States Trade Representative to discnss priorities for the 110 th Congress
and concerns related to international trade. Specifically, discuss and consider trade
proposals in the President's 2008 budget submitted to the Congress and other proposals.
The full Committee intends to conduct additional oversight over the next two years, as
bccomes ncccssary to fulfill its oversight responsibilities to the Congress and the American
people. The following is a list of further oversight hearings and activities that the six
subcormnittees of the Committee on Ways and Means (Oversight, Health, Income Security and
Family Support, Social Security, Trade, and Select Revenue Measures) anticipate developing
during the course of the J J0"' Congress.
Subcommittee on Oversight:
ProlITams within the Committee's Jurisdiction. Oversight investigations and joint
subcommittee healings on issues requiring periodic or timely oversight review. The
Subcommittee on O""rsight will coordinate with other subcommittees, as appropriate, to
ensure comprehensive oversight of programs and laws under the Committee's
jurisdiction.
IRS Operations. Oversight of the major IRS programs, including exam:inatioll,
collection, taxpayer services, and rerums processing. Consider analyses and reports
provided to the Congress by oversight groups, such as the 1RS Taxpayer Advocate, IRS
Owrsight Board, Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, and the U. S.
Govcl'nll1cnt Accounting Office.
Tax Gap. Oversight of the $345 billion anllual tax gap, the difference between taxes
paid and taxes owed the federal govc111l11enL Consider the components of the tax gap,
causes of taxpayer non-compliance, and possible solutions,

IRS Fundiug aud Staffing Levels. Oversight of IRS funding and staffing levels needed
to effectively and efficiently enforce the tax laws and provide taxpayer assistance.
Consider the impact of underfunding the IRS on non-compliance, audit rates, and
uncollected taxes, Examine the costs and rates of return for IRS collection activities in
comparison to those for private-sector debt collectors nnde!' contract witb the IRS,
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Evaluate options for providing the IRS with a permanent funding authorization that, in
part, supports additional tax enforcement efforts.
Tax-r~xempt Organizations. Oversight review of the advantages and disadvantages of
recently-enacted tax provisions that affect charities and foundations, particularly how the
new rules affect charitable efforts and the ability of these organizations to serve those in
need, Evaluate overall IRS efforts to monitor tax-exempt organization activities, prevent
abuse, and ensure timely information to the public about charity activities and finances.

Tax Code and Tax Form Complexity. Oversight of tax. code complexity, particularly
for individuals and small businesses, with the goal of simplification. Review areas where
taxpayers and professional retum preparers make the most errors and consider solutions,
Evaluate tax return filing seasons, including electronic filing, IRS and volunteer taxpayer
assistance programs, the Intemet Free File Program, and progress with electronic ming.
Also, consider options for meaningful tax reform and greater faimess in the tax system.
IRS Audit/Collection Priorities. Oversight review of the IRS audit/collection levels,
focusing on the allocation of enforcement resources among low-, middle-, and highincome individual taxpayers. Consider IR,.'j efforts to deal with small business, large
corporate, and estate tax liabilities, particularly those lmown to the IRS but uncollected.
Also, review the extent of abusive tax shelters and illegal offshore tax transactions.
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITe). Oversight ofrRS programs designed to provide
tax assistanee to more than 20 millionlow-ineome working taxpayers claiming the EITC.
Evaluate information showing that: approxin1ately seven million eligible workers do not
elaim the EITC; only a very small percentage of workers obtain EITC benefits in their
paycheeks through employer-assisted "advance refunding"; and nearly two-thirds of
EUC taxpayers use paid professional return preparers to file their l'etnms. Evaluate the
results ofElTC certifieation, program integrity, and etIOltS to provide educational
outreach to reduce errors in claiming the EITC.
Tax Scams. Oversight of the latest sophisticated tax scams and what ean be done to
protect taxpayers.
Illegal Networks. Oversight ofDepartment of the Treasury and IRS activities to detcr
money laundering, illegal drug, and terrorists networks.
Pensions and Rctirement Security. Oversight review of the Pcnsion Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (PBGC), including the financial status and management of pension plan
funding. Oversight review ofthe inereasing decline in employcr-sponsored definedbenefit plans with the corresponding weakening of workers' retirement security and
federally-guaranteed pension benefits. Overview of the growing disparity of retirement
benefits for corporate executives and !'ank-and-file workers.
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Subcommittee on Health:
Medicare Part A and Part B (Hospitals. Physicians. and Other Providers),
Oversigbt ofthe m!ljor Medicare programs to ensure efficient use of resources, quality,
and access fur Medicare beneficiaries. Specific topics to include: relationship between
payment policy and workforce issues (future supply); adequacy of program benefits, such
as mental health and cost shm'ing; treatment of specific popnlations sneh as people with
disabilities and low-income beneficiaries; quality improvement ei1(nis; accreditation;
overpaytnellts to providers; 1\110; DME competitive bidding; post-acute cm'e common
patient assessmcnt tool; and waste, fraud, and abuse activities.
Medicare Part C (private Plans), Oversight ofprivate plan types, enrollment, and
locations; value and payments; benefit packages and actuarial equivalence
detelminations; administrative costs; quality; consumer protection; and ability to manage
and treat chronic iJlnesses and achieve improved health outcomes.
Medicare Part D (PI'eseription Drug Plaus). Oversight of implementation and ongoing
activities rclated to thc Medicare prcscription drug program, including: treatment of dual
eligibles, low-income subsidy beneficialies, and nursing home residents; drug pricing;
late enrollment pcnaltics; bencfit packages and actuaJial equivalence evaluatiol1S; true
out-of-pocket policy CI1tOOP); formularies for covered dmgs and appeals; enrollment
issues; plan reporting of consumer data; marketing, promotion, and adveJiising effmis of
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the plans; administrative
costs; biddiug process and premium setting; retiree dmg coverage; pharmacy-plan issues;
creating a Medicare-sponsored dnlg option; mId negotiated price mechanisms.
Medicare Entitlement. Oversight of tbe 45 percent bigger, payments to private plans,
and 111e Pali B premium.
CMS Administration. Oversight of the CMS, including the adequacy ofits budgct and
staffmg, contracting activities, ffild general agency accOlffitability.
Health Insnrancc Coverage. Oversight review of health coverage and the uninsured,
including children, early retirees, and small husiness employees; adequacy of benefits;
mental health pm'ity; COBRA; lack of coverage for vm'ious groups; and options to
expand coverage.
Health Sa,ings Aecounts (HSAs). Oversight of the nse of health savings accounts,
including the demographics and profJ.Io of account holders, the prevalence ffild use of
HSAs, the value of accounts, and the influence on broader health care systems and
spending.
Execntive Orders. Ovcrsight of Administration activities regarding public transparency
of price aJld quality initiatives, and health infonnation technology.
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T..ade Adjustment Assistance ITAA) Health (nsumnce. Oversight of implementation
and ongoing activities related to the TAA health care tax credits, including administrative
costs and contractnal relationships.
Eme..gency Care. Oversight of emergency health care and areas where ref(:>Ims are
needed.
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Subcommittee ou Income Security and Family Support:
Poverty. Oversight assessment ofpoverty in America. Examine the growth in the
number of Ame1'jeans living in puverty by 5.4 million Americans since 2001, review
factors that contributed to such rise, and explore proposals for expanding economic
oppOliunity and reducing the extent and seve:tity ofpoveliy.
Welfare and Work Programs. Oversight ofprograms that help needy families and
promote work, especially the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
program. Review State effmis to inlplement new statutory and regulatory requirements
under the TANF program, including present and potential impacts on poveliy, caseloads,
edueational opportunities, inlpaets on disabled populations, employment outeomes,
assistanee for needy families and administrative burdens. Evaluate reeent legislative
efumges in related programs. sueh as ehild care and child suppOli enforcement, in telms
of the impaet on sel1~suffieiencyand eeonomic opportunity for low-income families.
Review the integrity of related programs to ensure aceurate payments and eligibility.
Vulnerable Children. Oversight of the Nation's child welfare system, including foster
eare, adoption assistanee, and child and family programs nnder Title lVB of the Social
Seeurity Aet. Examine baniers to ensuring safety and pel1'l1anency for the over one-half
million children in foster care, as well as for the thousands of other children that eome
into eontaet with the child welfare system every year. Review proposals to improve tlle
finaneing of ehild welfare programs to ensure better outcomes for at-risk children and
families.
Disconnected Populations. Oversight of "disconnected populations," including youth
between the ages of 16 and 24. Review proposals to reach out to an estimated two to
tl,ree million youth who are neither in school nor working.
Unemployment Compensation. Oversight of the Nation's onemploymcnt compensation
system, with a particular focus on baniel's between disloeated workers and
unemployment benefits and on refOlllls designed to model1lize the program, including
helping dislocated workers return to work.
Supplemental Security Iueome (SSIl. Oversight of the SST program, including
reviewing proposals to better reward and promote emplO)1nellt by program recipients and
to better serve those in need of program bcnefits.
Subcommittee on Social Security:
General Oversight of Social Security. Oversight of the importance of Social Security
for Ame:tiean workers and their families; the essential role it plays in assllling economic
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security for retirees, disabled workers, and survivors; and how best to manage the
challenges and opportunities presented by an aging society, given the central role Social
Security plays in income security, and the import,mce of adopting a balanced approach to
address those challenges and opportul1ities that has the support of the American people.
Social Security Administration (SSA). Oversight of the administrative operations of
the Social Security Administration and the agency's stewardship of Social Security
programs.
Disability Case Processing Backlogs. Oversight ofSSA's processing of disability
cases, including Continuing Disability Reviews, and its cum",t backlog of ovcr one
million unprocessed initial c.Iaims and appeals requests for disability benefits. Examine
why, after SSA has taken steps in recent years to address this bacldog, the problem
continues to grow. Consider the impact on claimants as they endure disabling health
conditions for months, or even years, without income as they wait for their cases to be
decided.
Management of the Ticket-To-Work Program. Oversight of the implementation and
effectiveness of the Ticket-to-Workprogram and its related work incentives, Consider
how the progra.m operates in conjunction with Social Security Act work incentives and
other federal programs ahned at suppOlting work. Determine why implementation ofthe
program has been cl1ticized, regulatory refonns a.re delayed, and results have becn
modest.
New Disahility Adjudication Process. Oversight ofSSA's phased.in implementation of
its new disability adjudication process (resulting from its 2006 regulation modifying how
it adjudicates disability claims), the impact ofthe change in agency leadership on the
process, and early results. Examine how claimants are faring nnder the new process, and
whether the process is fair and consistent, evidence collection is improving, claims al'e
receiving full ccnsideration, and the right decision is being made earlier in the process.
Social Security Number Protection. Oversight ofthe problem of identity theft and
misusc of the Social Security number. Consider thc role of the Social Security number,
thc Social Sccurity card, Social Security benefits, and SSA with respect to immigration
policy and enforcement.
Subcommittee ou Trade:
Fast Track. Oversight ofTrade Promotion Authority (TPA), that fOlmally expires on
June 30, 2007, including review of agreements concluded to date, the role of the
Congress, and labor and environmental concems.
Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTAl. Oversight of Korea FTA negotiatiolls as they
rcach a critical stage in early 2007, including discussion of aUlcmobile, mauufacturing,
labor, enviroilll1ental, and othcr issues,
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Other Fl'ee Trade Agreements (FTAs). Oversight of ongoing negotiations, for
example involving Panama, Thailand and Malaysia, signed FTAs involving Peru and
Colombia, and implementation of recently,implemented FTAs involving the Central
American/Dominican Republic (CAFTA), Oman, Bahrain, and earlier FTAs with
Singapore, Chile, Australia, and Morocco.
Preference Programs. Oversight ofmajor U.S. trade preference programs such as the
Generalized System ofPreferences (GSP), African Growth and Opportunity Act
(AGOA), Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), Andean Trade Preference Act (ATPA), and
Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity Through Partnership Encouragement Act.
Haiti. Oversight of U.S. tmde policy for Haiti, including impact oftcxtilc quota
elimination.
World Trade Organization (\VTO) Negotiations. Oversight of U.s. goals in the areas
of agriculture, manufacturing, services, fair trade laws.
Improving U.s. Trade Laws. Oversight of proposals to strengthen U.S. fair trade laws
and improve U.S. tools leverage to open foreign markets and other areas, including
oversight ofWTO decisions involving U. S, fair trade laws, defense ofU,S, trade law
challenges in the WTO, and administration by the Department of Commerce and U.S.
International Trade Commission of U.S, fair trade laws,
China. Oversight of China's rampant theft of massive quantities of U.S, intellectual
property, including in the automotive, semiconductor, motion pictnre, and recording
industries, Also, oversight of China's refusal to allow its currency to freely float,
industrial subsidies, and other areas,
Europe. Oversight of the second largest bilateral trade deficit of more than $100 billion
in 2005, as well as sectoral issues, such as Airhus subsidies, discriminatory regalations in
high teclmology transfer and sectors, attempts at technology transfer, discriminatory
hmriers to U.S, farm exports, European Union (EU) practices in the WTO negotiations,
and EU practice concerning regional trade agreements.
Trade and Developing Countries. Oversight of U.S. trade relations with developing
counh'ies, role of developing countries in the WTO and world trading system, extent to
which developing countries have henefitted from the trading system over the past 20
years and, in regard pmticularly with respect to the least developed countries, why many
of these countries have lost ground over the last 20 yem's and what can be done in the
m'ea of h'ade and aid to reverse this trend.
Trade and U.S. Workers. Oversight of the ahility ofthe United States to conduct an
effective trade policy that is good for American workers, fmmers, businesses, and the
country as a whole. Exmnine options to improve education, on,the,joh haining, trade
adjushnent, and pOliable health care/pcnsions.
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Other. Oversight of the WTO dispute settlement system, Bush Administration labor
rules in FTAs, and bal,mce between protecting phanuaccutical patents and promoting
access to essential medicines in poor countries,

Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures:
Various tax matters. Oversight of a variety of tax issues and tax legislation, as directed
by the Committee Chairman,
This list is not intended to be exclusive. The Committee anticipates that additional
oversight hearings ftl1d activities will be scheduled as issues arise and as time pennits, Also, the
Committee's oversight priorities and pattieular concerns may change as the 110'" Congress
progresses over the coming two years and issues arise meriting the Committee and
subcommittees' attention,

Sincerely,

Charles B. Rangel
Chairman

ce:

The Honorable Jim McCrory
Ranking Member
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B, ACTIONS TAKEN AND RECOMMENDAnONS IvLA.DE WITH RESPECT TO

OVERSIGHT PLAN
Full Committee
I.

Economic Security and the Federal Budget

Actions taken: ThefUli Committee held a number ofhearings on the state ofthe economy.
On January 23, 2007, the full Committee received testimony on the state of the U.s.
economy fi'om Mark Zandi, Ph.D., Chief Economist, Moody's Economy.com, West Chester,
Pelmsylvania, Martin Regalia, Ph.D., Vice Presidcnt of Economic and Tax Policy and Chief
Economist, U. S. Chamber of Commerce, Riehard L. Trumka, Secrctary-TreasUTer, American
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, William E. Spriggs, Ph.D., Professor
and Chair, Department of Economics, Howard University, and John W. Diamond, Ph.D., Edward
A. and Hermena Hancock Kelly Fellow in Tax Policy Research, James A. Baker III hlStitute for
Publie Policy, Rice University, Houston, Texas.
On Jamuuy 24, 2007,the full Committce rcceived testimony on the economic and societal
cost, of poverty from Sigurd R. Nilscn, Ph.D., Dircctor, Education, Workforce, and Income
SecUTity, U.S. Government Accountability Office, Harry J. Holzcr, Ph.D., Professor at
Georgetown University and Visiting Fellow at the Urban Institute, Georgetown University
Public Policy Institute, David R. Joncs, Prcsidcnt and Chief ExcClltive Officer, Community
Service Society ofNew York, New York, Ncw York, Ron Haskins, Ph,D., Senior Fellow,
Economic Studies and Co-Director, Center on Children and Families, The Brookings Institution,
and Jane Knitzer, Ph.D., Director, National Center for Children in Poverty, New York, New
York.

On January 30,2007, the full Committee received testimony concerning trade and
globalization from Daniel Tumllo, Ph.D., Profcssor of Law, Georgetown University, The
Honorable Grant Aldonas, William M. Scholl Chair in Intel11ational Business, Center for
Strategic and International Studies, Gene B. Sperling, Scnior Fellow, Center for American
Progress, and Director, Center for Universal Education, COlmcil on Foreign Relations, John
Meier, Chief Executive Officer, Libbey Glass, Inc., Toledo, Ohio, Harold McGraw !II,
Chainnan, Presidcnt, and CEO, The McGraw-Hill Companies, and Chairman, Business
Roundtable, and Chail1nan, Emergency Committee for American Trade, New York, New York,
and Lawrcnce Mishel, Ph.D., President, Economic Policy Institute.
On January 31, 2007, the full Committee received testimony concerning the economic
challenges facing middle class families fi'01n Peter Orszag, Director ofthc Congressional Budgct
Office, Jacob Hacker, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut, Jason Funnan, Ph.D., Senior Fellow and Director ofthe Hamilton Project,
Brookiugs Institute, John C. Goodman, Ph.D., President and Chief Executive Officer, National
Center for Policy Analysis, Dallas, Texas, Diane Rowland, Sc.D., Executive Vice President,
Kaiser Family Foundation, and Eugene Steuede, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, Urban Institute.
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::'-'ubcommitlee on Oversight
A.

Subcommittee Hearings for 11 d" Congress,

1,

Ea111ed Income Tax Credit illITe) Outreach.

Actions taken: The Oversight Subcommittee conducted a hearing to review
earned income tax cTedit (RITC) outreach. The Subcommittee discussed why an
estimated 7 million working-poor individuals and fmnilies (20% of those eligible) are not
claiming the EITe and not benefitting from about $12 billion in federal assistance.
Testimony was heard from the lnternal Revenue SeTvice, policy experts from the Center
on Budgct and Policy Priorities and trade associations, and representatives li'om local
organizations conducting EITC outreach, The Subcommittee learned that the Congress,
the lRS, and employers need to improve outreach efforts to BITC-eligible individuals.
Witnesses at the hearing had prepared corporate employer tooHats to assist with outreaeh,
including posters in English and Spanish, education materials, and paycheck stuffers for
low-income employees. Chainnan Charles Rangel, Oversight Subcommittee Chaitman
John Lewis, and Oversight Ranking Member Jim Ramstad issued a Dear Colleague to
explain ways that Members could provide BITC outreach in their districts. The Taxpayer
Proteetion Act, H.R. 1677, passed by the House, and the Taxpayer Assistanee and
Simplification Act of2008, H.R. 5719, ineluded a provision to requirc the lRS to notify
certain individuals who may be eligible for the credit that they possibly can claim a credit
for the three prior years.
2.

Medicare Program Integrity (Joint Hearing with the Health Subcommittee).

Actions taken: On March 8, 2007, the Health and Oversight Subcommittees held
a hearing to cxamine Medicarc program integrity, The Medicare program will spend
over $425 billion dollm's providing health care services to over 44 million seniors and
people with disabilities in 2007. Testimony was heard from the U,S, Department of
Health and Human Services, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Scrvices, and the
U.S. Attorney for the SouthelTI District of Florida. The Subcommittcc leamed that
Medicare beneficiaries have been subject to fl'audulent practices. In some instances,
federal money is used to support unethical, immoral, and illegal behavior. In one
unbelievable case, a hospital perfOimed painful, medically Ull11ccessal'Y procedures on
elderly residents of assisted liviug facilities simply because those procedUl'es had high
rates of govenunent reimbursement. The Subcommittees expressed the necd to cnsure
that wrongdoers are held accountable and that the Federal govel'llmont only makes correct
and propel' payments to a legitimate provider for reasonable and medically neccssary
services. Provisions to address Medicare program integrity were included in CHAMP
(H.R. 3162), which passed the House on August 1,2007.

3,

Katrina Redevelopment Tax Issues.

Actions taken: On March 6, 2007, the Oversight Subcommittee held a hem'ing on
housing tax issues related to the redevelopment ofthe communities affected by the
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Katrina, Rita, and Wilma hurricanes 01'2005. Testimony was heard !i'om the Louisiana
Housing Finance Agency and the Mississippi Home Corporation. The Subcommittee
learned that there nceds to bc an cxtension of the "placed in service" requiremcnt for the
low-income housing tax credit. Many developers will not be able to meet this deadline
due to events outside oftheir control, such as unexpected insurance costs, lengthy site
cleanups, and additional financing costs. The Subcommittee also learned that
homeowners have not been able to use mOitgage revenue bonds to rebuild their homes.
Witnesses argued that mOitgage revenue bonds should be available for substantial
renovations and to refinance existing residential mOitgage loans. The Committee passed
H.R. 1562, TIle Katlina Housing Tax Relief Act 01'2007, on March 21, 2007. The bill
passed the House on March 27, 2007. The bill extended the placed in service date in the
GO Zones for purposes ofthe low-income housiog tax credit and provided tax-exempt
mortgage bond financing for rehabilitation and reconstruction ofresidellces in the GO
Zones. This extension was included in Public Law No. I] 0-28, the Small Business and
Work Opportunity Tax Act 01'2007.
4.

internal Revenue Service Operations and the Tax Gap.

Actions taken: On March 20, 2007, the Oversight Subcormnittee conducted a
hearing to review: the IRS fiscal year 2008 budget request ofS]] billion; IRS
examination, collection, and taxpayer service operations; the cunent tax return filing
season, incluCling the large number ofunclaimed telephone tax refunds; and tax fraud
schemes and tax scams that the 1RS has identiHed this year. Testimony was heard from
the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service. The Subcommittee learned that
taxpayers have been subject to a number of "phishing" scams that attcmpt to steal their
identities and confidential taxpayer infOlmation (such as their social security numbcrs,
bank accounts, and creClit card information). The Subcommittee also lcamed that the tax
gap is growiog, collections and audits are decreasing, and, during the filiog season, freefile electronic frliog was dOM1. This hearing resulted in the iotl'oduction of n.R. 1677,
the Taxpayer Protection Act of 2007, which passed the House on April 17, 2007. It also
resultcd in the introduction ofH.R, 7083, which passed the House on September 27, 2008
and was enacted into law on October 15, 2008 (Puhlic Law No. ]] 0-428).

5.

H<lapl1g on lntenl11LR"yem19J'tc!'vice's Use of Plivate Debt Collection
Companies to Collect Federal Income Taxes

Actions taken: On May 23, 2007, the Full Committee held a hearing to review the
lnternal Revenue Service's use of private debt colle~'tion companies. The Committee
reviewed whether: (I) federal tax collection is governmental function that can be
contracted to thc private sector; (2) the IRS can collect federal incomc taxcs morc
efficiently and effectively than privatc collcction companics; (3) taxpayers are subjcct to
harassment and abuse by private collectors; (4) the IRS has adequate options to address
uncollected taxes; and (5) tIre program should be expanded or repealcd. Thc Committec
received testimony from the IRS Acting Commissioner, National Taxpayer Advocate, the
General Accountability Office's Managing Director of Forensic Audits and Special
Investigations, and rcpresentatives of Treasury employees and private collcetion
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companies. The National Taxpayer Advocate reported that tax collection is an inherent
government function that can not be privatized and that, ifthe $71 million spent on the
program had been spent on IRS employees, the 1RS would bring in $1.4 billion compared
to the $19.5 million brought in by the private collectors. GAO reported that the private
debt collectors had placed nearly one million telephone calls attempting to reach 35,000
taxpayers. The Committee included a provision to repeal the private debt collection
program in H.R. 3056, The Tax Collection Responsibility Act of2007, as passed by the
House on October 10, 2007; H.R. 3996, the Tax Increase Prevention Act of2007, as
passed by the House on November 9,2007; and H.R. 5719, the Taxpaycr Assistance and
Simplification Act of2008, as passed by the House on April 15, 2008.
6.

Request for Written Comments on Provisions Relating to Tax-Exempt
Organizations in the Pension Protection Act

Actions taken: On June 12, 2007, the Subconunittee on Oversight released an
advisOlY requesting written comments from the public on the charitable provisions in the
Pension Protection Act The Act contains over thirty provisions relating to tax-exempt
organizations, ineluding charitable giving incentives and exempt organization reforms.
Celtain provisions were intended to improve accountability among donor advised funds
and suppOlting organizations. Most ofthc provisions were never discussed on a
bipartisan basis, nor the subject of Committee hearings, during the 109th Congress. The
Subcommittee has received about 55 letters or submissions in response to the notice. The
COlllmittec included provisions rcsponding to thc comments in n.R. 7083, which passed
thc House on September 27, 2008.
7.

Overview ofTaxcExempt Organizations.

Actions taken: On July 24,2007, the Oversight Subconunittec undertook a broad
overview of section 50 1(c)(3) charitable organizations. The hearing rcviewed: (1) the
cun'cnt state (important role and size) of this sector; (2) broad concerns and needs of the
charitable community, including those related to the Pension Protection Act of2006; and
(3) IRS operations related to charitable organizations, including budget and staffing
levels. Testimony was heard from the Inlemal Revenne Service, the U.S. Govemment
Accountability Office, and representatives oftax-exempt organization trade associations.
The Subcommittee learned that there are approximately one million tax-exempt
organizations described in Intema1 Revenue Code section 501(c)(3) and that the assets of
these organizations exceed $2.5 trillion. They have annual revenueS of nearly $1.2
trillion and spcnd approximately $900 billion on program services. 111e Subcommittee
learned that these organizations playa large and important role in the U.S. economy. The
Federal government is increasingly paltnering with these organizations to deliver Federal
services into local communities, particularly to low-income or needy individuals or
fan1ilies. The COl1Unittee included provisions to assist charitable organizations and
improve public aceountability in H.R. 7083, which passed the Honse on September 27,
2008.
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8.

Tax-Exempt Organizations: Hearing on Whether They Serve the Needs of
Diverse Communities,

Actions taken: On September 25, 2007, the Oversight Subcommittee held a
hearing on whether charitable organizations arc serving divcrsc populations and
communitics. (The U.S. populatiollncarly 300 million-is becoming increasingly
diverse.) Testimony was heard from representatives of and policy experts on tax-exempt
organizations. The Subcommittee learned that charity (and volunteelism) in the United
States is largely confined within social, ethnic, racial, religious, and localized
communities with little leakage to the "stranger" except for shOit intervals at times of
crises. The needs of diverse urban and rural, majority and minority communities are
largely invisible to donors, unless highly publicized in the aftermath of major tragedies,
like Hurricane Katrina. A recent study conducted by the Indiana University Center on
Philanthropy found that less than one-third of the Illoney donated by individuals to
charity in 2005 went to causes that served the needs ofthe poor. The Committee
included provisions to help eharitable organizations serve the needs of diverse
communities in H.R, 7083, which passed the House on September 27, 2008.

9.

Import Safety (Joint Hearing with the Trade Subcommittec.

Actions taken: On October 4,2007, the Oversight Subcommittee and Trade
Subcommittee conducted a joint heming on import safety. Testimony was heard from the
Office of the U,S. Trade Representative, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Depmtment of Homcland Security, the Depmtment of Agriculture, the Department of
Health and Human Services, the U.s. Consumcr PrOdllct Safety Commission, and outside
experts representing valious industries. The Subcommittees found that nearly $2 trillion
in imported food and prodncts entered the United States in 2006. In January 2007, the
Govennnent Accountability Office designated the federal oversight of tood as a high ,i8k
area for the first time. In August and September, companies and the Consumer Product
Safety Commission issued over 50 recalls covering millions of imported products. There
is no one central agency that coordinates aU agencies involved in impolt safety. Customs
mld Border Protection interacts with almost all of these agencies.

10. Accountability and Oversight of the Medicare Advantagc Progrmn (Joint
Hearing with the Health Subeommittce).
Actions taken: On October 16,2007, the Oversight and Health Subcommittces
conducted a joint hearing to examine the value and accmaey of payments to Mcdicm'e
Advantage plans, specifically the repOit by the Government Accountability Office
entitled, "Medicare Advantage: Required Audits of Limited Value" (GAO-07-945).
Testimony was hem'd from the U,S, Government Accountability OtIiee, the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, and representatives of medical insurance companies
and advocacy groups. The Subcommittees learned that CMS did not meet the statutory
requirement to audit, each year, the financial records of at lcast one-third of the
organizations pmucipating in the M~'<!ieare Advantage progrmll for 2001-2005. They
also lemned that seniors have been victimized by abusive marketing schemes by private
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insurers otTering Medicare Advantage plans. This hearing provided a basis for possible
Medicare legislation in 2009.
11. Hearing on the Tax Return Filing Season, Internal Revenue Service Operations,
FiscaLYJ?,ar 2009 Budget Proposals, and the IRS National lmmayer Advocate's
Annual Report

Actions taken: On March 13, 2008, the Subcommittee on Oversight conducted a
hearing on the 2008 tax retUln tiling season, Internal Revenue Service (IRS) operations,
the liseal year 2009 budgct proposals, and the National Taxpayer Advocate's Annual
Rep0l1. The Subcommittee rcviewed the 2008 tax tiling season with a focus on taxpayer
service and assistance, eamed income tax credit outreach, and the status of the economic
stimulus payments. Testimony was received from the IRS Acting Commissioner and the
National Taxpayer Advocate. 111c Subco111111ittcc leamed from thc IRS Acting
Commissioner that the filing season and the processing of nearly 140 million individual
tax returns were proceeding smoothly. IRS'8 plans were underway for issUfmce of
economic stimnlus payments. The Subcommittee looked at examination rates, collection
activities, the tax gap, electronic filing, and the protection of taxpayer infon11ation. The
Acting Commissioner reported that individual audit rates have increased, large corporate
andits are down, and IRS has continned efforts to review partuership and S Corporation
returns. The Subcommittee considered the Administration's fiscal year 2009 proposed
bndget for the IRS 01'$11,4 billion, including the funding priorities, compliance
initiatives and proposals to address the tIL" gap, and leamed that the overall budget for
Business Systems Modernization is below the leveilleeded to address the tax gap.
Final1y, the Subcommittee received a rep0l1 from the National Taxpayer Advocate on the
kcy issues and recommendations from her December 2007 Report to Congress. The
rep0l1 noted the need for: enactment of a Taxpaycr Bill of Rights; elimination ofprivatc
debt collection oftax delinquencies; and additional actions to assist taxpayers. On April
15,2009, the House passed H.R. 5719, the Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act
of 2008, that included provisions to help taxpayers (including those receiving in-home
health care), to improve low-income taxpayer assistance programs, to repeal private deht
collection contracts, and to ensure payment of employment taxes by certain government
contractors.
12. Hearing on the Depm1ment o[the Treasury Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade
Burcau.

Actions taken: On May 20, 2008, the Subcommittee on Oversight held a hearing
on the Department of Treasury's Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and. Trade Burean (TIB).
The hearing reviewed TTB's overall operations on the five-year amuversary ofits
establishment. The Subcommittee examined: TTB's budget and workload; enforcement
programs and compliance issues related to the collection of alcohol, tobacco, firem'ms,
and mnmunition taxes; the immediate mJd long term impact of the divisiou of resources
between TIB and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanus, and Explosives. Further,
the Subcommittee reviewed administrative and other proposals related to TIB's
operations. The Subcommittee learned from the Director ofTTB that the agency divided
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its resources evenly between its responsibility to collect the revenue (nearly $15 billion
each year) and protect the public. TTB made significant progress since its establishment;
however, the Subconmlittee learnedTTB operations would be improved with law
enforcemcllt personnel and the statutory changes contained in H.R. 976, the Children's
Hcalth Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of2007, as passed by the House on
September 25, 2007.
13. Hearing on Economic Stimulus Payments.
Actions taken: On June 19, 2008, the Subcommittees on Oversight aud Social
Security held a hearing on the status of the ecollomic stimulus payments. The
Subcommittees examined the number of tax retmus received and processed, the number
of rebate checks issued (direct deposit and paper), the amount of the rebate checks issued,
the overall payment schedule of rebate checks, and outreach activities conducted by the
lntemal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Social Security Administration (SSA) to locate
individuals eligible for rebate checks. Fmther, the Subcollllllittees examined problems
experienced by individuals eligible for rebate checka and what can be done to addrcss
these problems. Finally, the Subcollllllittee reviewcd identity theft schemes identified to
date, the actions taken to respond to these schemes, and what agencies arc doing to
protect individuals Ji'om identity theft schemes that usc the rebate checks as a lure. The
Subcommittee heard testimony fbm the IRS Commissioner, the SSA Deputy
Commissioner for Operations, and the National Taxpayer Advocate. The Subcommittee
leamed that the CCOll0lIDC stimulus payments are on schedule but that the lRS has had to
move workers fimn other functions to handle the dramatic increase in economic-stimulus
related telephone calls. The Subcommittee learned that the shift had rcsultcd in 2 million
picces of correspondence pending in inventory. On June 19, 2008, Oversight Chairman
John Lewis, Social Security Chainnan Michael McNulty, Ranking Member Jim Ramstad,
and Ranking Member Sanl Johnson, issued a Dear Colleague to explain ways Members
could engage in economic stimulus outreach in theb' districts. Furthcr, H.R. 3221, the
American Housing Rescue and Foreclosure Act, signed into law on July 30,2008,
included a provision to allow the IRS to transfer additional funds to taxpayer service to
address some of the funding issues associated with the economic stimulus pay1nent
program.

14. Hearing on Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Actions taken: On September 24,2008, the Subcommittee on Oversight held a
heating on the financial condition, operations, and governance of the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation ("PBGC"). The hearing focused on PBGC's exposure in the
single-employer pension insnrance program, the change in its investment policy, and
governance weaknesses identified by the General Accountability Of!1cc ("GAO").
The Subcommittee also examined the overall status and financial condition of the
defined-benefit pension system, including the status of defined benefit plans
sponsored by employers struggling with the financial downtown and the rise in the
number of frozen 01' voluntarily tenIDnated plans. TIle Subcommittee heard
testimony from GAO and the Director ofPBGC. The Subcommittee learned that the
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single-employer program insures the pensions of approximately 34 million workers.
The Subcommittee also leamed that, at the end of fiscal year 2007, the singleemployer insurance program had a detlcit of$13.1 billion. A GAO study found that,
from 1990 to 2006, plan sponsors voluntarily terminated over 61,000 sufficiently
funded single-employer defined benefit plans and about 3.3 million active pension
plan participants in tbe study, who represent about 21 percent of all active participants
in thc defined benefit system, arc affected by a plan freeze. The Subcommittee also
leamed that PBGC needs legislative authority to require employers sponsoring
defined-benefit pension plans to provide timely and more detailed infonnation
regarding the financial status oftheir pension plans.
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Subcommittee on Health

1. Medicare Part A and Part B
Actions Taken: On May 15, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony
on Medicare payment issues peltaining to eeltain fee-for-service providers, including
hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, and home health agencies. On March 1, 2007, and
March 11,2008, the Subcommittee held hearings on MedPAC's Annual March RepOlt,
for 2007 and 2008 respectively. On July 10,2007, the Subcommittee requested written
comments on Medicare therapy caps and refined and alternative payment methodologies.
The information was used in developing Medicare fee-for-service payment policies for
H.R. 3162, the Children's Health and Medicare Protection (CHAMP) Act; S. 2499, the
Mcdicarc, Medicaid and SCHIP Extension Act 01'2007 (P.L. 110-173); and H.R. 6331,
the Medicare I!nprovements for Patients and Providers Act of2008 (p.L. 110-275).

On June 26,2007, the Suheommittee held a hearing on ensuring safe and appropriate
anemia management care for lddney patients. The SubcOlmnittee heard testimony fi'om
federal agencies, providers and patient advocates. The infonnation was used in
developing a modemized Medicare payment system for End Stage Renal Disease set
forth in H.R, 3162, the Children's Health and Medicare Protection Act, and enacted into
law in the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 ( P.L. 110275),
On November 15, 2007, the Subcommittee IJeld a hearing on nursing horne ownership
and transparency. Information gathered at the heming was used to develop H.R. 7128,
the Nursing Home Transparency and Quality of Care Improvement Act of2008.
On March 6, 2007, the Suheommittee held a hearing to receive a report from the
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) on the Sustainable Growth Rate
(SGR) f01l11Ula for updating physician fee schedule payment rates. On May 10, 2007, the
Subcommittee held a hem'ing to receive testimony from CMS, the Government
Accountability Oftiee, and MedPAC on ways to improve quality and efficiency mnong
physicians reimbursed by Medicare. lntonnation gathered at these two hearings was
used to develop the physician policies contained in the CH.t\MP Act. On September I I,
2008, the Subcommittee held a heming on reforming Medicare's physician payment
system.
On June 12, 2007 the Suheommittee held a hearing to receive testimony from the Agency
tor Healtheare Research and Quality, the Congressional Budget OIlice, and MedPAC on
increasing clinical comparative ctlectiveness research. Infomlation II'om this hearing
was used to develop the comparative effectiveness research policy contained in the
CHAMP Act. That policy would stimulate additional research to improve quality by
using a combination of funds from the Medicare TlUst Fmlds and a fee paid hy plivate
health insmers.
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On May 6, 2008, the Snbcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony from CMS and
other stakeholders on Medicare's Durable Medical Equipment competitive acquisition
program, Iufol1nation from this healing was used to develop the policy in I'LR. 633 I, tbe
Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act (P ,L 110-275) that reformed and
delayed implementation of that program.
On July 24, 2008 the Subcommittee held a hearing on the adoption lUld use of health
infOlIDation tecJrnology, Testimony fi'om that heating was used to develop H.R. 6898,
the Health-e lnfonnation Technology Act, That legislation wonld use incentives
provided through the Medicare program to spur adoption of health infonnation
technology systems by providers.

On March 27,2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing on mental health and suhstanee
abuse parity in Medicare and the commercial market. lnfonnation gathered was used to
develop policies to provide Medicare mental health parity in H.R. 3162, the Children's
Health and Medicare Protection (CHAMP) Act and H.R. 6331, the Mcdicare
Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 (P.L 110-275). It was also used to
lay the groundwork for enactment ofthe Paul Wellstone and Petc Domeniei Mental
Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of2008 (P.L. 110-343), which cnsnre that mental
hcalth and substance abusc benefits are treated the salUe as those provided for physical
aliments.
2. MedicaTe Pal't C <Private Plans)

Actions taken: On March 21,2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive testimony
on stmcture and costs of Medicare Advantage (MA) program, On May 22, 2007, the
Subcommittee held a hearing on Medicare Advantage Privatc Fee-For-Service plans
Information gathered from these hearings was used to guide ]vIA refolIDs, inclnding
provisions that would establish bencficiary protections against excessive cost sharing,
climinate overpayments to Mcdicare Advantage plans and prohibit abusive marketing in
H.R. 3162, thc Children's Health and Medicare Protection (CHAMP) Act.
On October 16, 2007, the Snbcoml11ittee held a joint hearing with the Oversight
Subcommittee, on CMS' audits of Medicare Advantage plan bids. On February 28,
2008, the Subcommittee held a bearing to receive testimony on Medicare Advantage
plans on cost-sharing in MA plans, plan profits and administrative costs, and
overpayments to MA plans. GAO tcstified about their study jointly commissioned by the
Committcc along with thc Encrgy & Commerce and Oversight and Govemment Reform
Conunittees, Medicare Advantage: Increased Spending Relative to Medicare FFS Cost~
May Not Always Reduce Out-o~Pocket Costs. These hemings, as well as the CHAMP
Act, which passed the House, informed policies to improve marketing guidelines, reduce
overpayments mld reforl11 the private fee-for-service plan option in H.R. 6331, thc
Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 (P.L. 110"275). These
changes reduced Medicare payments to plans, which will make Medicare more affordable
for benefic-im·ies. This law also established greater protections for beneficiaries cm'oIled
in private fee"for-service plans, and protected all beneficiaries from aggressive
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marketing. The Subcommittee intends to consider legislation to completely eliminate
overpayments to Medicare Advantage plans.

3.

Medicare Part D (Prescription Drug Plans)

Actions taken: On Thursday, June 21, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing to receive
testimony on beneficiary protections under Patt D. On June 27,2008, GAO released a
repOlt on Part D entitled, "MEDICARE PART D: Complaint Rates are Declining. but
Operational and Oversight Challenges Remain ". This report was jointly eommissioned
by the C01111llittee along with the Committees on Energy & Commerce and Oversight &
Govel1unent Refonn. This infOlmation was used to develop policies to reduce certain
cost sharing and improve bencficiary protections under PaJt D, patticularly for lowincome beneficiaries in H.R. 3162, the Children's Health and Medieare Protection
(CHAMP) Act and the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008
(P.L. 110-275). it was also used to develop the policy to codify the six protected classes
of drugs and increase the number of beneficiaries eligible for low-income assistatlCe in
H.R. 6331, the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of2008 (PL. 110275). The Subeommittee will continue to monitor Part D and intends to consider
legislation to make improvcments to the Part D program.
4.

Protccting Medicare

Actions taken: On April 25, 2007 and April 1, 2008, the Subcommittee held hearings on
the Annual Medicare Tl11stees RepOlts for 2007 and 2008, respectively. The
Subcommittee heard testimony on the solvency ofthe Medicare Trust Funds, increases in
premium levels under the President's budget, and other issues relating to Medicare's
fiscal strength and outlook.
5.

CMS Administration

On Febl11ary 13,2007, the Subconunittee held a hearing on the MedicaTe POltions of the
President's Fiscal Ycar 2008 Budget. The Subcommittee heard testimony ii-om the
Acting Administrator of Ccnters for Medicare and Medicaid Services. On February 14,
2008, the Subconmrittee held a hearing on the Medicare POltions of the President's Fiscal
Year 2009 Budget. The Subcommittee heard testimony from the Acting Administrator of
Centers fbI' Medicare and Medicaid Services. Information gathered in these hearings was
used to develop policies inchlded in H.R. 3162, the Children's Health and Medicare
Protection (CHAMP) Act and H.R. 6331, the Medicare Improvements for Patients (md
Providers Act of 2008 (P.L. 110-275).

Actions taken: On March 8, 2007, the Snbcommittee held a hearing on MedicaJ'e Progranl
Integrity. The Subcommittee heard testimony from the Depattment oflIealth and Human
Services Otlice of the Inspector General, the Centers for Medicare aJld Medicaid
Services, and the Depattment of Justicc.
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6.

Health Insurance Coverage! Health Reform

Actions taken: The SubcommIttee held a scries ofheariogs on insurance coverage and
issues related to health reform. On April 15, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing on
the instability of health carc coverage in America, which focused on both those with and
without hcalth iosuranee coverage. On June 10, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing
on addressing disparities in health and hca1111care. On July 15, 2008, the Subcommittee
held a hearing to receive testimony on state coverage initiatives. On September 23, 2008,
the Subcommittee held a hearing on issues in the private health insurance market. The
Subcommittee will contim(e to conduct hearings on health care reform and intends to
consider health care reform legislation.

On March 14, 2007, the Subcommittee held a hearing on genetic non-discrimination. The
Subcommittee heard testimony from the National Institutes of Health, researchers, health
plans and C{)nsumers. The infonnation was used to favorably repOli H.R 493, the
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, which was enacted into law on May 21,
2008 (P.L. 110-233).
On March 27,2007, 11le Subconunittee held a hearing on mental heal111 and substance
abuse parity in Medicare and the commercial market. Information gathered was used to
develop the Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction
Equity Act of 2008 (P.L. 110-343).

7.

Health Savings Accounts mSAs)

Actions taken: On May 14, 2008, the SUbCOnll11ittee held a hearing to receive testimony
from the Government Accountability Office (GAO), researchers, patient advocates, and
health care professionals on Health Savings AcC{)unts (HSAs) and high deductible health
plans (HDHPs). Specifically, the hearing addressed concerns that HSAs and HDHPs
dispropOliionatcly benefit wealthy individuals and disadvantage those with high medical
costs and/or modest ioeomes. This information was used to favorably repoli H.R. 5719,
the Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of 2008, which was passed by the House
on April 16, 2008, and contained a provision to require documentation for HSA claims.

8.

Trade Adjustulent Assistance (TAM Health Insurance

Actions takel1.·_On January 23,2007, 111e full committee held a hearing to receive
testimony from industry expe11s, researchers, and advocates on trade and globalization.
The information was used to favorably repOli H.R. 3920: Trade and Globalization
Assistance Act of 2007, which was passed by 111e House on October 31,2007.
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Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support
L Poverty

Actions taken: The Subcommittee held a series of hearings that explored the
nature and scope ofpoverty in the United States. On February 13,2007 the
Subcommittee held a hearing on eeonOlnic opportunity and poverty in America.
The hearing began with a panel of individuals who are eUlTentIy Ih~ng below or
near the offiehl1 poverty threshold who shared their personal experiences. The
second panel of witnesses eonsisted ofaeademie expelis who assessed the nature
and extent ofpoverty in the nation. Witnesses discussed the obstacles they faced
in attempting to move up the economic ladder. Others discussed the pervasive
nature ofpoverty in America, particularly among children, and how the suburban
poor now outuumber the inner-city poor by over one million people.
On April 26, 2007 the Subcommittee held a hearing to review, discuss and
evaluate proposals to reduce poverty. A panel of six experts outlined their
recommendations to reduce the U.S. poverty rate. Experts included the Deputy
Mayor ofNew York City, tbe President of Catholic Charities, representatives
from think tanks, and an academic.
The Snbcommittee held a hearing on August 1, 2007 to evaluate the
defmitions and standards used to measure the number ofAmericans living in
povcrty. Witncsscs at the hearing included a representative for the National
Academy of Scicnces, practitioners, policy experts and academics. The wituesses
tcstified on the need to update the elment poverty measure which was developed
morc titan 40 years ago.
On November 14, 2007 the Subcommittee held a hearing to examine how
gaps in health coverage affect the income security of Americans. Hearing
witnesses included a former foster youth who emancipated from the foster caTe
system at age 18 with no health insurance, researchers, and policy experts.
Witnesses at the hearing testified that Americans who lack health care eoverage
have less opportunity to inerease their educational attainment and raise their
eamings potential.
The Subcommittee held a hearing on July 17, 2008 to consider legislative
proposals to improve and update the current poverty measure. Testimony from
the hearing highlighted a broad eonsensus that the cun-ent poverty measure is
critically important, but it needs to be significautly updated. A modern poverty
measure is necessary to accurately depict how widely shared economic prosperity
is in America, to appropriately target resources to the most disadvantaged, and
fully assess the impact of programs and policies designed to reduce povelty.
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2. Welfare and Work Programs

Actions taken: The Subcommittee held a hearing on March 6, 2007 to
evaluate recent changes made by the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 to eetiain
programs serving needy families, with particular focus on the Temporary
Assistance for Needy IOamilies (TANF) and child support enforcement programs.
The hearing included testimony from a representative of the Department of Health
and Human Services, as well as State officials responsible for administering the
TANF, child care assistanee, and child support enforeement programs. Several of
the witnesses testified that the changes made by the Deficit Reduction Act
redueed their ability to meet the needs ofTANl" families, particularly those with
disabilities and those who have barriers to employment. The witnesses also noted
that the reduetion in fedet'al funding for child suppOli enforcement would limit
their ability to enforce child support orders.
On Jtme 24, 2008, the House passed the Medicare Improvements for Patients
and Providers Act of 2008 (H.R. 6331) by a vote of355-59. The legislation
included a provision that modified the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 to extend
through FY 2009 supplemental grants under Title IV Part A (TempOTary
Assistance luI' Needy Families, or TAN F) in the Social Security Act.
Supplemental grants are provided to 17 States that have had high population
growth or have low TAi'll" funding per poor person.
Following passage in the House, lLR. 6331 was approved by ummimous
consent in the Senate on July 9, 2008. Prcsident Bush vetoed the bill on July 15,
2008, but that veto was overridden in both the House (383-4 I) and the Senate (7026) later that day. The legislation bccame P.L. 110-275.
3. Vulnerable Children

Actions taken: The Subconnllittee held six hearings related to the wcll-being
of children and families served by our nation's child welfare system. The fIrst
hearing reviewed the overall challenges that State cbild welfare agcncies face in
serving children under their supervision. Witnesses included The Honorable
Anne Holton, the First Lady of the Commonwealth of Virginia, a rcpresenlative
li0111 the U.S. Govemme11t Accountability Office, a State child welfare
administrator, and service providers. The hearing highlighted a number of
obstacles States face in providing services to vulnerable children and families
including the current Federal finaneing stmcture, limited assistance to children
living with relativcs, an overextended child welfare workforee, limited assistance
to youth who "age out" of the foster care system, and the lack of coordination
with other systcms that serve these children and families.
On July 12, 2007 the Subcommittee held a hearing to explorc issues facing
youth who emancipate from ("age out" of) the foster care Systetll before finding a
permanent home. Witnesses at tile hearing included a panel of former foster
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youth who aged out of the system before they found a pelIDanent family, a
representative fi'om the Government Accountability Office, and service providers
who cater to older foster youth. The Subcommittee held a hearing on July 19,
2007 to assess the provision of health care services for children who are in the
foster care system. The hearing featLlred a nllmber of physicians and a State child
welfare director, each of whom testified to the need for greater oversight of health
care services to foster children,
On February 27, 2008 the Subcommittee held a hearing to review legislative
proposals designed to improve the child welfare system, At that hearing,
Subcommittee Chairman Jim McDeIIDott (D-WA) asked witnesses to evaluate the
comprehensive reform bill that he introduced earlier that month, the Invest in
KIDS Act (HR 5466), which was cosponsored by many Subcommittee Members.
Witnesses at the hearing lllcluded Members of Congress, a former foster youth, a
State child welfare director, a non-profit service provider, a representative for
tribal child welfare associations, and policy experts.
On June 19, 2008 Subcommittee Chairman Jim McDermott and Ranking
Member Jerry Weller (R-IL) introduced bipmtisan legislation to ref01111 the
nation's child welfare system, The legislation, the Fostering Connections to
Success Act (H.R. 6307), included several proposals that were based on the
feedback received during the Subcommittee's series of child welfare hem'ings.
H,R 6307 would have extended Federal assistance to relatives who assume legal
guardianship of eligible children for whom they have cm'ed as foster parents,
extended Federal foster care payments up to the age of 21 for foster children, and
provided direct Federal foster care and adoption funding to tIibal governments
who run their own child welfare programs. The bill also would have improved
the oVeI'sight of the health care and educational needs of foster children and
increased access to Federal funding for training child welfare workers. On June
24, 2008, the legislation was adopted by the House by a voice vote.

Following bicall1eral negotiations, a modified version ofH.R. 6307, the
Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of2008 (H.It.
6893) was introduced on September 15, 2008. The legislation passed the House
011 September 17, 2008 by a voice vote, and was approved in the Senate by
unanimous consent on September 22, 2008. The legislation was signed into law
on October 7,2008 and became P.L. 110-351.
The Fostering Comlections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act amends
Pmt E of Title IV of the Social Security Act to provide Federal reimbursement to
States choosing to provide assistance to grandparents and other relatives wbo
become legal guardians of children fm whom they have cared as foster parents. It
also provides grants to promote kinship navigator programs and other initiative-s
designed to connect and help relative caregivers. Furthermore, at State option, the
new law allows Federal foster care assistance to continue up to the age of 21 for
youth engaged in school, work, or other constructive activities. Additionally, the
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measure provides Federal adoption assistance to aU special needs children (phased
in on thc basis of age and time in care), rather than only those children whosc
birth parents were eligible for cash welfare under the rules in place in 1996.
The Fostering Connections to Success and hlcreasing Adoptions Act also
includes a number of other important provisions to improve the well-being of
foster children, including: requirements to improve the oversight of the health
care needs of every foster child (covering their assessment, treatment, medical
records, and medication); a required plan for the educational stability of every
foster child and assurance of their school attendance; a requirement that
reasonable efforts be made to place siblings together in foster, adoptive or
guardianship placements; enhanced Federal funding for training to cover private
child welfare workers and eoult personnel; direct Federal foster care and adoption
assistance to tribal governments for children in their care; and an extension and
improvement of the Adoption Incentives Program.
In addition to H.R. 6307, other legislative changes that were made to the c11ild
welfare system include the Medicare hnprovements for Patients and Providers
Act of2008 (H.R. 6331) which included a provision that modified the foster care
matching rate for the District of Columbia in order to confonn that program's
matching rate to the rate provided under Medicaid. TIle Medicare Improvements
for Patients and Providers Act of2008 was enacted into law on July 15, 2008
following the House and the Senate oven'iding a Presidential veto of the
legislation. TIle bill became PL. 110-275.
The Subcommittee held a hearing on May 8, 2008 on the use of psychotropic
medications among children in foster care. Hearing witnesses included
physicians, a profcssor of pharmacy and psychiatry, and a director of a residential
t1'eatment center. On July 31, 2008 the Subcommittee held a hearing to examine
the over-representation of child of color in the foster carc systcm and the primmy
factors that contribute to this problem, as wcll as potcntial remcdies. Witnesses tit
the hearing included tI representative for the Government Accountability Office, a
former foster youth, representatives {i'om two State tasktbrces examining the
problem in their respective States, and a practitioner.
Finally, the Subcommittee introduced several bipartisan resolutions
corrunemorating the hnpOltant contributions of the child welfare workforce, foster
parents and adoptive parents. On April 17, 2007 Subcommittee Chairman
McDennott and Ranking Member Weller introduced H. Res. 299, a resolution
that expressed the sense of the House of Representatives that Congrcss should
increase public awareness of child abuse and neglect. The legislation passed the
House on April 24, 2007 by a vote of4ll-0. On May 8, 2008 Subcommittee
Chairman McDennott and Ranking Member Weller introduced H. Res. 1185,
which expressed the sense of the Housc of Representatives that Congress should
recognize the important contributions of Amcricans who serve as foster parents.
The resolution was introduced on May 8, 2008 and passed by a voice vote on May
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20,2008. And on September 15, 2008 Representative Jon Porter (R-NV)
introduced H. Res. 1432 which supported the goals and ideals of National
Adoption Day and National Adoption Month. The legislation passed in the House
by a voice vote on September 18,2008.
4. Disconnected Populations
Actions taken: The Subcommittee held a hearing on June 19, 2007 on
disconnected and disadvantaged youth. The objective of the hearing was to
evaluate issues the lead youth to become disengaged from work and school or to
become homeless. Wiulcsses at the hearing included Members of Congress, a
recording artist that was a fomler homeless youth, a fonner-incarcerated youth
who is participating in a YouthbuiJd program, a service provider, and policy
experts.
On June 28, 2007 Subcomtllittee Chainnan Jim McDelIDott inu'oduced H.
Res. 527, a resolution that recognized the month of November 2007 as National
Homeless Youth Awareness Month. The legislation was passed in the House on
July 11, 2007 by a voice vote.

5. Unemployment Compensation

Actions taken: The Subcommittee held a hearing on March 15, 2007 on
increasing economic security for dislocated workers. The hearing reviewed
proposals to improve the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system and to replace a
portion of any lost wages between past and eun'ent employment for workers
involuntarilyehangingjobs. Witnesses at the hearing included a former Secretary
of the Department of Labor, policy expelts and l.mion representatives.
On May 9, 2007 Subcommittee Chaimlan Jim MeDenllott intmduced the
Unemployment Insurance Modemization Act (H.R. 2233) that would distribute
funds to encourage, assist and reward States for removing baniers that limit
coverage for low-wage and palt-time workers, as well as workers leaving work
for compelling family reasons, and for helping dislocated workers increase their
skills. The legislation would have provided up to $7 billion from the Federal
Unemployment Account for incentive paYInerts to be distributed between FY
2008 through FY 2012 to States meeting specific criteria related to their
unemployment insurance systems.
Provisions fi'Om the Unemployment Insurance Modernization Act were
included in Title III oftlle Committee on Ways and Means' reported version of
the Trade and Glohalization Assistance Act of 2007 (H.R. 3920). The bill was
reported out of the Full Committee, as amended, on October 24,2007 by a
recorded vote of26-14. The House adopted H.R. 3920 on October 31, 2007 by a
vote of 264-1 57, and it was sent to the Senate on November 5, 2007.
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The Subcommittee held a joint hearing with the Subeommittee on Select
Revenue Measures to evaluate the impacts of the misclassification of workers as
independent eontraetors. Witnesses at the hearing included a representative fi'om
the Govcrnment Accountability Omce, an individual who works as private
contractors, a small business owner, and policy experts.
On September 19, 2007 the Subcommittee held a hearing on reducing the gaps
and disparities in access to unemployment insurance, particularly for low-wage
and pati-time workers. Hearing witnesses included a representative from the
Government Accountability Office, State administrators, and policy experts.
Several witnesses discussed the need to modernize the current Unemployment
Insurance program and to reduce baJTiers to coverage for low-wage and part-time
workers.
Subcommittee Chairman McDermott and Representative Phil English (R-PA)
introduced the Emergency Extended Unemployment Compensation Act (H.R.
5749) which would extend unemployment benefits in every State by 13 weeks
and provide an additional 13 weeks of benefits in States with high unemployment.
Under the legislation, the extended benefits program would have been in effect
through January 2009, and all benefits would have been paid out of the Federal
unemployment trllst funds.
On April 10,2008 the SubeOlmnittee held a hearing to assess the need to
extend unemployment benefits for displaced workers. The hearing featured
testimony from policy expetis and eeonomists who spoke of the need for a
federally-funded UI benetit extension for jobless workers.
On April 16, 2008 the full Committee held a markup on the Emergency
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act and reported it favorably with
amendment by a recorded vote 0[24-13. The legislation was passed by the House
onJ1111e 12,2008,274-137.
Provisions from H.R. 5749 were included in title IV ofH.R. 2642, the
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2008. Title IV ofH.R. 2642 extended
unemployment benefits for 13 additional wceks in all States. H.R. 2642 was
adopted in the House on June 19, 2008 and was signed into law on June 30, 2008.
The legislation subsequently became P.L. 110-252.
On September 10, 2008 Subcommittee Chaitman McDel1110tt introduced the
Unemployment Compensation Extension Act of 2008 (H.R. 6867) which would
provide seven additional weeks of Federally-fullded extcndcd benefits in every
State, plus another 13 weeks of benefits for workers in States with high
unemployment rates (defined as a three-month average of 6 percent or higher). In
combination with P.L. 110-252, the measure provides a maximum of 33 weeks of
extended unemployment benefits.
On September 11, 2008 the Subcommittee held a hearing on the
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challenges facing American workers in light of the changing workforce and
globalization. Hearing witnesses included economists, policy experts, and
researchers.
The Unemployment Compensation Extension Act of2008 (H.R. 6867) passed
the House on October 3, 2008 by a vote of368-28 and was passed in the Senate
on November 20, 2008 by unanimous consent. The bill was signed into law on
November 21, 2008 and became P.L. 110-449.
The SSI Extension for Elderly and Disabled Refugees Act (H.R. 2608)
anlended the Internal Revenue Code to require the Secretary of the Treasury to
offset overpayments of Federal taxes by any amount owed to a State for
tmemployment compensation debt due to fraud. The legislation was agreed to in
the House on July 11, 2008 and was agreed to in the Senate, with an amendment,
on September 17, 2008. The House adopted the Senate amendment to the bill on
September 17, 2008 and the bill was signed into law on September 30,2008. It
became PL 11 0-328.
6. Supplemental Security Income

Actions taken: The Subcommittee held a hearing on March 22, 2007 that
evaluated the limitation on providing SSI benefits to refugees and other
humanitarian immigrants. Witnesses at the hearing inclnded a disabled refugee
from Vietnam, representatives of various charities, and policy experts who
testified on the need to extend the current eligibility of SSI benefits to refugees
and other qualified humanitadan inunigrants beyond seven years.
On June 7, 2007 Subeol1mlittee Chairman Jim McDermott and Ranking
Member Je1'1'Y Weller introduced the SSI Extension for Elderly and Disabled
Refugees Act (H.R. 2608). The legislation provided a two year extension of SSI
benefits for refugees and other qualified humanitarian immigrants. The bill was
passed in the House 011 June n, 2007 by a voice vote. The legislation was agreed
to in the Senate, with an amendment, by unanimous consent on August 1,2008.
The Honse adopted the Senate amendment to the legislation by voice vote 011
September 17, 2008. H.R. 2608 was signed into law on September 30,2008 and
became P.L. 110-328.
P.L. 110-328 amended the hlffiligration and Nationality Act, as amended by
the Pt,'l'sonal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, to
extend SSI eligibility for humanitarian immigrants, including those whose SST
benefits were tC1minated in prior fiscal years. The measure required a sworn
declaration from such aliens (except children under age 18) that they have made a
good faith effOIt to pursue U.S. citizenship. The law generally extended SSI
bencfits for an additional two years through FY 2011.
On October 17, 2007 the SubcOlmnittee held ajoint heating with the
Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures to evaluate legislative proposals
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designed to help members of our armed forces and their families, as well as others
vohmteering in service to America. Witnesses at the hearing included Members
of Congress, a representative for the Social Security Administration, a widow of a
military officer killed in aetion, a director of a State veterans' affairs of1ice,
veteran affairs and first responder advocates. Witnesses at the hearing testified
for the need for targeted assistance to help military persOlmel and their families
while the service member is deployed.
On Aprill6, 2008 Committee Chailman Charles Rangel, Subcommittee
Chailmall McDermott and other Members introduced the Heroes Earning
Assistance and Relief Act of2008 (H.R. 6081) which included provisions that
targeted the SSI program for former and current members of the unifonned
services and AmeriCorps patticipants. Title II of the legislation amended title
XV1 ofthe Social Secmity Act to treat cash remnneration paid to a member ofthe
nnifonned services as earned income and eeltain housing payments to such
mcmbers as in-kind snppOlt and maintenattee for SST program purposes, It also
excluded State annuity payments to blind, disabled, or aged veterans for purposes
of SSI benefit determinations. Finally, the legislation excluded any cash 01' inkind benefit paid to an AmeriCorps pmticipatlt from SST income eligibility and
benefit detenninations.
The Heroes Earning Assistance and Relief Act passed in the House on April
20, 2008 by a vote of 403-0. The bill was passed by the Senate, by unanilnous
eonsent, on April 22, 200S and signed into law on June 17, 2008. It beeatne P.L.
110-245.
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY

FULL COMMITTEE

Actions Taken: The Committee on Ways and Means held one oversight hearing of Social
Security issues in the 11O'h Congress.
Clearing the Disability Backlog - Giving the Social Security Administration the
Resources It Nceds to Provide the Benefits Workers Have Earned· On April 23, 2008,
the Committee 011 Ways and Means held a hearing on the Social Security
Administration's (SSA's) large backlog in disability claims and other declines in service
to the public resulting from years of underfunding ofthc agency's administrative
expenses. This hearing focused the impact of a large bacldog ofdisability claims and the
role of SSA resource shOltages in the growth of the backlog, as well as other effects of
these shortages, such as the impact on service in local field offices, telephone service, and
SSA's ability to conduct program integrity activities. The hearing highlighted the need
for increased administrative funding in FY 2009 to address these critical issues.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY

Actions Taken: The Subcommittee on Social Security held eight oversight hearings in the
llO'h Congress. These hearings include:
Healing on Social Security Disahility Backlogs - On Febmary 14, 2007, the
Subcommittee held a hCaling on SSA's disability claims backlog. The hearing focused
on how the delays impact individuals who have applied for disability henefits; the effect
on other critical agency workloads, including program integrity activities; steps SSA had
taleen to date to resolve the backlogs; and options for addressing the problem.
Healing on the Hiring ofAdministrative Law Judges at the Social Security
Administration - On May 1,2007, the Subcommittee held a heal'ing to examine SSA's
ability to hire Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to address the growing disability claims
backlog. The hcaring focused on the importance oflmving an adequate number of AUs
to addrcss the growing disability claims backlog; barriers to SSA's hiring ofALJs; and
the steps that must be taken to remove these barriers. In particular, the Subcommittee
addressed the necd to develop an updated register of AU candidates, the steps involved
in this process, and the time frames in which it needed to occur. Following this hearing,
on October 30,2007 the U.S. Office ofPersonncl Management (OPM) issued an updated
register of candidates from which SSA was able to hire.
Healing on Employment Eligibility VeJification Systems. On June 7, 2007 the
Subcommittee held a hearing on current and proposed expansions of employment
eligibility verification systems and the role ofSSA in authenticating employment
eligibility, including the potential costs and increased workloads that would be faced by
the agency. The hearing also eXalnined the potential impact of this system on workers
and employers; how it would interact with REAL ID and other identification methods;
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and the privacy implications, especially in light of proposed data-sharing an'angements
between agencies,
Hearing on Protecting the Privacy of the Social Security Number fi'om Identity Theft -,
On June 21, 2007 the Subcommittee held a hearing to examine what tole the SSN plays
in identity theft, and the steps that can be taken to increase SSN privacy and thereby limit
its availability to identity thieves and other criminals. The hearing focused on how SSNs
are currently used, what risks to individuals and businesses arise fi'om its widespread use
and options to restrict its use in the puhlic and privatc sectors. Following this hearing, the
Chairman and Ranking Member ofthe Subcommittee introduced legislation (sec H.R,
3046).
Hearing on Social Security Benefits for Economically Vulnerable Beneficiaries· On
January 16, 2008, the Subcommittee held a hearing focused on the needs and concerns of
low-income workers, people with disabilities, public servants and other at-risk gronps, as
well as proposals to improve their economic security, and the costs of such proposals,
The hearing also considered the history and policy rationales for the Govemment Pension
Offset (GPO), the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP), and exempting some public
employees ftom Social Security coverage.
Hearing on Employment Eligibility Verification Systems and the Potentiallmpaets on
SSA's Ability to Serve Retirees, People with Disabilities, and Workers· On May 6,2008
the Subcommittee further examined the current and proposed expansions ofthe E-Verify
pilot, including the impact ofincreased immigration-related worldoads on SSA's ability
to serve seniors, people with disabilities, and survivors of deceased workers. Also
examined were thc potential impact on businesses and employees; tlle technical and
implcmentation challenges of expansion; and the data security implications "fhaving
personal information in the SSA database accessible to six million businesses nationwide.
Findings from tlllS hearing were included as provisions in E-Verify reauthorization
legislation (H,R. 6633) to protect SSA's ability to perform its core mission. It also led to
the successful conelusion of!ong-standing negotiations betwecn SSA and the Depmtment
of Homeland Security (DHS) regarding DHS reimbursement of SSA's costs assoeiated
with E-Verify,
Hearing on Protecting Social Security Beneficiaries tl'om Pre,latory Lending and Other
Hatmful Financial Institution Practices· On June 24, 2008 the Subcommittee held a
hearing to evaluate how celtain payday lending atld other financial institution practices
may hatm vulnerable Social Security beneficiaries, and may undenuine the intcnt of the
benefit protections in the Social Secmity Act. The hearing also examined the rcsponse of
SSA and federal agencies timt regulate financial institution practices.
Hearing on the Performance of Social Security Administration Appeals Heming Offices·
On September 16, 2008, the SUbCOllU11ittce held a heat'ing on the pelfonnance of SSA' s
appeals hearing (lUices. The hearing focused on factors that affect productivity,
initiatives SSA is taking to increase efficiency and productivity, and other approaches to
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improving productivity without compromising the quality and impartiality of decisionmaldng or the due process rights of claimants.

Additional Oversight Activities:
SSA Budget and Service Dclivery
Actions Taken: Budget shortfalls at SSA directly affected service delivery to constituents,
and it was a growing concem to the members of the 1I0'h Congress. Since FY 2001, the
number ofpeople awaiting a hearing on their Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
claim almost doubled - from about 392,000 to about 752,000 today···· and waiting times
increased to an average of 17 months at the hearing level alone. The Subconunittee
aggressively sought all adequate increase in a<hninistrative funding for SSA to directly
address the disability backlogs and conducted a series of oversight hearings on causes of
the service shortfalls and solutions to the problem. For FY 2008, Congress adopted an
increase in SSA's administrative fllnding of $150 million above the President's request
for SSA. The FY 2009 appropriations bill passed hy the Suhco.mmittee on Lahor, Health
and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies included an increase of $1 00
million above the President's request, however, this hill did not pass before the 11 Olll
Congress adjoumed.
Disability Case Processing Backlogs
Actions Taken: In addition to the hearings held, the Subcollnnittee monthly monitored
the number ofpending disability cases in each state and the average time each
backlogged case was taking to complete. Moreover, the Sllbcommittee met frequently
with representatives of SSA's Office of Disability Adjudication and Review, attended
briefings on updates to the backlog and advocated for SSA's stated needs to address the
backlog.
Management ofthe Ticket To Work Program
Action' Taken: 11,e Subcommittee monitored SSA's progress in addressing problems
with the Ticket to Work Program, including issuing revised regulations (published in
May 20(8) and renewing marketing efforts. The Subcommittee also monitored SSA's
progress in implementing related demonstration proj ects, aud provided input on their
design. Finally, the Subcommittee attended numerous Ticket to Work and Work
Incentives Advisory Panel meetings and hriefings, engaged in ongoing communication
with the Panel, and offered input on the final report issued to the President and Congress.
New Disability Adjudication Process
Actions Taken: The Suhcommittee monitored new and proposed regulations issued by
SSA to ensure continued service delivery to benefieiaries. These new procedures
included proposed changes to medical evidence collection and review by SSA and the
use of video hearings. After ;irong objections from Congress and stakebolders, SSA
withdrew a proposed regulation to restrict appeals rights of disability claimants.
Social Sccw1ty Number Protection
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Actions Taken: After the Subcommittee held a hearing on the problem of identity theft
and misuse ofSSNs, the Chairman and Ranking Member introduced H.R 3046, the
"Social Security Numher Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Aet of 2007." The Full
Committee held a mark-up and llilanimously passed this legislation, however it was not
considered on tlte floor of the House of Representatives.
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Subcommittee on Trade

Priorities of the Office of the United States Trade Representative.
Actions Taken: On January 30, 2007, the Committee held a hearing on trade and
globalization. The hearing explored the integration of markets brought about by globalization.
The hearing also examined how U.S. trade policy can be used as a tool to shape globalization
and to ensure that the loree. of the global economy are harnessed most effectively and efficiently
to generate the maximum amount of broadly based economic growth. Witnesses at the hearing
included fonner officials from the Clinton and Bush administrations and representatives from the
business community and other non-governmental organizations.

On FeblUary 14, 2007, the Committee held a hearing on the direction and content of U.S.
trade policy, including: (I) the status of the WTO Doha Round negotiations; (2) the status of
U.S. free trade agreements; (3) policy responses to the U.S. trade deficit and debt; (4) the
operations of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body; (5) the statlls ofWTO accession negotiations;
(6) the effectiveness of U.S. preference programs; and (7) presidential trade negotiating
authority. U.S. Trade Representative Sus,m C. Schwab was the sole witness at the hearing.
In March 2007, the Conm1ittee received the 2007 Trade Policy Agenda and the 2006
Annual Report qfthe President of the United States on the Trade Agreements Program. Section
163 ofthe Tmde Act of 1974, as amended, and sections 122 and 124 ofthe Uruguay Round
Agreements Act require USTR to submit this rep011 to Congress annually.
In March 2007, the Committee received the 2007 National Trade Estimate Report. This
annual rep011 from USTR to Congress is mandated by section 181 of the Trade Act of 1974, as
amended by section 303 of the Trade and TarifIAet of 1984, section 1304 oftbe Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of 1988, section 311 of the Uruguay Round Trade Agreements Act, and
section 1202 of the Internet Tax Freedom Act.
On May 10, 2007, Congressional leaders reachen an historic agreement with the
Administration to revise the free tJ'ade agreements (PTAs) that had been concluded but had not
yet been submitted to Congress at that time (with Colombia, Korea, Panama and Pem). As a
result of the "May 10 Agreement," these PTAs becan1e the fll'st U.S. FTAs to include fullyenforceable basic intemationallabor standards, as stated in the 1998 lLO Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. They were also the first PTAs to require the parties
to implement and enforce their obligations under eeliain COlillnon mnltilateral envirolilllental
agreements 'md, in the case of the U.S.-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement, to require Pem to
take major, specific steps to address illegal logging.
The May 10 Agreement also required other important changes to the texts of these PTAs,
including: (1) modifications of the intellectual property chapter to balance promoting access to
medicines and protecting phannaceutieal innovation (in particular, in the agreements with
Colombia, Panama and Peru); (2) clarification tllat the govermncnt procurement chapters allow
conditioning of contracts on adherence to basic and minimum labor standards; (3) clarification
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that, where there are national security concerns, the United States can. prevent foreign companies
from operating U.S. ports; and (d) c1aritleation that the FTAs do not accord fureign investors in
the United States with greater snbstantive rights with respect to investment protections than U.S.
investors in the United States.
The May 10 Agreement included all of the changes to the texts of the Pern and Panama
FTAs that Committee Chahman Rangel and Trade Subcommittee Chahmatl Levin considered
necessary for Committee consideration of those agreemcnts. The Chail111en also considered
these changes necessary - but not suftlcient ... for COlll11uttee consideration ofthe Colombia and
Korea FTAs. The May 10 documetlts tlote that, in the case of Colombia, the persistent violence
against trade unionists (and the related problem of impunity) creates special problems and
considerations not presented in the context of the Pern and Panama }~rAs. Similarly, the
Chail1nen noted that the problem of Korea's systemic barriers in the automotive, manufactured,
agricultural, and services markets would have to be addressed.
In March 2008, the Committee received the 2008 Trade Policy Agenda and the 2007
Annual Report ofthe President ofthe United States on the Trade Agreements Program. Section
163 of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended, and sections 122 and 124 ofthe UlUguay Round
Agreemc'l1ts Act requil'e USTR to submit this report to Congress annually.
In March 2008, the Committee received the 2008 National Trade Estimate Report. This
annnal report from USTR to Congress is mandated by section 181 of the Trade Act 01'1974, as
amended by section 303 of the Trade and Tarifl'Actof 1984, section 1304 of the Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act of 1988, section 311 of the UlUguay Round Tradc Agreements Act, and
section 1202 ofthe Internet Tax Freedom Act.

Subcommittee on Trade:
Fast Track.
See discussion above under Full Committee - Oversight ofTrade Priorities.

Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA).
Actions Taken: On February 2, 2006, U. S. Trade Representative POliman formally
notified Congress of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiutions for a fi'ee trade
agreement with the Republic of Korea. Negotiations began in Jillle 2006. On March 20,2007,
the Trade Subcommittee held a hearing on the KOl'ea FTA on March 20, 2007. The hearing
t()cused on the major outstanding issues in the negotiations (in pt\rticular, the need to open
Korea's automotive market) and on the possible agricultural benefits of an FTA (including the
need to open Korea's closed rice and beefmarkcts). Witnesses at the hearing included Deputy
U.S. Trade Representative Karan Bhatia and representatives from the business and agricultural
conmlUnitics and a labor union representative.
On April 1, 2007, U.S. Trade Represcntative Schwab announced that the negotiations
reached theil' conclusion. Shnultaneously, President Bush oftlcially notitled Congress of his
intention to sign the Free Trade Agreement between the United States and Korea. The
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agreement was signed on June 30, 2007. In September 2007, the Committee received a fepmi
from the ITC entitled U.S. - Korea Free Trade Agreement: Potential Economy-wide and
Selected Sectoral Effects. Publication 3949. Washington, D.C.: September 2007.

Other Free Trade Agreements (FTAs).
Actions Taken. The Trade Act of2002 (PL. 107-210) included provisions to renew trade
procedures (known as "fast track" or "trade promotion authority") that were
first enacted in 1974. Under those procedures, Congress grants the Presidentthe authority to
enter into certain reciprocal trade agreements, and to have implementing bills considered under
expedited legislative procedures and without the opportunity for amendment, provided the
President ohserves certain statutOlY obligations in negotiating them.
agreem~'llt approval

U.S.-PetU Trade Promotion Agreement
On Novemher 18, 2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoellick fom1ally notified Congress
of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a free trade agreement with
Colombia, Ecuador and Petu. Negotiations with those eountries began in May 2004, with
Bolivia partieipating as an observer. On December 7, 2005, the United States and Petu
annmillced that they had concluded FTA negotiations. On January 6, 2006, Presidcnt Bush
officially notified Congress ofhis intention to sign the U.S. - Peru Trade Promotion Agreement.
The agreement was signed on April 12,2006. The President, however, did not submit an
implementing bill in the remaining months of the I 09'h Congress.
On May 10,2007, House and Senate lcaders reached an agreement with the
Administration regarding the need to make scvcral substantial changes to the text ofthe trade
agreement with. Petu, as described in more detail above. The United States renegotiated the text
with Peru, and U,S. Trade Representative Schwab announced on June 25, 2007, that ao
agreement was reached with Pcru. As noted above, the Prcsident signed the implementing
legislation into law on December 14, 2007 (p.L. 110-138).
From August 5 to 7, 2007, the Chairman, Subconnnittee Chainnao Sander Levin and
Committee Member Allysol1 Schwartz traveled to Lima, Pem on a Codel. The pm-pose of the
Codel was to meet with the President of Peru, other Peruvian officials and private sector
representatives, including representatives oflabor and business groups and other nongovermnental organizations, in regard to congressional consideration of the U.S.-Peru Tradc
Promotion Agreement, implementation of thc agrcement, and implementation in particular of the
elements of the agreement arising out of the agreement of May 10, 2007.
On September 25, 2007, the Committee infonnally approved draft legislation to
implement the United States - Petu Trade Promotion Agreement, by voice vote, The Committee
conducted this infomlalmar'knp to provide advice te the Administration on the implementing bill
and Statement of Administrative Aetien. On September 27,2007, M'!iority Leader Hoyer
introduccd (by request) H.R. 3688, the "United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreemmlt
Implemcntation Act," to be considered under the trade agreement approval procedure., of the
Trade Act of2002.
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On October 31,2007, the Committee held a forma1 markup session to consider H.R.
3688. The Committee approved the bill and favorably repOited H.R. 3688 by a roll call vote of
39-0. Under tbe trade agreement approval procedures of the Trade Act of 2002, amendmCllts are
not pel111itted to the bill once it has been introduced. On November 8,2007, the House passed
the bill by a recorded vote of285 to 132. On December 4, 2007, the Senate passed H.R. 3688,
without amendment, by a recorded vote of77-18, The President signed the bill into law on
December 14,2007 (P.L. 110-138),
Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to Pelu for meetings from ,Tune 714,2008, The pUl1'ose of the delegation's trip was to get a hetter understanding of the
challenges that Peru faces, and the progress it has made to date, to come into compliance with
the United States - Peru Trade Promotion Agreement' 8 Annex on Forest Sector Governance, a
key component of the May 10 Agreement described above. For a portion of the trip, staff
traveled to the department of Madre de Dios in the Peruvian Amazon with members ofthc
United States inter-agency team responsible for the implementation of the Annex and their
Peruvian counterparts. On the trip, Committee staff met with current and f()lmer federal and
regional government officials, timber expOlters, timher concessionaires, timber mill operators,
representatives of Peruvian non-governmental organiz,ations and other stakeholders.
U.S.-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement
On November 18, 2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoellick fOlmally notified Congress
of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations for a fl'ee trade agreement with
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, as noted above. On Fcbruary 27, 2006, the United States and
Colombia announced that they had concluded FTA negotiations. On August 24, 2006, President
Bush officially notified Congress of his intention to sign the U.S. - Colombia Trade Promotion
Agreement. The agreement was signed on November 22, 2006. An implementing bill was not
introduced in tbe I09,h Congress.
On May 10, 2007, House and Senate leaders reached an agreement with the
Administration regarding the need to make several substantial ehanges to the text of the trade
agrcement with Colombia, as described in more detail above. The United States renegotiated the
text with Colombia, and U.S. Trade Representative Schwab alll10unced on June 28, 2007, that an
agreement was reaehed with Colombia.
On April 8, 2008, the President submitted the "United States - Colombia Trade
Promotion Agreement Implementation Act" to the House of Representatives and the Senate. In
accordance with the trade agreement approval procedures of the Trade Act of 2002, Majority
Leader Hoyer introduced the bill, H.R. 5724, by request. The Committee did not informally
mark up or approve the draft legislation prior to its introduction. The bill was introduced over
the objections of House and Senate leaders and without close collaboration or cooperation
between the executive branch and the Committee.
On April 10, 2008, the House considered H. Res, 1092. H. Res. 1092 rendered
inapplicable certain trade agreement approval procedures ofthe Trade Act 0[2002 (relating to
the period for Committee and Floor consideration and the procedures for Floor consideration) in
the case ofH.R. 5724, H.Res. 1092 left intact other trade agreement approval procednres, such
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as the role that an implementing bill may not be amended once it has been introduced. The
House passed H. Res. 1092 by a vote of 224-1 95 on April 10, 2008.
As described above, on January 30,2007, the Conunittee held a hearing concerning trade
and globalization. In that hearing, Members and witnesses discussed a range of issues, including
the statns ofFTA negotiations with Colombia, Korea, Panama and Peru, and other cOlllltrics. In
the hearing held on Febmary 14, 2007, described above, U.S. Trade Representative Schwab and
the Members of the Committee discussed a range of issues, including the status ofFTA
negotiations with Colombia, Korea, Panama and Pem, and other countries.
U.S.-Panama Free Trade Agreement
On November 18,2003, U.S. Trade Representative Zoelliek fOimally notified Congress
of the Administration's intention to initiate negotiations lor a free trade agreement with Panama.
Negotiations were launched on Apri126, 2004. On December 19, 2006, the Uuited States and
Panama aunounced that they had completed negotiations, but with the understanding that further
discussions were necessary. On March 30, 2007, President Bush officially notified Congress of
his intention to sign the U.S. - Panama Trade Promotion Agreement. After the May 10 changes,
discussed above, were incorporated into the text of the agreement with Panama, the parties
signed the agreement on June 28, 2007.
On May IS, 2007, the Committee held an executive session with the Vice President of
Panama, H.E. Samuel Lewis Navarro. The session focused on the May 10 Agreement and its
impact on Congressional consideration of the U.S.-Panama Free Trade Agreement.
Preferencc Programs: Oversight ofmajor U.S. trade preterenee programs such as the
Generalized System ofPrefcrenees (GSP), An'iean Growth and Opportunity Act
(AGOA), Carihbean Basin Initiative (CBl), Andean Trade Preference Act (ATPA), and
Haitian Hemi0'Pheric Opportunity Through Partnership Encouragement Act.
Actions Taken: On Febnlllry 7, 2008, Committee on Ways and Means Chaillnan Charles
B. Rangel introduced R.R. 5264, the Andean Trade Preference Extension Act of2008. H.R.
5264: (I) extended until September 30, 2010 the Andean Preference Programs, the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CEl) preferences and the Generalized System ofPreferences (GSP); (2)
repealed an "abundant supply" requirement that restricted least-developed countries' ability to
use the Afdcan Growth and Opportunity Act's (AGOA) flexible "third country fabric" mle; (3)
reinstated Mauritius' eligibility to use AGOA's "third-country fabric" provisions; and (4)
repealed the GSP's competitive need limitation (CNL) waiver provisions. On Fchmary 14,
2008, the Committee on Ways and Means met to consider H.R. 5264. At that time, Chainuan
Rangel ofJered an amendment in the nature of a substitute, which was adopted by voice vote.
The amendment was limited to a 10-month extension of the Andean Preference Programs; none
oftlle cm, GSP or AGOA provisious ineluded in the bilI as inlTOduced was retained. On
FebmlUY 25,2008, the bill was repOlied by the Committee. On February 27,2008, the House
took up H.R. 5264 and passed it by voice vote. On Febmary 28, 2008, the bill was passed by the
Senate by unanimous consent. On February 29,2009, it was signed by the President and became
Public Law No. 110-191.
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On March 29,2007, the Chairman introduced H.R. 1830, a bill to extend to September
30,2009, the Andean Trade Preference Act and the Andean Trade Preferences and Drug
Eradication Act (hereinafter "the Andean Preference Programs"). On J,me 27, 2007, the House
took up the bill, as amended, under suspension and passed it by a recorded vote of365-59. As
amended, H.R. 1830 extended the Andean Preference Programs until February 29, 2008. On
June 28, 2007, the bill was received in the Senate and passed by unanimous consent. OnJune
30,2007, H.R. 1830 was signed by the President and became Publie Law No. 110-42.
On May 22, 2007, RR. 2419, the Food, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008, was
introduced. It was reported, as amended, by the Committee on Agriculture on July 23, 2007. On
July 27,2007, the House took up H.R. 2419 and passed the bill by recorded vote of231- 191.
On June 19,2007, the Committee held an executive session with the Heads of State of
nine Member eounuies of the Caribbean Conununity and Common Market (CARICOlVl) to
discuss ways to strengthen trade and economic ties between the Caribbean and the United States.
In June 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO entitled Illformation on
Port Security in the Caribbean Basin. Puhlication GAO-07-804R. Washington, D.C.: June 29,
2007.
In September 2007, the Committee received a report fi'om the ITC entitled The Impact of
the Caribbean Basin Economic RecovelY Act, Eighteenth Report 2005-2006. Publication 3954.
Washington, D.C.: September 2007
In September 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled Commercial
Availability ofFabric & Yarns in AGOA Countries: Certain Denim. Publication 3950,
Washington, D.C.: September 2007.
In September 2007, tl,e Committee received a report from the GAO entitled U.S. Trade
Preference Programs: An Overview of Use by Beneficiaries and u.s. Administrative Reviews.
Publication GAO-07-1209. Washington, D.C.: September 2007.
On Decembet 14, 2007, the Senate passed H.R. 2419 with an amendment by a recorded
vote of79 - 14. During the conference, at the request of members of the Committee, additional
prefetenee provisions were added to modify the Haitian Hemisphclic Opportunity through
Pattnership Encouragemcnt (HOPE) Act. The "HOPE II" provisions included in H.R. 2419
ptovide additional, simplified ways for Haitiatl apparel to qualify for duty-free treatment and
enhanced incentives to use U.S. inputs. HOPE 11 also required that Haiti estahlish a
comprehensive labor monitoring program in its apparel sector with assistance ftom the
Iuternational Labor Organization. The preference provisions added in the Fann Bill conference
also extended the expiring provisions of the Caribbean Basin Initiative for two years.
The eonfetence report was filed on May 13, 2008. The conference repOlt was agreed to
in the House by a recorded vote of318-l06 on May 14, 2008. The Senate agreed to the
conference report by a recorded vote of81-15 on May 15, 2008. On May 21,2008, the
legislation was vetoed by the President. The House passed the bill over the President's veto by a
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recorded vote of316-IOS on May 22, 200S. Thc Senate passed the bill over the President's veto
by a recorded vote ofS2-13 on May 22, 200S, and it became Publie Law No: 110-234.
Due to a technical error, only 14 ofthe 15 chapters of the conference repmi were
presented to the President, vetoed and passed by Congress over the veto. As such, allIS
chapters of the conference repmi were introduced as n.R. 6124, the Food, Conservation and
Energy Act of200S, on May 22, 200S. On that same day, the House took up ILR. 6124 and
passed the bill under suspension by a recorded vote of 306-11 O. On June 5, 200S, the Senate
passed H.R. 6124 without amendment by a vote of77-15. On June 18,2008, the President
vetoed the legislation. The House passed the bill over the President's veto by a recorded vote of
317-109 on Iune IS, 2008. The Senate passed the hill over the President's veto by a recorded
vote of80-14 on June 18, 2008, and it became Public Law No. 110-246.
In March 200S, the Committee received a repmi from the GAO entitled U.S. Trade
Preference Programs Provide Important Benqfits, but a More Integrated Approach Would Better
Ensure Programs Meet Shared Goals. Publication GAO-08-443. Washington, D.C.: March
200S.
In May 2008, the Committee received a report fl'om the ITC entitled Caribbean Region:
Review ofEconomic Growth and Development. Publication 4000. Washington, D.C.: May
2008.
In June 200S, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled Textiles and
Apparel: Effects ofSpecial Rules for Haiti on Ij'ade Markets and Industries. Publication 4016.
Washington, D.C.: June 2008.
On July 16, 2008, the Committee held an executive session with trade ministers (or their
designates) from 35 sub-Saharan African countries, who were in Washington D.C. for the 7th
Aromal Africa Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) Forulll. The meeting yielded a productive
exchange of views on how AGOA has worked and on pliorities for next steps.
On July 22,2008, Committce on Ways and Means ChaiJman Charles B. Rangel
introduced H.R. 6560, a bill to establish an eamed import allowance program under Public Law
109-53, and for otherpurposcs. H.R. 6560: (1) established a "2 for I" textile and apparel
allowance program to be developed and administered by the Secretary of Commerce under
which Dominican apparel producers conld "eam" the right to expmi duty free certain apparel
made with non-U.S. non-regional fabrie, if they have purchased certain quantities of U.S. fabric
for use in apparel production; (2) extended the GSP progranl for one year to December 31, 2009;
(3) repealed the AGOA "abundant supply" requirement (see description above); and (4) made
scveral of non-controversial, tech11ieal c011'eetions to AGOA and thc Haitian Hemispheric
OppOltnnity through Partnership Encouragement Act of 2008 (HOPE II). On Jnly 29, 2008, the
House took up n.R. 6560 and passed the bill by voice vote. On July 30, 2008, it was received in
the Senate and referred to the Committee on Finance. No further action was taken in the Senate.
In August 2008, tbe Committee received a repmi from the ITC entitled Denim Fabric:
Commercial Availability in AGOA Countries During Fiscal Year 2009. Publication 4027.
Washington, D.C.: August 2008.
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On September 29,2008, Committee on Ways and Means Chairman Charles B. Rangel
inlroduced H.R. 7222, a bill to extend the Andean Trade Preference Act, alld for other purposes.
HK 7222: (1) extended the GSP program for one year to Deeember 3 1,2009 (2) extended the
Andean Preference Programs for (a) one year for Colombia and Petu (until December 31, 2009),
(b) six months for Eeuador plus all additional six months unless the Administration determines
that Ecuador does not satisfy the Andean Preference Program critcria and © six months for
Bolivia plus an additional six months only if the Administration determines that Bolivia satisfies
the Andeml Preference Program criteria; (3) repealed the AGOA "abundant supply" requirement
(sec description above); (4) reinstated Mamitius' eligibility to use the AGOA "third-country
fabric" provisions; and (5) estabtished a "2 for 1" textile and appm'el allowance progl'am to be
developed and administered by the Secretary of Commerce (see description above); and (6)
made several of non-controversial, technical corrections to AGOA and ti,e Haitian Hemispheric
Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement Act 01'2008. On September 29,2007, the
Committee on Ways and Means discharged fLR. 7222 and the House passed it without ohjection
on that same day. On October 2, 2008, fIR 7222 passed with an amendment in the Senate by
unanimous consent. On October 3, 2008, the House agreed to the Senate amendment without
obj cetion. On October 16, 2008, HK 7222 was signed by the President and became Public Law
No. 11 0-436.
In September 2008, the Committee received a report from the ITe entitled Andean Trade
Pr~ference Act;

Impact on U.S. Industries and Consumers and on Drug Crop Eradication and
Crop Substitution, 2007. Thirteenth Report. Publication 4037. Washington, D.C.: September
2008.

See discuss in preceding section.

World Trade Organization (WTO) Negotiations.
Actions Taken. As described abovc, the C0Ill111ittec hcld a hcaring on January 30, 2007,
conceming tradc and globalization. In that hearing, Members and witnesses discussed a range of
issues, including the status of the WTO Doha Round oftrade ncgotiations and the need to
enforce e,osting WTO rules tlu"Ough the WTO dispute settlement mechanism.
In the hearing held on Februmy 14, 2007, deseribed above, U.S. Trade Rcpresentative
Schwab and the Members of the Committee discussed a range of issues, including thc status of
the WTO Doha Round of trade negotiations and the need to enforce existing WTO rules through
the WTO dispute settlement mechanism.
In Mm'Ch 2007, the Con1lmttee received a report from the GAO entitled World Trade
Organization: Congress Faces Key Decisions as Efforts to Reach Doha Agreement Intensify.
Publication GAO-07-379. Washington, D.C.: March 5, 2007.
On April 24, 2007, the Committee held an executive session with wro Director Gcncral
Pascal Lamy to discuss the stalusofthe Doha Round of multilateral trade negotiations.
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On November 8, 2007, the Committee held an executive session with the European
Union Commissioner for Trade, Peter Mandelson. The Commission and the Committee
Members discussed the status of the Doha Round ofnegotiations, anl0ng other trade issues.
From December 9-12, 2007, Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland, for meetings at the World Trade Organization. The purpose of the trip was
to gather intbnnation on the status of the Doha Round negotiations and to share the Committee's
views with WTO Members. While in Geneva, staff met individually with the WTO Direetor
General Lamy, his deputy, Rufus Yerxa, the Agriculture, Rules, and Services chairs of the
negotiations (WTO representatives of New Zealand, Uruguay and Mexico, respectively), and
representatives of Brazil, China, Costa Rica, the European Communities, and India. Staff also
held three larger meetings, one with WTO Members from the An'lean nations, one with
Members from the Caribbean nations, and one with representatives n'om Australia, Chile, Japau,
and Malaysia. Two staff members, one from the Majority and one from the Minority, remained
in Geneva for an additional day to observe tile first day of consideration of a proposed Rules text
(in pattieular, those portions related to trade remedy laws, such as antidumping and
countervailing duty laws).
From June 30, through July l, 2008, Committee stafffor the Majority and Minority
traveled to Geneva, Switzerland, for meetings at the WTO. The purpose of the trip was to assess
the progress that had been made since the December meetings and to monitor further the
negotiations. While in Geneva, staff met with the Chief of Staff to WTO Director General
Lamy, as well as with the chairs of the Agriculture, Indusuial Goods, Rules, and Services
negotiations. Staff also met with the head of the WTO Rules Division. \\1J.ile tilere, Staff
conducted bilateral meetings with representatives of Brazil, China, and the Europeatl
Communities. Staff also held three larger meetings, one with WTO Members from African
nations (Benin, Kenya, Rwanda, South Africa, and Uganda), one with Members from the
Caribbeau nations, and one with representatives from Japan, Norway, and Singapore to discuss
perspectives on the Rules negotiations.
On July 17, 2008, the Conunittee held an executive session with U.S. Trade
Representative Sebwab to discuss the status of the Doha round ofu'ade negotiations and, more
specifically, the WTO ministerial meeting which was scheduled (and took place) at tile end of
that month (July 21-30).
From July 28 to August 3, Committee staff for the Majority and MinOlity traveled to
Geneva, Switzerlaud to observe and consult with the Bush Administration on a mitieal moment
in the WTO "Doha Development Agenda" round of negotiations, The purpose of the trip was to
meet with U.S. govemment representatives, U,S, private sector representatives, foreign
government representatives, aud WTO officials in regard to tile ongoing negotiations, to hear
their reports on the status of the negotiations, and their perspectives, and offer the perspectives of
the Members of the Committee.

Improving U.S. Trade Laws.
Actions Taken: In March 2008, Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled
to Geneva, Switzeriand, to attend the Appellate Body hearing in United States - .FYnal AntiDumping J'vfeasures on Stainiess Steel rom Mexico a dis ute involving the controversial
metilodology known as "zeroing."
m March 6-7, 2008. In addition to
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attending the hearing, Committee staff met with u.s. and WTO ofl1cials, including the head of
the WTO Rules Division, to discuss the status of the Doha Round negotiations.
For additional actions tal<en, see section relating to China.

Actions Taken. The Subcommittee on Trade held a series of hearings focused on (1) the
impact of U.S.-China trade on jobs, wages, prices, manufacturing compctitivencss and other
aspects ofthe U.S. economy; (2) the causes of the U.S. trade deficit with China; (3) China's
compliance with its WTO commitments; and (4) China's role in the world economy.
The tlrst hearing, held on February 15,2007, addressed China's enforcement of
intcllectual property rights and the 1'ole and effect of subsidies in the Chinese market and their
impact on competition with U.S. products in China. The Trade Subconunittee heard testimony
f1'om private sector intercsts aud the Administ1'ation.
The second healing, held on March 15, 2007, addressed the application of countclvailing
duties to unlhirly subsidized and injurious imports fbm nomnarket economy countries, with a
focus on H.R. 1229, tile "Nornnarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of2007," introduced by
Representatives Artur Davis (D-AL) and Phil English (R-PA). The Subcommittee received
testimony limn a Member of Congress, the Administration, and private sector interests.
The third hearing, held on May 9, 2007, addressed the issue of currency manipdation and
its effects on U.S. businesses and workers. Three subcommittees participated in the hearing: the
Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade; the Financiai Services Subcommittee on Domestic
and International Monetary Policy, Trade, and Technology; and, the Energy and Commerce
Subeonunittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection. The pm!'ose of the hearing was
to conside1': (1) whether, and to what extent, the Chinese remninbi (RMB) and the Japanese yen
are undervalued as a restdt of foreign government intClvcntioll in the cur1'ency madcets; (2) the
immediate and 1011g-term impaet an undClvalued RMB or yen has on the economies of the
United States and other countrics, and on the global economy; and (3) what action, ifany, the
United States should take to address exchange rate manipulation. The Subcommittees received
testimony during the hearing from the Administration and private sector interests.
In the fourth hearing, held on August 2, 2007, the Trade Subcommittce considered
various legislative proposals relating to trade with China. The legislation exa1nined included
bills to address trade-distorting CU11'ency practices, as well as legislation to modify U.S. trade
remedy laws. In addition, the hearing addressed the safety of food imports into the United States
and issues related to the application of sanitalY and phytosanitary measures overseas and the
consistency of those mcasures with World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. Dming the hearing,
the Subcouunittee received testimony from eleven Members of Congress, the Administration,
and the private sector.
On October 4, 2007, the Trade Subconunittee and the Oversight Subcommittee held a
joint healing on impOlt safety. The hoafing focused 011 the mechanisms and legal authorities
under current law for ensUl'ing the safety of food and consumer products imported into the
United States.
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In addition to the five hearings described above, the Trade Subcommittee and other
interested Members of the Committee held an executive session on FeblUary 13, 2007, on
exchange rate regimes and their effect on intemational trade, with a focus on the policies of
China and Japan. The Members of the Conunittee infonnally discussed these issues with several
knowladgeable economists, ii'om the busiuess community and other non-govemmental
organizations.
In December 2007, the Committee received a report from the ITC entitled China:
Description ({(Selected Government Practices and Policies Affecting Decision Making in the
Economy. Publication 3978. Washington, D.C.: December 2007. The rcport was thc first in a
three-part study rcquested by the Chanman on May 23,2007. Howevcr, in a letter datcd April I,
2008, the Chairman recognized that it was not possible for the ITC to access and analyzc key
infonnation within the time agreed (given the lack oftransparcncy in Chinesc policymaldng, thc
absence of a clear demarcation between central and provincial govenllnent responsibilities, the
pace at which laws are being written and rewritten, and the inCDlllplete development ofthe rule
oftaw in China) and tClminated the requested study.
On December 11, 2007, the Committee received fi'om the U.S. Trade Representative the
"2007 Report to Congress on China's WTO Compliance," pursnant to section 421 of the U.S.China Relations Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-286).
On December I, 2008, the Conllnittee received from the ITC the first in a series of
reports entitled Statistical Reports on Certain Textile and Apparel Imports from China, 11I1der
invcstigation No. 332-50 I. Thc Chainnan ofthc Committcc requcsted this invcstigation,
pursuant to section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g)), to monitor textile and
apparel imports from China following the expiration on December 31, 2008, of the
Memorandum of Understanding Concerning Trade in Textile and Apparel Products between the
United States and China.

On November 8, 2007, the Committee held an executive session Witll Ule European
Union Conunissioner for Trade, Peter Mandelson. The Commission and the Committee
Membcrs discussed the status of the Doha Round of negotiations, anlOng other trade issues.

Trade and Developing Couutries.
See discussion above regarding Preference Programs.

Trade and U.S. Workers.
On January 29,2007, H.J. Res. 20, the Continuing Appropriations Resolution, 2007, was
introdneed in the House. The joint resolution included 1angnage, at the request of members of
Ule Committee, prohibiting the Department of Labor from using appropriated funds "to finalize
or implement any proposcd regulation Imder the Workforce Investmcnt Act of 1998, WagnerPeyser Act of 1933, or the Trade Adjustment Assistance Reform Act 01'2002 until such tinle as
legislation reauthorizing the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 and the Trade Adjustment
Assistance Reform Act 01'2002 is enacted." H.J. Res. was taken up and passed by a recorded
vote of286·I40 on January 31, 2007. It was taken u b the Senate and passed without
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amendment by a recmded vote of8l-15 on Febtuary 14,2007. On FebtualY 15, 2007, it was
signed by the President and becalne Public Law No: 110-5.
In June 2007, the Committee received a repOlt from the GAO entitled Industry
Certification Would Likely Make More Workers Eligible, but Design and Implementation
Challenges Exist. Publication GAO-07-919, Washington, D.C.: June 2007.
In June 2007, the Committee received a report from the GAO entitled Trade Adjustment
Assistance: Changes Needed to Improve States' Ability to Provide Benefits and Services to
Trade-Affected Workers, Publication GAO-07-995T. Washington, D,C,: June 14, 2007.
On June 14, 2007, the Committee on Ways and Means held a hearing entitled "Promoting
U.S. Worker Competitiveness in a Globalized Economy." The hearing focused on the operation
of and possible reforms to the Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers program. Witnesses
included Congressman Adam Smith; Sigurd Nilsen, Director for Educatiou, Workforce, and
Income Security Issues, Government Aecolmtability Office; the Honorable Mason M, Bishop,
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Employment and Training Administration, Department of Labor;
David R. Williams, Director of Electronic Tax Administration and Refundable Credits, Internal
Revenue Service, as well as representatives of state government workforce entities, organized
labor, and non-profits and think tanks.
On August 3, 2007, Committee on Ways and Means Trade Subcommittee Ranking
Member Wally Herger introdneed RR. 3375, a bill to extend for three months the trade
adjustment assistance ("TAA") program under the Trade Act of 1974. The bill was refened to
the Committee on Ways and Means, which mal'ked it up on September ]8, 2007. On September
24,2007, it was reported favorably hy the Committee by voice vote. On September 25,2007,
the House took up RR. 3375, as alnended, and passed the bill by voice vote. It was received by
the Senate that same day and passed by unanimous consent. On September 28, 2007, it was
signed by the President and became Public Law No. ] 10-89.
On October 22, 2007, Chairman RallgcI introduced H.R. 3920, the Trade and
Globalization Assistance Act of 2007, which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means
and, in addition, to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce. RR.
3920: (1) expands TAA coverage to more workers, including service workers; (2) streamlines
TAli. enrollment for workers, including creating mechanisms for industry-wide (as opposed to
eompany"specific) eligibility detenninations; (3) enhances workers' access to long term training
under TAA; (4) reforms the TAA heath care tax credit benetlt; (5) creates new Tr\A benefits for
communities adversely affected by trade; and (6) refOl11JS the unemployment insurance system.
On October 24, 2007, the Committee on Ways and Mealls mal'ked up RR. 3920, and ordered the
bill, as amended, favorably repOlted by a roll call vote of 26 to 14, with a quorum present. On
October 31, 2007, the House took up and passen H.R. 3920 under a mle by a recorded vote of
264-157. On November 5, 2007, it was received in the Senate and referred to the Committee on
Finance. No further action was taken in the Senate.
In November 2007, tIle Connnittee received a report fi'om the GAO entitled Trade
Adjustment Assistance: States Have Fewer Tl'aining Funds Available thall Labor Estimates when
Both E:,penditures and Obligations are Considered. Publication GAO-08-165. Washington,
D.C.: November 2, 2007.
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On December 10, 2007, Committee on Ways and Means Trade Subcommittee Chaimlan
Sander M, Levin introduced H,R. 4341, a bill to extend for tlu'ee months the trade adjustment
assistancc program under the Tradc Act of 1974, On December 11, 2007, the House took up
H.R. 4341 and passed the bill by voice vote. On January 22,2008, it was received in the Senate
and refened to the Committee on Finance. No further action was taken in the Senate.
On December 26,2007, the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008, Public Law 110-161,
was enacted, fully funding the TAA for Workers and ATAA pt"Ograms for liseal year 2008,
DOL considered the appropriations language sufficient to continue the operation oftbe TAA for
Workers program tln'oughout fiscal year 2008, including issuing new certifications for eligibility.
See Training and Guidance Letter No. 15-07, December 27,2007 (Department of Labor,
Employment and Training Administration). The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008
continued the prohibition on using funds made available to fmalize or implement any proposed
regulation related to TAA for Workers until the program is re-authorlzed.
The Consolidated Security, Disaster Assistance and Continuing Appropriations Act,
2009, Puhlic Law 110-329, enacted on Sept. 30, 2008, fully funded the TAA for Workers
program until cnactment of the applicable regular appropriations bill or until March 6, 2009,
wbichever occurs first. The prohibition on the finalization or implementation ofproposed TAA
for Workers regulations until the program is reauthorized also remains in place. Again, DOL
considered the appropriations language sufficient to continue the operation of the TA",'\. for
Workers program.

Actions Taken. In March 2008, Committee staff for the Majority and Minority traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland, to attend the Appellate Body bearing in United States - Final AntiDumping .Measures on Stainless Steelfrom .Mexico, a dispute involving the controversial
methodology known a, "zeroing." The bearing was held from March 6-7, 2008, In addition to
attending tbe bearing, Committee staff met with U.S, and WTO officials, including the head of
the WTO Rules Division, to discuss the status ofthc Doha Round negotiations.

On December 5, 2007, Congressman John Conyers, Jr. (D-M!) introduced RR. 4279, the
Prioritizing Resources and Organization for Intellectual Property Act of 2008. Several
provisions ofRR. 4279 fell within the jLU'isdiction of the Committee. For example, section
301 (e) would amend the Trade Act of 1974 by imposing an additional consultation reqtlirement
on the U.S. Trade Representative. As another example, section 322(b)(9) would require the
newly creatcd hltellectual Property Enforecmcnt Representative to repOlt to Congress and the
President on "[t]he progress ofthe United States Trade Representative in taking the appropriate
action under any tmde agreement or treaty to protect intellectual propelty rights of United States
persons and theu' licensees.
H

Prior to markup of the bill by the Honse Judiciary Committee, Ways and Means
Committee staff for both the M,\jority and Minority worked with tl,e staff of the Judiciary
Committee to ensure that tbe bilI would not undermine tbc prerogatives of the Committee and
the various tl1lde agencies within its jurisdiction (in pmticnlar, the U,S, Trade Representative mid
U.S. Customs and Border Protection), The staff of the Judielmy Committee addressed these and
otber concerns, as reflected in an amended bill, 'l1,e Judiciary Committee reported favorably on
the amended bill on May 5, 2008, by voice vote, Tbat same day, the Chairman and Judiciary
Chairman Conyers exchanged I
'isdiction of the Ways and Means
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Committee and its agreement to forgo consideration of the amended bill. On May 8, 2008, the
House passed the bill by a recorded vote of 41 0 to II.
On July 24,2008, Scnator Patrick J. Lcahy (D-VT) introduced a companion bill, S. 3325.
On September 15, 2008, the Senate Committee on the Judiciary rep0l1ed on the bill with
amendments, without a written report. On September 26, 2008, the Senate passed the bill with
an amendment by Unanimous Consent. S. 3325 included the modifications sought by
Committee staff in the amcnded H.R. 4279. On September 28, 2008, the House passed S. 3325
by a vote of381 to 41. The President signed the bill into law on October 13,2008 (P.L. 110403).
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Appendix I. Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Meam
A. U.S. CONSTITUTION
Article I, Section 7, of tl1e Constitution of the United States provides as follows:
All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives; but the
Senate may propose or concur with Amendments as on odler Bills.
In addition, Anicle I, Section 8, of the Constitution of the United States provides the
following:
'The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and
Excises, to pay the Debts and..To borrow Money on the credit of tbe United States.
B. RULE X, CLAUSE 1, RULES 01' THB HOUSB 01' RBPRESENTATIVES

Rule X, clause l(t), of the Rules of the House of Representatives, in effect during the
nOth Congress, provides for the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means, as follmvs:
(t)

('~mmittee

on Ways and Means.

(1) Customs revenue, collection districts, and ports of entry and delivery.

(2) Reciprocal trade agreements.
(3) Revenue measures generally.
(4) Revenue measures relating to insular possessions.
(5) Bonded debt of the United States, subject to the last sentence of clause 4(f).
Clause 4( f) requires the Committee on Ways and Means to include in its annual report
to the ('.ommittee on the Budget a specific recommendation, made atier holding public
hearings, as to the appropriate level of the public debt that should be set forth in the
COnCtllTent resolution on the budget.
(6) Depnsit of public monies.
(7) Transportation of dutiable goods.
(8) Tax exempt foundations and charitahle trusts.
(9) National Social Security (except health care and facilities programs tbat am
suppOlied from general revenues as opposed to payroll deductions and except work incentive
programs).
C. BRIEF DBSCRIPTION 01' ('A)MMIITEE'S ]URISDlCnON

The foregoing recitation of the provisions of House Rule X, clause 1, paragraph(t), does
not convey the comprehensive nature of the jurisclictioll of d1e Committee on Ways and Means.
The following summal)' provides a more complete description:
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(1) Federal revenue measures geueraUy,--The Committee on Ways and Means has the
responsibility for raising the revenue reqnired to finance the Federal Government This includes
individual and corpOl'ate income taxes, excise taxes, estate t[L~es, gift taxes, and other
miscellaneolls taxes,

(2) The bonded debt of the United States,--The Committee on Ways and Means has
jurisdiction over the authority of the Federal Government to borrow money, Title 31 of Chapter
31 of the US, Code authorizes the Secretary of the TreasulY to conduct any necessary public
borrowing subject to a maximum limit on the amount of borrowing outstanding at anyone time,
This statutory limit on the amount of public debt ("the debt ceiling") currently is $11.315 trillion,
The Committee's jurisdkiion also includes conditions under which the U,S. Department of the
TreasUty manages the Federal debt, such aB restrictions on the conditions under which certain
debt instruments are sold,
(3) National Social Security programs,--The (',ommittee on Ways and Means has
jurisdiction over most of tlle programs authorized by the Social Security Act, which includes not
only those programs dlat are normally referred to colloquially as "Social Security" but also social
insurance programs and a whole series of grant-in-aid programs to State governments for a
variety of purposes, The Social Security Act, as amended, contains 21 titles (a few of which have
either expired or have been repealed), The principal programs established by the Social Security
Act and under the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means in dlC no'h O:mgress cal1
be outlined as follows:
(a) Old-age, survivOl's, and disability insurance (Title ll)--At present, there are
approximately 162 million workel~ in employment covered by the program, and for
calendar year 2005, $521 billion in benefits were paid to 48 million individuals,
(b) Medicare (Tide XVIIl)--Provides hospital insurance benefits to 35.2 million
persons over the age of 65 and to 6.7 million disabled persons, Voltmtary supplcmentary
medical insurance is provided to 33.7 million aged persons and 6 million disabled
persons, Total program outlays under these programs were $330 billion in 2005,
(c) Supplemental Security Income (SSI) (Title XVI)--The SSI progrill11 was
inaugurated in January 1974 undel' thc provisions of P,L. 92-603, as amended, It
l'eplaced the former Fedeml-State programs for the needy aged, blind, and disabled. In
October 2008, 7,5 million individuals received Federal SSl benefits on a monthly hasis,
Of these 7.5 million persons, approximately 1.2 million received benefits on the basis of
age, and nearly 6,3 miUion on the basis of blindness or disability, Federal expenditures
for cash SSI payments in 2007 totaled $34,2 billion, while State expenditttres for federally
administered SSl supplements totaled $3.7 billion,
(d) TemporalY Assistance for Needy Families (TAt'\F) (part A of Title IV)--The
TANP program is a block grant of about $16.5 billion dollars awanled to States to
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provide income assistance to poor families, to end dependency on welfare benefits, and to
prevent nonmarital births, among other purposes. In most cases, Federal l'ANF benefits
for individuals are limited to 5 years and individuals must participate in federally-defined
activities to maintain their eligibility. In June 2008, about l.7tniUion families and 3.9
million individuals received benefits from the TANF program,
(e) Child support enforcement (part D of Title IV)--In fiscal year 2007 Federal
expenditures totaled nearly $5.6 billion for the child SUpp011 enforcement program. Child
support collections for that year totaled $24.9 billion.
(f) Child welfare, foster care, and adoption assistance (parts Band E of Title IV)-Titles IV Band E provide funds to States for child welfare services for abused and
neglected children; foster care for children who meet Aid to Families with Dependent
Children eligibility criteria; and adoption assistance for children with special needs. In
fiscal year 2007, Federal expenditures for child welfare services totaled $713 million.
Federal expenditures for foster care and adoption assistance were approximately $6.5
billion.
(g) Unemployment compensation programs (Titles III, IX, and XII)--These titles
authorize the Federal-State unemployment compensation program and t11e permanent
extended benefits program. Between October 1, 2007, and September 30, 2008, an
estimated $38.4 billion was paid in regular unemployment compensation and an
additional $4.2 million for the State share of the extended benefit program. Approximately
8.8 million workers received nnemployment compensation payments.
(h) Social services (Title XX)--Title XX authorizes the Federal Government to
reimburse the States for money spent to provide persons with various services. Generally,
the specific services provided are determined by each State. In fiscal year 2007, $1.7
billion was appropriated. These funds are a)located on the basis of population.
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(4) Trade and tariff legislation.--The Committee on Ways and Means has responsibility
over legislation relating to tariffs, import trade, and trade negotiations, In the early days of the
Republic, tariff and customs receipts were major sources of revenue for the Federal Government.
As the Committee with jurisdiction over revenue-raising measures, the Committee on Ways and
Means thus evolved as the primaly Committee responsible for intemational trade policy,
The Constitution vests the power to levy tariffs and to regulate international commerce
specifically in the Congress as one of its enumerated powers. Any authority to regulate imports
or to negotiate trade agreements must therefore be delegated to the executive branch through
legislative action. Statutes including the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Acts beginning in 1934,
Trade Expausion Act of 1962, Trade Act of 1974,. Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984, Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) Implementation Act, Uruguay Round Agreements Act, and Trade
Act of 2002 provide the basis for U.S. bargaining widl od1er countries to achieve the mutual
reduction of tariff and nontariff trade barriers under reciprocal trade agreements.
The Committee's jurisdiction includes the following authorities and programs:
(a) The tariff schedules and all tariff preference progranis, such as the Genera!
System of Preferences and the Caribbean Basin Initiative;
(b) Laws dealing with unfair trade practices, including the antidumping law,
countervailing duty law, section 301, and section 337;
(c) Other laws dealing with import trade, including section 201 (escape clause),
section 232 national security controls, section 22 agricultural restrictions, international
commodity agreements, textile restrictions under section 204, and ally other restrictions or
sanctions affecting imports;
(d) General and spedfic trade negotiating authority, as well as implementing
authority for trade agreements and the grant of n01'1nal·trade·relations (NTR) status;
(e) General and NAFl'A-related TAA programs for workers, and TAA for finDS;

(D Customs administration and enforcement, including rules of origin and cotmtry-of
Oligin marking> customs classification) customs valuation, customs user fees, and U,S,

participation in the World Customs Organization (WCO);
(g) Trade and customs revenue rrmctions of the Department of Homeland Security
and the Department of the Treasury.
(h) Authorization of the budget for the International Trade C..ommission (lTC),
11111ctions of the Department of Homeland Security under the Committee's jurisdiction,
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and the Office of the

D.

u.s. Trade Representative (USTR).

REVENUE ORIGINATING PREROGATIVE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATlVES

The Constitutional Convention debated adopting the British model in which the House
of Lord, could not amend revenue legislation sent to it from the House of Commons.
Eventually, however, the Convention proposed and the States later ratified the Constitution
providing that "All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives, but
the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other hills." (Article 1, Section 7,
clause 1.)
In order to pass constitutional sQ11tiny under this "origination clause," a tax bill must be
passed first by the House of Representatives. After the House has completed action on a bill and
approved it by a majority vote, the bill is transmitted to the Senate for formal action. The Senate
may have already reviewed issues raised by the bill before its transmission. For example, the
Senate Committee on Finance frequently holds hearings on tax legislative proposals before the
legislation embodying those proposals is transmitted £i'om the House of Representatives. On
occasion, the Senate will consider a revenue bill in the form of a Senate or "S." bill, and then
await passage of a revenue "H.R." bill from the House. The Senate tben will add or substitute
provi,ions of the "S: bill as an amendment to the "H.R." bill and send the "H.R." bill back to
the House of Representatives for its concurrcncc or for conference on the differing provisions.
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THH HOliSH'S EXERClSE OF rrs O.lNSTrrUTlONAL PREROGATlVH:

"BLUE - SLIPPING"

When a Senate bill or amendment to a House bill infringes on the constitutional
preroflative of the House to originate revenue measures, that infringement may be raised in the
House as a matter of privilege. That privilege has also been asserted on a Senate amendment to a
House amendment to a Senate bill (see 96th C011gress, 1st Session, November 8, 1979,
Congressional Record p. Hl(425).
Note that the House in its sole discretion may determme that legislation passed by the
Senate infi'inges on its prerogative to origmate revenue legislation. In the absence of such
determination by the House, the Federal COUl'ts are occasionally asked to rule a certain
revenue measure to be unconstitutional as not having originated in the House (see U.S. v.
Munoz-Flores, 495 U.S. 385 (1990).
Senate bills or amendments to non-revenue bills infringe on the House's prerogative even
if they do not raise or reduce revenue. Such infringements are refened to as "revenue affecting."
Thus, any imp0l1 ban which could result 1nlost customs tarif£~ must originate in the House
(lOOth Congress, 1st Se.ssion, July 30, 1987100th Congress, 2d Session, June 16, 1988,
Congressional Record p. H4356).
Offending bills and amendments are returned to the Senate through the passage in the
House of a House Resolution which states that the Senate provision: "in the opinion of the
House, contravenes the first clause of the seventh section of the first article of the Constitution of
the United States and is an infringement of the privilege of the House and that such bill be
respectfi.Jily returned to the Senate with a message communicating this resolution" (e.g.,
100'h Congress, 1st Session, July 30, 1987, Congressional Record p. H68Q8). This practice is
referred to as "blue slipping" because the resolution returning the ofIending bill to the Senate is
printed on blue paper.
In other cases, the Committee of the Whole I-Iollse has passed a similar or identical
House bill in lieu of a Senate bill or amendment (e.g., 915t Omgress, 2d Congress, May 11,
1970, Congressional Record pp. H14951-1496Q). The Committee on Ways and Means has also
reported bills to the House which were approved and sent to the Senate in lieu of Senate bills
(e.g., 93d Congress, 1st Session, November 6, 1973, Congressional Record pp. 36006-36(08).
In other cases, the Senate has substituted a House bill or delayed action on its own legislation to
await a proper revenue affecting bill or amendment from the House (see 95th Congress, 2d
Session, September 22, 1978, Congressional Record p. H30960i January 22,1980,
Congressional Record p. S107).
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Any Member may offer a resolution seeking to invoke Artide I, Section 7. However, the
determination that a bill violates the Origination Clause has been traditionally made by Members
of the Committee on Ways and Means, and the resolution has been offered by the Chairman or
another Member of the Committee on Ways and Means. Because Artide I, Section 7 involves
the privileges of the HOllse, a blue-slip resolution offered by the Chaimlan or other Members of
the Committee on Ways and Means has been typiClllly adopted by voice vote on the House
Floor. There have been instances where the HOtl~e has agreed to not deal directly with the issue
by tabling a resolution. I. 2

In cases where the Chairman of tile Committee on Ways and Means did not believe that
the bill in question violated the Origination Clause or the objection had b~'€n dealt with in
another manner, resolutions offered by other Memhers of the Home have been tabled. [See
adoption of motion by Representative Rostenkowski to table H. Res. 571, 97,2, p. 22I27.]

,

This was an instance where the Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means raised a
question of the prh~lege of the House pursuant to Article I, Section 7, of ti,e U.S. Constitution
Oll H.R 4516, Legislative Branch Appropriations. The motion was laid on the table.
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BLUB SLIP lU,SOf,UT10NS--98TH CONGRBSS THROUGH nOTH CONGRBSSCHRONOLOGICAf, LIST

[Resolutions passed by the Honse l'etmnlog to the Senate bills passed in \~o1ation of the origination clause of the
United States Constitution (Clause 1) Section 7 of Article 1)]

o
H. Res"

SPOOSOl\

Des<:ription of Senate action (and related Hmlse action) if any)

end date of

H. Res. 240, Mr. Thomas
September 20, 2001

)0 September 13, 20m, the Sf>llate passed RH., 2500~ "Making appropriations fot' !he US
of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Jl1diciary, and reJatcd ab~lcics fo!' the
year ending September 30, 2002, and for other purposes" with an amendment

Contained in this legislation was a provision banning the importation of diamonds llOt
('.el'tified as originating outside conflict 7-.Onc'<;, The pl'Oposed change in the import fav.'S
constituted a revemte measnre in the constitutional seru;e f because it would have bad a
direct impact on customs revenues,

106" C:>vgtess:
H. Res. 645, Mr. Crane
October 24) 2000

11

October 17,2000, the Senate passed 5.1109, the Bear Protection Act of 1999. This
legislation would have col1Se,rved
bear
by probibiting the tmportatiol1~
exportation,
or labeled or advertised as

products, or substances
The proposed change in

the

ocClHlse it

wmlld I,ave had II dkect impact on clLStoms revenues,

n, Res, 394, Mr, Weller
November 18, 1999

the Senate passed S, U32) Federal HrroneOlIB Retirement Covcrage
legislation. would have provided th(lt no Federtll retirement plan
involVid in the corrections under the bill would fait to be treated as a tax-qllalificd
retirement plan by reason of tbe correcdon, and that any fimd transfers or government
contt'ibutions l'csulting [lum the concclions would have. no impact on the (ax liability of
individuals, These changes constituted a revenue measure in the constltntioml sense

n November

because they would have bad a direct impact on Fedei'al revenues,
I-I Res. 393, Mr. V\lelief
November 18, 1999

n Februmy 24, 1999, the Senate passed S, 4, the Soldiers\ Sailorsl ') Airmen\ and
l\1.adnesh Bill of Rights Act of 1999, The legislation would have aUowed members of the
Armed Forces to participate in the Federal Thrift Savings Program and to avoid the t<1"'1:
consequences that would otherwise have resulted from certain contributions in excess of
the limitations imposed in tl1e Internal Revenue Code, This proposed exemption
therefore conslituted a revenue measure in the constitutional sense bec.nuse it would have
had a din.-'Ct impact on Pcckra! rcvenue,~.

R Res. 249, Mr.

n May 20) 1999 the Senate passed S. 254, the Violent and Repeat Juvenile Offender
Aecoumab1lity and Rehabilitation Act of 1999, The legislation would have bad the
effect of banning the import of large capacity ammunition feeding devices, '111e proposed
change in the import laws constituted a revenue, mCflsurc in the constitutional sense,
beGlUSe it would hF.ve bad a direcllmpaci on customs revenues,

PortD1<10

July 16, 1999

105" <hllgtesst
H. Res, 601, lviL Crilne

October 15, 1998

R Res, 379, MI" Ensign
March 5, 1998

j

1998, the Senate pAssed S, 361, the Tiger and Rhil1Ocel'Os Conservation Act
of 1998.
legislation would have had the effect of creating a new basis and
mechanism for
restrictions for
intended for human consumption
or
labeled as
any stlbsllltlCC deJived from tigers 01'
rhinoc~roses,
in
constituted a revenue measure in
the constitutional sense,
a direct impact on customs revenues,
n April15}

thc Senate pflssed S. 104) the Nuclear Waste Polic)' Act of 1997. Thisrepesled a revenue provision and replaced it with a user fee, The
revenue provision in question was a fee of 1 mill pel' kilowatt hour of e!{X:tticity generated

legislation
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by nuclear power imposed by the Nuclear Waste PoHcy ACl,. of 1982. The proposed user
fee in the legislation would have been limited to the aiUOUDt appropriated for nuclear
waste disposal. The original fee was uncapped) and} in fact~ because the fees coUerled
exceeded tbe ilssodated costs) it was being used as revenue to tlnance tlle Federal
Government generally. Its proposed repeal; tberefore, con.,,,tituted a revenue llleasure in
the constitutional sense because it 'Would have had a direct impact on Federal revenues.
104~ (bngrels:

H. Res. 554:) Me Crane

September 28, 1996

Res. 545, Mr. Archer
September Xl, 1996

H,

n June 30) 1996) the Senate passed HR. 400, the Anaktuvuk Pass Land Exchange and
Wilderness Redesignation Act of 1995\ with an amendment. Section 204(a) of the Senate
m:nendn1e-ru would ha.ve OVclTiddcn existing tax
definition of actions
nOt subject to Federal, State, Qt' local taxation under
Claims Scttl,~mcnt
Act These changes constituted a I'evenue measure tn tbe cnnsthutiorln[ sense because they
would have had a direct impact on Fede.ral revemles.
n September 25, 1996, the Senate passed S. 1311, the Nationa! Physical Fitness and Sports
110undation Establishment Act Section 2 of the bill would have waived the application of
c.crtl1in rules
recognition of tax-exempt status for the foundation established

under thi.~
exemption constituted a revenue 1l1easme in the comtitmional
sense because it would 11<'1\.£ had a direct imp!.ci Oil Federal reve.'ltlt:'~~.
H. Res. 402, Mr. Shew
April 16, 1996

26, 1996) the Senate passed S. 1463, to amend the Trade Act of 1974. 111e hill
the. authority and procedure for im'cstigarions by the. ITC {or certain
domestic agricultural products. Such investigatio:ns are a predicate
for achieving
!l(CCSS to desired trade rernedies tlw the President muy order) SUdl as lilrilladiuStlncn,lS,
tariff-rate quotas, quantitative restrictions, or negotiation of trade agreements to limit
imports. By creating a new basis and mecb~.nism for import restrictions under authority
granted to the President, the bill constituted a revenue measure in the constitutional sense
became it would have had a direct impoct on L'uStoms revenues.

Res, 387, Mr, CI~ne
Mar<h 21, 1996

n February 1, 1996) the Senate pa$sed $, 1518) repealing the. Tea Xmpolta1ion Act of 1897.

103<1 (bngrels:

n October 3\ 1994) the Senate passed S, 1216, the Crow Boundary Sett!emem Act of 1994.

j{,

Under existing law in 1996, it was unlawJhl to import substandard tea~ except as provided
in the HTS. ChangIng import restrictions constituted a revenue measure in the
constitutional sense because it would have had a direct impact on customs revenues.
The. bill \v01l1d have ove.rridden existing tax la\-y by exempting cextain payments and
beneilts from taxiltion. These exemptions constituted a revenue measure in the
constitutional sense lx.-><:ause they would have had a dh·{'.ciimpact on Pederal revenues.

H. Res. 577, Mr, Gibbons
Ot~lober 7, 1994

H. Res, 518, Mr. Gibbons

August 12, 1994

II

July 20) 1994, the Senate passed HR. 4554, the Agriculture and Rural Development
Appropriation for flscaJ year 1995: \vith amendments. Senate amendment 83 would have
provided authol'ity for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to coHeet fees to covel'
the costs of regulation of products under their judsdJction, However) these fees were not
limited to covering the cost of specified regulatory adivities, and v..-ould have been
charged to tl. broad cross-section of the public (rather than been limited to those who
W01l1d have benefited from the
activities) to fund the cost of the FDA's
activities
revenH~ measmc in the consduulonal sense
wc-re not based on a direct relationship between their kwcl and the cost of
governlnerl' a(,'iv;I'y f()n'hirh they would have been assessed, and wo\J1d
"eve ""d a dira1impac<
revenues.

H. Res. 487l Ml'. Gihbons
July 21, 1994

n May 25,1994., the Senate pllSSed S. 1030, the Velcl'ans Hearth V,"o""",',,,,,,","""""''''
Act of 1994. 1\ provision in the bill would have exempted from
payments
made on behalf of participants in the Education Debt Reduction Program. This provision
COl1Stltllted fl revc~nue mCil8UfC in the constitutional sc.'1se because it would ha\'('. had a
dit'cet impact on Federal iX:VCnll\~S.

H. Res. 486, Mr, Gibbons-

n May 29, 1994, the Senate passed S, 729, to amend the Toxic Substances Control Act
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Tide I of the bill included seversl provisions to prohibit the importation of spr.cific
categol'Jes of products which contained more than spedfied quantities of lead, By
establishing !h~e import re.strictiolls l the bill constituted a revenue me.'lsure in the
constitution"l SellSe because it would have had a direct im!-"dct on Cltsloms revenucs.

July 21, 1994

H. Res, 479, 11r. Rl1ngel
Jnly 14~ 1994

102<lO:<!gress:
R Res. 373, 1vk Rostcl1ko\Vs:ki
February 25 1992,
j

H. RI,'$, 267, Mr. RostenkQwski
October 31, 199].

1994\ the SC11flte passed H.R. 4539, tbe Treasury) Postal Service, and Genct1l1
Appropriation for fiscal year 1995, witb amendments. Senate amend.luent
104 would have prohibited the Treasury from UShl[; appropriations to enforce the Internal
Revenue
fOi' the use of undyed diesel fuel in recreational motorboats.
This
constittlted fI. revcrmc mel1sure in the constitUtforull sense.
~.calJ$(: it
a direct impact on Federal revenues,
n August 1) 1991, the Senate passed S, 884 ametlded~ the Ddthet Mot'atol'ium
Enforcement Act of 1991; This legislation would require the President to impose
economic sanctions against countries that fail to eliminate large-scale driflnet fishing,

those whicb hnpnsc ben on certain

F~;,~~::~:~t~:;gl;~~":~~;:'~~:: r~~;";~:
are
11
imports into the
countries- whidl continue to engllge in dl'iftnct ftShing
on the high .~ea.~ after <1 certain date. These changes in QUt' tariff laws COnsbt\ltc a revenue
measure in the constitutional se.nse) bOC.3\\.S6 they would have a direct effect on CtlstOlTIS
revenues,
''''",'''''''ykV, m", the Senate passed S. 320) to rcsllthol'i7.<:; the Export Administration
legl,latlon ':OI1l"io' several
which impose, or authorize the
imposition of, a ban on imports into the
Among the provisions mntaining
itnpOl1 sanctions are those relating to certain practices by Iraq) the proliferation "ad use of
chemica! and biologkal weapons, and the transfer of missile technology, These changes: in
our tariff 1<1\''l8 constitute a revenue O1t;>,aSlll'€ in tbe constitutional sense, because they
would have a direct effect on customs revenues.

H. Res. 251) l\k Russo
Ck10ber 22) 1991

n July 11, 1991, the Senate passed S, 1241 l the Violent Crime Act of 1991 This legislation
contains several ameodments to the Internal Rcycrmc Code, Section 812(Q provldes that
tbe police corps
established lmder the bill would not be indud(~ in gross
inCDme for tax purposes. addition,. sections 1228) 1231, and 1232 each make
amendn1ents to the Tax Code with respect (0 violations of ccHain firearms provisions.
Title vn amends 8ection 922 of Tide VIU of the U.S. Code, making it illegal to
import Of posse.~s assAult weapons. 11lese changes in our tariff and tax laws
conslitute revenue measures in the constitutional sensel bCC<lH5e they would have an
immediate impact on l'evenues anticipated by u.s. Customs and the Internal Revenue

lOlst Chngtess,
R Res. 287, Mr. OU'din
Nov. 9, 1989.

11

August 4, 1989) the Senate passed S, 686, tbe Oil PoUution Liability and Compensation
Act of1989, This legislation contain.."<.i a provision which would have allowed a m~dit
oil spiU l1abiHty tux for amol.1nls transferred from the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Fund to the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund,

H. Res, 177) Mr. Rostenkowski
June 15, 1989

11

Apr. 19, 1989, the Senate passed S. 774, the Financial Imtitution Reform) Retuvery and
Enforcement Act of 1989, This legislation wOl1ld create two corporations to administer
the financial assi~tftnce llndel' the hill: the Resolllfion TnlSt Corporation and the
Resolution Financing Corporation. S. 774· would have conferred tax"exempt .status to
these two corporations. Without these two tax provisiof1S1 these two corporations wotlld
be ta.'{ll.bJe entities under the Federal income tl:\X.

Services,

lOOth O:<!gress:
H. Res, 235, :M..r. Rostenkowsld
July 30, 1987.

I-I Res. 474, Mr. Rostenkowski

the Senate passed S. 829 l kgisJation which would ll.utborr-,te

'I:::~;<~::~~;~ ;~: ~~n~rrC) the U.S-. CmlOms Service, and the Office of the U.S. Trade
R

year 1988, and fot, other purposes. In addition~ the bill contained
relating to imports fmm the Soviet Unlon ,vbich amends provisions of the
011930.

L1 Oct 6) 1987] the Senate passed S, 1748) legislation which would prohibit the importatiol1
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June 16, 1988 (see also
H.R.3.l91).

H. Res. 479, Me Rostenkowski
June 21, 1988 (see also
H.R. 2792 and H.R. 4333).

into the United States of all products from Iran, (The House passed HIt 3391, which
included similar provision,;, on Oct. 6, 1987.)
nMay 13, 1987, th~. Senate passed S. 727, legislation which wmlld dadfy Indian treaties
and Executive orders 'with respect to fishing rights, This legidation dealt with the tax
treatment of income derived from the exercise of Indian tl'e-1ty fishing rights. (The House
passed HR 2792, which included similar pravb'ions, on June 20, 1988, under

suspension of the ruks and was enacted into law as part ofP.L, 100-647, lLR. 4333.)
H. Re.<;. 544. Mr, Rostenkowski
Sept. 23, 1988 (se< also H.R.
1154)

n Sept, 9, 1988, the Senate passed S. 2662, the 'I'extUe end Appa1"e! Trade Act of 1988.
This legislation would impose global lmpOl't quotas on texti[e<i and footwear products.

H. Res. 552 Mr. Rosrenkowski

n Sept. 9 1988, the Senate passed S,

j

SepL 28 1 1988

H. Res. 603, Mr. Rostenkowski
Oct. 2], 1988.

the Genocide Act of 1988, This legislation
contained a han on the imp,orliltiml of ,U oil <1nd oil products from 111lq.
j

nMar. JOt
passed S.
the Uranium Mill "failings Remedial Action
Ame.,dmetlis
This legislation
<1 Federal fund to assist in the
financing of reclamation and other remediai action at Qmently active uranium and
thorilm1 processing sites and would increase the demand for domestic uranium. The fund
would befinllnced in part by wbat are tttiled "lllflode.tory fees~ which
to $22
per kilogJ'Unl for uranium contained in fuel assembl1es initiaUy loaded into
nudeat'
reactot's during catcndat' years 1989-1993. In
S, 20S'7 ,,'oold i"nllose
on domestic utilities that use foreign~source uranium
new fnel

1""ledin tlhdr nuclear reactors,
H. Res. 604, Mr. Rostenkowsld

Oct 21, 1988.

n Allg. 8, 1988, the SenAte pas,~edH.R, 1315, legislation which would flu\hori:r.c
appropriations for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for fiscal
1988 and 1989,
Title IV
would,
establish a
fund to assi~t in
the financing
and other remedial
at currently active lll'anium and
thorium processing sites and would assist the domestic uranium industry by increasing the
demilHd fc)r d0D1I.'..'>1k uranium. Th('. fund would be tinanced in part by what are called
fees" equal to $72 per 1ci[ogram of uranillm C011tained in fuel <lssemblies
initially
into civilian nuclear power reactors on or after Jan, 1) 1988. These fees
would be paid by licensees of clVman nuclear power reactors and 'liQuid be in place umt!
$1 billion had been raised.

99th Omgreos:
H. Res. 283, Mr. Rostenkowski

n Sept. 26, 1985, the Senate passed S. 1712) legislation which would extend tbe.16-centsper"pack dgarette excise tax rate fol' 45 daYSj throllgh Nov. 14j 1985. (The House passed
HR 3452 1 whicll included a similar eXlension\ on Sept 30, 1985.)

Oct 1, 1985.

H. Res. 562) Mr. Rostenkowski

981h (hogress:
H.Res. 195, M1". Rostenkowski
June 17" 1983.

F.

provide for the sale. of Conrail to the Norfolk
Th',]q~,k,tiorl contain,d mU)leJC'DO' pre.vis;·"n, relating to the tax

Sept. 25, 1986.

n ApI'. 21: 1983) the Senfltc passed S,
imel'llaticmal market opportunities in
States) and for other pmposes.

a bill to insure the mn';[1"",,] ''''p'ms;,on llf
tradt~ in services and inveS1!J1cnt
United

PREROGATIVE UNDER THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OVER "REVENUE
MEASURES GENERALLY"

In lhe House of Representatives, lax legislation is initiated by the Committee on Ways
and Means. The Committee's exclusive prerogative to repOlt "revenue measures generally" is
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provided by Rule X(I)(t) of the Rules of the House of Representatives. The jurisdiction of the
Committee 0[1 Ways and Means under Rule X(I)(t) is protected through £he exercise of Rule
XXI(5)(a) which states:
A bill or joint resolution carrying a tax or tariff measure may not be reponed by a
committee not having jurisdiction to repon tax or tariff measures, and an amendment in the
House or proposed by the Senate canying a tax or tariff measure shall not be in order during the
consideration of a bill or joint resolution rep0l1ed by a committee not having that jurisdiction. A
point of order against a tax or tariff measure in such a bill, joint resolution, or amendmcnt
thereto may be raised at any time during pendency of that measure for amendmcnt.
Based on the precedents of the House, especially those involving Rule XXI(5)(a), the
following statements can be made concel'l1ing points of order made under the role.
1. Timeliness. The point of order can be raised at any point dmlng consideration of the
bilL However, that section of the bill in which the "tax or tariff' provision lies must either have
been previously read or currently open for amendment. A point of order may not be raised alier
the Committee of the Whole has risen and reported the bill to the House. A point of order
against an amendment must be made prior to its adoption.

2. Effect. If a point of order is sustained, the effect is that the provision in the bilI or
amendment is automatically deleted.
3. Substance over form. A provision need not involve an amendment to the Internal
Revenue Code or the Harmonized Tariff Schedule in order to be determined to be a "tax or
tariff' provision.
4. Revenue de.creases and increases. A provision need no! raise revenue in order to be
found to be a "tax or tariff measure," Provisions which would have the effect of decreasing
revenues are also covered by the rule. Similarly, provisions which could have a revenue effect
have been determined to be covered by the rule,
The following is a detailed listing of each of the occasions on which points of order have
been sustained:
G. Points of Order-House Rtlle XXIChronological List

June 13, 2006
HR. />576, TransportatiOl~ Treasur}" Housing and Urban Development, the Judiciary, 2nd
RelatedAgwcies Appropriations Act, 2007
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A point of order was raised against Section 206 of the bill, which would have limited lunds to
the IRS and prohibit its ability to provide and tax preparation software or online tools
The chair ruled that the provision was in violation of Rule X,X!, clause 2. The point of order
was sustained, and the provision was stricken from the bill. [109-2, H3849-3850]

June 14, 2006
H.R. 5576, Transportation, Treasury, HOl/sing and Urban Deveiopmen~ the Judidary, and
RelatedA,glmdes Appropri1tions Ac~ 2007
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Tiahrt, which
would have limited funds to the IRS and prohibit its ability to provide and tax preparation
software or online tools
Representative Tiahrt withdrew his amendment. [109-2, H3930]

May2.~2006

1iR. 5384, Agricl/imre, Rl/wi DeveJopmel1~ Food and Drug AdmillistJ'atiofl, /ll1d Rei/Ired
Agencies ApPlVpriations Ac~ 2007
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative DeLauro, which
would have increased the bill's appropriation for waste and water grant programs by $689
million and paid for this increase by reducing the size of the tax cut for those making over one
million do1lars.
The chair ruled that the provision proposes to change existing law and constitutes legislation on
an appropriations bilI and, therefore, violate.s clause 2 of Rule XXI. The point of order was
sustained, and the amendment was not in order. [109-2, H3063]

Mayl9, 2006
H.R. ti38S, Mihiary COll.~truction and Veterans AfJ8il~ Il!Jd Related Agencies ApprOpJ1aliollS An;
2007
Points of order were raised Hgainst three amendments offered by Representatives Edwards, Farr,
and Obey, which would have raised taxe" to oflset program lunding increases.
The chair ruled that these provisions proposed to change existing law and constituted legislation
on an appropriations bill and, therefore, violated clause 2 of Rule XXI. The points of order were
sustained, and the amendments were not in order. [109-2, H2922-2931]
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Jlme 30, 200S
HR, 30S8, Transportation, Treasury, Housing and Urban Development, the Judicial]!, the
District ofColumbia, and lildependent Agencies AppropJiations Act, 2006
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Simmons, which
would have limited the use of flmds
to enter into, implement, 01' provide oversight ofCOlJuacts between the Secret81y ofthe Treas1l1J!;
or his designee, andplivate collection agencies,
Representative Simmons widJdrew hi< amendment [109-1, H1640J

JU1Je 29, 200/1
HR, 30/18, Tt~11Sportatio1J, TreasurJ!, HOllsi/(f{ and Urb811 Development, the Judiciary, the
District ofColumbia, and Independent Agencies Appropdatiolls Act, 2006
A point of order was raised agaiust section 218 of the bill, which would direct the Secretary of
the TreasUlY to submit to the Committees on Appropriations a report defining currency
manipulation and what actions would be construed as another nation manipulating its Cl11'rency,
and describing how statutory pl'Ovisions addressing currency manipulation by America's trading
partners contained in, and relating to, title 22 U.S,C 5304, 5305, and 286y can be better clarified
administratively to provide for improved and more predictable evaluation, 111e chair ruled that
the provision was in violation of Rule XXI, clause 2, The point of order was sustained, and the
provision was stricken from the bill. [109-1, H5422]
flllle 14, 2(}(}."

JJ.R, 2862, Science, St,1te, .Justice, Commerce, ,mdRelated Agencies AppropriatiollS Ac~ 2006
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Obey, which
would have increased h1l1ding for the BDA by $53 million and paid for this increase by reducing
the size of the tax cut for those making over one million dollars,
The chair ruled that the provision proposes to change existing law and constitutes legislation Oil
an appropriations bill and, therefOre, violates clal/se 2 olRl/le XX1 The point oforder was
sustained, and the amendment was not in (}J'deJ: [109-1, H4437j
May26, 200/1
HR, 2/128, lv1i!itaI]! Quality ofLife and Veteralls AfJairs Appropriadolls Act, 2006
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A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Obey, which
would have increased the bill's appropriation for veterans medical care by $2.6 billion and paid
for this increase by reducing the size of the tax cut for those making over one million dollars.
111e Chiif' mled that the pmvision proposes to change existing l1w and constitutes legislation on
an appropriations biD and, therefore, violates dause 2 ofRule XfL The point oforder was
sustained, and the amendment was not in order. [109-1, H4106}

May 19, 2()()S
HR. 2361, Departuleflt ofthe Interior, Bnviromnent, and RelatedAgencies Appropriations Act,
2006
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Obey, which
would have increased the bill's appropriation for the
aean W;1ter State Revo!Fing flmd by $.'iOo, 000 andpaid for this increase by reducing the size
ofthe tax cut for those making over one million dollars.
The chair mled that the provision proposes to dU!11ge eXistilllr law and constitutes legis/arion on
an appmpriarioJ1S bill and, therefore, violates dause 2 ofRule XXI Ihe point oforder was
S1lsrained, and the amendment was not in ordeJ: [I09-1, H3640!

May 17, 200S
HR. 2360, Depal1ment ofHomeland Security Appropriations Act; 2006
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Obey, which
would have increased the bill's appropriation for Customs and Border Protection and paid for
this increase by reducing the size of d1e tax cut for those making over one million dollars.
111C dlair mled tbat rbe plVvision proposes to chaw!" exi<ting law and constitutes legislation on
on appmpriarions bill and, dJerefore, violares clouse 2 0/ Rule XXI. 1he point a/order was
sustained, and the ameJ7dment was nor in order. [109-1, H3398!

September 14, 2004
fiR, S02i;' TrJnSpOltation,

Treas111J~

and Independent Agencies ApplVpiiations Act, 2005

A point of order was raised against section 644 of the bill, which would have amended
section 6402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by adding a new subsection that allows for
the olTset of federal tax renmds to collect delinquent state l1nemployment compensation
overpayments, The chair ruled that the pl'Ovision was in violation of Rule XXI, dause 2. The
point of order was sustained, and the provision was stricken from the bill. [108-2, H7176]
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.september 14, 2004
HR. li02/i, Transportation, Treasury, and lndependellt Agencies Appropriations Act, 2005
A point of order was raised against section 643 of the bill, which would have amended
section 453(j) of the Social Security Act to allow access to data in the National Directory of New
Hires for use in collecting delinquent non-tax federal debt. The chair ruled that the provision
was in violation of Rule XXI, clause 2. '111c point of order was sustained, and the provision was
stricken from the bill. [108.2, H7176J

September 14, 2004
HR. 5025, Transportation, Treasury, and Independent Agencies AppropriatioJZ~ Act, 2005
A point of order was raised against section 642 of the bill, which would have amended
Title 31 of the U.S. Cede to allow the Federal Government to collect debts that are more than 10
years old by withholding federal tax refunds Of garnishing Social Security benefits. The chair
ruled that the provision was in violation of Rule XXI, clause 2. The point of order was
sustained, and the provision was stricken from the bill. [108-2, H7176]

September 9, 2004
HR. 5006, Depal'tJne11ts olLabor, Health and Human Services, andEducation, and Related
Agencies Appropriations A<'t, 2005
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Brown
(OB), which would have stopped the increase of Part B Medicare premiums, effectively leaving
them at their current doHar amount. The chair ruled that the provision would provide new
budget authority in excess of the suballocation provided by the Appropriations (,nmmitte.e, and
therefore violated section 302(t) of the O:mgressional Budget Act of 1974. The point of order
was sustained, and the amendment was not in order. [108-2, B6945]

September 8, 2004
H.R. 5006, Depa1't11lents O{Lab01; He1Jlth and Human Services, and Education, and Related
Agendes App1'Opdations Act, 2005
A point of order was raised against section 219(b) of the bill, which created a Medicare
claims processing fee for duplicative or incorrect claims for Medicare Part A or B services. The
chair rafed that the provision was in violation of Rule },'XL The point of order was conceded,
sustained, and the provision was stricken from the bill. [108-2, H6836]
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June IS, 2004
HR. 4<'>67, Department ofHomeland Secudty Appropriations Act, 2005

A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Sherman,
which would have limited the funds made available in this Act for processing tl1e importation of
any article which is the product of Iran. The chair ruled that tl1e provision was in violation of
clause 5(a) of Rule XXI. The point of order was sustained, and the amendmet1t was not in
order. [108-2, p. H455I]

Ju(vl0, 2003
H.R, 2660, Depanmems ofLabor, Health 110d Hllml1n Services, l1/1d EdllCiltion, l1/1d Refllted
Agencies Appropdations Act, 2004
A point of order was raised against section 217(B) of the bill, which created a Medicare
Claims Processing lee. An October 1, 2003, requirement assured a policy for providers to
submit all Medicare claims electronically. Since most electronic billing systems eliminate
inaccurate and duplicate claims, and because current law provided tl,e propel' small business
exemption, the user fee was unnecessaly. The chair ruled that ilie provision was in violation of
Rule XXI, clause 2(b). The point of order was conceded, sustained, and the provision was
stricken from the bill, [108-1, p, H6560]

July 10, 2003
HR. 2660 Dep"'1ment~ ofD1bo1', Healtb andHuman Selvices, ,mdlkiucation, and Related
Agencies AppropdalJi>IJs AC4 2004
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Obey, which
would have provided a I-percentage add-on to the Federal assistance to every State for their
Medicaid programs, This wonl.d have been paid for through a reduction in the size of d1e tax cut
for persons who make more than $1 minion a year. The chair l1lled that the amendment
constituted legislation in violation of Rule XXI, clause 2 (c), and in addition, constituted a tax
measure in violation of Rule XXI, clause 5(a). The point of order was conceded and sustained.
[108-1, p. H6547]
July 23, 2003

HR, 2799, Departme!1ls oj'Commerce, Justice, and State, the ]udicia1Y; and Related Agencies
App1'op1'i8tiol1s, Act 2004
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A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Levin,
which would forbid expenditure of funds that would be used to negotiate fiee trade agreements
that did not contain certain listed provisions, which imposed new duties that were not required
by law and made the appropriations contingent upon the perfOl'mance of said duties and on
successful trade negotiations with other muntries. The chair ruled that the provision was in
violation of Rule XXI, dause 2. The point of order was sustained. [lOlq, p. H7337-7339]

September 4, 2003
HR. 2989, Tr,111sportadon, Treasl/lJ" and Independent Agencies Appropriadons Act, 2004
A point of order was raised against pOl'tions of section 631 of the bill, which would have
amended the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. The pl'O\~sion exempted limitations on
procurement. The chair ruled that the provision was in violation of Rule XXI, clause 2(b). The
point of order was conceded, sustained and the language was stricken fimn the bill. [108-1, p.
H7913]

September 4, 2003

H.R. 2989, Transp01tadon, n'easur}" and Independent Agencies Appropriadons Act, 2004
A point of order was raised against the contents of Section 164 of the bill, which
amended the Buy America requirements for transit capital purchases of steel, iron, manufacmred
goods, and rolting stock. The chair ruled that these provisions were in violation of Rule XXL
Tbe point of order was conceded, sustained, and the section was stricken from the bill. [108-1, p.
H7912-7913]

September 8, 199.9
HR. 2684, Us. Departments of Vete1<1l1s Affairs and HOl/Slilg and Urban Development
Approprhtions For 2000
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Edwards,
which would have offset an increase in funding for veterans' health care by postponing the
implementation of a capital gains tax cut. The chair ruled that tbe amendment consti1l1ted
legislation in violation of Rule XXI,dause 2(c), and, in addition, constituted a tax measure in
violation of Rule XXI, clause 5(a). The point of order was sustained, and the amendment ruled
not in order. [106-1, p. H7923]

September ,!, 1997
fiR. 2159,

Foreig11 Operatio11s Appropiatio11s [or Fiscal Year 1998
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A point of order was raised against section 539 of the bill, which would have restricted
the President's ability to issue an executive order lifting import sanctions against Yugoslavia
(Serbia). The Chair ruled that since current law allowed the President to waive the application of
cenain sanctions, including impOlt prohibitions which aff~'Ct tariff collections, the provision in
question was a tariff measure within the meaning of Rule XXI, clause 5(b). The point of order
was sustained, and the provision snicken from the bill. [lOS-I, p. H 6731]
July 17, 1996

HR. 3756, Treasury, Postal Service, and General
Government AppropJiadons Act ol1997
A point of order was raised against an amendment which prohibited the use of funds by
the United States Customs Service to take any action that allowed certain imports into the United
States fi'om the People's Republic of China. The point of order was sustained. [104-2, p. 11
7708]
May 9, 1995

HR. 1361, Coast Guani Amh0l1zation
A point of order was raised against an amendment which increased certain fees for large
foreign-Hag cruise ships. The Chair ruled that by increasing the fees charged by the Coast Guard
lor inspecting large foreign-Hag cruise ships by an unspecified amount in order to offset a
decrease in fees for other vessels, the amendment attenuated the relationship between the amOlmt
of the fee and the cost of the particular government activity for which it was assessed. Therefore
the increased fee qualified as a tax or tariff within the meaning of Rule XXI, clause 5(b). ']11e
point of order was sustained, and the amendment ruled out of order. [1-4-1, p. H 4593]
June 15, 1994

lLR. 4/)39,

7}easlllJ~

Postal Servke, and Gener...l Govemment
Appropdation for Plscal Year 1995

A point of order was raised against section 527 of the bill, which would have amended
the HTS to create a new tariff classification. The new classification would have changed the rate
of duty on the import of certain fabrics intended for use in the manufacture of hot air balloons,
thus having direc'l impact on customs revenues. The point of order was conceded and sustained,
and the provision was stricken from the bill. [103-2, p. 11 4531]

September 16, 1992
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HE. 5231, The National Competitiveness Ael of1992
A point of order was raised against an amendment offered by Representative Walker. The
bill was reported solely from the Committee on Science and Technology and amended the
Internal Revenue Code to provide, inter alia, changes in the tax treatment of capital gains,
'n,e Chair sustained the point of order without elaboration. [I-I102- p, J-l862I]

October 23, 1990
HR, 5021, Department ofCommerce, Justice <1nd St<1te, tbeJlldkiary <1nd
Related Agendes Appropriations Act, 1991
A point of order was raised against amendment 139 which increased the rate of fees paid
to the Securities and Exchange Commission at the time of filing a registration statement. The
Chair ruled that since the amendment provided that the increased level of fees would be
deposited in the Treasury, the fee involved was in reality a tax and the revenues were to be used
to defray general governmental costs, The point of mder was conceded and sustained. [101-2, p.
I-I11412]

[uly 13, 1990
HR. 5241, ]}eas1l1'y, Postal Service and Geller<11 Government
AppropJiations Act of1991
A point of order was raised against section 528 which prohibited that "no funds
appropriated" would be used to impose or assess any tax under section 4181 of the Internal
Revenue Code relating to the excise tax on the manufacture of firearms, The point of order was
conceded and sustained, [101.-2, p, H 4692]

JIl{V 13, 1990
HR, 5241, Treasury, Posti1l Service alld Genera! Goveml.11ent
AppropJiatio1Js Act of1991
A point of order was raised against section 524 which prohibited the Internal Revenue
Service from enforcing rules governing the antidiscrimination rules of the exclusion for employer
provided health-care plans (section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code). The point of order was
conceded and sustained, [101-2, p, II 4692]

October 5, 1989
HR. 3299, Omnibus Budget Recondliarioll Act of1989
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A point of order was raised against section 3201 which imposed fees on the filing of
certain forms required to he filed annualIy in connection with maintaining pension and benefit
plans. The point of order was sustained Veith the Chair ruling that the revenue raised funded
"general government activity." [101-1, p. H 6662]

October 4, 1989
R R. 3299, Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of1989
A point of order was raised against section 3156 which imposed a "Termination Fee."
Under t<'le provision of the bill, an employer who terminated a pension plan in a standard
termination was required to pay a $200-per-participant fee to the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (PBGC), the Federal insurance agency established to insure defined benefit pension
plans against insolvency, The point of order was conceded and sustained. [101-1, p. H 6621]

October 4) 1989
RR, 3299, Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act ofl989
A point of order was raised against section 3131(b) which exempted multi-employer
pension plans from the full funding limits of the Internal Revenue Code, section 412(c)(7), 111is
provision direcrly amended the Internal Revenue Oxle to allow the deductibility of contributions
to a multi-employer pension plan in excess of the full funding limit The point of order was
conceded and sustained. [lOH, p. H 6622]

October 4, 1989
RR. 3299, Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of1989
A point of order was raised against section 7002 which imposed an annual fee of $1 pel'
acre on the holder of Outer Continental Shelf lease.s. Tbis fee has been de.signated to offset tb<o
costs of ocean related environmental research, assessment, and protection programs. The point of
order was sustained with the Chair stating that "a provision raising revenue to finance general
government functions improperly characterized as a tax within rlle jurisdiction of Clause 5(b) of
Rule XXI. [101-1, p. H 6610]

October 4, 1989
HR, 3299, Omnibus Budget ReconaJi<1tion Act of1989
A point of order was raised against section 7002 which imposed a fee of $20 per
passenger on vessels engaged in U.S. cruise trade or which offer off-shore gambling. The
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proceeds of this fee were to be deposited in both the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund and the
Treasury's general fund. The point of order was conceded and sustained. [101-1, p. H 6620]

September 30, 1988
H.R. 4637, Conreifmce Agreement to ,1ccompany tbe rareign Operations, Export Fin,111cJng and
Related Programs Approptiations Act of 1989
A point of order was raised against the motion to concur in the Senate amendment No.
176 which provided that S. 2848 (Sanctions Against iraqi Chemical Weapons Use Act), be added
to the bill. Tne point of order was conceded and sustained. [100-2, p. H 9236]

June 2." 1987
H.R. 3/i4,,, Budget ReconcJliation Act of1987

A point of order was raised against the section of the bill providing that "all earnings and
distributions" from the Enjebi Community Tlust Fund, "shaH not be subject to any form of
Federal, State, or local taxation." The point of order was conceded and sustained. [100-1, p. H
5539-40]
August 1, 1986
H.R. /i294, AppropJiations, Treasury; Postal Service and General
Govemment AppropriatioflS, 1987
A point of order was raised against section 103 which denied funds to the Intcl'l1al
Revenue Service to impose vesting requirements for qualified pension funds more stringent than
4/40. AB a result, legally collectible taxes on employer contributions to such plans would be
indefinitely deferred. The point of order was conceded and sustained. [99-2, p. H 5311]
August 1, 1986

H.R. 5294, Appropriations, l)-easll1J~ Postal Service and Genera/
Government Appl'opn'atiofJs, 1987
A point of order was raised against section 3 which prohibited the use of funds to
implement regulations issued by the Department of the Treasury to implement section 274(d) of
the Internal Revenue Code relating to the duty imposed on taxpayers to substantiate deductibility
of certain expenses relating to travel, gifts, and entertainment.

The Chair sustained the point of order stating that a limitation otherwise in order lmder
Clause 2(c), of House Rule XXI which "effectively and inherently either preclude[s] the IRS
from collecting revenues otl1erwise due to be [owed] under provision of the Internal Revenue
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Code or require[s] the coIlection of revenue not legally due and owing constitutes a tax provision
within the meaning of Rule XXI, Clause 5(b)."
The Chair also noted that when the point of order was raised that under the rule the
point of order against the provision could be raised at any point during the consideration of the
bill. [99,2, p. H 5310]

October 24, 1986
HR. 3500, Budget Recondliation Act 0/198.')
A point of order was raised against section 3Il3. The provision in the reconciliation bill
reported from the Budget Committee contained a recommendation from the Committee on
Edllc"tion and Labor to exclude certain interest on obligations to Student Loan Marketing
A"ociation from Application of Internal Revenue Code (IRC), section 265 which denies a
deduction for ce11ain expenses and interest relating to the production of tax,cxempt income. The
point of order was sustained. [99-1, p. H 5310]

October 24, 1985
HR. 3500, Budget Recondliation Aet of1985
A point of order was raised against section 6701 which had been reported from the
Committee on the Budget containing a recommendation of the Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries. Section 6701 expanded tax benefits avallable to ship owners through the "capital
construction fund" (s,,"1ion 7518 of the Internal Revenue Code), by permitting repatriation of
foreign-source income to avoid u.s. taxes and expanding the definition of vessels eligible to
establish such tax-exempt funds. [99-1, p. H 9189]
Jllfy 26, 198.,)

HR. 3036, Appropriations, Treasury, Postal Sendee, and General Govemment Appropriation,
1986

A point of order was raised against section 106 which prohibited the use of fimds to
implement or enforce regulations imposing or collecting a tax on the interest deferral from
entrance or accommodation fees paid by elderly residents of continuing care facilities (se<:tion
7872 of tbe Internal Revenue Code). The Chair sustained the point of order against the provision
as a lax provision within the meaning of House Rule XXI, Clause 5(b). [99,1, p. I-I 6418]
July 1l, 198.')

HR. 1555, International SeCllrlry and Developmellt Act of1985
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A point of order was raised against section 1208 which denied trade benefits to
Afghanistan, provided for the denial of most favored nation status to Afghanistan and denied
trade credits to Afghanistan, The point of order was conceded and sustained, [99-1, p. II 5489]

June 4,1985
HR. 1460, And"ApardJeidAct ofJ98.1J

A point of order was raised against an amendment to prohibit the cntry of South African
Krugcrrands or gold coins into the customs territory of the United States unless uniform
5 percent fee were paid. The point of order was sustained on the grounds that the fee was
equivalent to a tariff uniform charge imposed at ports of entry with proceeds deposited in the
Treasury. [99-1, p, H 3762]

September 12, 1984

HR. /;798, conliH'CfJce report to accomp,1tJy the Appropri,1dons, Treasury, Posutl Service,
EreClltive Olike ofthe Presidentand certain independent agencies AppropJiation, 1985
A point of order was raised against a Senate amendment, No, 92 which amended the
existing customs law under the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to seizures and fmfeitures of
property hy the Customs Service. The point of order was conceded and sustained. [98-2, p. II
9407]

September 12, 1984

HR. 5798, conrerence report to ,1ccompany tbe Appropriations, Treasury, Postal Service,
E¥emdve Ofl]ceoftbe President and certain independent agencies Appropriation, 1985
A point of order was raised against a Senate amendment, No. 26 which amended the
tariff schedule of the United States (TSUS) to pt'Ovide duty"free importation of a telescope for the
University of Ariwna. The point of order was conceded and sustained [98-2, p, H 9396]

September 12, 1984

RR. 5798, conrerence rep01t to accompany tbeAppmpriadons, Tre.1sury, Postal Service,
E¥ecutive Ofl]ce oftbePresiden! and certain independent agencies ApplVpliatioll, 1985
A point of order was raised against a Senate amendment, No, 24 which provided that
"none of the funds appropriated by this act 01' any other act" shall be Ilsed to impose of assess the
manufacturer's excise tax on sporting goods. The point of order specifically stated that the tem1
"tax" and "tariff" under House Rule XXI, Clause 5(h), included provisions such as these
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contained in the amendment which would result less revenue spent than under the operation of
existing law. The point of order was conceded and sustained. [98-2, p. H 9395-9396]

October 27, 1983
HR. 4139, conference repmi to accompaJJy tbe ApPl'Opriatfons Treasury, Pastal Service,
Executive Oflice ofthe President and certain jndependeJJt agencies Appmpdatiol1, 1984
The Chair sustained a point of order against section 511 which would have prohibited the
Customs Service from enforcing a provision of law permitting agricultural products to enter the
United States duty-free under the CRI. 'Ine Chair ruled that the effect of the provision was to
cause duties on certain imports to be imposed where none is required and to require collections
of revenue contrmy to existing tariff laws and that, as a result, se<:tion 511 was a tariff provision
rather than a limitation of appropriated funds. [98-1, p. H 8717]

September 21, 1983
HR. 1036, C'.oJ1l/11lmiW Renewal Emp/oyment Act
111e Chair sustained a point of order against a motion to recommit a bill to a committee
without jurisdiction over revenue measures (the Committee on Education and Labor), and to
rep011 the bill back to the House with tax provisions relating to "enterprise zones." The motion
was ruled to violate I-louse Rule A'VI, Clause 7, and House Rule XXI Clause 5(b). [98-1, p. H
7244]

H. RESTRICTIONS ON "FEDERAL INCOME TAX RATE INCREASES"

House Rule XXI, danse 5(b) and (c) prohibit retroactive Federal income tax rate
increases and require a supermajority [3/5] vote for any bill containing a prospective Federal
income tax rate increase. The wording of the rule and its legislative history make it dear that the
rule applies only to increases in specific statutory rates in the Internal Revenue Code and not to
provisions merely because they raise revenue oj' otherwise modify the income tax base.
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Appendix II. Historical Note
The Committee on Ways and Means was first established as an ad hoc committee
in the first session of the First Congress, on Juiy 24, 1789. Representative Fitzsimons,
from Pennsylvania, in commenting on the repOlt of a select committee concerning
appropriations and revenues, pointed ant the desirability of having a committee to review
the expenditure needs oYthe Government and the resources available, as follows:
The finances of America have frequently been mentioned in this House as
being very inadequate to the dem,mds. I have never been of a different opinion, and do
believe that the funds of this country, if properly drawn into operation, will be eqnal to
every claim. The estimate of supplies necessary for the eUlTent year appears very great
from a report on your table, and which report has found its way into the public
newspapers. I said, on a former occasion, and I repeat it now, notwithstanding what is set
fOlth in the estimate, that a revenue of $3 million in specie, will enable us to provide
every supply necessary to support the Government, and pay the interest and installments
on the foreign and domestic debt. If we wish to have more patticular infonnation on these
points, we ought to appoint a Committee on Ways and Means, to whom, among other
things, the estimate of supplies may be referred, atld this ought to be done speedily, if we
mean to do it this session.
After discussion, the motion was agreed to and a committee consisting of one
Member from each State (North Carolina and Rhode Island had not yet ratified the
Constitution) was appointed as follows: Messrs. Fitzsimons (Pennsylvania), Vining
(Delaware), Livermore (New Hatupshire), CadwaJader (New Jersey), Laurance (New
York), Wadsworth (Connecticut), Jackson (Georgia), GClTy (11assachusetts), Smith
(Marylatld), Smith (South Carolina), and Madison (Virginia).
While there does not appear to be any direct relationship, it is interesting to note
that the appointment of this ad hoc committee came within a few weeks after the House,
in Commiliee of the Whole, had spent a good part of the months of April, May, and June
in wrestling with the details involved in writing bills "for laying a duty on goods, wares,
and merchandises imported into the United States" and for imposing duties on tonnage.
Tariffs, of course, became a prime revenue source for the new government.
However, the results ofthis ad hoc committee are not clear. It existed for a period
of only 8 weeks, heing dissolved on September 17, 1789, with the following order:
That the Committee on Ways at1d Means be discharged from further proceeding
on the business referred to them, and that it be refened to the Secretary of the TreasUlY to
repOlt thereon.
It has also heon suggested by one student that the Committee was dissolved
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because Alexander Hamilton had become Secretary of the newly created U.S.
Department of the Treasury, and thus it was presumed that the U.S. Department of the
Treasury could provide the necessary machinery for developing information which would
be needed. During the next 6 years there was no Committee on Ways and Means or any
other standing committee for the examination of estimates. Rather, ad hoc committees
were appointed to draw up particular pieces oflegislation on the basis of decisions made
in the Committee of the Whole House. On November 13, 1794, a mle was adopted
providing that:
All proceedings touching appropriations ofmoney shall be tirst moved and
discussed in a Committee on the Whole House.
In the next Congress historians have suggested that the House was detennined to
curtail Secretary Hamilton's intluence by tIrst setting up a Committee on Ways and
Means and requiring that Committee to submit a report on appropriations and revenue
measures before consideration in the Committee of the W1lOle House. It was also said
that this Committec on Ways and Means was put on a more or less standing basis since
such a committee appeared at some point in every Congress until it was made a
permanent committee.
In the first session of the 7th Congress, Tuesday, December 8,1801, a resolution
was adopted as follows:

Resolved, That a standing Committee on Ways and Means be appointed, whose
duty it shall be to take into consideration all such reports of the Treasury
Department, and all such propositions, relative to the revenue as may be referred
to them by tbe House; to inquire into the state of the public debt, of the revenue,
and of the expenditures; and to repmt, from time to time, their opinion thereon.
The following Members were appointed: Messrs. Randolph (Virginia), Griswold
(COllllecticut), Smith (Vermont), Baydrd (Delaware), Smilie (Pennsylvania), Read
(Massachusetts), Nicholson (Maryland), Van Rensselaer (New York), Dickson
(Tellllessee).
On Thursday, January 7, 1802, the House agreed to standing rules which, among
other things, provided for standing committees, including the Conuuittee on Ways and
Means. The relevant part of the IUles in this respect read as follows:
A Committee on Ways and Means, to consist of seven Members;

*******
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18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in thjs issue area
First Name

Name
Last Name

Peter

Pastre

Kate

Cerey

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific. issues listed 011 Hnc 16 above ~CheckifNone

SjgnatmB

Date

Printed Name and Title Kathleen L. MeH?_'!MYjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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It shall be the duty of the said Committee on Ways and Means to take into
consideration all such reports of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, and all such
propositions relative to the revenue, as may be referred to them by the House; to inquire
into the state of the public debt, of the revenue, and of the expenditures, and to report,
from time to time, their opinion thereon; to exan1ine into the state of the several public
departments, and pmticularly into the laws making appropriations of moneys, and to
repOlt whether the moneys have been disbursed conformably with such laws; and also to
repmt, ±l'om time to time, such provisions and al1'angements, as may be necessary to add
to the economy of the departments, and the accountability of their officers.
It has been said that the jurisdiction of the Committee was so broad in the early
19th century that one historian described it as follows:
It seemed like an Atlas bealing upon its shoulders all the business of the House.
The jurisdiction of the Committee remained essentially the same until 1865 when
the control over appropriations was tl'ansfel1'ed to a newly created Committee on
Appropriations and another pm't of its jurisdiction was given to a newly created
Committee on Banking and Currency. This action followed rather extended discussion in
the House, too len!,>1:hy to review here.
During the course of that discussion, however, the following observations are of
some historical intcrest. Rcpresentative Cox, who was handling the motion to divide the
Committee, gave a very picturesque discussion ofthe many v8l'ied and heavy duties
which had fallen on the Committee over the yem·s. He observed:
And yet, sir, powerful as the Committee is constituted, even their powers of
endurance, physical and mental, are not adequate to the great duty which has
been imposed by the emergencies of this historic time. It is an old adage, that
"whoso wanteth rest will also want of might"; and even an Olympian would faint
and fiag ifthe burden of Atlas is not relieved by the broad shoulders of Hercules.
He continued:
I might give here a detailed statement of the amount ofbusiness thrown upon
that Committee since the commencement of the war. But 1 prefer to append it to
my remarks. Whereas before the war we scarcely expcndedmore than $70
million a year, now, dUling the five sessions of the last two Congresses, there has
been an average appropriation of at least $800 million per session. The
statement which I hold in my hand shows that during the first and extra session
of the 37tlJ Congress there emne appropriation bills from the Committee on
Ways and Means amounting to $226,691,457.99. 1 say nothing now of the loan
and other fiscal bills emanating from that Committee. * * * Dnring the present
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session I suppose it would be a fair estimate to take the appropriations of the last
session of the 37th Congress, say $900 million.
These are appropriation bills alone. They are stupendous, and but poorly
symbolize the immense labors which the internal revenue, tariff, and loan bills
imposed on the Committee. ** " And this bllsiness of appropriations is perhaps
not one-half of the labor of the Committee. There are various and important
matters upon which they act, but upon which they never repmi. Their duties
comprehend all the varied interests of the United States; evcry element and branch
of industry, and every dollar or dime of value. They are connected with taxation,
tariffs, banking, loan bills, and ramify to every fiber of the body-politic. All the
springs of wealth and labor are more or less influenced by the action of this
Committec. Their responsibility is immense, and their control almost imperial
over the necessities, comfOlis, homes, hopes, and destinies of the people. All the
values of the United States, which in tbe census of 1860 (page 194) amount to
nearly $17 billion, or, to be exact, $16,159,616,068, are affected by the action of
that Committee, even before their action is approved by the House. Those values
flu etaate whenever the head of the Committee on Ways and Means rises in his
place and proposes a measure. The plice of every adele we use trembles when he
proposes a gold bill or a loan hill, or any bill to tax directly or indirectly. """
* * * the interests connected with tlIese economical questions are of all
questions those most momentous for the future. Parties, statesmanship, union,
stability, all depend upon the manner in which these questions are dealt with.
Representative Morrill (wbo was subsequently appointed ehairman of the
Committee on Ways and Means in the succeeding Congress, and who sti1l1ater became
chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance after he became a Senator) observed as
follows:
I am entirely indifferent as to the disposition which shal1 be made ofthis subject
by the House. So far as I am myself concerned, I have never sought any position
upon any committee from tbe present or any other Speaker of the House, and
probabl y never shall. I have no disposition to press myself hereafter for any
position. In relation to the proposed division of the Committee on Ways and
Means, the only doubt tlmt I have is the one expressed by my colleague on that
Committee, Representative Stevens, in regard to the separation of the questious
of revenue from those relating to appropriations. In ordinary times of peace I
should deem it almost indispensable and entirely within their power that this
Committee should have the control of both subjeets, in order that they might
make both ends meet, that is, to provide a sufficient revenue for the
expenditures. That reason applies now with greater force; but it may be that the
Committee is overworked. It is true tlIat for the last 3 or 4 years the labors of the
Committee on Ways and Means have been incessant, they have labored not only
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days but nights; not only weekends but Sundays. If gentlemen suppose that the
Committee have permitted some appropriations to be reported which should not
have been permitted they little understand how much has been resisted.
The influence the Committee came not only from the nature of its jurisdiction but
also because for many years the chairman of the Committee was also ad hoc majority
Floor leader ofthe House.
When the revolt against Speaker Cannon took place, and the Speaker's powers to
appoint the Members of committees were curtailed, the Majority Members on the
Committee on Ways and Means beeame the Committee on Committees. SubseqlJently,
this power was disbursed to the respective party caucuses, beginning in the 94'h Congress.
Throughout its history, many famous Americans have served on the Committee on
Ways and Means. TIle long and distinguished list includes 8 Presidents of the United
States, 8 Vice Presidents, 4 Justices ofthe Supreme Court, 34 Cabinet members, and
quite interestingly, 21 Speakers of the House of Representatives. This latter tlgure
represents nearly one-half of the 51 Speakers who have served since 1789 through the
end ofthe 110th Congress. Sec the alphabetical list which follows for names.
Malar positions held by former members ofthe Committee on Ways and Means
President of the United States:
George II. W. Bush, Texas
Millard Fillmore, New York
James A. Garfield, Ohio
Andrew Jackson, Tennessee
James Madison, Virginia
William McKinley, Jr., Ohio
James K. Polk, Tennessee
John Tyler, Virginia
Vice President oftl1e United States:
John C. Breekinridge, Kentucky
George H. W. Bush, Texas
Charles CUltis, K.ansas
Millard Fillmore, New York
John N. Gamer, Texas
Elbridge Geny, Massachusetts
Richard M, Johnson, Kentucky
John Tyler, Virginia
Justice ofthe Supreme COUlt:
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Philip P. Barbour, Virginia
Joseph McKenna, California
Jolm McKinley, Alabama
Fred M. Vinson, Kentucky (Chief Justice)
Speaker of the House of Representatives:
Nathaniel P. Banks, Massachusetts
Philip P. Barbour, Virginia
James G. Blaine, Maine
John G. Carlisle, Kentucky
Langdon Cheves, South Carolina
James B. (Champ) Clark, Missouri
Howell Cobb, Georgia
Charles F. Crisp, Georgia
John N. Gamer, Texas
John W. .fones, Virginia
Michael C. Ken', Indiana
Nicholas Longworth, Ohio
John W. McCormack, Massachusetts
James K Polk, Tennessee
Henry T. Rainey, Illinois
Samuel.f. Randall, Pennsylvania
Thomas B. Reed, Maine
TIleodore Sedgwick, Massachusetts
Andrew Stevenson, Virginia
John W. Taylor, New York
Robert C. Winthrop, Massachusetts
Cabinet Member:
Secretary of State:
James G. Blaine, Maine
William J. Bryan, Nebraska
Cordell Hull,Tennessee'
Louis McLean, Delaware
John Sherman, Ohio
Secretary ofthe Treasury:
George W. Campbell, Tennessee
.fohn G. Carlisle, Kentucky
Howell Cohb, Georgia
TI,omas Corvvin, Ohio
'Recipient of Nobel Peace Prize in 1945.
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Charles Foster, Ohio
Albert Gallatin, Pennsylvania
Samnel D. Ingham, Pennsylvania
Louis McLean, Delaware
Ogden L. Mills, New York
John Sherman, Ohio
Philip F. Thomas, Maryland
Fred M. Vinson, Kentucky
Attorney General:
James P. McGranery, PelllisyIvania
Joseph McKenna, California
A. Mitchell Palmcr, Pennsylvania
Caesar A. Rodney, Delaware
Postmaster General:
Samuel D. Hubbard, Connecticut
Cave Johnson, Tennessee
Horace Maynard, Tenncssee
William L. Wilson, West Virginia
Secretary of the Navy:
Thomas W. Gilder, Virginia
Hilary A. Herbeli, Alabama
Victor H. Metcalf, California
Claude A. Swanson, Virginia
Secretary of the Interior:
Rogers C. B. Morton, Maryland
Jacob Thompson, Mississippi
Secretary of Commerce and Labor:
Victor II. Metcalf, California
Secretary of Commerce:
Rogers C. B. Morton, Maryland
Secretary of Agriculture:
Clinton P. Anderson, New Mexico
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Appendix III. Statistical Review of the Activities of the
Committee on Ways and Means

A. NUMBER OF BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE
At the close of the 11 Oth Congress, there had been referred to the Committee a total of
2,386 bills, representing 25.6 percent of all the public bills introduced in the House of
Representatives.
The following table gives a more complete statistical review since 1967.

TABLE 1. NUMBER OF BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE,
90TH THROUGH 11 OTH CONGRESSES
Introduced in House

Referred to Committee on
Ways and Means

Percentage

90th Congress

24,227

3,806

15.7

91 st Congress

23,575

3,442

14.6

92nd Congress

20,458

3,157

15.4

93 nl Congress

21,096

3,370

16

94th Congress

19,371

3,747

19.3

95 th Congress

17,800

3,922

22

96 th Congress

10,196

2,337

22.9

97th Congress

9,909

2,377

26.4

98 Congress

8,104

1,904

23.5

99th Congress

7,522

1,568

20.8

100th Congress

7,043

1,419

22.1

101" Congress

7,640

1,737

22.7

102ud Congress

7,771

1,972

25.4

th

103,d Congress

6,645

1,496

22.5

104th Congress

5,329

1,071

20.1

5,976

1,509

25.2

105th Congress
106'h Congress

6,942

1,762

25.3

l07th Congress

7,029

1,941

27.6

108t1• Congress

6,953

1,541

22.2
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109'1< Congress

8,152

2,152

26.4

110"t Congress

9,319

2,386

25.6

B. PUBLlC HEARINGS

In the course of the 110'" Congress, the Committee on Ways and Means along with its six
subCDmmittees held public hearings on a total of 103 days. Many of these hearings dealt with
broad subject mattcr including the President's fiscal year 2008 and 2009 bndgct proposals, health
and Social Security issues, and President Bush's trade agenda. The full Committee reviewed

progr8111s under the Committee's jurisdiction for waste, fraud, and abuse, and focused en such
issues as tax reform, and the implementation of free trade agreements with Bahrain, Om.an, Peru,
and the Dominican Republic.
The following table specifies the statistical data on the number of days and witnesses published
on each of the subjects covered by public hearings in the lull Committee during thel1 0'"

Congress.
TABLE 2. PUBLlC HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE FULL COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Number of
Subject and Date
2007:
Hearing on the Economy, January 23
Hearing on the Economic and Sodetal Costs of Poverty, January 24
Heming on Trade mld Globalization, JanuaI)' 30
Heming on Economic Challenges Facing Middle Class Families, January
31
Heming on the President's Fiscal Year 2008 Budget with U.S.
Depmtment of the Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, February 6
Hearing on the President's Fiscal Year 2008 Budget with OMB Director
Rob Portman, Fobmal)' 7

Days

Witncsses

5
5
6
6

Hearing on the President's Fiscal Year 2008 Budget for the U.s.
Department of Health and Human Services, February 8
Hearing on the U.S. Trade Agenda, Febn1ary 14
First in a Series ofHem·ings on Energy and Tax Policy, FebmaJ"Y 28

4

Hearing on the Revenue Increasing Measures in the "Small Business and
4

Work Opportunity Act of 2007;' March 14
Hearing on [nternal Revel1Ue Selvice's Usc of Private Debt Collection
Companies to Collect Federal Income Taxes, May 23
Hearing on Promoting U.S. Worker Competitiveness in a Globalized
Economy, JID1C 14
Hearing on Fair and Eqnitable Tax Policy fbr America's Working
Families, September 6

20

Hearing on the Appropriateness of RetiremC1lt Plan Fees, October 30

15

14
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Total for 2007
2008:
Hearing on Hearing OIl the President's Fiscal Year 2009 Budget with U.S.
Department of the Treasury Secretary Henry Paulsol1, February 7
Hearing on the President's Fiscal Ycar 2009 Budget with OMB Director
.Tim Nussle, February 13
Hearing on the President's Fiscal Year 2009 Budget for the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, February 13
Healing on Clearing the Disability Backlog - Giving the Social Secmity
Administration the Resources It Needs to Provide the Benefits Workers
Have Eamed, April 23
Hearing on Policy Options to Prevent Climate Change, September 18

88

14

6
13

Hearing on Economic Recovery, .Tob Creation and Investment In
America, October 29
Total for both scssions

6

35

20

123

The six Subcommittees of the Committee on Ways and Means were also very active in
conducting public hearings during the 11 Oth Congress. The foUowing table specifies in detail the
11lunber of days and witnesses published by each oftlle Subcommittees.
TABLE 3. PUBLIC HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEES OF THE
COlvlM1TTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Number of
and Date

Witnesses

SUBCOMMrITEE ON TRADE
2007:
Hearing on Trade with China, Fobruary 15
Healing on the Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of 2007, March 13
Hearing 011 the U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement Negotiations, March 20
Tri-pmute Heming on Currency Manipulation and Its Effect on U.S.
Businesses and Workers, May 9
Hearing on Legislation Related to Trade with China, August 2
Joint Hearing on I1111'01t Safety, October 4
Total

10

7
11
10

20
12
6

70

SUBCOMMrITEE ON OVERSIGHT
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2007:
Hearing on Earned Income Tax Credit Outreach, February 13
SEE HEALTH, March 8
Hearing on Katrina Redevelopment Tax Issues, March 13
Hearing on Internal Revenue Service Operations and the Tax Gap, March 20
Healing on Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations (The Hearing Advisory
merged the Request for Written Comments into this reeord), July 24
Healing to Examine Whether Charitable Orgallizations Serve the Needs of
Diverse Communities, September 25

2
I
5

6

SEE TRADE, Oetober 4
SEE HEALTH, October 16
2008:
2

Hearing on the Tax Return Filing Season, Internal Revenne Service
Operations, Fiscal Year 2009 Budget Proposals, and the IRS National
Taxpayer Advocate's Annual Report, March 13
Hearing on the Depar!ulent of the Treasury Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and
Trade BllTeau, May 20

2

Hearing 011 Economic Stimulus Payments, June 19

3

Hearing on the Pension Benellt GUal'aniy Corporation, September 24
Total

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTll
2007:
Hearing on the President's Fiscal Year 2008 Budget with Acting CMS
Administrator Norwalk, February 13
Hearing on lV1c'dPAC's Atmual March Report with MedPAC Chairman
Glenn M, Hackbarth., March 1
Hearing on MedPAC's Report on the Sustainable Ctl'owth Rate (SGR),
March 6
Hearing on Medicare Program Integrity (Joint with Oversight), March 8
HCal'ing on Genetic Non-Discrimination, March 14
Hearing on Medicare Advantage, March 2 I
Hearing on Mental Health and Substance Abuse Parity, March 27
Hearing on the 2007 MedicaI'c Tmstees RCPOlt, April 25
Hearing on Medicare Programs tor Low-Income Beneficiaries, May 3
Hearing on Options to Improve Quality and Effideney Among Medicare
Physicians, May 10
Hearing on Payments to Certain Medicare Fee-for-Service Providers,
May 15
Hearing on Medicare Advantage Plivate Fee-For-Service Plans, May 22
Hearing on Strategies to Increase Information on Comparative Clinical
Effectiveness, June 12
Hearing on Beneficiary Protections in Medical'e Part D, June 21
Hearing on Ensuring Kidney Paticllts Receive Safe and Appropriate
Anemia Management Care, June 26

3
3

5
3
8
I
8
7

7
9

7
7
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7

Joint Hearing on Statutorily Required Audits of Medicare Advantage Plan
Bids, October 16
Hearing on Trends in Nursing Home Ownership and Quality, November
15
2008:
Healing on the Medicare Portions ofthe President's Fiscal Year 2009
Budget with Acting CMS Administrator Weems, Febmary 14
Hearing on Medicare Advantage, Febmary 28
HeaJing on MedPAC's Annual March RepOIt with MedPAC Chairman
Glenn M, Hackbarth, March 11
Hearing on the 2008 Medicare Tmstces Report, April 1
HeaJing on the Instability of Health Coverage in America, April 15
Heming on Medical"c's Durable Medical Equipment, Pl"Ostheties,
Orthotics, and Supplies (DMEPOS) Competitive Bidding Progrmn, May

4

6
I
I
5
5

6
Healing on Health Savings Accollnts (HSAs) and Consumer Driven
Health Care: Cost Containment or Cost-Shift?, May 14
10
Addressing Disparities in Health and Healtheare: IS,,"!les for Refaffi1, June
10

Healing on State Coverage Initiatives, July 15
Healing on Pl"Omoting the Adopti0l1 and Use of Health Infonl1ation
Teclmology, July 24
Hearing on Reforming Medicare's Physician Payment System, September
II
Hearing on The Health of the Private Health Insurance Market,
Septen1ber 23

7
4
4
29

143

Total:
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY
2007:
Headng on Social Security Disability Backlogs, April 23
HeaJing on the Hiring of Administrative Law Judges at the Social
Security Administration, May 1
Hearing on Employment Eligibility Verification Systems, June 7
Heal1ng on Protecting the Pt-ivacy "fthe Social Security Number from
Identity Theft, June 21
2008:
Healing on Social Security Benefits for Economically Vulnerable
Beneficiaries, January 16
Healing on Employment Eligibility Verification Systems and the
Potential Impacts on SSA's Ability to Serve Retirees, People with

5
2

8
12

9
11
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Disabilities, and Workers, May 6
Healing on Protecting Social Security Beneficiaries from Predatory
Lending and OU,er Hannful Finallci"l Institution Practices, June 24
Healing on the Perfbnnance of Social Security Administl'atiotl Appeals
Hearing Offices, Scptembet' 16
Total

7

SUBCOMlVllTTEE ON INCOME SECURITY AND FAMILY SUPPORT
2007:
Hearing on Economic Opportunity and Poverty in America, February 13

9

Hearing on Recent Changes to Programs Assisting Low-Income Familie.'i,

6

March 6
Hearing on Increasing Economic Security for Amelican Workers, March 15
Hearing on Assistance for Elderly and Disabled Refugees, March 22
Hearing on Proposals for Reducing Poverty, April 26
Hearing on the Effects of Misclassifying Workers as Independent
Contractors, May 8

5
4
6
6

Hearing on ChaIlenges Facing the Child Welfare System, May 15
Hearing on Disconnccted alld Disadvantaged Youth, June 19
Healing on Children Who "Age Out" of the Foster Care System, July 12
Hearing on Health Carc for Children in Foster Care, July 19
Hearing on Measuriog PovClty in America, August I
Heal-lng on Modernizing Unemployment Iusuranee to Reduce Ban-lers for
Jobless Workers, September 19
Hearing on Impact of Gaps in Health Coverage on Income Security,
November 14
2008:
Hem-lng on Improving the Child Welfare System, Febluary 27
Hearing on Extending Unemploymellt Insurance, April 10
Hearing on the Utilization of Psychotropic Medication fbr Childretl in
Foster Care, May 8
Hearing on Establishing a Modet'u Poverty Measure, July 17
Hearing on Racial DispropOltionality in Foster Care, July 31
Hearing on Challenges Facing American Workers, September 11
Total

6
10

6
5
5

12

4
6

5
5
5

19

116

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT REVENUE MEASURES
2007:
Hearing on the Alternative Minimum Tax, Mal'ch 7
Second in a Series of Hearings on the Alternative Minimum Tax, March 22
Hearing on Energy and Tax Policy, April 19
Hearing on Member Proposals on Energy Tax Iocetltives, April 24

4
6
7
21
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SEE INCOME SECURITY AND FAMILY SUPPORT, May 8
Hearing on Tax Incentives for Affordable I-lousing, May 24
Hearing on Aviation Taxes, AUgl"t I
Joint Hearing on Heroes Eamings Assistaace and Relief Tax Act of2007,
October 17
2008:
Hearing on Derivatives, March 5
Hearing on Education Tax Incentives, May I
Hearing on Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) and their role in our
retirement system, June 26
Total

10
11
9

8

6
10
10

92

As the !,m,going statistics indicate, during the 110'b Congress thc full Committee and its six
Subcommittees held public hearings aggregating a grand total of 103 days, during which time
639 witnesses testified. There were no field hearings.
In addition, written comments were received by the Full Committee on Proposed Modification
to the U.S. Department of Commerce's Calculation of Weighted Average Dmnping Margins in
Investigations, the Health Subcommittee on Medicare Therapy Caps and Refined and Altemative
Payment Methodologies, the Subeommittee on Oversight on Provisions Relating to Tax-Exempt
Organizations in the "Pension Protection Act of2006", the Fl111 Committee on H.R. 3361, a bill
to make technieal COlTectiOns to the "Pension Protedion Aet 01'2006", and the Full Committee
on H.R. 4195, the "Teehnical Corrections Act of 200T', the Trade Subcommittee on
Miscellaneous Tariff and Duty Suspension Bills and Deadlines for Limited Tariff Benefit
Disclosures.

In addition, the Trade Subcommittee Members Levin and Herger requested "Introduction of
Miscellaneous Tariff and Duty Suspension Bills by December 14, 200T' and "Additional Bills
on Technical Concctions to U.S. Trade Laws and Miscellaneous Duty Suspensions f()f Written
Comments".

C.

MARKUP SESSIONS

With respect to markup or business sessions during the I JOth Congress, the full
Conunittce and its six Subcommittees were also very actively engaged. The full Committee held
such sessions on 20 working days, usually both moming and aftemoon sessions, and the
Subcommittees an aggregate of? working days, making a grand total ofn working days of
markup or business sessions for the full Committce and its Subeommittces during the II Oth
Congress.

D. NUMBER AND FINAL STATUS OF BILLS REpORTED FROM TIlE
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS IN THE J JOTH CONGRESS
During the I JOtb Congress, the Con1l11it1ee rep0l1ed to the House a total of 24 bills
fllVorably. TI,ere were 88 bills containing provisions within the purview of the Committee that
were passed by the House; 38 were enacted into Jaw. This is not indieative of the total number
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of bills considered by the Committee.
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Ma"J

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

-

III

-

§~

...........................................................................·······················1··· ..·· ················· ·

J 9. lntercst or each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on. Ilne!6 above

Signature

Document digitally signe~ ?n_P_8.:.g_e_l_,

_

I..

[XI Check IfNone

Date

Printed Name alld Title Richard L. ~rlJchterman. III, Pri~i!,a.I_._.
LD~2DS(REV.4103)

Page .-3:__
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~
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fI,!

II

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (SectionS)· All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Rcgistfil11t name

o

181 OrgalliZfllbn

Individual

The Joseph Group, lLC (formerly Kevin M, Joseph and Assoc.}

Organi:"atioll

317 Massachusetts Avenue NE

Addressl

Address 2

Washington

City

Suite 200A

Stufe DC

Zip Code 20002

Country USA

Stale

ZipCQ(Le

CmmtLy

i"p;i~~i"p~i'pj",~'~'~i:'i;~;i~~~;'(lidiff~;~~t'th~;;"ii;~~'2)""'

Same

eil)'

o'Y

14,_ Co",actName

b,

p,-,",

P"II'

Mr,

Kev1n M. Joseph

·1:·ciko"t'U;;;ne····

c,E-milll

202·292-4600

5, Senate lD #

288613·51

carla@e-copemlcus.com

...·O':;;eii'..··

6. House lD #

37083000

AT&T Corporation

TYPE Ol? REPORT

8,Y(;f1r"",~~05

Midyear (January I-Junc30)

9, Check iflhig filing amends a pl'()viotlSly filed version of this repOlt
10. Check if this is ~ 'lbrminl1tion Report:

0

c¢.

I!l

YeaJ' End (July I-Decernb~~r3l)

OR

CJ

0

Termination Date

11, No LohbyingActivlCY

0

12 OR Line 13

INCOME OR EXPENSES .

13. Organizations
INCOME relnting: tolnhhying activities 'for this rcp0l1ing period
was:
Lessthiln$lO,OOO

CI

$Hl,OOOormorc

1m

80,000

c:}

Provide a good fuith estimate, fOunded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all

payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the cJient).

Signalure Kevin M Joseph
Printed Name and Title

EXPI.i:NSES relating to lobb)dng uctivitics for this rcp0l1ing poriod
'were:
Less thnn SIO,OO{}

CJ

$lO,OOOormorc

[J

c::>

$

14. REPORTfNG ~'fEll";:TH~~O~~D~-1Cf~-h~:c,'C:k~~~.;:;,;i;I~:~:~;:i;~~~::

flccountinglt1eihod. S<

D

Cl

M.cthodA.
MelhodB,

CJ

Methodc'

Date

RepOl'ling.amoulltslislngLDAduffnitionsonJy

3i16f2006

Kevin M. Joseph, Prin,--c..cip",a'c-_ _

L[).2DS (Rl.'V. 4.(6)

CSOC,CBR.00031412

1722
Go 10 'Folrn Comple/od'
Delafe lllis page

.Registrant Name .,.J:e~~~;~~~~,') LLC (former!y"~~~~~_~

Client Name _~.~~~ __?_o_rp_o_rat_i_on

I
I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflcctthe general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infhl'lTlation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. ('Jeneral issue area code TEe - Telecommunications

(one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues
Issues relating to the Telecommunications Act of 1996.

J7, Honse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNonc
u.s. Senate
House of Represenla~vGs
FCC
OSTP

18. Name of each individual who acted as a IDbbyist in this issue area

/\t'fd il p<JQe to contimN addifing Idlbyisfs ro!

Covered Official Position (ifapplicnble)
Suffix

FJrstNamc

Kevin

Jospeh

Megan

Delany

-

-

-

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on linc 16 above

Signature

Documen!.d!gilally signed on Pege

1,

PI'inted Name and Title Kevin ~~JOSef'h'jP~r.iniiciiiiPiia.I_IIIlIiI __"I

1Xl Check ifNOlle

Date

""

""

U)-2DS (Rev. 4.06)

Vage _,_"_ of ~.

_
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Coml,lete This Page
1,Registrantname

o

1&1

Brownstein Hyatt & Farber, P,C,

D

2,AM,'oss

410 17th Street, 22nd Floor

co

Denver

80202

b,

Mr,

Thomas H, Hudson

o

USA

c, Ii-m,B

(202) 872-5283

5. Senate ID #

7257-381

thudson@bhf-law.oom

6. House ID #

Self

AT&T Corp,

31842037

TYP.EOlfU1f:PORf

8,Ycar~

Midyear(Jallltaryl-June30)

9. Check ifthis filing mnends a previously fil,;;.'\-I version of tllis report

10. Che-..ck jf this is a Tennination RCPOTt

0

t:}

CI

..

'>."" .. "

,

,..n .. '

lii~bi~yi~gFi~~~~·"""·

YearEnd (July l-Dccernber3J)

Tei'mination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
.H•• "

OR

. , ,,,

IE

0

,

0

.
13. Organizations

INCOJ\fE relating to Lobbying activities for this reporting period

vms:

EXPENSES relnting to lobbying activities for this reporting period

wm:

Lessfhan$lO,OOO

[J

$1O,OOOOrmOl~

Iiil

0:>

$

18,-0:c'0,-0,,0

_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all

payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

.

Signature Thomas H Hudson

Less than $10,000

Cl

SlO,OOOormore

Cl

~

$

14.
REPORTING
.~~~~~o:'~:,'~;~~~~l~f~:;;:.~:::
accounting
method.MflE;;T'~H:?,O'~D:;"
SI

o
o MethodB,
o MetllOdC.

'MethodA.

Date

Repol'tWg,llllOunts using LDA dcfinitioTI3 only

211312:cOO,,6=--

_

Printed Name and Title .__!~_9:~~s H. Hudson, Attorney at Law
LD-2DS (Rev, 4.(6)

"

Page.,,}, .,of_3_

CSOC.CBR.00031430
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I
I
LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issne areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
infoDl1atioll us requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15, Genenil issue area code COM - Communications/Broadcasting/Radlo/T\ (oneperpage)

16. Spccific lobbying isslles
HR1898, Telephone Excise Tax Repeal Act of 2005
Potential rewrite of the Communications Act of 1934 and the Telecommunications Act of 1996
Pension Reform Legislation

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
House of Representatives

Senate
Federal Communications Commission

18. Name ofeach individual wbo acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name

Kathryn

Bentfield

Judy

Black

Norman

BrownsteIn

Thomas

Hudson

Michael

Levy

Richard

May

Alfred

Mottur

Steven

Wall

Legislative Counsel to Senator Lott

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [ZICheckifNollC

SIgnature

Document digitally s;gned on Page 1.

Date

2/13/2006

Printed Name and Title _.Ih_?_~_~~ Ij_:_t!__~~~on, Attorney at Law

I!fiiiio--.........- - - - - - -

CD-lDS (Rev. 4.06)

Page .. -?_ of_3_

CSOC.CBR.00031431
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I
I
Client Name AT&T Corp.

Information Update Page - Complete Ol'iLY wbere registration information has cbanged.
20. Client new address
Addrl>Ss

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for tlle client

OJ

m
ISSUE UPDATE

Find the _code to select below,

24. Geneml lobbying issues that no langer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS

26. Name of each previously repOlicd org,:mizatiou that is no longer affiliated \-vith the registrant or cHent

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27 Add the following foreign entities
Name
........................................<0<.,." •• , ..

SlmctAddre;;s

Address

Amount ofconlnbulion

forlobbyingactivi1ies

J:i.ly.......

%
28. Name of each prevIOusly reported foreign entity that no longer owns, Qt controls. Q!; IS affiliated WIth the registrant, chent or

affiliated organization

Signature Document digitally signed on Page 1.

Printed Name and Title Thomas H. Hudson., Attorney at La__w

Date

_

LD·2DS tREVAJl6)

CSOC.CBR.00031432

1726
ClffiJ} /11/ diJi8 t;md rmoot fJeid';

Go to 'Form Completed'

~

Ii

Clerk ofthe House ofRepresentalives
Legislative Resource Center

B-1 06 Cannon Building
Washington, DC 20515

232 HartBul1ding
Washington, DC 2051 i)

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of1995 (Section 5) - AU Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
L Registrflntnamc

12. Addres'

Individual

BristOl-Myers Squibb Company

0
655 15th Street, NW

Add",,,l

City

State DC

Zip Code 20005

Country USA

State

Zip Code

Country

c.E-mnil

P,',fix

F,d'

Mr.

Richard Thompson

"7':·CIl(;tltNiiiiic···"

Suite 300

Address;4

Washington

City

City

o

l8I Organization

Organization

202-783-8618

5, Senate JD #

3158000

dick.thompson@bms,com

.......................·.. ·1-r6.~Hou="I~D#r---.........j

···T~JSclf'

31580000

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
TYP.fl~OI?RJ~PORT

g,Year

2005

Midyear{Janual'y1-June30)

9. Check if this filing lItncnds a previollsly filed version oftbis l'Cpott
JO,Checkifthis is aTcrminationRcport

D

9

l:J

OR

t!J

YearEnd {July I-December 31)

D
~.,

TemllnationDate .... _.

_

0

11, No Lobbying Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
'''''''''''··''''''·''''''''·'''''''>''·''''''ii'i~;b·i~;:i~~gli;i~;~''

. -,,"

,

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this rep(uting period
was:

",,,,,,,.,,

13. Organizations

EXPENSES relatitlg to lobbying (lct.ivil:ic~ for this reporting period

were:

Lessthan$10,OOO

(J

Less than $10,000

CI

$10,000 or lllore

[J r:::>

$10,0000''''or'

Il!l

Provide a good fuith ~ihnate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from ihe dient (including an
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Si~nature Richard L Thompson
Printed Name and Title

0;>

$_--:2",5=-8",0-,-,0",0-,0

_

14,
REPORTING
aCCoUlltlug
method,MlEE:T:II:.~O~J)~,:~:~"~);'~::~;:~~~'~f~~;~::
S,

I!l

Method A.

CJ

MetlmdB.

CJ

MCtllOdC,

Date

Reportiug flnlountsusing LDA definitions only

211012006

Ri~~~_!~,?<~pson, Senior Vice PresIdent, Policy & Government Aff~~~~

_

LD·2DS(RIW.4I03)

CSOC.CBR00031416
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Go to 'Form Completed'
Di;J/ete UU's pa~

Registrant Name Bristol-Myers Squj~,~~~~~~_n_y

_

I
I

Client Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas iu which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfQfthe client during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
information a.<; requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

BUD - BUdgeVAppropriations

(oncperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.Con.Res.95, Establishing the congressional bUdget for the United States Government for fiscal year
2006, revising appropriate bUdgetary levels for fiscal year 2005, and setting forth appropriate bUdgetary
levels for fiscal year 2007 through 2010. Lobbied against an amendment to remove language from the
MMA prohibiting HHS from interfacing in negotiations for the drug benefit.
H.R.2744, Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act. 2006. Lobbied to ensure safety of prescription drugs.

17. Housc(s) orCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNonc
Department of Agriculture
Department of Heanh and Human Services
House of Representatives
Senate

18, Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Narne
First Nllmc

Mlchaei

Covered Official Position (ifappticablc)

LastNume

Suffix

Mary-Sumpter

Johnson

Chris

Pernie

Richard

Thompson

'.

::::J

Carozza

-

-

19
-

19. Interest of each foreign entity:in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

.__

_

IZ] Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title Richard Thomp.s()~.SaolorVice President, Policy & <32verornen.t_A_ff...cs...cir...cs

_

LD·2DS (REV. 4Al3)
Ptlge 2 "~of~

CSOC.CBR.00031417
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Go 10 'Form CDmpleted'
DeJetethis page

·
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Registrant Name ".
,~

ClielltName Bristol-Myers Squibb c_o_m_p_a_ny

II

II

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issne Area ~
16. SpecificIobbying issues (continued from previous page)
H.R.3010, Department of Labor, He-alth and Human Services, and Education, and Related Agencies

Appropriations Act 2006. Lobbied for increased funding for Ryan White program.

.~

LD-2DS

!!XHIBIT

Page -.L

of ..l,:!,~

CSOC.CBR.00031418

1729
Go to 'F-orrn Completed'

D$lele this page

Rcgi~,'trant Name Bristol-Myers Squibb C~~~~_~~

Client Name Bristol~Myers Squibb Compan~

I
I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessalY to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client dming thc f£'P011ing period. Using a separate page for each ('.ode~ provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code

CPT - CopyrightiPatentlTrademark

(one per page)

16, Specific lohbying issues
H.R.2795. Patent Act of 2005, Lobbied to ensure strong IP protections for prescriptions drugs.

17, Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCh.eck ifNone
Senate
" - '..· ·

1
.~

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

N;

Name
Last Name

First Name

Michael

Carozza

Mary-$umpter

Johnson

John

Ryan

Richard

Thompson

rr-

r-

r-

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listt.'Cl online 16 above [XlChcck if None

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title JR3.i~cl1.ha~rr(jd'-.:Tr:rh~o~m':lJp2.'S~Oinl.il.~ililiIillioi~loIii_iIilloI~·~P~o~l~iC~Y~&~G~o"-ve",rrr:nlllml.'e,,n'!.!t~.
LD-2DS (REV. 4103)
Page _~ of_1_4_

CSOC.CBR.00031419

1730
Go to 'Form Completed'

Delele ihis page

Registrant Name Bristol-Myers Squibb COI~~:,~~

I
I

Client Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

I,OBBYING ACTIVITY. Seleot as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfoftlle client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for eaeh code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code

HCR· Health Issues

(Ol1cperpage)

16. Specific lohbying issues
H.Con.Res.130, Expressing the sense of the Congress with respect to the awareness, prevention, early
detection, and effective treatment of viral hepatitis, and for other purposes. Lobbied for awareness of

Hepalitis B.
H.R.2090, Food and Drug Administration Improvement Act of 2005. Lobbied to prevent provisions
adverse to prescription drug approval process.

17. House(s) of Congress andl<'ederal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
Senate
- - - - " ' "

1

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
LnstNnme

'First Name

Michael

Carozza

Mary-8umpter

Johnson

Chris

Pemfe

John

Ryan

David

WaIT

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

rrr-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •. • • • • .• • • .• . • • .• .• • . • • • .• • • • .• .• • .• • • •Igi
D
·········Cr
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · ·• • • 0

...............................................................

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

[ZJ Check ifNone

Date

~Ajjff"aii:irs~'
Printed Name and Title .!R~i~ch~a~r~d~Tr:!h~o~mrJjp~s~oqn~ilalQji~iliJ,jiiiillililli~p~0~Iii<!CY.y2&~G~ov\ileOllr:r1n.rrml€e",nil.t

_

Ll).2DS (REV. 4/{}3)

Page2- of_ 14_
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Go to 'Form Completed'

II

De,'ff($ this fk'lge . .

·
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Registrant Name .
,
....

_

Client Name

Blisto!~Myers Squibb Compa~~

_

AI)Dl<;NDUM for General J~obbyingIssue Area HeR
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
H.R3010, Department of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and Related Agendes
Appropriations Act, 2006, Lobbied for increased funding for AIDS Drug Assistance Program.
H.R.32B, Pharmaceutical Market Access Act af 1005, Lobbied to ensure safety af prescription drugs.
H.R.700, Pharmaceutical Market Access Act of 1005, Lobbied to ensure safety of prescription drugs.
H.R.898, Stroke Treatment and Ongoing Prevention Act, lobbied for passage of the bill.
H.R. 4550. The National Hepatitis B Awareness Act, lobbied to raise awareness about Hepatitis B and for
passage of the bill.
H.R. 3559, Medicare DME Access Act, Lobbied to remove certain DME services from compeUtive bidding,
implement quality standards, and passage of the bill.
8.1064, Stroke Treatment and Ongoing Prevention Act, Lobbied for passage of the bill.
WIC (no bill), LobbIed for improved nutrition and funding sources for the Supplemental Feeding Program for
Womon, Infants, and Children.

LD-2DS

eXHIBIT

' ' "'

Page_6_of 14

CSOC.CBR.00031421

1732
Go to

'!-orm Compte/ad'
Defers Ihis page

Registrant Name Bristo{~Myers Squibb com~~~~_._____

II

I

Client Name Bristol~Myers Squibb Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as lllany codes as uecessalY to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as reqnested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15, General issuc area code MED - Medical/Disease Research/Clinicai Labs (one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues
H,R2090, Food and Drug Administration improvement Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent provisions
adverse to prescription drug approval process.

H.R753, Safe iMPORT Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent unsafe importation of prescription drugs,
H.R,870, Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers Accountability Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent
provisions adverse to prescription drug approval process.

17, House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone

_'

,"'_00'''_

Senate

1
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Narnc

First Namc

Michael

Carozza

Mary-Sumpter

Johnson

Chris

Pemie

John

Ryan

Richard

Thompson

Covered OfficialPo;\1tion (if applicable)
Suffix

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

[gl Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title . RichardThompsonj·~iIIoiI~~iWi"jjjjj~f-'P'=.0<:>li~lc~YJ&~Government.A.::.ff:::a",ir.:::s

_

LD-2DS (RBV. 4m3)

Page .,,7

of

14

CSOC,CBR00031422
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Go to 'Form Completed'

II

Delete this page •

Registrant Name

ADDENDUM

Bnstol-Myers Squibb Company

1'01'

CHentName

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
_

General Lobbying Issue Area ~

16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
8.16, Affordable Health Care Act, Lobbied to prevent provisions adverse to prescription drug approval process.
S.930, Food and Drug Administration Safety Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent provisions advel'Se to prescription
drug approval process.
8.184, Safe IMPORT Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent unsafe importation of prescription drugs.
3.470, FACT Act, Fair Access to Clinical Trials Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent provisions adverse to prescription
drug approval process.

LD-2DS

t!XHlllIT

P<lge_&_of 14

CSOC.CBR.00031423
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Go to 'Form Compteted'

De/s(e til}'" pAge

Registrant Name Bristol-Myors Squibb Company

Client Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

II

I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as nece8sary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code MMM - Medicare/Medicaid

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R.376, Medicare's Equitable Drugs for Seniors Act of 2005, Lobbied against signing a discharge petition

to bring this bill to a floor vote.
H.R.563, Prescription Drug Affordabllity Act of 2005, Lobbied to prevent passage of the biil.
Lobbied to remove federally imposed cap on Puerto Rico for Medicaid funding.

17. HOlise(s) of Congress Hnd Federal agencies contacted DChcck ifNonc

'00." ~,-".~.
Senate

1
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Offiei,ll Position (ifapplicabJc)

Name
LilSlNam(l

FirslName

Michael

Suffix

Carozza

Mary-Sumpter

Johnson

Chris

Pamis

Richard

Thompson

David

Warr

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 ahove

Signature-

[XI Chcck if None

Date

Printed Name and Title Richard Thompson, Senior Vice Presid nt. Policy & Government Affairs
WelDS (REVAI03)
Page_9_of~

CSOC.CBR.00031424

1735
Go 10 'rorm Completed'
Delete this page

Registrant Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

II:
I

Client Name BristOl-Myers Squibb Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged inlobhying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area cod e

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issnes

H.R.1736, Investment in America Act of 2005, Lobbied to extend the research and deveiopment tax credit.
H.R.3, Transportation Equity Act, Lobbied to prevent enactment of unnecessary new taxes.
H.R.809, To make permanent the individual income tax rates for capital gains and dividends, Lobbied to
ensure passage.
S.627, Investment in America Act of 2005, Lobbied to extend the research <:lnd development tax credit.

17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNonc

I

-""~~-

Senate

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in tills issue area
Name
UlstNilme

First Name

John

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Sliffix

Ryan

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

lZI Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title JR3.ii!'c!:,:ha'!lr~di..:TIJh~o~m!,p[J's",o~nl~~illiiillioiliil-.ii"jjgjlolltf-P~o~l~ic~y:.!&~G'.':o~v~e!:!rn~m!1'e~n2!tJ.A~ff~a~irE;
LD-2DS (REV. 4103)
Page~of~
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Registrant Namc

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

_

Client Name

Bristol-Myers Squibb Compan.~ .. ~

this page

II

I

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area TAX
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued fiBm previous page)
8.7, Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Act of 2005, Lobbied to ensure passage .and extend charitable contribution
deduction to Sec. 965 repatriated funds.
S.2020 Tax Reilef Act 01 2005, Lobbied to amend the IRS Section 170 definition of income for purposes 01
charitable deductions.
H.R.4297 Tax Railef Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005, Lobbied to amend the IRS Section 170 deftnitlon of
income for purposes of charitable deductions.
H.R. 3376, Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2005, Lobbied to amend the IRS Section 170 definition of income for
purposes of charitable deductions.
S, 1447, Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2005, Lobbied to amend the IRS Section 170 definition of income for
purposes of charitable deductions,

LD-2DS

EXHl!l!

Pllge_l_l_of l.:L
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Delete this page

II
I

Client Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15. General issue area code

TOR - Torts

(oncperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
this Issue is no longer a valid active Issue

17

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
PirstName

none

LnstName

Covered Official Position (ifapp]icabJe)
Suffix

none

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above

Signature

[XJ Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title JR~il'!c!l.ha'!lr~d~T!!h:'.'Q~m~p~s~Q'.':n~.~iQIi~(ili,.li;l;ilii.lll~,Pollcy&GQver~l11entAffairs
LD·2DS{REVAA13)
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D",,!ete this page

Client Name _. Brj~~~._M_y_er_s_s_q_u_ib_b .?_o_m-epa_oy'-

II
I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes HS necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfofthe client during the repOlting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attaeh additioillli pagels) as needed.
15.Gelleralissueareacode

TRD· Trade (Domestic &Foreign)

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lohbying issues
S.1307, Central American Free Trade Agreement, Lobbied for equitable treatment of pharmaceutical

products,
H.R 3045, Central American Free Trade Agreement, Lobbied for equitable treatment of pharmaceutical
products.

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives
Senate

I
18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Oflicial Po~ition (ifappHcab1e)

Name
Las~Namc

First Name

Michael

Suffix

Carozza

Chris

Pernie

David

Warr

19, Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above IZlChcckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title ~":".':~'2..'~~'.':'."~llllOliii_iIioli.lliiilljoiillt.r'P::,o:"l"iC'1.y-,&,-"G":,o~ve""r'.'n~m!,e~n"t':,A",ff",a",ir".s~~_
LDelDS (REV. 4103)

CSOC.CBR00031428
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Delele f/')is PfJQfJ

II

I

Client Name ._..~.~.i.~~_~~.~~.~.~:' Squrbb Company

Registrant Name Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address
State

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
FlimNiUlW

lMlN"l1lC

Phg!N"",~

S"Uh.

L~.'IN"l11e

OJ

m
iSSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

Find the code toselset below,

TOR

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25, Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Name

Address
Address

City

CiSfZ

Slate

Country

Address

City
SM¢

Cmmtry

CISfZ

26, Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer afftliatc-d with the registrant or client

ill

OJ

0

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the foHowingforeign entities
Nmne

SlredM<lres«

Amoillltofcontrihl1t1on
forlolA'ryingaetivities

Address

City

%

Stale

28. Name of each prevlOusly reported fOrCl~'ll entIty that no longer owns, m: controls, ill: IS affihated w1th the regIstrant, clIent or
affiliated organization

Signature

_

Date

Plinted Name and Title ..'R~i~c~ha~r~d'_'_'.:':'.'~~~s;a;n;io;r;v;ic;e;;;;;;~~~~&='-~G'501:'vEaenman!

Affairs

LD-lDS (HEV.4103)

CSOC.CBR.00031429
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Go (0 'Form Completed'

I
I

:232 HartBllilding
Washington, DC 2051 0

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All FUel's Are Required to Complete This Page
],Registrantname

.(gJ

Individual

KESSLER & ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SERVICES

0

.2.M],,,,,
Add"",

210 7TH ST.. SE

Address 2

WASHINGTON

City

Ci~

o

Orgilnj7Jltiol1

O"",i"'!,,,

State

Slate

City

200

SUITE

DC

Zip Code 20003

Country USA

Zip Code

Country

o. E·mail

P"f~

F"Il'

Mr.

SHANE YOUNG

202 547 6808

5, Senate ID #

SYOUNG@KESSLERASSOC.COM

........................... ··h-6.~HOU="~ID#::-·

'·7:·CHeii'tNaiiie ····,,···········O·Scl{······

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year

2005

Midyear (January I-Jufle30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previou1'lly filed version of this repOl'l
10, Check Wlhis is a Termination Report

---I

30748049

BRISTOL·MYERS SQUIBB

0

~

1m

OR

YearEnd (July l-Dcccmber31)

[J

0
I J. No Lohbying Activity

TerminationDate

0

cOJ\m OR EXPENSES .. Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobbying l'k~

· ·..·..··..·..·

INCOME relating to Iobbyillg activities fbr this reporting period

was:

·

.. ..

13.0rgani;r.ations

F,XP:ENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pet'ind
were;

Lcs-s than $1 0.000

Cl

$10,OOQormore

m:I

c;>

$

100,000

Provide a good faith e:>timate, ('Olll1deri to the nearest £20,000,
of all10hbying related income from the client (including atl

Lcssthml$lO,OOO

[J

$lO,QOOormore

Cl c:> $

_

14. REPORT1NGMfFE.:;T:lt.~O~D.~t~:C;,,~~~:~,:,~:;)'~'~~~~:~,~:::

accounting method. S~

payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying

Cl

activities on behaIfofthe client).

[J Metlwdll.

M:ethodA.

Reporting amOlmts \l~ing LDA definitions only

[J Methode.

Signature Richard S Kessler

Date

21612006

Printed Name and Title .2HANE YOUNG - LEGISLATlVE.i}'RECTOR
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.(6)

'" Pagc_l_of_2__

CSOC.CBR00031399

1741
Go to 'Form Compieted'
Delete this page

a
I

Client Name BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the rcportingpenod, Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15, General issue area code

TAX TaxationJlnternal Revenue Code
w

(oncpcrpage)

16, Specific lohbying issues
TAXATION REIMPORTATION
CAHRITY DEDUCTION

17. Bouse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
US SENATE
US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

,,~

18, Name of each iudividual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covel;ed Official Position Of applicabie)

"Name
Fh"1JtNl1lnc

RICHARD

LustNlIme

, 1121

8uffu

KESSLER

FRANK

POLK

HON BILLYLEE

EVANS

SCOTT

SPEAR

,....:.
,....:.

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

!ZI Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title SHANE YOUNG - LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR
LD·2DS (R,v, 4,(6)

Page . ~ . ~ ~. ,of, 2

CSOC,CBR00031400

1742

Go fo 'Form CompMted'

232- Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) " All Filers Are Reqnired to Complete This Page
1. Registrant flame

181

o

Organizatioll

Organizatiou

IndiYidual

Citigroup Inc.

0

2. Address

1101 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Addrcsd

Address 2

Washington, DC

City

Suite 1000

Zip Code 20004

State DC

City New York

Stale

NY

COlmtry

10022

Zip Code

USA

Country USA

Cit,

c, E-mail

",.r.,

Fult N"n'

Ms.

LIs. D. T. Rice

202-879-6869

5. SenatelD#

ricel@ciUgroup.com

34193-12

"

"1:'ciJciit'Niiil)o ·····"",····..l8fSei{·,,

" 6. House ID #

Citlgroup Inc.

31052000

TYP.E OIfRI~PORT

8. year,

?qg~_

Midy~'Ir(Ja\1umyI-Junc30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previom,ly filed version of this report
10. Check ifthis is a Tmnination RL'PDrt

0

~

Cl

OR

I!I

YearEnd(JulyI-beccmber31}

0

Tel111ination Date

J1. No Lobbying Activity

0

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
...... · " .. • ..»

•••••

• .. i:i~·L~·b·b);i~gi?i~~;·~··,,·

•

,

INCOME re1atingto lohbying activities for this reportingpedod
was;

$lO,OOOormore

[J

¢

$

_

., " ..

Less than $l{l,OOO

0

$10,000 or more

[iJ

l!l

l\-1etbodA.

activities on behalf ofthe client).

[J

MCtllOdB.

CI

Methode.

Slimature Lisa D. T. Rice

e:>

14. REPORTlNG
f:.~~~O~·~~~;;~~:'~f~:~',~;:.
aCCDunting
meHwd,MIFF;~T~lf.~On~~.;
$(

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000.
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying

Prh1ted Name and TWo

13. Organizations

'EXllENSES relating to lobbying activities for this l'eportlllg period
wel'e:

Date

Lisa D. T. Rice ~ Man.~R~E~,~.o'-Ii'-ti'-ca'-I'-&...:E'-xt'-e:.;.rn...:a:.;.I'-A'-ff'-al...:rs

Repoliing amounts using LDA detiHitiow; on1y

211012006

.

_

LD·2DS{Rev.4,(6)

CSOC.CBR.00031437

1743
Go to 'Form Camp/oloo"
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Registrant Name _C_Il_19_'O_Up_l_"_C.

_

II

I

Client Name Citlgroup Inc.

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Sc1ectas 11iany codes as necessary to reflect the gt-l1eral issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the repOlting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide

infonnation as reqnested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

BAN· Banking

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R. 1185 Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 (Provisions on deposit insurance reform).

H.R. 1224 Business Checking Freedom Act of 2005 (Provisions on Interest on business checking).
H.R. 1226 United States FinanCIal Policy Committee for Fair Capital Standards Act (Provisions on Basel
II).

H.R. 418 REAllD Act of 2005 (Provisions related to Matrieula Consulars).

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
Department of Education; Department of the Treasury; Executive Office of the President; House of Representatives;
Senate; Federaf Deposit Insurance Corporation; Office of Management and Budget

@Ii

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name
Last Nllme

First Ni'ul'li'l

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Calia

Michael

Conway

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Maura

Solomon

Heather

Wingate

""

Covered Official Position (ifapplicabJe)
S11ffix

rrrr-

r-

~j
19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [25JCheck ifNol1C

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title lisa D. T. Rice· Manager, P-9Ji~""I~?:_EJ<t"rnai Affairs
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Pagt:l_2_ of-!_~~

CSOC.CBR.00031438
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I

Delete this page

Cltlgroup, Inc.
Rcgistl"antNamc

Citigrollp, Jne.

_

Client Name~~

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying IssneArea BAN
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previons page)
H.R 4100 Louisiana Recovery Corporation Act (Provisions regarding housing/mortgage issues 11"'1 the hurricane
affected region).
H.R. 799 Consumer Checking Account Fairness Act (ProvIsions on checking accounts),
H.R. 3449 Consumer Overdraft Protection Fair Practices Act (Provisions related to overdraft protection
programs).
H.R. 4241 Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (Provisions related to deposit insurance reform).
H.R. 4636 Federai Deposit Insurance Reform Conforming Amendments Act of 2005 (Provisions related to deposit
insurance reform).
8.1562 Safe and Fair Deposit Insurance Act of 2005 {Provisions related to deposit insurance reform).
S, 1932 DefICit Reduction Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 2005 (Provisions related to deposit insurance reform).
: Met with Executive Office of the President, OMS, and Department of the Treasury regarding money laundering
and matricula consu!ars.
: Met with House and Senate staff to discuss potential legislation regarding terrorist financing.

LD-2DS

"'"

Page_3_ofl2....-

CSOC.CBR.00031439
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Delete this page

Registrant Name_C_it_i9_,o_up_,_ln_c_.

I
I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes asnccessary to relleet the general issue areas in which the registrlult
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the repolting period. Using a sepal'ate page for Cflch code, provide
il1folTIlation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. Gencl'al issue area code

BNK· Bankruptcy

(oneperpage)

16. Speeific lobbying issues
Worked on implementation of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005.

17. HOlise{s) of Congress and Federal agencie..<j contacted DCheckifNollC
Executive Office of the President; House of Representatives; Senate

18, Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in tlus issue area
Name
Last Name

FkonName

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Catfo

Michael

Conway

Jeffrey

Levey

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Maura

Solomon

Heather

Wingate

Covered Offrcial1losltion(ifapplicable)

NJI

Suffix
~

~
~

~

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the -specific issues listed on line 16 above [gfCbeckifNone

Signature
Printed Name and Title

Date
Lisa D. T,-Rice· Ma_nager, Political & External Affairs

LD·2DS (Rev. 4.06)

CSOC.CBR.00031440

1746
Go to 'r'orm Cfimplel/::.'(/'

Delete this page

II

I

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to retlect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
infollllatiOl1 as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

BUD - Budget/Appropriations

(onepcrpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R 4241 Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (Provisions related to Federal student loan programs and lobbied
for passage of legislation).
S 1932 Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (Provisions related to Federal student loan programs and lobbied for
passage of legislation).

17. House(s) ofCongreas and Federal ageocies contacted DCheckifNonc
House of Representatives; Senate

18. Name of each individual who actcd as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (ifflpplicable)

Name
LastNamc

First Name

Nicholas

Calio

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Heathor

Wtngate

Suffix

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific is.sues listed on line 16 above

!Zj Check if None

Date
Printed Name and Title Usa D.

T:: ",ice - Manager, Politicai & Exlernal Affairs

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)

CSOC.CBR.00031441
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Registrant Name_C_lt_i9_ro_u_p,_ln_c_.~~

a

I

Client Name Ciligroup, Inc.

_

LOBBYINGACTIVITY, Select as many codes as nccessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on bchalfofthc client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infon11ation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code CPT ~ Copyright/Patent/Trademark

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R. 2795 Patent Act of 2005 (Sought passage)
: Met with House staff to discuss patent reform issues.
: Met with Senate staff to discuss patent reform legislation.

17. House(s) of Congress and Fedcml agencies contacted OCheckifNone
Houso of Ropresentatives; Senate; Federal Reserve

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
FirslNume

Name
Last Name

Nicholas

Calio

Jimmy

Ryan

Robart

Schellhas

Heather

Wingate

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

N~j1
~

r-

~

19. Interest of ea.ch foreih'll entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [ZjCbeckifNone

Signature

Dare

Printed Name and Title Lisa D. T. Rice - Mana[jer,.Political & External Affairs
LD·2DS (Rev. 4.06)

CSOC.CBR.00031442
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Go 10 'Form Compfeted'
Delete this page

Registrant Name_C_il_i9_ro_u_p,_lo_c_.

II

I

.

I,OBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general Issue areas in which the registrant
engaged. in lobbying on behalfofthe clit.':nt during the repOltingperiod, Using a separate page for each code, provide

information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15. Generai issue area code _E_D_U_E_d_u_ca_I_lo_n

(one per page)

16. SpecifIc lobbying issues
H.R. 609 College Access and Opportunity Act of 2005 (Provisions related to Federal student loan
programs and lobbied for passage of legislation)
S, 1614 Higher Education Amendments of 2005 (Provisions related to Federal student loan programs and

lobbied for passage of legislation)

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives; Senate: Executive Office of the President; Department of Education

""

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Nan'"
Last Name

PirstNlllUC

Nicholas

Callo

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Heather

Wingate

N"';'"

Covered Officia'l Position (ifapplicable)
Suffix

rr-

r-

r-

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above ~CheckifNo!le

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Tilte Lisa D. T. Rice - Manager, Polilical & E-,,!e.'naIAffair,,~_
LD~2DS

(Rev. 4Jl6)

Page ,_,,~

~ of

19

CSOC.CBR.00031443
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II

Delete this pagel

Client Name Citigroup. Inc.

Registrant Name Citigroup. Jne.

I~OBBYINGACTIVITY.Select as many codes as necessary to relleet the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe cHentdurillg the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional pagers) as needed.

15. General issue area code FIN ~ Financiallnstitutionslinvestments/Securitil (one per page)
16. Specitic lobbying issues
H.CON.RES,95 Establishing the Congressional budget for the U.S. Government for fiscal year 2006,

revising appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal year 2005, and setting forth appropriate bUdgetary levels
fornscal years 2007 through 2010 (Sought passage).
H.R. 1069 Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act (Provisions on data security),
H.R. 1078 Social Security Number Protection Act of 2005 (Provisions on Social Security number

restrictions ).
17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
Department of Justice; Department of the Treasury; Office of Management & Budgot; General Selvrces
Administration; Department of Education; Executive Office of the President; House of Representatives; Senate;
National Economic Council; Federal Reserve Board; CFTC.

II

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applkabJe)

Name
Last Name

First Nilll1e

Michael

SUiflX

-

Andrews

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Calia

Michael

Conway

Jeffrey

Levey

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Maura

Solomon

Heather

Wingate

-

19, Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~CheckifNone

Signature

Date

I'rintedNarl1O and Title Lisa D. T. Rice :iV1a-"a[Jer,l'olitlcal & External Affairs
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Pag{~ _8_ of_19_

CSOC.CBR.00031444
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Citigroup, Inc.

Registrant Name

Citigroup, Jnc.

_

ClielltName

I

I

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area FIN

16, Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
H.R. 1080 Information Protection and Security Act (Provisions on data security),
H,R, 1182 Prohibit Predatory Lending Act of 2005 (Provisions on predatory lending),
H.R. 1263 Consumer Privacy Protection Act of 2005 (Provisions on financial security).
H,R, 1295 Responsible Lending Act (Provisions on predatory lending),
H.R. 1653 Safeguarding Americans From Exporting ldentlfication Data Act (Provisions on data privacy).
H.R. 29 Securely Protect Yourself Against Cyber Trespass Act - SPY Act (Provisions on spyvvare}.
H,R. 3140 Consumer Data Security and Notification Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security),
H.R. 458 The Mllitary Personnel Financial Services Prolectlon Act of 2005 (Sought passage).
HR, 516 Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 (Sought passage).
HR, 744 Internet Spyware Prevention Act of 2005 (I-SPY) (Provisions on data securlly),
S, 1004 Enhanced Consumer Prolection Against Spyware Acl of 2005 (Provisions on spyware),
S. 1040 Credit Card Minimum Payment Notification Act (Provisions on credit cards}.
S. 115 Notification of Risk to Persona! Data Act (Provisions on data security).
S. 1216 Financial Privacy Breach Notification Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security).
S. 1326 Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act (Provisions on data security).
S, 1332 Personal Data Prfvacy and Security Act of 2005 (Provisions on dala security),
S. 1336 Consumer Identity Protection and Security Act (Provisions on Social Security number restrictions).
S. 190 Federal Housing Finance Reform Act of 2005 (Provisions on GSE reform}.
S. 29 Social Security Numbers Protection Act (Provisions on Social Security number restrictions).
S. 393 Credit Card Minimum Payment Warning Act of 2005 (Provisions on credit cards).
S. 499 Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2005 (Provisions on credit cards),
S, 5 Class Action Fairnoss Act (Sought passage),
S. 500 Information Protection and Security Act (Provisions on data security).
S. 687 Software Principles Yielding Better Levels of Consumer Knowledge Act - SPY BLOCK Act (Provisions on
spyware),
S, 714 Junk Fax Prevention Act of 2005 (Implementation issues),
S, 751 Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act (Provisions on data security).
S, 788 Comprehensive Ident~y Thefi Prevention Act (Provisions on data securily and 10 theft),
S. 810 Safeguarding Americans From Exporting Identification Dala Acl- SAFE 10 Act (Provisions on dala privacy)
H,R. 1461 Federal Housing Finance Refonn Act of 2005 (Provisions on GSE reform}.
H.R. 1619 Loan Shark Prevention Act (Provisions related to credIt card fees).
H.R. 2862 Science, State, Justice, Commerce, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act; 2006 (Provisions related
to Internet gambling).
H.R. 3058 Transportation, Treasury, Housing and Urban Development, the Judiciary, the District of Columbia, and
Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 2006 (Provisions related to credit card fees).
H.R. 3140 Consumer Data Security and Notification Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security).
H.R. 3374 Consumer Notification and Financial Data Protection Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security).
HR, 3375 Financial Dala Security Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security),
H.R. 3426 The Preservation of Federalism in Banking Act (Provisions on ace preemption).
H.R. 3492 Consumer Credit Card Protection Act of 2005 (Provisions related to credit card fees).
H,R. 3505 Financial Services Regulalory Relief Act of 2005 (Provisions on regulatory burden relief),
H.R 3852 Credit Card Minimum Payment Warning Act of 2005 (Provisions related to credit card fees),
HR 3882 The Financial Safety and Equity Act of 2005 (Provisions on ILCs).
H.R. 3893 Gasoline for America's Security Act of 2005 (Provisions related to interchange stUdy).
HR 3997 Financial Data Protection ACI of 2005 (Sought passage).
H.R. 4127 Data Accountability and Trusl Act (DATA) (Provisions on data security),
HR 4411 The Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2005 (Provisions related to credil cards).

LD-2DS
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Delete Wis pag$ •

Cltigroup Inc,
Registrant Namc

Cltlgroup, Inc.
_

ClientName

_

ADDENDUM for General I,obbl'ing Issne Area ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
S. 1408 Identity Theft Protection Act (Provisions on data security).
preemption}.
S. 1502 The Preservation of Federalism in Banking Act {Provisions on
S. 15861ntere5t on Business Checking Act of 2005 (Provisions on interest on business checking).
S. 1789 Personal Data Privacy and Security Act of 2005 (Provisions on data security).
S. 1566 CFTC Reauthorization
H.R. 4473 CFTC Reauthorization
: Met with CFTC.
I Met with House and Senate Agriculture Committee staffs on CFTC reauthorization.
I Spoke with Federal Reserve.
I Spoke with Department of the Treasury.
1 Met with House and Senate staff on data security and Identity theft.
i Met with Treasury and White House staff on data security and identity theft.
i Met with Hause and Senate staff on credit card issues.
j Met with White House and OMS to discuss regulatory reform ill regard to RESPA Act
l Met With OMS and GSA to discuss GSA mortgage relocation.
: Met with House and Senate staff regarding Reg NMS/Market Structure.
l Met with the Department of Education staff regarding the student loan program.
: Met with House and Senate members and staff on credit card interchange.
: Met with House and Senate staff to discuss industrial loan corporations.
: Met with Federal ReselVe Board staff to discuss industrial !oan corporations.

ace

LD·2DS
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Delete this page

Regbi.rant Name _C_I!_i9_ro_u_p,_'n_c_,

I
I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfofthe client during the reporting pe11od, Using a separate page for each code, provide
infol111ation as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15, General issue area code

INS ~ Insurance

(oncpcl'pagc)

16, Spccificlobbyingissucs
H.R. 1153 Terrorism Insurance Backstop Extension Act of 2005

(Provisions related

to reauthorization of

TRIA)
H,R. 4314 Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2005 (Lobbied for passage of legislation)

S. 467 Terrorism Risk

Insurance

Extension Act of 2005 (Lobbied for passage of legislation)

l Met with House and Senate staff regarding agent licensing
: Met with House and

Senate staff regarding the SMART Act

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives; Senate; Executive Offico of the President

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Lf.lstNllmc

First Name

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Callo

Michael

Conway

Jeffrey

Levey

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Maura

Solomon

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

rr-

r-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

No:""''

Suffix

rg] Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title _Lisa D. T. Rice - Manager, Political & Externai Affairs
LJ}.2D..Q (R'N. 4.06)
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Delete this page

Client Name .,~i~i~r~~?~",,~n_c_.

II

I

_

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide

infoffilation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
i5. General issue area code _p_o_S_-_p_o_s_ta_I

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Foderai agencies contacted DCheckifNone
Executive Office of the President; House of Representatives; Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in thiS issue area
Name
fIi.rstName

LastName

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Calia

Covered. Official Position (if applicable)
Stlft1X

Michael
Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

ScheUhas

19, Int.ere.\lt of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above

Signature
Printod Name and Title Usa D. T. Rice - Manager,

[Zl Check ifNonc

Date
P()li~cal_&_~xternai

Affairs

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
19_
Page_I_2_of_
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Delete tills paae

II

I

Client Name ~~,',,~~~c .

RegistraIlt Name Citigroup, Inc.

.L OBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as mallY codes as n"'Cessary to reflect the gene)'al issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lohbying on behalfof the client dm-ing the reponing period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infollnatioll as requested. Attach additional pagers) as needed.
15. General issue area code

RET - Retirement

(one per page)

] 6. Specific lohbying issues
H.R. 2830 Pension Protection Act of 2005 (Sought passage)
S.1783 Pension Security and Transparency Act of 2005 (Sought passage)
S. 1953 Nationai Emptoyee Savings and Trust Equity Guarantee Act of 2005 (Sought passage)
S. 219 National Employee Savings and Trust Equity Guarantee Act of 2005 (Sought passage)

17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChcck uNone
Department of the Treasury; Executive Office of the President; House of Representatlves; Senate

] 8. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Natlle
LaslNlllTIc

FirlltName

Nicholas

Covered Official Position (lfappJicablc)
SufflX

-

Calia

Michael

Conway

Jeffrey

Levey

Robert

ScheUhas

Heather

Wingate

'.

-

r-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

[XJ Check lfNone

Date

Ptinted Name and Title Lisa D. T.F<.ice:/Aanager, Political & _External Aff~irs~
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Page_ 13_ o f---..:!.2......
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II

Delfjffl tfli.s page •

Citigroup, Inc.

Citlgroup, Inc.

Registrant Name

_

Client Name

._....

ADDENDUM for Gener.1 Lobbying Issue Area ~
16, Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
S. 546 Retirement Savings Account Act (Sought passage)
: Met with House and Senate members and staff regarding passage of pension reform.
I Met with White House staff to discuss Social Security reform issues.

LD.2DS
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()q{elt;> this page

I

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necc"Ssary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client duJi.ng the reporting period. Using a separate page fof' each co-de, provide
information as requested. Attach additional pagc(s) as nceded.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specificlobbyillg issues
H.R 1417 To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the subpart F exemption
for action financing income (Sought passage)
H.R. 1956 Business Activity Tax Simplification Act of 2005 (Sought passage)
H.

R. 2911 To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the subpart F exemption

for active finanacing (Sought passage)
H.R. 4247 "Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005" (Sought passage)

17. Rause(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
Department of Commcrco; Department of the Treasury; ExecuUve Office of the Presidont; House of Representatives;
Internal Rovenue 8elvice; Joint Committee on Taxation; Senate

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
First Nnme

Name
Las.tName

Michael

Andrews

Christine

Burgeson

Nicholas

Callo

Michael

Conway

Jeffrey

Levey

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schellhas

Maura

Solomon

Heather

Wingate

Covel'ed Official Position Of applicable)
Suffix

19. Interest ofeach I:oreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~CbeckjfNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Lisa D. T. Rice - Manager, E'0llllcal&" E'xtemal Affairs
ill-2DS Ot"". 4.06)
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DMell':) this pflgf.l

Cltlgroup, Inc.

RcgistrantNamc

I
I

Cltigroup, Inc.

_

Client Name

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
S. 1159 A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the subpart F exemption for
active financing (Sought passage)
S. 1230 Highway Reauthorization and Excise Tax Simplification Act of 2005 (Provisions on credit card excise tax)
S. 1327 A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the active business definition under Seclion
355 (Sought passage)
S. 2030 Tax Relief Act of 2005 (Sought pasage)
S. 750 A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow look-through treatment of payments between
related foreign coporations (Sought pasage)
] Met with House Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee to discuss technical corrections.

LD..2DS
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De/ole this page

I

I

LOBBYINGACTlVITY. Select as many codes as necessmyto reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TRD - Trade (Domestic & Foreign)

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R. 3045 Dominican RepublIc - Central America ~ United States Free Trade Agreement Implementation

Act (Sought passage)
H.R. 4340 United States· Bahrain Free Trade Implementation Acl (Sought passage)
S. 1307 Dominican Republic - Central America - United States Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act

(Sought passage)

17. HOlise(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
Agency for International Development; Depaliment of Commerce; Department of Slate; Department of the Treasury;
Executive Office of the President; Export/Import Bank of the United States; House of Representattves; National
Economic Council; Office oHile United States Trade Representative; Overseas Private Investment Corp.; Senate

~

IS. Name of each individual who acted as a lobhyist in this issue area
Name
Last Nnme

First Name

Michael

Andrews

Nicholas

Calio

Michael

Conway

Lionel

Johnson

Jimmy

Ryan

Robert

Schelihas

Maura

Solomon

Heather

Wingate

..-;:;~;"

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix
~

...r--

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above rxJCheckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title _Lisa.[):. T_ Rice - Manager, Political & E:xternal A.cff.ca.cir.cs

_

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Page~of_I_9_
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Deleta 1M'S pafJ'f!

Citigroup, Inc.

Registl'antName

_

Citigroup, Inc.

I

I

Client Name

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area ~
16, Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
S. 2027 United States· Bahratn Free Trade Implementation Act (Sought passage)
S. 295 A bill to autholize apprprlate action if tIle negotiations with the People's Republic of China regarding
China's undervalued currency are not successful (Opposed passage)
: Met with Members of Congress, White House officials and Congressional staff regarding passage of DRCAFTA,
l Met with USTR and Department of the Treasury in support of negotiations leading to the Russian Feeratiolls'
accession to the WTO.
: Met with the USTR and the Department of the Treasury In support of negotiations leading to the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam's accession to the WTO.
: Met with House Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee staff In support of approval of
the Free Trade Agreement betvlIeen the United States and the Kingdom of Bahrain.
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Delete tMs pag"tJ

I

I:

RegistnmtName..cC:..citi",·g"ro:..cu,,-p:..cln:..cc..c'- - - - - - - - _ .

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration Information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address

Slate

Country

Cmmtry

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previouslyreported individual who is 110 longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
FilflNMl<'

[j]

Fh'l<\N"m~

lftslNanw

Sara

l-"~IN~.me

S'"m~

Nokes

III
ISSUEUPDKm

Find the code to select below.

24. General lobbying issue..<; that no longer pertain

AFFIUATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add thc following affiliated organization(s)
Name

Address
Addr;;S5

City

('JS/Z

Stule

Address

Cit)'
State

elm

eoually

26. Namc of each previously reported organization that is 110 longer affiliated vlith the registrant or cIient

[j]
FOREIGN ENTITIES
27 Add the following foreign entities
Name
...............................................,..,

S!rel:jAddre~s

\;;.i.tX

"

Amountofcontrilmtioll
for!obbyingactivities

Addt\l;;S
~f!'.\.;:{!;rm:i!li?!< .•(

'1f!rn:.

Ownership

Ip~rc~lllage ill

City
State

%
CO\lllhy

28. Name of each plCVlously reported foreIgn entity that no longer owns, J.U: cantiols, Q[ IS affiliated wIth the registrant, clIent or
al1iliated organization

Signature _

Date

Printed Name and Title Lisa D. T. Rice - Manager, Political & External Affairs
LD-20S (REVA.06)
Page

..12.._of ,,__ ,l2'...
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~~I

C.I.~·l'k.O.'

~

"the HO\lse of Representatives
Legislative ResourceCentcr
B~ I06CannonBuilding
\Vllshington, DC 20515

232 HattBuilding

Washington, DC2051 O__ ~.

J
LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1> Registrant name

[gJ

D
The Duberstein Group Inc.

0

2.A'klr''''

2100 Pennsylvania Ave. NW

Suite 500

DC

Washington

20037

USA

City

he
Me.

Michael S. Belman

·7:I:HeiltNaiii~·h

'·

ClseJF·· .

c. E-m,il

202-728-1100

5. $enatelD#

12675-140

mberman@dubersteingroup.com

31811009

Goldman, Sachs & Co,

TYPE OF REPORT

8. V""r

2005

Midycar(JanualY I-Juo.30)

9, Check jf this filing amends a previously tiled version of this l-ePOlt
10, Check ifthis is 1\ 'lhmination Report

0

Cl

OR

YearEnd (July J-Dccembcdl)

I!I

0

t=:> TenninntionDatc_

1'1, No Lobbying Activity

0

INCOM.E OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

...·'' . · '''.. ''''.. ,,··,..,,·.. ···'..

i2:"I:·obbyi~~gFi~~'

. ·'·''' ".,

", -

INCOME relating to lohhying activities fur this r{)portillg period
Win,:

, ,. ,

13.0rg:mizadons

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this: repol'tingperiod
were:

Le.t'isthanSl0,OOO

D

$lO,OOOormore

rm

9

$

20,000

Less than 51 0,000

0

$lO,OOOorU1ore

(J

D

aotivitie.~

[J MethodE.

1:1

SIgnature Michael S Berman

$

_

14.
REPOIUING
~:,:~;O;'~:s'~i~~~~'~f::;,f::~:
accounting
method.MrEE::T:n:,~O,~n~.,
5(

Provide a good faith estimate. rounded 10 the nearc"t $20,000.
of all lobbying related income from the- client (including aU
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
on behalf of the client).

c::>

MethodA.

RepQltingamoulll~usingLDAdetinitionson.ly

Method C.

Date

2/1312006

Printed Name and Title .' fvlJ~,hael S. Bannan, President
LD·:IDS (Rev, 4.04)

"
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CSOC.CBR.00031464
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II

I

Registrant Name_!~_~ __D~bersteln Group Inc.

Client Nallle~~ldman, Sachs & Co,

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issne areas in whieh the regisu'allt
engaged i.n lobbying on behalf ofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, prO\.-J.de
infOlTIlation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15. General issue area code _E_N_G_E_n_e_rg_Y_/N_U_C_le_a_r

(one pel' page)

16. Specificlobbyingissucs
Regulation of derivatives, transparency, trades -- HR 6, Energy Policy Act of 2005

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted

0

Check if NOlle

HOuse of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Michael

Covered Official Position (ifappltcahle)

New

Berman

Sleven

Champlin

Kent'lsth

Duberstein

Dahiei

Meyer

Gandy

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [glChcck if None

Signatllre

.

.

Date

211312006

Printed Name and Title Michael S, Berman, President
LD·2DS (Rev. 4.04)

Page_2_ of .. 7
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I

I
Registrant Name The Dubersteln Group Inc.

LOBBYlNGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for eacb code, provide
infolDlation as reque..:;ted. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code FIN - Financiallnstitutionsllnvestmonts/Securiti; (one per page)
16. Spccific lobbying issues
Futures exchange regulation -- HR 1638, Commodities Exchange improvements Act of 2005; HR 2744,
Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act,
2006; HR 4473, CFTC Reauthorization Act of 2006; S 1666, Commodity Exchange Reauthorization Act of
2006

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
House of Representatives, Senate

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue are-a
Name
Michael

Covered Official Position (ifappHcable)

Berman

Steven

Champlin

Kenneth

Duberstein

Daniel

Mayer

19. Interest ofeach Ihrcign entity in the specific iS8ue..'i listed online 16 above

[gl Check ifNone

Printed Name and Title Michael S. Berman, President
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)

Page 3__ Qf_7_
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I

I

Registrant Name The Duberstein Group !nc<

Client Name ~o~~_~an, Sa_c_h_s_&_C_o.

_

LOBBYINGAC1"IVITY~

Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the r;,;Jpomng period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
inf0l1nation as requested. Attach additional pagc(s) a.<; needed.
15. General issue area code

GOV - Government Issues

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Bankruptcy reform - HR685, Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005; S 256,
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005

17. House(s) ofCongrcss and Federal agencies contacted DCheek ifNone
House of Representatives, Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Michael

Berman

Steven

Champiin

Kenneth

Duberstein

Henry

Gandy

Daniel

Meyer

Coveted Official PositJOll (if applicahle)

NC~
~

-

-

19. Interest of each foreif,Ttl entity in the spt"Cific issues listed online 16 above ~CheckifNone

Printed Name and Title Michael S. Berman, President
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)
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II

I

Client Nmne _~~j~~~_~_,. __~_~_ch_s_&_C_o_.

_

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general isoue areas in which ti,e registrant
engaged .in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

RET - Retirement

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Pension issues -- HR 2830. Pension Protection Act of 2005;HR 4241, Deficit Reduction Act of 2005; HR
4297, To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 201(b) ofthe concurrent resolution on the budget
for fiscal year 2006; S 219, National Empioyee Savings and Trust Equity Guarantee Act of 2005; S 1783,
Pension Security and Transparency Act of 2005; S 1825, Mu1tlemployer Plan Fundlngand Deduction
Reform Act of 2005; S 1932, Deficit Reduction Omnibus .Reconciliation Act of 2005; S 2020, Tax Relief
Act of 2005

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNone
House of Representatives, Senate, Department of Labor

1

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name
Michael

Berman

Steven

Champlin

Kenneth

Duberstein

Henry

Gandy

Daniel

Meyer

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Ncv.:
~

~

~

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above l8JCheckifNone

Printed Name and Title _~!~~~I S, Berman, President
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)
7_
Pagc_S_ of_

CSOC.CBR.00031468
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Registrant Name The Duberstein Group ~~_: _

Client Name Goldman, Sachs & Co, _

I,OBBYINGACTIVITY. Seleet as many codes as necessary to reflect ti,e general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthecHcntduring the repOlting perjod. Using a separate page for each code, provide

infOlmation as requ_ested. Attach additional pagc(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX ~ Taxationflnternal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Tax reform, including extension of capital ga'ins and dividend income tax provisions, and Section -355 ~~
HR 4297, To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 201(b) of the concurrent resolution on the
bUdget for fiscal year 2006; S 2020, Tax Relief Act of 2005

17, House(s) of Congress and Federal agcndcs contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives, Senate, Department of the Treasury

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Michael

Bennan

Sleven

Champlin

Kenneth

Ouberstein

Henry

Gandy

Daniel

Meyer

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New·

-

r-

-

19, Interest ofeach. foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [8]Clleck ifNone

Printed Name and Title

=,,,,-c'--=--'-'-"=~ioIiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil---------

LD-2DS (Rev, 4,(4)

Page __? .of_7_
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1\1

I
Registrant Name The Duberstein Group Inc.

Client Name Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Client 11CW a(hh'eSs

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

JohnW,

Angus

III

ISSUE VI'DATK
24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25, Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Name

Address

26. Name of each previously reported oq,ranization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

FOREIGN~;NTlTU;S

27. Add the fonowing forcign entities
Name

Address

Alnotllltofcl)nl1ibut!on
forJobbYll1gactivrue-3

%
28. Name of each previOusly rcpOJtcd -foreign entIty diCit no lOllgel' ownsl ill: I;;ontrols, Qt IS affilIated With the registrant, Cbt..'11t or

affiliated organization

Signature

Printed Name and Title _M-"'-ic_h_ae_I_S_,

._..... _, .._••,

-'-P_re_s_id_e"Il..t.._.

_

Date

2/1312006

----.".

Page

_

2-. of~_

CSOC.CBR00031470
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Go to

'Form Completed'

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrant name

[81

o

Orpmizatioll

()J:ganization

Individual

Vinson & Elkins LLP

1455 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Addressl

Address 2

Washington

City

City

Ci~

SUite 600

State DC

Zip Code 20004~1008

o..mntry USA

State

Zip Code

Country

b.

P«",

Full1

Ms.

ChrisUne L V.aughn

..7':'(:iieiitNaine·..·..·········.. ··D·seif.....·

5. SenatelD#

202-639-6517

40112-226

cvaught\@velaw.com

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

TYPEOFREPORT

8.Year

2005

M;dyear()rnmmyl-llme30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of lilts l'eport
10. Check iftl}is is a TenninatiOI\ RepQI't

0

~

Cl

OR

Year F,nd (July I-Deccmbc.r 31)

1m

1L No LobbyingAdivity

D

0

Tennination Date

INCOlVill OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line J2 OR Line 13

." "'

,",

"" ..

"'.j2:"i~~i~'i~y~gi;,.h.:~

..

.,-<'"' ••• ,

.,

"" .. ", •••• "., .. >n • . ,

,

. , . , •••

13. Organizations
INCOME relating ttl lobbying activities for this repmtillg period

was:

$10,OOOormoro

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
w=;

Il!I <:>

$ _ _-,6-,0-,,0-,0-,0

_

Provide a good faith estimat~\ rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income t)'om the client (including all
payment..., to the registrant by any other ent.ity for lobbying

Less than 510,000

[J

$10,000 or more

Cl <:>

$

14. REPORTING MEIE';~T'~H~O~D;',t ~~:;c~:~:;~r:;~,~:'~f~~~~:.::.

<lccountingmcthod. S,

o

MetbodA.

Cl

Methode.

ReportillgamOUllt1l11singLDA definiliotlsoul,v

[J McthQdB.

activities all behalf of the client).

Signature Chrisline L Vaughn

Date

211412006

Printed Name and Title Christine L. vau~~~,,".~..~~r~.t,,!1~.e~r;;;;;;;;;;~~
LJJ..2DS{Rev,4.06)

_

•
¥

Page_l_of~

CSOC.CBR.00031489

1769

Go to 'Fonn Completed'

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1, Registrant name

[8J

D Individual

Ol'gauizaHon

Orgal\irodot\

Vinson & Elkins LLP

0

2. Add,,,,,

1455 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

AddressI

Address 2

Washington

eil)'

City

Suite 600

Stllte DC

Zip Coo'

State

Zip Code

20004-1008

CountlY USA

Country

Ci(y
b.

Prefix

P"lI Nmn'

Ms.

Christine L Vaughn

""U'iHell'i'N'time

..... ··.. "Cls·clt""

5, Senate lD #

c. E-mail

202-639-6517

40112-226

cV8ughn@velaw.com

31414008

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

TYPE OF REPORT

8.Year

2005

Midy,,, (Janllary I-landO)

9. Check ifthis filing mncllds a previously filed version oft111S repo!'t

~

r:J

10. Check iftllisis a Termination Report

0

INCOME OR EXPENSES

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

''''.. ,..'''..···..' ·..

lii~i;·b;;i~g·~~ir~s

. ···.. ·..·.. ··,··,· ' "",..,

was:

0

SIO,OOOormore

Il!I

~

Ycar Elld (July I-Dcc(,'1nbcdl)

1el'lninationDate

INCOME relating 10 lobbying activities l-t)r this repor(ing period

Less than $1 0,000

OR

0

$_ _-,-60,-,,-,-00,-,0

11, No LobbyingActivity

, ."., ,.,,' ,.,,,. .

13.0rganizlltiollS

Less than $10,000

0

$1 O,OUOormOl'e

D

CJ

McfllOd A.

[J

MethodB.

[J

MetltodC.

14.

t::;>

$

_

REPORTING MIFE~T:H:.~OD~,~(~~~~);~:,~,;~;~:~f~'~:~~,::

activities on behalf of the client).

SiRnatnre Chrisline L Vaughn

0

EXPENSE..t; relnting to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the regislrnut by any other entity for lobbying

Printed Name and Title Christine L. Va.u9.~n",-'-P-'-a'-'rt-'-ne:::r

1m

accounting methlld, $(

Date

RepOlting umoul11's1lSlng LDA definitions only

2/14/2006

_

LD-2DS (Rev. 4,06)
.i

Pagc_}

of 2

CSOC.CBR.00031490

1770
Go to 'roan Completed'

Defel-e this page

II

I

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to relleet the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf ofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infol111.lion as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX .. Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(oneperpagc)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Tax issues relatlang to investment banks and financial products.

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNonc

u.s. Senate
u.s. House of Representatives
Department of the Treasury

18. Name of L~dch individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Fit'StNume
Christine L.

Name
LaSINilme

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

Vaughn

................... "'

.

.6

o
D
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • ·•• •·•• • • • [1

19. Interest ofeach foreibfJl entity in the specifIC issues listed on line 16 above [ZlChe\.kifNone

Signature Document digitally signed on Page 1.
Printed Name and Title Christine L. vaugh,n~_..
,__~p;airtnii.e;r•.

Date

..

_

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)

Pagc

of_2_

CSOC.CBR.0003t491

1771
~ril JiJ.itt ond fi?Mt fkJds

Cie...

Go 10 'Form Completed'

1.1

I

Clerk of the HOl1-<;e of Representatives
Legislative Resource Center
B.I06CannonHuildillg

Washington, DC20515

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

o

181 Orgawz:stiotl

L Registralltnamc

Individual

Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

Otg!JlliZllUOll

0

2. Addce,s

101 Constitution Avenue NW

Address1

Address 2

Washington

City

Suite 1000 East
20001

State DC

Zip Code

Slate NY

Zip Code 10004

USA

Couolly

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
Cit)' New York

Country USA

City

c.E-m,i1
r"iI,

Full Nmn'

Mr.

Judah C. Sommer

"'(ciiciiTNilti,jo " ......."·lmsci{.. ··

202-637-3760

.

5, ScnatclD#

300798-12

judah.sommer@gs.com

37707000

Goldman, Sachs, & Co_

TYPE OF REPORT

2005

8. Year

Midyear(J,nnalY ]-Jun030)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed verSiotl of this repOlt

10, Cbeck if this is a Termination Report
~;XPENS~;S
.. ··.. ·>U"'·····.. ·····..·····..··········..

INCOMK OR

0

~

Cl

YearEnd (July l~Deccmber 31)

OR

I!I

0

TerminationDate:

11. No LobbyingActivity

0

- Complete Either Lino 12 OR Line 13

iii:~bl;Yi~gl~·i~~~~

,.""

, "'

INCOME relating to lobhying activities for this reporting period

wa.'t

" "

, ..

13. Organizations

EXPENSES rclati!lg to lobbying activitics for this reporting period
were;

Lcss!han$10,OOO

0

S10,OOOormore

[J c::>

$ ..

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
ofalllohbying related income from the client (including all
payrnents to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf oHhe client).

Loss than $10,000

Cl

$1O,ooOormo><

lm

'*

$ _ _...:6",0.::0:.:,0",,00

14. REPORTING J'vfETHOD, Check hox to indicate expense
accounting method. See instructiolls for description ofoptions.

Ii.I

MethQdA.

[J

MeiliodB.

Cl

MetllOdC

Signature Judah C Sommer

Date

Rcpmting am(mnt~ USfJlg LDA defmitions OW)'

2/10/2006

Printed Name and Title Mr. Judah C. Sommer, Managing Director
IJ)-2DS (Rev. 4.tM-)
>I

Pagc_'_of_'_I_

CSOC.CBR.00031471

1772
Gn to 'Form CompletliXl'

Ii

Deff;Jtfi this pagel

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

I"OBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged ill lobbying on behalfof tlw client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for eaeh code, provide
infonllation as requested, Attach additional page(s) as: needed,
15. General issue area code

TAX ~ Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues
HR4397. Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005, all Sections
S 2020, Tax Relief Act of 2005, all Sections
Tax Code Section 355(e)
HR4440. Gulf Opportunity Zone, all Section

17. HOllseCs) ofCongress and Federal agendes contacted DCheck ifNone
u.s. Senate
u.s. House of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Name

Lori

LastNIllTIC

Suft1x

Laudien

19. IllkTC...,t of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~ChcckifNone

Signature

Document djgitaJly signed on Page 1.

Date

Pdntcd Namc and Title Mr, Judah C.
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.(4)
_1_
PElge_2_ of_1

CSOC.CBR.00031472

1773
Go to 'Form Completed'
Delete this page

Registrant Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

Ii

I

Client Name._Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reOect the general issne areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the cHent during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code~ provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15.Generalissueareacode

TRD - Trade (Domestic & Foreign)

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House{s) of Congress ul1dFcderal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
u.s. Senate

u.s. House of Representatives
Treasury Department
Commorce Departmont
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issUe area
Covered Official Position (ifapplicabJe)

Name
Last Name

JiirstNmne

Pete,

Suffix

:=: . . .

Bass

19. Interest. of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [ZJCheckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title _M_'_.J_U_d~_C_._s_o_m_m.~eOi' .M.a.n.a.in• •
D.i,.e.ct.o..r r

------------

LD·2DS (Rev. 4.04)

Page ~

~ __ Qf_ll_

CSOC.CBR00031473

1774
Go 10 'Form Compfeted'
Delete this page

I
I

Registrant Name Goldman, Sachs. & Co

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas ill which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfoHIle client during the repOlting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infOlmation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. Genera I issue area code

CDT - Commodities (Big Ticket)

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR 4473, CFTC Reauthorization Act of 2005, all Sections
S 1566, Commodity Exchange Reauthorization Act of 2005, all Sections

17. House(s) ofCongress atld Federal agencies contacted DCh<:ckifNonc
U,S, Senate
u.s. House of Representatlves

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue atea
Name
First Name

Ann

Last Name

Coveted Official Position (if applicable)
Sllffix

Costello

Lori

laudien

Mark

Patterson

Policy Director, Senator Tom Daschle

19.1ntel'est of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [2gCheckifNolle

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Mr. Judah C. Sommer, Mana in Director
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)
Page_~_. _ of_)_~

CSOC.CBR.00031474

1775
Go 10 'Form Ct?mpleted'

I

Di;?fe{s lhispe9s1

Registrant Name Goldman, Sachs. & Co.

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co,

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reilect ti,e general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

CPT· CopyrighUPatentITrademark

(one per page)

16. Specific lohhying issues

17. House(s) ofCougress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone

u.s. Senate

'"'

18, Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue Mea
Name
First Name

Lori

Ne\:;'¥:

Covered Oflicial Position (if applicable)

LwtNmne

r-

Laudien

r-

r-

r-

19, Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [g]Chcck if None

Signature

Printed Name and Title ..Mr. ~!:'cI!'.~ ..C.

Date

somm.il.s.,..M.a.n..aillin. . .D .i'.e.cl.o"r,-----------

LD-2DS (Rev. 4J)4)
Page~of_'_t_

CSOC.CBR.00031475

1776
Go

to 'Form Completed'
De/eft) Ihis page

Registrant Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co,

I

I

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobhying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
info1'mation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

DEF • Defense

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Issues related to Military housing

17, Housc(s) ofCongrcss and Federal agencies contacted DCheck tfNnne
Office of Management and Budget

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobhyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name
LaslNnme

FmtName

Peter

Suffix

Bass

-

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature
Printed Name and Title

IZI Check ifNone

Date

=====::-"

LD-2DS (Rev, 4,04)
Page~of_'_'_

CSOC,CBR00031476

1777
Go to 'Form Completed'

D(lfefe- tlli,<; page

II

II

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co,

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfof the client dUling the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
infoIUlation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
]5. GC'I1eral issue area code

ENG - Energy/Nuclear

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR 3893, Gasoline for America Security Act of 2005, all Sections

HR 6, Energy Policy Act of 2005, all Sections

17. ]]o11se(s) of Congress and Federal agencies conwcted DChcckifNonc

u.s. House of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist ill this issue area
Name
First Ni'tll'l'C

Loti

Last NlIme

Covered Official Position (if1.lpplicablc)
Suffix

Laudien

19. Interest ofea.dl foreign-entity in the specific issues listed on Hne 16 above

Signatme
Printed Name and Title .~r. Judah C. Sommer, Mana in

IZ] Check if None

Date

Direclor

LD,mS (Rev, 4.04)
Page_7_of,",}~

CSOC.CBR.00031477

1778
Go to 'Form Compfeffid'
Dwefe this p9ge

Registrant Name __ ~_~~~_~_~~-' __~_~_~~~~~,.~·

II
I

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issne areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfofthc client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
iofoll11ation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code

INS Insurance
w

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR 4513, Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Temporary Extension Act of 2005, all Sections
HR 4314, Terrorism Risk Insurance Revision Act of 2005, all Sections
S 467, Terrorism Risk Insurance- Extension Act of 2005, all Sections

17, House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone

u.s. Senate
U.S, House of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in tllls issue area
Narne
FirsfN;;\l'l~

Last Nnmc

Ann

Costello

Lori

Laudien

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

19, Intere&1 ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~ChcckifNonc

Signature

Date

_iR_.. .

PJintcd Name and Title .1VI':-"~lJ~~ C_"S_o_m_m
. e..r_ _. .

r-----------~

LD·2DS (Rev. 4.04)
Page _8_ of_t_t_

CSOC.CBR.00031478

1779
Go to 'Form Compfeted'
D!lfet(j [his page

I
I

Client Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co.

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as neces",uy to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofUle client dudng the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

RET· Retirement

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR 2930, Pension Protection Act of 2005, all Sections

S 1783, Pension Security & Transparency Act 012005, ail Sections
S 1953, Nationai Employee Savings &Trust Equity Guarantee Act of 2005, all Sections

] 7. 11ouse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNollc
u.s. Senate
U.S. I-louse of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
fjrstNllme

LfI~tName

Ann

Costello

Carter

Doswell

Lori

laudien

Mark

Patterson

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

N::'
~

Pollcy Director, Senator Tom Daschle

,-----

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

[Xl Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)

CSOC.CBR.00031479

1780
Go to 'Form Comp{etsd'

I

Delete this pagel

Registrant Name Goldman, Sachs, & Co,

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issne areas in which lhcregistranl
e.ngaged il110bbying on behalfofthe client during the repOiting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional pagc(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

RES ~ Real Estate/Land Use/Conservation

(one per page)

16. Specific lobhying issues
Issues relating to Government Real Estate privatization

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DChcck ifNone

u.s. Senate
U,S. House of Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Namc

First Name

Mark

Patterson

Covel'ed Official Position (ifapplieabJe)
Suftlx

Polley Director, Senator Tom Daschls

-

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues list.ed on line 16 above [g]CheckifNone

Skrnature

Ptinted Name and Title

LIl-2DS (Rev. 4.04)

Date

======~"-------ia
Pagc.}9 .. of __ 11

CSOC.CBR.00031480

1781
Go to 'Porm Compfeted'

II!

Defefe this pagel

Registrant Name __ ~~I_~_~~_~_, Sa~hs,_&_C_o_.

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the regi8h'ant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15, General issue area code

BAN· Banking

(oneperp(1ge)

16, Specific lobbying issues
HR

'00,

] 7. Hou8e(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DChc'iOkifNone

u.s. Senate
U.S. House of Representatives

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
FirstNlImc

l.l.\~tNjJme

Ann

Costello

Mark

Patterson

Covered Official

Po~itlon

(if applicable)

Suffix

Policy Director, Senator Tom Daschle

19. Interest ofeach 'foreign entity in the specific issu.es listed on line 16 above txlCheckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Mr. Judah C. Sommer, Mana in Director
LD-2DS (Rev, 4.(4)

Page .,~ of_1_1_

CSOC.CBR.00031481

1782

Go

to

'Fonn Completed'

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All F.ilcrs Arc Required to Complete This Page
I.Registrantname

Addrcs.~l

o

I8l Organizalion

fndividual

Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Ol'gani?A1-tioll

101 Constitution Avenue, NW #701 E

Washington

City

Addrcss2

Siate DC

Zip Curle 20001

C01l!ltry USA

Stale

ZipCDde

COUll!!)'

.................................................................................................

J. Principal place ofbusine8s (if different tban line 2)
Cit'j

CiN

o. E-mail

0,

P,ef"

Full

5. SonateID#

Mr.

Pete, Woelpe,
202-772-2485
·.,rcH~:r·lt'hiiiljje· ..· ..... '"O'S'clf''''' ..
Goldman Sachs

35888017

TYJ)~; OFRKPORT

8. Yo"... 2~~

Midyear (Januuty 1·.June30)

9. Check if this filing amends R previously filed version of this report
lD. Check iftllis is a Tennination Report.18)

t::}

Cl

., .. ..,.no.. ••

• .. •

i"i:'i:~b·byi~·iiir~~···

. ·.. ·""·

,

~

Year End (July I,·December 3l)

iii

11. No Lobbying Activity

D

7/21/2005

TClmillation Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
....... "'

OR

0
"

""

.
13.0r-ganizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting ~dod

W'dS:

wero:

LesstlumSlO,OOO

0

SlO;OOOormore-

rm

G>

20,000

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entHy for lobbying
activities on behalf ofthe client).

SiUl1aluro James F Carlisle

Lcssthall$10,OOO

0

$10,000 o",oo,-e

Cl '" $

.14.
REPORTING M{l.E;~l"~H~O;'~D:~·i I~Ch~:"'~.;k~:b:~ox:,t;~o,
accounting method. S,

CJ

MclhudA.

Cl

McthodB,

Cl

MeUlOdC,

Date

_

:l~~~~;~~f~~~~~:::

R,::p0l1ing amounfS,15illg LOA definitions only

1110/2006

;;;;;;;;;;;;;j;-

_

Printed Name and Title .iames F,.cC:::a"'rl:::is:::le'-.-'D~lr~e~ct~o~r
LD-2DS(IWv.4'{l4)

v

Page _1_ of_~

CSOC.CBR.00031456

1783
Go to 'Form Completed'

Dr;fel'$ ihis page

a
I

Client Name Goldman Sachs

I"OBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobhying issues

17. House(s) ofCollgress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
Treasury

;;;,

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (ifapplicablc)

Name
Last Nnmc

First NlllnC

NCVI~

Suffix

r-

Ken

Kies

Pat

RaffanieJ!o

Jim

CarHsle

Tim

Hanford

rrr-

l~
If

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above I.ZJChcckifNone

Signature

Document digitally signed on Page 1.

Printed Nalnc and Title

James

F. Carlisle -.D~i.re.cito
..r

Date

..-

.._

_

LD¥2DS(Re-v.4.04)

J>agc~of~.

CSOC.CBR.00031457

1784
Clf;,wali ddtiJ f)nd reB",,{ rI",kI<:

Go fo 'Form Complctod'

II
II

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1, Regi~trantname

Individuul

Angus & Nickerson LLC

101 Constitution Ave" NW

Address!

Suite 900

Address 2

Washington

City
"

o

l&J Organizatio)1

Org<ln;za"tion

Stare DC

Zip Code 20001

_••••••• _••••••••••••••••••••••• __

, ••• 0>

,

Colmlry

USA

_.".

3. Principal placeofhusiness (if different than lineZ)

Citv

Zip Code

State

Cit'

b.
Frefi'

Fuji

Mr.

Gregory Nickerson

"1:'CHeii'i'N'atlle''''

Counlry

c.B-mail

5. Sonate ID #

202-7424560

.···.. .,O·&;l{"" ' .

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

TYI'F;OIIREPORT

37434011
8.Y"",

2005

Midye",(Janumyl-Julle30)

9, Cneck iftbis filing amends a prevjou..~Jy iilOO version of this repClli

Cl

10. Check ifthis is a Termination Report

0

INCOME OR EXPENSES

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

..

¢

···ii'L·~·bb);jngli~i~~~'·······

CI

$10,00001'11101'0

Il!I

G>

$ _ _..:6:.:::0::,0:.:::0.:,0

S Nickerson

1 t No Lobbying Activity
>

. ··" ..·"·.. ..,,,·......

_

Provide it good fbith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
Imymcnts to the registrant by any other cntit~. . for lobbying
actlvities on behalf ofthe client).

Signature Gregory

YearEnd (July I.Deccmbcr31}

TcrminationDatc

INCOME relating to lobbying activities fur trus repOIting period

Less than S10,000

OR

1m

0
. .

0

13.01'ganizations

EXP'ENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pednd
Lessthan.$lO,OOO

CJ

$10,00001'0)01"

Cl

G>

$

_

REPORTINGMEn;~T'=H:;,O~D:;'1.~~:r~:~:;~,:;,:~:~;'~f~~;.::l~:

14.
accounting
method, S,

[J

MethodA.

Cl

MedJOdB.

Cl

Methode.

Date

RepoliingamoulJts\-.,slngLDAdefinitiollSouly

2/15/2006

_

Printed Name and Title ._§E~9~~_.~_~~_~~!'S.""on~-,.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
LD-WS (Rev. 4.06)
v

Pagc_l_of__
2_

CSOC.CBR.00031414

1785
Go to 'Form Completed'

Delete this page

I
I

Registrant Name Angus & Nickerson LLC

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which thc registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requestod. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. Gencral issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Internal Revenue Code sections 355{e), 265(b) 1400N and issues pertaining to bInding arbitration
provisions In U.S. tax treaties

17. Housc(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNonc
House of Representatives, Senate and Department of Treasury

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
La~IName

••

Covered Official Position (ifapplicablc)

Name
First Nilrne

SlitlIx

Gregory

Nickerson

Tax Counsel, Committee on Ways and Means

Barbara

Angus

International Tax Counsel, Departme

;-

-

;-

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

Document digifalfy signed on Page 1,

Printed Name and Title

Gregory Nickersonll!!

[Xl Check if None

Date
..~""" " """""""" """"""""""_""

~_ _

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Page 2

of~

CSOC.CBR.00031415

1786

Go to 'Form CompffJted'

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
L Registrant name

o

lEI Orgarliz~tiol\

Organization

Individllal

Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP

1909 K Street, NW

Add",;!

Address:!:

Washington

City

Slate

DC

Zip ('.-ode

State

"'"

20006

Counl11 USA

Cnnnlry

Zip Code

Cily
c.E-mmJ

P"ll,

FuJJ N,me

Mr.

Robert E. Glermon

(202) 263-3330

5. Senate ID#

24123-1775

reglennon@mayerbrownrowe.com

LJ 'clJ

. CUentNnmc

6. HouseJD #

JP Morgan Chase & Co.

TYPEOFREPORT

8.Ye",

31349124
2005

Midye"eJanu''j'J-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a'rcrmination Report

0

c:>

INCOME OR EXPENSES -

0

OR

I!J

YearEnd (July l·Dooember 3!)

0

Temdnation Date

11, No L<)bbying Activity

0

Either Line 12 OR Line 13
13.0rgaJU1Jltlons

INCOME relating to lobbying activities lbt· this rcporting period
was:

LessthanSIO,OOO

CJ

$lO,OOOurD10re

IE

G>

5;

80,000

EXPENSES relating to lobbying BctiVl{[e~ fOf this reporting period

,vcre:
Less than $10,000

Cl

$ 10,000 or more

[J

$

MIEE;:T'~H:~O,~D;'t~:'~'C~;'~:;:;:;~~~'~f~:~:'t::.

Provide a good faith estimate, rOlUlde-d to the nearest $20,000,
of alllobbying related irlComc from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying

D

Method1\..

activities on behalf oflhe diem!).

[J

MethodE.

IJ

MctllOd C.

14,
REPORTING
accounting
method. St

Signature Jeffrey H Lewis

hinted Name and Title __~~!r:~:t.y.:.H::..::L=-ew:.ci:::s,,-,A..::s:.:s=-oc=-ia:::t:::e

r:}

Date

Repoltiugamollllis llsiag LDA del'ini(jons only

2!13f2006

_

LV-lDS (Rev, 4J16)

"

Puge_l_of_4_ _

CSOC.CBR00031482

1787
Go to 'form Completed'

Delete this page

Registrant Name Mayer, Brown, ROW~~_~~_~ __~~~

II
I

Client Name JP Morgan Chase & Co.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the rcgisU'ant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for eac.h code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. General issue area code

TAX.. ~ Taxation/!nternal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues
Tax and other legislative initiatives of interest to the company and its shareholders

17. Honse(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives, US Senate, US Department of TreasUlY and staff thereto

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in Hus issue area
Name
First NUlDC

LustNmne

RobertE.

Glennon

Janie A.

McCutchen

Covered Official Position (ifappHcable)
Suffix

r-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specifIc issue..c; listed online 16 above

Signature

Document digitally signed on Page 1.

[Xl Chr.ck ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title _,Jeffr~Y-_!1_: _ .~-~~~~::,-,-~:~~-~soiiciiiiiatiieiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.-

_

LD-2DS (Re\'. 4.06)

CSOC.CBR.00031483

1788
Go

to 'Form Completed'
DelBte this page

Registrant Name Mayer, Brtown, Rowe

&

I

I

Maw LLP

LOBBYINGACTIVITY, Select as mallY codes as necessaryt" reflect tbe general issue areas in which tile regislT'dllt
engaged ill lobbying 011 behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code~ provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code GOV ~ Govemment Issues

(one per page)

16, Specifielobbyillg issues

17, House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNol1c

House of Representatives,

US

Senate, US Department of Treasury and staff thereto

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name
f'irstName

Robert E,

LastName

Covered Official Position (ifapplicahle)
Suffix.

Glennon

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific jssue..,;;; listed on line 16 above

Signature
Printed Name and Title _"Jeffrey H. Lewis, Associate
LD-2DS (Rcv. 4.0G)
==~~iiiiiiiiii

fZI Check ifNone

Date

..- - - - - - fll1ge

2-... of._",,~

CSOC,CBR. 00031484

1789
Go to 'F-orm Completed'

Delete ihis pago

Registrant Name Mayer, Brtown, Rowe & Maw lLP

Client Name JP ~,~~"n C_h_a_se_&_Co_'

a

I

_

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which ti,e registrant
engagl-"'(i in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
inf01ulation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code ENV EnvironmentaliSuperfund

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. tIouse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheek If None
House of Representatives, US Senate, US Oepartment of Treasury and staff thereto.

18. Name of each individual who acted as a IDbbyistin this issue area
Name
Fil'stN<\me

Robert E.

Covered Official Position (ifapp!icablc)

Last Namc

Glennon

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Shrnatul'c

[Xl Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title Jeffrey H. Lewis. Associate
L})..2DS (Rev, 4.(6)
Page _4__ of_4_

CSOC,CBR00031485

1790

Go io 'Form Completed'

LOBBYI1~G

REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

lEI Orgunization

1.Rcgistrantnamo

Add",;,

D

Individual

Metropolitan Life insurance Company

Organiznliun

1620 L Street, NW

Suite 800

Address 2

Washington

Ciiy

State DC

Zip Code 20036

Countly

NY

Zip Code 10010

C'-ounlry USA

USA

'3':'p~i;;~i;;i'i;i'~';~fl;~i~~~"(if~ii'ff~~~t'ii;;~'i'i;;~'2)'".
City New York

Slate

Ci<y

5, Senate ID #

c. E-mail

p"r"

1',,111

Ms.

Kathleen l. Mellody

";f(%~il'iNa;;l;;""""""

.. "'18rs:erC""

202-466-6224

kmellody@metlife.com

25022-12
••••• " ' " "

6.HouselD#

0<

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

TYPE OF REPORT

31303000

8.Year~

Midyeal'(Jannalyl-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed versloll of this repmt
10. Check iftms is a 'lcrmination Report

0

s>

OR

[I)

Year End (July I-December 31)

[J

0

Terminatiol1 Date

11, No Lobbying Activity

0

INCOME OR E::\'PENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12.I,obhyingFirms

"

INCOME telating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:
Le&.<;

,

..

13.0rgani:rntiollS

EXPENSES relating to lobbying <lcth-ilies for fbi;;; rcportingpcl'iod
were:

than,'(;! 0,000

$ID,OOOurmon:

0
[J c>

$ ..." "....

_

Provide a good faith estimate. rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of al110bbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registl'allt by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf ofthe client),

Signature Kathleen L MeHody

Printed Name and Title Kathleen L. Mellody

Lessthan$10,OOO

CJ

$10,000 or more

lEI

~

$

2,200,000

14. REPORTING
accounting
method.MU;E~T·~H:~O',~D:~.,.~~~~~o;'~:'t;~l~'::~~:'~/~:,~~:::
S,

I!l

McthQdA.

o MetbodB.
o Methode.
Date

Reporting lllJJOllills using LDA (!e[jnition.~ only

8/11/2005

----------

..

_--

Lo..2DS (Rev. 4~)J)

CSOC.CBR00031401

1791
Go to 'FonT! Completed'

Delet& this page

RegistrantName Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

I

I

Client Name Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page{s) as needed.
15. General issue area code _C_S_P_._c_o_n_su_m_e_r_ls_s_u_e_sl_s_af_e_IY_IP_,_ot_e_ct_IO_"_ _ (one perpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Privacy, Security B,each· S. 500; S. 751; S. 768; S. 1326; S. 1408; H.R. 3375; H.R. 3140

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
u'S, House
. U.S. Senate

l
18. Name ofc..1ch individual who acttxl as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Nmne

Kathleen

Last Namo

Ado'!

'.''''9' ,<> ",mtinm addi/ing i"'.'hyi,"!'" Ihi.' i,w~'~1

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
SuffIX

Mellody

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

_

IZl Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Tide Kathleen L. Mellody
LD·2DS (REV.4103)
Page_2_of.~.~

CSOC.CBR.00031402

1792
Go to 'Form Completed'
Delete this page

II

I

Client Name Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codcs as necessary to reflect the general issue areas itl which theregistfant
engaged ill lobbying on behalfoftlle client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. Gencral issue area code

TRD - Trade (Domestic & Foreign)

(oneperpage)

16. Speeificlobbying issues
India - Foreign direct investment, Pension reform
China - Branch license, Group life insurance license
Russia ~ Russia's World Trade Organization commitment

17. Bouse(s) ofCongrcss and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNonc
U.S. Treasury; Office of U.S. Trade Representative; U.S. Dept. of Commerce; U.S. Senate

18, Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Shannon

Covered Official Position (ifapplicabfe)

New

LllBtNamc

Fil'stName

Yu

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [XjC11eckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title .KajhleenL.:.. Mellody
LD-2DS(REV.4103)

=='ii!'"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-Page 3 ,_. of_9_

CSOC.CBR.00031403

1793
Go to 'Form Completed'

Defete- t/lis page

I
I

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on hehalf ofthe cHent during the rep01iing period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attacb additional pagels) as needed.
INS -Insurance

15, General issue area code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
SSDI Process - no bill
Dental benefits for federal employees - S. 2657
Regulation of insurance no bill
M

17. House(s) ofConl,'''"'' and Fedeml agencies contacted DChcckifNone
Social Security Administration
U.S. House
U$. Senate

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
First Name

Kathleen

Name
LastName

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

Mollody

-

-

19. Jnterest of each foreign entity in t.he specific issues listed on line 16 above ~Chel',kifNone

Shmature

Date

Printed Name and Title -,K."8",toc
hl",e."eoc
n__L::..."M."e,"II."O:::dY~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iii.-i'~--'.~-----------------
LD·2DS (REV. 4/03)

Page ~

of 9

csoc. CBR.00031404

1794
Go to 'Form Completed'

Delele this

II

pagel

Client Name Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect 11,e general issue areas in which O,e registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each c-ode~ provide
information as reqnested. Attach additional pagels) as nceded.
15. General issue area code

MMM - Medicare/Medicaid

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Long-teml care partnerships - no bill
Long-tel11l care tax deduction - S. 1244; H.R. 2682

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agenciesc{mtacted DCbeckifNone

u.s. Treasury
U.S. House

U.S. Senate
.1

18. Natne ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered OmcialPosition (if applicable)

Name
First Namc-

Melissa

LllslName

SuffIX

Kahn

19< Interest of ea.ch foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above IXlCheckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Kathleen L. Mellody
LD-2DS (REV. 4i(3)

Page _2

9_
of_

CSOC.CBR.00031405

1795

II
pagel

Go 10 'Form Completed'

DElJete this

Registrant Name Metropolitan Life Insurance ~_~~~~~X

,.,_

Client Name Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as neeeS9.ryto reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the rcporHngperiod. Using a separate page for eacb code, provide
infOlmation as reqnested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

RET - Retirement

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. Housel') ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
U.S. T masury

U.S. Dept. of Labor

U.s.

House
U.S. Senate

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Natne
l.astNamc

FirstName

Melissa

Kahn

Peter

Pastre

Kate

Carey

Covered Official Position (if applkablc)
~-'l1ffh:

-

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

Printed Name and Title -,K-"a::.:t:.:h:::leC:'e:.:n--,L::'..cMc:e::lI",o-"d~Yjiiiii

ISl Check ifNone

Date

iiiii

LD-2DS (REV. 4103)
9_
Pllgc_6_ o f _

CSOC.CBR.00031406

1796
Go to 'Form Completed'
Delete tilis page

Registrant Name "....~:~rop.olitan Ufe Insurance Company

I
I

Client Name Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Sc1ectas many codes as necessary t.o reflect the gt.'TIcral issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnatioll as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code

TOR- Torts

(one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
u'S' House
U,S, Senate

l
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
CoveJ'oo Official Position (ifapplieahle)

Name
First Name

Kate

Last Name

Carey

Peter

Pastre

MIchael

Zarcone

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''',,'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""""""1""""·,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''",J,.8

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''',,'''''''''''''''''''' " " ' "

' ' ' , ' ",,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""''''''''''','',,''''

o
'I,D

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [XjChcekifNone

Signature

Date

Plinled Name and Title Kathleen L. Mellody
LD·2DS (REV, 4/03)

..:..::===::.::==I!!--iiiiiiiiiiii--'--------Page ...2-_. of

~

CSOC,CBR.00031408

1797
Go to

'FOrni

Completed'

Delete this page

Registrant Name Metropolitan Ufe Insurance Company

I
I

Client Name Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address
State

Zip Code

Country

CotUllry

LOnllYISTUPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longel' expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
blOt N~"",

firnl NllJl1c

OJ

Fi,.,,~

Ln~l. N~,,\c

Nulnt

Suffi\

Landers

David

m
ISSUE UPDATE

Find the code to select below.

24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25, Add the following affiliate<! organization(s)
Name

Address
Cit),

Address

C'JS/Z

SMe

Address

Country

City

elsa

Slaic

COHlttry

26, Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

OJ
FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following fOl'eirru entities
Amountofcontlihution
tor lobbying activities

Ad.. .in:;,';S

Nil1UC

.............................,

, .. J;1tY.

~~m¥tt.liX!~.~:.: ('?,t)mry..

OWllefsbip
;:1'''''1·· ..._=- ill

oo,oon".,

City

%
CQlUltry

Slale

28. Name of each preVIOusly reported foreIgn entIty that no longer owns, QL controls,,w;: IS a1l1liated wlth the regIstrant: chent or
affiliated organization

Si.gnature

Printed Name and Title _K_a_l_h_le_e_n_L_,_ _-'-

_

Date

._.""

_

LD2DS (REVA/03)

CSOC,CBR.00031409

1798
CiR'j! ''if! dedi:< (jnd {ESf;1 fields

Go to 'Form Completed'

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosnre Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Rcgistrantname

I 2. Addres'

o

181 Organ1;;"atioll

Indh·jdu<11

Venn Strategies, LLC

OrgaoiZl,\tlon

fgj

Addressl

City

805 15th Street, NW

Suite

Address 2

Washington

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0<

"

650

Sra<te DC

Zip Code

81a10

Zip Code

20005

C:OOntry USA

.

3. Principal place ofbusincss (if different than line 2)
City

City

b.

'P;;fi~F;"'

Mr.

AfexUeske

'1:'Ciien"fNaine'"

Country

.. ··..D's'ett"·

5. Senate 10 #

202.466.8700

65191 ~428

afleske@vennstrategles,com
"."

n'

">

•

~61!".I"IH~ou~'c~.)1':))':1#------1

"m'

,

35579019

METLIFE

TYPE OF REPORT

8.Year_~~

Midyeal'(Janu8I'yl-Junc30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version Df this report
10. Check if this is a lermination Repolt

0

[J

OR

Year F.J1d (July I-Decembcr31)

q

INCo.ME: o.R E:XPF:NSF;S -

I!l

0
11. No LobbylngActivity

0

Either Line 12 OR Line 13
13. Organizations

INCOME relating tn lobbying activities tor this I'epDlting period
\'1m:;

EXPENSF.8 relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

were:

Less than $1 0,000

0

$1-(},OOOormore

iii

9

S

100,000

Provide- a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client),

Lessthan$10,O(}{)

[J

SIO,OOOormorc

IJ

Signature Alex Lieske

LD-2DS(Rev.4.06)

$.

JVnIE~~T'~H:~O~D:~":~CJ::>e,~:,c;k~,:b'~o,x~.~"~O,:~~,::~~:~:;~:::

14, REPORTING
accounting medlOd. S,

D

D
D

Printed Name and Title Alex Lieske, Associate

~

·i\fethod A.

Repc.'lting amounts mdng LDA ([ermition8 only

MetllOdB,
Methode.

Date

2/1412006

_

I.
I

1799
Go to 'Form Compfsted'

OeIste this page

II

I

Registrant Name Venn StrategIes, LLC

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying 011 behalf ofthe client during the reporting pedoct. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16.8pccificlohhyingisslics

Asbestos

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representattves
Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (ifapplicabJe)

Name
La!rtNl1mc

Fil'stName

Chris

Fox

Noelle

Hawley

Melissa

Bonlcelfi

Alex

Lieske

Laura

Simonson

Stephanie

Silverman

Sandra

Swirski

Anne

Urban

Brian

Reardon

Sllffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [XjChecklfNone

Signature

_

Date

Printed Name and Title Alex Lieske, Associate
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.(6)

Page ~

of __ 3

CSOC.CBR.00031487

1800
Go ta 'Form Completed'

DoMe IMs page

ClientNamc._ ME_T_L1_F_E

Registrant Name Venn Strategies, LLC

.

II

I

_

Information Update Page· Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address
Country

Slare

Country

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously repo1'ted individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist lor the client
J_fI.'"N~I"e

H""Na"lll

ill

Genevieve

Misslrlian

121

Sarah

Walter

Fm,N~,u~

SutTIx

rssm~ UI'DATE

l;l>lNull'e

S"rJh

Find the code to select below.

24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Name

Address
Address

City

C!S!Z

Slate

Address

Cit)'

CiSiZ

State

Country

COllJltry

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant 01' client

m

ill

m

.FORICIGNENTITmS
27 Add the following foreign entilies
Address

Name
...•,n._ ••. J:Jrx

,..,,,

AmountofcontribUliDI1

for !obbymgaetivitic.'l

,,.•.. ?ifJ\\'?!!;r~;<:j.\l,~~,.@)m!rJ..
City

State

%
Country

28. Name of each prevIOusly reported f01clgn entrty that no longer owns,.2r controls,,Q.[ 18 affilIated i-'I1th thc rcglstrant, chent or
affiliated organization

ill

rn
Signature

_

Date

-----_.-._--

Printed Name and Title Alex Lieske, Associate
LD·2DS (R11l6
Page

of _~

_

CSOC.CBR.00031488

1801

Go to

'f~Qrm

Comp/vled'

232Hr\ltBllilding

Washington, DC 2-051 0

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filer, Are Required to Complete This Page
L Rcgistrant1l3mc

individual

Davis and Hannan LLP

1455 Pennsylvania Ave" NW

Address!
City

Ci~

o

IBI Orgalliz~lion

Orgnllizatklll

AdDress 2

Washington

Slate

Suite 1200
Zip Cod~

DC

Cily

20004

Count!')' USA

Country

ZipCD<!e

5. Senate to Ii

Prefix

1'"" N"",

Ms.

Janis McClintock

202-347-2230

11674-633

Jkmccllntock@davis-harman.com

"i:cHeii'tNaiiie·"""· _. ""'O'&lf"'"

6. House ID #

31318060

Metropolitan Ufe Insurance CO

TYPE OF REPORT

8.Year_.20(}~

Midycar(Janu''Y1·Ju",JO) CI

9. Chl.-'Ck if this filing amends a previously filed version ofthis report

10. Check if this is a Termination Repmt

0

~

OR

YcarEnd{Julyl-December31)

0

Tennination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

1m

0

13. Organizations
INCOME relating to lobbying activities fbr this reponing period
was:
LesSI!lall$lO,OOO

0

I!O,OOOo;mo,e

Ii!l

c}

$

100,000

}'rovide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest 520,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other t.'11tity 'for lobbying
activities on behalf oCtile client).

Signature Kent A Mason
Plinted Name and Title Kent A.

EXPENSES rdatillg to lobbying aciivities for this reporting period
were:

Lcss than $10,000

I:J

S10,000 or mote

CJ

$ _ _ ~~._~,_,_>

14.
REPORTING
ac{;(umting
TI1t;.'th(ld.MflE;,:TH~:~o~n:;·t~~~;'io;'~:;~ii~'~~~:'~f:~;;~~::=.
51

o

CI

l\.fclhodA.
MethodB.

CI

Methode.

Date
Ma~9~:>!:,-,a-,rtn__e__r

r:::::>

Reporting amount, using LDA definitions only

211312006

_

LD-IDS (Rev. 4Jl6)

CSOC.CBR.00031458

1802
GD to 'Porm Completed'
Df1iete this page

Client Name Metropolitan Ufe In~~~~_~?=_~~_.

Registrant Name Davis and Harman LLP

I

I

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issne areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfoftlle client during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
infol1l1ation as requested. Attach addition.i page(s) as needed.

15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxationilnternal Revenue Code

(oncpcrpage)

16. Specific lobbyingissucs
H.R 1960/H,R, 1961 Pension Preservation and Savings Expansion Act; savings proposal in the
President's FY 2006 Budget; S.219IS.1953 National Employee Savings and Trust Equity Guaranteed Act;
proposals related to hybrid pians; proposals related to annultizatlon including H.R. 819 and S.381. The
Retirement Security for Life Act and H.R. 2951. Lifetime Pension Annuity for You Act, S.602iH.R. 1262
Ronald Reagan Alzheimer's Breakthrough Act; H.R. 2682/81244 Long-term Care and Retirement Security
Act; H.R. 2830, Pension Protection Act of 2005; S. 1359, Retirement Savings and Security Act 2006,

17. 110use(8) of Congress and Federal agencies contacled DCheck ifNone
House of Representatives

Senate

I

18, Name or each individuai who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
lotstName

Fil"slName

Suffix

KentA.

Mason

Mr.

James A

Delaplane

Mr.

Randolf Hurst

Hardock

Mr.

BarbaraA.

Pate

Mrs.

-

Legislative Director and Counsel, Rep. Portman

X

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific lssue.<; listed on line 16 above lZICheckifNone

Signaturc

Document digitally signed on Page 1,

Date

Printed Name ""d Title Kent A. Mason, Partner
1.{).2DS (Rev, 4.(6)

Page -.3:__ . of__ ~

CSOC.CBR.00031459

1803
Go to 'Form Completed'
Delete_/his

Davis and Harman LLP

Registrant Name

Metropolitan Ufe Insurance CO

_

page

I
II

Client Name

ADDENDUM for Geoeral Lobbying Issue Area TAX
16. Spccificlobbying issues (continned lrom previous page)
Retirement Savings and Security Act 2005, H.R. 1161/S.547 to prOVide for ERSAs; H.R. 1162/S.546, Retirement
Savings Account; H.R. 1163/S.545. Lifetime Savings Account; H.R. 2830, Pension Protection Act; S. 1783,
Pension Security and Transparency Act; Proposal related to longevity insurance.

LD-2DS

EXHIBIT

Page 3 __ of 6

CSOC.CBR.00031460

1804
Go to 'Porm CvmpkHed'

Dolete thls pagfJ

I]

I

Registrant Name Davis and Harman LLP

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the repolting period. Using a separate page for each c.ode, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. Genera11ssue area code _R_ET_'_R_e_ti_re_m_e_n_t

(one per page)

16. Spec1fic lobbying issues
H.R. 1960/H.R, 1961 Pension Preservation and Savings Expansion Act; savings proposal In the

President's FY 2006 Budgel; S.219IS. 1953 National Employee Savin9s and Trust Equity Guaranteed Act;
proposals related to hybrid plans; proposals related to annultlzation including H.R. 619 and 5,381, The

Retiremenl Security for Life Act and HR. 2951, Lifetime Pension Annuity for You Act, S.602IH.R. 1262
Ronald Reagan Aizheimer's Breakthrough Act; H.R. 26821S1244 Long-term Cam and Retirement Security
Act; H.R. 2830, Pension Protection Act of 2005; S. 1359, Retirement Savings and Security Act 2005,
17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNonc
House of Representatives
Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Name

Fil'stName

Covered Official Position (ifapplk-ablc)
Suffix

KentA.

Mason

Mr,

James A.

Delaplane

Me

Randolf Hurst

Hardock

Mr.

Barbara A

Pate

Mrs.

D
Legislative Director and Counsel. Rob Portman

D
ItT

........................................................................................................................+

10

.•.............................•.•....................•..............•..•.•....•....•..•....•.•...............•.............. .1.......•....•.....•..............•.•.............•..........••..•••.........••...•..................................•.•..•..

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [ZlCherJdfNone

Sh.TnatuTe
Printed Name and Title Kent A. Ma~~~_,_p~.~rt~niieior

Date

.-----.

LD-2DS (Rev. 4,06)
Page

'!..- of_~

CSOC.CBR.00031461

1805
Go

to 'Form ComplBted'
DfJ/efe this piilge

Registrant Name

Davis and Harman LLP

.

_

Metropolitan Life Insurance CO

Client Name

II

I

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
H.R. 1161/8.547 to provide for ERSAs; H.R 1162/8.546, Retirement Savings Account; HR. 1163/8.545, Lifetime

Savings Account; H,R. 2830 Pension Protection Act; S. 1783, Pension Security and Transparency Act; Proposals
related to longevity Insurance.

IJ)·2DS

Page ... ?

_ of_6_

CSOC.CBR00031462

1806
Go 10 'Form Compleled'

Delete this page

II
I

Client Name Metro?~~~an Ufe Insurance CO

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting peliod. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. General issue area code

HeR - Health Issues

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR. 4241, Deficit Reduction Act S. 1932, Deficit Reduction Omnibus Reconciliation Act.

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives
Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Name

Last Name

Covered OfflciaJ Position (ifapplicablc)
Suffix

Springfield

Mr.

Randolf Hursl

Hardock

Mr.

Kent A.

Mason

Mr.

CralgS.

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on lin.c 16 above [2gCheck ifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Kent Ac::..;.M=a.:.so.:.n""c:pc:a~rt~n~ei;riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.------------
LD..2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Page _6_ of_6_

CSOC. CBR00031463

1807
(;1(:1,,} nil

dam Hnd IN"" fMJds

Go to 'Form Completed'

I

-Cl~;k~f~I~~ H~~~~~fR~~;~~~~~ti~~
Legislative ReOOUl'ce Center
B~l 06 Cannon Building

I
I

Secretary Qfthe Senate
Office ofPublic Records

\Vashil1gton, DC 20515

LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act ofl995 (Section 5) - All Filers Al'e Required to Complete This rage
L Registrant name

o

l8l Org<mizatioll

Individud

Capitol Hill Strategies, LLC

Organirotion

0

!2.Addrc><

507 Capitol Court, NE Suite 100

Add=,'
Ci(y

Address 2

Washington

State

DC

St?,le-

Zip Code 20002

CO\llltly

Zip Code

Country

USA

b.
l'ret],

FulIN",,,,

Mr.

Charles M. Brain

··.. ·'<D·S·clf

..··'rCileotNiUiie'···

2025890002

cbrain@caphHlstraLcom

91774R 164

,.

",,,,

6. House ID #

36809006

Wachovia Corporation

TYPEOFREPORT

8.Year.

2005

Midyear (Janua'l'1-!une:10)

9. Check [fthis filing amends a previously filed verskm of this rep01i
IO. Check if this is a Tennination Report

0

Cl

··iii~b·bying·'i;:h:;;i~······,··""

11. No Lobbying Activity

. · ·..· ·..·.. ,

INCOME rel«ting to Icbbying activities fur this rcPOltillg period
WilS;

Lcsstlum$IO.OOO

Cl

$10,OOOormOTc

liI

I:}

$

YetiI' End (July leDccomber 31)

c::> Tenninatioll Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line t2 OR Line l3

.........................,..······

OR

20,0_00

_

Provide Q. good faith estimate, l'ounded to the- nearest $20,OOOj
of all lobbying related income fi'om the client (including all
payments to the registrant by Illty other entity for lobbying

activities on behalf ofthe client).

Signalure Charles M Brain

iii

0
"

.

0

13. Organizations

'EXPENSES rdating to lobbying activities for this repoltingperiod
wt.-'re:
l.ess than $10,000

Cl

$lO,OOOnrmol'('.

[J

G>

$

_

Mllll'~;T'~1J:~OI~D:~'1.~~~;':a:'~~:~':;'~~~'~f~~~:::

14.
REPORTING
accounting
method, $:

o

Cl

l\1ethodA.
MethodB.

[J

Methode.

Date

Rcpmtlllgll11l0uutsllsingLD;\dcfinitiousou!y

1120/2006

Printed Name and Title _Charles M. Brain, Presi~~.~".,_
U).:2DS (Rev. 4.05)

'" Page _..!.....- Df_4_

CSOC.CBR00031433

1808
Go to 'Form Completed'

Deletl;) i!lis page

I
I

Client Name Wachovla Corporation

LOBBYING AC1'IVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registnmt
engaged in lobhying on behalf ofthe client dUling the rcporllllg period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
g
15. General issue area code _B_A_N_._B_"_n_k_in_

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Financial Services Issues, espcially taxation

17. House{s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
House of Representatives, Senate

]8. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this Issue arca
Name
First Name

Charles

LllstNamc

Covered Offictal Position (ifapphcable)
Suffix

Brain

19.1ntt.-rcsl of cach foreign t."lltity in the spc'Ciiic issues listed online 16 above !XlChcckifNonc

Signature

Document digitaliy signed on Page 1.

Date

Printed Name and Title .c:;~a.rl_eS._~4,l3rain,p,.~ ..
re.s.id.e..n.I................""'lI

_

LD-2DS (Rev> 4.05)
P::lge_2_ of_4__

CSOC.CBR.00031434

1809
Go to 'Fonn Complefed'

Dp.lete (his pa.,qe

a
I

Client Name Wachovla Corporatlo~_

Regish'ant Name Capitol HllI Strategies, LLC

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rellect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lohbying on behalfofthe client dnring the repotting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide

infonnation as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15, General issue area code FIN - Financial !nstitutions/lnvestments/Securltii (one per page)
16. Specific lobbying issues

Financial Services Issues, espclally taxation

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Roprosentatlvos, Sonato

18. Name ofeach individual who act('.{{ as a lobbyist in this issue area
First Name

Charles

Name
LastNamo

Covered Officialllosition (lfai}plicable)
Suffix

NfJ
,.-

Brain

,.-

,.-

,.-

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issue.s listed on line 16 above

Signature

iZI Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title Charles M. Brain, President
Lo.2DS (Rev. 4.05)

CSOC.CBR00031435

1810
Go 10

'I~orm Completed'
Dokd'e this page

Client Name. wac~?~_i~~~~po_ra_tio_n

II

I

_

I,OBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the rep0l1mg period, Using. sep....te p.ge for e.ch code, provide
inforJ1'lation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area cooe

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(oneperpagc)

16, SpeciticIobbyingissues

17. House(s) ofCollgress and Federal agencies contacted DChcckifNone
House of Representatives, Senate

18, Name of each Individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (ifapp!icable)

Name
LllstNllmc

Charles

Suffix

Brain

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above [g]CheckifNotlC

Signature

Printed Name and Title

Date

.9hane".iIJ1, Brain, p.ri!!e..
si.d.en.t............__.-_

LD·2DS (Re,. 4,05)

Page

±._ of_4_
CSOC.CBR.00031436

1811
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ETHICS MANuAL

Consecutive Events: The applicable time limit (4 or 7
commences with the beginning of each separate event·
a separate host in which the traveler is fact-finding ori
stantially participating (as evidenced in part by separate
vitations from different sponsoring organizations).
Further guidance regarding travel or other matters u
the jurisdiction of this Committee may be obtained by
ing a written advisory opinion or calling the Commit
Office of Advice and Education at 225-3787.
SOLICITATION UNDER THE ETHICS REFORM ACT OF

1989

MEMORANDUM OF OCTOBER 9, 1990

TO:

All Members, Officers, and Employees of the
U.S. House of Representatives

FROM:

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Julian C. Dixon, Chairman
John T. Myers, Ranking Minority Member

The Ethics Reform Act of 1989 enacted a new, governm
wide. ban on solicitation, codified at 5 U.S.C. § 7353. Bee
this statute might appear to affect legitimate activity,
Committee wishes to clarifY its interpretation of the sta
Section 303 of the Ethics Reform Act of 1989 added
new § 7353 to 5 U.S. Code, stating in pertinent part:
(a) Except as permitted by subsection (b), no Member of Congress or officer or employee of the executive, legislative, or judicial branch shall solicit or accept anything of value from a person(1) seeking official action from, doing business with, or. . . conducting activities regulated by, the individual's employing agency; or
(2) whose interests may be substantially
affected by the performance of individual's
official duties.
These statutory restrictions extend to "anything
value,"regardless of whether the official receives a person
benefit. Subsection (b) authorizes this Committee to iss
implementing rules or regulations for the House, "providi
for such reasonable exceptions as may be appropriate."

1812
App.

Solicitation

65

Section 7353 must be read in the context of preexisting
laws, rules,and regulations. The statute supplements, for
example, the provisions of the criminal code that prohibit
bribes and gratuities. See 18 U.S.C. § 201. Thus, § 7353(b)
(2)(B) states:
No gift may be accepted ... in return tor being influenced in the performance of any official act.
At the same time, however, the new law does not amend
prior law permitting solicitations in defined circumstances.
For example, a highly developed body of law regulates campaign financing. The Committee does not construe 5 U.S.C.
§ 7353 to prevent a Member, officer, or employee from raising
campaign funds or soliciting other items to the extent their
acceptance is permitted under applicable laws, rules, or regulations, provided that no individual solicits, directly or
through others, any personal or financial benefit unless the
Committee grants prior written approval in exceptional circumstances.
Certain types of solicitations are not directly addressed by
other laws. Members are often asked, for example, to assist
charities in their fundraising efforts. The Committee has
determined that Members, officers, and employees of the
,'House may solicit funds on behalf of charitable organizations
;; qualified under § 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, pro.~;yided that no official resources are used, no official endorse,~ment is implied, and no direct personal benefit results. The
i Committee will address on a case-by-case basis the extent to
)vhich a Member, officer, or employee may personally control
,i,~~e distribution of funds from a charity for which he or she
, .eits funds. Similarly, questions regarding solicitations on
alf of entities that are not charities qualified under
O(e) will be decided as they arise.
Committee encourages any Member, officer, or
yee with questions on the scope of § 7353 to call its;
ce of Advice and Education at 225-3787 or to write the'
mittee for an advisory opinion.

1813

April 4, 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL M.EMBERS, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

Nancy L. Johnson, Chairman
Jim McDermott, Ranking Democratic Member

SW3JECT;

Revised Solicitation Guidelines

In tbis Memorandnm, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct announces
two new restrictions on solicitation by Members, officers, and employees of the House:
No Member, officer, or employee of the House may solicit funds for any
1.
organization (other than campaigns and other political entities) which is establishcd
or controlled by Members of Congress, unless the organization's principal activities
are unrelated to a Member's official dnties.
2.
A Member may no longcr use a facsimilc of official stationery for his or her
own campaign.

These new restrictions are discussed in more detail in the general diseussion of the rules on
solicitation which follows.

SOLICITATION GUIDELINES
A government-wide restriction on the solicitation of funds, codified at 5 U.S.C. § 7353,
bars Members, officers, and employees of the I-louse from asking for or accepting anything of
value from anyone who seeks official action from the Housc, does business ""'1th the House, or has
interests that may be substantially affccted by the perfOlmance of ofIicial duties. The statute
covers the solicitation of "anything of value," regardless ofwhetber the otJ:icial personally benefits
from it. The only exceptions are those expressly permitted by the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct, as supervising ethics office for the House.

CSOC.CBR.00030304

1814
2
A.

Soliciting for Charities and Other Organizations

On October 9, 1990, the Committee announced a generic exception from the solicitation
restriction for efforts on behalf of charities qualified under section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue
Code, so long as no official resources are used, no official endorsement is implied, and no direct
personal benefit results for the soliciting Member. The same announcement explained that
questions regarding solicitations on behalf of othcr cntities would be decided as they arise.
The Committee has generally granted exeeptions to 5 U.S ,C. § 7353 to allow Members,
officers, and employees to solicit funds on behalf of non-profit organizations, subject to the same
restrictions that apply to efforts on behalf of a qualified charity, i.e., no official resources may be
used, no official endorsement may be implied, and no direct personal benefit results. No
solicitation may bear official letterhead, "Congress of the United States," "House of
Representatives," "official business," or the Great Seal (Hollse Rule 43, clause 11; 18 U.S.C. §
7133. Moreover, regulations of the House Office Building Commission prohibit soliciting and
other nongovernmental activities in facilities of the I-louse of Representatives. Reprinted in
HOUSE ETHICS MANUAL, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 235-237 (1992).
While each of thesc restrictions on solicitation continues to apply, it is now the further
policy of this Committee that Members' officers, and employees of the House may not solicit
funds for any organization -- regardless of tax status -- which is established or controlled by
Members of Congress. The only exceptions are campaigns and other political entities (see below),
and organi711tions whose principal activities arc unrelated to a Member's official dutics. The
COll1l11ittee believes that, in light of the relationship between such an organization and its
affiliated Members, there is an inherent risk that its operations will improperly subsidize the
operations of congressional offices in violation of House RuJe 45.
Questions aq to whether an organization's activities are unrelated to a Member's official
duties should be directed to the Committee's Office of Advice 'll1d Education at 225-37&7.
Example 1. Member A has been asked to solicit funds on behalf of Organization V, a
charity which is qualified under § 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. It was not established,
nor is it eontrollcd, by Members of Congress. Member A may solicit funds on behalf of
Organization V, subject to the restrictions set forth above (no use of official resources, etc.).
Example 2. Member B has been asked to solicit funds on behalf of Organization "V, a
non-profit social welfare organization which is not qualified under § 170(e). It was not
established, nor is it controlled, by Members of Congress. Because Organization W does not fall
within the generic exception which applies to § 170 (c) organizations, Member B must obtain
written approval from the Committee before soliciting funds on behalf of Organization W.
Example 3. Member C has been asked to solicit funds on behalf of organization X, an
educational foundation which is qualified under § 170(e). It was established by Members of
Congress. Its purpose is to provide Members of Congress with infonnation and researe,h abont

CSOC.CBR.00030305
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3
pending legislation. Because the principal activities of Organization X are related to a Member's
official duties, Member C may not solicit funds on behalf of Organization X.
Example 4. Member D wishes to sollcit flmds on behalf of Organization Y, a local alts
organization which is quallfied under § 170(c). It was establlshed by Mcmber D. Because the
principal activities of Organization Yare unrelated to a Member's official duties, Member D
may solicit funds on behalf of Organization Y, subject to the restrictions set fOlih above (no use
of official resources, etc.),
Example 5. Organization Z asks Member E to send out a fi.l11draising letter on its behalf
on Member E's congressional letterhead. Member E may not do so.
.8. Political Fundraising

The Committee does not construe 5 U.S.C. § 7353 to prevent Members, officers, or
employees of the House from raising funds for campaigns or other political entities. Members,
officers, and employees are thus not required to seek or obtain this Committee's permission to
engage in campaign or political fundraising. TIley must, however, comply with the following
statntes, rules and regulations which govern the sollcitation and acceptance of campaign funds.

No Use of OfficialResources. Under 31 U.S.C. § 1301 (a) and under the regulations of
the Committee on House Oversight, official resources and allowances may be used only for
official activities. Members and House employees are thus prohibited from using any official
resources (such as c01l6'ressional letterhead and telephones, copiers, and fax machines in
congressional offices), to solicit campaign ftmds.
No Solicitation from Federal Employees. Federal criminal law (18 U.S.C. § 602)
prohibits Members of Congress, candidates for Congress, and Federal employees fi'om
knowingly soliciting political contributions from Federal employees, including employees of
the House of Representativcs. The statute does not, however, apply to soliciting political
eontributions ti'01111'1embers of Congrcss. I
The statute prohibits thc "lmowing. solicitation of conh'ibutions from Federal employees;
inadvertent solicitations, slleh as when part of a general fundraising campaign aimed at the
public at large, do not violatc the statute. Moreover, it prohibits only the solicitation, and not
the receipt, of political contributions fro111 Federal el1lployees. z

IThus, while neither Members nor ',House employees may knowingly solicit campaign contributions
from House employee,v, both Members and employees may solicit contributions from Members.

;;!However, under a separate provision of the federal criminal code (18 U.S,C, § 603), a congressional
employee may not make political contributions to his or her employing Member or employing authority. HOUSE
EnneS MANUAL I02d Coug., 2d Soss. 287·90 (1992).
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No Solicitation in Federal Offices. Federal criminal law (18 U.S.c. § 607) makes it
unlawful to solicit campaign contributions "in any- room or building occupied in the discharge of
official duties" by any Federal employee. Moreover, regulations of the I-louse Office Building
Commission prohibit soliciting and other nongovernmental activities in facilities of the House.
Reprinted in HOUSE ETHICS MANUAL at 235-37. Thus, campaign contributions may not be
solicited in the Capitol, House office buildings, or in district offices. (This statute also prohibits
the receipt of campaign contributions in Federal office buildings; however, contributions
received in congressional offices may be accepted, provided that they were not solicited in a
manner which directed the contributor to send the contribution to the congressional office, and
that they are forwarded within seven days to the appropriate campaign organization.)
No Use of Facsimile of Official Stationery. While each of the above restrictions
continues to apply to political fundraising, it is now the further policy of the Committee that
Members may no longer use facsimiles of their official stationery tor campaign purposes. House
Rule 43, clause 11; provides:
A Member of the House of Representatives shall not authorize or otherwise allow a
non-House individual, group, or organization to use the words "Congress of the United
States", "House of Representatives n, or "Official Business", or any combination of words
thereof, on any letterhead or envelope.
In 1979, when the Committee issued an Advisory Opinion (reprinted in HOUSE ETHICS
MANUAL at 325-27) regarding this rule, it determined that the phrase "non-House individual,
group, or organization" in the mle did not extend to a Member's principal campaign committee or
to the Democratic and Republican Congressional Campaign Committees. The Committeo
therefore took the position that the rule would not prevent a Member from using a facsimile of
official stationery (which is likely to include "Congress of the United States", "House of
Representatives", or both) for his or her own campaign. Since a letter advocating a Member's
reelection or soliciting campaign contributions must include a conspicuous statement indicating
the sponsor ofthe eommunication (generally, the campaign eommittee),3 it was thought unlikcly
that such a letter would be misinterpreted as an official communication from the House.
However, since the 1979 Advisory Opinion was published, Congress has amended the law
relating to official-appearing stationery. Under the Deceptive Mailings prevention Act of 1990
(39 U.S.C. § 3001(h)-(I», any solicitation by a non-govermnental entity, which uses any insignia,
term or symbol implying Federal Govenunent connection, endorsement, or approval, must cany a
disclaimer, both on the internal documents and on the envelope, conspicuousiy stating that it is
not an official mailing. The term "nongovernmental entity" in the Act applies to a Member's
campaign. See HOUSE Ethics MANUAL at 281-82. Moreover, two provisions of the Federal
criminal code militate against the use of facsimiles of official stationery for
32 U.S.C. § 44td. Note that Ihis statute requires an aftinnative disclosure of the source of the
communication (e,g., xPald for by the Doe for Congress Committee.); a mere statement of wbo is not the
source (e.g., lINot printed at Govenunent expense.) does not suffice.
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campaign mailings. One, 18 U.S.C. § 713, prohibits the kno",~ng display of a likeness or
facsimile of the Great Seal on (among other things) stationery, in a manner reasonably calculated
to convey a false impression of sponsorship or approval by the U.S. Government; display of the
Seal on stationery used for solicitation of fimds or political SUpp01t has been regarded by the
4
Department of Justice as a violation of this provision. See HOUSE ETHICS MANUAL at 282.
Second, as noted above, it is unlawflJ1 to solicit or receive campaign contributions in any Federal
office building. Campaign solicitations bearing letterhead listing the addresses of a Member's
offices could be viewed by the Department of Justice as violating this provision
In light of these provisions, and to ensure that the public is not misled by campaign
solicitations which may appear to be official mailings, the Committee declares that it will no
longer interpret Rule 43, clause 11, to exclude Members' campaigns and party campaign
committees. As a result, as of May 1, 1995, Members may no longer use facsimiles of their
official stationery for campaign purposes, including fundraising letters.'
Example 1. Member A wishes to send a letter soliciting funds for his own campaign. The
letter will be on his campaign stationery, which contains a depiction of the Capitol Dome, the
words "A for Congress," the address and telephone number of Member A '.I' campaign office, and a
statement that the letter was "Paid for by the A for Congress Committee. " Member A may send
Ihe letter, subject to the restrictions set forth above (no use of official resources, etc.).
Example 2. Member B wishes to scnd a fundraising letter fbI' a candidatc for govemor in
her home state, on the candidate's campaign stationery. Member B may sign the letter.
Example 3. Member C wishes to send a letter soliciting funds for his own campaign. The
letter ~11 be on stationery which contains the words "U.S. House of Representatives, " and the
address and telephone number of Member C's congressional offices. Member C may not send the
letter, because Rule 43, clause II, prohibits the use of the phrase "U.S. House of Representatives"
by non-House organizations, and because a campaign solicitation bearing letterhead listing a
Member's congressional offices could be viewed as violating the law prohibiting the solicitation
of campaign contributions in Federal oflice buildings.
If you have questions or would like further infonnation, please call the Committee's
Office of Advice ffi1d Education at 225-3787.
4The former General Counsel of the House has distinguished the Great Seal from 'lcongressional seals/'
which may be used by Members on Cluistmas cards and other items that are neither printed nor mailed at official
expense. See HOUSE ETHICS MANUAL at 282. Nevertheless, to avoid any dispute as to whether "congressional
seals, are facsimiles of the Great Seal, Members are encouraged to use a likeness of the Capitol Dome on campaign
stationery instead. The Dome is in the public domain and therefore is not protected in the same manner as the Great
Seal.
50 ther information which is displayed on of ficlal stationery, such as the district served by the J\1cmber
and the l\1embct"l s committc-e assignments, may be used on campaign stationery. Use of this information is not
restricted by Rule 43, clause 11, or by the statutes cited above.
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April 25, 1997
MEMORANDUM FOR ALL MEMBERS, OFFICERS AND ElVlPLOYEES
FROM: Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
James V. Hansen, Chainnan
Howard L. Bermar, Ranldng Democratic Member
SUBJECT:Rules Goveming (I) Solicitation by Members, Officers and Employees in General,
ard (2) Political Fundraising Activity in Honse Offices
Introduction
The purpose ofthls memorandum is to reiterate and elaborate on the lules governing the conduct
ofMembers, officers and employees of the House in two areas:
solicitation of others -- t, e" asking anyone for money or anything of value -- including for nonpolitical purposes, and
soliciting or receiving political contributions in the House office buildings, the Capitol, or
district offices,
Both ofthese matters arc discussed in the House Ethics Manual, l02d Cong" 2d Sess, (April
1992): solicitation in general on PI', 50-52 and 64-65, and political fundraising activity in House
offices on p. 285. Both ofthese matters are also addressed in an advismy memorandum which
the ('A>mmittee issued on April 4, 1995, which announced celtain new restrictions on solicitation,
Copies of both the Manual and the Apl'il1995 advisolY memorandum are available from the
Committee omcc.
Because ofreccnt items in the news media on the legality and propriety of political fundraising
activity in Federal offices, the Committee believes this is an oppmtnne time to set out the
standards which apply in the House, The Committee also believes that this is an appropriatc time
to remind Members and staff of the general law govcroil1g solicitation by them, including
solicitations made for Ilon-political purposes,
Solicitation by Membcrs, Officers and Employees
General prohibition against solicitation, Under a pJ'Ovision of the Ethics Reform Act of 1989,
HOllse Members, officers and employces are generally prohibited fi'om asking for anything of
value from a broad range of persons: specifically, anyotle who seeks official action fi:om the
House, does business with the House, or has interests which may be substantially affected by the
performance of official duties, Under the statute, which is codified at 5 U,S,C. § 7353, the only
solicitations of such pcrsons which are pcnnissiblc are those sanctioned by this Committee,
The tenns of thc prohibition arc VClY broad, The provision applies to the solicitation of not only
money, but "anything of value", In addition, 11,e prohibition covcrs solicitations of things for 11,e
personal benefit of111C Member, officer or employee, as well as things which involve no pcrsonal
benefit. Thus, as the House Ethics Manual notes (at 1', 52), thc statute bars, for example, a staffer
from asldng a lobbyist for Ii'cc tickets to a sporting event, or fro111 asking lobbyists to help pay
for a party to be given in honor of a Member. While 11,e examples used in the Manual refer to
solicitations of lobbyists, it would be equally inlpelmissible to make the same requests of non-
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lobbyist officials of a corporation, association or other such entity. A solicitation made by
another person in the name of a Member, officer or employee, and with the knowledge and
acquiescence of that official, will likely be deemed a solicitation by that official.
Prohibition does not apply to political solicitations. Legis]ative materials conceming 5 U.S.C. §
7353 state that the statutory prohibition does not apply to the solicitation of politica]
contributions, and the Conunittee has expressly recognized that the statute does not bar political
solicitations. However, a number of other provisions of law impose restrictions on political
solicitations by Members, oft1cer8 and employees, and one of the major sets of restrictions -regarding solicitation in Federal omces -- is discussed in detail below. Other restrictions on
political solicitations are set ont on pp. 3-5 of the Committee's advisory memorandum of April 4,
1995.
Exception fbr charitable fundraising. In 1990 the Conunittee detennined, pursuant to its authority
under 5 U.S.G § 7353, that Members, officers and employees may solicit on behalf of charitable
organizations qualified under § 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, subject to eertain
restrictions. Under this dctennination, solicitations on behalf of establisbed cbaritable or
educational organizations are generally permissible without any further action by the COllinittee.
The major restrictions on such solicitations are that no official resources may be used in making
them, no official endorsement by the House of Representatives may be implied, and no direct
personal benefit may result to the soliciting official. In 1995 the Committee established an
additional restriction regarding organizations established or controlled by Members of Congress:
a solicitation may not be made for any such organization, regardless nfits tax status, unless the
organi7.ation's principal activities are umelated to a Member's official duties. Finally, under a
provision ofthe gift rule, registercd lobbyists and registrants under the Foreign Agents
Registration Act may not be solicited, except as part of a mass mailing or other solicitation
directed to a broad categol)' of persons.
This exception tbr charitable solicitations is the only general exception the Connnittee has
issued. 11 is not pemlissible for a Member, omeer or employee to make a solicitation on behalf
of anyone other than a chmity without ti,e prior written approval of the Committee. Tbere are
eCltain tYl,es of solicitation which the Committee, upon request, will generally approve, subject
to the same resttictions which apply to charitable solicitations: for example, solicitations on
behalf of persons who are in need of assistance because of a catastrophic injm)' or natural
disaster, solicitations for tax-exempt organizations which are not ehm'Hies, and for the
Congressional Arts Competition in one's district.
Political Fnndraising Activity in House Offices
There has been much discussion in the media recently regarding a criminal statute, 18 U.S.C. §
607, which generally prohibits soliciting political contributions in federal offices. That stalute
also generally prohibits receiving contributions in Federal offices, although, as detailed below,
some exception is made for contributions received in Congressional offices.
Much oftbe recent discussion has been in the form of a debate on whether various activities
violate 18 US.c. § 607. House Jlikmbers and staff should be aware, however, that they aro
subject not only to tile criminal statule, but also to the standm'ds enuueiated and enforced by 111is
Conm:rittee. While there may be uneeltainty regarding the scope of the criminal statute, the
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standards enunciated by the Committee regarding political fundraising in House offices are quite
specific, and quite re.qtlictive.
While those standards are based in palt on the provisions of 18 U.S.c. § 607, they are based as
well on several other provisions of law: spccifically, the regulations ofthe House Office
Building Commission, which govern the use of House facilities; 3ILJ.8.C. § 1301, which
requires that official resources and allowances be used only for official activities, and regulations
issued by the House Oversight COlmnittee which reflect this same requirement; and clause I of
House Rule 43, which requires that Members and staff conduct themselves at all times in a
manner which reflects creditably 011 tile House of Representatives. Thc standards regarding
political fundmising activity in House offices are as follows.
Soliciting Political ContributiollS. Regarding, fn.,;t, the matter of soliciting political contributions,
tile basic rule is straightfOlward: Membel'S and staffmay nat solicit jJolitkal contributiol1s in
their office or elsewhere in the House buildings, whether in person, over the telephon.e, or
otherwise. This rule applies with regard to the Capitol, the House office buildings, and district
offices.
The rule bars all political solicitations in these House buildings. Thus a telephone solicitation
would not be permissible merely because, for example, the call is billed to the credit card of a
political organization or to an outside telephone number, or it is made using a cellphone iu tbe
hallway, Similarly, where a House Member or employee makes solicitation calls somewhere
else, such as at one of the campaign committee offices, and has to leave a message, the
individual should not leave his 01' her House office number for the retum call.
Receiving Political COlltributions. The rule on receiving political contributions is cqually
straightforward: Membel" and st~ffmay not request that a contribution be sent or delivered to
their House office, and InllY not assent to the sending or delivery ofa contribution to their
House office. Thus a Mcmber or employee should never authorize a solicitation for political
contributions (or, for that matter, any other political communication) which uses a House office
address. Furtllermore, if a Member or staffer Icams that an individual who is going to be visiting
the office intends to offer a contribution during his or her visit, the individual must be told that
the contribution cannot be accepted here, and arrangcmcnts for delivery of the contribution
elsewhere must be made.
However, if someone unexpectedly offers a contriblltion during a visit to a House officc, 01' if
someone unexpectedly mails or delivcrs a contribution to the office, the contribution can be
accepted, provided that it is fOlwardcd to thc political committee within seven days ofreccipt.
The criminal statute, 18 U.S.c. § 607, includcs a provision which specifically pennits acceptance
and forwarding of a contribution received in a Congressional office, providcd that the
contlibution was not solicited in auy manner which directs the contributor to mail or deliver a
eOl1tlibution to any Fcdcral ofiice. Please note, however, that an envelopc f01warding a
contribution may not be scnt under the frank, and thus the forwarding must be done using
pcrsonal or campaign statione,y and stamps.
Additional Considerations. Two additional points should be made hcre, and these apply to both
soliciting and receiving political contributions. First, the lUles set forth above to not bar
Members from soliciting or receiving contributionsa'om other ]vfembers in the House buildings.
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Please note, however, that one ofthe new House rules approved in January prohibits the
knowing distribution of campaign contributions on the House floor, in the Speaker's Lobby, lind
in the cloakrooms.
Second, thcse rules are not limited to contributions for Congressional campaigns. They apply to
the solicitation and receipt of all political contributions, including those for campaigns for state
or local office.
Any questions on the above matters, and any requests for copies ofthe H01LI'e Ethics Manual or
the Committee's advisory memorandum of April 4, 1995, should be directed to the Committee's
Office of Advice and Education at 5-3787.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION
The House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards, created by
Public Law 9~191, is directed to issue regulations governing the proper
use of the franking privilege.
These regulations govern the use of the frank uuder sections 3210, 3211,
3212, 3213(2), 3215, 3218, 3219, and 3220 of title 39, United States Code,
which cover franked mail generally, public documents, Congressional
Record and Congressional Record excerpts, U.S. Department of Agriculture
seeds and reports, and the lending of the frank.
These regulations apply to any Member or Member-elect of the House,
Resident Commissioner or Resident Commissioner-elect, Delegate or Delegate-elect, designated survivor of any of the foregoing, House officials,
former Members and former House officials entitled to use the frank.
The law was amended on October 26, 1981, upon enactment of Public
Law 97-69. The most significant changes were to enact m~jor provisions of
House Rule XLVI relating to mass mailings aud to eliminate the authority
to send letters of condolence and letters of congratulations for personal distinctions.
The law had also been amended in 1978, upon enactment of Public Law
95-521 and was again amended in 1982, upon enactment of Public Law 97263, to authorize use of the frank for the Senate Legal Counsel and the
Law Revision Counsel of the House, respectively.
Public Law 99-87, enacted in 1985, authorized the use of official mail to
aid in the location and recovery of missing children. This Act was extended
for a period of five years in December 1987.
Public Law 101-163, enacted in 1989, limited any mass mailing to two
sheets of paper or their equivalent, and changed the numerical limitation
on postal customer mail and restrictions on the timing of mass mailings
prior to elections.
Public Law 101-520, enacted in 1990, established an "Official Mail Allowance" for each person in the House of Representatives authorized to use
the frank; required that all mass mailings be submitted to the Commission
(VII)
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VIII
for review prior to mailing; and limited the geographic distribution of mass
mailings.
Public Law 102-392, enacted in 1992, eliminated the two sheets of paper
restriction on mass mailings and prohibited Members from mass mailing
outside of the congressional district from which they are elected.
Public Law 104-197, enacted in 1996, requires that all mass mailings bear
the following disclaimer statement: "This mailing was prepared, published
and mailed at taxpayer expense." and prohibit. Members from mass mailing 90 days prior to any primary or general election in which such Member
is a candidate for public office.
The Commission is also directed to provide guidance, assistance, advice,
and counsel through advisory opinions or consultations in connection with
the mailing or contemplated mailing of franked mail. The staff assigned to
the Commission is delegated authority by the Commission to perform advisory and consultatory functions, subject to review by the Commission.
The examples of frankable or nonfrankablemail matter as set forth in
these regulations are based on the guidelines for franked mail matter enacted under Public Law 93-191, as amended. Any violation of the franking
privilege is determined by the Commission nnder the procedures prescribed by section 5 of Public Law 93-191, as amended.
All section references in the following guidelines and regulations are to
chapter 32 of title 39, United States Code, unless otherwise noted.
References to Rules of the House, as such, are noted.
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CHAPTER ONE

WHO MAY USE THE
CONGRESSIONAL FRANK
1. Entitlement To Use the Frank
The following Members of the House, officers of the House and sunivors
are authorized to use the frank:
(a) a Representative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner;
(b) a Representative-elect, Delegate-elect, or Resident Commissionerelect;
(c) the Clerk, Sergeant at Arms, CAO, and Chaplain;
(d) the Legislative Counsel of the House and the Law Revision
Counsel of the House; [Note: Authority for all of the above is section
3210(b) (1).]
(e) any authorized person in the case of a vacancy in the offices of
(c) or (d) above under authority of section 3210(b) (2);
(£) the designated sumvor of a Representative, Delegate, or Resident
Commissioner who died during his term of office, for not more than
180 days afterward, under section 3218.

2. Expiration of Franking Privilege
Under section 321O(b)(3), Representatives and others vested with the
franking privilege (see paragraph 1 above) are entitled on a restricted basis
to use the frank during the 90-day period immediately following the date
on which they leave office.
During this period, use of the frank is limited to matters directly related
to the closing of the official business of the congressional or other respective office.
A Representative may not use the franking privilege during this 90-day
period to-mail matter with a simplified form of address (postal customer mailing);
-mail newsletters, questionnaires or other similar mass mailings;
-mail any general or other mass mailings of any nature unless such
mailings are in direct response to inquiries or requests from persons
to whom the matter is mailed.
(1)
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From the date a Member leaves office and until a successor is sworn in,
all new official business of the Washington and District offices, as well as
pending official business extending beyond the 90-day period described in
the preceding paragraphs, shall be mailed under the franking privilege of
the Clerk of the House pursuant to the Clerk's responsibility under 2
V.S.c. 92c.
Further, upon the death of a Member, all official business relating to the
closing of the office, as well as new business, shall be mailed under the
Clerk's franking privilege until a successor is sworn in.

3. Representative-Elect
For the purpose of the applicable franking statutes and these regulations
and guidelines, the franking privilege of a Representative-elect, a Delegateelect, or a Resident Commissioner-elect to the House of Representatives
shall begin on the date on which a certificate of election in due form is
filed with the Clerk of the House.
Representatives-elect have limited use of the frank, I.e., to respond to incoming mail (although thank you messages for election to office are not
frankable), set up their congressional offices or file documents with the
Clerk's office. Campaign stationery cannot be used with the frank. Mass
mailings may not be sent by Representatives-elect because they do not receive official expense allowances un til they are sworn in as Members of the
House of Representatives. Pursuant to section 3210(f), all mass mailings
must be prepared and printed with appropriated funds.

4. Committees
Mail matter of any standing, select, special, or Jomt committee of the
House, or a subcommittee thereof, or commission, composed of Members
of Congress, which is frankable under section 3210, may be sent under the
frank of the chairman, ranking minority member, or any other member of
such committee, subcommittee, or commission. In addition, the Democratic
caucus and the Republican conference of the House, or a committee, subcommittee, or other body established thereunder, may use the frank of a
Member under authority of section 3215.
Section 3215 permits use of the frank by "official" committees created
by order of the Congress, composed only of Members of Congress (excluding informal "caucus" or "ad hoc" groups of Members) whose business relates to political, party policy, special interest, or regional matters.

5. Loan of Frank
Section 3215 states, "A person entitled to use a frank may not lend it
or permit its use by any committee, organization, or association, or permit
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its use by any person for the benefit or use of any committee, organization,
or association. This section does not apply to any standing, select, special,
or joint committee, or subcommittee thereof, or commission of the Senate,
House of Representatives, or Congress, composed of Members of Congress,
or to the Democratic caucus or the Republican conference of the House
of Representatives or of the Senate."
This section prohibits the use of the frank for the benefit of charitable
organizations, political action committees, trade organizations, and so forth.
It should be pointed out that while the "penalty mail" provisions of law,
which apply to Government agencies, permit penalty mail covers to be used
by persons from whom official information is desired [39 U.S.c. 3202(b)],
there is no such authority under the franking laws. 2 Therefore, attention
is called to the following examples:
-A Representative may not provide a frank to a radio or television station for the return of a radio or television tape.
-A Representative may not permit his frank to be used for the return
to him of responses to a questionnaire.
-A Represen tative may not use the frank to announce an event to be
sponsored or cosponsored by an organization not eligible to use the
frank.
-A Representative may not permit his frank to be used for the return
of authorization forms from his constituents which may be required
under the Privacy Act.
2Prohibitions concerning the receipt of return mail under the frank are expressed in Cannon's Precedents of the House of Representatives, vol. VI, sees. 217, 219 (1936). Section 217 provides:

There is no provision of law under which a person receiving a request from a

Mem~

ber of Congress for infonnation, official or otherwise, may send such infannation in

the mails free of postage in an envelope bearing the frank of such Member of Congress
furnished by the Member.
Section 219 provides:
There is no provision of law under which the frank may be used for return reply.On July 21, 1930, reply to an inquiry from the Clerk of the House, submitted at the
instance of Me Conrad G. Selvig, of Minnesota, the Third Assistant Postmaster General
rendered the following opinion:
It is improper under t.he law to furnish envelopes bearing frank for the use of
individuals in reply t,o letters, and individuals receiving such envelopes cannot lawfully use them to mail matter free of postage under the frank of a Member of Congress. * * * Furthermore, there is no provision of law under which a person receiv~
ing a request from a Member of Congress for infonnation, official or otherwise,
may send such infomlation in the mails free of postage in an envelope bearing the
frank of such Member of Congress.
On May 8, 1975, the Commission held as frankablc a petition by two Members, acting
alone, to intenrcnc in a rate case on behalf of constituents. The Commission held further
that the same petition would not be frankable if another person not entitled to the franking
privilege (such as the state attorney general) joined in the petition.
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6. Inside Mail
Matter which is processed and delivered as "Inside Mail" is not subject
to the provisions of the franking laws. This is a messenger service of the
House provided to Members for the transmittal of inter-office communications. Since this mail matter never enters into the system of the U.S. Postal
Service and is not handled by employees of the U.S. Postal Service, it is not
considered "franked mail" under the statute. Therefore, it is not necessary
for Members to obtain advisory opininns on material sent as "Inside MaiL"

7. International Mail
The congressional franking privilege may be used only for mail matter
to be delivered within the United States, its territories and possessions and
for mail matter bearing an APO or FPO address for delivery through the
United States military mail system. 3
The congressional frank may not be used for mail matter addressed for
delivery in a foreign country. Under terms of the Universal Postal Union
Convention, such mail matter must bear prepayment of postage.
For official mail addressed to U.S. Embassies and missions abroad, Members may consult the Department of State for use of diplomatic pouch service.

8. Responsibility of Member's Staff
The actual determination of whether or not to send a particular piece
of mail under a Member's frank probably will be made by his staff who prepare his mail for delivery. An improper use of the frank by a staff member,
ranging from an inadvertent mistake on a single letter to a willful abuse
on a mass mailing, will be imputed to his Member under most circumstances. To help avoid these violations of the franking law, with all of
their resultant possible penalties and reflections on the effective administration of his office, a Member should reasonably ensure that his staff knows
what kinds of mail are frankable by providing for the training and supervision of these employees and their familiarization with these regulations.
Members should encourage their staff, especially in the case of all mass
mailings, to consult with and seek the advice of the Commission to the
greatest extent possible.

3 In October 1990, the Commission ruled that mail bearing an APO or FPO address must
relate to the official business of the Congress. Personal items or personal messages are not
frankable.
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CHAPTER TWO

CONTENTS OF
FRANKABLE MAIL
1. Policy of Congress
Section 3210(a) (1) states, "It is the policy of the Congress that the privilege of sending mail as franked mail shall be established under this section
in order to assist and expedite the conduct of the oflicial business, activities, and duties of the Congress of the United States."

2. Intent of Congress
Section 3210(a) (2) states, "It is the intent of the Congress that such official business, activities, and duties cover all matters which directly or indirectly pertain to the legislative process or to any congressional representative functions generally, or to the functioning, working, or operating of the
Congress and the performance of official duties in connection therewith,
and shall include, but not be limited to, the conveying of information to
the public, and the requesting of the views of the public, or the views and
information of other authority of government, as a guide or a means of assistance in the performance of those functions."

3. Matters of Public Concern
or Public Service
Section 321O(a) (3) (A) authorizes franking of mail matter "to any person
and to all agencies and oflicials of Federal, state, and local governments regarding programs, decisions, and other related matters of public concern
or public service, including any matter relating to actions of a past or current Congress." 1
I Advisory opinion dated October 24, 1983, held as frankable a letter to residents advising
them of a public meeting on contamination of waste disposal sites at a local Air Force Base.
Advisory opinion dated October 5, 1983. held as frankable a letter to businessmen con~

enning small business issues.

Advisory opinion dated December 27,1983, held as [raokaNe a letter to dairy farmers concerning new dairy legislation.
Commission ruling dated November 1974. held that Members may not project themselves
into a future Congress, until after the November general election.
Continuect

(5)
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Members may not make any mass mailings outside of the district from
which they are elected. Members may respond directly to inquiries or requests from outside the district (See Chapter 3: Mass Mailing).2

4. Newsletter and News Release
Section 3210(a) (3) (B) authorizes franking of "the usual and customary
congressional newsletter or press release which may deal with such matters
as the impact of laws and decisions on state and local governments and individual citizens; reports on public and official actions taken by Members
of Congress and discussions of proposed or pending legislation or governmental actions and the position of the Members of Congress on, and arguments for or against, such matters" (See Chapter 3: Mass Mailing).
Guidelines for Personally Phrased References
Members are cautioned on the excessive use of personally phrased references (Member's name, HI", "me", "the Congressman", "the Represent~
ative") in newsletters or other mass mailings.
Personally phrased references contained in a mass mailing, for the most
part, should not appear on the average more than eight times per page
(the size of which is 8112" x 11" or larger, with a reasonable reduction in
the number of such personally phrased references in mail matter smaller
than 8'/2" x 11 "), except where such references:
-appear as the frank;
-appear in a masthead;
-consist of the signature and name following a letter, message, or the
like;
-appear in any return, district, or Washington office address;

-identifY a Member in a photo;
-appear in Congressional Record reprints, in most cases; or
-appear in reprints of articles from magazines, newspapers, and other
periodicals, in most cases.
(The Commission points out that the guidelines set forth above do not
carry the full force and effect of regulations. Thus, they are not outright
limitations on the use of personally phrased references, but have been established to assist Members in preparing newsletters and other mass mailings. The use of personally phrased references in excess of these guidelines,
when viewed as a whole and in the proper context, may not be in violation
of the spirit and intent of the franking statutes or regulations thercunder.)
Commission ruling dated July 23, 1991, held that mass mailings to APO or FPO addresses
are not frankable.
'2 Public Law 102-392 enacted in 1992.
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4(a). Examples of Nonfrankable Items
• Personal or biographical Matter (See Paragraphs 8, 10, 14, 16)
-Autobiographical or biographical material of a Member, staff, or constituent is not frankable. [NOTE: An official biography of the Member may be franked in response to a specific request or to media.]
-No reports on the Member's family or family life.
-No reports on how the Member spends time other than in the performance of official duties.
-Community seIVice or workday activities performed by the Member
or staff are not official.
-No thank you notes or messages regarding election or re-election to
office.
-Birthday, anniversary, wedding, birth, retirement or condolence messages and holiday greetings are prohibited.
• Political and partisan references (See Paragraphs 7, 17)
-Avoid excessive use of party labels. A general guideline is two references per page for each party.
-No party labels in photo caption excepting leadership titles.
-No specific references to past or future campaigns or elections, including election or re-election announcements and schedules of
campaign related events. s
-Political cartoons or graphics are prohibited.
-Materials (i.e. photos, logos, slogans)used in campaign literature as
well as specific campaign pledges or promises are not frankable.
-Members may not project themselves through an election cycle into
a future Congress.
-Members may not directly or indirectly solicit a constituent's party
afliliation.
-Comments critical of policy or legislation should not be partisan, politicized or personalized.
• Solicitations, promotions or endorsements (See Paragraphs 5, 6 and
17, and Chapter One, Paragraph 5)
-No solicitations for funds for or on behalf of any organization or person.
-No grassroots lobbying or soliciting support for a Member's position
on a legislative, public policy or community issue. Members cannot
generate or circulate a petition under the frank.
-No material that advertises, promotes, endorses or otherwise provides
a benefit to an individual or organization not entitled to use the
frank. This would include commerical, charitable, non-profit and political organizations as well as Congressional Member Organizations
3The Commission on Nov. 25, 1974, by a unanimous vote, held as not frankable comment
in newsletter expreSSing gratitude to constituents for election to the Congress.
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(CMO) and advisory boards or task forces. [NOTE: Leadership task
forces or working groups are eligible for frankiug privileges under
the Republican conference or Democratic caucus]

4(b). Examples of Frankable Items
• Legislative duties (See Paragraphs 2, 3, 7)
-Newsletters, reports, summaries or press releases on the Member's
position on legislative or public policy issues.
-Discussions of official activities or meetings including participation in
committee or subcommittee activities, official trips or tours, leadership roles.
-Tabulation of the Member's voting record or attendance record. 4
-Follow-up letters or updates on a specific issue or to a targeted constituency are frankable.
-Members may discuss awards or honors presented in recognition of
official or legislative efforts (no personal or politicial accomplishments).
-News articles, Congressional Record reprints, testimony and copies of
official correspondence may be used as enclosures or excerpts provided the content complies with franking regulations.
-Questionnaires seeking public opinion on any law or proposed legislation. Opinion ballots on specific issues are permissible provided
pro and con views are indicated.
-Editorial or issue-oriented cartoons which depict public issues (e.g.,
energy, inflation, defense) on a nonpolitical basis are frankable.
• Official activities (See Paragraph 2)
-Annoucements of town hall meetings, district office or neighborhood
outreach hours, or constituent service events. [NOTE: Members cannot cosponsor events with an outside entity.]
-Notices of a visit to various sites in the district or a personal appearance by the Member to conduct official business. [NOTE: Members
can only invite constituents to attend official events sponsored by the
Member.]
-Military academy applications and appointment forums.
-Statements of financial disclosure when contained in a press release
or newsletter are frankable.
• Constituent seroce (See Paragraphs 8, 11, 12, 13, 23)
-Federal laws and publications, copies of bills, the Congressional
Record, Library of Congress documents, U.S. Capitol Historical Society calendars and publications purchased with federal funds. [NOTE:
4Thc Commission on Feb. 21, 1974, by a unanimous vote held as frankable a press release
relating to the attendance record of a Member of the House.
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There are limited exceptions for enclosing public service materials
in an otherwise frankable mailing (see Chapter 3, Paragraph 3).]
-Non-partisan voting registration or election information.
-Photos and biographies of missing children provided by the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children.
-Congratulations to a person who has achieved some public distinction.

4(c). Pictures in Newsletters, News Releases, or
Other Mass Mailings
Mail matter consisting of newsletters, the usual and customary cOllgressional questionnaire, or other general mass mailings, including covering letters in connection therewith, may include as a part thereof a single picture,
sketch, or other likeness of the Member appearing alone which is in reasonable proportion to the size of the page. 5
Additionally, mass mailings may contain pictures in which other clearly
visible persons appear with the Member. Photos in which the Member appears are limited to a maximum of two per page.
Press releases which are frankable, if mailed to the communications
media, may be accompanied by photographs which are directly related to
the subject matter of the press release being so mailed.
Guidelines for Pictures and Sketches
-Mail matter consisting of newsletters, press releases, questionnaires,
meeting notices, agriculture and consumer pamphlets, and certain
other mass mailings may contain a picture of the Member.
-Calendars, business cards. academy posters, letterhead, note paper,

labels, and newspaper advertisements or inserts may not contain a
picture of the Member.
-A mass mailing may contain only one picture, sketch, or likeness in
which the Member appears alone. Such a picture may be positioned
anywhere on any page, and may cover 6 percent of the page, not
to exceed 6 square inches. A masthead-type photo does not require
a caption or accompan}~ng text.

5Advisory opinion dated July 1, 1974, held as frankable the U.S. Department of Agriculture Publications List together with an explanatory cover letter containing a masthead

photograph.
Advisory opinion dated Sept. 27, 1974, held as not frankable a pocket calendar one side
of which was imprinted with the photograph of the Member.
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Photo Measurements of a Member Appearing Alone
Masthead-Type Photo
Page Size

Maximum Photo Size

3.5 x 5
3.5 x 8
4x 6
5.5 x 8.5
7 x 8.5
8.5 x 11
8.5 x 14 or larger

1 square inch
1.7 square inches
1.5 square inches
3 square inches
3.6-4 square inches
6 square inches
6 square inches

-Newsletters and other mass mailings should not include more than
two pictures on anyone page in which the Member appears (this includes the masthead), and the area covered by such pictures should
not exceed 20 percent of such page.
Photo Measurements Totaling 20 Percent of Page
Page Size

Maximum Photo Size

3.5 x 5
4x 6
5.5 x 8.5
7 x 8.5
8.5 x 11
8.5 x 14

3.5 square inches
4.8 square inches
9.35 square inches
12 square inches
19 square inches
24 square inches

-Except for an individual Member photo as described above, a picture
which includes the Member must relate to the content of the accom-

panying text, or have a cutline or caption which explains the official
activity rather than merely labels the picture.
-Members are cautioned on the use of pictures which contain a banner, poster, or other prominent display of a Member's name (such
as mobile office). Such pictures, if they "lead to the conclusion that
(their) purpose is to advertise the Member or Member-elect rather
than illnstrate accompanying text," could be the basis for filing a
complaint. Therefore, Members are nrged to exercise judgment and
restraint in the use of such pictures.
-Subject matter of such photos is limited to the official business, activities, and duties of a Member of Congress. 6
6Advisory opinion dated November 17, 1975, held as not frankable a photo of a Member

perfonning a "work day" function in his congressional district unrelated to official duties.
"Work day" functions include activities such as: assembly line work, farming chores, pumping gas, cashiering, etc.
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-A picture of a Member in the performance of legislative, representative, or other official duties, may include the spouse or other members of the family of such Member. 7
-A picture of a Member may not be included with mail matter consisting solely of voting or election information.
-Members are encouraged to limit their use of photographs and text
which depict them receiving awards, certificates of commendation, or
the like.
(The guidelines, which are set forth above, are intended to assist Members of the House in determining the proper size, number, and content of
such pictures.)

5. Size and Format
Mass mailings are not restricted in their length or number of pages. s
There shall be a clear and readable address panel consisting of a rectangular area approximately 3 y." from top to bottom and 4Y4" from left to
right, in proportion to the size of the page. This space will be used for the
frank in the upper right hand corner, the return address in the upper left
hand corner, and addressee information in the center.
In any frankable mailing, the size on print type in which a Member's
name appears is limited to not more than v." in hcight, except for the
masthead where it may measure not more than Y2".
Mail matter which contains any logo, masthead design, slogan, or photo·
graph which is a facsimile of any matter contained in a Member's campaign
literature is not frankable. 9
All mass mailings must bear the following disclaimer statement: "This
mailing was prepared, published and mailed at taxpayer expense." This notice must appear prominently on the front page of a letter, on the front
of the envelope or near the mailing panel, or on the first page of a self
mailer. It must appear horizontally and set apart from other text by lines
of spacing and printed in type size not smaller than 7 point.!"
71n its decision in the case of Lowenstein v. Wydler (February 20, 1976), the Commission
ruled nonfrankable a photograph appearing in a Member's newsletter depicting the Mem~
ber and the Member's SOn meeting with the President in t.he Oval Office. The photograph
was accompanied by the following caption: "LIFETIME THRILL: Right after Gerald R. Ford
became President of the United States, Congressman Jack Wydler and 13·year-old son Chris

were invited for a private visit with the President in the Oval Office. The casual meeting
covered many topics, including the nation's number one problem, inflation, And for Chris,
who sat in the President's chair, the visit became a thrill of a lifetime,"
8 Public Law 102-392, enacted in 1992, eliminated the two sheets of paper restriction on
mass mailings.
9Adopted by the Commission in October 1988, effective January 1,1989,
lOpublic Law 104-197 enacted in September 1996.
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6. Solicitation of Funds
The solicitation of funds for or on behalf of a private organization, for
example, for the purpose of supporting any charitable, educational, religious or political program is not frankable.
A notice of or reference to a registration fee to cover the cost of participation (program materials, food and beverage) in an official event, conference, meeting or other such function, sponsored by the Member is not
considered a solicitation.

7. Questionnaire Seeking
Public Opinion
Section 32IO(a) (3) (C) authorizes the franking of "the usual and customary congressional questionnaire seeking public opinion on any law,
pending or proposed legislation, public issue, or subject."
A tabulation of the results of these questionnaires received by the Representative may be included in a newsletter or other frankable mailing.
A Representative may not permit his frank to be used for the return to
him of responses to the questionnaire.
The questionnaire may not include a question inviting the constituent to
indicate his or her political affiliation, such as "Democrat," "Republican,'·
or "Independent."

8. Congratulations
Section 321O(a)(3) (F) authorizes the franking of "mail matter expressing
congratulations to a person who has achieved some public distinction."
The Commission emphasizes that these messages of congratulations are
limited to matters of public distinction as opposed to matters of personal
achievement. The following examples are illustrative, and not allcinclusive:
Examples of public
distinction:
Election or appointment
to public office
U.S. Citizenship
High School Graduation

Publicly notable awards and honors
Eagle Scout/Gold Star
Heroism
Appointment to a U.S. military
academy

In the above examples, there is a public purpose to be served in establishing communication with newly elected or appointed public officials on a
Federal, state or local level; with new citizens and graduates; and with honorees for outstanding public service to promote the public good.
Letters consisting solely of birthday, wedding, anniversary, retirement or
condolence messages are not frankable.
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However, legislative correspondence, which othelwise is frankable, may
contain an incidental statement of condolence or of congratulations for
personal achievement. For example, a response to a constituent's request
for assistance in obtaining survivor annuity benefits may contain an incidental statement of condolence. Similarly, a letter enclosing Federal publications may contain a brief congratulatory message for personal achievement,
provided the substance of the letter focuses on the content of the publication or other officially related subject matter rather than on the congratulatory remark.

9. Letters of Recommendation
A letter of recommendation for a current or former employee or any individual that has worked with the Member in an official capacity is frankable as long as it relates to the duties performed by the individuaL Members as part of their official duties can write recommendations for military
academy and political appointees.
Members may write letters of general introdnction, not endorsement or
recommendation for organizations or individuals.
Letters of recommendation other than those described above are not
frankable. ll

10. Holiday Greetings
Section 3210(a)(5)(B)(iii) prohibits the use of the frank "for any card
expressing holiday greetings from [a Representative]." Under precedents of
the Commission, this has been interpreted to cover newsletters and all
other mailings. 12 Holiday illustrations or the use of colors that give the impression of a holiday greeting are prohibited. Holiday greeting messages are

prohibited on calendars. One recommendation for a calendar message is
"Best Wishes."

11. Federal Laws and Publications
Section 3210(a) (3) (G) authorizes franking of "mail matter, including
general mass mailings, which consists of Federal laws, Federal regulations,
other Federal publications, publications purchased with Federal funds, or
publications containing items of general information."
Federal publications include the Congressional Directory, Department of
Agriculture pamphlets and any other publications printed by order of Congress or by the Government Printing Office.
II Adopted by Commission on Dec. 10, 1995.
12The Commission on Nov. 26, 1974, by a unanimous vote, held as not frankable a
ment in newsletter expressing holiday greetings.

com~
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Publications purchased with Federal funds would include the U.s. Capitol
Historical Society calendar.
Section 3210(1) provides, "Any mass mailing which otherwise would be
permitted to be mailed as franked mail under this section shall not be so
mailed unless the cost of preparing and printing the mail matter is paid
exclusively from funds appropriated by Congress, except that an otherwise
frankable mass mailing may contain, as an enclosure or supplement, any
public service material which is purely instructional or informational in nature, and which in content is frankable under this section."
The following are examples of materials which, if printed with nonappropriated funds, may be sent as enclosures in an otherwise frankable
mass mailing:
-Voter registration or election information;
-Brochures listing educational institutions or opportunities;
-Brochures listing career opportunities;
-State or local government publications listing public services;
-Publications on energy, consumer, or conservation measures of an
informational nature.

Surplus books and other publications from the Library of Congress are
mailable under the frank to other libraries or persons.
Ordinarily a book which is printed privately under the authorship or editorship of a Representative is not mailable under the frank; however, if the
book is substantially biographical, under the provisions of paragraph 14 of
this chapter, it may be mailed under the frank in response to a specific request for biographical material.

12. Congressional Record and
Congressional Record Reprints
Section 3212 authorizes the franking of the Congressional Record. That
section also states, "Members of Congress may send, as franked mail, any
part of, or a reprint of any part of, the Congressional Record, including
speeches or reports contained therein, if such matter is mailable as franked
mail under section 3210 . . ."
In other words, a Congressional Record reprint or excerpt is subject to

the test of frankability as set forth in section 3210 and applicable regulations.
Members are cautioned on mass mailing of Congressional Record reprints containing laudatory statements of one Member by another Member,
and are urged to ensure that such material complies with the statutory provisions governing laudatory statemen ts.
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13. Voting Information
Section 3210(a) (3) (H) authorizes the franking of "mail matter which
consists of voter registration or election information or assistance prepared
and mailed in a nonpartisan manner."
A Representative may send under his frank material encouraging citizens
to register and to vote or other material which provides information on voting. Care should be taken that such information is prepared in a nonpartisan manner and that it does not contain any political material which
wonld cause it to be nonfrankable. 13
If the matter mailed consists solely of voter information, it should not
contain a picture of the Member (See paragraph 4(c) of this chapter, "Pictures in Newsletters, News Releases, or Other Mass Mailings").

14. Biographical Matter
Section 321O(a) (3) (I) authorizes franking of "mail matter which constitutes or includes a biography or autobiography of any Member of, or
Member-elect to, Congress or any biographical or autobiographical material
concerning such Member or Member-elect or the spouse or other members
of the family of such Member or Member-elect, and which is so mailed as
a part of a Federal publication or in response to a specific request therefor
and is not included for publicity purposes in a newsletter or other general
mass mailing of the Member or Member-elect under the franking privilege."
Biographical matter not in a Federal publication and sent in response to
a request may be in the form of a book, or part of a book, a specially printed brochure, a newspaper or a magazine article, or any other available
form.

The frankability of biographical matter would be impaired by the inclusion of personal matter for publicity, advertising, or political purposes.
The incidental inclusion of biographical material or the incidental reference to personal history in a newsletter article would not canse the entire
newsletter to be nonfrankable. However, if a substantial part of the article
was a recitation of the personal history of a Member, such material would
come under the prohibition.
A Representative may mail biographical material under the frank to the
news media, in the absence of a specific request, for the purpose of updating news media files.
13 Advisory opinion dated July 17, 1974, held as frankablc a mass mailing to constituents
urging voter registration.
Advisory opinion dated July 26, 1974, held a Member may not use his franking privilege
as honorary chainnan of a group of state administrators of elections to mail organizational

information to such administrators.
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15. Picture of a Representative

m

Section 3210(a)(3)
authorizes franking of "mail matter which contains
a picture, sketch, or other likeness of any Member or Member-elect and
which is so mailed as a part of a Federal publication or in response to a
specific request therefor and, when contained in a newsletter or other general mass mailing of any Member or Member-elect, is not of such size, or
does not occur with such frequency in the mail matter concerned, as to
lead to the conclusion that the purpose of such picture, sketch, or likeness
is to advertise the Member or Member-elect rather than to illustrate accompanying text."
The use of pictures in newsletters and accompanying news releases is described in paragraph 4(c) of this chapter.
A Representative may mail his photograph under the frank to the news
media, in the absence of a specific request, for the purpose of updating
their files.
A picture of the Member with a group of constituents may be sent individually to persons in the picture.

16. Personal Matter
Section 3210(a) (4) prohibits the use of the frank for "the transmISSion
through the mails . . . of matter which in its nature is purely personal to
the sender or to any other person and is unrelated to the oflicial business,
activities, and duties of the public oflicials (who are authorized to use the
frank)." 14 Letters of acceptance or regret to invitations may be sent under
the frank only if a Member is invited to appear in an oflicial capacity.
Section 321O(a) (5)(A) prohibits the use of the frank for "mail matter
which constitutes or includes any article, account, sketch. narration, or
other text laudatory and complimentary of any Member of, or Memberelect to, Congress on a pnrely personal or political basis rather than on the
basis of performance of oflicial duties as a Member or on the basis of activities as a Member-elect."
Section 3210(a) (5) (B)(ii) prohibits the use of the frank for "reports of
how or when such Member or Member-elect, or the spouse or any other
member of the family of such Member or Member-elect, spends time other
than in the performance of, or in connection with, the legislative, representative, and other oflicial functions of such Member or the activities of
such Member-elect as a Member-elect."
These prohibitions do not extend to the mailing under the frank of biographical matter, as authorized under paragraph 14 of this chapter.
14Advisory opinion datcdJune 17, 1974, held as not frankable a signed copy of the Code
of Fair Campaign Practices (being returned to the Fair Campaign Practices Committee,

Inc.).
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Matter complimenting a Representative on a legislative achievement is
frankable so long as it relates only to achievements concerned with official
duties as a Member of Congress.
A thank you note or message regarding election to office is not frankable.
Section 3210(a) (5) (8) (i) prohibits the franking of mail matter which
constitutes or includes "greetings from the spouse or other members of the
family of such Member or Member-eleet unless it is a brief reference in otherwise frankable mail."

17. Political Matter
Section 3210 (a) (5) (C) prohibits the use of the frank for "mail matter
which specifically solicits political support for the sender or any other person or any political party, or a vote or financial assistance for any candidate
for any public office." 15
This prohibited mail matter would include the forwarding or transmittal
of any mail Inatter of private persons or associations which seeks to influence any public issue.
The use of the frank to mail matter eonstituting a petition is not authorized.
Mail, including newsletters or news releases, which mentions that the
Representative or an employee of a Representative (or any other person)
is a candidate for political offiee is not frankablc.

18. Mail Between a Representative's
Washington Office and District Offices
Section 3210(a) (3) (D) authorizes the franking of "mail matter dispatched by a Member of Congress between his Washington office and any
congressional district offices, or between his district office."
This provision is subject to the restrictions on the frankability of personal
and political material as set forth in this chapter, and is further subject to
the size and weight limitations on mail as set forth generally in the postal
statutes.

19. Mail to Other Legislators
Section 3210(a) (3) (E) authorizes the franking of "mail matter directed
by one Member of Congress to another Member of Congress or to representatives of the legislative bodies of state and local governments."
1.'> Advisory opinion dated July 15, 1974, held as not frankable a reprint from a national
publication which reviewed the record of, and encouraged political support for, the in cum-

bent Member of Congress.
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20. Restitution for Misuse of the Frank;
Payment to the Treasury
A mistake exists when a Representative, or an assistant to a Representative acting within the scope of his employment, improperly or unlawfully
uses the frank on mail under an erroneous conviction arising from ignorance, forgetfulness, or misplaced confidence. Intentional or negligent use
of the frank in an improper or unlawful manner cannot be excused as a
mistake.
A Representative may offer to pay for the cost of a mailing sent out
under his frank and which is not authorized under franking statutes. Such
an offer will be viewed as an act of good faith by the House Commission
on Congressional Mailing Standards in deciding whether to conduct further
proceedings in case of a complaint against the Representative because of
the mailing.
Section 3216(d) provides, "Money collected for matter improperly
mailed under the franking privilege shall be deposited as miscellaneous receipts in the general fund of the Treasury."
Representatives making reimbursements under this provision should
make checks payable to: U.S. Treasury-Financial Management Services and
mail to:
Finance Division
Room 257
401 14th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20227
Phone: (202) 874-7110

21. Advisory Opinions
Under its authority, the Commission has delegated to the Commission
staff the initial authority to issue advisory opinions to Members on the
frankability of mail matter. A Member of the House, acting in that Member's capacity as a representative of a congressional district, shall, before
making any mass mailing, submit a sample or description of the mail matter
involved to the Commission for an advisory opinion as to whether such proposed mailing is in compliance "ith applicable provisions of law, rule, or
regulation.'6
An advisory opinion does not constitute approval by the Commission nor
does it offer relief from the applicable statutes. Therefore, mail matter
which is the subject of an advisory opinion should not bear the legend "Approved by the Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards' or any
other such imprint indicating Commission approval.

No advisory opinion is final until it has been issued in writing.
16public Law 101-520, enacted in 1990.
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22. Public Access
All written staff advisory opinions issued on or after January 3, 1996 are
available for public review and photocoping. In addition, mass mailings
issued prior to that date are available for inspection. The Legislative Resource Center "'ill make these materials available to the public. The Legislative Resource Center is located at B--106 Cannon House Office Building,
phone 225-1300,17

23. Missing Children
Under section 3220, a franked mailing may contain biographies and photographs of missing children. This material may appear on the envelope or
any page of a newsletter, questionnaire, meeting notice, or similar mailing.
However, caution should be exercised that this material does not impede
the mailing panel of a self-mailer. Should Members or staff have any questions regarding placement of the information, they should contact the
Commission staff.
Note to Section 3220 of title 39 provides that any guidelines, rules, or
regulations prescribed pursuant thereto shall cease to be effective December 31, 2002.1 8
For information on obtaining appropriate biographies and photographs
of missing children, Memhers may contact the Program Director, The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, 1835 K Street, N.W.,
Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 634-7161.

by the Commission on December 10, 1995.
18public Law 105-126 enacted December 1997.

17 Adopted
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CHAPTER THREE

MASS MAILINGS
1. Definition
Section 321O(a)(6)(E) defines "mass mailing" as, with respect to a session of Congress, any mailing of newsletters or other pieces of mail with
substantially identical content (whether such mail is deposited singly or in
bulk, or at the same time or different times), totaling more than 500 pieces
in that session. This term does not apply to (l) mailings in direct response
to communications from persons to whom the matter is mailed; (2) mailings to colleagues in the Congress or to government officials whether Federal, state, or local; (3) mailings of news releases to the communications
media.
Mass mailings, therefore, are determined by quantity. Any mailing, whether a newsletter, issue letter, Federal publication, meeting notice, etc., is
deemed to be a mass mailing if it is to be distributed in a quantity of more
than 500 pieces, regardless of form of address.

2. Funds Used in
Preparation
Section 3210(f) prO\~des that "any mass mailing which otherwise would
be permitted to be mailed as franked mail under this section shall not be
so mailed unless the cost of preparing and printing the mail matter is paid
exclusively from funds appropriated by Congress, except that an otherwise
frankable mass mailing may contain, as an enclosure or supplement, any
public service material which is purely instructional or informational in nature, and which in content is frankable under this section."
Cost of preparing and printing includes: stationery supplies, design and
layout, printing and handling services, and mailing list compilation or acquisition costs.
Certain materials printed with nonappropriated funds may be exempted
from this provision provided they are directly related to the Member's official representative function and are sent as enclosures or supplemental material to a mailing which is otherwise authorized by this provision. These
materials must be instructional in nature on a public service basis rather

than a general discussion of issues.
(21)
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The following are examples of materials which, if printed with nonappropriated funds, may be sent as enclosures in an otherwise frankable
mass mailing:
-Voter registration and election information.
-Brochures listing educational institutions or opportunities.
-Brochures listing career opportunities.
-State or local government publications listing public services.
-Publications on energy, consumer, or conservation measures.

3. Forms of Address
Mass mailings are divided into three categories:
(a) Individually addressed mail, first class, which bears specific names and
addresses in the standard address format of:
Name
Street
City, State, Zip Code
(b) Individually addressed, standard bulk rate which bears specific names
and addresses in standard address format of:
Name
Street
City, State, Zip Code
The abbreviation "Blk. Rt. ECRWSS" should be printed on the address side of each piece directly beneath the Member's frank. A bulk
mail permit (#G-300) is required to send franked bulk standard mailings from a congressional district. Application for use of permit should
be made with local bulk mail facility.
(c) Simplified form of address for general distribution to postal customers. This mail is addressed as follows:
Postal Customer
(#) Congressional District
(State)
Franked mail mailed with a simplified form of address under this subsection(I) shall be prepared as directed by the Postal Service; and
(II) may be delivered to(i) each box holder or family on a rural or star route;
(ii) each post office box holder; and
(iii) each stop or box on a city carrier route.
Section 3210(d) (4) provides that any franked mail which is mailed by a
Member under section 3210(d) (simplified form of address or postal customer mail), shall be mailed at the equivalent rate of postage which assures
that such mail will be sent by the most economical means practicable.
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All mass mailings, regardless of form of address, are subject to tbe same
content requirements. (For further information on congressional mailings
see Appendix 4.)

4. Advisory Opinions
Section 311 (F), Title 2 U.S.C. provides that a Member entitled to mail
franked mail, shall, before making any mass mailing, submit a sample or
description of the mail matter involved to the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards for an advisory opinion on the frankability of
such mail matter. 1
Under regulations issued by the Commission, the staff of the Commission
is authorized to issue advisory opinions on the frankability of mail matter. 2
In order for the Commission staff to be responsive to the needs of Members in complying with this mle, each Member is asked to observe the following procedures:
-assign a staff member familiar with the franking laws and regulations
to supervise preparation of the mailing so that obvious violations of
the franking laws are avoided before submitting the material for an
advisory opinion;
-submit copies of the material in its proof form, and required administrative forms (see Appendix 5). If possible suggest that staff resolve
questions in advance by telephone or personal consultation; and
-allow at least three days for an advisory opinion to be processed.

5. Applicability
The provisions relating to mass mailings apply to mailings by any Member of the House of Representatives, a Delegate to the House of Representatives, or the Resident Commissioner in the House of Representatives, when
such Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner is acting in his or her
capacity as a representative of a congressional district.

1 Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 1991 (Public Law 101-520) enacted 1990.
2Commission ruling dated July 23, 1991, held that correspondence specifically related to
casework need not be submitted for review.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ELECTION YEAR MAILING
RESTRICTIONS
1. Restriction on Mass Mailings
Prior to Elections
Section 3210(a) (6) (A) provides that a Member may not frank any mass
mailing less than 90 days immediately before the date of any primary or
general eleetion (whether regular, special, or mnoff) in which such Member is a candidate for public office.!
The above restrictions on mass mailings by candidates do not apply to
mass mailings by the chairman of any standing, select, joint, or other official committee of the Congress, or subcommittee thereof, and which relate
to the normal business of the committee.

A. Definitions
(1) Candidate.-A Member of or a Member-elect to the House of Represen tatives is deemed to be a candidate for public office at an election if
his or her name appears anywhere on any official ballot to be used in such
election. 2
(2) Mass mailing.-Means newsletters and other similar mailings of
more than 500 pieces in which the content of the matter mailed is substantially identical but shall not apply to (a) mailings in direct response to communications from persons to whom the matter is mailed; (b) mailings to
colleagues in the Congress or to government officials whether Federal,
state, or local; or (c) mailings of news releases to the communications
media. Mail matter will be deemed to fall within the prohibition of the subject rule when the total of such pieces of mail matter exceeds 500, whether
in cumulative mailings or a single mailing during the 90-day period of the
rule.

Federal publications, publications purchased with Federal funds, and
publications containing items of general information, when individually addressed and not included in a planned mailing or one which can be reasonably anticipated, shall not be deemed "similar mailings" for the purpose
1

Public Law 101-197, enacted September, 1996.
by the Commission on February 21,1974.

2 Adopted

(25)
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of the subject statute or these regulations, unless such a mailing exceeds
500 pieces in a single mailing.
For example, information to new home owners would be frankable during the 9O-day period, but certificates to high school graduates would not
be frankable since such a mailing would be considered planned or reasonably anticipated.

B. Exceptions
Section 3210(a) (6) (E) provides three exceptions to the mass mail prohibition prior to elections:
(i) (mailings) which are in direct response to inquiries or requests
from the persons to whom the matter is mailed;
(ii) (mailings) to colleagues in Congress or to government officials
(whether Federal, state, or local); and
(iii) (mailings) of news releases to the communications media.
The Commission believes the last two exceptions are self-explanatory.
In application of the first exception, the Commission stresses the phrase
"direct response to inquiries or requests." 3 Therefore, response to a signed
petition with a form or identical letter individually addressed to each of the
signers of the petition is frankable. However, a follow-up letter to the same
list of petitioners is not frankable under this section in that it would not
be in direct response to an inquiry.
Similarly, follow-up letters to persons who had previously written and had
been answered on a particular subject, if such letters by their form and volume constitute a mass mailing, are not frankable during the 90-day period
prior to elections. Also, requests for questionnaire results Or other material,
when solicited by Members on questionnaire forms or newsletters, are not
deemed to be in direct response to an inquiry or request.
Members may not send miscellaneous enclosures of "inserts" with direct
response mail, during the 90-day cutoff period, if 500 or more of the inserts
will be mailed in one session of Congress. However, you may include an
enclosure or insert if it is specifically germane to the topic of the inquiry or
request. Therefore, if someone specifically requests information about the
topic of the enclosure or insert, you may include it with your mail. But if
the topic of the insert is unrelated to the incoming inquiry, during the 90day cutoff period, you may not include that insert in your response (if 500
or more will be mailed).4 Section 321O(a) (6) (B) provides that any mass
mailing which is mailed by the chairman of any standing, select, special or
joint committee, subcommittee, or commission of the House of Representa.3 Advisory

opinion dated Oct. 17, 1974, held as not frankable (during the 28-day period

prior to the gcncml election) approximately 2,000 letters to constituents who had completed

a questionnaire since the proposed letter embodied an offer to meet with the addressee at
some unspecified time and place and was not in direct response to an inquiry.
4 Adopted by Commission on August 19, 1994.
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tives, which relates to the normal and regular business of the organization may
be mailed without regard to the mass mailing cutoff provisions. The Commission emphasizes "normal and regular" committee business, i.e., press
releases, schedules of hearings, or committee documents. Nothing in
32IO(a) (6) (B) should be used to circumvent the pre-election mass mailing
laws and regulations. A newsletter which is suddenly issued by a committee
during a cutoff, for example, would not be deemed frankable material.

C. Caution on gO-day Cutoff
Periods Prior to Elections
The 90-day cutoff prohibition on mass mailings applies to every Member
whose name is to appear on an official ballot for election or reelection to
public office.
State election laws vary considerably. For example, in some states, if a
Member is unopposed in either the primary or general election, the Member's name does not appear on the ballot. The Member, therefore, would
not be subject to the 90-day cutoff provision.
In other states, however, a Member's name may appear on the ballot
whether or not the Member has an opponent. Even if a Member is unopposed, if the Member's name is to appear on the ballot, the 90-day mass
mailing prohibition would apply.
Members should ensure that staff members responsible for mass mailings
are knowledgeable concerning election laws as they affect mailing privileges
during the period prior to primary and general election periods. Members'
staff seeking advisory opinions from the Commission must certifY that, to
the best of their knowledge, the frankability of the proposed mailing is not
adversely affected by applicable state election laws.
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Part II
RULES OF PRACTICE IN PROCEEDINGS
before the
HOUSE COMMISSION ON
CONGRESSIONAL MAILING STANDARDS

(29)
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FOREWORD

This part contains the Rules of Practice in Proceedings before the House
Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards which were adopted by
the Commission on February 4, 1974, and as amended on June 27, 1974,
and January 12, 1977, pursuant to section 5 of Public Law 93-19l.
Also included in the introduction of this part is the notice printed in the
Congressional Record on February 19, 1974, providing public notice of the
rules.
The Commission has also included suggested forms (see page 42) which
may be used by persons involved in proceedings before the Commission.
BILL THOMAS, Chairman.

(30)
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INTRODUCTION

NOTICE
RULES 01' PRACTICE IN PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMISSION ON
CONGRESSIONAL MAILING STAl,DARDS

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to section 5 of the act of December
18, 1973 (87 Stat, 742; Public Law 93-191), the Rules of Practice in Proceedings before the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards, as hereinafter set forth, have been prescribed and established by the
House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards at its organizational meeting held On February 4, 1974,
Subsection (e) of section 5 provides in part that the Commission "shall
prescribe regulations for the holding of investigations and hearings, the
conduct of proceedings, and the rendering of decisions under this subsection providing for equitable procedures and the protection of individual,
public, and Government interests, The regulations shall, insofar as practicable, contain the substance of the administrative procedure provisions of
sections 551-559, and 701-706, of title 5, United States Code, These regulations shall govern matters under this subsection subject to judicial review
thereof."
In view of the fact that a commission of the legislative branch is not authorized to publish documents, such as these rules of practice, in the Federal Register (44 USC 1501), the Commission has determined to provide
public notice thereof by printing them in the Congressional Record, In addition to the notice hereby given, copies of the rules will be made available
to any person upon request to the Commission.
Due to the fact that the only remedy now available to persons who may
wish to commence a proceeding on a violation of the franking privilege as
it relates to the House of Representatives, is the filing of a complaint and
proceedings before the Commission under section 5 of the act of December 18, 1973 (87 Stat, 742; Public Law 93-191), the Commission has determined that these rules shall take effect immediately,
Although the Commission does not anticipate any specific future changes
in these regulations, the Commission would appreciate, and therefore invites comments or suggestions which might assist in future revision of the
rules. Comments should be submitted with at least 10 copies and may be
mailed to the Commission at 305 Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.

(31)
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In consideration of the foregoing, the Rules of Practice in Proceedings
before the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards as hereinafter set forth are made effective immediately.
Issued in Washington, D.C., on February 19, 1974.
MORRIS K. UDALL,
Chairman, House Commission on
Congressional Mailing Standards.
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RULES OF PRACTICE IN PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE HOUSE
COMMISSION ON CONGRESSIONAL MAILING STANDARDS
ANALYSIS OF RULES

Rule 1. Authority for rules.
Rule 2. Scope of rules.
Rule 3. Infannal dispositions.
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

4. Office; business hours.
5. Complaints.
6. Service.
7. Notice of hearing.
8. Filing documents for the record.
9. Answer.
10. Default.

Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

1L
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Amendment of pleadings.
Continuances and extensions.
Hearings.
Change of place of hearings.
Appearances.
Hearing ameers.
Evidence.
Subpoenas.

Rule 19. Witness fees.
Rule 20. Depositions.
Rule 21. Transcript.

Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

22.
23.
24.
25.

Proposed findings and conclusions.
Decisions.
Motion for reconsideration.
Modification or revocation of orders.

Rule 26. Computation of time.

Rule 27. Official record.
Rule 28. Public infonnation.

Rule 1. Authority for rules.
These rules of practice arc issued by the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards of the U.S. House of Representatives, hereinafter
referred to as the Commission, pursuanI to authority under section 5 of the
act of December 18, 1973 (87 Slat. 742; Public Law 93-191).
Rule 2. Scope of rules.
These rules of practice shall be applicable in all proceedings before the
Commission.
Rule 3. Infonnal dispositions.
These rules do not preclude the disposition of any matIer by the Commission prior to any proceeding or hearing, if it determines that Ihere is
no substantial reason to believe that a violation has or is about to occur
(33)
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as alleged in the complaint, or by agreemen t between the parties either before or after the filing of a complaint when time, the nature of the proceeding, and the public interest permit.

Rule 4. Office; business hours.
The offices of the Commission and the officials mentioned in these rules
are located at the House of Representatives, 140 Cannon House Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515, and are open Monday through Friday
except holidays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Rule 5. Complaints.
(a) Any person who believes that a person authorized to use the frank
is about to violate or, within the immediately preceding period of 1 year,
has violated the use of the frank under section 3210, 3211, 3212, 3213(2)
or 3218, or in connection with the operation of section 3215, of title 39,
United States Code, may file with the Commission a signed complaint
which names the person involved; states the legal authority and jurisdiction
under which the proceeding is initiated; states the facts in a manner sufficient to enable the person named therein to make answer thereto; recommends the issuance of an appropriate order; sets forth the address of
the complainant and the name and address of his attorney, if any.
(b) All allegations in the pleadings shall be made in numbered paragraphs, the contents of each of which shall be limited as far as practicable
to a statement of a single set of circumstances, and a paragraph may be
referred to by number in all succeeding pleadings. Each complaint founded
upon a separate transaction or occurrence and each defense other than denials shall be stated in a separate count or defense whenever a separation
facilitates the clear presentation of the matters set forth.
(c) Statements in a pleading may be adopted by reference in a different
part of the same pleading or in another pleading or in any motion. A copy
of any written instrument which is an exhibit to a pleading is a part thereof
for all purposes.
(d) The person so named in the complaint shall be known as the respondent and the person filing the complaint shall be known as the complainant.
Rule 6. Service.
(a) The Commission shall cause a copy of the complaint to be served
upon the respondent or his agent and it shall issue a notice stating the date
for filing an answer, which shall not exceed 10 days from the service of the
complaint, and a reference to the effect of failure to file an answer. (See
rule 10.)
(b) Service of all papers shall be effected by mailing the same, postage
prepaid registered, or certified mail, return receipt requested, or by causing
said papers to be personally served on the parties or their respective agen ts,
as appropriate, by an authorized representative of the Commission. In the
case of personal service the person making service shall secure from the
parties of their agents, a written acknowledgement of receipt of said papers,
sho"ing the date and time of such receipt. Said acknowledgement (or the
return receipt where service is effectuated by mail) shall be made a part
of the record of the proceedings. The date of delivery, as shown by the ac-
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knowledgement of personal selvice or the return receipt, shall be the date
of seroce.
Rule 7. Notice of hearing.
Upon the filing of the respondent's answer, if the Commission determines that there is reasonable justification for a complaint filed under rule
5, it shall issue a notice of hearing stating the time and place of the hearing
and a reference to the effect of failure to appear at the hearing (see rule
10). Except for good cause shown. the hearing date shall be within 30 days
of the date of the filing of the complaint.
Rule 8. Filing docmnents for the record.
(a) Each party shall file with the Commission, pleadings, motions, orders,
and other documents for the record. The Commission shall cause copies
to be served promptly to other parties to the proceeding and to the hearing
officer.
(b) The parties shall submit four copies of all documents unless otherwise ordered by the hearing officer. One copy shall be signed as the original.
(c) Documents shall be dated and state the title of the proceeding. Any
pleading or other document required by order of the hearing oflicer to be
filed by a specified date shall be delivered to the Commission on or before
such date. The date of filing shall be entered thereon by the Commission.
Rule 9. Answer.
(a) The answer shall contain a concise statement admitting, denying, or
explaining each of the allegations set forth in the complaint.
(b) Any fact' alleged in the complaint which are not denied or are expressly admitted in the answer may be considered as proved, and no further
evidence regarding these facts need be adduced at the hearing.
(c) The answer shall be signed personally by the respondent except for
good cause shown.
(d) The answer shall set forth the respondent's address and the name
and address of his attorney.
(e) The answer shall affirmatively state whether the respondent will appear in person or by his attorney at the hearing.
(f) If the respondent does not desire to appear at the hearing in person
or by his attorney he may request that the matter be submitted for determination pursuant to paragraph (b) of rule 10.
Rule 10. Default.
(a) If the respondent fails to file an answer within the time specified, he
shall be deemed in default, and to have waived a hearing and further procedural steps. The Commission shall thereafter issue an order without further notice to the respondent.
(b) If the respondent files an answer but fails to appear at tbe hearing,
the hearing officer shall receive complainant's evidence and submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law to the Commission.
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(c) If the complainant or his attorney fails to appear at the hearing, the
hearing officer shall receive the respondent's e\idence and submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law to the Commission.
Rule 11. Amendment of pleadings.

(a) Amendments proposed prior to the hearing shall be filed with the
Commission. Amendments proposed thereafter shall be filed with the hearing officer.
(b) By consent of the parties, a pleading may be amended at any time.
Also, a party may move to amend a pleading at any time prior to the close
of the hearing and, prmided that the amendment is reasonably within the
scope of the proceeding initiated by the complaint, the hearing officer shall
make such ruling on the motion as he deems to be fair and equitable to
the parties.
(c) When issues not raised by the pleadings but reasonably within the
scope of the proceedings initiated by the complaint are tried by express or
implied consent of the parties, they shall be treated in all respects as if they
had been raised in the pleadings. Such amendments as may be necessary
to make the pleadings conform to the evidence and to raise such issues
shall be allowed at any time upon the motion of any party.
(d) If a party objects to the introduction of evidence at the hearing on
the ground that it is not within the issues made by the pleadings, but fails
to satisfjr the hearing officer that an amendment of the pleadings would
prejudice him on the merits, the hearing officer may allow the pleadings
to be amended and may grant a continuance to enable the objecting party
to rebut the evidence presented.
(e) The hearing office may, upon reasonable notice and upon such
terms as are just, permit semce of a supplemental pleading setting forth
transactions, occurrences, or events which have happened since the date of
the pleading sought to be supplemented and which are relevant to any of
the issues involved.
Rule 12. Continuances and Extensions.

Continuances and extensions will not be granted by the hearing officer
except for good cause shown.
Rule 13. Hearings.

Hearings are held at the U.S. Capitol, Washington, D.C. 20515, or other
locations designated by the Commission.
Rule 14. Change of place of hearings.

Not later than 7 days prior to the date fixed for the hearing, a party may
file a request that a hearing be held to receive evidence on this behalf at
a place other than that designated for hearing in the notice. He shall support his request with a statement outlining:
(a) The evidence to be offered in such place;
(b) The names and addresses of the witnesses who will testify; and
(c) The reasons why such evidence cannot be produced in Washington, D.C.
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The Commission shall give consideration to the convenience and necessity
of the parties and the relevancy of the evidence to be offered.

Rule 15. Appearances.
(a) The parties may appear and be heard in person or by attorney.
(b) When a party is represented by an attorney. all pleadings and other
papers subsequent to the complaint shall be mailed to the attorney.
(c) Parties must promptly file a notice of change of attorney.

Rule 16. Hearing officers.
(a) A hearing officer may be appointed by the Commission to preside
over any proceeding or hearing hereunder.
(b) The hearing officer shall have authority to:
(1) Administer oaths and affirmations;
(2) Examine witnesses;
(3) Rule upon offers of proof, admissibility of evidence. and matters
of procedure;
(4) Order any pleadings amended upon motion of a party at any
time prior to the close of the hearing;
(5) Maintain discipline and decorum and exclude from the hearing
any person acting in an indccorus manner;
(6) Require the filing of briefs or memoranda of law on any matter
upon which he is required to rule;
(7) Order prehearing conference for the purpose of the settlement
or simplification of issues by the parties;
(8) Order the proceeding reopened at any time prior to a final deci·
sion for the receipt of additional evidence; and
(9) Take any other action authorized by the Commission.

Rule 17. Evidence.
(a) Except as otherwise provided in these rules, the rules of evidence
governing civil proceedings in matters not involving trial by jury in the
courts of the United States shall govern. However, such rules may be re-

laxed to the extent that the hearing officer deems proper to insure a fair
hearing. The hearing officer shall exclude irrelevant, immaterial, or
repetitous evidence.
(b) Testimony shall be under oath or affirmation and witnesses shall be
subject to cross-examination.
(c) Agreed statements of fact may be received in evidence.
(d) Official notice or knowledge may be taken of the types of matters
of which judicial notice or knowledge may be taken.
(e) Authoritative writings of the sciences may be submitted in evidence,
but only through the testimony of expert witnesses or by stipulation.
(f) The written statement of a competent witness may be received in evi·
dence provided that such statement is relevant to the issues that the witness
shall testilY under oath at the hearing, that the statement is in all respects
true and in the case of expert witnesses, that the statement correctly states
his opinion or knowledge concerning the matters in question.
(g) A party who objects to the admission of evidence shall make a brief
statement of the grounds for the objection. Formal exceptions to the rul·
ings of the hearing oflicer are unnecessary.
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Rule 18. Subpoenas.
At the request of any party, subpoenas for attendance of witnesses at a
hearing may be issued over the signature of the chairman of the Commission or of any member designated by him or by the Commission and may
be served by such person or persons as may be designated by such chairman or member.

Rule 19. Witness fees.
Fees and expenses for witnesses for either party or for depositions requested by either party shall not be paid by the Commission.
Rule 20. Depositions.
(a) Not later than 5 days after the filing of respondent's answer, any
party may file application with the Commission for the taking of testimony
by deposition. In support of such application the applicant shall submit
under oath or affirmation a statement setting out the reasons why such testimony should be taken by deposition, the time and the place, and the
name and address of the witness whose deposition is desired, the subject
matter of the testimony of each witness, its relevancy, and the name and
address of the person before whom the deposition is to be taken.
(b) If the application be granted, the order for the taking of the deposition will specifY the time and place thereof, the name of the witness, the
person before whom the deposition is to be taken, and any other necessary
information.
(c) Each witness testifying upon deposition shall be duly sworn, and the
adverse party shall have the right to cross examine. The questions and answers, together with all objections, shall be reduced to writing and, unless
waived by stipulation of the parties, shall be read to and subscribed by the
witness in the presence of the deposition officer who shall certify it in the
usual form. The deposition officer shall file the testimony taken by deposition as directed in the order. The deposition officer shall put the witness
on oath. All objections made at the time of examination shall be noted by
the deposition officer and the evidence objected to shall be taken subject
to the objections. In lieu of participating in the oral examination, a party
may transmit written interrogatories to the officer, who shall propound
them to the witness and record the answers verbatim. Objections to relevancy or materiality of testimony; or to errors and irregularities occurring
at the oral examination in the manner of taking the deposition, in the
form of the questions Of answers, in the oath or affirmation, or in the con~
duct of the parties; and errors of any kind which might be obviated, cured,
or removed if promptly presented, are waived unless timely objection is
made at the taking of the deposition.
(d) At the hearing, any part or all of the deposition may be offered in
evidence by any party who was presented or represented at the taking of
the deposition or who had notice thereof. If the deposition is not offered
and received in evidence, it shall not be considered as a part of the record
in the proceeding. The admissibility of depositions or parts thereof shall be
governed by the rules of evidence.
(e) The party requesting the deposition shall pay all fees required to be
paid to witnesses and the deposition officer, and shall provide an original
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and one copy of the deposition for the ofIicial record, and shall seI>'e one
copy upon the opposing party.
(f) Within the United States or within a territory or insular possession,
subject to the dominion of the United States, depositions may be taken before an officer authorized to administer oaths by the laws of the United
States or of the place where the examination is held.
(g) Depositions may also be taken and submitted on written interrogatories in substantially the same manner as depositions taken by oral examination. When a deposition is taken upon written interrogatories and crossinterrogatories none of the parties shall be present or represented, and no
person, other than the "~tness, a stenographic reporter, and the officer
shall be present at the examination of the witness, which fact shall be certified by the officer. who shall propound the interrogatories and cross-interrogatories to the witness in their order and reduce the testimony to writing
in the witness' own words.

Rule 21. Transcript.
(a) Hearings shall be stenographically reported under the supervision of
the hearing officer. Argument upon any matter may be excluded from the
transcript by order of the hearing ofIicer. A copy of the transcript shall be
a part of the record and the sole ofIicial transcript of the proceeding. Copies of the transcript shall be supplied to the parties to the proceeding at
their own expense by the reporter. Copies of parts of the ofIicial record
other than the transcript may be obtained by the parties from the reporter
upon the payment to him of a reasonable price therefor.
(b) Changes in the official transcript may be made only when they involve errors affecting substance and then only in the manner herein pro\~ded. No physical changes shall be made in or upon the official transcript,
or any part thereof, which have been filed with the record. Within 5 days
after the receipt by any party of a copy of the ofIicial transcript. or any part
thereof, he may file a motion requesting correction of the transcript. Opposing counsel shall, within such time as may be specified by the hearing
officer, notify the hearing officer in writing of his concurrence or disagreement with the requested corrections. Failure to interpose timely objection
to a proposed correction shall be considered to be concnrrence. Thereafter, the hearing officer shall by order specify the corrections to be made
in the transcript. The hearing ofIicer on his own initiative may order corrections to be made in the transcript with prompt notice to the parties of
the proceeding. Any changes ordered by the hearing officer other than by
agreement of the parties shall be subject to objection and exception.

Rule 22. Proposed findings and conclusions.
(a) Each party to a proceeding, except one who fails to appear at the
hearing or indicates that he docs not desire to appear. may, unless at the
discretion of the hearing officer such is not appropriate, submit proposed
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and supporting reasons either in oral
or written form in the discretion of the hearing ofIicer. The hearing ofIicer
may also require parties to any proceeding to submit proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law with supporting reasons. Unless given orally. the
date set for filing of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law shall
be within 5 days after the delivery of the official transcript to the Commis-
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sion who shall notify both parties of the date of its receipt. The filing date
for proposed findings shall be the same for both parties. If not submitted
by such date, or unless extension of time for the filing thereof is granted,
they will not be included in the record or given consideration.
(b) Except when presented orally before the close of the hearing, proposed findings of fact shall be set forth in serially numbered paragraphs
and shall state with particularity all evidentiary facts in the record with appropriate citations to the transcript or exhibits supporting the proposed
findings. Each proposed conclusion shall be separately stated.
Rule 23. Decisions
(a) Findings and conclusions IJy hearing officer.-Within 20 days after any
proceeding or hearing, as appropriate, has been concluded, the hearing officer shall submit to the Commission proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, with the reasons therefor, upon all the material issues of fact
or law presented on the record.
(b) Final decision IJy the Commission.-The Commission shall render a final
decision within 30 days after any proceeding or hearing, as appropriate, has
been concluded or, in the event that no hearing or other proceeding is
held. within 30 days after the answer to a complaint is filed. Such decision
shall include findings and conclusions, with the reasons therefor, upon all
the material issues of fact or law presented on the record, and the appropriate order or denial thereof.
Rule 24. Motion for reconsideration.
A party may file a motion for reconsideration of a final Commission decision within 10 days after receiving it or within such longer period as the
Commission may fix. Each motion for reconsideration shall be accompanied by a brief clearly setting forth the points of fact and of law relied
upon in support of said motion. The Commission shall transmit a copy of
the motion and brief to the opposing party, who shall file a written reply
brief within 10 days after filing or such other period as the Commission
may fix. A copy of the reply brief shall be sent to the moving party by the
Commission.
Rule 25. Modification or revocation of orders.
A party against whom an order has been issued may file an application
for modification or revocation thereof. The Commission shall transmit a
copy of the application to the opposing party, who shall file a written reply
within 10 days after filing or such other period as the Commission may fix.
A copy of the reply shall be sent to the applicant by the Commission.
Thereafter, an order granting or denying such application will he issued by
the Commission.
Rule 26. Computation of time.
A designated period of time under these rules excludes the day the period begins, and includes the last day of the period unless that last day is
a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, in which event the period runs until
the close of business on the next business day.
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Rule 27. Official record.
The transcript of testimony together with all pleadings, orders, exhibits,
briefs, and other documents filed in the proceeding shall constitute the official record of the proceeding.

Rule 28. Public infonnation.
The Commission maintains for public inspection in its offices copies of
all final decisions, including a record of the votes on any question on which
a record vote is taken. The Commission also maintains a complete official
record of every proceeding, all other records, data and files of the Commission which shall be the property of the Commission and shall be kept in
the offices of the Commission or such other places as the Commission may
direct.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The following forms are intended for illustration only. They are limited
in number, since no attempt has been made to furnish a manual of forms.
These forms do not cover every possible situation involving an allegation
of a ,~olation of the franking laws. They may be used as a guide for the
preparation of pleadings by prospective parties in proceedings before the
Commission.
Each pleading, motion, or other paper should have a caption similar to
that shown on the forms hereinafter set forth with the designation of the
particular paper substituted for the word "complaint."
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Offset Folios 55 to 58 Insert here
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Insert offset folio 59 here
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Appendix No.1

LAWS RELATING TO
THE USE OF THE
CONGRESSIONAL FRANK
Title 2.-The Congress
§ Sec. 501 House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards
(a) There is established a special commission of the House of Representatives, designated the "House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards" (herein referred to as the "Commission").
Membership; political party representation; Chairman; vacancies; quorum

(b) The Commission shall be composed of six Members appointed by
the Speaker of the House, three from the majority political party, and three
from the minority political party, in the House. The Speaker shall designate
as Chairman of the Commission, from among the members of the Committee on House Oversight, one of the Members appointed to the Commission. A vacancy in the membership of the Commission shall be filled in the
same manner as the original appointment. Four members of the Commission shall constitute a quorunl to do business.

Assistance and use of personne~ including chief counsel. of Committee on House
Oversight

(c) In performing its duties and functions. the Commission may use such
personnel, office space, equipment, and facilities of, and obtain such other
assistance from, the Committee on House Oversight, as such committee
shall make available to the Commission. Such personnel and a>sistance shall
include, in all cases, the services and assistance of the chief counsel or
other head of the professional staff (by whatever title designated) of such
committee. All assistance so furnished to the Commission by the Committee
on House Oversight shall be sufficient to enable the Commission to perform its duties and functions efficiently and effectively.

(47)
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Advisory opinions or consultations respecting franked mail for persons entitled to
franking privilege; franking privilege regulations

(d) The Commission shall provide guidance, assistance, advice, and
counsel, through advisory opinions or consultations, in connection with the
mailing or contemplated mailing of franked mailnnder section 3210, 3211,
3212,3213(2),3218,3219, or 3220, in connection with the operation of section 3215, of Title 39, and in connection with any other Federal law (other
than any law which imposes any criminal penalty) or any rule of the House
of Representatives relating to franked mail, upon the request of any Member of the House or Member-elect, Resident Commissioner or Resident
Commissioner-elect, Delegate or Delegate-elect, any former Member of the
House or former Member-elect. Resident Commissioner or Resident Com-

missioner-elect, Delegate or Delegate-elect, any surviving spouse of any of
the foregoing (or any individual designated by the Clerk of the House
under section 3218 of Title 39), or any other House official or former
House official, entitled to send mail as franked mail under any of these sections. The Commission shall prescribe regulations governing the proper use
of the franking privilege under those sections by such persons.
Complaint of franked mail violations; investigation; notice and hearing; conclusiveness of finding5; decision of Commission; judicial review; reference of certain
violations to Committee on Standards of Official Conduct of the House for appropriate action and enforcement; administrative procedure regulations

(e) Any complaint by any person that a violation of any section of Title
39 referred to in subsection (d) of this section (or any other Federal law
which does not include any criminal penalty or any rule of the House of
Representatives relating to franked mail) is about to occur, or has occnrred
within the immediately preceding period of one year, by any person referred to in such subsection (d), shall contain pertinent factual material
and shall conform to regulations prescribed by the Commission. The Commission, if it determines there is reasonable jnstification for the complaint,
shall conduct an investigation of the matter, including an investigation of
reports and statements filed by the complainant with respect to the matter
which is the subject of the complaint. The Commission shall afford to the
person who is subject of the complaint due notice and, if it determines that
there is substantial reason to believe that such violation has occurred or is
about to occur, opportunity for all parties to participate in a hearing before
the Commission. The Commission shall issue a written decision on each

complaint under this subsection not later than thirty days after such a complaint has been filed or, if a hearing is held, not later than thirty days after
the conclusion of such hearing. Such decision shall be based on written
findings of fact in the case by the Commission. Such findings of fact by the
Commission on which its decision is based are binding and conclusive for
all judicial and administrative purposes, including purposes of any judicial
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challenge or review. Any judicial review of such decision, if ordered on any
ground, shall be limited to matters of law. If the Commission finds in its
written decision, that a serious and willful violation has occurred or is about
to occur, it may refer such decision to the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct of the House of Representatives for appropriate action and
enforcement by the committee concerned in accordance with applicable
rules and precedents of the House and such other standards as may be prescribed by such committee. In the case of a former Member of the House
or a former Member-elect, a former Resident Commissioner or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner-elect or Delegate-elect, any surviving spouse of any
of the foregoing (or any individual designated by the Clerk of the House
under section 3218 of Title 39), or any other former House official, if the
Commission finds in its written decision that any serious and willful violation has occurred or is about to occur, then the Commission may refer the
matter to any appropriate law enforcement agency or official for appropriate remedial action. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no
court or administrative body in the United States or in any territory thereof
shall have jurisdiction to entertain any civil action of any character concerning or related to a violation of the franking laws or an abuse of the franking
privilege by any person listed under subsection (d) of this section as entitled to send mail as franked mail, except judicial review of the decisions
of the Commission under this subsection. The Commission shall prescribe
regulations for the holding of investigations and hearings, the conduct of
proceedings, and the rendering of decisions under this subseetion providing for equitable procedures and the protection of individual, public, and
Government interests. The regulations shall, insofar as practicable, contain
the substance of the administrative procedure provisions of sections 551559, and 701-706, of Title 5. These regulations shall govern matters under
this subsection subject to judicial review thereof.
Procedural considerations; sessions, place and time; subpoenas, issuance and service;
oaths and affirmations; testimony; printing and binding; expenditures; organizationat and procedural regulations; majority assent
(1) The Commission may sit and act at such places and times during the
sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of Congress, require by subpoena
or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such
books, papers, and documents, administer such oaths and affirmations, take
such testimony, procure such printing and binding, and make such expenditures, as the Commission considers advisable. The Commission may make
such rules respecting its organization and procedures as it considers necessary, except that no action shall be taken by the Commission unless a majority of the Commission assent. Subpoenas may be issued over the signature of the Chairman of the Commission or of any member designated by
him or by the Commission, and may be served by such person or persons
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as may be designated by sueh Chairman or member. The Chairman of the
Commission or any member thereof may administer oaths or affirmations
to witnesses.

Property of Commission; records; voting record; location of records, data, and files
(g) The Commission shall keep a complete record of all its actions, including a record of the votes on any question on which a record vote is
demanded. All records, data, and files of the Commission shall be kept in
the offices of the Commission or such other places as the Commission may
direct.

§ 311. Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 1997
Sec. 311. (a) Each mass mailing sent by a Member of the House of Representatives shall bear in a prominent place on its face, or on the envelope
or outside cover or wrapper in which the mail matter is sent, the following
notice "THIS MAILING WAS PREPARED, PUBLISHED, AND MAILED AT
TAXPAYER EXPENSE.", or a notice to the same effect in words which may
be prescribed under subsection (c). The notice shall be printed in a type
size not smaller than 7-point.
(c) The Committee on House Oversight shall pescribe such rules and
regulations and shall take such other action as the Committee considers
necessary and proper for Members to conform to the provisions of this subsection and applicable rules and regulations.

§ 311. Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 1991
SEC. 311. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section. funds appropriated by the Act or any other Act for expenses of official mail of any person entitled to use the congressional frank may be expended only in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate or the Committee on House Oversight of the
House of Representatives, as applicable. Such regulations shall require(1) individual aceountability for use of official mail by each person
entitled to use the congressional frank;
(2) (A) with respect to the House of Representatives, allocation of
funds for official mail to be made to eaeh sueh person with respeet to
eaeh session of Congress (with no transfer to any other session or to
any other such person); and
(B) with respeet to the Senate, allocation of funds for otIicial mail
to be made to each such person with respect to each session of Congress (with no transfer to any other session, other than transfers from
the first session of a Congress to the seeond session of that Congress,
or to any other such person); and
(3) with respect to the House of Representatives, that in addition to
any other report or information made available to the public (through
the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards or other-
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wise) regarding the use of the frank, the Clerk of the House of Representatives shall include in the quarterly report of receipts and expenditures suhmitted to the House of Representatives a statement
(based solely on data provided for that purpose hy the Committee on
House Oversight of the House of Representatives and the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards) of costs charged against
the Official Mail Allowance for each person entitled to use the congressional frank.
(b) The Postmaster General, in consultation with the Committee on
Rules and Administration of the Senate and the Committee on House Oversight of the House of Representatives(1) shall monitor use of official mail by each person entitled to use
the congressional frank;
(2) at least monthly, shall notify any person with an allocation under
subsection (a) (2) as to the percentage of the allocation that has been
used; and
(3) may not carry or deliver official mail the cost of which is in excess of an allocation under subsection (a)(2).
(c) Expenses of official mail of the Senate and the House of Represen tatives may be paid only from funds specifically appropriated for that purpose
and funds so appropriated(1) may be supplemented by other appropriated funds only if such
supplementation is provided for by law or by regulation under subsection (a); and
(2) may not be supplemented by funds from any other source, public or private.
(d) No Senator or Member of the House of Representatives may maintain or use, directly or indirectly, an unofficial office account or defray omcial expenses from(1) funds received from a political committee or derived from a contribution or expenditure (as such terms are defined in section 301 of
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971);
(2) funds received as reimbursement for expenses incurred by the
Senator or Member in connection with personal services provided by
the Senator or Member to the person making the reimbursement; or
(3) any other funds that are not specifically appropriated for official
expenses.
(e)(I) There is estahlished in the House of Representatives an Omcial
Mail Allowance for Members, officers, and employees of the House of Representatives who are persons entitled to use the congressional frank. Regulations for use of the OfIicial Mail Allowance shall be prescribed(A) by the Committee on House Oversight of the House of Representatives, with respect to allocation and expenditures relating to the
Allowance; and
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(B) by the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards,
with respect to matters under section 3210(a) (6) (D) of title 39, United
States Code.
(2) The Official Mail Allowance(A) shall be available for postage for franked mail sent at a first class,
third class, or fourth class rate;
(B) with respect to a Member of the House of Representatives, shall
be available, in a session of Congress, in a total amount, as determined
under paragraph (1) (A), of not more than the product of (i) 3 times
the single-piece rate applicable to first class mail, and (ii) the number
(as determined by the Postmaster General) of addresses (other than
business possible delivery stops) in the congressional district, as such
addresses are described in section 321O(d) (7) (B) of title 39, United
States Code;
(C) with respect to any other person entitled to use the congressional frank in the House of Representatives (including any Member
of the House of Representatives who receives an allocation under subsection (a) (2) with respect to duties as an elected officer of, or holder
of another position in, the House of Representatives), shall be available, in a session of Congress, in a total amount determined under
paragraph (1 )(A); and
(D) shall not be available for payment of any nonpostage fee or
charge, including any fee or charge for express mail, express mail drop
shipment, certified mail, registered mail, return receipt, address correction, or postal insnrance.
(3) (A) Subject to SUbparagraph (B), each Member of the House of Representatives may transfer amounts from the Member's Representational Allowance of the Member to the Official Mail Allowance of the Member.
(B) The total amount a Member may so transfer with respect to a session
of Congress may not exceed $25,000.
(4) The Official Expenses Allowance shall be available to a Member of
the House of Representatives for the payment of non postage fees and
charges referred to in paragraph (2)(D) and for postage for mail for official business sent outside the United States.
(f) A Member of the House of Representatives shall, before making any
mass mailing, submit a sample or description of the mail matter involved
to the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards for an advisory opinion as to whether such proposed mailing is in compliance with applicable provisions of law, rule, or regulation.
(g) As used in snbsection (a) through (f)(l) the term "Member of the House of Representatives" means a
Representative in, or a Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the
Congress; and
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(2) the term "person entitled to use the congressional frank" means
a Senator, Member of the House of Representatives, or other person
authorized to use the frank under section 321O(b) of title 39, United
States Code.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(i) This section and the amendments made by this section shall apply
with respect to sessions of Congress beginning with the first session of the
One Hundred Congress, except that with respect to the Senate, subsection
(d) shall apply beginning on May 1, 1992, and the funds referred to in
paragraph (3) of such subsection shall not include personal funds of a Senator or Member of the House of Representatives.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Title 39.-Postal Service
§ 3201. Def"mitions.
As used in this chapter-

(1) "penalty mail" means official mail, other than franked mail,
which is authorized by law to be transmitted in the mail without prepayment of postage;
(2) "penalty cover" means envelopes, wrappers, labels, or cards used
to transmit penalty mail;
(3) "frank" means the autographic of facsimile signature of persons
authorized by sections 3210-3216 and 3218 of this title to transmit matter through the mail without prepayment of postage or other indicia
contemplated by sections 733 and 907 of title 44;
(4) "franked mail" means mail which is transmitted in the mail
under frank;
(5) "Members of Congress" includes Senators, Representatives, Delegates, and Resident Commissions; and
(6) "missing child" has the meaning provided by section 403(1) of
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. (Pub. L.
91-375, Aug. 12, 1970,84 Stat. 751; Pub. L. 99-87, § l(b), Aug. 9,1985,
99 Stat. 291., November, 1997)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

§ 3210. Franked mail transmitted by the Vice President, Members of
Congress, and congressional officials
(a) (1) It is the policy of the Congress that the privilege of sending mail
as franked mail shall be established under this section in order to assist and
expedite the conduct of the ofilcial business. activities, and duties of the
Congress of the United States.
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(2) It is the intent of the Congress that such official business, activities,
and duties cover all matters which directly or indirectly pertain to the legislative process or to any congressional representative functions generally, or
to the functioning, working, or operating of the Congress and the performance of official duties in connection therewith, and shall include, hut not
be limited to, the conveying of information to the public, and the requesting of the views of the public, or the views and information of other authority of government, as a guide or a means of assistance in the performance
of those functions.
(3) It is the intent of the Congress that mail matter which is frankable
specifically includes, but is not limited to-(A) mail matter to any person and to all agencies and officials of
Federal, state, and local governments regarding programs, decisions,
and other related matters of public concern or public service, including any matter relating to actions of a past or curren t Congress;
(B) the usual and customary congressional newsletter or press release which may deal with such matters as the impact of laws and decisions on state and local governments and individual citizens; reports on
public and official actions taken by Members of Congress; and discussions of proposed or pending legislation or governmental actions and
the positions of the Members of Congress on, and arguments for or
against, such matters;
(C) the usual and customary congressional questionnaire seeking
public opinion on any law, pending or proposed legislation, public
issue, or subject;
(D) mail matter dispatched by a Member of Congress between his
Washington ofi1ce and any congressional district offices, or between his
district offices;
(E) mail matter directed by one Member of Congress to another
Member of Congress or to representatives of the legislative bodies of
state and local governments;
(F) mail matter expressing congratulations to a person who has
achieved some public distinction;
(G) mail matter, including general mass mailings, which consists of
Federal laws, Federal regulations, other Federal publications, publications purchased with Federal funds, or publications containing items of
general information;
(H) mail matter which consists of voter registration or election information or assistance prepared and mailed in a nonpartisan manner;
(1) mail matter which constitutes or includes a hiography or autobiography of any Member of, or Member-elect to, Congress or any biographical or autobiographical material concerning such Member or
Member-elect or the spouse or other members of the family of such
Member or Member-elect, and which is so mailed as a part of a Federal
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publication or in response to a specific request therefor and is not included for publicity purposes in a newsletter or other general mass
mailing of the Member or Member-elect under the franking privilege;
or
(1) mail matter which contains a picture, sketch, or other likeness of
any Member or Member-elect and which is so mailed as a part of a
Federal publication or in response to a specific request therefor and,
when contained in a newsletter or other general mass mailing of any
Member or Member-elect, is not of such size, or does not occur with
such frequency in the mail matter concerned, as to lead to the conclusion that the purpose of such picture, sketch, or likeness is to advertise
the Member or Member-elect rather than to illustrate accompanying
text.
(4) It is the intent of the Congress that the franking privilege under this
section shall not permit, and may not be used for, the transmission through
the mails as franked mail, of matter which in its nature is purely personal
to the sender or to any other person and is unrelated to the official business, activities, and duties of the public officials covered by subsection
(b) (1) of this section.
(5) It is the intent of the Congress that a Member of or Member-elect
to Congress may not mail as franked mail(A) mail matter which constitutes or includes any article, account,
sketch, narration, or other text laudatory and complimentary of any
Member of, or Member-elect to, Congress on a purely personal or political basis rather than on the basis of performance of official duties
as a Member or on the basis of activities as a Member-elect;
(B) mail matter which constitutes or includes(i) greetings from the spouse or other members of the family
of such Member or Member-elect unless it is a brief reference in
otherwise frankable mail;
(ii) reports of how or when such Member or Member-elect, or
the spouse or any other member of the family of such Member
or Member-elect, spends time other than in the performance of,
or in connection with, the legislative, representative, and other official functions of such Member or the activities of such Memberelect as a Member-elect; or
(iii) any card expressing holiday greetings from such Member or
Member-elect; or
(C) mail matter which specifically solicits political support for the
sender or any other person or any political party, or a vote or financial
assistance for any candidate for any public office.
The House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards and the Select
Committee on Standards and Conduct of the Senate shall prescribe for
their respective Houses such rules and regulations and shall take such other
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action, as the Commission or Committee considers necessary and proper
for the Members and Members-elect to conform to the provisions of this
clause and applicable rules and regulations. Such rules and regulations
shall include, but not be limited to, provisions prescribing the time within
which such mailings shall be mailed at or delivered to any postal facility to
attain compliance with this clause and the time when such mailings shall
be deemed to have been so mailed or delivered and such compliance attained.
(6) (A) It is the intent of Congress that a Member of, or Member-elect
to, Congress may not mail any mass mailings as franked mail(i) if the mass mailing is postmarked fewer than 60 days (or, in the
case of a Member of the House, fewer than 90 days) immediately before the date of any primary election or general election (whether regular, special, or runoff) in which the Member is a candidate for reelection; or
(il) in the case of a Member of, or Member-elect to, the House who
is a candidate for any other public office, if the mass mailing(I) is prepared for delivery within any portion of tbe jurisdiction
of or the area covered by the public office which is outside the
area constituting the congressional district from which the Member or Member-elect was elected; or
(II) is postmarked fewer than 90 days immediately before the
date of any primary election or general election (whether regular,
special, or runon) in which the Member or Member-elect is a candidate for any other public office.
(B) Any mass mailing which is mailed by the chairman of any organization referred to in the last sentence of section 3215 of this title which relates to the normal and regular business of the organization may be mailed
without regard to the provisions of this paragraph.
(C) No Member of the Senate may mail any mass mailing as franked mail
if such mass mailing is postmarked fewer' than 60 days immediately before
the date of any primary election or general election (whether regular, special, or runoff) for any national, state, or local office in which such Member
is a candidate for election.
(D) The Select Committee on Ethics of the Senate and the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards shall prescribe for their respective Houses rules and regulations, and shall take other action as the Committee or the Commission considers necessary and proper for Members and
Members-elect to comply with the provisions of this paragraph and applicable rules and regulations. The rules and regulations shall include provisions
prescribing the time within which mailings shall be mailed at or delivered
1

Section 318 of P.L. 101-163, 103 Stat. 1068, amended "subparagraph (c)" by striking

out "is mailed fewer" and inserting "is postmarked fewer". Entered according to probable

intent.
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to any postal facility and the time when the mailings shall be deemed to
have been mailed or delivered to comply with the provisions of this paragraph.
(E) As used in this section, the term "mass mailing" means, with respect
to a session of Congress, any mailing of newsletters or other pieces of mail
with substantially identical content (whether such mail is deposited singly
or in bulk, or at the same time or different times), totaling more than 500
pieces in that session, except that such term does not include any mailing(i) of matter in direct response to a communication from a person
to whom the matter is mailed;
(ii) from a Member of Congress to other Members of Congress, or
to Federal, state, or local government officials; or
(iii) of a news release to the communications media.
(F) For purposes of subparagraphs (A) and (C) if mail matter is of a type
which is not customarily postmarked, the date on which such matter would
have been postmarked if it were of a type customarily postmarked shall
apply.
(7) A Member of the House of Representatives may not send any mass
mailing outside the congressional district from which the Member was elect_
ed.
(b) (l) The Vice President, each Member of or Member-elect to Congress, the Secretary of the Senate, the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate, each
of the elected officers of the House of Representatives (other than a Member of the House), the Legislative Counsels of the House of Representatives
and the Senate, the Law Revision Counsel of the House of Representatives,
and the Senate Legal Counsel, may send, as franked mail, matter relating
to their official business, activities, and duties, as intended by Congress to
be mailed as franked mail under subsection (a) (2) and (3) of this section.
(2) If a vacancy occurs in the Office of the Secretary of the Senate, the
Sergeant at Arms of the Senate, an elected ofIicer of the House of Representatives (other than a Member of the House), the Legislative Counsel
of the House of Representatives or the Senate, the Law Revision Counsel
of the House of Representatives, or the Senate Legal Counsel, any authorized person may exercise the franking privilege in the officer's name during
the period of the vacancy.
(3) The Vice President, each Member of Congress, the Secretary of the
Senate, the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate, and each of the elected officers
of the House (other than a Member of the House), during the gO-day period immediately following the date on which they leave office, may send,
as franked mail, matter on official business relating to the closing of their
respective offices. The House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards and the Select Committee on Standards and Conduct of the Senate
shall prescribe for their respective Houses such rules and regulations, and
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shall take such other action as the Commission or Committee considers
necessary and proper, to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
(c) Franked mail may be in any form appropriate for mail matter, including, but not limited to, correspondence, newsletters, questionnaires, recordings, facsimiles, reprints, and reproductions. Franked mail shall not include
matter which is intended by Congress to be nonmailable as franked mail
under subsection (a) (4) and (5) of this section.
(d) (1) A Member of Congress may mail franked mail with a simplified
form of address for delivery within that area constituting the congressional
district of the state from which the Member was elected.(2) A Delegate, or Resident Commissioner to the House of Representatives may mail franked mail with a simplified form of address for delivery
within the area from which he was elected.
(3) Any franked mail which is mailed under this subsection shall be
mailed at the equivalent rate of postage which assures that the mail will be
sent by the most economical means practicable.
(4) The Senate Committee on Rules and Administration and the House
Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards shall prescribe for their
respective Houses rules and regulations governing any franked mail which
is mailed under this subsection and shall by regulation limit the number
of such mailings allowed under this subsection.
(5) (A) Any Member of, or Member-elect to, the House of Representatives
entitled to make any mailing as franked mail under this subsection shall,
before making any mailing, submit a sample or description of the mail matter involved to the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards
for an advisory opinion as to whether the proposed mailing is in compliance with the provisions of this subsection.
(B) The Senate Select Committee on Ethics may require any Member of,
or Member-elect to, the Senate entitled to make any mailings as franked
mail under this subsection to submit a sample or description of the mail
matter to the Committee for an advisory opinion as to whether the proposed mailing is in compliance with the provisions of this subsection.
(6) Franked mail mailed with a simplified form of address under this subsection(A) shall be prepared as directed by the Postal Service; and
(B) may be delivered to(i) each box holder or family on a rural or star route;
(ii) each post office box holder; and
(iii) each stop or box on a city carrier route.
(8) For the purposes of this subsection, a congressional district includes,
in the case of a Representative at Large, the state from which he was eleeted.
(e) The frankability of mail matter shall be determined under the provisions of this section by the type and content of the mail sent, or to be sent.
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(f) Any mass mailing which otherwise would be permitted to be mailed
as franked mail under this section shall not be so mailed unless the cost
of preparing and printing the mail matter is paid exclusively from funds
appropriated by Congress, except that an otherwise frankable mass mailing
may contain, as all enclosure or supplement, any public service material
which is purely instructional or informational in nature, and which in content is frankable under this section.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of Federal, state, or local law,
or any regulation thereunder, the equivalent amount of postage determined under section 3216 of this title on franked mail mailed under the
frank of the Vice President or a Member of Congress, and the cost of preparing or printing snch frankahle matter for such mailing under the frank,
shall not be considered as a contribution to, or an expenditure by, the Vice
President or a Member of Congress for the purpose of determining any limitation on expenditures or contributions with respect to any such official,
imposed by any Federal, state, or local law or regulation, in connection with
any campaign of such official for election to any Federal office.

§ 3211. Public documents
The Vice President, Members of Congress, the Secretary of the Senate,
the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate, each of the elected officers of the
House of Representatives (other than a Member of the House) during the
90-day period immediately following the expiration of their respective terms
of office, may send and receive as franked mail all public documents printed by order of Congress.

§ 3212. Congressional Record under frank of Members of Congress
(a) Members of Congress may send the Congressional Record as franked
mail.
(b) Members of Congress may send, as franked mail, any part of, or a
reprint of any part of, the Congressional Record, including speeches or reports contained therein, if such matter is mailable as franked mail under
section 3210 of this title.

§ 3213. Reports from Department of Agriculture
Agricultural reports emanating from the Department of Agriculture may
be mailed(1) as penalty mail by the Secretary of Agriculture; and
(2) during the 90-day period immediately following the expiration of
their terms of o!lice, as franked mail by Members of Congress.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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§ 3215. Lending or pennitting use of frank unlawful
A person entitled to use a frank may not lend it or permit its use by any
committee, organization, or association, or permit its use by any person for
the benefit or use of any committee, organization, or association. This section does not apply to any standing, select, special or joint committee, or
subcommittee thereof, or commission, of the Senate, House of Representatives, or Congress, composed of Members of Congress, or to the Democratic
caucus or the Republican conference of the House of Representatives or
of the Senate.

§ 3216. Reimbursement for franked mailings
(a) The equivalent o£0) postage on, and fees and charges in connection with, mail matter sent through the mails(A) under the franking privilege (other than under section
3219 of this title), by the Vice President, Members of and Members-elect to Congress, the Secretary of the Senate, and Sergeant
at Arms of the Senate, each of the elected officers of the House
of Representatives (other than a Member of the House), and the
Legislative Counsels of the House of Represen tatives and the Senate, the Law Revision Counsel of the House of Representatives and
the Senate Legal Counsel;
(B) by the survivors of a Member of Congress under section
3218 of this title; and
(2) those portions of fees and charges to be paid for handling and
delivery by the Postal Service of Mailgrams considered as franked mail
under section 3219 of this title;
sball be paid by appropriation for official mail costs of the Senate and the
House of Representatives for that purpose and then paid to the Postal Service as postal revenue. Except as to Mailgrams and except as pro\ided by
sections 733 and 907 of title 44, envelopes, wrappers, cards, or labels used
to transmit franked mail shall bear, in the upper right-hand corner, the
sender's signature, or a facsimile thereof.
(b) Postage on, and fees and charges in connection with, mail matter
sent through the mails under section 3214 of this title shall be paid each
fiscal year, out of any appropriation made for that purpose, to the Postal
Service as postal revenue in an amount equivalent to the postage, fees, and
charges which would otherwise be payable on, or in connection with, such
mail matter.
(c) Payment under subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall be deemed
payment for all matter mailed under the frank and for all fees and charges
due the Postal Service in connection therewith.
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(d) Money collected for matter improperly mailed under the franking
privilege shall be deposited as miscellaneous receipts in the general fund
of the Treasury.
(e) (1) Not later than two weeks after the last day of each quarter of the
fiscal year, or as soon as practicable thereafter, the Postmaster General shall
send to the Chief Administrative Officer of the House of Representatives,
the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards, the Secretary
of the Senate, and the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration a
report which shall contain a tabulation of the estimated number of pieces
and costs of franked mail, as defined in section 3201 of this title, in each
mail classification sent through the mail for that quarter and for the preceding quarters in the fiscal year, together with separate tabulations of the
number of pieces and costs of such mail sent by the House and by the Senate.

(2) Two weeks after the close of the second quarter of the fiscal year,
or as soon as practicable thereafter, the Postmaster (',;,neral shall send to
the Chief Administrative Officer of the House of Representatives, the House
Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards, the Committee on House
Oversight, the Secretary of the Senate, and the Senate Committee on Rules
and Administration, a statement of the costs of postage on, and fees and
charges in connection with, mail matter sent through the mails as described
in paraagraph (1) of this section for the preceding two quarters together
with an estimate of such cost. for the balance of the fiscal year. As soon
as practicable after receipt of this statement, the House Commission on
Congressional Mailing Standards, the Committee on House Oversight, and
the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration shall consider promulgating such regulations for their respective Houses as may be necessary to
ensure that total postage cost., as described in paragraph (1) of this section, will not exceed the amounts available for the fiscal year.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

§ 3218. Franked mail for survivors of Members of Congress
Upon the death of a Member of Congress during his term of office, the
surviving spouse of such Member (or, if there is no surviving spouse, a
member of the immediate family of the Member designated by the Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk of the House of Representatives, as appropriate, in accordance with rules and procedures established by the Secretary
or the Clerk) may send, for a period not to exceed 180 days after his death,
as franked mail, nonpolitical correspondence relating to the death of the
Member.
§3219. Mailgrams
Any Mailgram sent by the Vice President, a Member of or Member-elect
of Congress, the Secretary of the Senate, the Sergeant at Arms of the Sen-
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ate, an elected officer of the House of Representatives (other than a Member of the House), or the Legislative Counsel of the House of Represen tatives or the Senate, the Law Revision Counsel of the House of Representatives or the Senate Legal Counsel, and then delivered by the Postal Service,
shall be considered as franked mail, subject to section 3216(a) (2) of this
title, if such Mailgram contains matter of the kind authorized to be sent
by tbat official as franked mail under section 3210 of this title.

§ 3220. Use of official mail in the location and recovery of missing children
(a) (I) The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, after
consultation with appropriate public and private agencies, shall prescribe
general guidelines under which penalty mail may he used to assist in the
location and recovery of missing children. The guidelines shall provide information relating to-(A) the form and manner in which materials and information relating to missing children (such as biographical data and pictures,
sketches, or other likenesses) may be included in penalty mail;
(B) appropriate sources from which such materials and information
may be obtained;
(C) the procedures by which such materials and information may be
obtained; and
(D) any other matter which the Office considers appropriate.
(2) Each executive department and independent estahlishment of the
Government of the United States shall prescribe regulations under which
penalty mail sent by snch department or establishment may be used in conformance with the guidelines prescribed under paragraph (I).
(b) The Senate Committee on Rules and Administration and the House
Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards shall prescribe for their
respective Houses rules and regulations, and shall take such other action

as the Committee or Commission considers necessary and proper, in order
that purposes similar to those of subsection (a) may, in the discretion of
the congressional official or office concerned, be carried out by the use of
franked mail sent by such official or ollice.
(c) A, used in this section, "Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention" and "Office" each means the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention within the Department of Justice, as established by
section 201 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.
NOTE: The amendments made by section 1 (enacting this section and
amending sections 3201 and 3204 of this title and section 733 of Title 44,
Public Printing and Documents) and any guidelines, rules, or regulations
presecribed to carry out such amendments shall cease to be effective after
December 31, 2002. 2
2public Law 105-126. approved December 1, 1997, extended the authorization of use of
official mailing to December 31, 2002.
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Title 44.-Public Printing and Documents

§ 733. Documents and reports ordered by Members of Congress; franks
and envelopes for Members of Congress
The Public Printer on order of a Member of Congress, on prepayment
of the cost, may reprint documents and reports of committees together with
the evidence papers submitted, or any part ordered printed by the Congress.
He may also furnish without cost to Members and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico, blank franks printed on sheets and perforated, or
singly at their option, for public documents. Franks shall contain in the
upper left-hand corner the following words: "Public document. United
States Senate" or "House of Representatives U.S." and in the upper righthand corner the letters "U.S.S." or "M.C." Franks may also contain information relating to misiing children as provided in section 3320 of title 39.
But he may not print any other words except where it is desirable to affix
the official title of a document. Other words printed on franks shall be at
thc personal expense of the Member or Resident Commissioner ordering
them.
At the request of a Member of Congress or Resident Commissioner the
Public Printer may print upon franks or envelopes used for mailing public
docnment.' the facsimile signature of the Member or Resident Commissioner and a special request for return if not called for, and the name of
the state or commonwealth and coun ty and city. The Member or Resident
Commissioner shall deposit with his order the extra expense involved in
printing these additional words.
The Public Printer may also, at the request of a Member or Resident
Commissioner, print on envelopes authorized to be furnished, the name of
the Member or Resident Commissioner, and state or Commonwealth, the
date, and the topic or subject matter, not exceeding twelve words.
The Public Printer shall deposit moneys accruing under this section in
the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the appropriation made
for the working capital of the Government Printing Office for the year in
which the work is done. He shall account for them in his annual report
to Congress.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

§ 907. Congressional Record; extracts for Members of Congress; mailing
envelopes
The Public Printer may print and deliver, upon the order of a Member
of Congress and payment of the cost, extracts from the Congressional
Record. The Public Printer may furnish without cost to Members and the
Resident Commissioner, envelopes, ready for mailing the Congressional
Record or any part of it, or speeches, or report in it, if such part, speeches,
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or reports are mailable as franked mail under section 3210 or title 39. Envelopes so furnished shall contain in the upper left-hand corner the following
words: "United States Senate" or "House of Representatives, U.S. Part of
Congressional Record.", and in the upper right-hand corner the letters
"U.S.S." or "M.C.", and the Public Printer may, at the request of a Member or Resident Commissioner, print in addition to the foregoing, his name
and state or commonwealth, the date, and the topic or subject matter, not
exceeding twelve words. He may not print any other words on envelopes,
except at the personal expense of the Member or Resident Commissioner
ordering the envelopes, except to affix the official title of a document. The
Public Printer shall deposit moneys accruing under this section in the
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the appropriation made for
the working capital of the Government Printing Office for the year in which
the work is done, and accounted for in his annual report to Congress.
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Appendix No.2

RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Rule XLVI-Limitations on the Use of the Frank
1. Any franked mail which is mailed by a Member under section 3210(d)
of title 39, United States Code, shall be mailed at the equivalent rate of
postage which assures that such mail will be sent by the most economical
means practicable.
2. A Member shall, before making any mass mailing, submit a sample or
description of the mail matter involved to the House Commission on Congressional Mailing Standards for an advisory opinion as to whether such
proposed mailing is in compliance with applicable provisions of law, rule,
or regulation.
3. Any mass mailing which otherwise is frankab1e by a Member under the
provisions of section 3210(f) of title 39, United States Code, shall not be
fr'ankable unless the cost of preparing and printing such mass mailing is
defrayed exclusively from funds made available in any appropriations Act.
4. A Member may not send any mass mailing outside the congressional
district from which the Member was elected. 1
5. In the case of any Representative in the House of Representatives,
other than a Representative at Large, who is a candidate for any statewide
public office, any mass mailing shall not be frankable under section 3210
of title 39, United States Code, when the same is delivered to any address
which is not located in the area constituting the congressional district from
which any such individual was elected.
6. In the case of any Member, any mass mailing shall not be frankabIe
under section 3210 of title 39, United States Code, when the same is postmarked less than ninety days immediately before the date of any primary
or general election (whether regular, special, or runoff) in which snch
Member is a candidate for public office. If mail matter is of a type which
is not customarily postmarked, the date on which such matter would have
been postmarked if it were of a type customarily postmarked shall apply.
1

With the enactment of FY 1993 Legislative Branch Act (P.L. 102-392), House Members

are prohibited from sending mass mailings outside their districts.

(55)
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7. For purposes of this rule(a) The term "mass mailing" means, with respect to a session in
Congress, any mailing of newsletters or other pieces of mail with substantially identical content (whether such mail is deposited singly or in
bulk, or at the same time or different times), totaling more than 500
pieces in that session, except that such term does not inclnde any mailing(1) of matter in direct response to a commnnication from a person to whom the matter is mailed;
(2) from a Member to other Members of Congress, or to Federal, state, or local government officials; or
(3) of a news release to the communications media.
(b) The term "Member" means any Member of the House of Representatives, a Delegate to the House of Representatives, or the Resident Commissioner in the House of Representatives.
(c) The term "Members of Congress" means Senators and Representatives in, and Delegates and Resident Commissioners to, the Congress.

o
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The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
Chairman
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control
United states House of Representatives
Room H2-234, House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D. C. 20515-6425
The Honorable Benjamin A. Gilman
Ranking Minority Member
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control
United States House of Representatives
Room H2-234, House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D. C. 20515-6425
Gentlement
This responds to your letter of JUly 28, 1987, regarding the
drafting of a proposed "Dear Colleague" letter Which would
enclose a copy of a letter written by the United States
Ambassador to Colombia, Mr. Charles A. Gillespie, Jr. You state
that, in his letter, Ambassador Gillespie writes that Colonel
Jaime Ramirez, the former head of the Colombian National Police,
was murdered and the consequent need to establish an educational
fund for Colonel Ramirez's two sons.
Ambassador Gillespie has
invited donations for this educational fund for the two boys.
You desire a written opinion from this Committee concerning
whether the sending out of this "Dear Colleague" letter, with
Ambassador Gillespie's letter attached, will place you in
violation of House rules.
"Dear Colleague" letters constitute an important vehicle by
which Members communicate with one another. Their purpose is to
allow Members to share ideas and pass along information of mutual
concern.
Accordingly, it is entirely consistent with the
permissible usage of
"Dear Colleague"
letters to share
information received from another government official, in this
case the Ambassador to Colombia, with the other Members of the
House of Representatives.
However, it would be impermissible for you to solicit
contributions for this educational fund in your office' s cover
letter to the Ambassador's letter. 31 U.S.C. S1301 states:

F\lE COpy
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Appropriations shall be applied only to the
objects for which the appropriations were
made except as otherwise provided by law.
Therefore, funds from the United States Treasury may only be used
for official congressional business, and not to promote private
endeavors of any kind.
The solicitation of funds for this
educational fund by use of government resources, such as
congressional stationery and staff members' work time, would
constitute an impermissible subsidization of a private enterprise
with official funds.
Upon review of the cover letter you prcpose to send to your
colleagues, the Committee notes that you make no request that the
Members make donations to this fund. You merely pass along the
Ambassador's letter for their consideration. Therefore, it is
the Committee's view that sending out this "Dear Colleague"
letter will not place you in violation of any House rules or
statutes.
If you have any further questions concerning this matter,
please contact the Committee staff at extension 5-7103.
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'flJe Honorable Charles B. Rangel

United States House of Representatives
2252 Rayburn House Office Building
rlashington, D. C.
20515

This responds to your letter of J$.nuary 30, 1990, informing
the CornJtiittee of. your plans to participate in an exhi-bitioli oE

childrenls art which will be organized by a museum in New York in
cooperation with the government of Puerto Rico.
The event <<<tIl
be supported by the Puert.o Rico--U.S.A. Foundation, a nonprofit

organization.

The

children's

art

work

will

ultimately

be

exhibited in the Cannon Rotunda.

As discussed with your staff, events such as this can be
successfully supported by Members of the House.
To avoid o.ny
conflict \>lith House Rule- XLIII, ·clause 11, you may ~fish to remind

the sponsors of the event not to use the words IID.S. Congress ' or
II House of
Representatives" on any stationery, or other~aterialsf
so that no impression is conveyed that the exhibition is
!

sponsored or endorsed by CDngress.

tn addition, since the organization of the art
is not an official activity of your office,
sponsoring organization is permitted so
infusion of resources.
The

These

considerations

do

not

prevent

the

personal involvement of Members in various
functions, including lending their names to
support
specific causes,
as long as
no

appearance

is

sponsorship.

created
Similarly

of

official

cooperation

is

permitted with private groups as long as
there is no cross-infusion of resources.
A
competition to select a \~lork of art to hang
in
the
Capitol
is
an example of
sl.1ch
cooperation.

A

Member

may permit a countYI

state, or local art council, museum, or other
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organization to select ,1 painting through a
competition sponsored and initiated by that
organization,
Furthermore, the local 9rouP
could
receive
financial
support
from
corpora.tions, state or local. governments! or
similar
sponsors.
The
fact
that
the
fundraising effort is conducted by an outside
organization in support oE its competition,
not by the Member or the Member's clerk-hire
staff, would allow the Member to endorse the
competition and lend his or her n6me in
suppar t oE the event,
If you have any further questions concerning this
please contact thl~ Committee staff at e.xtension 5-71.03.
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MS. VIVIAN E. JONaS
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June 30, 1999
P~EASE

R.liSPCI\'t> TO

orncccHECK[D

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chainnan
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
HT 2 The Capital
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chainnan Smith:
I am writing to request official guidance on the feasibility of a proposed
Congressional Retreat run by Dr. Dean Ornish, M.D, The retreat is
tentatively scheduled to take place August 29-September 4 in Berkeley,
CA and October 22-23 in Washington DC. Dr. Omish and his colleagues
have offered to donate their time and expenses, leaving members with no
costs other than the direct expenses of travel.
It is important to note that each retreat is being offered upon the request
and initiation of myself and, independently, of Rep, Dan Burton, Upon
learning of our independent requests of Dr. Omish, Rep, Burton and I
decided to collaborate on proposing a retreat for Members of Congress.

Research has shown that Dr. Omish's non-profit Preventive Medicine
Research Institute (PMRI) Program, prevents or reverses the onset of
heart disease through lifestyle changes. The program's results have been
so successful that the Health Care Finance Administration has authorized
a demonstration project evaluating PMRI's lifestyle program as a direct
alternative for patients who otherwise would receive coronary bypass
surgery or coronary angioplasty. This preventative program could save
Medicare money as more people utilize lifestyle changes to prevent or
reverse heart disease instead of undergoing expensive medical
procedures.
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Dr. Omish's retreat will provide Member's with an opportunity to learn
first hand about how the PMRI lifestyle program operates while gaining a
better understanding of the benefits ofa low-fat diet, stress management
techniques, moderate exercise, and smoking cessation. The week-long
retreat will include a tour ofPMRI facilities including a new study to see if
prostate cancer may be reversible by changing diet and lifestyle. This
study is being conducted in collaboration with the UCSF School of
Medicine and the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York.
Thank you for your time and consideration. I would appreciate receiving
(~
advice on this matter as soon as possible.
I

Z

Charles B. Rangel
Member of Congress

CBR:mmr
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July 13, 1999
The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House of Representatives
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Colleague:
This responds to your letter of June 30, 1999, asking whether you and other
Members may accept an invitation from the Preventative Medicine Research Institute
(PMRI), to attend one of two proposed retreats. You indicate that Dr. Dean Omish has
offered to hold two retreats, one in Berkeley, California to be held August 29·Septcmber 4,
and one in Washington, nc., scbeduled tor October 22·23, According to your letter, Dr.
0111i8h and his colleagues would donate their time and expenses and Members would pay
only their direct expenses of travel. You indicate that the purpose of the proposed retreats
would be to teach individuals the benefits of low-fat diet, stress management, moderate
exereise, and not smoking. The market-value of the PMRl retreat, according to that
organization's web-site, is $2,900, exclusive oftravel expenses.
We have considered your request under two provisions of House Rule 26 clause 5
(the House gift rule): paragraph (a)(3){Q), relating to widely attended events; and paragraph
(b){l), relating to reimbursements for "fact-finding." Attendance at the proposed retreats
does not lall wiihin either ofthe,e provisions, as we explain below.
1

The House gift mle permits a Memher, officer, or employee to accept an offer of
free attendance at an event (such as a convention, conference symposium~ fOl1.uTI) panel
discussion, luncheon or dinner, viewing, or reception), subject to three restrictions: (1) the
event must be "widely attended," (2) the invitation must come from the sponsor, and (3) the
attendance of the Member or staff person must be related to his or her official duties, as
described below. First, an event is deemed "widely attended" if (a) there is a reasonable
expectation that at least twenty-five persons, other than Members, omcers, or employees of
the Congress, will attend the event; and (h) attendance at the event is opcn to members from
throughout a given industry or profession, or to a range of persons interested in a given
matter. Second, the teon "sponsor" refers to the person, entity, or entities primarily
responsible for organizing the event. Third, the Member, ollieer, or employee must be
patiicipating in the event by speaking or hy performing a ceremonial role; or he or she must
determine that attendance at the event is appropriate to the pelformance ofhis or her official
duties or representative function. In making this determination, one should bear in mind the
l
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legislative history of the gift rule, which indicates that the event may not be merely for the
personal pleasure or entertainment of the Member or employee.
It is the opinion of the Conuuittee that the PMRI retreats do not meet the
requirements of tlus exception to the gift rule because the retreat primarily provides a
personal benefit to the attendee. We understand from your letter that the PMRI program has
"been so successful that the Health Care Finance Administration has authorized a
demonstration project evaluating PMRI's lifestyle program" as an alternative for patients
who would otherwise need heart surgery. However, the fact that tl1e federal govemment is
studying the program does not make a Member's personal participation in a program retreat
"performance of official duties."

Similarly, the retreats do not qualify as "fact-finding" for purposes of the House
Rules, despite the fact that they might potentially provide an incidental educational
opportunity for the Member. House Rule 26, clause 5, permits a Member or employee of
the House to accept necessary travel expenses to attend a fact-finding trip, or similar event
in connection with official duties, from a private source (other than a registered lobbyist or
agent of a foreign principal) which is directly and immediately associated with the event or
location being visited. As noted in the House Ethics Manual, at page 39, "[w]hile the
responsibility rests with the Member or employee to determine whether a pal1icular event
or activity is directly related to official duties, ... 'fact-finding event' is intended to be
interpreted naJTowly in light of the spirit of the House Rules." Further, "[a fact-finding]
event must not be for the personal pleasure or enteliainment of Members or employees,
but rather, to allow them 'to become bettcr infonned regarding subj ect matters closely
related to their official duties.''' (House Ethics Manual, at page 38, emphasis in original.)
Again, it is the Committee's view that the federal govemment's study of the
program does not make a Member's personal participation in a program retreat "closely
related to their official duties." Therefore, thc retreats do not qualify as "fact-finding" and
do not fall witllln an exception to the gift mle.
Finally, you mention in your letter that the retreats are "being offered upon the
request alld initiation of' yourself aJld anotllcr Member. Please note that 5 V.S.C. §7353
provides that, except as this Committee allows, a House Member or employee may not
solicit anything of value from a person whose interests may be substantially aflected by the
perfomlanee of that individual's ofiicial duties. The statute covers the solieitation of
"anything of value," regardless of whether the official personally benefits from it. Members
should be cautious in the requests they make, to be certain that it does not appear to be a
solicitation for something of value.
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Thank you for seeking the Committee's advicc on this matter. If you have any
further questions, please contact the Corrm1ittee's Office of Advice and Education at
cxtension 5-7103.

8;_ly,

LamarSmlth
Chaimlan

~13--.

Ranking Minority Member
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June 30, 1999

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chainnan
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
HT 2 The Capital
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:
I am writing to request official guidance on the feasibility of a proposed
Congressional Retreat run by Dr. Dean Ornish, M.D, The retreat is
tentatively scheduled to take place August 29-September 4 in Berkeley,
CAandOctober22-23 in Washington DC. Dr. Omish and his colleagues
have offered to donate their time and expenses, leaving members with no
costs other than the direct expenses of travel.
It is important to note that each retreat is being offered upon the request
and initiation of myself and, independently, of Rep. Dan BUlton. Upon
learning of our independent requests of Dr, Omish, Rep, Burton and I
decided to collaborate on proposing a retreat for Members of Congress.

Research has shown that Dr, Omish's non-profit Preventive Medicine
Research Institute (PMRI) Program, prevents or reverses the onset of
heart disease through lifestyle changes, The program's results have been
so successful that the Health Care Finance Administration has authorized
a demonstration project evaluating PMRI's lifestyle program as a direct
alternative for patients who otherwise would receive coronary bypass
surgery or coronary angioplasty. This preventative program could save
Medicare money as more people utilize lifestyle changes to prevent or
reverse healt disease instead of undergoing expensive medical
procedures.
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Dr. Omish's retreat will provide Member's with an opportunity to learn
first hand about how the P?v:IRI lifestyle program operates while gaining a
better understanding of the benefits ofa low-fat diet, stress management
techniques, moderate exercise, and smoking cessation. The week-long
retreat will include a tour ofPMRI facilities including a new study to see if
prostate cancer may be reversible by changing diet and lifestyle. This
study is being conducted in collaboration with the UCSF School of
Medicine and the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York.
Thank you for your time and consideration. I would appreciate receiving
(
~//~
advice on this matter as soon as possible.
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June 2, 2006
To Committee on Starrdards ofOffic1al Conduct:
I would Jib to request your advice concerning my solicitation ofprivate sector support and
spcnsorship in the 11th Annual Carib News Multi-national Business Conference. I have
attached the proposed letter that I wish to send out. 11115 letter will be printed on unofficial
stationary.
This event is extremely valuable itl strengthening ~le economic and political relations
between the united States and the Caribbean nations. The conference also provides an
immense learning experience for all participants.
I appreciate yoU!' advice on this matter.
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June 2, 2006

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Dear
The Carib News Multi-National Business Conference has, over the past eleven years,
brought together close to four hundred elected officials, civio leaders, entrepreMurs, and
executives oflnajor corporations to explore opportunities for growth and expansion in the
emerging markets and developing economies of the Caribbean. This year the eleventh
annual conference is being held at the Caesar Park Resort & Convention Center in Panama
City from November 9-12,2006.
I would like to strongly encourage your partioipation in this important international
conference. This event has been pivotal in improving the political and eoonomic
relationship between the United States and the nations of the Caribbean. Friends in the
business and corporate community who have sponsored and attended previous conferences
have told me of significant business initiatives resulting from their participation. Through
various intellectually stimulating panels, many people have claimed this to be an
immeasurable educational experience.
Because I have found the;;e conferences to be so personally rewardll1g, I plan to attend this
year's Carib News Conference in Panama and expe.ct to be joined by several of my
colleagues. Last year's COnference attracted close to twenty members of Congress. We
have also been furtunate enough to have been joined by the Heads of Govenunent ofmost,
ifnot all, ofthe Caribbean nations, as well as, business and civic leaders from the US and
the Caribb=1. Our coming together ",~1I hopefully result in the creation and advancement
oflneaningful business and polic)' initiatives that are beneficial to the participants.
Of great importance to the suooess of this event and tc the prol110tion ofstrong economio
relationships is the support of alrline companies. In the past. the help of American
Airlines, US Airways, and others, has been invaluable. Without the availability of
transportation from the US to the Caribbean, participation in tbis event would be diffioult
lllld the potential offoregoing some important connections would be apparent.

080-,

900/100 'J
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This conference tangibly reinforces the undeniable link between the US and our neighbors
in the Caribbean by strengthening our capacity for cooperation to enhance economic
expansion and growth in ilie Caribhean. I hope yOIl will join me in Panama to experience
the positive impact of the ellrib News conference.
Sincerely,

CHARLES B. RANGEL
Member of Congress
CBR:ajf
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Program
'r1mll.~DAY,NOVltMJ3ER

4. Z004

12:00noon- 6:00pm ConferenQo Registration. Mll1"1"lott

S;OOpm-5.30pm

Community Outreach Education ),orum - Off

Site
Venue:

Theme:
SpOn5Qr~

Greetings;

Moderato"
Keynote Speaker:
),lsncUs(::

Presentation:

E:Istem Cnrlbbenn Central Banking Bulldit1g

Sir Cecil Jacobs Auditorium
Aligning Education fer the 21st Century
Citillank
Miehael Flanigan -Citibank
Ms. jean llryan -Howard University
Hem.David Dinkins - Former New York Cjty
Mayorl Professor Columbia UniverSity
Hon. Dr. Timothy I'Xnrris - Minister of
Forr.ign Affairs 4lrld Education, St, Kitts-Nevis
Hon. William "Lacy" Clay - U. S. Hou,e of
Rep.resenl:lltives
Dr. Marcella Maxwell
Carib News Foundation I Melvin Van
Pebbles Foundation Schotarship to a local

fRIDAY; NOVEMBER 5, Z004
8:0Dnm - B:45ntu
9:00am - 6'OOpm
9;00am - 10:1S.m
Venue~

Theme:

Sponsor:
MC,
Invocation:
Anthcm5:

VellUet
Theme:
Sponsor:

Opening R~ception
MmrioU Grand Plaza
Opp~rtunity for .Business Connections
MlniGtr); of Tourism/Greater Ht>rlem

Me;

Chamber of Commcrce
Ms. Patricia Thom!l$

Spenkc:r:'s:

Ms. Christino Walwyn. Director of TO\lrism
Hon. CQrrine Brown - U,S, House of
Representatl"les

8'00l'm-10:OOpm

Venue;
Tb.eme,
Sponsor:
MC;

Opening Dinner
Marriott Resort - (lrll11d Piaza- Amphitheater
Aec~~sing Qveme::ts Re.sources
Air Jamaica
Assemblyman Niok Porry -New York State

Assembly
Greetings:
Speakers:

Will Rodgers .... Air Jnmaic.:L
Hon. Dwyer Astaph9.n - Minister ofTol,lrlsm.

Commerce and ConstL.-ner Mfairs
Hon. Diane Abbott - Member of Parliament.
UK
Ron. Stepbnnie Thbbs·Jones - U.S, HDuse of
Representatives

Venue:

llo,pitality Area
LiiUlUIiga Hospitality Suite

SpQILSl;trs:

Diagoo/Guinness

10:OOpm -1:00nm

M&.T
Luther Gfiiling ~ :audne, &. Credit Counseling
Reverend Susan Johnson- Cook
Lll11d Of nMUty - St. Kitt:5-Nevi" Local
Choll'
Hft Every Voice - Ms. Bonnie Gatling

Spealrer5t

Karl Rodney - Carib Now,

Performance: .

Ms. Marlo Long - AT&T
Hon. dregory Meeks-U.S, Hause of
Represe.ntatives
Hon. Orl'ndo I'lerning - Chief Mlnlster.
Anll1lill.
Hon, Michael Millsiek- Chief Minister.
1.'urb &;, Cajcos
TI,e Honorable Dr. Denzil Dougl,. - Pr1tne
Minislei' and Minister OfF'lll~ Develop..
ment, Plenning end National Security.
St. Kitts..NcYis Cultural Present.."ltion

youth.

7:00pm-S,OOpm

Breakfast at Le!sure

Conference Registration - Marriott
Opening Ceremonies
Marriott Ea.-Uroom
Chsllengos and Opportunities In the New
Glob.l O,dct

Ribbon Cutting
10,lSam -10:30am Coffee Break
lO:30am ..11:4Satn Pre,sentatlon
Theme;
Recovery & Development .. The Role Qf
Business &. Tecbnology
Venue:
Marriott Ballroom

SpoDScn::
Moderator:
Sl)~akers1

AT&.T
Leyland Hazlewood
Ms. Alice Borre1f:l- AT&T

The lIon. Ed Towns~ U,S, House of
Rep~esentlltives

Ms. Christine. Jnl;Xle{l-Brown - United Way
Int-"..rnntiomd

Roo. SHm Condo - Depuly Prime Minister
and Mlnlster of L~iel1JiltlonaJ Trade, Labor,
Soci.l Security. CARICOM Affairs,
'lblecommunlcatioti3 and Technology,
St Kitts - Nevis
lion, Compton Bourne - President COB
1Z,OOnoon -1:15pm Congressional Forum
Thettle~
.Access. to RcsctftCeS.. ~ of CollaOOration
Vcnue~
Mmiott Ballroom
Sponsors;
AT&. T

CSOC.CBR.00029329
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Program
Moderaturl

CriQshton rcnchcon

Ke.ynote Speakers: Howard Dodson- Bxe:e. VP Schomburg
Cen"'r for Bl.ck Studies
Pm.Ust
Dr. Keith Nurse
Hon. Jacinth Het1t'Y~Martin -Minister of
Information, Culture, Youth and Sports,
St. Kitts·Nevis

Venue:

'1'hl:!:nll!:

E-Commerce & E",port Markets

Spons!}rs~

Greater Hatlern Chmnber of

Moderator:

Commerce/AT&T
Mg, Shitle:t Moulton- Universal Solutions

Han. Danny Davis - U.S. Bouse of
R.cprcscnta~ve5

Saturday Lunch
1'30pm - 2:30 pm
'1'hem~~

SPOIUitJr$:~

Greetings:

MC'

Lunch
Btlilding an Effective Global Network
lPM0lll'nCh_
Ms. Patricia RickeUs - JP Moran Chase
Dr. Basil B.ryan - Jan:wlcals Consulate,
New York
Hon. Donald Payne- U.S. House of
Representatives
Han. Barbara Le. - U.S. Hous. of
Represe.ntativc:s

2,30pm - 6:30pm

Ms. Constanoe MitcheU-pord ~ WnlJ Street
loUI11/lI
C, Vlrgiuiu Fields Manhattan Borough
President
Atl,.el,ure

\Jt>lionall
2,30pm - 3'30/)'"

Venue;

Ch.tShops
Msrriott
# 1 • St. Lucia Room
if 2 - Dominica Room
# S ~ Grenada Room
# 4 St. Vincent Room
Health Benefits Portahllity - Hon. Sh.ila
p

ladson-Lee

Chat Shop Ii2

u.s. House ofRepresenta!ives

Roundtable: The Condition of The AirHneIndustry .. Dale Morris, Rep. Eddie. Bemice
Johnson. Rep Kendrick Meek, Rep.
Wi1li~m Clay. Gregory Meeks,
US/J:{aiti l?oliey- The Honorable Bw'bat:l

Chat Shop #3

Leo- U.s. House of'tteptesenunives
ChlltSbop#4

The Caribbean 1'rade. Center .. Roy

3'30pm - 4:30pm

Cnrlbheau Ametic'li Chamber ofCommeroe
United Way International Regional
Meeting

a.sUck

Theme:
Moderaton

Marriott
U A CARICOM lJnilod W.y"
Ms. Lorna Johnson -United Way

Speakers:

International
Chris JlUTl,es Brown

5:00pm - 6,30pm

Community Outreach rnforrtlatlon

Venue:

000-,

OOO/SOH

Technology Forun1
E.astcm Caribbean Centtll,l Banking

Bulldlng-Sir Cecil Jacobs Auditorium

Inc,

Greetings:

Michaell'laniglll1 _Cmbank
Lloyd William,. Oreater H!\l"lem Chamher
ofCommer<:e

Keynote Speakers; Hon. Ed Towns ~ U.S. House of
Representativos
Paneli51s~
Don Rojas - WBAI Radio
Assemblyman Keith Wright -New York
7,00/)", - S'OOpm

Venue:
'I'he:rne:

MC'

State Assembly
Oaln Reception
Marriott
Matkcting -. Ex:pandiJ'lS Opportunities
Ms. Patricia Thom"l\s

Sponsorst

A,'nerican Airlines
Dale Mortis - Ame.":ican Airlines
Hon. KendrIck Meek- U.S. Hou.re of
Representatives
8:00pm -10,30l'm Gala Pinner
Venue:
Marriott Ballroom Foyer
Thcmo;
Chtl!lenges &. Opportunities in the New
Glcbal Order- Tbe
of the Cnribbean.
AT&TlPflzor
SPOnsOl'l
Greeting,
Ms. Marie Long - AT&.T
Ms, KarCtl 'BcykinsaTowns. K'flzer
Ke;rnoro Speaker: The Honorable Dr. DenzJJ Douglas Prime Minster, St, Kitts - Nevis
Luther Gatling
Han. Melvin Watts - U.$. House of
Speakefts)'

Ca.,.

Representatives

Hon. Eddie Bernice Jobnson - U.S. House
of Representatives
10'30pm _1,00nm

Venue:
Spotisc)r:

Hospitality Aren
Laimuiga HospitaUty Suite
Dingeo

SUNDAY, NOVEMBF..R 7, 2004
9,00llDl-IO,300m Power Brenkfost
Theme~

SponsoJ;'S:

. ,

noll'S

Selection:
SpCnkCr&l

11:00am

1"-1
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Dixon, Carol

To:

Dixon, Carol
Wednesday, July 12, 2006 6:28 PM
Dalley, George

SubJect:

Carib News conference

From:
Sent:

GeorgePer your request, this e-mail will memorialize the staff-level advice that I provided to you earlier today regarding
Congressman Rangel's request to solicit on behalf of the Carib News Multi-Notional Business Conference
(Conference) to be held in Panama City, Florida in November 2006. Our staff-level advice, which includes input
from the Committee's Chief Counsel, is as follows.
Federal statute (5 USC s. 7353) prohibits Members from soliciting on behalf of any entity, except as this
Committee allows. The Committee has established a general exception that permits Members to solicit on behalf of
501(c)(3) nonprofit entities, subject to certain guidelines. It decides any other solicitation requests as they arise.
To dote, the Committee has, under that "additional" authority, permitted Members to solicit only on behalf of
organizations that hold a nonprofit status other than (c)(3) (for example, a (c)(6) trade association). We can find
no record to indicate that the Committee has ever allowed solicitations on behalf of a for-profit entity such as the
Carib News, or for an event that a for-profit entity was hosting.

An additional factor that weighs strongly against granting permission for the solicitation proposed in Rep. Rangel's
letter stems from the guidelines for such solicitations that I mentioned above. One of those guidelines is that
Members are not permitted to soiicit on behalf of any entity (including a (c)(3)) from which they would derive a
personal financial benefit. Thus, under that guideline, Rep. Rangel would not be permitted to solicit companies to
provide travel expenses (such as free airfare or hotel accommodations) to Carib News in order to help fund
Member attendance -at the Conference. Even Carib News seeking such donations without Member involvement could

be problematic if the requests were made specifically to pay for Member travel (essentially "earmarked" requests),
because the providtng sponsor (e.g., American Airlines) would need to be an appropriate trip sponsor llnder House
rules; if the providing entity had no connection to hosting or participating in the conference itself, it likely would
not satisfy that requirement,
Thus, at a staff level, we canhOt approve Rep. Rangel making any sort of request to companies for financial support
of the Conference, or in-kind or direct financial donations to pay travel expenses for any Member to attend the
Conference.
However, in our view, it would be permissible far Rep. Rangel to send a letter to companies or entities encouraging
them to attend the Conference, provided he did not use any official resources in that effort. Thus, any such
Jetter should not be on official letterhead and may not be sent using the Frank. The draft letter he sent with his
formal advisory request could be used in this regard, with a few minor changes. The most important change is,
consistent with the guidance above, the entire fourth paragraph (beginning "Of great importance") should be
deleted in its entirety, Other, more minor changes are that, overall, he should endeavor to use less first person in
the letter. For example, in the third paragraph (beginning "Because"), I recommend that he change the "We have
been fortunate" and "Our coming together '! to phrases that emphasize the Conference or Carib News (e.g., "The
Conference has been fortunate, .. " and "The coming together of So many political and business leaders,
Likewise. in the last paragroph change "the US and 2.!!!: neighbors" to "the US and it; neighbors."
If you would like me to review a revised draft letter, you can fax (5-7392) or email it to me for a quick (I promise)
review. Likewise, if you or Rep, Rangel have any questions about the guidance in this e-mail, please do not hesitate
to call.
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Carol E. Dixon, Counsel

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Suite HT-2, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-7103
carol.dixon@mail,house,gov
Tracking:

Recipient

Delivery

Dalley, George

Delivered: 7/12/20066:25 PM
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1!)OU5'e of i\eprej)entatlbej)
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT

~llll\llngton,

19i1J:: 20515

June 7, 2006

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington,D.C. 20515
Dear Colleague:
This responds to your letter of June 1, 2006 seeking guidance about a solicitation
Jetter you have been asked to sign on behalf of the Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce
and Harlem Week, Iue. Accordiug to your letter and enclosures, we understand that Harlem
. Week, Inc. was established to assist in organizing events that celebrate the Harlem
community. We also understand that the eelebration attrac,ts approximately 3 million
attendee.q annually, and it will involve over 100 related events and activities taking place
from July 19 to September 3, 2006. In addition, this year the Greater Harlem Chamber of
Commerce is celebrating its 11 otn anniversary. You have been asked to lend your name in
support of a solicitation letter ou behalf of both organizations and their related celebrations.
The letter will be sent to a number of potential corporate donors, and enclosed with your
letter were the names and addresses of presidents and chief executive officers of a llunlber
of entities. Furtbenuore, you state in your letter that Harlem Week, Ine. is a § 501(c)(3)
charitable organization. You also state, however, that the Greater Harlem Chamber of
Commerce is a "New York not-for-profit cOlporation with an educational and community
development focus, but is not federally tax exClllpt."
The main provision of law inlplicated by your request is 5 U.S.C. § 7353, which
provides that except as this Committee allows, a House Member or employee may not
solieit anything of value from a person whose interests may be substantially affected by
the perfonuanee of that individual's official duties. The statute covers the solieitation of
"anything of value," regardless of whether the official personally benefits from it, but the
statute does not apply to political solicitations.
The Committee has established a general exception to penuit Members and staff to
solicit on behalf of organizations qualified under § 170(e) of the Internal Revenue Code, and
the Committee has determined that solicitations on behalf of entities other than those
qualified under § 170(c) would be decided as they arise. The Committee will not grant
penuission to solicit on behalf of any organization that was established or is controlled by
Members of Congress, except for organizations whose principal activities are unrelated to a
Member's official duties. All approved solicitations are subject to certain restrictions.
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The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
June 7,2005
Page 2
While the Committee understands that Harlem Week, Inc. is qualified under § 170
ofthe Internal Revenue Code, the Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce is not. However,
in view of the information provided to the Committee about the Greater Harlem Chamber of
Connnerce and the extent of your involvement on behalf of both organizations, you may
solicit funds for both thc Chamber and Harlem Weck, Inc. in connection with the
celebratory events scheduled for this sunnner, subject to the following restrictions. No
official resources may be used in making any solicitation. No official endorsement by the
House ofRepresentatives may be implied. Thus, no solicitation may bem' official letterhead,
"Congress of the United States," "House of Representatives," "Official Business," or the
Seals of the United States, the Congress, or the House. See House Rule XXIII, cl. 11; 18
U.s.C. § 713. It is permissible for Members to identifY themselves as a Member of
Congress, Congressman, or Representative.
In addition, regulations ofthe House Office Building Connnission prohibit soliciting
and other non-governmontal activities in facilities of the House of Representatives.
Members should avoid any suggestion that donors will be assisting you in your official
duties or that they will receive favorable consideration from you in official matters. The
solicitation letter you enclosed satisfics thcsc requirements. A provision of the gift rule
precludes Members and staff from targeting registered lobhyists and registered foreign
agents in any such solicitation. See House Rule XXV, cl. 5(c}(2}. Thus, whilc no employee
of a lobbying firm should be targeted in a solicitation, mlY solicitation of a company,
association, or other entity that employs registered lobbyists to lobby only for itself or its
members should be directed to an officer or employee who is not a lobbyist.
In addition, the Committee understands that the Federal Election Campaign Act, as
amended, imposes eeltain limitations on the ability of federal ofliceholders, including House
Members, to solicit on hehalf of outside organizations. Accordingly, the Committee
routinely advises Members to consult with the Federal Election Commission to ensure that
any solicitations they wish to make would be permissible under that Act.

If you have any further questions, please contact the Committee's Office of Advice
and Education at extension 5-7103.

~~"~JY' H~ ~~
Chainnan

Ranking Minority Member
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June I, 2006

To Committee on Standards of Official Conduct:
I would like to request your advice concerning my participation in Harlem Week,
alongside the Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce. I have attached the proposed letter
that I wish to send ott!. This letter will be printed on unofficial stationary.
I have also attached some background infcrmation coveting the pllllll1ed events for I"!arlem
Week and the potentially involved corporations. I would also like to clarify that Harlem
Week has been incorporated as a separate entity wd has a federal section 501(c)3
exempti011, The Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce is aNew York not-far-profit
, cOlporation with an educational and connnunity developlllent fOCllS, but is not federally tax
exempt.

I appreciate your advice on this matter,

CBRfajf
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Jtrne 1,2006

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/ZIp
Dear
I am writing in support of two outstanding non-profit, oomm1l11ity based organizations, the
Greater Harlem Chamber of Commercc and Harlem Week, Inc., in the hopes that you
will give strong consideration to partner with them in their annual celebration and
promotion of the very exciting Harlem community.
Tllis year, the Greater Harlem Chamber ofCommcrce celebrates its 110th Anniversary of
continued service to the New York region, making it the second oldest continuous business
and trade association in the metropolitan region. The Chamber has in excess of eighteen
hundred (1800) members and 1 am pleased to join with my colleagues in government,
Governor Pataki, Mayor Bloomberg, City Comptroller William Thompson plus other
luminanes in serving as an Honorary Chair ofthe Chamber's 110t11 Anniversary
celebration. I proudly invite you to join with us in celebrating Harlem alJd mere than a
century of excellent service by the Chamber.
I would also like to invite and strongly encourage your participation in the very exciting
celebration offIARLEM WEEK 2006, its 32nd AmJiversa:ty. This event attracts in
excess oft1JJ:ee million peopie to the region to participate in more than 108 events and
activities, according to estimates ofthe NYC :Police Department and NYC & Company.
While the m!\iority of HARLEM WEEK <wents take place in my congressiomJ district,
some others are held in key locations In New York City, including the Empire State
Building, Gracia Mansion., the 80110 area, and Central Park. Harlem Weeks attraots the
attention orihe New York media, including the New York Times, NY Daily News, Ebony
Magazine, A.msterdanl News, NY Post, Fox-TV, WCBS-TV, Can'b News, WBt.S-FM and
WNDC-tV. The numerous events provide many opportuni.ti.es [..:>r your company to
market and promote your produots, goods and services not only to residents afHatlem,
upper Manhattan and New York City, but directly to a very large number ofvisitors fr0111
throughout the region who celebrate Harlem Week.
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If you are interested in participating with these 501 (c) 3 organizations, plea5c contact
Lloyd Williams, President, Greater Harlem Chamber of Commeree, at 212-862-7200 and
let hitn know I reached out to encourage your psrcitipation.
Thank you so much fur your consideration.
Sincerely,

CHARLES B. RAl"\TGEL
Member of Congress

CBRljc

c: Lloyd Williams, President/CEO, Greater Harlem Chamber of Conunerce
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P.O. Box 100

I:r'I'in.jl;, TX 75039

E:<xonMobilo Co"!'.
5959

[.as Colinas Blvd

White HOU:le Station, NJ 08889

Pfizcr

John Browne
Group ChWfE;KooUtivo
81'
28100 Torch l's:rkway

23S &42"" lilt.

Wa.tron'Vill•• IL 50555

alUlk McKinnell
President/CEO

New York, NY 10011

F. B.rden W.lke!:'
EXS"lltive Vl?
ness Corpomti.on
1185 AV<:Ilue "fth. Amario,,"

Peter R. Doland

CEO
Bristol-Myers Squibb
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:t'fewYork. New York 10154

New York, NY 10036
Ivan G. Sc:lde:abel'g

David Neeleltlan

CbailmenlCEO

CEO

Veri~o;), Comrounioatjgns

J0t Bl~ AJ1'llncs

lllM9 Queens Blvd

140 West Stre,;t
New York, NY

Forest Hlll!;, NY 11375

10007

LarrY 'Kellner
P,..!Jillet1t

.Enward E. 'WhitMre" Jr.

Conttnentlll Airlines
405 Imdngton Ave

AT&T,Inc
I AT&T Way

29'" 1'loar

SIlit.o412

N"w York. NY 10174

B.dtnirJ:;t:«. NJ 07921

Eugene R. McGrath

JatJle. L, Dohn

CEO

President/CEO

COIl Ediscn
Cooper Station
P.O. Box13S
New York, NY 10276

Cable V15ion S;YStems Corp.
1111 Stewart AYo.
BeThpage. N'l 11714

ChlllrmanlCEO
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1 Time Warner Center
New YoJ:k, NY 10019

.">niericatl A:lrl!~ea, Inc.
43" Amon Catt!lr Blvd.

Fort Worth. n: 761SS

Gary D. ltl)~"'.
Pr••ident/CEO
SprinVNextei
2001 Ed:o:lun.d :<j:"l1ay Drive

Reston, VAZOi91
Marold McGraw III

PresidentlCEO
The MoGraw Hill COltlPanieS
1221 AvenUe o:ftlie AmerIc••

New York, NY 10020
G. Kcooedy Thompson
Chairman and CEO
Waohovi" Ccaporotlon
30 I South CoUege Str"el Suite 4000
One WIICllovia Center

ChlIrlo1Xe,Nortll Carolina 28288.0013
Kellneth CheIlQlllt
Chairman &:. CEO

American Express
200 Vesey St.
New York, NY 102B5

Martin J. G. Glj'ilb.
:P!:<lsidotlt& CBO
HSBC Bank USA, N.A.
2700 Sanders Road
Prospect H.'ghta
Chicago. IL 60070
Dr. Lee C, Sollinger
Pre&lden:t
Columbia University
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Ncow York, NY 10027
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M>:.)=e, C'l'e1
ChicfofS_
Office of~ ..""" Chw•• B. RIi<!.!I'l
Ad"", Chlyt<>n l?ow.ll, ) •• S"", Offi"" BuildXtg
163 West 1.25'h Stt~oJ:
l'I""'YQd<,m 10017
De"" Mr. Capch

:1:w:lk you £O\' the exc:e1lemmOO1ingwhlt;h yt)'(.1llf[otded to:s. ROWl!d. G\l-Y. ~xecut!ve So;.u:c1 Member. of thl;:: C.tC>';Wj;
~

Ch-!Imbl!:t of Com.me:tee artd.l on. Tnm:sday~ Mar 11, 2COG.

we:: Wt:R. v=Yk'~ad

to bl!! info1."I:'l'led tll11,t on.t. dktingnished Congn:::ttim>m.; Cha:leEi B. ~1 -noulet he willing a.nd
p~actl to ft;;,rwam COf!!e~poo.dll:l'l~ to ~d~t. corapwes erto::oUta~thcit p\1J.1lldpu:tion in lOOIl!ot. !IUppott of fu.; 20M

l-lARI$M WlSBJ.( liI1;l;d. ;Hlldom JiIZZ & Mud.c Pe&u'\l'nl eVex1W ll:l1d f!.ctivitioo,

'With'd:.Lrt't in mind, "-1it: h'3'V~ ~e1Ellettd. ~'l.e Ko1lowJ,ng C"I'cntli to requeSt s.npport fOJ: nnd h;wc id~d.;Ged 11.tel/.!:. t1)dtwe fed
would D10st likely be GOttlF'tibI~ for q,uility tl~o.ntr. pattidpp,doa..
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HARLEM DAY
The Upper Manh...... All'" 61>_
Da.te:
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Location,
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Cotpota,£e AmI1lU
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Some of'!he key points th;;t the Coogte!i1$m.1ttl n:light w:ll;lh to indu:l= in lW: eo.crespondenec would b~:
•

The 32~ye..'\[ hi:>to.ry or I-!A.1U3MWEEK
This event,. acCO%dine""CO th~ NYC; 'PQU"a D~CI;l:t :1ild.NYC & Cotnpany es~t6!lt lUUlTJ.aJ1y ...t«acts

1n. a:ce&e of three million pet:'SUZlB to the over 108 ("'1It::tt.tl1a:tt<l i1l:lttvlth:s wb.ieh blke place. CtomJuly 19u1
thJ:~h Sel'tc>:n.~ jnl, .AlthOtlgh most ofthero.~Jox-f;Vtntui1\k= t;l11;4= ~ Co~l!Il!lll:'Ub:l:R:utBel!&
Congmas.ionttl Dia.tric~ other .H:A.'RI..'IDA; "WE:EK 6'l?ents tRke place thto'Ugho"Ut tl\e Upp~ Munhll.tI:ttI. ;trea,
as well \10 in Cen.b::U Pttk, th~ SOI-iO ~d;ionl The l'h:onx, the Bmpit¢ State ;Bu1!.ding. GtadJ3 ~!rlQl1 etC.

You m.tj" 'Wish to include the mnjor ma;th p;u;-tUli:1:$ who particip.ue with dUs Uf'.D.ulil CV'C.l1t ind\:lding.
:Bbony MJtgol4i.tuJ, .lunstetdmnNew!I~ The New Yoth: Time31 Dmy N~s.l'lYPQ$~cW;1b N~, \X'B1..S.
FM, FoX-:rv, WCBS-TV. NBC-TV.
':t'h,; (al;t ,~t H<\1U.EMWE:E.I<~a 5Ql..C3 (tai; ¢;;I:;~t) not-~roat c:m:l'ONtl.on -.v.ith ~uca±iotml and
commu.nlty d~1opm~t r~.
WE: I.t:'~ t::Qmp.ill.n1:; a,1ihQrt:liM ot t;QmpMi~ which ~ would.1ike the Co:a~smau.to forwatd. hi~ CO,r.,l;cupOIidCtlc~ to and
'tV:ill iittw:lh IXlm.plU1y t1l.une; co»tncl: ~o~ ti~ nnd addtesS', We \V'ill {Qrww O'dt lisritl.t to yow a:r:tenul;J,t1 on MOJ1dny.
May.:z2rt1l, Upon =~t<ip~ FIl!llI;l~ £Ml.lli!Il!! to 'Add cu: subtract.

We: would appreciate: ~f Cah,gJ;r;SSlniUl ~gd would scud. Qllt :tiin m: Ul,t,ne ItlttsJ:1i 'to aaaist in OUt cffort'Sw
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OVERVIEW OF THE TAX·EXEMPT SECTOR

Wednesday, April 20, 2005
U.S. House of RepresentaUves,
Commltlee on Ways and Means,
Washington, DC.
The CommIttee met, pursuant to noUce, at 10:40 a.m., In Room 1100, Longworth House OffIce Building, Han. Willlam M. Thomas
{Chairman of the Commltteel presIding.
The it~lY announcing the hearing follows:}

Chairman THOMAS, Good morning. This Is the Committee's second In'a serIes of hearings on the tax-exempt sector. last year,
the Oversight Subcommlllee In a narrow, purposefUl hearing focused on the hospital pricing system and Its relationship to
tax-exempt status, but that focus was primarIly on hospitals and theIr pricing system-given profit and not.for·profit In the hospllal
area. Today's hearing reaUy Is the fUndamental hearing to provk:!e a broad ovef\/lew of the tax-exempt sector. Our government
witnesses wlJ! provide lnformallon about lhe laws governing tex-exempt organizations, how they are admInistered, and their
eoonomlc effects. We have an exceptionally quallfled panel of legal experts who will discuss how a patchwork of laws has evolved,
leading one of our wItnesses to describe It as disparate, Irregular, unbalanced, and uneven. The tax-exempt sector has grown
slgnlflcanUy since lls creallon more than 100 years ago, A growth In any area !<In't in and of Itself bad, but revenue reported by
tax-exempt organIzations has grown from about $3 billion In 1975 to $1.2Irllllon In 2001, ac~ordlng to lhe Joint Committee on
Taxation. In 2001, thIs amount represented 12,2 percent of the gross domestic product According to the Government
AccountabHlly Office, the tax-exempt sector employs at least nine percellt of the civilian workforoe,
Despite the significant size, scope, and economic Impact of tax-exempt organlzatlons, there has been no comprehensive oversight
by Congress in nearly two decades, and I hesltale to cal! what occurred two decades ago a comprehenslve oversight because I was
on the Committee and the SUbcommIttee. The Commltteeconducted examlnatfons In hearings on the q1.lestlon of busIness actIVIties
of tax-exempt organlzatlons-and whelher they s-hould be subJeclto an Unrelated BusIness Income Tax. Many charitable
organizatlons provide amcal social s-ervlces to those In need. These organIzations benem greatly from theIr legal status because
they do not pay ta>:es and because donors can deduct contrlbutlons they make to charitable organlzatlons. However, many goods
and services provided by tav
t Identical, to goods and servtces provided by lax-paying
se organizattons unique and, hence, deserving of a t<l){-exempt
enlllies. This raIses a
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status, !lIs also worth comparing Congressional Interest In tax-exempt organizations to jts Interest of traditional for-profit
corporations. When reports: of abuse In the corporate world emerged, there was a swift and comprehensive response. Tax-exempt
organlzatlons should not be Immune from slmllar sCrlltlny, The Senate Finance Committee recently held a hearing In which they
reviewed abuses In the tax-exempt sector and discussed potentlaJ reforms. Our hearing Is not Intended and will not duplicate lhelr-=.-_
work by examining speclflc proposals. Instead, 11 establishes a foundatlon from which Members can systematlCfllly begin 10 examine
Ihe tex-exempt S8clorand determine what remedies, If any, are needed to provide greater clarity, transparency, and enforcement.
Now I recognize the gentleman from New York, Mr. Rangel, for any comments he may wIsh to make.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I am glaa that you shared with me the reason for thIs heerlng. 1think the subject maller Is
very Important, especially In view of Ihe explOSion of Ihe number of not-far-profits and the amount~ of monlesthst are ftwolved. I
can't for the life of rna see how this panel, as dlstlngulshed as they are, can help me to deal with some of the problems that!t
appears as though we ere having from organizatIons, from the Herltage Foundation to the audit of the National Association forthe
Advancement of Coiored People. These are real problems as to whether or not lobbyIsts are laundering money Into these
not-for-proflls wllh trIps for Members or Congress. There are a lot of 1I11ngs that I would have hoped that the Internal Revenue
Service, who has oversight Jurisdiction, might help and guide the Congress, but as you Indicated, this Is going to be an overview of
the history of not-for-profits and people Who don't pay taxes, so I would hope that some wealthy people would be Included, because
they don't pay taxes, either, and I don't know what conlribul!on they are making. At a lime where there are severe cutbacks In
Federal programs and more and more otthe majority are saying that people should rely on charitable organizations, I would hope
thatlhe testlmony we hear today Is how we can fTl(lre effecllvely support these organizations that tend to provide servIces forthe
lovier-Income people and the poor people that the for-profits don't have as a priority. May I ask the Chair, do you Intend to do
oversight of religioUS organIzations, as well?
Chairman THOMAS. I wHi tell the gentleman that onB of the questions Ihat! would begin wllh Is do these people have a
constitutional right to lax-exempt slatus, The answer Is for most of lhem In the area that we are looking ai, no> Pretty obviously,
religion has another location In the Constitution which gives them a position different than most of these other organizations. That
obviously Is the First Amendment.
Mr. RANGEL. Would not the Internal Revenue Service determIne What ts a religious organlzallon?
Chairman THOMAS, I w!lltell the gentleman that Is eventually somethlng that could be looked at, because as Is commonly known, a
number of churches have activities which border on--that don't border on, they are In competition wlth tax-paying entllles. This has
been examined In the past. It Is, I think, worthy of an examination. The problem Is, until you understand the abject failure of
Congress to proVide adequate statutory direction and oversight of IRS and other agencies Is to not understand how we reached the
point that the gentleman indicated In his opening statement was of concem to him. Once we establish and understand that, we can
lhen go In and examine various areas, Without this Initial understanding of how little has been done In the past and how much
needs to be done to oreate a structure and definmons and transparency, we either go Into the knot with iii sword and cut !torwe
learn how to untJe It, and the Chair bellevesthat learning how to untie It Is tha way we ought to go and that Is what we are going to
begin.
Mr. RANGEL. So, they-Chairman THOMAS. This will be "Un-Knot-Tying 101."
Mr, RANGEL. They wni share with us how a religious organization, what do you have to do to ba entitled to be considered a
religious organization, since they are giving this broad baokground, because we have a whole tot of groups out there that oall
themselves religious and they are nuts, but we will see where we go with this.
Chairman THOMAS. I tell tha gentleman that Is exactly the problem, because there are people who call themselves charltable.
Thare are people Who call themselves--so termlnology-Mr. RANGEL. --religIous organizatIons, I just wanted to-Chairman THOMAS, Eventually, we wilL
Mr; RANGEL. This panel Is broad, so they will, too.
Chairman THOMAS. Thla panel could briefly touch on that. In fact, If tha gentleman has, and I know he has, looked at the wrltlen
tesllmony, there ara offarlngs of dafinlllons for what should be allowed under thIs sacllon, which certainly would circumscribe today's
actlVlUes. Frankly, regUlations issuad by the IRS have caused additional groups to be qualified as nonproflts when there Is no direct
relationship In the law that allows them. That Is parl of lheproblem.
Mr. RANGEL. IRS Is not here-Chairman THOMAS. No, no.
Mr. RANGEL. This group Is. I just hope they venture and give me some guidelines as to what should be a religIous organization's
exemptions, Islamic and Muslims and other groups and communitles should be given tax exemption.
ChaIrman THOMAS. The gentleman WIll have ample time to ask the IRS why they have done what they have done In the past.
Without an understandfng and structure of what has occurred In the past, It probably WQuld be not as worthwhile an exchange. As
we look at the theory and practice Of tax-exemption and you begin to get a structure which you believe Is appropriate, we can then
examlne past behavior, and the Chair betleves most of the Members of lhe Commutes will be qulle surprised at the fallure of
Congress to exercise lts legitimate oversight function In thIs area. The problem Is, without the structure, -It Is difficult to oversee.
Mr, RANGEL I thank the Chairman for his generosity, but could I ask, Is the IRS In the house? Okay, Thank you.
Chairman THOMAS, That doesn't mean they aren't In the house.

'ill'.'.'"....

Mr. RANGEL. Well, they ca';t",,'!

...

ChaIrman THOMAS, That
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{Laughter.!
Mr. RANGEL. Officially, they are no! here.
Chairman THOMAS. No, because we aren't goIng to go lnlo that leva! of delal!. The Chair hopes--ln facl, this hearing Is forthe
purpose of a broad outline of the concept, the theory, and lhe practice of charily and tax exemption.
Mr. RANGEL. Let the games begin.
{Laughter,j
ChaIrman THOMAS. First at bet--

{Laughter.}

Chairman THOMAS. Welcome back, DavId Walker, the Comptroller General of the U.S. GAO. Thank you. As I will Indicate to aU
Ihe Witnesses, lhe wrll1en testlmony Ihat you heva In front of you will be made a part of the record and you may address this
Committee as you ses fit In an appropriate period of I1ma, The Chair wants to underscore, 1have no lnterem In Ilmlling the panel
Members to a narrow, confined five mlllulell. I would hope that they try to sum up their posman and not repeat what olhers have
said to ltytocreate a broad, Immediate record In front of the Members as we begin thIs lnvesllgallon. Mr. Walker?
[The opening slatement of Mr. Larson follows:}
STATEMENT OF DAVID M, WALKER, COMPTROLLER GENERAL, U.S, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE;
ACCOMPANIED BY MIKE BROSTEK, U.S, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE
Mr, WALKER. Thank you, Chairman Thomas, Ranking Member Rangel, other Members of the Ways and Me::ms Committee. It Is a
pleasure to be back before you tOday to speak about the tax-exempt sactor and related oversight acllvilles. As many of you know,
under Seellon 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, It covers a diverse number of entitles currenlly esUmated to be In excess of 1.5
mlUlon entities, varyIng In size and purpose. eefore addressIng the topics that the Committee asked, I think It Is Important to note
that In many ways, this sector Is indIcative of the need for a fundamental revIew and reassessment of the entire Federal Government
that Is menUoned In the document that I mentIoned before this Committee before called "ReexaminIng the Base ofthe Federal
Government," the 21st Century Challenges booklet, because what has happened Is over many decades, there has been a layering
and layerIng of new tax-exempt enllnes, new different' types of requirements, a slgnlflcant change In lhe,nature and composition of
the tax-exempt portIon afthe economy, and there Is a need to step back and engage In a fundamental review and reexamInatIon of
thIs sector, Just as there Is In conMcllan wIth many others. In that regard, I would respectfully commend to each of the Members
some of the key questlonllthat are noted on page two of my testimony as an example of some or the broader type of questions that
ultimately, hopefully, the Congress will get Into at some poInt down the roadwllh regard to thIs sector.

Speclf1cally, the Chair has asked that I Melly address the growth of the tax-exempt seclor, certain governanca practlees and
transparency mechanIsms, related IRS oversIght acl!v!lles, and then what ere some Issues that the States ara Involved In, You have
the typIcal verylhlck GAO testimony that has been provided. I will give you an executive summary. Wllh regard to the size, It Is
estimated that there are currently over 1,5 million tax~exempt entities and that the reported assets, revenues, and expenses for
these entities have grown slgnlflcantly over the years. For example, between 1996 and 2002, Which Is the most recent year that we
have data available, Ihe reported assets grew by 15 parcent to over $2.5 trnllon. Accordingly, the tax-exempt seelor represents an
Increasingly slgnlllcant part of the Nallon's economy and workforce, and as the Chairman mentioned, 11 to 12 percent of the
economy. VV'ith regard to workforce, If I can show the f1l'st slide, which Is on page ten of my tesllmony, you wlU see that the
fax-exempt sector ss of the year 2002 was estImated to employ about nine percent of the clvman workforce. So, not only with
regard to the size of the economy, but also the size of the workforce.
Clearly, good governance and transparency machanlsms are essential elements to assure that tax-exempt enlliles operata with
Integrity and effectiveness and 10 prevent potential abuse. AU of us are aware of recent concerns about certaIn abuses In the
tax-exempt sector and, therefore, renewed atlentlon to good governance pracllces and to enhancing transparency and Improving
oversight Is called for. At the same Ume, I think we all can recognize a vast majority of these entllles and the Individuals who
comprise them try to do their JObS In accordance with laws and 10 the best Of theIr abll!ty every day. With regard to staffIng lrends,
you will see that based upon this first slide, that there has been a decline In the overall exam rate wllhln the IRS, but that actually,
while the overall exam rate has started to Increase, the Increase started earller In the tax-exempt seclorthan It did overalL Yet, the
tax-exempt exam rate Is .stlll far below average, and as one mIght expect, far betow for-profit entllles.
In addlUon to that, you will see that for fiscal year 2005, the number of full-tlme eqUivalents, or employees, who are beIng assIgned
to the examlnaUon process In the tax-exempt area Is Increasing for the first Ume In the last several years. So, there Is a marked
Increllse In 2005. Furthermore, you will note that the number of "no changes" that result In exams as a review of the Form gOO,
which Is the annual report that these tax-exempt enUUes have to file, has declined. Stated differently, the number of changes has
Increased In the last year, as can ba demonstrated by thIs particular graphlc. With regerd to actlvltles by the Stales, In addition to
the Inlemal Revenue Service focusing on this sector to the extent of Its abllijy, the Information thai It has and the resources that have
been allocated to It, the Slales also often oversee tax-exempt entilles, frequently focusing on trying to protect the publlo from
fraudulent acllvltles and guarding against misuse Of charitable ::lssets. The States and the IRS believe that If would be In the public
Interest to enhance data sharing between thelntemal Revenue Service and the States In order to be able to share more Informatlon
on theIr respectlve enforcement actlvllies. GAO has recommended In the past that steps be taken to Increase thIs data sharIng whIle
protecting cerlaln sensltlve Information from pUblic disclosure.
In summary, because I am trying to make sure that everybody else has an opportunity to speak, tax-exempt entilies provide an
Incredibly diverse set of services to our equally dlvers-e populatlon, They enrlch our lives and Improve our country. Yet, like all
organIzations, they are run by human beings. As a result, tax-exempt entltles can somellmes engage In Inapprcpriate and unlawful
pracUcas. Ensuring that tax-exempt entmes run as effectively and afflclently as possible and In line with the purposes of Congress,
the reason that they receive 'their tax-exemption, can be enhancad through strengthening sound governance practices; numberlWo,
Improving transparency over certain of their operations; and number three, enhanced oversight by the IRS, the Stales, as welf as the
United States Congress. Regarding oversight by the States and IRS, as I mentioned, additIonal data sharlng would be desIrable In
order to target enforcement efforts, minimIze necessary overlap, and anhance the effecllveness of bolh parties' respective aellvltles,
Ultimately, the Congress Is goln to have to decide what actilillles should benefit from a tax-exemption and what organlzatlons'must
do In exchange forlhls tax
Is Committee before, It Is Important to keep In mind that In many
years, the tax preferences
ta! value of those tax preferences, Including tax5xempUons,
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exceed lotal discretionary spending. So, this \$ a large and growing part of our economy, a large and growing part of our workforce,
and It Is Important not to let it be off Ihe radar screen. It Is Important to relook at this area andreexsmtne It in IIghl or 21st century
changes and challenges. Periodic COngressional oversight Is, therefore, erilleal to ensuring that the lax-exempt sector remaIns a
vibrant contributor to the quality of Ufe In America, at lhe saine point In Urns while operating with Integrity and maldng sure that
entitles that are granted lax-favored status, In fact, are serving a publlc purpose above and beyond enlltles that havenel been
granted thai status, and as we know, there are many sectors of the economy where you have both not-for-prof!! and for-prof!!
entitles In the same business, health care and educatron being two examples. There should be some meaningful dlstlnctlon
between those two In order for one to be able 10 be granted !aX-exempt slatus and another not /VJ aways, the GAO stands ready
to help the Congress In reviewing this area, In examining this area, and we look forward to answering any questlons you may have,
Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Walker,
IThe statement of~fonOWs:l
Chairman THOMAS. Mr. Yin Is obviously Ihe Chief of Siaff ofthe Joint Commlllee on Taxation, and thank you.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE K. YIN, CHIEF OF STAFF, JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
Mr. YIN. Mr.Chalnnan, Mr. Rangel, Members of the CommIttee, thank you very much fOr asking me 10 testIfY today. In my brief
comments, I am going 10 cover jusl three areas. One Is 10 provide some highlights about Ihe sector. SeCl:lnd Is to discuss briefly
some compliance Issues concerning the sector. Third, I am going to talk briefly about the rationale fOr tax exemptlon, You should
have before you a pamphlel prepared by the staff whIch Includes a wealth of Information about the lax-exempt seelor, Including a
historical development as well as a description 01 present law rules, If I could draw your atlentlon, however,to a smaller documenl
which you should also have before you, It Is a summary table of types and lax Irealment of Seellon 501(c) orgomlzatlons,The
number on the bottom Is JCX-30-05. I Just want to walk you through a Uttle of that tabla to hll a faw of the hlghllghls oflhe seelor
before going on 10 my olher two areas.
Chalrma.n THOMAS, If you will waUJust a moment, Mr. Yin. Members are going through trying to find It. It Is the one With thseagle
on the cover ami It Is printed sldeways-Mr. YIN, II Is Just about a six-or seven-page document.
Chairman THOMAS, It Is done on the long sIde. Thank you.
Mr. YIN. You will see, If you lum to the first page, that we list here the 28 separale categories of exempt organlzallons under Section
501(c). Now,! shOuld preface by saying thai these are not all of the exempt organlzatlons allowed under the Internal Revenue
COde. There are a whole group of addJUonal organlzattons that are exempt. Most slgnlflcantly, of course, are the ones Involving
rellrement and other benef!! vehicles. Here, we are focusing simply on the 501(c)s and you have 28 calegorles, If you tookal the
third column, you wlU see, just glancing down, that there are a range of dates In whIch these exemptlons came Into being. In
general, there were no one or two watershed events When Congress sat down and determined thai certain organizations should be
exempt. They largely have come lnlo the law pIecemeal. You also notice In the dates Ihat some of the dates. are quIte old. Some of
the exemptions date back to 1894, Which Is even before the passage of !he 16th Amendment. Some of them, of course, are qulle
recent. If you look to the far right-hand colunm, you wlll see Ihe number of entltles within each of Ihese categorIes as Hsted under
the IRS masterflle. Now, I need to give you a 11lIIe caullon about the numbers In the masterflle because the master flIe does not
necessarily exclude all organizations that have dissolved, If the IRS hasn't received notice of that. II also does not Include all
organlzaUons. Most particularly, some churches, are not recorded In the IRS master me. Having said that, as Mr. walker Indlcaled,
there are about a mllllon-and-a-half entities Usred In the IRS master file, and If you notice on that first pege, the third line, tna
charitable category, 501(c){3), makes up the bulk of that, ebout a mUllon enlltles In the charitable sector that are on the maslerflle.
Wllhln that mUllon, about ten percent or them comprIse 80 percent of the assets and revenue In the charltable sector.
There are other calegorles Which have a large number of organizations, but there are a number of categories Wlilch have very few.
In fact, nine of the calegorles have under 50 organlzallons and four of the categories have feWer than five organizations. The
remaining columns simply Identify some of the common features. that are applicable to some or most exempt organlzaUons. If you
look under the column called "Subject 10 UBIT,"that Is the Unrelated BusIness Income Tax, that Is your fifth column, you wm see that
vIrtually all 01 these organlzatlons ~re SUbject to a UBIT. If you look under the column called "Taxed on Investment Income," you will
see that, generally, the orgenkatlons are not taxed on their Investmentlnoome, exceptlhere are some Important exceptlons lolhat.
If you look at the next colUmn, about contributions, whether contrlbutlons to the organizations are deducllble, you will see that, In
general, tt Is limited to charitable organlzallons and a coupteof others Ihat allow charitable deductIons. Some of the organlzaUons'
contrIbutions are deductible as business expenses, but not as charitable oontrlbuUons.
Finally, If you look at the next column InvolvIng "Subject to Private Illurement"--thls Is the doctrine which prohibits the use of
organlzatlons' assets 10 benefit the Insiders of the organizatlon--you will see a somewhat mixed group. That Is, some of Ihem are
sUbject to those rules and soma of them are not subject to those rules. TurnIng now 10 compliance Issues, I Just wanted to highlight
a Couple of points. In terms of tha entity, the key polnlls that exemption Is a prlvllege and not a rIght and It Is a prlvllege SUbject to
certain speclflo condlllcns laid out by Congress. Most of the compliance qUestions In this area as It relates to the entity relate to
whether one or more of the conditions are being satisfied or not. There are, of course, varIous polley tools which Congress has
enacted, Including taxes, which attempt 10 encourage or discourage certain types of actlvlty on the part of one or more of lhese
organizations, and In that regard, the effecllveness of a tex Is not necessarily measured by how much revenue It raises, but ralher on
how successful It Is In encouraging or curbing the partiCUlar behavior fuatlhe tax Is designed to address. Belore! leave the
compliance area, j shoUld menllan that there Is another compliance Issue In Ihls area not relatlng to the enlilles as such but on the
contrlbotlon side, and on lhat score, there Is a balance. The balance Is between the amount of addlllonal charitable gIving that would
be Induced by a polley 1001 that would "not othelWlse occur," and those lasl words are very Important. Then to determIne the nature
of the policy tool that tries to Induce that type of change In behaVIor and whether the polloy 100115 susceptible 10 noncompliance or
not. Lasl,! want to address briefly What I suspect many of you may have In your mInds, which Is now that we see there are all th~e
different categorIes of exempt organIzations and they have come In In dlfferenl times and they have different labels and all of thai, Is
there some master scheme here? Is there some overriding purpose In which we say thai some organlzatlons are exempt and others
are not? The short answer to that question, which Is certainly a very fair cne to ask, as best we can determine, there Is no master
scheme. I suppose that would be expected, given the fact Ihat many of these exemptions carne Into the lew pIecemeal so that there
wasn't a master plan as such that was raid down.
However, having said th

at one can use to explain some or many of the exemptlons, and
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lei me Just mentron four explanations. Some of lhesa explanations overlap wIth one another. flrsl, It Is Important to know that Wherl
an organization Is exempt from Federal taxes, that determination Is an Issue of lhe Federal tax code and that that Is different from
whether an organization Is a nonprofit organizatlon, which Is largely a determmatkm based on Slate law. In general, under State
law, what nonprofit means Is an organization Is prohibited ftom distributing Its earnings 10 members. Not aU nonprorrt organizatlons~'
under State law are tax-exempt, and conversely, some lax-exempt organlzaUons may not necessarily be SUbject to this constraint
that Is typically applied to nonprofit organIzations. Despite that, soma have argued that the distinctive characteristics of a nonpron!
organization may make certain classes of them appropriate choices for Federal tax exemption. A second general expl1matlon Is that
if you r-eview ihe organlzatlons, you will quickly see that some number of them carry out activities that one might classify as
governmental functions In nature. Just as It would generally not be productive fortne government, for example, to tax Itself, It Is
argued sometimes that It Is not producllve for the government to tax an organization that Is carrying oullargely a governmental
function, Certain charities and organizations may flI wlthln this general expJanaUon,
'
A third explanation would be that certain organizations, because ofihelr structure, and In particular their relatlonshlp to their
members, ckln't provide the kinds ofcircumstances In which taxallon would be appropriate, Let me try to give you a simple
example. Let us assume that all of the Members of the Commltta-e decided to fonn a soc1al club logether In which you aU agreed to
assess yourselves certain membership fees which are then used to essentially purchase certain kinds of actlvltles In which you all
wish to angage In, Let us assume that In a given period, the amount Of fees that are collected by the club are In excess of the costs
of the club, and so In some general sense, one could argue 1hat the club has made a profll, I/'ihen you reallzethatlf, In fact, under
the terms of Iha club that you formed, all of the excess, If you will, Is simply reInvested Into the club to provide addltlonal benefits,
future benefits for the members, Ilhlnk !lIs easy to realize that In some sanse, this arrangement that you have made Is no different
from sImply each of you purchasing on your own, spending some money to purchase current and future benefits, perhaps In current
benefits or capital expenditures, and that there Is really no Income In this picture at all. Some part oftha explanation for some of the
organizations' exempt10n may be attributable 10 this type of an exptanatlon. FInally, the fourth explanation I w1ll offer Is that some
organlzaUons are exempt because" Is an explicit attempt by Congress to provide an Incentive, Which Ihe exemption represents, A
good example of that, of course, might be some of your retIrement vehicles and other employee benefit vehlclas, Thank you very
much. I would be happy to answer any questions.
Chairman THOMAS, Thank you very much. Ycu were obviously trying io get the attention of the Members. As soon as you
menlloned the social club, every Member was trying to figure out who was going to be the social Chairman.
[Laughter,}
[The statement of,MLTh follows:1
Chairman THOMAS, ML Holtz-Eakin, head of the Congressional BtKigetOfflce, Welcome, Thank you.
STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS HOLTZ-EAKIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
Mr, HOLTZ-EAKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Rangel, and Members Of the Committee. The CSO Is pleased to
have the opportunity to be here today, we have submitted ourwrillen statement and I wm briefly make four points, Point number
one, which has been touched on already, Is thai there are eC1Jnomlcally significant, measured by sates or employees or purchases,
economically slgnlflcant enUltes Who compete with tradltlonal for-profll firms and Who are exempt from Federal Income taxaUon, The
key characteristic of these ent1tles Is that their ownership structure differs from a tradltlonal structure In which there are convenllonal
shareholders, and that es a result of this traditional--the absence,of this tradlt!onal owner claimant, the managers of these entitles
have greater Incentives to lower prices, Increase <:osts, or bolster their retained earnings Instead of retumlng any profit 10 their
owners. For this reason, the responses to any attempted taxation ofihese entities might lead to a much lower tax lIablUty and a
lower receipt than any Inilial appearance might suggest, and I thought I would briefly expand on those. These entities, which have
been touched on by both Mr, Walker and Mr, Yin, are significant. They generate sUbstantlal revenues by selling goods and
services. They Incur substantial costs, In particular, they hlra a greal many workerllin tha economy and they purchase many Inputs
from other firms. These entltles, which we cell business antnles and which collectIvely we refer to as the untaxed business sector,
form an economically significant component of the U,S, economy.
Three types of enllllas appear to stand oulln this regard> The first are nonproflts, for example, nonprofit hosp!tals, engaged In
business-like aellvltles, alleast In part, or unlvers!tles wllh spin-Off businesses such as R&D partnerships or prlv<lte firms, The
second are cooperatlves, such as cred!l unions and others, In which Ihe clients ara often the owners ofihe acllvlty ltself,Flnally,
business enterprises of State and local govemments, such as municipal ut1l111es that are operated on a fee-for-servlce basis. They
are large. It Is difficult to get a handle on the absolute magnitude both because size can be measured In output, size can be
measured In employment, It can be measured In Investment and assets. we provide some estimates, as well. I think It Is fair to say
that thIs Is an Important aspect of the U.S. economy. Let me talk a bit aboul the two Issues that might presenl a policy maker. First,
the Issue of economic polley. What Is the Impact of having slde-by-slde tradltlonal for-prof!! firms and these business enl!tles
competing In retail markets? There, the questlon really depends on how any apparent surplus, any excess of price per unit over cost
per unit, and thai would InclUde tax costs, how that surplus affects managerial behavIor, One possibility Is thai that surplus simply
gets translated Into higher Input costs--pay ihe workers more, live In bigger offices With nicer fumlshlngs, and If so, the fact ltIat you
can have the same price with a higher cosllnlerferes with tradltlonal market discipline that rewards economic efficiency and allows
these enlllles to maintain their competitive status. An altemaUve posslblllty III that Ihls surplus Is translated Into lower prices and
allows these enlltles to expand and, Indeed, eould allow the sector as a whole to expand, drawing more workers, drmvlng more
capltallnro that seetor at the expense of other parts of the economy. So there Is e polley level efficiency Issue that arises In
examining them, The second Is what would happen to budgetary Impacts lflhere were any attempt to bring them Into the Federal
Income tax system, and there, you essenllally run the same logic In reverse. How would an attempt to tax the apparent surplus lead
managers to respond? !t could be that they, again, lower prices, and If so, and If seles were to other businesses, you could raise
profits elsewhere and capture that Indirectly, although you WOUldn't get It directly from these enl1tles, AlternatIvely, If there are sales,
flnal sales to consumers, It Isunllkaly you would get them. It could be that In Ihe process 01 doing that, you would expand them at
the expense of their compet1lors by giving tham an Incenllve 10 lower prices even more. It could be that theydo this In the form of
higher compensallon, In WhIch case It could be picked up under the Individual Income tax If lhls was wages or salaries, for example.
In either event, that attempt would have the Impact, to the extent Ihatlhe managers followed these incentives, to lower any retained
surplus and thus affect lhelr ability 10 grow In the future If those retained earnings are the source of expansion In the untaxed
business sector, So, we thank yOt.l for the chance to be hare today end I wll! look forward to your questlons.
Chalnnan THOMAS. Thank you very much.
{The statemenl of Mr, HOIUj-E
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Chairman THOMAS, Dr. Colombo, and I wlU Just go from left to rIght across the panel wJ1h our guest witnesses. Dr. Colombo Is a
professor of lawai the University of Ullnols College of Law. Obviously, based upon hIs written testlmony, he has spent a long Urne
looking at this area. Dr. Colombo?
STATEMENT OF JOHN O. COLOMBO, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF ILI.INOIS COLLEGE OF LAW, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN,-IlliNOIS
Mr, COLOMBO, Thank you, Mr, ChaIrman, and I want 10 thank the Committee for !nvUlng me today, [am a professOl'of l;aw at the
University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign and I have taught and written about tax-exempt organizations for the pasl18 years. 1
would like 10 make three points aboullax exemptlon that I think are useful In organIzing this area. i;lrst, when you think about lax
exemption, it really Is helpful to divide the world Into charlUes exempt under 501{c)(3) and everythln§ else. When people hearthe
phrase "tax-exempt organization," they tend to equate It with the charllable contrlbullons deduction under Secllon 170, but that Is
not the way things work. Section 501(0) lists 28 different kinds of organizations that are tax-exempt, but with a couple of exceptions,
only charitable organIzations are eligible to receive deductible contrlbutlollG. In addition, the underlying rationales for exemptions
vary between charltable organIzations and everything else. Most of us thInk that charitable organizations are exempt beoause they
are ImprovIng general public welfare In some way. For non-charitable enlllles, however, the rallonale tends to be much more
enlily-specffic, for exampls, the social club pooling of resources ratIonale that you heard from Mr. Yin. Finally, charItable
organIzations, as Mr. Yin pointed out, are by far the largest subset of exempt organizations, both numerically and financially.
Second, It Is useful to remember that within this special group of oharltable organIZations, we also have two categories, public
charilles and private foundations. Again, people sometimes get confused about this, but a private foundation Is an exempt charny
under Section 501(0)(3) just as much as a church or a private school. We do more highly regulate private foundatlons, and tile
reasons for that heightened regulation relate to the pUbllo accountability conoept. Publlc charmes get their money from a broad
cross~sectlon of the general public and hence are ElcCQuntable to the general pubUc. Private foundations generally get their money
from a sIngle donor orfamUy and hence are accountable to their primary donor. If you hava public accountabUUy, then you have
some reason to believe that the managers of a charity will be oareFul about what they do because tha pUblic Is watchmg them. Think
back to the outcry that happened when the Red Cross announced thet It was going to divert some money donated to It for 9111
vlotlms to other nseds. People got mad, this Commlttee got Involved, and the Red Cross changed lis mind. When you do not have
this public aooountablllty. then there Is enormous room for abuse, which Is Why Congress adopted the much tighter reguletory
scheme for prIvate foundatlons!n 1969, Including the prohlblllons on self-dealJng, the strider lImlls on the kinds of lnvestments
private foundations can hold, and strlcler limits on deducl!ons fOr donations to private foundations. The accountability princlple teUs
us that there are two partlO\llarly Important Issues here. One Is transparency, Is the publ!c gattlng Informallon It needs to hold
charillas accountable, and the other Is whether taxpayers have found structures that avoid the private fOundation regUlations but yet
are not truly accountable to the public.
My flnal point concems the overall system for Identlfylng exempt organizations, and here, I want to talk speclfleally about that
subgroup of exempt charltles. Charitable tax exempUon just sort of happened. We never really agreed on a core rattonale for
exempting chermes. The operation of chariUes has changed dramatically over the years. Privata nonproflt hospl1als, for example,
were largely shellers far the poor until World War II, Now, they are mostly very large fee-for-servioe busInesses. So, why are they
stili exempt? Some people think J! Is because they provide free oare to the poor, but free care IS not currently required by the tax
laws for hospllals to be exempt So, hera Is an example, and there are others, Where we have ended up wllh a disconnect between
ourtradUlonal views of charltles and how they operate In the real world today. Over a dec!lde ago, my colleague, Mark Hall, and I
suggested a system In which charitable tax-exempllon under 501(c)(3) would be limited to entitles that were substantJallydependent
on donations for Ihelr operatJng revenues eaoh year, We slUlthlnk that system WOlJld make a lot of sense, People donate to
organizations beoause they see the needs these organizations selVe and see a lack of resources to meet those needs. If an
organization doesn't get slgnlrlcant donatlons, then ellher It Isn't doIng anythfngthe publlo thinks Is worthwhile or the public sees that
they have ample resources without donallons. In alther case, such organIzations don't need tax-exemption. usIng donative status,
therefore, seems to be a pretty good wey to distinguish organizations that do thIngs that ought to warrant tax-exemption from those
organ!zatlons thaI don't. Whether you agree with our donative Idea or not, I would urge the Committee to give some thought to the
overell rationale for oharltable exemptlon as 11 debates on these Issues. If you don't !Ike my theory, that Is fine. There are lots of
themoot there. Find onelliat you do lIk.e and conform the law to that theory end you wJII have made an enormous Improvement In
the law relating to tax-exempt organizations. Thank you very muCh.
Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr.J;;..Q1Qm.Im follows:)
Chairman THOMAS. Dr. Hillis a professor of law. Thank you for beIng with us, and we look forward to your lestlmony.
STATEMENT OF FRANCES R. HIli, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF MtAMI SCHOOL OF LAW, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA
Ms. HilL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rangel, and Members of the Committee forthe opportunity to present testimony thIs
morning. I am hera to suggest that aUhoughthere are many rationales that have been suggested over the years tor exempt status,
we have. In fact, not settled on one, but there Is one that Is, In fact, fundamental to the law, even as currently Implied, and what we
need to do Is recognize It, mak.e It operational, make It practical, and build the law around It. That Is the fundamental mess"ge. The
ratlonale Is based on provIding a pubJic benefit to a defl/ltld category of beneficiaries. The exempt sector Is large, growing, and
diverse..11 must be accountable, butlt shOUld not be Improperly constrained. Evidence of malfeasance by oertaln organization
managers or the Inatlentlveness or even derelldlon by certain dlreotors shOUld not be generalized to the entire sector, Just as these
tacky, unacceptable, and thoroUghly regretteble forms of behavior should not be excused by referenoe to the benefits provided by
exempt organizations. Government oversight. both with regard to lapses and with regard to structure, continues to be vitally
Important.
OF all the muiliple types ofexempt organizations 1hat we have had oulilned to us today, lheycertalnly dlffer!n their requirements for
exemption. the activities that support exempl status, but they share the common feature that In every case, exemptIon depends upon
providing a public benefit to a defIned class of beneficlarles. ThIs pUbllo beneflt rationale Is an analytical framework for
understanding currant law and deolding whelher current law and the way ills being administered are consistenl with the proper use
of the tax subsidy. Preventing misuse of exempt organizations' reaouroes Is a matter of central responsibility. In fact, we have
probably focused exclusIvely on simply bad behavior, on what some have called e non-distrIbution constraInt, what .some have
called a private benefit prohlbJUon. This Is what academIc analyses have focused on. ThIs Is what Congress has focused on for a
very long time, things Ilke Section 4958, the Inurement concept and the private benefit conoep!. The Idea of preventlng
Impermissible private beneflt
.
permIssible prlvate beneftts will not In Itself assure that exempt
entitles operate fOr a public
Committee to focus on as Its work goes forward. A rationale, a
framework for understandl
d not Just be a Justmoatlon for either the status quo or for one's
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preferred reform Ideas, A framework. ensures thallhe law In this area does not sImply become a cluster of lsolated requIrements
that are easily manipulated to support acllvjUes largely unrelated to the provision of a publio benefit. 'v\ihen the law Is easily
manipulated, a classic moral hazard results, Aggressive actors pursuing probJematk: programs win at least passive acceptance,
While enUtlas that are attempting to comply ers gll1sn lillie useful guidance and find few poslllve rewards for their efforts,
1am goIng to try to move the concept of a publIC benant beyond some warm and fUZZy Invocatlon of the good that exempt
organizatIons do on to a usable, practical concept. This concept certainly requires that we reconceptuellze exempt organizations,
which I belleve, despite all the good work thai has been done by govemment agencies, private scholars overthe years, remains
Incompletely described and Incoherenlly conceplualb:ed. Exempllon shouk! be efficient, and It Is efficIent only If It Is dedicated to
providing a pUblk: benefl! to designated beneficiaries. Right now, It Is Impossible to answer the question cf whether the Increase In
number and revenue of exempt entitles means that there has been a commensurate Increase In the. provision of public benefits to a
charliable or other exempt class. Part of this Is because we have focused so long on simply prevenllng private benefl!s, and Ihe
other reason Is that we have not conceptualized what constitutes a public benefit Sfld we have not asked a number of fundamental
qU6sllons about this sector. My testimony on page five In the written form ouUlnes a number of questions that remain amazingly
unaddressed after all of these years, and It is perhaps now tIme to address the longstanding questlon and move fOJWard also to
address the new challenges. we don't know whet Is meant by a public benefit. 11 Is not simply a matter of saylng zoos should not
run.glft shops because those things are commerclal, or museums shouldn1 have lillie coffee shops In them. Illke ill cappuccino
when looking at Ihe art, PersonaUy, 1don't think II does any harm. The question Js how to tax II, There are obviously more
substanUal examples, but I use a somewhat trivial one to suggest that not everything Ihat Is commerclalls In our capltallst republlc
tainted. It Is a questlon of the terms of engagement,
!t!s the work of Congress, ultimately, I think, to think about publlc beneflls and to exercise oversight and to work wllh the IRS and
TreMury to help define It. Part of the concept of a public benefit Is who Is being benefitted. What Is the charitable class? As
Professor Colombo referred to, certainly, there was dynamic testimony before this Ccmmlttee In the past relating to what constitutes
e charitable class when It was unfortunately suggested the 9111 Victims' survlvlng family members were not a charitable Class
because although they mey well have certainly been quite distressed, they were not poor. The IRS, of \iourse, clarified What it meant
by this testImony Immediately. I bring this up only to suggest that what constitutes a charitable class or an exempt class requires.
careful thought and Is not an easy question, but one we need to know. Number three, muCl1 of the dlvers10n of resources from
exempt functions to non-exempt ft.Inctlons oocum withIn exempt organlzal!ons not by just simply doing private benefits outside them
and we need a mechanism to find out what Is going on Inside exempt organizations. At Ihe moment, I would submit, we do not
Imow. ThIs Is not to suggest malfeasance or a pial. It Is not to suggest that people who work with data are Ignorant or Inattentive.
We don't have Ihe conceptual framework, and I have In my written 1estlmony suggested how we might go about askIng some of
these questions. j would like to point out to the Committee that questions of operating through complex structures of mulUple types
of exempt entitles, or exempt enlltles snd taxable enmles, should not be regarded as Inherently wrcng or problematic, The question
remains, how do they operate, and then my fifth questIon, how are resources to be transferred?
There is no guidance on what kind of resource transfers can be engaged In consistent with various types of exempt status. Some of
lhese are efficient and productlve and necessary, Others are beyond problematlc and should be Interdicted fairly quickly. UBIT,
whatls It there forihese days? II was enacted to make sure that taxable entitles were not put at disadvantage when lhey were
making spaghetti. l.ong ago, a Member of this Committee expressed the fear that ali noodles In AmerICa would be made by
universities, referring to the famous Mueller Macaroni New York Unlverslly Law School example. Well, that didn't happen, butlhere
was a justlflable concern about the tex advantage, The Issue with UB1T, the Unrelated BusIness Income Tax Issues now, Is are
resources being diverted inside the enUly to busIness activltles? Why are we cepltallzlog business activltles with deductible
charitable contributions? I submit we need to know to the extentlhls Is happenIng and think about whether that Is appropriate.
Finally, a new Issue. Tax shelter promoters are enllclng exempt orgenlzations to serve as accommodal1on parties In the n[fllly
designed transactions that are undermining the very Integrity of the lntemat Revenue Code, I would urge 1hls Committee to become
engaged In making sure that Whatever else Is done With tax shelters, tax-exempt organlza!1ons are not made enablers of these
unworthy schemes, and that I think the IRS has done a good Job In this area of at least Identifying the Issue.
I Would Ilke to make one point about IRS staffing and fundIng. I am not an expert on IRS staffing, but I believe they need more
people wllh a more finely developed expertIse and they need to be able to retain them longer to develop experience In adminIstering
the tax law, and frankly, If you wlJ1 pardon a professor for being a capUal1st, that requires paying people. I believe that Congress
could usefully exerc1se oversIght to make sure that the IRS Is hiring and keepIng people with an approprIate level of expertIse,
because without expertise, the moral hazard of misusing exempt organlzatlons will, In fact, become worse. There has been little
precedanllal guidance In recent years, and I hope I have given you enough of a list to suggest to you that very fundamental Issues
remain unaddressed, but should not do so any longer. Thank you, and I look forward to questions.
Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, Professor Hill.
{The statement of ~ follows:]
Chairman THOMAS, Mr. Cohen, j didn't out you when the RankIng Member wanted to know if there were any IRS foll< In the
room-(Laughter.!
Chairman THOMAS. --but obviously Mr. Cohen Is a former Commissioner of the tnternal Revenue Servloe and has at least a
historIcally Intlmate understandIng of the structure. I want to thank you. I want to thank you for your testimony, and the time Is
yours.
STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, PARTNER, MORGAN, LEWIS AND BOCKIUS, AND COMMISSiONER, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE, 1965-1969

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr.Chalrmen, Mr, Rangel, and Members oHhe Commltlee. I am pleased to appear before you, and I
should preface my remarks by saylng t appear on my own behaJr, not on behalf of my cllents or my firm. I did have ten wonderful
years at the Revenue Servtce at various times and I have produced tWQ daughters Who both served for ten to 12 years at the
Revenue Service, $0-ChaIrman THOMAS. That must be a genetlc flaw.
Mr. COHEN, We have don.,.
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llaughter.]
Mr. COHEN. Ifyou will forgive me, lam golng 10 skip around on my testimony because much of!t has been coveted and I know you
don't want to hear that agaIn. A piece of history would help you. George Boutwell was lhe first Commissioner of Inlemal Revenue,~_
He was later Governor of Massachusetts and a United Stales Senator, Boutwell, in his manual on running the Revenue Service In
1862, spelled out that he was going to e;(smpl--he had no statutory authority--he exempted most charities and what we would now
call exempt organizations. He did it Olllhe basis that It was impracticable and that !t was useful, They served a useful purpose.
Lest you think It Is a lale arrival In the Income lax, It arrived In lhe 1862 version that Abraham Lincoln sIgned, Also, I would Uketo
suggest that one of the problems of admlnlstraUon that occurs Is If you gIve the CommissIoner $5 million, $50 mllijon more to help
adminIster the tax laws, or $500 millIon, as has been asked in the President's budget, and yOI.l were Commissioner of Internal
Revenl.le, how many of those dollars would go Into exempt organIzations? Do you remember Willli:l.Sutton? VV'hy dId he rob banks?
That Is where the money IS. You folkS and your compatriots on the Approprlallons Committees hold him responsible and the
organIzation responsible for brInging In money, partiCUlarly at a time Ilke thIs when they are running huge deficits. So, I doubt that
much oflhat would be allocated. NoW, II you express an Interest, more of It will be.
One other aside. In the early 1970s, there was a conferenca at Dlchley, which Is a conference center In Britain. Jack Nolan, who
was then the ImmedIate past AssIstant Secretary of Treasury for Tax Polley under the Nixon AdminIstration and I were
representatives of the United States. Those Dlchley conferences are about ten or 12 Americans and ten or 12 Brits and they talk
about a topIc of curren! Interest for three. four, five days. They get Into the depth of II. Onaof the things we discovered, Jack and I,
was thattha Brlllsh use a different system of encouraging charities than we. They have a Charilles Commission. That commlssftln
Is composed, lthlnk, of three commlssloners--it was then--and their objectls to encourage charily. They write the rules, They
write the rules of what Is charity, what quallfles for tax-exemptlon, Those ruk3s are enforced by England Revenue. So, you don't
have the CommissIoner of lntemJ'.11 Revenue with the two hats, one to encourage and move chartly forward and the other one to
restrIct It and audit It We planted that Idea In the ways and Means Committee In the mld-1970s. Unfortunately, It went the way
every--and I understand completely the charities. My own cllents would react the same way, !lIs the devil I know for1he devil I
don't know every time, even though II might be better, It might be worse, and therefore I wtll take rt as it slands. I have covered the
same area as many others In my testimony In regard to the mU!l!pllclty of organlzallons. They arise wIth no rhyme or reason. V\I11y Is
there a Section 501(c)(2) and (C)(25), both of which cover tille-holdIng organizations, both of which were enacted at various times,
and.because there was some restriction on (2), Instead of amending (2) and allowing mu1l1ple enlllles to oWillhe lllle-holding entity,
(25) Is enacted, and there are several areas like that. There are many veterans' organizations covered wllh different categories and
differenl quallflcatlons. There are, IIkew!se many pension plans where they have Just thrown In one--there are several categorIes
where there either Is one organlzal1on or no organIzation, as Mr. Yin has IndIcated, which would Indicate thatlltlle thought had been
given to the organlzaUonal structure.
Once waget past (c)(3), you and your staffs and the rest of the world really don't pay any attention, and yet there are at least a
half-a-mllllon other organIzations, Of course, one of the things we said, we don't know about many of these organizatIons. These
organizations are not required to me a 1023, So, they don't even have to tell.the Service they exist. Now, normally, the ServIce wUl
ask them to file a 1023 when they get the 990. They are required to file 990s. The small organizations that don't file 990s, lhose
that make less than 25, In my day, they had to me a postcard lhat somebody had to sign certifyIng that they were In eXIstence and
that they were under--!l was less. It was $5,000 or $10,000 then, but II Is now $25,000, Again, you don't know about them. You
don't know about the churches because we don't have a !1st of churches. They don't have to apply, 1have asked a variety of
quest10ns that are very much like the quesllons that others have ratsed on the--but I leelltls lmportanllhat every organization
should be registered, They should have to tell the Revenue Servloe, here we are. I don't have any problem with the exchange of
Information to the States, because most of those exchange agreements were signed while I was In office, States now have the
same kinds of restr!cl!onsthat the Federal Government has on the passing on of that That Is, It lsa Feeleral crime for a State officIal
to violate the confidence of the Informatlon. The States' Attorney Generals, we have many of the State Attorney Generals are active
and effectlve. Most are not. That Is, the State Attorney Generalis generally the parent of the State entity whIch Is the charity of
whatever categcry and they pay no attention, and !lIs very difficult, I have been In slluatlons where a clJant has felt the charity was
abUsed. Thai Is, he gave money to the charity, It didn't do what It was supposed to do, and tried to activate the State Attorney
General, Many will, as I say, effecllvelytry to make sure that the right thing Is done, Many will Ignore !t, Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
ChaIrman THOMAS, Thank you very mUCh, Mr, Cohen,
{The statement of Mr...QQhin follows:}
Chairman THOMAS. Mr. Hopkins, you are last nol because you are least but because, based upon your tesllmony, Ithoughtlt
would be appropriate that you would bat cleanup In terms of your background, the structure that you presented, and the, what I
consIder to be a kind of a wllherlng analysis cf what has been done recently and what cculd be done. The Ume Is yours,
STATEMENT OF BRUCE R. HOPKINS, ATTORNEY, POLSINEl.LI SHAl.TON WEl.TE SUEl.THAUS, P,C" KANSAS CITY,
MISSOURI
Mr. HOPKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr, Rangel, and other Members of the CommIttee, Thank you very much forthe
opportunlly to appear before you today. I do have a prepared statement and I wUlsummarlze It briefly here. Basically, my testimony
consIsts of three segments. One Is a summary of the history, the evolution of the Federal tax law pertaining to the tax-exempt
sector In Ihe United Stales. We have heard a blt of history, examples, and from the standpoInt of a constitutIonal law, tax-exemption
for these organ!zatlons Is traceable to the Revenue Act of 1913, but as we have heard, tax-exempUon can be lound In earlier laws.
So, these rules are rapidly approaching, at least the constllul1onal ones, 100 years of exIstence, Second, I will provIde the
Committee wllh my view of the present day state of the statutory law of tax-exempt organizations. Then, third, If there Is Ume, I have
been asked to provide a summary of the law concemlng tax-exempt labor organIzations. My testimony essentially centers on four
poInts, The first one Is thet the statulory law concerning tax-exempt organlzatlons has evolved over the decades In a dlSl:ll'derly and
unplanned faShion. My second pO!rltls that Congress made major revisions In thIs law In 1917, 1950, and 1969, but overall,
Congress has frequently modified and expanded the law concerning the sector. Nearly 30 tax acts over the decades have brought
some revisions or addltlon to this area of the law. My third polntls that the Federal tax law today concerning exempt organizations Is
unbalanced and uneven. The foorih point IS that many aspects of today's law of exempt organIzations are unclear. As the seOlor
has grown, this sector has fostered or facllltated misunderstandings and abusefl by cerlaln tax-exempt organizations and tax law
professionals. Federal tax law that addresses tha gaps In the present day slructure would provide a full legal regime that could
address this problem. Th!s, In tum, would facRltata the ability of the lRS to provide meanIngful guIdance w!thln that framework.
In my prepared statement, I have provided the Committee wtth the history and avolutlon of the statutory law, summarizing each of
the 28 Acts. This history Ulustrates the point I made a minute ago, that the statutory law In the exempt organizations area has,
!rldeed, eVolved lrl a dlsord
evolution of the Federal statutory law of exempt organizallons Is
CongressIonal reactIon to
Servlee. In the attached statement, I have provided 18 Instances
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where statutory exempt organllatlons law was created In response to a policy posltlon 011he agency. Today, the tax-exempt sector
Of the United States Is confronted with a dazzling array of Federal tax law reform proposals, and many oflhese proposals are
reflective of the Inadequate slate oflMe Federal statutory tax law of exempt organlzallons, tn short, there are many more gaps In thIs
body of law than there should be. I hava been practicing in the field for 35 years and It never ceases to amaze me how redundant, ~-=_
disparate, Irregular, unbalanced, and uneven the Federal tax statutory law can be. In my view, this aspect of the tax law consists of
20 elements, and I have nslad thasa elements In my statement. \I\11alI lhlnk Is stnklng Is that of these elements, only six Of them are
generally adequately reflected In exlstlng law. In my prepared statement, 1have Identified 12 areas where staltitotY exempt
organizations law Is necessary, and 1will just take a minute to Idenllfy six of these at the present time. One, you have already heard
testimony on, create laws spelllng out the criteria for tax-exempt status, and this Is Just not confined to charitable, educational,
scientific ent!tjes, but 501(C)(4) social welfare entRieS, (C)(5) labor organizatIons, and (C){6) entUles, business laagues, could use a
great deal of clanflcatlon. Number two, spell out the elements of the private Inurement doctnne anti.the private benefit doctrIne.
Number three, emptily the pollltcal actlvlUes rules, both for charitable entities and other forms of tax-exempt organlzal!ons, Number
four, codify a version of the commerclalUy doctrine. Number five, develop statutory law concerning tax-exempt organizations' use 01
the Internet. SIx, consider whether there Is a need for more reporting and disclosure. There are a number of proposals being
discussed, Including a five-year revIew filing wllh theiRS, an annual notlce requirement for small organizations, and certification as
to compliance with the unrelated business rules. This type of statutory law Is requIred 10 elimInate the Imbalances In the present law
and 10 provide the IRSwilh a complete reguratory framework. wlth!n which to provide guidance In the fonn of regulations, revenue
rulings, private determmaUons, and more. My sense here Is that there are a number of questions the CommIttee may have, and I
think, unless directed otherwise, I will simply submit my discussion of the law concarnlng labor organizations to you In the form of the
prepared statemant and 1will stop al this point and, like the other members of Ihe panel, be happy to take any questions that you
mIght have.
Chairman THOMAS. Thank you.
[Thestatementof~follows:l

Chairman THOMAS. Given the sheel that Members have In front oflhem from Mr. Yin In terms of the catch-as-catch-can historical
picture of how this developed, II appears to me, based upon the testimony that you made, notwithstanding understood rationales or
not understood rationales as to why various provisions are In the law, yet all of you think It Is possible to create a coherent definition,
theo;y, and structure. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN, I was prlvlleged to be the youngest person who drafted the 1954 Code. Before the 1954 Code, the Internal Revenue
Code had not been really amended much since 1939. 11 was first enacted In 1939 as a Code, and then, of course, the war came and
there was Just emergency legIslation. Nobody did II coherently. So, we had to do 1t coherently. Two of us were assigned. One was
assIgned to do only substanUve provisIons, to rearrange them ln some kind of a substantIve order. I was assIgned to do ailihe
administrative provISions. Vou can Imagine what a Job that was. There were separate admlnlstraUve provlsions for every sIngle tax,
That ls, there was no unlfled set of rules. That took a year. It took us a whole year to do that. Before we started the JOb, we had
smallgroups--now, thIs 15 the kind of job where you would need a group Ilke that, that. would sit down for a sustained period of
tlme--they may be InsIders or oUlslders or a combInation Of It--and try to ratlonalize and give you alternaUves. That Is, they wU!
come back. with polley declslons that only you folks can make, You can't assign thIs to your mslde staff and glve them six months
and say, do It, whUe they are doing everything else because II will never get done that way. It has to be a special project In which
there Is a devoted set of staff that work on It and work 10 make it coherent. So, for example, we have Insider penames that apply to
(c)(3)s, that apply 10 oertaln (c){3)s. They don't apply to (c)(4)s. They dId apply to (4)s, but they didn't apply to many of the other
organlzallons. AU those kinds ofthlngs and the things that Bruce and the others have ra15ed need to be considered, but that takes
time and staff.
Chairman THOMAS. I w1l1lell you that In today's world, where we have a Presldenl1al panel to look at fundamental tax reform and
they have six months to report back, you lust ouilined a lime line which Ihe VH1 generallon can't focus on In terms of length. If we
were to pursue this, Is It worthwhile at all to create a kind of an onion approach, or going down In a hierarchial way, to look al what Is
moot important althe Federal level, which we Obviously ought to be focusing on--the panel Indicated that tax~exempt tends to be a
Slate classlficallon, and shoUld we then look at whet charity Is and create a defin!tlon for charity first. or do you just have to jump Into
this and begin to sort out a structure wilh what Is there, because I think you will find that this Committee and even any structure that
we put together probably won't be able to agree on all of those particular levels and produce a prodUct In any reasonable time
frame. Mr. Hopkins?
Mr. HOPKINS. ! would like to respond to thai, I think, as you have heard, the charitable sector does predomInate and It
performs--along this way we are made, I think the Committee would find that a lot of what It did In the 501(c)(3) context could be
used In olher areftS, particularly (c)(4)s, (c)(5)s, and (0)(6)$. So, as a practical matter, It mIght make sense 10 start wrltlng a better
law as 10 what charitable, sclentlno, educational Is, and work wUh the private Inurement doctrine, prIvate benefIt doctrine,
Intermediate sanctlons, and If that could be accomplished, then 1think you would have a template lhat could be used In many
respects with resect to other categories of exempt organizations.
Chairman THOMAS. Okay, Let us start With charity, Nonnally, If you talk about the charity area, lists were made, or at least
referred to as to which ones were the most numerous. So, If 1asked the panel If you were to select out the area In whloh lherewas
the most dollar Involvement In the charity area, and 1don'l know lhat the volume relatas to doUar amounl--you understand 11 beller
than I do--where would the--ls there an area In whIch half orlhe charily concept Is involved, or 25 percent, or do they all have three
percent and you just have to look at lhe enUre universe?
Mr. Colombo?
Mr. COLOMBO. Yes. The IRS can probebly give you, or the GAO can probably give you l'OOl'e statistics. FInancIally, It Is pretty
clear that hospitals and health care providers are the 1,OOO-pound gorlila of Ihe charitable organ!zatlon area, that Ihey command a
large portIon of the revenue In the charitable area. In terms of the conceptual problems, ! really don'lthlnk you can lay them out lhat
way. There Is this charitable sector, and I think you can divIde charities from everything else and work In the charitable sector. I
think It would be very hard to focus on a little pIece of the charllable sector itselfwllhout focusing on the area as a whole.
Chairman THOMAS. Well, does anybody have Ihe percentage thai hospllals are of the charitable areas so that you know what we
are b1t1ng off? We have to start someWhere. Anybody. You guys fight It out.
Mr. YIN. In our document, In the pamphlet on page 21, we actuaUy have a table showing the breakdown of the charitable
organizations and ProfessC"
at least by assets and revenue, Is In the health area, and oflhal,
the largest component w
Ike It would be education, Of course, In that would be the
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colleges and unillerslt!ss. Then there are e couple of other areas that are somewhat large, as welL
ChalTman THOMAS, Okay. 1accept your structure and c<\legory. Now I tum to the definlllons that are Offered. Mr. Colombo, we
are going to deal with charity. You want to define charities as those who live off of contributions or donatrons because It appears as=~
though their services are recognized on a voluntary basis 10 be supported by people freely providing thelr money. If that Is going 10
be the definitIon of charity, do nonprofit hospitals m your dellnltlon?
Mr. COLOMBO. No, not most ofthem. I think there would be a lew. Children's hospitals, the Shrlners' hosp!lals probably get
significant dona!1ons, As a sector, the last number 1saw was that about two percent of their revenues come from dcnatlons, and I
stlspect most of that goes to like the children's hospJlals.

Chairman THOMAS. Well, this gces to the point that the Ranking Member made early on In terms of IRS and Is a real reason why
IRS Is going to have to appear before us, because In 1969 when they were deflnlng charity, they decided that relief of thepoar and
distressed Is not an essential criterIa for charily, and so I would turn, Professor HUI, to your offering of a deflnltlon of public benefit to
a deflned populatkm. If, In fact, nonprollt hospltats don't have to provide services to the poor or distressed to be classifled as a
charlly, and It Isn't based upon donallon, then I appreciate the offers of deflnltlons, but weare either going to have a wholesale
revision of what Is and what Is not deflned as a charity or both of your deflnltlons are going to have to be boozed up qulle a bit.
Ms. HILL. Deflnltlons always have to be boozed up quite a bit, and those of us who come to hearings do so because we thInk
maybe the process of having them boozed wlll be useful In the end, To be responsive to the question of hOw can a pubUc benefit
ccncept help and does It apply 10 hospitals, ! would like to get on the teble a consideration also of the human services sector. If you
look at the table on page 21, we notice that that Is also qulle significant here In terms cf revenue and the number of entllles, and I
think we can all think of the social services sector as the direct delivery of goods and services to people Who probably would come
closest to a charitable class In our vlew--the hungry, the homeless, those needing clothes, food, shelter, assistance With various
problems. I brIng them Jnto It because In my testimony, I raised the question, what Is public beneflt? Vllhat Is a cherllable class?
The dlfflCl.llly here In answering the question Is to say, does a charitable class have to be the same for all kinds of charities? Does II
only have to be poor people or dIstressed people? Well, that would leave out the arts organIzations. It It Is only the poor people,
then, of course, social servIces are good, but churches become problemallc because rich people also love God and Wish to go to
church. I think with hospllals, If we think only of charity care as the publlcbenefil, and I do think there should be more charity care In
thIs country across the board, of ell kinds of health care providers, Including outpatlent clinIcs, but I think part of that problem Isn't
rooted In the exempt sector. Part oflhat problem, as Ihls Committee knows much betlerthan I, Is rooted In the larger problem of
health care polley and whether a health care insurance fie! lInked to employment Is the best way to go. These are huge quesllons
which kind of transcend It. I would say that If we begin by sayIng what Is the publlc beneflt--Iet us take a university. Is It the
students who presumably ara going to get out and get nice Jobs, are they the beneficiaries of educsllon, or Is It socIety more
generally who has then this educated pool of young people Who would be good citizens? I thInk one can ask the same questlon
about hospitals. \fVhat are aU the public benefits they represent? How do we count the pUbllc benefit? I think Ihat charily care Is one
pari, Eduoatlon of doctors and other health care providers Is another. Frankly, there Is a benaflt to all the rest of us who may not be
III at the moment, but we do not have to walch people die before our very eyes and have some hope.
Chairman THOMAS. Professor HUl, everythIng you said about that aspect, In my mind, ccrrespcnds to hospitals generically, SQme
of which are for profit, some of whIch are not-for-proflt. 80, what Is the criteria for placlng some In not-for-profit and lhose others In
for-prom except the self-definition that they have chosen, whIch if we are lookIng at for a ratIonale for all the money we are dealing
With, the definitions that were provided early on In an abstract way, I think we start bumping up against reality Immediately. Alii am
tryIng to do IS get you to share the problems we are going to have as a Committee If ycu simply said, go In, begin defining, and
structure the areas.
Ms. HILL. May I Just folloW up?
Chalmlan THOMAS, Sure.
Ms. HILL One more perspectlve on lhJs whole questlon of comparing acllvlt1es conducted in the taxable sector, acllvll1es conduclerl
In the exempt sector. I think we have to be careful when we talk about the comparison and the benefits with the exemption that we
are sure that the taxable entitles are making a profit, oot generating losses and thereby not havIng a tax burden. 1think It would be
very useful to have slde-by-slde comparisons of universities, of hospllala, ofschools \hat are taxable and tax-exempted social
servJce providers. Then I thInk the discussion of the benefit of the exemptIon In the two and whether there Is really a difficulty In
having the acUv/t!es across two sectors, an Inappropriate taxation becomes more real, and I do not have those data, Others may,
Chairman THOMAS, My problem when you Introduce thai Is that one Isa conceptual problem of defIning somebody as a cherlty and
no\, The olher one Is an examlnallon of the tax code to see If the deductions are appropriate for a for-profit to wind up not paylog
taxes, and those are two entirely different pursuIts, both 01 which are probably worthwhile, but with setting aside the examlnatton of
the tax code and the deducllble aspects of It for for-proms to examIne the definlllon you have provIded me with that I am now tryIng
to apply to thIs area. Mr. Holtz-Eakin?
Mr. HOLTZ·EAKIN, Let me pun out pieces of both of these concepts, largely because It suppnrts the testimony that we submltled.
The first Is the notion of a public benelll. To the extent that the acllvlty that an enllty Is engaged In has such broad pUblic benellts
that no single IndIVIdual would be willing to write the check, you would see very Illue data to support that entity with sales, At the
other extreme, II there Is really Just a private benefit or transaction that makes senseforthe entity and the Individual, you could
support the entity's acllvlUes wllh sales like revenues. In the same way with charity, the u1l1mate of charIty Is to conduct a transaction
at below ltle regular price or even give It awa:y for free, and to the exlent that you do that, you wlll be unable to support the entity wllh
sales. To the extent that you do not, you wilt have a lot of sales. So, the index that we organized our testimony around was what
fraction of the Income comes from program revenue? How much does It look like a sales-driven entily? That encompasses both
the flip side of pUblic benefits/private benefits and the flip sIde of charity, collecting at market prices. That Is a continuum. Ills not a
bright line, but n allows you to crganlze things, and they range greatly. The hospllal number we have Is 92 percent of Income comes
from program revenue In a hospital In the tax-exempt hospital sector. Food, agrIculture, nutrition, 8.5 percent. So, there Is an
enormous diversity thera.
Chairman THOMAS. Yes. We are uslng thIs only for Illustrative purposes because I think. It Is a good example and It Is a big
segment, and If you are goIng to try to deal wllh ch.mglng the law, you probably ought to start with the big segment Instead of
dealing at the bottom end of you will never get to the bulk ofthe questlons In front ot us. So, I don't want anyone to think that I am
focusing on a sectIon forthe purpose of doing that. I Justlhought, based upon the deOnltions you gave me and I began playing with
them during the tesUmony, I
'
tegory for and It turns out to be the bIggest one right on top.
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Mr. Walker, and then I will recognize the gentleman from New York.
Mr. WALKER Mr, Chairman, obvIously, you are not golng.to be able 10 decide on a definition today, bulllhlnk Itllluslrates a very
fundamental poInt, As has been lesUf!ed by a number orllle Individuals here, we have a number of different types of 501(0) entitles-=_
lhat have come Inlo effect over the last 100 years. If you look altha data that has been provided by the Joint Committee on
Taxation, of the 28 categories, fIve have less lhan ten filers, Eleven have (asathan 1,000 fliers. We have basically created a
fragmented and laYered approach 10 this area, !Ike many other areas In the Federal Government, without adequate definitional
guidance, without adequate transparency, and without approprIate accountability, and I would respectfully suggest that this Is
!IIustrat!ve of a need to step back and say, what are we tryIng to accomplish? Who should beneflt? We need some basIc definitions
so that we can ratlonalize thIs area, and It Is illustrative of a much broader need, as well, I would sL!ggesl.
Chairman THOMAS. I thank the gentleman, but it seems to me that donaUons sounds like a perfectly good way to define charity If
you need them, and then we run Into a problem using that definition. The Idea of benefit to a defined population sounds really good,
but ilyou begin to apply II, you find out that IRS walked away from that In the 1950s and especially In 1969 with hospitals in terms of
saying that charltabla servlca doesn't have to necessarily define the charity, or service to the poor. So, all I am sayIng Is we need
help. It Is obvioUs that what we need Is a degree Of rigor and structure designed to, If you only did this, It Is a great Improvement, as
somebody saki. If you do this In addlUoo, It Is great. To throw the whole area of 501(C) 00 us means we don't know how to get out
of the box. The gemleman from FlorIda just saId this sounds Ilke a can of worms, and I am thinking It Is a bucket of worms rather
than a can of worms. A quIckly foltow-up by Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. ChaIrman, very quickly, obvlously,we are In the facl-gathering bUsineSS, and so lfwe can help this CommIttee
try to be able to obtain some facts with regard to particular aspects of 501(c)(3) or organlzallons, we are happy to do that.
ChaIrman THOMAS. Facts are valuabte, but structure to understand, analyze, and use the facts are probably more tmportant to US,
Mr. JOHNSON OF TEXAS, Would the gentleman yield?
ChaIrman THOMAS. The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. JOHNSON OF TEXARI would just like to poll'll out, concerning these hosptlals, that we have now Introduced Medicare and
MedicaId, which were not, I don~ think, li'lthe law as heavily as they are now when lhe hospital charitable contribution was Inmated.
Therefore, I thInk there has to be a consideratlon of those Items, as well, when you talk about that.
Chairman THOMAS, That Is partially true, but Medicare began In 1965 and the definlUon I was referring to from the IRS was 1969ln
which rellef for the poor, distressed Is not an essential criteria for charity, so II was even after Medicare was enacted Into law. The
gentleman from New Yori<o
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr, Cohen, you have Indicated that no matler what amounts or money we give to IRS for
oversight, that would probably.go where they think they could get the best savings, but 1know because of your great hIstory In this
area that the credibility of the system also Is Important. Even though the money may not be In these 501(c}s, If there Is abuse and
corruptlon, they have to send some type of a signal that people cannot get under the radar j<.lst because there Is nol a lot of money
Involved. Today, there Is a lot of talk abouI501(c)(3)s that are set up as educatlonallnstllutlons and that they are either violating the
law or the spirit of the law, and the quesllon 1would ask, 19uess, Mr. Hopkins, Is that If some lobbyist wanted to Influence the
conduct of Congress and they had clients, either domestic orforetgn, but II would violate the law If they approached the Member
dlrecUy, but yet the foundation woukl receive large sums of money from the lobbyist and then Invite the Members of Congress to be
educated by vIsiting with the oountry where these busInessmen came from orthe locations where they had their business, would that
be legal under the law as you understand It as a lawyer?
Mr. HOPKINS, This does not sound Uke a hypothetlcal question.
{Laughter.}
Chairman THOMAS. 1tell the gentleman that as long as we stay In the hypothetloal area,1 don'! belleve It Violates the fundamental
purpose of this hearing, but as soon as the hypothellcal becomes speclflc, then I think we wll! be dealing wlth those Issues wlth the
IRS and others In front of us In a more systematic way. However-Mr, RANGEL Mr. Chairman, 1apprectate-Chairman THOMAS, --glvenlhe background and experience, Mr. Hopkins, of the panel members, you probably are the most
approprIate to respond to the hypothellcal as outlined by the gentleman from New York.
Mr. HOPKINS. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, The concept ofwhatls educational and the concept of what Is 1eglslatlve overlaps a little
bit, and I think, w~houtgetUng Into the details here, by the way, the regulations are fairly comprehensive en lhe point. If there Is an
attempt to obJectlvely present facts and Information about a particular topic, that Is educatlonal. If there Is an advocacy element at
some polnt, It can shift over to lobbyIng or even political campaign aclMty. The funding of It by Itself shOUldn't change the outcome.
In other words, you were talking about lobbyists contributing money to an entity. It!s the function, nolthe f<.lndlng, If you wil!. So,
what we try to do in tha law Is separate the presentation of obJectlve material as contrasted wllh a~ efflcacy-Mr. RANGEL. I can understand that. My second and Jast quesllon to you would be, [fthe not-for-prom then hfred people
that--strlke that. If people that worked for Ihe not-for-profit also was In lhe consulting business as a lobbyist and remainder under
5Q1(c)(3), fn your opinion, would that be a violation of the law?
Mr. HOPKINS. Well, that Is a different body of law. Now, we are tatklng about educational versus private beneflt, or In a more
tectmlcal sense, private Inurement. What we are talking about here!s a slluallon where what looks to be educational on lis face Is,
In fact, a shllllng of the resources of the charity over to someone In an inapproprIate manner. That would be a private Inurement or a
private beneflt sllualion. I am not saying that Is--
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Mr. RANGEL. I am not either.
Mr. HOPK1NS. It 1s
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Mr. RANGEL. That would be an abuse of the system.
Mr, HOPKINS. If the resources ware shifted unduly to som,one In their private capacity, the answer Is 1$8,
Mr. RANGEL. Now let me ask Professor Hili a questIon. We are getting more Involved In not-for-profits being audited for pollUcsl
activities and dea!lng with an organlzatlon has historically been known, In the hypotheUcal, for lis efforts In the eM! rights area and
Vtlter registratlon and things of Ihal nature. If an Office afoot-tor-prom makes a statement that Jscrllical afthe major parties and
then Ihe eva before the electIon, the IRS ssy$ that there Is gologlo be an InvesUgat!on, howwuuld the IRS monitor, or how would
Ihe Congress be able to monitor the IRS and at the same lime seek out to get rid of these abuses with subjective matters such as
lhe one that I described In the hypothel!cal?
Ms. HilL. Yes. Your hypolhetlcal raises Important Issues of conducUng audits with respect to what Is, In some of lis elements,
constltuUonally protected First Amendment pollUcal speech. When conducted through a 501{c)(3) organization, the Supreme Court
has said In taxatlon with representation that lobbying In that case could be condllloned and those people believed that the political
prohlbltlon In Section 501(c)(3) Is coosututlonal and would be so held, and (lTle did look to the McConnell v. Federal Election
Commission comments In that case. The questkm that arises, and 1am going to be a little hypertecnnicalhere and mention code
sectlons, and I apologize to anyone In the room whose eyes arB going to glaze over, but I em a professor and Inherently boring, so
here we go. Generally, an organization Is audited whenU files Its Informallon return, but we know that the Information return Is filed
long alter an election end there Is something of a mismatch In this area between interdloUng Improper political actlvlly of 501(c)(3)
and lhe time at which the IRS can normally take actIon, Congress enaoted Section 6852, In the larger scheme of things quite
recently, to provide that In the case of a flagrant vlclatlon of the pol!t!cal prohlbltlon of Section 501(c)(3), Congress, the IRS could
audit at tIlatpolnt In what consUMes a version of a Jeopardizing assassment. They could close the taxable year and audit, but the
vlolatlon has to be fiagranl.
Further, there has been for aUme now In the Code Section 7409 that allows the IRS, wllh careful prooedural tlmltatlans, to seek a
deolarato!)' Judgment action In a court to Interdlotthe behavior Immediately In the oase of flagrant participation In a polltfoal campaign
In Violation of the exempt status, I don't believe the IRS has ever used 7409. When the IRS begins to seek Informa\lon, t!len,from a
501(0)(3) organization before the filing of a return, the tectmloallssu.e which Is now unaddressed Is Is that consistent or Inconsistent
with Section 6852, especially If, hypothetlcally, the speech In question or the other activity In question doesn't appear to be flagrant.
PassIonate, maybe, but not flagrant. So, what we have here Is a technical Issue of greal Importance to the admlnlstrallon of Ihe tax
law and great Importance to the conduct of our elecllons, and that Is where I think the law stands now. Certainly the IRS may Budlt.
It seems to be a reqUirement that the activity In question be flagrant and that there be a showIng that it be flagrant. So, one would
have to look case by case.
Mr, RANGEL. Thank you, Professor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Now that you have whelled my appetite as to the breadth of this
serious problem that would demand these hearings, can yeu share with me as to when we can get to the rubber can hit the road wllh
the IRS, because this dlstlngu!llhed panel certainly has laid out a blueprint of something that demands and screams out for
correctlon.
Chairman THOMAS. 1ten the gentleman that we wl1l, as we normally do, based UJXln minority wltnesses--as you were aware, we
worked with the staff In creating this particUlar hearing. We will do additional ones, but as Is usually the case with this Commlllee,
ultimately, a slgnlflcant amount of lhe work wm be turned over to the Subcommlttae, The Subcommittee on Oversight has historically
been the Subcommittee that reviews II perlodklally, It may beworthwhHe to bring It back to the fUll Committee to lake a look at this,
because I do believe we need to move expeditiously, one, because we should, bul two, I want to make sure that the press doesn't
cover this as us rushing belatedly to an Issue that the Senate Initiated for the purpose of raising revenue, because I have been doing
thh. for 22 years, as the gentleman from New York has. So, we will be working together to plan and structure addlllonal hearings,
Ol1e to look at theory and practice, but two, aventually, you have to put theory and practIce to the test and we wilt be dealing with the
IRS on some decisions they have made and que!)'lng them as to why they thought they could do what they did when they did II.
Mr. RANGEL. The reason I thought II was urgent, Mr. Chairman, Is because I thought some In the maJority wanted to pUll up tile tax
coda by Its roots and start all over again, and I--we have John, how many do we have here, the Ambassador--and I wanted to ask
the panel whether they would have any speciflc recommendations that they could send In to us during this period so that we could
present them before Treasury and the IRS. or course, If we are pulling up the code by tha roots, then we don't need any
recommendations because we will start de novo. Just In oase you decide not to do tax reform this year or next year, may I ask the
panel to send what recommendations they have for this compneated code and the one that would follow this year Of next year so that
we can see what happens?
Chairman THOMAS, I ten the gentleman!l might be most frullful If we get our staffs togelher so that we can structure as a
committee the kinds of questions that we might want to submll to this panel and others, frankly, 10 begin to coHee! that kind ofdata
so that we can, In the antlclpatlon of the old dandenon concept, you want to try to pull It out by Its roots and you don't and the root Is
stul there aod !l grows back, we may need to do some gardening. So, I am looking fOlWard to--

Mr, RANGEL. Could we get a statement from the IRS person as to what he thinks the problem Is so that we can lell staff what we
would be looking for 11'1-Cllalrman THOMAS, I think that wlU be useful In a structured manner, but as this panel clearly Indicates, there Is a lot of fruitful work
that can be done conceptually to try 10 figure out where we need to go and how we need to gel there, and then we can begin to
apply It practically by dealing with the current world.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Chairman THOMAS. I look forward to working wllh the Ranking Member on that.
Mr, RANGEL. Thank you.
Chairman THOMAS. The Chair would only say for the record that In propounding his hypothellcal, It might have been more
appropriate If the hypothetical structure had InclUded the fact that there were complaints filed wllh the IRS, hypothetically, and that
the IRS examined 130 of those cases, hypothellcaUy, and the one that the gentleman hypothesized over was the one that was
pllbllcly announced by the organlzatlon, meanIng there were 129 additionally hypothetically that were balng examIned, as well,
Does the gentlewoman from Connecticut wlsh to be reco nlzed?
Ms. JOHNSON OF CONN

estlon Is going to go to Mr. HopkIns to enlarge on that portion of
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his testimony that he allUded to, tax-exempt labororganlzeUons, becaWil6 your testlmony Is very helpful. This goes 10 the whOle
panel. Lots of you made very spec:lflc recommemlallons as to how we go about it. \ found thai very helpful. llnough! that It was
lnlerestlng thaI In addition to your overall suggestions and your history, you did focus on one area, and I want you to have a couple
of minutes to enlarge on that. 1do wan! to, though, mentlon to Mr. Colombo, you mayhav6 a Ilvlng, IIva example otihe public
benafll of nonprofit hospItals as we watch whole departments of dellvwlng services move from the nonprofit to lhe for-profit setting
where they can also earn mora and be rellaved of the responslblllly to oross-subsldlze charitable services Otto lake part In the
mandales that govern the hospllals, that they must take anyone who comes, and so on. So, sometlmes, you can see through
people's behavlorwhere lhe public benefit lies !lnd where It coUldes with the underlying need to get fairly compensated for your
work, Mr. Hopklrls?
Mr. HOPKINS. Thank you very much. The reference!n my presenta!!on to labor organlzallons Is In.there, sort of a dIsconnect, I
understand thIs, from the_rest of Ihe testimony. It is in there because the Committee slaff asked me to brlefly address Ihe point. To
putlt In context, you have heard testimony from a number of wllnasses, including Mr. Cohen, about how unbalanced the code Is
today, and for example, he was making reference to 501(0)(25), which Is the ffi\.llIl-parenl nUe holdIng company provision which
occupies about, what, three-quarters of a page oftM Internal Revenue Code and reflects maybe four orflve entitles In the United
Slates, contrasted with labor organizations, whIch obvIously Involve millions of Individuals, There are two wo'rds In the Internal
Revenue Code describing tax-exemptlon for labor organizations end the two words are "labor organizations." That Is ell the code
Itself says about labor organlzallons. This category of exemption was added 10 the code back In 1909, so It precedes even the
consll\utkmal Iawtnat Mr. YIn was referring to. The code provision Is ellenton crlterla for exempllon, and In my vIew, It Is one of the
examples of an area that shouk! be remedied by thIs Committee. Now, briefly, In the tax regulations, you will find some law where!l
Is provIded that an exempt labor organization Is an entny that hes as Its objects the betterment of the working conditions of Its
members, and to some degree, It functions to develop among Its members a hIgher degree of efficiency In their occupallons, The
private Inurement doctrine does apply In this context. There Is a major regulation that was adopted a few years ago lhat makes 11
clear that entitles that have as their principal acUvlly the ll'westlng and management-offunds associated with savings or Investment
plans cannot be exempt. There area very few court opinions and IRS rulings on the SUbJect. In thIs context, the law Is ampl1f1ed a
bit and Illustrates the fact that the exemptlon Includes more than labor unions. It embraces entlUes like col1ecllve bargaining
committees, certain forms of strike fund entltles, and publishers of labor newspapers. That Is about the substance of the law thalwe
have today concerning labor organlzallons.
Ms. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. I thank the gentleman. I balleve my t!me Is ebout to expire. I wll! yield back.
Chairman THOMAS. Mr. McCrary?
Mr. MCCRERY, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I get to the CSO Director on some of his commen1s about business acllv!!y,
tax-exempt business activity, Just to give you a heads-up, I want to gel back to Professor Hill, Proressor Colombo, on thIs question
of some sort of conceptual framework. for determinIng who should be tax-exempt, what enliUes should be tax-exempt. and
Professor Hill, you used the term public benefit. We need to think In terms of the public beneflt thai Is beIng served by this
tax-exempt entity. Then there was some conversation about hospitals. 1must adm!!, I am having a hard time conceptuellzlng !he
publlc benefit of a tax-exempt hospital, but I have to say In fairness, If I were to ask the not-for~prof1l hcspllats If they nlte their
lllluallon now, they would say yes, and I would go to the for-profit hospitals and I would say, well, do you Ilke your slluatlon now, 01'1,
yes, sure. So, ! am noJ. sure we would make elther one happy If we were to change lhe current arrangement If there Is some public
benefit to be served, and I suppose one could say that heallh care Is a public benefit and providing the lowest-cosl health care
would be a public benefit, then we could JustifY, ! suppose, exempting hospItals, and all healln care provlders,.for that matter, from
taxation. If that were the esse, then we would probably want to requIre all heaUh care providers to be tax-exempt and not-far-profit,
I would assume. So, that gets Into a real sticky wicket. So, help us further define that public benefll concept and how It would be
applied In the rea! world.
Ms. HILL I thInk that when one looks at the hospitals, that really the conceptual hurdie Is bigger lhan publlc benefit. It Is grasping
exactly the Idea that you have set out, but It very well may be epproprlate 10 have the same activity conducted sImUltaneously by
taxable and exempt entllles, and there may be note problem with that. I suggest that because we are livIng In a world now where,
as you all know, there Is a great deal of convergence of acllvltles In taxable entltJes and tax-exempt entUies. I teach at an exempt
enlUy. I do not think that taxable universilles shoUld be closed down or forced to become tax-exempt. With respect to the hospitals,
the Idea oflcoklng at who Is the benefitted class and doll'lg It In a way that gets beyond simply the pricing structureof1he provisIon of
the service, I think may help here, Certainly, the question of the pricing structure of lhe service and whe1her II!s any different In
taxable or tax-exempt antmes, as Professor Colombo notes In his testimony and as I beUeve to be the state of the research In this
erea, the data are InconclusIve on prlcJng structure, whether there Is a difference, and I think that 1hay are Inconclusive as to sort Of
care provided to those who cannot pay and under what circumstances and do we count things Ilke government payments to
determine charity care. If we thInk only of tM provision of free medical care to people whc cennot pay, then, of course, hospitals
haveno--exempt hospllals have a much weaker case. If thai Is our criterion, then the question la, well, should they be parlly
exempt or fully not exempt, and If we then meke that conclusion, the question Is, what do we tax? In my previous comments, the
related Issue preViously raised, ! suggested lhat we look at how we determine whether taxable entitles are makIng a profit,
d!strlbutlng dividends to shareholders, and whether that concerns us.
Frankly, I am not concerned that we heve an economy In which there Is a cholce In cenaln areas to be taxable or tax-exempt, and
whether Congress wishes to condition, for Instance, education on do we provide scholarships based on need? !s It wrong to provIde
scholarships only on academic merit? Should all our scholarships be on need, which I think would be the analogous question?
Should we provide care to people who cannot pay It? Is that the only criteria for exempt status? I believe thatlrwe begin 10 ask
those questions carefully, Congress would provide a useful role here. If we simply dig In our heels and become protective, we are
not going to get very far.
Mr. MCCRERY, Thank you. I would be Inlerested In heerlng any comments In wrlllng from Professor Colombo on that subject and
also from Dr. Holtz-EskIn on the questlon of how do these tax-exempt busInesses confUct with tax-paying businesses? How do
they Intsr<lct, and are taK-paylng businesses hurt In certain cases by the existence of tax-exempt. You don't halle Urne right now,
but !fyou would like to poInt out something In yourtestlmonythatls relevant, I will Iookallt Thanks,
(The Information follows:]
Thank you for your question about the Congresslona! Budget Office's (C80's) testimony presented at the Weys and Means
Committee's April 20 hearing on the tax-exempt sector. As I understand It, you are lrIterested In how nonprofit efltilles that are
exempt from federal Income taxes compete wIth busIness entllles that are SUbject to them, and how equalIzing Ihe tax Ireetment
would affect thet compeUlloi'. ...

""'I

It Is useful to focus on acl

entitles lhat are tax-exempt. For that reason, CSO presented
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fractions of lncoma generated by sales actlvilles. Nonprofit organizations provide both goods and services Ihat are not provided
by the private sector and ones thai are, at subsidized prices (or no cost) rather than at market prices. Many such 6nliUes have
Utile sales revenue and are probably nollo competition with firms In the for-profit sector. ceo's testimony fooused on those lax·
exempt entitles Ihat have substantlal sales to the pubfic a-nd that compete with private firms.
The attached tabla Identifies examples of that competillon. The health sector, particularly hospitals, Js the primary example of
nonprofils that sell at market prices many of the same goods and services provided by for-prom firms. As shown In the second
column, that sector receives almost 92 percent of Its revenue from the sale of goods and servlces and provides a relatlvely small
portion at subsld!zed prices to those with limited abil1ty to pay, The entitles In the sector look very much like for-profit entitles,
which receive almost all their revenue from sales.
The pervasiveness of competition offered by businesslike nonprofit entities Is greater than Is suggested by the data In column 2.
Even In those categories where overall income from program revenue is very jow, subSlanUal competition exists. The last
column of the lableestimates the share of revenue earned by enUlles for which program revenue exceeds 75 percent of their
total revenue. For example, for the category "Environmental QuaUty, Protection, and Beaulifcatlon," the 19 percent share of
program revenue (shown In column 2) suggests that those actlvltles might offer Uttle competition with those prOVided by for-profit
firms; however, almost 9 percenl of total revenue In that category comes from entities eamlng more than 75 percent of their
revenue from program sales (as shown In the last column). On the basis of that metric, some cf those entities may compete
substantially with for~prom entities.
Fully 65 percent of total revenue tn the nonprofll sector Is earned by enHlles for which program revenue exceeds 75 percent of
total revenue. Those potential competltors with tha for-profit sector are found In aU categories of nonprofit organlzal!ons.
Universilles and museums are examples of ant!tlas that are In competlllon with the for-prom sector and that are also engaged In
acllvllles that provide public benefits. They hava Increasingly moved Into commercial aclivllies In order to earn a surplus (hat can
be used to further their provision of pubflo benefits. Many universities have entered Into research partnerships with for-profit firms
that look very much like business enterprises, and they also compete with professional sports for advertisers' and sports fans'
dollars. Museums have expanded their glft shops, selllng many Items nol related or only tangenllally related to their tax.exempt
mission that are readily available from for-profit llrms. The Washington Post has had several articles In recent weeks that detail
the commercial activity of a range of nonprofit enllties.
ceo's testimony concludes that taxing currently tax-exempt nonprofit organizations Is not likely to level the oompeutive playing
field. The efforts of for~profit firms to avoId payIng taxes are restraIned by theIr need to dellver the surpius to shareholders. It Is
the absence of those shareholders lhat primarily determInes a nonprofit organlzatron's economic behavIor: it Is free to retain a
surplus or dIssIpate It by lowering prlcescr Increasing costs. A nonprofit's response to baing taxed would be to shrink or
eliminate the tax base by retaining less of Its surplus. That surplus would instead be used to provIde additional prIce reductlons
or to cover cost Increases. If nonprofits used formerly retained surpluses to further reduce prices, competillon with the for-profit
flrms might Intensify In the short run. But over a longer period of Urne, those nonproflls' reducUon In retained earnings might
cause them to shrink.
Ultimately, the key to competllion from tax-exempt entitles Is the variety of state laws that determine an entlly's ablilly to organize
Itself as a nonprofit organization -not federal tax policy. Once an entity Is organized as a nonproftl, managers have greater
latitude wJth the uses of fls surplus. That latitude, by itself, provldes a substantial ablilty to compete through lower prices. As I
noted In my testimony, the addillonal exemption from federal income taxes ccntrlbutes to the overall surplus, but Is not the
primary source of a nonprofit entity's ability to compete via lower prIces.
I hope that yol,l flnd this Information useful. If you would llke to discuss It, please call me at 226-2700 or Dannls Zimmerman at
226·2683.

Mr. SHAW. [PresIding.] Thank you.
Mr. Levln, you may Inquire.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you for coming, aU of you. I had the benefit of laking a taxation course from the very gifted professor, but I must
say we did not spend very much lima on this particular provision, this section, so I am not quite sure what Is the purpose of this
hearing except It does flllin some gaps of our legal educaUon. So, lat me Just ask you, go dewn the row, and If you would, tell us
whal you thlnk Is the major problem In thIs section of the code. I know you may not like to pick oul one, but If you would do so. VVhat
do you think Is the major Issue or the major problem? Yes, Mr, Colombo?
Mr. COLOMBO. Well, I can start with that. I think the major problem Is the lack ofa core rationale fortax-exemptlon for charItable
enllUas and lhe datall sbout hOw that tax-exemption Is conferred, I think that Is vary Important because this Is a significant and
growing seelor of our economy. There Is more and more money going Into charitable organizations and more snd more money
coming out of charitable organllallons. That trend has accelerated over the past years and I think It Is Just going to accelerate
further, So, we need to spend some tlme thinking about an area that Is growing very rapidly and for whIch we don't have very good
Idaas about what tha underlying rules are.
Mr. LEVIN. Ms. Hill?
Ms, HILL. I think the core problem In this area Is that one of lis very strengths, that the exempt seclor Is so dynamic end so
malleable end so easy to enterls InvlUng abuse of the sector on all fronts and the IRS Is Incapable now at current funding levels,
current expertise levels, and the current state of the law of stopping any of It. I simply want to express the hope that as Congress
addresses It, we don't make thIs sector rigId and unable to function. The very creaUvlly of It on all fronts Is meaning that It is far
beyond hospllals, It Is far beyonduniversilles, thatcharilies are beIng used and abused for actlvltles that have nothing to dO with the:
provision of a public benefit. If you would like a more speclflc response In writing with detailed Usts, I would be glad to do that for
you,sswell.
Mr. LEVIN. Okay. You can talk more In your answer about the IRS, If you would,
Mr. Walker?
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Mr. WALKER. If! had to pick ene, 1would say a lacko! a set ofcrileria or a cleardeflnltlon ofwhat should be tax-exempt and what
shouk! not

Mr, YIN. Mr, Levln, If you would define this area broadly, I would suggest three areas that would be worth looking at. Certainly one-=::'
would be the one that Mr. McCrary was questioning on Just a moment ago. More broadly, I thInk the Issue of oversight and
transparency In the exempt area, 10 what extent do we have a handle on what is going on. Then, as I said, If you lake the term, thIs
area broadly, I would inclUde the charitable contribution area as another area that fs worth lookIng al.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you. Dr. Holtz-Eakin?
Mr. HOLTZ·EAKiN. With the caveat that this constitutes the sum total of my legal educatlon In this area-[Laughter.}
Mr, HOLTZ·EAKIN. --It sounds to me that one of the maJorthfngsthat Is goIng on here Is there Is an attempt to apply a brlght-llne
exemptlon to entmes when It Is, In fact, aeUvilles that are either pubUc purpose Of charltable In nature, and these enutles have a greet
mixture of activities within them and It would be useful to dIstinguish between those two things.
Mr. LEVIN. Yes, Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. You will excuse my Irreverence, but thIs Is a perfect opportunIty for my favonte quotation from Pogo. we have met the
enemy and It Is us. !lIs your tack of attention, our lack of attention. Jt Is understanding that the Revenue Service's capacity 15
greater than It ts. For example, Mr. Vin In good faith says we ought to have a fIVe-year revIew of tax exemptlons because people
are abusing It and, therefore, we ought to look at It a second Ume, That!s a wonder/ulldea, but we don't have the personnel to look
at it the first time.
Mr. LEVIN. I like your Irreverence. Yes?
Mr. HOPK!NS. Mr. LevIn, on page sbc and seven of my prepared statement, I have outUned In somewhat of a level of prlorUy 12
areas that I would enceurage the Commutee to look at, and number one on the IlsI, and you have heard this from at least two of the
other witnesses, Is create law spelllng out the crtterla for tax-exempt status. I think that seams to be a consIstent theme that you
have heard today. I will work In one more, which Is the elements of the prIvate Inurement doctrine because the prIvate Inurement
doctrine from a pure law point of vlew!s the fundamental legal dlstlnctlon between a nonprofit and a for-protlt. Those two areas, I
thInk you would find, would be very productIve ones to look at very Carefully.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you.
Mr, SHAW. Mr. Camp, and J would like to announce thai Mr. Walker Is goIng to have to leave followIng Mr, Camp's questlOt1fng and
he wUJ be replaced by MIke Brostek of the Government AccounlabUlty Offlce. Mr, Camp?
Mr. CAMP. Thank you. I wm dIrect my questlon, my first questlon, to Mr. walker, then. Do you think It we have greater enforcement
of our current law and better oversight by the IRS that most of the abuses within the tax-exempt sector could be eliminated?
Mr. WALKER. I think you are going to need addltlonal transparency and additional dala sharIng as a basis to have more targeted
and more effective enforcement, as well as some suppJementallntermedJate sanctions to be made avallable 10 the IRS to provIde
more approprIate accountabilily mechanIsms ratherthan merely pUlllng the tax-exempt status.
Mr. CAMP. Is thetthe timIng Issue thet Professor HlI1talked about that you are referring to there, In terms otthe enforcement?
Mr. WALKER. I am not sure whal-Mr, Camp, Intermediate sanctions, Wen, you menl!oned-Mr. WALKER. Well, that Is, for example, In a prIor life, 1was AssIstant Secretary of labor for Pensions and Health, and there ara
tax-exempt entitles that I had to deal With there, for example, 501(b}(9) VEBAs, Voluntary Employee Benefits Associations, also
outsIde of 501{c), pension plans. It is very, very Important that you have adequate transparency and IntermedIate sanctIons other
than pumng the tax-qualified status. There need to be sanctions that are there, that If people end up engaging In Inappropriate or
unacceptable activities, that you cen bring to bear, For example, as Is the case tor foundations, I believe, you have prohibited
transactions. If certain klnds of transactIons occur between partIes, then there can be excIse taxes that can be Imposed and
sanctlons that can be Imposed on the vIolating Ind!vlduals rather than necessarIly the entity. That would be anexamp!e.
Mr. CAMP. It Is my understanding that since 19l)6, lhe IRS has had an Intermediate sanctions available for--lf there has been a
sltualJon wherelhere has been private Inurement. lsll your opInion that that has been ineffective, or perhaps I should direct that to
Mr. YIn, If that Is not In your field.
Mr. WALKER. I wUl be happy to have him answer, but my understanding Is thai doesn't apply universally. It doesn·t apply to all the
501(C) entllles,
Mr. CAMP. AU rIght. Mr, Yin, do yoo want to cJarlfythat?
Mr, YIN, That 15 correct. Ills likely directed at the 501(c)(3)s and the public char!tles within that. The private foundations have a
separate set of rules that are more stringent than the public charIties.
Mr. CAMP. VVhat are the current restrictions and requlrements on private toundatJons?
Mr, YIN. On private foundations, the analog would be the self-dealing rules, and essentIally, they prohibIt any kInd of Iransaclion
wIth an Insider. In contrast to that, the IntermedIate sanctions would allow a transaclfon with an Insider, but supposedly at arm's
length rates and so forth. Obviously the InquIry In the !ntermedlate sanctions area 15 much more dIffIcult because there, you have to
Judge to what extent Is the .
tes as opposed to some kind of Internal benefl! goIng to the
!nslder,
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Mr. CAMP. Aren't there also other requIrements, like restrIctions on holdIngs and-Mr. YIN. In !he prIvate foundation area, that Is correct.

Mr. CAMP. Yes.
Mr. YIN. Ithoughl you were just addressing on the Intennedlate sanctions pOint
Mr. CAMP, ! would like to know what are some of the other requirements and restrictions on private foundallons.
Mr. YIN. Well, there are restrlctlons on requiring them to make certain amounts of dlstributlons each year. There are restrIctions
on--on ownership, exactly right. There are also restrictions on excess benefll holdings. They can't hold too much Interest In the
business.
Mr. CAMP, I would Just lrke to comment briefly on yow report, lhe optlons to Improve compliance and reform lax expendltures,
particularly with regard to con<lervatlon easements, your statement there, I Jusl want to say thai In MIchIgan, land conservation
easements are becoming a really promInent way to preserve valuable land and shoreline. I Just want to ensure that the hIghest
standards are met In terms of land conservancIes, obvIously, as everyone else does, but I am afraId that the changes you suggest
would makelt virtually Impossible for a landowner to lake advantage of these provIsions to, In effect, preserve their land forever,
some ofthJs IncredIbly beautiful land. So, I wonder, do you think strIcter standards on applO1lsals and llcenslng for appraisals and
Increased penalties for overstated appraIsals In this area might assIst In thIs area?

Mr. YIN, Ilhlnk that Is a step In the right directIon. In fact, In the slaff optIons, we do lay aut some Improvements In the appraiser
and the appraisal process. However, It would seem that that Is Just a small step In terms of addressing Ihe undarlylng difficulty, The
underlyIng dIfficulty Is that for a variety of reasons, easements are unusually dIfficult to determine whallhe appropriate value Is. !lIs
Just a partlallnlereslln the property. II rn a property Interest which is crafted by the donor and, therefore, may halle f(lw, If any,
comparables. Then, at least In certaIn circumstances, perhaps not the ones that you are describIng, there are State and local
restrictions on the use of property already In exIstence and, therefore, that would need to be taken Into account In figure out what the
appropriate value of the easement right Is, Because of the dIfficulty of the value, It becomes a very difficult both c;omplJance problem
for the donor and a very d!fficult enforcement problem for the Internal Revenue Service. If you put aU of the change, If you will, !!lto
the appraisal process, It really doesn't address the underlying Issue, which Is that It Is very difficult at the outset to figure out what
circumstances shOUld be examIned at all.
Mr, CAMP, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see my time has expired,
Mr. SHAW, Mr, Cardin?
Mr. CARDIN. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, Let me thank all of ourwitnessas for their testimony. It Is clear to me In hearing your
tesllmony and looking at the materlallhat has been submitted that the Issue of oversight and compliance needs some atlentlon,
Mr. Camptalkad about, and Mr, Walker responded by perhaps the sanctions are not as broad or as much dlscretlon to IRS as Is
needed In order to bring about more compliance with CongressIonal Intent. There Is a quesl10n as to whether we have enough
exams. IJ\Iith the exam rates as low as they are, why would there be much concern about even the sanct10n authority of the IRS If
the chances of sanctions being used are so minImal, considering the number of exams? There Is also the questIon of politlcal wlll,
whelherthere really Is a will of our Nallon to be more stringent on tax-exempt organIzations, Then there Is the whole evolutlon of
Section 501. It has developed over a long period of time, as you all have palnted out, and It Is not 100 percent clear as to what ihe
expectations are fortax-exempt entmas, So, dowa need CongressIonal clarification? Let me start wllh Mr, Cohen, because he Is a
former CommIssioner, and try to get his reactIon as to how you would suggest we get a handle on appropriate oversIght and
compliance as to the role of the IRS and Congrass as to trying to glva fair notice to the taxpayers, but also to develop consistent
oversight and compliance strategy on bahalf of our Nallan.
Mr, COHEN, 1was fortunate, or unlucky, as the case may be, 10 be the object of congressIonal Inquiry by Mr,.Patman, who ran
several years of hearings, vigorous hearings, on tax-exemptlons, which led to much of the 1969 Aot that restricted them, So, I paId
a lot of altenllon, He caught me. He had my attention, I have to say to you, bul for thai, It would have been a backorder. Before I
came to lhe Revenue ServIce the second lime as Commissioner In 1965, ft was a backorder, and that Is Why he was taking on some
fairly obvious problems. You had some Members of this Committee durIng the late 1970s period that got Involved In It again, but
agaIn, lt has been an area Ihat not much attention certainly by the full Committee and very little by the Oversight Committee. You
just don't spend the time, Therefore, It Is not number one kir the top people down at t2th Street who mInd this operation. Yes, In an
Ideel world, everybody would be paying attentlon to everything, but we know that Is not the way the world works. The world works,
What Is Important today!s what Is Important to you folks.
Mr. Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Cohen, let me Just Interrupt you for a moment. Our tax code depends upon voluntary compllanca. We depend
upon--that Is the hallmark of the AmerIcan tax code. Is this a saUsfacfory situatIon? Are we overreacting? Do we have enough
voluntary compliance? Maybe we have 11M; right polley today.
Mr, COHEN, We have just seen the Commissioner's new research study, end we have not had a research study sInce 1986, sowe
have had the first report of Ihat. It sham; a tax gap In the order of 15.5 to 16 percent. That Is about 11 or 12 percent higher Ihan It
was the last tlmewe did ltabouI11 or 12 years ago. $0, surely, It Is sUpping. It Is slipping, and you can almosllook altha numbers.
As you see the audit levels fall, you see compllance levels fall, People react to not seeing the cop on the beat, In the city parlance.
$0, yes, we need more compliance effort. The money Is well spent. The Commlsslonar generally has a rule that he won't ask for a
dollar unless he can bring 1n large mUltlples of that. Indeed, the problem Is that as you cut the Commissioner's budget and
personnel--personnel went from close to 120,000 down to about 95,000, between 95,000 and 100,000--you find that the
Commlssloner--the first thing that Is cutis not proportional. It Is compliance, because that Is the only optional money he has, He
has to produce returns. He hes to process returns, He has to collect money. There are a number of functlons thalhe has 10 do,
and so he has no leeway there, He can audit more retums or less returns, He can audll the returns more Intensively or lass
IntensIVely, Of course, What happens Is he sUps off. You do some aud[{s, but you do them less Intensively and therefore they are
less effective. You and I reaclto the fact that aUf ne!ghbor!s being audited, If a neighbOr Is being audited and talks about It, he talks
about It, It has an effect on all of our behavior, It Is like driving down a major superhighway, If we don't see a traffic pollcemlln, we
tend to go five Of ten miles an hour above the 1Iml!. If we sea a traffic paUceman, we go two mlles above the Uml!. We all chisel a
!ltIle bit Therefore, we need to see that audit to have an effect on our behaVior. NoW, we are not seeing !t, so-Mr. Mr. CARDIN, I agree

esponse, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr, SHAW, Thank you, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Herger?
Mr, HERGER Thank you, Mr. ChaIrman. Mr. Yin, recently., the Joint CommIttee on Taxatlon made a number of recommendations
to Improve lax compliance, one ofwhlch would restrlct the use of conservation easements. I welcome thIs proposal and 1belJeve=_
this Is an area the Committee should focus aUentlon on because there has been a large amount Of evidence thai taxpayers are
taking Inappropriate deductions related to conservation easements. Consider a Washington Post article from December of 2003
which quotes a Flonds business consullanl as advising hIs cllEmls to purchase golf coumes and prohibit bulldlng on the fairways as a
way In which to reap large tax benefits. He refers to one Investor who paId $2.4 million for a golf course and received a $4,8 mlHlon
tax deduction, This taxpayer received a tax deductIon worth twice What he paid for the property, This article also mentions luxury
homebuUders In North Carolina who paId $10 million for a tract In the mountains, developed a lhlrd of the land, and Ihen claimed a
$20 mllllon deduction, Evidence suggests these are not Isolated Incidents. Perhaps thIs Is not surprIsIng, given the easements are
today held by various government agencIes, nallonal environmental groups such as the Nature Conservancy, and according to the
Post artIcle, 8OOut1,260 local trusts. Mr. YIn, my underslandlng Is that your proposal would eliminate charitable tax deducllons
relating to conservallon easements on persona! residence and would fimU the deductions related to other properties, This proposal
Is scored as raising $1 blllion over ten years, not an un~ubstantlal amount of money. My question Is simply this, 00 we know how
much fraud in dollar terms currently exists wllh respecl to conservation easements? Two, does the Joint Tax Committee proposal go
far enough to eliminate the potenUal for fraud reJaling to golf courses and other types of Investments slmllar to whal I mentioned
earlier? If not, what mere can be done to ensure that the Federal Govemmenl, through the charilable deduction allowed for
conservatlon easements, !s not sUbsidizing large amounts oOax fraud?
Mr, YIN. Thank you, Mr. Herger, Obvlously,ll Is very difficult to provide estlmates of fraud bacause fraud Involves a particular
IntentIon on the part of the taxpayer whIch would have to be Judged on a very hIghly factual determinallon. I think that It Is fair to say,
however, that the IRS recently In connection with the hearing over on the Senate skle published their lellerwhlch Indicated the top
areas of compliance difficulty In the EO area, and one of the areas that they clearty IdentifIed was Ihe difficulty lhatthey have In
enforcing the laws relating to easements, Now, how much of that Is fraud as opposed to sImplY overvaluallon but not Jislng to the
leve! offraud, 1don't know IUhey know. I don't believe we know, e!ther. In terms of whether the Jolnl Committee proposal goes far
enough, obviously, that Is going to be your Judgment and the Committee's Judgment on those sorts of Issues, we did try to offer a
balanced approach, I am comfortable wlth--I am personally comfortable With the proposal as UIs offered, but obviously, that Is not
my judgment It Is goIng to be your Judgment
Mr. HERGER. Thank you very much, Mr, Yin. I think we can see enough and enough has been pointed out again through the
media, through yourselves, through these hearings, to Indicate that perhaps we are Just beginnIng to see the tip of the Iceberg here,
We all want to see legitimate dedUctions made, but we are also very concerned about what Is perceived as--even If It maybe wllhln
the law today, those exemptions that are being made that ctearlY,1 think, In most of our Judgments are not ethical, are not fair and
nol proper, and I would certainly Ilke to urge your continued Involvement In thls and 1thank you.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Johnson?
Mr. JOHNSON OF TEXAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1wonder If Mr. Holtz-Eakin and Mr. Brostek could talk about thIs subject.
Almost tan years ago, Congress put the Jmmedlale sanctions rules Into place that allow the IRS to punish tax-exempt entitles that
break the private Inurement rules. I would like to know whether this type of sanctIon has been effecUva and whether Incremental
change like thIs might serve as a model for reform of the tax-exempt laws by th!s Committee.
Mr. HOLTZ-EAKIN. I could go first and hand It to Mr, Yin, Who I think knows a lot more aboulthls than I do,
Mr, JOHNSON OF TEXAS. Okay.
Mr. YIN. Mr. Johnson, of course, as you do Indicate, the law, though It has been In effect for ten years, it is stlll--on the larger
schema oflhlngs, that Is a relatively short perlod of lime. so our experlence Is stlfl someWhatllmlted, In the reporlthat Mr, Camp
referenced, the late January report by Ihe Joint Commltlee staff, we did provIde some optl¢ns to Improve the intermediate sancUons
rules In areas where wEdeltthat they d!d seem 10 be a Uttle bll on the lax side. We put In some suggestions on modifying the mlUal
contract excepllon and also on the rebuttable presumption of reasonableness. Now, Ihese are relatively smalt changes !n the
procedure of how the rules would work. I think ws are nol really yet In a position or being able 10 give you gl.lklance Ihat they are
oompletely Ineffecllva or completely effectlve, and so Uls a little bIt early to make that-Mr. JOHNSON OF TEXAS. Well. has Ihe number of violators Increased or decreased?
Mr, YIN. Well, In terms of the number of v!olators, of course, prior to the law, there wasn't a rule against It as such. That Is
that--well, I take lhat back. The proh!bltJon or the penalty was 10 lose your tax exemptIon, and becallse that Is such a draconian
oulcome, thaI was rarely Imposed and so l! Is difflcult to know, as comparIson to what prior behavior Is, Whether the current behavior
Is Improved. Again, I would suspect that, In lime, we will get a beUer handle on how It Is Working,
Mr. JOHNSON OF TEXAS, Yes, sir?
Mr. BROSTEK. llhlnk the polnllhat Mr. YIn Is making Is an Important one. IRS can apply Ihose sanctions when lt knows there Is iii
problem that needs to be corrected. one of the Ihlngsthat IRS Iiself admits Is that!t doesn't have enough Informallon to know the
various kind of noncompllance that are occurring out there, They are trying 10 Improve the Form 990 that gives them some of that
type of Information, but that wlll need to be married up with greater transparency so the news media and the publlccan help keep an
eye on the entire universe, and probably with soma Improved governing standards to help ensure that within an organizatIon, there IS
a check and balance 10 ensure that this kind of abuse doesn't occur.

Mr, JOHNSON OF TEXAS, Transparency, you have all mentioned thaI. It needs 10 be fixed, Let me ask one other questIon, I
brought up Medicare and Medicaid earlier. It seems to me that there Is plenty of approprlaUons from publlc funds for all sorts of
health care providers for helping the poor and the elderly and It seems 10 me the absence of clear standards for the community
benefit proVided for not-for-prom hospitals may be a problem. In Texas, for example, we requIre a sel percentage for charity
care--I thInk 11 Is four or five percent--and unrelmbursed Medicaid costs tn order to claim 501 status. It seems to me a step In the
rIght direction, and I mIght add that hospitals In our district go way above thaI. A larger concern, though, Is thet standards, once they
have bean met, may breed a feeling of, we have crossed the !lne. wadon't owe anything else 10 anybody< The problem Is
complicated further when one cons!ders that some for-profit hospitals offer a notable amount of charitable unrelmbursed care. 00

b~u~a:se;~K, ~~~~t~:l;~~, o.,~wa.y.,'."."'ioi'ioi""'ii,.".miii'ioi"'oii".Uiiilta.ble.charitable care across Ihe board? I gue~ that Is for GAO cr
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Mr. BROSTEK. Well, wa don't have a position al thIs Urns on that We haven't looked alIt
Mr. HOLTZ-EAKIN. J think It Is certaInly the case that if youreok back, and I think Mr. Cohen would knowihe hIstory better than
anyone on this, the notion ofwal constitutes charity was heavlly Influenced by the exIstence of Medicare and Medicaid and perhapc::.
a false oplimlsm that poverty would not be a problem In the presence of these programs. So, If one would !Ike to come back and
come up with a clearer standard of performance, you would have to probably nolleave It 10 the hands of an administrative decIsion
but actually have the Congress develop a standard that they felt was appropriate.
Mr, JOHNSON OF TEXAS. Thank you.
Mr. COHEN. I was at the meetIng, the cabinet meetlng at which the President decided to go for Medicare. It was accIdental. I was
there to report on something else. I was also Commissioner of Internal Revenue at the llme that Medicare began to pay out, and It
led the Revenue Service to that 1969 rutlng. That Is, If Medicare was going to pay a good pIece of what used to be chan1y, then how
are you goIng to deal with the hospital system and how are we goIng to deal with health care? The avallablilty of health c.are Is a
public good, and thai Is what we had to deal with.
Mr. SHAW. I am going 10 have to culthat off. Mr. Pomeroy, then Mr. Beauprez. Mr. Pomeroy Is going to snare the tlmewllh Mr.
Thompson and then we are going to wind this hearIng up before this vote.
Mr. POMEROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very bOOf. It seems to me that this hearing, which has been extremely
Interesllng, has highlighted basically two separate facets of this question. One Is the very confused state of the tax code, which
allows. nonprofit status or tax-exempt status to be achieved through any number Ofways. Secondly, the whole enforcement
questlon, eyeballing whether or not those that have quallfled are actually appropriately conducting themselves for purposes of
matntalnlng that qualification. To that end, I would like to speak of while this Committee grinds along on the question of who has got
this exemptIon and why,thatls a long-term proposIlion that Is going to be tough sledding. I would hope that we don'! get distracted
and not proceed on the enforeement question, whleh we can do somethIng about very quickly through, among other things, resource
commitment to the IRS and some clarity In terms of d!recllng them to take this action. To that end, and underscoring the Importance
of taking that action, a couple of Issues, Items In the recent press I would like to put Into the record, yesterday's Financial Times, as
well as a story from the Business section of Sunday's Washington Post, both detailing abuses In trusts In this area, Speclfically
quoting from the Financial TImes artIcle, "Foundation dIrectors and donors have cl;lf1le under fire for 6xcess!lle pay, Insider dealing,
alleged conflict of Interest between their foundatlons and their prlvale business dealings, as well as outright tax fraud." Then on the
WaShington Post story, it Is detalt!ng how the founder of AmerlDebt, the bankrupt Maryland credit counset!ng firm, took $70 million
from Its opera!!on between 1999 and 2003. I think th1s makes a compelUng case for why we need to help the IRSwllh Its
enforcement aetlvlty. We need to raise their blHlgel relallve to being able to completely audit this acllvlty, and espeCIally In wak~ of
passing the benkruptcy bill, we have got 10, In the Oversight Subcommittee, really bear down on nonprollls-Mr. SHAW, Without obJeetlon, the documents are placed In the record.
[The Information follows;}
Apr1l16, 2005 Saturday
FTC Moves to Freeze Assets; AmeriDebt Founder Transferred Money to Offshore Trusts, Agency Says
Caroline E, Mayer, Washlngton Post Staff Writer
The founder of AmerlDebt Inc., the now bankrupt Maryland credll·counsellng llrm, took $70 mlillon from Its operations between
1999 and 2003 and spent lavishly on his WIfe, girlfriend and himself, Including paying $179,000 to an interior decorator, $13,500
to a yachtrng company and $2,500 on srestauranltab.
That's what the Federal Trade Commlss!on saId In court papers as It sought to freeze the assets of Andris Pukke. A hearing on
the malter was held yesterday In federal court In Greenbelt, Those assets Included $18,3 million Iransferred to domestic and
offshore trusts, and $2 million sent 10 an account In Latvia for his father, the agency said,
tn 2003, the FTC sued Pukke, his wife, the nonprofit AmerlDebt, and DeblWorks. Inc., the for·proflt private firm Pukke set up to
process AmerlDebt customer accounts. The sull alleged that the Pukkes and their companies deceived financIally struggling
consumers seeking help wllh their debts by charging high fees - hiding them by call1ng them voluntary contrlbullons, They
operated falsely as a nonprofit organ!t.atlon whlle siphoning off money through OebtWorks to make money forihe Pukkes, the
suit said.
A recent Wing In a related class-action lawsuit alleged that Pukke and his girlfriend traveled to Tahltl, Bora Bora, San Tropez,
Las Vegas, Aspen, the Cayman Islands and Cabo San Lucas, lhat he gave her a new Mercedes, and that he spent $15,000 for
a mattress and $8,000 fOr sheets for his Manbu mansion. He sold a Miami Beach home fer $7 mlmon, that suit said.
AmerlDebt, based in Germantown. was onee one of lhenal!on's largest and most aggressively marketed debt-management
firms. advertising heavily on cable TV and the Internet. Also the target of severa! lawsuits by state attorneys general, AmeriDebt
Is now bankrupt and Its accounts have been taken over by a thlrd·party firm.
AmeriOebt Is one ofmore than 50 nonprofit credit counsellng firms under lnvestlgatlon by lhe Internal Revenue Service for
misusIng their tax.-exempt status for the benefit of their operators. There Is l!tIle federal regulation of the firms. The bankruptcy
bIN that passed Congress Ihls week contains a provision that reqolres debtors to seek debt counseling before flUng for
bankruptcy protection.
last month,the FTC settled its lawsuits with AmeriOebt, but Its case agaInst Pukke and his wife conUnues, with the agency
seeking $170 million In consumer refunds.
"An Individual profiling $70 mUllon on a fraudulent promotion 1$ certainly among the largest we have seen," saId Joel Winston,
the agency's assocIate director for llnanclal pracllces. ''The question Is where did It go? We're trying to freeze whatever money
and properly he has, seek repatriation or the money he has put overseas and have a receiver appointed by the court to audIt Ills
affairs and determine wher#!
...........
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John B. WIlliams, Pukka's attorney, did not return phone calls, Previously he has saId thaI evidence shows that AmeriOebt
beneflts 10 all conllumersfar surpassed the $170 mlUlon that consumers paid the credlt-col.lnseling firm because ltwas able to
reduce Interest ratas and get rid of late fees and inlerestcharges for many of its customers,
In court papers opposing the freeze, Pukka's lawyers said the FTC and the class-action plaintiffs have failed to prove consumers-were Injured.
The monetary transfers, the papers added, occurred In the past *when Mr, Pukka was In much better financIal condition. Mr.
Pukka now has limited assets and all of his available Income goes to the IRS, Mr. Pukka's wife pursuanllo court orders In a
pending divorce case, and persona! living expenses which are not extravagant."
In depositlons with the FTC, Pukke Invoked his Fifth Amendment prlvllege, the agency said.
U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitle said he would rule nextweek on the request to freeze his assets".
According to lhe FTC filing, "Mr. Pukke has dissipated assets" by transferring money to the lrusts, close friends and relaUves and \
by a "lavish lifestyle." The commission said that OeblWorks transferred $200,000 to Pukke's girlfriend although she never
worked at OeblWorks. The girlfriend also used a DebtWorks credit card to pay $215,000 In charges, InclUding a $1,688 bll! at a
clothing store and a $2,165 three-night stay at the Viceroy Hotelln Santa Monica, the lawsuit said.
Pukka's wife received $250,000 from DebtWorks although she never worked for the firm, either, the FTC said, and another
$150,000 through the company's credit card.
The agency sald that Pukke eslabilshed the domestic and offshore trusts. IncludIng one In NevIs and another on Cook Islands In
2002, shortly after the FTC notified AmerlDebt and DebtWorks that they were under Investigation, "ClearlY," the agency said In
legal papers, "Mr. Pukke created these trusts In an effort to put hIs assets out of reach ofthe FTC and other creditors." As of
June 2004. the trusts were valued at $18.3 mnllon.
The class-acUon lawsuit said Pukke "has hardly been skimpIng on his domeslle lifestyle, . , . HIs primary residence cost him
$27,906 per month, IncludIng over $24,500 for mortgage, property taxes and utllllles and $1,400 for domesUc help. ThIs pales In
comparison to the monthly cost of operating hIs secondary home, whIch Is $84,699,"
In July 2004, the lawsuit said, pukka spent $8,119 for dIning and $6,583 for travel. His monthly car paymentwas $10,653. With
other personal and professional expenses and taxes of $75,000, Pukke claIms to spend more than $390,000 a month, It saId.
In opposing a motion by the class-action lawyers to appoint a receiver, Pukka lawyers argued that the .plalntlffs were clUng old
spending habits and were not likely to succeed on the merits of the claIm.

Mr, POMEROY, We have to bear down on these nonprofi!s. I would Ilke to finish mythoughl. We have to bear down on these
nonproflls that are providIng credit card counsellng anddebl counseling. I believe It Is principally a scam and we need to get to the
boltom of il, I yield the balance of my Ume to Mlka Thompson.
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Pomeroy. I want to align myself with Mr. Camp, I bellevs that consmallon easements are
criilcally Important for protecting literally thousands of acres throughout my dIstrict, In my district for critical wildlife habitats, salmon
and steelhead restoraHon. It Is.responslble for clean air and clean water. At the same time, Mr. Herger raised some valid Issues,
Waneed 10 make sure these are legltlmate procedures done by the right reasons and it Is something that beneflts more than JU5;t the
person making the donation. Mr. YIn, you have commented on numerous occasions now on these changes that I believe If they
were taken at face value would do Irreparable harm to the whole Idea of conservaUon easements. So, I would like to ask that you
do, and If you have already done It, let me know, but do some more work In thts regard to see If we can't associate a value te the
good conservation easements done by the legltlmate contributors. These In many Instances save governments a lot of money.
They don'ljlJstprotect valuable, Important properties. So, before we rush into any reform in this regard, I haven't seen anything
other than anecdotal references to problems, so I wouid encourage you to do and provide an analysIs to this Committee that lOOKS at
both Ihe potential problems, but the very specific values that these bring to the table.
Chairman THOMAS. [Presiding} The gentleman from Colorado.
Mr. BEAUPREZ. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. I will be very quick and very dIrect. Mr. Colombo, many have talked about your
comments,as well as many oftha others on the panel, about the need to define what Is a charitable contribution, whatquatlfles as a
tax-exempt organization, I found your rather straightforward defln~lon to be pretty useful, that an organizatIon ought to be able to
survive primarlty on donatIons. Then II crossed my mind that any number of business entities out there Ihat In a dIfferent
envlronmenl we would call It prof/! margins, netlneome, might say thai is the Income that one who does buslness with that busIness
entity provJdes so that It Js sustainable. Does that fJt your definition or not?
Mr. COLOMBO, The Internal Revenue SelVlce and the courts have developed pretty good tests about what consUMes a donation
and what doesn't. The testIs generally what we call a quId pro quo test, or the absence of a quId pro quo, and there Is not any
questlon that normal saies transactions don't fIllhat kind of model. So, I Just don't see a problem, to tell you the truth. We pretty
much know what a donation Is. At the edges, we may get into a Ullle bllof a problem, at the edges of what donations are, but
mostly, we know What It Is, and moslly, I know when we get one.
Mr. BEAUPREZ. All rIght. Very quickly, type three supporting organizations. Mr. Yin, I am going to guess Ihat you might be the one
to opine on thIs. I know that they have come under Intense scrutlny, especially In the other body, recently. There has been some
concern. From personal experIence back home In my own State, I know communlly foundations, private family foundations seem to
do an enormous amount of good, as well. Is the abuse so rampant that we mayb$ are tempted to throw the baby out wlth the
bathwater, or Is what we realty need, as has also been suggested here, more oversight and more accountablilly, more transparency?
Mr. YIN, well, Mr. Beauprez, as you know, supporting organlzatlons are granted public charily status as opposed 10 private
foundation status and some have argued thallhey more closely resemble private feundatlons and should be more subject to those
rules. The type three that y; .
.
'hat have drawn the mosl atlentlon because they are least under
the control, If you will, oHh
d therefore least subject to the same level of scrullny that the
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charitable organlz;l:Uon which Is being supported Is normally subject 10, So, lhat Is Ihe reason why that Is an area that has drawn
some altentlon recently,
Mr. BEAUPREZ, The solullon would be, In your opinion?
Mr, YIK Well, there ars a variety of solutions. Obviously, you would flrst hava 10 determine there Is a problem sufficiently great
enough to deserve a solullon. Assuming that YOll did, there would be a variety of solutIons, ons of whleh would be to perml! support
organlzallons oflype one snd type two but to not permit the type threa,
Mr, BEAUPREZ. I thank the entire panel \l6lY much and am sorry we have to rush,
Chairman THOMAS. The Chair would also like to thank the panel. The Chair beHaves that perhaps Ihe government witnesses
might want to get with staff. I think It would be very helpful for Members If we prepare a glossary so that the tennfnology that Js being
used, they understand the meaning of as we move through these varioUs structures. I want to thank the other panellsls, and Jhope
that you aren't thankful that this Is the only opportunity to assIst theCommlllee, let me put It that way, because we are going to
contlnue to examine Ihe area, but we need to work on these fundamentals that we have tatked about before we get excited and IhJnk
we can fly In making judgments over real world events. So, I do want to thank you. The CommIttee owes you a debt of gratitude
and we expect to use you more In the future. With that, the CommIttee stands adjourned.
lWhereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the hearing was adJourned.1
lQuestlons submijted from Representallve Herger to George Yin, and hIs response follows:}
Question Submitted by RepresentaUve Herger
Question: Mr. Yin, recently the Joint Committee on Taxatlon made a number of recommendatIons to Improve tax
compliance, one of whIch would restrIct the use of conservation easements. I welcome this proposal and I believe this
Is an area the committee should focus attention on because there has been a large amount of anecdotal eVidence that
taxpayers are taking InapproprIate deductlons related to conservation easements.
Consider a Washington Post article from December of 2003, which quotes a Florida business consultant as advisIng
his cHents to purchase golf courses and prohibit buildIng on the fairways as a way In which to reap large tax benefits.
He refers to one Investor who paId $2..4 mUllon for a golf course and received a $4.8 million tax deduction. ThIs
taxpayer received a tax deduction worth twice what he paid for the propertyl This article also mentions luxury-home
builders In North Carolina who paid $10 million for a tract In the mountains, developed a third of the land, and then
claimed a $20 million deduction.
Evidence suggests these are not Isolated Incidents. Perhaps this Is not surprIsing, given that easements are today
held by various government agencies, national environmental groups· such as the Nature Conservancy· and,
according to the Post article, about 1,260 local land trusts.
Mr. Yin, my understanding Is that your proposal would eliminate charitable tax deductions relatfng to conservation
easements on personal residences and would limIt the deductIons related to other property. This proposal Is scored as
raisIng $1 bUllon dollars over 10 years, not an Insubstantial amount of money. My question Is sImply thIs: Do we know
how much fraud, In dollar terms, currently exists with respect to conservation easements?
Does the Joint Tax Committee's proposal go far enough to eliminate the potential for fraud relatlng to golf courses and
other types of Investments similar to what I mentloned earlier? And, If not, what more can be done to ensure that the
federal government, through the charitable deduction allowed for conservation easements, Is not subsidIzing large
amounts oftax fraUd?
Response:
Dear Mr. Herger:
This letter responds to your wrlnen request made In connection wllh a hearlngoftfle House CommIttee on Ways and Means
regarding charllles and other tax·exempt organizations held on AprU 20, 2005. You asked: (1) whether It Is known how much
fraud, In dollar terms, currently exists with respect to conservatIon easements; and (2) whether the recent proposal of the staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation to Ilmlt the deductlblll\y of certain contributions of. conservation easements (the "easement
proposal") Is sUfflc!ant to eUmlnate fraud relating to golf course easements and other abusive easement donations, and what
more could be done to eUmlnate such fraud. You also asked these questions orally at the hearIng.
The easement proposal was contained In a report that we prepared In response to a request fromSena!e Finance Commillee
Chairman Grassley and RankIng Member BaU(~us. The report contains options to lmprove lax compllance and reform tax
expenditures In almost all areas of the Federal tax law. One of these options relates to the Charitable contrlbutlon of easements.
As explained In the report, the charitable contrlbutlon deductkm for easements Is an exception to the general rule that prohibits a
charitable deduction lor a contribution of a parllallnterest In property, This excepllon was enacted generally to encourage
landowners to contribute property rights to a qualified organlzallon In order to protect such rights In perpetuity for conservalfon
purposes.
The report makes a number of observallons about the contrlbutlon of easements and concludes that noncompliance concerns
warrant consideration of curtailing the tax benefits provided with respect to such connlbUl!ons. 2 In partloular, the easement
proposal notes that Ihe proper amount of the charitable contribution deduction is difficult to de!ermlnebecause the valuation of
the easement right being contributed is often highly speCUlative. For example, there Is generally no ready market for such
easements, the terms of which may vary from donor to donor, and no available data regarding comparable sales. This situation
makes enforcement of the law very problematic, as the mere Identlflcatlon of potential overvaluatlons may reqUire considereble
administrative expense such as the cost of appraIsals. A serious challenge to a claimed deducllon would entall a greater
commllment of resources. The easement proposal also raises the concern that tha current definlUon of "qualified conservation
contrlbuUon,# which In mosl Instances does not reqUire that a contribution be pursuant to a clearly delineated governmental
conservallon policy, is not sufficient to ensure that conservation purposes are being served. We note further that the often
difficult Issues of valuaUon ~
lrpose of a contrIbution generally are even more difficult In the
easement contribUllon co
ngolng Interest In the underlying property. To address these
concerns. the easement p
modlfies the definition of quallfied conservallon contrIbution,
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and imposes additional requirements on appraisers.
Regarding your fJrst question, as discussed above, a prllT!sry compliance concern addressed by the eesement proposal Is
overvaluation. An easement may be overvalued as a result of fraudulent Intent on the part of the donor Of because of more
Innocent reasons, In addlllon, an easement may be overvalued even If the easement serves a legitimate conservation purpose.
The easement proposal Is inlende<! to reduce claimed overvaluellons for purposes of the charitable deduction regardless of the
reason or circumstances of the overvaluatlon, As a practical matler, even with a detailed review of taxpayer returns showing
Information regarding easements, we would be unable to determine whether an easement serves legll1mate conservation
purposes, or whether the contribution results from fraudulent Intent on the part of the donor, without making an Independent
assessment of the circumstances surrounding each contribution. As a result, we are unable to determine the amount of fraud, in
dollar terms, that exists with respect to conservsllon easements. However, because we are conb£1rned that the current dafinlUon
01 conservation purpose Is not adequate to address noncompllance, the easement proposal suggests, among other things, that
the requirement that the conservation contribution serve clearly delineated governmental conservation polley •• currently
applicable only 10 a limited class of conservallon contributions - be exlended to all forms of conservation contributions, The
intent ls that such III change In lhe law would Improve the Integrity of the tax system by providing tax incentives only for donaUons
that serva Identified oonservatlon Of preservation purposes,
With regard to your second question, the easement proposal to curb noncompliance In easement donaUons In a number of
ways. Your requesl gives two specific examples of potentially abUsive conservation easement donations: (1) golf Oillse
easements; and (2) easements placed on a parcel of land to be developed.by a builder of luxury homes, Such examples raise
questlons about the legltlmacy of the conselVatlon purpose purportedly served by the easement donatIon and the accuracy of
the cialmed value of the easement. The easement proposal was designed to address each of these concerns. For most
conservatlon easements, the easement proposal seeks to ensure that a legitimate conservation purpose Is served by requiring a
showing that an easement donaUon Is pursuant to a clearly delineated governmental conservatlon polley - a showIng that may
ba partlculariy difficult to make, for example, In tha case of a golf course easement In tlla absence of such a showing, no
deductlon would be allowed. In addmon, even where a clearly dellneated governmarrtal conservatlon polley purportedly exists,
the easement proposal would address the overvaluation of easements of the type you describe by: (1) denying a deduetlon
where the property has been used or Is reasonably expected to be used as a personal residence; (2) denying a deduction fat 67
percent of the appraised value of a conservation easement where the property has not been used and is not reasonably
expected to be used as a personal residence; and (3) Imposing addillonal requirements on appraisers who value such
easements. In short, we belleve that the easement proposal would Umlt significantly noncompliance In connection with easement
donatlons, particularly noncompliance Involving the valuallon of easements,

I hope thls Information is helpfUl to you. If we can be of further assistance In lhls maner, please let me know.

[11 Joint Committee on Taxation, Options to Improve; Tax Compflance and Reform Tax Expenditures (JCB02-05), January
27,2005, at Section V!1l.F ,
{2]IRS Commissioner Everson has Identified overvalU8{lon of conservation easements as a top compliance concern of the iRS.
See Lercel-fi"om JRS Commissioner" MarkW Everson to The Honorable Charles E. Grassley, March 30, 2005; Wtitten
Stateement ofMark W. Evenson, Commissioner of Intema! Revenue, Before the Committee 011 Finance. United Stales Senate,
Hearlng on Exempt Organfzalfons; Enforcement Problems, Accomplishments. and Future Direction, April 5, 2005.

{Submlsslons for the record follow:]
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Guimond, Mark, American Association of Debt Management OrganlzaUons, statement
Hayes, David, Independent Community Bankers of America, statement
Hazen, Paul, National Cooperative Business AssoclaUon, statement
Hilinski, Keith, San Diego County Veterinary Medica! Association, San Diego, CA, letter
Independent Community Bankers of AmerIca Dayld Hayes statement

International CommunIty Foundation Sao Dfega CA Richard KJy letter
International Health Racquet and Soortsclyb Assoclallon Boston MA John McCarthy letter

Jones, David Charles, Association of Independent Consumer Credit Counseling Agencies, Poinciana, FL, statement
Jones, Ike, America's Community Bankers, statement
Kly, Richard, International Community Foundation, San Diego, CA, letter and attachment
Kohn, Gary, Credit Union Natlonal Assoclalion, statement snd attachment
Krehely, Jeff, Natlonal Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, statement
Leek, Ann C., Central Arkansas Area Agency on Aging, Inc., North LIttle Rock, AR, let!flr and attachment
LeVY Barbara R Tucson

A~

Maahara, PauleUe, The Association of Fundralslng ProfessIonals, Alexandria, VA, letter
Marsh, -Michael Peter, Fair Houstng Center, Toledo, OH, laUer
McCarthy, John, International Health, Racquet and Sportsclub Association, Boston, MA, latter
Miller, Betty, Read "Write" Adult LIteracy Program, Moriarty, NM, Joint tettsr
Miller, Deborah S" Association of Fundralslng Professionals Greater Cleveland Chapter, Cleveland, OH, letter
National Association of Feder~1 CredIt UnIons Arlington
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National AssocIation of State CredIt UnIon Supervisors Arlington VA Marv Martha Fortney letter
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Natlona! Cooperative Business Assoc!atlon PaUl Hazen statement
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Stoner, Floyd, American Bankers Association, statement
Thaler, Brad, National Assaclal!on of Federal Credit unions, Arlington, VA, statement
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Message

Lodico, Nicolette
From:

Berresford, Susan

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2005 7:05AM

To:

Gray, Verna (FORD)

Subject:

FW: Foundation Executives Group Memo (Hearing Testimony)

Attachments: Foundations-Ways and Means Comptroller General, U_S_ Government Accountability Office,
The Honorable David M_ Walker, ,htm; FOundations-Ways and Means April 20, 2005, Director,
Congressional Budget Office, Douglas Holtz-Eakin, Ph_D~,htm; Foundations-Ways and Means
April 20, 2005, University of Illinois College of Law. Urbana-Champaign, illinois, John Colombo.
Professor"htm; Foundations-Ways and Means April 20. 2005. Professor. University of Miami
School of Law, Miami, Florida, Frances R_ HiII.,htm; Foundations-Ways and Means April 20,
2005. Partner, Morgan. Lewis and Bockius. and Commissioner, Intemal Revenue Service, 19651969, The Honorable Sheldon S Cohen"hlm; Foundations-Ways and Means April 20, 2005,
Attomey, Polsinelli Shalton Welte Suelthaus, P_C_. Kansas City. Missouri, Bruce Hopkins"hlm;
Foundations-Ways and Means hearing April 20 George Yin. pdf

PLease print out. SVB

20054:10 PM
t>eITe,,,oru,,u,.,n; Diane canova; Janne Gallagher; Jonathan Fanton; Dot Ridings
Group Memo (Hearing Testimony)

-----Original Me:5Saoe----From: Kies, Ken
...•••...
~
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2005 4:09 PM
To: Kies, Ken; Leonard, Rob; Fitzgerald, Jayne; Hanford, Tim
Subject: Foundation Exe<:utives Group Memo (Hearing Testimony)

:::.='::'::.:.: ::..::

:::]

Attached for your information is the testimony from today's hearing In the House Committee on Ways and Means on
charitable issues. We look forward to discussing the hearing on Monday's call.
Kenneth J. Kies
Managing Director, Federal Policy Group

Clark Consulting
101 ConsUtutton Avenue, N.W.
Suite 701 East
Washington, D.C. 20001

202-772<
202-772

'3ax

kfinJsJ~!l/~-::';,':;;>::-:-'::-:·:~':-~·
_'~ctarki6!.rullilUng&Qm.
NYSE:ClK

The information Gxmlained in this e-mail message is intended only for the personal and confidential Use of
the recipient(s) named above. This message may be im attOlney-client communication and/or work product
and as such is privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an
agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that yon have received
this document in error and that any review, dissemination. distribution, or copying of this message is
strictly prohibited, If you have received this communication in error, please notify us inunediately by cmail, and dclete the original message.
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement of The Honorable David M. Walker, Comptroller General, U.S. Government Accountability
Office
Testimony Before tbe House Committee on Ways and Means
April 20, 2005
Chairman Thomas and Members oftbe Committee:
I am pleased to participate in today's hearing about tbe tax-exempt sector and oversight of it. The sector
recognized under section 501 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRe) covers a diverse group of over 1.5
million entities with varying sizes and exempt purposes (see app. I for types of section 50 I (c) exempt
entities). The breadth and diversity oftbe tax-exempt sector allows it to address the specific needs of
many of our citizens and tbe general needs of society. The exempt sector, and tbose that volunteer to
assist, also supplements government programs to meet varlous needs. For example, charities can
supplement programs by providing comfort to the aging, healtb care to the uninsured, and education to
the uneducated.
As tbe nation's tax administrator, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has a key role in overseeing tbe
tax-exempt sector. Oversight can help sustain public faith in the sector and ensnre that exempt entities
stay true to tbe purposcs that justify their tax exemption. It also can help proteettbe entire sector from
potential abuses initiated by a small minority.
Before discussing the work we did for the Committee, I want to frame today's hearing witbin a broader
context. GAO recently issued a report entitled, 2pt Century Challenges: Reexamining the Base ofthe
Federal Government. UJ This report provides examples of a number of key questions tbat need to be
explored in light of our current and projected fiscal imbalances as well as otber changes and challenges.
It highlights the need for a re-examination of all major federal policies and programs in light of21 st
century realities. Altbough tbat report did not specifically cover tbe tax-exempt sector, tbe sector is a
microcosm oftbe issues raised in the report. While tbe provisions granting federally recognized taxexempt status and associated policies have been layered upon one anotber to respond to challenges at the
time, a comprehensive re-examination of the tax-exempt sector has not been done in recent times. On a
broad scale, a comprehensive re-examination could help address whetber exempt entities are providing
services to our citizens commensurate witb their favored tax status, whetber tbe current number and
nature of exemptions continue to make sense, whether restrictions on the activities of tax-exempt entities
remain relevant, and whetber the framework for ensuring that exempt entities adhere to the requirements
attendant to tbeir status is satisfactory.
Today's hearing provides an excellent forum to launch such a re-examination. Some oftbe more
~;pecific issues that may merit re-examination for tbe tax-exempt sector include:
• Should tbe criteria for granting exempt status be reconsidered and do we need as many types of
tax-exempt entities?
• Do we need to modifY tbe model used in overseeing tax-exempt entities to ensure that the taxexempt purpose is met and that fraud or other misuse is deterred?
• What govemanee standards shou l
pt sector, and should particular types of
exempt entities have more speci
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• Are the operations and activities of tax-exempt organizations sufficiently transparent to support
oversight by tile public, news media, and federal, state, and local governmental agencies?
• Beyond revoking tax-exempt status and various clUTently available intermediate sanctions, dir"We
need more intermediate sanctions to deter abuse and enhance accountability while minimizing any
damage to those served by the exempt entity?
• Should certain federal audit and internal control rcquirements apply to tax-exempt entities, and if
so, how should the requirements vary according to entities' size or other charactel~stics?
• Is there sufficieut transparency over the total compensation package and its justification for
executives and other officials at tax-exempt entities?
• What should be the allowable "lobbying and political" activities in which diffcrent types ofta.xexempt entities can engage and how should such activities be reported?
• What are tile diflierences between nonprofit and for-profit entities tIlat perform sinlilar missions,
such as nonprofit and for-profit hospitals, and do tile nonprofit entities provide sufficiently
different services to justify tIleir exemption?
• Based on your request, I will discuss
• The growth of the tax-exempt sector, focusing on those entities whose tax-exempt statos falls
under section 501(c) of tile IRC.
• The role of sound governance practices and transparency in ensuring tIlat tax-exempt entities
functiou with integrity and perform tIleir missions effectively.
• IRS's capacity for overseeing those exempt from taxation under section 501(c), results of its
oversight activities, and efforts to address critical compliance problems.
• The states' role in oversecing tax-exempt entities and their relationship with IRS in conducting
oversight.
To summarize the growth ofthe tax-exempt sector, we analyzed data fIled annually with IRS by section
501(c) entities. To sUlllmarize governance practices and transparency in the tax-exempt sector, we
reviewed documcnts published by IRS and otllers, and official statements made in testimony before
Congress. T9 sunlmari7£ IRS's oversight capacity, results, and efforts to deal with critical compliance
problems, we reviewed IRS's data and interviewed IRS officials. To sUlllmarize tile role of states and
tIleir relationship witlllRS, we reviewed our previous reportsfll and outside articles and reports. To tile
extent possible, we sought data from 1998 t!lrough the most recent year available for all descriptive
statistics. We reviewed tile reliability oithe data used and found tIlem reliable for our purposes. We did
our work from December 2004 through March 2005 in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.
Let me begin by highlighting key points I will make.
• The 501 (c) tax-exempt sector has grown steadily in reported assets, revcnucs, and expenses. For
example, between 1998 and 2002 (the most recent year of available data), their reported assets
grew 15 percent to over $2.5 trillion. Accordingly, the tax-exempt sector comprises a significant
part of the nation's economy and workforce. For example, spending in tile tax-exempt sector
appears to be about one-tentll of our economy and the paid exempt workforce appears to be
comparable in size to some of tile largest scctors of the U.S. civilian workforce, such as food and
lodging. The scctor's significance in the economy might bc greater because tile asset, revcnuc,
and expense data arc likely understated to some tmknown amount. For example, the data do not
include all tax-exempt entities under section 501(c) because not all entities are required to file,
such as religious entities, and some entities do not file required Form 990.
• Good governance and transparency are essential elements to ensure t!lat tax-exempt entities
operate with integrity and effectiveness in carrying out their missions. Governance facilitates
'
•
sparency sheds light on entities'
well-run operations that dissuad p
practices, which enhances inc
t, and effective operations and facilitates
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oversight by the public and others. With recent concerns about abuses within the tax-exempt
sector, renewed attention is being given to improving governance practices and expanding and
increasing the transparency of the sector's operations.
o Staffing trends and insufficient data have contributed to IRS being challenged in executing its
oversight role. IRS has begun to increase staffing during 2005, which results in 467 FTE to
examine the compliance of about a half million section 501 (c) entities that file Forms 990.
However, IRS does not know the extent to which these entities comply. Recognizing this, IRS
started efforts in 2002 to obtain compliance data for various segments of the exempt sector but
had to suspend most of these effmts to use those resources on higher priorities such as pursuing
known types ofnoncompliance. For example, IRS has ongoing special compliance initiatives
dealing with critical issues such as excessive compensation and abusive tax transactions involving
exempt entities. IRS is also seeking ways to access and better analyze existing data at IRS or
elsewhere on exempt entities.
o States often ovcrsce tax-exempt entities, frequently focusing on protecting thepublic from
fraudulent activities and guarding against misuse of charitable assets. States and IRS believe that
more data sharing would make their oversight more efficient and effective. Consistent with our
earlier recommendations, IRS has improved its processes for sharing data and Congress has been
considering a legislative proposal to expanded IRS's authority to share data with specified state
officials under appropriate restrictions and protections rctated to using the data.
d_

My statement today will address each of these topics in turn. Before that, I will provide some
background on the tax-exempt sector and IRS's oversight of it.

BACKGROUND
Internal Revenue Code (IRC) section 501(c) specifies 28 types of entities that are eligible for taxexempt status and over 1.5 million entities have been recognized as exempt as of2003.[;lj Section 501
(c) entities arc involved in a variety of activities and exempt purposes. Congress authorized the tax
exemption for each type of entity to meet specific purposes, such as health care for the uninsured.
Almost two-thirds of these entities--over 960,000 in 2003--were classified as 50I(c)(3) charities, which
have exempt purposes such as serving the poor; advancing religious, educational and scientific
endeavors; protecting human rights; and addressing various other social problems.I'!l About another 20
percent of exempt entities were social welfare organizations, labor unions, and business associations-50 I(c) (4 through 6), respectively. The remainder covered an array of types of exempt entities with
varying purposes and numbers. In 2003, such types included IS teacher retirement funds, over 10,000
cemetery companies, over 4,000 state-chartered credit unions, an employee-funded pension trust; 20
corporations to finance crop operations, and over 35,000 veteran organizations.
An entity that believes it meets the requirements set by Congress must apply to IRS to obtain tax -exempt
recognition by submitting the following:

m

o Form 1023 (Application for Recognition of Exemption under Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code) or Form 1024 (Application for Recognition of Exemption under 501(a»;
o organizing documents, such as the Articles ofIncorporation, Articles of Association, Trust
. Indenture, Constitution, or other enabling documents;
o 4 years of fmancial data;ffil and
• a full description of the purposes and the activities of the entity.
After receiving tax-exempt recognitio~

"Wlnally me a Form 990 to report their
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financial transactions and activities for a "tax year"(see app. II for a copy of Form 990) if annual gross
receipts are normally more the $25,000. Those that have less than $100,000 in gross receipts and yearend assets ofless than $250,000 may use Form 990-EZ. Generally, entities with gross receipts beloW:$25,000 are not required to file. Certain types ofentities such as churches and religious organizations
also are not required to file. Form 990 has information on revenues, expenses, and assets. For 2003, the
form had 105 line items on 6 pages as well as 46 pages of instructions plus two schedules. Schedule A
covers several areas such as eompeusation, lobbying, and revenue sources. Schedule B covers the
source of contributions to charities and certain other exempt entities, such as IRe Section 527 political
organi7""'tions.
IRS oversight relics on two activities. First, iRs reviews applications for tax-exempt status to determine
whether a tax-exempt purpose is envisioned. IRS can approve or deny the application. Once an
application is properly completed, the criterion for approving or denying the exemption is whether the
applicant provides sufficient evidence that its operations will match an allowable exempt purpose.
Second, IRS annually examines some Forms 990 to determine whether selected exempt entities meet
various requirements (such aq restrictions on political activities). In general, IRS attempts to select
entities that it believes are likely to have violated requirements. IRS can accept the Form 990 as filed or
change the status of the entity, impose excise taxes for certain types of violations, or revoke the exempt
status if the violations arc serious enough. IRS can also assess taxes if an entity has not fully paid
employment taxes or taxes on unrelated business income.
Given concerns about the tax-exempt sector, the Senate Committee on Finance asked that a panel of
experts make recommendations to Congress to improve oversight, transparency, and governance in the
sector. To do so, the Independent SectorI1l convened a Nonprofit Sector Panel in October 2004, which
includes 24 nonprofit and philanthropic leaders. [8-1 It provided an interim report of fmdings and
recommendations in March 2005 and plans to issue a final report in June 2005.

TAX-EXEMPT ASSETS, REVENUES, AND EXPENSES HAVE GROWN, MAKING IT A
SIGNIFICANT SECTOR IN THE NATION'S ECONOMY
TIle tax-exempt sector is growing. During 1998 through 2002, more entities have been filing Forms 990
and reporting higher amounts of assets, revenues, and expenses. These reported amounts indicate that
the tax-exempt sector is a significant part of the economy and the civilian workforce.
The data on the growth in assets, revenues, and expenses reported on the annual Form 990 are likely to
be understated because not all tax·exempt entities under section 501 (c) are included. Entities below
certain asset or gross receipt tolerances are not required to file. Nor are various types ofretigious
entities. Further, an unknown number of tax-exempt entities do not file the required Form 990. The
number and finances ofthose not included are lmknOwn.

Tax-exempt Entities Have Reported Increased Assets, Revenues, and Expenses
For tax years 1998 through 2002, the number of section 501(c) exempt entities filing a Form 990 grew
from about 450,000 to 465,000--about 3 percent (see table 1 in app. III). TIlese Forms 990-0fwhich
betwccn 63 and 65 percent arc filed by charities-have been reporting higher asset amounts. Figure 1
shows the growth in reported assets for tax years 1998 to 2002 (the most recent year of data). TIle
reported assets grew 15 percent to over $2.5 trillion-abont 12 percent growth for section 501 (c)(3)
charities and about 22 percent growth for the other 27 types ofnoncharities covered under section 501
(c). (See table 2 inapp. III.)
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Figure 1: Assets Reported by Section 501(c) Entities in 2004 Constant Dollars, Tax Years 1998-2002

The reported revenue aild expense amoUIlts also grew from tax years 1998 through 2002 (see tables 3
and 4 in app. III). However, the amount by which reported revenues exceeded expenses has been
closing for exempt entities filing Forms 990---from about 9 percentage points in 1998 to 2 percentage
points in 2002 (see figure 2).
Figure 2: Revenue and Expenses Reported by Section 501(c) Entities in 2004 Constant Dollars, Tax
Years 1998-2002
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Tax-exempt Sector Is a Significant Part ~rthe Economy and Civilian Worliforce
The growth in the tax-exempt sector indicates that it has become a major part of our economy and'
workforce. From 1975 to 1995, the real assets of entities filing Forms 990 more than tripled while the
economy grew 74 percent during the same 20-year period, according to an IRS studY.l21 More recently,
based on data reported on Forms 990 during 1998 through 2002, spending by tax-exempt entities was
roughly 11 to 12 percent of the United States' gross domestic product (GDP).UQl (See table 5 in app.
ill.) Because tile tax-exempt sector is not measured as a specified GDP sector, its percentage of GDP
cannot be compared to official GDP sectors such as medical care or housing, 'Wirich likely include
spending by tax-exempt entities. Even so, no single sector accounted for more than 15 percent of the
GDPin2002.
Figure 3 indicates that tax-exempt entities appear to account for a major portion of the civilian
workforce. Data from the U.S. Census indicates that over 9.6 million employees in the tax-exempt
sector accounted for about 9 percent of the civilian workforcc in 2002. Although generally aligned with
section 501(c), the Census defmition ofa tax-exempt entity excluded certain types of entities (such as
universities, labor unions, religious organizations, and public administration), which means that the
number of tax-exempt employees is understated.
Figure 3: Paid Employees by Economic Sector as Percentage ofU.S. Workforce, 2002

Note: "Other" category includes 13 economic sectors that individually accounted for Jess than 8 percent
of the workforce in 2002, including educational services such as technical, driving, and other specialized
training schools; mining; utilities; construction; and real estate.

In addition to paid workers, one studYIlll suggcsts that thc number of volunteers at certain tax-cxempt
entities (which account for at least 60 percent ofthe sector)grew about 27 percent from 4.5 million in
1982 to 5.7 million volunteers in 1998.
STRONG SELF-GOVERNANCE AND TRANSPARENCY ARE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR
A THRIVING AND EFFECTIVE ~'ii!iilliillilloiJiilliiilil6»l-.
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Strong self-governance and transparency are essential elements to help provide assuranee that taxexempt entities operate with integrity and effectiveness in meeting their missions while maintaining
public trust. A number of requirements help establish governing structures while required public;':~
disclosure ofinfonnation about exempt entities enhances transparency. However, recent concerns about
abuses in the tax-exempt sector have prompted consideration of and support for enhanced governance
and transparency.

Good Governance Helps PrOVide Assurance that a Tax-exempt Entity Effectively Manages Funding and
Programs
Governance can be viewed as the collective policies and oversight mechanisms in place to establish and
maintain sustainable and accountable Organizations that achieve their missions while demonstrating
stewardship over resources. Good governance helps ensure that tax-exempt entities are well run and that
abusive behaviOr is minimized. Generally, an organization's board of directors has a key role in
governanee through its oversight of executive management, eorporate strategy, risk management and
audit processes, and communications with external stakeholders. This is implicitly reeognized in some
ofthe statutory and regulatory requirements for the tax-exempt sector.
For example, to obtain federal tax-exempt reeognitioll, applying entities must inelude charters and
bylaws with their application. The states in which they are established specify what must be included in
the charters and/or bylaws and the states' requirements help create a basic governance structure for
excmpt entities. Some states, for instanee, have requircmcnts for audited fmancial statements of taxexempt entities. For example, in one state, charities with gross revenue in excess of $100,000 and not
more than $250,000 are required to file financial statements accompauied by a report from a licensed
certified public accotmtant. If gross revenues exceed $250,000, the state rcquires an audited financial
statement with an independent auditor's report.
In addition, Congress and IRS have various requirements to hclp ensure that tax-exempt entities do not
engage in activities that are inconsistent with their exempt purpose and to promote.stewardship over the
use of the funds. For instance, to ensure that tax-exempt assets are for pnblic rather than private benefit,
IRS has issued regulations affecting tax-exempt entities on "excessive compensation" to officers,
directors, or other employees. IRS requires market comparability studies and a review of compensation
by boards of directors. If excessive compensation is fotmd, excise taxes under section 4958 for charities
and section 4941 for private foundations can be levied against the overpaid individual and certain
managers who knowingly approved the payments. (See app. V for an explanation of such excise taxes
imposed against private foundations and other tax-exempt entities.)
The federal government also has certain accountability requirements that affect some tax-exempt
entities. OMB Circular A-133, for instance, requires those entities, including tax-exempt entities that
receive federal awards of $500,000 or more per year to perform an audit of federal ftmds received and
expended and ofthe programs for whieh the funds were received.

Transparency complements good governance
While strong governance praetiees can help ensure that tax-exempt entities operate effeetively and with
integrity, publie availability ofkey information about the entities--i.e., transperency--ean both enhanee
incentives for ethical and effective operations and support public oversight oftax-cxempt entities, while
helping to aehieve and maintain public trust. Recognizing the importance of transparency for taxexempt entities, Congress provided for substantial transpareney regarding tax-exempt entities by making
. . .
contrast to the strong protections for the
their Forms 990 publicly available do<"
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privacy ofindividuals' tax returns.
Since tax cxemptions are granted to entitics so that thcy can carry out particular missions or activitleir
that Congrcss judged to bc of special value, the public availability of the entities' Forms 990 is one
means to help ensure that the public has information to judge whether those missions are carried out
properly. Presumably, when "sunshine" is let in, inappropriate activities are less likely to occur. In the
particular ease of charitable organizations, the availability of their Forms 990 provides some information
for individuals to usc in judging whether to make a donation. Thus, publicly available information helps
establish a "free market" in which charities compete for donations, which should encourage efficiency
and effectiveness.
.
At various times, Congress has reinforced the commitment to transparency over the operations oftaxexempt entities. For instance, when some exempt entities werc found to be imposing inappropriate fees
or other requirements on those seeking to obtain a copy of their Form 990, Congress modified the law to
provide that copies must be provided without charge to the individual other than a reasonable fee for any
reproduction and mailing costs.@

Recent Concerns about Abuses Have Led to Supportfor Enhanced Governance Processes and
Transparency
With recent concerns about abuses in the tax-exempt sector, attention has been renewed on improving
the sector's governance and transparency. Among the proposals being considercd for improved
governance are enhancing the controls and processes for determining executive compensation, guarding
against other misuse of charitable assets, and f9restalling tax-exempt entities' participation in tax
avoidance schemes. Proposals for enhanced transparency include requiring more information in a morc
timely and user-friendly fashion on the Fonn 990.
In recent years, media accounts have publicized certain alleged abuses in the tax-exempt sector that
speak to failures in tax-exempt cntities' governance. For example, a series of articles in 2003
highlighted possible misuse offoundations and trusts, citing numerous cases of exeess compensation,
insider loans, self-dealing, extravagant perks, and other questionable activities.Ill) The articles cited,
for instance, alleged abuscs such as:
• A foundation in New York more than tripled its president's compensation to over $900,000
between 1997 and 200 I .
• A family-based foundation in Chicago paid two flunily members over $1 million during a 5-year
stretch and donated only $175,000 to charities.
Another series of articles pointed to the apparent misuse of easements.[l4) An ensement is when an
owner voluntatily restricts changes to real property, such as to preserve historic buildings and the
environment. Donation of the ea~ement to an exempt entity provides an income-tax break to the donor.
In some cases, insiders at the charities Charged with policing the restrictions imposed by the easements
on development may have benefited the most. In other cases, individuals may have claimed tax
deductions for easement donations even though local or other laws already required preservation ofthe
property.
Concerns about excessive c{)mpensation and whether some tax-exempt entities provide sufficient
services to justifY their exempt status have surfaced regarding nonprofit hospitals. An example of
concerns in these areas has been offered by the Minnesota Attorney General who recently testified on
such abuses. Ll5J Among other thing' .
·rtain tax-exempt health care systems paid
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for trips to vacation resorts by executives and board members without a clear business purpose, and that
some nonprofit hospitals provided inadequate levels of "cbarity" care to patients without the resources to
pay. Across the United States, littlc is known about the extent to which these potential abuses involvmg
excess compensation and the level of services provided by nonprofit hospitals occur. More information
about the practices employed by exempt cntities to compensate executives and others, and by nonprofit
hospitals to serve their patients, would be valuable.
Even as these abuses were surfacing, some organizations within the tax-exempt sector were seeking to
improve the governance and transparency within the sector. For example, in recent years, the National
Association of State Charity Officials (NASCO), the Independent Sector, and the National Committee
for Responsivc Philanthropy, among others, have called for revisions to the Form 990.
Others have taken the initiative to establish self-regulatory standards independent of those set by IRS.
For example, the Better Business Bureau has established a seal of approval program to help donors
make informed decisions and foster public confidence in charities. Charities participating in the
program are to provide docmnentation that the bureau uses to determine whether its 20 standards have
been met. These standards address governance and oversight, effectiveness, finances, and public
information materials. For example,S standards are used to measure governance and oversight such as
through an active and independent governing board, and 7 standards are used to ensure that spending is
honest, prudcnt, and in accordance with ftmd-raising appeals.
Concerns about abuses in the tax-exempt sector also have spurred congressional interests. This House
Committee on Ways and Means' hearing exemplifies that interest. In June 2004, the Senate Committee
on Finance released a discussion draft of proposals for tax-exempt reforms. The draft discussed more
than three-dozen proposals to generate comments about possible legislation. The proposals addressed
conflict of interest, federal-state coordination, transparency, governance, best practices, ftmding for
enforcement, among many others. Snch proposals mirror similar types ofrecent requirements to
increase accountability and oversight of other types of large public and private organizations, such as
corporations, in which ethical, fmancial, and other abuses have occurred.
The Panel on the Nonprofit Sector responded to such proposals in its March 2005 interim report. In
diseussing governance and ethical conduct, the report pointed to the need for best practices, accepted
standards, self-regulation, and education. To improve governance, the report recommended that
charities enforce a conflict-of-interest policy, select board members with some financial literacy, and
encourage disclosure of illegal practices. The report also advocated more transparency to enable public
oversight and confidence in tax-exempt entities. It concluded that IRS should promote transparency
while recognizing the burdens that reporting more data can place on exempt entities that are small and
lack resources. The report supported revising the Form 990, mandating electronic filing in coordination
with the states for the Forms 990 and 1023, and increasing the sanctions for not filing an accurate or
timely Form 990. The report acknowledged that these steps would not fully dissuade those who want to
violate staudards, and concluded that some government oversight is necessary.
More specifically, among the proposals being considered to improve governance and transparency are:
• Governance Proposals:
• Rcquire that compensation for all management positions at a charity must be
approved armually and in advanee, and must be justified in a marmer that can be
understood by those with a basic business background.
.
Iish a conflict-of-interest policy, a
• Require the board of direc'
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compliance program to address regulatory and liability concerns, and program
objectives and performance measures, among other duties.
Prohibit board membership to those not permitted to serve on the board of a publicly
traded company.
• Establish a prudent investor rule for the investment activities of charities.
• Transpareney Proposals:
• Require the chief executive officer of a tax-exempt entity to sign under penalty of
perjury that the Form 990 and other forms 'filed eomply with the Internal Revenue
Code and that reasonable assurances were given of the accuracy and completeness of
the information reported.
• Require diselosure ofrelationships of a tax-exempt entity with other exempt and
nonexempt entities, including the formation of taxable subsidiaries and transaetions
witb these other entities.
• Require disclosure of annual performance goals and measures by charities witb over
$250,000 in gross receipts.
• Require disclosure of investments by public charities.

ms HAS BEEN CHALLENGED TO OVERSEE TAX-EXEMPTS AND IS BEGINNING STEPS
TO ENHANCE ITS OVERSIGHT CAPACITY
Staffing and insufficient data have constrained IRS's oversight ofthe tax-exempt sector. IRS is in the
midst of increasing tax-exempt staffing in fiscal year 2005 and improving its data on tax-exempt entities
as well as enhancing its ability to analyze data to help in targeting compliance efforts. IRS has
identified compliance problems it deems critical and is taking actions to address tbem.

IRS Oversight Resources Have Been Relatively Flat Until Recently
Based on a 1997 IRS memorandum and more recent data, it is apparent that tbe staffing level for the
functions tbat are now within tbe Tax Exempt and Governmental Entities (TE/GE) division has been
essentialIy flat since 1974 -- 2,075 in 1974 versus 2,122 in 2004. These are total staffing levels for alI of
the work done within the current TEIGE, which includes reviewing employee pension plan issues and
certain other matters. Although we did not obtain a measure of the overal1 ehange in TE/GE workload
from 1974 to 2004, the number of 501(c) tax-exempt entities increased from around 670,000 to over 1.5
million.
From fiscal year 2000 through 2004, IRS staffing for overseeing tax-exempt entities stayed relatively
flat as measured by tbe number offull-time equivalent (PTE) staff assigned to oversee tax-exempt
entities.li.Ql For fiscal year 2005, IRS increased the number of FTEs assigned for such work. The
assigned FTEsdropped about 4 percent from fiscal years 2000 through 2004 but increased about II
percent for fiscal year2005, resulting in a 7 percent increase in assigned FTEs overall (sec fig. 4). Tbis
2005 increase is due to the fTEs assigned to do examinations since tbe FTEs assigned to do
determinations of exempt status stayed relatively flat As of2005, IRS assigned 467 FTEs to examine
the hundreds of thousands of entities who generally file Forms 990 (see table 6 in app. IV).
Figure 4: Assigned FTEs by Type ofIRS Activity, Fiscal Years 2000-2005
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Note: "Other FTE" includes technical stalT who issue rulings, the Director's staff, and education and
outreach.
.
Competition within IRS for resources helps explain why resources for tax-exempt oversight have not
incrcased much until fiscal year 2005. IRS has many other priorities in collecting the proper amount of
tax from tens ofmillions of individuals and businesses. IRS's budget emphasizes areas that produce tax
revenue rather than areas that arc regulatory. IRS oversight of the exempt sector is primarily regulatory
rather than revenue producing. IRS exempt officials also said that an ongoing issue is the proper mix of
resources budgeted for oversight versus other activities such as providing guidance or education.
Beyond tax-exempt entities, TE/GE must also budget resources to deal with pension plans, Indian tribal
governments, and other types of government entities.
Congressional tax-writing committees bave attempted to provide dedicated funding for exempt
oversight. For example, in 1969, Congress added section 4940 to the Internal Revenue Code, which
imposes an excise tax on the net investment income ofprivate foundations (see app. V for an
explanation of this tax and tax rates). The legislative history indicates that the tax committees intcndcd
for the amounts collected from the excise taxes would operate as user fees to :fu:rid IRS oversight of
exempt entitics. To date, congressional appropriation committees, which have jurisdiction over annual
funding, have not earmarked these tax collections for this purpose.[L71
IRS has not maintained data on how much excise tax it has assessed or collected under Section 4940 (or
any other excise tax that can be assessed against tax-exempt entities either overall or by type ofexcise
tax). However, IRS did have data tbat showed tax-exempt entities reported owing (i.e., self-assessed), in
2004 constant dollars, at least $247 million in this excise tax annually (about $1.5 billion overall) for
2000 through 2003 (scc tablc 10 in app. V). For comparison, the fiscal year 2003 budgct for all of
TE/GE (i.e., not just tax-exempt oversight functions) was around $205 million.
IRS's Oversight Caseload Has Been 1II-__....ilIoo_iolilllJi'.rs and IRS Has Had DijJlculties
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Sustaining Its Oversight
For section 501(c) entities, IRS's oversight caseload has been increasing. In its determinations' work=involving applications for tax-exempt status, in fiscal years 1998 tbrough 2004, applications increased
about 17 percent from 78,358 to 87,080, with some armual fluctuations (see table 7 in app.1V). IRS
officials said iliat IRS must review each application to make a detennination of exempt status. IRS's
potential tax-exempt examination universe has grown more slowly. As mentioned earlier, the number of
exempt entities filing a Form 990 grew from about 450,000 to 465,000 during tax years 1998 through
2002--{}r about 3 percent.
.
IRS has had difficulty sustaining a consistent examination rate for tax-exempt entities. As figure 5
shows, the rate at which IRS examined filed Forms 990 fell from 1.8 percent in 1998 to 1.1 percent in
2002 before rising to 1.3 percent in 2003 (see table 8 in app. IV).
FIGURE 5: IRS Examination Rates for Section 501 (e) Entities, Fiscal Years 1998-2003

IRS ofHcials said that the declining examination rates primarily resulted from a decline in FTEs for
examinations and an increase in the average hours spent per examination. The number of tax-exempt
entities that IRS examined decreased from 8,290 in fiscal year 1998 to 5,889 in 2004, or about 29
percent, after dropping as low as 5,423 examinations in 2002. IRS officials said that they have
examined more returns since 2002 because they used more of their examiners to examine Forms 990
rather than help elsewhere such as with determinations, and expedited examinations, such as by limiting
their seope and depth.
In terms of determinations' results, during fiscal years 1998 tbrough 2004, IRS annuallydenied about I
percent of the applications while the approval rate was 74-80 percent (see table 7 in app. IV).J1[l
Denials oeeur when IRS determines that an applicant has not met the statutory requirements for
exemption. In aecordance with the statutory guidance on qualifying for tax-exempt status, IRS is not
likely to deny the recognition oftax-el'e
he applicant provides all required
documents, files a complete Form 102
priate statement about its intent to serve
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an approved exempt purpose.
Regarding examination results,during fiscal years 1998 through 2003, IRS revoked exempt status in'F.2
percent of its examinations. Revocations occur when IRS determines that the entity omitted or
misstated a material fact, operated materially different from its stated exempt purpose, or engaged in a
prohibited transaction in conflict with its exempt purpose. IRS does not often revoke tax-exempt status
because the need for revocation often docs not arise and when it does, IRS ~ocuses more on getting the
tax-exempt entity to comply with fedcrallaws rather than on taking away its exempt status.
Beyond revocations, IRS examinations can produce one or more other changesU21 such as in the
section 501 (c) paragraph,J1Q1 foundation status of a 501(c)(3) entity,l2Jl and assessed tax.f22]
Changes in paragraph are important because of rules governing permissible activities. For example, a
tax-exempt entity classified as a charity under 501(e)(3) can accept donations that are tax deductible for
the donor unlike those classified as a social welfare entity under Section 501(e)(4). However, such
charities are more restricted in their ability to lobby and engage in political activity compared to social
welfare entities. Changes in foundation status are important because foundations generally arc subjected
to more requirements than public charities, such as in the requirement to annually distribute a minimum
amount of income towards its exempt purpose.
Figure 6 shows that the percentage of examinations that produced no change rose from 31 percent in
fiscal year 1998 to 39 percent in 2004, with higher rates in 2002 and 2003 (see table 9 in app. IV). In
general, IRS is not likdy to find a change in every examination given the focus on getting exempt
entities into compliance and the need for better data to select the most noncompliant entities for
examination. Higher no-change rates mean that IRS spends resources examining compliant entities.
IRS officials said that they are working to reduce the no-change rate to or below the 1998 leveL
Figure 6: No-Change Rate for Examinations of Forms 990, Fiscal Years 1998-2004

IRS Has Had Insufficient Reliable Information to Guide Oversight Efforts but Is Working to Obtain
Better Information
IRS has acknowledged that it lacks s

y frod and address noncompliance among
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tax-exempt entities. At the same time, IRS is aware that improvement to the Form 990 data made
available to the public could better support public, media, and others' oversight oftax-exempt entities.
To better enable it to collect and analyze such data, IRS is taking a number of steps. IRS is also trying
different actions to enhance its ability to address critical and other types of noncompliance.
To help identify noncompliance, IRS is revising the data requested on the Form 990. IRS has
determined that the Form 990 does not provide sufficient data to idcntify tax-exempt entities that merit
an examination due to noncompliance. Nor can IRS easily compare Form 990 data with data reported
on the Form 1023.J1ll For example, the current Form 1023 requests data on hospitals and low-income
housing that are not captured in the Form 990. Being able to comparc similar data on both forms would
better enable IRS to see whether the stated exempt purpose is being pursued and met.
To enhance the usefulness and ease ofpreparation of the Form 990, IRS officials stated that the IRS is
undertaking a large-scale revision. IRS officials said that the revision process has key steps to be taken
before IRS shares the specific changes. However, IRS officials identified some general changes being
developed. To ease preparation, IRS is attempting to write all questions in plain English and group
questions related to an issue. Further, IRS officials explained that the revised Form 990 is to consist of
one form applicable to all tax-exempt entities and a series of organization and activity schedules. The
organization schedules would be tailored to filers such as hospitals or veteran's organizations while the
activity schedules would be tailored to issues such as compensation packages and grant making that may
be financing terrorism.
An IRS tcam completcd a first draft ofthe revised Form 990 in Deccmber 2004. Before setting
milestones for publishing the Form 990, IRS wants to allow for review by various parties insidc and
outside IRS. IRS also plans to consider recommendations on the Form 990 of the Nonprofit Sector
Panel to be presented in its final report in June 2005. Finally, IRS plans to make the revised Form 990
suitable for electronic filing in a cost-cffective manner.
IRS has also recognized that it has insufficient data on the extent or causes of noncompliance for
segments of the tax-exempt sector. IRS has done a few studies to measure the compliance of exempt
entities filing Forms 990 and reporting items such as the unrelated business income tax owed. IRS did
these studies in the 1970s, except for a smaller compliance study done during the 1980s.
To alleviate such data shortcomings, in 2002, IRS began over 30 studies of"market segments," which
are homogeneous groups oftax-exempt entities such as charities, social clubs, and business leagues, or
ofexempt issues such as business income unrelated to an exempt purpose. These studies were to
develop reliable data on the types and extent of compliance problems. IRS planned to usc the data to
refine selection criteria for identifying noncompliant returns for examination as well as help identify
other stratel,>ies to improve compliance such as through improved gnidance or instructions. However,
IRS has had to delay most of these studies due to higher priorities (such as dealing with abusive tax
transactions).
Given its concern about illSufficient data, IRS also is taking steps in fiscal year 2005 to improve its
capabilities to analyzc data. IRS has been establishing a Data Analysis Unit to provide trend analysis
intended to improve the selcction of tax-exempt entities for examination and the identification of
compliance issues to pursue. The unit is to make better use of internal and external databases. PAl A
driving force in creating the unit was the lack of research tools and stafftrained in using data. As
described below, IRS has several other eftorts underway or planned to improve the use of electronic data
on the tax-exempt sector.
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• IRS plans to expand electronic filing of returns, which could help IRS to more quickly identifY
noncompliance and improve public acceSs to Form 990 data.~ IRS began accepting the Form
990112l electronically on a voluntary basis in 2004, and plans to expand voluntary electronic c:--:
filing to Form 990-PF filed by private foundations in 2005 and to create a single point for
electronic filing offederal and state retorns in 2006. IRS plans to require electronic Form 990
filing for exempt organizations with assets in excess of $100 million for 2006 and in excess of$1O
million for 2007. Private foundations would be required to file electronically for 2007 regardless
of the amount of their assets. [2.71
• IRS's Exempt Organizations Electronic Initiatives OfficcL2Jil is developing a "Better Data
Initiative" intended to synthesize IRS's electronic data for compliance purposes, such as
examination selection and compliance trend analysis. The goal is to have an effective database
management infrast11lcture in place by 2007. This office also is to help find and use electronic
data sources that would be useful for trend analysis.
IRS Has Identified Priority Compliance Issues and Is Working to Address Them
Because ofincreasing concerns about specific types of noncompliance, IRS has ereated initiatives to
address specific abuses aL,oss the tax-exempt sector. IRS also is attempting to build a stronger
enforcement presence during 2005 through new processes to supplement examinations of compliance
among exempt entities.
IRS has identified four critical compliance problems, which it plans to address through enforcement
during fiscal year 2005, as follows.
• Anti-terrorism - examine a sample of exempt entities that make foreign grants to ensure that the
funds are used for the charitable purpose and not for terrorist activity.
Credit counseling - examine credit counseling and consumer credit organizations that appear
to operate as businesses rather than provide the educational or charitable services required tmder
tax-exempt status.
• Excessive compensation - conduct compliance checks and examinations of charities and private
foundations to identify potential excessive compensation paid to insiders.
• Abusive tax avoidance transactions - focus on four types of tr'dUSactions that are intended to
exploit tax-exempt statos for personal gains, including:
• using non-life mutual insnrance compauies[2Jl]and producer-owned reinsurance
compauiesUQIto eam tax-free profits.
• establishing donor-advised funds[3JJto generate questionable deductions, benefits to
donors, or management fees for promoters.
• misusing tax-exempt entities that are to support othcr exempt entities by, for example,
making large loans to the founder of the supported entity or by not providing the
required tax-exempt support.
• abusing Department of Housing and Urban Development programs such as through
personal use ofprogram property.
IRS plans to address other compliance problems as well. The problems to be addressed involve
cbaritable gaming, disaster relief organizations whose distributions result in privato benefit or fraud, taxexempt political organizations that fail to annually report all required information, and prohibited
political intL'fVention by charities.£321 In addition, IRS is addressing excess deductions for conservation
casements, vehicle donations and other noncash contributions, as well as abnses involving charitable
trusts, and a "corporation sole".I3Jl
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To enhance enforcement overall, IRS has been developing new units or processes. For example, IRS
created the Exempt Organization Compliance Unit in 2004 to help deal with growth in the number of
tax-exempt entities coupled with the limited examination resources. It is to cheek exempt entitieS'"'::=:'
compliance with record-keeping and information-reporting requirements via correspondence rather than
a review of books and records in an examination. During fiscal year 2004, the unit sent over 2,000
letters to check compliance and over 8,000 letters to educate the entities about how to comply. If an
entity does not respond or has questionable activity identified in the compliance'check, IRS could

initiate an examination.
IRS also is developing a Financial Investigations Unit to specialize in complex fraud and tax-avoidance
schemes involving the exempt sector. IRS recognized that it lacked staff in its tax-exempt unit trained to
trace funds through complex transactions but was being asked to ensure that charitable assets are not
diverted for illegal purposes. IRS plans to Wre specialists that can identitY fraud and track foreign
grants. Furthermore, IRS has established a group to review exempt applications for names of
individuals that appear on a Department of the Trcasury Office ofForeign Assets Control listing of
suspected terrorists or that IRS knows to be tax-scheme promoters as well as for types of entities with a
history of noncompliance, such as in credit counseling. The presence of such names or entities would
likely result in a referral to the examination group, or for a suspected telTOrist, to IRS Criminal
Investigation group.
STATES PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN OVERSEEING TAX-EXEMPT ENTITlES AND
MAY BENEFIT FROM ADDITIONAL COORDINATION WITH IRS
In addition to IRS oversight, states oversee tax-exempt entities, often focusing on potential fund-raising
fraud and misuse of charitable assets. The states believe that their oversight could be more effective if
IRS wcre able to share additional information with them. We have previously recommended that IRS
work with states on data-sharing proposals that Congress could consider.
States Provide Critical Oversight
Many states oversee some aspects of the tax-exempt sector through their attorney general andlor state
charity offices. Although some overlap in responsibility with IRS exists, state oversight differs. IRS
focuses on whether the tax-exempt entities meet tax-exempt requirements and comply with federal
laws. States have an interest in whether tax-exempt charities' fund-raising is fraudulent and whether the
entity is meeting the purpose for which it was created.
In general, exempt entities are to incorporate in a state or the District of Columbia. State attorneys
general bave broad power to regulate the charities that are established or operate in their states. States
monitor charities for compliance with statntory and common-law standards, and can correct
noncompliance through litigation and other means.
Statcs can impose requiremcnts on tax-excmpt entities incorporated or operating in their jurisdictions
that specifically affect governancc or transparency. For example, some states require fund-raisers to
register and filc information regarding lund-raising or monitor charity solicitations through their
consumer protection bureaus to protect against fraud. Through its Nouprofit Integrity Act of 2004,
California established governance requirements for financial audit~, audit committees, disclosure of
audited statements, and review and approval by the board of directors of compensation paid to the chief
cxecntive officer and chief financial officer. The act also established requirements related to
fimdraising.
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Coordination between IRS and the States in Sharing Data About Tax-Exempt Entities Could Enhance
Oversight and the Use ofLimited Resources
State officials believe, and IRS officials agree, that state oversight oftax-exempt entities could bencfit if
IRS and states coordinated on sharing IRS's data. IRS is working on improved data sharing consistent
with recommendations we made in 2002. [341 First, we recommended that IRS consult with state charity
officials on how to regularly share IRS data that federal law allowed to be shared (e.g., data on denials
or revocations of tax-exempt status). State charity ofl1cials told us that IRS has implemented this
recommendation and has been open to input from the states on how to better share the data on a regular
basis.
Second, we recommended that IRS work with state charity officials and the Department of the Treasury
to identify other types of IRS data that states would fmd useful and provisions to protect the data from
improper disclosure or misuse, and to develop a legislative proposal that would expand state acccss to
such IRS data. State and IRS ofl1cials bclicve that revising statutes to allow IRS to share more data,
such as about ongoing and closed examinations of charities, would help IRS and states to better use
limited resources and the states to more qnickly respond to noncompliance. Congress is now
considering a proposal to allow IRS to share more information with the states, including their charity
regulators.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Tax-exempt entities provide an incredibly diverse set of services to our equally diverse population. Our
lives are enriched and improved through the work ofthis sector. In sum, the tax-exempt sector has
become an indispensable part of Amcrican life. Yet, like all organizations run by human beings, taxexempt entities' operations can at times be flawed.
Ensuring that tax-exempt entities run as effectively and efficiently as possible, and in line with the
purposes for which Congress established their tax exemption, can best be accomplished through a series
of complementary controls. At the organization level, a sound governance structure can establish the set
of checks and balances that help steer an eutity towards result-oriented outcomes consistent with their
purposes while also guarding against abuses. Transparency over the operations of the exempt entity
provides an incentive to help ensure the governance practices function as intended and when they do
not, transparency helps increase the chances that inappropriate behavior will be detected and corrected.
Oversight by IRS and the states brings to bear the powers of government to investigate errors made
among tax-exempt entities, to change the rules when necessary, and to provide consequences when rules
are not followed.
Regarding ovcrsight by states, IRS and states believe greater sharing of federal data would help states
target their cnforeement efforts and minimize unnecessary overlap with federal oversight of exempt
organizations. As we recommended, we look forward to IRS, the Department ofthe Treasury, and states
idcntifying the spccific information that should be sbared and procedures for sharing it consistent with
taxpayer privacy rights, to hclp Congress in deliberating changes to current restrictions on IRS sharing
such data with the states.
tntimately, Congress determines what activities should benefit from tax exemption and what
organizations must do in exchange for that advantage. Periodic congressional oversight is therefore
critical to ensuring that the exempt sector remains a vibrant contributor to the quality of American lives
and operates with integrity in achieving results commensurate with the tax-favored status it has been
granted. As noted earlier, the hearing •
.
ent forum from which to launch a
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comprehensive re-examination ofthis vital sector as we work to address the challcnges arising in the
21 st century. We stand rcady to assist Congress as it considers such a re-examination and eontinuesjts
oversight ofthis critical sector of our national economy.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I would be happy to respond to any questions you
or other Members ofthe committee may have.
For further information on this testimony, plcase contact Michael Brostek at (202 512-9110) or
[brostekm@gao.gov]. Individuals making key contributions to this testimony include Perry Datwyler,
George Guttman, Shirley Jones, Bob McKay, John Mingus, Jeff Schmerling, and Tom Short.
Appendix I: Types of Tax-Exempt Entities nnder Section 501(c)

The following lists the 28 types oftax-exempt entities under the subsections of section 501 (c) ofthe
Internal Revenue Code.
(1)
Corporations organized by Act of Congress; Central Liquidity Facility for Federal Credit
Unions; Resolution Trust Corporation; Resolution Funding Corporation
(2)

Title-holding corporations

(3)
Public charities, private foundations, religious, charitable, scientitic, testing for public safety,
literary, or educational, fostering national or international aIJ1ateur sports competition, prevention of
cruelty to children or animals
(4)
Civic leagues, social welfare organizations, local associations of employees dedicated to
charitable, educational, or recreational purposes
(5)

Labor unions, agricultural, or horticultural organizations

(6)

Tradc associations, professional football leagues

(7)

Social and recreational clubs

(8)

Fraternal benefit societies providing payment ofcertain benefits to members

(9)

Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing payment of certain employee benefits

(10) Domestic fraternal societies whose net earnings are devoted to religious, charitable, scientific,
literary, educational, and fraternal purposes, which do not provide benefits to members
(II)

Teachers' retirement fund associations

(12) Benevolent life insurance associations, mutual ditch or irrigation companies, mutual or
cooperative telephone, electric, or water companies
(13)

Cemetery companies
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(14)

Credit unions

(15)

Small mutnal insurance companies

(16)

Corporations to finance crop operations

(17)

Supplemental unemployment benefit trusts

(18)

Pre-June 25, 1959 trusts to fund pension benefits

(I 9)

Veterans' groups

(20)

Group legal service organizations

(21)

Black lung benefit trusts

(22)

Multi-employer pension plan trusts

(23)

Armed Forces insurance organizations established before 1880

(24)

ERISA trusts for certain terminated plans

(25)

Multi-parent holding companies

(26)

State-sponsored, high-risk insurance organizations

(27)

State-sponsored worker compensation reinsurance organizations

(28)

National railroad retirement investment trust

Appendix II Copy Of Form 990
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Appendix m~ Form 990 Data

The following tables summarize data reported on the annual Form 990 by tax-exempt entities tmder
section 50 I(c) ofthe Internal Revenue Code. The tables cover reported assets, revenues, and expenses
overall and, where appropriate, broken out by eharities and the rest of the seetion 501(c) entities (i.e.,
noncharities).
Table 1: Form 990 Returns Filed by Section 501(c) Entities, Tax Years 1998-2002
harities
ax vear
1998
1999
000
001
002

1N0ncharities IAII entities
Number of returns filed
281528
168,309
299,204
173 23'
301 612
168,963
301,359
171,00t
302464
162,134

449,537
472 443
470575
472,365
464,598

Source: Tabulation of data from IRS's Return Inventory Classification System, 1998-2002.
Table 2: Assets Reported by Section

onstant Dollars, Tax Years 1998-2002
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lTaxyear
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

All entities
Percent
iAssets (in
~illions)
change
$2,208,676
$2,413,917
$2,474,471
$2,552,606
$2,545189

Charities
Percent
change
in millions)
$1,509,209
$1,664 857
$1,696,064
$1733734
$1,694,435

Assets
N/A

9.30/<
2.50/<
3.20/<
-0.30/<

Noncharities
._.
ercent _
..
change
in millions)
$699,46
N/A
. $749,05
7.1%
$778,40
3.9%
$818,87
5.2%
$85075
3.90/<

IAssets
NIA

10.30/<
1.90/<
2.20/<
-2.30/<

-

Sonrce: Tabulation of data from IRS's Retnrn Inventory Classification System, 1998-2002.
Table 3: Revenues Reported by Section 50I(c) Entities in 2004 Constant Dollars, Tax Years 1998-2002

[fax year
1998
1999
000
001
2002

All entities
Revenues (in
ereent
millions)
hange
$1,121 387
$1,214,807
$1,240,216
$1258,046
$1,250,914

Charities
Revenues

phange
N/A

8.30/<
2.1'V<

1.40/<
-0.6%

in millions)
844,22
925849
944131
953841
941 197

Noncharities
ercent
phange
in millions)
277,163
NIA
288958
4.3%
296,085
2.5%
304 205
2.7%
309,718
1.80/<

~cvenues

erccnt

N/A

9.70/<
2.00/<
1.00/<
-1.30/<

Source: Tabnlation of data from IRS's Retnrn Inventory Classification System, 1998-2002.
Table 4: Expenses Reported by Section 501 (c) Entities in 2004 Constant Dollars, Tax Years 1998-2002

ax year

1998
1999
000
001
002

All entities
Expenses (in
Percent
millions)
change
$1,017,582
$1,091,788
$1,145,280
$1210 670
$1 221,859

NIA

7.30/<
4.90/<
5.70/<
0.90/<

Charities
Percent
change
in millions)
$768280
$826,572
$867063
$912,200
$917,528

Expenses

N/A

7.60/<
4.9"10

5.2%
0.6%

Noncharities
Expenses
[Percent
phange
in millions)
$249303
NIA
$265,215
6.40/<
$278,21
4.90/<
$298,47C
7.20/<
$304,33C
2.0%

Sonrce: Tabulation of data from IRS's Return Inventory Classification System, 1998-2002.
Table 5: Section 501(c) Entities' Reported Expenses as a Percentage ofU.S. Gross Domestic Product,
1998 -2002
Year
1998
1999

U.S. GDP(in
Section 501(c) Entities'
Section 501(c) Entities' Expenses as
Millions)
IExoenses (in Millions)
Percentane of U.s GDP
8,747,00{
$1,017,58
11.6%
9268.000
88
11.8%
•EXHl81T
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$1,145,28
$1 21067
$1221 85

11.7%
12.0%
11.7%

Source: Tabulation of data from IRS's Return Inventory Classification System, 1998-2002 and U.S.
Department of Commerce figures

Appendix IV

IRS Data on Its Tax-Exempt Oversight

The following tables summarize data provided by IRS on its oversight activities involving tax-exempt
entities under section 501 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code. The tables cover resources, applications,
examinations, and examination results.
Table 6: Assigned FTEs as IRS Budgeted for Exempt Activities, Fiscal Years 2000-2005
iscal year
000
001
002
003
004
005

!Examination FTE

Determination FTE

OtherFTE
34
34
351
37{
348
34

424
43
421
39
378
467

otal FTE
32
33
44
38
43
4

798
812
81
80
76
85

Source: IRS Exempt Organization officials.
Note: "Other FTE" include technical staff who issue rulings, director's staff, and education and
outreach. FTEs assigned are what IRS budgets for this work
Table 7: Actions Taken on Applications for Tax-Exempt Status, Fiscal Years 1998-2003
Fiscal year
1998
1999
000
2001
002
003
004

rrotal applications

Approved
78,358
73,60
82,707
8163E
87,342
91,43S
8708C

Percent
Other
lDenied
approved
74.20/<
58162
5931
19,603
80.50/.
58:
13,75
59,264
67,26
81.30/<
48
1493
80.1%
15,581
65,40
64
16,571
70,21
80.4%
55
18155
72,09
78.8%
1 19:
105
16,715
69,315
79.6%

Source: GAO Analysis ofIRS's Exempt Determination System, 1998-2004.
Note: The "Other" category includes applications withdrawn; applications that did not provide the
required information; incomplete applications; IRS refusals to rule on applications because the
information submitted was insufficient to conclude whether to approve the exemption request; and
applications forwarded to other than the IRS National Office.
Table 8: Examination Rate of Section
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lFiscal year
1998
1999
000
001
002
003

Returns filed in previous
lReturns examined
ear
'iscal year
458,01
449,53
472,443
470,575
472,365
464,598
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Examination rate

in
8,29(
8,78(
6,86(
5,471
5,423
596

1.8%
2.0%
1.5%
1.2%
1.1%
1.3%

Source: GAO Tabulation of IRS's Audit Information Management System and IRS's Retum Inventory
Classilieation System, 1997-2002.
Table 9: Examinations Resulting in No Change to Forms 990 Filed by Section 501 (c) Entities, Fiscal
Years 1998-2004
iFiscal
Ycar
1998
1999
000
001
002
003
004

II'xaminations

iflxaminations resulting in no change
8,29C
8,78C
6,866
5471
5423
5,964
5,88<;

iNo-change rate
2,55
3 191
2431
211
2,445
2965
2,29<;

30.8%
36.3%
35.40/<
38.60/<
45.10/<
49.70/<
39.00/<

Source: GAO analysis of IRS's Audit Infonnation Management System, 1998-2004.

Appendix V: Tax-Exempt Excise Taxes by Code Sections
Over the years, Congress has imposed various excise taxes that nffect tax-exempt entities, particularly
private foundations under Section 501(e)(3). Private foundations differ in several ways from public
charities. Public charities have broad public support and tend to provide charitable services directly to
beneficiarics. Private foundations are often tightly controlled and receive a significant portion of their
funds from a small number of donors, and tend to make grants directly to other entities rather than
directly provide charitable services. Since these differences create the potential for self-dealing or abuse
by a small group, private foundations are subject to anti-abuse rules not applicable to public charities. In
addition, public charities and private foundations generally are prohibited from engaging in eertain types
of transactions. Excise taxes are to bc levied on public charities and private foimdations, as well as a
fcw other types of tax-exempt entities, who violate the rules. Details on these rules and excise taxes
follow.
Section 494cLEx«iss;.I<lliJ)U Private Foundation Investment Income
Section 4940 was added by the Tax Refonn Act of1969, P.L. 91-172. The related Senate Report[3.5]
described the excise tax a, an "audit fcc tax" that was believcd to be necessary to cover IRS's costs for
increased supervisiou over private foundations under the act. Section 4940 imposes a 2 percent excise
tax on the net investment income of tax-exempt private fotmdations. Net investment income includes
income from interest, dividends, and nE"
.
.
.
uccd by the expenses incurred to earn it.
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This tax is 1 percent if a private foundation meets certain distribution requirements. Private foundations
that meet the requirements to be an "exempt operating foundation" are not subject to this excise tax.
Among these requirements are stipulations that the foundation be publicly supported for at least 10
and that it have a governing body that is broadly representative of the general public. Private
foundations that are not exempt from taxation are subject to this excise tax and unrelated business
income tax.

years

Because a tax-exempt entity cannot operate to confer a benefit on private parties,Section 4941 was
enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. According to the Senate Report, generally prohibiting selfdealing transactions would miuimize the necd to apply the subjective arm's-length standard that was
used for loans, payments of compensation, and preferential availability of services tmder the 1950
amendments. Section 4941 imposes a 5 percent excise tax on acts of self-dealing between a private
foundation and disqualified persons. 'This tax is to be paid by the disqualified person who participated
in the self-dealing. An additional tax equal to 200 percent of the amount involved is to be imposed ifthe
self-dealing is not corrected during the taxation period. A separate tax equal to 2 Yz percent ofthe
amount involved is to be imposed on the foundation's manager if that manager knowingly participated
in the act of self-dealing. Ifthis additional tax has been imposed on the foundation manager and that
manager refuses to agree to part or all ofthe correction, an additional tax equal to 50 percent of the
amount is to be imposed. Acts of self-dealing include sales, exchanges, or leases ofproperty; lending of
money or other extensions of credit; and payment of compensation. Disqualified persons include
substantial contributors to the foundation, foundation managers, an owner of mOre than 20 percent of a
business enterprise that is a substantial contributor, and certain government officials.
fu;J;.fumA9A~Excis.lt.Ia!!'Q!1 Private Foundation

Failure to Distribute Income

Section 4942 was enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Prior to it, a private foundation could lose its
excmption if it failed to makc distributions towards its charitable purposes instead ofjust accumulating
income. According to the Senate report, the committee believed that loss of exempt status as the only
sanction was otten ineffective or harsh, and that substantial improvement could be achieved by
providing a graduation of sanctions if income is not distributed. Section 4942 imposes a 15 percent
excise tax on the undistributed income of a private foundation for any taxable year in which the required
amount has not bccn distributed before the first day ofthe next taxable year. If an initial tax has been
imposed tmder section 4942 and the income remains tmdistributed at the end ofthe taxable period, a tax
equal to 100 percent of the remaining tmdistributed amount is to be imposed. This excise tax does not
apply to private operating foundations that meet distribution reqnlrements or to the extent that the failure
to distribute is due solely to an incorrect valuation of assets as long as other requirements are met.

E-1\pls_e T<l1>.J.llLPr!YJ.\te Fotmdation Excess Business Holdings (Section 4943)
Section 4943 was enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. According to its Senate Report, the use of
foundations to maintain control of a business appeared to be increasing, and some who wished to use a
foundation's stock holdings to control a business were relatively unconcerned about producing income
for charitable purposes. Where the charitable ownership predominated, the business could tmfairly
compete with businesses whose owners were required to pay taxes on their business income. The
committee concluded that a limit on the extent to which a private fotmdation may control a business was
needed. Section 4943 imposes a 5 percent excise tax on certain excess business holdings of a private
fotmdation. Permitted holdings generally include up to 20 percent ofthe voting stock of an incorporated
business enterprise (reduced by the per"
.
ock owned by all disqualified persons).
incorporated enterprises (except sole
Similar holdings are also permitted in
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proprietorships). If the excise tax has been impOsed, foundations that fail to make the required
divestiture of excess holdings above the permitted amounts are subject to an additional tax equal to 200
perccnt of the exccss holdings. In certain cascs, foundations arc allowed a 5-year pcriod to dispose'Ofthe excess holdings and may receive an additional 5-year extension.

BXJ'lliltTax on Private EQ\!lldation Investments which Jeopardize Charitable 1'uJ;poseiSection 4944)
Section 4944 was enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Under prior law, a private foundation could
lose its exemption if it investcd in a manner that jeopardized its exempt purpose. In the Senate Report,
the committee concluded that limited sanctions were preferable to the loss of exemption. Section 4944
imposes an initial 5 percent excise tax on the amOtmt involved if a private foundation invests in a
manner that jeopardizes its exempt purpose (e.g., investing with the purpose of income production or
property apprcciation). If such a tax is imposed on the foundation, a separate 5 percent excise tax is to
be imposed on the fonndation manager if that manager knew that making the investment would
jeopardize the foundation's exempt purpose. If an initial tax is imposed, an additional tax equal to 25
percent ofthe amount ofthe investment is to be imposed on the foundation if the investment is not
withdrawn within the taxable period. An additional tax equal to 5 percent of the amount of the
investment is to be imposed on the foundation manager if the investment is not withdrawn.
Excise Tax on Private Foundation TaxableExI1cnID1ill'esjSectimL4945)
Section 4945 was enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Under prior law, the only sanction against
prohibited political activity by a foundation was loss of exemption. The Senate committee report noted
that the standards for determining the permissible level of political activity were so vague as to
encourage subjective application of the sanction. As a result, section 4945 was added to clarify the
types of impermissible activitics and provide more limited sanctions. Section 4945 imposes an initial 10
percent excise tax on each taxable expenditure made by the foundation. An additional2-Y. percent
excise tax is to be imposed on the foundation manager ifthat manager knowingly participated in the
taxable expenditure. Taxable expenditures include amounts paid to carry on propaganda or otherwise
influence lcgislation or the outcome of a public election, or to directly or indirectly carry on a voter
registration drive. If the expenditure is not corrccted within the taxable period, an additional tax eqllill to
100 percent ofthe amount of the expenditure is to be imposed on the foundation and additional tax equal
to 50 percent of the amOlmt of the expenditure is to be imposed on the foundation manager.
Excise Tax on Section 50lce) (3) PoliticllLBxpemli:trn:esiSection 4955)
Section 4955 was added by the Revenue Act ofl987, P.L. 100-203. According to the I·Iouse RepOl'lI161
for thc act, the committee believed that the excise tax applicable to private foundations for making
prohibited political expenditures (section 4945) should also apply to a public charity. Section 4955
imposes an initial 10 percent excisc tax on each political expenditure of a section 50 I(c) (3)
organization. An additional 2-\1, percent excisc tax is imposed on the organization's manager if the
manager knew that it was a political expenditure. Political expenditures include any amounts paid or
incurred by the organization in any participation or intervention in any political campaign on behalf of
any candidate for public office. If an initial tax has been imposed regarding a political expenditure and
that expenditure is not corrected, an additional tax equal to 100 percent of the amount is to be imposed
on the organization. An additional tax equal to 50 percent ofthe amount ofthe expenditure is to be
imposcd on the organization's manager ifthat manager refuses to agree to part or all ofthe correction.
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Section 4958 was added in 1996 by the Taxpayer Bill of Rights 2, P.L. 104-168. According to the
related House Report,[311 this excise tax was added to ensure that the advantages ofta'[-exempt status
benefit the community and not private individuals. TIle act provided for this intermediate sanction(F.C.,
something short of a loss of tax exemption) to be imposed when nonprofit organizations engage in
transactions with certain insiders that result in private inurement. Section 4958 imposes an initial tax of
25 percent on each excess benefit transaction entered into between a disqualified person and tax-exempt
organizations under sections 501 (c)(3) and (4). The initial tax is to be paid by this disqnalified person,
including any person who at any time during the 5-year period ending on the date of the transaction was
in a position to exercise substantial influence over the organization, a member of such person's family,
and a 35 percent controlled entity. Such an entity exists when a disqualified person owns more than 35
percent of the voting power of a corporation, more than 35 percent of the profit interest of a partoership,
or more than 35 percent of the beneficial intercst ofa trust or estate. Ifan initial tax is imposed on the
disqualified persons, an additional tax of 10 percent is to be imposed on the organization's manager if
that manager participated knowing that it was an excess benefit transactioll. If the excess benefit
transaction is not corrected within the taxable period, a tax equal to 200 percent of the excess benefit
transaction will be imposed on the disqualified person. Private foundations are not subject to this excise
tax.
Abatement ofTl'!~s When Corrective Action Taken (Sections 496L=.496.3
Sections 4961-4963 provide for abating the various excise taxes described above. Section 4961
stipulates that additional taxes shall not be assessed if corrective action is taken within the applicablc
correction period. Similarly, it stipulates that if the additional tax is already assessed, it will be abated if
corrective action is taken. For example, the additional tax of 200 percent for self-dealing shall not be
assessed if corrcctive action is taken within the applieable period. Section 4962 provides that excise
taxes shall not be assessed if the event that gave rise to the excise tax was (1) due to reasonable cause,
(2) not due to willful neglect, and (3) corrected within the applicable period. If already assessed under
these circumstances, the excise tax shall be abated. Section 4963 sets out the instances in which the
abatement provisions apply.

IRS did not maintain data on how much excise tax involving tax-exempt entities was ultimately assessed
or collected either overall or by thc various types of violations. These assessments can result from IRS
examinations but IRS's system did not maintain information on these types of assessments. These
assessments may also arise from ta'[-exempt entities "self-assessing" excise taxes by reporting the
violations to IRS. IRS did record excise taxes owed for eertaln types of IRC seetion violations as
reported by tax-exempt entities on Form 4720, Return ofCertain Taxes on Charities and Other Persons
Under Chapters 41 and 42 ofthe Internal Revenue Code and on FOllli 990·PF, Return ofPrivate
Foundation or Section 4947(a) (1) Nonexempt Charitable Trust Treated as a Private Foundation.
As table 10 shows, tax-exempt entities reported self-assessments of at least $247 million in 2004
constant dollars each year or about $1.5 billion in 2004 eonstant dollars for tax years 2000 through 2003.
Table 10: Excise Tax Amounts That Tax-exempt Entities Self Assessed on Forms 4720' and 990-PFb by
Code Seetion, Tax Years 2000-2003 (2004 Constant Dollars in Thousands)
Code section
Total
axes on organizations
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$2,19t

$4,608

$3,80L

$2,421

385

178

196

35

794

1 112
1

702
4

408
8

3H
0

2,538
13

3,694

5492

4414

438
70

665
46

415
35

204
4t

1,722
19

508

711

450

25(

191

683,76

320,811

242,187

244,627

1,491,392

687,969

327,014

247,051

247,649

1509683

$13,027

"--Section 4943 -Excess business
holdings; Section 4944 -nvestmcnts that jeopardize,
othere
Section 4945 -Taxable expenditures

Section 4955 -Political
xnenditures
ubtota1
axes on individuals
ection 4941 -Se1f-dealin"
ections 4944, 4945, 4955, and
Section 4958 -Exccss benefits
Subtotal
F n e t investment ineome
4940 -Investment
ncome
ITotal

2,77

1637?

Source: GAO analysis ofIRS data.

"Return ojCertain Excise Taxes on Charities and Other Persons Under Chapters 41 and 42 ojthe
Internal Revenue Code.
bReturn ojPrivate Foundation or Section 4947(a)(l) Nonexempt Charitable Trust Treated as a Private
Foundation.
eIncludes Section 491 I - Excess Lobbying Expenditures and 4912 - Disqualifying Lobbying
Expenditures.
(450383)

illGAO-05-325SP.

m See Tax-Exempt Organizations: Improvements Possible in Public, IRS, andState Oversight oj

Charities, GAO-02-526 (Apr. 30,2002); Political Organizations: Data Disclosure and IRS's Oversight
ojOrganizations Should Be Improved, GAO-02-444 (July 17,2002); and Vehicle Donations: Benefits to
Charities and Donors, but Limited Program Oversight, GAO-04-73 (Nov. 14, 2003).

131 Other types of tax-exempt entities are authorized under other Section 501 subsections such a~ for
cooperative hospital scrvice or educational investment organizations or under other sections such as
Utica! organizations), among others.
Section 521 (farmcr cooperatives) and Section 527
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H.J TroqJayers may deduct from their taxable income the value of donations to charities, unlike for
almost all other types oftax-exempt entities.
L21Entities that are not required to apply include those that are not private foundations and that have
gross reeeipt~ of less than $5,000 as well as churches and church-affiliated entities.
lQllfthe entity has operated for less than a year or has not begun operations, a proposed budget for two
Ihn accounting periods and a current statement of assets and liabilities will be acceptable. Otherwise,
entities that have operated for less than four years should report data for those years.

[I] The Independent Sector is a national coalition of nonprofit organizations, private foundations, and
corporate-giving programs that is to support the tax-exempt sector.
UUThe Panel is assisted by over 100 nonprofit executives and other experts on five work groups.

J2l A 20-Year Review ofthe Nonprofit Sector. 1975-1995, Compendium of Studies of Tax-exempt
Organizations, Volume 3, IRS Statistics ofIneome.
IIQJGross domestic product is the market value of allgoods and services produced \\~thin a country
during a given time period.
UllIRS does not transcribe data on the numbers of paid workers and volunteers. The Independent
Seetorissued a nonprofit almanac with data through 1998 on volunteers at entities classified as 501(e)
(3) charities, 501 (e) (4) social welfare and civic organizations, and religious congregations.
[12JSee IRe Section 6104(d) and changes made by the Tax and Trade Relief Extension Act of 1998,
P.L. 105-277.
UllThe Boston Globe ran a series of articles between October and December of2003 that uncovered
questionable practices among foundations and trusts.
lJ.±lThe Washington Post has been running periodic articles about alleged abuses within the tax-exempt
sector. The most recent series, in December 2004, concerned the alleged donation of historic facade
easements to obtain inflated charitable contributions.

Ilil Testimony of Mike Hatch, Attorney General for State of Minnesota, before the Senate Committee
on Finance, April 5, 2005.
illJ An FTE equals 2,087 hours in a year. IRS did not have comparable FTE data for its exempt
activities back to 1998 due to its reorganization in 2000. FTEs assigned are what IRS budgets for this
work. Wc were unable to obtain reliable data on the FTEs used for tax-exempt oversight in time for this
testimony. However, because IRS may not use the FTEs assigned to examination or determinations for
those purposes, the number of hours that staff charge to these oversight tasks may be a better indicator
ofthe level of effort.
Ll1lThe Nonprofit Sector Panel interim report concluded that Congress should increase resources, and
earmark some penalty, fee, and excise tax amounts for IRS exempt oversight and education.
I1.8JThe rest of the applications included those for which IRS had not made a determination for reasons
such as applications that were with
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ll21IRS examiners can make 12 "other" types of changes such as those involving rclatcd returns,
delinquent returns, appeals, closing agreements, referrals to other IRS divisions, and claims.
[201 "Paragraph" refers to the types of 50I(c) entities such as (c)(3) or (c)(4). When an entity applies
for exempt status, it must tell IRS the section 501(c) parlll,'faph under which it qualifies.

[211 An entity that qualifies under section 501 (c)(3) is a private foundation unleSs it meets the criteria
for a public charity, such as having broad public support. Beyond an examination, status can be
changed when (a) an entity requests an IRS determination letter on its status, and (b) 5 years have
elapsed for an entity that has been permitted to be a public charity for its first 5 years.
[22J Tax-excmpt entitics could owe employment taxes, various typcs of excise taxes, or income taxes if
they operate a business activity not related to their exempt purpose.
I23.1IRS revised Form 1023 in 2004 to provide information that helps identitY potential problems early
in the application process, including potentially abusive situations involving tax-exempt entities such as
those claiming to provide credit counseling.

[20[1 The Data Analysis Unit plans to use data-mining techniques to identify patterns and establish
relationships to uncover compliance issues. For example, by comparing stale bingo databases to IR...'1
files, IRS could identify entities with gross receipts in excess of the $25,000 filing threshold that failed
to tile a requircd Form 990.
[25J IRS has a nctwork to image the paper Forms 990 filed by charities. The imaged forms, minus
sensitive data such as social security numbers and donor names, are sold to groups that want such data.
Due to resource limitations, IRS transcribes little data from Forms 990 into electronic databases. To
have more electronic data from Forms 990, IRS has a contract to have the imaged Form 990 data
keypunched.
[2.QJ IRS is developing electronic filing for Form 1023, which is used to apply for tax-exempt status.
IRS hopes to begin accepting the electronic Form 1023 by 2007.

1m Consistent with IRC section 601 I(e), only large organizations, including exempt organizations and
private foundations, that are required to file 250 or more returns with IRS will be required to file their
Form 990 electronically. Such returns include Forms 990, annual employee wage and tax statements
(Form W-2), quarterly payroll tax returns (Form 941), and annual information returns, such as payments
to vendors for services (Form 1099 MISC).

[2JU The Electronic Initiatives Office manages the development and hnplementation of automation
effort~

on exempt organizations in support of the strategic plan.

LZ21 Insurance companies or associations that provide other than life insurance are generally tax exempt
under IRC section 501 (c)(15) if their gross receipts do not exceed $600,000 and more than 50 percent of
their receipts consist ofpremiums.

Q.Ql A producer-owned reinsurance company provides reinsurance for a producer group's business;
reinsurance transfers part or all ofthe risk from one insurer to another.

[3JJ Donor-advised funds allow donors to advise how the charitable contribution is to be used.
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I121IRS plans to contact over 100 charities identified as having potentially violated the prohibition, to
educate the organizations and prevent future violations of the law.
L3JJ A corporation sole is an entity authorized under state law to allow religious leaders to hold property
and conduct busiuess tor the benefit of a religious entity.

Ill1 See GAO-02-526.
115]S. Rep. No. 91-552 (1969).
OOH. Rep. No. 100-391 (1987).
QllH. Rep. No. 104-506 (1996).
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement ofDouglas Holtz-Ealdn, Ph.D., Director, Congressional Budget Office
Testimony Before the House Committee ou Ways lllld Means
April 20, 2005

Mr. Chairmllll and Members of the Committee, I am grateful for the opportunity to appear before you.
My testimony addresses several tax policy, budgetary, lllld economic issues that arise from the presence
of economic entities whose revenue comes primarily from selling goods and services in direct
competition with traditional for-profit firms lllld whose income is exempt from both the federal
corporate and individual income taxes. In my discussion of the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO's)
analysis of those issues, I will refer to such organizations individually as "business entities" and
collectively as "the untaxed business sector." Three types of business entities have the characteristics
noted above:
• Certain nonprofit institutions-for example, nonprofit hospitals that are wholly engaged in
businesslike activity or universities that have undertaken "spinoff" business activities (such as
research development partnerships with private firms);
• Cooperatives, including credit unions, which differ from other businesses primarily because their
clients are their owners; and
• Business enterprises of state and local governments, such as municipally owned utilities, that are
operated on a fee-for-service basis.
CBO's analysis-which was restricted to the exemption from federal income taxation and does not
consider any other tax treatment received by these entities-leads to several conclusions:
• The ownership structure of untaxed business entities differs significantly from that of
conventional for-profit firms in that there are no separate claimants, such as shareholders, for the
entities' residual profits. The lack of owners in the usual sense is what primarily determines how
any attempt to tax such entities is likely to affect federal revenues and the economy.
• Because ofthe abscnce of owner-claimants, managers ofthese entities have different incentives
from those of managers of privately owned businesses. Instead of sceking to return profits to
oWhers, the entities' managers have incentives to lower prices, increase costs, or bolster retained
earnings.
• Accordingly, taxation of these entities might not generate as much revenue as initially anticipated.
Taxation would bolster managers' inceutives to reduce or eliminate entities' tax liabilities by
using more of any surplus to cut prices, boost costs, or both. As a consequence of being taxed,
however, those entities would retain fewer funds for expansion.

What Is aD "Untaxed Business"?
Business activity can be thought of as

d services for a price. Only those
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consmners who pay the price receive the goods or services, and the entities that provide them finance
their production with the receipts from those private transactions. In the Uuited States, most business
activity is undertaken by privately owned for-profit firms. The govermnent often provides and financeS=through taxation services that are not amenable to being provided by businesses, such as those whose
benefits reach beyond the buyer or seller and benefit others a' well.
There is no bright line, of course, between the kinds of goods and services that conventional businesses
produce and those that have broad public benefits. Nonprofit entities, which are deemed to serve a
public purpose and for that reason are not taxed, provide a number of them. Some nonprofit entities,
such as nursing homes and mental institutions, may be less likely than their for-profit counterparts to
take advantage of consumers who have limited information. In the case of cooperatives and state and
local govermnent businesses, the tax benefit that they receive has been justified in the past as an offset to
the monopoly power offor-profit firms, power that might cause prices to be too high. Tax exemption
may also encourage the provision of services when there are too few customers in an area to motivate a
tor-profit entity to engage in business activity. Over time, however, economic growth, technological
advances, and increases in population may have altered the circumstances that justified the formation of
many ofthose entities in the past.
Many untaxed business entities sell goods and services that compete directly with those provided by
traditional for-profit firms. The surplus generated by untaxed entities eseapes the income tax system if it
is passed on to retail eustomers in the form of lower prices or if it is retained for reinvestment. But the
income tax system does capture surplus that is passed on to workers or managers as higher payor to
commercial customers as lower prices that then allow them to increase their profits.
The Internal Revenue Code subjects the surplus generated by most business activity to the income tax.
Profits generated by firms that are organized under the tax code as C corporations are taxed once at the
corporate level and a second time at the individual level, when they are recclved as dividends or capital
gains. Firms organized as proprietorships, partnerships, limited liability companies, S corporations, and
other so-called pass-through entities are not subject to the corporate tax. However, the surplus they
generate is taxed at the individual level.
Which Businesses Make Up the Untaxed Sector?

Three types of entities have the characteristics of businesses but are not subject to income taxation either
at the "firm" level or through the pass-through mechanism. The three are nonprofit institutions,
cooperatives, and state and local government enterprises.
Nonprofit Institutions
Many nonprofit institutions produce output that is sold to customers in much the same way that private
businesses sell goods and services. The most prominent example is nonprofit hospitals that finanee
virtually all of their hcalth care services with revenue from sales. On average, nonprofit health care
institutions receive relatively few donations, garnering 92 percent oftheir income from program revenue
(revenue from the sale of services). Those health care institutions alone represent about half of the totlll
revenue of all nonprofit entities that must me financial information returns. (All nonprofit entities whose
gross receipts exceed $25,000 must file fmancial information with the Internal Revenue Service.)

Many nonprofit institutions whose primary activity fulfills a public purpose also engage in substantial
business activity. The tax code contains provisions to tux income from business activity that is unrelated
to a nonprofit's public purpose. In practice, however, much ofthat unrelated business income (such as
income from royalties, payments from c '
.
t to associate their name with a nonprofit
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organization's activities, and income from the sale of membership lists) ha~ been classified under tax
law as related to the entity's public purpose and thus is not subject to taxation. Universities, for example,
receive royalties from research development partnerships with private business and receive incomerrom
athletic event~ that compete with professional sports leagues.
CBO estimates that businesslike nonprofit institutions add roughly $314 billion ofvalue to the economy,
or 3.4 percent of net domestic product (see Table I). That estimate is based on the share of each entity's
revenue that comes from payments made by customers. Of the revenue for all nonprofit institutions, 65
percent accrues to entities whose program revenue exceeds 75 percent of their total revenue. CBO
assumed in its calculation that their share ofnet domestic product (the net value added to the economy)
was proportional to their share of total revenue.
Cooperatives
A second type of untaxed entity is cooperatives-businesses whose owners are also its clients. Virtnally
all of the activity of cooperatives is conducted in a businesslike fashion·-that is, their goods and
services are sold to (or for) their client-owners. They operate under several different sections of the tax
code but, with only a few exceptions, are exempt from taxes on their income
Table 1. Estimated Size of the Untaxed Business Sector and Its Share of Net Domestle Product
Percentage of Total Net
ITvne of Entity
1N0nprofit Institutions that
Serve Households
Cooperatives (Four industries)b
State and Local Business
Enterorises

Billions ofDoDars

Domestic Product"

314.0

3.4

32.1

0.5

127.4

1.4

Source: Congressional Budget Office based on data for 2000 through 2003 from a variety ofsources including the nation.1
income and product accounts, Census ofGovernments, and the National Center for Charitable Statistics.
a. U.S. net domestic product in 2002 totaled $9,192 billion.
b. The fOUf industries are credit unions and three types of utilities providing electric, telephone. and water services.

Many cooperatives are small and generate only a modest voltnne of sales, but some cooperatives are
quite substantial enterp1ises. TIle larger eredit unions compete efIectively with segments of the
eommercial banking industry. Moreover, cooperatives include such large and well-known finns as Land
O'Lakes, Southern States, and Welch's. Information on the size ofthe cooperative sector is not
available, but in 2001 and 2002, four industries together~redit unions and three types of utilities
providing electric, telephone, and water services-earned $77 billion in total revenue.
CBO estimates that cooperatives in those four industries added roughly $32 billion in value to the
eeonomy in 2002, or about 0.3 percent ofnet domestic product Again, CBO's estimate incorporated the
assumption that those cooperatives' share ofbusinesses' contribution to net domestic product was
proportional to their share of businesses' total output.
State and Local Government Businesses
The third category of untaxed entities' j"fllililllliiMWiliiillililliiiiliiltiby state and local governments that are
operated on a fee-for-service basis b
t from federal taxation under the doctrine
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ofintergovernmental tax immunity, The most eontrnon of those entities are ntilities-primarily electric,
water, and gas-which have many private-sector analogues, Others, such as watcr and scwer services
and solid waste collection, have fewer for-profit counterparts. States and localities also operate a num&er
oftransportation and recreation businesses. (Transportation enterprises include parking garages, ferry
boats, wharves, and airports. Businesscs related to recreation include swimming pools, golf courses,
hotels, and motels.) Miscellaneous commercial activities undertaken by states include a commercial
bank and a flour mill in North Dakota and the manufacture of vaccines by a public entity in
Massachusetts. In addition, states and localities operate such businesses as liquor stores and lotteries to
generate additional revenue.
CBO estimates that the value added to the economy by state and local entities that might be performing
tasks similar to those carried out in the for-profit sector is roughly $127 billion, or 1.4 percent ofnet
domestic product. (Again, CBO assumed that the state and local government sector's share of net
domestic product was proportional to its share of total revenue.) The state and local sector received a
total of $93 billion in revcnue from operating water, electric, and gas utilities in fiscal year 2002.
Another $194 billion of charges and miscellaneous revenue is attributable to the sale of private goods,
such as motel room rentals.
Issues Surrounding the Tax Treatment of Untaxed Businesses
Several objections have been raised to the differential tax treatment granted to these business entities,
Competitors of tax-exempt businesses have objected that it is unfair, and analysts have been concerned
about its effects on economic efficiency. Evaluating fairness is problematic. To begin with, such an
exercise reflects the values of the observer. In addition, fairness is best evaluated with respect to the
owners of firms; the institutions are merely legal constructs that exist to organize and facilitate
production, But owners change over time, making it impossible to trace how former owners of
competing or potentially competing firms were affected. Eliminating the differential tax benefit would
not redress any past inequities and could introduce new ones.
Differential tax treatment could lead to inefficiency in several ways. Untaxed fll1l1S have the opportunity
to use their surplus (whieh ineludes their tax savings) to offset any higher production costs they might
incur and still compete with taxed finns on the basis of price. Consequently, the tax benefit may
interfere with the market's discipline, which rewards efficient firms and penalizes inefficient ones.
Alternatively, using the tax savings to reduce the price of the firm's output eould shift the economy's
mix of produetion tOW'drd less-valued goods and services,
The favored treatment ofuntaxed businesses, however, stems from their publie- purpose nature, and the
continuation of that treatment will depend on the judgments ofpolieymakers.
The Tax Exemption and Forgone Receipts
The three categories of untaxed businesses have a significant attribute in common: the absence of
conventional owners, which relieves them ofthe need to report and distribute profits in the usual sense,
The incentives of managers of untaxed businesses thus differ from those of managers of commercial
businesses, Not seeking to maximize profits or surplus, they have greater latitude with regard to their
costs of produetion and prices, Indeed, the purpose of some untaxed entities in part is to sell output at
prices lower than its costs. As a result, taxing the untaxed business sector may yield much less revenue
than might be expected, given the scale of its activities.
The scope oftax-avoidance options a.~'!"'"""'-"--lIfs is limited by the neeessity to deliver a
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return to the firms' owners. The tax-avoidance strategies that nonprofit businesses, cooperatives, and
state and local government enterprises can cornmand are more numerous because of those entities'
ownership structure. That statement is true regardless ofwhether the entity attempts to reduce the pfree
and increase the availability of the good it sells or whether it takes less care to adopt lowest-cost
methods ofproduction and as a result pays its operators and employees higher wages than they would
otherwise receive. Hence, if a tax was imposed, a nonprofit business entity could more easily distribute
any surplus to its managers or customers than a for-profit firm could; a cooperative would have more
latitude to deliver its surplus to its owner-clients as lower prices than to parcel it out; and state and local
government businesses could distribute their surplus in several different ways without necessarily
handing it over as explicit profits to the state or locality. (They could distribute it as lower prices to their
customers, higher wages to employees and managers, or some combination of lower taxes and more
public services to the voters who ultimately control those businesses.)
A surplus that is passed on in the form of lower prices or higher pay reduces profits. Without
conventional owners and the necessity to distribute profits as dividends or retain them as earnings,
untaxed business entities could avoid a tax by passing on the surplus and minimizing taxable profits (see
Box I).
If a tax was imposed, previously untaxed business entities would probably choose among tax-avoidance
strategies on the basis oftheir circumstances. For an electric utility owned by a state and local
government, for example, the shares of the surplus received by individuals in the jurisdiction differ
depending on whether the surplus is distributed as a lower price, higher pay, or reduced tax burden.
Similarly, the shares of any surplus received by an individual owner-client of a cooperative will differ if
the surplus is distributed as a reduction in prices instead of as profits. Regardless ofthe particular
strategy an untaxed business entity chooses, the difference between its ownership structure and that of a
private firm provides it with substantially more flexibility in undertaking measures to avoid taxes and
still meet its objectives.

ing the Surplus from a Hypothetical Municipal Golf Coarse
an illustration, imagine a municipal goif course that is run as efficiently as a private competitor and
ed the same-say, $40 per round. The municipal course incurs $36 in costs per round and
erates a surplus of $4. The corporate tax rate is assumed to be 30 percent and the individual rate, 20
ent.
esented as an equation, price ($40) = cost per round ($36) + before-tax profit per round ($4). In the
absence of any taxes, the entire surplus of$4 per round can be paid to the untaxed municipal treasury
to offset other costs oflocal government. In contrast, the private competitor must record the equivalent
$4 per round as a profit and pay a 30 percent tax ($1.20).
uld a corporate tax be imposed on the municipal firm, rather than paying it, the firm might
ute the surplus to its customers as a price cut and charge only $36 per round. Costs would equal
enue, and the SurphlS would still escape the tax. The golf course's books would show the following:
6 = $36 + O.
tematively, the golf course might pay its employees higher wages. The price per round would still
$40, but costs wonld be increased to $40, leaving no surplus to tax. Tn that case, however, the
Ius would be subject to individual income ta'<:es. Ifthe individual rate was 20 percent, only 80
ents would be collected rather than t
llected from a for-profit firm. The goif
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oursc's books would show the activity this way: $40 = $40 + O.
other option for the municipal firm would be to convert the $4 surplus to the local government's~'
eneral fund by shifting $4 of its general fund costs to the golf course. No tax is collected on revenue
t goes into the general funds of state and local governments. The golfcourse's books would, again,
ow the following: $40 = $40 + O.
The opportunities for tax avoidance are cven greater for secondary business activity carried on by
untaxed entities whose primary activity is pursning socially beneficial objectives. Profits from any
business activity in which such an entity engages-whether related or unrelated to its main activity-are
difficult to segregate from profits earned in the pursuit of its primary purpose. As a result, the taxation of
any non-primary-activity profits becomes extremely difficult in the face of skillfiu managcment and
accounting. In tax year 2000, a total of $4.8 billion of gross unrelated business income was reportcd by
more than 11,000 organizations classified as 501 (c)(3) under the tax code. The organizations reported
total deductions for business expenses of about the same amount-for a net loss of $49,000. Fewer than
half reported unrelated business income that was subjeet to taxation, and the revenues raised totaled only
$4.1 million.
Because ofthose opportunities and incentives, any shift toward taxing the currently untaxed business
sector can be expected to yield considerably less revenue than the size ofthe sector might otherwise
suggest. The Joint Committee on Taxation has estimated that taxing some ofthe institutions in the seetor
in a manner analogous to the taxation ofC corporations would yield about $2 billion in revenue a ycar.
If the estimates covered more of the sector's businesses, the revenue gain would probably be larger. But
it appears that the amOlmts involved are small relative to the size of the entire eeonomy-and might in
fact be even more modest if the estimates did not take into account the scope such firms have for tax
avoidance.
Thc Economic Effcct of Taxing the Untaxed Bnsiness Scctor

Taxation of currently untaxed business entities would be unlikely to generate much revenue for the
govemment, but it would have the economic consequence of constraining their growth. Taxation oftheir
surplus would amplifY the incentives they already have to lower their prices and incur higher costs,
which could significantly reduce the amount of intemal capital that those institutions accumulated. That
constraining effect of taxation on growth would tend to be much stronger than it is for privately owned
for-profit firms, which must pay tax on their profits but face strong ineentives to retain the after-tax
surplus or distribute it to owners.
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement of John Colombo, Professor, University of Illinois College of Law, Urbana-Champaign,
Illinois
Testimony Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
April 20, 2005

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee;
My name is John Colombo. I am a professor of law at the University of Illinois College ofLaw in
Urbana-Champaign, and I have taught about and written on issues oftax-exempt organizations for the
past 18 years. I think my job today is to give you some background and context regarding tax
exemption rules, particularly as they apply to private foundations and trade associations.

Charitable Exemption YS. Other Exemption
Let me start with two very basic and very useful distinctions to keep in mind when assessing policies
regarding nonprofits and tax exemption. The tlrst distinction is that when it comes to tax exemption,
there are charities exempt under Code Section 501(c)(3) and then there is everything else. Section 501
(c) grants exemption to 28 different kinds oforganizations, but the "charities vs. everytbinge1se"
distinction is a very useful way to think llbout this for several reasons. First, in general only charities
exempt under 501 (c)(3) are eligible to receive additional major tax benefits like tax-deductible
contributions. Other exempt entities, like trade associations (which are exempt under § 501(c)(6),
rather than § 501 (e)(3)), get exemption from having to pay the corporate income tax on their earnings,
but are not permitted to receive deductible contributions.
.
Second, the underlying rationales for exemption vary between charitable organizations and everything
else. Although we academics carry on a lively debate about the rationale for charitable tax exemption,
all of us would agree, I think, that at some level exemption for charities is tied to a concept that they are
improving general public welfare in some way. For non-charitable entities, however, the rationale tends
to be much more entity-specific.
For example, trade associlltions are exempt if they carry on llctivities designed to promote a common
business inlerest of its members; such organi7.ations must not "engllge in a regular business of a kind
ordinarily carried on for profit"[ll These organizations are exempt because they represent simply a
pooling ofresources by people with a common interest to conduct activities that, if conducted by the
members themselves, would not be profit-making businesses. Hence we believe that creating an
"association" for members to pool their resources in this manner should not result in taxation of those
pooled rcsources. But if a trade association does conduct regular business activities or provides specific
services for members, then the organi7..ation should not be exempt because it no longer represents this
nontaxable collective pooling of resources, but rather is now engaging in a for-profit business.
Third, charities constitute the bulk of exempt organizations under 501 (c). Data complied in 2002
indicated that there were in excess of 900,000 exempt charitable organizations in the IRS's master file,
constituting well over halfthe total number of all exempt organizationsJll Trade associations under
with
roxirnately 84,000 organizations, but still less .
501(c)(6) were the next most nU111erous cate
than a tenth ofthe number of charitab
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Public Charities vs. Private Poundations
The second major distinction in tax-exemption law occurs within the charitable sector itself. This"-='
distinction is between public charities and private foundations. People often get confused about the taxexempt status ofprivate foundations; so the first thing to remember is that private foundations are
charitable organizations eligible for exemption under Secti01l 501(c)(3) just as much as a church or a
private school. The IRS has long reeogniz.ed that making monetary grants to other charities is itself a
charitable activity, and that's largely what private foundations do - make grants to other charitable
organizations. Historically, in fact, private foundations preceded the income tax. The wealthy
industrialists of the 19 th century, such as Andrew Carnegie, for example, created trusts to benefit
charitable orgauizations long before we had a functioning income tax. As a result, prior to 1969,
private foundations and public charities were treated pretty much the same for tax purposes.
In the 1969 Tax Reform Act, however, Congress decided to subject private foundations to more specific
regulation designed to prevent abuses of the private foundation form. The best way to understand why
we have this heightened regulation ofprivate foundations is to focus on two main differences between
private foundations and public charities: accotmtability and continuing control.
Public charities are organizations that are accountable to the general public because they get their money
in one way or another from a broad cross-section of the public. Private foundations, however, generally
receive their funding from a single individual or family, and therefore are accountable to and eontrollcd
by that primary donor.
These two distinctions are the basis for our different regulation ofpublic charities and private
foundations. When you have true public accountability and "public control" over assets, then you have
some reason to believe thatthc managcrs ofthc charity will be careful about their mission and the
executiou ofthat mission, because a publicized misstep will have significant adverse effects on the
public funding ofthat organization. Think back to the adverse publicity for the United Way a couple of
years ago when its CEO's salary and perks were disclosed in the national media, or the outcry that
happened when the Red Cross decided to divert some money donated for 9111 victims to other needs - I
believe, in fact, that this Committee held hearings about the Rcd Cross's decision and was instrumental
in bringing the weight of public aceountability to bear on that.
When you do not have this public accountability, however, and you have sigulficant continuing control
by one person or family over donated wealth, then there is enormous room for abuse, which is why we
have the much tighter regulatory scheme for private foundations. This tighter regulatory scheme
generally is set forth in Sections 4940-4946 of the Code, and includes a requirement that a foundation
payout a certain amount of its assets each year to other charities, a prohibition on self-dealing
transactions ofany kind, limits on the kinds and size of certain business holdings of a foundation, limits
on certain kinds of investments that a foundation can make, more stringent limits on lobbying, and so
forth. In addition, in 1969 Congress also tightened the rules with respeet to charitable donations to
private foundations, again to avoid abuse situations in which individuals could eliminate tax liability by
making gifts of certain kinds ofproperty, like stock of a privately-held eorporation, that could still be
controlled for by the donor after the gift. So while individuals can make deductible donations ofup to
50% of their adjusted gross income to public charities, and in many cases can take a deduction for the
full fair market value of donated property to public charities, deductions to private foundations are
limited to 30% of AGI and deductions for property gifts generally are limited to the taxpayer's tax basis
in the property, not its market value.

Defining "Charitable" Organizations:~IIIIIIi_--.- . .
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While I think this short summary gives.a useful overview ofthe two main distinctions in our tax
exemption laws (charities vs. everything else, and within the "charity" category, public charities vs.
private foundations), I would like to close with an additional thought about tax exemption, partieuliirIYas it applies to charitable organizations.
One of the core problems with tax exemption for charities over the years has been that exemption more
or less "just happened" without a great deal of thought regarding why we hand out tax exemption.
Many organizations, such as churches and private schools, for example, were already exempt from state
property taxes when Congress passed the first corporate income tax law in 1894; these organizations
were not businesses in any sense of the word, and hence exemptions were incorporated into the "new"
income tax law without much debate.
As a result, while we have this vague notion that we grant exemption to charities because they "do good
things" for society, there has never been a specifically-articulated rationale that allows us to tie down
exactly what good behavior should be rewarded with exemption. Currently, the IRS relies on the 400years of legal precedent in the law of charitable trusts to defme charitable organizations. As the
operation ofnonprofit organizations has changed over time, however, difficult questions have come up
regarding tax exemption for certain nonprofits. For example, in the 1800's private nonprofit hospitals
were essentially shclters for the poor. Today, most ofthem are very large fee-for-service businesses. So
why are modem private nonprofit hospitals still exempt? Is it because they "do good things" for
society? There is no question that nonprofit hospitals in fact do good things for their communities, but
one could argue that many for-profit businesses do good things for their communities, as well. Is it
because they provide free care for the uninsured poor in some cases? Maybe so, but that is not
currently required by law and the empirical evidence on whether nonprofit hospitals provide significant
charity care is mixed.Q.l So in some cases we have ended up with a sort of disconnect between our
traditional views of charities and the way they operate in the real world today.
Over a decade ago, my colleague Mark Hall and I suggested a systeru in which tax exemption lmder
Section 501 (c)(3) would be limited to entities that were substantially dependent on donations for their
operating revenues each year.[4J There is a reason why limiting exemption to donative organizations
makes sense - in brief, donations are the signal that people believe an organization is doing something
worthwhile, and is not otherwise being sufficiently funded by the private market or by the government
People donate to organizations because they see the needs these organizations serve and see a lack of
resources to meet those needs. In contrast, organizations that do not get significant donations either
aren't doing anything the public thinks is worthwhile, or the public sees that they have ample resources
without donations. In either case, such organizations do not need tax exemption. Using donative
status, therefore, seems to be a pretty good way to distinguish organizations that do the things that ought
to warrant tax exemption from those organizations that do not In fuct, if! asked all of you to name
your paradigm charities, I suspect that most of you would name donative entities - your church, the
Salvation Army, the Red Cross, the United Way, maybe certain arts organizations.
I think that any discussion of reforming the rules for tax exemption ought to include some thought about
the overall system for granting tax exemption, particularly for charitable entities under 501 (e)(3), and
whether you agree witll my suggestion about using donations as this core rationale or not, I would urge
the Committee to give some thought to this general point as it deliberates on these issues.
Thank you.

[lJ Treas. Regs. l.50l(c)(6)-1.
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[2] Marion Fremont-Smith, Governing Nonprofit Organizations 6-7 (Belknap Press 2003). This
number is likely significantly higher than what is reported, because churches do not have to file Witll the
IRS for recognition of exemption under Section 50I(c)(3) and merefore are not included in me IRs:.-:::.
Master File.
[3] Under the "community benefit" test of exemption promulgated by the IRS in 1969, free care for the
uninsured is not a requirement for a hospital to receive exernption under Section'·50 I(c)(3). See Rev.
Rill. 69-545, 1969-2 C.B. 117; John D. Colombo, The Role ofAccess in Charitable Tax Exemption, 82
Wash. U.L.Q. 343,347 (2004). For a review of the ernpirical evidence, see John D. Colombo, The
Failure ofCommunity Benefit, 15 Health Matrix 29 (forthcoming 2005).
[4] John D. Colombo and Mark A. HaH, The Charitable Tax Exemption (Westview Press, 1995); Mark
A. HaH and John D. Colombo, The Donative Theory of the Charitable Tax Exernption, 52 Ohio St. LT.
1379 (1991).
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement ofFrances R. Hill, Professor, University of Miami School of Law, Miami, Florida
Testimony Before the House Committee on Ways and Meaps
Apri120, 2005
Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony. The comments presented are my personal views
and do not represent the views, if any, ofthe University of Miami or the University of Miami School of
Law.
Exempt entities provide important benefits to the public. Without a vibrant, diverse, dynamic and
growing exempt sector, many important social, cultural, and economic needs of the American people
could not and would not be served. All ofus are beneficiaries of this sector no matter how fortunate or
unfortunate our eircumstanees.
Maintaining the vibrancy and dynamism ofthe exempt sector that provides such important benefits to
the public is enhanced by continuing oversight from Congress and responsible administration of the law
by the Internal Revenue Service (the "Service'). Such efforts must protect the public interest in ensuring
that exemption serves public purposes. At the same time, efforts to constrain the creativity ofthe exempt
sector by unduly circumscribing the independence of exempt entities would be counterproductive. The
exempt sector must be accountablc but should not be constrained. Evidence of malfeasance by certain
organization managers or the inattentiveness or even dereliction by certain directors should not be
generalized to the entire sector, just as these unacceptable behaviors should not be excused by reference
to the benefits provided by exempt organizations. Government administr-ation and oversight should be
seen as part of a larger process of ensuring accountability through participatory monitoring by
organization members and beneficiaries.
The twenty-eight types of exempt entities enumerated in section 501(c) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (the "Code") differ in their requirements for exemption and the activities that support
exempt status. But, they share the common feature that, in every case, exemption depends upon
providing a public benefit to a defined class of beneficiaries.III This common feature provides a
rationale for exemption and an analytical framework for understanding whether current law and the way
it is being administered are consistent with the foundational reason for exemption.
While current law indeed provides that provision of benefits to the designated class ofbenefieiaries is
the foundational reqnirement for exemption, this requirement has not been developed as an affirmative
reqnirement. Instead, administrative efforts, policy discussions, and academic analyses focus largely on
preventing impermissible private benefit. Preventing misuse of exempt organizations' resources is a
matter ofcentral importunee. But, it does not provide either a rationale for exemption or an analytical
framework for understanding exemption. As exempt entities engage in an ever-broadening range of
activities and as the exempt sector grows larger, more dynamic and more diverse, this is an appropriate
time to consider the reasons for the exemption and the relationships between these fundamental
rationales and eurrent law.
A rationale or framework addressing the reasons for exemption is an analytical and policy tool, not a
justification offered to defend every e J '
Tithout such a framework, a rationale
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rather than a mere rationalization, rules become isolated requirements that are easily manipulated to
support activities largely unrelated to the statutory purposes exempt entities are created to serve. When
the law is easily manipulated, resources arc diverted from activities that serve exempt purposes to'':=activities that serve other ends and confidence in the exempt sector erodes. The result is a classic moral
hazard in which aggressive entities pursing problematic strategies win at least tacit acceptance, while
entities that are attempting to comply are given little useful guidance and find few positive rewards for
their efforts.
This is not to suggest applicable law and acceptable practices will not or should not change. The world
in which exempt entities operate is changing and the needs addressed by exempt entities are
changing. Change in activities undertaken, structures created, and relationships with other sectors
developed should be seen as practical adaptations to changing circumstances. At the same time, certain
things need not and should not change. Exempt entities should always operate to provide a public
benefit to the beneficiaries they have been organized to serve. Exempt entities should never be treated as
the private domain of managers or board members or substantial contributors who treat either the
tangible or intangible resources of the exempt organization as something to be used for personal benefit.
The challenge is to reconcile useful change with these foundational principles. This is the work of every
person who cares about the exempt sector. In a democracy, views on how to do this can be expected to
differ.
My comments today will focus on a public benefit framework for exemption. I shall address the
following topics: (I) the elements of a public benefit framework; (2) oversight priorities arising from a
public benefit framework; (3) oversight priorities for data collection and research; (4) oversight
priorities relating to guidance and compliance; and (5) oversight and ensuring that exempt entities
operate for a public benefit.

1. Elements of a Public Benefit Framework

ill

Exemption is a subsidy granted for defmed public policy purposes. The Code, the applicable
rel,'Ulations, and the legislative history all support the nexus between exemption and provision of a
public benefit. No one would disagree that provision of the statutorily mandated public benefit is the
essential activity of any exempt entity.
Yet, the concept of a public benefit has not figured centrally in either policy discussions or academic
analyses of exempt entities. Instead, both policy makers and commentators have equated the absence of
private benefit with the presence ofa public benefit. The dominant academic framework in the last
quarter eenturY was based on the private benefit avoidance fTamework presented by Professor Henry
Hansmann in terms of a ''nondistribution constraint."m Much of poliey focus during this same period
on developing an administrable private benefit provision, which was enacted in the excess benefit
transaction provision of section 4958.
was

Concern with private benefit is a fundamentally importaot element in the law relating to exemption. But,
the mere absence of a private benefit does not provide a rationale for exemption that can provide
guidance for administration and oversight of the exempt sector. A rationale for exemption and a
framework for analysis, policy, administration, and oversight depends on developing the concept ofa
public benefit, which provides an affirmative rationale for exemption consistent with the exempt
purposes set forth in current law. A public benefit rationale for exemption points toward additional
issues that are critical in determining whether entities are serving their intended exempt purposes.
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Making public benefit a focal point of inquiry leads to the question of whether current law and the
manner in which it is being administered are consistent with thc efficiency of exemption. To thc extent
that exemption means that a public benefit is being provided to an appropriate class ofbeneficiaries;:n:.is
operating efficiently. To the extent that exemption serves simply as a mechanism for avoiding taxes on
income that would be ta.'(ed if performed by another type of entity, then exemption is inefficient. A
focus on efficiency in this sense permits one to raise the question of whether increases in the number and
revenue of exempt entities mean that provision ofpublic benefits has increased to a commensurate
extent. The only response in light of current data is that no one can say with any certainty. As this
testimony suggests below, development of a public benefit framework for exemption permits the kind of
analysis that can lead to collection of the information rcquired to answer this fundamental question.
A public bcnefit framework directs attention to a fact that has been curiously overlooked. Analyses of
exempt organizations have ovcrlooked the significancc of the noun and focused instead on the
adjective. Ignoring the fact that exempt aetivities are conducted through organizations is a central
analytical error. This error is compOlmded by the unarticulated "organizational presumption" of current

ill

law and its administration. Activities conducted by exempt organizations are generally presumed tc be
consistent with the organization's exempt status. In practice, the definition of an exempt activity is an
activity conducted by an exempt organization. But, no one knows what exempt entities are in fact doing.
Current law anticipates that exempt entities will engage not only in exempt activities but also in
permissible activities that do not in themselves support exemption and which are not intended to be the
organi7Jltion's primary activity. But, to the extent that these permissible activities become characterized
as exempt activities by invoking the organizational presumption as the core element of characterization,
exemption becomes inefficient.
A second probiem obscured by the lack of attention to the concept of an organization is the difficulty of
determining the primary purpose of an orgaulzation. Section 501 and the regnlations there under provide
that exempt organizations of all types are exempt only if they are organized and operated primarily for
an exempt purpose. There is no guidance on what coustitutes "primary" for this pnrpose. Is a peppercorn
of exempt activity sufficient? No one can say, and there is no gnidancc on how to determinc which
activities in fact support exemption. This is not simply a problem ofdata but more fundamentally a
problem of conceptualizing exempt organizations. This issue is particularly important in light of the
dynamism of the exempt sector. Balancing this necessary dynamism with an administrable concept of
what is a primary purpose is not an easy task but it is a necessary one which should no longer be
deferred.
The dynamism ofthe exempt sector has led some tc suggest that the kind of activities in which exempt
entities are permitted to engage should be closely constrained. This not likely to be a useful or workable
approach. The idea that certain activities shouid be perfomled solely by exempt entities or solely by
taxable entities is no longer either plausible or desirable. Efforts to prohibit taxable sehools or to ban gift
shops at zoos or restaurants at museums would seem to serve no useful purpose. The question posed
here is not what activities are permissible but what activities are consistent with the efficient provision
of a public benefit to an appropriate class ofbeneficiaries. To the extent that exempt entities use
resources for activities that do not provide a public benefit, exemption operates inefficiently. This kind
of inefficiency cannot be addressed by a "nondistribution constraint" implemented through the private
benefit provisions. The absence of private beneHt does not establish the presence of a public
benefit. Addressing exemption inefficiency requires specification of a public benefit framework
implemented through a "nondiversion constraint" that imposes disincentives on the diversion of
resources from exempt activities to other activities.I~]
II. Oversight Priorities: Reconcilin

work with Unaddressed Issues and
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Contemporary Developments
The following discussion of six contempofluy developments in the exempt sector should not be rmas
identification of problematic or abusive behavior. As noted above, the dynamism of American social,
cultural and economic life are strengths of our country. This is true with respect to the exempt se~ior as
well as to the taxable sector. At the same time, exemption must continue to serve its public purposes by
providiug public benefits to appropriately defined beneficiaries. The six oversight priorities arising from
a public benefit framework for understanding exemption are: (I) what constitutes a public benefit; (2)
identiJYing beneficiaries; (3) overcoming internal diversions of resources; (4) operation of complex
structurcs; (5) transfers ofresources among various types of exempt and taxable entities; (6) the role of
the unrc1ated business income tax ("UBIT") provisions from a public benefit pen;pective; and (7)
interdicting the abuse of exemption represented by serving as accommodation partics in tax shelter
transactions. Each of these will be discussed in turn.
1. SpeciJYing What Is Meant By a Public Bcnefit
Some subsectious of 501(c) speciJY permissible exempt benefits in some deJait The primary exception
is section 501 (c)(3). The broad range ofexempt purposes under section 501(c)(3) is consistent with
providiug public benefits that range from such tangible benefits as food, clothing, and shelter to
intangible benefits like education.
Efforts to address perceived abuses by restricting the nature ofbenefits, \\~th only certain kinds of
benefits treated as qualifYing public benefits, would introduce a counterproductive inefficiency that robs
the exempt sector of its dynamism and its ability to fulfill its purposes. The issue is not to restrict
activities, but to determine what kinds of activities should be funded with exempt funds.
2. Identifying Appropriate Beneficiaries Entitled to Receive Public Benefits
Many types of exempt entities have clearly defmed criteria for beneficiaries, who are also members of
the organization. This is the ease with respect to section 501 (c)(5) labor organizations, section 501 (e)(6)
business leagues, section 501 (c)(7) social clubs, section 50 I (e)(8) fraternal benefit organizations, section
501(c)(10) fraternal societies, section 501(c)(19) vetcrans organizations, and section 501(c)(2I) black
lung trusts.
Section 501(c)(3) docs not speciJY categories ofpersons who may receive the benefits providing the
foundation for exemption. Beneficiaries of section 50I (c)(3) are in some cases readily identified but in
other cases are not Generally recipients ofmore tangible public benefits are more readily identifiable,
while recipients oflesstangible but still vitally important benefits are not readily identifiable as a
distinct "charitable class." This distinction causes significant confusion with respect to orgauizations
providing intangible benefits to a charitable class that is not readily identifiable. In these cases, it is easy
but wrong to take the position that the organization is providiug no public benefit to appropriate
beneficiaries. Greater attention to issues ofthe concept ofa charitable class would help eliminate such
confusion and would protect the diversity and dynamism of the exempt sector.
3. Overcoming Internal Diversion of Resources by Addressing the Orgauizational Presumptions
As discussed above, exempt purposes are pursued through exempt organizations. Current law requires
that exempt purposes constitute an organization's primary purpose. However, current practice is based
on an "organizational presumption" that treats activities as exempt activities if they are conducted by an
exempt entity. The resulting circulari!:
iversion of resources to activities that are
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only tangentially, at best, related to exempt purposes.
There are two possible approaches to addrcssing this kind ofinternal diversion. One is to provide
guidance on what constitutes an organization's primary purpose. While this would seem to· be
fundamental to administering current law, in fact there is no practical, useful guidance at all on this
matter.
A second approach would be to direct tax benefits only to expenditures for exempt activity while not
constraining other activities. This approach treats an exempt organization as an aggregate of activities,
only some of which are treated as exempt, and makes the benefits of exemption available only with
respect to funds used for exempt activities. This approach is based on targeting the benefits of
exemption to those activities that in fact provide a public benefit to an appropriate class of beneficiaries.
4. Complex Structures
Exempt entities are increasingly operating in complex structures of rclated excmpt entities of different
types with diffcrent exempt purposes serving differently defined benetkiaries. How these various
purposes and beneficiaries are to be appropriately served is a question of what public benefits are being
provided. In the worst case, activities that are consistent with the exempt status of one type of exempt
entity can jeopardize the exempt status of other types of exempt entities. The issue is to avoid
inappropriate diversion ofresources while at the same time appropriately protecting the exempt statuses
of the various entities. Complex structures may also involve both taxable and tax exempt entities. These
structures can create synergy that enables exempt entities to provide a public benefit more efficiently.
At the same time, issues of diversion and potential conflicts of interest reqnire more timely guidance and
continuing oversight.
5. Transfetring Resources
Exempt entities may choose to fund projects or programs operated by other exempt entities. There is
virtually no gnidance on such transfers. Unaddressed issues include questions of what kinds oftransfers
betwccn what types of entities are permissible, what kind of ovcrsight and recordkeeping are requircd,
and under what circumstances transfers might jeopardize the exempt status of either the transferor or the
recipient These kinds of questions arise with respcet to transfers between exempt entities of the same
type, between exempt entities of different types, and between exempt and taxable entities.
6. UBIT and Public Bcnefit
The UBIT provisions exist to tax thc incomc derived from unrelated trade or business activities. The
original purpose of the UBIT provisions was to prevent unfair eompctition with taxable business
engaged in the same activities. The issue now is more a matter of diversion of resources to capitalizing
the unrelated trade or business than a matter of unfair competition with taxable entities. UBIT is not
designed to address this kind of diversion and in fact does not do so. The issue is whether UBIT should
be reconsidered or whether some other form ofno diversion constraint should be considercd. In
addition, tl,e extent of unrelated trade or business activity that is consistent with exempt status remains
Imaddressed. It should also be noted that those activities subject to the unrelated business income tax
represent only a portion of the commercial activities exempt entities engage in because the exceptions to
UBIT have come to be so expansively applied.
7. Exempt Entities as Accommodation Parties in Tax Shelters
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Serving as an accommodation party in a tax shelter can never be treated as an activity that provides a
public benefit.
play this role.

llil

More attention is needed to efforts of shelter promoters to entice exempt entities tQ~-::_

The appropliate response is likely to involve some mixture of tax on the fee on the theory it is a taxable
fee for providing a serviee, as well as penalties imposed on organizations, organization managers, and
professional advisers and the possibility ofrevocation of exemption. Revocation by itself is unlikely to
have much effeet on special purpose exempt entities created for the purpose of serving as an
accommodation party. In addition, the Serviee has historieally been reluetant to revoke exempt status
even in eases of quite egregious private benefit.
.
Ill. Oversight Priorities for Data Colleetion and Research
A publie benefit framework direets attention to the question of whether the growth in the number of
exempt entities and the inerease in their revenue is matched by an increase in provision of benefits to
appropriate beneficiaries. This question ean be answered only by developing a more precise idea of what
exempt entities are in fact doing.
There are two important eomponents to this inquiry. The first relates to the sources of funds and the
seeond relates to the uses of funds and what empirical patterns, ifany, ean be identified between sources
and uses. Looking at the relationship between sources and uses of fimds inside organizations ereates an
empirieal basis for assessing claims that all funds, however derived, are used for exempt activities. This
is a rationalization for ignoring the primary purpose issue and for defming virtually anything an exempt
organization does as an exempt activity.
Current data provide little basis for addressing this issue. Most researeh is based on Form 990, whieh is
publicly available. But, the data on Form 990 are eolleeted for eomplianee, not for research. In addition,

ill

there is no external cheek on the reliability of this self-reported data. The data needed wil1neeessarily
be based on the books and records of organizations, which poses a signifieant barrier to research. Sueh
researeh should not be linked to enforeement efforts by the Service.
IV. Oversight Priorities Relating to Guidanee and Complianee
Gnidance and eomplianee are inextricably interrelated. Complianee initiatives are one means of
identifying areas requiring issuance of additional guidanee. Guidance pcrruits organizations and their
professional advisers to comply more effectively. Guidance is also a neeessary predicate foreoniplianee
initiatives and publie acceptance of such initiatives. Coneerns about eomplianee burdens on exempt
entities are important, and issuanee oftimely guidance will ea~e the compliance burden.
The Service has issued little precedential guidance in recent years. The lack of a program for issuing
precedential guidanee with respect to the most significant foundational issues exacerbates the moral
hazard of giving greater scope for aggressive actions while failing to assist those seeking to comply.
Any such comprehensive program for issuing guidance requires personnel \vith a high level of expertise
and experience in the substantive area. The issues to be addressed call for a sophisticated understanding
of the technical rules, an appreciation ofthe policy purposes being served, and a well-honed sense of
what kinds of approaches the Service can administer.
Any priorities identified through the oversight process must necessarily leadto administrable tax
policies. There are snbstantial questio
e can administer at its current funding and
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staffing levels. The lack of guidance and the slow pace of compliance efforts suggest to this outside
observer that the Service requires additional resources and additional personne1. The Service seems
particularly short of persons with the required expertise in developing guidance. It is also important:ifr:provide fund~ for attracting, training, and retaining young lawyers who now may not be inclined to
consider careers with the Service.
These comments should not be construed as lack of confidence in the skill and connnitment ofthe many
dedicated tax professionals who work on exempt organization matters. There are simply too few persons
with the requisite expertise to provide the guidance needed by the exempt sector. I urge Congress to
consider substantially increasing the funding for the exempt organization function at the Service.
V. Oversight and Public Benefit
Oversight efforts can help ensure that the provision of public benefits is the criterion for retaining
exempt status. This is consistent with the mission of exempt entities and the commitment~ of the
dedicated people who work in the exempt sector.
Oversight can help develop greater understanding of how the provision of public benefits is funded and
what are the main reason that organizations divert particular types offtmds to other uses. Such empirical
research and consideration of the policy responses to such research are not likely to be developed rapidly
or in response to one or another example of indefensible behavior. Incremental efforts based on greater
understanding of what exempt entities in fact do and how they do it seems the most productive approach
to ensuring that this vital sector can continue to make its unique contributions. Continued consideration
of an appropriate framework for exemption V\~n keep attention focused on what should never change in
exempt organization law and what changes are appropriate accommodations to changing circwnstances.

ill For analyses of these various types of exempt entities, seeFrances R. Hill and Douglas M. Mancino,
Taxation of Exempt Organizations Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 2002, mth semiannual supplements)
("Hill and Mancino").

m. Regan v. Taxation with Representation, 461 U.S. 540 (1983).
ill Henry Hansmarm, The Role ofNonprofit Enterprises, 89 Yale L.J. 835 (1980); Reforming Nonprofit
Corporation Law, , 129 U. Pa. L. Rev.497 (1981).
£1LFrances R. llill, Targeting Exemptionfor Charitable Efficiency: Designing a Nondiversion
Constraint, 56 Sn. Meth. L. Rev. 675 (2003)("Targeting Exemption 'J.
!.JLFor a discussion ofa nondiversion constraint, see Targeting Exemption, supra note 4.
f§LSee new Chupter 37, Exempt Entities and Tax Shelters, in the most recent supplement to Hill and
Mancino, suprara note 1.
<

[7J

See, General Accounting Office,

~~~" _ _"_""".ns: Improvements

Possible in Public,
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IRS, and State Oversight o/Charities (2002)(GAO-02-526).
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement of The Honorable Sheldon S. Cohen, Partner, Morgan, Lewis and Bockius, and
Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, 1965-1969
Testimony Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
April 20, 2005
Chairman Thomas and distinguished members of the Committee, I am Sheldon Cohen, senior counsel in
the Washington D.C. office ofthe law firm of Morgan, Lewis & BockillS and a former Chief Counsel
and Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service. I am pleased to appear before you today at your
request to testify on issues relating to the historical background of certain organizations that are taxexempt under Section 50l(c). My testimony today is in my personal capacity and represents my own
views and not those of my firm or any of its clients.
By way ofbackground, I served in the Internal Revenue Service on several different occasions. During
the period 1952-1956, I served.as a legislative draftsperson during the drafting of the 1954 Code and
Regulations. In the period from January 1964 through January 1969, I served as Chief Counsel for one
year and then as Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service for four years. I have also served as an
officer and Trustee of the National Academy of Public Administratiou and have served as a panel
member of several studies dealing with the administrative aspects of the Internal Revenue Service. I also
served as Co-Chair ofa study of the collection and privacy portions ofthe Internal Revenue Code for the
Administrative Conference of the U.S. (The changes recommended by that group, co-chaired by Justice
Scalia in one of his prior positions as chair ofthe Administrative Conference ofthe United States, were
adopted by the Congress in 1976.)
Given our limited time today, I will flfst discuss some background information about a number of the
numerous organizations that are tax"exempt under Section 501(e) and some ofthe changes Congress and
the IRS have made over the years as various problems have arisen with respect to different exempt
organizations. Then, I will briefly address some ofthe critical questions that arise with respcct to
evaluating these organizations' qualification for exemption from Fedcral income tax. I have attached an
appendix to my written testimony listing all ofthe categories of organizations exempt under Section 501
(c).
Questions about the tax-exempt sector are increasingly important given that the sector is growing in both
size and assets and has been playing an ever more important role in our society. The number of
organizations exempt from tax in the United States has increased tremendously in the past 30 years.
According to the Statistics ofIncomc Division, there were ouly about 220,000 organizations (excluding
private foundations) exempt under Section 501(c) filing Form 990 annual information tetoms with the
IRS in 1975. (Please note that this figure does not include churches and religious organizations and a
few other organizations not reqnired to file Form 990.) By 1995, the nun1ber of organizations filing an
annual information return with the IRS had skyrocketed to approximately 1.2 million exempt
organizations. The sector has even grown tremendously in the past 10 years alone - today, there are over
1.8 million organi7~tions exempt from tax under Section 501(c) filing Form 990 with the IRS each year.
There are 28 categories ofta'C-exemptorganizations under Section 501 (c), and approximately 1 million
of the organizations exempt under Section 50 I(c) are categorized under Section 501(c)(3). Section 50 I
(c)(3) organizations stand apart from
ns, and have, over the years, received a
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good deal of the attention focused on the non-profit sector. In fact, they have received almost all ofthe
attention.
Section 50I(c)(3) organizations are distinguished by being considered charitable in nature and include
organizations such as universities and schools, hospitals, scientific research organizations, social service
organizations, commuuity development groups, performing arts groups, and environmental support
organizations. Also exempt under Section 501 (c)(3) are private foundations, which operate programs,
provide services and/or make grants in order to fulfill their charitable purposes.
Organizations exempt from Federal income tax under one of the other Section 50I(c) subsections of the
Internal Revenue Code provide an array of not-for-profit services, and are frequently formed as
membership organizations to primarily benefit their members. These other tax-exempt organizations are
distinguished from Section 501(c)(3) organizations because they are not considered to be charitable in
nature or to primarily benefit the public. Unlike Section 501(c)(3) organizations, most ofthese other
exempt organizations are not eligible to receive tax-deductible charitable contributions. The primary
advantage they receive for qualifying under Section 501 is, therefore, exemption from Federal income
tax. As you requested, I will not be addressing Section 501(e)(3) organizations or orgauizations that are
exempt under Section 501(c)(5), which are labor, agricultural and horticultural organizations, or Section
501 (c)(6) organizations, which are business leagues.
One ofthe hot topics in the exempt organizations field today concerns the exemption of credit unions.
Credit unions can potentially be exempt under two sections - 501(c)(1) and 501(c)(14). Section 501 (c)
(I) exempts federal instrumentalities from tax. Organizations exempt under this section include the
FDIC, Federal Land Banks, Federal Reserve Banks and similar organizations. Also included are Federal
credit unions organized and operated in accordance with the Federal Credit Uuion Act, which are
considered instrumentalities of the United States. Section 501(c)(I) organizations are not required to file
Form 990 annual informational returns, they are not subject to the unrelated business income tax and
they are entitled to receive tax-deductible contributions. In the 1970s, the IRS conducted a review of the
1,000 or so organizations exempt under this Section. This review revealed that many of these
organizations did not qualify as Federal instrumentalities and were classified under Section 501(e)(I)
inadvertently. As a result, there are only about 150 Section501(c)(I) organizations today.
Credit unions that are state chartered and other mutual fmancial organizations may obtain exemption
under Section 501(c)(14) rather than Section 501(c)(1). Exemption under Section 501(e)(I) is preferable
for credit unions because thc IRS has assumed an audit position that 501(c)(14) credit unions are subject
to the unrelated business income tax whereas 501(c)(I) organizations are not, given that the Internal
Revenue Code does not address this point.
Organizations that are exempt under Section 501 (c)(2) and Section 501(c)(25) are title holding
companies for tax-exempt organizations. Section501(e)(2) provides exemption for single parent
organizations, and was added to the Code in 1916. Section 501(c)(25) was added to the Code in 1986 in
response to the IRS' position that title-holding entities which otherwise qualified under Section501(c)
(2) conld not bc exempt if two or more of its parent organizations were unrelated.
Section 501(c)(4) was incorporated in the Code in 1913 and includes organizations to promote the
common good and general welfare ofthe community, such as civic leagues, social welfare
organizations, homeowners' associations, etc. They are similar to Section 50 I (c )(3)'s but they are
permitted to engage in some legislative and political activities, so long as this does not constitute their
primary activity. Section 501(el(4) does not include social clubs or other clubs organized for pleasure or
recreation. Such organizations are iust
. n 50I(c)(7) and have been exempt since
1916. A few years ago, the IRS made
ensure that social clubs were properly
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paying the unrelated business income tax on their investment income.
Many veterans organizations used to be exempt under Section 501(c)(4) and (c)(7). In 1969, 501(c){4t
organizations were made subject to the unrelated business income tax. Given that veterans organizations
often provide insurance, many were concerned that their insurance activities would be taxable. As a
result, Section 501 (c)(1 9) was passed in 1972 to specifically provide exemption for veterans
organizations offering insuranee to their members.
.
Section 501 (c)(8) exempts fraternal organizations whieh were historically created to provide insurance
to their members. I belicve there are about 30,000 Section 501 (c)(8) organizations. Section 501(c)(10)
was added in the Tax Reform Aet of 1969 to exempt certain ofthese organizations that stopped
providing insurance to their members, like the Masons.
Seetion 501(c)(9).]s for VEBAs - Voluntary Employees' Beneficiary Associations, which provide for
life, sickness, accident and other benefits to their members who must all have a common employmentrelated bond. In the early 1980s, VEBAs were used in an abusive scheme in which employers were
seeking to take advance deductions for contributions to welfare plans that provided benefits in the nature
of deferred compensation. Congress solved this problem by passing Section 419 in the Deficit Reduction
Act of 1984, which places objective limits on the amount an employer can deduct for contributions to
welfare plans for employees.
Section 50 I(c)( 12) originated in 1916 and is designed for nmtual and cooperative associations. Section
501(c)(13) has been around since 1913 and provides exemption for non-profit cemeteries.
There are several subsections of 501(c) that exempt very few organizations in practice. I understand that
there are only 2 organizations currently exempt under Section 50 I(c)(23). Section 501(c)(23) was passed
in 1982 to exempt associations organv-ed before 1880 more than 75 percent ofthe members of which
are present or past members of the Armed Forces and a principal purpese of which is to provide
insurance and other benefits to veterans or their dependents. It is my understanding that there is also
only a single remaining organization that is exempt under Section 501(c)(l8) (Employee Funded
Pension Trusts, which must have been created before June 25, 1959) and Section 501(e)(24) (Trust
Described in Section 4049 of ERISA). I do not believo there are any organizations exempt as Section
501(0)(22) Trusts for Multiemployer Plans Under ERISA. Section 501(e)(20) (Group Legal Services
Plan) expired in 1992, although there arc still a handful of organizations exempt under this Section.
Furthermore, I understand that there are only about 50 or signlfieantly fewer organizations exempt under
Section 501(e)(ll) (Teachers' Retirement Fund Associations of a Purely Local Charaoter), Section 501
(e)(16) (crop financing organizations), Section 501(c)(21) (Black Lung Benefit Trusts), Section 501(c)
(26) (State-Sponsored High-Risk Health Coverage Organizations) and Section 501(e)(27) (Statesponsored Workmen's Compensation Reinsurance Corporations).
These are just some examples ofthe numerous organizations that are exempt under Section 501 (c), and
some of the vnrious considerations that have arisen over time. As Congress reviews exempt
organizations, there are several questions to consider with respect to those organizations that are exempt
under subsets of Section 501(e) other than Section 501(e)(3).
First, given that exempt organizations have been added to the Code piecemeal over time to address
particular contemporary factors, the most basic issues in assessing these organi7Altions are to determine
whether they still serve their intended purpose and whother the Code should be amended to reflect
current realities. As you can see from this roview of Section 501 (c), specific exemptions were made to
address particular concerns at various - '
. .
. tanees, Congress and the IRS have
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reacted to the realities - the concerns, needs and abuses - ofthe tax-exempt sector. Nonetheless,
although many, if not most, ofthese organizations are still serving the purpose for which they were
granted exemption, others merit revisiting.
The second question is whether all organizations exempt under Section 501 should be required to apply
to the IRS for recognition of their exempt status. Of all the Section 501(c) organizations, only those
exempt llilder Section 501 (c)(3) are required to apply to the IRS for recognition eftheir exempt status.
Other organizations are nonetheless required to file an annual information return, Form 990, but only if
they bave gross receipts over $25,000 a year. In practice, the IRS tends to request that any organization
tiling a Form 990 submit an application for recognition of tax exemption. But because organizations that
have gross receipts ofless than $25,000 a year are not required to file Form 990, small organizations
may escape the IRS' notice completely or for a long time.
Third, Congress may want to consider whether the Code should be amended to institute penalties against
insiders who deal unfairly with all Section 501 (e) exempt organizations. Although nine categories of
organizations exempt under Section 501 (c) are prohibited from baving any benefits "inure" to insiders at
an organization, only Section 501(c)(3) and (c)(4) organizations are subject to rules which sanction the
actual individuals who deal improperly with an exempt organization. Attention has been focused on
exempt organizations recently in part because of high profile cases in which private individuals received
inappropriate benefits from charities with which they were affiliated. Private foundations arc subject to
the "self-dealing" rules of Section 4941 (passed by Congress in the Tax Reform Act of 1969) and public
charities are regulated by the "intermediate sanctions" provisions of Section 4958 (passed in 1996).
Section 501(c)(4) organizations were also specifically made subject to the intermediate sanctions rules.
These rules are an inlportant part ofIRS oversight of exempt organi71ltions, in large part because they
provide a way to halt and redress abuse of tax-exempt resources without revoking the exempt stams of
an organulltion that may be making valuable contributions to our society.
Finally, although these categories of organizations exempt under Section 501(c) merit review, IRS
resources are scarce. The question of whether the IRS is devoting appropriate audit attention to these
organi71ltions may depend to a large extent on budgetary constraints and the need for enforcement
efforts in other areas.
In closiug I would like to thank the Committee and its staff for allowing me to give you my views on
this topic.
APPENDIX
Types of Exempt Organizations under Internal Revenue Code Section 501 (c)
Internal Revenue

Code Sel..'tion
501(c)(I)

Corporations organized under Act of
United States

501(c)(2)

Title holding corporation for an exempt organization

501(e)(3)

Charitable, religious, educational, scientific, and literary orgaaizations,
intc '
mpetitions, organizations that prevent
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cmelty to children and animals, and organizations that test for public
safety
501(c)(4)

Civic leagues, social welfare organizations and local employees'
associations

501(c)(5)

Labor, agricultural, and horticultural organizations

501 (c)(6)

Business leagues, chambers of commerce, and real estate boards

501(c)(7)

Social and recreational clubs

50 1(c)(8)

Fraternal beneficiary societies that provide life, sickness, or accident
benefits to members

501(c)(9)

Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations, which provide for
payment of life, sickness, accident, or other benefits
temal societies that do not provide life, sickness, or accident
benefits to members

501(c)(1O)

Teachers' retirement fund associations

501(c)(11)

Local benevolent life insurance associations, mutual ditch or irrigation
companies, mutual or cooperative telephone companies, and like
organizations

501(c)(18)
501(c)(19)

War veterans organizations

501 (c)(20)

Group Legal Services Plan Organizations

501(c)(21)

Black Lung Benefit Trusts

===11-==================11
Trusts for Multiemployer Plans Under ERISA

501 (c)(23)

Association organized before 1880 more than 75% of the members of
which are present or past members ofthe Armed Forces and a principal
purpose
surance and other benefits to veterans or
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their dependents
501(c)(24)

Trust Described in Section 4049 of ERISA

501(c)(25)

Title-Holding Corporations or Trusts for Multiple Parents

501(c)(26)

State-sponsored high-risk health coverage organizations

501(c)(27)
road
Section 15(j) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement of Bruce Hopkins, Attorney, Polsinelli Shalton Welte Suelthaus, P.C., Kansas City, Missouri
Testimony Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
Apri120, 2005
I have been asked to provide the Committee with a summary ofthe history and evolution of the federal
tax law pertaining to the charitable seetor ofthe United States. The tenn "eharitable" includes charitable,
educational, scientific, and religious organizations within the meaning ofInternal Revenue Code section
("IRC §") 501(c)(3»). This sector thus embraces both public charities and private foundations.
Tax exemption for these organizations is traceable to the Revenue Act of1913 and can be found in
earlier laws. TIlerefore, we are rapidly approaching the centennial ofthese rules.
I have also been asked to provide the Committee with my view ofthe present-day state of the statutory
law of tax-exempt organizations.
Further, I have been asked to provide a SUlllffiary of the law eoneeming tax-exempt labor organizations.

Summary of Testimony
My testimony essentially centers on four points:
I. The statutory law concerning tax-exempt organizations has evolved over the decades in a
disorderly, unplanned fashion. Congress has not been sufficiently explicit about the rules
governing tax-exempt organizations.
2. Congress made major revisions in this law in 1917, 1950, and 1969. Overall, Congress has
frequently modified and expanded the law concerning the exempt sector. Nearly 30 tax acts have
brought some revision andlor addition to this area of the law.
3. The state ofthe federal tax law today is that it is unbalanced and uneven.
4. Many aspects oftoday's statutory law oftax-exempt organizations are unclear. As the sector has
grown, this situation has fostered or fueilitated misunderstandings and abuses by eertain taxexempt organizations and tax law planners. Federal tax statutory law that addresses the gaps in the
present-day overall statutory regime would provide a full legal structure that would address this
problem. This, in turn would facilitate the ability of the IRS to provide meaningful gnidance
within that framework.
As background, I have been in the private practice of law for 35 years, representing charitable and other
tax-exempt organizations. I have taught in two law schools, and continue to present at conferences and
seminars around the country. I have written several books, including The Law o/Tax-Exempt
Organizations (8 th ed., annually supplemented). I write a monthly newsletter on exempt organizations
law subject, Bruce R. Hopkins' Nonprofit Counsel.
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Summary of Statutory Law Evolution
Tax exemption for charitable organizations began in 1913, when Congress enacted the frrst
constitutional federal income tax. There have, of course, been many major pieces of tax legislation since
then. The following acts are of major consequence: establishment of the concept offederal income tax
exemption in 1913; enl\ctment of the charitable contribution deductions in 1917, 1921, and 1932;
enactment of the unrelated business rules in 1950; and enactment ofthe public charity and private
foundation definitions and rules in 1969.
Thus, the statutory law of tax-exempt organizations was initiated in 1913, and given major boosts in
1950 and 1969. Indeed, today's statutory structure (along with the charitable giving rules) was shaped
substantially by the 1969 legislation.
In somewhat of a second-tier categorization of important exempt charitable organizations legislation, the
limitations on legislative activities were enacted in 1934, the prohibition on political campaign activities
was adopted in 1954, public charity lobbying rules were enacted in 1976, excise taxes on legislative and
political expenditures were enacted in 1987, and the excess benefit transactions (intennediate sanctions)
rules were enacted in 1996.
Nearly every tax aet of any consequence since then (particularly in 1974, 1976, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1987,
1993,1996,1997,2000,2002,2003, and 2004) has added to this body oflaw. (Additional legislation
that would have augmented this collection oflaw, passed in 1992, 1995, and 1998, was vetoed.)
Bclow, I have provided the Committee with the history and evolution of this statutory law, summarizing
each ofthe 28 acts. Also, I traced the history of these acts by year and Internal Revenue Code sections.
This history illustrates the fact that the statutory law of tax-exempt organizations has indeed evolved in a
disorderly fashion.
Another factor shaping the evolution of the federal statutory law of tax-exempt organizations is
Congressional reaction to positions taken by the IRS. In the attached statement, I have provided 18
instances where statutory exempt organizations law was created in response to a policy position ofthe
agency.
State of the Statutory Law
Today, the tax-exempt sector of the United States is confronted with a dazzling array offederal tax law
reform proposals. These are found in a recent report from the staffofthe Joint Committee on Taxation, a
paper prepared last year by the staff of the Senate Committee on Finance, the Administration's fiscal .
ycar 2006 proposed budget, and the interim report recently published by Indepcndent Sector's Panel on
the Nonprofit Sector.
Some ofthese proposals are referenced below. Before addressing them, however, I note that many of
these proposals are reflective of the inadequate state of the federal statutory tax law of tax-exempt
organiz.ations. There are many more gaps in this body of law than there should be. The Department of
the Treasury, the Internal Revenue Service, and the courts, from time to time, attempt to fill these voids
bnt the absence of a full and balanced statutory regime contributes to the need for many of the reforms
being advocated at this time.
The state of the federal statutory law oftax-exempt organizations can best be described in words that
may be somewhat redundant: disparat
and uneven. This aspect of the tax law
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(other than the charitable giving rules) consists of the following 20 elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Criteria for exemption
Organizational test
Operational test
Public charities and private foundations
Private inurement
Private benefit
Intermediate sanctions
Legislative activities
Political activities
Commerciality
Unrelated business
Tax-exempt subsidiaries
For-profit subsidiaries
Exempt organizations in partnerships
Exempt organizations in other joint ventures
Internet use
Reporting requirements
Disclosure requirements
Corporate governance principles
Fundraising

Ofthese 20 elements, only six of them are generally adequate reflected in existing statutory law: the
subjects of public charities and private foundations, the intermediate sanctions rules, the law as to
attempts to influence legislation, the unrelated business rules, tax-exempt subsidiaries (ollen supporting
organizations), and the reporting requirements.
By contrast, the statutory law concerning the income, gift, and estate tax charitable giving rules is far
more complete and balanced, enabling the IRS to issue timely and meaningful guidance.
These gaps in the exempt organizations statutory law cannot be properly filled by tax regulations and
rulings. Treasury and the IRS try this from time to time and often trigger litigation over whether the
department and agency have the authority to promulgate the t:Ules. Some examples of these attempts are
the reguiations concerning the facts-and-circumstances test for qualifYing as a publicly supported
charitable organization, and the advertising and travel tour regulations in the unrelated business context.
In fact, two law changes made by the IRS years ago reverberate in controversy today. Back in 1959, the
IRS promulgated what was then radically new regulations defming what is charitable, educational, and
the scientific. Before these rules, the definition of charitable and the like was quite narrow. Also, in
1969, the IRS ruled that promotion ofhealth is a stand-alone definition ofwhat is charitable, setting in
motion today's ongoing debate over the scope oftha! term.
The IRS lacks the capability to promulgate sufficient regulations in this area and, to a large degree,
should not be placed in that position. Indeed, these holes in the statutory strueture create an environment
where the IRS issues private letter rulings containing questionable, incorrect, and even ludicrous
statements. Here are some examples of IRS private letter rulings that fit these criteria:
I. Ruling purporting to state the "traditional attributes of a charity" (none of which are correct)
(Exemption Denial and Revoca~'!,!""lioII!I"liiIiliiWljlilii",
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2. Rilling that an exempt organization's website is evidence of unwarranted commereiality (Ex. Den.
and Rev. Ltr. 20044045E),
3. Rilling stating that "avoidance ofregillation" is nonexempt activity (priv. Ltr. Rul. 200452036).
4. Ruling applying private benefit standard to social welfare organizations (Ex. Den. and Rev. Ltr.
20044008E).
.
5. Ruling applying commerciality doctrine to social welfare organizations (Priv. Ltr. Rul.
200501020).
6. Technical advice memorandum declaring that charities must devote assets of for-profit subsidiary
to charitable ends (Tech. Adv. Mem. 200437040).
Ideally, then, the full statntory design would be established by Congress and then the IRS could provide
meaningful guidance within that framework.
As noted, these voids are mirrored in the reform proposals being advocated in various quarters. For
example, proposals to add law concerning tax exemption for hospitals, credit counseling agencies,
fraternal beneficiary societies, donor-advised funds, and to some extent supporting organizations reflect
the paucity oflaw concerning the criteria for tax-exempt status.

Here are some proposals for the Committee'S consideration:

1. Create law spelling out the criteria for tax-exempt status. For example, legislation could address
what is charitable; educational, and scientific. Other categories of exemption, however, coilld also
benefit from this type of clarification, such as social welfare organizations (IRC § 501(e)(4)
entities), labor organizations (IRC § 501(e)(5) entities, and business leagues (IRC § 501(c)(6)
entities). It is in this setting that law could be created stating criteria for exemption for hospitals,
donor-advised funds, fraternal beneficiary societies, and the like.
It may be noted that, as an example ofthia imbalance, the statutory law spelling out the

criteria for exemption for multi-parent title-holding companies (IRC § 501 (c)(25», ofwhich
there are few, is three times the size of the statutory law concerning the bulk ofthe taxexempt sector: entities referenced in IRC § 501(c)(3)-(7).
2. Develop law outlining an organizational test for at least the principal categories oftax-exeinpt
organizations.
3. Spell out the elements ofthe private inurement doctrine, including the criteria for determining the
reasonableness of compensation, lending arrangements, rental arrangements, and sales
transactions.
4. Codify a version of the private benefit doctrine, in the process clarifying whether the doctrine
applies to tax-exempt organizations other than charitable entities.
5. Amplify the political activities rilles, both for charitable entities and other forms oftax-exempt
organizations, particillarly social welfare organizations (IRe § 501(e)(4) entities), labor
organizations (IRC § 501(c)(5) entities, and associations (business leagues) (IRC § 501 (e)(6)
entities).
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6. Codify a version ofthe commerciality doctrine, in the process clarifying whether the doctrine
applies to tax-exempt organizations other than charitable entities.
7. Enact rules concerning the use of for-profit subsidiaries by tax-exempt organizations.
8. Enact rules concerning the involvement of tax-exempt organizations in partnerships and other
joint ventures.
.
9. Develop statutory law concerning exempt organizations' use ofthe Internet, such as for advocacy,
unrelated business, and flmdraising purposes.
10. In the contcxt of reporting and disclosure, consider whether the proposals for a five-year review
filing with the IRS, an annual notice requirement for small organizations, and certification as to
compliance with the unrelated business rules for large exempt organizations.
II. Enactment of federal law corporate governance principles.
12. Federal law concerning charitable fundraising.
This type of statutory law is required to eliminate the imbalances in the present law and to provide the
IRS with a complete regulatory framework within which to provide guidance in the form of regulations,
revenue rulings, private determinations, and more.
History and Evolution of Statutory Law
The original statutory tax exemption for nonprofit organizations in U.S. law for charitable organizations
was part of the Tariff Act of 1894.ill The provision stated that "nothing herein contained shall apply to .
. . corporations, companies, or associations organized and conducted solely for charitable, religious, or
educational purposes."Jll
After ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment by the states in 1913, which provided Congress with the
authority to enact an income tax, Congress enacted the Revenue Aet of1913, exempting from federal
income tax "any corporation or association organi7.ed and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, or educational purposes, no part of the net income of which inures to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual."ill
The federal income charitable contribution deduction was enacted when Congress passed the Revenue
Aet of 1917H1 The Reveuue Aet of 1921 brought the estate tax charitable contribution deduction,
which was made retroactive to 1917.ill The gift tax charitable contribution deduction can into being as
part of the Revenue Act of 1932,£61
In the Revenue Act of 1918, the enumeration of tax-exempt charitable organizations was expanded to
include those organi7,cd "for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals."Ul The Revenue Act of
1921 furtber expanded the statute to exempt "any community chest, fund or foundation" and added
"literary" groups to the list of exempt entities.un The Revenue Acts of 1924,[2} 1926,[101 1928,[111 and
1932[121 did not provide for any changes in the law of exempt organizations.
The Revenue Act of 1934 carried forward the tax exemption requirements as stated in the prior revenue
measures and added the rule that "no suhstantial art" of the activities ofan exempt charitable
ttempting to influence legislation."UJJ
organization can involve the carrying
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The Revenue Acts of 1936il'U and 1938LU1 brought forward these rrues, as did the Internal Revenue
Code of 1939 .HM
Tax-exempt organizations were required to file annual information returns, beginning in 1944. This
requirement came into the federal tfL,,{ law as part ofthe Tax Revenue Act of 1943.[l11
The unrelated business rules were enacted as part of the Revenue Act of 1950.@ These ruJes tax the
net income of charitable and other tax-exempt organizations when they regularly carry on businesses
that are not substantially related to the achievement of exempt purposes. This was a radical addition to
the law, in part because it introduced the concept that some or all otherwise tax-exempt organizations
could be taxed. This would lead to many more federal taxes on or in connection with "tax-exempt"
organizations.
The rules for charitable and like organizations, as stated in the tax exemption law provision that remains
in use today,11.21 came into being as a consequence of enactment of the lnternal Revenue Code of
1954.jJJ)] The previous rules were retained and two additions to the statute were made: The listing of
exempt organizations was amplified to include entities that are organized and operated for the purpose
of "testing for public safety," and organizations otherwise described in the provision became forbidden
to "participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of statements), any political
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office."
Enactment ofthe Reveune and Expeuditure Control Act of 1968 brought rules concerning
cooperative hospital service organizations.gU These rules were amended by provisions ofthe Tax
Reform Act of 1976, the Revenue Act of 1988, and the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. The rules
pertaining to cooperative service organizations of operating educational organizations were enacted in
1974[221 (as was statutory law concerning political organizations12.:m.
The Tax Reform Act of 1969L2-41-- the most significant of the modern tax acts from the standpoint of
the law of tax-exempt organizations -- introduced a stupendous array of exempt organi7.ations laws,
including the exemption recognition application rules, rules differentiating public charities from private
foundations, impusing taxes on various aspects of the operations of private foundations, and revising the
unrelated debt-fmanced property ruJes.12i[
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 brought law conccming declaratory judgment rules for charitable
organizations, lobbying by public charities (the expenditure test), and amateur sports organizations.l2M
The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 amended the law concerning amateur sports
organizations.1£1l The Tax Rcform Act of 1984 brought the church audit rules, changes in the U.S.
instrumentalities rules, and the child care organizations rulcs.run The Deficit Rednction Act of 1984
brought the tax-exempt entity leasing rules.I29]
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed the Internal Revenue Code formal reference to the Code of 1986
(which, as amended, is its status today).I1Ql This act also introduced the law concerning provision of
eommereial-type insurance, liquidations of for-profit entities into tax-exempt organizations, and
multiparent title-holding corporations; also, it revised the exempt entity leasing rules.
The Revenue Aet of 1987 brought taxes on public charities for engaging in excessive lobbyiug and
political campaign activities, as well as fundraising disclosure requiremeuts for noncharitable
organi74ltions·Llll Enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 introduced rules
.
olitieal campaign activities, and
concerning the nondeductibility of e
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disclosure rules as to these activities for associations.[3ZJ The 1993 legislation also introduced law in
the charitable giving arena, concerning substantiation requirements and quid pro quo contributions.
Legislation known as the Taxpayer BiD of Rights 2, enacted in 1996, added the intermediate sanctions
mles, expanded the penalties for failure to timely file complete annual information reulrns, expanded the
contents of these returns, revised disclosure rules, and added the private inurement language to the law
pertaining to tax-exempt social welfare orgauizations.[.nJ The Small Business Job Protection Act of
1996 added revisions to the unrelated business rules, exemption opportunities for charitable risk pools
and state tuition programs, and the ability of exempt charitable orgauizations to own stock in small
business corporations.[:Hl
The enactment ofthe Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 caused several changes and additions to the law of
exempt organizations, including various modifications of the unrelated business income rules.O.5l
The Victims of Terrorism Tax Relief Act of 2001 brought mles concerning the provision of assistance
by charitable orgauizations to individuals who arc victims ofterrorism and clarified the law concerning
exempt organization-funded disaster relief programs.[3iil
The Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act oUl103 changed the tax rates for dividends and
capital gains, which has had an impact on charitable giving and rules pertaining to the administration of
charitable remainder trusts. [37.]
The Military Family Tax Relief Act oU003 introduced rules by wWch the tax-exempt status of
charitable organizations could be suspended if designated as supporting or engaging in terrorist activity.
[38J The Working Families Tax Relief Aet of 2004 extended the rules concerning charitable
contrihutions of computer technology and equipment used for educational purposes.Jl2l
The American Jobs Creation Aet of2004 introduced rules conceruing the treattnent ofcharitable
contributions of patents and other forms of intellectual property, rules concerning the treatment of
charitable contributions of motor and other veWclcs, increasing reporting for noncash contributions, an
exclusion from unrelated business income for gain or loss on the sale or exchange ofcertain brownfield
properties, and extended the IRS user fee program.J.4Q}
References by Present-Law Internal Revenue Code Sections
"lbe following provisions ofthe Internal Revenue Code, concerning tax-exempt charitable orgauizations,
are correlated by the year of enacttnent:

Tax exemption for charitable organizations created, with inclusion ofprivate inurement doctrine
(predecessor to IRC § 501(c)(3)).
1917
Income tax charitable contribution deduction enacted (predecessor to IRC § 170).
191&
Tax exemption for charitable organi':""'~-----""ssorto IRC § 501(c)(3).
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Estate tax charitable contribution deduction enacted (predecessor to IRC § 2055). Tax exemption for=charitable organizations expanded again (predecessor to IRC § 501(c)(3)).

Gift tax charitable contribution deduction enacted (predecessor to IRC § 2522).

Addition to law of prohibition on substantial legislative activities by exempt charitable organizations
(predecessor to IRC § 501(c)(3).

Tax-exeJ1lpt organizations becoJ1le required to file annual information retuJ1ls (predecessor to IRC §
6033).

Unrelated business income rules enacted (predecessor to IRC §§ 511-514).

Tax exemption for charitable organizations expanded again (IRC § 50 I(c)(3»). Addition to law of
prohibition on political campaign activities by exempt charitable organizations (id.).
12~t..J274.1976,

1988 1997

Enactment of rules concerning tax-exempt charitable cooperative entities (IRC § 501 (e), (f).

Enactment of exemption notice rules (IRC § 508), defmitions ofpublic charities and private foundations
(IRC § 509), the private foundation lUles (IRC §§ 507,4940-4948), expansion of the debt-fmaneed
income rules (IRe § 514), and introduction of the planned giving lUles (such as for charitable remainder
trusts (IRC § 664»).
19'Zfi
Enactment of declaratory judgment lUles for charitable organizations (IRC § 7428), public charity
lobbying rules (IRC §§ 501(h), 4911), and rules concerning amateur sports organizations (IRC § 501(c)
(3).

Addition of rules concerning amateur sports organizations (IRC § 5010)).
121H
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Enactment of church audit rules (IRC § 7611), the child care organizations rules (IRC § 501 (k»), and the
tax-exempt entity leasing rules (IRC § 168(h».

Enactment of the commercial-type insurance rules (IRC § 501(m», liquidations of charitable and other
exempt organizations (IRC § 337), and revision of exempt entity leasing rules. .

Enactment of excise taxes on public charities for excessive lobbying (IRC § 4912) and for political
campaign activity (IRC § 4955).

19'1l
Enactmcnt of general charitable gift substantiation rules (IRC § 170(f)(8» and quid pro quo
contributions rules (IRC § 6115).

Enactment of thc intermediate sanctions niles (IRC § 4958) and extension ofthe doctrine ofprivate
inurement to exempt social welfare organizations (IRC § 501(c)(4) entities). The unrelated business
rules (IRC §§ 512, 513) were revised, rules concerning charitable risk pools (IRC § 50 I(n» and prepaid
tuition plans (IRC § 529) were enacted, and charitable organizations were accorded the ability to own
stock in small business corporations (IRC § 512(e».

The unrelated business income rules wcre modified again and the corporate sponsorship rules (IRC §
513(i» were enacted

Congress clarified rules for providing assistance by charitable organizations to victims of terrorism and
natural disasters.
ZQQ3.
Tax rates for dividends and capital gains lowered (affecting the charitable remainder trust distribution
ordering rules). The tax exemption suspension rules (IRC § 501(p» were enacted.

Enactment ofruies concerning the treatment of charitable contributions of patents and other forms of
intellectual property (IRC § 170(m»), rules eoncerning the treatment of charitable contributions of motor
and other vehicles (IRC § 170(f)(12», increasing reporting Jor noncash contributions (IRC § 170(f)
(I I», an exclusion from unrelated business income for gain or loss on the sale .or exchange of certain
brownfield properties (IRC § 512(b)(I 9», and extension ofthe IRS user fee program (IRC § 7528).
OtberLaw
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The foregoing statutory framework has been augmented and expanded over the decades by court
opinions, Department of the Treasury Regulations, and Internal Revenue Service public and private
determinations. Indeed, in some instances, the statntory law was enacted in response to the position:e"Fa
court, the Treasury Department, or the IRS.
In the tax-exempt organizations context, for example, Congress has added 18 provisions to the Internal
Revenue Code to overturn an IRS position. They are:
I. Enactment oflawin 1950 (IRC § 513(a)(3)) to exempt from unrelated business income tax sales
of items acquired by gift, to ovenulc IRS position that nonprofit thrift shops were not tax-exempt.
2. Enactment of cooperative hospital service organization rules in 1968 (IRC § 501(e)), to overrule
IRS position that cooperatives could not qualify for tax exemption by reason ofIRC § 501(c)(3).
3. Enactment of cooperative service organization of educational organizations rule in 1974 (IRC §
50 I(f)), to overrule IRS position that this type of entity could not qualifY for tax exemption by
reason ofIRC § 501(c)(3).
4. Enactment of definition oftenn agricultural in 1976 (IRC § 50I(g)), to overrule IRS position that
the tenn, for purposes ofIRC § 501 (c)(5), does not encompass the harvesting of aqnatic resources.
5. Enactment ofpublic entertainment rules in 1976 (IRC § 513(d)«(2), to overrule IRS (and courts')
position that horse racing at exempt agricultural organizations' fairs was nonexempt activity.
6. Enactment of trade show rules in 1976 (IRC § 513(d)(3», to overrule IRS position that ordertaking and selling at these shows was nonexempt activity.
7. Enaetment oflaw in 1976 (IRC § 513(e») to allow exempt hospitals to provide certain services to
other exempt hospitals, to overrule IRS position that these services were nonexempt functions.
8. Enactment oflaw in 1978 concerning securities lending transactions (IRC § 513(b)(I», to
overrule IRS position that securities lending by exempt organizations was unrelated business.
9. Enactment oflaw in 1978 (IRC § 513(f)) to exempt bingo games from unrelated business rules, to
overrule IRS position to the contrary.
10. Enactment of special rules for amateur sports organizationsin 1982 (IRC § 501(j», to overrule
IRS position that these organizations could not qualifY for tax exemption by reason ofIRC § 501
(e)(3).
II. Enactment ofehild-eare eenter rules in 1984 (IRC § 501 (k), to overrule IRS position that day
care and like organizations could not be exempt educational entities because of too much private
benefit.
12. Enactment of rules in 1986 (IRC § 513(h)) to allow charitable organizations to distribute low-cost
articles in fundraising context, to ovelTule IRS position that charities were selling these articles.
13. Enactment of charitable deduction rule for certain paYments to institutions of higher education in
1988 (IRC § 170(1), to overrule IRS osition that no ortion ofthese payment.. was deductible as
charitable gifts.
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14. Enactment of a rule in 1993 that tax-exempt title-holding companies (IRC § 501(c)(2) and (25)
entities can generatc a certain amount of unrelated business taxable income, tooveml1e IRS
position that these entities could not have any active unrelated business Income.
15. Enactment of rules in 1996 (IRC § 512(d)) to exempt certain associate member dues from
unrclated business income taxation, to overrule IRS attempt to tax many forms ofthesc dues.
16. Enactment ofrules In 1996 (IRC § 512(b)(17)) concerning foreign source income taxable as
unrelated business Income, to overrule IRS position tha\ certain forms ofthis income were
nontaxable dividends.
17. Enactment of rules in 1997 concerning revenue received by tax-exempt organizations from
controlled subsidiaries (IRC §§ 512(b)(l 3), 318), to overrule IRS position that these rules did not
extend to revenue from second-tier subsidiaries.
18. Enactment of corporate sponsorship mlcs in 1997 (IRC § 513(i)) to overrule IRS position that
payments by corporate sponsors were forms of unrelated business Income.
Some amendments to the Internal Revenue Code in this contcxt were added at the request of the IRS.
Examples of this are the intermcdiate sanctions rules (IRC § 4958) and the commcrclal-type insurance
rules (IRC § 501(m)).
Tax Exemption for Labor Organizations
There is relatively little law on the federal tax exemption for labor organizations. This category of
exemption, in present-day IRC § 501(c)(5), was first added to the statutory law in 1909 (Corporation
Excisc Tax Act of 1909,36 Stat. II). The statute proVides merely that tax exemption is available for
"labor" organizations. No criteria for exemption are provided - an instance ofthc need for statutory
criteria for exemption if the federal statutory law in this context is to be brought into balance.

an

The tax regulations amplify this aspect of exempt organizations law. There it is provided that exempt
labor organization is an entity that has as its objects the bettennent of the working conditions of its
members and development among its members of a higher degree of efficiency in their occupations, and
does not cause its net earnings to inure to the benefit ofa member (Reg. § 1.501(c)(5)-I(a)). This
category of exemption Is not available for organizations that have as their principal activity the investing
and management of IUnds associated with savings or investment plans, including retirement savings
programs (Reg. § 1.501(c)(5)-I(b)). The regulations make it clear that exempt labor organizations are
nonetheless subject to the umelated business rules (Reg. § 1.50l(c)(5)-I(c)).
There are a few court opinions and IRS revenue rulings on the subject. This law amplifies somewhat the
concept ofthe exempt labor organization. One court held that a labor organization is an entity that is
orgauized to "protect and promote the interests oflabor" (Portland Cooperative Labor Temple
Association v. Commissioner, 39 B.T.A. 450 (1939)).
Labor organizations have traditionally engaged in collective action directed toward the workers'
common objective of improving working conditions. They includc labor unions that negotiate with
employers on bchalf of workers for improvcd wages, fringe benefits, hours and similar working
conditions, and certain union-controlled organizations, such as strike funds, that provide benefits to
workers that enhance the union's ability to effectively bargain (Rev. Rul. 67-7,1967-1 C.B. 137), and
. not include strike ftmds that provide
publishcrs of labor newspapers. Exe
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income to union members but are not controlled by unions (Rev. Rul. 76-420,1976-2 C.B. 153).
Labor organizations may also meet the requirements for exemption by providing benefits that direcf!f"
improve working conditions or compensate for unpredictable hazards that interrupt work. Examples of
these benefits include operating a dispatch hall to match union members with work assignments and
providing industry stewards who represent employees with grievances against management (Rev. Rnl.
75-473,1975-2 C.B. 213; Rev. Rul. 77-5, 1977-1 C.B. 148). Conversely, managing saving and
investment plans for workers, including retirement plans, does not bear directly on working conditions
(Rev. Rul. 77-46, 1977-1 C.B. 147). Accordingly, the IRS does not accord exemption to organizations
that manage retirement savings as their principal activity (cf. Morganbesser v. United States, 984 F.2d
560 (2d Cir. 1993), which led to promulgation ofthe above-referenced Reg. § 1.501(c)(5)-I(b)).

III 28 Stat. 556 (Act ch. 349).
ill The income tax law enacted in 1894 was declared unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Pollock v. Fanner's Loan & Trust Co., 158 U.S. 601 (1895), overruled on other grounds in State of S.C.
v. Baker, 485 U.S. 505 (1988). Congress tirst created the office of the Commissioner oflnternal
Revenue and enacted an income tax in 1862, to tinance Civil War expenses; that tax was repealed in
1872.

ill 38 Stat. 114, 166.
L4140 Stat. 300.
f,2142 Stat. 227.
liil47 Stat. 169.
I1I40 Stat. 1076.

0042 Stat. 227.

[9J 43 Stat. 282.
llill44 Stat. 40.
llll45 Stat. 813.

m] 47 Stat. 193.
[U148 Stat. 700.
114149 Stat. 1674.

L15J 52 Stat. 481.
0053 Stat. 1.
[17158 Stat. 21.
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wn 64 Stat. 906.
[L21 IRe § 501(c)(3).
[2QJ 68A Stat. 163.

J1ll82 Stat. 269.
mI88 Stat. 235.
I11I88 Stat. 2108.
JM]83 Stat. 487.
12~1

While, as dis~'Ussed, therc WaS law pertaining to, and law practices conccming, tax-exempt
organizations before 1969, enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 nshered in the contemporary bases
ofthis area ofthe law (othcr than the unrelated business law structure) and the modem exempt
organizations law practice).

0090 Stat. 1520.
l21l96 Stat. 324.
[28} 98 Stat. 494.

tl..9Jld.
L1Q} 100 Stat. 1951.

I1U 101 Stat. 1330.
.[321107 Stat. 312.
[l11110 Stat. 1452.
U!!l1l0 Stat. 1755.

U2 111

Stat. 788.

Q§}1l5 Stat. 2427.
1171117 Stat. 752.
1ill1l7 Stat. 1335.
[ill 118 Stat. 1166.

HQJ 118 Stat. 1418,
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATIoN
April 20,2005
JCX-26-05

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE K. YIN, CffiEF OF STAFF
OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
AT A HEARING OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS ON
"AN OVERYIEW OF THE TAX~EXEMPT SECTOR"
Mr. Chainnan, Mr. Rangel, members of the Committee, I am pleased to testily today on
the tax-exempt sector. I fust provide a brief overview ofthe size and growth of the exempt
sector, discuss some of the reasons why organizations have been granted tax-exempt status, and
describe some common tax law featnres of exempt organizations. I conclude my testimony by
focusing on charitable organizations, the largest category by far of exempt organizations. I
summarize the requirements for exempt status as a charitable organization and review selected
current issues relating to those organizations.

A. Overview of Organizations Exempt from Federal Income Tax
Size and growth ofthe exempt sector generally
Since the inception of the Federal income tax, the Congress has exempted certain types of
entities from income taxation. Many exempt entities, such as charitable organizations, are
familiar. Yet charitable organizations are but one type of exempt entity. The benefit oftax
exemption is extended to groups as diverse as social welfare organizations, title holding
companies, fraternal organizations, small insurance companies, credit unions, cooperative
organizations, and cemetery companies. The statistics reported in this document do not include
churches, which are not required to file returns with the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS''), and
are not recorded in the IRS Master File of Exempt Organizations.
There are nQw 28 different types of organizations listed in the main exemption section of
the Code (section 501), and numerous other exemptions provided elsewhere.! The number and
financial holdings of these organizations are large and have grown significantly since recordkeeping began in 1975. The revenue reported to the IRS by such organizations has increased
from approximately $0.3 trillion (in 2001 dollars) in 1975 to about $1.2 trillion in 2001. The
I In general. my testimony does not discuss entities that are exempt under section 40I ofthe
Code, which are subject to a completely different regulatory apparatus than those exempt tmder section

501.
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2001 revenue represented approximately 12.2 percent of gross domestic product in that year.
The assets reported by the organizations have similarly increased, from approximately $0.5
trillion (in 2001 dollars) in 1975 to almost $2.9 trillion in 2001.
While a large majority of exempt entities fall into familiar categories, such as charitable
organizations, there are also a fair number of organizations that fall into more obscure categories.
Eight categories have fewer than 150 qualifYing entities each, with four categories having fewer
than five entities each.

Size and growth of the charitable sector
Charitable organizations described in section 50 I(c)(3) represent by far the largest
category of exempt organizations, comprising about two-thirds of all exempt organi7.ations. The
2004 IRS Master File of Exempt Organizations shows 1,010,365 charitable organizations. In
terms of asset size and revenues, the share of charitable organizations in the excmpt sector is
similar. In 2001, the total revenue of charitable organizations (including private foundations but
not including churches and other organizations not required to file) was about 9.3 percent of
gross domestic product.
Among charitablc organizations not including churches, the largest categories of
organi7.ations are hospitals and post-secondary educational organizations. In 2001, hospitals
held 29 pcrcent of total assets and collected 42 percent of total revenues in the exempt sector.
Colleges and universities held 21 percent of the total assets and cellected 11 percent oftetal
revenue.
There has been significant recent growth in thc number and size of charitable
organizations. The number of such organizations has increased from 259,523 in 1976 to
1,010,365 in 2004, an increase of289 pcrcent. The total asset value and revenues (in 2001
dollars) reported to the IRS by charitable organizations similarly increased from about $360
billion and $155 billion, respectively, in 1975, to over $2 trillion and about $942 billion,
respectively, in 2001.
The growth in the number and size of charitable organizations has been accompanied by
growth in the amount of charitable deductions. In 1975, the tetal amoWlt claimed as charitable
deductions was about $43.7 billion whereas in 2002, the total was about $145 billion (both
numbers in constant 2000 dollars).

B. Reasons for Tax Exemption
There is no unifYing thcme or singular principle that explains tax exemption for the many
diverse organizations in the exempt sector, although there are some factors that may help to
explain the exemption for certain of them.
Over the years, Congress has granted tax exemption only to certain types of
organizations. As an initial malter, not all "nonprofit" organizations are afforded tax exemption,
and not all tax-exempt organizations have the typical characteristics of a "nonprofit"
organization. The teITI1 "nonprofit" generally refers to an organization's form under State law,
not its Federal tax status. State law generally does not prohibit "nonprofits" from earning a
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profit, as one might expect. Instead, State law typically prohibits the distribution of earnings by-nonprofit corporations (but not necessarily by other fonns of entities) to their members,
-The Federal exemption is extended in some instances to organizations that are not subject
to a State-law constraint on distributions, as some entities are not required for exemption
purposes to be organized in corporate fonn, Therefore, exemption may be obtained by some
organizations that do not fit the classic definition of "nonprofit." However, the Federal tax laws
applicable to certain types of exempt organizations (though not all) contain prohibitions, such as
the "no private inurement" and "no private benefit" doctrines, that are in some respects similar to
the State-law constraint.
For some organizations, exemption from tax may be explained based on the nature of its
activities, For example, charitable activities or activities that provide a public benefit may be
viewed as governmental in nature and therefore not appropriate subjects of taxation. This may
explain the exemption for charitable organizations, social welfare organizations, U.S.
instrumentalities, and State and local governments. Promotion of certain activities may also be
viewed as desirable policy, and therefore tax exemption is intended to encourage the activity.
This may explain the tax exemption for arrangements to provide employee benefits,
arrangements for individuals to save for health, retirement, and education, and the exemption for
small or nlral commercial organizations that engage in certain activities, such as farming,
provision of financial services, insurance, electricity, or other public good.
Exempt status may also be attributable to the strnctnre of an organization. Some
organizations are funded exclusively by thcir members and expend all funds exclusively for
members. If such an organization eollects more in membership dues than its expenses, the
excess is reinvested in the organization for the benefit of the members. Under general tax
principles, the organization may not be considered as having any income because there has not
been a shifting of benefit from the member to the organization - the organization merely
facilitates a joint activity of its members. Thus, in some cases, the Code adopts a result that
might occur even in the absence of statutory law, e.g., social clubs, fraternal organizations,
voluntary employees' beneficiary associations, cemetery companies, and homeowners
associations.
Another factor that may explain some cases oftax exemption is the nature of the
legislative process. As noted, Congress did not provide exemption for all organizations thatare
not organized for profit; rather, the general rule is that an organization is subject to tax absent a
specific exemption. Such a rule means that once broad categories of exemption are codified,
there will be specific classes of orl,'anizations that do not fit within the broad category and that
seek and receive exempt status. Social welfare organizations, business leagues, labor,
agricultural, and horticultural organizations and other organizations may be examples.
Another factor to consider is simple expediency, in that taxing certain small organizations
was viewed at the time the exemption was granted as too costly to administer, especially when
often little or no tax would be due. This appears partially to explain the reason for exempting
single-parent title holding companies from tax as well as social clubs. As stated in 1916
legislative history: "the securing of returns from them has been a source of annoyance and
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expense and has resulted in the collection of either no tax or an amount which is practically
negligible."

C. Common Tax Law Features of Exempt Organizations
In general
Despite varying standards regarding qualification for exempt status, different categories
of exempt organizations share some common characteristics. For example, many types of
exempt organizations are subject to a prohibition against "private inurement," and most exempt
organizations are subject to the general rules regarding the taxation of unrelated business income.
Contributions to a limited number of exempt organi:r.ations are deductible as charitable
contributions, while contributions to others may be deductible as a business expense but not as a
charitable contribution. Most exempt organizations also are subject to rules regarding lobbying
and political campaign activities and are required to file annual information returns.

Private inurement prohibition
The doctrine ofprivate inurement generally prohibits an exempt organization from using
its assets for the benefit of a person or entity with a close relationship to the organization. For
example, section 501(c)(3) provides that an organization will qualify for charitable exempt status
only if"no part ofthe net earnings [of the organization] inures to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual." The regulations nnder section 50 I(a), which generally apply to
organizations subject to the inurement proscription, defme "private shareholder or individual" as
"persons having a personal and private interest in the activities ofthe organization." Inurement
thus applies to transactions between applicable exempt organizations and persons sometimes
deemed "insiders" of the organization, such as directors, officers, and key employees. The is;1Je
of private inurement often arises where an organization pays unreasonable compensation (I.e.,
more than the value of the services) to such an insider. However, the inurement prohibition is
designed to reach any transaction through which an insider is unduly benefited by an
organization, either directly or indirectly.
There is no "de minimis" exception under the inurement prohibition, and an organization
that engages in an inurement transaction may face revocation of its exempt stalus. Until 1996,
there was no sanction short of revocation of exempt status in the event of an inurement
transaction. In 1996, however, Congress imposed excise taxes, frequently referred to as
"intermediate sanctions," on "excess benefit transactions" between certain exempt organizations
and "disqualified persons." The intermediate sanctions rules, which apply only to transactions
involving organizations exempt under sections 501 (c)(3) and 501(c)(4), impose excise taxes on a
disqualified person who receives an excess benefit and, under certain circumstances, on
organization managers who approved the transaction. No such sanctions are presently imposed
against the organization itself.
Section 501 (c)(3) organizations (but not other organizations) also are subject to a
prohibition against conferring more than incidental "private benefit." The private benefit
prohibition applies to non-fair market value transactions with individuals or entities, not merely
with insiders, and thus is in some respects broadcr than the private inurement prohibition.
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Unrelated business income tax

In general, an exempt organization may have revenue from four soUrces: contributions,
gifts, and grants; trade or business income that is related to cxempt activities (e.g., program
service revenue); investment income; and trade or business income that is nqt related to exempt
activities. In general, the Federal income tax exemption extends to the first three categories, and
does not extend to an organization's unrelated trade or business income. In some cases,
however, the investment income of an organization is taxed as if it were unrelated trade or
business income.

The unrelated business income tax was introduced in 1950 to address the problem of
lmfair competition between for profit companies and non profit organizations conducting an
unrelated for profit activity. The unrelated business income tax generally applies to income
derived from a trade or business regularly carried on by the organization that is not substantially
related to the performance of the organization's tax-exempt functions. Most exempt
organizations are subject to the tax.
Most exempt organizations generally may operate an unrelated trade or business so long
as it is not a primary purpose of the organization. Therefore, engaging ina substantial amount of
unrelated business activity before jeopardizing exempt status is penmtted. By contrast, a
charitable organization may not operate an unrelated trade or business as a substantial part of its
activities.
Certain types of income are specifically exempt from the unrelated business income tax,
such as dividends, interest, royalties, and certain rents, unless derived from debt-financed
property or from certain 50-percent controlled subsidiaries.
For the tax year 2001, 35,540 organizations filed unrelated business income tax returns,
reporting a total of$7.9 billion of gross unrelated business income. TIris translated into
unrelated business taxable income (after taking into account allowable deductions) of
approximately $792 million and total tax of approximately $226 million.
Contributions

Another feature of a minority oftax-exempt organizations is that contributions to such
organizations may be deductible by the donor as charitable contributions for income, estate, imd
gift tax purposes. Contributions to charitable organizations, for example, generally are
deductible for income, estate, and gift tax purposes, although the amount of deduction may be
affected by such factors as the recipient organization's classification as a public charity or private
foundation and the type of property contributed. Other types of organizations that are eligible
recipients of charitable contributions include: certain Federal, State, and local government
entities, if the contribution is exclusively for public purposes; certain fraternal beneficiary
societies, ifthe contributions arc used for charitable purposes; cemetery companies, if the
contributions are used for certain purposes; and certain organizations of war veterans.
Contributions to other types of exempt organizations generally are not deductible as
charitable contributions. Under certain circumstances, however, contributions to a membership
organi7..ation, such as a social welfare or anization or trade association, may be deductible as a
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business expense under section 162. In addition, contributions to tax-exempt employee benefit. ,__
arrangements (e.g., qualified retirement plans) or individual savings arrangements (such as
-individual retirement accounts) may be deductible.
Lobbying and political activities
Tax-exempt organizations are also subject to rules regarding the permissible level of
lobbying and political campaign activities. In general, the'lobbying and political activity rules
applicable to charitable organizations are more severe than the rules applicable to other types of
exempt organizations.
Information returns
Exempt organizations are required to file an annual information retum, stating
specifically the items of gross income, receipts, disbursements, and such other information as the
Secretary may prescribe. The requirement that an exempt organization file an aunual
information return does not apply to certain exempt organizations, including organizations (other
than private foundations) the gross receiptS of which in each taxable year normally are not more
than $25,000. Also exempt from the requirement are churches, their integrated auxiliaries, and
conventions or associations of churches; the exclusively religious activities of any religious
order; certain state institutions whose income is excluded from gross income under section 115;
an interchurch organization of local uuits of a church; certain mission societies; certain churchaffiliated elementary and high schools; and certain other organizations, including some that the
IRS has relieved from the filing requirement pursuant to its statutory discretionary authority.
D. Summary of Requirements of Exempt Status of Charitable Organizations
and Selected Issues Relating to Such Organizations
In general

In general, the requirements for exempt status of an organization under section 50I (c)(3)
of the Code are that (1) the orgauization must be organized and operated exclusively for certain
purposes; (2) there must not be private inurement to organization insiders; (3) there must be no
more than an incidental private benefit to private persons who are not organization insiders; (4)
no substantial part of the organization's activities may be lobbying; and (5) the organization may
not participate or intervene in political activities. Permitted purposes are religious, charitable,
scientific, testing for public safety, literary, educational, the fostering of national or international
amateur sports competition, or the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. Failure to satisJY
any of these requirements should result in an organization not qualifying for exempt status tmder
section501(c)(3), or should result in a loss of such status once a violation is detected by the IRS.
Most of the Federal law of charitable organizations is designed around ensuring that each ofthe
requirements is satisfied by an organization initially and on an ongoing basis: Each of the
requirements is simple to state, but none are simple, as each carries with it a significant body of
statutory, common, and administrative law.
If an organization satisfies each of the requi1"l~ments, there is a fnrther question of what
type of charitable organization it is. A scction501(c)(3) organization is either a public charity or
a private foundation. In general, the basis for distin ishing between public charities and private
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toundations is the level of public support an organization receives over time. Organizations witIL_
widespread public support tend to qualifY as public charities; organizations funded by just a fewdonors tend to be classified as private foundations. There is a substantial body of law detailing
how to detennine whether an organization is publicly supported. Certain organizations also may
qualify as public charities as a matter of law (e.g., churches, hospitals). The dassifieation
matters because private foundations generally are subject to more restrictionS on their activities
than are public charities, are subject to tax on their net investment income, and contributions to
private foundations generally do not receive as favorable treatment as do contributions to public
charities for purposes of the charitable contribution deduction.
Satisfaction of the requirements for exemption, classification of an organization as a
public charity or private foundation, plus the resulting benefit that contributions to charitable
organizations gcnerally are tax deductible provides the simplest snapshot of the law of charitable
organizations.
Exempt purposes of seetion 501(c)(3) organizations
The meaning of charity - present law
In general, there are two approaches to the meaning of the term charitable -- the legal
sense and the ordinary and popular sense. The legal definition is derived from the law of
charitable trusts and is broader than the ordinary scnse of the term, which generally means the
relief of the poor and distressed. Since 1959, Treasury regulations have defined the term
"charitable" in the legal sense, to include:
Relicf of the poor and distressed or of the underprivileged; advancement of
religion; advancement of education or science; erection or maintenance of pUblic
buildings, monuments, or works; lessening ofthe burdens of Government; and
promotion of social welfare by organizations designed to accomplish any of the
above purposes, or (i) to lessen neighborhood tensions; (ii) to eliminate prejudice
and discrimination; (iii) to defend human and civil rights secured by law; or (iv)
to combat community deterioration and juvenile delinquency.
This defmition is broad, encompassing several ideas that would not generally be considered as
charitable in the ordinary sense. In addition to meeting the rcgulatory definition of charitable, an
organization described in section 501(c)(3) is not organized and operated for exempt purposes if
a purpose ofthe organization is against public policy or is illegal.
In addition to the public policy requirement, ccrtain common law principles inform the
Federal tax law definition of charity. The charitable class requirement provides that an
organization bc organized to benefit a sufficiently large or indefinite class of peoplc. The
community benefit doctrine permits exemption a~ a charitable organization if the result of an
activity inures to the benefit ofthe community, even though a private person is the immediate
beneficiary of the activity.
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The meaning of charity and the rationale for tax exemption and charitable deductions
There is no agreed upon explanation ofthe rationale behind the charitable tax exemption
and tax deduction. Some of the basic rationales that have been offered, described in greater
detail in Part ILC of this pamphlet, may be summarized as follows: (I) charitable organizations
serve the public and therefore should be supported through provision of tax oenefits; (2)
charitable organizations provide goods and services that otherwise would have to be provided by
the Government and therefore should bc supported by the Government; (3) it is difficult to
measure the net income of charitable organizations, and therefore they should be exempt from
tax; (4) charitable organizations promote pluralism; (5) charitable organizations are efficient
providers of services but have inherent limits on thcir ability to raise capital compared to forprofit entities and therefore need government support in the form of tax exemption (and
charitable contributions); and (6) exemption is afforded to those organizations that can prove
their worth through sustained donations.
Educational purposes
Tax exemption for educational organizations was provided in the TariffAct of 1894, and
has been replicated in each subsequent income tax act. Educational organizations have been
eligible to receivc tax deductible contributions since 1917. Like the term charitable, the term
educational has no precise meaning. The Treasury regulations set forth the basic definition as
relating to the "instruction or training ofthe individual for the purpose of improving or
developing his capabilities." This definition is consistent with provision of exemption for
organizations that fit within the common conception of an educational organization, such as
schools, colleges, and universities. Yet educational organizations are not limited to such
traditional forms. The "instruction ofthe individual standard" may be mct by many other types
of organization. The Treasury regulations also provide that educational means the "instruction of
the public on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to the community." The IRS and
the courts have pennitted a broad array of organizations to be considered educational under this
standard.
A primary issue in detennining whether something is edncational is not the content of the
information but the method the organization uses to convey information, irrespective of content
In general, the analytical exercise is to detennine whether an organization's presentation of
information is objective and balanced, or whether the organi7.ation instead is an advocatc or a
mouthpiece for propaganda.
Religious purposes
The Federal tax exemption for organizations operated for religious purposes was, along
with charitable and educational purposes, providcd for originally in the TariffAct of 1894, and
religious organizations were designated as eligible for charitable contributions in 1917. There is
no definition of "religious" provided by regulation. The manifest reason is the constitutional law
framework that limits Fcderal involvement in religiou. The IRS has developed a multi-factor list
of characteristics that inform whether an organization may be considered a church (which is a
kind ofreligions organization), and the IRS is careful to point out that this list is not
comprehensive and that in each case, the facts and circumstances will be considered. In many
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cases in which a religious organization's claim to exempt status is questioned, the issue of
whether the organization serves religious purposes often is not addressed because exempt status--may be denied on other grounds, for example, private benefit or private inurement,
commerciality, or violation of the political activities prohibition.
The Constitutional concerns regarding Federal involvement in religious organizations
extend to the application of regulatory requirements. For example, certain religious
organizations are exempted from the requirement to apply for tax exempt status, from annual
information return requirements, and special audit procedures apply to churches. As a result,
although religious organizations, particularly churches, constitute a significant part of the
charitable sector, infonnation about such organizations is scarce.
Scientific purposes
Scientific purposes were the first addition to the original three exempt charitable purposes
and were added in 1913. Charitable contributions to scientific organizations were made
deductible in 1917. A tax exempt scientific purpose hinges on the perfonnance ofba.~ic or
fundamental research in the public interest Scientific research that is "applied" or "practical"
may be subject to the unrelated business income tax, but generally is not inconsistent with
exempt purposes. There is no precise definition of scientific research, and, in general, courts and
the IRS have detennined whether an organization is engaged in scientific research on a case-bycase basis. Scicntific research must be in the public interest. Scientific research does not include
activities of a type ordinarily carried on as incidental to commercial or industrial operations.

Selected issues involving charitable organizations
Selected issues relating to the public charity - private foundation distinction
In 2005, thirty-six years after Congress fir1>i drew a meaningful legal distinction between
publicly supported organizations and private foundations, it may not be as clear, given the
growth and diversity of publicly supported organizations, why some of the private foundation
rules are not relevant for certain public charities, or whether some ofthe private foundation rules
are perfonning their intended purpose. For example, the retention of substantial holdings in a
commercial business, thc making of investments or expenditures that jeopardize or are
inconsistent with exempt purposes, or the maintenance of large endowment funds raise some of
the same concerns whether conducted by a public charity or a private foundation.
In defining a private foundation, thc 1969 Act provided that an organization that provides
support to a public charity (a "supporting organization") is considered a public charity and not a
private foundation. Thus, supporting organizations receive the benefit of the favorable charitable
contribution deduction rules and avoid the excise tax regime applicable to private foundations.
Donors to supporting organizations may take a fair market value deduction for contributions of
capital gain property such as closely held stock, which would not be permitted for gifts to private
foundations. As a public charity, supporting organizations also are not subject to the private
foundation self-dealing rules (e.g., barring loans and other transactions with insiders), limitations
on business holdings, or subject to the private foundation payout rules. However, unlike other
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public charities but like private foundations, supporting organizations generally do not have
broadly based support, and may resemble private foundations in other respects.
Community foundations and donor advised funds, which generally qualify as public
charities, offer limited ways for donors to exercise post-transfer control or di,rection over the use
of funds or other property transfcrrcd to a charity for which the donor is entitled to a deduction in
the year of transfer. Contributors to community foundations and donor advised funds receive the
bcnefit ofthe favorable public charity rules and some elements ofthe control over distributions
without being subject to the legal constraints placed on a private foundation. Thus, a donor can
fund an account in a community foundation or donor advised fund with cash or capital gain
property, take a fair market value deduction, acctunulate income in the fund, and from time to
time recommend that amounts be paid out of the fund for charitable purposes. Community
foundations and donor advised funds, like supporting organizations, resemble private
foundations in many ways, bnt are considered public charities.
Selected issues relating to 'the unrelated business income tax
In general, exempt organizations have greater discretion than taxable organizations in
determining whether to report income as taxable or not, through the questions of whether income
is from a regularly conducted trade or business, and whether the conduct of such a trade or
business is "sub~1antially related" to exempt purposes. In addition, even if an exempt
organization treats income as unrelated and therefore as subject to tax, an exempt organization
might allocate expenses for an exempt activity to an unrelated activity in order to minimize or
eliminate the tax.
Issues often arise regarding whcther certain types of receipts constitute royalties, which
generally are excluded in determining an organi7.ation's unrelated business taxable income.
Two issues that have been the source of considerable debate in this area are: (1) whether income
from an affinity credit card program constitutes a royalty and (2) whether income from a mailing
list rental constitutes a royalty. Notwithstanding several court decisions, a taxpayer that provides
more than a small amount of clerical services may risk having payments received in exchange
for a license classified as payments for services rather than as excludable royalties.
Charitable hospitals

In general
The Code does not provide a per se charitable exemption for hospitals. Rather, a hospital
qualifies for exemption if it is organized and operated for a charitable purpose and meets
additional requirements of section 50 J(c)(3). The promotion of health has long been recognized
as a charitable purpose that is beneficial to the community as a whole. It includes not only the
establishment or maintenance of charitable hospitals, but clinics, homes for the aged, and other
providers of health care.
Medical care generally is provided by govemment-owned, for-profit, and tax-exempt
organizations. In the hospital sector, tax-exempt organizations dominate, with approximately 60
perccnt ofthe nation's hospitals operating as charitable institutions. Historically, charitable
hospitals were characterized as volunt
because the enerally were supported by
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philanthropy, staffed by doctors who worked without compensation, and served, almost
exclusively, the sick poor. However, the character ofthe charitable hospital sector has changed'=
significantly over the past several decadcs due to the growth of such resources as employerprovided health insurance and governmental programs such as Medicare (for the elderly and
disabled) and Medicaid (for the poor). Today, charitable hospitals generally.provide medical and
other health-related services in a manner similar to their for-profit counterparts. They operate
under the same healthcare regulations, compete for the same patients and doctors, and derive
funding from many of the same sources as other types of hospitals.
Evolution ofthe legal standard
Financial Abilitv Standarcl.-Much like the nature of the health-care industry itself, the
definition of the term charitable as applied to hospitals has not been static. In 1956, the IRS
adopted the "fmancial ability standard," requiring that a charitable hospital be "operated to the
extent of its fmancial ability for those not able to pay for the services rendered and not
exclusively for those who are able and expected to pay." This standard effectively meant that a
charitable hospital could not refuse to accept patients in need of hospital care who could not pay
for such services. However, the IRS acknowledged that hospitals normally charge patients who
are able to pay for services in order to meet the hospital's operating expenses and stated that the
"fact that the hospital's charity record is relatively low is not conclusive that a hospital is not
operated for charitable purposes to the full extent ofits financial ability." The ruling's
requirement that charitable hospitals provide some amount of free or reduced-rate care reflected
the view that hospitals and other health care institutions were only charitable if they both
provided reliefto the poor and promoted health.
Community Benefit Standard.-The fmancial ability standard governed charitable
hospitals until 1969. Congress had criticized the fmancial ability standard as imprecise
concerning the extent to which a hospital must accept patients who are unable to pay. In
addition, the creation ofMedicare and Medicaid in 1965 had a fimdamental effect on hospitals; a
substantial portion ofthe free care previously subsidized by charitable hospitals now was
reimbursed through these governmental progranls. In response to these developments, the IRS
adopted the "community benefit standard," which remains the test applied by the IRS for
determining whether hospital is charitable. Under the community benefit standard, the
promotion of health care is "one of t1le purposes in the general law of charity that is deemed
beneficial to the community as a whole even though the class of beneficiaries eligible to receive
a direct benefit from its activities does not include all members of the community, such as
indigent members, provided that the class is not so small that its relief is not of benefit to the
community." Applying this commlmity benefit standard, the IRS found that a hospital's
operation of a generally accessible emergency room open to all persons, regardless of ability to
pay, provided a benefit to a sufliciently broad class of persons in the community. The
requirement of the financial ability standard that charitable hospitals provide care to patients
without charge or at rates below cost was removed. The commmlity benefit standard applies not
only to traditional hospitals, but also other health care provider organizations, ~'Uch as clinics or
health maintenance organizations (HMOs).

a
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Credit counseling organizations
In a 1969 ruling, the IRS concluded that a credit counseling organization was exempt as a
charitable or educational organization described in section 501(c)(3) by virtue of aiding lowincome people who had [mancial problems and providing education to the public. The
organization had two functions: (l) cducating the public on personal money management, such
as budgeting, buying practices, and the sound use of consumer credit through the use of films,
speakers, and publications; and (2) providing individual counseling to low-income individuals
and families without charge. As part of its counseling activities, the organization established
debt management plans for clients who required such services, at no charge to the clients. The
organization was supported by contributions primarily from creditors, and its board of directors
was comprised of representatives from religious organizations, civic groups, labor unions,
business groups, and educational institutions. In 1978, a court held that the law did not require
that an organization must perform its exempt functions solely for the benefit of low-income
individuals to be considered charitable. The court found the debt management plans of the
agency at issue were an integral part of its counseling function.
During the period from 1994 to late 2003, 1,215 credit counseling organizations applied
to the IRS for tax exempt status under section 501(c)(3), including 810 from 2000 to 2003. As of
late 2003, the IRS has recognized more than 850 credit counseling organizations as tax exempt
under section 501(c)(3). A number of new credit counseling entities have engaged in aggressive
marketing and advertising while providing very little legitimate credit counseling or financial
training. In addition, many of today's credit counseling organizations conduct as their primary
activity, and derive most of their revenues from, debt management planning and other activities.
Because of these changes in the industry, Congress and the IRS have expressed concern that taxexempt credit counseling organizations are not falfilling their exempt purpose. The IRS has
commenced a broad examination and compliance program with respect to the eredit counseling
industry. The IRS concluded in a recent legal memorandum that many credit counseling
organi7..ations may not qualifY for exemption under section 501(c)(3) because ofoperation for a
substantial nonexempt purpose, substantial private benefit, and private inurement.

Thank you for the opportunity to testifY. I would be pleased to answer any questions.
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To:

Tellado, Marta L

SUbject: Legislative Update

•

COUNCIL an FOUNDATIONS
Dear Marta:

We considered sending you a legislative update last week. With some concem that you'd see
it as just another piece of campaign literature, we decided to wait until after the election. This
also allows us to share some insights with you regarding the Impact of the election on our
sector.
With Democrats taking control of the House of Representatives, we expect Congressman
Charles Rangel of New York to become the new chair of the House Ways and Means
Committee, Less certain are the questions of who will chair the Ways and Means Oversight
Subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the
nonprofit sector. If the present ranking member were to become subcommittee chairman,
Congressman John Lewis (D·GA) would assume this role, However, with Congressman Ben
Cardin (D-MD) having been elected to the U.S. Senate, there is a chance that subcommittee
chairs (and even possibly subcommittee jurisdictions) will change.
As for the Seriate, it is clear the margins of control will be very close, Yet, whether the
Democrats or Republicans are In control, we can assume that Senators Grassley and Baucus
will work together. We expect some type of legislation to come from the Senate Finance
Committee regarding governance of the nonprofit sector, and we anticipate that Senator
Baucus will continue his deep interest in rural philanthropy. You should know that a number of
our board members are meeting with Senator Baucus next Monday on this issue. And we've
already committed to co-sponsoring a Forum on Rural Phiianthropy in Montana next summer.

The Pension Protection Act of 2006
We also wanted to share with you the extensive work of our legislative and legal staffs related
to the Implementation of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA, or H.R. 4).
As you know, President Bush signed new charitable reforms and incentives into law as part of
the PPA In August. Since that time, the Council's legal and government relations teams have
been working to educate our membership and the field about the new law.
Activities Include:
• Over 1,000 of you partlcipatlnl'!'-.........--I:alls on the topic.
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• Four sessions on the PPA at the Community Foundation Fall Conference.
• An in-depth web page (www.cof.org/hr4) as a resource for the entire charitable
community.
• Constant analyses and updates by our legal team.
Along with educating the field we have been listening to your concerns. We know that
community foundations are struggling with several aspects of the new law, including the
definition of donor-advised fund and its irnpact on their scholarship funds. We've also learned
that private foundations are spending hours trying to figure out if their grantees are Type III
supporting organizations and, if so, whether they are functionally integrated.
Our preference is to solve these issues by working with the Treasury Department and the IRS.
The Council has sent three letters to the Treasury Department. The first requested immediate
guidance on PPA charitable provisions effective on or before enactment (flLL!QUJ:;lH1); the
second offered a QrilftJ1Q.tice that the IRS could publish to provide immediate guidance on the
donor-advised fund and supporting organization provisions (September 26); and the third
requested transition relief for scholarship funds (October 17).
In addition to these efforts, we have reached out to our colleagues in the field and on Capitol
Hill to help us encourage the Treasury Department and the IRS to issue guidance on the PPA.
The Council recently joined forces with Independent Sector to send a joint memorandum to the
.IRQ asking it to do the following:
• Allow an appropriate transition period for enforcement of prOVisions that went into effect
on or before enactment of the bill, such as the limitation on grants by private foundations
to Type III supporting organizations.
• Clarify that the definition of donor-advised fund does not include:
o funds established by charities and governmental entities
o funds established by corporations that benefit employees in the aftermath of
disasters or in other hardship circumstances
• Provide a transition rule for scholarships awarded by donor-advised funds prior to the
date of enactment.
• Clarify that the term "distribution" does not include the purchase of goods and services at
fair-market value.
On the disaster relief fund issue, we've been working with Congressman Jim McCrery (R-LA),
a member of the House Ways and Means Committee. In an October 25 letter, Congressman
McCrery urged the Treasury Department to clarify that disaster relief and emergency hardship
funds established by an employer at a community foundation are not included within the new
definition of donor-advised funds established in the PPA. The Council is gratefUl that Rep.
McCrery has agreed to champion an issue of concern to many of our members.
We are awaiting the Treasury Department and IRS responses to these requests. They have
yet to indicate when or how they will provide guidance. If these problematic provisions are not
clarified or corrected through the regulatory process, the Council is prepared to introduce a
PPA corrections bill when Congress returns later this month. In the meantime, we will continue
to provide new resources on the PPA and will schedule additional conference calls and forums
to answer your questions.

Looking Ahead to 2007
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As we prepare for the beginning of a new Congress in January, we keep in mind two important
lessons from our experience with the PPA: 1) Advocating without a specific legislative
vehicle-a specific bill with specific language-is dangerous and undesirable; and 2) Our~:=
sector must never again be put on the defensive in our legislative discussions with Congress.
I strongly believe that we must be proactive and introduce a bill that will help us shape and
define the philanthropic agenda on Capitol Hill during the 11 oth Congress. Our govemment
relations and legal teams, working with our volunteer leaders, have begun the process to
develop this proactive legislation. In the coming weeks, you will have opportunities to comment
on potential proposals. We welcome and appreciate your input and feedback.
We also need to do a better job of educating our lawmakers about philanthropy. Whether you
are a trustee, an executive, or a staff member, I want to encourage you to participate in
Foundations on the Hill, taking place February 27-28, 2007, in Washington, DC. Foundations
on the Hill, co-sponsored by the Council and the Forum of Regional Associations of
Grantmakers, is our annual opportunity to share our views and concerns directly with members
of Congress on Capitol Hill. With a new Congress convening next year, it is critical that we
educate new leaders and members about philanthropy.
Please register today and join us in February for Foundations on the Hill. An online registration
form is available at www-foun.®Jionsonthehill.org. Family foundation trustees, executives and
staff attending the Council's Family Foundation Conference in Baltimore, MD, (February 2527,2007) can register for both the conference and Foundations on the Hill at
www.cof.orglfamilyconf. The Council will provide transportation from Baltimore to Washington,
DC, at the conclusion of the conference.
Finally, let me express my appreciation to all of you who continue to communicate our
concerns to your members of Congress. We are going to need your help and support as we
work to ensure a positive legislative and regulatory environment for philanthropy. Please
continue to watch in the coming weeks for Legislative Network updates (www.cotorg/legnJlt)
and alerts on the PPA, our proactive legislation and Foundations on the Hill. And please do not
hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or comments.
Thanks again for your efforts.
Sincerely,

Steve Gunderson
President and CEO

This message was sent to the email address mJellado@fordfound.org because our records show
Marta Tellado Is affiliated with the Council on '-:oundations.
If this information Is incorrect, please send a note fo ~aster@cotorg.
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OF RePRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

January 17, 2007

The Honorable Henry Waxman
Chainnan
Committee on Govemment Reform
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Juanira,MiIlender.McDonald
Chairwoman
Committee on House Administration
1309 Longworth House Office Buil<ling
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Waxman and Chairwoman MilIender·McDonald:
In accordance with the requirements of clause 2 of mle X of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, thcfollowingis alist ofhearings and oversight·relatedactivities that the Committee
on Ways and Means and its Subcommittees plan to conduct during the 110"' Congress.

.Full Committee:

.Cl!!l'jJnt Economy and Outlook. Oversight hearings to examine current economic
conditions and the economic outlook. Specifically, examine topics such as the impact of
globalization on U.S. workers and competitiveness, economic opportunities for low· and
middlc-income workers, the economic costs ofpoverty, and additional concerns.
Priorities m:.tlt~Q{flce of Management and Budget. Oversight hearings with the Office
ofManagement alldBudget Directorto discuss the overall state ofthe federal budget and the
Administration's priorities for the 110'" Congress. Also; discuss and consider budgetaIy
proposals affecting the various programs under the Committee's jurisdiction, including tax,
health, human resources, Social Security, pensions, and trade-related matters.
Additional Issues. Oversight hearings on a number of overall budget issucs, particularly
those related to federal finances and debt, the short· and long·term fiscal outlook, the
growing reliance ofthe United States on foreign debt, and other matters considered by the
Department ofthe Treasmy.
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Tax Issues-Priorities of tlte Department of the Treasury. Oversight hearings with the Treasury
Secretary to discuss priorities for the 110" Congress, with the goal of finding commOn
ground for policics and legislation to benefit all Americans. Specifically, discuss and
consider tax legislation proposed in the President's 2008 bndget submittcd.to the Congress.
Administration of the Tax La)!s. Oversight hearing to receive information from the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Commissioner concerning overall agency operations and
effort.q to eollect federal taxes, ensure compliance, and provide taxpayer serviees.
Specifically, discuss proposed fundiug and staffing levels for the IRS and legislation to
address the tax gap as proposed in the President's 2008 budget submitted to the Congress.
TechnIcal Corrections. Oversight hearing to evaluate the need for technical corrections to
previously-enaeted legislation, including1heTax InereasePrevention and Reconciliation Act
of 2005, Gulf Opportunity Zone Act of2005, Energy Policy Act of 2005, American Jobs
Creation Aet of2004, Jobs and Growth Tax ReliefReconeiliation Act of2003, Economie
Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001, and certain provisions of the Pension
Protection Act of2006.
Tax Relieffor InclM!luals and Families. Oversight hearings on tax relief for individual
taxpayers and families, ineluding alternative minimum tax relief and ehild-related tax
.benefits.
Energy. Oversight hearings on energy tax issues, including incentives for alternative iuel
production, energy eonservation, and increasing U.S. energy independenee.
Housing. Oversight hearings on tax incentives for moderately-priced housing, focusing on
options for increasing the supply of middle-income taxpayer rental housing and home
ownership in tandem with federal aud state housing spending programs.
Edncation. Oversight hearings on eurrentlaw rules governing 1he use of tax eredit bonds
to finance school construction and renovation, and options to simplifY the eurrent complex
strueture of tax benefits for higher education.
Health and Human Seryices I.<sues-Priorities of the Department ofHealth and Human Services. Oversight hearing with 1he
Hcalthand Human Scrvices Secretary to discuss priorities. for the 110" Congress and
eoncerns related to the delivery of health services and reimbursement tmder Medicare.
Specifieally, diseuss and consider health and human services-related legislation proposed in
1he President's 2008 budget submitted to the Congress..
.
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Prlorities of the Office of tile United States Trade Representative. Oversight hearings
with the United States Trade Representative to discuss pliorities for the 110" Congress and
concerns related to international trade. Specifically, discuss and considcrtradc proposals in
the President's 2008 budget submitted to the Congress and other proposals.
The full Committee intends to c.onduet additional oversight over the next two years, as
become.. necessary to fulfill its oversight responsibilities to the Congress and the American people.
The following is a list of further oversight hearings and activities that the six subcommittees of the
Committee on Ways and Means (Oversight, Health, Income Security and Family Support, Social
Security, Trade, and Select Revenue Measures) anticipate developing during the course ofthe 110'"
Congress.
.S.Ab'::!Hl1mittee on Oversight:
Programs within the Committee's Jurisdiction. Oversight investigations and joint
subcommittee hearings on issues requiring periodic or timely oversight review. The
Subcommittee on Oversight will coordinate with other subcommittees, as appropriate, to
ensure compreheosive oversight ofprograms and laws under the Conuriitlee's jurisdiction.
IRS Operations. Oversight ofthe m~or IRS programs, including examination, collection,
taxpayer services, and rctems processing. Consider analyses and reports provided to the
Congress by oversight groups, such as the IRS Taxpayer Advocate, IRS Oversight Board,
l'reasUIY Inspecior General for Tax Administration, and the U.S. Government Accounting
Office.
Tax Gap. Oversight ofthe $345 billion annual tax gsp, the difference between taxes paid
and taxes owed the federal government. Consider the components ofthe tax gap, causes of
taxpayer non-eompliancc, and possible solutions.
IRS Fnnging and Staffing Levels. Oversight ofIRS funding and staffing levels needed t6
effectivelyand efficiently enforCe the tax laws andprovide taxpayer assistance. Considerthe
impact of underfunding the IRS on non-compliance, audit rates, and uncollected taxes:
Examine the costs and rates ofretem for IRS collection activities in comparis01l to tllose for
private-sector debt collectors under contract with the IRS. Evaluate options for providing
the IRS with a permanent funding authorization that, in part, supports additional tax
enforcement efforts.
:rllkE;R!lll!L~tiQ!!§. Oversight review of the advantages and disadvantages of
recently-enacted tax provisions that affect charities and foundations, pmticularly how the
new rules affect charitable efforts and the ability ofthose organizations to serve those in
need. Evaluate overall IRS efIorts to monitor tax-exempt organization activities, prevent
abuse, and ensure timely iufonnation to tile public about chmity activities llnd fulances.

3
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Tax Code and Tax FQrm Complexity. Oversight oftax eode complexity, particularly for
individuals and small businesses, with the goal of simplification. Review areas where
. taxpayers and professional return prcparcrs make the most errors and consider solutions.
Evalillite tax: return filirig seasons, inchiding electroniC filing, IRS arid volunteer taxpayer
assistance programs, the Internet Free File Program, and progress with electronic filing.
Also, consider options for meaningful tax reform and greater fairness in the tax system.
IRS AUdit/Collection Priorities. Oversight revIew of IRS audit/collection levels, focusing
On the allocation ofeuforceroentresources among low-, middle-, ll1ld high-incomeindividual

taxpayers. Consider IRS efforts to deal with small busIness, large corporate, and estate tax
liabilities, particularly those known to the IRS but uncollected. Also, review the extent of
abusive tax shelters and illegal offshore tax transactions.
E.arned Income Tax Credit tEITCl. Oversight of IRS programs desigued to providc tax
assistance to more than 20 million low-income working taxpayers claiming the EITC.
Evaluate information showing that: approximately seven million eligible workers do not
claim the EITC; ouly a small percentage ofworkers obtain BITC benefits io their paychecks
through employer-assisted "advauce refunding"; and nearly two-thirds of BITC taxpayers
use paid professional return preparers to file thcir retoms. Evaluatc the results of EITe
certification, program integrity, ll11d efforts to provide educational outreach to reduce errors
in claiming the EITC.

Tax Scams. Oversight ofthe latest sophisticated tax scams and what CM he done to pt'Otect
taxpayers.
Illegal Networks. Oversight of Department of the Treasury and IRS activities to deter
money launderiog, illegal drug, and terrorists networks.
Pensions and Retirement Security. Oversight review of the Peusion Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (pBGC),includiog the fmancialstatus and l1laIlagement ofpensionplan funding.
Oversigilt review ofthe increasing declioe iuemployer-sponsored defined-benefitplanswith
the com:spoIlding weakening of workers' retirement security and federally-guaranteed
pension benefits. Overview of the growing disparity of retirement benefits for corporate
executives and rank-and-file workers.
SubCommittee on Health:
Medicare Part A and Part B QIospitals. Physicians. and Other Providers). Oversight
ofthe major Medicare programs to ensure efficient use ofresources, quality, and access for
Medicare beneficiaries. Specific topics to include: relationsbip between payment policy and
workforce issues (futnre supply); adequacy ofprogram benefits, such as mental health and
cost sharing; treatment of specific populations such as people with disahilities Md lowincomebeueficiaries; qualityimprovement efforts; accreditation; overpaymeuts toProviders;

4
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IVIG; DME competitive bidding; post-acute care common patient assessment tool; and
waste, fraud, aud abuse activities.

~iedicll;e·im.t C Q:'rivate PlanJl. Oversight of private plan types, enrollment, and
locations; value and payments; benefit packages and actuarial eqnivalence determinations;
administrative costs; quality; consumer protection; and ability to manage and treat chronic
illnesses and achieve improved health outcomes.
Medicare Part D (Preserlption Drug Plaus). Overbight ofimplementation and ongoing
activities related to the Medicare prescription dmg program, including: treatment of dual
eligibles, low-income subsidy beneficiaries, and nursing home residents; drug pricing; late
enrollment penaltics; benefit packages and actuarial equivalence evaluations; true out-ofpocket policy (TROOP); fonnularies for covered drugs and appeals; enrollment issues; plan
reporting ofconsumer data; marketing, promotion, and advertising efforts of the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) andtheplans; administrative costs; bidding process
and premium setting; retiree drug coverage; pharmacy-plan issues; creating a Medicaresponsored drug option; and negotiated price mechanisms.
Medicare Entitlement. Oversight ofthe 45 percent trigger, payments to private plans, and
the Part B premium.
~~istrlltiou. Oversight of the CMS, including the adequacy of its budget and
staffing, contracting activities, and general agency accountability.

lIealth Insurance Covel·age. Oversight review of health coverage and the uninsured,
including children, early retirees, and small business employees; adequacy of beuefits;
mental health parity; COBRA; laek of coverage for various groups; and options to expand
coverage.
Health SaVings Accounts (lISAs). Oversight of the use of health savings accounts,
including the dClllographics and profile ofaccountholders, the prevalence and use ofHSAs,
the value of accouuts, and the influence on broader health care systems and spending.
Executive Orders. Oversight ofAdministration activities regarding public transparencyof
price lind quality initiatives, and health infonuation teclmology.
Trade AdjustmeutAssistauce ITAA) Health Iusur.!!!!tt. OversightofimpJementation and
ongoing activities related to the TAA health care tax credits, including administrative costs
and contractual relationships.
Emergency Care. Oversight ofemergencyhealth care and areas.where refonus are needed.
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Subcommittee on Income Security and Family Support:
~. Oversight assessment ofpoverty in America. Examine the growth in the number
of Americans living in povertY by 5.4 million Americans since 2001, review factors that
contributed to such rise, and explore proposals for expanding economic opportunity and
reducing the extent and severity ofpovertY.

Welfare and Work Programs. Oversight ofpmgrams thathelpneedyfamilies andpromote
. work, cspecially the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (fANF) program. Review
State efforts to implement new statutory and regulatnry requirements under the TANF
program, including present and potential impacts on povertY, easeloads, educational
opportunities, impacts on disabled populations, employment outcomes, assistance for needy
fantilies and administrative burdens. Evaluate recent legislative changes inrelatedprogram.s,
such as c1tild care and child support enforcement, in terms ofthe impact on self-sufficiency
and economic opportunity for low-income families. Review the integrityofrelated programs
to ensure accurate payments and eligibility.
YlIlnerable Children. Oversightofthe Nation's childwelfare system, including foster care,
adoption assistance, and child and fumilyprograms under Title !VB ofthe Social Security
Act. Examine barriers to ensuring safety and permanency for the over one-half million
children in foster care, as well as for the thousands ofother children that come into contact
withthe childwelfare system everyyear. Review proposals to improve the financing ofchild
welfare programs to ensure better outcomes for at-risk children and families.
Disconnected P0l!n!ation~. Oversight of "disconnected populations," including youth
between the ages of 16 and 24. Review proposals to reach out to an estimated two to three
miUion youth who arc neiilier in school nor wol'1cing.
Unemployment Compensation. Oversightofthe Nation's unemployment compensation
system, with a particular focus on barriers betwecn dislocated workers and unemployment
benefits and on refomlS designed to modernize the program, inclUding helping dislocated
workers return to work.
SuPPlemental Seenrity Income <ssn. Oversight ofthe SSIprogram, inclndingreviewing
proposals to better reward and promote employment by program recipients and to better
serve those in need ofprogram bene.fits.
Subcommittee on Socia! Security:
.Ge1l.~Lal.Qy~Djgltt ofSocial Security.

Oversight ofthe importance ofSocial Securityfor
American workers andtheir fumilies; the essential role it plays in assuring economic security
for retirees, disabled workers, and survivors; and how best to manage the challenges aud
opportunities presented by an aging society, given the central role Social Security plays in
6
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income security, and the importance of adopting a balanced approach to address those
challenges and opportunities that has the supp0l1 of the American people.
Social Security Admjnjstration(SSA). Oversight of the administrative operations ofthe
Social Security Administration and the agency's stewardship ofSocial Security programs.
Disability Case Processing Backlogs. Oversight of SSA's processing of disability cases,
including Continuing Disability Reviews, and its cmrent backlog of over one million
unprocessed initial claims and appeals requests for disability benefits. Examine why, alIer
SSA has taken steps in recent years to address this backlog, the problem continues to grow.
Consider the impact on claimants as they endure disabling health conditions for months, or
even years, without income as they wait for their cases to be decided.
Management of the Ticket-To-Work Program. Oversight of the implementation and
effectiveness ofthe Ticket-to-Work program and its related work incentives. Consider how
the program operates in conjunction with Social Security Act work incentives and other
federal programs aimed at supporting wolk. Determine why implementation ofthe program
has been criticized, regulatory refomls are delayed, and results have been modest.
New Disability Adjudication Process. Oversight ofSSA's phaSed-in implementation of
its new disability adjudication process (resulting from its 2006 regulation modifying how it
adjudicates disability claims), the impact ofthe change in agency leadership on the process,
and earlyresn1ts. Examine how claimants are faring under the new process, andwhether the
process is fair and consistent, evidence collection is improving, claims are receiving full
consideration, and the right decision is being made earlier in the process.
Social Security Number Prott'ction. Oversight ofthe problem ofidentitytlleft!\l1d mistlse
ofthe Social Security number. Consider the role ofthe Social Security number, the Social
Socurity card, Social Sccurity benefits, and SSA with respect to immigration policy and
enforcement.
Subcommittee on Trade:
l£ast Track. Oversight ofTrade Promotion Authority (TPA), that formally expires on Jun.e
30,2007, including review of agreements concluded to date, the role of the Congress, and
labor and enviromnelltal concerns.
Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Oversight ofKorea FTA negotiations as theyreacl1
a critical stage in early 2007, including discussion of automobile. manufacturing, labor,
environmental, mld other issues.
Other Ft"ce Trade Agreements (FTAs). Oversight of ongoing negotiations, for example
involving Panama, Thailand and Malaysia, signed FTAs involving Peru and Colombia, and
7
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implementation ofrecently-implemented FTAs involving the Central AmericanlDominiean
Republic'(CAFTA), Oman, Bahrain, and earlier FTAs with Singapore, Chile, Australia, and
Morocco.

Prefen'nce Programs. Oversight of m'lior U.s. trade preference programs sucll as the
Generalized System ofPreferences (GSP), African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA),
Caribbean Basin Initiative (CB1), Andean Trade Preference Act (A11'A), and Haitian
Hemispheric Opportunity ThrOUgh Partllership Encouragement Act.
Haiti. Oversight of U.s. trade policy for Haiti, including impact of textile quota
elimination.
World Trade Organlzatloo avTOl Negotiations. Oversight of U.S. goals in Ihe areas of
agriculture, manufacturing, services, fair trade laws.
Improving U.S. Trade L,!l'!:~ Oversight ofproposaJs to strengthen u.s. fair trade laws and
improve U.S. tools 1evcrage to open foreign markets and other areas, including oversight of

WTO decisions involving U.S. fair trade laws, defense ofU.S. trade law challenges in the
WTO, and administration by the Department of Commerce and U.s. Intcrnational Trade
Connnission of US. fair trade laws.

!d.I.h!.!!- Oversight of China's rampant thcft of massive quantities of U.s. intellecl1la1
property, including in the .automotive, semiconductor, motion picture, and recording
industries. Also, oversight ofChina's refusal to allow its currency to freely float, industrial
subsidies, and other areas.
~.

Oversight of the second largest bilateral trade deficit ofmore than $100 billion in
2005, as well as sectoral issues, such as Airbus subsidies, discriminatoryregulations in high
technology transfer and sectors, attempts at teelmo10gy transfer, discriminatory baniers to
US. faun exports, EuropeanUnion (EU) practices inthe WTO negotiations, and EUpractice
concerning regional trade agreements.

Trade and Developing Countries. Oversight of U.S. trade relations with developing
couutries, role of developingcotmtries in the WTO and world trading system, extent to
which developing coulltlies have benefitted from the tntding system over the past 20 years
and, in regard partielllar1ywith respect to the least developed countries, why many ofthese
C01ll1tries have lost ground over the last 20 years and what can be done in the area of trade
and aid to reverse this trend.
Trade and U,S, Workers. Oversight of the ability of the United States to condnct an
effective trade policy that is good for American workers, farmers, businesses, and the
country as a whole. Examine options to improve education, on-the-job training, trade
adjustment, and portable health care/pensions.
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Oth\lt. Oversight ofthe WTO dispute settlement system, Bush Administration labor rules

in FTAs, and balance between protecting pharmaceutical patents and promoting access to
essenlial medicines in poor CQuntries.

Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measnres:
Varions tax matters. Oversight ofa variety of tax issues and tax legislalion, as directed by
the Committee Chairman.
This list is not intended to be exelusive. The Committee anticipates that additional oversight
hearings and activities will be scheduled as issues arise and as time permits. Also, the Connnittee's
oversight priorities and particular concerns may change as tbe 110'" Congress progresses over the
coming two years and issnes arise meriting the Committee and subcommittees' attention.

ee;

The Honorable Jim MeCrery
Ranking Member
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.Hearing Advisory on Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations

ADVISORY
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 09, 2007
OV-5

CONTACT: (202)

Lewis Announces Overview Hearing on Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations
House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee Chairman John Lewis (D-GA) announced today that
the Subcommittee will hold an overview hearing on tax-exempt organizations, which will focus on
charities and foundations described in Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3). The hearing will take
place on Tuesday, July 24, 2007, in the main Committee hearing room, 1100 Longworth House
Offiee Building, beginning at 10:00 a.m.
In view of the limited time available to hear witnesses, oral testimony at this hearing will be from
invited witnesses only. Invited witnesses will represent the Internal Revenue Service, the U.S.
Government Accounting Office, the Independent Sector, and the Council on Foundations. However,
any individual or organization not scheduled for an oral appearance may submit a written statement for
consideration by the Subcommittee and for inclusion in the record of the hearing.

BACKGROUND:
There are approximately 1.6 million tax-exempt organizations described in the twenty-eight categories
listed in Internal Revenue Code section 501(c). Two-thirds, or more than one million, of these
organizations are described in Internal Revenue Code section 501 (c)(3). Currently, the assets of section
501(c)(3) organizations exceed $2.5 trillion. They have annual revenues of nearly $1.2 trillion and
spend approximately $900 billion on program services. Section 501(c)(3) organizations continue to
grow each year with more than 350,000 organizations granted tax-exempt status since 1997.
Internal Revenue Code section 50 I (c)(3) describes organizations that are organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, educational, and certain other specified exempt
purposes. These organizations include, among others, public charities and private foundations. They
are eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions and are subject to operating restrictions, including a
prohibition on engaging in political activities.
There have been a number of recent legislative and administrative developments that relate to section
501(c)(3) organizations and may affect their operations. These developments include the enactment of
the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (p.L. 109-280), the release of the redesigned draft Form 990 (Return
of Organization Exempt from Income Tax), and the activities ofthe Exempt Organizations Office of the
IRS's Tax Exempt and Government Entities Division.
In announcing the hearing, Chainnan Lewis stated: "The volunteers and organizations that make up
the eharitable community work day after day providing services to our communities that are
critical to all Americans and essenti
ur Country. The Congress and the
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public must continue to support this community. I look forward to begiuning a dialogne about the
important role charities play in American life. The Subcommittee will continue its review of taxexempt issues throughout the 110tl1 Congress, including charities' efforts to assist diverse
-communities and other specific areas of coucern."
FOCUS OF THE HEARING:
The Subcommittee will undertake a broad overview of Section 50 I (c)(3) charitable organizations. The
Subcommittee will review the overall state of this sector, including activities and measures for ensuring
public accountability and good governance.
DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS:
Please Note: Written statements submitted to the Subcommittee pursuant to the June 12, 2007,
Subcommittee Advisory, OV-4, soliciting comments on tax-exempt provisions contained in the
Pension Protection Act of 2006 will be iucluded in the submissions for record on this hearing and
do not need to be submitted again. Accordingly, only one statement in total is necessary for any
individual or organization with respect to comments on the Pension Protection Act of 2006. Any
person(s) andlor organization(s) wishing to submit for the record must follow the appropriate link on the
hearing page of the Committee website and complete the informational forms. From the Committee
homepage, http://waysandmeans.house.gQY, select "I 10th Congress" from the menu entitled,
"Committee Hearings" (http://waysandmeans.house.govlHearin~gress=18). Select the request
for written comments for which you would like to submit, and click on the linle entitled, "Click here to
provide a submission for the record." Once you have followed the online instructions, completing all
informational forms and cliclting "submit" on the final page, an email will be sent to the address which
you supply confirming your interest in providing a submission for the record. You MUST REPLY to
the email and ATTACH your submission as a Word or WordPerfect document, in compliance with the
formatting requirements listed below, by close of business Tuesday, August 7, 2007. Finally, please
note that due to the change in House mail policy, the U.S, Capitol Police will refuse sealed-package
deliveries to all House Office Buildings. For questions, or if you encounter teclmical problems, please
call (202) 225-1721.
FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS:
The Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official record. As always, submissions
will be included in the record according to the discretion of the Committee. The Committee will not alter
the content of your submission, but we reserve the right to fOlmat it according to our guidelines. Any
submission provided to the Committee by a witness, any supplementary materials submitted for the
printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for written comments must conform
to the guidelines listed below. Any submission or supplementary item not in compliance with these
guidelines will not be printed, but will be maintained in the Committee files for review and use by the
Committee.
1. All submissions and supplementary materials must be provided in Word or WordPerfect format and
MUST NOT exceed a total of 10 pages, including attachments. Witnesses and submitters are advised
that the Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official record.
2. Copies of whole documents submitted as exhibit material will not be accepted for printing. Instead,
exhibit material should be referenced and quoted or paraphrased. All exhibit material not meeting these
yiew and use by the Committee.
specifications will be maintained in t h r . ·
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COUNCIL on FOUNDATIONS
Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
Hearing on Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations
July 24, 2007
Statement for the Record by the Honorable Steve Gunderson
President and CEO, Council on Foundations
Thank you for the opportunity to appear this morning.
The Council on Foundations (COF) is a membership organization of more than 2,000 grantmaking
foundations and giving programs worldwide. For more than 55 years, the Council has served the
public good by promoting and enhancing responsible and effective philanthropy. The Council's
membership includes private foundations, community foundations, company foundations, corporate
giving departments and public charities that are primarily grantmakers. The world of philanthropy is
growing and changing and the Council is changing with it.
We gather today at a unique time in American history, and philanthropy. Thanks to the combination
of demographics and personal resources, we are looking at the most significant generational transfer
of wealth at anythne in world history. Whether we can use this moment to create new philanthropic
resources committed to enhancing the pnblic good depends upon how well we - you, the Congress,
and those of us in philanthropy - can partner to create the tools for a new generation of service to
society. One of the most distinguished leaders in our sector, Barry Gaberman of the Ford Foundation,
defines philanthropy as the "voluntary transfer of personal resources to the public good." This is our
moment.
Today, the Foundation Center (one of our sector's best research organizations) estimates ihat the
nation's more than 71,000 grantmaking institutions contributed over $40 billion in 2006 to the
betterment of communities in America and around the world. Collectively, these philanthropic
institutions hold approximately $550 billion in assets. Consider these commitments. In 2005,
philanthropy resources were allocated as follows:
24% to education
21 % to health care
26% to the combination of human services and public affairs/society benefit, a category
which includes the promotion of civil society, civil rights, and community improvement.
the remainder to arts and culture, environment and animals, international affairs, science and
technology, social sciences, religion, and other
Half a trillion dollars in assets is a vast sum of money, but a word of caution is in order. Even with
these generous resources, philanthropy can never take on government's role in providing services
and resources to Americans. Just as an example, foundation assets in 2006 - that's total assets, not
grants - equaled just 21 percent of a single year's federal budget. If grantmakers spent all the money
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they have, they could cover one year of Social Security payments or three years of interest on the
national debt. But then the money would be gone.
Although philanthropic institutions can never replace government, foundations can and do playa
vital role in strengthening and sustaining communities. In doing so there are times when foundations
collaborate with government to pioneer innovative solutions to pressing problems. At other times,
philanthropy's role may be to challenge government to do better. Let me cite several examples.

Atlanta
The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta recently led a successful three-year pilot program,
the Metro Atlanta Youth OppOltunities Initiative (MAYor), to help young people make successful
transitions from foster care to adulthood. The pilot enrolled 240 youth and made use of multiple
strategies to assist youth through this transition period. One ofthese - a program to encourage
savings by combining instruction in fmancialliteracy with a I: I match of participants' deposits
resulted in 82 young people saving $83,000 toward asset purchases.
Two participants became homeowners and two others opened successful small
businesses.
32 participants secured rental housing
46 participants purchased vehicles
Two participants used the match funds toward investments
Two participants used the match funds for educational expenses (the state offers tuition
waivers for foster youth)
Based on the lessons learned from the pilot effort, the community foundation is now working with its
public and private partuers on a second three-year effort to institutionalize components ofthe pilot
effort statewide and to provide reliable financing for the program, including maxhnizing federal and
state funding, making existing funding streams more flexible, and creating public-private
partnerships with local banks.
The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation has a vision for Atlanta of a community that holds promise
for every child; of a city with a sense of place and potential; of vital neighborhoods, rich with vibrant
cultural opportunities for all. In support of this vision, the foundation awarded $23 million in grants
last year, primarily in Atlanta.
The foundation's Pathways to Success partuership provided over $4 million, payable over
four years, to support programs for students who attend Atlanta's New Schools at Carver
- the Southeast's first "small high school" campus.
Early grants from the Blank Family Foundations Inspiring Spaces program led to the
development ofthe plan for The Atlal1ta BeltLine, a proposed 22-mile loop oftrails,
transit, al1d parks, which promises not only to connect communities, spur development,
mobilize residents, and increase greel1 space, but to redefine and transform the City of
Atlanta. The foundation has continued to provide support for land acquisition, trail
development, park advocacy and park improvement.
Through the Better Beginnings initiative the Blank Family Foundation is helping more
children in Atlanta's toughest neighborhoods and poorest circumstances get a fair start in
life, by funding early learning and family support services. For example, $450,000 in
mini-grants will support nonprofit organizations and child care centers that implement
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practices designed to reduce child abuse and neglect, promote child development and
family well-being, and lead to improved long-term outcomes for children.
Over the last ten years, IBM, whose Corporate Citizenship and Corporate Affairs Department is
headquartered in Atlanta, has been one of the largest corporate contributors of cash, equipment, and
people to nonprofit organizations and educational institutions across the U.S. and around the world.
The company's efforts focus on helping people use information technology to improve the quality of
life for themselves and others. As one example, the IBM KidSmart Early Learning Program
integrates new interactive teaching and learning activities using the latest technology into the prekindergarten curricula. The program is now being implemented in 60 countries internationally,
serving more than 2 million children from remote geographic areas to underprivileged areas of town
and cities
Kalamazoo, MI

For more than a century, the local economy of Kalamazoo County, Michigan's population of250,000
had relied on the presence of "Big Pharma"-narnely, Upjohn Corp. - for its continued robust health.
When Upjohn merged with Phannacia and then was acquired by Pfizer, Inc, the resulting loss of
jobs, people and philanthropic support was potentially devastating to the area. More than 1,200 jobs
were eliminated with the Pfizer purchase alone. Community leaders banded together with Southwest
Michigan First (the area's private, nonprofit economic development organization) to develop a farreaching, forward-thinking plan to help save Kalamazoo's economy. An integral component of the
plan was a scientific incubator designed to encourage biotech and life scientists to stay in the area.
After receiving state, city and county funding, as well as private donations, Southwest Michigan First
was $2 million short of its Innovation Center construction budget. The Kalamazoo Community
Foundation stepped in with a $2 million program-related investment to make up that shortfall.
Today, the Southwest Michigan Innovation Center is home to a dozen thriving start-ups, launched
and staffed largely by ex-Pfizer scientists, creating high-skill/high-wage jobs and contributing to the
area's continued economic growth and development.
Rhode Island

HousingWorks RI is a coalition of more than 120 organizations, led and fmanced by The Rhode
Island Foundation, to ensure every Rhode Islander a quality, affordable home. Coalition members
include banks, builders, chambers of commerce, colleges, community-based agencies, faith-based
groups, manufacturers, municipal officials, preservationists and unions. Through its members,
activities and website: HousingWorks RI:
Draws attention to housing issues in Rhode Island.
Provides a one-stop, authoritative source of information about affordable housing in Rhode
Island.
Hunts down new ideas and best practices from across the nation.
Celebrates housing progress in our communities.
Advocates for solutions that will end the housing crisis.
The coalition achieved its most significant victory to date in November 2006, when 66 percent of
Rhode Island voters approved.a $50 million affordable housing bond, the largest majority given any
affordable housing referendum in the United States. Since then, Rhode Island's Housing Resources
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Commission (HRC) has received more than 60 applications seeking funding to construct 936
affordable homeownership and rental units.
Philanthropy's Growth in Size
As I look at global philanthropy in the 21st century, I am convinced that we will be defined by the
three Ss. We'll certainly grow in size. Projections are that we'll wituess no less than $41 trillion in
asset transfer by the middle of this century; no less than $6 trillion of this for charitable giving.
We don't know how much of that giving will be directed to foundations, but whatever the amount, it
is clear that we will witness growth at rates much faster and mnch larger than previously anticipated.
Philanthropy's Growth in Service
We will grow in our service to the common good. In area after area, we are witnessing the growth of
philanthropic leadership, which complements effective grantmaking. We are looking at new ways in
which philanthropy fills the void left by government at all levels when political polarization results in
policy paralysis. It is not philanthropy's role to step in where government has failed to do its proper
duty. But it is clear that the vision, leadership, and innovation in addressing the challenges facing our
social sector will come more and more from philanthropy. Philanthropy's very mission is to
innovate, take risks, be creative, sometimes even fail- but keep moving forward to find new ways to
respond to the challenges of society.
As we grow in service, we will also embrace a new generation of philanthropic leadership. Today,
the Council on Foundations has just become the program leader for a coalition of philanthropic
organizations seeking to create new partnerships between public, private and philanthropic resources
aimed at workforce investment.
As I speak, we are engaged in a national feasibility study to determine how philanthropy can better
respond to onr national disasters in the future. We too learned from our response to Katrina.
Today, we are proposing to our field a national task force of philanthropic experts in disaster
response who would be prepared for instant relocation to a disaster to determine how philanthropy
can best coordinate its resources to a most effective response. We are also asking the question of
whether we should capitalize a philanthropic disaster fund to more effectively coordinate our
resources.

Next month, we are convening in Missoula, Montana a national conference on Philanthropy and
Rural America. We hope to use these three days of meetings with rural funders from all over the
nation to craft "A 21'( Century Agenda for Philanthropy and Rural America."
We are also presently engaged in an Initiative of the America's to grow philanthropy's role in
addressing the social challenges facing our neighbors in the Latin American/Caribbean region.
The Council has just committed $ I00,000 to strengthen the philanthropy infrastructure and to
translate our materials into Spanish to provide better access to these materials in ways that will grow
philanthropy's service.
Around the globe, philanthropy is playing critical roles to fight HIViAIDS in Africa, and to promote
civil society in the new democracies of Eastern Europe. Because of onr continued interest in
supporting and expanding all international philanthropy, I wanted to share with you some comments
about the Treasury Department's Anti-Terrorist Financing Guidelines: Voluntary Best Practices for
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U.S.-Based Charities and their potential to harm our collective work. The Guidelines based on
Treasury's view that the U.S. charitable sector is a significant source of financing for terrorists.
Let me be clear, the Council on Foundations Is steadfastly opposed to the use of charitable vehicles
for the support of terrorist activities at any time in any place. Our work is geared towards supporting
appropriate safeguards against any use of the charitable sector for this purpose.
In fact, we have seen no evidence to indicate that U.S. charities are a major source ofterrorist
support. Out of hundreds of thousands ofU.S. charities and billions of dollars given out in grants
and material aid each year, only six U.s. charities are alleged to have intentionally supported
terrorists. Thus far, Treasury has not identified a single case of inadvertent diversion of funds from a
legitimate U.S. charity to a terrorist organization. In other words, bonafide charities are doing an
excellent job of following IRS rules concerning due diligence and taking reasonable precautions to
ensure that charitabIe assets are not diverted for terrorism or any other unlawful purpose.
The principal difficulty with the Guidelines is that they call on charities to collect a prodigious
amount of information about their grantees - much more than is legally required. If charities were to
fully comply, they would incur substantial additional administrative costs resulting in less funding
going directly to charitable activities. Given that existing due diligence has apparently been
sufficient to prevent the diversion of funds, the collection of this additional information should not be
necessary. An even larger issue is that, by exaggerating the extent to which U.S. charities serve as a
source of terrorist funding, Treasury is fueling an environment in which wary donors may refrain
from making charitable contributions.
The Council-led Treasury Guidelines Working Group of75 foundations, charities, associations,
advocacy groups and legal experts has met with Treasury, commented on various versions of the
Guidelines, and developed a helpful alternative for the charitable sector titled the Principles of
International Charity. While acknowledging that successive versions of the Treasury Guidelines
have improved, the Working Group has continued to feel that, on balance, they are not useful and we
have consistently urged that they be withdrawn.
Philanthropy's Growth in Scrutiny:

We will also grow in scrutiny as both policymakers and the media seek to monitor, investigate, and
yes, regulate this field. And regulation of the philanthropic sector is part of why we're all here today.
Hardly a month now goes by when I'm not spending time with a new reporter just assigned to the
philanthropic beat of their news agency. And hardly a week goes by when we don't hear from the
Washington Post, the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, or the Wall Street Journal.
In defining our field, philanthropic organizations must be ethical, accountable, and effective.
As Council board chair, Max King, CEO of the Heinz Endowments, said at our Annual Conference
this year:
For us, these matters of good governance, accountability, and strong ethics are, we
know, central to our mission and our success. We must all become expert in
managing these public-trust issues, and we must become highly skilled in
collaboration and communication in order to ensure that the general public and its
representatives fully understand our work and the requirements for success.
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Our growth and our service are dependent upon our ability to earn and maintain the public trust.
Our growth and our service are also dependent upon policymakers becoming our partners in creating
the environment that encourages the growth of philanthropy. There are times when legislation and
regulation are appropriate and necessary. But we must be partners in this effOlt iI) ways that achieve
the proper balance - both in the environment we create and in the impact these regulations have on
philanthropy. For our part, the Council and its members will continue the steps we have taken
toward effective, credible self-regulation. We have established standards for every sector of our
membership. We have significantly enhanced our ethical review process. The Council on
Foundations takes self-regulation seriously and our members join us in this commitment.
You should know, Mr. Chairman, that the Council on Foundations has embarked upon a major
leadership initiative to promote diversity within our sector. Last year, our Board of Directors
approved an aggressive agenda recommended by our Committee on Inclusiveness. The agenda
consists of six initiatives:
l. Philanthropy Corps - To attract and retain diverse talent in service to philanthropy.
2. Emerging Philanthropic Leaders Fellowships - To mentor and highlight promising talent that is
new to the sector.
3. Effectiveness Requires Inclusiveness: Educational Programs for Grantmakers
4. Communicate Philanthropy's Value and Knowledge on Societal Issues
5. Research on the Value oflnclusiveness
6. Connecting US Expertise with International Outreach.

We have just completed a national search and in August the Council's new Director of Diversity and
Inclusive Practices will lead our efforts to ensure that our field reflects the face of those we seek to
serve in every way.
Building a Partnership

Mr. Chairman, your call for this hearing talked about the Partnership between the public and nonprofit sectors in serving society. We share this commitment. And we ask our partners in the
Congress to help us create the legislative and regulatory environment which enhances the growth of
philanthropy - in order to grow our service to society.
The committee has also asked for comments on the Pension Protection Act of 2006. The Council
will be filing detailed comments by the July 31 deadline, but let me make just a few key points,
particularly with respect to the Act's regulation of donor advised funds.
The Council's membership includes 561 community foundations, all of which have assets held in
donor advised funds and many of which also are supported by supporting organizations.
The Council's membership also includes about 130 other public charities that are primarily
grantmakers. Some of these members also offer donor advised giving as an option to their donors
and some also have supporting organizations. Some public charities in this latter group focus on
international grantmaldng, while other support a community of interest such as the environment or
women's issues.
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Donor Advised Fnnds
Donor advised funds are a critical and increasingly important source of funding for important
community programs. In a recent Council survey, 85 of the 125 largest community foundations
reported making more than $1.05 billion in donor advised grants in 2005.
There are probably as many reasons for establishing advised funds as there are donors to them.
However, the most important is that donors are generous and committed people with a passion for
their causes and their communities. Through their donor advised funds, they provide support for
charities today and, in many cases, create a legacy for the future. To take just one example, last year
six donors to the Minneapolis Foundation recommended grants totaling $16,500 from their advised
funds to the Sleep Out 2006 Campaign, which supports Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners'
emergency housing services and long-term housing solutions. During FY2005-06, IOCP responded
to 2,325 emergency housing assists, provided temporary emergency shelter for 59 homeless
households, and prevented 13 families from losing their homes. IOCP also partnered with Twin
Cities Habitat for Humanity and CommonBond Communities, among others, to begin construction
on 54 units of long-term affordable housing in Plymouth and Wayzata.
Increasing Participation in Philanthropy: Donor advised funds offer donors several advantages
over both private foundations and supporting organizations. Chief among them is that they give a
broader segment of society the ability to participate in philanthropy. Many community foundations
permit donors to maintain advised funds with as little as $10,000 and some even offer "acom" funds
that allow donors to create a fund with even less, bringing their funds to the minimum level over a
specified period oftime. This low cost structure has allowed many middle-income families to
participate in philanthropy and their participation has brought major benefits to communities.
Efficiency: Donor advised funds offer efficiencies that could not normally be achieved in
comparably sized private foundations or supporting organizations. Donors are attracted to advised
funds because they are relatively simple and inexpensive to create and maintain.
The active oversight of a public charity that owns the funds replaces the need to create yet another
nonprofit corporation or trust, seek IRS recognition of its charity status, and file annual information
retums with the IRS and the states. Relying on the sponsoring charity to provide oversight, and to
serve as a single point of contact with regulators, not only reduces administrative costs, but also
benefits both the state and federal govemment by reducing the total number of exempt entities each
must oversee. For the IRS alone, the reduction in the number of exemption applications and
information retums that would otherwise have to be filed each year is significant.
Effectiveness: Donor advised funds at Council members offer donors the benefit of access to the
members' professional expertise. By choosing to establish advised funds at community foundations
and similar public charities, donors bring themselves within the organization's web of knowledge
about the communities the organization serves. Donors and foundations, working together, can
establish goals for the donors' philanthropy, then explore the wide range of charities working in the
community to identifY those that efficiently and effectively offer the services the donors want to
support.
Stewardship: Donors appreciate, as well, the prudent stewardship of their charitable gifts. Council
members employ professional investment managers and investraent consultants to advise on the
investraent ofthe foundations' assets. These managers are overseen by volunteer boards and
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generally by volunteer investment committees that also possess investment expertise. Many small
private foundations are unable to access similar expertise.
Focus on Mission: Yet another benefit to donors from choosing an advised fund over a private
foundation or supporting organization is that they do not have to concern themselves with the
administrative details of running a small organization. Instead, they can focus their efforts on
supporting their charitable causes, while relying on the sponsoring organization to ensure that fund
investments and distributions are fully compliant with IRS and state requirements.
Facilitating Giving: Donor advised funds are well-suited to the needs of donors who are planning to
sell a substantial asset such as a business or real property. The proceeds from the sale will
significantly increase the donors' income, enabling them to make a generous gift, but they may not
know how their gift can be employed most efficiently and effectively. Donor advised funds allow
these donors to make a substantial gift, permanently dedicated to supporting charity, yet still have the
opportunity to consider how those funds can be most effectively used to promote the public good.
Without such flexibility, many charitable gifts would be delayed and some ultimately might never be
made.
Finally, advised funds benefit many small charities. Many smaller organizations lack the expertise to
accept and process even fairly simple gifts of property such as publicly traded stock. Further, they
would incur substantial fees if donors, for example, were to break up a gift of securities into odd lots.
This benefit is even more pronounced when donors contribute a substantial asset, such as real
property, that requires liquidation to free up assets for charitable use. Donors in these situations
often want to benefit more than one charity. An advised fund allows them to do so, by making their
gift to a single charitable organization and then recommending grants to other charities they wish to
support.
Supporting Organizations
Supporting organizations that support Council members offer many ofthe benefits of advised funds.
Typically, donors establish supporting organizations when they have substantial assets to contributemany Council members require gifts of at least $1 to $5 million to justifY the expense of creating a
supporting organization. Most supporting organizations at Council members are Type I, although
there are some Type I1s established to accept gifts of real property and a scattering of Type II1s.
Donors who establish supporting organizations generally are also weighing the benefits of setting up
a private foundation. The factors they consider often include the more favorable income tax
deduction rules that apply to gifts to supporting organizations because of their public charity status
compared with the control they are permitted to exercise if they establish a private foundation.
Donors who choose a supporting organization over a donor advised fund generally do so because
they want to play an active role in the organization's governance, even though they are not permitted
to control it.
The Pension Protection Act has made the choice of philanthropic vehicle more difficult. This is
particularly the case for the comparison between supporting organizations and private foundations
because the rules that apply to supporting organizations are now stricter than the comparable rules for
private foundations. This has led some supporting organizations to convert to private foundation
status and is likely to lead to fewer supporting organizations in the future.
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Like donor-advised funds, supporting organizations provide substantial and important support to
communities. For example, the F.T. StentFamily Foundation, a supporting organization of the
Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta made a $20,000 grant to Action Ministries, Inc. in 2005
to provide transitional housing and supportive services to 25 individuals displaced by Hurricane
Katrina, most of whom will be making Georgia their home. In addition to providfng direct support,
the grant from the Stent Family Foundation enabled Action Ministries to claim approximately
$75,000 in federal and state money for case management and program operation. In 2005, Action
Ministries' transitional housing and case management services supported 144 individuals, which
included 57 adults and 87 children. Of the 13 families that graduated from the program, 11 ohtained
permanent housing.
The Pension Protection Act
The Council supported and continues to support many ofthe reforms that Congress enacted last year
in the Pension Protection Act of2006. Council memhers not only have not abused the public trust,
they have been a key source of support for their communities. However, there were some examples
of the use of donor advised funds and supporting organizations for the personal gain of the donor, a
promoter, or hoth. Changes made by the PPA, and particularly the institution of penalties for donors
who misuse charitable contributions for their private henefit, effectively address these outliers.
However, the Council and its memhers were deeply disturbed by the last-minute decision to exclude gifts
to donor advised funds, supporting organizations, and private foundations from the legislation's principal
incentive to increase giving, the charitahle IRA follover provision. Our members have reported to us the
extreme frustration of their donors that the law did not permit IRA rollover distributions to their donor
advised funds. Onr members are also reporting that many donors are choosing a second-best option by
creating funds for charities designated at the time of gift. Because these designations cannot be changed
once they are made, the resulting fund will lack flexibility to address emerging community needs. We
urge you to extend the IRA charitable rollover hefore it expires at the end of this year, but we also urge
you to allow donors to choose how they want to direct their gifts.
We were also disturbed hy the decision to subject donor advised funds to the private foundation excess
business holdings rule. We are aware of media reports in which dOnors have used certain Type IIJ
supporting organizations in the same way pre-1969 donors had used private foundations to secure current
deductions for gifts of business interests that subsequently generated no corresponding support for
operating charities. The PPA appropriately addresses this abuse by subjectiug uon-functionally
integrated Type IIJ supporting organizations to the section 4943 business holdings limitations.
By contrast, neither the media nor Congress identified, and the Council on Foundations is not aware of,
any significant cascs in which donor advised funds were making decisions about how long to retain
business holdings based on the private interests of the donor (as opposed to maximizing the long-term
value of the assets to the fund). Further, there is no reason to believe that any such abuses would occur
more frequently when the gift is made to a public charity to establish a donor advised fund than when
given to a public charity for another type of fund. We believe Congress should repeal the application of
the excess business holdings rule to donor edvised funds.
Finally, we are concerned that Congress singled out families who choose to create Type I supporting
organizations to carry on their philanthropy and treated them more harshly than families that create
private foundations by refusing to permit compensation for services provided to the supporting
organization or even the reimbursement of a family member's out-of-pocket expenses. We believe that
Type I, II and functionally integrated III supporting organizations, should be able to provide
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compensation and expense reimbursement provided the payments are approved in advance by the
organization's non-family board members.
The Council is also calling on Congress to make a series of adjustments to the Pension Protection Act
reforms to address some situations in which the Act is hampering community philanthtopy.
These include:
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Clarifying the ability of sponsoring otganizations to purchase goods and services on the open
matket using advised fund assets
Excluding funds cteated by public chadties and governmental entities from the definition of
donor advised fund
Permitting, with appropdate safeguatds, advised funds to make grants to individuals fot the
telief of povetty 01' disttess
Cladfying that the designation in a gift instrument of scholarship committee membets by title
or position does not constitute an appointment by the donor of petsons holding those
positions
Pl'Oviding for abatement of first-tiel' taxes for the new penalty pl'Ovisions of the PPA on the
same basis as for existing penalty taxes
TempOl'arily suspending the penalties for making grants to certain supporting organizations
until the Internal Revenue Service can teliably identify those otganizations
Including certain publicly-supported charitable otganizations within the definition of
functionally-integrated Type III supporting organizations.

We will outline these ateas in more detail in the statement we submit in tesponse to the Committee's
requestfor comments on the PPA.
Before leaving the PPA, let me undetscore one othet important point. That is the clear and pressing need
for guidance from the Internal Revenue Service on intetpteting the new tequitements and fot the IRS to
mount and maintain an effective enforcement presence in the exempt organization area. Otherwise, we
will find outselves in a kind of death spiral in which Congress legislates ever more testdctive rules that
seriously impede the ability of philanthl'Opic organizations to accomplish theit wotk while the abuses
continue unchecked.
While the Council seeks help from Congress in fixing certain aspects of the Pension Protection Act, we
are also committed to cteating a positive legislative agenda to fostet the growth of responsible and
effective philanthropy. You will be hearing more from us about this in the future, but we ate looking at
such issues as:
Changes to the rules for program related investments by private foundations to facilitate these
investments, which ate key to both urban and rural economic development activities. Our
changes would allow entities, such as the proposed low-profit, limited liability companies or
L3Cs, that want to receive these grants to pre-qualify as eligible recipients.
Legislation to create an Office of Rural Philanthropy in the Department of Agdculture that would
assist communities in creating new community foundations and other vehicles fot philanthropy.
Flattening the pdvate foundation excise tax to I percent to remove the tax's perverse disincentive
to increase giving and to inctease the flow of grant dollars
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Extending the PPA's incentives for gifts of qualified conservation property
Making Indian tribal governments qualified recipients of charitable contributions of celtain gifts
of food by businesses
As part of our commitment to a positive agenda to enhance philanthropy, I am very pleased to share with
you the news about the establishment of a Congressional Philanthropy Caucus. I applaud the leadership
of your colleagues, Representatives Stephanie Tubbs Jones (OH) and Robin Hayes (NC) for establishing
this l?ipartisan caucus and serving as its House Co-chairs. The goals of the Congressional Philanthropy
Caucus include informing Members of Congress and congressional staff about foundations and the
important role that foundations play in our communities and around the globe, as well as identiJYing
issues of mutual interest to the philanthropic sector and lawmakers. A Dear Colleague letter was
circulated July 12th so we encourage you to join.
Turning back to the main topic of this morning's hearing, we must find a way to work together to
produce healthier communities, more educated children, higher rates of employability and employment,
decent housing, and compassion for those who cannot compete. Sustainability is the measure of
outcomes, of change actually achieved-not only to make a difference, but also to make it again and
again. Healthy children and communities are not "programs," nor are they mere ideals. They are
outcomes that flow from hard and sometimes dangerous work, results that are earned by sweat and
sometimes blood. Communities are not clouds that drift by or wishes that go gently to sleep; they roar
with traffic and crying children, they grow with investment and a neighbor's sturdy nature; they shrink
and collapse when poverty grinds them down. They burn when we are so angry we no longer have hope.
They are resurrected when leaders come forward with integrity and a vision built on better knowledge,
keener listening, greater diversity, and a commitment to finer outcomes. Together we must allow the
creative energy of philanth:ropy to fulfill every donor's dream of a better world.

11
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From:
Sent:
To:
Snbject:

Caroline Keeley
Thursday, January 24, 2008 249 PM (GMT)
Program
FW: 2008 Foundations On The Hill Invitation

Caruline .Koeley
THE STARR FOUNDATION

Program Officer
tel: 212.909.
fax: 212.750,
From: '" '~"'... •.
Sent:
PM
To: NYRAG
Subject: 2008 Foundations On The Hill Invitation

NYR G
Dear NYRAG Member,
We are pleased to invite you to join the New York Regional Association of Grantmakers and its members at
Foundations On The Hill in Washington, DC on Tuesday, March 4th and Wednesday, March 5th. Foundations
On The Hill offers funders an oppo'1unity to visit with memhers of Congress and ale.1 them of philanthropic
issues and opportunities in the New York City region.
This annual event has become an important focus of our national public policy agenda. It gives funders the
opportunity to meet with policymakers and their staffs to discuss current legislative and tax issues which will
affect the philanthropic and nonprotit sectors throughout our region. Foundations On the Hill brings organized
philanthropy together to educate our representatives about the value and importance of the nonprofit sector to
our social and economic well-being.
We feel that participation in this event could be of great benefit to you in your work.
We are currently striving to scbedule meetings with the following Representatives and Senators' staffrnemhers,
each of whom serve on key committees:
• M. Jeff Hamond
Economic Policy Director
OITice of Senator Charles E. Schumer (Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee; Finance
Committee; Judiciary Committee; Rules and Administration Committee)
• Michael L. Szymanski
Legislative Assistant

STARR017366
CSOC.CBR.00022439
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Office of Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton (Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee;
Environment and Public Works Committee; Special Committee on Aging; Armed Services Committee)
• Representative Charles Rangel (Manhattan)
Chairman of the Committee on \Vays and Means
Chairman of the Board of the Del~ocratic Congressional Campaign Committee
• Representative Carolyn Maloney (Manhattan/Queens)
Chair of the House Financial Services Committee's Financial Institutions Subcommittee; senior member
of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee
• Representative Jerrold Nadler (ManhattanlBrooklyn)
House Judiciary Committee; House Transportation Committee;
Chairman of the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Libcliies Subcommittee
• Representative Edolphus "Ed" Towns (Brooklyn)
Energy and Commerce Committee
• Representative Anthony Weiner (Queens/Brooklyn)
House Judiciary Committee; Transportation and Infrastructure Committee
• Representative Jose E Serrano (Bronx)
House Appropriations Committee
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government

These visits to our elected officials make an impact. The nationwide efforts of representatives of foundations
and regional associations with their legislators in 2007 informed the Senate and the House, helped them to
avoid enacting new regulations that would hamper the charitable efforts of our members, and have encouraged
more support of increased charitable giving.
There will be ajoint Council on Foundations and Forum of Regional Associations of Grantmakers briefing on
the afternoon of Tuesday, March 4th, followed by a reception to network with colleagues from around the
country. On Wednesday, March 5th, NYRAG's delegation will spend the day on Capitol Hill, beginning with a
7:30 kickoff breakfast with
from around the United States For morc information, please visit the
Foundations On the Hill website (http;,!!wwvyJ(2UIldatiQ1Jsc,l))llehilLQr£:!~!~e.nda.htrnJ
Melia, Profession Education

Sincerely,
Ranna Brown

President
New York Regional Association of Grantmakers

You are currently subscribed to this list as: caroline,keeley_~
To subscribe send a blank email tojoin-nyrag@listiapps.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-nyrag-l 980374W@listiapps.eom ---You are currently subscribed to this list as: caroline,keeleyC
To suhscribe send a blank email tojoin-nyrag@listiapps.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave"1

°apps.com
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Current Law: Private foundations that are exempt from
federal income tax are subject to a 2 percent excise tax on
their net investment income. However, the tax is reduced to
1 percent in any year in which the foundation's percentage of

distributions for charitable purposes exceeds the average
percentage of its distributions over the five preceding

taxable years. Private non-operating foundations are also

ISSUE PAPER

Simplifying the
Excise Tax
on Private
Foundations
The Council's Position:
The Council on Foundations

supports simplifying the excise
tax by either eliminating the
private foundation excise tax on
investment earnings or replacing
the two-tiered tax with a single
rate of not more than 1 percent.

required to make annual distributions, for charitable
purposes, equal to at {east 5 percent of the fair market vatue
of the foundation's non~charitab!e use assets (with certain
adjustments). The amount that a foundation is required to
distribute annuaHy for charitable purposes is reduced by the
amount of the excise tax it pays. The excise tax raises

approximately $300-$400 million a year.
Problem with Current Law: The revenue raised by the tax
is not being used for its original intended purpose: to cover
the IRS's oversight costs of exempt organizations. The total
resources that the IRS devotes to ensure that exempt
organizations are foHowing their legal obligations are a small
fraction of the tax revenue.
Although it was intended to reward foundations that
distribute more than the 5 percent payout requirement, the
current two-tiered tax structure actually deters foundations
from increasing their charitabte giving. Many foundations set
spending policies of 5 or 6 percent so that they can preserve
the tong-term value of their endowments. But if they
substantiaHy increase their grantmaking in a particular yearfor example, for Katrina relief or for September 11, 2001they also increase the five-year average on which the tax
rate is determined. Quite often, the foundation pays tax at
the 2 percent rate for the next five years. Eliminating the tax
will remove this perverse incentive not to increase
grantmaking at times of great need. In addition, other tax
exempt organizations are audited but are not subject to a
similar excise tax. By reducing or eliminating the tax,
foundations wilt increase their giving to charitable causes.
w

Current Legislation: President Bush's proposed federal
budget for Fiscal Year 2008 caUs for replacing the "two-tier"
structure of the excise tax with a single rate of 1 percent.
The proposal would be effective for tax years beginning after

December 31,

2007.

Position Rationale: Because the tax paid reduces the
amount a foundation must distribute for charitable purposes,
many foundations would have to increase giving in order to
continue to meet their payout obligation if the excise tax is
simplified or eliminated.

For more information, contact the

There is general agreement that the tax should be simplified
or eliminated. Because of its complexity, the Joint
Committee on Taxation staff recommended repealing the tax

Council's Government RelatibnS

in an April 2001 report ("'Study of the Overall State of the

Department at 202/466~6512 or

Federal Tax System and Recommendations for
Simplification," JCS-3-01, Volume 2, pp. 456-459.) Repeal,
the report noted, "would relieve private foundations of
having to make the necessary calculations of net investment
income, file estimated tax returns, and consider the optimal
level of charitable activity in terms of the rate of tax."

govt@cof.org.

•

COUNCIL on FOUNDATIONS

300, WASH!N(]TON, DC 20036·5168 " 202{466.6512 • www.cof.org
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Current Law: In August 2006, Congress passed and
President Bush signed into law the Pension Protection Act of
2006 (PPA). The PPA Included a limited IRA charitable
roUaver provision, which allows taxpayers aged 70-and-a-half

ISSUE PAPER

Expanding and
Permanently
Extending the
IRA Charitable
Rollover
The Council's Position:
The Council on Foundations supports
the Public Good IRA Rollover Act of
2007 (5.819, H.R.1419), which
expands the IRA charitable rollover
to:
1) include taxpayers who would like
to make distributions to donoradvised funds, supporting
organizations, and private
foundations
2) allow planned gifts
3) allow gifts above $100,000
The bill also makes this full IRA
charitable rollover permanent.

or older to make tax-free distributions totaling up to
$100,000 to charitable organizations from their traditional
IRA accounts. The provision is effective for contributions

made In 2006 and 2007.
Problem with Current Law: The PPA, which Is
effective for two years, has 'significantly limited donors'
rights to choose how to direct their gifts because
distributions from IRA accounts to donor-advised funds,
supporting organizations, and private foundations are not
eligible for this incentive.

Current Legislation: In March 2007, Senators Byron
Dorgan (O-ND) and Olympia Snowe (R-ME) and
Representatives Earl Pomeroy (D-ND) and Wally Herger (R-CA)
Introduced the Public Good IRA Rollover Act of 2007 (S.B19,
H.R.1419). This legislation expands the IRA charitable
rollover to: 1) give taxpayers the freedom to make their own
charitable giving choices by aHowing distributions to donoradvised funds, supporting organizations, and private
foundations; 2) allow planned gifts; and 3) allow gifts above
$100,000. The bill also permanently extends this full IRA

charitable rollover.
Position Rationale: The robust performance of the stock
market over the last 20 years has unexpectedly given many
Americans large individual retirement accounts (IRAs)- some
in the seven figures. The PPA gave these donors the right to
distribute up to $100,000 a year to charitable organizations
from their IRAs. However, the PPA is in effect for only two
years and significantty limits donors' right to choose how to
direct their gifts.
It is dear that the limited IRA charitable rollover provision
included in the PPA has resulted in increased charItable
giving. So far, individuals have given more than $25 miUion
through the rollovers. It is also clear that charitable giving
will continue to increase if Congress expands the IRA
charitable roHover to gifts made to donorKadvised funds,
supporting organizations, and private foundations, lifts the
$100 OOO cap, and allows planned gifts.
j

For more information, contact the
Council's Government Relations
Department at 202/466·6512 or

govt@cof,org.

•

Many donors create advised funds and supporting
organizations at their local community foundations and at
other public charities so that they can make thoughtful and
informed decisions about their philanthropy, Congress should
anow donors to determine how they wish to direct the
charitable transfers of their retirement assets.
October 2007

COUNCIL on FOUNDATIONS
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The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA) included several
new provisions that regulate how donor-advised funds and
supporting organizations operate. Because our members are
committed to the principle that neither donor-advised funds

nor supporting organizations should ever be used for the"'-private benefit of any person, the CouncH on Foundations

supported and will continue to support most of the PPA
reforms.

ISSUE PAPER

Improvements to
Charitable
Provisions
in the
Pension
Protection Act of
2006 (PPA)
The Council's PositiOh: The
Council on Foundations supports
improvements to the Pension
Protection Act of 2006 to ensure
that the charitable reforms
included in the act do not
inadvertently stifle charitable
activities.

However. white our members have worked to incorporate the
reforms into their administration of donor-advised funds and
supporting organizations, they have identified three key
areas where the PPA should be clarified and improved upon.
Doing so will ensure that the reforms do not inadvertently
stifle charitable activities that benefit America's
communities.

The Council is working on a legislative proposal that would,
among its other goals, address two key areas where the PPA
should be clarified and improved upon. We hope to count on
you to support this legislation.
1)

Recommendations for improving how donor·advised
funds are regulated:
Repeal the application of the excess business holdings
rule to donor-advised funds
Exclude, with appropriate safeguards, funds that make
distributions to individuals to alleviate poverty and
distress
Clarify that sponsoring organizations may use assets
held in donor-advised funds to purchase goods and
services needed to carry out legitimate charitable
activities
Amend the definition of a donor-advised fund to
exclude funds created by public charities and
governmental entities
Keep in place the committee structure for any
scholarship that existed on or before August 17, 2006,
and that had a formally designated committee
overseeing the fund
Allow the IRS to decrease/stop initial penalties for
funds that violate sections 4966 and 4967 on the same
baS1S as penalties under section 4958, and coordinate
penalties that fund managers incur to ensure they are
not penalized twice for the same transgression

2} Recommendations for improving how supporting
organizations are regulated:

For more information, contact the
Council's Government Relations
Department at 2021466·6512 or
govt@cof.org.

•

COUNCIL On FOUNDATIONS

Permit Type I and Type II supporting organizations to
enter into transactions with the supporting
- organization's substantial contributor and related
parties, under the rutes that now apply to private
foundations
Suspend penalties for donor-advised fund and prIvate
foundation grants to certain supporting organizations
until the IRS can integrate classification information
into IRS Publication 78
Define functionally integrated Type III supporting
organizations to include supporting organizations that
meet the pUblic support test
300, WASHlNGTON, DC 2ll036-Sl68 • 202/466-6512 • www.c"f,GrB
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrunt nllmc

[g]
Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

2.Address

Check if different thml previously reported

101 Constitution Avenue, NW #701 E

DC

Washington

20001

USA

3. Principal place of business (ifdilTercnt than linc 2)

35888076

Council on Foundations

TYPE OF REPORT

2005

Midyear(Januar}:1-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version ofthis report

10. Check if this is a Terminatioll Report

0

~

INCOME OR EXPENSES -

CJ

OR

1m

Year End (July I-December 31)

0

TcnninationDatc

_

1L No Lobbying Activity

0

Either Line 12 OR Line 13
13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reponing period

LcssthanSlOJJOO

0

$lOJXX) or more

Ii

¢

$

14_0-,,0_0_0

_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature James F Carlisle

EXPENSES relating to lobb:-,.-ing activities for this reporting period
were
Less than S10,000

0

S10,O()() or more

0

t9

MIEE:~T·~H.~O'~D~·t~~:'j~;'~~::;:;~~~'~f:~;~:~::

14. REPORTING
accounting
method. S(

o

o
o

Method A.

Reporting amolmts using LDA ddlnilions only

MethodB.
Methode.

Date

2/13/2006

.

Printed Name and Tith.~ James F. Carlisle - D.'~..~~~!,,"_,
LD..2DS (Rev. 4.(4)
Pagc

_.l

of _ ~
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Registrant Name Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Client Name Council on Foundaiions

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessaty to reflect the general issue areas in ""ich the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxationllnternal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jim

Carlisle

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

John

Meagher

-1,

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

r-c-"

r-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

Document digitally signed on Page 1.

New

j2g Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle
LD-:.ms (Rev. 4.(4)

Page ~ __ of _ 2_
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page] of2

Bill Summary & Stalus
H.R.3908
Search Results

b'fodifY,.Sea!:£h

~

> Overview

~

,~~J?earc1ial£tt

H.R.3908 [109thj
Title:Charitable Giving Act of 2005
Sponsor:BSllLm\!!lLEDY [R-MO-7] (introduced 9/27/2005)
Cosponsors: S;l\
Committees: House Wavs and Means; House Education and the Workforce
Related Bills: S.6. S.1780
Latest Major A'Zti~;;-;-i'lhI2005Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee on
Select Education.
Jump to: Title1. Major Actions. Committe.§.. Summarv
TITLE(S): (italics indicaie a titlefiJ,. a portion o(a bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Charitable Giving Act of 2005
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide incentives for charitable contributions by
individuals and businesses. and for other purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [3JiLE£EQl (dates in Ualics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: WiS.!!!!!!:;:
Display.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
COlumitteelSubcommittee:

Activity:

!.:1QmSljYm:.e..\!!lAJY!"iJJl1
.!iQ.\l~);Ji\l£!!!iQ!l an!:! the RQJ.kforce
Subcommittee on 2 Ist Centurv
Competitiveness
'

Referral. In Committee

Subcommittee on Select
Education

Referral. In Committee
Referral
Referral

SUMMARY AS OF:
9/2712005-- Introduced.
Charitable Giving Act of 2005 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code with respect to charitable giving and
charitable organizations to: (I) allow indi viduals who do not itemize a deduction from gross income for a
portion of their charitable contributions; (2) allow tax-free distributions from individual retirement accounts for
charitable purposes; (3) increase the cap on corporate charitable contributions; (4) allow non-corporate
taxpayers a tax deduction for charitable contributions of food inventory; (5) revise certain excise taxes related

fAE:@@@E&summ2=m..

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iisibdque
........

....

41l6/2010
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 2 of2

to private foundations; (6) modify the excise ta'; on unrelated business taxable income of charitable remainder
trusts; (7) extend and expand the charitable contribution for scientific property used for research and for
computer technology and equipment used for educational purposes; (8) adjust the basis of S corporation stock
for certain charitable contributions; (9) revise church tax inquiry provisions; and (10) exclude from gross

income certain landowner initiatives programs to consene endangered habitats or species.
Amends title IV of the Social Security Act to: (1) authorize the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
make grants to any private entity that operates a promising social services program (as defined by this Act):
and (2) restore the 10 percent limit on transfers to tlie Social Services Block Grant Program.
Amends the Assets for Independence Act to reauthorize the assets for independence demonstration program
through FY2008.

Expresses the sense of Congress encomaging corporate contributions to faith-based organizations.
Amends the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act to include matemity group homes within the program for
transitional living youth projects for homeless youth.
Scaf£ltR~lli

Modifv Search

lLl<-.3908

>

New Search

Overview
Save Searc1v'A1crt

http://www.congress. govIcgi-Ii slbdque

..

. ._ti1

fAE:@@@E&summ2=m..
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
I. Registrant mime

[8J
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP

USA

Mr.

202-887-4117

Bill Paxon

"7:"cilei1tNai-i1c"

682-4555

mstosik@akingump.com

. --'D's~i("'
31784323

Council on Foundations

TYPE OF REPORT

2006

Midycnr(JanuflJyl-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version orthis report
10. Check ifth!s is a Termination Report

l8J

c.?-

liI

OR

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

0

11. No Lobbying Activity

0

0

Termination Date _

06/30/2006

INCOME
OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12,........................................................................................................................
OR Line 13
........................................................................................................................
I
12. Lobbying Firms

13. Organiz,ations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
wa~

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
w<.,'!"c

LessthanSlO,OOO

0

$10,000 or more

iii

q

$

14_0":"0_0_0

_

Provide a good faith cstimate, roundcd to tI1C nearest $20,000.
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
paymcnts to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature Margaret A

Less than SlOJ)OO

D

SlOJ)OOormorc

a

t::?

$

_

MlIE;:T'~H:~O'~D:~" ,~,~~:'~,:~~,~~:;:~~:,'~f~:~;:;~:;

14. REPORTING
accounting
method S.

o MethodA.
D
D

Repo11ing amounts using LDA definitions only

MethodB.
Methode.

S~t:,)O':Si~k_ _~~~~~====:

Date

Printed Nam~~ and Titk- ~_!!! __~~~_?_~_'._§_~_~_~~~ __~_~~
. .~_~~~~_.,

8/6/2005

_

_.

LD-2I\') (Rev. 4.ffi)
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Registrant Name Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld U.P

Client Name Council on Foundations

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxationllnternal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
II

u.s. House of Representatives
U.S. Senate

I
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

McMillen

Jeffrey
Bill

Paxon

Paui

Scalese

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

Document digitally signed on Page 1.

[ZJ Check ifNone

Date

Printed Name and Title ~~~.~~~~"!:~_~i!~!:."
LD..2DS (Rev. 4.06)

Page ~_ of __ ~
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of] 995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrant name

Ii)

2.Address

D

o

One Thomas.Circle;. NW

TYPE OF REPORT

8 y,",_2()(l~_

Midycar(January 1-.Iune30)

9. Check if this iiling amends a previously tiled version of this report
10, Check if this is a Tcrmimrtion Report

0

ml

OR

YearEnd (Ju]y I-December3l)

D

II. No Lobb:ving Activit),

D

0

r.:,":>

I~C()J\iE()JI.E;x~F:~S.E~:Col11plet~liither~ineI2
•...OR Li..ne ]..3..

J

12. Lobb)'ing Firms

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

Less than $10,000

0

SJO,OOOormorc

mJ

9

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from dle client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

13. Organizations
EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:
Lcssthan$10,OOO

0

SIOJ)(JOormorc

0

~

MIIE;~T·~H;~O'~D:~·t ~;~,'~,;'~~;~,:;'~~~:'~f~~;,~~~::

14. REPORTING
accounting
method 51

[J

McthodA.

o MetllOdB.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

o Methode.

Signature

Michael W Durham

Date

8/1412006

LD-2I)S (Rev. 4.Ql)
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II
I
Registrant Name Caplin & Drysdclle. Chartered

Client Name Council on Foundations

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15. General issue area code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [8]ChcckifNonc

LI).2DS (Rev. 4N:i)

Page ~

of __~
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~",.H,,'a"'~

Information

Council on Foundations
.

.

information has

TT_• .l",hD"._"

20)

LOHHYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously} reported individual \vho is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

OJ
ill
24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS

17

'.n,

I:,~~::,;~i:

.\dd""

,.

,,,

A;,

,h

28.

OJ
ill
Signature Document digitally signed on Page 1.
Printed Name and Title ..,v'."::'.'''''' vv:..

':'.lJ".',,'.'

Dak

.IilliliilJlolil

~~

.
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page I of 4

Bill Sunullary & Status
H.R.4297
Search Results

lLR.4297

Ovcrvic\v

H.R.4297 [l09th]

Major Actions: J:!!;J£

TitIe:Tml Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005
Sponsor: BflU!:lQ.mas. Wllli!m M. [R-CA-22] (introduced I IflO/2(05)

Cosponsors: (none)
Committees: House Wa\'s and Means
House Reports: LQ?-304; Latest Conference Report: 109::122 (in Congressional Record H22Q9-2292)
Related Bills: HRES.588. HRES.805, HR.436,I, HR.43Jlli.li.2020
Latest Majm' Action: 5fl7/2006 Became Public Law No: 109-222 [Iext, 1'..!2£]
...........................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title ji,r a portion (!I'a bill)

• POPULAR TITLE(S):
Tax Reconciliation hill (identified by CRS)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS REPORTED TO HOUSE:
Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
Tax Relief Act of 2005
Strengthening America:') Military Act
• SHORT TITLE(S) ON CONFERENCE REPORT:
Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED:
Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 20I(b) of the concurrent resolution on the budget for
fiscal year 2006.

MAJOR ACTIONS:

LS.1i..IJi£.lJ:;!2I

(dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: BillJitatus

Display.
lIflO/2005 Introduced in House
IIfl7/2005 Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rep!. 109-304.
12/8/2005

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by the Yeas and Nays: 234 - 197 (RQ)lmL§lD.

2/2/2006

Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate with an amendment by Yea-Nay. 66 - 31.

g~'Q[.4

YQ1~l';IJdmQ.\]L!.Q·

5/9/2006

Conference report H. Rep!.

JI,'!!i"iIiliojjjlliilt
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5110/2006

Conference report agreed to in House: On agreeing to the conference report Agreed to by
recorded vote: 244 - ] 85 (RQILD.Q,-JJ.~).

5/11/2006

Conference report agreed to in Senate: Senate agreed to conference report by Yea-Nay Vote. 54 44. Record Vote Number: 118.

5111/2006

Cleared for White House.

5/16/2006

Presented to President.

5117/2006

Signed by President.

5117/2006

Became Public Law No: 109-222 [If",;' £.P.£l

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Snbcommittee:

Activity:

t!Q!!~~ Will]) andM~§

Refen'al, Markup, Reporting

SUMMARY AS OF:
51l7/2006--Public Law.

(There are 5 Q1hICL.e!1ill!I!1!!:!".e)

(This measure has not been amended since the Conference Report was filed in the House on May 9,
2006. The summaI')' of that version is I'epeated here.)

Tm, Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005 - Title I: Extension and Modification ofCel'tain
Provisions - (Sec. 10 I) Amends the Internal Revenue Code to extend through 2009: (1) the increased
expensing allowance (from $25,000 to $100,(00) for depreciable business property; (2) the increased threshold
amount ($400,000) for determining reductions to the expensing allowance; (3) the period during which a
taxpayer may revoke an election to expense depreciable business property; and (4) the eligibility of certain
computer sofhvare for the increased expensing allow'ance.
(Sec. 1(2) Extends through 20l 0 reductions in capital gains and dividends tax rates enacted by the Jobs and
Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003.
(Sec. 1(3) Extends tbrougb 2008 exemptions from classification as subpart F income (income of controlled
foreign corporations) for: (I) income that is derived in the active conduct ofa banking, tinancing, or similar
business or in the conduct of an insurance business; and (2) dividends, interest, rents, and royalties received by
a controlled foreign corporation from a related controlled foreign corporation to the extent such items are
attributable or properly allocable to non-subpart F income of the payor:
Title II: Other P.-ovisions - (Sec. 20l) Exempts from taxation certain settlement funds established to pay
claims under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980.
Terminates this exemption after 20 I O.
(Sec. 2(2) Allows all members of a corporation's affiliated group to be treated as one corporation for purposes

of evaluating active business requirements for ta-x-free corporate reorganizations. Applies such provisions to
corporate distributions in a reorganization on or before December 31, 2010.
(Sec. 2(3) Redefines "qualified veteran" for veterans in Alaska, Oregon, and Wisconsin for purposes of the tax
exemption for veterans' mortgage bonds. Eliminates, for such veterans, tbe eligibility requirement of active
service prior to 1977. Establishes 'volume limits for veterans! mortgage bonds for Alaska, Oregon, and
Wisconsin, effective through 20J O.
(Sec. 2(4) Allows taxpayers to elect to treat self-created musical compositions or copyrights in such

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iisibdque
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compositions sold or exchanged before January 1,2011, as the sale or exchange of a capital asset
(Sec. 2(5) Revises the definition of qualifying vessels for purposes of the alternative tax on qualifying shipping
activities to reduce the tonnage requirement for such vessels from 10,000 to 6,000 deadweight tons for 2006
through 2010.
(Sec. 2(6) Extends until August 31, 2009, special arbitrage rwes enacted by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984
governing certain securities or obligations held in a food subject to state Imv restrictions continuously in effect
since October 9, 1969.

(Sec. 207) Allows five-year amortization of expenses for creating or acquiring musical compositions or related
copyrighls.
(Sec. 2(8) Accelerates from September 30,2009, to December 31, 2006, the effective date for increased
issuance aUlhorily for qualified small issue bonds.
(Sec. 2(9) Modifies until December 31, 20 10, provisions allowing certain continuing care facilities a tax
exemption for interesl imputed to below-market rate interest loans by: (I) decreasing from 65 to 62 the
qualifying age for lenders to continuing care facilities; (2) eliminating the $90,000 limitation on loans to such
facilities; (3) modifying continuing care contract requirements; and (4) revising the definition of continuing
care facility to include an independent living unit, plus an assisted living or nursing facility, or both.
Title III: Altemative Minimum Tax Relief - (Sec. 3(1) lncrea,es the alternative minimum tax exemption

amount for individual taxpayers (to $42,500 for single taxpayers and $62,550 for married taxpayers) and
extends such increased exemption amount through 2006.
(Sec. 3(2) Extends through 2006 special provisions allowing certain nonrefundable personal tax credits to the
full extent of regular and alternative minimunJ tax liability.
Title IV: COI'pomte Estimated Tax Provisions - Increases estimated tax payments for corporations with

assets of at least $1 billion for the third quarters of 2006, 2012 and 2013. Delays the payment date of certain
corporate estimated taxes in September 2010 and 2011.
Title V: Revenue Offset Provisions - (Sec. 5(1) Authorizes the issuance of final Treasury regulations
applying earning stripping rules to corporations \vhich O\\TI a direct or indirect interest in a partnership.

(Sec. 5(2) Repeals the exemption from tax reporting requirements for interest on tax-exempt bonds.
(Sec. 503) Requires five-year amortization of geological and geophysical expenditures for major integrated oil
companies. Defines "major integrated oil companyll as a producer of crude oil that has an average daily
worldwide production of at least 500,000 barrels, gross receipts in excess of$I billion in 2005, and an
ownership interest in a crude oil refinery of 15% or more.
(Sec. 5(4) Revises the definition of "regulated investment company" for purposes of restrictions on foreign
investors in U.S. real property interests.
(Sec. 5(5) Imposes additional tax and wiIhholding requirements on certain distributions by a qualified
investment entity to foreib'>1l individuals or corporations.
(Sec. 5(6) Sets forth a special rwe to prevent foreign investors from avoiding the payment of tax on the sale of
U.S. property interests through wash sale transactions (i.e., struclured sale and repurchase transactions
occurring within a 6O-day period).
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(Sec. 507) DisaHO\vs tax exemptions for corporate reorganizations involving disqualified investment
corporations. Defines a "disqualified investment corporation" as a distributing or controlled corporation if the

fair market value of the investment assets of such corporation exceeds a certain percentage of the fair market
value of all assets of the corporation.
(Sec. 50S) Imposes certain loan and redemption requirements on tax-exempt pooled financing bonds. Requires:
(1) issuers of pooled financing bonds to reasonably expect that at least 30% of the net proceeds of a bond issue
will be lent to borrowers within one year of issuance; (2) a written loan commitment of at least 30% of the net
proceeds of a bond issue; and (3) the redemption of outstanding bonds within a specified loan origination
period.
(Sec. 5(9) Revises rules for offers-in-compromise of tax liahility to require taxpayers to: (1) include a
do\\'npayment of 20% of the amount of any lump sum offer-in-compromise when submitting such offer; and
(2) pay all scheduled installments due under a proposed offer-in-compromise while such offer is being
evaluated by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for approval.
Requires the IRS to approve offers-in-compromise within two years of submission (otherwise, such an offer is
deemed approved).
(Sec. 510) Provides that minor children under age IS (currently, under age] 4) shall he taxed on passive

income at their parents' marginal income tax rate.
(Sec. 511) Requires federal, state, and ]ocal governments to withhold 3% of payments for goods and services
made to such governments after December 31, 20l O.
(Sec. 5] 2) Repeals the a<jiusted gross income limitation for the conversion of an individual retirement account
(IRA) to a Roth IRA Allows taxpayers who convert to a Roth IRA in 20 I0 to spread conversion income over a

two-year period for income ta'\: purposes.
(Sec. 513) Amends the FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act of 2000 to repeal the binding
contract exemption from the repeal of foreign sales corporation rules.
Amends the American Johs Creation Act of2004 to repeal the binding contract exemption from the repeal of

the tax exclusion for extraterritorial income.
(Sec. 514) Modifies the definition of "W-2 wages" for purposes of the tax deduction for domestic
manufacturing income to allow only such wages that are properly allocable to domestic production gross
receipts.
(Sec. 515) Accelerates from 200S to 2006 the inflation adjustment to the exclusion amount for foreign earned

income. Revises the formula for calculating the housing cost amount for purposes of the tax exclusion of
foreign housing income.
(Sec. 516) Imposes an excise tax penalty on certain tax-exempt entities (and entity managers) for participation

in prohibited ta" shelter activities.
Search Results
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrant name

I8J
Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group
Check if di!Tercnt than previously reported

2.Address

101 Constitution Avenue, NW #701 E
USA

5. Scnate1DJi

72975-1558
6. House 11)';

35888076

Council on Foundations

TYPE OF REPORT

2006

Midyear(January l-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version ofthis report
10. Check iflhi5 is a Termination Report

0

r:::?-

mJ

OR

Year End (July I-December 31)

0

II. No LobbyingActivity

0

0

Termination Date

_

Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobb)"ing Firms
INCOME relating to lobhying activities tor this reportil1g period

13.0rgani7--ations
EXPENSES relating to lobbyilJg activities for this reporting period
Wt-"fC

LessthanSl0,OOO

0

$lOJ)OO or more

iii <>

$~~_12_0~,0_0_0~~_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the ne-arest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Less than $!OJ100

0

SlO,OOOormore

0

t¢

14. REPORTING METHOD. Check box to indicate expense
accounting method. Sl~C instructions for description of options

o

o

McthodA.
MethodB.

Reporting amounts using LDA ddinitions only

o Methode.

Shmature James F Carlisle

Date

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle - 0.;~..~~~~_.,

8!12i2006

.

LD·2DS (Re,,- 4.(4)
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Registrant Name Clark Consulling Federal Policy Group

Client Name Council on Foundations

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
House, Senate

iii

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jim

Carlisle

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

New

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

,.m
r'-

,-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~ Check if None

LD..2DS (Rev. 4.(4)
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Bill SUl1ul1ary & Statu"
H.R.4297
Search Results

I:l£d621

Ovctvic\'i

H.R.4297 [109th]

Major Actions:

!:!~

Title:Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005
Sponsor: Rep Thomas. William M. [R-CA-22] (introduced 11/1012005)
Cosponsors: (none)
Committees: House Ways and Means
House Reports: 109·1Q:!; Latest Conference Report: .J 09:.'122 (in Congressional Record !:!;;'~Q2.:2299)
Related Bms: HRES.588, HRES.805, H.R4323, H.R4388, S.2020
Latest MajOl' Action: 5/] 7/2006 Became Public Law No: ]09-222 [J'&'l. POE]
..........................................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a titlefi)r a portion ala bill)

• POPULAR TITLE(S)
Ta" Reconciliation bill (identified hy CRS)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS REPORTED TO HOUSE:
Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Tax Relief Extension Reconciliation Act of 2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
Ta" Relief Act of 2005
Strengthening America's Military Act
• SHORT TlTLE(S) ON CONFERENCE REPORT:
Ta" Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED:
Ta" Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS tNTRODUCED:
To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 201(h) ofllie concurrent resolution on the budget for
fiscal year 2006.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [SELECTliIl] (date" in italic" indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: Bill Status

Display.
1111 0/2005 Introduced in House
11/17/2005 Reported (Amended) by tbe Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rep!. 109-304.
12/8/2005

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by the Yeas and Nays: 234 - 197 (fulJ1JJ.iLJ?.7J).

2/2/2006

Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate with an amendment by Yea-Nay. 66 - 31.
Y2.1!LlC{!J!P.2gLJQ·

5/9/2006

Conference report H. Rep!. ~I'lli/oIilliWi!llll----'ll
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5/10/2006

Conference report agreed to in House: On agreeing to the conference report Agreed to by
recorded vote: 244 - 185 (B91l11Q~:L'D.

5/11/2006

Conference report agreed to in Senate: Senate agreed to conference report by Yea-Nay Vote. 54-

5111!2006

Cleared for Wbite House.

5/16/2006

Presented to President.

44. Record Vote Number: 118.

5/17/2006

Signed by President.

5117/2006

Became Public Law No: 109-222

[I;t.,t, 1'11£.1

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

!:!.~"g~!!l:L3llilM~J!!12

Referral, Markup, Reporting

SUMMARY AS OF:

5/17/2006--Public Law.

(There are 5 Qi!)'§:.l;!Jmm.mj~§)

(This measUl'e has not been amended since the Conf,,'ence RepOli was filed in the House on May 9,
2006. The summary of that version is I'epeated here,)

Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005 - Title I: Extension and Modification of Cel'tain
PI'ovisions - (Sec. 10 l) Amends the Internal Revenue Code to extend through 2009: (1) the increased
expensing allowance (from $25,000 to $100,000) for depreciable business property; (2) the increased threshold
amount ($400,000) for determining reductions to tbe expensing allowance; (3) the period during which a
taxpayer may revoke an election to expense depreciable business property; and (4) the eligibility of certain
computer softvvare for the increased expensing allowance.
(Sec. 102) Extends through 2010 reductions in capital gains and dividends tax rates enacted by the Jobs and
Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of2003.
(Sec. l(3) Extends througb 2008 exemptions from classification as subpart F income (income of controlled
foreign corporations) for: (1) income that is derived in the active conduct of a banking, financing, or similar
business or in the conduct of an insurance business; and (2) dividends, interest. rents. and royalties received by
a cDntrolled foreign corporation from a related controlled foreign corporation to the extent such items are
attributable or properly allocable to non-subpart F income of the payor.
Title II: Other Pl'Ovisions - (Sec. 201) Exempts from taxation certain settlement funds established to pay

claims under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980.
Terminates this exemption after 201 O.
(Sec. 202) Allows all members of a corporation's affiliated group to be treated as one corporation for purposes
of evaluating active business requirements for ta-x-free corporate reorganizations. Applies such provisions to
corporate distributions in a reorganization on or before December 31, 2010.
(Sec. 203) Redefines "qualified veteran" for veterans in Alaska, Oregon. and Wisconsin for purposes of the tax
exemption for veterans' mortgage bonds. Eliminates, for such veterans, the eligibility requirement of active
service prior to 1977. Establishes volume limits for veterans! mortgage bonds for Alaska, Oregon, and
Wisconsin. effective through 20 I O.
(Sec. 204) Allows taxpayers to elect to treat self-created musical compositions or copyrights in such

n5L:@@@E&summ2=m..
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compositions sold or exchanged before January I, 20 II, as the sale or exchange of a capital asset.
(Sec. 2(5) Revises the definition of qualifying vessels for purposes of the alternative tax on qualifying shipping
activities to reduce the tonnage requirement for such vessels from 10,000 to 6,000 deadweight tons for 2006
through 2010.
(Sec. 2(6) Extends until August 31, 2009, special arbitrage rules enacted by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

governing certain securities or obligations held in a fund subject to state law restrictions continuously in effect
since October 9, 1969.
(Sec. 2(7) Allows five-year amortization of expenses for creating or acquiring musical compositions or related
copyrights.
(Sec. 2(8) Accelerates from September 30,2009, to December 31, 2006, fbe effective date for increased
issuance authority for qualified small issue bonds.
(Sec. 2(9) Modifies uutil December 31, 20l 0, provisions allowing certain continuing care facilities a tax
exemption for interest imputed to belm,v-market rate interest loans by: (1) decreasing from 65 to 62 the
qualifying age for lenders to continuing care facilities; (2) eliminating fbe $90,000 limitation on loans to such
facilities; (3) modi(ving continuing care contract requirements~ and (4) revising the definition of continuing

care facility to include an independent living unit, plus an assisted living or nursing facility, or both.
Title III: Alternative Minimum Tax Relief - (Sec. 3(1) Increases fbe alternative minimum tax exemption
amount for individual taxpayers (to $42,500 for single taxpayers and $62,550 for married taxpayers) and
extends such increased exemption anlOllllt through 2006.
(Sec. 3(2) Extends through 2006 special provisions allowing certain nonrefundable personal tax credits to fbe
full extent of regular and alternative minimum tax liability.

Title IV: Corporate Estimated TaxPI'ovisions - Increases estimated tax payments for corporations \vith
assets of at least $1 billion for the third quarters of 2006, 2012 and 201 3. Delays the payment date of certain
corporate estimated taxes in September 2010 and 2011.

Title V: Revenue Offset Provisions - (Sec. 501) Aufborizes the issuance offinal Treasury regulations
applying earning stripping rules to corporations which own a direct or indirect interest in a partnership.
(Sec. 5(2) Repeals the exemption from tax reporting requirements for interest on tax-exempt bonds.
(Sec. 5(3) Requires five-year amortization of geological and geophysical expenditures for major integrated oil

companies. Defines "major integrated oil companyll as a producer of crude oil that has an average daily
worldwide production of at least 500,000 barrels, gross receipts in excess of$l billion in 2005. and an

o\\nership interest in a crude oil refinery of 15% or more.
(Sec. 5(4) Revises fbe definition of "regnlated investment company" for purposes of restrictions on foreign

investors in U.S. real property interests.
(Sec. 505) Imposes additional tax and withholding requirements on certain distributions by a qualified

investment entity to foreign individuals or corporations.
(Sec. 5(6) Sets forth a special rule to prevent foreign investors from avoiding the payment of tax on the sale of
U.S. property interests through wash sale transactions (i.e., structured sale and repurchase transactions
occurring within a 60-day period).
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(Sec. 507) Disallov~is tax exemptions for corporate reorganizations involving disqualified investment
corporations. Defines a Hdisqualified investment corporation as a distributing or controlled corporation if the
fair market value of the investment assets of such corporation exceeds a certain percentage of the fair market
H

value of all assets of the corporation.
(Sec. 5(8) Imposes certain loan and redemption requirements On tax-exempt pooled financing bonds. Requires:
(I) issuers of pooled financing bonds to reasonably expect that at least 30% of the net proceeds of a bond issue
will be lent to borrowers within one year of issuance; (2) a vvTitten loan commitment of at least 30% of the net
proceeds of a bond issue; and (3) the redemption of outstanding bonds within a specified loan origination
period.
(Sec. 5(9) Revises rules for offers-in-compromise of tax liability to require taxpayers to: (I) include a
downpayment of 20% of the amount of any lump sum offer-in-compromise when submitting such offer; and
(2) pay all scheduled installments due tmder a proposed offer-in-compromise while such offer is being
evaluated by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for approval .

Requires the IRS to approve offers-in-compromise within 1\VO years of submission (othenvise, such an offer is
deemed approved).
(Sec. 510) Provides that minor children under age 18 (currently, under age 14) shall be taxed on passive

income at their parents' marginal income tax rate.
(Sec. 511) Requires federal, state, and local govemments to withhold 3% of paymenls for goods and services
made to such govemments after December 31,2010.
(Sec. 512) Repeals the a<jjusted gross income limitation for the conversion of an individual retirement account
(IRA) to a Roth IRA Allows taxpayers who convert to a Roth IRA in 2010 to spread conversion income over a

tW'o-year period for income tax purposes.
(Sec. 513) Amends the FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act of 2000 to repeal the binding
contract exemption from the repeal of foreign sales corporation rules.
Amends the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 to repeal the binding contract exemption from the repeal of

the tax exclusion for extraterritorial income.
(Sec. 514) Modifies the definition of "W-2 wages" for purposes of the tax deduction for domestic

manufacturing income to allmv only such wages that are properly allocable to domestic production gross
receipts.
(Sec. SIS) Accelerates from 2008 to 2006 the inflation adjustment to the exclusion amount for foreign earned
income. Revises the formula for calculating the housing cost amount for purposes of the tax exclusion of

foreign housing income.
(Sec. 516) Imposes an excise tax penalty on certain tax-exempt entities (and entity managers) for participation
in prohibited tax shelter activities.
Search Results
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Clerk nfthe I-louse of Representatives
Legislative Resource Conte!
B-1 06 Cannon Building
\Vashington, DC lOSI;

2}2 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

[?]

Org.Jn;zaticm

LJ

- All File..s A..e Required to Complete This Page

lnd;vidud

CLARK CONSULTING FEDERAL POUCY GROUP

2. Address

Check if different than previously reported

Address1

101 CONSTlTUTlONAVEl'IlJE NW#701E

City

WASHINGTON

Address2

_

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
State

City

Zip Code

1'dr

Country

e. E-mail

4a. Conlact Name

(202) 772-2485

PETI':R \VOELPER

7. Client Name

5. Senate 1D#
72975-1558
6. House 1D#

Self

358880076

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS

TYPE OF REPORT

Midyear (January I-June30)

8. Year 2006

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version

10. Cheek if this is a Tennination Report

] I. No Lobbying Activity

Tennination Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line
--~,---------,---,---------

12.

12 OR Line 13

------------------,-----

Lobb~'ing

13. Orgnnizllf.ions

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this repOliing period

W,L<;

were'

Less than $10.000

Less than $10 000

140,000,00

::~~~'lide

a

,,;ij,

rounded to

YearEnd (July I-December 31) [;(i

of this report

SIO.OOO (If more

th~ ~~~an.~,~:;:'j;2(;,;(;OO,

payments
other entity
"envmes on Demur or me enent)

1;01'

lobbying

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate eX~1en~e
accounting method. See ins'ruc'iord'" description of ,vption,
@l]Method A.

Rcpnrling amounts using LDA, definitions only

[t~n

~let~~:::t~;:l:~~~~:t~~~~~cr section 6033(b )(8) of the

Method B.

IT@MethodC.RR'evPoccn'u"e"gc""md'c"m,,,mdc",,,,,',, J62(c)oflhc Internal

Signature

."'.

By: .Jame-;;F Carlisle

.

Date

02/13/2007

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle - Director
l':lgl.'10f2
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as man}' codes as necessary to rc11cct the gcncrnl issue arcas in which the registrant

e~f,::;;::~::)~~ll;~~:~~~~):~::c~,:;;:;;:1:~~~.;~~~':ld~';;::~:~'::S
~~:;;~~g pel'iod
lilll1Ol·
matlona,,·cqllcst'ed. Attach

Using

Hseparate page for each code, provide
(on0 pef page)

15, General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues
._. . . ._ . . . .

jCba,itabh""mes(HR 3908, S

17S0,

---------.

ILK 4)

17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

..

....

- - - - - - - --_.
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H.R.3908
Search Results

~

Overvic"w

H.R.3908 [109th]
Title:Charitahle Giving Act of 2005
Sponsor: .~J<pJ~!!wL&Q.L[R-MO-7] (introduced 9/27/20(5)
Cosponsors: !i!i,
Committees: House Ways and Means; House Education and the Workforce
Related Bills: S.6, S.1780
Latest Majol' A~ti;;;;;-l'ThI2005Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee on
Select Education.
Jump to: Titles, Major Actions, Committees. Summ!1I\'
TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title for a portion ofa bUT)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Charitable Giving Act of 2005
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide incentives for charitable contributions by
individuals and businesses, and for other purposes,

MAJOR ACTIONS: [~Eb,!icrEm (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see: .!.l,i!LS_t~lld~
Display.
***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

!::I.Q!!§,~JYAY§...@.f!J!1,~@-,

Referral. In Committee

!:iQlli~Jj9uca1jQ!L~D.4.1bLW91k0J:£.~

Referral. In Committee

Subcommittee on 21st Century
Competitiveness
.

Referral

Subcommittee on Select
Education

Referral

SUMMARY AS OF:
9/27/2005--lntroduced.
Charitable Giving Act of 2005 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code with respect to charitable giving and
charitable organizations to: (1) allow individuals who do not itemize a deduction from gross income for a
portion of their charitable contributions; (2) allow tax-free distributions from individual retirement accounts for
charitable purposes; (3) increase the cap on corporate charitable contributions; (4) allow non-corporate
ta.\:payers a tax deduction for charitable contributions oEfood inventory; (5) revise certain excise taxes related
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to private foooctations; (6) modi()" the excise tax on unrelated business taxable income of charitable remainder
trusts: (7) extend and expand the charitable contribution for scientific property used for research and for
computer technology and equipment used for educational purposes; (8) adjust the basis of S corporation stock
for certain charitable contributions; (9) revise cburch tax inquiry provisions; and (10) exclude from gross

income certain landm\l1er initiatives programs to conserve endangered habitats or species.
Amends title IV of the Social Security Act to: (I) authorize the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
make grants to any private entity that operates a promising social services program (as defined by this Act):
and (2) restore the 10 percent limit on transfers to tlie Social Services Block Grant Program.
Amends the Assets for Independence Act to reauthorize the assets for independence demonstration program
through FY2008.
Expresses the sense of Congress encouraging corporate contributions to faith-based organizations.
Amends the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act to include maternity group homes within the program for
transitional living youth projects for homeless youth.
Search Res1!.lti

H.R32Q$.

Mlliiifv Search

~

Ovcrvic\v
Save Search/Alert
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Bill SUIIlJlll1JY & Statu"

H.R.4
Search Results

lLR.4

Overview

H.R.4 [109thj

Major Actions:

t!~

Title:Pension Protection Act of 2006
Sponsor: Rep Bgehner. John A [R-OH-8] (introduced 7128/2(06)
Cosponsors::±
Committees: House Wa\,s and Means; House Education and the\Vorkforce
Related Bills: f1R~96i!, tlJ.~)83Q, !::LRA944
Latest Major Action: 8117/2006 Became Public Law No: 109-280 [Text, PDF]

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title for a portion ala bill)
• POPULAR TITLE(S):
Pension Refonn bill (identified by CRS)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Pension Protection Act of 2006
Miscellaneous 7)'ade and Technical Corrections Act ol2006
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Pension Protection Act of 2006
Miscellaneous Trade and Technical Corrections Act ol2006
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
Pension Protection Act of 2006
Miscellaneous Trade Qlul Technical Corrections Act ol2006
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED:
Pension Protection Act of 2006
Miscellaneous Il'ade and Technical Corrections Act ol2006
• OFFIC1AL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To provide economic security for all Americans, and for other purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

[£l'.1];'(';IB12.1 (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see: IljlL~Jgl!!~

7/2812006

Introduced in House

7/28/2006

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by recorded vote: 279 - 131, 1 Present (Roll ng"

8/3/2006

Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate without amendment by Yea-Nay Vote. 93 - 5.ltecord
Vote Number: 230.

8/3/2006

Cleared for White House.

8114/2006

Presented to President.

42~
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8!l7/2006

Signed by President

8117/2006

Became Public Law No: 109-280 IText, PDFI

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

House Wavs and Means

Referral

B..Q1!§.~.g_9JL<;'~Ji21l.;mgJheWQ!:kfQ!s.!!.

Referral

SUMMARY AS OF:
8/I712006--Public Law.

(There are 3 .Q.1!ler sUQ)mf\!i~§)

(This measure has uot beeu ameuded siuce itwas passed by the House on July 28, 2006. The summary of
that veI'sion is ,'epeated hel'e.)
Pension Protection Act of 2006 - Title I: Reform of Funding Rules for Single-Employel' Defined Benefit
Pension Plans: Snbtitle A: Amendments to Employee Retirement Income Secnrity Act of 1974 - (Sec.
1(1) Amends the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ER1SA) to repeal existing funding rules for
defined benefit pension plans for plan years beginning after 2007. Establishes new minimum funding standards
for single-employer defined benefit pension plans, single-employer money purchase plans, and multiemployer
plans. Requires employers to pay certain minimum required contributions. Allows the Secretary of the
Treasury to: (I) waive minimum funding standards in the event ofa temporary substantial business hardship
for single-employer plans or a substantial business hardship in the case of a multi employer plan if application
of the standard would be adverse to the interests of plan participants in the aggregate; (2) require a single-

employer maintaining such a plan to provide security to such plan as a condition for granting or modi(ving a
waiver. Limits the number of waivers that may be granted. Prohibits any amendment which increases the
liability of a plan from being adopted if a waiver is in effect.
(Sec. 1(2) Amends ERISA to set forth funding rules for single-employer defined benefit pension plans. Makes

the minimum required contribution for single-employer plans the sum of the target normal cost of the plan for
the plan year, the shortfall am0l1ization charge, and the waiver amortization charge. Allows funding shortfalls

to be amortized over seven years, Allows \vaiver charges to be amortized over five years.
Sets forth rules goveming the valuation of plan assets and liabilities. Allows a plan to determine the value of

plan assets using fair market value if certain requirements are met Requires a detennination of present value to
be based on actuarial assumptions and methods which: (1) are reasonable, taking into account the experience of
the plan and reasonable expectations; and (2) offer the actuary's best estimate of anticipated experience under
the plan.
Establishes a segmented interest rate for detem1ining the present value of plan benefits. Bases the interest rate
on the corporate bond yield curve for bonds which mature at three different times: in less than 5 years; between
5 and 20 years; and after 20 years. Defines "corporate bond yield curve" as a yield curve prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury which reflects the tVo,iQ-y:ear average of monthly yields on investment grade corporate
bonds with varying maturities and that are in the top three quality levels available. Sets forth transition rules for

plans to implement the segmented interest rates.
Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe mortality tables to he used for determining any present
value based on the actual experience of pension plans and projected trends in such experience. Requires such
tables to be revised at least every 10 years to reflect the actual experience of pension plans and projected trends

in such experience.
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Sets forth special rules for at-risk plans based on whether they are underfunded Requires such plans to make
di fferent actuarial assumptions, which include assuming that participants will retire at the earliest possible date.
(Sec. 1(3) Sets forth limitations on distributions and benefit accruals under single-employer plans.
Prohibits the payment of benefits due to plant shutdowns and other tmpredictable contingent events if the
a<\iusted funding target attainment percentage for a plan year: (I) is less than 60%; or (2) would be less than
60% taking into account such occurrence.
Prohibits underfunded plans, with ftmding targets less than 80% as of their valuation dates, from: (I) adopting
amendments lIlat increase plan liabilities; and (2) providing lump sum distributions or otlier accelerated forms
of benefits. Prohibits tmdertimded plans, with ftmding targets less than 60% as of their valuation dates, from all
future benefit accruals. Sets forth exceptions to such prohibitions, as \vell as special timing rules, provisions for
restoration of benefits, and notice requirements.
(Sec. 1(4) Delays the effective date of the ftmding rules under this Act for eligible cooperative plans tmtil: (I)
the first plan year for which the plan ceases to be an eligible cooperative plan; or (2) January 1,2017. Revises
the interest rate used to determine tlie current liability and required contribution of an eligible cooperative plan
sponsored by multiple employers to use the iliird segment rate, which is the rate of interest based on the
corporate bond yield curve for such month taking into account only bonds maturing after 20 :years.Makes such
rate effective after 2007 and before new ftmding rules apply.
(Sec. lOS) Delays application of the funding rules for a PBOC settlement plan until January 1,2014. Applies
the third segment rate after 2007 and before 2014 to detennine such a plan's current liability and required
contribution.
(Sec. 1(6) Delays application of the funding rules for an eligible government contractor cooperative plan tmtil,
at the latest, January 1,2011. Applies the third segment rate after 2007 and before the funding rules become
effective.
(Sec. 1(7) Makes technical and conforming amendments.
Subtitle B: Amendments to Intel'llal Revenue Code of 1986 - (Sec. I t I) Amends the Internal Revenue Code
(lRC) to establish minimum ftmding standards for single-employer defined benefit pension plans.
(Sec. 112) Sets forth ftmding rules for single-employer defined benefit pension plans.
(Sec. 113) Sets f0l1h limitations on distributions and benefit accruals under single-employer plans.
(Sec. 114) Makes technical and conforming amendments.
(Sec. 115) Sets forth a special funding rule for any tmderfunded plan sponsored by an employer engaged
primarily in the interurban or interstate passenger bus service.
(Sec. t 16) Sets forth the treatment, including tax treatment, of deferred compensation to certain executives or
highly compensated employees under nonqualified deferred compensation plans during any period when an
employer's defined benefit plan is in, or within six months of, at-risk status or bankruptcy.
Title II: Funding Rules for Multiemployer Defined Benefit Plans and Related Provisions - Subtitle A:
Amendments to Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 - (Sec. 2(1) Amends ERJSA to
establish new funding rules for multiemployer defined bene.fit plans.
Requires amounts attributable to unftmded past service liability, plan anlendments, investment gains and
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losses, actuarial changes, and ,vaived funding deficiency to be amortized over 15 years. Directs the Secretary
of the Treasury to extend the amortization period for up to 5 years upon a determination that: (1) without the
extension, the plan would have an accumulated funding deficiency in any of the next 10 plan years; (2) the plan
sponsor has adopted a plan to improve the plan's funded status; and (3) the plan is projected to have sufficient
assets to pay expected benefit liabilities and otller anticipated expenses in a timely manner. Authorizes the
Secretary to grant an additional 5-year extension if not permitting it would result in substantial risk to voluntary
continuation of the plan, or substantial curtailment of pension benefit levels or employee compensation, and be

adverse to plan participants ' aggregate interests.
(Sec. 2(2) Establishes additional funding rules for multi employer plans in endangered or critical status,

including certification and notice requirements.
Deems a plan to be in endangered status ifit is not in critical status for the plan year and either: (1) its funded
percentage for the plan year is less than 80%; or (2) it has an accumulated funding deficiency for the plan year
Of is projected to have such a deficiency' for any of the six succeeding plan years, taking into account any
extension of certain amortization periods. Deems plans to be in critical status if their funded percentage is less

than 65% and certain other conditions are present, and in specified alternative circumstances.
Requires for endangered plans (in various degrees of endangered status): (I) funding improvement plans; (2)

sponsor actions, maintenance of contributions, and benefit restrictions pending such funding improvement
plans' approval; (3) certain restrictions upon such approval; (4) default (critical status) if an improvement plan
is not adopted; (5) standard funding improvement periods; (6) special rules for seriously underfunded plan"
and (7) sponsor recommendation of alternative proposals to bargaining parties, and making relevant

infonnation available,
Requires for plans in critical status: (I) rehabilitation plans; (2) I O-year rehabilitation periods; (3) plan
development proposals that inclnde at least one for the reduction of future benelit accruals (at a limited rate)
and one for an increase in contributions; (4) default schedules, with allocation rules for those containing
reductions in future benefit accruals; (5) automatic employer surcharges; and (6) benefit adjustments. Allows
plan sponsors discretion to treat a failure of a contributing employer to make required contributions under the
rehabilitation plan as a withdrawal from the plan.
(Sec. 203) Amends ERISA to require a sponsor of a plan in reorganization who determines that the plan will be
insolvent in the next five years (by comparing the value of plan assets with the total amount of benefit
payments made under the plan) to make such comparison at least annually until the sponsor detennines that the
plan will not be insolvent in any of the next five plan years.
(Sec. 2(4) Revises the table used to determine an employer's withdrawal liability npon the employer's sale of

assets.
(Sec. 2(5) Prohibits a sponsor of a multi employer plan or any other person from discriminating against any
contributing employer for: (I) exercising lights under this Act; or (2) testifying before Congress in any
proceeding relating to this Act.
(Sec. 2(6) Exempts a multiemployer plan that is a party to an agreement approved by PBOC that increases
benefits and provides for special withdrawal liability rules from the funding rules and withdrawal liability rules
under this Act.

Subtitle B: Amendments to Intemal Revenue Code of 1986 - (Sec. 211) Amends the IRC to establish
funding rules for multiemployer defined benefit plans.
(Sec. 212) Establishes additional funding rules for multi employer plans in endangered or critical stalus.
(Sec. 213) Amends the IRC to require a spl~.lIiIitllol.loiiilftllillili.~ization who determines that the plan will
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be insolvent in the next five years to evaluate the plan at least annually until the sponsor determines that the
plan will not be insolvent in any of the next five plan years.
(Sec. 214) Prohibits a tm, from being imposed for any accumulated funding deficiency of a muItiemployer
pension plan meeting certain requirements, induding having contributing employers that participate in a
federal fishery capacity reduction program and the Northeast Fisheries Assistance Program.
Subtitle C: Sunset of Additional Fundiug Rules - (Sec. 221) Directs the Secretaries of Labor and the
TreasUlY and the PBGC Executive Director to report to Congress on the effect of this Act on the operation and
status ofmuItiemployer plans.
Provides for the sunset ofmuItiemployer funding rules under this subtitle. Provides that such rules shall cease
to apply to plan years beginning after December 31, 2014, and that ERISA and IRC rules in effect before the
amendments made by this Act shall be applicable again, except with respect to any plan operating under a
funding improvement or rehabilitation plan for its last year beginning before January 1,2015.
Title III: Interest Rate Assumptious - (Sec. 3(1) Extends through 2007 interest rate rules that require the use
of a rate based on long-term investment grade corporate bonds rather than 30-year Treasury securities to
calculate a defined benefit plan's liability and required contributions, current liability, and the premium to be
paid to PBGe.
(Sec. 3(2) Sets forth the interest rate calculation and mortality tables for detenuining the present value of a
qualified joint and survivor annuity or a qualified preretirement survivor annuity that will be immediately
distributed. Phases in use of a yield curve method involving interest rates on corporate bonds to determine the

amount of such pa:yments.
(Sec. 3(3) Revises the interest rate assumptions for adjusting a benefit for lump sum distributions.
Title IV: PBGC Gual'3ntee and Related Provisions - (Sec. 4(1) Replaces the interest rate based on 30-year
Treasury securities used for the valuation of vested benefits \vlth segmented interest rates based on investment
grade corporate bonds with varying maturities.
Makes permanent provisions establishing additional premiums to be paid to PBGC upon termination of a
single~employer plan.
(Sec. 4(2) Allows commercial passenger airline plan sponsors to elect to: (l) apply an altemative funding
schedule and special rules, including amortization of unfunded liability over 17 years; or (2) use applicable
funding rules, but an10rtize the shortfall amortization base over a period of 10 years (rather than 7).
(Sec. 403) Makes PBGC responsible, in the event of an unpredictable contingent event, for benefits as of the
date of the evenl.
(Sec. 4(4) Sets the terminating date of a pension plan for PBGC purposes as the date the plan sponsor files for
bankruptcy.
(Sec. 4(5) Sets forth maximum premiUlTIS to be paid to PBGC by small employers.
(Sec. 406) Authorizes PBGC to pay interest on the amount of any premium overpayment refunded to a
designated payor.
(Sec. 4(7) Revises rules for substantial owner benefits in terminated plans with respect to: (l )the phase-in of
guarantee; and (2) the allocation of assets.
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(Sec. 4(8) Provides for accelerated computation of benefits payable to participants and beneficiaries by the
PBGC from recoveries of employer liability. Revises provisions relating to: (1) the average recovery
percentage of the outstanding anl0unt of such benefits; and (2) the valuation of recovery liability in
determining such benefit amounts.
(Sec. 4(9) Estahlishes a special rule for treatment of certain plans where a member that maintained a singleemployer defined benefit plan that is fully funded ceases to he a memher of a controlled group.
(Sec. 410) Directs PBGC to issue missing participant rules for multiemployer plans. Allows the transfer of
missing participants' henefits to PBGe upon plan termination for certain plans not suhject to the PBGC
termination insurance program.
(Sec. 41]) Replaces the chairman of the board of directors with a Director to head PBGC, to be approved by
the Senate.
(Sec. 4]2) Requires certain information to be included in the PBGe annual report, including: (1) a summary of
the Pension Insurance Modeling System microsimulation model; (2) a comparison of the average return on
investments earned by PBGC compared to an average return on other specified investments; and (3) a
statement regarding the deficit or surplus for such year that PBGC would have had if the corporation earned the

same rettU11 as the specified investments.
Title V: DisclosUl'e - (Sec. SOl) Revises requirements for defined benefit plan funding notices and the types of
information which multiemployer plans must provide. Requires single-employer plans to provide such notices.
(Sec. 5(2) Requires an administrator of a multiemployer pension plan to furnish actuarial reports, financial
reports, and any application for an amortization extension upon the request of any plan participant or
beneficiary, employee representative, or any employer with an obligation to contribute to the plan. Requires
plan sponsors or administrators to furnish a notice of potential withdrawal liability upon the request of any
employer. Requires notice of any amendment providing for a significant reduction in the rate of future benefit
accruals to be provided to each such employer.
(Sec. 503) Sets forth additional requirements for annual reports to the Secretary of Labor by defined benefit
plans, including the funded percentage of each plan and explanations of actuarial assumptions and methods
used.
(Sec. 5(4) Requires identification, basic plan information, and actuarial information included in the annual
report to be: (I) filed in an electronic format; and (2) displayed on a website maintained by the Secretary of
Labor and on an intranet website maintained by the plan sponsor or administrator.
(Sec. 505) Requires a contributing sponsor to file a financial report with PBGe if the funding target attainment
percentage of the plan is less than 80%. (Currently, the criteria for sponsor reporting is based on the aggregate
unfunded vested benefits of the plan.)
(Sec. 5(6) Sets forth requirements for a single-employer plan to disclose termination information to affected
parties.
(Sec. 5(7) Requires plan administrators to notify plan participants or beneficiaries of their right to divest
employer securities at least 30 days before eligibility.
(Sec. 5(8) Requires an administrator of an individual account plan or a defined benefit plan to provide
participants or beneficiaries with a pension benefit statement on a specjfied schedule.
(Sec. 5(9) Revises the definition of "one-participant retirement plan." Makes such change effective as ifit were
included in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 20t.'

I!"'
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Title VI: Investment Advice, Prohibited T,'ansactions, and Fidnciary Rnles - Snbtitle A: Investment
Advice - (Sec. 601) Exempts from prohibited transaction rules the provision of investment advice (and certain

transactions pursuant to such advice, as \vell as certain fees for such advice) to a plan and its participants and
beneficiaries regarding plan assets subject to such participants and beneficiaries! direction, if such advice is
given by fiduciary advisors meeting specified requirements,
l

Subtitle B: Pl'Ohibited Transactions - (Sec. 611) Establishes exemptions from prohibited transaction rwes for
specified types of transactions involving: (I) block trading; (2) bonding relief; (3) providing services between a
plan and a party in interest, but only if adequate consideration is involved; (4) electronic commnnication and
similar networks subject to governmental regulation, where the identity of the parties is not taken into account;
(5) foreign excbange; and (6) cross trading

(Sec. 6 t2) Establishes a prohibited transaction exemption for a transaction that would have been prohibited but
is corrected within 14 days after the fiduciary or party in interest or other person discovers, or reasonably
should have discovered, that the transaction would constitute a prohibited transaction.
Subtitle C: Fiducia.'Y and Other Rnles - (Sec. 621) Makes certain provisions for relief from fiduciary

liability inapplicable during suspensions of the ability of participants or beneficiaries to direct investments.
(Sec. 622) Increases the ma"imum bond amount required for fiduciaries of an employee benefit plan who hold
employer securities.
(Sec. 623) Increases penalties for coercive interference with the exercise of ERISA rights.
(Sec. 624) Treats a participant in an individual account plan as exercising control over assets where a plan
designates default investments meeting certain requirements.
(Sec. 625) Directs the Secretary of Labor to issue regulations c1ari(ying that the selection of an annuity contract
as an optional form of distribution from an individual account plan to a participant or beneficiary is not subject
to the safest available annuity standard.
Title VII: Benefit Accrual Standards - (Sec. 7(1) Revises ERISA rules relating to reductions in accrued

benefits.
Sets forth tbe requirements witb which defined benefit pension plans, including bybrid plans sucb as casb
balance plans, must comply to be deemed nondiscriminator,Y as to age in cases of a reduction in accrued
benefits because of at1ainment of any age.
(Sec. 702) Directs the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe regulations to apply such requirements to cases
where conversions to applicable defined benefit plans are made \:<,eith respect to groups who become employees

due to mergers, acquisitions, or similar transactions.
Title VIII: Pension Related Revenue P,'ovisions - Subtitle A: Deduction Limitations - (Sec. 80l) Set forth

rules establishing the deduction limit for single-employer defined benefit plans.
(Sec. 802) Sets the maximum deductible amonnt for multiemployer defined benefit plans as not less than the
excess of 140% of the current liability of the plan over the value of the plan's assets.
(Sec. 803) Applies deduction limits for plan sponsors maintaining both defined benefit plans and defined
contribution plans, in the case of employer contributions to one or more defined contribution plans, only to tbe
extent that those contributions exceed 6% of the compensation otherwise paid or accrued to beneficiaries
during the plan year.
Subtitle B: Cel1ain Pension Provisions
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Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 200 I related to individual retirement accounts and
pensions,
(Sec. 812) Repeals the sunset of the tax credit for qualified retirement savings contributions.

Subtitle C: Improvements in P0I1ability, Distribntion, and Conttibution Rules - (Sec. 82 I) Revises the
definition of "permissive service credit" to include: (I) service credit for periods for which there is no
performance of service; and (2) service credited in order to provide an increased benefit for service credit
,,,,hieh a pm1icipant is recovering under the plan.
(Sec. 822) Allows rollover of after-tax amounts to an annuity contract.
(Sec. 823) Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to issue regulations under which a govemmental plan shall
be treated as having complied with trust distribution requirements if the plan complies with a reasonable good
faith interpretation of those requirements.
(Sec. 824) Allows direct rollovers from eligible retirement plans to Roth IRAs.
(Sec. 825) Provides that an individual is not precluded from participating in an eligible deferred compensation
plan by reason of having received a distribution from a governmental plan or a tax-exempt employer.
(Sec. 826) Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to modify rules for detennining whether a participant has had
a hardship or tmforeseen financial emergency.
(Sec. 827) Exempts a distribution made to a reservist who is called to active duty for at least 179 days from the
imposition of a ta" for early distribution from qualified retirement plans. Makes provision retroactive to
September II, 2001.
(Sec. 828) Exempts a distribution made to a qualified public safety employee after separation of service after
attainment of age 50 (currently, 55) from the imposition of a tax for early distribution from qualified retirement
plans. Applies such exemption to police, firefighters, and emergency medical service personnel.
(Sec. 829) Permits a distribution from an eligible retirement plan of a deceased employee to an individual
retirement plan of a designated beneficiary that is not the surviving spouse of the employee.
(Sec. 830) Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to make available a form for individuals to direct that a
portion of any ta~ refund be paid directly to an individual retirement plan.
(Sec. 831) Allows. and gives credit for, additional individual retirement account payments in certain
bankruptcy cases.
(Sec. 832) Amends the calculation of the average compensation for the high three years when calculating the
annual benefit limit under a defined benefit plan.
(Sec. 833) Adjusts for intlation the maximum income limits for the tax credit for qualified retirement savings
contributions.

Subtitle D: Health and Medical Belletlts - (Sec. 841) Permits an employer maintaining a defined beneHt plan
to transfer excess pension assets to cover current retirees future health liabilities.
(Sec. 842) Removes the exclusion that prevents multiemployer pension plans from transferring excess pension
assets to health benefits accounts for retirees.
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(Sec. 843) Allows qualified asset accounts to include a reserve for medical benefits provided through bona fide
association health plans.
(Sec. 844) Excludes from gross income any charge against the cash value of an annuity contract or the cash

surrender value of a life insurance contract made as payment for coverage under a qualified long-tenn care
insurance contract which is part of or a rider on such annuity or life insurance contract if the investment in the
contract is reduced (but not below zero). Requires an individual excluding such charges from gross income to
HIe a return with the Secretary of the TreasUJ.)',
(Sec. 845) Excludes from gross income direct distributions from govemmental retirement plans to pay for
health and long-term care insurance premiums for retired public safety officers.

Subtitle E: United States Tax Com'! Modemization - (Sec. 851) Provides for cost-of-living increases to
annuities for surviving spouses and dependents of Tax Court judges based on increases paid under the Civil
Service Retirement System.
(Sec. 852) Authorizes the Tax Court to pay increases in the cost of Federal Employees' Group Life tnsurance
for judges age 65 and over.
(Sec. 853) Allows Tax Court judges to participate in the ll1fift Savings Plan.
(Sec. 854) Provides for the payment of annuities to surviving spouses and dependents of magistrate judges.
(Sec. 855) Grants exclusive jurisdiction to the Tax Court for collection due process case appeals.
(Sec. 856) Authorizes the Chief Judge of the Tax Court to recall retired magistrate judges for service. Limits

the term of such service to 90 da).'s in any calendar yeae
(Sec. 857) Authorizes the assignment of employment tax cases involving $50,000 or less to special trial judges.
(Sec. 858) Permits the Tax Court to apply the doctrine of equitable recoupment (a defendant's right to claim an

offset against a debt in a creditor action) to the same extent that it is available in civil tax cases before the u.s.

District Court and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims.
(Sec. 859) Authorizes the Tax Court to impose a fee of up to $60 for the filing of any petition.
(Sec. 860) Requires a portion of Tax Court practitioner fees to be used to provide services to pro se taxpayers
(taxpayers representing themselves before the Tax Court).

Subtitle F: Other Provisions - (Sec. 861) Extends to all governmental plans the exemption from application
of minimum participation and nondiscrimination rules in favor of highly compensated employees applicable to
state and local plans.
(Sec. 862) Eliminates tlie limit tliat proliibited payments from the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund to pay
accident or health benefits for retired miners and their spouses and dependents from exceeding an amount
based on aggregate limits from all taxable years. Requires that such limits be based only on the prior taxable

year.
(Sec. 863) Includes in gross income benefits paid to other employees, directors, and higlily compensated

employees ooder employer-owned life insurance contracts upon the death of an insured employee that exceed
the sum of the premiwns and other amounts paid for tlie contract.
(Sec. 864) Amends the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1978 to deem to not be an employee any individual
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providing services as a test proctor or room supervisor by assisting in the administration of college entrance or
placement examinations.
(Sec. 865) Provides that annuity payments from qualified church plans that otherwise meet specified
distribution requirements for money purchase pension plans under the IRC shall not fail to satisfy qualified
trust distribution requirements merely because the payments are not made under an annuity contract purchased
from an insurance company.

(Sec. 866) Defines a qualified organization" to include a church-maintained retirement income account for
purposes of determining the tax on unrelated debt-financed income from real property interests,
!1

(Sec. 867) Exempts participants in church plans who are not highly compensated employees from certain
defined benefit plan limitations.
(Sec. 868) Requires that the amount of a qualified gratuitous transfer to an employee stock ownership plan
allocated each year be determined on the basis of the fair market value of securities when allocated to
participants.
Title IX: Increase in Pension Plan Diversification and Participation and Other Pension Provisions - (Sec.
9(1) Requires defined contribution plans holding publicly traded securities to provide employees with: (1) the
opportunity to divest employer securities; and (2) at least tbree investment options other than employer
securities.

(Sec. 9(2) Allows qualified automatic contribution arrangements where eligible employees are treated as
having elected to have the employer make elective contributions in an amOlU1t equal to a qualified percentage
of compensation wtil the employees otherwise make an affirmative election.
(Sec. 903) Sets forth benefit, contribution, and notice requirements for treatment of eligible combined defined
benefit plans and qualified cash or deferred arrangements.
(Sec. 9(4) Provides for faster vesting of employer contributions in defined contribution plans.
(Sec. 9(5) Revises the definition of "employee pension benefit plan" to allow distributions prior to termination
of covered employment that is made to an employee \vho has attained age 62 and who is not separated from
employment at the time of the distribution.
(Sec. 9(6) Revises the definition of govemmental plan to treat1ndian tribal pension plans as tax-qualified
governmental plans.
Title X: Pl'ovisions Relating to Sponsal Pension Pl'otection - (Sec. 100 I) Directs the Secretary of Labor to
issue regulations relating to the time and order of issuance of qualified domestic relations orders under ERISA
and IRC provisions.

(Sec. 1(02) Amends the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 to eliminate the requirement that an individual be
entitled to and receiving an annuity in order for a divorced spouse to receive an annuity.
(Sec. 1(03) Extends the payment of any portion of Tier II railroad retirement benefits to surviving former
spouses pursuant to court decrees upon the death of the individual who performed the service, unless the
termination of benefits is required by such court decree.
(Sec. 10(4) Requires pension plans to offer participants the option of a qualified joint and 3/4 survivor annuity
(as an alternative to the current qualified joint and survivor annuity).
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Title XI: Administrative Provisions - (Sec. 11(1) Granls the Secretary of the Treasury full authority to
establish, implement, update, and improve the Employee Plans Compliance Resolution System and any other
employee plans correction policies, including the authority to waive income, excise, or other taxes to ensure
that any tax, penalty, or sanction is not excessive and bears a reasonable relationship to the nature, extent, and
severity of the failure.
(Sec. 1102) Increases the period during which: (I) a participant may elect to waive the qualified joint and
survivor annuity form of benefit; and (2) a plan must provide notice to a participant. Requires the notification
to describe not only a participant's right (if any) to defer receipt of a distribution but also the consequences of
failing to defer such receipt.
(Sec. 1103) Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to modify the requirements for filing annual returns to
ensure that one-participant plans with assets of $250,000 or less are not required to file an annual retum.
Requires the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Labor to provide for the filing of a simplified
annual return for any retirement plan \vhich covers few'er than 25 participants.
(Sec. ] 104) Amends the IRC and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to treat certain voluntary
early retirement incentive and employment retention plans of local educational agencies and of educational
associations as bona fide severance pay plans to the extent that payments as early retirement benefits could
otherwise be made, subject to specified conditions. Amends ER]SA to treat such plans as welfare plans (not
pension plans) for purposes of such payments.
(Sec. 1105) Prohibits states from reducing unemployment compensation as a result of any pension, retirement
or retired pay, annuity, or similar pas'ment which is not included in the gross income of the individual for the
ta'<able year because it was part of a rollover distribution.
(Sec. 1106) Allows a plan to revoke its election to not be treated as a multiemployer plan under certain
circwnstances.
(Sec. I] 07) Sets forth provisions relating to plan amendments.
Title XII: Pl'Ovisions Relating to Exempt Organizations - Subtitle A: Cbaritable Giving Incentives - (Sec.
1201) Amends the IRC to exclude from the gross income of certain individual retirement account holders up to
$100,000 of their distributions from such accounts made for charitable purposes. Terminates this ta" exclusion
after 2007.
Increases penalties for the failure of split-interest trusts and trusts claiming certain tax deductions for charitable
contributions to file required informational returns.
(Sec. ] 202) Extends through 2007 provisions allowing non-corporate tm'payers to make tax deductible
contributions of food inventory.
(Sec. 1203) Provides that tbe amount of an S corporation shareholder's basis reduction in the stock of such
corporation due to a charitable contribution made by the corporation will be the shareholder's pro rata share of
the adjusled basis of the contributed property.
(Sec. 1204) Extends through 2007 the increased tax deduction for corporate contributions of book inventories
to public schools.
(Sec. 1205) Sets forth a special rule for the tax treatment of payments of interest, rents, annuities, or royalty
payments made to a tax-exempt organization \vhich has a controlling interest in the entity making such
payments. Tenninates sucb rule after 2007. Requires the Secretary to report to the Senate Finance Committee
and the House Ways and Means Committee on the effectiveness of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in
administering this tax provision.
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(Sec. 1206) Allows individual ta,payers an increased tax deduction (50% ofta,payer contribution base) for
qualified conservation contributions (real propeJ1y donated to a charitable organization exclusively for
conservation purposes). Increases such tax deduction to 100% for contributions by certain farmers or ranchers.
Allmvs a I5-year carryfonvard of unused deduction amounts. Allows an increased tax deduction (and I5-year
carryover of such tax deduction) for qualified conservation contributions made by corporate farmers and
ranchers. Terminates such provisions after 2007.
(Sec. 1207) Exempts ta,-exempt blood collector organizations from: (I) the excise ta, on diesel and special
motor fuels; (2) the manufacturer's excise tax; (3) the communication excise tax; and (4) Ihe excise tm, on
heavy vehicles.
Subtitle B: Refonniug Exempt Organizations - Part I: General Reforms - (Sec. 1211) Requires ta,-exempt
organizations which acquire a direct or indirect interest in certain life insurance, annuity, or endowment
contracts to file infonnational returns during a specified two-year period. Imposes penalties on such
organizations for failure to file required information. Directs the Secretal)' of the Treasury to study the use of
such contracts by tax-exempt organizations and to report to the Senate Finance Committee and the House
Ways and Means Committee.
(Sec. 1212) Increases penalties on charitable organizations, including private foundations, for: (1) self-dealing
and excess benefit transactions; (2) failure to distribute income; (3) excess business holdings; (4) investments
which jeopardize charitable purpose; and (5) taxable expenditures (e.g., political activities). Increases penalties
on managers of such organizations for prohibited activities.
(Sec. 1213) Modif'es requirements for Ihe ta, deduction for charitable contributions of easements on buildings
in registered historic districts to require such easements to preserve the entire exterior of the building and to
prohibit any change that is inconsistent with the historical character of such exterior.
(Sec. 1214) Disallows enhanced tax deductions for charitable contributions ofta,idermy property (a work of
art w·hich is the reproduction or preservation of a dead animal).
(Sec. 12 I 5) Sets forth rules for the recapture ofta, benefits for charitable contributions oftax-exempt use
property which is not used for charitable purposes. Modifies reporting requirements relating to the disposition
of charitable deduction property by a donee. Imposes a $1 0,000 penalty for Ihe fraudulent identification of taxexempt use property.
(Sec. 1216) Disallows a ta, deduction for clothing or household items Ihat are not in good used condition or
better. Defines "household items H to include furniture, electronics, appliances, linens, and other similar items,
but excludes food, paintings, antiques and other objects of art, jewelry and gems, and collectibles.
(Sec. 1217) Modifies recordkeeping requirements for charitable contributions of monetary gifts to require bank
records for such contributions or confimlation letters from the donee organizations.

(Sec. 1218) Requires a ta"'(-exempt organization which receives a donation of a fractional interest in an item of
tangible property to take actual possession of such item for the p0l1ion of the year corresponding to the
organization's percentage interest in such item.
(Sec. 1219) Increases penalties for substantial and gross overstatements of valuations of charitable deductiou
property. Imposes a penalty for intentional misstatements of appraisal values. Sets forth definitions relating to
appraisers and appraisals.
(Sec. 1220) Establishes standards and requirements for tax-exempt credit counseling organizations.
(Sec. 1221) Revises Ihe definitions of private foundation gross investment income and capital gain net income
for purposes of the excise tax on such
..
incc.~
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(Sec. 1222) Defines "convention or association of churches to include individuals (with or without voting
rights) as \vell as churches.
H

(Sec. 1223) Imposes certain reporting requirements on exempt organizations not currently required to file
information returns (e.g., organizations \vith gross receipts ofless than $25,000).
(Sec. 1224) Authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to notify state officials of adverse actions taken hy the

IRS against certain charitable organizations.
(Sec. 1225) Permits public disclosure of unrelated business income tax returns filed by tax-exempt charitable
organizations.
(Sec. 1226) Directs the Secretary to study the organization and operation of donor advised funds and report to
the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee on such study.
Part 2: Improved Accountability of Donor Advised Fnnds - (Sec. 1231) Imposes a 20% excise tax on

supporting organizations (5% tax on fund management) for making taxable distributions from a donor advised
fund. Limits the amount of such tax to $10.000 for anyone taxable distribution.

Defines Hsponsoring organization ll as a tax.-exempt organization which is not a private foundation and which
maintains one or more donor advised funds. Defines" donor advised fund" as a separately identified fund
which is owned and controlled by a sponsoring organization and \vhich permits a donor to have advisory
privileges as to the distribution or investment of fund assets. Authorizes the Secretary to exempt a fund from
treatment as a donor advised food under certain conditions.
Imposes penalty taxes on prohibited benelits resulting from certain distributions made from donor advised
funds.
(Sec. 1232) Extends penalties applicable to tax-exempt organizations for excess benefit transactions involving
donor advised funds.
(Sec. 1233) Extends penalties applicable to private foundations for excess benefit holdings of donor advised
funds.
(Sec. 1234) Limits the tax deductibility of charitable contributions made to donor advised funds by individuals.
estates, and donors of gifts.
(Sec. 1235) Requires a supporting organization to report for its taxable year: (1) its total number of its donor
advised funds; (2) the aggregate value of assets held in sucb funds; and (3) the aggregate contributions to. and
grants made from. such funds.
Part 3: Improved Acconntability of Supporting Organizations - (Sec. 1241) Sets forth requirements for
supporting organizations relating to distributions and responsiveness to supported organizations.
(Sec. 1242) Extends penalties applicable to tax-exempt organizations for excess benefit transactions involving
supporting organizations.
(Sec. 1243) Extends penalties applicable to private foundations for excess benefit holdings of supporting
organizations.
(Sec. 1244) Limits distributions and taxable expenditures made by nonoperating private foundations to
supporting organizations.
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(Sec. 1245) Sets forth reporting requirements for supporting organizations.
Title XIII: Other Provisions - (Sec. 1301) Amends the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, as
amended by the Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response Act of 2006, to make technical changes.

(Sec. 1302) Amends the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
to change the amount authorized for the Going-to-the-Sun Road at Glacier National Park, Montana, and to
make such funds available as if they were apportioned consistent with other federal highway aid. Increases the
unobligated funds apportioned to the states before September 30,2009, for certain transportation activities that
are subject to rescission.
(Sec. 1303) Excludes electricity provided to the city of Hoonah, Alaska, from the determination as to whether
any private activity bond issued before May 31, 2006, and used to finance the Snettisham or Lake Dorothy
hydroelectric facilities is a qualified bond for purposes of excluding bond interest from gross income.
(Sec. 1304) Amends the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of200t to permanently extend
provisions related to a qualified tuition program, AIIO\:vs the Secretafj' of the Treasury to prescribe regulations
to carry out or prevent abuse of such provisions.
Title XIV: TariffPl'ovisions - Miscellaneous Trade and Technical Corrections Act of2006 - Subtitle A:
Temporal')' Duty Suspensions and Reductions - Chapter 1: New Suspensions and Reductious - (Sec.
1411) Amends the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) to provide for temporary duty
suspensions, increa,es, or reductions through December 31, 2009 for: (I) certain non-knit auto mechanic's
gloves; (2) certain ruicrophones for automotive interiors; (3) various specified acrylic or modacrylic synthetic
staple fibers and filament tows; (4) nitrocellulose; (5) pOlassium sorbate; (6) sorbic acid; (7) certain capers; (8)
certain preparations of pepperoncini; (9) cel1ain chemicals, chemical mixtures, and dyes; (10) hydraulic control
units; (II) shield asy-steering gear; (12) certain master cylinder assembles; (13) certain transaxles; (14)
converter asy; (15) module and bracket asy-power steering; (16) unit asy-battery hi volt; (17) certain articles of
natural cork; (18) DEMBB distilled-iso tank; (19) certain acrylic fiber tow; (20) M-alcohol; (21) certain
machines for the assembly of motorcycle wheels; (22) palm fatty acid distillate; (23) certain cosmetic bags;
(24) formulations of prosulfuron; (25) ion-exchange resins; (26) ion-exchange resin powder; (27) certain cases
for toys; (28) aspirin; (29) various specified kinds of camel and vicuna hair; (30) low expansion laboratory
glass; (31) stoppers, lids, and other closures; (32) various specified kinds of basketballs; (33) certain
volleyballs; (34) certain decorative plates, sculptures, and plaques, and architectural miniatures; (35) certain
music boxes; (36) certain footwear; (37) certain refracting and reflecling telescopes; (38) certain liquid crystal
device (LCD) panel assemblies; and (39) certain watertube boilers and reactor vessel heads.
Chapter 2: Existing Dnty Suspensions and Reductions - (Sec. 1611 ) Extends Ihe existing suspension or
reduction of duty through December 31, 2009, for: (I) certain chemicals and dyes; (2) certain yarn of viscose
rayon; (3) certain ion-exchange resins; (4) certain bags for toys; (5) cases for certain children's products; (6)
certain children's products; (7) certain light absorbing photo dyes; (8) certain R-core transformers; (9) certain
filament yams; (10) certain semi-manufactured forms of gold: (II) sodium petroleum sulfonate; and (12)
ceiling fans.

Extends the suspension of duty on certain chemicals through December 31, 2009. Imposes a duty on certain
chemicals through December 31, 2009 (thus, rescinding their duty-free treatment). Decreases the duty on
certain chemicals through December 31, 2009.
Subtitle B: Other Tal'ilT Provisions - Chapter 1: Liquidation or Reliquidation of Certain Eutries - (Sec.
1621) Directs the Commissioner of the Bureau of Customs and Border Protection (Commissioner) to admit
free of duty into the United States Ihree tramway cars and their associated spare parts manufactured in Ostrava,
Czech Republic, for the use by the city of Portland, Oregon, and imported pursuant to a contract with the city.
Requires the Commissioner to reliquidate (refund the duties) paid on such entries before enactment or this

section.
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(Sec. 1622) Requires the Commissioner to liquidate or reliquidate, and refund any amounts owed or interest
previously paid on, certain entries of: (I) candles without assessment of antidumping duties and interest; (2)
roller chain without assessment of interest; and (3) soundspa clock radios.
Chapter 2 - Miscellaneons Provisions - (Sec. 1631) Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 and the HTS to exempt
from duty the cost of equipment, repair parts, and materials involved in the repair of certain vessels by U.S.
crews done in foreign Yvaters or in a foreign port that does not involve foreign shipyard repairs by foreign
labor.
(Sec. 1632) Suspends from April 2, 2006 through June 30, 2009, the requirement that the administering
authority direct the Customs Service to allow, at the option of the importer of such merchandise, the posting,
until completion of the review, of a bond or security in lieu of a cash deposit for each entry of the subject
merchandise (bonding privileges).
Requires the Secretary of the Treasury to report to specified congressional committees: (1) recommendations
on whether such suspension should be extended; and (2) assessments of the effectiveness of any administrative
measures that have been implemented to address the difficulties giving rise to the suspension.
Requires the Secretary ofthe Treasury to report to speci fled congressional committees, with recommendations
for additional action, on the maior problems experienced in the collection of duties, including fraudulent
activities intended to avoid their payment.
(Sec. 1633) Amends the HTS to extend the duty suspensions and duty-free treatment for certain wool products
through December 31, 2009.
Amends the Wool Suit and Textile Trade Extension Act of 2004 to require the Bureau of Customs and Border
Protection to make annual (currently, two additional) payments from the Wool Apparel Manufacturers Trust
Fund to importing and nonimporting manufacturers of certain wool products during calendar year 2005.
Requires each subsequent annual payment to be made after January I of each subsequent year, but on or before
April 15 of such yearthrough calendar year 2010.
Extends the authorization of the Secretary of Commerce through calendar year 2009 to provide grants to
manufacturers of certain worsted wool fabrics during calendar years 1999,2000, and 2001.

Makes only manufacturers \\tho weave worsted wool fabric in the United States eligible for such grants.
Amends the Trade and Development Act of 2000, as amended by the Wool Suit and Textile Trade Extension
Act of 2004, to extend the Wool Research, Development, and Promotion Trust Fund through December 31,
2010.
(Sec. 1634) Authorizes the President to proclaim modifications to the HTS to carry out amendments to the
Agreement proposed by the United States and the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free
Trade Agreement (DR-CAFTA), the terms of which are contained in letters of understanding specified in this
Act.
Terminates such authority on December 31, 2007.
Authorizes the President to proclaim such modifications to carry out amendments proposed by the United
States, Costa Rica, and the Dominican Republic, the terms of which are contained in the letters of
understanding exchanged between the countries relating to the rules of origin for articles containing pocket bag
fabric used in an apparel article classifiable under the HTS that contains a pocket or pockets.
Subjects such modification to consultaton I"!....
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America-United States Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act (DR-CAFTA IA). Makes such modification

ineffective if ajoint resolution of Congress is enacted into law disapproving it.
Terminates such authority on December 31,2007.

Authorizes the Commissioner of Customs to require an importer to submit at the time the importer files a claim
for preferential tariff treatment under the Agreement a certificate of eligibility, properly completed and signed,

or transmitted pursuant to an authorized electronic data interchange system, by an authorized official of the
government of Nicaragua to implement the tariff preference level for Nicaragua provided in the Agreement.

Authorizes the President to prodaim a reduction in the overall limit in such tariff preference level if Nicaragua
fails to comply with a commitment under an agreement behveen the United States and Nicaragua ,,,,ith regard
to the administration of such tariff preference.
Makes a technical correction to the DR-CAFTA IA relating to retroactive application for certain liquidations
and reliquidations of textile or apparel goods.
Requires, within 30 days after enactment of this Act, and at least quarterly thereafter, the U.S. Trade
Representative (USTR) to report to the appropriate congressional committees on the status of negotiations and
amendments proposed hy the United States, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and the
Dominican Republic to the Agreement regarding any change to the rule of origin or alteration of the tariff
treatment of certain socks classified or described in this Act.
Requires the USTR to provide to the appropriate congressional cOlmnittees copies of any amendments: (I) to
be proposed by the United States before the amendments are offered; and (2) received by the United States
relating to such negotiations.
Terminates such reporting requirements on the date on which any change is made to the rule of origin pursuant
to the Agreement for such socks or December 31,2007, whichever occurs later.
(Sec. 1635) Amends the Tariff Act of 1930, the Trade Act of 1974, tbe Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1985, and the Bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority Act of 2002 to make technical

corrections.
Suhtitle C: Effective Date - (Sec. 1641) Sets lorth the effective date for amendments made hy this title.
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

[.....]

Organ;7at,,,n

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

[] lnJiv,'cl""i

CAPLIN & DRYSDA.LE, CHARTERED

Check if different than previously reported

2. Address

Address 1 ONE tHOMAS CIRCLE. NW

Address2 SUITE 1100

Wi\SlllNnTON

City

DC

State

Zip Code 20005

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different th,mlinc 2)
Zip Code

State

City

4a. Contact Name

C.

JOSr':PH BJRKENSTOCK

7. Client Name

Country

E-mail

5. Senate 1D#

8203-51

(202) 862-5000

Self

6. House TD#

311120003

Council on Foundations

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2007

Midyear (January I-JuudO)

Year End (July I-December 31)

[?!

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Tennination Report

Tcmlination Date

II. No Lohbyil1g Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobb)"ing

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pcriodEXPENSE relating to lobbying acti'vitics for this reporting period
,vas
were
Less than S10J}OO
$IO.()()()

or more

Less than $10.000

$ 40,000,00

rounded to the nearest $20.000.
income from the client (including "II
of all
payments""
"';0, 1'"
acnVJlJes on nCll"lJ 01 me cuent)

14. REPORTING
Check b"o,:;x~\:o:;~~;~et:~~~~:t:~:~;~:ms
accounting method. See instmctions fc
[@] Method A. Reporting mnounts using LD.'\ definitions only
[[iii) Method B.

Reporting mnounts under section 6033(b)(8) of the
Internal Revenue Code

mE) Method C. Reporting amounts under sectiol] 162(e} of the Internal
Revenue Code

•

Signature

Date

0211212008

Printed Name and Title Joseph Birkenstock - Attorney
v5.0.1h
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15. General issue area code

~

Tt\X

~ .Ta,alIon~[ntcmaJ Rcvcnuc 'Cod[c~~~

~

'(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
provisions on Pension Protection Act of 2007

Check if None

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title ,Joseph Birkenstock ~ Attomey
v5.1J-!b
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ADDENDViVI for General Lobbying Issue Al'('a;

Printed Name and Title

~'5.0.1b

,lust'ph Hirkellstock" Attornl'Y

-------.-------.-----------;,;;;";;:ge-;;3;-;";;-;'3
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H.R.4839
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Overview

H.R.4839 [II Oth 1

Major Actions:

!!~p..

Title:Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2007
Sponsor: Rep RangeL Charles Be ID-NY-15] (introduced 12/19/2(07)
Cosponsors: (none)
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills :!:LR, 4195: ~ 237 '!
Latest MajOl' Action: 12/2912007 Became Public Law No: 1I0- I 72 [Text, PDF]

TITLE(S): (italics indicaie a title far a partion ofa bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2007
• SHORT TlTLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2007
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
T1L'( Technical Corrections Act of 2007
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED
Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make technical corrections, and for other pnrposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

I~J,]£II;.!2l (dates

in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see: J!.i!l.lllg!.!!§.

12/19/2007 Introduced in House
12/19/2007 Committee on Ways and Means discharged.
12/19/2007 Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed without objection.
12/19/2007 Passed/agreed to in Senate: Received in the Senate, read twice, considered, read the third time,

and passed without amendment by Unanimous Consent.
12/19/2007 Cleared for White House.
12/27/2007 Presented to President.
12/29/2007 Signed by President.
12/29/2007 Became Public Law No: 110-172 [Text, PDF]
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iislbdque

Activity:

'IliiI_......_ _IIIIIII".

/-bdVwJI:@@@E&summ..
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!fQ11-je Ways and Means

SUMMARY AS OF:
12/2912007--Public Law.

(There is I

Referral, Discharged

2!b'?J..§J!mill~D:)

(This measure has not been amended since it was introduced. The summary has been expanded because
action occurred on the measure.)

Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2007 - Makes technical amendments and clerical corrections to the Intemal
Revenue Code, including corrections to provisions enacted by: (l) the Tm,; Relief and Health Care Act of 2006;
(2) the Pension Protection Act of 2006; (3) the Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of2005; (4) the
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users; (5) the Energy Policy
Act of2005; (6) llie American Jobs Creation Act of 2004; (7) the Economic Gro\\th and Tax Relief
Reconciliation Act of200 I; (8) the Tax Relief Extension Act of 1999; and (9) the Intemal Revenue Service
Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998. Makes the amendments made by this Act effective as of the effective
date of the Acts to which they relate.
(Sec. 2) Revises the formula for calculating the alternative minimum tax (AMT) refundable credit amount.

(Sec. 3) Revises and expands the exclusion from gross income for distributions from individual retirement
accounts (IRAs) made for charitable purposes.
Revises the basis rule for contributions of appreciated property by an S corporation.
Modifies criteria for charitable contributions of property to tax-exempt organizations to require officers of such
organizations to certify that the organization's use of such property \vas substantial.
Eliminates special valuation rules for estate and gift tax purposes.

Applies certain tax penalties for substantial and gross valuation misstatements to estates and gifts.
Provides for the inclusion of capital gains from appreciation in the tax base of private foundation net
investment income.

Requires the Internal Revenue SelTice (IRS) to make public certain tax information relating to the unrelated
business income ofta-x-exempt organizations.

(Sec. 4) Revises the tax treatment of dividends, interest, rents, and royalties received by a controlled foreign
corporation from a related entity that creates or increases a deficit in subpati F income.
Modifies rules for the foreign tax credit relating to the definition of active business income and the tentative
minimum ta'{ on nonexcluded income.
(Sec. 5) Modifies rules for filing excise tax refund claims for alternative fuel mixtures and the definition of
alternative fuels relating to hydrogen and carbon resources.
(Sec. 6) Modifies provisions relating to the aulliority of the Secretaty of the Treasury to allocate amounts under
the tax credit for production of electricity from nuclear power facilities.
Revises definitions relating to qualified alternative fuel refueling property for purposes of the tax credit for
investment in such property.

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lislbdque
. ._ . . . ._ . ._ . .

l-bdVwJI:@@@E&surnm... 4/16/2010
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Limits the type of energy research eligible for the tax credit for increasing research activities.
Permits a refund in the amount of the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund financing rate of
additional taxes imposed from the use of dyed fuel. Makes such financing rate applicable to off-highway
business use of gasoline.
(Sec. 7) Removes certain restrictions relating to basis reduction and deductibility for the tax credit for
production of low sulfur diesel tuel.

Eliminates the requirement that open-loop biomass be segregated from other waste material in order to be
eligible for the ta, credit for producing electricity from renewable resources.
Eliminates certain restrictions on tax-exempt use property.
Provides additional rules for the treatment oftosses on positions in identified straddles (i.e., offsetting positions
in actively traded personal property).
(Sec. 8) Applies certain tax rules relating to deferral limits and social security taxes for Roth IRA contributions.
(Sec. 9) Qualifies certain wind energy facilities placed in service prior to June 30,1999, for tbe tax credit for
producing electricity from renewable resources.

Revises the definition of Ill odging facility!! for purposes aftax rules relating to real estate investment trusts
(RElTs).
(Sec. 10) Authorizes redactions to background documents (to the extent pennitted by law) used by the Office
of the IRS Chief Counsel to provide tax advice or information.

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iis/bdquer
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Washington, DC 20515

Washington. DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

- All File..s A..e Required to Complete This Page

l. Rcgistrnnt Name
FEDERAL POLICY GROUP (CLARK & WAi\JBERG LLC)

Check if different than previously reported

2. Address
Add'essl
City

WI CONSTITUTION AVENUE, NW #70 IE

Address2

,:::W=A=S=I=U=N=G=T(=JN==========

_

St~t~"~,~~,~,"~:~,"nm,Zip Code ,:::2=0(=)(=)]==== Coun1ry

~~~'5~

3, Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

State

City

Zip Code

Country
5. Senate 11)#

4a. Contact Name

72975-1558

i'dr

7. Client Name

HouseID#

358880076

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2007

Midyear (Januaryl-Junc30)

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Tennination Report

T elmination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobb:ring

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
\vcrc

Less than $lO.(j()O

Less than $W 000

$ 140,00000

~~;:1!:;~:i:~~~~,:~;~2~lro,;unded

o the nearest $20,000;
income from the tclient
other entity

S!o.OOO or mono':

14, REPORTING
Check box to indicate
accounting method. See inslT"Clio)" f'" de,c,riplionof ()plions.
Reporling am01mls using LDA definitions only

Date

Signature

02/06/2008

Printed Name and Title Jim Carlisle, Director

~=~~~.-------;;;:;;;:;:
Pagt> 1 of2

CSOC,CBR00032381
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:~~~T]"!/\X\X

'Ta"lJoll~[nLcrnal RCYCllUC 'Codlc ~ ~ ~

(one per page)

supportlllg orgmuzatlOmi

17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

House

J'l

Senate

18. Nflmc of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

-------.iiiIi------..

Printed Name and Title ,lim CarlisiI.', Director

v5.0.tb
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Bill SlInulIary & Slallls

H.R.1419
Search Results

I-T.R.1419

M2.9il:Y.3s.m:sh

tr£.~£lI!£h

Overview
~1':£.~£{!l£bLit~t

H.R.1419 [I 10th]
Title:Public Good IRA Rollover Act of 2007
Cosponsors: J~
Sponso.·: J3.Ja1J:'Q!)1,\'IQy.J~'M![D-ND] (introduced 31812007)
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills: S.819
Latest Majo.' A'~ti-;;;.: 318/2007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means.
Jump to: Titles, Major Actions. £QmmjJm. SummarY
TlTLE(S): (italics indicate a title/or a portion ala bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED
Public Good IRA Rollover Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand ta'<-free distributions from individual retirement
accounts for charitable purposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS: [~~1li~IIillJ (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: .!?ilLSJ!l!!l~
Display.

***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSubcommittee:

Activity:

!::!Q!!§fLWily'$.•.@.!l.!YI.Jl!!!l$.

Referral. In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
318/2007--lntroduced.
Public Good IRA Rollover Act of2007 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code to exclude from gross income
distributions from individual retirement accounts for certain charitable purposes.
Search Results

H.R.1419

MQiljfx.B.?.ill:.9.h.

tli;J~:.§.~lI.L9Jl

Overview
§.l!'y~S§J![.9.ll&:\l£r.~

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lis/bdque

...

......_ ~

FC5 :@@@E&summ2=m..
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Bill SUlIU1Ull}' & Slalus
H,R.3501
Search Results

IlR.3501

M£l.9iJ:Y.ti9.llrm

lie\\' ScaLd!

Overview
§llI£.~~£m.91l:L\.l£c!

H.R.3501 [IIOth[
Title:To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that indebtedness incurred by a partnership in
acqulling securities and commodities is not treated as acquisition indebtedness by organizations \vhieh are
limited partners for purposes of the unrelated husiness income tax.
Sponsor:R.£!Ll&yj!!~..§1!!19§LjYL [D-MI-12] (introduced 9/7/2(07)
Cosponsors: lQ
Committees: House Ways and Means
Latest Major Action: 9i7/Z007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means.
...............................................................

Jump to: Itilic~, Millor A«tions. J:::Q.!!1mittee~. Summary
.

.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a litle fiJr a porlion ofa bill)
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that indebtedness incurred by a partnership in
acquiring securities and commodities is not treated as acquisition indebtedness by organizations ",·hieh
are limited partners for purposes oftlie unrelated business income tme

MAJOR ACTIONS: [SELECTED] (dales in italics indicole Senale aclions) For more details. see: Bill Status
Display.

***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

Bou§Q_W.QY'§'_illlfLM-.~1ID§.

Referral, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
9I71Z007--Introduced.
Amends Internal Revenue Code provisions relating to the tm, on the unrelated business income of tax-exempt
organizations to exempt from treatment as acquisition indebtedness (subject to the unrelated business income
tax) indebtedness incurred or continued by a limited partnership in a partnership to purchase or carry certain
securities or commodities.
fu:ft[S,bJ3-"s.~<tYJfL

Il&1iQl

M()d~l.r£!.l

Nt'\-\' Scnnili

Overview

,5A.Yc ScarQ,ulAlcrl

hltp:llwww.congress.gov/cgi-lislbdque

. . . ._ _. ._ _. .

iMC:@@@E&summ2=m..
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LOBBYING REPORT
- All Filers A..e Required to Complete This Page

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

i{.1

1. Registrant Name

••

Federal Policy Group (Clark & \\'ambcrg LLC)

Check if different than previousl)' reported

2. Address

Addressl

101 Constitution Avenue, NW #701E

City

Washington

Address2

DC

State

_

Zip Code 20001

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than linc 2)

State

City

011

Country

c. E-mail

5. Senate ID#

(202) 772-2485

PoteWoe!per

72975-1558

Check if client is a stale or local government or instrumentality

Self

7. Client Nmllc
Council

Zip Code

b.

4a. Contact Name

6. House JD#

l,'oundatiolls

358880076

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2008

Ql (l/l-}/31)

Q2 (4/1

~6.i30) C.J

Q3

(7/1-9/30)

LJ

Q4 (lOil· 12/31)

f--:

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed versioll of this report
10, Check if this is a Tennination Report

TennilHltion Date

II. No Lobbying Issue Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST eOIDlll..te eithel" Line 12 01" Line 13
12. Lobb)"ing

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this rcpOliing period

"vas

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were

Less than $5.000

Less than $5 000

70.000.00

~:::(~~':dC ': ~~

rounded to tile nearest $l~\(;OO.

other entity for lobbying

I,ay lllnn;> to

"Clltm., on o<nan

OJ

me went)

14. REPORTING
,st.nC~:l;)li~C;~Ck~$II;":;);X~l(~',:;~;:;t:)~:):~I»)~~'~~)lS.
accounting method. Sec in

i\~T; Method A.
[lIn

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

Method B. Reporting amounts under section 6033(b)(8) of the
Internal Revenue Cock

[rIC; Method C. RR'mP'' ",'',,'','C'"Od'''''''''''''''''' ",,"on

--; .. .
Signature

~~

'62(.,) "f'h, il,,''''"''

~

By: Kenneth J. Kies

Printed Name and Title Kenneth I Kies
1'6.0.1f

=~~~~.----------;;;:;;-;;;
Pilgelof2
!l(H!Il!T

Exhlbit 219
CSOC.CBR00032385

2112

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rdlect the general issne areas in which {he registrant
engaged Ir, !o!,by,mgon !,eh,,!f ()f ti,e elienlt"~~~~':~:!~e~j~:'tln" p'aiod. Using a separate page for each code, provide
as requested, Add additional pl

15. General issue area code

",e

('e"'lOn

supportmg organrz:atJons

L,~J

17

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

,,,:,,,

__ -

-

,:,,,,:,.. -- ----

Covered Official Position (ifapplicubk)
Joint Committee on ·T-a··'····,,·..tio·n···

"-''''',:-- -:1:;,,;;,,;:;;1',,;;;'1'

,I

Congressman Bill 'Brewster

Kenneth ,T. KilOS

Page2of2

CSOC.CBR00032386

2113
"",,,'y <H " " ""'H'
\Vashingtou, DC 20515

Washingtoll. DC 20510

h!lJ}~c.Js.J.Q.h:~,j.llgf\j,'i£tQ,~nLdlm!tLe.,gg):'

LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
l. Registrant Name

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

[{"]

The Raben Group

Check if different than previousl:y reported

2. Address
Addressl

1640 RHODE ISLANlJ AVEWH., NW

City

WASllINGTON

Address2 SUITE 600
State

DC

=========,-,=------,-,--~---~-------,

Zip Code 20036

====

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
State

City

Zip Code

4a. Contact Name
1\'lr.

C.

Robert Raben

Council

011

Check

USA

Country

E-mail

5. Senate ID#

61458-61531

(202) 466-8585
Self

7. Client Name

Country

if client is a state m local government or insfrumentali(r

6. House 1D#

353940063

Foundations

TYPE OF REPORT

Q2 (4/1·6/30)

8_ Year 2008

c.:

Q3

) [.j

Q4 (JOil -

\/

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Termination Report

T cmlination Datc

j

I. No Lobbying Issue Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST eoml,lete either Line 12 or Lioe t3
12. Lobb:ying

13. Organizations

INCOME rdating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was

EXPENSE felnting to lobbying activities for this reporting period

Less than $5.000

Less than S5.000

were

S 15,000.00

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate e~!)(:n~e
accounting method Sec, im,tmo't;ons i'or ,Jcs<,riptior, of option,
[:iJD Method A.

Roporting ammmts llsing LDA dorinitiDns only

EWn Method B.

~l~~~:~t~:~:~~~:t~~ll~~orsootion 6033(h)(8) or

[il:i] Method C. RR'ePv"on'tiu'e"gemo"'",""'"
'"

Signature

-

--

-

-

Date

By: Hobel'! Habcu

tho

ood" -'ee,i,,,, 162(0) oflhe Internal
03/26/2009

Printed Name and Title Robert Raben, President
\'6.0.1t"

===-..~~~--------;:;;:;-.-:;;
Page 1 of2
EXHIElIT

CSOC,CBR00032501

2114

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant

cl:';)':;:I~::):,1~::~~:,;:~:;~(:)e~:;~::li(~;::,~::,~I::a~~;~;!~:l:':e~:i~C;;:'jllg
pCliod. Using
as requested

il':

aseparate page for each code, provide

]5. General issue area code
16. Specific lobb;/ing issues
111 th Congress

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Printed Name and Title Rohert Rabcll, President
\'6Jltf

---~0iiiiiiiiiiii0iiiiiiiiiiii;e-------;;;;;;~
Page 2 of2

CSOC.CBR00032502

2115

Go to 'Form Completed'

Clerk of tlle House ofRepresentatives
Legislative Resource Center
B~l 06Cumton Building
Washington, DC20515

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
J. Registrant name

o

I8J OrganiUlti(lll

Individual

Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered

Organization

0

! 2. Address

One Thomas Circle, NW

Address!

City

State DC

Zip Code

Stllte

Zip Coile

b.
Prefix

Full

Mr.

Michael IN, Durham

,,.,,

Suite 1100

Address 2

Washington

City

20005

Countty USA

Country

c.E-n"i!

(202) 862-5031

5,SenatelD#

8203-176

mwd@Capdale.com

6. House lD#

U'~'

31112015

Independent Sector

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Yoar",?O,O!,-

Midym" (Janua,y !-Junc30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this repOlt
10. Check if this is a 'Jermination Report

D

c:>

[J

TenninationDate

11. No Lobbying Activity

INCOMIC OR EXPENSl,S - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

··············

YearEnd(Ju.!y 1~Deccmber31)

OR

···························iii·~·bbyi~Fi;:~ls········································

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

III

0
..····· .."

"

,......

0

13. Organizations

EXPENSES relating to lobbying aclivities :for this rt..'JXlrting period

'\'as~

LeMfhanSlO,OOO

0

$IO,ooOo'mmo

IE

¢

$

12_0-,,0_0_0_ _.

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signauu'e Michael W Durham

LesslhanSIO,OOO

0

$10,000 or more

[J

l:}

14. REPORTING
~:,:C~O;.~::~:;;~~~'~f~::;:;:
accOlll1ting
method.MErn';:T:H.~O~D;.;
Sf

o

MetbodA.

[J

M'(hodB.

[J

Methode.

Date

ReP0rtillg aUlOtlllt$llsmg LDA definitions only

21141200B

Printed Name and Title Michael W. Durham - Attorney
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06}

... Page _L of_3_,

CSOC.CBR.00032751

2116
Go

to 'Form Corn(;,'feted'
De!ete this page

I
I

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas iu which ti,c registrant
engaged inlobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. Geneml issue area code

TAX - Taxat!onllnternal Revenue Code

(on.eperl'age)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Comprehensive review of regulation of the nonprofit sector in response to Congressional interest in that
issue; provisions of S. 2020 related to the nonprofit sector.

17. House(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted [ZlCheckifNone

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
First Name

Robert

LuslNalll¢

Add ., I"'''or"

I

N,n'"",,, 'fUdili"g !'nbbyi"" fb; IhbiS'N''"~

Covered Official Position (if-applicable)

Nmne
Sut'fht

Boisture

19. Interest ofeach foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [Xl Check ifNone

Siunaturc

_

Date

Printed Name and Title Michael W. Durham~-ioAiiittiiioiirniie. .- - -...I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LD-2DS (Rev. 4.{)6)

Page -.?:.

__ of..._~" ...

CSOC.CBR.00032752

2117
Go 10 'Form Completed'

Defete ,this page

I]

I

RegistrantName Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address

Stllte

Country

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as. a lobbyist for the client
I'i'*l Nome

mLloyd

L';t N''''3

riM N"t1l~

S,illh

L.,! Nnl\'l~

sum,

Mayer

III
ISSUE UPJ)ATE

Find the code to select below,

24. General lobbying issues that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

w

m

m

FOREIGNENTlTIES
27. Add the following foreign entities
NiUne

St!~c{Addrcss

Address

AmollntDfcontribution
lbrlobbyingaclivities
City

%

Slnl::

28. Name of each prevIously reported foreIgn enttty that llO longer owns7 Q.t controh,.w: IS allihated WIth the reglstmnt, chent or

m
w

affiliated organization

Si.gnature

Date

Printed Name and Title Michael W. Durham - Attorney
LD-2DS (I&l6

CSOC.CBR.00032753

2118
CJ01:lt DiJ datE! ,>nd J'eSOl fiefds
Go to 'Form Complet9d'

!Clerk of the House ofRep;esentatives

II
II

Se(,'J'ctary oflhe Senate
Office ofPublic Records
232 Hart Building
Washington, DC 2051 0

!LegislativeHl3sourceCenter
B-1 06 Cannon Builditlg
Washingtol1, DC2(lS15

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) . All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
J. Registrant name

lBJ OrgllIDzalion

D Individual

Independent Sector

Ol'ganizMioll

0

2. Address

Add""l 1200 18th Street. NW Suite 200

Address 2

Washington

City

Stilt.;: DC

Zip Code 20036

Stale

ZJpCQde

Country

Country

b.

P"O,

Full N,m,

Ms.

PatrIcia ReAd

5. ScnateID#

202-467-6147

"'7:'C!lentNiliile ....n·· .. ···o>··rgl's'elf'·..··

19252-12

patr@lndepandentsector.or9
w,·· ""'"''

""'''''''''''0>''r:6~.H'1':o~u~se~ID~tf------1

Independent Sector

TYPE OF REPORT

32743000
8.Yea,_2005

Midycnr(Jannaryl-Junc30)

9, Check jf (his filing amends a previously filed version of this relX1r!.
10. Check if this is a Termination Repolt

INCOME OR EXPENSES
······,,··········,·····.
. ··,··"'·······..·..

0

~

0

YearEnd (Jllly [~Dcecmber31)

OR

mJ

0

Terminatiol1Dale.. ,...,

_

11. No Lobbying Activity

0

- Complete Either Line J2 OR Line 13

'ii~·Lobi~yi;gi ik~~~

..···,··.. ····<O,,····

···•.. ···· '" "'

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

Lcssth""SlO,OOO

USA

,.••"

,,,.,,.

13.0rganizaHons
EXPENSES relating to lobbying Bctivitje~ for this reportlng period

were:

0

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf oftbe client).

Signature Patricia Read
Printed Name and Tille

Less than $] a,OGO

Cl

$ 1(1,000 or more

mJ

~

s

20,000

14. REPORTING""lE~T;:II~?,OD~.~t~:,~~~)~~:~,~,:;:;:~:~f~~~~:~
accounting method. Sf

D
I!I

Metbod B,

CJ

MetlIode_

Method A.

Date

RepartingHmolluls using LDA definitions nnly

2114/2006

Patricia Read, Senior Vice Presldent_~_,~,~,?!~~,,~~.~~cy and Government Relations

L1)..2DS (Rev.4.06)

'"

Pagc_'_of_5_

CSOC.CBR.00032760

2119
Go 10 'Forrn Completed'
Delete this page

I
I

Client Name Independent Sector

Registrant Name tndepandant Sector

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as mallY codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged illlohbying on behalfofthe client dming the repOl1ing period. Using II sepllrate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue arca code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
1. S. 20201 H.R. 4297, the Tax Relief Act of 2005, Title III, Provisions Relating to Charitable Don.tlons, all
provisions relating to charitable giving incentives and charitable reforms

2. S. 1780, the CARE Act, all provisions relating to charitable giVing Incentives and charitable reforms
3. H.R, 3908, the Charitable GIVing Act, charitable giving incentives and charitable reforms

4. H.R. 8, Estate Tax Repeal Act, effect on charitable giving of repeal of the estate tax
5. H.R. 1607, S. 1366, the Public Good IRA Rollover Act, facilitating charitable donations from IRAs

17, HOllsc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone

u.s. House of Representatives
U.S. Senate
White House
of Falth~Ba$ed and Community lnltlatives

ornca

Ne~

18, Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Name

Flrs"lName

Diana

Aviv

Patricia

Read

Ellan

Witman

Steven

Bloom

Mary

Coogan

Washington

Council E&Y

Covered Official Position (ifapplicable)
S~lftlx

-

-

-

-

19. hltcrcst or each foreign entity in the specifIc issues listed on line 16 above [XJCheckifNone

Signature

_

Date

Printed Name and Title ..r:lltrici..a....~".a.<1,Senior Vice President, Public Policy and Government R".I"ti()ns
LD·2DS (Rev, 4,06)
Pagc~of_5_

CSOC.CBR.00032761

2120
Go to 'Form Completed'
DMete fl1i5 page

II.
I

C1icnt Name Independent Sector

Registrant Name independent Sector

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registraut
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code" provide
inJ(}lmation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,

15. General issue area code

MMM - Medicare/Medicaid

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
1, S. 1716, the Emergency Health Care Relief Act, providing Medicaid coverage for hurricane survivors
2. S.1932, BUdget Reeoneiiiation Act, (Deficit Reduction Act of 2005), Section 6011, provisions regarding
Medicaid asset transfer rules

17, Honse(s) ofCongress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
us Senate

US, House of Representatives
White House Office of Faith-Based and Communrty initiatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
La3tN~mc

Diana

Aviv

Patricia

Read

Steven

Bloom

Ellen

Witman

Mary

Coogan

New

Covered Official POJ,1tion (if vpplicab1c)

Name
First Name

Suffix

19. Interest or each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above C8]CbeckifNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Patricia Read, Senior Vice President, Public Policy and Government.f'"l"tions
LD·2DS (Rev. 4,06)

CSOC.CBR.00032762

2121
Go fa 'Form Completed'

II

Delofe tills P8g(9:1

Client Name ~~_e_pe_n_de_n_t _80_c_to_'

Registrant Name Independent Sector

_

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
inf0l111ation as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. General issue area code

HOU - Housing

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
HR, 1461, Federal Housing Finance Reform Act of 2005 1 Section 128, Affordable Housing Fund,

advocacy restrictions on nonprom appilcants

] 7. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DChc'CkifNone
U.s. House of Representatives

N}

1S. Nan,e ofeaeh individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Nnmc

First Name

Diana

Aviv

Patricia

Read

Steven

Bloom

Eilen

Witman

Mary

Coogan

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

-

-

19, fnterest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 above

Signature

IZI Cl1cck if None

Date

Printed Name and Tille Patricia Read, Senior Vice Presidenl, Pubiic.f'0iicy and Government Relations
LD,2DS (Rev. 4.06)
Page,_4_ of_'_-_

CSOC.CBR.00032763

2122

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

({]

Organization

0

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

Individual

Washington CClUtlCi! Ernst & Young

o Check if different than previQusly reported

2. Address

Address!

1150 17TH STREET, N.W.

City

WASHINGTON

Addl'ess2
State

SUITE 60 I

DC

Zip Code 20036

============-=::.:.....c~~=-..:--=--======

3. Principal place of business (if different than lille 2)

. . ... .
Countly

~~

USA

~ ~

l_c::.:~-it:::,y_-===============....:s::.:t'::.:te~_=;:;=;::;;::;=,-Z:::l:-P.C__Od_e-======j:~C=OU~O~''Y~====I
4a. Contact Name
Mr.

b. Telephone Number c. E-mail

D

NICK G1QlU)ANO

o

7. Client Name

5. Senate ID#

rntcrnallollalNumbtl'

57475·2195

(202) 293·7474

Self

6, House ID#
351850098

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2006

10. Check ifthis is a Termination Report

D

0

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

Year End (July l~December 31) III

0

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report

11. No Lobbying Activity

Termination Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Eltl,er Line l2 OR Line 13
12.1,obbying
L~COME

relating to lohbying activities for this reporting pt.'l"iod

was:
Lc~g

13. Organizations
EXPENSE rel:lting to lobbying activities for this reporting period

were:
than $10 flOG

o
f,(J

Lcs.~

$ 100,000.00

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,

tll!!.}} SID 000

$JOQilOormol'e

[g
[]

of all lobbying related income from the client {including an

14, REPORTJNG
accounting
method.

payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf afthe client}.

Ell

Signature

Printed Name and Title .:N::.ie::.k:..:G::.lio::.'.:::d'"=o,"-P.:::,l'c:u1::.el:.. ·
\'5.0.(\J

IL~J
ILJ

Method A.

Method

:'cio:u~:~:::2~~i)~~'~~l'lS'

ROll0rtillg amounts using LDA definitions only

n.

. ('~

Metbod C. Revenue-Code

162{e) ofthe Intemal

Date

02/1212007

_
Page 1 of 4

CSOC.CBR.00032754

2123
Registrant

W-!lshingtilll Coullcil Ernst & Y'nmg

Client Narn~

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

I,OBBYJNG ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf ofthc client during the repOIiing period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional pagc(s) as needed.

1(0))0 P\lf page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

Check if None

!lj House

III

Senate

flI

Other

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name

New

Suffix

First

Tara

!Bradshaw

[I

John

!Doney

u

LaBl'enda

[]

Garrett~NeIsou

Gary

, Gasper

LJ

Bruce

!Gates

n

Nick

!Giordano

o

Francis

Grab

n

Dave

Koshgarian

Ame

!Phelps

o
o

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues liste-d on line 16 above

_{1 Check if None

k_G__
t.__
r<l_an__•__
, P__a__
" __
'''_,·
Printed Name and Title _N__"__
vS.o,Oj

_
P.agc2of4

CSOC.CBR.00032755

2124
Cllenl Name

Name
First

Last

John

leoc'"

Robert

Rozen

Donna

Tim

I,,,,,,-F'y'"
Urban

INDEPENDENT SliCTOR

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

SUffix",! r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

New

I

o
u

o
[]

[J

-

:--:J

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.11j

Ni~.k Gil,mlllllo, P1l.r(ntT

-----------------------

Png". 3 Df 4

2125
RcgiMral\!

Washinglon {'oam::!1

Em~t

& Young

Client Nnme

lNDEJ'f',NDENT SECTOR

Information Update Page ~ Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20, Client new address
-,-

Address
City

Stilte

-,--,-

-,-

Zip Code

COUlltry

Zip Code

CUUll!f)'

_

21. Client new principal placo ofhusiness (if different "than line 20)
City

_

State

22, New General description of client's bllsilless or activities

LOBBYIST UPIlAn:
23. Name of ea-ch previously reported individual who is no longer expect to act as a lobbyist for the client

rtt~~~~

I~-:~~inness

_u_

-J~_~_~~~~~

-"==--=::Ji-~'~~---0~!~~-~-alll_e

ISSUE UPIlATE
24, General lobbying issue that no longer pertain

AFFIJ,IATEIl ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated orh'<mization(s)
Address
Principal Plllee of Bllsineas
(city and state or country)

Name
Sttt~lPro"illce

Cil;.'

Zip

Comury
City
Sj~te

City
Country

26, Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

W
~I<'()REIGN

0

0

ENTITIES

27. Add the following foreign entities
Amount of con!obutio)1
RJrJobbl'ingactivitiel!

StrcetAtidreos

City

St.tdPmvince

Cmmlty
City
Stille

Connh)'

W

[2]

Printed Name and Title
vS.u.llj

Nit!, Gi(lnl"llO, P.rfllcl'

-----------------------

Page 4 of4

CSOC.CBR.00032757

2126

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

0

Ol'g~njznti()1l

0

- All Filers Arc Required to Complete This Page

lodividlllll

fNDEPENDENT SECTOR

o Check if different than previously reported

2. Address
Addl~ssl

1200 18TH STREET, NW, #200

City

WASHlNGTON

DC

Zip Code 20036

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

State

City

~02)

4a. Contact Name
Ms.

PATRICIA READ

7. ClientName

h?1

Zip Code

Country

c. B-mail

5. Senate ID#

467-6147

19252~12

Self

6. HOLL<>e 10#

lNDEPENDENT SECTOR

TYPE OF REPORT

327430000
8. Year 2006

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

D

Yeat End (July I-December3!)

l?J

9. Check if this fiUng amends a previollsly filed version of this report

lo. Check if this is a Tt;,"mlinatinn RepMt

[J

Termination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

[ill

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Ritber Line 12 OR Line 13

~-~--,~,-,--,---~,------,~--"-,.,,,--,

,-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j

12. Lobbying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for fhis reporting period

.13.0rganb41tions
EXJlENSE relating to lobbying activities- for this reporting period

was:

were:

less than,i; J 0 000

Less than $\OUQO

[J

.$J\t.,9i,19:QLQ1Q~!l:

f?j

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of an lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying

activities on behalf of the client).

$ 10,000,00

ee, jll:·tl1~~~~~:::;~~~~:l1s.

14. REPORTING
accounting
method. 81

Io

Metl:u)d A.

Repoliiug muoullis using LDA definitions only

[lj lVIcthod B. RCI10l'ting llmounts umter .%ctioo 6033(b)(8) oft110
Internal Revenue Code

IC]

Method C. Rcpol1ing amounts under section 162(e) oftbc Jjlternal
Revenue CDde

Printed Name and Titl-c Patricia Read, Senior Vice President, Public Polley and Government Affairs
1'5.iI.Oj

Pllge 1 of4

CSOC,CBR.00032765

2127

-----------LOBBYI~IG,~c.nVITY,

Client

N~IM

lNDEPENDENT SECTOR

Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant

[22~JI~~~~~~~~§==:J(one per page)

o

o

Check if None

House

0

Senate

[£

18, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name
[!irst

Last

ISteven

Bloom

1m.

,C',

""

Emst&Young

Sufi'ix

-------------

II

a

--------- ----"'-

'=
0

ED

[j]

rm
[j]

.Cil
19, Jntt',ro.'>t of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

[l] Check if None

Printed Name and Title Plltriclll Read, Senior Viee President, Public Policy liud Government Affafl'S
v5.tI.Oj

CSOC,CBR00032766

2128
Regi~lral\t

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

Client Name

INDEHiNOENT SECTOR

:LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client dming the repoltiug period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15, General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

-,-----,-----,----,-----,---,---,----,---cc--------------

1. H.R. 5576, Treasury Appropriations, provisions related to funding the Internal Revenue Service

2. Recn. Res. 376, S. Con. Res. 83, budget resolutions, provisions for domestic discretionary spending
2. the President's Fiscal Year 2008 Budget Request

17. Bouse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

0

Check if None

[{]

House

1lI

Senate

[{]

Other

IS. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applica.ble)

New

fJ

19. Intere.'lt of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed online 16 ahove

Printed Name and Title Patrkla Read, Sl'lrlior Ville Pl'csident, Public Policy and Government Affllin
v$.o,Oj

Pagc30f4

CSOC.CBR.00032767

2129
Regj~lt~n!

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

Information Update

P~ge -

Cli"n! Name

lNDEl'HNDENT SECTOR

Complete ONLY where registration information bas {'.hanged.

20. Client new address

Address
City

---------------c:s,-rnt,-'-----::c
Zi,-,"'Co-'d-,~~~~~~~~~~~_=-::co-u-nt-ry---

21. Client new plincipal place of business (if different than line 20)
City

_

State

Zip Code

22. New General description of client's business or activities

-----

Country

LOBBYIST IJPIlA'm

ISSUE UPIlATE
24. General lobbying iSSl1e that no longtJ' pertain

]
AFFlLIATEIl ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Address
Cily

Stn1c!Pw¥!:fu;e

Zip

Principal Place of Business
(city and ~tatc or country)
emm!J)'

Cily
Country
City

Slate

Country

26. Name ot each prevIOusly reported orgamzatlOll that IS no longer affilJated WIth the regIstrant or clIent

W

~

~

FORJnGN j';NTlTlES
27 Add the following foreign entities

AITl()ijntofconlri~utioJl

Stl'eetAddre$~

City

StawIFT(win"e

I
I

Country
City

f~\r

lQtlb-yingnr.tivities

%

[5]
[6]
Printed Name and Title PaMcla Rt:ad, Sellhw Vlee l'resident, PlIblk l'olic)' !lml Gtl\'cmlll<111t Aff~il'S
Page 4 of4

CSOC<CBR.00032768

2130

"'-

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclnsnre Act of 1995 (Section 5)

t. Registrant Name

tZJ

Oq;anizali"ll

0

- All Filel's Are Re<Iuired tu Complete This Page

tnti"i<!ual

WashingtD11 Council Ernst & Young

o Clleek if different than previollsly reported

2. Address
Address1

1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W

City

WASHINGTON

Address2 SUITE 601
DC

State

Zip Code

20004

C...ountry

USA

3. Principal place ofhusines!'l (if different than line 2)

I_C~'it::>,_-===============-.:s
4a. Contact Name

tate ==~Z::.iP:-.C O~de_=====7'",C~O~U;,;nb~Y~~~==l

b. Telephone Number c. E-mail

5, Senate lOft

[] Jutl.'m3tionalNtllUbtl'

Mr

NICK GIORDANO

D

7. Client Name

(202) 293-7474

57475-2195
6. House ID#

Self

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

351850098

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2D07

Midyeilx (Januaryl-June30)

10. Check if this is a Termination Report

0

0

Year End (July I-December-31) fll

0

9. Check ifthis filing amends a previously filed version of this report
Termination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

[!J

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobbying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for mis reporting pedod
was:

D
:;>}

13.0rganizatiuus
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:
Lc.'iS than S10 OOQ

$ IOO,DOO.OO

Provide a good faith cstimatc, founded 10 the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including an
payments to the registrant by any other entity fot' lobbying
activities on behalf of'the client).

14. REPORTING

@] Method A.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

lTD Method B.

:~l~~~~~~~:~::~I~::t~::l~crsee,[inn ti033{b)(&) of the

LJ
Signature

Printed Nam~ a.nd Title .:.N.::ic"k:.:·G"io"'",da"n",o,.::P.:.,i.::nc,,,il.::,a.:.1

Check box to indicate expense

accounting method. See instructions for description of options.

Metbod C. RR"'v'e"n'u"e,,gC"O"do,m"",n",

I

",lion I62(e-} of the hlternnl

Date

0210112008

_
Pagelof3

CSOC.CBR.00032769

2131
RegistraRl

Washington Council Ernst & Young

Client Name.

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as ne-eessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf oftbc client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infoonation as requested. Attaoh additional page(s) as needed.

.I

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

III

House

0

Senate

Covered Official Position (ifapplicahle)

G?1

Other

Nev.,'

c
[l

n
o
u
u
u

o
u
19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Jl rillted Name and Title
VS.O.Olli

_N_"_k_G_i._,~_a,_,,_,
P_"_ill_eiPe-a_,

o

Check ifNonc

_
Pflge 2 of3

CSOC.CBR.00032770

2132
_W_""_"bi-,":.-'"_"_CO_"_ci_'"_.,Tll_S!_&_y_"_'",=--

Clieu( N~lne

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

fAX
Covered Official Position (if applicable}

Name

Last

IRio',"d
IJoh,

IWili

New

Suffix:

[]
Phtllps

o

Porter

LI

Heyniger

o

Rittcrpusch

LI

o
ITorn

ill

Urban

iLl

10
[,1

o

... 0

I

III
-

Prlillt.d Nllm" aJHll..
ritlue' NidI Gionhm(l, Prindjllll
Pl1.ge 3 of3

CSOC,CBR.00032771

2133

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

III

Organi:/;1ltiQll

0

- All Filers Are Required to Com!,lete This Page

bdi\'iduRl

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

o Cbeck if different than previously reported

2, Address

Address I

1200 18TH STREET, NW, #200

City

WASHINGTON

Address2
State

DC

_
Zip Code 20036

COlltltlY

===========-==-=~~==~~==:.::=

3, Principal place ofbusincss (if different than line 2)
City

State

Mg.

Zip

b. felepbone Number c.

4a. Contact Name

o

RI

7. Client Naine

«,,~-~--=-

COd=e_-======f~co~tl;;;nti;;<)~' ===~

E~mai!

5. Senate ID#

lllfel'naflolllli NlImbel'

(202) 467-6147

PATRICIA READ

USA

19252-12

Self

6. lIouse ID#

327430000

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

TYPE OF REPORT

g, Year 2007

to. Check jf this is It Tennination Report.

0

Year End (JUly l~Dec-embcr 31)

Midyear (Janllal'yl-]ul1e30)

0

[J

9. Check if this filing amends a previously tiled version of this report
Tcnnination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

Dill

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

~-----_ .. _----<-<-<-<-<--<-<-,,<--------<----«----~--------.----------<~-----<-<-_._------

12. Lobbying

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

was:
I--<:ssthan$100Q()

wore:

o
n

$

_

ProvIde n good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the rcgi~'trant by any other entity fOl'lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this l'cporting period
l.essthnn$lOQOQ

0

$10.000 or more

0

14. REPORTING

Check box to indicate expense

accounting method. Sec instnlCtions for description of options.

'-----' 1\iethod A.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions ollly

I

Date

0211412008

Printed Name and Title Patricia Read, Senior Vice President, Public Policy aild Govemment Affairs
v5.{),lb

Page 101'6

CSOC.CBR00032772

2134
Registraut

lNDEPENb£N'f SECTOR

Clkl\t

N~l1le

lNDEPENDENT SECTOR,

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as l1ecessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant

engaged in lobbying on behalf oft11e client during the repQlting period. Using a separate page for each code. provide
information as requested. Attach additional page{s) as needed.

IS. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

1. H.lt. 1419 and S. 819, the Public Good IRA Rollover Act, allowing charitahle contrib~ltions from lRAs
2. HR 3996, Temporary Tax Relief Act of 2007, lobbied for inclusinn ofprovisioll extending the IRA charitable rollover.

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

[J

Check if None

[{]

House

0

Senate

[]

Other

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First

Last

David

Thompson

Steven

Bloom

Patricia

Read

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

New

Senate

o

Check if None
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Rtlgimalll

rNDEPENDENT SliCTOR

Clitllil Nam,;

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

LOBBYING ActIVITY, Select as many codes as necessaly to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,

15, General issue area code

!

G6V---'L:[Gc::-~c.:~~c.::;·~~c.:mc.:~",~t:.:l",ss"uc=·'s

..J1 (one p(lr page)

16, Specific lobbying issues

J7, House(s) of Congress and Federa! agencies

0

Check if None

LJ

House

It] Senate

0

Other

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name
First

Last

David

Thompson

Patricia

Read

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

19. fntel'cst of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed 011 line 16 above

New

fl] Check ifNonc

Pah'ida Read, Seniol' Vicc Pl'esident, J'lIblic Polil:y and Government Affairs

CSOC.CBR.00032774
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RegislTant

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

I~ORBYING

Clieni Name

lNDEPENDENT SECTOR

ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in whieh the registrant

engaged in lobbying on behalf -of the client dllril1g the reporting petiod, Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional pagc(s.) as needed,

(on8 per page)

15. General issue area code
16. Spccitk lobbying issues

·-l

1. H.R. 2669, College Cost Reduction Act, provision allowing student loan forgiveness for public service, ill_O_1Udin g serVic..e._a_t
50 1(c)(3} organizations..

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

0

:lJ House

Check if None

fZ]

Senate

0

Other

IS. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First
rr);~id-'--

Patrida

.-,--''------,-.-.-,.,,---

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Last

Thompson

Senior Pension Couns.el, US Senate

[J

'Read

19. Interest ofea(:h foreign entity in the specific issues Hsted on line 16 above

o

Cheek {fNane

Printed Name and Title Patricia Read, Selllol' Vice President, Public Policy and Govcl'nmtmt Affairs
\<$.O.lb

)'age 4 (lf6

CSOC.CBR.00032775
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Client Name

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

LOBBYING ACfIVlTV. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf oftlle client during the rcpOIting period, Using a separate page fot, each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,

----1 (one per page)
16, Specific lobbying issues

H R 2829, Fc-m-an-cc-13c-1Sc-e-rv-'oc-e-,'a-n-'-d-cO-en-e-rac-1Oc-o-v-em-n-,e-n-'-Ap-p-ro-p-'-ri-a,c-m-ns-AC-c-t,-P-W'-V,-'-Sl-o,-,,-,e-'-'Ia-tc-'-,d-to funding the lntemal R~~-~;-l
ServIce

[

--

-------------

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

0

~House

Check if None

0

-

-

---

Senate

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Ot1:icia] Position (if applicable)

New

First

David

1110mpson

Seni01' Pension Counsel, US Senate

[]
[]

Read

[]
[]

~..'IJl."""~'."'"=:':~'~ignentityinthe specific issues listed on line 16 above

o

Check if None

Priut.,d Nom" o,un"lll. Pail'ida Read, SeniQr Vice rre~idellt, PubHc rulic)' and Goycrnmcnl Affairs
J>il.ge 5 CIf(i

CSOC.CBR.00032776
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Regi.trsnt

INDEPENDENT SECTOR

CHcnt Natn'"

INDEPENDENT SEcrOR

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where l'eglsiraUon information h:u changed.
20. Client new address
Address

City ---------------""S-t',--te----=-Z',--p""co..,,,-,===========~-::c-'"-llt-ry---

21. Client new princIpal place of business (if differellt than tine 20)
City
_
StMe

Zip Code

_

Country

22. New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name oreach previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

8;~~;------~~~-~-----------=:=J~~~-"0~~;~~;;~';-'~I Peter

I~~-r----

G

Shiras

lSSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organiz.<ltion(s)
Address
Name

Strcel

Principal Vince of BtlSiness
(cit)' and stale OJ country)

A<1dtc~.

City

Country

City
Slate

COlllltry

City

Stute

Country

26. Name of each previously reported Drganization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

~

0

0

FOREIGN ENTITIES

Print..; Nam" ""d '('Ill. Pafricla Read, S~I1!orV;te Pl'estdellt, l'ublic I'"licy and G"vCfnmelil Affllil'S

Page 6 {If 6

CSOC,CBR.00032777
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
15n< CoNGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
NEWYOIIK

2S54RA,velrnNHouseOf'FlCEBu
WAStUNGTON, DC 20515-32'
TEl9'HONE: 1202) 225-4S6f

~ongrtgg

WAYS AND MEANS
RAM(lNG~BEil

of tbt mnttt}) ~tat~

~OUf5t

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

of l\tprtf5rntatil:ltf5

~ington,

MS. VlVlAN E. JONES
DlSTfUCTADMINlSTRATOR

o

163WESf 12Sl'tl S'llIl.'ET
NEW YORK, NY10027

TEl.EfflON€: (212l663-3900

19Qf; 20515-3215

rr:EAliE

RES,.ONO TO

OFFK;ECHECI<;EO

June 13, 2005
Ivan G. Seidenberg, Chair
The Verizon Foundation
1095 Avenue of the Americas, Rm. 3200
New York, NY 10036
Dear Mr. Seidenberg:
I

am

writing

to

you,

as

a

leader

in

the

corporate philanthropic community with a shared
vision and commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential

that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and
pUblic
service

training
for
the

for careers
in
underprivileged

students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for the creation of this Center

and

my

pride

in

the

decision

of

the

City

University to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
·available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, aCcording to the
Equal Economic opportunity Commission' s 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men and
women
who
occupy
the
top

CBR002683

CSOC.CBR.00002985
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and studentp working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, .but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community,
particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the coming weeks and months.

CBR:gad

CBR002684

CSOC.CBR00002986
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Ivan
seidenberg/EMPUNYNelizo

n

06/23/2005 09: 12 PM

To Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

cc
bee
Subjec1 Re: Congressman Rangel requestC!

This is a tricky one... I'm not sure that Congressman Rangel will be satisfied with a modest
participation...As a first step I agree you should explore this with his staff and then let's see what the
situation might be ...Just call his office and find out who you might meet with to explore this ...Wait on a
letter from me until we know what we intend to do... .igs

VZ-CCNY tl95
CSOC.CBR.00022686
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RogerA.
MottiEMPLlDCNerizon

06/28/200510:12 AM

To jon.sheiner@mail.house.gov

cc
bce
SUbject Fw: CWA Leller on FET

Jon
Thanks for the time the other day to chat about repeal of the FET.
Enclosed is a CWA leller on the same issue I wanted to pass along in case you don't have it.
Let me know when the latest injury is healed so we can actually hit the course.
Take care.
Roger

~

C#A House Lb HR 1800 61005.pdf

VZ-CCNY 1306
CSOC.CBR.00022798
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Communlc.tlon.
Wori<.... of Amlll1c.

501 Third Street, NW.
Washington. D.C. 20001·2797

AFL-eIO. CLC

202/434"<'<' Fax 2021434->c

Barbara J. Easterling
Secretary~Treasurer

June 10, 2005
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Representative:
The Communications Workers of America (CWA) urges you to cosponsor the
Telephone Excise Tax Repeal Act, H.R. 1898, introduced by Congressman Gary Miller
(R-CAl.
The federal excise tax on telephone service originated as a provision of the Spanish
War Act of 1898. The 55th Congress enacted this tax to help finance the military conflict
between the United States and Spain. The Spanish American War lasted six months.
The federal excise tax on telephone service has lasted 107 years.
In 1898, when Congress enacted the telephone tax. there were 1,376 telephones
throughout the United States. Possession of a telephone was a lUXUry, confined to the
wealthy elite. Today, nearly 100 million households and almost 30 million businesses
possess telephones. Each of these subscribers is required to pay the three percent
federal excise tax that is applied to monthly bills. Rather than a lUXUry, possession of a
telephone today is a necessity.
The three percent telephone excise tax is a regressive levy that harms low-income
households. Because this tax is fixed at three percent - • regardless of whether a
household has an annual income of $10,000 or $10,000,000·· it causes poor families
to pay more proportionately to receive telephone service than wealthy families do. It is
estimated that families with less than $10,000 in annual income spend more than nine
percent of their income on telephone service while families with more than $80,000 in
annual income spend one percent or less of their income on telephone service.
The federal excise tax on telephone service worsens the "digital divide" between rich
and poor consumers of telephone service. This discriminatory penalty imposed on poor
households contradicts the intent of the law that Congress enacted in 1898 when it
established the telephone excise tax as a lUXUry levy applied to a service utilized by the
wealthy elite.

--

VZ-CCNY 1307

CSOC.CBR00022799
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2
On behalf of the more than 700,000 workers whom the Communications Workers of
America represents in collective bargaining, I request that you cosponsor H.R. 1898,
legislation that would disconnect the archaic telephone excise tax from the Internal
Revenue Code.

VZ-CCNY 1308

CSOC. CBR. 00022800
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Patriek
Gaston/EMPL/OCNerizon

To Rogar A. MottiEMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes
ce

061281200512:12 PM

bee
Subject Re: Congressman Rangel requestD
Thanks Roger. I will follow up with her. Patrick
Roger A. Mott

Roger A. Molt

06128/200510:51 AM

To: Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

cc:
Subject: Re: Congressman Rangel requestU

Patrick
In line with our conversation I have spoken with George Dalley, Charlie Rangel's Chief of Staff here in DC.
The Congressman is most appreciative that we have responded and are willing to meet to discuss further.
George asked that you contact Rachelle Butler, VP of Development for CCNY at 212-650/'
an initial meeting with her.

and hold

Roger
'atrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon
Patrick
GastonlEMPLtOCNertzon
06/23/200503:39 PM

To Ivan SeidenberglEMPUNYNerizon@VZNotes
co
Subject Congressman Rangel request

Ivan,
I have reviewed a recent letter that you received from Congressman Rangel requesting your support and
counsel for the creation of "The Charles B. Rangel Cente~' at the City College of New York. The cente~s
primary emphasis will be to provide education and training in public policy to underprivileged students in
the NYC area. I have discussed this request with Paul Crotty and Roger Mott as well. I recommend that I
formulate a letter for your signature advising Congressman Rangel of our willingness to assist and that I
will be in touch to set up a meeting with him to explore ways in which we can provide support. In light of
the cente~s emphasis on training and education, I am hopeful that we can find a suitable/modest program
aligned with our priorities.
Your thoughts are appreciated.
Patrick

VZ-CCNY 1196
CSOC.CBR.00022687
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Telephone Report
Date:
June 28, 200S
To:
File
From:
Shelly Butler
Re:
Rangel Center
Today, I received a call from Bernice Bradshaw at 212 39S::about the proposed
Rangel Center. Charles Rangel had told Mr. Matt to ask Patrick Gaston, president of the
Verizon Foundation, to call me. I am waiting for her to get back to me.

CSOC.CBR.00024468
CSOC.CBR.00024468
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Call Report
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

July 13, 2005
File
Shelly Butler
Rangel Centerfor Public Service

To have the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policymaking positions should mirror the diversity of the nation and that the federal workforce
should reflect that
The City College of New York is the only public college in Harlem,in Rangel's district,
and he has a close association with our school and our president, Dr. Gregory Williams
Diversity

Last year, US News ranked us most diverse college in the nation where AfricanAmericans were the largest group; this year were Hispanic-Americans largest group90 languages-150 nations;
Historically, for 158 years, our mission has been excellence and access; opportunity to
obtain a first-class education and enter the professions:
Majority of our students come from families $30klyear
Immigrants or children of immigrants
First in their families to go to college
% work
Graduate program for students from underrepresented groups-prepare them for pUblic
service--Inspire our best students to move into graduate work and pursue careers in
public service
prepare the Harlem limestone mansion adjacent to campus to be the Rangel Center
now in the private sector approach-public/private sector partnership; signal to other
private sector donors; we will get seed money, but then the rest will depend on how well
we do in the private sector outreach
Name the communications network center/smart classroom-Verizon - $500k-$1 OOk/year for five years; preference not to multi-year; $500k over three years
a large conference room-$300k
a meeting/seminar room-$150k
Patrick said they're interested in literacy and learning-early childhood-with this new
center, a lot easier to consider if
we do>believe that we can utilize technology to enhance the learning process
buy-in for school ofed-he liked that

CSOC.CBR.00024450
CSOC.CBR.00024450
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will the rangel center be part of city college? Yes, the rangel center will be a part of city
college
I've got to get back to my folks-can't consider this until the beginning of next yearreal money-until 2006; but pledge can come earlier
Give me a couple of weeks to get this socialized; I'll get back to you with the next steps
Get back to congressman rangel-good conversations, looks positive
Send him a recap

he wanted to know if other corporations were interested-I told him Ford, JP Morgan
Chase, Citibank, etc.
he wanted to know if this would be a big thing and I said yes, it would be national and
that this would be the only Rangel Center
Do we know Rangel? I said he and the president are close
Spoke to george dailey
Sunday, july 17 email from Patrick:
I think that there is a good possibility to do this over a period of 3 to .5 years beginning in
2006. Let's discuss this week to firm up. Please call me at 202~236-.
next Tuesday
to discuss.
July 19, 2005

202-236r
called Patrick -he talked to Ivan and things look good; we would want to it be
technology, where people could improve their IT skills and literacy; thing that's a little
tricky; we're not accustomed to doing pledges-he still has to get it approved by CFO
and board is there a way; unless we have a grant in the system and it's got to be
approved; money doesn't need to be released

! will give you a written grant proposal; similar
$500k over a period of three-five years; go online-do a budget; benefits pretty specific
board of directors only approve written grants

CSOC.CBR.00024451
CSOC.CBR.00024451
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baby is 5 days old; Christopher Pierre Gaston--$25k this year and the remainder over
the next three years
not ironclad, but we're very optimistic; brother Daniel-15 months
if we get it approved,
Joseph Scaccia, Director of Finance and Operations
will call me to help
Patrick Gaston, President
Verizon Foundation
Send it to 1095 Sixth Avenue
New York, NY 10036
Joe called today: need to put a grant request in the system:

Technology thread. basic literacy. e-Iearning, education
BUdget: $10k for 2005; 157k for 2006; 167k for 2007; 166k for 2008=$500k
Joe 212395',<1 email: joseph.e.scaccia]
where it says "critical evaluation" you would like to see a measurement and evaluation
component-how are we going to see the success of this program; true and
measurable outcome at the end of the program; who will benefit;
Proposal goes to joe and if he has any comments he can send back to me
Call him at (212) 395L<·'- NUMBER NOT IN SERVICE

Conversation with Joe Scaccia August 31, 2005
1. Does the cost for digitization ($145k) represent hardware, software, or both or
the cost of people digitizing? And if it is both, what is the breakdown?
Digitization done on campus with equipment which will be kept for the futlire
2. Is it accurate to say that the verizon center will be inside the rangel center; it will be
located in the RC, but its work will go far beyond. around the campus, to other
campuses-videoconferencing; digitization, etc.
3. accurate to say that he lion's share represents equipment and computers?: of the
$500k request, what % represents equipment and what does the balance
represent

CSOC.CBR.00024452
CSOC.CBR.00024452
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I said equipment, but not computers, but that was wrong
$460/$500k (92%) is either equipment or special facility needs
the balance is $40/500k (8%) is project management, training, and consulting
fees
of the 92%, $130k or 28%, is special facility needs including computers and their
stations embedded with tech options; large-screen data projection equipment
and chairs; also Electrical, Lighting, and Data, Power, Audio and Video Outlets,
Sound Proof Walls, Blackout Shades, Flooring; Programmable Control System
(e.g., Crestron)
the remainder, or $330k or 72%, is hardware and software, including the costs of
digitization
.
Vince:
there are scanners that you can bUy that convert the printed word to pdf files-$900
each-50 pages/minute
pay them $10lhour person hours-let's say you can do 20 scans (50pp) per hour-let's
say 500 pages per labor hour for every computer -not just scanning willie/nillie but
organizing
talk about $4k per terminal-top of the line desktop at $3k, plus scanner at $900
get four or five-that's $20k-then labor costs
build in a couple of conferences
rangel's lifelong output --1,000,000 or 100 10,000's
so much of her effort is cataloguing and organizing-may need to bring in people to talk
about the criteria for digitizing; weekly workshops, lead team to make decisions; people
at the student level who can implement it
upper-level consultancy meeting conferences-September 22, 2006
DIALED joe scaccia's number-not in service
called Patrick gaston's number and left message

CSOC.CBR.00024453
CSOC.CBR.00024453
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of
of l'\C\JWSmtatlbcll
i]it!iHilJing:toll,wQ: 20513-3213
July 15, 2005

Mr. Ivan Seidenburg
Vcrizon Foundation
1095 Ave, of the Americas, Rm, 3200
New York, NY 10036
Dear Mr. Seidenburg:

Thank you for arranging for a meeting between the Executive Director of the Verizon
Foundation and the Vice President for Development oflhe City College of New York 10
discuss funding possibilities for the Charles B, Rangel Center for Public Service at the City
College of the City University of New York, As you know, the Center will provide an
opportunity for education and training centers in public service for the underprivileged
students the college has traditionally served.
I understood that the meeting went well and the foundation may be considering a grant in
support of the Center,
I appreciate your interest in this endeavor and look forward to continuing

OUf

discussion.

Please do not hesitate to contact me about thecreation of the Center.

CBRJjys

CBR003088
CSOC,CBR00007279
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Ivan
Seidenberg IEMPLINYNerizo
n

07116/2005 12:53 PM

To Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes
cc
bcc
Subject Re: Rangel center follow upC!

From the description,it sounds
A 500k commitment over a five year period sounds like it might work
like a good program...The key here is to make sure that Mr. Rangel appreciates this level of support ...igs

VZ-CCNY 1197
CSOC.CBR00022688
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Patrick
Gaston/EMPUDCNerrzon@V

To
C<O

ZNotes

be",

07/171200505:50 PM

Subject Re: The Rangel Center

Hi Shelly,
I think that t.here is a good possibility to do thi.s over a period of 3 to 5
in 2006. Let's discuss this week to firm up. Please call me at
next Tuesday to discuss.
Thanks,
/~O.ov

Patrick

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original l\fessage - __ From: uRachelle Butler!!

(,,:j(t OOO

oy

Sent: 07/17/2005 11:38
To; Patrick Gaston/E:I~PI~/I)C;'V€,rizon@VZ1~QI:eg
Subject: The

--jUI),
DeaT Patr.-ick t

L;I-&~ 6ItAfth ~,

if

5iX);OO 0

--=--------

Thanks so much for our wonderful conversation about the proposed Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New Yor]c (CCNY). tV'e
feel very privileged to he able to establish this Cent'er at City College in
honor of one of America'g most distinguished public servants. The City College
of New' York, the only public college in Harlem, is located in Congressman
Rangel's distt"ict / and he has long had a close association with our school and
its leadership, inclUding our current president, Dr. Gregory Williams. The
creation of the Center at The College will be an event of national and
international importance, as this will be the only Center honoring the
Congr.essman in the us, and it should be of considerable ,interest to the press.

As we discussed, we are now in the phase of the public/private sector
partnership that is x.-equired by the Congress for their support of the project.
Nany corporations and foundati.ons have expressed interest in participating,
including the Ford Foundation, J.P. Morgan Chase, Citibank, and many others.
We anticipate receiving seed money from Congress, but full support will depend
on how well we do in the private sector outreach phase.
I'm sure you know. that Congressman Rangel. has always advanced the idea t.hat
the men and women who occupy the top manageriaL superviso~-y and policy-making
pOBitions should mirror the diversity of the nation and that the federal
workforce should reflect that. I know that Verizon shares this goal and we
believe that City College's diversity and mission make us the best Source of
talent to fulfill it.
I,ast year, US News and World Report ranked CCNY the
the nation where African-Americans were the largest
ranked the mot',t diverse college in the nation where
largest group. More t.han 90 languages are spoken on

most diverse college in
group; this year we were
HispaniC-Americans are the
our campus and our

Vz..CCNY 0565
CSOC.CBR.00023552
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students hail from more than 150 countries.
Histoy'::Lcally, for 158 years, City College's mission has been one of excellence
and access, offering our students opportunity to obtain a first--class
education at an affordable price and enter the professions. The majority of
our students come from famil.ies making less than $30k/year; they are mostly
immigrants or the children of immigrants; they are often the first in their
families to go to college; and, more than 75% of them work, either full time
or at one or more part-time jobs~ Today, once again, City College is selective
and is widely seen to be entering its second Golden Age.

Briefly, the Rangel Center will include;
A combined BA/MA program and a. stand-alone MA graduate program
for students from groups currently underrepresented in public service; the
goal is t.o inspire our best students to move into graduate work and pursue
careers in public service:
A Mid--Career Leadership Program targeted at outst.anding leaders
f:r.om communities underrepresented in public se:rvice and designed to advallce
them into public service leadership positions;
The Charles B. Rangel Library, which will contain the product of
50 years of public service by congressman Rangel, the major African-American
statesman of the 20th and early 21st centuries; scholarly research in the
archives wi 11 generate work of great importance, bot.h in the academic and
public spheres;
The Center itself, housed in the restored and renovated Harlem
limestone mansion adjacent to The City College campus.

We would very TIillch like to have the verizon Foundation as one of our partners
in this major initiative and we believe that what would be most appropriate
for both Verizon and the Rangel Center would be to name the com~lnications
network center for the Verizon Foundation.
Today, we know that the learning process is enhanced through carefully
designed and applied technology. The new cutcing-edge communications network
center will be the heart of that technology, connecting the Rangel Center
Library with the city college library and other research and practice
institutions, enabling state-of-the-art wireless computer access within the
Center, and offering the prospect of future technical advances. We feel, coo,
that other departments in The College, auch as the School of Education, will
be very interested in observing how such a communication center can increase
learning.
The cost for creating the communications center will be $500,000 and we would
like to name it the ver:i.zon Foundation Communications Center in honor of our
friends and partners at Verizon. At his moment, we are asking only for signed
pledges although we hope to begin work on the Center in late 2005 or early
2006.

AS you requested, I have contacted the Congressman's office and asked them to
notify him that we have had a very good conversation. I look forward to
hearing from you after you have consulted with other verizon leaders and to
beginning what I hope will be a long and happy relationship between verizon,
City College, and the Rangel Center.
Again I my warmest thanks.
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Sincerely,

shelly

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice president
Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
Shepard 8-154
138th and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
TeL

(212)

Fax,

(212)

Email:
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To: <patrick.g.gastorr~ .
Subject: The Rangel Cerltel'

Dear Patrick,
Thanks so much for our wonderful conversation about the proposed Charles 8. Rangel
Center for Public Service at The City College of New York (CCNy). We feel very
privileged to be able to establish this Center at City College in honor of one of America's
most distinguished public servants. The City College of New York, the only public
college in Harlem, is located in Congressman Rangel's district, and he has long had a
close association with our school and its leadership, including our current president, Dr.
Gregory Williams. The creation of the Center at The College will be an event of national
and international importance, as this will be the only Center honoring the Congressman
in the US, and it should be of considerable interest to the press.
As we discussed, we are now in the phase of the public/private sector partnership that
is required by the Congress for their support of the project. Many corporations and
foundations have expressed interest in participating, inclUding the Ford Foundation, J.P.
Morgan Chase, Citibank, and many others. We anticipate receiving seed money from
Congress, but full support will depend on how well we do in the private sector outreach
phase.
I'm sure you know that Congressman Rangel has always advanced the idea that the
men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policy-making .
positions should mirror the diversity of the nation and that the federal workforce should
reflect that. I know that Verizon shares this goal and we believe that City College's
diversity and mission make us the best source of talent to fulfill it.
Last year, US NeWs and World Report ranked CCNY the most diverse college in the
nation where African-Americans were the largest group; this year we were ranked the
most diverse college in the nation where Hispanic-Americans are the largest group.
More than 90 languages are spoken on our campus and our students hail from more
than 150 countries.
Historically, for 158. years, City College's mission has been one of excellence and
access, offering our students opportunity to obtain a first-class education at an
affordable price and enter the professions. The majority of our students come from
families making less than $30k/year; they are mostly immigrants or the children of
immigrants; they are offen the first in their families to go to college; and, more than 75%
of them work, either full time or at one or more part-time jobs. Today, once again, City
College is selective and is widety seen to be entering its second Golden Age.
Briefly, the Rangel Center will include:
A combined BAIMA program and a stand-alone MA graduate program for students
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from groups currently underrepresented in public service; the goal is to inspire our best
students to move into graduate work and pursue careers in public service:
A Mid-Career Leadership Program targeted at outstanding leaders from
communities underrepresented in public service and designed to advance them into
public service leadership positions;
The Charles B. Rangel Library, which will contain the product of 50 years of public
service by Congressman Rangel, the major African-American statesman of the 20th and
early 21 st centuries; scholarly research in the archives will generate work of great
importance, both in the academic and public spheres;
The Center itself, housed in the restored and renovated Harlem limestone mansion
adjacent to The City College campus.
We would very much like to have the Verizon Foundation as one of our partners in this
major initiative and we believe that what would be most appropriate for both Verizon
and the Rangel Center would be to name the communications network center for the
Verizon Foundation.
Today, we know that the learning process is enhanced through carefully designed and
applied technology. The new cutting-edge communications network center will be the
heart of that technology, connecting the Rangel Center Library with the City College
library and other research and practice institutions, enabling state-of-the-art wireless
computer access within the Center, and offering the prospect of future technical
advances. We feel, too, that other departments in The College, such as the School of
Education, will be very interested in observing how such a communication center can
increase learning.
The cost for creating the communications center will be $500,000 and we would like to
name it the Verizon Foundation Communications Center in honor of our friends and
partners at Verizon. At his moment, we are asking only for signed pledges although we
hope to begin work on the Center in late 2005 or early 2006.
As you requested, I have contacted the Congressman's office and asked them to notify
him that we have had a very good conversation. I look forward to hearing from you after
you have consulted with other Verizon leaders and to beginning what I hope will be a
long and happy relationship between Verizon, City College, and the Rangel Center.
Again, my warmest thanks.
Sincerely,
Shelly
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Patrick
Gaston/EMPl/DCNenzon

To Roger A. MottiEMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

ee

07/27/2005 12:47 PM

bee
Subject Re: The Rangel Center
History:

~

This message has been replied to.

We will do 500k over 3-5 years beginning eany 2006. We have confirmed with Shelly Butler of City
College who will be submitting the grant in our system. It will still need to be approved by Doreen and the
Foundation Board. However its safe to say that its a go pending these approvals.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Roger A. Molt
From: Roger A. Mett
Sent: 07/27/2005 10,47 AM

To: Patrick Gaston
Subject: Re: The Rangel Center

Patrick
Just checking in with you to see if this is firm or still in discussion stage. Seeing Charlie later this week
and not bringing it up but need status in case he raises with me.
Thanks Roger
Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon
Patrick
Gaston/EMPllDCNenzon
07/17/200509:24 PM

To Roger A. MottiEMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

cc
Subject Re: The Rangel Center

I did not want to confirm with her in writing but I am confident it will
happen. I will let you know.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message
From: Roger A. Matt
Sent,

07/17/2005 09,10 PM

To: CN=Patrick GastonjOU=EMPL/OU=DC/O=Verizon@VZNotes
Subject: Re: The Rangel Center
Patrick
Sounds good. Thanks for keeping me posted. Know you will let me know if it
firms up in coming days.
Roger
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message
From: Patrick Gaston
Sent, 07/17/2005 05,50 PM
To: 'trbutler"
_-_':;"_'_C; ;c
Subject: Re:

_-:-::>

Hi Shelly,
I think that there is a good possibility to do this over a period of 3 to 5
years beginning in 2006. Let's discuss this week to firm up. Please call me at
202-236..:----- next Tuesday to discuss.
Thanks,
Patrick
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Rachelle Butler"
Sent: 07/17/2005 11:38 AM
To: Patrick Gaston/EMPL/DC/Verizon@VZNotes
Subject: The Rangel Center
Dear Patrick,
Thanks so much for our wonderful conversation about the proposed Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York (CCNY). We
feel very privileged to be able to establish this Center at City College in
honor of one of America's most distinguished public servants. The City College
of New York, the only public college in Harlem, is located in Congressman
Rangel's district, and he has long had a close association with our school and
its leadership, including our current president, Dr. Gregory Williams. The
creation of the Center at The College will be an event of national and
international importance, as this will be the only Center honoring the
Congressman in the US, and it should be of considerable interest to the press.
As we discussed, we are now in the phase of the public/private sector
partnership that is required by the Congress for their support of the project.
Many corporations and foundations have expressed interest in participating,
including the Ford Foundation, J.P. Morgan Chase, Citibank, and many others.
We anticipate receiving seed money from Congress, but full support will depend
on how well we do in the private sector outreach phase.
I'm sure you know that Congressman Rangel has always advanced the idea that
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policy-making
positions should mirror the diversity of the nation and that the federal
workforce should reflect that. I know that Verizon shares this goal and we
believe that City College's diversity and mission make us the best source of
talent to fulfill it.
Last year, US News and World Report ranked CCNY the most diverse college in
the nation where African-Americans were the largest group; this year we were
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ranked the most diverse college in the nation where Hispanic-Americans are the
largest group. More than 90 languages are spoken on our campus and our
students hail from mOre than 150 countries.
Historically, for 158 years, City College's mission has been one of excellence
and access, offering our students opportunity to obtain a first-class
education at an affordable price and enter the professions. The majority of
our students come from families making less than $30k/year; they are mostly
immigrants or the children of immigrants; they are often the first in their
families to go to college; and, more than 75% of them work, either full time
or at one or more part-time jobs. Today, once again, City College is selective
and is widely seen to be entering its second Golden Age.
Briefly, the Rangel Center will include:
A combined BA/MA program and a stand-alone MA graduate program
for students from groups currently underrepresented in public service; the
goal is to inspire our best students to move into graduate work and pursue
careers in public service:
A Mid-Career Leadership Program targeted at outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented in pUblic service and designed to advance
them into public service leadership positions;
The Charles B. Rangel Library, which will contain the product of
50 years of pUblic service by Congressman Rangel, the major African-American
statesman of the 20th and early 21st centuries; scholarly research in the
archives will generate work of great importance, both in the academic and
public spheres;
The Center
limestone mansion adjacent

housed in the restored and renovated Harlem
City College campus.

We would very much like to have the Verizon Foundation as one of our partners
in this major initiative and we believe that what would be most appropriate
for both Verizon and the Rangel Center would be to name the communications
network center for the Verizon Foundation.
Today, we know that the learning process is enhanced through carefully
designed and applied technology. The new cutting-edge communications network
center will be the heart of that technology. connecting the Rangel Center
Library with the City College library and other research and practice
institutions, enabling state-of-the-art wireless computer access within the
Center, and offering the prospect of future technical advances. We feel, too,
that other departments in The College, such as the School of Education, will
be very interested in observing how such a communication center can increase
learning.
The cost for creating the communications center will be $500,000 and we would
like to name it the Verizon Foundation Communications Center in honor of our
friends and partners at Verizon. At his moment, we are asking only for signed
pledges although we hope to begin work on the Center in late 2005 or early
2006.

As you requested, I have contacted the Congressman's office and asked them to
notify him that we have had a very good conversation. I look forward to
hearing from you after you have consulted with other Verizon leaders and to
beginning what I hope will be a long and happy relationship between Verizon,
City College, and the Rangel Center.
Again, my warmest thanks.
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Sincerely,
Shelly

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
Shepard 8-154
138th and Convent Avenue
New York, NY
Tel,
Fax,

(212)
(212)

Email:
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RogerA.
MottlEMPllDCNerlzon

07/29/200509:09 AM

To "Dalley, George" <George,Dalley@maithouse.gov>

cc

bee
Subject RE: Video Choice Act of 2005[]

George
Thanks very much. Most appreciated. Know it is a crazy day.
Roger
"Dalley, George" <George.Dalley@mail.house.gov>
"Dalley, Georga"
<Georga .Dallay@mail.housa.
goY>

07/29/200509:05 AM

To Roger A MottiEMPUDCNerizon@VZNoles, "Featherson.
Wendy" <Wendy,Featherson@mail.house.gov>

ee
Subject RE: Video Choice Act of 2005

Charlie has our memo recommending cosponsorship, but he is swamped.
have a decision to you by COB today.

We'll

-----Original

From:
Sent:
To: Featherson.
Subject: Fw: Video

Wendy and George
In addition to the group of Democratic cosponsors you already have,
yesterday we added the following:
Greg Meeks

Carolyn Maloney
Patrick Kennedy
Mike Michaud
Joe Baca

Along with Wynn, Bennie Thompson. Sanford Bishop, Crowley, NeaL Rahall,
Mollohan, Rothman and Wexler, we have 14 Democratic cosponsors and 32
total.
Hope Charlie can join in today. It would be a huge boost to our efforts and
most appreciated by Ivan and certainly by me
Thanks Roger
Forwarded by Roger A. Mott/EMPL/DC/Verizon on 07/29/2005 08:57 AM
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Roger A.
Mott/EMPL/DC/Veri
zon
07/28/2005 10,32

To

wendy.featherson@mail.house.gov,
george.dalley®mail.house.gov

cc

AM

Subject
Fw: Video Choice Act of 2005

Wendy and George
Sanford Bishop and Rahall were added last night to go with the group
already on. Anything you can do today before adjournment to encourage
Charlie is most appreciated.
Thanks Roger
Forwarded by Roger A. Mott!EMPL/DC/Verizon on 07/28/2005 10:30 AM
Roger A.
Mott/EMPL/DC/Veri
zon
07/27/2005 11,01

To

wendy.featherson@mail.house.gov,
george.dalley@mail.house.gov
cc

AM

Subject
Fw: Video Choice Act of 2005

Wendy and George
Below is the e-mail with background material I sent earlier this month. We
are trying to build enough momentum to either push the Blackburn/Wynn bill
forward or get the House Commerce Committee to include language in its
overall Telecom Reform bill they are working on now to draft, that will
assure competition for the first time ever in the cable/video marketplace.
Good consumer issue as evidenced by the GAO study showing in those rare
cases where cable does have competition, prices are 15% lower for
individual customers.
On the Democratic side, in addition to our primary sponsor Al Wynn, the
following have agreed to cosponsor:
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Crowley
Neal
Bennie Thompson
Wexler
Rothman
Mollohan
More are close as we speak and I am comfortable we will have at least 20
Democratic cosponsors by end of the week. We are focused on the old NYNEX
territory in our efforts or we would have even more if it were a nationwide
effort.
Charlie would be a wonderful cosponsor. Holler if you need anything else
from me.
Thanks Roger
Forwarded by Roger A. Mott/EMPL/nC/Verizon on 07/27/2005 10,53 AM
Roger A.
Mott/EMPL/DC/Veri
zon
07/15/2005 12,51

To
wendy.featherson®mail.house.gov,
george.dalley®mail.house.gov

PM

cc
Subject
Fw: Video Choice Act of 2005

Wendy and George
I am contacting you both on this issue because in addition to being a
legislative issue, it has local political impact.

It would be greatly appreciated if Charlie can cosponsor HR 3146, the
Blackburn-Wynn Video Choice Act. Below are some background materials that
should be helpful.
Our buildout of Fiber to the Premises is a once in a generation upgrade of
our existing system to accommodate super high speed internet and also video
services.
The issue of nationwide franchising is Verizon's top priority and quite
frankly will determine the future of the business. We feel confident we can
compete with cable, just as they are succeeding in competing with us today
for phone customers in an unhindered fashion. However, we can't enter the
video business in a timely fashion if we must first negotiate 10,000
separate franchise agreements across the Verizon territory. Going one by
one will slow the process down to the point our business plans lose any
viability and actual cable competition will not happen.
On the political side of the equation it means cable choice, as well as
price competition in this area, for the first time ever. It also means a
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union company, Verizon finally giving the nonunion cable companies the

competition that has been lacking for so long.
Thanks for raising this request with Charlie. We are anxious to line up
key cosponsors ASAP. Glad to come by to discuss further if that is helpful.

Roger

(See attached file: HOUSEFINAL.pdf)
(See attached file: BlackburnWynnpressrelease.doc)

(See attached file: VZonepager.DOC)
(See attached file: Housedearcolleague.doc)
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Proposal to The Verizon Foundation
for
The Verizon Network Communications Center

at the
Charles 8. Rangel Center for Public Service

August 3, 2005
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A Proud History and Mission - The Children of the Whole People
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and immigrants. The College has produced
great scientists, captains of industry, public
servants, teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and
women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New
York City, with one of the most diverse student
bodies of any college in America. Its more than
12,000 students carry on a tradition of excellence as they win prestigious awards and
fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate and professional schools, and make their
marks in the sciences, in the arts, in public service, in industry, in education.

Access and Excellence
For 158 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence
and public higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social
advancement tor generations ofNew Yorkers, City College has provided an unsurpassed
educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands oftalented but needy students. With
particular focus on meeting the needs of "the children of the whole people," The College
provides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to enter fields new to
them with expert skills and education.
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Diversity and Need
Many sehools talk about diversity; City College lives it
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation,
with Afriean·Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first
with Hispanie·Americans as the largest minority. The 2004 issue of CCNY's City Facts
states that in the voluntary section of the admissions application, 87% of CCNY students
describe themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle ofHigher Education 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the
category of bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students cam 75% of the
total, Blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian·Paeific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at
City College, however, Blacks received 34.1 %, Hispanics 30. I % and AsianlPacific
Islanders II %, an incredible record of success in populations underrepresented in
bachelor's degrees earned. Many ofthese degrees are awarded in exceptionally
demanding programs unique to City College which do not exist elsewhere in the City
University system, such as engineering, architecture, biomedical education, and certain
science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schools. Many are
immigrants or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English and
were born in 147 countries. City College students are usually the first in their families to
go to college, following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY
alumni. whose achievements became the model for their own families.

,.. ~1ll

Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants access to the
American dreana now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are
financially needy. Approximately 58% comefromfilmilies with combined
incomes of $25,000 or le,fs; three·quarters of the students work while
attending school, some at more than one job. Over
~:e"
half of the students attend part time, most often for
financial reasons. They pay $5,000/year in tuition,
}: ~
books, and fees. While the comparatively low tuition
:. ~..
narrowly makes it possible for tbem to attend a top
.t"'~'

'-.I> if

quality college, the cost is high when compared to the
income many of them, or their families, carn. Because
they frequently need to support themselves and
sometimes evcn help support their families, they otten
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take longer to graduate, sometimes having to leave before they earn the bachelor's
degree. Working longer hours takes away valuable time from their studies, making it
that much more difficult to attain the success they strive for and merit. Few have the
time for public service, but many strive to do it nevertheless.

Why Students Come" to City College

A small university, with uniqlle courses ofstudy, 40 graduate degree programs and 10
(if CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many ofthe neediest applicants to the City University system. Why?
Because The City College of New York is the only college in the CUNY system with
Schools ofArchitecture, Engineering, and Biomedical Education, and many innovative
programs in environmental engineering and science, graphic design, media arts
production, publishing, and urban legal studies. Indeed, in most cases, these are the only
public schools or programs of their kind in New York City. Consequently, City College is
the sole gateway for these students to enter these professions, as they cannot afford to
attend private institutions that may offer a comparable course of study. Most have meager
financial resources but great resolve.
Profiles in Determination
The 2003 valedietorian, Sylvia Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper while she
completed her demanding chemical engineering program here. She now has a full
graduate feUowship at the University ofTexlls in engineering. Zhanna Soushko, the 2004
CCNY valedictorian, worked as a waitress during her entire time at City College. After
graduation, she entered the Ph.D. program at the University of Denver on a full
feUowship.
City College also has the biggest undergraduate science
research program in the New York Metropolitan area,
including Columbia and NYU. Rhodes Scholar Lev Sviridov,
who was homeless when he first came to this country from
Russia a mere 10 years ago, participates in this program,
exemplifying the kind of student City College attracts and
nourishes. These stories are not unique; in fact, they are
characteristic of the typical student profile at City College.
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at
The City College of New York
In a distinguished career spanning more than four decades, The Honorable Charles B.
Rangel has done as much as any single person in public service to empower the least
powerful among our citizens to achieve their goals and to change their communities and
the nation, not only because that is what they deserve, but also because it is what America
needs to be herself! He has thought and acted locally, at the state and national level, and
globally, to ensure that the laws and policies of this nation reflect her best instincts and
her highest promise.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a belief that America's
"governing class" - those men and women who make our laws and policies -must reflect
the rich tapestry of cultures, faiths, and ethnicities that make us who we are as a country.
Today, non-whites make up nearly 30% of the US population. Yet fewer than 14% of
men and women in middle and senior levels of the Federal Civil Service and 8% of the
United States Foreign Service are members of minority groups. The mission of The
Charles Rangel Center for Public Service is to build upon his legacy of public service in
conjunction with The City College of New York's mission of access and excellence in
higher education.
The Center will accomplish this through the establishment of a rigorous graduate
program coordinated with programs on the undergraduate level, many unique to City
College, designed to attract talented students from underrepresented groups and prepare
them for public service, including elective office and careers in government, at the
policy-making level. The Charles Rangel Center will also house the Charles Rangel
Library, an archival repository of documents, photographs, and memorabilia, recording
the life of one of America's most important public servants, and serving as a rich
repository of knowledge and experience for students and scholars alike. The Center's
home will be a restored Harlem mansion adjacent to The City College campus.
The City College of New York (CCNY) is honored to establish the Charles B. Rangel
Center for Public Service on its campus in tribute to one ofAmerica's most distinguished
public servants. The City College, the only public college in Harlem, is located in
Congressman Rangel's district and he has long had a close association with The College
and its leadership. The creation of the Center at The College will be an event of national
and international importance, as this will be the only Center honoring the Congressman in
the United States.
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The Charles B. Rangel Center
The Rangel Center for Public Service will recruit trod prep;lre students from underserved
and underrepresented popnlations to its Master's Program in Public Service; will arrange
for and compensate student participation in intcrnships/placements in service
organizations; will offcr coursework on poverty, ethnicity, and diversity; will organize,
archive, and make available to scholars, particularly those at City College, the papers of
Congressman Rangel; will provide professional advancement training for mid-career,
minority government employees; and will sponsor research on barriers to participation in
public service ofunderserved populations. Through these efforts, the Rangel Center will
strive to hecome a national center for the promotion of greater diversity in public service.
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York will
consist offive major elements:
• The Charles B. Rangel Library, consisting ofdocuments, archives, and
memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service;
• The Master's Program in Public Service at The City College of New York,
which will seek to prepare yOllng people who have an interest in pursuing a
career in goverruuent service. Upon completion of the degree, graduates will be
eligible for a program analogous to the Federal Career Intern Program, entering
government service for a 2-year temporary appointment with eligibility fora
permanent assignment upon completion. This program will encourage the
involvement of members of underrepresented minority groups and those with
financial nee<!;
• A Combined BAlMA Program in Public Scrvice that will work together with
several undergraduate programs unique to City College (described below) and
that are particularly suited to draw outstanding students interested in public
service. The BAIMA Program will attract students capable of and interested in
an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's degree. It will prepare
them for public service with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-.on training in internships and service learning
courses.
• Professional Advancement Training for mid-career, minority government
employees of particular accomplishment and promise for an academic year of
study; the training program will be called the Charles B. Rangel Mid-Career
Program in Leadership and Policy Innovation
• The Charles B. Rangel Center, which will be housed in a magnificent Harlem
limeSlone townhouse adjacent to lhe City College campus, and include the
Rangel Library, a conference center, and offices lor visiting scholars. The
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Network Communications Center, located in the Rangel Center, will serve as a
crucial resource for computer literacy; distance learning; wireless access; and ,,digitized access on and off campus to the Rangel Library.

The Verizon Communications Network Center
The City College of New York would like to invite the Verizon Foundation to
become a partner in this major initiative by naming the Communications Network
Center in its honor.
Today, we know that the learning process is greatly enhanced through carefully designed
and applied technology. The new cutting-edge communications network center will be
the heart of that technology, connecting the Rangel Center Library with the City College
llbrary and other research and practice institutions, enabling state-of-the-art wireless
computer access within the Center, and offeling the prospect of future technical
advances.
The Verizon Network Communications Center will serve as a resource not only to public
service students, but also to The City College community at large. For example:
• Engineering and architecture students will learn about applying their coursework
to the public sector.
.
• Students researching social issues of computing .ean cross reference materials from'
the Rangel Library regarding work on legislation On the issue.
• The Verizon Communications Network Center will serve as the hub for videoconferencing, computerized presentations, and digital archive access. This will
enable collaboration with other schools, including the Henry Jackson Center at the
University of Washington and other City College academic partners.

Technology
By effectively integrating technology and technology applications into daily operations,
City College will improve significantly the delivery of education to its faculty, students,
and visiting scholars.
City College students ,know that they must be technologically fluent to enter [he work
force. Computer labs are used around the cIock on campus. Honors College students
receive their own laptops as freshmen. The Verizon Network Communications Center
will support computer literacy and go beyond it to give students proficiency in interactive
conferencing and computer presentations.

E-Learning - Web and Compnter Based Presentations
The Verizon Network Communications Center will offer training in critical technology,
including Web- and computer-based presentations requiring the sharing of key graphs
and charts. Faculty and students can' also log onto Websites simultaneously for scheduled
supplementary out-of-classroom study. In addition, e-learning prepares students for the
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working world, where employers increasingly turn to computers and the job for job-based
training.
Video Conferencing
Used effectively, video conferencing dramatically enhances how professors teach and
students learn, adding another dynamic to communication not previously possible in
typical classrooms.
•

Distance Learning -Educators and Role Models - The ability to bring speakers
onto CCNY's Harlem campus and into the classroom without physically
transporting them here opens new possibilities. Professors will be able to turn to
leaders in the field of public service - a city-councilman from Chicago, an
immigration rights lawyer in Arizona, a non-profit lobbyist in Washington DC ~
for liv(; interactive examples of work in the field. Students will have access to
key leaders and mentors without City College reallocating tight resources for
lmnecessary travel costs.

•

Distance Learning - Student Collaboration - Classrooms across the COlffitry
and around the world will be at the disposal ofthe City College community. The
College's public service students, who serve as interns, will be able to learn from
other students' experiences around the United States through video eonferencing
technology--comparing experiences and building on the lessons learned from their
individual service.

•

Distance Learning - Access to Other Campuses - Video conferencing can also
enable students to enroll in additional courses at institutions ofhigher education
across the country. If a course being taught at another institution complements
the coursework of the Rangel students, then this critical technology will provide
access.

Digital Archive Access
The Digital Archive will enable researchers to access invaluable historical material in
ways never before possible, with lightning-fast searches of the Charles B. Rangel Library
for specific topics, issues, and date ranges. The Rangel Library and Archives will tell the
story not only of one great man, but also of a nation's progress during the last half ofthe
20th century and the beginning of the 21 st. It will trace the nature of government, the
growth and development of minorities in the United States, and the contributions of
underrepresented populations in government and public service. It will be the heart of a
Iiying, growing center - a productive environment for emerging ideas, thoughtflll
advocacy and visionary projects.
The Verizon Network Communications Center will be invaluable in providing the
technology for both the digitization process and for access for researchers.
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Wireless Access
The underlying technology that will bring the entire Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Scrvice into the future is wireless access throughout the building. Students will be able to
open their laptops to communicate with their professors and one another. They can
access other campus libraries via the web across campus and coordinate study groups.
Since the Center will be used by not only the public service students: but also by
education, engineering, and architecture students, the wircless communication component
will be even more advantageous.
Wireless access fosters students' computer literacy. As more and more students use
laptops for communication and studying around campus, other students feel compelled to
jump on this technology bandwagon. Also, as more students become proficient in using
computers for a variety of tasks, the likelihood of their coaching their friends and families
increases.

Basic Literacy
Since 1921, City College's School of Education has played a leading role in training
teachers, supervisors and administrators to become outstanding professionals in the
context of an urban, multicultural public school system. Currently, the School of
Education is the largest provider of administrators and supervisors for the New York City
school system, with the School's graduates filling spots from Assistant Principal to
Superintendent. Teaching literacy is a key component of their coursework and the
approaches to overcoming illiteracy are many and varied. Access to the Verizon
Communications Center will advance the School of Education's literacy mission.
The School of Education understands that knowledge and skills develop over time
through thoughtful sequencing of coursework; fieldwork and supervised student teaching.
Novice teachers gain entry-level pedagogical skills that include reasoning and problemsolving, principles and procedures for organizing and implementing instruction, and
understanding multiple approaches to instruction. Through sequenced fieldwork, they
grow in their ability to apply these skills in teaching practice with urban students. Both
fieldwork and coursework provide opportunities for candidates to develop the skills for
direct work with diverse students and their families. One of the critical skills needed for
all of these phases of teaching teachers is an understanding of how to use technology in
the classroom today.
The City College School of Education students wi!! use the Center for educational
projects that span the School of Education's range of curricula.
• Undergraduate and graduate programs in early childhood education will tap the Center
for its technolo!,'Y when sharing best practices.
• Candidates using the Center who are currently teaching and pursuing professional
certification may
o specialize in literacy development,
o educate students who are English-language learnel's,
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o
o

(

teach children who have special needs,
learn how to teach and use pedagogic eomputer applications in the
software education center, or
-----,-a:::...wark.with children who are in their early childhood years
·..~The integratedQm~")etween the Rangel Genter and the School of Education will
'arrow students studying to bL>(;ome teachers in urban areas to tap into 'resources across
the country and to compare their fieldwork with other students using the above
technological aids.

Measurement and Evaluation Process
In order to evalunte the success of the Verizon Network Communieations Center,
determine a true and measurable outcome, and assess the benefits to The College, the
Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Center will keep records on the following:
• the number of students per year who use the Verizon Center,
• the number of uses ofvideoconferencing, and
• the number of uses of computerized prescntations.
At the end of years one, two, and three, the Rangel Center will also ask Verizon Center
users to till Ollt a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the Center. The College
will survey and analyze findings based on:
• usage,
• quality of facilities, and
• satisfaction with the learning experience at CCNY before and after access to
Center.
After five and 10 years, The College's surveys of Range! Center alumni will quantifY:
• how many entered public service,
• in whieh eapaeities, and
• how they felt the Verizon Center assisted them in the long term.
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Our Request of the Verizon Foundation
Therefore: On behalf of The City College of New York, in order to create:

The Verizon Network Communications Center
at the
The Charles B. Rangel Center
We ask you to consider a grant of $500,000 to be used tor the following projected costs:
r--'

Area
Planning and Development
Installation, Training, Consulting
Network Building (wired and wireless) including
Connectivity to Campus
Electrical, Lighting, and Data, Power, Audio and Video
Outlets, Sound Proof Walls, Blackout Shades, Flooring;
ProRranlmable Control System~., Crestron)
ISDN and ISDN/IP Gateway
25 computer stations; table embedded with rich technology
options; chairs; large-screen data projection
Videoconf~~system with dual display~ Audio Reinforcement
Powered Rack with ComputerlVCRlDCD/SlIde
Projector/Document Camera
Media Recording/Storage/Dclivery System (eg. VB rick;
Starbak)
Digiti:ration and online access for initial Library resources
Digitization for Future Documents
Administrative Costs (10%)
TOTAL

-

Total
$10,000
$30,000
$40,000
$60,000

$10,000
$70,000

--'-----,$40,000
$10,000
$15,000
$50,000
$100,000
$20,000
$45,000
$500,000

"-

The College will begin work on the Center in latc 2006 or early 2007 and would like to
propose the following payment schedule
2006:$ 10,000
2007: $157,000
2008: $167,000
2009, $166,000
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Conclusion
On behalf of the aspiring students of The City Collcge ofNew York, we thank you
for your thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have any questions or need
further it.[ormation, please contact President Gregory H. Williams atthe numbers
below or Vice President Rachelle Butler at the Office of Development and
Institutional Advancement. Once again, thank you.
Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College ofNew York
/38'h Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
FI1X:
Email:
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office ofDevelopment and Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
138'· Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Pax:
'Smail:

"Transforming lives towards the futtll'e ofour nation. "
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The ,1ppHcatlon you previously submItted appears below. No further changes may be made to thIs
application. Click here to .mt!illlJQJhe Wtti£WTI&...Q..iill§,

J
Salutation

Ms.

last Name (required)

Butler

First Name (required)

Shelly

Middle Name
Title (required)

VI' for Development and Institutional
Advancement

Contact Type (required)

Primary Contact

Address (required)

138TH ST AND CONVENT AVE, Shepard
Hall, RM 154

City (required)

NEW YORK

State (required)

New York

Province
ZIP Code (tequlred)

10031-0000

Telephone (required)

(212) 650 r

Fax

.2l2-650{·.·.••·•

legal Name (required)

THE CIiY COllEGE OF THE CliY
UNIVERSIiY OF NEW YORK

AKA Name

The City College Of New York

In Care Of Name

City College 21st Century Foundation

Relationship to 'in care of'
organization

The CC2l CF Is the fiscal agent for The
City College of New York

Address (required)

138TH ST AND CONVENT AVE, Shepard
Hall, RM 154

City (reqUired)

NEW YORK

State (reqUired)

New York

ZIP Code (required)

10031-0000
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Province
Country (required)

United States

Telephone (required)

(212) 650~,

Fax

212-650-

Web Site Address

www,cuny.ccny,edu

E-mail Address
Organization Background (required)

A Proud History and Mission -- The
Children of the Whole Peopie
The City College of New York was
founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to
offer higher education to the children of
the working class and immigrants. The
College has produced great scientists,
captains of Industry, pUblic servants,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men
and women with few material resources
and opportunities.
Today's City College Is a microcosm of
New York City, with one of the most
diverse student bodies of any college in
America. Its more than 12,000 students
carry on a tradition of excellence as they
win prestigious awards and fellowships,
gain acceptance to leading graduate and
professional schools, and make their
marks in the sciences, in the arts, in
public service, in Industry, In education.
Access and Excellence
For 158 years, The City College of New
York has symbolized the union of
excellence and public higher education.
The most important avenue to upward
mobility and social advancement for
generations of New Yorkers, City College
has prOVided an unsurpassed educational
opportunity to hundreds of thousands of
talented but needy students. With
particuiar focus on meeting the needs of
""the children of the whole people, "" The
College provides unique opportunities for
underrepresented populations to enter
fields new to them with expert skills and
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education.
Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City
College lives it
Last year, US News and Worid Report
ranked City College first In diversity in
the nation, with African-Americans as the
largest minority. This year, City College
was ranked first with Hispanic-Americans
as the largest minority. The 2004 Issue of
CCNY's City Facts states that In the
voluntary section of the admissions
application, 87% of CCNY students
describe themselves as members of a
minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003
Almanac reports that nationally, within
the category of bachelor's degrees .
earned at all colleges, White students
earn 75% of the total, Blacks 8.5%,
Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific
Islanders 6.2%. The same year at City
College, however, Blacks received
34.1%, Hispanics 30.1% and
Asian/Pacific Islanders 11 %, an incredible
record of success in populations
underrepresented in bachelor's degrees
earned. Many of these degrees are
awarded in exceptionally demanding
programs unique to City College, which
do not exist elsewhere in the CIty
University system, such as engineering,
architecture, biomedical education, and
certain science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the
New York City public schools. Many are
immigrants or children of immigrants;
they speak 91 languages other than
English and were born In 147 countries.
City College students are usually the first
in their families to go to college, following
a tradition that reflects the pattern of
generations of CCNY alumni, whose
achievements became the model for their
own families.
Founded to provide children of the poor
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and new immigrants access to the
American dream now still, as in its
storied past, CCNY students are
financially needy. Approximately 58.%
come from families with combined
incomes of $25,000 or less; threequarters of the students work while
attending school, some at more than one
job. Over half of the students attend part
time, most often for financial reasons.
They pay $5,OOO/year in tUition, books,
and fees. While the comparatively low
tuition narrowly makes it possible for
them to attend a top quality college, the
cost is high when compared to the
income many of them, or their famlfies,
earn. Because they frequently need to
support themselves and sometimes even
help support their families, they often
take longer to graduate, sometimes
having to leave before they earn the
bachelor's degree. Working longer hours
takes away valuable time from their
studies, making it that much more
difficult to attain the success they strive
for and merit. Few have the time for
public service, but many strive to do it
nevertheiess.
Why Students Come to City College
A small university, with unique courses of
study, 40 graduate degree programs and
10 of CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many of the neediest
applicants to the City University system.
Why? Because The City College of New
York is the only college in the CUNY
system with Schools of Architecture,
Engineering, and BiomedIcal Education,
and many innovative programs in
environmental engineering and science,
graphic design, media arts production,
publishing, and urban legal studies.
Indeed, in most cases, these are the only
public schools or programs of their kind
in New York City. Consequently, City
College is the sole gateway for these
students to enter these professions, as
they cannot afford to attend private
institutions that may offer a comparable
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course of study. Most have meager
financial resources but great resolve.
Profiles In Determination
The 2003 valedictorian, Sylvia
Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper
while she completed her demanding
chemical engineering program. She now
has a full graduate fellowship at the
University of Texas in engineering.
Zhanna Soushko, the 2004 CCNY
valedictorian, worked a9 a waitress
during her entire time at City College.
After graduation, she entered the Ph.D.
program at the University of Denver on a
full fellowship.
City College also has the biggest
undergraduate science research program
in the New York Metropolitan area,
including Columbia and NYU. Rhodes
Scholar Lev SViridov, who was homeless
when he first came to this country from
Russia a mere 10 years ago, participates
In this program, exemplifyIng the kind of
student City College attracts and
nourishes. These stories are not unique;
In fact, they are characteristic of the
typical student profile at City College.
approx, 10 page maxImum

Project Title (required)

Verlzon Communications Center

Request Date (required)

08/10/05

Request Amount (reqUired)

$500,000.00

Project BUdget

$500,000.00

Funding principle (reqUired)

Education

Project Start Date

12/31/05

Project End Date
What Is the nature of this request?
(required)

The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service
at
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The City College of New York
In a distinguished career spanning more
than four decades, The Honorable
Charles B. Rangel has done as much as
any single person in public service to
empower the least powerful among our
citizens to achieve their goals and to
change their communities and the nation,
not only because that is what they
deserve, but also because it is what
America needs to be herself. He has
thought and acted locally, at the state
and national level, and globally, to ensure
that the laws and policies of this nation
reflect her best Instincts and her highest
promise.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's
lifelong service Is a belief that America's
""governing class'on •• those men and
women who make our laws and policies -must reflect the rich tapestry of cultures,
faiths, and ethniclties that make us who
we are as a country. The mission of The
Charles Rangel Center for Public Service
is to build upon his legacy of public
service in conjunction with The City
College of New York's mission of access
and excellence in higher education.
The Center will accomplish this through
the establishment of a rigorous graduate
program coordinated with programs on
the undergraduate level, many unique to
City College, designed to attract talented
students from underrepresented groups
and prepare them for public service,
including elective office and careers in
government, at the policy-making level.
The Charles Rangel Center will also house
the Charles Rangel Library, an archival
repository of documents, photographs,
and memorabilia, recording the life of
one of America's most important public
servants, and serving as a rich repository
of knowledge and experience for students
and scholars alike. The Center's home
will be a restored Harlem mansion
adjacent to The City College campus.
The City College of New York (CCNY) is
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honored to establish the Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service on its
campus in tribute to one of America's
most distinguished pUblic servants. The
City College, the only public college in
Harlem, is located in Congressman
Rangel's district and he has long had a
close association with The College and its
leadership. The creation of the Center at
The College will be an event of national
and internatlonar importance, as this will
be the only Center honoring the
Congressman in the United States.
The budget for the Rangel Center is $30
million. Fundraislng for this is currently
underway.
The Charles B. Rangel Center
The Rangel Center for Public Service wlll
recruit and prepare students from
underserved and underrepresented
populations to Its Master's Program In
Public Service; will arrange for and
compensate student participation in
internships/placements in service
organizations; will offer coursework on
poverty, ethnicity, and diversity; will
organize, archive, and make available to
scholars, particularly those at City
College, the papers of Congressman
Rangel; will provide professional
advancement training for mid-career,
minority government employees; and will
sponsor research on barriers to
participation In public service of
underserved populations. Through these
efforts, the Rangel Center will strive to
become a national center for the
promotion of greater diversity in public
service.
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Pubfic
Service at The City Coffege of New York
will consist of five major elements:
7 The Charles B. Rangel Library,
consisting of documents, archives, and
memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's
lifetime of public service.
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7 The Master's Program In Public Service~.
at The City College of New York, which
will seek to prepare young people who
have an Interest In pursuing a career in
government service. Upon completion of
the degree, graduates'will be eligible for
a program analogous to the Federal
Career Intern Program, entering
government service for a 2-year
temporary appointment with eligibility for
a permanent assignment upon
completion. This program will encourage
the involvement of underrepresented
minorities and those with financial need.
7 A Combined BA/MA Program in Public
Service will work together With several
undergraduate programs unique to City
College (described below) and that are
particularly suited to draw outstanding
students Interested in public service. The
BNMA Program will attract students
capable of and interested in an intensive
""fast-track"" program leading to the
master's degree. It will prepare them for
public service With high-level coursework,
experienced government personnel
mentors, and hands-on training in
internships and service learning courses.
7 Professional Advancement Training for
mid-career, minority government
employees of particular accomplishment
and promise for an academic year of
study; the training program will be called
the Charles B. Rangel Mid-Career
Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation.
7 The Charles B. Rangel Center, which

will be housed in a magnificent Harlem
limestone townhouse adjacent to the City
College campus, and Include the Rangel
Library, a conference center, and offices
For visiting scholars. The Communications
Center, located in the Rangel Center, will
serve as a crucial resource for computer
literacy; distance learning; wireless
access; and digitized access on and off
campus to the Rangel Library.
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The Verlzon Communications Center
The City College of New York would like
to invite the Verizon Foundation to
become a partner In this major initiative
by naming the Communications Center in
its honor.
Today, we know that the learning process
is greatly enhanced through carefully
designed and applied technology. The
new cutting-edge communicatIons center
will be the heart of that technology,
connecting the Rangel Center Library
with the CIty College library and other
research and practice institutions,
enabling state-of-the-art wireless
computer access within the Center, and
offering the prospect of future technical
advances.
The Verizon Communications Center will
serve as a resource not only 'to public
service students, but also to The City
College community at large. For
example:
7 Engineering and architecture students
will learn about applying their course work
in the public sector.
7 Students researching social issues of
computing can cross reference materials
from the Rangel Library regarding work
on legIslation on the issue.
7 The Verlzon Communications Center
will serve as the hub for videoconferencing, computerized
presentations, and digital archive access.
This will enable collaoQratlon with other
schools, includIng the Henry Jackson
Center at the University of WashIngton
and other City College academic
partners.
7 Education students will use the
technology to access other schools across
the country that prepare teachers to
teach in urban districts and to learn
about the possibilities for using
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technology in the classroom.
Technology
By effectively integrating technology and
technology applications into dally
operations, City College will improve
significantly the delivery of education to
its faculty, students, and visiting
scholars.
City College students know that they
must be technologically fluent to enter
the work force. Computer labs are used
around the clock on campus. Honors
College students receive their own
laptops as freshmen. The Verizon
Communications Center will support
computer literacy and go beyond it to
give students proficiency in interactive
conferenclng and computer
presentations.
E-learning -- Web and Computer Based
Presentations
The Verizon Communications Center will
offer training in critical technology,
including Web- and computer-based
presentations requiring the sharing of key
graphs and charts. Faculty and students
can arso log onto Websites
simultaneously for scheduled
supplementary out-ot-classroom study.
In addition, e-Iearnlng prepares students
for the working world, where employers
increasingly turn to computers and the
job for job-based training.
Video Conferencing
Used effectively, video conferencing
dramatically enhances how professors
teach and students learn, adding another
dynamic to communication not preViously
possible in typical classrooms.
7 Distance Learning --Educators and Role
Models - The ability to bring speakers
onto CCNY's Harlem campus and into the
classroom without physically transporting
them here opens new possibilities.
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Professors will be able to turn to leaders
in the field of public service -- a citycouncilman from Chicago, an Immigration
rights lawyer In Arizona, a non-profit
lobbyist in Washington DC -- for live
interactive examples of work in the field.
Students will have access to key leaders
and mentors without City College
reallocating tight resources for
unnecessary travel costs.
7 Distance Learning - Student
Collaboration -- Classrooms across the
country and around the world will be at
the disposal of the City College
community. The College's public service
stUdents, who serve as interns, will be
able to learn from other students'
experiences around the United States
through video conferencing technology-comparing experiences and building on
the lessons learned from their individual
service.
7 Distance Learning -- Access to Other
Campuses -- Video conferencing can also
enable students to enroll in additional
courses at institutions of higher education
across the country. If a course being
taught at another institution
complements the coursework of the
Rangel students, then this critical
technology will prOVide access.
Digital Archive
The Digital Archive will enable
researchers to access invaluable historical
material in ways never before possible,
with lightning-fast searches of the
Charles B. Rangel Library for specific
topics, issues, and date ranges. The
Rangel Library and Archives will tell the
story not only of one great man, but also
of a nation's progress during the last half
of the 20th century and the beginning of
the 21st It will trace the nature of
government, the growth and
development of minorities in the United
States, and the contributions of
underrepresented popUlations in
government and public service. It will be
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the heart of a living, growing center --a··'
productive environment for emerging
ideas, thoughtful advocacy and visionary
projects.
The Verizon Communications Center will
be invaluable in providing the technology
for both the digitization process and
access for researchers.
Wireless Access
The underlying technology that will bring
the entire Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service into the future Is wireless
access throughout the building. Students
will be able to open their laptops to
communicate with their professors and
one another. They can access other
campus libraries via the web across
campus and coordinate study groups.
Since the Center will be used by not only
the public service students, but also by
education, engineering, and architecture
students, the wireless communication
component wi II be even more
advantageous.
Wireless access fosters students'
computer literacy. As more and more
students use laptops for communication
and studying around campus, other
students feel compelled to Jump on this
technology bandwagon. Also, as more
students become proficient in using
computers for a variety of tasks, the
likelihood of their coaching their friends
and families increases.
Basic Literacy
Since 1921, City College's School of
Education has played a leading role In
training teachers, supervisors and
administrators to become outstanding
professionals in the context of an urban,
multicultural public school system.
Currently, the School of Education is the
largest provider of administrators and
supervisors for the New York City school
system, with the School's graduates
filling spots from Assistant Principal to
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Superintendent. Teaching literacy Is a
key component of their coursework and
the approaches to overcoming illiteracy
are many and varied. Access to the
Verizon Communications Center will
advance the School of Education's
literacy mission.
The School of Education understands that
knowledge and skills develop over time
through thoughtful sequencing of
coursework, fieldwork and supervised
student teaching. Novice teachers gain
entry-level pedagogical skills that include
reasoning ",nd problem-solving, principles
and procedures for organizing and
implementing instruction, and
understanding multiple approaches to
instruction. Through sequenced fieldwork,
they grow In their ability to apply these
skills In teaching practice with urban
students. Both fieldwork and coursework
prOVide opportunities for candidates to
develop the skills for direct work with
diverse students and their families. One
of the critical skills needed for all of these
phases of teaching teachers Is an
understanding of how to use technology
in the classroom today.
The City College School of Education
students will use the Center for
educational projects that span the School
of EducatIon's range of curricula.
7 Undergraduate and graduate programs
in early childhood education will tap the
Center for its technology when sharing
best practices via video conferencing,
computerized presentation and the Web.
7 Candidates using the Center who are
currently teaching and pursuing
professional certification may
o specialize in literacy development,
o educate students who are Englishlanguage learners,
a teach children who have special needs,
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a learn how to teach and use pedagogic
computer applications in the software
'educatlon center, or
o work with children who are in their
early childhood years '
7 The integrated program between the
Rangel Center and the School of
Education will allow students studying to
become teachers in urban areas to tap
into resources across the country and to
compare their fieldwork with other
students using the above technological
aids.
The Verizon Communications Center,
located in the Rangel Center, will serve
as a critical resource for computer
literacy, distance learning, digitized
access to the Rangel Library and wireless
access.
Our Request of the Verlzon Foundation
On behalf of The City College of New
York, in order to create:
The Verizon Communications Center
at the
The Charles B. Rangel Center
We respectfully ask you to consider a
grant of $500,000 to cover the projected
costs covered in the attached budget.
The College will begin work on the Rangel
Center in rate 2005 or early 2006 and
would like to propose the follOWing
payment schedule
2005: $10,000
2006: $157,000
2007: $167,000
2008, $166,000
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Conclusion
On behalf of the aspiring students of The
City College of New York, we thank you
for your thoughtful consideration of this
request. If you have any questions or
need further information, please contact
Vice President Rachelle Butler at the
Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement.
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional
Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650-7125
212-650-

·''Transforming lives towards the future
of our nation. lIlJ
approx. 10 page maximum

Project Background (required)

Related Technology on Campus
Some capabilities exist at the City College
campus for basic computerized
presentations. In addition, there is a
video conference room in City College's
Sophie Davis School of Biomedical
Education. It Is used primarily for the
students and faculty in the BS/MD
program for communication with their
medical schools.

Note on Population Served Statistics
To meet the guidelines in the Population
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Served section that all fields total 1OO%,....~.
we had to rework the actual statistics. At
City College, there is substantial
crossover between categories. For
example, many of our students who are
minorities are also underprivileged.
Please note that the actual statistics are
as follows:
86% of our students are minorities
3% of our students have disabilities
19% of our students are studyIng to be
teachers
67% of our students are underprivileged
The figures listed in the Population
Served section were computed by taking
the real percentages, converting them to
numbers, adding them and then dividing
each by the total. So, 86+3+19+67=175
We took 86 for minorities and divided it
by 175 to reach the number 49, which
was placed in the minorities field. Please
let us know If we can clarify. The
converted numbers, which were placed in
the Population Served section are listed
below.
Minority -- 49%
Disabilities - 2%
Teachers - 11 %
UnderpriVileged -- 38%
approx. 10 page maximum

AdditIonal Funding for the Project
(required)

None. We are requesting the full amount
from the Verizon Foundation for the
Verizon Communications Center.
However, please note that we are in the
process of raising the additional $29.5
million for the Rangel Center (total cost
$30 million) from other foundations,
corporations, individuals and the
government.
Jpprox, 10 page maximum
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Critical Evaluation Process (required)

Measurement and Evaluation Process
In order to evaluate the success of the
Verizon Communications Center,
determine a true and measurable
outcome, and assess the benefits to The
College, the Rangel Center, and the
community, the Rangel Center will keep
records on the fallowing:
7 the number af students per year wha
use the Verizon Center,
7 the number of uses of
videoconferendng, and
7 the number of uses af computerized
presentations.
At the end af years one, two, and three,
the Rangel Center will also ask Verlzon
Center users to fill out a questionnaire
regarding their experiences with the
Center. The College will survey and
analyze findings based on:
7 usage,
7 quality of facilities, and
7 satisfaction with the learning
experience at CCNY before and after
access to Center.
After five and 10 years, The College's
surveys of Rangel Center alumni will
quantify:
7 how many entered public service,
7 In which capacities, and
7 how they felt the Verlzon Center
assisted them In the long term.
2000 character maximum

Describe how you plan to publicize
this grant in local news media
(required)

Publicity
The City College of New York will promote
the Verlzon Communlcatlans Center, as
part of the Charles 8. Rangel Center for
Public Service, through all available
means, inclUding a full-court press in the
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media, articles in the Alumnus Magazine
and the President's Newsletter
(distributed to 60,000), and on the
College and Center websltes.
In addition, to cE'lebrate the opening of
the Rangel Center, City College will hold
a press briefing and host various
receptions and events. The proposed
Verizon Communications Center will be
highlighted as one of the critical
components of the building and public
service program.
2000 character maximum

Project Budget Breakdown
Jhe Verizon Communications Center
i;!.~.doc (25.5 K)
Grant Routing

(required)

National .. Community Technology
Development

Gender (required)

51 % Females
49% Males

Age Group (required)

100% College

Ethnic/tv (required)

22%
29%
35%
14%

Population Served

(required)

Asian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino,
White or Caucasian

49% Minority
2% People With disabilities
11 % Teachers
38% Underprivileged
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Project Budget Breakdown - Verizon Communications Center

Income Section
Foundations/Comorations Funding

Total ltU:Qme
Expense Section
Project Management Fees
TcchnoloID:.i.hardwar';& software)
Training Costs
Consulting Fees
Facility Costs (inelud;;\iiilitY costs)

Total Exoense

I
I

Total
$500,000
$500,000
Total
$20,000
$330,000

.~

$10,000
$130,000
$500,000

Technology includes network building (wired and wireless
ON and ISON/lP Gateway,
videoconference system with dual displays, audio reinforcement, powere
er,
VCRlOVD, slide projector, document camera, media recording/storage/delivery system (eg.
Vbrick; Starbak), digitization and online access for initial library resources and digitization for
future documentation.
Facility costs include data, power, audio and video outlets, sound proof walls, blackout shades,
flooring, programmable control system, 25 computer stations at a table embedded with rich
technology options, chairs, and large-screen data projection.
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Project Budget Breakdown - Verizon Communications Center

I
I

Income Seelion
Foundations/Corporations Funding
Tola/lncome

,

------'.Expense SectIon

Proiect Management Fees
~olq!D'Q!!..rdwa.re /fl. software)
Training Costs
Consulting Fees
Facility COSls (include utility costs)
Tota/ Expense

Total
--$500,000·

I

-

$500,000
._.

Tota.1 ~.,...
$20,000

._.J~
$10,000
$10,000
$130,000
$500,000

Technology includes network building (wired and wireless), ISDN and I3DN/IP Gateway,
videoconferenee system with dual displays, audio reinforcement, powered raek with computer,
VCRlDVD, slide projector, document camera, media recording/storage/delivery system (eg.
Vbrick; Starbak), digitization and online aceess for initial library resources and digitization for
future documentation.
Facility costs include data, power, audio and video outlets, sound proofwalls, blackout shades,
nooring, progt"ammable control system, 25 computer stations at a table embedded with rich
technolo!,'Y options, chairs, and large-screen data projection.
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Digitization Equipment for Congressman Rangel's Library

Hardware

1 yr warranty
Installationl lor
Software Tralnino
Maintenance

Kodak i620 Document
Scanner

$27,548

$6,900

$3,395

$7,290

Mlnolla PS 7000 Book Scanner
with Cradle

$17,995

$159

$1,800

$3,24~

Kodak 1260 Document
Scanner,

$7,115

$8,600

$3,176

$1,500

OCR Conversion Module .,RI,
Pdf Server

$3,000

$540

Kodak i9600 Reference
Archive Writer

$38,557

Microfilm Scanner, Reader
&Printer. KQdak 2400DSV.E!

$13643

$1,008

Captans Alchemy Gold'
Document Manageme!'!",
Software'

$14,495

$2,609

TOTAL

,

I

$122353T

$6,000

$21,6591

$3,500

$11,8711

$8,575

$24,762

Our estimates of $145,000 for digitizatlon process come from the above costs for Kodak and Minolta
equipment. The hardware plus installationltraining costs total $134,224. The software costs are $21,659 or
$155,883 for all hardware and software, This does not include another $6000 for computer terminals and
personnei costs for scanning and managing the process.
The $20,000 figure for future costs is for maintenance and warranty, The above prices are list prices, We
expect a small discount when we are able to put through bids In a few months,
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Verizon's Previous Questions and Answers based on attached spreadsheet:

I. Does the cost for digitization ($145k) represent hardware, software, or both or the cost
of people digitizing? And if it is both, what is the breakdown?
Hardware is 86%; software is 14%
Digitization done on campus with equipment, which will be kept for the future.
2. Is it accurate to say that the Verizon Center will be inside the Rangel Center?

It will be located in the RC, but its work will go far beyond, around the campus,
to other campuses-videoconferencing; digitization, etc.
3. Is it accurate to say that the lion's share represents equipment and computers? Of the
$500k request, what % represents equipment and what does the balance represent?
$460/$500k (92%) is either equipment or special facility needs
Of the 92%, $130k or 28%, is special facility needs including computers
and their stations embedded with tech options; large-screen data projection
equipment and chairs; also Electrical, Lighting, and Data, Power, Audio
and Video Outlets, Sound Proof Walls, Blackout Shades, Flooring;
Programmable Control System (e.g., Crestron)
.
The remainder, $330k or 72%, is hardware and software, including the
costs of digitization
The balance, $401500k (8%), is project management, training, and consulting
fees.
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM lO-K
(Markonc)

lllJ

ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO
SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
For thc fiscal year ended Decembcr 3 L
2005
OR

o

TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT
TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
For the transition pcriod from
to

Commission file number 1-8606

Verizon Communications Inc.
(Exact name of H'gisfrant as specified in its charter)

Delaware

23-2259884

(Slatcofincfllporation)

II.R.S. Employer Identification No.)

140 West Street
New York, New York
(Addres~ of principal

10007

c:i:<)cutiVG oiTIee,)

(Zip Code)

Registrant's telephone number, including area code: (212)

395~1000

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12{b) of the Act:
Name of each e.xcltange on wbi(:h registered

Titlcnfcacltdas~

Common Stock, $.10 par value
LlUcago lUlU ,'aClnc '''O';K Exchanges

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12{g) of the Act:
None
Indicate by check mark if the registrant is a ,vell~kno,vn seasoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act Yes 0 No 0
Indicate by check mark if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15{d) of the Act Yes 0 No 0:
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (l) has fil~Iillo!
of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such
subject to such filing requirements for the past 90 days,

~.~led by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act

rant was required to file such reports), and (2) has been
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Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation SwK (Section 229,405 of this chapter) is not
contained herein, and will not be contained, to the best of registrant's knmvledgc, in definitive prox;' or information statements incorporated by
reference in Pmt HI of this Form 10-K or any amendment to this Form lO-K. 0
Indicate by check mark \vhether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer or a non-accelerated filer. See definition of
'-accelerated filer and largc accelerated filer" in Rulc 12b-2 oEthe Exchange Act (Check one)'
Large accelerated filer 0

Accelerated filer 0

Non-accelerated filcr 0

Indicatc by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b 2 of the Exchange Act). Yes 0 No 0
w

At JtUle 30, 2005, the aggregate market value of the registrant's voting stock held by nonaffiliates was

approximatel~y $96,045,598,000.

At January 31. 2006, 2,926,823,217 shares of the registrdnt's Common Stock were outstanding, after deducting 11,356,177 shares held in
treasury.
Documents incorporated by reference:
Portions of the registrant's Annual Report to Shareowners for the year ended December 31, 2005 (Parts I and II).
Portions of the registrant'sProxy Statement prepared in connection with the 2006 Annual Meeting of ShareO\vuers (part II1).
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Verizon Communications Inc. (Vcrizoll) is one of the \\wId's leading providers of communications services. Vcrizon's domestic wireline
telecommunications business provides local telephone services, including broadbancl in 28 states and Washington, D.C. and natiomvide longdistance and other communications products and services. Verizon's domestic wireless business, operating as Velizon Wireless, provides
'wireless voice and data products and services across the United States using one of the most extensive wireless llehvorks. Information Services
opemtes directory publishing businesses and provides electronic commerce services. Verlzon's International segment includes \vireline and
wireless communications operations 3lld investments in the Americas and Europe. In connection wilh the closing of the merger \'Vith MCI, Inc.
which occulTed on January 6, 2006, Verizon now owns and operates one of the most expansive end"to"end global Illtemet Protocol (IP)
which includes over 270,000 domestic and 360,000 intemational route miles of fiber optic cable and provides access to over 140
countries w'orldwide. Operating as Verizon Business, we are no\v better able to provide next-generation IP network services to medium and
large businesses and government customers. Stressing diversity and commitment to the communities in which "ve operate, Verizon has a highly
diverse workforce of 250,000 employees, including Verizon Business.
Verizon was formerly knovl"n as Bell Atlantic Corporation, which \vas incorporated in 1983 tmder the la\vs of the State of Delaware. We began
doing business as Verizol1 Communications on June 30, 200{t when Bell Atlantic Corporatiol1ll1erged with GTE Corporation.
Our principal executive offices arc located at 140 West Street, New York, New York 10007 (telephone number

212~395-IOO().

We have four reportable segments, \\'hich we operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by products and services. Our
segments and their principal activities consist of the following:

Domcstic Telccom

Domcstic Wireless
Information Service.s

Inh.~rnlltional

Domestic Telecom provides local telephone services, including voice, DSL, data transport
enhanced and custom calling fC<"1ltlfCS, network access, directory assistance, privatc lines and publi
telephones in 28 slates and Washington, D.C. TIlis segment also provides long distance services,
customer premises equipment distribution, video services, data solutions and systems intcgratioll,
billinQ and collections and inventon' mana.gement services.
Domestic wireless products and services include 'wireless voice and data services and equipment
sa1cs across the United States.
Information Services' multi~platform business comp11ses yellow and whitc pagcs directories,
SuperPagcs.com, our online directory and search sen'ices, and SuperPages On the Go, our directo
and information sen'ices on wireless telephones. This segment's operations arc principally in the
United States.
lntemalional wireline and wireless communications operations and investments in the Americas
and Eurooc.

You can find additional business information under the heading "Overview" on pages 14 through 15 and segment financial information under
the heading "Segment Results of Operations" on pages 20 through 25 and in Note 17 on pages 61 through 63 of the 2005 Verizon Annual
Report to Shareowners, which is incorporated herein by reference.
1 Domestic Telt-com

°llemtions
Our Domestic Telecom segment principally representing om wireline telephone operations, pruvidcd approximately 50% of 2005 total
operating revenues. Our telephone operations prescntly serve a tenitory consisting of 48.8 million access lines in 28 states and Washington,
D.C. This segment also providcslong distance and other telecommunication sen'ices. Domestic Telecom provides mainly two types of
telecommunications services:
Exchange tcleconuUlUlications service is the transmission of telecommunications among customers located within a local calling
area within a local access and transport area (LATA). Examples of exchange telecommunications sen'ices include switched local
residential and business services, local private line voice and data services and Centrex services. We also provide toll services within
a LATA (intraLATA long distance) and toll scn,'ices outside a LATA (interLATA long distance).
Exchange access service links a cUS'lomcr';; rdr:"-':::':=~-" facilities of other tclccommunic.:1tions carriers, genemlly
interLATA carners. Examples of exchange a
d access and special access services.
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We have organized our Domestic Telecom segment into four marketing units operating across our telephone subsidiaries, The units focus on
specific markets. We arc not dependent on any single customer. Our telephone operations remain responsible vdthin their respective scryice
areas for the provision oftclephone services, financial performance and regulatory maners.
TIle
unit markets communications and information teclmology and services to large businesses and to department~ agencies and
offices
the executive, judicial and legislative branches of the federal, stale and local governments. TIlese services include voice
s,vitchinglprocessing seryices (e.g" dedic<lted private lines. custom Centrex, call management and voice messaging), end-user networking (e.g..
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credit and debit card transactions and personal computer-based conferencing, including data and video), intcmehvorking (establishing links
between the geographically disparate net\vorks of two or more companies or within the S,Ulle company), network optimjzation (dl5..15ter
avoidance and 911 service) and other communications services. The Enterprise unit also provides data transmission, Internet and network
integration services, interLATA long distance services, network monitoring services and telecommunications equipment sales to medium and
large businesses. Revenues in 2005 were approximately $5.6 billion, representing approximately· 15% of Domestic Telecom's aggregate
revenues.
The Retail unit markets communications and information services to residential customers and to small and medium-sized businesses \liithiu
our territory, including our long distance scrvices and Internet access services. Our long distance subsidiary provides national and international
long distance services in all 50 states to residential and business cllstomers, including calling cards, 800/888 services and operator services.
TIlis unit also provides operator and pay telephone services and sells customer premises equipment. Revenues in 2005 \vere approximately
$21.8 billion, represellting approximately 58% of Domestic Telecom's aggregate revenues. These revenues were derived primaril)' from the
provision of telephone services to residential users.
TIle Partner Solutions H1101esale unit markets our network operations, which principally includes our carrier access and telecom industry
services. Revenues in 2005 were approximately $9.2 billion. represcnting approximately 24% of Domestic Telecom's aggregate revenues.
Approximately 67~;() of total wholesale revenues werc derived from inlcrexch,Ulge carriers (switched and special access). The remaining
revenues come from our telecom industry services, ptincipally from other local exchange carriers \vhich resell network connections to their
own customers.
The ATe/work unit is princip<'l.lly responsible for the constmction and maintenance of our telephone opcTations' networks. This mut is also
responsible for the procuremcnt and management of inventory and supplies for our subsidiaries and sells materials and logistic services to
third-party carriers. Revenues in 2005 (after eliminations and combined with all other Domestic Telecom revenues) were approximately $1.0
billion, representing approximately 3% of DomesHc Telecom's aggregate revenues.
Telecommunications Act of 1996

The Telecommunications Act of 1996. regulatory and judicial actions and the development of new technologies. products and services have
created opportunities for alternative telecommunication service providers, many of vvhich are su~ject to fewer regulatory constraints. We are
unable to predict definitively the impact that the ongoing changes in the telecommunications industry will ultimately have 011 our business.
results of operations or financial condition. The financial impact will depend all several factors, including the timing, extent and success of
competition in our markets, the timing and outcome of various rC/:,'lJlatory proceedings and any appeals, and the timing, extent and success of
our pursuit of new' opportunities resulting from the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and teclUiological advances.
FCC Regulation and Interstate Rates

Our services arc subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) \\;th respect to interstate telecommunications
senices and other matters for which the FCC has jurisdiction under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

Broadband
TIle FCC has adopted a series of orders that recognize the competitive natme of the broadband market, and impose Jesser regulatory
requirements to broadb<md sen'ices and facilities than apply to narrowband. With respect to facilities, the FCC has detenllilled that certain
unbundling requircments that apply to narrowband facilities do not apply to broadband facilities such as fiber to the premise loops and packet
switches. With respect to sen'ices, the FCC has concluded that broadband Internet access services offered by telephone companies and their
affiliates qualif)' as largely deregulated information services. TIle same order also concluded that telephone companies may offer the
underlying broadband transmission sen·ices that are used as an input to Internet access sen'ices through private carriage arrangements on
negotiated commercial terms. The FCC's order addressing the appropriate regulatory treatment of broadband Internet access sen'ices is the
su~ject of a pending appeal.
f/ideo

TIle FCC has a body ofmIes that apply to cable operators under Title VI of the Communications Act of 1934, and these rules also generally
apply to telephone companies that provide cable sen'ices over their networks. In addition, companies that provide cable sen'ice over a cable
system generally must obtain a local cable franchise. The FCC currently is conducting a mlemaking proceeding to detennine- ,vhether the local
franchising process is sen'ing as a barrier to entry for Hew providers of video services, like Verizon. In tlus procceding, the FCC is evaluating
the scope of its authority over the local franchise process and is considering adopting mles under Section 621 of lhe Communications Act of
1934 to ensure thall-he local franchising process does no'
;y.

Interstate Access Charges and Intercarrier Compensati
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The current frame\vork for interstate access rates was established in the Coalition for Affordable Local and Long Distance Services (CALLS)
plan, which the FCC adopted all May 31, 2000. The CALLS plan has three main components. First, it establishes portable interstate access
universal service support of $650 million for the industry that replaces implicit support previously embedded in interstate access charges.
Second, the plan simplifies the patclnvork of common line charges into one subscriber line charge (SLC) ,md provides for de~averaging of the
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SLC by zones and cl<lsS of customers, Third. the plan set into place a mechanism to transition to a sct target of $,0055 per minute for switched
access services. Once that target rate is reached, local excll.'1uge carriers arc no longer required to make further annual price cap reductions to
their switched access prices. As a result of tariff adjustments which became effective in July 2003, virtually all of our s\vitched access lines
reached the $.0055 benchmark.
The FCC currently is conducting a hroad rulemaking proceeding to consider new mles governing intcrcarner compensation including. but not
limited to, access charges, compensation for Internet traffic, and reciprocal compensation for local tmffic. The notice seeks comments about
intercarrier compensation in generaL and requests input on seven speci:t1c reform proposals.
The FCC also has pending before it issues relating to intercarricr compensation for dial-up Internet-bound traffic. The FCC previously found
this traffic is not subject to reciprocal compensation under Section 251(b)(5) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Instead, the FCC
established federal rates per minute for this traffic that declined from $.0015 to $.0007 over a three~year period, established caps on the total
minutes of this tmffic subject to compensation in a state, and required incumbent local exchange carriers to offer to both hi II and pay reciprocal
compensation for local traffic at the same tate as they arc required to pay on Internet-bound traffic, The U.S, Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit r<:,jccted part of the FCC's rationale, but deelined to vacate the order w'IliIe it is on remand. As a result, pending further action by the
FCC. the FCC's underlying order remains in effect. The FCC subsequently denied a petition to discontinue the $.0007 rate cap on this traffic,
hut removed the caps on the total minutes of Internet ~bound traffic subject to compensation. 11mt decision is the subject of an appeal by several
parties. Disputes also remain pending in a number of forums relating to the appropriate compensation for Intemet~hound traffic during previous
periods under the tenus of our intercollilcction agreements with other carriers.
111e FCC also is conducting a mlemaking proceeding to address the regulation of services that use Internet protocol, including \vhether access
charges should apply to voice or other Internet protocol services. The FCC also considered several petitions asking whether, and under \vhat
circumstances, services that employ Intemet protocol arc su~ieet to access charges. The FCC previously has held that one provider's peeNo~
peer Internet protocol service that does not use the public switched network is an interstate information service and is not subject to access
charges, while a service that utilizes Internet protocol for only one intennediatc part of a call's transmission is a telecommunications service
that is subject to access charges. Another petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying access charges to voice over Internet protocol
services that arc terminated on switched local exchange net\vorks \vas withdn:nvn by the carrier that filed that petition. 111e FCC also declared
the services offered by one provider of a voice over Internet protocol service to be jurisdictionally interstate on the grounds that it ",,,as
impossible to separate that carrier's Intemet protocol service into interstate and intrastate components. The FCC also stated that its conclusion
would apply to other services with similar characteristics. 11tat order has been appealed.
The FCC also has adopted ndes for special access services that provide for pricing flexibility and nltimately the removal of services from price
rc&'ulation when prescribed competitive thresholds are met. More thml half of special access revenues arc nnw removed fr01l1 price regulation.
The FCC currently has a rulemaking proceeding underway to evaluate experience under its pricing flexibility rules, and to determine whether
any changes to those rules are warranted.
Universal Sen-'ice

The FCC also has a body of mles implementing the tmiversal service provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. including rules
governing support to rural and non~rural high~cost areas, support for low income subscribers, and support for schools, libraries and rural health
care. The FCC's current mles for support to high~cost areas served by larger "non~ruml" local telephone companies svere previously remanded
by US. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit which had found that the FCC had not adequately justified these ndes. The FCC has initiated a
rulemaking proceeding in response to the court's remand, but its rules remain in effect pending the results of the rulemaking. The FCC also has
proceedings underway to evaluate possible changes to its current rules for assessing contributions to the universal service fund. Any change in
the current assessment mechanism could result in a change in the contribution that local telephone companies, \vireless carriers or others must
make and that would have to be collected from customers.
[Jnhundling (?fNenrorkElements

Under section 251 of the TeleCOllUllUnications Act of 1996, incumbent local exchange caniers ,vere required to provide competing earners with
access to components of their network all an unbundled basis, known as UNEs, ,vhere certain statutory standards are satisfied. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 also adopted a cost~bascd pricing standard for these UNEs, vl/hich the FCC interpreted as allmving it to
impose a pricing standard known as "total clcmentlong mn incremental cosf' or "TELRIC." The FCC's rules defining the unbundled network
elements that must be made available at TELRIC prices have been overtumed on multiple occasions by the courts. In its most recent order
issued in response to these court decisions, the FCC eliminated the requirement to UIlbundle mass market local s,vitching on a natiom-vide basis.
with the obligation to accept new orders ending as of the effective date of the order (March II, 20(5). The FCC also established a one year
transition for existing
ca acitv transmission facilities, the FCC established criteria for determining
whether high capacity
dividual wire centers. and stated that these standards were
only expected to affect a small numb
obligation to provide dark fiber loops and found that there
is no obligation to provide UNEs exclusively for ,vi
any instance where a particular high capacity facility no
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longer has to be made available as a UNE, the FCC established a similar one year transition for any existing high capacity loop or transport
UNEs, and an 18 mouth transition for any existing dark fiber UNEs. Verizon and other parties have challenged various aspects of the ne\\' FCC
mles on appeaL
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As noted above, the FCC has concluded that the requirement under Section 251 of the Telecomnumications Act of 1996 to provide unbundled
network clements at TELRIC prices generally docs not apply 'with respect to broadband facilities, such as fiber to the premises loops, the
packet-switched capabilities of hybrid loops and packet switching. TIle FCC also has held that any separate unbundling obligations that may be
imposed by Section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 do not apply to these same facilities. The decision \vith respect to Section 271
is the subject of an ongoing appeal.
State Regulation of Rates and Sen'ices

State public utility commissions regulate our telephone operations with respect to intrastate rates and services and other matters, In many
jurisdictions the telephone operations have been able to replace rate of retum regulation \vith price regulation plans.
l'erizon Calffbrtlia inc.

Arizona
Vell7.0n Califomia's operations in Arizona arc subject to rate ofretum reb'ulahon.
California
Verizon California's operations in Califomia have operated under the New Regulatory Framework (NRF) since 1990. The NRF allows for d
gradual transition to less regulation on a service-b'y~service basis. The NRF is reviewed every three years and currently has the foHowing
features:
Eamings Ceiling: The ceiling is suspended.
Price Cap Index: By setting inflation equal to productivity, the Califomia Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has suspended the
price cap index, Limited exogenous changes are aUmvcd, Generally, exogenous changes arc changes unique to or specifically
targeted to a company that arc beyond its control (in this case, changes arc peDnitted only for matters mandated by the CPUC or
changes in total intrastate cost recovery resulting from changes between federal and state jurisdictions).
Price Flexibility: Services fall into three categories,
Category I services cannot be changed without CPUC approvaL
Category n services are partially competitive and can be adjusted \vithin a ceiling/floor range. The current price (effectively the
ceiling) callnot be increased without a formal application
Category III services lITe cOllsidered competitive and can be increased or decreased on short notice.
New Services: Ne\v services can be classified as Category II or III. If introduced as Category HI, Verizon California must
demonstrate insignificant market pmver.
The CPUC is currently reviewing the NRF features.
Nevada
Verizon California's operations in Nevada are subject to rate of return reblUlation.
f'erizon Delaware inc.

Since 1994, Verizon Delaware has been regnlated under the altemative regulation provisions of the Delaware Telecommunications Technology
Investment Act of 1993 (Delaware Telecommunications Act), On June?, 2005, the Delaware Public Service Commission (DEPSC) granted
Vcrizon Delaware's request that it continue to be regulated under the Delaware Telecommunications Act through Septelllber 20 I L with the
opportunity for Vcrizon Dcla\vare to propose to the DEPSC an altemative regime for regulation dming this time period, On September 9, 2003.
the DEPSC approved a stipulation pennitting Vcrizon Delaware to continue to be regulated under the Delaware Telecommunications Act
through September 2006. The Delmvare Telecommunications Act provides the following:
The prices of "Basic Telephone Services" (e.g., dial-tone and local usage) \'.'ill remain regulated and cannot change in any onc year
by more than the Gross Domestic Product ~ Price Index (GDP~PI) less 3%,
of "Discretionary Services" (e,g.

Waiting) cannot increase more than 15% per year per
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Verizon Delaware will develop a technology deployment plan with a conuuitment to invest a minimum of $250 million in
Delaware's telecommunications network during the first five years of the plan.
r'erizonF/orida Inc.

Florida statutes govern the price cap plan. Beginning January I, 2001, Verizon Florida ,vas able to raise basic local rates on 30 days notice once
in any 12-month period not to exceed the GDP~PI less 1%. Verizon Florida may increase rates for non-basic services but increases for any
category cannot exceed 6% in any 12-month period unless another company is providing service in a given
at which time Verizon
that allows Verizon
Florida can increase its price up to 20%) in a 12~month period, Eamings are not regulated, Legislation was passed in
Florida to offset a reduction in intrastate access ratcs with an increase in basic local exchange revcnues upon Florida Public Service
Commission (FPSC) approval. The offset must be revenue ncutral and take place over two to four years. In evaluating a petition filed under this
statute, the FPSC is to consider whether grJIlting the petition will remove current support for basic local telecommunications services
preventing the creation of a more attractive competitive local exchange market for the benefit of residential consumers and enhanced market
entry. The FPSC approved Verizon Florida's petition in 2003. and the Florida Supreme Cmlfl affinned that decision in 2005. When Verizon
Florida's rates arc reduced to parity as defined by the statute, Verizon Florida's basic services become subject to the same regulatory treatment
as its non-basic services.
f-'erizonAfm:vland Inc.

In 2005, the Public Service Commission of Maryland approved a new price cap plan for regulating the intrastate services provided by Verizon
MaI}'land. Under the plan, services are divided into six categories: Access; Basic-Residential; Basic-Business: Discretionary: Competitive: and
Miscellaneous. Rates for Access, Basic-Residential, Basic-Business and Discretionary Services can be increased or decreased annually under a
formula that is based upon changes in the GDp·PI plus or minus exogenous changc adjustments, ho-wever, Basic-Residential Rates will be
capped until November 23, 2007. Rates for Competitive Services may be increased ,vithout regulatory limits
f/edzon NewEl1g/andlnc.

Maine
In June 200 I. the Maine Public Utilities Commission (ivrPUC) ordered the continuation of an Altemative Form of Regulation (AFOR) for
Verizon Maine for a second five-year tefIll.
The Maine Public Advocate appealed the MPUC's 2001 AFOR decision to the Mainc Supreme Judicial Couff" claiming that any extension to
the AFOR lUust be preceded by an investigation of Verizoll Maine' 5 costs and camings utilizing tmditional rate of return principles. On
February 28, 2003. the court ndcd that while state law requires that telephone TIltes under an AFOR are no higher than under rate of return
regulation, the MPUC has broad discretion in making such a detennination that would not necessarily require a full mle of retum inquiry.
HO\vever, the court vacated and remanded tIle decision to the MPUC for its failure to expressly make such a detenninatiol1, orin the alternatjve
that if slIch a showing cannot be made, that it nonetheless remains in the best interest of ratepayers to procecd with an AFOR No change in any
ofVerizon Maine's rates was required by the court's decision while the remand proceeding was pending.
In March 2003, the MPUC opened a proceeding to address the Maine Supreme Judicial Court's remand of the 2001 AFOR decision. In an
order issued on July 1L 2003, the WUC TIlled that it would keep in place the $1.78 increase in Verizon New England's monthly basic
exchange rates pending completion of the remand and maintain certain elements (pricing flexibility, Service Quality Index) of the proposed
AFOR on an interim basis until a final decision on the remand. On September 25, 2003, the MPUC issued an order reinstating the AFOR and
that order was appealed. On January 26, 2005, the Maine Supreme Judicial Court vacated the MPUC order and remanded the case for further
investigation. TIle court held that the MPUC did not sufficiently comply with the stanuOI}' requirement that it ensure that local rates under an
AFOR \....illnot be higher than under traditional rate of retum
On Febmary 17, 2005, the MPUC initiated a second remand proceeding to compl~y with the deficicncies identified in the court's January 26,
2005 order. With the consent of the parties, the MPUC proposed to consider a ne,,,, AFOR, rather than seck to re-instate the 2001 AFOR (that
likely would have expired, on its O\vn terms, before the rClnand could bc completed), In the interim, while the second remand investigation is
pending, the MPUC determined it would keep in place the $1.78 increase (and subsequent further increases) in Verizon Ne,v England's
monthly basic exchange rates until the remand proceeding is concluded. In additioll, certain elements of the 2001 AFOR (pricing flexibility,
Service Quality Index) ,vere also extended, on an interim basis, until a final decision on the second remand proceeding. Hearings in the second
remand investigation are scheduled for the second quarter of 2006, with a decision by the MPUC later in the year.
Massachusetts
In May 2003, the Massachusetts Department of T
New England. The plan contains no earnings rev'
residence non-basic services, including second dial-

TE) approved an alternative regulatory plan for Verizon
ld pricing flexibility for most retail business services and
bject to price floor requirements. The DTE also approved
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New Hampshire
Verizon Ne'w England's operations in Nc\v Hampshire are cunently subject to rate of retUl1l regulatiolt On January 16, 2004, the Ne\v
Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (NHPUC) concluded a comprehensive proceeding examining the appropriate cost of capital for
Verizon. In its order, the NHPUC set the average weighted cost of capita! for Verizon at 8.2%. At present, the newly detennined cost of capital
has no effect on Verizon's retail revenues. The NHPUC directed Verizon to file revised UNE rates reOecting this new cost determination by
March 16, 2004, Verizon's current UNE rates were approved in 2001 relying upon an average \vcighted cost of capital of 10.46%. Verizon
filed an appeal of the NHPUC decision in federal district court in New Hampshire. The NHPUC's order to file new UNE rates was stayed by
stipulation during the appeal. On August 17, 2005, the district court issued a ruling overturning the NHPUC's decision. The court found that
the agency had failed to apply the FCC's standards in reaching its determination. On July 9, 2004, the NHPUC issued an order finding the
existing Directory Licensing Agreement bet\yeen Verizon New England and its affiliated Yellow Pages company to be unreasonable as it did
not include a directory revenue sharing provision. As a result the NHPUC directed that Verizon impute $23.3 million for purposes ofiJltrastate
ratemaking in New Hampshire. On October 19, 2004, the NHPUC issued an order denying Verizon's Motion for Reconsideration of the
decision. Verizon New England appealed the ruling to the New' Hampshire Supreme Court \\"hich issued a ruling on December 28. 2005.
affirming the NHPUC's decision. At present the NHPUC ruling regarding imputation has no effect on Verizon's retail rates
Rhode Island
On December 21. 2005, the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (RIPUC) approved a ne\\" altcmative regulation plan proposed by
Verizon Rhode Island to replace the existing alternative regulation plan that was to expire at the end of December 2005. The principal
components of the newly approved plan are;
Pricing flexibility for all retail sef\'ices, subject only to a

long~run

incremental cost (LRIC)~based price floor:

The compmry is allowed to rcduce the Lifeline subsidy for unlimited basic service by $2 per month over tlVO years:
All retail service quality penalties are eliminated, Service quality reporting requirements are reduced from monthly to quarterly:
The comp:my must continue to file an annual earnings statement and scmi-annual reports showing the totall1umber of access lines
served by the company and the number and type of access lines served by competitors; and
The initial term of the plan is three years. but the plan will continue indefinitely unless Verizon or the RIPUC seeks to make
changes.
Vennont
On September 26, 2005, the Vennont Public Service Boa.rd (VPSB) issued a final order establishing a successor alternative regulatory plan for
Verizon New Engl<md to replace a plan adopted in 2000, The new plan is retroactive to July L 2005, and mns through June 200K The VPSB's
final order requires
rate reductions or investment in broadband and network diversity and (ii) Sepaf'dte publishing and distribution of
directories for Verizon
Englmld's Vcrmont operations white and yellow pages listings or the company is subject to additional revenue
reductions. TI1C final order reduces rates by $8.2 million in 2005, $1.6 million in 2007, and $1.8 million in 2008. In the alternative, Verizon
New England may avoid fhe price decreases by making annual investments in broadband and network diversity. Any such investment is
required in each year of the plan and mnst include the current year's revenue reduction plus any revenue reduction offset by investment ill prior
years. The final order also requires an arulUal $40 million investment in infrastructure. Although the plan provides pricing flexibility for all ne\"\'
services (including those introduced since the last plan such as Freedom), no pricc increases arc permitted for existing services (basic exchange
service, Message Toll Service and most vertical services). The final order also continues a sCTvice quality plan with a $10,5 million penalty cap.
Verizon New England has filed tariffs \-vith the VPSB proposing rated reductions of $8.2 million. Those tariffs are under review by the VPSB.
Verizon New England has also filed an appeal of the VPSB's order with the Vermont Supreme Court.

Verizon A'ew JenWJi Inc.
The 1992 New Jersey Telecommunications Aet classifies telecommunications services as "competitive" or "protected," "Protected telephone
services" include basic residence, touch-tone, access services other than those otherwise deemed competitive by the New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities (NJBPU), business local service for customers with less than 1\.vo lines, and the ordering, installation and restonltion of these
sef\'ices. Verizon NeVi" Jersey provides "protected telephone services" and other services, including vertical sen'ices (Rate~Regulated Services),
under a Plan for Alternative Form of Regulation, which became effective 011 July 1, 2002. The plan eliminates earnings regulation, eliminates
earnings shming provisions, streamlines the process to introduce new services and strengthens commitments to service quality, lifeline service
and schools and public libraries,
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f.'erizon

}Vell-'

York Inc.

New York
TIle New York State Public Service Commission (NYSPSC) adopted an incentive plan to reb'Ulate the services of Verizon New York effective
March 2002. The plan expired in 2005. The plan establishes state-\vide service quality standards, with the potential for customer credits if
Verizon
York fails to meet those standards. Vcrizon New York completed its tmnsition to generally acccpted accounting principles for
preparing financial statements for regulatory purposes in March 2005. Verizon New York's rates arc proposed by the company based on
several factors, including the competitiveness of the service and the company's underlying costs, and are subject to approval by the NYSPSC.
Connecticut
In August 2005, the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control adopted an incentive regulation plan proposed by Verizon New York.
which eliminates rehrtUation of earnings and provides other deregulatory benefits for Verizol1 New York's operations in Connecticnt.
r'eriZOfl ,Vorllt Inc.

Illinois
Verizon North's telephone operations in Illinois are subject to rate of return regulation. Optional toll plans. Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN), frame relay. payphones, CentraNet, and other data services are considered deregulated and have total pricing flexibility,
Indiana
Verizon North's telephone operations in Indiana became su1.1jcct to an alternative regulatory plan during 2004. Among other matters, earnings
are not su1.1iect to regulation. tariff filings arc streamlined, ]. tiers of services arc subject to differing levels of pricing regulation and can be
shifted behveen tiers, regulation of certain accounting standards and financings arc eliminated and depredation rates are not subject to
approval. The plan has a three and one-halfyenr term
Michigan
Since the Michigan Telecommunications Act was passed 1n1991, a fonn of regulation that focuses on services, prices and costs has replaced
rate of return regulation. Eamings are not regulated, All rates for regulated services must meet a cost floor. Sll~jcct to that condition, after
November 22, 2005, only rates for primary basic local exchange services (PBLES) arc rate regulated by the Michigan Public Senice
Commission (MPSC). Verizon North may increase the PBLES rate ammally up to 1% less than the Consumer Price Index. Any rate increases
above tllat amount must be approved by the MPSC as '~illst and reasonable." The MPSC may only approve such rateincrcases for PULES
based upon one or more of the following 5 factors: total service LRIC: comparison to other provider rates: whether a ne\V function, feature or
capability is offered; increasciu costs to provide local service; and \vhether further investment is economically justified. TIle MPSC has no
jurisdiction over numerous unregulated services.
Ohio
Verizon North's telephone operations in Ohio are

su~ject

to rate ofretum regulation.

Penllsylvania
On July 26, 200 I, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PPUC) rejected, in part, and accepted, in part, a proposed price cap plan filed
by Verizon North. TIle PPUC accepted, with some modification, that part of the plan that provided for the deregulation of the priciug of
competitive services: adoption of a productivity factor based on inflation; a provision to adjust rates for exogenous events: and a price cap for
the rates for competitive services. The PPUC r~jected that part of Verizon North's plan that provided for improvement of Verizon North's
network infrastructure. The PPUC subsequently approved a revised illfmstructure plan for Vcrizon North that requires, inter alia, lUliversal
broadband deployment by 2015.
On November 30,2004, a statute reauthorizing alternative regulation in Pennsylvania (Act 183) was enacted into law and on May 20, 2005 the
PPUC approved an amended price cap plan for Verizon North pursuant to Act 183:
Rcquires Verizon North to deploy a universal broadband network defined at 1.544 megabits per second, not latcr than 2015, and the
plan cannot be subsequently changed without Verizoll North's consent
Permits annual price increases on non-competl"------....xcccding, the
Allows nonprotected services to be declared

GDP~PI minus .5%.

's notice filing with the PPUc.
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Reduces PPUC repotting and other regulatory oversight requirements.
Requires Verizon North to contribute annually up to 20% of the first year effcct of GDP-PI price increases and an allocated portion
of $7 million (based on its share of Verizon access Jines in Pennsylvania) to a fund designed to promote broadband in schools and
broadband education and to provide funding for certain programs to assist local communities in obtaining broadband facilities and
services; the amended plan also requires Vcrizon NOlth to establish certain programs to assist local communities in obtaining
broadband facilities and services and to provide discounts to schools for certain broadband services.
Wisconsin
Verizon North entered a price cap plan in 199.5. The plan docs not regulate earnings and price cap indexillcreases can be accumulated and
deferred up to three years. The maximum increase for any single basic rale element is 10%1 or the increase in the GDP¥PI, \vhichever is greater.
Overall basic local service increases are limited to GDP¥PI less 2%1. Intrastate access service mirrors interstate rates. TIlCfe arc no restrictions
on other services as long as th(.,'y cover LRICs. Rate changes arc effective on one day's notice after customer notice and new services take
effect after ten days. The statute requires that no earlier than six years, and no more frequently than every three years thereafter, the Public
Service Commission of Wisconsin may by mle increase or decrease the GDp¥PI productivity factor in any hvelve¥month period to reflect any
statewide changes in the productivity experience of the telecommunications industry. The latest productivity factor review is complete and the
factor \;vas not changed.
Verizon Nor/h,res! Inc.

California
Verizon Northwest's California operations (under the name Vcrizon West Coast Inc.) arc

su~iect

to rate of return regulation.

Idaho
Rate for intrastate services provided by Verizon Northwest's Idaho operations have been deregulated under 2005 legislation. Various consumer
protection regulations remain.
Oregon
Verizon Northwest's Oregon operations are subject to rate of retlml regulation. Pricing flexibility is permitted in competitive zones and
Verizon North\"est currently has Digital ChmlHel Service, ISDN, PBX tnmks (telephone switching equipment on customer premises), DID
tmnks (tnmks from the customer premises s\vitches to the central office) and single line busincss service offerings in these zones. Billing and
collection, intraLATA toll and CentraNet and out~of¥franchise (Seattle area) data services are in a competitive class and arc flexibly priced. The
company obtains support for basic service in high cost areas from a stale universal service fund.
Washington
Verizon Nortll\vcst's Washington operations arc subject to rate of return regulation. IntraLATA toll, operator services and billing and collection
arc flexibly priced.

f'erizon Penm,;vlvania Inc.
The PPUC regulates Vcrizon Pennsylvania under an Alternative Regulation Plan approved in 1994. The plan provides fOf a pure price cap phm
with no sharing of earnings with customers and replaces rale base, rate of return regulation. Competitive services, including toll, directory
advertising, billing services, Centrex service, paging, speed calling, repeal calling, and HiCap (high capacity private line) and business services
provided to larger customers are price deregulated. All non~eompetitivc services arc price regulated.
The plan:
Permits annual price increases up to, but not excecding, the GDP¥PI minus 2.93%;
Requires alIDual price decreases when the

GDP~PI

falls below 2.93%:

Caps prices for protected services, including residential and business basic exchange services, special access and switched access.
through 1999: and
Permits rcvcnue¥nelltral rate rcstructming for , .
TIle PPUt's order approving the Ben

Atlantic~GTE

....
esidential and business basic cxchange senices through

20()).
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TIle plan also requires deployment of a universal broadband nenvork, On September 17. 2003, the PPUC approved a revised plan that requires
Verizon Pennsylvania to deploy a universal broadband network defined at 1.544 megabits per second, in the follO\ving phases: 50% by 2004:
60% by 2006~ 70% by 2008: 80% by 2010, 90% by 2012 and 100%1 by 2015. Verizon Pennsylvania is also required to make broadband
services at 45 megabits per second available on a commercially reasonable lime frame to 50t~,"O of exchanges by 2004 and 100%1 by 2015.
In December 2003, the statute authorizing alternative regulation in Pennsylvania expired. In January 2004, the PPUC issued a policy statement
that the expiration of the statute had no effect upon current incentive regulation plans.
As described in Verizon North's Pennsylvania operations above, on November 30.2004, a ne\v statute reauthorizing altemative regulation in
Pennsyl"vania, Act 183, \vas enacted into 1<1\v. The provisions of Act 183 also apply to Verizon Pennsylvania.

f,'erizon .south Inc.
North Carolina
Verizon South's operations in North Carolina have been under a price cap plan since 1996, which was modified in June 2005, Earnings are not
regulated and local rates can be increased by GDP-PI times 1.5, but specific rate elements cannot be increased beyond 10% in one year. Rate
increases are effective on fourteen days notice. Verizon South has complete flexibility to increase mtes for billing and collection, Centrex.
enhanced digital switch service. and premium local calling plan sen"ices
South Carolina
Verizon South's South Carolina price cap plan started during 2000. Under the st<ltute, existing rates are deemedjnst and reasonable on the date
of notification. Residential and single-line business local service rates arc capped for two years from the date of election. After two years, these
rates may be adjnsted annually pursuant to an inl1ation-based index. Rates for other services arc flexibly priced. Price decreases are effective in
seven days, Price increases and new services prices are effective in fourteen days.
Virginia
On December 21. 2000, the Virginia State Corpordtion Commission (VSCC) approved a price cap plan for Vcrizon Sonth that was
snbstantially similar to Verizon Virginia's plan. In January 2005, the VSCC approved modifications to the plan described below'.
l~"erizon

Soufh,resf

In genemL the Texas Public Utilities Commission regulates Verizon Southwest under a price cap plan with no cap on camings pursuant to the
Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA). TIle plan places services into three categories:
Basic services - Thcse include basic local residential charges such as service connection, mandatory expanded calling plans and.
until July L 2006, residential call waiting, Price increases require the Texas Public Utilities Commission approvaL Full packaging
(an integrated offering of some or aU of our products and services) is allO\ved,
Access charges ~ Prices arc capped; caniers can reduce rates to any amount above LRIC
Non~basic services

- This category represents all other regulated scrvices, including basic local business services. intraLATA tolL
custom calling features (ex,cept residential call \vaiHng), special access, operator services, PBX and ISDN services. These services
have unlimited upward pricing flexibility. Full packaging is allowed.
In 2005. PURA was amended to allow incumbent local
carriers to deregulate all or some of their exchanges, Verizon Southwest
opted into this plarL and in 20051Ile Texas Public Utilities
granted Verizoll Southwest's petition to derebrulate cleven of its most
populous exchanges. In these deregulated exchanges, Verizon South\vest has upward pricing flexibility for all basic telecommunications
services, including basic residential service, provided that Verizon Soutlnvcst offers "stand-alonc residential local exchangc voice service" at
capped rates. This rate cap expires in September 2007. As a result of opting into PURA's deregulation plan, Verizon Southwest must phasedm.vn its intrastate switched access rates over time to interstate levels,

T'erizon Virginia Inc.
Effective in 1995, the VSCC approved an altemative regulatory plan that regulates
basis and docs not regulate Velizon Virginia's competitive services. The plan docs
plan and e:\1cnded the mOf'dtotium on rate increases for b'
plan, pennitting additional pricing flexibility for noncon
date is February L 2005 and it has no expimtion date.

Verizon Virginia's noncompetitive services on a price cap
not regulate profits, In June 2001. the VSCC modified the
until 2004. In January 2005, the VSCC again modified the
Iting various regulatory requirements. The plan's effective
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Verizrm rVashington, DC Inc.
On Septeluber 9, 2004, the District of Columbia Public Service Commission (DCPSC) approved an amended price cap plan for local retail
services provided by VerizonWashingtol1, D.C. Key provisions of the 2004 phm include:
A three-year tenn:
No eamings restrictions, service penalties or revenue sharing;
Four service categories: basic residential. basic business, discretionary and competitive:
A cap on residential dial-tone line rates until 2006:
Annual pricing flexibility for all other basic residential services, ",.-ith the increase in total revenues from these services limited to the
annual inflation rate (as measured by the change in GDP-PI) and increases for any individual service in the category limited to 10%:
Classification of all business services as competitive \",ith complete pricing flexibility except for basic business dial-tone lines and
message units, E911, local directory service and Connect Request
Pricing flexibility on discretionary services, with a 15%, annual limit on any rate increase; and
Flexibility to bundle or package existing services,

Verizon IVes!

Vi}~\!:inia

Inc.

On October 3, 2001, the West Virginia Pllblic Service Commission (WVPSC) approved Verizon West. Virginia's new Incentive Regulation
Plan (IRP). TIle IRP continued, until December 31, 2005, the flexible price regulation of competitive services, caps on basic rates.
infrastmct1lre commitments and unlimited eamings freedom that had been in place since 1988 Verizon West Virginia may petition the
WVPSC for another incentive regulatory plan at any time.

Competition
ClUTent and potential competitors in telecommunication services include long distance companies, other local telephone companies, cable
companies, wireless service providers, foreign telecommunications providers, electric utilities, Internet service providers and other companies
that offer network services. Many of these companies have a strong market presence, brand recognition and existing customer relationships, all
of \",hich contlibute to intensi(ying competition and may affect our future revenue growth.

Local Erchange Sen>ices
The ability to offer local exchange services historically has been subject to regulation by state regulatory commissions. Applications from
competitors to provide and resell Iocal exchange services have been approved in every jurisdiction in our service territory. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 has significantJy increased the level of competition in our local exchange markets.
One of the purposes of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 \\'as to ensure, and accelerate, the emergence of competition in local exchange
markets. Toward this end, the 1996 Act requires most existing local exchange caITiers (incumbent local exchange earners, or ILECs), including
our telephone operations. to pennit potential competitors (competitive local exchange earners, or CLEes) to:
Purchase service from the ILEC for resale to CLEC customers:
Purchase UNEs from the fLEe and/or
Interconnect the CLEe's network with the TLEe's netlvork.
As a result, competition in our local exchange markets continues to increase. Our telephone operations generally have been required to sell
their services to CLECs at significant discounts from the prices our telephone operations charge their retail customers. TIle scope of these
obligations going forward will be affected by the new unbundling rules described above, and the rates we chmge local exchange competitors
for access to UNEs remain under near-continual review and revision by state regulators and often result in reductions in those rates. Sec "State
Regulation of Rates and Services."

Long Distance 5,'ervices
We offer intmLATA andinterLATA long distance servi
cover a greater distance than a local call. State regulator

1inate and terminate 'within the same LATA, but generally
deral authorities generally regulate these services. Federal
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toll selvice is not provided) penuit other carriers to offer intraLATA toll services ·within the state, InterLATA toll calls terminate outside the
LATA of origination. We now offer long distance services throughout the United States, capping a seven-year effort Our authority in Alaska is
limited to interstate and international services. A nUlllber of our mqjor competitors in the long distance business have strong brand recognition
and existing customer relationships,
ill/emotive /Iccess S'en'ices

A substantial portion of our telephone operations' revenues from business and government customers is derived from a relatively small number
of large, multiple-line subscribers,
We face competition from alternative communications systems, constmctcd by large end-users, interexchange carriers and alternative access
vendors, which arc capable of originating and/or ternlinating calls without the usc of our plant. The FCC's orders requiring us to offer
collocated interconncction for special and switched access services have enhanced the ability of such alternative access providers to compete
\vilhus.
Other potential sources of competition include cable television systems, shared tenant services and other noncarrier systems which are capable
of bypassing our telephone operations' local plant, either partially or completely, through substitution of special access for s\vitched access or
through concentration of telecommunications traffic on fewer of our telephone operations' lines, and through substitution of UNEs for special
access services,
I'oice over Internet Protocol S"''''ices

Our wireline tele(..'Ollullunications services also face increasing competition from companies which provide Voice over Intemet Protocol (VoIP)
services. These services use the Internet or private broadblmd nehvorks to transmit voice COlllUlU11icatiolls. VolP serviccs arc available from a
wide range of companies induding cable companies, long-distance companies.. national VoIP providcrs and regional service providers.
IVireles'.. Services

Wireless services also constitute a significant source of competition to our wireline telecommunications services, especially as ·wireless carriers
(including Verizon Wireless) expand and improve their network coverage and continue to low'er their prices to end-users. As a result. morc
endwusers are substituting ,vireless services for basic \-vireline servicc, Wireless telephone services can also be used for data transmission.
Public Telephone Sen·'ices

The growth of wireless comUlunications has significantly decreased usage of public telephones, as marc customers are substituting wireless
services for public telephone services. In additioll, we face competition from other providers of public telephone services.
Operator Services

Our operator services product line faces competition from alternative operator services providers and Intcmet service providers.

I Domestic Wireless
°IJel'ations
Domestic Wireless segment provides wireless voice and data services and equipment sales in the United States, principa.l1y through
Veril.on Wireless.

OUf

Verizon Wireless is the industry-leading \virelcss communications provider in the United States in tenns of profitability. as measured by
operating income. Verizon Wireless has the second largest customer base of any U.S. wireless provider, with 51.3 million wireless subscribers
as of December 31, 2005, and provides wireless voice and data services across one of the most extensive networks in the United St,'ltes.
Approximately 282 million people reside in areas of the U.S. in which we have FCC licenses to offer our services and approximately
250 million people reside in meas covered by our service. This coverage includes approximately 9(YXl of the population in our licensed areas
and 49 of the 50 and 98 oflhe 100 most populated U.S. metropolitan areas
Wireless licenses arc grunted by the FCC for an initial 10-year tcrm and are renew'able for successive 10 wyear tenus. To date, all Verizon
Wireless and predecessor company wireless licenses have been successfully renewed.

Background
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The wireless joint venture was formed in April 2000 in connection with the combination of the U.S, wireless operations and interests of
Verizon and Vodafone Group PIc (Vodafone). The wireless joint venture operates as Verizon Wireless, Verizon mvns a controlling 5Y%
interest in Verizon Wireless and Vodafone owns the remaining 45(%,
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Recent Acquisitions

On March 4, 2005, \ve completed the purchase from Q\\'est Wireless, LLC of all of its personal communications services (PCS) licenses and
related network assets for $419 million in cash, including post-closing adjustments. The licenses cover a population of approximately
31 million in 62 markets, and will provide additional spectrum capacity in certain of our existing major markets, such as Denver, Porl.land,
Phoenix, Salt Lake City and Seattle.
On April 13, 2005, we completed the purchase of all of the stock of NextWave Telecom Inc., \vhereb::r we acquired 23 PCS licenses for $3,003
million in cash. The licenses cover a population of approximately 73 million and will provide spectmm capacity in key markets sl1ch as Ne\v
York, Los Angeles, Boston, Washington D.C. and Detroit, and will expand our footprint into Tulsa, Oklahoma.
On May 1L 2005, we completed the purchase from Metro PCS, Inc. of its PCS license in the San Francisco basic trading arel for $230 million
in cash, TIle license covers a population of approximately 7 million and \vill provide spectrum capacity in the San Francisco, Oakland and San
Jose markets.
On Febmary 15, 2005, the FCC's auction of broadband personal communications services licenses ended and Verizon Wireless and Vista PCS.
LLC were the highest bidders for 63 licenscs totaling approximatcly $697 million. On May 13, 2005, the licenscs won by Vcrizon Wireless
were grantcd by the FCC. TIle liccnses \von by Vista PCS remain subject to FCC approval.
Competition

There is substantial competition in the ..vireless telecommulliC<ltions industry. We expect competition to intensify as a result of the higher
penetration levels that currently exist in the industry, ongoing industry consolidation, the development and deployment of nc\,\, technologies,
the introduction of new products and services, ncw market entrant~ thc availability of additional spcctml11, both liccnsed and unlicensed, and
regulatory changes. Other wireless providers, including other cellular and pes operators and resellers, serve each of the markets in which \ve
operate. We currently provide service to 49 of the top 50 markets in the U.s., and each of these 49 markets is served by other competing
wireless providers. Competition also may increase if smaller, stand~alone wireless providers transfer licenses to l"irger, better capitalized and
more experienced wireless providers. In addition, rescUers that buy bulk wholesale service from facilities-based carriers for resale provide
another set of differentiated competitors in the marketplace. Also, as wireless data proliferates, content will become an increasingly significant
factor in the appeal of these services. This may give content providers and other participants in the wireless value chain opportunities for
increased leverage and/or opportunities to compete for wireless data revenues.
We compete primarily against three other national wireless service providers: Cingular Wireless LLC, Sprint Nextel Corporation and T-Mobile
USA Inc. In addition, in many markets we also compete with regional carners. such as ALLTEL Corporation and US Cellular Corporation.
We believe that the following arc the most important competitive factors in our industt)':
Net,YOlk reliability, capacity and coverage: Lower prices, improved service quality and He\V service offerings have led to increased minutes of
usc per customer. As a result the ability to keep pace with network capacity nceds and offer highly reliable national coverage through one's
O\vn nctwork is important. We have an cxtensive nationailletwork, and we continuc to look for expansion opportunities through the build-out
of existing licenses, acquisitions and/or spectrum leasing. We own licenses that cover much of the country but we \vill need to spend significant
amounts to expand our capacity and extend our coverage area and maintain and improve the quality of our network. Our competitors also have
these needs and they arc using similar mC<lIlS to addrcss them.
I2:.!f~ Service and equipment pricing is an important area in which wireless carriers compete. We seek to compete in this area by offering our
customers services and equipment that tllCy will regard as the best available value for their money.

Customer service: Quality customer service is esscntial to ensure that existing customers do not terminate service and to obtain new customers.
We belicve that OlU' quality customer service will be a key factor in retaining om customers and in attracting new customers and thosc "diO
want to s\vitch from othcr carriers. We are very focused on continnally Cnh<lllCing our customcr service. Our competitors also rccognize the
importance of customer service and are also focusing on improving the customer experience.
Product Development: As wireless technologies develop and wireless broadband net\vorks proliferate, continued customer and revenue growth
will be increasingly dependent on thc development of new <md enlmnced products and services. We are committed to continue pursuing the
development, evaluation and rapid deployment of new and innovative devices and customer solutions, both independenHy and in collaboration
with application service providers.
Q.!§1I!Q!l!~Q!L Key to achieving sales success in the wireless industn'" is the reach and quality of sales channels and distribution points. We
is an important ingredient in achieving industry-leading
believe that the optimal mix of direct indirect <md wh
any-operated stores and our outside sales team, as well as
profitability. A goal of our distribution strategy is to inc
ting this is an extensive indirect distribution network of
through telemarketing and web~based sales and fulfilll
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rcWil outlets and prepaid replenishment locations, original equipment manufacturers and
\vho buy our service on a wholesale basis.

Yalue~added distributors,

as well as yarious rescUers

Capital resources: In order to expand the capacity and coverage of their net\vorks and introduce He\V products and services, wireless providers
require significant capital resources. We generate significant cash flow from operations. Some of our competitors also have significant cash
flow.
12
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Our success 'will depend on our abili!:)' to anticipate and respond to various factors affecting the industry. including the factors described above.
as well as ne\v technologies, changes in customer preferences, regulatory changes. demographic t.rends, economic conditions and pricing
strategies of competitors.
1 Information Services

Information Services is a \vorld leader in print and online directory publishing and a content provider for electronic communications products
and services. A leader in linking buyers and sellers. we produce Verizon yellow and white pages directories, as well as the Intemet' s most
advanced online directory, SuperPages.com. We pursue gro\\th by offering customers comprehensive advertising programs that include
bundled print and electronic commerce offerings.
Illfonnation Services provides sales, publishing and other related services for approximately 1,726 directory titles in 44 states, Washington.
D.C., four countries and a Commonwealth outside the United States, This includes over 1,200 Verizon directory titles with a circulation of
approximately 121 million copies in the U.S. and 8 million copies internationally.
In 2003, we completed the sale of our directory businesses in Europe, which consisted ofpublishing operations in Austria, the Czech Republic,
Gibmltar, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.
In 2004, Verizon sold Verizon Information Services Canada Inc. directory operations to an affiliate of Bain Capital, a private investment finn,
for $1.6 billion. The sale closed in the fourth quarter 2004, generating ananer taxMgain of$516 million
Our directory publishing business competes \Cvithin the yelIa-w pages industry with five major U.S.":based directory publishers (AT&T Inc..
BelISouth Corporation, R.H. Donnel1ey Corporation, Dex Media, Inc, and Yellow Book USA) and encounters competition in nearly aU of our
domestic print markets. We also compete against altemativ'c advertising media, including radio, network and cable television. newspapers.
magazines, Internet direct mail and others for a share of the total US. advertising media market Our SuperPages.com competitors include
national directory and local Intemet search engines including Yahoo and Googk
In December 2005, Verizon announced that it is exploring divesting Infonuation Services tl1fOUgh a spinMoff. sale or other strategic transaction.

I International
Our lntemational segment includes intcmational wireline and wirele$s communications operations and investments in the Americas and
Europe. Our consolidated intemational investments as of December 31, 2005 included Verizon Dominicana, C pol' A. (Verizon Dominicana)
in the Dominican Republic and Telccomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRI) in Puerto Rico. As of December 3 1, 2005, our International
segment managed approximately 5 million access lines and provided wireless services to approximately 3I million customers
Amel"icas

Dominican Republic

We own 100% of Verizon Dominicaml the principal telecommunications provider in the Dominican Republic. Verizon Dominicana provides
local, wireless, national and international long distance and Internet access services throughout the Dominican Republic. At December 31.
2005, Verizon Dominicana served approximately 752,000 acccss lincs and 1.9 million wireless customers
Puerto Rico

We own a 52% intercst in TELPRL \vhich owns Puerto Rico Telephone Company (PRTC), Puerto Rico's pdncipal wireline comp,my. Verizon
Wireless Puerto Rico (VWPR), a division of PRTC, is Puerto Rico's second largest wireless company. At December 3L 2005, PRTC served
1.1 million access lines and VWPR provided wireless services to approximately 485,000 customcrs.
I>~enezuela

We 0\\11 a 28.5% interest in Compafiia An6nima Nacional TclCfonos de Venezuela (CANTV), Venezuela's largest full-service
telecommunications provideL CANTVoffers local services. national and international long distance. Internet access and wireless services in
Venezuela as well as public telephone, private network. data transmission, directory and other value-added services. At December 31. 2005,
CANTY served approximately 3.5 million access lines and 5.2 million vt'lreless customers.
Em'olle
Italv
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We own a 23.1% interest in Vodafone Omnitel N.V. (Vodafone Omnitel), an Italian digital cellular telecommunications comp,my. It is the
second largest wireless provider in Italy. At December 31, 2005, Vodafone Omnitel served 23.7 million subscribers.
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Gibraltar

Gibraltar NYNEX Communications Limited, operating as Gibtelecom, is a full~service pro-vider of wireline, ,,,ireless, and Internet access
services to the country of Gibraltar. We currently own a 50% interest in the company_ Our sale partner in the company is the Government of
Gibraltar.

Other
In September 2005, we sold our 100% interest in Micronesian Telecommunications Corporation (MTC), a
provider.

full~scrvice

telecommunications

International Regulatory and Competitive Trends
For several years, the telecommunications industry has been experiencing dynamic changes as national and intcrnational regulatory refonns
embrace competition.
In the Dominican Republic, Verizon Dominicana faces both wircline and wireless competitors, although it remains the principal service
provider in aU telecommunication segments. Nottvithstanding, competition is particularly dynamic in ldreless services and the number of
emerging operators in Long Distancc and VolP is grmving. Verizon Dominicana's primary competitors arc Orange Dominicana, Tricom and
CentelUlial Dominicana. l1lese three companlcs all have ,vireless networks and Tricom has a fixed line presence in the island's principal
population centers. There arc several other companies that INDOTEL, the cauntr.y's independent regulator, has autharized to provide wireless
and/or wireline phone and Internet services. At least four ofthase companies are likely to commence operations in 2006.
Under Dominican Republic law, pricing is set at market rates and telecommunication companies arc free to provide services according to their
own criteria, INDOTEL is primarily focused on providing a regulatory framework for the industry and protecting end-users' rights. INDOTEL
may intervene if parties fail to agree on interconnection agreements or if competition for network services is insufficient. INDOTEL has
indicated that it expects to address the cost standard it \'lill apply in establishing rates in circumstances where it is required to intervene, number
portability, equal access and resale of services during 2006.
In Puerto Rico, TELPRI operates in a highly competitive telecommunications market. All wireline services, iucludinglocal, long distance,
Internet access and data, face competition from various providers including a facilities~based local calner, interexchange caniers, rescUers,
cable providers, and Intemet service providers. PRTC remains the leading \'lireline service provider in Puerto Rico. In the ,:vireless market
VWPR competes against five other wireless carriers and is second in wireless market share operating under the Verizon Wireless brand. With
respect to regulatory matters, PRTC continues to operate in a very challenging environment. In April 2005, PRTC filed with the Puerto Rico
Telecommunications Regulatory Board (TRB) a new tariff structure for basic telephone service that creates a single local calling zone across
the island, A number of carriers asked the TRB to initiate a proceeding to determine if the plan met the
standard. After numerous
changes and delays in the schedule for concluding this proceeding, PRTC withdrew the tariff on Febnmry 3.
PRTC plans in the near
future to implement a new tariff plan which \vill address customer needs and market realities
In Venezuela, CANTY's \vireless operations have faced competition since inception. In late 2000, the government opened the basic telephone
market far local, national and international long distancc service to competition and issued new guidelines governing interconnection and the
use of wireless spectrum. At the end of 2005, CVG Telecom, the government sponsored telephone operator, was granted a license to provide
services in seven Venezuelan states and Internet services nationwide, in direct competition with CANTV. CANTV remains Venezuela's
leading provider of switched, fixed local and dOlllcstic and intemationallong distmlce services and is one of the country's top providers of
wireless sCf\ices. CANTV is still sUIJject to comprehensive price cap regulation, especially \vith respect to residential services, that limits the
company's ability to raise prices to keep pace with changes in foreign exchange rates and inflation. TIle regulator, CONATEL, has indicated an
intention to move to an efficient enterprise model for establishing regulated niles for basic sef\'ices.
In Italy, Vodafone Omnitel operates in an intensely competitive and highly penetrated market. It continues to perform well in Italy through
customer growth, driven by successful promotions and a focus on high value customers lhrough targeted retention initiatives. Vodafone
Omnitel was awarded a license for third-generation mobile spectrulll in 2000, which was subsequently extended from a IS-year life to a 20year life in November 2001. DUling 2004, Vodafonc Ollmitellaunched the commercial operations of its tllird-generation network.

I Recent Developments
MCIMergcr
On Febnmry 14, 2005, Verizon announced that it had agrjplllWlOllii1IilIlllioliiillloiliioliOiiol:m::b:i,:Il::a:,t,:i,~onof Verizon common shares and cash (indnding
MCI dividends). On May 2, 2005, Verizon anno
nend its agreement to acquire MCI for cash and
stock of at least $26.00 per share, consisting of
special dividend by MCl on Octobcr 27, 2005, after the
.5743 Verizan shares for each MCI common share or a
October 6, 2005 approval of the transaction by MCI
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sufficient number of Verizon shares to deliver to shareholders $20.40 of value, Under this pllce protection feature, Vetizon had the option of
paying additional cash instead of issuing additional shares over the .5743 exchange ratio. This consideration 'was subject to adjustment at
closing and
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may have been decreased based all MCl's bankmptcy claims~related experience and inte01ational tax liabilities. The merger received the
required state, federal and international regulatory approvals by 'year~end 2005, and on January 6, 2006, Verizon and MCI closed the merger.
Under terms of the merger agreement, MCI shareholders received .5743 shares of Verizon and cash for eaeh of their MCI shares. Verizon
elected to make a supplemental cash payment of $2.738 per MCI share, $779 million in the aggregate, rather than issue additional shares of
Verizon common stock, so that the merger consideration was equal to at least $20AO per MCI share. Verizon and MCI management mutually
agreed that there was no purchase price adjustment related to the amount or MCl's bankmptcy claims-related experience and intemational tax
liabilities.
Separately. on April 9, 2005, Verizon entered into a stock purchase agreement lvith eight entities affiliated \vitlI Carlos Slim HcIu to purchase
43.4miUiol1 shares of MCI common stock for $25.72 per share in cash plus an additional cash amount of 3%1 per annum from April 9, 2005
until the closing ofthc purchase of those shares. The transaction closcd on May 17, 2005 and the additional cash payment 'was made through
May 13, 2005. The total cash payment was $1,121 million. Under the stock purchase agreement, Verizon \vill pay the Slim entities an
adjustment at the end of one year in an amount per MCI share calculated by multiplying (i) .7241 by (ii) the amount, if an)', by \vhich the price
ofVerizon's eommon stock exceeds $35.52 per share (me..'1Sured over a 20-day period), su~jeet to a maximum excess amount per Verizon share
of $26.98. After the closing of the stock purchase agreement, Verizon transferred the shares of MCI common stock it had purchased to a tmst
established pursuant to an agreement between Vcrizon and the Department of Justice. We received the special dividend of$5.60 perMCI share
on these 43.4 million MCI shares. or $243 million, on October 27, 2005.
Rcdemlltion of Mel Debt
On January 17,2006, Verizon announced offers to purchase two series afMCI senior notes, MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of
6.688(10 Senior Notes Due 2009 and MCI $1,699 million aggregate principal amOllnt of 7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% of their par
value. Due to the change in control of MCI tllm occurred in connection with the merger \vith Verizon on JanuaI}1 6, 2006, Verizon is required to
make this offer to noteholders within 30 days of the closing of the merger ofMCI and Verizon. Separately, Verizon notified noteholders that
MCI is exercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to maturity under the optional redemption procedures provided in the
indentures. The 6.688% Notes \vere redeemed on March 1, 2006, and the 7.735%, Notes were redeemed on Febmary 16, 2006.
In addition, on January 20, 2006, Verizon almounced an offer to repurchase MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of 5.908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 101% or their par value. On Februmy 21, 2006, $1,804 million of these notes were redeemed by Verizon. Verizon satisfied
and discharged the indenture goveming this series of notes shortly after the close of the offer for those noteholders \vho did not accept tIns
offer.
Issuance of Debt
In February 2006, Verizon issued $4,000 million of floating rate and fixed rate notes maturing from 2007 tIu'ough 2035.
SIJectn.un Purchases
On Febmary 15, 2005, the FCC's auction of broadband personal communications services licenses ended and Verizon Wireless and Vista PCS,
LLC were the highest bidders for 63 licenses totaling approximately $697 million. On May 13, 2005, the licenses won by Verizon Wireless
were granted by the FCC. The licenses \von by Vista PCS remain subject to FCC approval.
Sales of Businesses and Investments
infbrmation Services

In December 2005, we announced that we are exploring divesting Information Services through a spin~orf. sale or other strategic transaction.
However. since this process is still ongoing. Information Services' results of operations. financial position and cash flows remain in Veril.On's
continuing operations.
Telephone Acce'\~" Lines

We continually consider plans for a reduction in the size of our <lccess line business, including through a Spih~off mechanism or othervdse. so
that we may pursue our strategy of placing greater focus on the higher gro\\th businesses of broadband and wireless

Environmentnl Matters
During 2003, under a government-approved plan, remed;'Ii"lIiOililliii. . . . . . . . of a fonner Sylvania facility in Hicksville, Ne1v York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 19505 and 1960s.
ectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs was conducted. A
ediation efforts at scyeral other fonner facilities W<lS also
lion was recorded in 2003, for remedial acti"vities likely to
undertaken. As a result, an additional environmental
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take place over the next several years. In September 2005 the AmlY Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Fonnerl)'
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program. This may result in the ACE perfonning some or all of the remediation effort for the Hicksville site
\\'ith a corresponding decrease in costs to Verizon. To the extent that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial \vork at the Hicksville site,
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an adjustment to this reserve may be made, Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered during the remediation at
any of the sites requiring remediation.
Nc\y York Rl"COYCQ' Funding
In August 2002, President Bush signed the Supplemental Appropriations bill that included $5.5 billion in Nev.' YoI'k recovery funding. Of that
amount, approximately $750 million has been aHoc-ated to cover utilit.y restoration and infrastmctllre rebuilding as a result of the
September 11th terrorist attacks on 100ver Manhattan, These funds ,,'ill be distributed through the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation
Following an application and audit process. As of September 2004, we had applied for reimbursement of approximately $266 million under
Category One, although \ve did not record this amount as a receivable. We received advances totaling $88 million in connection with this
application process. On December 22, 2004, we applied for reimbursement of an additional $136 million of "category 2" losses, and on
March 29, 2005 we amended our application seeking an additional $3 million. Cntegory 2 funding is for permanent restoration and
infraSlnlcture improvement. According to the plan, permanent restoration is reimbursed lip to 75%) of the loss. On November 3, 2005, we
received tbe results of preliminary audit findings disallO'wing aU but $44 million of our originnl $266 million of costs in our Category One
applications. On December 8, 200S, \'liC provided a detailed rebuttal to the preliminary audit findings and arc currently awaiting tbe final audit
report. Our applications arc pending.

I ErniJlowes
As of December J I. 2005. Verizon and its subsidiaries had approximately 217,000 employees. Unions represent approximatcly 46% of our
employees.

We make available, free of charge on our 'website, our annual reports on Form IO-K, quarterly reports on Form lO-Q, current reports on Fonn
8-K and all amendments to those reports as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is eleclronicallyfiled with or fumished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Our website address is W\y\v.verizon.com. TillS infommtion is included in "Investor Information"
on our website.
16
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I C.tutionary Statement Concerning Forward-Looking Statements
In this Annual Report on Form lO·K \ve have made forward·looking statements. These statements arc based on our estimatcs and assumptions
and are subject to risks and unccrtainties. Forward·looking statements include the information concerning our possiblc or assumed future
results of operations. Forward·looking statements also include those preceded or followed by the words "anticipates," "believes." "'estimates,"
"hopes" or similar expressions. For those statements, \ve claim the protection oflhe safe harbor tor forward-looking statcmcnts containcd in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
The following important factors, along \"ith thosc discussed elsewhere in this AlUlUal Report, could affect futmc results and could cause those
results to differ materially from those expressed in thc forward·looking statements'
materially adverse changes in economic and industry conditions and labor matters, including \vorkforce lcvels and labor
ncgotiations, and any resulting financial and/or operational impact in the markets served by us or by companies in \\'hich we have
substantial investments~
material changes in available technology:
tcchnology substitution:
an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited ratings organizations:
the final rcsults of federal and state regulatory proceedings concerning our provision of retail and wholesale services and judicial
review' of those results:
the effects of competition in om markets~
the timing, scope al1d financial impacts of our deployment of fibcr·to·the·premises broadband technology:
the ability of Verizan Wireless to continue to obtain sufficient spectrum resources:
changes in our accounting assumptions that regulatory agencies, including the SEC, may require or that result from changes in the
accounting rules or their applic~ltion, which could result in an impact on earnings; and
the estent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings following our business combination ,"vith MG.
17
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iVe face signUicant competition that may reduce our market share and lower our pndits
We face significant competition in our industry. 11le rapid development of new technologies. services and products has eliminated the
traditional lines between local, long distance, wireless, cable and Intemct communication services and brought new competitors to our markets.
including other telephone companies, cable companies, wireless service providers. satellite providers, electric utilities, and providers of VolP
services. While these changes have enabled us to offer ne,v types of services, they have also allowed other sen'ice providers to broaden the
scope of their own competitive offerings. Our ability to compete successfully 'will depend on hmv successfully we anticipate and respond to
various competitive factors, including ne"" services that may be introduced by our competitors, changes in consumer preferences, demographic
trends and pricing pressures. Because many of our competitors arc subject to less fCJ:,lUlation and have lower cost structures than us, due in part
to the absence of a tlllionized ,"\'mk force and fewer retirees, fhey may be able to offer services at lower prices, The resulting pressure on the
price of services provided by us may result in reduced revenues and reduction of profits.
~(~"n!l;es~s::':':J':e;,~~:~tllve(F h'cp ,pace with technological developments in the telecommunications industr,)! 1Fe may experience a decline in demand

Our industry is experiencing rapid change as ne\", techno'logies are developed that offer consumers an array of choices for their communications
needs. In order to grow and remain competitive, \ve will need to adapt to future changes in technology, to enhance our existing offerings and
introduce new offerings to address our customers' changing demands. If we arc unable to meet future advances in competing technologies on a
timely basis or at an acceptable cost we could lose customers to our competitors. In general, the development of new services in our industry
requires us to anticipate and respond to the varied and continually changing demands of our customers. We may not be able to accurately
predict technologiC:11 trends or the success of new sen'ices in the market In addition, there could be legal or regulatory restraints to our
introduction of new services, If these services fail to gain acceptance in the marketplace, or if costs associated with implementation and
completion of the introdUCl1on of these services materially increase, our ability to retain and attract customers could be adversely affected,

Changes in the regulatory regime under which 'we operate could adver";efv affect our business prospects or result,'), ofoperallons
Our operations arc subject to regulation by the FCC and other federal, state and local agencies. It is impossible to predict with any certaint:y the
outcome of pending federal and state regulatory proceedings relating to our provision of retail or wholesale services, or the reYie"vs by federal
or state courts of regulato!}" rulings. Unless we are able to obtain relief, existing laws and regulations may inhibit our ability to expand our
business and introduce new products and services. In addition, the adoption of new lmvs or rcglilations or changes to the existing regulatory
frame\,",ork could adversely affect our business plans. For example, the developmeut of uew technologies, such as Internet ProtocolMbased
services, including VoIP and super high~speed broadband and video, could be subject to conflicting regulation between tIle FCC and valious
state and local authorities, which could significantly increase the cost of implementing and introducing new services based OIl this technology.

None.

I General
Our principal properties do not lend themselves to simple description by ehamcrer and location. Our total investment in plant, property and
equipment \vas approximately $194 billion at December 31,2005 and $186 billion at December 31,2004, including the effect of retirements.
but before deducting accmllul;:lted depreciation. Our gross investment in plant property and equipment consisted of the following at
December 31:
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Our properties arc divided among our operating segments at December 31, as follows:

Nehvork equipment consists primarily of aerial cabIe, underground cable, conduit ~md \viring, \vireless plant telephone poles. switching
equipment, transmission equipment and related facilities. Land, buildings and building equipment consists of land and IWld improvements and
central office buildings. Fmniture and other equipment consists of public telephone instruments and telephone equipment (including PBXs),
fumiture, office equipment, motor vehicles and othcr work equipment. Othcr property consists primarily of plant under constmction, capital
leases, capitalized computer sof1\\'are costs and leasehold improvements. A portion of our property is subject to the liens of their respective
mortgages securing funded debt
TIle customers of our telephone operations are served by electronic switching systems that provide a wide variety of services. At December 3L
2005, substantially all of the access lines \vere served by digital capability.

We continue to make significant capital expenditures to meet the demand for telecommunications services and to further improve such
services, Capital spending for Domestic Telecom was $8,267 million in 2005, $7,118 million in 2004 and
million in 2003. Capital
spending for Domestic Wireless was $6,484 million in 2005, $5,633 million in 2004 and $4,590 million
2003. Capital spending for
Information Services. International and Corporate and Other businesscs was $573 million in 2005, $508 million in 2004 and $464 million in
2003. Capital spending for those years includes capitalized sofhvare and excludes additions under capital leases. In 2006,Verizon management
expects capital expenditures to be in the range of$15.4 billion to $15.7 billion. cxcluding capital expenditures associated \\'ith MCI.lncluding
MCL capital expenditures are expected to be $17.0 biUion to $17.4 billion in 2006.

None.

Not Applicable,
1 Executiw Oflicers of the Registrant

Set forth below is information with respect to our executive officers

Lawrence T.
William P. Barr
Thomas A. Bartlett
John W. Diercksen
Marc C. Reed
Dennis F. Strigl
Thomas J. Tauke
Doreen A. Toben
Catherine T. Webster

55
56
53

Vice Chainnan and Presidcnt
Exccutive Vicc President and General Counsel
Senior Vice President and Controller
Executive Vice President - Strategy, Development and Plarming
Executive Vice President - Human Resources
Executive Vice President and President and CEO - Vcozon Wireless
Executive Vice President - Public Affairs, Policv and Communications
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Senior Vice President and Treasurer

2000
2000
2005
2003
2004
2000
2004
2002
2005

Prior to serving as an executlYe officer, each of the above officers have held high level managerial positions with the company or one of its
subsidiaries for at least five years.
Officers are not elected for a fixed term of office but arc

fthe Board of Directors.
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The principal market for trading in the common stock of Verizon is the New York Stock Exchange. The common stock is also listed in the
United States on the Boston, Chic-ago, Pacific and Philadelphia stock exchanges. As of December 31, 2005, there were 947,767 sharcowners of
record.
High and low stock prices, as reported on the Nc\v York Stock Exchange composite tape of transactions, and dividend data are as [0110\'v5:
\brk~t

Price

The follmving table provides information about Vcrizon's common stock repurchases during the fourth quarter of 2005.

1,600,000

31.19

Total Numhcr ofSlmres

\-bxJlllum NUlllflcr of Shares

1,600.000

62.601.280

(1)

On January" 22,2004, Verizon's Board of Directors authorized a common stock repurchase program.

(2)

The program authorizes total repurchases of up to 80 million common shares and expires no laier than the close of business on
February 28, 2006. Under the plan, Verizon had the option to repurchase shares for the corporation over time, with the amount and
timing of repurchases depending on market conditions and corporate needs.

On January 19, 2006, the Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to 100 million common shares terminating no later than the close
of business on Febmary 28. 2008. The Board of Directors also determined that no additional common shares may be purchased under the
previous program.

Information required by this item is included in the 2005 Verizon Annual Report to ShareO\vners under the heading ""Selected Financial Data"
on page 13, which is incorporated herein byreferellce.

Information required by this item is included in the 2005 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners under the heading "Management's Discussion
and Analysis of Resutts of Operations and Financial Condition" on pages 14 through 35, which is incorporated herein by reference

lnfonnation required by this item is induded in the 2005 Vcrizon Annual Report to Sharcmvners under the heading 'Market Risk" on page 30,
which is incorporated herein by reference.

Information required by this item is iltcludcd. inthe200'SI!
herein by reference,

is incorporated
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Our chicf executive officcr and chief financial offi<.'Cr have evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(c) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934), as of the end of the period covered by this annual report,
that ensure that information relating to the registrant 'which is required to be disclosed in this report is recorded, processed, summarized and
reported, within required time periods. Based on this evaluation, our chief executive officer and chief financial officcr have concluded that the
registrant's disclosure controls and procedures \vere adequate and effective to ensure that material information relating to the registrant and its
consolidated subsidiaries ",,-auld be accumulated and communicated to them by others \vithin those entities, particularly during the period in
which this annual report was being prepared, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. There were no changes in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting during the period covered by this annual report that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to
materially affect, internal control over financial reporting.
Management's report on inte111al control over financial reporting and the attestation report of Verizon's independent registered accounting Jiml
is included in the 2005 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners on pages 36 through 37 and is incorporated herein by reference.

None.

For information with respect to our executive officers, see "Executive Officers of the Registrant" at the end of Part I of this Report For other
information required by this item see the Proxy Statement for our 2006 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A.
\-vhich is incorporated herein by reference.

For information with respect to executive compensation, see the Pro>.:y Statement for our 2006 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant
to Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference.

For information with respect to the security ownership of the Directors and Executive Officers and related stockholder matters, see the Proxy
Statement for our 2006 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A which is incorporated herein by reference. In
addition, see the following table for other equity compensation plan information:
Numlwr Ilfs,'~~uritk's
remaining a\'aHable for
future issuance under equity

Numher nfsecuritics 10 be
issued upon exel"t:isc of

52,061.908

42.37

5.972.715*

Indicates the number of securities available for issuance unde-r the Verizon Communications 2000 Broad-Based Incentive Plan. which
provides for mvards of nonqualified stock options, restricted stock restricted stock units and other equity~based hypothetical stock units
to employees ofVerizon and its subsidiaries.

None.

For information 'with respect to principal accounting feeAi'ilIiiI
filed pursuant to Regulation 14A which is incorporated

lii Statement for our 2006 Annual Meeting of Shareholders
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(a)

Documents filed as part of this report:
Page
(1)

Report of Management on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn on Intemal Control Over Financial Reporting
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn on Financial Statements
Financial Statements covered by Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn:
Consolidated Statements of Income
Consolidated Balance Sheets
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Sharcowners' Investment
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Incorporated herein by reference to the appropriate portions of the registrant's annual report to
shareowners for the fiscal year ended December 3 L 2005, (See Part II.)

(2)

Financial Statement Schedule

(3)

Exhibits

II ._- Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
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ExhihitNllml>t:'r

3a

Restated Certificate ofIncorpomtion ofVerizon Communications Inc. (Verizon) filed herewith.

3b

Bylaws ofVcrizon. as amended and restated, filed herewith.
No instrument vvhich defines the rights of holders of long-ternl debt of Verizon and its consolidated subsidiaries is filed herewith
pursuant to Regulation S~K Item 60 1(b)(4)(iii)(A). Pursuant to this regulation, Vcrizon hereby agrees to furnish a copy of any slich
instnllnent to the SEC upon request.
Non~Employee

Directors (Exhibit lOa to Form

10~K

lOa

Description of Verizon Deferred Compensation Plan for
December 31, 2(00). *

lOb

Bell Atlantic Deferred Compensation Plan for Outside Directors, as amended and restated (Exhibit lOa to Form
ended December 31,1998).*

10c

Deferred Compensation Plan for Non~Employee Members of the Board of Directors of GTE, as amended (Exhibit 10~1 to GTE's
Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997 and Exhibit 10.1 to GTE's Form IO-K for the year ended December 3 L 1998, File
No. 1-2755).*

10d

GTE's Directors' Deferred Stock Unit Plan (Exhibit
2755).*

lOe

Description of Plan for Non-Employee Directors' Tmvel Accident Insurance (Exhibit lOc to Form 10-K for the year ended December
31,1999)*

lOf

Bell Atlantic Directors' Charitable Giving Program, as amended (Exhibit lOp to Form SE dated March 29, 1990 and Exhibit lOp to
Form SE dated March 29,1993).*

10a(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit 10a(i) to Form

10~8

IO~K for

to GTE's Fonn

for the year ended

the year ended December 31, 2004).

10~K

lO~K

for the year

for the year ended December 3L 1997, File No.

109

GTE's Charitable Awards Program (Exhibit 10-10 to GTE's Form lO-K for the year ended December 3 L 1992, File No. 1-2755).*

lOh

NYN"'EX Directors' Charitable A\vard Program (Exhibit lOi to Form

lOi

Verizon Communications 2000 Broad-Based Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10h to Form IO-Q for the period ended September 30, 2(00).

lOj

Vcrizon Communications Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan (Appendix B to Verizon's 2001 Proxy Statement filed March 12, 2001). *

1O~K

1~

for the year ended December 3L 2000). *

*

lOj(i) Petfonnance Stock Unit Agreement 2003-2005 Award Cycle filed herewith. *
lOj(ii) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2004-2006 Award Cycle filed herewith. *
lOj(iii) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement

2005~2007

Award Cycle (Exhibit lOa to Form

Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 A\vard Cycle (Exhibit lOb to
IOj(iv)(a) Addendum to Petfonnance Stock Unit Agreement

2005~2007

lO~Q

for the period ended March 31. 20(5).*

FormlO~Q

for the period ended March 31.

Award Cycle filed herewith. *

10j(v) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement 2006-2008 Award Cycle filed here\vith.*
lOj(vi) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2006-2008 AVI"ard CycIefiled herewith. *

10k

GTE's Long~Tenn Incentive Plan. as amended (Exhibit B to GTE's 1997 Proxy Statement and Exhibit 10.5 to GTE's 1998 Form 10K for the year ended December 31, 1998, File No. 1-2755); Description of Amendments (Exhibit lot to Fonn lO-K for Iheyear ended
December 31, 2000). *

10

NYNEX 1995 Stock Option Plan, as anlended (Exhibit NO.1 to NYNEX's Proxy Statement dated March 20, 1995, File No. 1-8608):
Description of Amendments (Exhibit IOn to Form lO~K for the year ended December 31, 2000). *

IOn

Vcrizon Communications Inc. Short-Tenn Incentive Plan (Appendix C to Verizon's 200 I Proxy Statement filed March 12,2001). *

100

Verizon Communications Inc. Income Deferral Plan (Exhibit 10fto Fonn 10-Q for the period ended June 30, 2(02).*
23
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1000) Description of Amendment to Phm (Exhibit 1Oo(i) to Form lO-K for the year ended Decemher 3L 20(4).*

lOp

Verizon Communications Inc. Excess Pension Plan (Exhibit lOp to Form IO-K for the year ended December 31,2(04).*

lOq

GTE's Executive Salary Deferral Plan, as amended (Exhibit 10.10 fo GTE's Form lO-K for the year c.nded December 3L 1998,
File No.1 -2755), *

lOr

Bell Atlantic Senior Management Long-Term Disability and Survivor Protection Plan, as amended (Exhibit lOh to Form SEfiled
on March 27, 1986 and Exhibit 10b(ii) 10 Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997).*

lOs

Description of Bell Atlantic Senior Management Estate Management Plan (Exhibit lOrr to Form 10-K for year ended December 3 L
1997).*

lOt

GTE's Executive Retired Life Insurance Plan, as amended (Exhibits 10-6, 10-6 and 10-6 to GTE's Form 10-K for the years ended
December 31,1991,1992 and 1993, respectively, File No. 1-2755).*

lOu

KfYNEX Supplemental Life Insurance Plan (Exhibit No. 10 iii 21 to NYNEX's Fonn lO-Q for the period ended June 30,1996, File
No. 1-8608).*

10p(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit Wp(i) fa FOllll lO-K for the year ended December 31. 2004).*

10v

Summary Plan Description of Verizon Executive Defell'al Plan filed herewith. *

1(nv

Description of salary increase for Ivan G. Seidenberg (Exhibit lOw to Form IO-K for the year ended December 3 L 20(4). *

lOx

Employment Agreement between Verizan and LawTence T. Babbio (Exhibit lOa to FOnTI
2000).*
lO~Q

lO~Q

for the period ended September 30,

lOy

Employment Agreement bet\vecn Verizan and Marc C. Reed (Exhibit lOa to Form

lOz

Employment Agreement behveen Verizon and William P. Barr (Exhibit IOz to Fonn lO-Q for the period ended March 31, 2003). *

for the period ended June 30, 20(4). *

lO~Q

lOee

Employment Agreement between Verizon and Doreen A. Toben (Exhibit lOd to Form

lOdd

Description of the Split-Dollar Insurance Arrangements (Exhibit 109 to Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 2002).*

for the period ended June 30, 2(02). ""

(Odd(i) Description of Changes to Arrangements (Exhibit lOdd(i) to Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2004). *
lOee

Agreement betH'een Verizon Wireless and Dennis F. Strig! (Exhibit IOfto Form lO-Qfor the period ended September

*

toff

Employment Agreement betw-eel1 Vcrizoll and Thomas 1. Tanke (Exhibit lOb to Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 2004).

lOgg

Form of Employment Agreement between Verizon and Band 1 Senior Management Employee (Exhibit lOgg to the Fonn IO-K for
the year ended Dccember 31, 2(04).*

lOhh

NYNEX Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Directors (Exhibit lOgg to N)'l\)"EX's Registration Statement NO.287850, File No. 1~86(8). *
IOhh(i) Amcndment to NYNEX Corporation Deferred Compensation Plan for Non~Emp1oyee Directors (Exhibit lOiii 5a to
NYNEX's Quarterly Report on Fonu IO-Q for the period ended June 30, 1996, File No. 1~8608),*

lOii

U.S. Wireless Agreement dated September 21, 1999, ,Hnong Bell Atlantic and Vodafone Airtouch pic, induding the forms of
Amended and Restated Partnership Agreement and the Investment Agreement (Exhibit 10 to Form 10-Q for the period ended
September 30, 1999).

12

Computation of Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges filed herewith.

13

Portions of Vcrizon's Annual Report to Sharemvners for the fiscal year ended December 31. 2005. Only the information
incorporated by reference into this Form lO·K is included in the exhibit

21

List of principal subsidiaries of Verizonfiled herewith.
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Consent of Ernst & YOlUlg LLPfi!cd here"Yith.

31, I

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuanllO Section 302 of the Sarb.mes"()xley Act of 2002.

31.2

Certification of Chief Finandal Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the

32.1

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Section 906 oftlle Sm'banes-oxley Act of 2002.

32.2

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the

&u'banes~Oxley

Act of 2002.

Sm'banes~Oxlcy Act

0£2002.

Indicatcs managemcnt contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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Schedule n - Valmltion and Qualif)'ing Accounts
Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries

For the Years Ended December 31. 2005, 2004 and 2003
AlIlIitiollS

(a)

(b)

Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts Receivable includes: (I) amounts previously \\Titten off which were credited directly to this
account when recovcrcd, and (2) accruals charged to accounts payable for anticipated uncollectible charges on purchases of accounts
rcceivable from others which were billcd by us. Also includes amounts transfcrrcd from other accounts.
Amounts mitten off as uncollectible or transfCHcd to other accounts or utilized.
26
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to he
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

Verizon Communications Inc.
Date:

By;

March 14, 2006

lsi Thomas A. Bartlett
Thomas A. Bartlell
Senior Vice President and Controller

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of
the registnmt and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Principal Executive Officer:

lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg

Chainmmand
Chief Executive Officer

March 14, 2006

Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

March 14, 2006

Senior Vice President and
Controller

Mm-cll 14. 200G

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Principal Financial Officer'

lsi Doreen A. Toben
Doreen A. Toben
Principal Accounting Officer:

lsi Thomas A. Btutlett
Thomas A. Bartlett
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I Signatures
lsi

Continued

IVan G. Seidenberg
Director

March 14, 2006

Director

March 14,2006

Director

March 14. 2006

Director

March 14. 2006

Director

March 14. 2006

Director

March 14, 2006

Director

March 14, 2006

Director

March 14,2006

Director

March 14,2006

Director

March 14, 2006

Director

March 14,2006

Director

March 14,2006

Director

March 14, 2006

Ivan G. Seidenberg

Is! James R. Barker
Jamcs R. Barker

lsi

Richard L. Carrion
Richard L. Carrion

lsi

Robert W. Lane
Robert W. Lane

lsi

Sandra O. Moose
Sandra O. Moose

lsi

Joseph Neubauer
Joseph Neubauer

lsi

Donald T. Nicolaiscn
Donald '1'. Nicolaisen

lsi Thomas H. O'Brien
Thomas H. O'Brien

lsi

Clarence Otis, Jr.
Clarence Otis. Jr.

Is!

Hugh B. Price
Hugh B. Price

Is!

Walter V. Shipley
Walter V. Shipley

!sl Jolm R. Stafford
John R. Stafford
/s/

Robert D. Storey
Robert D. Stort')'
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VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.

RESTATED CERTIFICATE
OF
INCORPORATION

F'ebruary 22, 2006
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RESTATED CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Verizon Communications Inc. a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, hereby certifies as follmvs:
1. TIle name of tIle corporation is Vcrizon Communications Inc., and the name under which the corporation was originally incorporated is
Bell AtJantic Corporation. The date of filing arits original Certificate ofIncorporation \Vidl the Secretary of State was October 7, 1983.

2. This Restated Certificate of Incorporation only restates and integrates and docs not further amend the provisions of the Certificate of
Incorporation of the corporation as heretofore amended or supplemented and there is no discrepancy between those provisions and the
provisions of this Restated Certificate of Incorporation,
3. The text of the Certificate of Incorporation as amended or supplemented heretofore is hereby restated without further amendments or
changes to read as herein set forth in full in Exhibit A attached hereto.
4. TItis Restated Cettificate of Incorporation was duly adopted by the Board of Directors in accordance ,yith Section 245 of the General
Corporation Law of the State of Delaware.
5. TIlis Restated Certificate of Incorporation shall be effective upon filing ",ith the Secretary of State of the State ofDela1vare.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said Verizon Communications Inc, has caused this Certificate to be signed by Mmimme Drost, its Scnior Vice
President, Deputy' General Counsel and Corporate SecretaJ:)' this 21st day of February. 2006,

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.
By

/sl Marianne Drost
Marianne Drost
Seuior Vice President, Deputy
General Counsel and Corporate
Secretary
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EXHIBIT A
RESTATED CERTIFICATE
OF INCORPORATION
OF
VERIZON COMMliNICATlONS INC.

L Camorate Name The name of the corporation is Verizon Communications Inc, (the "Corporation").
2,R..s;gjstered Office. The address of the registered office of the Corporation is 1209 Orange Street, in the City ofWilmingtOll County of
Nc\,\' Castle. The name of the registered agent of the Corporation at slich address is The Corporation Trust Company',
3. Comoratmm.QA£. The nature of the business of the Corporation or the purposes of the Corporation to be conducted or promoted is to
engage in any lawful acl or activity for which corporations may be organized under the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware, as
amended from time to time (the "GeL").
4. Capital Stock,

A ill!!llQ.-tiz:£Q.AlIares . The total number of shares of all classes of stock which the Corporation shall have the authority to issue is
4,500,000,000 shares, of \vhich 4,250,000,000 shares arc Common Stock, $.10 par value per share, and 250,000,000 shares Series Preferred
Stock, $.10 par value.
R Authoritv of Board to Fix Terms of Series Preferred Stock. The Board of Directors of the Corporation is hereby expressly
authorized at any time and from time 1.0 time to provide for tbe issuance of all or any shares of the Series Prcfencd Stock in one or more classes
or series, and to fix for each such class or series such voting pmvcrs, full or limited, or no voting powers, and such distinctive designations.
preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights and such qualifications, limitations or restrictions thereof, as shall be
stated and expressed in the resolution or resolutions adopted by the Board of Directors providing for the issuance of such cJass or 5elies and to
the fuUesl extent as may nmv or hereafter be penllitled by the GCL, including, vvithoutlimiting the genenliity of the foregoing, the authority to
provide that any such class or series may be (i) subject to redemption at such time or times and at such price or prices; (ii) entitled to receive
dividends (which may be cumulative or non-cumulative) at such rates, on such conditions, and at such times, and payable in preference to, or in
such relation to, the dividends payable on any other class or classes or any other series; (iii) entitled to such rights upon the dissolution of, or
upon any distribution of the assets of, the CorporatioK or (iv) convertible into, or exchangeable for,
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shares of any other class or classes of stock, or of any other series of the same or any other Class or classes of stock, or other securities or
property, of the Corporation at such price or prices or at such rates of exchange and willl such adjustments: all as may be stated in such
resolution or resolutions. Unless otherwise provided in such resolution or resolutions, shares of Series Preferred Stock of such class or series
which shall be issued and thereafter acquired by the Corporation through purchase, redemption, exchange, conversion or othenvise shaH return
to the status of authorized but unissued Series Preferred Stock.
5. Board of Director;; of the CQrporation.
A. Responsibilities. The business and affairs ofthe Corporation shall be managed under the direction of the Board of Directors.
B. ~!l-Q1Q§'[ . Subject to the right of the Board of Directors to increase or decrease the number of directors pursuant to this Article
5.B.. the Board of Directors shall consist of 22 directors. The Board of Directors may increase or decrease the number of directors by the
affinnative vote of (3) three·quarters of the entire Board of Directors if the effective date of such increase or decrease is prior to the date on
\vhich Raymond W. Smith ccc'lscs to be Chairman of the Corporation (hereinafter referred to as the "Retirement Date"), and (b) a majority of
the entire Board of Directors if the effective date of the increase or decrease is on or after the Retirement Date.
C. E!ectiollS of Directol] . Elections of directors need not be by written baUot unless the Bylaws of the Corporation shall so provide.
D. f.:ill...ru-lQ.ilti9..nuQI-I?.\.r£.<;!Q.!],. Except as othenvise pennittcd in Article S.E., only persons who arc nominated in accordance \\'ith
the procedures established in the Bylaws shall be eIi.6>ible for election as directors.
E. Vacancies. Vacancies and newly created directorships may be filled by the Board of Directors, provided that on or prior to the
Retirement Date, such action shaH be in accordance with the method for the selection of directors set forth in Section 4.16 of the Byl<1\vs_
6. !:b'.ill)l] . The Board of Directors is expressly authorized from time to time to make, alter or repeal the Bylaws of the Corporation in the
manner set forth in the Bylaws from time to time.
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A. I ndenmification of Authorized Representatives in Third Party Proceed]!1&. -The Corporation shall indemnify any person ·who
,vas or is an authorized representative of the Corporation, and \vho \vas or is a party, or is threatened to be made a party to any third party
proceeding. by reason of the fact that such person \vas or is an authorized representativc of the Corporation, against expcnses, judgments, fines
and amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably in(.uo-ed by such person in connection \-vith such third party proceeding if such person
acted in good faith and in a maruler such person reasoU<lbly believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Corporation and, \vith
respect to any criminal third party proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe such conduct ,vas unhmfuL The tennination of any third
party proceeding by judgment order, settlement, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent shall not of itself create a
presumption that the authorized representative did not act in good faith and in a manner which such person reasonably believed to be in or not
opposed to. the best interests of the Corporation, or, ,,,ith respect to any criminal third party proceeding. had reasonable cause to believe that
such conduct was unlavvfuL

B. Illi!l;1llilwcati01Lof AutlJQpzed R~ntatives in Corporate Proceedings.--The Corporation shall indemnify any person who
was or is an authorized representative of the Corporation and who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party to any corporate
proceeding, by reason of the fact that such person was or is an authorized representative of the Corporation, against expenses actually and
reasonably incuned by such person in connection with the defense or settlement of such corporate proceeding if such person acted in good faith
and in a manner reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Corporation: provided, however, that, except as
provided in this Article 7 with respect to proceedings to enforce rights to indemniftcation, the Corporation shaH indemnify any such person in
connection with an action, suit or proceeding (or part thereof) initia.ted by such person only if the initiation of such action, suit or proceeding
(or part thereot) was authorized by the Board of Directors; provided further, however, that no indemnification shall be made in respect of any
claim, issue or matter as to which such person shall have been adjudged to be liable to the Corporation unless and OIl!Y to the extent that the
Court of Chanccry or the court in which such corporate proceeding was brought shan determinc upon application that, despite the adjudication
of liability but in view of all the circumstances of the case, such authorized representative is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity for such
expenses \vhich the Court of Cllancery or such other court shall deem proper.
C. Mandatory Indemnification of Authorized Representatives .~To the extent that an authorized representative or other employee
or agent of the Corporation has been successful on the merits or othenvise in defense of any third party or corporate proceeding or in defense of
any claim, issue or matter therein, such person shall be indemnified against expenses a.ctually and reasonably incurred by such person in
connection therewith.
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D. Q£!£nUllliltion of Entit!£Ulent to :u:&~:ml!f!.9l.t.!illl. -Any indemnification under section
(B) or (C) of this Article (unless
that indemnification of the
ordered by a court) shall be made by the Corporation only as authorized in the specific case upon a
authorized representative or other employee or agent is proper in the circumstmces becausc such person has either met the applicable standard
of conduct set forth in section 7(A) or (B) of this Article or has been successful on the merits or othenvisc as set forth in section 7(C) of this
Article and that the amount requested has been actually and reasonably incurred, Such detennination shall be made:
(1) by the Board of Directors by a majority votc of a quorum consisting of directors who were not parties to such third party or
corporate proceeding; or
(2) if such a quomm is not obtaiImble, or even if obtainable, a quorum of disinterested directors so directs, by independent legal
counsel in a written opillion~ or
(3) by the stockholders.
E, Advancing Expenses .-Expenses actually and reasonably inCllITedin defending a third party or corporate proceeding shall be
paid on behalf of an authorized representative by the Corporation in advance of the final disposition of such third party or corporate proceeding
and within 30 days of receipt by the secretary of the Corporation of (i) an application from such authorized representative setting forth the basis
for such indemnification, and (ii) if required by law at the time such application is made. an undeI1aking by or on behalf of the authorized
representative to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that the authorized representative is not entitled to be indemnified by
the Corporation as authorized in this Article. The financial ability of any authorized representative to make a repayment contemplated by this
section shall not be a prerequisite to the making of an advance. Expenses incurred by other employees and agents may be so paid upon such
tenns and conditions, if any, as the Board of Directors deems appropriate,
F.

I?-GfmLti9J!-§' .-Forpurposes of this Article:

(I) "authorized representative" shall mean any and all directors and officers of the Corporation and any person designated as an

authorized representative by the Board of Directors of the Corporation or any officer of the Corporation to whom the Board has delegated
the authority to make such designations (which "authorized representative" may, but nced not, include any person serving at the request
of the Corporation as a director, officer, employee, trustee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture. tmst or other
cnterprise)~
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(2) "Corporation" shaH include, in addition to the resulting corporation, any constituent corporation (including any constlluent of a
constituent) absorbed in a consolidation or merger \vhich, if its separate existence had continued, would have had power and authOlity to
indemni(v its directors, officers, employees or agents, so that any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of such
constituent corporation, or is or \vas serving at the request of such constituent corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of
another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, shall stand in the same position under the provisions of this
Article \vith respect to the resulting or surviving corporation as such person \'.'ould have with respect to such constituent corporation if its
separate existence had continued:
(3) "corporate proceeding" shaH mean any threatened, pending or completed action or suit by or in the right of the Corporation to
procure a judgment in its favor and any investigative proceeding by the Corporation:

(4) "criminal third party proceeding" shall include any action or investigation which could or does lead to a criminal third party
proceeding:
(5) "expenses" shall include attorneys' fees l:llld disbursementK
(6) "fines" shall include any excise taxes assessed on a person \vith respect to an employee benefit plan:
(7) actions "not opposed to the best interests of the Corporation" shall include \Vilhont limitation actions taken in good faith and in a
manner the authorized representative reasonably believed to be in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of an employee benefit
plan:
(8) "other enterprises" shall include employcc benefit plans:
(9) "party" shall include thc giving of testimony or similar involvcment
(10) "serving at the request of the Corporation" shall include withoullimitation any service as a director, officer or employee ofthe
Corporation \vhich imposes duties on, or involves services by, such director, officer or employee with respect to an employee benefit
plaa its participants, or beneficiaries: and
(11) "third party proceeding" shall mean any threatcned, pending or completcd action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminaL
administrative, or investigative, other than an action by or in the right of the Corporation.
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G. Insumncc . -The Corporation may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer.
employee or agent of the Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of tIle Corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another
corporation, partnership, joint venture, tITIst or other enterprise against any liability asserted against the person and incurred by the person in
any such capacity, or arising out of his or her status as such, whether or not the Corpomtion would have the po\ver or the obligation to
indemnify such person against such liability under the provisions of this Article
H. ~pe of Article .-The indemniffcation of authorized representatives and advancement of expenses, as authorized by the
preceding provisions of this Article, shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which those seeking indemnification or advancement
of expenses may be entitled under any agreement vote of stockholders or disinterested directors or othcf\vise, hath as to action in an official
capacity and as to action in another capacity ,,,hile holding such office. TIle indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by or
granted pursuant to this Article shalt unless otherwise provided \"hen authorized or mtiffed, cont.inue as to a person who has ceased to be an
authorized representative and shall inure to the benetit of tIle heirs, executors and administrators of such a person.

L :&~.Hm.~Q~[QvisiQll§: .-Each person who shall act as an authorized representative oHhe Corporation shall be deemed to be
doing so in reliance upon rights of indemnification provided by this Article. Any repeal or modification of the provisions of this Article 7 by
t.he stockholders of the Corporation shall not adversely affect any right or benefit of a director existing at the time of such repeal or
modification.
1. SevcmQ.ili!y ,-If this Article 7 or any portion thereof shan be invalidated on any ground by any court of competent jurisdiction,
then the Corporation shall nevertheless indemnify each authorized representative of the Corporation as to expenses, judgments, fines and
amounts paid in settlement ,vith respect to any action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, climinaL administrative or investigative, including,
without limitation, a grand jury proceeding and an action, suit or proceeding by or in the right or the Corporation, t.o the fullest extent permitted
by any applicable portion of this Article 7 that shall not have been invalidated, by the GCL or by any other applicable law.
8. putv of Care _A director of the Corporation shall not be Hable to the Corporation or its stockholders for monet.ary damages for breach
of fiduciary duty as a director, except for liability (i) for any breach of the director's duty of loyalty to the Corporation or its stockholders.
(ii) for acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing violation of the law, (iii) under Section 174 of
the GCL, or (iv) for any transaction from ,,,hich the director derived an improper personal benefit. If the GCL is amended to aut.horize
corporate act.ion further eliminating or limiting the personal liability of directors, then the liability of a director of the Corporation shall be
eliminated or limited to the fullest extent permittcd by tlle GCL, as so amcnded. Any repeal or modification of the provisions of this Article 8
by the stockholders of the Corporation shnll not adversely affect any right or benefit of a director of the Corporation existing at the time of such
repeal or modification.
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9. !LQ;lrd Cons&G.llltion of A1LRcleTI!pt Factors. The Board of Directors of the Corporation, when evaluating auy offer of another party to
(a) make a tender or exchange offer for <tily' equity security of the Corporation, (b) merge or consolidate the Corporation with another
corporation, or (c) purchase or othem'-ise acquire all or substantially all of the properties and assets oftlle Corporation, may, in connection with
the exercise of its judgment in determining what is in the best interests of the Corporation and its stockholders, give due consideration to (i) all
relevant factors, including ·without limitation the social, legal, environmental and economic effects on employees, customers, suppliers and
other affected persons, finns and corporations and on the communities and geographical areas in ,vhich the Corpomtion and its subsidiaries
operate or are located and on any of the businesses and properties of the Corporation or any of its subsidiaries, as ,vell as such other factors as
the directors deem relevant, and (ii) the considcmtion being offered. not only in relation to the then current market price for the Corporation's
outstanding shares of capital stock, but also in relation to the then current value of the Corpomtion in a freely negotiated transaction and in
relation to the Board of Directors' estimate of the future value of the Corporation (including the unrealized value of its properties and assets) as
an independent going concern.
10. 1l!:tl1IIl.mOnS Consent of Sto£kholders ilL.I)cn QLMM1irrg . Any action required to be taken at any annual or special meeting of
stockholders of the Corporation. or any action which may be taken at any annual or special meeting of such stockholders, may be taken lvithout
a meeting, without prior notice and without a vote, if a consent or consents in ,vriting, setting forth the action so taken, shallbc signed by the
holders of all of the outstanding stock entitled to vote to take such action at any annual or special meeting of stockholders of the Corporation
and shall be delivered to the Corporation by delivery to its registered office in Delaware, its principal place ofbnsiness, or an officer or agent of
the Corporation having custody of the books in \-"hich proceedings or meetings of stockholders arc recorded. Every v"riUen consent shall bear
the date of signature of each stockholder who signs the consent and no \-witten consent shall be effective to take the corporate action referred to
unless. within 60 days of the earliest dated consent delivered in the manner required in this section to the Corporation, written consents signed
by the holders of aU of the outs1<lnding stock entitled to vote to take such action are delivered to the Corporation by delivery to its registered
office in Delaware, its principal place of business, or an officer or agent of the Corpomtion having custody of the books in which proceedings
of meetings of stockholders are recorded. Delivery made to a Corporation's registered office shall be by hand or by certified or registered mail,
rctum receipt requested.
II. Amcndments . 11le Corporation reserves the right to amend, alter. change or repeal any provision contained in this certificate of
incorporation, in the manncr now or hereafter prescribed by statute, and all rights conferred upon stockholders herein arc gf'd.lItcd su~ject to this
rcservation.
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BYLAWS

OF
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.
(a Delaware corporation)

ARTICLE I
Offices nndFiscal Yeal'
SECTION 1.01. Registered Office. ~The registered office of the corporation shall be in the Cit)' ofWilmingtol1, County of New Castle,
State of Delaware until a different office is established by resolution ofille board of directors and a certificate certifying the change is filed in
the !Ummel' provided by statute.
SECTION 1.02. Fiscal

Yc~u·. ~The

fiscal year of the corporation shall end on the 31st day of Deccmber in each year,

ARTICLE \I
Notice ~ Waivers - Meetings
SECTION 2.01. Notice. What Constitutes. ~Whenever, under the provisions of the Delaware General Corporation Lmv ("GeL") ortlle
certificate of incorporation or these Byla\vs, notice is required to be given to any director or stockholder, it shall not be construed to require
personal notice, but such notice may be given in writing, by mail or by telegram (with messenger service specified), telex or TWX (with
ans\verback received) or courier service, charges prepaid, or by telephone or facsimile transmission to the address (or to the telex, TWX,
facsimile or telephone nunlber) of the person appearing on the books of the corpordtion, or in the case of directors, supplied to the corporation
for the purpose of notice. If the notice is sent by mail, telegmm or courier service, it shall be deemed to be given when deposited in the United
States mail or with a telegraph office or courier service for delivery to that person or, in the case of telex or TWX. when dispatched, or in the
case of facsimile transmission. \vhen received.
SECTION 2.02. Notice of Mecting.., of Board of Directors. -Notice of a regular meeting of the board of directors need not be given.
Notice of every special meeting of the board of directors shall be given to each director in person or by telephone or in writing at least 24 hours
(in the case of notice in person or by telephone, telex, TWX or facsimile tmnsmission) or 48 hours (in the case of notice by telegram, courier
service or express mail) or five days (in the case of notice by first class mail) before the time at which the meeting is to be held. Every such
notice shall state the time and place oflhc meeting. Neither the business to be transacted at, nor the purpose of. any regular or special meeting
of the board nccd be specified in a notice of the meeting.
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SECTION 2.03. Notice of Mt--'etings of Stockholders. -Writtcn notice of the placc, date and hour of evcry meeting of thc stockholders.
whether annual or special, shaH be given to each stockholder of record entitled to vote at the mectlJlg not less than ten nor more than 60 days
before the date of the meeting. Every notice of a special meeting shall state the pmpose or purposes thereof If the notice is sent by mail, it shall
be deemed to have been given when deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid, directed to the stockholder at the address of the
stockholder as it appcurs on the records of the corponltion.
SECTION 2.04. Waivers of Notice.
(a) Written Waiver.-Whenever notice is required to be given under any provisions of tIle GCL or the certificate of incorporation or
these Bylaws, a written waiver, signed by the person or persons entitled to the notice, whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be
deemed equivalent to notice. Neither the business to be transacted aL nor the purpose of, any regular or special meeting of the stockholders,
directors, or members of a committee of directors need be specified in any written \vaiver of notice of such meeting.
(b) Waiver b)' Attendance. -Attendancc of a pcrson at a meeting, either in person or by proxy, shall constitute a waiver of notice of
such meeting, except where a person attends a meeting for the express purpose of objecting at the begiJming of the meeting to the tran5.:1.ctioll of
any business because the meeting was not lawfully called or convened.
SECTION 2.05. EXCCI)tion to Requircments of Notice.
(a) General Rule. ~Whenever notice is required to be given, under any provision of the GCL or the certificate of incorporation or these
Byhnvs. to an)' persoll \vith whom communication is unlawful, the giving of such notice to such person shall not be requircd and there shaH be
no duty to apply to any governmcntal authority or agency for a licensc or pennit to give such notice to such person. Any action or meeting
\vhich shall be taken or held \vithout notice to any such person with whom communication is unlawful shaH have the salJle force and effeet as if
such notice had becn duly given.
(b) Stockholders Without Fonmrding Addresses. ~'Wl1enever notice is required to be given, under any provision oftl1e GeL or the
certificate of incorporation or these Byla\vs, to any stockholder to \vhom (i) notice of two consecutive mmual meetings, and all notices of
meetings or of the taking of action by written consent without a meeting to such person during the period between such two consecutive mmual
meetings, or (ii) all, and at least two, payments (if sent by first class mail) of dividends or interest 011 securities during a 12 month period, have
been mailed addressed to such person at his address as shown on the records of the corporation and have been returned undeliverable, the
of such nOlice to such person shall nol be required. Any action or meeting which shall be t<lken or held without notice to such person
the same force and effect as if such notice had been duly given. If any such person shall deliver to the cOlporalion a V\Titten notice
setting fonh the person's then current address, the requirement that notice be given to such person shall be reinstated.
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SECTION 2.06. Confcrcnce Telcphone Meetings. --One or more directors may participate in a meeting of the board, or of a committee
of the board, by means of conference telephone or similar comnumications equipment by means of which all persons participating ill the
meeting can hear each other. Participation in a meetjng pursuant to this section shall constitute presence in person at such meeting.

ARTICLE III
Meetings of Stocl{holders

SECTION 3.01. Place of Meeting. -All meetings ofthc stockholders of the corporation shall be held at such place \vithin or without the
State of DcIa\\'are as shaH be designated by the board of directors in the notice of such meeting (or by the Chairman calling a meeting pursuant
to Section 3.03).
SECTION 3,02, Annual Meeting. -The board of directors may fix and designate the date and time of the annual meeting of the
stockholders. At said meeting the stockholders then entitled to vote shall elect directors and shall transact such other business as may properly
be brought before the meeting.
SECTION 3.03. Special Meetings. -Special meetings of the stockholders of the corporation may be caUed at any time by the chairman
of the board or a majority of the board of directors. At any time, upon lhe written request of any person or persons who have duly called a
special meeting, which written request shall slale the purpose or purposes of the meeting, it shall be the duty of the secretary to fix the date of
the meeting which shall be held at such date and time as the secretary may fix, not less than ten nor more 111an 60 days after the receipt of the
request and to give due notice thereof. If the secretary shall neglect or refuse to fix the time <md date of such meeting and give notice thereof,
the person or persons calling the meeting may do so.
SECTION 3.04.

Quorum~

Manner of Acting and Adjournment.

(a) Quorum. -The holders of a majority of the shares entitled to votc, present in person or represented by proxy. shaH constitute a
quorum at all meetings of the stockholders except as otherwise provided by the GCL, by the certificate of incorporation or by these Bylaws. If a
quorum is not present or represented at any meeting of the stockholders, the stockholders entitled to vote thereat, present in person or
represented by proxy, shall have power to adjourn the meeting from time to time. without notice other than announcement at the meeting, until
a quorum is present or represellled. At any such adjourned meeting at which a quorum is present or represented, the corporation may transact
,my business which might have been transacted at the otiginal meeting, Iftlle adjounnnent is for more than 30 days, or if after the adjoununcnt
a He,v record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, a notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given to each stockholder of record entitled to
vole at the meeting.
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(b) Manner of Acting. --Directors shall be elccted by a plurality of the votes of the shares present in person or represented by proxy and
entitled to vote at the meeting on the election of directors. In all matters other than tbe election of directors, the affirmative vote of the majority
of shares present in person or represented by proxy at the meeting and entitled to vote and voting thereon shall be the act of the stockholders,
unless the question is one upon which, by express provision of the applicable statute, the certificate of incorporation or these Bylaws, a
different vole is required in which case such express provision shall govern and control the decision of the question. The stockholders present
in person or by proxy at a duly organized meeting can continue to do business until adjoumment not\vithstanding withdrawal of enough
stockholders to leave less than a quomm.
(c) StockholderProj)os.l1s. -Nominations by stockholders of persons for election to the board of directors of the corporation may be
made at an annual meeting in compliance with Section 4.13 hereof. The proposal of other business to be considered by the stockholders at an
annual meeting of stockholders may be made (i) pursuant to the corporation's notice of mecting, (ii) by or at the direction of the board of
directors, or (iii) by any stockholder of the corporation pursuant to timely notice in "Tiling to the secretary of the corporation. To be timely, a
stockholder's notice shall be delivered to or mailed and received at the principal executive offices of the corporation not less than 90 days prior
to the anniversary date of the prior year's anIlual meeling. Such stockholder's Ilotice to the secretary shall set forth (a) as to the stockholder
giving notice and the beneficial O'\vncr. if any on whose behalf the proposal is made, (i) their nmne and l\'~ord address, and (ii) the class and
nmnber of shares of capital stock of the corporation which are beneficially owned by each of them, and (b) a brief description of the business
desired to be brought before the meeting, the reasons for conducting such business at the meeting and any material interest in such business of
such stockholder giving notice and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose beh.alf the proposal is made, Only such business shall be conducted at
a special meeting of stockholders as shall have been brought before the meeting pmsuant to the corpomtion·s notice of meeting. Only such
business shall be conducted at a meeting of stockholders as shaH have been brought before the meeting in accordance 'with the procedures set
forth in tIlls section.
(d) The chairman of the meeting may, if the facts warrant determine and declare to the meeting that any proposal made at the meeting
was not made in accordance with the foregoing procedures and, in such event, the proposal shall be disregarded. Any decision by the chainnan
of tile meeting shall be conclusive and binding upon aU stockholders of the corporation for any purpose.
SECTION 3.05. Organization. -At every meeting of the stockholders, the chairman of the board. if there be one, or in the case of a
vacancy in the office or absence of the chairman of the board, one of the following persons present in the order stated: the president the vice
chairman. if onc has been appointed, a chairman designated by the board of directors or a chainnan chosen by the stockholders entitled to cast a
majority'" of the votes which all stockholders present in person or by proxy are entitled to cast, shall act as chairman, and the secretary, or. in the
absence of the secretary" an assistant secrctal)', or in the absence of the secretary and the assistant secretaries, a person appointed by the
chairman, shall act as secretary.
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SECTION 3.06. Voting.
(a) Gcneral Rule. -Unless otherwise provided in the certificate of incorporation, each stockholder shall he entitled to one vote. in
person or by proxy, for each share of capital stock haling voting power held by such stockholder.

(b) Voting and Othcr Action b)'Proxy.
(1) A stockholder may execute a writing authorizing another person or persons to act for the stockbolder as pro~)'. Such execution
may be accomplished by the stockholder or the authorized officer, directoL employee or agent of the stockholder signing such ,vriting or
causing his or her signature to be affixed to such Wliting by any reasonable means including, but not limited to, by facsimile signature, A
stockholder may authorize another person or persons to act for the stockholder as proxy by transmitting or authorizing the transmission of
a telegram. cablegram. or other means of electronic transmission to the person who will be the holder of the proxy or to a proxy
solicilIltion finn, proxy support service organization or like agent duly authorized by the person who will be the holder of the proxy to
receive such transmission if such telegram, cablegram or other means of electronic transmission sets forth or is submitted with
information from which it can be determined tlk'lt the telegram. cablegram or other electronic transmission was authorized by the
stockholder
(2) No proxy slmll be voted or acted upon after three years from its fulte, unless the proxy provides for a longer peliod.

(3) A duly executed proxy shall be irrevocable if it states that it is irrevocable and if, and only so long as, it is coupled with an
interest sufficient in la,,, to support an irrevocable power. A prox), may be made inevocable regardless of ,vhether the interest with which
it is coupled is an interest in the stock itself or an interest in the corporation gcnerally.

SECTION 3.07, Voting Lists. -The officer ,vho has charge of the stock ledger oHhe corporation shall prepare illld make, at least ten
days before every meeting of stockholders, a complete list of the stockholders entitled to vote at the meeting. TIle list shall be arranged in
alphabctical order, showing the address of each stockholder and the number of shares registcredin the name of each stockholder. Such list shall
be open to thc examination of any stockholder, for any purposc germane to the meeting, during ordinary business hours, for a period of at least
tcn days prior to the meeting either at a place within the city where the meeting is 10 be held, which place shall be specified in the notice of the
meeting, or, if not so specified, at tllC place ,,,here Ihe meeting is to be held. The list shall also be produced and kept at the time and place of the
meeting during the ,,,hole time thereof, and Inay be inspected by any stockholder who is present
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SECTION 3.08. Inspectors of Election.
(a) AllllOintment. -All elections of directors shall be by \vritten ballot the vote upon any other matter need not be by ballot In advance
of any meeting of stockholders the board of directors may appoint one or more inspectors, \vho need not be stockholders, to act at the meeting
,md to make a written report thereof. The board of directors may designate one or more persons as altcmate inspectors to replace any inspector
who fails to act. If no inspector or altemate is able to act at a meeting of stockholders, the person presiding at the meeting shall appoint one or
more inspectors to act at the meeting. Each inspector, before entering upon the discharge of his or her duties, shall take and sign an oath
faithfully to execute the duties of inspector with strict impartiality and according to the person's best ability.
(b) Duties. -The inspt..""Ctors shall ascertain the number of shares outstanding filld the voting power of each, shall determine the shares
represented at the meeting and the validity of proxies and ballots, shall count all votes and ballots, shall determine and retain for a reasonable
period a record of the disposition of any challenges made to any determination by the inspectors, and shall ce11ify their detenninatioll of the
number of shares represented at the meeting and their count of all votes and ballots. The inspectors may appoint or retain other persons or
entities to assist the inspectors in the performance of the duties of the inspectors.
(c) Polls. -The date and time of the opening and the closing of the polls for each matter upon which the stockholders will vote at a
meeting shall be atUlonnced at the meeting. No ballot proxies or votcs, nor any revocations thereof or changes thereto, shall be accepted by the
inspectors after the closing of the polls unless the Court of Chancery upon application by a stockholder shall determine otherwise.
(d) Rf.-'Con(~iliation of Proxies and Ballots. --.. In determining the validity and counting of proxies and ballots. the inspectors shall be
limited to an examination of the proxies, any envelopes submitted with those proxies, any inlbrmation transmitted in accordance ,-.,'ith section
3.06, ballots and the regular books and records of the corporation, except that the inspectors may consider other reli3ble information for the

limited purpose of reconciling proxies and ballots submitted by or on behalf of banks, brokers, their nominees or similar persons \-vhich
represent more votes than the holder of a proxy is authorized by the reeord o\vner to cast or more votes than the stockholder holds of record. If
theillspeetors consider other reliable information for the limited purpose permitted herein, the inspectors at the time they make their
certification pursuant to subsection (b) shall specify the precise information considered by them including the person or persons from \vhom
they obtained the information, \vhen the information \vas obtained, the mc.:ms by which the information was obtained and the basis for the
inspectors' belief tImt such infonnation is accurate and reliable.
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ARTICLE IV
Board of DircctOI'S
SECTION 4.01. Powers. -All pm..vcrs vested by law in the corporation shall be exercised by or under the authority of, and the business
and affairs of the corporation shall be managed under the direction of, the board of directors
SECTION 4,02, Number. -Subject to the provisions of tbe certificate of incorporation. the board of directors shall consist of such
number of directors as may be determined from time to time by resolution adopted by a vote of a majority of the entire board of directors.

SECTION 4JB. Term of Office. --Directors oCtile corporation shall hold office until the next annual meeting of stockholders and until
their successors shall have been elected and qualified, except in the event of death, resignation or removal.
SECTION 4.04. Vacancies.
(a) Vacancies and newly crC<'1ted directorships resulting from any increase in the authorized number of directors may be filled by a
majority of the directors then in oftlce, though less than a quorum, or by a sole remaining director, and a director so chosen shall bold office
until the next annual election of the class for which such director shall have been elected and until a successor is duly elected and qualified. If
there arc no directors in office, then an election of directors may be held in the manner provided by statute.
(b) Whenever the holders of any class or classes of stock or series thereof arc entitled to elect onc or morc dircctors by the provisions of
the cel1ificate of incorporation, vacancies and newly created directorships of such class or classes or series may be filled by a majOlity of the
directors elected by such class or classes or series thereof then in office, or by a sole remaining director so elected.

(c) If, at the time of filling an.v vacancy or any nc\vly cwHed directorship, the directors then in office shall constitute less than a majority
of the entire board (as constituted immediately prior to any such increase), the Court of Chancery may, upon application of any stockholder or
stockholders holding at least ten percent of the total number of the shares at the time outstanding having the right to vote for such directors.
summarily order an election to be held to fill any such vacancies or newly created directorship, or to replace the directors chosen by the
directors then in office.
SECTION 4.05. Resignations. -Any director may resi,gn at any time upon written notice to thc chairman, president or secretary oflhe
corporation. The resignation shall be effective upon receipt thereof by the corporation or at such subsequent time as shall be specified in the
notice of resignation and, unless otherwise specified in the notice, the acceptance of the resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective.
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SECTION 4.06. Organization. -At eyery meeting of the board of directors, the chainmm of the board, if there be one, or, in the case of
a yaeancy in the office or absence of the chairman of the board, one of the follmvil1g officers present in the order stated: the president, the vice
chairman, if one has been appointed, the vice presidents in their order of rank fmd seniority, or a chainllan chosen by a majority of the directors
present, shall preside, and the secretary, or, in the absence of the secretary, an assistant secretary, or in the absence of the secretary and the
assistant secretaries, any person appointed by the chainnan of the meeting, shall act as secretary
SECTION 4.07. Place of Meeting. -Meetings of the board of directors, both regular and speciaL shall be held at such place within or
without the State of Delaware as the board of directors may from time to time determine, or as may be designated in the notice of the meeting.
SECTION 4.08. Regular Meetings. -Regular mcctings of the board of dinx:tors shall be hcld ,vithout notice at such time and place as
shall be designated from time to time by resolution of the board of directors.
SECTION 4.09. Special Mt'Ctings. -Special meetings of the board of directors shall be held whenever c<IUed by the chainnan or by
three or marc of the directors.
SECTION 4.10. Quomm, Manner of Acting and Ad,journment.
(a) General Rule. --At all meetings of the board one-third of the total number of directors shall constitute a quorum for the transaction
of business. The vote of a m~\jority of the directors present at any meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the board of
directors, except as may be othenvise specifically provided by the GeL or by the certificate of incorporation. If a quorum is not present at any
meeting of the board of directors, the directors present thereat may adjourn the meeting from lime to time, without notice other than
announcement at the meeting, uutH a quorum is present.
(b) Unanimous Written Consent. -Unless othcmlse restricted by the certificate of incorporation, any action required or permitted to
be taken at any meeting of the board of directors may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the board consent thereto in writing, and
the ,vriting or ·writings are filed with the minutes of proceedings of the board.
SECTION 4.11. Committees of the Board.
(a) Establishment. - The board of directors may, by resolution adopted by a majority of the entire board, establish one or more other
committees, each committee to consist of one or more directors. TIle board may designate one or more directors as alternate members of any
committee, who may replace any absent or disqualified member at illly meeting of the committee. In the absence or disqualification of a
member of a committee and the alternate or alternates, if any, designated for such member, the member or members of the committee present at
any meeting and not disqualified from voting, whether or not they constitute a quorum, ma:v unanimously appoint another director to act at the
meeting in the place of any such absent or disqualified member.
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(b) Powers. ---Any such committee, to the extent provided in the resolution establishing such committee, shall have and may exercise all
the pO\vcr and authority of the board of directors in the l11<magement of the business and affairs of the corporation and may authorize the seal of
the corporation to be affixed to all papers which may require it: but no such committee shaII have such pmver or authority in reference to
amending the certificate of incorporation (except that a committee may, to the extent authorized in the resolution or resolutions providing for
the issuance of shares of stock adopted by the board of directors as provided in Section 151(a) of the GCL fix the designation and any of the
preferences or rights of such shares relating to dividends, redemption, dissolution, :my distribution of assets of the corporation or the
conversion into, or the exchange of such shares for, shares of any other class or classes or any other series of the same or any other class or
classes of stock of the corporation or fix the number of shares of any series of stock or authorize the increase or decrease of shares of any
series), adopting an agreement of merger or consolidation under Section 251, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 263, or 264 of the GCL,
recommending fa the stockholders the sale, lease or exchange of all or substantial.1y all of the corporation's property and assets, recommending
to the stockholders a dissolution of the corporation or a revocation of a dissolution, or amending the Bylaws of the corporation. Such
committees shall have such name or names as may be detennined from time to time by resolution adopted by the board of directors. Each
committee so formed shall keep regular minutes of its meetings and report the same to the board of directors when required.
(c) Committt'C Procedures. -The tenu "board of directors" or "board," ,vhen used in any provision of these Bylaw's relating to the
organi7.ation or procedures of or the manIler of taking action by the board of directors, shall be construed to include and refer to any committee
of the board.
SECTION 4.12. Com(lensation of Dil"ectors.--Un1ess otherwise restricted by the certificate of incorporation, the board of directors
shall have the authority to fix the compensation of directors. The directors may be paid their expenses, if any, of attendance at each meeting of
the board of directors and may be paid a fixed sum for attendance at each meeting of the board of directors or a stated salary as director. No
such payment shall preclude any director from serving the corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation therefor. Members of
special or standing committees may be allowed like compensation for attending committee meetings.
SECTION 4.13. Qualifications nndElection of Directors.
(a) All directors of the corporation shall be natural persons of full age, but need not be residents of Dc1m.varc or stockholders of the
corporation. Except in the case of vacancies, dircctors shall be elccted by the stockholders. If directors of more than one class arc to be elected.
each class of directors to be elected at the meeting shall be nominated and elected separately. A director shall retire from the board at the board
meeting next follmving his or her 72 birthday. The term of office of any director elected or appointcd in conformity with the preceding
sentence shall continue (to the extent provided in the certificate of incorporation and these Bylaws) after such director reaches 72 years of age.
(b) Nomill<ltions of persons for election to the board of direetors of the corporation may be made at a meeting of stockholders by or at the
direction of the board of directors
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(c) Nominations of persons for election to the board of directors of the corporation may also be made at the meeting by any stockholder
oCtile corporation entitled to vote for the election ofdircctors \vho complies with the notice procedures set forth in tIus Section 4.13 (c) and (d).
Such nominations, other than those made by or at the direction of the board, shaH be made pursuant to timely notice in \\'fHing to the secretary
of the corporation. To be timely, a stockholder's notice shall be delivered to or mailed and received at the principal executive offices of the
corporation not less than 90 days prior to the anniversary date of the prior year's meeting for the election of directors, Such stockholder's notice
to the secretary shall set fmtll (a) as to each person whom the stockholder proposes to nominate for election or re-election as a director. (1) the
name. age, business <Iddress and residence address of the person, (ii) the principal occupation or employment of the person, (iii) the class and
number of shares of capital stock of the corporation which arc bene.ficially owned by' the person, and (iv) any other information relating to the
person that is required to be disclosed in solicitations for proxies for election of directors pursuant to the wles and regulations promulgated
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended~ and (b) as to the stockholder giving the notice (i) the name and record address of the
stockholder and (ii) the class and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation which arc beneficially owned by the stockholder. The
corporation may require any proposcdnominee to furnish such other il1forn1.11ion as may reasonably be required by the corporation to
determine the eligibility of such proposed nominee to serve "IS a director of the corporation. No person shall be eligible for election as a director
by the stockholders of the corporation unless nominated in accordance with the procedures set forth herein.
(d) The chairman of the meeting may, if the facts \varrant, determine <Uld declare to the meeting that any nomination made at the meeting
was not made in accordance with the foregoing procedures and, in such event, the nomination shall be disregarded. Any decision by the
chairman of the meeting shall be conclusive and binding upon all stockholders of the corporation for any purpose.
SECTION 4.14. Voting of Stock. -Unless otherwise ordered by the board of directors, each of the chaimmn of the boar~ the president,
and the principal accounting officer (as identified in the corporation's most recent repmt filed with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission) shall have full pmver and authority·, on behalf of the corporation, to attend and to act and vote, in person or by proxy, at any
mt.'Cting of the stockholders of any company in ,-vhich the corporation may hold stock, and at any such meeting shall possess and may exercise
any and all of the rights and pmvers incident to the ownership of such stock which, as the owner thereof. the corporation might have possessed
"md exercised if present The board of directors, by resolution adopted from time to time. may confer like powers upon any other person or
persons.
SECTION 4.15. Endorsement of Securities for Transfer. -Each of the chainn:m of the board, the president and tlle principal
accounting officer shall have the power to endorse and deliver for sale, assignment or transfer certificates for stock, bonds or other securities,
registered in the name of or belonging to the corporation. \vhether issued by the corporation or by any other corporation, government state or
municipality or agency thereoe and the board of directors from time to time may confer like pO\ver upon any other officer, agent or person by
resolution adopted from time to time. Every such endorsement shall be countersigned by the treasurer or an assistant treasurer.
10
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ARTICLE V

Officers
SECTION 5.01. Number, Qualifications and Designation. --The corporation shall have such officers '\vith such titles and duties as
shall be specified by resolution of the board of directors, Any number of offices may be held by the same person. Officers may. but need not.

be directors or stockholders of the corporation. The board of directors may elect from among the members oftlle board a chairman of the board
and one or more vice chairmen of the board.
SECTION 5.02. Ek'Ction lind Term of Office. --·The officers of the corporation, e.xcept those elected by delegated authority pursuant to
section 5,03 of this Article, shall be elected annually by the board of directors, and each such officer shall hold office for a tcnn or one year and
until a successor is elected and qualified, or until his or her earlier resignation or removal. Any officer may resign at any time upon "Hincn
notice to the corporation,

SECTION 5.03. Subordinate Otlicers, Committees and Agents. -Each officer of the corporation shall have the power to appoint
subordinate officers (including withoutlimitaUon onc or more assistant secretaries and one or more assistant treasurers) and to retain or appoint
employees or other agents, or committees thereot and to prescribe the authority and duties of such subordinate officers, committees, employees
or other agents,
SECTION 5.04. Officers' Bonds. -No officer oHhe corporation need provide a bond to bruarantec the faithful discharge of the officer's
duties unless the board of directors shall by resolution so require a bond in \vhich event such officer shall give the corporation a bond (which
shall be renewed if and as required) in such sum and with such surety or suretics as shall be satisfactory to the board of directors for the faithful
performance of the duties of office,
SECTION 5.05. Salaries. -The salaries of the officers and agents of the corporation elected by the board of directors shall be fixed from
time to time by.' the board of directors,

ARTICLE VI

Certificates of Stock, Transfer. Etc.
SECTION 6.01.Fonn and Issmmce.
(a) Issuance. --The shares of the corporation shall be represented by certificates unless the board of directors shall by resolution provide
that some or all of any class or series of stock shall be uncertificated shares, Any such resolution shall not apply to shares represented by a
cetiificnte until the certificate is surrendered to the corporation. Notwithstanding the adoption of any resolution providing for unccrtificated
shares, every holder of stock represented by certificates and upon request every holder of uncertificated shares shall be entitled to have a
certificate signed by, or in the name of the corporation by, the chairman or vice chainllan of the board of directors, or the president or vice
president and by the treasurer or an assistant tTC<'lSUrer, or the secretary or an assistant secretary, representing tile number of shares registered in
certificate form.
JI
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(b) Form and RL'Cords. -Stock certificates of the corporation shall be in snch form as approved by the board of directors, The stock
I't'Cord books and the blank stock certificate books shall be kept by the secretary or by any agency designated by the board of directors for that
purpose. The stock certificates of the corporation shall be numbered and registered in the stock ledger and transfer books of the corporation as
they are issued.
(e) Signatures. -Any of or aU the signatures upon the stock certificates of the corporation may be a facsimile. In case any officer,
transfer agent or registrar ·who has signed, or ·whose faesimile signature has been placed upon, any share certificate shall havc ceased to be such
officer, transfer agent or registrar before the certificate is isslled, it may be issued with the same effect as if the signatory were such officer,
transfer agent or registrar at the date of its issue.
SECTION 6.02. Transfer. -Transfers of shares shall be made on the share register or transfer books of the corporation upon surrender
of the certificate therefor, endorsed by the person named in the ce11ificate or by an attomey la\vfully constituted in writing. No transfer shall be
made \vh.ich would bc inconsistent with the provisions of applicable law.
SECTION 6.03. Lost, Stolen, Destro,yed 01" Mutilated Certificates. -TIle board of directors may dircct a new certificate of stock or
uncertificated shares to be issued in place of any certificate theretofore issued by the corporation alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed.
upon the making of an affidavit orlhat fact by the person claiming the ce11ificate of stock to be lost stolen or destroyed. When authOli7ing stich
issue of a ne\v certificate or certificates, the board of directors may, in its discretion ,md as a condition preccdent to the issuance thereof. require
the o\vner of such lost, stolen or destroyed certificate or certificates, or the legal representative of the owner, to give the corporation a bond
sufficient to indemnify against any claim that may be made against the corporation on account of the alleged loss, theft or destmctjoll of such
certificate or the issuance of such new certificate or llncertificated shares.
SECTION 6.04. Record Holdel" of Shares. -TI1C corpomtion shall be entitlcd to recognize the cxclusive light of a person registercd on
its books as the owncr of shares to receive dividends, and to vote as such D\vner, and to hold liable for calls and assessments a person registered
on its books as the D\vner of shares, and shall not be bound to recognize any equitable or other claim to or interest. in such share or shares on the
part of any other person, whether or not it. shall have express or other notice thereof, except as othenvise provided by the laws of Delaware.
12
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SECTION 6.05. Determination of Stockholders of Record.

(a) Mcctings of Stockholders. -In order that the corpomtion may determine the stockholders entitled to notice of or to vote at any
meeting of stockholders or allY adjournment thereot the board of directors may fix a record date, which record date shall not precede the date
upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the board of directors. and svhich record date shall not be more than 60 nor less
than ten days before the date of such meeting. If no record date is fixed by the board of directors, the record date for determining stockholders
entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall be at the close of business on the day next preceding the day on which notice is
given, or, if notice is waived, at the close of business on the day next preceding the day on which the meeting is held. A determination of
stockholders of record entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall apply to any adjournment of the meeting lUlless the
board of directors fixcs a ne'''' record date for the adjourned meeting.
(b) Consent of Stockholders. -In order that the corporation may determine the stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in
,vriting without a meeting. the hoard of directors may fix a record date, 'which record d.'lte shall not precede the date upon \vhich the resolution
fixing the record date is adopted by the board of directors, and which date shall not be more than ten days after the date upon which the
resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the board of directors. If no record datc has been fixed by the board of directors, the record date
for detennining stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in writing without a meeting, when no prior action by the board of directors
is required by the GeL shall be the first date on which a Signed written consent sctting forth the action taken or proposed to be taken is
delivered to the corporation by delivery to its registered office in Delaware, its principal place of business, or an officer or agent of the
corporation having custody of the book in \vhich proceedings of meetings of stockholders are recorded. Delivel)! made to a corporation's
registered office shan be by hand or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. If no record date has been fixed by the board of
directors and prior action by the board of directors is required by the GCL the record date for determining stockholders entitled to consent to
corporate action in \vriting without a meeting shall be at the dose of business on the day on which the board of directors adopts the resolution
taking such prior action.

(c) Diyidends. -In order that the corporation may determine the stockholders entitled to receive payment of any dividend or other
distribution or allotment of any rights of the stockholders entitled to exercise any rights in respect of an)' change, conversion or exchange of
stock or for the purpose of any other l<mful action, the board of directors may fix a record date. which record date shall nol precede the date
upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted, and which record date shall be not more than 60 days prior to such action. If no
record date is fixed, the record date for determining stockholders for any such purpose shall be at the dose of business on the day on which the
board of directors adopts the resolution relating thereto.
13
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ARTICLE VII
General Provisions
SECTION 7.n 1. Dividends. -Subject to the restrictions contained in the GeL and any restrictions contained in the certificate of
incorporation, the board of directors may declare and pay dividends upon the shares of capital stock oflhe corporation,
SECTION 7,02. Contracts. -Except as otherwise provided in these Byla\,vs, the board of directors may authorize any officer or officers
including the chairman and vice chainnan of the board of directors, or any agent or agents. to enter into any contract or to execute or deliver
au).- instmmcnt on behalf of the corporation and such aulhOlity may be general or confined to specific inst;:lnces. Any officer so authorized may_
unless the authorizing resolution otherwise provides, delegate such authority to one or morc subordinate officers, employees or agents, and
such delegation may provide for further delega1ion,
SECTION 7.03. Corporate Seal. ~The corporation shall have a corporate seaL which shall have inscribed thereon the name of the
corporation, the year of its organi7.ation and the words ;;Corporate Seal, Delaware". The seal may be used by causing it or a facsimile thereof to
be impressed or affixed or in any other manner reproduced.
SECTION 7.04. Checks, Notes. Etc. ~AU checks. notes and evidences of indebtcdness ofthe corporation shall be signed by such person
or persons as the board of directors may from time to time designate.
SECTION 7.05. Corporate Records.
(a) Examination b)' Stockholders. """"":Every stockholder shalt upon written demand under oath stating the purpose thereof, have a righl
to examine, in person or by agent or attorney, during the usual hours for business, for any proper purpose, the stock ledger, list of stockholders,
books or records of accoun1, and records of the proceedings of lhe stockholders and directors of the corporation, and to make copies or extracts
therefrom. A proper purpose shall mean a purpose reasonabf:," related to such person's interest as a stockholder. In every instance where an
attorney or other agent shall be the person \vho seeks the tight to inspection, the demand under oath shall be accompanied by a pm-vcr of
attorney or such other \vriting ""hich authorizes the attorney or other agent to so act on behalf of the stockholder. The demand under oath shall
be directed to the corporation at its registered office in Delaware or at its principal place of business. Where the stockholder seeks to inspect the
books and records of the corporation, other than its stock ledger or list of stockholders, 1he stockholder shall first establish (1)1hat the
stockholder has complied with the provisions of this section respecting the fonn and manner of making demand for inspection of such
documents; and (2)lhat the inspection sought is for a proper purpose. Where the stockholder seeks to inspect the stock ledger or lisl of
s1ockholders of 1he corporation and has complied with the provisions of this section respecting the form and manner of making demand for
inspection of such documents, the burden of proof shall be upon the corporation to establish that the inspection sought is for an improper
purpose.

14
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(b) Examil1ation by Directors. -Any director shall have the right to examine the corporation's stock ledger, a list of its stockholders
and its other books and records for a purpose reasonably related to the pcrson's position as a director.
SECTION 7.06. Amendment of B)'hrws. -Except as otherwise pro\ided herein, these BylmYs may be altered, amcnded or repealed or
new Bylaws may be adopted either (I) by vote of the stockholders at a duly organized annual or special meeting of stockholders in accordance
'with the certificate of incorporation, or (2) by votc of a nu~jority ofthc cntire board of directors at any rC.hfular or special meeting of directors if
such pmver is conferred upon the board of directors by the certificate of incorporation.

15
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EXHIBIT 10j(i)
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
PERFORMANCE STOCK UNIT AGREEMENT
2003-05 AWARD CYCLE
AGREEMENT between Verizon Communications Inc. ("Verizon") and t.he participant identified on the attached signature page (the
';ParticipanC).

1. Purpose of/lgreement. The purpose of this Agreement is to provide a one-time grant of pClformance stock units ("PSUs") to the
Particip:mt.

L ~lgreen""1/ . 1111S Agreement is entered into pursuant to the terms of the 2001 Vcrizon Communications Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan
(the
and evidences the grant. of a performance stock 3\vard in the form of PSUs pursuant to the Plan. This Agreement is designed to
comply
the requirements of Section 162(m) of the Code and the Treasury Department Regulations thereunder. TIle PSUs and this
Agreement arc subject to the terms and provisions of the PlaIl- (The Participant may request a copy of the Phm from the Verizon Compensation
and Executive Benefits Department.) By executing this Agreement the Participant agrees to be bound by the terms and provisions of the PlaIland by the actions of the Plan Administrator, the Human Resources Committee of Verizon' s Board of Directors or an:\' successor thereto (the
"Committee"), and any designee of the Committee
_1.
The gront of PSUs is contingent on the Participant's timely execution of this Agreement and satisfaction of certain other
conditions
herein. If the Participant does not execute this Agreement and retum it as provided on the attached signatme page \vithin
30 business days of its receipt the Participant shall not be entitled to the PSUs

4. Number afUnits. The Participant is granted the number ofPSUs specified on the attached sil:,'1lature page as of Febmary 3,2003. A
PSU is a hypothetical share of Verizan's common stock. Thc value of a PSU on any given date shall bc equal to the closing price of Verizon's
common stock as of such date. A PSU docs not represent an equity interest in Verizon and carries no voting rights. A Dividend Equivalent Unit
("DEU") or fraction thereof shall be added to each PSU each time that a dividend is paid on Veriz.on's common stock. TIlcamount of each
DEU shall be equal to the dividend paid on a share of Vcrizon's common stock. The DEU shall be converted into PSUs or fractions thereof
based upon the average of the high and low sales prices of Verizon's common stock traded on the New York Stock Exchange on the dividend
payment date of each declared dividend on Verizon's common stock, and such PSUs or fractions thereof shall be added to the Participant's
PSU balance
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003-05)
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5. f"esting.
(a) The Participant shall vest in the PSUs to the extent provided in paragraph 5(b) ("Performance Requirement") only if the
Participant satisfies the requirements of paragraph 5(c) ("Three-Year Continuous Employment Rcquirement"), except as othenvise
provided in paragraph 7 ("Early Cancellation!Accelerated Vesting of PSUs"),
(b) Performance Requirement.
(1) The PSUs shall vest based on the average arulUal total shareholder return ("TSK') of Verizan's Common Stock during the
three-year period beginning January 1,2003, and ending December 31,2005, relative to the combined weighted average atmllal
TSR of tile companies in the Standard & Poor's 500 ("S&P 500") Index and the companies in the Telecom Peer Company ("TPC")
Index during the same threcMycar period as provided in the following table~

Reilltiw TSRPosition
Below 20'%

VcstcdPcfccntavc ofPSUs *

20%
30%

O%l
40%
60%

50%

100%

70%
140%
80% or more
200%
*For amounts bctv.,ccn 20~,1J and 80'%, the vested percentage of PSUs shall equal h'ilCe the Rclatl\·e TSR PosItIon ( e.g., a Relative
TSR Position of 52% equals a 104()lo vested percentage). Hmvever, the Committee's discretion to administer the Plan includes the
absolute discretion to reduce the vested percentage of PSUs at any Relative TSR Position, and the Committcc's exercise of this
discretion shall be finaL conclusive and binding. t!Q1£ : No PSUs shall vest if the Relative TSR Position is less than 20% and the
maximum percentage ofPSUs to vest shall be 200 t};).
(2) For purposes of the table set forth in paragraph

5(b)(1)~

(i) "Relative TSR Position" shall equal (A) 60%1 of the average annual Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position during the
Award Cycle, plus (B) 40% of the average annual Verizon TPC TSR Position during the Award Cycle. The Committee's
discretion to
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003 ..05)
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administer the Plan includes the absolute discretion to substitute or eliminate companies in the Telecom Peer Index and
determine the Relative TSR Position for any period, and the Committee's exercise of this discretion shall be finaL conclusive
and binding.
Oi) "Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position" shall be, as determined by the Committee, Verizon's rank among companies in
the S&P 500 Index intenns ofTSR expressed as a percentage equal to the number of companies in the S&P 500 Index with

a TSR less than or equal to tllat ofVerizol1 divided by the total number of companies in such index.
(iii) "Verizon TPC TSR Position" shall be, as determined by the Committee, \vherc Verizon would rank among
companies in the Telecom Peer Compan)" Index in tenns of TSR if Verizon were included in such index, expressed as a
percentage equal to the number of companies in the TPC Index with a TSR less than or equal to that of Verizon divided by
the total number of companies in such index.
(iv) "TSR" or "Total Shareholder Retum" shall mean the change in the price of a share of common stock from the
beginning of a period (as measured b)" the dosing price of a share of such stock on the last trading day preceding the
beginning of the period) until the end of such period (as measured by the closing price of a share of such stock on the last
trading day of the period), adjusted to reflect the reinvestment of dividends (if any) through the purchase of common stock
and as may be necessary to take into account stock splits or other events similar to those described in Section 4.3 ohhe PI,ill..
(v) ··A"arc!
on December 31.

UTJe

shall mean the three-year period begilUlil1g

011

January L 2003 and ending at the close ofbusil1ess

(c) 71lree-Year Continuous E'mployment Requirement. Except as othenvise determined by the Committee, the PSUs shall vest only
if the Particip.:'l.ut is continuously employed by Verizon from the date the PSUs are granted through the end ofthe Award Cycle.
(d) Tran~fer. Transfer of employment from Verizon to a Related Company (as defined in parabJTaph 13), from a Related Company
to VerizoH, or from one Related Company to another Related Company shall Hot constitute a separation from employment herelUldcf, and
service with a Related Company shall be treated as service with Vcrizon for purposes of the three-year continuous employment
requirement in paragraph 5(c).
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003 ..05)
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· All paymcnts under this Agreement shall be made in shares of Verizon's Common Stock, except fOT any fractional shares.
be paid in cash. As soon as practicable after the end of the AVi'ard Cycle, except as described in pamgraph 7(c), the ,,'alue of the
PSUs (minus any \vithholding for income taxes) shall be paid to the Participant (subject.. howevcr, to any dcferral application that the
Participant has made under the deferral plan then available to the Pm1icipant and under procedures adopted by the Plan Administmtor). If the
Participant dies before any payment due hereunder is made, such payment shall be made to the Pmticipant's beneficiary. Once a payment bas
been made with respect to a PSU, the PSU shall be canceled.
7. Earfv Cancellation<-kcelerated I"esting ofPSU". Subject to the provisions of paragraph 7(c), PSUs may vest or be forfeited before
vesting in accordance with paragraph 5 as follow's:
(a) l"'oluntal)-' ,separation and Discharge/or Cause,
(l) If the Participant is not eligible to Retire (as defined in paragraph 7(b)(5)) and quits, if the Participant is lenninated for
Cause (as defined below), or if the Participant separates from employment under circumstances not described in paragraph 7(b), aU
then-unvested PSUs shall be canceled immediately and shall not be payable.

(2) For purposes of this Agreement, "Cause" means (i) grossly incompetent performance or substantial or continuing
inattention to or neglect of the duties and responsibilities assigned to the Pal1icipant: fraud, misapproptiation or embezzlement
involving the Company: or a material breach of the Code of Business Conduct or any provision incorporated in E.-.:.hibit A
("Covenants") to this Agreement, all as detennined by the Plan Administrator in its discretioll, or (Ii) commission of any felony of
which the Participant is finally adjudged gllilty by a court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) Retiremenr, involuntary Termination fVithout Cause, Death or Disabili~v,
(1) This paragraph 7(b) shall apply if, on or before the last day of the Award Cycle, the Participant-

(i) Retires, or
(ii) separates from employment by reason of an involuntary tennination ,vithout Cause (as detcnnined by the Plan
Administrator), death or disability.
(2) SuQ.ject to pamgraph 7(b)(3). if the Participant sepaf'Jtes from employment under circmllstallces described in pamgraph
7(b)(l), the Participant's thcIHll1ycsted PSUs shall be sll~ject to the vesting
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provisions set forth in paragraph 5(a), except thnt the three~year continuous employment requiremeIlt set forth in paragraph S(c)
shall not apply, provided that the Participant eXl-'Cutes a release satisfilctory to the Company waiving any claims he may have
against the Company.
(3) The Participant shan vest under this paragrnph 7(b) only in a percentage of the PSUs that would otherwise have vested
based upon the ratio of (i) the number of months the Participant was actively at work during the Award Cycle to (ii) the total
number of months in the Award C:ycle. For this purpose, a Participant who is actively at work tbrough and including the 15 'day of
any month shaH receive credit for the full month, and a Participant \vho is not actively at \vork through and including the 15 ~. day of
the month shall not receive any crcdit for that month.

(4) Any PSUs I1mt vest pursuant to this paragraph 7(b)(3) shall be payable as soon as practicable after the end of the Award
Cycle, except as described in paragraph 7(c). However, the Plan Administrator's discretion to administer the Plan includes the
absolute discretion to determine .vhether and the extent to which the Participant is eligible to receive DEUs with respect to
dividends declared after the Participant's separation from employment, and the Plan Administrator's exercise of tllis discretion shall
be finaL conclusive and binding.
(5) For purposes of this Agreement, "Retire" means (i) to retire after having attained at least 15 years or Net Credited Service
(as defined under the Verizon Management Pension Plan) and a combination of age and years of Net Credited Service that equals or
exceeds 75 points, or (ii) retirement under any other circumstances determined in writing by the Plan Administrator.
fc)Ch,mee in Control. Upon the occurrence ofa Change in Control (as defined in the Plan) on or before the I~lst day of tile Award
Cycle,
then~unvested PSUs shall vest and be payable immediately (without prorating of the m.vard) at 50% of the maximum award
payout without regard to the performance requirement in paragraph 5(h) or the thrcc~year continuous employmcnt requirement in
paragraph S(c): provided, however, that if the Participant terminates employment before the Change in Control occurs under the
circumstances described in paragraph 7(b)(3), the immediately payable award described in this sentence shall be prorated as described in
paragraph 7(b)(3). A Change in Control that occurs afterthe end of the Award Cycle shall have no effect on whether any PSUs vest or
become payable. A Participant who receives the immediate a'ward payment provided in this paragraph 7(c) shall be entitled to receive
payment for all dividcnds declared before the Ch,mge in ControL even if such dividends ,ue paid or payable after the Change in Control.
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003"()5)
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(d) f-esting Schedule. Except as provided in paragraphs 7(b) and (3), nothing in this paragraph 7 Sh,lll alter the vesting schedule
prescribed by paragraph 5.
8, Shareholder Rights. TIle Participant shall have no rights as a shareholder with respect to shares of common stock to which this grant
relates until the date on which the Participant becomes the holder of record of such shares. Except as provided in the Plan or in this Agrccment
no adjustment shall be made for dividends or other rights for \vhich the record date is prior to such date.
9, Revocation or Amendment
. Except to the extent required by la\v or specifically contemplated under this Agreement
of Rclmive TSR Position. Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position, and Vcrizon TPC TSR Position.
(including, but not limited to, the
and whether the Participant has been terminated for Cause, has a disability, or has satisfied the threc~ycar continuous employment
requirement), the Committee may not, without the written consent of the Participant, (a) revoke this Agreement insofar as it relates to the PSUs
granted hereunder, or (b) make or change any determination 01' change any term, condition or provision affecting the PSUs if the determination
or change would materially and adversely affect the PSUs or the Participant's rights thereto. Nothing in the prea'{fillg sentence shall preclude
the Committee from exercising reasonable administrdtive discretion with respect to the Plan or this Agreement.
Ill.

AS.ltgnme'lt. TIle PSUs shall not be assignable or tr,msferable except by will or by the laws of descent and distribution. During the
the PSUs may be deferred only by the Participant 01' by the Patticipant' s guardian or legal representative.

11.
The Participant shall designate a beneficiary in writing and in such manner as is acceptable to the Plan AdministratoL If
the Participant
to so designate a beneficiary, or if no such designated beneficiary survives the Participant t.he Participant's beneficiary
shall be the Participant's estate.

12. Other Plans
Any gain realized by the Participant pursuant to this Agreement shall not be taken into account as
of the Participant's benefits under any pension, savings, group insurance, or other benefit plan maintained
compensation in the
by Verizon or a Related Company, except as detennined by the board of directors of such company. The Participant acknowledges thal receipt
of this Agreement or any prior PSU agreement shaH not entitle the Participant to any other benefits under the Plan or any other plans
maintained by the Company.

13.

and Related

Compm~v.

For purposes of this Agreement. "Company" means Vcrizon and Related Companies. "Related

Company" me"ns (a) any
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003-05)
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corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in which Verizon hold a direct or indirect OIvnership or proprietary interest of 50 percent
or more, or (b) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in which Verizon holds an ownership or other proprietary interest of
less than 50 percent but \vhich, in the discretion of the Committee, is treated as a Related Company for purposes of this Agreement.
14, Emph~vment :)'tatus. The grant of the PSUs shall not be decmed to constitute a contract of employmcnt bet,veen the Company and the
Participant nor shall it constitute a right to remain in the employ of any such company.
15, Taxes. It shall be a condition to the issuance or delivery of shares of common stock as to which the PSUs relate that provisions
satisfactory to the Company shall have been made for payment of any taxcs determincd by the Company to be required to be paid or withheld
pursuant to any applicable law or regulation. The Participant shall be responsible for any income taxes and the employee portion of any
employment taxes that arise in connection with this grant of PSUs.
16. Securities Lan's. The Company shall not be required to issue or deliver any shares of common stock prior to the admission of such
shares to listing on any stock exchange on which the stock may then be listed and the completion of any registration or qualification of such
shares under any federal or state law or rulings or regulations of any government body that the Company, in its sole discretion, detcmlincs to be
necessary or advisable.
17, Committee Authority. The Committee shall have complete discretion in the exercise of its lights, powers, and duties lmder this
Agreement. Any interpretation or construction of any provision oC and the detennination of any question arising under, this Agreement shall be
made by the Committee in its sole discretion and shall be final, conclusive, and binding. The Committee may designate any individual or
individuals to perform any of its functions hereunder.
18. Successors. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inufC to the benefit of, any successor or successors of the Company and the
person or entity to ,,,,--hom the PSUs may have been transferred by will, the laws of descent and distribution, or beneficiary designation. All
tenns and conditions of this Agreement imposed upon the Participant shalL unless the context clearly indicates othenvisc, be deemcd, in the
event of the Participant's death, to refer to and be binding upon such last~mentioned person or entity.
19. Construction. This Agreement is intendcd to grant the PSUs upon the temlS and conditions autllOrizcd by the Plan. Any provisions of
this Agreemcnt tlmt cannot be so administered, interpreted, or constmed shall be disregarded. In the cvent that any provision of this Agreement
is held invalid or unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be considered separate and apat1 from the remainder
of tIus Agreement, which shall remain in full force <Hld effect. In the event that any provision is held to be unenforceable for being unduly
broad as wdtten, such provision shall be deemed amended to narrow its application to the extent necessary to make the provision enforceable
according to applicable la\", and shall be enforced as amended.

Penonuance Stock Unit Agrecment (2003-05)
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20. Defined Terms. Except where the context clearly indicates otherwise, all capitulizcd teons used herein shall have the definitions
ascribed to them by the Plan, and the tenns of the Plan shull apply where appropriate.

21, E'recufion (?{,.-!greemenl. The Participant shall indicate conscnt to the terms of this Agrecment and the Plan by exccnting the attached
signature pagc w'hich is made a part of this Agreement and olhenvise complying with the requirements of pamgraph 3.
22, Confidentiality. Except to the extent othenvise required by law, the Participant shall not disclose, in whole or in part any of the tenns
of this Agreement, This paragraph 22 does not prevent the Participant from disclosing the tenns of this Agreement to the Participant's spouse
or to the Participant's legal, tax, or financial adviser, provided thut the Participant take aU reasonable measures to assure tlmt he or she does not
disclose the temlS of this Agreement to a third party except as othenvisc required by law.
23, Additional Remedies. In addition to any other rights or remedies, whether legal, equitable, or otherwise, that each of the parties to this
Agreement may have (including the right of the Company to tenuinate the Participant for Cause), the Participant acknmvledges that(a) TIle covenants incorporated in Exhibit A to this Agreemcnt arc essential to the continued good will and profitability of the
Company;
(b) The Participant has broad~based skills that "rill serve as the basis for employmcnt opportunities that are not prohibited by the
covenants incorporated!n Exhibit A:

(c) When thc Participant's employment with the Company tenninates, the Participant shall be able to cam
violating any of the covenants incorporated in Exhibit A:

~l

livelihood \vithout

(d) Irreparable damage to the Company shall result in the evcnt: that the covenants incorporated in Exhibit A arc not specifically
enforced and that monetary damages will not adequately protect the Company from a breach of these covenants:

,ill

injunction may be
(e) If any dispute arises conceming the violation by the Participant of the covenants incorporated in Exhibit A,
issued rcstraining such violation pcnding the determination of such controversy, and no bond or other security shall be required in
connection thcrcwith:
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(f) Such covenants shaH continue to apply after any expiration, tennination, or cancellation of this Agreement; and

(g) The Participant's breach of any of such covenants shall result in the Participant's immediate forfeiture of all rights and benefits
under this Agreement.
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003-05)
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SIGNATURE PAGE
By executing this page, the undersigned Participant agrees to be bound by the tenus of the 2(){)l VeriZOIl Communications IlK Long~Term
Incentive Plan and the Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003~05 Award Cycle), the tenns of which are incorporated herein by reference, in
connection "1th the follO\ving grant to the Participant under the Plan:

NAME OF PARTICIPANT:
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:
NUMBER OF PSUs:
IN WITNESS \VHEREOF. Vcrizon Communications Inc. by its duly authorized Officer, and the Participant have executed this Agreement
VERlZON COMMUNICATIONS INC
By:

Ezra D. Singer
Executive Vice President ~

Human Resources
Pat1icipant

Date

at 1095 "'1 venue (!j'the Americas,

Attachment; Exhibit A - Covenant
Performance Stock Unit Agreement (2003-05)
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1 Exhibit A-Cownants

1. Noncomllctition
agree that:

In consideration for the benefits described in the Agreement to which this Exhibit A is attached, you, the Participant

(a) 'Prohibited Conduct - During the period of your employment with the Company, and for the period ending six months after your
tennination of employment for any reason from the COIl1p.;1.ny, you shall not without the prior ,vritten consent of the Plan Administrator:
(1)

personally engage in Competitive Activities (as defined below); or

(2)

work for, 0\\'11, manage, operate, controL or participate in the ownership, management, operation, or control of, or provide
consulting or advisory services 10, any individu::l1, pmtnership, firm, corporation, or institution engaged in Competitive
Activities, or any company or person affiliated with such person or entity engaged in Competitive Activities: provided that
your purchase or holding, for investment purposes, of securities of a publicly traded company shall not constitute
"ownership" or "participation in ownership" for purposes of this paragraph so long as your equity interest in any such
company is less tImn a controlling interest;

provided that this paragraph (a) shall not prohibit you from (i) being employed by, or providing services to, a consulting finn, provided
that you do not personally engage in Competitive Activities or provide consulting or advisory services to any individual, partnership,
finn. corporation, or institution engaged in Competitive Activities, or any company or person affiliated wilh such person or entity
engaged in Competitive Activities, or (ii) engaging in the private practke of law as a sale practiiioner or as a partner in (or as an
employee of or counsel to) a law firm in accordance \vith applicable legal and professional standards.
(b) Comllctiti\'e Activities
For purposes of the Agreement to which tlus Exlubit A is attached, "Competitive Activities" means
business activities relating to products or services of the same or sinular type as the products or services (1) which arc sold (or, pursuant
to an existing business plan, \viU be sold) to paying customers of the Company, and (2) for which you then have responsibility to plan.
develop. manage, market oversee or perform., or had any such responsibility within your most recent 24 months of employment with the
Company. Notwithstanding the previous sentence, a business activity shall not be treated as a Competitive Activity if the geographic
marketing arc.:1 of the relevant products or services sold by you or a third party docs not overlap with the geographic marketing area for
the applicable products and services of the Company.
2. Interference With Business Relations - During the period of your employment with the Company, and for a period ending with the
expiration of twelve (12) months following your tennination of employmcnt for any reason from the Company, :vou shall not without the
"\Titten consent of the Plan Administrator:
(a) recmit or solicit any employee of the Company for employment or for retention as a consultant or service provider:
(b) hire or participate (\\'ith another company or third parly) in the process of hiring (other than for the Company) any person who is then
an employee of the Company, or provide names or other information about Company employees to any person, entity or business (other
than the Company) under circumstances that could lead to the use of any such information for plrrposes ofrecnJiting or hiring:
(c) interfere with the relationship of the Company with any of its employees. agents, or representatives:
(d) solicit or induce, or in any manner attempt to solicit or induce, any client, customer, or prospect of the Company (1) to cease being, or
not to become. a customer of the Company or (2) to divert any business of such customer or prospect from the Company: or
(c) otherwise interfere \vith, disrupt or attempt to interfere "ith or dismpt, the rclationslup, contractual or othenvise, between the
Company and an)' of its customers, clients, prospects, suppliers, consultants, or employees.
3. Return Of PrO)lert)'j Intellectual PrOIJerty Rights - You agree that on or before your termination of employment for allY reason with the
Comp,my, you shall retum to the Company all propC11y owned by the Company or in ,,,hieh the Company has an interest, including files,
documellts, data and records (whether 011 paper or intapcs, disks, or other machinc~readable form), office equipment, credit cards, and
employee identification cards. You acknowledge that the Company is the rightful owner of any programs, idc.:"ls, inventions, discoveries,
patented or copyrighted materiaL or trademarks that you may have originated or developed, or assisted in originating or developing, during
your period of cmployment "ith the Company. where any such origination or development involved the use of Company time, information or
resources, or the exercise of your responSibilities for or on behalf of the Company. You shall at all times, both before and after termination of
employment, cooperate with t.he Company in executing iUld delivering documents requested by the Company, and taking any othcr actions, that
are necessary or requested by the Company to assist the Company in patent.ing, copyrighting, protecting, enforcing or registering any programs,
ideas, inventions, discoveries, works of authorship, data, infommtion, patented or copyrighted material, or trademarks, and to vest title thereto
solely in the Company.

4. Prollrietar)' And Confidential Information
below) and trade secrets of the Company, except an

he confidentiality of aU Proprietary Infonnation (defined
rc of such information is legally required. "Proprietary
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information" means information or data related to the Company, including infonnation entrusted to the Company by others, ,,"hich has not been
fully disclosed to the public by the Company and which is treated as confidential or protected within the business of the Company or is of value
to competitors, such as strategic or tactical business plans; undisclosed financial data; ideas, processes, methods, techniques, systems, non~
public information, models, devices, programs. computer soft,vare, or related infonnation; documents relating to regulatory maUers and
correspondence ·with governmental entities; undisclosed information conceming any past pending, or threatened legal dispute; pricing and cost
data: reports and analyses of business prospects; business transactions that are contemplated or planned: research data; personnel information
and data; identities of users and purchasers of the Company's products or services; and other confidential matters pertaining to or known by the
Company, induding confidential infonnation of a third party that you know or should know the Company is obligated to protect
5. Definitions - Except where clearly provided to the contrary, all capitalized tenns used in this Exhibit A shall have the definitions given to
those terms in the Agreement to w-hich this Exhibit A is attached
6. Agreement to Covenants. You shall indicate your agreement to these Covenants in accordance with the instructions provided. You and
Verizon hereby expressly agree that the use of electronic media to indicate confirmation, consent, signature, acceptance, agrccment and
delivery shall be legally valid and have the same legal force and effect as if yon and Verizon executed these Covenants in paper form.
Pcrfonnance Stock Unit Agreement (2003-05)
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EXHIBIT 10.i(ii)
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
PERFORMANCE STOCK UNIT AGREEMENT
2004-06 AWARD CYCLE

AGREEMENT between Verizon Conul1lmications Inc. (Verizon") and you (the "Pm1icipant").

1. Purpose of Agreement. The purpose of this Agreement is to provide a
Participant.

onc~time

grant of performa.llce stock units ("PSUs") to the

2. Agreement. 1111S Agreement is entered into pursuant to the temlS of the 20tH Verizon Communications Inc. LDng-Tenn Incentive Plan (the
"Plan"), and evidences the grant of a petfonmmce stock award in the form ofPSUs pursuant to the Plan. This Agreement is designed to comply
\",Jlh the requirements of Section 162(m) of the Code and the Treasury Department Regulations thereunder. TIle PSUs and this Agreement
(including the covenants set forth in Exhibit A (the "Covenants"), \vhich are incorporated into and shaH be a part of the Agreement) arc subject
to the terms and provisions of the Plan. (The Participant may request a copy of the Plan from the Verizon Compensation and Executive
Benefits Department.) By executing this Agreement, the Participant agrees to be bound by the terms and provisions of the Plan, and by the
actions of the Plan Administrator, the Human Resources Committee of Vcrizon's Board of Directors or any successor thereto (the
"Committcc"), and any designee of the Committee
3. Contingency. The grant of PSUs is contingent on the Participant's timely acceptance of this Agreement and satisfaction of certain other
conditions cont<lined herein. If the Participant docs not properly accept (or revokes acceptance of) this Agreement the Participant shall not be
entitled to the PSUs.
4. Number of Units. The Participant is granted the number ofPSUs specified on the cover letter provided in COl\junction \vith this Agreement
A PSU is a hypothetical share of Verizon's common stock. The value of a PSU on any given date shall be equal to the closing price of
Vcrizon's common stock as of such date. A PSU docs not represent an equity interest in Verizon and carries no voting rights. A Dividend
Equivalent Unit ("DEU") or fraction thereof shall be added to each PSU each time that a dividend is paid on Verizon's COIllinon stock. The
amount of each DEU shall be equal to the dividend paid on a share of Verizon's common stock. The DEU shall be converted into PSUs or
fractions thereof based upon the average of the high and lo\v sales prices of Verizon's common stock traded on the Ne\v York Stock Exchange
on the dividend payment date of each declared dividend on Verizon's common stock. and such PSUs or fractions thereof shall be added to the
Participant's PSU balance.
5. Vesting.
(a) General. The Pat1icipant shall vest in the PSUs to the extent provided in paragnlph 5(b) ("Performance Requirement'') only if the
Participant satisfies the requirements of paragraph S(c) ('Three-Year Continuous Employment Requiremenr'), except as otherwise
provided in paragraph 7 ("Early Cancellation!Accelerated Vesting ofPSVs").
(b) Performance Requirement.
(1) The PSUs shall vest based on the average allnual total shareholder return ("TSR') ofVerizon's common stock during the threeycar period begilming January 1, 2004, and ending December 31, 2006, relative to the combined \veighted average annual TSR of
the companies in
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the Standard & Poor's 500 CS&P 500" ") Index and the companies in the Telecom Pccr Company ("TPC") Index during the same
three-year period as provided in the follow-ing t<{bIe:

Below 20%
20%
30%

0''10
40%,

60%

80% or more
200%
*For amounts bct\\ccn 20% and 8fY};" thc \cslcd pcrcentage of PSUs shall cqual t\\'lCC the Relatl\C TSR Position (e.g.. a Relativc
TSR Position of 52% equals a 104% vcsled perccntage). Hmvever, the Committee's discretion to administer the Plan includes the
absolute discretion to reduce the vested percentage of PSUs at any Relative TSR Position, and the Committee's exercise of this
discretion shall be final. conclusive and binding.
No PSUs shall vest if the Relative TSR Position is less th(ln 20% and the maximum perccntage of PSUs to vest shall be

(2) For purposes of the table set forth in paragmph 5(b)(1)(i) "Relative TSR Position" shall equal (A) 4(Y~1o of the average annual Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position during the Award
Cycle, plus (B) 60% of the average annual Verizon TPC TSR Position during the Award Cycle. The Committcc's discretion
to administer the Plan includcs the absolute discretion to substitute or eliminate companies in the Telecom Pccr Index and
determine thc Relative TSR Position for any period, and the Committee's exercise of this discretion shall be finaL conclusive
and binding.
(ii) "Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position" shall be, as dctennined by the Committee, Verizon's mnk among companies in the
S&P 500 Index in terms of TSR, expressed as a percentage equal to the number of companies in the S&P 500 Index with a
TSR less than or equal to that of Verizon divided by the total number of companies in such index,
(iii) "Vcrizon TPC TSR Position" shall be, as determined by the Committee, "where Vcrizon would rank muong companies in
the Telecom Peer Company Index in terms ofTSR if Vcrizon were included in such index, expressed as a percentagc equal
to the number of companies in the TPC Index ,vith a TSR less than or equal 10 that of Verizan divided by· the total number of
companies in such index.

(iv) "TSR" or "Total Shareholder Relum" shall mean the change in the price of a share of common slock from the begitming
of a period (as measured by the closing price of a share of such stock on the last trading day preceding the beginning ortlle
period) until the end of such period (as measured by the closing price of a share of such stock on the last trading day of the
period), adjusted to reflect the reinvestmcnt of dividends (if any) through the purchase of common stock and as may be
necessary to take into account stock splits or other events similar to those described in Section 4.3 of the Platt
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(v) "Award Cycle" shall mean the
December 3 L 2006.

three~year

period bcgiIDling on January 1, 2004, and ending at the close of business on

(e) Thrt..'C~Ycar Continuous Employment Requirement. Except as athen-vise detcrmined by the Committee, the PSUs shall vest onl:,!"' if
the Participant is continuously employed by the Company from the date the PSUs arc granted through the end of the Award Cycle,
(d) Transfer. Transfer of employment from Vcrizon to a Related Company (as defined in paragraph 13), from a Related Company to
Verizon, or from one Related Company to another Related Company shall not constitute a separation from employment hereunder, and
service with a Related Company shall be treated as service with the Company for purposes of the three-year continuous employment
requirement in paragraph S(c).
6. Payment. All payments under this Agreement shall be made in cash. As soon as practicable after the end of the A\vard Cycle, except as
described in paragraph 7(c), the value of the PSUs (minus any 'withholding for income taxes) shall be paid to the Participant (suQ,ject, hmveveL
to any defen-al application that the Participant has made under the deferral plan (if any) then available to the Participant and under procedures
adopted by the Plan Administrator). If the Participant dies before any payment due hereunder is made, such payment shall be made to the
Participant's beneficiary. Once a payment has been made with respect to a PSU. the PSU shall be canceled.
7. EarI)-' CllnccUation/Acccleratcd Vesting of PSUs. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 7(c), PSUs may vest or be forfeited before vesting
in accordance \yjth paragraph S as follows:

(a) VoluntllQ' SCllllration or Discharge for Cause.
(1) If the Participant is not eligible to Retire (as defined in paragraph 7(b)(5)) and (i) quits, (ii) is terminated for Cause (as defined
below), or (iii) separates from employment under circumstances not described in paragraph 7(b), all the.lHll1vcsted PSUs shall be
canceled immediately and shall not be payable.

(2) For purposes of this Agreement, "Cause" menns (D grossly inc.ompetent performance or substantial or continuing inattention to
or neglect of the duties and responsibilities assigned to the Participant fraud, misappropJiation or embezzlement involving the
Company: or a l11;:lterial breach of the Code of Business Conduct or ,my of the Covenants set forth in Exhibit A to this Agreement.
all as detennined by the Plan Administrator in its discretion, or (ii) commission of any felony of which the Participant is finally
adjudged guilty by a conrt of competent jurisdiction,
(b) RetirelU(~nt.ln"oluntaQ'Termination Without Cause, Death or Disabili(y.
(1) This pamgraph 7(b) shall apply if, on or before the last day of the Award Cycle, the Participant

(i) Retires (as defined below), or
(il) Separates from employment by reason of an involuntary tcnnination without Cause (as detennined by the Plan
Administmtor), death, or disability.
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(2) Subject to paragraph 7(b)(3), iftbe Participant sepamtcs from employment under circumstances described in paragraph 7(b)(I).
the Participant's then-unvested PSUs shall be subject to the vesting provisions set forth in paragraph 5(a), except that the three-year
continuous employment requirement set forth in paragraph 5(c) shall not apply, provided that the Participant docs not commit a
material breach of any of the Covenants and provided that the Participant executes a release satisfactory to the Company waiving
any claims he may have against the ComIXmy.
(3) The Participant shall vest under this paragraph 7(b) only in a percentage of the PSUs that \vmild otherwise have vested based
upon the ratio of (i) the number of months the Participant ,vas actively at \vork during the Award Cycle to (ii) the total number of
months in the A\vard Cycle. For this purpose, a Participant who is actively at work through and including the 15th day of any month
shall receive credit for the full month, and a Participant who is not actively at work through and including the 15th day of the month
shall not receive any credit for that month
(4) Any PSUs that vest pursuant to paragraph 7(b)(3) shall be payable as soon as practicable after the end of the Award Cycle.
except as described in paragraph 7(c). However, the Plan Administrator's discretion to administer the Plan includes the absolute
discretion to detennine whether and the extent to which the Participant is eligible to receive DEUs with respect to dividends
declared after the Participant's separation from employment, and the Plan Administrator's exercise of this discretion shall be finaL
conclusive and binding.
(5) For purposes of this Agrecment, "Retire" means (i) to retire after having attained at least 15 years of Net Credited Service (as
defined under the Verizol1 Management Pension Plan) and a combination of age and years of Net Credited Service tik1t equals or
exceeds 75 points, or (ii) retirement lwder any other circumstances detennined in WIlting by the Plan Administrator.
(c) Change in Control. Upon the occurrence of a Change in Control (as defined in the Plan) on or before the last day of the Award
Cycle, aU then-unvested PSUs shall vest and be payable immediately (\vithout prorating of the award) at 50'% of the maximum award
payout \vithout regard to the performance requirement in pamgraph 5(h) or the three-year continuous employment requirement in
para!,'Tdph 5(c): provided, hO\vever, that if the Participmll terminates employment before the Change in Control occurs under thc
drcumst,mces described in paragmph 7(b)(3), the immediately payable award described in this sentence shall be prorated as described in
parab'TIlph 7(b)(3). A Change in Control that occurs after the end of the Award Cycle slmll have no efTeet on whether any PSUs vest or
become payable. A Participant who receives the immediate m:vard payment provided in this paragraph 7(c) shall be entitk'd to receiye
paylnent for all dividends declared before the Change in ControL even if such dividends arc paid or payable after the Change in Control.
(d) Vesting Schedule. Except as provided in paragraphs 7(b) and (c). nothing in this paragraph 7 shall alter the vesting schedule
prcsclibcd by paragmph 5,
8. Shareholder Rights. The Participant shall have no rights as a shareholder with respe-et to sl1ares of common stock to which this grant relates.
Except as provided in the Plan or in this Agreement no adjustment sl1all be made. for di\'idends or oUler rights for 'which the record date occurs
while the PSUs are outstanding.
9. Reyocation or Amendment of Agreement. Except to the extent required by hnv or specifically' contemplated under this Agreement
(including, but not limited to, the deteollination of Relative TSR Position, Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position, and Verizon TPC TSR Position,
and whether the Participant has been terminated for Cause, has a disability, or has satisfied the three-year continuous employment
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requirement), the Committee may not, without the written consent of the Participant, (a) revoke this Agreement insofar as it relates to the PSUs
granted hereunder, or (b) make or change any determination or change any term, condition or provision affecting the PSUs if the determination
or change would materially and adversely affect the PSUs or tbe Part,icipant's rights thereto. Nothing in the preceding sentence shall preclude
the Committee from exercising reasonable administrative discretion with respect to the Plan or this Agreement.
10. Assignment. The PSUs shall not be assignable or transferable except by will or by the hnvs of descent and distribution, During the
Participant's lifetime, the PSUs may be deferred only by the Participant or by the Participant's guardian or legal representative.
It. Beneficiary. TIle Participant shall designate a beneficiary in writing and in such manner as is acceptable to tile Plan Administrator. lftbe
Participant fails to so designate a beneficiary, or if no such designated beneficiary survives the Participant the Participant's beneficiary shall be
the Participant's estate,

12. Other Plans and Agreements. AllY gain realized by the Participant pursuant to this Agreement shall not be taken into account as
compensation in the determination of the Participant's benefits under any pension, savings, group insurance, or other benefit plan maintained
by Verizon or a Related Company, except as determined by the board of directors of such company. The Participant ackno\vledges that receipt
of this Agreement or any prior PSU agreement shall not entitle the Participant to any other benefits tmder the Plan or any other plans
maintained by the Company.
13. COmlJany and Related Company. For purposes of this Agreement, "Company" means collectively Verizon and Related Comp,mies.
"Related Company" means (a) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in which Verizon holds a direct or indirect ownership
or proprietary interest of 50 percent or more, or (b) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in which Verizon holds an
ownership or other proprietary interest of less than 50 percent but which, in the discretion of the Committee, is treated as a Related Company
for purposes of this Agreement.
14. Employment Status. The grant of the PSUs shall not be deemed to constitute a contract of employment between the Company and the
Participant, nor shall it constitute a right to remain in tlle employ of any such company.
15. Withholding. The Participant shall be responsible for any income taxes and the employee portion of any employment ta.xes that arise in
connection with this grant of PSUs, and the Company shall make such arrangements as it deems necessary for withholding of any {axes it
determines arc required to be withheld pursuant to any applicable law or regulation.
16. SL'CUlities Laws. The Company shaH not be required to make payment with respect to any shares of common stock prior to the admission
of such shares to listing on any stock exchange on which the stock may then be listed and the completion of any registration or qualification of
such shares under any federal or state law or rulings or regulations of any govenuuent body that the Company, in its sole discretion. detennines
to be necessary or advisable,
17. Committee Authorit,Y. TIle Committee shall have complete discretion in the exercise of its rights, pmvcrs, and duties undcr this
Agreemcnt Any interpretation or construction of any provision of. and the detennination of any question arising under, tIus Agreement shall be
made by the Committee in its sole discretion and shall be final, conclusive, and binding. The Committee may designate any individual or
individuals to perform any of its functions hereunder.
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18. Sucl'.essors. This Agreement shan be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of any successor or successors of the Company and the person
or entity to 'whom the PSUs may have been transferred by wilL the laws of descent and distribution, or beneficiary designatioIt All terms and
conditions of this Agreement imposed upon the Participant shall, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, be deemed, in the event of the
Participant's death, to refer to andbc binding upon such lasHnentioned person or entity.
19. Constl1tction. 111is Agreement is intended to grant thc PSUs upon the tenus and conditions authorized by the Plan, Any provisions of this
Agreement that cannot be so administered, interpreted, or conSU11cd shall be disregarded. In thc event that any provision of this Agreement is
held invalid or unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be considered separate and apart from thc remainder of
this Agreemcnt which shall remain in full force and effecL In the event that any pro\ision is held to be unenforceable for being nnduly broad
as \vriuen, such provision shall be deemed amended to H<m-o\v its application to the extent nccessary to make the provision enforceable
according to applicable linv and shall be enforced as amended,
20. Defined Tenns. Except \vbere the context clearly indicates othenvise, all capitalized tenns used llcrein shall have the definitions ascrihed
to them by the Plan, and the tenns of the Plan shall apply \vhere appropriate.
21. Execution ot' Agreement. TIle Participant shall indicate consent to the tcnns of this Agreement (including its Exhibit) and the Plan by
executing this Agreement ptrrsuant to the instmetions provided and othcnvise complying with the requirements of paragraph 3, TI1C Participant
and Verizon hereby ex-prcssly agree that the usc of elcctronic media to indicate confimlatiOll. consent, signature. acceptance, agreement and
delivery shaUbc legally valid and have the same legal force and effect as if the Participant and Verizon executed this Agreement (including its
Exhibit) in paper fOfm,
22. Confidcntialit)'. Except to the extent otherwise required by law, the Participant shaH not disclose, in whole or in part, any of the terms of
this Agreement TIlis paragraph 22 dre,> not prevent the Participant from disclosing the tenus of this Agreement to the Pal1icipant's spouse or
to the Pat1icipant' s legal. tax, or financial adviser, provided that the Participant take all reasonable measures to assure that he or shc docs not
disclose the terms of this Agreement to a third party except as otherwise required by law.
23. Additional Remedies. In addition to any other rights or remedies, whether legal, equitnble, or otherwise, that each of the parties to this
Agreement may have (including the rigIlt of the Company to tenllinate the Participant for Cause), the Participant acknowledges that(a) TIle Covenants ill Exhibit A to this Agrccme.nt arc essential to the continued goodwill and profitability of the Company:
(b) The P<Uiicipant has broad-based skills that will scrve as the basis for employment oppol1unitics that arc not prohibitcd by the
Covenalltsin Exhibit A:
(c) When the Pal1icipant's employment with the Company terminates, the Participant shalt be able to carn a livelihood without violating
any of the Covenants in Exhibit A:
(d) Irreparablc damage to the Company shall result in the event that the Covenants in Exhibit A arc not specifically enforced and that
monetary damages wi II not adequately protect the Company from a breach of these Covenants:
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(e) If ally dispute arises conceming the violation by the Participant of the Covenants in Exhibit A, an injunction may be issued restraining
such violation pending the determination of such controversy, and no bond or other security shall be required in connection therewith:
(f) Such Covenants shall continue to apply after any expimtioll, termination, or cancellation of this Agreement; and

(g) 111e Participant's breach of any of such Covenants shall result in the Participant's immediate forfeiture of all rights and benefits under
this Agreement.
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1 Exhibit A - Coycnants

1. Non(.~omj)ctition
agree that:

In consideration for the benefits described in the Agreement to ,vhich this Exhibit A is attached, you, the Participant.

(a) Prohibited Conduct ~ During the period of your employment with the Company, and for the period ending six months after your
tennination of employment for any reason from the Company, you shall noL withoutlhe prior written consent of the Plan Adluinistrator:
(1) personally engage in Competitive Activities (as defined below); or

(2) work for, own, manage, operate, control, or participate in the ownership, management, operation, or control of, or provide
consulting or advisory services to, any individual, partnership, finn, corporation, or institution engaged in Competitive Activities, or
any company or person affiliated 'with such person or entity engaged in Competitive Activities: provided that your purchase or
holding, for investment purposes, of securities of a publicly traded company shall not constitute "ownership" or "participation in
ownerShip" for purposes of this paragraph so long as your equity interest in any such company is less Hum a controlling interest
provided that this paragraph (a) shall not prohibit you from (i) being employed by, or providing services to, a consulting firm, provided
that you do not personally engage in Competitive Activities or provide consulting or advisory sen'ices to any individuaL pmtnership,
t1rm, corporation, or institution engaged in Competitive Activities, or any company or person affiliatcd with such person or entity
engaged in Competitive Activitics, or (ii) engaging in the plivate practice of law as a sale practitioner or as a partner in (or as an
employee of or counsel to) a law firm in accordance with applicable legal and professional standi:rrds.
(h) COIDJlctiti\'c Acti\'itics
For purposes of the Agreement to which 111i5 Exhibit A is attached, "Competitive Activities" means
business activities relating to products or services of the same or similar type as the products or services (I) which are sold (or, pursuant
to an existing business plan, ,vill he sold) to paying customers of the Company, and (2) for which you then have responsibility to plan.
develop, manage, market, oversee or pelfonll, or had any such responsibility within your most recent 24 months of employment \vith the
Company. Notwithstanding the previous sentence, a business activit), shall not be treated as a Competitive Activity if the geographic
marketing area of the relevant products or services sold by you or a third party docs not overlap with the geographic marketing area for
the applicable products <md services of the Company.
2. Interference With Business Relations ~ During the peliod of your employment ,\ith the Company, and for a period ending with the
expiration of twelve (12) months following your tenllination of employment for any reason from the Company, you shall not, without the
written consent of the Plan Administrator:
(a) recruit or solicit any employee of the Company for employment or for retention as a consultant or service provider:
(b) hire or participate ("vith another company or third patty) in the process of hiring (other than for the Company) any person "vho is then
an employee of the Company, or provide names or other
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information about Company cmployccs to any persall, cntity or business (other than thc Company)uuder circumstances that could lead to
the usc of any such information for purposes of recmiting or hiring;
(c) interfere with the relationship of the Company with any of its employees. agents, or representatives:
(d) solicit or induce, or in any manner attempt to solicit or induce, any client, customer, or prospect of the Company (1) to cease being, or
not to become, a customer of the Company or (2) to divert any business of such customer or prospect from the Compan)'; or

(e) otherwise interfere with, dismpL or attempt to intetfere with or dismpl the relationship, contractual or otherwise, bctviecn the
Company and any of its customers, clients, prospects, suppliers, consultants, or employees
3. Return Of Property; IntcllectualPropcrty Rights - You agree that on or before your termination of employment for any reason with the
Company, you shall retum to the Company all property owned by the Company or in which the Company has an interest, including files.
documents, data and records (whether on paper or in tapes, disks, or other machine~readabJc form), office equipment credit cards, and
employee identification cards. You acknowledge that the Company is the rightful owncr of any programs, ideas, inventions, discoveries.
patented or copyrighted materiaL or trademarks tllat you may have originated or developed, or assisted in originating or developing, during
your period of employment \vith the Comp.my, where any such origination or development involved the use of Comp<lny time, infornmtion or
resources. or the exercise of your responsibilities for or on behalf of the CompmlY. You shall at <Ill times, both before and after termination of
employment cooperate \vith the Company in executing and delivering documents requested by the Company, and taking any other actions, that
are necessary or requested by the Company to assist tI,e Company in patenting, copyrighting, protecting, enforcing or registering any programs,
ideas, inventions, discoveries, \",orks of authorship, data, information, patented or copyrighted material, or trademarks, and to \'est title thereto
solely in the Company.
4. Prollrietar)i And Confidential Infonnation
You shall at all times preserve the confidentiality of all Proprietary Information (defined
below) and trade secrets of the Company. except and to the extent I1mt disclosure of such information is legally required, "Proprietary
information" means infonnation or data related to the Company, including infoDl1ation entmsted to the Company by others, which has not been
fully disclosed to the public by the Company and \vhich is treated as confidenti<11 or protected 'within the business of the Company or is of value
to competitors, such as strategic or tactical business plans~ undisclosed financial data; ideas, processes, methods, techniques, systems, non~
public information, models, devices. programs, computer software, or related information: documents relating to regulatory matters and
correspondence with governmental entities: tmdisdoscd information concerning any past, pending, or threatened legal dispute; pricing and cost
data; reports and analyses of business prospects; business transactions that are contemplated or planned; research data; personnel information
and data; identities of users and purchasers oftlle Company's products or services: and other confidential mallers pertaining to or known by the
Company, induding confidential information of a third party I1mt you know or should know the Company is obligated to protect.

5. Definitions _. Except where clearly provided to the contrary, all capitalized tenns used in this Exhibit A shall have the definitions given to
those terms in the Agreement to which this Exhibit A is attached.
6. Agreement to Covenants. You shall indicate your agreement to these Covenants in accordance with the inSlnlctions provided. You and
Veri:wn hereby expressly agree that the use of electronic media to indicate confirmation, consent, signature, acceptance, agreement and
delivery shall be legally v<llid and have the same legal force and effect as if you and Verizon executed these Covenants in paper form.
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EXHIBIT IOj(iv)(a)
ADDENDUM TO VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
PERFORMANCE STOCK UNIT AGREEMENT
FOR THE 2005-2(m AWARD CYCLE
This is <111 addendum to the Performance Stock Unit Agreement for the 2005-2007 A\vard Cycle (the "Ab'fcemenC) entered into behveen
Verizon Communications Inc. ("Verizoll" or the "Comp.:1ny") and I-van Seidenberg (the "Particip<Ult"). The effective date of this addendum is
March 3, 2006, and it shall remain in effect through December 31, 2007.

1. Purpose. The purpose of this addendum is to describe the terms of "Ill arrangement betw-ccl1 the Participant and the Company wherein the
Participant can earn a long-term incentive payout under the Agreement, based on the extent to which the Company achieves certain strategic
objectives (as defined in paragraph 3 below) during the Award Cycle. Except as modified by this addendum, all of the tenus and conditions of
the Agreement shall remain in effect
2. Pa)'ment. SuQ.iect to the limitation set forth in paragraph 4 below, the Committee shall have the sole discretion to detennine the size of any
additional payment purSU31lt to this addendum, based on the Company's achievement of the strategic objectives referred to in paragraph 3
below. This addendum rmd any paymcnt madc in accordance with this addendum arc not intendcd to comply with the Perfonnance~Based
Exception (set forth in Code Section 162(m)(4)(C)) to the tax deductibility limitation imposed by Code Section 162(m).
3. Achieyement of Objectives. The Committee shall have the sale discretion to determine \\'hether the Participant is entitled to a payout
pursuant to tlllS addendum and the size of any such payout (subject to the limitations contained in paragraph 4 below), based on the Company's
achievement of strategic objectives related to the successful lmmch of Verizon Business, key legislative initiatives, FiOS and broad band
initiatives, and wireless grO\\1h objectives during the Award Cycle: provided that no payment shall be made pursuant to this addendum unless
the Committee detemlines that, at the end of the three-year A\vard Cycle specified in paragraph 5 or the Agreement, Verizon's average annual
total shareholder retum during the Award Cycle met the specific tllreshold performance requirement specified in said paragraph 5.
4. Aggregate Limitation. The amount of any payment made under paragraph 6 of the Agreement (including any amount anributnble to stock
appreciation and dividend equivalent units payable under the terms of the Agreement and disregarding any deferral election) plus the amount of
any payment under this addendum (disregarding any deferral election) sltall not exceed $22.68 million
5. Pa)'mcnt. Any payment pursuant to this addendum shall be made in cash. As soon as practicable after the end of the 2007 calendar year (but
no later than March 15, 2008). the Committee shall determine whether an amount is to be paid pursuant to this addendum and the amount of
any such payment. Any such amount (minus any withholding for taxes) shall be paid to the Participant no later thanrvtarch 15. 2008 (subject
however, to any valid deferral election that the Participant has made under the deferral plan (if any) then avajlablc to the Participant). If the
Pal1icipant dies before any payment due hereunder is made, such payment shall be made to the Participant's beneficiary.
6. Defined Tel'ms. Except where the context clearly indicates otherwise, all capitalized tenns lIsed herein slmll have the definitions ascribed to
them by the Plan or the Agreement. and the tenus of the Plan or Agreement shall apply where appropriate.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have entered into this addendum as of March 3, 2006.

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.

By:

THE PARTICIPANT

BY:~~~_ _

-'-"'-,-:C?-~~~::-,,-=--------Executi\'C Vice President
A-2
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EXHIBIT 10j(v)

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
RESTRICTED STOCK UNIT AGREEMENT
2006-08 AWARD CYCLE
AGREEMENT between Verizon Communications Inc. CVerizol1" or the "Company") and you (the "Participal1t") and your heirs and
beneficiaries.

1. Purpose of Agreement. TIle purpose of this Agreement is to provide a grant of restricted stock units ("RSUs") to the Participant.
2. Agreement. This Agreement is entered into pursuant to the terms of the 2001 Verizon Communications Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan (the
"Plan"), and evidences the gmnt of a restricted stock mvard in the form of RSUs pursuant to the Plan. The RSUs and this Agreement (induding
the covenants set forth in Exhibit A (the "Covenants"), \\'hich are incorporated into and shall be a part of the Agreement) arc subject to the
tcnns and provisions of the Plan. By executing this Agreement the Participant agrees to be bound by the tenus and provisions of the Plan, this
Agreement, and by the actions of the Human Resources Commlllee of Verizon Communication's Board of Directors or any successor thereto
(the "Committee"), and any designee of the Committcc, To the extent that there is a conflict bet\veen the terms of the Plan and the terms of this
Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall controL

3. Contingenq. The grdnt of RSUs is contingent on the Participant's timely acceptance of this Agreement and satisfaction of the other
conditions contained herein, If the Participant docs not properly accept (or revokes acceptance of) this Agreement the Participant shall not be
entitled to the RSUs regardless ohhe extent to which the vesting requirements in paragraph 5 ("Vesting") are satisfied,
4. Number of Units. The Particip<wt is granted the number of RSUs as specified on their account under the 2006 RSU grant, administered by
Fidelity Investments. A RSU is a hypothetical share of Verizon's common stock. The value of a RSU on any given date shall be equal to the
closing price ofVerizon's common stock on the New York Stock Exchange as of such date. A RSU docs not represent an equity interest in
Verizon and carries no voting rights. A Dividend Equivalent Unit ("DEU") or fraction thereof shall be added to each RSU each time that a
dividend is paid on Verizon's common stock The amount of each DEU shall be equal to the dividend paid on a share of Verizon's common
stock. The DEU shall be converted into RSUs or fmctions thereof based upon the average of the high and low sales prices of Verizon's
common stock traded on the Ne\," York Stock Exchange on the dividend payment date of each declared dividend on Verizon's common stock,
and such RSUs or fractions thereof shall be added to the Pm1icipant's RSU balance. To the extent that Fidelity or the Company makes an
administrative elTor with respect to the number or value of the RSUs gmnted to the Participm1t under this Agreement, the Company specifically
reserves the right to correct such crror and the Participant agrees that he or she shall be legally bound by any corrective action wken by the
Company or the Plan Administrator.

5. Vesting.
(a) General. The Participant shall vest in the RSUs only if the Participant is continuously employed by the Company or a Related
Company (as defined in paragraph 13) from the date the RSUs arc granted through the end of the Award Cycle, except as othenvise
provided in paragraph 7 ("Early Cancellation/Accelerated Vesting ofRSUs'') or as othenvise provided by the Committee. For purposes of
these RSUs, "A\vard Cycle" shall mean the three-year period beginning on Jannary 1, 2006, and ending at the close of business on
December 31, 2008.
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(b) Transfer. Trdnsfer of employment from Verizon to a Related Company (as defined in paraf,rraph 13), from a Related Company to
Verizon, or from one Related Company to another Related Company shan Hot constitute a separation from employment hereunder, and
service with a Related Company shall be treated as service with the Company for purposes of the three-year continuous employment
requirement in paragraph 5(a).

6. Payment. All payments under this Agreement shall be made in cash. As soon as practicable after the end oftlle Award Cycle (but in no
event latcr than March 15, 2009), except as described in paragraph 7(c), the value of the vested RSUs (minus any \vithholding for taxes) shall
be paid to the Participant (subject, however, to any deferral application that the Participant has made under the deferral phm (if any) then
avajlable to the Participant), The amount of cash that shall be paid (plus withholding for taxes ffild any applicable deferral election) shall equal
the number of vested RSUs times the closing price of Verizan's common stock on the New York Stock Exchange as of the last trading day in
the Award Cycle. If the Participant dies before any payment duc hereunder is made. such paymcnt shall be made to the Participant's
beneficiary. Once a payment has been made \vith respect to a RSU, the RSU shall be canceled.

7. Early Cancellation/Accelerated Vesting of RSUs. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 7(c) and 5, RSUs may vest or be forfeited before
vesting as follows:

(a) Retirement Before July 1. 2006, VoluntaQ'
Decemher 31. 2008.

Sep~lration

On or Before Decemher 31. 2008 or Discharge for Cause On or Before

(I) If the Participant (i) Retires (as defined in paragraph 7(b)(4) before July L 2006, (ii) quits all or before December 31, 2008,

(iii) is terminated for Cause (as defined below) on or before December 31, 2008, or (iv) separates from employment on or before
December 31, 2008 under circumstances not described in paragraph 7(b), aU then-unvested RSUs shall be canceled immediately
and shall not be payable.
(2) For purposes of this Agreemellt "Cause" means (i) grossly incompetent performance or substantial or continuing inattention to
or neglect of the duties and responSibilities assigned to the Palticipant: fraud, misappropliation or embezzlement involving the
Company: or a material breach of the Verizon Code of Business Conduct or any of the Covenants set forth in Exhibit A to this
Agreemellt all as determined by the Executive Vice President Human Resources of Verizon in his or her discretion, and the
exercise of such discretion shall be final, conclusive and binding, or Oi) commission of any felony of which the Participant is finally
adjudged guilty by a court of competent jurisdiction.

(b) Retirement After June 30, 2006. In"oluntaQ' Termination Without Cause On or Befon~ December 31, 2008. Termination Due
to Death 01' DisahUit)" On or Betore December 31.2008.
(I) 111is paragraph 7(b) shall apply if the Participant:
(i) Retires (as defined below) after June 30, 2006, or
Separates from employment by reason of an involuntary termination without Cause (as determined by the Executive
President - Human Resources of Verizon), death, or disability (as defined bdow) on or before the last day of the
A'\vard Cycle. "DisabilHy" shall mean the total and peonanent disability of the Participant as defined by, or determined
under, the Company's long-term disability benefit plan.
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(2) If the Participant sepamtes fTOm employment prior to the end of the A\vard Cycle under circumstances described in paragraph
7(b)(l), tlle Participant's theu-unvested RSUs shall vest 'without regard to the three-YCtlr continuous employmcnt requirement set
forth in paragmph 5(a), provided that the Participant has not and does not commit a material breach of <my of the Covenants and
provided that the Participant executes a release satisfactory to the Company \vaiving any claims he or she may have against thc
Company.
(3) Any RSUs that vest pnrsmmt to paragraph 7(b)(2) shall be pay<lble as soon as practicable after the end of the A\vard Cycle (but
in no event later th311 March 15, 2009), except as described in paragraph
However, the Committee retains the discretion to
determine whether and the extent to which the Participant is eligible to
DEUs with respect to dividends declared after the
Pm1icipam's separation from employment pursuant to paragraph 7(b)(l), and the COlUmittee's exercise of this discretion shall be
fiml!, conclusive and binding.
(4) For purposes of this
"Retire" means (i) to retire after having attained at least 15 years of Net Credited Service (as
defined under the Verizon
Pension Plan) and a combination of age and years of Net Credited Service that equals or
exceeds 75 points, or (ii) retirement under any other circumstances determined in writing by the Executive Vice President - Human
Resources of Verizan.
(c) Change in Control. Upon the occurrence of a Change in Control of Verizon (as defined in the Plan) on or before the last day of the
Award Cycle, all thcn-unvested RSUs shall vest and be payable immediately (without prorating of the award) without regard to the threcyear continuous employment requirement in paragmph 5(a). A Change in Control that occurs after the end of the A\yard Cycle shall have
no effeet on whether any RSUs vest or become payable. A Participant who receives the immediate award payment provided in this
paragraph 7(c) slmll be entitled to receive payment for all DEUs eamed before the Change in Control, even if such DEUs are paid or
payable after the Change in Control.
(d) Vesting Schedule. Except and to the extent provided in paragraphs 7(b) and (c), nothing in this paragraph 7 shall alter the vesting
schedule prescribed by paragraph 5
8. Shareholder Rights. The Participant shall h..'lve no rights as a shareholder with respect to shares of common stock to \vhich this grant relates.
Except as provided in the Plan or in this Agreement, no ac\justmellt shaH be made, for dividends or other rights for which the record date occurs
while the RSUs are outstanding.
9. Revocation or Amendment of Agl·ccmcnt. Except to the extent required by law or specifically contemplated under this Agreement
(including, but not limited to, corrections of any administrative errors, the detennination of whether the Participant has been terminated for
Cause, has a disability, or has satisfied the three-year continuous employment requirement), the Committee or the Executive Vice President Human Resources of Verizon lllay not without the written consent of the Particip.:'lnt (a) revoke this Agreement insofar as it relates to the
RSUs granted hereunder, or (b) make or change an)' detennination or change any tenu, condition or provision affecting the RSUs if the
determination or change would material1y and adversely affect the RSUs or the Participant's legitimate rights thereto. Nothing in the preceding
sentence shall preclude t.he Committee or the Executive Vice President - Human Resources of Verizon from exercising reasonable
administrative discretion with respect to the Plan or this Agreement and the exercise of such discretion shall befiml, conclusive and binding.
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10. Assignment. The RSUs shall not be assigned, pledged or transferred except by will or by the laws of descent and distributiott During the
Participant's lifetime, the RSUs may he deferred only by the Participant or by the Participant's guardian or legal representative in accordancc
,vith the deferral regulations, if any, established by the Company.
11. Bencficia!1'. 111e Participant shaH designate a beneficiary,' in writing and in such manner as is acceptable to the Executive Vice PresidentHuman Resources ofVerizon. If the Pm1icipant fails to so designate a beneficiary, or if no such designated beneficiary' survives the Participant
the Pmticip..1.nt' s beneficiary shall be the Participant's estate.
12. Other Plans and Agreements. Any payment received by the Participililt pursuant to this Agrccment shall not be taken into account as
compensation in the detcnnination of the Participant's benefits under any pension, savings, group insurance, severance or other benefit plan
maintained by Verizon or a Related Company. The Participant acknm.vlcdges that receipt of this Agreement or any prior RSU agreement shall
not entitle the Participant to any other benefits under the Plan or auy other plans maintained by the Company or a Related Company.
13. Comlmny and Rehtted Company. For purposes of this Agreement, "Company" means Verizon Conununications Inc. "Related Company"
means (a) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in \vhich Verizon Communications Inc. holds a direct or indirect
ownership or proprietary interest of 50 percent or more, or (b) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or other entity in \vhich Verizon
Communications Inc. holds an ownership or other proprietary interest of less than 50 percent but which, in the discretion of the Committee, is
treated as a Related Company for purposes of this Agreement.
14. Employment Status. The grant oftlle RSUs shall not be deemed to constitute a contract of emplo)'luent for a particular tenn betwccn the
Company or a Related Company and the Participant, nor shall it constitute a right to remain in the employ of any such Company or Related
Company.
15. Withholding. TIle Participant shall be responsible for any taxes that arise in connection with tIus grant of RSUs, and the Company shall
make such ammgements as it deems necessary for withholding of any taxes it detenuines are required to be withheld pursuant to any applicable
law or regulation.
16. Securities Laws. The Company shall not be required to make payment \\'ith respect to any shares of common stock prior to the admission
of such shares 10 listing on any stock exchange all \vhich the stock may then be listed and the completion of any registration or qualification of
such shares under any federal or state 1m\' or mlings or regulations of any government body that the Company, in its discretion, determines to
be necessary or advisable, and the exercise of such discretion shall be final, conclusive and binding.
17. Committee Authorit.y. The Committee shall have complete discretion in the exercise of its rights, powers, and duties under this
Agreement. Any interpretation or construction of any provision of, and the detennination of any question arising under, this Agreement shall be
made by the Committee in its discrction and such exercise shall be final, conclusivc, and binding. The Committee may designate any individual
or individuals to perform any of its functions hereunder.
18. Successors. 1111s Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of. any successor or successors of the Company and the person
or entity to whom the RSUs may have been transferred by will, the laws of descent and distribution, or beneficiary designation. All terms and
conditions of this Agreement imposed upon the Participant shall, unless the context dearly indicates othenvise, be deemed, in the event of the
Participant's death, to refer to and be binding upon the Participant's heirs and beneficiaries.
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19. Construction. This Agreement is intended to grant the RSUs upon the te11ns and conditions <:lUthorized by the Plan. Any provisions of this
Agreement that cannot be so administered, interpreted, or construed shall be disregarded. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is
held invalid or unenforceable, such provision shall be considered separate and apart from the remainder of this Agreement which shaH remain
in full force and effect. In the event that auy provision, including any Covenant, is held to be unenforceable for being unduly broad as \'\Tillen,
such provision shall be deemed amended to narrow its application to the extent necessary to make the provision enforceable according to
applicable Jaw and shall be enforced as amended.
20. Defined Tenus. Except where the context clearly indicates otherwise, all capitalized tenns used herein shall have the definitions aSClibcd
to them by the Plan, and the tell11S of the Plan shall apply where appropriate.
21. Execution of Agreement. TIle Participant shall indicate consent to the tcnns of this Agreement (including its Exhibit) and the Plan by
executing this Agreement pursuant to the instructions provided and otherwise shall comply with the requirements of pamgraph 3. The
Participant and Verizon hereby expressly agree that the use of electronic media to indicate confinnation, consent, signature, acceptance,
agreement and delivery shall be legally valid and have the same legal force and effect as if the Participant and Vcrizon executed this
Agrecment (including its Exhibit) in paper form.
22. Confidcntialit),. Except to the extent otherwise required by law, the Particip,mt shall not disclose, in whole or in pan. any of the terms of
this Agreement TIlis paragraph 22 docs not prevent the Participant from disclosing the tenns of this Agreement to the Participant's spouse or
beneficiary or to the Participant's legal, tax, or financial adviser, provided that the Participant take all reasonable measures to assure that the
individual to whom disclosure \-vas made docs not disclose the terms oflhis Agrcement to a third party except as otllem1se required by la\-v.
23. Applicable L'H'r. The validity, constmction, interpretation and effect of this Agreement shall be governed by and constmed in accordance
with the laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to the conflicts of laws provisions thereof.
24. Notice. Any notice to the Company provided for in this Agreement shall be addressed to the Company in care of the Executive Vice
President - Human Resources of Veril.on at One Verizon Way, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1097 and
notice to the Participant shall be
addressed to the Participant at the CUlTent address shown on the payroll of the Company, or to such
address as the Participant may
designate to the Company in writing. Any noticc shall be delivered by' hand, scnt by telecopy or enclosed in a properly scaled envelope as
stated above, registered and deposited, postage prepaid, in a post office regularly maintained by the United States Postal Service.
25. Dislmtc Resolution.
(ll) General. Except as othenvise provided in paragraph 26 below, all disputes arising Imder the PhUl or this Agreement and all claims in
which a Particip<:mt seeks damages that relate in any way to RSUs or other benefits of the Plan are subject to the dispute resolution
procedure described helmv in paragraph 25. TIle parties to this Agreement are not required to arbitrate Employment Claims, as defined in
subsection (a)(ii) below, in which the Participant does not seck damages that relate in any \vay to RSUs or other benefits of the Plan or
this Agreement.

(i) For purposes oftlris Agreement the term "Units A'ward Dispute" shall mean anydaim against the Company or a Related
Company regarding (A) the interpretation of the Plan or this Agreement, (B) any of the tenus or conditions of the RSUs
issued under this
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Agreement, or (C) allegations of entitlement to RSUs or additional RSUs, or any other benefits under the PIau, other than
Employment Claims described in subsection (a)(ii) belo'w: provided, hO\vever, that any dispute relating to the forfeiture of an mvard
as a result of a breach of any of the Covenants contained in Exhibit A shall not be subject to the dispute resolution procedures
provided for in this paragraph 25
(ii) For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Units Damages Dispute" shall mean "my employment related claims bet>veen the
Participant and tile Company or a Related Company or against the directors, officers, employees, representatives, or agents of the
Company or a Related Company, including claims of alleged employment discrimination, wrongful tennination, or violations of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans \\'ith Disabilities Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 42
u'S,c. § 1981, the Fair Labor Standards Act the Family Medical Leave Act, the Sarbanes-Oxlcy Act. or any other federal. state or
local law, statute, rq,'ldation, or ordinance relating to employment or any common la\v theories of recovery relating to employment
such as breach of contract, tort, or public policy claims ("Employment Claims"), in which the damages sought relate in "my way to
RSUs or other benefits ofthe Plan.

(b) Internal DisllUte Resolution Procedure. All Units Award Disputes shall be referred in the first instance to the Verizon Employee
Benefits Committee ("EB Committee") for resolution intemally 'within Verizon. Except where othenvise prohibHed by law, all Units
A\vard Disputes must be filed in writing with the EB Committee no later than one year from the date that the dispute accrues. Consistent
with paragraph 25(c)(i) of this Agreement decisions about the enforceability of the limitations period contained herein arc for the
arbitrat.or to decide. To the fullest extent permitted by Imv, the EB Committee shall have hill power, discretion, and authority to interpret
the Plan and this Agreement. and to decide all Units Award Disputcs brought under this Plan and Agreement before them. Detenninations
made by the EB Committee shall be final, conclusive and binding, subject only to review by arbitration pursuant to subsection (c) below
under the arbitrary and capricious standard of review.
(c) Arbitration. An appeals from determinations ofUuits Award Disputes by the EB Committee as dcscribed in subsection (b) above, as
well as all Units Damages Disputes, shall be submitted to the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") for final and binding arbitration
on all individual basis (and not on a collective or class action basis) before a single arbitrator pursuant to its Commercial Arbitration
Rules in effect at the time this grant is accepted. Except where othen-vise prohibited by hm.', all appeals of Units Award Disputes and all
Units Damages Disputes must be filed in writing with the AAA no later than one year from the date that the appeal or dispute accmes.
Consistent with paragraph 25(c)(i) of this Agreement. decisions about the enforceability ofthe limitations period contained herein arc for
the arbitrator to decide. If the Participant and either the Company or a Related Company arc party to any prior agreement to arbitrate
claims before the AAA under rules other than its Commercial Arbitration Rules, claims that are arbitrable under an)' such agreements
shall be submitted to the AAA for dispositJon lmder its Commercial Arbitration Rules together \lith disputes that are arbitrable under this
Agreement in order 10 promote expeditious <md efficient dispute resolution. A copy of the AAA '5 Commercial Arbitration Rules may be
obtained from Human Resources. The arbitration shall be held at the office of the AAA nearest 111e place of the Participant's most recent
employment by the Company or a Related Company, unless the parties agree to a different location. AU claims by the Company or a
Related Company against the Participant, except for breaches of any of the Covenants, shall also be raised in such arbitration
proceedings.
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(i) The arbitrator shall have the authority to detennine whether this arbitmtion agreement is enforceable and whether ally dispute
submitted for arbitration hereunder is arbitrable. The arbitmtor shall decide all issues submitted for arbitration according to the
terms of the Plan, this Agreement cx'isting Company policy, and applicable substantive state and federal law and shall have the
authority to <l\vard any remedy or relief which could be awarded by a court. TIle decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding
and enforceable in any applicable court.
(li) The Participant understands and agrees that when Units Award Dislmtes or Units Damages Dislmtes are submitted for

arbitration IlUI1iUant to this Agreement, both the Particilmnt and the COmllan)' or a Related COmllan)' waive any right to
sue each othel' in a court of law or equity, to have a trial by jury, or to resolve disputes on a collective, or class, basis, and
thltt the sole forum available for the resolution of such issues is arbitration as provided herein, This dispute resolution
IU'ocedure Shl111 not prevent either the Participant 01' the COmlll1n)' or a Related Compan)' from commencing an action in
:m)' court of competent jurisdiction fOI' the puq)(lse of obtaining injunctivc I'elief to preyent irreparable harm pending
arbitl'ation hereundcrj in such cvent, both the Participant and the Compan:r or a Related Complln:r agree that the Illlrt)'
who commcnces the adion mll)' proceed ,,'ithout nccessit)' of posting a bond,
(iii) In consideration of the Participant's agreement in subsection (ii) above, the Company or aRclatcd Company will pay all filing,
administrative and arbitrator's fees im.'. uncd in connection with the arbitration proceedings. If the AAA requires the Pal1icipant to
pay the initial filing fee, the COmptlllY or a Related Company
reimburse the Participant for that fee.

,,,ill

(iv) Thc paniesintend dmt the arbitration procedure to which they hereby agree shall be the exclusive means for resolving all Units
A\vard Disputes and Units Damages Disputes. 111cir agreement in this regard shaH be interpreted as broadly and inclusively as
reason permits to realize that intent.
(v) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, this dispute resolution provision shall be governed by laws of the Statc
of Ne",' York to the extent that it is not governed by the Federal Arbitration Act.
26. AdditioDiliRemc.dies, Notwithstanding the dispute resolution procedures, including arbitration, of paragraph 25 of Ihis Agreement and in
addition to any other rights or remedies, whether legal, equitable, or otherwise, that each of the parties to this Agreement may have (including
the right of the Compa.n)' to terminate the Participant for Cause), the Participant acknO\vlcdges that(a) The Covenants in Exhibit A to this Agreement arc essential to the continued good\vill and profitability oCthe Company:
(b) The Participant has broad-based skills that \vill serve as the basis for employment opportunities that are not prohibited by the
Covcnants in Exhibit A;
(c) When the Participant's employment with the Company terminates, thc Participant shall be able to earn a li\'elihood without violating
any of the Covenants in Exhibit: A:
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(d) Irreparable damagc to the Company shall resu!t in the event that the Covenants in Exhibit A arc not specifically enforced and that
monetary damages will not adequately protect the Company from a breach of these Covenants:
(e) If any dispute arises conceming the violation or anticipated or threatened violation by the Participant of any of the Covenants in
Exhibit A, an injunction may be issued restraining such violation pending the detenl1ination of such controversy, and no bond or other
security shall be required in connection therewith:
(1) The Covenants in Exhibit A shaH continue to apply after any expiration, termination, or cancellation of this Agreement:
(g) The Participant's brcach of ,lIly of the Covenants in Exhibit A shall rcsult in the Pmticipant's immediatc forfeiture of al! rights and
benefits, including all RSUs and DEUs, under this Agreement and
(h) All disputes relating to the CovemUlts in Exhibit A including tllcif interpretation and enforceability and allY damages (including but
not limited to damages resulting in the forfeiture of an award under tIris Agreement) that may result from the breach of such Covenants.
shall not be subject to the dispute resolution procedures, including arbitration, of paragraph 25 of this Agreement but shall instead be
determined in a court of competent jurisdiction.
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I Exhibit A - Covenants
1. NoncomlJctition
In consideration for the benefits described in the Agreement to ,',.,hich this Exhibit A is attached ,md other good and
valuable consideration, you, the Participant, agree that:
(a) Prohibited Conduct - During the period of your employment \vith the Company or any Related Company, and for the period
ending twelve (12) months follO\ving a termination of your employment for any reason \vith the Company or any Related Company. you
shall not, \vithont the prior written consent of the Executive Vice President -- Human Resources of Verizan:
(I) personally engage in Competitive Activities (as defined below): or
(2) 'York for, own, manage, operate, control, or participate in the o\vncrship, management, operation, or control of, or provide
consulting or advisory services to, any person, partnership. finn, corporation. institution or other entity engaged in Competitive
Activities, or any company or person affiliated with such person or entity engaged in Competitive Activities: provided that your
purchase or holding, for investment purposes, of securities of a publicly traded company shall not constitute "ownership" or
"participation in the ownership" for purposes of this paragraph so long as your equity interest in any such company is less than a
controlling interest
provided that this paragraph (a) shall not prohibit you from (i) being employed by, or providing services to, a consulting finn, provided
that you do not personally engage in Competitive Activities or provide consulting or advisory services to any individual. partnership,
firm, corpomtion, institution or other entity engaged in Competitive Activities, or any person or entity affiliated with such individual,
partnership, finn, corporation, institution or otller entity engaged in Compefjtive Activities, or (ii) engaging in the private practice of law
as a sole practitioner or as a pm1ner in (or as an employee of or counsel to) a law fmn in accordance with applicable legal and
professional standards,
(b) Competitive Activities - For purposes of the Agreement, to \vhich this Exhibit A is attached, "Competitive Activities" means
activities relating to products or services of the same or similar type as the products or services (1) which are sold (oc pursuant to an
existing business plan, will be sold) to paying customers of the Company or any Related Company, and (2) for which you have
responsibility to plan, develop. manage, market, oversee or perform, or had any such responsibility within your most recent 24 months of
employment \\'itll the Company or any Related Company. Notwithstanding the previous sentence. an activity shall not be treated as a
Competitive Activity if the geographic marketing area of the relevant products or services does not overlap wilh the geographic
marketing arc..'1 for the applicable products and services of tile Company or any Related Comp<lllY.
2. Intericrence With Business Relations - During the period of your employment vdth the Company or <lny Related Company, <:md for a
period ending with the expiration of twelve (12) months following a termination of your employment for any rc..'1son with the Company or any
Related Company, you shall not, without the written consent of the Executive Vice President ~ Human Resources of Verizon;

(a) recruit induce or solicit any employee, directly or indirectly. of the Company or Related Company for employment or for retention as
a consultant or service providec
(b) hire or participate (\\'ith another person or entity) in the process of hiring (other than for the Company or any Related Company) any
person who is then an employee of the Company or any Related Company. or provide names or other information about any employees
of the Company or Related Company to
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any person or entity (other than the Company or any Related Company), directly or indirectly, under circumstances that could lead to the
use of any such infom1.1tioll for purposes of recmiting, soliciting or hiring:
(c) interfere, directly or indirectly, with the relationship of the Company or any Related Company with any of its employees, agents, or
representatives;
(d) solicit or induce, or in any manner attempt to solicit or induce, directly or indirectly, any client customer, or prospect oftlle Company
or any Related Company (1) to cease being, or not to become, a customer of the Company or any Related Company or (2) to divert any
business of such customer or prospect from the Company or any Related Company: or
(e) othenvise interfere \vilh, disrupt or attempt to interfere \\ith or disrupt, the relationship, contractual or othenvise, between the
Company or any Related Company and any of its customers, clients, prospects, suppliers, consultants, employees, agents. or
representat.ives.
3. Rcturn OfProllcli)'; Intcllectual Prollcrt:r Rights - You agree that on or before lennination of your employment for any rC<150n with the
Company or any Related Company, you shaH retmn to the Company all property O\vned by the Company or any Related Company or in which
the Company or any Related Company has an interest including files, documents, data and records ('\'hcther on paper or in tapes, disks, or
other machincMrcadablc form), office equipment, credit cards, and employee identification cards. You acknowledge that the Company (or, as
applicable, a Related Company) is the rightful owner of, and you hereby do assign, all right title and interest in and to any programs, ideas,
inventions, discoveries, patentable or copyrighted material, or trademarks that you may have originated or developed, or <lssisted in originating
or developing, during your period of employment with the Company or a Related Company, where any such origination or development
involved the use of Company or Related Company time, information or resources, was made in the exercise of your responsibilities for or on
behalf of the Company or a Related Company or was related to the Company's or a Related Company's business or to the Company's or a
Related Company's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development You shall at all times, both before and after tennination of
your employment, cooperate with the Company (or, as applicable, any Related Company) in executing and delivering documents requested by
the Company or a Reli:lted Company, and taking any other actions, that are necessary or requested by the Company or a Related Company to
assist the Company or any Related Company in patenting, copyrighting, protecting, enforcing or registering any programs, ideas, inventions,
discoveries, works of authorship, data, infonnatioll. patentable or copyrighted materiaL or trademarks, and to vest title thereto solely in the
Company (or, as applicable, a Related Company).

4. PrOl,rictary And Confidential Information -

You shall at all times, including after any tennination of your employment ,vith the
Company or any Related Company. preserve the confidentiality of <Ill Proprietary lnfonnation (defined below) and trade secrets of the
Company or any Related Company, and you shall not lise for the benefit of auy person, other than the Company or a Related Company, or
disclose to any person, except and to the extent that disclosurc of slieh information is legally required, any Proprietary Information or trade
secrets of the Company or any Related Company. "Proprietary Information" means any information or data related to the ComjXlny or any
Related Company, including information entmsted to the Company or a Related Company by others, which has not been fully disclosed to the
public b.v the Company or a Related Company and which is treated as confidential or protected within the Company or any Related Company
or is of value to competitors. such as strategic or tactical business plans; undisclosed business, operational or financial data: ideas, processes,
methods, teclmiques, systcms, models, devices, programs, computer software, or rcJatedinformation: documents relating to regulatory matters
or corrcspondence with governmental entities; undisclosed information concerning any past, pending, or threatened legal dispute; pricing or
cost data: the identity, reports or analyses of busincss prospects; business transactions that arc contemplated or planned; research data;
persotUlel information or data; identities of users or purchasers of the Company's or Related Company's products or services: the Agreement to
which this Exhibit A is attached; and other non-public
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information pertaining to or known by the Company or a Related Company, including confidential or non-public information of a third part)'
that you kno\v or should know the Company or a Related Company is obligated to protect.
5. Definitions - Except where clearly provided to the contrary, aU capitalized terms used in this Exhibit A shall have the definitions given to
those terms in the Agreement to which this Exhibit A is auached.
6. Agreement to Covenants. You shall indicate your agreement to these Covenants in accordance with the instmctions provided in the
Agreement, and your acceptance of the Agreement shall include your acceptance of these Covenants, You and Verizon hereby expressly agree
that the usc of electronic media to indicate confirmation, consent, signature, acceptance, agreement and delivery shall be legally valid and have
the same legal force and effect as if you and Verizon executed these Covenants in paper form.
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EXHIBIT 10j(vi)
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC. LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
PERFORMANCE STOCK UNIT AGREEMENT
2006-08 AWARD CYCLE
AGREEMENT bcl\vccn Verizon Communications Inc. ('Verizon" or the "Company") and you (the "ParticipanC) and your heirs and
beneficiaries

1. Purllose of Agl·cement. TIle purpose of this Agreement is to provide a grant of performance stock units ("PSUs") to the Participant
2. Agreement. TIlis Agreement is entered into pursuant to the tenI1S oftlle 2001 Verizon CounnImications Inc. Long-Tcnn Incentive Plan (the
"Plan"), and evidences the grant of a performance stock a\vard in the form ofPSUs pursuant to the Plan. This Agreement is intended to comply
\\1t11 the requirements of Section 162(m) of the Code and the Treasury Department Regulations thereunder. The PSUs and tlus Agreement
(including the covenants set forth in Exhibit A (the "Covenants"). which are incorporated into and shall be a part of the Agreement) are subject
to the terms and provisions of the Plan. By executing this Agreement the Participant agrees to be bound by the terms and provisions of the
Plan, this Agreement and by the actions of the Human Resources Committee of Verizon Communication's Board of Directors or any successor
thereto (the "Committee"), and any designee of the Committee. To the extent that there is a CDnflict bet\veen the terms o[the Plan and the tenns
of this Agreement, the tenus of this Agreement shall control.
3. Contingenc)". The gmnt of PSUs is contingent on the Participant's timely acceptance of this Agreement and satisfaction of the other
conditions contained herein. If the Participant does not properly accept (or revokes acceptance of) this Agreement the Participant shall not be
entitled to the PSUs regardless of the extent to \vhich the vesting requirements in paragraph 5 ("Vesting") are satisfied.
4. Number of Units. The Participant is granted the number ofPSUs as specified all their account under the 2006 PSU grant administered by
Fidelity Investments. A PSU is a hypothetical share of Verizon' s common stock. The value of a PSU on any given date shall be equal to the
closing price of Verizon's common stock on the Ne\v York Stock Exchange as of such date. A PSU does not represent an equity interest in
Veriz-on and carries no voting rights. A Dividcnd Equivalent Unit ("DEU") or fraction thereof shall be added to each PSU each time that a
dividend is paid on Verizon's common stock. The amount of each DEU shall be equal to the dividend paid on a share of Verizon's common
stock. The DEU shall be converted into PSUs or fractions thereof based upon the average of the high and low sales prices of Verizon's
common stock traded on the Nc\v York Stock Exchange on the dividend payment date of each declared dividend on Verizon's common stock,
and such PSUs or fractions thereof shall be added to the Patticipanfs PSU balance. To the extent that Fidelity or thc Company makes an
administrative error \\'ith respect to the number or value of the PSUs granted to the Participant under this Agreement, the Company specifically
rescrves the right to correct such error and the Participant agrees that he or she shall be legally bound by any cOlTective action taken by thc
Company or the Plan Administrator.
5. Vesting.
(a) General. The Participant shall vest in the PSUs to the extent provided in paragraph 5(b) ("Perrormal1ce RequiremenC) only if the
Participant satisfies the requirements of paragraph 5(c) ("Three-Year Continuous Employment Requiremenf'). except as otherwise
provided in paragraph 7 ("Early Cancellation!Accelerated Vesting ofPSUs").
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(b) Pcrlormancc RC(luircmcnt.

(1) General The PSUs shall vest based on the average annual total shareholder return ("TSR") of Verizon's common stock during
the three-scar period beginning January 1, 2006, and ending at the close of business on December 3 L 2008 (the "A\vard Cycle"),
relative to the combined weighted average annual TSR of the companies in the Standard & Poor's 500 CS&P 500 ~ ") Index and the
companies in the Industry Peer Company ("IPC") Index during the same three·year period. No PSUs shall vest unless the
Committee dctennines that ccrt~lin threshold performancc requirements have been satisfied. The formula for determining the total
number of PSUs that may vest and become payable (the "Payout Formula") 'will equal the number of units that you are granted as
described in paragraph 4 (plus any additional PSUs added with respect to DEUs credited over the Award Cycle) times the Total
Vested Percentage (as defined below). For example. if (a) you are granted l.000 PSUs, and (b) those PSUs me credited \vith an
additional 150 PSUs as a result of DEUs paid over the Award Cycle- and (c) the Total Vested Percentage is 96%l, you \vill generally
vest in (1,000 PSUs + 150 PSUs fro111 DEUs) fi,nes 960/0., or 1,104 PSUs, which shall be payable in cash as described in paragraph
6. Pl~lSC note that the Committee retains the discretion to determine the Total Vested Percentage, the Verizon S&P 500 Vested
Percentage, the Verizon IPC Vested Percentage and the extent to which you arc eligible to receive DEUs with respect to dividends
declared after your separation from employment pursuant to paragraph 7(b)(l), and the Committee's exercise of this discretion shall
be finaL conclusive and binding.
(2) Definitions. For purposes of the performance requirement and Payout Formula set forth in p,mlgraph 5(b)( 1)-

(i) "Total Vested Percentage" shall be equal to (i) 40 f1'o of the average alillual Verizon S&P 500 Vested Percentage during
the Award Cycle, plus (ii) 60% of the average annual Vetizon IPC Vested Percentage during the Award Cycle.
(ii) "Verizon S&P 500 Vested Percentage" shall be an amount (between 0% and 200%), as detcnnined by the Committee,
for each year in the A\vard Cycle as provided in the follO\ving table:
"

",

Below 20~!0
At least 20%) but less than 80%l
80% or mare

2 Times the Verizoll S&P 500 TSR Position

(iii) "Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position" shall be, as determined by the Committee, Verizon's rank among companies in the
S&P 500 Index in tenns of TSR expressed as a percentage equal to the number of companies in the S&P 500 Index
(including Verizon) with a TSR less than or equal to that ofVerizon divided by the total number of companies in such index.
TIle Committee retains the discretion to detennine the Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position for any period, and the Committcc's
exercise of this discretion shall be final, conclusive and binding.
(iv) "Vcrizon IPC Vested Percentage" shall be an amount (betw-ecn 0% and 200%), as detemlined by the Committee, for
each year in the Award Cycle as provided in the following table:
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·.

Below 20%)
At least 20% but less than 55°/;)

More than 55%,

1.5 times the VenzolllPC TSR Position
100%
2 times the Verizon IPC TSR Position

(v) "Vcrizon IPC TSR Position" shall be, as determined by the Committee, where Vcrizon ,Yould rank among companies in
an Industry Peer Company! Index in tenns ofTSR if Verizon were included in such index, expressed as a percentage equal to
the number of companies in the !PC Index (including Vcrizon) ,vllh a TSR less th<lli or equal to that of Verizon divided by

the totaillurnbcr of companies in such index. The Committee ret~lins the discretion to substitute, add or eliminate companies
in the Industry Peer Company Index and to dctennine the Verizan IPe TSR Position for any period, and the Committee's

exercise or this discretion shall be finaL conclusive and binding.

(vi) "TSR" or "Total Shareholder Return" shall mean the change in the price of a share of common stock from the beginning
of a period (as measured by the closing price of a share of such stock on the last trading day preceding the begilUling of the
period) until the end of such period (the "Measurement Period")(as measured by the closing price of a share of such stock on
the last trading day of the period), adjusted to reflect the reinvestment of dividends (if any) through t.he purchase of common
stock and as may be necessary to take into account stock splits or other events similar to those described in Section 4.3 o[the
Plan. Measurement Periods
between and/or during an Award Cycle, and rna)' or may not be coextensive 'with the
Award Cycle. The Committee
the discretion to determine and to change the Measurement Periods \vhich shall be
used to calculate TSRs for the Award Cycle, both before and during the A\vard Cycle, and the Committee's exercise of this
discretion shall be fin'<ll, conclusive and binding.
(c) Three-Year Continuous Employment Requirement. Except as otherwise determined by the Committee. or except as
otherwise provided in paragraph 7(b), the PSUs shall vest only if the Participant is continuously employed by the Company from
t.he date the PSUs arc granted through the end of tile A,vard Cycle.
(d) Transfer. Transfer of employment from Verizon to a Related Company (as defined in paragraph 13), from a Related Company
to Verizon, or from one Related Company to another Relat.ed Company shall not constitute a separation from employment
hereunder, <md service with a Related Company shall be treated as service with the Company for purposes of the three~year
continuous employment requirement in paragraph 5(c).
6. Pa)'ment, AU payments under this Agreement shall be made in cash. As soon as practicable after the end of the A\vard Cycle (but in no
eventlat.er t.hal1 March 15,2(09). except as described in paragraph 7(c), the value of the vested PSUs (minus any withholding for taxes) shall
be paid to the Participant (snbject hmvever, to any deferral application that the Participant has Ill.ade under the deferral plan (if any) then
available to the Participant). 111e amount of cash I1lat shall be paid (plus \vithholding for ta.xes <md atl)'- applicable deferral election) shall equal
the number of vested PSUs times the closing price of Verizon's common stock on the New York Exchange as of the last trading day in the
Award Cycle. If the Participant dies before any payment due hereunder is made, such payment shall be made to the Participant's beneficiary.
Once a payment has been made with respect to a PSU, the PSU shall be canceled.
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7. Earl)' Canteliation/Accelerated Vesting ofPSUs. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 7(c) and 5, PSUs may vest or be forfeited before
vesting as follows:
(a) Retirement Before Jul)' 1, 2006, Voluntary SelJaration On or Before December 31, 2008 or Discharge for Cause On or Before
December 31. 2008.
If the Participant (i) Retires (as defined in paragraph 7(b)(4)) before July 1, 2006, (ii) quits on or before Dccenlbcr 3 L 2008,
terminated for Canse (as defined below) on or before December 31, 2008. or (iv) separates from employment on or before
December 31. 2008 under circumstances not described in paragraph 7(b), all then-unvested PSUs shall be canceled immediately and
shall not be payable.
(2) For pnrposes of this Agreement "Cause" means (i) grossly incompetent performance or substantial or continuing inattention to
or neglect of the duties and responsibilities assigned to the Participant; fraud, misappropriation or embezzlement involving the
Company: or a material breach of the Verizon Code of Business Conduct or any of the Covenants set forth in Exhibit A to this
Agreement all as determincd by the Executive Vice President Human Resources of Verizon in his or her discretion, and the
exercise of such discretion shall be final, conclusive and binding. or (ii) commission of any felony of ,"'hich the Partici}J<'lnt is 'finally
adjudged guilty by 11 court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) Retirement Aftci' June 30, 2006.lnvoluntar)' Tcrmination Without Cause On or Before December 31, 2008. Termination Due
to Death or Disabilit)' On 01" Before December 31,2008.

(1) This parab'Ulph 7(b) shall apply if the Participant
(i) Retircs (as defined belmv) after June 30, 2006, or
(ii) Separates from employment by reason of an involuntary termination without Cause (as detemlincd by the ExeL'Utivc
Vice President - Human Resources of Verizon), death, or disability (as defined below) on or before the last day of the
Award Cycle. "Disability" shall mean the total and permanent disability of the Participant as defined by, or determined
under, the Company's long-term disability benefit plan.
(2) If the Participant separates from employment prior to the end of the Award Cycle under circumstances described in paragraph
7(b)(1), the Participant's then-unvested PSUs shall be subject to the vesting provisions set forth in paragraph 5(a), except that the
three-year continuous employment requirement set forth in paragraph 5(c) shall not apply, provided that the Participant has not and
does not commit a material breach of any of the Covenants and provided that the Participant exeL'Utes a release satisfactory to the
Company waiving any claims he may have against the Company.
(3) Any PSUs that vest: pursuant to paragraph 7(b)(2) shall be payable as soon as practicable after the end of the Alvard Cycle (but
in no event later tllan March 15, 2(09), except as described in paragraph 7(c). However, the Committee retains the discretion to
determine \vhether and thc extent to \\'hich the Participant is eligible to receive DEUs with respcct to dividends declared after the
Pm1icipanfs separation from cmployment pursuant to paragraph 7(b)(I), and the CommiUGc's exercise of this discretion shall be
final, conclusive and binding.
(4) For purposes of this Agreement "Retire" means (i) to retire after having attained at least 15 years of Net Credited Service (as
defined under the Verizon Management Pension Plan) and a
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combination of age and years of Net Credited Service that equals or exceeds 75 points, or (ii) retirement under any other circumstances
determined in .vriting by the Executh,'e Vice President _. Human Resources of Verlzon.
(c) Change in Control. Upon the occnrrence of a Change in Control of Verizon (as defined in the Plan) on or before the last day of the
Aw'ard Cycle, all then"'unvestcd PSUs shall vest and be payable immediately (without promtillg of the award) at 50% of the maximum
,nvard payout \vithout regard to the performance requirement in paragraph 5(b) or the three~year continuous employment requirement in
paragraph 5(c). A Change in Control that occurs after the end of the A\vard Cycle shall have no effect on \"vhether any PSUs vest or
become payable. A Participant who receives the immediate award payment provided in this paragmph 7(c) shall be entitled to receive
payment for all DEUs earned before the Change in Control, even if such DEUs are paid or payable after the Change in Control.
(d) Vesting Schedulc. Except and to the extent provided in paragraphs 7(b) and (c), nothing in this paragraph 7 shall aller the vesting
schedule prescribed by paragraph 5,
8. Shareholder Rights. The Participant shaH have no rights as a shareholder with respect to shares of common stock to which this grant relates.
Exccpt as provided in the Plan or in this Agreement, no adjustment shall be made, for dividends or other rights for which the record date occurs
while the PSUs are outstanding.
9. Rcvocation or Amendment of Agreement Except to the extcnt required by Imv or spccifically contemplated under this Agrcement
(including, but not limited to, corrections of any administmtive errors, the dctennination of the total percentage ofPSUs that become pa:yable,
the Measurement Period or Periods for the Aw'ard Cycle, Verizon's or any other company's TSR Verizon S&P 500 TSR Position, and Verizon
IPC TSR Position, and whether the Participant has been terminated for Cause, has a disability. or has satisfied the three~year continuous
employment requirement), the Committee or the Executive Vice President - Human Resources of Verizan may not, without the written consent
of the Participant, (a) revoke this Agreement insofar as it relates to tile PSUs granted heretmder, or (b) make or change any determination or
changc any term, condition or provision affecting the PSUs if the detennination or change ",'auld materially and adversely affect the PSUs or
the Participant's legitimate rights thereto. Nothing ill the preceding sentence shall preclude the Committee or the Executive Vice President
Human Resources of Verizon from exercising reasonable administrative discretion ,"vith respect to the Plan or this Agreement. and the exercise
of such discretion shall be finaL conclusive and binding,
10. Assignmcnt TI1CPSUS shan not be assigned, pledged or transFerred except by will or by the laws of descent and distribution. During the
Participant's lifetime, the PSUs may be deferred only by the Particip..1nt or by the Participant's guardian or legal representative in accordance
with the defclTaJ regulations, if any, established by the Company.
11. Beneficial')'. The Participant shall designate a beneficiary in writing and in such manner as is acceptable to the Executive Vice President Human Resources of Verizon. If the Participant fails to so designate a beneficiary, or if no such designated beneficiary survives the Participant,
the Participant's beneficiary shall be the Participant's estate.
12. Other Plans and Agreemcnts. Any payment received by the Panicipant pursuant to this Ab1fCement shall not be taken into account as
compensation in the dctennination of the Participant's benefits under any pension, savings, group insurance, severance or other benefit plan
maintained by Verizon or a Related Company, The Participant acknowledges that receipt of this Agreement or any prior PSU agreement shall
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not entitle the Participant to any other benefits under the Phm or any other plans maintained by the Company or Related Company,
13. CompanJ and Related ComlmnJ. For purposes of this Agrecment "Company" means Verizon Communications Inc. "Related Company"
means (a) any corporation. partnership, joint venture, or other entity in which Verizon Communications Inc. holds a direct or indirect
ownership or proptieI8l)' interest of 50 percent or more, or (b) any corporation, partnership, joint venture, or otller entit:v in which Velizon
Communications Inc. holds an mvnership or other proprietary interest of less th,m 50 percent but which, in the discretion of the Committee. is
t.reated as a Related Comp.:1ny for purposes of this Agreement.

14. Employment Status. The grant of the PSUs shall not be deemed to constitute a contract of employment for a particular tenu betwcen the
Company or a Related Company and the Participant, nor shall it constitute a right to remain in the employ of any such Company or Related
Company.
15. Withholding. The Participant shall be responsible for any taxes that arise in connection with this grant of PSUs, and the Company shaH
make such arrangements as it deems necessary for withholding of any taxcs it determines arc required to bc \vithheld pursuant to any applicable
law or regulation.
16. Seculities Laws. The Comp,my shall not be required to make payment with respect to any shares of cOUlman stock prior to the admission
of such shares to listing on any stock exchange on w'hich the stock may then be listed and the completion of any registration or qualification of
such shares under any federal or state law or rulings or regulations of any govenunent body that the Comp,my, in its discretion, detennines to
be necessary or advisable, and the exercise of such discretion shall be final. conclusive and binding.
17. Committee Authodt)'. The Committee shall have complete discretion in the exercise of its rights, pm.vers, and duties under tbis
Agreement Any interpretation or construction of any provision oC and the detennil1ation of any question arising under, this Agreement shall be
made by the Committee in its discretion and such exercise shall be final, conclusive, and binding. The Committee may designate any individual
or individuals to perform any of its functions herclUldcr.

18. Successors. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of any successor or successors of the Company and the person
or entity to \"hom the PSUs may have been transferred by will, the laws of descent and distribution, or beneficial)' designation, All teffilS and
conditions of this Agreement imposed upon the Participant shaH, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, be deemed. in the event oCthe
Participant's death, to refer to and be binding npon the Participant's heirs and beneficiaries.
19. Constl1lction. This Agreement is intended to gmut thc PSUs upon the tenus and conditions authorized by the PIau- Any provisions of this
Agreement that cannot be so administered, interpreted, or conslmed shall be disregarded, In the event tImt any provision of this Agreement is
held invalid or unenforceable, such provision shall be considered separate and apart from the remainder of this Agreement, which shall remain
in full force and effect. In the event that any provision, including any Covenant, is held to be unenforceable for being unduly broad as written.
such provision shall be deemed amended to narrow its application to the extent necessary to make the provision enforceable according to
applicaNe law and shall be enforced as amended
20. Defined Terms. Except where the context clearly indicates otherwise, all capitalized tenns used herein shall havc the definitions ascribed
to them by the Plan, and the terms of the Plan shall apply where approptiate.
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21. Execution of Agreement. The Participant shall indicate consent to tbe terms of this Agreement (including its Exhibit) and the Plan by
executing this Agreement pursuant to the instmctions provided and othenvise shall comply \vith the requirements of paragraph 3. The
Participant and Verizon hereby expressly agree that the usc of electronic media to indicate confirmation, consent, signature, acceptance.
agreement and delivcl)· shall be legally valid and have the same legal force and effect as if the Participant and Verizon executed this
Agreement (including its Exhibit) in paper form.
22. Confidcntialit)'. Except to the extent othenvise required by law', the Participant shall not disclose, in \vhole or in p<Ut. any of the terms of
this Agreement. This paragraph 22 docs not prevent the Participant from disclosing the temlS of this Agreement to the Participant's spouse or
beneficiary or to the Participant's legal, tax. or financial adviser. provided that the Participant take all reasonable measures to assure that the
individual to whom disclosure is made does not disclose the terms of this Agreement to a third patty except as otherwise required by law.

23. AIJJ)licllble Law. The validity. consuuction, interpretation and effect of this Agreement shall be governed by and constnJed in accordance
with the hJ:\YS of the State of New York, ,vithout giving effect to the conflicts of hnvs provisions thereof.
24. Notice. Any notice to the Company provided for in this Agreement shall be addressed to the Company in care of the Executive Vice
President - Human Resources of Verizon at One Verizon Way. Basking Ridge, NJ, 07920 1097 and any notice to the Pm1icipant shall be
addressed to the Participant at the cunent address shown on the payroll of the Company, or to such other address as the Participant may
designate to the Company in ,vriting. Any notice shall be delivered by hand. sent by tdecopy or enclosed in a properly scaled envelope as
stated above, registered and deposited. postage prepaid, in a post office rCl,'Ularly maintained by the United States Postal Service.
M

25. Dispute Resolution.
(a) General. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 26 belmv. all disputes arising tmder the Plan or this Agreement and all claims in
which a Participant seeks damages that relate in any way to PSUs or other benefits of the Plan are subject to the dispute resolution
procedure described below in this paragraph 25. The parties to this Agreement arc not required to arbitrate Employment Claims, as
defined in subsection (a)(ii) belo\v. in \vhich the Participant does not seek damages that relate in any ,vay to PSUs or other benefits of the
Plan or this Agreement.
(i) For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Units Award Dispute" shall mean any claim against the Company or a Relatcd

Company regarding fA) the interpretation of the Plan or this Agreement (B) <my of the terms or conditions of the PSUs issued
under this Agreement, or (C) allegations of entitlement to PSUs or additional PSUs. or any other benefits under the Plan, other than
Employmcnt Claims described in subsection (a)(ii) belo\v; provided. however, that any dispute relating to the forfeiture of an award
as a result of a breach of any of the Covenants contained in Exhibit A shall nol be subject to the dispute resolution procedures
provided for in this paragraph 25.
(ii) For purposes of this Agreement the term "Units Damages Dispute" shall mean any employment related claims bct\veen the
Participant and the Company or a Related Company or against the directors, officers, employees, representatives, or agents of the
Company or a Related Company, including claims of alleged employment discrimination, wrongful termination, or violations of
Tide \i11 of the Ciyil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act the Age Discrimination in Employment Act 42
U.S.C. § 198L the Fair Labor Standards Act the Family Medical Leave Act, the 5mbanes-Oxley
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Act, or any other federaL state or localla\v, statute, regulation, or ordinance relating to employmcnt or any common law theories of
recovery relating to employment such as breach of contract tort, or public policy claims ("Employment Claims"), in which the
damages sought relate in any way to PSUs or other benefits of the Plan.
(b) Internal Dislmte Resolution Procedur"c. All Units Award Disputes shall be referred in the first instance to the Vetizoll Employee
Benefits Committee ("EB Committee") for resolution intemally within Vetizon. Exccpt where othenvisc prohibited by I<ny. aU Units
Award Disputes must be filed in writing with the EB Committee no latcr than one year from the date that the dispute accrues. Consistent
with paragraph 25(c)(i) of this Agreement decisions about the cnforceability of thc limitations period contained herein arc for the
arbitrator to decide. To the fullest extent penuitted by law, the EB Committee shall have full power, discretion, and authority to interpret
the Plan and this Agreement and to decide all Units Award Disputes brought under this Plan and Agreement before them. Determinations
made by the EB Committee shall be finaL conclusive and binding, subject only to review by arbitration pursuant to subsection (c) below
under the arbitrary and capricious standard of review.
(c) Arbitration. All appeals from determinations of Units A\vard Disputes by the EB Committee as described in subsection (b) ilbove, as
well as all Units Damages Disputes, shall be submitted to the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") for final and binding arbitration
on an individual basis (and not on a collective or class action basis) before a single arbitrator pursuant to its Commercial Arbitration
Rules in effect at the time this grant is accepted. Except where otllenvise prohibited by law, all appeals of Units Award Disputes and all
Units Damages Disputes must be filed in writing with the AAA no later than one year from the date that the appeal or dispute accmes.
Consistent w'ith paragraph 25(c)(i) of this Agreement decisions about the enforceability of the limitations period contained herein arc for
the arbitmtor to decide. If the Participant and either the Company or a Related Company arc party to any prior agreement to arbitrate
claims before the AAA under mles other than its Commercial Arbitration Rules. claims that are arbitrable under any such agreements
shall be submitted to the AAA for disposition under its Commercial Arbitration Rules together with disputes that are arbitrable under this
Agreement in order to promote expeditious and efficient dispute resolution. A copy of the AAA's Commercial Arbitration Rules may be
obtained from Human Resources. Thc arbitration shall be held at the office of the AAA nearest the place of the Participant's most recent
cmployment by thc Company or a Relatcd Company, unless the parties agree to a different location. AU claims by the Company or a
Related Company against thc Participant exccpt for breaches of any of the Covenants, shall also be raised in such arbitration
proceedings.
(1) Thc arbitrator shaH have the authority to determine whcther this arbitration agreement is cnforceable and whether any dispute
submitted for arbitration hereunder is arbitrable. TIle arbitnllor shall decide all issues submitted for arbitration according to the
tenus of the Plan, this Agreement existing Compauy policy, and applicable substantive state and federal 1m-v and shall have the
authority to award any rcmedy or relief \vhieh could be awarded by a court. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding
and enforceable in any apPUC<lble court.

(ii) The P.uiicilJant understands and agrces tllnt when Units Award Disllutes 01' Units Damages DisJmtes are submitted for
<u-hitration Imrsmmt to this Agreement, both the Paliidpant and the COml)an:r or a Rel.ated COml)an:r ,,,aivc any l"ight to
sue each otber in a court of law or cqui(y, to have a trilll by jur~', or to rcsolyc disllUtes on a collective, or class, basis, and
tbat tbc sole forum available for the rcsolution of such issues is arbitration as Ilroyided herein. This dis)Jute resolution
proCCdUl'C
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shall not l,revent either the Paliicipant or the Compan}' or a Rcillted COmIJlln}' from commencing an action in any court of
coml,etent jurisdiction for the )mrposc of obtaining in,junctive l'cUcf to I,revcnt irrcllllrabic harm Ilcnding arbitration
hcreundcl'; in such event l both the Participant llnd the COmlllln)' or a Relatcd COml'~lU)' agrec that the (,art)' who
commenccs the llction may Ilrocced lvithout necessity of posting ~l bond,
(iii) In consideration oflhe Participant's agreement in subsection (i1) above, the Company or a Related Company will pay all filing.
administrative and arbitrator's fees incurred in connection with the arbitration proceedings, If the AAA requires the Partjcipant to
pay the initial filing fee, the Company or 11 Related Company "viI! reimburse the Participant for that fcc,
(iv) The parties intend that the arbitration procedure to ""hich they hereby agree shall be the exclusive means for resolving all Units
Award Disputes and Units Damages Disputes, Their agreement in this regard shall be interpreted as broadly and inclusively as
reason permits to realize that intent.
(v) NOhvithsl:anding any other provision of this Agrccment this dispute resolution provision shall be governed by laws of the State
of New York to the extent that it is not governed by the Federal Arbitration Act

26. Additional Remedies. Notwithstanding the dispute resolution procedures, including arbitration, of paragraph 25 of this Agreement, and in
addition to allY other rights or remedies, whether legal, equitable. or otherwise, that each of the parties to this Agreement may have (including
the right of the Company to tenninate the Participant for Cause), the Participant acknowledges thal(a) 111e Covenants in Exllibit A to this Agreement are essential to the continued goodwill and profitability of the Compan:v;
(b) 111e Participant has broad-bascd skiIls that will serve as the basis for employment opportunities that are not prohibiK'd by the
Covenants in Exhibit A:
(c) When the Participant's employment with the Company terminates, the Participant shall be able to carn a livelihood without violating
any of the Covenants in Exhibit A:
(d) Irreparable damage to the Company shall result in the evcnt that the Covenants in Exhibit A arc 110t spccifically enforced and that
monetary damages will not adequately protect the Company from a breach of these Covenants:
(e) If any dispute arises concerning the violation or anticipated or threatened violation by the Participant of any of the Covenants in
Exhibit A, an injlUlction may be issued restraining such violation pending the dctermination of such controversy, and no bond or other
security shall be rcquired in COlUlcction thcrewith:
(1) The Covenants in Exhibit A shalJ continue to apply after any expiration, termination. or cancellation of this Agreement

(g) TIle Participant's breach of any oflhe Covenants in Exhibit A shall result in the Participant's immediate forfeiture of aU rights and
benefits, induding all PSUs and DEUs, under this Agreement: and
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(h) All disputes relating to the Covenants in Exhibit A, including tllcir interpretation and cnforcenbility and any damages (including but
not limited to damages resulting in the forfeiture of an aw-ard under this Agreemcnt) that may result from the breach of such Covenants,
shall not be subject to the dispute resolution procedures. including arbitration, of paragrnph 25 of this Agreement, but shall instead be
determined in a court of competent jurisdiction.
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] Exhibit A-Coyenants
1. Noncornllctition
In consideration for the benefits described in the Agreement to ,vhich this Exhibit A is attached and other good and
valuable consideration, you, the Participant, agree that:
(a) Prohibited Conduct - During the period of your employment with the Company or any Related Company, and for the period
ending twelve (12) months follmving a termination ofyonr employment for any reason '''lith the Company or any Related Company, you
shall not, without the prior written consent of the Executive Vice President - Human Resources of Verizon:
(I) personally engage in Competitive Activities (as defined below); or
(2) work for, own, manage, operate, control, or participate in the o\vnership. management, operation, or control of, or provide
consulting or ad'visory services to, any person, partnership,finll, corporation. institution or other entity engaged in Competitive
Activities, or any company or person affiliated ,vith such person or entity engaged in Competitive Activities: provided that your
purchase or holding, for investment purposes, of securities of a publici)' traded company shall not constitute "ownership" or
"participation in the o,vnership" for purposes of this paragraph so long as your equity interest in any such company is less than a
controlling interest
provided that this paragraph (a) shall not prohibit you from (i) being employed by, or providing services to, a consulting firm, provided
that you do not personally engage in Competitive Activities or provide consulting or advisory services to any individual, partnership,
finn., corporation, institution or other entity engaged in Competitive Activities, or any person or entity affiliated with such individual.
partnership, finn, corporation, institution or other entity engaged in Competitive Activities, or (ii) engaging in the private practice of lmv
as a sole practitioner or as a pattner in (or as an employee of or counsel to) a la\v firm in accordance with applicable legal and
professional standards.
(b) Compctitive Acthitics - For purposes of the Agreement, to which this Exhibit A is aWlched, "Competitive Activities" means
activities relating to products or services of the same or similar type as the products or services (I) which are sold (or, pursuant to an
existing business plan, will be sold) to paying customers of the Company or any Rc!ated Company, and (2) for which you have
responsibility to plan, develop, manage, market, oversee or perform, or had any such responsibility within your most reccnt 24 months of
employment \vith the Company or any Related Company. Nohvithstanding the previous sentence, an activity shall not be treated as a
Competitive Activity if the geographic marketing area of the relevant products or services does not overlap with the geographic
marketing area for the applicable products and services oflhe Company or any Related Company.
2. Intcrference With Business Reilltions - During the period of your employment . .vith the Company or any Related Company, and for a
period ending with the expiration of twelve (12) months following a termination of your employment for any reason with the Company or any
Related Company, you shall not, without the written consent of the Executive Vice President ~ Human Resources of Verizon:
(~~) recruit, induce or solicit any employee, directly or indirectly, of the Company or Related Company for employment or for retention as
a consultant or service provider:

(b) hire or participate (with another person or entity) in the process of hiring (other than for the Company or any Related Company) any
person who is then an employee of the Company or any Related Company. or provide names or other information about any employees
of the Company or Related Company to
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any person or entity (other than the Company or any Related Company), directly or indirectly, under circumstances that could lead to the
use of any such information for purposes of recruiting, soliciting or hiring:
(c) interfere, directly or indirectly, with the relationship of the Compmly or any Relatcd Company \\;th any of its employees, agents, or
representatives:
(d) solicit or induce, or in any mmmer attempt to solicit or induce, directly or indirectly, any client, customer, or prospcct of the Company
or any Related Company (1) to cease being, or not to become, a customer of the Company or any Related Company or (2) to divelt any
business of such customer or prospect from the Company or any Related Company: or
(e) otherwise interfere \vith, disrupt, or attcmpt to interfere with or disrupt, the relationship, contractual or othenvise, bct\veen thc
Company or any Relatcd Company and any of its customers, clients, prospects, suppliers, consultants, employees, agents, or
representatives.
3. Return OfPrOI}Cli)'j Intellectual Propert:y Rights - You agree that on or before tennination of your employ'ment for any reason with the
Company or any Related Company, you shall retmn to the Company all property owned by the Company or any Related Company or in vihich
the Company or any Related Company has ml interest, induding files, documents, data and records (v.'hether on paper or in tapes, disks, or
other machille-rea<L'lble form), office equipment credit cards, and employee identification cards. You acknmvledge that the Company (or, as
applicable, a Related Company) is the tightful owner of, and you hereby do assign, aU right, title and interest in and to any programs. ideas.
inventions, discoveries, patentablc or copyTighted material. or trademarks that you may have originated or developed, or assisted in originating
such origination or development
or developing, during your period of employment with thc Company or a Related Company, \vhere
involved the usc of Company or Related Company time, information or resources, was made in the
of your responsibilities for or on
behalf of the Company or a Related Company or was related to the Company's or a Related Company's business or to the Company's or a
Related Company's actual or demonstmbly anticipated research or development You shall at all times, both before and after tennination of
your employment cooperate with the Company (or, as applicable, any Related Company) in executing and delivering documents requested by
the Company or a Related Company, and taking any other actions, that are necessary or requested by the Company or a Related Company to
assist the Company or any Related Company in patenting, copyrighting, protecting, enforcing or registering any programs, ideas, inventions,
discoveries. \vorks of authorship, data. infonnation. patenHible or copyrighted materiaL or trademarks, and to vest title thereto solely in the
Company (OL as applicable, a Related Company).
4. PrOI)rietaQ' And Confidential Information - You shall at all times, including after any termination of your employment vdth the
Compmly or any Related Company, preserve the confidentiality of all Proprietary lnfonnation (defined below) and trade secrets of the
Company or any Related Company, and you shall not use for the benefit of any person, other than the Company or a Related Company, or
disclose to any person, except and to the extent that: disclosure of such information is legally required, any Proprietat~y Information or trade
secrets of the Company or any Related Company. "Proprietary Information" means any information or data related to the Company or any
Related Company, including infonnation entmstcd to the Company or a Related Company by others, \vhich has not been fully disclosed to the
public by the Company or a Related Company and \vhich is treated as confidential or protected within the Company or any Related Company
or is of value to competitors, sneh as strategic or tactical business plans: undisclosed business, operational or financial data: ideas, processes,
methods, techniques, systems, models, devices, programs, computer software, or related information: documents relating to regulatory matters
or correspondence with governmental entities; undisclosed information concerning any past pending, or threatened legal dispute; pricing or
cost data: the identity, reports or analyses of business prospects; bnsiness transactions that arc contemplated or plmmed; research data:
personnel information or data: identities of users or purchasers of the Company's or Related Company's products or services: the Agreement to
\vhieh this Exhibit A is attached: and other non-public
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information pertaining to or known by the Company or a Related Company, including confidential or non-public information of a third party
that you know or should know the Company or a Related Company is obligated to protect.
5. Definitions - Except where clearly provided to thc contrary, all capitalized tcnns used in this Exhibit A shall have the definitions givcn to
those teTlUS in the Agreemcnt to which this Exhibit A is attached,

6. Agreement to Covenants. You shall indicatc your agreement to these Covenants in accordance ,,,ith the instmctions provided in the
Agreemenl and your acceptance of the Agreement shall include your acceptance of these Covenants. You and Verizon hereby expressly agree
that the use of electronic media to indicate confirmation, consent, signature, acceptance, agreement and delivery shall be legally valid and have
the same legal force and effect as if yon and Vcrizon executed these Covenants in paper form.
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V ERIZON E XECTTIVE D EFERRALP LAN

INTRODUCTION
TIle Verizon Executive Deferral Plan (the "Plan" or "EDP") provides an easy \vay for you to set aside a portion of your annual base salary,
)'our entire short-tc.fm incentive award and certain long-tenn incentive awards for the future in order to avoid current FederaL State and Local
income taxes (\-vhere applicable) and to receive valuable contributions from Verizon (the "Company"). It reaches beyond the limits of a
traditional 40l(k) to provide exceptional ·value. For non-employee directors, it allows for the deferral of your annual cash retainer and
associated meeting fees and equity compensation.
TIle EOP allows you to defer a portion of your annual base salary, all of your shOlNenn incentive award or non-employee director's
alUlUal retainer and associated meeting fees ~md certain long-term incentive awards that otherwise provide for deferral into the Plan; and
The EDP also allO\vs you to receivc the full company matching contribution on thc amounts you defer up to 6%~ of your compenS<ltion.
without any limitations imposed by the Intern.:11 Revenue Code. However, non~employee members of the board of directors arc not eligible
for any company matching contributions, and the deferral of any long-term incentive awards also \viII not be eligible for company
matching contributions.
Because the EDP is an account-based plan, your benefit \",iIl equal the balance in a hypothetical account kept for you uuder the Plan. You can
invest your EDP account in a broad variety of investment options and your account balance will increase or decrease depending on the
performance of the investments you choose. Therefore, you should exercise care ,vhen making your investment choices.
The savings oppol1unities of the EOP mean you can set aside significantly more mouey for your future than you could if you could make
defen-als only nnder the management savings platl. Verizon expects these advantages to serre you well as you strive to mect your future
financial goals.
You should be aware that the Plan succeeds the Verizon Income Deferral Plan (the "IDP") and the Verizon Deferred Compensation Plan for
Non-Employee Directors (the "Directors' Plan"), which \vere frozen as of December 31, 2004. If you were a participmltin tIle lDP or thc
Directors' PI<U1, vested amounts in your account in those plans as of December 3L 2004, remain in those plans and subject to the Olks that
govern those plans. flowcveL in order to comply with changes in the lm:v tlmt were effective January L 2005, amounts in your lOP account that
were not vested as of December 31, 2004, have been tnmsferrcd to the EDP and arc nO\\' subject to the rules that govern EDP accounts
generally.
This booklet is intended to summarize the tenns of the Executive Deferral Plan, effective January 1, 2006. To the extent this summary conflicts
with the terms of the Plan, the tenns of the Plan will control. If you would like to review the terms of the Plan or if you have any questions
abollt your Plan benefits, please contact the Total Rewards department at 1-888~560~3669.
1,2006
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PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
Natmoe of Phm and
Benefit

Defcrnlls for Active
Paliicipants

Your Plan benefit is expressed in terms of an account balance and will equal the value of that account
balance when you receive payments from the Plan. The value of your account balance will increase or
decrease based upon your investment elections. The Plan is an unfunded. nonqualifiedbenefit plan.
You can defer up to 100%of the portion of your base S<llary that exceeds a limit included in the
Internal Revenue Code ($220,000 in 2006) (your "Eligible Base Salary").
You can defer up to 100% of your short-teon incentive aw'ard or directors' cash retainer and associated
meeting fees.
You may also be able to defer up to 100% of your long-tenn incentive award or annual equity grant to
the extent otherwise pennitted under the terms of the award.
Generally, deferral elections for Eligible Base Salary or directors' fces for a year must be submitted
during an enrollment period in November or December of the preceding year and cannol be changed
after December 31" oithat preceding year. For example, if you make an election in December 2005 to
defer a percentage of your 2006 base salary, you cannot change that election after December 31, 2005.
and it 'will remain in effect for all of 2006.
Generally, deferral elections for performance based short-term andlong~tenn incentive 1nvards must be
made during an enrollment petiod in Mayor June of the year in which the a\vard is earned and carulO!
be changed after June 30 co, or that year. For example, if you make an election in June 2005 to defer a
percentage of your short-term incentive mvard earned in 2006 (and payable in 2007), you cannot change
that election after June 30. 2006, and it \vill remain in effect for all of 2006.
If you are promoted or hired into an eligible position, you ,,,ill be provided a 30~day windmv in \vhich
to submit your salary and/or incentive deferral elections, if appropriate. A similar mle applies to newlyappointed non~employee members of the board of directors.

Coml>an)' Contributions

The Company \vill add a "matching contribution credit" to your account equal to-if you defer at least 6% of the sum of your Eligible Base Salary and short-term incentive under the
Plan, 5%) of the sum of your Eligible Base Salary and short-term inccntive~ or
if you defer less than 6'% of the sum of your Eligible Base Salary and shorHenn incentive under
the Piau, 100% of the first 4% and 50% of tho next 2% of the sum OftllC Eligible Base Salary and
short-term incentive that you defer.
Non-employee members of the board of directors arc not eligible for any company matching
contribution credits.
Any' deferrals of long-term incentive mvards are not eligible for company matching contribution
credits.

Account InYestments

1.2006

Generally, you can elect to have your EDP account treated as if it were invested in any of the investment
options available under the Verizon Savings Plan for Management Employees. You can also elect 10 have
your EDP account treated as ifit were invested in an account that provides a return that minors the yield on
certain corporate bonds.
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PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
Distributions from the
Plan of Your Personal
Defermls

At the time you ele(.1 to defer you must also elect when and how you would like to have your benefit
distributed. You may elect one of the follO\ving distribution forms:
One lump smn payment; or
Annual installments (for bet\veen 2 and 20 years).
DistJibutions can generally begin at separation from service or on a specified date either before or after
your separation from servicc.
If you elect to receive a distlibution based on a specified date rather than beginning at separation from
service, the earliest you can receive a distribution ,,,,ith respect to a deferred amount is at least 2 years
foUo\\ing the year the full deferral hasbcen credited to your account.
If you elect to receive a lump sum or begin receiving installments at separation from service, your
distribution election is irrevocable.
If you elect to receive a distribution based on a specific da.te, you can change your distribution
elections with respect to a deferred amount provided that (1) you make the election change at least 12
months prior to the original distribution date, (2) you delay the date you would have othemise received
your distributions by at least 5 years, and (3) you \vill not receive your distribution sooner or over a
shorter period of time. You may not switch from a.lUlual installments to a lump sum distlibution

Distributions from the
Piau of Company
Contributions
Vesting

All Company contributions in your EDP account (including amounts transferred to the EDP from the lOP
or Directors' Plan) will be distributed in a lump sum payment follo\ving your separation from service (or
six months after your sepamtion from service if you are a "key" employee).
Your personal deferrals under the Plan arc vested immediately.
The matching contribution credits vest at the same time you vest iJi the mMching contributions under
the Verizon Savings Phm for Management Employees.
Your matching contribution credits will also vest if your employ'ment is involuntarily terminated
without cause and you sign a release, if you become disabled, if you die, or if tbere is a change in
control of Verizon.
Any other Comp<my cOIltributions tmnsferrcd to the EDP from another plan (including Retirement
Contribution Credits transferred from the lOP) will vest according to the vesting schedule in place
under the other plan at the time of the transfer.

J ANtTAR"Y I, 2006
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P ARTICIPATING IN THE PLAN
You can pat1icipate in the Plan on either an "active" or an "inactive" basis. TIle principal difference between the two is that, as an "active"
pm1icipant, you ean make deferrals into your EDP account and you arc eligible to receive matching contribution credits. As either an "active"
or "inactive" participant, you can invest your EDP accOlmt in the investment options available under the Plan and make elections that \,·ill
determine when you receive distributions of your PLan account

A CTlVE P ARTlCIPATION
Tfyou were a director level employee or above ("Eligible Participant") or a non~employee member of the Company's Bomd of Directors (the
"Board") on January L 2005, you automatically became an active participant in the Plan on that date. [f you were hired or promoted to an
Eligible Participant position or became a non-employee member of the Company's Board of Directors after January 1, 2005, you will
automatically become an active participant in the Plan on the date you become an Eligible Participant or a non-employee member of the Board.
Once you become an active participant you \viU remain an active participant eligible for the P!<m provisions applicable to Eligible Pat1icipants
for as long as you are an Eligible Participant or a nOll~employee member of the Board. If you are demoted to position not eligible for
particij)<ltion in the EDP, you \vill become an inactive participant after your demotion.

I NAcnVE PARTICIPATION
You will become an inactive participant if your employment with the Company ends, if yon decide 110t to defer an)· palt of your Eligible Base
Salary, shOlt-tenn incentive, long-term incentive or director's fees under the Plan, if you are demoted below the status of director or any
equivalent level, or if you cease to be a non·employcc member of the Board. Once you become an inactive participant, you will remain an
inactive participant as long as you have a positive balance in your EDP account or until you again become an active participant
1. 2006
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Y OUR ACCOUNT BALANCE
YOUR BEGINNING BALANCE
Depending on the circumstances under which you became an active participant you might have a beginning balance in your EDP account
when you first become eligible for the Plan provisions applicable to active participants.
If you participated in the Verizon Income Deferral Plan (IDP) or the Vcrizon Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Directors
(Directors' Plan) prior to January L 2005. any unvested benefit under those plans was transferred to the EDP <Uld credited to your EDP account
as a beginning balance. (As noted in "Effect on Other Benefit Plans" beginning on page 14, you will no longer be eligible for a benefit under
the plan from which the benefit was transferred with respect to the amounts transfcrred to the EDP.) /-illy amounts in your beginning EDP
account that were transferred from the IDP will be characterized as "Personal Deferral Credits," "Matching Contribution Credits," or
"Retirement Contribution Credits" (as defined below) by the Plan's administmtor depending all the nature of those credits under the plan from
\vhich the amounts were transferred.
Amounts transferred to the Plan might be subject to various restrictions in addition to those described in this sUlllmary. 111e Plan's
administrator will advise you if any such restrictions apply to any part of your EDP account.

A DDING TO YOUR BALANCE
The balance in your EDP account can increase while you arc an active participant through your deferral of salary, short..tenn incenlivc,long~
term incentives, directors' fees or annual equity awards into your EDP account and through Company Matching Contributions that are credited
to your EDP account. As pre,·iously noted, the value of your account may also increase or decrease due to investment performance.

Your Deferral of Compensation
Personal Deferral Credits
TIle Internal Revenue Code limits the amotmt of your pay that can be treated as "compensation" under the Company's "qualified" savings plan
and "qualified" pension plan. This limit is $220,000 for the year 2006. Any bHse salary you earn over this limit is referred to under the Plan as
"Eligible Base Salar,Y.··
You can elect to dcfer receipt of all or part of your Eligible Base Salary or your director's fees into your EDP account. In addition, you may
defer all or part of your short-tenn incentive from the Shot1~Tenn Incentive Plan into your ED? account. provided that you arc still an active
participant in the Plan ,,,ben the short-term incentive is payable. You may also be able to defer receipt of certain other forms of compensation
(inclnding certain long-term incentive awards) ifpenniued by the Plan's administmtor.
If you elect to defer compensation under the Plan, you ,,,aive your right to receive the amount deferred at the time it ,,,auld otherwise be paid
and agree instead to receive the amount deferred under the terms of the Plan.
t.2006
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Any deferrals of Eligible Base Salary. shorHenn incentive, long~term incentive or directors' fees arc kJl0\Vn under the Plan as "Personal
Deferral Credits," and the balance of your EDP account attributable to Personal Deferral Credits, including any investment eamil1gs (or minus
any investment losses) all these credits, is knnwn as your "Employee Balance."

Making anE'{ection to Defer Compensation
If you elect to defer all or part of your Eligible Base Salary, short-term incentive, director's fec, or other eligible compensation, your election
must be made according to any tenns and conditions the Plan's administrator may impose.
Eligible Base Salary deferral elections must be submitted during an annual enrollment period specified by the Plan's administrator. This
enrollment period will generally be in November or December of the year prior to )vhcn the salary is earned. (For example, elections with
respect to 2006 base salary must be made during November or December of 2005,) At the time you elect to defer Eligible Base Salary, you
must also make an election on how and when you ,,,auld like to reeeivc your payments of those deferred amounts,
Your election will apply only to Eligible Base Salary eaIlled in the year after the year in which you make the election-you cannot make your
election retroactivc, Your ejection will remain in effect only through the end of the tax year for which the election \vas made and \"ill not be
renewed automatically for the follmving year. In addition, you can not change or revoke your election after December 31 " . (For example, the
election you make in November or December of 2005 will remain in effect throughout 2006 unless you change it before December 31, 2005.)
Similar rules apply to the deferral of directors' fees.
To defer all or part of your performance based shOl1wtenn incentive or long~tcnn incentive, you must submit an annual election to the Plan's
administrator during the specified enrollment period, generally in Ma)' or June before the year in \vhich the award becomes payable.
during Mayor June
example, you )viI! make your deferral election with respect to your 2006 annual bonus (which is payable in
remain in effect only until
Penormance based short-term and long-tenn incentivc deferrals are irrevocable aftcr June 30 -, . Your election
the end of the year for which the election is made and \villnot be renewed automatically for the following year
If you are promoted or hired into an eligible position, you \vill be provided a 30-day windo'w in 'which to submit your salary and/or incentive
deferral elections, if appropriate, for the year of your hire or promotion, (You will be treated just like all other participants for each subsequent
year.) A newly eligible employee who docs not submit a deferral election )vithin 30 days of the effective date of hire or promotion will be
considered to have elected not to defer any salary or incentive compensation for the year in which he or she was llired or promoted, This is true
with respect to incentive awards even if yOll are hired or promoted before the specified enrollmcnt period in Mayor June, In other words, if you
are hired into an eligible position in

L 2006
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March 2006, you must make yom deferral elections for 2006 salary and any 2006 bonuses within 30 days of your date of hire, even though
participants who have participated in the Plan for the cntire year are not required to make deferral elections with respect to their 2006 bonuses
until Mayor June 2006. In addition, individuals who arc promoted into eligible positions during the )'ear wiII be able to defer only a pro-rated
portion of their bonus for the year of the promotion

An personal deferral credits <Ire managed in class years. Compensation deferred as follows constitutes one class year:
One full tax year of Eligible Base 5ala1)' or directors' fees; and
One arumal short-term or long-term incentive a\vard.
Each class year requires a corresponding distribution election, If no distribution election is made, your deferrals for that class year will he
distributed as explained in "Default Fonn and Timing of Payments' beginning on page 1 L

The Company's Contributions
lvfatching (:'ontribution Credits
If you elect to defer all or part of your Eligible Base Salary andlor short-tenn incentive, you \vill receive additional credits in your EDP account
when your Personal Deferral Credits are credited to your EDP account. TIlese credits are known ullder the Plan as '"Matching Contribution
Credits," and the balance of yonI' EDP account attrihutable to Matching Contribution Credits, including any investment earnings (or minus any
investment losses) on thcse credits, is known as your "'Employer Balance." Matching Contribution Credits arc designed to replicate the
Company matching contributions under the Company's ,cqualifted" savings plan. Non-employce Directors are not eligible for Matching
Contribution Credits.
For each Plan year, your Matching Contribution Credits will be determined as follmvsIf you defer at least 6'?'(l of the sum of your Eligible Base Salary and short-term incentive into your EDP account you will receive
Matching Contribution Credits equal to 5% of the sum or your Eligible Base Salary and shorHerm incentive: or
If you defer less than 6% of the sum of your Eligible Base 5ala1)' and shorHenn incentive into your EDP account, you will receive
Matching Contribution Credits equal to the sum o£100% of the first 4% or the sum of the Eligible Base Salary and short.-term incentive that you defer: and
50% of the next 2% of the sum of the Eligible Base Salary and short-term incentive that you defer.
However, if you arc no longer an active participant in the Plan "when your short-terul incentive is payable, you generally cannot defer your
short~term incentive and, as a result, will not be eligible to receive Matching Contribution Credits with respect to your shorHerm incentive.
1.2006
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EXAMPLE. You have
in Eligible Base Salary and cam a $100,000 short-term incentive in 2006. You defer 100% of your
Eligible Base Salary and
of your short-tenn incentive into your EDP account. For the year, you will have $132,500 in total
contributions to your EDP account, calculated as follows:

Personal Deferral Credits: $125,000 (100% of $50,000 plus 75%1 of $100,0(0): and

Matching Contribution Credits: $7,500 (Because you have deferred at least 6%
incentive into your EDP account, )'ourMatching Contribution Credits e

Base Salary plus shol1-tcml

Retirement (.'ofltribution Credits
Participants \vho \vere eligible to receive Retirement Contribution Credits under the IDP \vith respect to base salary and incentives eamed in
2004 \vill receive tbose credits underlhe EDP in the early part of2005. No Retirement Contribution Credits \vill be made with respect to base
salary and incentives earned after 2004.

INVESTING Y OUR ACCOUNT

Investment Options
You ,,,ill be able to invest your EDP account as long as you are either an active or an inactive participant in the Plan. TIle investment options
aYailable under the Plan mirror those available under the Verizon Savings Plan for Management Employees and are subject to any restrictions
imposed by the Verizon SaYings Plan for Management Employees, For example, the restriction in the Verizon SaYings Plan for Management
Employees that you cannot buy shares under the Compuny stock fund within seven days after you sell shares in Umt fund applies under the
Verizon Shares Fund in the EDP as welL In addition, you can invest your EDP account in a "Moody's" investment fund tImt provides a retum
that mirrors the yield on certain long-tenn, high-grade corporate bonds.

Allocating Your Account Balauce Among the Investment Options
When you first become a participant in the Plan, your initial EDP account balance (if you have one as discussed under "Your Beginning
Balance" on page 5) \yill be allocated in the same manncrthese credils were allocated in the TOP or the Directors' Plan. Thereafter, you may
elect (or change an existing election) at any time to allocate all or any part of your existing or new Personal Deferral Credits to ally of the
investment options available under the Plan, except that again as noted above and under "Your Beginning Balance" on page 5, special rules
apply with respect to certain restricted amounts in ::{our EDP account. Ie upon becoming an active participant you do not make an election 'with
respect to your Personal Deferra! Credits, those credits will be invested in the "Moody's" investment fund until you make a valid election
Your Matching Contribution Credits will all be allocated to the Vcrizon Shares Fund, an investment option that mirrors the return on the
Company's common slock. You can tTansfer your Matching Contribution Credits to any other investment fund only in accordance with the
"diversification" transfer mles for matching contributions under the Verizon Savings Plan for Management Employees. In general, if you have
at least one year of service with

J ANT!i\RY L 2006
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Verizon, these diversification transfer mles pennit you to transfer up to 50% ofyonr Matching Contribution Credits out of the Verizon Shares
Fund beginning at age 50 and up to 100% of your Matching Contribution Credits out of the Vcrizon Shares Fund beginning at age 55. For more
inform::ltion about these diversification transfer rules. please consult the summary materials provided for the Verizon Savings Plan for
Management Employees.

Exchange Restrictions on Four Funds
The EDP resuiets exchanges (tmnsfers) into the investment options that mirror the four funds listed below in order to encourage longer-term
investing and discouf::lgc exccssi,'e short-tenn trading:
Active International Equity Fund
P::lssivc International Equity Index Fund
Fidelity REIT Collective Pool
Active U.S. Small Capitalization Fund

'''ill

Participants who make exchanges (tmnsfers) ant of any ofthese four investment options
not be able to exchange back into the same option
for seven calendar days. You may continue to exchange out of thesc options at any time, but you must wait sevcn calcndar days before
exchanging back into that same investment option.
L 2006
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DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE PLAN
MAKING AN ELECTION
Each time you elect to defer either Eligible Base Salal)', incentive awards or directors' fees illto the EDP, you also need to indicate how and
when you would like to receive your benefit ~ this is called class year accounting, You may elect one ohhe follmvillg distribution fonns with
respect to each class year of defermls:
One lump sum payment: or
Annual installments (for behveen 2 and 20 years),
You can elect to receive your benefit at separation from service or at a specific date. (In the case of installments, tins is the date \"Vhen the first
installment is paid,) However, if you elect to receive a distribution based on a specific date, you may not elect a distribution date that is earlier
than 2 years follO\\ing the year the full defcrml \vas credited to yom account.
If you elect to receive a distribution based on a specific date, you can make a subsequcnt election to change an existing election ·with respect to
a class year of deferrals provided that (I) you make the election change at least 12 months prior to the original distfibutiol1 date, (2) you delay
the date you l'iould have otherwise received your distributions by at least 5 years, and (3) under the terms of the new election, you will not
receive your distribution sooner or over a shorter period of time.
Consequently, you cannot make a subsequent election that results in your receiving your distribution sooncr. In addition.
from installment payments to a lump sum and you cannot change from 20 annual installments to 5 annual installments.
elected to receive a distribution as of a specific date, you cannot change that election to receive payment at separation from
accclerate )'Ollf distribution. Please keep these !'Ules in mind ,,,hen yOll are making your initial elections.

cannot change
if you have
as this may

Once you are in distribution status for a particular class year of deferrals, you can no longer submit another distribution election to further defcr
receiving the distfibution of that class year of defcrrals.
EXAMPLE. You have elected to receive your Excess Base Salary defcrred in 2005 in two annual installments beginning on January L
2008. On December 1, 2007, you submit a new election to receive your Excess Base Salal)' deferred in 2005 in a lump-stUn on
January L 2013. Because you did not submit this new election within 12 months of when your payment \vas scheduled to bcgin, your
new election is invalid. and you will receive your first installment in January 2008. You will receive your second installment in January
2009 because ",\-'ou can not chan c your distribution election once your benefit is in DaY status
J ANL . \R\ L 2006
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If you attempt to modify your election and all or any part of your new election is invalid. any valid election in effect immediately before you
submitted the modification \vill continue to be effective. If there is no such valid election in effect the default mles discussed under "Default
Form and Timing of Payments" beginning on page II 'will apply.
If you elect to commence payments when your employment ends and your employment ends during the first 12 months after you submit your
election, you \"ill receive your payments at the end of the 12 month period required in order for yom election to be valid. All vested Company
Contributions ,vill be distributed in a lump sum payment after you separate from service (or six months after you separate from service if you
are a "key" employee of the Company, as discussed under "Special Rules" bcIow).

D EFAULT FORM AND TIMING OF PAYMENTS
If you do not have a valid election to receive payments of all or any part of your vested EDP account you will receive payments of:yom EDP
account (or the part of your EDP account for which no valid election has been made) in a lump sum as soon as administratively practicable
after the month in which you separate from service with the Company.

TIMING OF PAYMENTS
You can elect to begin receiving payments of your Personal Deferralson any specific date tbat is 2 years following the year that the Personal Deferral \vas credited to your account; or
at your separation from service with the Company (including its affiliates).
AU vested Matching Contributions and any other Company Contributions wiII be distributed to you in alnmp sum payment as soon as
administratively practicable foBo"\ving your separation from service.
In addition, there are some special rules that apply to the timing of payments for "key" employees of the Company, which are discussed below'
under "Special Rules".

FORM OFP AYMENTS
Subject to certain limitations discussed belO\v under "Special Rules", your vested Plan benefit can be paid ina single sum; or
mmual installmcnts ovcr a period of two to twcnty years.
Distributions from the EDP will be made to your Fidelity brokerage account unless other arrangements are made at least 2 weeks prior to the
valuation date of the distribution.

SPECIAL RULES
Twenty-Year Limit on Benefit Payments
Your vested Plan benefits must be fully paid within 20 years of when your employment: with Verizon (and its affiliates) ends. TIlis could
impact your benefit payments in the following ways-
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if you elect to receive all or part of your Plan benefit in a single sum all a spednc date and the date you elect is more than 20 years from
the date your employment \vith Verizon ends, you will be deemed to have elected to receive your lump sum 20 years from the date your
employment ends;
if you clcct to receive all or part of your Plan benefit in annual installments and, upon payment commencemcnt your annual installments
would last more than 20 years from the date your employmcnt with Verizon cnds, you will be deemed to have elected the number of
installments equal to the maximum number of installments between .your payment commencement date and the date that is 20 years from
the date your employment ended.

Special Rule for Key Employees
Employees who, at the time of distribution, are "key" employees of Verizon cannot receive distributions from the EDP on account of their
separation from service until at least six months after their separat.ion from service from Velizon and its affiliates. (Distributions scheduled to
begin on a fixed date are not affected by this nne.) In general, "key" employees include the top 50 highest paid corporate officers of the
Company. 'TIle Plan administrator reserves the right to detennillc who the "key" employees of the Company are.

Special Rules that Apply at Disahility
If you become disabled (as defined in the Plan) before your employment with Verizon ends, you ,viII receive your Plan benefit according to the
tenns of any valid election made in accordance with the general terms of the Plan then in effect or under the default rules for form and timing
of payments discussed beginning on page 11. HO\vCVCL in no eyent 'viII you receive any installment payments before the first business day of
the first. calendar quarter that begins after the date of your disability.
If you become disabled after your employment ,vith Verizon ends, you may only change your election regarding: the form and timing of your
Plan payments in accordance with the otherwise applicable terms of the Plan.

Special Rules that Apply at Death
At time of death, your beneficiary will receive a lump sum payout of any unpaid portion of your account as soon as administratively practicable
follO\ving your death.
Your bencficiary or bcneficiaries will not be permitted to name their O\V11 beneficiaries or to change the form or timing of the bencfit payments
that they will receive.

Hardship Payments
You may at any time request payment of all or part of your Personal Deferral Credits if)'on can demonstrate to thc Plan's administrator that
you have incurred ullusuaL extraordinary expenses or hardship caused by events beyond your control, such as an accident or illness. The
maximum alUOllllt that you can withdraw under thc-se circumstances is the amount necessary to relieve the hardship or financial emergency on
which the request is based.
1,2006
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V ESTING AND 0 THER ISSUES
VESTING
"Vesting" refers to yOllr right to the ba1<mce in all or part of your EDP account

Your Employee Balance
You arc always 10(V% vcsted in your Personal Deferral Credits, unless you and the Company have a written agreement providing that part of
your Personal Deferral Credits will vest on a different schedule,

Vour Employer Balance
You will be fully vested in your Matching Contribut.ion upon the earliest to occur of the following~
your account in the Verizon Savings Plan for Management Employees is fully vested, ,vhich usually occurs afterlhree years of sCTvice
,,,,ilh Verizon:
~your

employment ",·ith the Company is involuntarily tenninated ,,'ithout cause, and you execute a release in a form acceptable to the
Plan's administrator or the Plan's administrator otherwise detennines that all or a portion of your Matching Contribut.ion Credits should be
vested~

you become disabled or die while employed with

Velizon~

or

there isa cluUlge in control ofVerizoR
You will vest in any employer contributions transferred to the EDP tmder the tenns of the plan from which those amounts were transferred. In
addition, you will vest in any Retirement Contribution Credits received with respect to 2004 salary and bonuses under the vesting provisions of
the lDP applicable to Retirement Contribution Credits. Note if you are retirement eligible or become retirement eligible under the terms of the
Verizon Management Pension Plan all Retirement Contribution Credits 'will be fully vested on such date.

F ORFEITlJRE
You can never forfeit your Personal Defcrml Credits Dr the vested portion of your Matching Contribution Credits. However, if you resign from
Verizon or if you are terminated for cause, you will forfeit any unvested account balance.
In addition, the IDP ndes with respect to forfeitures for violations of non-competition and non-solicit covenants continue to apply to ullvcstcd
Retirement Contribution Credits transferred from the lOP and to Retirement Contribution Credits provided under the EDP with respect to
salary and incentives earned in 2004.
1,2006
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V ERIZON E XECFTIVE DEFERRAL PLAN

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
P LAN A DMINISTRATlON
The Plan's administrator is the most senior Human Rcsources officcr of the Company, \vhich will generally be the Executive Vice PresidentHuman Resources. However, if you are WI "insider" for purposes of certain securities lmvs, the Plan's administr<ltor is the Human Resources
Committee of the Company's Board of Directors, TIle Plan's administrator has full discretionary authority and responsibility to administer and
interpret the Plan, and has the discretion to charge participants for reasonable Plan administration expenses. All decisions of the Plan's
administrator arc final imd controlling for purposes of the Plan.

A MENDMENT AND T ERMINATlON
The Company intends to operate the Plan indefinitely. However, the Company has the right to amend or terminate the Plan at any time as long
as (except \vith respect to certain changes in the law) no amendment or termination adversely affects thc present dollar value of the vested
balancc in your EDP account at the time the amendmcnt is made or the Plan is tcnninated. In addition, for five years follmving a change in
control of Vcrizon, no amendment may adversely affect your rights under the Plan other than your right to future Matching Contribution
Credits.

EFFECT ON 0 THER BENEFIT PLANS
By participating in the Plan, you agree that the Plan will provide all of ~your Company~sponsorednon-qualified deferred compensation benefits
beginning January 1, 2005. You will no longer be eligible to make personal contributions or receive company contributions under the Vcrizon
Income Deferral Plan or the Directors' Platt
However, amounts you deferred into the IDP or Directors' Plan that were vested on or before December 3 L 2004, and were not transfelTcd to
the EDP "vill remain in the lOP or Directors' Plan and subject to the applicable provisions of those plans as they may be amended from time to
time, Amounts you deferred into the IDP or Directors' Plan that were /lot vested on or before December 31, 2004, and were transferred to the
EDP as of January L 2005, wiII be subject to the tenns of the EDP and not subject to the tenns of the IDP or Directors' Plan after
December 31. 2004.

HYPOTHETICAL NATURE OF P LAN A CCOUNTS AND INVESTMENTS
Your EDP account is hypothetical in nature. That is, your Employee Balance and your Employer Balance are maintained for bookkeeping
purposes only-there are no actual funds or assets in any of these accounts.
Similarly, the investments under the Plan are only hypothetical in nature. You will instruct tlle Plan's administrator as to how you would like
your EDP account invested. However, because your EDP account is only hypothetical, the Plan's administrator \vill not necessarily make any
actual investments in accordance \vith your instructions. Nonetheless, the Plan's administrator will track your investment selections and wiII
credit your EDP aecount with investment gains (or losses) based on the gains (or losses) on the investments you choose.
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V ERIZON E XECVTIVE D c:FERRAL PLAN

P LAN ASSETS N OT HELD IN TRUST
Unlike the Verlzon Savings Plan for Management Employees and the Verizon Management Pension Plan, the EDP is not funded and your
benefits under the Plan are not protected by a trust. (If your EDP account were funded by a trust, you would be su~ject to immediate income tax
on your vested Plan benefits, even though you \vmlld not reccive your vested Plan benefits until somc future datc-one that is possibly many
years in the future.) Consequently, in the unlikely' event that the Company becomes bankrupt, you will only be a generaL unsecured creditor of
the Company with respect to the balance in your EDP account, and you may not receive all of your benefits.

A SSIGNMENT AND ALIENATION
In generaL your rights under the Plan may not be assigned or alienated. However, the Plan ,,,,,ill recognize and abide by the tenns of certain
domestic relations orders.

WITHHOLDING AND 0 THER T AX C ONSEQlJENCES
TIle Plan's administrator has fuH authority to \vithhold any taxes (including employment taxes) applicable to amounts deren-ed from your
compensation, credits madc to your EDP account. or paymcnts of your Plan benefit. All deferrals and company match to the EDP are sn~iect to
FICA taxes (Medicare and Social Security up to mmuallimits).

C ONTlNlJEDE MPLOYMENT
Nothing in the Plan confers on you the right to continue in the employment or service of the Company or to receive an annual base salary of
any particular amount

J ANUAR'{ 1.
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EXHIBIT 12

ComjJut1ltion of Ratio of E1lrnings to Fixed Charges
Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries

Income before provision for income taXC$.

discontinued operations, extraot'ditk'11)' items. and
cumulative effect of accounti11g change

LO,I12
2.409

S 10,607

Minority interest
Equity in (earnings) Joss of unconsolidated

3,045

businesses

(1.691)
162

(689)
2,336
2.180
511
108

Dividends from unconsolidated businesses

Interest cx-pellse
Portion of rent expense representing interest

Amortization of capitalized interest

2J84
449
104

$ 4.673
1.583

6.130
1AO-l

(1,278)
198
2.797
445
103

1,547
97
3,110
-118
87

$ 2,660
625
(-1-16)
178
3.276
419
70

$ 18,098

$ 13.929

$ 8521

12,813

$ 6,782

Capitalized interest
Preferred stock dividend requirement

2,180
511
352
9

2,384
449
177
8

$ 2,797
445
144
12

3.130
418
185
18

$ 3.276
419
368
61

Fixed Charges

3,052

3,018

$ 3398

3.751

$ 4,12-1

5.93

4,62

251

3.-12

1.64

Ineoule. as adjusted

Fixed charges:
Interest expense

Portion of rent expense representing interest

Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges

EXHffilT13

Operating revenues
Operating income
Income before discontinued operations,
extraordinary items and cumulative effect of
accounting change
Per common share - basic
Pcr common share - dilutcd
Net income
Net income available to common sharemvuers
Pcr common sharc - basic
Per common share - diluted
Cash dividends declared pyr colinnon share
Financial Position
Total asSets
Long·tenn debt
Employee benefit obligations
Minoritv intercst
Sha.reo,~;ners' investment
Significant events affecting our historical earnings tr
of Results or Operations and Financial Condition.
2002 data includes gains on investments and sales

75,112
14,814

71.281
13,117

67A68
7.407

67J)56
14.877

66.513
11,402

7,397
2.67
2.65
7,397
7,397
2.67
2.65
1.62

7261
2.62
2.59
7.831
7.831
2.83
2.79
1.54

1.460
1.26

545
.20
.20

1.54

4.591
1,68
1.67
4.079
-1.079
1.49
1.49
1.54

$ 168,130
31,869
18,819
26,754
39,680

165.958
35.674
17,9-11
25.053
37560

$ J65,968

$ 167,468

S

0

11.1<:

in

7001

Jhrmw-h

70(

US
3J)77
3.077

Ll2
Ll2

39.413
16,754
2-1.348

33.466

2Hl57
32,6]6

389
389
.14
.1-1
1.54

170,795
44,873
]1,895
21,915

32539

5 arc described in Management's Discussion and Analysis

eXHIBIT
Exhibit 241

J and/or nOlHccumng itcms.
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2001 data includes losses on investments, severance benefits charges, and other special and/or l1ol1-reclUTing items.
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Verizon Communications Inc. (Verizon) is one of the world's leading providers of conununicatiolls services. Verizon's domestic \vireline
telecommunications business provides local telephone services, including broadband, in 28 states and Washington, D.C. and natiomvide longdistance and other communications products and services. Verizon's domestic wireless business, operating as Verizon Wireless, provides
wireless voice and data products and services across the United States using one of the most extensive wireless networks. Information Services
operates directory publishing businesses and provides electronic commerce services. Verizon's International segment includes wireline and
wireless communications operations and investments in the Americas and Europe. In connection \"ith the closing of the merger with MCL Inc.
(MC!), which occurred on January 6, 2006, Verizon now owns and operates one ofthe most expansive end-to-end global Internet Protocol (IP)
net\vorks which includes over 270,000 domestic and 360,000 international route miles of fiber optic cubIc and provides access to over 14()
countries worldwide. Operating as Verizon Business, we arc nmv better able to provide next-generation IP network sen'ices to medium and
large businesses and government customers. Stressing diversity and commitment to the communities in which we operate, Verizon has a highly
diverse workforce of 250J)00 employees, including Verizon Business.
The sections that 1'oHmv provide information about the important aspects of our operations and investments, both at the consolidated and
segment levels, and include discussions of our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash. In addition, we ha"ie
highlighted key trends and uncertainties to the extent practicable. The content and organization of the financial and non-financial data presented
in these sections are consistent "",ith infomlation used by our chief operating dccision makers for, among other purposes, evaluating
performance and allocating resources. We also monitor several key economic indicators as well as the state of the economy in general.
primarily in the United States where the majority of our operations are located, in evaluating our operating results and analyzing and
understanding business trends. While most key economic indicators, including gross domestic product. impact our operations to some degree,
we have noted higher correlations to housing starts, non-fann employment, personal consUiuption expenditures and capital spending, us well as
more geneml economic indicators such as inflation and unemployment rates.
Our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash in the current and future periods reflect Verizon management's focus
on the following four key areas:
Revenue Grm\th Our emphasis is on revenue transfounation, devoting more resources to higher grm\th markets such as wireless,
wireline broadband COllliectioHs. induding digital subscribcflines (DSL) and fiber optics to the home (Verizon's FiOS data product), long
distance and other data services as well as expanded services to business markets, mther than to traditional 'Yircline voice services, ,vhere
we have been experiencing access line losses. In 2005, revenues from these growth areas increased b:v 15% compared to 2004 and
represent 58% of our total revenues.
from 53Yo of total revenues in 2004 and 47% in 2003. Verizon reported consolidated revenue
grO\\1h of 5.4%1 in 2005 compared to
led by 16.8% higher revenue at Domestic Wireless and 10.51% total data re'venue growth at
Domestic Telecom. Verizon added 7,521.000 wireless customers, 1,659,000 broadband connections and 992,000 long distance lines.
Excluding the revenues of Verizon's Hmvaii wireline and directory operations, which were sold in 2005, consolidated revenue gro"th
would have been 6.0% in 2005 compared to 2004.
Operational Efficiency While focusing resources on growth markets, we nre continually challenging our management team to lower
expenses, pm1icularly through technology-assisted productivity improvements including selfMservice initiatives. TIle effect of these and
other efforts, such as the 2003 labor agreements and voluntary separation plans, real estate consolidations and call center routing
improvements, has been to significantly change the comp,my' s cost stmcture and maintain stable operating income margins. Real estate
consolidations include our decision to establish Verizon Center for the leadership team. In 2005, Verizon restructured its management
retirement benefit plans such that management employees will no longer earn pension benefits or earn sen'ice towards the company retiree
month enhancement of the value of their pension and retiree medical benefits.
medical subsidy after June 30,2006, after receiving an 18 M
but will receive higher savings plan matching contributions. The net effect of these management benefit plan changes is expected to be a
reduction in pretax benefit expenses of approximately $3 billion over 10 years. In addition, Domestic Telecom's salary and benefits
expenses have declined in 2005 and 2004 as a result of the 2003 voluntary separation plan. Workforce levels in 2005 and 2004 increased
to 1l7,000 and 209,000, respectively, from 200,000 as of December 3L 2003 driven by wireless and wireline broadband growth markets.
Capital Allocation - Verizon's capital expenditures cont.inue to be directed toward grow-th markets. HighMspeed wireless data (EvolutiOllM
Data Optimized, or EV-DO) sen'ices, replacement of copper access lines with fiber optics to the home, as ,yell as expanded services to
business markets are examples of areas of capilal expenditures in support of these growth markets. In 2005, Vcrizon acltieved targeted
increased capital expenditures of $15,324 million compared to 2004 capital expenditures of
ntillion in support of growth
initiatives. Approximately 69% of 2005 capital expenditures related to grmHh initiatives. In 2006.
management expects capital
expenditures to be in the range of $15.4 billion to $15.7 billion, excluding capital expenditures associated with MCI. Including MCL
capi!..:'ll expenditures are expectcd to be $17.0 billion to $17.4 billion in 2006. In addition to capital expenditures, Domestic Wireless
cOlltinues to acquire \vireless spectrum in support of
~ and customer base. In 2005, this included participation in
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
ve Telecom Inc. (NextWave) and Qwest Wireless, LLC
acquisitions.
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Cash FlO\v Generation - TIle financial statements reflect the emphasis of management on not only directing resources to growth markets,
but also using cash provided by our operating and investing activities for the
of debt in addition to providing a competitive
to $1.62 per share from $1.54 per share in 2004 At
dividend to our shareowners, In 2005, Verizon increased its dividend by
December 31, 2005, Verizon's total debt was $39,010 million, a decrease of $257 million from $39.267 million at December 31. 2004,
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HO\vever. Velizon's balance of cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2005 of $776 million declined by $1,514 million from $2.290
million at December 31.2004.
Supporting these key focus areas are continuing initiatives to package more effectively and add more value to our products and services. In
2004, Verizon announced a deployment expansion of FiOS in several states in our service terrilOl),'. As of the end of 2005, 'we have met our
goal of passing three million premises by the end of 2005. We have achieved a penetration rate of 9% in markets ,,,here Verizon has been
actively marketing for more than six months and 14% in markets where we have been marketing for nine months, and continue to progress
toward our goal of reaching 30% penetration in five years. In 2005, Verizon began offering video on the FiOS net.vork in three markets and
expects to begin offering video services in markets in NC\v York, Massachusetts and California in the first quarter of 2006. In Keller, Texas, the
first market that FiOS TV has been offered, we have achieved a 21% penetration rate in four months. FiOS TV includes a collection ofall~
digital programming with more than 375 chmIDds, 47 music channels and 20 high-definition television channels. Innovative product bundles
include local wirelinc, long distance, \vircless and broadband services for consumer and general business retail customers. These efforts will
also help counter the effects of competition and technology substitution that have resulted in access line losses that have contributed to
declining Domestic Telecom revenues over the past several years.
Verizon Business will serve medium and large businesses and government customers from related business operations within Domestic
Telecom that market communications and infonnation technology and services to large businesses and govenunents and Mel's globaL
corporate <md government customers group. Beginning in 2006, Verizon will be positioned as a global communications solutions provider. In
connection with this merger, Verizon expects 1.0 achieve merger synergies \vith a net present value of approximCltely $8 billion: annual
synergies over the next three years are estimated to be $550 million in 2006, $825 million in 2007 and $1, 100 million in 2008. Integration costs
over that same three year period arc estimated to be $400 million in 2006, $325 million in 2007 and $275 million in 2008 and integration
capital expenditures are estimated to be between $1.6 billion and $1.9 billion, of which $550 million is expected to be spent in 2006. Examples
of these synergies include moving more voice and data traffic, such as long~haullong distance traffic, onto Verizon's networks rather than
paying third part)! ac-cess providers and duplicate work force reductions.
At Domestic Wireless. we will continue to execute on the fundamentals of our network superiority and value proposition to deliver grmvth for
the business while at the same time provide new and innovative products and services for our customers. We arc continuing to expand the areas
where we are offering BroadbandAccess, our EV-DO service. During 2005, Domestic Wireless expanded its broadband network to 180 major
mctropolitan arcas, covering oyer 150 million people across the United States. We have achieved our goal of reaching approximately one-half
of the U.s. population by the end of 2005, During 2005, we lauIlched V CAST, our consumer broadband wireless service offering, \vhich
provides customers \vith unlimited access to a variety of video and gaming contcnt on EV-DO handsets, In the first year of V CAST service.
customers received 11.8 million downloads, Beginning in 2006, Domestic Wireless launched V CAST Music. a comprehensive mobile music
service in which customers can download music over the air directly to their wireless phones and to their person<'11 computers,
In December 2005, Verizon announced that it is exploring divesting Infonnation Services through a spin~off. sale or other strategic transaction,
However, since this process is still ongoing, Information Services' results of operations, financial position and cash flows remain in Vcnzon's
contimling operations.

In this section, we discuss our overall results of operations and highlight special and non-recuning items. In the fonowing section, we review
the performanee of our four reportable segments. We exclude the effects of the special and non~recurring items from the segments' results of
operations since management does not consider them in assessing segment performance, due primarily to their non-recurring and/or non~
operational nature. We believe that this presentation will assist readers in better understanding our results of operations and trends from period
to period. This section on consolidated results of operations carries forward the segment results, \vhich exclude the special and non-recurring
items, and highlights and describes those items separately to ensure consistency of presentation in this section and the "Segment Results of
Operations" section
TIle special and nOll-recmring items include operating results through the sale date of our wirehne and directory businesses in Hawaii which
operated approximately 700,000 switched access lines and \vere sold in the second quarter of 2005. These operating results arc not in segment
results of operations to enhance comparability. Segment results also do not include discontinued operations in segment income. Sec "Other
Consolidated Results ~ Discontinued Operations" for a discussion of these results of operations. In addition, consolidated operating results
include several other events and tmnsactions that are highlighted because of their nOlH"ecurring and/or non~opef'dtional nature. See "Special
Items" for additional discussion of these items.

I Consolidated Rt~\'enues
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2005 ComlJarcd to 2004
Consolidated revenues in 2005 were higher by $3,829 million, or 5.4% compared to 2004 revenues. This increase lvas primarily the result of
signifiQlntly higher revenues at Domestic Wireless and higher Intemational revenues, partially offset by lo\ver revenues at Domestic Telecom
and the sale of Hawaii operations in the second quarter of 2005.
Domestic Wireless's revenues increased by
million, or 16.8% in 2005 compared to 2004 due to a 7.5 million, or 17.2% increase in
and higher equipment and olher revenue, partially offset by a decrease in average revenue
customers to 5L3 million as of December 3L
per customer per month. Increased equipment and other revenues 'INaS principally the rcsult of an increase in wireless devices sold togcther with
an increase in revenue per unit sold. Average revenue per customer per month decreased lSXl to $49.49 in 2005 compared to 2004, primarily
due 10 pricing changes in early 2005, partially offset by a 7L7~!(l increase in data revenue per customer in 2005 compared to 2004, driven by
increased use of our messaging and other data services. Data revenues were $2,243 million in 2005 compared to $1,116 million in 2004.
Average minutes of use (MODs) per customer increased to 665, or 16.1%l in 2005 compared to 2004.
Domestic Telecom's revenucs in 2005 were lo\",'er than 2004 by $405 million, or 1.1% primarily due to lower revenues from local services,
partially offset by higher network access and long dist~mce services revenues. The decline in local servicc revenues of $669 million, or 3.7% in
2005 was mainly due to 100ver demand and usage of our basic local exchange and accompanying services, as reflected by declines in switched
access lines in service of 6.7%l in 2005, driven by the effects of competition and teclmology substitution. Our network access revenues
increased by $159 million, or 1.3%:> in 2005 principally due to increased DSL and carrier special access revenues, partially offset by the impact
of decreasing switched MOUs and access lines and mandatory price reductions associated with federal and state price eap filings and other
regulatory decisions. We added 1.7 million ne\v broadband connections. for a total of 5.1 million lines in service at December 3L 2005, an
increase of 47.6% compared to 3.5 million lines in service at December 31, 2004. Switched MODs declined by 7.1% in 2005 compared to 2004
reflecting the impact of access line loss and technology substitution. Net\vork access revenues also increased in 2005 as a result of a favorable
adjustment associated with a recent regulatory decision. Long distance service revenues increased $206 million, or 5.0% in 2005 principally as
a result of customer growth fTOm our interLATA long distance services. In 2005, lye added to million long distance lines, for a total of
18.4 million long distance lines nationwide, representing a 5.7% increase from December 31. 2004. TIle introduction of our Freedom service
plans continues to stimulate gro\\1h in long distance services. As of December 3 L 2005, ;:lpproximately 53% of our local wireline customers
have chosen Verizon as their long distance carrier.
Lower revenue of Hawaii operations sold of $393 million, or 66.1%., in 2005 compared to 2004 was the result oftlle sale during the second
quarter of 2005 of our wireline and directory operations in Ha\vaii.
2004 COmllal"cd to 2003
Consolidaled revenues in 2004 \vere higher by $3,815 million, or 5.7% compared to 2003 revenues. This increase was primarily the result of
significantly higher revenues at Domestic Wireless, partially offset by lower revenues at Domestic Telecom.
Domestic Wireless's revenues increased by $5,173 million, or 23.0% in 2004 compared to 2003 as a result of 6.3 million net customer
additions and higher revenue per customer per month, including higher data revenue per customer. Average revenue per customer per month
\vas $50.22, or 2.8% higher in 2004 compared to 2003, primarily due to a larger number of customers on higher access price plan offerings as
well as an increase in data revenues per subscriber. Data revenues were $1,1 16 million in 2004 compared to $449 million in 2003, These
increases werc partially offset by decreased roaming revenue due to bnndled pricing.
Domestic Telecom's revenues in 2004 were lower than 2003 by $1,034 million, or 2.6% primarily due to lov.'er local and network access
services, partially offset by higher long distance revenues. The decline in local service revenues of$916 million, or 4.8% in 2004 was mainly
due to lower demand and usagc of our basic local exchange and accompanying services, as reflected by a decline in switched access lines in
service of 4.6% in 2004. These revenue declines were mainly driven by the effects of competition, regulatory pricing mles for unbundled
network elements (DNEs) and technolo&'y substitution. Network access revenues declined by $486 miUion, or 3.9('/0 in 2004 compared to 2003
principally due to decreasing MODs and access lines, as lvell as mandatoI}' price reductions associated with federal and state price eap filings
and other regulatory decisions. Slyitched MOUs declined in 2004 by 5.7% compared to 2003, reflecting the impact of access line loss and
wireless substitution. Domestic Telecom's long distance service revenues increased $390miJIion, or 10.4%:> in 2004 compared to 2003,
plincipally as a result of customer growth from our interLATA long distance services. In 2004, we added 2.3 million long distance lines, for a
total of 17.7 million long db-tance lines nationwide, representing a 15 Y'/o increase from December 31. 2003.
Consolidated Operating EXllenses

net
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S 60,298

$ 58.166

J.7 _....::$...;5;;;;8...;.]:.:;66::.,_....::$...;6:;;0;;;;.0:;;6'-1

(J2)

nm - Not meaningful
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2005 COml)ared to 2004

Cost C!!Services and Sales
Cost of services and sales increased by $2,301 million, or 9,9% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase was principally due to increases in
pension and other postretirement benefit costs, higher direct wireless net\vork costs, increases in wireless equipment costs and higher costs
associated with our wireline growth businesses.
The overall impact of pension and other postretirement benefit plan <lssumption changes, combincd \'lith lower asset returns over the last
several years, increased net pension and postretirement benefit expenses by $399 million ill 2005 (primarily in cost of services and sales)
compared to 2004. Higher direct wireless network charges resulted from increased MODs in 2005 compared to 2004, partially offset by 100ver
roaming, local illterconnection and long distance rates. Cost of equipment sales was higher in 2005 due primarily to an increase in w-ircless
deviccs sold together \"ith an increase in cost per unit sold, driven by growth in customer additions and an increase in equipment upgrades in
2005. Higher costs associated with our wireline growth businesses, long distance and broadband connections, included a 2,400, or 1.7%
increase in the number of Domestic Telecom employees <IS of December 3 L 2005 compmed to December 31, 2004. Costs in 2004 were
impacted by lower interconnection expense charged by competitive local exchange calTiers (CLECs) and settlements \vit.h carriers, including
the MCI settlement recorded in 2004.

S'elling, (Jeneral and Administrative Expense
Selling, general and administmtive expense 'vas $224 million, or 1. 1%) higher in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase was driven by increases
in salary, pension and benefits costs, including an increase in the customer care and sales channel work force and sales commissions, partially
offset by gains on real estate sales in 2005 and lower bad debt costs, In addition, 2004 included the favorable resolution of a 2003
Telecomunicacioncs de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRl) chmge. Special and non~recurring items in selling, general and administrative expenses in
2005 were $315 million compared to special and non-recurring items in 2004 of $995 million
Special and non-recurring items i112005 included a pretax impairment. charge of$125 million peltaining to our leasing operations for airplanes
leased to airlines experiencing financial difficulties, a net pretax charge of $98 million related to the restructuring of the Verizon management
retirement benefit plans and a pretax charge of $59 million associated with employee severance costs and severance-related activities in
connection with the voluntary separation program to surplus union-represented employees. Special and nOIHccnrring items recorded in 2004
included $815 million related to pension settlement. losses incurred in connection \vith the Yoluntal1' separation of approximately 21.000
employees in the fourth quarter of 2003 who received lumpMsum distributions during 2004. Special charges in 2004 also include an
credit of $204 million resulting from the favorable resolution of pre-bankruptcy amounts due from MCL p<lrtially offset by a r!>,,"urn"" "
million related to operating asset losses.

Depreciation alulAmortizGlionE.xpense
Depreciation and amortization expense incrc..'1sed by $137 million, or 1.0% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase \vas primarily due to the
increase in depreciable assets and software, partially offset by 100lier rates of depreciation on telephone plant

S'ales (?f Businesses, Net
During the second quarter of 2005, we sold our wireline ,md directory businesses in Hawaii and recorded a net pretax gain of$530 miliioR
2004 COmllal"cd to 2003

Cost ({Services and Safe.,:;
Cost of services and sales increased by $L467 million, or 6.8% in 2004 compared to 2003. This increase was principally due to increased
pension and otller postretirement benefit costs, pIimarily <It Domestic Telecom. higber direct wireless network charges and customer handset
costs at Domestic Wireless as a result of customer base growth and higher costs at Domestic Telecom associated with growth businesses,
partially offset by 10'Vver workforce levels and other cost reductions at Domestic Telecom.
The overalIimpact of pension and other postretirement benefit plan assumption changes, combined with lower asset retums over the last
sc'veral years, increased net pension and postl"etirement benefit expenses by $1,166 million in 2004 (pIimarily in cost of services and sales)
compared to 2003. Costs increased in 2004 at. Domestic Wireless primarily due to higher direct \'lireless network charges resulting from
increased MOOs in 2004 compared to 2003 and higher cost of equipment sales due to an increase in handsets sold, driven by grO\vth in
customer additions and an increase in equipment upgrades in 2004 compared to 2003. Higher customer premises equipment and other costs
associated with our growth businesses at Domestic Telecom such as long distance and DSL also contributed to the incrC<1se in cost of services
and sales. TIlese expensc increases were pm1ially offset by the effect of workforce reductions. In 2004, Domestic Telecom benefited from an
average of approximately 15,000 fewer employees com
duction in employees \vas principally due to a voluntary
separation plan, which was completed in November 2
by lower intercollilection expense charged by
nd quarter of 2004.
CLECs and settlements 'with carriers, including the MCI
>
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Selling, General GndAdministrative Expense

Selling, general and administrative expense was $3,806 million, or 15.3% lower in 2004 compared to 2003. This decrease ,vas driven by 1m-ver
special charges in 2004 by $5,390 million ,md 1000ver costs at Domestic Telecom associated ,,,,ith \vorkforce reductions and by lower bad debt
expense, partially offset by cost increases at Domestic Wireless and Domestic Telecom. Special charges rdated to severance. pension and
benefits were $4,607 million lower in 2004 compared to 2003, driven primarily by fourth quarter 2003 charges illClUTcd in connection with the
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voluntary separation of approximately 21,000 employees. Lease impairment and other special charges in 2003 \vere $496 million, compared to
other special credits, net of $9 1 million in 2004.
Domestic Wireless's salary and benefits expense increased by $821 million, including a $447 million increase in costs incurred in 2004 rel.Hted
to that segment's long-tenn incentive program, and by an increase in the employee base, primarily in the customer care and sales channels.
Also contributing to the increase at Domestic Wireless ,vere higher sales commissions in our direct and indirect channels primarily related to an
increase in cnstomer additions and renewals during the year. Cost increases in 2004 at Domestic Telecom included higher net pension and
benefit costs, as described in costs of services and sales above, additional other employee benefit costs and higher professional and general
costs.

Depreciation am/Amortization [;;'xpense
Depreciation and amortization expense increased by $303 million, or 2.2(Yo in 2004 compared to 2003. This increase \vas primarily due to
increased depreciation expense related to the increase in depreciable assets, partially offset by lo\\"er rates of depreciation on telephone plant.

In 2003, Information Services recorded a pretax gain of $141 million primarily related to the sale of its EuropeiUl directory publication
operations in Austria, the C7£ch Republic, Gibraltar, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.

Pension and Other Postretit"ement Benefits
For 2005 pension and other postretirement benefit costs, the discount rate assumption "vas lowered to 5.75% from 6.25% in 2004 consistent
with interest rate levels at the end of 2004. The expected rate of return on pension plan assets remained 8.50% while the expected rate of return
on postretirement benefit plan assets \vas lowered to 7.75% from 8.50% in 2004. The medical cost trend mte 'was loo';;l for 2005. For 2004
pension and other postretirement benefit costs, the discount rate assumption was lowered to 6.25% from 6.75% in 2003, consistent with intcrest
rate levels at the end of 2003. The expected rate of return on pension and postretirement benefit plan assets was maintained af 8.50%. TIle
medical cost trend rate assumption was 10% in 2004.
For 2006 pension and other postretirement benefit costs, \ve evaluated our key employee benefit plan assumptions in response to current
conditions in the securities markets and medical and prescriptlon drug cost trends. The discount rate assumption "viII be maintained at 5.75%,
consistent with interest rate levels at the end of 2005. Thc expected rate of return on pension plan assets will remain 8.50% \vhile the ex-pected
rate of return on postretirement benefit plan assets will increase to 8.25% from 7.75°/Q in 2005. The medical cost trend rate will be 10% for
2006.
Verizon's union contracts contain health care cost provisions tlmllimit company payments toward health care costs to specific dollar amOlmts
(known as caps). These caps pertain 10 both current and future retirees, and have a significant impact on the actuarial valuation of
postretirement benefits. These caps have been included in union contracts for several years, but have exceeded the annml health care cost every
year until 2003. During the negotiation of ncw collective bargaining agreements for union contracts covering 79,000 unionized employees in
the second half of 2003, the date health care caps would become effective was extended and the dollar amOllnts of the caps were increased. In
the fourth quarter of 2003, \ve began recording retiree health care costs as if there were no caps, in conneclion with the ratification of the union
contracts. Since the caps are an assumption included in the actuarial detcnnination of Verizon's postretirement obligation, the effect of
extending and increasing the caps increased the accumulated postretirement obligation in the fourth quarter of 2003 by $5,158 million, \vhich
increased the annual postretirement benefit expense by $667 million in 2004.
During 2005, \ve recorded net pension and postretirement benefit expense of$I,376 million ($839 million after-tax, or $.30 per diluted share),
compared to net pension and postretirement benefit expense of $977 million ($596 million after-tax, or $.21 per diluted ShiU'C) in 2004 and net
pension and postretirement benefit income of $(189) million ($115 million after-tax, or $.04 per diluted share) in 2003.

I Other Consolidated Results
EquitJ in Earnings of Unconsolidated Businesses
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses decreased by $1,002 million in 2005 compared to 2004. The decrease is primarily due to a
pretax gain of $787 million recorded on the sale of our 20.5% interest in TELUS Corporation (TELUS) in the fourth quarter of 2004 and tile
sale of another investment in 2004, lower equity income resulting from the sale of TELUS and estimated additional pension liabilities at
Compai'Ha An6nima Nacional TelCfonos de Venezuela (CANTV), partially offset by higher tax benefits and operational results at our Italian
investment Vodafone Omnitel N.V. (Vodafone Omnitel).
Equity in eamings of unconsolidated businesses increased bv $413 million in 2004 compared to 2003. The increase \vas primarily due to a
pretax gain of $787 million recorded on the sale of our
2004. This increase was partially offset by tax benefits in
2003 from a reorganization at Vodafone Omnitel and a
fiting Vodafone Omnite!. In early 2003, Vodafollc Group
PIc (Vodafone) completed the reorganization of severa
one Omnitel that resulted in the consolidation of several
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holding companies, As a result the intangible assets held by these holding companies were transferred to Vodafone Omnitel and became tax
deductible for Italian tax purposes. It was determined th'lt this intangible asset \vas deductible over a three-year period as a customer database.
At the time that the reorgani7..ation was effective, Vodafonc Omnitel began recording the tax benefit associated with the ne\vly created
intangible asset in its reported inC{}me and Verizon recorded its share of that tax benefit. Separately, in September 2003, the European Court of
Justice ruled that an Italian contribution tax on the use of wireless frequencies, established by Haly in 1998, was contrary to European Union
la,v and that the Italian government must refund amounts previously paid by Italian \vireless carriers. During the fourth quarter of 2003,
Verizon
w
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recorded its share of the C3mings impact of this favorable ruling, III 2003, sve also recorded a pretax gain of $348 miJIion in COllllection ,,,ith the
sale of our interest in Enrotd Praln spot. s r.o. (Enrotd Praha), a 'wireless joint venture in tlie Czech Republic.

Income From Other Unconsolidated Businesses
Income from other unconsolidated businesses increased by $17 million in 2005 compared to 2004 and decreased by $256 million in 2004
compared to 2003. The decrease in 2004 was prilnarily driven by a $176 million net gain recorded in 2003 as a result ofa payment received in
connection with tlie liquidation of Gcnuity Inc. (Genuity) and tlie sales of shares of investments, including Taiwan Cellular Corporation (TeC)
and TeJecomAsia Corporation Public Company Limited (TciecomAsia) in 2003. This decrease ,vas partially offset by a pretax gain of $43
million recorded in connection with the sale of our investment in Iowa Telecom preferred stock and TCC share sales in 2004,
Other Income

~lUd

(Expense), Net

Total
In 2005, the changes in Other Income and (Expense), Net were primarily due to other, net income in the current year compared to other, net
expenses in the prior yeaL Other, net in 2005 includes a pretax gain on the sale of a small international business, leased asset gains and
investment g.·lins. OHler, net in 2005 and 2004 include expenses of $14 million and $55 million, respectively, related to the carly retirement of
debt The changes in Other Income and (Expense), Net in 2004 ,"ere primarily due to higher other, net expenses, partially'" offset by higher
interest income. Olher, net in 2004 and 2003 includes expenses of $55 million and $61 million, respectively. related fo the early retirement of
debt.
Interest EXllcnse

In 2005, the decrease in interest costs was primarily due to a reduction in average debt level of $2,616 million compared to 2004, partially
offset by higher average interest rates. Higher capital expenditures contributed to higher capitalized interest costs. In 2004, the decrease in
interest costs was primarily due to a reduction in average debt level of $6,626 million compared to 2003. Higher capital expenditures
contributed to higher capitalized interest costs.

Minority Interest

TIle increase in minority interest expense in 2005 was plimarily due to higher earnings at Domestic Wireless, which has a significant minority
interest attributable to Vodafone. The increase in minority interest expense in 2004 was ptimarily due to higher eamings at Domestic Wireless
and higher eamings at TELPRI.

Proyision for Income Taxes

The effective income tax rate is the provision for income taxes as a ercentaoc of income from continuing operations before the provision for
es on overseas eamings repatriated dUling the year, Imver
income taxes. Our effective income lax rale in 2{
foreib'11~related tax benefits and lower favorable
nts. As a result of the capital gain realized in the second
quarter of 2005 in connection with the sale of our
x benefits of $336 million primarily related to prior year
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investment losses, which were largely offset by a net lax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign eamings under the
provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004. The effective income tax rate in 2004 ,vas favorably impacted by the reversal of a
valuation allowance relating to investments, and tax benefits related to deferred tax balance adjustments and expense credits that arc not
taxable
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Our effective income tax rate in 2004 was higher than 2003 due to lower foreign-related tax benefits, particularly associated \vith lower equity
income from our investment in Vodafone Omnitel and higher state taxes. Vodafone Omnitel income is not taxable until ft,'Ceived in the form of
dividends. The effective income tax mte in 2004 was favorably impacted from the reversal of a valuation allowance relating to investments.
and tax benefits related to deferred tax balance adjustments and expense credits that are not taxable. The effective income tax rate in 2003 was
favorably impacted by higher equity income from Vodafone Omnite!. a decrease in state taxes and a benefit related to a deferred 1<L'\ balance
aqiustmenl.
A reconciliation of the statutory federal income tax rate to the effective rate for each period is included in Note 16 to the consolidated financial
statements.

Discontinued 0l)erations
Discontinued operations represent the results of operations of Verizon Information Services Canada Inc. for all
presented in the
consolidated st.ltements of income and Grupo Iusacell, S.A. de c.v. Onsacell) prior to the sale of Iusacell in July
During 2004, we
announced our decision to sell Verizon lnfofllultion Services Canada Inc. and, in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(SFAS) No. 144, "Accounting for the Impainnent or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets," we have classified the results of operations of Verizon
Informmion Services Canada as discontinued operations. The sale closed in the fourth quarter of 2004 and resulted in a pretax gain of $1,0 17
million ($516 million after-tax, or $.18 per diluted share). In connection \\iith the decision to sell our interest in lusacell and a comparison of
expected net sale proceeds to the nct book value of our investment in Iusacell (including the forcign currency translation balance), we recorded
a pretax loss of $957 million ($931 million after-tax, or $.33 per diluted share) in the second quarter of 2003.

Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change
Directory Jiccoullting Change
During 2003. we changed our method for recognizing revenues and expenses in our directory business from the publication-date method to the
amortization method. The publication-date method recognizes revenues and direct expenses when directories arc published. Under the
amorti7.Htion method, revenues and direct expenses, primarily printing and distribution costs, arc recognized over the life of the directory,
which is usually 12 montlls. TIlis accounting change affected the timing of the recognition of revenues and expenses. As required by generally
accepted accounting principles. the
accounting change was recorded effective January 1. 2003. The cumulative effect of the
accOUlJ"inll chang:c waS', on.e-timcchargeof~S2,(m million ($1.647 million after-tax, or $.58 per diluted share).

impact (~f5,'P>IS :\'0. i43
We adopted the provisions of SFAS No. 143, "Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations," on January L 2003. SFAS No. 143 requires that
companies recognize the fair value of a liability for asset retiremcnt obligations in the period in \vhich the obligations arc incurred and
capitalize that amollnt as part ofthe book value of the long~lived asset We detennined that Verizon does not have a materiHI legal obligation to
remove long~lived assets as described by this statement. However, plioI' to the adoption of SFAS No. 143, we included estimated removal costs
in our group depreciation models. Consequently, in cmmection with the initial adoption of SFAS No. 143 we reversed accrued costs of removal
in excess of salvage from our accumulated depreciation accounts for these assets. TIle adjustment was recorded as a cumulative effect of an
aecounting change, resulting in the recognitJon ofa gain of$3,499 miIJion ($2,150 million after-tax, or $.76 per diluted slklre).

We have four reportable segments, which \ve operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by product.s and services. Our
segments are Domestic Telecom, Domestic Wireless, lnfonnation Services and International. You can find additional illfonnation about our
segments in Note 17 to the consolidated financial statements.
We measure and cvaluate our reportable segments based on segment income. TIlis segment income cxcludes unallocated corporate expenses
and other adjustments arising during each period, Thc other adjustments include transactions that the chief operating decision makers exclude
in assessing business unit performance due primarily to their non-recurring and/or non-operational nature. Although such transactions are
excluded from business segment results, they are included in reported consolidated earnings. We previously highlighted the more significant of
these transactions in the "Consolidated Results of Operations" section. Gains and losses th<lt are not individually significant are included in all
segment results, since these items arc included in the chief operating decision makers' assessment of unit performance. These gains and losses
are primarily contained in Infonnation Services and International since they actively manage investment portfolios.

I Domestic Telecom
Domestic Telecom provides local telephone sen·ices. including voice, DSL, data transport, enhanced and custom calling features, network
access. directory assistance, private lines and public telf'
on. D.C. As discussed earlier under "Consolidated
Results of Operations," in the second quarter of2005, w
representing approximately 700,000 access lines or
l~'ll of the total Domestic Telecom s\vitched access line
y purposes, the results of operations shown in the tables
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below exclude the Hawaii properties that have been sold. This segment also provides long distance services, customer premises equipment
distribution, video services, data solutions and systems integration, billing and collections and inventory management services.
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Ollcrating Rcycnucs

Local Services
Local service revcnues arc earned by our telephone operations from the provision orloeal cxchange, local private line, ,vire maintenance, voice
messaging and value~added services. Value~added services arc a family of services that expand the utiliz.Dtion of the network, including
products such as C~lner ID, Call Waiting and Return Call. The provision of local exchange services not only includes retail revenues but also
includes local ,yholcsale revenues from UNEs, interconnection revenues from CLECs and \vireless catTiers, and some clata transport revenues.
TIle decline in local service revenues of $669 million. or 3,7°,{) in 2005 and $916 million, or 4.8<Yo in 2004 was mainly due to lower demand and
of our basic local exchange and accompanying services. as reflected by declines in switched access Jines in service of 6. 7% in 2005 and
2004. These revenue declines were mainly driven by the effects of competition and technology substitution. Technology substitution
affected local service revenue growth in both years, as declining demand For residential access lines resulted in 8.4% fewer lines at
December 31, 2005 compared to December 31, 2004 and a reduction in lines of 5.4% during
as more customers substituted
broadband and cable services for traditionallandline services. Althe '"lITIe time, h,,;;o Imsine,,; acces,; h"es<kcJine,d b)d.:5%in ,,(lOiS and J.l%
in 2004, primurily reflecting competition and a shift to high~speed, high~volume special access lines
In the first quarter of 2005, the FCC adopted significant new unbundling mles lvhich elimimlted the requirement to unbundle mass market local
switching for ne\v orders on a nationwide basis, and provided for a one year transition period for existing UNE switching alTJugemcnts. Sec
"Other Factors That
Affect Future Results - Regulatory and Competitive Trends - FCC Regulation" for additional information on FCC
mlemakings concerning
Due to a decision by two
competitors to deemphasize their local market initiatives, 'wholesale voice
connections (commercial local wholesale arrangements,
platform and resale lines) declined 1.1 million in 2005, to 5.5 million as of
December 31, 2005, which reflected a 16.1% decrease compared to December 31, 20(H. In 2004, prior 10 the adoption of these new rules,
wholesale voice connections increased 0.8 million to 6.6 million as of December 31. 2004.
We continue to seek opportunities to retain and win-back customers. Our Freedom service plans offer local services with various combinations
of long distance, wireless and Intemet access sendces in a discounted bundle available on one customer bilL Since 2003, ,ve have introduced
our Freedom sen'ice plans in nearly all of our key markets, As of December 31.2005, approximately 65% of Verizon's residential customers
have purchased local sen'icesin combination with either Verizon long distance or Verizon DSL, or both. For small businesses, we have also
introduced Verizou Freedom for Business in cleven key markets, covering approximately 86% of business access lines.

Network Access Sen'ices
Network access sen'ices revenues arc earned from end-user customers and 1011g distance and other competing carriers who usc our local
exchange facilities to provide usage services to their customers. Switched access revenues arc derived from fixed and usage-based charges paid
by carriers for access to our local network. Special access revenues originate from carriers and end-users that buy dedicated local exchange
capacity to support their private networks. End~user access revenues are earned from our customers and from resellers who purchase dial~tone
sen'ices, Further. network access revenues include our DSL sen'lces,
Our net\vork access revenues increased by $159 million, or 1.3% in 2005, and decreased $486 million, or 3.9% in 2004. TIlesc changes were
principaHy due to increased DSL and carrier special access revenues, partially offset in
and more than offset in 2004, by the impact of
decreasing switched MOUs and access lines and mandatory price reductions associated
federal and state price cap filings and other
regulatory decisions. We added 1.7 million ne\v broadband connections, for a total of 5.1 million Jines in service at December 3 L 2005, an
increase of 47.6% compared to 3.5 million lines in service at December 31,2004. Total revenues for high-capacity and data services were
$8,489 million in 2005, an increase of 10.5% compared to 2004 revenues of $7.679 million, which increased 7,1% compared to 2003, Special
access revenue gro\"\1h reflects continuing demand in the business market for high-eapacity. high speed digital services, partially offset by
lessening demand for older, low-speed data products and services and ongoing price reductions. Switched access revenues decreased due to
deClines in switched MODs of 7.l%in 2005 compared to 2004 and 5.7% in 2004 comp.:'1red to 2003, reflecting the impact of access line loss
and technology substitution, partially offset in 2005 by a favorable adjustment associated "jth a recent regulatory decision.
TIle FCC regulates the rates that we charge long distance carriers and end-user customers for interstate access services. See "Other Factors TIlat
May Affect Future Results
Regulatory and Com
ation" for additional information on FCC mlemakings
concerning federal access rates, universal service and un
s and broadband services.

Long Distance S'ervices
CSOC,CBR00032025
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Long distance service revenues include both illtraLATA toll services and interLATA long distance voice and data services
Long distance service revenues increased $206 million, or 5.0%) in 2005 and $390 million, or 10.4% in 2004, principally as a result of customer
grow1h from our interLATA long distance services. In 2005, lve added l.0 millioll long distance lines, for a total of 18.4 million long distance
lines natiomvide, representing a 5.7%) increase from December 31, 2004. In 2004, ,ve added 2,3 million long distance lines, representing an
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increase of 15.5% from December 31,2003. The introduction of our Freedom service plans continues to stimulate grO\\'th in long distance
services. As of December 31, 2005, approximately 53% of our local "'ireline customers have chosen Verizon as their long distance carner.
Other Services

Our other services include such services as billing and collections for long distance carriers, public (coin:) telephone and customer premises
equipmcnt and supply sales. Other scrvices revenucs also include scrvices provided by our nOlHcgulated subsidiaries such as data solutions
and systems integration businesses, and other services.
Revenues from other services dcclined by $101 million, or 2,8% in 2005, and by $22 million, or 0.6% in 2004, Revenues decreased due to the
dissolution of nOl1 strategic businesses, including the termination of a large commercial inventory management contract in 2005, and reduced
business volumes related to billing and collection services and public telephone services, partially offset by increases resulting from higher
sales of voice and data customer premises equipment and other services.
M

0l,crating Expenses

Cost ofServices and .>ales
Cost of services and sales includes the following costs directly attributable to a service or product· salaries and wages, benefits, materials and
supplies, contracted services, nehvork access and transport costs, customer provisioning costs, computer systems support and cost of products
sold. Aggregate customer care costs, which include biUing and service provisioning, are allocated between cost of services and sales and
selling, general and administrative expense.
In 2005, our cost of services and sales increased by $774 million, or 5.2% compared to 2004. Costs in 2005 were impacted by increased
pension and other postretirement benefit costs, As of December 3 L 2004, Verizon evaluated key employee benefit plan assumptions in
response to conditions in the securities markets, The expected rate of retum on pension plan assets has been maintained at 8.50%. Ho,vever, the
discount rate assumption has been lowered from 625% in 2004 to 5.75% in 2005, consistent w-ith interest rate levels at the end of 2004.
Purther, there was an increase in the retiree hC<'l.lth care cost trend rates. The overall impact of these assumption changes, combined with the
impact of lower than expected actual asset returns over the last several years, resulted in net pension and other postretirement benefit expense
(primarily in cost of services and sales) of $1,248 million in 2005, compared to net pension and postretirement: benefit expense 0[$803 mUlion
in 2004. Also contributing to expense increases in cost of services and sales were higher costs associated with our gt'o"th businesses, including
a 2.400, or 1.. 7% increase in the number of employees as of December 31, 2005 compared to December 31, 2004. Fmtller, the expense increase
was impacted by favorable adjustmcnts to our interconnection expense in 2004, as a result of our ongoing reviews of local interconnection
expense charged by CLECs and settlements with carricrs,including the MCl settlement recorded in 2()()4.
In 20{H, our cost of services and sales increased by $318 million, or 2.2% compared to 2003. Costs in 2004 lvere also impacted by increased
pension and other postretirement benefit costs. As of December 31, 2003, Verizon evaluated key employee benefit plan assumptions in
response to conditions in the securities markets and the result of extending and increasing limits (caps) on company payments toward retiree
health care costs in connection \vith the union contracts ratified in 2003. The overall impact of these assumption changes, cOlubined ,"vith the
impact of lower than expected actual asset returns over the last several years, resulted in net pension and otherpostretircment benefit expense
(primmily in cost of services and sales) of $803 million in 2004, as compared to pension income, net of other postretirement benefit expense of
$312 mUlion in 2003. Higher customer premises equipment and other costs associated 'with our grow1h businesses and mlHual wage increases
also contributed to the increase in cost of services and sales. Further, the comparison of 2004 to 2003 cost of services and sales ,vas affected by
the 2003 reduction in operating expenses (primarily cost of services and sales) of approximately $130 miUion in 20tH for insurance recoveries
related to the terrorist attacks on Septcmber 11, 200 I.
TIlese 2004 expense increases were partially offset by the cffect of workforce reductions of an average of approximately 15,000 employees.
principally due to a voluntary separation plan in November 2003. Costs in 2004 were also impacted by lower interconnection expense as a
result of om ongoing reviews of local interconncction expense charged by CLECs and settlements with carriers, including the MCI settlement.
Expense comparisons 'were also impacted by 2003 contingency costs incurred in connection w'ith labor negotiations and othcr costs recorded in
2003.
Sce "Other Factors That May Affect Future Results .·. . . . . . . . .""_IiiIl!·f'·ve Trends ~ Interstate Acccss Charges and Interc8JTier
Compensation" for additional information on FCC fill
,'cisions addressing intercanicr compcnsation for dial·up
connections for Internet-bound traffic.
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Selling, General and Administrative E.'pense

Selling, general and administrative expense includes salaries and '\-"ages and benefits not directly attributable to a service or product bad debt
charges, t:1xes other than income, advertising and sales commission costs. customer billing, call center and information technology costs.
professional sen:ice fees and rent for administrative space.
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Selling, general and administrative expense in 2005 decreased by $202 million, or 23% compared to 2004, This decrease was attributable to
gains on the sale of real estate in 2005, 10\\'cr property and gross receipts taxes and reduced bad debt costs, partially offset by higher net
pension and benefit costs, as described above, and a prior year gain on the sale of t\\'O small business units.
In 2004, our selling, general and administrative expense increased by $258 million, or 3.1% compared to 2003. This increase includes higher
net. pension and benefit costs and higher professional and general costs. partially offset by the effect of workForce reductions and by lower bad
debt expense, reduced property and gross receipts taxes, and a gain on the sale of two small business units.

Depreciation and.,''lmortizarion Expense
The decreases in depreciation and amortization expense in 2005 of $109 million, or 1.2%, and $197 million, or 2.2% in 2004, were mainly
driven by' lower rates of depreciation, pm1ially offset by higher plant, property and equipment balances and software amortinllion costs.
Segment Income

Segment income decreased by $746 million, or 28.1% in 2005 and $647 million, or 19.6% in 2004 primarily as a result oftlle aner~tax impact
of operating revenues and operating cxpenses described above. Special and non-recurring items of ($168) million, $346 million and $1,063
million, afteNax, affected the Domestic Telecom segment but were excluded from segment income in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
Special and non-recurring items in 2005 primarily included a gain on the sale of the Ha\vaii wireline operations, Hawaii results of operations,
and a net gain on the sale of a New York City office building, pmtially offset by net expenses associated 'with changes to management
retirement benefit plans, scverance costs and Verizon Ccnter relocation~rclated costs. Special and non-recurring items in 2004 primarily
included peusion settlement losses, operating asset losses, and costs associated with the early retirement of debt partially offset by an expense
credit resulting from the favorable resolution of pre-bankruptcy amounts due from MCI as well as a gain on the salc of an invcstment Special
;:llld non~rccuning items in 2003 primarily include the costs associated with severance activity, induding retirement enhancement costs, and
pension settlements, partially offset by the favorable impact of adopting SFAS No. 143.
1 Domestic Wireless

Our Domestic Wireless segment provides wireless voice and data services and equipment sales across the United States. This segment
primarily represents the operations of the Verizon Wireless joint venture with VodaFone. Verizon owns a 55% interest in the joint venture and
Vodafone owns the remaining 45%,. All financial results included in the tables below reflect the consolidated results of Verizan Wireless.
0l,crating Revenues

Domestic Wireless's total revenues of $32,301 million were $4,639 million, or 16.8% higher in 2005 compared to 2004, Service revenues of
$28,131 million were $3,731 million, or 15.3~;(, higher than 2004. The service revenue growth was primarily due to increased customers,
partially offset by a decrease in average revenue per customer per month. Equipment and other revenue increased by $908 million, or 27.817'0"
principally as a result of an increase in \-vircless devices sold together with an increase in revenue per unit sold.
Our Domestic Wireless segment ended 2005 with 51.3 million customers, an increase of7.5 million net new customers. or 17.2% compared to
December 31. 2004. Retail net additions accounted for 7.2 million, or 95.8% of the total net additions. TIle overall composition of our
Domestic Wireless customer base as of December 31, 2005 was 92.4%, retail postpaid, 3.1% retail prepaid and 4.5% rescUers. The ~lVerage
monthly chum rate, the rate at which Cllstomers disconnect service, decreased to 1.3% in 2005 compared to 1.5% in 2004. Retail postpaid
chum decreased to 1. Jl7(, in 2005 compared to 1.YY;, in 2004.
Average revenue per customer per monOl decreased 1.5% to $49.49 in 2005 compared to 2004, primarily due to plicing changes to our
America's Choice and Family Share plans earlier in the year. Partially offsetting the impact of these pricing changes ,vas a 71.7% increase in
data revenue pcr (,1lstomer in 2005 compared to 2004, driven by increased usc of our messaging and other data services. Data revenues were
$2,243 million and accounted for 8.0% of service revenue in 2005, compared to $U 16 million and 4.6% of service revenue in 2004. Average
MOUs per customer increased to 665, or 16.1% in 2005 compared to 2004.
Domestic Wireless's total revenues of $27,662 million were $5,173 million, or 23.0% higher in 2004 compared to 2003. Service revenues of
$24AOO million were $4,064 million, or 20.0% higher 1
'rmvth was largely attributable to customer additions and
higher revenue per customer per month, '
r 3L 2004, customers totaled 43.8 million, an
Hion, or 92.5% of the total net additions, Total
increase of 16.8% compared to December 31, 2003. R
dum1 decreased to 1.5% in 2004 compared to 1.8% in
ustomer per month increased by 2.8% to $50.22 in 2004
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compared to 2003, primarily due to a larger number of customers on higher access price plan offerings as well as an increase in data revenues
per subscriber. Data revenues \vere $L1l6 million in 2004 compared to $449 million in 2003. These increases were partially offset by
decreased roaming revenue due to bundled pricing. Average MODs per customer increased to 573, or 16.5% in 2004 compared to 2003.
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0l,crating Expcnses

Cost q{5'ervices and .s'ales
Cost of services and sales. \"hicb arc costs to operate the wireless net\\;ork as well as tbe cost of roalning, long distance and e-quipment sales,
increased by $1.646 million, or 21.2% in 2005 compared to 2004. Cost of services increased primarily due to higher direct wireless network
charges resulting from increased MODs in 2005 compared to 2004. partially offset by lower roaming, local intercollilection and long distallCe
rates. Cost of equipment sales was higher by 23 JY'Al in 2005, due primarily to an increase in wireless devices sold together \vith an increase in
cost per unit sold, driven by grO\:vth in customer additions and "Ill increase in equipment upgrades in 2005 compared to 2004.
Cost of services and sales increased by $1,287 million, or 19.9% in 2004 compared to 2003. This increase was due primarily to increased
network costs resulting from increased MODs and an increase in cost of equipment sales driven by gw\\th in ne\v customer additions and
increased equipment up/:,rrades. These cost increases \verc partially offset by lower roaming, local interconnection and long distance rates.

5'efling, General and /Jdmini,<drative E;'(pense
Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $1,177 million, or 12.3% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase ,vas primarily due
to an increase in salary and benelits expense of $382 million, which included a $70 million increase in costs incurred in 2005 related to our
incentive prohrram, and by an increase ill the employec base, primarily in the customer care and sales channels. Also contributing to
the increase were higher sales commissions in our direct and indirect channels of$215 million, primarily related to an increasc in customer
additions and renewals during the year. Costs associated with regulatory fees, primarily the universal service fund, increased by $179 million in
2005 compared to 2004.
long~tenll

Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $1,534 million, or 19.0% in 2004 compared to 2003. TIllS increase was due primarily
to higher salary and bencfits expense and incrcased sales commissions related to the gwwth in customer additions and higher costs associated
with our long-term incentive program.

Depreciation andAmortization l':xpense
Depreciation and amorti7.ation expense increased by $274 million, or 6.1'Vo in 2005 compared to 2004 and increased by $598 minion, or 15.4%
in 2004 compared to 2003. These increases were primmlly due to increased depreciation expense related to the increases in depreciable assets.

Segment Income

Segment income increased by $574 million, or 34.9%1 in 2005 compared to 2004 and increased by $562 million, or 51.9% in 2004 com~lred to
2003, primarily as a result of the after-tax impact of operating revenues and
expenses described above, partially offset by higher
minority interest There werc no special items affecting this segment in 2005.
Increases in minority interest in 2005 and 2004 were principally due to the increased income of the wireless joint venture and the significant
minority intcrest attributable to Vodafonc.

llnformation Services
Infonnation Services' multi-platfonn business compriscsyellmv pages directories, SuperPages.com, our online directory and search services.
and SuperPages On the Go, our dircctory and information services on wireless telephones. This segment's operations arc plincipally in the
United States.
We sold our directory operations in Hawaii in connection with the sale of Verizon's 'Ivireline properties in Hawaii discussed earlier under
"Consolidated Results of Operations." For comparability purposes. the results of operations shown in the tables below exclude the Hawaii
operations that have been sold. In 2004, Vetlzon sold Ve .
Canada, our directory operations in Canada, to an affiliate
of Bain Capital, a pllvate investment finn, for $1.6 bil
aiter-tax gain 01'$516 million. TIlis gain and current and
prior years' results of operations for this business unit
d operations in accordanec ,,,ith SFAS No. 144, and arc
excluded from Information Services segment results.
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Operating Revenues
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Operating revenues in 2005 decreased $97 million, or 2.7% compared to 2004, primarily due to reduccd domestic print advertising revenuc.
partially offset by SuperPagcs.com revenue growth. Venzon's domestic Intemet directory service, SuperPages.com, achieved grol"th of 18% in
gross revenues compared with 2004.
Operating revenues in 2004 decreased $214 million, or 5.7% compared to 200\ primarily due to reduced domestic print advertising revenue
and elimination of revenue from the 2003 sale of European operations. SuperPages.com reported a 22% increase in revenue over 2003.
0JJerating Expenses

('ost (d"Services

and ,)I.des

Cost of services and sales in 2005 increased $51 million, or 9.4% compared to 2004 and decreased by $12 million, or 2.2{Vo in 2004 compared
to 2003. The 2005 increase \vas primarily due to increased printing and distribution costs and higher costs associated with SuperPages.com.
The decrease in 2004 was primarily due to reduced expenses related to the July 2003 sale of European operations.

Selling, General andAdministrative lc:"pense
Selling, general and administrative expenses decreased $212 million, or 16.1% in 2005 compared to 2004. This decrease was due primarily to
cost reductions, as ,veIl as reduced bad debt and legal expenses. Selling, general and administmlive expenses decreased $68 million, or 4.9% in
2004 compared to 2003. Lower bad debt expenses and reduced expenses related to the July 2003 sale of European opemtions \vere partially
offset by higher domestic pension and benefit costs.

Depreciation and AmortizationE..-.:pense
Depreciation and amortization expense in 2005 increased by $5 million, or 5.7% compared to 2004 and by $8 million, or 10.1% in 2004
compared to 2003, primarily due to increased software amortization expense.

Sales ofBusinesses, Net
In 2003, we recorded a net pretax gain of$141 million primarily related to the sale of our European directory publication operations in Austria,
the Czech Republic, Gibmltar, Hungary. Poland and Slovakia.
Segment [ncomc
(d{lllar~

in millions)

Segment income in 2005 increased by $76 million, or 7,9% compared to 2004 and decreased by $160 million, or 14.2% in 2004 compared to
2003. TIle increase in 2005 and decrease in 2004 were primarily the result of the aftcr~tax imp.,'1ct of the operating revenues and expCllses
described above and lower interest expense in 2005 compared to 2004.
Special and nOll-recuning items of $( 10) million, $(596) million. $1,660 million. after-tax, affected the Information Services segment but were
excluded from segment income in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. The special and non-reeumng items in all years include the results of
opemtions of the Hawaii directory operations. TIle special and non-recurring items in 2004 and 2003 include the results of operations of
Verizon Information Services Camda. The special and non-recurring items in 2004 also included the gain on the sale of Verizon Infoffiwtion
Services Canada, partially offset by pension settlement losses for employees \vho received lump-sum distributions under a prior year voluntary
sepamtion plan. Special and l1on~recll1Ting items in 2003 also included a loss recorded in connection \vjth the cumulative effect of the directory
accounting change from the publicntion-date method of recognizing revenue and expenses to the amortizlltion method. effective January L
2003, and severance charges rclated to a voluntary separation plan.

Our International segment includes intemational
consolidated intemational investments as of Decem

...------'Il
eXHU!UT

unication operations in the Americas and Europe. Our
n Dominicana, C. por A. (VerizDn Dominic<Ula) in the
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Dominican Republic and TELPRI in Puerto Rico. Either the cost or the equity method is applied to those investments in which \ve have less
than a controlling interest
On June 13,2003. we announced our decision to sell our 39.4% consolidated interest in Iusacell and reclassificd our investment and the results
of operations of IusaccU as discontinued operations. We sold our sharcs in Iusacell on July 29, 2003. The results of operations for this business
unit in 2003 arc classified as discontinued operations in accordance \vith SFAS No. 144, and arc excluded fromlntemational segment results.
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O))crllting Revenues

Revenues
by our intemational businesses increascd
$179 million, or 8.9% in 2005 compared to 2004 and increased by $65
million. or
in 2004 compared to 2003. The increase in
'was primarily due to favorable foreign exchange rates in the Dominican
Republic as well as favorable wireless growth at both TELPRI and Verizon Dominicana, partially offset by a favorable adjustment to carner
access revenues at TELPRI in 2004. TIle increase in 2004 was primarily due to operational gro\\1h at Verizon Dominicana and a 2003
adjustment to canier access revenues at TELPRL pm1ially offset by declining foreign exchange rates in the Dominican Republic.
01)Crating Expenses

Cost (~rServices and Sales

Cost of services and sales increased in 2005 by $81 millioll, or 12.9% compared to 2004 and by $52 million, or 9.1% in 2004 compared to
2003. 111e increase in 2005 was due primmily to higher variable costs at Verizon Dominicana and at TELPRI as well as the appreciation of the
Dominican Republic peso. The increase in 2004 reflected higher variable costs at Veri7.0n Dominicana, partially offset by the dedine of the
Dominican Republic's foreign exchange mtes.

Selling, General and"4dministrative l;;;'pense
Selling, general and administrative expenses increased in 200S by $204 million, or 43.3% compared to 2004 and decreased by $220 million, or
31.8%1 in 2004 compared to 2003. TIle increase in 2005 reflects the favorable resolution in 2004 of a 2003 TELPRI charge recorded as a result
of an adverse Puerto Rico Circuit Court of Appeals ruling on intra~is1and long distance access rates, the appreciation of the Dominican
Republic peso and higher employee~rclated costs and commission expenses. The decrease in 2004 was primarily due to a TELPRI charge
recorded in 2003 as a result oftlle Puerto Rico Circuit Court of Appeals ruling as well as the favorable resolution to the charge in 2004, an asset
write-off in 2003, and declining foreign exchange rates in the Dominican Republic.
Depreciation and Amortiza!ionExpense

Depreciation and amortiz.ation expense increased in 2005 by $16 million, or 4.9% compared to 2004 and decreased $22 million, or 6.4% in
2004 compared to 2003. TIle increase in 2005 primalily reflects the appreciation of the Dominican Republic peso. The decrease in 2004 was
due primarily to declining foreign exchange rates in the Dominican Republic and the adoption of SFAS No 143 in 2003, offset in part by
increased depreciation related to ongoing network capital expenditures in 2004.
Segment Income

Segment income increased in 2005 by $26 million, or 2.1°/;1 compared to 2004 and decreased by $167 million, or 12.0% in 2004 compared to
2003. TIle increase in 2005 reHects an increase in interest income, foreign exchange gains and lower income taxes, largely offset by Imvcr
equity in eamings ofullconsolidated businesses and Vedzon's share (after minority interest) of the after~tax impact of the operating revenues
and operating expenses previously described. TIle decrease in 2004 \vas ptimarily the result of the decrease in equity in eamings of
unconsolidated businesses and income from other unconsolidated businesses, parti;:llly offset by Verizoll's share (after minority interest) of the
after-tax impact of the operating revenues and operating expenses previously described.
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses decreased in 2005 by $224 million, or 2L7% compared to 2004 and decreased by $60 million.
or 5.5% in 2004 compared to 2003. TIle decrease in 2005 primarily resulted from lower equity income due to the sale of our TELUS interest in
2004, estimated addit.ional pension liabilities at CANTV and the gain on the sale of an equity investment in 2004, partially offset by higher tax
benefits and operational resnlts at Vodafone Omnitel. The de Tease in 2004 ,vas driven primarily from Italian tax benefits in 2003 arising from
a reorganization and the 2003 contribution tax reversal
e European Court of Justice ruling at Vodafone OmniteL
partially offset by favorable foreign currency impacts fr
nl and continued operational grow1h, as well as a gain on
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the sale of an equity investment in 2004_ Income from other unconsolidated businesses decreased by $138 million, or 81,7% in 2004 compared
to 2003. This decrease reflects lower gains realized from the sale ofinvestments compared to 2003.
Special and non-recurring items
million,
million and $791 million, after-tax, affected the Intemational segment but ,vere
excluded from segment income in 2005.
and
respectively. The special and non-recurring items in 2005 primarily related to tax
benefits realized in connection WitIl prior years' investment losses, partially offset by a net tax provision from the repatriation of foreign
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eamings. The special and non-recurring items in 2004 were related to the gain on sale of our investment in TELUS and tax benefits realized in
connection with prior years' sales of investments. partially offset by pension settlement losses for employees that received lump-sum
distributions under a voluntary sepamtion plan. The special and nOll-recurring items in 2003 include the impairment of our investment in
Iusacell, partially offset by a gain on the sale of Emotel Praha.

During 2004, we announced am decision to sell Verizon Information Services Canada to an affiliate of Bain Capital, a global private
investment firm. for $1,540 million (Cdn. $1.985 million). The sale closed during the fourth quarter of 2004 and resulted in a gain of $1,017
million ($516 million afteHax, or $.18 per diluted share). In accordance ,'vith SFAS No. 144. we have classified the results of operations of
Verizon Information Services Canada as discontinued operations in the consolidatcd statements of income in all years.
During 20lH, we anllOlU1ced our decision to sen our 39.4% consolidatcd interest in Iusacell into a tender offcr 131U1ched by Movil Access, a
Mexican company. Verizon tendered its shares shortly after the tender offer commenced, and the tender offer dosed on July 29, 2003. In
accordance ,vith SFAS No. 144, we have classified the results of operations of Iusacell as discontinued operations in the consolidated
statements of income in all years until the sale. In connection w'ith a comparison of expected net sale proceeds to net book value of our
investment inlusacell (including the foreign currency translation balance), we recorded a pretax loss 0[$957 million ($931 million after~tax, or
$.33 per diluted sharc).
1 Sales ofBusinesses and Investments, Net
S~tles

of Businesses, Net

During 2005, we sold our wireline and directory businesses in Ha\vaii, including Verizon Hawaii Inc. which operated approximately 700,000
switched access lines, as well as the services and assets of Vcrizon Long Distance, Veriz.on Online, Verizon Information Services and Verizon
Sc1eet Services Inc. in Hawaii, to an affiliate of The Carlyle Group for $L326 million in cash proceeds. In connection \",itb this sale, we
recorded. a net pretax gain of $530 million ($336 m.iIlion arter-tax, or $.12 per diluted share).

Sales of Investments, Net
During 2004, we recorded a pretax gain of $787 million ($565 million after-tax, or $.20 per diluted share) on the sale of om 20.5% interest in
TELUS in an underwritten public offering in the U.S. and Canada. In connection with this sale transaction, Verizon recorded a contribution of
$100 million to Vcrizon Foundation to fund its chmitable activities and increase its self-sufficiency. Consequently, ,ve recorded a net gain of
$500 million after taxes, or $.18 pel' diluted share related to this transaction and the accmal ofthc Verizon Foundation contribution.
Also during 2004, ,vc sold all of our investment in Iowa Telecom preferred stock, ,,,,hich resulted in a pretax gain of $43 million ($43 million
after-tax, or $.02 per diluted share). This preferred stock \-vas received in 2000 in cOlmection with the sale of access lines in Iowa.
During 2003, we recorded a pretax gain of $348 million on the sale of our interest in EUfOlel Praha. Also during 201H, we recorded a net pretax
gain of $176 million as a result of a payment received in connection ,,,ith the liquidation of Genuity. In connection with these sales
transactions, Verizon recorded cOlltributions of$150 million for each of the transactions to Verizon Foundation to fund its charitable activities
and increase its sclf-sllfficiency. Consequently, we recorded a net gain of $44 million after taxes, or $.02 per diluted share related to these
transactions and the accrual of the Verizon Foundal1on contributions.
1 TaxMilttcrs

During 2005, we recorded a tax benefit of $336 million ($.12 per diluted share) in connection with capital gains and prior year investment
losses. As a result of the capital gain realized in 2005 in connection ,vith t.he sale of our Hawaii businesses, ..,ve recorded a tax benefit of $242
million ($.09 per diluted share) related to prior year investment losses. The investment losses pertain to Iusacell, CTI Holdings, S.A (CTI) and
TelecomAsia.
Also during 2005, we recorded a net tax provision of $206 million ($.07 per diluted share) related to the repatriatiou of foreign earnings under
the provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004. which provides for a favorable federal iIlcome lax rate in connection with the
repatriation of foreign eamings. provided the criteria desctibed in the law is met. Two of Verizon' s foreign investments repatriated eamings
resulting in income taxes of $332 million, partially offset by a tax benefit of$ 126 million.
As a result of the capital gain realized in 2004 in connection with the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada, we recorded tax benefits of
$234 million ($.08 per diluted share) in the fourth quarter of 2004 pertaining to prior year investment impainuents. TIle investment
impainnellts primarily relat.ed to debt and equity im'estlTI'''
.
. ss pic and NTL Incorponlted.
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DUting 2005, we recorded a net pretax gain of $18 million ($8 million after-tax, or less than $,01 per diluted share) in connection with our
planned relocation of several functions to Verizon Center, including a pretax gain of $120 million ($72 million after-tax, or $.03 per diluted
share) related to the sale of a New York City office bnilding, partially offset by a pretax charge of$I02 million ($64 million after-tax, or $.02
per diluted share) primarily associated with relocatiOIHclatcd employee severance costs and related activities. Additional relocation costs arc
anticipated in 2006,
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During 2005, we recorded a net pretax charge of$98 million ($59 million afteHax, or $.02 per diluted share) related to the restructuring of the
Verizoll management retirement benefit plans. This pretax charge ,vas recorded in accordance ,vith SFAS No. 88, "Employers' Accounting for
Settlements and Curtailments of Defined Benefit Pension Plans and for Tennination Benefits" and SFAS No. 106, "Employers' Accounting for
Postretirement Benefits OOler Than Pensions" and includes the unamortized cost of prior pension enhancements of $441 million offset partially
by a pretax curtailment g'ain of $343 million related to retiree medical benefits. In connection with this restructuring, rnanagement employees
will no longer eam pension benefits or cam service towards the company retiree medical subsidy after June 30, 2006, after receiving an 18~
month enhancement of the value ofthcir pension and retiree medical subsidy-, but \viII receive a higher savings plan matching contributioll.
In addition, during 2005 \ve recorded a charge of $59 million ($36 million after-tax, or $.01 per diluted share) associated with employee
severance costs and severance-related activities in connection with the voluntary' separation prob'Tam for surplus union-represented employees.
During 2004, ,ve recorded pretax pension settlement losses of $815 million ($499 million afieHax, or $.18 per diluted share) related to
employees that received lump-sum distributions during 2004 in connection with the voluntary separation plan lUlder \vhich more than 21,000
employees accepted the separation offer in the fourth quarter of 2003. These charges were recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88, \vhich
requires that settlement losses be recorded once prescribed payment thresholds have been reached.
Total pension, benefit and other costs related to severance activities were $5,524 million ($3399 million afteHax, or $1.20 per diluted share) in
2003, primarily in connection with the voluntary separation of more than 25J)00 employees, as follows:
In connection with the voluntary separation of more than 21.000 employees during the fourth quarter of 2003, we recorded a pretax charge
of $4,695 million ($2,882 million after-tax, or $1.02 per diluted share). This pretax charge included $2,716 million recorded in accordance
with SFAS No. 88 and SFAS No. 106, for pension and postretirement benefit enhancements and a net curtailment gain for a significant
reduction of the expected years of future service resulting from early retirements, In addition, we recorded a pretax charge of $76 million
for pension settlementlossc-s related to lump-sum settlements of some existing pension obligations. The fourth quarter pretax charge also
included severance costs of $1,720 million and costs related to other severance-related activities of $183 million.
We also recorded a special charge in 2003 of $235 million ($150 million after-tax, or $.05 per diluted share) pIimarily associated with
employee severance costs and severance-related activities in conncction with the voluntary separation of approximately 4,000 employees.
In addition, we recorded pretax pension settlement losses of $131 million ($81 million after-tax, or $.tH per diluted share) in 2003 related
to employees that received huup~sum distributions during the year in connection with previously announced employee separations.
Further, in 2003 we recorded a special charge of $463 million
million afteNax, or $, 10 per diluted share) in connection with
enhanced pension benefits granted to employees retiring in the
half of 2003, estimated costs associated \vith the July 10, 2003
Verizon New York arbitration ruling and pension settlement losses related to lump~sum pay-outs in 2003. On July 10, 2003, an arbitrator
ruled that Verizon New York's termination of 2,300 employees in 2002 was not permitted under a union contract; similar cases were
pending impacting an additionall,100 employees. Verizon offered to reinstate all 3,400 impacted employees, and accordingly, recorded a
charge in the second quarter of 2003 representing estimated payments to employees and other related company~paid costs.

Other Spt.·cialltems
During 2005, we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 million after-tax, or $.05 per diluted share) including a pretax impairment
charge of $125 million ($125 million after-tax, or $,(}4 per diluted share) pertaining to our leasing operations for aircraft leases involved in
recent airline bankruptcy proceedings and a pretax charge of$14 million ($8 million afteHax, or less than $.01 per diluted share) in connection
\vith the early retirement of debt
In 2004, we recorded an expense credit of $204 million ($123 million after-tax, or $.04 per diluted share) resulting from the favorable
resolution of pre-bankruptcy amounts due from MCl. Previously reached settlement agreements became fully effective when Mel emerged
from bmlkruptcy proceedings in the second quarter of 2004
Also during 2004, we recorded a charge of $113 million ($87 million after-tax, or $.03 per diluted share) related to operating asset losses
perlaining to our intemationallong distance and data ne!\vork. In addition, \ve recorded pretax charges of $55 million ($34 million after-tax, or
$.01 per diluted share) in connection with the early retirement of debt.
During 2003, we recorded other special pretax charges of $557 million ($419 million aftcr~tax, or $.15 per diluted share). These charges
included $240 million ($156 million afteHax, or $.06 per diluted share) primarily in connection with environmental remediation efforts
relating to several discontinued businesses, including a former facility that processed nuclear hIel rods in Hicksville, New York (see "Other
Factors That May Affect Future Results - Recent Developments - Enviromnental Matters") and a pretax impainnent charge of $184 million
($184 million after~tax, or $.06 per diluted share) pertaining to our leasing operations for airplanes leased to airlines experiencing financial
difficulties and forpo\Ver generating facilities. These 2003 charges also include pretax charges of$61 million ($38 million after~tax, or $.01 per
diluted share) related to the early retirement of debt and
.!lion ($41 million afteNax, or $.01 per diluted share).
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We usc the net cash generated from our operations to fund network expansion and modemhation, repay external financing, pay dividends and
invest in new businesses. Additional extemal financing is utilized when necessary. While our current liabilities typically exceed current assets.
our sources of funds, primarily from operations and, to the extent necessary, from readily available extemal flrumcing arrangements, arc
sufficient to meet ongoing operating and investing requirements. We expect that capilal spending requirements will continue to be financed
plimarily through intcrnaIly generated flUlds, Additional debt or equity financing may be needed to fund additional development activities or to
maintain our capital stnlcture to ensure our financial flexibility.

I Cash Flows Pro'\'idedBy OJJcrating At'tivitics
Our primary source of funds continues to be cash generated from operations. In 2005, the incrc-<:lse in cash from operations compared to 2004
was primarily driven by the repatriation of $2.2 billion of foreign earnings from unconsolidated businesses and Imver severance payments in
2005, largely offset by cash income tax payments, induding taxes paid in 2005 related to the 2004 sales of Verizon Infonnation Services
Canada and TELUS shares, and higher pension fund contributions,
In 2004, the decrease in cash from operations compared to 2003 ,vas primarily driven by an increase in working capital requirements. The
increase in working capital reqnirements was driven by higher severance payments in 2004 compared to higher scverance accruals in 2003,
plimarily related to the fourth quarter 2003 voluntary sepamtion plan, In addition, a higher tax refund \vas recorded in the 2003 period,
1 CashFlon's Used In Im'csting Activities

Capital expenditures continue to be our primary use of capital resources and facilitate the introduction of new products and services, enhance
responsiveness to competitive chaUenges and increase the operating efficiency and productivity of our networks. Including capHalized
software, we invested $8.267 million in our Domestic Telecom business in 2005, compared to $7.118 million and $6,820 million in 2004 and
2003, respectively. We also invested $6,484 million in our Domestic Wireless business in 2005, compared to $5,633 million and $4,590
million in 2004 and 2003, respectively. The increase in capital spending of both Domestic Telecom and Domestic Wireless represents our
continuing effort to invest in high grmvth areas including wireless, long distance, broadband and other wireline data initiatives.
[n2006, capital expenditures induding capitalized software arc expected to be in the range of $15.4 billion to $15.7 billion, excluding capital
expenditures associated "yith MCl. Including MO, Co:lpital expenditures arc expected to be $17.0 billion to $17.4 billion in 2006.
We inycsted $4,684 million in acquisitions and invcstments in businesses during 2005, including $3,003 million to acquire NextWavc Telecom
Inc. (NextWave) personal communications services licenses" $641 million to acquire 63 broadband wireless licenses in connection with FCC
auction
$419 miIlion to purchase Qwesi Wireless, LLC' s spectrum licenses and \vireless network assets in several existing and new
markets,
million to purchasc spectrml1 from MetroPCS, Inc. and $297 million for other \vireless properties and licenses. In 2004, we
invested $1,196 million in acquisitions and investmcnts in businesses, including $1,052 million for wireless licenses and businesses, including
the NextWave liccnscs covering the New York metropolitan area, and $144 million rclated to Verizon's limited partnership investments in
entities that invest in affordable housing projects. In 2003, we invested $1,162 million in acquisitions and investments in businesses, including
$762 million to acquire 50 wireless licenses and related network assets from Northcoast Communications LLC $242 million related to
Verizoll's limited partnership investments in entities that invest in affordable housing projects and $157 miIlion for other wireless properties.
In 2005, we received cash proceeds of $1,326 million in connection with the sale ofVerizon's wireline and directory operations in Ha\vaii. In
2004, we received cash proceeds of $1,720 million, inclucting $1,603 million from the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada and $117
million from the sale of a small business unit. In 2003, we received cash proceeds of $229 million, from the sale of our European directory
publication operations in Austria, the Czech Republic, Gibraltar, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.
Our short-ter111 investments inelude prillcipally cash equivalents held in tmst accounts for payment of employee benefits. In 2005, 2004 and
2003, we invested $1,978 million, $1,827 million and $1,887 million, respectively, in short-term investments, primarily to pre-fund active
employees' health and welfare benefits. Proceeds from the sales of all shortAenn investments, principally for the payment of these benefits,
were $1,634 million, $1,727 million and $1,767 miIlion in the years 2005, 2004 and 20()}, respectively.
Other, net investing activities for 2005 includes a net in
from eight entities affiliated 'with Carlos Slim Belu.
office building, and $349 million of repatriated pro

the purchase of 43.4 miBion shares ofMCI common stock
million from propeny sales, including a New York City
investments in prior years. Other, net investing activities
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for 2004 include net cash proceeds of $L632 million received in connection "vith the sale of our 20S% interest in TELUS and $650 million in
connection \yith sales of our interests in various other investments, including a partnership venture "Yith Crown Castle Intemational Corp"
EuroTcl Bratislava, a,S. and Iowa Telecom preferred stock. Other, net investing activities for 2003 include net cash proceeds of$415 million in
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connection with sales of our interests in various investments, primarily TeC and Crown Castle International Corp. and $195 million in
connection with the sale of our interest in Eurotd Pralm, representing a portion of the total proct-'Cds of $525 million.
Under the terms of an investment agreement, Vodafone may require Vcrizon Wireless to purchase up to an aggregate of $20 billion vvorth of
Vodafone's interest in Verizon Wireless at designated times at its then fair market v<llue< In the event Vodafone exercises its put rights, we
have the right exercisable at our sale discretion, to purchase up to $12.5 billion of Vodafone's interest instead of VerilOll Wireless for cash or
Verizon stock at our option. Vodafone had the right to require the purchase of up to $lO billion during the 61-day period opening on June 10
and closing on August 9 in 2005, and did not exercise that right. As a result, Vodafone still has the right to require the purchase of up to $20
billion worth of its interest, not to exceed $10 billion in anyone year, during a 6 I-day period opening on June 10 and closing on August 9 in
2006 and 2007. Vodafone also may require that Verizan Wireless pay for up to $7,5 billion oithe required repurchase through the assumption
or incurrence of debt.

I Cash Flows Used In Financing Acth,ities
Cash of $303 million was used to reduce our total debt during 2005. We repaid $1,533 million of Domestic Wireless, $1,183 million of
Domestic Telecom, $996 million of Verizon Global Funding Corp., $113 million of other corporate and $93 million of International long-term
debt The Domestic Telecom debt repayment includes the early retirement of $350 million of 10ngMterm debt and $806 million of other long M
tenn debt at maturity. This decrease lH1S largely offset by the issuance by Verizon Global Flmding of longMtenn debt \vith a total principal
amount of $1,500 million, resulting in total cash proceeds of $1,478 million, net of discounts and costs, and an increase in our short-term
borrowings of$2,129 million,
Cash of $5,467 million \vas uscd to reduce our total debt during 2004, We repaid $2,315 million and $2,769 million of Domestic Telecom and
corporate
debt, respectively. The Domestic Telecom debt repayment includes the early retirement of $1,275 million of Iong-tenll
debt and
million of other long-term debt at matm;ty. The corporate debt repayment includes $1,984 million of zero-coupon convertible
notes redeemed by Verizon Global Funding and $723 million of other corporate long-tenn debt at maturit)'. Also, during 2004, \'ie decreased
our short-tcon borrowings by $783 million and Verizon Global Funding issued $500 million of 10ngMtenn debt
Cash of $7,436 million ,vas llsed to reduce our total debt during 2003, We repaid $5,646 million of Verizon Global Funding, $2,190 million of
Domestic Telecom, $1.582 million of Domestic Wireless and $1,239 million of other corporate 10ngMtenn debt and reduced our short-term
borrowings by $1,330 million with cash from operations and the issuance of Verizon Global Funding, Domestic Telecom and Domestic
Wireless long~tenn debt. Verizon Global Fllllding, Domestic Telecom and Domestic Wireless issued long-term debt with principal amounts of
$1,500 million, $1.653 million and $1,525 million., respectivcly, resulting in total cash procceds of $4,591 million, net of discounts, costs and a
payment related to a hedge on the interest rate for an anticipated financing.
Our ratio of debt to debt combined with sharemvners' equity was 49.6% at December 31, 2005 compared to 51.1% at Deccmber 31, 2004.
As ofDccember 31, 2005, we had $11 million in bank borrowings outstanding, We also had approximately $6,7 billion of unused bank lines of
credit (including a $6.0 billion three~ycar committed facility which expires in June 200K a $400 million one~year committed facility for
TELPRI ,v11ich expires in February 2006 and various other facilities totaling approximately $400 million). In addition, our financing subsidiary
had shelf registrations for the issuance of up to $8.5 billion of unsecured debt securities, The debt securities of our telephone and financing
subsidiaries continue to be accorded high ratings by primary rating agencies. Tn February 2005, both Standard & Poor's and Moody's Investors
Service (Moody's) indicated that the proposed acquisition ofMCI (sec "Other Factors That May Affect Future Results - Recent Developments
- Mel Merger") may result in downgrades in Vcrizon's debt ratings. At that time, Moody's placed the short-tenn ,md long~tenn debt of
Verizon and its telephone subsidiaries on review for possible downgrade, while simultaneously changing the outlook on Ule A3-rated Verizon
Wireless debt to stable from positive. St<llldard & Poor's placed the A+ long-tenn debt rating of Verizon and affiliates (including Verizon
Wireless) on credit watch with negative implications, Fitch Ratings also placed the A+ rating ofVerizon, along with the ratings of its affiliates.
on ratings watch negative as a result of the proposed acquisition ofMCL In December 2005, Moody's downgraded the long~tenn debt rating of
Verizon to A3 from A2_ At the same time, the shorHerm debt ratings ofVerizon Global Funding and Verizon Network Funding were changed
to Prime-2 from Prime-I. Both outlooks "vere changed to stable. Moody's also placed the A3-rated long-term debt of Verizon Wireless on
review for possible upgrade, These actions resolved the reviews initiated in February 2005. In January 2006, Fitch Ratings affinned the A+
long~tenn debt ratings of Verizon and affiliates (including Verizoll Wireless), removed them from rating ,vatch negative, and assigned stable
rating outlooks. The FI short-term debt ratings ofVerizon Global Funding and Verizon Network Funding were also affirmed. These short~term
ratings had not been on rating ,vatch negative. Also in January 2006, Standard & Poor's lmvered the long-term ratings of Verizon and
subsidiaries (including Verizon Wireless) to A from A+, removed them from credit watch, and assigned a negative outlook. Short-4erm ratings
assigned by Standard & Poor's to Verizon Global Funding and VeIizon Network Funding remain at A-I,
We and our consolidated subsidiaries are in compliance with all of our debt covenants.
As in prior years. dividend payments were a significant use of ca ital resources. We determine the appropriateness of the level of our dividend
payments on a periodic basis by considcring sllch factor
internal cash requirements and the expectations of
our shareow·ners. In 2005, Verizon increased its quart
or 5,2')/0 to $.405 per share. In 2004 and 2003, ,ve
declared qUalierly cash dividends of$,385 per share,
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Common stock has generally been issued to satisfy some of the funding requirements of employee benefit plans. On January 19, 2006, the
Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to 100 million common shares tenninating no latcr than the close of business on
February 28, 2008. The Board of Directors also determined that no additional common shares may be purchased under the previous program.
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I Increase (Decrease) In Cash and Cash Equivnlents
Our cash and cash equivalents at Decembcr 31, 2005 totaled $776 million, a $1,514 million decrease compared to cash and cash (;.'quivalents at
December 31, 2004 of $2,290 million. The dccrease in cash and cash equivalcnts in 2005 \vas primarily dlivcn by incrcased capital
expcnditures and higher acquisitions and investments, partially offset by proceeds from the sale of businesses and lower repaymcnts of
bOlTowings. Our cash and cash equivalents at December 31,2004 was $1,621 million higher compared to December 31, 2003. TIle increase
v"as driven by highcr proceeds from disposition of businesses and investments and lower debt repayment activity. partially offset by higher
capital expenditures.

I Additional Minimum Pension Liabilih' and Emlllo\'ce Benefit Plan Contdbutions
We evaluate each pension plan to determine whether an additional minimum pension liability is required or ,vhether any adjustment is
necessary as determined by the provisions of SFAS No. 87, "Employers' Accounting for Pensions." In 2005, ,ve recorded a net benefit of $39
million, primarily in Employee Benefit Obligations and Otllcr Assets. In 2004, \ve rccordcd an additional minimum pcnsion liability of $587
million, primmil)' in Employee Benefit Obligations in the consolidated balance sheets, as a result of a lower discount rate at December 31,
2004_ TIle changes in the assets and liabilities are recorded in Accumulated Other Comprehensivc Loss, net of a tax benefit, in sharcowners'
investment in the consolidated bahmcc sheets,
We operate numerous qualified and nonqualified pension plans and other postretirement: benefit plans. TIlese plans primarily relate to our
domestic business units and TELPRI. The majority of Verizon's pension plans are adequately funded. We contributed $744 million, $325
million and $123 million in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, to our qualified pension trusts. We also contributcd $108 million, $118 million
and $159 million to our nonquaIified pension plans in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively,
Federal legislation was enacted on April 10, 2004 that provides temporary pension funding relief for the 2004 and 2005 plan years. The
legislation rep13ced the 30~year treasury rate with a higher corporate bond rate for detennining the current liability. Based 011 thc funded status
of the plans at December 3 L 2005, we anticip.:'1te qualified pension trust contributions of $ 100 million in 2006, primarily for the TELPRI plans.
Our estimate of the amount and timing of required qualified pension tmst contributions for 2007 is based on current regulations including
continued pension funding relief and is approximately $l,200 million, including TELPRI plans. Nonqualified pension contributions are
estimated to be approximately $145 million and $180 million for 2006 and 2007, respectivcly.
Contributions to our other postretirement benefit plans generally relate to payments for benefits primarily on an as-incurred basis since the
other postretirement benefit plans do not have similar funding requirements as the pension plans. Consequently, \lie contributed $1,085 million,
$1,143 million and $1,014 million to our other postretirement benefit plans in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. Contributions to our other
postretirement benefit plans arc estimated to be approximately $1,180 million in 2006 icmd $1,370 million in 2007, prior to anticipated receipts
related to Medicare subsidies

I Leasing Arrangements
Wc arc the lessor in leveraged and direct financing lease agreements under which commercial aircraft and pmver gcncrating facilities, which
comprise the majority of the portfolio, along \vitll industria! equipmcnt, real estate property, telecommunications and other equipment arc
leased for remaining terms of less than 1 year to 30 years as of December 31, 2005. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid
rentals, less principal and interest on third~party nonrecourse debt relating tolevcragcd le<lSC transactions. Since we have no general liability for
this debt, which holds a senior sccurity interest in the leased equipment and rentals, the related principal and interest have been offset against
the minimum lease payments receivable in accordance with gcnerally accepted accounting principles. All recourse debt is rcflected in our
consolidated balancc sheets. See "Special Items" for a discllssion of lease impairmcnt chargcs.

I orr Ballmce Sbt-"Ct AITangcments and Contractual Obligations
Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
TIlC following table provides a summary of our contractual obligations and commercial commitments at December 31, 2005. Additional detail
about these items is induded in the notes 10 the consolidated financial statements.
(dollars itl mHlions)
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TotaJ.. cohtfuCtliaI··.obligatiqlls

$ 70.784

$ 10.095

$ 8.415

$ 37.409
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I GUllrantees
In connection with the execution of agreements for the sales of businesses and investments, Verizon ordinarily provides representations and
warranties to the purchasers pertaining to a variety of nonfinancialmauers, such as ownership of the securities being sold, as well as financial
losses,
Subsequent to the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada (sec "Special Items - Discontinued Operations"), our Information Services
segment continues to provide a f"l1larantee to publish directories, which was issued \vhen the directory business was purchased in 2001 and had
a 30-year tenn (before extensions). The preexisting guarJ.ntee continues, without modification, follow'ing the sale of Verizon Information
Services Canada, 111C possible financial impact of the guarantee, which is not expected to be adverse, cannot be reasonably estimated since a
variety of the potential outcomes available under the guarantee result in costs and revenues or bencfits that may offset. In addition, performance
under the guarantee is not likely.
As of December 31, 2005, letters of credit totaling $140 million had been executed in the nonnal course of business, which SUppolt several
financing arrangements and payment obligations to third parties.

We are exposed to various ty'Pes of market risk in the nonnal course of business, including the impact of interest rate changes, foreign currency
exchange rate fluctuations, changes in equity investmcnt pJices and changes in corporate tax rates. We employ risk management strategies
using a variety of derivativcs, including interest rate swap agreements, interest rate locks, foreign currency fonvards and collHrs and equity
options. We do not hold derivHtives for trading purposes.
It is our general policy to enter into interest rate, foreign currency and other derivative transactions only to the extent necessary to achieve our
desired objectives in limiting our exposures to the various market risks, Our objectivcs include maintaining a mix of fixcd and variable rHte
debt to lower borrowing costs within reasonable risk p'Jrameters and to protect against eamings and cash flow volatility resulting from changes
in market conditions. We do not hedge our market Jisk exposure in a manner that would completely eliminate the effect of changes in interest
rates, equity prices and foreign exchange rates on our carnings. We do not expect that our net income, liquidity and cash flows "vill be
materially affected by these risk management strategies,

j Intcrest Ratc Risk
The table tImt follows summarizes the fair valucs of our long-term debt and interest rate derivatives as of December 31,2005 and 2004. 111e
table also provides a sensitivity analysis of the estimated fair values of these financial instruments assuming 100~basis-point upward and
downward parallel shifts in the yield curve. Our sensitivity analysis did not include the fair values of our commercial paper and bank loans
because they are not significantly affected by changes il'llllarket interest rates.

1 Forcign Currenc\" Translation

TIle funct.ional currency for our foreign operations is the local cunene)' At December 3L 20U), our primary translation exposure 'was to the
Venezuelan bolivar, Dominican Republic peso and the cum, The translation of income statement <.md balance sheet amounts of our foreign
operations into U.S. dollars are recorded as cumulative translation adjustments, which are included in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
in our consolidated balance sheets. We 31so periodically hold cash balances in foreign currencies. The translation of foreign currency cash
balances is recorded in the consolidated statements of income in Other Income and (Expense), Net. During 2005, the translation of these cash
balances were not material. During 2005, \ve entered into zero cost euro collars to hedge a pOJ1ion of our net inve,<;tment in Vodafone Omnitel.
In accordance ''lith the provisions of SFAS No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instnuuents and Hedging Activities" and related muendments
and interpretations, changes in the fair value of these contracts due to exchange rate fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other
Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our net investment in the operation being hedged. As of
December 31, 2005, our positions in the zero cost curo collars lmve been settled. We have not hedged our accounting translation exposure to
foreign cuncncy fluctuations relative to the carrying value of our other investments.
During 2004, we entered into foreign currency forward contracts to hedge our net investment in our Canadian operations and investments. In
accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 133, cl
ntracts due to exchange ratc fluctuations were recognized
in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and 0
ncy changes on the value of our net investment in the
stments. Accordingly, the unrealized losses on these net
operations being hedged. During 2004, we sold our C
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investment hedge contracts were realized in net income along with the corresponding foreign cunency translation balance, We recorded
realized losses of $106 million ($58 million after-tax) related to these hedge contrJcts.
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OUf earnings were affected by foreign currency gains or losses associated with the U,S. dollar denominated assets and liabilities at Verizon
DOlninicana.
111roUgh June 30, 2003, our earnings were ;<lffected by foreign currency gains or tosses associated with the unhedged portion of US dollar
denominated debt atlusacelI (see "Consolidated Results of Operations - Other Consolidated Results - Discontinued Operations").

A summary of the significant accounting policies used in preparing our financial statements are as follows
Special and non-recurring items generally represent revenues and gains as \vell as e:-.:penses and losses that are non-operational and/or llonrecuning ill nature. Several of these special and non-recurring items include impainnent losses. These impainnent losses \yere determined
in accordance vvith our policy of comparing the fair ·value of the asset with its carrying value. The fair value is detennined by quoted
market priees or by estimates of future cash flmvs. There is inherent su~jectivity involved in estimating future cash flo-ws, \yhich can have
a significant impact on the amount of any impairment.
Verizon's plant property and equipment balance represents a significant component of our consolidated assets. Depreciation expense on
Verizon's telephone operations is principally based on the composite group remaining life method and straight~line composite rates, which
provides for the recognition of the cost of the remaining net investment in telephone plant, less anticipated net salvage ·value, over the
remaining asset lives. We depreciate other plant property and equipment generally on a stmight~line basis over the estimated useful life of
the assets. Changes in the remaining usefllllives of assets as a result of technological change or other changes in circumstances, including
competitive factors in the markets \vhere we operate, c..1n have a significant impact on asset balances and depreciation expense.
We maintain benefit plans for most of our employees, including pension and other postretirement benefit plans. In the aggregate, the fair
value of pension plan asscfs exceeds benefit obligations, which contributes to pension plan income. Other postretirement benefit plans
have larger benefit obligations than plan assets, resulting in expense. Significant bene,fit plan assumptions, including the discount rate
lIsed, the IOl1g~term rate of return on pl,m assets and heath care trend rates are periodically updated and impact the amount of benefit plan
income, expense, assets and obligations (see "Consolidated Results of Operations - Consolidated Operating Expenses - Pension and Other
Postretirement Benefits"). A sensitivity analysis of the impact of changes in these assumptions on the bcnefit obligations and expense
(income) recorded as of December 31,2005 and for the year then ended pertaining to Verizoll's pension and postretirement benefit plans
is provided in thc tables below. Note that some of thcse sensitivities are not symmetrical as the calculations were bascd on all of the
actuarial assumptions as of year-end.

Pension Plans
Ikndit obligatifffi

- LOO

Postretirement Plans

Our accounting policy concerning the method of accounting applied to investments (consolidatioIL equity or cost) involves an evaluation
of aU significant terms of the investments that explicitlY rant or su) est evidence of control or influence over the operations of the entity
in \vhich 'we have invested. Where control .
e investment If we determine that we have significant
influence over the operating and financial policies
invested, \ye apply the equity method. We apply the cost
e,
method in situations where \ve determine that we d
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Our current and deferred income taxes, and associated valuation allowances, arc impacted by events and transactions arising in the normal
course of business as well as in connection \vith special and non-recurring items, Assessment of the appropriate amount and classification
of income taxes is dependent on several factors, including estimates of the timing and realization of deferred income tax assets and the
timing of income tax payments. Actual collC\;tions and payments may materially differ from these estimates as a result of changes in tax
laws as \vell as unanticipated future transactions impacting related income tax balances.
Intangible assets arc a significant component of our consolidated assets. Wireless licenses of $47,804 million represent the largest
component of our intangible assets. Our wireless licenses are indefinite-lived intangible assets, and as required by SFAS No. 142, are not
amortized but are periodically evaluated for impaimlcnt.
impainncnt loss would be determined by comparing the fair value of the
\vireless licenses with their canying \'alue. For 2004 and
we used a residual method. which determined fair value by estimating
future cash flows of the wireless business. Beginning in 2005. we began using a direct value approach in accordance with a September 29.
2004 Staff AIUlouncement from the staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), "Use of the Residual Method to Value
Acquired Assets Other Than Good\:vill." The direct value approach also determines fair value by estimating future cash Hows. There is
inherent subjectivity involved in estimating future cash flows, which can have a material impact on the amount of any impainnent

Recent Accounting Pronouncements
Stod::-Bascd

ComJl(,~nsation

In December 2004, the FASS issued SFAS No. 123(R), "Share-Based Payment," \\'ltich revises SFAS No. 123. SFAS No. 123(R) requires all
share-based payments to employees, including grants of employee stock options, to be recognized as compensation expense based on their fair
value, Effective JanilllI)' 1, 2003. Verizon adopted the f,lir value recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123. We plan to adopt SFAS No. 123(R)
effective January L 2006, using the modified prospective method and expect that any impact will not be material to our financial position or
ongoing results of operations.

MCIMergcr
On February 14,2005, Verizon announced that it had agreed to acquireMCI for a combination ofVcrizon common shares and cash (including
MCI dividends). On May 2, 2005, Verizon announced that it agreed with MCI to further amend its agreement to acquire MCI for cash and
stock of at least $26.00 per share, consisting of cash of $5.60, \vhich was paid as a special dividend by MCl on October 27, 2005, after the
October 6,2005 approval of the transaction by MCI shareholders, plus the greater of .5743 Verizon shares for each Mcr common share or a
sufficient number of Vcrizon shares to deliver to shareholders $20.40 of value. Under this price protection feMme, Verizon had the option of
paying additional cash instead of issuing additional shares over the ,5743 exchange ratio. TIlis considemtiou was su~jcct to adjustment at
closing and may ha\-'c been decreased based on Mcr s bankruptcy claims-related experience andintemational tax liabilities. The merger
received the required state. federal and intemational regulatory approvals by year~end 2005, and on January 6, 2006, Verizon and MCI closed
the merger.
Under terms of the merger agreement MCl sharehOlders received .5743 shares of Verizon and cash for each of their Mel shares. Verizon
elected to make a supplemental cash payment of $2.738 per MCl share, $779 million in the aggregate, rather than issue additional shares of
Verizon common stock so that the merger consideration \vas equal to at least $20.40 per Mel share. Verizon andMCr management mutually
agreed that there was no purchase price adjustment related to the amount of Mel's bankruptcy claims-related experience and intemational tax
liabilities.
Separately, on April 9, 2005, Verizoll entered into a stock purchase agreement with eight entities affiliated with C~Ir!OS Slim Betu to purchase
43.4 million shares ofMCI commOll stock for $25.72 per share in cash plus un additional cash amount of 3% per annum from April 9, 2005
untillhe closing or the purchase ofthosc shares, The transaction closed on May 17, 2005 and the addifional cash payment was made through
May 13, 2005, TIle total cash payment was $L121 million. Under the stock purchase agreement Verizon will pay the Slim entities <Ul
adjustment at the end of one yC<-lf in an amount per Mel share calculated by multiplying (i) .7241 by (if) the amount, if any, by which the price
ofVerizon's common stock excccds $35.52 per share (me.'lsured over a 20-day period), subject to a maximum excess amount per Verizon share
of $26.98, After the closing of the stock purchase agreement, Verizon transferred the shares of MCI common stock it had purchased to a trust
established pm-suant to an agreement between Verizon and the Department of Justice. We received the special di'vidend of$5,60 per MCI share
on these 43.4 million MCI shares, or $243 million, on October 27,2005,

Redcmlltion of MCI Debt
On January 17, 2006, Verizon announced offers to purchase two series of MCI senior notes, Mel $ L983 million aggregate principal ::Ullountof
t of 7,735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at HW% of their par
6.688% Senior Notes Due 2009 and 1.10 $1,699 millio
er with Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizon is required to
value, Due to the change in control ofMCI that Decurre
make this otTer to noteholders within 30 days of the cl
nd Verizon. Separately, Verizon notified notcholders that
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Mel is exercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to matlUity under the optional redemption procedures provided in the
indentures. The 6.688% Notcs wcre redeemed on March 1,2006, and the 7,735% Notes were redeemed on Fcbruary 16, 2006
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In addition, on JanuaJ)' 20,2006, Verizon announced an offer to repurchase Mel $1,983 milIion aggregate principal amount of 5.908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 101% of their par value. On Febnmry 21, 2006, $1,804 million of these notes were redcemed by Verizon. Verizon satisfied
and discharged the indenture governing this serics of notes shortly after tIle close of the offer for those notcholders who did not accept this
offer.
Issuance of Debt
In Fcbmary 2006, Verizon issued $4,000 million of floating rate and fixed rate notes matming from 2007 through 2035.
Sllcctnnn Purchascs
On Febmary 15,2005, the FCC's auction of broadband personal communications sen'ices licenses ended and Verizon Wireless and Vista PCS.
LLC were the highest bidders for 63 licenses totaling approximately $697 million. On May 13, 2005, the licenses won by Verizon Wireless
\VC1-e granted by the FCC TIle licenses won by Vista PCS remain subject to FCC approvaL

Sale-II of Busincsses and Investments
InfimnatioJ1 Serl'ices

In December 2005, we announced tbat we are exploring divesting Information Sen'ices through a spin-ofL sale or other strdtegic transaction.
However, since this process is still ongoing, Informatioll Services' resnlts of operations, financial position and cash flows remain in Verizon's
contmumg operanons.
Telephone /lccess Lines

We continually consider plans for a reduction in the size of our access line business, including tbrough a spin~off mechanism or othenvise, so
that we may pursue our strategy of placing grcater focus on the higher grov.'th businesses of broadband and ·wireless.

Environmental ~1.atters
During 2003, under a govemment~approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a former Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s ,md 1960s. Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
antkipated remediation costs \vas conducted. A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts at several other fonner facilities was also
undeltakell. As a result an additional environmental remediation expense of$240 million \vas recorded in 2003, for remedial activities likely to
take place over the next several years. In September 2005, the Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Formerly
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program, This may result in the ACE performing some or all of the rcmediation effort for the Hicksville site
with a corresponding decrease in costs to Verizon. To the extent that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial work at the Hicksyille site.
an adjustment to this reserve may be made. Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered during the remediation at
any of the sites requiring remediation.
New York Recoyery Funding
In Aug;ust 2002, President Bush signed the Supplemental Appropriations bill that included $5.5 billion in Ne\\' York recovery funding. Of that
amount, approximately $750 million has been allocated to cover utility restoration and infrastructure rebuilding as a result of the
September 11 th telTorist attacks on IO\'r"er Manhattan, These funds will be distributed through the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation
following an application and audit process. As of September 2004, we had applied for reimbursement of approximately $266 million under
Catcgol)' One, although we did not record this amount as a receivable. We received advances totaling $88 million in connection with this
application process. On December 22, 2004, we applied for reimbursement of an additional $136 million of "category 2" losses, and on
March 29, 2005 we amended our application seeking an additional $3 million. Category 2 funding is for pennanent restoration and
infrastructure improvement According to the plan, permanent restoration is reimbursed up to 75% of the loss. On November 3, 2005, we
received the results of prelintinary audit findings disallowing all but $44 million of our original $266 million of costs in our Category One
applications. On December 8, 2005, \ve provided a detailed rebuttal to the preliminary audit findings and arc currelltly awaiting the final audit
report. Our applications are pending.
1 Rcgulaton and Coml,ctith'c Trends

Compctition and Regulation
TechnologicaL regulatory and market changes have provided Verizon both lIew opportunities and challenges. These changes have allO\ved
Verizon to offer new types of services in this increasingly competitive market. At the same time, they have allowed other service providers to
broaden the scope of their O\vn competitive
pctitors for nel\vork services include other telephone
companies, cable companies, \virelcss sen'ice
. satellite providers, electric utilities, Internet
that offer network sen'ices using a variety of
sen'ice providers, prO\'iders of voice over the Internet
technologies. Many of these companies have a strong
lition and existing customer relationships, all of which
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contribute to intensif)ting competition and may affect our future revenue grmvth. Many of our competitors also remain subject to fewer
regulatory constraints than Verizon.

""ill

We are unable to predict definitively the impact that the ongoing changes in the telecommunications industry
ultimately have on our
business, results of operations or financial condition, The financial impact
depend on several factors, including the timing, extent and
success of competition in our markets, the timing and outcome of vmions regulatory proceedings and any appeals, and lhe timing, extent and
success of our pursuit of new opportunities.

,,,ill
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FCC Regulation
Our services are su~iect to the jurisdiction of the FCC with respect to interstate telecommunications services and other matters for which the
FCC has jurisdiction under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
Broadband

The FCC has adopted a series of orders that recognize the competitive nature of the broadband market. and impose lesser regulatory
requirements to broadband services and facilities than apply to narrowband. With respect to facilities, the FCC has determined that certain
unbundling requirements that apply to narrmvband f,acilities do not apply to broadband facilities such as fiber to the premise loops and packet
s\vitches. With respect to services, the FCC has concluded that broadband Internet access services offered by telephone companies and their
affiliates qualify as largely deregulated information services. The same order also concluded that telephone companies may offer the
underlying broadband transmission services that are used as an input to Internet access services through private carriage arrangements on
negotiated commercial terms. The FCC's order addressing the appropriate ref.,'ulatory treatment of broadband Internet aCcess services is the
subject of a pending appeal,
[-'ideo

The FCC has a body of rules that apply to cable operators under Title VI of the Communications Act of 1934, and these rules also genemJ:ly
apply to telephone companies that provide cable services over their networks. In addition, companies that provide cable service over a cable
system generally must obtain a local cable franchise. The FCC currently is conducting a rulemaking proceeding to detenninc whether the local
franchising process is serving as a barrier to entry for new providers of video services, like Verizon. In this proceeding, the FCC is evaluating
the scope of its authority over the local franchise process and is considering adopting mles under Section 621 of the Communications Act of
1934 to ensure that the local franchising process does not undermine competitive entry.
Inten,late Access Charges andlntercarrier ('ompensaiion

The current framev.'Ofk for interstate access rates was established in the Coalition for Affordable Local and Long Distance Services (CALLS)
plan, which the FCC adopted on May 3 L 2000. The CALLS plan has three main components. First, it establishes portable interstate access
universal service support of $650 million for the industry that replaces implicit support previously embedded in interstate access charges.
Second, the plan simplifies the patchwork of common line charges into one subscriber line charge (SLC) and provides for de~averaging of the
SLC by zones <illd class of customers. Third, the plan set into place a lnechanism to transition to a set target of $.0055 per minute for switched
access services. Once that target rate is reached, local exchangc carriers arc no longer required to make furlher annual price cap reductions to
their switched access prices. As a result of tariff adjustments \vhich became effective in July 2003, virtually aU of our s\vitched access lines
reached the $.0055 benchmark.
The FCC currently is condncting a broad rulemaking proceeding to consider He\V mles governing intcrcamer compen&1tiol1 including, but Hot
limited to, access charges, compensation for Internet traffic, and reciprocal compensation for local traffic. The notice seeks comments about
inte:rcarrier compensation in general and requests input on seven specific reform proposals.
TIle FCC also has pending before it issues relating to intercarrier compensation for dial-up Internet~bound traffic. The FCC previously found
this tramc is not subject to reciprocal compensation under Section 251(b)(5) of the TclecommunicationsAct of 1996. Instead, the FCC
established federal rates per minute for this traffic that declined from $.0015 to $.0007 over a three~year period, established caps on the total
minutes oftlus traffic subject to compensation in a state, and required incumbent local exchange carriers to offer to both btl! and pay rcciprocal
compensation for local traffic at the same rate as they are required to pay on Intcrnet~bound traffic. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit rejected part of the FCC's rationale, but declined to vacate the order while it is on remand. As a result, pendIng further action by the
FCC, the FCC's underlying order remains in effect. The FCC subsequently denied a petition to discontinue the $.00()7 rate cap on this traffic"
but removed the caps on the total minutes of Internet~boundtraffic subject to compensation. That decision is the sUQject of an appeal by scveral
parties. Disputcs also rcmain pending in a number of forums relating to the appropriate compensation for Intemet-boul1d tramc during previous
pedods under the t.erms of our intercOlUlection agreements with other caITiers
The FCC also is conducting a mlemaking proceeding to address the regnlation of services that usc Internet protocol, including whether access
charges should apply to voice or other Internet protocol scrvices. TIle FCC also considered several petitions asking whether, and under what
circumstances, services that employ lnternct protocol are su~ject to access charges. The FCC previously has held that onc provider's peCNO~
peer Intcrnet protocol service that docs not use the public switched network is an interstate infonnation service and is not subject to access
charges, while a service that utilizes Internet protocol for only one intenuediate part of a call's transmission is a telecommunications service
that is subject to access charges, Another petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying access charges to voice over Internet protocol
sCf\ices that arc tenninatcd on switched local exchange netw'Ofks was withdrawn by the carrier that filed tlmt petition. The FCC also declared
the services offered by one provider of a voice over Intemet protocol service to be jurisdictionally interstate on the grounds thal it \vas
impossible to separate that carrier'
state components. TIle FCC also stated that its conclusion
would apply to other services with similar chara
d.
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The FCC also has adopted rules for special access services that provide for pricing flexibility and ultimately the removal of services from price
regulation when prescribed competitive thresholds are met. More than half of special access revenues are no,,\, removed from price regulation.
ThcFCC currently has a rulcmaking proceeding lIndcnvay to evaluate cxperiencc under its pricing flexibility rules, and to determine \vhether
any changes to those rules arc warranted.
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Universal Service

The FCC also has a body of rules implementing the universal service provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, including rules
governing support to mml and non-mml high-cost areas, support for low income subscribers, and support for schools, libmries and rural health
care, TIle FCC's current rules for support to high-cost areas served by larger "non~nual" local telephone companics wcre previously remanded
by U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, which had found that the FCC had not adequately justified these rules. The FCC has initiated a
mlemaking proceeding in response to the court's remand, but its rules remain in effect pending the results of the mlemaking. The FCC also has
proceedings underway to evaluate possible chmlges to its current rules for assessing contributions to the universal service fund. Any change in
the current assessment mechanism could result in a change in the contribution that local telephone companies, ·wircless carriers or others must
makc and that ·would have to be collected from customers.
Unbundling ofNetwork E'lements

Under section 251 of tile Telecommunications Act of 1996, incumbent local exchange camel'S \vcre required to provide competing carriers with
access to components of their network on an unbundled basis, known as UNEs, where certain statutory standards arc satisfied, The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 also adopted a cost~based pricing standard for these UNEs, 'which the FCC interpreted as allowing it to
impose a pricing standard known as "total element long nm incremental cost" or "TELRIC," The FCC's rules defining the unbundled network
elements that must be made available at TELRIC prices have been overtumed on multiple occasions by the courts. In its most recent order
issued in response to these court decisions, thc FCC eliminated the requirement to unbundlc mass market local switching on a natiomvide basis,
with the obligation to accept new orders ending as of the effective dale of the order (March 1 L 2005). The FCC also established a one year
transition for existing UNE switching arrangements, For high capacity transmission facilities, the FCC established criteria for detcnnining
whether high capacity loops, transport or dark fiber transport must be unbundled in individual \'lire centers, and stated that these standards were
only expected to affect a small number of \vire ccnters, The FCC also eliminated the obligation to provide dark fiber loops and found that there
is no obligation to provide UNEs exclusively for wireless or long distance service, In any instance where a particular high capacity facility no
longer has to be made available as a UNE, the FCC established a similar one year transition for any existing high c~lpacity loop or transport
UNEs, and an 18 month transition for any existing dark fiber lJ'NEs. Verizon and other parties have challenged various aspects of the neVi FCC
mles on ,appeal
As noted above, the FCC has concluded that the requiremcnt under Section 251 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide unbundled
network clements at TELRIC prices generally docs not apply with respect to broadband facilities, such as fiber to the premises loops, the
packel-S\vitched capabilities of hybrid loops and packet s\vitching. The FCC also has held that any separate unbundling obligations that may be
imposed by Section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 do not apply to these same facilities. The decision with respect to Sectionl?l
1S the su~icct of an ongoing appeal.
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In this Management's Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition, and elsewhere in this Annual Report, we
have made fOf\vard-Iooking statements. These statements are based 011 our estimates and assumptions and are subject to risks and uncertainties.
FOf\vard-looking statements include the information concerning our possible or assumed future results of operations. Forward-looking
statements also include those preceded or follmved by the \yords "anticipates:' "believes," "estimates:' "hopes" or similar expressions. For
those statements, we claim the protection of the safe harbor for fonvard-Iooking statements contained in the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995.
TIle following important factors, along \\'ith those discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report, could alTect futme results and could cause those
results to differ materially from those expressed in the fOf\vard-Iooking statements·
materially adverse changes in economic and industry conditions and labor matters, including workforce levels and labor negotiations, and
any resulting financial and/or operational impact in the markets served by us or by companies in which we have substantial investments:
material changes in available technology:
technology substitution:
an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited ratings organizations:
the final results of federal and state regulatory proceedings concerning our provision of retail and wholesale senices and judicial revie\v of
those results:
the effects of competition in our markets:
the tinting, scope and financial impacts of our deployment of fiber-lo~the~premisesbroadband technology:
the ability ofVcrizon Wireless to continue to obtain sufficient spcctmm resources:
changes in our accounting assumptions that regulatory agencies, including the SEC. may require or that result from changes in the
accounting ndes or their application, lvhich could result in an impact on earnings; and
the extent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings following our business combination \\ith Mer.
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We, the management of Vcrizon Communications Inc., are responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial
reporting of the company. Management has evaluated intemal control over financial reporting of the company using the criteria for effective
intemal control established in Intcmal Control- Integrated Fmmework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission.
Management has assessed the effectiveness of the company's intemal control over financial reporting as of December 31,2005. Based on this
assessment we believe that the internal control over financial reporting orlhe company is effective as of Dccember 31, 2005. ]n connection
with this assessment, there "vere no material weaknesses in the company's internal control over financial reporting identified by management.
The company's financial statements included in this annual report have been audited by Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public
accounting firm. Ernst & Young LLP has also issued an attestation report on management's assessment of the company's internal control over
financial reporting

lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg
Ivan G. Seidenberg
Chainuan and Chief Executive Officer

lsi Doreen A. Toben
Doreen A. Toben
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

lsi TIlOmas A. Bartlett
Thomas A. Bartlett
Senior Vice President and Controller
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To The Board of Directors and Shareowners of Vcrizon Communications Inc.:

We have audited management's assessment, included in the accompanying Report of Management on Intemal Control Over Financial
Reporting. that Verizon Communications Inc. and subsidiaries (Verizon) maintained effective internal control over financial reponing as of
December 3L 2005. based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (the COSO criteria), Verizon's management is responsible for maintaining effective internal
control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness ofintemal control over financial reporting. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on management's assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about \"vhether effective internal control over financial reporting ,vas
maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of intemal control over financial reporting, evaluating
management's assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other
procedures as we considered necessar:y in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion,
A company's intemal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial
and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. company's intcmal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of
records that in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company~ (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions arc recorded as necessary to pcnnit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance \vith authorizations of
management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition. use, or disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control ovcr financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance \vith the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, management's assessment that Vetizon maintained effective internal control over financial reporting, as ofOecember 31,2005.
isf<tirly stated, in aU material respects, based on the COSO criteria. Also, in our opinion, Verizon maintained, in all material respects, effective
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005, based on the COSO criteria.
We also have audited, in accormmce with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated
balance sheets of Verizon as of December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and changes in
sharcmvncrs' investment for each of the three years in the period ended December 3 L 2005 and our report dated February 23, 2006 expressed
an unqualified opinion thereon.

Ernst & Young LLP
Ernst & YoungLLP
Ne'iv York. New York
February 23, 2006
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To The Board of Directors and Shnreowners of Verizon Communications Inc.:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Verizon Communications Inc. and subsidiaries (Vcrizon) as of
December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash 11O\vs and changes in sharcowners' investment for each
of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2005. These financial statements arc the responsibility of Verizon's management. Our
responsibility is to express <ill opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). TIlOse
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurancc about whcther the financial statements are frcc of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as \vell as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
[n our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position ofVerizon at
December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 31, 2005, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements, Verizon changed its methods of accounting for directory revenues and
expenses, stock~based compensation and asset retirement obligations effective January 1, 2003.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness
ofVerJzon's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005, based on criteria established in Internal Control-Integrated
Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organi7-<1tions of the Treadway Commission and our repOli dated Febmary 23, 2006
expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Ernst & Young LLP
Ernst & Young LLP
New York, Ne\v York
FebruaI}' 23, 2006
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(dollars in milli\llis. exc<"11t pel' share ;mlOunls)

net

(1)

Total per share amounts may not add due to rounding.

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements,
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(dollars in millions, cxccpt Jlcr share amounts)
2005
2004

,\tDl'ccmlwr31,

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-tenn investments
Accounts receivable, net of allowances' of $1288 and $1.670
Inventories
Assets held for s<lle
Prepaid expenses and other
Total current'assets

Plant. property and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation
Investments in uncollsolicL'l.tcd businesses
Wireless licenses
Goodwill
Other intangible assets. net
Other assets
Total assets

776
2,498
9,171
1,780

2,290
2257
9.801
1.535
950

193,610
118,305
75,305
4,604
47,804
836
4,293

185.522
111.398
74.124
5,855
42.090
837
4,521

7,141
12,351

3593

5,571

Liabilities and ShareOlvnt.~rs' Iuvestment
Current liabilities
Debt maturing \vithin one year
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Liabilities related to assets held for sale
Other
Total current liabilities
Long·teTill debt
Employee benefit obligations
Deferred income taxes
Other liabilities

25,063
31,869
18,819
22,411
3,534

5,834
23.t29
35.674
17,941
22.532
4,069

Minority interest

26,754

25.053

Shareowners· investment
Series preferred stock ($.10 par value: none issued)
Common stock ($.10 par value; 2,774,865,3&1 shares issued in bOth periods)
Contributed capital
Rcilwestcd c,,1mings
Accumulated otllcr eomprehensiYC loss
Common stock in treasury, at cost
Deferred compensation·employec stock ownership plans and other
Total shmcowners' investment
Total liabilities and shareowners' investment

277
25,369
15,905
(1,783)
(353)
265
39,680
S 168,130

277
25,404
12,984
(L053)
(142)
90
37:560
165.958

Sec Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements,

EXHIBIT
ExhIbit 241
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Cash arid cash equivalent.s, end of year
See Not.cs to Consolidated Financial Statemcnts.
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(dollar, in
Y('ars Enu('d December 31,

2005

milli(m~. except

per share amounts. and sllare, in thousands)
20()4
20l)}

Shart's

Amount

Sharc~

AmOlmt

Sharo,

Amoun(

2,774,865

277

2.772.31-1

277

2.751.650

275

Common Stock
Balance at beginning of ~year
Shares issued
Employee plans
Shareowner plans
Shares retired
Balance at end of year

2.501
50

20.664

Contr-ibuted Callital
Balance at beginning of year
Shllres issued~employee and
shareowner plans
Tax benefit from exercise of stock

25,404

24.685

25.363

725

(24)

options

[2

41

Other
Balance at end of year

Rein\'csted Earnings
Balance at bCginlling of year
Net income
Dividends declared ($1.62, $1.54 and
$1.54 per share)
Shares issued~cmployee and
shareowner plans
Other
Balance at end of year

12,984
7,397

9.409
7.831

(4,479)

(4.265)

(4.250)
39

'C

Balance at beginning of year
Foreign currency translation
aqjllstment
Unrealized gains on net investment
hedges
Unrealized gains (losses) on
marketable securities
Unrealized dcriyati\'c gains (losses)
on cash

(1,250)

(1,053)

(2.110)

548

(755)

568

(21)
17

10

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Balance at end of year

TreasuJ'Y Stock
Balance ;d beginning of year
Shares purchased
Shares distributed
Employee plans
Slmremmer plans
Balance at end of year

(5,213)
(7,859)

(142)
(271)

1,594
22
(ll,456)

(353)

59

(4.55-1)
(9.5-10)

8.88]

3-13

(5,213)

(1-12)

I

(8,62-1)

(218)

-l.(147
23
(4.554)

W2
I
(II5)

Deferred ComJlcnslltion-ESOPs
and Otbel"
Balance at beginning or year
Amortiz.ation
Other

l!XHIBIT
Exhibit 241

(218)
301
7

(552)
312
22
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Total Comprehensive Income
See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Description of Business
Verizon Communications inc. (Verizon) is one of the \vorld's leading providers of communications services. Verizon's domestic \virelinc
telecommunications business provides local telephone services, including broadband, in 28 states and Washington, D.C. and nationwide longdistance and other communications products and services. Verizon's domestic wireless business, operating as Verizon Wireless. provides
\\'ireless voice and data products and services across the United States using one of the most extensive wireless netvvorks. Information Services
operates directot}' publishing businesses and provides electronic commerce services. Verizon's International segment includes wireUne <U1d
wireless communications operations and investments in the Americas <U1d Europe. We have four reportable segments, ,vhich we operate and
mmage as strategic business units: Domestic Telecom, Domestic Wireless, Information Services and International. For further information
concerning our business segments, see Note 17.
In connection with the closing of the merger with Mel. Inc. (MCI), which occurred on January 6, 2006, Verizon now owns and operates one of
the most expansive end~io~eHd global lntemet Protocol (lP) networks \vhich includes over 270,000 domestic and 360,()()O international route
miles of fiber optic cable and provides aeccss to over 140 countries \vorldwide. Operating as Verizon Business, \ve are now better able to
provide next-generation IP network services to medium and large businesses and government customers, For further information concerning
the merger ,,,ith Mel, see Note 24.
Consolidation
The method of accounting applied to investments, whether consolidated, equity or cost, involves an evaluation of all significant terms of the
investmcnts that explicitly grant or suggest evidence of control or influence over thc operations of the investcc. The consolidated financial
statements include our controlled subsidiaries. Investments in businesses which we do not control, but have the ability to exercise significant
influence over operating and financial policies, are accounted for using the equity method. Investments in which we do not have the ability to
exercise significant influence over operating and financial policies are accounted for under the cost method. Equity and cost method
iu\'estments are included in Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses in our consolidated balance sheets. Certain of our cost method
investments are classified as available~for-sale securities and adjusted to fair value pursuant to Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(SFAS) No. 115, "Accounting for Certain investments in Debt and Equity Securities."
All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated.
Wc have reclassified prioryC<:1r amounts to conform to the current year presentation.
Discontinued 01)Crations, Asscts Held for Salc, and Sales of Uusincsses and Investments
We classify as discontinued operations <my component of our business that we hold for sale or dispose of that has operations and cash flows
that are clearly distinguishable operationally and for financial reporting purposes from the rest of Verizon. For those components, Verizon has
no significant continuing involvement after disposal and their operations and cash flows are elimillated from Verizon's ongoing operdtions.
Sales not classified as discontinued operations are reported as either Sales of Businesses, Net Equity in Earnings of Unconsolidated Businesses
or Income From Other Unconsolidated Businesses in our consolidated statements of income.
Use of Estim~ltl'.S
We prepare our financial statements using generally acceptcd accounting principles (GAAP), which require management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect reported amounts and disclosures. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Examples of significant estimates include the allowance for doubtful accounts, the rccovcrability of plant, property and equipment, inwnglble
assets and other long-lived assets, valuation allowances on tax assets and pension and postretirement benefit assumptions.
Revenue Recognition
Domestic Telecom

Our Domestic Telecom segment earns revenue based upon usage of our netsvork and facilities and contmct fees. In gencmL fixed fees for local
telephone, long distance and certain other services are billed one month in advance and recognized the folIo\ving month when earned. Revenue
from other products that are not fixed fec or that exceed contracted amounts is recognizcd when such services are pro\ided.
We recognize equipment revenue for services, in ,vh
equipment is installed in accordance with contractual s

1t ,vith maintenance and monitoring services, \vhen the
customer's use. TIlC maintenance and monitoring services
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are recognized monthly over the tenn of the contract as \lie provide the services. Long~tenn contracts are accounted for using the percentage of
completion method. We use the completed contract method if we cannot estimate the costs \vith a reasonable dq,rree of reliability.
Customer activation fees. along \\'ith the related costs up to but not exceeding the activation fees. are deferred and amortized over the customer
relationship period.
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Domestic fVireless

Our Domestic Wireless segment carns revenue by providing access to and usage of our nehvork, "vhich includes roaming and long distance
revenue. In generaL acccss revenue is billed one month in advance and recognized when earned. Airtime and usage revenuc, roaming rcvenue
<illd long dist<illce revenue are recognized ,vhen the service is rendered. Equipment sales revenue associated ,vith the sale of .vireless handsets
and accessories is recognized when the products arc delivered to and acceptcd by thc customer. as this is considered to be a separate earnings
process from the sale of wireless services. Customer activation fees are considered additional consideration ,,,hen handsets arc sold to the
customers at a discount and are recorded as equipment sales revenne.
information ,')'ervices

Infonnation Services earns revenues prirnarily from print and online directory publishing. TIlis segment recognizes revenues and expenses in
our print directory business using the amortization method. Under the amortization method, revenues and direct expenses, primarily printing
and distribution costs, are recognized over the life of the directory, which is usually 12 months. Revenue from our online directory,
SuperPages.com,is recognized in the month it is earned.
International

TIle consolidated wireline and wireless businesses that comprise our International segment recognize revenue in a similar manner as our other
segments. In addition, this segment holds several investments that are either accounted for under the equity or cost method of accounting. For
additional detail on our accounting policy related to these investments, see "Consolidation" above.

Maintenance and RClmh"s
We charge the cost of maintenance and repairs, including the cost of replacing minor items not constituting substantial bettcnnents, principaUy
to Cost of Services and Sales as these costs are incurred.

EarningsPCI" Common Sharc
Basic earnings per common share are based on the weighted~average munber of shares outstanding during the year. Diluted earnings per
common share include the dilutive effect of shares issuable under our stock~based compensation plans, an exchangeable equity interest (see
Note 9), and the zcro~coupon convertible notes (see Note 1l), which represent the only potentially dilutivc common shares.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
We consider all highly liquid investments with a maturity of 90 days or less when purchased to be cash equivalents, except cash equivalents
held as shorHerm investments. Cash equivalents arc stated at cost, ,,,,hich approximates market value.

Short-Tenn Investments
Our short~tenn investments consist primarily of cash equivalents held in trust to pay for certain employee benefits.
stated at cost, which <lpproximatesmarket value

Short~term

investments are

Madtctablc Securitics
We continually evaluate our investments in market<lble securities for impairmcnt due to declines in market value considered to be other than
temporary. That evaluation includes. in addition to persistent declining stock prices. general economic and company~specific evaluations. In
the event of a determination that a decline in market value is other than temporary. a charge to earnings is recorded for the loss. and a new cost
basis in the investment is established, These investments arc included in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets in Investments in
Unconsolidated Businesses or Other Assets.

Inventories
We include in inventory ne,\' and reusable supplies and net\vork equipment of our telephone operations, \vhich arc stated principaU)! at average
original cost, except that specific costs arc used in the case of large individual items. Inventories of our other subsidiaries are stated at the lmvcr
of cost (detcnnined principally on either an average cost or :firS1~in.first~outbasis) or market

Plant and Depreciation
We record plant, propClty and equipment at cost. Our telephone operations' depreciation expense is principally based on the composite group
remaining life method and straight~line composite rates. This method provides for the recognition of the cost of the rcmaining nct investmcnt in
lis method requires the periodic revision of depreciation
telephone plaut less anticipated net salvage value.
rates
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The asset lives used by our telephone operations are presented in the following t<tble:

When we replace or retire depreciable plant used in our wire-line net\York, we deduct the carrying amount of such plant froIH the respective
accounts and charge it to accumulated depreciation (see Note 2 for additional information on the adoption of SFAS No. 143, "Accounting for
Asset Retirement Obligations").
Plant, property and equipment of our other subsidiaJies is generany depreciated on a straight~line basis over the follo\ving estimated useful
lives: buildings, 8 to 42 years: wireless plant equipment 3 to 15 years: and other equipment 1 to 20 years.
When the depreciable assets of our other subsidiaries arc retired or othenvise disposed of the related cost and accumulated depreciation are
deducted from the plant accounts, and any gains or losses on disposition are recognized in income.
We capitalize network software purchased or developed in connection \vith related plant assets. We also capitalize interest associated with the
acquisition or constmction of plant assets. Capitalized interest is reported as a cost of plant and a reduction in interest cost
In connection \vith our ongoing revie\v of the estimated remaining useful lives of plant property and equipment and associated depreciation
rates, we detenllincd that, effective January 1, 2005, the remaining useful lives of three categories of telephone assets would be shortened by I
to 2 years. These changes in asset lives were based on Verizon's plans, and progress to date on those plans, to deploy fiber optic cable to
homes, replacing copper cable, While the timing and extent of current deployment plans arc subject to modification, Verizon management
believes that ClltTen! estimates of reductions in impacted asset lives is reasonable and subject to ongoing analysis as deployment of fiber optic
lines continues. TIle asset categories impactcd and useful life changes arc as follows·

Computer Sot't\y.u'c Costs
We capitalize the cost of internal-usc network and UOlHletwork sofl:\varc \vllich has a useful life in excess of one year in accord1Ulce with
Statement of Position (SOP) No. 98~1, ·'Accounting for the Costs of Computer Sofhvare Developed or Obtained for Internal Use." Subsequent
additions, modifications or upgrades to internal~use network and non-network software arc capitalized only to the extent that they allow the
software to perform a task it previously did not perl'onn. Sofhvare maintenance and training costs arc expensed in the period in which they are
incUlTed. Also, we capitalize interest associated with the development of non~network internal-use software. Capitalized non~network internal~
usc software costs are amortized llsing the straight~line method over a period of 1 to 7 years and arc included in Other Intangible Assets, Net in
our consolidated balance sheets. For a discussion of our impairment policy for capitalized software costs under SFAS No. 144, "Accounting for
the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets," see "Goodwill and Other Intangibles" below. Also, see Note 7 for additional detail of non~
network intcmal-usc soJhvare reflected in our consolidated balance sheets.

Goothrill and Other Intangible Assets
Goodwill

Good\viIl is the excess of the acquisition cost of businesses over the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired. Impainncnt testing for
goodwill is performed at least annually unless indicators of impainnent exist The impairment test for good\vilI uses a two-step approach,
which is performed at the reporting unit level. Reporting units may be operating segmeIlts or one level below an operating segment. referred to
as a component. Businesses for which discrete financial information is available arc generally considered to be components of an operating
segment. Components that are economically similar and managed by the same segment management group are aggregated and considered a
reporting unit under SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and OtherIntan 1ibie Assets." Sle one compares the fair value of the reporting unit (calculated
using a discounted cash flm.v method) to its carrying
eds the fair value, there is a potential impainnent and step
irs goodwill to its implied fair value (i.e., fair value of
two must be pclformed. Step two compares the car
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reporting lmilless the fair value of the unit's assets and liabilities, induding identifiable intangible assets), If the carrying value of good'\-vill
exceeds its implied fair value, the excess is required to be recorded as an impainncnt.
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intangible Assets ,\'ot Subject to Amortization

A significant portion of our intangible assets are Domestic Wireless licenses, including licenses associated \Cvith equity method investments.
that pro\ide our wireless operations \vith the exclusive right to utilize designated radio frequency spectmm to provide cellular communication
services. While licenses are issued for only a fixed time, generally ten )'ears, such licenses are subject to rene"wal by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). Renewals of licenses have occurred routinely and at nominal cost. Moreover, we have determined that
there are currently no legaL regulatory, contractual, competitive, economic or other factors that limit the uscfullife of our wireless licenses. As
a result, we trent the wireless licenses as an indefinite·lived intangible asset under the provisions of SFAS No. 142. We reevaluate the useful
life determination for "'I\ireless licenses each reporting period to detenninewhether events and circumstances continue to support an indefinite
useful life,
We have tested our Domestic Wireless licenses for impainnent at least annually unless indicators of impairment exist Beginning in 2005. we
began using a direct value approach in performing our annual impairment test on our Domestic Wireless licenses. The direct value approach
determines fair value using estimates of future cash flows associated specifically with the licenses. Previously, ,ve used a residual method.
\vhich detennined the fair value of the wireless business by estimating future cash flows of the wireless operations. The fair value of aggregate
"'Ivireless licenses was detennined by subtracting from the fair value of the \vireless business the fair value of an of the other net tangible and
intangible (primmi!:y recognized and unrecognized customer relationship intangible assets) assets of om wireless operations. We determined
the fair value of our customer relationship intangible assets based on our average customer acquisition costs. We began using the direct value
approach in 2005 in accordance with a September 29, 2004 Staff Announcement from the staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), "Use of the Residual Method to Value Acquired Assets Other 11130 Good\vill." Under either the direct method or the residual method, if
the fair value of the aggregated wireless licenses was less than the aggregated carrying amount of the licenses, an impairment \votJld have been
recognized.
intangible Assets Subject to Amortization

Our intangible assets that do not have indefinite lives (primarily customer lists and non·nctwork intemal·usc soflware) arc amortized over their
useful lives and reviewed for impainnent in accordance with SFAS No. 144, which only requires testing whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. If any indicators were present we \-vauld test for
recoverability by comparing the carrying amount of the asset to the net undiscounted cash flows expected to be generated from the asset. If
those net undiscountcd cash flmvs do not exceed the carrying amount (Le., the asset is not recoverable), we would perform the next step which
is to determinc the fair value of the asset and record an impaimlcnt if any. We reevaluate the useful life determination for these intangible
assets each repOiting period to determine whether events and circumstances warrant a revision in their remaining usefullifc.
For information related to the carrying amount of goodwill by segment as \-vell
acquired intangible assets, see Note 7.

~lS

the major components and average useful lives of our other

Sale of Stock By SubsidillQ'
We recognize in consolidation changes in our ownership percentage in a subsidiary caused by issuances of the subsidiary's stock as
adjustments to Contributed Capital.

Income Taxes
Verizon and its domestic subsidiaries file a consolidated federal income tax return.
Our telephone operations use the defen-al method of accounting for investment tax credits earned prior to the repeal of investment tax credits by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. We also defer certain transitional credits earned after the repeal. We amortize these credits over the estimated
service lives of the related assets as a reduction to the Provision for Income Taxes.

Stock-Based COml)Cnsation
Prior to 2003, we accounted for stock-based employee compensation under Accounting Principals Boord Opinion No. 25, "Accounting for
Stock Issued to Emplo),'ces," and related interpretations. <Uld followed the disclosure·only provisions of SFAS No. 123, "Accounting for Stock·
Based Compensation."
Effective January 1, 2003, we adopted the fair value recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123, using the prospective llletllod (as permitted under
SFAS No. 148. "Accounting for Stock·Based Compensation ~ Transition and Disclosure") to all new awards granted, modified or settled after
January L 2003. Under thc prospective mcthod, employee compensation expense in the first year will be recognized for new mrards granted,
modified. or settled, The options generally vest over a tenn of three years, therefore the expenses related to stock-based employee
compensation included in the determination of net income for 2005 2004 and 2003 are less than \-vhat would have been recorded if the fair
information on the impact of adopting SFAS No. 123)
value method was also applied to previously issued

Foreign Currene)' Translation
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The functional currency for aU of our foreign operations is the local currency. For these foreign entities, \ve translate income statement amounts
at average exchange rates for the period, and we translate assets and liabilities at end~of~period exchange rates. We record these translation
adjustments in Accumulatcd Other Comprehensive Loss, a separate component of Shareowners' Invcstment in our consolidated balance
sheets. We report exchange gains and losses on intercompany foreign currency transactions of a long~term nature in Accumulated Other
Comprehensive Loss, Other exchange gains and losscs arc reportcd in income.
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Eml)lo)'ce Bcnl'fit Plans
Pension and postretirement health care and life insurJnce benefits eamed during the year as \\'ell as interest on prqjected benefit obligations are
accrued currently. Prior service costs and credits resulting from changes in plan benefits arc amortized over the average remaining service
period of the employees expected to receive benefits.
In December 2005, we announced that Vcrizon management employees will no longer earn pension benefits or earn service towards the
company retiree medical subsidy after June 30, 2006, Sec Note 15 for additional information.

Derivative Instruments
We have entered into derivative transactions to manage our exposure to fluctuations in foreign currcncy exchange rates, interest rates and
equity prices. We employ risk management strategies using a variety of derivatives including foreign currency forwards and collars, equity
options, interest rate swap agreements and interest rate locks. We do not hold derivatives for trading purposes.
In accordance with SFAS No. 133, "Accounting for Derivative I11stnunents and Hedging Activities" and related amendments and
interpretations, we measure all derivatives. including derivatives ernbcdded in other financial instnunents, at fair value and recognize them as
either assets or liabilities on our consolidated balance sheets. Changes in the fair values of derivative instruments not quali(ving as hedges or
any ineffective portion of hedges are recognized in earnings in the current period. Changes in the fair values of derivative inslmments used
effectively as fair value hedges are recognized in earnings, along with changes in the fair value oithe hedged item. Changes in the fair value of
the effective p0l1ions of cash 1101V hedges arc reported in other comprehensive income (loss), and recognized in eamings when the hedged item
is recognized in eamings.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements
Stock-Based Compensation

[n December 2004, the FASB issued SPAS No. 123(R), "Sh,rre-Based Payment" \vhiehrevises SF AS No. 123. SFAS No. 123(R) requires aU
share-based payments to employees, including grants of employee stock options. to be recognized as compensation expense based on their fair
valuc. Effective January 1, 2003, Verizon adopted the fair valuc recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123. We plan to adopt SFAS No. 123(R)
effective January L 2006, using the modified prospective method and expect that any impact will not be material to our financial position or
ongoing resnlts of operations.

Din.'Ctory Accounting

Effective January 1, 2003, we changcd our method for recognizing revenucs and expenses in Oilr directory business from the publication-date
method to the amortization method. The cumulative effect of this accounting change resulted in a charge of $2,697 million ($1,647 million
after~tax), recorded as of January L 2003,
Stock - Based Compensation

As discussed in Note 1, we adopted the fair valne recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123 using the prospective method as pcnnitted under
SFAS No, 148. The follmvingtable illustrates the effect on reported net income and eamings per share if the fair value method had been
applied to all outstanding and unvested options in each period.

Add: Stoc:k o!,tion,-rel:ltedc11l!,]oy,:e ce,mIXmsaltionexp"nseinelude<:! illl'cpo:rted
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After-tax compensa.tion expense for other stock-based compensation included in net income- as reported for the years ended December 31.
2005, 2004 and 2003 'was $370 million, $254 million and $80 million, respectively,
For additional information on assumptions used to determine the pro forma amounts as \vell as other information related to our stock-based
compensation plans, sec Note 14.

Asset Retirement Obligations
We adopted the provisions of SFAS No. 143 on January L 2003. SFAS No. 143 requires that companies recognize the fair value of a liability
for asset retirement obligations in the period in which the obligations are incurred and capitalize that amount as part of the book value of the
long-lived asset. We determined that Verizon does not have a material legal obligation to remove 10ng-lh'Cd assets as described by this
statement However, prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 143, we included estimated removal costs in our group depreciation models.
Consequently, in connection with the initial adoption of SFAS No. 143 we reversed accrued costs of removal in excess of salvage from our
flccumulated depreciation accounts for these assets. The adjustment was recorded as a cumulative effect of an accounting change, resulting in
the recognition of a gain of $3,499 million ($2,150 million after-tax). Additionally, on December 31, 2005, FASB Interpretation (FIN) No. 47,
"Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations - an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 143'· became effective. There was no
impact of the adoption afFIN No. 47 on Veril.on's results of operations or financial position.

Discontinued 01)CI'lltions
Verizon !frfimnation Services Canada

During 2004, \VC announced our decision to sell Verizon Information Services Canada Inc. to an affiliate of Bain Capital, a global ptivate
investment firm, for $1,540 million (Cdn. $1,985 nullion). The sale closed during the fourth quarter of 2004 and resulted in a gain of $1,017
million ($516 million after-tax). In accordance with SFAS No. 144, \ve have classified the- results of operations of Verizolllnformation
Services Canada as discontinued operations in the consolidated statements of income in all years through the date of divestiture. Summarized
results of operations for Verizon Information Services Canada are as follows:

Income on discontinued operations,
Included in income from operations of Verizon Information Services Canada before income taxes in the preceding table arc operdting revenues
of Verizon Information Services Canada prior to its sale in the fourth quarter of 2004 of $280 million and $284 million for the years ended
December 3 L 2004 and 2003, respectively.

II/sacell
Discontinued operations also include the results of operations of Grupo lusacc1L S.A. de C. V. (Iusacell) prior to the sale of Iusaccl1 in July
2003. In connection with the decision t.o sell our interest in IusllcelJ and a comparison of expected sale proceeds, less cost to sell, to the net
book value of our investment in Iusacell (including the foreign currency translation balance), we recorded a pretax loss of $957 million ($931
million after-tax) in the second quarter of 2003. This loss included $317 million of goodwill.
Summarized results of operations for Iusacell, which was part of our International segment follows:
(dollars in mi11iom)

Loss on discontinued operations, net of tax
Included in loss from operations of lusacel1 before
ended December 3L 2003.

inc·#'.-------.ablc arc operating revenues of $181

million for the year
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Sales of Businesses, Net
T--"erizon Hmvaii Inc.

During the second quarter of 2004, 'vc entered into an agreement to sell our wireline and directory busincsses in Hawaii, including Verizon
Hawaii Inc, which operated approximately 700,000 s,,·itched access lines, as well as the ser\ices and assets of Verizon Long Distance, Verizon
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Onlinc, Verizon Information Scrvices and Verlzon Select Services Inc. in Hawaii, to an affiliate of The Carlyle Group. This transaction closed
during the second qualter of 2005. In connection \vith this sale, we rt.'Cclved net proceeds of $1,326 miHion and recorded a net pretax gain of
$530 million ($336 million after-tax). As a result of entering into the agreement to sell tIle Hawaii businesses, we separately classified the
assets held for sale and related liabilities in the December 3L 2004 condensed consolidated balance sheet Additional detail related to tile assets
held for sale, and related liabilities, follows:

Other Transact;ons

In 2003, we recorded a net pretax gain of $141 million ($88 million after-tax) prii1larilyrelated to thc sale of our European directory
publication operations in Austria, the Czech Republic, Gibraltar, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.

Fllcilit)" and Eml)loJcc-Rclllted Items
During 2005, we recorded a net pretax gain of $18 million ($8 million after-tax) in connection with our phnmed relocation of several functions
to Verizon Center, including a pretax gain of $120 million ($72 million after~tax) related to thc sale of a New York City office building,
partially offset by a pretax charge of$102 million ($64 million after-tax) primarily associated ,,,,ith relocation-related employee severance costs
and related acthities.
During 2005, we recorded a net pretax charge of $98 million ($59 million after-tax) related to the restlllctllring of the Vcrizon management
retiremcnt bencfit plans. TIlis pretax charge \vas recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88, "Employers' Accounting for Settlements and
Curtailments of Defined Benefit Pension Plans and for TenninationBenefits" and SFAS No. 106. "Employers' Accounting for Postretirement
Benefits Other Than Pensions" and includes the unamortized cost of prior pension enhancements of $441 million offset partially by a pretax
curtailment gain of $343 million related to retiree medical benefits. Tn connection with this restmcturing, management employees will no
longer earn pension benefits or earn service to\vards the company retiree medical subsidy after June 30, 2006, after receiving an 18~month
enhancement of the value of their pcnsion and retiree medical subsidy, but will receive a higher savings plan matching contribution.
In addition, during 2005 we recorded a charge of $59 million ($36 million after-tax) associated with employee severance costs and
related activities in connection with the voluntlry separation program for surplus union~rcpresented employees.

sevcrancc~

During 2004, we recorded pretax pension settlement losses of $815 million ($499 million afteHax) related to employees that received lumpsum disttibutions during 2004 in connection with the voluntary separation plan tmder which more than 21,000 employees accepted the
separation offer in the fourth quarter of 20t)}. These charges were recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88, ,vhich requires that settlement
losses be recorded oncc prescribed payment thresholds have been reached.
Total pension, benefit and other costs relatcd to severance activities were $5,524 million ($3,399 million
connection with the voluntary separation of more than 25,000 employees, as foHows:

aftcr~tax)

in 2003, primarily in

In cOHnection lvith the voluntary separation of more than 21,000 employees during the fourth quarter of 2003, we recorded a pretax charge
of $4,695 million ($2,882 million afteHax). This pretax charge included $2,716 million recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88 and
SFAS No. 106, for pension and postretirement benefit enhancements and a net curtailment gain for a significant reduction of the expected
years of future service resulting from early retirements. Tn addition, we recorded a pretax chargc of $76 million for pension settlement
losses related to lump-sum settlements of some existing pension obligations. The fourth quarter pretax charge also included severance
costs of $1,720 million and costs relatcd to other severance~re1ated activities of $183 mi11ion
We also recorded a special charge in 2003 of $2
and scverance-related activities in connection wit
pretaxpcnsion settlcmentlosses of $131 million (

-tax) primarily associated with employee severance costs
pproximately 4,000 employees. In addition, we recorded
related to emplo)'"ees that received lump-sum distributions
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during the year in connection with previously mmounccd employee separations.
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Further, in 2003 \ve recorded a special charge of $463 million ($286 million after-tax) in connection with enhanced pension benefits
granted to employees retiring in the 'first half of 2003, estimated costs associated with the July 10, 2003 Verizon New York arbitration
mling and pension settlement losses related to lump-sum pay-outs in 2003. On July 10, 20{)}, an arbitrator ruled that Verizon Ne\v York's
termination of 2,300 employees in 2002 was not permitted under a union contract; similar cases \vere pending impacting an additional
1,100 employees. Verizon offered to reinstate a113,400 impacted employees, and accordingly. recorded a charge in the second quarter of
2003 representing estimated payments to employees and other related company-paid costs.

Ta.xMatters
During 2005, we recorded a tax benefit of $336 million in connection with capital gains and prior year investment losses. As a result of the
capiul1 gain realized in 2005 in connection with the sale of our Hmvaii businesses, we recorded a tax benefit of $242 million related to prior
year investment losses. TIle investment losses pertain to IusaceiL CTt Holdings, S.A (CT!) and TelecomAsia.
Also during 2005, we recorded a net tax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign eamings under the provisions of the
American Jobs Creatioll Act of 2004, \vhich provides for a favorable federal illcome tax mte in connection \vith the repatriation of foreign
eamings, provided the criteria described in the law is met. T\vo of Verizon's foreign investments repatriated eamings resulting in income taxes
01'$332 million, partially offset by a tax benefit of $126 million.
As a result of the capital gain realized in 2004 in cOlmection with the sale of Verizon fnfonnation Services Canada, \v'e recorded tax benefits of
$234 million in the fonrl11 quarter of 2004 pcrtaining to prior yC.1X investmcnt impainllcnts. The investment impairments primarily related t.o
debt and equity investments in CTL Cable & Wireless pIc and NTL Incorporated.

Other Charges and Special Items
During 2005. we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 million after~tax) including a pretax impainnent charge of$125 nulHon ($125
million after-tax) pertaining to our leasing operations for aircraft leases involved in recent airline banknJptcy proceedings and a pretax charge
of $14 million ($8 million after-tax) in conncction with the early retirement of dcbt.
In 2004, \VC recorded an expense credit of $204 million ($123 million after-tax) resulting from the favorable resolution of pre-bankmptcy
amounts due from MCL Previously reached settlement agreements became fully effective when Mel emerged from bankruptcy proceedings in
the second quarter of 2004.
Also during 2004, we recorded a charge of$l13 million ($87 million after-tax) related to operating asset losses pertaining to our international
long distance and data net\vork In addition, we recorded pretax charges of $55 million ($34 million after~tax) in connection \\'ith the early
retirement of debt.
During 2003, \ve recorded other special pretax charges of $557 million ($419 million after-tax). TIlese charges included $240 million ($156
million after-tax) primarily in cOlUleetion with environmental remediation efforts relating to several discontinued businesses, including a
fonner facility that processed nuc1c.1r fuel rods in Hicksville, New York (see Note 22) and a pretax impairment charge of $184 million ($184
million a:fter~tax) pertaitung to our leasing operations for airplanes leased to airlines experiencing financial difficulties and for power generating
facilities. TIlese 2003 charges also include pretax charges of $61 million ($38 million after-tax) related to the early retirement of debt and other
pretax charges of $72 million ($41 million after-tax).

We have investments in marketable securities 'which are considered "available-far-sale" under SFAS No. 11.5. TIlese investments have been
included in our consolidated balance sheets in Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses and Other Assets.
Under SFAS No. 115, available-for-sale securities are required to be carried at their fair value, ,,\'ith unrealized gains and losses (net of income
taxes) that arc considered temporary in nature recorded in Accumulated Other Comprehcnsive Loss. The fair v<llues of our investments in
marketable secUlities are detennined based on market quotations. We continually evaluate our investments in mmkctable securities for
impainnent due to declines in market value considered to be other than tempomry. That evaluation includes, in addition to persistent declining
stock prices, general economic and company-specific evaluations. In the event of a determination that a decline in market value is other than
temporary, a charge to earnings is recorded in Income From Other Unconsolidated Businesses in the consolidated statements of income for all
or a portion of the unrealized loss. and a new cost basis in the investment is established. As of December 31, 2005, no impainnents were
detcnnined to exist.
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The following table shows certain summarized infornmtion reIated to our investments in marketable sccurities:

Our investments in marketable securities are primarily bonds and mutual flHlds,
On April 9, 2005, Verizon entered into a stock purchase agreement \vith eight entities affiliated with Carlos Slim Helu to purchase 43.4 million
shares ofMCl common stock for $25.72 per share in cash plus an additional cash amount of3% per annum from April 9, 2005 until the closing
of the purchase of those shares. The transaction closed on May 17,2005 and the additional cash payment was made through May 13,2005. The
total cash payment was $1,121 million. Under the stock purclk'lse agreement, Vetizon will pay the Slim entities an adjustment at tbe end of one
year in an amount per MCl share calculated by multiplying (i) .7241 by (ii) the amount, if any, by which the price ofVerizon's common stock
excceds $35.52 pcr share (measured over a 20-day period), subject to a maximum excess amount per Verizon share of$26. 98. After the closing
of the stock purchase agreement Verizon tumsferrcd the shares of Mer common stock it had purchased to a trust established pursuant to an
agreement between Verizon and the Department of Justice. We received the special dividend of $5,60 per MCI share on these 43.4 million
MCl shares, or $243 million, on October 27.2005. See Note 24 for additional infonnation about the MCI merger.
During 2004, ,ve sold all of our investment in 1m-va Telecom preferred stock, \vhich resulted in a pretax gain of $43 million ($43 million aftertax) included in Incomc From Other Unconsolidated Businesses in the consolidated sWtcll1enls of incomc. The preferred stock was received in
2000 in connection with the sale of access lines in Iowa.
Certain other investments in securities that we hold arc not adjusted to market values because those values are not readily determinable and/or
the securities arc not marketable. We have, however, adjusted the carrying values of these securities in situations where we believe declines in
value below cost were oilIer than temporary. During 2003, we recorded a net pretax gain of $176 million as ~1 result of a payment received in
connection with the liquidation of Gcnuity, Inc. In connection with this payment Verizon recorded a contribution of $150 million to Verizon
Foundation to fund its charitable activities and increase its self-sufficiency. Consequently, we recorded a net gain of $17 million after taxes
related to this transaction and the accmal of the Verizon Foundation contribution, The carrying values for investments not adjusted to market
value were $5 million at December 31, 2005 and $52 million at December 31, 2004,

The foHowing table displays the details of plant property and equipment, which is stated at cost

Total
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Goodwill
Changes in the can-ying amount of goodwill arc as follo\vs'
(dolla.f~

Domc~iie

in millions)

Inform:lt!"n

Other Intungible Assets

Intimgible asset amorti71ltion expense \vas $1,528 million. $1,402 million, and $1,397 million for the years ended December 31.2005,2004
and 2003, respectively. It is estimated to be $1,183 million in 2006, $868 million in 2007, $702 million in 2008, $565 million in 2009 and $349
million in 2010, primarily related to customer lists and non~network internal-usc software.

Our invcstments in unconsolidatcd businesses are comprised of the following'

Dividends and repatriations offorcign earnings received from investees amounted to $2,336 million in 2005, $162 million in 2004 and $198
million in 2003, respectively. and arc reported in Other, Net operating activities in the consolidated statements of cash flows.
Equity Invcstccs
C1.17'1'

Campania Anonima Nacional Te1cfonos de Venezuela (CANTV) is Venezuela's largest full~service telecommunications provider. CANTV
offers local services. national and international 1
ircless services in Venezuela as well as public telephone,
private nehvork, data transmission, directoI}' and other
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r'odqflme Omnitel

Vodafone Omnitel N.V (Vodafone Onmitel) is an Italian digital cellular telecommunications company, It is the second largest wireless
provider in Italy. At December 31, 2005 and 2004, our investment in Vodafone Omnitcl included goodwill of$937 million and $1,072 million.
respectively.
During 2005, \ve repatriated $2,202 million of Vodafonc Omnitel's earnings through the repurchase of issued and outstanding shares of its
equity, Vodafone Omnitcl's o"vllcrs. Vetizon and Vodafone Group PIc (Vodafone). participated on a pro rata basis; consequently, Verizon's
ownership interest after the share repurchase remained at 23,1%.

TELUS Corporation (TELUS) is a full-service telecommunications provider and provides subscribers \,ilh a full range of telecommunications
products and services including data. voice and wireless services across Canada,
During the fourth quarter of 2004, we recorded a pretax gain of $787 million ($565 million after-tax) on the sale of our 203% interest in
TELUS in an lUlderwritten public offering in the U.S. and C:mada. In connection with this sale transaction, Verizon recorded a conttibution of
$lOO million to Vcrizon Foundation to fund its charitable activities and increase its self-sufficiency. Consequently. ,ve recorded a net gain of
$500 million after taxes related to this transaction and the accmal of the Verizon Foundation contribution

Other I:"quif)"lnvestees
Verizon has limited partnership investments in entities that invest in affordable housing projects. for which Verizon provides funding as a
limited partner and receives tax deductions and tax credits based on its partnership interests. At December 31, 2005 and 2004.. Verizon had
equity investments in these partnerships of $652 million mld $755 million, respectively. Verizon currently adjusts the carrying value of these
investments for any losses incurred by the limited partncrships through camings.
During 2003. we recorded a pretax gain of $348 million on the sale of our intercst in Emotel Praha, spot. s 1'.0. In connection with this sale
transaction. Verizon recorded a contribution of $150 million to Vcrizon Foundation to fund its charitable activities and increase its se1f~
sufficiency. Consequently. we recorded a net gain of $27 million after taxes related to this transaction and thc accrual of the Verizon
Foundation contribution
The remaining investments include wireless partnerships in the U.S. and several other domestic and intemational investments.

Some of our cost investments are canied at their current market valuc< Other cost investments arc carried at their original cost. except in cases
where we have determined that a decline in the estimated market value of an investment is other than temporary as described in Note 5, Our
cost investments include a variety of domestic and international investments ptimarily involved in providing telecommunication services.
The increase in our cost investments in illlconsolidated businesses is primarily the result of the purchase of 43.4 million shares of Mel common
stock from eight entities affiliated with Carlos Slim Belu (see Note 5).

Minority interests in equity of subsidiaries were as follows:

*

Indicated mvnersllip percentages are Verizon's consolidated interests.

Wireless Joint Venture
The wireless joint venturc ,vas formed in April 2000 ,iIoliIiIliilililililiiollillliollll_lIiib,ination of the U.S. wircless operations and interests of
Vcrizon and Vodafonc. The wireless joint venture oper'
'70n owns a controlling 55% interc..<;t in Verizon Wireless
and Vodafone owns the remaining 45 V().
j
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Under the tenns of an investment agreement Vodafone may require Verizon Wireless to purchase up to an aggregate of $20 billion w011h of
Vodafone's interest in Verizon Wireless at designated times at its then fair market value. In the event Vodafone exercises its put rights, \ve
have the right, exercisable at our sole discretion, to purchase up to $12.5 billion of Vodafonc's interest instead of Verizon Wireless for cash or
Verizon stock at our option. Vodafone had the right to require the purchase of up to $10 billion during the 6l~day period opening on June 10
and closing on August 9 in 2005, and did not exercise that right. As a result, Vodafone still has the right to require the purchase of lip to $20
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billion \vorth of its interest, not to exceed $10 billion in ally one year, during a 6 I-day period opening on .hme 10 and closing on August 9 in
2006 and 2007. Vodafone also may require that Verizon Wireless pay for up to $7.5 billion of the required repurchase through the assumption
or incurrence of debt.
Cl~nularPartnershil)S

and Ot.her

In August 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's vrireJess business with a portion of Verizon
Wireless in a transaction valued at approximately $1.7 billion, including $550 million of net debt. The resulting limited pattnership is
controlled and managed by Veri zan Wireless. In exchange for its contributed assets, Price received a limited partnership interest in the new
partnership lvhich is exchangeable into common stock of Vcrizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurs, or into the common
stock of Ver1l.on on the fourth anniversary of the asset contribution date if the initial public offering of Verizon Wireless common stock does
not occur prior to then. TIle price of the Verizon common stock used in detennining the number of Verizon common shares received in an
exchange is also subject to a maximum and minimum amount.

TELPRI
Tclecol\mnicacioues de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRI) provides local, \vireless, long distance, paging and Tntemct-access services in Puerto Rico.
Preferred SecUlities Issued By Subsidiaries
On December 7, 2005, VeTizon issued a notice to redeem $100 million Verilon IntemationaI Holdings Ltd. Series A variable term voting
cumulative preferred stock on January 15,2006 at the redemption price per share of$100,000, plus accmed and unpaid dividends.

As Lessor
We are the lessor in leveraged and direct financing lease agreeluents under which commercial ai.rcraft and power generating facilities, which
comprise the majority of the portfolio, along with industrial equipment real estate property, telecommunications and other equipment arc
leased for remaining terms of less than 1 year to 50 years as of December 31, 2005. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid
rentals, less principal and interest on third-p3rty nonrecourse debt relating to leveraged lease transactions. Since we have no general liability for
this debt, ",vhich holds a senior security interest in the leased equipment and rentals, the related principal and interest hase been offset against
the minimum lease payments receivable in accordance with GAAP, All recourse debt is rellccted in our consolidated balance sheets. Sec Note
4 for information on lease imp3innellt charges.
Finance lease receivables, which are induded in Prepaid Expenses and Other and Other Assets in our consolidated balance sheets arc
comprised of the follO\ving:

Accumulatcd defcncd taxes arising from leveraged leascs, which are included in Deferred Income Taxes. amounted to $3,049 million at
December 31, 2005 and $3,126 million at December 31. 2004.
TIle following table is a summary of the components of income from leveraged leases'
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The future minimum lease payments to be received from nOllC<Ulcc1able leases, net of nonrecourse loan payments related to leveraged and
direct financing leases in excess of debt service requirements, for the periods shown at December 3L 2005, are as follO\vs:
(doll;l",inmiJIious)

As Lessee
We lease certain facilities and equipment for use in our operations under both capital and operating leases. Total rent e:\-pellse from continuing
operations under operating leases amounted to $1,532 nuBian in 2005, $1347 million in 2004 and $1,334 million in 2003.
Capital lease amounts included in plant property and equipment arc as follO\vs:

TIle aggregate minimum rcntal cOIluuitments under noncancelable leases for the periods shown at December 3L 2005. are as follows'
(dollanin milli,ms)

As of Deccmber 3L 2005, the total minimum sublease rent~lls to be received in the future under noncancelable operating and capital subleases
were $46 million and $1 million, respectively.

Debt Matul'ing Within One Year

Debt maturing 'within one year is as follows:

Total dcht maturing within one year
The "\veighted average interest rate for our commercial:.llilIIililollioililliiiiillllloililiililitlber 31, 2005 was 4.3%. TIlere was no commercial papei'
outstanding at December 31, 2004.
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Capital expenditures (primarily construction of telephone plant) are partially financed, pending long~term financing, through b<lllk loans and the
issuance of commercial paper payable \vithin 12 months
At December 3L 2005, we had approximately $6.7 billion of unused bank lines of credit. Certain of these lines of credit contain requirements
for the payment of commitment fees.
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Long-Tenn Debt
Outstanding long-term debt obligations are as fotlo\vs:

4.63 -7.00

7.15-7.65

2006 - 2042
2007 - 2032

11,869
1,725

12.958
L825

and

Total long-term debt
Telephone Subsidiaries' Debt
Our first mortgage bonds of$l72 million me secured by certain telephone operations assets.
See Note 21 for additional infonl1ation about guarantees of operating subsidiary debt.
Zero-Coupon Convertible Notes
In May 200 L Verizon Global Funding Corp. (Verizon Global Funding) issued approximately $5.4 billion in princip.;'11 amount at maturity of
zero~coupon convertible notes due 2021, resulting in gross proceeds of approximately $3 billion. The notes are convertible into shares of our
common stock at an initial price of $69.50 per share if the closing price of Verlzon common stock on the New York Stock Exchange exceeds
specificd lcvels or in othcr specificd circ..llmstanees. The conversion price increases by at least 3%) a year. Thc initial conversion price
represents a 25% premium ovcr the May 8, 2001 closing price of $55.60 per share. The zero-coupon convertible notcs arc callable by Verizon
Global Funding on or after May 15, 2006, In addition, the notes are redeemablc at the option of the holders on May 15th in each of the years
2004,2006,2011 and 2016. On May 15, 2004, $3,292 million of principal amount of tile notes ($1,984 million after unamortized discount)
wcre redeemed by Verizon Global Funding. As of December 3 L 2005, the
zero~coupon convertible notes ,,,ere classified as debt
2006.
maturing within one year since they arc redeemable at the option of the holders on May
,Support .-:lgreements
All of Verizon Global Funding's debt has the benefit of Support Agreements between us and Vcrizon Global Funding, \vhich give holders of
Vcrizon Global Funding debt the right to proceed directly against us for payment of interest premium (if any) and principal outstanding should
Verizon Global FlUlding fail to pay. The holders of Verizon Global Flmding debt do not have recourse to the stock or assets of most of our
telephone operations; however, they do havc recourse to dividends paid to us by any of our consolidated subsidiaries as well as assets not
covered by the exclusion. Verizon Global Funding'slong~term debt, including cun-ent portion, aggregated $14,152 million at December 31,
2005. The c:mying value of the available assets reflected in our consolid<lted balance sheets was approximately $63.9 billion at December 31.
2005.
Vcrizon and 1'\'YNEX Corporation are the joint and several co~obligors of the 20~Year 9.55% Debentures due 2010 previously issued by
NYNEX on March 26, 1990. As of December 3 L 2005, $113 million principal amount of this obligation remained outstanding. In addition,
Verizon Global Funding has guaranteed the debt obligations of GTE Corporation (but not the debt of its subsidiary or affiliate compfUlies) that
were issued and outstanding prior to July 1, 2003. As of December 31, 2005, $3,400 million principal amount of these obligations remained
outstanding. N'YNEX and GTE no longer issue pllblic debt or file SEC reports. See Note 21 for information on guarantees of opcrating
subsidiary debt listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
On Febmary 1, 2006, Verizon announced the merger of','. . . .iiiilII....._

. .iIIVerizon
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Debt Covenants

We and our consolidated subsidiaries arc in compliance with all of our debt covenants.
Maturities ofLong-Term Debt

Maturities oflong-tenn debt outstanding at December 3 L 2005 are $4.9 billion in 2006, $4.7 billion in 2007, $2.5 billion in 2008, $1.7 billion
in 2009, $2.8 bimon in 2010 and $20.2 billion thereafter. 111ese amounts include the debt, redeemable at the option of the holder, at the earliest
redemption dates.

Derivatives
The ongoing effect of SFAS No. 133 and related amendments and intcI1Jretations on our consolidated financial statements will be determined
each period by several factors, including the specific hedging instruments in place and their relationships to hedged items, as ,,"ell as market
conditions at the end of each period.
interest Rate Risk Management

We have entered into domestic interest rate swaps, to achieve a targeted mix of fixed and ·variable rate debt where ,ve principally receive fixed
rates and pay variable nltes based on LlBOR. These swaps hedge against changes in the fair value of our debt portfolio. We record the interest
rate swaps at fair value in our balance sheet as assets and liabilities and adjust debt for thc change in its fair value due to changes in interest
rates. The ineffective portions of these hedges ,vere recorded as gains in the consolidated statements of income of $4 million and $2 million for
the years ended December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively. During 2()05, \ve entered into interest rate derivatives to limit our exposure to
interest rate changes. In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 133, changes in fair value of these cash flow hedges due to interest rate
fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. As of December 31, 2005, vve have recorded unrealized gains of $5
million in Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) related to these interest rate cash How hedges.
fi"oreign Exchange Risk Management

Our foreign exchange risk management includes the use of foreign cuo'cncy fonvard contracts and cross cunency interest rate s\vaps with
foreign currency forwards. These contracts are typically used to hedge short-teon foreign currency transactions and commitments, or to offset
foreign exchange gains or losses on the foreign currency obligations and arc designated as cash flo·w hedges. There were no foreign currency
contracts outstanding as of December 31, 2005. We record these contracts at fair value as assets or liabilities and tIle related gains or losses are
deferred in shareowners' investment as a component of Other Comprehensive Income (Loss). We have recorded net gains of$17 million and
losses of$21 million in Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) for the years ended December 31,2004 and 2003, respectively.
XetInvestment He(Ze:es

During 2005,. we entered into zero cost euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone Omnitel. In accordance with the
provisions of SFAS No. 133 and related amendments and interpretations. changes in fair value of these contracts due to exchange rate
fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our
net investment in the operation being hedged. As of December 31.
our positions in the zero cost euro collars have becn settled. As of
December 3 L 2005, we have recorded unrealized gains of $2 million
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss related to these hedge
contracts.
During 2004, we entered into foreign currency fonvard contracts to hedge our net investment in our Canadian operations and investments. In
accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 133, changes in the fair value of these contracts due to exchange nlte Ouctuations were recognized
in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our net investment in the
operations being hedged. During 2004, we sold our Canadian operations and investments. Accordingly, the unrealized losses on these net
investment hedge contracts \vere realized in net income along with the corresponding foreign currency translation balance. We rccorded
realized losses of $106 million ($58 million after-tax) related to these hedge contracts,
Other Derivatives

On May 17, 2005, ,ve purchased 43.4 million shares ofMCI COlllmon stock under a stock purchase agreement that contained a provision for the
payment of an additional cash amollnt determined inunediately prior to April 9, 2006 based on the market price of Vcrizon's common stock
(sec Note 5). Under SFAS No. 133, this additional cash payment is an embedded derivative \\-'hich we carry at fair value and is sut:icct to
changes in the market price of Verizon stock. Since thi
for hedge accounting under SFAS No. 133, changes in its
fair value are recorded in the consolidated statements of
(Expense), Net. During 2005, we recorded pretax income
of$57 million in connection with this embedded derivat
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In addition, we previously entered into several other contracts and similar arrangements that require fair value accounting under the provisions
of SFAS No. 133 and related amendments and interpretations. We recorded charges of $3 million,
of $4 million and charges of $13
million as mark~to~market adjustments related to these instmments for the ycnrs ended December 3L
respectively.
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COllcentmtions of Credit Risk
Financial instruments that sUQ,ject us to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of temporary cash investments, short-term and long-teon
investments, trade receivables, certain notes receivable induding lease receivables, preferred stock and derivative contracts. Our policy is to
deposit our temporary cash investmcnts \vith major financial institutions. Counterparties to our derivativc contracts are also major financial
institutions and organized exchanges. TIle financial institutions have all been accorded high ratings by primary rating agencies. We limit the
doUar amount of contracts entered into with anyone financial institution and monitor our cOllnterpartics' credit mtings. We generally do not
give or receivc collateral on swap agreements due to our credit rating and those of our counterparties. While we may be exposed to credit losses
due to the nonperformance of our counterparties, ,ve consider the risk rcmote and do not expect the settlement of these trans<1.ctions to have a
matctial effect on our resnlts of operations or financial condition.

Fair Values of Fin1mcial Instruments
The tables that foHm\' provide additional information about our significant financial instrumcnts:

Short- and long-tenn debt (excluding capitallcases)

Market quotes for similar terms and maturities or fltttire cash flows
discounted at current rates

Cost investments in unconsolidated businesses. derivative assets and
liabilities and notes reccivable

Future cash flmvs discounted at current rates, market quotes for
similar instruments or other valuation models
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Earnings Per Share
The following table is a reconciliation of the muncrators and denominators used in computing camings per common share:

Nctincome
(1) Total per share amounts may not add due to rounding.
Certain outstanding options to purchase shares were not included in the computation of diluted earnings per common share because to do so
would have been anti-dilutive for the period, including approximately 242 million shares during 2005, 253 million shares during 2004 and
248 million shares during 2003.
The dilutcd eamings per share calculation considers the assumed conversion of an exchangeable equity interest (see Note 9) and Verizon's
zero~coupon convertible notcs (see Note 11).
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SharCOl\'Ocrs' Investmcnt
Our certificate of incorporation provides authority for the issuance of up to 250 million shares of Series PrefelTcd Stock, $,10 par value, in one
or morc series. with such designations, prefcrcnces, rights, qualifications, limitations and restrictions as the Board ofDireclors may detcrminc,
We are authorized to issue up to 4.25 billion shares of common stock
On January 22, 2004, the Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to 80 million common shares terminating no later than the close of
business on Fcbmary 28, 2006, We repurchased 7.9 million and 9.5 million common shares during 2005 and 2004, respectively.
On January 19, 2006, the Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to 100 million common shares terminating no later than the close
of business on February 28, 2008. The Board of Directors also determined that no additional common shares may be purchased under the
pre\lous program.

We determined stock-option related employee compensation expense for 2004 and 2003 llsing the Black-Scholes option-pricing model based
on the follmving weighted-average assumptions:

We did not grant options during 2005.
The weighted-average value of options f,-rranted during 2004 and 2003 was $7.88 and $8.41. respectively. Our stock inccntive plans arc
described below:

Fixcd Stock Olltion Phms
We have fixed stock option plans for substantially all employees. Options to purchase common stock were granted. at a pricc equal to the
market price ofllle stock at the datc of grant The options generally vest over three years and have a m,l'XimlilU tcnn often years.
Illis table summarizes our fixed stock option plans:
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The following table summarizes information about fixed stock options outstanding as of Dccember 31, 2005:

Total

Performance-Based Shares
Tn 2005, stock compensation awards consisted of performance-based stock units and rest.ricted stock units that vest over three years. The 2005
performance-based stock units and restricted stock units ·will be paid in cash upon vesting. The expense associated "'lith these a,vards is
disclosed as part of other stock-based compensation (see Note 2).
In 2004, stock compensation al'mrds consisted of stock options, per[omulllce-based stock uHits and restricted stock units that vest over three
years, The 2004 perfonnancc-based stock units and restricted stock units will be paid in cash upon vesting. TIle cxpense associated Witll thcse
awards is disclosed as part of other stock-based compensation (see Note 2).
In 2003, stock compensation awards consisted of stock options and pcrformance":based stock units that vest over three years. This was the first
grant of performance based shares since 2000, when certain key Verizon employees were granted restricted stock units that vest over a three to
five year period.
The number of shares accrued for the perfonnancc-based share programs was 5,521,000, 5,993,000 and 6,707,000 at December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003. respectively.

We maintain noncontributory defined benefit pension plans for many of our employees. The postretirement health care and life insurance plans
for our retirees and their dependents are both contributory and noncontributory and include a limit on the compan:y's share of cost for certain
recent and future retirees. We also sponsor defined contribution savings plans to provide opportunities for eligible employees to save for
retirement on a tax·deferred basis. We use a measurement date of December 31 for our pension and postretirement health care and life
insurance plans.

Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits
Pension and other postretirement benefits for many of our employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements. Modifications in benefits
have been bargained from time to time, <U1d we may also periodically amend the benefits in the management plans.
In December 2005, '"'G announced that Veriz.on management. employees will no longer earn pension benefits or earn service towards lhe
company retiree medical subsidy after JlUle 30. 2006. In addition. new management employees hired after December 31, 2005 are not eligible
for pension benefits and managers with less than 13.5 years of service as of June 30, 2006 arc nol eligible for company·subsidized retiree
healthcare or retiree life insurance beIlcfits. Beginning July I, 2006, managcmcllt employees will receive an increased company' match on their
savings plan contributions.
TIle following tables summarize benefit costs, as well as the benefit obligations, plan assets, funded status and rate assumptions associated with
pension and postretirement health care and life insurance benefit plans.
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Obligations and Funded Status

Net amount recognized
Changes in benefit obligations were caused by fhctors including changes in actuarial assumptions (sec Assumptions belo\v), curtailments and
settlements.
In 2005 as a result of our announcement regarding management retiree benefits, we recorded pre-tax expense of $441 million for pension
curtailments and pre-tax income of$343 million for retiree medical curtailments (see Note 4 for additional information).
Veri7.0n's union contracts contain health care cost provisions that limit company payments toward health care costs to specific dollar amounts
(kno\vn as caps). These caps pertain to both current and future retirees, and have a significant impact on the actuarial valuation of
postretirement benefits. These caps have been included in union contracts for several years, but have exceeded the annual health care cost every
until 2003. During the negotiation of new collective bargaining agreements for union contracts covering 79,000 unionized employees in
second half of 2003, the date health care caps would become effectiye \,vas extended and the dollar amounts of the caps were increased. In
the fourth qumtcr of 2003, ,ve began recording retiree he<l1th care costs as if there were no caps. in connection with the ratification of the union
contracts. Since the caps are an assumption included in the actuarial determination of Verizon's postretirement obligation. the effect of
extending and increasing the caps increased the accumulated postretirement obligation in the fourth quarter of 2003 by $5,158 million.
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In 2003 Verizon reduced its workforce using its employee severance plans (see Note 4), Additionally, in 2005, 2004 and 2003, severaloftlle
pension plans' lump-sum pension distributions surpassed the settlement threshold equal to the sUln of service cost and interest cost requiring
settlement recognition for all cash settlements for each of those years.
The accumulated benefit obligation for all defined benefit pension plans was $36,128 million and $35,189 million at December 31, 2005 and
2004, respectively.
Information for pension plans 'with an accumulated benefit obligation in excess of plan assets follows:

Net Periodic Cost

The termination benefits, settlement loss and curtailment loss amounts pertaining to the Hawaii operations sold "vere recorded in the
consolidated statements of income in Sales of Businesses, Net.

Additionl,ll Information
We evaluate each pension plan to determine \v11et11er any additional minimum liability is required. As a result of changes in interest rates and
changes in investment returns, an adjustment to the additional minimmu pension liability \yas required for a small number of plans as indicated
below. The adjustment in the liability is recorded as a charge or (credit) to Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss, net of tax, in sharcO\vlIers·
investment in the consolidated balance sheets.

Assumptions
TIle weighted-average assumptions used in dClcrrnining benefit obligations follow:
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The weighted-average assumptions used in detennining net periodic cost follow:

In order to project the long~lenn target investment retum for the total portfolio, estimates are prepared for the total rctmn of each major asset
class over the subsequent 10-year period, or longer. Those estimates are based on a combination of factors including the following: current
market interest rates and valuation levels, consensus eamings expectations, historical long-term risk premiums and value-added. To determine
the a~'Tegate rctum for the pension trust, the projected return of each individual asset class is then \vcighted according to the allocation to that
investment area in the trust's long-tenn asset allocation policy.
TIle assumed Health Care Cost Trend Rates follow:

Assumed health care trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for the health care plans, A one-percentage-point change in
the assumed health care cost trend rate would have the fonowing effects:
(dollars in millions)

Plan Assets
Pension Plans

The weighted-average asset allocations for the pension plans by asset category {oUos\,:

Total
Equity securities include Verizon common stock in the amounts of $72 million (less than 1% of total plan assets) and $121 million (less tllan
1% of total plml assets) at December 3L 2005 and 2004, respectively. Other assets include cash and cash equivalents (primarily held for the
payment of benefits), private equity and investments in absolute return strategies.
Health Care and Life Plans

TIle

weightcd~average

asset allocations for the other postretirement benefit plans by asset category follow:

Total
Equity securities include Verizon common stock.in the amounts of$4 million less than l%l of total plan assets) and $8 million (less than 1% of
total plan assets) at December 3 L 2005 and 2004, respe
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The portfolio strategy emphasizes a longwtenn equity orientation, significant global diversification, the use of both public and private
invcstments and professional financial and operational risk controls. Assets arc allocated according to a long-term policy neutral position and
held within a relatively narrow and pre-detcrmined range. Both activc and passive managemcnt approaches are uscd dcpending on perceived
market efficiencies and various other factors
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Cash Flows
Federal legislation "vas emcted on April lO. 2004 that provides temporary pension funding relief for the 2004 and 2005 plan years. The
legislation replaced the 30·year treasury ralC "vith a higher corporate bond rate for determining the current liability. In 2005. we contributed
$744 million to our qualified pension trusts. $lO8 million to our nonquatificd pension plans and $1.085 million to our adler postretirement
benefit plans. Our estimate of the amount and timing of required qualified pension trust contributions for 2006 is based on current rel:,'lllations.
including continued pension funding relief and is approximately $100 million, primarily for the TELPRI plans. We anticipate $145 million in
contIibutions to our non·qualificd pension plans in 2006 and $1,180 million to our other postretirement benefit plmls,

Estimated Future Benefit Payments
The benefit payments to retirees. which reflect expected future service, are expected to be paid as follows:

Medicare Prescription Drug subsidies expected to offset the future Health Care and Life benefit payments noted above are as follows:

500

Savings Plan and Emplo:yee Stock Ownership Plans
We maintain four leveraged employee stock O\vnership plans (ESOP), Under these plans, we Iuatch a certain percentage of eligible employee
contributions to the savings plans with shares of our common stock from these ESOPs. Common stock is allocated from <Ill leveraged ESOP
trusts based on the proportion of principal and interest paid on ESOP debt in a year to the remaining principal and interest due o"ver the tenn of
the debt. The final debt service payments and related share allocations for two of our leveraged ESOPs ,vere made in 2004. At December 31,
2005, the munber of unallocated and allocated shares of common stock "vas 5 million <Uld 76 million, respectively, All leveraged ESOP shares
are included in earnings per share computations.

We recognize leveraged ESOP cost based on the modified shares allocated method for the leveraged ESOP trusts which purchased securities
before December 15, 1989 and the shares allocated method for the leveraged ESOP trust which purchased securities after Deccmber 15, 1989.
ESOP cost and trust activity consist of thc follmving:
(dollars iu millious)

Total ESOP cost

Total company contributions to leveraged ESOP tmsts

S 259

$ 275

$ 306
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ScvcranceBcnefits
The following table provides an analysis of our scverance liability recordcd in accordance \vith SFAS Nos. 112 and 146:

The remaining severance liability includes future contractual payments to employees separated as of December 31, 2005.

The components of Income Before Provision for Income Ta;xcs, Discontinued Operations and Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change arc as
follo\\'s'

The components of the provision for income taxes from continuing operations arc as follows:

Total income tax expense
The foHowing table shows the principal reasons for the difference between the effective income tax rate and the SL,'ltutor,Y federal income tax
rate:

Effective income tax rate
During 2005. we recorded a tax benefit of $336 million in connection with capital gains and prior year investment losses As a result of the
capital gain realized in 2005 in connection with the sale of our Hawaii businesses, we recorded a tax benefit of $242 million related to prior
year investment losses. Also during 2005, we recorded a net tax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign earnings under
the provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, which provides for a favorable federal income lax rate in connection with the
repatriation of foreign eamings, provided the critelia described in the law is met. Two of Verizon's foreign investments repatriated earnings
resulting in income taxes of $332 million, partially orfse!
'lUon.
The favomblc impact on our 2004 and 2003 effective i
businesses and tax benefits from valuation allowancere\

ly driven by increased C<lmings from our unconsolidated
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Deferred taxes arise because of differences in the book and tax bases of certain assets and liabilities. Significant components of deferred tax
liabilities (assets) are shO\vn in the follO\'vil1g table:

Net deferred tax liability
At December 31,2005, undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries amounted to approximately $3,0 billion. DefetTed income taxes are
not provided 011 these eamings as it is intended that the e<mlings are indefinitely invested outside of the US. It is not pra<.iical to estimate the
Hlllount of taxes thHt might be payable upon the remittance of such earnings
TIle valuation aHolwUlce primarily represents the tax benefits of certHin state net operating loss carry fOf\vards, capital loss carry fOf\vards and
other deferred tax assets ,vhieh may expire without being utilized. During 2005. the valuation allO\vanee decreased $402 million. This decrease
ptimarily relates to the valuation allO\vance reversals relating to utilizing prior year investment losses to offset the capital gains realized on the
sale of Hawaii businesses.
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Reportable Segments
We have four reportable segments. which ire operate and manage as strategic business units <md organize by products and services, We
measure and evaluate our reportable segments based on segment income. This segment income excludes unallocated corporate expenses and
other adjustments arising during each period. The other adjustments include transactions tllat the chief operating decision makers excludc in
assessing business unit performancc due primarily to thcir non-recurring and/or non-operational nature, Although such transactions arc
excluded from the business segment results. they arc included in reported consolidated earnings. Gains and losses that are not individually
si!,rnificant are included in all segment results, since these items are induded in the chief operating decision makers' assessment of unit
pelformance. These gains and losses arc primarily contained in lnfonnation Services and Intemational since they actively manage investment
portfolios.
Our segments and their principal activities consist of the foIlowing:
Dt>snlptiOll

Domestic Tclecom

Domestic Telecom provides local telephone services, induding voice, DSL, data transport, cnhanced and
custom calling features, network access, directory assistance, private lines and public telephones in 28 states
and Washington, D.C. This scgmcnt also provides long distance services, customer premises equipment
distribution, video services, data solutions and systems integration, billing and collections and inventory
managemcnt services,

Domestic Wireless

Domestic \vireless products and services include wireless voice and data services and equipment sales
across the United States. This segment primariI~y represents the operations of the Verizoll Wireless joint
venture with Vodafone. Verizon owns a 55% interest in the joint venture and Vodafone owns the remaining
45%. AU financial results included in the tables below reflect the consolic11.ted results of Veri LOn Wireless.

Information Services

Information Sen'ices' muIti-'platform business comprises yellow' pages directories, SuperPages.com, our
online directory and search services, and SuperPages On the Go, our directory and information services on
\virelcss telephones, This segment's operations are principally in the United States.

Intcr'national

lntemational wirelinc and wireless communications operations and investments in the Americas and
Europe
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The following table provides operating financial infonllation for our four reportable segments:
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(dollalSin milJiolls)
Domestic

Dmnestic

InfonnatiolJ

Reconciliation To Consolid.ltcd Financial Information

A reconciliation of the results for the operating segments to the applicable line items in the consolidatt.'dfinandal statements is as follows:
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Results of operations for Domestic Telecom and Information Services exclude the effects of our wirelil1e and directory businesses in Hawaii.
induding Verizon Hawaii Inc. \vhich operated approximately 700/)00 s..."itched access lines, as well as the services and assets of Verizan Long
Distance, Vcrizon Online, Verizon Information Services and Vcrizon Select Services in Hmvaii (see Note 3). Financial information for
Information Services excludes the effects of Verizon Information Services Canada (see Note 3).
Corporate, eliminations and other includes unallocated corporate expenses. intcrsegment eliminations recorded in consolidation. the results of
other businesses such as lease financing. and asset impainnents and expenscs tllat arc not allocated in assessing segment performance due to
their non-recurring natufC.
Wc generally account for intersegment sales of products and services and asset transfers at current market prices. We are not dependent on any
single customer.
Geograllhic Areas
Our foreign investments arc located principally in the Americas and Europe. Domestic and foreign operating revenues arc based on the location
of customers. Long~liYed asscts consist of plant propcrty and equipment (net of accumulated depreciation) and investments in unconsolidated
businesses. TIlclable below prC-SCtllS financial infofIIlation by melior gcogrJphic area:

Comprehensive income consists of net income ;;md other gains and losses affecting sharcowners' investment that. under GAAP. are excluded
from nelincome.
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Changes in the components of other comprehensive income (loss), net of income tax expense (bcnefit), are as follO\vs:

TIle foreign currency translation adjustment in 2005 represents unrealized losses from the decline in the functional currencies on our
investments in Vodafone OmniteL Verzion Dominicana, C por A (Veli7.0n Domillicana) and CA!\7V. TIle foreign CUlTeney translation
adjustment in 2004 represents lmrealized gains from the appreciation of the fUllctional currencies at Verizon Dominicana and our investment in
Vodafone Omnitel as well as the reclassiticat.ion of the foreign currency translation loss in connection ,vith the sale of our 20.5% interest in
TELUS (see Note 8), partially offset by unrealized losses from the decline in t.he functional currency on our investment in CANTY. The
foreign clUTency translation adjustment in 2003 is primarily dliven by the impact of the euro on our investment in Vodafone Omnitel and a
reclassification of t.he foreign cUlTenc)' translation loss of Iusacell of $577 million in connection with the sale of lusacell (see Note 3), pmtially
offset by unrealized foreign currency translation losses at Verizon Dominicana and CANTY.
During 2005, we entered into zero cost. euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone Omnite!. As ofDL'Cembcr 31, 2005,
our positions in the zero cost euro collars have been settled. During 2004, we entered into foreign currency fonvard contracts to hedge our net
investment in Verizon Infonnation Services Canada and TELUS (sec Note 12). In connect.ion with the sales of these interests in the fourth
quarter of 2004, the unrealized losses on these net investment hedges were realized in net income along ,vith the corresponding foreign
cunenc)" translation balance.
The changes in t.he minimum pension liability in 2005, 20{)4 and 2003 ,vere required by accounting rules for certain pension plans based on
their funded status (sec Note 15).
The components of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss are as follows:

Accumulated other comprehensive loss

The primary financial statement impact of the September II, 200 I terrorist attacks peltains to Verizon's plant equipment and administrative
office space locat.ed either in, or adjacent to the World Trade Center complex. and the associated sen'ice restoration efforts. We recorded
insurance recoveries related to the terrorist attacks of $270 million in 2003 fmd $200 million in 2002, primarily offsetting fixed asset losses and
expenses incurred in 2005 and preceding years. Of the ar
-ely $130 million in 2003 and $112 million in 2002 relate
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to operating expenses (primarily cost of services and sales) reported in the consolidated statements of income, fll1d also reported by our
Domestic Telecom segment. The costs and estin1.1.ted insurance recoveries were recorded in accordance with EITF No. 01-10, "Accounting for
the Impact of the Terrorist Attacks of September 11, 200 I." As of December 3 L 2005, we received insurancc proceeds of$849 million.

The tables that follow provide additional fmancial information related to our consolidated financial statements:
[ncome Stntcment Information

Balance Sbeet Information
(dollars in rnilliolls)

Cash FlO')' Information

Verizon has guaranteed the following two obligations of indirect
U\vned operating subsidiaries: $480 million 7% debentures series R
due 2042 issued by Verizon New England Inc. tmd $300 million
debentures series F issued by Verizon South Inc. due 2041. These
guarantees are full and unconditional and \vould require Verizon to make scheduled payments immediately jf either of the two subsidiaries
failed to do so. Both of these securities were issued in denominations of $25 and were sold primarily to retail investors and are listed on the
New York Slock Exchange. SEC rules pemlit us to include condensed consolidating financial information for these two subsidiaries in our
periodic SEC reports rather than filing separate subsidiary periodic SEC reports.
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Belmv is the condensed consolidating financial informatioR Verizon New England and Verizon South are presented in separate colunms, The
columnlabcled Parent represents Verizon's investments in all of its subsidiaries under the equity mcthod and the Othcr column represents all
other subsidiaries of Vcrizon on a combined basis. The Adjustments column reflects intercompany eliminations.
(dol!~rs

Vcriwn

Vcril,on

Vcri1,on

V"fi1,On

in millions)

(dollars in millions)
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Other assets

Total Assets

532
$:42~:S11

472

390

70,609

(230)

$.··164;865

S (49.179)

71,773
Sl(:i8;130

Debt maturing \vithin
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Omd<'ll<cd C'm<olidatillg
naj,mceShcct.

Short-tenn
investments
Accounts receivable.

t87

2.037

net
Other current assets
Total ClIncnt assets
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C,mdensed Cnnsotidating
Statements "rCash YI",..,

Vcrizoll

YcarEndcdDeccmber31,

Several state and federal regulatory proceedings may require our telephone operations to pay penalties or to refund to customers a portion of
the revenues collected in the current and prior periods. There arc also various legal actions pending to which we arc a p.:1rty and claims which,
if asserted, may lead to other legal actions. We have established reserves for specific liabilities in connection with regulatory and legal actions,
including environmental matters, that ,ve currently deem to be probable and estimable. We do not expect that the ultimate resolution of pending
regulatory and legal mallers in future periods, including the Hicksville matters described below, "viII have a material effect on our financial
condition, but it could have a material effect on our results of operations.
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During 2003, under a government-approved pltm, remediation commenced at the site of a fanner Sylvania facility in Hicksville, Nc\v York that
processed. nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s and 1960s. Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs was conducted. A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts ,at several other former facilities was also
undertaken. As a result, an additional environmental remediation expense of $240 million was recorded in Selling, General and Administrative
Expense in the consolidated statements of income in 2003, for remedial activities likely to take place over the ne\.1 several years. In September
2005, the Anny Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Fonnerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program, This may
result in the ACE petfonning some or all oftlle remediation effort for the Hicksville site with a corresponding decrease in costs to Verizon. To
the extent that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial work at the Hicksville site, an adjustment to this reserve may be made.
Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered during the remediation at any oflhe sites requiring remediation.
TIlere are also litig.ttion matters associated with the Hicksville site primarily involving personal injury claims in connection with alleged
emissions arising from operations in the 1950s and 1960s at the Hicksville site. These matters arc in various stages, and no trial date has been
set.
In connection with the execution of agreements for the sales of businesses and invcstments, Verizon ordinarily provides representations and
\varranties to the purchasers pertaining to a vmiety of nonfinancial matters, such as ownership of the securities being sold, as well as financial
losses.
Subsequent to the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada (see Note 3), our Infonnation Services segment continues to provide a
guarantee to publish directories, which was issued wheu the directory business \V,}S purchased in 200 I and had a 30~ycar term (before
extensions). The preexisting guarantee continues, without modification, follmving the sale of Verizon Infonnation Services Canada. TIle
possible financial impact of the guarantee, which is not expected to be adverse, cannot be reasonably estimated since a variety of the potential
outcomes availablc under the guarantee result in costs and revenues or benefits that may offset. In addition, performance under the guarantee is
not likely
As of December 31, 2005, letters of credit totaling $140 million had been exccuted in the Hannal course of business, \vhich support several
financing arrangements and payment obligations to third panies.
We have several commitments primarily 10 purchase network services, equipment and software from a variety of suppliers totaling $669
million. Of this total amount, $486 million, SIlO million, $41 million, $18 million, $4 million and $10 million arc expccted to be purchased in
2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and thereafter, respectively,

.91
(a)

Results of operations for the second quarter of 2005 include a $336 million net after~tax gain on the sale of our \vireline and directory
businesses in Ha'\vaiL tax benefits of $242 million associated. with prior investment losses and a net tax provision of $232 million related
to the repatriation of foreign eamings uudcr the provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004.

(b)

Results of operations for the third quarter 0[2005 include an impainnent charge of $125 millionpcrtaining to our leasing operations for
airplanes leased to airlines experiencing financial difficulties.

(c)

Results of operations for the first quarter 0[2004 include a $446 million after-tax charge for severance and reIated pension settlement
benefits.

(d)

Results of operations for the fourth quarter of 2f

et after-tax gain on the sale of an investment and $234
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million of lax benefits associated with prior investment losses.
Income before discontinued operations per common share is computed independently for each quarter and the sum of the quarters may not
equal the 31ll1ual amount.
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MCIMergc.·
On February 14, 2005, Verizoll announced that it had agreed to acquire MCI for a combination of Verizon common shiITes and cash (including
MCI dividends). On May 2. 2005, Verizon annOlUlccd that it agreed with MCI to further amend its agreement to acquire MCI for cash and
stock of at least $26.00 per share, consisting of cash of $5.60, \"hich was paid as a special dividend by MCI on October 27. 2005, after the
October 6,2005 approval of the transaction by Mel shareholders, plus the greater of .5743 Verizon shares for each MCI common share or a
sufficient number of Verizon shares to deliver to shareholders $20.40 of value. Under this price protection feature, Verizon had the option of
paying additional cash instead of issuing additional shares over the 5743 exchange ratio. TIus consideration was subject to adjustment at
closing and may have been decreased based on MCrs bankmptcy claims-related experience and international tax liabilities. The merger
received the required state, federal and international regulatory approvals by year-end 2005, and on January 6, 2006, Verizon and MCI closed
the merger.
Under terms of the merger agreement MCI shareholders received .5743 shares ofVerizon and cash for each of their MCI shares. Verizon
elected. to make a supplemental cash payment of $2.738 per MCI share, $779 million in the aggregate, rather than issue additional shares of
Verizon common stock, so that the merger consideration \vas equal to at least $20.40 per MCI share. Verizon and. MCI management mutually
agreed that there was no purchase price adjustment related to the amount of MCl's bankrnptcy claims-related experience and international tax
liabilities.

Redemption of Mel Debt
On January 17,2006, Verizon announced offers to purchase two series ofMCI senior notes, MCl $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of
6.688% Senior Notes Due 2009 and MCI $1,699 million aggregate principal amount of 7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% of their par
value. Due to the change in control of Mel that occurred in connection \-'lith the merger with Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizol1 is required to
make this offer to noteholders within 30 <l..1)'S of the closing of the merger of MCI and Verizon. Separately, Verizon notified notchoJders that
MCI is exercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to maturity under the optional redemption procedures provided in the
indentures. The 6.688(7;) Notes were redeemed on MHfch 1,2006, and the 7.735% Notes were redeemed on February 16, 2006.

In addition. on January 20,2006, Verizon announced an offer to repurchase MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of 5.908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 1Ol% ofthei!" par value. On February 2L 2006, $1.804 million of these notes were redeemed by Verizon. Verizon satisfied
<md discharged the indenture governing this series of notes shortly after the dose of the offer for those noteholdcrs who did not accept this
offer.
Issuance of Debt
In Febmary 2006. Verizon issued $4,000 million of 110atingrate and fixed rate notcs maturing from 2007 through 2035.
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EXHIBIT 21

Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries
Principal Subsidiaries of Registrant at Deccmber 31, 2005
Jurisdiction ofOrganiz3tion

Verizon California Inc

California

Verizon Delaware Inc.

Dela\vare

Verizon Florida Inc.

Florida

VerizonMaryland Inc.

Maryland

Verizoll Ne\v England Inc.

Ncw'York

Verizol1 New Jersey Inc.

New Jerscy

Vcrizon Ncw York Inc.

Nc\vYork

Vcrizol1 North Inc.

Wisconsin

Vcrizotl Northwest Inc.

Washington

Verizon Pennsylvania Inc,

Pennsylvania

Verizon South Inc.

Virginia

GTE Southwest Incorporated
(dlb/a Verizon Southwest)

Delaware

Verizon Virginia Inc.

Virginia

Verizon Washington, DC InC.

New York

Verizon West Virginia Jnc.

West Virginia

Cellco Partnerslrip
(dlb/a Vcrizon Wireless)

Delaware

Vcrizon Capital Corp.

Delavvare

Vcrizon Global Funding Corp.

Dclaware

Vcrizon Information Services Inc;

Delaware

Verizon International Holdings Ltd.

Bermuda
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EXHIBIT 23
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We consent to the incorporation by reference in this Annual Report (Form lOMK) of Verlzon Communications Inc. (Verizon) of our reports
dated Febnwry 23, 2006, ·with respect to the consolidated financial statements of Verizon, Verizon management's assessment of the

effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, ,md the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting of Verlzon, included
in the 2005 Ailliual Report to Sharcowilcrs ofVcrizoll.

Our audits also included the financial statement schedule of Verizon listed in Item 15(a). TIus schedule is the responsibility of Verizon's
m<Ulagemcnt. OUf responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audits. In our opinion, the finiUlcial statement schedule referred to above,
when considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents fairly in aU material respects the infonnation set forth
therein.
We also consent to the incorporation by reference in the follmving registration statements of Vcrizon and ,vhere applicable, related
Prospectuses, of our reports dated February 23, 2006, with respect to the consolidated financial statements of Verizon, Verizon management's
assessment of thc cffectivClless of internal control over financial reporting, and the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting of
Verizon, incorporated by reference in this Annual Rep0l1 (Porm 10~K) for the year ended December 31, 2005: Form 5~8, No, 333~66459; Porm
5-8. No, 333~66349: Ponn 5-4-, No. 333-11573: Ponn 5-8. No. 333-41593: Fonn 5-8. No. 333-42801: Ponn 5-4. No. 333~7617t FOTIn 5~8,
No. 333-75553: Form 5-8. No. 333-76171: Form 5-8. No. 333-50146: Form 5-8. No. 333-53830: Form 5-3. No. 333-73612: Ponn 5-4-.
No. 333-82408: Form 5-8. No. 333~82690: Porm 5-3. No. 333-109028-01: FornI 5-3, No. 333-106750: Form 5-8. No. 333~105512: Porm 5~8.
No, 333-105511; PaTIn 5-8. No, 333-118904; Form 5-8, No, 333-123374: and PaTIn 5-4, No. 333-124008,

lsi

Emst & Young LLP
Emst & Young LLP
Nc\v York. New York
March 14. 2006
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EXHIBIT 31.1
I, Ivan G. Seidenberg, certify that:
IO~K

1,

I have reviewed this annual rcport on Form

2.

Based on my kumvlcdgc, this report docs not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading \"ith respect to the
period covered by this report:

.J,

of Verizon Communications Inc.:

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and otherfil1ancial information included in this report, fairly present in all material

respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as ot: and fOf. the periods presented in this report:
4.

5.

The registrant's other certifying officer and 1 arc responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and intemal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f») for the registrant and have:
(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, inclucting its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to
us by others 'within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance 'with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation: and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter that has matcrially affected, or is reasonably likely to malclially affect the registrant's intemal conlrol
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and 1 have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation ofintemal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions)"
(a)

All significclllt deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting \-"hich are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, sUlllillarize and report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, 'whether or not material, that involves management or other employees \vllO have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reponing.

Date: March 14, 2006
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EXHIBIT 31.2
L Doreen A Toben, certify that"

1.

I have revic\ved this arumal report on Form IO-K of Vcrizoll Communications Inc.:

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report docs not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this report:

3.

Based

011

my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material

respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash DOll'S of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report:
4.

5.

TIle rcgisrrant's other cC11ifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a~15(e) and 15d~15(e» and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(t) for the registrJnt and have:
(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to
us by others witbin those entities, particularly during the period in 'which this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such intemal control over financial reporting, or caused such intemal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation: and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and [ have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material \vcakncsses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial infonnatiol1: and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees \vho have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: March 14, 2006
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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EXHIBIT 32.1
CERT[FICATION OF CH[EF EXECUTIVE OFF[CER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION 1350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TITLE [8 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE
L Ivan G. Seidenberg. Chainnanand Chief Executive Officer ofVerizon COlmnunications Inc. (the "Company"). certif.y that:
(1) the report of the Company on Form lO-K for the annual period ending December 31,2005 (the "Report") fully complies with
the requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"); and

(2) the information contained in the Report thirty presents, in aU material respects, the financial condition and results of operations
of the Company as of the dates and reT the periods referred to in the Report

Date: March 14, 2006

Is!

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Ivan G. Seidenberg
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

A signed original of this ,vriHen statementrcqnired by Section 906, or other document authenticating, acknowledging, or otherwise adopting
the signature that appears in typed form within the electronic version of this written statement required by Section 906, has been provided to
Verizon Communications Inc. and will be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission
or its staff upon request.
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EXHIBIT 32.2
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION I350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TnLE I80FTHE UNITED STATES CODE

L Doreen A Toben. Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer ofVcrizon Communications Inc. (the "Company"), certify that
(1) the report oftlIe Company on Form lO~K for the anmml period ending December 31,2005 (the "Report") fully complies \\'ith
the requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"); and

(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations

of the Company as of the dates and for the periods referred to in the Report.

Date: March 14, 2006

/sl

Doreen A. Toben
Doreen A Toben

Executive Vice President ,md Chief Financial Officer
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906, or other document authenticating, acknowledging, or othenvise adopting
the signature that appears in typed form within the electronic version of this written statement required by Section 906, has been provided to
Verizon Communications Inc. and ,vill be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission
or its staff upon request
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nc..

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
J. Registrantname

(8]
Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless
Check if dilferent than previolk~l.y reported

Suite 400 West

DC

20005

USA

USA

Mr.

202-515-2553

Mark S. Mullet

5836-12

mark.s.mullet@verizon.com

Igr~;'';li'

7. Client Name

6. House TDi!

31572000

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year

2005

Midyear(Jal111aryl-June30)

9. Check iftllis filing amends a previously filed version of this report

10. Check if this is a Termination Report

0

r:~

0

OR

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

iii

0

Tennination Date

I L No Lobbying Activity

0

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobb)'ing Firms

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities fIx this reporting period

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities tor this reporting period

were
Less than $10,000

0

$lOJKiOormorc

0

~

$

_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000_
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Less than $10,000

0

SlOJiOOorlllore

mJ

4,260,000

MIFE:T·~H.~O'~D~·t ~~:"~;~~:~':~~~:'~f:~:~:~::

14. REPORTING
accounting
method S(

f!]

o
o

MethodA.
MethodB.

Rcpm1ing amounts using LDA definitions only

Methode.

Signature Peter Davidson
Printed Name and

l:¢'

_~~.!~~._~:_.~.':::':':~~.~9.~-,..~j-~I!O/j~~~~-",

Date

2/28/2006

..

LD-2!A'l (R,-'v, 4.(0)
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Verizon &

Registrant Name Verizon & its affiliates, except Verb:on Wireless

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
infonnation as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed
15. General issue area code

BUD - Budget/Appropriations

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
II

House of Representatives
Senate

I
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Peter

Davidson

Frank

Dillow

J. Michael

Hickey

General Counsel - USTR

Andrew

Mekelburg

Mark

Mullet

Tax Counsel to Senator Roth

Gregg

Rothschild

Minority Counsel, House Comm. Energy and Cmrce

Roger

Mati

19.

Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line

Signature

Document digitally signed on Page 1.

16

above

Date

[g] Check if None

212812006

Printed Name ~md Title Peter B. Davidson,
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)
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Registrant Name Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

Client Name ~~~~~~5& its affiliates, except Verizon

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflectthe general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf ofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested, Attach additional page(s) as needed,
15. General issue area code

CPI - Computer Industry

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R29, Securely Protect Yourself Against Cyber Trespass Act,
H.R.744, Internet Spyware (I-SPY) Prevention act of 2005,

S.1004, Enhanced Consumer Protection Against Spyware Act of 2005,
IS.1
095,
Ame:ican Goods and Services Act of 2005,
Pr~tectj~g

'I

S.1326,Notlficatlon of RIsk to Personal Data Act,

!S.1332,A bill to prevent and mitigate identity theft: to ensure privacy; and to enhance criminal etc.
L.

.

._.__.._.

~

.

..

"

"

.~

__.__. _.._.

"__"

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
Executive Office of the President
House of Representatives
Senate

·ii

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name
Last Name

Davidson

Peter

Deutsch

Sarah

Dillow

Frank

Flannery

John

Mekelburg

Andrew

Mott

Roger

Senn

Ed

SuHix

,-

General Counsel - USTR

,-

l~

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above IXlCheck if None

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title _l:~~!:._~_!?~"Yi~~!:!..,
LI)..2DS (Rev. 4.06)

Page __ ~~

of

l±_
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Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon

Registrant Name_W=jre~le~s~s~~~~~~~~~~_

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon
CHent Name ~W~ir~el~es~s~~~~~~~~~~~_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying IssneArea ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
8.1608,8ale Web Act,
S.1699,Stop Counterfeiting in Manufactured Goods Act,
S.1789,Personal Data Privacy and Security Act
S.1326,S.751 ,Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act
H.R.4127, Data Accountability and Trust Act
8.472, Anti-phishing Act 01 2005
S.687, Software Principles Yielding Better Levels of Consumer Knowledge Act
8PY BLOCK Act,
Privacy
Piracy
Data Retention
Spam Issues
Digital Rights Management
Broadband
RIM Case
Intellectual property
Internet blocking
Internet gambling
FOIA exemption
Peer-to-peer file sharing
Media ownership
Security breach notification

LD-2DS
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LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed

15. General issue area code

CPT - CopyrighUPatentlTrademark

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lohbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None

!

Department of Commerce
Department of State
Executive Office of the President
House of Representatives
Senate

II

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Nume

Last Name

Sarah

Deutsch

Kathleen

Zanowic

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

-

01
-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~Check if None

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Davidson,
LD-lDS (Rev. 4.(6)
Page_.. _~ __ of

.l.±_

CSOC.CBR.00032507
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Registrant Name Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

Verizon &

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period Using a separate page fot' each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

HeR - Health Issues

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
H.R.2234, 21st Century Health Information Act of 2005
Violence Against Women act of 2005
Health Information Technology Act of 2005
Health Technology 10 Enhance Quality Act of 2005 Health TEQ Act of 2005
Wired for Healthcare Quality Act of 2005

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
House of Representatives

I
I

Senate

18. Name of each individual "vilo acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Name

FlrstName

Andrew

Mekelburg

John

Flannery

Suffix:

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature
Printed Name and Title

[Zl Check if None

Date
Peter B. Davidson,

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.06)

CSOC.CBR.00032508
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LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a sepaI"ate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

LBR - Labor Issues/Antitrust/Workplace

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone

I

Department of Labor
Department of Transportation

iDepartment of the Treasury
!Executive Office of the President
I

!~~~:~eof Representatives

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Lust Name

Joanna

Mcintosh

Andrew

Mekelburg

Roger

Moll

Mark

Mullet

Ed

Senn

Ne\v

-

Tax Counsel to Senator Roth

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~CheckjfNone

Signature

Date

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Davidson.
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.(6)

Page _~_ of _}_~.. ~
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Verfzon & its affilfates, except Verfzon

Registrant Name _W=ire"le"s~s~~~ __~~~~~~_

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon

Client Name ~W~ir~el~es"sc-~~~~~~~~~~_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying IssueArea ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)

I
I

Center for Medicare Procurement Reform

Management Compensation (Public Law 108-357)

Number of hours truck dnvers allowed to drive
FLSAreform
Pension legislation

LD-2DS

CSOC.CBR.00032510

2456

Registrant Name Verizon

&

its affiliates, except Verizan Wireless

Client Name

~~~~~~5&

its affiliates, except Verizon

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necess",y to reflectthe general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.

15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

i

H.R.1684, Internet Tax Nondiscrimination Act of 2005
Internet Consumer Protection Act of 2005
and S. 1321, Telephone Excise Tax Repeal Act of 2005
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the 50-percent bonus
de,precial:;on added by Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003
2911, To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the active business definition under

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone
Department of Labor
Department of the Treasury
Executive Office of the President
House of Representatives
lntemal Revenue Service

I

ISenate

·1;

18. Name of each individual \vho acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name
Lust Name

Peter

Davidson

Frank

Dillow

John

Flannery

Roger

Matt

Mark

Mullet

Ed

Senn

Kathleen

Zanowic

Del

Velasquez

Suffix

General Counsel - USTR

r-

r-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above IXICheck if None

Signature

r-

J~

Date

Printed Name and Title _!:,!::!~"~",g_avi~?9n,
LD...2DS (Rev. 4.06)

Page.? _ of

~_±-
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Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon

Registrant Name_W=ire",le",s~s

_

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon
Client Name ~W~ir~el~es",s~

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issne Area ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
Section 355
H,R.3367, To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to include wireless telecommunications equipment in the
definition of qualified technological equipment for purposes of determining the depreciation
H.R6, Energy Policy Act of 2005
H.R.809, To make permanent the individual income tax rates for capital gains and dividends
8.10, Energy Policy Act of 2005
H.R4297, Tax Relief Act of 2005
8.2020, Tax Relief Act of 2005
S.1321, Telephone Excise Tax Repeal Act of 2005
S, 1327, A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the active business definition under Section
355
S.1441, To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to include wireless telecommunications equipment in the
definition of qualified technological equipment for purposes of determining the depreciation
S.1524, To repeal the sunset on the reduction of capital gains rates for individuals and on the taxation of
dividends of individuals at capital gain rates,
8-7, Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Act of 2005
'I S.849, Internet Tax Nondiscrimination Act
Research and Development Tax Credit
Tax stimulus/jobs programs
! Internet taxation
! International tax legislation
FeS Lease Arrangements
State and local communications taxes

I

I

LD-2DS

Page __ }\l.

of}~

_

C80C.CBR.00032512
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TEC - Telecommunications

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCbeck ifNone
II,mmigration and Naturalization Service
Internal Revenue Service
United States Trade Representative
Department of Commerce

Ig::~~::n~tc;u~:i~e~ ~~::d:~~asury,
.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Communications Commission

Commerce and Labor

NJ

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
First Name

Last Name

Peter

Davidson

Frank

Dillow

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

Fisher

John

Flannery

Joanna

Mcintosh

Andrew

Mekelburg

Roger

Mott

Mark

Mullet

Tax Counsel to Senator Roth

Gregg

Rothschild

Minority Counsel, House Comm.

Professional Staff Member - Sen. Commerce Comm

-

-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

-

General Counsel - USTR

Robert

i
,;

[Xl Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Davidson.
LD..2DS (Rev. 4.(6)

Page __ ~_~ of __ .1._:~
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Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon

RegistraIlt Namc_W=ire""'e""s."s

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon

_

Client Name --'-W"'ir~el""es"'s'-

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying IssneArea ~
16. Specific lobbying issues (continued from previous page)
A bill to promote deployment of competitve video services eliminate redundant and unnecessary
and further the development of next generation broadband networks
The Broadband Investment and Consumer Choice Act
universal Service for the 21st Century Act
S.284,
Universal Services Equity Act of 2005
S. 497, Broadband Rural Revitalization Act of 2005
S. 241, A bill to amend section 254 of the Communications Act of 1934 to provide that funds received as universal
service contributions and the universal service support programs established pursuant to that section are not
subject to certain provisions of title.
S. 2113, Digital Age Communications Act
Universal service
Cable franchise reform
Broadband deployment incentives

I V,,,iZ<Jn-IV1CI acquisition
Reform of Telecommunications Act of 1996
USF Anti-Deficiency Act exemption
Calling Card dispute
Program access
UNE/Telecom competition
E911
FOIA Exemption
FTC Reauthorization
FCC Reauthorization
FCC appointments

LD..2DS
Page ~_~,. of }±._

CSOC.CBR.00032514
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Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

Registrant Name

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

Client Name

_

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying IssneArea TEe
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area (continued from previous page)
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name
First Name

Last Name

Ed

Senn

Del

Velasquez

Kathleen

Zanowic

Suflix

I§I

President Bush

D
D
D
D

D
D
D

D

D
D
D
D
D

n
n
n

D
~

......

-

D
D
;,
FonnLD-2DS

Page l~

of_}

±_

CSOC.CBR.00032515
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Registrant Name

Verizon & its affiliates, except Verizon Wireless

Client Name ~.~,ri~~~5&

its affiliates, except Verizon

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which thetegistrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TRD - Trade (Domestic & Foreign)

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheckifNone
House of Representatives
Senate

I
I

!,!

18. Name ofeach individual vvho acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

c
FiTst Name

Last Name

Sunix:

ac

Peter
Davidson
........................................................N tn
Frank

Dillow

Roger

Molt

Ed

Senn

Kathleen

Zanowic

e.

o o.n(.i.f "..p..Pl.ic bl.e..)

I General Counsel
l.C..i.."..I..p S..i.'.i..
"''. fCd O-ffiUSTR

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

3..

IBcw~

[Xl Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title" Pe!~~_:__~~y.~~~~,
IJ)"2DS(Rcv.4) 6)

csoc .CBR.00032516
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CITY COLLEGE OF NEW
YORK

I

I

$SOOK over
2 years

Preliminary discussions around
support for the new Charles B.

Ivan
SeidenbergIPeter

Rangel Cemer for Public Service

Davidson

and/or an educational project tied
to the Center's Worker Education

Program 5erving working adulL<;

<

~

()
(j)

g

'"'

OJ

;0

~

:;;!

I"')
I"')

Z

-<

§

whose access to higher education
was limited due to age, income.
work situation of family

responsibilities

2463
RagerA.
MotI/EMPUDCNerizon

To jon.sheiner@mail,house.gov

cc

04119/2006 11 :09 AM

bee
Subject Fw: Tops in Diversity,lmproving Health Care, Big Market for
FiOS TV. Managed IP Sale
Jon
I forward this article to you simply because when I saw Charlie at the former Members Dinner last month
he indicated Comeast officials spoke to CSC and touted how great they were on the diversity issue and by
inference. that Verizon was not. Chartie said get me some information on that as well as their other
contention that Verizon will cherry pick on rolling out its new state of the art fiber optic lines. Nothing could
be further from the truth on either count, as evidenced by some of what I have forwarded in recent days to
you and the additional material sflll to come on both issues.
I expect a vote in the full House on Nationwide Franchising sometime in May. I would probably be good for
me, along with Monica Azare, our head person for government in New York State (also Charlie's
constituent), to visit with you and Chartie whenever you think it is appropriate. I don't want to jump the gun,
but with a vote within 4-6 weeks it is probably timely for the personal visit.
We have a good story to tell.
Thanks Roger
PS See you tomorrow moming.
Lost the dam article sending it separately now.

VZ-CCNY 1340

CSOC.CBR.00022832

2464
RogerA.
MottlEMPL/OCNerizon
05/01/200611:28 AM

To jon.sheiner@mail.house.gov

cc
bee

SUbject Fw: NY Urban League affiliate video choice letter to Towns

Jon
NY Urban League letter to Ed Towns before Commerce Committee vote last week supporting Video
Choice bill. Reported out of committee 42·12, with more than half the Democrats on committee voting yes.
Towns, Wynn and Rush were Rock Stars for us during the entire process.
May be on House Floor next week. Let me know what else I should be doing to work to gain Charlie's
support. Again good New York story to be told here and Monica Azare, (Chariie's constituent), who heads
our NY operation, would be glad to meet with him in district office or down here.
Thanks for your guidance.
Roger

VZ-CCNY 1342
CSOC.CBR.00022834
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RogerA.
Moll/EMPlIDCNeJizon

To Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

ee

0813012006 04:19 PM

bee

Subject Re: The Rangel Cenler[J
Patrick
Hope you are well.
Can you update me on this one from last year? I am going to see Charlie next week down here and want
to have latest info. at the ready in case this comes up.
Thanks Roger

Patrick Gaston/EMPlIDCNerizon
Patrick
Gaston/EMPlIDCNerizon

To Roger A. MottiEMPlIDCNerizon@VZNotes

07/271200512:47 PM

cc
Subject Re: The Rangel Center

We will do 500k over 3-5 years beginning early 2006. We have confirmed with Shelly Butler of City
College who will be submitting the grant in our system. It will still need to be approved by Doreen and the
Foundation Board. However its safe to say that its a go pending these approvals.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Roger A. Mott
From: Roger A. Matt
Sent: 07/27/2005 10:47 AM

To: Patrick Gaston
Subject: Re: The Rangel Center
Patrick
Just checking in with you to see if this is firm or still in discussion stage. Seeing Charlie later Ihis week
and not bringing il up but need status in case he raises with me.
Thanks Roger
Patrick Gaston/EMPUDCNerizon
Patrick
Gaston/EMPlIDCNeJizon
071171200509:24 PM

To Roger A. MottiEMPlIDCNerizon@VZNotes
cc
Subject Re: The Rangel Center

VZ-CCNY 1207
CSOC.CBR.00022698
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I did not want to confirm with her in writing but I am confident it will
happen. I will let you know.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message
From: Roger A. Mot t
Sent: 07/17/2005 09:10 PM
To: CN=Patrick Gaston/OU=EMPL!OU=DC/O=Verizon@VZNotes
Subject: Re: The Rangel Center
Patrick
Sounds good. Thanks for keeping me posted. Know you will let me know if it
firms up in coming days.
Roger
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message
Patrick Gaston

Hi Shelly,
I think that there is a good possibility to do this over a period of 3 to 5
years beginning in 2006. Letts discuss this week to firm up. Please call me at
202-236-"---:-:] next Tuesday to discuss.
Thanks,
Patrick
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message
From: "Rachel Ie Butler"
Sent: 07/17/2005 11:38
To: Patrick Gaston!EMPL!DC!Verizon@VZNotes
Subject: The Rangel Center
Dear Patrick,
Thanks so much for our wonderful conversation about the proposed Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York (CCNY). We
feel very privileged to be able to establish this Center at City College in
honor of one of America's most distinguished pUblic servants. The City College
of New York, the only pUblic college in Harlem, is located in Congressman
Rangel's district, and he has long had a close association with our school and

VZ-CCNY 1208
CSOC.CBR.00022699

2467
its leadership, including our current president, Dr. Gregory Williams. The
creation of the Center at The College will be an event of national and
international importance, as this will be the only Center honoring the
Congressman in the US, and it should be of considerable interest to the press.
As we discussed, we are now in the phase of the public/private sector
partnership that is required by the Congress for their support of the project.
Many corporations and foundations have expressed interest in participating,
including the Ford Foundation, J.P. Morgan Chase, Citibank, and many others.
We anticipate receiving seed money from Congress, but full support will depend
on how well we do in the private sector outreach phase.
I'm sure you know that Congressman Rangel has always advanced the idea that
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policy-making
positions should mirror the diversity of the nation and that the federal
workforce should reflect that. I know that Verizon shares this goal and we
believe that City college's diversity and mission make us the best source of
talent to fulfill it.
Last year, US News and World Report ranked CCNY the
the nation where African-Americans were the largest
ranked the most diverse college in the nation where
largest group. More than 90 languages are spoken on
students hail from more than 150 countries.

most diverse college in
group; this year we were
Hispanic-Americans are the
our campus and our

Historically, for 158 years, City College's mission has been one of excellence
and access, offering our students opportunity to obtain a first-class
education at an affordable price and enter the professions. The majority of
our students come from families making less than $30k!year; they are mostly
immigrants or the children of immigrants; they are often the first in their
families to go to college; and, more than 75% of them work, either full time
or at one or more part-time jobs. Today, once again, City College is selective
and is widely seen to be entering its second Golden Age.
Briefly, the Rangel Center will include:
A combined BA/MA program and a stand-alone MA graduate program
for students from groups currently underrepresented in public service; the
goal is to inspire our best students to move into graduate work and pursue
careers in pUblic service:
A Mid-Career Leadership Program targeted at outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented in public service and designed to advance
them into public service leadership positions;
The Charles B. Rangel Library, which will contain the product of
50 years of public service by Congressman Rangel, the major African-American
statesman of the 20th and early 21st centuries; scholarly research in the
archives will generate work of great importance, both in the academic and
public spheres;
The Center itself, housed in the restored and renovated Harlem
limestone mansion adjacent to The City College campus.
We would very much like to have the Verizon Foundation as one of our partners
in this major initiative and we believe that what would be most appropriate
for both Verizon and the Rangel Center would be to name the communications
network center for the Verizon Foundation.
Today, we know that the learning process is enhanced through carefully
designed and applied technology. The new cutting-edge communications network

VZ-CCNY 1209
CSOC.CBR.00022700
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center will be the heart of that technology, connecting the Rangel Center
Library with the City College library and other research and practice
institutions, enabling state-of-the-art wireless computer access within the
Center, and offering the prospect of future technical advances. We feel, too,
that other departments in The College, such as the School of Education, will
be very interested in observing how such a communication center can increase
learning.
The cost for creating the communications center will be $500,000 and we would
like to name it the Verizon Foundation Communications Center in honor of our
friends and partners at Verizon. At his moment, we are asking only for signed
pledges although we hope to begin work on the Center in late 2005 or early
2006.

As you requested, I have contacted the Congressman's office and asked them to
notify him that we have had a very good conversation. I look forward to
hearing from you after you have consulted with other Veri zan leaders and to
beginning what I hope will be a long and happy relationship between verizon,
City College, and the Rangel Center.
Again, my warmest thanks.
Sincerely,
Shelly

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
Shepard S-154
138th and Convent Avenue
New York, NY
TeL
Fax:

Email:

(212)
(212)
_ h ••• ' -,-"

650-'
:

• • . . . ,.

VZ-CCNY 1210
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Forwarded by Roger A. Mott/EMPL/DC/Verizon on 12/18/2006 10: 18 AM
Patrick
Gaston/EMPL/Dc/Ve
rizon
08/31/2006 09: 52

To

Roger A.
Mot t 1 EMPL/DC/Ve ri zon@VZNotes

AM

Subject
The Rangel Center

Roger,
There is a good possibility to do this
beginning in 2007 (i.e., $167,000, 167,

, $500, 000) over a period of three years
and $166,000, respectively}.

Status as of 08/25/05 per Shelly Butler
Pending Commitments:
1- Congressman Rangel will be pr,osemt.ing a bill to Congress for seed money in the range of
$3-$7 million. I t was assumed
this
will be successful.
Timeline For Fund-raising:
2- Phase I: congressman Rangel submi tting a bill to Congress for seed money.
Phase II: Cementing the pUblic/private partnership that Congress requires for such a
p.rojectPhase III: Congress providing the balance of the funds after a successful second
phase
BUilding Plans for the Charles Rangel Center:
3- Estimated starting date - March 2006; build-out date estimated at December 2006
Building of the Verizon Communications Center:
4- Part of the Charles Rangel Center (i.e. / 500-700 square feet). Timeline is the same
number three above.
Start date of the use of the Center:
5- Approximately September 1, 2007
The status report above is per our last conversation with Shelly. It is a bricks and
mortar project that is contingent upon governmental funding and the construction of the
Charles Rangel Center. Based upon our review of the grant request, Verizon thus far is the
only corporation that is potentially funding this capital campaign. We are
word
from them on whether or not federal funding was secured and if they have gotten
corporate- partners interested in this initiative.
Please call me if you wish to discuss.
Patrick

CBR003382
CSOC.CBR.00006656
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RE: talks with the verizon foundation

Page I on

Brett Silverstein
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2006 09:37:46 -0500

From: UShelly Butler"
Subject: RE: 'alkSlvith thE' vertzc'" ("unda'ion

To:
Brett,
This looks

give me some course names and some more

details about
or for everyone?
Thanks
Shelly

prog.ram? "V'Jould i t be for:" mid-career peop1e
info:cmation you Gan give mer the better

. ViceE'resident
Institutional Advancement
The

CoLLege of New York

160 Convent
New York,

Tel:
E'ax:

(2121
(212)

E.mail:

Shelly,

we are
of
program but we
offer the
service program
interested in using it
might be a concentration
in the Master' s Progr"am in
Service
I have
modified the letter of intent. needed to create
program to
several other concentrations:
1. Public-?ri vate part.nerships in t.he
l'v1anagement of Infrastructure; 2.
Issues; 3. International
Issues; 4 Et.hnicity and tn:uuigratiQn; 5.
New York.
Brett

>1 Jove it!
>Brett?

>

>

httos:lloelican,admin.ccny.cuny.edul

id=578719a93f1i:194353cO... 1211511009

CSOC.CBR.00024362
CSOC.CBR00024362
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Page200

RE: talks with the verizon foundatioll

Butler 1 V.l ce President
>D"V€11opment & Insti-tutional Advciloe',ment
College o~
Avenue,

>New York, NY

>'1'e11
>Fax:

10031

(212)
(212)

>Einail:

>
>

>To:
>Subject:

>
>Does i t make sense to create a progx.'am or certificate 1n "Hanaging IT
>for
>the Public Sector?"

>
>Lisa J.
>Senior

Consultant

>'l'he

York

>Cc:
>Subject,: talks with the verizon foundation

>
>Brett,
center because of thli::.
>Verizon mayor may not give to the
it--I -did get - the contact from
>political issues but they would
>rangel's office and t·rant to try fo:c that first

>
Clre not interested in funding the t.echnology center of the ranqel
but rat.her in giving to anything having to do \-Jith

technology- .

>
>:is

te'ohIlOl.ogy curriculum for: these. folks?-maybe mid-,oaloec,r
to advance their ca:r'eers aod need

such

>as text messaqing-mobile -cO!&"'nunications, on-"line mul U.-stre'.oming

>
>they arc ok with giving us
>staffsalaries for researcher

purchase materials r some for
curriculum

>
>1 thought the rangel mid-career fel-lows
>to learn how to use technology more
>cwc but would be wJlling to consider the

to return to school
are interested in
range..!

>
>Can we make a case for it? Have_ you
>management? Maybe a certificate program
>
>I'm
to give
>about
and give me

at all about technology and
Ranqel?
on the idea--want to think

>

httnd/ndican.admin.cCllY.cuny.edul

id~578T19a93f9394353etL

12/15/2009

CSOC.CBR.00024363
CSOC.CBR00024363
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RE: talks with the verizon tnundatlOn

I'age J

01 J

>Thanks
>Shelly

>
>

>
Butler, ·Vice President
>O"vE;.]opment & Insti~lltional Advanc.cment
>The
College of New York
>160 Convent Avenue, S-Ei4
>New York, NY
>Tel:
{212}
>Fax:
>Email:

>

>
>
>
>

>
>

hffn"I/nelican.admin.ccny.cuny.ed\ll

id~578719a93f9394353cO...

12115/2009

CSOC.CBR.00024364
CSOC.CBR.00024364
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roger .a.mott::':_-::_-:_--,~-_,:_---:::-_~

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, December 18, 2006 10:33 AM
Dalley, George
RE: The Rangel Center

As I understand it is for
000 over a three year period for the Charles Rangel
Telecommunications Center
the Rangel Center. That is why I think Patrick's wording
in his memo to me refers to our piece may be contingent on getting an overall facility up
and running to house our Telecom portion.
I can arrange for Patrick to come down and fill you in personally or I can set something
up by conference call if that helps.

"Dalley, George"
<George. Dalley@ma
i1. house. gov>
12/18/2006 10:27

To

Roger A.
Mot tl EMPLI DC/Ve ri zon@VZNotes

AM

Subject
RE: The Rangel Center

Roger, with the recent developments re earmarks we are going to need your help now more
than ever. Do you know the contemplated level of support?

George
Hope
are well. I saw Jon Sheiner at our NY AA Dinner and mentioned to him Verizon' s
in',ol.ve:mer:t in the Charles _Rangel Center. He was not sure if you were aware we have been
in discussion with the CUNY folks for over a year.
Below is an update I requested from Patrick Gaston, President of the Verizon Foundation
back in August. I. am not sure if this is contingent on the Federal appropriation, which I
understand may be at risk.
I will keep you posted from our end as discussions progress, but wanted you to know of our
long-standing commitment to be helpful for a great cause.
Thanks Roger

CBR003381
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eWE proposal to Verizon

Brett Silverstein

Dale: Thu, 28 Dec 2006 06:50:20 -0500
From: "Lemons"

Hi all - I just finished another
~laipur, but T'11 t.ry to focus;
dist-racting but....

lunch :in a little holc-in-the-wall in
the cyber cafe is a little

I think we can creatively package this under the
into two; eWE will be an active part,icipant in the
a BA component; as Brett points out, 'de hope to offe;L' some
C\'1F.
as well; to do both of these it makes [Hm,Se to' be sure that CNE
a
infrastructure that is equal to what is available
the main campus; in what
together for Shelly, all four aspects are
our beinq a part of the
public service program: 1 - technology
liberal arts
[required
for the BA part)
2
literacy
for t.he m;
MA parts);
- concentrations in
the
sector-specific
apJoliLcc,tions},md 4 - the Masters in
systems
could be uptown and
I

I ~\'on't be able to rework the write-up along these liiles until the weekend, but
perhaps it won't need much except for getting it in the right context.
I'll check email tomorrow again to see what you think.
-Dan

Dr.
E. ·Lemons, Dean
The
College Center [or Nor:"ker Education
99 Hudson St. r 7th Floor
New York r NY 10013

https://pelican.admin.ccny.cuny.edulw
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM 10-K
(Mark one)
lID

ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO
SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
For the fiscal.year ended December 3L
2006
OR

o

TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT
TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
to
For thc transition period from

Commission file number 1~8606

Verizon Communications Inc.
(Ko;act lIam" of regislrant as specified ill its charter)

Delaware

23-2259884

(State ofineorporation)

(I.R.s. Employer IdellliHcati011 No.)

140 West Street
New York, New York

10007

(Addrcs,; of principal executive oJl:ices)

(Zip Code)

Registrant's telephone number, induding area code: (212) 395-1000
Securities registered Imrsuant to Section 12(b) of the Act:
Titleofl.'achdass

Name of each e:l:change on which registered

Common Stock, $.10 par valuc

New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, London.
Swiss, Amsterdam and Frankfurt Slack Exchanges

Securities registered llUrsuant to Section 12(g) of the Act:
Nonc
Indicate by check mark iithe registrant is a ,vell~kl1own sC<lsoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Sccurities Act. Yes fi1 No 0
Indicate by check Ill<uk if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act. Yes 0 No 0
Indicate by check mark whether the registr<Ult (I) has fil#!,------IIIlIIiIi1cd by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such
rant was required tome such reports), and (2) has been
subject to such filing requirements for the past 90 days
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Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delillquentfilers pursuant to Hem 405 of Regulation SwK (Section 229.405 of this chapter) is not
contained herein, and will no! be contained, to the best of registrant's knowledge, in definitive proXy' or information statements incorporated by
reference in Part III of this Form IO-Kor an:.... amendment to this Form IO~K. 0'
Indicate by check mark \vhether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, au accelerated filer or a non-·accelerated filer. Sec definition of
"accelerated filer and large accelerated filer" in Rule 12bw2 of the Exchange Act (Check one):
Large accelerated filer 0"

Accelerated filer 0

NonwacccIerated filer 0

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b w2 oflheExchange Act). Yes 0 No 10
At June 30, 2006, the aggregate market 'value of the registrant's voting stock held by nonaffiliates was approxim<ltely $93,436,462,000.
At January 31, 2007, 2,909,893,627 shares of the registrant's Common Stock \vere outstanding, after deducting 57,758,811 shares held in
treasury
Documents incorporated by reference:
Portions oflhe registrant's Annual Report to Shareowners for the year ended December 31,2006 (Parts land II).
Portions of the registrant's Pro:>"y- Statement prepared in connection \vith the 2007 Annual Meeting of Sharcowners (Part 1II).
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Verizon COllulllUJications Inc. (Verizon) is one of the ,,,"odd's leading providers of communications services. Our Wirelinc- business provides
telephone services, including voice, network access and nationwide long-distance services, broadband video and data services, and other
communications products and services. Our wirelinc business also owns and operates one of the most expansive end-to~end global Intemet
Protocol (IP) networks. Our domestic wireless business, operating as Verizon Wireless, provides wireless voice and data products and services
across the United States using one of the most extensive domestic wireless networks. Stressing diversity and commitment to the communities
in which 'we operate, we havc a highly diverse \vorkforce of 242,000 employces.
Verizon, formerly known as Bcll Atlantic Corporation, ,vas incorporated in 1983 under the l3\\'s of the State of Delaware. We began doing
business as Vcrizon Communications on June 30, 2000 follo\ving our merger with GTE Corporation. We compIctcd our merger \\ith MCI on
January 6. 2006, and have incorporated its operations into our wireline business.
Ourptincipal executive offices are located at 140 West Street, Ne,v York New York 10007 (telephone number 212~39S-10(0).
We have two reportable segments, Wireline and Domestic Wireless, which we operate and manage as stTIltcgie business units and organize by
products and services. Our segments and their principal activitics consist of the follm.ving:
\Vii-cline

Domestic Wireless

Wirelinc provides communications services including voice, broadband video and data, next generatio
IP network services, network access, long distance and other services to consumers. carriers, business
and government customers both domesticallv and rloballv in ISO countries.
Domestic Wireless products and services include wireless voice and data products and other value
added services and equipment sales across the United States.

You can find additional business information under the heading ;'Overview" on pages 18 tlrrough 19 and segment financial information under
the heading "Segment Results of Operations" on pages 24 through 27 and in Note 17 on pages 69 through 71 of the 2006 Verizon Annual
Report to Shareowners, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Background
Our Wircline segment which includes the operations of the fonner MCl, is comprised of hvo strategic units, Verizon Telecom and Verizon
Business. Revenues in 2006 -were $SO,794 million. representing approximately S8~Y() of Vetizon's aggregate revenues. Verizoll Telecom
provides local telecommunications, broadband data and video services in 28 states and Washington, D.C, as well as nationwide long~distance
and other communications products and services. Verizon is deploying a fiber·to·the·premises net\vork under the FiOS service mark, that we
believe is the platform of the future for digital voice, data and video services with sufficient bandwidth and capabilities to meet our customers
needs for the foreseeable future, FiOS allmvs us to offer our customers fast, reliable broadband access speeds, as well as robust video services.
The Wireline segment also includes Verizon Business, a provider ofnextwgeneration IP network and Infonnation Technology (IT) products and
services to medium and large businesses and government customers.

O)lcrations
l"erizon Telecom
Verizon Telecom consists of three lines of business which operate across our telephone subsidiaries and focus on specific custoiner market
areas. We are not dependent on any single customer. Our telephone operations rcmain responsible within their respective sen'ice areas for the
provision of telephone services and regulatory matters.
Our Alass ,Harkers line of business markets communications and infonuation services to residential customers and small businesses including
basic telecomumnication sen!ice and eud~user access; value~added services such as voicemail, caller ID and call fomarding; and broadband
sen'iees, \\·hich include digital subscriber lines (DSL) and fiber optics to the premise (FiOS data and FiOS television sen'ices), Our long
distance subsidiary provides national and intemationallong distance sen'ices in all 50 states to residential and business customers, including
calling cards, 800/888 services and operator services.
approximately $22,528 million, representing
ptimarily from the provision of telecommunication
approximately 44'% ofWire1ine's aggregate
services to residential users.
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Our rr110lesaie line of business markets our long distance and local exchange net"vork facilities for resale to other long distance and competing
communications earners. ¥/holesale services include s\vitched access, special access, high~cap<lcity, high-speed digital sen'ices, unbundled
network clements (UNE's) lUld interconnection revenues from competitive local exchange carriers (CLEC) and wireless carriers. Wholesale
revenues in 2006 \vere approximatciy $8,323 million, representing approxitrultely 16% of Wireline' s aggregate revenues. Approximately 700;()
of total Wholesale revenues were derived from interexchange carriers. The remaining revenues principally come from other local exchange
carriers. \vhich resell network connections to their mvn customers.
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Other services include operator services (including deaf relay services). public (coin) telephone. as well as fonner MCl dial around services
induding .IO~1O-987, 1O~1O-220, 1~800-COLLECT and Prepaid phone cards. Other revenues in 2006 were approxim<ltely $2,408 million_
representing approximately 5% of Wirelil1e's aggregate revenues.

j'-erizon Busines/i'
VeriZOIl Business consists of three lines of business which focus on the needs of our enterprise business customers. We are not dependent on
any single customer.
Our Enterprise Business line of business markets voice, data and intemet communications services to medium and large business customers.
multi-national corporation~ and state and federal governments. The Enterprise Business also provides valuc~added services that make
communications morc secure, reliable and efficient as well as managed net\vork services that enable customers to outsource all or a portion of
their communications and information processing operations. In addition, Enterprise Business provides traditional data services in specific
markets, such as Private Line. Frame Relay and ATM services, as ,'-vell as advanced IP tlet\vork services, both domestically and internationally.
Enterprise Business's fastest growing product line is the Internet suite of products that include Private IP, IP VPN, Web Hosting and Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP). Enterprise Business revenues in 2006 were approximately $13,999 millioll, representing approximately 28% of
Wireline's aggregate revenues.
Our rVholesale line of business focuses on the domestic wholcsale services markets, \vhich includes all \vholesale traffic in the United Stat.es, as
well as traffic that Oliginales in the United Stales and tenninates in a different country. Total Wholesale revenue was approximately $3,381
million in 2006, representing approximately 7% of Wireline's
revenues. Revenues from Wholesale local and long distance voice
product.s, including transport, were approximately $1,601 million
representing 47% of Wholesale's aggregate revenues. Wholesale
revenue is influcnced by aggressive competitive pricing, in particular long distance voice services. Revellues from Wholesale data and internet
products were approximately $1,780 million in 2006, representing approximately 53% ofWhoJesale's aggregate revenues.

~.:~:;.~e~:::f~~;~;:t;::g;'~:;~u~i::::iO~'I:' serve businesses, government entities and telecommunication carriers outside of the UniK'd States and
include our Skytel
The International and Otller market represents a ne\v revellue stream to Verizoll
from the MCI
of Wireline's
acquisition. Our revenues from lntemational and Other \vere approximately $3,110 million, represcnting approximately
agf,'Tegate revenues in 2006. Of tllis alllount Intematiollal and Oiher had voice revenue of approxim.atdy $1,822 million representing
approximately 4% ofWircline's aggregate revenues.
Competition
TIle telecommunications industry is highly competitive. Factors contributing to the industry's increasingly competitive market include
regulatory changes, product substitution, technological advances, excess network capacity and the entrance of new competitors. In this
environment competition is based on price and pricing plans, the types of services offered, the combination of services into bundled offerings,
customer service, the qualily and reliability of services provided and the development of ne'" products and services. Current and potential
competitors in telecommunication services include cable companies. wireless service prmriders, long distance companies, other local telephone
companies, foreign telecommuniC<ltions providers, electric utilities, Internet service providers and other companies that offer network services.
Many of these companies have a strong market presence, brand recognition and existing customer relationships, all of v,'hich contribute to
intensifying competition and may affect our future revenue growth.

Cable Services
Cable competitors have aggressively increased the size and digital capacity of their c~lble networks. Cable companies have continued to
upgrade their networks to offer more digital products and services. They continue to aggressively market competitive bundled offerings that
include higl1~speed internet access, digital television and voice services.
J"oice over Internet Protocol5'ervices

Our \Vifeline telecommunications services also face increasing competition from companies \vhich provide VoIP services. These services use
the Internet or private broadband networks to transmit voice communications. VoIP services arc available from a widc range of companies
including cable companies, long-distance companies, national VolP providers and regional service providers.

Wireless services also constitute a significant source of competition to our wireline telecommunications services, especially as 'wireless carriers
(including Verizon Wireless) expand and improve their net\vork covera e and continue to lower their prices. As a result, more consumers are
substituting wireless services for basic wirdine service.
an also be used for data transmission.
Local Ew:lwnge Sen'ices
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The ability to offer local exchange services historically has been subject to regulation by state regulatory! commissions, Applications from
competitors to provide and resell local exchange services have been approved in every jurisdiction in our service territory'. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 has significantly increased the kvel of competition in our local exchange markets.
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As a result of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. "vhich required us to pennit potential competitors to purchase our services for resale. or
access components of our nehvork on an unbundled basis (UNEs) at a prescribed cost, competition in our local exchange markets continues to
increase. Our telephone operations generally have been required to sell their services to CLECs at significant discounts from the prices our
telephone operations charge their retail customers, The scope of these obligations going forward and thc ratcs we receive. arc subject to
ongoing revie\v and revision by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and state rq,'lllators. See "Regulatory and Competitive
Trends."

Long Distance Services
We offer long distance services regionally and throughout the United States, State regulatory commissions rather than federal authorities
generally regulate regional long distance services. Federal regulators have jurisdiction over interstate long distance services. All of our state
regulatory commissions (except in Washington, D.C., where regional long distance is not provided) permit other cnrricrs to provide long
distance services within the state. Our authority in Alaska is limited to interstate and illtemational services, A number of our lm~jor competitors
in the long distance business have strong brand recognition and existing customer relationships.

Public Telephone Services
The growth of wireless communications has signific:mtly decreased usage of public telephones, as more customers are Sllbstituting \vireless
services for public telephone services. In addition, we face competition frol11 other providers of public telephone services.

Operator 5,'ervices
Our operator services product line faces competition from altemative operator services providers and Intemet service providers.

Equipment JJam![aciurers
In addition to producing telecommunications products and computer net\vork devices and systems, equipment manufacturers may also provide
consulting and outsourcing services that compete directly with products and services we offer.

international Competition
Our international business competes primarily \\ith incumbent telephone companies, some of which hnve special regulatory stntus and
exclusive rights to provide certain services and have historically dominated their local markets. We also compete with other intemational
service providers, some of which arc affiliated ,vith incumbent telephone companies in other countries.
Network

Verizon Telecom presently serves a territory of 45.1 million access lines in 28 states and Washington D,C. We continue to upgrade our
network in order to provide an ever increasing number of customers with broadband capabilities. Our advanced FiOS network uses state of the
art fibcr~optic cable and optical electronics to directly link homes and businesses to our network Our fiber network ,vill offer us the
opportunity to provide our customers with improved network reliability and speed for voice, datu and video connections. As of the cnd of 2006,
our FiOS network passed more than 6 million homes, doubling the amounts of premises passed from the previous yeaL
Verizon Business owns and operates one of the most expansive IP backbone networks in the ,vorld. The Verizon Business data network
includes more than 446,000 route miles, induding terrestrial and undersea cable, spanning six continents and access to another 187,000 route
miles from Verizon Telecom, Velizon Business provides voice, data and Intemet services on its statc-of~thewartfiber~optic nehvork to
customers in more Ih<m 2,700 cities and 150 countries. Velizon Business currently
eight satellite facilities located throughout the
United States and Guam. Vcrizon Business also operates satellite links to more than
tcleports worldwide in approximately 110 countries
for both government and business customers.
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Wirelinc Offerings
Verizon Telecom provides a broad affilY of communications services to our residential and small business customers. including voiee,
broadband data and video, network access, long-distance and othcr communications products and services,
Voice services include the provision of local exchange services, local private line, \vire maintenance, voice messaging and valucadded services. Value-added sen'ices arc a famil)'" of services that expand the utilization of our network, induding products slIch as
Caller TD, Call Waiting and Return Call.
Broadband data and video services include DSL and FiOS high speed data and FiOS TV services.
Nehvork access services are provided to end-user customers and long distance and other competing carriers '\-vho use our local
exchange facilities to provide usage services to their customers.
Long-distance services include regional toll and long distance voice and data services.
Other communications products and services include operator services (including deaf relay services). public (coin) telephone, as
\vell as fonner MCI dial around services including 1O~1O~987, 1O~1O~220, 1-800 COLLECT <Uld Prepaid phone cards.

Domestic Wireless
Background
Our Domestic Wireless segment, Cellco Partnership doing business as Verizon Wireless (Verizon Wireless), is a joint venture formed in April
2000 by the combination of the U.S. wireless operations and interests of Verizon and Vodafone Group Pic (Vodafone). Verizon owns a
controlling 55% interest in Verizon Wireless and Vodafone owns the remain.ing 4Y%.

Operations
Vcrizon Wireless provides wireless voice and data services across one of the most extensive wireless networks in the U.S. Vcrizon Wireless is
the largest domcstic 'wireless carrier in terms of total rcvenue and the most profitable, as measured by operating income. We believe, based on
pllblicly available information, that Verizon Wireless has the largest base of retail customers, that is, customers \vho arc directly served and
managed by Verizon Wireless and who buy its branded services.

Competition
There is substantial competition in the 'wireless telecommunications industry. Other 'wireless providers, including other cellular and PCS
opemtors and
serve each of the markets in which we operate, We currently compete pritn.arily against three other national wireless
service providers:
(formerly Cingular), Sprint Nextel and T-Mobile USA. In addition, in many markets we also compete with regional
carriers, such as ALLTEL and US Cellular, Competition may increase due to ongoing industry consolidation, if smaller, stand-alone \Ovirelcss
providers tnmsfer licenses to larger, better capitalized and more experienced wireless providers. Resellers, now sometimes referred to as
Mobile Virtual Network Operators, who buy hulk 'wholesale sef\'ices from facilities-based carriers for resale, provide yet another set of
differentiated competitors in the marketplace.
We expect competition for both customers and nehyork usage to intensi(y as a result of the higher penetration levels that currently exist in the
industry, Ule development and deployment of new technologies, the introduction of new wireless and fixed line products and services, ne,y
market entrants, the availability of additional spectnlln, both licensed and mIlicensed, and regulatory changes. For example, \ye· face increased
competition as a result of the usc of other high-speed 'wireless technologies, such as Wi~Fi and WiMAX, which are being deployed or
proposed, to meet the growing customer appetite for vvircless communications in fixed, nomadic and fully mobile environments, In addition"
some cable companies have partnered with wireless carriers, acquired \vireless spectrum and are now introducing wireless offerings to their
customers. We are also experiencing competition from providers of fixed linc VolP services, which displace in-building usage from
cellularIPCS emriers. Additionally, as \vireless data proliferates, content is becoming an increasingly significant factor in the appeal of these
services. This may give content providers and other participants in the wireless value chain opportunities for illcreascd leverage and/or
opportunities to compete for wireless data revenues.
We believe that the following are the most important competitive factors ill our industry:

Nenrork
capaciZv and coverage. Lower prices. improved service quality and new service offerings have led to increased
net>vork usage.
.. and offer highly reliable national coverage through onc's
own network isimpo
nue to look for cxpansion opportunities through the buildOllt of existing licenses, acquisitions and/or spect
that cover much of the country but we expect to spend
significant amounts to expand our capacity and
maintain and improve the quality of our network. Our
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competit.ors also have tllese needs and they are using similar means to address them.
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Service and equipment pricing is an important area in \vhich \vireless cl1Tiers compete. as evidenced by recent increases in the
of minutes~sharing plans, free mobiIe~to~mobile calling, and offerings of larger bundles of induded minutes at price points,
\vith no roaming or long distance charges. We seek to compete in this area by offering our customers services and equipment that they will
regard as the best available value for their money.
>

Customer sell'ice . Quality customer service is essential to ensure that we can obtain new customers and retain existing customers. We
believe that the quality of our customer service is a key factor in retaining our customers and in attracting both new~to~wireless customers
and those customers of other caoiers who want to svvitch their wireless service. Our competitors also recognize the importance of
customer service and arc also focusing on improving the customer experience.
I'n'c!u<ot!)'ifJe,enrialJon . As wireless technologies develop and v'iireless broadband networks proliferate, continued customer and revenue
growth
be increasingly dependent on the development of new and differentiated products and services. We are committed to
providing customer solutions through the development and rapid deployment of new and innovative products and services developed both
internally and in collaboration \vith application service providers.

Sales and Distribution. Ke:y to achieving sales success in the wireless industry is the reach and quality of sales channels and distribution
points. We believe that the optimal mix of direct. indirect and \vholesale distribution channels is an important ingredient in achieving
indusu}'~leading profitability. A goal of our distribution strategy is to increase sales through our company-operated stores and our outside
sales team. as wen as through telenmrketing and \veb~based sales and fulfillment capabilities. Supplementing this is an extensive indinxt
distribution netw'Ofk of retail outlets and prepaid replenishment locations, original equipment manufacturers and value-added distributors.
as well as various resellers who buy our service on a \"holesale basis.
Our success will depend on our ability to anticipate and respond to various factors affecting the industry, including the factors described above.
as well as nc\v technologies, ne,\' business models. changes in customer preferences, regulatory changes, demographic trends, economic
conditions, and pricing strategies of competitors.
Networl(
A key part of our business stmtegy is to provide the highest network reliability. We believe that network reliability is a key differcntiator tnthe
U.S. market and a driver of customer satisfaction. Consistent \vith this strategy, we will continue to build~out, expand and upgrade our network
in an effort to provide sufficient capacity and seamless and superior coverage and reliability throughout our licensed area so that our customers
can enjoy consistent features and high~quality service, regardless of location. In addition, we will continue to explore strategic opportunities to
expand our overall national coverage through selective acquisitions of wireless operations and spectnnu licenses.
Our network is among the largest in the U.S., with licensed and operational coverage in 49 of the 50 l<rrgest metropolitan areas. Our built
network covered a population of approximately 256 million and provided service to 59.1milliol1 customers, as of December 31, 2006.
Networl.. Tt'Chnolog)'
Our primary network technology platform is CDMA, based on spread~spectnlln digital radio teclUlology. CDMA technology's compatible
lXRTT upgrade, a wireless technology developed by Qualcomm as part of its family of technologies known as CDMA2000. is presently
deployed in virtually all of our cell sites nationwide. IXRTT increases the voice traffic capacity available to us and provides increased data
rates. Further. lXRTT is a modular infrastmcture upgrade that has provCl1to be cost~efficient and practical for rapid natiom:vide deployment. In
addition to IXRTT, in 2004 we began deploying EY-DO (Revision 0), a 3G packel~based technology that is a part of the CDMA2000
technology path. EV~DO is intended primarily for high~speed data transmission. As with IXRTT, we have been able to implement EY~DO by
changing and/or adding modular components and software in our network. EY~DO service, branded and marketed as BroadbandAccess, was
available in markets covering a population of approximately 200 million as of December 31, 2006_ Coverage expansions and additional market
launches are planned for 2007. In addition, during 2006, we began deploying BV-DO (Revision A) infrastmcttrre that will enable faster (lata
rates
Spectrum
We have licenses to provide mobile wireless services 011 the 800~900 MHz and 1800 ~ 1900 MHz portions of the radio spectmIU. In addition, we
recently acquired Advanced Wireless Services spectmm on the 1700 and 2100 MHz portions of the radio spectnun, which we anticipate using
for advanced wireless broadband services. Collectively, these licenses cover territories in which approximately 292 million people, or
approximately 99% of the estimated U.S. population, reside. TIle 800-900 MHz portion is used to provide both analog and digital cellular voice
and data services. while our 1800~1900 MHz portion provides all-digital PCS voice and data services. Our digital wireless service is available
to all of the population to which we provide coverage. IY
'nts for more than 99% of our busy~hour traffic. While Vie
provide digital coverage in all of our markets, vve will
coverage in our cellular markets. TIle FCC
will no longer require ceIlular carriers to provide anal
and our intent is to no longer offer such
service after that date
CSOC.CBR00032129
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Recent Acquisitions
On November 29, 200G, \ve were granted thirteen 20 MHz licenses we \von in an FCC auction of Advanced Wireless Services spectmm that
concluded on September 18, 2006, for \vhich \ve had bid a total of $2,809 million. These licenses, ,vhich \ve anticipate llsing for the provision
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of advanced v,,'ireless broadband services, cover a population of nearly 200 million. We have made all required payments to the FCC for these
licenses.
In AUbl1lst 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's 'wireless business \vith a portion of Verizon
Wireless. TIle resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East), is controlled and managed by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its comributed assets, Price received a limited partnership interest in !:he ne\-\' partnership which \vas exchangeable into the
common stock of Verizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred, or into the common stock of Verizon on the fourth
15,2006, Verizon delivered 295 million shares ofne\vly-issucd Verizon COlllmon stock
anniversary of the asset contribution date. On
to Price valued at $1,007 million in exchange
Price's limited partnership interest in VZ East. As a result of acquiring Price's limited
partnership interest, Vcrizon recorded goodw'ill of$345 million in the third quarter of 2006 attributable to its Domestic Wireless segment

Wireless Offerings
We believe that increasing the value of our service offerings to customers will help us to retain our existing customers, attract ne\v customers
and increase customer usage, all of which wilL in tum, drive revenue and net income gro\\1h.
Our scrvice packages are designed around key customer groups, from the young adult market to multinational business accounts, We tailor our
wireless services, which include both voice and data offerings, and postpaid and prepaid pricing options, to the needs of these customers.

H7reless S'ervices
l'oice services. We offer a variety of packages for voice services \vith features and competitive pricing plans that are predominantly offered on
a postpaid basis \Vitll a contract term. Specifically, \vt:: offer our America's' Choice plans, 'which provide a choice in amounts of bundled minutes
together \\'ith no roanung or long distance charges for calls on our preferred network; family/small group ,md shared minute plans for multiple~
user households and small businesses: and plans targeted to business accounts with over 100 lines and national accounts with over 1,000 lines.
In addition, we offer a national prepaid product that enables individuals to obtain wireless voice services \vithout a long~term contract by
paying in advance.
Data services. We believe that \ve arc in a strong position to take advantage of the growing demand for wireless data services. Our strategy is
to continue to expand our wireless data, messaging and multi-media offerings for both consumer and business customers.

We offer an alTay of data transmission and content services, such as:
13roadhand·olccess/NationaL4ccess. EV~DO, our Wide Area Network packet IP solution, which \ve market as BroadbandAccess, provides
significantly increased data transmission rates on existing applications and enables the provisioning of enhanced data applications that can
operate at broadband speeds. In addition, our lXRTI digital technology, which we market as NationalAccess, enables higher~speed
applications, such as e-mail, enterprise applications, image downloads, and full browsing capabilities for laptop computer users.

~~:;tf~~;~I~~~;::~e\!:~~;;\~t[~i~wi~W:ii,I:~h:,c~o~m·patible wireless devices, our customers can scnd and receive text messages, as well as still pictures
Our V CAST service, available on EV ~DO~enablcd handsets, enables customers to access daily~updatcd videos from leading
content providers of CUlTent news, weather, sports and entertainment programming. In addition, our V CAST Music service enables
customers to download music either directly to their V CAST Music~enabled phones or to their personal computers.
Get It Now. Our Get It Now service enables our customers to download hundreds of applications to their handsets, such as ring tones,
games and wallpapers.

'·feb Our Mobile Web service offers customized access to content through our portal, and aHows customers to access the Internet,
e-mail and personal infonnation management tools, such as calendars and address books, through handset~based menus.

:\lobile

<

Location Based Services (LI3S) . Our location~based service, VZ Navigator, enables customers to obtain audible turn~by~tllm directions to
their destination, locale various points of interest and access other location-related information by using VZ Navigator-capable handsets.
lVireless Business Solutions --- VZq[fice . TIlrough our strite of VZq[fice services, we provide enterprise customers solutions for accessing
the Internet and corporate intranet, which allow for optimized w'iceless access to the customer's corporate applications or databases. In
addition, we offer our corporate customers the ability to \virelessly send and receive e~mail using various handheld devices, including
wirelessly equipped PDA devices.

rVireless Device
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We believe our position in the U,S. 'wireless industry has enabled us to become a service provider of choice for wireless device manufacturers
and has helped us to develop exclusive offers for our customers and branded handsets that complement our focus on high-quality service and an
optimal uscr experiencc. The wireless dcvices that we offcr arc predominantly EV-DO enablcd, and aU of them arc compatible with our
lXRTT
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network In addition, all of the handsets that we offer are headphone/earphone compatible and, through GPS functionality, compliant \-vith the
FCC's E-911 requirements
MarJi..c ting
We focus our marketing strategy on targeting solutions based upon our customers' needs, promoting our brand, leveraging our extensive
distribution network and cross-mmketing with our owners.
Our
efforts are focused on a coordinated program of television, print, radio. outdoor signage, Tntemet and point~of-sale media
promotions.
coordinate our marketing efforts throughout our service area in order to ensure that our marketing message is consistently
presented across all of our markets. Our promotion of the "Verizon Wirelcss" brand is complemented by Verizon Communications' mVll brand
marketing efforts, reinforcing the a\vareness of our services in shared markets and capitalizing on the size and breadth of Verizon
Communications' customer base.
Sales and Distribution Channels

Our sales strategy is to usc a mix of direct, indirect and wholesalc distribution channcls in order to increase customer growth \vhile reducing
customer acquisition costs.
Our company-operated stores arc a core component of our distribution strategy. Our experience has been that customcrs entering through this
direct channel arc generally higher-value customers who generate higher revenue per month on average and arc less likely to cancel their
service than those who come through other mass~market chaunels. We had 2,231 compauy~operated slores aud kiosks (including our "storc~
\vitbin-a~store" kiosks in Circuit City and Brs Wholesalc locations) as of December 3L 2006. In addition, our direct chatmcl also includes our
business-ta-busincss organiz.alion, which is focused on supporting the needs of our local, regional and national business customers. as well as a
telemarketing sales force dedicated to receiving incoming calls. We also offer funy~automated, clld-to~end, web-based sales of wireless
handsets. accessories and service in aU of our markets
We have indirect retail locations throughout the U.S. selling \vireless services, including both full-service locations and locations selling our
prepaid products and services, such as Wal-Mart and Target. We also sell wireless access on a ,vholcsale basis. Our 'wholesale business
involves the sale of 'wholesale access and minutes to independent companies that package and resell wireless services to end-users.
Customer Service, Retention and Sati,~ractiol1

We believe that quality customer service increases customer satisfaction, which reduces chum. and is a key differentiator in the \vircless
industry. We are committed to providing high..quality customer service, invcsting in loyalty and retention efforts and continually monitoring
cuslomer satisfaction in all facets of our service.
While our customer service representatives are available dming our normal business hours, we also have representatives available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week for emergency and technical customer issues. In addition, customers can do busincss with us at any time, \vithout having to
speak with a customer service representative, through our enhanced self-service applications via our interactive voice response system, through
our web site, and via applications accessible from the customer's handset.
Under our enhanced Worry Free Guarantee, a national retention and lo~vaJty initiative, we eonunit to our customers an extensivc and advanced
network, responsive customer service with end·-to~end resolution. tile option to change at any time to an)' qualifying price plan \vithout payment
of any additional fees, a satisfaction guarantee. an early tennination fee that declines each full month that a customer remains on their contract
and, for customcrs who do business with us on linc, free back-up protection that stores a copy ofthe customer's phone list on a secure website.
The initiative also includes a handset upgrade credit every two years, provided that t!1e customer signs a new t\vo~year contract on a calling
plan ,vith at least $35 monthly access. Another major retention and loyalty program is a customer life cycle management program in which we
contact customers at key points in their service tenure with targeted offers and to provide proactive rate~plan analysis.
1 Rcgulaton and Coml)ctitivc Trends

Competition and Regulation
Technological, regulatory ~llld market chmlges have provided Verizon both new opportunities and challcnges. These changes have allowed
Verizon to offer new types of services in this increasingly competitive market. At the same time, they have allowed other service providers to
broaden the scope of their own competitive offerings. Current and potential competitors for network services include other telephone
companies, cable companies.
s providers. satellite providers, electric utilities, Internet
service providers, providers of VoIP services, and
k services using a variety of tcchnologies. Many of these
companies have a strong market presence, brand rcc
er relationships, all of which contributc to intensifying
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competition and may affect our future revenue grm-vth, Many of our competitors also remain
Verizon.

su~ject

to fewer regulatory constraints than

We are unable to predict definitively the impact that the ongoing chal1gesin the telecommunications industry ,vill ultimately have on our
business, results of operations or financial condition. The financial impact will depend on several factors, including the timing, extent and
success of competition in our markets, the timing and outcome of various regulatory proceedings and any appeals, and the timing, extent and
success of our pursuit of new opportunities.
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FCC Regulation
Our services are su~ject to the jurisdiction of the FCC 'with respect to interstate telecommunications services and other matters for \'ihich the
FCC has jurisdiction under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended ("Communications AcC), The Communications Act gencrall)
obligates us not to charge unjust or unreasonable rates nor engage in unreasonable discrimination when we are providing services as a common
carrier, and regulates some of the rates, terms and conditions under 'which we provide certain services. The FCC also has adopted regulations
governing various aspects of our business, such as the following: (i) use and disclosure of customer proprietary network information:
(ii) telemarketing; (iii) assignment of telephone numbers to customers: (iv) provision to lmv enforcement agencies of the capability to obtain
caB identifying information and call content information from calls pursuant to lawful process: (v) accessibility of seri'ices and equipment to
individuals with disabilities if readily achievable: (vi) interconnection \vith the networks of other carriers: and (vii) customers' ability to keep
(or "port") their telephone numbers when switching to another carrier. In addition, we pay various fees to support other FCC programs, such as
the universal service program discussed belo,,', Changes to these mandates. or the adoption of additional mandates, could require us to make
changes to our operations or othenvise increase our costs of compliance.
Broadband

TIle FCC has adopted a series of orders that recognizctlle competitive nature of the broadband market, and impose lesser regulatory
requirements on broadband sen'iees and facilities than apply to narrowband, With respect to facilities, the FCC has determined that certain
unbundling requirements that apply to narrowband facilities do not apply to broadband facilities such as fiber to the premise loops and packet
s\vitches, With respect to services, the FCC has concluded that broadbmld Internet access services offered by telephone companies and their
affiliates quali(y as largely deregulated information seri'ices. The same order also concluded that telephone companies may offer the
underlying broadband transmission services that are used as an input to Internet access services through private calTiage arrangements on
negotiated commercial terms. In addition, a Verizon petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying common carner regulation to certain
broadband services sold primarily to larger business customers when those services are not used for Internet access was dcemcd granted by
operation of law on March 19, 2006 when the FCC did not deny the petition by the statutory deadline. Both the FCC's order addressing the
appropriate regulatory treatment of broadband Internet access services and the relief obtained through the forbearance petition arc the su~ject of
pending appeals,
foldeo

The FCC has a body of mles that apply to cable operators under Title VI of the Communications Act and these mles also generally apply to
telephone companies that provide cable services over their networks. In addition, companies that provide cable service over a cable system
generally must obtain a local cable franchise, On December 21, 2006, the FCC announced the adoption of mles under Scction621 of the
Communications Act to set parameters consistent \vith federal law. on the timing and scope of franchise negotiations by local franchising
authorities.
lnter!i'fate Access Charges andlntercarrier Compensation

The current framework for interstate access rates \vas established in the Coalition for Affordable Local and Long Distance Seri'ices (CALLS)
plan, which the FCC adopted on May 31, 2000. TIle CALLS plan has three main components. First it establishes portable interstate access
universal seri}ice support of $650 million for the industry that replaces implicit support previously embedded in interstate access charges.
Second, the plan simplifies the patchwork of common line charges into one subscriber line charge (SLC) and provides for de-averaging of the
SLC by zones and class of customers, Third, the plan set into place a mechanism to transition to a set target of $,0055 per minute for switched
access services. Once that target rate is reached, local eXclltlnge carriers are no longer required to make further anllual price cap reductions to
their switched access prices. As a result of tariff adjustments which became effective in July 2003, virtually all of our s\vitched access lines
reached the $,(1055 benchmark.
TIle FCC currently is conducting a broad rulemaking proceeding to consider ne\v rules governing intercanier compensation including, hut not
limited to, access charges, compensation for Intemet traffic, and reciprocal compensation for local traffic, The FCC has sought comments about
intercarrier compensation in general. and has requested input on several specific reform proposals.
The FCC also has pending before it issues relating to iutcrcanier compensation for dial-up Internet-bound traffic. The FCC previously found
that this traffic is not subject to reciprocal compensation under Section 251(b)(5) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Instead, the FCC
established federal rates per minute for this traffic that declined from $.0015 to $.0007 over a three-year period, established caps on the total
minutes of this traffic subject to compensation in a state, and required incumbent local exchange carriers to offer to both biB and pay reciprocal
compensation for local traffic at the same rate as they are required to pay· on lutemet-bound traffic. The U.S, Court of Appeals for the D,C.
Cireuit rejected part of the FCC's rationale, but declined to vacate the order while it is on remand. As a result, pending further action by the
FCC, the FCC's lUldcdyiug order remains in cffect Th
petition to discontinue the $.0007 nttc cap on this traffic,
but removed the caps on the total minutes ofInternet-bo
sation. That decision has been upheld on appeal. Disputes
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also remain pending in a number of fonnus relating to the appropriate compensation for
the terms of our interconnection agreements with other carriers.

Intemel~bound

traffic during previous periods under

The FCC also is conducting a ruleruaking proceeding to address the regulation of services that use Internet protocol, including whether access
charges should apply to voice or other Internet protocol services. The FCC also considered several petitions asking \vhether, and under \vhat
circumstances, services that employ Internet protocol arc subject to access charges, 111e FCC previously has held that one provider's peeHo~
peer Internet protocol service that does not use the public switched network is an interstate information service and is not subject to access
ch,rrges, \vhile a service that utilizes Intemet protocol for only one intermediate part of a call's transmission is a telecommunications service
that is subject to access charges Another petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying access charges to voice over Internet protocol
serVices
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that are tenuinated on s\vitched local exchange networks 'was \vithdra\vn by the carrier that filed that petition. The FCC also declared the
services offered by one provider of a voice over Internet protocol service to be jurisdictionally interstate on the grounds that it ,vas impossible
to separate that carrier's Internet protocol service into interstate and intmstate components. The FCC also stated that its conclusion would apply
to other services with similar characteristics. l1tat order has been appealed.
The FCC also has adopted rules for special access services that provide for pricing flexibility and ultimately the removal of services from price
regulation when prescribed compctitive thresholds arc met. More tItan half of special access revenues are no\y removed from price regulation.
The FCC currently has a rulcmaking proceeding undenvay to evaluate experience under its pricing flexibility rules, and to detenlline ,,,hether
any changes to those rules arc warranted.

rrniversal S'ervice
TIle FCC also has a body of niles implementing the universal service provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. including rules
governing support to mmI and non~mral higb~cost areas, support for INv income subscribers, and support for schools, librarics and nmd health
care. TIle FCC's current filles for support to higll-c-Ost areas served by larger "non~ruraf' local telephone companies were previously remanded
by U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, ,vhich had found that the FCC had not adequately justified these rules. The FCC has initiated a
mlemaking proceeding in response to the court's remand. but its mles remain in effect pending the results of the ru1cmaking. The FCC also has
proceedings undenvay to evaluate possible changes to its current mles for assessing contributions to the universal service fund. As an interim
step, in June 2006, the FCC ordered that providers of VoIP services are subject to federal universal service obligations. The FCC also increased
the percentage of revenues subject to federal universal service obligations that wireless providers may usc as a safe harboL These decisions arc
the subject of a pending appeal. Any fwiher change in the current assessment mechanism could result in a change in the contribution that local
telephone companies, wireless carriers or others must make and that would have to be collected from customers.

Unbundling (?lNetH'ork Elements
Under Section 251 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. incumbent local
carriers were required to provide competing carriers
with access to components of their network on an wlbundled basis, knmvn as
,vhere certain statut0I)' standards arc satisfied. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 also adopted a cost~based pricing standard for these UNEs, which the FCC interpreted as allowing it to
impose a pricing standard known as "total element long run incremental cost" or "TELRlC." The FCC's rules defining the unbundled network
elements that must be made available at TELRIC prices have been overturned on multiple occasions by the courts. In its most recent order
issued in response to these court decisions, the FCC eliminated the requirement to unbundle mass market local snitching on a natiomvide basis,
with the obligation to accept ne'" orders ending as of the cffective date of the order (March I L 20(5). The FCC also established a one year
transition for existing UNE switching arrangements. For high capacity transmission facilities, the FCC established criteria for determining
\vhether high cap.:'l-city loops, transport or dark fiber transport must be unbundled in individual wire centers, and stated that these standards were
only expected to affect a smallnumbcr of wire centers. TIle FCC also eliminated the obligation to provide dark fiber loops and found that there
is no obligation to provide UNEs exclusively for wireless or long distance service. In any instance ''''here a particular high capacity facility no
longer has to be made available as a UNE, the FCC established a similar one year tnmsilion for any existing high capacity loop or transport
UNEs, and an 18 month transition for any existing dark fiber UNEs. 11lis decision has been upheld on appeal.
As noted above, the FCC has concluded that the requirement under Section 251 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide unbundled
nel\vork clements at TELRIC prices generally does not apply with respect to broadband facilities, such as fiber to the premises loops, the
packet~switched capabilities of hybrid loops and packet switching. The FCC also has held that any separate unbundling obligations that may be
imposed by Section 271 or the Telecommunications Act of 1996 do not apply to these same facilities. The decision with respect to Section 271
has been upheld OIl appeal and a petition for reheming of that appellate order was denied.

H"ireless S'ervices
The FCC regulates the licensing, constmction, operation, acquisition and transfer of wireless communications systems, including the systems
that Verizon Wireless operates, pursuant to the Communications Act. other legislation, and the FCC's rules_ The FCC and Congress
continuously consider changes to these laws and mles. Adoption of new laws or rules may faise the cost of providing service or require
modification of Verizon Wireless' business plans or operations.
To use the radio frequency spectnuu, wireless communications systems must be licensed by the FCC to operate the wireless network and
mobile devices in assigned spectrum segments. Verizon Wireless holds FCC licenses to operate in several different radio services, including
the cellular radiotelephone service, personal communications service, advanced wireless service, and poinHo-point radio service. TIle technical
and service rules, the specific radio frequencies and amounts of spectrum we hold, and the sizes of the geographic areas we arc authorized to
operate in, V<lI}' for each of these services, However, all of the licenses Verizon Wireless holds allow it to use spcctnllll to provide a wide range
of mobile and fixed communications services.
s, and Verizon Wireless operates a seamless network that
enses for only a fixed time, generally 10 years, Verizon
utilizes those licenses to provide services to cust
tinely rcnewed all ofVerizon Wireless' licenses that havc
Wireless must periodically seck renewal of those Ii
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come up for renewal to date, challenges could be brought against the licenses in the fUlure, If a ,vireless license "vere revoked or oat renewed
upon expiratioo, Verizoo Wireless would oat be permitted 10 provide services on the licensed spectnuo in the area covered by that license.
The FCC has also imposed specific mandates on carriers that operate "vireless communications systems, which increase Verizon Wireless'
costs. These mandates include requirements that Verizon Wireless: (i) meet specific construction and geographic coverage requirements during
the license {enu; (ii) meet tedmical operating standards that, among other things, limit the radio frequency radiation from mobile devices and
antennas; (iii) deploy "Enhanced 911" wireless services that provide the wireless caller's number-location and other information upon request
by a state or local public safety agency that handles 911 calIs; and (iv) comply \\'ith regulations for the construction of transmitters and tmvers
that among other things, restrict siting oftO\versin environmentally sensitive locations and in places where the towers would affect a site listed
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or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Changes to these mandates could require VeTizon Wireless to make changes
to operations or increase its costs of compliance.
The Communications Act imposes restrictions Oll foreign ownership of US. wireless systems. The FCC has approved the interest that
Vodafone Group Pic holds, through various of its subsidiaries, in Vcrizon Wireless. The FCC may need to approve any increase in Vodafone's
interest or the acquisition of an ownership interest by other foreign entities. In addition, as part of the FCC s approval of Vodafonc's ownership
interest, Vcrizon Wireless, Verizon and Vodafone entered into an agreement with the U.S, Department of Dcfcnse, Depat1mcnt of Justice and
Federal Bureau of Investigation \vhich imposes national security and law enforcemeuHelated obligations on the ways in which Verizon
Wireless stores information and otherwise conducts its business.
Verizon Wireless anticipates that it will need additional spectmm to meet future demand. It can meet spectnun needs by purchasing licenses or
leasing spectnnll from other licensees, or by acquiring ne\,"" spectnun licenses from the FCC. Under the Communications Act, before Verizon
Wireless can acquire a license from another licensee in order to expand its coverage or its spectnllll capacity in a particular area, it must file an
application with the FCC, and the FCC can grant the application only after a period for public notice and comment. This revie\v process can
delay acquisition of spcctnun needed to expand services. The Communications Act also requires the FCC to ,\\.vard new licenses for most
commercial wireless services through a competitive bidding process in which spectnllu is a\varded to bidders in an auction. Verizon Wireless
has participated in spectrum auctions to acquire licenses in the personal communication service and most recently the advanced wireless
service, Ho\vever, the timing of future auctions, and tile spectnllll being sold, may not match Verizon Wireless' needs, ,md the company may
not be able to secure the spectnun in the auction.
The FCC is also conducting several proceedings to explore whether and how to use spcctnun more intensivdy by, for example, allov\ing
unlicensed wireless devices to operate in licensed spectnlln bands. These proceedings could increase radio imerferencc to Verizon Wireless'
operations from other spectrum users, or allow other users to share its spectnul1. These changes may adversely impact the \vays in vi/hich it uses
spectnull, the capacity of that spectmm to carry traffic, and the value of that spectrum.

State Regulation and Local AI'llrovals
Telephone Operations

State public utility commissions regulate our telephone operations \'vith respect to certain telecommunications intrastate rates and services and
other matters. Our competitive local exchange carrier and long distance operations arc genemlly classified as nondominant and lightly
regulated the same as other similarly situated carriers. Our incumbent local exchange operations arc generally classified as dominant.TIlese
latter operations predominantly are subject to alternative forms of regulation (AFORs) in the various states, although they remain subject to rate
of return regulation in a few states, Arizona, Illinois, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon and Washington arc rate of retlU11 regulated with
various levels of pricing flexibility for competitive services. California, Connecticut, Delmvare, the District of Columbia, Florida, Indiana,
Maryland, Michigan, Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Texas, Vennont Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin arc under AFORs with various levels of pricing flexibility', detariffing, and service
quality standards. None of the AFORs include earnings regulation, In Idaho, Verizon has made the election under a recent statutory amendment
into a deregulatory regime that phases out all price regulation.
rfideo

Companies that provide cable scrvice over a cable system arc typically subject to statc and/or local cable television mles and regulations. As
noted above, cable operators generally must obtain a local cable franchise from each local uuit of government prior to providing cable service
in that local area, Some stales have recently enacted legislation that enables cable operators to apply fOL and obtaiIt a single cable franchise at
the state, rather than locaL level. To date, Verizon has applied for and received state-issued franchises in Indiana, New Jersey and Texas,
California has enacted stat.e\vide franchise reform legislation, but has not yet finalized implcmenting ndes.

rr'jreless Services
TIle rapid growth of the wireless industry has led to an increase in efforts by some state legislatures and state public utility commissions to
regulate the industry in ways that may impose additional costs on Verizon Wireless. The Communications Act generally preempts regulation
by statc and local goyemmcnts of the entry of, or the ratcs charged by, wireless can'iers. Although a state may petition the FCC to allow it to
impose mte regulation, no statc has done so. In addition, the Communications Act docs not prohibit the states from regulating the other "terms
and conditions" of wircless servicc. While numerous statc commissions do not currently have jurisdiction over wireless services, slate
legislatures may decide to grant them such jurisdiction, and those commissions that already have authority 10 impose regulations on wireless
carriers may adopt new rules.
State efforts to regulate \vireless services have included
advertising, network outages, the usc of handsets while
only a few slates have imposed regulation in one or

er billing, tennination of service, trial periods for service,
emergency or alert services. Over the past seveml years,
006 a federal appellate court struck do\vn one sllch state
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statute, but Verizon Wireless expects these effOlts to continue. Some states also impose their own lUliversal service support regimes on \vireless
and other telecommunications carriers, and other states are considering whether to create such regimes.
Verizon Wireless (as \vell as AT&T (formerly Cingular) and Sprint-Nextel) is <l party to an Assurance of Voluntary Compliance ("AVC") with
33 State Attorneys Genem!. The AVe which generally reflected Verizon Wireless' practices at the time it \vas entered into in July 2004,
obligates the company to disclose cetlain rates and tcnns during a sales transaction, to provide maps depicting coverage, and to comply with
various requirements regarding advcrtising, billing, and other practices.
10
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At the state and local leveL \vireless facilities arc subject to loning and land use regulation, Under the Communications Act, neither state nor
local governments may categorically prohibit the constmc!ion of wireless f<lcilities in any community or take actions, such as indefinite
moratoria, which have the effect of prohibiting service. Nonetheless, securing state and local government approvals for new tmver sites has
been and is likely to continue to be a difficult, lengthy and expensive process. Finally. state and local governments continue to impose new or
higher fees and taxes on wireless carriers.

I Recent Developments
MCIMel'gel'

On January 6, 2006. Verizon acquired 100% of the outstanding common stock of MCL Inc. (Mel) for a combination of Verizon common
shares and cash. Mel was a global communications company that provided Internet, data and voice communication services to businesses and
government entities throughout the world and consumcrs in the United Statcs.
Ou April 9, 2005, Vcrizon entered into a stock purchase agreement ,,,ith eight entities afnliated ,vith Carlos Slim Helll to purchase 43.4 million
shares of MCI common stock for $25.72 per share in cash plus an additional cash amount of 3% per annum from Apri19, 2005, until the
dosing of the purchase of those shares. The tmnsaction closed onMa)' 17,2005. The total cash payment was $1,121 million and the investment
,vas accounted for as a cost investment. No payments were made WIder a provision that required Veril.on to pay an additional alllOlmt at the end
of one year to the extent that the price of Verizon's common stock exceeded $35.52 pel' share, We received a special dividend of $5.60 per
MCI share on these 43.4 million Mel shares, or $243 million, on October 27, 2005.
Under the tem15 or the merger agreement, MCI shareholders received .5743 shares of Verizan common stock ($5,050 million in the aggregate)
and cash of $2.738 ($779 million in the aggregate) for each ofthcir Mel shares. The merger consideration was equal to $20.40 per MCI share.
excluding the $5.60 per share special dividend paid byMCl to its shareholders on October 27,2005. There was no purchase price adjustment.
Price Communications

[n Aub'ust 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's wireless business with a pmtion of Verizon
Wireless. The resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East). is controlled and managed by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its contributed assets, Price received a limited partnersllip interest in the new partnership which was exchangeable into the
common stock of Verizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred. or into the common stock of Vcrizon on the fourth
anniversary of the asset contribution date. On August 15, 2006, Verizon delivered 29.5 million shares of ne,vly~issued Verizon common stock
to Price val lied at $1,007 million in exchange for Price's limited partnership interest in VZ East. As a result of acquiring Price's limited
pat1nership interest. Veri7.0n recorded goodwill of$345 million in the third quarter of 2006 attributable to its Domestic Wireless segment.

DiSllosition of Businesses and Inycstments
Verizon Dominicana C. porA., Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc., and Compai'ifa/1n6nima Naciona/

Te/~fimos de

f-'enezue/a

During the sccond quarter of 2006, we reached definitive agrecments to sell our interests in our Caribbean and Latin Amcrican
telecommunications operations in three separate transactions to America M6viI, S.A. de c.v. (America M6vil). a wireless sendee provider
throughout Latin America, and a company owned jointly by Tel6fonos de Mexico. S.A. de C. V. (Tchncx) and America M6vil. We agreed to
sell our 100 percent indirect interest in Verizon Dominicana C. par A. (Verizon Dominicana) and our 52 percent interest in
Tclccomunicaciones de Puerto Rico. Inc. (TELPRI) to America Mavi!. An entity jointly owned by America MoviI and Telmex agreed to
purchase our indirect 28.5 percent interest in Compm1ia An6nima Nacional TelCfonos de Venezuela (CANTY)
In accordance with SFAS No. 144, "A('UnmtiI1gjor the j'lIIp";,.,,',en; or D;,'po,'m! "f [ong'-UI,wIAssets," (SFAS No. 144) we have classified the
results of operations of Verizoll Dominicmla
operations. CANTV continues to be accounted for as an equity
method investment.
On December 1, 2006, ,ve closed the sale ofVerizon Dominicana. Thc trml5ac!ion resulted in net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 nunion, net of
a purchase price adjustment of $373 million. The U.S. taxes that became payable and were recognized at the time the transaction closed
exceeded the $30 million preta"l:: brain resulting in an after~tax loss of $541 million.
We expect to close the sale of our interest in TELPRI in 2007 subject to the receipt of regulatory approvals and in accordance with the tenns of
the definitive agreement. We expect that the sale win result in approximately $900 million in net pretax cash proceeds.
During the second quarter of 2006, \ve entered into a definitive agreement to sell our indirect 28.5% interest in CANTV to an cntity jointly
11. Regulatory authorities in Venezuela never commenced
owned by America Movil and TcImex for estimated pI'
the fonnal review of that transaction and the related te
equity securities of CANTV. On Febmary 8, 2007, after
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two prior extensions, the parties tenninated the stock purchase agreement because the parties mutually concluded that the regulatory approvals
,,,,ould not be granted by the Govemmenl.
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In January 2007, the Boli"arian Republic ofVenezucia (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies, including CANTY.
On February 12, 2007, "ve entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOD) with the Republic. The MOV provides that the Republic will
offer to purchase all oftlle equity securities of CANTV through public tender offers in Venezuela and the United States at a price equivalent to
$17.85 per ADS, If the tender offers are completed, the aggregate purchase price for Verizon's shares would be $572 million. If the 2007
dividend that has been recommended by the CANTV Board is approved by sharcholdcrs and paid prior to the closing of the tender olTers, this
amount \Cvill be reduced by the amount of the dividend. Verizon has agreed to tender its shares if the offers are commenced. The Republic has
agreed to commence the offers within forty-five days assuming the satisfactory completion of its due diligence investigation of CANTV. The
tendcr offers are subject to certain conditions including that a majority ofthe outstanding shares arc tendered to the Government and receipt of
regulatory approvals. Based upon the tenus of the MOD and our cunent investment balance in CANTV, we expect that \ve will record a loss on
our investment in the first quarter of 2007, TIle ultimatc amount of the loss depends on a variety of factors, including the successful completion
of the tender offer and the satisfaction of other terms in the MOU.
Spin-ofTo/l/erizonb1!iJrmalion Services
On November 17, 2006 v...e completed the spin-off of Idearc to shareO\vners of Verizon. Verizon distributed a dividend of one share of Idearc
common stock for every 20 shares of Vcrizon common stock. Cash was paid for fmctional shares. The distribution of Idearc common stock is
considered a tax free trammction for us and for our shareowners, except for the cash payments for fractional slmres which are generally taxablc.
Idearc now owns what \vas the Verizon domestic print and Intemct yellow pages directories publishing operations, which had been the
principal component of our Information Services segment. This transaction resulted in an increase of nearly $9 billion in shareowners' equity,
as well as a reduction of total debt by more than $7 billion and we received approximately $2 billion in cash.
Telephone Access Lines "'pin-(?ff
On January 16, 2007, we announced a definitive agreement with FairPoint Communications, Inc. (FairPoint) that will result in Verizon
establishing a separate entity for its local exchange and related business assets in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, spinning off that new
entity to Verizon's shareowners, and immediately merging it with and into FairPoint.
Upon the closing of the transaction, Verizon shareowners \vill own approximately 60 percent of the new company and FairPoint stockholders
will own approximately 40 percent Verizon Conunullications \"ill not own any shares in FairPoint after the merger. In connection with the
merger, Vellzon shareowners \vill receive one share of FairPoint stock for approximately every 55 shares of Verizon stock held as of the record
date, Both the spin~off and merger are expected to qualWv as tax-free transactions, except to the extent that cash is paid to Verizon shareowners
in lieu of fractional shares.
TIle total value 10 be received by Verizon and its shareovmers in exchange for these operations will be approximately $2,715 million. Verizol1
shareowners \vill receive approximately $1,015 million of FairPoint COHlmon stock in the merger, based upon FairPoint's recent stock price and
the terms of the merger agreement. Verizon will receive $1,700 million in value through a combination of cash distributions to Verizon and
debt securities issued to Verizon prior to the spin-off. Verizon ma:v exchange these newly issued debt securities for certain debt that was
previously issued by Verizon, which would have the effect of reducing Verizon's then-outstanding debt.
Redemption of Debt

Debt assumedfrom AIC! merger
On January 17, 2006, Verizon HlUlounced offers to purchase two series ofMCI senior notes,MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of
6.688% Senior Notes Due 2009 and MCI $1,699 million aggregate principal amount of 7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% of their par
value. Due to the change in control ofMCI that occurred in connection with the merger with Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizon was required
to make this offer to noteholders within 30 days of the closing of the merger ofMCI and Verizon. Separately, Verizon notified Iloteholders that
MCI was exercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to maturity under the optional redemption procedures provided in the
indentures. The 6.688% Notes were redeemed on March 1,2006, and the 7,735% Notes were redeemed on February 16, 2006.
In addition, on January 20, 2006, Verizon announced an offer to repurchase Mel $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of 5.908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 101% of their par value, On Febl1Jary 21, 2006. $1,804 million of these notes \vere redeemed by Verizon. Verizon satisfied
<ll1d discharged the indenture governing this series of notes shortly after the close of the offer for those noteholders who did not accept this
offer.
Zero-Coupon Convertible Noles
Previously, Verizon Global Funding issued approximate'~h~'~_lOIilliallloill.llliil~tl amount at maturity of zero~coupOl1 convertible notes due
6, we redeemed the remaining $1.375 million accreted
2021 which were callable by Verizon on or after Ma
principal of the outstanding zero-coupon convertible not
9.76 per $1,000 principal pins interest of approximately
$0.5767 per $1,000 principal. The total payment on the
$1,377 million.
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Other Debt Redemptions-Prepqvments

Other debt redemptions/prepayments included approximately $697 million of outstanding debt issuances at various rates associated with our
operating telephone companies. Original maturity dates ranged from 2010 through 2026,
12
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On December 15, 2006, Verizon Wireless's six vear 5.375% fixed rate note of $2.5 billlon matured. At December 31.2006, Velizon Wireless
had no third-party debt outstanding.
.
On January 8, 2007, we redeemed the remaining $1,580 million of the outstanding notes of the Venzon Communications Inc. floating rate
notes due 2007.
The gain/{loss) on these redemptions and prepayments \vere immaterial.

Issuance of Debt
In February 2006. Verizon issued $4,000 million of floating rate and fixed rate notes maturing from 2007 through 2035.

SllcctrumPurcbases
On November 29, 2006, we were granted thirteen 20 MHz licenses we won in an FCC auction of Advanced Wireless Services spectnnn that
concluded on September 18. 2006, for which we had bid a total of $2,809 million. These licenses, which \ve anticipate using for the provision
of advanced wireless broadband services, cover a population of nearly 200 million. We have made all required payments to the FCC for these
licenses.

Environmental Matters
During 2003, under a govermnent-approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a former Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s and 1960s, Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs was conducted, A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts at several other former facilities was also
undertaken. In September 2005, the Anny Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program. This may result in the ACE performing some or all of the remediation effort for the Hicksville site ,vith a corresponding
decrease in costs to Vcrizon. To the extent that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial work at the Hicksville site, an adjustment to a
reserve previously established for the remediation may be made Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered
during the remediation at any of the sites requiring remediation.

New York Recovcl")' Funding
In August 2002, President Bush signed the Supplemental Appropriations bill that included $5.5 billion in New York recovery funding, or that
amount, approximately $750 million has been allocated to cover utility restoration and infrastructure rebuilding as a result of the
September 11th terrorist attacks on lower Manhattan. TIlese funds \vill be distributed through the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation
following an application and audit process. As of September 2004, we had applied for reimbursement of approximately $266 million under
Category One, although we did not record this amount as a receivable. We received advances totaling $88 million in connection with this
application
On December 22, 2004, ·we applied for reimbursement of an additional $136 million of Category Two losses, <llld on
we amended our application seeking an additional $3 million. Category Two funding is for permanent restoration fmd
March 29.
infrastructure improvement. According to the pl<m, permanent restoration is reimbursed up to 75% of the loss. On November 3, 2005, ,ve
received the results of preliminary audit findings disallowing all but $44 million of our $266 million of Category One application. On
December 8, 2005, we provided a detailed rebuttal to the preliminary audit findings. We received a copy of the final audit report for Verizon's
Category One applications amI. on January 4, 2007, we filed an appeal of the final audit report. That appeaL as well as our Category Two
applications, arc pending.

As of December 31, 2006, Vcrizon and its subsidiaries had approximately 242,000 employees. Unions represent approximately 40% of our
employees.

I Information on Our Internet Website
We make available, free of charge on our ,vebsite, our anmwl reports on Form 1O-K, quarterly reports on Form lO-Q, current reports on Form
8-K, and all amendments to those reports as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is electronically filed with or furnished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Our website address is \vww.verizon.com. This information is included in "Investor Information"
on our \vebsite.

Cautionan' Stat(~ment ConcerninFon\'ard-Lookin
In this Annual Report on Form 10-K we have made
<Uld are subject to risks and unce11ainties. Forward-I

se statements arc based ou our estimates and assumptions
information conceruing our possible or assumed future
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results of operations. Forward~looking statements also include those preceded or follm·ved by the words "anticipates:" "believes," "estimates:"hopes" or similar expressions. For those statements, 'we claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Thc follov,:ing important factors, along \vith those discussed elsc\"Vhere in this Annual Rcport, could affcct Future results and could causc those
results to differ matcrially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements:
13
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materially adverse changes in economic and industry conditions and labor matters, including workforce levels and labor
negotiations, ,md any resulting fimmcial and/or operational impact, in the markets served by us or by companies in yvhich we have
substantial investments:
material changes in available technology, including disruption of aUf suppliers' provisioning of critical products Of services:
technology substitution:
an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited ratings organizations:
the final results of federal and state regulatory proceedings concerning our provision of retail and wholesale services and judicial
revie\v of those results:
the effects of competition in our markets:
the timing, scope and financial impacts of our deployment of fibcr~to~thc~premiscsbroadband technology:
the ability ofVerizon Wireless to continue to obtain sufficient spectnlln resources:
changes in our accounting assumptions that regulatory agencies. including the SEC may require or that result from changes in the
accounting rules or their application, which could result in an impact on earnings:
the timing of the- closings of the &1les of our Latin American and Caribbean properties: and
the extent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings follo\\ing our business combination \\ith
MCL Inc.
14
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rVe/ace significant competition that may reduce our market share and lower our pr()Jit~',
We face significant competition in our industry. The r<lpid development of ne\v technologies, services and products has eliminated the
truditionallines between local, long distance, wireless, cable and Internet communication services and brought ne\v competitors to our markets,
including other telephone companies, cable companies, wireless service providers, satellite providers, electric utilities, and providers of VoIP
services. While these changes have enabled us to offer new' types of services, thcy havc also allowed other service providers to broaden the
scope of their own competitive offerings, Our ability to compete successfully will depend on how successfully we anticipate and respond to
various competitive factors, including new services that may be introduced by our competitors. changes in consumer prefefences, demographic
trends and pricing pressures. Because we are su~iect to more regulation and have higher cost structures than many of our competitors, due in
part to the presence of a unionized workforce and a large retiree population in our \vireline business, our competitors may be able to offer
senices at lower prices. The resulting pressure on the price of sen'ices provided by us may rcsult in reduced revenues and reduction of profits.
In addition, while the workforce of our w-ireless business is almost entirely non~union. we cannot predict "what level of success unions may have
in organizing dlis \vorkforce or the potentially negative impact of such labor organizing on our costs.

Our industry is experiencing rapid change as new technologies arc developed that offer consumers an array of choices for their comnumications
needs. In order to grow and remain competitive, \ve \yill need to adapt to future changes in technology, to enhance our existing offerings and
introduce new offerings to address our customers' changing demands. If we are unaNe to meet future advances in competing technologies on a
timely basis or at all acceptable cost, \ve could lose customers to our competitors. In general, the development of new sen'lces in our industry
requires us to anticipate and respond to the varied and continually Challging demands of our customers. We may not be able to accurately
predict technological trends or the success of new sen'ices in the market. In addition, there could be legal or regulatory restraints to our
introduction of new sen'ices. If these scrvices Jail to gain acceptance in the marketplace, or if costs associated with implementation and
completion oItlIe introduction of tIleso services matelially increase, our ,ibiJity to retain and attract customers could be adversely affected.
While 'we believe our primary wireless technology platform, CDMA, and its upgrades offer many advantages, many competing wireless service
providers have chosen GSM OT other technologies as the technology platforms for their \vireless networks. There arc risks that current or future
versions of the wireless technologies and evolutionary pMh that \lie have selected may not be demanded by existing and prospective customers
or provide the advantages that we expect. In addition, there arc risks that other wireless carriers on whom our customers roam may change thcir
technology to GSM or other technologies that are incompatible with ours, As a result the ability· of our and such otller carriers' customers to
roam on our respective wireless networks could be adversely affected. If these risks materialize, our ability to provide national wireJess service
to our customers, to retIlin and attract customers, and to maintain and grow our customer revenues could be materially adversely affected.
rile depend on key suppliers and vendor...' to provide eqUipment that Ire need to operate our business.
We also depend lIpon various key suppliers and vendors to provide us with the equipment that we need to operate our business. If these
suppliers or vendors fail to provide equipment or service to us on a timely basis, il: could have an adverse impact on our ability to implement
our business strategy and, in addition. \ve might be unable to satisfy the requirements cont<lined in our FCC licenses reg,rrding the construction
of our wireless network. These suppliers and vendors may be subject to litigation with respect to teclmology that we depend on for our service
offerings.
('hanges in the regulatoryjramelrork under which we operate could adverse~v qlTect our business pro.~pects or results (i operations,
Our operations are subject to reb'1dation by the FCC ,rod other Federal state and local agencies, It is impossible to predict \vith any certainty the
outcome of pending federal <HId state regulatory proceedings rdating to our provision of retail or wholesale sen'ices, or the reviews by federal
or state courts of regulatory rulings. Unless we arc able to obtain relief, existing laws and regulations may inhibit our ability to expand our
business and introduce new products and services. In addition, the adoption of new laws or regulations or changes to the existing regulatory
Framework could adversely affect our business plans. For example, the development of new technologies, such as lntemet PrOl:ocol~based
sen'ices, including VoW <l1ld super high~speed broadband and video, could be subject to conflicting regulation between the FCC and various
state and local authorities, which could significantly increase the cost of implementing and introducing new services based on this technology.
In addition, the rapid gro\\·1h of the wireless industry has led to an increase in efforts by some state legislatures and state public utility
commissions to rcgulme the industry in ways that may impose additional costs on Verizon Wireless. Moreover. many states have also imposed
significanllaxeS on providers in the wireless industry
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IVe are subject to a sign{jicant amount (iflitigation, which could require

liS

to pay sign{ficant damages or ,<,:etilements.

Our business faces a substantial amount of litigation. including patent infringement la'l-vsuits- antitmst class actions, personal iI\iury claims and
lawsuits relating to our advertising, sales, billing and collection practices. In addition, our wifeless business also faces personal injul)' and
consumer class action lawsuits relating to alleged health effects of wireless phones or mdiofrequency transmitters, and class action lawsuits that
challenge marketing practices and disclosures relating to alleged adverse health effects ofhandhcld \vireless phones. We may incur significant
expenses in deH:::nding these lawsuits. In addition, we may be required to pay significant awards or settlements.

None.

Our principal properties do not lend themselves to simple description by character and location. Our total investment in plant property and
equipment 'was approximately $204 billion at December 31,2006 and $188 billion at December 31. 2005, including the effect of retirements,
but before deducting accumulated depredation. Our gross investment in plant, property and equipment consisted of the following at
December 31:

OUf

properties arc divided among our operating segments at December 31, as follows:

Network equipment consists primarily of aerial cable. lmderground cable. conduit and ,,,,iring, wireless plant telephone poles, switching
equipment transmission equipment and related facilities. Land, buildings and building equipment consists of land and land improvements and
central office buildings. Furniture and other equipment consists of public telephone instruments and telephone equipment (including PBXs),
furniture,. office equipment motor vehicles and other \vark equipment OUIer property consists primarily of plant under constmction, capital
leases, capitalized computer software costs and leasehold improvements. A ponion of our property is subject to the liens of their respective
mortgages sccuring funded debt
The customers of our telephone operations are served by electronic s,vitc1ling systems that provide a wide variety of services. At
December 31, 2006, substantially all of the access lines were served by digital capability.

We continue to make significant capital expenditures to meet the demand for telccolluullnications services and to further improve such
million in 2005 and $7,118 million in 2004. Capital spending for
services. Capital spending for Wireline was $10,259 million in 2006.
and $5,633 million in 2004. In 2007, Verizon management expects
Domestic Wireless was $6.618 million in 2006. $6,484 million in
capital expenditures to be in the range 0[$17.5 billion 10 $17.9 billion.

Verizon and a number of other telccOOlm~:m~.I~:m:~i:c~,a:t:;i;o~n:~s~c;lil""""joo;;;;'-"'jectof multiple class action suits concerning its aIlegcd
participation in intelligence-gathering (l(
ovcrnmcnL at the direction of the President of the United
States, as part of the government's post-September I
ist attacks. Plaintiffs generally allege that Verizon has
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participated by permitting the government to gain access to the content of its subscribers' telephone calls and/or records concerning those calls
and that such action violates federal and/or state constitutional and statutory law. Relief sought in the cases includes injunctive relief, attorneys'
fees, and statutory and punitive damages. On August 9, 2006, the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation CPanel") ordered that thcse actions
be transferred, consolidated and coordinated in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California. The P,mel subse·quently ordered
that a number of "tag along" actions also be transferred to the Northern District of California. Verizon has not answered or othcmise responded
to any of the complaints. Verizon believes that these lawsuits are "vitllOut merit.
In the Matter of Certain Baseband Processor Chips and Chipsets, Transmitter and Receiver (Radio) Chips, Power Control Chips, and Products
Containing Same, Including Cellular Telephone Handsets, an action brought before the United States lnternational Trade Commission.
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Broadcom Corporation alleges tbat certain chips and chipsets manufactured by respondent Qnalcomm Corporation infringe three Broadeom
patents. Broadcom is currently seeking a ban on t.he importation of certain devices containing Qua!comm's EV-DO chipsets, but not with
respect to data cards, PDAs, smartphones or handheld email devices containing those chips. Vcrizon Wireless was granted permission to
intervene in the proceeding OIl the issue of remedy but nol on the issue of liability. The HC staft~ which is a party to the proceeding, has
supported Broadcom's position with respect to liability and remedy. The trial on remcdy was completed on July I L 2006 before an ITC
administrative law judge. The Administrative Law Judge issued an initial determination, finding that QuaJcomm has infringed one of the three
Broadcom patents and recommended that Qualcomm's chipsets should be excluded from importation into the United States. However, the
Administrative Law Judge further recommended that Verizon Wireless handsets that incorporate the Qualcomm EV-DO chipsets should not be
subject to an exclusion order. Broadcom and the IrC staff requested review of the initial determination by the full rrc. On December 8, 2006.
the ITC affinned in substantial part the Administrative Law Judge's initial detennination ,,,ith respect to liability, determining that Qualcomm
infringed one Broadcom patent. The ITC will hold a public hearing on the issues of remedy and the public interest on March 21, 20tH. The
decision of the fuB ITC with respect to remedy is expected to be made by May 8, 2007. During a 60-day period following any exclusion order
by the lTC, the President of the United States may disapprove the order. Further, ITC exclusion orders arc rcvic\vablc by' the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Disruption of the supply of hmldsetsincorporating Qualcomm EV ~DO chipsets could have a material adverse
effect on the availability of handsets to sell to Vcrizon Wireless customers and could therefore have a material adverse effect on its business.

Not Applicable.

j

Executh'c Officers of the Rcgistrant

Set forth below is information with respect to our executive officers
Name

Ivan G. Seidenberg
William P. Barr
Thomas A Bartlett
John W. Diercksen
Shaygan Kheradpir
John F. Killian
Lo'well C. McAdam
Marc C. Reed
Virginia P. Ruesterholz
John G. Stratton
Dennis F. Strigl
Thomas 1. Tauke
Dorcen A Toben
Catherine T. Webster

Age

60
56
48
57
46
52
52
48
45
45
60
56
57
54

OJIkc

HddSince

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Executive Vice President and General Counsel
Senior Vice Presidcnt and Controllcr
Executive Vice President - Strategy, Development and Planning
Executive Vice President and Chief Information Officer
President - Verizon Business
President and Chief Executive Officer - Verizon Wireless
Executive Vice President _. Human Resources
President- Vcrizon Telecom
Exccutive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer
President and ChiefOperaling Officer
Executive Vice President - Public Affairs, Policy and Communications
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Scnior Vice Presidcnt and Treasurer

2000
2000

2005
2003
2007
2006

2007
2004
2006

2007
2007
2004
2002

2005

Prior to sen·lng as an executive officer. each of the above officers held high level managerial positions with the company or one of its
subsidiaries for at least five years.
Officers me not elected for a fixed teon of office but are removable at the discretion of the Board of Directors.
Lawrence T. Babbio Jr. (62) served as Vice Chairman and President and as an executive officcr through December 31, 2006.

The principal market for trading in the common stock of Verizon is the Ne,Y York Stock Exchange. The common stock is also listed in the
United States on the Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia stock exchanges. As of Deccmbcr 31, 2006, there were 887,678 shareowners of record.
High and 1m\' stock prices, as reported all the New York Stock Exclumge composite tape of transactions, and dividend data are as follows:
,\-Iarke/Price

C,lsh Dh'idl'nd

~

2508

All Verizon prices have been adjusted for the

spin~off of Idearc.
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The following table provides information about Verizon's common stock repurchases during the fourth quarter of 2006.
Total Number ofS!wres

~Jaximum Number

of Shares

49.933,600

(1)

On Jaillmty 19. 2006. Vcrizon's Board of Directors authorized a common stock repurchase program.

(2)

The program authorizes total repurchases of up to 100 million common shares teTIllinating no later than the close of business on
February 28, 200&' Under the plan. Verizon has the option to repurchasc shares for the corporation over time, "1th the amount and timing
of repurchases depending on market conditions <lJld corpomtc needs.

lnfonnation required by this item is induded in the 2006 Verizon Annual Report to Sharemvners under the headi.ng 'Se1c<..1ed Financial Data"
on page 17, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Information required by this item is included in the 2006 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowncrs under the heading "Managcmcnfs Discussion
and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition" on pages 18 through 39, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Information required by this item is included in the 2006 Velizon Annual Report to Shareowners under the heading 'Market Risk' on page 32,
which is incorporated herein by reference,

Information required by this item is included in the 2006 Verizon Annual Report to Shareo\vners on pages 40 through 79, which is incorporated
herein by reference,

None.

Our chief executive officer and chief financial officer lmve evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedmcs (as
defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934), as of the end of the period covered by this annual report
that ensnre that information relating to the registrant ,,,hich is required to be disclosed in this report is recorded, processed, summarized and
reported, \vithin required time periods. Based on this evaluation. our chief executive officer and chief financial officer have conduded that the
registrant's disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of Decembcr 31, 2006,
We completed the merger \vith MCI on January 6. 2006. at which time MCI became a subsidiary of Verizon. TIle Compauyhas extended its
Section 404 compliance program under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and the applicable mles and regulations under such Act to include the
merged entity's internal controls over ,financial reporting
There were no changes in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting during the fourth quarter of 2006 that have materially
affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect the registranfs internal control over financial reporting.
Management's report on illtemal control over financial reporting and the attestation report of Verizon's independent regisfered accounting firm
is included in the 2006 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners on pages 40 throug1l41 and is incorporated herein by reference.
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None.

For information \'vith respect to our executive officers, sec "Executive Officers of the Registrant" at the end of Part I of this Report For other
information required by this item see the sections entitled ;'Election of Directors:' "Structure and Practices of the Board" and "Section 16(a)
Beneficial O\vnership Reporting Compliance" in the Proxy Statement for our 2007 AlUmal Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to
Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference.

For information with respect to executive compensation, sec the section entitled "Executive Compensation" in the Proxy Statement for our
2007 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference,

For information with respect to the security O\vnership of the Directors and Executive Officers and rehlted stockholder matters. see the section
entitled "Security Ownership of CertIlin Beneficial Owners and Management" in the Proxy Statcmcnt for our 2007 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference. In addition, sec the following table for other equity
compensation plan information:
Number of secudtkos to be

Number ofsuudties
rCillllillillgll';ailllblcl"or
I"utllrcis'\uance ulldcrequity

issut'd UPOlleJ<cn;ise01"

45337.060

41.90

9.900.616*

Indicates the number of securities available for issuance under the Vcrizon Communications 2000 Broad-Based Incentive Plan, ,,'hich
provides for awards of nonqualified stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units and other equity-based hypothetical stock units
to employees of Verizon and its subsidimies.

For information with respect to certain relationships and related transactions, and director independence, sec the "Structure and Practices ofthe
Board" section of the Proxy Statement for our 2007 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, \vhich is incorporated
herein by reference,

For information with respect to principal accounting fees and services, see the Pro;.,:y Statement for our 2007 Annual Meeting of Shareholders
filed pursuant to Regulation 14A \vhich is incorpordtcct herein by reference,
19
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Documents filed as part oftllis report:
Page
(1)

Rcport of Management on Internal Control Ovcr Financial Reporting

(2)

Report of Independellt Registered Public Accounting Finn on Intemal Control Over Financial Reporting

(3)

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn on Financial Statements
Financial Statements covered by Report ofIndependellt Registered Public Accounting Firm:
Consolidated Statcmcnts of Incomc
Consolidated B<llance Shccts
Consolidated Statements of Cash FlO\vs
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareowners' Investment
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Incorporated herein by reference to thc appropriate portions of the registrant's annual report to
sharcO\vners for the fiscal year ended Dccember 3L 2006. (See Part II.)

(4)

Financial Stat.ement Schedule

(5)

Exhibits

II - Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
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3a
3b

Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Verizon Communications Inc, (Verizon) (Exhibit 3a to Form lO-K for the year ended
December 3 L 2005).
Bylaws ofVerizon. as amended and restated (Exhibit 3b to Form 10-Q for the period ended September 30, 2006).
No instnunent \vhich defines the
of holders of long-tenn debt of Verizon and its consolidated subsidiaries is filed herewith
pursuant to Regulation S-K, Item 601(b)(4)(iii)(I'). Pursuant to this regulation, Verizon herehy agrees to furnish a copy of any such
instrument to the SEC upon request.
Non~Employce

lOa

Description of Verizon Defcncd Compensation Plan for
December 31, 2000).*

Directors (Exhibit lOa to Form 10-K for the year ended

lOb

Bell Atlantic Deferred Compensation Plan for Outside Directors, as amended and restated (Exhibit lOa to Form
ended Deccniber 31. 1998).*

lOc

Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Members of the Board of Directors of GTE, as amended (Exhibit 1O~1 to GTE's
Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997 and Exhibit 10.1 to GTE's Form 10-K for tile year ended December 31, 1998, File
No. 1-2755),*

10d

GTE's Directors' Deferred Stock Unit Plan (Exhibit 10-8 to GTE's Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997, File No. 12755).*

lOe

Description of Plan for Non-Employee Directors' Tmvcl Accident Insurance (Exhibit 10c to Form lO-K for the year ended
December 3L 1999), *

10f

Bell Atlantic Directors' Charitable Giving Program, as amended (Exhibit lOp to Form SE dated March 29, 1990 mld Exhibit lOp to
Fonn SE dated March 29,1993),*

109

GTE's Charitable A\vards Program (Exhibit
1-2755)*

Wa(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit lOa(i) to Form W-K for the year ended December 3 L 2004).

lO~lO

to GTE's Form

lO~K

lO~K

for the year

for the year ended Decenlber 31,1992, File No.

lOh

NY!'..lEX Directors' Charitable Award Program (Exhibit lOi to Fonn lO·X for the year ended December 31, 2(00).*

10i

Veri'lOn Communications 2000 Broad~Based Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10h to Form

10j

Verizon Communications Inc. Long-Tenn Incentive Plan (Appendix B to Verizon's 2001 Proxy Statement filed March 12, 20t)!). *
2003~2005

lOj(i) Performance Stock Unit Agreement
December 3L 20(5). *

lO~Q

for the period ended September 30, 2(00). *

Award C)'cle (Exhibit lOj(i) to Form 10-K for the year ended

lOj(ii) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2004-2006 Award Cycle (Exhibit lOj(ii) to Form
December 3L 2005). *
lOj(iil) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement

2005~2007

Award Cycle (Exhibit lOa to Fonn

10~Qfor

IO~K

for the year ended

the period ended March 31,2005).*

Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 Award Cycle (Exhibit lOb to Form 10-Q for the period ended March3L
IOj(iv)(a) Addendum to Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 Award Cycle (Exhibit 10j(iv)(a) to Fonn
10~K for the year ended December 31,2005),*
10j(v) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement
December 31, 20(5),*

2006~2008

10j(vi) Performance Stock Unit Agreement
December 3L 2005). *

2006~2008

Award Cycle (Exhibit IOj(v) to Form lO-K for the year ended
A\v;)rd Cycle (Exhibit IOj(vi) to Form 10-K for the year ended

10k

GTE's Long-Term Incentive Plan, as amended (Exhibit B to GTE's 1997 Proxy Statement and Exhibit 10.5 to GTE's 1998 Form 1O~
K for the year ended December 31,1998, File No, 1-2755); Description of Amendments (Exhibit 101 to Ponn 10~K for the year ended
Dt'Ccmber 3 L 20(0). *

]()
m

NYNEX 1995 Stock Option Plan, as amended (Exhibit No, I to NYNEX's Proxy Statement dated March 20, 1995. File No.
Description of Amendments (Exhibit IOn to Form lO~K for the year ended December 31, 2000).*
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IOn

VeIizon Communications Inc. Short·Tenn Incentive Plan (Appendix C to Verizon's 2001 Proxy Statement filed March 12, 2001).*

100

Verizon Communications Inc. Income Deferral Plan (Exhibit lOr to Foml 10.-Q for the period ended June 30, 2002). *

lOp

Verizon Communications Inc. Excess Pension Plan (Exhibit lOp to Form 10-K for dIe year ended December 31, 2004),*

10q

GTE's Executi've Salary Deferral Plan, as amended (Exhibit 10.10 to GTE's Form 10-K for the year ended December 31. 1998.
File No. 1-2755).*

lOr

Bell Atlantic Senior Management Long-Telm Disability and Survivor Protection Plan, as amended (Exhibit 10h to Fonn SE filed
on March 27, 1986 and Exhibit lOb(ii) to Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,1997).*

lOs

Description of Bell Atlantic Senior Management Estate Management Plan (Exhibit lOrr to Form 10-K for year ended December 31,
1997),*

lOt

GTE's Executive Retired Life Insurance Plan, as amended (Exhibits 10-6, 10-6 and 10-6 to GTE's Fonn 10-K for the years ended
December 31, 1991, 1992 and 1993, respectively, File No. 1-2755).*

lOu

NYNEX Supplemental Life Insurance Plan (Exhibit No. 10 iii 21 to NYNEX's Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 1996, File
No, 1.8(08). *

lOv

Summary Plan Description of Verizon Executive Deferral Plan (Exhibit lO(v) to Form 10-K for the year endcd
December 31, 2(05). *

100(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit 100(i) to Form 10·K for the year ended December 31. 2004). *

10p(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit lOp(i) to Fonn lO-K for the year ended December 31, 20(4). *

W~V

Description of salary increase for Ivan G. Seidenberg (Exhibit lOw to Form lO-K for the year ended December 31, 2004).*

lOx

Employment Agreement bctwecn Verizon and Lawrence T. Babbio (Exhibit lOa to Form 10-Q for the period ended September 30.
20(0)*

lOy

Employment Agreement bet\vccn Vcrizonand Marc C. Reed (Exhibit lOa to Form 10-Q for the period cnded Junc 30, 2004).*

10z

Employment Agreement het,veen Verizon and William P. BalT (Exhibit 10z to Form 10 Q for the period ended March 31,2003).*

lOec

Employment Agreement between Verizon and Doreen A. Toben (Exhibit lOct to Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 2(02). *

lOdd

Description of the Split-Dollar Insurance Ammgements (Exhibit 109 to Form 10-Q for the period ended June 30, 2002). *

lOce

Employmcnt Agreemcnt between Verizon and Dcnnis F. Strigl (Exhibit lOf to Form 10·Q for the period cnded September 30,
2000).*

w

10dd(i) Description of Changes to Arrangements (Exhibit lOdd(i) to Fonn lO-K for the year ended December 31, 2004).*

1Off

Employment Agreement bchveen Verizon and Thomas 1. Tanke (Exhibit lOb to Form lO·Q for the period ended Jtme 30, 2004).*

10gg

Fonn of Employment Agreement between Verizon and Band 1 Senior Management Employee (Exhibit 10gg to the FomI lO·K for
the year cnded Dccember 31, 20(4).*

lOhh

NYNEX DefelTed Compensation Plan for
87850, File No. 1.8(08).*

Non~Employee

Directors (Exhibit lOgg to NYNCX'S Registration Statement No. 2-

10hh(i) Amcndment to NYNEX Corporation Deferred COIl1pensation Plan for Non~Employee Directors (Exhibit lOiii 5a to
NYNEX's Quarterly Report on Fonn 1O-Q for the period ended June 30, 1996, File No. 1-8608).*
lOii

U.S. Wireless Agreement dated September 21, 1999, aIllong Bell Atlantic and Vodafone Airtouch pIc, including the forIlls of
Amcnded and Restated Partnership Agreement and the Investment Agrecment (Exhibit 10 to Form 10-Q for thc period ended
September 30, 1999).

12

Computation of Ratio ofEarllings to Fixed Charges filed herewith.

13

Portions of Verizon's Alillual Report to Shareowners for the fisca1ycar cnded December 3 L 2006. Only thc information
incorporatcd by reference into this Form 10-K is included in the exhibit

21

List of principal Sllbsidiaries of Verizon filed here\vith.
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Consent of Emst & YoungLLP filed here\vith.

31.l

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Section 302 oftlle Sarbanes..()xley Act 0[2002,

31.2

Certification ofChiefFinal1cial Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the

32.1

Certification of CllicfExccutive Officer pursuant to Section 906 oftlle Sarbanes~Oxley Act of2002.

32.2

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 906 of tile

Sarbanes~Oxley

Sarbanes~Oxlcy

Act 0[2002,

Act of 2002.

Indicates management contract or compensatory plan or ammgcment
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Schedule II - Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries

For the Years Ended December 31. 2006. 2005 and 2004

(a)

Allmvallce for Uncollectible Accounts Receivable includes: (1) amounts previously written off which ,,,ere credited directly to this
account when recovered, and (2) accmals charged to accounts payable for anticipated uncollectible charges on purchases of accounts
receivable from others \vhich wcre billed by us. Also includes amounts transfcrred from other accounts, The 2006 amounts charged to
other accounts for the allowance for uncollectible accounts receivable and valuation allowance for deferred tax assets were primarily due
to the acquisition of Mel.

(b)

Amounts \'HittCll off as uncollectible or tr:msfencd to other accounts or utilized.
24
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requiremcnts of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, thc registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
Vcrizon Communications Inc.
Date:

March L 2007

By:

lsi Thomas A. Bartlett
Thomas A Bartlett
Senior Vice President and Controller

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the follo\'ving persons on behalf of
the registnmt and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Principal Executive Officer:

lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg

Chainnan and
ChiefExccutive Officer

March 1, 2007

Executive Vice Presidcnt and
Chief Financial Officer

March L 2007

Senior Vice President and
ControUer

March 1, 2007

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Principal Financial Officer:
/s/

Doreen A Toben
Doreen A Toben

Principal Accounting Officer:
/s/

Thomas A. Bartlett
TIlOmas A. Bartlett.
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lsi

Continued

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Director

March I, 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March 1, 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

M<lrch L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March I, 2007

Director

March L 2007

Director

March L 2007

Ivan G. Seidenberg

/s/ James R. Barker
James R. Barker

Is! Richard L Camon

lsi

M. Frances Keeth
M. Frances Keeth

/s/

Robert W. Lane
Robert W.Lane

/s/

Sandra O. Moose
Sandra O. Moose

/s/

Joseph Neubauer
Joseph Neubauer

Is!

Donald T. Nicolaisen
Donald T. Nicolaisen

/s/

Thomas H. O'Brien
TIlOmas H. O'Brien

/s/

Clarence Otis,. Jr.
Clarence Otis, Jr

/s/

Hugh B. Price
Hugh B. Price

/s/

Walter V. Shipley
Walter V. Shipley

/5/

John W. Snow
John W. Snow

lsi John R Stafford
John R. Stafford

/s/

Robert D. Storey
March L 2007
Robert D. Storey
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EXHIBIT 12

Computation of Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges
Vcrizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries

IncOmCi<lSadjusted

EXHIBIT 13

Significant events affecting our historical camings trends in 2004 through 2006 arc described in Management's Discussion and Analysis
ofResuHs of Operations and Financial Condition.

2003 data includes severance, pension and benefit cl!------""'t'or non-recurring items.
2002 data includes gains on investments and sales 0

I and/or non-recurring items.
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COMPARISON OF FIVE-YEAR TOTAL RETURN AMONG VERIZON.
S&P 500 TELECOM SERVICES INDEX AND S&P 500 STOCK INDEX

At De.::emberJI,
Data Points in
Dollars'
Verizon

S&P500
S&P500

~'::~~~::
~

2001
100.0
100.0

2002
84.9
77.9

]00.0

65.9

2004
96.5
llLl

2005
75.2

20lJ6
101

100.2

116.6

135

70.7

84.7

802

105

200J

SO.3

A8sumcs $10{) invested on December 31, 2001

TIle graph compares the cumulative total returns of Verizoll, the S&P 500 Telecommunications Services Index, and the S&P 500 Stock Index
over a five-year period. It assumes $100 \yas invested on December 31, 2001, with dividends reinvested.
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Verizon Communications Inc. (Vcrizon) is one of the world's leading providers of communications services, Verizon's \vircline business,
which includes the operations of the former MCL provides telephone services, including voice, broadband data and video services, network
access, nationwide long~distance and other communications products and senices, and also owns and operates one of the most expansive end~
to-end global Intemct Protocol (IP) networks, Velizon's domestic \\ireless business, operating as Velizon Wireless, provides wireless ·voice
and data products and services across the United States llsing one of the most extensive and reliable wireless networks. Stressing diversity and
commitment to the communities in which we operate, Verizon has a highly diverse \vorkforee of approximately 242,000 employees.
TIle sections that [oUm\, provide information about the import<mt aspects of our operations and investments, both at the consolidated and
segment levels, and include discussions of our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash. In addition, we have
highlighted key trends and uncertainties to the extent practicable. The content and organization of the financial and non-financial data presented
in these sections arc consistent with information used by our chief operating decision makers for, among other purposes, evaluating
performance and allocating resources. We also monitor several key economic indicators as well as the state of the economy in general.
plimarily in the United States \vhere the majority of our operations are located, in evaluating our operating results and analyzing and
understanding business trends. \-Vhile most key economic indicators, including gross domestic product impact our operalions to some degree.
we have noled higher correlations to housing starts, non-faml employment personal consumption expenditures and capital spending, as well as
more general economic indicators such as inflation and unemployment rates.
Our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash in the current and future periods reflect Verizon management's focus
on the following four key areas:
Revenue Gro\\1h - Our emphasis is on revenue gmn1It devoting more resources to higher grol\1h markets such as wireless, including
wireless data, wireline broadband cOllllections, including fiber optics to the premises (Verizon's FiOS data and TV sen'ices), digital
subscriber lines (DSL) and other data services, long distance, as well as expanded strategic senices to business markets, rather than to the
traditional wireline voice market, where we have been expeliencing aecess line losses, Vedzon reported consolidated revenue growth of
26.8% in 2006 compared to 2005, primarily driven by the merger withMCI and 17,8%., higher revenue at Domestic Wireless, Verizon
added 7,715,000 wirelcss customers and 1,838.000 broadband connections in 2006.
Operational Efficiency - While focusing resources on growth, we arc continually challenging our management team to lower expenses.
particularly through technolo!,"'}'-assisted productivity improvements including self-service initiatives. The effect of these and other efforts,
such as rcal cst:lte consolidations, call center routing improvements ~lUd the formation of Verizon Services Organization, has been to
change the company's cost structure and maintain stable operating income margins. Real cstate consolidations include the establishment
of the Verizon Center, The Verizon Services Organization provides centralized services across our business, lJlcluding procurement
finance operations and real estate sen'ices, With our deployment of the FiOS network, we expect to realize savings in annuaL ongoing
operating expenses as a result of cfficiencics gained from fiber network facilities. As the deployment of the FiOS netsvork gains scale and
installation automation improvements occur, costs per home connected are expected to declinc, Since the merger with MCI, 'we have
gained operational benefits from sales force and product and systems integration initiatives. While 'workforce levels in 2006 increased to
242,000 from 206,000 primarily as a result of the acquisition of MCI, productivity improvements and merger synergy savings led to
headcount reductions of about 9.200 in our ,v!reline business,
Capital Allocation Our capital spending continues to be directed toward growth markets. High-speed wireless data (Evolution-Data
Optimized, or EV~DO) services, replacement of copper access lines withfibcr optics 1.0 the prcntises, <IS \vell as expanded services to
business markets arc examples of areas of capital spending in support of these gro"1h markets, Excluding discontinued operations, in
2006, capital expenditures were $17,101 million compared to 2005 capital expenditures of $14,964 million. Of the increase, $L602
million was primurily attlibutable to capit:ll spending related to the fonner MCL with the remainder in support of growth initiatives. In
2007, Verizon management expects capital expenditures to be in the range of $17,5 billion to $17.9 billion, In addition to capital
expenditures, Verizon Wireless continues to participate in the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) wireless spectrum auctions
and continues to evaluate spectrum acquisitions in support of expanding data applications and its growing customer base. In 2006, this
included participation in the FCC Auction 66 of Advanced Wireless Servlces spectrum (AWS auction) in \vhich Verizon Wireless was the
high bidder on thirteen 20 MHz licenses covering a population of nearly 200 million.
Cash Flmv Generation and Shareowner Valuc Creation The financial statements reflect the emphasis of management on not only
directing resources to gro"dh markets, but also creating value for sharcowners through the use of c-ash provided by our operating and
investing activities for the repayment of debt, share reptU"chases and providing a stable dhidcnd to our shareowl1ers, in addition to
retuming value to shareowners through spin-off and other strategic transactions, Vcdzon's total debt decreased to $36,361 million as of
December 31,2006 from $38,257 million as of Der"
reduction resulting from thc spin-off
of Idearc Inc. (Idearc), formcrly our U.S. print an
usiness. and the usc of cash acquired in the MCl
merger and generated through strategic asset sales (
Future Results - Recent Developments"), partially
offset by debt acquired in connection \\-'ith the M
included the sale of Verizon Domillicana C por A
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(Verizoll Dominicana), \,,chich closed on December 1, 2006. Verizon's ratio of debt to debt combined with shareo\vners' equity \vas 42.8%
as of December 31, 2006 compared \vith 49.1% as of December 31, 2005. Management has recommended to the Board of Directors that
our dividend be maintained at a level no less than that immediately preceding the Idearc spin~off. In addition, \ve repurchased $1,700
million of our common stock as pat1 of our previously mmounced program during 2006, and \ve plan to continue our share buyback
prognul1 at
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similar levels in 2007, Additionally, Verizon's balance of cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2006 of $3,219 million increased by
$2A59 million from $760 million at December 31, 2005.
Supporting thesc key focus areas are continuing initiatives to enhance the '1mlue of our products and ser\ices through well~nmnagcd deployment
of proven advanced tcchnology and through competitive prodncts and services packaging. At Wireline, as of December 31,2006, \ve met our
goal of passing six million premises ,vith onr high~eapacity fiber network (FiOS), doubling the number of premises passed compared to
end 2005. We added 517,000 ne\v FiOS data cOllliections in 2006. In 2005, Verizon began offering video on the FiOSnetwork in
markets. By the end of 2006, Verizou had obtained over 600 video franchises covering 7,3 million households with service available for sale to
2.4 million premises. We had 207,000 FiOS TV customers by the end of 2006, We are also developing and marketing innovative product
bundles to include local wireline, long distance, wireless and broadband services for consumer and general business retail customers. These
efforts \vill also help counter the effects of competition and technology substitution that have resulted in access line losses, and \vill enable us to
grow revenues by becoming a leading video provider.
Also at WireUne, we will continue to focus investments in strategic areas by rol1ing~out next generation globallP networks to meet the ongoing
global enterprise market shift to IP~based products and services. Deployment of !1C'IN strategic SCr\rice offerings, including expansion of our
voice over IP (VoIP) and international Ethernet capabilities, introduction of cutting edge video and web~based conferencing capabilities and
enhancements to our virtual private network portfolio, will allow us to continue to gain share in the enterprise market Additionally, we \vill
continue to integrate the business of the former Mel to drive continued growth in synergy, supporting a focus on operational efficiency and
continued creation of shareowner value.
At Verizon Wireless, we will continue to execute on the fundamentals of our network superiority and value proposition to deliver growth for
the business and provide new and innovative products and services for our customers such as Broadband Access, our EV~DO service. To
accomplish our goal of being the acknowledged market leader in providing wireless voice and data communication ser\'ices in the U.S, we will
continue to implement the following key clements of our business strategy: provide the highest net\voik reliability through our code division
multiple access (CDMA) lXRTT technology and EV-DO (Revision A) infrastructure, which significantly increases data transmission rates:
profitably acquire, satisfy and retain our customers: and increase the value of our service offerings to customers while achieving revenue and
net income gro"1h. We also continue to expand our \vireless data, messaging and multi~media offerings for both consumer and business
customers and take advantage of the grO'lving demand for wireless data services and focus on operating margins and capital efficiency by
driving down costs and leveraging our scalc.
fn January 2007, Verizon announced a definitive agreement with FairPoint Communications, Inc, (FairPoint) that will result in Verizon
establishing a separate entity for its local exchange access lines and related business assets in Maine, New Hampshire :md Vermont spinning
off that new entity to Verizon's sharcO\vllers, and immediately merging it with and into FairPoint 'nle total value to be received by Verizon
and its shareowners in exchange for these operations ,,'ill be approximately $2,715 million,

In this section, we discuss our overall results of operations and highlight special and nOIHecurring items. As a result of the spin~off of ourU. S.
print and Internet yellow pages directories business, which was included in the Information SCr\'ices segment as '1vell as reaching definitive
agreements to sell our interests in Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Jnc, (TELPRf) and Verizon Dominicana, each of\vhich was includcd in
the International segment, the operations of our fonner US, print and lntemet yellow pages directories business, Verizon Dominicana and
TELPRI are reported as discontinued operations and Hssets held for sale, Accordingly, we now have two reportable segments - Wireline and
Domestic Wireless. Prior period amounts and discussions arc revised to reflect this change. We include in our results of operations the results
of the former MCI business subsequent to the close of the merger on January 6, 2006
TIlis section on consolidated results of operations C<1rries forward the segment results, \vhich exclude the special and non-recurring items, and
highlights and describes those items separately to ensure consistency of presentation in tilis section and the "Segment Results of Operations"
section, In the following section, we review the pcrfonnance of our two reportable segments. We exclude the effects of the special and non~
recuning items from the segments' results of operations since management docs not consider them in assessing segment performance, due
primarily to their 110n~recurring and/or non~operationaI nature. We believe that this presentation will assist readers in better lmderstanding our
results of operations and trends from period to period.
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1 Consolidated Reyenues

2006 COmlJared to 2005

Consolidated revenues in 2006 were higher by $18,626 million, or 26.8% compared to 2005 revenues. TIlis increase was primarily 111e result of
significantly higher revenues at Wircline and Domestic Wireless.
Wireline's revenues in 2006 increased by $13,178 million, or 35.0% compared to 2005 due to the acquisition of Mel and growth from
broadband and
distance services. We added 1.8milUon new' broadband connections, for a total of 7.0 million lines in service at
December 31.
an increase of 35.7% compared to 5.1 million lines in service at December 31, 2005. The number of Freedom service
plans continue to stimulate growth in long distance services, as the number of packages reached 7.9 million as of December 31, 2006.
representing a 44.1% increase from December 31. 2005. TIlese increases ,yere partially offset by declines in wholesale revenues at Verizon
Telecom due to subscriber losses resulting from technology substitution, including wireless and VoIP. Wholesale revenues at Verizon Telecom
declined by $752 million, or 8.3% in 2006 compared to similar periods in 2005 primarily due to the exclusion of affiliated access revenues
billed to the former MCI mass market entities in 2006. Revenues at Vcrizon Business increased primarily due to the acquisition ofMCI.
Domestic Wireless's revenues increased by $5.742 million, or 17.8% compared to 2005 due to increases in service revenues, including data
revenues, and equipment and other revenues. Data revenues increased by $2.232 million or 99.5% compared to 2005. Domestic Wir<':1ess ended
2006 with 59.1 million customers. an increase of 15.0% over 2005. Domestic Wireless's rewH customer base as of December 31. 2006 "vas
approximately 56.8 million, a 15.9% increase over December 31.
and comprised approximately 96.1% of our total customer base.
Average service revenue per customer (ARPU) increased by 0.6% to
in 2006 compared to 2005, primarily attributable to increases in
data revenuc per customer driven by increased use of our messaging and other data services. Rctail ARPU increased by 0.7% to $50.44 for
2006 compared to 2005. Increases in wireless devices sold and revenue per unit sold drove increases in equipment and other revenue in 2006
compared to 2005.
Lmver revenue of Hawaii operations sold of $180 million, or 100(10 in 2006 compared to 2005 was the result of their sale during the secolid
quarter of 2005
2005 Compared to 2004

Consolidated revenues in 2005 were higher by $3,767 million, or 5.7% compared to 2004 revenues. This increase was primarily the result of
significantly higher revenues at Domestic Wireless, partially offset by lower revenues at Wireline and the sale of our Hawaii wireline
operations in the second quarter of 2005.
Wireline's revenues in 2005 \vere lower than 2004 by $405 million, or 1.1% primarily due to lower revenues from local services, partially
offset by
network access and long distance services revenues. We added 1. 7 million new broadband connections, for a total of
5.1 million
in service at December 31, 2005. an increase of 47.6% compared to 3.5 million lines in service at December 31,2004. The
introduction of our Freedom service plans stimulated grm,th in long distance services. As of December 3L 2005. approximately 53% of our
local wireline customers chose Verizon as their long distance carrier. These increases were offset by declines in wholesale revenues at Verizon
Telecom due to subscriber losses resulting from technology substitution, including ,vireless and VoIP.
Domestic Wireless's revenues increased by $4,639 million, or 16.8%) in 2005 compared to 2004 due to increases in service revenues, including
data revenues. and equipment and other revenues. Data revenues increased by $1,127 million or 101.0% compared to 2004. Domestic Wireless
ended 2005 with 51.3 million customers. an increase of 17.2% over 2004. Domestic Wireless's retail customer base as of December 31. 2005
was approximately 49.0 million, a 17.2% increase over December 31. 2004. and comprised approximately 95.5% of our total customer base.
ARPU decreased 1.5% to $49.49 in 2005 compared to 2004. primarily due to pricing changes in early 2005. partially offset by a 71.7%
increase in data revenue peT customer in 2005 c-ompared
use of our messaging and other data services. Increases in
wireless devices sold and revenue per unit sold drove in
r revenue in 2005 compared to 2004.
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Lower revenue of Hawaii operations sold of $349 million, or 66.0% in 2005 compared to 2004 was the result of the sale during the second
quarter of 2005 of our wireHne and directory operations in Hawaii.

Consolidated O!>emting Expenses

mn - Not meaningful
2006 Compared to 2005
Cost (?fSerl'ices and S'ales

Cost of services and sales incfeased by $ HU94 million, or 44.6% in 2006 compared to 2005. TIlis increase \vas drh'en by the-inclusion oUhe
fanner Mel operations, higher wireless network costs, increases in wireless equipment costs and increases in pension and other postretirement
benefit costs, partially offset by the net impact of productivity improvement initiatives.
The higher wireless network costs were caused by increased network usage relating to both voice and data services in 2006 compared to 2005.
decreased roaming, local interconnection and long distance rates, Cost of wireless equipment sales increased in 2006
partially off-set
primarily as a result of an increase in 'wireless devices sold due to an increase in gross activations ~md equipment upgrades,
compared to
together with an incrC<lse in cost per unit.
Costs in these periods were also impacted by increased pension and other postretirement benefit costs. The overall impact of the 2006
assumptions, combined \\'ith the impact of lower than expected actual asset returns over the past sC'veral years, resulted in pension and other
postretirement benefit expense of approximately $l.377 million in 2006 compared to net pension and postretirement benefit expense of $1.231
million in 2005. Special and 1l00Hccurring items recorded during 2006 included $25 million of merger integration costs.
Selling, General and /Idministrative E'fpen8e

Selling, general and administrative expense includes salaries and wages and benefits not directly attributable to a service or product bad debt
charges, taxes other than income, advertising and sales commission costs, customer billing, caU center and information technology costs,
professional service fees and rent for administrative space.
Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $5,580 million, or 28.4% in 2006 compared to 2005, TIlis increase was driven by the
inclusion of the former MCI operations, increases in the Domestic Wireless segment primarily related to increased salary and benefits
expenses, and special and non-recurring charges. Special and non-recurring items in selling, general and administrative expenses in 2006 were
$816 million compared to special and non-recurring items in 2005 of$311 million.
Special and non-recurring items in 2006 included $56 million related to pension settlement losses incurred in connection \vith our benefit plans.
a net pretax charge of $369 million for employee severance and severance-related activities in connection with the imuluntary separation of
approximately 4,100 employees, who were separated in 2006. Special and non-recurring charges in 2006 also included $207 million of merger
integration costs, primarily for advertising and other costs related to re-branding initiatives and systems integration activities, and a net pretax
charge of $184 million for VerizoH Center relocation costs. Special and non-recurring items in 2005 included a pretax impainnent charge of
$125 million pertaining to our leasing operations for aircraftlcased t.o airlines expericncing financial difficulties, a net pretax charge of $98
million related to the restructuring of the Verizon management rctirement benefit plans and a pretax charge of $59 million associated with
employee severance costs and severance-related activities in connection with the voluntary separation program for surplus union-represented
employees.
Depreciation and Amortization Expense

Depreciation and amortization expense increased by $930 million, or 6.8% in 2006 compared to 2005. This increase was primarily' due to
higher depreciable and amortizable asset bases as a result of the Mel merger and, to a lesser extent, increased capital expenditures,
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2005 COIDlJared to 2004

('ast a/Services and Sales
Cost of services and sales increased by $2,168 million, or 9.8% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase was principally due to increases in
pension and other postretirement benefit costs, higher direct wireless network costs, increases in wireless equipment costs and higher costs
associated with our wireline grO\vth businesses.
The overall impact of pension and other postretirement benefit plan assumption changes, combined \vith 10\ver asset returns over the last
several years, increased net pension and postretirement benefit expenses by $407 million in 2005 (primarily in cost of services and sales)
compared to 2004, Higher direct \\'ireless network charges resulted from increased network usage in 2005 compared to 2004, partially offset by
lower roaming, local interconnection and long distance rates. Cost of equipment sales was higher in 2005 due primarily to an increase in
wireless devices sold together \vith an increase in cost per unit sold, driven by growth in customer additions and an increase in equipment
upgrades in 2005. Higher costs associated with our wireline growth businesses, long distance and broadband connections, included a 2,400, or
1.7% incrC<'lse in the number of Wircline employees as of December 31, 2005 compared to December 31, 2004. Costs in 2004 were impacted
by lower interconnection expense charged by competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) and settlements with carriers, including the MCI
settlement recorded in 2004.
S'elling, General and Administrative Expense

Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $306 million. or 1.6% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase was driven by
incrc·ases in salary, pension and benefits costs, including an increase in the customer care and sales channel work force and sales commissions,
partially offset by gains on real estate sales in 2005 and lower bad debt costs. Special ~md non~recurring items in selling, general and
administrative expenses in 2005 were $311 million compared to special and non~recurring items in 2004 of $971 million.
Special and nOlHecurring items in 2005 included a pretax impairment charge 0[$125 million pertaining to our leasing operations for aircraft
leased to airlines experiencing financial difficulties, a net pretax charge of $98 million related to the restmcturing of the Verizon management
retirement benefit plans and a pretax charge of $59 million associated with employee severance costs and severance-related activities in
connection with the voluntal)-' separation progrnm to surplus uniolHepresented employees. Special and non-recurring items recorded in 2004
included $805 million related to pension setllement losses incurred in connection vvith tile voluntary separation of approximately 21,000
employees in the fourth quarter of 2003 \,.,ho received lump-sum distributions during 2004. Special charges in 2004 a.lso include an expense
credit of $204 million resulting from the favomble resolution of pre~bankruptcy amounts due from MCL partially offset by a charge of $113
million related to operating asset losses.
Depreciation and Amortization Expense

Depreciation and amorti7-<:'1tion expense increased by $112 million, or 0.8%jn 2005 compared to 200,-1-. This increase was primarily due to the
increase in depreciable assets and software, partiall.v offset by lower rates of depreciation on telephone plant
S'ales 0/ Businesses,

During the second quarter of 2005, we sold our wireline and directory businesses in Hawaii <md recorded a net pret.ax gain of $530 million.
Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits
For 2006 pension and other postretirement benefit cosK the discount rate assumption remained at 5.75%, consistent with interest rate levels at
the end of 2005. The expected rate of return on pension plan assets remained 8.50%, while the expected rate of return all postretirement benefit
plan assets was increased to 8.25% from 7.75% in 2005. The medical cost trend rate was 10% for 2006. For 2005 pension and other
postretirement benefit costs, the discount rate assumption \-vas lowered to 5.75% from 6.25% in 2004, consistent \vitb interest rate levels at the
end of 2004. The medical cost trend mte assumption was 101% in 2005. TIle expected rate of return on pension and postretirement benefit plan
assets for 2004 \vas maintained at 8.50%.
For 2007 pension and other postretirement benefit. costs, we evaluated our key employee benefit plan assumptions in response to current
conditions in the securities markets and medical and prescription drug cost trends. TIle discount rate assumption will be increased to 6.00%),
consistent \vitb interest mte levels at the end of2006. The medical cost trend rate will be 10% for 2007. The expected rale ofretum on pension
plan assets will remain at 8.50% and the expected rate of rcttml on postretirement benefit plan assets will remain at 8.25% in 2007.
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During 2006, \ve recorded net pension and postretirement benefit expense of $1,377 million, compared to net pension and postretirement
benefit expense of $L231 million in 2005 anclnet pension ,md postretirement benefit expense of $824 million in 2004.

I Other Consolidated Results
Equit)' in Earnings of Unconsolidated Businesses
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses increased by $87 million, or 12.7% in 2006 compared to 2005. TIle increase is primarily due to
additional pension liabilities that Comp<nlia An6nima Nacional Telcfonos de Venezuela (CANTY) recognized in 2005, as well as the effect of
favorable operating results and lower taxes in 2006. In addition, the increase reflects our proportionate share, or $85 million, of a tax benefit at
Vodafone Omnitel N.V. (Vodafone Omnitel) in the third quarter of 2006. A similar benefit was recorded in the third quarter of 2005 of $i6
million.
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses decreased by $ 1,004 million, or 59.4% in 2005 compared to 2004. The decrease is primarily
due to a pretax gain of $787 million recorded on the sale of our 20.5% interest in TELUS Corponltion (TELUS) in the fourth quarter of 2004
and the sale of another iuvestment in 2004. lower equity income resulting from the sale of TELUS and estimated additional pension liabilities
at CANTV, partially offset by higher tax benefits and operational results at Vodafone Omnitel.
Other Income and (Exl}cnse), Net

Total
Other Income and (Expense), Net in 2006 increased $84 million, or 27% compared to 2005. The increase was primarily due to increased
interest income as a result of higher average cash balances coupled "dlh higher interest rates in 2006 compared to 2005. partially offset by
foreign exchange losses. Other, net in 2006 includes pretax !,l'{lins on sales of investments, as well as leased asset gains.
Other, net in 2005 includes a pretax gain on the sale of a small international business and investment gains. Other Income and (Expense). Net
in 2005 and 2004 include c.'\:pcnses of $14 million and $55 million, respectively, related to the early retirement of debt.
IntcrcstExI}CnSe

In 2006, interest costs increased $330 million compared to 2005 prill1aJily due to an increase in average deN level of $2,348 million and
increased interest rates compared to 2005. Higher capital expenditures in 2006 contributed to higher capitalized interest costs,
In 2005, the decrease in interest costs was primarily due to a reduction in average debt level of $2,629 million compared to 2004, partially
offset by higher avemge interest rates. Higher capital expelldit1lfes in 2005 contributed to higher capitalized interest costs.
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Minorit)' Interest

Thc increase in minority interest expense in 2006 compared to 2005, and in 2005 compared to 2004 was attributable to higher eamings at
Domestic Wircless, \:yhichis 45% O\vned by Vodafone Group PIc (Vod.<lfol1c)

Provision fol' Income Taxes

TIle effective income tax rate is the provision for income taxes as a percentage of incomc from continuing operations beforc the provision for
income taxes. Our effective income tax rate in 2006 was higher than 2005 primarily as a rcsult of favorable tax settlements and. the recognition
of capital loss carryforwards in 2005. TIlcse increases \yerc partially offset by tax benefits from foreign operations and lower state taxes in 2006
compared to 2005.
Our effective income tax fate in 2005 \yas higher tllan 2004 due to taxes on overseas earnings repatriated. during the year, lower forcign"related
tax benefits and lower favorable deferred tax reconciliation adjustments. Included in the provision of income taxes in 2005 arc capital gains
realized in connection with the sale of our Ha\vaii business, which resulted in the realization of tax benefits of $336 million primarily related to
capital loss carryforwards. TIlis was largely offset by a tax prO\ision of $206 million related. to the repatriation of fore.ign e<IDlings under the
provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004. The effective income tax rate in 2004 was favorably impacted by the reversal of a
valuation allowance relating to investments, tax benefits related t.o deferred tax balance adjustments and expense credits that are not taxable.
A reconciliation of the statutory federal income tax rate to the effective rate for each period is included in Note 16 to the consolidated financial
statements.

Discontinued QI}erations
Discontinued operations represents the results of operations of TELPRI for all years presented in the consolidated statements of income and
Verizon Dominicana, Verizon Information Services and Verizoll Information Services Canada hlC. prior to their sale or spin~off in
December 2006, November 2006 and the fourth quarter of 2004. rcspectively.
In the second quarter of 2006, we announced our decision to sell Verizon Dominicana and. TELPRl and, in accordance with Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No.
(SFAS No. 144) we have
classified the results of operations of Verizon
and
The sale of Dominicana closed in
December 2006 and, primarily due to taxes on previously unremitted earnings.
million resulted in an after-tax loss of $541
million (or $.18 per diluted share).
We completed the spin~off of Idearc to our shareholders on November 17, 2006, which resulted in.:Ul $8,695 million increase to contributed
capital in shareowners' investment.
Discontinued operations also include the results of operations of Verizon Infonnation Sendces Canada Inc. prior to its sale in the fourth quarter
0[2004. The sale resulted in a pretax gain of$I,017 million ($516 million after~t3x, or $.18 per diluted share).
Income from discontinued operations, net of tax decreased by $611 million, or 44.6% in 2006 compared to 2005. 111is decrease \\'as primarily
due to the after~tax loss recorded in 2006 on the sale of Verizon Dominicana, partially offset by cessation of depreciation on fixed assets held
for sale. Income from discontinued operations, net of tax decreased by $562mil!ioll, or 29.1%) in 2005 compared to 2004 The decrease was
primarily driven by the aftcNax gain recorded on the sale ofVerizoll Information Services Canada Inc. in 2004.

Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change
Standards Board (FASB) issued SFAS No. 123(R), Share~Based Pa.vmen!, (SFAS No. 123(R))
123, A,xmm/i"gj(w :'Iock-Based Comj"wm/i<'m (SF,\S No. 123). SFAS No. 123(R) requires ali share-based payments
recognized as compensation expense based on their fair value. Effective
of SFAS No. 123, using the prospective method (as permitted under SFAS
T~;i=:ii~==;;':;S~'FA.S No. 148)) for all new awards granted, modified or
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settled after January L 20tH. Under the prospective method, employee compensation expense in the first year is recognized for new awards
granted, modified, or settled. The options generally vest over a term of three years, tllereforc, the expenses related to stock-based employee
compensation included in the determination of net income for 2006, 2005 and 2004 are less than \vhat would have been recorded if the fair
value method had been applied to previously issued mvards.
Effective January 1, 2006, we adopted SFAS No. 123(R) utilizing the modified prospective method. SFAS No. J23(R) requires the
measurement of stock-based compensation expense based on the fair value of the award on the date of grant. Under the modified prospective
method, the provisions of SFAS No. 123(R) apply to all awards granted or modified after the date of adoption. SFAS No. 123(R) is
supplemented by Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 107, "Share-Based Payments" (SAB No. 1(7). This SAB, which was issued by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in March 2005, expresses the vie\vs of the SEC staff regarding the relationship between SFAS
No. 123(R) and certain SEC mles and regulations. In particular, this SAB provides guidance related to valuation methods, the classification of
compensation expense, non-GAAP financial measures, the accounting for income tax effects of share-based payment arrangements, disclosures
in Management's Discussion and Analysis subsequent to adoption of SFAS No. 123(R), ffild interpretations of other share-based payment
ammgemcnrs, We also adopted SAB No. 107 on January 1,2006.
We recorded a $42 million cumulative effect of accounting cll<Ulge as of Janumy 1, 2006, net of taxes and after minority interest to recognize
the effect of initially measuring the outstanding liability awards (VARs) of the Verizon Wireless joint venture at l~lir value utilizing a B1ackScholes model. We do not expect SFAS No. 123(R) to have a matelial effect 011 our consolidated financial statements in future periods.

On November 17, 2006, we completed the spin-off to our shareowners of our U.S. print and Internet yellow pages directories. which was
included in the lnfonnation Services segment. TIle spin~off resulted in a new company. named Idearc Inc. In addition, on April 2, 2006, we
reached definitive agreements to sell our interests in TELPRI and Verizon Dominicana, each of which was included in the International
segment. In aecordance \"ith SFAS No. 144, we have classified the results of operations for our U.S. print and Internet yellmv pages directories
business, Verizon Dominicana and TELPRI as discontinued operations and assets held for sale. Accordingly, we now have 1\vo reportable
segments and prior period amounts and discussions me revised to renect this change. Our segments are Wireline and Domestic Wireless. You
can tInd additional information about our segments in Note 17 to the consolidated financial statements.
We measure and evaluate our reportable segments based on segment income. Corporate, eliminations and other includes unallocated corporate
expenses, intersegment eliminations recorded in consolidation, the results of other businesses such as our investments in lUlconsolidated
businesses, primarily Omnitcl and CANTV, lease financing, and asset impainnents and expenses that are not allocated in assessing segment
performance due to their non-recurring nature. These adjustments include transactions that the chief operating dt,'Cision makers exelude in
assessing business unit performance due primarily to their non-recurring and/or non-operational nature. Although such tran&1.ctions arc
cxcluded from the busincss segment results, they arc included in reported consolidated earnings. Gains and losses that arc not individually
significant arc included in all segment results, since these items arc included in the chief operating decision makers' assessment of unit
performance.

I Wireline
The Wireline segment which includes the operations of the former Mel, consists of the operations of Verizon Telecom, a provider of
telephone services. inclnding voice. broadband video and data. network access. long distance, and other services to consumer and small
business customers and carriers. and Verizoll Business, a pro'vider of next-generation IP network services globally to medium and large
businesses and government customers. As discussed earlier under "Consolidated Results of Operations," in the second qual1er 0[2005, we sold
wireline properties in Hawaii representing approximately 700,000 access lines or 10/ 0 of the total Verizon Telecom switched access lines in
service. For comparability purposes, the results of operations shown in the tables below exclude the Hawaii properties that have been sold.

Operating Revenues

Total Wireline Operating Revenues
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In connection with the completion of the Mel merger, our product lines were realigned to be reflective of the Line of Business structure in
which the product lines arc t...urrently being managed, Prior period amounts and discussions were reclassified to conform to the cunent
presentation.

l-'erizon Telecom

Verizon Telecom's Mass Markets revenue includes local exchange (basic service and end-user access), value-added services, long distance,
broadband services for residential and certain small business accounts and FiOS TV services. Value-added services arc a family of services that
expand the utiliz.ation of Ule nenvork, including products such as Caller ID, Call Waiting, Home Voiccmail and Return Call. Long distance
includes both regional toll services and long distance services. Broadband services include DSL and FiOS.
Our Mass Market revenues increased by $2,082 million, or 10.2% in 2006, and decreased by $1 million. or 0.0% in 2005. TIle increase in 2006
\\.-as principally due to the inclusion of revenues from the fonner MCr and, in 2006 and 2005, growth from broadband and long distance. In
both years revenue increases \vere offset by Imver demand and usage of our basic local exchange and accompany.ing services attributable to
subscriber losses due to technology substitution, including wireless and VoIP.
We added 1,838,000 new broadband connections, induding 517,000 for FiOS in 2006, for a total of 6,982,000 lines at December 31, 2006, an
increase of 35.7'Yo compared to 5,144,000 lines in service al December 31, 2005. We have achieved a FiOS data penetration rate of 14% across
all markets where we have been selling this service. Our Freedom service plans continue to stimulate gro\\th in long distance services, as the
number of plans reached 7.9 million as of Decelllber 31, 2006, representing a 44.1% increase from December 31, 2005. As of
December 31, 2006, approximately 58'% of our legacy Verizon wirclille customers have chosen Verizon as their long distance carrier.
Declines in switched access lines in service of 7.6% in 2006 and 6.7% in 2005 \vere mainly driven by the effects of competition and teclmology
substitution. Demand for legacy Verizon residential access lines declined 7.1% in 2006 and 6_3% in 2005, as customers substituted wirc1ess,
broadband and cable services for traditionallandline services. At the same time, legacy Verizon business access lines declined 3.2~,'O in 2006,
and 4.2% in 2005, primarily reflecting competition and a shift to high-speed, high-volume special access lines.
We continue to seek opportunities to retain and \vin back customers. Our Freedom service plans offer local services \vith various combinations
of long distance and Intemet access services in a discounted bundle available on one bill. We have introduced our Freedom service plans in
nearly all of our key markets.

Wholesale revenues :Ire earned from long distance and other competing earners who use our local exchange facilities to provide usage services
to their customers. Switched access revenues are derived from fixed and usage·based charges paid by carriers for access to our localnet\vork.
to support their private networks. Wholesale
Special access revenues originate from carriers that buy dedicated local
services also include local wholesale revenues from unbundled network clements
interconnection revenues from CLECs and wireless
carriers, and some data transport revenues.
Wholesale revenues decreased by $752 million, or 8.3% in 2006 and by $53 million, or 0.m/o in 2005, due to the exclusion, in 2006, of
affiliated access revenues billed to the fonner MCI mass market entities, and, in 2006 and 2005, to declines in legacy Verizon switched access
revenues and local wholesale revenues, offset by increases in special access revenues.
S\vitchcd minutes of use declined in 2006 and 2005, reflecting the impact of access line loss and technology substitution. Wholesale lines
decreased by 17.1% in 2006 due to the impact of a decision by a m{~jor competitor to deemphasize their local market initiatives in 2005. Special
access revenue growth reflects continuing demand in the business market for high·capaeity, high-speed digital services, partially offset by
lessening demand for older, low-speed data products and services. As of December 3L 2006, customer demand for high capacity and digital
data services increased 8.9% compared to 2005,
The FCC regulates the rates that \ve charge customers for interstate access services. Sec "Other Factors That May Affect Future Results
Regulatory and Competitive Trends - FCC Regulation" for additional information on FCC rulemaking conceming federal access rates,
universal service and certain broadband services.

Other revenues include services such as operator services (including deaf relay services), public (coin) telephone, card services and supply
sales, as well as fOfIner Mel dial-around services including 10-10-987, 10-10-220, I-800-COLLECT and Prepaid Cards.
Verizon Telecom's revenues from other services
revenue decre~1Scs werc mainly due to the disc

deereil""'------.%l

in 2006, and by $93 million. or 3.5% in 2005. TIlese
esses, including dle termination of a large commercial
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inventol)' management contract in 2005, and reduced business volumes, which ",,-ere partially offset by the inclusion of revenues from the
former Mel in 2006
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Verizon Business

Enterprise Bu~iness
Our Enterprise Business market provides voice, data and internet communications services to medium and large business customers, multinational corporations, and state and federal government customers, In addition, the Enterprise Business market also provides value-added
sef\dce.s that make communications more secure, reliable and efficient managed network services for customers dmt outsource all or portions of
their cOJlUnUnic~Hions and information processing operations. Traditioml1Iocal and long dist.mce services comprise $6.551 milliotl or 47% of
revenue in 2006, $4,110 million, or 68% of revenue in 2005, and $4,447 million, or 72%1 of total Enterprise Business revenue in 2004.
Enterprise Business also provides data services such as Private Line, Frame Relay and ATM scf\'ices, both domestically and internationally, as
well as managed netvmrk services to its customers,
Enterprise Business 2006 revenues of $13,999 million, increased $7,981 million, or 132.6%) compared to 2005 primarily due to the acquisition
of MCI, and declined $178 million, or 2.9'Yo in 2005 compared to 2004. Data services revenue was $5,430, or 39% of Enterprise Business's
revenue stream in 2006, $1,908 million, or 32'1'0 in 2005, and $1,749 million, or 28% in 2004, Internet services revenue was $2,018 million in
2006, or 14% of Enterprise Business's revenues, the first year Enterprise Business offered Internet services. The Internet suite of products is
Enterptise Business's fastest growing and includes Private IP, IP Y""PN, Web Hosting and VoIP.
Enterprise Business 2005 revenues of $6,<)18 million declined $178 million compared to 2004, primarily due to a 3.5% decline in business
access lines, reflecting competition and a shirt to high-speed, high volume special access lines.

Our Wholesale revelluesre!ate to domestic \vholcsale sef\:ices, which include all wholesale traffic sold in the United States, as wen as
international traffic that originates in the United States.
In the year ended Deccmber 3L
our Veti:wn Business \Vholcsalc revenues of $3,381 million. increased $2,005 million, or 145.7%,
compared to 2005, primarily due to
Mel acquisition. Local and long distance voice products, including transport, represented $1,601
Ulillion or 47% of the market's total revenue in 2006, the first year the Wholesale business group has offered voice products. Wholesale
revenue is influenced by aggressive competitive pricing, in particular long distance voice services. Wholesale data and Internet revenues were
$1,780 million, or 52% of total Wholesale revenue for the year ended December 31, 2006, $1,376 million, or 100% of total Wholesale revenue
in 2005 and $1.218 million. or 100% of total Wholesale revenues in 2004.
International and Other
Our Intemational operations serve businesses. government entities and telecommunication carriers outside of the United States. Other
operations include our Skytel paging business.
Our revenues from International and Other in the year ended December 31. 2006 ,vere $3,110 million. TIlis market represents a new revenue
stream to Verizon resulting from theMCl acquisition. International and Other had voice revenue of $1,822 million in the year ended
December 31, 2006. or 58% of the total Intemational and Other revenues. Intemet revenue represented $894 million, or 29% of total revenue in
the period. Data revenue was $394 miIlion, or 13% of total lntemalional and Other revenue in the year ended December 31. 2006.
0l,crating Expcnscs

Cost ofServices and Sales

Cost of sef\'ices and sales includes the following costs directly attributable to a sef\'ice or product salaries and wages, benefits. materials and
supplies. contracted services, net\vork access and transpOlt costs, customer provisioning costs, computer systems support, costs to support our
outsourcing contracts and teclmical facilities, contributions to the universal service fund. cust.omer provisioning costs and cost of products sold.
Aggregate customer care costs, which include billing and service provisioning, are allocated between cost of services and sales and selling.
general and administrative expense
Cost of serrices and sales increased by $8,918
merger in 2006 partially offset by the net impa
increases were partiany offset by productivity' i
were also impacted by increased net pension and other p

_ _ _ _ _ _""'l;to 2005. These increases were primarily due to the MCI
associated with our growth businesses and annual wage
ed cost of services and sales e:\:penscs in 2006. Expenses
he overall impact of the 2006 assumption changes
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combined 'with the impact of lower than expected actual asset returns over the past several years, resulted in pension and other postretirement
benefit expense of $1 ,408 million (primarily in cost of services and &1Ics) in 2006 compared to net pension and postretirement benefit expense
of $1,248 million in 2005. Further, expenses decreased in both years due to tIle discontinuation of JlOlHtrategic businesses, including the
termination of a large commercial inventor)' management contract in 2005.
In 2005, our cost of services and sales increased by $774 million, or 5,2(% compared to 2004. Costs in 2005 were impacted by incrC<lsed
pension and other postretirement benefit costs. At December 31, 2004, in connection \\'ith all evaluation of key employee benefit plan
assumptions, the discount rate assumption was lowered from 6.25%1 in 2004 to 5.75% in 2005, consistent with interest rate levels at the end of
2004. Further, there \vas an increase in the retiree health care cost trend rates, The overall impact of these assumption changes, combined with
the impact of lmver than expected actual asset retums over the last several years, resulted in net pension and other postretirement benefit
expense (primarily in eost of services and sales) of$ 1,248 million in 2005, compared to llet pension and postretirement benefit expense of $803
million in 2004. Also contributing to expense increases in cost of services and sales "",ere higher costs associated with our grov,,1h businesses.
Further, the expense increase \vas impacted by favorable adjustments to our interconnection expense in 2004, as a result of our ongoing reviews
of local interconnection expense charged by CLECs and settlements 'with carriers,

Selling, General and Administrative Expense
Selling, general and administrative expenses in 2006 increased by $3,697 million or 43.9% compared to 2005. These increases were primarily
due to the inclusion of expenses from the former MCI in 2006 partially offset by synergy savings resulting from our merger integration efforts,
the impact of gains from real estate sales and lower bad debt costs.

In 2005, our selling, genera! and administrative expense decreased by $202 million, or 2.3%) compared to 2004. This decrease \vas attributable
to gains on the sale of real estate in 2005, lmver property and gross receipts taxes and reduced bad debt costs, partially offset by higher net
pension and benefit costs, as described above, and a prior year gain 011 the sale of two small business units.
Depreciation and .4mortization E.x.:pense
The increase in depreciation and amortization expense of $789 million. or 9.0% in 2006 was mainly driven by the acquisition of MCI's
depreciable property and equipment and finite-lived intangibles, including its customer lists and capitalized non-net\\'Ofk software, measured at
fair value and by growth in depreciable tcIephone plant and non~network software assets, TIle decrease in depreciation and amortization
expense of $109 million or 1,2%, in 2005 eompared to 2004 was mainl:y driven by lo\ver rates of depreciation, partially offset by higher plant.
property and equipment balances and sofhvare amortiz.ation costs.

Segment Income

Segment income decreased by $272 million, or 14.3% in 2006 and by $746 million, or 28.1% in 2005, due to the after~tax impact of operating
revenues and operating expenses described above, along ·with the impact of -favorable income tax adjustments in 2005.
and non~recuITing items Hot included in Verizon Wireline's segment income totaled $407 million, ($168) million and $346 million in
2005, and 2004 respectively. Special and non-recurring items in 2006 included costs associated with severance activity, pension
settlement losses, Verizon Center relocation-related costs, and merger integration costs. Merger integration costs primmily included costs
related to advertising and re~branding initiatives, and labor and contractor costs related to information technology integration initiatives.
Special and nOlHeCltning items in 2005 related to the Hawaii results of operations and gain on the sale of the Hawaii wireline operations. the
net gain on the sale of a Ne\v York City office building, changes to management retirement benefit plans, severance costs, and Verizon Center
relocation-related costs. Special and non-recurring items in 2004 primarily included pension settlement losses, operating asset losses, and costs
associated with the early retirement of debt, partially offset by an expense credit resulting from the favorable resolution of pre-bankmptc}
amonnts due from MCI as \\'ell as a gain on the sale of an investment.

I Domestic Wireless
Our Domestic Wireless segment provides \virelcss voice and data services and equipment sales across the United States. TIns segment
primarily represents the operations of the Verizon Wireless joint venture with Vodafone. Verizon owns a 55% interest in the joint venture and
Vodafone owns the remaining 45%1. All financial results included in the tables below reflect the consolidated results of Verizon Wireless.
0llerating Revenues
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Domestic Wireless's total revenues of $38,043 million were $5,742 million, or 17,8% higher in 2006 compared to 2005. Service revenues of
$32,796 million \vere $4,665 million, or 16.6'% higher than 2005. The service revenue increase was primarily due to a 15.0% increase in
customers as of December 31, 2006 compared to December 31, 2005, and increased average revenue per customer, Equipment and other
revenue increased $1,077 million, or 25.8% in 2006 compared to 2005 principally as a result of increases in the number and price of \vireless
devices sold, Other revenue also increased due to increases in regulatory fees, prirnarily the universal service fund, and cost recovery
surcharges,
Our Domestic Wireless segment ended 2006 ,vitll 59.1 million customers, an increase of 7.7 million net new customers, or 15.0% compared to
December 31,2005, Substantially all of the net customers added during 2006 were retail customers. The overall composition of our Domestic
Wireless customer base as of December 31., 2006 was 92,6% retail postpaid, 3.6% retail prepaid and 3.8% rescllcrs. Total average monthly
churn, the rate at which customers disconnect service, decreased to 1.17% in 2006 compared to 1.26(% in 2005. Retail postpaid chum decreased
to 0.9% in 2006 compared to 1.1%in 2005.
Average revenue per customer per month increased 0,6% to $49.80 il12006 comp~lred to 2005. Average service revenue per customer reOected
a 72% increase in data revenue per customer in 2006, compared to 2005, driven by increased use of our messaging, VZAccess and other data
services. Retail service revenue per retail customer of $50.44 also grew in 2006, compared to 2005. However, Domestic Wireless continued to
experience an increase in the proportion of customers on its Family Share price plans. which
downward pressure on average service
of service revenue in 2006, compared to
revenue per customer during 2006. Data revenues "vere $4,475 million and accounted for
$2,243 million and 8.0% of service revenue in 2005.
Domestic Wireless's total revenues of $32,30 I million were $4,639 million, or 16.8% higher in 2005 compared to 2004, Service revenues of
$28,131 million were $3,731 million. or 15.3% higher than 2004. This revenue gro''i1h was primarily due to increased customers, partially
offset by a decrease in average revenue per customer per month, and increases in equipment and other revenue, principally as a result of an
increase in wireless devices sold together \vilh an increase in revenue per unit sold. At December 31,
customers totaled 51.3 million, an
of the total net additions. Total
increase of 17,21yo compared to December 31. 2004. Retail net additions accounted for 7.2 million, or
duml decreased to 1.3% in 2005, compared to 1.5% in 2004. Retail postpaid churn decreased to 1. 1')10 in 2005 compared to 1,3% in 2004.
revenue per customer per month decreased 1.5% to $49,49 in 2005 compared to 2004, primarily due to pricing changes to our
Amenc," "",m" ,md Family Share plans earlier in the year. Partially offsetting the impact of these pricing changes was a 71.7% increase in

data revenue per customer in 2005 compared to 2004, driven by increased use of our messaging and other data services. Data revenues werc
$2,243 million and accounted for 8,0% of sentice revenue in 2005, compared to $1,116 million and 4.6% of sen'icc revenue in 2004-.

0l,crating Expcnses
(dollllj"';jnmillions)

Cost a/Services and Sales

Cost of services and sales, \'\llich are costs to operate thc \vireless net\vork as \vell as the cost of roaming, long distance and equipmcnt
incrcased by $2,098 million, or 22.3% in 2006 compared to 2005. Cost of services increased due to higher wireless network costs in
caused by increased network usage relating to both voice and data services, partially offset by lower rates for long distance. roaming and local
interconnection. Cost of equipment sales grew by 29,7% in 2006 compared to 2005, TIle increase was ptimarily attributed to an increase in
wireless devices sold, resulting from an increase in equipment upgrades and gross retail activations. together ,vith an increase in cost per unit
driven by increased &1les of higher cost advanced \vireless devices, in 2006, compared to 2005
Cost of services and sales increased by $1,646 million, or 21.2% in 2005 compared to 2004, This increasc was primarily due to higher nehvork
charges resulting from increased network usage in 2005 compared to 2004, and an increase in cost of equipment sales driven by increased
wireless devices sold and equipment upgrades in 2005 compared to 2004.
S'elling, General and/ldministrative Expense

Sellillg, general and administrative expense increased by $1,271 million. or 11.8% in 2006 compared to 2005. TItis increase \vas primarily due
to an increase in salary and benefits expense of $632 million, resulting from an increase in employees, ptimarily in the sales and customer care
areas, and higher per employee salary and benefit costs. Advertising and promotion expense increased $207 million in 2006, compared to 2005.
Also contributing to the increase "vere higher costs ass(' .
primarily the universal service fund, which increased by
$167 million in 2006 compared to 2005.
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Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $1,177 million, or 12.3% in 2005 compared to 2004. This increase was primarily due
to increased salary and benefits expense and higher sales commissions. related to an increase in customer additions and renewals during 2005
compared to 2004.
Depreciation and Amortizalion E\:pense
Depreciation and amortization expense increased by $153 million, or 3.2% in 2006 compared to 2005 and increased by $274 milHon, or 6.1%
in 2005 compared to 2004. These increases 'were primarily due to increased depreciation expense related to the increases in depreciable assets.
The increase in 2006 was partially offset by a decrease in amortization expense due to fully amortized customer lists.
Segment Income

Segment income increased by $757 million, or 34.1% in 2006 compared to 2005 and increased by $574 million, or 34.<JO"{, in 2005 compared to
2004, prim.arHy as a result of the after-tax impact of operating revenues and operating expenses described above, partially offset by higher
minority interest expense. Special and n01HeCtmlng items of $42 million afteHax \vere due to the adoption of SF AS 123 (R), TIlerewere no
special items affecting this segment in 2005 or 2004.
Increases in minority interest expense in 2006 and 2005 were principally due to the increased income of the wireless joint venture and the
significant minority interest attributable to Vodafolle.

I Disposition of Busincsses and Invcstments
Sale of Discontinucd OfJcmtions

On December I, 2006, we closed the sale ofVerizon Dominicana, The trallsaction resulted in net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 million. The
U.S. taxes tllat became payable and ,;vere recognized at the time the transaction closed significantly exceeded the amount of the pretax gain of
$30 million. TIle sale resulted in an after-tax loss of $541 million (or $.18 per diluted share). 111ere were no similar items in 2005. In 2004, we
closed on the sale of VerilOn Information Services Canada Inc. and recorded a gain of $1,017 million ($516 million after-tax. or $,18 per
diluted share).
Sales of Businesses. Net
During 2005, we sold our "ireline and directory businesses in Hawaii, including Verizon Hawaii Inc. ,vhich operated approximately 700,000
switched access lines, as well as the services ,md assets of Velizon Long Distance, Verizon Online, Verizon Information Services and Verizon
Select Services Inc, in Hawaii, to an affiliate of The Carlyle Group for $1,326 million in cash proceeds, In connection with this sak ,ve
recorded a net pretax gain of $530 million ($336 million after-tax, or $.12 per diluted share). There \vere no similar items in 2006 and 2004.

Sales of In\'estml~nts. Nl~t
During 2004, we recorded a pretax gain of $787 million ($5G5 million after-tax, or $.20 per diluted share) on the sale of our 20.5% interest in
TELUS in an undcnvritten public offering in the U.S. and Canada, In connection with this sale transaction, Veri7.0n recordcd a conttibution of
$100 million to Verizon Foundation to fund its charitable activities and increase its self-sufficiency. Consequently, we recorded a net gain of
$500 million after taxes, or $.18 per diluted share related to this transaction and the accmal of tile Verizon Foundation contribution.
Also dming 2004, we sold all of our investment in Iowa Telecom preferred stock, which resulted in a pretax gain of $43 million ($43 million
after-tax, or $.02 per diluted share). This preferred stock \vas received in 2000 in connection "'ith the sale of access lines in Iowa. 'Dlere were
no similar items in 2006 and 2005
Sl)in~off Related

Charges

In 2006, we recorded pretax charges of$117 million ($101 million after-tax, or $.03 per diluted share) for costs related to the spin-off ondearc.
These costs primari1:v consisted of banking and legal fees, as well as filing fees, printing and mailing costs. There \vere no similar charges in
2005 and 2004,
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1 Merger Integration Costs

In 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $232 million ($146 million after-tax, or $.05 per diluted share) related to integration costs associated
with the Mel acquisition that closed on January 6, 2006. These costs arc primarily comprised of advertising and other costs related to rebranding initiatives and systems integration activities, There were no similar charges inc\med in 2005 and 20tH.
1 Facility and Emplo\'cc-Related Items

DuriJlg 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $184 mililon ($118 million aftcr-t.1x) in connection with the continued relocation of employees
mId business operations to Verizon Centcr located in Basking Ridge, New Jersey. During 2005, we recorded a net pretax gain of $18 million
($8 million afterwt<lx) in connection \vith this relocation of our new operations center, Verizon Center, including a pretax gain of $120 million
($72 million <lfteNax) related to the sale of a New Yark City office building, partially offset by a pretax charge of $102 million ($64 million
afteNax) prinuuily associated \vith relocation, employee severance and related activities. There were no similar charges incurred in 2004.
During 2006, \ve recorded net pretax seVCf<mce, pension and benefits charges of $425 million ($258 million after-tax, including $3 million of
income recorded to discontinued operations, or $.09 per diluted share). These charges included net pretax pension settlement losses of
$56 million ($26 million afteHax, or $.01 pcrdiluted share) related to employees that received lump-sum distributions primarily resulting from
/lccounting.fi:.w Settlements and Curtailments
our separation plans. TIlesc charges were recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88.
of De.fineel Bene.fit Pension Plans and .lilr Termination Benefits (SFAS No. 88).
requires that settlement losses be recorded once
prescribed payment thresholds have been reached. Also included arc pretax charges 0[$369 million ($228 million after-tax, or $.08 per diluted
share), for employee severance and severance-related costs in connection with the involuntary separation of approximately 4,100 employees. In
addition, during 2005 we recorded a charge of $59 million ($36 million after-tax, or $.01 per diluted share) associated with employee severance
costs and severance-related activities in connection \vith the voluntary separation program for surplus union-represented employees.
During 2005, we recorded a net pretax charge of $98 million ($59 miHion after-tax) related to the restmcturing of the Verizon management
retirement benefit
This
charge was recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88, and SF AS No. 106. Fm."lm~e,.,· Ac"",,,nti,,,'
Postretirement
Other
Pensions (SFAS No. 106) and includes the unamortized cost of prior pension enl,'an,'ements
million offset
by a pretax curtailment gain of $332 milliOJl related to retiree medical benefits. In connection with this
management employees: no longer earn pension benefits or eam service towards the company retiree medical subsidy after June 30.
received an 18-month enhancement of the value of their pension and retiree medical subsidy; aJ1d receive a higher savings plan matching
contribution.
Dilling 2004. \ve recorded pretax pension settlement losses of $805 million ($492 million after-tax) related to employees that received lumpsum distributions during 2004 in cOlmection w.-ith the voluntary separation plan under \vhich more than 21,000 cmployees accepted the
separation offer in the fourth quarter of 2003. These charges were recorded in accordance \vith SPAS No. 88. In addition, we recorded a
$7 million after-tax charge in income from discontinued operations, related 10 the 2003 separation plan.

j

Tax Matters

During 2005, we recorded tax benefits of $336 million in connection with capital gains and prior year investment losses. As a result of the
capital gain realized in 2005 in connection with the sale of our Hawaii businesses, we recorded a ta.x benefit of $242 million related to capital
losses incurred in previous years. The investment losses pertain to Iusaccll, CTI Holdings, S.A. (CTI) and TelccomAsia
Also during 2005. we recorded a neltax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign earnings under the provisions of the
American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, for 1\""0 of our foreign investments.
As a result of the capital gain realized in 2004 in connection 'with the sale ofVerizon Information Services Canada, we recorded tax benefits of
$234 million in the fourth quarter of 2004 pertaining to prior year investment impaimlents. The investment impairments primarily related to
debt and equity investments in CTt Cable & Wireless pIc and NTL Incorporated
1 Other SI)(.'Cial Items

During 2006. we recorded pretax charges of $26 million ($16 million aff.er-tax, or $.01 per diluted share) resulting from the extinguishment of
debt assumed in connection with the completion of the MCI merger,
As discussed in the "Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change" section, during 2006, we recorded after-tax charges of $42 million ($.0 I per
diluted share) to recognize the adoption of SFAS No. 123 (R).
During 2005, we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 million after-tax, or $.05 per diluted share) including a pretaximpaimlent
iug to aircraft leased to airlines involved in bankruptcy
charge of $125 million ($125 million after-lax, or $.0 1
n $.01 per diluted share) in cOlmection with the early
proceedings and a prct.1x charge of $14 million ($8
extinguislunent of debt.
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In the second quarter of 2004, we recorded an expense credit of $204 million ($123 million after-tax, or $.04 per diluted share) resnlting from
the favorable resolution ofpre-bankmptcy amounts due from MCI that ·were recovered upon the emergence of Mel from bankmptcy.
Also during 2004, \ve recorded a charge of $113 million ($87 million after~tax, or $.03 per diluted share) related to operating asset losses
pertaining to our intcmationallong distance and data network. In addition. we recorded pretax charges of $55 million ($34 million aneHax. or
$.01 per diluted share) in connection \vith the early extinguishment of debt.

We use the net cash generated from our operations to fund network expansion and modemi7..ation, repay cxtcmal finmlcing, pay dividends and
invest in ne\v businesses. Additional external financing is utilized \vhen necessary. While our current JiaNlities typically exceed current assets.
our sources of funds, primarily from operations and, to the extent necessary, from readily available external financing armugements, are
snfficient to meet ongoing operating and investing requirements. We expect that capital spending requirements will continue to be financed
primarily through internally generated funds. Additional debt or eqnity financing may be needed to fund additional development activities or to
maintain our capital stmcturc to ensure our financial flexibility.

I Cash Flows Provided By Operating Activities
Our primary source of funds continues to be cash generated from operations, In 2006, thc increase in cash from openlting activities compared
to 2005 \vas primarily due to higher earnings at Domestic Wireless, which included higher minority interest earnings, and lower dividends paid
to minoriiy partners. Total minority interest earnings, net of dividends paid to minority interest partners, was $3.2 biUion in 2006 compared to
$1. 7 billion in 2005. In addition, higher operating cash flow in 2006 compared to 2005 \vas due to low'er cash taxes paid in 2006, resulting from
2005 tax payments related to foreign operations and investments sold during the fourth quarter of 2004. Partitlly offsetting these increases were
significant 2005 repatriations of foreign e,mlings of unconsolidated businesses.
In 2005, thc increase in cash from operations compared to 2004 ,vas primarily drivcn higher by the repatriation of $22 billion of foreign
earnings from unconsolidated businesses, higher minority interest earnings, net of dividends paid to minority partners of $1.0 billion and lower
severance payments in 2005. These increases were largely offset by higher cash income tax payments, including taxes paid in 2005 related 10
the 2004 sales of Verizon Information Services Canada and TELUS shares, and higher pension fund contributions.
Operating cash flows from discontinued operations decreased $505 million to $1,076 million in 2006 due 10 the complction of the Idearc spin~
off on November 17, 2006 and the close of the sale ofVerizon Dominicana on December 1, 2006, partially offset by the operating activities of
the remaining assets held for sale. Operating cash flows from discontinued operations decreased $34 million from $1,615 million in 2004 to
$1581 million in 2005 due to the completion of the sale of Verizon Infonmltion Services Canada in the fOllrth quarter of 2004, partially offset
by operating activities of the remaining assets held for sale.

I Cash Flows Used In Inyesting Actiyities
Capital expenditures continue to be our primary usc of capita! resources as they facilitate the introduction of new products and services.
enhance responsiveness to competitivc challenges and increase the opcrating efficiency and productivity of our networks. Including capitalized
software, we invested $10,259 million in our Wireline business in 2006, compared to $8,267 million and $7,118 million in 2005 and 2004,
respectively. We also invested $6,618 million in our Veri7.0n Wireless business in 2006, compared to $6,484 million and $5,633 million in
2005 and 2004. respectively. The increase in capital spending at Wirelinc is mainly driven by the acquisition of MeL coupled with increased
spending in high gro\yth areas such as broadband. Capital spending at VeriZOll Wireless represents our continuing ctTort to invest in this high
gro\"1h business
In 2007, capital expenditures including capitalized software are expected 10 be in the range of$17.5 billion to $17.9 billion.
In 2006, we invested $1.422 million in acquisitions and investments in businesses, including $2,809 million to acquire thirteen 20"tvtHz
licenses in connection with the FCC Advanced Wireless Services auction and $57 million to acquire other wireless properties. TIllS was offset
by MCl's cash balances 0£$2,361 million at the date of tile merger, ohvhlch $779 million was used for a cash payment to MCI shareholders.
In 2005, we invested $4.684 million in ac uisitions and [.
. -eluding $3,003 million to acquire NextWave Telecom Inc.
13 broadband wireless licenses in connection with FCC
(NextWave) personal communications
auclion
$419 million to purchase Q\vest Wi
nd wireless network assels in several
and ne\v
we
markets.
million to purchase spectnun from Met
for other wireless properties and licenses.
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invested $1,196 million in acquisitions and investments in businesses, including $1,052 million for wireless licenses and businesses, including
a NexlWave liccnse covering the Ne\v York metropolitan area, and $144 million related to Verizon's limited partncrship investments in entities
that invest in affordable housing projects.
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In 2005, we received cash proceeds of $1,326 million in connection \v1tll the sale of Verizon's wireline opemtions in Hawaii. In 2004, we
received cash proceeds of$117 million from the sale ofa small business unit
Our

short~term investments

include principally cash equivalellts held in trust accounts for payment of employee benefits. In 2006, 2005 and
we invested $1,915 million, $1,955 million and $1,801 million, respectively, in shorHenll investments, primarily to pre~fund active
health and ·welfilre benefits. Proceeds from the sales of aU shorHenn investments, principally for the payment of these benefits.
million, $1.609 million and $1,711 million in the years 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively.

Other. net investing activities for 2006 include cash proceeds of $283 million from property sales. Other. net investing activities for 2005
includes a net investment of $913 million for the purchase of 43.4 million shares of Mel common stock from eight entities affiliated with
Carlos Slim Helu., offset by cash proceeds of$713 million from property sales, including a New York City office building, and $349 million of
repatriated proceeds from the S<1JeS of European investments in prior years. Other, net investing activities for 2004 includes net cash proceeds
of $1.632 million received in connection with the sale of our 20.5% interest in TELUS and $650 million in connection "with sales of our
interests in various other investments, including a partnership venture with Crown Castle International Corp., EuroTcl Bratislava, a.s. and 1mva
Telecom preferred stock.
In 2006, investing activities of discontinued operations include net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 million in connection \vitll the sale of
Verizon Dominicana. In
investing activities of discontinued operations are primarily related to
expenditures related to
million from the sale of
discontinued operations. In
investing activities of discontinued operations include cash proceeds of
Verizon Information Services Canada, partially offset by capital expenditures related to discontinued operations.
Under the terms of an investment agreement, Vodafonc had the right to require Verizon Wireless to purchase up to an aggregate of $20 billion
worth of Vodafone's interest in Verizon Wireless at desif,'1l3ted times (put windows) at its then fair market value, not to exceed $10 billion in
anyone put windo'w. Vodafone had the right to require the purchase of up to $10 billion during a 61 ~da)" period which opened on June 10 and
closed on August 9 in 2006, and did not exercise that right. As of December 31, 2006, Vodafone only has the right to require the purchase of up
to $10 billion \vorth of its interest during a 61 ~day period opening on June 10 and closing on August 9 in 2007, under its one remaining put
windO\v. Vodafoue also may require that Verizon Wireless pay for up to $7.5 billion of the required repurchase through the assumption or
incurrence of debt. In the event Vodafone exercises its one remaining put right we (instead of Verizon Wireless) have the right exercisable at
our sole discretion, to purchase up to $2.5 billion of Vodafone's interest for cash or Verizon stock at our option.

I Cash Flows Used In Financing Activities
Our total debt was reduced by $1.896 million dUling 2006. We repaid $6,838 million of Wireline debt, including premiums associated lvith the
retirement of $5,665 million of aggregate principal alUount of long-tenn debt assumed in connection \vith the MCI merger. The Wireline
repaymcnts also included the early retiremcnt/prepayment of $697 million of 10llg~term debt and $]55 million of other long-term debt at
maturity. We repaid $2.5 billion of Domestic Wireless 5,375% fixed rate notes that matured on December 15, 2006. At December 31, 2006,
Verizon Wireless had no Ihird~pmty debt. Also, we redeemed the $1,375 million accreted principal of our remaining zero~coupon convel1ible
notes and retired $482 million of other corporate
debt at maturity. These repayments were partially offset by our issuance of longtenn debt with a total aggregate principal amount
million, resulting in cash proceeds of $3,958 million, net of discounts, issuance
costs and the receipt of cash proceeds related to hedges on the interest rate of an tmticipatcd financing. In connection WitI1 the spin-off of
Idearc, we received net cash proceeds of approximately $2 billion and retired debt in the aggregate plincipal muount of approximately $7
billion (see Other Consolidated Results - Discontinued Operations - Vetizon lnfonuation Services).
Cash of $240 million was used to reduce our total debt during 2005. We repaid $1.533 million of Domestic Wireless, $1,183 million of
Wircline and $1,109 million of Verizon corporate long-term debt. The Wirelinc debt repayment included the early retirement of $350 million
of 10ng~tenn debt and $806 million of other long~tenn debt at maturity. This decrease was largely offset by the issuance by Verizon corporate
oflong-tenn debt\vith a total principal amount of$1.500 million, resulting in total cash proceeds of$1,478 million. net of discounts and costs,
and an increase in our short.term borrowings of$2,098 million.
Cash of $5,401 million \vas used to reduce our total debt during 2004. We repaid S2315 million and $2.769 million of Wireline and Vetizon
corporate long~tenn debt, respectivcJy. Thc Wireline debt repayment includes the early retirement ofS1,275 million oflong-term debt and S950
million of other long~tenn debt at maturity. The corporate debt repayment includes $1,984 million of zero~coupon convertible notes redeemed
by Verizon corporate and $723 million of other corporate 10ng~tenn debt at maturity. Also, duting 2004, we decreased our short~tenu
borrO\vings by $747 million and Verizon corporate issued $500 million of long~tenn debt.
Our ratio of debt to debt combined 1vith shareO\vners' equity \1'as 42.8% at December 31, 2006 compared to 49. 1% at December 31, 2005.
As of December 31, 2006, \ve had no bank borrowings outstanding. We also had approximately $6.2 billion of unused bank lines of credit
(including a $6.0 billion three-year committed facility that expires in September 2009 and various other facilities totaling approximately
$400 million) and we had shelf registrations for
debt securities. The debt securities of Verizon
<md our telephone snbsidiaties continue to be accor
ing agencies. In order to simpli(y and streamline our
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financing entities, Verizon Global Funding merged into Vcrizon ComullUlications on February 1, 2006. Verizon Communications is nOVt' the
primary issuer of all long-lenn and short-term debt for Verizoll. The short-tcon ratings of Verizon Communications are: Moody's P-2;
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S&P A-I: and Fitch Fl. The long-term mtings of Verizon Comnllmications are: Moody's A3 ,vith stable outlook; S&P A with negative
outlook: and Fitch A+ \vith stable outlook. In June 2006, the long-'tenn debt rating ofVerizon Wireless was upgraded by Moody's to A2 from
A3 and assigned a stable outlook and the long-tenn debt rating of Verizon Communications W~IS affirmed at A3 with a stable outlook. In
December 2006, Fitch affmned the long-term debt rating of Verizon Communications at A+ \vith a stable outlook. Following the maturity of its
remaining external debt in December 2006, Moody's and Fitch withdrc\", the rating on Verizon Wireless.
We and our consolidated subsidiaries are in compliance \vith all of our debt covenants.
As in prior years, dividend payments were a significant use of capital resources. We determine the appropriateness of the level of our dividend
payments on a periodic basis by considering such factors as long-tenn growth opportunities, internal cash requirements and the expectations of
our shareowners. In 2006 and 2005, Verizon declared quarterly cash dividends of $.405 per share. In 2004, we declared quarterly cash
dividends of $.385 per share.
Common stock has been used from time to time to satisfy some of the funding requirements of employee and shareO\vner plans. On January 19,
2006, the Board of Directors determined that no additional common shares could be purchased under previously authorized share repurchase
programs and
authorization to repurchase of up to 100 million common shares tenninating no later than the close of business on
February
We repurchased $1;700 million of our common slock as part of this program.

I Increase (Decrease) In Cash and Cash Equivalents
Our cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2006 totaled $3,219 miliiOll a $2.459 increase compared to cash and cash equivalents at
December 31, 2005 of $760 million. The increase in cash and cash equivalents in 2006 \vas primaril:v driven by proceeds from the disposition
of Verizon Dominicana and the spinMoff of ldearc, cash acquired in connection with the merger of Mel and higher debt borrowings, partially
offset by increased capital expenditures and higher repayments of borrowings. Our cash and cash equivalents at December 3 L 2005 totaled
$760 million, a $1,501 million decrease compared to cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2004 of $2,261 million. The decrease in cash
and cash equivalents in 2005 \'Vt·lS primarily driven by increased capital expenditures and higher acquisitions and investments, partially offset by
proceeds from the sale of businesses and lower repayments of borrowings.
!Employee Benefit Plan Funded Status and Contributions
the FASB issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 158,
and Other
Plans-- an amendment I?f PASB .'Statements
87, 88, 106.
(SFAS
requires the recognition of a defined benefit postretirement plan's funded status as either an asset or liability on the balance sheet.
SFAS No. 158 also requires the immediate recognition of the unrecognized actuarial gains and losses and plior sen'ice costs and credits that
arise during the period as a component of Other Accumulated Comprehensive Income, net of applicable income taxes. Additionally, the fair
value of plan assets must be detennined as oCthe company's year-end. We adopted SFAS No. 158 effective December 31, 2006 which resulted
in a net decrease to shareO\\11ers' investment of $6,883 million. This included a net increase in pension obligations of $2,403 million, an
increase in Other Postretirement Benefits Obligations of $10,828 million and <Ul increase in Other Employee Benefit Obligations of $31
million, parti<llly offset by a net decrease of $1,205 million to reverse the Additional Minimum Pension Liability and an increase in deferred
taxes of $5, 174 million.
Prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 158 we evaluated each pension plan to deternline whether an additional minimum pension liability was
. In
required or whether any adjustment was necessary as detennined by the provisions of SFAS No. 87,
consolidated
sheets. The
2005, we recorded a benefit of $51 million, net of tax, primarily in Employee Benefit Obligations in
changes in the <lssets and liabilities were recorded in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss, net of a tax benefit in sllareowners' investment
in the consolidated balance sheets.
We operate numerous qualified and nonqualificd pension plans and other postretirement benefit plans. These plans primarily relate to our
domestic business units. The majority ofVerizon's pension plans are adequately funded. We contributed $451 million, $593 million and $145
million in 2006, 2005 and 2004. respectively, to our qualified pension tmsts. We also contributed $117 million, $105 million and $114 million
to am nonqualified pension plans in 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively.
Based on the funded status of the plans at December 31, 2006, we anticipate qualified pension tmst contributions of $510 million in 2007. Our
estimate of required qualified pension tmst contributions for 2008 is approximately $300 million. Nonqualified pension contributions arc
estimated to be approximately $120 million and $180 million for 2007 and 2008, respectively.
Contdbutions to our other postretirement benefit plans generally relate to payments for benefits primarily on an as~inculTed basis since the
other postretirement benefit plans do not have funding requirements similar to the pension plans. We contributed $1,099 million, $1,040
million and $1,099 million to our other postretirement benefit plans in 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively. Contributions to our other
7 and $1,580 million in 2008, prior to anticipated receipts
postretirement benefit plans are estimated to be approxi
related to Medicare subsidies.
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1 Leasing Arrangements

We are the lessor in leYcraged and direct financing leasc agrcements under which commercial aircraft and powcr generating facilities, \vhich
comprise the majority of the portfolio, along with industrial equipment rC"ll estate, telecommunications and other equipment are ICclsed for
remaining tenns of less than 1 yem to 49 years as of December 3 L 2006. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid rentals, less
principal and interest on third-party nonrecourse debt relating to leveraged lease transactions. Since we have no gcneralliability for this debt
which holds a senior security interest in the leased assets and rentals, the related principal and interest have been offset against the minimum
leasc payments rcceivable in accordance 'with generally accepted accounting principles All recourse debt is reflected in our consolidated
balance sheets. Sec "Special Items" for a discussion oflease impairment charges.
1 Off Balance Sheet Arnngements and Contractual Obligations

Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
The following table provides a summary of our contractual obligations and commercial commitments at December 31, 2006. Additional detail
about these items is included in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
(doJktl's.inmiUiol1s)

1 Guarantees

In connection with the execution of agreements for the sales of businesses and investments, Verizon ordinarily provides representations and
\varrantics to the purchasers pertaining to a variety of nonfinancial matters, such as ownership of the securities being sold, as well as financial
losses.
As of December 31, 2006, letters of credit totaling $223 million had been executed in the nomlal course of business, which support several
financing arrangements and payment obligations to third parties.

We are exposed to ·various types of market risk in the nonnal course· of business, including the impact of interest rate changes, foreign currency
exchange rate fluctuations, changes in equity investmcnt prices and changes in corporate tax rates. We employ risk management strategies
using a variety of derivatives, including interest ratc swap agreements, interest rate locks, foreign currency fonvards and collars and equity
options. We do no! hold derivatives for trading purposes.
It is our general policy to enter into interest rate, foreign cUlTency and other derivative transactions only to the extent necessary to achieve our
desired objectives in limiting our exposures to the various market risks. Our objectives include maintaining a mix of fixed lmd variable rate
debt to lmver bOffmving costs within reasonable risk p.:mmeters and to protect against earnings and cash 11m\" volatility resulting from changes
in market conditions, We do not hedge our market risk exposure in a manner that would completely eliminate the effect of changes in interest
rates, equity prices and foreign exchange rates on our eamings, We do not expect that our net income, liquidity and cash flow's "vill be
materially affected by these lisk management strdtegics.
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I Interest Rate Risk
The table that follo\vs summarizes the fair values of our 10llg~tenn debt and interest mte derivatives as of December 31. 2006 and 200S. The
table also provides a sensitivity analysis of the estimated fair values of these financial instruments assuming 100-basis-point upward and
dowlHvard parallel shifts in the yield curve. Our sensitivity analysis did not include the fair values of our commercial paper and bank loans
because they arc not significantly affected by changes in market interest rates.

I Foreign Currene,' Translation
The functional currency for our foreign operations is primarily the local currency. The translation of income statement and balance sheet
amounts of our foreign operations into U.S. dollars are recorded as cumulative translation adjustments, which are included in Accumulated
Other Comprehensive Loss in our consolidated balance sheets. The translation gains and losses of foreign currency transactions and balances
arc recorded in the consolidated statements of income in Other Income and (Expense). Net and Income from Discontinued Operations, Net of
Tax. At December 3 L 2006, our primary translation exposure 'was to the Venezuelan bolivar, British pound and the eum. During 200S, 'we
entered into zero cost euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in VodHfone Omnitcl. In accordance with the provisions of SFAS
No. 133, /lccoulltingfor Derivative Instruments al1dHe(~ging Activities and related amendments and interpretations, changes in the fair value of
these contracts due to cxchange rate fiuctuations arc recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of foreign
cunency changes on the value of our net investment in the operation being hedged. As of December 31, 2005, our positions in the zero cost
eum collars have been settled. We have not hedged our accounting translation exposure to foreign currency fluctuations reJathre to the carrying
value of our other investments.

I Signiticant Accounting Policies
A summary of the significant accounting policies used in preparing our financial statements arc as follows
Special and non-recurring items generally represent revenues and gains as well as expenses and losses that arc non-operational andiOrIl0nrecurring in nature. Special and 1l01Heeurring items include asset impairment losses, which were detennined in accordance with our
policy of comparing the fair value of the asset with its canTing value. The fair value is deteollined by quoted market plices or by estimates
of future cash flows. There is inherent subjectivity invoh"cd in estimating future cash flo\vs, ·which can have a significant impact on the
amount of any impairment.
Verizon's plant, property and equipment balance represents a significant component of our consolidated assets. Depreciation expense on
Verizon's local telephone operatiollsis principally based on the composite group remaining life method and straight·1ine composite rates.
which provides for the recognition of the cost of the remaining net investment in telephone plant, less anticipated net salvage value, over
the remaining asset lives. We depreciate other plant, property and equipment gcnemlly on a straight-line basis over the estimated uscful
life of the assets. Changes in the remaining useful lives of assets as a result of technologic-al change or other changes in circumstances,
including competitive factors in the markets \vhere we operate, can have a significant impact on asset balances and depreciation expense,
We maintain benefit plans for most of our employees. including pension and other po...<;tretirement benefit plans. In the aggregate, the fair
value of pension plan assets exceeds benefit obligations, which contributes to pension plan income. Other postretirement benefit plans
have larger benefit obligations than plan assets, resulting in expense. Significant benefit plan assumptions, including the discount rate
used, the long-term rate of return on plan assets and health care trend rates arc periodically updated and impact the amount of benefit plan
income, expense, assets and obligations (see "Consolidated Results ofOpcrations - Consolidated Operating Expenses - Pension and Other
Postretirement Benefits"). A sensitivity analysis of the impact of changes in these assumptions on the benefit obligations and expense
(income) recorded as of December 31. 2006 and for the year then ended pertaining to Verizon's pension and postretirement benefit plans
is provided in the tables belm\'. Note that some of these sensitivities arc not symmetrical as the calculations were based on all of the
actuarial assumptions as of year-cnd.
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(do!!ars in millions)

Our accounting policy concerning the method of accounting applied to investments (consolidation, equity or cost) involves an evaluation
of all significant tenns of the investments that explicitly grant or suggest evidence of control or influence over the operations of the entity
in \vhich we have invested, Where control is determined, we consolidate the investment If we determine that 'we have significant
influence over the operating and financial policies of an entity in \'vhich \ve have invested, we apply the equity method. We apply the cost
method in situations where we determine that we do not have significant influence
Our CUlTent and defelTed income taxes, and associated valuation allowances, are impacted by events and transactions arising in thc normal
course of business as well as in connection 'with the adoption of new accounting standards. acquisitions of businesses and special and non~
recurring items. Assessment of the <lppropriate amount and classification of income taxes is dependent on several factors, including
of income tax payments. Actual collections and
estimates of the timing and realization of deferred income tax assets and the
as well as unanticipated future transactions
payments may materially differ from these estimates as a result of changes in t.ax
impacting related income tax balances.
Goodwill and other intangible assets arc a significant component of our consolidated assets.Wircline
of $5,310 million
Intangible Jlssets (SFAS
represents the largest component of our goochviU and, as required by SFAS No. 142, Goodwill and
No, 142). is periodically evaluated for impairment. The evaluation. of Wircline goodwill for impairment is primarily based on a discounted
cash flow model that includes estimates of future cash flows. There is inherent subjectivity involved in estimating future cash OO\\'S, which
can have a material impact on the amount of any potential impainnent. Wireless licenses of $50,959 million represent the largest
component of our intangible assets, Our wireless licenses are indefinite~lived intangible assets, and as required by SFAS No, 142, are not
amortized but are pCliodically evaluated for impaimlcIlt
impairment loss would be determined by comparing the fair value of the
\ve used a residual method, which detenuincd fair value by estimating
\vireless licenses with their carrying value. For 2004 and
future cash flows of the wireless business. Beginning in 2005, 've began using a direct value approach in accordance with a September 29,
2004 Staff Announcement from the staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), "Use of the Residual!v:1ethod to Value
Acquired Assets Other Than Goodwill." The direct value approach also determines fair value by estimating future cash flows. There is
inherent subjecthity involved in estimating fllture cash flow's, which call have a material impact on the amount of any impairment.

Other Recent Accounting Pronouncements
Emlllo)'ers' Accounting for Defined Benefit Pcnsion and OthCI'PostretircmentPlans
158., bnpl,,,,e,"s' ,.Jcoounlin,',I"" {)'!fin"d liene,fill'en'sion and Other Postretirement Plans---·an
requires the recognition of a defined benefit

postTet;rernent pl,m',; flllldcel st'ltUS"lSeitlltenl1l asset orhabtBi"! ort thl' balallt,e sheet SFAS No, 158 also requires the immediate recognition of
actuarial gains and losses and prior
costs and credits that arise during the period as a component of Other
Comprehensive Income, net of applicable income taxes. Additionally, the fair value of plan assets must be determined as of the
company's year-end. We adopted SFAS No. 158 effective December 3 L 2006, ,vhich resulted in a net decrease to sharcowners' investment of
$6.883 million.

Uncel1ainty in Income Taxes
In Jllly 2006, the FASB issued Interpretation No. 48. "Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes" (FIN 48). FIN 48 requires the use of a
two~step approach for recognizing and measuring tax benefits t.aken or expected to be taken in a tax return and disclosures regarding
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uncertainties in income tax positions. We are required to adopt FIN 48 effective January 1, 2007. The cumulative effect of initially adopting
FIN 48 \vill be recorded as an adjustment to opening retained eamings (or to goodwilL in certain cases for a prior acquisition) in the year of
adoption and will be presented sepamtely. Only tax positions that meet the more likely than not recognition threshold at the effective d<:lte may
be recognized upon adoption or FIN 48. We anticipate that as a result of the adoption of FIN 48, \\'e will record an adjustment to our opening
retained earnings. We are also reviewing the potential impact of FIN 48 on prior purchase accounting. Any such purchase accounting
adjustment will not impact retained earnings or current eamings. We are reviewing the final impact of the adoption of FIN 48. We anticipate
that any required adjustment under the adoption of FIN 48 will not be materiaL
Leveraged Leases

In July 2006, the FASH issued Staff PosHion No. FAS 13-2, "Accounting for a Change or Projected Change in the Timing of Cash Flows
Relating to Income Taxes Generated by a Leveraged Lease Transaction" (FSP 13~2), FSP 13-2 requires that changes in the projected timing of
income tax cash flow's generated by a leveraged lease transaction be recognized as a gain or loss in the year in which change occurs. We are
required to adopt FSP 13-2 effective January 1, 2007. The cumulative effect of initially adopting this FSP will be recorded as an adjustment to
opening retained earnings in the year of adoption. We anticipate that any required adjustment under the adoption of FSP 13-2 will not be
material,

Fair Value Measurements
In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No.
157). SFAS No, 157 expands disclosurcs about fair
establishes a
for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting
value measurements. SFAS No. 157 defines fair
principles and establishes a hierarchy that categorizes and prioritizes the sources to be used to estimate fair value. We arc required to adopt
SFAS No, 157 effective January L 2008 on a prospective basis, We aTe currcntly evaluating the impact this new' standard will have on our
future results of operations and financial position,

I Re(~cnt Developments
MCIMerger
On January 6, 2006. Verizon acquired IOl)l% of the outstanding common stock of MCl, Inc. (MCI) for a combination of Verizon conunon
shares and cash. MCI was a global communications company that provided Internet, data and voice communication services to businesses and
government entities throughout the world and consumers in the United States.
On April 9, 2005, Verizon entered into a stock purchase agreement with eight entities affiliated \vith Carlos Slim Heltl to purchase 43.4 million
shares of MCl common stock for $25.72 per share in cash plus an additional cash amount of 3°liq)er annum from April 9, 2005, until the
closing of the purchase of those shares. The transaction closed on May 17, 2005, The total cash payment \vas $ L 121 million and the investment
Vias originally accounted for as a cost investment. No payments were made under a provision that required Verizon to pay an additional amount
at the end of onc ycar to the extent that the price of Verizon's common stock exceeded $35.52 per share, We receivcd a spccial dividend of
$5.60 per Mel share on these 43.4 million MCI shares, or $243 million, on October 27, 2005
Under the tenus of the merger agrecmcIlt, MCl shareholdcrs received .5743 shares ofVerizon common stock ($5,050 million in the aggregate)
and cash of $2.738 ($779 million in the aggregate) for each of their MCl shares. TIle merger considemtion was equal to $20.40 per MCI share.
exchlding the $5,60 per share special dividend paid by MCI to its shareholders on October 27, 2005. There was no purcha<;c price adjustment

Price Communkations
In August 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's ·wireless business with a portion of VerilOn
Wireless. TIle resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East), is controlled and managed by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its contributed assets, Price received a limited partnership interest in the new partnership which was exchangeable iuto the
common stock of Velll.On Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred, or into the common stock of Verizon on the fourth
anniversary of the asset contribntion date. On August 15, 2006, Velizon delivered 29,5 million shares ofnewl:r-issued Verizon common stock
to Price valued at $1,007 million in exchange for Price's limited partnership interest in VZ East. As a result of acquiring Price's limited
partnership interest, Verizon recorded goodwill of $345 million in the third quarter of 2006 attributable to its Domestic Wireless segment.
DislJOsition of Businesses and Investments

dcl'------.. . .

l'erizon Dominicana C. por A., Telecomunicaciones de Puerto RicO. Inc., and CompaFiiaAn6nima\racional Telqfi-mos de l-'enezuela

During the second quarter of 2006, we reached
telecommunications operations in three separate tmnsa
throughout Latin America, and a company ownedjointl)

our interests in our Caribbean and Latin American
. de C.V, (America Movin, a wireless service provider
. de C. V. (Tclmex) and America Moyi!. We agreed to
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sen our 100 percent indirect interest in Verizon Dominicana and aliI' 52 percent interest in Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRI)
to America MoviL An entity jointly owned by America Movil and TelInex agreed to purchase our indirect 28.5 percent interest in CANTY.
In accordance with SFAS No. 144 we have classified the results of operations of Verizon Dominican3 and TELPRI as discontinued operations,
CANTV continues to be accounted for as an equity mcthod investment
On December L 2006, we closed the sale of Verizon Dominicana. TIle transaction resulted in net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 million, net of
a purchase price adjustment of $373 million. TIlC D.S. taxes that became payable and \vere recognized at the time the traus.:'lction closed
exceeded the $30 million pretax gain resulting in an afteHax loss of $541 million (or $.18 per diluted share).
Wc expect to close the sale of our interest in TELPRI in 2007 subject to the receipt of regulatory approvals and in accordance \vith the tenns of
the definitive agreement. We expect that the sale will result in approximately $900 million in net pretax cash proceeds
During the second quarter of 1006, we entered into a definitive agreement to sell our indirect 28.5% interest lJl CANTV to an entity jointly
O\vned by America Movil and Telmex for estimated pretax proceeds of $677 million. Re!,'ul;:llory autllOrities in Venezuela never commenced
the formal review of that transaction and the related tender offers for the remaining equity securities of CANTV. On February 8, 2007, after
two prior extensions, the pmlies tenninated the stock purchase agreement because the parties mutually concluded that the regulatory approvals
\vould not be granted by the Government
In
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies, including CANTY.
On February
2007, we entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOD) with the Republic. Tbe MOU provides that the Republic will
offer to purchase all of the equity securities of CANTV through public tender offers in Venezuela and the United States at a price equivalent to
$17.85 per ADS. If the tender offers arc completed, the aggregate purchase price for Verizon's shares would be $572 million. If the 2007
dividend that has been recommended by the CANTV Board is approved by shareholders and paid prior to the closing of the tender offers, this
amount will be reduced by the amount of the dividend. Verizon has agreed to tender its shares if the offers are commenced. The Republic has
agreed to conunence the offers within forty~five days assuming the satisfa(..1ory completion of its due diligence investigation of CANTV. The
tender offers are subject to certain conditions including that a majority of the outstanding shares arc tendered to the Govemment and receipt of
regulatory approvals. Based upon the terms of the MOU and our current investment balance in CANTY, we expect that we will record a loss on
our investment in the first quarter of2007. The ultimate amount of the loss depends on a variety of factors, including the successful completion
of the tender offer and the satisfaction of other terms in the MOU.
Spin-q[fofIdeare

On November 17, 2006 we completed the spin-off of Idearc to shareo\,mers of Verizon. VeIizon distributed a dividend of one share of Idearc
common stock for every 10 shares ofVerizon common stock. Cash was paid for fractional shares. The distribution of Idearc common stock is
considered a tax free transaction for us and for our shareowners. except for the cash payments for fractional shares which arc generally taxable.
1dearc no\v o\vns what was the Verizon domestic print and Internet yellow pages directories publishing operations, which had been the
principal component of our Infonnation Services segment. 111is transaction resulted in an increase of nearly $9 billion in sharemmers' equity',
as well as a reduction of total debt by more than $7 billion and we received approximately $2 billion in cash.
Telephone Access Lines S'pilHJ/f

On January 16, 2007, ,ve announced a definitive agreement with FairPoint Communications, Inc, (FairPoint) that wHI result in Verizon
establishing a separate entity for its local exchange and related business assets in Maine, New Hampshire and Vennont, spinning off that new
entity to Verizon shareowner$" and immediafely" merging it with and into FairPoint.
Upon the closing of the transaction, Verizon shareowners wiII own approximately 60 percent of the new company and FairPoint stockholders
will own approximately 40 percent. Verizon Commwlications will not own any shares in FairPoint after the merger. In connection with the
merger, Verizon shareowners will receive one share of FairPoint stock for approximately every 55 shares ofVcrizon stock held as of the record
date. Both the spin-off and merger are expected to qualify as tax-free transactions, except to the ex1ent that cash is paid to Verizon shareowners
in lieu of fractional sl1<"1res.
TIle total value to be received b~y Verizon and its shareowners in exchange for these operations will be approximately $2,715 million. Verizon
shareowners \vill receive approximately $1,015 million of FairPoint common stock in the merger, based upon FairPoint's recent stock price and
the terms of the merger agreement. Verizon will receive
million in value through a combination of cash distributions to Verizon and
debt securities issued to Verizon prior to the spin-off.
may exchange these newly issued debt securities for certain debt that was
previously issued by Verizon, which would have the effect of reducing Verizon's then-outstanding debt.
Redemlltion of Debt
Debt assumed/rom J1('[ merger
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On January 17, 2006, Vetizon annOlUlced offers to purchase 1\vo series of MCI senior notes, MCI $1,983 million aggregate ptincipal amount of
6.688% Senior Notcs Due 2009 and MCl $1,699 million aggregate principal amount of7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% ofthcir par
value. Due to the change in control of MCI that occurred in connection with the merger \-\lith Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizon \vas required
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to make this offer to noteholders within 30 days of the closing of the merger ofMCI and Verizon, Sepamtely, Verizon nOfified notcholders that
MCI "vas exercisillg its right to redeem both series of Scnior Notes prior to maturity under the optional redemption procedures provided in the
indentures, The 6.688% Notes were redeemed on March 1,2006, and the 7.735%. Notes were redeemed on February 16, 2006.
In addition, on January 20, 2006, Vcrizon announced an offer to repurchase MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of 5.908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 10 l'!;(~ of their par value. On February 21, 2006, $1,804 million of these notes were redeemed by Verizon. Vetizon satisfied
and discharged the indenture governing this series of notes shortly after the close of the offer for those noteholders who did not accept this
offer.
Zero-Coupon Convertible ,Votes

Previously, Verizon Global Funding issued approximately $5,442 million in principal amount at matmity of zero~coupon convertible notes due
2021 which \vere callable by Verizon on or after May 15,2006. On May 15,2006, we redeemed the remaining $1,375 million accreted
principal of the outstanding zcro-coupon convertible notes at a redemption price of $639.76 per $1,000 principal plus interest of approximately
$0.5767 per $1,000 principal. The total paymcnt on the date of redemption was approximately $1,377 million.
Other Debt Redemptions/Prepa.vmenfs

Other debt redemptions/prepayments included approximately $697 million of outstanding debt issuances at various rates associated \'o'ith our
operating telephone companics. Original maturity dates ranged from 2010 through 2026. On Dccember 15, 2006, Verizon Wireless' six year
5.375% fixed rate note of $2.5 billion matnred. At December 31, 2006, Verizon Wireless had no third~party debt outstanding. On January 8.
2007, "ve redeemed the remaining $1,580 million of the outstanding notes of the Verizon Communications Inc. floating rate notes due 2007.
The gain/(loss) on these redemptions and prepayments were immaterial.

Issuance of Dcbt
In February 2006, Verizon issued $4,000 million of floating rate and fixed rate notes matnringfrom 200711u'ough 2035.

SllcctrumPurchascs
On November 29, 2006, \ve \vere granted thirteen 20rvlHz licenses we won in an FCC auction of Advanced Wireless Services spectmm that
conduded on September 18, 2006, for which we had bid a total of $2,809 million. These licenses, which we antici}J<'lte using for the provision
of advanced wireless broadband services, cover a population of nearly 200 million. We have made all required payments to the FCC for these
licenses
Environmental Matters
During 2003, under a government~approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a former Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s and 1960s. Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be neccssary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs W<IS conducted. A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts at several other fonner facilities \vas also
undertakcR In September 2005, the AmIY Corps of Engincers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Fonnerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program. TIlis may result in the ACE performing some or all of the remediation effort for the Hicksville site with a corresponding
decrease in costs to Verizon. To the extent tbat the ACE assumes responsibility for remedi~ll work at the Hicksville site, an adjustment to a
reserve previously established for the remediation may be made. Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered
during the remediation at any of the sHes requiring remediation.
New York ,Recovery FumHng
In August 2002, President Bush signed the Supplemental Appropriations bill that included $5.5 billion in Ne\y York recovery funding. Of that
amount, approximately $750 million has been allocated to cover utility restoration and illfrastmcture rebuilding as a result of the
September II ttl terrorist attacks on lower Manhattan. These funds will be distributed through the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation
following an application and audit process. As of September 2004, we had applied for reimbursement of approximately $266 million under
Category One, although we did not record this 3mounl as a receivable. We received advances totaling $88 million in connection with tllis
application process. On December 22, 2004, \ve applied for reimbursement of an additional $136 million of Category Two losses, and on
March 29, 2005 we amended our application seeking an additional $3 nullion. Category Tvm funding is for permanent restoration and
infrastructure improvement. According to the plan, permanent restoration is reimbursed up to 75% of the loss. On Novcmber 3, 2005, we
received the results of preliminary audit findings disallowing all but $44 million of our $266 million of Categor.y One application. On
December 8, 2005, we provided a detailed rebuttal to the preliminary audit fmdings. We received a copy of the final audit report for Verizon's
Category One applications and, on January 4. 2007, we filed an appeal of lJle final audit report. That appeaL as wcll as our Category Two
applications, are pending.
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I Regulaton and COffi!lctitiw Trends
Competition and Regulation

TechnologicaL regulatory and market changes have provided Verizon both new opportunities and challenges. These c1umges have allowed
Verizon to offer new types of services in tbis increasingly competitive market. At the same time, tbey have allm:ved other service providers to
broaden the scope of their own competitive offerings. Cunent and potential competitors for net.vork services include other telephone
companies, cable companies, 'wireless service providers, foreign telecommunications providers, satellite providers, electric utilities, Internet
Service Providers, providers of VoIP services, and other companies that offer network services using a variety of technologies. Many of these
companies have a strong market presence, brand recognition and existing customer relationships, all of which contribute to intensifying
competition and may affect our future revenue gro\,,'1h. Many of our competitors also rcmain subject to kwcr regulatory constraints th<m
Verizon.
We are unable to predict definitively the impact that the ongoing changes in the telecommunications industry will ultimately have on our
business, results of operations or financial condition. The financial impact will depend on several factors, including the timing, extent and
success of competition in our markets, the timing and outcome of various regulatory proceedings and any appeals, and the timing, extent and
success of our pursuit of new opportunities.
FCC Regulation

Our services arc subject to the jurisdiction of the FCC with respect to interstate telecommunications services and other matters for which the
FCC has jurisdiction under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (Communications Act). The Communications Act generally
obligates us not to charge unjust or unreasonable rates nor engage in unreasonable disclimination when we arc providing services as a common
carrier, and regulates some of the rates, tenus and conditions under which we provide certain services. TIle FCC also has adopted regulations
goveming various aspects of our business, ~mch as the lullowing: (0 use and disclosure of customer proprietary nct\vork infonnation:
(ii) telemarketing; (iii) assignment of telephone nUll'lbers to customers; (iv) provision to law enforcement agencies of the capability to obtain
call identifying information and call content infonmltion from calls pursuant to lawful process; (v) accessibility of services and equipment to
individuals with disabilities if readily achievable; (vi) interconnection with the networks of other carriers: and (vii) customers' ability to keep
(or "porI") their telephone numbers 'when s\vitching to another carrier. In addition, we pay various fees to support other FCC programs, such as
the universal service program discnss(.'C! belmv. Changes to these mandates, or the adoption of additional mandates, could require us to make
changes to our operations or othenvise increase our costs of compliance.
Broadband

The FCC has adopted a series of orders that recognize the competitive nature of the broadband market and impose lesser regulatory
requirements on broadband services and facilities than apply to mmoyvband. With respect to facilities, the FCC has determined that certain
unbundling requirements that apply to nalTowband facilities do 110t apply to broadband facilities such as fiber to the premise loops and packet
switches. With respect to services, the FCC has concluded that broadband Tntemet access services offered by telephone companies and their
affiliates qualifY as largely dCfq,,'ulated information services. The same order also concluded that telephone companies may offer the
underlying broadband transmission services that arc used as an input to Internet access sCf'I/ices through private carriage arrangements on
negotiated commercial terms. In addition, a Verizon petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying common cmrier regulation to certain
broadband services sold primarily to larger business customers \vhen those services are not used for lntemet access was deemed granted by
operation of law on Mmdl 19, 2006 when the FCC did not deny the petition by the statutory deadline. Both the FCC's order addressing the
appropriate regulatory treatment ofbroadband Internet access services alld the relief obtained through the forbearance petition are the sll~iect of
pending appeals.

1--'ideo
The FCC has a body of nIles that apply to cable opemtors under Title VI of the Communications Act, and these rules also generally apply to
telephone companies that provide cable services over their networks. In addition, companies that provide cable service over a cable system
generally must obtain a local cable franchise. On December 21, 2006, the FCC announced the adoption of rules under Section 621 of the
Communications Act to set pammeters consistent with federal law. on the timing and scope of franchise negotiations by local franchising
authorities.
Interstate Access C~harges and Intercarrier Compensation

The current framework for interswte access rates \vas established in the Coalition for Affordable Local and Long Distance Services (CALLS)
plan, \\'hich the FCC adopted on May 31, 2000. The CALLS plan has three main components, First, it establishes portable interstate access
universal service support of $650 million for the industry tbat replaces implicit support previously embedded in interstate access charges.
Second, the plan simplifies the patdnvork
er line charge (SLC) and provides for de~averaging of the
SLC by zones and class of customers. Third, the plan
ransition to a set target of $.0055 per minute for switched
l' required to make further aIllilial price cap reductions to
access services. Once that target rate is reached, local
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their switched access prices. As a result of tariff adjustments which became effective in July 2003, virtually all of our switched access lines
reached the $.0055 benchmark.
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The FCC currently is conducting a broad mlemaking proceeding to consider new niles governing intercarrier compensation induding, but not
linlited to, <lccess charges, compensation for Internet traffic, and reciprocal compensation [or local traffic. The FCC has sought comments about
intercarrier compensation in general, and has requested input on several specific reform proposals.
The FCC also has pending before it issues relating to intercarrier compensation for dial~up Internet-bound traffic. The FCC previously found
that this traffic is not su~iect to reciprocal compensation under Section 25 I(b)(5) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Instead, the FCC
established federal rates per minute for this traffic that declined from $.0015 to $.0007 over a three-year period, established caps on the total
minutes of this traffic subject to compen5.:'ltion in a state, and required incumbent local exchange carriers to offer to both bill and pay reciprocal
compensation for local traffic at the same rate as they arc required to pay Oil Internet-bound traffic. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit rejected part of the FCC's rationale, but declined to vacate the order \vhile it is on remand. As a result pending further action t.v the
FCC, the FCC's underlying order remains in effect. The FCC subsequently denied a petition to discontinue the $.0007 mte cap on this traffic,
but removed the caps on the total minutes of Internet-bound traffic subject to compensation. That decision has been upheld on appeal. Disputes
also remain pending in a number of forums relating to the appropriate compensation for lnternet~bound traffic during previous periods under
the terms of our intercOlUlectioll agreements with other carriers.
I1le FCC also is conducting a rulcmaking proceeding to address the regnlation of services that use Internet protocol, including \vhether access
charges should apply to voice or other Internet protocol services. The FCC also considered several petitions asldng \\'hether, and under what
circumstances, services that employ Internet protocol are subject to access charges. The FCC previously has held that onc provider's peer-to~
peer Intcrnet protocol service that does not use the public switched network is anillterstate information service and is not subject to access
charges, \vhile a service that utilizes Internet protocol for oilly one intennediate pm-t of a call's transmission is a telecommunications service
that is subject to access charges. Another petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying access charges to voice over Internet protocol
services that arc terminated on switched local exchange net\vorks .vas withdrawn by the caoier that filed that petition. TIle FCC also dt'Clared
the services offered by one provider of a voice over Internet protocol service to be jurisdictionally interstate on the grounds that it \vas
impossible to separate that carrier's Internet protocol service into interstate and intrastate components. The FCC also Slated that its conclusion
would apply to other services with similar characteristics. TImt order has been appealed.
The FCC also has adopted mles for special access services that provide for pricing flexibility and ultimately the removal of services from price
regulation when prescribed competitive thresholds arc met. More than half of special access revenues are nmv removed from price regulation.
The FCC currently has a mlcmaking proceeding undell-vay to evaluate experience under its pricing flexibility mles, and to determine whether
any changes to those mles are wammled.

L'niversa! Service
TIle FCC also has a body of mles implementing the universal service provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, including mles
governing support to mral and non~mrJ.1 high-cost areas. support for lmv income subscribers, and support for schools, libraries and rural health
care. TIle FCC's current rules for support to high~cost areas sen'ed by larger '"non-rural" local telephone companies were previously remanded
by U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit which had found thatt11e FCC had not adequately justified these rules. The FCC has initiated a
mlemaking proceeding in response to the court's remand. bUI its ndes remain in effect pending the results of the rulemaking. The FCC also has
proceedings undenvay to evaluate possible changcs to its current rules for assessing contributions to the Imiversal sen·ice fund. As an interim
stcp, in June 2006, the FCC ordered that providers of YolP services arc subject to federal universa.l sendee obligations. TIle FCC also increased
the percentage of revenues subject to federal universal service obligations that wireless providers may usc as a safe harbor. TIlese decisions arc
the snbject of a pending appeal. Any flUther change in the CUlTent assessment mechanism could result in a change in the contribution that local
telephone companies, wireless carriers or others must make and that would have to be colIected from customers.
l/nbundling ofNet\vork PJements

Under Section 251 of the Telecomnmnications Act of 1996, incumbent local exchange carriers \vere required to provide competing carriers
with access to components of their network on an lUlbundled basis, known as UNEs, ,vhere celtaiIl statutory standards are 5.:1tisfied. The
Tc1econununications Act of 1996 also adopted a cost-based pricing standard for these UNEs, \vhich the FCC intclpretcd as allowing it to
impose a pricing standard known as "total c1emenllong run incremental cost" or "TELRIC." The FCC's rules defining tIle unbmldled nctwork
elements that must be made available at TELRIC prices hrrvcbeen overturned on multiple occasions by the courts. In its most recent order
issued in response to these coun decisions, the FCC eliminated the requirement to unbundle mass market local switching on a nationwide basis,
\vith the obligation to accept ne\v orders ending as of the. cffective date of the order (March 11, 2(05). The FCC also established a OIle year
transition for existing UNE switching arrangements. For high capacity transmission facilities, the FCC established criteria for detennhling
whether high capacity loops, transport or dark fiber transport must be unbundled in individual wire centers, and stated that these standards were
only expected to affect a small number of\vire centers. TIle FCC also eliminated the obligation to provide dark fiber loops and found that there
is no obligation to provide tINEs exclusively for wireless or long distance sen'lee. In any instance where a particular high capacity facility no
longer has to be made available as a UNE, the FCC established a similar one year transition for any existing high capacity loop or transport
UNEs, and an 18 month transition for any existing darkr
.
., been upheld on appeal.
As noted above, the FCC has conduded that the r
network clements at TELRIC prices generally does

e Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide unbundled
dband facilities. such as fiber to the premises loops, the
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packet-switched capabilities of hybrid loops and packet switching, The FCC also has held that any separate unbundling obligations that may be
imposed by Section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 do not apply to these same facilities. The decision with respect to Section 271
has been upheld on appeal and a petition for rehearing of that appellate order \yas denied.
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H'frele$'s S'ervices

The FCC regulates the licensing, constmction, operation, acqnisition and tmnsfer of \vireless communications systems, including the systems
that Verizon Wireless operates, pursuant to the Comnmnications Act other legislation, and the FCC's rules. The FCC and Congress
continuously consider changes to these la\vs and mles, Adoption of new la\vs or rules may raise the cost of providing service or require
modification of Verizon Wireless's business plans or operations,
To use the radio frequency spectnmt. wireless comuuUlications systems must be licensed by the FCC to operate the \vireless network and
mobile devices in assigned spectmm segments, Verizon Wireless holds FCC licenses to operate in several different radio services, including
the cellular radiotelephone service, personal comnllmications service, advanced wireless service, and point-to-point mdio service. The technical
and service mles, the specific radio frequencies and amount" of spectnllll we hold" and the sizes of the geographic areas we arc authorized to
operate in. vary for each of these services, However, aU of the licenses Verizon Wireless holds allow it to use speCInUU to prm,ide a wide range
of mobile and fixed communications services, including both voice and data services. and Verizon Wireless operates a seamless netw-ork that
utilizes those licenses to provide services to customers, Because the FCC issues licenses for only a fixed time, gener.JIly 10 years, Verizon
Wireless must periodically seek renewal of those licenses, Although the FCC has routinely rene\ved all ofVerizon Wireless's licenses that have
come up for renewal to date. challenges could be brought against the licenses in the future, If a wireless license were revoked or not reue\ved
upon expiration, Verizon Wireless would not be pennitled to provide services on the licensed spectmm in the arc-a covered by that license,
The FCC has also imposed specific mandates on carriers that operate wireless communications systems. which increase Verizou Wireless's
costs, TIlese mandates include requirements that Verizon Wireless: (i) meet specific construction and geographic coverage requirements during
the license tenn: (ii) meet technical operating standards that among other things, limit the radio frequency radiation from mobile devices and
antennas: (iii) deploy "Enhanced 911" wircless services that provide the wireless caller's number. location and other information upon request
by a state or local public safety agency that handles 911 calls: and (iv) comply with regulations for the construction of transmitters and towers
that, among olller 1l1ings, restrict siting of towers in envirorunentally sensitive locations and in places where the towers would affect a site listed
or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, Changes to these mandates could require Verizon Wireless to make changes
to operations or increase its costs of compliance,
TIle Communications Act imposes restrictions on foreign ownership of U,S, \vireless systems. The FCC has appro'ved the interest that
Vodafone Group Pic holds. through various of its subsidiaries. in Verizon Wireless, TIle FCC may need to approve any increase in Vodafone's
interest or the acquisition of an ownership interest by other foreign entities, In addition. as part of the FCC's approval of Vodafone's ownership
interest Verizon Wireless, Verizon and Vodafone entered into an agreement with the US, Department of Defense. Department of Justice and
Federal Bureau of Investigation which imposes national security and law emorcemenHelated obligations on the ways in \...hich Verizon
Wireless stores information and othcnvise conducts its business.
Verizon Wireless anticipates that it will need additional spectmm to meet future demand, It can meet spectmm needs by purchasing licenses or
leasing spectnlln from other licensees, or by acquiring new spectrum licenses from the FCC. Under the Communications Act, before Verizol1
Wireless can acquire a license from another licensee in order to expand its coverage or its spectnun capacity in a particular area,it must file an
application with the FCC. and the FCC can grant the application only after a period for public notice and comment This review process can
delay acquisition of spectrum needed to expand sen'ices, The Communications Act also requires the FCC to award new licenses for most
commercial wireless services through a competitive bidding process in which spectmm is a\varded to bidders in an auction. Verizon Wireless
has participated in spectrum auctions to acquire licenses in the personal communication service and most rc-cently the advanced wireless
sen!ice. How-ever. the timing of future auctions, and the spectrum being sold, may not match Verizon Wireless's needs, and the company may
not be able to secure the spectrum in the auction,
The FCC is also conducting several proceedings to explore \vhether and huw to use spectrum morc intensively by', for example. allo\\ing
unlicensed wireless devices to operate in licensed spectrum bands, TIlese proceedings could increase radio interference to Verizon Wireless's
operations from other speetnll11 users, or allow other users to share its spectmm, These changes may adversely impact the \yays in which it uses
spcctmm, the capacity of that spectnl1u to carry traffic, and the value of that spectmm
Stllte RegUlation amI LOClll AI}prOYllls
Telephone Operations

Statc public utility' commissions regulate our telephonc operations with respect to certain telecommunications intrastate rates and scnices and
other mallers, Our competitive local exchange caoier and long distance operations are generally classified as nondominanf and lightly
regulated the same as other similarly situated can'iers, Our incumbent local exchange operations are generally classified as dominant These
latter operations predominantly are subject to alternative forms of regulation (AFORs) in the various states, although they remain subject to rate
of rcturn regulation in a few states, Arizona. Illinois, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon and Washington arc rate of rctum regulated with
various levels of pricing flexibility for competitive services. California. COIUlecticut Delaware, the District of Columbia, Florida, Indiana.
Maryland. Michigan. Maine. Massachusetts. New
ina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island. South Carolina.
Texas, Vermont Virginia, West Virginia and Wise
fiolls levels of pricing flexibility, detariffing, and service
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quality standards, None of the AFOR" include eamings regulation. In Idaho, Verizon has made the election under a recent statutory amendment
into a deregulatory regime that phases out all price ref,'ulation.
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Companies that provide cable service over a cable system arc typically subject to state and/or local cable television rules and regulations. As
noted above, cable operators generally must obtain a local c'lblc franchise from each local lmit of government prior to providing c'lble service
in that local area. Some states have recently enacted legislation that enables cable operators to apply for, and obtain, a single cable franchise at
the statc,mther than local, level. To date, Verizon has applied for and received state~issued franchises in Indiana. Ne\v Jersey and Texas,
California has enacted statewide franchise reform legislation, but has not yet finalized implementing rules.

rT"ireless S'ervice,\"
The rapid growth of the wireless industry has led to an increase in efforts by some state legislatures and state public utility commissions to
regulate the industr~y in ways that may impose additional costs on Verizon Wireless, The Communications Act generally preempts regulation
by state and local govenunents of the entry of, or the rates charged by, ·wireless carriers. Although a state may petition the FCC to allow it to
impose mte regulation, no state has done so, In addition, the Communications Act does not prohibit the states from regulating the other "terms
and conditions" of ,vircless service, While numerons state commissions do not currently have jurisdiction over wireless services, state
legislatures may' decide to gnmt them such jurisdiction, and those commissions that already have authority to impose regulations on ,,,ircless
carriers may adopt new ntles,
State efforts to regulate \vire1ess services have induded proposals to regulate customer billing, tennination of service, trial periods for service.
advertising, network outages, the use of handsets while driving, and the provision of emergency or alelt services. Over the past several years,
only a few states have imposed regulation in one or more of these areas, and in 2006 a federal appellate court struck down one such state
statute, but Verizon Wireless expects these efforts to continue, Some states also impose their own universal service support regimes on wireless
and other lelecommunicatious carriers, and other states arc considering whether to create such regimes.
Verizon Wireless (as well as AT&T (foDnerly Cingular) and Sprint-Nexte1) is a party to an Assurance of Voluntary Compliance ("AVC") with
33 State Attorneys General. TIle AVe. which generally reflected Verizon Wirc1ess's practices at the time it was entered into in July 2004.
obligates the company to disclose certain mtes and tenns during a sales transaction, to provide maps depicting coverage, and to comply 'with
various requirements regarding advertising, billing, and other practices.
At the state and local level, wireless facilities arc subject to zoning and land usc regulation, Under the Communications Act, neither slate nor
local governments may categorically prohibit the constmction of wireless facilities in any cOl1u11lmity or take actions, such as indefinite
moratoria, which have the effect of prohibiting service, Nonetheless, seeming state and local government approvals for new tower sites has
been and is likely to continue to be a difficult lengthy and expensive process. Finally. state and local governments continue to impose new or
higher fees and taxes on ·wireless carriers.

In this Annual Report on Form IO-K we have made fonvard~looking statements, These statements are based on our estimates and assumptions
and are subject to risks and lUlcertainties, Fonvard~looking statements include the infonnation conceming our possible or assumed future
results of operations. Fonvard~looking statements also include those preceded or follmved by thc words "anticipates," "believes," "estimates."
"hopes" or similar expressions, For those statements, we claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the
Private_ Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
The following important factors" along with those discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report, could affect future results and could cause those.
results to differ materially from those expressed in the fonvard-Iooking statements:
materially adverse ch.mges in economic and industry conditions and labor matters, including workforce levels and labor negotiations, and
any resulting financial and/or operational impact in the markets served by us or by companies in which we have substantial investments:
material changes in available technology. including disruption of our suppliers' provisioning of critical products or services:
technology substitution:
an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited mtings organizations:
the final results offederal and state regulatory proceedings concerning our provision of retail and \vholesale sen'ices and judicial revie·w of
those results:
the effects of competition in our markets:
the timing, scope and financial il1lp<1.cts of our deplo,,-. .

IlIIll_ _Iij"cs broadband technology~

the ability ofVerizon Wireless to continue to obtail
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changes in our accounting assumptions that regulatory agencies, including the SEC may require or that result from changes in the
accounting rules or their application, ,,"hich could result in an impact on eamings:
the timing of the sales of our Latin American and Caribbean properties; and
the extent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings follmving our business combination with MCI, Inc.
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We, the management of Verizon Communications Inc., are responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate intcmal control over financial
reporting of the company. Management has C'valuated intcmal control over financial reporting of the company using the criteria for effective
intemal control established in Imemal Control- Integrated Fnune\vork issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations ofihe Treadway
Commission.
Management has assessed the effectiveness of the company's illtemal control over financial repOltillg as of December 31, 2006, Based on this
assessment, we believe that the internal control over financial reporting of tIle company is effective as of December 31, 2006. In connection
with this assessment, there \vere no material \vcaknesses in the company's internal control over financial reporting identified by management
The company's financial statements included in this annual report have been audited by Ernst & YOlmg LLP, independent registered public
accounting finn. Emst & YOlmg LLP has also issued an attestation rep0l1 on management's assessment of the company's internal control over
financial reporting,

lsi Ivan G. Seideliberg

han G. Seidenberg
Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer
/sl Doreen A. Toben

Doreen A. Toben
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
/s/ TIlOmas A Bartlett

Thomas A.Bartlett
Senior Vice President and Controller
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To The Board of Directors and Shareowners of Vcrizon Communications Inc.:
We have audited management's assessment, included in the accompanying Report of Management on Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting, that Verizon Communications Inc. and subsidiaries (Verizon) maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2006, based on criteria established in Intemal Control - Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (the COSO criteria). Vcrizon's management is responsible for maintIlining effective internal
control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial rep0l1ing. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on management's assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the company's internal control over financial reporting
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance \vith the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards
require that 'we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether eftective internal control over financial reporting ,vas
maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of intema! control over financial reporting, evaluating
management's assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of intemal control, and performing such other
procedurc-s as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion,
A company's intemal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial
and the preparation of financial statements for ex-tcmal purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies <lid procedures that (1) pertain to thc maintenance of
records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly rellect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statemenls in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of
management and directors of the company: and (3) provide reasonable Hssuranee regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, usc, or disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements, Also, pr~iections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods arc subject to the risk tIlat controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance ,,,ith the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, management's assessment that Verizon maintained effective imemal control over financial repOlting, as of December 3L 2006,
is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on the COSO critcria. Also, in our opinion, Verizon maintained, in all material respects, effective
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2006, based on the COSO criteria,
We also have audited, in accordance with the stand.'lrds of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated
balance sheets of Verizon as of December 31,2006 and 2005, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and changes in
shareow'ners' investment for each of the three years in the period ended December 3L 2()06 of Verizon and our report dated February 23, 2()07
expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Emst & Young LLP
Ernst & Young LLP
Ne\'l/ York, Ne\v York
February 23, 2007
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To The Board of Directors and Shareowners of Verizon Communications Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Vcrizon Communications Inc, and subsidiaries (Verizon) as of
December 31, 2006 and 2005, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and changes in shareowners' investment for each
of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2006. These financial statements arc the responsibility of Verizon's management Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits,
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Acconnting Oversight Board (United States), Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements arc free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting plinciples used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation, We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Iu our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of VeriZOll at
December 3L 2006 and 2005, and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 3 L 2006, in confollllity \vith U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note I to the consolidated financial statements, Verizon changed its methods of accounting for
effective January 1, 2006 and pension and other post-retirement obligations effective December 31, 2006,

stock~based

compensation

We also have audited in accordance ,,,,ith the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness
of Verizon' s internal control over financial reporting as of December 3 L 2006. based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated
Framework issued by tllC Committee of Sponsoring Organi71Hions of Ole Treadvvay Commission and our report dated Febmary 23, 20tn
expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Ernst & Young LLP

Ernst & Young LLP
New Yark, Ne\v York
Fcbnmry 23, 2007
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Weighted-average slurres outstanding (in millions)
(0

Total per share amounts may not add due to rounding.

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements,
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-\1

Dcccm~l'

(dollars in millions. cxc~pl per share amounts)
2(106
20(l5

31,

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
ShOI'Henn investments
Accmillts receivable, Het of allowances of $ L139 and $ U 00
Inventories
Assets held for sale
Prepaid expenses and other
Total current assets

3,219
2,434
10,891
1,514
2,592

76()
2,146
8-534
1,522

204,109
121,753
82.356
4,868
50,959
5,655
5,140

187.761
114.174
72.987
4.602
47.781
315
4-.068

Liabilities and Shareowners' Investrrient
Current liabilities
Debt maturing within one year
Accounts payable and accmed liabilities
Liabilities related to assets held for sale
Other
Total current liabilities
Long~tenn debt
Employee benefit obligations
Deferred income taxes
Other li::ibilities

7,715
14,320
2,154
8,091
32,280
28,646
30,779
16.270
3,957

6.688
I I.7.J7
2.870
5.395
26.700
31.569
17,693
22.831

Minority interest

28,337

26.433

Sharemmers·' investment
Series preferred stock ($.10 par valuc-; none issued)
Common stock ($.10 par value: 2,967,652,438 shares and 2,774,865,381 shares issued)
Contributed capital
Reinvested C:1"rnings
Accumulated other comprehensiYC loss
Common stock in treasury, at cost
Deferred compensation~el11ployee stock ownership plans and other
Total sharcm\1lers ~ investmc11t
Total liabilities and shareowners' investment

297
40,124
17,324
(7,530)
(1,871)
191

277
25.369
15.905
(L783)
(353)
265
39,680
168.130

Plant property and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation

Investments in uncorisolicllited businesses
Wireless licenses
Gomhvill
Other intangible assets. net
Other assets
Total assets

48"~35

188,804

4.233

3.224-

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Yean; Ended IkccmhCl' 31,

2006

Cash Flo,,.,s from Opcmting AcH,.,itics
Netlncome
A4.iustments to recOlicile net income to net cash prodded by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization expense
Sales of businesses, net
(Gain) loss on sale of discontinued operations
Employee retirement benefits
Deferred income taxes
Provision for uncollectible accounts
Equity in c..'lrnings of unconsolidated businesses
Cumulative effect of accounting dk1nge, llet of tax
Changes in current assets and liabilities, net of effects from acquisition/disposition
of businesses:
AccountS,rcceivable
inventories
Other assets
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
OtheL net
Net cash provided by operating activities ~ continuing operations
Net cash provided by operating activities - discontinued operations
Net cash provided by operating activities

2005

(dollaNinmilliollS)
2004

6,197

7.397

7,831

14,545

13,615
(530)

13.503

1,695
(L093)
1.076
(686)

1.836

541

l t 923
(252)
1,034
(773)
42

L721

890
(1.690)

Cash Flows,from Investing Activities
Capital expenditures (including capitalized software)
Acquisitions, net of cash acquired, find Investments
Proceeds from disposition of businesses
Net change in short-term and other current investments:
Other. net
Net cash used in investing activities - continuing operations
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities ~ discontinued operations
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash Flows from Financing: Activities

Proceeds fromlong·tenn borrmrings
Repayments oflong·tcnn borrowings and capital lease obligations
Increasc (decrcasei in shotHenn obligations, excluding current maturities
Dividends paid
Proceeds from sale of common stock
Purchase of common stock for treasury
Other, net
Net cash used in financing activities - continuing operonons
Net cash used in financing activities - discontinued operations
Net cash used in financing activities
Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents. beginning of year
Cash and c,,1sh equivalents, end of year

3,983
(11,233)
7.9-14
(4,719)
174

1,-187

514

320

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Years Ended December 31,

2006

(dollars in millions, 'Oxccpl p~r slwf'O amounts. and shareB in Ihou-,atldB)
2005
2004
.\moun!
Sharc~
Amou"t

Sh"re~

·\mount

Sh"ru~

2,774,865

277

2,774,865

Common Stoel..

Balance at beginning of year
Shares issued
Emplo:vcc plans
Shareo\',ner plans
Shares issued MCVPrice acquisitions
Balance at end of year

277

2,772314

277

25(H
50

Contributed Capital

Balance at beginning of year
Shares issucd~employee and
shareowner plans
Shares issued-MCIIPrice acquisitions
Net tax benefit from employee stock
compensation
Idearc Inc. spin·off
Other
Bahmcc at end of year

25,369

25.363

25.40-1
(2-1)

6,009
(2)
8,695
53
40,124

-11
(11)
25,J69

(2\
25.40-1

12,98-1
7397

9A09
7.831

(1,(\53)

(U5H)

Reim'csted Earnings

Balance at beginning of year
Net income
Dividends declared ($1.62, $1.62 and
$1.54 pcr share)
Other
Balance <It end of ye,ir

15,905
(~,197

(4,781)

Accumulated Other Comprehensive
Loss

Balance at bcginriing of year
Foreign currency translation
adjustment
Unre~dized gains on ilC't itivestment
hedges
Unrealized gajns (losses) on
marketable securities
Unrealized gains on cash. flow hedges
Minimum pension liability adjustment
Adoption of SFAS No. 158
Other
Othcr comprehensive income (loss)
Balancc at end of year

(1,783)

1,1%

(755)

54

(21)

548

7

10
51

14
788
(7,671)
(128)
(5,747)
(7,530)

17
(332)

(17)
(730)
(1.781)

(-13)
197

(1.053)

Treasury StOCk

Balancc at beginning of year
Shares pmchased
Shares clistributed
Employee plans
Shareowner plans
Balance at end of year
Deferred Compensation - ESOPs
and Other

Balance at beginning of year
Amortization

(11,456)
(50,066)

(353)
(1,700)

(5,213)
(7,859)

(1-12)
(271)

(-1554\
(9540)

5,355

181
1
(1,871 )

1.594

59
1
(353)

8.881

343

(11.456)

(5.213)

(1-12)

20
(56,147)

l!l(HII'IIT
Exhibit 251

22

90
17-1

(115)
(370)

(218)
301
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See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Descrilltion of Business
Verizon Communications Inc. (Verizon) is one of the world's leading providers of commwlications services. Our wireline business provides
telephone serviccs, including voice, broadband vidco and data, network access, nationwide long-distance and other communications products
and services, and also OW'llS and operates one of the most expansive end~to~end global Internet Protocol (IP) netl,vorks. We continue to deploy
advanced broadband network technology, -with our fiber~fo~the-premises network (FiOS) creating a platform ,vith sufficient bandwidth and
capabilities to meet customers' cutTent and future needs. FiOS allO\vs Verizon to offer our customers a wide atTay of broadband services
including advanced data and television offcrings. Our IP nenvork includes over 446,000 route miles of fiber optic cable and provides access to
over 150 countries across six contincnts, enabling us to provide next-generation IP network products and information Technology (IT) services
to medium and large businesses and government customers worldwide.
Vcrizon's domestic \vireless business, operating as Verizon Wirc1ess. provides wireless voice and data products and other value added services
and equipment across the United States using one of the most extensive wireless networks. Verizon Wireless continues to expand our \rirclcss
data, messaging and multi~m(.'dia offerings for both consumer and business customers. NationalAccess is our national \vircless Internet service
that: offers customers access to the intemet email and business applications with a laptop computer, YeAST is a consumcr wireless broadband
multimedia service that brings high~quality video, 3D games and music to a wide array of new phoncs.
We havel\vo reportable segments, Wircline and Domestic Wireless, which we operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by
products and serviccs. For further information concerning our business segments, see Note 17.
ConsoHd'ltion
The method of accounting applied to investment~ whether consolidated, equity or cost, involves an evaluation of aU significant temlS of the
investments that explicitly grant or suggest evidence of control or influence over the opcrations of tIle invcstee. The consolidated financial
statements include our controlled subsidiaries. Investments in businesses which we do not control, but: have the ability to exercise significant
influence over operating and financial policies, are accounted for using the equity method. Investments in ,,,,hich ,ve do not have the ability to
exercise significant influence over operating and financial policies are accounted for under the cost method. Equity and cost method
investments are included in Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses in our consolidated balance sheets. Certain of our cost method
investments arc classified as available-for-sale securities and
to fair "<llue
to the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. llj',/i<XOlOlti,''8.1'" (:'el"'aln Im'estl'llents (,'1 Debt ana' Equif" ,';e,eun'l;es .
All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have becn eliminated.
We have reclassified prior year amounts to confonn to the current year presentation.
Discontinued 0llcrations, Asscts Held for Sale, and Sales of Businesses and Invcstments
We classify as discontinued operations for aU periods presented any component of our business that \ve hold for sale or dispose of that has
operations and cash flows that are clearly distinguishable operationally and for financial reporting purposes from the rest of Verizon. For those
components, Verizoll h.as no significant continuing involvement after disposal and their operations and cash flows are eliminated from
Verizon's ongoing operations. Sales of significant components of our business not classified as discontinued operations are reported as either
Sales of BusillCSSCS, Net Equity in Eamings of Unconsolidated Businesses or Other Income and (Expense), Net in our consolidated statements
of income.
Use of Estim'ltcs
We prepare our financial statements using generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), \vhich require management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect reported amounts and disclosures. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Examples of significant estimates include the allm:vance for doubtful accounts, the recoverability of plant, propel1:y and equipment intangible
assets and other long-lived assets, valuation allowances on tax assets and pension and postretirement benefit assumptions.
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Revenue Recol-,JUition
rr'lreline
Our Wircline segment earns revenue based upon usage of our net\vork and facilities and contract fees. In gencml, fixed monthly fees for local
telephone, long distance and certain other services are billed onc month in advance and recognizcd the fonowing month when camed. Rcvenue
from services that are not fixed in amount and arc based on usage are recognized when such services arc provided,
We recognize equipment revenue for services, in \yhich we bundle the equipment with maintenance and monitoring services, when the
equipment is installed in accordance with contractual specifications and ready for the customer's use, The maintenance and monitoring services
are recognized monthly over the term of the contract as we provide the services. Long~tenn contracts are accounted for using the percentage of
completion method, We use the completed contmct method if we cannot estimate the costs 'with a reasonable degree of reliability.
Customer activation fees, along wilh the related eosts up to but not exceeding the activation fecs., are defemxl and amOltizcd over the customer
relationship period.

Domestic rVireless
Our Domestic Wireless segment earns revenue by providing access to and usage of our network, which includes roaming revenue. In general.
access revenue is billed one month in advance and recognized when eamed. Access revenue, usage revenue and roaming revenue arc
recognized ""hen service is rendered. Equipment sales revenue associated with the sale of wireless handsets and accessories is recognized when
the products are delivered to and accepted by the customer, as this is considered to be a separate earnings process from the sale of wireless
sen'ices. Customer activation fees are considered additional consideration when handsets are sold to customers at a discount and arc recorded
as equipment sales revenue.

Maintenancc and RClmirs
We charge the cost of maintenance and repairs, including the cost of replacing minor items not constituting substantial bettennents, principally
to Cost of Services and Sales as these costs arc incurred.

Earnings Per Common Share
Basic earnings per common share are based on the lvcigbted-average number of shares outstanding during the period. Diluted eamin.f:,TS per
common share include the dilutive effect of shares issuable under our stock~based compensation plans, an exchangeable equity interest (see
Note 9), and the zero-coupon convertible notes (sec Note II), which represent the only potentially dilutive common shares. As of
December 3 L 2006. the exchangeable equity interest and zero-coupon convertible notes are no longer outstanding,

Cash and Casb Equivalcnts
We consider all higWy liquid investments \vith a maturity of 90 days or less when purchased to be cash equivalents, except cash equivalents
held as short-term investments. Cash equivalents arc stated at cost, \vhich approximates market value.

Short-Ten» Investments
Oll[ short-teon investments consist primarily of cash equivalents held in trust to pay for celtain employee benefits.
stated at cost, which approximates market value.

Short~tenl1

investments are

Market<lble Securities
We continually evaluate our investments in marketable securities for impairment due to declines in market value considered to be other than
temporary. That evaluation includes, in addition to persistent, declining stock prices, general economic and company-specific evaluations. In
the event of a dctennination that a decline in market value is other than temporary, a charge to earnings is recorded for the loss, and a new cost
basis in the investment is established. These investments are included in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets in Investments in
Unconsolidated Businesses or Other Assets.

Inventories
We include in inventory new and reusable supplies and netw'ork equipment of our local telephone operations, which are stated principally at
average original cost, except that specific costs arc used in the case of large individual items, Inventories of our other subsidiaries are staled at
the lower of cost (determined principally on either an average cost or first-in, first "'Out basis) or market
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Plant and DCIJreciation
We record plant property and equipment at cost Our local telephone operations' depreciation expense is principally based on the composite
group remaining life method and st:raight~line composite rates. This method provides for the recognition of the cost of the remaining net
investment in telephone plant less anticipated net salvage value, over the remaining asset lives. This method requires the peliodic revision of
depreciation rates.
TIle asset lives used by our Wireline operations are presented in the following table:

When we replace or retire depreciable plant used in our local telephone network, "'ive deduct the carrying amount of such plant from the
respective accounts and charge it to accumulated depreciation.
Plant, property and equipment of our other subsidiaries are generally depreciated on a straight~line basis over the follmving estimated usefttl
lives: buildings, 8 to 40 y·ears; plant equipment 3 to 15 years: and other equipment 3 to 5 years.
When the depreciable assets of our other subsidiaries are retired or otherwise disposed of the related cost and accumulated depreciation are
deducted from the plant accounts, and any gains or losses on disposition arc recognized in income.
We capitalize nehvork software purchased or developed along with related plant assets. We also capitalize interest associated \vith the
acquisition or construction of network~relatedassets. Capitalized interest is reported as part of the cost of the network-related assets and as a
reduction in interest expense.
In connection with our ongoing revie"'i,," of the estimated remaining useful lives of plant property and equipment and associated depreciation
rates, we detennined that effective January L 2005, the remaining useful lives of three categories of telephone assets would be shortened by 1
to 2 years. These changes in asset lives were based on Verizon's plans, and progress to date on those plans, to deploy fiber optic cable to
homes, replacing copper cable. While the timing and extenl of current deployment plans are subject to modification, Verizon management
believes that current estimates of reductions in impacted asset lives is reasonable and subject to ongoing analysis as deployment of fiber optic
lines continues. The asset categories impacted and useful life changes are as folJow·s:

In connection with our ongoing review noted above, we determined that effective Januar:y I, 2006, the remaining useful lives of circuit
equipment would be shortened from 8-9 years to 8 years.
Computer Sofh\'Jlre Costs
We capitalize the cost of internal-usc net\vork and non-network software which has a useful life in excess of one year in accordance 'Tith
Statement of Position (SOP) No, 98~ I, "Accounting for the Costs of Computer Software Developed or Obtained for Internal Usc," Subsequent
additions, modifications or upgrades to intemal~use nef\vork and non-network software arc capitalized only to the extent tlun they allow the
software to petform a tJsk it previously did not petionn. Software maintenance and training costs are expensed in the period in which they arc
incurred. Also, "'ive capitalize interest associated with the development of non~network intemal~use software. Capitalized non~net\vork intemal~
use software costs arc amortized using the straight~line method over a period of 1 to 7 years and arc included in Other Intangible Assets, Net in
our consolidated balance sheets. For a discussion of our impairment policy for capitalized software costs under SFAS No. 144, Accounting jiJr

~~~,~:[i~;:~~::~I~:;s~~;~'~~~~,;;~~;~,~~,::;;,,~::;:sl,e:~e~";~GO~O~d~V\'~ill~'~lI1~d~O~f1:le:r

:rn:ta:og:ribles" below. Also, see Note 7 for additional detail of non-
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Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
GoodH'ill

Goodwill is tbe excess of the acquisition cost of businesses over the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired. Impainnent testing for
goodw'ill is performed annually, and more frequently if indications of impairment exist. 111C impairment test for good\\'ilI uses a two~step
approach, ,,,,hich is pcrfonned at the reporting unit level. We have detenllined that, in our case, the reporting units are our operating segments
since that is the lowest level at which discrete, reliable financial and cash OO\·v information is available. Step one compares the fair value of the
reporting lmi! (calculated using a discounted cash Oow method) to its carrying valuc. If the carrying valuc exceeds the fair value, there is a
potential impairment and step two must be performed. Step two compares the carrying value of the reporting unit's goodwill to its implied faiT
value (i.e., fair value of reporting unit less the fair value of the unit's assets and liabilities, including identifiable intangible assets). If the
carrying value of good\vill exceeds its implied fair value, the excess is required to be recorded as an impairment.
intangible Assets A'ol SuNect to Amortization

A significant portion of our intangible assets are Domestic Wireless licenses that provide our ,vlreless operations ''''Ith the exclusive right to
utilize designated radio frequency spectnuu to provide cellular communication services. While licenses are issued for only a fixed time.
generally,' ten years, such licenses arc sUQject to rene'\.val by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Renewals of licenses have
OCCUlTed routinely and at nominal cost. Moreover. we have determined that there are cutTently no legal, regulatory, contractual, competitive,
economic or other factors that limit the useful life of our \'lireless licenses. As a result we treat the wireless licenses as an indefinite-lived
intangible asset under the provisions of SFAS No. 142, GOOdH'iIl and Other Intangible /Jsseis (SFAS No. 142). We reevaluate the useful life
determination for wireless licenses each reporting period to determine whether events and circumstances continue to support an indefinite
useful life.
We test our Domestic Wireless licenses for impainuent annually, and more frequently if indications of impainnent exist. Beginning in 2005.
we began using a direct value approach in performing our annual impainnent test on our Domestic Wireless licenses. TIle direct value approach
determines fair value using estimates of future cash flo\vs associated specifically with the licenses. Previously, we used a residual method,
which determined the fair value of the wireless licenses by subtracting from the fair value of the wireless business the fair value of all of the
other net tangible and intangible (primarily recognized and unrecognized cllstomer relationship intangible assets) assets of our wireless
operations. We began using the direct value approach in 2005 in accordance with a September 29, 2004 Staff Announcement from the staff of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), "Usc of the Residual Method to Value Acquired Assets Other Than Goodwill." Under either
the direct method or the residual method, if the fair value of the aghlfegated \vireless licenses is less than thc aggregated CaIT)lllg amount of the
licenses, an impairment is recognized.
intangible Assets Su~iect to Amortization

Our intangible assets tllat do not have indefinite lives (primarily customer lists and non-networkintemal-use sofl\vaTc) are amortized over their
useful lives and reviewed for impainnent in accordance with SFAS No. 144, whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. If any indications were present \ve would test for reeoverability by comparing the
carrying amount of the asset to the net undiscounted cash flows expected to be generated from the asset. If those net undiscounted cash flows
do not exceed the carrying amount (i.e.. the asset is not recoverable), we \vould perform the next step which is to determine the fair value of the
asset and record an impairment, if IDlY, We reevaluate the llseful life determination for these intangible assets each reporting period to
determine ,"vbether events and circumstances warrdnt a revision in their remaining uscfullife.
For information related to the carrying amount of goodwill by segment as well as the major components and average useful lives of our other
acqnired intangible assets" sec Note 7.
Income Taxes
Verizon and its domestic subsidiaries file a consolidated federal income lax return.
Stocli-Based Compensation
Effective January L 2006, we adopted SFAS No. 123(R), Share~Based P(~vment utilizing the modified prospective method. SPAS No. 123(R)
requires the measurement of stock-based compensation expense based on the fair value of the ,nvard on the date of grant. Under the modified
prospective method, the provisions of SPAS No. 123(R) apply to all awards granted or modified after the date of adoption. The impact to
Verizon primarily resulted from VCllzon Wireless, for \vhich we recorded a $42 million cumulative effect of accounting change as of
January I,
net of laxes and after minority interest, to recognize the effect of initially measuring the outstlUlding liability for Value
Appreciation
(VARs) granted to Domestic Wireless employees at fair value
Black-Scholes model. We have been expensing
stock options since adopting SFAS No. 123,Accounting.r;.
,
January L 2003.
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Foreign Currency Translation
The functional currency for all of our foreign operations is generally the local currency. For these foreign entities, ,ve translate income
statement amounts at average exchange rates for the period, and we translate assets and liabilities at end-of~pcriod exchange rates. We record
these translation adjustments in Accumulated. Other Comprehensive Loss, a separate component of ShareO\vners' Investment in our
consolidated balance sheets. We report exchange g.iins and losses on intercompany foreign currency transactions of a long4enn nature in
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. Other exch;:mgc gains and losses arc reported in income.

Emplo)'ee Benefit Plans
Pension and postretirement health care and life insurance benefits earned during the year as \vell as interest on projected benefit obligations are
accrued cUlTently. Prior service costs and credits resulting from changes in plan benefits arc amortized over the average remaining service
period of tIle employees expected to receive benefits.
As of July L 2006, Verizon management employees no longer cam pension benefits or cam service towards the company retiree mediC<ll
subsidy (Sec Note 15).

,cp"e'"'"Cr

LO'}", the FASB issued SFAS No. 158,Employers' Accoul1tingjiJr Di.~fined Benefit Pension and Other Postretirement Plans,,- an
,",'tatements
88, 106, and 132(1V (SFAS No. 158). SFAS No. 158 requires the recognition of a defined benefit
postretirement plan's funded status as either an asset or liability on the balance sheet. SFAS No. 158 also requires the immediate recognition of
the unrecognized actuarial gains and losses and prior service costs and credits that alise during the period as a component of other accumulated
comprehensive income, net of applicable income taxes. Additionally. the fair value of plan assets must be determined as of tIle company's yearend. We adopted SFAS No. 158 effective December 31, 2006, which resulted in a net decrease to shareowners' investment of $6.883 million
(see Notc 15).

Derivative Instruments
We have entered into derivative transactions to manage our exposure to fluctuations in foreign currency excll<mge rates, interest rates and
equity prices, We employ risk management strategies using a variety of derivatives including foreign currency fonvards and collars, equity
options, interest rate swap agreements and interest rate locks. We do not hold derivatives for trading purposes.
In accordance with SFAS No,
133) and related amendments arid
derivatives embedded in
instnullents, at fair value and recognize them as
interpretations, we measure all derivatives,
either assets or liabilities on our consolidated balance sheets. Changes in the fair values of derivative instnunents not qualifying as hedges or
any inetfective portion of hedges arc recognized in eamings in the current period. Changes in the fair values of derivative inslnlluents used
effectively as fair value hedges arc recognized in earnings, along with changes in the fair value of the hedged item. Changes in the fair value of
the effective portions of cash flow hedges arc reported in other comprehensive income (loss) and recognized in earnings when the hedged item
is recognized in eamings.

Other Recent Accounting Pronolln(~('ments
Uncertain(J! in Income Taxes
In July 2006, the FASB issued Interpretation No. 48, "Accounting for UncC11ainty in Income Taxes" (FIN 48). FIN 48 requires the usc of a
two~step approach for recognizing and measuring tax benefits taken or expected to be taken in a tax return and disclosures regarding
uncertainties in income tax positions. We are required to adopt FIN 48 effective January L 2007. The cumulative effect of initially adopting
FIN 48 will be recorded as an adjustment to opening retained eamings (or to goo<hvilL in certain cases for a prior acquisition) in the year of
adoption and will be presented separately. Only tax positions that meet the more likely than not recognition threshold at the effective date may
be recognized upon adoption or FIN 48. We anticipate that as a result of the adoption of FIN 48, we \vill record an adjustment to our opening
retained earnings. We arc also reviewing the potential impact of FIN 48 on prior purchase accounting. Any such purchase accounting
adjustment will not impact retained earnings or current earnings. We arc reviewing the final impact of the adoption of FIN 48. We anticipate
t.hat any required adjustment under the adoption of FIN 48 will not be material.
Leveraged Leases

In July 2006, the FASB issued StaffPosi!ion No, FAS 13-2, "Accounting for a Change or Projected Change in the Timing of Cash Flo'ws
Relating to Income Taxes Generated by a Leveraged Lease Transaction" (FSP 13~2). FSP 13~2 requires that changes in the projected timing of
income tax cash flows generated by a leveraged lease transaction be recognized as a gain or loss in the ye,ar in which change occurs. We are
required to adopt FSP 13-2 effective January L 2007. The cumulative effect ofinitially adopting this FSP ,,,ill be recorded as an adjustment to
opcning retained earnings in the year of adoption and ,vill be resented se amtcly. We anticipate that any required a{ljustmcnt under the
adoption of FSP 13~2 will not be material.
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Fair V(due AIeasurements

In September 2006. the FASB issued SFAS No, 157, Fair l'a/ue Aleasurement (SFAS No. 157). SFAS No. 157 defines fair value. establishes a
framewurk for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles, establishes a hierarchy that categorizes and prioritizes the
sources to be used to estimate fair value and expands disclosures about fair value measurements, We are required to adopt SFAS No. 157
effective January L 2008 on a prospective basis, We are currently evaluating the impact this new standard \-vill have on our future results of
operations 3ndfinancial position.

Completion of Merge," with Mel
On Febmary 14, 2005, Verizon announced that it agreed to acquire 100%l of the outstanding common stock of MeL Inc. (MCI) for a
combination of Vcrizon COUlmon shares and cash. MCI was a global communications company that provided Internet, data and voice
communication services to businesses and govemment entities throughout the world and consumers in the United States. After receiving the
required state, federal and intcmational regulatory approvals, Verizon and MCl closed the merger on January' 6, 2006,
On April 9, 2005, Verizon entered into a stock purchase agreement with eight entities affiliated with Carlos Slim HelD to purchase 43.4 million
shares of MCI common stock for $25.71 per share in cash plus an additional cash amount of 3% per annum from April 9, 2005, until the
closing of the purchase oftbose shares. The transaction closed on May 17,2005. The total cash payment W~IS $1,121 million and the investment
was accounted for as a cost investment. No pay'ments were made under a provision that required Verizon to pay an additional amount at the end
of one year to the extent that the price ofVerizon's common stock exceeded $35.52 per share. We received the special dividend 0[$5.60 per
MCI share on these 43.4 million MCl shares, or $243 million, on October 27,2005,
Under the terms of the merger agreement, MCI shareholders received .5743 shares ofVerizon common stock ($5,050 million in the aggregate)
and cash of $2.738 ($779 million in the aggregate) for each of their MCI shares. The merger consideration was equal to $20.40 per Mel share,
excluding the $5.60 per share special dividend paid by MCI to its shareholders on October 27, 2005. There was no purchase price adjustment.
TIle merger was accounted for using the purchase method in accordance with the SFAS No.
No, 141), and
the aggregate transaction value was $6,890 mjllion, consisting of the cash and common stock issued at closing
million), the
consideration for the shares acquired from the Carlos Slim Helll entities, net of the portion of the special dhidend paid by MCl that was treated
as a retum of our investment ($973 million) and closing and other direct merger-related costs. TIle number of shares issued was based on the
"Average Parent Stock Pricc," as defined in the merger agreement. The consolidated financial statements include the results of MCl's
operations from the date of the close of tile merger.
Prior to the merger, there were commercial trans..1ctions between us and the fonner MCl entities for teleconulUmications services at rates
comparable to similar transactions wi1h other third parties. Subsequent to the merger, these transactions arc eliminated in consolidation.
Reasonsf()/' the;\Jerger

We be1.icve that the merger wiII make us a more efficient competitor in providing a broad range of communications services and will result in
several significant strategic benefits to us, including the following:
Strategic Position. Following the merger, it is expected that our core strengths in communication services will be enhanced by MCl's
employee and business customer base, portfolio of advanced data <md IP services and network assets.
GrO\vth Platform. Mel's presence in the U.S. and international enterptise sector and its long haul fiber network infrastmcture are expected
to provide us 'with a stronger platform from which \ve can market our products and services.
Operational Benefits. We believe that we will achieve operational benefits tlU'ough, among other things, eliminating duplicative staff and
information and operating systems and to a lesser extent overlapping network facilitics: reducing procurement costs: using the existing
networks morc efficiently: reducing line support functions: reducing general and administrative expenses; improving infonnat'ion systems:
optimizing traffic flow: eliminating planned or potential Vcrizon capital expenditures for new long~haul nel\vork capability: and offering
'wireless capabilities to MCl's customers.
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/I/location (if the cost ofthe merger

In accordance wilh SFAS No, 141, the cost oCthe mcrger\vas allocated to the assets acquired and liabilities assumed based on their Cairvalucs
as of the close of the merger, with the amounts exceeding the fair value being recorded as goodwill. 111C process to identi(v and record the fair
value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed included an analysis of the acquired fixed assets, including real and personal property: various
contracts, including IC<1ses, contractual commitments, and other business contracts; customer relationships: investments; and contingencies,
TIle fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed were detennined using one or more of three valuation approaches: market income
and cost. TIle selection of a particular method for a given asset depended on the reliability of avail<lble data and the nature of the asset, among
other considerations. The market approach, \"Inch indicates value for a subject asset based on available market pricing for comparable assets.
was utilized for certain acquired real property and investments. -Ole income approach, 'which indicates value for a su~iect asset based on the
present value of cash flow projected to be generated by the asset ,vas used for certain intlmgible assets such as customer relationships, as well
as for favorable/unfavorable contracts. Projected cash flm.v is discounted at a required rate of retum that reflects the relative risk of achieving
the cash flow and the time value of money. Projected cash Hows for each asset considered multiple factors, including current revenue from
existing customers; distinct analysis of expected price, volume, and attrition trends; reasonable contract rene\val assumptions from the
perspective of a marketplace participant expected profit margins giving consideration to marketplace synergies: and required returns to
contributory assets. The cost approach, "which estimates value by determining the current cost of replacing an asset with another of equivalent
economic utility, was used for the majority of personal property. The cost to replace a given asset reflects the estimated reproduction or
replacement cost for the property, less an aUow<Ulce for loss in value due to depreciation or obsolescence, ,,,·ith specific consideration given to
economic obsolescence if indicated.
TIle following t<lble summmizes the allocation of the cost of the merger to the assets acquired, including cash of $2,361 million, and liabilities
assumed as of thc close of the merger. Certain of thc amounts in the following table have been revised since the initial allocation to reflect
information that has since become available.

The good\vil1 resulting from the mcrger with MCI was assigned to the Wireline segment which includes the operations of the fonner MCl. The
customer relationships are being amortized on a st:raight~lille basis over 3~8years based on whether the relationship is with a consumer or a
business customer since this correlates to the pattern in which the economic benefits are expected to be realized.
In connection with the merger, we recorded $193 million of severance and severance~related costs and $427 million of contract tennination
costs in the above allocation of the cost of the merger in accordance \vith the Emerging Issues Task Force Issue (EITF) No, 95<;' "Recognition
of Liabilities in Connection with a Purchase Business Combination." We paid $116 million of the severance and severance-related costs in
2006 with the remaining costs to be paid in 2007. We paid $128 million of contract termination costs in 2006 and the remaining costs will be
paid over the remaining contract periods tllrough 2009. The follo\'ring table summarizes the obligations recognized in connection with the Mcr
merger and the activity to date:
(do!!arsinmilliotls)
Initial

Otht'r
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Pro Forma Infhrmation
The fonowing unaudited pro fonna consolidated results of operations assume that the MCl merger was completed as of January I for the
periods ShUW11 below'

TIle unaudited pro forma infonnation presents the combined operating results of Verizon and the fonner MCL 'with the results prior to the
acquisition date adjusted to include the pro forma impact of: the elimination of transactions between Vcrizon and the former MCl: the
adjustment of amortization of intangible assets ~Illd depreciation of fixed assets based on the purchase price allocation: the elimination of
merger expenses incurred by the former MCL the elimination of the loss on tlle early redemption of MCl's debt the adjustment of interest
expense reflecting the redemption of aU orMCl's debt and the replacement of that debt \vith $4 billion of ne\\" debt issued in Febmary 2006 at
Verizon's ',Yeighted average bolTO\ving rate; and to renect the impact of income taxes on the pro fonna aqjustments utilizing Verizon's
statutory tax rate of 40%. The unaudited pro forma results for 2005 include $82 million for discontinued operations that were sold by MCl
during the first quarter of 2005. The unaudited pro forma results for 2005 include approximatel)' $300 million of net tax benefits resulting from
tax reserve adjustments recognized by the former MCI primarily dming the third and foul1h quarters of 2005, including audit scnlements and
other activity.
TIle unaudited pro forma consolidated basic and diluted earnings pcr share for 2006 and 2005 are based on the consolidated basic and diluted
weighted average shares of Veri7.0n and the former Mel. The historical basic and diluted weighted average shares of the former MCI "vere
converted for the actual number of shares issued upon the closing of the merger
The unaudited pro forma results are presented for illustrative purposes only and do not reneet the reali7.ation of potential cost savings, or any
related integration costs. Certain cost savings may result from the merger: however, there can be no assunUlce that these cost savings \\ill be
achieved. Cost sadngs, if achieved, could result from, among other things, the reduction of overhead expenses, including employee levels and
the elimination of duplicate facilities and capital expenditures. These pro fonna results do not purport to be indicative of the results that would
have actually been obtained if the merger OCCUlTed as of the beginning of each of the periods presented, nor docs the pro forma d<lta intend to
be a projection of results that may be obtained in the future.

Other Acquisitions
In August 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's wireless business with a portion of Verizon
Wireless. The resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East), is controlled and managed by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its contlibuted assets, Price received a limited partnership interest in the IlC'V partnership \vhich was exchallgC<lble into the
common stock of Verizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred, or into the common stock of Verizon on the fourth
anniversary of the asset contribution date, On August 15,2006, Verizon delivered 29.5 million shares ornewly~issued VeIizon common stock
to Price valued at $1,007 million in exchange for Plice's limited part'Ilership interest in VZ East. As a result of acquiring Price's limited
partnership interest, Verizon recorded goodwill of$345 million in the third quarter of 2006 attributable to its Domestic Wireless segment.
On November 29,2006, we were granted thirteen 20MHz licenses we \von in an FCC auction that concluded on September 18, 2006. We paid
a total of $2,809 million for the licenses, which cover a population of nearly 200 million.
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r'erizon hrfimnation Sen'ices

In October, 2006, we announced our intention to spin-off our domestic print and Internet ye.llmv pages directories publishing operations, which
have been organized into a newly formed company known as Idearc Inc. (Idearc), On October 18. 2006, the Verizoll Board of Directors
declared a dividend consisting of I share of Ideate for eaeh 20 shares of Verizon mvned. In making its deteol1ination to effect the spin-off
Verizon's Board of Directors considered, among other things, that the spin-off may allOlv each company to separately focus on its core
business, which may facilitate the potential expansion and growth of Verizon and Idearc, and allow each company to determine its own capital
stmcture.
On November 17, 2006, we completed the spin~off of Idearc. Cash ,vas paid for fractional shares. The distribution of Idearc common stock to
our shareholders is considered a tax free transaction for us and for our sharemvners, except for the cash payments for fractional shares ·which
are generally taxablc.
At the time of the spin~off, the exercise price of and number of shares of Verizon common stock underlying options to purchase shares of
Verizon common stock restricted stock units (RSU's) and performance stock units (PSU's) werc adjusted pursuant to the temlS of the
applicable Verizon equity incentive pl<lOs, taking into account the change in the value of Verizon common stock as a result of the spin~off.
In connection ·with the spin-off, Verizon received approximately $2.0 billion in cash from the proceeds of loans under all Idearc tenn loan
nlcility and transferred to Idearc debt obligations in the aggregate principal amount of approximately $7.1 billion thereby reducing Verizon's
outstanding debt at that time. We incurred pretax charges of approximately $117 million ($101 million after-tax), including debt retirement
costs, costs associated with accumulated vesting benefits of ldearc employees, investment b,mking fees and other transaction costs related to
the spin~off, which are included in discontinued operations.
In connection with the spin-off. we named Idearc the exclusive official publisher of Verizon print directories of wireline listings in markets
where Verizon is the current incumbent local exchange carrier. We also entered into other agreements that defined responsibility for obligations
arising before or that may arise after the spin-off, including, among others, obligations relating to Idearc employees, certain transition services
and taxes. In general, the agreements governing the exchange of servicesbct\veen us and Idearc are for specified periods at costMbased or
commercial rates.
lerizon Dominicana C. porA.. Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc. and C'omparliaAn6nima Nacional

Te/~/hnos

de Venezuela

During the second quarter of 2006, \ve reached definitive agreements to sell our interests in our Caribbean and Latin AIl1Clican
telecommunications operations in three separate transactions to America MoviL S.A de C.V. (America M6vil), a wireless service provider
throughout Latin America, and a company ownedjointJy by Tclefonos de Mexico, S.A de C.V. (Telmex) and AmericaM6vii. We agreed to
sell our 100 percent indirect interest in Verizon Dominicana C. por A. (Verizon Dominicana) and our 52 percent interest in
Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRI) to America M6viL An entity jointly owned by America M6vil and Telmex agreed to
purchase our indirect 28.5 percent interest in Compalua An6nima Nacional TclCfonos de Venezuela (CANTV).
In accordance with SFAS No. 144. 'Ac'cOlmliJ1gjiJr the j'mp"!r,'wnt orD!,',pOIca! ,!rLnn,~',LiJ"edAssels," (SFAS No. 144) we have classified the
results of operations of Verizon Domillicana
operations. CANTV continues to be accounted for as an equity
method investment
On December 1, 2006, we closed the sale of Verizon Dominicana. The transaction resulted in net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 million. net of
a purchase price adjustment of $373 million. The U.S. t,l-xes that became payable and were recognized at the time the transaction c10scd
exceeded the $30 million pretax gain resulting in an after-tax loss of $541 million.
We expect to close the sale of our interest in TELPRI in 2007 subject to the receipt of regulatory approvals and in accordance with the terms of
the definitive agreeluent We expect that thc sale will result in approximately $900 million in net pretax cash proceeds.
During the second qumter of 2006, we entered into a de:ft.nitivc agreement to sell our indirect 28.5% interest in CAI\F[V to an entity jointly
owned by America M6vil and Tehnex for estimated pretax proceeds of $677 million. Regulatory authorities in Vcnezuela never commenced
the fonnal review of that Inmsaction and the related tender offers for the remaining equity securities of CANTY. On Febmary 8, 2007, after
two prior extensions, the parties terminated the stock purchase agreement beC<1use the parties mutually coneluded that the regulatory approvals
would not be gnlllted by the Government.
In January 2007, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies, including CANTV.
On February 12, 2007, we entered into a Memorandum (If '
T
'th the Republic, TlteMOU provides that the Republic \.. .'iIl
offer to purchase all of tile equity securities of CANTV
n Venezuela and the United States at a price equiYalent to
$17.85 per ADS. If the tender offers arc completed, tl
or Verizon's shares ,,,,ould be $572 million. If the 2007
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dividend that has been recommended by the CANTV Board is approved by shareholders and paid prior to the closing of the tender offers, this
amount \viII be reduced by the amOlUlt oftlle dividend. Verizon has agreed to tender its shares if the offers are commenced. The Republic has
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agreed to commence the offers within forty-five days assuming the satisfactory completion of its due diligence investigation of CANTY- The
tender offers arc sllbjectto certain conditions including that a majority of the outstanding shares arc tendered to the Government and receipt of
regulatory approvals. Based upon the terms ofthe MOU and our current investment balance in CANTV, we expect that we will record a loss on
our investment in the first quarter of 2007. The ultimate amount of the loss depends on a variety offactors, including the successfl.Jl completion
of the tender offer and the satisfaction of other terms in the MOU.

j."erizon fIr/ormation Services Canada
During 2004, \ve announced our decision to sen Vcrizon Information Services Canada Inc. to ,-Ul affiliate of Bajn Capital, a global private
investment finn, for $1540 million (Cdn. $1,985 million). The sale closed during the fourth quarter of 2004 and resulted in a gain of $1,017
million ($516 million after-tax).
In accordance with SFAS No. 144, _,'kcounting./br the Impairment or
(SFAS No. 144), wee have classified the
results of operation of the U.S. print and lntemet yellow pages
business,
Dominicana and Verizon Information Services
Canada as discontinued operations in the consolidated statements of income for all YC:"1rs presented through the date of the spin-..off or sale. We
have also classified the results of operations ofTELPRI, \vhich we continued. to own at December 31,2006, as discontinued operations in the
consolidated statements of income. Our investment in CANTV continues to be accounted for as an equity method investment in continuing
operations.
TIle assets and liabilities of the U.S print and Internet yellow pages directories business, Verizon Information Services Cam-Ida, Verizon
Dominicana and TELPRI arc disclosed as current assets and current liabilities held for sale in the consolidated balance sheets for all years
presented through the date of their spin~off or divestiture, Additional detail related to those assets and liabilities are as follows:

Total liabilities
Related to tllC assets and liabilities above is $241 miUion and $898 million included as Accumulated Other Comprebensive Loss in the
condensed consolidated balance sheets as of December 31, 2006 and December 3 L 2005, respectively.
Income from discontinued operations, net of tax presented in the consolidated statements of income included the following:

Income on discontinued operations, net of tax
r'erizon llmvaii Inc.

During the second quarter of 2004, we entered into an agreement to sell our wireline and directory businesses in Hawaii, including Verizon
Hawaii Inc. which operated approximately 700,000 switched access lines, as weU as the services and assets ofVerizon Long Distance, Verizon
Online, Verizon Information Services and Verizon Select Services Inc. in Hawaii, to an affiliate of The Carlyle Group. This transaction closed
during the second quarter of 2005. In connection \vith this sale, \ve received net proceeds of $1,326 million and recorded a net pretax gain of
$530 million ($336 million after-tax).
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SI)in-off Transaction Charges
In 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $117 million ($101 million afteNax) for costs related to the spin~off of Idearc. These costs primarily
consisted of banking and legal fees: as well as filing fees, printing and mailing costs. TIlere \vere no similar charges in 200S and 2004.
Mcrger Intcgration Costs
In 2006, \ve recorded prct.:'lx charges of $232 million ($146 million after-tax) related to integration costs associated with the MCI acquisition
that closed on JanufU1' 6, 2006. These costs arc primarily comprised of advertising and other costs related to re~bnmding initiatives and systems
integration activities, TIlere \vere no similar charges incurred in 2005 and 2004.
F~\cilit:\'

and Emlllo)'cc-Rclatcd Items

During 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $184 million ($118 million after~tax) in connection vvith the continued relocation of employees
and business operations to Verizon Center located in Basking Ridge, New Jersey. During 2005, we recorded a net pretax gain of$18 million
($8 mUlion after~tax)in connection \vith tlus relocation of our new operations center, Verizon Center, including a pretax gain of $120 million
($72 million after~tax) related to the sale of a New York City office building, partially offset by a pretax charge of $102 million ($64 million
after~tax) primarily associated with relocation, employee severance and related activities, There were no similar charges incurred in 2004.
During 2006, \ve recorded net pretax severance, pension and benefits charges of $425 million ($258 million afler~tax, including $3 IniUion of
income recorded to discontinued operations), These charges included net pretax pension settlement losses of $56 million ($26 million after-tax)
related to employees that received lump~sum distributions
resulting from our
plans. These charges were recorded in
accordance with SFAS No, 88.f,inplo;v ors' Accountingfbr.\''','leownts ",,,{(·urtoili"len.ts o,fDc.(>rn"ll1emi(>t.Peusiml Plansan,f/ilc],nm'nation
No. 88).
that settlement losses be recorded once
payment
ha-'re been reached. Also

i~~~;~:~~a~;Cs;:~~;~~i~~1:i~';;~~i~:a:~:~i~'~;(;:~2~~~m;~;iIl~l~i~o:~n after~t;:lx), for employee severance and severance-related costs ill connection with the

if

employee severance costs and
employees,

In addition, during 2005 \ve recorded a charge of $59 million ($36 million after-tax)
in connection with the voluntary separation program for surplus

severance~related activities

uuion~represenlcd

we recorded a net pretax charge of $98 million ($59 million after-tax) related to the restructuring of the Verizon management
plans. This pretax charge \vas recorded in accordance with SFAS No. 88, and SFAS No. 106, "1;:'"~:;;:~;;~;~;:,~~.:n~:~~4f~:1
Other Than Pensions' (SFAS No. 106) and includes the lUlarnortized cost of prior pension
million offset p"'ti,ally by a pretax curtailment gain of $332 million related to retiree medical benefits. In connection with this
management employees: no longer earn pension benefits or earn service towards the company retiree medical subsidy after June 30.
received an 18~month enhancement of the value of their pension and retiree medical subsidy; and receive a higher savings plan matching
contribution.
During 2004, \ve recorded pretax pension settlement losses of $805 million ($492 million afteNax) related to employees that received lumpsum distributions during 2004 in connection with the voluntary separation plan under which more than 2l,000 employees accepted the
separation offer in the founh quarter of 2003, 'nlese charges were recorded in accordance \vith SFAS No. 88, In addition, we recorded a
$7 million after~tax charge in income from discontinued operations, rdated to the 2003 separation plan.

Tax Matters
During 2005, we recorded a tax benefit of $336 million in connection with capital gains and prior year investment losses. As a result of the
capital gain realized in 2005 in connection with the sale of our Hawaii businesses, we recorded a tax benefit of $242 million related to capital
losses incurred in previous years. The investment losses pertain to IusacelL CTI Holdings, S.A. (CTr) and TelecomAsia.
Also during 2005, we recorded a net tax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign eamings under the provisions of the
Amcllcan Jobs Creation Act 0[2004, for nlto of our foreign investments.
As a result of the capital gain realized in 2004 in connection with the sale ofVerizon Information Sen'ices Canada, \ve recorded tax benefits of
$234 million in the fourth quarter of 2004 pertaining to prior year investment impainnents. The investment impairments primarily related to
debt and equity investments in CTl, Cable & Wireless pic and NTL Incorporated.
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Other Charges and S)ll'Cial Items
During 2006, ,ve recorded prcta,'\ charges of $26 million ($16 million after-tax) resulting from the extinguishment of debt assumed in
connection with the completion ofHle MCI merger.
During 2006, we recorded after-tax charges of $42 million to recognize the adoption of SFAS No. 123 (R).
During 2005, we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 million after-tax) including a pretax impainnent charge of $125 million
pertaining to aircraft leased to airlines involved in bankmptcy proceedings and a pretax charge of $14 million ($8 million after-tax) in
connection with the early extinguishment of debt
In the second quarter of 2004, we recorded an expense credit 0[$204 million ($123 million after-tax) resulting from the favorable resolution of
pre-bankmptcy amounts due from Mel that were recov-ered upon the emergence of MCI from b<:mkmptcy
Also during 2004, we recorded an impainnent charge of $113 million ($87 million after-tax) related to our intcmationallong distance and data
network. In addition, we recorded pretax charges of $55 million ($34 million after-tax) in connection \rith the early extinguishment of debt.
During 2004, we recorded a pretax gain of $787 million ($565 million after-tax) on the sale of our 20.5% interest in TEL US in an underwritten
public offering in the U.S. and Canada. In connection with this sale tran&lctiol1, VeriZOll recorded a contribution of $100 million to Verizon
Foundation to fund its charitable activities and increase its self-sufficiency. Consequently, Vie recorded a net gain of $500 million after taxes
related to this transaction and the accrual orthe Verizon Foundation contribution.

We have investments in marketable securities whiCh are considered "available-for-sale" under SFAS No. 115. These investments have been
included in our consolidated balance sheets in Short·Term Investments, Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses and Other Assets
Under SFAS No. 115. available-far-sale securities are required to be carried at their fair value, with unrealized gains and losses (net of income
taxes) that are considered temporary in nature recorded in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. The fair values of our investments in
marketable securities are deternlined based on market quotations. We continually evaluate our investments in marketable securities for
impainnent due to declines in market value considered to be other than temporary. That evaluation includes, in addition to persistent declining
stock prices, general economic and company-specific evaluations, In the event of a determination that a decline in market value is other than
temporary, a charge to earnings is recorded in Other Income and Expense, Net in the consolidated statements of income for all or a pol1ion of
the unrealiz.ed loss, and a new cost basis in the investment is established. As of December 31, 2006, no impainnents were determined to exisl.
The follm·ving table shmys cel1ain summarized information related to our investments in marketable securities:
(dollassillll1i1liol1s)

Unrealized

Unrealized

Fair

Our investments in marketable securities are primarily bonds and mutual funds.
During 2004, \ve sold all of our investment in Iowa Telecom preferred stock, which resulted in a pretax gain of $43 million ($43 million aftertax) included in Other Income and Expense, Net in the consolidated statements of income. The preferred stock \vas received in 2000 in
connection \vith the sale of access lines in Iowa.
Certain other inv·estments in securities that we hold are not adjusted to market valnes because those values arc not readily detenninable andlor
the securities are not marketable. We have. hmvevec ad
these securities in situations ,vhere we believe declines in
value below cost were other than temporary. The c
nt5 not adjusted to market value were $12 million at
December 31, 2006 and $5 million at December 3L 200
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The [ollowing table displays the details of plant property and equipment, wllich is stated at cost:
(dollarninmi!!ions)

Total

Go()(hrill
Changes in the carrying amount of goodwill arc as follows:
(do!!arsinmilliolls)

Domestic

Bahmce at December 31,2006
Other Intangible Assets

The follO\ving table displays thc dctails of other inmngible assets:

Customer lists 0[$1,278 million includes $1,162 million related to the MCI acquisition. Customer lists of$3,313 million at Domestic Wireless
became fully amortized and "'ere \vriUen off during 2006. Intangible asset amortization expensc was $1,423 million, $1.444 million, and
$1,334 million for the years ended December 31, 2006, 2005 and 200,t respectively. It is estimated to be $1.201 million in 2007, $1,047
million in 2008, $856 million in 2009. $633 million in 2010 and $483 million in 201 L primarily related to customer lists and non-nehvork
intcmal~use software.
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Our investments in unconsolidated businesses are comprised of the following:

Dividends and repatriations of foreign eanrings received from investees amounted to $42 million in 2006, $2,335 million in 2005 and $162
million in 2004, respectively, and tlfe reported in Other, Net operating activities in the consolidated statements of cash flows.

Equit), lnvestecs

CANTV is Venezuela's largest full-service telecommunications provider. CANTV offers local services, national illld intemational long
distance, Internet acccss and lvirclcss services in Vcnezuela as well as Pllblic telephone, private network, data tI<:U1smission, directoJ;.' and other
value·added services. Our $230 million investment in CANTV is net of approximately $400 million of foreign currcncy translation adjustments
that are included in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss.
In the second quarter of 2006, we reached a definitive agreement to sell our indirect 285% interest in CANTV to an entity jointly owned by
Amclica M6vil and Tclmex. That agreement was terminated on February 8, 2007. On Febnml)' 12. 2007. we announced our intention to
participate in the Venczuelan government's offer to purchase our shares in CANTV through public tendcr offers in Venezuela <md the U.S.
(See Notc 23).

rodq/bnc Omnitel
Vodafonc OUlllitel N.V. (Vodafone Omnitc1) is an Italian digital cellular telecommunications company. It is the second largest \virCless
provider in Italy. At December j 1,2006 and 2005, our invcstment in Vodafolle Omnite! included goodwill of$I,044 million and $937 million,
respectively.
During 2005, we repaUiated $2,202 million of Vodafone Omnitcrs eamings through the repurchase of issued and outstanding shares of its
equity. Vodafone Omnitel's mvners. Verizoll and Vodafone Group PIc (Vodafonc), participated on a pro rata basis; consequently. Verizon's
O\'vnership interest after the share repurchase remained at 23.1 %
Other Equity Investees

Verizon has limited partnership investments in entities that invest in afford,lblc hOllsing projects. for which Vcrizon provides funding as a
limited partner and receives tax: deductions and tax credits based on its partnership interests. At December 3L 2006 and 2005, Veril.Oll had
equity investments in these partnerships of $659 million and $652 million, rcspectively. Verizon currcntly adjusts the carr:ving value of these
investments for any losses incurred by the limited partnerships through earnings.
TIle remaining investments include \vireless partnerships in the U.S. and other smaller domestic and imcmational investments.

Cost In\'estees
Some of our cost investments arc canied at their current market value. Other cost investments arc carried at their original cost except in cases
\vhere ","'e have determined that a decline in the estimated market value of an investment is other than temporary as described in Note 5. Our
cost investmcnts include a variety of domestic and international investments primarily involvcd in providing communication services.
Our cost investments in unconsolidated businesses included 43.4 million of shares of Mel common stock that were converted upon the closing
oCthe Mel merger (see Note 2)
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Minority intercsts in equity of subsidiaries were as follows:
(dollars in millions)

*

Indicated ownership percentages arc Verizon's consolidated interests.

Wireless Joint Venture
111e ,,,irclcss joint ventme was fonned in April 2000 in connection "with the combination of the U.S. wireless operations Hnd interests of
Verizon and Vodafone. Thc ,,,ircless joint venturc operates as Vcrizon Wireless. Verizon mvns a controlling 55% interest in Verizon Wireless
and Vodafonc owns the remaining 45%.
Undcr the tenns of an investment agreement, Vodafone had the right to require Verizon Wircless to pmchase up to an aggregate of $20 bilIion
worth of Vodafone's interest in Verizon Wireless at designated times (put windows) at its then fair market value, not to exceed $10 billion in
any' one put window. Vodafonc had the right to require the purchase of up to $10 billion during a 61 ~day period which opened on June 10 and
closed on August 9 in 2006, and did not exercise that right. As of Deccmber 31, 2006, Vodafone only has the right to require the purcllase of up
to $10 billion worth of its interest, during a 61·day period opening on June 10 and closing on August 9 in 2007, under its one remaining put
,vindow. Vodafone also may require that Verizon Wireless pay for up to $7.5 billion of the required repurchase through thc assumption or
incurrence of debt. In the evcnt Vodafonc exercises its one remaining put right 'we (instead of Verizon Wireless) have the right cxercisable at
our sole discretion, to purchase up to $2.5 billion of Vodafone's interest for cash or Verizon stock at our option.

CellularPal1nersbips ~md Other
In August 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's "wireless business with a portion of Verizon
Wireless. The resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East), is controlled and managed by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its contributed assets, Price received a limited pal1nersbip interest in the new partnership which was exchangeable into the
common stock of Verizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred, or into the COlllmon stock of Vcrizon on the fourth
anniversary of the asset contribution date. On August 15, 2006, Verizon delivered 29.5 million shares of ne,vly~issued Verizon common stock
to Price valued at $1,007 million in exchange for Price's limited partnership interest in VZEast.

Preferred Securities Issued B;r Subsidiaries
On January 15, 2006, Verizon redeemed $lOO million Verizon International Holdings Ltd. Series A variable term voting cumulative preferred
stock at the redemption price per share of $ 100,000, plus accrued and lmpaid dividends.

As Lessor
We arc the lessor in levcnlged and direct financing lease agreements under which commercial aircraft and power gener'dting facilities, which
comprise the majority of the portfolio, along with industrial equipment, real est<lte property, telecommunications and other equipment ~lre
leased for remaining lerms up to 49 years as of December 31, 2006. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid rentals, Jess
principal and interest on third-party nonrccourse debt relating to leveraged lease transactions. Since we have no general liability for this debtwhich holds a senior security interest in the leased equipment and rentals, the related principal and interest have been offset against the
minimum lease payments receivable in accordance with GAAP. All recourse debt is reflected in our consolidated balance sh(.'Cts. See Note 4
for information on 1C<1se impairment charges.
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Finance lease receivables, \vhicb are included in Prepaid Expenses and Other and Other Assets in our consolidated balance sheets are
comprised of the following:

Noncurrent
Accumulated deferred taxes arising from leveraged leases, \vhich are included in Defen-cd Income Taxes. amounted to $2.674 million at
December 31, 2006 and $3.049 million at December 31, 2005.
The following table is a summary of the componcnts of incomc from leveraged leases:

The future minimum lease payments to be received from noncancelable leases, net of nonrecourse loan ]Xlyments related to leveraged and
direct financing leases in excess of debt service requirements, for the periods shown at December 31, 2006, arc as follO\vs:
(do!lars in millions)

As Lessee
We lease certain facilities and equipment for use in our operations under both capital and operating leases. Total rent expense from continuing
operations under operating leases amOlUlted to $1,608 million in 2006, $ 1.458 million in 2005 and $1.278 million in 2004.
Capital lease amounts included in plant property and equipment are as follows:
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The aggregate minimum rental commitments under noncancelable leases for the periods shown at December 3 i, 2006, are as follows:

As of December 3 t 2006, the total minimum sublease rentals to be received in the future under noncancelable operating and capital subleases
werc $124 million and $0.9 million. rcspectively.

Debt MatUl'ing Within One Year

Debt maturing w-ithin one year is as follow·s:

Total debt maturing within one year
The weightcd averagc interest rate for our commercial paper at yC:'lr-e:nd December 31. 2006 fmd December 31. 2005 was 5.3% ,md 4.3%.
respectively.
Capital expenditures (primarily acquisition and constmction of nct\vork assets) are partially financed, pending long-tennfinancing, through
bank loans and the issuancc of COl1llilercial paper payable within 12 months

At December 31, 2006, we had approximately $6.2 billion of unused bank lines of credit. Certain of these lines of credit contain requirements
for the payment of commitment fees.
Long ~ Term Debt

Outstanding long-term debt obligations are as follows:

Telephone subsidiaries - debentures and first/refunding mortgage bonds

4.63 - 7.00
7,15 -7.65

2007 - 2042
2007 - 2032

11,703
1,275

11.869
1.725

Zero-coupon convertible notes, net of unamortized discount of $- and
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Telephone 5'ubsicfiaries' Debt
Our first mortgage bonds of$IOO million arc secured by certain telephone operations assets.
See Note 20 for additional information about guarantees of operating subsidiary debt.

Redemption ofDebt,.:lssumed in J-ferger
On January 17, 2006, Verizon announced offers to purchase two series of Mel senior notes, MeT $ L983 million aggregate ptincipa1 amount of
6.688% Senior Notes Due 2009 and MCl $1,699 million aggregate principal amOlUlt of 7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% of their par
value. Due to the change in control oCMCI that occurred in connection with the merger ""ith Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizon was required
to make this offer to noteholders within 30 days of the closing of the merger. Noteholders tendered $165 million of the 6.688% Senior Notes.
Separately, Vcrizon notified noteholders that MCl was e.xercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to
under the
optional redemption procedures provided in the indentures. The 6.688% Notes \-"ere redeemed on March 1. 2006, and the
were
redeemed on Febmary 16,2006.
In addition, on January 20, 2006, Verizon aJUlounced an offer to repurchase MCI $1,983 million aggregate plincipa1 amount of 5.908%1 Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 101% of their par value. On Febmary 2 L 2006, $L804 million of these notes were redeemed by Verizoll. Verizon satisfied
and discharged the indenture governing this series of notes shortly after the close of the offer for those noteholders who did not accept this
offer
Other Debt Redemptions-Prepayments

During the second quarter of 2006. \vc redcemedlprep<lid several debt issuances, including: Verizon North Inc. $200 million 7,625% Series C
debentures due Mav 15, 2026; Verizon Northwest Inc. $175 million 7.875% Series B debentures due June 1, 2026; Verizon South Inc. $250
million 7.5% Serie~ D debcntures due March 15, 2026: Verizon California Inc, $25 million 9.41% Series W first
bonds due 2014:
Verizon California Inc. $30 million 9.44% Series X first mortgage bonds due 2015; Verizon Northwest Inc. $3 million
Series HH first
mortgage bonds due 2010 and Contel of the Soulh Inc. $14 million 8.159'YO Series GG first mortgage bonds due 2018. The gain/floss) from
these retirements was immateri<ll
During the third quarter of2005, we redeemcd Vcrizon New England Inc. $250 million 6.875% debentures due October 1, 2023 resulting in a
pretax charge of$10 million ($6 million afler~ta.x) in connection with the early extinguishment of the debt.
Zero~Coupon

Convertible ,Votes

Previously in May 200 I, Verizon Global Funding issued approximately $5,4 billion in principal amount at maturity of zero~coupon convertible
notes due 2021, resulting in gross proceeds of approximately $3 billion. TIle notes ,,,,ere convertible into shares of our common stock at an
initial price of$69.50 per share if the closing price ofVerizon common stock on the New York Stock Exchange e.xceeded specified levels or in
other specified circumstances. The conversion price increased by at least 3(10 a year. TIle initial conversion price represented a 25% premium
over the May 8, 20tH dosing price of $55.60 per share. The notes were redeemable at the option of the holders on Mil)' 15th in each of the
years 2004, 2006, 2011 and 2016. On May 15, 2004, $3,292 million of principal amount of the notes ($L984 million after unamortized
discount) were redeemed by Verizon Global Funding. In additiofl the zero~coupoll convertible notes were callable by VeriZOll on or after
May 15, 2006. On May 16, 2006, we redeemed the remaining $ L375 million accreted principal of the remaining outstanding zero~coupon
convertible principal. The total payment on the date of redemption was $1,377 million

S'upport /lgreements
All of Verizon Global Funding's debt had the benefit of Support Agreements bctweellus and Verizon Global FUllding. which gave holders of
Verizon Global Funding debt the right to proceed directl).' against us for payment of interest premium (if any) and principal outstanding should
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Verizon Global Funding fail to pay. The holders of Verizon Global Funding debt did not have recourse to the stock or assets of most of our
telephone operations: however, they did have recourse to dividends paid to us by any of our consolidated subsidiaries as 'well as assets not
covered by the exclusion. On February 1, 2006, Verizon announced the merger of Verizon Global Funding into Verizon. As a result of the
merger aU of Verizon Global Funding's debt has been assumed by Verizon by operation of law.
In addition, Verizon Global Funding had guaranteed the debt oblig,ltions of GTE Corporation (but not the debt of its subsidiary or affiliate
companies) that \'.'ere issued and outstanding prior to July 1, 2003. In connection \vith the merger of Verizon Global Funding into VeriZOlt
Verizon has assumed this guarantee. As of Decemher 31,2006, $2,950 uu!lion principal amount of these obligations remained outstanding,
Verizon and NYNEX Corporation arc the joint and several co-obligors of the 20-Year 9.55% Debentures duc 2010 previously issued by
NYNEX on March 26, 1990. As of December 31, 2006, $92 million principal amount of this obligation remained outstanding, NYNEX and
GTE no longer issue pUblic debt or file SEC reports, See Note 20 for infonnation on guamntccs of opemting subsidiary debt listed on the Ne\v
York Stock Exchangc.
Debt Covenants

We and our consolidated subsidiaries arc in compliance with all of our debt covenants.
Maturities

(!fLong~Term Debt

Maturities of long-term debt outstanding at December 3L 2006 are $4.1 billion in 2007, $2.5 billion in 2008, $1.4 billion in 2009. $2.8 billion
in 2010, $2.6 billion in 2011 and $19.4 billion thereafter.

Derivatives
The ongoing effect of SFAS No. 133 and related amendments and interpretations on our consolidated financial statements will be determined
each period by several factors, including the specific hedging instmments in place "md their relationships to hedged items, as well as market
conditions at the end of each period.
Interest Rate RiskAfanagement

We have entered into domestic interest rate swaps, to achieve a targeted mix of fixed and variable ratc debt, where we principally fCceive fixed
rates and pay variable rates based on LlBOR These swaps hedge against changes in the fair value of our debt portfolio. We record the interest
rate swaps at fair value in our balance sheet as assets and liabilities and adjust debt for the change in its fair value due to changes in interest
rates. The ineffective portions of these hedges \,'ere recorded as gains in the consolidated statements of incomc of $4 million for the year ended
December 31. 2004.
We also cntcr into interest rate derivatives to limit our exposure to interest rate changes. In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 133,
changes in fair value of these cash flow hedges due to interest rate fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. We
recorded Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) of$14 million and $10 million related to these interest rate cash flow' hedges for the years ended
December 31. 2006 and 2005. respectively.
Foreign Exchange Risk Afanagement

From time to time. our foreign exchange risk management has included the usc of foreign currency forward contracts and cross currency
interest rate swaps 'with foreign currency forwards. 111ese contracts arc typically used to hedge short-tenn foreign currency transactions and
commitments, or to offset foreign exchange gains or losses on the foreign currency obligations and are designated as cash flow hedges. There
were no foreign currency contracts outstanding as of December 31, 2006 and 2005. We record these contracts at fair value as assets or
liabilities and the related gains or losses are deferred in sharcowners' investment as a component of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss.
We have recorded net unrealized gains of$17 million in Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) for the year ended December 31, 2004.
Net Investment Hed,'?cs

During
we entered into zero cost euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone Oillilltei. In accordance \'lith the
provisions
SFAS No. 133 and related amendments aud interpretations, changes in fair value of these contracts due to exchange ratc
fluctuations were recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of fOfCign currency changes on the value of our
net investment. During 2005, our positions in the zero cost euro collars \vere settled. As of December 31,2006 and 2005, Accumulated Other
Comprehensive Loss includes unrecognized gains of $ntracts. which along with thc unrealized foreign
currency translation balance of the investment hedged, r
is sold.
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During 2004, we entered into foreign currency fonvard contracts tohcdge our net investment in our Canadian operations. In ;:lccordallce with
the provisions of SFAS No. 133, changes in the fair value of these contracts due to exchange rate fluctuations were rccognized in AccuIllulated
Other Comprehensive Loss and offset the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our net investment. During 2004, we sold our
Canadian openltions and the unrealized losscs on these net investment hedge contracts werc rccognized in net income along with the
corresponding foreign currency translation balance. We recorded realized losses of $lO6 million ($58 million after-tax) related to these hedge
contracts.
Other Derivatives

On May 17, 2005, we purchased 43.4 million shares ofMCI common stock under a stock purchase agreement that contained a provision for the
payment of an additional cash amount determined immediately pliOI' to April 9. 2006 based on the market price of Verizon's common
stock (See Note 2). Under SFAS No.
Ihis additional cash payment 'was an embedded derivative \vhich we carried at fair value and \vas
subject to changes in the market price
Verizon stock. Since this derivative did not qualify for hedge accounting under SFAS No, LB.
changes in its fair value were recorded in the consolidated statements of income in Other Income and (Expense), Net. During 2006 and 2005,
we recorded pretax income of $4 million and $57 million, respectively, in connection \vith this embedded derivative. As of December 31. 2006.
this embedded derivative has expired with no requirement for an additional cash payment made under the stock purchase a6'Teement.
Concentrations of Credit Risk

Financial instnunents that su~iect us to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of temporary cash investments, short-term and long-tenn
investments, trade receivables, certain notes receivable including lease receivables and derivative contracts. Our policy is to deposit our
temporary cash investments with major financial institutions, Counterparties to our derivative contracts arc also major financial institutions and
organized exchanges. The financial institutions have all been accorded high nllings by primary rating agencies, We limit the dollar amount of
contracts entered into with anyone financial institution and monitor our counterpartics' credit ratings. We generally do not give or receive
collateral on swap agreemellts due to our credit rating and those of our counterpartics. While we may be exposed to credit losses due to the
nonperformance of our counterparties, we consider the risk remote and do not expect the settlement of these transactions to have a material
effect on our results of operations or financial condition.
Fair Values of Financial Insh1Im{~nts

The tables that foHow provide additional information about our significant financial instnnuents:
Financial

IIlS1T1U11~Ot

Valuation Method

Olsh and cash equivalents and shorHenn
investments

Carrying amounts

Sh011:- and long-tenn debt (excluding capital
leases)

Market quotes for similar tenus and maturities or future cash flows discounted at ClUTent
rates

Cost investments in unconsolidated businesses.
derivative assets and liabilities and notcs
rt'Ceivabie

Future cash flows discounted at CUITent rates. market quotes for similar instnunents or other
valuation models
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Earnings Per Share

TIle following table is a reconciliation of the numerators and denominators used in computing eamings per common share:

Net income
(1) Total per share amounts may not adddllc to rounding.
Certain outstanding options to purchase shares were not included in the computation of diluted earnings per common share because to do so
'would have been auti-dilutive for the period, including approximately 228 million shares during 2006, 250 million shares during 2005 and
262 million shares during 2004.
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The zero-coupon convertible notes were retired on May 15, 2006, (see Note 11).
The exchangeable equity interest \vas converted on August 15, 2006 by issuing 29.5 million Verizon shares (sec Note 9).
Sharemmers' lnvcstment

Our certificate of incorporation provides allthOlity for the issuance of up to 250 million shares of Series Preferred Stock, $.10 par value, in one
or more series, 'with such designations, preferences, rights, qualifications, limitations and reslrictions as the Board of Directors may determine.
We are authorized to issue up to 4.25 billion shares of common stock.
On January 22, 2004, the Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to 80 million common shares terminating no later than the close of
business on February 28, 2006. We repurchased 7.9 million and 9.5 million common shares during 2005 and 2004, respectively.
On January 19, 2006, the Board of Directors determined that no additional common shares may be purchased under the previously authorized
program and
authoriz.ation to repurchase of up to 100 million common shares tenninating no later than the close of business on
February 28,
We repurchased approximately 50 million common shares lUlder this authorization during 2006.

Effective January 1, 2006, we adopted SFAS No. l23(R) utilizing the modified prospective method. SFAS No. 123(R) requires the
measurement of stock-based compensation expense based on the fair value of the award on the date of grant. Under the modified prospective
method, the provisions of SFAS No. 123(R) apply to aU awards granted or modified after the date of adoption. The impact to Verizon primarily
resulted fronl Verizon Wireless, for 'which \ve recorded a $42 million cumulative effect of accounting change, net of taxes and after minority
interest, to recognize the effect of init.ially measuring the outstanding liability for <l\vards grunted to Domestic Wireless employees at fair value
utilizing a Black-Scholes model.

l"erizon Communications Long Term Incentive Plan

111e Verizon Communications Long Term Incentive Plan (the "Plan"), permits the grant of nonqualificd stock options, incentive stock options,
restricted stock, restricted stock units, performance shares, performance share units and other awards. The maximum number of shares for
awards is 200 million.
Restricted Stock Units

The Plan provides for grants of restricted stock units (RSUs) that Yest at the end or the third year after the grant. The RSUs are classified as
liability awards because the RSUs are paid in cash upon vesting. 111e RSU award liability is measured at its fair value at the end of each
reporting period and, therefore, will tluctuate based on the performance orVerizon's stock.
The following table summarizes Ve!izon's Restricted Stock Unit activity.
W",igh!ed AY('j"'jlg('
Grllut-DilteFllir

Outstanding, December 3 L 2006
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Per/brmance Share
The Plan also provides for grants of performance share units (PSUs) that vest at the end of the third year after the grant. The 2006, 2005 and
2004 performance share units "vill be paid in cash upon vesting. The 2003 PSUs 'were paid Ollt in Februal)' 2006 in Verizon shares.
The target award is determined at the beginning of the period and can increase (to a maximum
or decrease (to zero) based
on a key perfonnance measurc, Total Shareholder Retum (TSR). At the end of the period, the PSU payment detennincd by comparing
Verizon's TSR to the TSR of a predetennined peer group and the S&P 500 companies. All payments are subject to approval by the Board's
Human Resources Committee. The PSUs arc classified as liability awards because the PSU awards are paid in cash upon vesting. The PSU
mvard liability is measured at its fair value at the end of eaeh rcporting period and, therefore, ,vill fluctuate based on the performance of
Verizon's stock as well as Verizon's TSR relative to Ihe peer group's TSRand S&P 500 TSR.
The follO\ving table summarizes Verizon's Performance Share Unit activity.

As of December 31, 2006, unrecognized compensation expense related to the unvested portion of Vcrizon's RSUs and PSUs was
approximately $392 million and is expected to be recognized over the next two years.
AIe'[ Restricted Stock Plan

Mel's M,U1agement Restricted Stock Plan Cr.ARSP) provides for the granting of stock-based compensation to management. Following the
acquisition by Verizon on January 6, 2006, awards outstanding undcr the MRSP were converted into Verizon common stock in accordance
with the Merger Agreemcnt Mel has not issued new MRSPs sincc Febnmry 2005
The following table summarizcs NtRSP's restricted stock activity.
Restrfcll!d

Weighted AYl!ragc
Gnllll·l)atl:' Fair-

As of December 31, 2006, unrecognized compensation exvensc related to the unvested portion ofthc MRSP reSt1iCled stock was approximately
$9 million and is expected to be recognized over the next year.

[.'erizon rVireless Long~Term Incentive Plan
The 2000 Verizon Wireless Long-Tenn Incentive Phm (the "Wireless Plan") provides compensation opportunities to eligible employees and
other participating affiliates ortlle Cellco Partnership, d.b.a. Verizou Wireless (the "Pmtncrship"), The Wireless Plan provides rewards thai arc
lied to the long~tenn perfonnance of the Partnership. Under the Wireless Plan, VARs are granted to eligible employees. 111e aggregate number
o[VARs that may be isslled under the Wireless Plan is approximately 343 million,
VARs reJlect the ch<mge in the value of the Partnership. as defined in the Wireless Plan. similar to stock options. Once VARs become vested.
employees can exercise their VARs and receivc a pa:yn
'cuce between the VAR price on the date of grant and the
VAR price on the date of exercise, less applicable taxes.
}fCC years from the date of grant \vith a maximum term of
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10 years, All VARs arc gnmted at a price equal to the estimated fair value oCthe Partllership, as defined in the Wireless Plan, at tIle date of tile
gmnt.
With the adoption of SPAS No, 123(Rt the Partnership began estimating the fair value of VARs granted using a
valuation modeL The following table summarizes the assumptions used in the model during 2006:

Black~Scholes

option

The risk~free rate is based on the U.S. Treasury yield curve in effect at the time of the measurement date. The expected tenn of the VARs
gnmied was estimated using a combination of the simplified method as prescribed in Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No, 107, "Share Based
Pa)lnents," (SAB No. 1(7) historical experience, and managementjudgmenL Expected volatility was based on a blend oftlle historical and
implied volatility of publicly traded peer companies for a period equal to the VARs expected life, ending on the measurement date, and
calculated on a monthly basis.
The follow·jng table summarizes the VARs activity.

As of December 3 L 2006, unrecognized compensation expense related to the unvested portion of the YARs ,vas approximately $50 million and
is expected to be recognized within one year.
,')'tock~Based

Compensation EqJel'fse

After~tax

compensation expense for stock based compensation related to RSUs, PSUs, MRSPs and VARs described above included in net
income as reported ,,,as $535 million., $359 million and $248 million for 2006, 2005 and 2004., respectively.

Stock Options
The Verizon Long Term Incentive Plan prO\jdes for gmnts of stock options to employees at an option price per share of 100% of the fair
market value of Yerizon Stock on the date of gmnt. Each grant has a 10 year life, vesting equally over a three year period, stmting at the date of
the grant. We have not granted new stock options since 2004.
We determined stock-option related employee compensation expense for the 2004 grant using the
on the follmving weightcd~averdge assumptions:

Black~Scholes

option-pricing model based
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The following table summarizes Verizon's stock option activity.
Weighted

The following table summarizes information about Verizon's stock options outstanding as ofDecember 3L 2006:

Total
TIle \veighted avemge remaining contractual tenu ·was 3.8 years for stock options outstanding and exercisable as of Deeember 31. 2006. The
total intrinsic value \vas approximately $44 million and $37 million for stock options outstanding and exercisable, respectively, as of
December 31, 2006. The total inttinsic value for stock options exercised was $10 million, $6 million and $97 million, dUling 2006, 2005 and
2004, respectively.
The amount of cash received from the exercise of stock options was approximately $101 million, $34 million and $306 million for 2006, 2005
and 2004, respectivcly.
The afteNax compensation expense for stock options was $28 million, $53 million and $50 million for 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively. As
of December 31, 2006, unrecognized compensation expense related to the unvested portion of stock options was approximately $3 million,

We maintain noncontributory defined benefit pension plans for many of our employces. The postretirement health care and life insurance plans
for our retirees and their dependents are both contributory and noncontributory and include a limit on the compmlY's share of cost for certain
recent and future retirees. We also sponsor defined contribution savings plans to provide opportunities for eligible employees to save for
retirement on a tax·deferred basis. We use a measurement date of December 31 for our pension and postretirement health care and life
insurance plans.
In September 2006, the PASB issued SFAS No. 158. SFAS No. 158 requires the recognition ofa defined benefit postretirement plan's funded
status as either an asset or liability on the balance sheet. SFAS No. 158 also requires the immediate recognition of the unrecognized actuarial
gains and losses and prior service costs and credits that arise dnring the period as a component of other accumulated comprehensive income.
net
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of applicable income taxes. Additionally, the fair value of plan assets must be determined as of the company's year-end. We adopted
SFAS No. 158 effective December 3 L 2006 which resulted in a net decrease to shareo\'illers' investment of $6,883 million. TItis included a net
increase in pension obligations of $2.403 million, an increase in Other Postretirement Benefits Obligations of $10,828 million and an increase
in Other Employee Benefit Obligations of$31 million, partially offset by a net decrease of$I,205 million to reverse the Additional Minimum
Pension Liability and an increase in defened taxes of $5,174 million. If we had recorded an Additional Minimum Pension Liability at
December 3L 2006, it \vould have been $396 million. ($262 million after~lax).

Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits
Pension and other postretirement benefits for many of our employees arc su~ject to collective bargaining agreements. Modifications in benefits
have been bargained from time to time, and \ve may also periodically amend the benefits in the management plans.
As of June 30, 2006, Verizon management employees no longer earned pension benefits or earned service to\vards the company retiree medical
subsidy. In addition, new management employees hired after December 31, 2005 are not eligible for pension benefits and managers with less
than 13.5 years of service as of June 30, 2006 are not eligible for company~subsidized retiree healthcare or retiree life insurance benefits.
Beginning July 1,2006, management employees receive an increased company match on their savings plan contributions.
TIle following tables summarize benefit costs, as well as the benefit obligations, plan assets, funded status and rate assumptions associated \vith
pension <U1d postretirement health care and life insurance benefit pltms.

Obligations and Funded Status

Amounts

in
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Estimated amounts to be amortized from Accumulated
Other
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Changes in benefit obligations were caused by factors induding changes in actuarial assumptions, curtailments and settlements.
In 2005, as a result of changes in management retiree benefits, lve recorded pretax expense of $430 million for pension curtailments and pretax
income of $332 million for retiree medical curtailmcnts (see Notc 4 for additional information).
The accumulated benefit obligation for all defined benefit pension plans \vas $32,724 million and $34,232 million at December 31, 2006 and
2005, respectively.
Information for pension plans with an accumulated benefit obligation in excess of plan assets follows:

Net Periodic Cost
The follO'lYing table displays the details of net periodic pension and other postretirement costs:

Total cost
Tennination benefits and settlement and curtailment losses of $94 million pertaining to the sale of H3\vaii operations in 2005 were recorded in
the consolidated statements of income in Sales of Businesses. Net.
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Additional Information
As a result of the adoption of SFAS No. 158, we no longer record an additional minimum pension liability. In prior years, as a result of changes
in interest rates and changes in investment retums, an adjustment to the additional minimum pension liability was required for a number of
plans, as indicated below. The adjustment in the liability "vas recorded as a charge or (credit) to Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss, net
of tax, in sharcO\"ners' invcstment in the consolidated balance sheets.

Assumptions
The wcighted-average assumptions used in determining benefit obligations foUO\\":

The weighted-average assumptions used in detemlining net periodic cost follow:

In order to project the long~tenn target investment retum for the total portfolio, estimates arc prepared for the total return of each major asset
class over the subsequent lO-year period, or longer. Those estimates arc based on a combination of factors including the following: current
market interest rates and ,raluation levels, consensus ea.mings expectations, historical long-term risk premiums and value-added. To determine
the agb'Tegate retum for the pension trust the projected return of each individual asset class is then ·weighted according to the anocation to that
investment area in the tmst's long-term asset allocation policy.
The assumed Health Care Cost Trend Rates follow:

A one-percentage-point change in the assumed health c·me cost trend rate would have the folIo-wing effects:
(di)Il~N

i.ll lIli1liOfl~)

Plan Assets
Pension Plans

TIle weighted-average asset allocations for the pension plans by asset category follow:
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Equity securities include Verizon common stock of $95 million and $72 million at December 31, 2006 and 2005, respectively. Other assets
include cash and cash equivalents (primarily held for the payment of benefits), private equity and investments in absolute return strategies.

Health Care and L(fe PlaJ1s
TIle weighted-average asset allocations for the other postretirement benefit plans by asset category follo\v:

Total
Equity securities include Verizon common stock of $4 million at December 31. 2005. There was no Verizon common stock held at the end of
2006.
TIle portfolio strate!:,1)' emphasizC5 a long-term equity orientation, significant global diversification, the nsc of both public :md private
investments and professional financial and operational risk controls. Assets arc allocated according to a long-tenn policy neutral position and
held within a relatively nanow and pre-detennined range. Both active and passive management approaches are used depending on perceived
market efficiencies and various other factors.

Cash Flows
[n 2006, we contributed $451 million to our qualified pension trusts, $117 million to our nonqualified pension plans and $1,099 million to our
other postretiremcnt bcncfit plans. We cstimate required qualified pension tmst contributions for 2007 to be approximatCl.y $510 million. vVe
also anticipate $120 million in conUibutions to our nonMqualified pension plans and $1,210 million to our other postretirement benefit plans in
2007.

EstimatcdFuturc Benefit Pa;yments
TIle benefit payments to retirees. which reflect expected future service, are expected to be paid as follows:
(dollarsinl1lillions)
Hl.'alth Car.. and Life
Prior to \h'dkare

Exputed l\Iedicare

Savings Plan and Employee Stock Owncrshill Plans
We maintain four leveraged employee stock ownership plans (ESOP), only one plan cun-cndy has unallocated shares. Under this plan. \ve
match a certain percentage of eligible employee contributions to the sa\'ings plans wit.h shares of our common stock from tIus ESOP. Common
stock is allocated from the leveraged ESOP tmst based on the proportion of principal and interest paid on ESOP debt in a year to tlle remaining
principal and interest due over the tenn of the debt. The final debt service payments and related share allocations for hvo of our leveraged
ESOPs were made in 2004. At December 31, 2006, the number of unallocated and allocated shares of common stock \vas 5 million and
77 million, respectively. AU leveraged ESOP shares are included in eamings per share computations.
Total savings plan costs were $669 million, $499 million, and $501 million in 2006, 2005 and 2004 respectively. A portion of these costs were
funded through a leveraged ESOP. We recognize leveraged ESOP costs based on the shares allocated method.
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Leveraged ESOP costs and tmst activity consist of the foIlowing:

Severance Benefits
The following table provides an analysis of Otlr severance liability recorded in accordance \vith SFAS Nos, 112 and 146'

The remaining severance liability includes future contractual payments to employees separated as of December 3L 2006. The 2006 expense
includes charges for the involuntaI); separation of 4JOO employees (see Note 4).

The components of Income Before Provision for Income Taxes. Discontinued Operations and Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change are as
follows:

The components of the provision for income taxes from continuing operations are as follmvs:

Total income tax ex'"Pense
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The foHmving table shows the principal reasons for the difference between the effective income tax rate and the statutory federal income tax
rate:

Effective income tax rate
The favorable impact on our 2006 effective income tax rate ,vas primarily driven
earnings from our unconsolidated businesses and tax
benefits from valuation allm-vance reversals, These favorable impacts to the 2006
tax rate -were partially offset by the unfavorable
impact of tax reserve adjustments which is included in the Other, net line above. During 2006. we recorded a tax benefit of $80 million in
connection with capital gains and prior year investment losses.
During 2005, we recorded a tax benefit of $336 million in connection ,vith capital gains and prior year investment losses. As a result of the
capital gain realized in 2005 in connection \vith the saJe of our Hawaii businesses, we recorded a tax benefit of $242 million related to prior
year investment losses. Also during 2005. we recorded a net tax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign earnings under
the provisions of the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004. which prm/ides for a favorable federal income tax rate in connection with the
repatriation of foreign eamings, provided the criteria described in tlle law is met. Two of our foreign investments repatriated earnings resulting
in income taxes 01'$332 million, partiaJly offset by a tax benefit of $126 million.
TIle favorabJe impact on our 2004 effective income tax rate was primarily driven by increased earnings from our unconsolidated businesses and
tax benefits from valuation aUmvance reversals.
Deferred taxes mise because of differences in the book and tax bases of certain assets and liabilities, Significant components of defen-ed tax
liabilities (assets) arc shmvn in the foIlo,ving table:

Net deferred tax liability
At December 31, 2006, employee benefits deferred tax assets include $5,174 million as a result of the adoption of SFAS No. 158 (sec Note 15).
At December 3 J, 2006, undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries amounted to approximately $3 billion. Deferred income taxes are not
provided on these eamings as it is intended that the earnings arc indefinitely invested outside of the U.S It is not practical to estimate the
amount of taxes that might be payable upon the remittance of such earnings.
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The valuation allowance primarily represents the tax benefits of certain foreign and state net operating loss carry fonvards, capital loss c-arry
fonvards and other deferrcdtax assets lvhich may expire without being utilized. During 2006, the valuation al1mvance increased $L785
million. This increase Wf1S primarily due to the addition of former Mel valuation al1mvances. TIlis increase was offset by valuation allowance
reversals relating to utilizing prior year investment losses to offset the capital gains realized on the sale of various businesses including Verizon
Dominicana
Former MCI tax loss carry fonvards include federal, state and foreign net operating loss 1<lX carry fon'iards as lveU as capital loss tax carry
fonvards. As a result of the MCI Bankruptcy and the application of the related tax attribute reduction rules,MCl reduced the tax basis in
intercompany accounts receivables. This reduction in tax basis results in a deferred tax liability as reflected above.

Reportable Segments

On November 17, 2006, we completed the spin-off of our U.S. print and Internct ycllow pages directories to our shareowners, which was
includcd in the Information Sen'ices scgmcnt. TIle. spin~off resulted in a new company, named Ideare Inc. In addition, \ve rcached definitive
agrecments to sell our intercsts in TELPRI and Verizon Dominicana, each of 'which "yere included in the Intcmational segment. The operations
of our U.S. print and Internet yellm-v pagcs directories business, Verizon Dominicana and TELPRI are reported as discontinued operations and
assets held for sale. Accordingly we have two reportable segments, which we operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by
products and services. We measure and evaluate our reportable segments based on segment income. Corporate, eliminations and other includes
unallocated corporate expenses, intersegment eliminations recorded in consolidation, the results of other businesses such as our investments in
unconsolidated businesses, primarily Omnitel and CANTV, lcase financing, and asset impairments and expenses that are not allocated in
assessing segment petfoflllance due to their non~recurring naturc. TI1ese adjustments include transactions that the chief operating decision
makers exclude in assessing business unit performance due primarily to their non~recurring and/or non~operational nature. Although such
transactions are excluded from the business segment results, they are included in reported consolidated carnings. Gains and losscs that arc not
individually significant arc included in aU segment results, since these items arc included in the chief operating decision makers' assessment of
ullit performance.
Our segments and tbeir principal activities consist of the following:
Segmellt

Descriptioll

Wireline

Wireline provides communications services including voice, broadband video and datiL nexl generation JP
network selVices, net\vork access, long distance and other services to consumers, carriers, business and
government customers both domestically and globally in 150 countrics.

Domestic Wireless

Domestic wireless products and services include \virelcss voice and data products and other value added serviccs
and equipment sales across the United States.

The following table provides operating financial iniurmation for our two reportable segments:
(dO!!JI"Slllmillions)
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2004
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Reconciliation To Consolidated Financial Information

A reconciliation of the results for the operating segments to the applicable line items in the consolidated financial statements is as foHows:

Financial information for Wireline excludes the effects of Hawaii access lines and directory operations sold in 2005.
We generally account for intersegment sales of products and services and asset transfers at current market prices. We are not dependent on any
single customer.
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Geogral)bic Areas
Our foreign investments are located principally in the Americas and Europe, Domestic and foreign operating revenues arc based on the location
of customers. Long~lived assets consist of plant property and equipment (net of accumulated depreciation) and investments in unconsolidated
businesses. The table below presents financial infonnation by major geographic area:

Comprehensive income consists of net income and other gains and losses affecting shareowncrs' investment that under GAAP, are excluded
from net income.
Changes in the components of other comprehensive income (loss), net of income tax expense (bcnefit), are as follows:

TIle foreign currency translation adjustment in 2006 represents the realization of the cumulative foreign currency translation loss of
approximately $800 million in connection ,"vith the sale of our consolidated interest in Verizon Dominicana (see Note 3), as well as unrealized
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gains from the appreciation of the functional currency on our investment in Vodafone OmniteI. The minimum pension liability adjustment in
2006 represents the adoption ofSF.AS No. 158.
The foreign currency translation adjustment in 2005 represents unrealized losses from the decline in the functional currencies of our
investments in Vodafone OmniteL Verizon Dominicana and CANTY. The foreign currency translation adjustment in 2004 represents
unrealized gains from thc appreciation of the functional currencies at Verizon Dominicaml and our investment in Vodafone Omnitci as well as
the realization of the cumulative foreign currency translation loss in connection with the sale of our 20.5% interest in TELUS (see Note 4).
partially offset by unrealized losses from the decline in the functional currency on our investment in CANTV.
During 2005, \ve entered into zero cost euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone Omnitel. As of December 31, 2005.
our positions in the zero cost curo collars have been settled. During 2004, we entered into foreign currency forward contracts to hedge our Het
investmenl in Verizon Information Services Canada and TELUS (see Note 3). In connection \vith the sales of these intercsts in the fourth
quarter of 2004, the unrealized losses on these net investment hedges \vere realized in net income along \vith the corresponding foreign
currency translation balancc.
As discussed in Note 15, \ve adopted SFAS No. 158 effective December 31,2006, which resulted in a net decrease to shareowners' investment
of$6.883 million.
TIle changes in the minimmll pension liability in 2005 and 2004 were required by accounting mles for certain pension plans based on their
flHlded status (see Note 15). In conncction with our adoption of SFAS No. 158 on December .3 L 2006, we no longer record a minimum pCllsion
liability adjustment as a discrete component of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss.
The componcllts of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss arc as follows:

As discussed above, the change in foreign currency translation adjustments during 2006 is due primarily to the sale of Verizon Domiuicana
(approximately $800 million). Foreign currency translation adjustments at yearficnd 2006 is pIimarily comprised of unrealized gains in tile
functional currencies at Vodafone Omnitcl, partially offset by unrealized losses of approximately $400 million at CANTV. The reduction in
our minimum pension liability adjustment bal<mce to zero at year-end 2006 is due to the adoption of SFAS No. 158.
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The tables that follmv provide additional financialillformation related to

aUf

consolidated financial statements·

Income Statement Information

Balance Sheet Information

Cash Flow Information
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Verizon has guamnteed the obligations of two \-"holly-owned operating subsidiaries: $480 million 7% debentures series B, due 2042 issued by
Verizon New England Inc. and $300 million 7% debentures series F issued by Vcrizon South Inc. due 2041. These guarantees arc full and
unconditional and would require VeIlzon to make scheduled payments inuncdiately if either of the two subsidiaries failed to do so. Both of
these securities 'were issued in denominations of $25 and \vere sold primarily to retail investors and are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange. SEC mlcs penni! us to include condensed consolidating financial infonnatiol1 for these two subsidiaries in our periodic SEC reports
rather than filing separate subsidiary periodic SEC reports
Belo'w is the condensed consolidating financial infonnation. Vcrizon New England and Verizon South arc presented in separate columns, 111e
column labeled Parent represents Verizon's investments in all of its subsidiaries under the equity method and the Other column represents all
other subsidiaries ofVerizon on a combined basis. The Adjustments column reflects intercompany eliminations.
(dollarn in millkms)
Vcrizon

VcriWll

Verimn

VerilOn

Income (loss) before provision for
income taxes, discontinued
operations and cumulative effect of

0l,cratlons And Cumulative Effect

(dollars in millions)

Income Before Discontinued

Net Income
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(<1"lh~lillm;j)ioIl5)

COlldellsed Consolidating Blliance
Sheds

Shon-term investments
Acnnmts receivable. net
Other CUlK'11t as:>cts
Total current a~'Scts
6,146

unconsolidated btl,;inesses
Other assets

Total ASsets

32593
532
4251'1

116
472
$ 8,026

1,158

65,682

390

10.015
70.057

$ 1.907

72.987

$ ,164,865

(38,122)
(230)
$ (49,179)

168.BO

36,564

(38,122)

_ 39,680

$ 164,865

$ (49,179)

$ 168,130

S 22,260

S (5,595}

S 24,106

4.602
71221

Debt maturing within one

Total current liabilities

205
Other liabilities

254
220
146

27

26A33
investment
Tot:d Liabilities and
Sharcowners'
Investment

39.680

$ 42,511

I 22J_ _ _-.l..Z9

$ 8,(126

Condensed Con~oHdllting
St,atcmellt, "f(',,,h Fl"",,;

activities
Net cash from investing
activities
Net cash from fjnancing:
activities
Net Increase in

$ 1,907

Verizoll

S 5,919

S 1.211

(779)

(919)

(5,140)

(292)

Ca,~h

$311
15

(H032)

~ _ _ _@,769)

S

_ _,

99

(15,616)

5,4%

(6,031)
S 2,459

S 2,459

Cimdensed COllsolidnting
Statemenl< of Cash Fll~"'s

activiLkc;
Nd cash from investing
activities
Net cash from fimmcing
activities
Net Decrease in Ca,~h

7,605
(913)

$ 831
(784)

$ 284

$ 20,242

(16343)

(221)

$ (6,937)

$ 22,025
(18A92)

(2:11)

Condensed Consolidating
SUlt.'menb orCllsh Flow,

6.650
Net cash from iHvesting
activities

Net casll from t1nancing
activities
Net Increase in Cash

(6,650)

$ 1219

$ 282

655

75

$ 20:104
(9,559)

EXHIBIT
Exhibit 251

18,953)

$

592

$ (6,464)

$ U,791

(54)

(10,343)

6.518
$

(9,856)
1,592
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Several stale and federal regulatory proceedings may require our telephone operations to pay penalties or to refund to customers a portion of
the revenues collected in the current and prior periods. There arc also various legal actions pending to \vhich we arc a party and claims which,
if asserted, may lead to other legal actions. We have established reserves for specific liabilities in connection with regulatory and legal actions,
including environmental matters, that we currently deem to be probable and estimable. We do not expect that the ultimate resolution of pending
regulatory and legalmauers in future periods, including the Hicksville matters described helm\". ,vill have a material effect on our financial
condition, but it could have a material effect all our results of operations.
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During 2003, under a govemment-approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a former Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the I950s and 1960s, Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessmeIlt of the
anticipated remediation costs \vas conducted. A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts at several other former facilities \vas also
undertaken. In September 2005 the Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program. TIlis may result in the ACE performing some or all of the remediation effOlt for the Hicksville site \vith a corresponding
decrease in costs to Verizon. To thc cxtcnt that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial work at the Hicksvillc site, an adjustment to a
reserve previously established for the remediation may be made. Adjustments may also be made basen upon actual conditions discovered
during the remediation at any of the sites requiring remedicltion.
There are also litigation matters associated with the Hicksville site primarily involving personal injury claims in connection \\11h alleged
emissions arising from operations in t.he 1950s and 1960s at the Hicksville site. 111ese matters are in various stages, and no trial date has been
set.
In connection with the execution of <·j/:,rreements for the sales of businesses and investments, Verizon ordinarily provides representations and
warranties to the purchasers pertaining to a '\';'lriety of nonfinancial matters, such as O\vnership of the securities being sold, as ,veIl as financial
losses
Subsequent to the sale ofVerizon lnfonnation Services Canada (sec Note 3), we continue to provide a guarantee to publish directories, which
was issued \"hen the directory business was purchased in 2001 and had a 30-ycar teml (before extensions). The preexisting guarJIltee
continues, 'without modification, follO\\ing the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada. As a result of the Idearc spin-off, we continue to
be responsible for tItis guarantee. The possible fimmcial impact of the guarantcc, which is not expected to be adverse, cannot be reasonably
estimated since a variety of the potential outcomes available under the guarantee result in costs and revenues or benefits that may offset. In
addition, performance under the guarantee is not likely.
As of December 31, 2006, letters of credit totaling $223 million had been executed in the !lonnal course of business, which support several
financing arrangements and payment obligations to third pm1ies.
We have several commitments primmily to purchase network services, equipment and software from a variety'" of suppliers totaling
$812 million. Of this total amount, $566 million, $164 million, $53 million, $11 million, $5 million and $13 million arc expected 10 be
purchased in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and thereafter, respectively.

(d<)U~1'$

S55 million

bcndlt.<; charges,

million for Ihe loss on

ill millions, except per ~hafc ~>nounls)

included in di~con!inlled operatioll&' and
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Jobs Creatioll Ad of2004.

Income before discontinued operations!X'[ common share is "[lmpuled indcpend<.'lltly lbr caeh qualter amllhc SlUTI oftllC q,l;lrh:rs may not equal the alUlual amonnt

DislJOsition of Businesses and Investments

Telephone .-''/ccess Lines ",pin-off
On January 16, 2007, we announced a definitive agreement ,vith FairPoint Communications. Inc. (FairPoint) that will result in Verizon
establishing a separate entity for its local exchange and rdated business assets in Maine. New Hampshire and Venn011l, spinning off that new
entity to Verizon shareowner&. and immediately merging it with and into FairPoint
Upon the dosing of the transaction, Verizon shareowners will own approximately 60 percent of the new company and FairPoint stockholders
\vill own approximately 40 percent.. Vcrizon Communications will not ov.:n any shares in FairPoint after the merger. In connection ,,,ith the
merger, Verizon sharcowncrs will receive one share of FairPoint stock for approximately every 55 shares of Verizon stock held as of the record
dale. Both the spin-off and merger arc expected to qualify as tax-free transactions, except to the extent that cash is paid to Verizon shareowners
in lieu of fractional shares.
The total value to be received by Verizon and its shareowners in exchange for these operations will be approximately $2,715 million. Verizon
shareowners ,vill receive approximately $1,015 million of FairPoint common stock in the merger. based upon FairPoint's recent stock price and
the tenus of the merger agreement. Velizon will receive $1,700 million in value through a combination of cash disttibutions to Verizon and
debt securities issued to Verizon prior to the spinwoff. Verizon may exchange these newly issued debt securities for certain debt that was
previously issued by Verizon, which ,Yould have the em.'Ct of reducing Vcrizon' s then-outstanding debt.
C4NTV

During the second quarter of 2006, \ve entered into a definitive agreement to sell our indirect 28.5% interest in CA1\'TV to an entity jointly
o,Yned by Amcirica M6vil and Telmex for estimated pretax proceeds of $677 million. Regulatory authorities in Venezuela never commenced
the formal review of that transaction and the related tender offers for the remaining equity securities of CANTY. On February 8, 20tH, after
two prior extensions. the parties tenninated the stock purchase agreement because the patties mutually concluded that the regulatory approvals
,vould not be granted by the Government.
In January 2007, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies, including CANTY.
On February 12, 2007, we entered into a Memorandwll of Understanding (MOU) with the Republic. The MOU provides that the Republic will
offer to purchase all of the equity securities of CANTV through public tender offers in Venczuela and the United States at a price equivalent to
$17.85 per ADS. If the lender offers arc completed, the aggregate purchase price for Verizon's shares would be $572 million. If the 2007
dividend that has been recommended by the CANTV Board is approved by shareholders and paid prior to the closing of the tender offers, this
be reduced by the amount of the dividend. Vcrizon has agreed to tender its shares if the offers are commenced. The Republic has
amount
agreed to commence the offers within forty-five days assuming the satisfactory completion of its due diligence investigation of CANTY. The
tender offers are subject to certain conditions including that a majority of the outstanding shares arc tendered to the Government and receipt of
regulatory approvals. Based upon the tenns of the MOD and our current investment balance in CANTV, we expect that we will record a loss on
our investment in the first quarter of 2007. The ultimate amount of the loss depends on a variety of factors, including the successful completion
of the tender offer and the satisfaction of other terms in the MOU.

,,,ill

Redemption of Debt
On January 8, 2007, we redeemed the remaining $1,580 nullion of the outstanding Verizon Communications Inc. floating rate notes due 2007.
TIle gain/(loss) on this redemption was immaterial.
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EXHIBIT 21

Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries
Principal Subsidiaries of Registrant at December 31, 2006
Name

.Jurisdiction ofOrganization

Verizon California Inc

California

Verizon Delaware LLC

Delaware

Verizon Florida LLC

Florida

Verizoll Maryland Inc,

Maryland

Verizon New' England Inc.

New York

Verizon New Jersey Inc.

Ne"w Jersey

Vcrizon Ncyv Yark Inc.

New York

Verizon North Inc.

Wisconsin

Verizon Northwest Inc,

Washington

Verizon Pennsylvania Inc.

Pennsylvania

Verizon South Inc

Virginia

GTE Southwest Illcorpomtcd
(d/b/a Vcrizon SOlltlnvcst)
Dcla\vare
Verizon Virginia Inc.

Virginia

Verizon Washington, DC Inc.

Ne\'i York

Vcrizon West Virginia Inc.

West Virginia

Cellco Partnership
(d/b/a Vcrizon Wireless)
Delaware
Verizon Capital Corp.

Delaware

Verizon Business Global LLC

Delaware
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EXHlBlT2J
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
We consent to the incorporation by reference in this Anmml Report (Form lO~K) of Vcrizon Communications Inc. (Vcrizon) of our reports
dated February 23, 2007. \o.... jth respect to the consolidated financial statements of Vcrizon, Verizon management's assessment of the

effectiveness of intcmal control over financial reporting, and the effectiveness of jntemal control over financial reporting of Verizon, included
in the 2006 Annual Report to Sharcmvncrs ofVcrizon.
Our audits also included the financial statement schedule of Verizon listed in Item 15(a). This schedule is the responsibility of Vel'izon's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audits. In our opinion, the financial statement schedule referred to above.
when considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a ''''hole. presents fairly in aU material respects the information set forth
therein,

We also consent to the incorporation by reference in the following registration statements of Verizon and ·'where applicable. related
Prospectuses, of our reports dated February 23,2007. v,dth respect to the consolidated financial statements ofVerizoa Verizon ruanagemenfs
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, and the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting of
Verizon, incorporated by reference in this Annlk1.1 Report (Form lO~K) for the year ended December 31, 2006: Fonn S~8. No. 333-66459;
Form S~8. No. 333~66349: Fonn 5-4. No. 333-11573: Fonn S~K No, 333~41593: Fonn S~8. No. 333-42801; Form S~4. No. 333~7617I:
Form 5-8. No. 333-75553: Fonn 5-8. No. 333~7617l: Fonn S-8. No. 333-50146: Fonn 5-8. No. 333-53830: FormS-4. No.
Form 5-8. No. 333-82690: Form S-3. No. 333-109028~()1; Form 5-3. No. 333~106750: Fonn 5-8. No. 333-105512: Form S-8. No.
Form S~8. No, 333~1l8904: Fonn S~8. No. 333~123374: Form S~4. No. 333-124008; Fonn S-8. No. 333~124008: Fonn S-4. No, 333~132651:
Form S~8. No. 333~134846: Form S-8. No. 333~137475: and Form S-3. No. 333-138705.

Emst & Young LLP
Emst & Young LLP
New York. Ne\v York
February 23. 2007
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EXHIBIT 3I.l
I, Ivan G. Seidenberg, certify that:

1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form IO-K ofVerizoll Communications Inc.:

2.

Based on my kuO\vlcdge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements \verc made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by this repoft

3.

Based on my kumvledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report fairly present in all material

4.

The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a~15(e) and 15d~15(e)) and internal control o-ver financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(t) for the registmntand have:

respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flo\ys of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registmllt, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made knmVll to
us by others within lhose entities, particularly during the period in vvhich this repol1 is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for extcmal purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation: and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registnmfs intemal control
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant' 5 auditors and the audit committee of the registmnt's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material \ve.:'lknesses in the design or operation of intemal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, sununarize and report financial information; and

(b)

Any fraud, \vhether or not material, that involves management or other employees \vho have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: March 1, 2007
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EXHIBIT 31.2

I, Doreen A. Toben. certify that"
1,

I have rcvic\vcd tlris annual report on Form lO-K of Vcrizol1 Communications Inc.:

2.

Based on my kumvlcdge, this report docs not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading 'with respect to the
period covered by this report:

,),

Based on my kno\vlcdge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report fairly present in all material

4.

The registrant's other certiFying officer and 1 arc responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure cDntrols and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a~15(e) and 15d~15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a~ 15(1) and 15d-15(f)) for the registmnt and have:

respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flov.-'s of the registrant as of- and for. the periods presented in this report:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls <md procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made kno\vn to
us by others \\ithin those entities, particularly during the period in \vhich this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation: and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registnmt's
most recent fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to matetially affect, the registrant's intemal control
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our mosl recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal conU'ol over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summatize and report financial information: and

(b)

Any fraud, ·whether or not material, that involves management or other employees \vho have a significant role in the registmnt's
intemal cOlltrol over financial reporting,

Date: March L 2007
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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EXHIBIT 32.1
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION 1350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TITLE J 8 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE

L Ivan G. Seidenberg, Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer ofVerizon Communications Inc. (the "Company"). certify that:
(1) the report of tile Company on Form lO~K for the annual period ending December 31,2006 (the "Report") fully complies \"'i1h
the requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"): and

(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations

of the Company as of the dates and for the periods referred to in the Report.

Date: March L 2007

lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg
Ivan G. Seidenberg
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

A signed original of this \vritten statement required by Section 906, or other document authenticating, ackllO\"vledging, or otherwise adopting
the signature that appears in typed form ,,,,ithin the electronic version of this written statement required by Section 906, has been provided to
Verizon Communications Inc, and will be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and fumished 10 the Securities and Exclmngc Commission
or its staff upon request.
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EXHIBIT 32.2
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION ]350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STAYES CODE
I, Doreen A Toben, Executive Vice Presidentaud ChicfFimncial Officer ofVerizon Communications Inc. (the "Company"), certify that:
(1) the report of the Company on Form lO~K for the annual period ending December 31,2006 (the "Report") fully complies \vith
the requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange AcC); and

(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects. the financial condition and results of operations

of the Company as of the dates and for the periods referred to in the Report.

Date: March 1, 2007

151 Doreen A. Toben
Doreen A Toben
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

A signed original of this written statement required by Seclion 906, or other document authenticating, acknmvledging, or othen-vise adopting
the signature that appears in typed form ·within the electronic version of this written statement required by Section 906, has been provided to
Vcrizon Communications Inc, and "vill be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission
or its staff upon request
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

(g]

I. Registrant mllue

Capitol Tax Partners, LLP
Check if dil1'enml than previom!y reported

2.Addrcss

101 Constitution Avenue NW Suite 675 East
Washington

Mr.

USA

202-289-8700

lindsay Hooper

O·seii'

7.Cli(~niNamc

faddoul@capitoltax.com

6. House lD Ji

35817088

Verizon Communications

TYPE OF REPORT

2006

Midyear(Jal1uary I-June30)

9. Check i1'll1is filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Termination Report

0

r:.}

INCOME OR EXPENSES -

[J

OR

YcarI::nd(July I-D<lccmbcr31)

1m

0

Termination Date

II.NoLobbyingActivity

_

0

Either Line 12 OR Line 13
13. Ol'gani7.-ations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities tor this reponing period

LessthanSlO,OOO

0

SlOJXXl or more

Ii <>

$

8_0'--,0_00

_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the ne.:'lrest $20,000.
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature Danielle Faddoul

EXPENSES relating
·were
Less than SJ(U100

0

$J(\OOOormorc

D

lobbying activities for this reporting period

¢

14. REPORTING METHOD. Check box to indicate expense
accounting method. Sec instructions for description of options.

[J Method A.

o
o

Rcporting amo·nnt~ 1lsing LDAddinitions only

MethodB.
Methode.

Date

Printe.d Name and Title ""~!.~9.~.~X.g.:"~:?~f?~L"=.r~-~~~~-"'
•
LD-2DS (Rc,'y. 4.05\IAC)

[0

2/8/2007

.
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select a":l many codes as necessary to reflect the genera! issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a sepal'ate page for each code, provide
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Subject Concept Paper from The City College of New vork

January 14, 2007
Mr. Patrick Gaston
President

verizon Foundation
By email:

,

patrick.g .gaston!_'

Ms. Susan A. Sullivan
Director

Strategic planning & Partnerships
Verizon Foundation
By email: susan.a.
Dear Patrick and susan,
First, let me wish you both a very Happy New Year. I hope your holidays were
enjoyable.
We are now ready to present to the verizon Foundation a concept paper relating
to technology for a joint initiative between the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service and the Center for Worker Education (CWE) , both at The City
College of New York.
In crafting a concept that would both answer our needs and also relate to the
work that the Verizon Foundation forwards, eWE Dean Dan Lemons and Dean of
Social Science Brett Silverstein, Director of the Rangel center, concluded
that technological advances would make a tremendous difference in the lives
and future careers of students participating in programs at eWE and the Rangel
Center. With assistance from the Verizon Foundation, we propose to enhance and
grow the curricula through the resourceful use of new technologies that would
enable our students to gain the skills they need to advance professionally.
As you requested, this is a concept paper rather than a full proposal, but we
think it encapsulates our ideas in ways that should give you a broad sense of
what can be accomplished through this initiative. Once we have reached
agreement on the overall concept, we would then provide you with more details
on specific costs and programming. Please do let me know your thoughts on this
initial paper and if it needs tailoring to meet the Foundation's guidelines
and principles. Until then, our warmest thanks for your interest and
permission to present this concept paper.
Sincerely,
Shelly

Rachelle Butler
Vice President

VZ-CCNY 1216
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Enc.
cc: Dean Dan Lemons, eWE
Dean Brett Silverstein
Director, Charles B. Rangel Center
Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
Shepard S-154
138th and Convent Avenue
New

NY

Tel:
Fax:
Email:

,~
V..~on Concept Pape! 0J.14·07.doc
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Concept Paper:
Technology Initiatives at the
Center for Worker Education (CWE)
and the BA&'IA Program in Public Service at
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College of New York

Background
The goal of the new Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of
New York is to bring more people from diverse groups into public service. The Center
will focus on increasing the number of individuals in managerial and executive positions
in government who are from populations that are currently underrepresented in such
positions. The Center for Worker Education of City College (CWE) will play an
important role in helping to meet that ambitious goal.
CWE is a program specifically designed for working adults seeking college degrees and
serves students with diverse life experiences, educational backgrounds and career
aspirations. It is particularly noteworthy that that a sizeable percentage of CWE students
works in the public sector and that Public Administration has always been a
concentration area for many CWE students. For a number of years CWE faculty taught
courses at Federal Plaza for federal workers there. Many staff members from the offices
of State Legislators and City Council members have been and are students at CWE
because of its proximity to 250 Broadway, where many city and state offices are located.
This concept paper explores the idea of helping CWE participate fully in the BNMA
program of the new Rangel Center at both of CCNY's campuses. The proposed program
focuses on improving technology skills of eWE students who will continue to work in
the public sector, and for whom the BNMA degree will create possibilities for
advancement to leadership positions. More than 90% of CWE students are from minority
groups underrepresented in managerial positions in government and public service; these
are individuals who will benefit greatly from this initiative.

VZ-CCNY 1218
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Concept
On January 2, 2007, CWE moved into a new facility at 25 Broadway, which has a stateof~the-art technology infrastructure, including CAT-5e wiring throughout. Funding
provided by the New York City Council will support technology upgrades at CWE in the
next fiscal year for smart classrooms, some portable computer clusters on a cart that
make any classroom a computer lab, and new video production capability. Verizon
Foundation support for technology could significantly amplify the effectiveness of
CWE's developing technological cnvironment and build on the Council's funding.
Expanding technology at CWE would help to:
•
•
•
•

Maximize use of communications advances so that public service programs can
be offcred to students at both CCNY campuses, uptown and downtown;
Integrate technology across the core and elective courses to fulfill more
effectively CWE's interdisciplinary learning objectives;
Expand existing programs and create new programs using technology; and
Ensure that students graduate with significant technological literacy to help them
advance in public service careers.

City College requests support from the Verizon Foundation over the next three years to:
•

•

Add software to CWE's hardware system;
Carry out systematic faculty training in the use of technology;
Expand CWE's hardware infrastructure to achieve full cla%room coverage both
uptown and downtown; and
Support the development of new computer applications, coursework, and majors
in the social sciences and humanities, particularly in the BAIMA Program in
Public Service offered through the Charles B. Rangel Center.

I. Using Technology to Enhance Communications between Campuses
The main campus of the City College of New York is in uptown Manhattan while the
CWE campus is downtown. To allow maximum participation by CWE students in the
BAIMA Program centered at the Rangel Center, faculty will teach courses in the
curriculum at each campus and enable students from one campus the opportunity to
attend courses taught at the other. Of particular importance, the Rangel program will
offer a seminar series in which experienced public servants make presentations. Given
recent advances in video conferencing, it is now possible to increase student access from
both campuses. We propose to set up a room at each campus that will allow cla~ses and
presentations to be held simultaneously at both, particularly for those unique and
extraordinary lectures, seminars, and workshops.
Costs will include funding for new equipment, implementation, installation, wiring, etc.

2
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II. Technology across the Curriculum: Using Technology to Enhance Liberal Arts
Learning Objectives

Every candidate for the BAIMA in Public Service will need to satisfy core and elective
requirements for the undergraduate component of her or his joint degree. Until now, the
eWE curriculum ha~ been delivered in a mostly traditional way with occasional use of
technology such a~ BlackBoard®, the widely-used commercial package for online course
delivery. eWE seeks to use the best of technology, avoid its worst pitfalls, and enhance
the existing learning objectives for its liberal arts program. Faculty will need training to
incorporate new technologies into their courses and to learn how to avoid technological
snares.
•

Technology can create a more active environment for students in class and sustain
their engagement out of class through on-line discussions and asynchronous
exchanges with peers and instnIctors. For instance, philosophy or history classes
can continue discussions through the week as students read new material. This
would be a major advance at a commuter school like eWE where most classes
meet only once a week.

•

Technology can also enrich the curriculum, making it more dynamic and alive
through easy access to film footage, art and document archives, and other
resources. Social science courses can utilize the Internet's capability to map
geographic variables of interest with programs like Google Earth. Higher
education is just at the beginning stages of this expanding set of options and eWE
intends to benefit from them to enrich its curriculum.

•

Long experience with technology in the cla~sroom has revealed some very reai
technological pitfalls that should be avoided. Foremost among these is the
inappropriate use of PowerPoint in ways that make classes more didactic and less
interactive, resulting in more passive students who may wellieam less than with
traditional methods of teaching. Students need to be made aware that tools should
serve not drive the presentation.

Costs will include funding for new software and hardware.

3
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III. Expand Existing and Create New Programs using Technology
CWE and the Rangel Center will jointly develop new programs and improve existing
ones by means of the creative use of technology. New initiatives will:
•

Expand and enhance the Media and Communication Arts Concentration, adding
several certificates in emerging technology and communications so students can
hone their skills in the service of their major.

•

Offer liberal arts courses such as Writing for Technology, Presenting Ideas in
Technology, and Analyzing and Interpreting Data on Technology-<:ourses that
fit within the liberal arts approach and focus on technology.

•

Activate the dormant Masters of Science in Information Systems degree program
in conjunction with the City College Computer Science Department. This
program ran in the early 1990's and was highly successful, but was dropped in
favor of more theoretical approaches by the Computer Science Department. Our
new facilities at 25 Broadway will allow us to once again make this a successful
program for working adults.

Costs will include faculty support to develop new programs, coursework, concentrations,
and majors.

IV. Ensure Technology Competence as an Avenue to Career Advancement
CWE plans to make technological literacy a major goal that is addressed throughout its
curriculum. It is critical for all students to know how to use: MS Office and Power Point,
the Internet, certain Web-based programs, video-conferencing, and other common
computer tools for the standard user. This is certainly true for students with careers in
government and public service where, more and more, technology is being integrated into
every area. Graduating with solid technological literacy makes every student better
qualified to perform well at work and meet the criteria for advancement.
Adult students may have missed the technology wave of the past 15-20 years and lack the
skills needed to advance their careers; they frequently lag far behind their own children
who have grown up with computers in their laps. The systematic incorporation of
technology into many of CWE's courses will ensure that all students graduate with high
levels of competence in the use of technology for research, writing, presentations, and
emerging fonns of electronic communication. Specifically, technological competence
will be an important component of CWE students' arsenal of skills as they work toward
attaining managerial and policy-making positions in government and public service.
Costs will include training hardware, software, and teacher instruction time.
4
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Program Funding and Time Frame
Funding of $135,000Iyear for three years for a total grant of $500,000 is requested to
cover:
Software and training:
Training software and materials for students
InstlUctors for faculty training sessions
Faculty stipends for student classes
Software upgrades and additions
Classroom Hardware:
Mobile portable computer clusters
Smart Boards
Fa~t response classroom systems (PERS)
New Software Applications
Once funding is in place, the faculty would plan the program in consultation with the
computer science and MCA departments of the college and with outside expcrts. The
program could begin as early as fall 2007.
On behalf of the students and faculty of The City College of New York, thank you for
your consideration of this concept paper.

5
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Appendix
A wide array of courseS could support the goals and objectives.

Courses tbat could be developed include the following as well as a number of others that
would be added over time:

In addition, the following course areas would benefit greatly from the inclusion of
upgraded technological tools in their pedagogy.
•

Communication, in the non-technological sense - writing, reading, presenting - is
a core liberal arts area, and one that is important for anyone hoping to advance
their career.

•

Social science courses in history, anthropology, psychology, and economics are
potentially excellent courses for developing sophisticated thinking, analysis and
writing.

•

Humanities courses in literature, the communications arts and philosophy also can
be enriched by such tools and techniques.

•

Courses in management, public relations, advertising and disaster response offer
pathways of specialization for individual students who want to branch out using
technology as a base.

6
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Contacts
Dr. Daniel E. Lemons, Dean
The City College Center for Worker Education
th
25 Broadway, 7 Floor
New York, NY
~-,- ",'"
Phone:

Email:

,,',',",' """

Dr. Brett Silverstein, Dean
Division of Social Science and
Director, Rangel Center for Public Service
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, NA 6/141
New York, NY
Phone: _ , .•. v,.v",
Fax: __ ''''''""',,, "",'
Email: llliilyg~m,.',••••,
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York,NY
Phone: _ ••• ,v,:~.,:",.,
Fax: ~ ....UC'W••• '
Email: --"',,",,'
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Ivan
Setdanberg/EMPLlNYNerizo

To Peter B. Davidson/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

n

04/111200705:42 PM

cc
bee
Subject Re: Rangel event

Ok
Peter B. Davidson
Fromt Peter B. Davidson
Sent, 04/11/2007 12,37 PM EDT

To: Ivan Seidenberg
Subject: Re: Rangel event

Rangel's folks are excited about doing the event in Harlem. He can't do a lunch, but wants to do
breakfasLwhich we will probably have to do at a restaurant due to fundraising rules. Because the Rangel
fundraiser wants to bring in an amount between 40 and 50, would you be OK with inviting people from
outside the company/using your list of other NYC contaels? We will also hit our consultants and internal
people, as usual.

Ivan Seidenberg
From: Ivan Seidenberg
Sent, 04/10/2007 11,19 AM EDT

To: Peter Davidson
Subject: Re: Rangel event

Peter,
Agree we should do an event for C. Rangel...The 31st in the morning or for lunch looks good ...Here is the
unusual question...Would you consider doing this in his distriel ...We have a few locations where this
might work..... I·m not sure whether this would affect participation,but I know Charlie and he would be very
pleasantly surprised if we could get the right attendance in Harlem ....Let me know your thoughts.. .I've only
sent this to you....igs
Peter B. Davidson/EMPLlDCNerizon@VZNotes
PeterB.
Devidoon/EMPLlDCNerizon
@VZNotes
04109/2007 05:08 PM

To Ivan Seidenberg/EMPUNYNerizon@VZNotes

cc Tom Tauke/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes
SUbject Rangel event

We have been approached by Charlie Rangel's folks about doing a fundraiser in NYC. We've tentatively
checked some dates, and it appears that May 31st would work, if you approve going forward with the
event.

A couple of reasons why I believe a Rangel event would be the right move for our next NY event.. .. First

VZ-CCNY 1373
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and foremost he is new Chairman of House Ways and Means Committee. He has struck a bipartisan tone
and is working with Ranking Member Jim McCrery to find common ground. He was helpful in derailing
Executive Comp package when it came over from the Senate. He is currently working to craft agreement
with White House and USTA on several important trade issues.
As you may remember, you called Charlie and a number of other NY Members about 18 months ago when
the CWA was urging Members to contact you about Verzion Wireless unionization. The George Miller
letter was circulating at the time. We did not have great success with many New Yorkers, but Charlie said
he appreciated your call explanation of our point of view. Charlie refused to sign the Miller letter.
Just two weeks ago CWA pushed the NY Delegation again, this time reo the 500 MCI technicians in the
Northeast and Charlie again indicated he would not send any letter to you. This really bugs the CWA guy
in NY, Bob Masters, but Charlie is someone they can1 get to knuckle under like some of the more junior
Members.
In addition, he is Chairman and Dean of the 31 Member NY Delegation. Also, arguably is the second most
influential CBC (Congressional Black Caucus) Member after Jim Clyburn, the Majority Whip.
Let me know if it is OK with you to proceed with planning the event for May 31 sl. Thanks

VZ-CCNY 1374
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THOMAS J. TAUKE

PETER 8. DAVIDSON

HOWARD E. WOOLLEY

May 2, 2007

Dear:
Ivan Seidenberg is hosting a breakfast fundraiser for Congressman Charles Rangel, of New
York, on Thursday, May 31, from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., at Melba's located at 300 West 114'h
Street in New York.
Congressman Rangel is the new Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, as well
as Chairman and Dean of the 31 Member New York Congressional Delegation. The Ways and
Means Committee is responsible for taxes, trade and numerous other issues of concern to the
business community. Chairman Rangel has already received very high marks for his efforts to
gain bipartisan support for a number of initiatives and has developed a good working
relationship with the ranking Republican on the committee, Jim McCrery of Louisiana.
We hope that you can help support Congressman Rangel's campaign and join Ivan for
breakfast on Thursday, May 31st. The suggested contribution for the event is $1,000. Even if
you are unable to attend, we still encourage your support of Congressman Rangel's campaign.
.or email levera@rangelcampaign.org. You
Please RSVP to LeVera Sutton at (212) 862-·
may return your contribution and the donor information sheet using the enclosures provided.
Thank you for your help in this effort.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Tauke

Peter B. Davidson

Howard

E. Woolley

raid for by Rangel for Congress P.O. Box 5577 Manhattanville Station New York, NY lOotij
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Ivan Seidenberg
Cordially Invites You to Join Him for a
Breakfast Honoring

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES B.
RANGEL
CHAIRMAN, WAYS AND MEANS COi'vfMITrEE
DEAN, NEW YORK DELEGATION

Thursday, May 31, 2007
8:00 a.ill. to 9:00 a.ill.
Melba's
300 West 114th Street
(Comer of Frederick Douglass Blvd.)
New York, New York
Suggested contribution
$2,000 per PAC or $1,000 Individual

Please make checks payable to:
Rangel for Congress
P.O. Box 5577 Manhattanville Station
New York, New York 10027
For more infonnationor to RSVP please contact
LeVera Sutton at (212) 862;-] or levera@rangelcampaign.org
[Paid for by Rangei for Congress P.O. Box 5577 Manhattanville Station New York, NYlOO2~
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RogerA.

To "Sheiner, Jon" <Jon.Sheiner@mail.house.gov>

MotliEMPUDCNetizon

cc

05/03/200704:51 PM

bee

SUbject Re:

I did not hear back. I will call our guy who met with Joe Stroud. Will let you
know.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Sheiner, Jon" [Jon.Sheiner®mail.house.gov]
Sent. 05/03/2007 04.42 PM AST
To: -Roger Matt

Subject. RE.

I still need you. We are wondering how the meeting between Joe Stroud and your VP
in NYC went.

Jon Sheiner
Committee on Ways & Means
Office of Congo Charles Rangel
2354 RHOS

202-225;

~3Ier;a.rn?!~i.;1 i.~~-.~.J :..••-.••.• .• . .

From:
Sent:
To: Sheiner,
Subject:

Returned your call last night. Did not want to bug you, but if you still need me I am around,.
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Roger A. MoU/EMPUDCNerizon
0510912007 11 :39 AM

To Palrick GaslonJEMPUDCNerlzon@VZNoles

cc
SUbject Fw: Rangellnvile

Patrick
Excellent presentation last Friday. Glad I went. Have a daughter graduating from college in June and
starting a career as a third grade teacher this fali. Our website will come in very handy.
Attached is an invite for an Ivan Seidenberg hosted fundraiser for Charlie Rangel in NYC on May 31.
Small Verizon focused group for breakfast at Melbas Restaurant in Charlie's district. Hope you will
consider attending and supporting financially. Very important to Ivan because of Charlie's role in Congress
and his leadership in NY.
On separate note it might be good to update Ivan re: the Charlie Rangel Telecommunications Center at
CUNY. I know when you updated me a year ago our support was contingent on Charlie securing Federai
funds to build the actual building. I don't think that has progressed very far, but Verzion's willingness to
fund a Telecom Center is a very positive message I know Ivan would want to personally convey to Charlie
that morning. Just thinking whatever the status is now, we should probably get Ivan and Tom in the loop.
Thanks for your consideration.
Roger

~

~

TTPDHWRangelnv'e.doc Rangel Flyer.doc
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Sandra
Wifson/EMPUNYNerfzon
051141200706:25 PM

To Melvin l. Norris/EMPLJNYNerizon@VZNolos

cc Susan SutlivanlEMPUNYNerizon@VZNotes
bee
Subjeci Ranget Center at City ColiegeD

Hi Melvin,
Over the past year, the Foundation has been in discussions with representatives of CUNY. We have been
exploring ways to provide support for a technology literacy program at the Rangel Center for Public
Service and/or the Center for Worker Education (CWE). Nothing yet firmed up.
Sandy Wilson, Director
Verizon External Affairs
140 West Street, 26th Floor
New York, NY 10007
212-321;: :- Melvin L NorrisiEMPUNYNerizon
Melvin I.
NorrislEMPUNYNerizon
05114/200705:58 PM

To Sandra WllsonlEMPUNYNerizon@VZNotes
ec
SUbject Rangot Center at City College

Hi Sandy, I ran into the Congressman last week and he spoke to me about a commitment (I do not know
what it entails) from Ivan for the Rangel Center at City College that will prepare college students for
foreign service careers. Would you happen to know about this and if we are preparing to satisfy our

commitment to him?
Thanks,
Melvin
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RogerA.
MOUIEMPUDCNerizon

05/23/200712:45 PM

To jon.sheiner@mail,house.gov

cc
bee

Subject Background for May 31 Verizon event

Jon
Some background for next Thursday, May 31 Verizon discussion with Charlie at Melba's in Charlie's
district. 8 AM.

Verizon issues:
Winning franchises so we can compete head to head with the cable guys to provide telephone, high speed
internet and cable TV. Cable folks already have this triple play and have been in the phone business for
the last four years. No hurdles imposed to slow their entry in to this arena. On other hand, phone guys
have to obtain town by town video franchises before we can compete across the board. The House last
June passed a nationwide video franchise bill which would have required us to obtain one FCC issued
nationwide franchise. All franchise fees to the communities, including public education and government
channel funding, were part of the bill, so local communities would not be shortchanged. Charlie voted for
the bill and his support is most appreciated by Verizon. Senate never took any action. Head to head
competition is good for our customers and Members constituents because for the first time ever, local
cable monopoly would face true competition.
Since bill failed at national level , a number of states have passed statewide franchise bills, including New
Jersey, Virginia, and Texas. Florida just approved one last week. Verizon continues to go through the
lengthy process of town by town negotiating in New York State, including continuing efforts to obtain a
NYC franchise. Slow treading in some cases, but progress nonetheless. The system we are building is
state of the art fiber-optic cable all the way to the house or apartment, using Corning fiber-optic cable.
Within the Nationwide franchise bill was the issue called Net Neutrality. Charlie supported the Markey
Amendment which we opposed. Still a big issue to Verizon, but mainly wanted you to be aware in case it
comes up in a question period. Our take on it is present law prohibits any internet access provider, such
as Verizon, Cablevision, Time Warner, from blocking or in any way impeding an individual's access to the
internet. We fully support this policy. Our view is there is no problem, thus no need to enact a "fix" for a
problem that does not exist. Of courses there is more to the issue than this, but just wanted you to have
background. Chance it will come up again in House, probably next year if Ed Markey has his way.
CWA issues - Charlie has been very good in not getting in the middle of discussions between
management and labor. Contract expires in August, 2008. Old Verizon is union, with over 80,000 CWA
and IBEW members making up the workforce. Verizon Wireless and the old MCI, now called Verizon
Business, are not union. There is where the battleground lies. CWA tried to get Charlie to write Ivan about
both issues, a year ago and again a couple of months ago. Ivan and Charlie talked about the VZ Wireless
issue a year ago and Ivan is most appreciative that Charlie did not engage in pushing the CWA agenda,
even though a number of his colleagues did. Tough negotiating lies ahead, but we have every hope of
resolving without a strike. As I mentioned to you, it is very important that we work these problems out as
the ONt.Y unionized company in the business space we presenUy occupy. All of our competitors from
Time Warner, Cablevision and Comcast to Skype and Vonage are nonunion.
Monica Azare, our New York President is a constituent of Charlie's and has worked hard to make the
event a success. She is on a fast track at Verizon and is someone Charlie should know. Melvin from
Charlie's staff is now working for Monica in New York. Monica originally worked for Billy Tauzin in the
House and then went on to be House liaison for Verizon Wireless before taking on the New York job about
15 months ago.
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Ivan bio below. Does not mention his service as Private in Vietnam or the fact that he always kept the
company in New York through all the mergers, when others wanted to move it to Philadelphia (Bell
Atlantic) and Dallas (GTE). In his first job as cable splicer's assistant he was a CWA member.
Holler If you need anything else.
Thanks Roger

Ivan Seidenberg
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Verizon Communications
Ivan Seidenberg is chairman of the board and chief executive
officer of Verizon.
Under Mr. Seidenberg's leadership, Verizon has become a premier
network company, providing customers with advanced and
innovative broadband and mobile experiences. Mr. Seidenberg was
instrumental in forming Verizon through a number of mergers and
acquisitions, including Bell Atlantic and NYNEX (1997), GTE (2000)
and MCI (2006). He also helped create what is now Verizon
Wireless in 1999 by bringing together the assets of Bell Atlantic
Mobile, GTE Wireless and the U.S. properties of Vodafone
AirTouch.
Mr. Seidenberg has led Verizon since its inception, first as co-CEO
in 2000, then as sole CEO since 2002 and chairman of the board
since 2004. Verizon now operates an advanced global Internet
backbone, a premier national wireless network and - with the
company's deployment of its high-speed, fiber-optic FiOS
technology - a next-generation broadband network. Verizon's
leadership in network innovation has earned the company
numerous citations and awards, including being named to the
BusinessWeek 50, which represents the "best in class" from each
sector of the S&P 500.
Prior to the creation of Verizon, Mr. Seidenberg was chairman and
CEO of Bell Atlantic and NYNEX. He began his communications
career more than 40 years ago as a cable splicer's assistant and
has held numerous operations and engineering assignments,
including various leadership positions at NYNEX and Bell Atlantic.
Mr. Seidenberg has a long-standing commitment to education and
has made Verizon a leader in finding innovative ways to use
communications technology to improve educational and literacy
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performance in the U.S. He also champions diversity both within
and outside the company, and under his leadership Verizon's
commitment to diversity has been widely recognized.
Mr. Seidenberg serves on the board of directors of Honeywell, the
Museum of Television and Radio, The New York Hall of Science,
Pace University, Verizon Foundation and Wyeth.
A New York City native, he earned a bachelor's degree in
mathematics from Lehman College, part of the City University of
New York, and a master's degree in business administration and
marketing from Pace. He and his wife, Phyllis, have two adult
children and reside in New York.

April 2007
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Ivan
Seidenberg IEMPUNYNerizo

n

To Monica F. Azare/EMPLlNYNerizon@VZNotes
CC

06114/200704:55 PM

bee

SUbject Re: Rangel

Yes
me

Direct and supportive ... He said he was working this and will get back to
igs

----- Original Message
From: Monica F. Azare
Sent: 06/14/2007 03,28 PM EDT
To: Ivan Seidenberg
Subject: Re: Rangel

Thanks.

Did you speak with him?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message
From: Ivan Seidenberg
Sent: 06/14/2007 03,25 PM EDT
To: Monica Azare
Subject: Re: Rangel

Done

----- Original Message
From: Monica F. Azare
Sent: 06/14/2007 02,37 PM EDT
To: Ivan Seidenberg

Subject: Re: Rangel

a good time to call. The Chairman can be reached at
He has had time to read the memo on the issue.

Monica
202302'

~

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message
From: Ivan Seidenberg
Sent: 06/14/2007 01,27 PM EDT
To: Monica Azare
Subject: Fw: Rangel
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Thorne really wants me to call Rangle .... So,when? .... igs

Original Message ----Prom: John Thorne
Sent: 06/14/2007 11: 24 AM EDT

~~~ ~~~er Davidson; IV:~n~i=ca~~",eru)el'Q....•..••.•...•........

mark s

mullet II
Subject: Re: Rangel

Redacted

Message ----Davidson
10:28 AM EDT
Monical'

mark.s.mulle(:

Marie Sylla

On the broadcom issue, Monica reports that Rangel now has the materials in front of him, and will
probably look them over while he is at a hearing this morning. It may be that we don~ need you to give
him a calLand we should know sometime earty this afternoon.
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RogerA.
MolllEMPUDCNetizon
06/29/200701:59 PM

To george.dalley@mail.house.gov

ee
bee
Subject

George
Many thanks for chatting with Bob Garcia yesterday re: the cell phone chip importation issue. I have been
keeping Jon Sheiner in the loop and our folks brtefed Tim Reif a few weeks ago. My understanding is Ivan
Seidenberg. our Chairman, and Charlie chatted about this problem two or three weeks ago.
Below is some additional detail on the Broadcom remedy side of things, even if the ITC ruling is
overturned by the USTR and Secretary Paulson. That is our bottom line goal or all US Cell companies will
face sertous problems, since the chips in question are necessary to operate the next generation cell
phones, coming on line soon. Not just a Vertzon problem. Impacts an entire industry.
Jack Quinn chatted with Charlie earlier this week. Charlie was concerned that Broadcom would get no
relief if ITC decision were overturned. That is not the case and the information below outlines exactly
what relief Broadcom will get, even if ITC decision is overturned by USTR. Tim Reif has this information
and also a draft letter to USTR and Secretary Paulson.
Any effort Charlie can undertake along these lines will be most appreciated by Ivan and the entire cell
phone industry.
Thanks Roger
Broadcom gets two things with a PresidentiallUSTR disapproval: It gets (1) the narrower ITC remedy
recommended by the lTC's ALJ that finds Qualcomm to be an infringer and excludes Qualcomm's
infringing chips and (2) money damages from the California federal court in Broadcom's case on the same
patent.
Broadcom could have tried to get a broader remedy at the lTC, but for tactical reasons it didn't name the
other parties whose products it wants to block. With the disapproval, Broadcom will be getting all the ITC
remedy it was entitled to.
Full money damages are available in U.S. court. The Federal Circuit allows Broadcom to collect damages
based on foreign activities that induce infrtngement in the United States. See, e.g., Crystal Semiconductor
Corp. v. Tritech Microelectronic Int1, Inc., 246 F.3d 1336, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
Last, Broadcom is being piggish. Attached are two letters, one from Broadcom and one from Qualcomm,
each telling a portion of the history of their failed negotiations. Broadcom is now asking for $6/device
which adds up to $2 billion over the life of this patent. Qualcomm says it previously offered Broadcom a
royalty-free cross license plus $100 million. The patent isn~ worth that much. Broadcom bought the
patent in a group of 150 patents for $24 million. The ITC Chairman said (in dissent) that the patent is
worth only $24 million/150 = $160,000. Broadcom's own expert witness testified at the ITC that a proper
royalty for this patent would be single-digit millions.

070627QUALCOMM Reply to B,_'s LlI 016-25·07. pet 070025BroodcomllCOM III 002507.pcf
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Contact Information
Please provide the following information so that we may contact you regarding your
proposal.
<
Salutation
Preferred salutation (Ms<, Mr., Mrs., Dr., etc.)
Last Name (required)

Butler

First Name (required)

Rachel. (Shelly)

Middle Name
Title (required)
Contact Type (required)

Officer

Address (required)

The City College of New York, 160 ConventAv

City (required)

New York

State (required)

New York

Province
ZIP Code (required)

10031

Telephone (required)
Fax
E-mail Address (required)

Organization fuformation
Please provide the following information about your organization.

CSOC.CBR.00024294
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Legal Name (required)

The City College of New York

AKA Name
Your organization may also
be known as...
In Care OfName
Legal name of the
organization correspollding to
the specified tax ID. This is
used ollIy if your organization
lacks its own tax ID or is
applying lor funding using
another organization's tax ID.
Actual funding will be
provided to the In Care Of
organization.
Relationship to 'in care oJ.'
organization
Address (required)

I

The City Col!ege21st century Foundation

[501C3 public charityIR8 designation of CCNY'.

160 Convent Avenue, 8-154

City (required)
State (required)

New York

ZIP Code (required)
Province
Country (required)
TelephOne (required)
Fax
Web Site Address
E-mail Address
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Organization Background
(required)
YOUI' organization's
background, bistory and/or
mission statement.

City College's mission
emphasiz.es access and
excellence in
undergraduate and
graduate education and
research. Requiring
demonstrated potential
for admission and a
high level of
.
accomplishment for
graduation, the College
provides a diverse
student body with exceptional opportunities to
participate in creative intellectual pursuits. The College
is led by a faculty committed to the advancement of
knowledge and the guidance of students in the
attainment of rigorous aCfulemic goals.

The College offers a broad range ofbaccalaureate
degrees in the arts and humanities, natural sciences and
social'sciences,
architceture, education,
engineering, and
biomedical science.
Undergraduate
programs include
significant coursework
in the liberal arts and
sciences. Distinguished
graduate programs at
the master's and
doctoral levels, and a
concomitant dedication
to scholarly research, complement the College's
commitment to excellence in undergraduate education.

As a national and international model ofexcellence in
public higher education, CCNY pledges to perpetuate
and enhance: its status as CUNY's flagship campus·in
the sciences, engineering and architecture; its signature
programs in the creative arts and humanities; its
prominence in doctoral programs in clinical psychology,
engineering, and the sciences; its role as CUNY's lead
institution in sponsored research; its world-renowned
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research centers; its dedication to public and community
service programs, with an emphasis on urhan areas; its
commitment to the interdisciplinary teamwork that
enhances its distinguished history in innovative
scholarship.
Over one hundred sixty years ofregional, national, and
international prominence testifY to CCNY's successful
realization of its founding mission and the abiding
investment of the people of the City and the State of
New York in the advancement ofthat mission.

Organiz.ation Certifications
All applicants must answer the following questions regarding their organization in order
to be considered for a Verizon Foundation grant. PLEASE NOTE: Answering no to any of
the following questions docs not imply ineligibility.
No Verizon employee, customer, or board
members has a financial interest (required)

I

Yes

2l

Yes

21

Yas

2l

No branch offices, operations, or
representation in U.S. sanctioned countries
(required)
Board, staff and organization are free of
indictments, convictions, arid conflicts of
interest (required)
Organization has one separate financial or
accounting person or function. (required)
Organization has conflict of interest policy
and procedures (reqnired)
The organization has at least 3 board members
(required)
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If answering "no" to any of the above
questions, please explain. (required)
NOTE: Answering "no" to any question does
not imply ineligibility

1500 character maximum
Organization Accuracy Certification
(required)
,
I certify that all preceding organization
information (including the Legal Name,
Address, and certifications) is accuratc and
complete as oftoday's date. I acknowledge
that any information that is found to be
inaccuratc or incomplete could possibly delay
or disqualify any funding that this
organization might receive.

Yes

.Proposal Information
Prqject Title (required)
Please enter a
descriptive title for
your project.

The Verizon Foundation Literacy iii Technology Program

at the
The Charles B. Rangel Center
of
The City College of New York

Request Date
(required)

07/01/07
(MMlDDIYY)

Request Amount
(required)

$1,000,000

Project Budget

See attached

Funding Principle
(required)
Please select from one
of the following

Education
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funding principles as
they pertain to your
project.
Project Start Date
Enter the project start
date in mm1ddlyy
funnat.

09/05/07
(MMlDDNY)

Project End Date
Enter the project end
date in mm1ddlyy
format.

06/01110

Describe what your
program/project is
going to accomplish
(and how) - please be
specific and provide
timelines. (required)
What is it your
program/project is
going to do? (Include
program description,
timelines, & how you
will go about
achieving the stated
goals).

Teaching Technological Literacy ror Rangel Center Students
Expanding the teaching and learning Qf technQIQgy will bQth betler
achieve the educatiQnal Qbjectives that are foundatiQnal tQ the SA
component Qf the BAiMPA, and alsQ ensure that students graduate
and mQve Qn to the MPAdegree with significanttechnQIQgical
literacy tQ help them along their career paths in public service.

Provide background
information on this
program/project.
(required)
If this is an existing
program/project,
indicate how, why, and
what has been
completed up to this
point. Also, has there
been any previous
involvement by
Verizon? If
program/project is a
new initiative, please
provide additional
background
information.

(MMlDDIYY)

The Verizon ProfessQr in TechnQIQgy Literacy will cQQrdinate and
lead this program acrQSS a mUltidisciplinary platfQrm, With a
cQmmttment frQm the VerizQn FQundatiQn, beginning in the fall Qf
2007, the Rangel Center will implement the Program in TechnQlogy
Literacy and begin the search for the Verizon PrQfessQr.

The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at
The City College of New York
In a distinguished career spanning mQre than fQur decades, The
HQnQrable Charles B, Rangel has dQne as much as any single
persQn in pUblic service tQ empQwer the least pQwerful amQng QUr
citizens tQ achieve their gQals and tQ change their cQmmunities ahd
the natiQn, nQt Qnly because that is what they deserve, but alsQ
because it is what America needs to be herself, He has thought and
acted IQcally, at the state and natiQnallevel, and glQbally, tQ ensure
that the laws and pQlicies Qf this natiQn reflect her best instincts and
her highest promise,
The missiQn Qf The Charles Rangel Center for Public Service is tQ
build upQn his legacy of public service in cQnjunctiQn with The City
CQllege Qf New YQrk's missiQn of access and excellence in higher
educatiQn,
The Center will accomplish this thrQugh the establishment of a
rigorous graduate program coordinated WITh programs on the
undergraduate level, many unique to City College, designed to
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attract talented students from underrepresented groups and prepare
them for public service, including elective office and careers in
government, at the policy-making level. The Charles Rangel Center
will also house the Charles Rangel Library, an archival repository of
documents, photographs, and memorabilia, recording the life of one
of America's most important public servants, and serving as a rich
repository of knowledge and experience for students and scholars
alike. The Center's home will be a restored Harlem mansion
adjaCent to The City College campus.

The Charles B. Rangel Center
The Rangel Center for Public Service will recruit and prepare
students from underserved and underrepresented populations to its
Master's Program in Public Service; will arrange for andcompensate
student participation in internships/placements in service
organizations; will offer coursework on poverty, ethnicity, and
diversity; will organize, archive, and make available to scholars,
particularly those at City College, the papers of Congressman
Rangel; will provide professional advancement training for midcareer, minority government employees; and will sponsor research
on barriers to participation in public service of underserved
populations. Through these efforts, the Rangel Center will strive to
become a national center for the promotion of greater diversity in
public service.
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College
of New York will consist of five major elements:
The Charles B. Rangel Library, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's lifetime of
public service;
The Master's Program in Public Service at The City·
College of New York, which will seek to prepare young people who
have an interest in pursuing a career in government service. Upon
completion ofthe degree, graduates will be eligible for a program
analogous to the Federal Career Intern Program, entering
government service for a 2-year temporary appointment with
eligibility for a permanent assignment upon completion. This
program will encourage the involvement of members of
underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;
A Combined BAIMA Program in Public Service that will
work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College (described below) and that are particularly suited to draw
outstanding stUdents interested in public service. The BAiMA
Program will attract students capable of and interested in an
intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's degree. It will
prepare them for public serVice with high-level coursework,
experienced government personnel mentors, and hands-on training
in internships and service learning courses.
Professional Advancement Training for mid-career,
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minority government employees of particular accomplishment and
promise for an academic year of study; the training program will be
called the Charles B. Rangel MId-eareer Program In Leadership
and Policy Innovation
The Charles B. Rangel Center, Which will be Doused In a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to the City
College campus, and include the Rangel Library. a conference
center, and offices for visiting scholars. The Rangel Center will
feature e-Iearnlng and vldeo-conferencing and will also serve as a
center for computer literacy, dlstanceleamlng, wireless access, and
digitized access on and off campus to the Rangel Library.
What social cause does Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service Is a belief
that America'.s "governing class" - those men and women who make
our laws and policies -must reflect the rich tapestry of cultures.
address and help to
faiths, and efhnlcltles that make us who we are as a country. Today.
alleviate? (required)
non-whites make up nearly 30% of the US population. Yet fewer
than 14% of men and women In middle and senior levels of the
Please identifY the
Federal Civil Service and 8% of the United States Foreign Service
social canse this
. are members of minority groups.
program!pr~ject

this program/project

addresses (e.g., literacy
or domestic violence
prevention). Please
describe the need
(PIcase limit your
response to 2000
characters).

CCNY students more than any other campus represent the diversity
of the U.S. More than 87% of CCNY's students identify themselves
as members of a minority group. Most of CCNY's students come
from the New York City public schools. Many are Immigrants or
children of Immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English
and were born in 147 countries.

If this is an established
or new
program/project, can it
be replicated? Please
explain in detail.
(required)
Please explain how
and why you think this
program/project can be
replieated. What is
your target market
(i.e., beneficiaries of
program).

Funding for Literacy in Technology Itself plus an allied endowed
professorship to provide the leadership would make iI possible to
create a program that could be replicable by other urban colleges
and unlversRies. This combination would give the. program the
prestige and standing to Inspire and advance technological literacy
even more widely through materials and publications that could be
disseminated both through the Center and through the Verizon
Foundation.

Rangel Center students will leave the City College of New York
uniquely prepared for careers In public service. Ensuring that these
students have the necessary technological skills to make a
difference to the agencies and public constituencies they will go on
to serve.
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Is technology a
component of this
proposal? Ifyes, please
expJainhow
technology would be
utilized. (required)
Yes/No answer. Iryes,
please explain in detail
how the
program/project
utilized technology
(e.g., on-line
curriculum/training,
database management,.
etc.).

Today, educators know that the learning process is greatly enhanced
through carefully designed and applied technology. New euttingedge technology will connect the Rangel Center Library with the City
College library and other research and practice institutions, enabling
state-of-the-art wireless computer access within the Center, videoconfereneing, and distance learning opportunities. By effectively
integrating technology and technology applications into daily
operations, the Rangel Center will improve significantly the delivery
of education to students seeking to advance their careers in public

service.
Rangel Center students know that they must be technologically
fluent to enter the work force but many do not already have the
technologiealltteraey that today's academic and professional
environments require. The Verizon Foundation Literacy in
Technology Program will support computer literacy and go beyond it
to give students proficiency in interactive conferencing and computer
presentations through specially designed coursework and hand-on
applied learning.
E·Learning - Web and Computer Based Presentations
The Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program will offer
training in critical technology, including Web- and computer-based
presentations requiring the sharing of key graphs and charts. Faculty
and students can also log onto websites simuitaneously for
scheduled supplementary out-of-classroom siudy. In addition, elearning prepares students for the working world, where employers
increasingly turn to computers and the job for job-based training.
Video Confereneing
Used effeclively, video conferencing dramatically enhances how
professors teach and students learn, adding another dynamic to
communication not previously possible in typical classrooms.
Distance Learning -Educators and Role Models
The ability to bring speakers onto CCNY's Harlem and Lower
Manhattan campuses and into the classroom without physically
transporting them here opens new possibilities. Professors will be
able to turn to leaders in the fleld of public service - a citycouncilman from Chicago, an immigration rights lawyer in Arizona, a
non-profit lobbyist in Washington DC - for live interactive examples
of work in the field. Students will have access to key leaders and
mentors without City College reallocating tight resources for
unnecessary travel costs.
Distance Learning. Student Collaboration
Classrooms across the country and around the world will be at the
disposal of the Rangel Center community. The Center's pUblic
service stUdents, who serve as interns, will be able to learn from
other students' experiences around the United States through video
conferencing technology-comparing experiences and building on
the lessons learned from their individual service.
Distance Learning - Access to other Campuses
Video conferencing can also enable Rangei Center students to enroll
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in additional courses at institutions of higher education across the
country. If a course being taught at another institution complements
the coursework of the Rangel students, then this critical technology
will provide a c c e s s . "

Digital Archive Access
The Digital Archive will enable researchers to access invaluable
historical material in ways never before possible, with lightning-fast
searches of the Charles B. Rangel' Library for specific topics, issues,
and date ranges.· The Rangel Library and Archives will tell the story
not only of one great man, but also of a nation's progress during the
last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 2 t 81.
It will trace the nature of government, the growth and development of
minorities in the United States, and the contributions of
underrepresented populations in government and public service. It
will be the heart of a living, growing center - a productive
environment for emerging ideas, thoughtfUl advocacy and visionary
projects. The Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program
Will be invaluable in instructing Rangel Center participating students
in the techniques needed to access and utilize digitized information.

Wireless Access
The underlying technology that will bring the entire Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service into the future is wireless access
throughout the building. Students will be able to open their laptops
to communicate with their professors and one another. They can
access other campus libraries via the web across campus and
coordinate study groups.
Wireless access fosters students' computar literacy. As more and
more students use laptops for communication and studying around
campus, other students feel compelled to jump on this technology
bandwagon. Also, as more students become proficient in using
computers for a variety of tasks, the IIkelih.ood of their coaching their
friends and families increases, spreading technological iiteracy to
even broader populations.·

Coursework in Technological Literacy
The Center for Worker Education of City College locatecl in Lower
Manhattan, a program specifically designed for working adults
seeking COllege degrees, serves students with diverse life
experiences, educational backgrounds and career aspirations. The
Center for Worker Education will be a partner with the Division of
Social Science and other prog rams of the College in the new
Charles'B. Rangel Center for Public Service. A sizable percentage of
Center for Worker Education students work in the public sector and
Center for Worker Education will participate fully in the BA/MA
program of the new Rangel Center, enabling it to effectively offer
classes towards the joint degree at both its uptown and downtown
locations. This proposal focuses on ensuring technological literacy
among students for whom the BA/MA degree will create possibilities
for advancement to leadership positions.

Teaching Technological Literacy for Rangel Center Students
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Expanding the use of technology will both better achieve the learning
objectives that are foundational to the BA component of the
BAlMPA, and also ensure that students graduate and move on to the
MPA degree with significant technological literacy to help them along
their career paths in pUblic service.

Please describe how
this program/project
will continue in the
future and/or may be
expanded to increase
community outreach.
(required)
Describe how in the
current year or future
this program/project
will remain in
existenee and/or be
expanded to increase
community outreach.

Once endowed, the Verizon Foundation Professor in Technology
Literacy will exist in perpetuity at the Rangel Center. This faculty
member will be responsible for leading the fundamental
technological education required of Rangel Center Students.

Include additional
program/project
funding, if any.
(required)
Relative to additional
program/project
funding, be sure to
include:

The VeriZon Foundation Professorship in Technology Lit&racy
at The City College of New York's Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service

Name of
Funder
Amount of
Funding
Where this
funding is
directed

List names of primary

The summit of this program could be a newly endowed Verizon
Foundation Professorship in Technology Literacy at an additional
cost of $500,000. The income only from this endowment would be
added to a City College professor's salary to attract and retain a
leader in the field to conceive, implement and direct the Verizon
Foundation Program in Technology Literacy. Not only would this
provide the Program the very best in leadership. it would also garner
significant visibility for the Program and Verizon's vision in
establishing it. As a named professorship is the highest honor a
university can bestow on a faculty member, the attraction of such a
professorship would ensure the program knOWledge of the most
advanced knowledge techniques, training, and curricula.
Funding for Literacy in Technology itself plus an allied endowed
professorship to prOVide the leadership would make it possible to
create a program that could be replicable by other urban colleges
and universities. This combination would give the program the
prestige and standing to inspire and advance technologicallileracy
even more widely through materials and publications that could be
disseminated both through the Center and through the Verizon
Foundation.

Rangel Center Campaign
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funders/grantors (i.e.,
private/public or both)
supporting yom;
organization during the
last completed fiscal
year. (required)
Please list the names
and most current
amounts of your
primary
funders/grantors
(private/public or both)
that have supported
your organization
during the most recent
completed fiscal year.

Confinned
$400,000
$ 400,000
$ 3,000,000 .
$1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$
25,000

Kheel Foundation Schols
Trans. appropriation
Congressional seed money
Ford Foundation
Private donor
Rodobeck Foundation
Sub-

total:

$5,825,000

$10,000,000
$ 2,500,000

Corporate donor
CUNY match
Additional Congress approp.
anticipated
Sub-

total:
Total confinned and pending:

What are the
program/project's
anticipated
outcomes? How will
you measure its
effectiveness and
impact in the
community? (required)
What are the
program/project's goals
and objectives? How
will you evaluate the
program/project? What
measures are in place
to gauge results? How
will you quantify the
program/project's
success?

$12,500,000
$18,325,000

2000 character maximum
Goal 1: Using technology to enhance learning objectives.
Every Public Service BAIMPA student will need to satisfy core and
elective requirements for the BA component of her or his joint
degree. Technology can create a more active environment for
students in class, and can SUSlain their engagement out of class
through on-line discussions and asynchronous exchanges with peers
and instructors. For instance, philosophy or history classes can
continue discussions through the week as students read new
malarial. This is potentially of major importance for a commuter
schoot where most classes meet only once or twice a week.
Technology can also enrich the curriculum, making it more dynamic
and live through the easy access to film footage, archives of art and
documents and other sources. Social science ccurses can utilize the
ability to dynamically map variables of interest onto geography with
programs like Google Earth. Higher education is just at the beginning
stages of this .expanding set of options.
Long-time involvement with technology in the classroom also has
revealed the very real potential drawbacks of technology which need
to be avoided. Foremost among these is the Inappropriate use of
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PowerPoint in ways that make classes more didactic and less
interactive, resulting in more passive students who may weilleam
less than with traditional methods of teaching. Such problems,
however, can be largely avoided by staying focused on the learning
objectives and understanding technology as a tool to better achieve
them.

Goal 2: Technology competency as an avenue to career
advancement.
All students should achieve a significant level of technological
competency by the time they gradliate. This is no less true for
.students with careers in public service where technology is more and
more integrated into every area. Graduating with solid technological
literacy makes any student better able to advance in his or her place
of work, or to move into a better position. The systematic
incorporation of technology into courses and the addition of courses
that specifically focus on technological advances will ensure that this
goal is achieved.
.
Proposed Objectives
The Center for Worker Education will take the lead in providing a
technology curriculum for all Rangel Center BAiMPA candidates as
well as the Center for Worker Education students. In addition to
providing Technology Across the Curriculum in its undergraduate
courses, and also a range of courses instructing students in videoconferencing, E-Learning: Web and Computer Based Presentations,
and Digital Archive Access techniques, new courses could be added
in:

Measurement and Evaluation Process
In order to evaluate the success of the Verizon Foundation Literacy
in Technology Program, determine a true and measurable outcome,
and assess the benefits to The College, the Rangel Center, and the
community, the Rangel Center will keep records on the following:
• the number of students per year who participate in the
Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program,
• the number of uses of videoconferencing before and after
completing the curriculum, and
• the number of uses of computerized presentations before
and after completing the curriculum.
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At the end of years one, two, and three, the Rangel Genter will also
ask Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program participants
to ftll out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the Center.
The College will survey and analyze findings based on:
• usage of new technological skills,
• satisfaction with the learning experience before and after
acceSS to Center.
After five years, The College's surveys of Rangel Center alumni will
quantify:
• how many entered public service,
• in which capacities, and
• how they felt the Verizon Foundation Literacy In
Technology Program assisted them in the long tenn.

Please enter the
estimated number of
people that will be
favorably
served/impacted by
this grant (if possible).
(required)
Ifpossible, enter
estimated nmnber of
people
served/impacted by
this grant.

Approximately 200 students will engage in the Verizon Literacy in
Technology Program on an annual basis. In addition as Rangel
Center students graduate from City College they will begin life-long
careers In public service. The skills they will gain from the Verlzon
Literacy in Technology Program will follow them In to the work place
and their work will be shared exponentially with the agencies and
public constituents they will go on to serve.

We will worK in collaboration With Verizon Foundation to recognize
Please describe your
and publicize the Verizon Literacy in Technology Program for their
marketing, media, &
support MarKeting this program will be done with an announcement
communications
in City COllege publications, a press release to the major media,
strategy to promote
email announcements to all CCNY alumni and friends, CCNY's own
this parlnership with
newsletters and pUblications, and possibly a press conference with
Congressman Rangel. In addition, gifts of $1 ,000,000 or more are
Vcriwn. (required)
Marketing, Media and included as members of the Presidenfs Circle and are periodically
listed in public forums (such as the May 10, 2007 full page
Communications
advertisement in the New York Times).
Strategy -- (e.g., press
releases, media events,
web site placements,
program journals,
annual reports,
newsletters, etc.)

Please enter the
estirn<\ted number of
people who will see
Verizon recognized as

Verlzon's support for the Verizon Literacy In Technology f'rogram
will be listed on all materials for the Rangel Center including
conferences, newsletters, press releases, etc. In addition, the
Verlzon Professor in Technology Literacy will be listed at on all
publications and conferences: City College alumni alone come to
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a supporter ofthis
program. (required)
Enter the estimated
number of people who
will see Verizon·listed
and recognized in
program materials
(e.g., press releases,
media events, web site
placements, annual
reports, newsletters;

110,000 people. many of whom are prominent in the business. law.
science. and other professions. In addition. CCNY friends in all these
fields number in the many thousands. CCNY will recognize Verizon
Foundation in all program materials, web site placements. annual
reports. and newsletters

etc.).
Upload Fil~ (Click for instructions)
Project Budget
Breakdown
Grant requestq of
$10,000 or more arc
required to include a
breakdown ofthe
project (i.e., dollars
requested from
Verizon Foundation).
No more than 15% of
the total grant request
may be used for
general operating and
administrative
expenses. Please £liR-!>;
here to download the
Foundation's budget
template to your
computer. When you
have finished working;
on the breakdown,
save the document,
close out ofMS Word,
and then click on the
Upload link to finish
attaching the
completed document to
your application. .
IfVerizon employees
elect to do so, is there
an opportunity for
Verizon employees to
volunteer with your
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organization?
(required)
Volunteer activities
usually fall into three
categories: (i)
Continuous Service
Volunteering (e.g.,
mentor a child in
reading, math, or
English language skills
one or two hours each
week throughout the
year); (ii) Temporary
or Occasional
Volunteering (e.g.,
serve meals a£ a local
soup kitchen servaI
times a Year); and (iii)
Project Volunteering
(e.g., join co-workers
to create a flower
garden at a senior
citizen center).

Commlffiities Served
Please proVide the following information about the community that your organization
works to support. While this information will not have any weight in the acceptance or
rejection of your proposal, it is still required for our internal tracking purposes. If you do
not typically track this kind of information, then please provide your best estimate for
each category. The percentages for each category should add up to 100%.
Estimated Gender Served (required)
Please proVide a breakdown by percentage of the
genders that this proposal will work to support.

IOO% All
51% Females
49% Males
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Estimated Age Group Served (required)
Please provide a breakdown by percentage ofthe Age
Groups that this proposal will work to support.

Adults

L%

All
100% College

L

% Elderly

r

% Preschool

L%

K-12

Estimated Ethnicity Served (required)
Please provide a breakdown by pereentage ofthe
ethnicities that this proposal will work to support.

.5% American Indian or
Alaska Native
23 % Asian or Pacific Islander
26.5% Black or African
Ameriean
37% Hispanic or Latino
13% White or Caucasian

Estimated Population Served (required)
Please provide a breakdown by percentage ofthe
Population that this proposal will work to support.

L%

AIDS/illV
I % Disaster Victims

L

% Gay / Lesbian /
ranSgender

• % General Public

L%

Hearing Impaired /
Deaf
87% Minority

r-.-%
r

Parents

%Peoplc with
Disabilities

L
L

% Teachers

% Underprivileged
10% Veterans

Grant Af,'Teement Clauses
PLEASB NOTE: All applicant organization must complete the following ccrtitkatiohS. If
the certifications arc found to have been completed inaccurately, the organization seeking
support may be required to return any granted assets, and may be rendered ineligible for
future support.
Religious Proselytizing Restriction (required)
Check "I confirm" to certiry the following: The program described in

x I Confirm
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this proposal is solely engaged in direct service provision. Exposure,
adherence, or conversion to any religious doctrine is not required of the
programs beneficiar.ies. If a grant is awarded, the organization will not
use it lor the pUlposes of religious proselytizing in any way.
Non-Violence and Anti-Terrorism Certification (required)
Check "I confirm" to certify the following: The organization (as well as
any partnerS, re-grantees, or subsidiary or affiliated organizations) does
not support, directly or indirectly, any terrorist activities or violence of
any kind, nor does it employ or deal withany entities or individuals
known to support terrorism. The organization certifies that it takes
reasonable steps to ensure that grant funds are not ultimately distributed
to terrorist organizations or for violent purposes; and takes reasonable
steps to ensure that staff, board, and other volunteers have no dealings
whatsoever with known terrorists or terrorist organizations.

x I Confirm

Lobbying and Political Usc Restrictions (required)
Check "I confirm" to certify the following: The organization will not
knowingly use the grant, directly or indirectly, to influence legislation,
to influence the outcome of any specific election for candidates to
public office, to carry on any voter registration drive, to induce or
encourage violations of law or public policy, to calISe any improper
private benefit to occur, or to make any grant to an individual other than
as a part of the charitable activities in support of this project, nor to
undertake any activity not in support of the project for which funding is
requested.

x I Confirm

Use of Funds (required)
Check "1 confirm" to eertiJY the following: The Organization will use
the grant only for the purposes and activities speeified in the grant
application. If the Organization is dissolved, or if it is otherwise unable
to use the grant for the specified project, the Organization will promptly
return any unexpended grant funds to Verizon Foundation. If any
portion of the grant is used for purposes other than the requested
project, the Organization will promptly correct the error. If thc misuse is
not promptly corrected, Verizon Foundation may demand the return of
the entire grant, and the Organization will return the grant to Verizon
Foundation. If the Organization concludes that it is necessary to modiJY
the plans for project in order to comply with requircment~ of any law or
regulation affecting its responsibilities under this grant, or it becomes
aware of laets or circumstances affecting its ability to implement the
project or the propriety of such implementation, the Organization will
promptly notify Vernon Foundation in "'Titing, and together we will
take the steps necessary to resolve the situation.

x I Confirm

Confrrmation of Charitable Intent (required)
Check "I confirm" to certiJY the fullowing: We further certiJY that norte

x I Confirrn
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of the proposed grant funds will be used to provide any direct benefit to
The Verizon Foundation Company, to any Verizon Foundation
employee or any employee's family member (except in the provision of
charitable services or education available to the public at large), or to
any staff member, board member, or donor to the Organization. No
goods or services have been offered or promised in consideration for
this charitable contribution. I further certily that to the best of my
knowledge, infonnation, and belief, the purpose of this grant is
charitable and for the good of the community, and is not intended to
fulfill business purposes or obligations of any kind including but not
limited to offset, sales, or procurement commitments.
Acceptance of Review (required)
Check "1 confirm" to certify the fonowing: 1 understand that an
applicants are subject to review of their representations in this
application and (for grantees) their. compliance with the grant
agreement I understand that the organization I represent may be
required to return any granted assets and forfeit future funding
eligibility if: (I) the review reveals any significant inaccuracies or
violations of the policies stated above or (2) thc organization does not
cooperate vdth the review.

X I Confirm

Board Review and Approval of this Application (required)
Check "1 eonfinn" to certify the following: At least one officer ofour
nonprofit organization's board has reviewed this application, and the
entire board has knowledge of and supports its submission.

x I Confirm

Grant Accuracy Certification (required)
Check "I confinil" to. certify the following: I certify that: (1) I completed
this form, and the infommtion 1 provided is complete and accurate, (2)
the organization that I represent complies fully with the policies stated
in the criteria and guidelines section on the introductory web page at the
beginning of this application form, and (3) any assets awarded will be
used nnly in the manner specified in this application.

x I Confiml
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Susan
SullivanJEMPUNYNer;zon
~ ' , , , , . 071061200709:05 PM

To

~ . .'~,
.' .

ce
bec
SUbject Fw: grant application revisions

Hi ShellyI hope you're enjoying the rest of your vacation.
As discussed earlier today. please review the attached document and let me know if this correcUy
captures the essence of the Rangel Center and the proposed "Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology

Program."

~

The C'yCoiege 01 New York. doc
You'll see that I've indicated areas in the document that require additional information/data.
I'll be in the office all day on Monday so give me a call at your convenience and we can discuss.
Thanks. Enjoy your weekend.
Susan

Susan Sullivan
Director - Verizon Foundation
Phone (908) 559, ..•. _
E-mail: susan.a.sullivanC:.
Web site: www.verizon.com/foundation
---- FOlWarded by Susan SullivanlEMPUNYNerizon on 0710612007 08:41 PM ---.
rbutler=_~-_-:'---

071041200702:51 PM

To Susan SulliVanlEMPUNYNerizon@VZNotes

cc
Subject Re: grant application revisions

Susan,
:)ur """p'lOses have bBen
if you
dny other qU'2S'[l,)n:;,

pl~ase

let me know

best :[E"1,clrds

shelly

VZ·CCNY 0123
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>
>
>

>

to you next week if there are any qU0:3tiOTIs.
Plca~e
let me know once
I ve
hud ;:nl. <;)pportunity to
incorporJte them
the grant applicat.ion. Thanks.
Best wisllCS for i:l Happy 4th if Ide don't touch baDe
before then.
Susan

>
1'0 Susan
Sulli van/EMPL/NY IVeri ZOTI~~VZNotes

>
>06128/2007 10: 26 AM

cc
Subject q.t."'J.nt application revis.ions

>
>+---~-------------------+

>J
Please respond to
!
>1 rbutler@ccny.cuny.edu I

>+-----------------------+
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Susan,
I have

~Jpokcn

wi th Dean Dan Lemons who has responded

to your questions
below. I will be away for a week

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

:>

>
>
>
>
>

>

>
>
>
>
>

>
:>

>
>
>

bu~

available by

email if you have any
other quest ions. Please let me know if I can

bE~

of

any further help. I
will t:t:y to upload these answers .into our grant
application but in caGe
I don I t do i t ri<Jht, I have included thnm below~

Again,
Many thanks for all your help
Shelly

1.. How many students we will tar·get?

DWE now has 700 students; of those over 100 are in
the public
administ1".7Cltion cOllcent.ration a.nd potential Rangel
Center students.

Another 200+ students are in the human services area
which overlaps to

degroB with the other group in the area of
interest. However, all
700 m1JE students would be impacted by this program
because the
technological literacy will be integrated throuqhout

SOfie

the clHTiculum. In
:vidit ion, CCNY students participat inq in Rangel
Cent(~r programs who dre
not registered
mvE will be able to take those
us

wcbc:a!3ts Clod distAnce learning.

>

now .1pprcximately:
l\sidn

White

VZ-CCNY 0124
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1':1; ;:.,mericdn IndLm
13aLuv.:.:e ether.
OWE has ,) hi.']her

of female

.studf~nts

than

the ,:;ol1.eqe or
I t is 80',,;. Of cou.:cse the ,JV13r:dqc d'Je is hiqher,
;.1round 32-34.

";rt~:~~,~~",~~~;~n:3how

>

that

80'~

of

c;-l£

~,;tudents

>

;lre A
or l{i~;pdnl(:.

>
>

3. Wbat doe:J "across
mOiln'?

>

courses to advanced courses that students tClke from
several disciplines

d

multi-disciplinary platform"

m'JE of E(~r:3 an interdisciplinary curriculum [['om
three intcgrdted core
an~a

>

that rotate to their

>

instance, pUblic
students take courses in literature,
socioloqy,
psychology, history, economics and philosophy, in
uddition to courses
Like
behavior or urban politics a.nd
are more
t,heir concentration area. Tecnno10qical
will be
incorporated into most of these courses.

>
).
>
>
>
>
>

of concentration. For

admini3tr~tion

>
>
>

4. pleaGe qive. more details about the partnerships

>

mvE has developed a relationship with the Alliance

>
>

York, which repr·esents thousands of businesse-s and
not·-for-pr:ofits in
lOlrJer Nanhattan. 'Through the Alliance We are
reaching out to
organizationG to promote the program. ~ve also
cont.l.nlle to work with
unions like Local 1549 of DC37 who represent workers
in government
dqencies who are potential students.

for Downtown New
>
>

>
>
>

>
>

>
:>

>

5. ~;That are some specific eX'1mples of
in the c:oursework,
modules ..:md curriculum?

~"hat

would be

>

We will offer

:>

t.ililcrcd to
pursuing pUblic administration and :30rvice and human
co I:vices. Examples
of such courses would include the ~Jse or G13 d:3:ta,
in dat;)

coursework on technolcqy

dnd presentation,
r,'1thoL'

>

only courses
ificorporatf;i.
te'"'''JOJ.oqy ledr:;ing with
This i::;
~h~t

dnd statistical analysis.

tec:hnolo9Yf

GO

~-:e

plan to

"':;'Jrrp.nt ':;CHl.t"S'J cGnt"~nt.

'!'Jay

most research" shows to be

~ost eff~ctivc

fer
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the development of
$kill competency. f?e.ople need to 'lse ncw techniques
they are l~a.rninq as
they learn them; otber'8"i::;e the r.ewly-acquir8d skills

would hilve special
>
instructor or
>
>
>
>
>

>

skills. Then,
used in

3

5peciJli~t

these skills would be

the coursework of the class they are taking.
Jl.dvanced cla:;ises would
p'!quire these skills and would .:ldd to them.

>
~ve wOJ..~ld

>

>
>
>
>
:>

>

>

develop a Gkill grid, so we could be sure
that all students
have sufficient expoDure to the basic skiT L:3 before
they t~ke upper
division courses. For example, in the social science
core course, we
would intr·oduce the use of Excel for tabulating and
graphically
presont.inq da-ta. It could be population data on <.l

>

topic like income

:>

distribution in tho US. This would require several
one hour sessions in
the computl;;;r lab with the instructor giTi.nq hands on
instruction in
various techniques like entering the data, computing
and then

>
>
>
>
>
>

<1 graph.
Following each session,· students
would
given an
assignment to do readings or InteLTl.et research in

:>

which

>

and
their own graphical representation of. it
dlonq with some
narrative explanation. All of these skills could be

:>

>

>
>
>
>
>

gather data

required for a
final project at the ond of the term.

6. What skills do we hope the people would develop?

'No wo'uld st.art in the core courses t.,lith individual
>
>

>
>

modules tied into the
curriculum that develop .skills in internet.
usinq
,:lnd- data an<11ysis and pres-enta_tion tooLs
like
and
PO'llerPoint. 'ih';J 'Nould also develop ffiodul(~s that
8nh~nce

>
>

bQsic word
skills with more soph.i.'Jticated uses like

Qf
cros:3-refercncinq,
~utomatic tables of
In

~OJ:I_~

il(iva(JcfJd

into 'i'lord tiles,

'"p

'.::ourse~~r

etc.

these skiLls w01.1l.d Of-:!

.Jssumed "irA ruinforced
t.hnJ 11'1h the expect.:ltion t.hat they '/'IolJ1d be
sy::.;t:\,}m:;l.ti,-'":al,ly"J-sed.

More
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adV,JDCf2d skills 'rmul.d be developed in upper~divisior1
caur:]t';)]. These
w0uld irl'::lude
~Jt<:ltistics soft't/are, GIS

using the larqe fiJrm;;tt

>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>

dCQktop pUblishing and video
pOot ··p,·oefuc:Uon. Some new
caur'ses would be developed to take some of
those ~kills to ~n
.Jdv.:.\nc::ed l\'~vel. As mentioned already, a eC1US!;:: in
GIS dat.-) analysis .:1l1d
US(; would. be imporL:mt for some students so trH:JY

have expertise in this
ared.
the introductory level. 'rhe same is true
for

pUblishing, video post-production, statistics and
other areas ~'ihere
specialization is needed.

>
>
>
>

>
>

>

>

Once this project is fUlly implemented, we would
expect every graduating
OWE student and students in the Rangel Center to
possess a
base
in technology
that have been used. many time.s
i.n different
CQurses. This will provide the prepar:atLon to
effecti".,rely use the tools
olvailable, and the comfort level to continue to
learn '::JS

become available.

>

7. Under mea.:;1ur.ements and outcomes, fccus more on

>
>
>

and describe in
greater detail how we're going to track the
student's progress.

>
We are in the process of developing learning
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

outcomes for aLL DV~8
'::ours(~s <."IS a. part of the Middle States accreditation
process in which
all of City College is involved. This is also
happe nl ng ac roS s the
college and Hill be done for new COl..lr.$f-)S in the
BA/MA public service
proqT3m of the Ranqcl Center. ~oje would use thL-:; :.:,,)me
<13

>

we
th~.'!

technological lite-racy modules. The
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each

to evaluate the effectiveness of cluss0s/
,:.;cmpcr,ent wi.J1 fit nicely

>

:3.

Provide more

funds would be
Eor.

>
OWE has been fortunate to receive $680,000 in

>
>

funding this
New York City

>

infrastructure at

>

mvE. This includes money for ccmpletely cuttitted

>

cldssrooms.
laptop computer labs for use in any
~nd a video
product ion and des k top pUblishj~ng faci li ty. These
will be in place by
the early spring of 2008. Verizon Foundation funding
would help provide
the complementary element to this which is t.he
programmatic :mpport to
train faculty and stUdents, develop curricular
modules for
courses
,-'ind enhance the
il1frastructure with
;J.ppropriate,
state-of-the-.Jrt software. The E:!xcellent facilities
we will haVe
t.his
training dnd program development
in order to be
effectively used .

>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>

>
>
>
>
.>
>

>
>
>

>
>

>
>
>

>
>

from the

to complete the technolcgical

~mart

Specifically, we would hire a full-time oducator
with extensive
technological expertise to work with faculty to
develop the learning
modules, to train thew in workshops, and to develop
and implement the
evaluation of the pt"oject. This person \'oIQuld also be
available to

conduct training of students in the computer lab or
regular classroom.
Both DvlE dnd the Bl\/MA public 5ervice program of t.he
Rangel Center ir/Culd
be served
this person who would be biised .J.t
The

G~·lE.

cost

f.rin']c benefit.s.
>
lJ.. part-tirne p'~r:30n with 'I'i(!b i3xpcrti,:::(~ both in w~b

but ,11,s,)

>
>

''''QuId irJork ,tIlth faculty as tnfO!y
,jevel,:Jp
CGscu.tces .mel online courses.

This person ',,;-Quld <11so

the

ca,pa')11.u:y to 'tlE'.bc<:lst bet','!een the C,'.lffipl1Ses.

'I'h,;~

'-:'::031:

!)(::!nefits.
Stipends fer

::~lCU:Lt'! ,'~()mr(~n.sat2

"::h.-.::m for the
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>

time
need to
in order
be
t.heir courses.
would ;ltt>(~nd a
workshops. Further,

in

thf;~

uno ct tectmolcgy i.n

of half-day or full-day
~e

>

would pay :.>ome f<J.cultj' for their time to develop new
elective courses or

>

mod,ify ,::xisting

>

COllrDes,
mcdul(;s.

to be ,JddC'd to the curriculum, or to s:iJjnlzJ.-:::dnLly'
.>

"
:>

>
>
>
.>

>
>

>
>

inccrporatinq

t~chnoloqical

liteJ:fJcy

In ye(Jr (:',10 t<Je envision adding new software
c.:lp<1bility a.s we are more
,Jwar~~ of
needs
elective courses.
envi~ion
need
to upgrade :3-ome hardware by the secnnd year.

ljIJe

also

Evaluation costs include technical time for
developing
on our
~;urvey system and print
costs ,:.wei time
technicians to prepare ana.lyses and surrunaries o,f the
results.

Class Time

>
>

>
>

>
>

Publications costs include printed materials and

electronic materials
that are made ~vai10ble both to students and to
faculty in other
institutions who want to use and adapt the developed
materials. This

>

also includes funding for faculty t.o present their

>

modules dnd courses
at national ffiee-tin'Js.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

the
modules.

include disposable media and consumables
related to
and use of technologi.cal literacy

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement"
The City College of New York
160 Convent
3-154
Nc~w

NY

rol
E'1X

8ma
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City College is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center lor Public Service in honor of a
distinb'Uishcd public servant and long,timc [i'iend of the Collcge. Congressman Charles B.
Rangel. In a notable career spanning more than lour decades, The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
ha. done as much as any single person in public service to help the least powerful among our
citizcns to achieve their goals and to change their lives, their communities, and the nation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center lor Public Service at The City College of New York will strive to
become a national centcr for the promotion of greater diversity in public service, consisting of
live major clements:

J. The Charles B. Rangel Library, consisting of documents, archives, and memorabilia Ii'om
Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service. These papers will be made available to
scholars nationally, and particularly to scholars within The City College and the City
University, and will serve as a locus of sponsored research and eonfen:nces concerning
barriers to full participation in public service by underscrved minorities;
2. The Master's Program in Public Service, which will recruit and prepare young people 'for
careers in government and public service. The program will include participation in
internships in service organizations, arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer
interdisciplinary specializations in concert with The City College Schools of
Architecture, Engineering, Education, and Biomedical Education, as well as CCNY's
spe'Cial programs in transportation, waste management, and urban public health;
Upon completion of a degree, graduates will be eligiblc for programs like the Federal
Career Intern Program, entering government service for a two,year temporary
appointment with eligibility for a permanent assignment upon completion. These
opportunities will encourage the involvement of members of underrepresented minority
groups and those with fmaneial need;
3.

A Combined BNMA Program in Public Service, which will work together with several
undcrgraduate programs unique to City College that are particularly suited to draw
outstanding students into public service. TIle BNMA Program will attract students
capable ofand interested in an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's
degree. It will prepare them for public service with high,levc1 eoursework, experienced
government personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;

4. The Charles B. Rangel Center, which will be housed in a magnificent Harlem limestone
townhouse adjacent to The City College CamplLq, and include the Rangel Library, the
Rangel Conterence Center, and omees for visiting scholars;
5. The Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation, offering prolessional advancement training for mid-career, minority
government and other public service employees of particular accomplishment and
promise for a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic ye~r.

CITY COLLEGEIVERIZON PARTNERSHIP
The City Collcge of :-.lew York (CCNY) is excited about the opportunity to partner with Veril.On
to develop the "Verizoll Foundation Literacy in Technology Program" at the new Rangel Center
at the College.
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City College requests Verizon's support at the $500,000 level to develop and implement this
technology literacy program which will serve approximately 200 (COllll FeT') students pursuing
del,,'fees in public service. All 700 students of the OWE (SOIlRY, WI fAT DOES DWE ST:\ND
FOR'?) would be impacted by this progrum b~'Cause t~'Chnologiealliteracy will be integrated
throughout the "urri"ulum. In addition, CCNY students participating in Rangel Center programs
who arc not registered at OWE will be able to tuke these courses through web casts and distance
learning.

0_.'

City College is one ofthe most tmly diverse campuses in America. More than 87% of CCNY
students describe thcmselves as members ofa minority group, City College's demographics are
now approximately: 36% Hispanic; 26% African-American; 22% Asian; 13% White; 1%
American Indian; 2% Other, Most of CCNY's students come trom the New York City public
schools, Many arc immigrunts or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than
English and were born in 147 countries, City College students are often the first in their lamilies
to go to college, and most have very limited linancial resources. Approximately 58% come Irom
families with combined incomes 01'$30,000 or less; three quarters work while att~l1ding school,
some at more than one job. Ov~'f half of CCNY's students attend part time, most olkn for
Hnancial reasons.
WE SHOULD INCLUDE A PARAGRAPH HERE ABOUT THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE
STUDENTS PURSUING DEGREES IN PUBLIC SERVICE? WHAT % ARC MALE; WIlAT
% ARE FEMALE: WHAT IS THE AOE RANGE AND AVERAGE AGE OF THESE
STUDENTS? WHAT % OF THESE STUDENTS .\RE lIlSPANIC; % AFRICAN
AMERICAN; % ASIAN. 'l'O WHITE; % AMERIC.\N INDrAN; % OTHER
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a bcliefthat America's ""governing
class"" -- those men and women who make our' laws and policies --must refl~'Ct the rich tapestry
of cultures, faiths, and ethnicities that make us who we arc as a country. Today, non-whites make
up nearly 30% of the US population. Yet fcwer than 14% of men and women in middle and
seruor levels of the Federal Civil Service and 8% of the United States Foreign Service are
members of minority groups.
TIle Rangel Center for Publie Service will prepare students, particularly from underserved and
underrepresented populations for careers as leaders in public service. At the heart of that eflort is
a curriculum that emphasi7k'S a combination of classroom instmction, practical training, and
opportunities for vibrant co-currieular interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows,
The program is design"d to allract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, For
lmdergraduates, a unique, seamless Hve-y"ar HAlMA Program in Publk Service will attra"t
current CCNY students and new students who come to City College sp"ci Hcally to enroll in the
Rangel Program.
Rangel Center students will leave the City College ofN"w York uniquely prepared for careers in
public service, The Vcrizon Foundntion Literacy in Technology Center at the new llangeI Center
will ensure that thcse students have the necessary technological skills to make a difference to the
agcncies and public C<ll1stitucncies they will go 011 to serve.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Teaching 'I'cchnological Literacy tor RangeI Center Studcnts
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Educational technology is nudging instruction beyond its oral and print-based tradition to
embrace online and electronic texts as well as multimedia. Computers are creating ncw
opportunities for writing and collaborating and technology is influencing how p~'Ople read, write,
listen and communicate. The Intemet is constnteting global bridges for students to communicate,
underscoring the need fbr individuals to be equipp~'d with technology skills and competencies to
aetivc!y participate as members of the 21 " Century.
In today's digital world t~'Chnology has contributed to an expanded understanding of literacy.
Besides having basic literacy skills, today's students also need technology skills tor
communicating, invcstigating, accessing and using intbrmation, computing, thinking critically
about messages inherent in new rncdia and understanding and evaluating data.
t

Technological Uteracy is knowledge about wh,lt technology is, how it works, what purposes it can
serve, and how it can be used efficiently and effectively to achieve spceilie goals.
Just 20 years ago, cell phones, laptops, pagers, and fax machines were in the rmlm of scientists
and science fiction. Today, those technologies and the Internet have gained widespread public
acceptance and use. It is cIear that, in today's Digital Age, students must be technologically
literate to live, learn, and work successfully.
City College acknowledges the importance of technology to its students' futures, but to-date has
not ineorpomted technology into the mainstream of academic learning. Because technological
literacy has become an essential component ofjob readiness, citizenry, and life skills, students
must not only heeome competent in the usc of technology and associated applications, they also
must he able to apply their skills to practical situations,
Accessing infOlmation has become increasingly important as databases previously accessible only
to library media specialists are now available to studcnts directly. Browsing, searching, and
navigating online have become essential skills tor all students, as has recognition ofthe
limitations of digital archivcs. (Some things remain unavailable el~'Ctronieally.) Familiarity with
natural inquiry, Boolean seareh strategies, and organizational systems (cataloging, ahstracting,
indexing, rating) is extremely important as students locate inlonnation from sources across the
globe.
The digitizing of resources raises new issues of analysis and evaluation. For example, consider a
student who is asked to prepare a presentation hased on infomlation from the Web. That sludent
can access vast quantities of infonnatioll without a lot of understanding, hecause search engines
make accessing information so simple. But one must also recognize that:
Using search engines well requires an increased skill level. Evaluating and synthesizing
information tound in a variety of sources requires even more.advanced skil1s~
represcnting a literacy that is far beyond what is nt'Cdcd in a more constrained
environment, such as with textbooks where all the information is containt'd within one
source. In effect, oc'Cause technology makes the simple tasks easier, it places a greater
burden on higher-level skills.
Ultimately, students need to understand the interrelationships between library collections,
proprietary databases, and other Internet documents to ensure appropriate, ctTcetive searching and
accurnte evaluation of sources. Furthermore. as students access ck.-ctronic resources, it is critical
that they fL'Cognize the importance of honoring the intellt'Ctual propelly of others by strictly
adhering to copyright and fair-use laws.
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Expanding the teaching and lcarning oftcchnology will both better achieve the c-dueational
objectives that arc foundational to the BA componcnt of the BNMPA degree, and also ensure
Ibat students graduate and move on to tbc MPA degree with signiticant technological literacy to
hclp thcm along thcir carcer paths in puhlie scrviee.
A P,'Ofcssor of Technology Literacy will be identified and will coordinate am:! Icad this program
across a multidisciplinary plallorm. Interdisciplinary curriculum developed will include three
integrated core courses, as well as advanced courses, that students take from several disciplines
that relate to their area of concentration. For instance, public administration students will take
courses in litemture, sociology, psychology, history, economics and philosophy, in addition to
coursc'S like organizational behavior or urban politics and policy that arc more specific to their
concentration are<1. Tcchnologie<1llitcmcy will be incorporatcd into thcse courses. With a
commitment Irom the Velizon Found<1tion, beginning in the fall 01'2007, the R.1ngel Center will
implement this Technology Litemey Program <1t the Rangel Center <1nd will begin the search tor
the project's Professor.
EX<1mples ofCourscwork, Modules and Curriculum:
We will offer specific eoumework on technology tailorcd to students pursuing public
administration and service and human servic,,-•. EX<1mples of such courses would include the use
of GIS data, techniques in data analysis and presentation, and statistical analysis. In addition,
rather than otfering only c-ourses on technology, .'!YgJ.1.!an to in~Qrpornte tl1c tcchnQ!i~gy learning
~tb.~tJ.~c current ~nursc t~Qf!!.t;D1.
'

Studellts in the B;V(\ progrmn take courses in the following categories:

INSERT INFORMATION HERE
This is the way that most research shows to be mosl effective for the developmC'Il1 of skill
competency. People nec-d to use new tcehniques they are learning as they learn them; otherwise
the newly-acquired skills are quiekiy forgotten and lost. So we will have special sessions in the
computer lab taught by the regul<1r instructor or <1 speci<11ist where students learn specific skills.
Then, these skills would be immedi<1tely used in the coursework of the class they arc taking.
Advanced classes would require these skills <100 would add to them.
We would develop a skill grid, so we could be sure th<1t <111 students have sufficient exposure to
the basic skills before thcy take upper division courses. For cX<1lnple, in the social science core
course, we would introduce tabulating and graphically prescnting dat<1. It could be popul<1tion
data on a topic like income distribution in the US. This would require scveral one hour sessions in
the computer lab with the instructor giving hands on instruction in V<1lious techniques like
entering the data, computing averages and then crmting a h'wph. Following caeh session, students
would be given an assignment to do rC<1dings or Internet research in which they gather dal<1 <1nd
create their own gmphical representation of it along with some narrative explanation. All of these
skills could be requirL-d for a timl project at the end of the term.
We would start in the core courses with individualltlodules tied into the existing curriculum that
devclop skills in internet research, using databases, <1nd data <1nalysis and presentation tools. We
would also develop learning modules that enhance b<1sie skills to more advanced skills 1111d

learning outcomes. fn more advnnccd courses. these skills would be assumed and reinforced
through Ihe cxpc'Ctation that they would be systematically used. More advancc-d skills would be
developed in upper-division courses. These would include special statistics software, GIS
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sonware, presentation preparation, web site devclopment, desktop publishing and video postproduction. As mentioned alrc.1dy, a course in GIS data analysis and use would be important lor
some students so they have cxpertise in this area beyond the introductory level. The same is true
lor desktop publishing, video post-production, statistics and other areas where specialization is
needc'd,
Once this projc'Ct is fully implemented, we would expect every graduating student in the R<mgcl
Center to possess a strong base in technology skills that have been used many times in different
courses. This will provide the preparation to etfectively usc the tools available, and the comfort
level to continue 10 leam as new technologies heeome available.
The Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to continue to teach literacy in technology and
the knowledge base tlley create will also be available through publications, the website lind
curriculum modules made available to other educational institutions and to the community.
The Center for Worker Education at City College has been fortunate to receive $680,000 in
funding this year from the New York City Council to complete the technological infrastructure.
This includcs money for completely outfitted smart classrooms, portable laptop computer labs for
usc in any classroom, and a video production and desktop publishing facility. These will be in
place by the early spring 01'2008.
VERIZON FUNDlNG
VCTIzon Foundation funding would provide the most critical clements of the Range! Center's
technological infrastructure which is the programmatic support to train faculty and students,
develop curricular modules lor many courses and enhance the teaching infrastructure with
appropriate, state-of-the-art software. The excellcnt facilities wc will have rcquire this investment
in program development and training in order to be effectively used.
Specifically, we would hire a full-time educator with extensive technological expertise to work
with faculty to develop the learning modules, to train them in workshops, and to develop and
implement the evaluation of the project. 'ntis p"rson would also be available to conduct training
of students in the computer lab or regular classroom. Both the Center for Worker Education and
the BNM A public service program of the Rangel Ccnter would be scrved by this person who
would be based stthe Center for Worker Education. A part-time person with web expertise both
in web page desigu but also in webeasting would work with faculty as they develop web-based
resources and online courscs. This pc'l'Son would also develop the capability to webeast between
the campuses.

Stipends for faculty will be provided to compensate them lor the extra time they need to put inin order to be trainc'd in the use of technology in their courses. Thcy would attend a number of
halt:day and/or full-day workshops. Further, we would pay some faculty for their timc to develop
neW elective courses or to be added to the curriculum, or to signitlcantly modify existing courses,
incorporating technological literacy modules. In year two we envision adding new sotlware
capability as we are more aware of speeille nC'eds of elective courses.
Evaluation costs will include technical time for developing surveys on our Class Time
computerized survey system and print costs and time lor technicians to pn'pare analyses and
summaries of the program and each student's individual results.
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Publications costs will include printed materials and electronic materials that are made available
both to students and to faculty in other institutions who want to usc and adapt the developed
materials. This also includcs funding for faculty to present their modules and courses at national
meetings.

Supplies will include disposable media and consumables directly related to the development and
use of technological literacy modules.
.

MEASURMENT, EVALUATION AND OUTCOMES

Students participating in the Verizon Foumilition Literacy in Technology Program at the Rangel
Center will:
develop knowledge, ability and responsibility in the use of information technology
acquire, organize, analyze, evaluate, and present information using appropriate
information teehnology
use information teelmology to expand their range and effectiveness ofeommunieation
solve problems, aecomplish tasks, and express creativity, both individually and
eollaboratively, using technology
understand the role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal
standards in its use

In order to evaluate the sueeess of the program, determine a true and measurable outcome, and
asscss thc benefits to The College, the Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Center will
kecp records and track:
the number of students pCI' ycar who participate in the Vcrizon Foundation Literacy in
Technology Program,
*
a student breakout by public service area/discipline and the associated technology
learnings and levels achieved
*
the professional development and technology curriculum developed and offered through
thc program,
*
the number of technology uses before and after completing the curriculum, and
the number of uses of computerized presentations betore and after completing the
curriculum.
At the end of years one, two, and threc, the Rangel Center will ask Verizon Foundation Literacy
in Technology Program participants to till out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with
the program and the Center. The Collegc will survey and analyze findings based on:
*
usage of new technological skills,
satist:",tion with the lcaming expericnce bellll'e and aller access to the program/Cmlcr.
Aller live years, The College's surveys of Rangel Ccnter alumni will quantily:
•
how many entered public service,
in which capaeities, and
*
how they felt the Vcrizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program assisted them in
the long tcnn.
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In addition. City College is in the proccss of developing learning outcomes for all courses as a
pal1 o!'the Middle States accreditation process. We plan to usc this same process as we
incorporate the technological literacy modules. The lechnologicallitcracy grid which lists the
spccific skills in the columns and the courses where they arc learned in the rows would allow for
evaluation of how well students are doing in caeh course. A particular course would have a
specific sel ofteehnologicalliteraey learning outcomes and for cach outcome there would be a
way to assess it in individual students. The expc'Ctatiol1 is dmt from now on, we will do outcomes
assessment <'lIch year to evaluate the effectivencss of classes.
MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS AND BRANDING
We have developed a relationship with the Alliance tor Downtown Ncw York, which repf<'Sents
thousands of businesses and not-tbr-proms in lower Manhattan. Through the Alliance we will be
reaching out to organizations to promote the program. We also continue to work with unions like
Local 1549 ofDC37 who rq'f<'Sent workers in government ageneies who would be potential
students.
NEED MORE INFORMATION HERE ON flOW YOU WIU, ATTRACT STUDENTS ....
We will work in collaboration with Verizon to recol,'l1ize and publicize the Verizon Literacy in
Technology Prol,'I"am for their support. Marketing this program will be done with an
announcement in Clty College publications, a press release to the major media, e-mail
announcements to all CCNY alumni and fric'I1ds, CCNY's own newsletters and publications, ,md
possibly a press conference with Congressman Rangel.
The Rangel Center wcb site will describe and publicize the new program and publications will
always express appreciation to Verizon. The City College of New York will also notify Verizon
about any public use of its name and the Program's name.
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Sullivan. Susan
From:

Sullivan, Susan

Sent:

Tuesday, July 31, 20074:51 PM

To:

Gaston, Patrick R.

Subject: City College of New York - Rangel Center
Patrick - Here is the e-mail for review and forwarding to Kathy (for Tom) in connection with the Rangel Center
grant. - Thanks, Susan

Kathy,
As discussed, here is the e-mail for forwarding to Tom about the Rangel Center grant.
Thanks,
Patrick

Tom,
At Ivan's request, we have been working with members of (he City College of New York to develop a technology
literacy grant to suppert the newly created Rangel Center at the College.
Last week, the New York Post and newsmax.com ran articles (see below) about Congressman Rangel and the
planned Rangel Center where they referenced a $500,000 contribution from the Verizon Foundation. Shelly
Butler. our contact at City College, assures us that at no time did City College ever say or write that Verizon had
committed to support the Rangel Center and knows that Verizon Foundation is in the process of considering the
eellege's pending grant request.
8elow is an executive summary of the grant proposal. Our funding will target City College faculty and
approximately 200 underserved and underrepresented students pursuing degrees in public service. The grant is
designed to support the new technology infrastructure at the Center (funded by the New York City Council)-providing technology training & workshops for both teachers and students and the development of technology
curriculum to enhance the teaching infrastructure within the College. Susan SulUvan of Patrick's team, and Sandy
Wilson of Monica's team, has been instrumental in shaping the partnership to support a technology initiative
opposed to bricks and mortar for the Rangel Center.
Monica and Roger Molt are supportive of the grant and stand ready to defend the partnership should the need
arise. Roger believes there will be no need to do so, however.
Please let me know if you are okay with us including this grant on the next slate of $1 OOK and above grants for
Foundation Board review and approval.
Thanks,
Kathy
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RANGEL" RANGEL
OEM BUILDS MONUMENT TO SELF WITH PUBLIC CASH

By GEOFF EARLE Posl Correspondent
July 23, 2007 - WASHINGTON Rep, Charles Rangel is lining up millions in taxpayer funds and soliciling
massiVe donations from companies with inlerests before Congress in a controversial bid to finance a center in
Hariem named after himself.
'
Rangel, who chairs the powerful House Ways and Means Commillee, has quietly secured close to $25 million
from a slew of private companies and foundations for the Chanes B. Rangel Center for Public Service at City
College,
The center, which will be localed in a four-slory limestone bUilding at 141 sl St. and Convent Avenue, will steer
low-income and minority students into politics,
Rangel has come under fire both for attempting to name a govemment-supported project after himself while he's
still in office - considered unseemly by many lawmakers - and lor the huge fund-raising drive that is not sUbject to
financial-disclosure or conmct-of-interest rules.
Last week, Rangel pushed a $2 million "earmark" through the House as seed money, sparking GOP outrage,
"I just don't think it's right for a member to donate taxpayer money to something with their name on it," said Rep,
John Campbell (R-Calif.),
"In general, we do not name things after ourselves while we are great and powerful," Rep, Mark Kirk (R-III,) said,
There is no legal requirement that Rangel disclose names of donors to the center, but his office provided an
internal fund-raising document to The Post.
It lists $10 million from insurance firm AIG, $500,000 from the Verizon Foundation and $1 million from Eugene
isenberg, CEO of energy firm Nabors Industries,
Ways and Means has a sweeping jurisdiction over taxes and trade that affects every facet of the economy,
including corporate taxation,
No opening date for the center has been set.
Rangel beamed when asked about the project while fending off an effort to cut funding last week, saying, "I
cannot think of anything I'm more prOUd of."

Rep. Rangel Earmarks Funds for His Own Building
New York Rep, Charles Rangel has been raising funds Irom taxpayers and corporations for a center in
I [arlern to be named alter a prominent U,S, congressman -- Charles Rangel.
The Democrat has quietly raised nearly $25 million for the Charles B, Range[ Center for Public Service
at City College, located in a four-story Harlem building and aimed at steering low-income and minority
students into politics, the New York Post reports,
Last week Range[ - dmirrnan of the House Ways and Means Cormnittee
t\~Jrmul'kl> in
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Corporate contributions so far include $10 million from insurance company AIO and $SOO,OOO from the
Verizon Foundation. Rangel's committee has jurisdiction over taxes and trade, including corporate

taxation.
Some lawmakers consider it "unseemly" for Rangel to name a government-supported project after
himsclt~ according to the Post
Rep. John Campbell, R-III., said: "I just don't think it's right for a member to donate taxpayer money to
something with their name on it."

cg NewsM,Lx 2007. All rights reserved.

THE CITY COllEGE OF NEW YORK (request 10 343056)
(Funded by Verizon Foundation Dollars)
This nonprofit organization is requesting $500,000; the Verizon Foundation recommends funding $500,000;
$100,000 in 2007, $300,000 in 2008, and $100,000 in 2009.
Recommending Organization: Ivan Seidenberg
Strategic Value: Aligns With the Foundation's funding prior~ies of literacy and Education, utilizing technology.
Goal/Proposal: The City College of New York (CCNY) is excited about the opportunity to partner with Verizon to
develop the "Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program" at the new Rangel Center at the College.
Program Background:
City College is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service in honor of a distinguished public
servant and long-time friend of the College, Congressman Charles B. Rangel. In a notable career spanning more
than four de<:ades, The Honorable Charies B. Rangel has done as much as any single person in public service to
heip the least powerful among our citizens to achieve their goals and to change their lives. their communities, and
the nation.
City College is one of the most truly diverse'campuses in America, More than 87% of CCNY students describe
themselves as members of a minority group. City College's demographics are now approximately: 36% Hispanic;
26% African,American; 22% Asian; 13% White; 1% American Indian; 2% Other. Most of CCNY's students come
from the New York City public schools. Many are immigrants or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages
other than English and were born in 147 countries. City College students are often the first in their families to go
to college, and most have very limited financial resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combined
incomes of $30,000 or less; three quarters work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half of
CCNY's stUdents attend part time, most often for financial reasons. The Division of Worker Education students
are ethnically similar to the City College profile just described, but in other ways they are different. City Coilege's
median undergraduate age is 22, but DWE's is 32. Furthermore, City College undergraduates are evenly divided
between men and women, but 80% of DWE students are women.
City College requests Verizon's support at the $500,000 level to develop and implement the "Verizon Foundation
Literacy in Technology Program which will serve apprOXimately 200 underserved and underrepresented students
pursuing degrees in public service. This literacy technology program is designed to attract students at both the
graduate and undergraduate levels. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five,year BAiMPA Program in Public
Service will attract current CCNY students and new students who come to City College specifically to enroll in the
Rangel Program. All 700 students of the Division of Worker Education (DWE) will also be impacted by this
program because technological literacy will be integrated throughout the curriculum. In addition, CCNY students
participating in Rangel Center programs who are not registered at DWE will be able to take these courses through
web casts and distance learning,
Expanding the teaching and learning of technology will both better achieve the educational objectives that are
foundational to the SA component of the BNMPA degree, and also ensure Ihat students graduate and move on to
the MPA degree with significant technological merac to hel them along their career paths in public service.
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A Professor of Technology literacy will be identified and will coordinate and lead this program across a
multidisciplinary platform. Interdisciplinary curriculum developed will include three integrated core courses, as well
as advanced courses, that students take from several disciplines that relate to their area of concentration. For
instance, public administration students will take courses in literature, socioiogy, psychology, history, economics
and philosophy, in addition to courses like organizational behavior or urban politics and policy that are more
specific to their concentration area. Technological literacy will be incorporated into these courses.
In addition, three courses required of all Rangel Center BAiMPA students-Communication and Political Action;
Accessing, Analyzing, and Interpreting Data; and Management of Public Organlzations- will have significant
technoiogical components.
With a commitment from the Verizon Foundation, beginning in the fall of 2007, the Rangel Center will implement
this Technology literacy Program at the Rangel Center and OWE and will begin the search for the project's
Professor.
We will offer specific coursework on technology tailored to students pursuing public administration and service
and human services. Examples of such courses would include the use of GIS data, techniques in data analysis
and presentation, and statistical analysis.
In addition, rather than offering only COurses on technology, we plan to incorporate the technology learning with
much of the current course content. Educational research shows this to be most effective way to develop of skill
competency. People need to use new techniques they are learning as they learn them; otherwise the newlyacquired skills are quickly forgotten and lost. So we will have special sessions in the computer lab taught by the
regular instructor or a specialist where students leam specific skills. Then, these skills would be immediately used
in the coursework of the class they are taking. Advanced classes would require these skills and would add to
them.
We will develop a skill grid. so we can be sure that all students have sufficient exposure to the basic skills before
they take upper division courses. For example, in the SOCial science core course, we would introduce tabUlating
and graphically presenting data. It could be population data on a topic like income distribution in the US. This
would require several one hour sessions in the computer lab with the instructor giving hands on instiuction In
various techniques like entering the data, computing averages and then creating a graph. Following each session,
students would be given an assignment to do readings or Internet research in which they gather data and creale
their own graphical representation of il along with some narrative explanation. All of these skills could be required
for a final project at the end of the term.
We will start in the core courses with individual modules tied into the existing curriculum that develop skills in
internet research, using databases, and data analysis and presentation tools. We will also develop learning
modules that enhance basic skills to more advanced skills and learning outcomes. In more advanced courses,
these skills would be assumed and reinforced through the expectation that they would be systematically used.
More advanced skills would be developed in upper-division courses. These would include special statistics
software. GIS software, presentation preparation, web site development, desktop publishing and Video postproduction. As mentioned already, a course in GIS data analysis and use would be important for some students
so they have expertise in this area beyond the introductory level. The same is true for desktop publishing, video
post-production, statistics and other areas where specialization is needed.
Once this project is fully Implemented, we would expect every graduating student in OWE and the Rangel Center
to possess a strong base in technology skills that have been used many times In different courses. This will
provide the preparation to effectively use the tools available, and the comfort level to continue to learn as new
technologies become available. The Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to continue to teach literacy in
technology and the knowledge base they create will aiso be available through publications, the website and
curriculum modules made available to other educational institutions and to the communily.
The DiVision of Worker Education at City College has been fortunate to receive $680,000 in funding this year from
the New York City Council to complete tha technological infrastructure. This includes money for completely
outfitted smart classrooms, portable laptop computer labs for use in any classroom, and a video production and
desktop publishing facility. These will be in place by the early spring of 2008.
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Verizon's funding will provide the most critical elements of the Rangel Center's technological infrastructure which
is the programmatic support to train faculty and students, develop curricular modules for learning courses and
enhance the teaching infrastructure with appropriate, state-of-the-art software.
The excellent facilities planned for the Center will require this investment in program development and training in
order to be effectively used. Specifically, we would hire a full-time educator with extensive technological expertise
to work with faculty to develop the learning modules, to train them in workshops, and to develop and implement
the evaluation of the project This person would also be available to conduct training of students in the computer
lab or regUlar ctassroom. Both the Division of Worker Education (OWE) and the BAiMPA public service program
of the Rangel Center would be served by this person who would be based at the Center for Worker Education, A
part-time person with web expertise both in web page design but aiso in webcasting would work with faculty as
they develop web-based resources and online courses. This person would also develop the capability to web cast
between the campuses. Stipends for faculty will be prOVided to compensate them for the extra time they need to
put in --in order to be trained in the use of technology in their courses, They would attend a number of half-day
and/or full-day workshops. Further, we would pay some faculty for their time to develop new elective courses or to
be added to the curriculum, or to significantly modify existing courses, incorporating technological literacy
modules, In year two we envision adding new software capability as we are more aware of specific needs of
elective courses. Evaluation costs will include technical time for developing surveys on our Class Time
computerized survey system and pnnt costs and time for technicians to prepare analyses and summaries of the
program and each sludenfs individual results.
Program Dellverables and Outcomes:
Students participating in the Verizon Foundalion literacy in Technology Program at the Rangel Center will:
• develop knowledge, ability and responsibility in the use of information technology
• acquire, organize, analyze, evaluate, and present information using appropriate information technology
• use information technology to expand their range and effectiveness of communication
• solve problems, accomplish tasks, and express creatiVity, both individually and collaboratively, using technology
• understand the role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal standards in its use
In order to evaluate the success of the program, determine a true and measurable outcome, and assess the
benefits to The College, the Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Center will keep records and track:
• the number of students per year who partiCipate in the Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program,
• a student breakout by public service area/disqipline and the associated technology learnings and levels
achieved
• the professional development and technology curriculum developed and offered through the program,
• the number of technology uses before and after completing the curriculum, and
• the number of uses of computerized presentations before and after completing the curriculum.
At the end of years one, two, and three, the Rangel Center will ask Venzon Foundation literacy in Technology
Program participants to fill out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the program and the Center. The
College will survey and analyze findings based on:
• usage of new technological skills,
• satisfaction with the leaming experience before and after access to the program/Center,
After five years, The College's surveys of Rangel Center alumni will quantify:
• how many entered pUblic service,

*' in which capacities, and
• how they felt the Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program assisted them in the long term.
In addition, City College is in the process of developing learning outcomes for all courses as a part of the Middle
States accreditation process. We plan to use this same process as we incorporate the technological literacy
modules. The technological literacy grid which lists the specific skills in the columns and the courses where they
are learned in the rows would allow for evaluation of how well students are doing in each course. A particular
course would have a specific set of technological literacy leaming outcomes and for each outcome there would be
a way to assess it in individual students. The expectation is that from now on, we will do outcomes assessment
each year to evaluate the effectiveness of classes.
Communications and Branding
Ne will work in collaboration with Venzon to recognize and pubiicize the Verizon Foundation literacy In
fechnology Program. Marketing of this program can be done with an announcement in City College publications,
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a press release to major media, e-maii and web site announcements to all CCNY alumni and friends, CCNY's
own newsletters and publications, and possibly a press conference with Congressman Rangel. The City College
of New York will also notify Verizon about any public use of its name and the Program's name.
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Sullivan, Susan
From:

SUllivan, Susan

Sent:

Tuesday, JUly 31, 20074:48 PM

To:

Azare, Monica; Mott, Roger A.

Subject:

City College of New York grant

Attachments: CityCollegeProposal.pdf
Monica, Roger,
As discussed, here is a copy of the City College of New York/Rangel Center grant being submitted to Verizon
Foundation's board of directors for review and approval.
I'll let you know once board members have reviewed.
Thanks,
Susan
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Organization Information'
Legal Name
AKA Name
In Care Of Name
Relationship to 'In caro

or

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York.
The City College of the: Cily Unlvmsily of Nnw York
City Calfoga 21st Century Foundnfion
Tha CC21CF Is the fiscal <:lgent fOf The City Colloge of New York

organi1:atlon
Organization Type

Addross
City
State
ZIP Code

EDUCATION
160 CONVENT AVE, Shepard Hull, RM '154

NEW YORK
New York
10031-0000

Province
Country
Tolephone

Web Site Address

United States
{212) 650~

www.cufl'l,ceny,edu

E-mail Address
Organization Background

A Proud HIstory and Mission -- The ChHdren of the Whole People
The City CaRage of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend H.mls 10 offer higher education

to

the

children of the working class and immigrants. The College has produced great sdentists, captains of
industry, public servants, teachers, dor,lors, lawyers, architects and engineers, opening doors for young
men and women with few materi;;lj resolllces and opportunities

Todays City College is <l microcosm of New York City, with one of the most diverse student bt.'-{jies of any
college in America. Its more than 13,000 sludenls carry on a tradillan of excellence as they win
prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to feading graduate and professional schools, and
make their mflrks in the !}Cienc;es, in the arts, in public set,fice, in Industry, in education
Access and E:xcellence
For 160 years, The City College of Ne'N York has symbolized the union of excellence Gnd public higher
educatlon. The mosllmpOliant avonue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of
New Yorkers, City Coilege has providod an unsurpassed educational opportunity 10 hundreds of
thousands of talenled but needy '::ilUdmlts. With particular (ocus on meeting the needs of ''''the children of
the whole people,.... The C,otlege prOVides unique opportunities for undorrepreSGnted populations to 8rlter

fields new to 1l1em with expert skills and aduCZllklfl.
Diversity (lnd Need

M<tny schools tllik '"bout diversity; Cay College lives it
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
(>(F]d')'7:..llion 10: d2'TIJ
Th"! V'lrlzon Foundation LiloriJCy In rechno!oqy P"'!.1mm

Rp'lucst !O: J431156
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Organization Information
Organization Background
(continued)

(continued)
Two years ago, US News fInd World RHport ranked City College first in diversity in ttle nation, with
Nrican-Americans a8 the lilrgest minority.lasl year, City C(lIIt1r~ was ranked first with Hispanlc~
Americans as the largest minority. The 2fJG6 issue of CCNY's Cily Facts slates that in the voltlnlary
section of the admissions application, 87% uf CCNY students doscribe lhemsalves as members of a
minority group.
The Chronicle of HighS( Educ:ltion 2003 Almanac reports that n<ltlonal1y, within the C81egqry of
bachelor's dogmas earnr,ld at "II CQUegos, White students earn 75% of lhe total, Biacks 8.5%, Hispanics
6,5%, and Aslan-Padfic Islanders 6.2%, The sElma year at CUy College, however, Blacks received 34.1%,
Hispanics 30.1 %, and AsianfPadfk: Islanders 11%, an incredible record of success In populations
ll!1derrepresontod In bachelor's degrees earned. Many of these dogrees are awarded in exceptionally
demanding programs unique 10 Cily College, which do not exist elsewhere in the Clly University system,
such as engIneering, archilaclure, biomodical edtJcation, ~nd cartain science and liberal arts progf"<'lms.
Most of CCNY's sludents come from the New York CIty public schools. Many ara immigrants or children
of immigranls; thoy speak 911anguages other than English and were born In 141 countries. Clly College
students are usually the first in Iheir rammes to go to colfege, following a tradition that mt1ects the
pattern of generations of CCNY alumnI, whose achtavements became the model for their own families.

Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants access to {he American dream now 8lil!, as
In Its storied past, CCNY students are financially needy. ApproxImately 58% come from familles with
combined incomes of $25,000 or Jess; three-quarters of thE!' students work while attending school, some
at more than one job. OVer half of the students attend part time, mosl afton for Anancial reasons. They
pay $5,OOO/year In tuman, books, and feas. While the comparatively low tuiUol1 narrowly makes II
possible for them to attend a top quality C{lfJ~e, the cost Is high when compared to the Income many of
them. 0( tha!r families, earn. Because thay frequently need to support lhemselves and sOfnellmes even
help support their families, they often lake longer 10 graduate, sometimes having to lealle before they
earn the bachelor's degree. Working longer hours takes away valuable lime (rom their sludles, making it
that much mora dlfficull to allain the succoss Ihey strive for and meri!.
Clty coUega's mission emphasl1:es access and e:<coJ!once in undefQraduate and graduate- educatfon f.lfld
research. Requiring demonstrated potenlfal for admission and a high !eve! of accomplishment for
graduation, the Colfege provides a diVt'lrse student body wah excepflonal oppor.unities to partlclpale In
creatiVe 1l1t~lectual pursuits, The GoHege is led by a faculty committed to the advancement of knowledge
and lhe guidance of students in Ihe atlainment of rigorous academic goals.

The College offers a broad range of baccalaureale degrees In the: arts and humanities, n<ltural sciences and
social sclences, architecture, education, engineering, and biomedical science, Undergraduate progr<:!ms
include significanl coufsewornin the liberal arts and sciences. Olstrngulshed graduate programs at the
master's and ctoclorallevelll, and a concomitant dedlcatlon to scholarly researcn, complement the
College's commitment to exce"ence In undergraduate educatJon

As a national and 111lemalkmal model of excellence in public higher education, CCNY pledges tQ
perpeluate and enhance: lls statuB as CUNY's flagship campus In the sciences, englMering and
architectura; ils slgnature pmgmms in the creatlva ¥ts and humanllJes;ils prominence in doctoral
programs in clinical psychology. engino€rlng, <Jnd the sciencos; ils role as CUNY's laad insli!utkm in
-;;ponsored researoh; its world-renowned research conlers; its dedic:llion to public and community
service programs, with an emphasis nil urban .:lreas; its commUmenl to the interdisciplinary teamwork that
enhances lis distinguif;ihed history in Innovative scholarship.
Over one hundred sixty years of regional, national. arid Intam'ltlonal prominence tesUfy to CCNY's
successful realization of ils founding mission and {he abiding irl'lostmnnt of !he people of the City and
the Slate of New York In the adv<lf1cement of lha! mission.
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CITY COllEGENERIZON PARTNERSHIP

program/project Is going to

accomplish (and how)

~

please be specific and
provide timellnes.

rhe City College of New York (CCNY) 1$ excited about tile opportunity to partner with Verizon to
develop the "Verlzon Foundation Literacy In Technology Pmgrarn" at the new Rangel Cenler at the
College.
City College requests Vorlzon's support at the $500,000 tevello develop and implement this technQlogy
litero{;y program which will SOlVa approxJrnataly 200 students pursuing degrees in public service. All 700
students of the Diviskln of Worker Education iDWE} will be Impacted by this program because
technological literacy will be integrated throughQut the curriculum. In addlUon, CCNY students
participating In Rangel Center programs who are not registered at OWE will be able to l&ke [heiSe courses
through web casts and distance learning.
Verlzon Foundation recommends support at the $500,000 level; $100,000 payable in 2007, $300,000
in 2008, and $100,000 In 2009.

City College is one of the most truly diverse campuses in America. More than 87% of CCNY students
describe IhemGelves as members of a minority group. City College's damographics are now
approximatety: 36% H!spanic; 26% African-American; 22% Asian; 13% White; 1% American Indian; 2%
Other. Most of CCNY's studenls come from the New York elly public schools, Many are fmmigranls or
children of Immigrants; they speak 91 languages olher than English and were born in 147 countries. City
Canoga students are oflen the first in their fammes to go 10 college, and most hove vcry limited financial
resourCeS, Approximately 58% como from families with combined incomes of $30,OCO or less; three
quarters work while a/tending school, somo <.It more than one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend
part time. most often for finundi.\llO<)sons.
The DIvision of Worker Educallon 8ludents are ethnically similar!o the City CoJlQge profile just descnbed,
but in other ways they are dilferent Gily College's median undergraduate age is 22, but DWE's is 32
FurthemlOrs, City College undergradoales are eVflflly divided belween men and women. but 80% of OWE
students· are women.
FlJnd(lmenta! tn Congressman Rangel's lifelong servlco is a beliof that America's ""governing dass,m -Ihose men and women whQ make our laws ond pollcies ··must refiee! the rich tapestry of CUltures, (,liths,
and alhniciileSlh;i1 make us whQ we are as a country. Today, non-whltO's make up nearly 30% of Ihe US
populaUon. Yet fewer than 14% of men and women in middle and senior levels or lho ~edeml Civil
Service and 8% of tho Uniled States FnfeiHn Service are memhflfS of minority Groups
The Rangel Center (er Public Service will prepare sfudenls, pdflicularly from underserved fmd
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Oescflbe what your underrepresenlod poput.aUons for careers as leaders in public service. Al the heart of lhat effort is a
curriculum that emphasizes a combination of classroom instruction. praclb:d training, nnd oppcrlunitTes
program/project Is going to
fOf vibrant co-curricular Interactlon with the Ranllol Leadership FeHows.
accomplish (and how) ~
please be spsJ:iflc and
provide tJmeUnes.
The program is designed to aUrae! students at both Ihe gradunte and undergraduate levels. For
(continued) undergrilduate5, a unique, seamlasa fivs-year 8AiMPA Program in Publle SelVice will attract current
CCNY studenis and now students who come to City Colloge specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
Rangel Center slud6l'lts will leave the City Collego of New York uniquely propared for Clli'eBrs in public
sOlVica. The Vedzon Foundation Litoracy in Technology Program <it the new Rangel Center will ensure
that these students hava tho neCe$sary technological skins to make a differenco to the agendes and
public constituencies they will go on to serva-.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Toaching Technological literacy fot Rang.el Cenler Students
Educallooallechnology is nudgIng instruction beyond ils oral and print-based tradition to embrace
onllne and electronic texts as well as multimedia. computers are creating new opportunllies for wriUng
and £:ol1aboratlng and technology Is influencing how people read, write, listen and communicate, The
Internal is constructing global brktges for students lo communl,,ate, underscoring the need far
individuals 10 be equippoo with technology skills and competencies to actively participate as members of
lhe 21st Century.

In today's digital world lochnology has contributed to an expanded understanding of litoracy. Besides
having basic maracy skills, loday's students also noed technology skills for communlcatihg, Inves!lgatlng,
accessing and using informallon, computing, thinking crlUcaUy about messages inherent In new media,
alld understanding and evaluating dala.
Teclmologlcatliteracy Is knowledge abaul what tochnoklgy is, how it works. what purposes it can serve,
and how it can be used efficiently and effectively to achieve specific goals. Just 20 years ago. cell phones,

lap!oplJ, pagers, and fax machines ware In fhe realm of sclentlsls and sdence fk:tion, Today, lhose
technologieS and lhe Internet havA gained widespread pubJlc acceptance and use. Ills clear that, in
loday's Dlgita! Age, students must be lechnologlcaUY merate to live, learn, and work successluUy
City College Ilclmowfedg6s the importance of technology to Jls students' futures, but to date has not
Incorpomred technology into the mainstream 01 actldemlc learning. Because technologiCal tlteracy has
become an essential component of job readiness, citizenry, and life skills, students must rlol only became
competsnlin the use of technology and associated applications, they also must be able to apply their
skitll;l to practical situalfons.

Accessing Inrormallon has becomo increasingly important as databases previously acoo$slble only to
library media specialists are now !!lVailabie to students directly. Browsing, searching, and navigating
onllne have become essential skUls for all students. as has recognition of lhe- !imitatlons of digital
archives, (Some things remain unavailable electronically) Familiarity with natural Inquiry, Boolean search
strategies, and organlzatlQnal systems (cataloging. abstracllng. indexing, raling) is extremely important
,15 students loc<lle information [tom sources across the globe.
The digitizing of resources raises flew issues of analysis and evaluation. For example, consider a sludent
who is asked 10 prepare a presentatioil based Of\ Information fr-om the Web. That student can access vast
quantitlos of infonnullon withotll a lot of understanding, beC<:lWH} search engines make accessing
informallon so simple. But one mllst also recognizo that:
Using search engines. weI! requlms an increaser! skHl level. EV~lllJatjr\g and ~ynlhesi:zrng information
found in a variety of sources requires even more adv,mced sklUs, represenjing a litoracy that Is far beyond
whal is needed in a more constrnlnetf environment. such as with textbooks whero all the infmrrlation is
contained within on!;} source. rn affect, becauselechno!ogy miJKOS the simple tasks easier, It places il
grealerburdoll on higher,lovel skills,
Ultimately, studonts need to unrterstilnd tho intHrrebtionships bBtween llbmry colleclionfj, proprietnry
databases, and clrym Internetdocumcnf:> 10 Hnsure ilpproprinte, effective searching .'lnd <lccumta
Qvaluation of SOUrCB$. Furthermore. as students access alodronje resources,it is criticnl that they
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Describe what your

programlproject Is going to
accomplish (and how)

recognize the irnportlloca of honoring the Intellectual properly uf others by strictly adherlng to copyright
and lair-use taws.
- -- ._-

M

please be specific and Expanding lh~ leaching and learning of fechno!oqy will both better aGhleve the educational objecllves
that are foundalional to the SA component of the BNMPA dogree, and fllso ensure that studE;tnls
provide timelrnes.
(contlnuod) graduate Bod movo on to the MPA degree with significant technological literacy to help them aiong their
career palhs ffi public service.

A Professor of Technology Literacy will be identmed and wlll coordinate and lead this program across a
muiUdlsciptinary platform. Interdisdplinmy curriculum developed will include three inl139rate<i coro
courses, DS well as advanced CQurses. thaI students ta~e from sever.!l dlsciplJnes that'relata to lhelr area
of c.oncentratlon. For instance, p-ubHc ,~dmltlis(riJUon students will lake courses In ]lferalure, sociology,
psychology, history, economics and philosophy, in ilddltion to courses like organizational behavior or
urban polit!c8 and pollcy lhat are more spocific 10 Iheir f'..oncanlratlon area. Technological literacy wiH be
incO/poriJted 1£110 these courses.

In addition, three cOllrses requh'ed of aU Rangel Conlor BAtMPA sltldents-,~Communlcation and Politica!
Aclion; Accessing, Analyzing, <lnd Interpreting Data; and Managemont of Public Organizations-- wij!
have significant technological componanls.
With a commitment from the Verlzon Foundation, be9inn!ng 1n the fag of 2007, the Rangel Center will
implement this Technology Literacy Program at the Rangel Center and OWE and Will begIn (he search for
the prajsers ProfessQr.
We will offer specific coursowork on technology taltored to stUdents pursuing publiC administration and
service and human services-. Examples of such courses would include the use of GIS data, techniques In
dala analysIs and presentation, and stalisUcal analysis.
In addition, rather Ihan offering only courses on technology, we plan to incorporate the technology
leaming with much of the current course content. Educational research shows this to be most effedive
way to develop of skill competency. People need to use new techniques they nre learning as they learn
lhem: otherwise the newly~acquired skllls are quickly forgotten and fcst So we wilt have special sassJons
in the computer lab laught by the regular instrudor or a specialist where students learn specific skilla-.
Then, lhese skills would be immediately used in the caUfsework of the class they are- laking. Advanced
classes would require these skills and would add to them.
We would develop a skill grkl, so we could be surB that all students have sufficient exposure to the basic
skills before they take upper division courses. For example, in the social science core course, we would
introduce tabulallng and graphically presenting data. it could be population data Of! a lopfc like income
dIstribution In the US, This would require several one hour sessiohs in the computer lab with !heInstructor giving hands on instruction In various technIques like entering lhe data, compullng avamg\'l'6
and then crealing a graph. FollOWing each sessIon, students would be- given an assignment ta do
readings or Internal research In which they g<:lther data and create their own graphk·..al representatlon of
it along with some narrative explanatfon. All of lhese skills could be reqUired for a final project at the end
aftha term.

We would start in the cQre courses with individual modules Hed into the existing curriculum Ihat dflvelo-p
;,kills in internet research. using databases. and data analy-:>i$ <lnd present<llion tools-. We would also
dovelop leamlng !nodules thai enhance basic skWs to mme ,ldvanced skills and learning outcomes. In
more advanced courses, these skills woufd be assumed and reinforced through the expoctation lhat lhey
would be syslomatically used. More advanced skills W(luld be developed in upp-er-uhdsiun- courS85. These
would lndude special statistics soflware, GIS software, praserltallon preparation, web site development
desktop pUblishing and vIdeo post-prooiidion. As menUoned already, a course in OiS d-ata analysis Clod
use would be important for soma students so they ha'ie expertise in this area beyond the in(rodtJdory
level. The same is true for desktop publishing, video post· production, stalistics and other areas wrmre
'>pedaJizalion is needed.
Once this project Is fully rmplement€d, we would expect every gradlmt'ng student In DWE ,-lrld the Rangp-l
CentQ1 to possess a slrong base in technology skills that have been used many times in diHfHent (;oum()~.
This will provide the preparation to effectively UBe lila tools 'lVnil.:lble, <:Ind the eomfOrt level 10 continue
to learn 8S n{lw technologies become av'lilablo.
THe CITY COLLEGE OF New York
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Oescribe what your
program/project is going to
accomplish (and how) ~

please be specific and
provide timelines.
{continued)

The Program'a faculty, once lrained, will be abla 10 continue 10 teach literacy in technology nnd Ihe
knowledge bi'l5e they create will also be available through pUblications, the website and curricuftilii-·-modules made available to other educational insJilutlons and 10 the community.
The Division of Worker Educaliollllt City College has boen fcrlun<:lle to receive $680,000 In funding tNs
year {rom lhe New York City Council to comptele the tecnnologic;)l infmstruclure. This indude$ money for
completely autfilled smart classrooms, portable li1ptop computer labs for use in any dasslOom. and a
video production <lnd desktop publishing fadlily. These will be In place by the early spring of 2008

VERIZON FUNDING
Vorlzon Foundalion funding would provide Ihe most critical elements of the Rangel Center's
technological Infrastructure whkJ1ls the programmatic support to Irain faculty and students, develop
curr1ctllar modules for many courses und enhance the leaching infrastructure with appropriate, state-ofthe-art software.
Siale of the art teleconferencing connedloos {made available Ihrough Ihe funding recently alX/uJred for
the Center's technology Infrastructure) between thee newly"renovated building Ihat houses Ihe Genler
for Worker Education and the Rangel Center will allow an efficient USB of resources in which sludents at
CWE or tho City College main campus may enroll in courses at either location. This w1!! allow students at
both locations to take advantage of learning from soma of the noted authorities who will be teaching in
the program while pursuing their busy $t,;hl;ldules Involving schoolwork, jObS, and sometimes parenting.
The excellent facilities we w~J have require this investment in program development and training In order
10 be effacliveiy used. Specifically, we would hire a full-time ed~calor with extensiva technological
expertise to work with faculty to deveiop the learning modUles, to train them in workshops, and to
develop and implement the avaluation of the project. This person would also be available 10 conduct
training of students In the computer lab or regular classroom. 80th the Division of Worker Education and
the 8NMPA public service program of the- Rangel Center would be served by this person who would be
based at the Center for Worker Educalion, A part·Ums person with web expertise boih in web page
deSign but also in webcasling would work with faculty 8S they develop web-based fesources and online
C'OUfses, This person would also develop the capability to webCil$t between the campuses.
Stipends for facully will be provided 10 compensate them for the extra time lhey need to put in --In
-order to be traIned In Uta LIse of techno!09Y In their courses. They would attend a number of half-day
and/or full-day workshops. Further, we would pay soma faculty for their lime to develop new elective
courses Of to be added to the curriculum, or to significantly modify existing courses, incorporating
tachnologlcaillterrn::y modules. In year two we envision- adding new soff'Nare capability as W$ aro more
aware of spedfie needs of elective courses.
Evaluation costs will Include technical time for developing surveys on our Class Time computerized survey
system and print costs and tlme for technicians to prepare analyses and summaries of the program and
each student's Individual results.
Publicallons costs will indude prinled materials and electronic materials that are made available both to
students and to faculty)1\ other Institutions who wanl to use and adapt the developed materials. fhis also
includes funding for faculty 10 present their modules and courses al natiomll meetings.
Suppllos will include disposable media and constimobles directly related 10 the development and use
techlloJogit:alliteracy modules,

or

MEASURMENT, EVALUATION AND OUTCOMES
Students pMicipaUng in Ihe Vu,1Zorl Found.qUon Literacy In Technology Program elt the Rangel Center

will:
" develop knowledge, ability and rcsponslbilily in tho use of information technology
* .lequire, organizo, analyze, evalua!e-, and present in(ormnlion llsing nppropriate Informill!on technology
"use Information teChnology 10 expand their range and effectiveness of r:ommul1lcatlon* solve problems. accomplish tusks, "lI1d o>lpress Gfe'llivi!y. both indi\'idudlly and cnUdboratlvely, using
technology
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Describe what your
program/project is going to
accomplish (and how)
please be specific and
provide t1mellnes.
(continued)

• understand the- role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal standards in ifs

¥

In order 10 evaluate Ihe success of the program, o1etp.rm!ne a InJe and measlll"dble outcome.•,od ~~ss.ess the
benefits 10 The CollBge, the Rangel Cenler, nnd the community, the Rangel Center win keep records and

track:
• the number of students per year who parlidp<lte In the Venzoo Fmmdallon literacy in Technology
Program,

•

a student breakout by public service area/discipline and the assodi.~lad technology learnings and

levels achieved
.. the professional development and tadmology curriculum developed and offered through the program,
.. the number of technology uses bofore and after completfng the curriculum, and
.. the rlunlber of uses of compuiadzed prflSenlaUons before and uftflr completing the curriculum.
At the and of years one. two, and throe. the Rangel Gente-rwill ask Vl'lriton Foundation Literacy in
Technology Program participants to fIJI out a questionnaire regarding !heir experiences with the program
and lhe Cenler. The College will survey and analyze findings based on;
• usage of new technological skiHs,
.. satisfacUon with the learning experience before and after access to the program/Center
After five years, The Collage's surveys of Rangel Center alumni wlU quanlify;
• how many eotered pllblic s6rvlc&,

• in which capacities, and
• how they felt the VeriZQn Foundalion Uteracy in Technology Progmm assisted them in the long term.

In nddillon, City College is In the process of developing learning outcomes for <111 courses as a part of th&
Middle States accreditation process. We plan to use this same process as we incorporate: the
IElchnotoglcal literacy modules. The technologlcall1leracy grid whk::h fists the specific skills In the columns
and the courses where they are learned in the rows would allow for evalualion of how welt students are
doing In each course. A parllcular courae would have a spedfic set of lechnologicalliteracy learning
outcomes and. for each outcome them would be a way to assess it In individual students, The expectation
Is that from now on. we will do outcomes assessment each year 10 evall18te ~lJe effectiveness of classe$.

Provide background
Information on this

programlproject.

City Coneya Is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Genter for Public Service in honor of a distinguished
public servant and long-lime friend of the College, Congressman Charles B. Rangel. In a notable career
spann~ng mora than four decades, The Honorable Charles B, Rangel has done as much as any single
parson In public servlC',& to help the least powerful among our citizens to achieve thei, goals and 10
ch.lf1ge their lives, their communilies, and the nallon.
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Puhlic Service at The City College of New York wm strive to become a
national center fur the promotion of greater diversity In public service, consisl1og of five major elemants:

1. The Charles B. Rangellibr<lfy, C'..Oflslsting of dccum,::mts, archives, and memorabiHa from Congressman
Rangel's lifetlmu of pubUc service. These IJ3pers will he made L.tvail'lble to scholars nationaily. dnd
particularly to scholars within The CUy College and the City Univorsity, and will setve dS a locus of
sponsored research and conferences com:erning barriers to full par1iClpallon in publlc service by
underservad minorilles;
2. rile Master's Program in Public Service, which will recruit and pret:mte young people for C;1reers in
government and publk: sf,lfVlco. The proojrtllYl wlll Include partlcipailon in internshIps in service
organiz<luons, <.lrf<lnged by Ihe Rangol Cen!er. It will also offer inlerdisdpl1nary specialfzatlons in conc(lr!
with The City College Schools of Archltacture, Engineering, Educiltion, and 81QmedienJ Education, as
wall as CCNY's special programs in tmnsportnilon, wa$te mnnagernenl, and urban public health;
Upon completion of a degree, graduates will be eligihle lor progroms like the Fedoral Gilmer loiorn
Program. entering government service far a lwo'year temporary ,lppoinlment with !}iigibilily for it
permQnent assignment upon completion. Th~so opportu(lilies will encOllr.:J~le the in... olvel~lenj of members
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Provide background
information on this
program/project.
(continued)

of underrepresented minority groups and thoss with financial need;

J. A Combined BNMPA Program in Public Service, which will work together with several undergraduate
programs unique to City College that 3re parficul;lfly suited 10 dmw outstanding studenls inlo puMc
service. The BAfMPA Program will attract students c~pabre of and interested in an intellsive ""filst
track."" prognun leading to the mastel's degme. It will prepare tham for public sOfllies '/;lith high level
coursework, experienced government personnel mentors, and hanDs-.on tmining 10 internships al1d
sefVtce leaming;
H

4. The Charles B. Rangel Canter, which Will be housed in ;l magnificent Harlem Umestone townhouse
adjacent to The City College C<lmpus, and indude the Rangel library, lhe Rangel Conference Center, and
offices fer visiting s,llo1ars;

5. The Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid·Career Program in Leadership and Policy Imrovation, offering
professional advancoment training for mid-career, minority government and other public service
employees of particular accc;unplishnienl and promise for a ll;trm of study ranging from eight weaks to all
academic yoar.

What social cause does this

program/project address
and help to alleviate?

Range! Cenler students wlll leave the CUy College of New York uniquely prepared for careers in public
seMcs. The Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program at the new Rangel Center wlll ensure
thai these students have the necessal)' technological skills to make a difference lathe agencie~ and
public conslituoncies they will go on to serve.

It this is an established or
new program/project, can It

be replicated? Please
explain in detail.

Is technology a component
otthis proposal? If yes,
please explain how
technology would be

Yes, Expanding the use of technology wlll both better achieve the learning objectives that are
foundational to too BA component of the BAfMPA, and also ensure that students graduate and move on
to the MPA degree with slgnlflcant technological literacy to help them along their career paths In publlc

service.

utilized.
Please describe how this
program/project will
continue in the future
and/or may be expanded to
increase community
outreach.
Include additional

The Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to ,.ontinue to teach literacy in technology and the
knowledge base they create will also be available through pub!tcations. the website and cumculum
modules made available to other educallonal institutions and ta the community,

None,

program/project funding, jf

any.
list names of primary
funders/grantors (I.e~l
private/public or both)
supporting your
organlzation during the last
complf;'l:tcd fiscal year.

Rangel Center Campaign
Confirmed

Kheol Foundation Schols $400.000
fmns. appropriation $ 400,000
Congressional seed money $ 3,000,000
Ford Foundation $1,000,000
Pnvale donor $ 1,000.000
Rodobeck FoundatJon $
25,000
Sulr
tolal:
$5,825,000
Pending

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Urqi}tl!lil1iIJn iD:

.,;,:al3

rhe Ijonmn Fou(ld,;l\!on literaq 1M T9Chno1rww Pr<::gwm
ROqw;lst II); J4:1056

VZ-CCNY 0171
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Proposal Information

(continued)

List names of primary

Corporale donor $10,000,000

funders/grantol"$ (I.e••

CUNY match $ 2.50Q,OOO

private/public or both)
supporting your
organization during the last
completed fiscal year.
(continued)
What are the

program/project's
anticipated outcomes? How
will you measure Its
effectiveness and impact in
the community?

Additional Congress approp,

anHdpaled
Sub-total; $12,500,000
Total con/irmed and pending: $18,325,000
Students participating in the Verizon FoundatIon literacy in Tochnology Program at the RJngel C~mler

mil:
• dovelop knowledge, ability and responr.ibiUty in the use of inform,llion technology
• acquire, organize, al1alyze, evaluate, and present Informelion using appropriate information ter,hnology
• use informallon tochnQlogy to expand their mnge and effectiveness of communication
• 5011/6 problems, accomplish taSKS, and express creativity, both Individually and coll£lboratlvely, using
teehnology
• understand the role and Impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible. and legal standards in its

"0
In order to evaluate the suC',cess of!he progmm, determine a true and measurable outcome, and assess the
bnnefits to The Coltage, the Rangel Center, and the communlly, the Rangel Center will keep records and
track:
• the number of students per ye.ar who participate in the Verizon Foundation Uteracy in TechnQlogy
Program,
~
a student bre:;lkoul by public service area/discipline Bnd lhe associated technology learnings and
levels achi8v.ed
~ the professional development and technology curriculum developed and offered through the program,
• the number of technology uses before and after completing the curriculum, and
• the number of uses of computerized presentalions before and after completing the curriculum.

will

At the and of years 1, 2 and 3, the Rangel Center
ask Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology
Program participants !o fill out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the program and the
Center. The College will survey and analyze findings based on:
~ usage of now technological skills,
.. satlsfacllon wah lhe learning experlence before and after access to the program/Center
After five years, rhe college's surveys of Rangel Center alumni wfll quantify:
• how many entered pubflc service,
• in which capac/lles, afld
• how they felt the Verizon Foundalloo literacy In Technology Program assisted them in the long tart'll.

Please enter the estimated

1000

numbr;;tr of people that will
be favorably
sorved/impacted by this

grant {if possible}.
Pf(!'3se describe your
marketing. media, &
communlcatlomli strategy to
promote this partnership
with Verizon.

P.-1ARKETlNG, COMMUNICATIONS AND BRANDING

We hi.lV6 developed a reJ<'Ilionship wllh the AlIl<loce ior Downtown NewYofk, which represents
thousands of businesses and not-for-pmfits in lawer Manhattan. Through the Allianeo we will be
reaching out 10 organiziliJons to promole the program. We abu continue to work wltl1 unlcns lIke local
1549 of DC37 and Teamsters local 237 who represent workers in government <:sgencies who would be
poton!ial students.
OWE is in a prime geogmphlc localion for many potential students for thls progr;,lm who an" working in
dty and stata offices. CI!Y Hall and 250 BroadwilY, wheut nl!lny feglslallve 3nd govnmnmnt<.ll officns are
localed, ~lra just blocks ,1W<ly, ;]nd wo have frequent contnd with the $Jaff in those nffll;os
have recruited a number of 5tudents. from them ',l/reody. Fut!hrmnotp., downto'lvn New York,

THE CiTY COllEGE OF N-ew York

VZ-CCNYOI72
CSOC.CBR.00023158
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Pl{;!'ase des~ribo your
marketing. media, &
communications strat~gy to
promote this partnership
with Velizon.
(continued)

Please enter the estimated
number of people who will
see Verizon recognized as a
supporter of this program.
Project Budget 8reakdown

If Verlzon employees eloct
to do $0, is there an
opportunity for Verizon
employees to volunteer with
your organization?

district in particular, IS/1oW the lOCttlion ror rnany nongovernmental public service organizations. We
advertise in the local newspapers, Including (he DOWfltown Express. which reaches this part of 1M-City
Cily Counr,:» members also reature the Olvision of Wmkef Education in their new;;letler:s to constituents,
We will work in cullaboratlon wilh Verfzon 10 recognize and pubUciz.e the Verlzon literacy In Technology
Program. Marketing of this program r.:an be done with an announcement In City College publications, a
press release to major media, a-mail and web site announcements to.ull CCNY Hlunmi and friends,
CCNY's own newsletters and pUblications, and possibly a press conference with Congressman Ral1gel.
The City College of New York ·will also notify Vurizon about any pUblic use of its nama and the Program's
name.

100000

Verlzo~BudgetForm.CCNY.doc
{59

K)

Yes

Communities Served

InformatIon
Estimated Gender Served

80% Females
20% Males

Estimated Age Gr.oup

100% Colleg$

Served
Estimated Ethnfclty Served

2% American Indian or Alaska Native
22% Aslarl

O~

Pacific Islender

27% Black or AfrIcan American
36% Hispanic or latlno
13% White or Caucasian

Estimated- Population
Served

100% Underprivileged

Organization Certifications
No Verizon omployee,

Yes

customer, or board
members has a I1nancial
Interest

No branch offices,

Yas

oparations, or
representation In U,S.
sanctioned countrIos
Board, staff and
organization are 'ree of

Yes

indIctments, convictions.
and conflicts of Interest
Ves

THE CITY COllEGE OF New York
('f'}lO"l'l.ilHon iD: ,'l<:i~,!/3

fhe 'lrm;>'jn Fnulln;;lliDrt

Uif-!ra(~y

1Il T-m:l-,nnlD'/Y Pr0<Jr;:lm
Re'lUBst 10: 34J056

VZ-CCNY 0173
CSOC.CBR.00023159
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(continued)

Organization has one
separate financial or
accounting person or
function.
(continued)

Organization has conflict of

Yes

interest policy and
procedures

The organization has at
least 3 board mtlmbers

Yes

If answering "no" to any of
the above questions, please

N/A

explain.

Organization Accuracy

Yes

Certif[catlon
Grant Agreement Clauses
Religious Proselytizing
Restriction
NonNlolence and Antl*

l&nbsp;Confirm
l&nbsp;Confirm

Terrorism Certification

lobbying and Political Use
Restrictions

l&nbsp;Confirm

Use of Funds

f&nbsp;Confirm

Confirmation of Charitable

l&nbsp;ConUrm

Intenl
Acceptance of Rovlew

l&nbsp;Conflrm

Board Review and Approval
of this Application

l&nbsp;Confirrn

Grant Accuracy Certification

l&nbsp;Confirm

fntemal Input Section
Strategic Rating: Social
I'$u•• (Ranking 0 or 1)

0

Strategic Ratrng: Priority
Criteria (Ranking 0 or 1)

Strategtc Rating; Enabling
Factors (Ranking 0, 1, 2, or
3)
Strategic Rating: 8usines$

2

Factors (Ranking 0, 1, or 2)
Strategic Rating

(1~7):

Overall Rating of Foeus

Areas 1,2,3,4
Request Type

Cash Grdnts
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Oi'lanl.'<lt!rlfl ID: l.l2Jt:l

DJ", V'lfi'ZOJl f<,l\lI1d;Jlion

U~ra.-;y

m TQchn,,)0'lY P'Dqr,lITI
R"quP,~lIO: :HJO!3B

VZ-CCNY 0174
CSOC. CBR.00023160
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Internal Program

Support Type
Program Area Served
Social Cause
Requesting Officer

Direct Grant
Program Qf Project Support
Technology Literacy

Uleracy
SEIDENBERG, NAN

Program Officer
~Three Year Rule
lnforrnatlon [more Info]

Justification for Three Year
Rule Exemption

Intornal Note-s

VZ-CCNY 0175
CSOC.CBR.00023161
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Payment Information
Payment 10
Payment Type

430979

Contribution

Payment Status Scheduled
Default Payee

THE CiTY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATION INC
138TH ST AND CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK NY 10031-0000 US

BUdget

200'7 - CONTINGENCY FUNDS

Requested Payment Date

27-JUL-07

Payment Amount

$100,000.

Payment Data

Check Number
Check Due Date

Date Check Received
Date Check Mailed

Nonprofit Receipt
OBRA Receipt Form

Received?

NJA

Payment Satch Number

Transmitted to AP Date

Payment Notes

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New YOrk

VZ-CCNY 0176
CSOC.CBR.00023162

2714
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Payment Infonnation
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(continued)

Payment 10

430980

Payment Type

Contribution

Payment Status

Schedufed

Default Payee

THE CITY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATION INC
138TH 5T AND CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK NY 10031-0noo US

Budget
Requested Payment Date
Payment Amount

2008 -- City Colfege of New Yorl<: Gaston
01-APR-Oa
$300,000.

Payment Date
Check Number
Check Due Date

Date Check Received

Date Check Mailed
Nonprofit Recolpt
OBRA Receipt Form
Received?

NIA

Payment Satch Number

Transmitted to AP Date

Payment Notes

THE CiTY COLLEGE OF New YQrk
<Jf'~.111!;~'11ion \0; ';;:9/3
rho 'IJ9ri8Jn F';\,(0IIJlI(,;(l Utc~f.'1';Y in TNcjUH}!il'lY prDW.lm
Rf'!qlJus.t 10: :l4Jr,Stj

VZ-CCNY 0177
CSOC.CBR00023163
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Payment Information

(continued)

Payment 10
Payment Type

430981

Conlribulloo

Payment Status Conllngent
Default Payee

Budget

Requested Payment Date
Payment Amount

THE CITY COlLEGE 21ST CENfURY FOUNDATION INC
BaTH ST AND CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK NY 10031-0000 US
2009 - City College of New York - Gaston
01-APR-09

$100.000.

Payment Date
Check Number
Check Due Date

Date Check Received
Date Check Mailed
Nonprofit ReceIpt
OBRA Receipt Form

Received? NIA
Payment Batch Number

Transmitted to AP Date

Payment Notes

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
')I':;ilnr,:-lb~n 10;

.J:.::u/3

flip. Vur;Lon h'lJIlualicn Lller;lC}' in r,_.,,:lm'):Qqy Pr'l<l"lm
F'JqiJC.slIO: J4J0fi6

V7~CCNY

0178

CSOC.CBR.00023164
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Approval Information
Requested Amount
Recommended Amount
Prior Approved Grants

$500,000.
$500,000.
1 Tabfa at Iha 150lh Annlv Gala 419/97 $5,0.00 10 -$5,000.00 - 1097

Support for Ihe Program for tho RelenHon of Engin -$5,000.00 ~ 1898
CUNY" Honors Colfiga: University Schobrs Prognlfn -$25,COO.OO - 200t
Vetizon Scholarships· Businoss, Enginr;l!3rlng .:Il1d C -$15,000.00 - 2002
Verlzon Scholarships-Engineering 8. Finance/Account ·$6,000.00 • 2003
EngJl1eflring SchOlarships -$1.000.00 - 2004
Elnslelns in the City $10,00(1,00 - 2005

Request Status

Pending

THE CITY COllEGE OF New York
':r';'HlI{~i:lorllD;

112973

The \'(!(izon Fnund,ilion UIN,lC'I in Ti>t::!lnl,llil',y Prfj'lWm
R'\!f\l(l$( 10: 3430C,6

VZ-CCNY 0179
CSOC.CBR. 00023165
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Contact Information
Safutatlon

Ms.

Last Name

Butler

First Name

Shelly

Middle NamaTitle
Contact Type
Address

City
State

VP for Development and fnstltutional Advancoment
Primary Conlact
1-60 CONVENT AVE. Shepard Hall, RM 154

NEW YORK
New York

Province
ZIP Code

10031·0000

Telephone

(212)6..')0.;---

Fax

212-650~-

E~mailAddress

Internal Notes

rHE'CITY COLLEGE OF New York

V7rCCNY 0180
CSOC.CBR.00023166
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RogerA.
MottJEMPUDCNerizon

To Marl< S. MulieVEMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

ee

08/13/200706:51 PM

bee
Subject Re: Confidential re Rangel

Mark

Thanks for sending this along. Not sure why Tom did not include me.
nothing from Peter so apprecaite you including me.

heard

I knew it was coming because Susan Sullivan at the Foudation called me two
weeks ago asking my opinion and also indicating Monica Azare had signed off.
Roger
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message
From: Mark S. Mullet
Sent: 08/13/2007 05,24 PM AST
To: Roger Matt

Subject: Fw: Confidential re Rangel

Roger,
Plea,e see below.
Sent from my blackberry wireless device
Mark S. Mullet
Verizon
l300 I Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202)515;
(703)447'
Mobile
Tom Tauke

From: Tom Tauke
Sent: 08/13/2007 03:50 PM EDT

To: Peter Davidson; Mark Mullet
Subject: Confidential re Rangel

Please keep this confidential. This grant is likely to be funded by the foundation.

THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK (request 10

VZ-CCNY 1239
CSOC.CBR.00022730
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343056)
(Funded by Verizon Foundation Dollars)
This nonprofit organization is requesting $500,000; the
Verizon Foundation recommends funding $500,000;
$100,000 in 2007, $300,000 in 2008, and $100,000 in
2009.
Recommending Organization: Ivan Seidenberg
Strategic Value: Aligns with the Foundation's funding
priorities of Literacy and Education, utilizing technology.

Goal/Proposal: The City College of New York (CCNY) is
excited about the opportunity to partner with Verizon to
develop the "Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology
Program" at the new Rangel Center at the College.
Program Background:
City College is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center
for Public Service in honor of a distinguished public
servant and long-time friend of the College, Congressman
Charles B. Rangel. In a notable career spanning more
than four decades, The Honorable Charles B. Rangel has
done as much as any single person in public service to
help the least powerful among our citizens to achieve their
goals and to change their lives, their communities, and the
nation.
City College requests Verizon's support at the $500,000
level to develop and implement the "Verizon Foundation
Literacy in Technology Program" which will serve
approximately 200 underserved and underrepresented
VZ-CCNY 1240
CSOC.CBR.00022731
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students pursuing degrees in public service. This literacy
technology program is designed to attract students at both
the graduate and undergraduate levels. For
undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAiMPA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY
students and new students who come to City College
specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program. All 700
students of the Division of Worker Education (OWE) will
also be impacted by this program because technological
literacy will be integrated throughout the curriculum. In
addition, CCNY students participating in Rangel Center
programs who are not registered at OWE will be able to
take these courses through web casts and distance
learning.
A Professor of Technology Literacy will be identified and
will coordinate and lead this program across a
multidisciplinary platform. Interdisciplinary curriculum
developed will include three integrated core courses, as
well as advanced courses, that students take from several
disciplines that relate to their area of concentration. For
instance, public administration students will take courses
in literature, sociology, psychology, history, economics and
philosophy, in addition to courses like organizational
behavior or urban politics and policy that are more specific
to their concentration area. Technological literacy will be
incorporated into these courses.
In addition, rather than offering only courses on
technology, we plan to incorporate the technology learning

VZ..CCNY 1241
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with much of the current course content. Educational
research shows this to be most effective way to develop of
skill competency. People need to use new techniques they
are learning as they learn them; otherwise the
newly-acquired skills are quickly forgotten and lost. So we
will have special sessions in the computer lab taught by
the regular instructor or a specialist where students learn
specific skills. Then, these skills would be immediately
used in the coursework of the class they are taking.
Advanced classes would require these skills and would
add to them.
We will develop a skill grid, so we can be sure that all
students have sufficient exposure to the basic skills before
they take upper division courses. For example, in the
social science core course, we would introduce tabulating
and graphically presenting data. It could be population
data on a topic like income distribution in the US. This
would require several one hour sessions in the computer
lab with the instructor giving hands on instruction in
various techniques like entering the data, computing
averages and then creating a graph. Following each
session, students would be given an assignment to do
readings or Internet research in which they gather data
and create their own graphical representation of it along
with some narrative explanation. All of these skills could be
required for a final project at the end of the term.
Once this project is fully implemented, we would expect
every graduating student in OWE and the Rangel Center

VZ-CCNY 1242
CSOC.CBR00022733
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to possess a strong base in technology skills that have
been used many times in different courses. This will
provide the preparation to effectively use the tools
available, and the comfort level to continue to learn as new
technologies become available. The Program's faculty,
once trained, will be able to continue to teach literacy in
technology and the knowledge base they create will also
be available through publications, the website and
curriculum modules made available to other educational
institutions and to the community.
Verizon's funding will provide the most critical elements of
the Rangel Center's technological infrastructure which is
the programmatic support to train faculty and students,
develop curricular modules for learning courses and
enhance the teaching infrastructure with appropriate,
state-of-the-art software.
Program Deliverables and Outcomes:
Students participating in the Verizon Foundation Literacy
in Technology Program at the Rangel Center will:
* develop knowledge, ability and responsibility in the use of
information technology
* acquire, organize, analyze, evaluate, and present
information using appropriate information technology
* use information technology to expand their range and
effectiveness of communication
* solve problems, accomplish tasks, and express
creativity, both individually and collaboratively, using
technology

VZ-CCNY 1243
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* understand the role and impact of technology, and apply

ethical, responsible, and legal standards in its use
In order to evaluate the success of the program, determine
a true and measurable outcome, and assess the benefits
to The College, the Rangel Center, and the community,
the Rangel Center will keep records and track:
* the number of students per year who participate in the
Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program,
* a student breakout by public service area/discipline and
the associated technology learnings and levels achieved
* the professional development and technology curriculum
developed and offered through the program,
* the number of technology uses before and after
completing the curriculum, and
* the number of uses of computerized presentations before
and after completing the curriculum.
At the end of years one, two, and three, the Rangel Center
will ask Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology
Program participants to fill out a questionnaire regarding
their experiences with the program and the Center. The
College will survey and analyze findings based on:
* usage of new technological skills,
* satisfaction with the learning experience before and after
access to the program/Center.
After five years, The College's surveys of Rangel Center
alumni will quantify:
* how many entered public service,
* in which capacities, and

Vz..CCNY 1244
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* how they felt the Verizon Foundation Literacy in
Technology Program assisted them in the long term.

Communications and Branding
We will work in collaboration with Verizon to recognize and
publicize the Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology
Program. Marketing of this program can be done with an
announcement in City College publications, a press
release to major media, e-mail and web site
announcements to all CCNY alumni and friends, CCNY's
own newsletters and publications, and possibly a press
conference with Congressman Rangel. The City College of
New York will also notify Verizon about any public use of
its name and the Program's name.

Vz..CCNY 1245
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Scaccia, Joseph (Joe)
From:

Sullivan, Susan

Sent:

Wednesday, August 22, 20078:32 AM

To:

Scaccia, Joseph (Joe); Needhammer, Thomas (Tom)

Subject: FW: ACTION REQUESTED: $100K grants and above - July 2007
Joe/Tom -Ivan has approved the $100K and above slate of grants. Please process the slate for payment ASAP.
Thanks, Susan

~~~:~i:~~~~:~~~sf'i2;20077

From:,
Sent: V
To: Seidenberg,
Subject: Re: ACTION REQUESTED: $l00K grants and above - July 2007

Thank you
.---- Original Message ---~
From: Seidenberg, Ivan G,
To: Gaston, Patrick R.
Sent: Wed Ang 2207:51:242007
Subject: RE: ACTION REQUESTED: $ lOOK grants and above - July 2007
I

concur, .. .igs

From: Gaston. Patrick R.
Sent: Tuesday, AnguS! 21, 2007 5:28 PM
To: Seidenberg, Ivan G.
Cc: Michel, Judy A.
Subject: ACTION REQUESTED: $ lOOK grants and above - July 2007

Ivan,

Below is the current slate of$100K and above grants for your review and approval.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks.

8/2212007

VZ-CCNY 0619
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Patrick
Executive Summary

To: Verizon Foundation Board of Directors
From: Patrick Gaston, President - Verizon Foundation
Date: August 21, 2007
This grant submission board pack-.ge includes six (6) grant requests, totaling $2,971,552, aligned with the FoundaHon's
transfonnational strategy focusing on community partnerships that support our core priorities..."Education and Literacy and
Family Safety and Health in the 21st Century." Each grant reflects a well-built collaboration with Verizou's State Public
Affairs and Verizon's Business Groups to support corporate business goals and advance the use of broadband technologies
for improved access to infonnation and services. Additionally, these grants reflect the leveraging of Verizon's volunteer
efforts- for visible, impactfuL community service.
EDUCAnON GRANTS-

Redacted

8/2212007
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Redacted
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2. THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK (request lD 343056)
(flUlded by Verizon Foundation Dollars)
This nonprofit organization is requesting $500,000; the Verizon Foundation recommends funding $500,000; $100,000 in
2007, $300,000 in 2008, and $100,000 in 2009.
Recommending Organization: Ivan Seidenberg
Strategic Value: Aligns ,"1th the Foundation's funding priorities of Literacy and F.ducation, utilizing technology.
GoallProposal; The City College ofNew York (CCNY) is excited about the Opportuuily to partner with Veri7.on to develop
the "Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program" at the new Rangel Center at the College.

Program Background:
City College is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service in honor ofa distinguished public servant and
long-time friend of the College, Congressman Charles B. Rangel. In a notable career spanning more than four decades, lbc
Honorable Charles B. Rangel has done as much as any single person in public service to help the least powerful among our
citizens to achieve their goals and to change their lives, their conununities, and the nation,
City College requests Verizonls support at the $500,000 level to develop and implement the "Verizon Foundation Literacy in
Technology Program" which will serve approximately 200 underserved and underrepresented students pursuing degrees in
public service. This literacy technology program is designed to attract students. at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.
For undergraduates" a unique, seamless five-year BAIMPA Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and
new students who come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program. AU 700 students of the Division of
Worker Education (DWE) will also be impacted by this program because teclmologicalliteracy will be integrated throughout
the cunlculum. In addition, CCNY students participating in Rangel Center programs who are not registered at DWE will be
able to take these courses through web casts and distance learning.
A 'Professor of Technology Literacy will be identified and will coordinate and lead this program across a multidisciplinary
platfonn. Interdisciplinary curriculum developed will include three integrated core courses, as weH as advanced c-ourses, that
students take from several disciplines that relate to their area of concentration. For instance, public administration students
wiH take courses in literature, sociology, psychology, history, economics and philosophy, in addition to courses like
organizational behavior or urban politics and policy that are more specific to their concentration area. Technological literacy
will be incorporated into these courses.
'
In addition, rather than offering only courses on technology, we plan to incorporate the technology leaming with much oOhe
current course content. Educational research shows this to be most effective way to develop of skill competency, People need
to use new techniques they are learning as they learn them; otherwise the newly~acquired skills are quickly forgotten and lost.
So we wiIll1ave special sessions in the computer lab taught by the regular instructor or a specialist where students learn
specific skiHs. Then, these skills would be immediately used in the coursework of the class they are taking. Advanced classes
......_",,,
would require these skills and would add to tbem.~."""

8/22/2007
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We will develop a skill grid, so we can be sure that all students have sufficient exposure to the basic skills before they take
upper division courses. For example, in the social science core course, we would introduce tabulating and graphically
presenting data. It could be population data on a topic like inc'!Jme distribution in the US. This would require several oniliour
sessions in the computer lab with the instructor giving hands on instruction in various techniques like entering the data,
computing averages and then creating a graph. Following each session, students would be given an assignment to do readings
or Internet research in which they gather data and create their own graphical representation of it along with some natTlitive
explanation. All ofthese skiJIs could be required for a tinal project at the end oftne term.
Once this project is fully implemented, we would expect every gracklating student in DWE and the Rangel Center to possess
a strong base in technology skills that have been used many times in different courses. This will provide the preparation to
effectively use the tools available, and the comfort level to con~inue to learn as new technologies become available. 'fhe
Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to continue to teach litemcy in technology and the knowledge base they create
will also be available through publications, the website and curriculum modules made available to other educational
institutions and to the community.
Verizon's ftmding will provide the most critical elements of the Rangel Center's technological infrastructure which is the
programmatic support to train faculty and students, develop curricular modules for teaming courses and enhance the teaching
infrastructure with appropriate, state-of-the~art software.
Program Deliverables and Outcomes:
Student" participating in the Verizon Foundation Literacy in Teclmology Program at the Rangel Center will:
* devetopknowledge, ability and responsibility in the use ofinfonnation technology
'" acquire, organize, analyze. evaluate, and present information using appropriate information technology
:I: use information technology to expand their range and effectiveness ofcommunication
* solve problems, accomplish tasks, and express creativity, both individually and coUaboratively. using technology
-* understand the role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal standards in its use
fn order to evaluate the success of the program, detenniue a true and measurable outcome, and assess the benefits to The
College, the Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Center win keep records and track:
* the number of students per year who participate in the Vemon Poundation Literacy in TechnOlOgy Program,
>!i a student breakout by public service area/discipline and the associated technology learnings and levels achieved
'" the professional development and technology curriculum developed and offered through the program,
,.. the number of technology uses before and after completing the curriculum. and
* the number of uses of computerized presentations before and after completing the curriculum.
At the end of years one, two, and three, the Rangel Center will ask: Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program
participants to fill out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the program and the Center. The College will survey
and analY7.e fmdings based on:
* usage of new technological skiUs,
* satisfaction with the learning experience before and after acc~s to the program/Center.
After five years, The College's surveys of Rangel Center alumni will quantify;
* how many entered public service,
* in which capacities, and
* how they felt the Vcrizon Foundation LiteraCY in Technology Program assisted them in the long term.
Communications and Branding
We will work in collaboration with Verizon to recogni72 and publicize the Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology
Program. Marketing of tWs program can be done with an announcement in City CoUege publications, a press release to major
media, e~mai1 and web site announcements to aU CCNY alumni and friends, CCNY's own newsletters and publications, and
possibly a press conference with Congressman Rangel. The City College of New York. will also notify Verizon abOllt any
pUbtic '''e of its name and the Program's name.

Redacted

8/22/2007
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Sullivan, Susan
From:

Sullivan, Susan

Sent;

Wednesday, August 22, 2007 3:49 PM

To;

Azare, Monica

Ce:

Mall, Roger A.; Wilson, Sandra C. (Sandy Wilson); Bianchi, Aida

Subject:

FW: City College of New York grant

Attachments: CityColiegeProposal.pdf
Monica, Roger, Aida, Sandy,
I just wanted to let you know that the City College grant was approved by the Verizon Foundation board today.
Susan

From: Sullivan, Susan
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 20074:48 PM
To: Azare, Monica; Mott, Roger A,

Subject: City College of New York grant
Monica, Roger,
As discussed, here is a copy of the City College of New York/Rangel Center grant being submitted to Verizon
Foundation's board of directors for review and approval.
I'll let you know once board members have reviewed,
Thanks,
Susan

VZ·CCNY 0193
8/22/2007
CSOC .CBR .00023179
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Kass, David A
From:

Moll, Roger A.

Sent:

Monday, August 27, 20071:58 PM

To:

Gaston, Patrick R.

SUbject: RE: The Rangel Center Grant has been approved
Thanks for the heads up.

From: Gaston, Patrick R.

sent:

Monday, August 27,2007 1:57 PM

To: Matt, Roger A.
Subject: The Rangel Center Grant has been approved

10/19/2009
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Kass, David A
From:

Mott, Roger A.

Sent:

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 2:56 PM

To:

Azare. Monica; Norris. Melvin

Subject:

FW: City College of New York grant

Attachments: CityColiegeProposal.pdf
Will you guys take care of notifying Charlie and other appropriate folks? Know George Dalley has inquired of me
over the months and I just want to make sure one of us contacts him also, Thanks.

From:

Sullivan, Susan

sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 3:49 PM
To: Azare, Monica
Cc: Mott, Roger A.; Wilson, Sandra C. (Sandy Wilson); Bianchi, Aldo
SUbject: FW: City College of New York grant
Monica, Roger, Aldo, Sandy,

I just wanted to let you know that the City College grant was approved by the Verizon Foundation board today.
Susan

From:

Sullivan, Susan

Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:48 PM
To: Azare, Monica; Mott, Roger A.
SUbject: City College of New York grant
Monica, Roger,
As discussed, here is a copy of the City College of New York/Rangel Center grant being submitted to Verizon
Foundation's board of directors for review and approval.
l'i1let you know once board members have reviewed.
Thanks.
Susan

10/19/2009
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From:

Dalley, George

Sent:

Thursday, August 3D, 2007 12:05 PM

To:

Eaton, Geoffrey; Jones, Vivian; McRae, Tina; Milne, Emile; Berger, Dan;· Sherwood, Michelle; Sheiner, Jon;
Featherson, Wendy; Grant, Cedric; Minguez, Annie; Biglow, Holly; Solano, Socrates; Hill, Joie

Cc:

Dalley, George

SUbject: Verizon Foundation awards Range! Center $500,000

Melvin Norris (212) 321C- ~·~:will be calling Charlie in a few minutes to inform him that he has received WOrd that this grant was
awarded by the Board yesterday. Please inform him ofthis

8/30/2007
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VerizonFoundation grant to DWE and Rangel Center

Brett Silverstein

Date; Wed, 05 Sep 200712;32:53 ,0400
From: "Shelly Butlern

Subj~ct: Verlzon Felmdatio,n grantto D~IE "M Rarlgel Center
To:

Cc; <arl()h-_',-, ":-._.'."._',', ;
Good newseveryonel The $500k grant was approved by the>lrtloard--t
got the word by phone,
Mary lou, they waht to have an announcement and have asked that you be in touch with the following people to
work out what Should be said, I explained that there will be a bigger announcement about the Center when we
have closed a couple more gifts and they'd like to be involved in that as well,
PR should be discussed with Aida Bianchi and April Horton ,at 212321:
I have attachad the last version of Ihe proposal for your information plus the last set of answers to their questions, ,
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Viee President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York,
Tel:
Fax: \L1L) !»)V', __

Attachment; The Vcrlzon Foundation Proposal from City College 071207,doc (92k byles) Open

Attach~ent: Answers to Verizon questions June 28 2007.doc (51 k bytes) Open

https:llpelican,adntirt,ccrty,clJny:edul,

d-597t1l1pd02458e00209",

12/l5/2009
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City College is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service in honor of a
distinguished public servant and long-time friend ofthe College, Congressman Charles B.
Rangel. In a notable career spanning more than four decades, The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
has done as much as any single person in public service to help the least powerful anlOug our
citizens to achieve their goals and to change their lives, thdr communities, and the nation.
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York will strive to
become a national center for the promotion ofgreater diversity in public service, consisting of
five major clements:

1. The Charles B. Rangel Library, consisting ofdocuments, archives, and memorabilia from
Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service. These papers will be made available to
scholars nationally, and particularly to scholars within The City College and the City
University, and will serve as a locus of sponsnred research and conferences concerning
barriers to full participation in public service by underservcd minorIties;
2. The Master's Program in Public Serviee, which will recruit and prepare young people for
careers in government and public service. The program will include participation in
internships in service organizations, arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer
interdisciplin.ary specializations in concert with The City College Schools of
Architecture, Engineering, Education, and Biomedical Education, as well as CCNY's
special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban public health;
Upon completiun of a degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like the Federal .
Career Intern Program, entering government service for a two-year tempomry
appointment with eligibility for a permanent assigmnent upon completion. Thesc
opportunities will encourage the involvement ofmembers ofundcrrepresented minOlity
groups and those with fipancial need;
3. A Combined BAIMPA Program in Puhlic Service, which will work together with several
undergraduatc programs unique to City College that are particularly suited to draw
outstanding students into public service. The BAiMPA Program will attract stUdents
capable Of and intcrested in an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the mabier's
degree. It will prepare them for public scrvice with high-level coursework, experienced
governmcnt personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
4. The Charles B, Rangel Center, which will be housed in a magnificent Harlem limestone
townhouse adjacent to The City College campus, and include the Rangel Library, the
Rangel Confcrence Center, and omces for visiting scholars;
5. The Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation, offering professional advancement training tor mid-career, minority
govennnent and other public scrvicc employees of particular accomplishment and
promise for a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic year.

CSOC.CBR.000243S1
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CITY COILEGENERIZON PARTNERSHIP
The City College of New York «eN¥) is excited about the opportunity to partner with Vcrizon
to develop the "Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program" at the new Rangel Center
afthe College.
City College requests Verizon's support at the $500,000 level to develop and implement this
technology literacy program which will serve approximately 200 students pursuing degrees in
public service. All 700 students ofthe Division of Worker Education (OWE) will be impacted by
this program because teebnologiea1literaey will be integrated throughout the curriculum. In
addition, CCNY students participating in Rangel Center programs who are not registered at DWE
will be able to take these courses through web casts and distance learning.
City College is one of the most truly diverse campuses in America. More than 87% of CCNY
students describe themselves as members of a minority group. City College's demographics are
now approximately: 36% Hispanic; 26% African-American; 22%Asian; 13% White; 1%
American Indian; 2% Other. Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City publie
schools. Many arc immigrants or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than
English and were horn in 147 countries. City College students are often the fin;t in their families
to go to college, and most have very limited fmancial resources. Appr<lXimately 58% come from
families with combined incomes of $30,000 or less; three quarters work while attending school,
some at more than one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for
financial reasons.
The Division of Worker Education students are ethnically similar to the City College profile just
deseribed, but in other ways they are different. City College's median undergraduate age is 22,
'but DWE's is 32. Furthermore, City College undergraduates are eveuly divided betWeen men and
women, but 80% of DWE students are women.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a beliefthat America's ;'''goveming
class"" -- those men and women who make our laws and policies --must reflect the rich tapestry
of cultures, faiths, and ethnieities that make us who we are as a country. Today, non-whites make
up nearly 30% of the US population. Yet fewer than 14% of men and women in middle and
senior levels of the Federal Civil Service and 8% of the United States Foreign Service are
members of minority groups.
The Rangel Center for Public Service will prepare students, particularly from underserved and
underrepresented populations for careers as leaders in public service. At the heart ofthat effort is
a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of classroom instruction, practical training, and
opportunities for vibrant co-curricular interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.
The program is designed to atlraet students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For
undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAIMPA Program in Puhlic Service will attract
eurrerit CCNY students and new students who come to City College specifically to enroll in the
Rangel Program.
Rangel Center students will leave the City College ofNew York uniquely prepared for careers in
public service. The Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Center at the new Rangel Center
will ensure that these students have the necessary technological skills to make a difference to the
agencies and public constituencies they will go on to serve.

CSOC.CBR.00024352
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Teaclring Technological Literacy for Rangel Center Studcnts

Educational technology is nudging instruction beyond its oral and print-based tradition to
embrace onlinc and electronic texts as well as multimedia. Computers arc creating new
opportunities for writing and collaborating and technology is influencing how people read, "''tite,
listen and communicate. The Internet is constructing global bridges for students to comm,micate,
underscoring the need for individuals to be equipped with technology skills and competencies to
actively participate a' mcmbers of the 21st Ccntury.
In today's digital world technology has contributed to an expanded understanding ofliteracy.
Besides having basic literacy skills, today's students also need tcchnology skills for
communicating, investigating, accessing and using iuformation, computing, thinking critically
about messages inherent in new media, and nnderstanding and evaluating data.
Technological literacy is knowlcdgc about what technology is, how it works, wh'it purposes it can
serve, and how it can be used efficiently and effectively to achievc specific goals. Just 20 years
ago, cell phones, laptops, pagers, and fax machines were in the realm of scientists and science
tiction. Today, thosc technologies and the Internet have gained Widespread public acceptance and
use. It is clear that, in today's Digital Age, students must be tcchnologically literate to live, lcarn,
and work successfully.
City Collcgc acknowledgcs the importance of technology to its students' futures, but to date has
not incorporated technology into the mainstream of'academic learning. Because technological
literacy has become an essential componL'Ilt of job readiness, citizenry, and life Skills, students
mnst not only become competent in the use of technology and a'5ociated applications, they also
must be able to apply their skills to practical situations.
Acces.sing information has become inL"tcasingly important as databases previously accessible only
to library media specialists are now available to students directly. Browsing, searching, and
navigating online have become essential skills for all students, as has recognition ofthe
limitations of digital archives. (Some things remain unavailable electronically.) Familiarity with
natural inquiry, Booleau search strategies, and organizational systems (cataloging, abstracting,
indexing, rating) is extremely important as students locate information from sources across the
globe.
.
The digitizing ofresourccs raises new issues of analysis and evaluation. For exaruple, consider a
student who is asked to prepare a presentation bnsed on information from the Web. That student
can aecess vast quantities of information withoot a lot of understanding, because searcb engines
make accessing information so simple. But one must also recognize that:
lJsing search engines well reqUITes an increased skill level. Evaluating and synthesizing

infonnation found in a variety of sources requires even more advanced skms.~
representing a literacy that is filT beyond what is needed in a morc eon.'ltra:incd
environment, such as with textbooks where all the information is contained within one
source. In effect, hecause technology makes the simple tasks easier, it places a greater
burden on higher-level skills.
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Ultimately, students need to understand the interrelationships between ltbrary cOllecllons,
proprietary databases, and other Internet documents to ensure appropriate, effective searching and
accurate evaluation of sources. Furthermore, as students access electronic resources, it is critical
that thcy rccognize the inaportance ofhonoring the intellectual property of others by stIictly
adhering to copyright and fair-usc laws.
Expanding the teaching and leaming oftechn~logy will both better achievc the educational
objcctives that are foundational to the BA component of the BAiMPA degree, and also ensure
that students graduate and move on to the MPA degree with significant technnlogicalliteracy to
help them along their career paths in public service.
A Professor ofTechnology Literacy will be identified and will coordinate andlead this program
across a multidisciplinary platform. Interdisciplinary curriculum devcloped will include three
integrated core courses, as well as advanced courses, that students take from several disciplines
that relate to their area of concentration, For instance, public administration students will take
courses in literature, SQciology, psychology, history, economics and philosophy, in addition to
courses like organizational behavior or urban politics and policy tlmt arc more specific to their
concentration area. Techuologicalliteracy will be incorporated into these courses.
In addition, three courses required of all Rangel Center BAIMPA students-Communication and Political Action; Accessing, Analyzing, and Interpreting Data; and
Management of Public Organizations-- will have significant technological components.
With a commitment from the VeI1zon Foundation, beginning in the fall of 2007, the Rangel
Center will implement this Technology Literacy Program at the Rangcl Center and DWE and will
begin the search for the project's Profcssor.
.
We willoffcr specific coursework on technology tailored to students pursuing public
adlnlnistration and service and human services. Examples ofsuch courses would include the use
of GIS data, techniques in data analysis and presentation, and statistical analysis.
.
In addition, rather than offeIing only courses on technology, we plan to incorporate the
technology leaming with much ofthe current course content. Educational research shows this to
be most effective way to develop of skill compelenc)'. People need to use new techniques iliey are
leaming as they learn them; otherwise the newly-aeqnired skills are quickly furgotten and lost, So
we will have special sessions in the computer lab taught by the regular instructor or a specialist
where students learn specific skills, Then, these skills would be immediately used in the
coursework of ilie class they arc taking. Advanced classes would require these skills and would
add to them.
We would develop'a skill grid, so we could be sure that all 5iudellt., have sutJicient exposure to
the basic skilL, before they take upper division courses. For example, in the social science core
course, we would introduce tabulating and graphically presenting data. It could be population
data on a topic like income distribution in the US. This would require several one hour sessiollsin
the computer lab with the instrnctor giving hands on instrnction in VeI10US techniques like
entering the data, computing averages and ilien creating a graph. Following each session, students
would be given an assignment to do readings or Internet rcsearch in which they gathcr data and
create their own graphical representation of it along with some narrative explanation. All ofthese
skills could be reqnired for a final project at thc end of the term.
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We would start in the core courses with individual modules tied into the existing curriculum that
develop skills in internet research, using databases, and data analysis and presentation tools. We
would also develop learning modules that enhance basic skills to more advanced skills and
learning outcomes. In more advanced courses, these skills would be assumed and reinforced
through the expectation that they would be systematically u,'Cd. More advanced skills would be
developed in npper-division courses. These would include special statistics software, GIS
software, presentation preparation, web site development, desktop publishing and video postproduction. As mentioned already, a course in GIS data analysis and usc would be important for
some students so they have expertise in this area beyond the introductory level. The same is troe
for desktop publishing, video post"production, statistics and other areas where specialization is
needed.
Once this project is fully implemented, we would expect every graduating student in DWE and
the Raugel Center to possess a strong base in technology skills that have heen used many times in
different courses. This will provide the preparation to effectively use the tools available, and the
comfort level to continue to learn as new technologies become available.
The Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to continue to teach literacy in technology and
the knowledge base they create will also be available through publications, the website and
curriculum modules made available to other educational institutions and to the community.
The Division of Worker Education at City College has been forluuate to receive $680,000 in
funding this year from the New York City Council to complete the technological infrastruetnre.
This inelndes money for completely outfitted smart classrooms, portable laptop computer labs for
use in any classroom, and a video production and desktop publishing facility. These will be in
place by the early spring 01'2008.
VERIZON FUNDING
Verizon Foundation funding would provide the most critical elements ofthe Rangel Center's
technological infrastructure wbich is the programmatic support to train faculty and students,
develop curricular modules for many courses and enhance the teaching infrastructure with
appropriate, state-of-the-art software.
State ofthe art teleconferencing connections between the newly-renovated building that houses
the Center for Worker Education and the Rangel Center will allow an eflicient use ofresources in..
which students at CWE or the City College main campus may enroll in courses at either location.
This will allow students at both locations to take.advantage oflearuing from some of the noted
authorities who will be teaching in the program while pursuing their busy schedules involving
sehoolwork, jobs, and sometimes parenting.
The excellent facilities we will have require this investment in program development and training
in order to be effectively used. Specifically, we would hire a fUll-time educator with eXl<-'IlSive
technological expertise to work with faculty to develop the learning modules, to train them in
workshops, and to develop and implement the evaluation ofthe projecL This person would also
be available to conducllraining ofstudents in the computer lab or regular classroom. Both the
Division of Worker Education and the BAIMPA public service program of the Rangel Cenl<-'f
would be served by this person who would be hased at tbe Center for Worker Education. A part·
time person with wcb expertise both in web page design but also in wehcasting would work with
faculty as they develop web-based resources and online courses. This person would also develop
the capability to webcast between the campuses.
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Stipends for faculty will be provided to compensate them for the extra time they need to put in .in order to be trained in the use of technology in their courses. They would attend a numher of
lIalf-day and/or full-day workshops. Furtber, we would pay some faculty for their time to develop
new elective cpur.'es or to be added to the curriculum, or to significantly modify existing courses,
incorporating technological literacy modules. In year two we envision adding new software
capability as we are more aware of specific needs of elective courses.
Evaluation costs wi11 include technical time for developing surveys on our Class Time
computcri7.ed survey system and print costs and time for technicians to prepare analyses and
summaries ofthe program and each student's individual results;
Publications costs will include printed materials and electronic materials that are made available
both to students and to faculty in other institutions who want to use and adapt the developed
materials. This also ineludcs funding for faculty to present their modules and courses at national
meetings.
Supplies will include disposahle media and consumables directly related to the development and
use of technological literacy modules.

MEASURMENT, EVALUATION AND OUTCOMES
Students participating in the Vcrizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Progranl at the Rangel
Center will:
develop knowledge, ability and responsibility in the use of infonnation tecbrology
acquire, organize, analyze, evaluate, and present infonnation using appropriate
information technology
use infonnation tecJmology to expand their range and effectiveness of communication
solve problems, accomplish tasks, and express creativity, both individuaIly and
coIlaberatively, using technology
understand the role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal
standards in its usc
In order to evaluate the success of the program, detennine a true. and measurable outcome, and
assess the benefits to The College, the Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Cent~'f will
keep records and track:

*
*

the number ofstudents per year who participate in the Verizon FOIUldation Literacy in
Technology Program,
a student breakout by puhlic service area/discipline and the associated technology
learnings and levels achieved
the professional development and technology curriculmn developed and offered througlI
the program,
thc number of technology uses before and after completing the curricuhlm, and
thc numher ofuses of computerized presentations bcfere and after completing tlIe
curriculum.
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At the end ofyears one, two, and three, the Rangel Center will askVcrizon Foundation Litemcy
in Technology Program participants to fill out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with
the program and thc Center. The Collcgc'will survey and analyzc findings based on;
• usage of new technological skills,
satisfaction with the Icaming experience before and after access to the program/Center.
After five years, The Collcge's surveys ofRangel Center alumni will quantify:
.' how many entered public service,
.
• in which capacities, and
how they felt the Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program assisted them.in
the long term.
'
In addition, City College is in the process of devcloping learning outcomes for. all courses as a
part ofthc Middle States accreditation process. Wcplan to usc this samc process as wc
incorporate the technological litcracy modulcs. The teehnologicallitcraey grid which liSts the
specific skills in the colmnns and the courses wherc they are learned in the rows would allow for
evaluation of how well students are doing in each coursc. A particular course would have a
specific set oftechnological literacy learning outcomes and for each outcome there would bc a
way to assess it in individual students. The expcctation is that from now on, wc will do outcome,
asses~ent each year to evaluate the effectiveness of classes.
MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS AND BRANDING
We have developed a rclationship with the Alliance for Downtown New York, which represents
thousands ofbusinesses and not-for-profits in lower Manhattan. Through the Alliance we will bc
reaching out to organizations to promote the program. We also continue to work with unions like
Local 1549 ofDC37 and Teamsters Local 237 who t~1'fesent workers in govcmm,mt agencies
who would be potential students.
DWE is in a prime geographic location for many potential students for this program who are
working in city and statc offices. City Hall and 250 Broadway, where many legislative and
governmental officcs are located, are just blocks away, and we havc freqnent contact with the
staff in those offices. In fact, we have recruited a umnber of students from them already.
Furthertnore, downtown New York, thc financial district in particular, is now the location for
many non-governmental public service organizations. We advertise in thc local newspapers,
including the Downtown'Express, which rcaches this part ofthe dty. City Council members also
feature the Division ofWorker Education in thcir ncwsletters to constituent•.
We will work in collaboratiou with Verizon to recognize and publicize the Verizon Literacy in
Technology Program for their support. Marketing this program will be done with an
announcement ill City College publications, a press 'release to the major media, c-mail
announcements to all CC)\,;Y alumni and friends, CCNY's own newsletters and pnblications, an,l
possibly a press conference with Congressman Rangel.
The ~gel Ccnter web site will describc and publici7.e the new program and pnblications will
always express appreciation to Vcrizon. TI,e City Collegc ofNew York will also notify V01izon
about any public use of its name and the Program's oame.
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J;lear Susan,
I have spoken with Dean Dan Lemons who has responded to your questions below. I ,,~ll be
away for a week hut available by email if you have any other. questions. Please 'Iet me know irI
ean he of any further help.
I. How many students we will target?
DWE now has 700 students; of those over 100 are in the puhlie administration eoneentration and
potential Rangel Center students. Another 200+ students are in the human services area which
overlaps to some degree with the other group in the area ofiuteres!. However, all 700 DWE
students would be impacted by this program because the technological literacy will be integrated
throughout the curriculum. In addition, CCNY students participating in Rangel Center programs
who are not registered at DWE will be able to take those eourses, as well, through webcasts and
distance learning.
2. What the demographics of our students?--are DWE's demographies different from the College
as a whole?
City College demograpbies are now approximately:
36% Hispanic
26% Afriean-American
22% Asian
13% White
I % American Indian
Balanee other
DWE has a higher percentage of female students than the college or Cu:NY. It is 80%. Of course'
the average age is higher, being arOlmd 32"34. Raeial demographieS show that 80% ofCWE
students are Afriean-American or Hispanic.
3. What does "across a multi-disciplinary platform" mean?
DWE offers an interdisciplinary curriculum from three integrated core eourses to advaneed
eourses that smdents take from several disciplines that relate to their area of eoneentration. For
instance, publie administration students take eourses in literature, sociology, psyehology, history,
eeonomies and philosophy, in addition to courses like organization behavior or urban polities and
policy that are more specifieto their concentration area. Tecbnologicalliteracy will be
incorporated into most of these eourses:
4. Please give more details about the partoerships
DWE has developeda relationship with the Alliance for Downtown New York, which represen!.~
thousands ofbusinesses and not-for-profits in lower Manhattan. Through the Alliance we are
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reaching out to organizations to promote the program. We also continue to work with unions like
Local 1549 ofDC37 who represent workers in government agencies who are potential students.
5. What are some specific examples ofwhat would be in the eoursework, modules and
curriculum?
We will offer specific coursework on technology tailored to students pursuing public
administration and service and human services. Examples of such courses would include the usc
of GIS data, techniques in data analysis and presentation, and statistical analysis. In addition,
rather than offering only courses on technology, we plan to incorporate the technology learning
with the current course content. 111is is the way that most research shows to be most effective for
the developmentof skill competency. People need to use new techniques they arc learning as
they lemn them; otherwise the newly-acquired skills are quickly forgotten and lost. So we would
have special sessions in the computerlab taught by the regular instructor or a spccialist where
students learn specilic skills. Then, these skills would be immediately used in the courscwork of
the class they are taking. Advanced classes would require these skills and would add to them.
We would develop a skill grid, so we cou,ld be sure that all students have sufficient exposure to
the basic skills before they take upper division courses. For example, in the social science core
course, we would introduce the usc ofExcel for tabulating and graphically presenting data. It
could be population datami a topic like income distribution in the US. This would require
several one hour sessions in the computer lab with the instructor giving hands on instruction in
vanou.s tcchniques like entering the data, computing averages and then creating a graph.
Following each session, students would be given an assignment to do readings or Internet
research in which they gather data and create their own graphical representation ofit along with
some narrative explanation. All of these skills could be required for a final project at the end of
the tenn.
6. What skills do we hope the people would develop?
We would start in the core courses with individual modules tied into the existing cuiriculum that
develop skills in internet research, using databases, and data analysis and presentation tools like
Exccl and PowerPoint. We would also develop modules that enhance basic word processing
skills with more sophisticated uses like foot-noting, incorporation of graphics into Word files,
cross-referencing, setting up automatic tables of contents, etc.
In more advanced courses, these skills would be assumed and reinforced through the expectation
that they would be systematically used. More advanced skills would bc developed in uppcrdivision courses. Thcse would include special statistics software, GIS software, presentation
preparation for posters using the large format printer, web site development, desktop publishing
and video post-produetion. Some new advanced courses would be developed to take some of
these skills to an advanced level. As mentioned already, a course in GIS data analysis and usc
would be important for some students so they bave expertise in this area beyond the introductory·
level. 11]e same is true for desktop publishing, video post-production, statistics and other areas
where specialization is needed.
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Once this project is fully implemented, we would expect every graduating DWE student and
students in the Rangel Center to possess a strong base in technology skills that have been used
many times in different courses. This will provide the preparation to effectively use the tools
available, and the comfort level to continue to learn as new technologies become available.
7. Under measurements and outcomes, focus more on and describe in greater detail how we're
going to track the student's progress.
We are in the process of developing learning outcomes for all DWE courses as a part ofthc
Middlc States accrcditation proccss in which ail of City College is involved. This is also
happening across the college and will bc done for new courses in the BAIMA public service
prognllJl of thc Rangcl Center. We would use this same process as We incorporate the
technological literacy modules. The technological literacy grid which lists the specific skills in
the columns and thc courses where they are learncd in the rows would allow for evaluation of
how well studcnts are doing in each course. A particular course would havc a specific set of
technological literacy learniug outcomes and for each outcome there would be a way to assess it
in individual students. The expectation is that from now on, DWE will do outcomes asscssment
cach year to cvaluate the cffectiveness of classes, so evaluatiug the technological literacy
component will fit nicely iuto the process that is alreadyundcrway.

8. Provide more specifics on just what Verizon's funds would be used for.
DWE has bccn fortunate to receive $680,000 iu funding this year from the New York City
Council to complete the technological infrastructure at DWE. This inclndes money for
completely outfittcd smart classrooms, portable laptop cOmputer labs for use iu any classroom,
and a video production and desktop publishing facility. These will be in place by the early spring
of2008. Vcrizon Foundation funding would help provide the complementary element to this
which is the programmatic support to traiu faculty and students, develop curricular modulcs fOr
many courses and enhance the hardware infrastructure with appropriate, state-of-the-art software.
The excellent facilities we will have require this investment in training and program
development iu order to be effectively used.
Specifically, We would hire a full-time educator with extcnsive technological expertise to work
with faculty to develop the leamingmodules, to train them in workshops, and to develop and
implement the evaluation of the proje<,i. This person would also be available to conduct traiuing
of students in the computer lab or regular classroom. Both DWE and the BNMA public service
program of the Rangel Center would be served by this person who would be based at DWE. The
cost includes fringe benefits.

A part-timc person with web cxpcrtise both in w~b page design but also in webcasting would
work with fitculty as they develop web-based resources and online courses. This person would,
also develop the capability to webcast between the campuscs. The cost includes fringe benefits.
Stipends for faculty compensate them for the cxtra time they need to put in order to be traiued in
the use of technology in thcir courses. They would attend a number ofhalf-day or full-day
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workshops. Further, we would pay some faculty for their time to develop new elective courses or
to be added to the curriculum, or to significantly modify existing courses, incorporating

technological literacy modules.
In year two we envision adding new software capability as we arc more aware of specific needs
of elective courses. We also envision the need to upgrade some hardware by the second year.
Evaluation costs include technical time for developing surveys on our Class Time computerized
survey system and print costs and time for technicians to prepare analyses and summaries of the
results.
Publications costs include printed materials and electronic materials that are made available both
to students and to faculty in other institutions who want to lise and adapt the developed materials.

This also includes funding for faculty to present their modules and courses at national meetings.
Supplies include disposable media and eonsumables dircetly related to thc development and lh~e
of teehnologieallitcraey modules.
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Kass, David A
From:

Norris, Melvin

Sent:

Wednesday, September 05,200712:42 PM

To:

Azare, Monica

SUbject: RE: Verizon Foundation
Yes I informed both George Dalley and Jim Capel about the grant. In addition I left a message with Congressman
Rangel last week.
From: Azare, Monica
sent: Wednesday, september 05, 2007 12:41 PM
To: Norris, Melvin; Horlon, April D.
Subject: FW: Verizon Foundation
Melvin:
FYI. Did you catch George last week?

From: Shelly Butler.. .... .
,,]
sent: Wed 9/5/2007 12:38 PM
To: 'Dalley, George'
Cc: 'Berger, Dan'; Azare, Monica; Horton, April D,; edrnor'dS<lh·..·•
Subject: Verizon Foundation
Dear George,
I am thrilled to announce that Verizon Foundation's board has approved a grant of $500,000 to create the
Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program at the Rangel Center at City College, This program
will be available to all CCNY stUdents, especially those who are In the Division of Worker Education at
our COllege of liberal Arts and Science. Our VP for Communications, Mary lou Edmondson, will be in
touch with their PR people and your guy (whose name momentarily eludes me), as well.
This is great news and I'm sure you will want to share it with the Congressman, Thanks so much,
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel: (212) 650; ... ]650:
Fax: (212) 650:'
Email: rhutler' .

10/2612009
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Kass, David A
From:

Norris, Melvin

Sent:

Wednesday, September 05, 2007 1:35 PM

To:

Moll, Roger A: Bianchi. Aldo; Wilson. Sandra C. (Sandy Wilson); lamendola. David J.

Cc:

Horton, April D.

Subject: RE: CUNY grant update (Rangel Center)
FYI. Charlie and his staff have been notified.

From: Matt, Roger A,

Sent: Wednesday, September 05,20071:34 PM
To: Blanchl, Aldo; Wilson, Sandra C. (Sandy Wilson); Norris, Melvin; Lamendola, David J.
Cc: Horton, April D.

Subject: RE: CUNY grant update (Rangel Center)
Aldo
Thanks for the update. Melvin Norris is taking the lead for contacting Charlie and his staff so glad you have him
copied here.
Roger

From: Bianchi, Aldo
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 12:44 PM
To: Wilson, Sandra C. (Sandy Wilson); Norris, Melvin; Lamendola, David J.; Mott, Roger A.
Cc: Horton, April D.

Subject: CUNY grant update (Rangel Center)
FYI. leamed that the CUNY grant (Rangel Center) was recently approved and the first installment payment is in
process for distribution to CUNY. CUNY is working on a press release. A formal check presentation is also
planned. More to come.

#343056 The Verizon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program
$100K pd. 8122107
$300K 411108
$100K 411109

VZ-CCNY 1257
10/26/2009
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Kass, David A
From:

Dalley, George [George.Dalley@mail.house.govl

Sent:

Wednesday, September 05, 2007 5:37 PM

To:
rtlutle(
Cc:
Berger, Dan; Azare, Monica; Horton, April D.; edlrno'nd"on, .•
Subject: RE: Verizon Foundation
This is great news, Shelly, and I will share it with Chariie. Melvin Norris is our former Rangel colleague who is
now a1 Verizon.

From: Shefly Butler
sent: Wednesday, sP"tPln!v'r Ol~. ""'7 ".'0 OM

To: Dalley, George
Cc: Berger, Dan; monica.l.azarE!'
Subject: Verizon Foundation .

.1; april.d.horto,,·

, edmondlsonl' '.'

:.

Dear George,
I am thrilled to announce that Verizon Foundation's board has approved a grant of $500,000 to create the
Verizon Foundation Ltteracy in Technology Program at the Rangel Center at City College. This program
will be available to all CCNY students, especially those who are in the Division of Worker Education at
our College of Liberal Arts and Science. Our VP for Communications, Mary Lou Edmondson, will be in
touch with their PR people and your guy (whose name momentarily eludes me), as well.
This is great news and I'm sure you will want to share it with the Congressman. Thanks so much,
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, $-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel:

Fax:
Email:

10/2612009
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"Are you interested in having your payments sent electronically to your bank? For an application
& more information dial 1-888-275-5377. When prompted, press option 2 and enter document #6601".
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Kass, David A
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

.• •• ..•. ~ •••. :

rbutler~o~ ~o.~ ~ ~

Monday; DecemberfO, 2007 3:19 PM
Norris, Melvin; Wilson, Sandra C (Sandy Wilson)
Azare, Monj@:_Sldljl(a~_.:§H~an; Bianchi, Aida; jmercado'bsi(verstein".,c::~::-_~::: __ ,":
RE: Vorizon/CUNY Partne~rship

It was our very great pleausre, Melvin

see you soon.!
shelly

Hachel1e D. Butler, Vice President
Institutional Advancement The City College of New York Shep&rd 8-154 138th
York, NY

10031

1212)

Shelly i t was so nice to meet you on Friday.
This
will be a great addition to the existing programs of
the College and the work that you do is
commendab 1e •

If I can ever be of assistance to you in the future
please let me blOW.

Thank you.

Melvin

From: Shelly Butler
Sent; Monday,
....L'
To: Wilson, Sandra C.
Cc: Azare, Monica;
Susan; Bianchi, AIdo;
Nord.s, Melvin; jmercado@ccny.cuny.edu; 'Brett
sil verstein'
Subject ~ RE; Verizon!CUNY Partnership

.co, ,

Sandy,
V7~CCNV 0959
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Thanks 1;10 much for 0ver~(U,ing-'we are really looking
forward to working
too

A little housekeeping -to whom should we send the
receipt and where?
Have a great holiday
Shelly

Shelly Butler, vice President
Development

&

Institutional Advancement

The City College of New

Yo~-k

160 Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York,

NY

10031

Tel:
Fax:

PM

Dear Shell y,

Thank you ... todayl s visit was terrific!

of Verizon Foundation and our SVP, Monica
Azare, Melvin and I were pleased to present a check
in the amount of $100,000.00 for your T~iteracy in
Technology program. This is the first payment of
our $500,000.00 commitment to this initiative,
Remaining payments will be made in 2008 and 2009 in
the amounts of $300,000,00 and $100,000.00,
respectively.

On behalf

It was great discussing possibl

VZ-CCNY 0960
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further its partnership with you.
I will personally
follow up with Dean Mercado to visit his Division of
Worker Education (OWE) program, a key component of
Literacy in Technology and for his visit t.o the
verizon Technology Education Center. Also, I· w:ill
inform Stan silverman at NYIT dlat Dean Mercado
would like to speak with him regarding DWE' 8 new
technological infrastructure!videoconferencing that
is underway,
I might add, if you I re still seeking a
ProfessoI' of Technology Literacy, St.an might be able
to offer suggestions.
Further, we'd be happy to
reach out to our Verizon telecommunications pUblic
policy experts regarding possible participation in
Dean Silverstein's guest". speakers program.
f

We' :t"e excited about working with your great
institutlon and supporting your commitment to
helping improve the lives of students and families
through technology literacy.

Happy Holidays to you and the entire CUNy family!

sandy Wilson
Director, External Affairs

V€1:izon

P. s. Hard copy to follow.
about Wednesday.

will let you know soon

From: Shelly Butler
Sent: Friday, December
To: Wilson, Sandra c.
Co: 'Brett Silverstein'i
Sull ivan, Susan
Subject; thanks so much for coming here today

Dear Sandy and Mel,

What a lovely gesture to come and deliver the check

in person; I have never had that experience before
and I have to tell you, it is very special. We all
look forward to a
partnership for the future.
As soon as I have
photograph, I will send it to
you digitally. Hope to see you all at Celebrating
City on Wednesday evening-do let me know if you can
make it-Susan-you too!

VZ-CCNY 0961
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Thank you so much,

Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development

&

Instituti.onal Advancement

The ci ty College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-l54
New York,

NY

10031

Tel:

Fax:
Email:

VZ-CCNY 0962
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D,C. 20549

FORM 10-K
(Mark one)

IJll

ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO
SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
For the fiscal year ended
December 31,2007
OR

o

TRANSITION REPORT
PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR
15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934
For the transition period from
to

Commission file number 1-8606

Verizon Communications Inc.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

Delaware

23-2259884

(State of incorporation)

(I.R.S
Identification

140 West Street
New York, New York

10007

(Address of principal executive offices)

(Zip Code)

Registrant's telephone number, including area code: (212) 395-1000
Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act:
Name of each exchange
on which registered

Title of each class
Common Stock, $.10 par value

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, London,
Swiss, Amsterdam and Frankfurt Stock Exchanges

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Act:
None
Indicate by check mark if the registrant is a well-known seasoned issuer, as defined in Rule 405 of the Securities Act. Yes

-!..

No

Indicate by check mark if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act. Yes _ No

"Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) t#!.....__.._
Exchange Act of 1934 during the preceding 12 m
reports), and (2) has been subject to such filing req

...."d to

be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities
period that the registrant was required to file such
ays. Yes'!'.. No_
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Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S~K (Section 229.405) is not contained
herein, and will not be contained, to the best of registrant's knowledge, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated
by reference in Part lit of this Form 1O~K or any amendment to this Form 1O-K_
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, a non-accelerated filer or a smaller
reporting company, See the definitions of "large accelerated filer", "accelerated filer" and "smaller reporting company" in Rule 12b2 of the Exchange Act. (Check one):
Large accelerated filer :!-.

Accelerated filer

Non-accelerated filer

Smaller reporting company _

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Act). Yes _ No :!......
At June 29, 2007, the aggregate market value of the registrant's voting stock held by

non~affiliates

was approximately

$123,306,030,000.
At January 31, 2008, 2,870,955,142 shares of the registrant's common stock were outstanding, after deducting 96,654,977 shares
held in treasury.
Documents incorporated by reference:
Portions of the registrant's Annual Report to Shareowners for the year ended December 31, 2007 (Parts I and II).
Portions of the registrant's Proxy Statement prepared in connection with the 2008 Annual Meeting of Shareowners (Part III),
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Verizon Communications Inc. (Verizon) is one of the world's leading providers of communications services. Fonnerly known as Bell Atlantic
Corporation, we were incorporated in 1983 under the laws of the State of Delaware. We began doing business as Verizon Communications on
June 30, 2000 following our merger with GTE Corporation. We completed our merger 'with MCI on January 6. 2006, and its operations arc
now pmt of our \vireline business. Stressing diversity and commitment to the communities in \vhich \ve operate, we have a highly diverse
\vorkforce of approximately 235,000 employees.
Our principal executive offices are located at 140 West Street, New York New York 10007 (telephone number212 w395-10(0).
We have two primary reportable segments,. Wireline and Domestic Wireless, \vhich \ve operate and managc as strategic busincss scgments and
organize by products and services. These segments and principal activities consist of the following:

WiI"clinc

Domestic Wireless

Wircline communications services include voice, Internet access, broadband video and data, nex
generation Internet protocol (IP) network services, net\york access, long distance and other services.
We provide these services to consumers, carriers, businesses and govenl1nent customers boll
domestically and intcrnationallv in 150 countrics.
Domestic Wirelcss's products and services include wireless voice. data products and other value
added serviccs and e ui men! sales across the United States.

The following portions of the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners are incorporated into this Report
"Overview" on pages 18 through 19:
"Segment Results of Operations" on pages 23 through 27 and in Note 17 to the Consolidated Financial Statements on pages 66 through
68: and,
"Discontinued Opcmtions" and 'Extraordinary Hem" included in "Consolidated Results of Operations" on page 23.

I Wirclinc
Background
Our Wireline segment comprises two strategic uniK Verizon Telecom and Verizon Business. In 20(n Wireline revenues were $50316
million, representing approximately 54%, of Verizon's aggregatc revenues, Our Wireline segment is not dependent on any single customer.
Vcrizon Telecom provides voice, video and data services to residential and small business customers in28 states and Washington D.C.
Verizon Telecom operates a Fiber-to-thewPremises (FITP) network under the FiGS service mark. This advanced :fibcr~optic nct\l"Ork
offers sufficient bandwidth
data and video services and is designed 10 h,mdlc future broadband and video applications as Ihey
arc developed. FiOS .lliows us to
our customers fast, reliable broadband access speeds and high definition video with exceptional
clarity and vividness, as \yell as digital voice services.
Verizon Business provides voice, data, Internet commun.ications, next-generation IF ne!\vork and Information Technology (IT) products
and services to medium and large businesses and govemment customers both domestically and internationally.
Tn the discussion that: follow's, revenue amounts for each of the Wireline tmils exclude intrasegment eliminmions of $2,846 million.

Operations
I/erizon Telecom
Verizon Telecom offers a broad arldy oftelccommunications services, includillgvoice, video and data, network aceess,long-distance and other
communications products and services to our residential and small business customers. We have organized Verizon Telecom into three
marketing units which operate across our telephone subsidiaries and focus on specific customer market areas.
Mass Aforkets offers broadband and voice services t0l/'iiiIlIlIililloillliioiiiiiIilolMliT·less customers. Broadband services include High Speed
Internet (DSL) and FiGS data and television
distance services, including calling cards, 800/888 and
operator services, as well as value~addcd services, sue
nd caller identification. In 2007,Mass Markets revenues
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""ere $21,978 million, representing approximately 44% of Wireline's aggregate revenues, Mass Market revenues were deri'ved primarily from
providing telecommunications services to residential users.

H'holesale markets our long distance and local exchange nel\vork facilities for resale tointcrexchange carriers, competitive local exchange
carriers (CLECs), wireless caniers and internet Service Providers (iSPs). Wholesale services include s\vitched access products, high--eapacity
data products, unbundled nct\vork elements (UNEs) and interconnection services. In 2007, Wholesalc
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revenues were approximately $8,086 million, representing approximately 16.1% of Wirclinc's aggregate revenues. Approximately 72(% of
Wholesale revenues were derived from interexchange and wireless carriers. The remaining revenues principally came from CLECs. which
resell network connection to their own customers.
Other service offerings include operator services, public (coin) telephone, as well as dial around services including 1O~1O~987.
800~COLLECT and prepaid phone cards. In 2007, revenues from these other services were $1,862 million, representing approximately
Wireline's aggregate revenues.
l~erizon

l~

Business

Verizon Business offers medium and large business and govemment customers in the United States and around the \vorld advanced voice, data,
security, and wireless solutions. Verizon Business derives 85% of its revenue from United States operations. Veri7.0n Business provides
senices to over 70,000 enterprise businesses and govemment agencies. including 97% of the Forttmc 500 companies. We have organized
Verizon Business into three marketing units that 1ucus on specific customers.
Enterprise Business offers voice, data and Internet communications services to medium and large business customers, including multi-national
corporations and stHte and federal govcrmTIents, Enterprise Business also provides value~added services intended to make communications
more secure, reliable and efficient. Enterprise Business provides managed nctwork services for customers that outsource all or portions of their
communications and information processing operations and data sen'ices such as Private IF, Ethernet, Private Line, Frame Relay and ATM
services, both domestically and internationally. Enterprise Business revenues in 2007 were $14,677 million, representing approximately 29%1 of
Wireline's aggregate revenues.
rVholesale markets domestic and international voice, data and IP services over its global network to carriers and service providers, some of
whom may compete directly with Verizon at the retail level. These customers purchase services on a \vholesale basis so that they can transport
voice. data and IP traffic without having to build their own infrastmcture. In 2007. total Wholesale revenue was $3,345 million. representing
approximately 6.6% of Wircline's aggregate re'/enues.

Our lntenwtionol Gnd Other operations serve retail and wholesalc customers, induding enterprise businesses, govemment entities and
telecommunications carriers outside of the United States, plimarily in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, the Asia Pacific region, Latin America
and Canada. These operations provide telecommunications services, 'which include voice. data services, Internet and lnanaged network
services. Our revenues from International and Other were $3,214 million, representing 6.4% ofWircline's aggregate revenues in 2007.

Competition
TIle \virehne telecommunications industry is highly competitive. We expect competition to further intensi(y with traditional, nonwtraditional
and emerging players seeking to capture a larger market share as boundaries betwcen products continue to converge. Current and potential
competitors include cable companies, \vireless scn'1ce providers, other domestic and foreign telecommunications providers, satellite television
companies, Internet service providers and other companies that offer network services and managed enterprise solutions. Many of these
companies have a strong market presence, brand recognition, and existing customer relationships. all of which contribute to intensifying
competition and may affect our future revenue growth.
We believe lhal cable operators represent the largest overall threat to our wireline business. Cable operators have increased the size and digital
capacity of their net\vorks so that they can offer more digital products and services. We continue to market competitive bundled offerings that
include high-speed Intemct access, digital television and voice services. Several m,~ior cable operators also offer bundles with wireless services
through strategic partnerships or alliances.
Wireless substitution has been an ongoing competitive trend which we expect to continue, as 'wireless companies position their service as a
landline alternative. We also face increasing competition from companies that provide Voice over lntemet Protocol (VoIP) services. These
services usc the Internet or private broadband networks to transmit voice cOlmmmications. VolP services are available from a \vide range of
companies including cable companies. national VoIP providers and regional service providers. Internet portal providers are also entering our
competitive space, offering free or inexpensive voice calling from instant messaging clients, encouraging video bypass by offering and
enabling video contcnt to PCs, selling content and applications such as gaming, music and business productivity tools and obtaining advertising
revenues from wcb~bascd directory assistance and Internet search sen·ices.
As a result of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, ,vhich requires us to allow potential competitors to purchase our services for resale, or
access components of our network on an unbundled basis (UNEs) at a prescribed cost, competition in our local exchange markets continues to
increase. Our felephone operations generally have been required to sell their scn'ices to CLEes at significant discounts from the prices our
telephone operations
their retail customers. TIl(':
~ going fomard and the rales we receive, are subject to
ongoing review and
by the Federal
and state regulators. Sec "Regulatory and Competitive
Trends" in the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Share
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We believe the follmving are the most important competitive factors and consumcrtrcnds in the \vircline industry:
Netsvork bandwidth (speed): As both consumers and small business customers look to do more online and leverage high speed cOIUlections for
entertainment communications, and productivity, \ve expect broadband penetration will continue to increase over the ncxt several years,
although at a slower rate due to market maturity. As online and online-enabled activities increase, so will bandwidth requirements, both
do\vnstream and upstream. To succeed. Verizon and other network-based providers must ensure that their networks can deliver against these
increasing bandwidth requirements, We arc continuing to build out our FiOS network to be able to meet the future demands of our residential
and business customers,
Pricing: Pricing will be a significant factor in hvo key areas. First, in the competition between cable and telecommunications companies,
pricing \vill be used to capture market share from incumbents. Second, pricing is significant as non-traditional modes of providing
communic-ation services emerge and redefinc existing categories, Portal~based and VoIP calling is frec or nearly free to customers and is often
supported by advcliising revenues. Customers ,viii be increasingly exposed to these dramatically reduced prices and this will place increasing
pressure on traditional communications services.
Product differentiation: As a result of pricing pressures, providers will need to differentiate their products. Verizon believes that there are many
market trends that provide pOlential opportunities. Customers arc shifting from an access to an applications mindset and are focused on how
they can leverage their broadband and video connections. Personalization and increased mobility arc critical, enabling customers to obtain
products and services on demand. Converged feature sets, such as integrated wireless and \virelinc functionality, are becoming similarly
important cnabled by both customer demand and technological advancement.
Distribution charmel reach: As products arc becoming more expericntial, customers arc requiring a "hands-on" demonstration before they make
a purchase commitment One way for us to satisfy this customer need is through the use of a retail store presence. Competitors are offering
their products through both their own internal channels such as the Internet and call centers. and also by partnering with retailers to showcase
products. Small business customers require more and more hands~on consultation, and we arc aligning our channel mix to address this need,
Network

As of December 3L 2(Xl7, our wireline lletwork included more than 41 million wireline access lines, 8.2 million broadband connections and
FiOS TV customcrs natiomvide. Our business strategy is to be the premier broadband and entertainment service provider in the mass
while maintaining the level of network reliability currently provided by our telephony network. We are exccuting on this strategy by
deploying FTTP access technologies that replace copper loop facilities \vith fiber optic cables. FITP provides thc highest possible bandwidth to
the customer premise, based on current teclmology, The FlTP deployment also allows us the flexibility to more easily adapt our facilities to
future product development. New optical terminals can be added to the FTTP network. providing greater bandlddth and new services without
<lIly additional field construction. To further differentiate our network, we began deploying Gigabit Passh'e Optical Network (GPON)
teclmolog)' in 2007, GPON tcclmology will continue to support the services we offer today, while allowing for the introduction of nell' services
through improved downstream and upstream capacity.
III conjunction \vith the evolution of our access plant, we are also tmnsitioning our metro
network infrastmcture from traditional
TDM/SONET (Synchronous Optical Network)!ATM technologies to Ethernet over Dense
Division Multiplexing (DWDM). In
2007 ViC bcgan to deploy Reconfigurable Optic Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADM) nodes in the transport network As a result, the ne,v optical
transport nehvork provides features optimized for video distribution services and high speed data services, ,vhile maintaining the level of
network reliability achieved with SONET,
To fully leverage this nelY network infrastructure and allow for the more efficient sharing of our network across services. we are upgrading our
multiplexing and rOllting infrastructure to usc IP, Ethemet and ivIPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching) technologies. In addition, we are
migrating from traditional TDM-bascd voice sl"itching to VoIP. This migration lowers the lifecycle cost of current data and voice services and
creates a network which can offer future multi-media communications services b)' adding service platforms ,vithout requiring widespread
network upgrades. In keeping with our strategv of leading in network reliability, our service infrastmctUfe utilizes our managed, Quality of
Service-enabled resilient IP network rather than the Internet.
We advanced our goal of becoming a leading IP Services provider to the global business market by acquiring one of the most expansive IP
networks in the world through the MCI merger in 2006. In 2007, we focused on growing our Ethemet imrastmcture to support the full range of
Ethernet private line and E-LAN serviccs locally, domesticall y'- and globally. To 10\ver the access cost and provide significaIlt services
flexibility. we are using a converged packet access strategy that rcplaces the private circuit-based customer access and aggregates traffic from
multiple customers onto a shared Ethernet and MPLS network We have also focused on the expansion ofthe Private IP nct\\'ork (PIP) to serve
all key internatioml markets with managed Quality of Service (QoS)-a,vare IP Virtual Private Ne1\l'ork (VPN) services. Verizon's Public IP
network is now interconnected to PIP through Security
w business customers to extend the reach of their plivate
virtual networks to 'off-net' sites, such as employees' h
d mobile work forces. These enhancements extend our IPservices reach across the globe.
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We continue to focus on emerging optical transport technologies and expansion of our network to lmver overall cost. We are integrating
Ethernet SONET and Optics, and Ultra Long Haul technologies. In addition, \ve are deploying a ne\v, next generation undersea cable
tcclmology though the Trans-Pacific Express (TPE) connecting the west coast of the United States to China, Korea and Tahvan
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Wireline Offerings
Verizon Telecom's strategy is to be the customer's first choice for communications and enteltainment services, We offer a "variety of packages
for these services that we believe are competitively priced
r'oice Services: We offer packages that include local exchange services, regional and long distance services, VoIP services, wire maintenance,
\vell as voice messaging and value-added services.. Value-added services expand the utilization of our network and include products such as
Caller ID, Call Waiting and Return CalL In 2007 we also began offering in most markets a new calling plan that bundles landline and wireless
services. \vith calling features and unlimited caUingbctw-een a customer's home phone and wireless handset all on a single bill,

"IS

Data
We offer high speed DSL and FiOS broadband data products with varying downstream and upstream processing speeds. In
2007 \1,'e introduced a new, symmetrical FiOS Internet service with download and upload speeds of up to 20 Mbps. Our data packages include
technical support, anti~vims and spam protection, and email online storage.
Video ,')'er\lices: We offer FiOS TV, Vellzon's fibcr~optk video service, and a variety of DIRECTV packages that arc delivered over satellite
systems. FiOS TV pro'",ides access to more than 200 all~digital channels and up to 31 high definition channels and no\',! is mmilable to more
than :5 million homes across 13 states: Ncvi York, New Jersey, California, Delaware, Texas, Florida, Mary1<md, Pennsylvania, Indiana,
M"lssachusctts, Virginia, Rhode Island and Oregon. Innovative features that di.fferentiate FiGS TV from the competition include:
('hanne/ Line-up ~ We designed the channelline~up with the viewer in mind, grouping channels by category so vkwers can easily find all
of the shows within a particular genre.
High Definition ('ontent ~. We offer up to 31 channels in high definition with exceptional clarity and vividness and clear digital sound
(Dolby 5. I) enabled by the fiber nehvork.
Video on Demand - We offer access to as many as 10,000 movies and sho\\/s via subscription, transactional and free on-demand
programming, including high definition video on demand.
Interactive jlIedia Guide - Our FiOS TV guide helps customers quickly and easily find content from television listings, video on demand
catalogs and their own personal music and photo files.
Home Media Drn -Our multi~room digital video recorder also includes the Interactive Media Guide,
FiOS 1'17 Widgets - View'crs gct one-touch, on denl<md access to local weather, traffic and community information. shown at the bottom of
the television screen..
Personalized Settings and C'ontro/s - Parents can manage the content received on their televisions.
Verizon Business products may be classified under either Core or Strategic Services. Core services comprise 76% of Verizan Business revenue
and include traditional voice and data scrvices, as well as the sale,instaUation, and maintenance of customer premises equipment (CPE). The
market for these services is declining as customers migrate to newer technologies,
Core Services: Verizon has the experience, reliability, and product depth to support voice solutions globally.. Core Services provide a
comprehensive product portfolio and a convergence plan for present and future VoIP services. Core Data services include Frame Relay, ATM,
and Private Line access technologies. Additionally, Verizon Business provides CPE and value added services such as installation, maintenance.
and site services and supports a wide vadety of technology partners in both the voice and data arcnas,
Sen'ices: Strategic Services comprise 24% of Verizon Business revenue. Our service offerings can be grouped into three main
IP and data services, including cOlUlectivity to the Internet: managed IT and professional services, including security; and advanced
voice services. Verizon Business offers IP Services, including IP Contact Center solutions, Internet, IP Communications, Private IP (MPLS).
and Secure Gatelvay services. With professional services personnel in more than 30 countries to assist customers in adopting new IT solutions,
including application management, infrastructure services, unified communications, contact cenler solutions. and security and business
continuity services, VeIizon Business sceks to transform the way entclprises opemte today.
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Customcrs can choose to purchasc customized packages of scrviccs. \vhich thcy can manage in1e01ally or 'we can manage for thCIH. TIlesc
serviccs include:
Private IP - Our fastest growing service around the ,vorld, MPLS - based solutions, enable customers to securely leverage thc efficiency,
performance and value of IP. MPLS solutions increase the speed of network traffic as it travels over various platforms - IP, ATM and
Frame Rclay.
lianaged S'ervices ~ Offers companies the opportunity to realize the simplicity, efficiency and total cos!w{}fMO\vnership savings of
outsourcing the management ofthcir networks, security. remote acccss, and \veb applications.
Enterprise AiobiWv - Enables customcrs to remotely access the pmver of our globalIP network and leverage wireless ~Ipplications.
Applications Hosting -- Offers housing and managing of corporate software applic1tions and provides content delivery for customers.
Cu,"tomer Service Afanagemenl
productivity.

~

Provides tools that improve the customers' expelience and increases call center efficiency and

Security - Provides integrated solutions to help companies secure their networks and data.

j Domestic Wireless
Background
Our Domestic Wireless segment, plimarily includes Cellco Partnership doing business as Veril-on Wireless (Verizon Wireless), which is a joint
venture formed in April 2000 by the combination of the United States wireless operations and interests of Verizon and Vodafone Group PIc
(Vodafone). Verizon owns a cOlltrolling 55% interest in Verizon Wireless and Vodafone mvns the remaining 45%.

°llcratiollS
Verizon Wirelcss provides wireless voice and data services across one of the most extensive wireless networks in the United States. Verizon
Wirelcss is the largest domestic wireless carrier in terms of total revenuc and the most profitable, as measured by operating income. We
believe, based on publicly available information, that Verizon Wireless has the largest base of retail customers, that is, customers \vho are
directly served and managed by Verizon Wireless and who buy its branded services.

Competition
There is significant competition in the wireless telecommunications industry. Other \vireless providers, including other cellular and pes
operators and rcsellers, also serve each of the markets in which we operate. We currently compete primarily against three other national
\vireless ser"ice providers: AT&T (formerly Cingular), Splint Nextel and TMMobile USA. In many markets we also compete with regional
catTiers. such as ALLTEL US CeHular, Leap and MetroPCS. Competition may increase due to ongoing industry consolidation, if smaller,
stand-alone wireless providers transfer licenses to larger, better capitalized and more experienced \vircless proViders. Resellers, sometimes
referred to as Mobile Virtual Net\vork Operators, who buy bulk wholesale services from facilitiesMbased carriers for resale, provide yet another
set of differentiated competitors in the marketplace.
We expect competition for both customers and network usage to intensify for several reasous: the higher penetration levels that currently exist
in the industry; the development and deployment of new technologies; the introduction of new wireless and fixed line products and services;
new market entrants; the availability of additional spectrum, both licensed and unlicensed: and reb,'1datory changes. For example, we face
increased competition from the use of other high-speed wireless teclmologies, such as Wi-Fi and WiMAX. wltich are being deployed to mcct
the growing customer appetite for wireless communications. In addition, some cable companies have partnered 'with wireless carriers, acquired
'wireless spcctnlln and introduced wireless offerings in some of their markets. We are also experiencing competition from providers of fixed
Iinc VoIP services, \-vhich displace in-building usage from cellularlPCS carriers. Additionally, as wireless data usc increases. content is
becoming an increasingly significant factor in the appeal of these services. 11lis may give content providers and other participants in the
wireless value chain opportunities for increased leverage andlor opportunities to compete for wireless data revenues.
We believe that the following are the most important competitive factors in our industry:

A'etwork
and
Lower prices, improved service quaJity and new service offerings have led to increased
pace with network capacity needs and offer highly reliable national coverage through
nehvork usage.
a result
ability to
onc's O\\'n network is important.
. _ . _ . _ " " , ' we continue to look for expansion opportunities through
the buildMout of existing licenses_
licenses that cover much of the country but ,ve expect to
continue making significant investments
overage area and maintain and improve the reliability of
ing them in a similar manner.
our network. Our major competitors also have til
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Pricing. Service and equipment plicing is an imp0l1ant area in ,,,hich vdrelcss C3ITiers compete, as evidenced by recent increases in the
marketing of minutes-sharing plans, free mobile-to-mobile calling, as well as offerings of larger bundles of included minutes at price
points with no roaming or long distance charges. We seek to compete in this area by offering our customers services and equipment that
they will regard as the best value for the cost.
(:'ustomer Service. Continued high quality customer service is essential to attract new customers and retain existing customers. We
believe that the quality of our customer service is a key factor in retainiu..g our customers and in attracting both new-to-wireless
customers and customers of other carriers 'VllO want to s\vitch their 'wireless service. Our competitors also recognizc the importance of
customer service and are also focusing on improving the customer experience.
Pn,d,,,,1 E'ifferenliat,;on . As vdreless technologies develop and \",ireless broadband networks expand, continued customer and revenue
growth
increasingly dependent on the development of nc\\, and differentiated products and services. Wc arc committed to
providing customer solutions through the development and rapid deployment of ne\\, and innovative products and services developed
both internally and in collaboration with application service providers. In order to expand the availability of a wide range of devices for
customers, by the end of 2008 customers ,vill have the option to usc wireless devices on our nationwide wireless network that are not
provided by Vcrizon Wireless but othenvise meet Verizon Wireless technical standards.

Sales and DisMbutiol1 , Key to achieving sales success in the wireless industry is the reach and quality of sales channels and distribution
points. We believe that the optimal mix of direct indirect and wholesale distribution channels is an important ingredient in achieving
industry-leadin.g profitability. A goal of our distribution strategy is to increase sales tllrough our company-operated stores and our outside
sales team, as \vell as through telemarketing and web-based sales and fulfillment capabilities. Supplementing this is an extensive indirect
distribution network of retail outlets and prepaid replenishment locations, original equipment manufacturers .md value-added
distributors, as well as various rescUers who buy our sen'ice on a \vholcsale basis.
Our success 'will depend on our ability to anticipate and respond to various factors affecting the industry, including the factors described above,
as well as new technologies, new business models, changes in customer preferences, regulatory changes, demographic trends, economic
conditions, and pricing strategies of competitors

Network
A key part of our business strategy is to provide the highest nehvork reliability, which "ie believe is a key differentiator in the United States
market and. a driver of customer satisfaction. We will continue to expand lUld upgrade our network to provide sufficient capacity and superior
throughout our licensed area so that our customers can enjoy high-quality, reliable service. In addition. we \vill continue to explore
opportunities to expand our overall national coverage through selectivc acquisitions of wireless operations and spcctmHl licenses,
Also, as part of our initiative to provide customers with the option of using wireless de,ices not provided by Verizon Wireless on our
nat.ionwide wireless net\vork (sec "Domestic Wireless -- Compctition .- Product Differentiation"), in early 200S, we will publish the technical
interface standards that the development community will need in order to design such devices
Our network is among tbe most extensive in tlle United States, \vith licensed and operational coverage in 49 of the 50 largest metropolitan
areas, Our existing network covered a population of approximately 263 million and provided service to 65.7 million customers as of
December 31, 2007.

Nctworl( Tecbnology
Our primal)'" network technology platform is CDMA, based on spread-spectrum digital mdio technology. lXRTT technology is deployed in
virtually all of our cell silcs nationwide. In 2004, ,ve began deploying EV-DO (Revision 0), a 3G packct~based technology intendcd primm'!I)'
for high-speed data tmnsmission. In 2007, ,\'e expanded our EV-DO footprint, covering a population of approximately 242 million as of
December 31, 2007. In addition, ViC deployed BV-DO (Revision A) throughout this footprint which allows for even faster data speeds than
Revision 0
We plan to develop and deploy our fourth generation mobile broadband nehvork using long tenu evolution (LTE) technology developed \vithin
the Third Generation Partnership Project standards organization, We believe tbat LTE will provide us with a unique opportunity to adopt an
access platform with global scale and compatibility with other technologies. The technology is designed to dc.Iiver mobile data networks with
higher speed and throughput performance, 100ver latency, improved efficiencies and global roaming.

SpcctmJU
We have licenses to provide mobile wireless selvices on~liill/lliilWlOOllO_liIiio~O -1900 MHz and on tbe 1700 and
of
the radio spectmm. Collectively, these licenses cover
llately 295 million people, or approximately
of the
estimated United States population, reside. The 800-900
ide digital cellular voice and data services and it \vas also
used to provide analog scn'ice in our cellular markets
8, 2008. the FCC no longer requires cellular carriers to
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provide analog service, We are currently shutting don'l1 our analog service and expect the shutdown to be complete in virtually all of our
markets by the end of the first quarter of 2008. We use the 1800-1900 MHz portion of the spectrum to provide digital PCS voice and data
services, and \ve intend to use the 1700 and 2100 MHz portions to deploy advanced wireless broadband services.
We antici{J<'1te that we will need additional spectrum to meet fllture demand and that \ye can meet such needs by purchasing licenses or leasing
spectrum from other licensees, or by acquiring new spectrum licenses from the FCC. The FCC began conducting an auction of
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spectnun in the 700 MHz band on January 24, 2008. This spcctnuH is cun'Cntly used for UHF telcvision operations but by la"", those operations
must cease no later than Febmary 17, 2009. We filed all application on December 3,2007, to qualify as a bidder in this auction, and on
January 14,2008, the FCC announced that we and 213 other applicants had qualified as eligiblc to bid in the auction. TI1C FCC determined that
bidding in this auction will be "anonymous," which means that prior to and during the course of the
auction(s). the FCC will not make pnblic any infonnation about a specific applicant's upfront deposit or its bids. In addition, FCC rules restrict
information that bidders may disclose about their participation in the auction.
Wireless Offerings
We believe that increasing the value of our service offerings to customers will help us to retain our existing customers, attract ne"" customers
increase customer usage, all of\vhich wilL in tum, drive revenue and net income gro\vth.

~md

Our service packages are designed around key customer groups, from the young adult market to multinational business accounts. We tailor our
\vireless services, \vhich include both voice and data offerings, and postpaid and prepaid pricing options, to the needs of these customers.

rVire/ess S'ervice,,·
r"oice set1'ice,y. We offer a variety of packages for voice services with features and competitive pricing plans that are predominantly offered on
a postpaid basis with a contract term. Specifically, we offer our Nationwide Calling Plans, which provide a choice in amounts of bundled
minutes together with no roaming or long distance charges for calls on our preferred network; family/small group and slmred minute plans for
mUltiple~user households and small businesses: and plans targeted to business accounts with over 100 lines and national accounts with over
1,000 lines. In addition, we offer a national prepaid product that enables individuals to obtain wireless voice services without a long-term
contract by paying in advance.
Data services. We believe that we are in a strong position to take advantage of the growing demand for wireless dat.a services. Our strategy is
to continue to expand our wireless data, messaging and multi-media offerings for both consumer and business customers.
We offer an array of data transmission and content services, such as:

National.4ccess/Broadband4ccess We offer our NationalAceess service, which enables applications such as e-mail, enterprise
applications. image downloads and full browsing capabilities for laptop computer users. In additiOlt in areas where our network provides
EV-DO coverage, we offer our BroadbanctAccess service, lvhich provides faster speeds on those applications and enables the
provisioning of enhanced data applications that can operate at broadband speeds.
Text and Picture JJeoSsaging . With compatible \vireless devices, our customers can send and receive text. messages, as well as still
pictures and full-motion video clips with sound.
T-' (>:1 S'T . Our 1--' ('.4S'7' Video service enables customers to access daily-updated videos from leading content providers of news. weather.
sports and entertainment programming in areas covered by our EV-DO net\:vork. Our 1/ C4S'T Music service enables customers to
download music either directly to their I,' (~4ST Music-cnablt-'Cl handsets or to their personal computers. In addition, our I'
MobilcTV scnice provides customers in select markets the ability to access television programming such as news, sports, music and
comedy through the use of TV-enabled handsets.

Get It ",,'ow. Our Get It NOll' service enables our customers to do\vnload hundreds of applications to their handsets, including ring10nes.
games and wallpaper images.
Mobile Heb . Our Afohile H-'eb service offers our customers access to content on the Internet through our portal, such as web-based email, news, weather and sports and the ability to bookmark their favorite sites for access to their preferred content.
VZ ;Vavigator . Our rz A'al'igator service enables customers to obtain audible tum~by-tum directions to their destinations, locate various
points of interest and access other locatiotH·elated information by using 1-'7 Nm-'igator ~capable \vireless dC'lrices.

H'ireless Busines.>; Solutions l-Z0j'fice. Through our strite of r-Zq[fice services. we provide enterprise customers \vith solutions for
accessing the Intemet and their corporate Intranet, which aUow for optimized wireless access to the customer's corporate applications or
databases. VZEmai/ , included as part of our 1-ZQ[fice sef\!iccs, offers a compclling suite of products that enables wireless e-mail across
our diverse portfolio of\"ireless dcvices.
H/ireless
suite of services offers our wireless business customers, through the use of their existing wireless
dC\'icc:" Cilllirig ",atrlfcstra,liti(mally assnciatcd lN~"
.'h as abbreviated dialing.
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Global S'ervices

We offer a host of global solutions. available on certain of the 'wireless devices we offer, including GlobalAccess and GlobalEmaiL This suite
of solutions gives customers voice service in more than 185 destinations wor1d\\'ide and data access in more than 100 destimtions worldwide.
Wirele.~s

Devices

We are a service provider of choice for wireless device manufacturers which helps us develop exclusive offers for our customers, as wen as
branded wireless devices that complement our focus on a high~quality customer experience, The \vireless devices that we offer arc
predominantly EV-DO enabled, and all of them arc compatible with our lXRTT net>vork. In addition, aU of the handsets that \ye offer arc
headphone/earphone compatible and, compliant \vith the FCC's E-91l requirements, through their GPS functionality.
Marketing

We focus our marketing strategy on targeting solutions based on satisfying our customers' needs, promoting our brand leveraging our
extensive distribution network and cross~marketing \vith Verizon's other business units and Vodafone,
We focus our marketing efforts on a coordinated program of television. print radio, outdoor signage and Internet and point~of~sale media
promotions. Coordinated nmrketing efforts throughout our service area ensure that our marketing message is consistently presented across all
of our markets. Promoting the "Verizon Wireless" brand is complemented by Vcrizon's other brand marketing efforts, reinforcing the
awareness of our senices in shared markets and capitalizing on the size and breadth of Verizon Communications' customer base
Sales and Distribution Channels

Our sales strategy uses a mix of direct, indirect and \vholesale distribution channels to increase customer grmvth "'....hile reducing customer
acquisition costs.
Our company-operated stores are an important component of our distribution strategy. Our experience has been that customers enlering through
this direct channel are generally higher~value customers who generate higher revenue per month on average nnd are less likely to cancel their
scn'ice than those who come through other mass~market channels. We had approximately 2,400 company~operatcd storcs and kiosks (including
our "store~within-a-store" kiosks in Circuit Cit)' and Brs Wholesale locations) as of December 31,2007. In addition, our direct channel also
includes our businessMtoMbusiness organization, which is focused on supporting the needs of our local, regional and national business
customers, as well as a telemarketing sales force dedicated to receiving incoming calls. We also offer fully~automated, end~to-end, web~based
sales of wireless devices, accessories and service in all of our markets.
We have indirect retail locations throughout the United States seIling wireless services, illcluding both fun-service locations and locations
selling our prepaid products and services, such as Wal-Mml, Best Buy and Tmget. We also sell wireless access on a wholesale basis, \vhich
involves the sale of wholesale access <Uld minutes to independent companies that package and resell wireless sen'ices to end-users.
Customer Service, Retention and /)ati.~!action

We believe that quality customer service increases customer satisfaction. which reduces chum, and is a key differentiator in the wireless
industry. We are commiued to pro\iding high-quaJity customer service, investing in loyalty and retention efforts nnd continually monitoring
customer satisfaction in all facets of our service
While our customer service representatives are available during our normal business hours. we also have representatives available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week for emergency and technical customer issues. In addition, customers can do business with us at any time, \vithout having to
speak with a customer sen'ice representative, through our enhanced self-service applications via our interactive voice response system, through
our web site, and via applications accessible from the customer's handset.
Under our enhanced Worry Free Guarantee, a national retention and loyalty initiative, we commit to provide our customers an extensive and
advanced nctsvork: responsive customer service with end~to..end resolution; the option to change at any time to any qualifying price plan
without payment of any additional fees or requiring any contract extension; a satisfaction guarantee \",dth our "Test Drive" program: an early
termination fcc that declines each full month that a customer remains on their contract and a handset upgrade credit every two years. provided
that the customer signs a new t>vo-ycar contract on a calling plan with at least $35 monthly access. In addition, our "My Account Advantage"
program offers customers who register with our "My Account" \vebsite free back-up protection that stores a copy of the customer's phone
conlact list on a secure website, an annual handset upgrade option for qualified customers and periodic notification if the customer exceeds
their plan allowance. Another tUftior retention and loyalty program is a customer life cycle management program in which we contact
customers at key points in their service tenure with tar
lctive rate-plan analysis.
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I Recent Developments
"Recent Developments" ineluded in "Other Factors That May Affect Future Results" on pages 33 through 34 of the 2007 Verizon Amllial
Report to Slmreowners is incorporated by reference into this Report.

I Regulaton .md ComllctitiYe Trends
"Regulatory and Competitive Trends" included in "Other Factors That Ma:.v Affect Future Results" on pages 34 through 37 of tIle 2007 Verizon
Arumal Report to Shareowners is incorporated by reference into tlus Re-port.

I EmploYees
As of December 31. 2007, Verizon and its subsidiaries had approximately 235,000 employees. Unions represent approximately 40°1(1 of our
employees.

I Information on OUI" Internet \\lebsitc
We make available, free of charge on our wcbsite, our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form lO-Q, current reports on Fornl

8-K and all amendments to those reports as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is electronically filed \vit11 or fumished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
on our \vcbsite.

OUf

website address is www.verizon.com.This information is included in "Investor Information"

II
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I CautionarY Statement Concerning Fon\'anl-Looldng Statements
In this Annual Report on Form lO-K we have made fom'ard-looking statements. These statemcnts are based on our cstimates and assumptions
and arc subject to risks and Imcertainties. Fonvard-looking statements incllide the information concerning am possible or assumed future
results of operations. Fonvard-looking statements also include those preceded or followed by the \vords "anticipates," "believes," "'estimates,"
"hopes" or similar expressions. For those statements, we claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
The foHO\ving important factors, along \'lith those discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report could affect future results and could cause those
results to differ materially from those expressed in the fomard-Iooking statements:
materially adverse changes in economic and industry conditions and labor matters, including workforce levels and labor
negotiations, (Uld any resulting financial and/or operational impact, in the markets sen'ed by us or by companies in \vhich
,,"\'e have subst~mtial investments:
material changes in available technolo&Ty, including disruption of our suppliers' provisioning of critical products or services:
the impact on our operations of natural or man-made disasters and any resulting financial impact not covered by insurance:
technology substitution:

an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited ratings organizations:
the final results of federal and state regulatory proceedings concerning our provision of retail and \vholcsale sendces and
judicial revie\v of those results:
tile effects of competition in our mmkets:
the timing, scope and financial impact of our deployment of fiber-to-the-premises broadband technology:
the ability of Verizon Wircless to continue to obtain sufficient spectrum resources:
ch<Ulges in our accounting <tssumptions that regulatory agencies, including the SEC, may require or that result from clt,Ulges
in the accounting rules or their application, which could result in an impact on earnings:
the ability to complete acquisitions and dispositions: and
the extent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings following our business combination
with MCL Inc.
12
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lYe lace sign[ficGnt competition that ma.-v reduce our market share and lower our pn?fits,
We face significant competition in our industry. The rapid development of new technologies, services and products has eliminated the
traditional lines between local. long distance, \vireless, cable and Internet communication services and brought ne\v competitors to our markets,
including other telephone companies, cable companies, wireless sencjcc providers, satenite providers, electric utilities, and providers of VolP
services, While these changes have enabled liS to offer new types of services, the)' have also allowed other sen'ice providers to broaden the
scope of their own competitive offerings, Our ability to compete effectively will depend on hm\' successfully \ve anticipate and respond to
various competitive factors, including ne\v sen'ices that may be introduced by our competitors, changes in consumer preferences, demographic
trends and pricing pressures. We arc subject to more regulation and have higher cost strnctures than many of our competitors, due in pm1 to the
presence of a unionized workforce and a large retiree population in our wireline business. Accordingly, om competitors may' be able to offer
services at lower prices. TIle resulting pressure on the price of sen'ices we provide may result in reduced revenues and profits, In addition,
\'lhile the ,,\'orkforcc of our vdreless business IS almost entirely non-union, \ve cannot predict ",-hat level of success unions may have in
organizing this workforce or the potentially negative impact of such labor organizing on our costs.

Our industry is experiencing rapid change as new technologies are developed that ofFer consumers an array of choices for their communications
needs. In order to grow and remain competitive, we will need to adapt to future changes in technology, to enhance our existing offerings and
introduce new offerings to address our customers' changing dermmds. If we arc unable to meet future advances in competing technologies on a
timely basis or at an acceptable cost, we could lose customers to our competitors. In general, the development of new services in our industry
requires us to anticipate and respond to the varied and continually changing demands of our customers. We may not be able to accurately
predict technological trends or the suceess of new services in the market In addition, there could be legal or regulatory restraints to our
introduction of new services, If these scn'ices fail to gain acceptance in the marketplace, or if costs associated with implementation and
completion of the introduction of these sen'ices materially increase, our abi1it~y to retain and attract customers could be adversely affected.
While we believe our primary wireless technology platform, CDMA, and its upgmdcs offer many advantages, many competing wireless service
providers have chosen GSM or other technologies as the technology platforms for their wireless nct\vorks. In addition, in November 2007, we
announced that we intend to develop and deploy our "fourth generation" mobile broadband network using "Long Tenu Evolution" (LTE). This
new technology is designed to enable mobile data networks with higher speeds and improved efficiencies. However, there arc risks that current
or future versions of the \vireless technologies <lnd evolutionary path that we have selected may not be demanded by existing and prospective
customers or proVide the advantages that ,,,,ce expect. In addition, there arc risks that other wireless earners on whom our customers roam may
change their technology to other teclmologies that are incompatible \vith ours. As a result the ability of our and such other caniers' customers
to roam on our respective wireless networks could be adversely affected. If these risks materialize, our ability to provide national wireless
service to our customers, to retain and attract customers, and to maintain and grow our customer revenues could be m<:lterially adversely
affected.
rVe depend on key suppliers and vendors to provide equiprnent that we need to operate our business.
We also depend upon various key suppliers and vendors to provide us ,vith the equipment that we need to operate our business, If these
suppliers or vendors fail to provide equipment or service to us on a timely basis, it could have an adverse impact on our ability to implement
our business strategy and, in addition, we might be unable to satisfy the requirements contained in our FCC licenses regarding the construction
of our \vireless network. 111cse suppliers and vendors may be subject to litigation with respect to technology that we depend on for our sen'ice
offerings.
Changes in the regulatoryff'amework under which we operate could adverseZv affect our business prospects or results (?f operations,
Our operations are subject to regulation by the FCC and other federal, state and local agencies. It is impossible to predict with any certainty the
outcome of pending federal and slate regulatory! proceedings relating to our provision of relail or \vholesale sen}ices, or the reviews by federal
or slate courts of regulatory' mlings. Unless we arc able to obtain appropriate relief, existing laws and regulations may inhibit our ability to
exp~md our business and introduce new products and services. In addition, the adoption of new laws or regulations or changes to the existing
regulatory framework could adversely affect our business plans. For example, the development of new technologies, such as Internet Protocol~
based sen'ices, including VoIP and super high-speed broadband and video, could be subject to conflicting regulation bct\veen the FCC and
various slate and local authorities, \vhich could significantly increase the cost of implementing and introducing new services based on this
technology. .In addition, the rapid !,Yfo\v1h of the \vireless indl1stry has led to an increase in effOlts by some state legislatures and state public
ts on Verizon Wireless. Moreover, many states have also
utility commissions to regulate the industry in ways 11 '
imposed significant taxes on providers in the wireless in
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Natural or man-made disasters may disrupt our operations.

The OCCUlTence of natural or man~made disasters may disrupt om operations. While we maintain insurance coverage for some of these
events, the potential liabilities associated witlt these events could exceed the insurance coverage \ve maintain. Our inability to operate our
wireline or wireless net\vorks as a result of such events, even for a limited period of time, may result in significant expenses and/or loss of
market share to other communicat.ions providers, which could have a mate1ial adverse effect on our results of operations and financial
condition.
rVe are subject to a sign!ficant amount o/litigation, which could require us to pa..v sign{flcant damages or settlements.

Our business faces a substantial amount of litigation, including patent infringement lawsuits, antitrust class actions, wage and hour class
actions,. personal injury claims and lawsuits relating to our advertising, sales, billing and collection practices. In addition, our wireless business
also faces personal injury and consumer class action la\vsuits relating to alleged health effects of wireless phones or radio frequency
transmitters, and class action 1<1'\'suits that challenge marketing practices and disclosurcs relating to alleged adverse health effects of handheld
wireless phones. We may incur significant expenses in defending these la,ysults. In addition, we may be required to pay significant awards or
settlements.

None.

1 General

Our principal prope11ies do not lend themselves to simple description by chardcter and location. Our total investment in plant, property and
equipment was approximately $214 billion at December 3 L 2007 and $204 billion at December 31, 2006, including the effect of retirements.
but before deducting accumulated depreciation. Our gross investment in plant, property and equipment consisted of the follo\ving at
December 31:

Our properties are divided among our operating segments at December 31, as follows:

Network equipment consists primarily of cable (predominantly aerial, buried underground or undersea) and the related support stmcturcs of
poles and conduit, wireless plant, s\vitching equipment, tnmsmission equipment and related facilities. Land, buildings and building equipment
consists of land and land improvements, central office buildings or any other buildings that house net'ivork equipment, and buildings O\vned by
Verizon that arc used for administrati"ve and other purposes. Furniture and other consists of public telephone instmments and telephone
equipment (including PBXs), furniture, office equipment, motor vehicles, plant under construction, capital leases, capitalized computer
software costs and leasehold improvements. A portion of our property' is subject to the liens of their respective mortgages securing funded debt
The customers of our telephone operations arc served by electronic switch systems (analog/digitalJpacket) that provide a wide variety of
services. As of December 31,2007, virtually aU of the switched access lines were served by digital capability.

We continue to make significant capital expenditures to meet the demand for communications services and to further improve such services,
Capital spending for Wireline vras $10,956 million in 2007, $l().259 million in 2006 and $8,267 million in 2005. Capital spending for
Domestic Wireless was $6503 million in 2007, $6,6181
illion in 2005.
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Verizon, and a number of other telecommunications companies, have been the subject of multiple class action suits concerning its alleged
participation in intelligence~gathering activities allegedly carric-d out by the federal govc-rnment at the direction of the President of the United
States, as part of the government's post~Septembcr 11 program to prevent terrorist attacks. Plaintiffs generally allege that Verizon has
participated by permitting the government to gain access to the content of its subscribers' telephone calls and/or records concerning those calls
and that such action violates federal and/or state constitutional and statutory law. Relief sought in the cases includes h\junctive relief, auomeys'
fees, and statutory and punitive damages. On August 9, 2006, the Judicial Panel on MuHidiS111ct Litigation ("Panel") ordered that these actions
be transferred, consolidated and coordinated in the U.S. District Court for 1l1e Northern District of California. The Panel subsequently ordered
that a number of "tag along" actions also be transferred to the Northern District of Califomia. Verizon believes that these la\vsuits arc without
merit and has moved to dismiss them.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation has advised Verizon New York Inc. (VZNY) of potential issues in connection
\\1th its underground storage tank registration, inspection and maintenance program. While VZNY does not believe that
of the alleged
conditions has resulted in a release or threatened release, aggregate penalties relating to alleged violations could exceed
of
the number of tanks operated by VZNY. VZNY docs not believe that the cost of reml.'dying any alleged violations will be material.
Verizon Wireless is conducting an audit of its cell site, switch and non-retail building facilities under an audit agreement with the United States
Environmental Protection Agency. The audit while not complete, identified potential violations of various lav\-'s governing hazardous substance
reporting, air pennitHng and spill plan prepamtion. Although none of the potential violations has resulted in a release or threatened release,
aggregate penalties relating to alleged violations could exceed $100,000 because of the number of facilities operated by Verizon Wireless.
Verizon Wireless does not beheve that the penalties ultimately incurred and the cost of remedying any alleged violations will be material.

Not Applicable.

I

Exccutiye Ofliccl's of the Registl'ant

Set forth helm\? is information with respect to our executive officers.
Name

Ivan G. Seidenberg
William P. Barr
Thomas A. Bartlett
John W. Diercksen
Shaygan Kheradpir
John F. Killian
Richard J. Lynch
LoweU C McAdam
Marc C. Reed
Virginia P. Ruesterholz
John G. Stratton
DetUlis F, Strigl
lllOmas 1. Tauke
Doreen A. Toben
Catherine T. Webster

Olliee

HddSincc

61 Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
57 Executive Vice President and Geneml Counsel
49 Senior Vice PresidcIlt and Controller
58 Executive Vicc President - Strategy, Development and Plmming
47 Executive Vice President and Chief Information Officer
53 President - Vcrizon Business
59 Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer
53 Executive Vice President and President and Chief Executive Officer - Verizon
Wireless
49 Execuhve Vice President·- Humflll Resources
46 President - Verizon Telecom
46 Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer
61 President and Chief Operating Officer
57 Executive Vice President - Public Affairs, Policy and Communications
58 Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
55 Senior Vice President and Treasurer

2000
2000
2005
2003
2007
2006
2007

2007
2004
2006
2007
Z007
2004
2002
2005

Prior to serving as an executive officer, each of the above officers has held high level managerial positions \-vith the company or one of its
subsidiaries for at least five years.
Officers arc not elected for a fixed term of office and may be removed from office at any time at tbe discretion of the Board of Directors.
15
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The principal market for trading in the common stock of Verizon is the Nc\v York Stock Exchange. The common stock is also listed in the
United States on the Chicago and Philadc!phia stock exchanges. As of December 3 L 2007, there were 836,137 shareowners of record.
High and low stock prices, as reported on the New York Stock Exchange composite tape of transactions, and dividend data (lrc as follows:
Cash myidelld
lVlarketPrkt,

~

* 2006 prices have been adjusted for the Spill--off of our domestic print and Internet yelJO\v pages directories business.
The following table provides information about Verizon' s common stock repurchases during the fourth quarter of 2007.
Total Number of

Average Price

Total Number of Shares
Part of Publicly

\\Iaxlmum Number

ofShaN.'.~

I'UN.'hll~ed as

On January 19, 2006, the Board of Directors approved a share buy baek program which authorized the repurchase of lip to 100 million common
shares by no later than the close of business on Febmary 28, 2008. On March 1, 2007, the Board of Directors replaced this share buy back
program with a ne\\' program for the repurchase of up to 100 million shares of Verizon common stock through the earlier of Febmary 28, 2010
or when the total number of shares repurchased under the new buy back program aggregates to 100 million. On February 7, 2008, the Board of
Directors replaced tbis share buy back program with a new program for the repurchase of up to 100 million common shares terminating no later
than the close of business on Februa.ry 28, 2011, The Board also detennined that no additional shares were to be purchased under the prior
program. The current program permits Verizon to repurchase shares over time, \vith the amom1t and timing ofrepurchascs depending on market
conditions and corporate needs. The Board also authorized Verizon to enter into Rule lOb5-1 plans from time to time to facilitate the
repurchase of its shares. A Rule IOb5-1 plan penuits the Company to repurchase shares at times \vhen it might otherwise be prevented from
doing so, provided the plan is adopted \vhen the Company is not aware of material non-public information.

Information required by this item is included in the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners under the heading' Selected Financial Data"
on page 17, \vhieh is incorporated herein by reference.

Information required by this item is included in the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowllers under the heading "Management's Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations" on pages 18 through 37, \vhich is incorporated herein by reference.

Information required by this item is included in the 2007 Vcrizon Alillual Report to Shmcowners under the heading 'Market Risk" on page 31,
which is incorporated herein by reference.
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Information required by this item is included in the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners on pages 38 through 71, w-hich is incorporated
herein by reference
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None.

Our chief executive officer and chief financial officer have evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Rules 13a-l5(e) and l5d-l5(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934), as of the end of the period covcred by this annual report.
that ensure that information relating to the registrantlvhich is required to be disclosed in this report is recorded, processed, summarized and
reported, wilhin required time periods. Based 011 this evaluation, our chief executive officer ,md chief financial officer have concluded that the
registrant's disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of December 31, 2007.
There were no changes in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting during dle fourth qumtcr of 2007 that havc materially
affected. or are reasonably likely to materially affect the registrant's internal control over financial reporting
Management's report on internal control over financial reporting and the attestation report of Verizon's independent registered public
accounting finn is included in the 2007 Verizon Annual Report to Shareowners on pages 38 through 39 and is incorporated herein b:v reference.

Nonc.

For information with respect to our executive officers, see "Executive Officers of the Registrant" at the end of Part I of this RepQl1. For other
information required by this item see the sections entitled "Election of Directors." "About Verizon' s Governance Practices." "About the Board
of Directors and its Committees" and "Section 16(a) Beneficial Ch:vnership Reporting Compliance" in the Proxy Statement for our 2008 Annual
Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference.

For information with respect to executive compensation, sec the section entitled "Executive Compensation" in the Proxy Statement for our
200S Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, which is incorporated herein by reference

For information with respect to the security ownersh.ip of the Directors and Executive Officers, see the section entitled "Security Ownership of
Directors and Offtcers" in the Proxy Statement for our 2008 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A which is
incorporated herein by reference. In addition, the following tlble provides other equity compensation plan information:
Number Of5ccuritiesto bl'
issued upon excrciw of

NUlllberofSl'curities
remaining available for
future issuance und1'r equity

Indicates the number of securities available for issuance under the Verizon Communications 2000 Broad~Based Incentive Plan. 'which
provides for awards of nonqualified stock options, restricted stock. restricted stock units and other cquity~based h)-pothetical stock units
to employees of Verizon and its subsidiaries.
17
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For information with respect to certain relationships and related transactions, <md director independence, sec the sections entitled "About
Verizon's Govcmance Practices" and"About the Board of Directors and its Conunittees" in the Proxy Statement for our 2008 Annual Meeting
of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A, \vhich is incorporated herein by reference

For information wiih respect to principal accounting fees and services, see the section entitled "RatificHion of Appointment of Independent
Registered Public Accounting Firm" in the Pro:\)' Statement for our 2008 Ammal Meeting of Shareholders filed pursuant to Regulation 14A,
which is incorporated herein by reference,

(a) Documents filed as part of this report:
Page

(1)

Report ofMallagement on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

(2)

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

(3)

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Fiml on Financial Statements
Financial Statements covered by Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm:
Consolidated Statements of Income
Consolidated Balance Sheets
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flmvs
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Sharco\vllers' Invcstmcnt
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Incorporated herein by reference to the appropriate portions of the registrant's annual report to
sharcmvners for the fiscal )'C<lr ended Dccenther 3L 2007. (See Part II.)

(4)

Financial Statement Schedule

(5)

Exhibits

II ~ Valuation and Qualifying Accounts

22
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Exhibit NUlUber

lO~K

3a

Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Verizon Communications Inc" (Verizon) (Exhibit 3a to Form
December 31, 2005).

for the year ended

3b

Bylaws ofVel1zon, as amended, effective as of Febnmry 7, 2008 (Exhibit 3b to Fonn 8~KdatedFebruary7, 2(08).
No instrument \'"hich defines the rights of holders of long-Ienn debt of Verizon and its consolidated subsidiaries is filed herewith
pursuant to Regulation S~K. Hem 601(b)(4}(iii)(A). Pursuant to this regulation, Verizon hereby agrees (0 furnish a copy of any such
instrument (0 the SEC upon request.
Non~Employee

Directors (Exhibit lOa to Fonn lO-K for the year ended

lOa

Description of Verizon Deferred Compensation Plan for
December 3L 20(0). *

lOb

Bell Atlantic Deferred Compensation Plan for Outside Directors, as amended and restated (Exhibit lOa to Form
ended December 3L 1998).*

10c

Deferred Compensation Plan for Non~Employee Members of the Board of Directors of GTE, as amended (Exhibit 10~1 to GTE's
Form 10~K for the year ended December 31, 1997 and E.xhibit 10.1 to GTE's Fonn lO-K for the year ended December 31, 1998, File
No. 1-2755).*

lOd

GTE's Directors' Deferred Stock Unit Plan (Exhibit
2755).*

10aU) Description of Amendment to Plan (ExhibitlOa(i) to Form lO-K for the year ended December 31, 20(4).*

1O~8

to GTE's Form

10~K

lO~K

for the year

for the year ended December 3 L 1997. File No, 1-

lac

Description of Non-Employee Director's Travel Accident Insurance Coverage filed herc\vith.*

10f

Bell Atlantic Directors' Charitable Giving Program, as amended (Exhibit lOp to Form SE dated March 29. 1990 and Exhibit lOp to
Form SE dated March 29,1993).*

109

GTE's Charitable Awards Program (Exhibit 10-10 to GTE'sFonn

IOh

NYNEX Directors' Charitable Award Program (ExhibitlOi to Form lO-K for the year ended December 31, 2000).*

IO~K for

the year ended December 31, 1992, File No. 1-2755),*

Wi

Verizon 2000 Broad-Based Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10h to Fonn 10-Q for the period ended September 30, 2(00). *

10j

Verizon Long-Term Incemive Plan (Appendix B to Vetizon's 200 J Pm\.)' Statement filed March 12, 200 I), *
lOj(i) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 A\\'al'd Cycle (Exhibit lOa to Fonn

lO~Q for

lOj(ii) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 Award Cycle (Exhibit lOb to
2005).*

the period ended March 31 20(5).*

FormlO~Q

for the period ended March 3L

10j(ii)(a) Addendum to Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2005-2007 Award Cycle (Exhibit 10j(iv)(a) to Form IO-K for the
year ended December 3 L 2(05).*
10j(iii) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement 2006-2008 Award Cycle (Exhibit Wi(y) to Form lO-K for the year ended
December 31, 20(5),*
10j(iv) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2006-2008 A\vard Cycle (Exhibit IOj(vi) to Form 10-K for the year ended
December 3 L 20(5). *

,IOj(iv)(a) Addendum to Performance Stock Unit Agreement (Exhibit lOa to Form IO-Q for the period ended March 31, 2(06).
lOj(v) Restricted Stock Unit Agreement 2007-09 Award Cycle (Exhibit lOa to

FonnlO~Q

for the period ended March 31, 2(07). *

10j(v)(a) Special Restricted Stock Unit Agreement (Exhibit lOc to Form 10-Qfor the period ended March 31,20(7).*
IOj(vi) Performance Stock Unit Agreement 2007..0 9 A'ovard Cycle (Exhibit lOb to Form 10-Q for the period ended March 31,20(7).*
10j(vi)(a) Fonn of Addendum to Performance Stock Unit Agreement (Exhibit lOd to Form IO..Q for the period ended March
31,20(7).*
10k

GTE's Long-Term Incentive Plan, as amended (Exhibit B to GTE's 1997 Proxy Statement and Ex11ibit 10.5 to GTE's 1998 Fonn 10K for the year ended December 31. 1998, File No. 1-2755)~ Description of Amendments (Exhibit 101 to Form 10-K for the year ended
December 3L 20(0), *
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10m

NYNEX 1995 Stock Option Plan, as amended (Exhibit NO.1 to N"YNEX's ProXy' Statement dated March 20. 1995. File No. 186(8): Description of Amendments (Exhibit IOn to Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2(00).*

IOn

Verizon Short-Term Incentive Plan (Appendix C to Verizon's 2001 Proxy Statement filed March 12, 20(1).*

100

Verizoll Income Deferral Plan (Exhibit 10fto Form 10·Q for the period ended June 30, 20(2).*

lOp

Verizon Excess Pension Plan (Exhibit lOp to Fonn 10·K for the year ended December 31, 20(4).

1(00) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit 100(i) to Form lO-K for tile year ended December 31. 20(4). *

*

IOp(i) Description of Amendment to Plan (Exhibit lOp(i) to Form lO-K for the year ended December 31, 2(04). *
lOq

GTE's Executive Salary Deferral Plan, as amended (Exhibit 10.10 to GTE's Form IO-K for the year ended December 31. 1998.
File No. 1-2755).*

lOr

Bell Atlantic Senior Management Long-Term Disability and Sunrivor Protection Plan, as amended (Exhibit lOh to Form SE filed
on March 27, 1986 and Exhibit IOb(ii) to Form 10-K for the year ended December 31. 1997).*

lOs

Description of Bell Atlantic Senior Management Estate Management Plan (Exhibit 10rr to Form 10-K for year ended December 31.
1997).*

lOt

GTE's Executive Retired Life Insurance Plan, as amended (Exhibits 10-6, 10-6 and 10-6 to GTE's Fonn lO-K for the years ended
December 31, 1991, 1992 and 1993, respectively, File No. 1-2755).*

lOu

NYNEX Supplement'll Life Insurance Plan (Exhibit No. 10 iii 21 to NYNEX's Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 1996, File
No. 1-86(8).*

lOv

Summary Plan Description of Verizon Executive Deferral Plan (Exhibit lO(v) to Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2005),*

lOy

Employment Agreement between Verizon and Marc C. Reed (Exhibit lOa to Form lO-Q for the period ended June 30, 20(4). *

10z

Employment Agreement bel\veen Verizonand William P. Barr (Exhibit IOz to Form IO-Q for the period ended March 31, 20(3).*

lOec

Employment Agreement bet\veen Verizon and Doreen A Toben (Exhibit 10d to Form 10-Q for the pcliod ended June 30, 20(2). *

IOdd

Description of the Split-Dollar Insurance Arrangements (Exhibit 109 to Form 10-Q for the period euded June 30,2(02).*

Wee

Employment Agreement bet\veen Verizon and Dcnnis F. Strigl (Exhibit lOf to Form IO-Q for the period ended September 30.
20(0).*

lOff

Emplo}'lllent Agreement between Verizon and Thomas 1. Tanke (Exhibit lOb to Form lO-Q for tbe period ended June 30, 20(4).*

10dd(i) Description of Changes to Arrangements (Exhibit IOdd(i) to Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2(04).*

IOgg

Form of Employment Agreement between Verizon and B,md 1 Senior Management Employee (Exhibit 10gg to the Fonn lO-K for
the year ended December 31, 2(04).*

lOhh

NYNEX Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Directors (Exhibit lOgg to NYNEX's Registration Statement NO.2·
87850, File No. 1-86(8).*
IOhh(i) Amendment to NYNEX Deferred Compensation Plan for Non-Employee Directors (Exhibit 10tH 5a to NYNEX's
Qllm1crly Report on Form 10-Q for the period ended June 30, 1996, File No. 1-8608).*

10ii

U.S. Wireless Agreement dated September 21. 1999, aJllong Bell Atlantic and Vodafone Airtoueh pic, including the forms of
Amended and Restated Partnership A,grccmcnt and the Investment Agreement (Exhibit 10 to Form IO-Q for the period ended
September 30, 1999).

12

Computation of Ratio ofEaruings to Fixed Charges filed herc\vith

13

Portions of Vcrizon's Annual Report to ShareO\\1lers for the fiscal year ended December 31. 2007. Only the information
incorporated by reference into this Form lO~K is included in the exhibit.
20
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21

List of princip<ll subsidiaries of Verizon filed here,vith.

23

Consent ofEmst & "'{oung LLP filed herewith.

31.1

Ce11ification ofChicfExccutive Officer pmsuant to Section 302 of the SarbaneswOxlcy Act of2002,

31.2

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the SarbaneswOxley Act of 2002.

32.1

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sm'banes-Oxley Act of 2002.

32.2

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Indicates management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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Schedule II - Valuation and Qllalif;\'ing Accounts
Verizon Communlc.\tions Inc. and Subsidiaries
For the Years Ended December 31, 2007. 2006 and 2005
(d(Jllar~

Deductions

in lIliJ1iDn~)

H:dance at End

44

Year 2005
(a)

Allmvance for Uncollectible Accounts Receivable includes: (1) amounts previously written off which were credited directly to this
account when recovered: and (2) accruals charged to accounts payable for anticipated uncollectible charges on purchases of accounts
receivable from others which ,vere billed by us. Also includes amounts transferred from other accounts. The 2006 amounts charged to
other accounts for the allowance for uncollectible accounts receivable and valuation allowance for deferred tax assets were primarily due
to the acquisition of Mel.

(b)

Amounts written off as uncollectible or transferred to other accounts or utilized.
22
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the lmdcrsih'11ed, thereunto duly authorized.
Verizoll Communic.:'ltions Inc.
By:

lsi Thomas A. Bartlett
Date:

February 26, 2008

Thomas A. Bartlett
Senior Vice President and Controller
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed OOIO\v by the following persons ou behalf of
the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated,
Principal Executive Officer:

lsi

Ivan G. Seidenberg

Chainnan and
Chief Executive Officer

Febmary 26, 2008

Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Fcbmary 26, 2008

Senior Vice President and
Controller

Febmary 26, 2008

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Principal Financial Officer:

lsi

Doreen A. Toben

DOR'Cn

A. Toben

Principal Accounting Officer:

lsi Thomas A. Bartlett
Thomas A. Bartlett
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I Signatures - Continued
lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg
Director

Febnmry 26, 2008

Director

Fcbrnat'y 26, 2008

Director

Febmary 26, 2008

Director

February 26, 2008

Director

Febmary 26, 2008

Director

February 26, 2008

Director

February 26, 2008

Director

Febnmry 26, 2008

Director

February 26, 2008

Director

Febrnary 26, 2008

Director

Fcbnmry 26, 2008

Director

February 26, 2008

Ivan G, Seidenberg

lsi Richard L. Carrion
Richard L. Cani6n

lsi M. Frances Keeth
M. Frances Keeth

lsi Robert W. Lane
Robert W. Lane

lsi

Sandra O. Moose
Sandra O. Moose

lsi Joseph Neubauer
Joseph Neubauer

lsi Donald T. Nicolaisen
Donald T. Nicolaisen

lsi Thomas H. O'Brien
TholU';lSH. O'Brien

lsi Clarence Otis, Jr.
Clarence Otis, Jr

lsi Hugh B. Price
Hugh B. Plicc

lsi John W. Snow
John W. Snm\'

lsi

John R. Stafford
John R. Stafford

lsi Robert D. StoreY

February 26, 2008
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Robert D. Storey
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EXHIBIT IOe

Description of Non-Employee Director's Travel Accident Insurance Coverage
Vcrizon provides accident protection to

non~employee

Directors while travelling on Verizon business. Benefits are payable in the event of
non~cmployee Directors under the age of 70.

(1) accidental death and dismemberment. including paralysis, and (2) in the case of insured
permanent total disability.
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EXHIBIT 12
Computation of Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges
Verizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries
Years Ended December 31,

2007

(dollars in millions)
2003

2006

2005

2004-

$8,154
4.038
(773)
42
2349
530
1I2

$8,448
3JlOl
(686)
2.335
2J29
51I
108

$7,977
2.329
(1,690)
162
2.336
449
104

Income before provision for income taxes, discontinued operations.

extraordinary items, and cumulative effect of accounting change
Minority interest
Equity in (earnings) loss ofllncollsolidatcd businesses

Dividends from lIDconsolidated businesses

Interest expense
Portion of rent expense representing interest

Amortization of capitalized interest
Income. as adjusted

$9,492
5,053
(585)
2,571
1,829
571
115

$2,681
1.562
(1,273)
198

2,74]
432
!O3

$19,046

$14.452

$15,846

$11,667

$6,444

$1,829
571
429

$2-349
530
462
2

$2,129
511
352

9

$2,336
449
]77
8

$2,74]
432
144
12

$2,829

$3.343

$3J}Ol

$2,970

$3329

6,73

4.32

5.28

3.93

1.94

Fixed charges:

Interest expense
Portion of rent expense representing interest
Capitalized interest
Preferred stock dividend requirement
Fixed Charges
Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges

Vcrizon adopted FIN 48 on January 1, 2007 (sec Notc 1 and 16 of the Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report on Form
lO-K), Our policy is to classify interest expense recognized on uncertain tax positions as income tax expense. We have excluded interest

expense recognized on uncertain tax positions from the Ratio of Eamings to Fixed Charges.
On January 15, 2006, Vcrizon redeemed $100 million Vcrizon International Holding Ltd. Series A variable term voting cumulative
preferred stock and paid holders the last dividend on that stock.
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EXHIBIT 13

Significant events affecting our historical earnings trends in 2005 through 2007 arc described in Management's Discussion and Analysis
of Results of Operations (mel Financial Condition.

2004 data includes sales of business, severance, pension and benefit charges and other items.
2003 delta includes severance, pension and benefit charges and other items.

COMPARISON OF FIVE-YEAR TOTAL RETURN AMONG VERIZON,
S&P 500 TELECOM SERVICES INDEX AND S&P 500 STOCK INDEX
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Verizon Communications Inc. (Verizon or the Company) is one of the world's leading providers of communications services. Verizon's
wireline business provides communications services, including voice, broadband data and video services, network access, nationwide longdistance and other communications products and services, and also owns and operates one of the most expansive end-to-end global Internet
Protocol (IP) networks. Verizon's domestic wireless business, operating as Verizon Wireless, provides .vireless voice and data products and
services across the United States using one of the most extensive and reliable \vireless networks. Stressing diversity and commitment to the
communities in which \vc operate, ,ve have a highly diverse workforce of approximately 235,000 employees.
TIle sections that follow provide information about the imporWnt aspects of our operations and investments, both at the consolidated and
segmentlevcis, and include discussions of our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash. In addition. we have
highlighted key trends and uncertainties to the extent practicable. The content and organization of the financial and non-financial data presentcd
in these sections arc consistent with information used by our chief operating decision makers for, among other purposes, evaluating
performance and allocating resources. We also monitor several key economic indicators as well as the state of the economy in generaL
primarily in the United States where the majority of our opemtions arc located, in evaluating our operating results and analyzing and
understanding business trends. \-Vhile most key economic indicators, including gross domestic product impact our operations to some degree.
we have noted higher correlations to housing starts, non-fann employment, personal consumption expenditures and capital spending, as well as
more general economic indicators such as inflation and unemployment TIltes.
Our results of operations, financial position and sources and uses of cash in the current and future periods reflect Verizon management's focus
on the following strategic imperatives:
Reycnue Growth Our emphasis is on revenue grmvth, devoting more resources to higher growth markets such as wireless, including
wireless data, wireline broadband connections, including Verizon's high-capacity fiber optics to the premises network operated under the
FiOS service mark, digital subscriber lines (DSL) and other data services, as well as expanded strategic services to business markets"
rather than to the traditional \\ireline voice market During 2007, we repOlied consolidated revenue grmvth of 6% compared to 2006,
primarily dlivell by 15.3% higher revenue at Domestic Wireless, where we added approximately 6.9 million retail net wireless customers,
partially offset by a decline in resellcr cust.omers, resulting in approximately 6.7 million total wireless net customer additions. At Wireline,
revenue grm\·1h in the residential market. driven by broadband and video services, coupled with growth in the business market derived
from strategic services, partiall~y offset declines in the traditional voice mass market.
Market Share Gains - We are focused on gaining market sh<ue. In our wireline business, our goal is to become the leading broadband
provider in every market in which we opcrate. Wc added 1,253,000 wireline broadband connections during 2007 and we achieved our
goal of being among the top 10 video providers in the U.S. during 2007 tllrough the continued deployment of FiOS. At Wireline, as of
December 31, 2007, \VC passed 9.3 million premises \vith our high-capacity fiber network and we have obtained over LOOO video
franchises covering 12.5 million households \vith TV service available for sale to 5.9 million premises. We had 943,000 FiOS TV
customers, adding approximately 736,000 net nC\v FiOS TV customers in 2007 and exceeded 1.8 million total video customers, including
our satellite offering from D1RECTY. Also during
revenues from our enterprise customers grew 2.7% compared with last year,
of strategic services (Private IP, IP, Virtual Private Network or VPN, Web
primmily driven by a 25.7% increase in revenues from
Hosting and Voice over IP or VoIP). At Domestic Wireless, we continue to add retail customers, grow revenue and gain market share
while maintaining a low churn (customer tumover) rate.
Profitability Improvement ~ Our goal is to increase operating income and margins, In 2007, operating income rose 16.5% compared to
2006, \vhile income before provision for income taxes, discontinued operations, extraordinary item and cumulative effect of accounting
change rose 16.4%) over the same period. Our operating income margin rose to 16.7%\ in 2007, compared with 15.2%) in 2006. Supporting
t.hese improvements, our capital spending continues to be directed toward growth markets, positioning the Company for sustainable, longterm profitabilit)'. High-speed wireless data (Evolution-Data Optimized or EV-DO) services, deployment of fiber optics to the premises, as
well as expanded services to enterprise customers are examples of these growth markets. During 2007, capital expenditures were $17,538
million compared with capital expenditures of $17,101 million in 2006, excluding discontinued operations. We expect 2008 capital
expenditures to be lower than 2007 capital expenditures. In addition to capital expenditures, Domestic Wireless expects, from time~to~
time, to acquire additional wireless spcctnllu through participation in the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) wireless
spectrum auctions and in the secondary market as spectmm capacity is needed to support exp<Ulding data applications and a growing
customer base. Domc.<;tie Wireless also expects, from lime-to~time, to acquire operating markets and spectnun in geographic areas where
it does not currently operate.
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O))cl'ational EmdcnC)"

~ While focusing resources on revenue gro",'ih and market share gains, we are continually challenging our
management team to lower expenses. particularly through technology~assisted productivity improvemcnts, including self-service
initiatives, The effect of these and other efforts, sllch as real estate consolidations. call centcr routing improvements, thc formation of a
centralized shared services organiz,ation, and centralizing information technology and marketing efforts, has led to changes to the
Company's cost structure as ,veIl as maintaining and improving operating income margins. With our deployment oflhe FiOS network, ,ve
expect to realize savings in annuaL ongoing operating expenses as a result of efficiencies gained from fiber nel\york facilities. As the
deployment of the FiOS nchvork gains sca'le <llId installation <:md automation improvements occur, costs per home connected arc expected
to decline. Since the merger with MO, \ve have gained operational benefits from sales force and product and systems integration
initiatives. Workforce levels in 2007 decreased to 235,000 compared to 238,000 in 2006, primarily from a decrease at Wireline due to
continned productivity improvements and merger syneff,"y savings, partially offset by an increase in headcounl at Wireless.

Customer EXl'eriencc - Our goal is to provide the best customer experience possible and to be the leading company in customer service
in every market we serve. We view superior product offerings and customer service experiences as a competitive differentiator and a
catalyst to growing revenues and gaining market share. During 2007, our Comp<UlY received citations for superior products and customer
service, and we continued these initiatives to enhance the value of our products and services. We arc de'veloping and marketing innovative
product blmdles to include local 'Ivireline, long~distancc, 'wireless and broadband services for consumer and general business retail
customers. These efforts ,vill help counter the effects of competition and technology substitution that have resulted in access line losses.
and ,vill enable us to grow revenues. Also at Wireline, we continued to roll out next-generation global IP networks to meet the ongoing
global cnterprise market shift to TP~based products and services. DeploymcIlt of new strategic scrvice offerings - including expansion of
our VoIP and intemational Ethernet capabilities, the introduction of culling edge video and ,vcb~based confereneing capabilities, and
enhancements to our virtual private network portfolio
will allow us to continue to gain share in the enterprise market. In additiolt
during 2007 we acquired a security-services firm that enhanced our managed information securit~y services offerings to large-business and
governmcnt customers worldvvide. At Domestic Wireless, we continue to execute on the fundamentals of our network superiority <.Ind
value proposition to deliver growth for our business and provide new and innovative products 'Uld services, such as Broadband Access.
our EV~DO service. We also continue to expand our wireless data, messaging and multi~l11edia offerings for both consumer and business
customers and take advantage of the growing demand for wireless data services.

Performance-Based Culture - We embrace a culture of corporate-\vide accountability, based on individual and team objectives that are
perfonnmlCe·based and tied to these imperatives. Key objectives of our compensation programs arc pay·,for-pcrfonnance and the
alignmellt of executives' and shareowners' long-term interests. We also employ a highly diverse workforce, since respect for diversity is
an integral part of Verizon' s culture and a critical element of our competitive success.
We create value for our shareowners by investing the cash flo,vs generated by the business in opportunities and transactions that support these
strategic imperatives, thereby increasing customer satisf<lction and usage of our products and services. In addition, \ve use our cash flows to
to shareowners. Verizon's total debt decreased by $5204 million to $31,157
repurchase shares and maintain and grow our dividend
million as of December 3L 2007 from December 3L
Reflecting continued strong cash flows and confidence in Verizon's business
model, Verizon' s Board of Directors increased the Compan)" s quarterly dividend 6.2% during the third quarter of 2007. Verizon's ratio of debt
to debt combined vdth shareO\vners' equity was 38.1'Yo as of December 31,2007 compared \vith 42.8%; as of December 31. 2006. During 2007,
we repurchased $2,843 million of our common stock as part of our previously announced share buyback program. We plan to continue our
share buyback program in 2008. Vcrizon's cash and cash equivalents at December 31,2007 of $1,153 million decreased by $2,066 million
from $3.219 million at December 31, 2006"
As discussed in the "Recent Developments" section beginning on page 33, in January 2007, Verizon announced a definitive agreement with
FairPoint Communications, Inc, (FairPoint) that will result in Veri:zon establishing a separate entity for its local exchange access lines and
related business assets in Maine, Ne\v Hampshire and Vennont, spinning off that ne.v entity to Verizon's shareowners, and immediately
merging it with and into FairPoint. Based upon the number of shares (as adjusted) and closing price of FairPoint common stock on the date
immediately prior to the announcement of the merger, the estimated total value to be received by Verizon and its shareowners in exchange for
these operations was approximately $2,715 million. The actual total value to be received by Verizol1 and its shareowners will be determined
based on the number of shares (as adjusted) <U1d pJice of FairPoint common stock on the date of tile closing of the merger, and is expected to be
less than $2.715 million.
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In this section, we discuss our overall results of operations and highlight items that arc not included in our business segment results. As a result
of the spin~off of our domestic print and Internet yellow pages directories busincss, which "vas included in the Information Sen·ices scgment.
and the sale of our interests in Telecomunicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc. (TELPRI) and Velizon Dominicana, each of which ,vas included in tI1e
International segment the operations of our former domestic print and Internet yellm·Y pages directories business, Verizon Dominicana and
TELPRI are reported as discontinued operations and assets held for sale. Accordingly, ,"vc currently have hvo reportable segments, ,,"vllich we
operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by products and services. Our segments arc Wireline and Domcstic Wireless.
Included in our Wireline results of operations arc the results of the fonner Mel busincss subsequent to the close of the mcrger on January 6,
2006,
This section mId the following "Segment Results of Operations" section also highlight and describe those items of a non~recurring nature
separately to ensure consistency of presentation. In the following scction, we review the performance of our two reportIlble segmcnts. We
exclude the effects of certain items that management docs not consider in assessing segmellt performance, due primarily to their nOIHccurring
and/or non~opcrationalnature as discussed helmv and in the "Other Consolidated Results" and "Other Hems" sections. We believe that this
presentation ,vill assist readers in belter understanding our results of operations and trends from period to period

I Consolidated Rcvenues

2007 ComlJarcd to 2006
Consolidated revenues in 2007 increased by $5,287 million, or 6.Q!lJo compared to 2006. This increase \vas primarily the result of continued
strong gwwth at Domestic Wireless.
Wircline's revenues in 2007 decreased $4-12 million, or 0.8% compared to 2006, primarily driven by lower demand and usage of our basic
local exchange and accompanying services, partiaUy offset by continued gro\\1h from broadband and strategic services. During 2007, we added
1,253,000 new broadband connections, an increase of 17.9%, including 854,000 for FiOS, for a total of 8,235,000 hnes at Decenlbcr 31, 2007,
In additiOIt \ve added 736.000 FiOS TV customers in 2007, for a total of 943,000 at December 3 L 2007, Revenues at Verizon Business
increased during 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due to higher demand for strategic products, 111cse increases were offset by a decline in
voice revenucs at Verizon Telecom due to a 3.6 mi1l:ion dedine in subscribers resulting from competition and technology substitution, such as
wireless and VoIP, including those subscribers ,"vho have migrated to our other sen'icc offerings.
Domestic Wireless's revenues in 2007 increased by $5,839 million, or 15.3% compared to 2006 due to increases in sen'ice revenues, which
include data revenues, and equipment and other revenue. Equipmcnt and other revenue increased principally as a result of increases in the
number of existing customers upgrading their wireless devices, Total data revenues increased by $2,911 million, or 65.0% in 2007 compared to
2006, TIlere were approximately 65,7 million total Domestic Wireless customers as of December 31, 2007, an increase of 1.I.3% from
December 31, 2006. Domestic Wireless's retail customer base as of December 31, 2007 was approximately 63.7 million, a 12.2% increase
from
and represented approximately 97% of its total customer base. Average total sen'ice rcvcnuc per customer (ARPU) increased by
2.3\Y(l to
in 2007 compared to 2006, primarily attributable to increases in data revenue per customer driven by increased usc of our
messaging and other 'lat.a services. Retail ARPU increased by 2.2% 10 $51.57 in 2007 compared to 2006,
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2006 ComJ)ared to 2005
Consolidatcd rcvenues in 2006 \vere higher by $18,664 million, or 26.8% compared to 2005 revenues. This increase was primarily the result of
significantly higher revenues at Wirelinc and Domcstic Wireless.
Wirclinc's revcnues in 2006 increased by $13,112 million, or 34.9% compared to 2005 primarily due to thc acquisition ofMCl and, to a lesser
extent gmwth from broadband and long distance services. We added 1.8 million new broadband connections, for a total of 7.0 million lines in
service at December 31. 2006, an increase of 35.7% compared to 5. I million lines in senricc at December 31. 2005. The number of retail
service plans continued to stimulate gro\\1h in
distance services, as the number of packages reached 7.9 million at December 31, 2006,
representing a 44.1% increase from December 3L
These increases werc partially offsct by declines in wholesale revcnucs at Verizon
Telecom due to subscriber losses resulting from technology substitution, including wireless and VoIP. Wholesale revenues at Verizon Telecom
declined by $748 million, or 8.2% in 2006 compared to similar periods in 2005 plimarily due to the exclusion of affiliated access revenues
billed to the former MCl mass market entities in 2006. Rcvenues at Verizon Business increased plimarily due to the acquisition of MCT.
Domestic Wire]ess'srevenues increased by $5,742 million, or 17.8% compared to 2005 due to increases in service revenues (which include
data revenues) and equipment and other revenue. Data revenues increased by $2,232 million or 99.5% comparcd to 2005. Domestic Wireless
an increase of 15,(V% over 2005. Domestic Wireless's retail customer base as of December 3L 2006
ended 2006 \\1th 59, 1 million
,vas approximately 56.8 million, a
over December 3 L 2005, and represented approximately 96.2~;() of our total customer base.
ARPU increased by 0.6l~l;l to $49.80 in 2006 compared to 2005, primarily attributable to increases in data revenue per customer dri'\-'en by
increased usc of our messaging and other data services. Retail ARPU increased by 0.71% to $50.44 for 2006 compared to 2005.
The $180 million decrease in revenues from Hawaii operations from 2006 to 2005 resulted from the sale of our wireline and directory
businesses in Hawaii during 2005. VerizOil Hawaii Inc.. which operated approximately 700,000 switched access lines, as \.'ell as the sen'ices
and assets of Verizon Long Distance, Vclizon Online, Verizon Information Scn'ices and Verizon Select Sen'ices Inc. in Ha\'miL were sold to
an affiliate of The Carlyle Group for $1,326 million in cash proceeds. In connection with this sale, we recorded a net pretax gain of $530
million ($336 million after-tax, or $.12 per diluted share) during the second quarter of2005.

Consolidatcd Operating EX!lCnSeS

2007 Compared to 2006

Cost (fS'ervices and Sales
Cost of services and sales includes the following costs directly attributable to a service or product: salaries and wages, benefits, matelials and
supplies, contracted services, network access and transport costs, customer provisioning costs, computer systems support, costs to support our
outsourcing contracts and technical facilities and contributions to the lmivcrsal service fund. Aggregate customer C1rc costs, which include
billing and sen'ice provisioning, are allocated between cost of sen,ices and ~mles and selling, general and administrativc expense.
Consolidated cost of services and sales in 2007 increased $2,238 million, or 6.3% compared to 2006, primarily as a result of higher wireless
network costs and wireless equipment costs, as well as higher costs associated with Wireline's grO\'·1h businesses. The increase was pm1ially
offset by the impact of productivity improvement initiatives and decreases in net pension and other postretirement benefit costs.
The higher wireless network costs were caused by increased network usage relating to both voice and data services in 2007 compared to 2006,
partially offsct by decreased local intcrcOllllcction, long distance and roaming rates, Cost of wireless equipment sales increased in 2007
compared to 2006, primarily as a result of an incrcase in wircIess devices sold due to <tll increase in equipment upgrades.
Consolidated operating expenses in 2007 and 2006 primarily include $32 million and $25 million, respectively, of costs associated with the
integration of Mel into our wireline business.
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S'elling, (Jenera! and .4dministrative E.xpense
Selling, general and administrative expense includes salaries and wages and benefits not directly attributable to a service or product, bad debt
charges, taxcs other than income, advertising aJld sales commission costs, customer billing, call center and information technology costs,
professional service fees and rent for administrative space.
Consolidated selling, general and administTative expensc in 2007 increased $1,012 million, or 4.1% compared to 2006, 11le increase was
plimarily attributable to higher salary and benefits expenses, Also contributing to the increase was higher sales commission expense at
Domestic Wireless and higher advertising costs at Wireline. Partially offsetting the increases were lower bad debt expenses and cost reduction
initiatives.
Consolidated openning expenses in 2007 included $772 million for severance and related expenses as a result of ,,·'orkforce reductions that
began in the fourth quarter of 2007 and arc expected to occur throughout 2008 as \vell as adjustments to our actuarial assumptions for
severance to align \vith future expectations, $146 million for merger integration costs, primarily comprised of Wireline systems integration
activities related to businesses acquired and $84 million related to the spin-off of local exchange and related business assets in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vennont In addition, during 2007 we contributed $100 million of the proceeds from the sale of TELPRl to the Verizon
Foundation.
Consolidated operating expenses in 2006 included $56 million related to pension settlement losses incurred in connection w'ith our benefit
plans and a net pretax charge, of $369 million for employee severance and severance-related activities in connection with the involuntary
separation of approximately 4,100 employees who \vere separated in 2006, Consolidated operating, expenses in 2006 also includcd $207 million
of merger integration costs, primarily for advertising and other costs related to re~branding initiatives and systems integration activities, and a
net pretax charge of $184 million for Verizon Center relocation costs.
Depreciation mulAmortization E'spense

Depreciation and amortization expense decreased $168 million, or 1.2<% in 2007 compared to 2006. The decrease ,vas primarily due to lower
rates of depreciation as a result of changes in the estimated useful lives of certain asset classes at Wircline and fully amortized customer lists at
Domestic Wirele.ss, partially offset by growth in depreciable telephone plant as a result of increased capital cxpem:litures.
2006 Compared to 2005

Cost o.!S'en:ices and Sales
Cost of serviccs and sales increased by $10,900 million, or 44.7% in 2006 compared to 2005. This increase \vas principally driven b.y higher
costs attributable to the inclusion of the former MCI operations in the Wireline segment subsequent to the completion of the merger, and to a
lesser extent higher wireless netw-ork cosK increases in ,vireless equipmellt costs and increases in pension and other postretirement benefit
costs, partially offset by the net impact of productivity improvement initiatives,
TIle 11igher wireless network costs were caused by increased nehvork usage relating to both voice and data services in 2006 compared to 2005,
partially offset by decreased roaming, local interconnection and long distance rates. Cost of wireless equipment sales increased in 2006
compared to 2005 primarily as a result of an increase in wireless devices sold due to an increase in gross activations :md equipment upgrades as
weB as an increase in cost per unit.
Costs in these periods were also impacted by increased pension and other postretirement benefit costs. The overall impact of the 2006
assumptions, combined with the impact of lower than expected actual asset returns over the past several years, resulted in pension and other
postretirement benefit expense ofapproximatcly $1.377 million in 2006 compared to net pension and postretirement benefit expense of$I,231
million in 2005. Consolidated operating expenses in 2006 included $25 million of merger integration costs related to the acquisition ofMCt
Selling, General and Administrative Expense

Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $5,512 million, or 28.3% in 2006 compared to 2005. 111is increase was driven by the
inclusion of the former MCI operations in the Wireline segment subsequent to the completion of the merger, increases in the Domestic
Wireless segment primarily related to increased S<1lary and benefits expenses, and non~operational charges.
Consolidated operating expenses in 2006 included $56 million related to pension settlement losses incurred in connection ,,,,ith our benefit
plans, a net pretax charge of $369 million for employee severance and severance-related activities in connection with the involuntary separation
of approximatcly 4,100 employees who were separated in 2006. Consolidated operating expenses in 2006 also included $207 million of merger
integration costs primarily for advertising and other costs related to re~bmnding initiatives and systems integration activities, and a net pretax
charge of $184 million for Verizon Center relocation costs. Consolidated operating expenses in 2005 included a pretax impairment charge of
$125 million pertaining to our leasing operations fa
eriencing financial difficulties, a net pretax charge of $98
million related to the restructuring of the Verizon
lans and a pretax charge of $59 million associated with
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employee severance costs and
employees.

severance~related activities

in connection with the voluntary separation program for surplus

union~reprcsented
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Depreciation and.Amortization Expense

Depreciation and amortization expense increased by $930 million, or 6.8% in 2006 compared to 2005. This increase "vas primarily due to
higher depreciable and amortizable asset bases as a result of tile MCI merger and, to a lesser extent, increased capital expenditures

j Other Consolidated Results
Equit)' in Ellrnings of Unconsolidated Businesses

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses decreased by $188 million, or 24.3':110 in 2007 compared to 2006. The decrease is primarily
driven by the nationalization ofCompaiiia An6nima Nacional Telcfonos de Venezuela (CANTV) during 2007, as \vell as the effect of lower t<IX
benefits at Vodafone Omnitel N. V. (Vodafonc Omnitcl).
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses increased by $87 million, or 12.7% in 2006 compared to 2005. TIle increase is primarily due to
additional pension liabilities that CANTY recognized in 2005, as ,yell as the effect of favorable operating results and Imver taxes in 2006. In
addition, the increase reflects our proportionate share, or $85 million, of a tax benefit at Vodafone Omnitel in the third quarter of 2006,
partially offset by a similar benefit recordcd in the third quarter of 2005 of $76 million. This was offset by lower tax benefits and lower
operating results at Vodafone Omnitel.

Other Income and (Expense), Net

Total
Other Income and (Expense), Net in 2007 decreased $184 million, or 46.6% compared to 2006. The decline ,vas primarily attributable to a gain
on the sale of a Wirelinc investment in the prior year, as ·well as decreased interest income as a result of lower average cash balances.
Other Income and (Expensc), Net in 2006 increased $84 million, or 27% compared to 2005. The increase was primarily due to increased
interest income as a result of higher
cash balances coupled with higher interest rates in 2006 compared to 2005, partially offset by
foreign exchange losses. Other. net in
included a pretax gain on the sale of a small iutemationa! business and investment gains and
expenses related to the early retirement of debt.

Interest Expense

Total interest costs decreased $553 million in 2007 compared to 2006, primarily due to a decrease in average debt levels, partially offset by
slightly higher interest rates. Debt levels decreased primarily as a result of the approximately $7.1 billion reduction from the spin-otT of our
domestic print and Tnternct yellow pages directories business in November 2006, as well as from debt redemptions and retirements funded by
proceeds from the Spill~off and the divestitme of our C31ibbean and Latin American investments during 2006 and the first qualter of 2007.
In 2006, interest costs increased $330 million compared to 2005 primmil)' due to an increase in average debt level of $2348 million and
increased interest rates compared to 2005. Higher capital
. uted to higher capitalized interest costs.
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Minorit~i

Interest

TIle increase in minority interest in 2007 compared to 2006, and in 2006 compared to 2005. was due to the higher emllings at Domestic
Wireless, which has a significant minorityintcrest attributable to Vodafone Group P1c (Vodatone).

Provision for Income Taxes

The effective income tax rate is calculated by dividing the provision for income taxes by income from continuing operations before the
provision for income taxes. The effective income tax mte in 2007 compared fo 2006 was higher primarily due to recording $610 llullion of
foreign and domestic taxes and expenses specifically relating to our share of Vodafone Omnitcl distributable C<1l1lings. Verizon received a net
distribution from Vodafone Omnite! in December 2007 of approximately $2.1 billion and anticipates that it may receive an additional
distribution from Vodafone Omnite! within the next twelve months. TIle 2007 rate was also increased due to higher state taxes in 2007 as
compared to 2006, as well as greater benefits from foreign operations in 2006 compared to 2007. These increases were pat1iaUy offset by lower
expenses recorded for unrecognized tax benefits in 2007 as compared to 2006.
Our effective income lax mte in 2006 was higher than 2005 primarily as a result of favorable tax settlements and the recognition of capital loss
calTy forwards in 2005. TIlese increases were partially offset by tax benefits from foreign operations and lower state taxes in 2006 compared to
2005.
A reconciliation of the statutory federal income tax ratc to the effective income tax ratc for each period is included in Note 16 to the
consolidated financial statements.

Discontinued 01}Cmtions
In accordance \vith Statement of Financial Accounting Standard (SFAS) No. 144, A,ccmmli"g j0r
Assets, we have classified TELPRI, Verizon Dominicana and am fanner domestic print
yellow pages dm,C!Ol'!CSput'ltsll,mg
operations as discontinued opemtions in the consolidated financial statements for all periods presented through the date of the
divestiture.
On March 30, 2007, after receiving Federal Communications Commission approvaL we completed the sale of our 52% intercst in TELPRI and
received gross proceeds of approximately $980 million. The sale resulted in a pretax gain of $120 million ($70 million after-tax, or $.02 per
diluted share). Additionally. $100 million of the proceeds were contributed to the Verizon Foundation.
The sale of Vetizon Dominicana closed in December 2006, and primarily due to taxes on previously unremitted eamings. a pretax gain of $30
million resulted in an after-tax loss of$541 million (or $.18 per diluted share).
We completed the spin-off of our domestic print and Intemet yellow pages directories business to our shareowners on November 17, 2006,
which resulted in an $8,695 million increase to contributed capital in shareowner's investment. In addition, we rccorded pretax charges of $117
million ($101 million afteHax, or $.03 per diluted share) for costs related to this spin-off. These costs primarily consisted of debt retirement
costs, costs associated with accumulated vested benefits of employees, investment banking fees and other transaction costs related to the spin~
off, which are included in discontinued operations.
Income from discontinued operations, net of tax, decreased by $617 million, or 81.3% in 2007 compared to 2006. The decr~lse was primarily
driven by HIe assets disposed of in 2006, partially offset by the after~tax
recorded in 2007 on the sale of TELPRI. Income from
discontinued operations, net of lax, decreased by $611 million, or 44.6% in
compared to 2005. TIlis decrease was primarily due to the
afteHax loss recorded in 2006 on the sale ofVerizon Dominicana, partially offset by the cessation of depreciation on fixed assets held for sale.
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Extraordinary Item

In January 2007, the Bolivarian Republic ofVcne2ue1a (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies, including CANTV.
On February 12, 2007, we entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Republic. which provided that the Republic offer to
purchase aU of the equity securities of CANTV. including our 28.5% interest, through public tender o'ITers in Venezuela and the United States.
Under the terms of the MOU, the prices in the tender offers would be adjusted downward to reflect any dividends declared and paid subsequent
to February
2007. During the second quarter of 2007, the tender offers were completed and Verizon received an aggregate amount of
approximately
million, which included $476 million from the tender offers as well as $96 million of dividends declared and paid
subseqnent to the MOD. Based upon our investment balance in CANTV, \ve recorded an extraordinary loss of $131 million, including taxes of
$38 million, or $.05 per diluted share.
Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change

Effective January 1, 2006, we adopted SFAS No. !23{R),
utilizing the modified prospective method. The impact to
million ($.01 per diluted share) cumulative effect of
Verizon primarily resulted from Domestic Wireless, for ",'hich we
accounting change, net of taxes and after minority interest, to recognize the effect of initially measuring the outstanding liability for awards
granted to Domestic Wireless employees at fair value utilizing a Black~Scholes model

We have t"'l'm reportable segments, which we operate and manage as stmtegic business units and organize by products and services. Our
segments arc Wireline and Domestic Wireless, You can find additional in1'onllation about our segments in Note I? to the consolidated financial
statements.
We measure and evaluate our reportable segments based on segment income. Corporate, eliminations and other includes unallocated corporate
expenses. intersegment eliminations recorded in consolidation, the results of other businesses such as our 'wholly~owned insurance and leasing
subsidiaries, the results of investments in unconsoliililted businesses, primarily Vodafone Omnitcl, and other adjustments that are not allocated
in assessing segment performance. TIlese adjustments also include tmnsactions that the chief operating decision makers exclude in assessing
business unit performance due primarily to their non~recurring and/or non~openltional nature. Allhough such transactions are excluded from the
business segment results, they are included in rep0l1cd consolidated earnings. Gains and losses that are not individually significant are included
in aU segment results, since these items arc included in the chief operating decision makers' assessment of unit performance.

I Wirclioe
The Wireline segment consists of the operations of Vetizon Telecom, a provider of communication services, including voice. broadband video
and data. network access, long dist<Ulce, and other services to residential and small business customers and carners, and Verizon Business.
which provides next-generation IP network services to medium and large businesses and government customers globally. Operating results
shown for 2006 exclude the results of the former Mel prior to the date of the merger (January 6, 2(06).
0llerating Revenues

l'erizon Telecom

VeriZOI1 Telecom's Mass Markets revenue includes local exchange (basic sendce and end-user access), value-added services. long distance,
broadband sen:ices for residential and certain small business accounts and FiOS TV services. Also included are revenues generated from
fonner MCI consumer and small business products and
des both regional toll services <md long distance services.
Broadband services include DSL and FiOS data.
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Our Mass Markets revenue decrelsed by $256 million, or L2% in 2007, and increased by $2,190 million, or 10.9% in 2006. The decrease in
2007 \vas primarily driven by lower demand and usage of our basic local exchange and accompanying services, attributable to consumer
subscriber losses. These losses arc driven by competition and technology substitution, including ·wireless and VoIP. These decreases were
partially offset by grmvth from broadband services and FiOS TV services and the inclusion of the results of operations of the fanner MCI
business subsequent to the close of the merger on January 6, 2006, \vhich helped drive the increase in 2006 over 2005.
Declines in switched access lines in service of 8.1% in 2007 and 7.6% in 2006 were mainly driven by the effects of competition and teclmology
as customers substituted wireless, VoIP. broadband and
substitution. Residential retail access lines declined 9.5%1 in 2007 and 8.8% in
c-able services for traditional voice landline services. At the same time, business
access lines declined 4.0% in 2007 and 3.2% in 2006.
primarily reflecting competition and a shift to high-speed access lines. The resulting total retail access line loss was 7.6'Yoalld 6,9% in 2007 and
2006. respectively. Access line losses include the loss of lines served by the former MeT.
We added 1,253J}00 new broadband cOlUlections, including 854.000 for FiOS data in 2007. We ended 2007 with 8,235,000 broadband lines in
service, including 1,541,000 for FiOS data, representing an increase of 17.9% compared to 6,982.000 lines in service at December 31, 2006. In
addition. we added approximately 736,000 FiOS TV customers in 2007 and ended the year with a total of 943,000, an increase of
approximately 355%) compared to 207,000 FiOS TV customers at December 31, 2006. As of December 31, 2007, for FiOS data and FiOS TV.
we achieved penetmtion rates of 20.6% and 16.0%, respectively, across the markets where we have been selling these services.

Wholesale revenues are C-.:1.med from long distance and other competing carriers who use our local exchange facilities to provide services to
their customers. Switched access revenues are generated from fixed and usage-based charges paid by carriers for access to our local network.
Special access revenues are generated from carriers that buy dedicated local exchange capacity to support their private networks. Wholesale
services also include local \vholesalc revenues from unbundled network elements (UNEs) and interconnection revenues from competitive local
e.\:change carriers (CLECs) and wireless carriers.
Wholesale revenues decreased by $250 million, or 3.0% in 2007 and by $748 million, or 82% in 2006, due to declines in switched access
revenues and local wholesale revemLCS (UNEs) and, in 2006, the reduction in access revenues billed to the former MCI mass market entities.
These declines were pm1ially offset by increases in special access revenues.
Switched minutes of use (MODs) declined in 2007 and 2006, reflecting the impact of access line loss and \vireless substitution. Wholesale lines
decreased by 15.9% in 2007 due to the ongoing impact of a 2005 decision by a major competitor to deemphasize their local market initiatives.
Special access revenue grO\vt11 reflects continuing demand for high-capacity, high-speed digital services, partially offset. by lower demand for
older. low-speed data products and services, As of Decelubcr 3L 2007, customer demand for high-capacity and digital data services increased
8.2% compared to 2006.
The FCC regulates the rates that we charge customers for interstate access services. Sec "Other Factors TImt May Affect Future Results Regulatory and Competitive Trends - FCC Regulation" for additional inform.<'ltion on FCC rnlemaking concerning federal access rates,
universal service and certain broadband services.

Other revenues include such services as operator services (including deaf relay services), public (coin) telephone, card services and supply
sales, as \vel! as dial around services including 10-10-987, 10-10-220. 1-800-COLLECT and Prepaid Cards.
Verizon Telecom's revenues from other services decreased by $506 million, or 21.4%in 2007, and by $198 million, or 7,7%) in 2006. These
revenue decreases were mainly due to the discontinuation of nOJHtrategic product lines and reduced business volumes, partiHHy offset by the
inclusion of revenues from the fonner Mel in 2006.

r·'erizon Business

Our Enterprise Business chmmel distributes voice, data and Internet communications services to medium and large business customers. multinational corporations, and state and federal govenunent customers. In addition to communication services. this channel provides value-added
services that make communications more secure, reliable and efficient. Enterprise Business provides managed net\vork services for customers
that outSOllfCC all or portions of their communications and information processing operations and data services such as Private IP, Private Linc_
Frame Relay and ATM services, both domestically and internationally.
Enterprise Busincss 2007 revcllues of$14,677 million increased by $381 million, or 2.7%, as compared to 2006, primarily reflccting growth in
demand for our strategic products, specifically IP servi
s well as the inclusion of the results of operations of the
former MCI business subsequent to the close of the mer
P suite of products is Enterprise Business' fastest growing
ur Enterprise Business channcl services many customer
set of product offerings and includes Private 1P, IP VP
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accounts that are moving from core data products to IP based products, This shift in technology is occurring across our customcr base,
Enterprise Business 2006 rcvenues 0[$14,296 million increased $7,911 million, or 123.9% compared to 2005 primarily due to the acquisition
ofMCI.
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Our Wholesale revenues relate to domestic wholesale services and include all interexchange 'wholesale traffic sold in the United States, as \vell
~lS intemationally destined traffic that originates in the United States. The Wholesale line of business is comprised of numerous large and small
customers that predominately resell voice services to their own customer base. A portion of this revenue is generated by a few large
telecommunication carners, many of whom compete directly with Verizon.
Verizon Business 2007 Wholesale revenues of $3345 million increased by $64 million, or 2.0% as compared to 2006, primm1ly due to
increased MODs in traditional voice products, partially offset by continued rate compression due to competition in the Il1mketphlce. During
2006, Verizon Business Wholesale revenues of $3,281 million, increased $1,895 million, or 136.7%, compared to 2005, primarily due to the
MCI acquisition.
Intemational and Other
Our Intcrnational operations serve retail and ",vholesale customers, induding enterprise businesses, government entities and telecommunication
carriers outside of the United States, primarily in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, the Asia Pacific region, Latin America and Canada.
These operations provide telecommunications services, which include voice, data services, Internet and managed network services,
International and other revenues of$3,214 million during 2007 increased by $113 million, or 3,6% as compared to 2006, Revenue growth in
our strategic products, specifically IP services, was partially offset by competitive rate compression and lower volumes with respect to our
voice products. Our revenues from Illtemational and Other in the year ended December 31, 2006 werc $3,101 million. This market represellted
a new revenue stream to Verizon resulting from the MCI acquisition on January 6, 2006.
0llcrating Expenses

Cos; o/Services and Sales

Cost of services and sales includes the following costs directly attributable to a service or product: salaries and wages, benefits, materials and
supplies, contracted services, network access and transport costs, customer provisioning costs, computer systems support, costs to support our
outsourcing contracts and technical facilities, contributions to the universal service fund, customer provisioning costs and cost of products sold.
Aggregate customer care costs, which include bi Iling and service provisioning, arc allocated between cost of services and sales and selling.
general and administrative expense.
Cost of services and sales increased by $453 million, or 1.8%, during 2007 compared to 2006. TIlis increase 'was primarily due to higher costs
associated with our growth businesses, annual wage increases and higher customer premise equipment costs, partially offset b:r productivity
improvement initiatives and lower switched access lines in service. as well as lower wholesale voice connections.
Cost of scrvices and sales increased by $8,954 million, or
in 2006 compared to 2005. These increases were primarily due to the Mel
merger in 2006 partially offset by the net impact of other cost
Higher costs associated \vith our grm\th businesses and annual \vage
\vhich reduced cost of services and sales expenses in 2006. Expenses
increases ",vere partially offset by productivity improvement
were also impacted by increased net pension :md other postretirement benefit costs, The overall impact of the 2006 assumption changes,
combined \\'1th the impact of lower than expected actual assct returns over the, past several years, resulted in pension <Uld other postretirement
benefit expense of $1,408 million in 2006 compared to net pension and postretirement benefit expense of $1,248 million in 2005. Expenses
decreased in 2006 due to the discontinuation of non-strategic businesses, including tIle termination of a large commercial invent.ory
management contract i112005.
Selling, General and Administrative E,,'rpense

Selling, general and administrative expense includes salaries, wages and benefits not directly attributable to a service or product bad debt
charges, taxes other than income, advertising and sales commission costs, customer billing, call center and information technology casK
professional service fees and rent for administrative space.
Selling, general and administrative expenses in 2007 decreased by $584 million or 4.9%, in 2007 compared to 2006. The decrease was
primarily due to cost reduction initiatives, as
estate sales and lower bad debt costs, partially' offset by
higher advertising costs and the inclusion of thc
MCI business subsequcnt to the dose of the merger on
January 6. 2006.
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Selling, general and administrative expenses in 2006 increased by $3,610 million, or 44,0% compared to 2005. 111Cse increases were primarily
duc to the inclusion of expcnscs from the formcr Mel in lOOt}, partially offset by synergy savings resulting from our merger integration efforts,
thc impact of gains from real estate sales and lnwcr bad debt costs.
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Depreciation and"4mortization Expense

The decrease in depreciation and amortization expense 0[$406 million, or 4,2%, in 2007 compared to 2006 was main:!y driven by 10lver rates
of depreciation as a result of changes in the estimated useful lives of certain asset classes, partially offset by grn\\·1h in depreciable telephone
plant from increased capital spending, TIle increase in depreciation and amortization expense of $789 million, or 9,0% in 2006 compared to
2005 \yas mainly driven by the acquisition of Mel's depreciable property and equipment and finite~livcd intangible assets, including its
customer lists and capitalized non~net",·'ork sothvare, and by grmvth in depreciable telephone plant and non~network software assets.

SCbJIDCnt Income

Segment income decreased by $119 million, or 7.3% in 2007 and by $281 million, or 14.7% in 2006, due to the after~tax impact of operating
revenues and operating expenses described above, along with the impact offavorab1e income tax adjustments in 2005.
NOlHecurring or non~operationa1 items not included in Verizon Wireline's segment income totaled $714 million, $407 million and ($168)
million in 2007, 2006, and 2005, respectively. NOlHccurring or non~opcrational items in 2007 included costs associated "ith severance and
other related charges, costs inclilTed related to netl,vork. nOlHletwork software. and other activities in connection "vith the spin~off of local
exchange assets in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont (see "Recent Developments" section), as well as costs associated with merger
integration initiatives, principally related to the acquisition of Mel and other items. Non-recurring or non-operational items in 2006 included
costs associated with severance activity, pension settlement losses, Verizon Center rclocatjon~related costs and merger integration costs,
Merger integration costs prill1atily included costs re11ted to advertising and n>branding initiatives, facility exit costs, severance costs, labor and
contractor costs related to information technology integration initiatives and employee retention expenses. Non~rccuning or non~operational
items in 2005 related to t.he giJin on the sale of our Hawaii wireline operations, the net gain on the sale of a New York City office building.
changes to management retirement benefit plans, severance costs and Verizon Center relocation~rclated costs.
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I Domestic Wircless
Domestic Wireless segment provides \vireless voice and data services, other value-added services and equipment sales across the United
States. This segment primarily represents the operations of the Verizon Wireless joint venture with Vodafone. Verizon O\'vns a 55%) interest in
the joint venture and Vodafone O\vus the remaining 45%. All financial results included in the tables below reflect the consolidated results of
Verizon Wireless

OUf

01lcrating RCYCnlleS

Domestic Wireless's total operating revenues of $43,882 million 'were
million, or 15.3% higher in 2007 compared to 2006. Service
The service revenuc increase was primarily due to an 11.3%
revenues of $38,016 million were $5,220 million, or 15.9% higher than
increase in customers as of December 3 L 2007 compared to December
2006, and increased average revenue per customer. Equipment and
other revenue increased $619 million, or 11.8% in 2007 compared to
principally as a result of increases in the number of customers
upgrading their ",,cireless devices, Other revcnue also increased due to increases in cost recovcry surcharges and regulatory fees.
Total customers as of December 3L 2007 \vere 65.7 million. of \vhich 97%:> were retail customers, comparcd to 59,} million, of \vhich 96%
were retail customers at December 31, 2006. Retail (non~wholesalc) customers arc customers who are directly served and managed by Verizon
Wireless and who buy its branded services. Our Domestic Wireless customer base as of December 31, 2007 ,vas 93%) rctail postpaid compared
to 92.6% retail postpaid at December 31, 2006. Total average monthly chum was 1.21% in 2007 compared fo 1.17% in 2006,
Our Domestic Wireless segment ended 2007 with 63.7 million retail customers, an increase of 6.9 million net He\v retail customers or 12.2%>,.
comp,lred to December 31,2006. Average monthly retail postpaid churn, the rate at \\'luch retail postpaid customers disconnect service, was
0.91% in 2007, unchanged compared to 2006.
Average retail service revenue per customer per month increased 2.2% to $51.57 in 2007 compared to 2006. Average retail data service
and
revenue per customer per month increased 43.9% in 2007 compared to 2006 driven by increased usc of our messaging service,
other data services. Retail data revenues were
million and accounted for 19.7% of relail service revenue in 2007, compared to $4-445
million and [4.(1% "I "",il sCleviee revenuc ,m 2006.
Domestic Wireless's total operating revenues of $38-043 million in 2006 increased $5,742 million, or 17,8% compared to 2005. Service
revenues of $32.796 million were $4,665 million, or 16.6%} higher than 2005, The service revcnue increase was primarily due to a 15.0%
increase in customers as of December 31, 2006 compared to December 31. 2005, and increased average revenue per customer. Equipment and
other revenue increased $1,077 million, or 25.8(70 in 2006 compared to 2005 principally as a result of increases in the nmnbcr and price of
wireless devices sold. Other revenue also increased due 10 increases in regulatory fees, primarily the universal service fund and cost recovery
surcharges,
Average retail service revenue per customer
month increased 0,7% to $50.44 in 2006 compared to 2005. Average retail data service
in 2006, compared (0 2005, driven by increased use of our messaging, VZAccess and other
revenue per customer per month increased
data services. However, Domestic Wireless experienced an increase in the proportion of customers on its Family Share price plans, which put
downward pressure on average service revenue per customer during 2006. Retail data revenues \vere $4.445 million and accounted for 14,0%
of retail service revenue in 2006, compared to $2,232 million and 8.2% of retail service revenue in 2005.
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Ollcrating EXllcnscs
(dollamin mi11ious]

('oslo/Services and Sales

Cost of services and sales, which arc costs to operate the ·wireless network as \vell as the cost of roaming, long distance and equipment sales.
increased by $1,965 million. or 17,1% in 2007 compared to 2006, Cost of services increased due to higher wireless network costs in 2007
caused by increased network usage, partially offset by Imver rates for long distance, roaming and local interconnection. Cost of equipment sales
grew by 20.2% in 2007 compared to 2006, The increase was primarily attributed to an increase in equipment upgrades, together \vith an
increase in cost per llllit as a result of incrc..1sed sales of higher cost advanced wireless devices.
Cost of services and sales increased by $2.tl98 million, or 22.3% in 2006 compared to 2005. This increase \vas primarily due to higher wireless
net\vork costs in 2006 caused by increased net\vork usage relating to both voice and data sCf\dces and an increase in cost of equipment sales
dtiven by an increase in wireless devices sold, resulting from an increase in equipment upgrades, together \vilh an increase in cost per unit in
2006.
Selling, General and Administrative Erpense

Selling, general and administrative expense increased by $1,438 million, or 11.()oiQ in 2007 compared to 2006. This increase was primarily due
to an increase in salary and benefits expense of$641 million, resulting from an increase in employees in the sales and customer care areas, and
higher per employee salary and benefit costs, Sales commissions expense in both our direct and indirect channels increased by $147 miUion in
2007 compared to 2006, primarily as a result of an increase in customer renc\vals and equipment upgrades. Advertising and promotion expense
increased $144 million in 2007, compared to 2006. Also contributing to the increase were higher costs associated with regulatory fees, which
increased by $127 million in 2007.
Selling, general and i:ldministrative expense increased by $1.271 million, or 11.8%) in 2006 compared to 2005. This increase \vas primarily due
to an increase in salary and benefits expense, as well as advertising and promotion, and regulatory fee increases. compared to 2005.
Depreciation and Amortization E.xpense

Depreciation and amorti/.ation expense increased by $241 million. or 4.9% in 2007 compared to 2006 and increased by $153 million, or 3,2%
in 2006 compared to 2005. These increases were primatily due to an increase in depreciable assets. Partially offsetting this increase in 2007
was lower amortjzation expense resulting from customer lists becoming fully amortized during 2006.

Segment Income

Segment income increased by $818 million, or 27.5% in 2007 compared to 2006 and increased by $757 million, or 34.1% in 2006 compared to
2005, primarily as a result of the after~tax impact of operating revenues and operating expenses described above, partially offset by higher
minority interest expense, Segment income in 2006 excludes $42 million after~tax due to the adoption of SFAS No. 123(R).
Increases in minotily interest expense in 2007 and 2006 were due to the increased income of the wireless joint venture and the significant
minority interest attributable to Vodafone.
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j Merger Integration Costs
In 2007 and 2006 , we recorded pretax charges of $178 million ($112 million afteHax, or $,04 per diluted
million after-tax, or $,05 per diluted share), respectively, primarily associated with the Mel acquisition in
advertising and other costs related to re-branding initiativcs, facility exit costs and systems integration activities,

and $232 million ($146
that were comprised of

I Tax Mattcrs
In December 2007, Verizon receivcd a net distribution from Vodafone Omnitel of approximately $2.1 billion and we anticipate that we may
receive an additional distribution from Vodafone Omnitel within the next twelve months, As a result, we recorded $610 million ($.21 per
diluted share) of foreign and domestic taxes and expenses specifically relating to our share of Vodafone Omnitel's distributable c<lmings,
During 2005, we recorded tax benefits of $336 million
per diluted sharc) in connection \vith the utilization of prior year loss carry
forwards. As a result of the capital gain realized in 2005 connection with the sale of our Hawaii businesses. we recorded a tax benefit of
$242 million related to the capital losses incurred in previous years,
Also during 2005, we recorded a nct tax provision of $206 million ($.07 per diluted sharc) related to the repatriation of foreign eamings under
the provisions of the Amcllcan Jobs Creation Act of 2004, for two of our foreign invcstments.

I Facilih' and Eml)loyee-Relatcd Items
During the fOUlth quarter of 2007, \VC recorded a charge of $772 million ($477 million after-tax, or $,16 per diluted share) primarily in
conncction with \vorkforce reductions of 9,000 employees and related charges, 4,000 of "vhom were terminated in the fourth quarter of 2007
"with the remaining reductions expected to occur throughollt 2008. In addition, we adjusted our actuarial assumptions for severance to align
with future expectations.
During 2006, we recorded net pretax severance, pension and benefits charges 0[$425 million ($258 million after-tax, or $.09 per diluted share).
These charges induded net pretax pension settlement losses of $56 million ($26 million after-tax, or $.01 per diluted share) related to
employees that received lump-sum distributions primarily resulting from our separation plans. 111ese charges were recorded in accordance with
SFAS No, 88, Emph~V"i!rs' iJccountingjiJr Settlements and Curtailments (~f Defined Bene/it Pension
Termination (SFAS No. 88),
which requires that settlement losses be recorded once prescribed paymelll thresholds have been reached.
arc pretax charges of
$369 million ($228 million after~tax, or $.08 per diluted share), for employee severance and severance~related costs in connection with the
inYoluntary separation of approximately 4,100 employees. In addition, during 2005 we recorded a charge of$59 million ($36 million afteNax.
or $.01 per diluted share) associated with employee severance costs and scverance-related activities in conncction"with the voluntary sepanltion
program for surplus lUlion-represented cmployees.
During 2006, \ve recorded pretax charges of $184 million ($118 million after-tax, or $.04 per diluted share) in connection \vith the relocation of
employees and business operations to Verizon Center in Basking Ridge, New Jerscy. During 2005, \\'e recorded a net pretax gain of $18
million ($8 million afteHax) in connection with the relocation, including a pretax gain of $120 million ($72 million after~lax, or $JB per
diluted share) related to the sale of a New" York City office building, partially offset by a pretax charge of $ 102 million ($64 million after~tax.,
or $.02 per diluted sharc), primarily associated vdth relocation, employee scverance and related activities,
During 2005, we reported a net pretax charge of $98 million ($59 Illillion a:fter~tax, or $.02 pcr diluted share) related to the restructuring of the
\'\'as recorded in accord~mce with SFAS No. 88, and SFAS No. 106,
Verizon management retirement benefit plans. This preta:x
"'"'''"'''''''' J'N the Postretirement Benefits Other
Pensions (SFAS No, 106) and includes the unamortized cost of prior
$430 million offset partially by a pret,Lx curtailment gain of $332 million reiated to retiree medical benefits. In
management employees: no longer eam pension benefits or eam servicc towards the company retiree
medical subsidy after June,
received an IS-month enhancement of the value of their pension and retiree medical subsidy: and receive a
higher savings plan matching contribution.
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I Other
In 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $26 million ($16 million after-tax, or $.01 per diluted share) resulting from the extinguishment of debt
assumed in COlUlcction \ViOl the completion orille Mel merger

During 2005, we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 million after-tax, or $.05 pcr diluted share) including a prC(,lX impainl1cnt
charge of $125 million ($125 million afier-tax, or $.04 per diluted share) pertaining to aircraft leased to airlines involved in bankruptcy
proceedings and a pretax charge of $14 million ($8 million after-tax, or less than $.01 per diluted share) in connection with the early
extinguishment of debt

We usc the net cash generated from our operations to fund network expansion and modernization, repay external financing, pay dividends and
invest in new businesses. Additional external financing is obtained when necessary. WillIe our current liabilities typically exceed current assets.
our sources of funds, primarily from operations and, to the extent necessary, from readily available external financing arrangements, arc
sufficient to meet ongoing operating and investing requirements, We expect that capital spending requirements ..,vill continue to be financed
primarily throngh internally generated funds. Additional debt or equity financing Inay be needed to fund additional development activities or to
maintain our capital structure to enstrre our financial flexibility.
1 Cash Flows Provided S" Operating Activities

Our primary source of funds continues to be cash gencmted from operations. In total, cash from operating activities in 2007 increased
compared to the similar period of 2006. The increase was due to higher cash flow from continuing operations, partially offset by decreased cash
11m\' from discontinued operations. The increase in cash flow from operating activities - continuing operations in 2007 compared to 2006 was
primarily due to the distributions from Vodafone Omnitcl and CANTV, increased operating cash flO\vs from Domestic Wireless and lower
interest payments on outstanding debt, partially offsct by changes in ,vorking capital.
TIle decrease in cash 11O\v from operating activities-discontinued operations in 2007 compared to 2006 was primarily due to income taxes
paid in 2007 related to the fourth quarter 2006 disposition of Verizon Dominicana, as ,vell as thc disposal of the discontinued operations in the
fourth quartcr of 2006.
In 2006, the increase in cash from operating activities compared to 2005 was primarily due to higher eamings at Domestic Wireless, which
induded higher minOlity interest eamings, and 100ver dividends paid to minority partners, Total minority interest earnings, net of dividends paid
to minority interest partners, was $3.2 billion in 2006 compared to $1.7 billion in 2005. In addition, higher operating cash flow in 2006
compared to 2005 W;:·IS due to lower cash taxes paid in 2006, resulting from 2005 tax payments related to foreign operations and investments
sold during the f01ll1h quarter of 2004. Partially offsetting these increases were significant 2005 repatriations of foreign earnings of
unconsolidated businesses,
million in 2005 due to the
OperatingC'lsh flows from discontinued operations decreased $505 million to $1,076 million in 2006 from
aud thc close of the sale of
completion of our domestic print and Internet yellmv pages directories business spin~off on November 17.
Verizon Dominicana on December 1, 2006, partially offset by the operating activities of the remaining assets held for sale.
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Cash Flows Used In Investing Activities

Capital expenditures continue to be our primary use of cash flows from operations, as they facilitate the introduction of new products and
services, enhance responsiveness to competitive challenges and increase the operating efficiency and productivity of our networks, Including
capitalized solhvare, we invested $10,956 million in our Wirelinc business in 2007, compared to $10.259 million and $8,267 million in 2006
and 2005, respectively. We also invested $6,503 million in our Domestic Wireless business in 2007, compared to $6,618 million and $6,484
million in 2006 and 2005, respectively. The increase in cnpital spending at Wireline is mainly driven by increased spending in high grm:j,1h
areas such as fiber optic to the premises, Capital spending at Domestic Wireless represents our continuing effort to invest in this high grO\\1h
business,
In 200K capital expenditures, including capitalized soft\vare, are expected to be lower than 2007 expenditures,
In 2007, we paid $417 million, net of cash received, to acquire a security-services finn and $180 million to purchase several·wireless properties
and licenses. In 2006, \ve invested $1,422 million in acquisitions and investments in businesses, including $2,809 million to acquire thirteen 20
MHz licenses in cOJUlcction with the FCC Advanced Wireless Serviccs auction and $57 million to acquire other wireless properties. This \vas
offset by Mel's cash balances of $2,361 million we acquired at the date of the merger. In 2005, we invested $4,684 million in acquisitions and
investments in businesses, including $3,003 million to acquire NextWave Telecom Inc. (NextWave) personal communications services
licenses, $641 million to acquire 63 broadband ",cirdess licenses in connection with FCC auction 58, $419 million to purchase Q\vest Wireless.
LLC's spectnun licenses and wireless network assets in several existing and IlC\\' markets, $230 million to purchase spectnllu from MetroPCS,
Inc. and $297 million for other wireless properties and licenses. In 2005, we received cash procecds of$1,326 million in cOtulection with the
sale ofVerizon's wireline operations in Hmvaii
Our short-term investmcnts principally includc cash equivalents held in trust accounts for payment of employee benefits. In 2007, 2006 and
2005, we invested $1,693 million, $1,915 million and $1,955 million, respectively, in short-term investments, primarily to pre-fund active
employees' health and welfare benefits, Proceeds from the sales of all short-term investments, principally for the payment of these benefits.
were $1,862 million, $2,205 million and $ 1,609 million in the years 2007, 2006 and 2005, respectively.
Other, net investing activities during 2007 primarily include cash proceeds of approximately $800 million from property sales and sales of
select non~s1:rategic assets, as well as $476 million from the disposition of our interest in CANTY. Other, net investing activities for 2006
primarily include cash proceeds of$283 million from property sales. Other- net investing activities for 2005 primarily include a uet investment
of $913 million for the purchase of 43.4 million shares of Mel common stock from eight entities affiJiated with Carlos Slim Belli, offset by
cash proceeds of $713 million from property sales, including a New Yark City office building, and $349 million of repatriated proceeds from
the sales of European investments in prior years.
In 2007, investing activities of discontinued operations primarily included gross proceeds of approximately $980 million in cOllllcction with the
sale of TELPRI. In 2006, investing activities of discontinued operations induded net pretax cash proceeds of $2,042 million in connection with
the sale of Verizou Dominicana. In 2005, investing activities of discontinued operations primarily related to capital expenditures related to
discontinued operations.

I Cash Flows Used In Financin,g Activities
In 2007, our total debt was reduced
due to the repayment of approximately $1.7 billion of Wircline debt, including the early
repayment of previously guanmteed
million
debentures issued by Verizon Soutb Inc, <md $480 million 7"/0 debentures issued by
Verizon New England Inc., as well as approximately $1.6 billion of other bOlTowings. Also, Vie redeemed $1,580 million principal of our
and the $500 million 7.90% debentures issued by GTE Corpordtion.
outstanding floating rate notes, which were called on January 8.
PartiaHy offsetting the reduction in total debt were cash proceeds
million in connection \vith fixed and floating rate debt issued
during 2007.
Our total debt 'was reduced by' $1,896 million in 2006. We rep.'lid $6,838 million of Wireline debt induding premiums associated with the
retirement of $5,665 million of aggregate principal amount of long-teon debt assumed in connection 'with the MC1 merger. The Wireline
repayments also included the early retirement/prepayment of $697 million of
debt and $155 million of other long-term debt at
rate notes that matured on Decembcr 15. 2006, Also, we
maturity. We repaid approximately $2.5 billion of Domestic Wireless
redeemed the $ 1,375 million accreted principal of our remaining zero-conpon convertible notes and retired $482 million of other corporate
long~tenn debt at maturity. These repayments \vere partially offset by our issuance oflong-tenn debt ·with a total aggregate principal amount of
$4 billion, resulting in cash proceeds of $,1.958 million, net of discounts, issuance costs and the receipt of cash proceeds related to hedges on
the interest rate of an anticipated financing. In connection with the spin-off of our domestic print and lntcmet yellow pages directories business.
we n..'ceived net cash proceeds of approximately $2 billion and retired debt in the aggregate principal amount of approximately $7 billion,
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Cash of $240 miIlion ,vas used to reduce our total deN in 2005. We repaid $1,533 million of Domestic Wireless, $1,183 miIlion of Wireline
and $1. 109 million of Verizon corporate long-term debt. The Wireline debt repayment included the carly retirement of $350 million of longtenll debt and $806 million of other long-term debt at maturity. This decrease was largely offset by the issuance by Verizon corporate of longtenn debt with a total principal amount of $1,500 million, resulting in total cash proceeds of $1,478 million, net of discounts and costs, and an
increase in our short-term borro-wings of $2,098 million
Our ratio of debt to debt combined ,,,ith sharcmvners' equity was 38.1%) at December 31, 2007 compared to 42.8% at December 31, 2006.
As of December 3 L 2007, we had no bank borrmvings outstanding. We also had approximately $6.2 billion of unused bank lines of credit
(including a $6 billion three-year committed facility that expires in Septenlbcr 2009 and various other facilities totaling approximately
$400 million) and ViC had shelf registrations for the issuance of up to $8 billion of unsecured debt securities. The debt securities of Verizon and
our telephone subsidiaries continue to be accorded high ratings by primary rating agencies. In July 2007, S&P revised its outlook to stable from
negative and affinnedits long term rating of A. Other long-tenn ratings of Verizon are: Moody's A3 with stable outlook and Fitch A+ with
stable outlook. The shorHenn ratings ofVerizon are: Moody's P-2; S&P A-J: and Fitch FI.
We and our consolidated subsidiaries are in compliance ,\'ith all of our debt covenants.
In FebmaT)· 2008, we issued $4,000 million of fixed rate notes with vaIy·lng maturities that resulted in cash proceeds of $3,953 million, net of
discounts and issuance costs.
As in prior years, dividend payments were a significant use of cash 11O\"\'s from operations. We continuously evaluate the level of our dividend
payments by considerillg such factors as long-tenn growth opportunities, internal cash requirements and the expectations of our sharemvners.
During the first half of 2007, Verizon alUlOunccd quarterly cash dividends of $.405 per share. During the third quarter of 2007, ,ve increased
our dividend payments 6.2% to $.43 per share from $.405 per share. In the third and fourth quarters of 2007, Verizon declared a quarterly cash
dividend 0[$.43 per share. In 2006 and 2005, Verilon declared qumterly cash dividends of $.405 per share.
Common stock has been used from time to time to satisfy some of tIle funding requirements of employee and shareowner plans. On March 1,
2007, the Board of Directors detennined that no additional common shares could be purchased under previously authorized share repurchase
programs and
authori:r.ation to repurchase up to 100 million common shares tenninating no later than the close of business on
Febl1lat}' 28.
During 2007. we repurchased $2.843 million of our common stock. We plan to continue our share buyback program in
2008. Additionally, \-ve recci'ved $1,274 million of cash proceeds from the sale of common stock primarily due to the exercise of stock options.
On Febmary 7, 2008, the Board of Directors replaced this share buy back program with a new' program for the repurchase of up to 100 million
common shares terminating no later than the close of business on FebruaT)' 28, 2011. The Board also determined that no additional shares \-vere
to be purchased under the prior program.

Our cash and cash equivalents ~It December 31, 2007 totaled $1,153 million, a $2,066 million decrease compared to cash and cash equivalents
at December 31, 2006. OUf cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2006 totaled $3,219miUion, a $2,459 million increase compared to cash
and cash equivalents at December 3L 2005 of $760 million.

I EmJ)loyee Benefit Plan Funded Status and Contributions
We operate numerous qualified and nonqualified pension plans and other postretiremenl benefit plans. 11lese plans primarily relate to our
domestic business units. The majority of Verizon's pension plans are adequately funded. We contributed $612 million, $451 million and $593
million in 2007, 2006 <:md 2005, respectively, to our qualified. pension plans. We also contributed $125 million, $117 million and $105 million
to our nouqualified pension plans in 2007,2006 and 2005, respectively.
Based on the funded status of the plans at December 31, 2007, we anticipate qualified pension tmst contributions of $350 million in 200K Our
estimate of required qualified pension trust contributions for 2009 is approximately $300 millioll. Nonqualified pension contributions are
estimated to be approximately $130 million for both 2008 and 2009, respectively.
Contributions to our other postretirement benefit plans generally relate to payments for benefits on an as-incun"Cd basis since the other
postretirement benefit plans do not have fllUding l"Cquiremenls similar to the pension plans. We contributed $1,048 million, $1,099 million and
$1,040 million to our other postretirement benefit plans in 2007, 2006 and 2005, respectively. Contributions to our other postretirement benefit
plans are estimated to be approximately $1,580 million in 2008 and $1,770 million in 2009,
Refer to Note I in the consolidated financial statements for a discussion of the adoption of SFAS No. 158. ,,,,hich was effective
December 31, 2006.
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1 Leasing Arrangements

We are the lessor in leveraged and direct financing lease agrecmcnts for commercial aircraft and pmvcr generating facilities, 'which comprise
the majority of the portfolio along with telecommunications equipment, real estate property and other equipment. These leases have remaining
tenus np to 48 years as of December 3 L 2007. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid rentals, less principal and interest 011
third-party nomecoursc debt relating to leveraged lease transactions. Since we have no general liability for this debt which holds a senior
security interest in the leased equipment and rentals, the related principal and interest have been offset against the minimum lease payments
reccivable in accordancc with generally accepted accounting principles. All recourse debt is reflected in our consolidated balance sheets. See
"Other Items" for a discussion of lease impairment charges.
1 Off Balance Sheet Arrangements and Contrllctual Obligations

Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments

The foltO\ying table provides a summary of our contractual obligations and commercial commitments at December 31,2007. Additional detail
about these items is included in the notes to the consolidated fimmcial statements.

*The $233 million of income tax audit settlements include gross unrecognized tax benefits of $148 million as determined under Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Interpretation No. 48,Accoltntingfbr Uncertainly in Income Taxes (FIN 48) and related gross interest of
$85 millioR We are not able to make a reliable estimate of when the balancc of $2, 735 million ofunrecogniz.cd tax benefits and rdated interest
and penalties will be settled with the respective taxing authorities until issues or examinations are further developed (see Note 16).

I GUllnlRtC(~s
In connection with the execution of agreements for the sale of businesses and investments, Vetizon ordinarily provides representations and
wamlllties to tbe purchasers pertaining to a variety of nonfinancial matters, such as ownership of the securities being sold, as ...vell as financial
losses.
As of December 31, 2007, letters of credit totaling $225 million were executed in the nonnal course of business. which support seYeral
financing arrdllgements and payment obligations to third parties.
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We are exposed to various types of market risk in the normal course of business, including the impact of interest rate changes, foreign currency
exchange rate fluctuations, changes in cqllily investment and commodity priccs and changes in corporatc tax rates. We employ risk
management strategies using a variety of derivatives, including interest mte swap agreements, interest rate locks, foreign currenc-y fonvards and
commodity swaps. We do nol hold derivatives for trading purposes.
It is our general policy to enter into interest rate, foreign CUlTency and other derivative transactions only to the cxtent necessary to achieve our
desired objectives in limiting our exposure to the various market risks. Our o~jectives include maintaining a mix affixed and variable rate debt
to lower bOITm."ing costs "\"ithin reasonable risk parnmetcrs and to protcct against earnings and cash flow volatility resulting from changes in
market conditions. We do not hedge our market risk exposure in a manner that ,vould completely eliminate the effect of changes in interest
rates, commodity prices and foreign exchange ratcs on our e<lmiugs. We do not C;\1Jcct that our net income, liquidity and cash 11o\vs will be
materially affected by these risk management strategies

I Interest Rate Risk
The table that follolvs summarizcs the fair values of our long-term debt and interest mtc derivativcs as of December 31. 2007 and 2006. Thc
table also provides a sensitivity anal.ysis of the estimated fair values of these financial instmments assuming 100-basis-point upward and
downward shifts in the yield curve, Our sensitivity analysis docs not include the fair values of our commercial paper and bank loans, if any,
because they are not significantly affected by changes in market interest rates,

] Foreign Currency Translation
TIle funct.ional currcncy for our foreign operations is primarily the local currency The translation of income statcment and balance sheet
amounts of our foreign operations into U.S. dollars arc recorded as cumulative translation adjustments, which are included in Accumulated
OHler Comprehensive Loss in our consolidated balance sheets. The translation gains and losses of foreign currency transactions and balances
are recorded in the consolidated statements of income in Other Income and (Expense), Net and Income from Discontinued Operations, Net of
Tax. At December 3 L 2007, our plimary translation exposure was to the British Pound and the Eum
During 2007, wc entered into foreign CUrrCIl(,'y fon:yard contmcts to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone OmniteL Changes in fair
value of these contracts due to Eum exchange rate fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and partially offset
the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our net investment. As of December 31, 2007, Accmllulated Other Comprehensive Loss
includes unrecognized losses of approximately $57 million ($37 million after~tax) related to these hedge contracts, \vhich along with the
unrealized foreign currency translation balance on the investment hedged, remain in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss until the
invcstmcnt is sold. Wc have not hedged our accounting tmnslation exposure to foreign currency fluctuations relative to thc carrying value of
our other investments.
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1 Critkal Accounting Estimates

A summary of the clitical accounting estimates used in preparing our financial statements arc as follows
Verizon's plant, property and equipment balance represents a significant component of our consolidated assets. Depreciation expense on
Verizon's local telephone operations is principally based on the composite group remaining life method and straight~line composite rates.
\vhich provides for the recognition of the cost of the remaining net investment in telephone plant less anticipated net salvage value, over
the remaining asset lives. We depreciate other plant property- and equipment generally on a straight~linc basis over the estimated useful
life of the assets. Changes in the remaining useful lives of assets as a result of technological clulllge or other changes in circumstances.
including competitive factors in the markets where we operate, can have a significant impact on asset balances and depreciation expense.
We maintain benefit plans for most of our employees, including pension and other postretirement benefit plans. In the aggregate, the fair
value of pension plan assets exceeds benefit obligations, which contributes to pension plan income. Other postretirement benefit plans
have larger benefit obligations than plan assets, resulting in expense. Significant benefit plan assumptions, including the discount rdte
used, thc long-tcml mte of retun! on plan assets and health curc trend mtes are periodically updated and impact the amount of benefit plan
income, expense, assets and obligations (see "Consolid.1ted Results of Operations - Consolidated Operating E:>"'Penses- Pension and Other
Postretirement Benefits"). A sensitivity analysis of the impact of changes in these assumptions on the benefit obligations and expense
(income) recorded as of December 3 L 2007 and for the year then ended pel1aining to Verizon' s pension and postretirement benefit plans
is provided in the table below.
(Jo!1arslnmillions)

Our current and deferred income taxes, and associated valuation allmvances, <lrc impacted by events and tmnsactions arising in fhe normal
course of business as well as in comlection with the adoption of new accounting standards, acquisitions of businesses and non-recuning
items. Assessment of the appropriate alllount and classification of income taxes is dependellt on several factors, induding estimat.es of the
timing and reali7..ation of deferred income tax assets ~md the timing of income tax payments. Actual collections and payments may
materially differ from these estimates as a result of changes in tax laws as well as unanticipated future transactions impacting related
income tax balances. We account for tax benefits taken or expected to be taken in our tax rctUlllS in accordance with FASS Interpretation
No. 48, /Jccounting fhr [/ncertainfcy in Income Taxes (FIN 48), which requires the use of a two-step approach for recognizing and
measlrring tax benefits taken or expected to be taken in a tax retulll and disclosures regarding uncertainties in income tax positions.
Goodwill and other intangible assets are a significant component of our consolidated asset.s. Wireline goodwill of $4,900 million
(SFAS
represents the largest component of our goodwill and, as required by SFAS No, 142, Gootnvil! and Other Intangible
No. 142), is periodically evaluated for impairment. The evaluation of Wireline goodwill for impairment is ptimarily based on a discounted
cash flmv model that includes estimates of future cash Oows. There is inherent subjectivity involved in estimating future cash flows, which
can have a material impact on the amount of any potential impainnenL Wireless licenses of $50,796 million represent the largest
component of our intangible assets. Our wireless licenses are indefinite~lived intangible assets, and as required by SFAS No. 142, arc not
amol1ized hut are periodically evaluated for impainnenL Any impairment loss would be determined by comparing the aggregated fair
value of the wireless licenses 'with the aggregated carrying value. TIle direct value approach is used to determine fair value by estimating
future cash flows. There is inherent subjectivity involved in estimating future cash Oows, which C<lll have a material im]J<'lct on the amount
of any impainnent.
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1 Recent Accounting Pronouncements

Business Combinations
In December 2007. the FASS issued SFAS No l41(R). Busine.<,'s Combinations (SPAS No, l4l(R)), to replace SPAS No. 141, BlI.''iiness
Comhinations, SFAS No. 14I(R) requires use of the acquisition method of accounting, defines the acquireI', establishes the acquisition date
and broadens the scope to all transactions and other events in which one entity obtains control over one or more other businesses, This
statement is effective for business combinations or transactions entered into for fiscal years beginning on or after December 15, 2008. We arc
still evaluating the impact of SFAS No. 141(R), however. the adoption of this statement is not expected to have a material impact on our
financial position or results of operations

Noncontrolling Interests in Com,olidllted Financial Statements
In December 2007, the FASB issued SPAS No. 160, N(mcontrolling Interests in Consolidated Financial Statements an amendment (iARB
51, (SFAS No. 160). SPAS No. 160 establishes accounting and reporting standards for the noncontrolling interest in a subsidiary and tor
the retained interest and gain or loss when a subsidiary is dcconsolidatcd. TIns statement is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal
years beginning on or after Decemberl5, 2008, Upon the initial adoption of this statement we \vill change the classification and presentation of
Noncontrolling Interest in our financial statements, which 'we currently refer to as minority interest We are still evaluating the impact SFAS
No. 160 will have, but we do not expect a material impact on our financial position or results ofoperatjons.

Fair Valuc Measurements
In February 2007, the FASB issued SFAS No. 159. 177C Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial Liahilities--'-Inc!uding an
Amendment oISP>lS 115 (SFAS No, 159}, ,vhich permits but does not require liS to measure financial instnunents and certain other items at fair
value, Unrealized gains and losses on items for \vhich the fair value option has been elected are reported in eamings. TIns statement is effective
for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007, As we will not elect to fair value any of our financial
instnunents under the provisions of SFAS No. 159, the adoption of this statement effective January 1, 2008 will not have an impact on our
financial statements.
In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No, 157, Pi:lir kl:l/ue Afeasurement (SFAS No, 157). SFAS No. 157 defines fair valne. establishes a
framev,Iork for measming fnir value in GAAP and establisbes a hierarchy that categorizes and prioritizes the sources to be used to estimate fair
value, SFAS No. 157 also expands financial statement disclosures about fair value measurements, On February 12, 2008, the FASB issued
FASB Staff Position (FSP) 157~2 '\-"hich delays the effective date of SFAS No. 157 for one year, for al1l1onfinancial assets and nonfinancial
liabilit.ies, except. those that are reco!,rnized or disclosed at fair value in tbefinancial statements on a recurring basis (at least annually). SFAS
No. 157 and FSP 157~2 are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007. We will elect a partial
deferral of SFAS No. 157 under the provisions ofFSP 157~2 related to the measuremcnt of fair value used when evaluating goodwill, other
intrUlgible assets. \\ire1ess licenses and other long~1ived assets for impairment and valuing asset retirement obligations and liabilities for exit or
disposal activitics. The impact of partially adopting SFAS No, 157 effective January 1,2008 will not be material to our financial statements,
Refer to Note 1 in the consolidated financial statements for a discussion of the accounting pronouncements adopted dUling 2007,

1 Recent DeveloJ)mcnts

Rural Cellular COflloration
In late July 2007. Verizon Wireless mmoullced that it had entered into an agreement to acquire Rural Cellular Corporation (Rural Cellular), for
$45 per share in cash (or approximately $757 million), As a result of the acquisition, Verizon Wireless will assume Rural Cellular's
outstanding debt. The total value of the transaction is approximately $2.7 billion. Rural Cellular has more than 700,000 customers in markets
adjacent to Verizon Wireless's existing customer service areas. Rural Cellular's nct\vorks are located in the states of Maine, YennonL New
Hampshire, New' York Mnssachusctts, Alabama, Mississippi, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin,. Kansas, Idaho,
Washington, and Oregon, Rural Cellular's shareholders approved the transaction on October 4, 2007. TIle acquisition. which is subject to
regulatoty approvals, is expected to close in the first balf of200&,
In a related transaction, on December 3,2007, Verizon Wireless signed a definitive exchange agreement with AT&T. Under the terms of the
agreement, Verizon Wireless will receive cellular operating markefs in Madison and Mason, KY, and lOMHz PCS licenses in Las Vegas, NV:
Buffalo, NY: Sunbury~Shamokin and Erie, PA; and Youngstown, OR. Verizon Wireless ,'\-'ill also receive minority interests held by AT&T in
three entities in which Verizon Wireless also holds an interest plus a cash payment. In exchange. Verizon Wireless will transfer to AT&T six
1, VT; Franklin, NY; and Okanogan and Ferry, WA; and a
cellular operating markets in Burlington, Franklin and tIl'"
cellular license for the Kentucky~6 market TIle operatiI
is exchanging are among those it is to acquire from Rural
CellulaI'. The exchange with AT&T is subject to regulat
to close in the first halfof200&'
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TelcIJhonc Acccss Lines SIJin-off
On January 16, 2007, \vc announced a definitive agreement \vith FairPoint that \vill result in Verizon establishing a sepamte entity for its local
exchange and related business assets in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, spinning off that new entity into a newly formed compiU1y,
knO\vn as Northern New England Spinco Inc. (Spinco), to Verizon's shareowners, and immediately merging it with and into FairPoint These
local exchange and business assets are included in Verizon's continuing operations. It is anticipated that as long as all conditions are satisfied
and assuming completion of the related financing transactions, both the spin-off of Spinco to Verizon sll<rreO\vncrs and the merger of SpineD
with FairPoint \Crill occur on March 3L 200K Verizon's Board of Directors established a record date of March 7, 200K and a closing elate of
March 31, 2008, for the proposed spin-off of shares of Spinco to Velizon shareowners.
During 2007, lye recorded pretax charges of $84 million ($80 million after-tax, or $.03 per diluted share) for costs incurred related to certain
network and work center re~amlJlgements, the isolation and extraction of related business information, and other activities to separate the
wireline facilities and operations in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont from Verizon at the dosing of the transaction, as well as professional
advisory and legal fees in connection with this transaction.
Upon the closing of the transaction. Verizon shareowners will own approximately 60 percent of the ne\v company, and FairPoint shareowllcrs
\vill own approximately 40 percent. Verizon Communications will not receive any shares in FairPoint as a result of the transaction. In
connection with the merger, Verizon shareowners will receive one share of FairPoint stock for approximately every 53 shares ofVerizon stock
held as of the record date. The proposal relating to the merger was approved by the FairPoint shareowners in August 2007 _Both the spin·off
and merger are expected to qualify as tax-free trans.:"1ctiollS, except to the extent that cash is paid to Velizon shareowners in lieu of fractional
shares.
Based upon the number of shares (as adjusted) and price of FairPoint common stock (NYSE: FRP) on the date of the annotUlCement of the
merger, the estimated total value to be received by Vcrizon and its shareowners in exchange for these operations was approximately $2,715
million, This cOllsisted of (a) approximately $1,015 million of FairPojnt common stock that was to be received by Verizon shareowners in the
merger, and (b) $1,700 million in value that was to be rcceived by Verizon through a combination of cash distributions to Vcrizon and debt
securities issued to Verizon prior to the spin-off. Verizon currently intends to exchange these newly issued debt securities for certain debt that
\vas previously issued by Verizon, which would have the effect of reducing Verizon's then~outstanding debt. The actual total value to be
rt.'Ceived by Verizon and its shareowners \vill be determil1cd in part based on the number of shares (as adjusted) and price of FairPoint common
stock on the date of the closing of the merger. This value is nmv expected to be less than $2,715 million because (a) FairPoint expects to issue
approximately 54 million shares of common stock in the merger and the price of FairPoint common stock has declined since the announcement
of the merger (the closing price of FairPoint common stock on the last business day prior to the alffiouncement of the merger was $18.54 per
share) and (b) in connection with the regulatory approval process, Verizon currently expects to make additional contributions of approximately
$320 million to the entity that will merge with FairPoint.

Enyironmental Matters
Duling 2003, under a government-approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a fonner Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New- York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s and 1960s. Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs was conducted. A reassessment of costs related to remediation efforts at several other former facilities was also
undertaken. In September 2005, Ole Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicksville site into the Fonnerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Progranl. TItis may result in the ACE performing some or all of the remediation effolt for the Hicksville site \\ith a corresponding
decrease in costs to Verizon. To the extent that the ACE assumes responSibility for remedial work at the Hicksville site, an adjustment to a
reserve previollsly established for the remediation may be made, Adjustments may also be made based upon actual conditions discovered
during the remediation at any of the sites requiring remediation.

New YorkRecovcf)'Funding
In August 2002, President Bush sib-rued the Supplemental Appropriations bill that included $5.5 billion in New York rccovcry funding. Of that
amount, approximately $750 million was aHocated to cover utility restoration and infrastlllcturc rebuilding as a result of the Scptember 11th
terrorist attacks on lower Manhattall_ These funds will be distributed through the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation following an
application and audit process. As of September 2004, we had applicd for reimbursement of approximately $266 million tmder Categol).' One
and in 2004 and 2005 we applied for reimbursement of an additional $139 million of Categol)' Two losses. Categol)' One funding relates fo
Emergency and TempoJ'<u)' Service Response while Oltegory Two funding is for pennanent restonltioll and infrastructure improvement.
According to the plan, pennanent restoration is reimbursed up to 75% of the loss, On November 3, 2005, we received the results of preliminary
audit findings disallowing all but $49.9 million of our $266 million of Category One application. On December 8, 2005, we provided a detailed
rebuttal to the preliminary audit findings. We received a
of the final audit report for Velizon's Category One applications largely
confimling the preliminary audit findings and, on January 4,
we filed an appeal. That appeal, as well as our Category Two applications.
are pending.
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I Regulaton and Competitin Trends
COmlJetition <lnd Regulation
Technological, regulatory and market changes have provided Verizon both new opportunities and challenges, These changes have allowed
Verizon to offer new types of sen:ices in all increasingly competitive market. At the same time, they have allowed other service providers to
broaden the scope of their own competitive offerings, Current and potential competitors for nehvork services include other telephone
companies, cable companies, \vireless service providers, foreign telecommunications providers, satellite providers, electric utilities, Intemet
service providers, providers of VoIP services, and other companies that offer network services using a variety of technologies. Many of thesc
companies have a strong market presence, brand recognition <lnd existing customer relationships, <Ill of which contribute to intensifying
competition and may affect our future revenue grmvth. lvfany of our competitors also remain subject to fe\ver rcgulatot)' constraints th,m
Verizon.
We are unable to predict definitively the impact that the ongoing changes in the telecommunications industry ·will ultimately have on our
business, results of operations or financial condition. The financial impact will dcpend on several factors, including the timing, extent and
success of competition in our markets, the timing and outcome of various regul<ltof);' proceedings and any appeals, and the timing, extent and
success of our pursuit of new opponunilies.
FCC Regulation
The FCC has jurisdiction over our interstate telecommunications services and other matters for which the FCC has jurisdiction under the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended (Communications Act). The Communications Act gcnerally provides that we may not charge unjust
or unreasonable rates, or engage in unreasonable discrimination when we are providing services as a common carrier, and regulates some ohhe
rates, tcnns and conditions under which \ve provide certain services, The FCC also has adopted regulations governing various aspects of our
business including: (1) usc and disclosure of customer proprietat)' network information: (ii) telemarketing: (iii) assignment of telephone
numbers to customcrs: (iv) prm'ision to law enforcement agencies of the capability to obtain call identifying informaHon and call content
information from calls pursuant to la\\ful process: (v) accessibility of services and equipment to individuals ,vith disabilities if readily
achievable; (vi) interconnection with the networks of other carriers: (vii) customers' ability to keep (or ;;porf') their telephone numbers when
switching to another carrieL and (viii) availability ofback~up power. In addition, we pay various fees to support other FCC programs, such as
the universal service program discussed belm','. Changes to these mandates, or the adoption of additional mandates, could require us to make
changes to our opemtions or othenvise increase our costs of compliance.

Broadband
The FCC has adopted a series of orders that recognize the competitive nature of the broadband market and impose lesser ref,rulatory
requirements on broadband services and facilities lImn apply to narrowband or traditional telephone services. With respect to facilities, the FCC
has detennined that certain unbundling requirements that apply to narwvvband facilities do not apply to broadband facilities such as fiber to the
premise loops and packet switches. With respect to services, the FCC has concluded that broadband Intemet access services offered by
telephone companies and their affiliates quali(v as largely deregulated information services. The same order also concluded that telephone
companies may offcr the lmderlying broadband transmission services that are used as an input to Internet acccss scrvices through private
carriage arrangements on negotiated commercial tenns. The order "vas upheld on appeal. In addition, a Verizon petition .asking the FCC to
forbear from applying common carrier regulation to certain broadband services sold primarily (0 larger business customers when those services
are not used for Internet access ·was deemed granted by operation of law 011 March 19, 2006 ·when the FCC did not deny the petition by the
statutory deadline. Tile relicf obtained through the forbearance petition has been upheld on appeal, but remains under challenge.

f-"ideo
TIle FCC has a body of mles that apply to cable operators under Title VI of the Communications Act of 1934, and these rules also generally
apply to telephone companies that provide cable services over their nel\vorks, In addition, companies that provide cable service over a cable
system generally must obtain a local cable franchise. On March 5,2007, t.he FCC released an order setting forth parameters consistent with
Section 621 of the Communications Act of 1934 and other fedcrallaw, on the timing and scope of franchise negotiations by local franchising
authorities. The FCC found thal some prior practices in the local franchise approval process constituted an unreasonable refusal to award a
competitive local franchise under the requirements of federal law, This order is the snbject of a pending appeal.

Interstate Access Charges and Intercarrier Compensation
The current frame,vork for interstilte access rates was established in the Coalition for Affordable Local and Long Distance Services (CALLS)
plan which the FCC adopted on May 31, 2000. The CALLS plan has tllrec main components. First, it establishes portable interstate access
universal scnice support of $650 million for the industry that replaces implicit support previously embedded in interstate access charges,
Second, the plan simplifies the patchwork of common 1"
er line charge (SLC) and provides for de~averaging of the
SLC by zones and class of customers. Third, the plan
ransition to a set target of $.0055 per minute for s\vitched
I' required to make further annual price cap reductions to
access services. Once that target rate is reached, local e
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their switched access prices. As a result of tariff adjustments which became effective in July 2003, virtually all of our switched access lines
reached the $.0055 benchmark.
The FCC cuo'elltly is conducting a broad mlemaking proceeding to consider new mles governing interc3rrier compensation including, but not
limited to, access charges, compensation for Internet traffic and reciprocal compemmtiol1 for local traffic. The FCC has sought
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comments about intcrcmricr compensation in general and requested input on a number of specific reform proposals. The FCC also has pending
before it issues relating to intercarrier compensation for dial-up Internet-bound traffic. The FCC previously found that this traffic is not subject
to reciprocal compcnsation under Section 251(b)(5) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Instead, the FCC established federal rates per
minute for tlus traffic that declined from $.0015 to $.0007 over a three-year period, established caps on the total minutes of this traffic su~iect
to compensation in a state and required incumbent local exchange carriers to ofter to both bill and pay reciprocal compcnsation for local traffic
at the same rate as they arc rcquired to pay on lntemet-bound traffic. The U.S. Court of Appeals for dIe D.C. Circuit rejected part of the FCC's
rationale, but declined to vacate the order while it is on remand. As
further action by the FCC, the FCC's underlying order
rate cap on this traffic, but removed the caps on the total
remains in effect. The FCC subsequently denied a petition to discontinue the
minutes of Internet-bound traffic su~ject to compensation. That decision has been upheld on appeal. Disputes also remain pending in a number
of forums relating to the appropriate compensation for Internet-bound traffic during previous periods under the terms of our interconnection
agreements with other earners.
The FCC also is conducting a rulemaking proceeding to address the rebrulation of services that use Tntemet protocol. One of the issues raised in
the rulemaking as well as in several petitions currently pending before the FCC addresses ·whether, and under what circumstances, access
charges should apply to voice or other Inlemel protocol services. The FCC previously has held that one provider's peeNo-peer lntemet
protocol service that docs not use the public s\vitched network is an interstate information service and is not subject to access charges, ·while a
service that utilizes Internet protocol for only one intennediate part of a call's transmission is a telecommunications selyice that is subject to
access charges. Another petition asking the FCC to forbear from applying access charges to voice over Internet protocol services that arc
tenninated on switched local exchange networks was withdrawn by the carrier that filed that petition. The FCC also declared the senices
offered by one provider of a ·voice over Internet protocol service to be jurisdictionally interstate. The FCC also stated that its conclusion ,"vould
apply to other services with similarchal'3cteristics. On March 21, 2007, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the FCC's Order.
TIle FCC also has adopted mles for special access services that provide for pricing flexibility and ultimately the removal of services from price
regulation ·when prescribed competitive thresholds are met. More than half of special access revenues arc nmv removed from price regulation.
The FCC currently has a mlemaking proceeding underway to update the public record concerning its pricing Hexibility niles and to detennine
whether any changes to those mles aTe warranted.

Universal ,')ervice
The FCC also has a body of mles implementing the universal service provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, including mles
governing support to mral and non-mral high-eost areas, support for low income subscribers and support for schools, libraries and mml health
care. The FCC's current mles for support to high-eost areas served by larger "non-rural" local telephonc compmues lvere previously remanded
by U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, which had found that the FCC had not adequately justified these rules. The FCC has initiated a
rulcmaking proceeding in response to the court's remand, but its rules remain in effect pending the results of the rulemaking. It is also
considering modifications to the high~cost support system that could include a cap on the amount of SUpp0l1 and other limits on what certain
eligible carriers may recci-ve. The FCC also has proceedings underway to evaluate possible changes to its current rules for assessing
contributions to the universal service fund. As an interim step, in June 2006, the FCC ordered that providers of VolP services arc subject to
federal universal service obligations. The FCC also increased the percentage of revenues subject to federal universal service obligations that
wireless providers may use as a safe harbor. The substance of these orders was upheld on appeal in June 2ot)?, but the COUft did reUland some
more minor implementation issues back (0 the FCC. Any further change in the current assessment mechanism could result in a change in the
contribution that local telephone companies, wireless carriers or others must make and that would have to be collected from customers.
(Jnbundling

(~fA'et\j'Ork

Elements

Under Section 251 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, incumbent local exchange earners ·were required to provide competing carriers
with access to components of their network on an unbundled basis, known as UNEs, where certain statutory standards are satisfied. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996 also adopted a cost-based pricing standard for these ONEs, \vhich the FCC interpreted as allowing it to
impose a pricing standard known as "total clement long nm incremental cost" or "TELRIC." The FCC's rules defining thc lIDbundled network
clements that must be made available at TELRlC prices havc been overturned on multiple occasions by the courts. In its most recent order
issued in response to these court decisions, the FCC eliminated the requirement to unbundle mass market local switching on a nationwide basis,
\\'ith the obligation to accept new orders ending as of the effective date of the order (March I L 20(5). The FCC also established a one year
transition for existing ONE switching arrangements. For high-eapacity transmission facilities, the FCC established criteria for determining
whether high-capacity loops, transport or dark fiber transport must be unbundled in individual wire centers, and stated that these standards \vere
only expected to affect a small number of \virc centers. The FCC also eliminated the obligation to provide dark fibcr loops and found that there
is no obligation to provide ONEs exclusively for \vireless or long distance service. In any instance where a particular high~capacity fadli!:)' no
has to be made available as a UNE, the FCC established a similar one year transition for any existing high-eapacity loop or transport
18 month transition for any existing dark fiber ONEs. This decision has been upheld on appeal.
As noted above, the FCC has concluded that the require,'l!iIolIiIlliilioillllii."WIli'·le Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide unbundled
network elements at TELRIC prices generally docs no
dband facilities, such as fiber to the premises loops, the
packet-s\-vitched capabilities of hybrid loops and packet
held that any separate unbundling obligations that may be
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imposed by Section 271 of the TelecommlIDications Act of 1996 do not apply to these same facilities. TIle decision with respect to Section 271
has been upheld on appeal and a petition for rehearing of that order \vas denied,
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rVireless Services
The FCC regulates the licensing, construction, operation, acquisition <:md transfer of wireless communications systems, including the systems
that Verizon Wireless operates, pursuant to tIle Communications Act, other legislation, and the FCC's rules. The FCC and Congress
continuously consider changes to these law's and rules, Adoption of new laws or mles may raise the cost of providing service or require
modification ofVerizon Wireless' business plans or operations.
To use the radio frequency spectrum, wireless communications systems must be licensed by the FCC to operate the 1virciess net\vork and
mobile devices in assigned spectnlln segments. Verizol1 Wireless holds FCC licenses to operate in several different radio services, including
the cellular radiotelephone service, personal communications service, advanced wireless service, and point-to-point radio service. TIle teclmical
and service mles, the specific radio frequencies and amounts of spectrum \ve hold, and the sizes of the geographic areas we are authorized to
operate in. vary for each of these services. However, all oftbe licenses Verizon Wireless holds allO\y it to use spectnun to provide a wide range
of mobile and fixed communications services, including both voice and data services, and Verizon Wireless operates a seamless net\vork that
utilizcs those liccnses to provide services to customcrs. Because the FCC issues Iicenscs for only a fixed time, generally 10 years, Verizon
Wireless must periodically seek renewal of those licenses. Although the FCC has routinely renewed all ofVerizon Wireless' licenses that have
come up for renewal to date, challenges could be brought against the licenses in the future, [f a wireless license were revoked or not rene\ved
upon expiration, Verizon Wireless wmlld not be pennitted to provide services on the licensed spectrum in the area covered by that license.
The FCC has also imposed spccific mandates on caniers that operJte wireless communications systems, which increase Verizon Wireless'
costs. These mandates include requirements that Verizon Wireless: (i) meet specific construction and geographic coverage requirements during
the license tenn; (ii) meet technical operating standards that among other things, limit the radio frequency radiation from mobile devices and
antennas; (iii) deploy "Enhanced 911" wireless services that provide the wireless caller's number, location and other information upon request
by a state or local public safety agency that handles 911 C<'llls: (iv) provide backup electric p01ver at most cell sites in the event electric utility
service is disropled: and (v) comply with regulations for the construction of transmitters and towers that, among other things, restrict siting of
towers in environmentally sensitive locations and in places where the towers would affect a site listed or eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places, Changes to these mandates could require Verizon Wireless to make changes to operations or increase its costs of
compliance.
The Communications Act imposes restrictions on foreign ownerShip of U.S. wireless systems. TIle FCC has approved the interest that
Vodafolle Group Pic holds, through various of its subsidiaries, in Verizon Wireless. TIle FCC n1<I)' need to approve any increase in Vodafone's
interest or the acquisition of an ownership interest by other foreign entities. In addition, as part of the FCC's approval of Vodafone·'s ownership
interest Verizon Wireless, Verizon and Vodafone entered into an agreement with the U.S. Department of Defense, Department of Justice and
Federal Bureau of Investigation \vhich imposes national security and law enforcement-related obligations on the ways in which Verizon
Wireless stores information and otherwise conducts its business.
Verizon Wireless anticipates that it will necd additional spectrom to meet future demand, It can meet spectnllu needs by purchasing licenses or
leasing spectnuu from other licensees, or by acquiring new spectnun licenses from the FCC. Under the Communications Act, before Verizon
Wireless can acquire a license from another licensee in order to expalld its coverage or its spectrum capacity in a particular area, it must file an
application \",ith the FCC, and the FCC can grant the application only after a period for public notice and comment. This review process can
delay acquisition of spectrum needed to expand services. The Communications Act also requires the FCC to award ncw licenses for most
commercial wireless services through a competitive bidding process in which spectnuu is awarded to bidders in an auction. Verizon Wireless
participated in spectnull auctions to acquire licenses for personal communication service and most recently advanced \vireless service. In
addition, the FCC began conducting an auction of spectrum in the 700 MHz band on January 24, 2008. This spectrum is currently used for
UHF television opemtions but by law those operations must cease no later than Febmary 17. 2009. Verizon Wireless filed an application on
December 3,2007, to qualify as a bidder in this auction, and on January 14, 2008, the FCC announced that Verizon Wireless and 213 other
applicants had qualified as eligible to bid in the auction, TIle FCC determined that bidding in this auction will be "anonymous," which means
that prior to and during the course of the auction(s), the FCC "vill not make public any information about a specific applicant's npfront deposit
or its bids. In addition, FCC mles restrict information that bidders may disclose about their participation in the auction. The FCC also adopted
service mles that "vill impose costs on licensees that acquire the 700 MHz band spectrwn. including rninimmu coverage mandates by specific
dates during the license terms, and., for approximately onewthird of the spectrum, "open access" requirements, which generally require licensees
of that spectrum to aUow customers to usc devices and applications of their choice, subject to certain limits. The open access requirements arc
the subject of a pending appeal in which Vcrizon Wireless has intervened. The timing of future auctions, and the speetnun being sold, may not
match VerizonWireless' needs, and the company may not be able to secure the spectrum in the amounts <:mdJor in the markets it seeks through
the current or any future auction.
TIle FCC is also conducting several proceedings to explore making additional spectnnll available for licensed and/or unlicensed use, TI1Cse
proceedings could increase radio interference to Verizon Wireless' operations from other spectnull users and could impact the \\'ays in \\'hich it
uses spectnlln, the capacity of that spectmm to carry traffic, and the yalue of that speclrmn.
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State Rcguhltion and Local AplJrOvals
Telephone Operations

State public \1tility commissions regulate our telephone operations \'lith respect to certain telecommunications intrastate mtes and services and
other matters, Our competitive local exchange carrier and long distance operations are generally classified as nondominant and lightly
regulated the same as other similarly situated carriers. Our incumbent local exchange operations arc generally classified as dominant 111ese
latter operations predominantly are subject to altemative forms of regulation (AFORs) in the various states, although they remain subject to rate
of return regulation in a few states. Arizona, lIlinois, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon and Washington are rate of return regulated 'I,'liith
various levels of pricing flexibility for competitive services. California, Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Florida, Indiana.
Maryland, Michigan, Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Te.xas, Vennont Virginia. West Virginia and Wisconsin are under AFORs \"ith various levels of pricing flexibility. detariffing. and service
quality standards. NOliC of the AFORs includc camings regulation. In Idaho, Verizon has made the election undcr a recent statutory amendment
into a deregulatory regime that phases out all price regulation.
r-'ideo

Companies that provide cable service over a cable system arc tYIJically subject to state and/or local cable telc\'ision rules and regulations. As
noted abovc, cable operators genemlly must obtain a local cable franchise from cach locaillnit of govenul1cnt prior to providing cable service
in that local area. Some states have recently enacted legislation that en<lbles cable operators to apply for, and obtain, a single cable fmnchise at
the state, rather than local, level. To date, Verizon has 3pplied for and received state-issued franchises in California, Indiana, Florida, Ne",'
Jersey, Texas and the unincorporated areas of Delaware. Virginia law provides us the option of entering a given franchise area using stale
standards if local franchise negotiations are unsuccessfuL
U'ireless S'en!ices

111e rapid gro\'\1h of the wireless industry has led to an increase in efforts by some state legislatures and state public utility commissions to
regulate the industry in ways that may impose additional costs on Verizon Wireless. The Communications Act generally preempts regulation
by state and local govemments of the entry of, or the rates charged by, wireless carriers. Although a state may petition the FCC to allow it to
impose rate regulation, no state has done so. In addition, the Communications Act does not prohibit the states from regulating the other "terms
and conditions" of wireless service. While numerous state commissions do not currently have jurisdiction over wireless services, state
legislatures may decide to grant them such jurisdiction, and those commissions that already have authority to impose regulations on wireless
earners may adopt ne"i rules.
State efforts to regu1<lte wireless services have included proposals to rq,'l.date customer billing, tennination of service, trial periods for service.
advertising, nel\vork outages, the usc of handsets while driving, and the provision of emergency or alert services. Over the past several yC<lfS,
only a few slates have imposed regulation in one or more of these areas, and in 2006 a federal appellate court struck down one such slate
statute, but Verizon Wireless expects these efforts to continue, Some states also impose their own universal service support regimes on wireless
and other telecommunications CmTlers. and other states arc considering whether to create such regimes.
Verizon Wireless (as well as AT&T (formerly Cingular) and Sprint~Nextcl) is a party to an Assurance ofVolllntary Compliance ("AVC") ,vitll
33 State Attomeys General. The AVe which generally reflected Verizon Wireless's practices at the time it was entered into in July 2Ot)4,
obligates the company to disclose certain rates and tenns during a sales transaction, to provide maps depicting coverage, and to comply with
·various requirements regarding advertising, billing, and other practices.
At the 5t~lte and local level, wireless facilities arc subject to zoning and land usc regulation. Under the Communications Act. neither state nor
local governments may categorically prohibit the construction of wireless facilities in any community or take actions, such as indefinite
moratoria, \\"hich have the effect of prohibiting service. Nonetheless, securing state and local government approvals for new tower sites has
been and is likely to continue to be a difficult, lengthy and expensive process. Finally. state und local governments continue to impose new or
higher fees and taxes on wireless carners.
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In this Aruma! Report on Form lO-K we have made fonvard-Iooking statements, These statements arc based on our estimates and assumptions
and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Fonvard-Iooking statements include the information concerning our possible or assumed future
results of operations, FonvardMlooking statements also include those preceded or followed by the ,vords "anticipates." "believes." "estimates."
"hopes" or similar expressions. For tbose statements, \ve claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in tbe
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
The foHowing important factor~ along with those discussed clse\vhere in this Annual Report, could affect future results and could cause those
results to differ materially from those expressed in tbe forward-looking statements;
materially adverse changes in economic and industry conditions and labor ll1cltlers, including workforce levels and labor negotiations, and
any resulting financial andlor operational impact in the markets served by ns or by companies in "vhich we have substantial investments~
material changes in available tcchnology, induding disruption of our suppliers' provisioning of critical products or services:
the impact on our operations of natural or man-made disasters and any resulting financial impact not covered by insurance:
technology substitution:
an adverse change in the ratings afforded our debt securities by nationally accredited ratings organizations:
the final results of federal and state regulatory proceedings conceming our provision of retail and wholesale services and judicial review of
those results:
the effects of compctition in our markets:
thc timing, scope and financial impact of our deploymcnt offiber-lo-thcMprcmiscs broadband technolob'y:
the ability of Verizon Wireless to continue to obtain sufficient spectmlll resources:
changes in aUf accounting assumptions that regulatory agencies, including the SEC. may require or that result from changes in the
accounting rules or their application, which could result in an impact on e.:clmings:
the ability to complete acquisitions and dispositions; and
the extent and timing of our ability to obtain revenue enhancements and cost savings following our business combination \"Jth MeL Inc.
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We, the management of Verizon Communications Inc., arc responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate intemal control over financial
rcporting of the company. Management has evaluated internal control over financial reporting of the company using the criteria for effective
internal control established in Intemal Control- Integrated Frame\vork issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway'
Commission.
Managcment has assessed the cffectivcncss of the company's intenml control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2007. Based on this
assessment, we believe that the internal control over financial reporting ofthc company is effective as of December 31, 2007. In conncction
with this asscssment, there were no material weaknesses in the company's intemal control over financial reporting identified by rrw.nagemcut.
The company's financial statements included in this annual report have been audited by Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public
accounting finn. Ernst & Young LLP has also provided an attestation report on the company's internal control over fimncial reporting.

lsi Ivan G. Seidenberg
Iy~tn G. Seidenberg
Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer

lsi Doreen A Toben

Doreen A. Toben
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Is/ThomasA Bartlett
Thomas A. Bartlett
Senior Vice President and Controller
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To The Board of Din-ctors and Sharcol'mcrs of Vcrizon Communications Inc.:

We have audited Verizon Communications Inc. and subsidiaries' (Verizon) internal control over financial reporting as of December 31. 2007,
based on criteria established in Internal Control - Integrated Frmlle\Vork issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organiz.alions of the Treadway
Commission (the COSO criteria). VCllzon's managemcnt is responsible for maintaining effectivc intemal control ovcr financial reporting. and
for its assessmcnt of the effectivcness of internal control over financial reporting included in the accompanying Repott of Management on
Internal Control Over Fimmcial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the company's internal control over financial
reporting based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accord..nce \vith the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). TIlose standards
require that wc plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was
maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding ofintemal control over financial reporting, assessing tbe risk
that a material \veakness exists, testing and evaluating the design and operating efTectiveness of intemal control based on the assessed risk. and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion.
A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliabilit~,... of
financial repOlting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordancc with generally accepted accounting
principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of
records that, in reasonable detail. accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance ..." ith generally
accepted accounting principles. and that receipts and expenditures of the company arc being made only in accordance with authorizations of
managcment and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detcet misstatements. Also, pr~iections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to fufure periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion. Vcrizon maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2007, based
on the COSO criteria.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United Stales). the consolidated
balance sheets of Verizon as of December 31, 2007 and 2006, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and
in
sharcowners' investment for each of the thrce years in the period ended December 31. 2007 of Verizon and our report dated Febmary
expressed alllUlquahfied opinion thereon.
Ernst & Young LLP
Ernst & Young LLP
New York. New' York

Febntary 22, 2008
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To The Board of DirectOl'S and Shareowners of Vcrizon Communications Inc.:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Verizon Communications Inc. and subsidiaries (Verizon) as of
December 31, 2007 and 2006, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and changes in sharcO\.vners' investment for each
o[the three years in the period ended December 31, 2007. These financial statements arc the responsibility of Verizan's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits,
We conducted our audits in accordance \-.;itll the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require t11at we plan and perform the audit fo obtain reasonable assurance about wbether the financial statements arc free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining. on a test basis. evidencc supporting Ole amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accollnting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation, We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidatcdfinancial position of Verizon at
December 31, 2007 and 2006. and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the Orree years in the period
ended December 31, 2007, in conformity with U.s. generally accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note 1 to the financial statements, Velizon changed its methods of accounting for uncertainty in income taxes and leveraged
lease transactions effective
1, 2007. stock-based compensation effective January L 2006 and pension and othcr posHetircment
obligations effective December 31,
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), Verizon's internal
control over financial reporting as of December 31,2007. based on criteria established in Interned Control-Integrated Framework issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organinllions of the Treadway Commission and our report dated Febmary 22. 2008 expressed an unqualified
opinion thereon.

Ernst & Young LLP

Ernst & Young LLP
No\\' York. Ne\\' York
Febmar~y

22, 2008
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(l)

Total per share amounts may not add due to rounding.

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(dollars in mil!ion~. ~xcept pCI' share amollllts)
2007
2006

At Heccmbu 31,

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
ShorHenu investments
Accounts receivable, net ofallowanccs of $1,025 and $1, 139
Inventories
Assets held for sale
Prepaid expenses and other
Total current assets
Plant property and equipment
Less accmillilated depreciation

1,153

3.219

2,244

2.43-1
10.891

11,736
1,729

213,994
128,700
85,294

Investments in unconsolidated businesses
Wireless licenses
Goodwill
Other intangible assets. net
Other assets
Total assets

3,372
50,796
5,245
4,988

Lillbilities llnd Sharco,,,ncrs' Invcstmcnt
Current liabilities
Debt maturing \..vithin onc year
Accounts payable and accmed liabilities
Li,lbilitics related to assets held for sale
QUlcr
Total current liabilities
Long~tenn debt
Employee benefit obligations
Deferred income ta.xcs
Other liabilities

Sharcmvners'investment
Series preferred stock ($.10 par value: none issued)
Com'mon stock ($.10 par value; 1.967.610,119 shares and 2.967,652,438 shares
issued)
Contributed capital
Reinvested earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Common stock in treasury. at cost
Deferred eompensation-cmployce stock ownership plans and other
Total shateowners' investment
Total liabilities and sharemvncrs" investment

121.753
82356
4.868

50.959
5,655
5,140

IM62

7.715
1-1.320
2,154

32,288

28.337

2,954

Minority interest

204,109

297

297

40,316

-10.12-1

17,884

17,324
(7,530)

11.871)

Sec Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Y(>ars Ended J)e('Nnber 31,

2007

2006

5 1521

6,197

14,377

14.545

(dollar;; in millions)
2005

Cash Flows from' Operating Activities

Net Income
AdjustmeIlts to reconcile net income to nel cash proYided by operating acth'itiescontinuing operations':
Depreciation and amortization expense
Sales of businesses, net
Loss on sale of discontinued operations
ErupIoyee retirement benefits
Deferred income taxes
Provision'for uncollectible accounts
Equity in earnings of unconsolidated businesses. net of dividends received
E\imOrdinary item.; net of tax
Cumulatiye etfect of accounting change. net of tax
Changes in current assets and liabilities, net of effects from
acquisitioWdisposition'of businesses:
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other assets
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Other, net
Net cash provided by operating activities - colltinuing operations
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities - discontinued operations
Net cash provided by operating activities

1,720
408
1,047
1,986
131

541
1,923

(731)

$

7.:'97

13.615
(530)
1.695
(1.093)
L076
1.649

-12

(1,931)
(255)
(140)
(567)
4,012
26,309
(570)
25,739

(1,312)
8
52
(383)
1366
23.030
1.076
24.106

(788)
(236)
(176)
(899)
(U66)
20,..-1
1,581
22,025

(17,538)
(763)

(17,l1J1)
(1.-122)

(14,96<)

169
1,267
(16,865)
757
(1<),108)

290
81l
(17.422)
1.806
([5,6J6)

3,402
(5,503)
(3,252)
H,773)
1,274
(2,843)
(2)
(11,697)

3,983
(lU33)
7,94-1
(-1,719)
17-1
(1.700)
(201)
(5,752)
(279)
(6,031)
2.459
760
3.219

Cash Flows from Investing Acti\'ities

Capital expenditures -(inchlding capitalized software)
Acquisitions. net of cash acquired, and investments
Proceeds from disposition of businesses
Net change in short-tenn and other current investments
Other. net
Net cash used in investing activities ~ continuing operations
Net cash pmvided by (used in) im\.'.Sting activities - discorttinued operations
Net cash used in investing activities

(4.684)

1.326
(346)
532
(18J36)
(356)
(18,-192)

Cash Flows from Financing Acth'ities

Proceeds from long-teon bOITmvings
Repayments of long-term borrOWings and capital lease' obligations
Increase (decrease) in short-tcon obligations, excluding current maturities
Dividends paid
Proceeds from sale of common stock
PUrchase of common stock for treasury
Other. net
Net cash used in financing activities ~ continuing operations
Net cash used in financing activities - discontinued operations
Net. cash used in financing activities
[ncrease (decrease) in cash and cash equiYalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents. end of year

(1l,697)
(2,066)
3,219
S 1,153

L487

(4.427)

37
(271)
(57)
(.1,958)
(76)
(5JI3-1)
(1501)
2261
760

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(dollJrs in millions, exc«pf pcr share amowlt~, and slMres in thousJml,,)
Years Ended 1Mccmher 31,

Common Stock
Balance at beginning of year
Shares issued,MClfPrice acquisitions
Balance at end of year

2,967.652
(42)
2,967,610

Contributed Callital
Balance at beginning of year
Shares issucd~emplo.yee and
shilfeowncr plans
Shares issucd~MCIlPricc acquisitions
Domestic print and Intcmct ycllO\v
pages directories business spin-off
Other
Balance at cnd of yc<ir

Defen'ed Compenslttion-ESOPs

Share,

Amount

Share~

297

2,774.865
192,787
2,967.652

277
20
297

2,774.865

277

2,774,865

277

297

25369

,'\m<Jllnt

25A04

(1)
6,010

58

Accumulatcd Otbcl" COml)rebensiyc
Loss
Balance at beginning of year
Foreign currency translation
adjnstments
Umcalized gains on net inwstment
hedges
Unrealized gains (losses) on
marketable securities
Unrealized gains on cash flow hedges
Defined benefit pension and
post.retirement plans
Minimum pension liability aqjustment
Other
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Adoption ofpensiou and
postretirement benefit accounting
standard (Sec Note 15)
Balance at end of year

2005

'\!110Ullt

40,124

Reinvested Earnings
Balance at bcgilming of year
Adoption of tax accounting standards
(Sec Note 1)
Adjusted balance at beginning of year
Net income
Dividends dcclared($1.67, $1.62'and
$ 1.62 per share)
Other
Balance at end of year

Treasulj" Stock
Balance at begilUung of year
Shares purchased
Shares distributed
Employee plans
SharcO\vner plans
Balance a1 end of year

200&

2007
Shares

(24)

134
40,316

8.695
51
40J24

(ll )
25.369

17,324

15,905

!2,984

(134)
17,190
5,521

15,905
6,197

!2,984
7.397

(4.181)

(4-479)

838

(4)
1

Ll96

(755)

54
14

(21)

10

1.948

526
(128)
1,662

241
3,024

(56,147)
(68,063)

(1,871)
(2,843)

(11.456)
(50,066)

33,411

1,224

5.355

51

(m
(730)

(1,12)
(271)
181

1.594

59
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See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Description of Business
VeriZOll Communications Inc. (Verizon or the Company) is one of the world's leading providers of communications services. We have 1\vo
reportable segments, Wireline and Domestic Wireless, which we operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by products and
services, For further infonnation concerning our business segments, sec Note 17. Our Wirelinc segment provides communications services.
including voice, broadband video and data, network access, nationwide long-distance and other communications products and services, and
also owns and operates one of the most expansive end~to~end global lntemet Protocol (IP) net\vorks, Wc continue to deploy advanced
broadband network technology, with our fiber-to-the-premises nehvork (FiOS) creating a platform with sufficient bandlvidth and capabilities to
meet customers' current and future needs. FiOS allows us to offer our customers a \vide array of broadband services, including advanced data
and video offerings. Our IP network includes over 485,000 route miles of fiber optic cable and provides access to over 150 countries across six
continents. enabling us to provide next~generation IP network products and Information Technology (IT) services to medium and large
businesses and govcrnment customers worldwide.
Verlzou's Domestic Wireless segment operating as Verizon Wireless, provides ,vireless voice and data products and other ·value-added
senices and equipmcnt across the United States llsing one of the Illost extensive and reliable wirelcss networks. Verizon Wireless continues to
expand our ,,,,ireless data, messaging and multi-media offerings at broadband speeds for both consumer and business customers.

Consolidation
TIle method of accounting applied to investmenlS, ·whether consolidated, equity or cost involves an evaluation of all significant terms of the
investments that explicitly grant or suggest evidence of control or influence over the operations of thc investee. The consolidated financial
statemcnts include our controlled subsidiaries. Investments in businesses which we do not control, but have the ability to exercise significant
influence over operating and financial policies, arc accounted for using the equity method. Investments in which we do not havc thc ability to
exercise significant influence over operating and financial policies are accounted for under the cost method. Equity and cost method
investments are included in Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses in our consolidated balance sheets, Certain of our cost method
investmcnts arc classified as avai1ablc~for-salc securities and adjusted to fair valuc
to the Financial
Standards Board
Certain Investments in IJeM
.','ecurities
(FASB) Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. J 15.
(SFAS No. 115).

All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated.
We have reclassified prior year amounts to conform to the current year presentation.

Discontinued 0llcrations, Assets Held for Sale, and Sales of Businesses and Investments
We classify as discontinued operations for all periods presented <Uly component of our business that we hold for sale or disposal that has
operations and cash flows that arc clearly distinguishable operationally and for financial reporting purposes from the rest of Verizou. For those
components, Verizon has no significant continuing involvement after disposal and their operations and cash flmvs arc eliminated from
Vcrizon's ongoing operations, Sales of significant components of our business not classified as discontinued operations arc reported as either
Sales of Businesses, Net Equity in Earnings of Unconsolidated Businesses or Other Income and (Expense), Net in our consolidated statements
ofincomc.

Use of Estimates
We prepare our financial statements Ilsing U,S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), \vhich require managemcnt to make
estimates and assumptions that affect reported amounts and disclosures. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Examples of significant estimates include um"e<llized tax benefits, the allowance for doubtful accounts, thc recoverability of plant, property and
equipment the recovcrability of intangible assets and other long~lived assets, valuation allowances on tax assets and pension and postretirement
benefit assumptions.
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Revenue Rcrognition

rVireline
Our Wireline segment cams revenue based upon usage of our nehvork and facilities and contract fees. In general, fixed monthly fees for voicc.
video, data and certain other services arc billed one month in advance and recognized the following month ,vhen earned. Revenue from
services that are not fixed in amount and are based on usage are recognized \-vhen such services are provided.
We recognize equipment revenue for services, in which \ve bundle the equipment with maintenance and monitoring services, \vhen the
cquipmcllt is installed in accordance with contmctual specifications and ready for the customer's use. The maintenance and monitoring services
are recognized monthly over the term of the contract as ,ve provide the services. Long~tenl1 contracts are accounted for using the percentage of
completion method. We use the completed contract method if we carmot estimate the cosls \vith a reasonable degree of reliability.
Customer activation fees, along with the related costs np to but not exceeding the activation fees, are deferred and amortized over the customer
relationship period.

Domestic IFireless
Our Domestic Wireless segment emm revenue by providing access to and usage of our network, which includes roaming revenue. In general,
access revenue is billed one month in advance and recognized when earned. Access revenue, usage revenue and roaming revenue are
recognized when service is rendered. Equipment sales revenue associated with the sale of \\fireless handsets and accessories is recognized when
the products are delivered to and accepted by the customer, as this is considered to be a separate earnings process from the sale of wireless
services. Customer activation fees arc considered additional consideration when handsets arc sold to customers at a discount and are recorded
as equipment sales revenue at the time of customer acceptance.

Maintenance and Repairs
We charge the cost of maintenance and repairs, including the cost of replacing minor items not constituting substantial bettennents, principally
to Cost of Services and Sales as these costs are incurred.

Advertising Costs
Advertising costs for advertising products and services as well as other promotional and sponsorship costs arc charged to Selling, General &
Administrative expense in the periods in \vhich they arc incurred.

Earnings PCI' Common Share
Basic eamings per common share arc based on the \-veighted~average number of shares outstflnding during the period. Diluted eamings per
common share include the dilutive effect of shares issuable under our Slack-based compensation plnns, an exchangeable equity interest and
zero~coupon convertible notes (see Note 13). As of December 31, 2006, the exchangeable equity interest and 7.ero~coupon convertible noles
were no longer outstanding.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
We consider all highly liquid invcstments with a maturity of 90 days or less when purchased to bc cash equivalents, except cash equivalents
held as sh0l1~tenl1 investments. Cash equivalents are stated at cost. which approxirnatcs market value
ShOlt-TCI·m Investmcnts
Our shorHenn investments consist primarily of cash equivalents held in tmst to pay for certain employee benefits. Short-teon investments are
stated at cost, which ;:lpproximates market valuc.

Marketable Securities
Marketable securWes are included in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets in Investments in Unconsolidated Businesses or Other
Assets. We continually evaluate our investments in marketable securities for impainnent due to declines in market value considered to be other
than temporary. Th.at evaluation includes.. in addition to persistent declining stock prices, general economic and company-specific evaluations,
In the event of a determination that a decline in market value is other than temporary'. a charge to earnings is recorded for the loss. and a new
cost basis in the investment is eSf~lblishc-d
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Inventories
Inventory consists primarily of wireless equipment held for sale, lvhich is carried at the lower of cost (determined principally on either an
average cost or first-in, first-out basis) or market We also include in inventory nc\\, and reusable supplics and network equipment of our local
telephone operations, which are stated principally at average original cost, except that specific costs arc used in the case of large individual
items.

Plant and Depreciation
We record plant, property and equipment at cost. Our local telephone operations' depreciation expense is principally based on the composite
group remaining life method and straight-line composite rates, Tlus method provides for the recognition of the cost of the remaining net
investment in local telephone plant, less anticipated net salvage value, over the remaining asset lives, This method requires the periodic
revision of depreciation rates.
Plant property and equipment of other wireline and wireless operations are generaUy depreciated on a straight-line basis.
111e asset lives used by our operations are presented in the following table:

When \ve replace, retire or otherwise dispose of depreciable plant used in our local telephone network we deduct the carrying amount of such
plant from the respective accounts and charge it to accumulated depreciation. When the depreciable assets of our other Wircline and Domestic
Wireless operations arc retired or othenvisc disposed of, the related cost and accumulated depreciation are deducted from the plant accounts,
and any gains or losses on disposition are recognized in income.
We capitalize network s01hvare purchased or developed along with related plant assets. We also capitalize interest associated ",,,,'ith the
acqnisition or construction of network-related assets. Capitalized interest is reported as part of the cost of the network-related assets and as a
reduction in interest expense.
In connection with our 011going review of the estimated remaining useful lives of plant, property and equipment and associated depreciation
rates, ..,ve detemuned that, effective January 1, 2005, the remaining useful lives of copper cable and certain components of central office
equipment at our Wireline segment \'liould be shortened by 1 to 2 years. These changes in asset lives were based on Verizon's plans, and
progress to date on those plans, to deploy fiber optic cable to homes, replacing copper cable.
Effective January L 2007, the remaining useful lives of certain of the circuit equipment was lengthened from 8 years to 9 years based on
subsequent modifications to our ,fiber optic cable deployment plan, The remaining usefllllives of buildings was also increased from 42 years to
45 years. The reduction in depreciation resuIting from these adjustments in 2007 was partially offset by increased depreciation resulting from
the shortening of the lives of various types of wireless plant, property and equipment. While the timing and extent of current deployment plans
are subject to modification, we believe that current estimates of reductions in impacted asset lives is reasonable and suQ.ject to ongoing analysis
as deployment of fiber optic lines continues.

Computer Software Costs
We capitalize the cost of internal-use nel\vork and non-network software which has a useful life in excess of one year in accordance 'with
Statement or Position (SOP) No. 98~L "Accounting for the Costs of Computer Software Developed or Obtained for Intemal Use." Subsequent
additions, modifications or upgrades to internal-usc network and non-network software arc capitalized only to the extent that they allow the
software to perform a task it previously did not perform. Software maintenance and trdining costs are expensed in the period in which they are
incurred. Also, we capitalize interest associated ,,,,ith the development of non~network intemalwusc software, Capitalized nonwnetwork intemaluse software costs arc amortized using the straight~line method over a period of2 to 7 years and are induded in Other Intangible Assets, Net in
our consolidated balance sheets. For a discussion of our impairment policy for capitalized software costs under SFAS No. 144, Accounting/or
the Impairment or Disposal (?fLong-Lived.4ssets (SFAS r
and Olher Intangible Assets" below. Also, see Note 9 for
lance sheets.
additional detail of internal-use nonwnctwork software re
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Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Gooc/;rill

Goodwill is the excess of the acquisition cost of businesses oyer the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired. Impairment
and
good\\'ill is performed annually or more frequently if indications of impainuent exist under the provisions of SFAS No. 142.
Other intangible .4ssels (SFAS No. 142). TIle impainucnt test for goodwill uses a two-step approach, which is performed at the reporting unit
level. We have detennined that in our casco the reporting units are our operating segments since that is the lowest level at which discrete,
reliable financial and cash .flow infonnation is available. Step one compares the fair value of the reporting ullit (calculated using a market
approach and a discounted cash flow method) to its carrying value. If the carrying value exceeds the fair value, there is a potential impaimlent
and step t"t'O must be performed, Step two compares the carrying value of the reporting unit's goodwill to its implied fair value (i.e., fair value
of reponing unit less the fair value of the unit's assets and liabilities, including identifiable intangible assets). If the carrying value of good\viU
exceeds its implied fair .'alue. the excess is required to be recorded as an impairment.
intangible Assets ~Vot .s'ubject to Amortization

A signific~lllt portion of our intangible assets are Domestic Wireless licenses that provide our \virc1css operations with the exclusive right to
utilize designated radio fTequency spectrum to provide cellular communication services. While licenses are issued for only a fixed time.
generally ten years. such licenses are sllbjcct to renewal by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Renew'als of licenses have
occurred routinely and at nominal cost. Moreover, we have detennined that there are currently no legal, regulatory, contractual. competitive.
economic or other factors that limit the useful life of our wireless licenses. As a result. we treat the wireless licenses as an indefinite-lived
intangible asset under the provisions of SFAS No. 142 We reevaluate the useful life detennination for wireless licenses each reporting period
to determine whether events and circumstances continue to support an indefinite useful life.
We test our Domestic Wireless licenses for impairment annually or more frequently if indications of impainnenl exist. We use a direct value
approach in performing our arulUal impairment test. The direct value approach detennines fair value using estimates of future cash flows
associated specifically with the licenses. If the fair value of the aggregated wireless licenses is less than the aggregated carrying amount of the
licenses, an impairment is recognized.
intangible Assets Subject to Amortization

Our intangible assets that do not have indefinite lives (primarily customer lists and non-network internal-use software) arc amortized over their
useful lives and reviewed for impainnent in accordance with SFAS No. 144, whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
caD)'ing amount of the asset may not be recoverable. If any indications were present, we would test for recoverabihty by compating the
caD)'ing amount of the asset to the net undiscounted cash flo\vs expected to be generated from the asset If those net: undiscounted cash flows
do not exceed the carrying amount (i.e., the asset is not recoverable), we \yould perform the next step which is to detennine the fair value of the
asset and record an impairment, if any. We reevaluate the useful life determinations for these intangible assets each reporting period to
determine whether events <md circumstances warrant a revision in their remaining Ilscfullivcs
For information related to the carrying amount of good\'lilL other intangibles and \vireless licenses by segmcnt as \'lell as the major components
and average useful lives of our other acquired intangible assets, see Note 9.
Income Taxes
Verizon and its domestic subsidiaries file a consolidated federal income tax return.
Deferred income taxes are provided for temporary differences in the bases between financial statement and income tax assets and liabilities.
Deferred income taxes are rccalculated annually at ratcs then in effect. We record valuation allowances to reduce our deferred tax assets to the
amount that is more likely than not to be realized.
Effective January 1, 2007, we adopted FASB Interpretation No.
Taxes (FIN 48), which requires the
use of a t".'o-step approach for recognizing and
taken or
taken in a tax return and disclosures regarding
is more likely than not that a tax position will be
uncertainties in income tax positions. The first step is recognition: \ve determine
sustained upon exmnination, including resolution of any' related appeals or litigation processes, based on the technical merits of the position. In
evaluating whether a tax position has met tIle morcwlikcly-than-not recognition threshold, we presume that the position will be examined by the
appropriate taxing authority that has full knowledge of all relevant infonnation. The second step is measurement: a tax position that meets the
more-likely~than~not recognition threshold is measured to determine the amount of benefit to recognize in the financial statements. The tax
position is measured at the largest amount of benefit that is greater than 50 percent likely of being realized upon ultimate settlement.
Differences between tax positions taken in a tax retum and amounts recognized in the financial statements will generally result in one or more
of the following: an increase in a liability for income ta....
'lll income tax refund receivable. a reduction in a deferred
tax asset, or an increase in a deferred tax liability.
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As a result of the implementation of FIN 48, we recorded adjustments to liabilities that resulted in a net $79 million increase in the liability for
unrecognized tax benefits \\'ith an offsetting reduction to reinvested earnings as of January L 2007. The implementation
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of FIN 48 also resulted in adjustments to prior acquisitions accounted for under purchase accounting, resulting in a reduction in the liability for
tax contingencies in thc amount of $635 million and corresponding rcductions to good\vill and \vireless licenses of $100 million and
$535 million, respcctively, Thc implemcntation impact included a reduction in deferred income taxes of approximately $3 billion, offset with a
similar increase in other liabilities as of January 1, 2007.
13~2.

a Change or Projected ('hange in the Timing 1?{C'ash Flows Relating to Income Taxes
13-2), requires that changes in the projected timing of income tax cash flows generated by a
leveraged lease
recognized as a gain or loss in the year in which the change occurs. We adopted FSP 13-2 effective January 1,
2007. The cumulative effect ofinitially adopting FSP 13-2 was a reduction to reinvested eamings of $55 million, after-tax.

FASB Staff Position FAS

G~;;~;;~~"I:;~';: ~",:;:;~:,l~ea:;: Transaction

Stock-Bao;;ed COmlJCnsation
123(R)) utilizing the modified prospective method.
Effective January L 2006, \\'e adopted SFAS No.
SFAS No, 123(R) requires the measurement
compensation expense based on the fair value of the mvard on the date of grant.
Under the modified prospective method, the provisions of SFAS No. 123(R) apply to all awards granted or modified after the date of adoption.
TIle impact to Verizon resulted from the Domestic Wireless segment for ,vhich 'wc recorded a $42 million cumulative effect of accounting
change as of January 1, 2006, net of taxes and after minority interest to recognize the effect of initially mcasuring the outstanding liability for
Value Appreciation Rights (VARs) granted to Domestic Wireless employees at fair value utilizing a Black-Scholes modeL
Foreign Currency Translation
The functional currency for all of our foreign operations is generally the local currency. For these foreign entities. we translatc income
statement amounts at average exchange rates for the period, and \ve translate assets and liabilities at end-of~period exchange rates. We record
these translation adjustments in Accumulated Othcr Comprehcnsive Loss, a separate component of Sharemvners' Investment, in our
consolidated balance sheets. We report exchange gains and losses on intercompany foreign currency transactions of a long~tenn nature in
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. Other exchange gains and losses arc reported in income.
EmjJlo)'ce Benefit Plans
Pension and postretirement health care and life insurance benefits earned during the year as well as interest on prqjeeted benefit obligations are
accrued currently, Prior service costs and credits resulting from changes in plan benefits are amortized over the average remaining service
period of the employees expected to receive benefits, Expected return on plan assets is determined by applying the retum on assets assumption
to the markeHelated value of assets.
As of July L
subsidy (sec Note

Verizon management employees no longer ealll pension benefits or cam service towards the company retiree medical

Scp,telrlber 201:16, the FASB issued SFAS No. 158. 10nphr,"'el',' ' A"co,lmling.,/orDejine,1 l!1!neJ'i! Pensinna",! Ol'her POllreliremel,1 Planl--'III
,)jatement,','
87, 88, 106,
2006, SFAS No. 158 requires the
recognition
defined benefit postretirement plan's
status as either an asset or liability on the balancc sheet. SFAS No. 158 also
requires the immediate recognition of the unrecognized actuarial gains and losses and prior service costs and credits that arise during the period
as a component of other accumulated comprehensive income, nel of applicable income taxes. Additionally, the fair value of plan assets must be
determined as of the Company's year-end, We adopted SFAS No, 158 effective December 31,
which resulted in a net decrease to
million, an increase in Other
shareowners' investment of $7,409 million. This included a net increase in pension obligations
Postretirement Benefits Obligations of $10,828 million and an increase in Otber Employee Benefit Obligations of $31 million, offset by an
increase in deferred taxes of $5,457 million.
Derivatiw ImiJ1.lmcnts
We have entered into derivative transactions to manage our exposure to fluctuations in foreign cUITency exchange rates, interest rates and
commodity prices. We employ risk management strategies using a variety of derivatives including foreign currency forwards and collars.
equity options, interest rate and commodity swap agreements and interest rate locks. We do not hold derivatives for trading purposes.
In accordance with SFAS No,
133) and related amendments and
interpretations, we measure all derivatives,
derivatives embedded in
instmments, at fair value and recognize them as
either assets or liabilities on our consolidated balance sheets. Changes in the fair values of derivative instnnnents not qualifying as hedges or
any ineffectivc portion of hedges are recognized in eamings in the current period. Changes in the fair values of derivative instnunents used
effectively as fair value hcdges arc recognized in earnings, along with changes in the fair value of the hedged item. Changes in the fair value of
the effective portions of cash flo\v hedges are repofted in other comprehensive income (1oss) and recognized in camings when the hedged item
is recognized in earnings
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Recent Accounting Pronouncements
In December 2007, the FASB issued SFAS No. l41(R), Business' Combinations (Revised), (SFAS No. 141(R», to replace SFAS No. 141.
Business Combinations. SFAS No. 141(R) requires the use of the acquisition method of accounting, defines the acquirer, establishes the
acquisition d.1te and broadens the scope to all transactions and other events in which one entity obtains control over one or more other
businesses. This statement is effective for business combinations or tmnsaetiom; entered into for fiscal years beginning on or after December
15,2008. We arc still evaluating the impact of SFAS No. 141(R), hO\vever, the adoption of this statement is not expected to have a material
impact on our financial position or results of operations.

160',i~~~'~~~:~:~~?:'~~~;;';~~.

In December
2007.
FASB
issued
SFAS
No.
51, (SFAS
No. the
160).
SFAS
No. 160
establishes
the retained interest and gain or loss \vhen a subsidiary is
statement is effective for tlnancial statements issued Jor fiscal
years beginning on or after December 15,2008. Upon the initial adoption of this statement we ,vill change tbe classification and presentation of
Noncontrolling Interest in our financial statements, which we currently refer to as minority interest. We arc still evaluating the impa.ct SFAS
No. 160 "vill have, but we do not expect a material impact on our financial position or results of operations.
In Febmary 2007, the FASE issued SFAS No. 159, The Fair ['alue Option ./01' Financial ASi:.ets and Fil1ancial Ua,;Uilies h",h",!ing
A.mendment (iSFAS' I I 5 (SFAS No. (59), \vhich permits but docs not require us to measure financial instrun,ents ""d certain ()ther h"msat jilir
value. Unrealized gains and losses on items for which the fair value option has been c1ected arc reported in earnings. This statement is effective
for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007. As we will not elect to fair value any of our financial
instmments under the pro'\/isions of SFAS No.l59, the adoption of this statement effective January 1, 2008 \-vill not have any impact on our
financial statements.
In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No. 157, Fair f·a!uc Measurements (SFAS No. (57). SFAS No. 157 defines fair value, establishes
a framework for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles and establishes a hierarchy that categorizes and prioritizes the
sources to be used to estimate fair value. SFAS No. 157 also expands financial statement disclosures about fair value measurements. On
February 12, 2008, the FASB issued FASH Staff Position (FS?) 157-2 which delays the effective date of SFAS No. 157 for one year, for all
nonfinancial assets and nonfinancial liabilities, except those that me
or disclosed at fair value in the financi<l1 statements on a
recurring basis
least annually). SFAS No. 157 and FSP 157~2 arc
for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after
November 15,
We \"ilI elect a partial deferral of SFAS No. 157 under the provisions ofFSP 157-2 related to the measurement affair
value used when evaluating goodwill, other intangible assets, \vireless licenses and other long-lived assets for impaimlcnt and valuing assct
retirement obligations and liabilities for exit or disposal activities. The impact of partially adopting SFAS No. 157 effective January 1, 2008
will not be material to our financial statements.
In June 2006. the
Taxes Collected fi"om Customers and
Remitted to
the Income Statement (EITF No.
ElTF No. 06-3 permits that such taxes
may be presented on either a gross basis or a net basis as long as that presentation is used consistently. The adoption of ElTF No. 06-3 on
January I, 2007 did not impact our financial statements. We present the tlxes within the scope ofEITF No. 06-3 on a net basis.

Discontinued 0llerations
Telecomullicaciones de Puerto Rico, Inc.
On March 30, 2007, we completed the sale of our 52%) interest in Tclccomunicaciones de Puerto Rico. Inc. (TELPRI) and received gross
proceeds of approximately $980 million. The sale resulted in a pretax gain of $120 million ($70 million after-tax). Vcrizon contributed $100
million ($65 million after.;tax) of the proceeds to the Verizon Foundation.
Verizon Dominicana C. por A.
On December I, 2006, v,,'e closed the sale of Verizan Dominicana C. por A (Verizon Dominicana). The tmnsaction resulted in net pretax cash
proceeds of $2,042 million, net of a purchase price adjustment of$373 million. The U.S. ta."'cs that became payable and were recognized at the
time the transaction closed exceeded the $30 million pretax gain on the sale resulting in an overall afteNax loss 0£$541 million.
Verizon Injbrmation S'en:ices
In October, 2006, we announced our intention to spin-off our domestic print and Internet yellow pages directories publishing opcrations,\vhich
have been organized into a newly fonned company kll
18, 2006. the Verizon Board of Directors declared a
dividend consisting of I share of the ne\vl)' formed Cal
1 owned. In making its determination to effect the
spin~off, Verizon's Board of Directors considered, am
~off may allow each company to separately focus on its
core business, which may facilitate the potential expansi
the ne\vl)'
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formed company, and aHow each company to determine its own capital structure. On November 17, 2006, we completed the spin-off of our
domestic print and Intemet yellow pages directorJes business. Cash was paid for fractional shares. The distribution of common stock of the
newly formed company to our shareowners was considered a tax free transaction for us and for our shareowners, except for the cash payments
for fmctional shares which were generally taxable
At the time of the spin-off, the exercise price and number of shares of Verizon common stock underlying options to purchase shares of Verizon
common stock, restricted stock units (RSU's) and performance stock units (PSU's) \vere adjusted pursuant to the terms of the applicable
Verizon equity incentive plans, taking into account the change in the value of Verizon common stock as a rcsult of the spin-off.
In connection with the spin-off, Verizon received approximately $2 billion in cash from the proceeds of loans lmder a tefinloan facility of the
newly fanned company and transferred to the newly formed company debt obligations in the aggregate ptincipal amount of approximately $7.1
billion thereby reducing Verizon's outstanding debt at that time. We incurred pretax charges of approximatciy $117 million ($IO} million after
tax), including debt retirement costs, costs associated with accumulated ·'vested benefits of employees of the newly formed company.
investment banking fees aJld other transaction costs related to the spin-off, \vhich are included in discontinued operations
w

In accordance with SFAS No. 144 we have classified TELPRI, Verizon Dominicana and our fanner domestic ptint and Tntemet yeUaw page
directories publishing operations as discontinued operations in the consolidated financial statements for aU pedods presented through the date
of the spin-off or divestiture.
The assets and liabilities of TEL-PRJ are disclosed as current assets held for sale and current liabilities related to assets held for sale in the
consolidated balance sheet as of December 31. 2006. Additional details related to those assets and liabilities were as follows:

Related to the assets and liabilities above ,vas $241 million included as Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss in the consolidated b.1lance
sheet as of December 31. 2006.
Income from discontinued operations. net of tax, presented in the consolidated statements of income included the following:

Extraordinary Item

CompaPiiaAn6nima JVacional Telefimos de Venezuela
In January 2007,lhe Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (the Republic) declared its intent to nationalize certain companies> including CANTV.
On Februat}' 12, 2007. we entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOV) with the Republic, which provided that the Republic offer to
purchase <lIl of the equity securities of CANTY, including our 28.5% interest, through public tender offers in Venezuela and the United Swtes.
Under the terms of the MOn the prices in the tender offers would be adjusted downward to reflect any dividends declared and paid subsequent
to February
2007. During the second quarter of 2007, the tender offers were completed and Verizon received an aggregate amount of
approximately
million, which included $476 million from the tender offers as well as $96 million of dividends declared and paid
subsequent to the MOU. Based upon our investment balance in CANTV, we recorded an extraordinary loss of $131 million, including taxes of
$38 million.
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Other Disl)OsHions
Telephone Acce...~ ..' Lines Spin-off

On January 16, 2007, \ve announced a definitive agreement ,vith FairPoint COlmnunications. Inc. (FairPoint) that will result in Vcrizon
establishing a separate entity for its local exchange and related business assets in Maine, Ne"", Hampshire and Vermont, spilU1ing off that new
entity into a newly formed company, knO\\1l as Northem New England Spinco Inc. (Spinco), to Verizon's sharcO\vners, and immediately
merging it with and into FairPoint These local exchange and business assets arc included in Verizon's continuing operations. It is anticipated
that as long as all conditions are satisfied and assuming completion of the related financing transactions, both the spin-off of Spinco to Verizon
sharemvners and the merger of Spinco with FairPoint will occur on March 3L 2008. Verizon's Board of Directors established a record date of
March 7, 2008, and a closing date of March 31, 2008, for the proposed spin-off of shares of Spinco to Verizon shareowners,
During 2007, \ve recorded pretax charges of $84 million ($80 million after-tax) for costs incurred related to certain network and work center rearrangements, the isolation and extmction of related business infonnation, and other activities to separate the wireline facilities and operations
in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont from Verizon at the closing of the tnl11saction, as well as professional advisory and legal fees in
connection with this transaction.
Upon the closing of the transaction, Verizon shareowners will own approximately 60 percent ofthc new company, and FairPoint shareowners
\vill own approximately 40 percent. Verizon Communications will not receive any shares in FairPoint as a result of the transaction. In
connection with the merger, Verizon shareowners ,"vill receive one share of FairPoint stock for approximately every 5.3 shares ofVerizon stock
held as of the record date. The proposal relating to the merger was approved by the FairPoint sharcmvners in August 2007. Both the spin-off
and merger arc expected to qualify as tax~free tran&'1ctions, except to the extent that cash is paid to Verizon shareowncrs in lieu of fractional
shares.
Based upon the munber of shares (as adjusted) and price of FairPoint common stock
FRP) on the date of the announcement of the
merger, the estiJnated total value to be received by Verizon and its shareO"\vners in
for these operations ,vas approximately $2,715
million. This consisted of (a) approximately $LOI5 million of FairPoint common stock that was to be received by Verizon shareowners in the
merger, and (b) $1,700 million in value that was to be received by Verizon through a combination of cash distributions to Verizon and debt
securities issued to Verizon prior to the spin~off. Verizon currently intends to exchange these newly issued debt securities for certain debt that
was previously issued by Verizon, which would have the effect of reducing Verizon's then-outstanding debt. The actual total value to be
[c'Ceived by Verizon and its shareowners 1"ill be determined in part based on the number of shares (as adjusted) and price of FairPoint common
stock on the date of the closing of the merger. This value is now' expected to be less than $2,715 million because (a) FairPoint expects to issue
approximately 54 million shares of common stock in the merger and thc price- of FairPoint common stock has declined since the announcement
ofthe merger (the closing price of FairPoint common stock on the last business day prior to the announcement of tile mcrger W~IS $18.54 per
share) and (b) in connection \vith the regulatory approval process, Verizon currently expects to make additional contributions of approximately
$320 million to the entity that will merge with FairPoint
l'erizon Ifmvaii inc

During 2005, we sold our wireline and directory businesses in H:nvaiL including Verizon Hawaii Inc. ",,'hich operated approximately 700,000
s\vitched access lines, as well as the services and assets of Verizon Long Distance, Vcrizon Online, Verizon Information Services and Verizon
Select Services Inc. in Hawaii, to an affiliate of The Carlyle Group for $1,326 million in cash proceeds In connection with tIus sale, we
recorded a net pretax gain of $530 million ($336 million after-tax),

Other Tax AIatters

During 2005. we recorded tax benefits of $336 million in connection yvith the utilization of prior year loss carry fonvards, As a result of the
capital gain realized in 2005 in connection with the sale of our Hawaii businesses, we recorded a tax henefit of $242 million related to the
eapitllliosscs incurred in previous years.
Also during 2005, \ye recorded a net tax provision of $206 million related to the repatriation of foreign eamingsllnder the pro\isions of the
American Jobs Creation Act of2004, for two of our foreign investments.
Facili(v al1dElJlph~vee~RelatedItems

During the fourth quarter of 2007, we recorded a charge of $772 million ($477 million after-tax) primarily in connection with workforce
reductions of 9,000 employees and related charges, 4,000
in the fourth quarter of 2007 with the remaining reductions
expected to occur throughout 2008 (sec Note 15). In
ctuarial assumptions for severance to align with future
expectations.
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DUling 2006, \VC recorded nel pretax severance, pension and benefits charges of $425 million ($258 million

aner~tax).

TIlcse charges included

net pretax pension settlement losses of $56 million ($26 million after-tax) related to employees that received Ill~;~;~::~;i~,;~~~~;~~~:;;;~;~~::~
resulting from our separation plans. These charges \lierC recorded in accordance with SFAS No. M,l',m,pl~l,erS\'
Curtailments (?f Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Termination (SFAS No. 88), which

prescribed payment thresholds have been reached,

included are pretax charges of

recorded once
million ($228 million after-tax) for employee

se,-crance and severance-related costs in connection \",ith the involuntm:y separation of approximately 4,100 employees. In addition, during
2005 \ye recorded a charge of $59 million ($36 million after~tax) associated with employee severance costs and
connection \",ilh a voluntary separation program for surplus union~represcnled employees.

sevcrance~relatedactivities

in
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During 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $184 million ($118 million after~tax) in connection with the continued relocation of employees
and business operations to Verizon Center located in Basking Ridge, Ne,v Jersey. During 2005. we recorded a net pretax gain of$18 million
($8 million after~tax) in connection with this relocation, induding a pretax gain of $120 million ($72 million aner~tax)related to the sale of a
Ne,v York City office building, partially offset by a pretax charge of $102 million ($64 million aner~tax) plimarily associated 'with relocation,
employee severance and related activities,
During 2005, we reported a net pretax charge of $98 million ($59 million <trter-tax) related to the
retirement benefit plans. This pretax charge \vas recorded in accordance \vith SFAS No. 88, and SFAS No. 1 UO" ",npf<?,Yel~s Bccc'UHlmg,Jor me
Postretirement Benejits Other lhan Pensions (SFAS No, 1(6) and included the unamortized cost of prior
enhancements
million. offset partially by a pretax curtailment gain of $332 million related to retiree medical benefits_ In connection with this restructuring.
management employees: no longer earn pension benefits or earn service towards the company retiree medical subsidy after June, 2006:
received an 18-month enhancement of the value of their pension and rctiree medical subsidy: and receive a higher savings plan matching
contribution
Other hems
In 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $26 million ($16 million afteNax) resulting from the extinguishment of debt assumed in connection
with the completion orthe MCI merger (see Note 8).
During 2005, we recorded pretax charges of $139 million ($133 miIJion after~tax) including a pretax impainnent charge of $125 million
pertaining to aircran leased to airlines involved in bankmptcy proceedings and a pretax charge of $14 million ($8 million after~tax) in
connection with the carly extinguishment of debt

We have investments in marketable securities which arc considered "available-far-sale" under SFAS No. ll5. These investments have been
included in our consolidated balance sheets in Short-Terrn Investments, Investments in Unconsolidatcd Businesses and Other Assets.
Under SFAS No, 115, available~for~sale securities arc required to be carried at their fair value, with unrealized gains and losses (net of income
taxes) that are considered temporary in nature recorded in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss. The fair values of our investments in
marketable securities arc determined based on market quotations, We continually evaluate our investments in marketable securities for
impainnent due to declines in market value considered to be other than temporary. That evaluation includes, in addition to persistenL declining
stock prices, general economic and company-specific evaluations. In thc event of a determinatioll that a decline in market value is other than
temporal)', a charge to earnings is recorded in Other Income and (Expense), Net in the consolidated statements of income for all or a portion of
the unrealized loss, and a ncw cost basis in the iuvestment is established. As of December 31, 2007, no impairments were determined to exist.
The following table shows certain summmized information related to our investments in marketable securities:
(dollan' in millions)

Our short-term investments arc primarily bonds and mutual fnnds.
Certain other investments in securities that \\'e hold are not adjusted to market values because those values are not readilY determinable andlor
the securities are not marketable. We do, hnwever, adjust the c~U1ying values of these securities in situations where \ve beiieve declines in value
below cost were other than temponu)'. The carrying values for investments not adjusted to market value were $15 million at December 31,
2007 and $12 million at December 31. 2006,
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The following table displays the details of plant, property and equipment, which is stated at cost:
(dollars iu miJlious)

Our inycstments in unconsolidated businesses are comprised of the following:

Dividcnds and repatriations of foreign eamings received from these investees amounted to $2,571 million in 2007, $42 million in 2006 and
$2.335 million in 2005.

Equit)' Invcstces
l'odajbne Omnitel

Vodafone Omnitcl is the second largest wireless communications company in Italy. At December 31. 2007 and 2006, our investment in
Vodafone Omnitcl included goodwill of$I,154 million and $1,044 million, respectively.
In December 2007, Vetizon received a net distribution from Vodafone Omnitel of approximately $2, I billion llild we anticipate that we may
receive an additional distribution from Vodafone Omnitcl \vithin the next twelve months. As a result we recorded $610 million offorcign and
domestic taxes and expenses specifically relating to our share of Vodafonc Omnitel's disttibutable eamings. During 2005, we repatriated
approximately $2.2 billion of Vodafone Omnitel's earnings through the repurchase of issued and outstanding shares of its equity. Vodafone
Omnitel's owners, Vcrizon and Vodafone Group PIc (Vodafone), participated on a pro rata basis; consequently, Verizon's ownership interest
after the share repurchase remained at 23.1%.

Verizon sold its interest in CANTV in 2007 (sec Note 2).
Other Equi(v Investees

Verizon has limited partnership investments in cntities that invest in affordable housing projects. for which Verizon provides funding as a
limited partner and receives tax deductions and tax credits based on its pattnership interests. At December 31. 2007 and 2006, Verizon had
equity investments in these partnerships 0[$637
"ely. Verizon currently adjusts the carrying value of these
investments for any lossesillcllrred by the limited p
The remaining investments include wireless partnershi

domestic and international investments.
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Cost Investecs
Some of our cost investments are earned at their current market value, Other cost investments are carried at their original cost, except in cases
where \ve have determined that a dcdine in the estimated market value of an investment is other than temporary as described in Note 4. Our
cost investments include a variety of domestic and international investments plimarily involved in providing communication services.

Minority interests in equity of subsidiaries \vere as follows:

Wireless Joint Venture
TIle ",virc1ess joint venture was formed in April 2000 in connection with the combination of the U.S. Wireless opcratiolls and interests of
Veri70n and Vodafonc. The \virciess joint venture operates as Verizon Wireless, Verizon owns a controlling 55% interest in Vetizon Wireless
and Vodafone o\vns the remaining 45%.
Under the tenus of an investment agreement Vodafone had the right to require Verizon Wireless to purchase up to an aggregate of $20 billion
worth ofVodafone's interest in Vcrizon Wireless at designated times (put \vindows) at its then fair market value, not to exceed $10 billion in
anyone put window. The last of these put windows opened on June 10 and closed on Augnst 9 in 2007. Vodafone did not exercise its right
during tlus period and no longer has any right to require the purchase of any of itsinlerest in Verizon Wireless.

Cellular Partnership.,,' and Other
In August 2002, Verizon Wireless and Price Communications Corp. (Price) combined Price's "\vireless business \vith a portion of Verizon
Wireless. TIle resulting limited partnership, Verizon Wireless of the East LP (VZ East), is controlled and m.anaged by Verizon Wireless. In
exchange for its contributed assets, Price received a limited partnership interest in VZ East \vhich was exchangeable into the common stock of
Verizon Wireless if an initial public offering of that stock occurred, or into the common stock of Verizon on the fourth anniversary of the asset
contribution dalC. On August 15, 2006, Verizon delivcred 29.5 million shares of newly~issued Verizon common stock to Price valued at
$1,007 million in exchange for Price's limited partnership interest in VZ East. As a result of acquiting Plice's limited partnership interest
Vcrizon recorded goodwill of $345 million in the third qum1er of 2006 attributable to its Domestic Wireless segment.

Completion (?lMerger with Mel
On January 6, 2006, after receiving the required stale, federal and intcmational regulatory approvals, Verizon completed the acquisition of
100% of the outstanding common stock of Mel, Inc. (MCI) for a combination of Verizon common shares and cash. MCI was a global
communications company that provided Internet, data and voice communication services to businesses and govenunent entities thronghout the
world and consumers in the United States.
TIle merger was accounted for using the purchase method in accordance with SFAS No. 141, and the aggregate transaction value was $6,890
million, consisting of $5,829 million of cash and common stock issued at closing, $973 million of consideration for the shares acquired from
entities controlled by Carlos Slim HellI, net of the portion of the special dividend paid by MCI that was treated as a retum of our investment.
and closing and other direct merger-related costs, The number of shares issued \vas based on the "Average Parent Stock Price," as defined in
the merger agreement The consolidated financial statements include the results of Mel's operations from the date of the close of the merger.

/llIocation (?lthe Cos[(?fthe merger
In accordance with SFAS No, 141, the cost of the merger was allocated to the assets acquired and liabilities assumed based on their fair values
as of the close of the merger, with the amounts exceeding the fair value being recorded as good\vi!!. The process to identify and record the fair
value of assets acquired alldliahilitjes assmncd included an analysis of the acquired fixed assets, including real and personal property; various
contracts, including leases, contractual commitments, an
stomer relationships: investments; and contingencies
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TIle fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed were detennilled using one or more of three valuation approaches: market incomc
and cost. The selection of a particular method for a given asset depended ou the reliability of available data and the nature of the asset, among
other considcrations. The market approach, which indicates value for a su~ject asset based on available market pricing for comparable assets,
\vas utilized for certain acquired real property and investments. TIle income approach, which indicates value for a su~iect asset based on the
present value of cash flow projected to be generated by the asset was used for certain intangible assets such as customer relationships, as well
as for favorablc/unfirvorable contmcts. Projected cash flow is discounted at a required rate of retum that reflects the relative risk of achieving
the cash flm.\' and the time value of money. Projected cash flm;vs for each asset considered multiple factors, including current revenue from
existing customers~ distinct analysis of expected price, volume, and attrition trends; reasonable contract renewal assumptions from the
perspective of a marketplace pal1icipant; expected profit margins giving consideration to marketplace synergies; and required returns to
contributory assets. The cost approach, which estimates value by detennining the current cost of replacing an asset ,,,itll another of equivalent
economic utility, was used for the majority of personal property. The cost to replace a given asset reflects the estimated reproduction or
replacement cost for the property·, less an allowance for loss in value due to depnxiation or obsolescence, with specific consideration given to
economic obsolescence if indicated
The following table summarizes the allocation of the cost of the merger to the assets acquired, including cash of $2,361 million, and liabilities
assumed as of the dose of the merger.

Purchase price
The goodwill resulting from the merger with MeT is incJudedin our Wircline segment \vllich includes the operations of the fonner MCI. The
customer relationships are being amortized on a straight-line basis over 3-8 years based on whether the relationship is \\lith a consumer or a
business customer since this correlates to the pattern in ,vhich the economic benefits are expected to be realized.
We recorded certain severance and sevemnce-related costs and contract tcnnination costs in connection \",ith the merger, pursuant to EITF
Issue No.
Connection with a Purchase Business Combination TIle following table summarizes the actiyity

The remaining contract termination costs at December 31, 2007 are expected to be paid over the remaining contract periods through 2008.
In 2007 and 2006, we recorded pretax charges of $178 million ($112 million after-tax) and $232 million ($146 miUion aftcNax). respectively.
primarily associated with the Mel acquisition that were comprised of advertising and other costs related to re-branding initiativcs, facility exit
costs and s)·stems integration activities.
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Pro Forma lnfimnation
The fonowing unaudited pro fonna consolidated results of operations assume that the MCI merger was completed as of January I for the
periods shown below:

The unaudited pro fonna infonnation presents the combined operating results of Verizon and the fonner MCI, with the results ptior to the
acquisition date adjusted to include the pro fonna impact of: the elimination of transactions betwt..-en Verizon and the fanner MeL the
a4rustmcnt of amortization of intangible assets and depreciation of fixed assets based on the purchase price allocation; the elimination of
merger expenses incurred by the former MCL the elimination of the loss on the early redemption of MCl's debt; the a4justment of interest
expense reflecting the redemption of aU ofMO's debt and the replacement of that debt 'with $4 billion of new debt issued in Febnmry 2006 at
Verizon's \veighted
borrowing rate: and to reflect the impact of income taxes on the pro fonna a4iustments utilizing Verizon's
statutory tax rate of 40%,
unaudited pro forma results for 2005 include $82 million for discontinucd operations that were sold by MCI
during the first quarter of 2005. The unaudited pro forma results for 2005 include approxilnatcly $300 million of net tax benefits resulting from
tax reserve adjustments recognized by the former MCl primarily during the third and fourth quarters of 2005, including audit settlements and
other activity.
The unaudited pro forma consolidated basic and diluted eamings per share for 2006 and 2005 are based on the consolidated basic and diluted
weighted average shares of Verizon and the fonner MCl. The historical basic and diluted \veighted average shares of the fanner MCI lvere
converled for the actual number of shares issued upon the closing oflhe mergerThe unaudited pro forma results arc presented for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect the realization of potential cost savings, or any
related integration costs. Certain cost savings Imy result from the merger; however, therc can be no assurance that these cost savings wiU be
achieved, Cost sa\ings, if achieved, could result from, among other things, the reduction of overhead expenses. including employee levels and
the elimination of duplicate facilities and capital expenditures. 111ese pro forma results do 110t purport to be indicative of the results that would
have actually been obtained if the merger occurred as of the beginning of each of tlle periods presented, nor docs the pro forma emfa intcnd to
be a Pf(:~icction of results that may be obtained in the future.
Rural Cellular Corporation

In late July 2007, Verizon Wireless aJUlounced that it had entered into an agreement to acquire Rural Cellular Corporation (Rural Cellular), for
$45 per share in cash (or approximatcly $757 million), As a result of the acquisition, Verizon Wireless will assume Rural Cellular's
outstanding debt. The total value of the transaction is approximately $2.7 billion. Rural Cellular has more than 700,000 customers in markets
a4iacent to Verizon Wireless's existing customer service areas. Rural Cellular's networks are located in the states of Maine, Vermont Ne\v
Hampshire, New York, Massachusetts, Alabama, Mississippi, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Kansas, Idaho,
Washington, and Oregon, Rural Cellular's shareholders approved the transaction on October 4, 2007. The acquisition" which is subject to
regulatory approvals, is expected to close in the first half of 2008.
In a re1atedtrdnsaction, on December 3, 20tH, Verizon Wireless signed a definitive exchange agreement with AT&T. Under the terms of the
agreement, Verizon Wireless will receive cellular operating markets in Madison and Mason, KY, and lOMHz PCS licenses in Las Vegas, NY:
Buffalo, NY; Sunbury-Shamokin and Eric, PA: and Youngstmvn, OH. Verizon Wireless will also receive minority interests held by AT&T in
three entities in \vhich Verizon Wireless alsoho!ds an interest pIns a cash payment. In exchange, Verizon Wireless will transfer to AT&T six
cellular operating markets in Burlington, Franklin and the northem portion of Addison. \iT: Franklin, NY: and Okanogan and Ferry. WA; and a
cellular license for the Kentucky-6 market The oper
is exchanging arc among those it is to acquire from Rural
to close in the first half of 2008.
Cellular. The exchange with AT&T is subject to regulat
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Other Acquisitions
In July 2007, Verizon acquired a security-services firm for $435 million, resulting in goo(hvill of $343 million and other intangible assets of
$81 million. This acquisition was made to enhance our managed infornmtion security services to large business and government customers
world\vide, This acquisition \vas integrated into the Wireline segment
On November 29, 2006, \ve 'were granted thirteen 20MHz licenses we· won in an FCC auction that concluded on September 18, 2006, We paid
a total of $2,809 million for the licenses, which cover a population of nearly 200 million.

Goodwill
Changes in tlle carrying amount of goo(hvill are as follovl's:
(dollars in milHono)
DOlncstlc

Reclassifications and adjustments to goodvdll include the impact: of adopting FIN 48 (see Note 1) of $100 million as of January L 2007, as
\veU as to reflect revised estimated tax bases of acquired assets and liabilities during 2007 and 2006.
Other Intangible Assets
TIle follO\ving table displays the details of other intangible assets:

Reclassifications and adjustments to \vireless licenses include the impact of adopting FIN 48 (see Note 1) of $535 million as of January L
2007, partially' offset by acquisitions during 2007.
Amorti7~ltion expense was $1,341 million, $1,423 million, and $1,444 miUion for the years ended December 31, 2007, 2006 and 2005,
respectively and is estimated to be $1,324 million in 2008, $1,116 million in 2009, $884 million in 2010, $696 million in 2011 and $472
million in 2012, Customer lists <md relationships of$3)13 million at Domestic Wireless became fully amortized during 2006,
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As Lessor
Wc arc the lessor in leveraged and direct financing lease agreeme,nts for commercial aircraft and pm;ver generating facilities, \vhich comprise
the majority of the portfolio along 'with telecommunications equipment real estate property, and other equipment. TIlese leases have remaining
terms up to 48 years as of December :3 L 2007. Minimum lease payments receivable represent unpaid rentals, less principal and interest on
third-party nonrecourse debt relating to leveraged lease transactions. Since \ve have no general liability for this debt, \vhich holds a senior
security interest in the leased equipment and rentals, the related principal and interest have been offset against the minimum lease payments
receivable in accordance with GAAP. All recourse debt is reflected in our consolidated balance sheets, Sec Note 3 for infonnalion on lease
impainnent charges.
Finance lease receivables. which are included in Prepaid Expenses and Other and Other Assets in our consolidated balance sheets arc
comprised of the following·

Accumulated deferred taxes arising from leveraged leases. which arc induded in DcfclTed Income Taxes, amounted to $2,307 million at
December 31, 2007 and $2,674 million at December 31, 2006.
TIle foUO'INing table is a sunul1ary of the components of ineome from leveraged leases:

TIle future minimum lease payments to be received from noncancelable leases, net of nonrecourse loan payments related to leveraged and
direct financing leases for the periods shmvn at Decelllber 31, 2007, are as follows:
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As Lessee
We lease certain facilities and equipment for usc in our opcmtions under both capital and operating leases. Total rent expense from continuing
operations under operating leases amounted to $1,712 miHion in 2007, $1,608 million in 2006 and $1,458 million in 2005
Amortimtion of capital leases is included in depreciation <U1d amortization expense in the consolid.:"lted statements of income. Capital lease
amounts included in plan( property and equipment are as follows:

The aggregate minimum rental commitments tmder noncancelable leases for the periods shown at December 31, 2007, aTe as follows:

As of December 31. 2007, the total minimum sublease rentals to be received in the future under noncancelable operating and capital subleases
were $50 million and $22 million, respectively.

Debt Maturing Within One Year
Debt maturing within one year is as follO\vs:

The weighted average interest rate for our commercial paper at December 3 L 2007 and December 3L 2006 was 4.6% and 5.3%, respectively.
Capital expenditures (primarily acquisition and cOl1stmction of network assets) are partially financed, pending long"tenn financing, through
bank loans and the issuance of commercial paper payable within 12 months.
At December 31, 2007, 'we had approximately $6.2 billion of unused bank lines of credit (including a $6 billion three-year committed facility
that expires in September 2009 and various other facilities totaling approximately $400 million). Certain of these lines of credit contain
requirements for the pay-ment of cOlluuitment fees.
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Long - Term Debt
Outstanding long-term debt obligations are as follO\vs:
(tlollarl;inmilli"ns)

Notes Payable
In April 2007, Verizon issued $750 million of 5,50% notes due 2017, $750 million of6.25%notes due 2037, and $500 million of floating tate
notes due 2009 resulting in cash proceeds of $1 ,977 million, net of discounts and issuance costs.
In March 2007, Verizon isslled $1,000 million of 13-monthfloating rate exchangeable notes with an original maturity of 2008. These notes arc
exchangeable periodically at the option of the note holder into similar notes until 2017.
In Fcbmary 2007, Vcrizon utilized a $425 million floating rate vendor financing facility due 20 13.
In Febmary 2008, we issued $4,000 million affixed rate notes, with varying matmities, that resulted in cash proceeds of $3,953 million, net of
discounts and issuance costs
Previously, Verizon issued $1,750 million in plincipal amount at maturity of tloating rate notes due August 15, 2007. On January 8.2007, we
redeemed the remaining $1,580 minion principal of the outstanding floating rate notes at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal
amount of the notes being redeemed plus accmed and lmpaid interest through the date of redemption. The total payment on the date of
redemption was approximately $1,593 million. Approximately $1,600 million or other borrowings were redeemed during 2007

Telephone and Other Subsidiary Debl
During the f0U11h quarter of 2007. Verilon redeemed previously /",'Uanmteed $480 million 7.0% debentures, Series E, issued by Verizon Ne\\'
England Inc. due 2042 at par plus accmed and unpaid interest to the redemption dates. During the third quarter of 2007, $150 million Verizon
Pennsylvania Inc. 7.375% notes matured and \vere repaid. During the second quarter of 2007, $125 million Verizon New England Inc. 7.65%
notes and the $225 million Velizon South Inc. 6.125% notes matured and were repaid. During the first quarter of 2007, $150 million GTE
Southwest Inc. 6.23% notes and the $275 million Verizon California Inc. 7.65% notes matured and 'were repaid. In addition, we redeemed $500
million of GTE Corporation 7.90% debentures due Febmary 1. 2027 and $300 million Verizon South Inc. 7.0% debentures, Series F, due 2041
at par plus accmed and lll1paid interest to the rcdemption dates. During the first quarter \ve recorded pretax charges of $28 million ($18 million
after~tax) in cOlmection with the early extinguishments of debt
During the second quarter of 2006, we redeemed/prepaid sevcml debt issuances, including: Verizon North Inc. $200 million 7.625% Series C
debentures due May 15, 2026: Verizon Northwest Inc. $175 million 7.875% Series B debentures due June 1, 2026: Verizon South Inc. $250
million 7.5% Series D debentures due March 15, 2026; Verizon Califomia Inc. $25 million 9.41% Series W
bonds due 2014;
Series HH first
Verizon California Inc. $30 million 9A4'% Series X first mortgage bonds due 2015; Vcrizon Northwest Inc. $3 million
mortgage bonds due 2010 and Contc! of the South Inc. $14 million 8.159% Series GG first mortgage bonds duc 2018. TIle gain/(loss) from
thcscretirements was immaterial
During the third quarter of 2005, we redeemed Vcrizon New England Inc. $250 million 6.875% debentnres due October 1 2023 resulting in a
pretax charge of $10 million ($6 million afteNax) in cOlmection \vith the early extinguishment of the debt.
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Redemption

~fDebt /Jssumed

in A1erger

On January 17, 2006, Verizon announced offers to purchase two series of Mel senior notes, MCI $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of
6.688(Yo Senior Notes Due 2009 and MCI $1,699 m:illion aggregate principal amount of 7.735% Senior Notes Due 2014, at 101% of their par
value. Due to the change in control ofMO that occurred in connection with the merger with Verizon on January 6, 2006, Verizon was required
to make this offer to noteholders 'within 30 days of the closing of the merger. Noteholders tendered $165 million of the 6.688% Senior Notes.
Separately, Verizon notified noteholders that 1.1('1 was exercising its right to redeem both series of Senior Notes prior to maturity under the
optional redemption procedures provided in the indentures. The 6.688% Notcs were redeemed on March L 2006, and the 7.735% Notes "vere
redeemed on Febmal)' 16, 2006
In addition, on January 20, 2006, Verizon announced an offer to repurchase MCl $1,983 million aggregate principal amount of 5,908% Senior
Notes Due 2007 at 101~X) of their par value. On Febmary 21, 2006. $1,804 million of these notes 1vere redeemed by Verizon. Verizon satisfied
and discharged the indenture governing this series of notes shOltly after the close of the offer for those noteholders who did not accept tlus
offer.
We recorded pretax charges of $26 million ($16 million after~tax) during the first quarter of 2006 resulting from the extinguishment of the debt
assumed in connection "...·iih the completion of this merger.
Zero-Coupon Convertib/eNoto;

TIle previously issued $5,4 billion zero~coupon convertible notes due 2021, which resulted in gross proceeds of approximatel:r $3 billion, v,:erc·
redeemable at the option of the holders on May 15th in each of the years 2004, 2006, 2011 and 2016. On
15, 2004, $3292 million of
principal amount of the notes ($1,984 million after unamortized discount) were redeemed. On May 15,
we redeemed the remaining
$1,375 million accreted principal of the remaining outstanding zero~coupon convertible principal. The total payment on the date of redemption
was $1,377 million.
Guarantees

Verizon Global Funding had &yuaranteed the debt obligations of GTE Corporation (but not the debt of its subsidiary or affiliate companies) that
were issued and outstanding prior to July 2003. Verizon assumed this guardntce in connection with the 2006 merger of Verizon Globul
Funding into Verizon. As of December 31.
$2,450 million principal amount of these obligations remained outstanding.
Verizon and NYNEX Corpomtion are the joint and sevem! co~obligors of the 20~Year 9.55% Debentures due 2010 previously issued by
NYN"EX on March 26, 1990. As of December 31, 2007, $70 million principal amount of this obligation remained outstanding. NYNEX and
GTE no longer issue public debt or file SEC reports.
Debt ('ovenants

Wc and our consolid,l1ed subsidiaries arc in compliance with an of our debt covenants.
Afaturities q,f Long-Term Debt

Maturities

oflong~term

debt outstanding at December 31, 2007 are as follows:

Derivatives

The ongoing effect of SFAS No. 133 and related amendments and interprcultions on our consolidated financial statements will be determined
each period by several faclors, including the specific hedging instnuncnts in place and their relationships to hedged items, as well as market
conditions at the end of each period.
interest Rate RiskAlanagement
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We have entered into domestic interest rate s..vaps to achieve a targeted mix of fixed and variable rate debt where we principally receive fixed
rates and pay variable rates based on LIBOR. These swaps hedge against changes in the fair value of our debt portfolio. We record the interest
rate s\vaps at fair value in our balance sheet as assets and liabilities and adjust debt for the change in its fair value due to changes in interest
rates.
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We also enter into interest rate derivatives to limit our exposure to interest mte changes. In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 133.
changes in fair valuc of these cash flow hedges due to interest rate fluctuations arc recognized in Accumulated Othcr Comprehensive Loss.
AmOlUlts recorded to Other Comprehensive lncomc related to these interest mte cash flow hedges for the ycars ended December 31, 2007,
2006 and 2005 were not material.
Net Investment Hedges

During 2007. we entered into foreign cunency forward contmcts to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone OmniteL Changes in fair
value of these contracts due to Euro c.xchange rate fluctuations are recognized in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss and partially offset
the impact of foreign currency changes on the value of our net investment. As of December 31, 2007, Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
includes unrecognized losses of approximately $57 miUion ($37 million aner~l;lx) related to these hedge contracts, which along \\ith the
unrealized foreign cunency translation balance on the investment hedged, remain in Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss until the
investment is sold.
During 2005. we entered into zero cost Euro collars to hedge a portion of our net investment in Vodafone Omnitel. Dnring 2005, our positions
in the zero cost curo collars were settled. As of December 31, 2007 and 2006, Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss includes unrecognized
gains of $2 million in each year related to these hedge contracts, \vhich along with the lmrealized foreign cunene)' translation balance of the
investment hedged, rcmain in Accumulat.ed Other Comprehensive Loss until the investment is sold.
Other Derivatives

On May 17. 2005. we purchased 43.4 million shares of MCI common stock undcr a stock purchase agreement that contained a provision for the
payment of an additional cash 3mOlmt determined immediately prior to April 9, 2006 based on the market price of Verizon's common
stock. Under SFAS No. 133, this additional cash payment \'iaS an embedded derivative 'which we carried at fair value and was subject to
changes in the market price of Verizon stock. Since this detivative did not qualify for hedge accounting under SFAS No. 133,
in its
fair ·value \yere recorded in the consolidated statements of income in Other Income and (Expense), Net. As of December 31,
this
embedded derivative expired with no requiremcnt for an additional cash payment to be made under the stock purchase agreement.
and 2005, we recorded pretax income of $4 million and $57 million, respectively, in connection \\'itll this embedded derivative.
Concentrations of Credit Risk

Financial instruments that su~iect us to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of temporary cash investments, short~term and long..tcnn
investments, trade receivables. certain notes receivable, including lease receivables,. and derivative contracts. Our policy is to deposit our
temporary cash investments with major financial institutions. Coullterpartics to our derivative contracts are also nUlior financial institutions,
The financial institutions have all been accorded high ratings by primary rating agencies. We limit the dollar <Ul1ount of contracts entered into
with any one financial institution and monitor our connterparties' credit ratings. We generally do not give or receivc collateral on swap
agreements due to our credit rating and those of our countcrparties. \\lhile we may be exposed to credit losses due to the nonperformance of our
counterparties, we consider the risk remote and do not expect the settlement of these trans.:'lctions to have a material effect on our results of
operations or financial condition.
Fair Values of Financial Instruments

'The tables that follow provide additional information about our significant financial instruments:
Fin:lIldallllstrulllcllt

Vaillatioll!\-l(>thod

Cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments

Carr,ying amounts

Short- and long-tenn debt (excluding capital leases)

Market quotes for similar terms and maturities or future cash flows
discounted at current rates

Cost investments in unconsolidated businesses, detivative assets and
liabilities and notes receivable

Future cash flows discounted at current rates, market quotes for
similar instnunents or other valuation models
(dollars in millions)
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Earnings Pcr Share
TIle following table is a reconciliation of the numerators and denominators used in computing eamings per common share:

Income Before Discontinued Operations, ExtraordinaQ' Item and
Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change - after assumed conversion

Stock options
Exchangeable equity interest
Zero~coupon convertible notes

l
18

29

Certain outstanding options to purchase shareswerc not included in the computation of diluted camings per common share because they \vere
not dilutive, induding approximately 170 million weighted-average shares during 2007, 228 million weighted-average shares during 2006 and
250 million shares during 2005,
The zero~coupon convcl1ible notes \vere retired on May 15, 2006 and the exchangeable equity interest \vas converted on AUf.,'1lst 15, 2006 by
issuing 295 million Vcrizon shares (see Notcs 7 and 11).

SharcO\ynCl'Sl Investment
Our certificate of incorporation provides authority for the issuance of up to 250 million shares of Series Preferred Stock, $.10 par value, in one
or more series, with such designations, preferences, rights, qualifications" limitations and restrictions as the Board ofDircctors may determine,
We are authorized to issue up to 4.25 billion shares of common stock
On February 7, 200K the Board of Directors replaced the plioI' share buy back program with a new program for the repurchase of up to
100 million shares of Verizon common stock through the earlier of February 28, 20 II or \"hen the total number of shares repurchased under the
new buy back program aggregates to :I 00 million.
During 2007, 2006 and 2005, ,ve repurchased approximately 68 million, 50 million and 7,9 million common shares under programs previously
authorized by the Board ofDireclors.
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Refer to Note I for a discussion of the adoption of SFAS No. 123(R). which ,vas cffective January I. 2006.

j-'erizon Communications Long Term Incentive Plan
TIle Verizon Communications Long Tenn Incentive Plan (the Plan), permits the granting of nonqualified stock options, incentive stock options,
restricted stock, restricted stock units. performancc shares, performance share units and other awards. TIle maximum number of shares for
awards is 207 million.

Restricled .')'tock (/nits
111e Plan provides for grants of restricted stock units (RSUs) that generally vest at the end of the third year aftcr the grant. The RSUs are
classified as liability awards because the RSUs \\ill be paid in cash upon vesting. TIle RSU a\vard liability is measured at its fair value at the
end of each reporting period and, therefore, will fluctuate based on the perfonnance ofVerlzon's stock. Dividend equivalent units arc also paid
to participants at the time the RSU mvard is paid.
The following table summarizes Verizon's Restricted Stock Unit activity:

Perfbrmance Share t/nits
The Plan also provides for grants of performance share units (PSUs) that generally vest at the end of the third year after the grant. The Human
Resources Committee of the Board of Directors detcrmines the number of PSUs a participant earns based on Verizon's Totill Shareholder
Return (TSR), as defined in the Plan, for a three~year performance cycle relative to the total shareholder returns of: the companies in the
industry peer group (60% weight): and the compalliesin the Standard & Poor's (S&P) 500 index (40% \veight). All payments arc subject to
approval by the Human Resources Committee. The PSUs are classified as liability awards because the PSU awards arc paid in cash upon
vesting. The PSU award liability is measured at. its fair value at the end of each reporting period and, therefore, will fluctuate based on the price
ofVerizon's stock as well as Verizon's TSR rclative to the peer group's TSR and the S&P 500 TSR Dividend equivalent units arc also paid to
participants at the time that the PSU award is dctemlined and paid, and in the same proportion as the PSU award,
The foHowing table summarizes Verizon's Performance Share Unit activityPcrfnrmanc",Sbare

\Vdghted-Ayerage
Granl,J)llfe
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As of Deccmber :H, 2007, unrecognized compensation expensc related to the unvested portion of Verizon's RSUs and PSUs was
approximately $439 million and is expected to be recognized over a weighted-average period of approximately two ycars,

j,'erizon fFireless 's Long~Term Incentive Plan
The 2000 Verizon Wireless Long-Term Incentive Plan (the Wireless Plan) provides compensation opportunities to eligible employees and
other participating affiliates of Verizon Wireless (the Pmtnership), The Wireless Plan provides rewards that are tied to tIle long~term
perfonnance of the Pattnership. Under the Wireless Plan, Value Appreciation Rights (VARs) were granted to eligible employees. The
aggregate number of VARs that may be issued undcr the Wireless Plan is approximately 343 million.
VARs reflect the change in the value of the Pmtnership, as defined in tlle Wireless Plan, similar to stock options. Once VARs become 'vested.
employees can exercise their VARs and receive a payment that is equal to the difference between the VAR price on the date of grant and the
VAR price on the date of exercise, less applicable taxes. VARs are fully exercisable three years from the date of grant \vitll a maximum tenn of
10 years, All VARs are granted at a price equal to the estimated fair value of the ParUlcrship, as dc:fined in the Wireless PIau, at the date of the
grant
With the adoption of SFAS No, 123(R), the Partnership began estimating the fair value of VARs granted using a Black-Scholes option
valuation modeL The follmving table summarizes the assmnptions used in the model during 2007:

The risk-free rate is based on the U.S, Treasury yield curve in effect at: the time of Ole me.1surement date, The expected teon of the VARs
granted was estimated using a combination of the simplified method as prescribed in Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 107, "Share Based
Payments," (SAB No, 1(7) historical experience, and management judgment Expected volatility was based on a blend of the historical and
implied volatility of publicly traded peer companies for a period equal to the VARs expected life- ending on the measurement date. and
calculated on a monthly basis.
The fol1o\ving table summarizes the Value Appreciation Rights activity:
Weightl'd-Ayerllgt·
Granl-Dale

As of December 31,2007, all VARs \vere fully vested.

5J'tock-Based Compensation Expense
AfleHax compensation e\."])Cnse for stock~ba5ed compensation related to RSUs. PSUs. and VARs described above included in llet income as
repotted was $750 million, $535 million and $359 million for 2007,2006 and 2005. respectively,
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Slock Options
The Verizon Long Term Incentive Plan provides for gnmts of stock options to employees at an option price per share of 100% of the fair
market value ofVerizon Stock on the date ofgmnt. Each gmnt has a 10 year life, vesting equally over a three year period, starting at the date of
the grant. We have not granted ne",v stock options since 2004,
TIle following table sWllmarizes Verizon's stock option activity:
Weighted

The folImving table summarizes information about Verizon's stock options outst,mding as ofDeccmber 3L 2007:

Total
TIle total intrinsic valuc \vas approximately $223 million for stock options outstanding as of December 31, 2007. The total intrinsic value for
stock options exercised was $147 million, $10 million and $6 million, during 2007,2006 and 2005, respectively.
The amount of cash received from the exercise of stock options was approximately $1,274 million, $101 million and $34 million for 2007,
2006 and 2005, respectively. The related tax benefits \vere not materiaL
TIle after~tax compensation expense for stock options ",vas not material in 2007, and ",vas $28 million and $53 million for 2006 and 2005.
respectively.
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We maintain non·eontributory defined benefit pension plans for many of our employees, In addition, we maintain postretirement health care
and life insurance plans for our retirees and their dependents, 'which are both contributory and non-.eontributory and include a limit on the
Company's share of cost for ccrtain recent and future retirees. We also sponsor defined contribution savings plans to provide opp0l1unitics for
eligible employees to save for retirement on a t<t'\~deferred basis. We use a measurement date of December 31 for our pension and
postretirement health care and life insurancc plans.
Refer to Note I for a discussion of the adoption of SFAS No. 158, \vhich was effeetiveDecembcr 31, 2006.

Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits
Pension and other postretirement benefits for many of our employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements. Modifications in benefits
have been bargained from time to time, and we may also periodically amend the benefits in the management plans.
As of June 30, 2006, Verizon management employees no longer eamed pension benefits or earned service to'ovards the company retiree medical
subsidy. In addition, new management employees hired. after December 3 L 2005 are not eligible for pension benefits and managers with less
than 13.5 years of service as of June 30, 2006 are not eligible for companyMsubsidized retiree healthcare or retiree life insurance benefits.
Beginning July 1,2006, management employees receive <OUl increased company match on their savings plan contributions.
The following tables summarize benefit costs, as well as the benefit obligations. plan assets, funded status and rate assumptions associated with
pension and postretirement health care and life insurance benefit plans:

Obligations and Funded St.atus

Funded Status
End of year

$ 10,164

$

7,350

S (23,164)

$ (23,027)
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(dollarsinmillivnB)

Noncurrcnt assets
Current liabilities

Amounts recognized in
Accumulated Other Comprehensive lAss (pre-

Changes in benefit obligations were caused by factors including changes in actuarial assumptions and settlements.
The accumulated benefit obligation for aU defined benet1t pension plans was $31,343 million and $32,724 million at December 31. 2007 and
2006, respectively.
Information for pension plans \vitll ,ill accumulated benefit obligation in excess ofphm assets follO\vs:
(dol1arsinmillinllS)

Net Periodic Cost
The following table displays the details of net periodic pension and other postretiremcnt costs:

In 2005, as a result of changes in management retirec bcnefits, v,'-e recorded pretax expense of $430 million for pension curtailments and pretax
income of $332 million for retiree medical curtailments (see Note 3 for additional i1tformation).
Tennination benefits and settlement and curtailment losses of $94 million pertaining to the salc of Hawaii operations in 2005 \vere recorded in
the consolidated statements of income in Sales of Businesses. Net
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OHler changes in plan assets and benefit obligations recognized in other comprehensive income in 2007 are as follows:

Total recogni;r,ed in other comllrehcllsivc income
The estimated net loss and prior service cost for the defined benefit pension plans that will be amortized from Accumulated Other
Comprehensive Loss into net periodic benefit cost over the next fiscal
are $39 million and $54 million, respectively, TIle estimated net
loss and prior service cost for the defined benefit postretirement plans
,rill be amortized from Accumulated OHler Comprehensive Loss
into net periodic benefit cost over the next fiscal year are $268 million and $397 million, respectively.
Additional Information

As a result of the adoption of SFAS No. 158 in 2006, \ye no longer record an additional minimum pension liability. In prior years, as a result of
changes in interest rates and changes in investment returns, an adjustment to the additional minimum pension liability \vas required for a
nwnber of plans, as indicated below. The adjusfment in the liability was recorded as a charge or (credit) to Accumulated Other Comprehensive
Loss. net of tax, in sharemvners' investment in the consolidated balance sheets. TIle Additionallvtininmm Pension Liability at December 31.
2006, was reduced b:'i $809 million, ($526 million aftcNax) based on the final mC<lsurementjust prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 158. Thc
remaining $396 million, ($262 million afteHax), was reversed as a result of the adoption of SFAS No. 158.

AssUmlJtions
Thc \veighted~averagc assumptions used in dctennining benefit obligations follow:

The \veighted-avcragc assumptions used in determining net periodic cost follo\\':

In order to project the long-term target investmcnt return for the total portfolio. estimatcs are prepared for the total rcturn of each major asset
class over the subsequent lO-year period, or longer. Those estimates are based on a combination of factors including the fonowing: current
market interest rates and valuation levels, consensus earnings expectations. historicallong~tenntisk premiums and value-added, To detenninc
the aggregate retum for the pension trust, the pfQjected retum of each individual asset class is then weighted according to the allocation to that
investment area in the trust's long-term asset allocation policy.
The assumed Health Care Cost Trend Rates follow:
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A one-perccntage-point change in the assumed health care cost trend ratc vi'Ouldhave the following effects:
(Jo!1Jrs in

million~)

Plan Assets
Pension Plans

The weighted-average asset allocations for the pension plans b.y asset category foW})'v:

Equity securities include Verizon common stock of $127 million and $95 million at December 31, 2007 and 2006, respectively. Other assets
include cash and cash equivalents (primarily held for the payment of benefits), private equity and investments in absolute retum strategies.
lleallh Care and L(fi.! Plans

The weighted-average asset allocations for the other postretirement benefit plans by asset category follo\v:

There was no Verizon common stock held at the eud of 2007 and 2006 in the health care and life plans.
This portfolio strategy emphasizes a long-tean equity orientation, significant global diversification. 111e usc of both public and private
investments and professional financial and operational risk controls. Assets are allocated according to a long-tenn policy neutral position and
held l'iithin a relatively narrow and pre-determined range, Both active and passive managemcilt approaches are used dcpending on perceived
market efficiencies atld various other factors.

Cash Flows
In 2007, we contributed $612 million to our qualified pension plans, $125 million to our nonqualified pension plans and $1,048 million to our
other postretirement benefit plans. We estimate required qualified pension plan contributions for 2008 to be approximately $350 million. We
also anticipate $130 mHlion in contributions to our non-qualified pension plans and $1,580 million to our other postretirement benefit plans in
2008.

Estimated Future Benefit Pa)'mcnts
TIle benefit payments to retirecs, which rencct expected future service. are expected to be paid as follmvs:
(dollars in
Health Care and 1,ife
Priorl(,Medicare

miUlon~)

Expect~>d ,\Iedkare
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Savings Plan and Eml,loyee Stock Ownershill Plans
We maintain four leveraged employee stock ovmcrship plans (ESOP). Only one plan currently has unallocated shares. We match a certain
percentage of eligible employ'ee contributions to the savings plans with shares of our common stock from this ESOP. At December 3 L 2007.
the number of unallocated and allocated shares of common stock in this ESOP \vere 4 million and 77 million, respectively. All leveraged ESOP
shares are included in earnings per share computations.
Total savings plan costs were $712 million, $669 million, and $499 million in 2007. 2006 and 2005, respectively.

Severance Benefits
an analysis of our scverance Hability recorded in accordance \\'ith SFAS No. 112, E·mp!oyers' Accounting fbr
TIle follo\ving table
Po,'temp!o!:me,'" B'en~fits(SFAS No, 112):

The remaining severance liability is actuarially detcnnined, The 2007 expense includes charges for thc involuntary separation of approximately
9,000 employees, induding approxinmtcly 4,000 during the fourth
and 5,000 expected during 2008. In addition. the expense
ineIudes costs associated with higher assumed attrition beyond
The 2006 expense includes charges for the involuntary separation of
4,100 employees (sec Note 3).

The components of Income Before Provision for Income Taxes. Discontinued Operations, Extraordinary Item and Cumulative Effect of
Accounting Change arc as follows:

The components of the provision for income taxes from continuing operations are as fo11O\\'s:
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The foHo'lving table shO\vs the principal reasons for the difference betw-een the effective income tax rate and the statutory federal income tax
rate:

net
Effective income ta.\( ratc
The effective income tax rate is the provision for income taxes as a percentage of income ii'om continuing operations before the provision for
income taxes. The effective income tax rate in 2007 compared to 2006 was higher primarily due to recording $610 million of foreign and
domestic taxes and expenses specifically relating to our shafC ofVodafone Omnitel's distributable earnings. Vc.rizon received a net distribution
from Vodafone Omnitel in December 2007 of approximately $2, I binion and anticipates that it may receive an additional distribution from
Vodafone Omnitel \vithin the next twelve months. The 2007 rate \-vas also increased due to higher state taxes in 2007 as compared to 2006, as
well as greater benefits from foreign operations in 2006 compared to 2007. These increases were partially offset by lower expenses recorded
for unrecognized ta~x benefits in 2007 as compared to 2006.
Our effective income tax rate in 2006 was higher than 2005 primarily as a result of favorable tax settlements and the recognition of capital loss
carry forwards in 2005. These incrcases wcre partially offset by tax bcnefits from foreign operations and lower stale taxes in 2006 compared to
2005.
Deferred taxes arise because of differences in the book and tax bases of certain assets and liabilities. Significant components of deferred ta-x are
shown in the following table:

Net deferred tax liability
Employee benefits deferred tax assets include $4,929 million and $5,590 million at December 3L 2007 and 2006. respectively, recognized in
accordance with SFAS No. 158 (sec Notes 1 and 15).
At December 31. 2007, undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries indefinitely" invested outside of the United States amounted to
approxim.ately $900 million. We have not provided deferred taxes on these earnings because we intend that tht-'y will remain indefinitely
invested outside of the United States, Detennin<lt.ion of the amount of unrecognized deferred taxes related to these undistributed earnings is not
practical.
At December 31, 2007,\ve had net operating loss carry fonvards for income tax purposes of approximately $3,600 million, expiring through
2026 in various foreign, stale and local jurisdictions, TIle amount of lax loss carry forwards reflected as a deferred tax asset above has been
reduced by approximately $.1,0.17 million due to federal and state tax law limitations on utilil.<ltion of net operating losses.
During 2007, the valuation allowance increased $71 millioIl. Under current accounting guidelines, approximately $2.0 billion of the valuation
allowance, if recognized, would be recorded as a reduction of goodwill.
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PAS'B interpretation No. 48
Effective January 1, 2007, ''ie adopted FIN 48, which prescribes the recognition, measurement and disclosure standards for uncertainties in
income tax positions. See Note I for a discussion of111e impact to Verizon of adopting this new accounting pronouncement.
A reconciliation of the beginning and ending balance of unrecognized tax benefits is as follows:

lncludcd in the total unrecognized tax benefits at December 31. 2007 is $1.245 million that, if recognized, would favorabl:y affect the effective
income tax rate. TIle remaining unrecognized HLX benefits relate to temporary items that would not affect the effective income tax rate and
unccl1ain tax positions resulting from prior acquisitions which, pursuant to current purchase accounting tax mles, would adjust goodwill.
interest <lid penalties accmed related to unrecognized tax benefits in income tax expense. During the year ended
"ccemoer.", £U'!I, ''ie recognized approximately $154 million (after-tax) for the payment of interest and penalties. We had approximately
$598 million (after-tax) and $444 million (after-tax) for the payment of interest and penalties accrued in the balance sheet at December 3 L
2007 and January l, 2007, respectively.
Vcrizon or one of its subsidiaries files income tax returns in the U.S. federal jurisdiction, and various state, local and foreign jurisdictions. The
Company is generally no longer su~iect to U.S. federal, state and local, oruon-U.S. income tax examinations by t.ax authorities for years before
2000. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is currently examining 111e Company's U.S. income tax returns for years 2000 through 2003. As a
large taxpayer, we arc under continual audit by the IRS and other taxing authoritics on numerous open tax positions. It is possible that the
amonnt of the liabilit.y for unrecognizcd tax benefits could change by a significant amount during the next twelve month period. An estimate of
the range of the possible change cannot be made until issues arc further developed or examinations close.
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Reportable Segments
On March 30, 2007, 'we completed the sale of our 52% interest in TELPRL On February 12, 2007 we entered into an MOU to sell our interest
in CANTV. On December L 2006, we closed the sale of Verizoll Dominical1a. Consequentl:y, with these three transactions, we completed the
disposition of our lntemational segment. For further information conccmillg the disposition of the International segmcnt see Note 2.
On November 17, 2006, ,ve completed the spin",off of our Information Services segment ""hich included our domcstic print and Internet ycllow
pages directories business. For further information concerning the disposition of the Infonnation Services segment. see Notc 2.
We now have two reportable segments, ,\'hich we operate and manage as strategic business units and organize by products and services. We
measure and evaluate our reportable segments based on segment income, Corporate, eliminations and other includes unallocated corporate
expenses, inlcrsegmcnt eliminations recorded in consolidation, the results of other businesses such as our investments in unconsolidated
businesses, lease financing, and other adjustments and gains aud losscs that are not allocated in assessing segment perFormance due to their
nOlHecumng or unusu.al nature. These actjustments include transactions that the chief operating decision makers exclude in assessing business
unit performance due primarily to their non-recurring and/or non-operational nature, Although such transactions are excluded from the business
segment results., they are included in reported consolidated earnings. Gains and losses that arc not individually significant arc included in all
segment results, since these items are included in the chief operating decision makcrs' assessment of unit perfonmmce.
Our segments find their principal activities consist of the following

Wireliue

Wirelinc communications services include voice, Internet access, broadband video and data, next generation IP
network services, network access, long distance and other services. We provide these services to consumers,
carriers, businesses and government customers both domestically and internationally in 150 countries.

Domestic Wireless

Domestic Wireless's products and services include wireless voice, data products, and other value-added scrvices
and equipment sales across tlle United States.

The follo\ving table provides operating financial. information for our two reportable segments:
(doll&l1linmillions)
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Reconcilintion To Consolidnted Finnncial Information
A reconciliation of the results for the operating segments to the applicable line items in the consolidated financial statements is as fo11ows:

Financial information for Wircline cxcludes thc cffects of Hawaii acccss lines and directory operations sold in 2005. in addition to the sale of
nOll~strategieassets of the Wireline segment sold in the first quarter of 20tH.
We generally account for intersegmcnt sales of products and services and asset transfers at current market prices. We arc not dependcnt on any
single customer.
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Gcogral)hic Areas
Our foreign investments are located principaIly in the Americas and Europe. Domestic and foreign operating revenues arc based on the location
of customers. Long~lived assets consist of plant, property and equipment (net of accumulated depreciation) and investments in unconsolidated
businesses. The table belo'\\' presents financial information by major geographic area:

Comprehensive incomc consists ofnct incomc and other gains and losses affecting shareowncrs' investment that, under GAAP, are excluded
from net income. Significant changes in the components of other comprehensive income (loss). net of income tax expe,nse (benefit), arc
described belmy.

Foreign Currenc,V Translation

We sold our interest in CA1\.!'fV during the second quarter of 2007. We sold our interest in: VerilOn Dominicana during the fourth quarter of
2006. See Note 2 for information on CANTV and Vcrizon Dominicana. 'TIle foreign currency translation adjustment in 2005 represents
unrealized losses from the decline in the functional currencies of our investments in Vodafone OmniteL Verizon Dominic:ma and CANTV.
Unrealized Gains (Losses} on Marketable Securities

TIle changes in Unrealized Gains (Losses) on Marketable Securities \vere as follows:

Defined Ben4it Pension and Postretirement Plans
During 2007, the change in defined benefit pension and postretirement plans of $1,948 million, net of taxes of $661 million, represents the
change in the funded status of the plans in connection wit.h the annual pension and postretirement valuation in accordance \"ith SFAS No. IS&'
The funded st,ltus was impacted by changes in actuarial assumptions, asset performance and plan experience.
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Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
The componcnts of Accumulated Other Comprehensivc Loss arc as follO\\'s:

Accumulated Other COml)rehensIye Loss
TIle foreign currency translation adjustments at December;; L 2007 were primarily comprised of unrealized gains In the value of our
investment in Vodafol1c Omnitcl as a result of the appreciation of the Euro.

TIle tables that follow provide additional financial information related to our consolidated fiTh1.11cial statements:

Income Statement Information

Balance Sheet Information
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Cash Flow Information

Other, net cash provided by operating activities continuing operations primarily included the add back of the minority interest's share of
VerizOH Wireless C3rnings, net of dividends paid to minority partners, of $3,953 million in 2007, $3,232 million in 2006 and $1,720 mHlion in
2005.

Several slate and federal regulatory proceedings may require our telephone operations to pay penalties or to rcfi.md to customers a portion of
the revenues collected in the wrrent and prior periods. There are also various legal actions pending to \vhich Ive arc a party and claims which,
if asserted, may lead to other legal actions. We have established reserves for specific liabilities in connection with regulatory and legal actions.
including environmental matters. that we currently deem to be probable and estimable. We do not expect that the ultimate resolution of pending
regulatory and legal matters in future periods, including the Hicksville matter described below, \vill have a material effect on our financial
condition, but it could have a material effect on our results of operations for a given reporting period.
During 2003, under a government··approved plan, remediation commenced at the site of a former Sylvania facility in Hicksville, New York that
processed nuclear fuel rods in the 1950s and 1960s. Remediation beyond original expectations proved to be necessary and a reassessment of the
anticipated remediation costs was conductcd. A reasscssment of costs related to rcmediatioll efforts at several other former facilities was also
undeltaken. In September 2005, the Anny Corps of Engineers (ACE) accepted the Hicb'Ville site into the Fonnerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program. This may result in the ACE performing some or aU of the remediation effort for the Hicksville site with a corresponding
decreasc in costs to Verizon. To the extent that the ACE assumes responsibility for remedial v<'ork at the Hicksville site, an adjustment to a
rcserve previously established for the remediation may be necessary. Adjustments may also be necessary based upon actual conditions
discovered during the remediation at any of the sites requiring remediation.
In connection with the execution of agreemcnts for the sales of businesses and investments, Verizon ordinarily provides representations and
walTanties to the purchasers pertaining to "I variety of nonfinancial matters, such as oVdlership of the securities being sold. as well as financial
losses,
Sllbsequent to the sale of Verizon Information Services Canada in 2004, \ye continue to provide a guamntec to publish directories, which lvas
issued \'\ihCll the directory business was purchased in 2001 and had a 30~year term (before extensions)_ The preexisting guarantee continues,
without modification, despite the subsequent sale of Verizon lnfonnation Services Canada and the spin~off of our domestic print and Internet
yellow pages directories business. TIle possible financial impact of the guarantee, which is not expected to be adverse, cannol be reasonably
estimated since a variety of the potential outcomes available under the /:,'uarantee result in costs and revenues or benefits that may olIset each
other. In addition, performance under the guanmtee is not likely.
As of December 31, 2007. letters of credit tot:'1ling $225 million were executed in the Honnal course of business, which support several
financing alTangements and payment obligations to third parties.
We have several commitments primarily to purchase network services, equipment and sofhvare from a variety of suppliers totaling $844
million. Of this total alUount $613 million, $137 million, $51 million. $28 million. $5 million and $10 million arc expected to be purchased in
2008,2009,2010,201 I, 2012 and thereafter, respectively.
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(dollan; in

million~,

t;xcep! JltJr share amounts)

Income Bdol'c Discontinued Opemtions,
E"lr~"rdil'lary Hem and Cumulatiye
of
Accounting Change

Encel

Resu]t~

of operations for the s'Ocoml quarter of2007 include after-tax chargcs of $ 17 million for merger intcgr<ltion costs,

Results of operations for the third quarter of 2007 include aftcr-t",,, charges of S28 milliou for merger integration costs. 544 million relat<Jd to access line spin-<jff c"'~rges alld
$471 millioll associated with taxes on foreign distributions

Rc.%llt1' of operations for the second quartt;r of2006 .include after-tax chargc~ of $48 million for merger integration costs, $29 million for costs ,Issociated with the relocation to
Verizou Center and 5186 milliml for severance, pension and benefits charges

Income before disCOJltiuucd operation:; per C()n1m()!1 share is computed imkpeudently fbI' each qnarter amI the sum (\fthe quartcrs mny not e(IUnl the mmual amount
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EXHIBIT 21

Vcrizon Communications Inc. and Subsidiaries
Principal Subsidiaries of Registrant at December 31, 2007
,Jurisdiction

orOrgani~.;IHnn

Verizon California Inc

California

Verizon Dela\vare LLC.

Delaware

Verizon Florida LLC.

Florida

Verizon Maryland Inc.

Maryland

Vertzon Ncyv England Inc.

NevI" York

Verizon Nc\v Jersey Inc.

New Jersey

Verizon New York Inc.

New York

Verizon North Inc.

Wisconsin

Vertzon North"n'est Inc.

Washington

Verizon Pcnnsylvania Inc.

PClillsylvania

Verizon South Inc.

Virginia

GTE Soutlnvest Incorporated

(d/b/a Verizon Southwest)
Delaware
Verizon Virginia Inc.

Virginia

Verizon Washington, DC Inc.

Nc\v York

Verizon West Virginia Inc.

West Virginia

Cellco Partnership
(d/b/a Verizon Wireless)
Delaware
Verizoll Capital Corp.

Delmvare

Verizon Business Global LLC

Delaware
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EXIIIBIT 23
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Finn

We consent to the incorporation by reference in this Annual Report (Form lO-K) of Verizon Communications Inc, (Vcrizon) of our repofts
dated February 22, 2008, with respect to the consolidated fimncial statements ofVcrizon and the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting of Verizon, included in the 2007 Annual Report to SharCO\V1lCrS of Verizon.

OUf audits also included the financial statement schedule of Verizon listed in Item 15(a), This schedule is the responsibility of Verizon's

management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audits. In our opinion, the financial statement schedule referred to above.
\vhen considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents Glirly in aU material respects the information set forth
therein
We also consent to the incorporation by reference in the follO\ving registration statements of Verizon and where applicable, related
Prospectuses, of our reports dated Fehruary 22, 2003, with respect to the consolidated financial statements of Verizon and the effectiveness of
internal control over financial reporting of Verizon, incorporated herein by reference, and our report included in the preceding paragraph with
respect to the financial slatement schedule of Verizon included in this Annual Report (Form lO-K) for the year ended December 31, 2007:
Form 8-8, No. 333-66459: Form 8-8, No. 333-66349; Form
No. 333-11573: Form 8-8, No. 333-41593: Form 5-8, No. 333-42801: Foml
Fonn 8-8. No, 333 50146; Fonn 8 &, No, 333-53830: Form 8-4.
8 4, No. 333-76171: FOITn 8 3, No. 333-75553: Fonn 8 &, No,
No. 333-82408: Fonn 8-8. No. 333-82690: Fonn 5-3. No. 333-109028-01: FOITn 8-3, No. 333-106750; Fonn 5-&' No. 333-105512: Form S-K
No. 333-105511; Form 8-8, No. 333-118904; Form 5-8, No. 333-123374; Form
No. 333-124008; Form 5-8, No, 333-124008: Fonn 8-4,
No. 333-132651: Form S-8, No. 333-134846: Fonn 5-3, No. 333-137475; Form
No. 333-138705: Form 5-8. No. 333-142549: and Form
S<" 333-143744.
w

Is!

w

w

w

w

Ernst & Young LLP
Ernst & Young LLP
Nc\v York New York
Febmary 22, 2008
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EXHIBIT 31.1

I, Ivan G. Seidenberg, certify tlmt"
I.

I have rcvie\\'cd this annual report on Form IO-K of Verizon Communications Inc.:

2.

Based on my knm.vlcdgc, this report does not contain any untrue st11temcnt of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under \vhich such statements "vcrc made, not misleading "",jth respect to the
period covered by this report:

.J.

Based on my kumvlcdge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flo\vs of the registrant as of, and for, the pCliods presented in tbis report

4.

TIle registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and I5d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and I5d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or c-Rused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is tHade known to
us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such intemal control over financial reporting, or caused such intemal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for extemal purposes in accordance \vith generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation: and

(d)

Disclosed in this report. any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that OCCUlTed during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to matetially affect, the registrant's intemal control
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registf'dllt's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation ofintemal control over financial reporting which arc
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information: and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not materiaL that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: Febntary 26, 2008

Is!

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Ivan G. Seidenberg
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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EXHIBIT 31.2
I, Doreen A Toben, certify that:

1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Vcrizon Communications Inc.:

2.

Based on my kIlO\vledgc, this report docs not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a timtetial fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements "verc made, not misleading \vith respect to the
period covered b:v this report:

.J.

4,

5.

Based on my kno\vlcdge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash tlo\vs of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report

The registrant's other ccrti(ying officer and I arc responsible for establishing <md maintaining disclosure controls <md procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(1) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or G.:'1used such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supenision, to ensure that matelial information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to
us by others 'within those entities, particularly during the period in ,vhieh this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about
the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such
evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's
most recent fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting: and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee or the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material \veaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting \vhich are
reasonabl:v likely to adversely affect the rcgistrJnt's abilit:-.' to record, process, summarize and report financial information: and

(b)

Any fraud, \'Vltether or not material, that involves management or other employees "dlO have a significant role in the registrant's
internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 26, 2008

lsi Doreen A Toben
Doreen A Toben
Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
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EXHIBIT 32.1
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION 1350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE
I, Ivan G. Seidenberg, Chairman and Chief ExeclItivc Officer ofVerizon Conununications Inc. (the "Company"). ccrtWv that:
(1)

the report of the Company on Form

lO~K

for the annual period ending December 31, 2007 (the "Report") fully complies ,vith the

requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"); and
(2)

the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all 1l1.atcrial respects. the financial condition :md results of operations of the
Company as of the dates and for the periods referred to in the Report.

Date: Fcbmary 26, 2008

lsi

Ivan G. Seidenberg
Ivan G. Seidenberg

Chainnan and Chicf Executive Officer
A signed original of this \vfitten statemcnt required by Section 906, or other document authenticating, acknowledging, or othcrwisc adopting
the signature that appears in typed form within the electronic version of this \vriUen statement required by Section 906, has been provided to
Verizon Communications Inc. and will be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission
or its st1ff UPOIl requcst.
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EXHIBIT 32.2
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002.
PURSUANT TO SECTION 1350 OF CHAPTER 63 OF TITLE IS OF THE UNITED STATES CODE
I, Doreen A Toben, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Vcrizon Communications Inc. (the "Company"), certify that
(I)

the report of the Company on Form lO~K for the annual period ending December 31, 2007 (the "Report") fully complies \\'ilh the
requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange AcC); and

(2)

the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the fimmciaI condition and results of operations of the
Company as of the dates and for the periods referred to in the Report.

Date: February 26, 2008

/sl

Doreen A Toben

Doreen A. Toben
ExecutiYe Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
A signed Oliginal of this written statement required by Section 906, or other document authenticating, acknowledging, or otherwise adopting
lhe signature that appears in l)'ped form \vithin the electronic version of this ·written statement required by Section 906, has been provided 10
Verizon Communications Inc. and will be retained by Verizon Communications Inc. and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission
or its staff upon request.
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
l. Registrant Name

yj

Organization

[J

- All File.'S Are Required to Complete This Page

l'ndivid"'d

Capito! Hill Consulting Group

Check if different than preYioud)' reported

2. Address

Addressl 499 South Capitol Street, SW

Address2 _S_tll_"tc_'_'}O_8

Washing'on

Cit)

DC

State

_

Zip Code 20003

Country

1JS1\

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
State

City

,\lr

Di\VJD WRY

7. Client Name

Zip Code

Country'

:"I'~lcphonc Number c. E~mail

4a. Contact Name

5. Senilte 1D#

(202) 488-0101

72053-152

C,J Self

6. House 1D#

VERlZORINC

358430009

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2007

Midyear (January l-Junc30)

YearEnd (July I-December3!)

b....l

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Tennination Report

Temlination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Com"lete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

f---------------------

-----------------------j

12. Lobb:ying

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this rcpOliing period
\verc'

Less than S10 QQQ

Less than SlO.O()()

60.000.00
rounded to the nearest $20,000.

Provide a
of all

,J;,

1"Y"'''''' ",

,,'h

"J;,

"H

n';" I'm

14. REPORTING
accounting
method. See in<StnC~Cl;~l~C.~ck~qb~:';);X~"~',:~~;:;t::::,~;~r~~'~~n\S
[;-8J Method A. Reporling amounts llsing LDA definitions only

"cHV",es on oe'Wll Of me cucm)

[(Iii] Method B.
Internal Revenue Code
[@]MethodC.RRe'vP"'cnHu'c"'C'"md',,,,,",,mdoc',,ot;oo, 162(e) ofthc Internal

-

Signature'.""

-

Kil'sten Jacobsen

.

Date

021tll2008

Printed Name and Title Kirstc'11 Jacobsen, Director of Operations
v5.0.Jb

Page 10f3

!:X!'lISfl'
EXh'bit2S2
CSOC,CBR00032305

2877

,V,X

• Ta,ationclntcm'"II,~Ycnuc 'Cnelc,

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

; (OIlC per page)

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Name

New

surn",

Check if None

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Printed Name and Title ."K~.ir:"st,:"n::J~'':'(~fI~b~lie::n,:-",;~~~s;~;;.
.

•

;;;:.;;:-;-;;::;_
Page2of3

CSOC,CBR00032306

2878

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to rence! the general issue arcas in which the registrant

C~f;;:'~t:~~~,I;I;~':;;~~~(I~C~'::~~;;:~'~l~;~~'~ld;;~~::!s~'::sr~~~;;~~g
pCI'iod
"irlformatlOna,,'cqllcSI'c(' Attach
15. General

iSSlW

urca code

Using a separate page for each code, provide

• nie, ' 'TC!cC(ltllt11Ut11Ca'iol1s'

.. ' . . ' : (one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17.

HOllSC(S)

of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

f8. Name ore-ueh individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New'

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Kirsten ,Jacobsen, Director of Operations
v5.0.1b

Page30f3

CSOC,CBR00032307

2879

Ckrk of the I·louse of Representatives

omi" """,,liii, Records
232 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

f:i'J

I. Registrant Name

(irgan;zatinn

[J

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

Individual

VERIZON & ITS A,FFILIATES, EXCEPT VERIlON \\'fRELESS

2. Address

Check if diffc·rent than prcyiousl:r reported
Address2

Address 1 1300 1 STREET, NW

_

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
City

New York

State

NY

Zip Code 10007

e. r';~mail

4a. Contact Name

5. Senate ID#

5836-12
7. Client Name

FlO,'

6. I-louse ID#

Self

315720000

VERI70N & II S AH'llJATES, EXCE!"! VERlION WIRELESS

TYPE OF REPORT
9. Check if this filing amt.'11ds

8. Year 2007

Midyear (Januaryl-JuneJO)

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

:?i

a previously filed version of this report

10. Check iIthis is a Temlination Report

11. No Lobbying Activity

Tcnninution Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Com"lete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
1----

,-,---,-,-,-,-----------U. Orgnnizations

12. Lobb)'ing

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this rcporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this rcpOliing period

\vas

were

Less than $10.000

Less than Slfl 000

S 5,300,000.00

14. RE·PORTING

Check box to indicate
accounting method. See instmctions for description

Fli Method A.

Rcporling amounts using 1,1)/\ definitions only

C,:

Reporting amollnts under section 6033(b)(8) of the
Intemal Revenue Code

I[J
Signature

.Ill.it"n, ;;l"",d By: Peter B. Dayidson

Method B.

Method C. Repmti"g "m,,,,o',,,,,"" ",cti,,,, 162(e} of the Internal
Revenue Code

:

-:..._------------

Date

021W2008

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Davidson, Senior Vice President
v5.ll.Jb

EXHIBIT
Exhibit 283

Page 1 of24

2880

•.

BtJD

. Budgct/A:ppn,pnatlOu;

. . . • (one per page)

HUD Appropriations

Check if None

Other

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.1b

P~tcr

B. Davidson, Senior Vice President

Page 2 {If 24

CSOC.CBR00032534

2881

ADJ}ENDV;\l fOl" GenNlll Lobbying Issue ArCll;

J()43 & S 1710 -

2771 & S 1686 2642 & S 1645 -

s

x,ill:' - flud:~;UAPl)"'r>nalwn,--

- - --

-- - - --

!~~~~~~~~~~::;::'

2764 - Slalell'orr,ign

Con. Res. 99 & S. Con
21 2206 & H.R. 2207 - FY 2007 ''''I'lneme"""
1591 & S, 965 - FY 2007 Supplemental

'Printed Name and Title
v5.0.1b

Peter B. Dnidsotl, S.'nior Vice President

Page 3 of 24

CSOC.CBR00032535

2882

~

C1PI

',COlUI",,'cr

Incln,'ry

~~~~ ~~ ~ ~

~~~' (one per page)

Act

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if Nonc

Printed Name and Title PetH B. Davidson, Senior Vice Pn'sident
vS.O.lb

Page 4 0[24

CSOC.CBR00032536

2883

ADDENDUj\l for

G~n~ntl

Lobbying Issue Arca;

Printed Name and Title
~'5.0.1b

Peter B. Davldsiltl, Seni"r Vlee President
Pag~:;

of24

CSOC.CBR00032537

2884

· 11.,fBI"R:. "I.abc>f 1',,,,,'<!Alllltn"t/WDrkJ,Juc.c

... • (one per page)

2008

Check if None

Coven,'d Official Position (if applicahle)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. lJilvidson, Senior Vice Pn'sident
~'5.0.tb

Page 6 of24

CSOC.CBR00032538

2885

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as milny codes as necessary to rencet the general issue arcas in which the registrant

e~~::;;::t;~:r;~I;I;~J:~~~~~(I~e~;:;;;; ~;~~j~;~~~':ld;,:~~~1s\h::sr~~~~;~g period

lfirl!()cmarrona"·eqrresr.,,, Attuch

15. General issue area code

•.

T!,X

Using a separate page for each code, provide

'Ta\atron/:lnt~maiRevenue 'Codle.

I

.1

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
Taxes
Telecom l:xcisc Tax Repeal
Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue

arCH

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed N~lme and Title Peter B. l)a,,-idson, Senior Vice President

CSOC.CBR.00032539

2886

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.1b

Peter B. David",otl, S.'nior Vicel're",ident

Pagt' 8 of 24

CSOC.CBR.00032540

2887

ADDENDUM for General Lobbying Issue Area:
Name
First

r,,,

, rhom"

",dw"d,

Covered Ollicial Position (ifapplicab!e)

'ow

slims

,

c,
"
,

'c:
"

.",

..
,

.:
'l

l',
c,:
l

::
"

,

,

,

"

,

"

,

,

.','

:'

,,'"
.,'.

Printed Name and Title

Peter B. I)'l\"ilhon, Senior Vice President

Page 9 of 24

CSOC,CBR00032541

2888

"

,

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

(one per page)

-,

, - , , ,

Cheek if None

7'

House

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue m'ca
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

NeYI}

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. J)ayidson, Senior Vice President
Page 10 of 24

CSOC,CBR00032542

2889

'.

·1[[[',(C. .

l'cI~conHm'l1lc'tw<llS

.. ' -..

..

(one

pef page)

Check if None

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Dnhlson, Senior Vice Pn'sidt'nt
v5.0.1b

Page 11 of24

CSOC.CBR00032543

2890

ADlH:NDVi\l for General Lobbying ISSUt' "hen;

l'J'C.T"le~,mmnUU'Katwu;·.

....

. .....

2054 - Universal Service Reform Act
101 - Univers<ll St.Tvicc for Americans Act
92 Consumer Phone Records Act
3403
911
and Safetv Act
428 II> Enabled Voice Communicatio~s and Public Safety Act
93 - 911 Modemization Act

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.1b

Peter B. Da~-jdsllfl, Senior ViC(' President

Page 12 of 24

CSOC.CBR00032544

2891

ADDENDF!\J for Gl'nenl Lobbying Issue AI'en: i[TfmliiCC:-

[i~i;;~~,111~'11I;,~lIt'~;;;·-I _ -I[--_IIII-111

Name

Covered O!1Jcill! Position (ifapp!icilhlc)

LasJ

First

1=1 IJ!

Suffix

Cb"""ph"
Cott...,

.

~~~~~~~~d~-~-------:-~~-+----j
,"

:

-,

....

.

-

.
-

-

-

-

- -

--

--

.
'- .

.-

Printed Name and Title

Peter B. Ir.lvidsvn, S('nlor Vire President

ElUIISI.

Page 13 of24

CSOC.CBR00032545

2892

Issues

District of Columbia and other activities chargeable in whole or in part

Check if None

Other

18. Name of each individual who acted as 11 lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Fin;t

[Frank

Check if None

Printed Name imd Title Peter B. Davidson, Senior Vice President
v5.Q.tb

Page 14 of 24

CSOC.CBR.00032546

2893

'Cl'T

• C'op\TighIWHtcnt/Tn,Jcll<ark' ' , "

Check if None

• (onc per page)

l11Hollse

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Nc'lV

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Dayjdson, St'nior Vice President
\'5.0.1tl

Page 15 0[24

CSOC,CBR00032547

2894

LOBBVING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as ncccs:'Jary to rencct the general issue arcas in which the registrant

el:t~;::;::;:~~II;;~I:~~~t~(I~e~,;:~~;; ~~~~t;~~':ld,~I:~~:is\h::sl~~::;;~g pCll0d, lJsing a separate page f()r each code, provide

"il<1OrmallOnas l'e'l"lcsl'''1 Attach

·CoI11lnUn""li,nlS.IBnnld,:aslmg,'Ra<1Io!T\:

COM

15, Gcneral issue area code

(one

per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
-

-

----

-

------- -

-

---

-

------------------------------------~-------------

Service Rcfonn
Check if None
Communications Commission
Office of the President

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue areD
Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. Dayidson, Senior Vice Presidt'nt
Page 16 of 24

CSOC,CBR00032548

2895

Consumer Protection

!Excle,,;ve Acees, for Video S<'-'fvices in Multi-Dwelling Units
- Connect America Now Act
3627 Conncct the Nation Act
3939 - Broadband Census Act
2035 - Rural Broadband Act of 2007
2174 Rural Broadband Initiative Act of 2007
2953 Rural Broadband Access Enhancement Act
1492 - Broadband Data Improvement Aet
1439 - Rural Broadband lmpnm,mcntl',et
1032 ~ Rural
2419 - Faml, Nutrition and Biocnergy Act (l-l()use Farm Bill)
1190 - Connect the Nation Act
1492 - llrc>ad!>am!D'tta lmpro",mentl\et
215 - Internet Freedom l'rc"ervatnm Pcct
1818 - Broadband Deployment Acceleration Act of 2007
3914 Consumers Through Proper Prc,ceileros F'Jr F'orb,earane,
2033

Printed Name and Title

Pete!' B. Davidson. Senio!' Vice President

CSOC,CBR00032549

2896

Name

Covered Ollkial Position (ifapplicnble)

SuH1s

Lasl

•
Collm,

--'-

-'
--'

,.-:
"

-

••
"
-

.

,

,

-

-

_

-

---

••

--

'--

:
-,-

,',

,-

Printed Name and Title

Peter B. Davidson, Senior Vic<' Presjdent

v5.0.1b

Page 18 of 24

eXHISIi
ExhJblt 283
CSOC,CBR00032550

2897

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select lisman)' codes as necessary to reHcct the general issue arcas in which the registrant

Cl~;::;;:~t:~~~;l;l;~':~~~~::c~,;:~;;::;'~~~;~~;ld;~~~~~s~l::sr~r~~;~g PCI'IOll Using a separate page J\1r each code. provide
trir<lOlImatlonast'cqllcSI,GQ Attach
'.T}IT,

• InlcHi"cn',c and :,nr"cilb;lla:

-- - .-

'(one per page)

2557
5104 Act
3773 - RESTOIU:';' Act of 2007
2248 - Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 2007 and related amendments

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue

l7Housc

fITCH

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Pl."ter B. David;;on, Senior Vice Pr('sideut
v5.0.1b

Page 19 of 24

CSOC.CBR00032551

2898

Issues

Act
Act of 2007
Act

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobhyist in this issue area
Name

19. Interest of each forcign entity

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Cheek if None

Printed Name and Title Peter B. llilvidson, Senior Vice President
Page 20 of 24

CSOC.CBR.00032552

2899

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select liS mtmy codes as necessary

to refket the

general issnearcas i11 'which

~~ti;;;;::lt:~~;~t;I;~':~~~t~:~e~,;;;~;; ~l~~I~t~~:~':ld;:~~:is;h::sr~:~;~~g pcliod. Using
15. General issue urea

code

•.. ,T[IRlrD)

.I'mde

(f)on,cstlc/Tlorc·ign)...

aseparate for
page

..

the

registrant

cach code, provide

: (ooe per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues
..

.

.-

.-

.-.-.-

.._

..

Check if None

Covcre-d Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Pt'ter B. Dayidson, Senior Vice Presidt'nt

CSOC.CBR00032553

2900

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY ,""here registration information has changed.
20. Client new address

Address

-::-::

-::-::-::

:--::

City

Stale

ZipCodQ

Country

_

21, Client new principal place of business (if different than line 20)

City
22.

_

Stale

Zip Code

_

Country

General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobhyist for the client

1 iJoseph

Burke

2 iMichacl

Boland

3 i Edward

~~

Young

.f---------'------

!4]Maria

III

McCmm-Ghazal

ISSUE UPDATE
24. Gencrallobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the follO\ving affiliated orgimization(s)
Prindplil Place of Business
(city" and state or country)

Nallle

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following foreign entities
i\mountofc01ltr;hllt.;(m

%

Printed Name and Title

Petei'

n. D-J,\'idsnn, Seniol' ",'icc Pl'esldellt
Page 22 of 24

CSOC.CBR00032554

2901

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20, Client nc\v address
Address

-::-::

-::-::-::

:::--::

City

Slale

Zip Code

Country

_

21. Client new principal place ofbusine$$ (if different than line 20)

City

_

Slale

ZipCo(\e

_

Countr\'

22. New General description of client's busine$s or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
1 IFmnk

Dillow

3 I Gregg

Rothschild

2iDd

Velasquez

4: Barbara

Sacks

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue thllt no longer pelillins

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated orgmliziltion(s)
Principal Place of Business
(city and slnte or country)

Name of each previously reportc'd organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

Ii
FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the follmving foreign entities

%

Printed N lime and Title
~·S.il.l

Peter R. Davidson, Senior Vlee President

b

CSOC.CBR.00032555

2902

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY \\'here registration information has chimged.
Client ne'" address
Address

-::-::

-::-:::-:-

::--::

City

State

Zip Code

Country

_

21. Client He'''' principal place of business (if different than line 20)
City

_

State

Zip Code

_

Country

22, New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
Kathleen

Zanowic
Deutsch

[2 : Sarah

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the follmving affiliated organization(s)
Principal Place of Business
(city and state or country)

Name

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client
,3

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following foreign entities

%

Printed Name and Title
~'5Jl.1b

Petei' B. Davidson, Senior Vlee President

Page 24 of 24

CSOC,CBR00032556

2903
Kass, David A
From:
Sent:

To:

Moll, Roger A.
Sunday, January 27, 2008 11 :00 AM
'george.dalley@maiLhouse.gov'

Subject:

Fw:

George
Attached is a paper on bonus depreciation as it applies to broadband deployment.
Mark Mullet in our office already forwarded to JaM Buckley and Jon Sheiner.
Just wanted you to have for your review and input with Charlie.
Thanks Roger.

From:
To:

Mott,

Sent: Sat Jan

1745 2008

Subj ect: Fw:

Roger,
I've sent the note below to the Rangel tax guys. Coulo. you please forward to his political
people with words of encouragement asap? Thanks!
Msrn

----- original Message ----From: Mullet, Mark S.
To: I jon. sheiner@mail.hollse.gov r <jon.sheiner®mail.house.gov>;
'john.buckley@mail.house.gov' <john.buckley@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Sat Jan 26 12: 16: 14 2008

Jon & John,
Attached is an industry paper regarding suggested changes to previous 'bonus
depreciation' language used in 2002 and 2003.
In order to encourage more broadband
investment and job creation in our industry the rules on self constructed property need to
be modified in section 168 (K). Otherwise, the IRS is likely to whipsaw us on their view
of 'projects'. We think that in 2002 Congress did not understand the advance costs needed
to deploy broadband, and how the definition of 'projects' can be manipulated so
significant investments did not qualify that we think should have.

We understand you may be working on similar language (as in this paper) and that a bill
could move to the House floor early next week. As a result, I want to provide you with
our industry comments (attached).
I hope this is helpful, and thank you for considering
these comments.
Regards,

Mark

Mark S. Mullet

VZ-CCNY 1418
CSOC.CBR.00022910

2904

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
l. Registrant Name

- All Filet's Are Required to Complete This Page

r;Z:i

Capitol Tax Partners, LLP

Check if different than prc'\'iousl)' reported

2. Address

Addressl

101 Constitution Avenue. NW Suite 675 East

City

Washington

Addrcss2

State

D::"-

_

Country

Zip Code 20001

lJSA

' -

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

Zip Code

State

City

4a. Contact Name

C.

Jon Talisman

7. Client Name

Country

E-mail

5. Senate 1D#

65976-1457

(202) 289-8700
.Self

Chedi

if client is a state or local government or instrumentality

6. Bouse 1D#

356170072

TYPE OF REPORT

Ql (lil

8. Year 2008

~3i}I)

Q2 (41

.

Q3

I

_

Q4 (Ill 1 - 121l)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report

JO. Check i1'thi$ is a Tennination Report

TenninatiOl1 Date

11 No Lobbying Issue Activity'

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST complete either Line 12 or Line 13
12. Lobbying

13. Organizlltions

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
\vas

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were

Less than 55.DOO

Loss than S5.000

S 60.00000
Provide a

~~
payments
"cnvmcs on AU""

rounded to the nearest $10.000,

~1

other entity for lobbying

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate
accmmting method. See instructions for description
[@}] Method A.

Roporling amounts using LDA definitions only

uu cum,,)

[l6D Method B.

6033(lJ)(8)

''''m,,'' Kme",,, coo,

[~C: Method C.

of the

162(e) of the Internal
Revenue Code

Dat.

Signature

04/2112008

Printed Name and Title Jonathan Talisman - Partner
\'6.0.1f

Pagelof3

ElO1l81T

CSOC.CBR00032310

2905

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant

~~ll;:~::~:~:ll~:::;~:';~~,:;~~JC~:;~::~~~::(~l::~I;:a~~,;~;';\:l;'~c~:::~r'illgpel·ind. lJsing a separate page for each code, provide

Check if None

18. Name of each individual 'who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
,~.::.~~; ~:.~:::___

.__ .__ ..__._., ,v:::.::.:•.

~_

_ ,;:_:-:'::._ .t..

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

_

_

,I

Ways & Means Over Sub

Printed Name and Title Jonathan Talisman, Parmer
Page2of3

CSOC .CBR.00032311

2906

Information Up(hlte Page - Complete ONLY 'where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address

Ad(~~~SS
----------------::s,C'"C',,,----::-::-::-------,::',-::,---".Ily
ounry
_.y

••

21. Client new principal place of business (if different than line 20)

City

_

Slate

Zip Code

_

Country

22. New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previollsly reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

JI-:;';;IN,u;;"
I'
~-----------,2

ISSUE UPDATE
24. GenL"fallobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organizlltion(s)
I.ntemet Address
/\ddress

Name

Str';:~l Addr.;:s~

Prindpal Place of Business
(eil)' and state or country)

26, Name of each previollsly reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client
'1

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27

Printed Name and Title

JOlluthan TallslllUll· Pllrt!lH

---~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;'--------';:;;-;;;;

CSOC,CBR.00032312

2907
Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 1 of3

Bill SUl1uuary & Status

H.R.5719
Search Results

liR.l112.

Mml.ifx..3.\t'lIQ.h

l:k.1'i.Ss~a.!£h

Overview
3,§-.Y.£.§s.umh~1J.£!:!

Major Actions: tt~j2

H.R.5719 [llOth]

Title:Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of 2008
Sponsor: .&llLRangel, Cliarles B. ID-NY-1S] (introduced 4/8/2(08)
Cosponsors: 11
Committees: House \Vays and Means; Senate Finance
Honse Reports: 1.!Q~:'!, 110-S84 Part 2
Related Bills: H.RES...llQ£, tLR.4318, tl.RS703, S.28S1
Latest MajOl' Action: 4/16/2008 Referred to Senate committee. Status: Received in the Senate and Read twice
and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Jump to

Iillill;, M!!iQL6.f.tiQ!l~, £!Ll1}!!!j!!~,~~, §.!!.!!Ll])J!!Y.

......................................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a litle jar a portion oja bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of 2008
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS REPORTED TO HOUSE:
Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of 2008
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Taxpayer Assistance and Simplificalion Act of 2008
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenne Code of 1986 to conform return preparer penalty standards, delay
implementation of withholding taxes on government contractors. enhance taxpayel' protections, assist
low-income taxpayers, and for other purposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.
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(dalcs in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see: llUl.s.t~!.Y,S,

4/812008

Introduced in House

4fl4/2008

Reported (Amended) by the Commiltee on Ways and Means. H. Rep!.

4fl412008

Supplemental report filed by the Committee on Ways and Means, H. Rep!.

UQ:ic'\:'!, Part I.
.LH!:l§1, Part II.

4flS/2008

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by recorded vote: 238 - 179 (Roll no. 1(0).

4/16/2008

Referred to Senate committee: Received in the Senate and Read twice and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
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Committee/Subcommittee:
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

SUMMARY AS OF:
4/I 5/2008--Passed House amended.
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Taxpayer Assistance and Simplification Act of 2008 - (Sec. 2) Amends the Internal Revenue Code to modify
the standards for imposing penalties on ta~ retum preparers for understatements of ta" to require: (I)
substantial authority for a position "vjth respect to an item on a tax return if such position was not disclosed
with the retum; and (2) a reasonable basis for a position that was disclosed wi1b 1be return.
Requires tax retrun preparers to have a reasonable beliefthat a position with respect to a tax shelter or a
reportable transaction (a transaction having a potential for tax avoidance or evasion) will more likely than not
be sustained on its merits.
(Sec. 3) Removes certain limitations on the tax deduction for employee use of cellular telephones.
(Sec. 4) Delays until 20]2 the 3% withholding requirement on government payments to contractors providing
goods and services.
(Sec. 5) Exempts recipients of home care services under federally-assisted state or local govemment home care
programs for the elderly or disabled from payment of employment tm<es for amounts paid to service providers.
Imposes liability for payment of such taxes on the fiscal administrators of such programs.
(Sec. 6) Allows officers and employees of the Depmiment of 1be Treasury to refer taxpayers for advice and
assistance to federally-funded low-income taxpayer clinics.
(Sec. 7) Authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to make grants to provide matching funds for volunteer
income tax assistance programs. Increases to $10 million the annual amount the Secretary may al10cate for
grants to such programs.
(Sec. 8) Requires 1be Secretary to provide taxpayers with annual written notices of eligibility for the eamed
income tax credit.
(Sec. 9) Prohibits 1be Secretary from providing a debt indicator (notice of a tax refund offset) to businesses that
provide refund anticipation loans and engage in predator:y business practices \vith respect to such loans.
(Sec. 10) Directs the Secretary to conduct a feasibility study for delivering tax refunds on debit cards, prepaid
cards, and other electronic means to facilitate refunds to individuals who do not have bank accounts.
(Sec. ] t) Extends from nine months to two years the period in which the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) may
return property that has been wrongfully levied mld for bringing a civil action for a wrongful levy.
(Sec. 12) Allows taxpayers to recontribute to their individual retirement accounts (IRAs), without penalty or
limilation, amounts that were wrongfully levied by the IRS. Requires the IRS to pay interest on IRA amounts
1bat were wrongfully seized.
(Sec. ] 3) Requires the Secretary to notify a taxpayer of: (1) any unauthorized use of such taxpayer's identity
(suspected identity theft) which the Secretary uncovers during a tax investigation: and (2) any criminal charges
brought against an individual who is using the identity of such taxpayer.
(Sec. 14) Repeals 1be authority of the IRS to enter into private debt collection contracts. Exempts contracts
entered into before March], 2008, that are not renewed or e"tended after such date. Nullifies any contract
entered into, extended, or renewed on or after such date.
(Sec. 15) Allows the IRS to use any

mean'~

".,,(e.g., the Internet) to publish unclaimed tax
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Kass, David A
From:

Mott, Roger A,

Sent:

Thursday, October 02,20083:46 PM

To:

'george,dalley@mail.house,gov'

Attachments: Rep, Rangel IGS Letter.pdf
George
Just wanled you 10 have a copy of Ivan Seidenberg's letter 10 Charlie Ihis morning regarding lomorrow's vole.
Thanks.
Roger

11/10/2009

VZ-CCNY 1437
CSOC.CBR.00022929
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~.Ivan Seidenberg
Chairman & CEO

verizoq
140 West Street, Floor 29
New Yorl<, NY 10007

October 1, 2008
The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
United States House of RepresentaUves
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-3215
Dear Representative Rangel:
The credit crisis facing the nation is now significantly affecting business and the economy as a whole.
Therefore, I encourage you to act promptly to approve legislation to stabilize our nation's financial system.
As chairman and CEO of Verizon, I'd like to share with you our perspective on how the current financial
problems are affecting our 228,000 employees, our suppliers and vendors, and our customers.
First, Verizon is on very strong financial footing, and We are in the midst of a great mission - deploying
the best wireless broadband network across America and the premier fiber network (FiOS) to 18 million
American homes. At the same time, we recognize that the health of our business is dependent upon the
ability of our customers to buy our products and services, the capacity of our suppliers to manufacture
and deliver products and equipment, and the ability of our vendors to dig the ditches to deploy fiber or
build the towers that deliver wireless services. If action is not taken to eaSe the current credit crunch,
many of our suppliers and vendors will not be able to get the credit they need to purchase materials and
other prodUCts, meet payroll, and remain in business.
Many of our employees and customers are feeling the effects of the credit crunch. Not only is this a
serious personal challenge for each of them, the impact of the credit crisis on average citizens will have a
direct and increasing impact on the economy as a whole.
I know that this is a difficult issue. Yel, I believe that quick congressional action is necessary to avoid a
serious setback to our nation's economy and a lot of personal pain for our citizens. Action by Congress to
restore liqUidity to the credit markets is an essential step toward restoring our economy.
I thank you for considering these thoughts as you work to develop legislation to respond to this serious
challenge to our nation.
Sincerely,

VZ-CCNY 1438
CSOC.CBR.00022930
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Kass, David A
From:

Moll, Roger A.

Sent:

Monday, March 23, 200912:57 PM

To:

Mekelburg, Andrew M

Ce:

Mullet, Mark S; Mcintosh, Joanna K (Joanna)

Subject: Rangel-Seidenberg Meeting, Tuesday, March 24 at 1:45PM.
Andy
Charlie Rangel can visit with Ivan at 1:45PM tomorrow in H-208 of the Capitol. Does not want an entourage so if
you are with Ivan fine. I would counsel against bringing others for sake of it not becoming a group discussion
instead of a one on one Chairman Rangel and Chairman Seidenberg discussion. Probably 20 minute time slot.
Copying Mark in case we need a brief for Ivan on tax issues that Charlie might raise over the course of the
meeting.
Wendy Featherson, Charlie's scheduler set this up and can be reached at 225-',
issues. I am around tomorrow if you need me there for any reason.

>: if there are any last minute

Roger

1II1012009

VZ-CCNY 1459
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INVOICE DATE

JIlVOI<:E Nl)MPER

09/22/2007

Redacted.
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Redacted.
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Organization Information
1) Legal Name
2} AKA Name

3) In Care Of Name

4} Relationship to 'in care
of organization
5) Address

6) City
7) State
8) ZIP Code

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
The Clty College of the City University of New York

City College 21st Century Foundation

The CC21CF!s the fiscal agent for The City College of New yoti:

160 CONVENT AVE, Shepard Hall, RM 154

NEW YORK
New YorK
10031-0000

9) Province
10) Country
11) Telephone

United

States

(212)fl50~ ~

12) Fax 212-650'
13) Web Site Address

\vww,cuny.ccny,edu

What is your mission. your

vision, and any key points
of approach?
15) Organization Mission

A Proud History and Mission -- The Children of the Whote people
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris
children of the working class and immigrants

tn offer higher education to the

For 160 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence and public higher
education. T~ most Important .avenue to iJpward mobHlty and soda! advancement for gooerations of
New Yorkers. City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds of
lhousands of talented but needy students. With particular foCU$ on meeting the needs of ""thE:! children of
the whole people,"" The College provides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to enter
nelds new to them with expert skills and education.

City Collage's mission emphasizes awess and excellence In undergraduate and graduate education and
research. Requiring demonstrated potential for admission and a high level of accomplishment for
graduation, \he College provides a dlverse student body with excepttonal opportunities to participate in
creative intellectual pursuits. The College Is led by a faculty committed to the advancement of knowledge
and the guidance of students In the attainment ot rigorous ac<:1demlc goals

16) Organization Vision
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization 10: 6297~~
The Verilon Foundalion Literacy in Teohnology Program
Request lD: 34305!5

VZ-CCNY 1051
CSOC.CBR.00024038
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Organization Information

(continued)

17) Organization Key Points
(Values, Principles and
Strategies)
18) Please summarize your
strongest achievements In
the past three years ..
meaning those who
benefited.
What demographics do you
serve and what ethnic reach
does your organization

have overall?
19} Community Elhniclty

%

20) What other demographic
groups do you serve?

In your geographic area,
whether local, state or

national. what are the three
organizations that are most

similar to you? And what
differentiates you from
them?
21) Three similar

organizations
22) What makes you
different?

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
OrgarnzaUon iD: 82973
The Verl70n FounrJation LUeracy In TechnQlogy Program

Request !D: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1052
CSOC.CBR.00024039
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Proposal Information
Request Owner
Request Source

Proposal Type
Is this a QUid Pro Quo Grant?
Invitation Code

Susan Sullivan
External (SubmJlted 05124/07)

CompetlUIIEl Granl • Other

No
692TMKYEQH

Organization Certifications
No Verizon employee,

Yes

customer, or board

members has a financial
interest

No branch offices.
operatlOtl:s, or
representation In U.S.

Yes

sanctioned countries.
Board, staff and

YeS

organization are free of

indictments, convictions.
and cOnflicts of interest
Organization has one

Yes

separate financial or

accounting person or

function.
Organization has conflict of
interest policy and

Yes

procedures

The organization has at
Jeast 3 board members

Yes

If answering "no" to any of
the above- questions, please

N/A

explain.

Organization Accuracy
Certifh:ation

Yes

509(A)(3} Tax Statu.
InformationView ChargeUne
509(A)(3) Details lor Reque.t
10 #{Reque.t 10}
509(a)(3) Supporting
Organization Type

509(a)(3) Type III Integrated
with Support Organization

NfA

Proposal Information
Project Title
Request Date
Request Amount

The Verlzon Foondatml1 Literacy in Technology Program

05123107
$500,000.00

THE CITY COllEGE OF New York
Organiza~on ID: 82\)73
Tha Veriton Foundation Literacy in Technology Program

ReqU\lsl 10: 343056

V7~CCNY

t 053

CSOC.CBR.00024040
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Request Amount
(continued)
Funding Areas

Uteraq & Education

Grant Start Date

09101/07

Grant End Date

06101/10

Please specifically
state/explain how Verizon
Foundation's funding will
be used in the proposed
program/project.

CITY GOLLEGENERlZON PARTNERSHIP

The City College of New York (CCNY) is excited about the opportunrty to partner wrth Veriz-on to
develop the "VerlzOfl Foundation Uter<3CY in Technology Progrom" at ti'1fl new Rang61 Center at the
College.
City College requests Verlzon's support at the $500.000 level to develop and implement this technology
literacy program which will sarve approximately 200 students pursuing degrees in puWic service. AI! 7QO
students of the Division of Worker Education (OWE) wlll be impacted by this program bec:~use

fectlnologicallileracy will be integrated throughout lhe curriculum. In addition, CCNY students
participating in Rangel Center programs who are not registered at DWE will be able to take these courses
through web casts and distance learning.
Varizon Foundation recommends support at the $500,000 level; $100,000 payable in 2007, $300,000
in 2008, and $100,000 in 2009.
CUy College is one of the most truly diverse campuses in America. More than 87% of CCNY students
-des,Jibe themselves as members of a minority group. City College's demographics are now
approximalety: 36% Hispanic; 26% Afrk;an-American; 22% Asian; 13% White; 1 % American Indian; 2%
Other. Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schools. Many am immigrants or
children of immigrants: they speak 91 languages other than English and wen':! born in 147 countries. City
College students are often the first in thelt families to go to college, <30d most have very Ilml!ed financial
resources, Appre»:imatoly 58% come from families with combined Incomes of $30,000 or less; lhree
q:uarters work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend
part time. roost often fQf financial reasons.

The DMslon of Wntker Educai.ion students are ethnically simflar to the City College profile just desClibed,
but in other ways they are different City College'S median undergraduate age is 22, but OWE's is 32.
furthermore, City College undergraduates.are evenly divided between men and women, but 80% of OWE

students are women.
Fundamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a belief that America's ""goveming class"" -those men and women who mMe our laws and policies --must raflect the rich tapestry of cullures, failns,
and ethnicltlf.ts that make us who we are as a country. Taday, non-whites make up nearly 30% of the US
population. Yet fewer than 14% of men and women in mkldle and senior levels of the Federal Clvll
Service and 8% of the United States Foreign S~rvica are members of minority groups.
The Range-! Center for PubUc Service wlll prepare students, particularly from underserved and
underrepresented populations for careers as leaders In public service. At the heart of that effort Is a
curriculum that emphasizes a comblnatfon of cla,<;sroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities
for vibrant co--curricular interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.
rho program Is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For
undergraduates, a unique, seamlesl:' live-year BNMPA Program in Public Service will attract current
CCNY students and new students who come 10 City College speciflcally to enrol! In the Rangel Program.
Rangel Cooler students will leave the City Collage of New York uniquely prepared for careers In public
service. The Verizon Foundation literacy in Technology Program at the new Rangel Center will onsura
that lhese students have the necessary technological skins to make a difference to the agencies and
public COllsmuendes they will go on to serve
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organizalion 10: 82973
The VerizQn Founda!lo!l lilerdl.:y in Technology Program
Request lp: 343056

VZ·CCNY 1054
CSOC.CBR.00024041
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Please specifically
state/explain how Verizon
Foundation's funding will
be used in the proposed
program/project.
(continued)

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Teaching Technological Utemcy for Rangel Center Students
Educational technology is nudging instruction beyond Its oral and print-basad tradition to embrace
online <3nd electrootc texts as well as multimedia. Computers are creating. new opportunities for wrltlng
and collaborating and tf,lcnnology is Influencing how people read, write. listen and communicate. The
Internet is cOl1slrucling global bridges for students to communicate, underscoring the need for
individuals to be eqUipped with technology ~kms and G(lfTIpetencies to aGtivaly participate as members of
the 21st Century.
In today's digital WQ(ld lechnology has c:ontributed to an expanded understanding of literacy. BesIdes
having basic literacy skills, today's students also need technologv skills for communicating, investigating,
accessing and using information, computing, thinking critically about messages Inherent in new media,
and understanding and evaluating data.
Technologieslliteracy Is knowledge about what technology Is, how it works, what purposes it can serve,
and how it can be used efficiently and effectively to achieve specific goals. Just 20 years ago, cell phones,
laptops, pagers, and fax machines were in the realm of scientists and science fictJon, Today, those
technologies and the Internet have gained Widespread public acceptance and use. It Is clear that, in
today's Digital Age, students must be technologically literate to live, learn, and work su(.,'Cessfuny.
City College acknowledges the importance of technology to its students' rutures, but to dale has not
Incorporated technology into the mainstream af academic learning. Because technological literacy has
become an essential component of job readiness, citizenry, and life skills, students must not only become
competent In the use of technology and associated applications, they also must be able to apply thair
$j{ills to practical siu,latlons.
AC'.ceasing information has become Increasingly important as databases previously occesslNa only to
library media specialists are now available to students directly. Browsing, searching, and navigating
online have become essential skills for all students, as ~as recognltton of lhe limitations of digital
archives, {Some things remain unavailable electronically.) Faml!iarity with natural Inquiry, Eoolean search
strategies, and organizational systems (cataloging, abstracting, Indexing, rating) is extremely important
as students locate information from sources across the globe.
The digitizing of resources raises new issues of analysis and evaluation. For example, consider a student
who Js asked to prepare a presentation- based on information from lila Web. That sludent can access vast
quantities of information without a lot of understanding, because search engines rooke accessing
informatioo so simple. Bul one must also recognize that
Using sea«::h engines wall requires an increased skill level. Evaluating and synthesizing informatkm
found In a variety of SQurces requires even more advanced skills, representing a literacy that is far beyond
whalls needed in a more constrained environment, such as with textbooks where aillhe information is
contained within one source. In effect, because technology makes the simple tasks easier, it piaces a
greater burden on hlgher~level skills.
Ultimately, students need to understand the interrelatlonships between library cotJer.tions, proprietary
databases, and other Internet documents to ensure approprlale, effective searchIng and accurate
evaluation of sources, Furthermoro, as students access electronic resources, it is critical that they
recognize the importance of honoring the intellectual property of others by strlcUy adhering to copyright
and fair-use laws,
Expanding the teaching ahd learning of technology will both better achieve the educallonal ~e<:tive-s
that are foundational to the SA component of the BNMPA degree, and also ensure thatsttldents
grdduate and move on to the MPA degree with significant technofogicallileracy to help them along their
careor patlls in public service,
A Professor of Technology Literacy will be Identified and will coordlnate and fead this program across a
multldlSClpllnary platform. lnlerdlscipfinary curricuJum developed will include three int{!grated core
courses, as W{!ll as <Idvanced courses, that students take from several dlscipHnes lhat relate to their area
of concentration, For instance, publfc administration students will take courses in literature. sociology,
psychology, history, eCOl1OlTlics and philosophy, In addition to courses like organizational behavior or
THE C1TY COI,.LEGE OF New York
Organization !O~ 82973
Tho W~lluJO founctaUon Ulp,rili;y ill Techookl{ly Pr(l(J(-am
RequesllD: 343056

V7rCCNY lOSS
CSOC.CBR.00024042
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Please specifically
state/explain how Verizon

urban -pantles and policy that are more specific to their concentration .area, Technological literacy wiIl''beincorporated into these courses.

F'oundation's funding will
be used in the proposed
program/project.
(continued)

In addition. three COUf-S9S required or all Rangel Center BNMPA students-Communication and Polit!eal
Action; Accessing, Analyzing, and interpreting Data; and Management of Public Organizatlons-- will
have signIficant j9{;hnological components

With a commitment from the Verizon Foundation, beginning in the fell of 2007. the Rangel Center will
implement this Technoklgy Uteracy Program at the Rangel Center and OWE and will begin the search for
the prajeefs Professor.
We will offer specific wursework on technology t.ailored to students pursuing pUbliC administration and
service and human services. Examples of such courses would Include tho use of GIS data, {echniques in
data analysi$ and presentation, and statistical analysis.
In addition, rather than offering only coul'Ses <:In Ie<:hnology, we plan 10 incorporate the technology
learning with much of the current course content. Educational research shows this to be most effective
way to develop of skill competency. People nced to use new techniques they are learning as they leam
tl1em; otherwise the newly-acquired skills are quickly forgotten and lost. So we win have special S851:;k!ns
in the compVter lab taught by the regular inslructor or a specialist where students learn specific skills.
Then, these skills would be immediately u5t'!d in the coursework of the dass they are taking. Advant.'ed
classes would require these skills and would add to them.

We would develop a skI!! grid, so we could be SUfe that all stud!:'!nts have sufficient exposure to the basic
skills before they take upper division courses, For example, jn the social science core course, we would
introduce tabulating and graphically presenting data. It could be population data on a topic like income
distributkm In the US. Thi::; would require several one hour sessions in the computer lab with the
Instructor giving hands on instruction in various techniques like entering the data, computing averages
and then creating a graph. Following each session, sttJdents would be given an assignment to do
readings or Internet research in which they gather data and crwte their own graphical representation of
it aloog with 80me narralive explanatIOn. All of these skllls could be requiroo for a final projact at the end
of the term.
We would start in the core courses with individual modules tied lnto the existing -curriculum that develop
skills in internet research, using databases, and data analysis and presentation tools. We would also
develop learning modules lhat enhance basic skUll) to more advanwd skills and learning outcomes. In
more advanced courses, those skills lNOuld be assumed and reinforced through lhe expectation that they
would be systemaUcally used. More advanced skills would be developed In uppeHjJv!sion courses, These
would include special statisllcs software, GIS software, presentation preparatloll, web site development,
desktop publishing an.d video post-production. As mentioned already, a course In GIS data analysis and
use would be important for some students so they have expertise in this area beyond the introdUctory
level. The same Is true for desktop publishing, video post-production, statistfcs and other areas where
specialization Is needed.

Onoo this project is fully Implemented, we would expect every graduating student in OWE and the Rangel
Center to posses::I e strong base in technology skills that have baen used many times In different courses,
This will provide the preparation to effectively use the tools available, and the comfort !evello cOfllinue
to learn as new technologies become available.
rna Program's faculty, once trained, will be able to continue to teach literacy in technology and the
knowledge base they create will also be available through pubficallons, the website and curfk:ulum
modules made available to other educaUonallnstitutinns and to the community
The Division of Worker Education at City College nas been fortunale 10 receive $680,000 in funding this
year from the New York City Council to complete tile technologfcalillfrastructure. Tilts lm:ludes money for
completely outfitted smart classrooms. portable laptop -computer labs for lise in any classroom, and a
video produc!Jon and desktop publishing facility. These will be In place by the early spring of 2008.
VERIZON FUNDING

Verizon Foundation funding would provide the most critical elements of the Rangel Center's
THE CITY COllEGE OF New York
Organization JD: 829-73
The Very.on Fourldafton literacy in Technology Program
Raqu<ilst !O: 343056

VZ-CCNYI056
CSOC.CBR.00024043
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(continued)

Please specifically
state/explain how Verizon

leC'J'lflological infrastructure which Is the programmatic support to tralJ1 faculty and students, develop
curricular modules for many courses and enhance thE! teaching infrastructure with appropriate, state-ol-

the-Brt software,
Foundation's funding will
be used in the proposed
program/project. State of the art teleconferencing connections (made available through the funding recently acquired for
(continued} the Cenler's technology infrastructure} between the newly-renovated bulkling that houses the Center
for Worket EducaUon afId the Rangel Center will allow an efficient use of resources in which students at

eWE or the City College main campus may enroll in courses at either location. This will a!!rnN stUdents at
both localions to take advantage of learning fram some of the notad authorities who Will be teaching In
the program while pursuing their busy s<;:hedtlles involving schoolwork, lobs, and sometimes paren!lng.
The emellerrt facilities we will have requlre this investment In program davelopment and training in order
to be effectively used. Specifically, we would hire a full-time educator with extensive techno[oglcal
expertise to work with facUlty to develop the learning mooulGS. to trairlthem In workshops, and 10
develop and implement the ovaluatlon of the project This person would also be available to conduct
training of students in the computer lab or regular classroom. Both the Division of Worker EducaHon and
the BA/MPA public service program of the Rangel Center would be served by this person who would be
based at the Center for Worker Education. A part..time person with web expernse both in web page
design but also in webcasting would \'IOrk with faCtilty as they develop web-based resources and online
courses. This person would also develop the capability to webcast between the campuses.
Stipends for facully will be provided to compensate them for the extra time they need In put in ·...In
order to be trained in the use of technology In their courses. rhey would attend a number of half·day
andior fUll-day workshops. Further, we would pay some faculty for their lime to develop new elective
courses or to be added to the curriculum, or to significanlly modIfy existing courses, incorporating
technological literacy modules. In year two we envision addmg new software capability as we are more
aware of speeitic needs of erective courses.
Evelualion cost.s will include technical lime for developing surveys on our Class Time computerized survey
5yst~m and print costs and time for technicians to prepare analyses and summaries of the program and
each student's individual results,
Publications costs will include printed materials and electronic materials that are made available both to
students and to facuity In other institutions who want to use and adapt the developed materials. This also
im:ludes funding for faculty to present their modules and courses at national meetings,

Supplies will Include disposable media and consumables directly related to the developmerlt and use of
technological literacy modules.
MEASURMENT. EVALUATION AND OUTCOMES

Students pal1icipating in the Verlzon Foundation Literacy in Technology Program at the Rangel Center

will:
• develop knowledge, ability and responsibHlty in the use of information te<:lmology
• acquire, organize, analyze, ovaluate, and present Information using appropriate information technology
use information technology to expand their range and effectiveness of communication
• solve problems, aocomplish tasks, and express creativity, both individually and collaboratively, using
technology
~ understand the role and Impact of technoJogy, and apply ethical, responsible, and legal slandan:ls ioits
use
~

In ardor to ovaluate the success of the program, determine a true and measurable outcome, and assess the
benefits to The College. the Rangel Center, and the community, the Rangel Center wHl keep- records SlId

track:
• the number of students per year who participate in the Verizon Foundi3tion Literacy in Technology
Program,
• a student breakout by public service area/discipline and the associated technology leamings and
leve!s achieved
• the professional developmenl and lechnology curriculum developed and offered through lhe program,
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organizalkm tD: 82973

The Verizon Foundation Umrocy III rOOlflology Program
Reqoosl 10: 343055

V7rCCNY 1057
CSOC.CBR.00024044
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(continued)

Please specifically
state/explain how Verizon
Foundation's funding will
be used in the proposed

program/project.
(continued)

• the number of technology uses befom and after completing the curriCtilum, and
• the number ot uses of computerized presentations betore and after com~eling lhe curriculum

At the end of years one, two, and three, the Range! Center will ask Verizon Foundation literacy in

Techn040gy Program participants to filj out a questionnaire regarding their experiences with the program
and the Center. The College will survey and analyze findings based on:
• usage of new technological skills,
• satisfaction with the learning experience before and after access to the program/Center.
After fIVe years, The College's surveys of Rangel Center alumni will quantify:
• how many entered public service,
.. !n which capacities. and
• how they felt ttle Verizon Foundation Uteracy in Technology Program assIsted them in the long term,
In addition, City College is in the process of developing learning outcomes fer all courses as a part of the
MJddle States accreditation process. We plan to usa thrs same process as we incorporate the
technological literacy modules. The tochnologicailiteracy grid which lists the specific skills in the columns
and the courses where they are learned in the rows would allow for evaluation of how waH students are
doing in each course. A particular course would have a specifIC set of technological literacy learnir19
outcomes and for each outcome there would be a way to assess it In individual students. The expectation
is that from now on, we will do oulcomes assessment each year to evaluate the effectiveness of classes.

Specifically state the social
causeJissue

you intend to
address.

Rangel Center students will feave the City College of New York uniquely prepared for careers in public
service. The Verizon Foundation Uteracy in Technology Program at the new Rangel Center wHl ensure
that these !5tudents have the necessary technologlcal skills to make a difference to the agendes and
public constituencies they will go on to serve.

Specifically state what you
will do to address this
cause.
Please state how technology
will be lAsed to achieve your
results.

Yes. Expanding the usa of technology wm both better achieve the learning objectives that are
foundali011al to the SA component of the BNMPA, and also ensure that students graduate and movt} on
to the MPA degree with significant technotogica! litef<K,:y to help them along their career paths in public

service.
Participant I"fonnation

Geographic Area

Number affected by the
social cause
Specifically state for whom

you will address this cause.
Estimated Gender Served

80% Females
20% Males

Estimated Age Group

100% College

Served
Estimated Ethniclty Served

Estimated Population

2% American Indfan or Alaska Native
22% Asian or Pacific Islander
27% Black or African American
36% Hispanic or latino
13% White or Caucasian

100% Underprivileged

Served
THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization ID: 82973
rhe Verlzon Pounda!!on Literacy In Technology Program

RG<:luflSIID: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1058
CSOC.CBR.00024045
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(continued)

Number selVed by your

organization
Approach Information
What overall approach or

strategy are you using to
achieve results?

City Conege is establishing the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service in honor of a distinguished
public servant and long-time friend of lhe College, Congressman Charles B. Rangel. In a notable caroor
spanning more than 10l)r doecades, The Honorable Charles Rangel has done as much as any single
parson In public service to help the least powerful among our cl!lzens 10 achieve their goals and to
change theIr lives, their communities, and the nalion.

a.

The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York will strive to become a
national center for the promotion of greater diversity in pubHc service, consisting of five major elements:
1, The Charfes B. Rangel Ubrary, consisting of drx:uments, archives, and memorabilia from Congressman
Rangers lifetime of public SaMcs. These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and

particularly to scholars within The City College and Ihe City University, and will serve as a locus of
sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to fun participation in public s6lVice by
underserved minorllies;

2_ The Master's Program in Public Service, which Viill recruit and prepare young people for careers in
govemment and pUblic service. The program will include participation in internships in service
organizations, arranged by the Rangel Center. it will ah,o offer interdisciplinary ::;pocializaUons in concert
with The City College Schools of ArChitecture, Engineering, Education, and Biomedical Education, as
well as CCNY's spedal programs in transportation, waste management. <lnd urban public health;
Upon complefion of a degree, graduatt',s will be eligible for programs like tho Federal Career Intern
Program, entering govemment service for a two-year temporal)' appointment with eligibility for a
permanent assignment upon completion. These Qpportunilles will encourage the involvement of members
of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

3. A Combined BNMPA Program in Public Service, which will work loge!herwith several undergraduate
program~ unique to City College that are particularly suited to draw outstanding students lnlo public
service. The BAIMPA Program will attract students capable of and interested In an intensive #"fasttrack"" pmgram leading In the master's degree, It will prepare them for public service with high-level
coursework, experienced govemmant personnel mentors, and hands-on tntining in internships and
service leaming;
4. The Charles B. Rangel Center, which will be housed in a magnificent Haflem limestone townhouse
adjacent to The City College campus, and InClude the Rangel Library, the Rangel Conference Center, and
nffi('..es for visiting scholars;
5. The Charles B. Rangel Fe!lows: A MkJ..Career Program in Leadership and Policy Innovation, offering
professional advancement training for mid-career, minority government and other public service
employees of particular accomplishment and promise for a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an
a<:ademic year.

Jntensity - Number of Hours

Per Week
Intensity - Explanation
Duration ~ Number of
Weeks
Duration ~ Explanation

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization ID: 82973
Tht~

Ve,lzon Foundation lilemt.y in T(.,<;hnokJgy Program
Request lD: 343Q5t3
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(continued)

What primary results are
you committed to
achieving?
(continued)

Number of people reaching
the primary desired
program resuR

1000

Number of people reaching
the primary dosired result
without this

programlproject

Are there broader gains or
benefits that will be realized
for organizations if'you

achieve your results, and
that we should be aware of
when com1idering your
program/project?
How will you know when
your expected results have
boen achieved? What
information Of' evidence wUl
you use to verify success?

Students partlcipating in fhe Venton Foundallon Literacy in Technology Program at the Rangel Center
will:
• develop knowledge, ablilty and responsibility in the use of infOfmafion technology
.. acquire, organize, analyze, evaluate, and present information using appropriate Informatioll technology
.. use Information te<:hnology to expand their range and effectiveness of communication
.. solve problems, accomplish tasks, and express creativity, both Individually and collaboratlvely, using
technology
.. understand the role and impact of technology, and apply ethical, rasponslble, and legal standards in its
use
In order to evaluate the success of the program, delermme a tme and measurable outcome, and assess the
benefits to The College, the Rangel Center, and the community, the RarliJel Conter will keep records and

lta<::k:
• the number of students per year who participate in the Verlzon Foun<!atiQn Lileracy in Technology
Program,
• a student breakout by pUblic service area/discipline and the associated technology learnings and
levels achieved
.. the professional development and technology curriculum developed and offered through the program,
• the number of technology uses before and after completing the curriculum, and
• the number of uses of computerized presentations before and after completing the curriculum.
At the end of years 1, 2 and 3, the Rangel Center wi!! ask Verizon Foundation literacy in Technclogy
Program participants to fill out a questionnaire regarding their experH:mces with the program and the
Center. The College will survey and analyze flndings MSed on:
• usage of new technological skills,
• saUsfaction with the learning experience before and after access to the program/Cenler.

After five years, The Ct.dfeg.e's sUI\f('!Ys of Rangel Center alumni will quantify:
• how many entered public service,
• in which capacities, and
• how they felt tho Ve-rlzon Foundation literacy in Techndogy Program assisted them in the long term.

How will you know if
participants are on course
to get to the stated results
within time and budget?
THE CiTY COLLEGi:: OF New York.
Org<lIlizal1onID: 82973
The VeriZorl Foundation Literacy in Technology Program
f~equest iO:

343055

VZ-CCNY 1060
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Key People
List the people who will be
responsible for the
programJpf'Oject
What attributes of these
people most predict

success?
Are there any partners who

must playa key role for you
to achieve success?
Are there any intennediaries

who must playa key role for
you to achieve success?-

Could you possibly use
Venzon employees or

Yes

retirees as volunteers in

this or other
programsJprojects?
If so, how might volunteers
help you?

Communications
Both during and after the
project/program, which are
the groups/audiences you
most want to reach. What

kinds of messages do you
want to give them? How will
you deUver these

resources? What do you
want them to do with these
messages?

What approaches wit! you

MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS AND BRANDING

use to communicate

Verizonts role as your
partner In this work?

We have developed a relationship with the Alliance for Downtown New York, which represents
thousands of businesses and not~for-profits in 100ver Manhattan, Through the Alliance we will be
reaching out to organizations to promote the program. We also continue 10 work with unions llke Lo('..al
1549 of DC37 Bnd Teamsters Local 231 who represent workers In govarnment agarn::les who would be
potential students.
DWE Is in a prime geographic location for many potential students for this program wllo are worl<.ing in
city and state oftices, City Hall and 250 Broadway, where many legistative and govemmentat offioo!'; are
located, are just blocks away, and we have frequent contact with the slaff in those offices. In fact, we
have recruited a number of students from them already. Furthermore, downtown New York, the financial
district in particular. is now the locatioo for many non-governmenlal pUblic service organizations. We
advertise in the !ocallle\'lSpapers, Including tha Downtown Express, which reaches tl1is part of the city.
City Counol1 members also feature the DivisiOn of Worker Education in their newsletters to constituents.
We will work in wllaborallon with Verizon to recognize and publicize the VerlzOfl literacy in Technology
Program. Marketing of this pmgram C<ln be dOlla with F,ln announcement in City College publications, a
press release to major media, a-mall and web site announcements to all CCNY atumni and friends,
CCNY's own newsletters and publications, and possibly H press C(mferenca with Congressman RangaL
The City College of New York win also notify Varizon about any publfc use of its name and the Program's
name.

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New Yorl(
OrganIzation 10: 82913
The Verizon Foundal!on Literacy In TBehlltlfo!:w Program

RequesllD: 343056
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Proposal Information

(continued)

What approaches will you
use to communicate
Verlzoo(.s role as your
partner in this work?
(continued)

Number estimated to see
Veri:z:on as your partner.

100000

Flnanclals
Project BUdget Breakdown

Verl:zoo-BudgeIForm-CCNY.dcc (59 K)

Organization Income

rotal Amount

Cost of Project

Total Amount

Verjzon~Funded

BUdget

Total Amount

other Costs Specific to

Project
Funders ~ Individual
Funders ~ Corporate
Foundations
Funders ~ Private
Foundations
Funders - Government
(Federal, State, & Local)
Earned Income
Grant Agreement Clauses
Religious Proselytizing
Restriction
Non-Violence and Anti-

l&nbsp;Cotlfirm

l&nbsp;Conflrm

Terrorism Certification
Lobbying and Political Use
Restrictions

l&nbsp;Conftrm

Use of Funds

l&nbsp;Confinn

Confirmation of Charitable
Intent

l&nbsp;Conflrm

Atx:eptan~ of Review

l&nbsp;Confirm

Board Review and Approval
of this Application

l&nbsp;Confirm

Grant Accuracy Certification

ls this grant being
requested by, or at the
beh&st of, a government

l&nbsp;Confirm
NfA

official?
NfA
THE CfTY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization-IO: 82973

The Verizon Foundation Lit(l(ocy in Technology Ptogram
Request 10: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1062
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Proposal Information

(continued)

Will this grant b~ used to

provide any benefit,
including, but not limited

to. meats, entertainment. or
travel, to a government

official?
(continuedl
If so, provide a description
of the benefit that will be
prQvided, and the
government officials that
will receive the benefits.
If so, certIfy that any
benefits prOVided to
government officials wUl be
in compliance with aU
applicable laws, rules, and

regulations, including, but
not limited to, federal, state,
and local restrictions
relating to campaign
finance, lobbying, and
government ethics.

Internal Input
Strategic Rating: Social

0

issues (Ranking 0 Of 1)

Strategic Rating: Priority

1

Criteria (Ranking 0 or 1)

Strategic Rating: Enabling
Factors (Ranking 0, 1, 2, or

31
Strategic Rating: Business
Factors (Ranking 0, 1, or 2)

2

Strategic Rating (1-7):
Overall Rating of Focus

4

Areas 1,2,3,4
Request Type

Cash Grants

Internal Program

Direct Grant

Support Type

Program Area Served

Social Cause
Requesting Officer

Progmm or Project Support
Technology Literacy

literacy
SEiDENBERG, IVAN

Program Officer

Is this a State Education
Partners (SEP) Request?

No

THE C1TY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization !D: 82973
The Verizon Founrlatlon Literacy in Technology Progrdm
Request 10: 343056
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Proposal Information

(continued}

"'Three Year Rule
Information [more info]
(continued)
Justification for Three Year

Rule Exemption
tnternal Notes
Proposal Narrative

THE CITY COllEGE OF New York
Orq<loizulion 10; mn
The Verlz-on Foundalion literacy in Technology Program
R.equest In: 34.1056

VZ-CCNY 1064
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Payment Information
Payment 10 430979
Payment Type
Payment Status

Contribution
Paid

Payee THE CiTY COLlEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATION iNC
138TH $T AND CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK NY 10031-0000 US

Budget

2007 -CONTINGENCY FUNOS- Underspend in MIP, TIP, VIP

Requested Payment Daw

27·JUL-,07

Payment Amount

$1QO,OOQ.

Payment Date 25-SEP-01
Check Number

0000148127

Check Due Date

Cate Check Received

09126107

Date Check Malted

09126107

Nonprofit Receipt
OeRA Receipt Form
Received?

<

NIA

Payment Batch Number

2781

Transmitted to AP Date

08/23f07

Payment Notes

09126107 - Odgina! check lost. New check received and gent UPS overnight to April Horton of Monica
Azare's tearn for handling/presentation 10 City College

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Orgal1iwUoo ID: 82973
Tho Veri:wn Foundallon literacy In Technology Program
Request ID: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1065
CSOC.CBR.00024052
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Payment Information

(continued)

Payment 10

Payment Type
Payment Status

430980

Contribution
Paid

Payee THE CITY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNOAT1ON INC
138TH 8T AND CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK NY 10031·0000 US

Budget
Requested Payment Date

Payment Amount
Payment Date

Check Number

2008 - The City College of New Yotk • Gaston
01·APR-08

$300,000,
02,APR·QB

0000159617

Check Due Date

Date Check Received

04/07/08

Date Check Mailed

04108108

Nonprofit Receipt
OBRA Receipt Form
Recftived?

NlA

Payment Batch Number

2912

Transmitted to AP Date

fi.1./01/{J8

Payment Notes

04/08108 • Check sent UPS overnight to Sandy Wilson for presentation to org.

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization !O: 82973

The Veillon foundation Ut6taCy in Technology Program
Request 10: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1066
CSOC,CBR.00024053
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(continued)

Payment 10
Payment Type
Payment Status

430981
ContrIbution
Paid

Payee THE CITY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATION INC
138TH 3T AND CONVENT AVE

NEW YORK NY 10031-0000 US

Budget
Requested Payment Date
Payment Amount
Payment Date
Ch~k

Number

2009 ~ City College of New YOfk - Gaston

01-APR..oo
$100,iJOO.
05~JUn.09

0191365

Check Due Date

Date Check ReceJved
Date Check Mailed

Nonprofit Receipt
OBRA Receipt Form

Received? NJA
Payment Batch Number

3173

Transmitted to AP Date

06/04109

Payment Notes

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
OfganiZatlonlD: 82913
Tlw Vwizon fOUlu:Jfollkm Literacy in Technology Program

Request 10: 343056

VZ-CCNY 1067
CSOC<CBR.00024054
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Approval Information
Requested Amount

$500,000,

Recommended Amount

$500,000.

Prior Approved Grants

1 Table at the 150th AnnivGala 419/97 $5,OOOm -$5,000.00 -1997
Support for the Program for the Retention of Engin ··$5,000,00 - 1998
CUNY - Honors Colege: University Scholars Program -$25,000.00 - 2001 '
Verizon Scholarships - Business, Engineering and C -$15,000.00 - 2002
Verizon Scholarships-Engineering &. Firml"lce/Acr.:ount -$6,000.00 - 2003
Engineering Scholarships -$7,000.00 - 2004
Einsteins in the City -$10.000.00 - 2005

Request Status

Approved

Approved Step 1: Owner Recommended (Completed 08114101)

Performed By
Result

Susan Sullivan I Director
Approved

Approval Comments
Approved Step 2: National Program Director - Literacy Approved (Completed 08/14/07)
Performed By
Result

Nancy Williams f Director, National Programs - Literacy
Approved

Approval Comments
Exclude Grant From Impact
Reports?

NfA

Approved Step 3: Foundation President Approved (Completed OS/14107)
Performed By
Result

Patrick Gaston f Verizon Foundation President
Approved

Approval Comments
Approved Step 4: Sr VP ~ Corporate Social Responsibility Approved (Completed 08/14/(1)
Performed By
Result

Approval Comments

Joseph ScaC(:ja f Director - Finance
Approved
Approved on behalf of Kathryn Brown per her notallons of concurrence 00 the hard copy slate of
$100K grants and above - July 2007 sent to Patrick on August 13, 2007.

Approved Step 5: Board of Directors Approved (Completed 08/14/07)
Performed By
Result

Thomas Tauke f EVP External Affairs & Corporate Communk:'.aUons
Approved

Approval Comments
Approved Step 6: Board of Directors Approved (CQmp(eted 08122f07)
Petformed By
Result

Ivan Seidenberg J Chairman - Ve:rlzon Foundation
Approved

Approval Comments
THE CtTY COLLEGE OF New York

Organization ID: 82973
,he Verlzon Foondalioo Literacy In Technology Program
Request tD: 343055

VZ-CCNY 10(;8
CSOC.CBR.00024055
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Approval Information

(continued)

Approved Step 7: Board of Directors Approved (Completed 08/22/07)

Pelionned By
Result
Approval Comments

Joseph Scaccia I Director - Finance
Approved
Approved on behalf of Doreen Toben per an email oommuni<:aUon sent from Joanne R. Johnson, EA for
Doreen Toben, 10 Patrick Gaston on 8/21 at 4:38 PM staling Doreen's approval and concurrence.

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Organization ID: 82973
Tho Vern-on Foundation -Literacy in Technology Program
f~equesllb: 34305fi

V7....CCNY 1069
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Scheduled Impact Reports
Impact Report Type
-2007 Default Report
-2008 literacy Report

Requited?

Source

Status

Available Date

Yes
Yes

External
External

Pending
Completed

09/22/07
03130108

04/07/08
07/0S/0B

DueD<l:~~,_

10f21!07

OJ
-2008 literacy Report

Yes

External

Completed

07101108

Yes

External

Completed

10/11/08

10/16/08

Yes

External

Completed

11/04/08

11/10108

02
-2008 Literacy RB1Jort

03
-2008 Utoracy Report

04

THE CITY COLLEGE OF New York
Org~ml7.ajIQn 10: 82973
The Vcri;WtI Foundation literacy \11 Technology Program

Heques! ID: 343056
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Contacllnformation
1} Salutation

M$.

2) Last Name

Buller

3) First Name

Shelly

4) Middle Name
5) Title

6) Contact Type

7) Address
8j City

VP fur Development and fnslltutional Advancement

PrJmary Contact

160 CONVENT AVE, Shepard Hall, RM 154

NEW YORK

9) state New York
10) Province

11jZIPCode

10031-0000

12) Telephone

(212) 650;"'·

14) E-mail Address

15) Internal Notes

THE CiTY COLLEGE OF New York
Organizat!ol) 10: 8297:;1

The Veriion Foundatkm Uforocy in Technology Program
R.,que"t fD; 343056

VZ-CCNY 1071
CSOC.CBR00024058
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Project Budget Breakdown
The overall budget process helps to strategize, manage and monitor your organization's course of action.
A comprehensive budget acts as a Jong~range financial plan and operations guide, It is another effective

way of communicating your organization's mission, goals, programs. activities of your staff, and the
communities you serve. This form is intended to help you communicate both the resources and expenses

for this project.
Please populate the table below with a detailed breakdown of your totat project budget for a minimum of
two years. Enter all appropriate line lIems that correspond to aspects of your project. Not all items will
necessarily pertain to your project or are requested here, so you may add or delete these items. When
yeu have finished completing this form, save it locally on your computer and then click the Upload button
and follow the instructions to finish attaching it to your application.
All requests that are for $10,000 or more should include this Project BUdget Breakdown form.
I"n"co::;m:=:e-OSoe,"'c"'ti::-on"--::--:.. Individual Contributions
Community Charities
Government Funding
United Way Funding

I--;S~D«:.:m?s:::o:::rs:.:·h::,iDt:.s"-.-

+__y"-e"'a!-!....

y=ea"r=2_-t-_"y"-e",a,,,f,,3'--i

+-

--_-_----.-+- _.-._ _ .. _[-

I---OF=,u::n::d"r"al,,'s"e"rs'-c-_ _,-""'Cc--:-_ _+
Foundations/Corporations Funding
Catalo~<I'o:giftS!)?E.!'~2__ ..__

..

.+.

-]

1-

'_I-_._._...

--1

_+------j

Income Highlights: Describe altema,ive
.ng revenue:

Total Income
Yearl

Expense Section
Staff Salaries
Travel & Lodging
Fringe Benefits
Temporary LaboF__._...._____. _
Miscellaneous Supplies
Printing/Publication Costs
Proiect Mana£e~ent.!'.e~________...
Technology (bardware & software)
ilions
~':'~ Development & Hosting
Training Costs

----..._
......_....
$4,500

Year 3

Year 2

_

..

$6,000

"$'4"300
$6,000

$4,500
$6,000

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$45,000
$24,000

$45,000
$24,000

$4,000

$4,000

----·$45;000
$24,000

~p~.<i~for 8 fa~J.t2'I~~.~':'£:£l1.._ " _.
Consulting Fees
-Conducts Evaluation/Survey
Researeh Costs
Legal Services
_Facility Costs (inclnde utility costs)
Advertising/Public Relations Fees
Other Costs Specific to Project

I
I

$4,000

I

._-_.

Vz..cCNY i072
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Project Budget Breakdown
.---=---~~"

Curriculum Development
Curriculum Implementation

"--_..

Total Expense

$24,000
$42,000

$24,000
$42,000

$24,000
$42,000

$166,500

$166,500

$166,500

VZ-CCNY 1073
CSOC.CBR.00024060
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HOUSE: OF" REPRESI:NYAY'VES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S16
CHAMLEfJ B. RAMon
15TH Ol",/rl!~", New YClIIlt

March 7.2007
Mr. Hank G....nberg
399 Park Avo.
17-Floor
Now York, NY 10022
Door Mr. G....berg:
I wouJd appreciate the opportunity to schedule a meeting at a tUne that is convenient for you in order to
discuss with you my vision for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service.
Tho Cily Collogo ofNow York will be homo to tho Contor. whose p1lrposo will be to train and odoom tho
next generation ofour nation's public servants. It is a personal dream. of mine to see this Center at City
College, which resides in my congressional district and where so many tatentid young m.en and women
from the community have gotten an excellent eductUion. As rm sure you know, CCNY)s mission is one:
ofexceUcnco and access and many ofour nationfs leaders fiom every ethnic. racial, and economic group
have earned their degrees thore.
I h."" askod City Collogo ofNow York VicoPre<ident Shelly Butler to conraet your otl"lCO and arrango a
timo that is eo~venicnt for us to come together. Jam eager for you to meet City College President
Gregory H. Williams,. a man who has overcome many obstacles to achieve succeu-as with so many
CCNY graduetcs in the paat and tlt. present.
Thank you vcry much for your consideration.

CBRldjb
Cc:

President Gregory H. Williams, CCNY
VP Sholly Butler. CCNY

CBR000322

CSOC.CBR.00003811
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Garcia, Elbert
SUbject:

Location:

Meel with Hank Greenberg and Pres. Gregory W~ftams of City College
399 Park Avenue @ 53rd Street

End:

Mon 6/412007 11:00 AM
Mon 61412007 11:45 AM

Recurrence;

(none)

Start:

Topic: 'undlng for Rangel Cenler lilt City College
_
Contact Amanda Wilson 212 650:
WMonaiShake (Mr. Greenberg's office).212 759
vej

CBR003296
CSOC.CBR.OOQ06570
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Rachelle Butler
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shelly Butler ~ •••.•'.• ".••.• :
•••'•.•.
Monday, June 04, 2007 5:32 PM
'florence.davis! -::--._--,-_--~ _': _-~-~<-,~~-_-<-:: _----;,-';;'"-~~~:,

Charles B. Rangel Center Needs and Naming Opportunities

Deal'" Florence}

It was g"",at talking with you today and I appreciate'your lightning fast follow-up to the
conversation Congr-essman Charles B. Rangel} CCNY President Gregory H. Williams and I had with
Mc. Gceenbecg.
We are delighted to send you something for your board meeting 'on June 12 and I have already
over-nighted to you our 501c3 IRS determination letter and our audited financial statements
foc 2664 and 2065, plus some additional infocmation on The City College of New Yock and the
Chacles B. Rangel Centec foc Public 5ecvice. You should ceceive evecything by tomocrow
mocning.

Attached hece ace ouc list of donocs and pledge-givers to the Rangel Center and a list of our
needs with naming opportunities beginning with $16 million. I am happy to say that gifts and
pending pledges to the Rangel Center now total $26,655,666.
Conficmed gifts and grants come to $6,625,600 from:
The Ford Foundation
Eugene Isenberg
Josh Weston
The City Council
The Kheel Foundation
The Rodobeck Foundation

Transportation appropriation
Congressional seed money
Pending pledges of $13,436,666 include:
The Verizon Foundation
The Altman Foundation
The Community Trust
The Heron Foundation

A major corporation with a 1:2 match from CUNY for capital projects
Our needs include the naming opportunities as follows (I have used the Slarr' Foundation name
and Mr. Greenberg'5 name' interchangeably for illustration's sake but 'of course the naming is
up to you); all of these funds are endowed and all will retain their name at City College in
perpetuity:
The Maurice R. Greenberg Fund for Excellence, Rangel Center

$10,600,600

An, endowed fund) whose income will provide unrestricted support
for the Charles B. Rangel Center in perpetuity; s,upport may be
used for academic and adrninistrative needs J -faculty development,
student scholarships and internships,\- mid-career fellowships, and
program expansion.

COS.CCNY.234
CSOC.CBR.00010382
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This gift will also include:
The Maurice R. Greenberg Distinguished Lecture Series" Rangel Center and The Starr Chair in
Public Service at the Rangel Center

The Starr Endowed Fund for Academic Distinction, Rangel Center

$ 5,006,666

An endowed fund" whose income will be used for facultyand
administrative support at the Rangel Center in perpetuity, including
the Center director" research fellows! librarian ... internship coord:inator- visiting
scholars, and student scholarships and
internships
J

The Maurice R. Greenberg Library and Archives, Rangel Center

$5,666,666

An endowed fund, whose- income will be used to collect,
conserve) and archive the documents, photos and memorabilia
donated to the Center by Congressman Rangel that relate to his life
and career, and to provide a library. to the Rangel CentEr for this
purpose; this collection will be made available to scholars in the
field for research
The Starr Chair in Public Service at the Rangel Center

$3,eG6,666

An endowed professorship" whose income will be used to
attract and retain a nationally known scholar in the field; while
the scholar holding the chair may change, the chair's name
will remain in perpetuity
The Maurice R. Greenberg .Distinguished Lecture Series"
At the Rangel Center

$2,660,666

An endowed fund, whose income will be used to attract visibility
to the Rangel Center through a series of lectures by distinguished
individuals in the fieldS of business, international stUdies" policy
and pUblic service

Thanks again for your help and I look forward to talking with you soon.
Best regards 1
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice president
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
166 Convent Avenue, 5-154
New
NY 16631
Tel:
Fax:

COS.CCNY.235
CSOC.CBR.00010383
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9;/86/2604

Q.~1J 7..

2125148178

FLO DAV1S

PAGe:

6:3

Pagelofl

From:

Sont;
To:

Monday, Ju.e 04" 20074:31 PM
Sh«ko t<ohaplltlo.

SubJ••t, Range' Ce.ler for Public BeNlee

Hank, they Q£e sending ove£ a Jist of other major (lollors and a budget, with their
audited flnancJaJs. I spoke with the development petBon who was at your meeting.
Their dream amount-and the amount they never got around to melltionlng at the
mcetlng-4. $10 mlllion
whatever pe.rlod of time we want.

0_

C~r

the June 12 board ",e.tl:tlg, but I will Jet you know
I will write It up
if the donor H.t ~e.t another amount.

F1lmlnee

0 VC/Z....

.--~

6/512007

STARR017572

CSOC.CBR.00029890
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Call Report
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

June 5, 2007
File
Shel!y
Meeting with Hank Greenberg

Yesterday, Congressman Rangel, President Williams and I met with Maurice "Hank"
Greenberg at C. V. Starr, Inc. He is the chairman of the Starr Foundation and we
intended to ask for a gift of $10 million from Mr. Greenberg for the Rangel Center.
He met us in a magnificent office with three genuine Frederic Remingtons on the wall
and several very fine Chinese artifacts. He first went to China in 1972 and has Visited
severai times each year. He knows the current Chinese leadership and the future
leadership, apparently.
Congressman Rangel spoke for about 10 minutes about Hank's expertise in China and
expressed his concern that future competition for the world's markets would leave
American behind, especially as our educational system is so poor. Hank said we have
the finest colleges in the world but the worst K-12; he has discussed this issue with
Chancellor Klein and has participated (l think) in some corrective measures.
Mention of the idea of competition brought his own unpleasant experience with thenAttorney General Spitzer to his mind and for some minutes, he railed against regulation.
His policy was "principles not rUles," and he deplored how his reputation had suffered,
"and no one said a word" He mentioned several times that AIG, a multi-billion dollar
company that he had founded and built, was fined $1.6 billion. He said that Spitzer had
done the same thing to Sandy Weill and that was why Weill had left Citicorp and Prince
came in. The Congressman mentioned that he thought that Ned Cloonan at AIG had
spoken in his defence, but Greenberg was not mollified. Then Congressman Rangel
said that he guessed this wasn't a good day to come about this purpOse. Hank said he
would "give us something" and that he knew City Coliege was a good school. After that,
we took our leave.
Five minutes after I returned to campus, Florence Davis, president of the Starr
Foundation, called to tell me that the chairman wanted a request for funds to the Rangel
Center on the Starr Foundation Board's agenda for the June 12 meeting. I sent her the
st
501 c3 IRS designation letter, the 21 Century audited financials, and a selection of
CCNY materials, including the Rangel Center brochure. I also asked if I could send her
a list of naming opportunities and needs and she said, yes. She asked if a number had
been mentioned; I said they were mostly talking about China, butthat President
Williams was going to ask for $10 million and the Congressman thought that was about
right. She said OK and I emailed her a selection of naming opps and needs beginning at
$10 million.
Later, President Williams told me that Congressman Rangel had spoken with Hank who
had called him, who said he would give $5 million.

CSOC.CBR.00026410
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Florence Davis
Wednesday, June
Caroline Keeley
04123143

First item for supllemental agenda.

The City.University of New York/CCN)i
The City University of New York (CUNY) is the largest urban university in the United States
and its third-largest public university system, enrolling 200,000 students in degree programs on
19 campuses in all boroughs of New York City_ CUNY consists of 10 senior colleges, six
commnnity colleges, a four-year technical college, a doctorate-granting graduate school, a law
school, an accelerated medical program and a medical school.
For over 100 years CUNY has been a stcpping stone to achievement for immigrants and the
economically disadvantaged, offering them access and academic quality. Today it enrolls
students from 145 countries who speak 115 native languages; its student body is 32% black,
31 % white, 25% Hispanic and 12% Asian.
City College of New York (CCNY) is one of the four-year colleges, founded in 1847. It was
the New York City Ivy League equivalent in its past, with alumni such as Ira Gershwin, Jonas
Salk, Colin Powell and eight Nobel Laureates.
Matthew Goldstein was named Chancellor of CUNY in July 1999 and undertook to reverse the
slide in quality at the CUNY schools. CUNY undertook a painful review of its faltering
academic reputation and recognized that 28 years of open admissions, and lenient remedial
requirements, had eroded its intellectual stature. Since 1999, requirements for entry into the
senior colleges have been tightened and remediation has been generally concentrated in the twoyear, community colleges. The entire CUNY system has been transfonned, including CCNY.
CCNY is one of the five CUNY schools participating in the CUNY Honors College program,
which we have supported.
[n one year CCNY itselfleaped an unprecedented 31 places in the U.S. News and World Report
rankings of colleges and universities.
Two of the newest programs at CCNY are the Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies and the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. The Rangel Center offers a combined BAiMA is
public service and an MA in public service (with interdisciplinary specializations in conceli
with the CCNY's schools of architecture, engineering, education, biomedical engineering, and
special programs in waste management, transportation and urban public health).
In addition, the Rangel Center otTers mid-career fellowships targeted to minorities in
government or other public service.

STARR017410
CSOC.CBR00022483
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The Rangel Center will be housed in Harlem near the CCNY campus and will include a library
devoted to Rep. Rangel's papers, a conference center, and space for visiting scholars.
finaIJcia1: CCNY Foundation financials--FY05: $4.l million, "institutional support" 4%.
The Rangel Center has received more than $20 million in gifts and pledges from the following
funders: The Ford Foundation, Eugene Isenherg, Josh Weston (ADP), Rhodebeck Charitable
Tmst, federal and city govemment, the Verizon Foundation, the Altman Foundation, New York
Community Tmst and an unnamed corporation that has made a challenge grant for capital
projects.
Re(jllest: Unspecified. Naming opportunities are at the $10 million, $5 million, $3 million and
$2 million levels. They expressed a hope for $10 million.
P\lfjlgS.e: Rangel Center for Puhlic Service at CCNY.
HistQfY: Our support for CUNY and its constituents has been: $3 million for the Honors
College; $10.09 million for Bamch College (including C.V. Starr Scholarship); $700,000 to
Brooklyn College and $550,000 for other programs at CUNY.
Recommendation: $5 million over 3 years. This would allow us to name tIle Library and
Archives at the Center ($5 million), or a chair in Public Service ($3 million) and a
Distinguished Leeture Series ($2 million). We can, if the Board prefers, create a C.V.
Scholarship Fund with some or all of the grant.

(F. A. Davis ext.

STARR017411
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STARR017371
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THE STARR FOUNDATION
399 PA.RKAVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10022

Fr.on:RNCE A. DAVIS

TEl. NO: 212 909 BOOl

FAX NO, 212 7503280

l?lU!:SlDEN'T

May 12,2008

Ms. Rachellc Butler
Vice President
The City College 21st Century Fonndation, Inc.
Shepard Hal! Room 154
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
Dear Ms. Butler:
In keeping with our 2007 pledge of$5,000,000.00 to The City College 21st Century
Foundation, Inc. for The Charles Rangel center for Public Sen;ce, we are pleased to
enclose a cheek for $1,669,374.70 representing the second installment of our 3-year grant
($1,500,000.00) and supplemental payment to compensate for the loss in value of the stock
ou first payment ($169,374.70).
We would appreciate an ofIicial receipt for our records. By endorsing and depositing this
check, you warrant that there has been no change in your I.R.S. tax classification as an
organization described in Internal Revenue Service Code sections 501 (e) (3) and 509 (a)
(1), (2) or (3).
To fulfill The Starr Foundation's reporting requirements, we request tha~ at the end of
each year ofthis grant, you send us a concise report on the activities the grant has funded.
We will not make any subsequent payment on thls grant unless we receive a report
satisfactory to u..<:; COTI9Cnllng the use oft11e paid portion of the grant. In addition, whenever
your new audited financial statements become available. please send us a copy for Dur
records.

THE STARR FOUNDATION

27347

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.
JPMORGAN CHASE PRIVATE BANK

399 PARK AVENUE, 17TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10022

NEW YORK, NY 10001
1~2/210
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Memo
Date:

To:
From:
Re:

May 14, 2008
President Williams
Shelly
Conversation with Congressman Rangel re Hank Greenberg

1. With the fall of AIG, we are very short of funds to fix up the building and make it
the Rangel Center.
2. We have a $5 million gift from the Starr Foundation to create the C.v. Starr
library
3. For a total gift of $10 million, or $5 million more, he could name the building
either as Greenberg Hall or in the name of the Foundation or company, as Starr
Hall.
4. Normally, we would ask $10 million from anyone else, but only $5 million more
from him-a bargain!
5. info on Starr's previous grants to buildings

The Starr grant kieks off the public phase ofThe Campaign for Cooper Union, a critical .
institutional fundraising effort that seeks to raise $250 million to support student scholarships,
faculty development and academic prograIllS, together with a substantial capital investment in
Cooper Union's new state-of-the-art academic building. The Starr grant will be divided among a
number of projects at The Cooper Union;
$6 million toward constructing and eqnipping the college'S new academic building, which will
house the C.V. Starr Research Foundation, within the Albert Nerken School of Engineeling. The
engineering school is ranked among the top three undergraduate engineeriug schools in the
nation. The gift will enable the creation of research facilities as well as provide necessalY
furnishings for state-of-the-art laboratories.

6. Would it be all right with the Congressman if we did this? in fact, is there anything
he could do to forward this? ask for another appointment with Hank Greenberg
by letter? ask him to go along? or should we Just call his office or Florence Davis
and ask for another appointment?

CSOC.CBR.00024465
CSOC.CBR.00024465
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THE STARR FOUNDATION
399 PAHKAV"ENUE
NEW YORK NY 10022

FLORENCE A. DAVIS

TEL NO: 212 009 ::mcll
FAX NO: Z127:::>OOZDO

PRESIDENT

May 19,2009

Ms. Rachelle Butler
Vice President

The City College 21 st Century Foundation, Inc.
Shepard Hali Room 154
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
Dear Ms. Butler:
In keeping with our 2007 pledge of$5,000,000.00 to The City College 21st Century
Foundation, Inc. for The Charles Rangel center for Public Service, we are pleased to
enclose a check for $1 ,500,000.00 representing the third and flnal installment of our
three··year grant.

We would appreciate an official receipt for our records. By endorsing and depositing this
check, you warrant that there has been no change in yom I.R.S. tax classifICation as an
organization described in Inlernal Revenue Service Code sections 501 (e) (3) and 509 (a)
(1), (2) or (3).

To fulfill The Starr Foundation's reporting requirements, we request that at the end of each
year ofthis

grant~ you

send us a concise report on the activities the grant has funded, In

addition, whenever your new audited financial statements become available, please send us
a copy for our records.

FAD:fh

Enclosure

CSOC.CBR.00024862
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JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N•••

THE STARR FOUNDATION

JPMQRGANCHASE pRIVATE BANK
NEW YORK, NY l00fH

399 PARK AVENUE, 17TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10022
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

AT
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
Preparedfor:

THE STARR FOUNDATION

Office of Devetopment and Institutional Advancement
Shepard Hall, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031

212·650-7125

CSOC.CBR.00024725
c,S:;oc eRR 00024725
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Created to promote diversity in the management ranks of the government and the non-profit
sectors, the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York is
wmking diligently to ensure that students in the Public Service Management (PSM) Program at
The City College ofNew York ,have the rcsoorces, sopport-fioaneial and academic, and the
pmfossional development experiencc----to succeed. The C. V. Starr Library, made possible by
tho gr=t awarded by the Starr Foundation, will bo the central source of research critical to the
study of public service careerS ofmembers of groups underrepresented in public service. The
library will be a repository of documents, arcbives and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's
lifetime, and as such, the C. V. Starr Library will preserve the legacy of a distingoished career
spanning more than 40 years in publie service.
Tho City College and the Rangel Center for Public Service have already launched a strong
res""roh and visiting scholar program focused on addressing the issue ofpromoting diversity in
the public sector and continues to expand the acadenlic opportunities for students enrolled in the
College's /ISM Program. In filet, this year, through the genemus support of individuals and
foundations, all otthe graduate students in the PSM Program received stipends to cover their
tuition costs as well as assistantShips for book.s, sopplies, transportation and additional education.related expenses thatallowed them to focus on research. In addiiion, all ofthe students
interested and available to take internship assignments in Washington, DC were found
pJa¢mentsand receiVed stipemls to assist with the associated cost, including hoosing.
Following is information on the major developments over the past year at the Center

THE C. V. STARR LlSRAlI.Y
Still under construction, the Charles B. Rangel Center will also house the C. V. Starr Library,
which will be the locus ofsponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by undcrserved minorities. The Librarywill be an archive of
important documentspertaining to the pUblic service careers ofmembers ofgroops
underrepresented in public service, bellinning with the papers ofCongressman RangeL Beyond
tlle wealth ofinfotmation that will come from housing the product of a lifetime ofpnblic service,
the C. V. Starr will trace the nature of govenunent, the growth and development ofminorities in
the United States, and the contribntions of underrepresented populations in government and
public service.
Serving as a an important research tool for CCNY students and the greater New York
community, the C. V. Starr Library wiII encourage study of and research in the wide-ranging
fields ofpilblic service prominent in Congressman Rangel's Jong and varied career. In

CSOC.CBR.00024726
CSOC.CBR00024726
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particular, the Library will inspire new generations of students from underrepresented
populations to enterand exeel in public service,
A Rangelarchivistfllbnllian will organize, index, and preserve for posterity, documents,
photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's career.
Archive categories will include:

Foreign policy
Government
The economy
Community'ond thefamily

New York City and its environs
The 15 //1 Congressional District
Race and ethn;city

Theposition of archivistllibrarian will be held by a Rangel Pnst·Doctnral Fellow, selected
following a national search. Tlte archivist will providc assist$llcc to visiting scholars, CCNY
students, and the Harlern community, while pursuing herlhis own research.
Vis;t!llg scholars from other cities, states, and nations will be welcomed and integrated into the
life ofthe Center.

M4JORDEVELOPMENTS
TheCharlcs B. RlJIlgel Center strives to serve as an important source of informatiou, research,
and aualysis on the topic ofpromoting the involvement ofunder-served individuals in the
leadersb.ip of the public service.
Resea~ch Efforts

Well Advaneed

The current effort is under the direction ofvisiting seholill' Dr. Geva"May who was recruited to
theCenlerin 2007. Professor Geva-May is also Chair of the International Cumparative Policy
AnalysisForutn and founding editor-in-ehiefofthe Journal of Comparative Policy Analysis,
which is sponsoring the comparative aspects ofongoing work. She is joined in her efforts by
MeglJ.na Sabharwal, a Post DOctoral Fellow, and Shawn Drake, a PhD candidate and research

fel/ow.
Centerreseill'eh continues through snrveys and data analysis examining:
•

The level of enrollment in graduate programs ofpnblic service, public policy, and public
administration of sludents from populations currently lmderrepresented at the managerial
and executive levels ofpublic service.

•

The procedures fOund by these programs to be effective in recruiting and graduating
students from such populations.

CSOC.CBR.00024727
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•

The degree to which policy and public administration instruction in schools ofpublic
policy and administration include core topics addressing the skills and knowledge base
required to advance minority representation in the leadership ranks ofpUblic'service.

In addition, Rangel Conterstaffcompleteda number ofstudies, some ofwhich were presented at
major national conferences and all which are available on the Rangel Center Web Site and will
be part ofthe C.V. Starr Library'S collection. The major titles lire listed helow:
Directory ofCollege and University Research Centers Dealing With Issues ofDiversity
Author: Iris Geva-May
The Categorization ofMinority Groups in Academic Science and Engineering
Authors: Meghna Sabharwal. E. Corl~J'
Examining Career Trajectories and Personal Cham"te,.,:,tlcs ofGra4uates Employed In the
Government Sector
Author: Meghna Sabharwal
Exomlning the Job Satisfaction Patterns ofForeign-born Scientists and Engineers in the
Academy
Author: Meghna Sabharwal
Job Satisfaction ofthe Highly Qualified: A Study ofEmployees Across all Levels of
Government
Author: Meghna Sabharwal
Enlployment Trends/or Women and Minorities in the Federal Government
Au/hoI's: Meghna St,bbarwal. R. Mark MuseU
Are Asians the Model Minority Group?
Authors,' Meghna Sabharwal

Major Conference Planned

The Rangel Center is currently planning the Center's first major conference here at the City
College of New York. Seheduled for October 29-30, the conference is titled "Public Service
Education. Underserved Populations and the Future ofthe Federal Workforce." The
symposium will bring together practitioners and academies to review current practices and
dJscuss future efforts to improve the representation ofunderserved groups in the fed~'l'al civil
service.
The program includes presentations by Nancy Kichak, the Associate Director ofthc US Office of
PersolUlel Management, and Professor Michael O'Hare, ofthe University ofCallfornia.
Berkeley. The Rangel Center will also present the results of the Ford-sponsored first--of-its-kind

CSOC.CBR.00024728
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survey of sohools of publio administration and public affairs and their practices regarding
educating members of underserved groups.
The Rangel Center has secured a commitment to attend from top-level federal officials and
experts.

n~ionalacademic

Website Upgraded
OUT website is one ofthe major tools we use to disseminate information on our research and
other efforts. We will shortly launch a re-vamped site that is more user friendly, and better
reflects the ourrent efforts of the Rangel Center. The site can be viewed at
http://www 1.c@l~<?!!l1Y.edu/ci/rnngel/index.cfm.

Internship Pwgram Expanded
The Rangel Center believes providing public service internships at CCNY is a method of
inspiring a wide-range ofstudents to consider careers in the public sector. The Rangel Center
continues to coordinate puhlic service internships under:

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Serpico
Established in 2005, provides support for City College students from every school and
division of the College who mce financial pressures that prevent them from becoming
mQreactively engaged in community service and activities, enabling them to develop
their leadership skills and explore career options through community-servioe activities.

The Rosenberg/Humphrey Intel'hships ill PublicPoIiq
Open to undergraduates from all academic majors, fhe Program supports paid summer
internships in New York City and Washington DC. Students must complete 400 hours of
work in a pnblic service organization and be on campus to take a 3-oredit public policy
conrse: during the semester folloWing the internship.

The Josh amI Judy Westoll Public Service Scholarships
Josh and Judy Weston Public Service Scholarships support undergraduates who work
while studying. The program pays students who commit to performing 400 hours per year
ofpublic service, The program is open to full-time sophomores, juniors, and seniors from
all majors.
We have experienced overwhelming interest in. these public service progl'ams. Accordingly, this
SlImmer we launched a new Charles Rangel Puhlic Service Internships Program that will allow
us to provide even more opportunities to broaden student interest in public policy and public

service.
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All told, we will be providing assistance and internships to about 75 students, This summer
alone, 11 students are partieipating in internships in Washington, DC,

PUBLIC SERVICE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
The Cit)' College's graduate program in Public Service Management (PSM), supported by the
Rangel Center, just completed its first academic year, Members of the inaugural class, many
who might otherwise have been unable to pursue a graduate degree, were provided with tuition
assistance and stipends, At the end of the first year, the Program graduated its 'first student and
17 others continue their studies,
This coming £1111 the second cohort of24 students will begin their graduate studies in the PSM
Program. Although we had anticipat<'.d the start oftbe BA/MPA program this fall, currently, the
program only covers graduate students. Recently, we started a new intemship program for
\llldergraduates. The new program will be part ofour recruitment efforts with the goal of
encouraging students who will be iuspired by their experience and consider entering the PSM
program for their graduate studies,
The master's degree in public administration has long served as the entry ticket for individuals
inierested in management level jobs in public service. Consistent with Our goal ofrecruiting a
diverse group ofstudeuts, we have, for the second year, admitted a student body that in lerms of
diversity is significantly above national norms, Their participation furthers the Rangel Center's
goal ofpromoting the representation of the underserved in public sen'ice.
Following are briefprofiles ofjust a few members of the inaugural class ofMPA students in the
Public Services MartagementProgram.
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Deryck Barker, BS, Psychology

Public Service Management
Program
2(1)8 MPA Scholars"

Deryck earned his Bachelor of Science degree from Utica Ccllege
ill 2002. He has spellt several years working for New York State in
rehabilitation services, drug treatment, alld alcohol and substance
ahuse prevention. Deryck attended fhlltime his first semester and
rednced to three-quarter time in the spring. He is doL'1g well and
remains On track to graduate in 2010.

Jennifer Ozirr, EA. Sociology
Jennifer graduated with honors from Hunter College in 2007. She
was captain ofthe Hunter College hasketball team and won two
CUNY basketball championships. She is now the Assistant
Women's Basketball Coach at City College. She excelled in her first
year ill the FSM Program and plans to specialize in social policy.

jell~!fer Czirr
j,ifPA, Classoj2010

Reuben Quansah, EA, Sociology
Reuben graduated with a Regents diploma from Cardinal Hayes
High School luthe Bronx. FolloWing that, be attended Bucialell
University where he earned his bachelor's degree in sociology. He
spent semester bresks working with media affiliated hlstitutions
such as HartemLlVE, Bloomberg Financial, and the Charlie Rose
Show. Presented the opportunity, Ruehen makes the hest ofthe
"nowff while planning for the future. With 32 credits toward his
MPA degree, he will be one oftJle Frogram's first graduates.

Jl11nt1fahRichards. EA, Sociology
Jamillab holds a Baohelor ofArts degree in psychology from City
College. She has seven years of experience working in advertising
and hcalthcare. After earning her MPA, she plans to continue her
service in the health field.

Juan Rosa. BA, Political Science
J~an received his Bachelor of Arts degree in political science from

The City Colloge ofNew York in 2008 .. Throughout his career at
City College Juan worked as lUI after-school teacher ill the
Washington Heights area of Manhattan and the Highhridge section
of the Bronx. Juan was One of three graduate students who spent
this Summer in Washington, DC as an intem. He worked in the
office of Senator Gillibrand. Upon completion ofhis MPA, Juan is
plans to begin the pursuit of a PhD in political science or sociology.
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PLANS FOR THE COMING YEAR
The second class has been admitted to the Public Service Management Program. In only one
year's time, we nearly doubled the number of applicants to the program. In tenus ofboth the
diversity of the student body and student retention rates, the program performed ~bove both other
CCNy programs and national standards.
With one year behind us, we have a better understanding of the content of each course and will
tlse the knowledge to better roordinate tutoring efforts and provide our students with academic
support they need to excel. Research efforts will continue as will the expansion of the C.V. Starr
Library'scoilection.
This 'Semester the coremanagemcnt course will be taught by Rona Affoumado, one of New York
City's leading auIhOlities on non-profit management and strategic planning. Patrick Lespinass
wiil teach the core course on race, gender .and inequality. Patrick isVP for governmental affairs
at Verlzon and has held many posts in and out of government, inClnding one with Charlie
Rangel's offiee. The new cenrse on sustainability will be taught by Caroline Hermans, who is a
researoh scientist working at CcNY's Environmental Cross-Roads Initiative.
We are close to .finalizing the speaker series for fall. Kimberly Gamble-Payne ofill\'ICEF New
York will be speaking On international policies covering children.. Kathy Ruffing oftheNational
Center on Policy Priorities will be on campns to test students "Social Security IQ." Washington
PostjournaIist and CCNY alumnus Ten'ence Samuel will be on campus to discuss media and its
impact on the health care debate, Policy writing expert Carolyn Shennan will return to give a
lecture on effective policy writing,
We have hired two new post doctoral researchers to advaneeto advance the Center's researCh
efforts. Lamar Bennett has a PhD from American University and has done research on public
program performance. ZaCh Obemeld has a PhD from the University ofWisconsin and h\lS done
researcb in the participation ofminorities in political parties.
We look forward the October Conference and to rompleting the survey of schools ofpublic
administration and public affairs and their practices regarding educating memhers ofunderserved
gronps and announcing its findings.
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TO:

MaYrlce R. Oreenbel'll, Chalrmllll

FROM:

Courtney O'Maue(;--/

RE:

Cbarles Il.angel Center tOr Publie Service

I metlQday wilb a repreSentative from lbe Cbarlea 1'. Il.angel Center for l'ubllo Servloe at the
City College ofNow York. You will ,,,,,aU thot Sterr owarded a grant of$5 million over three
years fur the Llbmry and Archive. at the Center.
Tho Rangei Center has e.tobUshed a solidI1Jlde,groduate lllld graduate program for public
..ryiee, and the fIrst class of students graduated tW. ,pring. The school is helping to piace them
In public service Joba and has succeeded in securing employment in the Now York City Council
and thellnvironmental Protection Ageney, omong otherpublic institutions. Additionally, it has
established multiple internshipa for'students, includillg one at The White Honse and one in the
M<lYo,'. Office. The .choolawotdo moretban $600,000 in fInancial support to a largely
minority population ofotuderits wbo otherwJ.e would be unable to afford the education. It will
admit itsU,ird cia... thi. full.

In light ofourrent economic conditions, !llld becou•• CongressmmJ Rlmg.1 cannot legpJly tum
over many ofhi. pop.r. and other materials until he is out of office, theCont.r has scal.d back
its piM' for the Library and Archive.. It sill! anticipates bcingthe major ,epository of
documents and related materi.ls, but it will not nQed a ••per.te bullding Cas was originally
thought), and with current tecbnology and oft'-.lt. IItOrag., omoi.Is think th.y can properly
archJve the materlot. and provide ec.y and quic~ C';l'O" at a lower cost.
As • result, the Cenrer is inquiring whoU,", it may uo. half of the originoi StaIT grout for
op.rating support fOl' the public service progl1llll, whll. colUlnuing to uo. the r.maining half for
archival purpo.... Up to nnw, th•• ducational prowam has been funded witb. ""moinotion of
private and public dollars, but tbe federal earnwrk that provided sub$tantiol support will not b.
renewed, and .cbool officials are concerned that fund, will be depleted faste, than they can '01..
nlOney. With more tbne, and an impwved ecnnnmY, officials foci confident they will succeed In
sustaining tht:: Center.

STARR017601
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If ther. is upncern about the long term viability oflho Center, presumably StalT dpllars could bll

restrlot«l for an lllldowed sohlllamhlp. whicb. could re~rt to the City College ofNcw York lfth.
Center ooaaod to .x1i11,

PIOllStllet me know how you would like to prooced.
Thank you,

STARR017602
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I
Courtney O'Malley
From;

Sonr.
To:

SU~loct:

courtney:
1 understand tha re1ll':::tance of donors to support ope:r:atinq¢oste.1f ri?80UXCes could be

used for 'sc1'lola:rshlpa \lS well 8$ fo.l:' if)C~'H'nshl1)$1 and instrucl:ion6l,. pl'ogram5 !\'iOrkahopsl
career c¢uASel.ln'lr t1.,1tonn9~t that would. help..
11M

>
>Hi Mark l Regarding' you);' question about: Bta;;r,i: flm4$j the:- SOtard i.n not

->inelinel;l to .&llowa portion of the funds: to be used for operating
')ouP1Jort. but might considet re"allQC'l)til'l';1 half tor an anclow~d
>scholanhip fo)';' sl;udel"lta in thf;! pubJ.ic set'v.i.q~ pt'ol)l':'am. IlQwaver. they
>wilt haV'e to review at Cl full Board 1l'leetirtq, and tbat; will not happen
>b&fot"~

Sopternbr;u".

:.
>I hope t.hat provld!Ja some guidanoo for now.

>

>BF;urt,
>

-Gou~tney

>CourwQY OJMal.l~y ! V.Lce Pt'$sidant;
>'11\$ Starr Foundation
..39:? Part. Avefl;uo - 17th 1l'1oaX'

:>New '(ork l _NX__ f.OO~2

> (:7.12)

909>1'
:-- (212) lSQ.;'

'i -

fax

>
>Courl:ney;

>'l'hanl:s for taking the time. to lnel.!'t with me thG other day.
">inCo is balow. toIM
>
>M" t'k Muoell
>Peputy Direct.Qr
>f\angel Center

My cont{3:c\,:

>NAC 6/140

>City Collog/)
,-'10031
:~

)·212: 650';

STARR017603
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shelly Butler
Friday, January 26, 200702:21 PM
'Berger, Dan'; 'Capel, Jim'; 'Welter Swett'
RE: Donald Trump

Hi,
I just spoke to David Rockefeller's office. They said he is fully booked for Monday and would not be able to
be at Ford. When I asked on the Congressman's behalf if we could set up an appointment with Mr.
Rockefeller, one of his assistants suggested that Congressman Rangel send Mr. Rockefeller a note about it.
If you need help drafting it, please let me know, but I think the simpler the betterl
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New
Tel:
Fax:

Per Jim's request: (212)

Dan J. Berger
Congressman Charles B. Rangel (NY-15)
163 West 125th Street, Suite 737
New York, NY 10027
Phone: (212) 663·:':,;
Fax: (212) 663~
Mobile: (917) 359-': :
hltp:/lwww.house.gov/rangel/ - Sign up to receive the Rangel Bulletin!

>- :
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HOUSE Of' REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
CH"'''I.CS B. R"NOEL.
15'11 D••'lfIcf. Np,Yo.lI'

March 7, 2007
Mr. Devid Rockefeller
30 Rockefeller Pleza
Suite 5600

:~
~

opportunity to schedule a meeting at & rime that is convenient for you in order to
discuss with you my vision for the Charles B. Rangel Center for FohU. Service.
f wo:a;:::

The City College ofN.w York will be home to the C.nt.... whose purpose will be to rrain and edueat. the
next pneration ofour natioo's public servants. ' It is a persona' dream of mine to see this Center at City
College, which fesides in my congressional district and where so many talented young men and women
from the community have gotten an excollent education. As I'm sure you know, CCNY's mission is one
of e:x~andaccess and many ofour nation', le.aders from every ethnic, racial, and economic group
havl'tamed tfu::ir dogrees there.

1 have asked City Coll.g. ofNew Yorl< Vi.e Presid.nt Shelly Butl... to contact your office and arrange a
time that is convenient for.us to come together. I am eager for you to meet City CoUege President
Gregory H. Williams, a man wbo·has overcome many obstacles to achieve success-as with so many
CCNY graduates in lit. past and the present.
Thank you very mucb for your consideration.

CBRldjh

c.:

President Gregory H. Williams. CCNY
YP Shelly Butl.r, CCNY

CBR000323
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Confidential Memorandum
Congressllliln Charles B. Rangel
President Gtego.ty Willhtns, Shelly Butler
October 17, 2007
Briefing - David Rockefeller

To:
From:
Date:
Re:
MEETING LOGISTICS:

Prospect:

Date and Time:
Location:

. Contact:

David Rockefeller
Mamie Pillsbury, Executive Director of The David Rockefeller Fund and
Philanthropic Advisor to Mr. Rockefeller
Peter Johnson, Associate Rockefeller Family and Associates
Monday, October 22, 2007, 11 :OOam
David Rockefeller's Office.--30 Rockefeller Ph••, Suite 5600 on the 56'"
];1oor (West 49'" Street, between Avenue of the Americ"" and Fifth Avenue)
Iyo Roche, (212) 649;

OBJECTIvES:

•

•
•

Interest Mr. Rockefeller in making a substantial contribution to the Rangel Center.
o Focus on Mr. Rockefeller's relationship with Congressman Rangel (nephewJay is a
Democrat in the US Senate serving West Virginia).
o Share Congressman Rangel's personal commitment to CCNY and his vision for the
Center.
Gauge interest level and answer questions.
Close meeting by finding out what financial range Mr. Rockefeller would consider. We will
follow-up with a written proposal in that range.

GIVING OPPORTUNITIES:

1. $ 2.5 million to create thc David Rockefeller Endowed Chair at the Rangel Center
(politiC'll Science or Economics). An endowed gift at this level will produce $100K in
annualmcotne to attract a top scholar. The Rockef~llct name will allow us to recruit a true
star.
2. $1.5M to create the David Rockefeller Fund for Excellence. An endowed gift at this
level will provide $75K in income to advance the mission of the Rangel Center and support
its highest priorities.
3. $1M to create the David Rockefeller Leadership Fellows Fund at the Rangel Center. An
endowed gift at this level will provide $50K in income to recruit the most promising
students for the program.
PHILANTHROPY OF NOTE

•

•

Limits giving to institutions directly or indirectly related to the family.
o Family funding established: Spelman College; University of Chicago; Rockefeller
University; Rockefeller Foundation; Rockefeller Brothers Fund; Museum of Modern
Art; Col';nial Williamsburg.
$900M in total charitable giving (estimated by NY Times in Nov. 2006)
Although lllilny of his gifts bear his name, Mr. Rockefeller has been quoted that he
prefers to make donations to a group's endowment withont putring a lot of restrictions

COS.CCNY.288
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•

•

on his gifts, "If you pick a good cause tha~s run by capable people, they're apt to know
mote about what is needed and how it should be used than an outside giver. Therefore it",·
seems to me to give flexibility to good managers at causes is a good idea."
$100M pledged to MOMA for endowment upon del1th and $5M annual gifts during
his lifetime (as ifMOMA already had $100M endowment gift),
$225M to Rockefeller Brothers Fund (RBF) upon death (pledged 2(06), Largest gift in
fund's history. RBF was created by David Rockefeller and his four brothers. For David
Rockefeller Global Development Fund, to support projects that improve access to
health care, conduct resel1rch on intemational finance and trade, fight poverty, and
support sustainable development, as well as to a program that fosters dialogue between
Muslim and Western nations
$100M to Rockefeller University--$30M of gift named the Graduate Program and
$70M for restoration oflabs and to support research (2005).
$10M to Harvard for the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies
(2006). Helped establish the Ceoter in 1995 with a $15M gift
$5M pledged to International House (2006),
$5M to the Peter G. Peterson Institute for International Economics (2006),

BIO AND CAREER HISTORY:

Mr. Rockefener is a prominent American banket, philanthropist, world statesman, and the current
patriarch of rhe Rockefeller family, He is the youngest and only surviving child and grandchild of the
prominent philanthropist John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and the billionaire oil tycoon Jobn D, Rockefeller,
founder of Standiur! Oil. His five deceased siblings are: Abby, John D. III, Nelson, Laurance and
Winthrop.
EDUCATION:

•
•
•
•

Attended the experimental Unto!it Scbao4 at 123rd Street, in Harlem,
Harvard, graduared cum laude in 1936
London School of Economics, one year post-graduate work
University of Chicago, earned PhD in 1940

CCNY RELATIONSHIPS'
Corvena Francis, a senior majoriog in Psychology at CCNY was one of 25 undergraduates
nationwide awarded the 2007 Rockefeller Brothers Fund Fellowships for Aspiring Teachers of
Color.
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
$650K total to support City College Architecture Ceoter (2002-2007).
Rockefeller Foundation
$104K to support Dominican Studies Institute (2000-2002)
$20KConference T'ransnationaliaation of Everyclay Life (2001)
• $50K Toward a More Perfect UN (1987)
Sources: LexisNexis, www·ggog1e,com, Forbes, Chronicle of Philanthropy

2
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SPEAKING POJNTS· RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Congressman Rangel will introduce the Rangel Center by talking about his vision to have the
face ofgovernment and public semce represent the diverse population in the United States.

2. President Williams will speak about the history and mission of CCNY.
• Access and Excellence.
• Diverse population.
3. Vice President Shelly Butler will cover the following key components about the Rangel
Center:
•

Harlem litnestone townhouse.

•
•

The Charles B. Rangel Library ($5M Starr Foundation)
Two Degree Programs
1. The Master's Program in Public Semce, interdisciplinary.
2. Combined BA/MA Prognun in Public Semce - fast track program.
Charlcs B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation

•

4. Potential Questions and.Answers (only if asked):
Q. What is the timeline for fund-raising?
A. There are three soft phases of the fundraising campaign for the Rangel Center.
I. Phase I: Congressman Rangel submitting a bill to Congress for seed money. $3.5M
2. Phase II: Publiciprivate partnen;hip that Congress require' for such projects.
3. Phase III, Congress provides the halance of the funds after a successful second
phase.

Q. Commitments...who, how much?
A. $5M Starr Foundation; $1 M Gene Isenberg; $IM Ford Foundation (hosted a meeting
breakfast to introduce tl,e project to other foundation leaders); $500K Verizon Foundation;
$130K New York Community Trust.
Meetings with the following: AIG ($10M request to close), Heron Foundation, Altman
Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Congressman Charles B. Rangel will he presenting a hill to Congress for seed money for $2
million. It is assumed tl,at this bill will be successful.
5. Close with the Next Steps
• Funding range
• Scholarship or genetal operating support to edncate and train students from
underrepresented populations for careers in public semce.

3
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BIOS FOR MR. ROCKEFELLER'S ASSOCIATES

Mamie S. PiUsbury has been the Executive Director of The David Rockefeller Fuod and
Philanthropic Advisor to Mr. Rockefeller ,ince 1990. She is a Trustee of The Rockefeller University
'U1d serves on the hoard of the Women's Campaign Fund, the Edward John Noble Fouochltion, and
Rockefeller Philanthtopy Advi,ors. She is also a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the
Advi,ory Committee for the David Rockefeller Fellows Program at the New York City Partnership,
and the International Couocll for lbe Museurn of Modern Art. Ms. Pillsbury scrved for many years
as a Trustee ofWotld Learning, fortnetly The Experiment in Intetnational Living, which operates in
mote than 40 countries around the world. She is also an advisor to a smalI grants program serving
HIV/ AIDS orphans and vulnerable Children in South Africa. A graduate of Wellesley College
(1965), Ms. Pillsbury received an MBA from the New York University Stem School ofBusine" in

1987.
Peter J. Johnson has worked for the Rockefeller Family since 1976, mo,t closely with John D.
Rockefeller 3"', Laurance Rockefeller and currently with David Rockefeller, as an advisor on political
and economic issue,. He is the co-author, with John Ensor Harr, of111e Rockefeller Centu>:):
(Scribner's, 1988) and The Rockefeller Conscience (MactniIlan, 1991). He has worked closely with
David Rockefeller for mote than a decade on his Memoirs, which was published in October 2002,
and has now been translated, into ten foreign languages. Mr. Johnson contributed articles on
members of the Rockefeller Family to the Enqclo.pedia of New York City History (Yale University
Press, 1994), and has written for other scholarly and popular journals, including the Colonial
WilJ.hunsburg]ow:nal. He and his wife authored articles on the history of Schoharie County, New
York for the new Encyelo.pedia of New York State Hist0t}', which will be published in 2005.
His major areas ofinterest are politics, economic development.nd philanthropy in the United States
and the modernization process in East Asia a1ld Latin America during the twentieth centuty
Mr. Johnson is a graduate of Syracuse University, and holds advanced degrees in American History
and British Histoty from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs ar Syracuse.

4
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Meeting with David Rockefeller, Congressman Rangel and Mamie Pilsbury- 10.22.2007
Iyo Roche, (212) 649{ . ';(LM)- Marme Pillsbury - 212
President Williams
Ted Gershon (Congressman Rangel)
1971 First time DR + CR have met
Signac and Gaugin in his otTIce
CR spoke of importance of education, employees rights, environment
Don't just import them, help your gov't to train them
Exercise influence in working with our private sector- .... Said that not educating other
students in minority and poor communities, not graduating them.
With chalter schools, excitement in learning
disappointed that prestige at CCNY had dropped until GHW came.
If ... could see public service as an alternative, bring successful people fi'om the
community(there will soon be a model chaIt"r school in Harlem) working with the
private sector
The Rangel Center earmark passed the U.S. Senate and the House
Then GHW spoke of disadvantaged minorities and that he knows what its like to have
doors of opportunities closed
Diversity at CCNY more than 50 percent of our students family income of under $30k,
the College has represented NYC for 160 years; Rock visited it in 1906; this was David's
grandfather.
Tmin students to change the face of government, professional and personal background
make CCNY part of the Harlem conununity.
When CR first visited '""ith Kissinger al1dAlbright, there were no Blacks or Browns in the
State Dept.- he studied prol,,'l'am at Harvard, grads are all over the world, Rangel Fellows,
Rise doubled the funding
In Syracuse, doing a great job getting tax credits, greatest asset was Syracuse U.
Ted is working w.the business round Cable with Secy, Spelling; put together a nat! trust
as relates to training and jobs workers with H Paulson and C Rice, working w. Teachers
College w. 10 schools
'Spoke about health care for kids, education is the other thing
15!h district mentioned as one of top 10 economics curriculum in the country.
GHW- suggestion re others to contact
Unrestrictcd- work w. Mamie
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Mr. Rockefeller said that in tribute to the Congressman, he would give him $100,000 to
put toward allY program he wished and that it would be unrestricted as he believes in that.
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Rachelle Butler
From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Pillsbury, Mamie S , , : : . ' : " ]
Friday, Februaw01,}1)0810:36AM
rbutler ,,' c' . 'c.
RE: gill from' Mi.' Rockefeller to the Charies B. Rangel Center

Thanks Shelly for this gracious note!
This is exactly what I need and we wHl be implementing Mr, Rockefeller's contribution!
Best regards,

Mamie
----Original Message::::: ..••..•...,

".

From: Shelly Butler" ,'.' '.. :':"c:
Sent: Friday, February 01,2008 10:29 AM
To: Pillsbury, £;larnie S.

ee: bsllversteir

. "':'j

......<

Subject: gift from Mr. Rockefeller to the Charles B. Rangel Center
Dear Mamie,
Thanks so much for your gracious call today. I think the best way to address your gift would be to:
President Gregory H. WiHiams
The Cfty College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, A300
New York, NY 10031

And please state in your letter that this is for the benefit, of:
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service

If you wish, you may like to copy Congressman Rangel on the letter, but you may be sure that we will copy him on
your letter in any case. And, of course, it will come to me so I can provide any kind of receipt you prefer.

I know how limited your time is and appreciate that you want to help us open some doors. Ideally, we would love
to bring you to campus and meet with some of our students. I think you would understand why we are so
passionate about helping them.
My very best regards,
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice Presideut
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
160 Convent Avcnue, S-154
New
10031
Tel: (21216;50<
Fax:

This message and all document, that accompany it are intcnded only for the usc ofthc person to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential or privileged infonnation. Plcasc notc that any unauthorized
58
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dissemination or copying ofthis communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by return c-mail and delete all copies of the message. If you are the
intended recipient, we remind you that electronic mail on the Internet is not secure and that our e-mail
communications are not cncrypted or othcrwise protected, unless specifically requested.
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Da;'id Rockefeller
30 Rockefeller Plaza; Room 5600
New,York, NY 10112
ACCOUNT:--

rl

JP MORGAN CHASE
Attn: Ronald T: Lelsn

345 Park Avehu.· BthFloor
New York, NY 10154

PAY TO THE ORDER OF
The City College 21st Century Foundation

0141497
1-21210

March 10, 2008

AMOvNT OF CHECK
$100;000.00

CD
CD
"=l'
N

o
o
o

r:r:;
>Y1

U

U
_ One Hundred Tho-u'sand Dollars and 001100 ..
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MEMO: The Charles B. Rangel Center

o
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U
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ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK,

NY 10112

ROOM 5600

Match 11, 2008

Dear Shelly,
Thank you for sending me the press reJ.ease about City University's formal approval
of the naming of the Charles B. Rangel Ccnter for Public Service.
As we learned fro.tn President \X!:illiams in our good meeting with Congressman
Rangel, the Center will be a fine. addition to CCNY and will serve as an invaluable resottrce
for Harlem and New York City. David Rockefeller is very pleased to support this important
new initiative in honor of Congressman Rangel's lifetime of public service, Accordingly, it is
a pleasure to enclose his chcck in the amount of $100, 000, made payable to The City
College 21" Century Foundation, and designated for Tbe Charles B. Rangel Center.

Mr. Rockefeller hopes this support will help to leverage other private support and
sends his best wishes and congratulations.

Best regards,

'Marnie S. PiHshmy

Ms. Shelly Butler
Developfncnt & Itlst1tut1onalAdvancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031

Enclosures
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515
CHARLES
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September 22, 2005
Mr. Donald Trwnp
TheTnnnp Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
-'",<wY"rk;'NY 10m"

De\rrOOnald,

r would like to,meetmith you, the virtual,king of New Yorl< real estate, to request your
adviGe and assistanoe'com,erninghoW'to 'approach the renovation ofa unique building
and proje<;t described. in the-enclosed.presentati:oD.; A limestone townhouse near The City
CoHege ofNew Yeirk is being restored for this new center. r want it to resonate with the
work that will 'be conducted within it and have it be an impressive and effective space. I
would deeply appreciate yOIlI input.
'This.initiative has me quite excited. The City College of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Publie Serviee to provide an opportunity fur education and
training for careers in'public
for underprivileged students. I want you to know of
my personal interest in, and enthusiasm for, the'creation ofthis Center and my pride in
the decision ofthe City University to name it for

service

me.

The Rangel Center at the City College ofNew York will be alive with the work of
scholars and students working on public policy issues and studying the political
dimensions ofchange.rt will-not he a Librarv,or a·Museum,.bnt a living institution
-b!iriiniJjlg:;;;;:thi<kas and stimulating debate:

I will be exploring with my Congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations prooess and am optimistic about secUring funds for the planning phase
ofthe creation of the Center. I am tutning to you for your guO
ee on the next phase. r
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Congressman Rangel
Dan Berger
October 7, 2005

RE:

Meeting with Donald Trump

On Tuesday, October 11th, you are scheduled to meet with Donald Trump.
Per your request, I have compiled some information about Mr. Trump's
previous philanthropic ventures.
In 2000, the Donald J. Trump Foundation's tax return, filed with the IRS,
showed that the billionaire gave $160,000 to philanthropic causes. In 2002,
it was $287,000, and in 2001 it was $306,000.
For your information I have attached several articles that discuss Mr.
Trump's involvement in city projects from the Wollman Skating Rink in the
late 80s to his most recent offer to rebuild the U.N. this July.
The proposal for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Policy is in the
inside flap of this binder.

CBR003070
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Telephone report
Date:
October 7,2005
To:
File
Front
Shelly
Re:
George Dalley
George called today to tell me that Charlie has a meeting with Donald Trump on
Tuesday-Gharlie is intending to talk about the Center-Trump has been sent the
proposal. I reminded George that Trump had stepped in a renovated Wollman Rink for
Mayor Koch in under three months and under budget and he thought that was useful
info, also that Ed Koch was a CCNY grad.
I later spoke to George and asked if the three letters we had drafted-to Trump and the
presidents of the Mellon and Carnegie foundations had been sent, and he said yes and
that he would send copies to us. I asked if he was going to call or if we should and he
asked if it would be better if they did. I replied that in these two cases, we would ask
them to do it as these were very big foundations and it would help us.

CSOC.CBR.00024471
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Telephone Report
Date:
January 26, 2007
To:
File
Shelly
From:
Re:
call to trurnp January 26, 2007
I called 212) 832,' , , <and reached Donald Trump's assistant, Kelly Stengele
(kstengele:'<'J. She didn't appear to know anything about this invitation, so I emalled her the
version I had bilen sent by Maureen Caruso and mentioned that the Congressman had asked me to call.
If Mr. Trump couldn't make it on Monday, could we meet with him at another time?
I called David Rockefeller's office and he is fully booked for Monday. When I asked if we
could set up an appointment with Congressman Rangel, they suggested that Charlie
write David a note.

CSOC.CBR.00024464
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HOUSE: OF' REPRESENTATiVES
WASHINGTON, D.C, 20515
C"A""'C:. S. R"NG£I.
IS"tlt OumnC', N_YolItI

M....h7,2007

Mr. Donald Trump

,~.
~~iza~22
Dear~

I would &ppReiate the opponunity to schedule a meeting at a time thai is convenient for you 1ft orderto
di,cuss with you my vision furthe Chari.. B. Rangel Con... for Public Service.

The City Coll.ge ofN.w York will be h.m.to tho Coolor, whoso purpose wm be to lrain and ~ tho
n.xt ge.orati.n .four I18tion', public .....ants. It i,. """,.nal dream of mine to see this C.""".t City
c.n.ge, which mides in my conllf"Slllonal d1sItict lIIId wh..... many talontCd young m.n lIIId wom..
from the community have gotten an excellent education. As "10 SUI'e you know, CCNY', mission il
ofexcelloil<c and ace:ess Olld many ofour nation's lAde.. from ...." .thnlc, lllCiaI, and .conomi. group
h... earned their dogreeslhero,
'

0"

I h."" ..ked C~ con.ge of New York Vi.. President Sholly Butler to contact your office and artIJIgo.
timo that i. convenient for UI to ..... together. I am ••ger for you to moot C~ C.llege President
Gregory H. Willi...... man who has .v............y obstacl.,to achl.v. ""ooss-as with so many
CCNY graduates in tile past lIIId tile ,monL

CBRldjb

Co:

President Gregory H. William., CCNY
VP Sh.lly Butler, CCNY

CBR000321
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Shelly Butler

-----

From:

Berger, Dan [Dan.Berger@mail.house.gov]

Sent:

Monday, March 26, 2007 1:03 PM

To:

SUbJect: RE: Draft lelters to Rock.and Trump
Hey Shelly, all three letters have been signed and they will be sent out today. Here are your copies.

From: Shelly
Friday,
To: Berger, Dan
Subject: RE: Draft letters to Rock and Trump

sent:

Dan,
I of course meant to make the same suggestions in the other letters as well. I have attached both for your
convenience
Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
. Tel: (212) 650·
Fax: (212) 650;
Email: rbutlei

Dan J. Berger
Congressman Charles B. Rangel (NY-15)
163 West 125lh street.. Suite 737
New York, NY 10027
Phone: (212) 6S3",
Fax: (212) 663,
Mobile: (917) 359:
!1!!Q;//'\I\\'l'I.house.govLreng",U - Sign up to receive the Rangel Bulletinl

3/2612007

CSOC.CBR.00024672
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Garcia. Elbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dalley, George
Wednesday, April 04, 20074:14 I'M
Jones, Vivian; Capel, Jim; Berger, Dan; Minguez, Annie
McRae, Tina; Featherson, Wendy; Garcia, Elbert; Eaton, Geoffrey; Sherwood, Michelle; Biglow,
Holly; Grant, Cedric; Dalley, George
Trump responds to CBR on Rangel center

Imparlance: High
Vivian, Jim, Rhona Grass of the Trump organization (212) 715~ -" -celled to say that In response to Charlie's
letter requesting support of the Rangel Center at City College Mr. Trump would like to meet with Charlie and is
available for a meeting in New York during the Easter recess.
Please ask Charlie if he is willing to do this during the Easter recess and if he Is, plesse coordinate the scheduling
Of a meeting between Charlie and Donak! Trump.

1111312008

CBR003293
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Confidential Memorandum
To:
From:
Dare:
Re:

Congressmlltl Chades B. Rangel
CCNY President Gregory Willlims
CCNY Vice Ptesident Shelly Butler
May 1, 2007
Briefing - Donald Trump

MEETING LOGIsTICS:
Ptospect:
Attendees:
Date and Time:
Location:
Contact

Donald Ttump, CEO Trump Organization
Congressman Charles Rangel, President Gtegory Willbuns, and
Vice President Shelly Butler
Friday, May 4, 2007
9-10 AM
725 Fifth Avenue, between56 ili and 57" Streets
Vivian E. Jones, 2n·66J:
..

OBJECTIVES:
• lnterest Mr. Ttump in lllilking a substantial contribution to the Chatles B. llitngrl Center.
o Focus on shated values of Trump and CCNY. Both = NewYotk.
o Focus on vision to have mote diverse public servants reflecting U.S. and unique factors at
CCNY.
• Gauge interest level a:nd answer questions.
o Note'. Mr. Tmmp has the financial capacity to make a 10-figure gift; however $lM i. the
largest gift that has been publicly teported (to United Way, initiated by Billie Tisch).
• Close by finding oot what financial range Mr. Tmmp would consider. We will follow-up with a
proposal
GIVING OPPORTUNITIES: Below options present a reb.tively low cost way to have the Trump name in
Harlem; also will be recognized nationally witll Congressman Chatlcs Rangel.
1. $IOM gift for the Rangel Center to create Trump Hall
2, $3 million to create the Chades Rangel or Donald J. Trump Chair
3. $ 2.5 million to cteate the Tmmp Leadetship Fellowship Program at the Rangel Center. An
endowed gift at this level would produce $IOOK in annual income to support BA/MA student,.
4. $1M to create the Donald J. Trump Visiting Professorship
BACKGROUND
Fotbes estimates net worth at $2.9 billion. The estimate has been disputed ",i.th Mr. Trump teporting "rm
worth $6 hillion," and a New York TImes repotte! estimathlg it to be "$250 million at most." Mr. Trump has
been criticized for level of philanthropic contributions. Mr. Tmmp is the son of. Btooklyn teal estate
developet (a German immigrant; mother from Scothnd) and went immediately into the family business aftet
receiving hie;; undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Pennsylvania.

COS.CCNY.280
CSOC.CBR.00010428
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WEALTH INDICATORS

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Personal residence in Trump Tower with approximately 30,000 square feet of space has been repo.I\.ed
to be worth as much as $50 nullion.
Palm Beach estate was purchased for $40 million .t • bankiuptcy auction in 2004. The Wall Street
Journal reports that Mr. Trump is currently trying to scll it for $125 million.
Mar-A-J-"go, resort in Palm Beach Florida. Landmark properly mued at $200 nlillion.
In late 2003, Trump, along with his siblings, sold their late father's real esmtc empire to a group of
investors that included Buin Capilll1, Kolberg Kravis Robelts and Company, and Larubo Nuni Bank
for a ",-ported $600 million. Mr. Trump's share was $200 nlillion, whieh he later used to finlUlce
Trump C9,smo & Resorts.
The Trump Building at40 Wall Street. Bought and renovated building in 1996 for about $35 million.
Trump claims it is worth $400 million and New York tax assessors value .it $90 million. Mr.
Trump has lllken out a $145 million mortgsge on this proper;y to use for other investments.
2,212 shares of Trump Enterlllintnent stock valued at $36K (as of4/25/07)
3,675,000 shares of Premiere PubIi,bing Group stock valued at $735K (as of 4/25/07)

PROPERTIES .

•
•
•
•

Gtand Hyatt: Park Ave at Grand Centra~ NewYork City, NY. First major project by Trump. Sold
50% interest to Hyatt Corporation for a reported $140 million dollars in 1996
Trump Palacc: 200 East 69th Street, New York, NY
Trtunp Pare: 106 Central Park South, New York, NY
Trump Park Avenue: Park Avenue & 59th Street
Tl'Ulnp Tower: 725 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10022 Trump owns the retail and office space on the

•
•
•

T!Ump World Tower: 845 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY
Ttulnp Tow~ at Cily Center; 10 City Place, White Plains, NY
Trtunp Plaza of the Palm Beaches: 1'l'UlUp Plaza: 167 East 61st Street, New York, NY

•

mw~hrofoftillsbuildin~

PHILANTHROPY

•

•

•
•

United Way of New York City
$1M
2002-2004
o Pledged to match gifts over 4 years to the agency's NYC community fund. Gift was
reportedly initiated by trustee Billie Tisch.
Trtunp Pavilion for Nursing and Rehabilimtlon on the Campus ofJamaica Hospital Medical Center
o Public information on this gift is not available. When Mr. Tmmp's mother, Mary Trump, died
in 2000 an obituary asked that gifts be made to the Trump Pavilion.
o Naming for tills space is estimated to be in the $1-5 million range.
$100K to Police Athletic League and Damon Runyon Cancer Re$earch Fnd.
Gl1111ts Under $25K to:
o White Plains Hospital Center, National Children's Denml Foundation, Intrepid Fallen Heroes
Fund, AmericlUl Jewish Historical Sociely, Boys lUld Girls Clubs of Tarnpa Bay, Museum of
Jewish Heritage, Kaleida Health Foundation, Education Alliance, New York Blood Center

DonaldJ. Trump Foundation
2005: $82K in assets; $655K in grants distributed
2004: $2K in assets; $736K in grants distributed
2003: $15K in assets; $185K in grants distributed

COS.CCNY.281
CSOC.CBR00010429
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SPEAKING POINTS - RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Congressman IUingel will introduce the IUingel Center by tallcing about his vision to have the face of
government and public service represent the diverse population in the United States.
2. President Williams will speak about the history and mission of CC}.,TY.
• Access and ExccJlence.
•

Diverse population.

3. Vice President Shelly Butler will cover the following key components about the IUingeI Center:
.. Harlem limestone townhouse.
•

The Charles B.lUingel Libruy

•

Two Degree Programs
1. The Master's Program in Public Service interdisciplinary.
l

•

2. Combined BA/MA Program in Public Service - fast track program.
Charles B. IUingel Fellows: A Mid-Career Progl'am in Leadership and Policy Innovation

4. Potential Questions and Answers (only if asked):
Q. What is the timeline for fund-raising?
A. There are three soft phases of the funtlraising campaign for the Rangel Center.
1. Phase I: Congressman Rangel submitting. bill to Congress for seed money. $3.5M
2. Phase II: Public/private partnership that Congress requil:es for such projects.
3. Phase lll: Congress provides the balance of the funds .fter • successful second phase.

Q. Pending comtnitments...who, how much?
A. Gene Isenberg $lM. Ford jnst made $1 million grant and hosted a meeting breakfast to introduce
the project to other foundation leaders. Meetings with the following: ArG, Heron Foundation,
Altman Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, New York Community
Trust.
Congressman Charles B. Rangel will be presenting a hill to Congress for seed money for $3.5 million.
It is .ssumed that this bill will be successful.
5. Close with the Next Steps
• Funding range
• Building or general operating support to educate and train students from
tmderrepresented populations for careers in public se"vice or specific funding for
scholarships or bOOding.

COS.CCNY.282
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From:

Berger, Dan

Sent:

Friday, September 28, 200712:13 PM

To:

Dalley, George

Subject:

From Shelly Butler re Rangel Center

Attachments: Trump,Donald050407.doc
George, in case you missed it

From: Shelly DU~:~';;;';h'~;:':"
Sent: Tuesday(
To: Dalley, George;
Subject: aig, trUlmpanll ot:ner
Hi George and Dan,
There hasn't been a response from the Trump Organization since President Williams sent a letter (attached). What do you think of
the idea of us drafting a follow-up letter from the Congressman? Is that too pushy from him? Any other thoughts on this?

Redacted Non-Responsive

Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
NY 10031
650,

9/28/2007

CBR003455
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May IS, 2007

Mr. Donald Trump
Chief Executive Officer
Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Mr. Trump,
It was such a privilege to meet with you earlier this month with Congressman Charles B. Rangel
and Vice President Shelly Butler. I appreciate your giving us the opportunity to talk to you about
our vision for The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New
York.
This is one of the most exciting initiatives at the College and we would be honored to have you
be a part of it. I know you are good friends with the Congressman and that he would be thrilled
to have you involved with this project, which is so close to his heart. It is truly the culmination
of his lifetime of public service.
We are proud to partner with Congressman Rangel to educate the next generation of public
servants--young people who like himself never thought they could be a part of that "castle on the
hill." Your leadership will make it possible for City College to educate the future Charlie
Rangels for our nation. Below is a menu of giving opportunities for your consideration:

•

A gift of $3 million will create the Donald J, Trump Chair at the Rangel Center. An
endowed chair is one of the highest honors that a college can award to its faculty. A gift
at this level will enable us to conduct a nationwide seatch to hire a preeminent scholar
and will bring additional prestige to the Center. The Trump Chair will remain in
perpetuity at City College.
A gift of $ 2,5 million will establish the Donald J, Trump Leadership Fellowship
Program at the Rangel Center. An endowed gift at this level will produce enough
income in perpetuity to support an annual cohort of students in the BA and MA Program
in Public Service. In addition, it will give the Center the resources necessary to recruit
the best students to the program, regardless of their financial situation.
A gift of $1 million will fund the Donald J. Trump Visiting Professorship at the
Rangel Center. A gift at this level will allow the Center to engage a distinguished
academic or practitioner with the Center for a short period of time. This scholar will be a
leader in his/her field and will bring a new perspective to the work of the Center. This
chair will remain at the Center in perpetuity.

CBR003456
CSOC.CBR.00006730
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The above are just a sampling of opportunities for your support; we of course would be thrilled
to have you playa transformational role with a gift at the $10 million level as we discussed in
your office. As one of the most diverse colleges in the country, CCNY is the perfect host for the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. This fact enhances our evolving academic success
story and has drawn the increasing attention of prominent government and civic leaders, giving
our public service programs the spotlight they deserve. The Rangel Center is one way City
College is addressing the need for America's "governing class" to reflect our nation's rich
tapestry of cultures, faiths and ethnicities-an area the Congressman has devoted considerable
energies to over the course of his career.
Thank you again for considering how you would like to become involved with the Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York. I look forward to hearing
from you. Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Gregory H. Williams
President
cc:

Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Shelly Butler, Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Development

CBR003457
CSOC.CBR.00006731
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T

COMMUNITY TRUST ~

909 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
T: 212··686-0010 F: 212-532-8528
www,nyc¢mmunlfytrust.org

March 1,2006

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
.
163 Wcst ! 25 Streel
New York, NY 10027-4419

Dear Congressman Rangel:
i am writing to you as a ffit..'·mbcr ofthc conference committee on H.R. 4297 and
s. 2020-~---mld as the tounder of a donor-advised fund in The New York Community Trust,
the Ralph J. Range! Fund.
The House bill is largely silent on many of the refonn proposals in the Senatt.~ version.
We support many of thcm-----and, in fact, several proposals reflect long~standing Trust
policies and practices-hut some proposed provisions for donor-advised funds would have
a chilling affect on community philanthropy.
We are particularly concerned about restrictions on gifts of non-publicly traded
appreciated property; the Senate proposal makes a distinction beh-veen those contribut~d to
donor-advised funds in pubhc charities and those donated to otherpubJic charities.
Community foundations such as ours have developed significant expertise in accepting
illiquid assets for the benefit of charity. A numher of New York donors have much of their
wealth in limited partnerships interests and other illiquid assets that they use to support
chat1ty. Last year, our donor-advisors made grants-most to New York City nonpmfitstotaling $9Q- minion. lfthe distinction is put inio law, those donors who contribute these
complicated assets will look elsewhere, with the likely result that their generosity will go to
the large institutions that can deal with these assets--hospitals arid universiti.es. for
example------rather than-to the many small an~ medium-sized nonprofits that work in
neighborhoods throughout New York

I have attached two documents. The first contains a memorandum from our general
counsel explaining the provisions that most concem us. The second is a long and detailed
analysis of ~he Senate version preparcd by the Council on Foundations for the loint
Committee on Taxation, which we hope you will give to your legislatlve ~idc.

Confidential Treatment Requested
By NYCT Pursuant to FOIA
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Page 2

I would be happy to meet with you o. talk with your staff to explain further our
concerns about S.2020, You have been an advocate for community philanthropy for as long
as I can remember, and your voice on these troubling provisions needs be heard. The
ahility of community foundations like The New York Community Trust to continue to
support local communities and neighborhood organizations is vital.

to

Confidential Treatment Requested
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THE NEW YORK
COMMUNITY TRUST

To:

909 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
T: 212·686·0010 F: 212~53:?"8528
www.nycommunltytruSl.org

Lorie A. Slutsky, President

FrotH: Jane L. Wilton, General Counsel
Date: March I, 2006

As the iax conference wnrk on H.R. 4297 lind S. 2020 begins, I wanted to remind you of
a few provisions that particularly affect The New York Community Trust. As you know.
the charitable re~orm proposals in thc"Senate bill are extensive, and the House bill is
largely silent on most of these items,
I am troubled that, qespite the involvement of dozens ofmembers of the nonprofit
community, the Senate bill disregards a number of the recommendations of the Panel on
theNonprofl.t Sector, especially in view of the fact that the Panel was fonned at the
request of Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member BaUCllS. I direct your attention to
two principal concems below that affect donor-advised funds. An excellent, but highly
technical, discussion ofthese and other provisions is provided in the Jetter dated February
21,2006, from the Council on Foundations to the Joint Committee on Taxation.

1. Illiquid Assets Beldin Donor-Advi§~g_ F\!}Jg_~.
This issue has two parts: (i) the distinction between donor-advised funds in community
fOlmdations and other public charities regarding gifts of illiquid assets, and (ii) the special
payout rules proposed for donor-advised fupds with these assets.
(i) There is a fundamental unfairness in treating gifts to public charities for dOI1oradvised funds differently than gifts to other public charities. The Panel on the Nonprofit
S""tor recommended that refoIlIls with respect to gifts of so-called qualified appraisal
property should apply uniformly to all charitable donees. Gifts ofthese assets that are not
immediately marketable are a significant SOHTee of support for many charities, including

The Trust.
There is no evidence that donor-advised funds and other public charities liquidate gifts of
appreciated property differently from each other. and. there are legitimate circumstances
under which valuable gifts simply can't be liquidated quickly. It may be that the property
itself is difficult to sell, such as complex gifts of real property or closely held stock, and it
may take time to find a buyer at the best price. Selling to meet an artificial deadline

Confidential Treatment Requested
By NYCT Pursuant to FOIA
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could result in a board breaching its fiduciary responsibility. In addition, some aS5lets are
subject to restrictions on sale, such a~ shares of a publicly traded company subjt-'Ct to a
Jock-up agreement with an Undt:Twriter, or Rule 144 or 145 restrictions under federal
securities laws, or slock in a closely held company subject to a shareholders' agreement
limiting sales by any shareholder. In these cases, the value of the gift already reflects ti,e
restriction on marketahility.
As a practical matter, small grass-roots organizations arc not staffed to accepf these gins.
lJnfortunately, by increasing the difticuI1y in accepting and holding such gifts for donoradvised funds, it seems likely that these assets will instead go to major institutions such
as hospitals and universities.

IftlH:concem is one ofa rnismatch of the- deduction claimed by tbe donor and the value
received by charity, current law requires charities to report s,ales of this type ofproperty
within two years, which allows the IRS to track whether the proceeds of the sale ofa gift
approximate the value of the deduction claimed. Certainly this 2-year time period could
be extended.
(ii) The Senate proposals also would create special payout rules for individual donor~
advised funds holding more than 10% in illiquid assets: each such donor-advised fund
would be required to payout 5% ofthe fund's assets annually. In addition, one proposal,
with which we agree, would impose an overall 5% payout requirement on the total assets
in donor-advised funds held by the sponsor public charity. If the charity can meet that
payout requirement, there is no compelling re~son to impose a different rule fOf a fund
that· has an interest in, forexamplc, restricted stock that equals ]5% of the fund's assets.
This provision also may apply to all donor-advised funds invested in a charity's

investment pool tllat includes coITunonly-held illiquid assets, such as hedge funds) private
equity, and venture capital assets.

These proposed restrictions that treat gifts ofproperty to public charitiesfor donoradvisedfimd differently than glfis to public charities for other charitable purposes should
be eliminated because they would limit community charity.
2. Grants from Donor-Advised Funds..
Donor-advised funds ~ould be precluded from making grants to organizations other than
those described in IRe § 501(c)(3). Other kinds of charitable grant, would he prohibited,
such a.<:> grants to civic organizations, volunleer fire departments, and foreign
organizations (unless the grantrnaking charity can determine that the recipient is the
equivalent of a U.S_ charity). As a result, grants from donor~advised funds to the small
civic organizations that address a broad am,y of issues would be precluded. Donors to
many community foundations (including-The New York Community Trust) and-other
sponsoring charities are interested in supporting these kinos of charitable efforts, and the
sponsoring charities follow extensive due diligence procedures to reduce the risk that the
grants would he used for non-charitable purposes.
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This provision should be revised to permit the sponsoring charity 10 make grants jor
charitable purposes provided it follows reasonable procedures to ensure the grants are
usedfor charity, such as procedures akin to the expenditure responsibility procedures
used by privatefoun.dations.
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COUNCIL on FOUNDATIONS
February 21, 2006

Roger CoJinvaux
Gordon Clay
Joint Committee on Taxation
Room 1015
Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D_C. 20515

Dear Roger and Gordon:
I appreciated the opportunity to discuss with Gordon the Council's- concerns with provisions
of S. 2020 addressing donor~advised funds, supporting organizations and private foundations.
As yon k.TlOW, the COlmcil on Foundations has supported the need for reasonable reform
mea<;ures to address areas of documented abuse. We very much appreciate the work and
thougbt that both you and members of the Senate Finance Committee staff have given to
crafting reform proposals.. However, the sweeping nature and cOl'nplexity of those proposals,
particularly as they address donor-advised funds and supporting organizations, has given lise

to a significant number of critical issues that we believe must be addressed before the reform
measures are adopted, Given the technical nature of some of our concem:i, I thought it might
be helpful to provide you with a written summary.

Donor-Advised Funds
Iniquid Asset Donor~advised Funds

The Council contjnues to oppose restrictions on gifts of property that treat those gifts
differently when made to fund donor-advised funds than when made for other charitable
puiposes-, In this regard, we support the recommendation ufthe Panel on the Nonprofit
Sector that reforms with respect to qualified appraisal property should apply unifonnJy to all
charitable donees, While welHntentioned, the inclusion ofspecial rules for illiquid assets
creates numerous criticaJ issues, Therefore, we recommend that these provisions be-dropped,
a step that would greatly simplify the administration of a new regulatory framework lor
donor-advised funds. However, ifthis provisiun continues to be- included in the bill, the
following iSSlles must he addressed:
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1.. 'page 203, lines. 1-7: I The provisions of S. 2020 regulating illiquid asset donor-advised
funds appear to tis to be intended to regulate situations in which a particular donor~advised
fund holds a particular a"set that is illiquid. If the provision becomes law, each such fund
will ,be subject to individual payout requirements. It is the practice at community
foundations to attribute donated assets to particu.lar funds until liquidated, Accordingly,
although we disagree strongly with the need for the provision, we understand how,it would
operate in the case of donated assets that have not been liquidated or have been liquidated but
replaced by other illiquid assets attributed only to that fund.
However,lhe definition of an illiquid asset donor~advised fund ,includes any fund in which

the value of illiquid assets exceeded 10 percent of the fund's total assets at the end ofthe
preceding tax year. This rai15es the question of whether th9 definition applie.s to donoradvised funds the aS5ets of which are entirely invested in the community foundation~s
investnlent pool or pools. The common practice at community foundations~ and presumably
at other charities) is that once contributed assets have been liquidated) the donor-advised fund
participates in the community foundation's pooled investments, receiving its pro-rata share of
the pool's income and appreciation, Some community foundations offer donors a choice
among investment pools with different investment strategies, but donors do not participate in
the design Df investment of the pools. These pOOlS generally also include assets attributable
to other kinds of funds, including the community foundation'S unrestricted endowment.
The Council's most recent survey of community foundatio'ns' asset allocation mix and
investmEnt strategies found that more than 10 percent of the value of investment pools at
some community foundations is in ah~rnative investments including real estate, venture
capital and 'hedge funds .. This ·is particularly true of larger community foundations with
access to more sophisticated investment managers and mirrors invl.'",slment strategies being
used by other institutional investors. To prcvcnta result in which each donor-advised fund at
these community foundations becomes an illiquid_asset donur-advised fund, we would
appreciate a clarification of the definition to exclude funds the assets of which consist solely
of an undivided interest in one or more investment pools maintained by the sponsoring
charity,

2.

!,~ge

203. lines 8-12: The definition ofaa illiquid asset states that an illiquid asset is

anything other than cash or marketable securities. the value of which is held for the entire
year as such asset. TIlis is reasonably clear> However, the definition then adds that it
incluck..s "any other illiquid a...TIct." There does not seem to be any need for this additional
statement and it adds confusion to the ddinition. We recommend that it be dropped.
3. Page 203, lines ~=.L2.: The definition of illiquid asset is sufficiently broad to include gifts
of remainder interests in personal residences/fanns. These gifts cannot be liquidated until the

expiration of the life estate and the deduction afforded to donors already is reduced to lake
this into account. The definition should be amended to exclude gifts of remainder interests
prior to the expiration ofthe life interest
I

Page l'eferi'.J)ccs are 10 S. 2020 as itpas"ed the "Senate on Nov. 18,2005.
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4. ~,~:fQ)~J~mt~ 8-]2: The definition ofilliquid asset also would include gifts ufJifc
insurance policies during the life of the insured. Donors generally intend that the donee
charity hold these policies until the donor's death, enabling the charity Jo collect the policy's
face value, and many charities do so. When contributed t6 create a donor-advised fund,
donors generally nominate their children or grandchildren to be the fund's advisors, Donors
whQ contribute these poHcics receive a deduction equal to approximately the policy's cash
surrender value, not the policy's face value. The definition should also be amend~d to
exclude gifts ofUfe insurance policies.

QuaJifvifig Distribution!!
L E_M.~.2_Q~~_U1J.es 20-21. The proposed limitation on pennissible gra.!1lees to organizations
de-scribed in section 170(b)(l )(A) will create major problems for eonununity foundations and
other public charities that hold d()fior-advised assets:,
A. J2gm~tic Grantmakin.g: As aUowed under current law, many public charities with
donor-advised funds, including many conununity foundations, routinely make grant,>,
including grants from donor-advised assets~ to noncharitablc organizations using
procedures designed to ensure that grant fimds are used solely for a charitable purpose.
For ~xample, a community foundation may make a donor-advised grant to a local service
organization, such a'> the Elks or the Moose. to support a charitable activity such as the
delivery of meals or presents to needy individuals at a holidny. Similarly, a community
foundation may make a donor-advised grant to a ioeaJ Chamber of Comf!Jercc to suppor1
a job-tm\oing program. These grants would no longer be pc.rmittecl if S, 2020 is adopted
without change.
B.__ ·lnternationl!LQT~.Jl~l±1J1KJ..DK Some community foundatia:TI..<; and several other public
~harjty members of the Council use the donQr-advised mechanism to make grants to
foreign nongovernmental organizations. As we have no~ed previously, th~se charities
have augmented their existing due diligence· procedures for g~antmaking to ensure. that
grants are not used for any iloncharitable purpose. induding 5UPPOlt for terrorists. S.
2020 wOilld permit international grants using assets in -donor-advised fund only if the
foreign NGD has obtained an IRS determination that itis a pUbllc charity or if the
sponsoring charity detennined that it is the equivalent of a- public charity and so is
described in section 170(b)(I)(A). As you are aware, private fo',"dations have found the
equivalence process cumbersome and expensive and many opt, .instead, to use
ex.penditure responsibility, an option -thal is not provide.::i in S. 2020. An additional
problem is that having equivalence detenninations a.s the sole option will preclude grants
to support charitable projects of overseas organiw1i{lllS that are not the equivalent of US
public charities.
Both these problems can be solved by letting sponsoring organizations make donor-advised
grants llsing either procedures similar to the section 4945 expenditure rules for private
foundations or equivalence determinations,
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2, Page 205, lin"esJ§,t:t We recommend clarifYing the dcfmition of a qualifying
distribution to if1c\ude distributions that would be program-related investments if made by a
private foundation. Although somewhat uncommon, a distribution from assets held in a
donor~advised fund may take the roml, for example, of a loan to a charity rather than an
outright grant, Clarification is also needed to Ensure that the resulting indebtedness is not
con~iderecl an "illiquid asset."
.

3. ~,.,f9~6. lines 5~8; What are "proceduress'irnilar to those described in section
4942(g)(2)?" Will IRS approval be required or will it he sufficient ifthe sponsoring charity's

board determines that the proposed set-aside meets the substance of the private. foundation
requirements?
.
4. Page 206, beginning at line 13: V/hat isa "'chadtablc program'?" Somecomrounity

foundations ask donors, including advised-fund donors, to contribute to funds that help pay
the operating expenses of the community foundation. These. may be annual gifts or gifts to
an endowment fund maintained for the support of the community foundation and are in
addition to the fee levied against the fund to cover the administrative costs directly
attrihutable to the fund. Will these gifts be excluded as qualifying distribt;:tlons pecause they
are not to a "charitable program?" Similarly, instead of collecting a fee frorri each advised
fund for administrative expense..'\. some community foundations require each donor··advised
fund to make an annual distribution to the community foundation's general fund or its
genera) endowment in addition to granl<; recommended by the fund's advisors. Arc these
distributions not to a "charitable program" ifthc community foundatJon uses a portion of
them to help defray its operating costs?
5, . Page 214, lines 9-17: Conforming changes would be needed to ncwscetion 4968(c)(1) to
ensure that distributions de.'lcribed ahove are not prohibited acts.

Valuation Rules
L f!\gc)08, lines 4-8: The sectioo requires tbatsecurities be valued monthly and that cash
be determined Qn an average monthly basis. Most comrnunity foundations make these
determinations ori aquarterly, ratherthan a monthly, basis. v-.'c recommend that sponsoring
charities he permitted to use quarterly valuations.
2. ~..~Q.~,lin.?J>_!i:LPll&~~Q_9._:LJine 2: The assumed 5 percent increase in the value of
illiquid a<;sets is arbitrary. In some cases it win overstate' the increase, while in others the
value will be understated. The required 5 pt.'!cent increase is palticnlarly troublesome for
illiquid assets, such as limited partnership interest!» the ·value of which is reported each year
to the Internal ~evcnue Service on Schcdnle K-l. 111ere does not appear to us 10 be any
·compeliing reasonlo use a different value for donor-advised purposes than the one otherwise
being reported to the IRS. If the illiquid a_sset provisions are not dropped, we recommend
that charities be pcnnitlcd to use valuations reported to the IRS on the prior year's Schedule
K·l, where applicable,
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llefinition of Advise.if Fund

l. I~f!R~2J):2: We recommend the inclusion of a definition of donor. Some advised funds,
such as memorial funds, have muHiple donors, only one of whom is afforded advisory
privileges. Tying the definition ()f donor to the receipt of advisory privileges is partk:ularly
important to avoid a result· in which numerous small donors to a fund become disqualifi.~d
persons of the sponsorin.g charity.
2. Page 2091ine22J9.R!,ge.2JQ liD.~:l; We re<:ommend that the definition of advisor be
clarified to exclude individuals who are designated by donors "to be members of committees
solely by reference to their title or position. Many existing fund agreements for scholarship
fhnds 'specify the members of the committee by reference to a person's title or .position, -For
exampte~ a fund to provide scholarships in math and science might provide that the
corrunittee w1ll include the heads of the science and math departments at a local high ~cllOOL
If these individuals are considered to be designated by the donor, the fund will not fit within
the exclusion on page 21 O.
3.. Page 2l0.lin~s 19-:[1: We would appreciate Clarification that "requirements similar to
those described in section 4945 (gr' do not include the need to seek advance approval from
the Secretary. There are tens ofthousands ofexisting funds at community foundations alone
that provide grants to individuals for the described pllrposcs. Some afthese funds operate
under a common set of rules. but-many have individual requirements and separate
committees. If advance approval 'is required, the predictable result will be that sponsoring
charities will· incur substantial expense in preparing -and .submitting descriptions of their
procedures to the IRS and that the applications will thcn be deemed automatically approved
because the IRS win lack the capacity to review the submissions within the-required 45 days.
Even on a prospective basis, an advance approval requirement will be a significant burden
both on the Sp(Jllsoring charity and the IRS.
4. m~11Q: Many community foundations have disaster relief and emergency hardship
funds that make grants to individuals in times of need. Some of these funds clearly are not
donor-advised. Others, however, arc advised by committees that may include the donor Of
persons appointed by a donor. For example, in the aftennath of Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and
Wilma, ·several community foundations established disaster-relieffunds to provide assistance
to employees of various busine..,>ses. These funds operate under the strict guidelines
prescribed for similar funds operated by corporate private foundations, with the added
safeguard that they are overseen by a public charity that is not controlled by the employer..
An exception is needed to preserve the ability to lISe donor-advised funds as a mechanism to
make grants to individuals to alleviate hardship.
5. fggg,RUip~"J!Q..2; While we appreciate that S. 2020 will permit the SecretOlY to
exclude other types of funds, tlle nced for him to do so through regulation raises the issue of
whether the types of fund described must be considered donor-advised until such timc as the
regulation issues. Given the.extreme hacklog \\~th res:pect to guidance and the need of
sponsoring charities for certainty on the effective date of the new measures as to which iunds
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are advised and which are not,. we a">k that the funds described in lines 1 to 9 not be
considered donor-advised until the Secretary issues guidance on the definition.
6. rage 21 l. lines 1-9: Community foundations frequently hold funds that are created by
transfers from a governmental entity or anotJler charitable entity subject to fund agreements
that specifY that the transferring entity is to be the sole beneficiary of distributions from the
fund. Although often referred to as "agency endowments," these funds may be endowed or
non-endowed.. BeCause the transferring charity or government is the donoT, -and the fund
agreements often permit dono"r charities to request distributions in-particular situations, su(;h
a capital campaign, that exceed what wonld normally be allowed under the commullity
fOlmdation's spending policy, these funds could be construed as "dollor-advised." We ask
that the definition hf advised fund be clarified to exclude these funds, perhaps by excluding
charitable organizations and governniental enlities !Tom the proposed new definition of
"dollar" Otherwise, the funds will be precluded from making distributions to the charities
that established them.

as

7. l'.'Jg;'21J, litles 1-9. Similarly, cmninunity fuundations often hold funds established by
transfers from a non-charitable entity such as a local chapter ofthe Elks or a loeal Chamber
o[Commerce. While many orthese fonds are used primarily or exclusively to make grants
to public charities, some make grantsJo the organization that created them to enable that
organization to carry out a charitable activity. These funds either need to be exempted from
the definition of donor-advised or changes n~e4 to be made to the provisions. ofthe bill
addressing qualifying distributions, -taxable distributions, and prohibited benefits to permit
distributions to thc donor -organization as long as the sponsoring charity foHows procedures
similar to ,hose describe in section 4945(h) to assure that the grant is used for chaJitable
purposes.

~214~1!!Le.§_l?~JQ: Donors occasionally ask that their advised funds be terminated by' a
. grant ofthe R..')sets to another public charity to create a new donor~advised fund or add to an
existing one. Some donors make this request because they have moved to a different part of
the country and wish to have their new community fdu~dation assist them with grantmaking.
Some advised funds are transferred when a fund being illcubate~ at a community foundation .
for- a ndghbormg geographic area grows large enough to become a separate charitable entity_
Some donors request a transfer ofassets from an advised fund at a public charity that is not a
eonllTIunity foundation in order to make their granhnaking more effective by gaining ar£ess
to the-community foundation's knowledge oflocal charitable organizations. We reconunend
that these transfers be permitted, although we understand that distributions may need to be
excluded as qualifYing distributions in dctcnnining whether the original sponsoring charily
bas met its distribution requirement.
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Prohibited Benefits
L Page 215, lines 18 to 23: This section of S, 2020 imposes excise tax penalties on donors
and advisors who derive "a more than incidental benefit"· from a distribution from an advised
fund. We would appreciate clarification that a benefit is incidental if the d0D:or·could
disregard the benefit in claiming a deduction for a direct charitable gift, We would further
appreciate clarification that a donor does not rec~ive H a more than incidental bene-fit" if a
donor pays the: nondeductible P9rtiou·ofa ticket to an event; while a graill from a donoradvised ftmd pays the amounltbe donor would have been able to deduct if the donor had
made the payment directly.
2. Pages 215 --:219: There is a need for coordination provisions with section 4958 and

within. new section 4969 to ensure that the same individual is not subjected to multiple
penalties for the same act. For example, as drafted, an advisor who recommends.a grant th_at
results in a private benefit to the ad-..:isor p0"tt?ritially is subjcctto a 25 percent excise tax.
penalty under section 4958 for an excess benefit transaction, a 25 percent excise tax penalry
under section 4969 for advice that resulte~ in a private benefit, and another 25 percent
penalty under section 4969 as the recipient of the benefit. As an example, without
coordination provisions, and depending on whether and how the concept of 'incidental
ben'efit" is clarified, a donor who recommended a $10,000 distribution to a museum that
resulted in the' donor receiving two tickets to 11 dinner (valued at S150}could be penalized
more than $5,000 -~ $2,500 for advising the. distiibutioH, $2,500 for receiving' th~ benefit~ and
$187.50 for the excess benefit transaction ($37.50 excise tax plus $150 to correct the

transaction). In this connection, we note that new section 4969 shou.1d include a correction
requirement.

'

3. lJt.ges 218-219: By making dnnors, advisors, and persons related to them disqualified
persolls for purposeS of scctiOIl 4958, section 332(a) of S, 2020 greatlyexpauds the number
ofdisqUalified persons, making oversight oftnlusactions with such individuals.difficult or
impossi~le to manage, Assuming an average offOUT disqualified persons per fund, which is
likely on the low side, a charity with as tew as 500 donor-advised ftmds could find itselfwith
upwardsof 2,000 new disqualified persons, SiDce S, 2020 separately prohibits and penalizes
payments from advised·fund assets to or fonh~ benefit of donoTS} advisors, and persons
.
related to them, there does not seem to be any reason to also extend section 4958 to those
ttal1sactions.

Definition of "Investment Advisor"

1'!!Re..2l9 line 18 to page 220 line 2: Does the definition include all advisors/toanagers for
the community.toundation's pooled investments if the pools include assets attributed to
donor,advised funds or ,iust those advisors/managers that directly manage assets 'attributed to
an individual donnr-advised fund?
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Prohibited Transactions
~":!1LJines 1.H):

Gifts of closely-held business interests often can be liquidated Duly by
sale 10 the donor or related partie':>. The term <texceS5 benefit transaf".'ilonn needs to be
clarified so that it excludes transfers of donated interests to the donor or related parties in
exchange for a payment that reflects the fair market value of the asset.

Supporting Organizations
Page 237. line" I7 - 18: The determination of 'distributable amount' based on the entity's fair
market value at a single poim in time ("the last day of the preceding taxable year") fails to
recqgnize market fluctuation during the course of a taxable year. This methodology also fails
to take hlta ac.count the impact of gift additions to the entity that may be coocentra!ed at the
end ofthe entity's taxable year, thus producing little or no investment return t6 support the
distributal;:lie amount without the invasion of gift principal. Supporting organizations that are
endowed will be subject to the Unifonn Management oflnstitntional Funds Aet (UMIFA) or
other state law that may restt:ict distributions from su~h'endowed assets where the value has
fallen belo\¥ historic principaL These t\VO leg~l constructs ~ecessarily conflict. In this
connection 1 we recommend that the detennination of the 'distributabl~ ;-linount' be based on
the applicable perdentage ofthe .f!..Y~ fair market value ofthe aggregate assets ofsuch
organization the last day of the n!If~~ preceding taxable yeaT2._

on

page 239, lines) - 5; The caption reads "administrative and operatIng expenses,n but the
amended language addresses only administrative expenses. For clarity, the words, "and
operating." should be inserted Qeforc the word. "expenses/' on line three.
Page 24~.~Line I: The prohibition on payments to disqnalifiedpersons should be amended to
exclude transfers ofdonated assets to disqualified persons 'in exchange for payment offair
market value for thm.--e assets. ,Otherwise, supportinKorganizations will be largely precluded
from accepting gifts ofclosely-held business interests wiiJ be unable to· liquidate those
gifts.

or

" Page 244. lines 19-22: The exception from the definition of "snbstantial contributor"
.excludes only pUblic cnarities.(other than supporting organizations). This exclusion should
be extended to ·include private fouIJ-datioris in order no.t to preclude_otherwise appropriate
relationships be~eenplivate foundations and supporting organizations such as when a
supporting or'ganization l~es space from a contributing private" foundation and reimburses
the foundation for its out-:-of-pockct costs associated with the occupancy.
Page ·250,' line 18: The Council opposes the provision prohibiting grants from private
foundations to supporting organi7..ationf?_ 111cre are numerous supporting organizations
established by public chariti~s for a variety of reasons, stich as conununity foundation
supporting organizations that provide services to adjoining geographical commlmities, that
would be significantly disadvantaged if they were unable to receive support from private
foundations.
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Private Foundations
ScctJon 322 ofS. 2020 overturns the result in the case of Zenwrray foundation v. United
S{at(!s~ making a foundation~.s income from sources such as notional prin~ipa1 contracts
subject to tax and- clarifying that section 4940's prohibition on carryovers applies to
carrybacks. Tnese arereasonable changes. However, section 322 also rnakescapiml gains
from the disposition of exempt use property subject to tax. Th.is \-\!':ill unfairly penalize
foundations tllat~ for example, sell a building used to house theJoundatioll's staff in order to
acquire a larger (or smaller) building more suited to its needs. Section 322 should exclude
(or at least defer) gains from the disposition ofexempt use assets lfthe ne1 proceedsfrom the
sale cont.inue to be used for exempt purposes.
I would be happy to meet with you to clarify any orthese points.
Sincerely,

J&:!~

Vice Presidt.'TIt and General Counsel
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

February 2, 2007
Ms. Lorie Slutsky, President
New York Community Trust
909 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

1.-P'":,JDearMs.~:
I want to thank you for attending the presentation hosted by the Ford Foundation that
Congressman Charles R Rangel and I made on behalf of The City College of New
York's Charles S. Rangel Center on Monday. We are very grateful that you made time
in your busy schedule to come and hear about this exciting flew project at the College.
As you know, CCNY has long been an avenue of advancemenl for generations of New
Yorkers and that mission Is still going strong. Through the Rangel Center, we will be
able to train and prepare people from underrepresented populations for government and
public service. The master's degree programs in public service and the mid-career
program for working public servants will enable talented individuals to take their place at
the managerial and policy-making levels in our public institutions. Also. as the stewards
of the Congressman's papers, we hope 10 be a resource for understanding the barriers
to public service encounlered by those seeking to overcome them.
We would very much like to meet with you and discuss ways that the New York
Community Trust can playa role in the wonderful plans we have under way. We look
forward to having the opportunity to work with you in making Congressman Rangel's
dream a reality_
Sincerely,

cc:

Congressman Charles B. Rangel

THE CITY tJNIVERSlTY OF NEW YORK

ClT1CUllEGEISfl:
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A Proposal for:
The New York Community Trust
April 24, 2007

"Open the doors to alL
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together

and know ofno distinction save that of industry, good conduct, and
intellect."
Tovvnsend Harris, FOlmdcr
The City College of New York

!\t ~P(c\- f:L,"\(~t-

1rJ"''''4~t
"~l){C\\ (b,,<J(,!-t'e+'
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New York Community Trust Public Service Scholars
Tbe Cbarle.

n. Rangel Center
at

Tl,e City College or New YOI'k
Executive Summary

The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service was created to enhance opportunities for
individuals from underrepresented populations to enter and advMce in public service at the
policymaking and managerial levels. Thi. proposal requests a grant of$65,OOO tor 15 .tudents,
to be named the New York Community Trust Public Service Scholars. They will be members of
the inaugural class of Charles Jl. Rangel Center students who will earn eitller the BAIMA in
Publie Service or the MA in Public Service at TIle City College of New York. The grant will
assist these talented students with tuition and other educational expouses aud enable tllem to take
lll1paid internships in government and pUblic service organizations. These internships. a cote
element of the program, will both give them the hands-on experience they need to succeed and
also help them reduce the number of hours they need to work at employm<:Jlt that dOt.~s not
further their CarL"ef goals..
.

A Profile of tbe New York Community Trust Public Service Scholars
The Conunllnily Trust Scholars will be selected from City College's exceedingly diverse student
population. Ranked by [1.S· News and World Report a, one oIlhe most diverse colleges in lhe US,
last year,.more than 87% of CCNY students describt~ tht:mselves a.-:; members of -a minority
group.

Most CCNY students come primarily from New York City public schools or CUNY community
colleges. Following a tradition lhat reflects the pattern of genemlions ofCCNY alumni whose
achievements became the model for their O\\U families, City College students are often the first
in their families to gu to college, and most have very limited financial resourCes.

Finandal Need

Approximately 58% of City's students come from families with combined incomes of $30,000 or
less; three-quart.ers work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half of
CCNY's students aUend part time, most often for fInancial reasons. City's tmdition of providing
a high quality low cosl c-ducalion to talented students who might otherwise nol be able to attend
college is alive and well. The City College mission is Acee"" and Excellence.
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Scholarships for Rangel Center Aspir..tnts

While CUNY lmdergraduate tuition, fees and books (approximately $S,OOOfyear) and graduate
tuition (approximately $8,SOO/year) are moderate by comparison with cosls at private and many
public colleges, they are high when eonsidc-red together willi the low family income of most City
College students. Whc'llthe fact that many CCNY students not only snpport themselves but also
help support their fumilies is factored in, the tuition and the other costs ofattending college
appear dauntmg. The purchase ofa computer, engineering and science textbooks, tIansportation
to and from the College··cfrom Staten Island or the fimhest reaches of Quce'TIs m Brooklyo to
participate in City's uniqoe prograrns·"all of these costs bear heavily on CCNY's students.
That is why the CoUege seeks $10,000 per undergraduate and $12,500 por graduate student to
enable them to complete successfully the rigorous curricula ofthe Grove School ofEngineering~
orthe Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education, or the School of Architecture, or many
other challenging academic courses. The funds pay for tuition, fees, hooks, a computer, and other
costs of attend~ng college plus they enable the students to work fewer hours at part-time or even
fidl-time jobs than they would otherwise have to do. Witb the hours that are saved, they can take
the unpaid internships and apprenticeships at major government and non":profit organization
offices that are cmcial to the Rangel Center program's success and thc vehicle through whicb
they can move into public servicc.
Almost all CCNY students take out loans where possible to help with other expenses re..<;utting
from college a11~'lldance.
Plan. for the faU of2007

Dean Brett Silverstein of the Division of Social Science expects that the new MA in Public
Service--literallythe new master's degree in public H(bninistration-will be made official during
the 2007-2008 academic year. CCNY's Oftieial Le11er ofInleut was approved by the City
University and Vice Chancellor fOT Academic Affairs Selma Botman. Conditional upon formal
approval by the CUNY Board ofTrustees, Rangel Ceuter programming~~ity
COllegellif<11lieifiailguraI class of .trldents will he acccl'ted provisionally for the BA/lI1A-iiffij
sfund=a1OlleJMA]Jegtes-::&IDU'sewmk ftJrl1ie taIl 01 200'/.
..~~--- - - - - - - - - - - - In full 2007, there will be IS students in the pre-BAIM!'A minor in public policy. Aftetthat, the
numbers will increase. By fall 2008, there will be approximately 20 in the BAlM!'A and at least
IO in the stand alone MPA.

The undergraduates will be sophomores and juniors" and their total offive-years work will be a
mixture of undergraduate and master1 s level course--o;;., depending upon their majors. One of the
strcnglhs ofthe program is its interdisciplinarity and its flexibility. All majnrs can combine their
specific coursework with preparation for public service.
7

Om need for thefall, therefore, is for $10,000 for each of 15 studenl, ($150,000) of which part
will bc paid by two other gifts/grants.
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Otber Foundation Snpport
The two gifts from the Ford Foundation and a private donor inclnde $85,000 for research
assistantships and internships. If we use that sum fur tbese 15 students, our remaining need for
fall of2007 is $65,000.
Therefore, Tbe City College of New York requests a grant of $65,000 for scholarsbip/intemship
support for the New York Community Trust Scholars at the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service for 2007-08.
On behalfof the aspiring students of TI,e City College ofNew Yark, we thank you for your
thoughtful consideration oft-his requesttfyon have any qnestions or need further infonnation,
please contact President Gregory H. Williams, Deao Brett Silverstein or Vice President Shelly
Bntler.
Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:

Dr~ Brett Silverstein, Dean
Division of Social Science and Director1
Rangel Center
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue.. - NA 61141
New York. NY 10031
2i2·65tk .
Tekphone:
Fax:
212·65tk
Email: bsllversteiri .

Raebelle Bntler, Viee President
Office of Development and
Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S·154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
In a db1inguished carecr spanning more than four decades, The HODOl1lble Charles B. Rangel has
done as much as any single person in public service to help the least powerful among our citizens:
to achieve their goals and to cbarige their lives, their communities, and the nation. He has done
SO with the clear vision that an of America's citizen.q must be empowered in order for America to
be herself: He has thought and acted locally and globally to ,"",me that the laws and policies of
this nation embody her best instincts and her highest promise.

}'undamental to Congressman Rangel's lifelong service is a beliefthat America's ~~govefning
class" --~ those men and women who make our laws aDd policies -- must mirror the rich tapestry of
cultures, faiths, and ethnicities that make us who we are at; a country. Today, non-whites make
up nearly thirty percent of the U.S. population. Yet, according to the Equal Economic
Opportunity Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of the men and
women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policyc.making positions in the U.S.
federal government are members of minority groups.
By 2050, minority gronps in the United States will comprise 50% of its population. This
proposal bnilds up on Tbe City College of New York (CCNY) mission of access and excellence
and.Congrcssman Rangel's legac.y of public service to ensure that those who nul our naHan will
reflect our citiz.enry.
The ('.cnter will accomplish this through the establishment of a rigorous gradUllle program for
student.q from underrepresented groups that will prepare them for public service, including
elective office and careers in government, at the policy-making level. The new maskr's program
win be coordinated with programs on the undergraduate level, many unique to City College, to
enoourage and inspire our best students to move into the master's program and pursue careers in
public service. V>eated in a restored Harlem mansion adjacent to 'The City College campus, the
Charles B. Rangel Center will also house the Charles B. Rangel Library, an archival repository
of documents, photographs" and memorabilia that records the life ofone of America's most
important public servants and serves as a rich repository of knowledge and experience for
students and schoiars alike.
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The Master's Program in Public Service at The City College ofNew Yolk will recmit and
prepare yotmg people for caree", in goverlllIlent and public service. Thc program will include
participation in internships Qr apprenticeships arranged and paid for by the Rangel Ccrrtcr~ in
service organizations, and wilt offer interdisciplinary specializations in concert with 'Ibe City
College Schools ofArchitecture, Engineering, Education, and Bimnudical Education, pIll.' its
special progr.uns in transportation, waste management, and urban public health.
Upon completion ofIhe degree, graduates will be eligible for a program analogous to the Federal
Career Intern Program, entering government service for a two-year temp0l"JI)' appointment with
eligibility for a permanent assiglllIlent upon completion. Thisprogr.un will encourage the
. involvement ofmembers ofunderrepreseoted minority groups and those with financial need;
The Comhined IlAIMA Progr.m in Public Service will work together with several
undergraduate programs unique to City College that arc particularly suited to draw ontstanding
students into public service. The BAIMA Program will attract student. capable of and interested
in an intensive "fast,traek" program leading to the master's degree. It will prepare them for
public service with high-level coursework, experienced government personnel mentors, and
hands-on training in internships and service learning courses.
The City College ofNew York-The Choice ~-or The Raugel Center
The City College ofNew York offers a unique and fittiug environment for The Charles B.
Rangel Ceuter for Public Service. Located in Harlem, the heatt of Congressman Rangel's
" constituency, The City College of New York was founded through a public refereudUll1 in 1847
as a free academy to serve" the ehildreo of the whole pcople." One ofayoung America's great
democratic experiments. it remains one her grC"...at democratic achievement,;, and the most
important avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations of New Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds ofthonsands of
talented young men and women with few material resouroe.<;: and opportunities. I'or more than
160 years, The College has provided access to a wor1d~c1ass education to underrepresented

populations, preparing them to enter those fields with the expcn skills to change their owu
futures, and shape the· wor:1d.
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Diversity at City College

o In taIl 2006, CCNY's undergraduate ethnic makeup was Hispanic 37.2%, Black
2650/"
Asian 23,2%, White 12,9% and American Jndian/Alaskan Native 0.1%. (The Chronicle
ofHigher Education2 reported ethnic enrollment distributions in American colleges
as White 75.1%, Black 12.3%, Hispanic 11.0% and Asian 3.6%.)
• Among CCNY's undergraduates, 87.1%{8,994) are members nf a minority group.
o Among CCNY's graduate students, 85.9% (2,517) are mcmbers'of a minority group.
o Our graduate ctlnricity perecntages are 31.5% Hisparllc, 29.8% were Black, 24.7%
AsianlPacifie Islarldc'fS, 14: I% White and 0.1 % American Indian/Alaskan Natives.
o Oftbe 1,097 Bacbelnrs degrees awarded in 2005-2006, Blacks received 30.1% (330),
Hispanics 33.0% (362), AsianlPacific Islanders 11.9% (170), Wbites 12.4% (130), and
Non·Resident AIlens 9.6% (105). (Nationally, The Chronicle ofHigher Education
Almanac repnTted 1,399,542 Bachelors degrees were earned in 2003-04 by these ethnic
groups: Whites 73.3% (10,261,1l4),Blacks 9.4% (131,241), Hispanics 6.8"1. (94,644),
AsianlPacific Manders 6.6% (92,073),Non-Resident Aliens 3.2% (44,832), and other
0.8% (10,638).
o Ofall the degrees earned, women earned 58.0% (1,112).
o Manhattan was home to 24.7% (3,276) of our students, with Brooklyn 17.6% (2,336),
Queens 17.4% (2,298) and the Bronx 15.3% (2,027).
o In fall 2006, the median and mode age of new Freshmen was 18; 93.2% (1,457) of
CCNY new Fresbmen were 19 years old or younger; 27.7% (2,862) ofall CCNY
Undergraduates were 19 years old or younger. 'lbe median age for tbis group was 22
and the mode was 18.
• The median and the mode ages for fall 2006 new. entering graduate students

and 22 respectively. For all graduate students, the median was 29 and the mode 26.
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EDUCATION

CITY COLLEGE OF CUNY
Charles H. Rangel Center for Public Service

160 Convent Avenue
New York, New York 10031
(212) 650-7125
Benno Schmidt - CUNY Board Chair
Gregory H. Williams - Paid Staff Head
Brett Silverstein - Project Director
(Funds adnunistrator: City College 21" Century
Foundation, Inc.)

AM0111iI:

$130,000 (two years~$65,OO(J each year)

For fellowships to l>repare 15 .fimmcia11y needy students fur
careers in public service.

!:L6Jl.JRE OF PROJECT,

Minorities are severely underrepresented at lbe higher

levels of American goventmcnt. Non-whites make up
nearly 30 percent of the U.S, population, hut according to a
report by the Equal Economic Opportunity Comrnis.sion,
only 13.8 percent of the men and women in top managerial, supervisory, and policymaking
positions in the federal government are members of minority groups. As the country becomes
increasingly diverse, it is critical that those who make our national laws and policies reflect our
citizenry.

City College, the flagship institution of the City University ofNew York, was founded
through a public referendum in 1847 to serve "the children ofthe whole people." For 160 years,
City College has provided educational opportunities to hundreds of thousands of talented young
men and women with few fmancial resources. Since 1907, the College has been located in
Harlem, and today 87 percent of ito:; students are minorities. City College students are usually the
first in their fiunilies togo to college; 58 percent come Hum families with incomes lUlder
$30,000, and three-quarters work while attending school.
Now, City College has established the Charles B. Rangel Center for· Public Service to
enhance opportunities for minority students to enter and advance in public service at the
policymaking and managerial levels. The Center is named for Coagressman Rangel, the dean ()f

the New York State Congressional delegation, who is beginning his 19th year repre-senting New
York's ISth District (upper Manhattan). The Center will offer three fellowship programs in
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crry COLLEGE OF CUNY (Cont.)
public service: a five-year combined BAIMA, a Master's program for college graduates, and a
mid-career fellows program for individuals in government and public service jobs. It alsow1lJ
administer the Rangel Lihrary, which will hold documents, archives, and memorabilia from the
Cong,ressman's long career ill publie service. The Center will be located in a restored Harlem
townhouse adjacent to the College, which will house the Library, a conference center, and offices
for visiting scholars.
1he inaugural class for the BAIMA program will begin in fall 2007 with 15 outstanding
City College sophomores and juniors who are committed to careers in public service. The
students will enroll in courses to prepare for the MA degree in public service at the same time
that they continue in their college majors. They win include students in the social sciences and
those working in other disciplines who will be able to prepare for the Master's degree while
maintaining their technical" t.:rnphasis in fields such a..<> engineering and architecture, Over five
yeal'S~ the students win satisfY a demanding program that includes undergraduate and gmduatc
courses. Ibq also will participate in government and public service internships (e,g.,
congressional offices, Department of State, March ofDimes). Graduates will be eligible for the
Federal Career Intern Program and other highly selective public service opportunities, In fall
2008, the College will enroll a second class in the BAIMA program, and begin the smnd-alone
Master's program.
The budget to provide fellowships for 15 students for two years is $300,000 ($150,000
each year). This provides $10,000 per year to each student: $4,000 for tuition, $1,000 for books
and fees, and $5,000 for anintemshipstipeud. Contributions fi-om the Ford Foundation and a
private donor will provide $170,000, leaving abalance of$130,000. The College has begun an
ambitious campaign to fund the fellowship programs, as well as the other costs of the Rangel
Center, over the long run.
This exciting project will prepare outstanding young people for careers in gOVt~mment. It
is an excellent tnatch for our Bern Fund, which defrays the expenses offinancially needy
students and Which we have targeted to minority students underrepresented in various fields. We
recommend a two-year grant of$130,000, $65,000 each year, to complete the fellowship budget
for the Rangel Center's :inaugural HAlMA class.
The cunen! operating expenses of the Rangel Center are $150,000: In the futme, it
expects to have an annual budget of $1 million.

GRANTS IN LAST 5 YEARS:
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CITY COLLEGE OF CUNY (Cont)

ANNUAL
lli~Qlyffi

INCOME USED
FOR
THISGRANI

$ 148,000

$ 98,000

1,746,000

30,000

BUDGETED

William H. Beni Flmd (1075)
Lucy Wortham James Memorial (11l4)
Esther Jean Arnhold Fund (2068) (CF)

72,000

2,QQQ
$130,000

HJN)) STRATEGY:

Berri:

To defray the expense of educational study in schools, collegf.-':S
and universities,

James:

Unrestricted.

Arnhold:

For financial aid to college studcnts~ primarily undergraduates.

July 2007

lStcm
P07-000374
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MEMORANDUM TO:

Distribution Committee
Board of Directors

ADMIN1STRAllVE MATTERS

The minutes of our meeting of July 26, 2007, are shov,'ll in Appendix 1.
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2.

Ms. Slutsky wrote to Congressman Charles Rangel, who is a Trust donor and the
chainnan of the powerful House Ways and Means Committee, about a grunt awarded at our
fast meeting to the City University ofNew York for the Rangel Center for Public Service-and included biographical sketches ofthe donors whose ftmds supported the grant. His reply
thanks uS and also acknowledges the usefulness of these biographie~_ In addition, Mr. Rangel,
having received our regular letter about grants awarded in his district, sent congratulatory
letters to all 16 nonprofits. Ms. Slutsky'S letter, Mr. Rangel's reply, and one oftha letters he
sent to grantees are in Appendix K.
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3.

. A copy of our
This summer, Trust staff also responded to the House Ways
and Means Committees call for comments on the impact of the Pension Protection Act of
2006 on nonprofits, and
They, too,
are in Appendix L.
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THENEWYOHK
COMMUNITY TRUST

~
GT
909 Third Avenue, New York., NY 10022
T: 212·686-0010 F: 212-532-8528
www.nycornmunitytrust.org

Submission to the Subcommittee on Oversightt
Committee on House Ways and Means

Comments ou Provisions Relating to Tax~Exempt Organization
in the J'ension J'eoteetlon Act of2006

Submilled by:
Loric A. Slutsky, President
Tbe New York Community Trust

Introduction

For f11most a century, community foundations have been building pemlanent
charitable resources to meet the current ne,eds of their communities and the unforeseen needs of
the fulure. And for more than 80 years, The New York Community Trust (The Trust), through
the generosity of donors past and present, has supported nonprofit organizations in th~ New York
metropolitan area that work daily to ensure that our ,community is a vita.! and healthy place in
which to live and work·-··~-.for aU residents. When we sLarted in 1924) our sole mission was to
distribute to nonprotit organizations the income from charitable trusts set up hy will and held by
New York City banks. The Tra<;t's founders were men of vision who understood the power of an
institution that could employ the combined charitable passions ofiud:ividuaJs to meet a broad
variety of community needs. They also understo-nd that contemporary donors could not anticipate
the compelling issues that would confront their successors--and they were conmlitted to
ensuring that adetlIiate resonrces would be available for the future. In those early days} our
donors set up unrestricted or broad ficld-of"intercst :funds through bequests, lnIsting tomorrow's
leaders t.o spend it wisely. Today, The Trust has·assets of$2 billion; $700 million of that total is
held in mnre than 1,000 donor-advised funds, which range in size from $5,000 up to $99 milliou.
Those funtis routinely payout more than 10 percent of Uleir assets to charity arulUaliy. The
remaining $1 J billion rests in pennanent unrestricted or field-or-interest funds.
We opened our first "donor-advised" fund in J934~· before there was even a name
for it-and long befDre-there were any specific laws or regulations. During her lifetime, this tirst
,tdonor advisor" made suggestions to the staff of The Trust as to charit.able distributions fro'm the

flll1d. When she died, the' assets remaining in·the advised fund becaine part of The Trust's
discretionary grantmaking progrdJTI---3. program that relies on a professional staff that asses-ses
community needs, investigates nonprofit,>, vets their project~ and finances, and recommends
grants to our distinguished volunteer board. Grants we make hom the fund she created, which
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now has $64 million in assets, support projects to help low-income elders keep their homes and
apartments, train poor? young wOluen,to become licensed day~care providers} Jeduce
environmental health hazards in substandard housing, and much more.

A profoundly important social contract was est:'lblished with that first donor-advisor that
cnntlnues to this day: in consideration for the privilege of making grant recommendations,
money would be left in the fund for fuhIre generations. That is still our expectation and is
characteristic of our relationship with most donors to The Trust.
The philanthropic world has clwnged since 1934 and 21" century donors have
significantly morc choice than they did years ago. When the IRS gave public charity status to
donor-advised funds sponsored by financial institutions, donor expectations changed. The notion
of community philanthropy pioneered hy community foundations morphed into individual
charitable checking accounts, with little expectation of, commitment to, or mechanism for
permanence.
Nonethckn')s, The Trust and its donors support a dazzling array of charitable
activity_ So it was with dismay that we greeted the ta.,"'{ advant'1ges offered for Hurricane Katrina
giving and the iRA charitable roHover because those incentives were not available for
contributions to donor-advised funds. In addition~ other provisions of the Pension Refonn Act of
2006 imposed burdens that seem designed to discourage charitable giving and based on
assumptions that donor-advised funds are inherently flawed and that contributions to these funds
are not, in f.act, completed gifts. We recognize thnt there have been some egregious misuses, but
we believe that enforcement of existing regulations can surely find and punish those individuals
who violate the law "Without penalizing generous people who use, their hmds to do good. Indeed,
tbe 1976 Treasury regulations implementing the Tax Refonn Actof 1969, and the so..caUed
"Secti~n 507 regs," set out in carefuL detail the facts and circumstances needed for a CQIIlplcted
gift. Guided by the Section 507 regulations, The Tmst, and OUI community fOlmdation
colleagues, instituted policies to make sure that· our charitable institutions and OUT donor-advisors

are in compliance.
In short, donm-advised funds are not a new-fangled tool to avoid taxes; they are a
long-standing approach developed by community foundations and addressed in treasury
Regulations to enhance and encourage donors to invest charitably in the immediate <rod future
net..'ds conlln.writies. They are one of many ways that permanent charitable instit.utions arc able
to both consolidate many grants froIn different funds-restricted, unrestricted; and donor~
advised-to support community programs. and to build their assets for the future health and wellbeing of their communities.

or

This is the prism through which we respond to the Committee's request for comments on
.how the Pension Protection bas affected comm~mity foundat.ions.

lletinition of DOllor~AdvisedFunds
The Trust considers the definition of donor··advised-fund under Code Section

4966(d)(2) to he overly broad in that it includes donor-advised funds estahlished hy
governments, public charities} and private f01.mdations. As a result. donor-advised funds
established hy govenunental and fax-exempt entities arc prevented from indirectly
ol1pporting the types of programs that they are still pcnnitted to operate or for which they may
provide direct support.. Tbis result seems at best nnmtended and at worst. counterprodllctive.
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Treasury Regulation Section 1.507-2(a)(8) sets out in detail the requirements for a private
foundation that tenninates its eXi&iem,e and transfers "aU of its right, title, and interest in ,md to
aU of its net asse1s" to one or more Code Section 170(b)(l){A) organizations. The Section 5D7
regulations provide clear mles, cmd have been looked to since their prumulgationin the
mid 1970s as the legal anchor not ·only for the proper termination of private foundations into
donor-advised funds of pubHe charities, bm also for the e,.o;;tablishment of donor-advised funds
within public charities. In fact, the regulations under Section 170 goveming cOlllljonent funds of
community trusts specifically cross rctercncc Treasury Regulation Section L507-2(a)(8) in
defming how a transferor private foundation may transfer its asset.o;; to 8 fund at a community
trust that would qualify as a component fund. Until the mid-1950s, The New York Conununity
Trust existed solely in trust foun, and the various funds that constituted The Tmst met the
requirement ofheing a "component fund" as prescribed in the special commllnliy fOlmdation
regulations under Code Section 170 and adopted by Treasury in ] fJ76. Twenty years before the
'69 Tax Act, The New York Community Tmst created a sister not-far-profit corporation,
Community Flmds, Inc., to which donors could make contributions for aU the same purposes
and in analogous forms as contributions to The Trust. The two entities are trc<.lted as one
organization for tux purposes. Most
community foundations formed in fecent years have taken the fOffil of not-for-profit cQrporations
rather than trusts, af.ld virtually aJl community foundations, regardless of the structure, have
looked to the Code Section 507 regUlations for guidance in establishing and operating donoradvised fund programs.
The PPA.also sweeps up in its definition a fund where the advisors arc "appointed" by
the donor--even when they are named in the instrument. As a result, a fund set up by wiH is
-deemed to pc a donor-advised fund if the decedent named unrelated individuals to an advisory
committee. Tn addition, the broad definition of what constitutes advisory privileges pulls in
relationships so minor that the donor cannot be viewed a<;; controHing the fund, for example)
where the donor's.advice is limited to. the amount of money to be expended each year.

Applying Privatell'oundation Rules to Donor-Advised ~unds
Douor-advised funds encourage charitable giving by individuals who want to engage
regularly in thoughtful, responsible philanthropy and want to be part of a permanent charitable
iU'Jtitution that ""ill respond to the community's needs noW and in- the fhture. 'Illey ofter a
conununity, with all of itscompJcxity and diversity, the opportunity to receive support from an
array of donors whose passions and commitments reflect that very diversity and complexity:
popular vs. unpopular causes, general support vs. project snpport; Eberal. vs. conservative; direct
services vs. policy work; immediate needs vs.. future needs.
As a "sponsoring organization" under the- new nomenclature of the Pension
Protection Act of 2006, The Trust (and other community foundations) provides- its donor..
advisors wlth professional grantmaking staff and knowlr..d ge of the community and its needs. Its

board can hardly be viewed as controlled by its donors. At The 'ITU>t, staff also brings a high
level of diligence to its review of potential grantees prior to approving grant recoJUmendatiomL
In this respect, the Trust performs an independent investigation of any charity recommendcdfor
support, including support from 'a donor-advised fund at 'D1C Trust The charitable sector as a
whole benefIts from this kind of review because it irnpose.": a disciplineonpl'ospective granteesj
who know that both their fiscal and program operations are being scmtinized.
.
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In addition ~o providing guidance on the selection of grantees, the sponsoring
organization provides an extra layer of oversight and necessary administration that is otherwise
difficult for individual donors or unstaffcd family foundations to manage. A sponsoring
organization is responsible for determining that grantees lk'we current financial statements and or
audits operate with independent boards of directors, have timely filed. their Forms 990 with the
IRS, and have an organizational structure adequate to the projects being undeliaken. Because the
T11lst, as. a sponsoring organization, has legal title and control over all of its: asset.~, including
donor-advised fimd.<;, it assumes the responsibility for charitable assets and assures that these
assets are used exc!u..;;;ively for tax-exempt charitable purpose,,::. Being part of a major charitable
institution that is equipped to manage and oversee grants to hundreds of organizations empowers
donors to hold grantees accountable
for the quality of their work.
3

The law governing charitable contribution deductions (Section 170 of the Code
and the accompanying Treasury Regulations, court cases and so forth) quite dearly provides that
a gift to a charity that provides impermissible private benefit to the donor OI another private
individual is not tax-deductible. To create special rules and regulations for contributions to
donor-advised funds that arc part of a functioning public charity docs not add anything material
to existing law. The need is for best practices and oversight by sponsoring organizations ~md
donors and for enforcement by the IRS:
and Tcdlmdant special mles will only create maze
of foot faults.

new

a

Rules restricting certain grants, described more fully below, also·treat donor-advised
funds like private foundations, including restrictions on grants to foreign organizations, 501(c)(4)
organizations for charitable purposes, and individuals_ The likely effect will be to drive nlore
donors to private foundations, rather than to the more cost-effective donor advised funds at Ii
professionally staffed sponsoring organization.

Prohibition on Certain Types of Grants from Donor-Advi<led }~unds
Scholarship Fund,: Complex rules about wben a donor is decmed to control the advisory
committee to a scholarship fund ale overly broad. The PPA should have excluded from the
definition thos.e funds established for scholarships and awards, regardJes.<; of composition of
committee. Congressional concern about. inappropriate benefits to the donor,or her family is
already addressed by other rules prohibiting personal benefit. And the prohibition on grant>;
from donor-advised funds to individuals should not have included funds with a specific
charitable purpose such as scholarships and awards, regardless of the composition ofthe
advisory committee. Many of our scholarship nmds are small, bllt important, flnd function
efficiently only becau...,e they are advised by the families or individuals who created Otem, We
have reconstituted these committees in compliance with PPA, but we (I'(C concerned that they
will not function as well as they have, and discourage future donors who want to involve their
families in philill1thropy.

Grants to Foreign Charities and 501 (C)48: Mill1Y of our donors support charities ahroad.
Requiring the: sponsoring organization to exercise full expenditure responsibility impos(~s an

umeasonablc burden, and has compelled us to prDhibit donors from suggesting these grants.
Similarly, many 501(c)4s have charitahle missions, induding volunteer fire departments and
rotary clubs. The burden of exercising expenditure responsibility for what arc often modest
grants is excessive, and we no longer penuit them.
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Supporting Organization: The niles precluding grants. from donor~advised funds to nOn,
functionally integrated type III supporting organiz..:1.tions also make the sponsoring organization
responsible for detennining which organizations meet the type III definition. This imposes an
unreasonable burden on a sponsoring organization with hundreds ofdonor-advised funds. Such
determinations should be the responsibility of the IRS.

Penalties. on Certain Transactions

Section 4967 imposes a tax on a -donor or advisor who recommends to the sponsoring
organization a distribution from a donor-advised fund if the distribution results in a donor,
donor~advisor) or related person receiving a more than an "incidl~ntal benefit" A tax, also is
imposed on the donor, donor-advisor or related person who receiy(~s the b(:nefit and fund
managers of the sponsming organization who knowingly agree to make the distribution, with no
conc01nitant burden 011 the gidIltee that improperly provides the benefit.
This new provision will require a sponsoring organization to devote more ofits
,resources to the administrative task of identifying: those individuals and entities that might he
related to the donor or donor-advisor.
Section 4958 (Intermediate Sanctions)

The inclusion of investment advisors as disqualified persons is overly broad,
piCking up aU investment advisors for many sponsoring organiZ<1.tions, whether they aTC
independent or hav:e a relationship with a donor to a donor-advised fund. Compensation to anyvendor should be rcasonabk~ but to create an additional category of disqualified 'persons solely
for sponsoring organizations make:.. no sense. If Congress considers investment advisors ::md
their fees suspect, then they shol,lld be suspeCt tor all public charities.
Section 4943 (Excess Business Holdings)
The Pension Protection Act extends the application of the excess husiness
holdings rules to donor-advised funds. In applying the rules, each donor-advised fund's holdings
are aggregated with the holdings of disqualified persons with respect to the donor-advised fund,
as defined by Code Section 4943(e)(2). Asponsoring organization will now be required to
devote considerable staff and financial re~')ources to compliance with these rules----no small
undcltaking in light of the breadth offuc aggregation mks. A sponsoring organization must
monitor the holding,." of each donor-advised hmd to detemlim~ whether it falls within the 2
percent de minimus mle and, if not, additionally identify the disqualified persons and their
investment holdings that are in cornmon with thf:: donor-advised fund. This is a daunting
task because of the endless string of relatedness constituting disqualified persons. There is no
mtional way that an institution with numerous donor-advised funds can gather and track this
information in any meaningfully accurate way; the result is likely to be significant
noncompliance or meaningless attempted compliance.

IRA Charitable Rollover
Because of the estate t~ rate..'i on lRi\ a"{scts left. to heirs other than a spouse, and because
many donors can afford to forego these assets, we applauded the charitable rollover provisi<)fi of
the PPA_However~ donOI-advised funds should not have been excluded_ Indeed, donor-advised
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funds at a community foundation> with the oversig)1t and graritmaking experience explained
above, arc the ideal vehicles. for the rollover; investrnent managers that hold IRA assets do not
have this expertise. The Trust also believes that the rollover should be made permanent.

Form 990T

The PPA requires that Form 990T be made public. Unlike the Form 990, the iufonuation
return. Whlch is public infonnation, the 990T is a tax return. Individuals' and cOrPorations~ tax
returns are not public documents, and this provision puts puhlic charities, and any taxable
companies in which they have an interest~ at a disadvantage.

.. .

As explained in the Introduction, community foundations and similar charitable
institutions have twin goals: to serve living donors and meet immediate community needs; and
to he permaut,nt endowment'i that have the resources to respond to the needs "We cannot now
imagine. Encouraging donors to think in terms of contributing to a permanent fund buttresse.<;
both goals. At The Trust, all donor-advised funds, if not fuBy expended after two succe..o;;sions of
advisors, become unrestricted ftmds of The Tnlst. And with our other component funds, they
provide irreplaceabte support for the voluntary institutions that are a vital part of American
democracy.
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THE NEW YORK
COMMUNITY TRUST

~
GT

909 Third Avenue, New Ynr.k, NY t0022

T: 212-686·0010

f: 212--532-8528

www,nycommuoitytru-sLorg

July 31, 2007

RacheUe Butler? Vice Prcsidt.."Ilt
City College 21~ CcnturyFoundation, Inc,
160Convenl Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Dear Ms, Butler:
It is my plcnsutetQ infonn you that a two-year grant 0[$130,000, $65,000 each year, has
been autllOrized, effective immediately, to the Charles B, Rangel Center for Public Service, City
College of CUNY. A copy of my letter to Mr. Gregory n. Williams is enclosed for your
information.
It is my understanding fuat the City College 21 st Century Foundation, Inc. has agreed to
administer the funds for the City College of CUNY. Payment of the first installment of this
commitment in the amount of $65,000 is now being processed and win be forwarded to you upon
receipt of a signed copy oflhis letter and acceptance by the grantee,
You will note in my letter to Mr. Williams that a fiscal accounting of grant expenditures

is to he submitted to us by July 15,2008 and llily 31, 2009. 11 is undel~tood that any limds not
used for the purposes described in these letters win revel1 to The New York Community Tmst.
This grant is subject to financial audit upon OUT notification during or immediately
fol1o\Ving the grant period. A separate bank account is not required, but it is necessary that a
separate accounting of this grant be maintained.

We appreciate your assistance in the administration of this grant.

Sin~~,oa-£~

JoM:v! ~ . ~~

Senior Vice President
Grants and Special Projects
ceo Gregory IL Williams
Brett Silverstein
ACCEPTED BY:

CIT§<!!JiGlJ.1l

CENTURY FOUNDATIOJ\!,JNb

.~

BY'

c;:CI

sr

DATE'&.-.±t.

t;l0FFICER

o

P

Jh_~_
NAME

2~

u~

...- - - - -...
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THE NEW YORK
COMMUNITY TRUST

~
G1

909 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
T: 212..-685·0010 F: 212·532-8528
www,l1ycomrnlJnilylrtlsLorg

fliUST
Gregory H. Williams, President
City College of CUNY
Admin. Building, Room 30n
160 Convent Avenue
New York, NY Wn31.

Dear Mr.Willjams:
It is my pleasure to inform you thaI a two-year grant of $130,000, $65,nnO eaeh year, has
been authorized, ellectivc immediately~ to the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service, City
College of CUNY. This grant is to be used for fellowships to prepare 15 financially needy
students for careers in public service, as described in your proposal of April 26, 2007.
As agreed, our grant will be transmitted through the City College 21 ,t Century
Foundation, Inc. as fup.ds administmtoT for the City College of CUNY" A copy of our letter to
:Ms. Rachellc Butler is enclosed for your inforina~ion.

This commitment will be paid in two installments. Paymc~t of the flrstInsf.:iUmenfbf .
st
$65,000 will be fonvardcd to the City College 21 Century Foundation, Inc:· upon receipt of
sir,ned copy oftbis letter and acceptance by the funds administrator. The second'installment of
$65,nOO wiD be payable by August 5. 2008 upon reeeipt by us of a satisf.1clory interim report.

a

It is understood that these grant funds win be used substantially in af'.£ordance with the
budget included in your proposal. It is further understood that no substantial changes in the
budget or the grant period may be made 'without prior written approval from The Tms1. Any
funds not used for the purposes described in this letter win revert to The New York Community
T1:11S1.

A. condjtion of this grant is that you submit to us an interim and a final report. The
interim report should be submitted by ,Luly 15 2091 and a final report by InlY_IU09..2. TIwse
reports should contain a fiscal accounting of grant expenditures and a narrative describing the
fn]Jowing: (a) tbe objectives nfthe pruject supportedbytl,c granl, (b) activities carried ontto
meet each objective, (e) results accompliShed and (d) any prnblemseneountered andhowthey
were resolved. They should also include a detailed discussion of adivitiescamed out fo secure
~~nd.ing.,to:c.onti!?uet,.bi,s'p~je~t ~ncc?~r,!,?anre~p~res. Please note that reRQ.!t~jlIe an m.t~gnl:l
P.~19,f9ur ~6nitoriI:,g (lI!4yaiua~ill~w.Q.ces~i~I¢'!~~.:.Qfm~mr~~P1tTI!?e~~,0.[ re"~w ~f any
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Page -2-

f!!1Jlre J!Jant request will he contingent upon OhI receipt and satisfactory I~ylQ...~9flli~

infonn@:tion prQ:yig~~t.

Allr~gI!§_;;;hQlJJg_.h~_<ct_cJqg:~1:l§~_9JQMs.

JM4itQ__ L9~

This grant is subject to financial atldit upon our notification during or immedlately
following the grant period. A separate bank account for the grant is. not required, but it is

necessary that a separate accounting ofthis grant be maintained.
The funds making up this grant commitment are derived from our William H. Beni Fund,
Lucy Wortham Jaules Memorial, and Esther Jean Amhold Fund. Biographical sketches ofMr.
Berti and Mmes. James and Arnhold aTe enclosed.
It is requested that, in any publicity given this grant, acknowledgement be made that
funds were received from The New York Community Trust. Please enclose copies ofany

publicity when you send us the final report.
'.rVe apprcciate the cooperation extended to J.illC Stern in connection with the evaluation
1c:adlug to this grant Best wishes for the success of this effort

Sincerely,

CfX~~

Joyce Bove
Senior Vice President
Grants and Special Projects

JMB:lg
Enclosures
cc; Rachelle Butler
Brett Silverstein

ACCEPTED BY:
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THE NEW YORK
COMMUNITY TRUST

~

GT

909 Third J'l.venu-e, New York. NY 1.0022
T:
F: 212-532·852B

LMie A. Slutsky
Pre,,,idcnt

August 2, 2007

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
163 West 125"' Street
'NewYork, NY 10027-4419

Dear Congressman RangeL
I am delighted to let you know that The New York ComrnunityTrustjust
approved a$130,OOO grant for fellowships for ll-:te Range[ Center for Public Service's
inaugural cla..<>s. I have e~closed the grant write-up we l)repared for our board.
Because you have a fund with us, 1 thought you might be interested'in the
donors whose funds are the sources for tbis grant. I have enclosed three brief biographies:
Jean Arnhold set up her ftmd (0 help needy students; Lucy Wortham James left her fund
fOT unrestricted purposes. The third donor, William H. Berri, created his fund to defray
the costs of cullege for poor st.udents.
.

We are looking forward to significant contributio,ns from the Rangel Center's
graduates,
Sincerely,

@AY!1
LAS:d
Enclosures
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III
GREGORY

H. WILLIAMS

Presidenl

August 6, 2007

Ms. Joyce Bove
The New York Community Trust
909 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Ms. Bove:
On behalf onhe City College ofNew York, 1 am delighted to thank you for
The New York Conununity Trust grant 0[$130,000 to the Charlo.. B. Rangel
Center [or Public Service.
We arc honored that Congre..;;sman Rangel has chosen to estahlish a rennanent
legacy to his long career in public service at The City College, and we- are
grateful for your support, which will establish the New York Community
TIUst PublicSeryicc Scholars Prugram_ The assistance you will provide these
talented studenls will greatly furthL'f the Center's goa] ofincrcasing the

number of individuals from undcITt.-prescnted populations in govcnunent and
public service.
We look forward to reporting the success of this program next year. Until
then, thank you-Qnce mOTe,

Sincerely,

GIlW:rs

THE CITY UNIVltRSrrr OF NEW YORK
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GEORGE 1\. DAHEV

CHARLES B. RANGEL
l'm.CON(WfS.SoONM,[),sr"'Cf

NewY""""

.lAMFSF..CAf'EL
MilJlICl\JonfcmR

'NAYS AND MEANs:
CJY.lflMAN

(:ongrCf$f$ of tbc mtnitcb ~tatc5
~oust

of l\epresentatil:les
t!l€ 20515-3215

WbIa~bill\lton,

August 16, 2007
Loric A. Slutsky
President
The New York. Community Trus:t
909 Third Avenue
New York, New Yark 10022
Dear Ms. Slutsky;
I am writing to thank you for sucha generous and substantial grant from the New York
Community Trust for the Rangel Center for Public Service fellowships. These
contributions will make an immeasurable difference in the lives' of many students.
I also t11ank you for the extremely helpful biographies you sent about the donors. I
appreciate knowing the sources of the grant. I look forward to hearing the successes of
the fellowships.
Again, I thank you for your contribution.

CBRlkaj

o
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THE

,,·~W

YORK COMMU1'" . , TRUST

. @eekCopy .]

>,,9 THIRD AVKN1!F: - NKW YORK, N.V.lOon
and its operating affiliate:;:

Long Island Community Foundation
at Nassau Hall
1f:64 Muttoutown Road
Syosset. N.Y. J1791
(516) 681-5035

Community Funds, Inc.
90911lird Avenue

Westchester ColJ1Iill.mity Fo\mdatioo
200 North Central Park Avenue

New YOlk, N.Y. 10022
V 12) 686-0010

Hartsdale, NX. 10530

(914) 948+5166

As authorized by our Goveming Board, we arc pleased to enclose a check for $65,000.00
To be applied in accordance with Joyce M. Bove's letter of July 31, 2007.

Grant Irom: The New York Community Trust
Esther Jean Arnhold F~nd...
Lucy Wortham James M orial
William H. Ben-i Fuud

NEW YORK CQMMUNI1Y TRUST
+** FILE COpy *"'*

THE NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST
909 THIRD AVENUE - NEW YORK, N.Y. HH)22

JPMC1ll(l!l Cllar.e BUll!;:

No. 43241
Date: 08/2112001

401 Mao;lisonA'Ie, NY, NY 1{)01.7

PAY
Sixty~Five ThOllsand

Dollars and Zero Cents

lOTHE
ORDER OF

CITY COLLEGE 11 ST CENTURY FOUNDATION, tNC.
ATru~ RACHELLE HUTLER., VICE l'IlESIDE"l'rr
J60 CONVENT AVENlffi
$-154

THIS IS A CHECK COPY

NEW YORK, l\.ry 10031
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Suggestion Control Sheet
Current Status: In-Process
Date: 09/10/2008
Reason: Recommended for Approval
Payment; 1 of 1
Status History: Recomm,mded for Approval

9/1012008

Total Requested:

$3,000.00

This Payment:

$3,000.00

Income I Principal:lncomc

Fund: 1074 Herbert and Edythe F. Benjamin Fund
Sehednled Date: 0911 012008

Date Received: 0911012008

Printli'und'? Yes

Anonymous? No

Fund Advisor: Mr. Peter Hoffman
Second CC on Cheek:

Voneher Message: As authorized by our goveming board, we are pleased to enclose a check for
$3,000.00. This grant is made at the suggestion of Linda and Peter Hoffman for
educational purposes at The Charles B. Rangel Center in memory of Herbert
and Edythe Benjamin. No part of this grant mayacerue to the advisors' benefit.

Grantee: (56813) City College ofCUNY
Rangel Center for Public Service
This payment is going to a fiscal agent.

Check Copies
Congressman Charles Rangel, Mr.

Payee:
City College 21 st Century Foundation, Inc.

Peter Hoffman, President Geogory H.
Williams, Grantee

Attn: Rachelle Butler, Vice President
160 Convent Avenue
S-154
New York, NY 10031

Ageucy Loc:

lIufrnate:

IRS Status:

Manhattan

05fW2012

Public Charity

Arc.afCategory/Subcat:
Purpose:

Education, Arts, & the Humanities I Education I All Other

for edtKational purposes at The Charles B. Rangel Center in memory of Herbert and Edythe Benjamin.

Fund Notes: Field ofInterest Advised: ...that gifts be made lIln memory of
Herbert and Edythe Benjamin" and that uses .such as an endowed chair at a university or
college, educational scholarship funds and medical research be favored.

Entered by: ACL

Original checked

b~

iiiIl.

•
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THE

N~W YORK COMMUNIT . TRUST
9091HlRD AVENUE - NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
and its operating affiliates'

Long JsJarld Community Foundation
at Nassau Hall
1864 Muttontown Road

909 Third Avenue
New York, NY. won

(212) 686-0010

Syosset, N.Y. 11791
(516)681-5085

I

Community Funds, inc.

Westchester Community Foundation:
200 North Central Park Avenue
Hartsdal~ NY 10530
. (914) 948-5166

As authorized by our GovemingBoard, we are pleased to enclose a check for $3,000.00
This grant is made at the suggestion of Linda and Peter Hoffman for edueational purposes
at The Charles B. Rangel Center in memory of Herbert and Edythe Benjamin. No part of
this grant may aceme to the advisors' benefit.

lL=

Herbert and Edythe F. Benjamin Fund
==.JII
1I--====G=,=rat=,=t=fr=o=n=l:=T==h=e=N=e=w=y=o=r=k=c=o=m=m==,"=ll=ity=T=r=u=s=t==========
C.<Jpy to: MR. PETER HOFFMAN
55 EAST 87TH STREET, APT. 140
NEW YORK, NY 1012&

NEW YORK COMMUNITYlRUST
*t* PILE COpy 1<..,

THE NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST
JPM,~,"Ch,,,B.,,

909THIRDAVj<:Nm~-

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

No. 5£2£4
Date; WI! !120M

401 Madlsoo Ave. N'l'. NY 10017

PAY
Three Thousand Doffars and Zero Cents

TO THE
ORDER OF
CITY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATlGN, INC.
ATTN: RACHELLE BUTLER, VICE PRESIDENT
160 CONVENT AVENUE
S··I54

.,'" * ** **" **$3~O 00.00

THIS IS A CHECK COpy

NEW YORK. NY 10031
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THE NrV YORK COMMUNIT~TRUST
909 THIRD AVENUE· NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
and it" operating affiliates:
Westche.~ter Communityfoundatip.rL

Long Island COmfnnnlty Foundation

Community Funds, Inc.

at Nassau H"n
1864 MuttontoWi:l Road

909 Third Avenuc

200 North. Central Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10022

Haltsdale, N.Y. 10530
(914) 9485166

Syosset, N.Y. 11791
(516) 681·5085

(212) 686-0010

As authorized by our Governing Board, we are pleased to enclose a check for $65,000.00
To be applied in accordance with Joyce M.Bove's letter of July 31, 2007.
/

Grant from: The New York commu."n~·Trust
William H. Beni Ifund}"
Lucy Wortl,am James Memorial

.

NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST
FILE COPY ***

~*'"

THE NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST
J?""'gao e",,,, .",

909 THIRD AVENUE· NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

No. 71471
Dale': 09/2212009

4D1 MadisoflAve. NY, NY lDl}17

PAY
Sjxty~Fjve Thousand Dollars and Zero Cents

TaTHE
ORDER OF
CITY COLLEGE 21ST CENTURY FOUNDATION, INC.
ATTK RACHELLEBUTLER, VICE PRESIDENT
160 CONVENT AVENUE
S·154
NEW YOIU(, NY 10031
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A SPECIAL PRESENTATION FOR
THE ROCKEFElLER BROTHERS FUND

THE CHARLES

B. RANGEL CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
MID-CAREER PROGRAM

IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION

AT THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK/CUNY
January 25, 2008

Office of Development and Institutional Adv~ncement
Shepard Hal1, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue
New YorL NY 10031
211~650~7J:25

II
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THE CHARLES

B. RANGEl CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE AND POLICY INNOVATION

THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK/CUNY

Seed Funding/or Prograni Services
The City College of New York/CUNY (CCNY) seeks funding from Rockefeller Brothers Fund
to help nonprofit leaders from underrepresented groups to engage in public service best practices
and to present symposia for dialogue on community change occurring in Upper Manhattan.
CCNY is located in Upper Manhattan's West Harlem area near tbe border of Washington
Heights, within the federal Congressional district represented by Congressman Charles B.
Rangel. Both Harlem and Washington Heights neighborhoods are integral to the Pivotal Place
program area of New York City targeted by Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
CCNY requests $50,000 in seed funding for program services to be provided by the Mid-Career
Program in Public Service and Policy Innovation based at the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service. The purpose of the Rangel Center is to promot, greater diversity in public service
and to overcome barriers to full participation in the public sphere faced by underrepresented
populations. The funding for program services will help CCNY train nonprofit leaders who are
Mid-Career Fellows of the Rangel Center to manage dramatic community change such as that
occurring in Harlem.

Program Need
Successful community transformation is often reduced to a single catalyst, education, and
increased education has a documented favorable impact on household income and community
change. CCNY has consistently applied this knowledge and produced graduates who raise their
family's income, arc involved in neighborhood hnprovemeut, and participate in community
action. The Rangel Center's Mid-Career Program in Leadership and.Policy Innovation offers an
approach that targets leaders and leadership training from underrepresented backgrounds-those
African Americans and Latinos/as already engaged in public service at the hchn or in the top
ranks of public agencies and nonprofit organizations. Funding for program' services is needed to:
1. Develop relationships and methods to identify mid-career leaders who need training,
2. Coordinate internships, sabbaticals, and other co-curricular enhancement activities, and
3. Produce symposia and events to help leaders and groups resolve local issues.

CSOC.CBR.00024677
CSOC.CBR.00024677
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Program Benefit
As part ofthe Center's goal to increase the number ofunderreprescntcd groups in public service
and to strengthen these group's ability to overcome barriers to full participation, Mid-Career
Rangel Fellows will receive the knowledge, technical assistance, and access to 'academic
perspectives ncccssary to succcssfully navigatc and lead community change, Selected Rangel
Fellows will take a sabbatical from their jobs and spend time with other leaders and academics at
City College and deliberate on issues ofleadership and public policy,

In addition, Rangel Fellows, students and the public will bc provided with thc opportunity for
greater scrvice to thcir communities through training, networking and dialogue on public service
and policy issues of major imporlance to them, Increased public awareness and access to public
service and policy programs at CCNY will help to establish the Rangel Center as an important
public service career pipeline, This in itself is a critical contribution for CCNY to make as a
public institution giving back to its resident community of Harlem in thc midst of changc,

ConclusioJ1
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service Mid-Career Prognnn in Leadership and Policy
Innovation will provide a platform to help leaders, organizations and residents resolve local
issues, It will provide training to the leadcrship of agencies and nonprofits that arc involved in
community change and demonstratc that trained, diverse leadership in public service can avert
the sometimes harsh effects of rapid demographic change while also promoting beneficial
dialogue about managing and leading change:
•

Nonprofit leaders from underrepresented groups \vill be armed with sharpened skills and
insights into community changc best practices,

•

Thc Rangel ('-enter will becomc cstablished aq a central and neutral place for leaders,
scholars, students and the public to articulate public service and policy issues affecting
them, and

•

The Mid-Career Program in Leadcrship and Policy Innovation activitics will appreciably
heighten thc value and opportunity of a careedn public service for Rangel Fellows,
students and the public at largc,

CSOC.CBR.00024678
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Our Request ofRockefeller Brothers Fund
Given the Rockefeller Brothers Fund's commitment to transformative community change in
New York City and its record of success in supporting programs that effeet social and
eommunity change, The City College of New York would like Rockefeller Brothers Fund to
consider a gift of $50,000 to assist in establishing The Mid,Career Program in Leadership and
Policy Innovation at The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service.
Seed funding for program services will support:

Program development - internships and serviee learning placements
Coordination -- workshops and enhancements such as web interaetivity
Symposia - academic and public fonnns
On behalf ofthe Rangel Mid-Career Fellows and public service majors who will benefit, we
thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have questions or need
additional information please contact:

Nituno Mu'id, Director of Development
CCNY Office of Development & Institutional Advancement
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:

Towards the future ofour nation:

The City College ofNew York

CSOC.CBR.00024679
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PUBLIC SERVICE STUDIES AT
THE CITY COllEGE OF NEW YORK

I CUNY

The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service is the centerpiece of City Collcge's efforts to
promote greater diversity in public service and to generate a more effective leadership
reprcsentative ofthe entire U.S. population in the policy-making arena. As it evolves into a
national hub for public service policy and research relative to underrepresentcd populations, the
Centcr will provide co-cunicular, academic excellence and public education modules in five
program areas:
•

'The Charles B. Rangel Center, (0 be housed in a restored Convent Avenue mansion otlof
the main City College campus with a conference center and offices for visiting scholars;

•

The C. V. Starr Library, consisting of Congressman Rangel's documents, archives,
memorabilia and related items;

•

The Master's Program in Public Service;

•
•

A Combined BAIMA Program in Public Service, and
The Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation.
In taU 2007, CCNY hircd Iris Geva-May as the Rangel Center's Senior Scholar responsible for
dirccting research into pnblic service and policy relating to underrepresented populations (a bio
sketch is attached). The Rangel Centcr has received the financial support of the New York City
Council, CUNY system; a few individuals, and the Starr, Ford, Verizon and Kbcel FOlmdations.
In addition to the Rangel Center, a number of existing CCNY programs help to diversify public
service in Upper Manhattan by training students to deliver social, health, youth, arts and culture,
and senior citizen services in addition to technical assistance services. Information about these
programs is attached. The most prominent and relevant programs are:

The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public Policy, which provides summer internships
at government agencies in Washington, DC and New York in executive and
Congressional offices, house and Senate committees, labor unions, advocacy groups and
policy research organizations (interns have served in Congressman Rangel's office on
l25th Street in Harlem.);
The Colin Powell Leadership Program, which is an interdisciplinary program of
instmction and co-curricular support designed to give a select group of CCNY students
with leadership potential service learning courses and opportunities that aIlow them (0
learn in under-served communities;
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The Pre-Law Program that includes the D'Agostino-Greenberg Program in Law and
Public Policy, which is a lecture series that comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and

legal internships for student;
The City College Architectural Center, which provides internships for architecture, urban
design and landscape architecture students and also serves asa community design clinic
responding to the planning, education and advocacy needs oflocal leaders and nonprofits
groups, at minimal cost to these organizations, and
The Dominican Studies Institule, which is an interdisciplinary research unit ofthe City
University ofNew York at City College. Activities include lectures featuring scholars at
various stages of their careers discussing the Dominican experience, The Institute
promotes linkages between the academy and the community such that residents have the
opportunity to participate in an academic dialogue about them and express their opinions.

ABOUT THE CITY COllEGE OF NEW YORK I CUNY
The City College of the City University ofNew York offers a unique and fitting environment for
programs aimed at increasing diversity in the public service field, lifting ncw populations to
career success and abating poverty. The College was fotmded by public referendum in 1847 as a
free academy to serve "the children of the whole people." One of a young America's great
democratic experiments, the College remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the
most important avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generationsofNew
Yorkers.
Historically, City College student populations have included waves of immigrants originating
from Ireland, Italy, Gennany, Russia, Africa, the Caribbean, Asia, Latin America and more.
Today, mOre than 90 languages are spoken on campus. Approximately 58% come from families
with combined incomes of$30,000 or less, and three-quarters work while attending school. Most
are the first in their families to go to college, and over half of CCNY's students attcnd part-time.
For over 160 years the College has provided tmsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds of
thousands of talented young men and women with rew material resources, preparing them for
jobs in the professions and public service with the expert skills needed to change their ol',n future
and shapc the world.
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CCNY/CUNY CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER SENIOR SCHOLAR

IRIS GEVA-MAY
Iris Geva-May is tenured fuli professor of policy studies In the Doctoral Leadership
Program, Graduate Program of Public Policy and Department of Political 'Science at Simon
Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada. She was affiliated with the Department of
International Affairs, School of Political Science, Haifa University, Israel until 2000. She has
been Visiting Professor at a number of Graduate Schools of Public Policy such as UC
Berkeley (1993, 1995), Carleton University, Ottawa (1997, 1998), Kyoto University, Japan
(2000), National University of Singapore (1999), Central European University, Budapest
(1999), Tel Aviv University, Israel (2000), Hebrew University, Jerusalem (2004). She has
been Honorary Professor at Plymouth University, UK 2000-2006.
Her PhD Is from the University of Manchester, UK (1986) and Post-doctorate from UC
Berkeley, Graduate School of Public Policy (with Aaron Wildavsky), She served as Director of
the Department of Policy Evaluation, Analysis and Planning, Ministry of Education; adVisor,
policy analysis and planning, Ministry of Immigrant Absorption, Ministry of Science and
Technology, the Government Commission, Prime Minister's Office, Jerusalem; she adVised
to Governor's Office, MYE Province, Japan, and others, She served as advisor for the
pianning or re-organization of several programs of policy analysis/studies.
Among others, she is Fulbright Feliowship recipient 1995, Canadian Enrichment Program
(Canadian "Fuibrlght") recipient 1995, 1997, 2000, British Council award reCipient 1999 and
1983, ORS, UK in 1984 and Hornby Award, UK, 1985, In recent years she has been Flocruz
Foundation Feliow (Brazli, 2003), Japanese Government Fellow (2000) and Canadian
Studies Halbert Fellow, Jerusalem (2004).
She is the founder and editor-in-chief of the international Journal of Comparative Policy
Analysis: Research and Practice, RoutledgejTaylor and Francis, Oxford, UK and founder of
the International Comparative Policy Analysis-Forum network dedicated to promoting the
dialogue on comparative policy studies (http://www.jcpa.ca). She is consulting editor of the
Journal of Public Affairs Education (NASPAA); editorial board member of the International
Journal of Public Management; International Public Management Review, Elsevier; Public
Polley Review, Blackweli; and, scientific reviewer for the EU Commission - Research
Committee and INTAS, She has a considerable number of funded research reports, articles
in refereed journals, chapters in books, and work-papers, several published books and a
long list of talks and international conference presentations on various aspects of policy
analysis methodology, polley evaluation, comparative policies, as well as immigration,
higher education and health care policies. The focus of her current research is comparative
(a) the impact of cuitures/polltical cultures on policy analysis and polley planning, (b)
immigration policies, (c) Implementation models, (d) developments and trends in policy
programs in Europe, US and C~nada, e) clinical reasoning In policy analysis processes.
Her most recent books are devoted to the methodology of policy analysis and Its application
to various policy fields: Thinking Like a Policy Analyst: policy Analysis as a Clinical
Profession, Palgrave McMillan, New York, 2005 was defined by a book reviewer "a cutting
edge book" in policy analysis literature; The second edition of An Operational Approach to
Policy Analysis: The Craft, Kluwer Academic Pbl. (1997, 2000) is forthcoming with Palgrave
Macmillan, New York and a translation in Chinese with Wunan Publishers, Taiwan. Her
forthcoming book on Immigration Policies summarizing fifteen years of study on the subject,
Is forthcoming with Kluwer Academic Publishers In 2008 and so Is Comparative Policy
Analysis Studies with Routledge.
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BRefereed Articles and Chapters in Books since 1999 (partial list)
Geva-May, 1. , Nasi, G., Turrlnl, A., Scott, C. (forthcoming 2007) MPP Programs Emerging
Around the World, JPAM, Special Issue on Directions for Policy Analysis Instruction.
Geva-May, 1. and Mitchell, B. (forthcoming 2007) Policy Implementation: Conflict in
Distance Education Policy in Canada. Canadian Journal of Distance Education.
Geva-May, l. (2007) "We Seem to Have Always Spoken in Prose... ": Policy Analysis Is a
Clinical Profession. Implications for Policy Analysis and Policy AnalysiS Instruction, Policy
Studies Journal. (lead article)
Geva-May, 1. and Maslove, A. (2007) Policy Analysis in a Comparative International
Perspective. In Michael HOWlett, David Laycock' and Laurent Dobuzlnskls (eds.) Policy
Analysis
Studies
in
Canada,
Toronto:
Toronto
University
Press.
Geva-May, Land Maslove, A. (2006) Canadian Public Policy Analysis and Public Policy
Programs: a Comparative Perspective, Journal of Public Affairs Education. (lead article)
Geva-May, 1. (2004) Riding the Wave of Opportunity Windows: Termination in Public Policy.
Journal of Public Administration, Research and Theory, 14, 309-333.
Geva-May, L, (2004) Political Cultures and Public Policy Making. ENAP, 27, National
Institute of Public Administration, Brasilia, Brazil.
Geva-May, l. and Thorngate, W. (2003). RedUcing anxiety and resistance in policy and
program evaluations. Three case studies. A Socia-psychological Analysis. International
Journal of Evaiuation, 9:2.
Geva-May, 1. (2002) From Theory to Practice: Policy Analysis, Cuitural Bias and
Organizational Arrangements Public Management Review, 26:4.
Geva-May, I. (2002) Culture and Policy Making. Nomos, Kansai Osaka University Press,
12:1.
Geva-May, I. (2002) Comparative Studies in Public Administration and Public Policy. Public
Management Review, 26:3.
Geva-May, l. (2002) The Missing Variable: Cultural Bias in Policy Analysis. Journal of
Comparative Policy Analysis, Special Issue: Policy and Culture, Robert Hoppe (ed.), 4:3.
Geva-May, I. (2002) "Higher Education and the QUiet Reform." In Lok Sang HO (ed.)
Education Reform, Singapore: World Scientific.
Geva-May, 1. (2001) Till Death Do Us Part: The Conceptualization of Policy Termination,
Journal of Public Administration, 24:3.
Geva-May, I. (2001) Higher Education Policy In Israel and Goals Attainment: An AnalysiS of
Efficiency Indicators. Journal of Higher Education, 42:3.
Geva-May, I. and Pal, L. (2000) "Exploring Differences: Policy Analysis and Policy
Evaluation." In Public Policy Analysis and Management, Research Annual, Nova Science
Books, Policy Studies Organization.
Geva-May, l. and Maslove, A. (2000) What Prompts Health Care Policy Change? On Political
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Power Contests and Treatment of Health Care Systems. The Case of Canada and Israel.
Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law, 25:4, pp. 717-742.
Geva-May, 1. (2000) On Impacts of Comparative Policy Analysis. Immigration to Israel:
What Other Countries Can Learn. International Migration, 38: 1, pp. 3 - 4 6 . Geva-May, 1. and Kfir, A. (2000) Developments in Public Policy Analysis and Evaluation in
Israel. Public Administration, European Forum, 78:2, pp. 409-422.
Geva-May, 1. and Pal, L. (1999) Good Fences Make Good Neighbors: Policy Evaluation and
Policy Analysis. Evaluation: The International Journal of Theory, Research and Practice, 5:3,
pp. 259- 277.
Geva-May, 1. and Pal, L. (1999) Policy Evaluation and Analysis. Policy Evaluation, Policy
Studies Organization, 5:1, pp.5-18.
Geva-May, l. (1999) Reinventing Government: the Israeli Exception. The Case of Political
Cultures and Public Polley Making. International Management Journal, 2:3, pp. 112-126.
Geva-May, 1. (1999) Absorption Policies In Israel: The Re-trainlng of Scientist Immigrants IJi
an Emergency Mass Immigration. In Daniel Elazar and Morton Weinfeld (eds.) Still Moving:
Issues in Migration. NY: Transaction Press and Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs (JCPA).
pp. 177-205.
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IRockefeller
IBrothers Fund
Philanthropy for an Interdependent World

March 20, 2008
Dear Niamo:
It is a pleasure to confinn that on March 14, 2008, the president of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund
approved a grant of$50,000 to The City College 21" Century Foundation, me., designated as a
contribution to the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Senrice Mid-Career Program in Leadership and
Policy li1t1ovatioll, 'This grant may only be used for the charitable purposes and activities that are specified
in your proposal. If your organization expends or Gomrnit~any part of the grant funds for purposes or
activities other than those for which this grant is made, your organization must repay to the Fund an
amount equal to the amotmt of grant funds so expended.
The Fund requires with respect to each of its grant payments a report on the usc of the grant
fund'J., including a financial accounting and a narrative statement that assess'the value ufthe grant in
helping to achieve the objc~tives of the program of activities for which the grant funds wereused. Please
include our grant reference number (08~83) on any correspondence rdated to this grant. We request that
the report on the use of grant funds he submitted by March 31 ~ 2009.
We would appreciate if you would signify your agreement to the tcnns of this grant by signing
below and returning this letter to us, Upon receipt of a signed copy, the Fund will forward a check made
payable to The City College 21 $1 Century Foundation, Tnc.~ in the in the amount of $50,000, representing
full payment of this grant.

With best wishes fOr the success ofthi, important ~::~ ,/)

:ii/fji£::
The undersigned organiZ<ltion agrees to the tenus and conditions set forth in this letter.

Ms. Niamo Nancy Mu1id
Director ofDe:velopment

The City College of New York
Sh"1,ard Hall, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue

New York, NY 10031
Grant Reference No.: 08-83

RBF

I 437 Madison Avenue

New York, New York lO022-7001PHONE .l-i.2U.8u'4;lOO

FAX +I.zu.8I2.4299 WEBSITE!

,v,\'W.rbf.org .
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McLAUGHLIN & STERN, l,LP
260 MAD1SON AVENUE

NEW ¥ORK., NEw YORK 10016
HTJYI,ER C. HELJl

Partncr

(212)448-1100
FAX (212) 441Hl066

August 8, 2006

Mr. Robert V. Edgar
The New York Community Trust
Community Funds, Inc.
909 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Dear Bob:
As Advisor ofthe above food at Community Funds, Inc. I would like to recommend a
grant of $25,000 to the Charles B. Rangel Center at City College ofNew York. The check
should be sent to Rachelle Butler, Vice President; Office of Developmcut and Institutional
Advancement, The City College ofNew York, 138 th Street and COTlvent Avenue, S-154, New
York, NY 10021.
I am enclosing a copy of Congressman Rangel's letter to me of July 26, 2006 which will
give you more information cOllceming the Center.
'Dlank you lor your favorable consideration.

HCH/lg
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791358

TH!'; N.EW YUKK LUJYllYlLJJ'iJ J r LKlJi:'l
909 THIRI) AVENUE· NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
and its operating affiliates:

Long Island Community Foundation
1740 Old Jericho Turnpike
Jericho, N.Y. 11753
(516) 681-5085

COimnunity Fund'), Inc,
909 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 686-0010

Westchester Community Foundation
20{) North Central Park Avenue
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
(914) 948.5166

As authorized by our Governing Board, we are pleased to enclose a check for $25,000.00
This grant is made at the suggestion of Huyler C. Held for general support at the Charles
B. Rangel Center. Your acceptance of this check will certifY that (a) no individual
associated with this charitable fund will receive any goods or services as a rcsnlt of our
grant; and (b) our grant will not be use<;J" to satisfY any legally binding pledge.
Grant from: THE RHODEBECK CHARITABLE FUND

HUYLER C. HELD, ESQ.
MCLAUGHLIN & STERN, J.,Lp
260 MADISON AVENUE. 18TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10016-2401

MS. RACHELLE BUTLER
VP.FORDEV.
CITY COLLEGE OF NY
138TH STREET & CONVENT AVENUE
8-154
NEW YORK, NY [0021

THE NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST
909 THIRD AVENUE· NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

.No. 2985i¥<t11'
: Date: 09/0512006

PAY
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars and Zero'CelJts

TOTHE
lDEROF

THE CITY COLLEGE FUND
ATTN: JAMES L: SCHATZ, EXEcunVE DIRECTOR
SHEPARD 166
160 CONVENT AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10031

CSOC.CBR.00024824
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Shepa(d Hall, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue
N~w

York, New York 10031

TEL,212.650.7125
PAX, 212.650.7149
www.ccny.cunj.e'du
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT

&

rNSTIrUT10NAL ADVANCEMENT

May21,2007

~hand Judy Weston

217 Christopher St
Montclair, NJ 07042"4205

Dear Josh,
I want to thank you for agreeing to provide support for not one hut two wonderful programs at
The City College of New York over the next five years. I have spOken to Presidellt Will)arns
ahout your commitmentalJd he is delighted, as are Dr. Marina Fernando, director of our
International StudiesProgram, and Dr. Brett Silverstein, Dean of Social Science.
The two projects are:
Tbe Josh and Judy Weston Master's Pr"gram Scholarships (or any other name that might
sound more melliflnous!):
.

Scholarships@$IO,OOO caehfor a cohort of five BAJIVIPA or MPA (CCNY grads oilly) student~
per year forfive'years in the program leading to the anticipated master's degree in public. .
administration/public se!'Vice, beginning in spring of2008. The decision as to how manystudents
will be chosen in each program will be made by the academic selection eomtnittee that the dean.
will bring together. [Should an unexpected number ofthe students require the third year .
(BA/MPA students), and increase the cost ofthe program beyond the anticipated budget, aii you
kindly sugge&ied, We will bring this to your attentiou as the cohorts progress] and;
The ,Tosh and Judy Weston International Stndent Travel Program

Support for a cohort of six CCNY.students going abroad as part of the Inte~ational Stndies
major eaeh.sunnner for five summers. Stndents will be sent only to developing countries as yon
prefer. Advising and other needed support are included in your pledge.
I understand that you will pledge $1 million over five years at $200,000 per year. As I
mentioned, we are in possession of $180,000 of your funds on deposit, $\ 0,000 of which we Will
apply to your mble purchase fur the 2007 gala. That leaves $170,000 ofthefirstyear's $200,000
to begin funding the progrilll1s.
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In order to ensure a fifth cohort in each program at the total cost above, City College commits
either to reduce the anticipated cost. or to find the necessary funding elsewhere. Please review
the suggested timeHne below for your projected pledge payments, make any changes you wish,
and if you are comfortahle with the provisions, sign and return this letter !I' us for oui records.
You will note that after this year, I have suggested going'ona fiscal yeaicnding, in ease we have
one cohort beginning in January 2008 and one in September 2008.

Pledge payments:
$200,000 by January 31, 2008

Pd $170,000 Balan"c remaining./S30,OOO

$200;000 by January 31, 2009
$200,000 by January 31,2010,
$200,000 by January 31, 20 II

Josh, as always, you arc ahead of the curve-just as we are putting together new great ideas, you
are right there with us, helping us to implement them and advance City College. Our'deepest
gratitude to you and Judy for partnering with us in these two exciting new initiatives-I think it's
going to be terrific.
.
Warmest wishes to you both,

P.S. A return envelope is enClosed for your convenience. Thanks '
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Shepard HaH, Room 154
J 60 Convent Avenue

New York, New York 10031

THE Crry COU.EGE
21S1' CENTUR\' FOUNDATION, INC.

TEL: 212. 650.7125
FAX: 212. 6507149
www.ccny.cully.edu

March 17, 2008
Mr. Robert Catcll
Chainnan
National Grid (US)
One Metrotech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Dear Bob,
I want to thank you for this wonderful gjft of $ I ,000,000 ($1 million), $500,000 ofwhJch will be
designated for the Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies and $500,000 of which wiJl be
designated for the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service, both at The City CoJlege of New
York (CCNY). By directing your gift to these Centers of ExceJlence at the College, you enable
your alma mater to strengthen these two fine programs dedicated to helping City College
students enter public service. You have contributed so much of your time and energy to making
the world a better place, you are a wonderful role model for our students. Your gift will help
others to continue your record of public service, especially our talented CCNY students who are
so much like you were.
1 know that both General Powell and Congressman Rangel will be thrilled by these wonderful
commitments and wiU look forward to your announcement on the occasions when they will be
present to hear it. We will arrange to meet some of the very fine Powell Fellows and Rangel
Scholars so you can see the tangible results of your generosity.
Your pledge may be paid in one lump sum or in payments over as many as five years. We would
like to endow your gift so that only the annual income will be used. In this way, your gift will
provide for future generations of City College students in perpetuity. The Robert Cotell
Endowed Fund at the Colin L Powell Center and the Robert Catell Endowed Fund at the
Charles B. Rangel Center will remain at the College forever.
We do ask that should this gift not be paid in full during your lifetime, you agree that your estate
will complete the gift up to the full $1,000,000 after your death either in a lump sum or at the
same schedule as you have indicated below. We ask that your will be modified to include this
commitment and a copy of the relevant section dealing with the beguest be given to City College
for its records. ]fthe criteria and the tenns above are in accord with your wishes, please sign and
date this letter and return it to us for our records.
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Bob, on behalf of President Gregory H. Williams, General Colin L. Powell, Congressman
Charles B. Rangel, and the students and faculty of your alma mater, The City College ofNcw
York, I would like to express our deepest gratitude and appreciation for this transformative gift.
I look forward to celebrating with you in Washington, DC and at the CCNY Presidential Awards
Dinner on May 7. By the way, thank you again for so generously agreeing to be our co-honoree
at the gala. By this commitment, you have just elevated that event to an historic level!
.

Warmest regards,

Shelly Butler
Vice President

1prefer to make one lump sum payment by: '~'"'~J._. 71==--'-- ..0 "-"--- ..- - - - 1 prefer to make my payments as follows:
by December 3J, 20J I

by December 3 J, 2008
___...

by December 31, 2009

by December 31,2012

by December 31, 20 J 0

_.O~JlJJ_~__

BY: Robert Catell

- qj-' ~.$,

JH'6_ _

Date:
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20515-3215

June 13, 2005
Susan V. Beresford, President
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017-4890

Dear Ms. Beresford:

I

am

writing

philanthropic

to

you

as

a

community with a

·leader

in

the

shared visioQ

and· commitment to. public service, to .share news
of an initi.ative with a potential ·that' has me
quite excited. The City College of the City
University of New York plans to. create the·
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to provide an opportunity for
education and' training for careers. ~n, public
service ·for the underprivileged ·students the
College has tr~ditionally served. I want you to

know of my personal interest in· and enthusiasm
for the creation of this Center and/my pride in
the decision of the City University to name it

for me.
AS you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from

our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be . made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who
areas a great
nation. I am a~king you. to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
care~is in public service.
.
I

we

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of t.fje us population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top

-1045~
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-maRing
positions in the US Federal government, are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population,
The Charles B, Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a, school in the' most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups,will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my'legacy in my horne Harlem community,
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the, City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars'
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating depate.
I will be exploring with, my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
,the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
aEproach the donor community, part~cularIy
private and corporate foundat~ons j nEArest'ed in
eaucation. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of,the Rangel
Center concept in the corning weeks and
hs.

CBR:gad

-1046~
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rORO

FOUNDATION

.320 EAST 43HO STREET
NE:W YORK, NEW YORK 10017

LJSA,N V, BERRESFORO
PflESIOEt'<lr

June 27, 2005

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
U.S. House of Representatives
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-3215
Dear Congressman Rangel,
I received your letter regarding thll Charles B. Rangel
Center for Public Service and look forward to talking with
you about it. We will be interested to learn ']lore.about your
vision for the Center's long-term support and City
University's commitment to iL

Please let me know when you would like to meet in
either New York or Washington.

Sincerely,

~'\{".~~
Susan V. Berresford
bee: Barron Tenny
Barry Gaberman
Marta Tellado

OFF'1e£; OF THE: PRESIDENT: TEL. {;?.1;:e:}
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Confidential Memorandum
Congressman Charles B. Rangel
CCNY President Gregory Williams
CCNY Vice PresidentShclly Butler
September 8, 2005
Briefing - Ford Foundation

To:
From:
Date:
Re:
MEETING LOGISTICS:

Prospect:
Attendees:

Susan-V. Berresford, President, Ford Foundation
Congressman Charles Rangel, President Gregory Williams, and Vice President Shelly

Date and Time:
Location:

Butler
.Friday, September 9, 2005
3-4 PM
320 E. 43nl Street, between l' an
Vema or Radica 212-573-4630

Contact:
OBJECTIVES:

Interest the Ford Foundation in making 11 substantial contribution to the Charles B. Rangel Center at
The City College of New York. Focus on Congressman Rangers vision to have a more diverse
-population of public servants that reflects the diversity in the United States, and the uruque factors at
City College that makes this the place to train such future le;a.ders.
Talk about having the Ford Foundation playa key role in the creation of the Rangel Center. The
program section of the Rangel Center buaget is $23 million (Ford is not likely to cover the building
portion of$7 million).
Gauge interest level and answer questions.
• Close meeting by finding out what financial range Ms. Berresford would consider. We will follow-up
with 11 written proposal in that range. Experience with the Ford Foundation shows that Susan
Berresford. prefers to state the grant tan~that she will consider towards the end of the meeting.
If.spedfic numbers are discussed, our- priority is:

•

1. '$5 million in funding (unrestricted) "to educate and train students
from underrepresented populations for careers in public service."
2. IF and only if during the meeting there is pressure to identify a designated funding
opportunit14 then the recommended strategy is to ask for $5.2 million to endow the:
student scholarships and internships. The proposal budget on page 18 outlines the 20
annual scholarshi sand 20 annual aid intemshi s. Total c
. 260000.
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Administration Building, Room 300
Convent Avenue at 138th Street
New York, New York 10031

GREGORY H. WILLIAMS
President

September 15, 2005

The Honorable CharleS B. Rangel
Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell Jr. State Office Building
163 West 125'" Street,Suite 737
New York, NY 10027

Dear Charlie,
What a fabulous meeting we had at the Ford Foundation on Friday and
I must say, we couldn't have done it without you. You spoke so
movingly of the need for education-I don't think any of us will ever
forget how you brought it home to everyone there with such power and
conviction that to be without an education is to be in danger of dying-that the people who didn't have a car or couldn't buy gas and escape
Katrina were the people without education.

I

~r

alThe
Your commitment to seeing that the Charles
City College of New York is established was ~~nd I
believe that the Ford leadership was convinced of the importance of
making sure it happens.
I can't imagine a better partner in this endeavor than you, Charlie, and
when the Rangel Center opens, it will be the proudest day of my life.

Your friend,

G~

THE CiTY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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A Proposal for:'~

The Ford Foundation
December 13,2005

Transformirl'----'lbn's future
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A Proud History and Mission - The Children ofthe Whole People
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and immigrants. The College has produced great
scientists, captains of industry, public servants, teachers, doctors, lawyers, arChitects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New York City,
with one of the most diverse student bodies of any college
in America. Its more than 12,000 students carryon a
tradition of excellence as they win prestigious awards and
fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate and
professional schools, and make their marks in the
sciences. in the arts, in community service, in industry, and in education.

Access and Excellence
For 158 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence and public
higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for
generations of New Yorkers, City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity
to hundreds of thousands of talented but needy students. With particular focus on meeting the
needs of "the children of the whole people," The College provides unique oppOrturiities for
underrepresented populations to enter fields new to them with expert skills and education.

Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City College lives it
Last yearlP~~~.wsa!Ml World ReportraIlkedCity Collell" first in djv\)!litXin the na?o~.vvith
African-Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first with
.,~.~_~._..Hispsnic.,Americans.as_thelargest.minority.-Thc-2OO4:2OO5issuc-ofCCNY.s-Cif¥Eacts-states

__

that 87% of CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.

TheChronicle ofHigher F-ducation 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the category of
bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students earn 75% of the total, Blacks 8.5%,
Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at City College, however,
Blacks received 34.1%, Hispanics 30.1% and AsianlPacific Islanders 11% of the total, an
incredible record of success in populations underrepresented in bachelor's degrees earned. Many
of theso degrees are awarded in exceptionally demanding programs unique to City College,
which do not exist elsewhere in the City University system, such as engineering, architecture,
biomedical education, and certain science programs.

-1264-
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Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public
schools. Many are immigrants or children of immigrants; they
speak 91langtUlges other than English and were born in 147
countries. City College students are usually the first in their
families to go to college, following a tradition that reflects the
pattern of generations of CCNY alumni, whose achievements
became the model for their own families.

Founded to provide children ofthe poor and new immigrants access to the American dream
Now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are fmancia[\y needy. Approximately 59% come
from families with combined incomes of less than $30,000; three-quarters of the students work
while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half of the students attend part time,
most often for fmandal reasons. They pay $5,OOO/year in tuition, books, and fees. Because they
frequently need to support themselves and sometimes even help support their families. few have
the time for community or public service, but many strive to do it nevertheless.

A Tradition of Community and Public Service at City College
City College proudly claims many students who, regardless of tremendous fmancial and family
pressures, talee the time to provide service to their communities. A few examples are;
• The RosenbergIHumphrey internship program, in which students talee summer
internships at government agencies in Washington, DC, and New York in executive and
Congressional offices, House and Senate committees, labor unions, governmental
agencies, advocacy groups and policy research organizations;
• The service learning program that has provided internships for City College students to
go to the Central African country of Rwanda. where they spent the summer working in
tire Rwmttil!'Miliis!r'y'(jf-'l"i!Illl1t!e~'\Mle.ilili6n'ph'!gftIIll;'dre lifillis!tji af@lelllM
and Development, and the Ministry of Health's Psycho-Sodal Trauma unit;
• All students at the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education malee a commitment to
enter community medicine in underserved and disadvantaged communities; part of their
commitment is to engage in volunteer work in those neighborhoods during their school
years.
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The Charles B. Rangel Center at The City College ofNew York
Longa.yi~ion ofCongres~man Rangel;

this Center will initiate programs designed to prepare
students and mid-career leaders from underrepresented populations to take the helm in public
life. The program will build on City College's tradition of public service, its diverse student
body, and its mission of excellence and access.
City College is in Congressman Rangel's own district in Harlem, his home for almost 40 years. It
is fitting for this enterprise to have its beginnings in the community where the Congressman has
worked for so long to bring the benefits of American society to its entire people. The Center will
include The Charles B. Rangel Library, a combined BNMA program in public service, a stand
alone MA program in public service, and The Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career
Program in Leadership and Policy Innovation

The Ford Investment
We would like to propose that the Ford Foundation invest in the Charles Rangel Center through
support of The Master's Program in Public Service, which will recruit and prepare young people
from underrepresented populations for careers in government and public service. As a critical
component of their degree program, students will participate in internships and research
assistantships. The internship locations offered will span the wide range of service organizations
and government offices in New York City and Washington DC. Professors and postdoctoral
fellows studying the range oftopics examining underrepresented minorities in public service will
direct the research assistantships. The Rangel Center's InternshiplRescarch Coordinator will
organize both of these projects.
The program will also offerinterdisciplinary specializations in conjunction with The City
College Schools of Architecture, Engineering, Education, and Biomedical Education, plus
CCNY's special programs in transportation, waste management and urban public health. Upon
completion of the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like the Federal Career Intern
Program, entering government service on a two-year temporary appointment with eligibility for a
ent assi
ent u n co letion. These and other 0 ortunities will encoura e
erg·olliiiderrepresenie<fiiiUiOriiY groupiftoiipp ftopri 16 seIVlce
During the startop phase, The Center and its director will introduce new courses, develop a
strategic plan of action, coordinate internships for the students, assemble teaching and research
staff, begin planning for the Rangel Library and Archives, and initiate researCh by postdoctoral
fellows and their research assistants examining underrepresented populations in public service.

-1266-
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Funding the Center
City College anticipates that the United States Congress will support this initiative with a seed
grant. It then expccts that during the second fundraising phase, The College v{ill bring together
the public and private resources necessary to forward the Center. It is with this in mind that
CCNY brings this pioneering program to the Ford Foundation. CCNY believes that the goals of
the Rangel Center resonate with the Foundation's mission of strengthening democratie values,
reducing poverty and injustice, and advancing human achievement. In addition, other
foundations that have expressed intcrest in the project will be pleased to see investment in thc
Rangel Center by the world's leading foundation. Once this partnership is assured, it is expected
that Congress will provide additional funds.
The $30 million overall budget for the Rangel Center was devised with conservative fInancial
planning in mind. Rather than fundraising annually for opcrating expenses, the campaign to fund
the Rangel Center focuses on building an endowment that will sustain the Ccnter into the future.
Mounting this program and demonstrating its success will enable The College to fundraise
effectively for its endowment. In order to develop a program that will remain in perpetuity,
CCNY needs a period of time during which it can build a record of accomplishment that will
attract additional investments by other foundations, corporations, and individuals.
As discnssed during the November 18th meeting, a gnant of $750,000 will enable The College
and the Rangel Center to introduce the Master's Degree in Public Service program and build the
above-mentioned record of accomplishment. During this thne, as the first objectives are
achieved, the College will continue to secure funds for the Rangel Center's endowment and
renovation. .
Funding from the Ford Foundation will assist with the program
budget for three years, enabling The College to recruit the fIrst
director, a leading scholar with a pnblic service background.
The director will initiate the program, market it to new students
and facult , dir
. .
raise endowment
------Poro-F6ijjjdJition funmngWm also coveI'Ihesalary and Det!efltsfor f1lefltSt post<toctOlld fe1low;------·a stipend of $5000 for each student intern and research assistant and other program-related
expenses. The postdoctoral fellow will engage in research and teaching at the Center, and
provide guidance to the Master's students. The students will integrate their elassroom learning
with internships and research. City College facnlty in the areas of sociology, political science,
international relations, etc. will also supervise student rcsearch assistantships. The critical
stipends will enable these students to gain vital hands-on work experience to prepare them for
publie service. The funding will allow the students to work fewer hours at jobs unrelated to their
career paths in favor of voluntary work experience in the public sector or of groundbreaking
researCh.
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On behalf of The City College of New York, We thank youfor your thoughtful consideration oC~
this request. If you have any questions or need further information, please feel free to contact
either:
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138tb Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10038
Tel: 212650'
~10' ~~"C<.'"
Fax: 212650
Email: rbutler!,
Dr. Brett Silverstein, Dean
Division of Social Science
The City College of New York
138tb Street and Convent Avenue, NAC6/14l
Tel: 212
Fax:

-1268-
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Memo
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

January 11, 2006
President Williams
Shelly
Letter from Congressman Rangel

We can only use the $450k grant from Congress for renovating a facility, but nowhere
does it state that it can only be used for the Alumni House building. I think we should put
it into a fund and wait. If we are able to collect the Verizon $500k and other construction
funds, we can then renovate the Alumni House; if not, we can consider another location
for the Rangel Center.
I spoke with Brett, who feels he can put a BAIMA program together if we are awarded
the $750k grant from the Ford Foundati.on. The program will be somewhat different,
making the MA in Sociology now a Public SeNice master's.,
I have a call in to the Ford Foundation and i'm hoping they will still be interested even
though Congress gave us very little seed money. We're hoping to get the Ford grant
and that our presentation there will help us get others. If not, I think we're done! Of
course, if the Democrats take back the House, it's a different story and we will certainly
want to hang in for that.

Lisa spokelo Ray about the letter from Rangel and he thinks that we should continue to
work on both Rangel and Powell projects simultaneously, and not worry that one might
know about the other.
Float it with capel-we're wringing our hands-you guys have to come up with some
more money-maybe we could use $400k in some other place
Hoping we can move forward-looking forward to see what happens next
Greg buttonholed jim and told him we need more money to make this happen
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Jackson, Sarah

Subject:

Gray, Verna
Wednesday, March 15, 2006 9:43 AM
Caruso, Maureen
FW: Updata on Rangel

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:

To:

-----Original Message----From: Bernstein, Alison
Sent: Monday, March 13, 20063:32 PM
To: Berresford, Susan

Cc ~ williams, Thomasina; Gray, Verna
subject: Update on Rangel
Importance: High
SVB- I just got off the phone with Shellee Butler re a tentative date for a briefing here
at the FF on the Rangel Public Service initiative at City College. The date of May 5th was
put on my calendar and yours. unfortunately Congress has not taken any step towards
funding -- they still have only the $450,000 earmark they always had when they started
talking with us. I am beginning to think that such a briefing is pre-mature given the slow
pace of Congressional action. What is your assessment? Do you still want us to go forward?
Remember they are looking for big bucks from Congress. I think it might make more sense to
postpone until early summer or the fall. AB
t
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Update on Ford Foundation and the Rangel Cenler
Brett Silverstein

President Williams,
I had called Jim Capel after getting a slightly annoyed response from the Ford Foundation re
the smaller-than-expected Congressional support so far. Jim took it to the Congressman and
called me yesterday. He said that we're going to be getting a letter from the Congressmanre
actions they are proposing for this year's appropriations-the '07 year-which total about $10
million this year. He thinks they'll probably be successful, at least to the tune of several
million.
I then called Alison Bernstein and told her this. She said that Susan had just gotten back and
said that even if Congress fails in its commitment, Ford will do something, but a much more
scaled-back version. They're interested in doing the project whether or not Congress steps up,
but they can't replace Congress' commtlmenl. She said to "tell" Greg that we will try to help in a
modest way even if we don't get help from Congress."
When I told Alison about the letter, however, she said "That's good enough for us. If, in fact,
there was no movement on the Congressional front, we should postpone until we get it or, we
decide to scale back. If this means that we can pUll off enough of a commitment by May 5,
then tl will be fine." I said the appropriations bills are going in from spring through fall and I
didn't know whether wewould have commitments by May but that we would send her the
letter as soon as we received il.
She said that May 5 is still a possibiltly, not a probability, but that after they receive the letter,
they will detennine whetlier it serves our purposes better to do it on May 5 or in the fall. I said
.
we would be happy to go with their decision.
So, now we're just waiting for. the letter. The encouraging thing is the Congressman's
response, I think.
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President.
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
160 Convent Avenue, S- I54
New York, NY 10031
Tel: (212) 650: ... ; 650;
Fax: (212) 650,
Email: rbutler(
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Office of the Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
TIle City Conege of New York
Shepard Half, Roam '154

160 Convent Avenue
New York, New York 10031
TEl: 212,6507125
FAX: .2126-50.7'149
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Caruso, Maureen
From:

Bernstein, Alison

Sent:

Tuesday, March 14, 2006 4:39 PM

To:

Caruso, Maureen

Ce:

Gray, Verna

Subject: RE: meeting with Congressman Charies Rangel and City College President Gregory H. Williams

I have spoken with SVB and Butler. ... We may likely postpone this ... I'll let you know by the
end of the week. AB
From: caruso, Maureen
sent, Tuesday, March 14, 2006 4:01 PM

To: Bernstein, Alison
Cc: Gray, Verna
SUbject: FW: meeting With Congressman Charles Rangel and City Conege President Gregory H. Williams

Alison,
Verna is hoiding this date and time: 5/5 from 10 - 2.
Shelly aiso left me a phone message yesterday to set up a time with you
to discuss including invitees from other foundations. Please advise when I shouid schedule this.
Thanks,
Maureen

From: Sheny Butler
Sent: Friday,
To: Caruso, Maureen
Subject, meeting with Congressman Charles Rangel and City Conege President Gregory H. Williams
Dear Maureen,

I wanted to get a final confirmation from you about the date for President Susan Berresford, Dr. Bernstein and
others at the Foundation, would be meeting with Congressman Charles B. Rangel, President Gregory H. Williams
and me. Right now, the date and time we have been given is May 5 from 10 am to 2 pm, including lunch and we
would like to firm up the arrangements,
President Berresford had suggested that the Ford Foundatien invite other foundations to hear City College's
presentation, and had kindly offered to contact several, inclUding New York Community Trust President Laurie
Slotsky. President Berresford had also recommended the Carnegie Foundation fOfour project and we were
hoping to invite them and any others that the Ford Foundation suggested to us.
Thanks for all your help wtth Ihis and I look fOlWard to hearing from you.
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancem,.o~_............_ ....
The City College of New York
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160 'Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel:
Fax: '-"'"-"'U-'v'
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Lodico, Nicolette
Petrovich, Janice
Tuesday, April 18, 2006 4:56 PM
Korenfield, Irene
RE: Charles Rangel Polley Center

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks for the reminder, I think you can let it go. Lisa Jordan has the happy 'task of this 10th fioor
special. Now what is my DD leftover?
From: Korenfield, Irene
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 4:25 PM

To: Petrovich! Janice
Subject: Charles Rangel Policy Center
Importan<:e: High

Hi Janice,
Way back in September, you asked me to note 500K from your budget for the Charles Rangel Policy Center, which SVB
would reimburse you for later. I never did put in that amount.- I can still hold the 500K from Director's Discretionary for this,
if the grant is still going to'be done. It seems a liitle strange to hold 500K for something you will be reimbursed for [ater~~
that's probably why I didn't hold it in the first piace. Should i just make a note of it in GM Consideration, so it won't actuaily
deduct from your DD budget?
Thanks,
Irene
From:

petrovich, Janice

Sent:

Wednesday, September 2a, 2005 11:05 AM

To:

Korenfield, Irene

Subject:

RE: Charles Rangel Policy Center

None from me.

From: Korenfield, Irene
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2005 10:57 AM
To: PetroVich, Janice
SUbject: Charles Rangel Policy Center

Hi Janice,
Will you contribute any of your own funds to this? From your note, it looks like the total grant amount will be $500K and
SVB will pick up the entire lab on this. Is that correct?
Thanks,
Irene
From:

Sent:
To:
SUbject:

Petrovich, Janice
Tuesday, September 27, 2005 10:23 AM
Korenfield, Irene; Matla, Lori
for dIrector's discretionary and OVP

Please set aside $500K each in DD and OVP for the Africa Higher Ed partnership. This is for both
years of the new biennium.
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Irene, please also note $500K from my bUdget for the Charles Rangel Policy center. SVB will
reimburse me for that thanks
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Lodico, Nicolette
From:
Sent:

Berresford, Susan
Tuesday, August 15, 200611:19 AM

To:

c,,:

Bernstein, Alison; Tenny, Buzz
Mischiu, Rodica; Barone, Marisa

Subject:

letter from Rangel

Alison,
Rope the Alaska trip is going well.

My office sends stuff out to me. here and among this week's set is a letter (a form letter)
from Congressman Rangel to Paul Allaire. Correspondence control sent it to me and then it
comes to you.
1 know you have been talking to his staff about the progress they have made. Given that
this is a 'formal letter of request, I think Maureen should acknowledge it in your absense
with words like "AB is away on business and she has asked me to acknowledge the letter
to Mr. Allaire. She says she hopes to conclude discussions with you before long I as the

other support for the program becomes clear.

..

Or some way of indicating that we are

committed to it hut a few hurdles remain.

Incidentally, his letter says they have the $3. 6 million from congress.
Thanks. SVB
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Jackson, Sarah
From:
sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bernstein, Alison
Monday, October 30, 2006 4:23 PM
Berre.ford, Susan
Williams, Thomasina; Anderson, Gregory; Petrovich, Janice
FW: Update on the Rangei Center at City College

Imporlance:

High

-----Original

Mess,.g~,ccccc.. _....

From: Shelly Butler

.....•..•..•....••..•..

Sent: Monday t

To: Bernstein t Alison
Subject: RE: Update on the Rangel Center at City College
Alison,
This is tremendous news. I will work on responding to your email ASAP.
Thanks so much for all your help.
Best regards 1
Shelly

Shelly Butler r Vice President

Development & Insti tutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent
New

S-154

NY

Tel:
Fax:

Email:
-----Original

From:
Sent:
To:

Ce:

jim.capel@mail.house.gov;

Williams!
Subj ect: RE: Update on the Rangel Center at City College
Importance: High

shelley- Thanks for this update. I have talked with President Berresford
and we can now encourage you to submit a proposal for $1 million (over 4
years to begin when you have approval for the program) to help put in
place the academic program structure for the Ma.sters' Degree
component ... I would assume that Dean Silverstein would be the project
coordinator/manager? The proposal can be initiatively addressed to me,
Thomasina Williams and my colleague, Dr. Janice Petrovich. Please
remember that we do not provide full time support for faculty lines but
can help with visiting scholars, research projects and assiatants and
internships for students.
Moving on to your plans for the lunch ... pIs provide a few dates in
mid December or early January when President Williams I and Congressman
Rangel can attend the lunch. Susan thinks the pitch requires both of
them to be there. I'll work on Susan1s calendar once :t have a few dates
from you. We can talk next month about the shape of the luncheon and
invitees -- I will need a complete list of names and addresses from you
to get the ball rolling. Best, Alj'ifO.
•
--~-~Original

Message-----
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From: Rachelle Butler
Sent: Friday, October
To: Bernstein, Alison
Cc: Caruso, Maureen; gwilliamg~'~"~' ~ - - -C- --'~; jim. capel@mail.house.gov
Subject: Update on the Rangel Center at City College

Hi Alison,
It was good talking to you and I appreciate the time you took to chat
after your very arduous but wonderful trip east and west. I want to
apprise you of what's going on with the Master's Degree component of the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. social Science Dean Brett
Silverstein reports as follows:

1IIn CUNY r the firs't step for starting a new program is to write a
Letter of Intent describing it and then pass it through the Social
Science Curriculum Committee and the Review Committee. It then goes on
to 80th Street, CUNY headquarters.
{Actually the Social Science
Committee, of which I am a member, meets at the Graduate Center.) Once
the questions raised made by these committees are answered, the Social
Science Committee asks for a complete proposal, that is, the Letter of
Intent plus many details (syllabuses, CVs of instructors, estimated
tuition revenue r costs etc.}.
The Social Science Curriculum committee has already received our Letter
of Intent with all its accompanying information. They will be meeting
within two weeks; changes will be made and the Social Science Committee
will meet again within two weeks after that to give its endorsement.
Finally, within two weeks after that, (early December) the Review
Committee will vote on it. It will then proceed to the CUNY Board of
Trustees, whioh will vote on a resolution we present.
I cannot guarantee it, but it is very likely that by the end of
this semester or by the beginning of the spring sem~ster, permission to
expand the Letter of Intent into a full proposal will be given.
In
anticipation of this, we have completed most of the work needed t.o
create the full proposal and we should be able to accept students for
fall, 2007. 11
Brett Silverstein
Dean of Social Science
I also want to give the update on OU,T fundraising and where we stand
with the three phases we h~d described earlier: the seed money from
Congress; foundation, corporation and individual fundraising; and
finally the completion of the project by Congressional appropriation.
As we discussed, attached please find a spreadsheet showing the current
fundraising totals for the Charles B. Rangel Center, both confirmed and
pending. As you see, we have made good progress since we last met. We
have the seed money the Congressman promised and we are mak.ing headway
in the second fundraising phase r approaching foundations, corporations,
and individual donors. The Congressman has been a little busy lately,
but we hope to have more of his time after November 7.
We are very pleased that the Ford Foundation will host a presentation
for the Rangel Center at its headquarters. I don 1 t have to tell you how
important that is to the Rangel Center and to City College.
When we met with President Susan Berresford, she suggested that we would
want to reach out to the Carnegie Foundation as they might have an
interest in the Rangel Library. AA~Jill'[1MoIIli..liIIllilillliloliiMlil"·hat Ttle include
torie Slutsky at the New York CO'"
he knows. So, of
course, we would love to have the
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In addition~ if possible, we would very much appreciate Ford inviting
representatives from these foundations whose missions we feel will be in
accord with that afthe Rangel Center:

Starr
Peter Jay Sharp Foundation
(They have given City College two grants here totaling $1. 3 million)
Wallace
Sloan
MacArthur
Pew Charitable Trust
Robert Woods Johnson
William Randolph Hearst
Altman
Revson
Mellon
I have looked over the foundations tha.t received the Congressman 1 s
letter (albeit a form letter> r and the most important ones were the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Atlantic Foundation. Again, we would love
to meet with representatives of those foundations. President Williams
does know the president of the Rockefeller Foundation, and perhaps if
she knows that Ford is behind this project/ she might attend.
Any foundation in addition to the list above that you feel should be in
the room that day, please suggest to us. Also, we would be happy to
include corporate foundations and corporations if you feel it would be
appropriate. We have a number that we would like to inClude,
Regarding strategies for the presentation/ as soon as we have set a date
that is convenient for you and President 13erresford (if possible) /
congressman Rangel'/ and President Williams/ I would like to meet with
you to develop the agenda,
It would be wonderful if the establishment of our new progr'am in public
service coincided with the upcoming 2007 Centenary of City College I s
Harlem campus and the 160th anniversary of CCNY's creation. '£tIe remain
very grateful for the Ford Foundation I s interest in advancing this
program and we look forward to working with you on it.
Thanks so much,

Shelly

Rachelle D, Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
Shepard 8-154
j,38th and Convent Avenue
New York, NY
Tel,
(212)

~~ll'

(::.2;:12~,)~, ::::',<".,

650r

'."
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10-27-06 Alison to Susan - FW Update on .the Rangel Center at city College
From: Bernstei n, Ali son
Sent: Hi day, october 27, 2006 3: 13 PM
To: Berresford, Susan
Cc: Williams, Thomasina; Edwards, Michael; Petrovich, Janice; Mcclymont,
Mary
Subject: FW: update on the Rangel Center at city college
Importance: High
Attachments: Rangel fundraising rev.xls
SVB -I called Shelley Butler earlier in the week to see where things stand. This is
her reply ... it looks as i f we need to move on $lm from unit reserves in the next
two months or so. I t also means that we should plan your luncheon with other donors
for right after the beginning of the calendar year. Does that make sense to you?
Alison ps- I am thinking that this is a joint KCF!PSJ reserve request. On our side,
either Greg Anderson or Cyrus should be the PO but I will let Janice petrovich mull
that one over.
-----Original Message----From: Rachelle Butler
Sent: Friday, october
To: Bernstei n, Ali son
-; jim.capel@mail.house.gov
Cc: caruso, Maureen; gwilliams
subject: update on the Rangel Center at' city College
Hi Alison,
It was good talking to you and I appreciate the time you 1:ook to chat after your
very arduous but wonderful trip east and west. I want to apprise you of what's going
on with the Master's Degree component of the charles B. Rangel Center for Public
service. Social science Dean Brett silverstein reports as follows:
"In CUNY, the first step for starting a new program is to write a Letter of
. Intent describing it and then pass it through the Social science curriculum
Commi ttee and the Revi ew Commi ttee. I t then goes on to 80th St reet, CUNY
headquarters. (Actually the Social Science committee, of which I am a member, meets
at the Graduate Center.) Once the questions rai sed made by these commi ttees are
answered, the soci a 1 sci ence commi ttee asks for a complete proposal, that is, the
Letter of Intent pl us many details (syllabuses, CYs of i nS1:ructors, estimated
tuition revenue, costs etc.).
The Social science Curriculum committee has already received our Letter of Intent
with all its accompanying information. They will be meeting within two weeks;
changes will be made and the Social science committee will meet again within two
weeks after that to give its endorsement. Finally, within two weeks after that,
(early December) the Review committee will vote on it. I t will then proceed to the
CUNY Board of Trustees, which will vote on a resolution we present.
I cannot guarantee it, but it is very likely that by the end of
or by the beginning of the spring semester, permission to expand the
Intent into a full proposal will be given. In anticipation of this,
completed most of the work needed to create the full proposal and we
to accept students for fall, 2007."

this semester
Letter of
we have
should be able

Brett Silverstein
Dean of Social Science
I also want to give the update on our fundraising and where we stand with the three
phases we had described earlier: the seed money from congress; foundation,
pa e 1
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10-27-06 Alison to susan - FW Update on the Rangel Center at City College
corporatjon and indivjdu~l fundraising; and finally the completion of the proje&'€=by
Congressl ona1 apprOprlatl on.
AS we discussed, attached please find a spreadsheet showing the current fundraising
totals for the charles B. Rangel center, both confirmed and pending. AS you see, we
have made good progress si nce we 1ast met. we have the seed mone'( the congressman
promised and we are making headway in the second fundraising phase, approachin9
foundations, corporations, and individual donors. The Congressman has been a llttle
busy lately, but we hope to have more of his time after November 7.
we are very pleased that the Ford Foundation will host a presentation for the Rangel
Center at its headquarters. I don't have to tell you how important that is to the
Rangel Center and to City College.
when we met with president susan Berresford, she suggested that we would want to
reach out to the carnegie Foundation as they might have an interest in the Rangel
Library. Also, she suggested that we include Lorie slutsky at the New York Community
Trust, whom she knows. so, of course, we would love to have them there.
In addition, if possible, we would very much appreciate Ford inviting
representatives from these foundations whose missions we feel will be in accord with
that of the Rangel Center:
starr
Peter Jay sharp Foundation
(They have given city college two grants here totaling $1.3 million)
Wallace
sloan
MacArthur
Pew Chari table Trust
Robert woods Johnson
william Randolph Hearst
Altman
Revson

Mellon
I have looked over the foundations that received the congressman's letter (albeit a
form letter), and the most important ones were the Rockefeller Foundation and the
Atlantic Foundation. Again, we would love to meet with representatives of those
foundations. President williams does know the president of the Rockefeller
Foundation, and perhaps if she knows that Ford is behind this project, she might
attend.
Any foundation in addition to the list above that you feel should be in the room
that day, please suggest to us. Also, we would be happy to include corporate
foundations and corporations if you feel it would be appropriate. we have a number
that we would like to include.
Regarding strategies for the presentation, as soon as we have set a date that is
convenient for you and president Berresford (if possible), Congressman Rangel, and
president williams, I would like to meet with you to develop the agenda.
It would be wonderful if the establishment of our new program in public service
coincided with the upcoming 2007 Centenary of city College's Harlem campus and the
160th anniversary of CCNY'S creation. we remain very grateful for the Ford
Foundation's interest in advancing this program and we look forward to working with
you on it.
Thanks so much,
shelly
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A Proposal to

The Ford Foundation
for
The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
The City College of New York

November 13, 2006

Open the doors to all.
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together and
know of no distinction save that ofindnstry, good conduct, and intellect

Towm'end Harris, Founder,
The City College ofNew York
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Executive Summary
The City College of New York requests a grant of$1,000,000 from the Ford Foundation to
implement its new graduate program in public service and whose focal point will be the CCNY
Charles B. Rangel Cenler for Public Service. The Center \\~ll prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in government and public
service. The public service curriculum emphasizes a combination ofclassroom instruction and
practical training through internships.
Ford Foundation grant funds mil be used to help provide support for:
• research fellowships in public service for doctoral and post-doctoral fellows;
• a post-doctoral research fellowship for the Rangol Library;
• support for visiting scholars;
• master's level research assistantships; and
• public service school-year and summer internships.

The City College Mission
The City College ofNew York was founded through a public referendum in 1847 as a free
academy to serve ''the children ofthe whole people." One of a young America's great
democratic experiments, it remains one her great democratic achievements, and the most
important avenue to upward mobility and social advancement for generations ofNew Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands of
talented young men and women mth few material resources and opportunities. For almost 160
years, Tho College has opened up access to a world-class education to underrepresented
populations, preparing them to enter those fields mth the expert skills to change their own
futures, and shape the world. Often the children of immigrants or immigrants themselves, often
the first ones in the family to attend college, and often working while taking on challenging
academic programs, these talented students make their way toward success mth diligence and
determination.
Today's City College is a microcosm ofNew York City, with one of the most diverse student
bodies of any college in Ameriea. Its more than 13,00.0 students earry on a tradition of
exe.ellence as they win prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate
and professional sehools, \IDd make their marks in the sciences, in the arts, in public service, in
industry, and in edueation.
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Diversity at City College
Two years ago, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation,
where African-Americans are the largest group. Last year, City College was ranked first where
Hispanic Americans are the largest group. Today, marc than 87% ofCCNY~tudents describe
themselves as members of a minority group and 80 languages other than English are spoken on
campus.
The Chronicle ofHigher Education 2003 Almanac reports that ofthe total number of overall
bachelor's degrees earned in the United States as a whole, white students earned 75% ofthe
total, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at City
College, however, blacks earned 34.1 % of the total bachelor's degrees awarded, Hispanics
30.1% and AsianlPacific Islanders 11% -- an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented
populations.
Follmving a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni, whose
achievements became the model for their own families, most City College students have very
limited financial resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes of
$30,000 or less; three-quarters work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over
half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financial reasons.

The Lack of Diversity in Public Service in the US
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent ofthe U.S. population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportuility Commission's 2003 report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the men and women who occupy the top managerial, supervisory and policy-making positions in
the U.S. federal government are members of minority groups.
By 2050, minority groups in the United States will comprise 50% of its population. This
proposal builds upon The City College ofNew York (CCNY) mission of access and excellence
and Congressman Charles B. Rangel's legacy of public service to ensure that those who direct
our nation's affairs will reflect our citizenry.
The Charles B. Rangel Center's Objeetives

City College's Rangel Center will accomplish this through the establishment of a rigorous
graduate program for students from underrepresented groups that will prepare them for public
service, including elective office and careers in government, at the decision-making level. The
new master's program will be cQordinated with programs on the undergraduatc lcvel, many
unique to City College, to encourage and inspire our best students to move into the master's
program and pursue careers in public service.
Located in a rcstored Harlem mansion adjacent to The City College campus, the Charles R
Rangel Center will also house the Charles R Rangel Library, an archive that records the life of
one ofAmerica's most important public servants and serves as a rich repository of knowledge
and experience for students and scholars alike. Research Fellows and Visiting Scholars will
utilize its resources while sharing and imparting new knowledge in the field.
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Public Service at City College and Recruitment and
Poteutial for the Master's Program in Public Service at the Rangel Centcr
The City College ofNew York offers a unique and fitting environment for T:he Charles B.
Rangel Center for Public Servicc. Located in Harlem, the heart ofCongressrnan Rangel's
constituency, a number of City College programs attract outstanding undergraduate students,
most from minority populations, who are excellent candidates for public service careers. T:he
presence of these already excellent programs on campus affords CCNY an opportunity open to
very few colleges in the nation for carly identification, recruitment, and preparation of students
from underrepresented populations for the Master's and BAIMA Programs in Public Service at
The Charlcs Rangel Center for Public Scrvice. The College anticipates that some ofthcsc
studcnts will be among the first class to enter one of the master's dcgree programs that are
expected to begin in fall of2007.

THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER FOR PuBuc SERVICE AT CITY COLLEGE
A Carecr in Public Service
The Rangcl Center for Public Service will prepare students, particularly from underserved and
underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in govemment and public service. At the
heart of that effort is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of classroom instruction,
practical training through internships, and oppommities for vibrant eo-curricular interaction with
the Rangel Mid-Career Fellows on leave from public service careers.
BAIMA Program in Public Scrvicc
The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For
undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year ISO-credit BAIMA Program in Public Service will
attract current CCNY students and new students from New York City and around the country
who come to City College for the specific purpose of enrolling in the Rangel Program. The
BA/MA Program will attract students capable of and interested in an intensive "fast-track"
program leading to the master's degree. It will prepare them for public service with high-level
coursework, experienced government personnel mentors, and hands-on training through
internships and service learning.
MA Program in Public Service
For graduate students, the new 45-credit Master's Program in Public Service will provide the
capstone of conceptual and service leaming needed for a career in public service. The MA
Program's distinctive combination of classroom instruction, internship placements, and intensive
interaction with mid-career professionals will attmct both recent college graduates and older
students interested in advancing their skills and potential as leaders in public service. The
program will include participation in intemships or apprenticeships arranged for by the Rangel
Center in govemment and service organizations, and will offer interdisciplinary specializations
in concert with T:he City College Schools ofArchitecture, Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus its special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban
public health.
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Upon completion ofthe degree, graduates will he eligible for a program analogous to the Federa1Career Intern Program, entering government service for a two-year temporary appointment with
eligibility for a permanent assignment upon completion. This program will encourage the
involvement of members of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial nccd
through the availability of employment upon completion of the program.
.

The Charles B. Rangel Library
The Library will consist of documents, archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's
lifetime of public service. These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and
particularly to scholars within The City College and the City University, and will serve as a locus
of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full participation in public service
by underserved minorities.

The Program
A vital element of the City College program in public service will be the creation of research
fellowships for doctoral and post-doctoral fellows, support for visiting scholars, master's level
research assistantships, and public service student intemships. In tribute to the Ford Foundation's
longstanding commitment to scholarship, City College asks the Foundation to consider
supporting these initiatives at CCNY:

Research Fellows in Public Service
Fellowships for doctoral and post-doctoral scholars to study at the Rangel Center and work with
the archives and other materials available at the Rangel Library will be critical to its reputation in
the academic community. The College expects that Fellows will want to spend one or two
semesters at the Rangel Center researching issues relating to minority contributions to US policy
and history. A research fellowship of $30klyear will enable these scholars to serve in residence at
the Center, also serving as guides and mentors to master's degree students. In selecting Doctoral
and Post-Doctoral Fellows, priority will he given to Fellows who propose to do research on
diversity in public service. We request two research grants per year for a total of $60,OOO/year.
Post-Doctoral Fellow for the Rangel Library
The access at the Rangel Center to the collected papers of Congressman Charles B. Rangel will
be a valuable resource that will greatly add to the reputation of the Center and help it to realize
its goals. A Post-Doctoral Fellow will he selected to organize these papers, digitize them, and do
research with them and assist other scholars in using them. We request one Library Fellowship at
a cost of $30,OOO/year.
Master's Degree Assistant~hips
The Master's Degree Assistantship program will institutionalize the opportunity for student
participation and development through research. Each year, five assistants in the Master's
Program who elect to do supervised research will receive support (supplementing other
scholarships) to participate in an intensive research program, with $5,OOO/ycar in assistantship
support. (Total of $25,OOO/year).
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Visiting Scholars
Members of academia, think tanks, the public sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the .world, who have experience with the contemporary
challenges faced in public service, will come to City College to provide context, background,
and advice on steps needed to solve the problems. Visiting scholars with expertise in leadership
will be sought, with at least one with research experience in the barriers that deter many students
with minority and immigrant backgrOlmds from careers in public service. A Visiting Scholarship
of $75,000/year is requested.

Pnblic Service Internships
More than 50% of City College students come from families with a combined income of less
than $30,000 per year, and almost all CCNY students must work, many at more than one job.
Students from more aftlucnt backgrounds can benefit from the kind ofunpaid internships and
service learning opportunities available at agencies, companies, and government offices that will
give them a leg up in their careers. CCNY students often do not have the luxury oftaldng
advantage of those unpaid opportunities.
To level the playing field and give CCNY students the same competitive edge that more
materially comfortable students have, the Rangel Center wants to enable these students to work
fewer hours at jobs that are unrelated to their future professions, spend more time on their
studies, discover what fields interest them, and graduate with the kind of specialized expertise
essential to getting that first critical job.
In fall 2007, the Rangel Center will begin a yearly program for outstanding students that
provides them with $5,000/year stipends to enable them to take unpaid internships in government
and public service placements. Some students will want and/or need to take their internships over
the summer. This program will provide twelve students with $5,000 each to design and carry out
summer projects that unite service and learning to address public service priorities.
($60,000/year)

Goals
As the purpose ofthe program is to encourage men and women from underrepresented
populations to enter government and public service careers and seek leadership and management
positions within those careers, the program will:
• foster interest in public service among current CCNY students who undertake
volunteer work or internships successfully and encourage them to continue on to the
master's degree;
• ensure practical hands-on experience in public-service settings with inter-disciplinary
academic training;
• provide mentoring by current public service partners, a Visiting Scholar, and MidCareer Rangel Fellows;
• measure the program's impact by tracking how long program participants remain in it
and their satisfaction level with it;
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• establish effective career connections leading to joh placements in government and
publie service upon graduation; and
• track how many graduates from underrepresented populatio1lS enter government and
public service in both the short and long term.

Impact
A successful program will create a pipeline of well-prepared young men and women who intend
to make government and public service their life work. With continued success, they will reach
back and bring others into their midst, serving as mentors themselves. Through their increasing
participation, America's governing class will eventually reflect the full breadth ofthe nation's
citizens, their perspectives and their needs, more accurately and fairly. With the assistance ofthe
Ford Foundation, The City College of New York, historically a citadel of higher education for
those with talent and determination, but few financial resources, will provide the tools with
which these men and women can empower themselves and enter that governing class.

Program Budget Model
The proposed budget model is a snapshot of the program when it is fully operational; it may not
be fully implemented by fall of2007, and it may differ in details, but this model is intended to
serve as a general guide to CCNY's objectives. The requested grant of $1 ,000,000 over fOUf
years will help startup the research and master's degree programs in the early years. These
funds will not be used for endowment, nor will any part ofthem be used for the Rangel Center
building.

Purpose

Amount

Annual Total

Research Fellows in Public Service

2@$30keach

$60,000

Library Research Fellow

1@$301,

$30,000

Visiting Scholar

1@$75k

$75,000

Master's Degree Assistants

5@$5keach

$25,000

Public Service Interns-school year and
summer
TOTAL

12@$5keach

$60,000
$250,000
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Presentation at the Ford Foundation

Page 1 ofl

Brett Silverstein
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 200614:57:15 ·0500

From:

~Rachelle

Butler"

SUbject: PresentatIon at the Ford Foundation

To: gwjlliams '

---------

,.."

'c·· ".'

~).1

Co:

,

President Williams and Dean Si lverstein,'

We are confirmed at the Ford Foundation for
The other date, February 26,
confirmed for Congressman
Ford VP Dr.- Alison Bernstein.

be released. This

We will make a presentation of
~alliams

and Congressman
Silverstein. Then Lhere
want

for

to i.nvite

but have not

Included
this last
president level, plus· t",]O
Rockefeller and Donald Trump.

January 29, from 11: 30 to 2 pm.
has been cleared

Ford Foundation President ~usuan Be.rn'sl·ord and
by
by Dean
p ;~:~;~~;,~t)~remarks

President

who has funded the Rangel
those we as ked
succeeded with, and those who have
yet been as ked.
are a number of foundations we have
at the
Congressman Rangel I.,ants invited--John

More on this later.
Shelly

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice. President
De·~el.opme"t and Institutional Advancement
College of New York·

The

and Convent Avenue
New York! NY 10031
Tel:
(212)
Fax:

Email:

https:/lpelican.admin.ccny;cnny.edn!

=578719a93f9394353cO... · 1211 5/2009

CSOC.CBR.00024176
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Lodico, Nicolette
From:

Shelly

Sent:

Wednesday, November 29, 2006 11 :23 AM

To:

Caruso, Maureen

Cc:

Gray, Verna; Mischiu, Rodica; Barone, Marisa; Bernstein, Alison

Subject: RE: CCNY Rangel Presentation and Lunch on 1129/07

Thanks Maureen,
I'll see that everyone has the right times
By the way, Congressman Rangel told me that David Rockefeller has expressed interest. I am putting him on our
list as well as Donald Trump.
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Developmcut & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 5-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel:
650,'
Fax: (LJ.L}!D'.I,
-----Original Message----From: Caruso, Maureen.'.......
Sent: Tue7clay,Novem~r28,200612:19PM .
To: rbutler.. ",,' . > . ' , ••.•

<

Cc: Gray,

'J

Verna; Mischiu, Rodica; Barone, Marlsa; Bernstein, Alison

Subject: RE: CCNY Rangel Presentation and Lunch on 1/29/07
Hi Shelly,
Hope you enjoyed a lovely Thanksgiving.

I confirmed with Alison Bernstein and Verna Gray (Susan Berresford's Assistant) that this event will take
place on Monday, Jan. 29, 2007, from 12:00-2:00 p.m. (or 2:30, if necessary). Because of another
speaking engagement at the Foundation, Susan Is not available before 12:00.
Please let me know how many participants you expect at this event and the type of equipment you
anticipate will be used, as I must reserve the room.
Thanks very much,
Maureen

From: Shelly
Sent: Wednesday, NOl,errlbel' 22', 21J06
To: Caruso, Maureen
Cc: Gray, Verna; Mischiu, Rodica; 1"!!__

I!IIoI_"__"

1012112009
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Subject: RE: CCNY Rangel Presentation and Lunch on 1/29/07
Hi Maureen,
Thanks for sending the confirmation and the date is correct. City College is thrilled that President
Berresford and Dr. Bernstein wili be hosting Congressman Rangel and President Williams' presentation
for The College. I did notice, however, that the time differs slight from what Dr. Bernstein and I had
discussed. I thought we agreed that the presentation would begin at 11 :30 and WoUld take a maximum of
45 minutes, there wouid then be questions and then lunch. The whole thing would end at 2:00 pm. Can
we double check on that?
Yes, I will be sending you the list of invitees-I do have a few updates to make and then will send to you.

I also hope to put together some language that can be Included in the Ford Foundation's Invitation
regarding the project.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving everyone and our thanks to all.
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 5-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel: (212)
650r

Fax:

'~l."

10_""-

-----Original Message---From: Caruso, Maureen
sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2006 2:00 PM
To: mutlee .•.••...••-•••••••••••.•.•••••
Cc: Gray, Verna; Mlschiu, Rodica; Barone, Marlsa
Subject: CCNY Rangel Presentation and Lunch on 1/29/07

c':iC"c;:'

Hi Shelly,

Just to confirm that Susan Berresford and Alison Bernstein have agreed to host the presentation
and lunch with Charles Rangel on Monday, Jan. 29, 2007,
from 12:00 -- 2:30 p.m. at the Ford Foundation.
I understand from Alison that you will be sending me a list of invitees.
Thanks,
Maureen

T:

-21141on.mono
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Jackson, Sarah
From:

Sent:
To:

Berresford, Susan
Thursday, November 30, 20066:46 AM
Tenny, Buzz

Hi,
.
Dinner last evening was good. Rangel,s aid George Ranney spoJ;;:e. I had a good exchange with
him. Also with the staffer who will cover philannthropy. Ranney knew we are hhaving the

lunch for rangel's center.

'

Got an invite to be a nonresident scholar at Brookings, whatever that means. Also great
meeting with Lois Rice about diversity in think tanks. Her daughter, susan rice, who spoke
to the board is interested in the ff job
Have a good day. Svb

-988CSOC.CBR.00011629
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RE update on the Rangel Center at City College
From: williams, Thomasina
Sent: Saturday, December 02, 2006 7: 28 PM
To: Bernstei n. Ali son
subject: RE: update on the Rangel Center at City College
Hi Alison,

Thanks for keeping me in the loop on this. I wonder whether the recent developments
with the Democrats taking control of congress and congressman Rangel soon to assume
the chai rmanshi p of the House ways and Means commi ttee wi 11 resul tin even more
fundi ng for the Center.
Thomasina

-----original Message----From: Bernstein, Allson
Sent: Monday, october 30. 2006 3:23 PM
TO: Berresford, Susan
Cc: williams, Thomasina; Anderson, Gregory; petrovich, Janice
subject: FW: Update on the Rangel Center at city college
Importance: High

-----origi nal Messag,,:::::
.
From: shelly Butler '.,'
_ '.<,<,:,:,
·,·.1
sent: Monday, october 30, 2006 12:22 PM
TO: Bernste1n, Alison
Subject: RE: update on the Rangel Center at city college
Alison,

Thi sis tremendous news. I wi 11 work on respondi ng to your email ASAP.
Thanks so much for all your help.
Best regards,
Shelly
Shelly Butler, vice president
oevelopment & Institutional Advancement
The ci ty Co11 ege of New York
160 Convent Avenue, s-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel: (212) 65{h::; 650-Fax: (212) 650·,_.Email: rbut1e r,'.
-----origi nal .MeSSa!)e---:.:""
From: Bernstel n, All son_, __ .
Sent: Mondax,_Qctober 3Q,.2006 8: 28 AM
To: rbutler " , . ' . "
.", ,,' •••"',... ,
jim. capel@mail.house.gov;
cc: caruso,- Mai"-reen;' 'gwiT1iamsL, __ •.. : ,
Williams, Thomasina; petrovich, Janice
Subject: RE: update on the Rangel Center at City college
Importance: Hi gh
shelley- Thanks for this update. I have talked with president Berresford
and we can now encourage you to submit a proposal for $1 million (over 4
years to begin when you have approval for the program) to help put in
place the academic program structure for the Masters' Degree

-3568CSOC.CBR.00014207
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RE update on the Ran~e1 center at ci ty college
component ... I would assume that Dean S11verstein would be the project
coordinator/manager? The proposal can be initiatively addressed to me,
Thomasina williams and my colleague, Dr. Janice petrovich. please
remember that we do not provide full time support for faculty lines but
can help with visiting scholars, research projects and assistant.s and
internships for students.
Moving on to your plans for the lunch ... pls provide a few dates in
mid December or early January when president williams, and congressman
Rangel can attend the lunch. Susan thinks the pitch requires both of
them to be there. I'll work on Susan's calendar once I have a few dates
from you. We can talk next month about the shape of the 1uncheon and
invitees -- I will need a complete list of names and addresses from you
to get the ball rolling. Best, Alison
-----original Message----From: Rachelle Butler
Sent: Friday, october
To: Berns"tei n, Ali son

C'<

cc: Caruso, Maureen; gwilliams·:·,"; jim.capel@mai1.house.gov
Subject: update on the Rangel Center at' city college
Hi Alison,

was good talking to you and I appreciate the time you took to chat
after your very arduous but wonderful trip east and west. I want to
apprise you of what's going on with the Master's Degree component of the
charles B. Rangel center for Public service. social Science Dean Brett
silverstein reports as follows:
It

"In CUNY, the first step for starting a new program is to write a
Lette r of Intent descri bi ng it and then pass it th rough the soci a 1
sci ence cu rri cu1um committee and the Revi ew commi ttee. It then goes on
to 80th street, CUNY headquarters. ·(Actually the social science
committee, of which I am a member, meets at the Graduate Center.) Once
the questl0ns raised made by these committees are answered, the social
science committee asks for a complete proposal, that is, the Letter of
In~eryt plus many detai 1s (syll abuses, cvs of instructors, estimated
tUl tl on revenue
costs etc.).
J

The social science curriculum committee has already received our Letter
of Intent with all its accompanying information. They will be meeting
wi thi n two weeks; changes will be made and the soci a 1 sci ence Commi ttee
will meet again within two weeks after that to give its endorsement.
Finally, within two weeks after that, (early December) the Review
commi ttee wi 11 vote on it. I t wi 11 then proceed to the CUNY Board of
Trustees, which will vote on a resolution we present.
I cannot guarantee it, but it is very likely that by the end of
thi s semester or by the begi nni ng of the spri ng semester, permi ssi on to
expand the Letter of Intent into a full proposal will be given. In
anticipation of this, we have completed most of the work needed to
create the full proposal and we should be able to accept students for
fall, 2007."
Brett silverstei n
Dean of soci a1 sci ence
I also want to give the update on our fundraising and where we stand
with the three phases we had described earlier: the seed money from
Congress; foundation, corporation and individual fundraising; and
Pa e 2
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RE Update on the Rangel center at City college
finally the completion of the project by congressional appropriation.
As we discussed, attached please find a spreadsheet showing the current
fundraising totals for the charles B. Rangel Center, both confi rmed and
pending. As you see, we have made good progress since we last met. We
have the seed money the Cong ressman promi sed and we are maki ng headway
in the second fundrai si ng phase, approachi ng foundations, corporations,
and individual donors. The congressman has been a little busy lately,
but we hope to have more of his time after November 7.
We are very pleased that the Ford Foundation will host a presentation
for the Rangel Center at its headquarters. I don't have to tell you how
important that is to the Rangel Center and to city College.
When we met with president susan Berresford, she suggested that we would
want to reach out to the carnegi e Foundati on as they mi ght have an
interest in the Rangel library. Also, she suggested that we include
Lorie slutsky at the New York Commumty Trust, whom she knows. so, of
cou rse, we would love to have them there.
In addition, if possible, we would very much appreciate Ford inviting
representatives from these foundations whose missions we feel will be in
accord with that of the Rangel Center:
Starr
Peter Jay sharp Foundation
(They have given city college two grants here totaling $1.3 million)
wallace
Sloan
MaCArthur
Pew Charitable Trust
Robert Woods Johnson
william Randolph Hearst
Altman
Revson

Mellon
I have looked over the foundations that received the congressman's
1etter (a1bei t a form 1etter), and the most important ones were "the
Rockefeller Foundation and "the A"tlantic Foundation. Again, we would love
to meet with representa"tives of "those foundations. President Williams
does know the president of the Rockefeller Foundation, and perhaps if
she knows that Ford is behi nd "thi s proj ec"t, she mi gh"t attend.
Any foundation in addition to the list above that you feel should be in
the room "that day, please suggest to us. Also, we would be happy to
include corporate founda"tions and corporations if you feel it would be
appropriate. We have a number that we would like to include.
Regarding strategies for "the presentation, as soon as we have set a date
that is convenient for you and presidem Berresford (if possible),
congressman Rangel, and president Williams, I would like to meet with
you to develop the agenda.
It would be wonderful if the eS1:ab1ishment of our new program in public
service coincided wi"th "the upcoming 2007 cen"tenary of City college's
Har.lem camf.lus and "the 160th anniversary of CCNY'S crea"tion. we remain
very gra"teful for the Ford Foundation's interest in advancing thi s
program and we look forward to working with you on it.
Thanks so much,
Shelly
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RE update on the Rangel center at City college

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice president
Development and Institutional Advancement
The ci ty co11 ege of New York
Shepard 5-154
138th and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 100~1
Tel:
(212) 650,
',(212) 650{
Fax:
(212) 65-0"\,
Email:
rbutler

Pa e 4
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Jackson, Sarah
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Berresford, Susan
Friday, December 22, 20064:34 AM
Tenny, Buzz; Tellado, Marta L
FW: Recap ofToday's Meeting with Rangel's Staff

Attachments:

image001.gif

imageOO1.glf (18
KB)

-----Original Message----From: Gunderson! Steve
Sent: . Fri 12/22/2006
To~ Flahaven, Brian
Cc: Emery, Rodney; Gallagher, Janne; Maldonado, Luis; pembroke, Mary Dwyer; Berresford,
Susan
Subject: RE: Recap of. Today's Meeting with Rangel's Staff

Gang:

Great work and a great report.

We might want to do a bit of investigative work to see if

we could determine a bit more history reflecting the role (or lack there-of) of

ph.ilanthropy in Cong. Rangel's district. I sensed in my conversations with both George
and Sonja at our board dinner that they are really big on the commitment of a partnership
between growing philanthropy and encouraging growth in our partnership in their
communities.

I1m copying Susan Berres ford on this email because we need to visit with Susan, Lori· and
others to get their input and participation in building a COF-NYC partnership for this
effort.

Thanks and let me know what I can do to help.

Steve

From: Flahaven, Brian
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 20064:33 PM
To: Gunderson, Steve
Cc: Emery, Rodney; Gallagher, Janne; Maldonado, Luis; Pembroke, Mary Dwyer
Subject: Recap of Todayls Meeting with Rangells Staff

Janne and I met today with George Dalley, Chairman-Elect Rangel's Chief of Staff, and
Sonja Nesbit, a member of the Democratic staff on the ways and Means Committee. After I

-1094CSOC.CBR.00011735
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gave a brief introduction to the Council and our members located in New York t s 15th
congressional district, Janne outlined our remaining concerns with the donor-advised fund
and supporting organization reforms included in the PPA. George and Sonja offered to have
Rangel weigh in with the IRS on the need to issue further guidance. They also said that
fixing these issues would be a priority once they take charge.

George said that Rangel had not yet determined his charitable giving agenda, but asked
what we thought would be our #1 priority in terms of increasing chal;'itable giving. Janne
mentioned the e:xtension and expansion of the IRA charitable rollover and increasing the
percentage limits on amount an individual can deduct for charitable purposes from adjusted
gross income. George did raise a concern about an NPR report that quoted former Labor
Secretary Robert Reich as saying that only 10% of charitable gifts each year go to poor
and low-income causes. Janne noted that 10% seemed very lew and thought that Secretary
Reich must be assuming that all religious gifts and gifts to universities benefit the
wealthy, which is not necessarily true.

Sonja mentioned that the Ways and Means Committee has hired an additional tax lawyer who
will handle charitable issues for the committee. She wants to set up another meeting for
us all in January that would include this new staffer. We said that we would follow up
with them afte:r the New Year and would keep them updated on our progress with the I:R.S.

After the meeting, Rodney and I talked ahout how we could help Rangel! s office shape their
charitable giving agenda. Rodney will discuss these ideas when he meets with you on
January 8.
<http://www. foundationsonthehill.org/>
<http://1tlWW . foundationsonthehil1. org!;> ,,http://int2 . cof ,org!conferences/ac2006/index. asp>
<http://int2 . cof. org/conferencesjac2006/index. asp>
<http://int2 . cof. org/conferences/ac200S!index. asp>
<http://www. foundationsonthehill. org/>
<http://www . foundationsonthehill. org!> Brian Flahaven Coordinator I Government Relations
and Public Policy Council on Foundations
1828 L Street NW, Ste. 300
20036
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Jackson, Sarah
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Bernstein, Alison
Tuesday, January 02, 2007 3:34 PM
Berresforc!, Susan
Caruso, Maureen
Re:

SVB- we have a poorly written letter of invitation and an incomplete list of attendees for
the 1/29 lunch. I'll rewrite the letter tomorrow when I am in the office and get Garret or
someone to work with me on the proposal \'lhich came in mid december so that we will have
something to announce. Greg Anderson and tomasina will probably be co-RPOs. I think we
also need to reserve 1m from unit reserves. AS
.

Alison Bernstein
This message has been sent from her Blackberry.
-----Original Message-----

From: Berresford, Susan
To: Bernstein, Alison
Sent: Tue Jan 02 10: 16: 05 2007

Subject:
What do we have to do re Rangel? SVB
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Foundations to invite to presentation by President Williams and Congressman Rangel at t."
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Lodico, Nicolette

--'-~~----'------~-'-~~-----------~-'-----------

From:

Bernstein. AJJson

Sent:

Saturday, January 06, 200711:15 AM

To:

Berresford, Susan

Cc:

Caruso, Maureen

Subject:

Foundations to invite to presentatlon by PresIdent Williams and Congressman Rangel at the Ford Foundation

Importance: High

SVB- this is the list Shelley Butler from CCNY sent us right before christmas. I have looked it over and think. its_overly
ambitious, not to mention the fact that she has David Heintz, not Steven Heintz from RBFl For stalters, I'd eliminate out of
towners like Jonathan and Becky Rimel. Could we go over this quickly on Monday? Once we have the final list, :Maureen will
st.'TI.d out two types of invites -- an email and a fonnallettet. Hope that's ok. Thank.~ Alison ps I don't think: Trump and
Morganthau ought to be there either!
---~~----_.. ~_.~---,--,-~-,-~,~------~

Priority List of Foundations and individuals to invite to presentation by President Williams and Congressman Rangel at the Ford FoundatiQn~
First

Last name

Title

Foundation name

Address

Gty

State

Zip

Bowen

President

Mellon Ftlundatioll

151 East

New York

NY

10021

Davis

President

TIle Starr
Foundation

7UPine

New York

NY

10270

DeVita

President

Wallace

New York

NY

10001

Fanton

President

Foundation
MacArth.ur
Foundation

Chicago

lL

60603

'fel#

nam'
M"
William

,

Request
Status
Not contacted
y,t

6lstSt

G,

M"
f·lorence
M,
Christine
Me
Jonathan

F,
Ms. Usa

Goldberg

President

Revson Foundation

Mr. Ralph.

Gomory

President

Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation

Dr.

Grcgo~ian

President

Vartan
Mr. John

Healy

President

NOlcontacted
!""t
Not contacted
Yet
Not conlacted
yet

Street

~1:~7
b~OJ;om

Street
55 E591:h
St,#23

New

York

NV

10022

630 Fifth

New York

NY

10]][

Avenue,
SuIte 2550
437

Not contacted
yot

New York

NY

10022

Notcontactcd
yet

New York

NY

10017

Not contacted
yot

New York

NY

10106

Not contacted
yet

New York

NY

tOO22"

Not contacted
yot

CllITIcgie
Corporation

Madison

Atlantic Foundation

Avenue
125 Park

Not contacted
yet

Avenue

M>",
GcorgeR.

Hearst,Ir.

President

William Randolph
Hearst Foundation

Mr. David

Heinl.z

President

Rockefeller Brothers
Fund

Mr,

Isenberg

Eugene

Chairman

Nabors Industries

and CEO

888
Seventh
Aveff45
437
Madison
Avenue
515 West
Greens

7001
Houston

TX

770674525

$IMgift
confirmed;
$500,000
personal gift
plus $500,000
match from
Nabors; he or

Road

Suite 1200

,

Ms. Risa

Laviz-lo-Mourey

Pre."ident

Robert Wood
Johns.on Foundation

P.O. Bo,'(

Princeton

Nl

08543

representative
will attend
Not contacted
yet

2316
College
Road East

M>",

tern",

President

Altman Foundadon

and Route
1
521 Fifth

New York

NY

10175

Morgenl:hau

District
Attorney,
New York

Office Qf the District

Ave. #35
1 Hogan

New York

NY

10013

Attorney

D',

Michael
Tho

llonorabJe
R{lbert

EXHIBIT

',:

Facilitated
meeting with
Eugene

".
••••

10/21/2009

Not contacted

I vet
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Isenberg; was

COllJJty

Congressman
Rangcl's".~

M,.

Peck

President

Nonnan

Peter Jay Sharp
Foundation

545
Madison

New York

NY

10022

M,.

Rimel

President

Rebecca

Pew Charitable
Trust

Fl.
2005
Market
Street,

Not cmltacted
yet

.\

Ave"l1th

Philadelphia

PA

19103

New York

NY

10112

Not contaCted
yet

Suite 1700

Mr. David

Rockefeller

Offices of David
Rockefeller

Ms,Judith

Rodin

President

Ms. Lorio

Slutsky

Me

Sullivan

r;:

Rockefeller
Foundation

Martin
Cloonan
Mr. Ned

"'.

Tromp

President

Chairman

New York
Communitv nusl
Amcncan

Avenue
70 Pine

International Group

Street

Trump Org'<!ni;:.ation

725 Fifth

Gaston

President

Sullivan

Director,

Verizon Poundation

Patrick

Ms. Susan

Ms.

Referred by
Congressman

New York

NY

10018

New York

NY

10022

Rangel as
im.eresloo
Request
refused
Not contacterl

New York

NY

10270

$5 million

NewYurk

NY

10022

New York

NY

10036

."

asked-in
process; may
be granted in
timefof tbe
meetinJ.'
Referred by
Congressman
Rangel

Ave.

Donald

"'.

Ee
30
Rockefeller

Laing

Nancy

1095 Sixth
Avenue

$500,000
rcql.lcslin
process

Strategic

Plannin.g
and
Partnershins
Director

Carron and Milton
Petrie Foundation

SkaddenAIps

SbteMeagher
FlumLLP

FmrrTimes
Squme

New York

NY

10026

..

•

They have
given CCNY
$5 rnilHoll+ in
grants and are
interes!edin

thisflI'O ·am.
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Jackson, Sarah
From:

Anderson, Gregory

Sent:

Monday, January 08, 2007 10:54 AM

To:

Petrovich, Janice

Subject:

FW: suggestions for invitation from the Ford Foundation to the Rangei Center presentation (2)

Importance: High
Hi,
Just to keep you in the loop!!!!
Gregory M. Anderson

From: Bernstein, Alison
sent: Monday, January 08, 2007 8:27 AM
To: Williams, Thomasina; Anderson, Gregory
Cc: Edwards, Michael; McClymont, Mary
SUbject: FW: suggestions for invitation from the Ford Foundation to the Rangel Center presentation (2)
Importance: High

Thomasina and Greg-just to keep both of you in the loop - This luncheon is going to happen
on the 29th I hope its on your calendar, but if not, pis. put in on. SVB agreed to host this thing
and I will find someone to write up the grant rec'd ... give me a shout if you have any lingering
concerns about this "special". AB ps - we are holding $1m in unrtreserve for it so there's
negative impacto n your budgets. AB pps- Mike and Mary- it would be wonderful if you could
attend but there's no obligation to do so. SVB and I are doing the heavy lifting on this one!

From: Bernstein, Alison
sent: Saturday, January 06, 2007 11:35 AM
To: Berresford, Susan
Ce: Caruso, Maureen; Bernstein, Alison
Subject: suggestions for Invitation from the Ford Foundation to the Rangel Center presentation (2)
Importance: High

SVB- Here's my suggestion for the invitation for Rangel. Rachelle Butler sent a very weak draft which I
have fiddled with. Please edit at will and we ,vill get these off asap. Thanks, AD
SUGGESTED DRAFT INVITATION TO RANGEL CENTER PRESENTATION AT THE FORD
FOUNDATION

Namc

-58710121/2009
CSOC.CBR.00011228
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The City College ofNew York's new Master's Degree in Public Service will be impleme... Page 2 of2
Address
Address
Dear Name:
On Monday, January 29, from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm, I will be hosting a lunchepn presentation at the
Ford Foundation focused on exciting new plans for the development of the Charles B. Rangel Center on
Public Service at the City College ofNew York (CCNY). The presentation will be led by Congressman
Rangel, and City College of New York President Gregory H. Williams. A buffet lunch will be served in
a private dining room at the Foundation which is located at 320 E. 43 rd Street. Immediately following
Ilmeh, we will have a briefpresentation followed by discussion and Q. and A.
The development oHhe Rangel Center comes at a propitious time in the history of City College. CCNY
is celebrating its 160th anniversary and the centenary of its Harlem campus in 2007. There is no more
fitting tribute to the decades of service this institution has offered to New York City than to enable
students of varying ages to prepare for careers in public service. The Rangel Center is named for one of
the greatest African-American statesmen of the 20th century and the US Congressman representing the
15 th Congressional District in which the College is located. Through the Rangel Center, CCNY hopes to
inspire new generations of individuals from its highly diverse student body to enter and remain in
government and public service.
In particular, the Center will be the home of CCNY's new Master's Degree in Public Service which will
be inaugurated in the 2007-2008 academic year. This five-year BAIMA program, along with a standalone two-year MA program, the Mid-Career Leadership Fellows program, the Rangel Library and
Archives, will all be located at the Rangel Center. In addition, the Center will offer a post-doctoral
research program which will also focus on public service, with a special emphasis on the contributions,
both past and future from populations currently underrepresented in government and public service.

I welcome you to join us as we explore the Rangel Center's development plans and funding needs. I
have asked our Vice President for the Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program (KC&F), Dr. Alison
Bernstein to serve as liaison for the Inncheon. Her assistant, Ms. Maureen Caruso, who can be reached
at 212-573{
or through email at i l l " C a r u S . Q : ' will follow up with you regarding your
availability. Please RSVP to Maureen know ii'you are able to attend by January 25.
I look forward to seeing you on the 29th for a presentation which promises to be lively and highiy
informative.
Sincerely,
Susan V. Berresford
President

-58810121/2009
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Jackson, Sarah
From:

Anderson, Gregory

Sent:

Wednesday, January 10, 2007 12:04 PM

To:

Buchanan, Constance

SUbject:

FW: Charles B. Rangel Center Luncheon at The Ford Foundation - Janoary 29, 2007

Importance: High
FYI
Gregory M. Anderson
Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street,
New York, NY.10017
Tel: 212-573
Fax:212-573

~~.~"l.~.n~~e;;;. . rs~:~:;n:@:..:fo:rd:_fo::un:d:.:or~g~======_= ••=.=..=.=..=.<=.=.==..=

..=.=._=
..=
....=...=••=..=.•=..=....=....=..=..=..=.. =...=..•=....=..=.=
..=.•= = = =

From: Bernstein, Alison
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2007 11:55 AM
To: 'jfanton@macfound.org'; 'gomory@sloan.org'; 'vg@carnegie.org'; 'jr.healy@atlanticphilanthropies.org';
'sheintz@rbf.org'; 'rlavizz@rwjf.org'; 'rrlmel@pewtrusts.org'; 'presldent@rockfound.org'; 'dr@mellon.org';
'Florence.davis@starrfoundation.org'; 'cdevita@wallacefoundation.org'; 'estrellaranch2@aol.com';
'I.goldberg@revsonfoundatlon.org'; 'kkalmanson@revsonfoundation.org'; 'Ias@nyct-efi.org';
'morgenthau@danny.nyc.gov'; 'martin.sullivan@aig.com'; 'rgraf@trumporg.com'; 'ned.c1oonan@aig.com'
ec: Petrovich, Janice; Williams, Thomasina; Anderson, Gregory; Gray, Verna; Caruse, Maureen
Subject: Charles B. Rangel Center Luncheon at The Ford Foundation - January 29; 2007
Importance: High

Dear Colleague:
President Susan v: Berresford has asked me to fonvard this invitation from her to you. I hope that you will be
able to join Susan and me.
Best Wishes,
Alison R. Bernstein
Vice President, Knowledge. Creativity and Freedom Program
The Ford Foundation
On Monday, January 29th from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm, I will be hosting a luncheon presentation
at the Ford Foundation focused on exciting ncw plans for the development of the Charles B. Rangel
Center on Public Service at the City College ofNew York (CCNY). The presentation will be led by
Congressman Rangel, and City College of New York President Gregory H. Williams. A buffet luneh
will be served in a private dining room at the Foundation which is located at 320 East 43rd Street.
Immediately following luneh, we will have a brief presentation followed by diseussion and Q. and A.
The development of the Rangel Center has been under discussion for more than a year now. It
comes at a propitious time in the history of City College. CCNY is celebrating its 160th anniversary and
the centenary of its Harlem campus in 2007. There is no more fitting tribute to the decades of service
this institution has offered to New York City
ts of varying ages and backgrounds to

10/20/2009
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prepare for carcers in public service. The Rangel Center is named for Congressman Rangel, a
distinguished leader who reprcsents the 15th Congressional District in which the College is located.
Through the Rangel Center, CCNY hopes to inspire new generations of individuals from its highlY:=diverse student body to enter and remain in government and public service.
The Center will be the home of CCNY's new Master's Degree in Public Service which will be
inaugurated in the 2007-2008 academic year. This five-year BAIMA program, along with a stand-alone
two-year MA program, the Mid-Career Leadership Fellows program, the Rangel Library and Archives,
will all be located at the Rangel Center. In addition, the Center will oller a post-doctoral research
program which will also focus on public service, with a special emphasis on the contributions, both past
and future from populations currently underrepresented in government and public service.
I welcome you to join us as we explore the Rangel Center's development plans and funding
needs. I have asked the Ford Foundation's Vice President for the Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom
Program (KC&F), Dr. Alison Bernstein, to serve as liaison for the luncheon. Hcr assistant, Ms.
Maureen Caruso, who can be reached at 212-573-. or tlrrough email at
m.caruso@fordfound.org, will follow up with you regarding your availability. Please RSVP
to Maureen, ifyou are able to attend by January 25.
I look forward to seeing you on Jan. 29th for a presentation which promises to be lively and
highly informative.
Sincerely,
Susan V. Berresford
President

-56910/20/2009
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THE f'ORD FOUNDATION
::;leO EAST 43RO STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

10017

January 10, 2007

Mr, David Rockefeller
Offices of David Rockefelter
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Suite 5600
New York, NY 10112
Dear David:
On Monday, January 29'· from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm, I wilt be hosting a luncheon
presentation at the Ford Foundation focused on exciting new plans for the development
of the Charles B. Rangel Center on Public Service at the City College of New York
(CCNY), The presentation will be led by Congressman Rangel, and City College of New
York President Gregory H. Williams, A buffet lunch will be served in a private dining
room at the Foundation which is located at 32\J East 43'" Street Immediately f()llowing
lunch, we will have a briefpresentatioll followed by discussion and Q, and A,
The development of the Rangel Center has been under discussion for more than a year
now. rt comes at a propitious time in the history of City Coltege. CCNY is celebrating
its 160th anniversary and the centenary of its Harlem campus in 2007. There is no more
fitting tribute to the decades of service this institution has offered to New York City than
to enable students of varying ages and hackgrounds to preparel"r careers in publie
service. The Rangel Center is namerl for Congressman Rangel, a distinguished leader
th
who represenLs the 15 Congressional District in which the College is located. "111roUgh
the Rangel Center, CCNY hopes to inspire new generations of individuals from its highly
diverse student body to enter and remain in government and public service,
The Center will be the home of CCNY's new Master's Degree in Public Service which
will be inaugurated in the 2007-2008 academic year. This five-year BA/MA program,
along with a stand-alone two-year MA program, the Mid-Career Leadership Fellows
program, the Rangel Library and Archives, will all be located at the Rangel Center. In
addition, the Center will offer a post-doctoral research program which will also focus on
public service, with a special emphasis on the contributions, both p,cst and future from
populations currently unden'epresented in government and puhlic service.

-1519CSOC.CBR.00012160
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[welcome you in join us as we explore the Rangel Center's development pWns and
funding needs. [have asked the Ford Foundation's Vice President for the Knowledge,
Creativity and Freedom Program (KC&F), Dr. Alison Bernstein, to serve as liaison for
Ms. Maureen Caruso, who can be reached at 212·573" .....
the luncheon.
or through email
will follow up with you regarding your
availability. Please RSVP to
able to attend by January 25.
[ look forward to seeing you on Jan. 29"' for a presentation which. promises to be lively
and highly informative.
Sincerely,

Snsan V. Ben-esford
President

-1520CSOC.CBR.00012161
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Bernstein, Alison <A.Bernstein@fordfound.org>
Wednesday, January 10,20073:55 PM (GMT)
jfanton@macfound.org; gomoty@sloan.org; vg@carnegie.org;
jr.healy@atlanticphilanthropies.org; sheintz@rbforg; rlavizz@rwJforg;
rrimel@pewtrusts.org; president@rockfound.org; dr@mellon.org; Florence Davis
<Florence.davis@starrfoundation.org>; cdevita@wallacefoundation.org:
estrellaranch2@aol.com; l.goldberg@.revsonfoundation.org;
kkalmanson@revsonfoundation.org; las@,nyct-cfi.org; morgenthau@danny.nyc.gov;
martin.sullivan@aig.com; rgraf@trumporg.com; ned,cloonan@aig.com
Petrovich, Janice <J.PetfOvich@fordfound.org>; Williams, Thomasina
<TWilliams@fordfound.org>; Anderson, Gregory <G.Anderson@fordfound.org>; Gray,
Verna <V.Gray@fordfound.org>; Caruso, Maureen <M.Caruso@fordfound.org>
Charles B. Rangel Center Luncheon at The Ford Foundation - January 29, 2007

DearColledgue:
President Susan
Susan (lnd me.

f~

Berre40rd has m:ked me to ji:Frw-'ard this invitation./i"om her to you. Ihope that you will be able to join

Best Wishes.

Alison R. Bernstein
Vice PreSlde,"I, Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program
The Vm'd Ti'(Jwldn,tio(J

On Monday, January 29th from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pill, 1 will he hosting a luncheon presentation at the
Ford Foundation focused on exciting new plans for the development of the Charles B. Rangel Center on Public
Service at the City College of New York (CCNY), The presentation will he led by Congressman Rangel, and
City College of New York President GregoI)' H, Williams, A buffet lunch will be served in a private dining room
at the Foundation which is located at 320 East 43rd Street Tmmediately following lunch, we will have a brief
presentatlOn followed by discussion and Q. and A
The development of the Rangel Center has been under discussion for more than a year now. It comes at a
propitious time in the history of City College. CCN Y is celehrating its 160th anniversary and the centenary of its
Harlem campus in 2007. There is no more fitting tribute to the decades of service this institution has offered to
New York City than to enable students of varying ages and backgrounds to prepare for careers in public service.
The Rangel Center is named for Congressman Rangel, a distinguished leader who represents the 15th
Congressional District in which the College is located. Through the Rangel Center, CCNY hopes to inspire new
generations of individuals from its highly diverse student body to enter and remain in government and public
service.
The Center will he the horne of CCNY's new Master's Degree in Puhlic Service which will be
inaugurated in the 2007-2008 academic year. This five-year BAlMA program, along with a stand-alone twoyear MA program, the Mid-Career Leadership Fellows program, the Rangel Lihrary and Archives, will all be
located at the Rangel Center. In addition, the Center will offer a post-doctoral research program which will
also focus on public service, with a special emphasis on the contributions, both past and future from populations
currently underrepresented in government and public service.
1 welcome you to join us as we explore the Rangel Center's development plans and funding needs. I
have asked the Ford Foundation's Vice President for the Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program (KC&F),
Dr. Alison Bernstein, to serve as liaison for the luncheon. Her assistant, Ms. Maureen Caruso, who can be
reached at 212-573_ or through email at m.caruso@fordfound,org, will follow up with you regarding your
availability. Please RSVP to Maureen, if you are able to attend b January 25.
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I look forward to seeing you on Jan 29th for a presentation which promises to be lively and highly
informative.
Sincerely,
Susan V. Berresford

President

STARR017414
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RE: Rangel Lunch

Page 1 of I

Walters, Gloria
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Berres/ord, Susan
Friday, January 19, 2007 7:43 AM
Barone, Marisa
AN: Rangel Lunch

we may have Sharon at the Rangel lunch! SVB
From: Lorie Slutsky
Sent: Friday,
i/f<s ~~"",~~ ':."'7 A",,"
To: Berres/ord, Susan
SUbject: RE: Rangel Lunch

Thanks. Will get back to you today.
From: Berresford, Susan Lc~'c"c"-- _<~
Sent: Friday, January 19,
To: Lerie Slutsky
SUbject: RE: Rangel Lunch

OF course. J like her and admire her work PLease let me know if this works fur her. SVB

From:
Sent: Thu
To: Berresford, Susan
Subject Rangel Lunch
Susan:

Sharon King of the Heron Foundation heard about the Rangel lunch because they changed the date of the BoardSource
meeting to accommodate my schedule and asked if she could come. I am not sure she understands the primary purpose of the
lunch, but if I explain and she remains interested, do you have a seat at the table? She represents a New York fOlmdation and
she will add to the diversity. Let me know.

This email and any attachments arc confidential and intended solely for the use ofthe individual or
entity to whom they are addressed. Please notifY the sender immediately by email ifyou have received
this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the intended recipient,
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.
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Susan:

Thanks. I knew you had a board meeting in the future - so pleas do not feel
obligated to deal with this issue now. And as I said in my earlier email,
we need to raise the issue of the excise tax at our next public policy
committee meeting (March 1) because it came in with the second highest
number of requests for simplicity .in our survey. So, even if we end up
doing nothing we must at least discuss it.

That being said, I want to make sure before going into those discussions
that I fully understand the impact. of this on lar.ger foundations with much
more complicated systems o.f giving. I sense from my original discussions
with some of the hill folks that some type of a formula might head off
increased payout requirements. If we can gear the excise tax rate to the
percentage payout for that year, we sort-of incentivize payouts while
neither penalizing the foundation who rises to the occasion in a given year
(Tsunami or Katrina), nor mandating a specific payout. This can work for
the smaller foundation with straigh'tforward annual giving patterns. I just
want to make sure I understand it from a more complex process of giving(
like the Ford Foundation.

No hurry on this.

Thanks.

Steve

From: Berresford, Susan
Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2007 9:06 AM
To: Gunderson, Steve
SUbject: Excise tax

Steve,
I have a board meeting this week
wed and thurs. But as you can imagine,
the whole week is take up with preparation and followup. So I offer these
thoughts now.

FW: Excise tax

-839CSOC.CBR.00011480
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We at the FF have always thought there were huge risks to pushing on the
excise tax -- risks that others less familiar with the legislati;"c process
tend not to see. We don;t believe the tax will ever be simply eminiated.
Tinkering with the tax has
risks of generating a quid pro quo of
raising the
Wilh
talk of the new donors timelimiting thei:r:'
foundations
these risks.
The flat 1% is appealing ahd wa.s endO.rsed
by the Joint
on Taxation. '1'hs revenue neutral option is
attracti ve but still has the risks of the oLhers re payout etc.

I guess it comes
willing-',to..fight
st:r;uggle' and. not

Zerbe~ Rangel etc say they are
about:their determination to
measure of that? Susan

like

-840CSOC.CBR.00011481
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Lodico, Nicolette

Subject:

aernstein, Alison
Tuesday, January 23, 2007 12:57 PM
Caruso, Maureen
FW: Sharon KING invite to Rangel

Imporlance:

High

From:
Sent:

To:

MC- did

you

db this already? AB

-----Original Hessage----From: Berresford, Susan
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 20077:01 AM
To: Bernstein, Alison
Subj ect: Fl,'l]: Sharon KING invi te to Rangel

-----Orig:.Lnal Me'ssi'ge'----From: Lorie S l u t s k y ' " ".C.cc:·---' '.--.
Sent: 'l'ue 1/23/2007
AM
To: Berresford, Susan
Subj eet: F~J: Sharon KING invite to Rangel
Susan:
Could you please have someone in your office forward the invitation material to the Ra...l1gel
lunch to Sharon King.
Thanks.

-----Or:.Lginal
From: SHARON B.

Sent: Monday f January
To: Lorie Slutsky
Subject: RE: Blessings
I changed my flight to be able to make.
info.
See you on Sunday.

So please ask FF to

the

-----Original

From: Lorie Slutsky
Sent: Monday, January
To; SHARON B. KING
Subject; RE: Blessings

I believe the lunch is 12 to 2 at the Ford Foundation and we would love
it if you could be there. Let me knm\l and I will contact the 1"1" to send
the info to you.
- - - - -Original Mesm,ge,From:

SHARON B.

== ==

Sent: Monday, <January
To: Lorie Slutsky
Subject: RE: Blessings
Glad to attend if I can help -- as long as we·' re not creating an
expectation for the Center.
I am staying in DC the
before to
Let me know what
because I
think I may need to change my return travel reservations.

have dinner with BoardSource board.
-----Original Me"sa,g\".7c7c':==
From: Lorie
Sent: Friday,

-2002CSOC.CBR00012643
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To:

SHARON B. KING

Subject: RE: Blessings
Sharon:
I don't think the only reason to attend is to fund the initiative; there
are others already prepared to do that.
I think it would be good for
Rangel to get a better sense of the foundation community in NYC. Your
call.

-----Original

Me,sse,gecc··cc

From: SHARON B.

Sent: Friday, January
To: Lorie Slutsky
Subj eet: Re: Blessings
Thanks but no. 'I'his is not something heron can fund. I do appreciate the
background and good luck.

;~~~~ ~~~i;n~iu~ts;;kk;y~a;:~•.•. . •. S·.·.·.••--.·.·.·•• · • • ,
To:

SHARON B.

KING

Sent: Fri Jan 19 06:40:47 2007
Subject: RE: Blessings
Sharon:

It would be great. to have you at the Rangel lunch and I can arrange for
Susan Berresford's office to send one. I just need to do a bit of full
disclosure here .. The lunch is at Rangel's reqUest to "talk to New York
foundations about funding the new Rangel Center for Public Service being
established at CCNY. The proposal has been floating around for some time
and the lunch finally get set by the Congressman's scheduler. 'fhe
importance of the event is two-fold: Firs-t to demonstrate to him that;
not all private foundations are non=responsive to him and uninterested
in projects for disadvantaged kids; and second, it is a small group for
lunch to get· to know him better. And of course his new catbird seat
certainly makes folks want to do that.
Let me knQw if you'd like. to be included-we would be delighted t,o have
you.

From: SHARON B. KING

Sent: 'fJednesday, January 17, 2007
To: Ilorie Slutsky
Subject: Blessings

Hi Lorie,
God will bless you -- for your ongoing work with BoardSource.
you thought that it was over ...

Just when

Got the notice
the Sunday BoardSource meeting.
I hadn't heard about
the Rangel
for NY foundations.
Is this one I should try to
attend, is
closed, or should I do all that I can not to be invited,
Just asking.

~2002B-
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'rake care,

Sharon

Sharon B. King
President
F . B. Heron Foundation
100 Broadway
New York NY 10005

212-404,

www.heronfdn. org

This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual OJ·... entity to whom they are addressed. Please
notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this email
by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient, disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any
action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited.

This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual or entity to whom they are
Please
notify the sender immediately by email if you have
this email
by mistake and delete this email from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient, disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any
action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited.
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended
the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
notify the sender irmnediately by I?..mail if you have received this email
mistake and delete this email from your SYSt0..rn. If you are not the
recipient, disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any
action in reliance on the contents of this .infonnation is strictly
prohibi ted.
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Confidential Memorandum
President Gregory Williams, Dean Brett Silverstein
Shelly Butler, Lisa Silverman
January 26, 2007
Briefing - Ford Foundation Meeting with Other Foundations

To:
From:
Date:
Re:
MEETING LoGISTICS:

Prospects:
CCNY Attendees:

Date and Time:
Location:
Contact:

Susan V. Berresford, President, Ford Foundation and all other attendees (see
pages 4 & 5)
Congressman Charles Rangel, President Gregory Williams, Vice President
Shelly Butler, Dean Brett Silverstein, RosemaryWeiss, Niamo Mu'id, Lisa
Silverman
Monday, January 29,2007 12-2 PM
320 E. 43 ro Street, between 1st and 2 nd Avenues, nth floor dining room
212573,
Maureen caruso (Berresford's asst)

OBJECTIVES:

1. Interest the foundation attendees in making substantial contributions to the Charles B. Rangel
Center at The City College ofNew York. Focus onCongresSIUan Rangel's vision to have a
more diverse population ofpublic servants that reflects the diversity in the United States, and
the unique factors at City College that makes this the place to train suchfuture leaders.

2. Invite the foundations represented to playa key role in the development of the Rangel Center,
particularly in funding the program area. The program area of the Rangel Center budget is just
over $1 million per year, $23 million (endowed).
•

Only if either David Rockefeller or Donald Trump attends, discuss the opportunities to
renovate the building. Otherwise focus on programming, students, internships,
fellowships, etc.

•

The foundations represented do not fund building or endowments. Most of them
support oniy specific projects. The Heron foundation may be willing to consider
general support.

3. Gauge interest level and answer questions.
4. Set the stage to schedule individual.meetings with each foundation afterwards.

cos .cCNY .144
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SPEAKING POINTS - REcOMMENDATIONS

Allison Bernstein, from the Ford Foundation requested that Congressman Rangel speaks for 10
minutes, followed by President Williams for 10 minntes and then a Q&A session:
1. Congressman Rangel will introduce the Rangel Center by talking abput:
• Why is This Importaut? Vision to have tbe face of government and public serviee
represent tbe diverse population in the United States.
• Why should it be at City College?
• Include personal story wbere relevant

2. President Williams:
• Two Degree Programs
1. The Master's Program in Public Service, which will offer interdisciplinary
specialization with CCNY Schools of Architecture, Engineering, Education,
and Biomedical Education.
.
2. Combined BAIMA Program in Public Service -fast track progran1 with highlevel coursework, experienced government personnel mentors, and hands-on
training in internships and service learning.
• Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
ImlOvation, offering professional advancement training for mid-career, minority
government and other public service employees ofparticular accomplishment and
promise for a term of study ranging form eight weeks to an academic year.
• The Rangel Center will be housed in a magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse
adjacent to The City College campus.
• . The Charles B. Rangel Library - consistiog of documents, archives and memorabilia
from Congressman Rangel's lifetime ofpublic service. These papers will be made
available to scholars nationally and particularly to scholars within The City Co]]ege and
CUNY. It will serve as a focus ofresearch and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by underserved minorities.
"Why City College?"
For 160 years, The College has provided access to a world-class education to stodents
from underrepresented populations, preparing them to shape the world.
City College's diverse population. Ranked number one. in diversity with HispanicAmericans as the largest group in 2006, ranked number one in diversity with AfricanAmericans as the largest group in 2003. Four existing programs that will complement
The Rangel Center
1. The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public Policy - summer internships in
Washington DC and New York in government agencies, executive and
Congressional offices and committees, labor unions, advocacy groups aud
research organizations.
2. The International Studies Program at City College - in service learning
internships in Rwanda and study abroad programs in China, Morocco, the
United King<iom aud Gennany.
3. The Pre-Law Program - lecture series in law and public policy, panel
:discussions, colloquia, and·legal internships.
.
2
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3. Potential Questions and Answers (only if asked);
Q. What is the timeline for fund-raising?
A. There are two phases ofthe fundraising campaign for the Rangel Center. The first phase
consists of cementing the pUblic/private partnership that Congress requires for such projects as
these. This includes securing commitments ft'om individual, foundation and Corporate
supporters. The second phase, scheduled for 2008, consists of Congressnl,an Rangel submitting
a bill to Congress for seed mouey. Obviously, there will be overlap in the phases, as we will
begin the second phase before the first phase is completed.
Q. Financial commitments...who, how much?
A.

$1 million from Gene Isenberg (Yz indiv, Yz from Nabors Industries)
$400k ft'om a foundation for student scholarships, internships in public service
$400k Congressional appropriation
$25k from a foundation
Pending proposals include;
$5 million for building from a corporation
$2.5 million matching grant upon receipt of corporate $5 millioJ!'gift
$500k from corporate foundation
Q. What is your budget?
A. The annual program budget for the Rangel Center is just over $1 million. We are

simultaneously raising funds to solidifY the annual progrdlIl and build the endowment.
Q. What would you like from the group of us here today?
A. We deeply appreciate Susan and her staffhosting everyone here today and that all ofyou
joined us. Thaulc you for allowing us the opportunity to share with you both the vision and
some of the plans for the Rangel Center. Going forward, we would like to set up one-an-one
meetings with each of you to discuss areas of interest within the Center.
Q. What is the timeline for the Center?
A. The master's program will start ",<ith its first student body in Fall 2007
Q. What is the timeline for the Center construction?
A. Estimated Starting Date - Fall 2007 Build-out date - Spring 2007
Date it becomes operational - Fall 2008
.
Q. What are the contingency plans if construction is delayed?
A. Our plans call for an opening in fall of200S and the entire constrnction should talee no more
than six-nine months, which should leave ample time for extenuating circumstances.

3
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BACKGROUND

Continued Attendees
Name

1.

Lorie
Slutsky

2.

Karen
Rosa

3.

Susan
Sullivan

4.

Sandy
Wilson

5.

Nancy
Laing

Foundation

New York
Community
Trust

Altman
Foundation

Verizon
Fmmdation

Carroll and
Milton
Petrie Fdn

6.

SharonB.
King

FE. Heron
Foundation

7.

Darren
Walker

Rockefeller
Foundation

8.

RobertM.
Morgenth
au

District
AttorneyNY County

9.

Ben
Rodrigucz
-Cubenas

Rockefeller
Brothers
Fund

CCNY History

$250 contribution to '06
gala in honor of Sy

I

Sternberg

l"meeting

• Shelly is cnItivating
and solicited
.. Fund annual
engineering
scholarships

Interest Areas

• Children, Youth, and Families
• Community Development and the
Environmei,t
• Education, Arts, and the Humanities
• Health and People with Special Needs
• Almost never makes grants for
endowm.ent, building, or general
operation
• NYC
• Systetl1-wide improvement
• Preventive and early intervention
~ Self-sufficiency, high-quality services
• Vulnerable populations
• Does not fund bricks and mortar

Pending $500k proposal for Rangel/CWE
advancing technological training

Have endowed past gifts
to CCNY and CUNY

l"meeting

President Williams met
with Dr. Judith Rodin,
President, Rockefeller
Foundation in 2005
Brought Gene Iseuberg
to table for $I million
gift te Rangel Center
Nimno brings in 6-fignre
gifts for arch, submittcd
proposal last week for
$150k

• Wcalth creation strategies for lowincome families
• No endowments or construction
• Does general support for mission
related work
Global health, agricultural productivity,
innovation for development, economic
resilience and urban life. No endowments

•
•
•
•

Will be on sabbatical shortly
Social-change focus
Democratic practice, sustainable dvlp
Improve public schools
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Ford Foundation Attendees:
1. Susan V. Berresford
2. Alison R Bernstein
3. Marla Tellado
4. Janice Petrovich

President
Vice President, Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program
Vice President, Communications
Director, Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program. Education,
Sexuality and Religion
5. Greg Anderson
Program Officer, Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program,
Education, Sexuality and Religion· Education and Scholarship (field of
work)
6. Thomasina Williams Program Officer, Peace and Social Justice Program. Governance and
Civil Society (field of work)
CCNY Attendees:
1. Conj,'TCSsman Charles B. Rangel
2. Al Beckett, Assistant to CR
3. President Gregory H. Williams
4. VP Shelly Butler
5. Dr. Brett Silverstein, Dean of Social Science
6. Rosemary Weiss, Executive Director, Development
7. Niamo Mu'id, Director of Development
8. Lisa Silverman, Managing Consultant to the Campaign for City College
Ford FouudatiouBllckgrollnd:

Assets:
Goals:
Funding areas:

History:
Grants:
Offices:

Over $10 billion
To strengthen democratic values, reduce poverty and injustice, promote
intel1llltional cooperation and advance human achievement
Encourages initiatives by those living arid workiug closest to where
problems are located; promotes collaboration among the nonprofit,
government, and business sectors: and assure participatiou by men and
women from diverse communities.
1. Asset Building and Community Development
2. Education, Media, Arts, and Culture
3. Peace and Social Justice
Started in 1936 by Henry Ford. No connection to the Ford Motor
Company today.
More than $12 billion in past grants and loans, about 40% of that abroad.
Makes about $500 million in grants each year. Awarded $34.7 millioMo
institutions of higher learning in the US in 2003.
12 offices provide support in 35 couutries. Headquarters are in New
York.

Susan Bcrresford (from Forbes):
Susan Berresford, 63, led the Ford Foundation'S recent launch of TrustAfrica, a $30 million initiative
that will target violence, discrimination aud economic isolation in Africa. TrustAfrica took five years
to develop and is part ofBerresford' s efforts to help build local philanthropies around the globe.
President ofthe reuowned $11.6 billion foundation since 1996, as well as the president of its board,
5
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Berresford oversaw last year's investment of more than $100 million in third-world countries and took
the lead in 2006 to condemn llClldemic boycotts internationally. She was ranked # 77 in the 2006
Forbes listing of most powerful women.
AIiS(}D Bernstein

6
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CHARLES RANGEL CENTI~R ON PUBLIC SERVICE
CONFIRMED ATIENDEES

NAME

FOUNDATION

l. Lorie Slutsky

President, New York Community Trust

2. Karen Rosa

Vice President and Executive Director, Altman Foundation

3. Susan Sullivan

StaffDirector, Verizon Foundation

4. Nancy Laing

Director, Carroll and Milton Petrie FoUndation

5. Sharon B. King

President, F.B. Heron Foundation

6. Darren Walker

Vice President, Rockefeller Foundation

7. Robert M. Morgenthau

District Attorney, New York County

8. Ben Rodriguez-Cubenas Program Director, Rockefeller Brothers Fund
9. Sandy Wilson

Community Relations Manager, Verizon Foundation

Ford Foundation

1. Susan V. Berresford, President
2. Alison R. Bernstein, Vice President, Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program
3. Marta Tellado, ViCe President, Communications
4. Janice Petrovich, Director, Education, Sexuality, Religion Unit
5. Greg Anderson, Program Officer, Education, Sexuality, Religion Unit
6. Thomasina Williams, Program Officer, Governance and Civil Society Unit
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CCNY
I. Congressman Charles B. Rangel
2. Al Beckett - Assistant to Charles Rangel
3. Presidcnt Gregory H. Williams
4. Shelly Butler- Vice President, Development & Institutional Advancement
5. Dr. Brett Silverstein, • Dean of Social Science
6. Rosemary Weiss· Executive Director
7. Niamo Mu'id - Director of Development
8. Lisa Silverman - Sr. Consultant to thc Campaign
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"ORO .. OUNOATION
320 EAST 43RO STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

,

WWW.F'OROF'"OUNC.ORG

SUSAN V. BERRESPORO
PRESIOENT

January 30, 2007

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
United States House of Representatives
163 West 125th Street, Suite #737
New York, NY 10027
Dear Congressman Rangel,
We all enjoyed being with you yesterday at the Ford
Foundation and hearing plans for the Rangel Center on Public
Service. As you heard, many in the room have personal ties to
City College and its great history and promise. They believe the
Rangel Center will help many young people find rewarding
careers serving the pUblic as you have done so effectively.
I am pleased that Ford will be an early donor to the
Center and look forward to working with you on its launch.

Sincerely,

~

Susan V. Berresford

rJAN S12007
OFFICE: OF THEPRESIOe,:NT: TEL. (212) 5?3-f-- - - - -. FAX. (212) 351-:'-
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Jackson, Sarah
From:

Bernstein, Alison

Sent:

Tuesday, February 13,20076:45 PM

To:

Batten, Garret; Anderson, Gregory

Cc:

Matia, Lori

Subject: RE: Rangel Center

They need a cover letter, the bUdget should come close to what we are now using and feel
free to help them through this process. Thanks, AS
From: Batten, Garret
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2007 8:34 AM
To: Anderson, Gregory; Bernstein, Alison
SUbject: Rangel Center
Alison and Greg I know this is a priority grant so please give me some guidance on how much assistance I should give them in
submitting in the proper format.
City College will need to submit additional technical information and reformat a few things for the grant to
proceed. For one, they don't have an official cover letter for their request.
Should I send them the vector III budget requirements? They technically don't have to fill this out because
their grant was originally submitted in November, but it would probably be a good idea and they are going to have
to reformat their budget anyway.
Thanks,
Garret

-53910/21/2009
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
15TH CONGIli8SIOIW. 0$"m1CT
Nl;WVOllle

WAYS AND MEANS
AANKWOM_~

Cltongrtgg of tf)t iilnttdJ ~tllttg

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

~OUSt of i\epttlltntatibtll
~ington, 194: 20515-3215

UM It\Y$I,I~N Hout;E OFRCE BUll.OlI'.a
WAllHlNGTON,OC20515-3215
TElEPIIOHe: 12021 ZZli-4365

MS, VIVIAN E. JON~S
OIS'TlllCT ...OUlNl$T;l,tolQR

o

l&3'Nai'rl2StHSTMET

*""VOllK., N'f 10021
TuEl'l<Of<f: (2121 ll63-49OO

February 16,2007
Ms. Susan V. Berresford
President
Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd SI.
New York, NY 10017
Dear Ms. Berrefrod:
Thank you for your kind note dated January 30.

I thoroughly enjoyed sharing with you and your colleagues in philanthropy my Vision for
the Rangel Center on Public Service. I am so pleased you see why I believe City College
is the perfect inslitution for the Center.
Thank you for hosting such a lovely luncheon and thank you for your continued support.
Together, with teamwork and vision, we will be able to have the Center be the pillar of
continuing education for future generations.

CBRldjb

Ii.'
I

lii

EXHIBIT

I
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Now beginning his 19th term as U.S. Congressman from New York's 15th
Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined adedication
to the specific needs of his Hariem and Washington Heights constituency
with an expansive viewpoint that has led him to leadership on a broad
range of national and international issues in the House of Representatives.
Fram HaMem to South AfMca, from affordable housing to help for the
unemployed, from tax legislation to intemational trade, his work is characterized by a fundamental commitment to equity, justice and inclusion.
The Chairman of the 2007 Congressional Cammillee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice for equity in the Internal
Revenue Code and proposed tax legislation. As a Congressional advisor
to the U.S. Trade Representative and a member of the President's Export
Council, he has worked tirelessly to build consensus on intemational trade
matters. In addition, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration project to revitalize urban naighborhoods throughout
America; the low Income Housing Tax Credit, which helped finance 90%
of the affordable housing builtin the U.S. in the last 10 years; and the
Work Opportunity Tax Credit, which has provided thousands of jobs for
undefjlrivileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.
As chairman of the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Control Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce the flow of drugs
into the United States and to solve the nation's continuing drug abuse crisis.
He is a founding member and former chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus. He also served as chairman of the New York State Council
of Black Elecled Democrats and as a member of the House Judiciary
Committee during the hearings on the articles of Impeachment of
President Richard Nixon.
Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Rangel has authored several pieces of legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, including asuccessful bill that
established the Office of Minority Affairs wfthin the Department of Veterans
P,,~alrs. In the area of foreign affairs, he played avital role in ending the
apartheid regime in South Africa and restoring the democratic government
in Haiti.
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The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at The City College of New York
will strive to become a national center for the promotion 01 greater diversity in public
service, consisting of five major elements;

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's Iffetime of public selVice.
These papers will be made available to scholars nationally, and particularly to
scholars within The City College and the City University, and will selVe as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public selVice by underselVed minorities;
ThE CHARLES

ThE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which will recruit
and prepare young people for careers in government and public selVice. The
program will include participation in internships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer interdisciplinary speciaUzations
in concert with The City College Schools of Architecture, Engineering,
Educalion, and Biomedical Educalion, plus CCNY's special programs In
transportation, waste management, and urban public health;

Upon complelion 01 the degree, graduates will be eligible for programs like
the Federal Career Intem Program, entering government service for a twoyear temporary appointment with eligibility lor a permanent assignment upon
compietion. These opportunities will encourage the involvement 01 members
01 underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

A COMBINED BA/MA PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with several undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are particularly suited to draw outstanding students into public
service. The BAIMA Program will attract students capabie of and interested
in an intensive "fast-track" program leading to the master's degree. It will prepare
them for pubiic selVice with high-level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands-on training in internships and service learning;
ThE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and Include the Rangel Library, the Rangel Conference Center, and offices
for visiting scholars;
ThE CHARLES B.

RANGEL FELLOWS: A MID-CAREER
PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION, offering

professional advancement training for mid-career, minority government and
other pUblic selVice employees 01 particular accomplish~ent and promise for
a term of study ranging from eight weeks to an academic year.

-493CSOC.CBR.00011134
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-+--- - - - - - - - - - THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
THE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City College of New York offers a unique and fitling environment for The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. Located in Harlem, the heart of
Congressman Rangei's constituency, The City College of New York was founded
through apublic referendum in 1847 as afree academy to serve "the children of
the whole people." One of a young Amelica's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobimy and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunITy to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For 160 years, The College has provided access to a world-eiass
education to underrepresented popUlations, preparing them to enter those fields
with the expert skills to change their own tutures and shape the world. The College
has been located in Harlem since 1907; the Rangel Center heralds City College's
centennary on this landmarked campus.

DIVERSITY AT CITI COLLEGE
City College is one of the most truly diverse campuses In America. More than
87% of CCNY students describe Ihemselves as members of a minority group.
Following a tradITion that reflects the patiern of generations of CCNY alumni
whose achievements became the model for their own families, City College
students are often the first in their families to go to college, and most have very
limited financlai resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combined
incomes of $30,000 or less; three-quarters work while attending school, some at
more than one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most otten for
financial reasons.

2.
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THE CHARLES

B.

RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hold the product of 50 years of public service by the major AfricanAmerican statesman of the 20th and early 21st centuries, the Charles S. Rangel
library at The City College of New York will rank with the Clinton and Carter
libraries in historic importance to the government and academic communities.
The Rangel library not only tells the story of one great man, but also of a nation's
progress during the last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st,
Including papers on the Watergate and impeachment proceedings. it will trace the
nature of government, the growih and development of minorities in the lInited
States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in govemment and
public service. It will not be frozen in time but rather the heart of a iiving, growing
center -- a productive environment for emerging ideas, thoughtful advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simultaneously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles B. Rangel library will encourage study
of and research in the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent in
Congressman Rangel's long and varied career. In particular, the Charles S.
Rangel library will Inspire new generations of students from underrepresented populations to enter and excel in public service. The archives will be
accessible to all interested scholars, but especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Center.
The Rangel archivisl/librarian will organize, index, and preserve for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's
career. This will be a full time position, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoral Fellow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
assistance to other scholars, CCNY sludents, and the Hariem community,
while pursuing his/her own research.
The Rangel library could include such archive categories as: foreign policy,
govemment, the economy, community and the family, New York City and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicity. Visiting
scholars from other cities, states, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the life of the Center.

3.
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THE MASTER'S & BA/MA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE

I

!

The Rangel Cenler for Public Service will prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in public
service. At the heart of that effort is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities for vibrant co-curricular
interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.

The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BAiMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
who come to City College specITically to enroll in the Rangel Program.
For graduate students, the new Master's Program in Public Service will provide the
capstone of conceptual and service learning needed for a carear in public service.
The MA Program's distinclive combination of classroom instruction, internships
and intensive interaction with mid-career professionals will attract both recent
college graduates and older students who are potential leaders in public service.
Both programs will benefit from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and divisions, which may provide more focused allention in one area of
public service. CCNY's Schools 01 Arch~ecture, Engineenng, Education, and
Biomedical EducaTIon, plus its special programs in transportation, waste management, and urban public health, to name only afew, will be available to Rangel
Center students for Interdisciplinary concentrations In content areas and technical
matters.

THE BA/MA PROGRAM
An integrated BAIMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruit excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assuring them a seamless transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees w~ practical expenence along the way.
Undergraduate education at tI1e Rangel Center is designed primarily to secure
student commitment to careers in public service. To provide afoundation for the
MA program, and to recruU the best stUdents, the program will expand existing
underglllduate offerings in pub;;c policy, governance and management. Students
interested in public service careers from non-social science fields (such as engineering,
archUecture, and science and technology) wiiJ be able to enroil in courses to prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while maintaining their technical
amphasi'

4.
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of public policy and
equity will enroll in the 150-credli, five-year CCNY BAiMA Program in Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to take master's-Ievel seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120th credli, they must have completed 15
credlls from the MA Program, and Iheir courses will consist entirely of master'slevel courses and service internships. (In most cases, the initial MA courses will
be the required core courses.)
Engineering, science and architecture students will receive credit in the BAiMA
program for courses in those fields, allowing them to move direclly into associated
policy courses. (See category III courses listed on the following page.) For these
students, courses in categories I and ill will most occupy their attention once
they pass the 120-credit mark.
Thus it will be possible for a non-social science student al CCNY to complete the
BAIMA In roughly the same amount of time It would take asocial science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BAiMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working completely in MA courses thereafter. Students
in the BAiMA program will have at least one service learning or intemship
experience during the course of the program.
The final three semesters in the BAiMA program will consist of seminar classes
focusing on specffic political and technical issues of important pUblic policy concerns.
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
particular areas of expertise, both in policy questions and related technical matters. It
is also at this levellhat the students are expected to have the most substantial
interactions with the Center's Rangel Leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll direclly in the 45-credit MA Program in Public Service
wlihout the BA component. This program will take two years of full time study,
including a minimum of one semester of intensive internship work.
The stand-alone MA program is a45-credit program (including the internship). As
with the BAIMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the outset, reserving their seminar courses in specffic areas of policy or technical
concern for their second and third semesters of study.
The curriculum for the both the programs in public service at The City College
is found on the following page.

5.
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STUDENTS IN BOTH THE BAIMA & THE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
CATEGORY I

Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Pubiic Policy and Policy Analysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
Communication in Public SeUings
Poverty, Ethnicity, and Diversity
Elhics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

CATEGORY

II

Substantive policy concerns
(four classes lor 12 credits):
Racism, Public Policy and the Law
Powar, Inequality, and Social Welfare Polley
Immlgralion Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Healll1care Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Pollution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

CATEGORY III

Courses that offer Instruction In content areas
and technical matters that lie at the heart of
key policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Experta from CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
of political science, sociology, etc" will teach these
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for public service careers, Selection of these
courses will be made with the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethnicity,
and Environment.
Examples include:
Urban Public Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems In Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
International Law
International Organizallons
Urban Schools In a Diverse Sociely
Urban Design
Sociology of Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Security
Solid Waste Management
People ot the City of New Yorl<

CATEGORY IV

Internships (may be laken in summer)
(3 or more crOOlls)
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THE HOME OF THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originally conceived as The City College of New York ~ President" House and later usedas the
CCNY Ahttlwi H01lse, the limestone mansion on 141sl Street and ConvCltt .Avellue harks back

to City

College~'

earliest days in the mid-1800s. A gracious foar-story structure "lith a jilll

below-sidewalk level andparking area, the stately townhousefeatures two and sometimes three
tiledfireplaces on each floor,

h~gh

ceilings. deco1'i1tive plaster; fine woodwork throughout, and

ornamental ironwork on every window and surrounding the building. It isparticularly appropriate housingfor The Rangel Centerfor Public SlIrVice as it includes spacefor confrenees, semitlt!r room.s,

study areas, smart classrooms, reception rooms and computerized archives.

7.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIP AND POLICY
INNOVATION
The Center will be the home of a unique program that brings together midcareer leaders In the public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods that range from eight weeks to an entire academic year, These
outslanding public servants will receive, in essence, a sabbatical from lheir
leadership posilions and will spend lheir time at CCNY considering new
directions lor public service leadership, policy innovation, and assislance to
communities in need,
The Mid-Gareer Program wiil be targeled especially at oUlstanding ieaders
from communities underrepresented in public service. In addition to their
work with one anolher, Rangel Leadership Fellows will be engaged in
opportunities to teach and mentor Rangel partlcipanls in lhe BAIMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service, The mid-career psmcipants
become an essential resource lor students, espsdally undergraduates, who
are being prepared for caraers in public service,

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recenl studies suggesllhet the frustralions of pUblic service lead 100
many government and other public sector leaders to leave these sectors
early in their cereers, Acommon complaint is that lhese leaders rarely have
time 10 stop and think about where their organizations and the issues to
which they are devoted are headed over lhe medium- and long-lerm, The
day-to-day tasks of running organizalions preclude laking lhe lime to consider how other organizations do their work and what models exisl for policy and leadership success,
In each case, asponsoring organization will continue to provide the finandal
support for a Rangel Leadership Fellow, It will be considered an honor 10
partidpate and a reward for top psrtormance, mucl1like participation in an
executive MBA program is considered in lhe business wond, where
employees are selected and sponsored by their compsnies.
The Rangel Centers Mid-Gareer Program in Leadership and Policy
innovalion will permilleaders at the middle slage of their careers in lhe
public sector, espedally men and women from underrepresented groups, 10
leave their
npiace of lheir customary jobs,
~500~
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they will spend time with other leaders and members of the City College commun1ly
and consider issues of leadership and public policy. The experience will provide
participants with both the time to reflect and with the specialized education in specific policy areas that will contribute to their advancemenl within their respective
institutions.
Participants will spend between eight weeks and afull academic year at the
Rangel Center in individual programs of study and reflection under the mentorship
of one of the Center's professors.
City College faculty will lead sessions with the Rangel Leadership Fellows about
issues of public sector leadership and policy innovation. Each group of Fellows will
work with a select group of Rangel students in Public Policy and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or reforming policy - or ways of
delivering policy - in some issue area. These group projects provide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BAiMA and MA students in the work of mid-career leaders giving them first-hand knowledge of the potential of careers in pUblic service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These Fellows will receive varying levels of support, depending on the workforce
from which they are drawn. Almost all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which allow a limited number of employees to receive a oneyear sabbatical and full salary for post-baccalaureate study at an Institution of
higher education.
The Rangel Center will reach out to human resources offices that oversee these
programs in specific agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-career leaders from
underrepresented populations. The Rangel Center will provide each federal
Rangel Leadership Fellow an indMdualized academic program tuition-free, and
offer 10 $7,500 cost-of-living and travel packages, to ensure that mid-career
employees who live outside New York City can take advantage of this important
opportunity.
Each Rangel Leadership Fellow who works at the Center for at least one semester
will each teach one seminar. Rangel Leadership Fellows will also participate in the
Best Practices Seminar, along with guest speakers from academia, think tanks,
the public sector, and community organizations. This seminar will focus on practical
issues pertaining to careers in public service, including the art of building coalitions, techniques for communicating effectively to the pUblic, lessons on making
useful connections, and career issues particular to members of underrepresented
populations. Finally, to maximize the .
s, students will
evaluate them under the guidance of e
Ip Fellows.

9.
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March 15,2007
Mr. Garret Batten
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017
Dear Garret,
Attached are the revised budget and additional information requested.
Grant amount requested:
Proposed grant term:
Proposed start and end:

$1,000,000
Four years @ $250klyear
May 1, 2007-April 30, 201 0

Proposal Narrative
Description oftbe project:

The proposed grant is to implement The City College ofNew York's new program in public
service, leading to the Master's Degree in Public Service, and whose focal point will be the
CCNY Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service. The Center will prepare students,
particularly from underserved and underrepresented populations, for careers as leaders in
government and public service. The public service curriculum emphasizes a combination of
classroom instruction, practical training through internships, mentoring by professionals in the
field, and participation by visiting scholars. In addition, research in issues restricting full access
to govcrrunent and public service by underserved populations will be centered around the Rangel
Archives and Library.
Proposed Activities:

Ford Foundation grant funds will be used to help provide.support for:
• research fellowships in public service for doctoral and post-doctoral fellows;
• a post-doctoral fellowship tor the Rangel Library;
• support for visiting scholars;
• master's level research assistantships;
• CCNY faculty fellowships for public service projects; and
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• public scrvice school-ycar and summer internships.

Results or Goals, both short and long-term:
The long-term goals of the project are to be a source of research to other centers and universities
regarding issues related to public service participation of members of underrepresented groups
and with the products of this research to encourage men and women from Imderrcprcscntcd
populations to enter government and public service careers and seek leadership and management
positions within those careers.
The short-term goals are to:
• focus research on analyses ofthe factors influencing achievement, political
participation, and representation in government of members of underrepresented
groups (Afriean-Americans, Latino(a)s, Asian-Americans, women);
• focus research on analyses of programs, policies, and practices that are etfective in
increasing participation of members of these groups;
• foster intercst in rcsearch in public service through undergraduate and graduate
research assistantships;
• provide mentoring by current public service partners, a Visiting Scholar, and MidCareer Rangel :Fellows;
• establish eftective career cOlmections leading to job placements in government and
public scrvice upon graduation; and
• track how many graduatcs from underrepresented populations enter government and
public service in both the short and long term.

Success Indicators:
The indicators would include:
• publications of research,
• reports put out by the center,
• presentations at scholarlyconferences,
• conferences sponsored by the center,
• participation by students in all research activities, and
• symposia and colloquia sponsored by the Center.
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Grant Budget Model For Project
An annual budget of $250,000 for each ofthe four years details for which are included on the
attached budget worksheet.
Currently, funding is as follows:
Rangel Center Fundraising
Confirmed
Kheel FOillldation Scholarships
Transportation aPuropriation

$400,000
$400,000
$3,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$25,000

ConlU'essional seed money
Ford Foundation

Private donor
Rodobeck FOlllldatin
Sub-Total

$5,825000

Peudim!

Verizon Foundation
Comorate donor

-

CUNY match
Additional Comrressional Appropriation anticioated
Sub-Total
~_tal confirmed

.and Dendin 1

$500,000
$5,000,000
$2,500,000

$8,000000
$13825,000

Proposed Payment Schedule:
Annually, with each installment paid on or before May I st beginning May I, 2007

Organizational Profile:
The City College of New York is the oldest and most distinguished ofthe City University's 23
colleges and is a mini-university itself, with separate schools of Liberal Arts and Science,
Architecture, Engineering, Biomedical Education., and Education. Founded in 1847 to provide a
no cost education to the children of the "whole people," it still fulfills that function today, With a
comparatively low tuition, the City College remains one of the most diverse institutions in higher
education in the nation, with more than 87% of CCNY students describe themselves as
belonging to a minority group, Following a tradition that rcflccts the pattern of generations of
CCNY alumni, whose achievements became the model for their own families, most City College
students have very limited finaneial resources. Approximately 58% come from families with
combined incomes of $30,000 or less; three-quarters work while attending school, some at more
than one job. Over half of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financial reasons.
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The Charles B. Rangel Center at The City College of New York is being established to create _::..-=opportunities for CCNY's diverse student population to achieve a graduate degree and move into
government and public service at the policy- and decision-making levels. It is also providing a
venue for mid-career professionals from underrepresented populations to return for a graduate
degree to help advance their careers. Finally, Congressman Charles B. Rangd is gifting his
papers to the Center's archives to offer scholars the prospect of research into the barriers
preventing underrepresented minorities from entering government and public service.
The City College 21" Century Foundation:

The City College 21" Century Foundation is a 501c3 public charity established in 1997 to enable
City College to receive gifts to The Campaign for The City College of New York. All gifts and
non-governmental grants to CCNY are now being deposited into this fiscal entity. A copy of the
organization's 501c3 IRS detennination letter is attached. Currently, the City College 21"
Century Foundation has $75 million in assets and provides $3 million toward CCNY's annual
budget 01'$100,000,000. The Ford Foundation's grant would represent approximately 50% of the
Ford project's annual budget and .25% of the institution's budget as a whole. The URL
maintained by The City College of New York is the following: www.ccny.cuny.edu.

Diversity Information:
As the mission ofthe Rangel Center is to advance the numbers ofindividuals from populations
that are underrepresented in government and public service, diversity is perhaps the Rangel
Center's denning issue. Not only will the undefl,'l1lduate and graduate students be drawn from a
student body that has been ranked by US News as one of the most diverse in the nation, but also
the Rangel Center's Mid-Career Program will bring in individuals from underrepresented
populations who are already in public service. In addition, diversity issues will be the primary
subject of scholarly research at the Rangel Center. In order to provide role models for CCNY
students, the program will invite successful government and public servants from
underrepresented populations to serve as visiting scholars. In addition, the faculty and staff who
will serve on the Rangel Advisory Council will also rellect this diversity.
Because the new CCNY master's degree in public service will draw upon an already diverse
group of candidates, ensuring diversity or increasing diversity is a non-issue.
The 15 board members of the City College 21" Century Foundation reflect some diversity in
gender, race, ethnic background and culture. While volunteer members ofthe Advisory Council
have not yet been selected, a diverse group offaculty members for the Rangel Center Advisory
Council have been recruited as below:
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Under-represented(*)

Total

Female

Male

Female

Male

City College 21"
Century
Foundation Board

0

3

2

15

Rangel Center
Advisory
Councillprofesslo
nal staff

3

1

3

1

Support staff

1

1

1

1

List Of City College 21't Century Advisory Board Members
Vivien Ranschburg Clark
President
LCU Foundation
Martin Cohen
Co-Chainnan, Co-Chief Executive Officer
Cohen & Steers
Dr. Zeev Dagan
Provost
The City College ofNew York

Fulvio Dobrich
President and CEO
Galileo Asset Management LLC
TC'TTCnee A. Elkes, Esq.
Managing Director and Co-Owner
Apollo Partners LLC
Joseph Flom, Esq.
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher, & Flom LLP
Mr. Joseph L. Forstadt
Pmiuer, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan
Mr. Stanley H. Kaplan
Rita J. and Stanley H. Kaplan Family Fonndation.

Barbara Kent
William J. Lippman
President
Franklin Advisory Services, LLC
Howard Palcfsky
Mnnlrenx Equity Pmiuers
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Stanford A. Roman, Jr., M.D.
Dcan
The Sophie Davis School ofBiomedical Education
at The City College ofNew York
Mr. William Ruder
President
William Rnder Inc.
Mr. Jack Rudin
Rudin Management

Mr. Frank Sciame, Jr.
President
FJ. Sciame Construction Co" Inc.
Judge Frank Torres
Retired, }''YS Supreme Court

Mr. Josh S. Weston
Honorary Cbainnan
Automatic Data Processing Inc.
Dr. Gregory H. Williams
President
The City College ofNew York

Charles B. Rangel Center Advisory Coulleil
Name
Maria Binz Scharf
Marina Fernando
Ramona Hernandez
Lily HofTman

Deoartment
Economics
IntI Studies
Dominican Studies Institute
Sociology

Andy Rich

Political Science

R. L'Heureux

Sociology

Leslie Puik
John Krinslev

Sociology
Political Science

Specialty
Information Communication between PoUcymakers
Oversees Ranoe! Fordon Relations
Research on Dominicans in New York
Directors Rosenberg-Humphrey Internship Program!
Urbanization and Public Policy Fellowships in the
Harlem Community
Acting Direclor, Colin Powell Center for Public
Policy/Think Tanks and Public Intellectuals
Achievement of African Americans in Sociology &
Puhlic Policy
Decision Making in the Criminal Justice System
The Welfare SYstem

Key Contact Information for the Organization:
Gregory H. Williams, President
The City Cnliege of New York
160 Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
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Fax:

Email:
Gregory H. Williams
President

Gregory H. Williams is the 11th president ofThe City College of New York, the flagship college ofThe City
University of New York and one ofthe oldest public universities in the United States, established in1847, City
College includes among its graduates nine Nobel Prize winners, former Secretary of State Colin Powen, Dr. Jonas
Salk, and the founder of Intel, Andy Grove,
Since his arrival in August of 200 I, President Williams' leadership has brought the College increased national
recognition. In a single year, the College increased its enrollment by 15% ~ including an increase in new freshman,
under new, more rigorous admissions standards, of40%. These numbers add to a student b!Jdy that, according to US
News and World Reports, is tied for second as the most diverse college campus in the nation, at the same time that it
produced a 2005 Rhodes Scholar, and includes the 2005 Intel Science Prize winner.
In addition, The City College moved from the third to the second tier among its peer institutions in the U.S. News
and World Reports' 2003 issue of "America's Best Colleges," and ranks solidly in the fIrst tier on such factors as
academic reputation, faculty, and student selectivity. Under his leadership, the State of New York is investing more
than a quarter ofa billion dollars in new science facilities and a new home for the CCNY School of Architecture.
President Williams is leading the first capital campaign in lhe College's history, and has aiready raised more than
$160,000,000.

Dr. Williams has five earned degrees, including the J.D. and a Ph.D. from George Washington University, and he is
the holder oftbree honorary doctorates. He has been a university administrator for over thirty years, holding a wide
variety of posts at The George Washington University, The University oflowa, and The Ohio St.te University,
1mmc>diately prior to assuming the presidency of The City' College of New York, Dr. WiUiams served as Dean ofthe
Law School and Carter C, Kissell Professor of Law, The Ohio State University, Early in his career Dr, Williams
was a Deputy Sheriff, and later worked as an aide to a UnIted States Senator.

Dr. Williams has published three books and a number ofarticles and book reviews for The New York Times, The Los
Angeles Times, and The Washington Post. He is best known for his awardMwinning and best selling memoir, Life on
the Color Line: The True Story ofa White Boy Who Discovered He Was Black As a result ofhis autobiography he
has been featured on a number ofnational programs, including Oprah, Dateline NBC with Tom Brokaw, Larry King
Live, ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and Fresh Air with Terri Gross of National Public Radio, In 1995, Life on
the Color Line was selected as Book of the Yearby the Los Angeles Times. In 1996 the Gustavus Myers Center for
the Study ofHuman Rights in North America named Life an the Color Line an "Outstanding Book on the Subject of
Human Rights," and it is often required reading for many entering students at the nation's colleges and universities.
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In 2004 Dr. Williams received the "Governor's Tribute to African-American Leaders ofExcellence in State
Service~ from Governor George Pataki for his significant contributions to the people of New York. In 1999 he wasnamed the first recipient ofthe National Bar Association's A Leon Higginbotham, Jr, Award for Outstanding
Contributions to the Preservation ofHuman aud Civil Rights. Also in 1999 he was selected as "Dean ofthe Year"
by the National Association ofPublic Interest Lew. In 2006, be received the Austrian Cross ofHonor in Science and
Art, First Class.
President William Jefferson Clinton invited Dr. Williams to the White House in 1998 as part of his "Call to Action"
to promote pro bono work and diversity ,in the legal profession. The Chair ofthe Commission on Human Resources
and Social Change of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. He is a past
President ofthe Association of American Lew SChools.

Staff member who will direct project adivities:

Dr. Brett Silverstein
Dean, Division of Social Scienee
Direetor, Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, NA 6/141
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:

Brett Silverstein
Dean
Office: Office ofthe Dean
Division of Social Science
City College ofNew York
New York, NY 10031
212-650-:: i

Educational Background
Ph. D. Social Psychology, Columbia University, 1976
B. A Psychology, SUNY at Stony Brook, 1971
Trainee, S.S.RC. Snmmer Training Institute in Neurohiology and Addiction,
U.C. Irvine, 1977
Trainee, S.S.R.C. Snmmer Training Institute in Psychophysiology for Social
Scientists, Harvard University, 1972

Professional Experience:
Dean, Division of Social Science, City College ofNew York, 8/04-present
Chair, Psychology Departmen~ City College of New York, 7/98-7/04
Professor, City College of New York, 2/97-Present
Associate Professor, City College of New York, 9/85-2/97
Visiting Professor, Hobart & William Smitll Colleges, 7/84-6/85
Assistant Professor, SUNY at Stony Brook, 9177-7184
lastrnctor, Princeton University, 9175-6177
Assistant Director, Rnssell Sage Foundation project evaluating New York City Department
of Sanitation, 8175-9176
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Professional Honors
Winner ofPsychologists for Social Responsibility Award for Outstanding Contribution to
Psychological Research on Peace, 1989
Selected as Psychology Department Teacher ofthe Year, SUNY at Stony Brook, 1981-82,
1982-83
Cited as outstanding teacher Village Voice, 1980
Cited as popular teacher Newsday, 1983

Publications
BoollS
Silverstein, B. & Perlick, D. (1995). The Cost ofCompetence. New York: Oxford University
Press
Silverstein, B. (1984). Fed Up. Boston: Sonth End Press.
Journal Articles
Silverstein, B., Cohen, P. & Kasen, S. (2006). Should additional symptoms be added to criteria
for Atypical depression? Psychiatry Research, 144. 87-89.
Angst, J., Gamma, A_. Benazzi, P., Silverstein, B., Aldacic-Gross, V" Eieh, D. & Rossler, W.
(2006). Atypical depressive syndromes in varying definitioos. European Archives of
Psychiatry and Clinical Neuroscience, 256(1),44-54.

Silverstein, B. (2002). Gender difference in the prevalence ofsomatic versus pure depression: A
replication. American Journal ofPsychiatry. 159(6) 1051-1052
Silverstein, B. (1999). Gender difference in the prevalence of clinical depression: the role played
by depression associated with somatic symptoms. American Journal ofPsychlalry. 156,
480-482.
Silverstein, B. & Lynch, A.D. (1998). Gender and depressinn: The role played by paternal
attitudes ofmale superiority and maternal modeling ofgender-related limitations. Sex Roles,
38, 539-555.
Silverstein, B., Clauson, J., Perdue, L., Carpman, S. & Cimarollli, V. 1998). The association
between female college students' reports of depression and their perceptions of parental
attitudes regarding gender. Journal ofAppliedSocial Psychology, 28, 537-549.
Silverstein, B. & Blumenthal, E. (1997). Depression mixed with anxiety, somatization, and
disordered eating: Relationship with gender~role~related limitations experienced by females,
Sex Roles, 36, 709-724.
Silverstein, B., Caceres, J., Perdue, L. & Cimarolli, V. (1995). Genderdift'erences in depressive
symptomatology: The role played by "anxious somatic depression" associated with genderrelated achievement concerns. Sex Roles: 33, 621-636.
Silverstein, B., Clauson, J., MeKoy, E. & Raban, J. (1995). The correlation between depression
and headache: The role played by generational changes in female achievement. Journal of
AppliedSocial Psychology, 25, 35-48.
Silverstein, B., Perliek, D., Clauson, J. & McKoy, E. (1993). Depression combined with
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somatic symptomatology among adolescent females who report concems regarding maternal
achievement. Sex Roles, 28, 637-653.
Perlick, D., Mattis, S., Stastnhy, P. & Silverstein, B. (1992). Negative symptoms are related to
both frontal and nonfrontal neuropsychological measures in chronic schizophrenia. Archives
ofGeneral Psychiatry, 47, 245-246.
Perlick, D., Mattis, S., Stastnhy, P. & Silverstein, B. (1991). Neuropsychological and clinical
correlates ofgender in schizophrenia The Clinical Neurop.~ychologist, 5, 281.
Silverstein, B. & Perlick, D. (1991). Gender differences in depression: Historical changes.
Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica, 84, 327-331.
Silverstein, B., Carpman, S., Perllek, D. & Perdue, L. (1990). NOittraditional sex role aspirations,
gender identity contlict, and disordered eatiug among college women. Sex Roles, 11!I2,
687-695.
Silverstein, B. (1989). Enemy images: The psychology of U.S. attitudes and cognition..
regarding the Soviet Union. American Psychologist, 6, 903-913.
Silverstein, B. & Flamenbaum, C. (1989). Biases in the perception and cognition ofthe actions
of enemies. Journal ofSocial Issues, 45(2),51-72.
Holt, R. & Silverstein, B. (1989). Research on enemy images: Introduction and overview.
Journal ofSocialIssues, 45(2), I-II.
Silverstein, B. & Holt, R. (1989). Research on enemy images: Present status and Mure prospects.
Journal o(Soclallssues, 45(2), 159-175.
Silverstein, B., Perdue, L, Wolf, C. & Pizzolo, C. (1988). Bingeing, purging and estimates of
parental attitudes regarding female achievement. Sex Roles, 11//2,723-733.
Silverstein, B. & Perdue, L. (I 988). The relationship between role concerns, preferences for
slimness and symptoms ofeating problems among college women. Sox Roles, 18(112),
101-106.
Silverstein, B. (1987). Toward a science of propaganda. Political Psychology, 8(1),49-59.
Silverstein, B., Perdue, L., Peterson, B. & Kelly, e. (1986). The role ofth. mass media in
promoting a thin standard ofattractiveness forwom.n. Sex Roles, 14(9110),519-532.
Silverstein, B., Peterson, B. & Perdue, L. (1986). Some correlates ofthe thin standard of
attractiveness for women. International Journal afEating Disorders, 5(5), 895-905.
Silverstein, 8., Perdue, L., Peterson, B., Vogel, L. & Fantini, D.A. (1986). Possible causes ofthe
thin standard ofattractiveness for women. International Journal ofEating Disorders, 5(5),
895-905.
Silverstein, B. (1984). Figures don't lie if liars don't figure: Statistical propaganda and the
nuclear arms raco. Sclencefor the People, 16(12).12.
Silverstein, B., Kelly, E., Swan, J. & Kozlowski, L.T. (1982). Physiological predisposition
toward becoming a cigarette smoker: Experimental evidence for a sex difference. Addictive
Behaviors, 7, 83-86.
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Silverstein, B. (1982). Cigarette smoking, nicotine addiction, and relaxation. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology. 42., 946-950.
Silverstein, B. (1982). Teaching .l.rge leeturo course in psychology: Tuming defeat iuto
victory. Teaching ofPsychology, 9(3), ISO-ISS.
Silverstein, B., Feld, S. & Kozlowski, L.T. (1980). The availability oflow·meotine eigarett~s as
a cause of cigarette smoking among teenage females. Journal ofHealth and Social Behavior,
2.1,383-388.
Seh.chter, S., Kozlowski, L.T. & Silverstein, B. (1977). Eftects of urinary pH on cigarette
smoking. Journal ofExperimental Psychology: General, 106(1), 13-19.
Silverstein, B., Kozlowski, L.T. & Schachter, S. (1977). Soei.llife, cigarette smoking, and
urinary pH. J&urnal ofExperimental Psych&logy: General, 106(1),20-23.
Schachter, S., Silverstein, B., Kozlowski, L.T., Herman, C.P. & Liebling, B. (1977). Effect. of
stress on cigarette smoking and urinary pH24-30.
Schachter, S., Silverstcin, B. & Perliek, D. (1977). Psychological and pharmacological
explanations of smoking under S(Tess. ,Journal &fExperimental Psychol&gy: General, 106(1),
31-40.
Book Chapters
Perliek, D. & Silverstein, B. (1993). Faces offemale discentent. In P. Fallon, M. Katzman
& S. Wooley (eds.) Feminist perspectives on eating disorders. New York: Guilford,77-93.
Silverstein, B. (1992). The psychology of enemy images. In S. Staub & P. Green (eds.)
Psychology and social responsibility: Facing global challenges. New York: New York
University Press.
Silverstein, B. (1986). Teaching a large lecture course in psychology. In R.S. Daniel, L.
Benjamin & C. Brewer (cds.) Teaching introductory psychology, New York: Erlbaum.
Silverstein, B. & Lynch, A.D. (2002) Gender differences in depression: The roie piayed by
paternal attitudes ofmale superiority and maternal modeling ofgender-related In A.E. Hunter
& C, Fordon (es.) Readings in the psychology afgender: Exploring &ur differences and
commonalities. Needham Heights, MA: Allyn & Bacon
Comments and Book Reviews
Silverstein, B. (1996). Why we need enemies. Contemporary Psychology.
Silverstein, B. (1995). To be (objective) 01' not 10 he. American Psychologist, 50, 50-51.
Silverstein, B. (1979). Sick humor. Contemporary Psychology, 24, 869-870.
Silverstein, B. (1977), Food fOl'lhought Contemporary Psychology, 2.2, 287-288,
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Current Scholarly and/or Research Activities
Reviewed manuscripts for following journals:

Psychiatry Research
Journal 0/Personality and Social Psychology
Contemporary Psychology
European Journal ofHealth Psychology
Sex Roles

Psychology o/Women Quarterly
Journal o/Social and Clinical Psychology
Journal ofApplied Social Psychology
Basic and Applied Social Psychology
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
Cunently doing research on the relationship between gender Toles, depression, disordered
eating, and other aspects of health and menta] nealth.

Administrative officer who will administer grant funds:
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and
Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:
Rachelle Butler
Summary of Qualifications
More than 20 years ofexperience in not-for-profit and for-profit environments, with an emphasis
on strong interpersonal, managerial and communications skills. Fifteen years in development, with
leadership experience in eapital campaigns, planned giving and major gifts.

Professional
Experience
1f03-present

Vice President for Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York

• Working with the president, helped direct capital campaign, including inereasing overall total
from $45 million upon arrival to current total of$186 million;
• Assisted with a $26 million gift, largest ever to the college; raised largest cOlporate gilt in
CUNY of$IO million; first foundation gift of$3.6M, and many gifts over $1 million;
• Supervised full time staffof eight plus campaign consultant, four part time staff
• Integrated and fucused all development and advancement functions;
• Trained and directed major gifts offieers; they now each raise $1 million+ per year;
• Instituted annual fundraising gala grossing $lmHlion+ fill' the president;
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• Professionalized scholarship and stewardship administration procedures;
• Increased foundation and corporati()n gifts into $1 M+ range;
• Produced capital campaign case statement, up!V'dded office publications, proposals, and
development PR materials to have distinctive brand and quality look;
• Instituted and produced mllllY high quality cultivation and donor recognition events;
• Introduced first plll11fied giving donor recognition society at CCNY;
• Upgraded Raiser's Edge database system lll1d trained all staff;
• Worked closely with other development and alumni groups on ClllfipUS and with CUNY;
• Worked closely with other vice presidents, deans, and chairs;
• Helped develop President's advisory board.

5/92-12/02:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
".
•

Worked with the dean on capital campaign to successfully raise $50 million;
Personally raised $6M+ in individual gifts and pledges, including $3M for CUSSW's new
building;
Raised annuities, trusts and pooled income funds, including several at the $1 million-I- Jevel;
plus bequests totaling $5 million;
Wrote successful foundation and corporation grant proposals for $IM+, including 2nd Kresge
FOlmdation grant awarded to Colnmbia University;
Developed grass-roots scholarships for minority students with alumni committees;
Introduced one ofColumbia's fIrst secure online giving sites on alumni Web site;
Served as editor-in-chief and writer of Alumni Newsletter for 14,000 alumni;
Worked with dean to develop long-term strategic plan for capital campaign;
Planned and supervised fund-raising receptions, auctions lll1d theater benefits;
PllllUled and supervised donor recognition and cultivation events;
Worked closely with dean's Advisory Council and Alumni Association leadership;
Developed and supervised regional events, programs lll1d services
Planned and supervised implementation ofprograrns and services for 14,000 alumni;
Planned lll1d implemented CUSSW alumni response to Sept. II tragedy;
Worked with University Office ofPublic Affairs to increase school's prominence;
Directed offiee of seven permanent lll1d four rotating staffers in dual role of development and
alumni relations; directed volunteer staff of 20 committees;
Customized University alumni lll1d development database for school use;
Co-directed CUSSW Centeuaial Celebration for more than 900 participants;
Produced all Centennial exhibits for Columbia University libraries lll1d all publications;
Directed Annual Fund: Solicited donors, designed mailing, telemarketing campaigns;
Designed, implemented and supervised new gift processing procedures:

1980-1992:

•
•
•
•

Columbia University School Of Social Work
Assistant Dean and Director, Development & Alumni
Relations
Acting Director
Associate Director

Rory Butler Systems, Inc.
Vice President

Corresponded lll1d interacted extensively with clients, government agencies and the public;
Maintained records for all tax filings, employee paYlull, accounts payable and receivable;
Administered employee pension and medical plans;
Evaluated potential eonsultlll1ts, developed resumes;
Wrote informational materials for clients.
.
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1978-1980:
Mendik Realty, Inc.
Commercial property manager
• Organized and supervised engineering and maintenance staff of more than 80;
• Worked closely with all tenants to ensure tenant satisfaction;
• Managed new building renovation and maintained building security;
eMonitored all ongoing facilities contracts.

Education
Certificate, Computer Studies; Columbia University.
MA, Music. Columbia University.
BA, With Honors, French and English, UCLA.

Primary liaisons respnnsible for submission of narrative aud financial reports to the Ford
Foundation:
Dean Brett Silverstein and Vice President Rachelle Butler (see above).
Financial information for submitting grant payment information:
All checks should be made payable to: The City College 21 st Century Foundation
and the memo should state: Charles B. Rangel Center.
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Electronic Banking Information
DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS (primarily for wiring gifts ofstock)
IMPORTANT: Please notifY us iu advance of delivery ofstock and iuctude name of stock, number ofshares, name
ofbroker, and date of transfur. Please also let us know lithe donation should be directed toward a specific
scholarshi['orfund._PI""se notifY me by ['hone at (212) 650,
; by fax at (212) 650;by email at:
rbutlen
_ ,:01' by mail at the following address:

<

Mailiug Address/Physical delivery:

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
138'" Street and ConYO'llt Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031

Taxl.D. #
DTC Delivery Instructions:

#0571 (Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.)*

NSCC Delivery Instructions:

#0571 •

Enroclear Delivery Instructions:

#90051*

Fed. Book Entry:
(Tiuts, Bills, Notes, FNMA):
GNMA & All Wireable Secnrities:

Money Wire Instructions:
Money only, not ACH or
Social Security payments)

IP Morgan Chase Bank
ABA.:"······· ,.,Oppenheimer & Co. Inc,
AlC. ,.,. -, ... , 'For Further Credit To: *

Foreign Securities:*

I. Merrill L)'nchiOppenheimer
AlC' -,- -- --'2. Arnold Bleischroeder/Oppenheimer
3. Bank ofNew YorkiOppanheimer

"'Please include Oppenheimer internal account infonnation for proper credit:
Account Name:
Specific Fund Name if Known:
Account Number:

City College 21" Century Foundation, Inc.
(tobepravided by the donor)
,
,

' '
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Project Leadership
Dean Brett Silverstein (see CV above), Director
and the
Charles B. Rangel Center Advisory Council:

Lily Hoffinan

Department
Economics
Inti Studies
Dominican Studies illstitule
Sociology

Andy Rich

Political Science

R. L'Heureux

Sociology

Name
Maria Dinz Scharf
Marina Fernando
Ramona Hernandez

. Leslie Pail<
John Krinsky

Sociology
Political Science

SpeciallY
Information Communicat'ion between Policymakers
Ovel~ees Rangel Foreign Relations
Researcb on Dominicans in New York
Directors Rosenberg-Humphrey Internship Program!
Urbanization and Public Policy Fellowships in the
Harlem CommunitY
Acting Direct"" Colin Powell Center for Pnblic
PolicylThink Tanks and Peblic Intellectuals

I

Achievement ofAfrican Americans in Sociology&!
Peblic Policy
Decision Mnkin~ in the Criminal Justice Svstem
The Welfare System
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Lodico, Nicolette
From:

Batten, Garret

Sent:

Wednesday, March 21,200712:38 PM

To:

Anderson, Gregory

Subject: rangel delays
Dear Greg,
There are several reasons for the delay with the grant for the Rangel Center. They all relate to the difficulty that
City College's Development Office had in submitting a full and complete grant proposal. In order to get the grant
proposal finished, I had to offer them assistance that is nat normally extended to grantees and the foundation
accepted a proposal that can only be characterized as weak (confirmed by more than one P.O.).
1) Their initial document did nat meet most of the requirements for a grant proposal. In addition to being material
weak, it lacked a cover letter, c.v.s, board information, diversity information, and information about what entity
would actually receive the funds.
2) On 2/13, I contacted Shelly Butler, VP for Development & Institutional Advancement at City College, and
explained that their initial submission would need to be revised to comply with foundation guidelines.
A revised proposal was not submitted by City College until 2/26.
3) Upon review of their 2/26 submission, it was, discovered that they had stili failed to foil oW the proposal checklist
which had been supplied on 2/13. Their proposal again lacked a cover leiter, c.v.s, board information, a proper
diversity table and other required information.
4) In addition, the 2/26 submission was more of an addendum to their initiai proposal than a complete proposal.
They made no attempt to integrate the two (this is something that was overlooked in order to get the grant made).
The required information was finally received on 3/19.
Best,
Garret

Garret Batten
Research Associate
Knowledge, Creativity and Freedom Program
The Ford Foundation
Phone (212) 5I3':
Fax (212) 573<'

-4291012212009
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Inter-OffICe Memorandum

To: See distribution below

Date: March 30; 2007

From: Elaine Kranich
Subject:

Approved Out of Meetiug Grant - Request # 104845

Susan Berresford approved the action listed below on March 29, 2007:
KC&F (Education, Sexuality, Religion)/PSJ (Governance and Civil Society) grant out of
appropriation for $1,00,000 to The City College 21 ,t Century Foundation, Inc. for
support for undergraduate internships, research fellowships, and visiting scholars at The
Charles B. Rangel Center of Public Service at The City College of New York. (Four years
beginning May 1,2007.)

Attaclunent

Distribution:

Gregory Anderson - 4
Carl Anthony - 6
Alison Bernstein - 10
Susan Berresford - 10
Deborah Bloom - 3
DavidChiel-lO
Roscoe Davis - 9
Frank DeGiovanni 6
Michael Edwards - 5
Pablo Farias - 10
Nicholas Gabriel- 8
Jacob Gayle - 10
Susan Hairston - 3
Sandra Harris - 1
Moruca Hillard - 4
Lisa Jordan - 5

Jan Jaffe - 4
Lorna Lewis (2 copies) - 8
Kenneth Monteiro· 3
Sonali MukeJjce • 3
Janice Petrovich - 4
Kyle Reis· 3
SaraRios·5
Suzanne Siskel - 6
Linda Strumpf· 9
Bruce Stuckey· 2
Marta Tellado • 10
Cannen Vazquez - 3
Margaret Wilkerson" 4
Thomasina Williams· 5
Archives - B
Grants Processing - 8
(w/Official Copy ofRGA)
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RECOMMENDATION FOR PRESIDENTIAL-APPROVAL ORGANIZATIONAL GRANT
TO:

Susan V. Berresford

VIA:

Barron M. Tenny

FROM:

Janke Petrovich! Michael A. Edwards

PROGRAM:

KC & F ! Education, Sexuality, Religion
PSJ! Governance and Civil Society

RESPONSIBLE
PROGRAM OFFICER:

Gregory Anderson! Thomasina Williams

GRANTS
ADMINISTRATOR:

Monica Hilliard

GRANTEE:

The City College 21st Century Foundation Inc

Approval Date:

Request No.: 0104845

AMOUNT:

TERM:
DESCRIPTION:

Grant No.: NEW
(40750)
(NEW YORK, NY)
$1,000,000
Four years beginning May 1, 2007
For support for undergraduate internships, research fellowships, and visiting
scholars at The Charles B. Rangel Center of Public Service at The City
College ofNew York

SOURCE OF FUNDS:

$1,000,000 from Appropriation 620 (Unit Reserve)

RESPONSIBLE COST
CEl''l"rER:

(431) Education, Sexuality, Religion
(422) Governance and Civil Society

FIELD:

(604) Education and Scholarship (KC & F)
(722) Governance (pSJ)

INITIATIVES:

Opportunity
Democracy and Diversity

GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF (520) United States
CONCERN:
TAX STATUS:

50 I(c)(3)

TAX CLASSIFICATION:

Publicly Supported" Section 509(a)(I)

ESTIMATED PAYMENT
SCHEDULE:

4 Annual Installments from May 1,2007
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Request No. 104845

Grantee: The City College 21" Century Foundation; Amnnnt: $1,000,000; RPO: GregOly Anderson

Grant Activities
Following the Civil Rights Movement and the introduction of affirmative action policies,
positions in public service offered underrepresented minorities an important path to the middle class.
Over the past two decades however, it has been increasingly more difficult to attract young people of
color to careers in public scrvice in the United States. The capacity ofunderserved populations to avail
themselves of edueational opportunities is restricted by financial necessity, whieh to a large degree
accounts for the low representation of minority groups among the top echelon of managers, supervisors
and policy experts in the federal govenunent. In fact, while minorities make up nearly 30% of the U.S.
population, they only occupy 13.8% of such high level government positions.
The recommended grant to The City College ofNew York would support research fellows
(doctoral and post-doctoral) and visiting scholars at The Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
(hereaftcr the center). The Ford Foundation has a rich history of working to improve access in higher
education for low-income and/or minority students, including the Campus Diversity Initiative and other
projects which have sought to enhance the development of leaders from underrepresented groups, both
in thc United States and abroad. This recommended grant would continue the foundation's tradition of
enhancing access to higher education as well 'as deepening a longstanding commitment to public service.
These fellowships are part of an integrated curriculum created to offer a combined BAIMA
program in public services and to prepare underserved groups for greater leadership roles at the federal
level. This program will allow first year undergraduate students to pursue a five year (150 credit) joint
BNMA in Public Service, The program will offer advanced course work, mentors with a background in
government service, professional development through internships and service learning. In addition,
students will be given co-curricular opportunities to interact with the Rangel Mid-Career Fellows, who
will be on temporary leave from public service careers. The integrated program should give stodents the
skills, training, and mentoring opportunities they need to succeed at careers in public serviCe. In
addition, a 45 credit Master's program is also being created that will serve recent graduates as well as
those with related work experience who wish to advance their skills and potential for leadership
positions in public service.
The grant ""ill facilitate the following:
•

Fellowships for doctoral and post-doctoral research at the Rangel Center.

•

Post-doctoral fellows to work with Congressman Charles B. Rangel's papers.

•

Master's level asSistantships.

•

An annual senior Scholar-in-Residence to work with faculty and stodents.

•

Public service internships for undergraduates.

Benchmarks include the successful development ofintegratcd programs of study and training in order to
nurtorc and educate future leaders and especially future leaders of color. Benchmarks also include the
recruitment and reteution of disadvantaged minority stodents at both the undergraduate and graduate
level. The center should be able to demonstrate that the $5,000 undergraduate stipends furnished by the
program will enable stodents to work
at these stipends are awarded to qualified
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students with the greatest fmandal need. Furthermore, another important benchmark involves generating
evidence of the relevancy ofthese stipend positions forJuture employment in public service as th,,~
program matures over time. Finally, emollment into a post graduation intern program for employiilent
at the Federal level is both expected and necessary. The Foundation does not expect to provide future
funding for this program.

Organizational Profile (www.ccny.cuny.edu)
The City College ofNew York (CCNY) is the oldest and one of the most distinguished of the
City University's 23 colleges. The CCNY is a mini-university itself; with separate schools of Liberal
Arts and Science, Architecture, Engineering, Biomedical Education., and Education. Founded in 1847
to provide a no cost education to thc children of the ''whole people," it still fulfills that function today.
With a comparatively low tuition, the City College remains one ofthe most diverse institutions in higher
education in the nation, with more than 87% of CCNY students describing themselves as belonging to a
minority group. Following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni, whose
achievements became the model for their own families, most City College students have very limited
financial resources. Indeed, approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes of $30,000
or less; three-quarters ofthe students work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half
of CCNY's students attend part time, most often for financial and familial reasons.
The City College 21" Century Foundation is a 50lc3 public charity established in 1997 to enable
City College to receive gifts to The Campaign for The City College of New York. Currently, the City
College 21't Century Foundation has $75 million in assets and provides $3 million toward CCNY's
annual budget of$100,000,000. The Ford Foundation's grant would r"Present approximately 50% of
the Ford project's annual budget and .25% ofthe institution's budget as a whole.

Diversity Table and Interpretation
Under-Represented
Female

Male

Total
Female

Male

CUNY Board of Trustees

4

1

9

16

City College 21 st Century Board

o

3

2

15

Rangel Center Advisory
CouncillProfessional staff

3

1

6

2

2

2

Support staff

While the advisory council and support staff show a good degree of diversity. The City College 21 st
Century Board lacks adequate female and minority representation. While the CUNY Board of Trustees
shows better representation of both fcmales and minorities, there is further room for improvement.

Estimated Budget
Salaries and Benefits (Visiting Scholar)

$300,000
$360,00

Fellowships
Assistantships and Internships
Total

$340,00

$l,OOOJll10
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Attachment A
Grantee Namc:

The City College 21st Century FOlUJdation, Inc.
Board List

Name

Board Member's Occupation

Ms. Vivien Ranschburg Clark
Mr. Martin Cohen
Dr. Zeev Dagan
Mr. Fulvio Dobrich

President, LCU Foundation
Co-Chairman and Co-CEO, Cohen and Steers
Provost, The City College ofNew York
President and CEO, Galileo Asset Management
LLC
Managing Director and Co-Owner, Apollo
Partners LLC
Partner, Skadden Aarps Slate Meagher & Flom
Partner, Strook & Strook& Lavan
President, The Stanley H. and Rita J. Kaplan
Foundation
President, CCNY Business and Economics Alumni
President, Franklyn Advisory Services LLC
Montreux Equity Partners
Dean, Sophie Davis School of Biomedical
Education at CCNY
President, William Ruder, Inc.
Rudin Management, Inc.
President, F. J. Sciame Construction, Inc.
Retired, N.Y.S. Supreme Court
Honorary Chairman, Automatic Data Processing,
Inc.

Terrence E. Elkes, Esq.
Joseph H. Flom, ESQ.
Joseph 1. Forstadt, ESQ.
Mr. Staoley H. Kaplan
Mrs. Barbara Kent
Mr. William J. Lippman
Mr. Howard Palefsky
Dr. Stanford A. Roman, Jr. MD

Mr. William Ruder
Mr. Jack Rudin
Mr. Frank J. Sciame, JI.
Judge Frank Torres
Mr. Josh S. Weston
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Attachment B
Grantee Name:

The City College 21 s, Century Foundation, Inc.
Advisory Conncil (Charles B. Rangel Center).

Name
Roseann Runte, Chair
Maria Binz Scharf
Marina Fernando
Ramona Hernandez
Lily Hoffman

Andy Rich

R. L'Heureux
Leslie Paik
John Krinsky

Advisory Board Member's Occupation
President
Old Dominion University (VA)
Economics Department
Specialty, Information Communication between
Policymakers
Int! Studies Department
Specialty, Oversees Rangel Foreign Relations
Dominican Studies Institute Department
Specialty, Rcsearch on Dominicans in New York
Sociology Department
Specialty, Directors Rosenberg-Humphrey
Internship Program! Urbanization and Public
Policy Fellowships in the Harlem Community
Political Sciencc Dcpartment
Specialty, Acting Director, Colin Powell Centcr
for Public PolicylThink Tanks and Public
Intcllectuals
Sociology Department
Specialty, Achievement of African Americans in
Sociology & Public Policy
Sociology Department
Specialty, Decision Making in the Criminal
Justice System
Political Science Department
Specialty, The Welfare System

I
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House Committee on Ways and Means
Statement of Susan V. Berresford, President and CEO, The Ford Fotmdation, New York, New York
Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Oversight
ofthe House Committee on Ways and Means
September 25, 2007
Chairman Lewis and members of the Subcommittee, thank you very much for the opportunity to appear
before you today. I am Susan Berresford, President and CEO of the Ford Foundation, an independent,
nonprofit, nongovernmental organization. Ford's mission is to strengthen democratic values, reduce
poverty and injustice, promote international cooperation and advance human achievement.
We commit approximately 75 percent of our US funding to the reduction of poverty and injustice. In the
last fiscal year, this totaled nearly $220 million of our $300 million US allocation. We fund people and
organizations tackling systemic injustice in education, employment, housing, asset accumulation and
other areas. Since poverty disproportionately affects women, minorities, immigrants and rural
communities, they are at the center of our work.
This year the Ford Foundation celebrates 70 years of delivering on a promise to improve lives and create
opportunity. It has provided over $13 billion for grants, projects and loans. These funds derive from an
investment portfolio that began with gifts and bequests ofFord Motor Company stock by Henry and
Edsel Ford. The foundation operated as a local philanthropy in the state of Michigan unti11950, when it
expanded to become a national and international foundation. The foundation no longer owns Ford
Motor Company stock and has no formal ties to the company. Its diversified portfolio is managed to
provide a perpetual source of support for the foundation's programs and operations which are
headquartered in New York, with offices in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Russia.
I would like to begin by making a distinction between charity and strategic philanthropy. Philanthropy
encompasses charity that provides resources to deal with immediate needs such as sheltering the
homeless, feeding the hungry, healing the sick and other acts of basic generosity. Ford, for example, has
made grants in the aftermath of natural disasters in the Gulf Coast region and we helped nonprofits in
New York and Washington respond to the events of September 11.
But there is another kind of philanthropy, one that offers the prospect of curing, rather than simply
alleviating, problems. It involves the strategic use of resources to search for new ideas that can address
root causes. Both charitable and strategic philanthropy have been present in U.S. philanthropy for many
decades, and both will always be needed.
Most ofFord's work is in the category of strategic philanthropy. We see our role as a resource for
innovative people and institutions worldwide, providing risk capital for pilot programs, research,
institution building and developmental activity. Strategic philanthropy recognizes that bringing
innovations to scale requires partners such as government, business and civil society which have
capacity and reach far beyond the abilities of any single philanthropic endeavor.
Before I outline some of the ways in which we serve diverse communities I would like to provide you
with a sense of who makes up the leadershi and staff of the foundation and how the Ford Foundation
makes allocation decisions.
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Diversity of Leadership

Ford's Trustees select the president, set policy and overall spending targets. They ensure that the
foundation's policies are implemented effectively. The composition ofFord's board and staff reflects
our intent to draw on diverse talent. Among our Trustees who are US citizens, 40 percent are minorities.
Twenty three percent are citizens of other countries, primarily representing the regions iu which we
work. Sixty two percent of our Trustees are female. Our Trustees bring experience in business,
nonprofit and governmental work. The next president of the foundation, Luis Ubiiias, will be the first
Hispanic president in Ford's history. I was the first female president and my predecessor, Franklin
Thomas, who served for 17 years, was the first African American president.
Today 46 percent of our professional US grant makers are minorities - up from 27 percent in 1996 when
I became president. Fifty percent of all grant making staff are female. This diversity helps to ensure
that we bring a variety of perspectives to our operations and grant making.
Allocation Decisions and Strategies

Our mission drives the programmatic and substantive nature of our work. The board and staff explore
problems to which Ford resources can be applied, each bringing ideas to the table. Ultimately, the board
approves the subject areas iu which we work, the broad strategies in which we invest, and the allocation
of funds to those topics and to our worldwide offices. The board delegates to the president the authority
to approve grants from those allocations.
Program officers, our key grant makers, explore how foundation grants can have the greatest impact,
SUppOlting pcople with innovative and promising ideas. Program staff and grantees regularly report to
the board on how strategies are working and board members travel each year to review program work on
the ground in the US and overseas.
The strategies for which we seek board approval most often aim to alter or build systems and
organizations that can deliver lasting benefits to disadvantaged people. We offer patient capital and
partnership, often sticking with people and organizations for years as they refine and test ideas and build
to scale and significance.
I would like to offer a few examples ofFord support for systemic change led by courageous men and
women who share our values and aims. This work extends to both rural and urban America and
represents efforts in a variety of areas, iucluding education, economic opportunity, the arts, media, civil
rights, and philanthropy.
Creating Access to Opportnnity

People matter, so we try to ensure diversity in talent pools from which the US draws leadership in
various domains. Siuce the early 1960's, Ford has supported the largest private fellowship program that
fosters diversity in the American professoriate. Originally called the Ford Minority Fellows program,
now the Ford Diversity Fellows Program, it has provided over $175 million for fellowships and related
support for approximately 5,000 scholars from rural and urban areas, most of whom who now hold
positions in academe. Fifty five percent are African American, 38 percent are Hispanic, and 6 percent
are Native American. The program is nm by the National Academy of Sciences, whose distinguished
reputation lends prestige to the fellows' tine work.
In K-12 education, Ford has devoted more than $35 million to Project Grad, developed in Houston
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schools under the civic leadership ofJim Kettleson, former Tenneco CEO. GRAD improves high school
graduation rates and college-going in poor, urban commqnities. It has expanded from Houston to Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Newark and other locations. Ford also invested heavily in research to determine how
and where GRAD worked best. Our principal grantee was GRAD USA, led by a Hispanic educator.
Community colleges serve as a gateway to higher education among minority communities. More than
50 percent of Latinos and 40 percent of African Americans in higher education are enrolled in
community colleges. Since 1996, we have provided over $33 million for these vital institutions. This
support has focused on making them more accessible, improving the way students credits are
transferred, keeping tuition low, and helping students, particularly students of color, stay in school and
prepare to enter the workforce. In California, we've recently provided nearly $1 million to study how
community colleges are serving diverse commlmities and to propOSe ways they can improve.
We have also provided $100 million to historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs). And we
have supported the United Negro College Fund with grants totaling over $20 million since the early
1950s.
Developing Innovations that Improve Lives
The foundation believes that giving people a fair chance to build assets is critical to breaking the cycle
of poverty and dependence. Our grantees create an infrastructure of financial and workforce
development services that reach poor, remote and marginalized communities that the market has served
poorly.
In housing, Ford committed $50 million as a guarantee so Fannie Mae would purchase mortgage loans
made to families with low income or low credit scores. Leveraging $4.3 billion from Fannie Mae,
50,000 new homeowners have been created, 44 percent of them minority families with 15 percent
located in rural communities. Now in its sixth year, this 10 year initiative is demonstrating that it is
possible to identify low-income families who pay their bills reliably and can support mortgages that
build family assets. The program is changing banking practice in communities across the US. This idea
came to Ford from the Center for Community Self-Help in North Carolina, a leader in innovation related
to home ownership and prevention of predatory lending.
In rural America, manufactured housing accounts for two-thirds of all housing starts, yet it often fails to
be the dependable asset most urban homes are. The foundation invests in a variety of rural initiatives
that enable people to own the land their homes sit on and seek to improve the building standards for
manufactured housing. One grantee, the New Hampshire Community Loan Fund, has received $8.4
million in grants and $5 million in loans for this asset-building work. With over $9 million in grants, the
Corporation for Enterprise Development in Washington D.C. is working to improve building standards
and financing mechanisms for manufactured-home owners.
One ofthe most innovative ideas to help low income families accumulate assets is the creation of
Children's Saving Accounts. These accounts are seeded at birth by nonprofits and government and built
up over time at key life intervals by contributions from families themselves and other donors. We
support an ongoing national demonstration program in 11 urban and rural locations that includes 1,300
accounts, 78 percent of which are held by minority children. The accounts can be accessed only after
age 18, building - through compound interest and deposits - assets that can then be applied to school
fees, home down payments or other significant investments.
Since 2005, several legislative bills have been introduced to advance this idea. As we receive results of
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the multi-year experiment it is sure to be a resource for longer-term policy innovation. It has already
prompted the creation of the Child Trust Fund program in the United Kingdom. This program came.to..
the Ford Foundation from The Corporation for Enterprise Development, and a professor at Washington
University in St Louis.
Strengthening Urban and Rural Communities
Since the 1960s Ford has been committed to community development in distressed urban and rural
communities. We support efforts to create healthy, safe and strong neighborhoods where people can
access employment, education and essential services. Early investments gave rise to Community
Development Corporations (CDC) formed by residents, small business owners, congregations and other
local stakeholders. Today there are 4,600 CDCs operating across the country. Additionally, nearly $60
million has been invested in the creation of the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, or LISC,
providing services to inner city residents. We also commit to long-term revitalization efforts in regions
that are in economic transition and distress such as the Gulf Coast, Camden" New Jersey and Detroit,
Michigan.
Nearly $70 million has been invested in rural communities in recent years. With loans of$6.5 million,
we support Southern Bancorp, the largest rural development bank in Arkansas and Mississippi to
address the needs of the poor. In Maine, we provided $4 million in grants and $7.75 million in loans to
help Coastal Enterprises develop the Portland Fish Pier, enabling fisherman and fishing co-ops to gain
efficiency that malees them more competitive in domestic and international markets. We have supported
the First Nations Development Institute with $11 million over the past 10 years to invest in economic
development in Native areas.
Supporting Civil Rights
Ford has also been at the forefront with decades of funding for the legal advocacy organizations that
have helped establish standards of fairness in our country. We have funded the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, the Native American
Rights Fund, the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund and Asian American Legal Defense
and Education Fund. Our support to these and other key civil rights organizations since the 1950s
exceeds $265 million.
We support work in the area ofvoter registration and participation that also helps ensure that our diverse
populations can be heard in public fora. Since the early 1980s over $13 million has been granted to
support the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights Education Fund for these and other efforts. Ford
also granted $3.2 million to the National Coalition on Black Civic Participation, a network of 80
membership organizations committed to increasing civic participation. They operate in 12 states,
including Califomia, Georgia, Ohio and Wisconsin. Support has also been extended to organizations
such as Asian and Pacific Islander American Vote, Inc.
In southern rural areas, grassroots work on civil rights includes $6.5 million to lift black rural women
out of persistent poverty. The Southern Rural Black Women's Initiative focuses resources on leadership
and economic development, along with training to ensure women's full participation in economic, civic
and social life. More than 1000 women are participating across Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi. In
eight southern states, black land ownership has dropped from 19 million acres to 1.5 million acres over
the last 70 years. A foundation initiative totaling over $2.3 million is focused on helping African
American families retain, manage and add value to these natural assets.
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The foundation has also launched the Four Freedoms Fund, to support grassroots organizations working
to promote civic, social, economic integration and civil rights for immigrant communities. We have
invested nearly $10 million in this donor fund which has already provided support to over 65
organizations in 28 states.
Giving Voice to Diverse Cultural Expression
In a free society artistic and cultural expression contributes to our understanding of human experience.
Over the last five years more than $20 million has supported minority-led arts organizations and
projects. Ford helped found the Dance Theatre of Harlem and its community outreach programs,
helping it to grow with nearly $7.7 million over the years. We are the nation's largest and most
enduring private funder of Native American communities, with more than $80 million in support over
the past 20 years. This includes a recent commitment of $13 million to establish a Native American
Arts and Culture Fund. A recent grant to the National Association of Latino Arts will support the Fund
for the Arts, a national grant program to benefit Latino artists and small to mid-size Latino arts
organizations.
Over $9 million was granted to support the development of the memorable award-winning documentary
"Eyes on the Prize," and recently we provided funds to renew copyrights to keep the series publicly
available. In the last five years $12 million has gone to the support of minority filmmakers.
Recognizing the importance of a robust, diverse media to American democracy, the foundation has
supported media initiatives that reflect and give voice to America's diverse communities, and that
promote diversity in the newsroom. We support media outlets serving diverse populations, granting
$3.3 million in the past two years to the growth of ethnic media. This includes New America Media, a
network of 700 etlmic news organizations. In all we have committed $60 million over five years to
spark innovation in public media, focused on diversifYing sources of programming and reaching new
audiences.
The last area I would like to touch upon is philanthropy itself. Ford has invested in strengthening the
voice of minorities within philanthropy, providing more than $22 million in grants to professional
associations and networks working to increase philanthropic support for minority communities and to
expand minority leadership throughout philanthropy. Leading this effort are Hispanics in Philanthropy,
Native Americans in Philanthropy, National Center on Black Philanthropy, the Association of Black
Foundation Executives, Asia American/Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy, First Nations Development
Institute and many others.
Ford's Enduring Commitment
I have had the privilege of working at the Ford Foundation for 38 of its 70 years. The Ford timeline yon
have received displays the many ways that Ford has dedicated resources to reduction of poverty and
injustice, and other aims. I am proud that we have a diversity of grantee partners doing this work with
us - partners from distinguished public agencies such as the National Academy of Sciences and
nonprofit non-governmental groups like GRAD USA, the Center for Community Self-Help, the NAACP
and MALDEF, to universities, academics, and leaders from American business. Only when all sectors
of our society align resources for equality and fairness will we see lasting results.
Ford's board and staff are proud to be a resource for the idealistic social movements of our time and the
innovative ideas of diverse people.
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, September 25,2007, President and CEO, The Ford Foundation, New York, New York, S,,,
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I want to thank Chairman Lewis and the members ofthe Subcommittee for bringing attention to the
contributions of foundations and other nonprofits to our American ideals and to struggles for equalitL.
among our diverse people.
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Lodico, Nicolette
From:

Tenny, Buzz

Sent:

Tuesday, February 12, 2008 3:31 PM

To:

Bloom, Deborah; Mischlu, Rodica

SUbject: FW: Charles Rangel
Deborah-Can we do a run of grants for 2005, 2006, and 2007 similar to what Lorie Sklutsky did? I assume we
can't do it for his Congressional District In that case, what geographic area would you suggest? I'd like to have
this on Wednesday if possible.
Rodica-Have we done grant runs before for Rangel?
Thanks. Buzz

From: Lorle Slutsky
Sent: Monday, February
To: Gunderson, Steve; Berresford, Susan; Tenny, Buzz
ee: Emery, Rodney; Kies, Ken
SUbject: RE: Charles Rangel
We did a quick run of grants made in the Congressman district for 2005, 2006, 2007, including those from donoradvised funds and the discretionary grant program. We supported 134 different organizations for a total of
$13,355,945. We also supported the first class of Rangel fellows at the program Susan described at CCNY which
I don't think is included in the above numbers. While there are substantial grants to Columbia (a bit over $2
million) the rest are to great Harlem organizations Including Aaron Davis Hall, Abyssinian Development Corp,
Apollo Theater, Cristo Rey New York HS, Dance Theater of Harlem, East Harlem Tutorial, Gay Men of African
Descent, Harlem Academy, Harlem Children's Zone, and on and on. I can send the full list if you need it
I should also note that the Congressman and his wife, Alma, set up a field of interest advised fund in NYCT in
1989 with about 15k. The fund supports community-based programs, principally in the Harlem community, that
are serving minority youth, including scholarships and training programs. The fund has more than doubled from
good investment performance.

From: Gunderson, ~~"~'c· ".>:"". "cc:' ..
Sent: Monday, February
To: Susan Berresford; Lorie
Cc: Emery, Rodney; Kles, Ken
Subject: Charles Rangel
Susan, lorie and Buzz:

We're hoping you might be able to help us with a quick bit of information. As you know, Charles Rangel has not
yet spoken to any national philanthropic organization since becoming Chair of the Ways and Means Committee.

We have extended to him an invitation to speak at our mini-summit on "Philanthropy and the Economy" on
Tuesday, May 6 th as part of the larger Leadership Summit.
We have not been turned down. But we haven't yet had an acceptance either. So/ we're about to put on a full-

court press with his office - especially those who make the decisions about what invitations he might accept. tn
our recent meeting to develop our strategies, Ken Kies pointed out that it would be very helpful if we couid have
some knowledge of what philanthropy has done for the Congressman and his district. Knowing that both the
Ford Foundation and the New York Com
. ful to him, we were wondering if any of you

-89110/22/2009
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could share with us a quick list of such items. We won't be giving it to anyone. Rather, we'll just use it as the
background conversational information we need to make the case that he should accept our invitation.
(Now of course, if you or anyone you know is close to him and could also be helpful with making such a pitch, we
welcome the help!)

Thanks for any information you can provide.
Steve

Steve Gunderson
President and CEO

Council on Foundations
NEW ADDRESS effective December 17, 2007

Council on Foundations

2121 Crystal Drive, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22202

703-879,: ....
www.cof.org

SEE YOU AT THE SUMMIT • May4-7,2008
Washington Metropolitan Area, Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center, National Harbor, MD

Learn how you can parliclpate at www.phiianthroP¥§M.mmlt•.org

This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the usc of the individual or
entity to whom they are addressed. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received
this email by mistake and delete this email from your system'. If you are not the intended recipient,
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is
strictly prohibited.
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FORD FOUNDATION

Oa/. Croato<!:

412212009 11:52:25 AM

Grant Payment Request

Grantee Name:

The City CaRege 21st Century Foundation. Inc.

Tax Slalus:

TAX EXEMPT 501(C)(3)

Tax Ciasslfication:

PUB. SUPP. 509(A)(1)

Prohibited Payment: N

PA#
Grant Action Description:

Supp#

For undergraduate internships, research feUowships and a visiting scholars program at the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service

Action Start Pale:

0510112007

Action Current End Date:

04/30/2011

Approval Amount:

$1,000,000.00

Pald'Date

Not Amount:

$1,000,000.00

0510412007

Paid Amount:

$500,000.00

05/16/200s

Balance:

$500,000.00

Amount

$250,000.00
$250,000.00

1

"'.'PM,,,§,jlmW!!·j,
Payee Namo: City Coll'ege 21st Century Foundatlon, Inc.

Payment Amounl:
OKlo Pay:

$250,000.00
Y

GJU·)Hlk'tM'PM4ii1 Ih•

1:@iml@'GinNi{.j,
Banking Verification of EPI;

Third Party Payment Verification

05/0212007
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
AT
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
Prepared/or:

THE FORD FOUNDATION

Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
Shepard Hall, Room 154

'160 Convent Avenue

".

,.Iew York. NY 10031
212-650·7125
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Ford Foundation
Grau! Number: 107-0570

Created!o promote diversity in tbe managL'tllent ranks ofthe governmcnt and the non-profit
scctor, the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Servicc at The City College of New York is
working diligcntly to ensure that students in the Public Service Management (PSM) Program at
The City College ofNcw York have the resources, support-financial and academic, and the
professional development experience-to succeed. Thanks in great pari to the generous support
of the Ford Foundation, The City College and the Rangel Center for Public Service launched a
strong research and visiting scholar program tllat addresses the issue of promoting diversity ill
the public sector and continues to expand the academic opportunities for students enrolled in
City College's PSM Program.
This year, through the generous support of individuals and foundations, all ofthe graduate
students in the PSM Program received stipends to assist with tuition costs as well as research
assistantships. In addition, students taking internship assigrnnents in Washingtnn, DC received
internship stipends and temporary housing stipends.
Following is information on the major developments over the past year at the Center.

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
The Charles B. Rangel Center strives to serve as an important source of information, research,·
and analysis on the topic of promoting the involvement of under-served individuals in the
leadership ofthe public service.

Research Efforts Well Advanced
The current effort is under the direction of visiting scholar Dr. Gcva-May who was reeroited to
the Center in 2007. Professor Geva-May is also Chair of the International Comparative Policy
Analysis Forum and founding editor-in-chiefofthe Journal~rComparative Policy Analysis,
which is sponsoring the comparative aspect, of ongoing work. She is joined ill her efforts by
Meghna Sabharwal, a Post Doctoral Fellow, and Shawn Drake, a PhD candidate and research
fellow.

-2715CSOC.CBR.00013357
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Center research continues through surveys and data analysis examining:
The level of enrollment in gradnate programs ofpublic service, public policy, and public
administration of students from populations currently underrepresented at the managerial
and executive levels ofpublic service.
•

The procedures found by these programs to be effective in recruiting and graduating
students from such populations.

•

The degree to which policy and public administration instruction in schools of public
policy and administration ineludc core topics addressing the skins and knowledge base
required to advance minority representation in the leadership ranks ofpublic service.

Jn addition, Rangel Center staff completed a number of studies, some ofwhich were presented at
major national conferences and all which are available on the Rangel Center Web Site. TIle
major titles are listed below:
Direetory ofCollege and University Research Centers Dealing With Issues ofDiversity
Author: Iris Geva-May
The Categorization ofMinority Groups in Academic Science and Engineering
Authors: Meghna Sabharwal, E. Corley
Examining Career Trajectories and Personal Characteristics ofGraduates Employed in the
Government Sector
Author: Meghna Sabhanval
Examining the Job Satisfaction Patterns ofForeign-born ScientL,ts and Engineers in the
Academy
Author: Meghna Sabhanval
Job Satisfaction ofthe Highly Qualified: A Study ofEmployees Across all Levels of
Govemment
Author: Meghna Sabhanval
Employment Trends for Women and Minorities in the Federal Government
Authors: Meghna Sabharwal, R. Mark Musell
Are Asians the Model Minority Group?
Authors: Meghna Sabhanval

-2116CSOC.CBR.OO013358
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Major Conference Planned
The Rangel Center is currently planning the Center's first major conference here at the City
College of New York. Scheduled for October 29-30, the conference is titled "Public Service
Education, Underserved Populations and the Future ofthe Federal Workforce." The
symposium will bring together practitioners and a.cademics to review current practices and
discuss future efforts to improve the representation of underserved gronps in the federal civil
service.
The program includes presentations by Nancy Kichak, the Associate Director of the US Office of
Personnel Management, and Professor Michael O'Hare, of the lJl\iY~f~jtyofCalifOfl\ill, ., .....
Berkeley. The Rangel Ce~ter wiU .also present the results ofth~r.<!:.s~,!s?r~.first-o.f~its-lal1ti~q);
survey of schools of publIc admllllstration and publIc affaIrs and then prachces regardiiit
.'
, . " ".
.
, ',' . ' . "
.f'
educating mcmbers ofunderserved groups.
<~')'::::
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The Rangel Center has sccnred a commitment to atterid from top-level federal officials and
national academic experts.
<, CO

Thee. V. Starr Library -

ho "'-Ghv~·f..t h-to-L'{fC.t.

Still under construction the Charles B. Rangel Center will also house the C. V. Starr Lihrary,
w ch will be the locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning hartiers to lull
participation in public service by underscrved minorities. The Library will be an arehive of
important documents pertaining to the public service careers of members of groups
underrepresented in public service, begirmulg with the papers of Congressman Rangcl. Beyond
the wealth ofinformation that will come from housing the product of a lifetime of puhlic s~TVice,
the C. V. Starr will trace the nature of goverrtrnent, the growth and development of minorities in
the United States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in government and
public service.
Serving as a an hnportant researeh tool for CCNY students and the greatcr Ncw York
community, the C. V. Starr Library will encourage study of and researeh in the wide-ranging
fields of public service prominent in Congressman Rangel's long and varied career. In
particular, the Library win in'1'ire new generations of students from lmderrcpresented
populations to ent~'f and excel in pnblic service.
A Rangel archivistJlibrarian will organize, index, and prcscrve for posterity, documents,
photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's career. The position of
archivist/librarian will be hcld by a Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellow, selected following a national
search. The archivist will provide assistance to visiting scholars, CCNY students, and the
Harlem community, while pursuing her/his own research.
Visiting scholars from other cities, states, and nations will bc welcomed and integrated into the
life of the Center.
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Website Upgraded
Our website is one of the major tools we use to dissemiuate infonnation on our research and
other efforts. We will shortly launch a re-vamped site that is more user friendly, and better
reflects the current efforts of the Rangel Center. The site can be viewed at
http://wwwl .ccny.cuny.edu/£i/rm]gcl/index.cfm.

11lternship Program Expallded
The Rangel Center helievcs providing public service internships at CCNY is a method of
inspiring a wide-range of students to consider careers in the public sector. The Rangel Center
continues to coordinate public service internships under:

•

The Anll S. Khee/ Scholars Pr(}gram ill Community Service
Established in 2005, provides support for City College students from every school and
division of the College who face financial prcssures that prevent them from becoming
more actively engaged in community service and activities, enabling them to develop
their leadership skills and explore carcer options through community-service activities.

The Rosellbergllfumphrey Il1ternships ill Public Policy
Open to undt-Tgraduates from all academic majors, the Program supports paid summer
internships in New York City and Washington DC. Students must complete 400 hours of
work in a public service organization and be on campus to take a 3-credit public policy
course during the semester following the internship.

The Josh and Judy Westoll Public Service Scholarships
Josh and Judy Weston Publie Service Scholarships support undergraduates who work
while studying. The prognull pays students who commit to perfonning 400 hours per year
of public serviee. The program is open to full-time sophomores, juniors, and seniors from
all majors.
We have experienced overwhelming interest in these public service programs. Accordingly, this
summer we launched a new Charles Rangel Public Service Internships Program that will allow
us to provide even'more opportunities to broaden student interest in public policy and public
service.
All told, we will he providing assistance and internships to about 75 students. This summer
alone, II students are participating in intCfllships in Washington, DC.

-2718CSOC,CBR00013360
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PUBLIC SERVICE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
The City College's graduate program in Public Service Management (PSM), supported by the
Rangel Center, just completed its first academic year. Members of the inaugural class, many
who might otherwise have been unable to pursue a graduate degree, were provided with tuition
assistance and stipends. At the end of the first year, the Program graduated its first student and
17 others continue thcir studies.
This coming fall the second cohort of24 students will begin their graduate studies in the PSM
Program. Although we had anticipated the start oftllC BAJMPA program this fall, currently, the
program only covers graduate students. Recently, we started a new internship program for
undergraduates. The new program will be part ofour recruitment efforts with the goal of
encouraging students who will be inspired by their experience and consider entering tile PSM
program for their graduate studies.
The master's degree in public administration has long served as the entry ticket for individuals
interested in management level jobs io public service. Consistent with our goal ofrecruiting a
diverse group of students, we have, for the second year, admitted a student body that in terms of
diversity is sigoificantly above national norms. Their participation furthers the Rangel Center's
goal of promoting the representation of the underserved in public scrnee.
Following are brief profiles ofjust a few members ofthe inaugural class ofMPA students in the
Public Services Management Program.

-2719CSOC.CBR.00013361
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Deryck Barker, BS, Psychology

Public Service MWlagement
Program
Z008 MPA Scholars

Deryck earned his Bachelor of Sciellce degree from Utica College
ill 2002. He has Spellt several years working for New York State in
rehabilitation services, drug treatment, aPd alcohol aPd substance
abuse prevention. Deryck attended fulltime his first semester aPd
reduced to threc-quarter time in the spring. He is doing well and
remains on track to graduate in 20 JO.
.Tennifer Czirr, BA, Sociology

Jennifer graduated with honors from Hunter College in 2007. She
was captain of thc Hunter College basketball team and won two
CUNY basketball championships. She is now the Assistant
Women's Basketball Coach at City College. She excelled in her first
year in the PSM Program and plans to specialize in social policy.

Jennifer tiirr
MFA, Class t<fZOIO

Reuben Quansah, EA, Sociology

Reuben graduated with a Regents diploma from Cardinal Hayes
High School in the Bronx. Following that, he attended Bucknell
University where he earned his bachelor's degree in sociology. He
spent semester breaks working with media affiliated institutions
sueh as HarlemLlVE, Bloomberg Financial, aPd thc Charlie Rose
Show. Presented the opportunity, Rueben makes the bcst ofthe
"now" while planning for the future. With 32 credits toward his
MPA degree, he will be oue of the Program's first graduates.
Jamillah Richards, EA, Sociology

Jarnillah holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in psyebology from City
College. She has seven years of experience workiug in advertising
and hcalthcarc. Aftcr earning hcr MPA, she plans to continue her
service in the health field.
Juan Rosa, BA, Political Science

Juan received his Bachelor of Arts degree in political seienee from
The City College of New York in 2008. Throughout his career at
City College Juan worked as an after-school teacher ill the
Washington Heights area of Manhattan and the Highhridge section
ofthe Bronx. Juan was one ofthree graduate students who spent
this SUlfuner in Washington, DC as an intern. He worked in the
office of Senator Gillibrand. Upon completion of his MPA, Juan is
plans to begin the pursuit of a PhD in political science or sociology.

CSOC.CBR.OOOt3362
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PLANS FOR THE COMING YEAR
The second class has been admitted to the Public Service Management Program. In only one
year's lime, we nearly doubled the number of applicants to the program. In terms of both the
diversity ofthe student body and student retention rates, the program performed above both other
CCNY programs and national standards.
With one ycar behind us, we have a better understanding of the content of each course and will
use the knowledge to better coordinate tutoring efforts and provide our students with academic
support they need to excel. Research efforts will continue as will the expansion of the C.V. Starr
Library's collection.
This semester the core management conrse will be taught by Rona Affo;""ado, one of New York
City's leading authorities on non-profit management and strategic planning. Patrick Lespinass
will tcach the core course on race, gender and inequality. Patrick is VP for governmental affairs
at Verizon and has held many posts in and out of govermnent, including one with Charlie
Rangel's office. 111e new course on sustainability will be taught by Carolinc Hermans, who is a
research scientist working at CCNY's Envimmncntal Cross-Roads Initiative.
We are close to finalizing the speaker series for fall. Kimberly Gamble-Payne ofUNICEF New
York will be speaking on international policies covering children. Kathy Ruffmg ofthc National
Center on Policy Priorities will be on campus to test students "Social Sccurity lQ." Washington
Post journalist and CCNY alumnus Terrence Samuel will be on campus to discuss media and its
impact on the health care debate. Policy writing expert Carolyn Sherman wilt retum to give a
leeture on cffeetive policy writing.
We have hired two new post doctoral researchers to advance to advance the Center's research

efforts. Lamar Bennett has a PhD from American University and has done research on public
program perti,rmance. Zach Oberfield has a PhD from the University ofWiseonsin and has done
researchjn the participation ofminorities in political parties.
Wc look forward the October Conference and to completing the snrvey of schools of public
administration and public affairs and their practices regarding educating members ofunderserved
groups and aJUlOuncing its findings.
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6, Enter the current reporting period from and to dates.

7. Enter the total amout'1t of Ford Foundation funds received through the end of the reporting period, Specify amount in US$.
8. If you track funds in currency other than US$, enter the total amount of Ford Foundation funds recelved through the end of the reporting period speclfied In local currency.
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosnre Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
i.Registrant name

1m Orgmiiz~lion

OrganiZlttion

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Addressl

AdJress2

Washington

City

('iN

Cl Individunl

Covington & Burling

State

DC

Zip C-Qde

20004

COmtlry

State
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C01ll1lty

,.B-mail

P,·,fix

Pull N",,'

Mr.

Sluart Elzenstat

··7':'c:iie;iitNiiln;;J'··· ... ···'''·D·w..··

202-662-5519

USA

5. ScnatcID#

selzenstat@C'.ov.com

6. House fD#

Ford Foundation

31827121
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$
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Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of alllobbyillg related income from the client (including all
paymcnts to thc registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf ofthe client),

SigllallU'c Sluart E Eizenstat
Printed Name and

Lessthan $10,000
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S

o
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Cl
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Cl

Methode.

Date

Reporting UlTIowltsusillg LDA definitions only

2113/2006

Title Stuart E. Elzenstat ~ Partner
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (SectionS)
1, Registrant Name

F1I

OrglmiUlillll

D

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

lndiyidulli

COVINGTON & BURLlNG LLP

D Check if different than previously reported

2. Address

Addressl

1201 PENNSYLVANIA AVru'lUE, N.W.

Address2

-------------
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o

7. Client Name

[]

InlcnllItlolllllNumbcr

(202) 662-5519

STUARTEIZENSTAT

Self

6. House ID#

FORD FOUNDATION

TYPE OF REPORT

318270121
S. Year 2006

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously med version of this report
10, Check if this is 1l Termil1atino Report

Year End (July 1~Decembel' 31) III

[]

0

II. No Lobbying Activity

Tennination Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Une 12 OR Lioe 13
12. I.Jobhying

13.0rganizQ.tions

INCOME relating to lobbying activlties for this reporting petiod

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pc.'riod
were:
Less thanSIQ 000

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest £20,000,

14. RKI'ORTING
accounting
method. 81ee'

an

of aU lobbying related income from the client (including
payments to the registrant by any othcr entity for lobbying

activities on behalf of the client).

PJ

Method A.

:lIJ

MethodB.

!

![] Method C.

·l

Sign.'nre

'I""it,,,, ". ,".. ". .,. fi,m'"

iI\8t,.;C,~h;ie:e;k~. ~bO~;X ~~,;~~::!~~~~:, ~I'~~~~~r",

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

Reporling f.llUOunts under sectIon 162(c} of the lntefnal
Rev€tlUe CCll'le

Date

i

02/13/2007

Printed Namc and Title _S_ru_al'_I_E._E_jz_.c_ns_la_,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

v5.0.fll

Page 1 of I

Flr!lII'tIT·

,

_

CSOC.CBR00032779

3180

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

&::I

OrganizMion

D

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

hJdivid,wl

COVINGTON & DURLING LLP

o Check if different than previQus))' reported

2. Address
Addressl

1201 Pb'NNSYLVAN1AAVENUE,RW.

City

WASH[l%'TON

Addrcss2
State

DC

_

Zip Code_",20",0",O=4====C
_mmtr y

USA

3, PriJICipal place ofbllsiness (if dinerent than line 2)
C;ty

Zip Code

State

4a. Contact Name

CQuntry

b. Telephone Number c. F.-mail

5. Senate ID#

[] InferllatiOfl\llNllmber

Mr.

(202) 662-5519

STUART EIZENSTAT

7, Client Name

[]

11195-1775

Self

6. HOllse ID#

FORD FOUNDATION

TYPE OF REPORT

318270121
8. Year 2007

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

10. Check if this is a Termination Report

[J

llJ

Year End (July I-December 31)

0

0

9. Check if this fHing amends a previously filed version of this report
Termination Date

0

11.NoLobbyingActivity

12. IJobbying

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

EXPJi3NSE relating to lobbying aciivitie!Ol for this reporting period
were:

Less than $10 000

Less than S(0 {jDO

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,00Q,
of aU lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the rc&>istrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on beJJalf of the client).

14.
RI\POUTING
accounting
method. S,ee, j"'tl;C,;7hje~c.~k. ~bO~;X :t~O,;~1~1~7::, :~t:~:i:l1".

IB]

Method A.

1m

MethodB.

ID

Method C.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

~~~::~::g~~I~:untsunder section 162(c) of the Mernlll

Printed Name and Title -,S..::",..::ar..::'..::E::;z..::en::."::.a':.:.,P"a::crt..::ne::c'·

_

Y5.0.CJ

'-----------------.-Ii"'"'''l•eEX:llHIS;r'''11'---

Page 1 of 1

--------

- -

J

- --- __

CSOC.CBR.00032780

3181

Clerk of the House of Representatives

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
), Registrant Name

0

Orgllni,....t;on

0

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

Indi'lidmll

Covington & Burling LL?

o Check if different than previously repQrted

2, Address

Addl'essl 1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
City

Address2

Washington

State

DC

_
Zip Code 20004

Country

USA

3, Principal place- ofbnsiness (if different thatl line 2)
Zip Code

State

City
4a, Contact Name

Country

5. Senate ID#

b, Tclephonc Numbcr c, E-mail
['] Internlitillllill NUlUb-~r

(202) 662-5519

STUARTEIZENSTAT

[]

7. Client Name

11195-1775

Self

6. Hou:::e ID#

FORD FOUNDATION

TYPE OF REPORT

318270121
8. Year 2007

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

10, Check lfthis is a Termination Report

D

'fermination Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either

Year End (July I-December 3])

Rl

D

9. Check ifthis filing amends a previously filed version of this repoft

l;ZJ

11. No Lobbying Activity

Line 12 OR Line

13

12. Lobhying

13.01'ganizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

I~XPENSE

relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

wel'e:

Less than $10 000

[;:]
Provide a good faith estimate, J'Ounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (induding all
payment.. to t110 l'egisfl'ant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

14.

$-------

Check box to indicate -expense
accounting method, Sec instructions f(ll' de:::cription of options.
REI~ORTING

r~;l

Method A.

D

Method B.

@I Method C.

Reporting amounts llsing LDA definitions only
InleJ'!lal Revenue Code
Rep",,,,. "nuw,," nnd,,· "";nn 162(e) of the fnternal
Revenue Code

I

Signature

Printed Name and Title -,S",'' ",'":.:.·'",E=iz=,,,:.:.st:.:.,,::..,"Pa=""::.:e::.:'

11atc

02112/2008

_

v5.0.lb

I!.XHIBIT

CSOC.CBR.00032781

3182

Clerk ofthe House ofRepreselltativt:S

LegislativeResourccCcnter
B·1 06 Cann(m Buikhog
Washingl<ln, DC 205 J5

232 Hll1tBnilding
Wasbingu:m, DC 2051 0

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbyiog Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Arc Required to Complete Tbis Page
1. Rt:gistratltname

IE)

D
Covinglon & Burling LLP

0

2.Add.."s

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW

DC

Washington

20004

City

Mr.

USA

c,E·m,il
StuarlElzens{at

"-t:'(;ile;~TN;liI;c

202-662-5519

.. ···..,,··.. ···Oseif"..··

5. Senal.eID#

11195-1775

selzonstaf@cQv.com

6. House !D #

31827121

Ford Foundation

TYPE OFREI'ORT

8, Ye,\f2006

Mictyoar(Iannary l-Iun030)

9. Check if this filing amends n previollsly filed version of this report
10. Check if this is II Tennination Repon

INCOME OR EXPENSES
.....'
"' , .,

0

I!I

OR

Year Elld (July l-Decembel' 31)

Cl

11. No Lobbying Activity

181

0

~ TemlinationDate

,

_

- ComplctcEithcrLine 12 OR Line 13

ii~"i~~b.byi;g.Fi~:~.~

- .- ,.."

"

0>

0<

.

13. Organ.i.zations
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:
LcssthanS10,OOO

(!il

$10,OOOol'1UOt C

D

t:}

$

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20t OOO,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf oHhe client).

EXPENSES relaung fo lobhying activities for fhis repmtingperiod

w=

Less than $10,000

[J

$IO,OOOonuorc

[J

r:?

$

accounting melJ'lod.MIEE:~T:H:?t0,O'0.~I~,~:'~'~~:~;~,i;;::;:::~~~~~~::;
s~

14. REPORTING

[J l\fctbodA.
[J MethodB.

Repufting a1ll0Ullls using LDA definitions ouly

[J Methode.

Sinnature

Stuart E Eizenstat

Date

9/2212006

Printed Name and Title Stuart Eizenstat-Pal'tner
LD-2DS (Rev. 4.01)

CSOC,CBR00032782

3183

:232 H~rt Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

GZI

Org'lnh,~ji<)"iLohbying Firm

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

[J

S.,lfEmployed [ndi'lidll~l

Covington & Burling LLP

[J Check if different than previously repcrtcd

2. Address

Address I ]201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
City

Address2

State

Washington

-------------

DC

Country

Zip Code 20004

USA

-~.

3. Principal place of business (if diffcl'ent than line 2)

~(-:Jt.:-y-==============-s-'a-te-~===::==-Z~iP.-c-O-d.e-======j~c:;o;un;'ry~~:::::::;~~
4a. Contact Name
Me

b. Telephone Numher c. Ewmail

r---I

o

7. Client Name

o

Self

5. Senate IDIt

lllle-mllttollul Numb"l

(202)

STUART EIZENSTAT

662~5519

11l95-1775
6. House ID#

Check ifclient is a state or local gtJvernfflrmt ot ingtrumelltali(11

318270121

FORD FOUNDATION

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year

2008

Ql (IiI - 3/31) [{I

10. Check if this is a Tennillation Report

Q2 (4/1.6/30)

Q4 (1011- 12!3l)

0

0

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report

11. No Lobbying Issue Activity

Termination Date

III

INCOMl<: OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST complete either Lioe 12 or Lille 13

f'c,~","~,,,,,,,,,,,------------'--,---------~,--~---,~,'~

12. Lobbying

13.0rgHnizathms

INCOME l'elating to lobbying activities for this reporting pedod

EXPENSIC relating to lobbying activities for this l'cpol'tlng pedod

was:

were:

Lm than $5 COO

[;7]

o
Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $10,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

14. REPORTING
[i~]

l\1eth(jd A.

Reporting am(Hmts using LDA definitions only

o@]

Method B.

~:;~~:.::::::~~::~::'~;::
::::::: ~::::~:,(::~:fr~::
~:c:

Method

C.

Printed Name and Title _S_tu_a,_t_Ei_ze_n_,,_a,:.-,l_)ar_'_"e_'

~

...enuCCOdC

162(0;:) ofthc Internal

I

Sigolltnre

v-6.0.lt

$------

Check box to indicate expense
accounting method. Sec instnlctiollfi for description nf options,

Date

04/21/2008

_

Ii

Pnge 1 of' 1

J

EltHllillT

_E_"_hi_bit_3_8_5_

I

CSOC.CBR00032783

3184

hlll'-ffwww.scnaro_govj!obby

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

R'1

1. Registrant Name

0

OrJ<,alli7.11JioIl/Lo\lbyilll\ finn

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
Sell' EmpJoy¢d JndividuaJ

Covington & Durling LLP

o Check if different than previously reporled

2. Address
Address!

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

City

Washington

Address2

DC

State

_

Zip Code 20004

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

State

City

2.ipCodc

Country

b. Telephone Number c. E-mail

4a. Contact Name

o

o

D S"f

IntcrlllllilmalNll.mber

(202) 662-5519

STUART E!ZENSTAT

7. CUentName

5. Senate lD#

11195-1775

6. House ID#

Check {f cllelit is a stale or local go\!er1l1uellt or im·trumenffllify

FORD POUNDATION

318270121

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2008

Q10/ 1 - 3131)

Q2 (411-6130)0

9. Check if this fiUng amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if thiS is a Termination Report

INCOME

OREXP~:NSES

CJ

Termination Date

(7/1-9/30)D

Q4 (10fl-12131)

11, No Lobbying Issue Activity

0

0

- YOU MUST complete either Line 12 or Lioe t3

12. Lobbying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

was:
I ess than $5 000

Q3

[J

&'I

13. Organizations
EXPENSE relating tv lobbying activities for this repartir)g retiod
were:
Less than $5 000

n
Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $10,000,
of all lobbying relaied income from the client (including all
payments to tne registrant by any other cntity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate expense
accounting method. See instructions for description of options,

I@]

Metllod A.

IT] Metbod B.
I [YJ Method C.

Signature

~llH1!J:;rl!l}

Reporting .amounts using LDA definitiolls onl)·
Reporting amounts lmder ~!X-li(ln 6033(b)(8)
lntcfllll.! Revenue Code

of till':

amounts under section 162(e) of the Internal
Revenue Code
Reporting

,

Date

07/18/2008

Printed NamCJitidTltte .::S.::lu:..:ll.l:..:"t:..:El:..:'ze:..:n:..:'t:..:at:..:,P:..:a:..:ft"ne"r

_

,,6.0.11'

Pagelof2

EXHIBIT
L--------..- -.-----ii""""fX;"""""1-------

CSOC.CBR.000327S4

3185
Covlflgtl'fj & Burling LLl'

Rcgi~l,$llj

CHenl Nan",

fORD FOUNDATION

Informlltion Update Page ~ Complete ONLY Where registration information has changed.

20. Client new address.
Address

..,-

City

-::-.,..-,

8M\}

..,-

_

Country

Zip Code.

21. Client new principal place of business (if different than line 20)
City

_

Stllte

Zip Code

_

Country

22. New General description of client's business (II' activities

I"oBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

~·=::==--=:J~OI«J:ll;~~~)

o

. !:;tif;;;~~0L~=::=::=JE'0£~_------'I'k.,"

.J

G

ISSUE UPDATE

24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AIi'FILlATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s}

Internet Addl'CSS:
Address

Name

Principal Plljce ,,[Business
(city and state {Jf coulltry)

SlrcNAddreas
SMelProvillce

City

Zip

Cnuutry
City

State
Cily
COl'lllry

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer af'filiatcd with the registrant or client

~

~

~

FOREIGN ENTITIES

[1]
[2]
P"inted Name lind TiUe
v6.0.Jo

Shmrt Rizellsillt, Pal"llIer

-----------------------

CSOC.CBR00032785

3186

LOBBYING REPORT
I,obbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Scction 5)
fll

1. Registrant NlIme

OrgallizaliQ!liLobbying Firm

• All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

[]

Self Employed

ImJividulll

Covington & Burling LLP

D Check if different than previously reported

2. Address
Addressl

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

City

Washington

Address2

DC

State

------------Country ~~

Zip Code 20004

3. Principal place of business (if different than tine 2)

_

City

State

..

Mr.

Zip Code

b. Telephone Number c. EHmaii
[J Illtern~liolllll Number

4a. Contact Name

5. Senate ID#

(202) 662·5519

STUART £IZENSTAT

o

7. ClicnL Name

Country

:"_==~~======1
11195-1775

Check if client is « stale or local g()vn.rnment or instrumentality

6. I-louse 1D#

FORD FOUNDATION

318270121

TYPE OF' REPORT

8. Year 2008

QJ (1/1·3/ll)

9. Check if this filIng amends a previously filed version ofthis report
10, Check jf this is a Tennination Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES

R']

Q2 ('Il· 6/30) []

Q3

(7/l-9/30)

0

Q4 (1011- 12/31)

0

[]

Termination Date 09/30/2008

11. No Lobbying Issue Activity

0

YOU MUST compl<tc ciU,cr Line 12 or Lillc 13

12. Lobbying

13.0rgunizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:

Less th"n $5.000

o
Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $}O,OOO,

14. REPORTING

of allicibbying related iu<..'Ome from the cHent (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying

accounting method. Se-e instructions for description of options.

activities on behalf ufthe client),

i [;;,D Method A.

Check box to indicate expense

Reporting !1l11ounts using LDA definitions only

'8) Method B.
(] Method C. RR'ev'"'cn"u'e',"Ic'pmd'"uno"m",,,,,.i,,,, 162(0) ,1ftho Internal

I

Signature Y'

P"inted Name and Title .:S"'u"urt.:E:::',,zc:::n:::sta:::I

Date

10/14/2008

_
Page 1 of!

eXHIBIT

CSOC.CBR00032786

3187

Senate

232 Hart Bu.dding
Wilshinglon, DC 20510
httlrl1www senate IW\,I!Qbby

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

[tJ

{)rga~ilati"nJL"bbyin8 Firm

0

- All Filers Are Required to Complctc This Page
S~)f Employ<:-d lndividual

Covington & Durling LLP

o Check if different than previously reported

2, Address
Addressl

Addl'css2

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

_

I-Ci_"ty:-_-,w='=a'='h=iTI:::gt="TI===========-s_,a_,,_==D=C= Zip Code =2=OO=O=4===='-C_·O_Ul_'tT):..•...:::=U=SA=~
3, Principal place ofbmdnes.s (if different than liDC 2)

State

C;ty

Zip Code

Country

b, Telephone Number c. E~mai1

4a. Contact Name

5. Senate ID#

[] tnler"alilmlllN"mbcl'

M,.

(202) 662-5519

STUART EIZENSTAT

o

7. Client Namc

D

Self

11195-1775

Check if client is a state or [(leal gO!'emment or in~/l'Umentlllity

6. Hnuse:ID#

FORD FOUNDATION

318270121

TYPE OF REPORT

Ql

8. Year 2008

Q2 (4/!"

(1I1"3!31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version ofihis report

lo. Check if this is a Tcnnination RepOlt

D

6/30}

D

Q3

(711-9J30)

D Q4

Termination Date

11. No Lobbying Issne Activj(y

13. Organizations

12. Lobbying

INCOMR relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:
~

:l

[ll

-l

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST co~I:"t~ ~~~:~"Lin.12 or L_i_n_c_l_3

Less thlln $5 000

III

(1011 -12/31)

0

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities f(H' this reporting period
were:
Less thal1 $5 000

$

_

Provide a good faith estimate, l'Ounded to the nearest $10,000,
of ail lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the rcgistnillt by ally other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

(4. REPORTING
Check box to indicate expense
accounting methQd. See instructions for description of options.

DJ

l\"lethod A.

Reportingamuunts \ising LDA definitions only

CJ Method R
tJ
Signature il

Printed Naine and Title c:S",lu",""'t",El",'ze",n"st,,,at,-'P"a,,'t"'ne""

Method

C. RR '''I''e''n''u''e,g,C""".>0,""" ",,,doc "",i", 162(c) ot'th{\ Internal
e

I

Date

0111612009

_

CSOC.CBR.00032787

3188

'··I~Cl'"~~5"'o,.,~············································· . . .
"'.

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Sectioll 5)
1. Registrant Name

III

0

Organi~ntiouILobby;ng Firm

- All Filers Are Required to Complete Thisl'age
Self ElnpJoyed llldiyj(!ual

Covington & Burling LLP

--

o Cbecl{ if different than previously reported

2. Address
Addressl

12011)ennsy!vania Avenue, NW

City

Washington

DC

Zip Code 20004

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City

State

ML

_

z.jp Code

Country

b. Telephone Nllmber c. E-mail

4a. Contact Name

o

II

Self

Intfl'natiollalNumber

(202) 662-5519

STUART' E1ZENSTAT

7, Client Name

5. Senate ID#

[']

11195-1775

Check if client~' a slafe Qr local government Qr iNstrumentality

6. House ID#

318270121

FORD FOUNDATION

TYPE OF REPORT

8. YoaI' 2009

QJ

fZJ

(1/1-3/31)

Q2

(4J1-6i30)

0

Q3

(111.9i30)

Q4 (1011 . 12131)

II

9. Check ifthis filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Termination Report

[]

Termination Date

11. No Lobbying Issue Activity

III

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST complete eitbe,·I.ine 12 or Line 13
-·-----·-----------,------------------1
12.l..obbying

13. Organizations

INCOME relnting to lobbying activities forthi~ reporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

was:

were:

Less than $.'i ODD

llJ

Less tha.n $5.000

GJ

o

$5000 or more

CJ

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest SI0,000,
of aU lobbying related income from the cliel11 (including all
payments. to the registrant hy any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of tho client).

Signature 11

Prillted Name and Title ~~~~~~D<~
,HI,

14. REPORTING

Check box to indicate exponse
accounting method. See instructions for description of options,

IEIl

Method A.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

Ie]

Method n.

Reporting amounts under section 6033{b)(Sj of tle
}Dtcrnal Revenue COU(\

1

Dllte

04/16/2009

_

P".d of

CSOC.CBR00032788

3189

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (SectionS)

0

1. Registrant Name

0

OrgllnizationlLobbying Firm

- All Filer, Are Required to Complete This Page
Selffimplo>'cd In.dlvldual

Covington & Burling LLP

o Check if different than previously reported

2, Addrc..<;s

Addressl

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

City

Washington

Address2

State

DC

------------Zip Code 20004

Country

~

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

I-C_it-.:.y_---===============--S_t'_tc_==='--Z_iP COd._C_-======f~c~ou~n~tl'~Y§=====1
4a. Contact Name
MT,

b. Telephone Number c, E-mail

o

o

7. Client Name

D

Self

5. Senate ID#

international Number

(202) 662-5519

STUART EIZBNSTA'l'

(,'lieck

1\195-17752009

if client is a state 0/" local gl)v€rn11/ent or instrumentality

6. House rD#

FORD FOUNDATJON

318270121

TYPE OF REPORT

0

Q1 (1/1 - 3/31)

8. Year 2009

Q2 (4/1 - 6130)

I?'

Q3

(7/1-9/30)

Q4 (lOll - 12131)

0

9_ Cheek iftl1is :filing amends a previously tiled version of this report
10. Chock if this is a Termination Report

0

Termination Date

1L No Lobbying Issue Activity

III

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST complete either Liue12 or Line 13
12. Lobbying

13.0rgani:t...ations

INCOME relatillg to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was:

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activitie,s for this reporting period
were:

o
o
Provide a good faith estimate, rOlmded to the nearest $10,000,
of aJllobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity 10r lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

14. REPORTING
accounting
method. SIoe,
i ij] Method A.

instn~C;~hic~~c .•~k.~bo~;x, ~~,;~~;:~~~~ ~r:~'~~r1S.

Rep0l1lnE amounts using LDA definitions only

:@ Method B. RepOltiug amounts under section 6033{h)(8) of the
Internal Revenue Code

;@] Method C.

Reporting amounts under section 162(c} of the Internal
Revenue Code

:

Signature ."
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Date

07/20/2009

_
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosmc Act of1995 (Section 5)
1. Registrant Name

III

OrganizatiQll!LoQbyillg Firm

0

• All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
SeJr Employed llldiyjdual

Cnvingtcm & Burling LLP

o Check (f different than pre\iously reported

2. Address
Addressl

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

City

Washington

Address2

DC

State

------------Zip Code 20004

Countl'Y~

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
City

State

4a. Contact Name
Mr.

b

(202) 662-5519

STUART BIZENSTAT

[J

7. Clienl Name

D

Self

Country
5. Senate ID#

Check

[ 1195·1775

if dumt is a state 01' {(lcal gOl!eJ'1t111ent or instrumentality

6. HouselD#

FORD FOIJNDATJON

31B270121

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Yea]' 2009

Ql (111 - 3/)1)

D

10, Check if this is a Termination RepOli

l;z]

Q2 [411 - 6130)

Q3

{7/1-9i30)

0

Q4 (lOll - 12/31)

0

[J

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this repot't

TCI111ination Date 09/30!2009

[.ZI

11. No Lobbying Issue AClivity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST eomIllete dther Line 12 or Line 13
12. Lobbying

13.0rganizatioRIi

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this rcportingpcl'iod

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pt.-yiod

was:

were:

I !ISS than $5 000

R'J
Ll

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $10,000,
of aU lobbying related income flum the client (including all
payments to the registrant by filly other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

14. REPORTING
accounting
method. Sec irl~nC~~h:i~e)~C;k~I[~)~o:;x~t~o;;~~:;~::~~~)~l~~~'"S.
;~tir

II::']

Method A.

10 Method B.

Reporting amOllUlS uSing LDA definitions only

~:~~~~;~;:::::(~~l~~er~\,>;;tion 6033(h)(8)

of

the

EJ Method C. I<,p,,,;;,,. "",",,,,, un"" ",Ii" 162(0) ofth~ !lllerlU\l
Revenue Code

---I

Signature .. ,

Printed Name and Title .::S.::,u=",="=Ei=zc="=st=at::..,P:..:a::..)'1n=o=,·
v6.\l.lc

~~

Date

10/19/2009

_
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Go to 'Form Completed'
Secretary ofthc Senate

Office ofPublic Recorda
232 HmiBui1dlllg
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
I. Registrant name

IBI Orgllllitat!oll

D

Individual

Federalist Group, An Ogilvy PR Worldwide Company

Organil.a!ioll

Aduressl 1331 H Street, NW

12th Floor

hldress 2

Washington

City

Pref~

F,ll N,me
Wayne Berman

Country USA

ZipC'-ede

Stale

b.

Mr.

20005

Zip Code

Cmmtl'Y

c.E-mail

5. Sena(.eID#

48827-1674
abohn@federallstgroup.com
...................·........""6""'.Ho-m...
eID""'.---..f

202-842-6077

·t·CileiltNaine·.. ················Oscif···

34528094

Ford Foundation

TYPE OF REPORT

8.Yea.. ~

MidY"""(J,,,,,myl-Junc30)

9. Check if this filing amends. a previously filed version of this report
HJ Check tfthlS IS a fmmmatioll Report

0

r:::>

I:J

OR

YearEnd (July I.DCCt.'lnber3!)

l!I

11 , No l.obhying Activity
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0

fermmatll)!l Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
•••••••••• ,

HO.,

ii~i:~b.byi~.ill~~;'~.,<O>

, ,..,

,.,.O< .. _

_, • .,

"'

"'

'" •

13. Organizations
INCOME relating to lobhying activities fOT this reporting period

was:
Lcssth,m$10,OOO

IJ

.$lO,OOOormore

i1

9

80,000

EXPENSES relating 10 lobbying activities for lhis reporting period
were:

Less than $10,000

CI

$JO,OOOormorc

(]

~

14. ImpORTING l\tdIIE~;T;:H:;O~D";. t~:'~~~~,~,rii;:;:~~;t~r'~:.;~:::

Provide a good la,lth estimate, J'Ounded to the nearl:lst $20,000,
of aU lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobhying

CJ

activities on behalf ofthe client).

[J

accounting method. S
I\1etllodA.

MethodB.
I:J MetllOtlC.

Signature George SHall

Printed Name and Title _~~~_~':'E!_I'j~I!.~ ..~~:.n~a"'g~in~g~D~i~re~c~to~r;;;;;;;;;;

Date

ReportillgmnountH\u;ingLDAdefJllitinn~ollly

2f71200:~6

_

_

LD·2DS (Re\'. 4.05)
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Go tD 'Form CompletGd'

II
I

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrantname

[81

o

Organization

Organization

Individual

Federalist Group, An Ogilvy PR Worldwide Company

D

2. Address
Acldre~sl

1331 H Street, NW

Address 2

Washington

City

12th Floor

State DC

Zip Code 20005

Coun11)'

State

Zip Code

(}mntry

USA

3. Principal placeofhusine.<:;s (if different HlIm line 2)

b:
P"fi,

"'''' N,m,

Mr.

Wayne Berman

c.E-m,H

202-842-5077

5. Senate JD #

48827-1674

€Ibohn@federalistgroup.com

"'[cilei;tNan1c"'''' ····".. 'DSeif""'·"
Ford Foundation

TYPEOJ;'RKPOUT

8.Ye",~

Midyear(JanuuryJ-June30)

9. Check ifthis filing rnnends a previously riled version of this r:;:port

iii

1n, Check i f this is l:I Termination RepQrI

181

INCOME OR EXPENSES

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

............................. ····..·

·ii~i~~b'byi~'Fi~~~~·

¢

Tcnnination Date

..·..· ·····.. O», .. ••

·,,·

lNCOME relating to lobbying activities for this rcpo1'tlng period
was;

OR

1/112006

",

1L No Lobbyjng Activity

13.0rganizatiQus
were,
-Lessthan$lO,OOO

D

SlO.OOOormorc

[J G>

SJO,OOOormore

0

SignaMe George SHall

I8J

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for thi.s reporting period

f!I

Printed Name and Title

0

..

Lessthan$IO,OOO

Pl'Ovidc a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000"
of ali lobbyIng related inCDlllc from the client (including atl
payments to the registrant by allY other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

YearBnd(lulyl-December31)

0

9

14,
REPORTING MIlE;'l:' :H~O'~D:~"
accounting method. S(

o
o McthodB.
o MotIwdC,
l\1'etllOd A.

Date

$

,..

_

c~"':",:~c:k~;b~ox:;t~or ;l~~:~~~~~~;::,~:

Repolting anJoUD1:suSillg LDA defmilio!l~ only

81912006

Stewart Hall, Managing Director
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Theodore W Kheel
Park Avenue Tower
75 East 55th Street

New York, NY 10022

January 30, 2004

Congressman Charles 8. Rangel
163 West 125th Street, Rm 737
New York, NY 10027
Dear Charlie:
Ann and I greatly valued our friendship with you and Alma. We
also admired your readiness to help those In need. Ann was similarly
motivated. In her memory, our family has decided to create an Ann S.
Kheel Charitable Trust to support organizations in disadvantaged
communities in New York and to fund the Trust with an initial contribution
of a million dollars. We would be greatly honored if you agreed to be
Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
We have also asked our long time friends Gabe Pressman, Veronica
Kelly, Gail Sheehy and Luis Alvarez to serve with you as Trustees. They
have readily agreed.
The Board of Trustees will have sole authority to decide how the
money should be used to serve the Charitable Trust's purposes. Our
eldest daughter"Ellen Margaret, has volunteered to assist the Trustees at
their pleasure on condition she does not receive more than a dollar a year
for her services.
You are, of course, priVileged to make such public mention of the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust as you believe will serve its best interests.

S~
Theodore W. Kheel

ut)3
Tel: 212 318-6747 I Fax: 212 318-6

leom Itegkheel@PaulhasJings.com
CSOC.CBR00009626
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Theodore W. Kheel

cc's: LUis Alvarez
Ellen Kheel Jacobs
Veronica Kelly
Gabe Pressman
Gail Sheehy

054
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
AGREEMENT OF TRUST, made as of the

/2 11day of February, 2004, between

THEODORE W. KHEEL, of Bronx, New York, as Grantor (herein "the Grantor"), and
CHARLES RANGEL, GABRIEL S. PRESSMAN, GAIL SHEEHY, VERONICA
KELLY and LUIS ALVAREZ, as Trustees (herein collectively "the Trustees" and
individually "the Trustee").

WIT N E SSE T H:
The Grantor hereby assigns, transfers and sets over to the Trustees the property
described in Schedule "A" annexed hereto, receipt of which property the Trustees hereby
acknowledge, to have and to hold the property IN TRUST, upon the following terms and
conditions:

FIRST:

The name ofthis trust shall be "ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE

TRUST".

SECOND:

This trust is created and shall be operated exclusively for scientific,

charitable, religious, literary or educational purposes. All or part of the net income and
principal of this trust may be paid (i) directly for the conduct of any of the charitable
purposes ofthis trust (as defined below), (ii) to or for the use of any charitable
organization (as defined below) or (iii) to the United States, any state or any political
subdivision of the United States or any state (but only for public charitable purposes, as
defined below), all in such amounts or proportions and at such time or times as the
Trustees, in their discretion, deem advisable. Income or principal derived from
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contributions by corporations shall be distributed by the Trustees for use solely within the
United States or its possessions. No part of this trust or its assets or income shall inure or
be payable to or for the benefit of the Grantor, any Trustee or any private individual, and
no substantial part of the activities of this trust shall be the carrying on of propaganda or
otherwise attempting to influence legislation, or the partieipation or intervention in any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public offiee (including publishing or
distributing statements). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, this
trust shall not conduct or carry on any activities not permitted to be conducted or carried
on by any organization which is tax exempt under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (hereinafter the "Code"), or of any eorresponding
provision of any successor law, or by any organization to which donations are deduetible
under Section 170 of the Code.
THIRD:

(A)

References in this Agreement of Trust and in any

amendments thereto to "charitable organization" or "charitable organizations" mean
corporations, trusts, funds, foundations, or community chests created or organized.in the
United States or in any of its possessions, provided that all such organizations must be
those which are operated exclusively for charitable purposes (as defined below) and
which are entitled to exemption under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code. References to
"charitable purposes" or "public charitable purposes" shall refer to charitable,
educational, religious, scientific or literary purposes provided all such purposes shall be
within the scope of Sections 170(c)(I) or (e)(2)(B) of the Code.

CSOC.CBR00009867
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(B)

The Trustees, in the disposition of the income or principal of the

trust, should be guided by the following charitable purpose: the trust is established to
provide financial assistance to charitable organizations that provide for New York's
disadvantaged communities.

(C)

It is the Grantor's intention tbat the Trustees shall, in the

disposition of the income of the trust, be guided by the charitable purposes described in
paragraph (B) above. The income of the trust should be expended wherever possible in
furtherance of the purposes as hereinabove set forth. The principal of the trust should, to
the extent possible, be held in perpetuity but may be expended, from time to time,
together with the income, in furtherance of the purposes of the trust.

FOURTH:

The Trustees may receive and accept property, whether real,

personal, or mixed, by way of gift, bequest, or devise, from any person, firm, trust or
corporation, to be held, administered, and disposed of in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement of Trust; but no such gift, bequest or devise shall be received and
accepted if it be conditioned or limited in such manner as shall require the disposition of
the income or principal thereof to any recipient to whom distributions could not be made
as provided in Articles SECOND or THIRD hereof. All property received and accepted
by the Trustees shall be administered and disposed in accordance with this Trust
Agreement.
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FIFTH:

This trust is intended to qualify as a charitable trust and,

notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement of Trust, this trust is subject to the
following provisions:
(A)

The Trustees shall not engage in any act of self-dealing as defined

in Section 4941 (d) of the Code, nor make any taxable expenditures as defined in Section
4945(d) of the Code.
(B)

The Trustees shall not retain any excess business holdings (as

defined in Section 4943(c) of the Code) which would subject the trust to tax under
Section 4943 of the Code, nor shall the Trustees acquire any assets which would subject
the trust to tax under Section 4944 of the Code or retain any assets which would, if
acquired by the Trustees, subject the trust to tax under Section 4944 of the Code.

(C)

The Trustees shall distribute such amounts for each taxable year at

such time and in such manner as not to subject the trust to tax under said Section 4942 of
the Code.
SIXTH:

This trust shall continue in perpetuity unless the Trustees terminate

it and distribute all of the principal and income to charitable organizations, which action
may be taken by the Trustees, in their discretion, at any time. On termination of this
trust, the then remaining principal and any balance of net income of the trust shall be paid
over and distributed to or for the use of such one or more charitable organizations (as
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defined above), in such amounts and for such charitable purposes (as defined above), as
the Trustees, in their discretion, shall then select and determine.
SEVENTH:

(A)

This Trust Agreement and the trust established hereunder

are hereby declared to be irrevocable and this Trust Agreement may not be modified,
amended or revoked in any way whatsoever, except as provided in paragraph (B) below.
(B)

It is the Grantor's intention to create a trust conferring a charitable

interest which qualifies for the federal gift and income tax charitable deductions and
which trust qualifies as an entity exempt from federal income tax. Accordingly, the
Grantor directs that all provisions of this Trust Agreement shall be construed in a manner
consistent with, and the trust administered solely in conformity with Sections 170,
501(c)(3) and 2522 of the Code and with Regulations and rulings which from time to
time may be promulgated thereunder. The Grantor hereby grants to the Trustees all of
the administrative powers necessary to act in compliance with the requirements of the
Code as in effect at this time and from time to time hereafter. Should any provision of
this Trust Agreement be inconsistent or conflict with the Sections of the Code and the
Regulations and rulings promulgated under such Sections, then such Sections,
Regulations and rulings shall be deemed to override and supersede such inconsistent or
conflicting provision. If such Sections, Regulations and rulings at any time require that
charitable trusts to which the Sections, Regulations and rulings relate contain provisions
which are not expressly set forth in this Trust Agreement, then such provisions are hereby
incorporated by reference, and shall be deemed to be a part hereof to the same extent as
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though they had been expressly set forth herein. If such Sections, Regulations and
rulings at any time require that charitable trusts to which such Sections, Regulations and
rulings relate contain provisions which are not expressly set forth herein, then
notwithstanding paragraph (A) above, the Trustees are authorized to amend this Trust
Agreement, by an instrument signed, acknowledged and filed with the trust records for
the sole purpose of permitting this trust to qualify as a trust described in Sections 170,
501(c)(3) and 2522 of the Code; except that the definition of "charitable organization"
shall not be changed.

EIGHTH:

The Trustees, and any successor, shall have, with respect to any

and all property held hereunder, the following powers, in addition to those conferred by
law:
I.
Subject to Section 4944 of the Code, to retain any such property and
to receive, acquire, invest in and retain stocks, whether common or preferred, bonds,
notes, mutual funds, securities, undivided interests in investment trusts, any common
trust fund, and any property, real or personal, foreign or domestic, whether or not such
property is a wasting or non-income producing asset, without any duty to diversify and
without any restrictions placed upon fiduciaries by any present or future applicable law,
rule of court or court decision.
2.
To sell any such property at either public or private sale for cash or
on credit, andJor to exchange any such property.
3.
To participate in any plan of corporate reorganization, consolidation,
merger or similar plan.
4.
To exercise all conversion, subscription, voting and other rights of
whatsoever nature pertaining to trust investments and to grant proxies, discretionary or
otherwise.
5.
To manage any real property held hereunder as if the absolute owner
thereof, including the power to lease, or grant options to lease, for periods to begin _
presently or in the future, without regard to statutory restrictions or the probable duration
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of any trust; to erect, demolish or alter buildings and improve and manage property; to
make ordinary and extraordinary repairs; to grant easements and charges; to subdivide; to
adjust boundary lines; to partition, mortgage and convey property.
6.
Subjcct to Section 4941 of the Code, to borrow money for any
purpose incidental to the administration of the trust hereunder, and to mortgage or pledge
any securities or other property held hereunder as security therefor and no Trustee shall
be personally liable, but any such loan shaH be payable only out of assets ofthe trust
created hereunder.
7.
To purchase securities at a premium and to charge such premium
against either principal or income, or partly against principal and partly against income.
8.
To determine whether or to what extent receipts should be deemed
income or principal, whether or to what extent expenditures should be charged against
principal or income and what other adjustments should be made between principal and
income.
9.
To hold any securities or other property in any form or name, with
or without disclosing the fiduciary relationship, and their liability shall not be increased
thereby.
10.
To compromise and settle any liabilities of the trust created
hereunder, and any claims that the trust created hereunder shall have against others.
11.
To execute and deliver any and all representations, warranties,
indemnities and guarantees incidental to the administration of the trust or with respect to
any stocks, securities or property, real or personal, at any time held in the trust, induding,
without limitation by the specification thereof, the power to execute and deliver
representations, warranties, indemnities and guarantees of every and any nature
whatsoever deemed advisable in connection with any public or private offering or sale of
any securities at any time held in the trust.
12.
Subject to Section 4941 of the Code, to engage and remunerate
agents, including legal counsel, accountants, investment counsel, custodians, appraisers
and other experts and to the extent permitted by law to establish discretionary investment
accounts.
13.

To insure with companies and against such hazards as is deemed

advisable.
14.
Severally to authorize, by instrument in writing, any person or
corporation, including any co-fiduciary, bank or trust company, to act in the place of the
Trustees with respect to specified transactions, to sign a particular check or checks, or to
execute any other specifically stated instruments in the name of the Trustees.
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NINTH:

Persons dealing with the Trustees need not inquire as to the

application of any money or property paid or delivered to the Trustees, nor inquire into
the expediency or propriety of any action taken by the Trustees, or the authority of the
Trustees to effect any transaction upon such tenns as the Trustees decide.
TENTH:

(A)

A Trustee may resign at any time by an instrument in

writing which shall specify the date as of which such resignation is to take effect and
which shall be delivered or mailed, at least thirty (30) days prior to the date so specified,
to the other Trustees and to the Grantor. The resigning Trustee shall be discharged from
all further duty or obligation to act as Trustee under this Trust Agreement after the
effective date of resignation, except the duty and obligation to execute all such
instruments oftransfer or conveyance as may be appropriate or necessary. The expenses
of a resigning Trustee's accounting shall be a proper charge against the trust estate.

(B)

(I)

If a Trustee shall for any reason cease to act hereunder,

other than pursuant to paragraph (D) below, the Grantor is authorized to appoint a
successor Trustee.
(2)

The Grantor, acting alone, may from time to time appoint

one or more additional Trustees, which appointment shall take effect upon such
appointee's written acceptance ofthe office of Trustee.
(C)

Subject to the provisions of paragraph (B) above, each Trustee is

authorized to appoint a successor Trustee to act in his or her place as Trustee upon his or
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her death, resignation or disability. Such appointment hereunder shall be by an
instrument in writing signed and acknowledged by the person making such appointment
and filed with the Trustees then in office, or if none, with the successor Trustee or such
appointment may be made by such person's Last Will and Testament duly admitted to
probate by a court of competent jurisdiction. Any appointment of a successor Trustee
pursuant to this paragraph (C) to take effect in the future may be revoked at any time
prior to the happening of the event upon which such appointment is to take effect by his
filing a subsequent designation in the manner hereinabove provided.

(D)

(I)

The Grantor, may at any time and from time to time,

remove and replace any Trustee then in office with or without cause by an instrument in
writing which shall specify the date as of which such removal is to take effect and which
shall be delivered or mailed at least sixty (60) days prior to the date so specified, to the
removed Trustee with a copy to any other Trustee acting hereunder. The successor
Trustee shall be such person as designated by the Grantor within fourteen (14) days after
notice of removal was delivered to the removed Trustee.

(2)

The removed Trustee shall be discharged from all further

duty or obligation to act as Trustee under this Trust Agreement after the effective date of
removal, except the duty and obligation to execute all such instruments of transfer or
conveyance as may be appropriate or necessary and deliver all trust property to the other
Trustees.
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(3)

The expenses of a removed Trustee's accounting shall be a

proper charge against the trust estate.
(E)

Unless otherwise provided in this Article, any appointment,

qUalification or revocation hereunder shall be by an instrument in writing signed and
acknowledged by the person or persons making such appointment, qualification or
revocation and filed with the Trustees then in office or, if none, with the successor
Trustee. Any appointment made pursuant to this provision of a successor Trustee to take
effect in the future may be revoked at any time prior to the happening of the event upon
which such appointment is to take place.

I

(F)

Unless otherwise provided in this Article, the Trustees shall act by

a vote of a majority of the Trustees then in office. Any instrument required to be
executed by this trust shall be valid if executed in the name of this trust by a majority of
the Trustees. All actions of the Trustees shall be taken either by resolution at a meeting
or by written record without a meeting. The Trustees may appoint from among
themselves a secretary who keeps a record of all actions of the Trustees. A copy of any
resolution or action taken by the Trustees certified by anyone of the Trustees may be
relied upon by any person dealing with this trust. The Trustees may appoint an advisory
board to investigate and report to the Trustees, provided that no member of the advisory
board who is not serving as a Trustee shall vote on any action to be taken by the Trustees.
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(G)

No Trustee hereunder, whether named or successor, shall be

required to give any bond or other security for the faithful perfonnance of his or her
duties in any jurisdiction in which he or she may be called upon to act.
ELEVENTH: This Trust Agreement, and the trust created hereunder, shall be
construed, governed and regulated in all respects under the laws of the State of New
York.
TWELFTH:

This Trust Agreement shall become effective upon the execution

thereof by the Grantor and anyone Trustee.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor, THEODORE W. KHEEL, and the
Trustees, CHARLES RANGEL, GABRIEL S. PRESSMAN, GAIL SHEEHY,
VERONICA KELLY and LOUIS ALVAREZ, have hereunto set their hands and seals all
as of the day and year first above written.

I

LES RANGEL, Trust

-f1:JiU;A~.,J'(dG,z.vv~

G~RIEL S. PRESSMAN, Trustee

L/
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF

/IIFtU

)
: ss.:

tv'tUt.)

On the 1;.71day of February, in the year 2004, before me, the undersigned,
a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared THEODORE W. KHEEL,
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument, the

~:=:;,"." ",,"00 "00 " ' ' ' " of whi,h ",

"'i'i;;;;;;;'

Notary Public
Commission Expires:

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF;1!tv

)
: ss.:

VALERIE S. ANDERSON
NOTARY p'l:~7m~ 101 New York
Qualified In New York County
Commission ExpIIQ ~tooer 31, 2006

yJ,tL)

On the lit{ day of February, in the year 2004, before me, the
undersigned, a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared CHARLES
RANGEL, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence
to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged
to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and at by his signature on the
instrument, the individual or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted,
executed the instrument.

. jT/UI.i'/kfff

V,e,lERIE S. ANDERSON
NOTARY PUBLiC. St8'e of New York
No. ~;1 1921
Qualilled '11 N,w yo,k County 006
CommIssion Expires October 31, 2
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF AlJUI

r ~/
d

)
: ss.:

)

On the Oh%ay of February, in the year 2004, before me, the undersigned,
a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared GABRIEL S. PRESSMAN,
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by s signature on the instrument, the
individual or the person upon behalf of which the indo idual acted, executed the
instrument.

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF

IIEW tplU(

)

Notary ublic
Commission Expires:
VALERIE S. ANllERSON
IIOTARY PUBLIC.State of New'lblk
No. 4111921
Qua1llled In New Yolt COUIllf2Comm!selOn EllplIU OCtober 31 • uuu

~ ss.:

On the ;;J!f-day of February, in the year 2004, before me, the undersigned,
a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared GAIL SHEEHY, personally
known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and knowledged to me that she
executed the same in her capacity, and that by her sign ure on the instrument, the
individual or the person upon behalf of which the indi i al acted, executed the
instrument.

.

1

H1/;',!'J'W!

VALERIE S. ANllERSON

NOTARY PUBLIC.State 01 New'lbrk
No. 4111921
Quatlfled In NewYorlc Collll1Y _

Commission EIIpInlS OCtober 31. 2wu
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF

)
: ss.:

;f;Bu ~Il/(')

j2"t£y

On the
of February, in the year 2004, before me, the undersigned,
a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared VERONICA KELLY,
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that she executed the same in her capacity, and that by her signature on the instmment,
the individual or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the

(;k LA4.~'/(A~_

instrument.

Notary Public
Commission Expires:
VALr7lG'5.

m"nc 0N

IlOTMY p,I&!C,Wl~:.,v York
P/~·tJ.7//

STATE OF NEW YORK

)

1;,.1

OUIUliec#W yp(- ,,'mty
Commlltkm ExpfiS iJ4f'lfJI;;r 31, 2006

: ss.:
COUNTY OF 4JR() tjC,l,C)
On the/j?(day of February, in the year 2004, before me, the undersigned,
a notary public in and from said state, personally appeared and LUIS ALVAREZ,
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his ignature on the instrument, the
individual or the person upon behalf of which the indiv' ual acted, executed the
instmment.
,

1

-:-;--"'-::F;.:-:----'---~'-'----'-----'----'------'--------

VALERIE S. ANDERSON
NOTARY P~o:IMfJHl New York
Qualified In New Yo!1< County
Canuniplon Expires October 31, 2006
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SCHEDULE A
To Agreement of Trust made as of the
day of
February, 2004 between THEODORE W. KHEEL, as
Grantor, and CHARLES RANGEL, GABRIEL S.
PRESSMAN, GAIL SHEEHY, VERONICA KELLY and
LUIS ALVAREZ, as Trustees.
$100

NY5Sf343045.2
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DRAFT
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Minutes of the Organizational Meeting
Carriage House
February 19, 2004
Present: Congressman Charles E. Rangel, Chairman, Luis Alvarez,
Veronica Kelly, Trustees. Also present were Ted Kheel, Jake Kheel,
Miranda McCloud representing Trustee Gail Sheehy, Ellen K. Jacobs,
Executive Director. Trustee Gabe Pressman was unable to attend
because of a television assignment he was required to fulfill.
1. Congressman Rangel called the meeting to order at 9:05 AM.

2. Ted Kheel reported that he had transferred on behalf of the Kheel
Family, one million dollars consisting of $885,000 in United States
Treasuries bearing an interest rate 6.5% and $115,000 in cash to the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust account at Deutsche Bank. He pointed
out that the Trust would not be formally in existence until all Trustees
had signed on and the Trust agreement was filed with the State of
New York. An application would then be made to the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service for tax exempt status. It is virtually certain the
application wili be granted. Contributions in advance would be
approved retroactively when the application was granted.* Ted Kheel
also explained that contributions to the Trust would be tax deductible
to the donor.
3. It was agreed that the Trust would be for New York City residents
only. It was suggested and agreed that the mission statement be
modified to allow grants "up to $50,000," thus enabling the Trustees
to make smaller grants at their discretion.
4. There was a discussion about raising additional funds. It was
decided that a mention of the Trust would be inserted at the bottom of
the program to be given out at Ann S. Kheel's memorial service.
5. Ted Kheel suggested that the Trust look to do something unique for
disadvantaged neighborhoods given the relevant qualifications of the
membership of the Board of Trustees.
6. Congressman Rangel suggested that an Ann S. Kheel Scholarship
program be created for potential leaders in disadvantaged
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communities. Veronica Kelly concurred, saying that it would be a living
monument--a way to say "thank you Ann Kheel." It was also
suggested that scholarships be awarded to students of the
19 colleges of the City University of New York (CUNY) virtually all of
whose 400,000 students live in the City. Ted Kheel agreed to make
contact with CUNY to discuss such a scholarship program.
7. It was suggested that the New York or National Urban League and
and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority be contacted about working with the
Trust to administer the Scholarship Program. Congressman Rangel
agreed to make the contacts.
8. In response to a suggestion from Veronica Kelly about postponing
any linkage between Christo and Jeanne-Claude's Gates Project for
Central Park and the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust, Ted Kheel
explained that there was no formal linkage, but simply an agreement
to cooperate. The artists, he pointed out, had given the newly created
not-for-profit foundation entitled Nurture New York's Nature, Inc.
(NNYN) an exclusive, world-wide, royalty-free license to use
their intellectual property on products and events commemorating and
memorializing The Gates on condition that all net proceeds are used
to benefit New York. He also explained that Gary Hattem of Deutsche
Bank had suggested that NNYN support organizations in disadvantaged
neighborhoods, precisely the mission of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable
Trust. It was agreed, under those circumstances, that NNYN would
cooperate with the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust in supporting
organizations in disadvantaged neighborhoods.
9. Congressman Rangel also mentioned the gardens Bette Midler
established in empty lots and the possibility of Ann S. Kheel
Charitable Trust supporting such parks.
10. It was agreed that the next meeting of the Trust be held in March.
Luis Alvarez, Vice-President of Deutsche Bank, agreed to arrange to
have the rneeting at the offices of Deutsche Bank on Wall Street.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
February 23, 2004
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Minutes of April 7, 2004 meeting
at Deutsche Bank, 60 Wall Street
. Present:
Congressman Charles B. Rangel, Chairman
Luis Jllvarez-Vila and Veronica Kelly, Trustees.
Also present were:
Gary'iattem of Deutsche Bank
Ellen :<:. Jacobs, Executive Director
Theocore W. Kheel and Jake Kheel
Darwin M. Davis and Vie Kaufman of the New
York and National Urban League attended for a
presentation on the proposed Ann S. Kheel Urban League
Scholarship.
Not present:
Trustees Gail Sheehy and Gabe Pressman.

1. Congressman Rangel called the meeting to order at 9:15 a.m.
2. Minutes of the last meeting were summarized by
Congressman Rangel and approved.
3. Theodore Kheel reported that the Trust has earned
$70,000 in interest and received over $15,000 in contributions,
making it close to $1.1 million.
4. Gary Hattem was introduced to advise on the best way to
spend the Trust's money.
5. There was a discussion of the Ann S. Kheel Urban League
Scholarship, how it would work and its presentation at the 39th
annual Frederick Douglass Awards Dinner on May 6. Someone
from the Board will. announce the scholarship at the
Dinner--Theodore Kheel nominated Congressman Rangel..
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6. The scholarship recipient will be chosen by the Urban league
in accordance with gUidelines set down by the Trust. The
scholarship will be awarded yearly, but continue throughout the
. 4 college years so that ultimately there will be 4 concurrent
scholarships. The Urban League will choose the student within
the gLJdelines given and administer the scholarship.
7. Darwin Davis will send the Urban league scholarship
gUidelines to Congressman Rangel so they can be adapted for
theMn S. Kheel scholarship. The Urban League explained how
it recr;Jits for its scholarships.
8. Gary Hattem, who has worked In not-for-profits and now runs
the Deutsche Bank Foundation, said there are 4 things to
consider:
1. This is to honor the memory of Ann Kheel--consider
her interests.
II. How much money do we want to give yearly.
III. The life-time of the Trust (how long will it take to
spend the money). Possible time-frames suggested were
5 and io years.
IV. The importance of the board as far as its own
hdividuai and collective interests--its ability to mentor,
fund-raise, and make connections for the Trust and the
recipients.
9. Gary Hattem further pointed out that if the Board wants to
reach the needy it can do so through community organizations,
by endOWing internships for people who want to remain and help
the community--perhaps summer jobs. Organizations could be
invited to compete and submit 2 page proposals ("request for
propos.3lsJ . There could be an annual luncheon for the
grantees and they could be brought Into the offices of Board
members as a broadening experience to see how that sector
works. Individuals who get Trust grants (through the chosen
organizations) should also be told that they need to become
independent as the Trust will not be around forever.

2
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10. G3ry Hattem was asked to permanently advise the Trust and
agreed. Robin Ince, his assistant, Luis Alvarez~Vila, and Gary
Hattem will give Congressman Rangel a memo to cIrculate
amonJ the Board to help structure the Trust.

. 11. There was discussion about choosing Intermediary
organizations that would then identify the people to be helped,
based on the Board's requirements, as well as discussion about
how many scholarships to give. There was a concensus
that proposals should be short.
.
12. Gary Hattem raised the question of whether the Board wants
to target individuals or organizations. There was an interest in
reaching indiViduals, especially through scholarships.
13. It was also suggested that for the first year the Trust give
away limited money (only the Urban League Scholarship) while
the Trust establishes its guidelines.

14. It was agreed that no other proposals would be funded until
guidelines have been developed.
15. Fer this reason, it was agreed not to fund the CERCand
CUNY proposals at this time.

16. In preparing guidelines for organizations to identify
indivicuals, the Board is trying to convey the flavor of what it
wants.. perhaps with an introductory pC!ragraph about Ann S.
Kheef.
17. The next meeting will be on a Monday or Friday In June. In
the interim Board members will. consider memos from Gary
Hatter1 and the Urban League.
ReSP~ubmltted

Ellen1t.facObs

3
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Agenda for Meeting
September 20, 2004

1. Approval of Minutes
2. Report on donations and bank account
3. Consider draft of guidelines suggested by Gary Hattem
4.Status of Urban League scholarships
5. Status of deferred proposals from CUNY and CERC
6. Other business
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Minutes
September 20, 2004

Present
Congressman Charles B. rangel, Chairman
Veronica Kelly, Trustee
Luis Alvarez-Vila, Trustee by phone
Also present were
Gary Hattem and Robin Brady Inee of Deutsche Bank
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
Theodore W. Kheel
Absent: Trustees Gail Sheehy and Gabe Pressman
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
The Board agreed on the following:
1. The board will receive contributions, but not solicit contributions.
2. The Trust Is to preserve the memory of Ann Kheel. This will be both through
the scholarships and mentoring by the Trustees who are equipped to open
doors, set examples and advise the Ann S. Kheel Scholarship holders. This will
make the Ann S. Kheel Trust scholarships different from ordinary scholarships
and memorable.
3. For planning purposes, it is assumed that the money in theTrust will last about
10 years (although its effect should be indefinite). Gary Hattem will recommend
an amount to spend each year and the school(s) or organization(s) will let us
know how many students can receive scholarships given that amount. it is
hoped that the first of those schools will be CUNY and that the Urban League
will also establish an Ann S. Kheel Scholarshlp(s).
4. Scholarships will be awarded for 4 years.
5. Robin Brady Ince will work out a preliminary plan for partnering with CUNY and
the New York Urban League for presentation to the Board.
6. Once these two organizations are In place, the Board may consider
establishing internships and summer jobs. Another possibility Is an annual dinner
where students get to know each other and the Board and possibly an outside
dignitary.
7. The Board will establish criteria for the schools to use in choosing
scholarship students. The organizations will select the stUdents.
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8. It was decided that the program Is needs to be established before addressing
when to award the scholarships.
9.1t was decided that CERC is not the right program for the Trust. However,
Ted Kheel suggested that Punta Cana could take an intern from the scholarship
awardees and would absorb the cost.
10. The Trust is not restricted to scholarships and can be used for other things
as well. Ellen Jacobs was asked to circulate the mission statement.
During diSCUssion:
Luis Alvarez suggested that some of the money be targeted for younger
stUdents, perhaps at risk and perhaps through a program Deutsche Bank
sponsors. He also liked the idea of using some of the money to help students
payoff loans.
Veronica Kelly said she favored using the Trust for scholarships because they
bring Ann's ideals to fruition. They carry her memory to another generation and
plant a seed that can be carried on to future generations. She also endorsed the
Idea of helping at-risk High School students as suggested by Luis Alvarez.
Ted Kheel reported that the Trust Is held by Deutsche Bank and initially
consisted of $150,000 cash and 800,000 in 6% government bonds (pad:ls this
the correct amount?)
Congressman Rangel asked Luis Alvarez to report at the next meeting on how
the Trust's money is being invested.
Congressman Rangel asked Ellen Jacobs to put together Ann Kheel's Ideals for
the Board to work With, as well as for Inspiration for the students.
Ted Kheel suggested that the Board meet with the Urban League and CUNY to
discuss how they can work together.
Congressman Rangel suggested that those meetings be held after the Board has
decided what its role could be.
It was agreed that the next meeting will be In mid-November, a dinner at Ted
Kheel's new apartment. At that time the partnering with CUNY and the New
York Urban League will be considered.
Respectfully submitted

Ellen Kheel Jacobs, Executive Director
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Minutes
September 20, 2004
Present
Congressman Charles B. Rangel, Chairman
Veronica Kelly, Trustee
Luis Alvarez-Vila, Trustee by phone
Also present were
Gary Hattem and Robin Brady Ince of Deutsche Bank
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
Theodore W. Kheel
Absent: Trustees Gail Sheehy and Gabe Pressman
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
The Board agreed on the following:
1. The Board will receive contributions, but not solicit
contributions.
2. The Trust is to preserve the memory of Ann Kheel. This will
be both through the scholarships and mentoring by the
Trustees who are equipped to open doors, set examples and
advise the Ann S. Kheel Scholarship holders. The Trust will be
set up to take advantage of our unique board members in
devising programs of help to disadvantaged neighborhoods.
This will make the Ann S. Kheel Trust scholarships different.
from ordinary scholarships and memorable.
3. For planning purposes, it is assumed that the money in the
Trust will last about 10 years (although its effect should be
indefinite). Gary Hattem will recommend an amount to spend
each year and the school(s} or organization(s} will let us know
how many students can receive scholarships given that
amount. It is hoped that the first of those schools will be CUNY
and that the Urban League will also establish an Ann S. Kheel
Scholarship(s}.
4. Scholarships will be awarded for 4 years.
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5. Robin Brady Ince will work out a preliminary plan for
partnering with CUNY and the New York Urban League for
presentation to the Board.
6. Once these two organizations are in place, the Board may
consider establishing internships and summer jobs. Another
possibility is an annual dinner where students get to know each
other and the Board and possibly an outside dignitary.
7. The Board will establish criteria for the schools to use in
choosing scholarship students. The organizations will select
the students.
.
8. It was decided that the program needs to be established
before addressing when to award the scholarships.
9.It was decided that CERC is not the right program for the
Trust. However, Ted Kheel suggested that Punta Cana could
take an intern from the scholarship awardees and would
absorb the cost.
10. The Trust is not restricted to scholarships and can be used
for other things as well. Ellen Jacobs was asked to circulate the
mission statement.
During discussion:
Luis Alvarez suggested that some of the money be targeted for
younger students, perhaps at risk and perhaps through a
program Deutsche Bank sponsors. He also liked the idea of
Using some of the money to help students payoff loans.
Veronica Kelly said she favored using the Trust for scholarships
because they bring Ann's ideals to fruition. They carry her
memory to another generation and plant a seed that can be .
carried on to future generations. She also endorsed the idea of
helping at-risk High School students as suggested by Luis
Alvarez.
Ted Kheel reported that the Trust is held by Deutsche Bank and
initially consisted of $885,000 in U.S. Treasuries bearing an
interest rate of 6.5% and $115,000 in cash. There have been
some donations since then.

2/
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Congressman Rangel asked Luis Alvarez to report at the next
meeting on how the Trust's money is being invested.
Congressman Rangel asked Ellen Jacobs to put together Ann
Kheel's ideals for the Board to work with, as well as for
inspiration for the students.
Ted Kheel suggested that the Board meet with the Urban
League and CUNY to discuss how they can work together.
Congressman Rangel suggested that those meetings be held
after the Board has decided what its role could be.
It was agreed that the next meeting will be in mid·November, a
dinner at Ted Kheel's new apartment. At that time the
partnering with CUNY and the New York Urban League will be
considered.
Respectfully SUbmitted,
Ellen Kheel Jacobs, Executive Director

3/
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THE ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York.- NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6027
MEMORANDUM

October 27, 2004
TO: The Trustees:

Congressman Charles B. Rangel,
Chairman
Luis Alvarez-Vila
Veronica Kelly
Gabe Pressman
Gall Sheehy
cc's: Gary Hattem
Theodore W. Kheel
Robyn lnce
FROM:

Ellen K Jacobs, Exec. Director
This Is to advise that the next breakfast meeting of the Board of
Trustees has been scheduled for December 7, 2004 at 9:00 a.m. at 800 Fifth
Avenue, Apt. 24F.
Also enclosed, for your records, are copies of the Mission Statement
dated October 19, 2004 together with the Minutes of the last meeting on
September 20.
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MEMO
From: Ellen K. Jacobs
To: Trustees, Gary Hattem, Robin Ince, Ted Kheel
Date: October 19, 2004
'Re: Mission statement for Trust and Ann S. Kheel's ideals (preliminary
statement).
Mission Statement
The mission statement we agreed upon on February 19th at our
or9anizational meeting was:
"The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust supports organizations dedicated to
improving the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers, with a particular focus on
adult and child education, racial equality and the environment... Grants will
be up to $50,000."
Ideals of Ann S. Kheel
Some of the ideals my mother lived by were expressed in John Donne's
poem which she had framed:
No man is an island,
entire of itself; every man
is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main...
any man's death diminishes me,
because I am involved in mankind.
She also believed in excellence--do the best that you can.
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Minutes
September 20, 2004
Present
Congressman Charles B. Rangel, Chairman
Veronica Kelly, Trustee
Luis Alvarez~Vila, Trustee by phone
Also present were
Gary Hattem and Robin Brady Ince of Deutsche Bank
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
Theodore W. Kheel
Absent: Trustees Gail Sheehy and Gabe Pressman
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
The Board agreed on the following:
1. The Board will receive contributions, but not solicit
contributions.

2. The Trust is to preserve the memory of Ann Kheel.This will
be both through the scholarships and mentoring by the
Trustees who are equipped to open doors, set examples and
advise the Ann S. Kheel Scholarship holders. The Trust will be
set up to take advantage of our unique board members ira
devisingprograms of help to disadvantaged neighborhood!;.
This will make the Ann S. Kheel Trust scholarships different.
from ordinary scholarships and memorable.
3. For planning purposes, it is assumed that the money in the
Trust will last about 10 years (although its effect should be
indefinite). Gary Hattem will recommend an amount to spend
each year and the school(s) or organization{s) will let us know
how many students can receive scholarships given that
amount. It is hoped that the first of those schools will be CUNY
and that the Urban League will also establish an Ann S. Kheel
Scholarship(s).
4. Scholarships will be awarded for 4 years.
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5. Robin Brady Ince will work out a preliminary plan for
partnering with CUNY and the New York Urban League for
presentation to the Board.
6. Once these two organizations are in place, the Board may
consider establishing internships and summer jobs. Another
possibility is an annual dinner where students get to know each
other and the Board and possibly an outside dignitary.
7. The Board will establish criteria for the schools to use in
choosing scholarship students. The organizations will select
the students.
.
8. It was decided that the program needs to be established
before addressing when to award the scholarships.
9.It was decided that CERC is not the right program for the
Trust. However, Ted Kheel suggested that Punta Cana could
take an intern from the scholarship awardees and would
absorb the cost.
10. The Trust is not restricted to scholarships and can be used
for other things as well. Ellen Jacobs was asked to circulate the
mission statement.
During discussion:
Luis Alvarez suggested that some of the money be targeted for
younger students, perhaps at risk and perhaps through a
program Deutsche Bank sponsors. He also liked the idea of
using some of the money to help students payoff loans.
Veronica Kelly said she favored using the Trust for scholarships
because they bring Ann's ideals to fruition. They carry her
memory to another generation and plant a seed that can be .
carried on to future generations. She also endorsed the idea of
helping at-risk High School students as suggested by Luis
Alvarez.
Ted. Kheel reported that the Trust is held by Deutsche Bank and
initially consisted of $885,000 in U.S. Treasuries bearing an
interest rate of 6.5% and $115,000 in cash. There have been
some donations since then.
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Congressman Rangel asked Luis Alvarez to report at the next
meeting on how the 'trust's money is being invested.
..... ,
Congressman Rangel asked Ellen Jacobs to put together>Arm '
Kheel's ideals for the Board to work with, as well as for
inspiration for the students.
Ted Kheel suggested that the Board meet with the Urban
League and CUNY to discuss how they can work together.
Congressman Rangel suggested that those meetings be held
after the Board has decided what its role could be. .
It was agreed that the next meeting will be in mid-November, a
dinner at Ted Kheel's new apartment. At that time the
partnering with CUNY and the New York Urban League will be
considered.,
Respectfully sUbmitted,
Ellen Kheel Jacobs, Executive Director

3/
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THE ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6207

MINUTES OF MEETING

Ann S. Kheel Trustees Meeting
Minutes 12/23/04
Present: Congressman Charles B. Rangel, chairman; Luis Alvarez; Gabe
Pressman; Veronica Kelly, Trustees. Gary Hattem and Robin Ince from Deutsche
Bank. Theodore Kheel; Ellen K. Jacobs, executive director.
Not present: Gail Sheehy
Minutes from the previous meeting were summarized by Congressman Rangel
and approved.
The Hunter Proposal from the Public Service Scholar Program was discussed.
This program allows women, minorities and immigrants to work in the not-forprofit or government sectors by giving them funds so they do not have to hold
other jobs for a one-year period. A decision was needed so that Ms. Walsh could
begin recruiting for the Fall program.
The trustees decided to award f $50,000 in each of two years (the second
dependent on perfonnance the first year) to fund 7 scholarships each year. The
Trustees expressed a preference that the scholars to be juniors so they can be
mentored in their senior year as well as when they are in the program. he trustees
want the scholars identified as Ann S. Kheel Scholars.
The trustees are interested in learning the criteria used to choose the students
and how the program is publicized.
Congressman Rangel expressed interest in an intern in New York.
Ellen will speak to Dr. Walsh about the trustees' requests.
There was interest in establishing Ann S. Kheel scholarships at the CUNY School
for Professional Studies. The trustees need to know how much a four year
scholarship costs to make an educated decision. Congressman Rangel will talk
to CUNY and get some information about funding scholarships there. Ellen will
distribute any written information.
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It was decided to give $10,000 a year for 10 years to a promising student selected
by the Urban League. The Board will periodically review the grant. The student(s)
would be announced at the annual Urban League dinner. The scholarshipwould-serve as a way of memorializing Ann S. Kheel. Congressman Rangel will speak
to the Urban League about how this can be done. Ellen will distribute any written
information.
Discussion of the Student Sponsor Partners program was postponed.
Veronica Kelly brought a proposal for $10,000 to help the Bowery Mission
refurbish a new transitional house for women. The money was granted.
The meeting was adjourned.
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Administration Building, Room 300
Convent Avenue at 138th Street
New York, New York 10031
TEL: 212.650.7285
FAX: 212.650.7680
www.<::cny.cuny.edl,l

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

December 30, 2004
Han. Charles 8. Rangel
Member, U.S. House of Representatives
163 West 125'" Street
New York, New York 10027
Dear Congressman Rangel:
Thank you for your letter and the opportunity to submit a proposal to the Ann S. Kheel
Charitable Trust to create the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program at The City College of New
York.
All of us atThe City College are very excited about the opportunity this program would
provide to our students. The College and the Trust share a common mission, to improve
the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers through education. Ann Kheel's life was dedicated
to helping poverty-stricken members of our society, particularly minorities, rise up through
education to become fuJI participants in making our world a better place. From its
inception, The City College has been providing the finest higher education to low-income
New Yorkers, enabling them to become world-class scientists, engineers, writers, doclors,
lawyers, and other leaders in society. It seems to me that there is nO better way for the Trust
to achieve its objective, and secure Ann Kheel's legacy, than through supporting needy
students seeking a City College diploma.
I have spoken with Chancellor Goldstein and he approved in principle of the dedication of
all of the proceeds of this grant to The City College.
I look forward to working with you on this and other endeavors. My best wishes for a
happy New Year.
Sincerely,

GHW:mr
Enclosure
THE CrTY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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A Special Presentation Prepared for the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
at
The City College of New York

December 30. 2004

"Open the doors to all.
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together
and know of no distinction save that of industry, good conduct, and intellect."
Townsend Harris, Founder, The City College of New York
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Executive Summary
The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program at The City College of New York (CCNY) will
provide each of 48 needy students with a four-year scholarship of $5,000 per year to
cover tuition, fees and books at CCNY. In addition, there would be up to four two-year
scholarships for qualified transfer students. The Kheel Scholars Program will enable the
52 committed, needy students selected for the Kheel Scholarships to attend City
College and complete their bachelor's degrees by reducing or eliminating the financial
barriers to their success and also to engage in public seNice.

A Proud History and Mission - The Children of the Whole People
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and
immigrants. The College has produced great
scientists, captains of industry, public seNants,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and
women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New York
City, with one of the most diverse student bodies of
any college in America. Its more than 12,000 students carry on a tradition of excellence
as they win prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate
and professional schools, and make their marks in the sciences, in the arts, in public
seNice, in industry, in education.

Access and Excellence
For 157 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence
and pUblic higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social
advancement for generations of New Yorkers, City College has provided an
unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands of talented but needy
students. With particular focus on meeting the needs of "the children of the whole
people," The College provides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to
enter fields new to them with expert skills and education.

3
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Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City College lives it
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation,
with African-Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first
with Hispanic-Americans as the largest minority. The 2004 issue of CCNY's City Facts
states that in the voluntary section of the admissions application, 87% of CCNY
students describe themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the
category of bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students earn 75% of the
total, Blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at
City College, however, Blacks received 34.1 %, Hispanics 30.1% and Asian/Pacific
Islanders 11 %, an incredible record of success in popUlations underrepresented in
bachelor's degrees earned. Many of these degrees are awarded in exceptionally
demanding programs unique to City College which do not exist elsewhere in the City
University system, such as engineering, architecture, biomedical education, and certain
science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schools. Many are
immigrants or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English and
were born in 147 countries. City College students are usually the first in their families to
go to college, following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY
alumni, whose achievements became the model for their own
families.

Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants
access to the American dream
Now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are financially needy.

ApprOXimately 58% come from families with combined incomes
of $25,000 or less; three-quarters of the students work while attending school, some at
more than one job. Over half of the students
attend part time, most often for financial reasons.
They pay $5,000fyear in tuition, books, and fees.
While the comparatively low tuition narrowly
makes it possible for them to attend a top quality
college, the cost is high when compared to the
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income many of them, or their families, earn. Because they frequently need to support
themselves and sometimes even help support their families, they often take longer to-graduate, sometimes having to leave before they earn the bachelor's degree. Working
longer hours takes away valuable time from their studies, making it that much more
difficult to attain the success they strive for and merit. Few have the time for public
service, but many strive to do it nevertheless.
The number of students at City College who require financial aid has grown
dramatically. According to the 2003-2004 City Facts, the total amount of federal, state,
and city aid in 2001-2002 needed at City College was $32,364,000. Just two years later,
that number rose by 35% to $43,683,000 as the number of students requesting and
needing aid continued to increase significantly.
Currently, more than 90% of CCNY students qualify for financial aid; most get
something, but it is rarely enough. The other four original senior colleges in the
system-Brooklyn, Queens, Hunter, and Baruch-are based in more affluent
communities and serve more advantaged populations. City College serves the Harlem
community, whose students make up a large portion of the CCNY student body. There
are other reasons, also, why City College's talented students are often the neediest.

Why Students Come to City Colfege
A small university, with unique courses of study, 40 graduate degree programs
and 10 of CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many of the neediest applicants to the City University system. Why?
Because The City College of New York is the only college in the CUNY system with
Schools of Architecture, Engineering, and Biomedical Education, and many innovative
programs in environmental engineering and science, graphic design, media arts
production, publishing, and urban legal studies. Indeed, in most cases, these are the
only public schools or programs of their kind in New York City. Consequently, City
College is the sole gateway for these students to enter these professions, as they
cannot afford to attend private institutions that may offer a comparable course of stUdy.
Most have meager financial resources but great resolve.
Profiles In Determination
The 2003 valedictorian, Sylvia Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper while she
completed her demanding chemical engineering program here. She now has a full
graduate fellowship at the University of Texas in engineering. Zhanna Soushko, the
2004 CCNY valedictorian, worked as a waitress during her entire time at City College.

5
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Atter graduation, she entered the Ph.D. program at the University of Denver on a full
fellowship.
City College also has the biggest undergraduate
science research program in the New York Metropolitan
area, inclUding Columbia and NYU. Rhodes Scholar Lev
Sviridov, who was homeless when he first came to this
country from Russia a mere 10 years ago, participates
in this program, exemplifying the kind of student City
College attracts and nourishes. These stories are not
unique; in fact, they are characteristic of the typical student profile at City College.

The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Formed to honor Ann S. Kheel's lifetime of work in the fight for social and racial justice,
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust's mission is to support "organizations dedicated to
improving the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers with a particular focus on adult and
child education, racial equality, and the environment."
The City College of New York is dedicated to those
same ideals, advancing social and racial equality
through the most powerful means possible-by
providing higher education to minorities and the
disadvantaged.

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
The late Ann S. Kheel, who devoted much of her life to fighting for equality of
opportunity for all people through her passionate civic leadership in the New York Urban
League, the Schomburg Center for Black Culture, and many other organizations, cared
deeply about social justice, the rights of women and minorities, and New York City
public education.
The City College of New York, founding college and flagship of CUNY, boasts a lifelong
heritage of educating refugee, immigrant, minority and disadvantaged populations.
Establishing a major scholarship program at CCNY in Ann S. Kheel's memory would be
both fitting and productive. The College already has students in place who want to
succeed and who are committed to social justice and public service.

6
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Student Public Service at City College
City College proudly claims many students who, regardless of tremendous financial and
family pressures, take the time to provide service to their communities. A few examples
are:
•

•

•

•

•

The neighborhood tutoring program through which students provide onand off-campus assistance to the community at local public elementary,
junior high and high Schools;
The Rosenberg/Humphrey internship program, in which students take
summer internships at government agencies in Washington, DC, and New
York in executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate
committees, labor unions, governmental agencies, advocacy groups and
policy research organizations;
The service learning program that has provided internships for City
College students to go to the Central African country of Rwanda, where
they spent the summer working in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's
Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry of Gender and Development, and
the Ministry of Health's Psycho-Social Trauma unit.
All students at the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education make a
commitment to enter community medicine in underserved and
disadvantaged communities; part of their commitment is to engage in
volunteer work in those neighborhoods during their school years;
Many CCNY Student Clubs and Co-Curricular activities encourage
community service, such as the following:
City College International Medical Relief Team To coordinate student
participation in international medical missions; and to fundraise and coordinate
medical supply relief efforts wffh sister clinics and agencies in disadvantaged
countries.
Dominican Club To emphasize unity and education, promote culture and serve
voluntarily within our communities.
The Messenger To expose students to their community and inspire a sense of
social responsibility.
students Helping Out! Shoul! is established to provide students with volunteer
activities in communities in NYC. Volunteer sites include soup kitchens,
churches, hospitals, and local schools.

Although 75% of CCNY students must work at full or part time jobs in order to help pay
for their tuition, living costs, and in some cases, family needs, many students have
nevertheless taken the time to participate in these and other programs, along with their
very demanding academic schedules.
Because of these circumstances, these dedicated students have been unable to devote
as much time as they would like to public service, although many have expressed
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interest in becoming more intensively involved. What The College has not had so far is
a yearlong public service program with funding sufficient to enable these committedstudents to work fewer hours so that they can concentrate on their studies, and still be
able to spend more time over the entire year pursuing public service. The Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program could fill this very great need.
This historic undertaking will enable City College's most civic-minded students to take
the lead, as so many CCNY students have before them, in public service. They will
graduate as part of a new cadre of scholar/public servants, bring honor to their alma
mater, and carry on its highest traditions. They will be associated with the Ann S. Kheel
Charitable Trust in a venture intended to open the hearts and minds of CCNY students
as they provide service to all the varied communities The College serves.

Kheel Scholars Program Goals
1. Make it financially feasible possible for students at The City College of New York
to experience the rewards that can come from time spent performing public
service.
2. Provide opportunities for these students to work at a variety of not-for-profit,
community, government, and educational agencies.
3. Reward and encourage civic-minded young people by helping them with their
City College education for the four years they will be involved in the program.
4. Encourage some of City College's best students to consider devoting additional
time - or even their careers - to public service-oriented work.
5. Provide a benefit (in the form of volunteer workers) for educational, non-profit
and government-based organizations that cannot afford to pay for interns or
service aids.

CCNY's Greatest Need
What is needed is major financial support to enable these dedicated and determined
students to achieve the goals for which they strive. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
Program would provide a $5,000 scholarship/year per student for CCNY applicants
who demonstrate need, engage in public service to
disadvantaged communities, make satisfactory progress, and
maintain The College's required GPA throughout the four
years. A program that would serve 12 new students per year
and support them through to the bachelor's degree would
make an important difference in those students' lives.

~

Budgeted at a total of $1,000,000, the Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program would provide full four-year scholarships for 12 students each year
for four successive years. At the end of the program, a total of 48 students will have

8
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benefited from the Kheel four-year Scholarships. This would leave City College with
$40,000 to be allocated as two-year scholarships for up to four dedicated needy transfer
students during the grant period.
While some Kheel Scholars may need to continue to supplement their Income with paid
employment, it is anticipated that the generosity of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
would allow them to at least reduce the number of hours they might need to work,
providing the extra study time they need to excel, permitting them to engage more fully
in public service, and significantly easing the economic burdens they bear.

CCNY's Responses to tfle KIJeef Foundation's Questions
1. How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program be promoted among potential applicants?
a. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will be publicized on the City College
website, in all freshman materials, and in the high school visits made by CCNY
admissions officers. It will also be publicized through posters, emalls, at the
Finley Student Center, and In the Office of Financial Aid.
b. Applicants must submit a letter of Interest, stating why they want to do public
service and describing community service they have already provided.
c. Applicants must provide expressly written documentation/job descriptions from at
least two qualifying organizations Interested in retaining the student for unpaid
employment or a volunteer position.
2. What experience does the Institution have in Identifying and supporting students
engaged in public service to disadvantaged communities?
a. Many CCNY students are already actively engaged In public service through
many of the voluntary, co-curricular, and academic programs (see Student Public
Service at City College above).
b. City College encourages these groups by providing space, faculty advising, some
staff support, some paid Internships, and wherever possible, some funds.
c. City College will prOVide a faculty program director.
3. What other support, financial and in services, will the institution provide to the selected
students?
a. Students will be assigned 10 one or more faculty advisors for the time they are
Kheel Scholars. They will meet regularly with these advisors both individually and
as a group.
i. The advisor will help students become oriented to their new working
culture.

9
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ii. The advisor will help students balance their public service work with class
work.
iii. The advisor will be available to address other concerns and questions that
may arise during the course of the year.
b. The Kheel Scholars will be provided with a special meeting place on campus
where they can discuss freely their common experiences and form the kinds of
social bonds that are often scarce at commuter schools.
4. How many students would the given funds be able to support?
a. A cohort of 12 students each year would receive a four-year $5.000 per year
Kheel Scholarships.
b. A new cohort would begin each year for four years.
c. Up to four transfer students would receive two-year Kheel Scholarships.
5. What criteria would the institution use to select the students and who will be making the
recommendations of selected students?
a. A committee. composed of faculty. financial aid officers. and administrators
would be formed to make recommendations to the Trustees.
b. Faculty, staff. high schoolteachers. community leaders. and past volunteer
supervisors would be invited to make nominations to the committee.
c. Students would be recommended to the Trustees on the basis of past interest
and experience in public service. although students new to pUblic service will
also be selected based on a personal interview.
6. How will the institution determine the financial need. academiC performance and
demonstration of civic leadership of candidates in making their selections?
a. Grade point average will determine academic performance.
b. Students should be in good standing academically when they enter the program
and must remain in good standing academically throughout.
c. Financial need will be determined by the Financial Aid Office (see below).
d. Civic leadership will be determined through demonstrated past experience and
the personal interview.
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7. How will the institution measure performance of the schoiars?
a. Students will agree to maintain their grades at the required level, and seek out
their advisor if the public service work becomes too onerous or time-consuming.
b. Students will be encouraged to maintain a journal.
c. Once each year, all students will provide a written and verbal presentation
summarizing their work and its value to society, and highlighting experiences and
skills they feel especially proud to have achieved.
8. Who within the institution will manage the program and who will be assigned to interface
with the Trust's directors?
a. The City College of New York will appoint a faculty director of the program, who
will meet with students' faculty advisors and ensure the smooth running of the
program. This faculty member will report to Zeev Dagan, City College Provost.
b. The faculty director will interface directly with the Trustees.
c. In addition, Trustees may contact Rachelle Butler, Vice President for
Development and Institutional Advancement.
d. Regular meetings between students and Trustees will be an important element of
the Program.

TI,e CCNY Financial Aid Selection Process
The City College of New York Office of Financial Aid helps CCNY students obtain the
maximum aid possible through a highly organized, confidential, yet individualized
combination of information sessions and personal advising. Through this process, which
involves a structured set of steps directed toward the selection of the neediest students,
City College is able to determine which students require additional funding beyond
federal, state, and city sources to be able to attend The College. Then, first making
certain that those students closest to graduation will be able to complete their degrees,
the Office of Financial Aid works to match needy students with privately funded
scholarship assistance. In this way, those most in need will get help meeting their
economic challenges first. This enables The College to identify those students who
would benefit most from a scholarship program.

Conc:lusion
At the end of seven years, more than 50 students will have graduated and gone on to
careers or graduate school. These 50+ students will serve as a living memorial to Ann
S. Kheel and her lifetime of work dedicated to education and opportunity. At the same
time, the Kheel Scholarships will serve as a front-end transfusion of support and further
advance The City College of New York in its vital mission of excellence and access.
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Our request of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
THEREFORE: On behalf of The City College of New York, in order to create:

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program

at
The City College of New York
We ask the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust to consider a gift of $1,000,000 or
$200,000 per year for five years, for a total gift of $1,000,000.
On behalf of the aspiring students of The City College of New York, we thank you for
your thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have any questions or need further
information, please contact President Gregory H. Williams or Vice President Rachelle
Butler at the Office of Development and Institutional Advancement at the numbers
below.

Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
10
138 Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650"
Fax:
212-650-./
gwiiliamsL .
Email:
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
111
138 Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
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Chart of Scholarships
The chart below shows a sample of how the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program would
work.

Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Total
Total

Total

Number
of
Students
12@
$5k/year
for 4
vears
12@
$5k/year
for 4
Years
12@
$5lyear
for 4
years
12@
$5k/year
for 4
I vears
4-year
Students
Transfer
students

Dollars

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Total
200314 200415 200516 200617 2007/8 200819 2009/10
$60k

12

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

24

12

$240k

24

36

48

36

2@
$5k/yr

2@
$5k/yr

2@
$5k/yr

2@
$5k/yr

=

=

=

=

$10k
$130k

$10k
$190

$10k
$250k

$10k
$190k

$240k

$240k

$240k

$40k

$120k

$60k

$1,000,000

"Transforming Lives Toward the Future of Our Nation"

The City College of New York
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THE ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 3118-6207

MEMORANDUM
TO:
The Trustees
FROM: Ellen K. Jacobs
Date: January 24, 2005 ~

..-/
("

ff)

Happy New Year!
Enclosed are the minutes from the meeting on December 23,
2004. I have also enclosed a second draft of guidelines for use in
selecting organizations to give scholarships. We edited it at the
September meeting and did not have time to reconsider it in
December.
Please look at both so we can discuss them at our next meeting-at a date to be announced.
Thank you.
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THE ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6207

MINUTES OF MEETING

Ann S. Kheel Trustees Meeting
Minutes 12123/04
Present: Congressman Charles B. Rangel, chairman; Luis Alvarez; Gabe
Pressman; Veronica Kelly, Trustees. Gary Hattem and Robin Ince from Deutsche
Bank. Theodore Kheel; Ellen K. Jacobs, executive director.
Not present: Gail Sheehy
Minutes from the previous meeting were summarized by Congressman Rangel
and approved.
The Hunter Proposal from the Public Service Scholar Program was discussed.
This program allows women, minorities and immigrants to work in the not-forprofit or government sectors by giving them funds so they do not have to hold
other jobs for a one-year period. A decision was needed so that Ms. Walsh could
begin recruiting for the Fall program.
The trustees decided to award f $50,000 in each of two years (the second
dependent on performance the first year) to fund 7 scholarships each year. The
Trustees expressed a preference that the scholars to be juniors so they can be
mentored in their senior year as well as when they are in the program. he trustees
want the scholars identified as Ann S. Kheel Scholars.
The trustees are interested in learning the criteria used to choose the students
and how the program Is publicized.
Congressman Rangel expressed interest in an intern In New York.
Ellen will speak to Dr. Walsh about the trustees' requests.
There was Interest in establishing Ann S. Kheel scholarships at the CUNY School
for Professional Studies. The trustees need to know how much a four year
scholarship costs to make an educated decision. Congressman Rangel will talk
to CUNY and get some information about funding scholarships there. Ellen will
distribute any written information.
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It was decided to give $10,000 a year for 10 years to a promising student selected
by the Urban League. The Board will periodically review the grant. The student(s)
would be announced at the annual Urban League dinner. The scholarship woulaserve as a way of memorializing Ann S. Kheel. Congressman Rangel will speak
to the Urban League about how this can be done. Ellen will distribute any written
information.

Discussion ofthe Student Sponsor Partners program was postponed.
Veronica Kelly brought a proposal for $10,000 to help the Bowery Mission
refurbish a new transitional house for women. The money was granted.
The meeting was adjourned.
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"DRAFT"

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
For Community Development
Background
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust (the Trust) is making available
philanthropic resources for scholarships to benefit disadvantaged
New Yorkers pursuing college degrees. The Trust seeks to reach
students who have demonstrated a commitment to their local
communities through civic leadership. The scholarships will be
awarded to students at a selected New York City institution(s)
based on financial need! academic performance and promise! and
community involvement. Through invitation only! selected
colleges! universities and nonprofit organizations are asked to
respond to this request for proposals and describe how they
would manage and support The Ann S. Kheel Scholars program.
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust was established by Theodore
Kheel in honor of his wife Ann to celebrate her personal legacy of
community activism and as a champion of tolerance and cultural
diversity. Prominent New Yorkers and close friends of Ann S.
Kheel who serve as directors of the Trust! and as stewards of this
endowment! include Congressman Charles Rangel, Luis Alvarez,
Veronica Kelly, Gabe Pressman and Gail Sheehy. The executive
director of the Trust is Ann's daughter, Ellen Jacobs.
The Commitment
The Trust will provide funds annually in support of the scholars.
The Trust's directors have committed their own time to serve as
mentors and role models to the selected scholars. It is intended
the scholars will meet at least once in a given academic year with
the directors to learn about their careers and commitments to
public service.
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Request for Proposals

Institutions responding to the Request for Proposals should offer
a program description as to how they would manage the Ann S.
Kheel Scholars initiative. Proposals should specifically respond to
the following questions:
1) How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars program be promoted
among potential applicants?
2) What experience does the institution have in identifying and
supporting students engaged in public service to disadvantaged
communities?
3) What other support, financial and in services, will the
institution provide to the selected students?
4) How many students would the given funds be able to
support?
5) What criteria would the institution use to select the students
and who will be making the recommendations of selected
students?
6) How will the institution determine the financial need,
academic performance and demonstration of civic leadership of
candidates in making their selections?
7) How will the institution measure performance of the
scholars?
8) Who within the institution will manage the program and who
will be assigned to interface with the Trust's directors?
Selection Process

Based on the proposals submitted, the Trust's directors will select
one or more institutions for support. The commitment will be for
at least two years and reviewed annually for performance and
renewal. The directors will ratify the selection of students based
on the recommendation of the selected institution(s).
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6207

To: The Board of Trustees, Theodore Kheel, Gary Hattem, Robyn
Brady Ince
,//'

From: Ellen K. Jacobs

(fiJ

Date: March 8, 2005
Re:

Upcoming Charitable Trust breakfast Meeting on March
22,2005
To be held at 9:00 a.m. at 800 Fifth Avenue Apt. 24F

At our March meeting we should consider:
1. The enclosed CUNY proposal. Although they ask for more

money than we have available, I am sure they will be happy
with whatever we choose to give. There is a paragraph-long
executive summary at the beginning and a table of contents
shOWing where their actual proposal is.
2. Finalizing the guidelines for applicants to the Trust. A draft is
enclosed.
3. Time-line for awarding money.
I have also enclosed Elaine Walsh's (Hunter's) response to our
question about recruitment of students and agencies and the
admissions process and her thank you letter to me.
Enclosures: CUNY proposal; Draft of guidelines for applicants to the
Trust; Hunter College response and thank you.
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Hnn S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Memo
From: Ellen K. Jacobs
To: Board of Trustees; Gary Hattem; Robin Ince;
Theodore W. Kheel
He: Minutes; Tall<:ing points for May meeting; Hunter
College PUblic Seruice Scholars Program.
Enclosed are the minutes from the March meeting and
the tall<ing points to consider at the May meeting.
They are being forwarded to President Williams.
Hdditional information: The Hunter College Public
Seruice Scholars Program has a newsletter which is
doing an article on Hnn Kheel , her ideals and the
Charitable Trust.
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
March 22, 2005 Minutes
Present: Congressman Charles B. Rangel; Veronica Kelly;
Gabe Pressman; Gail Sheehy, Trustees. Gary Hattem; Robyn
Brady-Ince; Ted Kheel; Ellen K. Jacobs, executive director
Not present: Luis Vila-Alvarez
1. Minutes of prior meeting were approved.
2. Ellen stated that the Trust has awarded $210,000 dollars
in grants.
3. The CCNY proposal was considered. The Trustees liked
that it was a full-service program. The amount of money
($1,000,000) requested was a concern as this is a small
foundation. One suggestion was to start the program with
a 2-year grant totalling about $300,000, with a mix of
students from each year (6 freshmen, 6 sophomores, 6
juniors and 6 seniors). This would both jump-start the
program and give a mix of students. The second year
would be conditional on performance during the first
year.
4. There was discussion about what could be done to make a
grant from the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust especially
meaningful since this is a small foundation with a
distinguished board. One thought was to capitalize on the
Board itself. The Board would like to inspire students to
go into public service as people such as Congressman
Rangel and Ray Kelly have done. There is concern that
the Board not take on more than they can handle.
5. There was discussion about the fact that it is notable that
this board is choosing to give something to CCNY rather
than to a private college and that perhaps the CCNY
could use the grant for public relations purposes as well.
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The names ofthe Board might also be used at a fundraiser for the program once it has a track record. The
Great Hall would be an ideal place for it.
6. There is increasing recognition of the importance of
CCNY in educating the youth of New York City.
Congress has agreed to fund a school of public affairs at
CCNY. The Board discussed the possibility of building on
Cougress' agreement. In addition, the City Council has
awarded $1,000,000 to establish a Dominican Studies
Institute at CCNY in recognition of the large Dominican
population in New York City.
7. It was decided that inspiring students to go into public
service would be a theme for the Charitable Trust grants.
The Trust has already given one such grant to Hunter
College's Public Service Scholar Program. Both Theodore
Kheel and Ellen said that Anu Kheel would have liked
such a program.
8. A dinner meeting in May with Gregory Williams,
President ofthe City College of New York, will be
scheduled to work out the scholarship program. Ellen
will put together some talking points to be sent to
President Williams prior to the meeting.
9. No additional proposals will be considered until this one
has been finalized.
to.To be considered next time: finalizing draft of our
guidelines; budge; time-line for disbursing committed funds.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen K. Jacobs

Draft of talking points to send to President Williams in
preparation for our meeting with him in May:
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1. Redefine the mix of stndents so there is a 4-year mix
(freshman through senior) in the first group.
2. An initial grant of about $300,000 will be given to
cover a 2-year term to with 6 students in each of 4
classes. The second year is conditional on the
successful completion of the first.
3. This is a seed. How can the Board help to get the
message to other New Yorkers and help get them
involved in CCNY
4. ))oes CCNY have a fund-raising mechanism that the
Board could supplement?
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: (212) 318-6207
Fax: (212) 318-6201
e-mail: ellenkjacob~
...

MEMO

To: TrustE:es of Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
From: Ellen K. Jacobs
Date: April 14, 2005
Re: Enclosures
In aclditlon to the minutes, I have enclosed 2 things for
your cons ideration:
1. The talking points to send Gregory Williams,
President of City College, so that he will be ready for
discussion at our May meeting (date still to be
determined). If there is something else I should include,
please let me know.
2. Our draft guidelines for giving to Ann S. Kheel
Scholars' programs should be finalized. Does anyone have
anything that needs to be added or changed to those?
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Minutes
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
March 22, 2005
Present:
Trustees:

Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Veronica Kelly
Gabe Pressman
Gail Sheehy

Others in
attendance: Robyn Brady lnce
Gary Hattem
Theodore W. KheeJ
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
Not present: Luis Alvarez-Vila, Trustee.
1. Minutes of prior meeting of December 23, 2004
were approved.
2. Ellen stated that the Trust has awarded $210,000
dollars in (Jrants ($100,000 to Hunter's Public Service
Scholars' Program over 2 years and $100,000 to the Urban
league over 10 years and $10,000 to Bowery Mission).
3. The CCNY proposal was considered. The proposal
requests f Jnds to assist and support needy students from
disadvantaged neighborhoods who choose to make careers
in the public sector - - a purpose similar to that of the
proposed Rangel Center at CCNY. The Trustees liked that it
was a full-service program. The amount of money
requested ($1,000,000) was a concern as this is a small
Trust. One suggestion was to start the program with a
2-year grant totaling about $300,000, with a mix of students
from each year (6 freshmen, 6 sophomores, 6 juniors and 6
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seniors). This would both jump-start the program and give a
mix of students. The second year of funding would be
conditional on performance during the first year.
4. There was discussion about what could be done to
make a grant from the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
especially meaningful since this is a small foundation with a
distingUished board. One thought was to capitalize on the
Board itself. The Board would like to inspire students to go
into public service as people such as Congressman Rangel
and Ray Kelly have done. There is concern that the Board
not take on more than they can handle.
5.
There was discussion about the Rangel Center for
Public Ser/ice that is being established at CCNY. Since the
goals are the same, perhaps the Ann. 5. Kheel Charitable
Trust can 'Nork with the Rangel Center.
6.
'There was discussion abOut the fact that it is
notable that this Board is choosing to give something to
CCNY rather than to a private college and that perhaps the
CCNY could leverage the grant for public relations purposes
as well.
7.
The Board members might also lend their clout to
fund-raising efforts for the program. The Great Hall would
be an ideal place for it.
8.
There is increasing recognition of the importance
of CCNY in educating the youth of New York City. Congress
has agreed to fund a school of public affairs at CCNY. The
Board discussed the possibility of bUilding on this
opportunity. In addition, the City Council has awarded
$1,300,OOQ to support the Dominican Studies Institute at
CCNY in recognition of the large Dominican population
in New York City.
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9.
It was decided that inspiring students to go into
public service would be a theme for the Charitable Trust
grants. The Trust has already given one such grant to
Hunter College's Public Service Scholar Program. 80th
Theodore Kheel and Ellen said that Ann Kheel would have
liked such a program.

10. A dinner meeting in May with Gregory Williams,
President of the City College of New York, will be scheduled
to work out the scholarship program. Ellen will put together
some points for discussion to be sent to President Williams
prior to the meeting.
11. No additional proposals will be considered until
this CCNY program and funding have been finalized.
12. To be considered at the next Trustee Meeting
(date, to be determined):
(a)
(b)
(c)
Cd)

CCNY Proposal
finalizing draft of our guidelines;
budget
timeline for disburSing committed funds.

Respectfully submitted,
Ellen K. Jacobs
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Points to Discuss at Dinner Meeting
Points to ciscuss relating to the proposal from CCNY that we
are considering and discussed at our last meeting. These
will be fonvarded to President Williams so he can come
prepared.
1.

Magnitude of the grant

2.

Fund Raising. In conjunction with the Rangel
Center?

3.

Publicity

4.

RedefiniUon of student mix

5.

How the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust can work
with the Rangel Center in their mutual goal of
encouraging and assisting students to pursue
public service careers.
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"DRAFT"

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
For Community Development
Background
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust (the Trust) is making available
philanthropic resources for scholarships to benefit disadvantaged
New Yorkers pursuing college degrees. The Trust seeks to reach
students who have demonstrated a commitment to their local
communities through civic leadership. The scholarships will be
awarded to student$ at a selected New York City institution(s)
based on financial need, academic performance and prom-ise, and
community involvement. Through invitation only, selected
colleges, universities and nonprofit organizations are asked to
respond to this request for proposals and describe how they
would maOClge and support The Ann S. Kheel Scholars program.
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust was established by Theodore
Kheel in honor of his wife Ann to celebrate her personal legacy of
community activism and as a champion of tolerance and cultural
diversity. Prominent New Vorkers and close friends of Ann S.
Kheel who serve as directors of the Trust, and as stewards of this
endowment, include Congressman Charles Rangel, Luis Alvarez,
Veronica Kelly, Gabe Pressman and Gail Sheehy. The executive
director of the Trust is Ann's daughter, Ellen Jacobs.
The Commitment
The Trust will prOVide funds annually in support of the scholars.
The Trust's directors have committed their own time to serve as
mentors amj role models to the selected scholars. It is intended
the scholars will meet at least once in a given academic year with
the directors to learn about their careers and commitments to
public service.
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Request for Proposals
Institutions responding to the Request for PropOSi:lls should offer
a program description as to how they would manage the Ann S.
Kheel Scholars initiative. Proposals should specifically respond to
the following questions:
1) How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars program be promoted
among potential appllcants?
2) What experience does the institution have in identifying and
supporting students engaged in public service to disadvantaged
communities?
3) What other support, financial and in services, will the
institution provide to the selected students?
4) How many students would the given funds be able to
support?
5) What criteria would the institution use to select the students
and who will be making the recommendations of selected
students?
6) How will the institution determine the financial need,
academic performance and demonstration of civic leadership of
candidates in making their selections?
7) How will the institution measure performance of the
scholars?
8) Who within the institution will manage the program and who
will be assi\jned to interface with the Trust's directors?
Selection Process
Based on tre proposals submitted, the Trust's directors will select
one or more institutions for support. The commitment will be for
at least two years and reviewed annually for performance and
renewal. Tile directors will ratify the selection of students based
on the recommendation of the selected institution(s).
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Anderson, Valerie
EllenKJacobsL······.····.·i·
Wednesday, April'20, 20051(j:31AM.

From:

>ent:
To:
Subject:

Anderson, Valerie; Tedkheel. ::-.' ..'.-:'.'':
Charitable Trust Minutes and DlscussI()n Points

editedcharitablcmln
3.22.05 (1...

Dad

Here is a revised set of minutes: and points to discuss with Williams. Let me
know what you think.
I underlined the changes and moved the Rangel paragraph
to #5 in the minutes.
Love, Ellen
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
March 22,

2005 fotinutes

Present: Trustees: Congressman Charles B. Rangel, veronica Kelly, Gabe
Pressman, and Gail Sheehy. Gary Hattem, Robyn Brady Inee, Ted Kheel f and Ellen K.
Jacobs, Executive Director
Not present: Luis vila-Alvarez, Trustee.
1.Minutes of prior meeting of December 23, 2004 were approved.
2.Ellen stated that the
Trust has already awarded $210, 000 dollars in grants
($100,000 to Hunter's Public Service scholars' Program over 2 years and
noo,ooo to the Urban League over 10 years and $10,000 to Bowery Mission>. 3.The CCNY
proposal was considered. The proposal requests funds to assist
and support needy students from disadvantaged neighborhoods who choose Tll.<1.ke
careers in the pUblic service sector- -a purpose similar to that of the proposed
Rangel Center at CCNY. The Trustees liked that it was a full-service program.
The amount of money requested ($1,000 I 000) was a concern as this is a small
l'r-ust. One suggestion was to start the program with a 2 -year grant totaling about
$300,000, with a mix of students from each year (6 freshmen, 6 sophomores, 6
juniors and 6 seniors). This would both jump-start. the program and give a mix
of students. The second year of funding would be conditional on performance
during the first year.
4. There was discussion about what could be done to make a grant from the Ann
S. Kheel Charitable Trust especially meaningful since this is a small
foundation with a distinguished board. One thought was to capitalize on the Board
itself. The Board would like to inspire students to go into public service as
people such as Congressman Rangel and Ray Kelly have done.
There is concern
that the Board not take on more than they can handle.
5. There was discussion about the R.angel Center for Public Service that is
being established at cem.
since the goals are the same, perhaps the Ann S.
Kheel Charitable Trust can work with the Rangel Center.
6. There was discussion about the fact that it is notable that this board is
choosing to give something to CCNY rat.her than to a private college and that
perhaps the CCNY could leverage the grant for public relations purposes as welL
6.The Board members might also lend their clout to fund-raising efforts for
the pl.'ogram. The Great Hall would be an ideal place for it. 8.There is increasing
recognition of the importance of CCNY in educating the
youth of New York City. Congress has agreed to fund a school of public
l.ffairs at CCNY. The Board discussed the possibility of bui.lding on this
-,"pportunity.
In addition, the City Council has awarded $1,300 r 000 to establish a
Dominican Studies Institute at CCNY in recognition of the large Dominican populad:ori
in New York City
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9. It was decided that inspiring students to go into public service would be a
theme for the Charitable Trust grants. The Trust has already given one such

grant to Hunter College's Public Service Scholar Program. Both Theodore Kheel
and Ellen said that Ann Kheel would have liked such a program. lO.A dinner meeting in May
with Gregory Williams, President of the City
:::ollege of New York, will be scheduled to work out the scholarship progralll. BJ.len
will put together some points for discussion to be sent to President Williams
prior to the meeting.
11.No additional proposals will be consi.dered until this CCNY program and
funding have been finalized.
12. To be considered at the next Trustee Meeting (date, to be determined) ;
CCNY proposal; finalizing draft of our guidelines; budget; and time"line for
disbursing committed funds.
Respect.fully submitted I
Ellen K. Jacobs

DRAFT

Points to discuss relating to the proposal from CCNY that we are considering
and discussed at our last meeting. These will be forwarded to President
Williams so he can come prepared.
1. Magni tude of the grant
2. Fund Raising,
In conjunction 'With the Rangel Center?
3. Publicity.
4. Redefinition of student mix
5. How the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust can work with the Rangel Center in
their mutual goal of encouraging and assisting students to pursue public
service careers.
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CHARLES R RANGel

WAYS AND MEANS

JOINT COMMiTTEE ON TI\Xf"TIOI\i

~OIll:it IJf

!\cprtrlcntat1ibes

l!I1!lilllll)ingtol1, ;1»(; 20515-3215
May 18, 2005

Theodore Kheel, Esq.
75 East 55th Street
5th floor
New York City, NY 10022
Dear Ted:

I am writing you as a longtime friend with a
shared vision and commitment to public service,
to share an ini tiative that has me qui te
excited.
The
City
College
of
the
City
University of New York plans to create the
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service at
the City College to
an opportunity for
education and
for careers in public
service for the underprivileged students the
College has traditionally served. I want to
make you aware of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you· know, throughout my pUblic career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and etrulic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymak:i.ng community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
fai.ths,
colors
and
ethntcities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public po] icy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to careers in
public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
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positions in the us Federal government are
members of minority groups. By 2050, minority
groups in the US will comprise more than 50% of
our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center, located at the
City College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nations
will be reflective of our diversity.
After
being approached by the leadership of the
College with the idea of the Rangel Institute I
was receptive because it will allow me to
locate the inspirational aspects of my legacy
in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It would not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulatir~ debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and ask that you
share with me your thoughts on how to develop
an approach to the private sector donor
community. I look forward to continuing our
conversations on the Rangel Center concept in
the coming weeks and months.

CBR:gad
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES

B.

RANGEL

Through 17 terms as U.s. Congressman from New York's 151h
Congressional District, Congressman Rangel has combined a dedication
to the specific needs of his Harlem and Washington Heighls constituency
with an expansive viewpoint thai has led him to leadership on a broad
range of nalional and internalional issues in the House of Representatives.
From Harlem to South Africa, from affordabie housing to help for the
unemployed, from tax legislation to inlernalional trade, his work is characterized by a fundamental commitment to equity, justice and inclusion.

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

The senior Democratic member of the Committee on Ways and Means,
Congressman Rangel has been a major voice tor equity In the Internal
Revenue Code and proposed tax legislation. As a Congressional advisor
to the U.S. Trade Representative and a member of the President's Export
Council, he has worked tirolessly to build consensus on international tradB
matters. In addition, he authored: the $5 billion Federal Empowerment
Zone demonstration project to revITalize urban neighborhoods throughout
America; the Low Income Housing Tax Credit, which helped linance 90%
of the aflordable housing buill in the U.S. in the lasll0 years; and the
Work Opporlunity Tax Credit, which has provided thousands of jobs for
underprivileged young people, veterans, and ex-offenders.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
As chairman 01 the Congressional Narcotics Abuse and Control Caucus,
Congressman Rangel leads the nation's efforts to reduce the flow of drugs
Into the United Stales and to solve the nation's continuing drug abuse
crisis.

I
I
I

He Is a founding member and former chairman 01 the Congressional
Black Caucus. He also served as chairman of the New York Stale Council
of Black Elected Democrats and as a member of the House Judiciary
Committee during the hearings on the articles 01 impeachment of
President Richard Nixon,

I

I
I

I

Awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for his service in the Korean
War, Congressman Ranget has authored several pieces 01 legislation to
benefit minority and women veterans, Including a successful bill that
established Ihe Office of Minorily Affairs within the Departmenf of Veterans
Affairs. In the area olloreign aflairs, he played a vital role in ending the
apartheid regime in South Africa and restoring the democratic government
in HaITi.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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To thfi Reader:
In hi.f distingaished (a11'er, The Honomble Charles B. Range! has done fl.f much as any
siltgfe person in public seroile to he/p the leastpO'lJl'crjul among Oitr dtiz·ms to achieve their goa!r
and to dange their !ioes, their comrJJll1lities, at/d the nation. He ha.' done so w'ith the clear virion
that all of America's citizm.' must be cmpo'lJl'eltd ilt order for America to be hene!( He has
thot/ght tltzd acted IOtillly tllIdglobally to etlsure that the lam!s altdpolicies ofIhif !lation embody
her best instif/ct, af/dher highest promise.
Fundtltm:1/trtllo C(}f/gressmalt &mge!'s life/of/g .reroia) if a beliefthat Amerita's
'~~overrtif/g

class"

those men amI '''Omelt 'lJ!)ho make our lam!s andpoli,ie" - mZl.\1 mirror the

rich trtpestl:J' ofcultures, faiths, mid ethllidtifff that make us who

mJf

,Ire as a country. We at The

City College ofNf'IJ1J York alt proud to .>!lare that vision and that commitmmt.
niday, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent of the U.s. population. :ret, according
to the Equal Ecollomi, Oppomtnity (''ommi.,·sion:, 200] Itport on the ji!{kral wwkforce, only
13.8% of the men and womell who ocmpy the top managerial, supervisory and polit.y-making
po.fitiolls in the U.s. fedeml government alt members of minority groups. By 2050, minority
I!.rtJIII's in the United StateI will comprise SO% ofits population. The Charles B. Roltge! Geltter
fiJI' {'If/;fir Servia: at The Cz~f' College of Ne1J!.' lork will help to ensure that those who rztn our ~,

~

IIf/tiMJ 'IJl,ill reflect our dtizmry.

In!! (:eltter 'iJI.ill accomplish thir through the establishment ofa rigorous graduate program

~

fiw.ftl,(lerttsjiYim urtdenr:ptl!.rmtedgtvt/jls that willprepare them forpt/blie servile, includirtg elec-

~

tiv" off/a (wd tltreer.f in government at the policy-makir/g level. The 1le1J!) master's program m!ill

~

Vi' (,!)(JIlliliated fQ}ith programs on the ttndtl"graduate level, mrtlty unique to

C,~

College, to encour-

~

•

I,W mit! impin' our best stut!ents to move into gmduate work andPt/rsitt rarefrs in public seroice.

~-

f.lJl/ftff! ill

~

{((!II,Wi

II

n'sto/ed Harlem matlSiort adjacet7t to The City College ({Impus, the Charles B.

(.Inter r'!ll! al.w house the Charles B. [(angel Library, an archival11'posit01)' of dOCYJ-

IJ/I'tlt>.

plto(ogmph.l·, mltl memombitia that reeon!, the life of olle of ,1me-rka:' most important

IJ/lNir'

.I'/TlYlllh'

(wtl xervn

(I.> (/

tid,

l~po.ritorv

0/ krtowletlge and experietlte for studen!.1' anti

sdltJlill"S (';Il('.

GREGORY

~

~

~

H. WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT, THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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Ii
The Charles B. Rangel Center for PUblic Service at The Cily College of New Yolk
will sthve 10 becomo a nalional center for the promotion of grealer diversity in public
service, consisting of five major elements:

II

Ii
Ii

ThE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER, which will be housed in a
magnificent Harlem limestone townhouse adjacent to The City College campus,
and include the Rangel Library, the Rangei Conference Center, and offiees
for visiling scholars;

III
Ii
II

B. RANGEL LIBRARY, consisting of documents,
archives, and memorabilia from Congressman Rangel's litetime of pUblic service.
These papers will be made available to scholars national~, and particular~ to
scholars WIThin The City College and the City UniverSITy, and will serve as a
locus of sponsored research and conferences concerning barriers to full
participation in public service by underserved minoritles;
ThE CHARLES

II
Ii
Ii
II

ThE MAsTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which will recrUIT
and prepare young people tor careers in government and public service. The
program will inciude participation in intemships in service organizations,
arranged by the Rangel Center. It will also offer interdisciplinary spacializations
in concert with The City College Schools of Architecture, Engineering,
Education, and Biomedical Education, plus CCNY's special programs in
transportation, waste management, and urban pUblic heaith;

II
1\
II

I

.

Upon comptetion of the degree, graduates will be eligible tor programs like
the Federal Career intern Program, entering government service tor a two·
year temporary appointment with eligibility for a permanent assignment upon
colnptetion. These opportunities will encourage the involvement at members
of underrepresented minority groups and those with financial need;

E

t
I:

A COMBINED BA/MA PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE, which
will work together with severai undergraduate programs unique to City
College that are particuiarly suited to draw outstanding students into pUblic
service. The BAIMA Program will attract students capable of and interested
in an intensive "last-track" program leading to the master's degree. It will prepare
them for public service with high·level coursework, experienced government
personnel mentors, and hands·on training in internships and service teaming;

I:

ThE CHARLES B. RANGEL FELLOWS; A MID-CAREER
PROGRAM IN LEADERSHIP AND POLICY INNOVATION, offering

I:

t
I:
t
I:

r:

professional advancement training for mid-career, minority government and
other public service employees of particuiar accomplishment and promise for
a term of stud'
an academic year.

t
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THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
ThE CHOICE FOR THE RANGEL CENTER
The City College of New York offers a unique and filling environmeni lor The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public SONice. Located in Hanem, the heart of
Congressman Rangel's constituency, The City College of New Yort< was founded
through a public referendum in 1847 as a free academy to seNe "the children of
the whoie people." One of a young America's great democratic experiments, it
remains one of her great democratic achievements, and the most important
avenue to upward mobiiity and social advancement for generations of New
Yorkers.
City College has provided an unsurpassed educational opportunliy to hundreds
of thousands of talented young men and women with few material resources and
opportunities. For more than 157 years, The College has provided access to a
world-class education to underrepresented populations, preparing them to enter
those fields wllh the expert skills to change their own futures and shape tho world.

DIVERSITY AT CITY COLLEGE
Lasl year, US News and World Report ranked City College lirst in diversily in the
nation, where African-Americans are the largest group. This year, City College was
ranked firsl where Hispanic Americans are the largesl group. More than 87% of
CCNY students describe themselves as members of a minority group.

The Chronide of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that of the total number
of bachelor's degrees awalded in the United Stales as a whole, white studenls
earned 75% of the fatal, blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific tslanders
6.2%. rhe same year al City College, however, blacks earnod 34.1% of the total
bacllelor's degrees awarded, Hispanics 30. f% and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11%an unparalleied record of success for underrepresented populations.
Following a tradilion that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni
whose achievements became the model for their own lamiiies, Cily College sludents are often the lirsl in their families to go to college, and most have very
limited financial resources. Approximately 58% come from families with combined
incomes of $30,000 or less; three-quarters work whiie attending school, some at
more than one job. Over ha~ 01 CCNY's students attend part lime, most often for
financial reasons.
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PUBLIC SERVICE AT CITY COLLEGE AND
RECRUITMENT POTENTIAL

Ii

FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE

Ii
II

A number at eJdsting City Colloge programs aftract oulslanding undergraduale sludents, most from minorily populations, who are excellent candidates for public
service careers. The presence of these already excelfent programs on campus
affords CCNY an opporlunffy open 10 very few collegos in the nalion for early idenliIication, recruitmenl, and preparation of students from underrepresented populations for Ihe Master~ and BAiMA Programs in Pubtic Service at The Charles B.
Rangel Cenfer for Public Service. They include:

I.
II
Ii

II

II
II
II

ThE ROSENBERG-HuMPHREY PROGRAM IN PUBLIC POLICY,
which provides summer internships at government agencies In Washington.
DC, and New Yo", in executive and Congressional offices, House and
Senate committees, labor unions, govemment agencies, advocacy groups
and policy research organizations;

I
I

THE COLIN POWELL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, an interdiSCiplinary program of instruction and co-curricular support designed to ghie a
setecl group of qualified CCNY students who have demonstrated potentiat
for teadership the resources and experience necessary to develop that potential; with a major emphasis on service learning courses that allow studenls to
combine practical experience in underserved communities with coursework
relevant to that experience;

Ii

I:
I
E

t
TIlE INTERNATIONAL STuDIES PROGRAM AT CCNY, which

I:

exposes students to a gtobal perspeclhie in their coursework and through
sludy abroad in China, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Germany; in
service learning internships In Rwanda, students spend the summer working
in the Rwanda Ministry at Finance's Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry
at Gender and Development, and the Ministry of Heallh's Psycho-Social
Trauma unit;
/

r:
t
I:

r:
I:

ThE PRE-LAW PROGRAM, which includes the D'Agostino-Greenborg

I:

Program in Law and Pubiie Policy, a lecture series in faw and public policy,
and comprises panel discussions, colloquia, and legaf internships for students.

I:

t
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THE CHARLES

B.

RANGEL LIBRARY

Designed to hold tho product of 50 years of public service by the major AfricanAmerican statesman of the 20th and early 21 st centuries, the Charles S. Rangel
Library at The City College 01 New York will rank with the Clinton and Carter
Libraries in historic Importance to the government and academic communnies.
The Rangel Library not only tells the story of one great man, but also of a nation's
progress during the last half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st,
Including papers on the Watergate and impeachment proceedings. It will trace the
nature of government, the growth and developrnenl of minorities in the United
States, and the contributions of underrepresented populations in government and
public service. It will not be frozen in time bul rather the heart of a living, growing
center _. a productive environment for emerging ideas, thoughtful advocacy, and
visionary projects.
Serving simultanoously as a resource for scholars, CCNY students, and the
greater New York community, the Charles S. Rangel Library will encourage study
of and research in the wide-ranging fields of public service prominent in
Congressman Rangel's long and varied career. In particular, the Charles S.
Rangel library will inspire new generations of studenls from underrepresented populations to enter and excel in pUblic service. The archives will be
accessible to all interested scholars, but especially those who come to study at
The Rangel Cenler.
The Rangel archivisVlibrarlan will organize, index, and preserve for posterity all
documents, photographs, and memorabilia relating to Congressman Rangel's
career. This will be a fuil time position, which will be held by a Rangel postdoctoral Follow, chosen through a national search. The archivist will provide
assistance to other scholars, CCNY sludents, and Ihe Harlem communny,
while pursuing hislher own research.
The Rangel Library could include such archive categories as: foreign policy,
government, the economy, community and the family, New York Cit¥ and its
environs, the 15th Congressional District, and race and ethnicily. Visiling
scholars from other cities, stales, and nations will be welcomed and integrated
into the life of the Center,
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.
I

THE MASTER'S & BA/MA
PROGRAMS IN PUBLIC SERVICE

I

"

•
•

The Rangel Center for Public Service will prepare students, particularly from
underserved and underrepresented pepulations, for careers as leaders in public
service. At the heart of that effort is a curriculum that emphasizes a combination of
c",ssroom instruction, practical training, and opportunities for vibrant co-curricular
interaction with the Rangel Leadership Fellows.

I

I
The program is designed to attract students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. For undergraduates, a unique, seamless five-year BMMA
Program in Public Service will attract current CCNY students and new students
who come to City College specifically to enroll in the Rangel Program.

I
I

I
For graduate students, the new Master's Program in Public Service will provide the
capstone of conceptual and service learning needed lor a career in public service,
The MA Program's distinctive combination of classroom instruction, internships
and intensive interaclion with mid-career professionals will altract both recent
college graduates and older students who are potential leaders in public service.

I
I

I
I

Both programs will benefit from the unique resources of The College's many
schools and diVisions, which may prOVide more focused attention in one area of
pubiic service. CCNY's Schools of Architecture. Engineering, Education, and
Biomedical Education, plus tts speciai programs in transportation, waste manage,
ment, and urban pUblic health, to name only a tew, will be available to Rangel
Center students lor interdisciplinary concenlrations in content areas and technical

I
I

I
I

~atters.

I

THE BA/MA PROGRAM

I

An integrated BNMA degree program provides a vehicle to recruil excellent
students into the Rangel Program by assuring them a seamloss transition from
undergraduate to graduate degrees with practical experience along the way.

I
I

Undergraduate education at fhe Rangel Cenler is designed primarily to secure
student commitment to careers in public service. To provtde a foundation for the
MA program, and to recruit the best sludents, the program will expand existing
undergraduate offerings in public policy, governance and management. Students
interested in public service careers from non-social science Helds (such as engU1eering,
architecture, and science and technology) will be able 10 enroll in courses to
prepare them to pursue the MA degree, while maintaining their technical
emphasis.

#!!"""~"""""' .....

I
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Many excellent undergraduate students interested in issues of pUblic policy and
equity wili enroll in the 15ll-credit, five-year CCNY 8NMA Program in Public
Service. Undergraduates in this program will begin to take masters-level seminars
when they reach 90 credits; by their 120th credit, they must have completed 15
credits Irom the MA Program, and their courses will consist entirely 01 master'slevel courses and service intemships. (In mosl cases, Ihe initial MA courses will
be the required core courses.)
Engineering, science and architecture sludents will receive credit in the BNMA
program for courses in those lields, allowing Ihem to move directly into associated
policy courses. (See category III courses listed on the tollowing page.) For these
students, courses in categories t and III will most occupy their atlention once they
pass the 120-credit marl<.
Thus it will be possible for a non-social science student at CCNY to complete the
BNMA In roughly the same amount 01 lime it would take a social science major. In
either event, students who complete 15 credits of BNMA work within 120 undergraduate credits will begin working complelely in MA courses thereafter. Students
in the BNMA program will have alleast one service leaming or intemship.
experience during the course 01 the program.
The tinallhree semesters in the 8NMA program will consist of seminar classes
tocusing on specitic political and technical issues of Important public policy concems.
Seminars, many of which will include service learning, will allow students to develop
particular areas of expertise, both in policy questions and related technical matters. It
is also at this level that the students are expected to have Ihe mosl substantial
interactions with the Centers Rangel leadership Fellows.

THE MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE
College graduates will enroll directly in the 45-crodlt MA Program in Public Service
without the 8A component. This program will take two years of full time study,
including a minimum alone semester of intensive internshipwork.
The stand-alone MA program is a 45-credil program (including the intemship). As
with the 8NMA Program, students are expected to concentrate on core courses at
the oulsel, reserving their seminar courses in specilic areas of policy or technical
concem for their second and third semesters of study.
TI,e curriculum for Ihe both Ihe programs in public service at The City College Is
found on the following page.
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STUDENTS IN BOTH THE BAIMA & THE MA PROGRAM
WILL TAKE COURSES FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
~.iQoxt1
Core Courses - all students
(18 credits):
Introduction to Pubtic Policy and Policy Analysis
Organizations and Management
Public Economics and Finance
Communication in PUblic Settings
Poverty, Ethnicity, and Diversity
Ethics in Public Service Leadership
Best Practices Seminar

~J'EGORYII

Substantive policy concerns
(four classes for 12 credits):
Racism, Pubiic Policy and the Law
Power, Inequaltly, and Social Welfare Policy
Immigration Policy
United States Foreign Policy
Heallhcare Policy
Transportation and Communication Policy
Poliution and Environmental Policy
International Business Economic Policy

CATEGORY III

Courses that offer instruction in content areas
and technical matters that lie at the heart of
key policy concerns
(four classes lor 12 credits):
Experts from CCNY's Schools of Engineering,
Architecture and Education, and the departments
of polilical science, sociology, etc., will teach these
courses, designed specifically for those preparing
for public service careers. Selection of these
courses will be made with the agreement of an
advisor in order to create thematic areas of specialization, such as Urban, International, Ethnicity,
and Environment
Examples include:
Urban Public Health
Environmental Engineering
Urban Public Transportation
Sociology of Immigration
Problems in Criminology
Psychology of Prejudice and Racism
international Law
international Organizations
Urban Schools in a Diverse Society
Urban Design
Sociology of Politics and Collective Behavior
Computer Security
Solid Waste Management
People of the City of New York
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ELIGIBILITY

us citizens and green card holders (permanent
residents) will be considered as applicants;
Applicants for the MA Program in Public Service
must be in the senior year of their undergraduate
study or have completed their undergraduate
degree by June, in order to enter graduate school
by the following fall;
Applicants for the both the MA Program and the
BNMA Program must have a cumulative grade
point average of 3.2 or higher on a 4.0 scale at
the time of application.

SELECTION OF THE STUDENT SCHOLARS
II1II Scholarships will be awarded to ensure that the best candidates for the program are able to apply and
attend. Consideration will be given to qualffied applicants who, in addition to outstanding leadership
skills and academic achievement, domonstrate financial need. At least 10 $10,000 Rangel Scholarships
will be awarded each year, these scholarships will cover full tuition and other educationat expenses;
II1II Applicants may be in their senior year at City College or at another college or may have recently graduated
from college andlor are e~gaged in a public service career;
II1II Candidates for the BNMA Program will need to state their intention of applying for this Program at the
time when they declare their major or earlier as coursework will need to be planned on an individualized
basis. Candidates for this Program may apply for a two-year Rangel Scholarship in their junior year.
.. A candidate's community, academic, other extracurricular, and leadership activities will be considered
during the selection process;
l1li Students from underrepresented populations are especially encouraged to apply;

.. Two letters of recommendation, a personal statement, and examples of writing skills will be required;
A selection committee composed of the president of The City College, members of The Ranget Center
facutty and the Division of Social Science, and a representative from Congressman Rangel's office;
II1II Candidates selected lor final consideratien will meet willl the selection committee and Congressman
Rangol for the linal selection.
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THE RANGEL LEADERSHIP
FELLOWS
A MID-CAREER PROGRAM IN
LEADERSHIP AND POLICY
INNOVATION
The Center will be the horne of a unique program that brings together midcareer leaders in the public sector for seminars, workshops, and fellowship
for periods thai range from eight weeks to an entire academic year These
outstanding pUblic servants will receive, in essence, a sabbatical from their
ieadershlp positions and will spend their time at CCNY considering new
directions for public service leadership, policy Innovation, and assistance to
communities in need.
The Mid-Career Program will be targeted especially at outstanding leaders
from communities underrepresented in public service. In addition to their
work with ono another, Rangei Leadership Fellows wili be engaged in
opportunities to teach and mentor Rangel participants In the BAiMA and
MA Programs in Public Policy and Public Service, The mid-career Perticlpants
become an essential resource tor students, especially undergraduates, who
are being preparod for careers In public service.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Recent studies suggest that the frustrations of public service lead too
many government and other public sector leaders to leave these sectors
earty in their careers. A common complaint is that these leaders rarely have
t1me to stop and think about where their organizations and the Issues to
which they are devoted are headed over the medium- and long-term. The
day-to-day tasks of running organizations preclude taking the time to consider how other organizations do their work and what models exist tor
policy and leadership success.
In each case, asponsoring organization will continue to provide the financial
support for a Rangel Leadership Fellow. It will be considered an honor to
participate and a reward for top pertormance, much like participation In an
executive MBA program is considered in the business world, where
employees are selected and sponsored by their companies.
The Rangel Center's Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation will permllteaders at the middle stage of their careers in the
public sector, especially men and women from underrepresented groups, to
ieave their
piace at their customary jobs,
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they will spend time with other leaders and members at the City College community
and consider issues of leadership and public policy. The experience will provide
participants with both the time to reflect and with the specialized educalion in specific policy areas that will contribute to their advancement wilhin their respective
institutions.
Participants will spend between eight weeks and a full academic ycar at the
Rangel Center in individual programs of sIudy and refiection under the mentorship
of one of the Center's professors.
City College faculty will lead sessions with the Rangel Leadership Fellows about
issues of public sector leadership and policy innovation. Each group of Follows will
work with a select group of Rangel students in Public Policy and Public Service on
projects aimed at proposing ways of restructuring or reforming policy - or ways of
delivering policy - in somo issue area. These group projecfs provide an opportunity
to involve Rangel BNMA and MA students in the work of mid-career leaders giving them first-hand knowledge of the potential of careers in public service.

RANGEL MID-CAREER LEADERSHIP FELLOWS
These Fellows will receive varying levels of support, depending on the workforce
from which they are drawn. Almost all federal agencies already have mid-career
training programs, which allow a limited number 01 employees to receive a oneyear sabbatical and ful! salary for post-baccalaureale study at an institution of
higher education.
The Rangel Center will reach out to human resources offices that oversee these
programs in spocific agencies to ensure that the Rangel Center becomes a
premier destination for their employees, especially their mid-career leaders from
underrepresenled populations. The Rangel Center will provide each federal
Rangel Leadership Fellow an individualized academic program turrion-free, and
offer 10 $7,500 cost-of-Iiving and Iravel packages, to ensure thai mid-career
employees who live outside New York City can take advantage of this important
opporlunity.
Each Rangel Leadership Fellow who works at the Center for at least one semester
will each teach one seminaL Rangel Leadership Fellows will also participate in the
Best Practices Seminar, along wilh guest speakers from academia, think lanks,
thi) public seclor, and community organizations. This seminar wili tocus on practical
issues pertaining to careers in pubiic service, including the art at building coalitions, techniques for communicating effectively to Ihe pUblic, lessons on making
uselul connections, and career issues partiCUlar to members of underrepresented
populations. Finally. to maximize the educational value of internships, students will
evaluale tllom unrter the gUidance of exper'
·ellows.
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THE HOME OF THE CHARLES B. RANGEL CENTER
Originalbl conceived as The City College ofNe'la.1 }fJrk:\ President~l House (mil filter lIsed fl.\' the

CCNY Alumni !fouse, the limestone mat/sion on 14lst Street and Convent Ji-vnzue harks b,u.:k
to Ci(v

C{)flege~l

mditft df':V.f in the mid-1800s.

it ,S"'Yttious four-story

Sfrtttt!f.t't

&'itlt

II

frtll

belOftf,l-Stdew)(Jlk level (md parking area, the statelY toawhouse feature-\" /f;po arid sometimes three

tiledjireploces on eadt floO/;

h~f;h

ceilings, decora!£ve plaster, andfine wiOodwmrk throughout,

IIntl orntlmetltal iromlxo1-k rm every fiJ}£ndof11! and sU17rJunding the building.

BeCfllt-ie of afire in the /ale 1970.. and ai/backs in public finrJncing of the City Univmity at

fhll/time. the buildinghtls flot been in use ami m,ljJl need repair to bring it to it..'l.hrmer gnwdeUJ:

When

compkte~}'

rtstored, !to'l.0't"Vet; lite townhouse fJ,wll regain its position as one of the most

beautifulpottion" ofthe historic City College cmnptlL

ftis espetially apprvpnlue housiltgfoT The Range! CenterforPublic Service as it includes .ljUl{t
for conferences, seminfl[ moms, study areas, and sma/1 c!osslYJoms. fn addition, it aln flCCOJnTnot!tUe recejJtion rooms andpotentially cOfflputeriz.ed archives. In fact, this jJTojed ill}ill repreSetlt a

unique opportunity to design the space inside The Rangel Centerfor its speCific usepn"or

to the bui!ding~f renovation.
A J!ity.Jey and repoltfrom 1995 alread:.v exifts (tnd rlctail-; the

building~f

renovation needs, A

new) report !1/c{l!r:ulatittg renovtltion costs itl ZOOS dollars ho.f been prejJared and iu}iJl itemize
and budp;et the required fJ2HJrk in detail. Current estimates based on the 199,5 t..7Jsll' Ill'C induded

belom', Whetl finisher/, The Rangel Centerc, home will be a beautiful addition
urban 1fl11dsl;:flpe.

to

the Hmit!tn
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THE CENTER BUILDING WILL INCLUDE:
The Rangel Library to house the Rangel archives, which will be digitized; rt may
atso be possible to provide digital access from the main library at Crty College
to the Center if it is determined that the archives should be housed there;
A communications network center/smart classroom for video-conforencing,
facilities for computerized presentations, digrtal archival access, ability to
collaborate with other schools, including the Henry jackson Center at the
University of Washington, and other similar academic partners;
A large conference room, with room for meetings with community groups,
researchers, and participating studonts;
Two smail meeting rooms for Rangel Leadership Fellows to meet with community
stakeholders in the course of their work with community organizations; these
rooms can also serve as the venue for workshops;
Offices for the DirectorJRangel Chair, archivistllibrarian, resident and visiting
faculty, intemship coordinator, administrative assistant, post-doctoral fellows;
A well-furnished office for Congressman Rangel;
One iarge and one small reception room;
Kitchen facilities for receptions and working lunches;
A Rangel Program publications office where working papers can be printed
and stored;
One or more sleepin

visiting scholars,
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STAFFING OF THE RANGEL CENTER & PROGRAMS

"

Director, Charles B. Rangel Chair, and Dedicated Rangel Center Faculty
in addition to The Cny College of New York facuity lines dedicated to the Rangel Center programs, three
new faculty will be hired wilh fhe support of tho Rangel Center: the director, one senior, and one junior
faculty member.

It

Requirements for selection as the Rangel Center's director will include an intemalional reputation, experience in public service, and respect within the academic community. The Director will aiso hold the
endowed Charles B. Rangei Chair. The opportunity to appoint the director to the prestigious Ranget Chair,
named for one of the most eminent govemmentleaders of this generation, will enable the Center to atlract
and retain a distinguished scholar/pUblic servanl.

..

Ii

I
II
I:
III

One other senior taculty membor and one junior faculty member, each with experionce in public service,
will also be hired as part of the Rangel Center's budget. A scholar with expertise in leadership wiil be
sought, as well as one with research experience in the barriers that deter many students with minority and
immigrant backgrounds trom careers in public servico.
Current and New Full-time Faculty
The Rangel Center will draw on the knowledge and strengths of current fuil-time facul!y at City Coilege,
particularly those in the deparlments of political science, economics, management, and sociology. Facutty
from the City Coilege Schools of Architecture, Education, Engineering, and Biomedical Education will also
teach in the Rangel programs, highlighting the connections between their areas of substantive expertise
and pUblic pollcymaklng. CCNY will also use college faculty lines to hire new faculty working in some of
the areas central to the Rangel Center's mission, especially In the areas of public policy, public service,
management, and ethnicity. These faculty will be jointly based in the Rangel Center and academic departments.
Archivist/librarian
The coilected papers of Congressman Charles B.
Rangel will constitute a valuable resource that will
greatly add to the reputation of the Center and help
IT to realize tts goals. A Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellow
will be hired to organize Ihese papers, to digitize
them, and to assist scholars in using them. These
will include visiting scholars, post-doctoral fellows
hired by the Center, and students In the Master's
Program who elect to do supervised research.
Administrative Assistant
To assist the Director of the Rangel Center, a full
time administrative assistant wiil be hired.

Ii
Ii

"

..
I;

IE

II!
II
II

II
II
II
II

I
II
I
I
Ii
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Internship Coordinator
Internships are central to fulfilling fhe goals of tho
Rangel Center because they not only provide students
with pracflcal experience but afso porrnit them fa
make the contacts that are so important in building
successful careers. A lull-time staff member will be
hired for the Center to locate organizations willing to
host internships for students from the Masters
Program and to ensure that the internships are
useful both fur the students and the host orgenizations.
Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows
In addition to the Fellow working to organize and
study the Rangel Archives, two Post-Doctoral
Fellows will be hired to do research at the Center.
In selecting Rangel Post-Doctoral Fellows, priority
will be given to recent PhDs who propose to do
research on diversity in public service.
Rangel Leadership Fellows
Rangel Leadership Fellows will participate in tho
Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation. Those who live outside New York City
will be offered stipends to cover travel expenses.
Guest Speakers
Members of academia, think tanks, the public
sector, and community organizations from New
York City, the nation, and around the world, who
have experience with the contemporary challenges
faced in public service, wiii be brought to City
College to prOVide context, background, and
advice on steps needed to soive the problems.
Webmaster
A part,time webmaster will develop and maintain
the website for the Rangel Center,
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BUDGET ELEMENTS
Stafl
Rangel chair
One senior faculty member
One junior faculty member
ArchivisVlibrarlan/Rangel post-doctoral fellow
Full-time internship coordinator
Administrative assistant
Part-time webmaster
Two visiting scholars
Two additional Rangel post-doctoral fellows
Support and incentives lor current CCNY laculty:
1) Support for City College faCUlty affiliated wilh the Center to present
research specifically supported by the Center at academic conferences.
This helps disseminate Ihe knowledge gained through Center activITies
and promote the name of the Center.
2) Support for CCNY faculty research associated wllh topics the Center
touches on. These can be one-semester research grants or summer-long
residence research grants that will provide summer support for lacully
who take up offices at the Center and pursue some focused research
project
3) Some support tor faculty working on the Center's curricula and programs.
'Restoration of the Rangel Center building
The City College Omce of Facilities has taken the November 1995 DASNY Report
on the Building Condition Assessment of the CCNY Alumni House and provided
an interim estimate of the costs in 2005 dollars. It is anticipated that the cost of
bringing the building up to code, installing the elevator now required by the
Americans with Disabilities Act, restoring the historic and architecturat fealures of
the building, and designing the interior specifically for the Rangel Center's needs
witl come to $4.7 million in tOday's dollars.
A sum to endow the building's ongoing maintenance will ensure that the Rangel
Center's home will remain pristine and also permit luture improvements. Therefore,
a sum of $2.3 million will be set aside as an endowment, from which only the
income will be used annually, to preserve Ihe Rangel Center's magnificent Harlem
home in per tul ,and [ovide a livln environment for study and discourse
appro
the Center IIseli.
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Expenses other than for staff and the building

1) Each cohort will contain 20 students. In order to make II teasible for
the best students to enroll in the Rangel MA Program, it will be advisable
to plan linancial support for tuilion and other educational expenses of
$10,000 each year for two years for at least 10 students;
2) All students in the MA pregram will participate in intemships, some of
which will be funded by the sponsoring organizations. The Rangel Center
will also provide support for students in unpaid intemships. Addllional
practical experience will come in the torm of service learning components
added to the courses. Note that intemships/service leaming experiences
for undergraduates will be provided through other CCNY programs including:
The Rosenberg-Humphrey Program in Public Policy, Ihe Intemational
Studies Service Leaming Program, the Pre-Law Program and
D'Agoslino-Greenberg internships, and the Colin Powell Leadership
Program;
3) Honoraria and travel for speakers;
4) Food for conferences and speaker series;
5) Computers and computer maintenance;
6) Preparation a,nd matenals for recruitment and publicity;
7) Travel and living expenses for internships;
8) Publications.
BUDGET NOTES
I. The first budget section below, Programmatic Costs, is based upen an endowment of $23,000,000, and a conservative expectation of income at $1,150,000 per
year, which will meet the Center's programmatic needs.

2. The second bUdget scction iIIustrales how Building Costs will be met through
the investment of $4.7 million for construction/start-up costs, and a $2.3
million endowment for maintenance.
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I:::
E:
I;::

BUDGET FOR RANGf'L Cf'NTf'R

I:

Program Cosls

I;::

Academic and Visiting Staff
Position

# Salary

Director!
Chair
Sr. Professor

1 $110,000

$146,300

$

146,300

I:

1 $ 85,000

$113,050

$

113,050

Jr. Professor

1 $ 65,000 $ 86,450

$

86,450

Ii:
I:

Archivist!
Librarian!
Post Doc

1 $ 35,000 $ 46,550

$

46,550

It:

FT internship

1 $ 35,000 $ 46,550

$

46,550

1=

1 $ 28,000 $ 37,240

$

37,240

IJ:
a;:

Sal+8enefits

Sub-total

I:

t::

Coordinator

Admin Asst

PT Webmaster

1 $ 10,000 $ 13,300

$

13,300

Visiting
Scholars

2 $ 25,000

$

66,500

$ 33,250

1=

I:

Post~Docs

Sub-Total staff

2 $ 28,000

$ 37,240

$

74,480

It:

11 $421,000

$559,930

$

630,420

Il:

Ii:

Student Support
Category

.

# $ Amount

Il:

Sub-total

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

It:

10 $ 10,000

$

100,000

Il:

Paid Internships
year 1

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

I':
It

Year 2
and after

10 $

3,000

$

30,000

It:

$

260,000

It:

$

50,000

It:

$

940,420

Student
Scholarships

I:

Year 1
Year 2

and after

Sub~rotal

iii:
student costs

Rangel Fellows

10 $

5,000

Total Personnel Services

•EtX!'i!!llr

c::
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Other Than Personnel Services (annually)
Office Supplies

$

20,000

Honoraria/travell
Ihousing for
speakers

$

15,000

Food for
conf,speakers

$

5,000

Compufers!
maintenance

$

20,000

Recrultmentl
publicity
materials

$

5,000

Travellliv;ng
costs-distant
internships

$

5,000

Publications

$

5,000

TotalOTPS

$

75,000

Total Annual Program Costs

$ 1,015,420

Total Endowment Needed to Provide
Annual Program Costs

,-

I $23,000,000 I

Building Costs
Initial outlay
Updated 2005 rehabilitation costs
Design fees an~ soft costs
Elevator
Furniture and equipment ccsts
Program contingency
Sub-total

$ 2,600,000
$ 390,000
$ 900,000
$ 260,000
$ 550,000
$ 4,700,000

Annual maintenance costs
Yearly maintenance and security costs
Projected replacements and future rehab costs each year

$
$

70,000

($1,4 million spread over 30 years)
Total annual maintenance costs for building

$

116,667

Endowment needed to provide $116,667Iyear

$ 2,333,340

Total Needed for Building
TOTAL GIFT REQUESTED

46,667

I $ 7,033,340 I
I $ 30,000,000 I
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On behalfof The City College of New YfJrk, in order
to crettte:
THE CHARLES

B.

II:

.•

RANGEL CENTER

•

AT THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

•
••

We ask you to consider a gift of$30,000,000 or
$6,000,OOO/ycarforfive yeaTS.

.

On behalf of The City College of }Vew York, we thank
you for your thoughtful [onsideration ofthis request.
Ifyou have any questions or need/urther information,
please contad President Gregory I/. Williams at the
tlumbers below or Vice President Rat"helle Butler at the
Office ofDliVelo!Jttlertt and lnstitutional Advan[emeJI1.
()n[e again, thank you.

II

•
•
••
•
•
•.
..
•

Gregory H. Williams, President
The City Coliege of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Oftiee of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031

I

•
I

I
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
1ST>< COtl(;flESS"'NA~ Q'$T!'1CT

NEWYCfI!<

(/[ongn.s.s of tbe Wniteb $tates

WAYS AND MEANS
JOINT COMMnTEE ON TAXATION

j.!}ou5e of

~epre5entatibe5

2354 RA¥av~N Hous~ OFFICE au" OINO
WASHINGTON. DC 20515~J215
,nEPHONE;(202) 225-4365

MS, VIVIAN E. JONES
(HSTlI1CT AOMINISTRATOfl

o

OOlaliijington, :mill: 20515-3215

Hl3WEST125THSTREH
NEW Yo~>:. NY 10021
,HEP><CNE: (Z12l663-39OU
I'1.(ASEIlESPONO

ra

OFF'Ce:CHEcKe:o

May 23,

2005

Gabe Pressman
322 Central Park West
New York, NY 10025
Dear Gabe:
I am writing to you as a colleague Trustee of
the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust and a friend
with a shared commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.

As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived fro~
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you. to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top

CBR000145
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
'empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the college's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
Since we are developing a 'relationship between
the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust, and the City
College and City University of New York, I want
to make you aware, through this letter and the
enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for
Public Service as another promising development
at the City College.

,
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
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o
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May 23, 2005

Gail Sheehy

39 West 67th Street, #302
New York, NY 10023
Dear Gail:
I am writing to you as a colleague Trustee of
the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust and a friend
with a shared commitment to public service. to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportuni ty
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my pUblic career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policyrnaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet. according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commissionrs 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups.
And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
Since we are developing a relationship between
the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust and the City
College and City University of New York, I want
to make you aware, through this letter and the
enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for
Public Service as another promising development
at the City College.
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May 23, 2005

Veronica Kelly
375 South End Avenue, #16A
New York, NY 10280
Dear Veronica:
I am writing to you as a colleague Trustee oj
the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust and a frienc
wi th a shared commi tment to public service, tc
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to creatE
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public ServiCE
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I ha~e
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an 'unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
Since we are developing a relationship between
the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust and the City
College and City University of New York, I want
to make you aware, through this letter and the
enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for
Public Service as another promising development
at the City College.
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May 23,

2005

Luis Alvarez Vila Deutsche Bank
280 Park Avenue, Room 68
New York NY 10017
t

t

Dear Luis:
I am writing to you as a colleague Trustee of
the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust and a friend
with a shared commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for education and training for careers in
public service for the underprivileged students
the College has traditionally served. I want
you to know of my personal interest in and
enthusiasm for the creation of this Center and
my pride in the decision of the City University
to name it for me.

As you know throughout my public career I have
believed in the special st:rength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public
service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry of
cuI tures,
fai ths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented
in public
life to pursue
careers in public service.
t

Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top
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managerial,
supervisory,
and
policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the us will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New,
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change.
It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
Since we are developing a 'relationship between
the Ann Kheel Charitable Trust and the City
College and City ,University of New York, I want
to make you aware, through this letter and the
enclosed proposal, of the Rangel Center for
Public Service as another promising development
at the City College.
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 EAST 55TH STREET

NEW YORK, NY 10022
TEL: 212-318-6207

MEMO
To:

The Board of Trustees, Theodore Kheel, Gary Hattem,
Robyn Brady Ince

From: Ellen K. Jacobs
Date: May 24, 2005
Re:

Upcoming Charitable Trust luncheon meeting on May 31, 2005
at 12 noon. The luncheon wlll take place at 800 Fifth Avenue,
Apt. 24F.
From 12:00 pm. to 12:30 pm. we will discuss Trust business as
outlined in the meeting agenda attached.
As we decided at our March meeting, President Gregory Williams
of City College will join us at 12:30 pm. to discuss the
scholarship grant.
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 EAST 55TH STREET

NEW YORK, NY 10022
TEL: 212-318-6207

MEETING AGENDA (12:00 - 12:30 pm.)

1.

Approval of minutes from March 22, 2005 meeting

2.

Treasurer's report

3.

Discussion and approval of Trust guidelines for choosing Ann

S. Kheel Scholars (sent with minutes in prior mailing)
4.

Rangel Center

5.

Other business prior to arrival of Gregory Williams, President of
CCNY to discuss grant

Points to Discuss with Gregory Williams (12:30 - 2:00 pm.)
(These will be sent to him prior to the meeting)

1.
2.
3.

Magnitude of the grant
Publicity
Redefinition of student mix
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The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
75 East 55 Street
New York, NY 10022
Memo

To: Trustees; Gary Hattem; Robyn Brady-Ince; Theodore W.
Kbeel
From: Ellen K. Jacobs
Re: Minutes of May 31 meeting, CCNY proposal, agenda for
meeting on June 3 at 8:00 at Deutsche Bank 280 Park Ave.
Date: June 1, 2005
Number of pages: 18 (not including cover)
Note: Enclosed are the agenda and The City College proposal
dated December 30, 2004.
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The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
75 East 55 Street
New York, NY 10022
Agenda for June 3, 2005 meeting
8:00
At Deutsche Bank
280 Park Ave. 6th floor
48_49 th Street on Park Avc.
1. Discussion of CCNY proposal including amount to
commit, trustee involvement (mentoring) and fundraising.
2. We need to make a decision about parameters if the
program is to start this Fall.
3. Meeting must end no later than 9:00
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Minutes
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
May 31, 2005
Present:
Trustees: Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Luis Alvarez-Vila
Veronica Kelly
Gabe Pressman
Gail Sheehy
Others in attendance:
Robyn Brady-Ince
Theodore W. Kheel
Gregory Williams, President CCNY
Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
1. The minutes of the last meeting were summarized and
approved.
2. The Draft ofthe Ann S. Kheel Trust Guidelines was
accepted. Called The Ann S. Kheel Scholars for
Community Development, it describes the purpose,
commitment and application/selection process for the
Trust and can be sent to people asking about the Trust.
3. Congressman Rangel described the Rangel Center
which will be part of CCNY. Although the Rangel
Center's goals are the same as those of the Trust, the
two are separate entities at this time. Congressman
Rangel wants to be sure that Trustees know about his
other involvement with CCNY.
4. Luis Alvarez reported that the Trust has $1,084,138 in
its account which is managed by Brian Convey. The
Trustees have already made, but not paid out, 3 grants
totalliug $210,000: $100,000 to the Hunter College
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Public Service Scholars ($50,000 per year for 2 years);
$100,000 to the New York Urban League for
scholarships ($10,000 a year for 10 years) although the
Urban League has never applied and has never been
given a monetary figure; and $10,000 to The Bowery
Mission Women's Center.
5. President Gregory Wmiams joined the meeting at this
point (12:45). He said that the proposed program would
anow students to cut back on jobs so that they can
become part ofthe community. To the extent that
Trustees want to meet with students and mentor them,
he is sure that it would be a welcome addition.
6. Veronica Kelly presented the Trustees position that
there be fewer students and a mix of grades. The
program would start with 6 freshmen and 6 sophomores
and add 6 freshmen each year untH the money runs out
or there is a new infusion. Advantages of this model
include: everyone(students, trustees and administrators)
can develop a comfort level with the program; it keeps
the costs manageable for the Trust The cost of the
program is $5,000 per year per student. Of that, $4,000
is tuition; the rest fees, books, etc.
7. Wmiams felt that a larger cohort was better and that the
students need to serve with agencies over time. Students
serving with agencies need to have a positive experience.
8. The question offund-raising to keep the Trust alive was
discussed. CCNY would help, but not provide lists
(those would need to come from the Trustees). There
was some hesitation to take on fund-raising. Ted Kheel
said that his initial idea did not include using the
Trnstees as fnnd-raisers. Any fund-raising would need
significant support from CCNY which would be willing
to help with office work, but not give lists. Robyn Brady
Ince described the Deutsche Bank model in which seed
money is given to an organization and, after several
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years, a presentation is made to possible sponsors
showing how well the program is doing and the
responsibility to pick up future funding then falls to the
organization.
9. Mentoring was discussed. It is flexible and could mean
anything from a luncheon with the students to regular
meetings. Some people do not have the time to mentor
in any significant way. CCNY would have a staff person
who would do guidance and agency placement for
students.
10.
To start the program this year, CCNY will need to
know the parameters soon. The Trustees agreed to meet
on Friday to finalize this grant. The meeting will take
place Friday, June 3, 2005 at 8 a.m. at Deutsche Bank,
280 Park Ave, 6th floor. Deutsche Bank is between 4849th St. Luis Alvarez will make the arrangements.

Respectfully submitted,
Ellen K. Jacobs
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A Special Presentation Prepared for the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
at
The City College of New York

December 30.2004

"Open the doors to aiL
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together
and know of no distinction save that of industry, good conduct. and intellect.··

Townsend Harris, Founder, The City College of New York
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Executive Summary
The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program at The City College of New York (CCNY) will
provide each of 48 needy students with a four-year scholarship of $5,000 per year to
cover tuition, fees and books at CCNY. In addition, there would be up to four two-year
scholarships for qualified transfer students. The Kheel Scholars Program will enable the
52 committed, needy students selected for the Kheel Scholarships to attend City
College and complete their bachelor's degrees by reducing or eliminating the financial
barriers to their success and also to engage in public service.

A Proud History and Mission - The Children of the Whole People
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and
immigrants. The College has produced great
scientists, captains of industry, public servants,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and
women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New York
City, with one of the most diverse student bodies of
any college in America. Its more than 12,000 students carry on a tradition of excellence
as they win prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate
and professional schools, and make their marks in the sciences, in the arts, in public
service, in industry, in education.
Access and Excellence
For 157 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence
and public higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social
advancement for generations of New Yorkers, City College has provided an
unsurpassed educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands of talented but needy
students. With particular focus on meeting the needs of "the children of the whole
people," The College provides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to
enter fields new to them with expert skills and education.

3
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Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City Col/ege lives it
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation,
with African-Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first
with Hispanic-Americans as the largest minority. The 2004 issue of CCNY's City Facts
states that in the voluntary section of the admissions application, 87% of CCNY
students describe themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the
category of bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students earn 75% of the
total, Blacks 8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at
City College, however, Blacks received 34.1%, Hispanics 30.1% and Asian/Pacific
Islanders 11 %, an incredible record of success in populations underrepresented in
bachelor's degrees eamed. Many of these degrees are awarded in exceptionally
demanding programs unique to City College which do not exist elsewhere in the City
University system, such as engineering, architecture, biomedical education, and certain
science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schOols. Many are
immigrants or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English and
were born in 147 countries. City College students are usually the first in their families to
go to college, following a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCN~
alumni, whose achievements became the model for their own
families.

Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants
access to the American dream
Now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are financially needy.

Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes
of $25,000 or less; three-quarters of the students work while attending school, some at
more than one job. Over half of the students
attend part time, most often for financial reasons.
They pay $5,OOO/year in tuition, books, and fees.
While the comparatively low tuition narrowly
makes it possible for them to attend a top quality
college, the cost is high when compared to the
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income many of them, or their famiiles, earn. Because they frequently need to support
themselves and sometimes even help support their families, they often take 10nger.19
graduate, sometimes having to leave before they earn the bachelor's degree. Working
longer hours takes away valuable time from their studies, making it that much more
difficult to attain the success they strive for and merit. Few have the time for public
service, but many strive to do it nevertheless.
The number of students at City College who require financial aid has grown
dramatically. According to the 2003-2004 City Facts, the total amount of federal, state,
and city aid in 2001-2002 needed at City College was $32,364,000. Just two years later,
that number rose by 35% to $43,683,000 as the number of students requesting and
needing aid continued to increase significantly.
Currently, more than 90% of CCNY students qualify for financial aid; most get
something, but it is rarely enough. The other four original senior colleges in the
system-Brooklyn, Queens, Hunter, and Baruch-are based in more affluent
communities and serve more advantaged populations. City College serves the Harlem
community, whose students make up a large portion of the CCNY student body. There
are other reasons, also, why City College's talented students are often the neediest.

Why Students Come to City College
A small university, with unique courses of study, 40 graduate degree programs
and 10 of CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many of the neediest applicants to the City University system. Why?
Because The City College of New York is the only college in the CUNY system with
Schools of Architecture, Engineering, and Biomedical Education, and many innovative
programs in environmental engineering and science, graphic design, media arts
production, publishing, and urban legal studies. Indeed, in most cases, these are the
only public schools or programs of their kind in New York City. Consequently, City
College is the sale gateway for these students to enter these professions, as they
cannot afford to attend private institutions that may offer a comparable course of study.
Most have meager financial resources but great resolve.

Profiles In Determination
The 2003 valedictorian, Sylvia Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper while she
completed her demanding chemical engineering program here. She now has a full
graduate fellowship at the University of Texas in engineering. Zhanna Soushko, the
2004 CCNY valedictorian, worked as a waitress during her entire time at City College.

5
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After graduation, she entered the Ph.D. program at the University of Denver on a full
fellowship.
City College also has the biggest undergraduate
science research program in the New York Metropolitan
area, including Columbia and NYU. Rhodes Scholar Lev
Sviridov, who was homeless when he first came to this
country from Russia a mere 10 years ago, participates
in this program, exemplifying the kind of student City
College attracts and nourishes. These stories are not
l
unique; in fact, they are characteristic of the typical student profile at City College.

The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Formed to honor Ann S. Kheel's lifetime of work in the fight for social and racial justice,
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust's mission is to support "organizations dedicated to
improving the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers with a particular focus on adult and
child education, racial equality, and the environment:
The City College of New York is dedicated to those
same ideals, advancing social and racial equality
through the most powerful means possible-by
providing higher education to minorities and the
disadvantaged.

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
The late Ann S. Kheel, who devoted much of her life to fighting for equality of
opportunity for all people through her passionate civic leadership in the New York Urban
League, the Schomburg Center for Black Culture, and many other organizations, cared
deeply about social justice, the rights of women and minorities, and New York City
public education.
The City College of New York, founding college and flagship of CUNY, boasts a lifelong
heritage of educating refugee, immigrant, minority and disadvantaged populations.
Establishing a major scholarship program at CCNY in Ann S. Kheel's memory would be
both fitting and productive. The College already has students in place who want to
succeed and who are committed to social justice and public service.

6
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Student Public Service at City College
City College proudly claims many students Who, regardless of tremendous financial and
family pressures, take the time to provide service to their communities. A few examples
are:
•

•

•

•

The neighborhood tutoring program through which students provide onand off-campus assistance to the community at local public elementary,
junior high and high schools;
The Rosenberg/Humphrey internship program, in which students take
summer intemships at government agencies in Washington, DC, and New
York in executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate
committees, labor unions, governmental agencies, advocacy groups and
policy research organizations;
The service learning program that has provided internships for City
College students to go to the Central African country of Rwanda, where
they spent the summer working in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's
Poverty Alleviation program, the Ministry of Gender and Development, and
the Ministry of Health's Psycho-Social Trauma unit.
All students at the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education make a
commitment to enter community medicine in underserved and
disadvantaged communities; part of their commitment is to engage in
volunteer work in those neighborhoods during their school years;
Many CCNY Student Clubs and Co-Curricular activities encourage
community service, such as the following:
City College International Medical Relief Team To coordinate student
participation in intemational medical missions; and to fundraise and coordinate
medical supply relief efforts with sister clinics and agencies in disadvantaged
countries.

Dominican Club To emphasize unity and education, promote culture and serve
voluntarily within our communities.
The Messenger To expose students to their community and inspire a sense of
social responsibility.
Students Helping Outl Shoul! is established to provide students with volunteer
activities in communities in NYC. Volunteer sites include soup kitchens,
churches, hospitals. and local schools.

Although 75% of CCNY students must work at full or part time jobs in order to help pay
for their tuition, living costs, and in some cases, family needs, many students have
nevertheless taken the time to participate in these and other programs, along with their
very demanding academic schedules.
Because of these circumstances, these dedicated students have been unable to devote
as much time as they would like to public service. although many have expressed
7
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interest in becoming more intensively involved. What The College has not had so far is
a yearlong public service program with funding sufficient to enable these committed.students to work fewer hours so that they can concentrate on their studies, and still be
able to spend more time over the entire year pursuing public service. The Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program could fill this very great need.
This historic undertaking will enable City College's most civic-minded students to take
the lead, as so many CCNY students have before them, in public service. They will
graduate as part of a new cadre of scholar/public servants, bring honor to their alma
mater, and carry on its highest traditions. They will be associated with the Ann S. Kheel
Charitable Trust in a venture intended to open the hearts and minds of CCNY students
as they provide service to all the varied communities The College serves.

Kheel Scholars Program Goals
1. Make it financially feasible possible for students at The City College of New York
to experience the rewards that can come from time spent performing public
service.
2. Provide opportunities for these students to work at a variety of not-for-profit,
community, government, and educational agencies.
3. Reward and encourage civic-minded young people by helping them with their
City College education for the four years they will be involved in the program.
4. Encourage some of City College's best students to consider devoting additional
time - or even their careers - to public service-oriented work.
5. Provide a benefit (in the form of volunteer workers) for educational, non-profit
and government-based organizations that cannot afford to pay for interns or
service aids.

CCNY's Greatest Need
What is needed is major financial support to enable these dedicated and determined
students to achieve the goals for which they strive. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
Program would provide a $5,000 scholarship/year per student for CCNY applicants
who demonstrate need, engage in public service to
~~
disadvantaged communities, make satisfac.!Qiy-progress, and
'\

maTiili.imThe c~~§__.rnqui[ecL~.lliLhoui the four-

years.A pr;g;:arn that would serve 12 new st~-ents peryear
and-s-upport them through to the bachelor's degree would
rnake an irnportant difference in those students' lives.

$_1,000,009~

the Ann S. Kheel
BUdgeted at a total of
Scholars Program would provide full four-year scholarships for 12 students each year
for four successive years. At the end of the program, a total of 48 students will have

a
8
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benefited from the ISheel four-year Scholarships. This would leave City College with
$40,000 to be allocated as two-year scholarships for up to four dedicated needy transfer
students during the grant period.
While some Kheel Scholars may need to continue to supplement their income with paid
employment, it is anticipated that the generosity of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
would allow them to at least recjuce ttl€! number otb_()urs ~hClYflligbLlle.ed.to ...work,
providing the extra study time they need to excel, permitting them to engage more fully
in public service, and significantly easing the economic burdens they bear.

CCNY's Responses to the Kheel Foundation's Questions
1. How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program be promoted among potential applicants?
a. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will be publicized on the City College
website, in all freshman materials, and in the high school visits made by CCNY
admissions officers. It will also be pUblicized through posters, emails, at the
Finley Student Center, and in the Office of Financial Aid,
b. Applicants must submit a letter of interest, stating why they want to do public
service and describing community service they have already provided.
c. Applicants must provide expressly written documentation/job descriptions from at
least two qualifying organizations interested in retaining the student for unpaid
employment or a volunteer position.
2. What experience does the institution have in identifying and supporting stUdents
engaged in pUblic service to disadvantaged communities?
a, Many CCNY students are already actively engaged in public service through
many of the voluntary, co-curricular, and academic programs (see Student Public
Service at City College above).
b. City College encourages these groups by providing space, faculty advising, some
staff support, some paid internships, and wherever possible, some funds,
c. City College will provide a faculty program director.
3. What other support, financial and in services, will the institution provide to the selected
students?
a. Students will be assigned to one or more faculty advisors for the time they are
Kheel Scholars. They will meet regularly with these advisors both individually and
as a group.
i. The advisor will help students become oriented to their new working
culture.

9
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ii. The advisor will help students balance their public service work with class
work.
iii. The advisor will be available to address other concerns and questions that
may arise during the course of the year.
b. The Kheel Scholars will be provided with a special meeting place on campus
where they can discuss freely their common experiences and form the kinds of
social bonds that are often scarce at commuter schools.
4. How many students would the given funds be able to support?
a. A cohort of 12 students each year would receive a four-year $5,000 per year
Kheel Scholarships.
b. A new cohort would begin each year for four years.
c. Up to four transfer students would receive two-year Kheel Scholarships.
5. What criteria would the institution use to select the students and who will be making the
recommendations of selected students?
a. A committee. composed of faculty, financial aid officers, and administrators
would be formed to make recommendations to the Trustees.
b. Faculty, staff, high school teachers, community leaders, and past volunteer
supervisors would be invited to make nominations to the committee.
c. Students would be recommended to the Trustees on the basis of past interest
and experience in public service, although students new to public service will
also be selected based on a personal interview.
6. How will the institution determine the financial need. academic performance and
demonstration of civic leadership of candidates in making their selections?
a. Grade point average will determine academic performance.
b. Students should be in good standing academically when they enter the program
and must remain in good standing academically throughout.
c. Financial need will be determined by the Financial Aid Office (see below).
d. Civic leadership will be determined through demonstrated past experience and
the personal interview.

10
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7. How will the institution measure performance of the scholars?
a. Students will agree to maintain their grades at the required level, and seek out
their advisor if the public "Service work becomes too onerous or time-consuming.
b. Students will be encouraged to maintain a journal.
c. Once each year, all students will provide a written and verbal presentation
summarizing their work and its value to society, and highlighting experiences and
skills they feel especially proud to have achieved.
8. Who within the institution will manage the program and who will be assigned to interface
with the Trust's directors?
a. The City College of New York will appoint a faculty director of the program, who
will meet with students' faCUlty advisors and ensure the smooth running of the
program, This faculty member will report to Zeev Dagan, City College Provost
b. The faculty director will'intertace directly with the Trustees.
c. In addition, Trustees may contact Rachelle Butler. Vice President for
Development and Institutional Advancement.
d. Regular meetings between students and Trustees will be an important element of
the Program.

Tl1e CCNY Financial Aid Selection Process
The City College of New York Office of Financial Aid helps CCNY students obtain the
maximum aid possible through a highly organized. confidential, yet individualized
combination of information sessions and personal advising. Through this process, which
involves a structured set of steps directed toward the selection of the neediest students,
City College is able to determine which students require additional funding beyond
federal, state, and city sources to be able to attend The College. Then, first making
certain that those students closest to graduation will be able to complete their degrees,
the Office of Financial Aid works to match needy students with privately funded
scholarship assistance. In this way, those most in need will get help meeting their
economic challenges first. This enables The College to identify those students who
would benefit most from a scholarship program.

Conclusion
At the end of seven years, more than 50 students will have graduated and gone on to
careers or graduate school. These 50+ students will serve as a living memorial to Ann
S. Kheel and her lifetime of work dedicated to education and opportunity. At the same
time, the Kheel Scholarships will serve as a front-end transfusion of support and further
advance The City College of New York in its vital mission of excellence and access.

11
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Our request of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
THEREFORE: On behalf of The City College of New York, in order to create:

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
at
The City College of New York
We ask the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust to consider a gift of $1.000,000 or
$200,000 per year for five years, for a total gift of $1,000,000.
On behalf of the aspiring students of The City College of New York, we thank you for
your thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have any questions or need further
information, please contact President Gregory H. Williams or Vice President Rachelle
Butler at the Office of Development and Institutional Advancement at the numbers
below.
Gregory H. Williams. President
The City College of New York
138 th Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Rachelle Butler. Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York. NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650;
212-650:
Fax:
212-650.
Email:
rbutler@c

12
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Chart of Scholarships
The chart below shows a sample of how the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program would
work.

Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Total
Total

Total

Number
of
Students
12@
$5k1year
for 4
years
12@
$5k1year
for 4
years
12@
$5/year
for 4
years
12@
$5k1year
for 4
years
4-year
Students
Transfer
stUdents

Dollars

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 YearS Year 6 Year 1
Total
2003/4 2004/5 2005/6 2006/1 200118 200819 2009110
$60k

12

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

$60k

24

12

24

36

48

2@
$5k1yr

2@
$5k1yr

2@
$5k1yr

2@
$5k1yr

$190

$250k

$190k

=

$60k

$240k

$10k
$130k

136
I

$240k

$240k

$240k

$40k

=
=
=
$10k
$10k
$10k

$120k

$60k

$1,000,000

"Transforming Lives Toward the Future of Our Nation"

The City College of New York

i .~C
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A Special Presentation Prepared for the

Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in
Community Service
at
The City College of New York

Revised June 2, 2005

"Open the doors to all.
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together
and know of no distinction save that of Industry, good conduct, and.intelleet."
Townsend Harris, Founder, The City College of New York
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Executive Summary
The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Service at The City College of New
York (CCNY) in year 2005-2006 will provide each of six ff:s'tlM'N'~d six s"ph1)ffib'i~
./
students who demonstrate need with a scholarship of $5,000 per year for four years to cover -<1£
tuition, fees and books at CCNY. In year 2006-2007, the Program will add six new~ .
..,; in 2007-2008, it will again add six neJjU'~~~e~ Kheel Scholars Program will enable the
\ 1)'24·commltted, needy students s
to attend City College,
earn their bachelor's degree, an
reducing or eliminating the
financial barriers to th~~rJ>ucces~ The initial phase VO:»I;p'~for~o years; full
scholarships for the ~i$tudents will eventually total ~OO. Each year, reports will be sent
to the Foundation. In year 2007-2008, there will be a full evaluation of the Program which will
determine the Program's future. ./

A Proud History and Mission - The Children of the Whole Peopie
The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and
immigrants. The College has produced great
scientists, captains of industry, pUblic servants,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and
women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New York
City, with one of the most diverse student bodies of
any college in America. Its more than 12,000 students carry on a tradition of excellence as
they win prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate and
professional schools, and make their marks in the sciences, in the arts, in community service,
in industry, in education.

Access and Excellence
For 157 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence and
public higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social
advancement for generations of New Yorkers, City College has proVided an unsurpassed
educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands of talented but needy students. With
particular focus on meeting the needs of "the children of the whole people," The College
3
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provides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to enter fields new to them
with expert skills and education.

Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City College lives it
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation, with
African-Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first with
Hispanic-Americans as the largest minority. The 2004 issue of CCNY's City Facts states that
in the voluntary section of the admissions application, 87% of CCNY students describe
themselves as members of a minority group.

The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the category
of bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students earn 75% of the total, Blacks
8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at City College,
however, Blacks received 34.1 %, Hispanics 30.1 % and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11 %, an
incredible record of success in populations underrepresented in bachelor's degrees earned.
Many of these degrees are awarded in exceptionally demanding programs unique to City
College which do not exist elsewhere in the City University system, such as engineering,
architecture, biomedical education, and certain science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schools. Many are immigrants
or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English and were born in 147
countries. City College students are usually the first in their farnilies to go to college, following
a tradition that reflects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni, whose achievements
became the model for their own families.
Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants
access to the American dream
Now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are financially needy.
Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes
of $25,000 or less; three-quarters of the students work while
attending school, some at more than one job.
rOver half of the students attend part time, most
often for financial reasons. They pay $5,OOO/year
tuition, books, and fees. While the comparatively
tuition narrowly makes it possible for them to
attend a top quality college, the cost is high when
compared to the income many of them, or their

in
low
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families, earn. Because they frequently need to support themselves and sometimes even
help support their families, they often take longer to graduate, sometimes having to leave"before they earn the bachelor's degree. Working longer hours takes away valuable time from
their studies, making it that much more difficult to attain the success they strive for and merit.
Few have the time for community service, but many strive to do it nevertheless.
The number of students at City College who require financial aid has grown dramatically.
According to the 2003-2004 City Facts, the total amount of federal, state, and city aid in
2001-2002 needed at City College was $32,364,000. Just two years later, that number rose
by 35% to $43,683,000 as the number of students requesting and needing aid continued to
increase significantly.
Currently, more than 90% of CCNY students qualify for financial aid; most get something, but
it is rarely enough. The other four original senior colleges in the system-Brooklyn, Queens,
Hunter, and Baruch-are based in more affluent communities and serve more advantaged
populations. City College serves the Harlem community, whose students make up a large
portion of the CCNY student body. There are other reasons, also, why City College's talented
students are often the neediest.

Why Students Come to City Coflege
A small university, with unique courses of study, 40 graduate degree programs and 10
of CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many of the neediest applicants to the City University system. Why?
Because The City College of New York is the only college in the CUNY system with Schools
of Architecture, Engineering, and Biomedical Education, and many innovative programs in
environmental engineering and science, graphic design, media arts production, publishing,
and urban legal studies. Indeed, in most cases, these are the only public schoois or programs
of their kind in New York City. Consequently, City College is the sole gateway for these
students to enter these professions, as they cannot afford to attend private institutions that
may offer a comparable course of study. Most have meager financial resources but great
resolve.
Profiles In Determination
The 2003 valedictorian, Sylvia Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper while she completed
her demanding chemical engineering program here. She now has a full graduate fellowship
at the University of Texas in engineering. Zhanna Soushko, the 2004 CCNY valedictorian,
worked as a waitress during her entire time at City College. After graduation, she entered the
Ph.D. program at the University of Denver on a full fellowship.
5
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This historic undertaking will enable City College's mos~-mindectll.tu(j.entsto take the
lead, as so many CCNY students have before them, in c6"mf(\l'in1lYs~IV'ffi'~. They will graduate
as part of a new cadre of scholar/public servants, bring honor to their alma mater, and carry
on its highest traditions. They will be associated with the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust in a
venture intended to open the hearts and minds of CCNY students as they provide service to
all the varied communities The College serves.

Kheef Scholars Program Goals
1. Make it financially feasible possible for students at The City College of New York to
experience the rewards that can come from time spent performing community service.
2. Provide opportunities for these students to work at a variety of not-for-profit,
community, government, and educational agencies.
3. Reward and encourage civic-minded young people by helping them with their City
College education while they are involved in the program.
4. Encourage some of City College's best students to consider devoting additional timeor even their careers - to community service-oriented work.
5. Provide a benefit (in the form of volunteer workers) for educational, non-profit and
government-based organizations that cannot afford to pay for interns or service aids.

CCNlt's Greatest Need
What is needed is major financial support to enable these dedicated and determined students
to achieve the goals for which they strive. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will provide
a four-year $5,000 schOlarSh!p/y-?ar per student for CCNY applicants who dernonstrat.~need,
engage in community. service/tif-ijisadvantaged communities,
.•
make satisfactory progress, and maintain T
liege's
'iii
required GPA. A program that will serve six
>'~n and·six
J ~hemor~ students in the first year and add six new
:'%ftil'stlmefl each year will make an important difference in
those students' lives.

a

,.
BUdgeted at an initial cost of $2i'G;OO&the Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program will provide scholarships of $5,000 for 12 students in year one, and then
add six new freshmen each year for two more years. Each year, The City College of New
York will report to the Ann S. Kheel Foundation on the accomplishments of the students and
their progress in their studies and their community service. At the end of the initial phase, in
2007-2008, The College will file a final report for review by the Ann S. Kheel Foundation that
will serve as the basis for potential additional funding.

8
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While some Kheel Scholars may need to continue to supplement their income with paidemployment, it is anticipated that the generosity of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust would
allow them to at least reduce the number of hours they might need to work, providing the
extra study time they need to excel, permitting them to engage more fUlly in community
service, and significantly easing the economic burdens they bear.

Roles for the Ann S. Kheel Foundation
The City College of New York would welcome the participation of members of the board of
the Ann S. Kheel Foundation in implementing the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program and
enabling it to continue and expand through some or all of the following means:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Serve as mentors to the Ann S. Kheel Scholars;
Suggest and facilitate community service placements for Scholars;
Promote increased visibility to the Program through media contacts;
Work with the CCNY Office of Development & Institutional Advancement in fundraising
for the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program through leadership in fundraising events, such
as galas and private dinners for interested individuals;
5. Provide professional contacts at the highest levels to other interested foundations,
corporations, and individuals who could be approached for funding.

CCNY's Responses to the Kheel Foundation's Questions
1. How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program be promoted among potential applicants?
a. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will be publicized:
1) on the City College website,
2) in all freShman materials,
3) in the high school visits made by CCNY admissions officers,
4) through posters, emails, at the Finley Student Center, and in the Office of Financial
Aid, and
5) through a major new brochure especially designed and printed for distribution citywide.
b. Applicants must submit a letter of interest, stating why they want to do public
service and describing community service they have already prOVided.
c. Applicants must provide expressly written documentation/job descriptions from at least
two qualifying organizations interested in retaining the student for unpaid employment
or a volunteer position.
2. What experience does the institution have in identifying and supporting students engaged in
community service to disadvantaged communities?

9
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a. Many CCNY students are already actively engaged in community service through
many of the voluntary, co-curricular, and academic programs (see Student Community
service at City College above).
b. City College encourages these groups by providing space, faculty advising, some staff
support, some paid internships, and wherever possible, some funds.
c. City College will provide a faCUlty program director.
3. What other support, financial and in services, will the institution provide to the selected
students?
a. Students will be assigned to one or more faculty advisors who specialize in community
service programs for the time they are Kheel Scholars. They will meet regularly with
these advisors both individually and as a group.
I. The advisor will help students become oriented to their new working culture.
ii. The advisor will help students balance their community service work with class
work.
iiI. The advisor will be available to address other concerns and questions that may
arise during the course of the year.
b. The Kheel Scholars will be provided with a special meeting place on campus where
they can discuss freely their common experiences and form the kinds of social bonds
that are often scarce at commuter schools.
4. How many students will the given funds be able to support?
a. The first cohort of six freshmen and six sophomore students will receive $5,000 per
year Kheel Scholarships.
A new group of six freshmen would begin in each of the next two years.
5. What criteria would the institution use to select the students and who will be making the
recommendations of selected students?
a. A committee, composed of faculty, financial aid officers, and administrators would be
formed to make recommendations to the Trustees.
b. Faculty, staff, high schOOl teachers, community leaders, and past volunteer
supervisors would be invited to make nominations to the committee
c. Selected students will be recommended to the Trustees on the basis of past interest
and experience in community service; students new to community service will also be
selected based on a personal interview.
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6. How will the institution determine the financial need, academic performance and
demonstration of civic leadership of candidates in making their selections?
a. Grade point average will determine academic performance.
b. Students should be in good standing academically when they enter the program and
must remain in good standing academically throughout.
c. Financial need will be determined by the Financial Aid Office (see below).
d. Civic leadership will be determined through demonstrated past experience and the
personal interview.
7. How will the institution measure performance of the scholars?
a. Students will agree to maintain their grades at the required level, and seek out their
advisor if the community service work becomes too onerous or time-consuming.
b. Students will be encouraged to maintain a joumal.
c. Once each year, all students will provide a written and verbal presentation
summarizing their work and its value to society, and highlighting experiences and skills
they feel especially proud to have achieved.
8. Who within the institution will manage the program and who will be assigned to interface with
the Trust's directors?
a. The City College of New York will appoint a faculty director of the program, who will
meet with students' faculty advisors and ensure the smooth running of the program.
This faculty member will report to Zeev Dagan, City College Provost.
b. The faculty director will interface directly with the Trustees.
c. In addition, Trustees may contact Rachelle Butler, Vice President for Development and
Institutional Advancement.
d. Regular meetings between students and Trustees will be an important element of the
Program.

me CeNt' Financial Aid Selection Process
The City College of New York Office of Financial Aid helps CCNY students obtain the
maximum aid possible through a highly organized, confidential, yet indiVidualized
combination of information sessions and personal advising. Through this process, which
involves a structured set of steps directed toward the selection of the neediest students, City
College is able to determine which students require additional funding beyond federal, state,
and city sources to be able to attend The College. Then, first making certain that those
students closest to graduation will be able to complete their degrees. The Office of Financial
Aid works to match needy students with privately funded scholarship assistance. In this way,
those most in need will get help meeting their economic cha.llenges first. This enables The
College to identify those students who would benefit most from a scholarship program.

11
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Conclusion
At the end of three years, 24 students will have received Ann S. Kheel Scholarships. These
students will serve as a living memorial to Ann S. Kheel and her lifetime of work dedicated to
education and opportunity. At the same time, the Kheel Scholarships will serve as a front-end
transfusion of support and further advance The City College of New York in its vital mission of
excellence and access.
The Ollice of Financial Aid works to match needy students with privately funded scholarship
assistance. In this way, those most in need will get help meeting their economic challenges
first. This enables The College to identify those students who would benefit most from a
scholarship program.
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Our request of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
THEREFORE: On behalf of The City College of New York, in order to create:

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program 111 Comi111Ui1ity Service
at
The City College of New York
We ask the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust to consIder a gift of $$120,000 per year
for two years, for a total gift of $240,000 during the Program's initIal phase. At the end
of the initial phase, The College would like to return to the Foundation for funds to
continue the Program.
On behalf of the aspiring students of The City College of New York, we thank you for your
thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have any questions or need further
information, please contact President Gregory H. Williams or Vice PreSident Rachelle Buller
at the Office of Development and Institutional Advancement at the numbers below.

Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Rachelle Bu1ler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of NewYork
138th Street and Convent Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone: 212-650;"
212-650Fax:
212-650'
Email:
rbutler@. ,

13
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Chart of Scholarships

The chart below shows a sample of how the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
would work.
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Shepard I-Iall, Room 154
Convent Avenue at 138· Streel
New York, New York 10031
TEL 212.650.7125
FAX: 212.650.7149
www.ccny.cun)'.edu
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
DEVELOPMENT

&

INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT

June 2, 2005

Mrs, Ellen Kheel Jacobs
108 East 82nd Street, #7A
New York, NY

Dear Mrs. Jacobs:
Enclosed are 10 copies of the revised proposal from The City
College of New York to the Ann S. Kheel Foundation according
to their recommendations to President Gregory H. Williams.
Thank you so much for your assistance with this and for
considering The College for a grant from the Kheel Foundation.
We are very appreciative.

Sincerely,
/>''"
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"
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~A:{{~;~:~j~:',~{~~- '" - , ~
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..

Rachelle Butler('
Vice President

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF

NEV~·~

•
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ANN S. KHEEL CHARITABLE TRUST
75 East 55th Street, Fifth Floor
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6207
Fax: 212318-6021
June 10, 2005

MEMO

TO:

Trustees

FROM:

Ellen K. Jacobs

DATE:

June 13, 2005

Enclosed are copies of the minutes from the meeting on June 3
and the letter to President Williams.
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Minutes
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
June 3,2005

Present: Trustees:
Congressman Charles B. Rangel
Luis Alvarez
Veronica Kelly
Gail Sheehy
Also present: Theodore W. Kheel, Ellen Kheel Jacobs

1.
The updated proposal from CCNY was discussed.
Instead of beginning in the freshman year, it was decided that
six scholars should begin in their sophomore and six in their
junior year (totaling 12 scholars in year #1) to allow them time
to mature and the university time to get to know them. Six new
scholars would start the next year in their sophomore year and
there would be 3 grades of scholars. An additional advantage of
this plan is that publicity within the University would allow some
more reticent students to hear about the program.
2.
It was suggested that the program focus on more than
public service since Ann Kheel was a wife and mother as well as
a community activist.
3.
As a result, the focus was broadened from "public service"
to "community involvement." This involvement could be small
and not associated with an organization. The guidelines will be
changed to reflect this change of focus. The CCNY proposal will
be modified.
4.
It was decided to give enough money to see 4 classes of
sophomores and one initial class of juniors through to
graduation. Half ($220,000) of this would be given now; the
other half would be given in 2 years when the program is
reviewed.
5.
CCNY can reapply at the end two years when the prograrn
is reviewed.
6.
How does this inter-relate with the Rangel Center? It is
very similar and could, in years to come, become part of the
Rangel Center but at present there is no interrelation.
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7.
Mentoring was discussed. It was decided that there would
be periodic meetings with the students. The initial meeting
would present the ideals of Ann Kheel, perhaps using the video
from the memorial service. Other ideas discussed included:
bringing in "outside" people as inspiration and only a few
Trustees meeting with groups at each meeting.
8.

Ellen will contact CCNY to let them know of our decisions.
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
7S East SS Street, Fifth floor
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212 318-6207
Fax: 212 318-6021

June 10, 2005
Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue,
A-300
New York, NY 10031
Dear President Williams:
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust is pleased to make a grant of
$440,000 based on your proposal of June 2, 2005. There will be a
review of this initial commitment after the second year and a decision
about extending the program (with or without changes) will be made
at that time.
We make this grant with the following changes to your proposal:
Scholarships will begin in the sophomore year, not the freshman
year. Our grant will cover the entering class of 2005: 6 sophomores
and 6 juniors plus an additional 3 classes of sophomores (one each
year in 2006, 2007, 2008) for a total of four years. The grant allows
for 2 transfer students (juniors or seniors) and will cover the four
entering classes through to graduation.
To qualify, students will not need to do "public service" but will
instead have some sort of "community involvement" in order to make
eligible all students who are interested in helping others. This
involvement need not be with an organization.
The Trustees will meet with the selected Ann S. Kheel scholars
periodically during the year. Our goal is to share her vision and her
ideals.
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The first installment of $220,000 will be paid upon receipt of
your adjusted proposal. The balance will be paid at the end of the
second year.
We look forward to working with you in the years ahead.

Si~. cle/rel y"

J

f~ fL. tACOh

Ellen K. Jac s
Executive Director
cc:'s:
Trustees
Theodore W. Kheel
Gary Hattem
Robyn Brady-lnce
Rachelle Butler
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"DRAFT"

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
For Community Development
Background
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust (the Trust) is making available
philanthropic resource~ffu?scholarshipsto benefit disadvantaged
New Yorkers Pursuip~College degrees. The Trust seeks to reach
studentS who ha
monstrated a commitment to their local
communities~",*"
. ·e'1~~. The scholarships will be
awarded to students at a selected New York City institution(s)
based on financial need, academic performance and promise, and
community involvement. Through invitation only, selected
colleges, universities and nonprofit organizations are asked to
respond to this request for proposals and describe how they
would manage and support The Ann S. Kheel Scholars program.
The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust was established by Theodore
Kheel in honor of his wife Ann to celebrate her personal legacy of
community activism and as a champion of tolerance and cultural
diversity. Prominent New Yorkers and close friends of Ann S.
Kheel who serve as directors of the Trust, and as stewards of this
endowment, include Congressman Charles Rangel, luis Alvarez,
Veronica Kelly, Gabe Pressman and Gail Sheehy. The executive
director of the Trust is Ann's daughter, Ellen Jacobs.

The Commitment
The Trust will provide funds annually in support of the scholars.
The Trust's directors have committed their own time to serve as
mentors and role models to the selected scholars. It is intended
the scholars will meet at least once in a given academic year with
the directors to learn about their careers and commitments to
public service.
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Request for Proposals
Institutions responding to the Request for Proposals should offer
a program description as to how they would manage the Ann S.
Kheel Scholars initiative. Proposals should specifically respond to
the following questions:
1) How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars program be promoted
among potential applicants?
2) What experience does the institution have in identifying and
supporting students engaged in public service to disadvantaged
communities?
3) What other support, financial and in services, will the
institution provide to the selected students?
4) How many students would the given funds be able to
support?
5) What criteria would the institution use to select the students
and who will be making the recommendations of selected
students?
6) How will the institution determine the financial need,
academic performance and demonstration of civic leadership of
candidates in making their selections?
7) How will the institution measure performance of the
scholars?
8) Who within the institution will manage the program and who
will be assigned to interface with the Trust's directors?
Selection Process
Based on the proposals submitted, the Trust's directors will select
one or more institutions for support. The commitment will be for
at least two years and reviewed annually for performance and
renewal. The directors will ratify the selection of students based
on the recommendation of the selected institution(s).
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Shepard Hall, Room 154
Convent Avenue at 138 lh Street
New York, New York t0031
TEL: 212.650.7125
PAX: 2]2.650.7149

www.ccpy.cuny.edu

OFP1CE OFTHE VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT

& INSTITUTIONAL

ADVANCEMENT

June 24, 2005

f:

Mrs. Ellen K. Jacobs
Executive Director
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
• 75 East 55tH street
New York, NY 10022
Dear Ellen,
On behalf of President Gregory H. Williams and the talented, dedicated students of The
City College of New York, I wouid like to thank you and the committed trustees of the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust for your wonderful grant. This historic undertaking will
enable CCNY students to engage in unpaid but vital community service of all kinds
while permitting them to devote important hours to their studies.
Enclosed is a revised version of the proposal that includes the changes mentioned in
your letter of June 6, 2005. Please let me know if any1hing further needs to be adjusted.
Of course, please also feel free to be in touch with me by phone at 212 650,
or by
email at rbutler'
.
Our deepest gratitude to you and the Foundation for your vision and fidelity to the ideals
of Ann S. Kheel. it will be our privilege at City College to be a liVing memorial to those
ideals.

Sincerely,

~
Vice President

cc:
Ene.

President Gregory H. Williams, President

T; lE ClTY UN1VERS1TY OF NEW YORK
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A Special Presentation Prepared for the
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in
Community Service
at
The City College of New York

Revised June 24, 2005

"Open the doors to all.
Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together
and know of no distinction save that of industry, good conduct, and intellect."

Townsend Harris, Founder, The City College of New York
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Executive Summary
The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Service at The City-College of New
Yark (CCNY) in year 2005-2006 will provide each of six sophomore and six junior students
who demonstrate need with a scholarship of $5,000 per year for two-three years to cover
tuition, fees and books at CCNY through to graduation. In year 2006-2007, the Program will
add six new sophomores; in 2007-2008, it will again add six new sophomores; and in 20082009, it will again add six new sophomores. The grant will also allow for two transfer
students, junior or seniors, and will cover them through graduation. The Kheel Scholars
Program will enable the 32 committed, needy students selected for the Kheel Scholarships to
attend City College, earn their bachelor's degree, and engage in community service by
reducing or eliminating the financial barriers to their success. Scholarships for the 32
students in this part of the Program will eventually total $440,000. Each year, reports will be
sent to the Foundation. Following year 2007-2008, there will be a fUll evaluation of the
Program which will determine whether the Program will be extended and, of so, whether
changes should be made.

A Proud History and Mission

The Children of the Whole People

The City College of New York was founded in 1847 by Townsend Harris to offer higher
education to the children of the working class and
immigrants. The College has produced great
scientists, captains of industry, public servants,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, architects and
engineers, opening doors for young men and
women with few material resources and
opportunities.
Today's City College is a microcosm of New York
City, With one of the most diverse student bodies of
any college In America. Its more than 12,000 students carry on a tradition of excellence as
they win prestigious awards and fellowships, gain acceptance to leading graduate and
professional schools, and make their marks in the sciences, in the arts, in community service,
in industry, in education.

Access and Excellence
For 157 years, The City College of New York has symbolized the union of excellence and
public higher education. The most important avenue to upward mobility and social
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educational opportunity to hundreds of thousands of talented but needy students. With
particular focus on meeting the needs of "the children of the whole people," The College
proVides unique opportunities for underrepresented populations to enter fields new to them
with expert skills and education.

Diversity and Need
Many schools talk about diversity; City College lives it
Last year, US News and World Report ranked City College first in diversity in the nation, with
African-Americans as the largest minority. This year, City College was ranked first with
Hispanic-Americans as the largest minority. The 2004 issue of CCNY's City Facts states that
in the voluntary section of the admissions application, 87% of CCNY students describe
themselves as members of a minority group.
The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac reports that nationally, within the category
of bachelor's degrees earned at all colleges, White students earn 75% of the total, Blacks
8.5%, Hispanics 6.5%, and Asian-Pacific Islanders 6.2%. The same year at City College,
however, Blacks received 34.1 %, Hispanics 30.1 % and Asian/Pacific Islanders 11 %, an
incredible record of success in populations underrepresented in bachelor's degrees earned.
Many of these degrees are awarded in exceptionally demanding programs unique to City
College which do not exist elsewhere in the City University system, such as engineering,
architecture, biomedical education, and certain science programs.
Most of CCNY's students come from the New York City public schools. Many are immigrants
or children of immigrants; they speak 91 languages other than English and were born in 147
countries. City College students are usually the first in their families to go to college, following
a tradition that reffects the pattern of generations of CCNY alumni, whose achievements
became the model for their own families.
Founded to provide children of the poor and new immigrants
access to the American dream
Now still, as in its storied past, CCNY students are financially
needy. Approximately 58% come from families with combined
incomes of $25,000 or less; three-quarters of the students work
while attending school, some at more than one job. Over
half of the students attend part time, most often for
financial reasons. They pay $5,OOO/year in tuition, books,
and fees. While the comparatively low tuition
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narrowly makes it possible for them to attend a top quality college, the cost is high when
compared to the income many of them, or their families, earn. Because they frequently need
to support themselves and sometimes even help support their fa'milies, they often take longer
to graduate, sometimes having to leave before they earn the bachelor's degree. Working
longer hours takes away valuable time from their studies, making it that much more difficult to
attain the success they strive for and merit. Few have the time for community service, but
many strive to do it nevertheless.
The number of students at City COllege who require financial aid has grown dramatically.
According to the 2003·2004 City Facts, the total amount of federal, state, and city aid in
2001-2002 needed at City College was $32,364,000. Just two years later, that number rose
by 35% to $43,683,000 as the number of students requesting and needing aid continued to
increase significantly.
Currently, more than 90% of CCNY students qualify for financial aid; most get something, but
it is rarely enough. The other four original senior colleges in the system-Brooklyn, Queens,
Hunter, and Baruch-are based in more affluent communities and serve more advantaged
populations. City College serves the Harlem community, whose students make up a large
portion of the CCNY student body. There are other reasons, also, why City College's talented
students are often the neediest.

Why Students Come to City College
A small university, with unique courses of study, 40 graduate degree programs and 10
of CUNY's doctoral programs.
City College draws many of the neediest applicants to the City University system. Why?
Because The City College of New York is the only college in the CUNY system with Schools
of Architecture. Engineering, and Biomedical Education, and many innovative programs in
environmental engineering and science, graphic design, media arts production. publishing,
and urban legal studies. indeed, in most cases, these are the only public schools or programs
of their kind in New York City. Consequently, City College is the sole gateway for these
students to enter these professions, as they cannot afford to attend private institutions that
may offer a comparable course of study. Most have meager financial resources but great
resolve.
Profiles in Determination
The 2003 valedictorian, Sylvia Arrendondo, worked as a housekeeper while she completed
her demanding chemical engineering program here. She now has a full graduate fellowship
at the University of Texas in engineering. Zhanna Soushko, the 2004 CCNY valedictorian,
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worked as a waitress during her entire time at City College. After graduation, she entered the
Ph.D. program at the University of Denver on a full
fellowship.
'
City College also has the biggest undergraduate
science research program in the New York Metropolitan
area, inclUding Columbia and NYU. Rhodes Scholar Lev
Sviridov, who was homeless when he first came to this
country from Russia a mere 10 years ago, participates
in this program, exemplifying the kind of student City
College attracts and nourishes. These stories are not unique; in fact, they are characteristic
of the typicai student profile at City College.

The Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
Formed to honor Ann S. Kheel's lifetime of work in the fight for social and racial justice, The
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust's mission is to support "organizations dedicated to improving
the lives of disadvantaged New Yorkers with a particular focus on adult and child education,
racial equality, and the environment."
The City College of New York is dedicated to those
same ideals, advancing social and racial equality
through the most powerful means possible-by
prOViding higher education to minorities and the
disadvantaged.

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program
The late Ann S. Kheel, who devoted much of her life to fighting for equality of opportunity for
all people through her passionate civic leadership in the New York Urban League, the
Schomburg Center for Black Culture, and many other organizations, cared deeply about
social justice, the rights of women and minorities, and New York City public education.
The City College 01 New York, founding college and flagship of CUNY, boasts a lifelong
heritage 01 educating refugee, immigrant, minority and disadvantaged populations.
Establishing a major scholarship program at CCNY in Ann S. Kheel's memory would be both
fitting and productive. The College already has students in place who want to succeed and
who are committed to social justice and community service.
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Student Community Service at City College
City College proudly claims many students who, regardless of tremendous financial and
family pressures, take the time to provide service to their communities. A few examples are:
•

The neighborhood tutoring program through which students provide on- and offcampus assistance to the community at local public elementary, junior high and
high schools;
• The Rosenberg/Humphrey internship program, in which students take summer
internships at government agencies in Washington, DC, and New York in
executive and Congressional offices, House and Senate committees, labor
unions, governmental agencies, advocacy groups and policy research
organizations;
• The service learning program that has proVided internships for City College
students to go to the Central African country of Rwanda, where they spent the
summer working in the Rwanda Ministry of Finance's Poverty Alleviation
program, the Ministry of Gender and Development, and the Ministry of Health's
Psycho-Social Trauma unit.
• All students at the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education make a
commitment to enter community medicine in underserved and disadvantaged
communities; part of their commitment is to engage in volunteer work in those
neighborhoods during their school years;
• Many CCNY Student Clubs and Co-Curricular activities encourage community
service, such as the folloWing:
City College International Medical Relief Team To coordinate student
participation in international medical missions; and to fundraise and
coordinate medical supply relief efforts with sister clinics and agencies in
disadvantaged countries.
Dominican Club To emphasize unity and education, promote culture
and serve voluntarily Within our communities.
Students Helping Out! Shout! is established to provide students with
volunteer activities in communities in NYC. Volunteer sites include soup
kitchens, churches, hospitals, and local schools.
Although 75% of CCNY students must work at full or part lime jobs in order to help pay for
their tuition, living costs, and in some cases, family needs, many students have nevertheless
taken the lime to participate in these and other programs, along with their very demanding
academic schedules.
Because of these circumstances, these dedicated students have been unable to devote as
much time as they wouid like to community service, although many have expressed interest
in becoming more intensively involved. What The College has not had so far is a yearlong
community service program with funding sufficient to enable these committed students to
work fewer hours so that they can concentrate on their studies, and still be able to spend
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more time over the entire year pursuing community service. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars
Program In Community Service could fill this very great need.
This historic undertaking will enable City College's most civic-minded students to take the
lead, as so many CCNY students have before them, in community service. They will graduate
as part of a new cadre of scholar/public servants, bring honor to their alma mater, and carry
on its highest traditions. They will be associated with the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust in a
venture intended to open the hearts and minds of CCNY students as they provide service to
all the varied communities The College serves.

Kheel Scholars Program Goals
1. Make it financially feasible possible for students at The City College of New York to
experience the rewards that can come from time spent performing community service.
2. Provide opportunities for these students to work at a variety of not-for-profit,
community, government, and educational agencies, plus encourage personal
commitment to service outside of a formal organization.
3. Reward and encourage civie-minded young people by helping them with their City
College education while they are involved in the program.
4. Encourage some of City College's best students to consider devoting additional time
or even their careers - to community service-oriented work.
5. Provide a benefit (in the form of volunteer workers) for educational, non-profit and
government-based organizations that cannot afford to pay for interns or service aids;
prOVide assistance to those who need help in students' own communities.

CCNY's Greatest Need
What is needed is major financiai support to enable these dedicated and determined students
to achieve the goals tor which they strive. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will provide
a $5,000 scholarship/year per student for selected CCNY sophomores and juniors through to
graduation who demonstrate need, engage in community
~
service to disadvantaged communities or individuals, make
satisfactory progress, and maintain The College's required
GPA. A program that will serve six sophomore and six junior
students in the first year and add six new sophomores each
year will make an important difference in those students'
lives.
Budgeted at a cost of $440,000 the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will provide
scholarships of $5,000 for 12 students in year one, and then add six new sophomores each
year for three more years. In addition, schoiarships will be provided for two additional transfer
students in their junior or senior year. Each year, The City College of New York will report to
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the Ann S. Kheel Foundation on the accomplishments of the students and their progress in
their studies and their community service. At the end of the initial phase, in 2007-20.08, The
College will file a final report for review by the Ann S. Kheel Foundation that will serve as the
basis for potential additional funding.
While some Kheel Scholars may need to continue to supplement their income with paid
employment, it is anticipated that the generosity of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust will
allow them to at least reduce the number of hours they might need to work, providing the
extra study time they need to excel, permitting them to engage more fully in community
service, and significantly easing the economic burdens they bear.

Roles for the Ann S. Kheel Foundation
The City College of New York would welcome the participation of the trustees of the Ann S.
Kheel Foundation in implementing the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program and enabling it to
continue and expand through some or all of the following means:
1. Serve as mentors to the Ann S. Kheel Scholars by meeting with the Scholars
periodically dUring the year to share Ann S. Kheel's vision and her ideals;
2. Suggest and facilitate community service placements for Scholars;
3. Promote increased visibility to the Program through media contacts;
4. Work with the CCNY Office of Development & Institutional Advancement in fundraising
for the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program through leadership in fundraising events, such
as galas and private dinners for interested individuals;
5. Provide professional contacts at the highest levels to other interested foundations,
corporations, and individuals who could be approached for funding.

CCNY's Responses to the Kheel Foundation's Questions
How will the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program be promoted among potential applicants?
a. The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program will be publicized:
1) on the City College website,
2) in all freshman materials,
3) in the high school visits made by CCNY admissions officers,
4) through posters, emails, at the Finley Student Center, and in the Office of Financial
Aid, and
5) through a major new brochure especially designed and printed for distribution citywide.
b. Applicants must submit a letter of interest, stating why they want to do public
service and describing community service they have already provided.
c. Applicants must provide expressly written documentation!job descriptions from at least
two qualifying organizations interested in retaining the student for unpaid employment
or a volunteer position.
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2. What experience does the institution have in identifyin\l and supporting students engaged in
community service to disadvantaged communities?
a. Many CCNY students are already actively engaged in community service through
many of the voluntary, co-curricular, and academic programs (see Student Community
service at City College above).
b. City College encourages these groups by providing space, faculty advising, some staff
support, some paid internships, and wherever possibie, some funds.
c. City College will provide a faculty program director.
3. What other support, financial and in services, will the institution provide to the selected
students?
a. Students will be assigned to one or more faculty advisors who specialize in community
service programs for the time they are Kheel Scholars. They will meet regularly with
these advisors both individually and as a group.
i. The advisor will help students become oriented to their new working culture.
ii. The advisor will help students balance their community service work with class
work.
iii. The advisor will be available to address other concerns and questions that may
arise during the course of the year.
b. The Kheel Scholars will be provided with a special meeting place on campus where
they can discuss freely their common experiences and form the kinds of social bonds
that are often scarce at commuter schoois.
4. How many students will the given funds be able to support?
a. The first cohort of six sophomore and six junior students will receive $5,000 per year
Kheel Scholarships.
b. A new group of six sophomores would begin in each of the next three years.
c. Two transfer students will also receive funding for their junior and/or senior year.
d. The total number of students assisted will be 32.
5. What criteria would the institution use to select the students and who will be making the
recommendations of selected students?
a. A committee, composed of faculty, financial aid officers, and administrators would be
formed to make recommendations to the Trustees.
b. Faculty, staff, high schoolteachers, community leaders, and past volunteer
supervisors would be invited to make nominations to the committee
c. Selected students will be recommended to the Trustees on the basis of past interest
and experience in community service; students new to community service will also be
selected based on a personal interview.
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6. How will the institution determine the financial need, academic performance and
demonstration of civic leadership of candidates in making their selections?
a. Grade point average will determine academic performance.
b. Students should be in good standing academically when they enter the program and
must remain in good standing academically throughout.
c. Financial need will be determined by the Financial Aid Office (see below).
d. Civic leadership will be determined through demonstrated past experience and the
personal interview.
7. How will the institution measure performance of the scholars?
a. Students will agree to maintain their grades at the required level, and seek out their
advisor if the community service work becomes too onerous or time-consuming.
b. Students will be encouraged to maintain a journal.
c. Once each year, all students will provide a written and verbal presentation
summarizing their work and its value to society, and highlighting experiences and skills
they feel especially proud to have achieved.
8. Who within the institution will manage the program and who will be assigned to interface
with the Trust's directors?
a. The City College of New York will appoint a faculty director of the program, who will
meet with students' faculty advisors and ensure the smooth running of the program.
This faculty member will report to Zeev Dagan, City College Provost.
b. The faculty director will interface directly with the Trustees.
c. In addition, Trustees may contact Rachelle Butler, Vice President for Development and
Institutional Advancement.
d. Regular meetings between students and Trustees will be an important element of the
Program.
9. Does a student have to work in an organization to qualify?
a. No, involvement with the community and the individuals in it need not be restricted to
organizations. This service can also be through personal commitment, including such
things as helping a disabled or elderly neighbor clear snow during the winter, or
assisting the home-bound with shopping or other tasks.
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The CCNY Financial Aid Selection Process
The City College of New York Office of Financial Aid helps CCNY students obtain the
maximum aid possible through a highly organized, confidentiai, yet individualized
combination of information sessions and personal advising. Through this process, which
involves a structured set of steps directed toward the selection of the neediest students, City
College is abie to determine which students require additional funding beyond federal, state,
and city sources to be able to attend The College. Then, first making certain that those
students closest to graduation will be able to complete their degrees. The Office of Financial
Aid works to match needy students with privately funded scholarship assistance. In this way,
those most in need will get help meeting their economic challenges first. This enables The
College to identify those students who would benefit most from a scholarship program..

Conclusion
At the end of three years, 32 students will have received Ann S. Kheel Scholarships. These
students will serve as a living memorial to Ann S. Kheel and her lifetime of work dedicated to
education and opportunity. At the same time, the Kheel Scholarships will serve as a front-end
transfusion of support and further advance The City College of New York in its vital mission of
excellence and access.
The Office of Financial Aid works to match needy students with privately funded scholarship
assistance. In this way, those most in need will get help meeting their economic challenges
first. This enables The College toideniify those students who would benefit most from a
scholarship program.
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Our request of the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
THEREFORE: On behalf of The City College of New York, in order to create:

The Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Service
at
The City College of New York
We ask the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust to consider a total gift of $$440,000
during the Program's initial phase, to be paid in two installments.

On behalf of the aspiring students of The City College of New York, we thank you for your
thoughtful consideration of this request. If you have any questions or need further
information, please contact President Gregory H. Williams or Vice President Rachelle Butler
at the Office of Development and Institutional Advancement at the numbers below.

Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, A·300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:
Rachelle Butler, Vice President
Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, S·154
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Fax:
Email:
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Chart of Scholarships

The chart below shows a sample of how the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program would work.

Cohort 1

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

Sophomores

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

sophs

iuniors

seniors

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

iuniors

seniors

Juniors

Cohor12

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

juniors

seniors

Cohort 4

0
0

Transfers
Totals

$60k

Total
Committed

6x$5k=$30k
, iuniors

$90k
6x$5k=$30k

I $90k

,

seniors

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

6x$5k=$30k

soohs

iuniors

seniors

$20k

2x$5k-$10k

. Juniors

seniors

$100k

$100k

$90k

$90k

$60k

$30k

$440k
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6x$5k=$30k
sophs

(j)

2-10-11

$60k

soohs

2x$5k=$10k

2009-2010

$90k

6x$5k=$30k

Cohor13

0

2008-09
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. Office of the Vice President
Development & Instllulional Advancement·
The City College of New York
Shepard Hall. Roam 154
160 ConvenlAvenue
New York. New York 10031
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Sb.:.lafd H~H, RoolU '54
16t Omvent Avt~nlte
N('.; Y1xk, New York 1003 t
TE'...· 112,(;50.712."
FA~: 212.650.7149
WW\I .l.:t:lly.cun'y.ed~1
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&
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January 17, 2006
Ms. Ellen Jacobs
Executive Director
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
75 East 55 Street
New York, NY 10022
DearElfeo,
It was great chatting with you last week-I hope we will sooo be able to get together so I
can thank you for this wonderful program In person.
I understand completely your wish to revise the payment schedule for Ii Ie Ann S. Kheel
Scholars Program at The City College of New York and we are very hlWPY to do that
Please see the dales and figures below and let me know if this will be better for Ihl1
Kheel Foundation. Hopefully, that will be the case.
As we discussed, here is the revised schedule:

$100,000
$100,000
$ 90,000
$ 90,000

by June 30, 2006
by June 30,2007
by June 30, 2008
by June 30, 2009/

." to

If you are comfortable with this, please sign below and send it to us in tl'te enclosed
envelope for our records. Our deepest appreciation to everyone at the i'heel
Foundation lor this generous support; we are deeply grateful.
Sincerely,

~-Vice President
J

d~~
Ellen/~~bs .

BY:

/
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Shepard HaIl, Room 154
Convent Avenue at 138" Street
New York, New York 10031
TEL: 212,650.7125
FAX: 212.650.7149
www.c-Clly.cully.edu

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
DEVELOPMENT

&

INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT

April 17, 2006
Ms, Ellen Jacobs
Executive Director
Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust
75 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
Dear Ellen:
I've received your new pledge with the revised payment schedule for the Ann
S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Service at The City College of New
York. I'm so glad this schedule works well for the Kheel Foundation.
····The Kheel Scholars Program has' already enhanced City College's mission of
access and excellence. Thanks to the Kheel Charitable Trust, these fine Kheel
Scholars will not only overcome fmancial barriers to their aeademic progress,
but also will be able provide. the community service they desire. It was a
pleasure to write last summer about their academic achievements and the
work they have done in the community--all of which would not have been
possible without the I<::heel Scholars Program. We will be sending an update
on their progress once the semester ends.

•

Again, my deep thanks, and my hope to see you again soon.
Best wishes,

~.
Vice President

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEjW;Y~OIiR.K.,==:::- . .,
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
March 5, 2007
Agenda
.
Overview: We will discuss how to and whether to commit
the $585,000 we have left in our account. An additional
$280,000 is already committed to Ci1y College for next
year through 2011. It is paid yearly. I deducted that
amount from what we will consider.
I.Renewal ofthe Hunter internship program (Public
Service Scholars Program).
Issues: We need to decide on this now so they can get the
right students if we say "yes." We initially awarded a 2
year grant ($50,000 per year for 2 years) giving 8 scholars
each year (juniors and seniors) scholarship money so they
could spend a year working for not-for-profit organizations.
The grant ends this May. The program hopes that this
experience will make them more community minded.
Hunter initially requested $130,000 to give 8 students per
year stipends ($48, 000 per year) and with additional
money to give limited stipends, follow-up, and guidance tor
students who have finished their internships. Another
option I discussed with them would be a few additional
slots for second year students. If we allot this money
($60,000 a year for 6 internships plus $5,000 for
administrative expenses and follow-up and mentoring or
other programs), we would have $455,000 left in our
account.
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Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust Meeting
March 5, 2007
Minutes
Board members present: Luis Alvarez-Vila; Veronica Kelly; Gabe
Pressman,
Others present: Theodore Kheel; Ellen Kheel Jacobs
Not present: Chairman Charles B. Rangel; Gail Sheehy; Gary
Hattem; Nicole Campbell
1. The Hunter College Public Service Scholar Program was
awarded $130,000 to continue to memorialize Ann S. Kheel for
another 2 years. Details will be worked out by Ellen and Veronica,
but there will be a cohort of scholars who continue for a second
year, mentoring for all students, some workshops and at least 10
fully-funded students (some first year and some second year).
2. City College:
The decision about extending the City College grant was postponed
until next year.
3. It was decided that the Charitable Trust would not do a
fundraiser as a way of keeping the Trust funded. Rather, Ted Kheel
(perhaps with others from the Board) would meet with President
Gregory Williams of City College to discuss the fact that the Kheels
have given many grants to City College and would like to discuss
what City College can do to help perpetuate the ideals and work of
Ann S. Kheel in a way that continues to include her name. Ted
Kheel might consider further funding to make that happen either at
Hunter or at City College.
I am attaching the photograph of the students and some board
members taken at our mentoring breakfast in January.
Respectfully submitted by Ellen K. Jacobs, Executive Director
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Shepard Hall, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue
New York, New York 10031
lFL: 212.650,7125
FAX 212.650.7149
www.ccny.cuny.edu
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August 18,2008
Ms, Ellen K. Jacobs
Executive Director
Ann S, Khed Charitable Trust
75 East 55'" Street, Fifth Floor
New York, NY 10022
Dear Ellen,
In August 200 I, The City College of New York gained a tremendous leader when Gregory H.
Williams became its II n, President. Through his visionary leadership and with the wonderful
support of dedicated alumni and friends like the Ann S, Kheel Charitable Trust, CCNY is in the
midst of its second golden age.
Academic standards have been raised and our students are thriving. The tremendous strides we
have made in reeenl: years are because of initiatives like the Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in
COlmnunity Service, The Khed Schotarships have made it possible for a bright and ambitious
group of students to concentrate on their studies and pursue their dreams of obtaining a college
degree, while pan.icipating in community service projects throughout the city,
The Khccl Scholars Program demonstrates the Trust's commitment to CCNY's most
fundamental priority··· our studenLq. I am pleased to send you an opdate on this important
program in the enclosed 2007-2008 annual reporL
On behalf of President Gregory If. Williams ffild the entire City College community, I thank the
trustees of the Anll S, Khecl Charitable Trust for their enduring commitment to our students'
future, We know that the Khee1 Scholars are going to make meaningful contributions to the
world and will make all of us very proud.

Raehelle Butler
Vice President
cc:

Congressmffil Charles B. Rangel, Trustee
Theodore W, Kheel, Trustee
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THE ANN S. KHEEL SCHOLARS PROGRAM

IN COMMUNITY SERVICE
AT THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

2007 - 2008 Annual Report

Office of Development and Institutional Advancement
Shepard Hall, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
212-650-7125
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Ann S. Kheel Scholars Program in Community Service
at
The City College of New York
2007-2008
Annual Report
August 18, 2008
We are pleased to submit our 2007-2008 Annual Report on the progress of Ann S. Klleel
Scholars Program in Community Service at The City College of New York. This has been a
terrific year for our Scholars, marked by challenges and significant accomplishments. This report
details their activities and achievements. In September 2008, we will welcome an additional five
City College students to the program thanks to the ongoing generosity ofthe Ann S. Kheel
Chariable Trust. Tbese wonderful individuals join a cohort of 13 continuing Kheel Scholars, all
of whom were selected previously for their academic achievements and commitment to
community service.
Since September 2005, Kheel Scholars have provided more than JO,800 hours (~rl'()IUJ1leer
service to more tfu.m two dozen fwgfl11i7;atiotls' thrfJug-hoUf New York (~i~y.

Below is an update on the activities of continuing and newly selected candidates, as wen as
recent gradnates of the Kheel Scholarship Program.

New I(heel Scholars
FaIl2008-present (supported through Spring 2(11)
Jay-Sheree Allen, a sophomore majoring in psychology, currently volunteers as an adult
mentor/group facilitator for WEST (Women ofExcellence, Strength and Tenacity) JaySheree founded the progmm in April 2007--in partnership with PS 57 in Harlem--to
strcngthen the leadership skills of high-school girls fTOm disadvantaged backgrounds.
Joanna Bonfiglio: Joanna is pursuing a B.S. in Civil Engineering. As a Kheel Scholar,
she plans to volunteer with the CCNY Chapter of Engineers without Borders, a uon-profit
humanitarian organization established to partrK'f with developing communities worldwide
in order to improve their quality ofJife. This partnership involves the implementation of

2
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sustainable engineering projects, while involving and training internationally responsible
cngineers and euginccring students.

Betty Sa: Born in Guinea Baussa, West Afriea, Betty emigrated with her family to the
United Statcs when she was two-years old. She has been involved in eommunity service
since high-sehool whcn, as ajunior ROTC member, she mentored y()uth through a
program called Adopt a Coub. At GCNY she is an active member ofthe Ghanaian
Students Association (GSA) and is majoring in Biology and pre-medical studies.
Nicole Sample is second year student in the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical
Education where she is an aetive member of the Student National Medical Association.
As a KlleeI Scholar she plans to volunteer at Harlem Hospital.
Bing Lin Shao is pursuing a double major in Bioehemistry and Psyehology. Bing has
been committed to community service and volunteerism since high-sehool where she
startcd Helping Hands, a collaborative projeet between hcr high-school and the
Community Food Resources Center to help distribute Ihod to necdy families in Harlem.
As a Khccl Scholar, Bing plans to volunteer her timc at Kitty Kind, a pet rescue and
adoption center in Brooklyn.

Continuing Kheel Scholars
Fa1l2007.prcsent (supported through Spring 2010)

Ismail Ahmed: eurrcntly volunteers at Masjid Nur-al-Islam Inc., a non-profit
organization wherc he has bcen a tcacmr;g At'1lbic and tlle Quran to youth since 2002. As
a volunteer, he also helps the organization with fund-raising events and comIllunity
ontreach. He is currently majoring in Biology at CCNY.
Adrienne Alintasa: is a Biomedical Enginecring student at CCNY and volunteers her
time generously. She currently volunteers at Mt. Sinai's Child Life Center, where she
provides piano lessons to youth.
Aklima Begum: is presently volunteering at Woodside Pediatrie Center, an off-site clinic
of Ehnhurst Hospital whcrc'she hclps to take the vital signs of elderly patients. At
Elmhurst, she developed a passion for taking care of people, especially children and
adolescents. She is currently pursuing an undergraduate degree in Biology and plans to
attend medical school to study pediatric medicine.
Alejandra Carvajal: is eurrently voluntcering at The Jewish Home and Hospital Lifc
Care System, where she helps elderly patient~ who have been diagnosed with demcntia.
While the process of remembering how to eat, walk and talk is very slow, she ensures
that each individual is treated willi paticnceand respeet. As a Kheel scholar, she plans to
continue helping the eldcrly whilc also tutoring or mentoriug at-risk youth. Alejandra is
currently pursuing a BA in Advertising and Public Relations.

3
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Therezia Gaal: is majoring in Music at CCNY and since 2004 has been involved in cat
rescue and adoption at Francis' Friends. As a volunteer, she fosters homeless cats and
kittens and helps the organization to find permanent homes for stray and abandoned
animals.
Adam Jerozolim is a sophomore studying Mechanical Engineering and is passionate
about helping teens in their search to find "meaning and purpose" in their lives. He
currently volunteers with The National Conference of Synagogue Youth wbere he helps
facilitate wcekend retreats designed to encourage Jewish teens to stay connected to their
religious roots and cultural heritage.
Eric Rightmyer: Eric has volunteered for the past seven years with The Samaritans of
New York Suicide Prevention Hotline, an anonymous 24-hour service, which provides
support and counseling services. He is currently pursuing a degree in Childhood
Education. His goal as a teacher is to ensure that children's self-esteem, curiosity, and
potential for learning is nurtured and maintained.

Fall 2006-present (supported through Spring 2009)
Zalmon Aminov: Zalmon is majoring in Electrical Engineering. For the past five years
he has been teaching Hebrew to under-privileged children enrolled in Sunday School at a
local synagogue in Forest Hills, Queens. As a regular volunteer, he also helps to organize
special events, publishes the synagogue's weekly newsletter and is involved in various
fundruising activities. He plans to continue these activities as a Kheel Scholar.
Priya Cltokshi: Priya will be entering her fourth year this fall at the academically
denlanding Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education. She has heen actively
engaged in eommlmity service since high-school, spending over 300 hours volunteering
at local organizations throughout New York City. Volunteering at the Lutheran Medical
Center was one of her most formative experiences-one that played a major role in her
decision to enroll in medical schooL As a Kheel Scholar, Priya plans to continue her
volunteer work at the Lutheran Medical Center while also volunteering with McKinley
Park Branch Library in Brooklyn.
Guiseppe Cruciata: Guiseppe is also enrolled in the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical
Education. He is a r~f'Tesentative of the CCNY American Medical Student AssoG;ation
and a member of the Physicians National Health Prol,'fam. He currently works as a
dispatcher for the BRAVO Volunteer Ambulance Service in Brooklyn. As a Kheel
Scholar, he plans continue his work there, while also volunteering at the Methodist
Hospital in Brooklyn.
Maria KI>martvova: Maria is pursuing a double major in International Studies and
Jewish Studies. She currently works with Jumpstu.t, a national program that brings atrisk preschool children and college students together through one-to-one relationships
that focus on building literacy in combination with social and emotional readiness.

4
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Donguk Nam: Donguk has been involved in community service since high-school.
Among other activities, he has volnnteered with the New York Hospital of Queens and"._
regularly serves as an organist at St. Paul Roman Catholie Chureh. In 2002, Donguk
reeeived the Matthew Segal Memorial Scholarship Award in honor of out.tanding
seholarship and service to the eommunity. He is currently enrolled in the Sophie Davis
Sehool of Biomedical Education and plans to continne his volunteer .work with the New
YorkHospital of Queens.
Martin Nolan: As a Meehanical Engineering major, Martin bas been extensively
involved witb the CCNY eampus chapter of Engineers without Borders, a noncprofit
humanitarian organization which partners with developing communities worldwide to
improve their quality oflife. This partnership involves the implementation of sustainable
engineering projects while involving and training internationally responsible engineers
and engineering stodents. Martin plans to continue his involvement with EWB, working
with fellow CCNY students to raise money for futnre engineering projects in the
developing world.

Klteel Graduates
Rita Abdellllessih: Rita started volunteering in junior high- school, when she beeanle a
mentor at her local church and worked in patient care at Long Island Jewish University
Hospital. Last year, she scrved as a mentor at the Holcombe Rucker Center, an afterschool program for middlc-school youth in Harlem. As a Kheel Scholar, Rita volunteered
with In Anus Reach Inc., a non-profit organization that seeks to strengthen t1uuily ties
and to provide emotional support to children of incarccrated paTents. She is also a
member ofthe Physicians for a National Hcalth CaTe Program, the Studcnt National
Medical Assodation and the American Medical Students Association. Rita will graduate
from the Sophie Davis School ofBio-Medical Education in May 2009.
Kerry Farias: As a Kheel Scholars, Kerry volunteered with the New Ymk Jewish
Community Relatious Coundl, where she worked with a group ofethnically diverse high
school studeuts involved in a leadership and community service programs. Kerry was
also awarded the Colin Powell Center's Community Engagement Scholarship in SUllllller
2006 to implement The Jews ofSosua, A Visual History on the Human Diaspora, a
youth-led/youth-directed fihn-making project whieh partnered CCNY stndents with
youth at the New York Jewish Community Relations Council. Kerry graduated with a
BA in International Stndies and Jewish Stndies in May 2007.
Maurke Good volilllteercd at Encore Senior Center, a community partner of City Meals
on Wheels, where he packaged and delivers meals to the elderly; Part of the Solution
(POTS), a homeless shelter in the Bedford section of the Bronx and the South Bronx and
the Overall Economic Development Corporation (SoBRO) where he provided academic
tntoring and mentoring to youth and young adults. Maurice received his BA in
Commullications in May 2008. He plans to enroll in the new Masters in Public
Administration program sponsored by the Chades B. Rangel Center for Public Serviee at
CCNY beginning in tilll 2008.

5
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.Tia Huang: As a Kheel Scholar, Jia volunteered with Project Contact, a volunteer-driven
program based in the Emergency Department of the New York Methodist Hospital in._
Brooklyn, where she provides emotional and physical support to patients awaiting
treatment in the ER. In recognition of her work, Jia received awarded the Mary Velez
Emergency Room Award. She graduated from CCNY's Sophie Davis School of
Biomedical Education in May 2008.
Lisa Beatrice.Tones: Lisa provided more than 400 hours of service to the HarlemYMCA, where, as a Kheel Scholars, she created and delivered wellness and disaster
preparedness workshops targeted at children, teens, adults and seniors. She also worked
extensively with the executive director to develop a how-to manual in disaster
preparedness. Lisa recently graduated from CCNY's Center for Worker Education with a
BA in Liberal Arts in May 20()7.
Ayann.a Elame'Lewis worked as a volunteer mentor with In Anus Reach, Inc., a nonprofit art, music, prison visitation and educational mentoring organization that services
children whose parents are or were formerly offenders of the criminal justice system.
Ayanna graduated from CCNY's Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education in May
2008 and will begin medical school at Dartmouth University in the fall.
Susan Lien volunteered. with the Reach out and Read of Greater New York, a national
non-profit organization that promotes early literacy. In this role, she read to children in
the pediatric waiting room at the Harlem Hospital Center. She also received the Leonard
Davis Scholarship for medical schooL
Ha~:~an

Oubei: As a KllCcI scholar, Hassan volunteered with the Peer Mentoring
Program at the Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC), where he provided
free academic tutoring for under-performing students. He received a B.S. in Mathematics
in May 2007.
Heather Palenschat: Before receiving the CCNY's Weston Public Service Fellowship,
Heather volunteered her time at the Gate Way Academy, a CCNY-based program that
seeks to raise student retention at City College by providing students with one-to-one
assistance in navigating through the complex bureaucracy typically found on large
college canlpuses. In this role, she single-handedly designed and launched the Academy's
new Peer-Mentoring Program which matches incoming freshman with upper-level
students who serve as positive role models and mentors. Heather graduated from CCNY
with a BA in Political Science in May 20(n and is cUlTently pursuing a Masters in Public
Health at the University of Minnesota.
Sana Shahid: As a KheeI Scholar, Sana volunteered at Student World Assembly (SWA)
in New York, an international membership group that promotes youth leadership and
global democracy. While there, she worked with the Executive Director to organize the
organization's annual intemational convention, a forum that brings members from all
over the world to meet and discuss pressing policy issues affecting the international
community. Sana was also named a Rosenberg Humphrey Fellow. She graduated ft'om
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CCNY with a BA in International Studies and Political Science and a minor in Public
Poliey in May 2007.

Jessica Tibbets: As a Kheel Scholar, Jessiea helped to create the new After Sehool
Homework Help Program lhr immignmt children through the Yemeni Ameriean
Assoeiation in Brooklyn-an experience that informed her decision jravcl to Yemen tbis
summer to volunteer as an English-as-a-Second-Language insJructor. Most recently,
Jessica received the 2007-2008 Fulbright Scholars Award to study Arabic and learn about
the deaf community in Yemen. As part of her research, she will produce an ethnography
and documentary about deaf people in Yemen to show to hearing and non-hearing people
in Yemen and abroad.. Jessica graduated from CCNY magna cum laude in June 2007
witll a B.A. in International Studies with a concentration in Culture and Communications
Shrushti Vanjari is a member of the Asian American Support, Relief and Advaneement
Foundation (AASRA), a non-profit organization based in Queens that offers tnmsitional
snpport to immigrants. Shrushti has been actively involved with the organization over
the past year, providing eounseling, English-as-a-Second-Langnage (ESL) instruction and
general acculturation support to its many clients. During summer 2007, Shrushti also
volunteered in the Child Development Center ofthe Jewish Board of Family and
Children's Services. As a volunteer there, she assisted teaehers in a therapeutic nursery
classroom attended by ehildren with a variety of developmental delays and special
education needs. Shrusthi graduated with a BA in Psychology and pre-medical studies in
December 2007.
James Winslow volunteered his time at thc Computcr Resource Center of the Parks
Department ofNew York, where he taught basic computer classes to youth. As a Kheel
Scholar, he also taught English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) to a smal[ group of students
at the New York office of the International Rescue Committee, one of the largest refugee
rcscttlement organizations in the country. James graduated with a BA in International
Studies in May 2007.

Orgallizations Served hi' IOwel!islwlars
Since its inception in 2005, the Ann s. Khcel Scholars Program in Community Service has
served as a vehicle to reward and encourage students committed to community service. Below is
a listing of more than 30 organizations that Kheel Scholars have worked with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRAVO Volunteer Ambulance Service
Computer Resource Center of the Parks Department ofNew York
Encore Senior Center
Engineers Without Borders
Francis' Friends
Gate Way Academy
Harlem Hospital
Harlem-YMCA

7
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•

Holcombe Rucker Ccnter
In Arms Reach, Inc.
Internatioual Rescue Committee
The Jewish Home and Hospital Lite Carc System
Jumpstart
Kitty Kind
Lutheran Medical Center
McKinley Park Branch Lihrary
Ma~jid Nor-aI-Islam, Inc.
Methodist Hospital in Brooklyn
Mt. Sinai's Child Lite Center
The National Conference of Synagogue Youth
New York Hospital of Queens
New York Jewish Community Relations Council
Overall Economic Development Corporation
Part of thc Solution
Peer Mentoring Program at the Borough of Manhattan CommunityCollege
Reach Out and Read of Grcater New York
The Samaritans of New York Suicide Prevention Hotline
Student World Assembly
WEST (Women of Excellence, Strcngth and Tenacity)
Woodside Pediatric Center
Yemeni American Association

We rcceived applications from more than 30 highly-qualified students for thc 2008 round of
Kheel scholarships, a strong testament to the on-going financial needs ofmany of our students,
as well as a demonstration of their commitment to community service and volunteerism. Oncc
again, we are grateful to the Ann S. Kheel Charitable Trust for its generous support.
Kheel Scholars Program Director: Professor Andrew Rich, Department of Political Science
and Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies, City College ofNew York.
Kheel Scholars Program Administrator: Ms. Nora Heaphy, Service Learning Program
Director, Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies, City College of New York.
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From:
Subject:

Dale:
To:

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Theodore Kheel" <
Date: September 26, 2008 6:07:57 PM EDT
To: GllenkjacQb§
,,
.

,

'>

SUbject: Re: Ann s khee! charitable Trust
Good news, Thanks
On Wed, Sep 24, 2008 at 3:35 PM,
wrote:
To Ihe board:
I spoke to Rachelle Butler, vice president for development at City College and confirmed that the Ann S.
Kheel Charitable Trust does nol fund anyone In the Rangel Center. She confirmed to me that she had
given the correct information to the press, but somehow it got misconstrued. All the money we gave City
..
College went/goes to fund Ann S Kheel Scholars at City College..
If you receive any calls from the press please refer them to Shelly Butler (212-650~: ... I for confirmation
and clariflcatJon--or you can call her even if you just want to discuss our program further,

Elten Jacobs
Executive Director

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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From:
SUbject:

Date:
To;

print
Begin

message:

From: "Anderson, Vaierie"
Date: March 21, 20071' c,,"'~,~.~,.
To: "elien k,jacobs"
Subject: RI:: Ctillrit~lbie Ty",,,t 'Ul"",t••"
Yoo Hoc!
-----Orlglnal MeSSilqe-~~--
From: ellen k~jacobs '~: e;' '~:e,~::c:_e:~-::-_--:~-::-::-'-=~~=Sent: Wednesday,
To: Kheei, Theodore; ted
Cc: Anderson, Valerie
Subject: Charitable Trust Minutes
Dad

Please read the Trust minutes and give your bleSSIng or comments. r am
sending them both in the body of the email and as an attachment (in
case formatting does not come through and to both your emails so you

may get this twice) t will attach picture when i send them out--that is
a good Idea~
Enjoyed being with you last night,
Love, Ellen

Ann S, Kheei Charitable Trust Meeting
March 5, Z007
Minutes

Board members present Luis Aivarez- Vila; Veronica Kelly; Gabe Pressman,

Others present: Theodore I<heel; Ellen Kheel Jacobs
Not present: Chairman Charles Be Rangel; Gail Sheehy; Gary Haltem;
Nicole Campbell
1. The Hunter College Public Service Scholar Program was awarded
$130,000 to continue to memorialize Ann S. Knee! for another 2 years.
Details will be worked out by Ellen and Veronica, but there wi!! be a
cohort of scholars who continue for a second veal',
for an
stud,~nts, some workshops and at least 10 fuHy~funded
and some second
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grant.
3, Ted Kheel wants to fund a proj~ct at City College with the
Dominican American Cultural Foundation and asked if Ann S, Khoel
Charitable Trust might consider this an appropriate grant.. It was

decided that the Cultural Interchange did not memorialize Ann Kheel per
se and would be b€tter funded in other ways.

4, It was decided that the Charitable Trust would not do a fundraiser
as a way of keeping the Trust funded, Rather, Ted Kheel (perhaps with
others from the Board} would meet with President Gregory Williams of
City Coilege to discuss the fact that the Kheels have given many grants
to City College and would like to discuss what City Coliege can do to
help perpetuate the memory of Ann S, Khoel in a way that would include
her name, Ted Kheel might consider further funding to make that happen
either at Hunter or at City College.
Respectfully submitted by Ellen K, jacobs, Executive Director

IRS Circular 230 DfscJosure: As required by u.s. Treasury Regulations governing tax practke. you are
hereby advised that any written tax advice contained herein was not written or intended to be used (and

cannot be used) by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the u.s,
internal Revenue Code,

This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidentiaL If you
received thiS transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and
any attachme.t1ts.
For additional Information. please visit our website at www paulhastings,com.
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Administration Building, Room 300
160 Convent Avenue
New York, New York 10031
TEL, 212.650.7285
FAX: 212.650.7680
www.ccny,ctlny.edll
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 6, 2006
Mr. Eugene Isenberg
c/o Robert Morgenthau, District Attorney
New York County .
Office of the District Attorney
1 Hogan Place
New York, NY 10013

Dear Mr. Isenberg:
Thank you very much for your interest in The Charles B. Rangel Center at The City College of
New York. We anticipate that this Center will become a leading educational resource for
students from populations currently underrepresented in public service to obtain the skills,
training, and experieuce they need to enter public service professions. Enclosed are the formal
Rangel Center brochure and a proposal for you to review and consider.
This Center reflects the City College mission of access and excellence, a missiou that has
educated generations of young men and women who have walked up the hill to study. CCNY's
alumni grace very field and calling and include such luminaries as Felix Frankfurter, Jonas Salk,
Andrew Grove, Colin Powell, Lev Sviridov, our 2005 Rhodes Scholar (now at Oxford), Claudio
Siropkins, our 2005 Truman Scholar (uow at Harvard Law), and David Bauer, the 2oo5lntel
Science Prize Winner, (now a sophomore at CCNY).
I would be happy to welcome you to the City College campus any time at your convenience and
would enjoy introduciog you to some of our stellar students-the reason we are all so committed
to the CCNY mission. Please also feel free to call me at (212) 650-7285 or email me at
gwilliams' . ... . . . . . ! with any questions you may have. Thank you again.
Sincerely,

~~~+.I, w..u~. . \
Greg~illiarns
President

Ene.

THE CITY UNIVERSiTY OF NEW YORK

t:1TY COLlEGE IS

III
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A Proposal for Eugene Isenberg
The City College of New York Mission - Excellence and Access

For over 158 years, City College has provided an avenue of upward mobility for talented
students seeking a quality education. And for over 158 years, the College has educated
generations of leaders in every profession. Following a tradition that reflects the pattern of these
generations of CCNY alumni. whose achievement~ became the model for their own families.
City College students are often the first in their families to go to college, and most have very
limited financial resources.
Approximately 58% come from families with combined incomes of $30,000 or less; threequarters work while attending school, some at more than one job. Over half of CCNY's students
attend part t!rae. most often for financial reasons. Now, as in its historic past, City College is the
place where talented "New Americans"-iramigrants and the children of imrnigrants-go to be
educated. Possessed of every gift saVe that of means, CCNY students represent the "bootstraps"
attitude toward achievement that has huilt America. Working their way up thc professional
ladder from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, they show grit, dedication, and
determination in realizing their dreams. As one gifted student going on to graduate school in
biological research said recently, "at City College, the American Dream is alive and well."
The Charles .8. Rangel Center for Public Service

Nowhere is this clearer than at the forthcoming Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service to
be cstablished at City College. Named for the pre-eminent African-American statesman of the
201h Century, and located in Congressman Rangel's district, this project symbolizes his hopes for
the young men and women of this generation.
The Congressman's vision has always been to see America's "gorgeous mosaic" of nationalities,
etlmicities, religions, and races represented in public service by men and women from those
backgrounds. City College's diverse student body and varied academic disciplines offer the ideal
proving ground for that vision.
Through the Rangel Center, students studying at the ouly public schools of engineering,
architecture, and biomedical education in New York City, and in unique programs in sCience,
public policy, international relations, the arts, and teaching, will prepare themselves to enter
public service in a tremendous variety of fields, including Public Health, Envirornnental
Engineering, Public Transportation, International Law, Foreign Policy, Urban Public EducatibIl,
and many others.

COS.CCNY.I0
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The Rangel Center provides four main programs:
The BAflvlA Program in Public Service
The stand-alone Master's Degree Program in Public Service
The Mid-Career Rangel Leadership Fellows and
The Charles B. Rangel Library, containing the Rangel archives.
Lodged in a magnificent limestone mansion adjacent to the landmarked City College campus, thc
Rangel Center will soon become the means by which new generations of CCNY students will
advance themselves and enrich our nation.
The Center will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a communications network center and smart classroom for video-conferencing;
a large conference room;
two smaller meeting rooms;
offices;
reception rooms; and a
publications center.

Funds supporting the Center will be used for.
•
•

scholarships for needy students pursuing their BAIMA or MA degrees;
professorships that will bring distingnished faculty to the College and promote important
research;

•
•
•

faculty development resources that will enable talented younger faculty to grow;
the physical environment to enhance the students' experience and provide a real home for
the Center; and
unrestricted funds, that can be used where they are most needed.

Gifts toward the Center's endowment and/or current use can also be used to name important
spaces in perpetuily, lcaving an inspiring legacy for CCNY students.

Our request:
Therefore, in order to help sustain:

The Charles B. RaugelCeuter
at The City College of New York

and to provide new avenues of opportunities for CCNY students, we respectfully ask you to
consider a gift of:
$200,OOO/year for five years,
which will allow us to support all of the above.

COS.CCNY.ll
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On behalf of The City College of New York. we thank you for your thoughtful consideration of
this request. If you have any questions or need further information, please contact President
Gregory H. Williams at the numbers below or Vice President Rachelle Butler at the Office of
Development and Institutional Advancement. Once again, thank you.
Gregory H. Williams, President
The City College of New York
13Sth Street and Convent Avenue, A-300
New York, NY 10031
Tel: 212 650; .
Fax: 212650

Email:

--_

•...•..

,

Rachelle Butler, Vice President
The City College of New York
138"' Street and Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel: 212
Fax:

Email:

COS.CCNY.12
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Rachelle Butler

To:

RachelieButlerL:~~~ __ ~~:
~~~J
Tuesday, September 19, 2006 11 :01 AM
gene.isenbergl_ : ~ ~ __ ~.
~

Co:

skaufmanl __ ,:":','.:.'-".,J; gwilliams '.

From:
Sent:
Subject:

~ ~ ~;

jini.capet@mail.house.gov

~

Our meeling yesterday

Dear Gene ..

Thanks so much to you and Steve for meeting with District Attorney Morgenthau, Congressman
Rangel J Pr-esident Williams .. . a~d me yest~rday. I was' very interested in hearing about your
philanthropic support of such wonderful institutions as U Mass Amherst and the Parkside
School and also discussing with you .the importance of public education in which. all of us ,so
ardently believe,
YOu know City College' s mission and its history of graduating generations of Nobel laureates
and leaders in every field, from -business' to the arts. You heard President Williams describe
our student body--enormously talented, but poor. We all heard Congressman Rangel eloquently
describe how critical education is and his intention of making it an, issue of national
security. Our -students 'are 'determined to obtain that education and we are delighted that you
are interested in -helping us achieve their goals and also in honoring Congressman Rangel's
Iifelong commitment to serving society through the Charles B. Rangel Center at City College.
Thank you, first, for offering to provide paid internships in Alaska and Houston for
qualified students. Thank yOu, too, for suggesting that the folks at U Mass can assist with
introducing graduate courses in business here at City.
As we mentioned, we do have a very vibrant new undergraduate management/administration
concentration here at- the school and we have long been considering the possibility of
advancing into the business area, both at theundergrad and graduate levels.
! was delighted but not surprised to hear that you had read about and clearly absorbed the
plans for our MA, BA/MA, and Mid";'Career Leadership pro,grams in' Public Service that, together
with the Rangel libary, will be the most essential parts of the Rangel Center for Public
~ervice. The interdisciplinary programming that is' one of the Rangel Center's greatest
strengths will provide avenues for students to' enter the wide '.range of professions avai~able
within public service and to obtain the training and experience they will need to succeed.
I would be very happy to work with you going forward and I hope you and Steve will feel free
to call me at (212) 6Sa;~
- (general office number (212)6Sa'> ~c') or email me at any time if

I can be of assistance.

Again, thank you for that wonderful meeting--I felt very priVileged to be there.
Best regardsi
Shelly

Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
Development and Institutional Advancement The City College of New York Shepard S-154 B8th
and Convent Avenue

Tel:

York, NY

1~~~,1

(212) 6Sa,'

'

Fax:

Email:
,I
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Call Report
Date;
September 19, 2006
To:
File
From:
Shelly
Re;
Meeting with District Attorney Robert Morgenthau, Congressman Charles
B. Rangel, Eugene Isenberg, Steve Kaufman (his attorney), Gregory H. Williams, Shelly
Butler
Maria is Gene's assistant. gene.isenberg·.·.·.·..••.··.•· . · . - ; skaufmanC··.·.-··••·.··•··· ••·._.···:
President Williams and I met with DA Morgelithau; Congressman Rangel, Gene
Isenberg and Steve Kaufman yesterday at Mr.Morgenthau's office. I learned that the
Congressman and Steve had both been appointed to DA positions by him.
Gene is interested in public education and has established the Isenberg School (for
Management?) at his undergrad alma mater, U Mass Amherst, where there are interdisciplinary programs in mt/engineering and mt/math.. He does not give $ to Princeton
where he earned his MA. He knows a dollar goes further at our institutions. He also
helped the Parkside School buy a former nun's residence in Manhattan.
I talked with them about public education and that CCNY had originated that; President
Williams described the demographics of our student body. They asked me what % was
minorities and I said 87%; Gene thought that McCauley had told him 50%, but I think he
was confusing our number with CUNY. He also asked me now much of an endowment
we had and I said $100M counting our share of the CUNy endowment (als6 CCF). He
said that was pretty good and that he was head of the campaign at U Mass to raise
$350M.
He said his company would offer paid internships ($3-4k/mo) in Alaska and also in
Houston. His company does 011 drilling. He also suggested having folks from U Mass,
who are experienced in introducing graduate business courses (MA) come to City to
help us_ He will put us in touch with them. He said he would also do something ·afCCNY
butdid not specify the amount although apparently Mr Morgenthau had told GHW that it
would be $1 OOk/year for five years.
He knows Lois Pope very well and said we should tell her that she should give $ to the
Rangel Center; he also thought he would introduce us to Bill McCauley but then heard
that Bill had just give $30M to CUNY. which he knew was the umbrella group.
Gene asked me to send him an email so he would have mine and Sieve also asked for
my card. I sentthem a ty by email this morning.
Next steps: draft ty from GHW; my email sent; yes, let's meet bill McCaUley; send
Congressman Rangel info about the $25k gift sent in by the Rhodebeck Charitable
Fund (via NY Community Trust): Huyler C. Held.
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Eugene M. Isenberg
C/1alm1an
Chief Executive OIIicer

VIA FACsIMILE (202) 225'-'-'-

October 3, 2006

The Honorable Charles R Rangel
Washington D.C. Office
2354 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC20515

4"

~.ReclaCl",d

~

281-775;,>'

«..~~

~

(Fax!

i

Dear Mr, Cbairman:
It was really a great pleasure to meet with you iu Bob's office on Monday, September 18,
2006, 1 believe we have extraordinarily similar views of the possibilities that education
prcsen~s to both the students and the society; for the students to become the best they can
be and the society a much better place for all of us. I have, in the past, supported these
views with my resources and hope to continue to do so in the future.
I very mueh admire the objectives of the Center for Public Services at the Community
College of New York and I'd like to start as soon as possible in seeing whether any of
your students (preferably in engineering. science or economics) have an interest in
inteming with Nabors)n t~e summer of 2007, with a possible move to employment the
SUUimet th~r all1-also prepared to place a couple of yotir students in our Alaska
operations in the summer of 2007, In addition, we can explore the possibility of utilizing
the Parkside School to farther your program either in a possible apprenticeship,
internship, training, or part-time teaching,
I'll also be calling Gregory Williams relatively soon to talk about a multi-year gift to '

your foundation.
Hope to see you again soon.
Best regards,

~

,":t~;~" C
ce:

Honorable Robert Morganthau
Steve Kaufman
Gregory Williams
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Rachelle Butler
From:
Sent:
TO:
SUbjeot:

Rachelle Buller L.,L
ThursdaY,October 19, 2006 4:10 PM
Berger, Dan
RE: gene isenberg

-here, it Js dan
Maria is GeneJs assistant.

Redacted,' .

&!J!l!'~~§ill!~~...•

shelly
--------- .Original Message --- - - -- - -- - - - -- -- - --- - - - - -- -- - ---From: "Berger J Dan" <Dan. Berge'r@mail.house.gov>

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2006 14:59:54 -0400
>Shelly, in case he decides to make the call, do you have a phone number?
>
>-----Or{g1nal Mes5<ll<e--··->From: Rachelle
>Sent: Thursday,
>To: Berger, Dan
>5ubject: gene isenberg

>
>Dear Dan

>
>Gene is reported by Fortune Mag to be the highest paid exec, with $71
>million compensation earned in 2305alone-- we estimCite his net wealth
>at least at $500 mill,ion

>
>Apparently, Gene had mentioned$500k ($100k/year for five years)for the
>Rangel Center at the City college' of New York to District Attorney
>Morgenthau,. but if the Congressman feels comfortable making the call to
>Gene, we would love for him to ask for" $1 million over five years~ we
>would happy to name something at the Rangel Center for him.
>
>Pleas~ let us know Congressman Rangel' 5 thoughts
>
>best regards
>shelly

>
>
>->Rechelle D. eutler, Vice president
>Development and Institutional Advancement The City College Of New York
>Shepard S-154 13eth and Convent Avenue New York, NY i0031
>Tel:
(212) 650;
>Fa:x:
>Email:

>
>--

>
Rachelle D. Butler, Vice President
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Call Report
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

November 9, 2006
File
Shelly
Eugene Isenberg

As Eugene could not come to campus on Friday, November 3, President Williams and I
went to his home. We. met his wife Ronnie and she sat in on the discllssion. Gene
seemed ill but was only going to stay home for a week before going to Florida.
He said he would give the Rangel Center $500k over several years and that he hoped it
would be matched by Nabors,.-he thought it would be but didn't guarantee it. He did not
restrict the gift in any way.
He also asked about the interships and 1gave him five resumes and told him there were
two others. He asked me to send them to him and to tell him which students wanted a
hot muggy summer in Houston in an analytic business unit possibly leading to
employment after graduation and which students wanted an easy summer in Alaska
doing maintenance. The payment would be $3500/4500/month plus expenses.
He asked about the Parkside School and I told him that we could both provide teacher
training on site and at the school leading to the master's and also bring in teaching
interns. He said, "so it could go both ways?" I said yes, gave him AI's contact number,
and he said leslie Thorne would call AI.
He thEm asked if the UMass Isenberg School of Management could help Brett-I said
yes, that we were working on several management and business programs. He said he
hoped that there could be a business-specific course in the Rangel Center. He took·
Brett's telephone number and told him that either the dean of the Isenberg School,
Soren Bisgard, or the Isenberg Professor, Mike Malone, from the department of
engineering, would call Brett.
I then said we would like to name something at the Rangel Center for him and
. suggested the Congressman's office; he was very happy at the idea.
Next steps:
TY from president
TY and letter of agreement from Shelly
send him two additional student resumes with a list of which students want Houston and
which Alaska
ask Al for input re Parkside
speak to Brett re business-specific course at Rangel Center
update

CSOC.CBR.00024427
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Administration Building, Room 300
160 Convent Avenue
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FAX: 212.650.7680
www.ccny.cuny.cdu
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

November 12, 2006
Mr. Eugene Isenberg
Chairman and CEO
Nabors Industries
515 West Greens Road, Suite 1200
Houston; Texas 77067-4525
Dear Gene,
It was wonderful to see you again although 1 am sorry that you were not well. Shelly and I also

enjoyed meeting your lovely wife, Ronnie.
Gene, Congressman Rangel is absolutely delighted about your wonderful contribution to the
Rangel Center at City College and I am so pleased that we will be naming his office for you.
That will be in perpetuity and we are so happy to be able to recognize your generosity and
foresight in making this gift. It also reminds our students, alumni, and friends of how people are
willing to step forward and lend a helping hand to our talented young people who are seeking a
quality education;
Because of your history ofmany philanthropies, I am not surprised that you want to take a
leadership role at the Center and I caunot overstate how very much it will meao to City College
and to the uation when these young people from underrepresented populations take their place iu
leadership positions in goverruuent and public service.

Thank you for your commitment to public education and to public service. We are deeply
grateful.

With warm appreciation and best wishes for a speedy recovery,

cc:

Congressman Charles B. Rangel
District Attorney Robert Morgenthau
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Shepard Hall, Room 154
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New York, New York 10031
TEL: 212,650.7125
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www.ccny.cuny,edu
OFFICE 01" THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT

&

INSTfiUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT

November 13, 2006

Mr. Eugene Isenberg
Chairman and CEO
Nabors Industries
515 West Greens Road, Suite 1200
Houston, Texas 77067-4525
Dear Gene,
Thank you so much for meeting with President Williams and me last week even though
you were ill. My thanks to Ronnie as well for all her help. We are thrilled that you want to
participate in this great effort that is taking place at The City College of New York-The
Charles B. Rangel Center for Public Service-and very touched that you want to reach
out to our students and faculty in so many ways.

M

We told Congressman Rangel of your wonderful pledge and he waS delighted. I know
that as soon as things quiet down a little for him that he will be in touch with you. He
was also very pleased at naming his office in your honor in recognition of what you are
doing for the Center and for the students of City College. So, right next to the sign that
says, Office of Congressman Charles B. Rangel, there will be another that says, The
~ Is~nberg Suite.

"i./~~-fTt~

I hope that by now you have received confirmation that Nabors will match your
generous pledge of $500,000 with an additiona! $500,000, and therefore CCNY will
record this pledge as a total of $1,000,000 including the matching funds--$100,000from
you and $100,000 in matching funds from Nabors each year for five years. If this letter
correctly reflects our conversation, and the payment schedule below accords with your
preference, please sign this letter of agreement and return it to us in the enclosed
envelope for our records.
As with all of our pledge agreements, we kindly ask that in the unlikely event that this
pledge Is not fulfilled during your lifetime, that it be completed through your estate, that
your wiil be revised to include this pledge, and that City College be given a copy of the
relevant part of your will for its flies.
I have enclosed several additional resumes from CCNY students interested in applying
for internships in both Alaska and Houston, and have indicated their preference at the

RECEiVEr)
NOV fA iDes
EX!::CUl1VE
CSOC.CBR.00024721
CSOC.CBR.00024721
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On behalf of President Williams, the students and faculty of The City College of New
York, and Congressman Rangel, I want to express our deepest gratitude for your
commitment to public service and to the Rangel Center. We look forward to introducing
you to the students who pass through its doors on their way to leadership positions;
they are City College's best product

Ene.: Student Resumes
Reply Envelope

~$2:!O~O,,-,.O!.!:O~0

By December 31,2006

$,"'20"'0"',0""'0""O

By December 31, 2007

"'$2""0""'0"',0""0"'0

,By December 31, 2008

"'$2"'0""0"'.0""0"'0

By December 31,2009

Date
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. . Ai, NABORS CORPORATE

.•'

515 West Greens [<oad
Suite 1200
Houston, Texas 77067~452S
281-B74·0035
281-872·5205 {Faxi

SERVICES, INC.

February 16, 2007

Ms. Rachelle D, Butler
The City College of New York
Shepard Hall, Room 154
Convent Avenue at 138th Street
New York, New York 10031

Dear Shdiy;

Enclosed is a check for $100,000,00 from The Isenberg Family Charitable Trust Thank

you so much for your cooperation with returning the incorrect check in exchange for this
one.

Yours Sincerely,

(kiilY~
The Isenberg Family Charitable Trust
Two North Bre;;;kers Row, '

Palm Beach H. 33480

CSOC.CBR.00024836
CSOC.CBR00024836
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Sheiner, Jon

Subject:

Dalley, George
Wednesday, June 27, 2007 8:52 AM
Minguez, Annie; Biglow, Holly
Sheiner, Jon; Featherson, Wendy; Milne, Emile; Eaton, Geoffrey; Berger, Dan; Catalina,
Vivian; Sherwood, Michelle; Dalley, George
FW: a report for Eugene Isenberg

Attachments:

Update lor Gene Isenberg,doc; Rangel lundralsing 6-26-07,xls

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Update for

Rangel

Ie Isenberg,docraising 6~26-o7,

Prom:
p~nt:

Tuesday,
Dalley, George
ect: a report for Eugene Isenberg

Dear George,
Attached is an update on the use of Gene's funds and on the CCNY
students who were selected by a Nabors coordinator to go to
Houston this summer. The report can be given to him,If you can
print the report on a color printer, the CCNY logo will come out
in lavender.
The attached spreadsheet is a more detailed account of the
status of all fundraising and should not be shared with Gene.
that's only for you folks.
this is helpful--if you need more, call me inthe morning-be in my office until 11 am and then back after a lunch
meeting.
Best
shelly
!1,"

CBROO2814

CSOC.CBR.OOOO,114
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The Charles B. Rangel Center

MEMORANDUM
J:<"ROM:

Shelly Butler, VP

RE:

Rangel Center Activities and the Isenberg Gift

The Isenberg Gift
According to Dean Brett Silverstein, Director of the Rangel Center, Robby Nelson from Nabors
visited City College for two days and interviewed many students, all with very fme resumes and
all of them very eager to take an internship with Nabors. Robby selected four students for
internships this summer, all of whom are engineers. They will begin their tour in Houston and
be given several different assignments. The students are:
•
•
•
•

Alket Mici Civil Engineering
Artur Chrostowski - Chemical Engineering
Herman Kam - Mechanical Engineering
Neranjan de Silva - Biomedical Engineering

In addition, Dean Silverstein reports that funds from the first installment of Gene Isenberg's gift
have been used so far to:

• hire an internship coordinator who will find internships for Rangel Center students,
train them to apply, and supervise them.
• bring in a part-time publicity/events coordinator. She has arranged for the Rangel
Center to participate in Harlem Week and is arranging a brunch for the fall. More on
this very soon. She is also working on a contact list for organizations in the community
so that as many as possible will participate.
• produce materials for public relations initiatives and student recruitment for the Rangel
Center.

CBR002815

CSOC.CBR.OOOO:>115
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Update on the Rangel Center
This summer, we will complete the proposal to open the Master's and combined BAIMPA
Programs officially for the Rangel Center and will begin to schedule courses. Public policy
minors will enroll in these in the fall as a prelude to joining the BAIMPA Program. We will also
schedule master's degree courses for the spring.
In addition, we are beginning a project with a noted expert in public policy. We will work with
him to make the Rangel Center website the place where programs throughout the country go to
find links, databases, and reports regarding how schools train students to perform policy analyses
on issues related to underserved populations.

As part of our outreach and recruiting methods, we are about to send e-mails to City College
graduates ofrecent years informing them about the new Master's program. When the publicity
materials are ready, we will start to mail to interested populations.

The Engene Isenberg Suite
Congressman Rangel had expressed himself as very pleased at City College naming his office in
your honor in recognition of what you are doing for the Center and for the students of CCNY.
So, to reiterate, when the Rangel Center is renovated, right next to the sign that says, Office of
Congressman Charles B. Rangel, there will be another that says, The Eugene Isenberg Suite.

Fundraising for the Rangel Center
Fundraising has gone extremely well, with more than $11, 665,000 in confirmed gifts and
pledges. This includes your own very generous gift, $1 million from the Ford Foundation, $5
million from an as yet confidential donor, $100,000 from the City Council for the Rangel Center
building, $700,000 from Josh Weston, a CCNY alumnus who is supporting students who are
earning the master's degree in public service, and $3.4 million in anticipated Congressional
support.
In addition, there is another $13,580,000 in pending gifts, most of which are close to completion.
The total confirmed and pending is $25,245,000.

CBR002816

CSOC.CBR.00003116

Rangel Center Campaign

I

- - f--

Confirmed

---~-

Kheel Foundation Schols
Trans. appropriation
Congressional seed $
~d Foundation
Eugene Isenberg
ROdobeck Foundation

$440,000
$
400,000
$ 3,000,000
$1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$
25,000

comes in on a rolling basis; see Andy Rich
not in yet for the building
not in yet
$250k in
$200k in
in

--

--

I

NEW FOR 2007
,Qity Co':!"cll
Weston I
Starr (confirmed)
Sub-total:

i

(;
OJ

;u
6

o
o

~

'"

100,000 The City Council has (privately) approved a $100,000request from CCt:lY to comolete restora
700,000 For students earning the MPA at the Rangel Center
$ 5,000,000 C.V. Starr Library and Archives; we are just awating the confirming letter-$ 11,665,000

Pendinll

~

<::>
<::>

N

00
....
.....

Verizon Foundation
AIG
CUNY match
Additional Congress approp.
anticipated
Community Trust
Heron Foundation
Altman Foundation
Rockefeller Bros Fund
Sub-total:

$
500,000 (may be for the Division of Worker Education and the Rangel Center combined)
$10,000,000 very close; OTS approved; CEO of AIG approved; just writing up, but this should be kept VERY Con
$ 2,500,000 will come in once we have AiG

$
135,000
$
100,000
$
195,000
$
150,000
$13,580,000

Total confirmed and oendino:

$ 25,245,000

(will hear at end of July)
we will send update now; they like mid-careers, something commuf1i!\':ll.ased
for internships in New York City; very close I
liked mid-career fellows--we will approach in October 2007
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THE STARR FOUNDATION
899 PARKAVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10022

FLORENOE

June 27, 2007

A. DAvIs

TEL NO: 212 009 3601

PEnsmnNT

FAXNO: 212 750 3230

Rachcllc D. Butler
Vice President of Development
The City College 21 th Century Foundation, Inc.
Shepard Hall, Room 152
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
Dear Ms. Butler:

We are pleased to advise that our directors have authorized a grant of $5,000,000 payable over a period of three
years to The City College 21th Century Foundation, Inc, in support of the Charles R Rangel center for Public
Service, The first installment in the amount of$2.000,OOO is paid as follows:
28,090 shares of AIG stock@$7Ll9
Check enclosed

$1,999,727,10
272.90
$2,000,000.00'

According to the New York Times today, AIG shares were traded on the New York Stock Exchange on June 25,
2007, at $71.70 high and $70.68 low, resulting in a mean price of $71.19 per share. Our grant of 28,090 shares
is, therefore, valued at $1,999,727,10 ass-hown above.
A stock certific<1te for 28,090 shares of the Common Stock of American Intemational Group (AIG) is in the
process of being issued in favor of The City College 21 th Century Foundation, Inc. and will be sent directly to
you under separate cover.
Meanwhile on advice of counsel, \ve enclose herewith, in connection' with the AlG shares, an investment letter
for the purpose of satisfying certain requirements of the Securities Act of 1913. ShoL\ld you have any questions
with regard to the shares you have received, please contact the office of AlG Corporate Secretary at (212) 770~
5123.
OUf check for the aboye amount is ericlosed and we would appreciate 8\1 official receipt for our Itcot'ds, '3y
endorsing and· depositing this check, you warrant that there has beer; no change in your LR,S, tax classificatcm
as an organization described in Internal Revenue Service Co<'!e sections 501 (c) (3) and 509 (a) (1), (2) or (3),

To fulfill The Starr foundation''1 repolting requirements, we request that, at the end of each year of this grant,
you send LIS a concise report on the activities the grant has funded. We will not make any subsequent payment on
this grant unless we receive a report satisfactory to us CI;mcerning the use oftbe paid portion of the gmnt. In
addition, whem.~ver your new all(Hted financial statements become available, please 1->xmd us a copy for our
records.
With best wishes,

FAD:fb
Enclosure

CSOC.CBR.00024853
CSOC.CBR.00024853
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6/28/07 -Update to President Williams:

1. AIG - 1wasn't able to reach Ed today but perhaps I might hear from him by
email. Last I heard, he was writing it up.
2. Spitzer proposal-I sent you a draft proposal and budget for yoar review and
feedback; also waiting for feedback from Zeev, Joe and Maria
3. Lehman Brothers proposal-I sent you the latest proposal and cover letter for
your feedback; Andy is doing further revisions this weekend and I will incorporate
them and your thoughts for the formatted version for Mary Lou. Carlos has
promised a 1:2 CUNY match for the building if we get it.
4. Haines gift - Allan Dobrin postponed the meeting I was going to have with him,
Rick and Carlos today. I sent Rick and Carlos all my emails, documentation, and
attorney and planned giving opinions dating from January 3, 2007. In return,
Tony Martignetti of Future Funds sent me three documents dating from late April
indicating Where CUNY was in this gift. I have attached them. I spoke with Torn
and told him that we were working jointly on this to fulfill his dream and that all
was well. He sounded very relieved. I spoke with Carlos this morning and .....
5. Flom concept paper reaction - I have not heard from Joe, but I think it would be a
good idea to follow up.
6.

(CCS) -I met him today and I was not impressed. I asked Ray to
find us someone with more experience.

7. I have shared with Carlos all updates on AIG and our plans for Lehman Brothers.
So that nothing like the Haines gift situE!tion can occur again, I will keep them
fUlly informed of our active solicitations.
8. Just FYI, Congressman Rangel asked fora briefing for Gene Isenberg as he was
visiting him. I provided the attached update for him to share and the attached
status of Rangel fundraising for his review only.
9. I left a message with Juan Carlos to find out from Ambassador Cassinello if
Salamanca went well. Cassinello supposedly told them Glbout the planned Prince
of Asturias Chair and will tell us who was interested. We are still waiting for a
date for the dinner and the royal visit.
10. President's Circle Dinner has been scheduled for October 17 at the Lotos Club.
Only $1 million and up donors are being invited.

COS.CCNY.156
CSOC.CBR.OOOJ0304
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Form 10-K
NABORS INDUSTRIES LTD - NBR
Filed: March 02, 2009 (period: December 31, 2008)
Annual report which provides a comprehensive overview of the company for the past year
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10-K- FORM 10-K

ITEM 1.
ITEM 1A.
ITEM 18.
ITEM 2.
ITEM 3.
ITEM 4.

BUSINESS
RISK FACTORS
UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS
PROPERTIES
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS

ITEM 5.

MARKET FOR REGISTRANT S COMMON EQUITY RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS AND
ISSUER PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES
SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
MANAGEMENT S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF'
OPERATIONS
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE
.
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
ITEM 98. OTHER INFORMATION

ITEM 6.
ITEM 7.

ITEM 10.
ITEM 11.
ITEM 12.

DIRECTORS EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND
RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE,
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES
.

ITEM 15. EXHIBITS FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
SIGNATURES
EX-12 CEX-12)
EX-21 CEX-21l
EX-23 CEX-23)
EX-31.1 CEX-31.1)
EX-31.2 CEX-31.2)
EX-32.1 CEX-32.1l
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM lO-K
(Mark One)

o

ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR I5(d) OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2008

o

TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR I5(d) OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
to

For the transition period from

_

Commission File Number 000-49887

NABORS INDUSTRIES LTD.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)
Bermuda

980363970

(State or Other Jurisdiction of
Incorporation or Organization)

(I.R.S. Employer Identification No,)

Mintflower Place
8 Par.,.La-Vilie Road
Hamilton, HMOS
Bermuda
(Address of principal executive offices)

NfA
(Zip Code)

(441) 292-1510

(Registrant's telephone number, including area code)
Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Seem'Wes Excbanl,~ Act of 1934:

Name of each
exchange on which registered
The Ne\", York Stock Exchange

Title of each class

Common shares, $.00 I par value per share

Securities registered Imrsuant to Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934:
None.

Indicate by check mark \vhether the registrant is a well-knO\,vn scasoned issuer. as defincd in Rule 405 of the Securities Act.
YES 0
NOD
Indicate by check mark if the registrant is not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Act.
YESDN00
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant: (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or l5(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shortcr period that the rcgistrant was required to file such rcports).
and (2) has bcen subject to such filing requirements ~''!''''l-.I!Iilo.--

...

CSOC.CBR00026192
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Indicate by check mark if disclosure of delinquent :filers pursuant to Item 405 of Regulation S~K is not contained herein, and will not be
contained, to the best of registrant's kno\vlcdgc, in definitive proxy or information statements incorporated by reference in Part III of this
0
Form lO~K or any amendment to this Form lO~K
Indicate by check mark 'whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, a non-accelerated filer or a smaller
reporting company. See the definition of "large accelerated filer." "accelerated filer" and "smaller reporting company" in Rule 12b~2 of
the Exchange Act. (Check one):
Large accelerated filer

0'

Accelerated filer

0

Non~accc1erated mer
0
(Do not eheck if a smaller reporting company)

Smaller reporting company

0

Indicate by check mark \\'hether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 oft11e Exchange Act).
YES 0
NO Iil
The aggregate market value of the 243,395,864 common shares, par value $.001 per share, held by non-affiliates of the registrant, based
upon the closing price of our common shares as of the last business day of our most recently completed second fiscal quarter, June 30,
2008, of$49.23 per share as reported on the Ne\v York Stock Exchange, was $11,982,378,385. Common shares held by each officer and
director and by each person who o\'ms 5% or more of the outstanding common shares have been excluded in that such persons may be
deemed affiliates. 111is determination of affiliate status is not necessarily a conclusive detennination for other purposes.
The number of common shares, par value $.001 per share, outstanding as of Febmary 23, 2009 ,vas 282,930,433. In addition, our
subsidiary, Nabors Exchangeco (Canada) Inc., had 104,520 exchangeable shares outstanding as of February 23, 2009 that arc
exchangeable for Nabors common shares on a one-forHone basis, and have essentially identical rights as Nabors Industries Ltd. common
shares, including but not limited to voting rights and the right to receive dividends. if any.
DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE (to the extent indicated herein)

Specified portions of the 2009 Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders and the definitive Proxy
Statement to be distributed in connection with the 2009 alUlUal meeting of shareholders (Part III).

CSOC.CBR00026193
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NABORS INDUSTRIES LTD.
Fonn lO-K Annual Report

For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 2008
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Om internet address is \V\\'\v.nabors.com. We make available free of charge through our 'website our annual report on Form lO-K
quarterly reports on Form lO-Q, current reports on Ponn 8~K and amendments to those reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section
13(a) or 15(d) oHhe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act") as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file
such material with, or furnish it to, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"). In addition, a glossary of drilling tenns used
in this document and documents relating to our corporate governance (such as committee charters, governance guidelines and other
internal policies) can be found on our website. The SEC maintains an internet site (ww\\'.see.goY) that contains reports, proxy and
information statements and other infonnation regarding issuers that file electronically with the SEC.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
We often discuss expectations regarding our future markets, demand for our products and serviccs, and our peIfonnance in our annual
and quarterly reports, press releases, and other \vritten and oral statements. Statements that relate to matters that are not historical facts
are "fof\vard~looking st3tements" \vithin the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of Section 27 A of the Securities Act of 1933 (the
"Securities Act") and Section 2IE of the Exchange Act. These "fonvard-Iooking statements" arc based on an analysis of clmently
available competitive, financial and economic data and our operating plans. They arc inherently uncertain and investors should
recognize that events and actual results could turn out to be significantly different from our expectations. By way of illustration, when
used in this document words such as "anticipate,"' "believe," "expect," "plan:' "intend," "estimate," "project," "wilL" "should:"
"could," "may." "predict" and similar expressions arc intended to identify" fonvard~looking statements.
You should consider the follO\ving key factors when evaluating these forward~looking statements:
fluctuations in worldwide prices of and demand for natural gas and oil;
fluctuations in levels of natural gas and oil exploration and development activities;
fluctuations in the demand for our services:
the existence of competitors, technological changes and developments in the oilfield services industry:
the existence of operating risks inherent in tlle oilfield sen'ices industry:
the existence of regulatory and legislative uncertainties:
the possibility of changes in tax laws:
the possibility of political instability, \var or acts of terrorism in any of the countries in which we do business; and
general economic conditions including the capital and credit markets.

Our businesses depend,. to a large degree, on the level of spending by oil and gas companies for exploration, development and
production activities, Therefore, a sustained increase or decrease in the price of natural gas or oil, which could have a material impact on
exploration, development and production activities, could also materially affect our financial position, results of operations and cash
flows.
The above description of risks and lUlcertainties is by no means all-inclusive, but is designed to highlight \vhat we believe are
important factors to consider. For a more detailed description of risk factors, please see Part Litem IA. - Risk Factors.
Unless the context requires otltenvise, references in this Annual Report on Form lO~K to 'we," "us," "our," "Company," or "Nabors"
means Nabors Industries Ltd. and, where the contcxt requircs, includes our subsidiaries.
PART I
ITEM I. BUSINESS

lntmduction
Nabors is the largest land drilling contractor in the world, \vith approximately 528 actively marketed land drilling rigs. We conduct
oil, gas and geothennalland drilling operations in the U,S. Lower 48 states, Alaska, Canada, South America, Mexico. the Caribbean, the
Middle East, the Far East, Russia and Africa. We arc also one of the largest land wcn~servicingand vvorkover contractors in the
3
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United States and Canada. We actively market approximately 592 land \vorkover and "vell~servicing rigs in the United States, primarily
in the southwestern and \vestern United States. and actively market approximately 171 land workover and \vell-servicing rigs in Canada.
Nabors is a leading provider of offshore platform vvorkover and drilling rigs, and actively! markets 37 platform rigs, 13 jack~up units and
3 barge rigs in the United States and multiple international markets. These rigs provide weliMscrvicing, \vorkover and drilling services,
We have a 51% ownership interest in ajoint venture in Saudi Arabia, \vhich owns and actively markets 9 rigs in addition to the rigs we
lease to the joint venture. We also offer a \vide range of ancillary weliMsite senices, including engineering, transportation, construction,
maintenance, \velliogging, directional drilling, rig instrumentation, data collection and other support services in selected domestic and
international markets. We pwvide logistics sen'ices for onshore drilling in Canada using helicopters and fixed-winged aircraft. We
manufacture and lease or sell top drives for a broad range of drilling applications, directional drilling systems, rig instrumentation and
data collection equipment, pipeline handling equipment <md rig reporting software, We also invest in oil fl1ld gas exploration,
development and production activities and have 49~50% ov\tnership interests in the U.S., Canada ,md International areas.
Nabors ,vas formed as a Bermuda-cxempt company on December 11,2001. Through predecessors and acquired entities, Nabors has
been continuously operating in the drilling sector since the early 1900s. Our principal executive offices are located at Minttlmver Place,
S Par~La~Ville Road, Hamilton, HM08, Bennuda. Our phone number at our principal executive offices is (441) 292-1510.

Our Fleet of Rigs
Land Rigs. A land-based drilling rig generally consists of engines, a dmwvvorks. a mast (or denick). pmups to circulate the
drilling fluid (mud) under various pressures, blowout preventers. drill string and related equipment. The engines power the
different pieces of equipment, including a rotary table or top drive that tums the drill string, causing the drill bit to bore
through the subsurface rock layers. Rock cuttings are carried to the surface by the circulating drilling fluid. The intended well
depth, bore hole diameter and drilling site conditions are the principal factors that determine the size and type of rig most
suitable for a particular drilling job.
A land-based workover or ,,'ellMservicing rig consists of a mobile carrier- engine, drawworks and a mast. The mobile \vorkover
or well-servicing rig is specially designed for periodic maintenance as well as major repairs and modifications of oil and gas
wells for which senke is required to maximize the productive life of such wells. Workovers may be required to remedy
failures, modify well depth and formation penetration to capture hydrocarbons from alternative formations, clean out and
recomplete a well \vhen production has declined, repair leaks or convert a depleted well to an it"tiection 'Yell for secondary or
enhanced recovery prq,jects. The primary function of a workover or\vell-servicing rig is to act as a hoist so that pipe, sucker
rods and down-hole equipment can be nm into and out of a well. Because of size and cost considerations, well-servicing and
workover rigs arc used for these operations rather than the larger drilling rigs. Land~based drilling rigs are moved between
well sites and between geographic areas of operations by using our fleet of cranes, loaders and transport vehicles or those from
a third-party sen'ice vendor. WellMservicing rigs are generally self~propclled units and heavier capacity \vorkover rigs arc
either sclf-propelled or trailer mounted and include auxiliary equipment; which is either tnmsported on trailers or moved with
tmcks.
Platform Rigs. Platform rigs provide offshore workover. drilling and re-entry sen'ices. Our platform rigs have drilling and/or
well-sen'icing or workover equipment and machinery arranged in modular packages that are transported to, and assembled
and installed on, fixed offshore platforms O\vned by the customer. Fixed offshore platfonns are steel tower-like stmctures that
either stand on the ocean floor or are moored Hoating stmctures. The top portion, or platform, sits above the water level and
provides the foundation upon which the platfonn rig is placed.
Jack~up Rigs. Jack-up rigs arc mobile, self-elevating drilling and workover platforms equipped ,:vith legs that can be lowered
to the ocean floor until a foundation is established to support the hull, which contains the drilling and/or workover equipment,
jacking system, crew quarters, loading and unloading facilities, storage areas for bulk and liquid materials, helicopter landing
deck and other related equipment. The rig legs may operate independently or have a mat attached to the lower portion of the
legs in order to provide a more stable foundation in soft bottom areas. Many of our jack-up rigs are of cantilever design - a
feature that permits the drilling platform to be extended out from the huH, allowing it to pcrfonn drilling or workover
operations over adjacent fixed platforms. Nabors' shallow workover jackMup rigs generally are subject to a maximum ,vater
depth of approximately 125 feet, while some of our jack-up rigs may drill in \,>,'ater depths as shallow as 13 feet Nabors also
has deeper water depth capacity jack-up rigs that are capable of drilling at depthsbetweell eight feet and 150 to 250 feet. The
water depth limit of a particular rig is determined by the length of the rig's legs and the operating environment. MO\·ing a rig
from one drill site to another involves Imvering the hull down into the water until it is afloat and then jacking up its legs with
the hull floating. The rig is then tovi/ed to the ne,v drilling site.

Inland Barge Rigs. One of Nabors' barge rigs is a full-size drilling unit Nabors also owns two workover inland barge rigs.
These barges are designed to perform
service or workover sen'ices in shallow inland. coastal
or offshore waters. Our barge rigs can a
and 20 feet.
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Additional information regarding the geographic markets in ,,,,hich we operate and our business segments can be found in Note 20 in
Pmt It Item 8. - Financial Statements and Supplementary Data.
Customers: TYIJeS of DriHing Contracts

Our customers include major oil and gas companies, foreign national oil and gas companies ,md independent oil and gas companies.
No customer accounted for greater than 10% of consolidated revenues in 2008 or in 2007.
On land in the U.S. Lower 48 states and Canada, we have historically been contracted on a single-well basis. with extensions subject
to mutual agreement on pricing and other significant terms. Beginning in late 2004. as a result of increasing demand for drilling services.
our customers started entering into longer tenn contracts \vith durations ranging from one to three years. Under these contracts, our rigs
are committed to OIle customer over that tenn. Increasingly, these contracts are bcing signed for three-year tenns for ne,,,,ly constmctcd
rigs. Contracts relating to offshore drilling and land drilling in Alaska and international markets generally provide for longer tenus,
usually from one to five years. Offshore workover projects are often on a single-well basis. We generally are awarded drilling contmcts
through competitive bidding, although we occasionally enter into contracts by direct negotiation. Most of our single-,vell contracts arc
subject to termination by the customer on short notice, but some can be firm for a number of\",ells or a period of time, and may provide
for early termination compensation in certain cireumShmces. The contract terms and rates may differ depending on a variety of factors.
including competitive conditions, the geographical area, the geological formation to be drilled, the equipment and services to be
supplied. the on-site drilling conditions and the anticipated duration of the work to be performed.
In reccnt years, all of our drilling c-ontracts have been daywork contracts. A daywork contract generally provides for a basic rate per
day when drilling (the dayrate for us providing a rig and crew) and for lower rates when the rig is moving. or when drilling operations are
interrupted or restTicted by equipment breakdowns, adverse weather conditions or other conditions beyond our control. In addition.
daj'\vork contracts may provide for a lump sum fee for the mobilization and demobilization of the rig, which in most cases approximates
our incurred costs. A daywork contract differs from a footage contract (in vrhich the drilling contractor is paid on the basis of a rate per
foot drilled) and a turnkey contract (in which the drilling contractor is paid for drilling a well to a specified depth for a fixed price).
Well-Servicing lknd Workover Services

Although some wells in the United States flow oil to the surface without mechanical assistance. most are in mature production areas
that require pumping or some other form of artificial lift Pmuping oil wells characteristically require more maintenance than flowing
,veIls because of the operation of the mechanical pumping equipment installed.
Well-Servicing/Maintenance Services. We provide maintenance services on the mechanical apparatus used to pump or lift oil
from producing wells. These services include, muong other things, repairing and replacing pumps. sucker rods and tubing. We
provide the rigs, equipment and crews for these tasks, ,,,hich arc performed on both oil and natural gas wells, but which arc
more commonly required on oil wells. Maintenance services typically take less than 48 hours to complete. Well-servicing rigs
generally arc provided to customers on a call-out basis. We arc paid an hourly rate mld work typically is perfonned five days
a week during daylight hours.
Workover Services. Producing oil and natural gas wells occasionally require major repairs or modifications. called
"workovers." Workovers normally are carried out ''lith a well-servicing rig that includes additional specialized accessory
equipment, which may include rotary drilling equipment, mud pumps, mud tanks and blowout preventers. A \vorkover may
last anywhere from a fe,v days to several weeks. We are paid an hourly rate <md \vork is gencralIy performed seven days a
week, 24 hours a day.
Completion Services. The kinds of activities necessary to carry out a ,vorkover operation arc esscntially the same as those that
are required to "complete" a well when it is first drilled. The completion process may involve selectively perforating the well
casing at the depth of discrete producing zones, stimulating and testing these zones and installing down~hole equipment. The
completion process may take a few days to several weeks. We are paid an hourly rate and work is generally performed seven
day.'s a week. 24 hours a day.
Production <md Other Specialized Services. We also can provide other specialized services, including onsite
temporary fluid-storage facilities, the provision, removal and disposal of specialized fluids used duting certain
completion and workover operations. and the removal and disposal of salt waler that often is produced in
conjunction ,vith the production of oil and natural gas. We also provide plugging services for wells from which the
oil and natural gas has been depleted or further production has become uneconomicaL We arc paid an hourly or a
per unit rate, as applicable. for these services.
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Oil and Gas Investments
Through our ,,,holly owned Ramshom business unit, Nabors makes investments in oil and gas exploration, development and
production operations in the United States, Canada and internationally, In addition in latc 2006, we entered into an agreement ,,,,ith First
Reserve Corporation to form select joint ventures to invest in oil and gas exploration opportunities \vorldwide. During 2007, three joint
ventw'es were formed for operations in the United States, Canada and international areas. We hold 49. 7(1Al ownership interests in the US,
and international entities and a 50% ownership interest in the Canadian entity and account forUlese investments using the equity method
of accounting. Eachjoint venture pursues development and exploration prqjects with both existing customers of ours and with other
operators in a variety of forms including operated and non~operated working interests, joint ventures, farm~outs and acquisitions. The
U.S. joint venture business is focused on the exploration for aIld the acquisition. development and production of natural gas, oil and
natural gas liquids in Texas, Montfma, Utah and N0l111 Dakota. Outside of the United States, our joint venture entities ovm or have
interests in the Alberta and British Columbia Provinces of Canada and internationally in Colombia.
Additional information about recent activities for this segment can be found in Part II, Item 7. - Management's Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations --- Oil and Gas.
Other SeMrices
C,mrig Drilling Technolof,"Y Ltd., our drilling technologies and well services subsidiary. mfmufactures top drives, \vhich are installed
on both onshore and offshore drilling rigs. Our top drives are marketed throughout the world. During the last three years, approximately
53% of our top drive sales werc made to other Nabors companies. We also rent top drives and provide top drive installation, repair and
maintenance services to our customers. We also offer rig instrumentation equipment, induding sensors, proprietary RIGWATCH®
soft\'iare and computerized equipment that monitors the rcal~time performance of a rig. In addition, we specialize in daily reporting
software for drilling operations, making this data available through the internet on the website w\vw,myw'Clls,com, We also provide
mudlogging services. Canrig Drilling Technology Canada Ltd., one of our Canadian subsidiaries, manufactures catwalks and wrenches
which are installed on both onshore and offshore drilling rigs. During the 31 months of operations since acquisition, approximately 62%
of the equipment sales werc made to other Nabors companies, Ryan Energy Technologies, Inc., another one of our subsidiaries.
manufactures and sells directional drilling and rig instnllTIentation and data collection services to oil and gas exploration and service
companies. Nabors has a 50% interest in Peak Oilfield Service Company, a general partnership with a subsidiary of Cook Inlet Region,
Inc., a leading Alaskan native corporation. Peak Oilfield Service Company provides heavy equipment to move drilling rigs, water, other
fluids and construction mMerials, primarily on Alaska's North Slope and in the Cook Inlet region. The partnership also provides
constmction and maintenance for ice roads, pads, facilities, equipment, drill sites and pipelines. Nabors also has a 50% membership
interest in Alaska Interstate Construction, LLC., a limited liability company whose other member is a subsidiary of Cook Inlet Region.
Inc, Alaska Interstate Constmction is a general contmctor involved in the construction of roads, bridges, dams, drill sites and other
facility sites, as well as providing mining support in Alaska, Revenues are derived from scrvices to companies engaged in mining and
public works. Our subsidiary, Pe.<lk USA Energy Services, Ltd., provides hauling and maintenance services for customers in the U.S.
Lmvcr 48 states. Nabors Blue Sky Ltd. leases aircraft used for logistics services for onshore drilling in Canada using helicopters and
fixcd-\vingcd aircraft.
Our Employees
As of December 31. 2008, Nabors employed approximately 26,912 person&, ohvhom approximately 3,920 \yere employed by
unconsolidated affiliates. We believe our relationship \vith our employees generally is good.
Certain rig employees in Argentina and Australia are represented by collective bargaining units.
Seasonality
Our Canadian and Alaskan drilling and workover operations are su~ject to seasonal variations as a result of weather conditions and
genemlly experience reduced levels of activity and financial results during the second calendar quarter of each year, Seasonality docs not
have a material impact on the remaining portions of our business, Our overall financial results rcflect the seasonal variations expericnced
in our Canadian and Alaskan opcrations,
Research and DeYclopment
Research and developmcnt constitutes a growing part of our overall business. The effective usc of technology is critical to the
maintenance of our competitive position within the drilling industry. As a result of the importance of technology to our business, we
expect to continue to develop technology internally or to acquire technology through strategic acquisitions.
6
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Industry/Comllctitivc Conditions

To a large degree, Nabors' businesses depend on tlle level of capital spending by oil and gas companies for explomtion, development
and production activities, A sustained increase or decrease in the price ofnatural gas or oil could have a material impact on exploration.
development and production activities by our customers and could also materially affect our financial position, rcsults of operations and
cash Haws. See Part LItem lA - Risk Factors - Fluctuations in oil and natural gas prices could adversely affect driUing activity and
our revenues, cash flows and profitability,
Our industry remains competitive. Historically, the number of rigs has exceeded dem<U1d in many of our markets. From 2005 through
most of 2008, as a result of improved demand for drilling senices driven by a sustained increase in tlle level of commodity prices, supply
of and demand for land drilling services have been in balance in the United States and intemational markets, with demand actually
exceeding supply in some of our markets. TIlis economic reality resulted in an increase in rates being charged for rigs across our North
American, Offshore and International markets. Furthennore, the dramatic increase in rates along \vith our domestic customers'
willingness to enter into finn three-year commitments has resulted in our building of new rigs in significant quantities for the first time in
over 20 years. Intemationally, we compete directly with \'tuious contractors in areas where ,ve operate, We believe that our intemational
markets \vill continue to be competitive for the foreseeable fl1tUfe. Hmvever, as many existing rigs can be readily moved from one region
to another in rcsponse to changcs in levels of activity and many of the total available contracts arc clUTently a\varded on a bid basis.
competition based on price for both existing and new rigs still exists across all of our markets,
In all of our geographic market areas. we believe price and availability and condition of equipment are the most significant factors in
determining which drilling contractor is awarded ajob, Other factors include the availability of trained personnel possessing the required
specialized skills; the overall quality of servicc and safety record; and domestically, the ability to offer ancillary sen/ices. Increasingly,
the ability to deliver rigs within certain timeframes is becoming a competitive factor. In international markets, ex:pcricnce in operating in
certain environments and customer alliances, also have been factors in the selection of Nabors,
Certain competitors are present in more than one of Nabors' operating regions, although no one competitor operates in all of these
areas, In the U.S. Lov,·'er 48 states, we compete with Helmerich and Payne, Inc, and Patterson-UTI Enerh')', Inc. and there are several
lllmdred other competitors with national, regional or local rig operations. In domestic land workover and well-sen'icing, lve compete
with Basic Energy Sen'ices, Inc., Key Energy Services, Inc., Complete Energy Services and with numerous other competitors having
smaller regional or local rig operations, In Canada and Offshore. Nabors competes with many firms of varying size, several of \vhich
have more significant operations in tllOse areas tlk'Ul Nabors, IntcrnationalI).', Nabors competes directly with various contractors at each
location where it operates, Nabors believes that the market for land drilling, workover and well-servicing contrJcts will continue to be
competitive for the foreseeable future.
Our other operating segments represent a relatively smaller part of our business, and Vi'e have numerous competitors in cach area, Our
Canrig subsidiary is one ohhe four major manufactLUcrs of top drives. Its largest competitors in that market arc National Oihovell Varco,
Tesco and MH Pyramid, Its largest competitors in the manufacture of rig instrumentation systems are Pason and National Oihvell
Varco's Totco subsidiary. Mudlogging services are provided b~y a munber of entities that serve the oil and gas industry on a regional
basis. In the U. S. Lower 48 states, there are hundreds of lig transportation companies, and there are at least three or four that compete
with Peak USA in each of its operating regions. In Alaska, Peak Oilfield Sen'ice principally competes with Alaska Petroleum
Contractors for road, pad and pipeline maintenance, and is one of many drill site and road constmction companies, tl1e largest of which
is VECO Corporation, and Alaska Interstate Construction principally competes with Wilder Construction Company and Pah River
Construction for the construction of roads, bridges, dams, drill sites and other facility sites.
Om" Business Strategy

Since 1987, Witll the installation of om current management team, Nabors has adhered to a consistent strategy aimed at positioning
our Company to grow and prosper in good times and to mitigate adverse effects during periods of poor market conditions, We have
maintained a financial posture that allows us to capitalize on market weakness and strength by adding to our business base, thereby
enhancing our upside potentiaL The principal clements of our strategy have been to:
Maintain flexibility to respond to changing conditions.
Maintain a conservative and flexible balance sheet.
Build cost effectively a base of premium assets.
Build and maintain low operating costs through economies of scale.
Develop and maintain long-term, mutually attractive relationships with key customers ,md '/endors.
Build a diverse business in long-tenn, sustainable and worthwhile geographic markets,
7
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Recognize and seize opportunities as they arise,
Continually improve safety, quality and efficiency.
Implement leading-edge technology 'where cost effective to do so.
Build shareholder value by an expansion of our oil and gas reserves and production.
Our business strategy is designed to aUm\' us to grow and remain profitable in any market environment. The major developments in
our business in the past three years illustrate our implementation of this strategy and its continuing success. Specifically during 2006.
2007 and the first half of 2008, we took advantage of the robust rig market in the United States and internationally to obtain a high
volume of contracts for newly constructed ligs. A large proportion of these rigs are subject to long~term contracts \vith creditworthy
customers 'with the most significant impact occurring in our International operations. This wiII not only expand our operations with the
latest state-of~the-art rigs, which should better weather downturns in market activity, but eventually replace the oldest least capable rigs
in our existing fleet. Hmvever. this positive trend slowed in the fourth quarter of 2008, due to the continued steady decline in natural gas
and oil prices. As a result of Imver commodity prices, many of our customers' drilling programs have been reduced and the demand for
additional rigs has been substantially reduced.

Acquisitions and Diyestitures
We have grown from a land drilling business centered in the U.S. Lower 48 states, Canada and Alaska to an international business
with operations on land and offshore in many of the major oiL gas and geothemlal markets in the vvorld. At the beginning of 1990, our
fleet consisted of 44 actively marketed land drilling rigs in Canada, Alaska and in various international markets. Today, our worldwide
fleet of actively marketed rigs consists of approximately 528 land drilling rigs, approximately 592 domestic and 171 intemationallal1d
\yorkover and \vell-servicing rigs, 37 offshore platform rigs, 13 jack-up units, 3 barge rigs and a large component oftrncks and fluid
hauling vehicles. This ,growth ,vas fueled in part by strategic acquisitions. Although Nabors continues to examine opportunities, there
can be no assurance that attractive rigs or ot11cr acquisition opportlmitics will continue to be available, that the pricing will be economical
or that we ,vill be successful in making such acquisitions in the futurc.
On January 3, 2006, \ve completcd an acquisitiou of 1183011 Alberfa Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Airborne Energy Solutions
Ltd., through the purchase of all common shares outstanding for cash for a total purchase price ofCdu. $41.7 million (US
$35.8 million). In addition, \ve assumed debt, net of working capital, totaling approximately Cdn. $10.0 million (U.S. $8.6 million).
Nabors Blue Sky Ltd. (foffilerly 1183011 Alberta Ltd.) o\vns 42 helicopters and fixed~wing aircraft and owns and operates a fleet of
heliportable well-service equipmcnt. The purchase price has been allocated based on final valuations of the fair value of assets acquired
and liabilitics assumed as of the acquisition date aud resulted in goodwill of approximately U. S. $18.8 millioll, During thc fourth quarter
0[2008. the results of our year end impainnent test of goodwill and intangible assets indicated a permanent impairment to good\vill and
to an intangible asset of Nabors Blue Sky Ltd. As such, we recorded a non-cash impairment charge and writedmvn of intangible assets of
$4.6 million and $4.6 million, respectively. See Note 2 Summary of Significant Accounting Policies in Part II, Item 8 - Financial
Statements and Supplcmentary Data.
On May 31, 2006, \ve completed an acquisition of Pragma Drilling Equipment Ltd,' s business, \\'hich manufactures catwalks, iron
roughnecks and other related oilfield equipment, through an asset purchase consisting primarily of intellectual property for a total
purchase price ofCdn. $46.1 million (U.S. $41.5 million). The purchase price has been allocated based on final valuations of the fair
market value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed as of the acquisition date and resulted in good\vill of approximately U.S.
$10.5 million.
On August 8, 2007, \ye sold our Sea Mar business which had previously been included in Other Operating Segments. The assets
included 20 offshore supply vessels and certain related asset~ including a right under a vessel constmctiou contract TIle operating
results of this business for aU periods presented arc accounted for as a discontinued operation in the accompanying audited consolidated
statements of income.
From time to time, we may sell a subsidiary or group of assets outside of our core markets or business, ifit is economically
advantageous for us to do so.

Environmental Compliance
Nabors docs not presently anticipate that compliance \"ith currently applicable environmental rCf,fulations and controls \vill
signi:fical1tl~y change its competitive position, capital spending or eamings drnil1g 2009, Nabors belie'ves it is in material compliance with
applicable environmental mles and regulations, and the cost of such compliance is not material to the business or financial
8
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condition of Nabors. For a more detailed description of the environmentalhnvs and regulations applicable to Nabors' operations, see
Part LItem lAo - Risk Factors ~ Changes to or noncompliance with governmental regulation or exposure to environmental liabilities
could adversely affect Nabors' results of operations.
ITEM IA. RISK FACTORS

In addition to the other information set forth else\vhere in this Form IO-K, the following factors should be carefully considered when
evaluating Nabors. The risks described below are not the only ones facing Nabors. Additional lisks not presently known to us or that \ve
eunentl)' deem immaterial may also impair our business operations.
Our business, financial condition or results of operations could be materially adversely affected by any of these risks.
Uncertain or negative global economic conditions could adversel.v affect our results ofoperations

During recent months, there has been substantial volatility and a deeline in oil and natural gas prices due, at least in part, to the
deteriorating global economic environment. In addition, there has been substantial uncertainty in the capital markets and access to
financing is uncertain. These condit.ions could have an adverse effect on our industry and our business, including our future operating
results and the ability to recover our assets, including good\vill, at their stated values. Many of our customers have curtailed their drilling
programs, which, in many cases, has resulted in a decrease in demand for drilling rigs and a reduction in dayrates and utilization.
Additionally, some customers have terminated drilling cont.racts plior to the expiration of their tenns, A prolonged period of lower oil
and natural gas prices could result in a continued decline in demand andlor dayrates. In addition, certain of our customers could
experience an inability to pay suppliers, including our Company, in the event they arc unable to access the capital markets to fund their
business operations. Likewise, our suppliers may be unable to sustain their cunent level of operations, fulfill their commitments and/or
fund future operations and obligations. Each of these could adversely affect our operations.
Fluctuatiolls in oil and natural gas prices could adverse{l-' ajfect drilling actil-'Uy and our revenues, cash flows and projitability

Our operations are materially dependent upon the level of activity in oil and gas exploration and production. Both short-term and
long-ternl trends in oil and natural gas prices affect, the level of such activity. Oil and natural gas prices and, therefore, the level of
drilling, exploration and production activity can be volatile. Worldwide military, political and economic events, including initiatives by
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, may affect both the demand for, and the supply of, oil and natural gas. Weather
conditions, governmental regulation (both in the United States and else\vhere), levels of consumer demand, the availability of pipeline
capacity, and other factors beyond our control may' also affect the supply of and demand for oil and natural gas, The recent volatmty and
the effects ofthe recent significant decline in natural gas and oil prices is likely to continue in the near future, especially given the general
contraction in the \vorId's economy that began during 2008. We believe that any prolonged suppression of oil and natural gas prices
would continue to depress the level of exploration and production activity. This \vould likely result in a conesponding decline in the
demand for our services and could have an adverse effect on our revenues, cash HOViS and profitability. Lower oil and natural gas prices
could also cause our customers to seck to terminate, renegotiate or fail to honor our drilling contracts; affect the fair market value of our
rig Heet. 'which in tum could trigger a \uitewdown for accounting purposes; affect our ability to retain skilled rig personnel; and affect our
ability to obtain access to capital to finance and grow our business. I11ere can be no assurances as to the future level of demand for our
services or future conditions in the oil and natural gas and oilfield services industries.
We operate in a highly competitive industry ·with excess drilling capllcity, which may adversely affect our results ofoperations

The oilfield services industry in \vhich we operate is very competitive. Contract drilling companies compete primarily on a regional
basis, and competition may vary significantJy from region to region at any particular time. Many drilling, workover and wellwservicing
rigs can be moved from one region to another in response to changes in levels of activity and market conditions, which may result in an
oversupply of rigs in an area. In many markets in l\-hich we operate, the number of rigs available for use exceeds the demand for rigs,
resuItingin price competition. Most drilling and \vorkover contracts arc ~l\varded on the basis of competitive bids, which also results in
price competition. The land drilling market gcnemlly is more competitive than the offshore drilling market because there arc larger
numbers of rigs and competitors.
The mdure ofour operations presents inherent risks ofloss that,
results ofoperations

if not insured or indemnified against, could ad~'ersel.v affect our

Our operations are subject to many hazards inherent in the drilling, workover and well-servicing industries, including blo\vouts,
cratering, explosions, fires, loss of well control, loss of hole, damaged or lost drilling equipment and damage or loss from inclement
weather or natural disasters. Any ofthesc haz.ards could result in personal injury or death, damage to or destmction of equipment ,md
facilities, suspension of operations, environmental damage and damage to the property of others. Our offshore operations .cITe also
9
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subject to the haz,ards of marine operations including capsizing, grounding, collision, damage from hurricanes and heavy weather or sea
conditions and unsound ocean bottom conditions. In addition. our international operations arc subject to risks of war. civil disturbances
or other political events. Generally. driIling contracts provide for the division of responsibilities between a drilling company and its
customer, and \ve seck to obtain indemnification from our customers by contract for certain of these risks. To the extent that we arc
unable to transfer such risks to customers by contract or indemnificati~n agreements, we seck protection through insurance. Hmvever.
there is no assurance that such insurance or indemnification agreements will adequately protect us against liability from all of the
consequences of the hazards described above. The occurrence of an event not fully insured or indemnified against or the failure or
inability of a customer or insurer to meet its indemnification or insmanee obligations, could result in substantial losses. In addition. there
can be no assurance that insurance '\-vill be available to cover any or all of these risks, or, even if available, timt it will be adequate or that
insurancc premiums or other costs ,vill not rise significantly in the futme, so as to make such insuI1mce prohibitive. It is possible that ,ve
\vill face continued upward pressure in our upcoming insurance rene\vals, our premiums and deductibles ,vill be higher, and certain
insurance coverage either will be unavailable or more expensive than it has been in the past. Moreover, our insuI1mce coverage gencrally
provides that we assume a portion of the risk in the form of a deductible. We may choose to increase the levels of deductiblcs (and thus
assume a greater degree of risk) from time to time in order to minimize the overall cost to the Company.
Future price declines ma)' result in a write-down ofour asset carrying values

We follmv the successful efforts method of accounting for our consolidated subsidiaries' oil and gas activities. Under the successful
efforts method. lease acquisition costs and all development costs are capitalized. Our provision for depletion is based on these
capitalized costs and is determined on a property-by-property basis using the unlts-of-production method, \'vith costs being amortized
over proved developed reserves. Proved oil and gas properties are reviewed vvhen circumstances suggest the need for such a review and,
if required, the proved properties arc written down to their estimated fair value. Unproved properties arc reviewed periodically to
determine if there lkts been impainnent of the carrying value, with any such impainnent charged to expense in that period. TIle estimated
fair value of our proved reserves generally declines when there is a significant and sustained decline in oil and natural gas prices.
Because of the low natural gas prices at December 31, 2008, we performed an impainnent test on our oil and gas properties of our wholly
m:vned Ramshorn business unit. As a resull, we recorded a non-cash pre-tax impairment to our oil and gas properties ·which totaled
$21.5 million. A sustained decrease in oil and natural gas ptices could require a write-down of tIle value of our proved oil and gas
properties if the estimated fair value of these properties falls below their net book value.
Our oil and gas joint ventures, which ,\-ye account for under the equity method of accounting, utilize the full-cost method of accounting
for costs related to oil and natural gas properties. Under this method, all such costs (for both productive fUld nonproductive properties)
are capitalized and amortized on an aggregate basis over the estimated lives of the properties using the units-of-production method.
Ho,yever, these capitalized costs are subject to a cciling test which limits such pooled costs to the aggregate of the present value offuture
net revenues attributable to proved oil and Ik1.tural gas reserves, discounted at 10%, plus the lowcr of cost or market value of unproved
properties. The full-cost ceiling is evaluated al the end of each quarter using then cUlTellt prices for oil and natural gas, adjusted for the
impact of derivatives accounted for as cash oo\v hedges. Our U.S., international and Canadian joint ventures have recorded non-cash
pre-tax full cost ceiling test writedO\vns of'\-vhich $228.3 million represents our proportionate share of the writedowns recorded during
the three months ended December 31, 2008. Any sustained further decline in oil and natural gas prices, or other factors, '\-vithout other
mitigating circumstances, could cause other future "Tite-downs of capitalized costs and non-cash asset impairments that could adversely
affect our results of operations.
The profitability (~f our international operations could be adverse(v affected by war, civil tli."iturbance, or political or economic
turmoil, fluctuation in curren,y exchange rates and local import and export controls

We derive a significant portion of our business from international markets, including major operations in Canada, South America,
Mexico. the Caribbean, the Middle East, the Far East, Russia and Africa. These operations arc subject to various risks. including the risk
of war, civil disturbances and govcrmnental activities that lllay limit or disrupt markets, restrict the lllovement of funds or result in the
deptivation of contract rights or the taking of property without fair compensation. In certain countries. our operations may be subject to
the additional risk of fluctuating currency vklh.les and exchange controls. In the international markets in which we operate, we are subject
to various laws and regulations that govern the operation and taxation of our business and the import and export of our equipment from
country to country, the imposition, application and interpretation of which can prove to be uncertain.
Change,,. to or noncompliance with governmental regulation or exposure to environmentalliahilities could allverse(r affect our
results ofopert/tions

The drilling of oil and gas ,veIls is subject to various federal, state, local and foreign laws, rules and regulations. Our cost of
compliance with these laws, mles and regulations may be substantial. For example, federal law imposes a vatiety of regulations on
"responsible parties" related to the prevention of oil spills and liability for damages from such spills. As an mmer and operator of
onshore and offshore rigs and transportation equipment we may be deemed to be a responsible party under federal law. In addition10
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our well-servicing, workover and production services operations routinely involve the handling of significant amounts of \vaste
materials. somc of which are classified as hazardous substances, Our operations and facilities are subject to numerous state and federal
environmcntal 13\vs, rules and regulations, including, without limitation, laws concerning the containmcnt and disposal of haz..ardous
substances, oilfield wastc and other \vastc materials, the use of underground storage tanks and the use of underground injection wells.
We generally require customers to contractually assume responsibility for compliance with cnvironmental regulations. HmvevcL we are
not always successful in allocating to customers aU of thesc risks nor is therc any assumnce that the customcr 'will be financially able to
bcar those risks assumed.
We cmploy personnel responsible for monitoring environmental compliance and arranging for remedial actions that may be required
from time to time and also use consultants to advise on and assist with our environmental compliance efforts. Liabilities are recorded
'when the lIeed for environmental assessments and/or remedial efforts become known or probable and the c-Ost can be reasonably
estimated.
Laws protecting the environment generally have become more stringent than in the past and are expected to continue to become more
so. Violation of environmental laws and regulations c1UlIead to the imposition of administrative, civil or criminal penalties, remedial
Obligations, and in some cases injunctive relief. Such violations could also result in liabilities for personal injuries, property damage. 1Uld
other costs and claims.
Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, also known as CERCLA or Superfund, and
related state la\vs and regulations. liability can be imposed jointly on the entire group of responsible parties or separately on anyone of
the responsible patiies. without regard to fault or the legality of the original conduct on certain classes of persons that contributed to the
release of a "haz<udous substance" into the environment. Under CERCLA, such persons may be liable for the costs of cleaning up the
hazardous substances that have been released into the environment and for damages to natural resources.
Changes in federal and state environmental regulations may also negatively impact oil and natural gas exploration and production
companies. lvhich in tum could have an adverse effect all us. For example, legislation has been proposed from time to time in Congress
which ""ould reclassify certain oil and natural gas production wastes as hazardous "iastes, ,vhich would make the reclassified wastes
subject to more stringent handling, disposal and de<Ul-up requirements. Also, there are regulatory developments occurring in the
domestic and international sectors in \vhich we operate that are focused on restricting the emission of carbon dioxide, methane and other
greenhouse gases that may be contributing to warming of the Earth's atmosphere. including the United Nations Framevi'ork Convention
on Climate Change. also known as the "Kyoto Protocol" (an internationally applied protocol but one that the United Statcs is not a
participating member). the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the Northeastcrn United States, the Western Regional Climate Action
Initiative in the Western United States, and the 2007 US. Supreme Court decision in AIassachusetts, et af. v.ETA that greenhouse
gases arc an "air pollutant" under the fedcral Clcan Air Act and thus subject to future regulation. The enactment of such hazardous waste
legislation or future or more stringent regulation of greenhouse gases could dramatically increase operating costs for oil and natural gas
companies and could reduce the market for our services by making many wells and/or oilfields uneconomical to operate.
The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, as amended. contains provisions specifying responsibility for removal costs and damages resulting
from discharges of oil into navigable waters or onto the adjoining shorelines. In addition, the Outer Continental ShelfLands Act provides
the federal government with broad discretion in regulating the leasing of offshore· oil and gas production sites.
A.'i" a holding compan.v. lve depend on our subsidiaries to meet ourfinancial obligations

We are a holding company with no significant assets other than the stock of our subsidiaries. In order to meet our financial needs, we
rely exclusively on repayments of interest and principal on intercompany loans made by us to our operating subsidiaries and income
from dividends and other cash flow from such subsidiaries. There can be no assurance that our operating subsidiaries \"ilI generate
sufficient net income to pay upstream dividends or cashflmv to make payments of interest and principal to us in respect of their
intercompany loans. In addition, from time to time, our operating subsidiaries may enter into financing arrangements \vhich may
contractually restrict or prohibit such upstream payments to us. There may also be adverse tax consequences associated \vith making
dividend payments upstream.
We do not currently intend to pay dividend"

We have not paid any cash dividends on our common shares since 1982. Nabors does not currently intend to pay any cash dividends
on its common shares. Ho\vevcr. we can give no assurance that we will not reevaluate om position on dividends in the future.
Because our option, warrant and convertible securities holders have a considerable number ofcommon shares availablefor
i,'i"suance and resale, significant issuances or resales in the future may {I(fver.\'e(~' affect the market price ofour common shares
II
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As of February 23, 2009, we had 800,000,000 authorized common shares, of which 282,930,433 shares ",,"ere outstanding. In
addition, 42,276,821 common shares \vere reserved for issuance pursuant to option and employee benefit plans, and 78,013,925 shares
,vere reserved for issuance upon conversion or repmchase of outstanding senior exchangeable notes. In addition, up to 104,520 of our
common shares could be issuable on exchange of the shares of Nabors Exchangeco (Canada) Inc. We also plan to file a shclfregistration
statement to replace our shcIf registration which expired in December 2008. The new shelf registmtion statement will automatically
become effective on filing ,"ith the SEC and ,vill penni! us to sen various types of securities from time to time, The sale, or availability
for sale. of substantial amounts of our COllunon shares in the public market, whether directly by us or resulting from the exercise of
\varrants or options (and, \vhere applicable, sales pursuant to Rule 144 of the Securities Act) or the conversion into common shares, or
repurchase of debentures and notes using common shares, "vould be dilutive to existing security holders, could adversely affect the
prevailing market price of our common shares and could impair our ability to rdise additional capital through thc salc of equity securities.
Provi-.,ions ofour organizational documents and e.xecutive contracts may deter a change ofcontrol transaction and decrease the
likelihood ofa ,.,hareholder receiving a chlmge ofcontrol premium

Our Board of Directors is divided into three classes, with each class serving a staggered three-year term. In addition, our Board of
Directors has the authority to issue a significant amount of common shares and up to 25,000.000 preferred shares and to determine the
price, rights (including voting rights), conversion ratios. preferenccs and privileges of the preferred shares, in each case without further
vote or action by the holders of the common shares. Although \ve have no present plans to issue preferred shares, the classified Board and
our Board's ability to issue additional preferred shares may discourage. delay or prevent changes in control of Nabors that are not
supp011ed by our Board, thereby possibly prcventing certain of our shareholders from realizing a possible prcmium on their shares. In
addition, the requirement in the indenture for our $2.75 billion senior exchangeable notes due 20 lIto pay a make-whole premium in the
form of an increase in the exchange rate in certain circumstances could have the effect of making a change in control of Nabors more
expcnsive.
TIle Company has existing employment contracts with Nabors' Chainnan and Chief Exccutive Officer. Eugene M.lsenberg, and its
Deputy Chainnan, President and Chief Operating Officer, Anthony G. Petrella. These employment contmcts have Change of Control
provisions that could result in significant cash payments to Messrs. Isenberg and Petrello.
We have a substantial amount ofdebt out.\tanding

As of December 31, 2008, we have long-tenn debt of approximately $4.1 billion, including current maturities of$225.0 million, and
cash and cash equivalents and investments of$826.1 million, including $240.0 million of Jong_term investments and other receivables.
Long-tem1 investments and other receivables include $224.2 million in oil and gas financing receivables, If our $2.75 billion 0.94l Yo
senior exchangeable notes arc exchanged, the required cash payment could have a significant impact on our level of cash and cash
equivalents and investments available to meet our other cash obligations. We have a gross funded debt to capital ratio of 0,44: 1and a net
funded debt to capital ratio of 0.39:1. The gross funded debt to capite'll ratio is calculated by dividing funded debt by funded debt plus
defened tax liabilities net of deferred tax assets plus capital. Funded debt is defined as the sum of (1) shOli-term borrowings. (2) CUlTent
portion oflong~tenn debt and (3) long-term debt. Capital is defined as shareholders' equity. The net funded debt to capital ratio is
calculated by dividing nel funded debt by net funded debt plus deferred tax liabilities net of deferred tax assets plus capital Net funded
debt is defined as the sum of (I) short-term borrowings, (2) CutTent portion of long~term debt and (3) long-term debt reduced by the sum
of cash and cash equivalents and short-term <lid long-term investments. Capital is defined as shareholders' equity. Both of these ratios
arc methods for calculating the amount of leverage a company has in relation to its capital.
During January and through February 23, 2009, we purchased $427.7 million par value of our $2.75 billion 0.94% senior
exchangeable notes due 201 1 in the open market for cash totaling $370.6 million, leaving $2.22 billion par value outstanding.
On January 12, 2009, Nabors Industries, Inc., our wholly mvned subsidiary, ("Nabors Dela\varc") issued $1.125 billion aggregate
principal amount of 925% senior notes due 2019 that arc fully and lUlconditionaJly guaranteed by Nabors Industries Ltd. Sec Note 22
Subsequent Event in Part II, Item 8. ~ Financial Statements and Supplementary Data,
In January and through Febnmry 23, 2009 we repurchascd $56.6 million par value of our $225 mi.llion principal amount of 4.875%
senior notes due August 2009 in the open market for cash totaling $56.8 million.
Our access to borrOlring capacity coultl be ajJeeted by the recent instability in the globalfinancial markets

Our ability to access capital markets or to otherwise obtain sufficient financing is enhanced by our senior unsecured debt ratings as
provided by Dominion Bond Rating Service C'DBRS"), Fitch Ratings, Moody's Investor Senice and Standard & Poor's. ,vhich are
currently "BBB+," "BBB+." "Baal" and "BBB+ (Negative Watch)", respectively, and our historical ability to access those markets as
12
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needed. However, recent instability in the global financial markets has resulted in a significant reduction in the availability of funds from
capital markets and other credit markets ,md as a result our ability to access these markets at this time may be significantly reduced. In
addition, Standard & Poor's recently affirmed its "BBB+" credit rating on Nabors, but revised its outlook to negative from stable due
primarily to ''t'orseningindustry conditions. A credit downgrade by StancL.'lrd & Poor's may impact our future ability to access credit
markets,
Our ability to perform untler new contracts ami to grow our business asforecasted depends to a substantial degree on time(r delivery
ofrigs and equipmentfrom our ,~uppliers

TIle operating revenues and net income for our Contract Drilling subsidiaries depend to a substantial degree on the timely delivery of
rigs ,:lid equipment from our suppliers as part of our recently expanded capital programs. We can give no assurances 111M our suppliers
,vill meet expected delivery schedules for delivery of these nC\v rigs and equipment or that the ne\\' rigs and equipment. will be free from
defects. Delays in the delivery of new rigs and equipment. and delays incurred in correcting any defects in such rigs and equipment could
cause us to fail to meet our operating forecasts and could subject us t.o late delivery penalties under contract.s ,vith our cust.omers,
We rna}' have additional tax liabilities

We are subject to income taxes in the United States and numerous foreign jurisdictions. Significantjudgmellt is required in
determining our ,vorldwide provision for incQme taxes. In the ordinary course of our business, there are many transactions and
calculations where the ultimate tax determination is uncertain. We are regularly under audit by tax authorities. Although ,ve believe our
tax estimates are reasonable, the final determination of tax audits and any relatcd litigation could be materially different than that which
is reflected in income tax provisions and accruals, Based on the results of an audit or litigation, a material effect on our financial position,
income tax provision, net income, or cash flows in 111e period or periods for which that determination is made could result.
It is possible that future changes to tax laws (including tax treaties) could have an impact on our ability to realize the tax savings
recorded to date as well as future tax savings, resulting from our 2002 corporate reorg,mization.

On September 14, 2006, Nabors DrilIing lntemational Limited, one of our ""holly owned Bermuda subsidiaries ("NDIL"), received a
Notice of Assessment (the "Notice") from the Mexican Servicio de Administracion Tributaria (the "SAT") in connection ,vith the audit
ofNDIL 's Mexican branch for tax year 2003. TIle Notice proposes to deny depreciation expense deductions relating to drilling rigs
operating in Mexico in 2003. The notice also proposes to deny a deduction for payments made to an affiliated company for the
procurement of labor services in Mexico. The amount assessed by the SAT ,vas approximately $19.8 million (including interest and
penalties). Nabors ,md its tax advisors previously concluded that the deduction of said mllounts was appropriate ;:ll1d more recently that
the position oftlle SAT lacks merit NDIL's Mexican branch took similar deductions for depreciation and labor expenses in 2004, 2005,
2006,2007 and 2008, It is likely that the SAT will propose the disallowance of these deductions upon audit ofNDIL's Mexican branch's
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008 tax years.
Proposed tax legislation could mitigate or eliminate the benefits ofour 2002 reorganization as a Bermuda company

Various biHs have been introduced in Congress \vhich could reduce or eliminate the tax benefits associated 'with our reorganization as
a Bennuda company. Legislation enacted by Congress in 2004 provides that a corporation that reorganized in a foreign jurisdiction on or
after March 4, 2003 shall be treated as a domestic corporation for United States federal income tax purposes, Nabors' reorgani7~1tion \vas
completed June 24, 2002, There have been and we expect that there may continue to be legislation proposed by Congress from time to
time applicable to certain companies that completed such reorganizations on or after March 20, 2002 which, if enacted, could limit or
eliminate the tax benefits associated with our reorganiz.ation.
Because \ve carmot predict ,,""hether legislation \vill ultimately be adopted, no assurance can be given that the tax benefits associated
,vith our reorganization ,vill ultimately accnle to the benefit of the Company and it.s shareholders. It is possible that future changes to the
tax laws (including tax treaties) could have an impact on our ability to realize the tax savings recorded to date as well as future tax
savi ngs resulting from our reorganization.
Legal proceedings could affect ourfinancial condition and result.\' ofoperatioR"i

We arc from time to time subject to legal proceedings or governmental investigations ,vhicllinclude employment, tort, intellectual
property and other claims, and purported class action and shareholder derivative actions. We also arc subject to complaints or allegations
from former, CillIent or prospective employees from time to time, alleging violations of employment-related laws. Lawsuits or claims
could result in decisions against us which could have an adverse effect on our financial condition or results of operations,
13
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Our financial results could be a.Ueded by changes in the value ofour investment port/olio

We invest our excess cash in a variety of investment vehicles, many of "which arc subject to market fluctuations resulting from a
variety of economic factors or factors associated with a particular investment, including without limitation, overall declines in the equity
markets, currency and interest rate fluctuations, volatility in the credit markets, exposures related to concentrations of investments in a
particular fund or investment, exposures related to hedges of financial positions, and the perfonnance of particulnf fund Of investment
managers. As a result, events or developments "I\.'hich negatively affect the value of our investments could have an adverse effect on our
results of operations,
The loss ofkey e..'l:ecutives could reduce our cOlnpt..'1itiveness and prospectsfor filture succe,,,,,,

TIle successful execution of our strategies central t.o our future success \yill depend, in parL on a few of our key executive officers. We
have entered into employment agreements \vith our Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Eugene M. Isenberg and our Deputy
Chainnan, President and Chief Operating Officer, Mr. Anthony G. Petrella, to secure their employment through September 30, 2010.
We do not cany key man insurance. The loss of Mr. Isenberg or Mr. Petrella could have an adverse effect. on our financial condition or
results of operations.
ITEM lB. llNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS

Not applicable.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES

Many of the international drilling rigs and certain of the Alaska rigs in our fleet are supported by mobile camps ,vhich house the
drilling crev,"s and a significant inventory of spare parts ,md supplies, In addition. we own various tmcks, forklifts. cranes, earth moving
and other constmction and transportat.ion equipment and mvn vmious helicopters, fixedwwing aircraft and heliportable wellwservice
equipment which are llsed to support drilling and logistics operations.
Nabors and its subsidiaries own or lease executive and administrative office space in Hamilton. Bermuda (principal executive office);
Houston, Texas; Anchorage, Alaska; New Iberia and Youngsville, Louisiana; Bakersfield, California; Alice, Bridgeport, Corpus Christi,
Kilgore, Longview, Magnolia, Midlal1dal1d Odessa, Texas; Casper, Wyoming: Alberta, Canada; Oklahoma City and Pocola, Oklahoma;
Billings, Montana; Williston, North Dakota: Fort Lupton and Fmita Colorado; Dubai, U.A.E.: Dhahran, Saudi Arabia: Hassi-Messaoud,
Algeria; Almaty, Kazakhstan: Ahmadi, Kuwait: Kuala Lumpur, MIllaysia: Pointe Noire, Congo: Mosco\\', Russia: and PlocistL
Romania. We also own or lease a number of facilities and storage yards used in support of operations in each of our geographic markets.
Nabors and its subsidiaries O\yn certain mineral interests in connection ,vit.h their invest.ing and operating activities. Nabors does not
consider these properties to be material to its overall operations.
Additional informat.ion about our properties can be found in Notes 2 and 7 (each, under the caption Property, Plant and Equipment)
and 15 (under the caption Operating Leases) in Part II, Item 8, - Financial Statements and Supplemcnt.ary Data, The revenues and
property, plant and equipment by geographic afea for the fiscal years cnded December 31, 2006, 2007 and 2008, Cillt be found in Not.e 20
in Part H, Item 8. ~ Financial Statements and Supplementary Data. A description of our rig fleet is included under the caption
Introduction in Part LItem 1. ~ Business.
Nabors' management believes that our existing equipment and facilities and our plmmed expansion of our equipment and facilities
through our capital expenditure programs currently in process are adequate to support our current level of operat.ions as well as an
expansion of drilling operations in those geographical areas where we may expand.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

Nabors and its subsidiaries are defendants or othenvisc involved in a number ofhnvsuits in the ordinan' course ofbusiness. We
estimate the range of our liability related t.o pending litigation when \ye believe the amount and range of los; can be estimated. We record
our best estimate of a loss when the loss is considered probable. When a liability is probable and there is a range of estimat.ed loss with no
best estimate in the range, ,eve record the minimum est.imated liability related to the lawsuits or claims. As additional information
becomes available, "ve assess the potential liability relat.ed to our pending litigation and claims and revise our estimates. Due to
uncertainties related to the resolution of lawsuits and claims, the ultimate outcome may differ from our estimates, In the opinion of
management and based on liability accruals pro\ided, our ult.imate exposure with respect to these pending lawsuits and
14
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claims is not expected to have a material adverse effect on our consolidated financial position or cash flows, although they could have a
material adverse effect on our results of operations for a particular reporting period.
On July 5, 2007, \ve received an inquiry from the U,S. Department of Justice relating to its investigation of one of our vendors and
compliance with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The inquiry relates to transactions with and involving Panalpina, a vendor which
provides freight forwarding and customs cleamnce services to certain of our affiliates. To date, the inquiry has focused on tr:msactions in
Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Algeria and Nigeria. The Audit Committee of our Board of Directors has engaged outside counsel to review'
certain transactions with this vendoL and their review is ongoing. The Audit Committee of our Board of Directors has received periodic
updates at its reb'l.darly scheduled mectings and the Chainnan of the Audit Committee has received updates behveen meetings as
circumstances ·warrant. The investigation includes a review of certain amounts paid to and by Panalpina in connection with the obtaining
of penuits for the temporary importation of equipment and clearancc of goods and lnaterials through customs. Both the SEC and the U.S.
Department of Justice have been advised of the Company's investigation. The ultimate outcollle of this revie\v or the effect of
implementing any further measures which may be necessary to ensure full compliance with the applicable lmvs cannot be determined at
this time.
A court in Algeria has cntered a judgment against the Company related to certain alleged customs infractions. The Company believes
it did not receive proper notice of the judicial proceedings against it, and that the amount of the judgment is excessive. We intend to
assert the lack of legally required notice as a basis for challenging the judgment on appeaL Based upon our understanding of applicable
law and precedent, we believe that this challenge ,vill be successful We do not believe that a loss is probable and have not accrued any
amounts related to this matter. Ho\vever. the ultimate resolution of this matter, and the timing OfSHCh resolution., is uncertain. If the
Company is ultimately required to pay a fine or judgment related to this trk1.11er, the amount ofthe loss could range from approximately
$140,000 to $20 million.
ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS

Not applicable.
15
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PART II
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY. RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES
STOCK PERFORMANCE GR4.PH

The follo\ving graph illustrates comparisons offivc~year cumulativc total returns among Nabors, the S&P 500 Index and thc Dow
Jones Oil Equipment and Services Index. Total return assumes $100 invested on December 31, 2003 in shares of Nabors, the S&P 500
Index, and the Dow Jones Oil Equipment and Services Index. It also assumes reinvestment of dividends and is calculated at the end of
each calendar year, December 31, 2004 to December 31, Z008.

I. Marl\:ct and Sharc Prjces

Our common shares arc tradcd on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "NBR". At February 23, 2009, there wcre
approximately 1,575 sharcholdcrs of record. We have not pajd any cash dividends on our common sharcs sincc 1982. Nabors docs not
currently intcnd to pa_y any cash dividends on its common sharcs. Howevcr. we can givc no assurance that \ve \vill not reevaluate our
position on dividends in the future.
On Deccmber 13,2005, our Board of Directors approved a t\vo~for~one stock split of our common sharcs to be effcctu_ated in the fonn
of a stock dividend. The stock dividend \vas distributed on April 17, 2006 to shareholders of record on March 31, Z006. For all balance
sheets presented, capital in excess of par value was reduced by $.2 million and common shares were increased by $.2 million.
16
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The follm"ing table sets forth the reported high and 1m" sales prices of our common shares as reported on the Ne,,, York Stock
Exchange for the periods indiC<lted.

Fourth quarter
The foHmving table provides information relating to Nabors' repurchase of common shares during the Urree months ended
December 31, 2008:

Period

Total
Nunlberol'
Sh:lres

AVel'd!!e
PricePllid

ToW Number
of Shares
Purchllsed as
Pal1ofPublicl.r
Announced

Appl'oximatt'
Dollar Value of
Shllres that Ma)'
YetBl'
1~Il'l'hllse(l

tindel'the

(1)

In July 2006 our Board of Directors authorized a share repurchase program tmder \vhich we may repurchase up to $500 million of
our common shares in the open market or in privately negotiated trau&1ctions. TIus program supersedes and cancels our previous
share repurchase program. Through December 3L 2008, $464.5 million of our common shares have been repurchased 11l1der this
program. As of December 31, 2008, ,ve had the capacity to repurchase up to an additional $355 million of our common shares
under the July 2006 share repurchase program.

(2)

In September 2008 we entered into a three-month written put option for I million of our common shares with a strike price of$25
per common share. We settled tIus contract during the fourth quarter of 2008 and paid cash of $22.6 million, net of the premium
received on this contract.
See Part III, Item 12. for a description of securities authorized for issuance under equity compensation plans.

lI. Dividend Policy

See Part LItem lAo --- Risk Factors -- We do not currcntly intend to pay dividends.

III. Shareholder Matters
Bermuda has exchange controls which apply to residents in respect to the Bermudian dollar. As an exempt company, Nabors is
considered to bc nonresident for such controls; consequently, there are no Bermuda governmental restrictions on tIle Company's ability
to make transfers and carry out transactions in all otller currencies, including currcncy of the United States.
Thcre is no reciprocal tax treaty between Bermuda and the United States regarding withholding taxes. Under existing Bermuda law
therc is no Bennuda income or withholding tax on dividends paid by Nabors to its shareholders. Furthermore, no Bermuda tax is levied
on the sale or transfer (including by gift and/or on the death of the shareholder) of Nabors common shares (other than by shareholders
resident in Bermuda}
17
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
Year Ended December 31,

Operating Duta (1)(2)

Operating revenues
Earnings (losses) ft0111llliC(lI1s0lidilled affiliates
Investment income (loss)
total revenues _and 'Other income
Costs and other deductions:
Direct,wsts
General and administrative expenses
De-preciatioll'anrlamortizntion
Depletion
Interest expense'
Losses (gains) on sales, retirements and
impairments of long-lived assets and other
expense (income), net
GoOdwiU.and intangible-asset impainnent
Total costs and other deductions
Incon:ie from continuing operations before inc6illC
taxes'
Income tax expense
Inconlc from continiring-operatitins, net of taX:
Income from discontinued operations, net of tax
Net-income
Eamings per share:
Basic from <;on'tinuirig: operations
Basic from discontinued operations
TOlal Basic
Diluted from continuing operations
Diluted from discontinued operations
Total Diluted
Wdghtcd-a\fci-age number
outstanding:
Basic

~

~

~

~

~

$ 5.511.896

$ -1.938.8-18

$ -1.707.289

$ 3.394.472

$ 2.351.571

(229.834)

lU2-l

20.5-15
lO2.007
4.829.841

5.671
85.-128
3.485571

4.057
50.0-1-1
2.-105.672

2.511.392
-116.6lO

1,958,53:8
2-17.129
285.05-1

1,5-12.}6-1
192.692
248.057

~
5.303.788

_Jl2,~l)

3.110.316

2,764,559

479,984

436.282

-1.940.681

61Ul66

364,653
38,580

46,979

91.620

53,702

46,586

46.894

45.460

4-1.8-19

48.507

(5.036)
4,502.164

3,805,350

3.-101.939

2.628.-116

2.072.0-1-1

801.624
250.-151
551,173
$

55U7}

$

1.98
$
1.93

~

35.024

27.727

930,691

$ 1.020.736

3.21
.13

3.42

3.34

3.13
_ _ _._12
$

3.25

$

lO.5-10
6-18.695

302.-157

2.05
.03

UJI
.01

~

~

1.97

.96

3.31
_ _ _.0_9

_ _ _.0_3

3.-10

~

$

1.489
$

~

of commoll shtlres

Diluted

278.166
285.285

279.026
286,606

290.2-11
299.827

312.13-1
324378

1,561.423

$ 1.921.221

$ 1.997.971

1.003,269

32.5:1

38.I:l

25.6:1

Capital expenditures and acquisitions of businesses
(3)

hl1crest coverage'ratio (4)

20.9:1
18

5.(.(.-129
12.9:1

EXHIBIT
Exhibit 435
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(1)

All periods present thc Sca Mar business as a discontinued operation.

(2)

Our acquisitions' results of operations and financial position have been included beginning on the respective dates of acquisition
and include Pragma Drilling Equipment Ltd. assets (May 20(6), 1183011 Alberta Ltd. (J;:muary 2(06), Sunset Well Service, Inc.
(August 20(5), Alexander Drilling, Inc. assets (June 2(05), Phillips Trucking, Inc. assets (June 2(05), and Rocky Mountain Oil
Tools, Inc. assets (March 20(5).

(3)

Represents capital expenditures and the portion oftlle purchase price of acquisitiollS allocated to :fixed assets and good\viU based on
their fair market value.

(4)

The intercst coverage ratio from continuing operations is computed by calculating the sum of income from continuing operations
before income taxes, interest expense, depreciation and amorti7.ation, depletion expense, goo<hviH and intangible asset
impaimlents and our proportionate share of non-cash pre-tax full cost ceiling \vritedo\Vlls from our oil and gas joint ventures less
investment income (loss) and then dividing by intercst expense. This ratio is a method for calculating the amount of operating cash
flov,"s aV<lilable to cover interest expense. TIle "interest coverage mtio from continuing operations" is not a measure of operating
pctfonnance or liquidity defined by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of Amcrica CGAAP") and may
not be comparable to similarly titled measurcs presented by other companies.

(5)

The December 31, 2008 and 2007 amounts include $1.9 million and $53.1 million, respectively, in cash proceeds receivable from
brokers from the sale of certain long-term investments that arc included in other current assets and $224.2 million and
$123.3 million, respectively, in oil and gas financing receivablcs that arc included in long-tenn investments .md other receivables.

(6)

The gross funded debt to capital ratio is calculated by dividing funded debt by funded debt plus deferred tax liabilitics, net of
deferred tax assets plus capital Ftmded debt is defined as the sum of (1) shorHenn borro\vings, (2) current portion of long~tenn
debt and (3) long~tenn debt. Capital is defined as shareholders' equity. The "gross funded debt to capital ratio" is not a measure of
operating performance or liquidity defined by GAAP and may not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other
companies.

(7)

The net funded debt to capital ratio is calculated by dividing net funded debt by net funded debt plus deferred tax liabilities, net of
deferred tax assets plus capital. Net funded debt is defined as the sum of (1) short-term borrmvings, (2) current portion of long-term
debt and (3) long-tenn debt reduced by the sum of cash and eash equivalents and short-tenn and long-tenn investments and other
receivables. Capital is defined as shareholders' equity. The "nct funded debt to capital ratio" is nota measure of operating
performance or liquidity defined by GAAP and may not be comparablc to similarl~y titled measures presented by other companies.
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS
Management Ovenit'.w

The following Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations is intended to help the
reader tmderstand the results of our operations and our financial condition. This information is provided as a supplement to, and should
be read in conjunction with, our consolidated financial statements and the accompanying notes to our consolidated financial statements.
Nabors is the largest land drilling contractor in the world, We conduct oil, gas and geothermal land drilling operations in the U.S.
Lower 48 states. Alaska. Canada, South America. Mexico, the Caribbean. the Middle East the Far East Russia and Africa. Nabors also
is one of the largest land .vel1~servicing and workover contractors in the United States and Canada and is a leading provider of offshore
platform workover and drilling rigs in the United States and multiple intcmational markets. To further supplement and complement our
primary business, "ve offer a wide range of anciUal)' well-site services, including engineering, transportation, construction, mainteH<:U1ce,
well logging, directional drilling, rig instrumentation, data collection and other support services, in selected domestic <U1d international
markets. We offer logistics services for onshore drilling in Canada usinghclicopter and fixed~\vinged aircraft. We manufacture and lease
or sell top drives for a broad range of drilling applications, directional drilling systems, rig instrumentation and data collection
equipment, pipeline handling equipment and rig reporting software, We also invest in oil and gas exploration, development and
production activities worldwide,
The majority of our business is conducted through our various Contract Drilling operating segments. which include our drilling.
workover and well~servicing operations, on land and offshore. Our oil and gas exploration, development <Uld production operations are
included in a category labeled Oil and Gas for segment reporting purposes. Our operating segments engaged in drilling technology and
top drive manufacturing, directional drilling, rig instmmentation and software, and construction and logistics operations ,uc aggregated
in a category labeled Other Operating Segments for segment reporting purposes.
Our businesses depend, to a large degree, on the level of spending by oil and gas companies for exploration, development and
production activities. Therefore, a sustained increase or decrease in the price of natural gas or oil, which could have a material impact on
exploration, development and production activities, could also materially affect our financial position, results of operations 1U1d cash
flows.
TIle magnitude of customer spending on ne.v and existing \vells is the primal)' driver of our business. The primal)' detenninate of
customer spending is the degree ofthcir cash flO\v and earnings which arc largely determined by- natural gas prices in our U.S. Lower 48
Land Drilling and Canadian Dlilling operations, \\'hile oil prices arc the primary determinate in our Alaskan, International, U.S. Offshore
(Gulf of Mexico), Canadian Well-servicing and U.S. Land Wcll-seI\'icing operations, The following table sets forth natural gas and oil
price data per Bloomberg for the last three years:

Average Henry Hub

Beginning in the second half of2008, there has been a significant decrease in natural gas and oil prices. Natural gas prices, ,,,hich
averaged $10.03 per mcf during the first half of 2008, declined significantly, averaging only $7.74 per mcf during the second half of
2008 and $5.84 per mcf during December 2008. The decline has continued as natural gas prices have averaged $4.96 per mcf during the
period January 1, 2009 through Febrmll)' 23, 2009,
Oil prices also declined in the second half of 2008 with ayeragc prices of $111.14 per barrel during the first half of 2008, decreasing
to average prices of$88.88 per barrel during the se.cond half of 2008 <Uld $41.44 per barrel during December 2008. Oil prices remain
depressed and have averaged $40.22 per barrel during the period January 1, 2009 through February 23, 2009.
TIlis significant decline in commodity prices has, at least in part, been driven by the significant deterioration of the global economic
emironment including the eXlJeme volatility in the capital and credit markets, All of these factors arc having an adverse effect on our
customers' spending plans for exploration, production and development activities \vhich has had a significant negative impact on alIT
operations beginning in December 2008.
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Operating revenues and Eamings from unconsolidated affiliates for the year ended December 31, 2008 totaled $5.3 billion.
representing an increase of $325.5 million, or 7% as compared to the year ended December 31. 2007. Adjusted income derived from
operating acthities and net income for the y'-ear ended December 31. 2008 totaled $1.0 billion and $551.2 million ($1.93 per diluted
share), respectively, representing decreases of 15% and 41 %, respectively. compared to the year ended December 31, 2007. Operating
revenues and Eamings from llilconsolidated affiliates for the year ended December 31. 2007 totaled $5.0 billion, representing an
increase of $228.7 million. or 5% as compared to the year ended December 31, 2006. Adjusted income derived from operating activities
and net income fortlle year ended December 31, 2007 totaled $1.2 billion and $930.7 million ($3.25 per diluted share), respectively.
representing decreases of 13% and 9%, respectively, compared to the year ended December 31.2006.
Our operating results were negatively impacted as a result of non-cash, pre-tax charges arising from oil and gas fnIl cost ceiling test
"\vritedoWlls and good\vill and intangible asset impainnents. Our Eamings (losses) from Unconsolidated Affiliates line in our income
statement includes $228.3 million. representing our proportionate share of non-cash pre-tax full cost ceiling test \vritedowns from our
U.S., international and Canadian joint ventures during the three months ended December 31. 2008. Additionally, we recorded non-cash
pre-tax impairment charges of$21.5 million related to our wholly owned Ramshorn business unit under application of the successful
efforts method of accounting related to oil and gas properties during the three months ended December 31, 2008. Charges from our U.S ..
international and Canadi,mjoint ventures and our wholly owned Ramshom business lIDit are included in our Oil and Gas operating
segment results. Our Canada We1l~servicing and Drilling operating segment and Nabors Blue Sky Ltd., one of our Canadian subsidiaries
reported in our Other Operating Segments include $145.4 million and $4.6 million non-cash pre~tax goodvvill and intangible asset
impainnent charges to reduce the carrying value of these assets to their estimated fair value due to the duration of the economic
downtum in Canada and the lack of certainty regarding eventual recovery. Excluding these charges, our operating results were slightly
higher primarily due to our U.S. Lower 48 Land Drilling, International Drilling and Other Operating segments resulting from higher
average dayrates and activity levels resulting from sustained higher natural gas <md oil prices throughout 2007 and the majority of 2008.
partially offset by increased operating costs and higher depreciation expense due to our capital expenditures.
The decrease in our adjusted income derived from operating activities from 2006 to 2007 related primarily to our U. S. Lower 48 Land
Drilling. Canada Drilling and Well-servicing, and our U.S. Well-servicing operations, where activity levels decreased despite slightly
higher naturdl gas prices and higher oil prices. Operating results were further negatively impacted by higher levels of depreciation
expense due to our capital expenditures. Partially offsetting the decreases in our adjusted income derived from operating activities \vere
the increases in operating results from our Intemational operations and to a lesser extent by our Alaska operations. driven by high oil
prices. In addition, our net income and eamings per share for 2007 bas decreased compared to 2006 as a result of investment nct losses
during 2007 only partially offset by a lower effective tax rate <Uld a lower numbcr of average shares outstanding.
Our operating results for 2009 arc expected to decrease from levels realized during 2008 given our current expectation of the
continuation of lower commodity prices during 2009 and the related impact on drilling and well~servicing activity and dayrates. The
decrease in drilling activity and dayTates is expected to have a significant impact on our U.S. Lower 48 Land Drilling and our U.S. Land
Wel1~servicing operations. In our U.S. Lower 48 Land Drilling operations, our rig count has decreased from its peak during
October 2008 of 273 rigs to 162 rigs clillently operating as of February 23, 2009. Our Wen~servicing activity is down approximately
45% from its October 2008 peak of 105,872 hours \vhen compared to estimated rig hours for Febmary 2009. We expect our International
operations to increase during 2009 resulting from the deployment of additional rigs under long~tenn contracts and the renewal of
existing contracts at higher dayrates.
TIle following tables set forth certain infonnation with respect to our reportable segments and rig activity:
(In thousllnus, except pt;rcentages
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ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP
SHAREHOLDER MATTERS

m' CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED

The Company maintains five different equity compensation plans: 1996 Employee Stock Plan, 1997 Executive Officers Incentive
Stock Plan, 1998 Employee Stock Plan, 1999 Stock Option Plan for Non-Employee Directors and 2003 Employee Stock Plan pursuant
to 'which it may grant equit.y mvards to eligible persons from certain plans, The terms of the Company's equity compensation plans arc
described morc fully belm\'.
The following table gives information about these equity compensation plans as of December 3L 2008:
(,)

Number of
secul'ities to be
issued upon
exel'cise of
outstanding

Equity compensation plans approvt-x! by security
holders
Equity compensation plans not approved by security
holders
Total

(,)
(h)
Weighted~a"erage

exercise prke of
outstanding

18.114.684

$21.7965

n43.321

$22.4308

Number of se,'Ill'ities
remaininl1: ~wailllble lor
future issnance under
('quit)' comp('usation
plans (excluding
securities

886.000

25.858.005

(l) The 1996 Employee Stock Plan incorporated an evergreen fonnula ptrrsuant to which on each January 1, the aggregate number of

shares resen'ed for issuance under the 1996 Employee Stock Plan ,vere increased by an amount equal to 1 1-5 % of the common
shares outstanding on December 31 of the immediately preceding fiscal year. The 1996 Employee Stock Plan expired on
January 17, 2006, and no additional shares were reserved for issuance during fiscal 2006,
(2) The 2003 Emplo:yee Stock Plan provides, commencing on June L 2006 and thereafter for a period offom (4) years on each
January 1, for an automatic increase in the munber of shares reserved and available for issuance under the Plan by an amount equal

to two percent (2%) of the Company's outstanding common shares as of each Jtme 1 or January 1 date.
Following is a brief summary of the material tenus of the plans that have not been approved by our shareholders. Unless othendse
indicated, (1) c..'lch plan is administered by an independent committee appointed by the Company's Board of Directors; (2) the exercise
price of options gnmted under each plan shall be no less than 100%) of the fair market value per common share on the date of the grant of
the option; (3) the term of an mvard granted under each plan may not exceed ten y'ears; (4) options granted under the plan arc
nonstatutory options not intended to qualify'" under Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (NSOs); and
(5) unless othenvise detennined by the committee in its discretion, options may not be exercised aftcr the optioncc has ceased to be in the
employ of the Company.
1997 Executive Officers Incentive Stock Plan

The plan reserves for issuance up to 4,900,000 common shares of the Company pursuant to the exercise of options granted under the
plan, Options may be granted under the plan to executive officers of the Company. No optionee may receive grants in excess of 50% of
the total number of common shares authOlized to be issued lUlder the plan,
1998 Employee Stock Plan

The plan reserves for issuance up to 35,000,000 common shares ofthe Company pursuant to the exercise of options granted under the
plan. The persons \\"ho shall be eligible to participate in the plan are employees and consultants of the Company. Options granted to
employees may either be awards of shares, non-qualified stock options (each, an "NQSO"), incentive stock options (each, an "ISO") or
stock appreciation tights (each, an "SAR"). An optionee may reduce the option exercise price by paying the Company in cash, shares,
options, or the equivalent, <ill amount equal to the difference behvecn the exercise price and the reduced exercise price of the option. TIle
committee shall establish performance goals for stock mvards in "Titing not later tlL.1n the date requircd for compliance under IRC
Section 162(m) and the vesting of such shares shall be contingent upon the attainment of such performance goals. Stock awards shall
vest over a period dctennined by the Committce, which period shall expire no later than January 18, 2006, The committee may grant
IS0s of not less than lOO% of the fair market value per common share on the date of grant; except that in the
102
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event the optionee mvns on the date of grant, securities possessing more than 10% of the t.otal combined vot.ing pO\ver of all classes of
securities oft.he Comp.'1ny or of any subsidiary of the Company, the price per share shall not be less than 110% of the fair market value
per common share on the date of the grant and such option shall expire five years from the date such option is granted, SARs ma:v be
granted in conjunction with all or part. of any option granted under the plan. in 'which case the exercise of the SAR shall require the
cancellation of a corresponding portion of the option and the exercise of the option will result. in cancellation of a corresponding portion
of the SAR In the case ofa NQSO, such rights may be granted either at or after the time of grant of such option. In the case or an ISO,
such rights may be granted only at the time of grant of such option. A SAR may also be granted on a stand alone basis. TIle term of a SAR
shall be established by the committee. The exercise price of a SAR shall in no event be less t.han 100% of the fair market. value per
common share on the cL.'1t.e of grJnt. The committee shan have the authority to make provisions in its award and grant. agreements to
address vesting and other issues arising in cOlUlection '''''ith a change of control.

1999 Stock Option Plim for Non-Emp/o.vee Directors
The plan reserves for issuance up to 3,000,000 common shares of the Company pursuant to the exercise of options granted under the
plan. The plan is administered by the Company's Board of Directors, provided that the Board may appoint a committee to administer the
plan, In no event shall an eligible director consider or vote on the administration of this plan or serve as a mcmber of the committee.
Options may be granted under the plan to 110n wemployee directors of the Company, Options shall vest and become llollwforfeitable on thc
first year anniversary of the day on which such option was granted, if the optionee has cont.inued to serve as a director lllltil that day,
unless otherwise provided. In the event of tennination of an optionee's service as a director by reason of voluntary retirement. declining
to stand for re-election or becoming a full time employee of the Company or a subsidiary of the Company, all unvested options granted
pursuant to this Plan shan automaticaIIy expire and shall not be exercisable and all options unexercised shall continue to be exercisable
until the stat.ed expiration date of such options. In the event of death or disablement of an optionee while the optionee is a direct.or, the
then-outstanding options of such optionee shall be exercisable for two years from the date of the death or disablement of the optionee or
by his/her successors in interest. All unvested options shan automatically vest and become non-forfeit.able as of the date of death or
disablement and shall be exercisable for 1'\0\/0 years from the date of the death of the optionee or tmtil the stated grant expiration date,
\yhichever is earlier, by the optionee or by his/her successors in interest. In the event of the termination of an optionee's sen-icc as a
director by the Board of Directors for cause or the failure of such director to be re-elected, the administrator of the plan in its sole
discretion can cancel the thenwontstanding options of such optionee, including those options which have vested ,md such options shall
automatically expire and become non-exercisable on the effective illite of such termination.
The remainder of the information called for bv this item

,,,ill be contained in our definitive Proxy Statement to be distributed in

connection with our 2009 annual meeting of shareholders under the caption" Share O;'Fnership (~r\-fanagement and Principal
Shareholders" and is incorporated into this document by reference,
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

The information called for by this item wiII be contained in our definitive Proxy Statement to be distributed in connection with our
2009 ffilllual meeting of shareholders under the caption" Certain Relationships· and Related Transactions" and is incorporated into this
document by reference.
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES

The information called for by this item wiII bc contained in our definitivc ProXY Statcment to be distributed in connection with our
"Principal Accounting };~es and $'ervices" and is incorporated into this
document by reference.
2009 annual meeting of shareh~lders under the caption

!OJ
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PART IV
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS. FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
(a) The following documents are filed as part of this report:
(1) Financial Statements
Page No.

Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2008 and 2007
Consolidated Statements of Income for the Years Ended December 3L 2008. 2007 and 2006
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the Years Ended December 3 L 2008. 20t)7 and 2006

46
47
48

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareholders' Equity forlhe Years Ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006

49

(2) Financial Statement Schedules
Page No.

Schedule II -

Valuation and Qualifying Accounts

ll1

All other supplemental schedules afe omitted because of the absence of the conditions under which they arc required or because the
required information is included in the financial statements or related notes.
104
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(b) Exhibits
Exhibit No.

"n''''sc,,'''''·pt''',o''',,

_

2.1

Agreement and Plan of Merger among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Acquisition Corp. VIII. Nabors Industries Ltd. and
Nabors US Holdings Inc. (incorporated by reference to Alillex I to the proxy statement/prospectus included in Nabors
Industries Ltd.'s Registration Statement on Fonn S-4 (File No. 333-76198) filed \vith the Commission on May 10,2002, as
amended).

2.2

Amended and Restated Acquisition Agreement dated as of March 18,2002, by and behveen Nabors Industries, Inc. and
Enserco Energy Service Company Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.1 to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's Registration
Statement on Form 5-3 (File No. 333-85228».

2.3

Form of Plan of Arrangement Under Section 192 of the Canada Business Corporations Act IIl'VoIving and Affecting
Enserco Energy Service Company Inc. and its Security holders (included in Schedule B to Exhibit 2.2).

2.4

Arrangement Agreement dated August 12, 2002 bet\veen Nabors Industries Ltd. and Ryan Energy Technologies Inc.
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.4 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Forml0-K for the year ended December 31. 2002
(File No. OlXl-49887)).

2.5

Asset Purchase Agreement dated July 20, 2007, by and among Nabors US Finance LLC Nabors Well Services Co.
(inclusive of its Sea Mar Division), Sea Mar Management LLC and Hornbeck Offshore Services, Inc. (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 2.5 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 1O-Q (File No. 001-32657) filed "vith the Commission on
August 2. 2007).

3.1

Memorandum of Association of Nabors Industries Ltd. (incorporated by reference to Annex II to the pro:'..)'
statement/prospectus included in Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Registration Statement on Fonn S-4 (Registration No.
333-76198) filed vdtll the Commission on May 10, 2002, as amended).

3.2

Amended and Restated Bye-Laws of Nabors Industries Ltd. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries
Ltd. 's Form 1O-Q (File No. 000-49887) filed with the Commission on AUgl1st 3, 2005).

3.3

Amendment to Amended and Restated Bye-L,nvs of Nabors Industries Ltd. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit A of
Nabors Industries Ltd. Notice of Special General Meeting and Proxy Statement (File No. 001-32657) filed Febmary 24,
2006).

3.4

FOrIn of Resolutions of the Board of Directors of Nabors Industries Ltd. authorizing the issue of the Special Voting
Preferred Share (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.3 to Nabors Industries Ltd, 's Post-Effective Amendment No. I to
Registration Statement on Fonn S-3 (Registration No. 333-85228-99) filed with the Commission on June 1L 2002).

4.1

Indenture dated as of Febmarv 5, 20CH bet\vcen Nabors Industries, Inc. and Bank One, N.A., as tmstee, in connection "with
$1,382,200,000 principal amount at maturity of Zero Coupon Convertible Senior Debentures due 2021 (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 4.] 1 to Nabors Industries, Inc.'s Form lO-K (File No. 1-9245) filed with the Commission on
March 30, 2(01).

4.2

First Supplemental Indenture, dated as of June 21, 2002, among Nabors Industries. Inc., as issuer, Nabors Industries Ltd. as
guarantor, and Bank One, N.A. as tmstee, with respect to Nabors Industries, Inc.'s Zero Coupon Convertible Senior
Debentures due 2021 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.5 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form 10-Q (File
No. 000-49887) filed with the Commi.ssion on August 14,2002).

4.3

Second 5upplcmentallndenture dated as of October 25. 2004. by and among Nabors Industries. Inc.. as i.ssuer. Nabors
Industries Ltd., as guarantor, and J.P. Morgan Tmst Company, National Association (as successor to Bank One, N.A.), as
Tmstee, to the Indenture, dated as of Febmary 5, 20tH, as amended, with respect to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's Zero Coupon
Convertible Senior Debentures due 2021 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Curre1lt
Report on Fonn 8~K (File No. 000-498 Q
•
• n on October 27. 2004).
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[ndentllrc, dated August 22, 2002, among Nabors Industries, Inc" as issucr. Nabors Industries Ltd" as guarantor, and Bank
One, N.A., "vith respect to Nabors Industries, Inc,'s Series A and Series B 5.375% Senior Notes due 2012 (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 4, I to Nabors Industrics. Inc.'s Rcgistration Statement on Form S-4 (Registration No. 333-100492(1)
filcd Yrith the Commission on October 11, 2002),

4.5

Indenture, dated August 22, 2002, among Nabors Holdings L ULC. as issuer, Nabors Industries. Inc, and Nabors
Industries Ltd" as guarantors, and Bank One, N,A., with respect to Nabors Holdings 1, ULC's Series A and Series B
4.875% Senior Notes due 2009 (incorporated b)! reference to Exhibi14.1 to Nabors Holdings L ULCs Registration
Statement on Fonn S-4 (Registration No. 333 I0049301) filed with the Cotmnission on October 11, 20(2).
w

4.6

Form of Provisions Attaching to the Exchangeable Shares of Nabors Exchangeco (Canada) Inc. (incorporated by
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reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's Registrdtion Statement on Fonn S~3 (Registration No. 333-85228)
filed \\'ith the Commission on March 29, 2002, as amended).
4.7

Form of Support Agreement bCf\:veen Nabors Industries, Inc., 3064297 Nova Scotia Company and Nabors Exchangeco
(Canada) Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4,2 to Nabors Industries, Inc.'s Registration Statement on Form 8-3
(Registration No, 333-85228) filed \vith the Conunission on March 29,2002, as amended).

4.8

Fonn of Acknowledgement of Novation to Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Exchangeco (Canada) Inc.. Computershare
Tmst Company of Canada ,md 3064297 Nova Scotia Company executed by Nabors Industries Ltd, (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 4.3 to Nabors Industries Ltd,'s Post-Effective Amendment No.1 to Registration Statement on
Form S~3 (Registration No, 333-85228~99)filed \I,1th the Commission on Jlme 11, 2(02).

4.9

Indenture. dated as of June 10.2003. between Nabors Industries. Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd. and Bank One. N.A. viith
respect to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's Zero Coupon Senior Exchangeable Notes due 2023 (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's and Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Registration Statement on Fonn S~3 (File
No. 333~I07806~(1) filed ,,'ith the Commission on AugustS, 2003).

4.10

Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of June 10, 2003, by and among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd.
and Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exlribit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Inc. 's and Nabors
Industries Ltd. 's Registration Statement on Fonn S-3 (File No. 333~107806-0I)filed \vith the Commission on August 8,
20(3).

4,11

First Supplemenlal Indenture, dated as of October 25, 2004, by and among Nabors Industries, Inc., as issuer, Nabors
Industries Ltd., as guarantor, and lP. Morgan Tmst Company, National Association, (as successor to Bank One, N,A), as
trustee to the Indenture, dated as of June 10,2003, \vith respect to Nabors Industries, Inc. 's Zero Coupon Senior
Exchangeable Notcs duc 2023 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Current Report on
Form 8-K (File No. 000~49887) filed with the Commission on October 27.2(04).

4.12

Indenture, dated as of December 13,2004, by and among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd., and J.P. Morgan
Trust Company, National Association, with respect to Nabors Industries, Inc.' s Series B Zero Coupon Senior
Exchangeable Notes due 2023 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.12 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form lO~K (File
No, 000-49887) filed \vilh thc Commission on March 7, 2(05),

4,13

Purchase Agreement, dated May 18, 2006, among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd., Citlgroup Global
Markets Inc. and Lehman Brothers Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd, Form 8~K (File
No. 000~49887) filed \vith the Commission on May 24, 20(6).

4.14

Indenture related to the Senior Exchangeable Notes, due 2011, dated as of May 23, 2006, among Nabors Industries, Inc.,
Nabors Industries Ltd. and Wells Fargo Bank National Association, as trustee (including form of 0,94% Senior
Exchangeable Note due 2(11) (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4,2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Form 8-K (File No.
000-49887) filed with the Commission on May 24, 20(6),

4.15

Registration Rights Agreemcnt. dated as of May 23. 2006, among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd..
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Lehman Brothers Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.3 to Nabors Industries
Ltd. Fonn 8~K (File No. 000~49887) filed \vith the Commission on May 24, 2(06).

4.16

Amended and Restated 2003 Employee Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit A of Nabors Industries Ltd.
Notice of 2006 Annual General Meeting of Shareholders and Proxy Statement (File No. 001-32657) filed May 4, 2(06).

4.17

Purchase Agreement dated February 14, 2008, among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd.. Citigroup Global
Markets Inc. and UBS Securities LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Fonn 8-K (File
No. 000-49887) filed February 22, 2008).

"..--....
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4.18

Indenture related to the Senior Notes due 2018, dated Februal)' 20, 200K among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries
Ltd. and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as trustee (including form of6.15% Senior Note due 2018)
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Form 8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed February 22,
2008).

4.19

Registration Rights Agreement dated as of Febnmry 20,2008, among Nabors Industries, Inc" Nabors Industries, Ltd.,
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and nBS Securities LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.3 to Nabors Industries Ltd.
Form 8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed Febmary 22, 2008).

4,20

Purchase Agreement, dated July 17, 2008, among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries, Ltd., Citigroup Global
Markets Inc. and UBS Securities LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Fonn 8~K (File
No. 000-49887) filed July 1, 2008).

4.21

Registration Rights Agreement, dated July 22,2008, among Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries, Ltd., Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. and UES Securities LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Fonn 8-K
(File No. 000-49887) filed July 1, 2008).
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4.22

Purchase Agreement, dated January 7,2009, among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd., Goldman, Sachs &
Co., UBS Securities LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Howard Weil Incorporated, J.P.
Morgan Securities Inc., Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated, Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co. Securities, Inc. and Wells Fargo
Securities, LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 8-K (File No. 001-32657) filed
January 14,2009).

_

4.23

Indenture related to the Senior Notes due 2019, dated as of January 12,2009, among Nabors Industries. Inc.. Nabors
Industries Ltd. and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as tmstee (induding fOOll of 9.25% Senior Note due 2019)
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form 8-K (File No. 001-32657) filed January 14.
20091.

4.24

Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of January 12, 2009, among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd..
Goldman, Sachs & Co., UBS Securities LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Deutsche Bank Secmities Inc., HO\vard Weil
Incorporated, J.P. Morgan Securities Inc., Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated, Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co. Secmities,
Inc. and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 8-K (File
No. 001-32657) filed January 14, 2009).

10.1 (+)

1996 Employee Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Nabors Industries Inc. 's Registration Statement on Fonn S-8
(Registration No. 333-11313) filed September 3, 1996).

10.2 (+)

1994 Executive Stock Option Agreement effective December 28, 1994, bchveen Nabors Industries, Inc. and Eugene M.
Isenberg (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to Nabors Industries Inc.'s Form 10-K (File No. 1-9245)filcd
December 30. 1996).

10,3 (+)

1994 Executive Stock Option Agreement effective December 28, 1994, between Nabors Industries. Inc. and Anthony G.
Petrella (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.5 to Nabors Industries Inc.'s Form IO~K (File No. I ~9245) filed
December 30,1996).

10.4 (+)

Employment Agreement effective October 1. 1996, between Nabors Industries, Inc. and Eugel1e M. Isenberg (incorporated
by reference to Exhibit 10,7 to Nabors Industries Inc. '5 Form lO-Q (File No. 1~9245) filed May 16, 1997).

10.5 (+)

First Amendment to Amended and Restated Employment Agreement beh'l'een Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries
Ltd. and Eugene M. Isenberg dated as of June 24, 2002 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Nabors Industries
Ltd. 's Fonn lO-Q (File No. 000-49887) filed August 14, 2002).

10.6 (+)

Second Amendmellt to Employment Agreement between Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd. and Eugene M.
Iscnberg dated as of July 17,2002 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Fonn lO-Q (File
No. 000-49887) filed AuguSl14. 2(02).

10.7 (+)

Third Amendment to Employmcnt Agreement bet>veen Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd. and Eugene M.
lsenberg dated as of December 28, 2005 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.01 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 8-K
(File No. 000-49887) filed December 28, 2(05).

10.8 (+)

Fourth Amendment to Employment Agreement between Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd. and Eugene M.
Isenberg dated as of March to, 2006 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,810 Nabors Industries Ltd..·s Fonn IO-K
(File No. 000-49887) filed March 16. 2(06).

10.9 (+)

Fifth Amendment to Employment Agreement between Nabors Industric-s, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd. and Eugene M.
Isenberg dated as of December 31, 2008 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Form 8~K
(File No. OOI~32657) filed with the Commission on January 7, 2009).

10.10 (+)

Employment Agreement effective October 1. 1996. behveen Nabors Industries. Inc. and Anthony G. PetrcUo (incorporated
by reference to Exhibit 10.8 to Nabors'
. (File No. 1-9245) filed May 16, 1997).
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10,11 (+)

First Amendment to Amended and Restatcd Employment Agreement betwecn Nabors Industrics, Inc., Nabors Industries
Ltd. and Anthony G. Petrello dated as of June 24, 2002 (incorporatcd by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to Nabors Industries
Ltd,'s Form lO~Q (File No, OOO~49887) filed August lA, 2(02),

10,12(+)

Second Amendment to Employment Agreement between Nabors Industries, Inc" Nabors Industries Ltd. and Anthony G.
Petrello dated as of July 17, 2002 (incorpomted by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to Nabors Industries Ltd, 's Form 10~Q, File
No. 000-49887. filed August 14.2(02).

10,13 (+)

Third Amendment to Employment Agreement between Nabors Industries, Inc., Nabors Industries Ltd. and Anthony G.
Petrello dated as of Decembcr 28, 2005 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.02 to Nabors Industries Ltd,'s Fonn 8~K
(File No. 0(xJ-49887) flIed December 28, 2005).

10,14 (+)

Fourth Amendment to Employment Agreement between Nabors Ilidustries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd. ,Uld Anthony G.
Petrello dated as ofDeccmbcr 31,2008 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to Nabors Industries Ltd. Fonn
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8-K (File No. 001-32657) filed with the Commission on January 7, 2009).
10,15 (+)

Waiver dated as of September 27. 2002. pursuant to Section 9.[c] and Schedule 9.[c] orihe Amended Employment
Agreement among Nabors Industries, Inc.. Nabors Industries Ltd" and Anthony G. Petrello (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form lO~Q (File No. OOO~49887) filed November 14.2(02).

10.16 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1996 Chairman's Executive Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.17 to Nabors
Industries Inc. 's Fonn IO-K (File No. 1-9245) filed December 29, 1997).

10.17 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1996 Executive Officers Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.18 to Nabors
Industries lnc.'s Fonn IO~K (File No, 1-9245) filed December 29, 1997).

10.18 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1996 Executive Officers Incentive Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.9 to Nabors
Industries Inc. 's Fonn lO-K (File No. 1-9245) filed December 29, 1997).

10,19 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1997 Executive Officers Inccntive Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.20 to
Nabors Industries Inc,'s Form lO-K (File No, 1-9245)filcd December 29,1997).

10.20 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1998 Employee Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.19 to Nabors Industries Inc. 's
Form 10-K (File No. 1-9245) filed March 31. 1999).

10.21 (+)

Nabors Industries, Inc. 1998 Chairman's Executive Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.20 to Nabors
Industries Inc.'s Form lO~K (File No. 1~9245) filed March 31. 1999).

10.22 (+)

Nabors Industries. Inc. 1999 Stock Option Plan forNon~Employec Directors (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.21 to
Nabors Industries Inc.'s Form 10-K (File No. 1-9245) filed March 31, 1999).

10.23 (+)

Amendment to Nabors Industries, Inc. 1999 Stock Option Plan for Non-Employee Directors (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.19 to Nabors Industries Inc.'s Form lO-K (File No. 1-09245) filed March 19, 2002).

10,24 (+)

1999 Pool EmployeelDirector Option Exchange Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,20 to Nabors Industries
Inc.'s Fonn lO~K (File No. 1~09245) filed March 19, 2(02).

10.25

Form of Indemnification Agreement entered into between Nabors Industries Ltd. and the directors and executive officers
identified in the schedule thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.28 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 10-K (File
No. 000-49887) filed March 31, 20(3).

10.26 (+)

Amended and Restated 1999 Stock Option Plan for Non~El11ployee Directors (amended on May 2, 2003) (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.29 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Fonn lO-Q (File No, 000-49887) filed May 1,2. 20(3).

10.27 (+)

2003 Employee Stock Option Plan (incorporated by reference to Annex D of Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Notice of 2003
Annual General Meeting of Shareholders and Proxy Statement (File No. 000-49887) filed May 8, 20(3).

10.28

Purchase and Sale Agreement (Red River) by and among E1 Paso Production Company and EI Paso Production GOM Inc..
jointly and severally as Seller and Ramshom Investments, Inc., as Purchaser dated October 8, 2003 (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.23 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form lO-K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 15,2004).

10,29

Purchase and Sale Agreement (USA) bet\vecn EI Paso Production Oil & Gas USA, L.P., as Seller and Ramshom
Investments, Inc., as Purchaser dated October 8, 2003 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.24 to Nabors Industries
Ltd.'s FornI lO~K (File No, 000-49887) filed March 15, 20(4),
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10,30

Exploration Participation Agreement (South Texas) by and bchvcen EI Paso Production Oil & Gas Company and EI Paso
Production Oil & Gas USA LP., jointly'" and severally and Ramshom Investments, Inc.. dated November 6, 2003
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.25 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form lO~K (File No. OOO~49887) filed March 15.
2004).

10.31

Exploration Participation Agreement (Catapult) by and between EI Paso Production Company. and Ramshorn
Investments, Inc., dated November 6, 2003 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.26 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form
10-K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 15,2004).

10.32 (+)

FornI of Restricted Stock Avmrd-IsenberglPetrello (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.01 to Nabors Industries
Ltd.'s Fonn 8~K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 2, 20(5).

10.33 (+)

Form of Restricted Stock Award-Dthers (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.02 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Form
8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 2, 2005).

10.34 (+)

Form of Stock Option Agreement-Isenberg/Petrella (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.03 to Nabors Industries
Ltd.'s Fonn 8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 2,20(5).

10.35 (+)

Form of Stock Option Agreement-Others (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.04 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form
8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed March 2, 20(5).

10.36

First Amendment to 2003 Employee Stock P1an (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Nabors Industlies Ltd.'s
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Form 10-Q (File No. 000-49887) filed August 3. 2005).

10.37

Form of Notice of Resignation-Bruce P. Koch, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (incorporated by reference to
Item 5.01 Nabors Industries, Ltd., Fonn 8-K (File No. 000-49887) filed October 27, 2008).

10.38

Nabors Industries Ltd. Amended and Restated 2003 Employcc Stock Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit A of
Nabors Industries Ltd.'s Revised Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A (File No. 001-32657) filed with the
Commission on May 4, 2006) (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99,1 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Form 5-8 filed
November 12, 2008.

*

12

Computation of Ratios.

l4

Code of Business Conduct (incorporated by rcfercnce to Exhibit 14 to Nabors Industries Ltd.'s FotTIl lO-K (File No.
000-49887) filed March 15. 20(4).

18

Preference Letter of Independent Accountants Regarding Change in Accounting Principle (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 18 to Nabors Industries Ltd. 's Fonn lO-Q (File No. 000-49887) filed November 2, 2(05).

21

Significant Subsidiaries of Nabors Industries Ltd.

23

Conscnt of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.

31.1

Rule 13a-14(a)115d-14(a) CenifiC:"ltion, executed by Eugene M. Isenberg, Chainnan and Chicf Executive Officer of
Nabors Industries Ltd. *

31.2

Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) Certification, executed by Bmce P. Koch, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Nabors
Industries Ltd. *

32.1

Certifications required by Rule 13a-14(b) orRu1c 15d I4(b) and Section 1350 of Chapter 63 of Title 18 of the United
States Codc (18 U.S.c. 1350), executed by Eugene M. Isenberg, Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer of Nabors
Industries Ltd. and Bmce P. Koch, Vicc President and Chief Financial Officer of Nabors Industries Ltd. (fumished
herewith).

*
*

N

Filed herewith.
(+)

Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. the registrant has duly caused this report to
be signed on its bchalfby the undersigned, thereunto duIy authorized.
NABORS INDUSTRIES LTD.

By: lsi Eugene M. Isenberg
Eugene M. Iscnberg
Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer
By:

Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)
Date: February 27. 2009
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exclk'1nge Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on
behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Title

Simtattln'

nate

lsi Eugene M. Isenberg
Eugcne M. Iscnberg

Chainnan and Chief Executive Officer

February 27. 2009

lsi Jamcs L. Paync
James L. Paync

Director

February 27, 2009

lsI Anthony G, Petrella
Anthony G. Petrella

Deputy Clminml11, President and
Chief Operating Officer

February 27, 2009

lsI Hans Sdunidt

Director

February 27. 2009

Director

Febnmry 27. 2009

lsi Martin 1. Whitman
Martin 1. Whitman

Director

February 27. 2009

lsI William T. Comfort
William T. Comfort

Director

Hans Schmidt
lsI Myron M. Shcinfeld

MYTOn M. Shcinfeld

February 27. 2009

lIO
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SCHEDliLE n - VALUATlON AND QUALlf'YING ACCOUNTS

Years Ended December 3L 2008. 2007 and 2006
Hlltanccat

Valuation allowance on deferred

Valuation allowance on deferred

Valuation allmvance on deferred
tax assets

17,566

4,574

22J40

(1) Uncollected receiv<lbles written-ofL llet of recoveries.
(2)

Inventory written-off.
lJl
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EXHIBIT 12
NABORS INDUSTRIES, LTD, AND SUBSIDIARIES
COMPUTATION OF RATIOS OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES

(In thousands, except ratio amounts)

Fixed charges as adjusted

(a)

Includes deferred financing, discount and premium amortization.
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Exhibit 21
Nabors Industries, Ltd. and Subsidiaries
Significant Subsidiaries

Nabors DIilling Canada ULC
Nabors Drilling International Ltd
Nabors DIilling lntematioml IT Ltd
Nabors Drilling USA, LP
Nabors Drilling Limited (Canada)
Nabors Holding Company
Nabors Industries Inc.
Nabors lntemational Finance Inc
Nabors Intemational Holdings Ltd
Nabors Malta Holding Company Ltd,
Nabors lntemational Management Ltd
Nabors Canada
Ryan Energy Technologies Inc.
Oak Leaf Investments Inc
Nabors Diamond Holdings, Inc
Nabors Well Services Co
Yello\v Deer Investments Corp
Nabors Global Holdings Ltd
Nabors Hungary Kft
Maple Leaf Holdings Ltd,
Ramshom Investments, Inc.
Nabors Blue Shield Ltd,
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CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statements on Form S~8 (Registration Numbers 333~87069~99.
333-11313-99,333-121908, and 333-155291) of Nabors Industries Ltd., 011 Fonn S-3 (Registration Numbers 333-85228-99 and
333-(9267) of Nabors Industries Ltd., and on Fonn S-3 (Registration Number 333-136797-01) of Nabors Industries Ltd. and Nabors
Industries, Inc. of our report dated February 27, 2009 relating to the financial statements, financial statement schedule and the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, \vhich appears in this Form IO~K.
/s/ Price\vaterhouseCoopers LLP
Houston, Texas
February 27, 2009
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EXHIBIT 31.1
Certification of Chief Exccutiw Officer
Pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a)
1, Eugene M. Isenberg, certify that:
1.
I have reviewed this annual report on Form

lO~K

of Nabors Industries

Ltd.~

2.

Based on my knm:dedge, this report docs not contain any untmc statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under ·which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report:

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information induded in this report, fairly present in all

material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report:
The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I arc responsible for establishing and maint~lining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a 15(c) and 15d 15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) for the registrant and have:

4.

M

5.

M

(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaJies, is
made known to us by others \vithin those entities, particularly during the period in ,vhich this report is being prepared;

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the efFectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this
report based on sllch evaluation; and

(d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect the registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
\vhich are reasonably likely to adversely affect tbe registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b)

Any fraud, 'whether or not materiaL that involves management or other employees "\vho have a significant role in the
registrant's internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 27, 2009

/s/ Eugene M. Isenberg
Eugene M. Isenberg
Cbairnlan and Chief Executive Officer
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EXHIBIT 31.2
Certification of Chief Financial Officer
Pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a)
L Bmce P. Koch. cenify that
I.
I have reviewed this annual report on Form I O~K of Nabors Industries Ltd.:
2.

Based on my kuO\\'ledge, this report docs Bot contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact

necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
\\'ith respect to the period covered by this report:
.).

Based on my knO\vlcdgc, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flmvs of the registrant as of, and fOf, the periods
presented in this report

4.

The registrant's other ceI1ifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d~15(e» and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(1) and 15d-15(f) for the registrant and have:
(a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is
made known to us by others ,vithin those entities, particularly during the period in \vhich this report is being prepared:

(b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance \vitll generally accepted accounting principles:

(c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the rCglstnmt's disclosure controls and procedures <md presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by tIlis
report based on such evaluation: and

(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred duting the
registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's intemal control over financial reporting; and

5.

The registrant's other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of intemal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant's internal control over financial reporting.

Date: Fcbmary 27, 2009

151 Bmce P. Koch
BnlCC P. Koch
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)
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EXHmlT 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.c. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES·OXLEY ACT OF 2002

In connection \vith the Annual Report on Form lO~K of Nabors Industries Ltd. (the "Company") for the year ended December 31. 2008
as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the "ReporC). I, Eugene M. Isenberg, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Company, and L Bruce P. Koch, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of the Comp.:'1uy, each certi(v,
pursuant to 18 U.S.c. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant 10 § 906 of tIle Sarbancs-Oxley Act 0£2002, that to the best of my knowledge:
(1) the Report fully complies \"ith the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations
of the Company.

Is! Eugene M, Isenberg
Eugene M. Isenberg

Chairman mId Chief Executive Officer
Febmary 27, 2009

Vice President and ChicfFinancial Officer
Febmmy 27, 2009

Created by Morningsta~ Document Research'M
JJHP..J.[gQ.~JJ.rrLentr~§§..ill9.!L_rnQmllJ.9.~lfJL9.9.m

Source: NABORS INDUSTRIES LTD, 10-K, March 02,2009
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Ch,ck ~~ .• Redacted
Dale: 0812012009'
Vendor No.tedacte,
Page: 1 of 1

IJDI~ NABORS CORPORATE

"..P (AsSERVICES,
INC.
Paying Agent)

515 West Greens Road, SuHe 1200
Houston, Texas 77067-4625

J.,··_WI~ .. 11..... IL".1 !LL",.~IJH.,t 111111111111111111111

6rrv' COLLEGE of 'NEW'YORK
SHEPHARD HALL ROOM 154
160 CONVENT AVE
NEW YORK, NY 10031

Payment On Behalf Of: Nabors Offshore Corporation

INVOICE NO.

INVOICE DATE

Reclactecl'

DESCRIPTION

DISCOUNT AMl

0610412[109

NET AMOUNT

$O.GO

TOTAlS

$100.flflOOO

$100.000.00
.......

DETACH AND RETAIN THiS STUB FOR YOUR RECORDS,

ATTACHED BELOW

IDI~ NABORS CORPORATE

riP SERVICES, INC.

515 West Greens Road. Suite 1200
Houston, Texas 77067·4625

en.ok NL Redacted.
08/20/2009

Vendor
YTOTHE

DERor

N0Redactec

CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
SHEPHARD HALL ROOM 154
160 CONVENT AVE

NEW YORK , NY 10031

••• "$100,000.00

I

oe hun.dred J!JQusand and QOf100 Dollars
C!TIBANKN,A
ONE FENNS WAY, NEW Cr,STLE. DE 19120

CSOC.CBR.00024828
CSOC.CBR00024828

3448

m

~

THE CITY Cm,LEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
DEPOSit T~S_MITTAL FORM

CTll.UST&GlfTS

E

21"tCHfTURYFOUNDATION

Charles B. Rangel Center

DEPOSIT TO

TRANSMITTING DEPT
TRANSMITTER'S NAME

c

N
'"
CO

.

~~~~;::::::;::;:::::=== DATE ~!~_09

CO
CO

_

BLDG & ROOM NO

AMOUNT

$100,000.00

Dale Received

By

Date Processed

Dee No

Amount Deposited

3449

I
LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrant name

1&1
Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group
Check.ifdiffercnl th~Ul pl'cviotL~ly rcportc{!

DC

20001

USA

Me.
6.HouseID#

35888035

Nabors Industries Ltd.

2005

TYPE OF REPORT

Midyear (Januar)' I-Jllne-30)

9, Check if this filing amends a previously Jiled version oftllis report
10, Check if this isa Termination Report

0

D

OR

r~

INCOME OR EXPENSES -

lEI

YCHr End (July I-December 31)

0
11. No Lobbying Activity

0

Either Line 12 OR Line 13
13. Organih1.tions

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

\vas

werc'

Less than SlO,OOO

0

SlO,OOOormorc

Ii

c:;.

$ _ _~10~0_,0~00

_

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the rcgistmnt by allY other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature James F Carlisle

1.O$5Ihan$10.000

0

SlOJ100ormorc

0

c:>

MlEE;:T:H.~O'~D~.t~:~;'~;'~~:~:;~~~:'~:~;,~~::

14. REPORTING
accounting
method S,

D

Method A.

o MethodB.
o Methode.

Date

Reporting amounts using LDi\ definitions only

2113/2006

LD...2DS (Rev. 4.04)
Page

.!__ of _ } _

CSOC.CBR.00032333

3450

Registrant Name Clark ConsufUng Federal Policy Group

Client Name Nabors Industries Ltd

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,
IS. General issue area code TAX - Taxationllnternal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone

!

House, Senate

I
18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Nmnc
Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jim

Carlisle

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

John

Meagher

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above [gJCheck if None

Signature

Document digitafly signed on Page 1.

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle LD..2DS (Rev. 4.04)

CSOC.CBR00032334

3451

Registrant Name Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Client Name Nabors Industries Ltd.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting peliod. Using a separate page fOI" each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

MAR - Marine/Maritime/Boating/Fisheries

(oneperpage)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. HOlise(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck if None
Senate

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
New

Name
First Name

Last Nume

Ken

Kles

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jim

Carlisle

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

John

Meagher

Suffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature
Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle

[XI Check if None

Date

_~------"""lI1 - - - - - - - - - - - -

LD-2DS (Rev. 4.04)
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 1 of4

Bill Sumllla~l' & Status
S.349
Search Results

S.349

Overvic\\'

S.349 [llOth 1
Title:Small Business and Work Opportlmity Act of 2007
Sponsor: fu'nJ2.mJf1§...M!!cS [D-MT] (introduced 1/22/2(07)
Cosponsors: (none)
Committees: Senate Finance
Senate Reports: lJQ,J
Related Bills: H.R4840, S3063
Latest Major Actlon:1/221260''i Placed on Senate Legislative Calendar under General Orders. Calendar No.
10.
Jump to:

Il!l§, MmQLActions, £,ommittees. §J,lmmarv

..............................................................

.

.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title fbI' a portion ora bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Small Business and Work Opportunity Act of 2007
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS REPORTED TO SENATE:
Small Business and Work Opportunity Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
An original bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide additional tax incentives to
employers and employees of small businesses, and for other purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [SELECTED[ (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: Bill Status
Display.
J/22/2007

Introduced in Senate

1/22/2007

Committee on Finance. Original measure reported to Senate by Senator Baneus. With ,vritten
report No.llQ:.L Additional views filed.

1/22/2007

Placed on Senate Legislative Calendar under General Orders. Calendar No.1 O.

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

~llJ!~E!!l@g

Origin, Reporting, Markup

SUMMARY AS OF:
1/22/2007--Reported to Senate without amendment, 1st committee reporting.

(There is I 9.t!J9JJi.!l!!!m~n::)

(This measure has not been amended since it was iutroduced. Tbe summary bas been expanded because
action occu....ed on the measure.)
Small Business and Work Opportunity Act of 2007 - Title I: Small Business Tax Relief Provisions - Snbtitle

http://www. congress. govIcgi -Ii s/bdquer

,..

"'"

tt7: @@@E&summ2~m&... 4116/2010

CSOC.CBR.00032336
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 2 of4

A: General Provisions - (Sec. 101) Amends the Internal Revenue Code to extend through 20 to the increased

expensing allowance for small business assets.
(Sec. to2) Extends through March 2008 accelerated depreciation of qualified leasehold and restaurant
improvement property. Revises the definition of "qualified restaurant property" to eliminate the requirement

that improvements to restaurant property must be placed in service more than three y'ears after the original
building is placed in service.
Allows accelerated depreciation (i.e., IS-year recovery period, using the straight line method) for qualified
retail improvement property placed in service before April 1,2008. Defines "qualified retail improvement
property" as improvements to the interior portion of a nonresidential building used as a retail trade or btL,iness

serving the general public. Excludes as an improvement the enlargement of the building, any elevator or
escalator, common area structures, or the internal structural framework of the building.
(Sec. 1(3) Exempts certain small businesses from the requirement of using the accrual method of accounting
(thns permitting such businesses to use a cash method of accotmting). Limits such exemption to businesses
which have annual gross receipts of not more than $10 million (increased from $5 million). Indexes tbe gross

receipts amount for inl1ation after 2008. Exempts such small businesses eligible to use cash accounting
methods from the requirement to use inventories.
(Sec. 1(4) Extends the work opportunity ta" credit through 2012. E"pands the veterans eligible for such credit

to include veterans with service-connected disabilities incurred after September 10, 2001. Increases the amount
of disabled veteran first year wages eligible for the credit from $6,000 to $12,000.
Establishes as a new targeted group under such credit designated community residents (in lieu of high risk
youth). Requires such residents to be between the ages of 18 and 40 and have a principal place of abode in an

empowerment zone, enterprise community, or rene\val community.
Modifies the definition of vocational rehabilitation referral for purposes of such credit to include certain
individual work plans developed and implemented by an employment network under the Social Security Act.
(Sec. 105) Provides rules for the treatment of certified professional employer organizations as employers for
purposes of employment ta" liability and other employment tax obligations. Sets forth requirements applicable
to certified professional employer organizations, including bond and independent financial review-

requirements.
Subtitle B: Subchapter S Provisions - (Sec. Ill) Redefines "passive investment income" for purposes of S

corporation revocation rules to exclude gains from the sale or exchange of stock or securities as an item of
passive investment income.
(Sec. 112) E"cludes restricted bank director stock from treatment as S corporation stock.
(Sec. 113) Sets forth a special accounting rule for banks iliat become S corporations and that change from the
reserve method of accounting for bad debts.
(Sec. 114) Revises the ta" treatment of sales of stock ofwholly-owlled subsidiaries ofS corporations.
(Sec. lIS) Sets forth a special rule for the treatment of the pre-1983 accumulated earnings and profits of certain
corporations described by the Small Business Jobs Protection Act of 1996.
(Sec. 116) Permits a nonresident alien to be a potential current beneficiary of an electing small business trust
(ESBT)

Title II: Revenue Provisions - (Sec.

2(1)~_ _" '_ _....."W,e

(to ta"ableyears begilming after

tt7:@@@E&summ2~m&
...

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iis/bdque
. ."""'''''''''''''''_'''''''_..

4/16/2010
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 3 of4

December 31, 2(06) of certain loss deferral rules applicable to leases entered into with a foreign person or
entity on or before March 12,2004.
(Sec. 2(2) Applies rules treating certain foreign corporations as domestic corporations for tax purposes for

inversion transactions (sales or transfers of more than 80% of a domestic corporation's stock or assets to a
foreign subsidimy for tax avoidance purposes) occurring after March 20, 2002, and before March 4, 2003.
(Sec. 203) Denies a tax deduction for punitive damages paid or incurred resulting from ajudgment or
settlement of a claim.
(Sec. 2(4) Revises t,L" rules that deny a tax deduction for fines and penalties paid to a government for the
violation of any law to provide that no deduction shall be allowed for any fine or penalty paid (whether by suit,
agreement, or othenvise) to, or at the direction oC a govemment or nongovernmental regulatory entity for a

violation or for the investigation or inquiry into a potential violation.
Allows exceptions to the general rule of nondeductibility for: (1) certain restitution payments or payments
required to come into compliance \"ith Imv; (2) court-ordered payments not involving a government or
nongovernmental regulatory· entity; and (3) amounts paid or incurred as taxes due.

Requires governmental agencies involved in a settlement ,vith a taxpa)rer to report infonnation about such
settlement to the SecretaI)' of the TreasUJY and the taxpayer, including the amount of the settlement, the
amount paid as restitution or remediation of property, and the amount paid to come into compliance with law.
(Sec. 20S) Sets forth fITles for the tax treatment of US. citizens and permanent resident aliens (expatriates) who
terminate their citizenship or residency to avoid US. taxation. Ta~es such expatriates on their property as if
sold on the day before expatriation at its fair market value. Allows an exclusion of the first $600,000 (adjusted
mmually for inflation) of such gain.

Allows expatriates to elect to continue being taxed as U. S. citizens. Allows a deferral of any tax moved resulting
from such election, but requires the posting of adequate security for payment of any deferred amount.
Sets forth rules for the tax treatment of retirement plans, interests in trusts, gifts, and inheritances of

expatliates.
Amends the Immigration and Nationality Act to render inadmissible to the United States (deny reentry to)

expatriates who fail to comply with their tax obligations as set forth in this Act. Requires the Secretary of
Homeland Security to disclose to the Attorney General whether an expatriate is in compliance.
(Sec.206) Limits the annual aggregate amounts which may be deferred under a nonqualified deferred

compensatlon plan.
(Sec. 2(7) Increases criminal fines and prison terms for attempting to evade or defeat tax, willful failure to file
tax returns or pay tax, aggravated failure to file tax returns, and making fraud and false statements in

connection \villi a tax return.
(Sec. 2(8) Doubles tax penalties, fines, and interest on underpayments of tax related to tax shelters involving

offshore financial arrangements. Allows the Secretary to \vaive such penalties for certain businesses that use
offshore payments in the ordinary course of business.
(Sec. 2(9) Increases the penalty for tendering a bad check or money order for payment of tax.
(Sec. 210) Sets forth requirements for regulations governing contingent payment convertible debt instruments.

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iis/bdque

..

..._ . . . . .

tt7:@@@E&summ2~m&..
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 4 of 4

(Sec. 211) Extends the authorization for charging Internal Revenue Service (IRS) user fees through FY2016.
(Sec. 212) Allows ta" levies for federal employment taxes without pre-levy collection due process hearings.
(Sec. 213) Modifies requirements for the IRS whistleblower program. Reduces from $2 million to $20,000 the
required amount of ta" in dispute for granting wliistleblower awards.
Establishes in the IRS a Whistleblower Office and authorizes appropriations. Requires the Secretary to report
to Congress on its establishment and operation.
Authorizes the Tm' Court to adopt rules to preserve the confidentiality of whistleblowers who appeal awards.
(Sec. 214) Redelines "covered employee" for purposes of the limitation on the ta" deduction for excessive
employee remuneration.
~S!!LqJ2J~s'UJLt~

fil:12

~:LQQ,i1\: Search.

J:::/£w Search

Overview
Savc~"\ll£l:!Ll;lim

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iis/bdque
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I
LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5) - All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page
1. Registrant name

1&1
Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group
Check ifdill'ercnt than previously repolted

DC

20001

USA

6. HouselD#

35888035

Nabors Industries Ltd.

2006

TYPE OF REPORT

Midyear(January I-June30)

9. Check ifthis filing amends a previously filed version ofthis report
10. Check if this isa Termination Report

0

mJ

YcarEnd(Jul~y 1~Dccembc(31)

OR

0

0

¢

11, No Lobbying Activity

D

I~C()iVI~():&~:XP~~SES :.Coml'lete~itherl:ine 12,.O..R Li..ne I..o'

I

12. Lohb)'ing Firms
INCOME relating to lobby-jng activities

tor this reporting period

13.0rgani741tions
EXPENSES relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

,vere'
Less than $10,000 [ ]

SJO,OOOormore

1m

~

$

80,000

Provide a good faith estimatc, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of 3Jllobbying relatcd income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client).

Signature James F Carlisle

Lcssthan$10.000

0

SlO.OOOormorc

D

q

14. REPORTING METHOD. Check box to indicate expense
accounting method. See instructions for description ofoptions<

D

o
o

Method A.

H:0porting ,unoun1s \L~illg LDA ddinitions only

MethodB.
Methode.

Date

8/12i2006

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle - Director

LD..2DS (Rev. 4'D3)
Page . L of ._~
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Registrant Name Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Client Name Nabors Industries Ltd.

LOUBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessaty to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalf of the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code

TAX - Taxation/Internal Revenue Code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies contacted DCheck ifNone

!House, Senate

I
'I'

18. Nanle of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jim

Carlisle

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

e-

e-

,e-

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Signature

Document digitaffy signed on Page 1.

[gl Check if None

Date

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle LD-2DS (REV 4/03)

Page w.~.

of

4

CSOC.CBR.00032347

3458

Registrant Name Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Client Name Nabors Industries Ltd.

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfofthe client during the reporting period Using a separate page fOI' each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed.
15. General issue area code MAR - Marine/Maritime/Boating/Fisheries

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17.

HUll""}

u, c.uu~<c" and

Federal

House, Senate

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Name

Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

Jim

Carlisle

Covered Official Position (if applicable)
Suffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~Check if None

Signature
Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle

_1!.------"""'lI

Date

(-----------

IJ}.2DS (REY. 4/U3)
Page .. }

of 4

CSOC.CBR00032348

3459

Registrant Name Clark Consulting Federal Policy Group

Client Name Nabors Industries Ltd.

LOBBYINGACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rel1ectthe general issue areas in which the registrant
engaged in lobbying on behalfof the client during the reporting period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
information as requested. Attach additional page(s) as needed,

15. General issue area code LBR - Labor Issues/Antitrust/Workplace

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. Hou>"\>! u,Coug'"" and Federal
House, Senate

18. Name ofeach individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Name
Last Nmnc

FifstNamc

Ken

Kies

Rob

Leonard

Pat

Raffaniello

Jayne

Fitzgerald

Tim

Hanford

Scott

Parven

Jim

Carlisle

Suffix

............................................................................................................

I·····················································

D
leI

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above ~Chcck ifNollC

Signature

Date

-·ll

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle -It!--......

~

LD..21)S (REV. 4/03)

Page 4 __ of

4
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

I. Registrant Name
CLARK CONSULTING FEDERAL POLICY GROUP

2. Address

Check it' different than prcviouslJ reported

Address I

101 CONSTlTUTJON AVENUE NW #7011'

City

WASHINGTON

Addrcss2

DC

State

_

Zip Code 2000 I

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
City
State
Zip Code
Country
m"_'__ ~=".=_m="~=',=__
=.=_,.=_m,=.,,'=._,=,
••=_,,=."="m.=m'='''.''''m._'_.'',."'.•'.'m_.'_.=
•••=,,.,=
..,,=,.,,=,.,.=.E~~=:=j
4a. Contact Name
c. E-mail
5. Senate [1)#
i'vlr

(202)

PETER \VOELPER

7. Client Name

772~2485

72975,710

6. [louse ID#

Self'

358880035

NABORS 1NDUSTRlES, LTD

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2006

(JanuaI)"1~Junc30)

Midyear

YearEnd (July I-December3l)

\11

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this repoti
1(} Check if this is a TcnninationReport

INCOME OR EXPENSES

11. No Lobbying Activity

Tcnnination Date

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

12. Lobb:ying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was'
Less than SIO,OOO

13. Organizations
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:
Less than SIO.OOO

S 100,OOO,()O

prOvid:~>~a:)~!;:~~::l~~sf,~:i~~~~,iro;tlnded
the nearest
$20,000,
income from the to
e1ient
(meluding
,>11
other entity

SIO.OO() or lllore

Check box \0 indicate
14. REPO RTING
accounting method. Sec ins'mctior,s [",r dcscirip'iono[' "ptions
Method A.

Reporting mn01mls using LDA definitions only

Method B.
1\-tdhod C. Reporting amounts under section 162(c) of the Infernal
Revenue Code

Signature

Date

02/13/2007

Printed Name and Title James F. Carlisle ~ Director
.-5.0.0j

Pllgt' I of3

CSOC,CBR00032372

3461

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes asnecc$sary to rencet the general issue areas in "\vl11ch the registrant

C~i.~~~~l1;;:,;~l;~~':~~~;~::C~'::;'~;;
~I~~~:~~~'~I~~',:~~:1s~'::S,~~~~~~g pc,';oc! Using a separate page for each code, provide
,irr<10rma'lOnas I'C'll'C"'oa, Attach
15. General issue area code

".r!;x,.• 'Tasallol1l!ll1tcmal,'RclCl1\1C 'Coc'le

,..

,. {one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. Ilousc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Nevv

Check if None

Printed Name and Title ,Jamt's F. Cal'lisle - DirectOl'
vS.O.Oj

Page 2 of 3

CSOC,CBR00032373

3462

15. General issue area code

•. Mi\R .•

M'lfI11C/JV[anlll~"IB,ml1J,'~II'lSl1'cri'''... • (onc p~r page)

16, Specific lobbying issues

17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca

Name

19. Interest of cach foreign entity in the specific

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Tit.le ,James F. Carlislt' - Din'eto}'
"s.o,Oj
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CSOC,CBR.00032374
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Clerk oflh" I-Iou,e of Rcpr"sentatiws
232 Har! Building
Washington, DC 20510

\Vashington. DC 20515

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

• All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

J. Registrant Name
FEDI':I~AL

2. Address

POLICY GROUP (CLARK & W,\!vlBERG

Check if different than previousl)' reported

Addressl

101 CONSTITUT10N AVENUl, NW #701li

Cit}'

WASH1NGTON

Address2

DC

State

_
Zip Code 20001

CountI")

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
City

ivlr

,===========
(202)

PETER \VOELPER

State

772~2485

729756. HouseID#

Self

7. Client Name

358880035

NABORS INDUS1RIFS, LTD

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Yeilr 2007

Midyear (January 1~Jun(30)

Year End (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this riling amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Temlination Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES

11. No Lobbying Activity

Tennination Date

Coml,lete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

12. Lobb;\"ing

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was

EXP-ENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

Less than SIO,OOO

Loss than $10 000

SIO,O(lO or more

$ 80JIOOOO

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate
accounting method. Sec instmctions for description
Method A.

Rep<Jfl1ng amounts ming

LDA definitiolls only

Method B.
l\tcthod C.

Reporting amounts under sc,"'tion J62(0) oftl10lnternal
Revellue Code

Datc

Signaturc

08/1312007

Printed Name and Title Jim Carlisle Director

.:.:::::-==-:=~~~.-------;;;:;;-;;;

CSOC.CBR00032379

3464

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes asncccssary to rencet the general issue areas in "\vbich the registrant

c~g:;::~:;:,;~,l;~~':~~~,~(l:C~:;;~;; ::'~~~:~~~'~ld~;~:~1g~'::S,~~~~~~g

li""orma'lOn "<1'c'I"o",,,,. Attach

15. General issue area code

pCl-.od.

Using

a

separate page

, f',,',onlln',allal R'''·CllllCCO(k. .

fix each

code, provide

",. (one per page)

16, Specific lobbying issues

17. Ilousc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

i8. Name of each individual \\'ho acted as II lobbyist in this issue area

Covered O!1'lcja! Position (if applicable)

Name

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Jim C'adisle - Din'C1or
,,5.0,Om

--~~

........

~--------;;;~
Page 2 of 2

CSOC,CBR00032380

3465

Clerk

oflh~

I-Inllse of Representatives
Resource Center

\\·'ashingl'on, DC 20515

om"

"fp"hli, Records
232 Hart Buitding
\Vashingtnn, DC 20510

hl1P":LI0J2U:r:'lI)Jsflb£hl:'llII9JJ.illl!if",gQY

LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

• All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

1. Registrant Name
Federal Policy Group (Clark & \\'amherg LLC)

2. Address
Addressl

Check if diffcrent than prc\'iousl)' reportcd
Address2

]0] Constitution Avenue. NW #70JE

City

State

DC

_
Zip Code 20001

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City

...

..

,=='''=~=,.=.~.,=~ =.~,,=.

===

State

Zip Code

Country

..~~.,.~....~....~~.~...~=
. .=
...=
.. =~~~===~

4a. Contact Name

c. E-mail

5. Senate lD#

(202) 772-2485

72975·710

Ouck if client is a state 01' local government 01' instrumentality

7, Client Name

6. House ID#

Nabors InduslriC:$, LTD

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2008

QJ

(1/1-3/31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10, Check if this is a Termination Report

Tennination Date

11. No Lobbying Issue Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST COIDIllete either Lioe 12 01' Line 13
12. Lobb)'ing

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

was

were:

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate
accounting method. See instructions for description
Reporting amounts using LD/-\. deflnlliolls only

R,poeli"g

Signature

By: Kenneth .T. Kies

""'0""'' ''''"C' ",,0"0 162(e) of the Internal
Date

07/21/2008

Printed Name and Titlc "K:::cl"m:::c:::th:::J".K:::i:::es,,'_ _.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

;,:;~;;;

\'6.0,lf

Page I of4

CSOC,CBR00032430
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15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

Federal agencies

C"J Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lohbyist in this issue area

('h;"f " f " "ff

Joint Committee on Taxation

Congressman Bill Brewster

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Kenneth.1. Kies
v6.ll.H

---""ijiiiiiii.~~..-----------;;:;;~
Page 2 of 4

CSOC.CBR.00032431
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Information Update Page - Complete ONLY whert.~ registration information bas changed.
20. Client new address

21. Client new principal place of business (if diHcrent than line 20)
City

_

Slnte

Zip Code

_

Country

22. New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual \vho is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
Carlisle

Leonard

I-buford

Fitzgerald

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Internet Address·
\ddress
Princip:11 Place of Business
(city and state or country)

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated 'vith the registrant or client

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following foreign entities

%

3468
Reg;~traot

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20, Client new address
Address
City

-::__- - - - : : - : :__- - - - - - -__- - - Slate

ZipCodoo

COlmlrv

21, Client new principal place of business (if different than Iinc 20)
City

_

Slale

ZipC()dc

_

Country

22. New (ieneral description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

ISSUE UPDATE
24_ General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organizHtion(s)
Internet Address
Address
Principal Place of Business
(city and state or country)

Name

26. Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client
'3 '

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the follmving foreign entities

%

Printed Name and Title

Kenneth .}, Kie'i

----,,~~...-----p;;;;;;-:;-;;;

CSOC.CBR.00032433
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Clerk orlhe 110UBC of Representatives

232 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

Washington, DC20515
hli.P_~LIQhh::ittgfjj5.£bm!!l'Jlm!!i£,g,QY

LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

I. Registrant Name
I'-cderlll Policy Group (Clark & Wall1hcrg LLC)

2. Address
Addressl

Cbccl{ if different than previously reported
Address2

101 Constitution Avenue, NW #70lE

City

State

DC

_
Zip Code 2000 I

Country

lJSA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
City

1\11'

"===========

State

(202) 772-2485

Pcte Woelper

C'lieck if client ij,' a state or local government or in.5trumentality

7. Client Name

6. House 10#

Nahors Industries. LTD

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2008

Ql (1/1-3/31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10, Check if this is a Te:rmin<1tion Report

Termination Date

] I. No Lobbying Issue Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST comillete either Lioe 12 or Lioe 13
12.

Lobb~'ing

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying acti"vities for this reporting period
was;

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:

gs, than S5,000

Less than $5.000

S 50.00000
Cheek box to indicate
14. REPORTING
accounting method SO(, in,"r",otioos I",n ,!es<orilltior, OfOp'lOllS

Provide a

of allioblovi"gr.cl,'cd

Signature

Signed B;y: Kenneth .1. Kies

Date

1011812008

Printed Name and Title ::-K"el:::lO"o:::'h:::J:::,K:::i:::cti-:::"_ _.~;;;,;;;,;;;,;;;;;;
..

;::;;;~:;;

,,(i.Il.1f

Page lof2

CSOC"CBR00032434
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IS. General issue arca code
16. Specific lobbying issues

J7.

[]

Check if None

, s

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Cover<::d Official Position (if applicable)

Senator Dnvid Durcnberger

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Kenneth ;,. Kies

Page 2 01"2
--~~~.....----~~

CSOC.CBR00032435

3471

1:3-1"06 Cannon Building

2J2 Tlnrt Building

Washington. DC 20515

Washingtoll, DC20S10

h!!J.l.~-:Ll_f.1bpviJll!.dbs.lmprhh.m!~fUL0.Y

LOBBYING REPORT

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

• All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

b?l

1. Registrant Name

Federal Policy Grollp.(Clark & Wamherg LLC)

2. Address

Check if different than pre"iously reported

Address!

101 Constitution Avenue. NW #701E

City

Washmgton

Address2

_

DC'

State

Zip Code 20001

Countr:y

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City
~" ~ "."~"""="."='"= ~.=
l\Ir

Zip Code

State

.. ..===,..=...=,.=
...=
...=... =
....,=,
..",.",.~~.,.,.,...,." .."._.. ,~=~.,.=
..=,
...=...=
..

.. ..

Petc \!,,'oclpcr

Self

7. Client Name

Country

=:=~~==l

=,-

~=:j

4a. Contact Name

c. E-mail

5. Senate ID#

(202) 772-2485

72975-710

~f client

6. IJouse 11)#

Check

is a state (11' local government OJ' instrumentality

Nabors Industries, LTD

TYPE OF REPORT

358880035
Ql (lil-J!31)

8, Year 2008

- 6/30)

Q2

C]

Q3

(7/1-9/30) C,',,,]

Q4 (10/1_

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Termination Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU

TCnllination Date

J 1. No Lobbying Issue Activity

MUST comlliete either Line 12 or Line 13

12. Lobb:ring

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting pctiod
vvas

EXP,ENSE relating to lobbying activities for this repOliing period
\"ere

Less than $5,000

Less than $5.000

14. REPORTING
Ch(.'·ck box to indicate
accounting method. Sec instructions for description

I[j,5j
Ir.l~Qj
Iiik:i
Signature

Method

A.

Rcpnrting amounts using LDA dcfinilint1.s only

Method B.
Internnl Revenue Code

Method C. RR'e"voe"nll"e"gem,"',,""'" o,,"ec ,,,chon 162(0) of the Internal

I

By: Kenneth.T. Kies

Date

Olf18/2009

Printed Name and Title ;:.K",CI::ll",IC::th"J".K"i",es,,'_ _.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.

;;:;;;-;-:;;:

v6.0.HerXHI91l'

Page 1 {If 2

I

CSOC.CBR00032436

3472

15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist In this issue area
Covered Official Position (ifapplicablG)

Check if None

Printed Name llnd Title Kenneth J. Kies

--~~~.....----------;;:;;~
Page 2 of2
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o

CHARLES B. RANGEL

2354 R;l,yglJnN Kou~ OA'lc:E

a

WASHINGTON, DC-WS1H:
T'EUPliONE: {l02122S-43t

15tH CONGRESSlOt-IAl. DlimI1CT

NEW Yom:

(!Congress of tbe Wnttrb ~tates

WAYS AND MEANS

JOINT COMMITTEE ONTAXAll0N

~o~t of ~tpttStntatibtIi
Uasulngton, J1€: 20515-3215

MS. VlVlAN E. JONES
01STRlCTADMINlSl1\AT01\

o

153 WEST 12S1'H sml'n
NewYo~K,

NY 10027

TaEfHONl:::!212}663-$90
rLEO.S£flESPONO'rO
OFFlCECI'lE(j(£O

June 13, 2005

Sy Sternberg, Chair
New York L~dation
51 Madisa Avenue, Suite
New Yo ,NY 10010-1655
Dea

to you, as a leader in the
ila thropic community with a shared
commitment to public service, to
share news of an initiative with a potential
that has me quite excited. The City College of
the City University of New York plans to create
the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public $ervice
at the City College to provide an opportunity
for· education and training
for careers in
pUblic
service
for
the
underprivileged
students the College has traditionally served.
I want you to know of my personal interest in
and enthusiasm for· the creation of this Center
and my pride in the decision of the City
University to name it for me.
As you know, throughout my public career I have
believed in the special strength derived from
our racial and ethnic diversity and that we as
lawmakers
must
lead
in
assuring
that
opportunity
for
public ,service
be
made
available to all with the goal of achieving a
policymaking community that reflects the rich
tapestry
of
cultures,
faiths,
colors
and
ethnicities that make us who we are as a great
nation. I am asking you to join me in the
creation of a public policy center that will
motivate and prepare young people presently
underrepresented in public
life to pursue
careers in public service.
Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty percent
of the US population. Yet, according to the
Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of
the
men
and
women
who
occupy
the
top

CBROI12705

CSOC.CBR.00003007

3474
managerial,
supervisory,
and policy-making
positions in the US Federal government are
members of minority groups. And by 2050,
minority groups in the US will comprise more
than 50% of our population.
The Charles B. Rangel Center in the City
College of New York, a school in the most
ethnically diverse city in our nation and with
an unparalleled history of supporting the
empowerment of immigrant ethnic groups, will
help to ensure that those who run our nation
will be reflective of our diversity. I have
embraced the College's concept because it will
allow me to locate the inspirational aspects of
my legacy in my home Harlem community.
As you will see from the enclosed presentation,
the Rangel Center at the City College of New
York will be alive with the work of scholars
and students working on public policy issues
and studying the political dimension of change .
. It will not be a Library or a Museum, but a
living institution brimming with ideas and
stimulating debate.
I will be exploring with my Congressional
colleagues how best to move this idea through
the appropriations process and am optimistic
about securing funds for the planning phase of
the creation of the Center. I request your
advice
and
assistance
concerning
how
to
approach the donor community, particularly
private and corporate foundations interested in
education. I look forward to entering into a
dialogue with you on the funding of the Rangel
Center concept in the comi
weeks and months.
<-

f

C¥.if£J.'Ie~.~
mber of Congress

CBR:gad

CBR002706

CSOC.CBR.00003008
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": list of naming opportunities at the Charles B. Rangel Center
Rachelle Butler

to:

pete'-.Lbushyeager

08/031200506:04 PM

Dear Peter T

Attached is a list of naming opportuhi ties for the Rangel Genter. Please let me
know if you need addi tiona~ copies of the Rangel Cent.er brochure and I will
overnight them to you.

Best regards,
Shelly

0

~_~gming __QRP_Qrtynities for the Rangel Center.doc
Ra.chelle Butler r Vice President
Development & Tnsti tutionalAdvaneement

The

138th

College of New York

and convent Avenue, S-154

New York, NY 10031

Maintain as Confidential: Contains
Confidential and Proprietary Information

NYLlCOOO00039
CSOC.CBR.00014714

3476
Naming Opportunities forthe Rangel Center
A small group of the original founders who have named spaces in the Rangel Center
will be recognized not only with a plaque in their particular space, but also with a marble
commemorative tablet In the Welcome Center.
When the Rangel Center opens, a special reception will be held for the founders, local,
national, and international leaders, Congressman Rangel, and The City College of New
York.

1. Library

$~M

2. Convent Avenue Patio

$1.5M

3. Amsterda m Garden

$1.5M

4

Archives

$1M

5. Rangel Offices

$1M

6. Welcome Center

$1M

7. New York Wing

$1M

8. Research Wing

$1M

9. Community Wing

$1M

1O.lnternational Wing

$1M

11. Conference Room

$500k

12. Convent Seminar Room

$500k

13.Amsterdam Seminar Room

$500k

14.VIP Reception Room

$500k

Maintain as Confidential: Contains
Confidential and Proprietary Information

NYLlC00000040
CSOC.CBR.00014715
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': Rangel Center
Peter J
Bushyeager

to:

William Werfelman

08/16/2005 06:52 PM

.$.how
Details

We're not going to pursue possible funding of the Center.

Maintain as Confidential: Contains
Confidential and Proprietary Information

NYLF00000056
CSOC.CBR.00021197
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new york life
ANNUAL REPORT 2005

CSOC.CBR.00031564

3479

3480
NcwYnrk Life ,\nuual RepfH'1 iOn,",

to our policyholders
As 2005 drew to a close~ one of the nation's most prominent ratings agencies~ Moody~s
Investors Sen~ce~ elevated New York Life Insurance Company's long-term financial strength
rating to Aaa the highest rating Moody's assigns~ reserved only for insurers who offer their
policyholders I"exceptional financial security." In its discussion of the ratings upgrade~ Moody's
cited New York Life's:
"leading position in the domestic life insurance markee'
""productive career agency system"
·'mutual form of mvnership"
"grmving international presence"
Although it was gratifying to receive this independent validation of our fundamental business
strategies~ the proof~ as they say, lies in performance. In 2005~ New York Life's surplus and asset
valuation reserves the funds that ensure our ability to mcet future obligations to policyholders
and financc our growth increased by over $1 billion to the record amount of$12.9 billion.
The Company also achieved record-setting results in both total insurance sales and total
investment sales. COlnbined domestic and international insurance sales exceeded $2.2 billion,
while total investment sales in 2005 greyv to $28.3 billion, a $4 billion increase over 2004.
We continue to be pleased by the solid performance and strong momentum of our
"lV(! continue to he {Jleased
international business. In 2005~ double-digit sales growth was achieved in India,
Mexico, Thailand~ South Korea, China and Argentina. Building on this success,
by the solid !J%rmance
and strong momentum of
we are continuing to expand Ne\\{ York Life's presence in key global markets. In
our international business."
China, Haier New York Life (the joint venture between New York Life Insurance
Company and China~s Haier Group) opened a new branch in Qingdao, a city noted
for its strong economic growth. This follows the successful launch of operations in
Shanghai and Chengdu~ and we expect to announce openings in three more cities by the end
of 2006. Max Nnv York Life, oUl'joint venture with Max India~ Ltd.~ entered nine additional
cities in 2005~ nO'.'\' establishing us in 29 cities throughout India. The Company also received
an operating license in Vietnam~ where "we expect to commence operations in the ncar ftlture.

To Our Policvholder"

1

CSOC.CBR.00031566
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New yo,k Life A""",I Rep""' 20(l:";

New York Life Investment Managerllent (NYLIM) turned in an exceptional perfonnance in
2005, with another year of record-breaking sales, operating revenues and earnings. NYLIi\,l
ended the year with more than $200 billion in assets under rnanagement, another significant
milestone for this business.
Since 1994, New York Life has partnered ,vith AARP as the sole endorsed provider oflife
insurance to the group's $6 million lllembcrs. 2005 was highlighted by a $.'3$ million increase
in sales up more than $0 percent over 2004 and an agreement to extend the AARP
program through the year 2014. Just as significant v·/as AARP's selection of New York Life as the
exclusive provider of immediate annuities through the association's "Lifetime Income Program,"
which launches in 2007. The endorsement of the nation's largest membership organization,
which serves Americans age 50 and over, 'will also nuther establish New York Life's reputation
as one of the most trusted names in this rapidly emerging product category.
'New York Life is developing more ways to provide income security for retirees
with the rollout of an important new business: Guaranteed Lifetime Income. This
insurance ("mlljJan}.'·
is a line of income annuities that delivers guaranteed monthly retirement paychecks
for life and that features import.ant options, such as access to cash for unexpected
expenses~ inflation protection and legacy benefit.s. These product.s represent a significant. new
business opport.unity for our CotHpany' hut, more than that~ they offer a practical, meaningftll
solution to the uncertainties now faced by so rnan)' older Americans. A.n ifltroduction to New
York Life's latest ret.irement income innovations begins on page S of this Rt:port.

".Nnt! J(lrk Lffi; rnnains.
fin! andfmnT/Clst, a l~fe

Now~ more than ever, retirees need the certainty of a regular paycheck for as long as t.hey live~
[roln an organization t.hey can trust. Ne,;" York Life has been in the business ofrllaking"and
kceping~-lifetimepromises for fnore than 160 years.

Our Guaranteed Lifetime Income products are simply one more way offulfilling New York Life~s
core mission: vVe arc in the business of helping our customers and their families secure long-term
prot.ection for their financial future. Ne,,\-' York Life remains, first and foremost, a life insurarlce
company, and our continued leadership in this field is a reflect.ion of the qualit.y and breadth of

CSOC.CBR.00031567
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New York l<ilt~ Annual Rep<lr! 2005

our product offerings our cornrnitment to best-in-class customer service and the dedication and
high standards of our sales professionals. With more than 10,000 agents in alISO states, New
York Life has one of the nation's largest networks of dedicated life insurance experts.
1

The values and culture of our Company owe much to the farsighted governance of New York
Life's Board of Directors. It saddens us to report we will be without the guidance of two of our
most esteemed Directors as we move into the new year.
When Richard Pivirotto retired from the Board last April, he had contributed more than 30 years
of service to Ne\v York Life. During his distinguished business career, he provided guidance and
governance to institutions as diverse as CBS, Gillette and Princeton University. );our New York
Life chairmen have relied upon him for his great intellect and strong ethical convictions. vVe are
gratefitl to Richarel Pivirotto for all he has clone to help shape the culture of our Company.
Hector Ortino, a member of New York Life's Board of Directors since 2002, passed away last
Novcmber~ at age 63. Mr. Ortino, who also served as chairman and chief executive oHicer of
Ferro Corporation, possessed extensive global business experience that greatly benefited Company
management and his fellow Directors. We shall deeply miss his vvise counsel, his warmth and his
profound sense of humanity.
The strength of New York Life has always rested upon the quality of our people. VVe were reminded
of this again last August, when Hurricane Katrina cut its destructive path across the Gulf Coast 1
claiming hundreds oflives and prompting the largest forced migration of Americans in history.
From all over the Company, New York Life people poured tens of thousands of dollars into a
matching fund benefiting hurricane victims. But even before the Home OfIice could launch its
relief campaign, agents and employees in the stricken areas were organizing grassroots efforts to
bring whatever help they could to their colleagues and their communities.
There was the manager who jumped into her four-wheel drive vehicle to navigate the flooded
streets after arming herself with a chainsaw to get past fallen tree limbs and set out to deliver
food 1 v{ater and fuel to our crippled Hattiesburg, Mississippi~ sales office.

CSOC,CBR.00031568
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New Y"rk Life A"",,,,.l Rep"'! 200:,

There \vas the agent who set up fl'ee barbecue dinners at evacuee centers and churches, giving
many storm victims their first real meal in days.
In somc small communities~ New York Life agents were the first responders on the scene. One
woman in Mississippi told us~ "Before the government emergcncy teams arrived, before any of
the relief agencies showed up, New York Life people were here to help us.~'
The promise of financial safety and security is the very essence of New York Life. Our agents
and employees will be there for you when you and your family need them ... to pay a claill1 on a
life insurance policy... to help defray the expenses oflong-tenn care ... and now, to help take the
financial fear and uncertainty out of retiremcnt.
Even as our business evoh'es 1 our values--- the financial strength essential for keeping our promises
and the integrity and humanity essential for earning your trust remain our contract with you.
Thank you for making us "The Company You Keep.I'

SY STERNBERG

CSOC.CBR.00031569
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3486
New York Life Annll"l Repon 200"

There's so much less we can rely on

It used to be pretty simple. At age sixty-five~ you could usually count on pension and Social
Security checks to begin rolling in every month, like clockwork. Mayhe you also had some
money put aside, earning a nice return in solid, blue chip investments. Without much effort,
you could have been set for life.
Unfortunately~ many of us can no longer rely on yesterday's retirement strategies. T'raditional
pension plans are far less common today: Only one in five Americans "vorks for a company
that oUers a guaranteed lifetime retirement income. Monthly Social Security checks cover just
a fraction of the average retiree's living expenses and some are questioning how long even
current benefit levels can be maintained.

With a shrinking retirement safe,ty net, some financial advisors recommend building a much
larger nest egg of stocks, bonds and other investments. But do you really want to bet your
retirement on how your portfolio will be performing 10,20 or $0 years from now?

Special Report: GU<ll'allleed Lifetime lllCOllH'
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We're all living longer

What arc the most serious financial risks for
bills? Excessive debts?

tomOlTow~s

retirees? Inflation? Soaring medical

Add to that list ofpossible concerns another one that is absolutely certain: If you are about to
rctire~ onc of the greatest threats to your continued financial well-being is your own longevity.
Thanks to medical advances and healthier lifestyles~ average life spans are longer than ever
before. For example~ if you and your spouse are both in your mid-sixties and are both healthy~
there is an even chance that one of you will live beyond your gIst birthday.* That's great -- unless,
of course, your retirement nest egg barely lasts to your 80th!
vVith so many retirements spanning 30 years or more, a growing number ofpeople may face the
very rcal prospect of outliving their savings. The good nevvs: There is a way to protect yourself.

SpC(jai Report: Guarantccd Lifetimc Incoillc .,' [)
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The return of guaranteed lifetime income

Through a new generation of Lifetime Income Annui(v products, there are now several excellent
ways to convert part of a retirement nest egg into a guaranteed monthly incorne for life.
You might think of these new products as insurance policies that provide protection against the
risk of outliving your savings. No matter how long you live, you'll continue to receive the monthly
payments promised you .. payments that can, in many cases, exceed the monthly income you could
achieve through your own prudent investing (sec the chart at left).
L{ldhne Income Annuif'ies also provide protection against losing retirement savings in poorly
performing investments. Regardless of the ups and downs of the financial markets, you can he
confident that your annuity income is locked in and guaranteed. That's why a Li;let£.m,e Incmue
Ann'ltit)' can be such an important part of a broader retirement strategy. Knowing that basic living
expenses are safely covered, you may feel you have greater flexibility in what you do with the rest
of your savings, whether it's investing your nest egg more aggressively~ or just finding ways to
bcttcr c'1joy life.

Speci~1

Report: Guaranteed Lifetime Income
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Promises that last a lifetime

When it's time to shop for the right lifetime incOlne annuity, The TVall Street ]ou.rnal offers this
advice: "Stick with insurers that have a top rating for financial strength.""'
At New York Life, ,;ve couldn't agree more. \Vhen you purchase an income annuity, you are really
buying a promise a promise that the company you are doing business with today will still be
there fix you decades from now, strong, solvent and keeping your retirement secure.
New York Life has been keeping promises to its policyholders for over 160 years. VVith surplus
and asset valuation reserves totaling nearly $13 billion~ our financial strength is the reason why
we are one of the top-ranked life insurers in Alnerica by the major independent ratings agencies.
New York Life is America's largest mutual life insurance company. t Being mutual means our
primary focus is on creating long-term financial safety and stability for our policyholders, rather
than the short-term gains favored by Wall Street. Plus, in an era when so many publicly owned
insurance cOlupanies have been sold~ merged or acquired, it's reassuring to know we can't be
bought. vVhcn we say New York Life is "The Company You Keep," that's a promise for life.

Special Reporl' Gua,"al\leed Lifetime InC0meU
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Innovative solutions for your retirement needs

'l'he Guaranteed Lifetime Income products offered by our subsidiary~ New York Life Insurance and
Annuity Corporation, are specifically tailored to meet the financial challenges of today's retirees.
For example, unlike traditional income annuities, New York

Life~s

Lifetime Income Ann:uities

offer optional features that give you access to cash for unexpected expenses. Another option so
unique it has a patent pending guarantees money will he paid to your heirs, no matter how
many years you've received monthly annuity payments. You can even protect yourself against the
long-term risk of inflation with an option that provides annual income step-ups.
Our latest innovation, called the Changing; Needs OpNoll, provides a monthly payment that can
increase up to five times the original amount after a pre-selected number of years. \Vith
the assurance of a more generous incorne during their later years, seniors can spend their
own savings more confidently and live much more comfortably - during the earlier, more active
years of retirement.
Another new product, the Ne"w YOrk Life Personal Plnlsion, gives individuals who do not have
the security of a traditional employer-sponsored pension the opportunity to create and fimd their
own guaranteed retirement income plan while still actively employed.
Special Report: Guaranteed Lifetime Itwollle
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principal businesses of new york life
Life and Annuity
'The Life and Annuity business offers

<I

broad array of innovative insurance and annuity products that help provide

peace of mind and help protect the quality of tile of our policyholders and their Joved ones -- through life insurance
benefits, asset gl'Owth and g;uaranteed retirement income.
\Ve offer fixed and variable insurance and annuity products, including whole life, universal life, variable universal life, tenn
insurance. fixed and variahle deferred annuities, and income annuities.
AGENCY ORGANIZATION

The majority of our life insurance and annuity sales are through New York Life agents, located

in nearly every community throughout the United States. Our agents stand out as the most highly skilled advisors in the life
insurance industry, supported with career-long training, professional development programs and state-of-the-art tedmoloh,)'.
SUPPLEMENTAL DISTRIBUTION

To complement our Agency distrihntion. we also offer our life and annuity products

through select supplemental distribution channels. For example, through the Advanced\1arkets Network -- a nationwide
network of select brokers- we offer life insurance products to specialized market segments including high net worth
consumers, corporations and banks. \Ve also sell annuities through a select group of banks. And we directly market both
lile insurance and annuities through our relationship with AARP (see Special_Markets).

New York Life Investment Management
INSTITUTIONAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

With investment management capabilities across the entire spectrum of asset

classes, New York Lile lnvestlnent j\:fanagement (NYLlM), with afIiliates MacKay Shields and ?vfd\.forgan &. Company,
manages money I{)!' some of the country's largest institutions, including a substantial portion of the For/une 100.
INDIVIDUAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

NYLIAl delivers its institutional-quality investment expertise to individual

investors through the ivlainStay'A andi\ki\.JOl'gan tnutllal fund famities and through the i\IainStay Investments vVealth
Strategies portfolios.
GUARANTEED PRODUCTS

We prm,ide a full alTaI' of guaranteed products to both the qualified and nonqualilied markets.

One of the premier providers orGies (guaranteed investment contracts), NYLUv{ has successfully expanded its spedalty
fixed income products to include European and GlobilI?l'1edium Tellll Notes.
RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES

NYLItv{ Retirement Plan Services provides comprehensive services for more than 2,100

retirement plans, including defined contribution -- SHch as 401(k) --- defined benefit. and executive benefit plans. With
over SO years of experience in retirement plMl consult.ing and management, NYLIM Retirement Plan Services provides
employer and employee services f{)r the retirement programs of small and mid-sized companies, as well as unions
throughout the United States.

Principal Bnsinesses ofN"", York Lile
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New York Life International
ARGENTINA New York I ..ife has two joint ventures with partner HSBC, marketing life insurance through HSBC New York

Life and pensions through rVlaxrma.
CHINA In 2002, New York Life launched its joint venture life insurance company, Haier New York Life, in Shanghai. T\vo

more offices, in the cities of Chengdu and Qingdao, \vere opened in 2004 and 2005, respectively.
HONG KONG SAR Having opened for business in 1988, New York Life Insurance Worldwide Ltd. in Hong Kong is our

oldest int.ernational operation.
INDIA l\Jax New York Life Insurance Company, Ltd., ajoint venture ""ith Max India, Ltd" began operations in 2001,

Out of the nine int.ernational rnarkets where we do business, it has the largest career agency force with nearly 11,000
licensed agents.
MEXICO In 2000, New York Life purchased leading lVIexrcan insurer Seguros ~Ionterrey Aetna. Today, Seguros Monterrey

New York Life S.A. is number one in sales of individual life first-year premium in the country. Our other operation in
Mexico, Fianzas !vlonterrey New York Life, is a surety instit.ution that. has captured more than 25 percent. of t.he i\:1exican
surety bond market.
PHILIPPINES New York Life entered the Philippine We insurancel'l1arket in 2001, with operations based in),{anila. Our

joint venture partner is Allied Bank COllwration.
SOUTH KOREA New York Life has heen setTing the life insurance needs of South Koreans since 1992 exclusively through

its career agency force.
TAIWAN \Vith more t.han 40 offices. New York l ..ife has operated a successful business in 'Iaiwan since 1992.
THAILAND Ajoint venture with Siam Commercial Hank, Siam Commercial New York Life has branches in 27 provinces

throughout the kingdom.

Special Markets
AARP LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAM For t.he past 11 years, New York Life has had an exclusive endorsement ftOm AARP to

sell life insurance t.o its 36 million members. By virtue of this relationship, New York Life has become the largest direct
marketer oflife insurance to the

50~plus

market in the United States, In 2005, the AARP/New York Life relationship was

renewed through the year 2014 and the Company was awarded right.s to be the exclusive provider oflifetime income
annuity products to AARP memhers. This exciting new offering wiH be coming to market in the summer of 2007.
LONG-TERM CARE A relatively new type of insurance, long-tenn care coverage is designed t.o protect people from the

extended costs ofa chronic illness. Our long-term care insurance policies offer our drents a rich set ofhellef-its and a
variety ofinlhtion protection options, aU backed by the financial strength of New York Life.
GROUP MEMBERSHIP This unit of New York Life underwrites and administers group life, health and drsabillty income

programs for professional associat.ions and other affinity groups, such as the American Bar Endowment, the Uniformed
Services Benefit Association and the American Vet.erinary rvledica! Association. Serving the members ofmol'e than
500 associations, we are the leading provider oflile insurance programs for this market and, for the fifth consecutive year,

this husiness achieved 100 percent. client retention,
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life and annuity 2005 business update
In 2005, our core life and annuity businesses

sllO'w(~ased

the strengths that have distinguished New York Life for

generations- including the range and quaJity of our product offerings, the professionalism of our Agency sales force
and the excellence of our customer service.
ANOTHER YEAR OF STRONG RESULTS

Sales oflile insurance through our Agency field force totaled $845 ruiHion in

premillm in 2005, spurred by gains in our flagship \VhoJe Lire product and strong sales of Universal Life. In the Advanced
:\Jarkets Network (comprised of select producers and marketing organizations active in the upscale wealth transfer and
executive benefits markets), retail sales and sales ofbank-owlled life insurance were both stronger than expected.
New York Life has emerged as a leader in retirement income solutions, with a focus on products that pnwide a guaranteed
lifetime income stream. Sales of our flagship product in this marketplace" our Lifetime Income Annuity" grew 50
percent in 2005, while the market as a whole grew only 5 percent. As a result of this performance, our share of the fixed
immediate anrn.lit} marketplace grew from 6.4 percent to 9.4 percent -- outpacing aU the top competitors -- moving us
into third place.*
We also er~joyed market share gains in investment annuities (fixed and variable deferred annuities). In pat'tlcular, saJes
of our fixed deferred annuities through banks were again stnmg, and we moved into third place, as the other top
companies lost ground.*
PRODUCTS DESIGNED AROUND CUSTOMER NEEDS

Product design, li)Cllsed on consumers' needs and preferences, played

an important. part in our strong sales results in 2005. As more Americans plan fiJr or enter retirement, they are increasingly
seeking guarantees in their financial port.folios> We responded to this growing desire for guarantees, while avoiding the
dangers posed by the proliferation of aggressively priced no-lapse guarantees in the marketplace, by redesigning our
Pinnacle Universal Life product for the high net-worth segment.
In addition, we are developing a suite oflife produ(:ts geared tiJr middle-income consumers. These innovatlYe products are
being carefully designed to meet specific consumer needs, such as affordahle protection for young families.
In the retirement income market, we enhanced

(lUI'

Lirehme Income Annuity, adding inmwdtive options to provide increased

flexibility. And, for consumers who are still in their working years, we introduced Personal Pension, a deferred income
annuity that enahles them to purchase guaranteed lifetime income for the future.
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THE BEST SALES PROFESSIONALS

One of the Company's biggest competitive advantages is the professionalism of our

approximately 10,000 agents across the United States. 'Vith the growing complexity of insurance and other financial
products, New York Life's emphasis on training and development for our agents throughout their careers is more of a
differentiator every year,
In 2005, the success of our educational focus was recognized "vhen Training magazine named NYLIC Universityour multi-platform training and development program for agents and field managers - one of the top 100 training
organizations in the country. In addition to their participation in NYLIC University, many agents also earn master's
degrees and professional designations through The American College, a national leader in financial services education,
A symbol of the professionalism of our sales force is our continued leadership in the ?vIillion Dollar Round Table (MDRT),
a membership organization reserved for the industry's most accomplished professionals. About 2,800 New York Life
agents in the United States nO\v qualify for fvfDRT membership, ranking us number one in this elite category

«H' the

51st consecutive year.
In 2005, Council President Michael P. Daly, CLli, ChFC, CFP, FL1H, MSFS (top, right), ofCinciunati, Ohio, and
Council Vice President Gerald Thomason (bottom, right) of Eastern Washington achieved the top h0110rs we hestow
upon our agents. For both agents, the importance of building their business is smpassed only by the emphasis they
place on their families and the value ofhe!ping other people.
CUSTOMER SERVICE EXCELLENCE

In addition to the personal service provided hy our agents,

Oul"

policyholders can

also rely on the pwfessionals in our service centers throughout the country, For the sixth consecutive year, our annuities
service team captured the

DALHAR

Service Award, a mark of distinction in the financial services industry. And for the

third year running, a DALBAR award also went to our variable products secl/ice center.
On the Internet, customers can process fund allocation changes, transfers, cash loans and address changes through New
York Life's highly regarded Virtual Service Center at www.ne.vyorklife.com.
For its ongoing emll·ts to enhance_ service, New York Life has preserved its high ranking in customer service alll(ing
life insurance companies, as reported by the American Customer Satisfaction Index, an independent measure of
consumer opinion,

.19
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investment management 2005 business update
200S was a year of significant growth fl1r New York Life Investment Management LLC

(NYLI~I),

with sales climhing to

a record $22.] billion -- an increase of20 percent over 2004 sales. 'fbtal assets under management reached $200 hillion"'
a,~

of December.') I, 2005, up more than $IO hiJlion from 2004 and another important milestone [,)r this business.

1Iost inlportant is the fact that. these results have been achieved through solid growth in all of NYLIt"l"s husinesses.
The following summarizes some of the key accomplishments within each area.
RETAIL INVESTMENTS

In late 2004, external forces created an opportunity for NYLUvI's Retail Markets business

(iVlainStay Investments) to pmsue a strategy of signifi(:ant distribution and marketing expansion. Throngh 200S, NYLD-T
put a new senior wholesaling team in place, expanded its internal sales desk and continued to differentiate MainStay
Investments through unique marketing tools. This build-out was largely completed hy the end 01'2005, and the early
results have heen remarkable. Sales in our outside broker-dealer channel, where this initiative is /l)Cused, were up
6$ percent., with even larger increases at OUl' key

t~)CUS {inllS.

New York Life agent.s remain \-lainStay Investments' largest distrihution partner. In Aprll 2005, NYLI~fs retail mutual
fund wholesalers were merged into the Individual Annuity Depart.ment (lAD) of New York Life, creating a larger: better
coordinated t.eam of product specialists tasked with marketing both annuities and mutual funds to our agents. \Ye win
(:(lntinue to work closely with our partners in lAD to enhance

OUl'

training on NYLHl'l's products, with particular eluphasis

on the 1hinStay Asset Allocation lunds, which were success!~lny launched in 2005.'"
WHOLESALE AND INSTITUTIONAL

NYLU.. .P s Institl.lf,ional bnsiness manages assets for retirement plans, corporations,

municipalities, endowments and foundations. We also offer these capabilities at the wholesale level, managing the
ilwestment portfi:lJio of New York Life and, on a sub-advisory basis, the assets of other institutions.
Sales in our \Yholesale husiness were up 50 percent over 2004, a dear indicator of our success in leveraging our investment management capabilities to raise assets from third parties. Significant transactions included the issuance ofa sixth
coJiateralized debt obligation (enO), bringing cno assel:s under management. to over $2 hillion as of December 81,
2005; a third private equity lund; a second real est.atell'lezzanine l'lmd; and the launch ofa new India investment fund.
Institutional sales a-xpanded across a numher of products.

NYLI~{

affilial:e lJacKay Shields LLC's integration of a high

yield active core manag;ement team led to over $700 million in gross new sales, <lnd assets were also raised through NYLl11
affiliate Md\lorgan & Company LLC's pooled real estate fund and NYLlM Equity Investors' large cap enhanced product.
NYLL'I'1's diverse capabilit.ies enahle us to reach a hroad spectrum of client. needs, and our el1(nts to leverage those skills
are gaining momentum that will serve us well in the COIning years,

20
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RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES (RPS)

NYLI?l.-I has gained a reputation for industry-leading client service in both the

defined-contribution and defined-henefit retirement plan markets.\-Iore sales records were achieved in 2005, with
$4.4 billion in sales --- with new plan sales up 50 percent over 2004. Additionally, sales in its defined benefit plan business
rose by 70 percent year over year. On the new product side, On1a'rg;ctS~I*, RPS's professionally managed advice product
f{)J'

401(k) plan participants, 'was rolled out last year. Over 20 percent of RPS',s large market corporate dients have already

signed up for this new offering. RPS <:ulminated its record-setting year by being named the top rated l'vlid-MarketFund
Manager and Plan Administrator hased on client responses to an annual study by industry research finn 401 kExchange.
GUARANTEED PRODUCTS

Guaranteed Products continues to serve the needs of institutional investors seeking st<,ble

returns and superior credit qualit)~ The latter was most recently confirmed by New York Life's upgTade to Aaa by :\-Ioody's,
reflecting New York Lite's financial strength. NYLLM sold a record $7.7 billion of guaranteed products in 200.5, as
institutional investment managers utilized the array of products the Company offers to meet their portfolio needs.
NYLli\-fsfinance

c()mpany,_~'bdison Capital

Funding, provides capital to middle market private equity investors seeking

to acquire new companies as well as grow existing portJ()lio husinesses. This is accomplished through providing financing
to facilitat.e mergers, acquisitions and capital investment. Building on this successful business model, 11adison Capit.al
Funding completed 87 transactions, providing over $1.4 hillion of net funded committed capital in 2005, Madison Capital
Funding has provided over $43 hillion of net fimded committed capital to private equity sponsors since its fimnation in 2001.

2D05 Business Update
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international 2005 business update
New York Life International made significant progl'ess on its path toward becoming a premier life insurer in the markets
where it does business in Asia and Latin America. Insurance sales grew by 20 percent over 2004 to $,583 million.
Insurance and investment sales led to a 21 percent increase in operating revenue,. which dosed the year at $1.8 billion.
Our operation in IVfexico, Segurosl\'Ionterrey New York Life, was the largest contributor to these strong results.
\~Ve

also strengthened and grew oux distribution reach in 2005. Our career agency organization remains our primary

channel and now counts more than 22,000 licensed agents. Agency sales in 2005 grew nearly 30 percent over 2004.
with strong performance in India, China, South Korea, 1biwan and Mexico. In certain markets, OUl' career agency system
is complemented by other distribution chmmels, which include mainly bancassurance, corporate agencies and
t.elemarketing. This past year. our operation in Thailand, in its exclusive distribution relat.ionship with its hanking
partner Sianl Commercial Bank. became the largest. bancassurance operat.ion in that. country and in the top three in
Southeast Asia:' And in Taiwan, we entered into a new exclusive partnership with the Bank of Overseas Chinese.
On the product Ii'ont, recurring premium life insnrance continnes to make up the majority of the insnrance sales in aU
markets. In 200.5, we expanded our variable (unit- or investment~linked)products to new markets and saw an overall
increase in sales with particularly strong results generated in India, South Korea and Taiwan. We continuously look for
ways to strengthen our existing product. portl()lioand, in certain markets, we are exploring opport.unities to expand into
new areas, such as pension and retirement. product lines and mutual funds.

.,> 2005Bus;nes"Ul'date
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In addition to growing our existing operations organically, ''ie also expanded geographically during the past year. \Ve were
one of the very few foreign

Jile insurers to be granted an operating license by the government ofVietnam f{)r a wholly owned

life insurance suhsidiary. We expect to open for husiness in that country during 2007. In China, we opened a ne'w office
in the city of Qingdao, where our partner Baier's headquarters is located. \Ve also received licenses inYant,'Ii, Deyang and
NaI\jing, and pIan to commence operations in those cities in the near future. .By far, the largest expansion story in 2005
emerge.d out ofIndia, where our joint venture company, 1Jax New' York Life, opened 13 offices in nine new cities (bringing
us to a total of 46 offices) and further increased our reach to rural areas through new corporate agency relationships.
A critical part of our international expansion is promoting the values and reputation orNew York Life and increasing
the Company's visibility within each market. Th tlmt end, our local operations demonstrate New York Life's cornmitment to
humanity by supporting

chal~table organizations

in the communities in which they do business --- with an emphasis on

helping those who hring much needed services to children. Our Thailand operation provides ongoing support for an
orphanage housing more than 600 children, many of whom were born with HIV, In JVIexico, the IVIexican Center for
Philanthropy has, for three consecutive years, recognized Seguros

~Jonterrey

New York Life as a "Socially Responsihle

Company" for its annual grants and employee and agent donations to EDUCA, a nonproflt foundation that serves the
needs ofpuhlic schools. _Max New York Life in India supports the SOS Children's Villages, a national Olvhanage that
receives a portion of the premium from the sales of certain products in that country.
The growth of ourinternat.ional operations remains an important component of our overall strategy for maintaining
New York Life's long-term financial strength and stability. The markets in which we operate, where significant portions
of the population do not have adequate life insurance coverage, offer tremeudous sources for reveuue growth and
profitability in the years ahead,

200:; Business Updale
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special markets 2005 business update
Special :Markets is comprised of three businesses: the AARP Life Insurance Program, which markets group life
insurance products toAARP members; Long-Term Care insurance sold through our agents; aud the Group Membership
Association division, \vhich markets to members of professional associations. In 2005, Special

~'!arkets

posted double-digit

growth in sales and revenue, Sales grew 20 percent (weI' 2004 to $212 million, \vhile operating revenue climbed to

$15 billion, If Special ).Jarkets wefe a stand-alone company; its revenues would rank in t.he top 5 percent of all dmnestic
life insuran(:e carriers, according to A,M, Best,
AARP LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAM

Through an exclusive marketing arrangement with AARP, New York Life offers life

insurance to the association's 36 million members. The AARP Life Insurance Program est.ablished new records ill
sales, revenue and earnings with douhle-digit growth for each key financial indicator. Sales dirnhed t.o $157 million, up
:~1

per(:ent over 2004's record sales. This strong sales performance fiJl"ther strengthened our position as the nlunber

one direct market.er oflife insnrance to indi,'idIJals over 50, In 2005, our AARP Operations Center in Tampa, Florida,
received, on average, more than 14,000 new applications for insll1'ance per week, More t.han 1.2 million people are now
insured through this program.
A number of new initiatives helped drive t.his growth, including the introduction of our newest Level Benefit Te.nn life
insurallce product. \Ve also continued to expand our marketing to non-AARP memhers, offering them the opportunity to
join t.he associatioll in cor~jll[l(:tion wit.h purchasing insurance, In 2005, more than 90,000 men and WOHlen took advantage
of this, simultaneously enroHing for A/\.RP Inembership and New York Life's coverage.
At year-end, AARP selected New York Life as the exclusive, endorsed provider of lifetime income annuities to AARP
members, The new AARP Lifetime Income Program will complement and leverage New York Life's broader participation
in the guaranteed lifetime income marketplace,
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LONG·TERM CARE

New York Life is now the nation's eighth largest seller of individual long-tern1 care insurance products,*

following an 11 percent growth in sales during 2005. This was particularly significant in light of the fact that the rest of
the industry reported a 5 percent decline in sales oflong-term care insuram:e

fill'

the year, according to LIMRA (an industry

association providing research and consulting to financial services companies). Our success with this product reflects our
commitl'nent to offering quality coverage that is responsibly priced, hacked by the financial strength of New York Life.
Our strategic focus on prudent risk management in the long-term cure business has made us one of the few carriers that
has never raised rates on existing customers -- and the first insllrance comp<lny in the Iong~term care market to pay a dividend
on long-term care policies. This is

sharp contrast to luauy competitors who have raised rates on their in-force or nel'"

husiness, or exited the market altogether.
GROUP MEMBERSHIP ASSOCIATION

Our Group Mernhership Association division provides life, health and disahility

insurance programs for more than 500 associations, including many of the nation's most prominent professional associations.
\Ve celebrated our 50th anniversary in the business in 2005. '1'wo of our original clients from 1955 are also celebrat.ing
the 50th consecutive year of their relationship with us: the American Bar Endo\vment and the Ontario Medical Association.
In 2005, we hlrther strengthened the Company's already dominant position in the association marketplace. \Ve placed
our largest single new case sale in eight years, the American Chemical Society, and for the fifth conse<:utiye year, we retained
100 percent of our in-force clients.
\Ve continue to lead the market in product innovation, a key factor that has contributed to strong sales growth. New York
Life is one of the few carriers to realize growth in the association marketplace, which we attribute in large part to product
innovation. This is evidenced by the success of our new 10- and 20-year level term products, which are designed with
features tailored to meet the needs of our clients.

2nns Business Upda.te
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2005 investment review
New 1iJr1l Life Insurance Com/Jan)' and its DoHtcsrie InsumllCt' Su1widiarits
The following investment review presents information

asset size, had cash and invested assets of$4.6 billion.

for New York Life Insurance Company and its domestic

A reconciliation of cash and invested assets from a GAAP

insurance subsidiaries, New York Life Insurance and

basis to a statutory basis is presented on page 46,

Annuity Corporation and N);'LIFE Insurance Company
of Arizona, which represent most of the invested assets

Broad Asset Allocation

of the Company. The cash and invested asset information

New York Life and its domestic insurance subsidiaries

below is presented

("NYL Domestic") maintained a well-diversified portfolio in.

011

a st.atutory accounting basis. New

YOl'kLife's equity investment in its international insurance

2005, with strong growth in privnte investment grade bonds

alliliates and domestic non-insurance affiliates. valued on

and a stahle position in mortgage loans. Cash and invested

a GAAP basis, is included in the Equities section of the

assets rose neady $8 billion to $1:30 billion, due to stl'Ong

table helow. NYL International, the largest affiliate in

cash flow generated frolll NYL Domestic insurmwe operations.

26· .".. 2flfl'i Investment Review
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Fixed Income Securities

grade assets was primarily driven hy new investments in

QUALITY OF INVESTMENTS The fixed income securities

the highest-quality l'ixed income (NAIC 1) assets, as those

portfolio continues to he dominated by higlH_luality

assets provided attractive relati\'e Falue. Below investment

investments, with 92 percent being investment grade,

grade assets decreased from 2004 levels due to a positive

up from 91 percent in 2004. The increase in investment

ratings at!jastment on a middle market commercial lending
affiliate (Ahdison Capital Funding).

2005!nvestmentRey;<;:w
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2005 investment review
New lork Life Insurance Com/Jany and its Domestic Illsumna Subsidiaries
DIVERSIFICATION OF INVESTMENTS

The fixed income

NYL Domestic limits exposure to individual issuers

portfi}!io remains well di\·ersified across the broad industry

according to credit quality, with no single corporate

spectrum and is comprised of securities issued by more

exposure greater than $210 million. The ten largest

than 2,000 individual issuers. The mortgage-backed sector

holdings in the portfolio represent less than two percent

continues to have the highest allocation, as high-quality

of,,,,sh aud invested assets. In 2005, more than $19 billion

commercial

m()rtgage~hacked

securities provided value.

Allocation to the bank and finance sector increased from

in new money was invested in fixed income senlfities.
ContinuingNYL Domestic's effort to diversify hoth the

2004 levels, as the sector offered strong deal flow and was

public and private corporate bond portfolios, more than

attractively priced relative to other corporate sectors.

225 new issuers were added during 20(),5.

Mortgage Loans
PERFORMANCE OF INVESTMENTS

estate market \V-as the backdrop

The strong real
fiJI'

the continued

solid performance ofNYL Domestic's mortgage loan
portfolio. For the seventh year in a row, less than
1 percent of the portf()lio was classified in the problem
loan cat.egory, as defined by delinquency, restructure
and /()rec!osure rat.es.

CSOC.CBR.00031593
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DIVERSIFICATION OF INVESTMENTS

Lif(~

Anllual Repor! 2005

The mortgage loan

portfolio is broadly diversified by hoth property type and
geographic region. NVL Domestic's mortgage loan investment practices emphasize conservatively underwritten,
high-quality properties. As a result, the portfolio is weighted
toward investments in office buildings and retail space, due
to the large proportion of high-quality assets in these two
groups relative to other commercial mortgage asset types.
Allocation to office buildings decreased from 20041evds
primarily due to a high level of both scheduled and unscheduled repayments exceeding new fimdings. This decrease \vas
offset by small increases across aU other property types.

Equities
While the equity markets were relatively flat in the first
half of the year, a stronger second half resulted in the
S&P 500 index up 4.9 percent for 2005. NYL Domestic's
comhined equity portfolios outperformed the S&P 500.
Strong perflmnance in equity types such as real estate
investment trusts (REITs), mid-cap and international
equity enhanced overall performance,

NYL Domestic's strategy of focusing on ofltce and retail
properties leads to a high \veighting in geographic regions
with dense populations. The mix of geographic diversification changed slightly (i'om 2004 with increased opportunities in the Pacific region, oOset by lower investment in
the North Central region primarily due to a high level of
scheduled repayments.

2005 Tlwestment Reyiew
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2005 investment review
Jvcw 'lork Lift Insurance Company and its Domestic Insurance Subsidiaries
DIVERSIFICATION OF INVESTMENTS

NYL Domestic's

equity assets are diversified across many dift'eJ:ent types

Asset/Liability and Investment Risk Management
The asset portfolio has potential exposure to several

of equity, induding puhlic common stock, private equitF

investment risks, inclllding liquidity, interest rate, credit

real estate investment trusts (REITs) and convertible

and equity price risks. NYL Domestic has established

preferreds. Diversifi(~ation within public equity was flu·ther

{~omprehensive

enhanced in 200'? with the addition of small-cap equity.

corporate and business segment levels to minimize overaU

UncoJlsolidated subsidiaries increased in value primarily

risk exposures, The Investment Committee of the Board

policies and procedures at both the

due to the market appreciation on puhlidy traded common

of Directors annually approves NYL Domestic's general

stock of certain affiliates (Express Scripts).

authorizatioll, which defines the authority to make and

The public common stock equity poruoJlo is managed by
experienced portfolio managers, who make use of active
,md passive styles combined with quantitative and fimdamental analysis. The private equity allocation provides
tilrther diversification because of its low correlation with
fixed in(:ome securities and public equities. The equity
assets are also diversified across many dilTerentindustry

execute decisions, t.he limits by asset dass and the overall
effective limit on asset risks. One of the key measures to
qualltif}' and control

ow:~raU

investment risk is to assess

the potential exposure of statutory surplus to adverse
changes in financial market and credit conditions over a
12-month period.
A substantial positive operating cash flow supports NYL

sectors and geographic rei,r[ons, thereby limiting exposure

Domestic's strong liquidity ,mel ability to meet its liabilities

to cyclical or systematic problems within any given sector

when due. Primary sonrces of cash include sales ofiusurance

or region. By ensuring adequate diversification, NYL

and investment products, investment income, maturities

Domestic expects to realize more stahle e(-JUity returns.

and calls, and dividends. Additional liquidity to meet
unexpected cash demands can be provided by NYL
Domestic's portfolio ofliquid assets, which include U.S,
Treasury securities, shol't.-tenn money market investments.
government agency bonds and mortgage-hacked securities.
Funds are also available through a commercial paper program
administered hy New Yi)rk Life Capital Corporation, an
indirect, wholly owned suhsidiary ofNe\v York Life, and a
bank revolving credit facility, which is used to back up the
cOlllmercial paper issuance program.

,iO

2(j(j5

r'lVC~{mc{j{
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Management evaluates the impact of various stress events

NYL Domestic's investments in corporate bonds and

on the Company's liquidity on a regular hasis using the

mortgage loans expose it to potential losses from the

analysis of stress scenarios. Based on the results of these

uncertainty ofdefault experiem:e to the underlying credits.

stress tests, management believes that the Company has

Credit risk is managed by applying disciplined credit

more than ample liquidity and financial strength to provide

evaluation and undervvriting standards; aligning allocations

for foreseeahle cash requirements, including unanticipated

tolower-quaIity, higher-yielding investments with our risk-

cash outflows in extreme stressed conditions, This view

retul11 tolerances; and diversifying exposures hy industry,

was re"mnned in an October 2005 report fromi\Joody's,
which referred to New York Life Insurance Company as
having "very strong liquidity." Various liquidity risk
indicators are tracked regularly to provide management
with an early indication of any potential liquidity issues,

issuer and property type.
The market value of the holdings of public and private
equity securities will fluctuate with changes in equity prices.
Equity price risk is managed on an integrated hasis with
other risks through NYL Domestic's asset/liahility manage*

Earnings and cash flows relating to fixed-rate investments

ment strategies. This risk is also managed through industry

are sensitive to interest rate changes. NYL Domestic manages

and issuer diversification and asset allocation techniques.

interest rate risk as part of its asset/liahility management
process and product design procedures, Asset/liability
management strategies include segmentation of investments
by product line and the construction of investment port*
folios designed to specifically satisfy the

pr~jected cash

needs of the underlying product liability. Interest rate risk
is also assessed and controlled by modeling asset ,md
liability cash flows, on a product*by*pl'oduct basis, under
current and pn!jetted interest rate scenarios. NYL Domestic's
asset/liahility position is monitored regularly, enahling
management to a(ljust asset portf()Iios or alter liahility cash
flows in an effort to prudently balance profitability and risk
for each product segment and for the aggregate portfolio.

200:3

1nve.~tHlent
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2005 financial overview
In 2005, New York Life generated $934 million in operating
earllings, nearly matching the company's record-setting
2004 operating earnings, which were positively impacted
by a number of nonrecurring items. Solid opemting
earnings were generated by all lines of business in 2005,
Surplus and asset valuation reserves, the f\lllds that ensure
we

nUl

meet future obligations to policyholders and

finance our growth, increased by more than $1 billion and
reached a new high of'$12.9 billion, providing a superb
cushion of safety and security for our policyholders. Since
2001 surplus and asset valtwlion reserves have increased by
over $4,1 billion. Tbtal sUlplus is one of the key irldicators
of the Cmupany's long-term financial strength and stability.
Our j>rillw1} mmwgement 'reporting s)'stem is based on
aaouHt£ng pri'l/./;iflle,j genemU} aaeJ;ted in the United
States ofAmerica (GAAP), with certain adjustments that
we believe resullin a more aNJrofniate tnu:killf!; ofof;eraHng
n:sults. In additioll, slll!u10r.y usulfs are tracked as aH

important measurt: ofcapdal adeqluJ()"
For a ddailed reconciliation of Ihe
l)ojOrl/l.{lna mcasure5

to

it,~

Coml)(lnf~

GAAP

Hou-GAAP pC7formana

measures, see j)(lge 47.

For <ilfindiMI.> of the ComlwHy's jn'Tformaufl:' measun:s,
see flage 52.
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ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
YEAR

2004
2003

2005
2002
2001

$ &fLLlONS

::~~~~~~i~~~:::"

10.3

YEAR

$ BILLIONS

2004

214,9
2252
202.1
179_8
178,3

2005i~~

9,3

2D03

8.9
8.5

2002
2001

This charI sho'i'l'S the revenue Ihe Company has gerwldted from
its domestic and int8l'natiOl1al business during the lasJ five
income, deposIts included
yeats ~ primarily premium and
in policyholder <Jccount balances for !if(~ and annuity product.s,

This chart shows the growth of assets under management
1"050:
since 2001. Tlle Company's aS$C'ts
4,8 percent over 2004,
of the
Company's diversified products and <list.ribution channels

"nd net margins on guaranteed products. Operating revenue
has grown steadily since 2001.

INSURANCE SALES

INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
IN $ MILUONS

YEAR

2005r~~

2005i~~

2004

2,027
2,237

2003
2002
2001

2004
2003

1,861
1.436

2002

insurance sales and includes
and il1lernaHonal operations.

INVESTMENT SALES

2004
2005
2003

2001

65:6

490,8

This chart shows
individual life
insurance in force
billion since
2001 - is the sign of a strong and vibr'ant company.

Th" coP""",'''OO'ON record performance for the Company,
Since
our il15urance sales have growl1 at a cOmPound
annual rate of 12 percent.

POLICYHOLDER BENEFITS AND DIVIDENDS
IN '$ MILLIONS

YEAR

IN $ BILLIONS

YEAR

i~~~~~~:F'

2002
2001
Investment sales include new sales oj annuities, (oth",

2005
24,,230

28,265
22,329

$ BIlliONS

YEAR

2004

2003

21,699

:~:::E:::::::;:~;::::;::::~~'*'''*

20,000

th,m 'rr,m~

diate annuities. wtlicl1 are included in

This chart

9,3

107
84
79
7,5

dividends incurred

by the Company over tIle I.<;s! live yeals. ",,",,r''',oo,,,,,,,,,th d"m,
pmd to beneficiaries, accl(]enj and health

be~(\fijs,

surrender benelils,

billion
from 2004 due to- growth of our third-parl,y asset managBn)eiFt business

EXHIBit

200;; Fin;\ll(ial Overview
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report of independent auditors
'To the Board ofDirtdors (!lNew YOrk Life Insurance ComjJaJl)'
We have audited, in accordance with auditing standards

As described in Note 3 to the consolldated financial

generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica, the

statements, effectiveJanuary 1,2004, the Company

consolidated balance sheet of New York Lillo Insurance

adopted Statement ofPositioll O:J-I,AC/:mmt£ngand

Company and its subsidiaries as of December J I, 200S

RefJOrling bJ Insurance Enterfrrisesfor Certain

,md 2004, and the related consolidated st.atement.s of

}/onlmditional Long-Duration Conlrads audfor

income, of equity and of cash flow for the years then

SI:jJ(llWt!:

ended; and in our report dated ?'larch IS, 200(). we

Account.ing Standards No. 1::lJ, Accountingjiw

expressed an unqualified opinion on those consolidated

DI:riMtive InstrUJ/unts and Hedging; Adivities

financial statements.

In our opinion. the information setforth in the
accompanying condensed consolidated financial
statements is fairly stated, in an material respects, in
relation to the consolidated financial statements from
which it has been derived.

Acwllnts, and Statement. of Financial

Implementatioll Issue No. 8:36, .Embedded
IJerhmtives: JH()(hfied Coinsurance Arrangernents

and Debt Inst-ruments That hu:mjwrate Credit Risk
EX/IOSliH'S 'Uwl

Are Ul1rdah:d or On{)' Partial{y

Relaled to the CTedihlM'rthiness oIthe Obligor Under
Those Instruments.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

.,. Rcp,.".t,,,rIndcpcndcnt Al,,:litnr.'
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consolidated balance sheet
New YOrk Life Insurance COJlll){l1~Y and its Subsidiaries

D(CEMBER 31. 2004

ASSETS
nXl:O MATURITltS

AVAILABLE FOR SALE. AT FAIR VALUE
HELD TO MATURITY, AT AiylORTIZWCOST

5,880

$103,710
200
5,936

3,294

3,843

130

TRADING SECURITIES, AT FAIR VALllt:

EQUITY SECURrTlCS
UNArF1UATED, AVAILABLE FOR $/ILE, AT FAIR VALUE
AFFILIATED

244

TRADING SECURITlES, AT FAIR VALUE

691

459

1O,B45

4,585

11,313
6,660
4,822

128,710

137,272

MORTGAGE LOANS
POLICY LOANS

6,446

OTHER lONG- TERM

TOTAtlNVESTMENTS

269

CASH AND CASH mmVALENTS

6,152

4,841

DEFERRED POUey I\CQUISITJON COSTS

4,317

5,189

INVESTMENT JNCOME DUE AND ACCRUCD

1,395
4%
4,227

1,490
543
3,496

14,627

16,034

$ 58,568

S 64,451
56,659

GOODWILL

OTHER ASSETS
SEPARATE ACCQWH ASSets

LIABILITIES
POLICYHOLDERS' ACCOUNT BALMCES

53,207

FUTURE: POliCY BENEFITS

Dll/mENDS PAYABLE TO POLlCYGWNER$
POLICY CLAIMS

1,]87

1~Z7

670
10,828
14,627

654
2,245
9,477
16.034

141,542

150,747

DEBT

OilltR L:I\BILlTlt:S
SEPARATE ACCOUNT UABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

MINORITY INTEREST

612

EQUITY
ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPRD1ENSlvt

1,895

TOTAL EQUITY
tOTAL

LlABllltl~

AND EQUITY

EXHIBIT

181
16,729

17,770

17,51Q

$159,924

$168,865

COllsn!i[hted Habna, Sheet

.;<

Exhibit 448
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consolidated statement of income
.II/ell! fork Lift: Insurance C(!1Itj)(ln)' and its Subsidiaries

<.If>

~.

(:6n.'oJi,bted Stat.eme"t ofI"cnme
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notes to condensed consolidated financial statements
New York Life Insurance Company and its Subsid£ar"ies, December .'11, 2004 and 2005

Notc 1

BASIS

NATURE OF OPERATIONS AND BASIS OF PRESENTATION

financial statements have been prepared in conformity with

NATURE OF OPERATIONS

New York Life Insurance Company and

OF PRESENTATION

The accompanying consolidated

accounting principles genemlly accepted in the United States of

its subsidiaries ("the Company") offer a wide range ofillSUranC(·

America ("GA.AP") and reflect the consolidation of the parent

aud investment products and services including life and health

company with its majority-owned and controlled subsidiaries,

insuraIH:e, long-term cnre, annuities, pension products, mutual

as well as variable interest entities in which the Company is

funds, and other investments and investment advisory services.

considered the primary beneficiary: principally NYLIAC,

The Company is comprised offi)ur primary business operations:

NYLIFE of Arizona, NYUFE LLC, NYL International and

Life and Annuity, Investment Management, International 0lWtll-

NYLU\·fHoldiHgs. All intercompany transactions have been

tions and Special \'farkets. Life and .Annuity operations are

eliminated in consolidation. The New York State Insurance

conducted through New'\:lwk Life Insurance Company ("NYLIC"),

Department (the "Department") recognizes only statutory

the parent COmpall}~ and its wholly ovrned insurance snbsidiaries

accounting practices kJr determining and reporting the financial

New York Life Insurance and Annuity Corporation ("NYLL\C")

condition and results of operatious of all. insurance company, fOr

and NYLIFE Insurance Company of Ariwna ("NYLIFE of

detennining its solvency under the New York Insurance L<l\t; and {;)r

Arizona"). Invesnnent ;\fanagemem activities are conducted

detennining whether its financial condition warrants the paYllK'llt

p.imarily thr·ough NYLIC and various registered investment

nf a dividend to its policyholders. In addition, the Company is also

advisory subsidiaries of its wholly (rwned snbsidiary, New York

sul:ject to reporting requirements with the Ddaware and Arizona

Life Investment l\fanagementHoldings LLC ("NYUM Holdings").
The Company markets individual insufalH'e and

inn:~stment

products in Asia and Latin Amcrin\ through Ne,v York Life
International, LLC ("NYL International"), a \dlOlly owned
subsidiary ofNYUC, Speeial Markets is a niche business area
ofNYLIC that markets group life and health insurance

to

Insurance Departments. No consideration is given by any of the
State Insurance Departments to fimmcial.statements prepared in
accordance with GAAP in making stich determinations.
Certain amounts in prior years have been reclassified

to

conform

to the current year presentation. These reclassifications had IlO

ef!:ect on net inconH' or equity as previously repol'ted.

membership associ,niolls, Inng·tenn care insul<tnce and is the
exclusive providel'Hflife insurance to AARP, NYUFE LLC is

Accnuntillg practices llsed to prepare statutory fimnciuJ statements

a wholly owned subsidiary ofNYLIC, and is a holding company

for regulatory filings oflife insurance companies difter in certain

for certain suhsidiaries ofNYUC. NYLIFE LLC, through its

instances from GAAP.

subsidi,ll'il;s, offers securities brokerage, fmancial pl:mning and
investment advisory services, trust services and capital financing.

N()je~

to Financial Statements

37
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notes to condensed consolidated financial statements
)Vew York L{fe Insurance

Compa1l~)'

and its Subsidiaries, December 31,2004 and 2005

The [(,!lowing n:c<lTIcil£s mll~nlidakd GAAP nct lll{'ome

[0 lh~

statul.flfy nd luanlle

or NYl,IC, as reported t,l regliJalm:y autlmritil:S:
2004

1,133
186

,

REMOVAL OF DEFERRED INCOME TAXES

(51

POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS

INCLUSION OF INTERCST MAINTENANCE REStRVE ("IMR") AMORTltATION

"

or CAPiTAliZATION OF OAC
REMOVAL OF STATUTORY SlII3SJDIARIES' NtT GAl N

\1.300)

REMOVAL

(28)

83
0,339)
(144)

(l071

;-121

:CURRENT T,W AND MJNOR!TY 1''flTRESt ON NET1NVCSTMENT Gl\lNS ABOVE

'0

114

RL'JOVilL OF CUMULATIVE EFFECT Of C11./ING-ES IN ACCOtJNTI>.<G PRINCIPles, NET'Of TAX
RaWVAl OF fAIR VAlUE IIOJUSTMf;NTOF CERTAIN LIABiLITIES DUE TO SfAS 133 AND

R>5

(100l

OTIIER

44

STATUTORY NET JNCOME'

$

9&4

$ 1,198

The f(,l1owinl!: Xccoll':iles consnlid;jkd,GAliP l,quity to statutory capil;ll "I' the Company, as rqxH'tt:d t,,) rcp;uJawry autimrities:

(480)

{5,33)l
(1,342)
(383)

728

2,%5
387
1,0)5

Exhibit 44£
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Note 2

The cost ha.~is of fixed maturities and equity securities is
for impairments in vnlne deelned to he

The preparation of financial statements requires managt:ment to

oth(~r

,H~jt1sted

than temporary,

with the associated realized loss reported in net investment gains

make estimates and assumptions that affect the report<:d amounts

in the accompanying Consolidated Statement of Income. Factors

of:'lssets and liabiliti{;s at the date ofthe financial statements.l\(:tuaI

considered in evaluating whether a decline in value is other
than temporary include: (i)

results could differ from those estimates.
INVESTMENTS

Fixed mawrity investments, which the Company

has both the ability and the intent to hold to maturity, are stated
at amortized cost and dassified as

held-to~matuTity.

Investments

classified as avail'1hle·for·sale or trading arc reported ,\t fair V:l!tle.
ror publicly traded fixed maturities, estimated fair value is determined using quoted market prices. ror fixed maturities without a

whetlH~T

the decline is suhstantial:

(ii) the amount of time that the fair value has heen less than {:ost;
(iii) the financial condition ilnd

near~term

prospects ofthe issuer;

and (iv) the Company's ahility and intent to retain the investment
for the period of time sufficient to "now fill' an anticipated recovery
in

~-dlne.

j\Iongage loans on real estate are carried at unpaid principal

readily ascertainable fair value, the Company has determined an

balances, net ofdiscountsjpremimns and valuation allowances,

estimated fair ~~Jlue using a discounted cash fluw approach, broker-

and are seemed. Specific valuation allowances are t:stablished for
ovt~r its

dealer quotations or managenlellt"s pricing model. Unrealized

the exc(;ss carrying value of the mortgage loan

g<lins <lnd losses on availahle-for-sale securities are reported in

fair value, when it is prolwble that, hased on {:nrrent information

other comprehensive income, net of dek:rred taxes and related

and events, the Company will be unable to collect aU amounts

a(~itlst:tnents. Unrealized

gains and losses frolll investments

{;stimated

due nnder the contractual terms ofthe loan <lgreemcnt. Specific

classified as trading fixed maturities are reflected in net investment

valuation allowances are hased upon rhe fair value of tlw coHateral

gains in the accompanying Consolidated Statenlent ofIncome.

or present value of expected iilture c:'lsh flows discHtlllted at the

Changes in hlture anticipated cash flows on mortgage and assethacked

securiti(~s from

the original purchase assumptions are

accOlmtcd for using the retrmpective yield a4justment method,

loan's original effective interest mtc. The Company also has a
general valuation allowance fi)r estimated future credit losses on
currently performing mortgages. The general allowance is based
on the Company's historical loss experience for the mortgage

Unaffiliated equity securities are carried at fair vallw, The estimated

loan portf(llio.

fair value of equity securities has been determined using quoted
market prices f(-Jl' publicly traded securities and managemem's
pricing model for private placement securities. Equity securities
classified as availahlc-fhr-s,\le rcfh:ct unrealized g<1ins and losses

Policy loans arc stated at the <lggregate balance due, ·which
approximates fair value since loans on policies have no defined
maturity date and r(;duce amounts payable at death or surrender,

in other comprehensive income, n{;t of defclTed taxes and related

Derivative Iinancial instruments are accounted V'll' at fair value.

at\justments. Unrealized gains and losses fnlin investments in

The treatment of changes in the fair vaJlle of derivatives depends on

equity securities classitied as trading are reflected in net investment

the character of the transaction, including whether it has been

gains in tbe accompanying Consolidated Statement ofIlI(~otlle.

designated and qualifies as part of a hedging relationship.

Affiliated equity securities represent holdings in entities where

Limited partnership investnwnts included in other long-term

there is at least 20 percent ownership or where the Comp<my has

investments in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheet

the ability to exercise significant influence through its relation-

arc acconnted for by the equity method of accounting.

ship, and are accounted fill' hy the equity method oL\(:counting.
Accordingly; respective

lH'~t

earniugs Ot losses aTe included in odler

Net investment gains (losses) on sales arc generally computed
using the specific identification method.

income in the accompanying Consolidated Statement of Income.

NOles 10 Financial Slatements
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notes to condensed consolidated financial statements
}lfew Tin}, Llje Insurance Compan)' and its Subsidiaries, December 31, 2004 and 2005
OEFERRED POLlCY ACQUISITION COSTS
~lld

mainti\ining

rent~wal htlsillt~ss

policies that \~u)' \vith, and

~re

The costs of acquiring ntvI'

i\nd certain costs of issuing

primarily related to, the prodUCtlml

of new and renewal business have be(;n deferrct! and recurded
~I\ ~sset

in the

~,xolllpallyi!lg

Cnnsohduted

B~laTlce

~s

Sheet. These

Premiums from

RECOGNITION OF INCOME AND RELATED EXPENSES

tr,lditiOll(I[ participating Iile insurance policies, term Iif(, policies.
annuity policies with life contin/!;eneies and group life and health
contracts are recogIlized as incnme 'when due. The associated
henefit8 and expen8e8

an~

nwtched with income Sil us

to re~ult in

costs consist primarlJy nf commissiillls, certain expenses of under-

the recognition ofprofits over the life ofthe contr<lcts. This matcb

writing and issuing ('ontnl<:ts, ~Hld eertain ageney expenses,

i~

For tra(litional
~re

particip~ting

life

illsur~llee

policies, such eost,

amortized over 25 years in proportion to estimate..! grnss

mJrgillS, basing

~nl<Trtizarion

updating perio(lic~lIy for

initially (lll pricing <J.tisuillptiollS and

actll~l

results. For

llniHrs~1 life

,1lH!

defurred allllUitr enntracts, sneh costs are amortized in proportion
to

cstim~ted

gross profits

which is a,sume(1 to he
ye~rs

on~r

2.~

the effective life of those contracts,

veurs for

univers~llife

contructs

~nd l,~

for deferred annuities, The Complwy uses a pricing-based

~pprouch

for

Pfl~je{:tions

{)ffutnre gross margins, which include

accomplished by providing for liabilities for fUlUre policy

benefits and the deferral and suhsequent amortiz~ti(ln of policy
~cqni~itjoll

costs.

AtilOUlltS received under
ment contract,

~re

lllliq~rsal life-t}l)e n1tltr~cts

und invest-

repnrted ~s depusits to policyhnlders' JCCOll1lt

hahllces. Revenues from these

contract~

consist ofanwlwts

as,etisc<! during the period hlr mortality ~n ..l expense risk, policy
~dmillistratioll

und surrender (:h~rges, und are included

~s

fee

income in the CllllSillidated Statement ofIncmne. Amounts
previously ussesseij to compensate the

Comp~ny

IrJr services to

originul pricing earned rates. Changes in assumptions Ii)]" all

h\~

pnJicies and ('(llItracts are reflected as retroactive a{!iustments in

infO inCllIl1e over the period benefitt~d, using the same assump-

t1w C1.1rrem yellr's l\l\1ortiultion, For tht, above (](~scribt,d (:Olltxaets,

tions and

the carrying ~mount of tll(~ deferred poli,.)'

costs, Policy benefits and chims th"t

,I<:jjuste([ ,ll each

bal~nCl'

sheet d~te

~s

~cq!lisiritHl

if the

cost asset is

llnre~lized

investment

gains or losses had been realitkd and indl1ded ill the l-jTOSS margins
{)r

gmss profits nsed to determine current periud amortiz~tinn.

The inereuse or denease in the deferred policy llcquisitiml cost
asset due to rmreabze<J investment gains or Josties is reconled in
other comprehensive incomc,

perfimned over fllttHe periods are deferred and
f~ctors

used

t\l ~mortiz(: deferred

policy

Premiums for contracts with u single premium, or a limited
nt.llnbt~r oflH'(~n\ium

payments due over a signifieautly slwrwr

period than the total period over which benefits

~re

force and, for

(l\'el"

tlw effective premium-

paying period nf the contract. Assumptions as to amicipatN.I
premiums arc made at the ..late {Ifpolicy issu,mce
~re

pnlVidei.l, are

recorded as income when due. Any excess profit is deferred

lile contingencies, and group life and heulth contracts ~re ammtized

estimated experience

expense

poIicyh(lldt~rs' necount ha[anct~s.

recngnized us income in a COtlStiwt reJutionsllip

ently applied during the

~cqujsition

aH~ ch~rged to

include benefit d~illls ilKurred in the period in excess nfrebted

Deferred acquisition costs fin' term contrJC!S, annuity polieies with
ill proportion to premium income

l"(~cngnized

~nfl ~re

consist-

Jile of rJH~ contract. Deviatitm.s from
included in {)p(~rating expenses in the

~nnuities,

ttl

~lld

illsu!1mce in

in rdation to the umount of expected

lutun; benefit payments.
POLlCYHOLDERS' ACCOUNT BALANCES
buIanct~s 011

are eqnal

Policyhol{lcrs' aC{'j)unt

univ\;rsallife-type contructs and investment contracts

to

CllIlHlbtive deposits plus interest

cl'(~(lited

less

mortality an{! expense ch~rges and withdruwals.

accmnpanying Consolidated Statement of Inenme when dwy occur.
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FUTURE POLICY BENEFITS R(~serves

for traditional life insuranc('

policies are estimated using a net level premium method hased on
the dividend fund interest fate and morrality

ratt~s

guaranteed in

The ph\lls descrihed above are non-contributory and are
accounted for in accordance with Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 87 ("SFAS 87"), "Employers'

calculating the cash surrender values. Term life insurance policies

Accounting for Pensions," NYLIC pmvides certain health care

are estimated using a net level premium method on the hasis of

and life insurance henefits ("pnstr<:tirement benefits")

acru<lrial assumptions estahlished at policy issue.

separate an"ngements n')r eligible reti1'(~d employees and agents

Individual annuities are calculated on the h<lsis of actuarial assumptions estahlished at policy issue. Group annuity reserves are

u!H.h~r

including their eligible dependents. NYlJC accrues the expected
cost of postretirement benefits during the period of employee

generally calculated using the present value of eXIH~cted filture

and agent eligible service.

payments at rates expected at issue.

The Company also m<lintains a qualified defined contribution

POLICYHOLDERS' DIVIDENDS
to

The amoullt of dividends to be paid

NYLIC participating policyholders is determined annually by

NYLIC's Board of Directors. The aggregate amount of policy-

plan for employees as well as a separarc plan for agents.
The Company provides certain henefits to eligihle employees
and agents during employment f(Jr paid abs<mt'es. These henefits

holders' dividends is based on NYLIC\ statutory results and past

include, but are not limited to, salary cOlltinllntioll during medical

experience, including investment income, net re<llized investment

and maternity leaves, disahility-related bendits, and continuation

gains and losses over a lmmher of p~ars, mortality experience,
and other f<lcwrs.
BENEFIT PLANS

of benefits snch as health cure and life insurance coverage.
FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

NYLIC maintains the Ne,\' York Life lnsul"illlce

NYLIC files a consolidated federal

income tax returll w:ith certain of its domestic insurance and nOIl-

Company Pension Plan (the "Pension Plan"). The Pension Plan

insunmce subsidiaries. The C(lIlsolidated income tax liability is

is a qualified defined benefit pension plan covering suhstantially

allocated among the members ofthe group in accnrdance with a tax

all

eligihl(~

full-time and part-time employ(~es of NYLIC and

allocation

agreem{~nt. Th(~

tax allocation agreement provides that

certain eligihle employees of suhsidiaries that adopt the Pension

Nch memher of the group is allocated its share of the consoli-

Plan. NYLIC also maintains the New York Life Excess Bendit

dated tax provision or henefit, determined generally on a separate

Plan, which is a nOllqualified, unfunded arrangement, which

company basis, Current federlll income taxes llre charged or

provides benefits in excess of the maximum henefits that may be

credit.ed to operations bltsed upon amounts estimated to be

paid or llccrued under the Pension Plan. Agents are not eligihle

payahle or recoverahle as a result of taxahle operatiolls tIll" the

for benefits under the Pension Plan or the New York Lile Excess

current year and any a(1jl1stments to such estimates from prior
yellrs. Deferred income tax assets and liabilities arc recognized fin

Benefit Plan.
NYLIC also maimains the NYLIC Retirement Plan (the "Retiremell! Plan"). The Retirement Plan is a qualified defined benefit
pension plan covering wbstantiaUy all eligihle

ag(~nts

under

the future tax consequence of lemporary differences hetween
financial

stat(~Jtlent

carrying amounts and income tax hases of

assets illHlliabilities,

contract to NYLIC or its domestic life insurance sllbsidillries on
or after the effective date of the Plan,]anuary 1. 1982. NYLIC
also maintains nonqualified, unfunded arrangements to provide
benefits in excess of maximum henefits that may be paid or
accrued under the NYLIC Retirement PLm.

NOles tn

Finallci~l Stat~ments
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notes to condensed consolidated financial statements
/ltew 'York Life Insurance Company and its Subsidiaries, December 31,2004 and 2005

Note 3

valuer]. The liabilities for these reinsurance arrangements and
other similar c(mtracts that r'ol1Glin an

Effective January L 2004, the Compwry adopted Statement

embedd(~d

derivative were

a4iustcdto rdlect the hir value of the investetl assets and aTe

of Position 0,'3·\, "/I.ceotlllting all(l Reporting by Insurance

indm!(:d in interest nedile{] to pnlicyllOlders' account balaJ\{~es

Ent(;rprises for Certain Nontraditimllll Long-Duration Cont!<1cts

and other income in the accnmpanying Consolidat\;d Stutement

and fOr Separ:lte Accounts" ("SOP OJ-I"). SOP 03-1 provides

ofInc'lln". To mitigate the finandal impact of marking the

guidance un (i) the classification and valuation oflong-duration

liabilities til market. the Company transferred its fixed maturities

contract liabilities; (ii) the accounting filr sales
(iii)

S{~panlte

indlwem(~nts;

am]

account presentation an(] valuation. In ;lccordatwe

with SOP 0:3-1 \guidallce for the reporting of C{~rtain separate

ponf<:.lio hacking a'rtain modified coinsu.rancc agrel,ments and
group pension participating contritcts from available-for-sale into
the trading pordlllio_ The financial impact of establishing a

accounts, the Company reclassified $4,038 million of separate

trarling portfolio as 'lfjanualT 1,2004. was a $214 million after·

accmmt assets to geneml an:oun! ilsseb and $:},941 million of

t,lX increase in net income

separate 'lCCOU.llt liubilities to po!icyho](lers' account balances

to other cHlnprehensive income, and is nllt included as part of the

and other liabilities at january \,2004, The Company cmrently

l:tullulittive impact, as ofJanuary 1, 2004, The cumulative eflect

~nd

a $214 million after-tax {lecre~se

offers enhanced crediting rates or day-one bonus payments to

of the adoptioll ofB:36, as nfJalHlary 1,2004, resulted in'l $240

contracthnlders on certain of' its annuity products, Effective

million lifter-tax decrease in net incol1w and a $I!.i I million after-

january L 2004, upnn thc Company's adoption of SOP 0,:)· L
thc expcnse ass,.ciatcd with offering a day-ow: Iwnus continues
to

be dderred and amortized oyer t1w lift: oftIle related e{)nlnlct

using the sume lllethodulogy and assUlnptions used to amortize
deferred policy acquisition costs, EnhmH:ed cre{litillg Tutes

tax

incteaSl~

in other comprehensive incmne. The wtal

imp~ct nn

net income for B36, including the establishment of a trading
portfolio, was a charge of$26 million.
The Company's total cumulative effect of the adoption nfBJ6
and SOP 03-1, as of]anualj-' 1,201)4, resulted in a $240 million

offered in certain anlluity produ<:ts will llil longer be eligible for
capitalization. Effective Janwll'y I, 2004, all10lti1--lltioll associated

de(:r<~,lSt~

in net in(:ome

~nd ~

$153 million increase iu other

comprehensive income, after-tax.

with c.xpenses pn<viollsly deferre{j remains unchanged, The
cumulutive dfect of the 'ldoprion of SOP 03-1, as
2004. resulted in

Ill)

ofJ~nuaJ)-'

1,

impact to net income and a $2 million

increase in other comprehensive income,

The Cmnpany has adopted ttl!: provisiolJs of Financial Accounting
Standards Hoard Interpretation No. 46(R) "fIN 4fi(R)." In
Janmry 200$, the fASB issued l"IN No. 46, "Consolidation of
Variahle lutere"t Entities" ';FIN 46." FIN 46 requires a variable

Effective January I, 2004, the Compl1ny adopwd Statement
of Financial Accounting Standunls No, 13$, '\\ccollming fill'
Deriyative Instruments ,1ll{! f-kdgingActivities" ("SFAS 1:33")
Implementation hsue No. B36, "Embedded Derivatives:
Modified Coinsurimce Anangements and Dellt lnstmnwllts
That Incnrporaw Credit Risk "Exposures That Are UllfdatCfI
or Only

P~rti«l!y

Related to th,: Creditworthiness of the Obligor

Under 1'l10se lmtruments" ("BJW'). BJ6 indicates that eenain
reinsurance arrangements., and other similar contract.~ in wllich
fimds are withheld by the ceding insurer 1ll)(1 II retllrn on those
·withhdd funds is paid based on the ceding company's return
on certain of its investments, generally contain an embedded
derivative

ft~l1t1JJ"e

that should be sqlarately identifled 'Hld fuir-

interest entity ("VIE") tn be {~ol1so1idated by a comp,my if that
comp~ny

is

sul~jeet to

a majority ofrhe risk ofloss {i'om the VIEs

activities Ilr entitled to receive n lllajnrity nfthe entity's l"(,sidual
retums. On December 17,2003, the 1"ASH iMlwd FIN 46(R)
("Revised Interpretation" of FIN 46), wIllch amended cerwin
a5jlects of FIN 46, For aU VIEs creaw(!

bef{)r,~

December 31,

2011.'3, the Company '\-vas required to adopt FIN 46(R) as of

January 1,2005. For VIE_~ created after Den'mber :)1, 200:1-, the
Cmnpany applied FIN 46(R) in 2004. At Decemher 31, 2004, the
C<)mp~ny held

$174 million ofinveste{] assets issued by a VIE,

created after December ,'j L 200:;. and determined it tobe a
significant vl1r-iahh, iuterest under fIN 46(R).These investments
consist offixed

maturiti(,,~ (asset-bach'd s,~clltiti~ati{)ns totaling
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$7,'3 million, alRl private placement structured notes tot<llillg

involvement with the VIEs. The Company has

$9:; million) <lnd other equity investments (asset-backed securi-

economic interest in these VIEs in the form of derivatives,

tixations totaling $8 million). This VIE did not require cOn.'wl-

commitrnents, related guarantees, credit <~nhancemcnt or similar

idation because management detennine(] that the Company was
not the primary hendiciary. Accordingly, this VIE is

su~jC(~t

to

ongoing review tor impairment and the ilwestment in this VIE
represents the maximum exposure to losses from the Company's
direct involvement with the VIE. The Company has no additional
economic interest in this VIE in the form of derivatives, commitments, related guarantees, (Tedit enllJn(~emem or similar instruments
and

ob]jgation.~.

At Decemher 81,2004, the Company had identified

one VIE that required consolidation under existing accounting
rules; however, it did not require consolidation at Decemher 81.
200,1), under FIN 46(R), Consequently, this resulted in $:365 million

of assets included in the accompanying COllSolidated Balance
Sheet at December .'3 1,2004, but excluded fron> the Consolidated
Balance Sheet at December 31, 2005.

J]O

additional

instnnnents and obligations. There was no material impact to
consolidated net income from adoption ofrIN 46(R).
In September 200S, the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee (A(:SEC) of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) issued Statement "fPosition (SOP) OS-I.
Accounting by Insurance Enterprises f;)f Deferred Acquisition
Costs in Connection \Vith :t\-fodificatiolls

Of Exchang{~s ofInsur-

ance Contracts ("SOP 0,1)-1 "). SOP 0.1)-1 provides guidance on
accounting by insurance enterprises for deferred acquisition costs
Oll illt(~rllal replacements

of insurance and investment contr"cts

other than those spe6fi(:ally described in Statement ofFinallcial
Accounting Standards

(SE~S) No.

97. The SOP defines an

internal replacement as a modification in product benefits,
features, rights or coverages that occurs hy the exchange of a

In 2005, the Company was determined to he the primary bene-

contract for a new contract, or by amendment, endorS{:lIlent or

ficiary for (i) a trust estahlished for certain of the Company's

rider to a contract, or hy the election ofa feature or coverage

synthetic guaranteed investment contracts; (ii) nvo entities

wirllin a contract. This SOP is efit::ctive f(,r internal replacements

established as pan ofthe Company's securitization progr.'lln: and

occurring in fiscal years beginning after December IS, 2006. The

(iii) an LLC whose primary ol~jective is to invest in privately

Company will adopt SOP 05-1 onjanuary 1,2007. The Company

negotiated equity investments in companies based ill, or with

is currently assessing the impact of SOP 05-1 on the Company's

significant operations in, India. Consolidation of theS(~ VIEs

consolidated statements at the daw of adoption.

resulted in $507 million of assets inclnded in the accompanying
Consolidated Balanc{: Sheet at De<;ernber.'J t._ 200,?,

In November

200.~

the E'\SB issued a Staff Position Paper ("FSP")

No. IIS-t, which is entitled "The 1Ieaning ofOther-Tban-

At December .'3t, 2005, the Company also held $.'380 million

Temporary Impairment and Its Application to C"rtain Invest-

of invested assets issued by VIEs and determined them to he

ments," This FSP addresses the determination as to when an

significantvariahle interests under FIN 46(R). These investments

investment is cOllsidered impaire<:t whether that impairment is

consist offix<:d maturities (asset-biwked securitizations totaling

other than temporary and the measurement of an impairment

$88 million and private placement strnctured notes totaling

loss. It also indw:ks accounting considerations subsequent to

$291 million) lind other long-tenll investments (equity in asset-

the recognition of an other-than-temporary impairment and

hacked securitizations totllling $25 minion, limited partnership

requires certain disclosures about unrealized losses that have

interests totaling $9 million and investment in a synthetic fuel

notheen recognized as other-than-temporary impairments. The

plant totaling $17 million). These VIEs did not require consol·

provisions ofFSP No. 1.lS-1 are effective January 1,2006, and

idation atJanuary 1,2005, or throughout the year because

it is not expected to have a material impact on the Comp,my's

management determined that the Company 'was not the primary

Consolidated Statement oflncome at the date ofJdoption.

b(:neficiary. Accordingly, these VIEs are

s\l~ject to

ongoing

review f{)r impairment, and investments in these VIEs represent
the maximum exposure to losses from tbe Company"s direct
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notes to condensed consolidated financial statements
}t/ew lark LJje InSUnllla Compml), and its Subsidiaries, Deamber 31, 2004 and 2005

Note 4
For the

y(~ars

ended Deccmher 31, 2004 awl 200,1, the fnir value of(lebt was $2,5:34 million atHl $2,816 minion, respcctively. Thc

carrying amount for commercial paper approximates fair value. The lair va.]uc of the Company's mller debt is estima.tcd bascd
quoted market pri('es fill" the same or similar issues or on the current rates

off(~red

the

Oll

III the Comp<lny for .Jeht of the S<lme remaining

maturities. Ddlt, generully cnrried at unpni(l principal bahnce, consisted of the filJ]owing at December 31, 2004 and 2005:

New "Ylll"k Life

C~pital

Corpnnltion ("Capital Corpon\tion"),

At December ::ll, 2005, the Company was re\luired to consolidatc

a.n indirect whoHy mvncd subsidi3ry ofN"YLIC, is cng;\ged in

t\vn 3s5et-hacked investment vdlides (commonly rcft1rrcd

<:apital financing operations and issues commercial paper.

colbteralized debt

The Share(! Appreciation Inc<1Ttle Linked

Securiti{~s

("SAILS")

and the Shared Appreciation Income Linked S(;curities II
("SAILS II") reler

til agreernellt~ entered

into by the Company.

Under these agreements, the Company h3S entered into fonvanl
sales of certain of its shares nfExprcss Scripts, Inc. ("ESP').

obligatinn~, or

to

as

"CDOs'')- At December .11,

2004, the Compllny was require<! to coll801idnte Olle CDO,
which did not require cOlls(!lidatioll ill 2005. For the years cnded
December :1I, 2004 and 2005, tlJe deht outstanding relating
wthe cflllSolidate<l cnos was $31:3 million and $216 million.
respectivdy, all of which

i~

nun-recourse to the Company,

,111 inve~tment of the Company l\ccounte(! f"r under the equity
method. Under these agreements, the Company may scttle its
ohlig~ttion

ofESI

at matnrity by delivering the COlltrac!Uul ,1ll1Ount

shan~s or

setding in cash. (See Note 5

ESI Derivl\tive·

for additio1ll\l information.)

44 '0' NO!C.',I" Fi""''lCial
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LINE Of CREDIT

The Company has entered into a $1..5 billion

revolving credit facility with a consortium of hanks effective

Note6
UTIGATION The Company and/or its subsidiaries are defendants

credit facility that pays an anntw.l facility fee of 4 bps, hased

ill individual and/or

on the volumc of short-term notes issued during the year. The

agency sales force, insunmce (including variahle contracts

aIh~ged

class ,H:tioIJ snits arising from their

borrowing rate is 16 bps over LIBOR. If borrowings exceed

registered under the federal securities law), investment, ret~il

SO percent of the total facility, the hOlT\l\ving rate ·will he 16 bps

securities, employment andjor other operations, including actions

over LIBOR plus S bps. Annual facility fees and horrowing

involving retail sales practices. The CnmpallY is also a defendant

rates could increase if New York Life's Standard & Poor's and

in a suit regarding employee and agent benefits where a portion

1'doody's Financial Strength ratings are downgraded.

of the case, specitlcaHy the hreach of fiduciary claims, has been

This new revolving credit facility replaced hoth the $500 million.
and the $500 million, ;5-year revolving credit facility~ which \'ras
scheduled

to

expire onJuly JO, 2006,

2005

COJ\IMfTMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

July 27, 2005. The llew agreeJlwnt is a five-year revolving

:;64-day revolving credit facility., which expired ouJuly 27.2005,

Rt~por!

certified as a class hy agreement of the parties. The remainder of
the claims in that snit have not been certified. \Jost of the actions
seek substantial or ullspecifi(·d compensatory and punitivc
damages. The Company lludjor its subsidiaries are also fi·om
time to time invoked in various governmental, administrative, alld

'f';.) date, the Company has

Ill'll'

utilized any of these credit facilities.

investig;ative proceedings and inquiries.
'Notwithstilllding the uncertain nature of litigation and regulatory

Note 5

inquiries, the outcome ofwhich cannot be pl'edictCi:l, the Company

ESI DERIVATIVE

believes that. after provisions made in the financial statements, tlw

In 2003 and 2001, the Company entered into forward sale agree-

ultimate liability

ments (emhedded derivatives) to minimize its downside risk on

would not havc a material adverse cffect on the Comp,my's financial

th~t

could remIt frOll] litigation and proceedings

the Company's investment in ESI while srillmainraiuing rights to

position; however, it is possible that settlements or adverse

share in ihtnre appreciation (SAILS and SAILS II. as discussed

determinations in one nr more actions or other proceedings in the

above in Note 4 - Debt). The Company's obligations associated

future could have a material advcrse dIcct on the Company's

·with these embedded derivatives are ntHy collateralized by its

operating results for a given year.

investment in ESt However, since the Company's investment in
ESI is valued using the equity method of accounting and tllCse
emhedded derivatives are valued at fall' value. the Company is
precluded from ming lwdge accounting. This creates accoullting
vohltiIity in both the consolidated halance sheet and income
statement because the dJange ill the aetnal f<\ir value of the underlying investment ill ESI shares is not recognized through net
income or equity.l?or the years ended December Jl. 2004 and
200!], the change in fair value resulted in the Company recording
an after-tax accounting loss of$:J9 miUion and $512 minion.
respectively. "Vhile the accounting tor this transaction resulted in an
accounting loss in earnings, the derivative performed as
expected on an economic basis.

NOles 1\1 Financial

Statemellt.~

4.';
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Note 7

December.) I, 2004 and 2005, respectively, and are included in

RELATED PART'( TRANSACTIONS

other income in thc ac<,ompanying Consolidarcd StJtcmcnt of

CQMPANY.MANAGED MUTUAL FUNDS

NYLH.·1 Holdings, through

it, subsidiaries, is re&jlonsihle fj)f providing investment adYlwry
and ,:ertain rehned

at!milli~trative ~eryices to

MainStuy VP Series Fund, Ill('>,

Edips(~

the 1\hinStay FlUlds,

Funds and Eclipse {<'(lnds.

Inc. (formerly The l\lainStay ,Institutional Funds, Inc.)-- coJ]e0lively, the "NYLI\'lf\wfls." lI--Id\lorgan & Company L1,C, a
wholly owned subsidiary ofNYLH,J Holdings, is the investment
advisor tIl the l\JcMnrgan Funds (rollectively 'with the NYLli\1
Funds, "the FIl!Hls"). As a result, NYLI\l Holdings, through
its subsidiaries, earns investll1{'nt managemellt, accounting,

Income. The rcceivnhle halance at

Den~1l\ber :31,

2004 allt! 2005.

was $29 million all{! $:35 million, respectively, and is included in
MIler

u~scts

in dle

~ccompunyillg CO!lSolidatNI B~lunce

OTHER TRANSACTIONS

Sheet.

As of Decemher 31, 2005, In executive

and a rNilwJ exerutive of the Company were directors of ESI.
ESI periodically performs services f"lr or has nther transactions
'l-vith the Company. Snch transactions are entered into on terms
cmnparable to

t1)(lS(~

lhat wonkl be

:wailabl(~

to tmrelate{l third

parties and are not mawriaJ to the Company's consoli(latct!
financial c{))ldition or results of operations.

administnltion and service fces relalCd to the Funds. which
<lggreg<\ted $306 million and $326 million for ttl<: years

end{~d

reconciliation of cash and invested assets:
GAAP basis to statutory basis

46

RC(nnciliati,m Schedules
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reconciliation of GAAP performance measures
to non-GAAP performance measures
'rhe folbwlnjli

rc{'onci]es

(:ollsolidated GAA I> lIet income

[0 op{~ratjng carning;s:

2{)04

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

$ 1,294

CONSOLIDATED GMP NET INCOME

20bS

:$

855

ADJUSTMENTS TO GAAf' BASIS (NET 01' TAX AND DEFERRED ACQUISITION COSTS OFFSl:.1S "OAe") fOR,
RCMOVAl

or FAIR VALUE ADJUSTMENT FOR A CERTAIN
39

DERIVATIVE NOT -QUALIFYING FOR I;W3EACWS\TIM;

REMOVAL OF OTHER NtT 1NVESyMENT GAINS

{459/

TOTAL NET iNVESTMENT (GAINS) LOSSES

{420l

CONSOLIDATED 8M? NET iNCOME EXCLUDING NET INVESTM.ENT GAINS AND LOSSES

ALL OTHER ADJUSTMENTS TO CONSOLIDATED GAAPNET INCOME (NET OF TAX AND DACl

512
(332)
ISO

874

1,035

98

152

fOR~

REINSTATEMENT OF POLICYHOLDER DIVJDENDS RELATED TO CAPITAL
GAINS/LOSSES AND PRrGR YEARS' EQUITY BASE TAX RELEASES

INCLUSlON OF AMQRTlZATlON Of CERTAIN STATUTORY

jMR~

RPilQVAL OF EQUiTY IN EARNINGS OF E51

78

79

(40)

(GOl

MEXICAN SUBSIDIARY

II

14
(50)

OPERATING EARNINGSf

The klkwllll!; reconciles consolidated

:$

GAAPT~v~Hlle to

974

(283)

:$

934

nperating1"('vemw;

(DoLLARS IN MILliONS)
CONSOLIDATED GMP Rt:vtNlJE

2004

2005

$17,330

$17,505

1,034

1,067

ADJUSTMENTS TQ CONSOLIDATED GAAP REVENUE FOR,
REINSTATEMENT OF DEPOS-ITS-INCLUDED iN POLICYHOLDERS' ACCOUNT BALANCES

fOR LIrE AND ANNUiTY PRODUCTS
INCLUSION OF UNCONSOLIDArtD INTERNATIONAL SUBSWIAR1ES' PREMIUMS AND fEES
INCLUSION

or NP MARGINS ON GUARANTEED PRODUCTS

29'
292
1,0

INCLUSION OFCJ;::RTAIN STATUTORY PREMIUMS

NON-OPERATiNG REVENUE

REMOVAL OF

154D)
(8,107)

OPERATING REVENUEf

$10,284

ElUllBIl

31.
46

{390l
(7,771)
$11,072

ReNPci!iation Scheflnles
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management's discussion of financial responsibility
1:fanagement is responsible for the pre.paratioll and integrity of the financial information presented in the Annual Rellort.
The Company's consolidated financial statements incorporated by reference herein have been prepared in conformity 'with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. In 1:fanagement's opinion, the consolidated
statements present fairly the Company's financial position, results of operations and cash aows as of, and [l)f the years
ended, Decemher :~ I, 2005 and 2004.
The Company maintains a strong system of internal accounting controls, monitored by our corporate staff of professionally
trained internal auditors. \Ve encourage strong and effective corporate governance from our Board of Directors, continuously review our business resillts and strategic choices and focus on financial stewardship. The Company's controls
are designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and that transactiOIlS and events are recorded
properly. The Company has evaluated the eH'ectiveness of its controls and procedmes for financial repolting purposes as
of December .31, 200.5 and 2004, and has concluded that they are effective.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, the Company's independent auditors, has audited the consolidated financial statements
of the Company in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Their report
appears on page 34.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of New York Life Iosmance Company, which is comprised exclusively
of Dil'ectors who are not oHl.cel's or employees of the Company, meets regularly with management, the internal auditors
and the independent auditors to provide oversight so that management fulfills its responsibilities for accounting controls
and preparation of financial statements.
Although we are not an SEC registrant, we have elected to comply voluntarily with Section 502 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002, which identifies management's responsibilities over its financial statements and requires management to
(;ertify as to the integrity of the financial statements and the eHectivencss of internal controls. Our statement to that effect
can be viewed

Or!

the Company's \Yeh site, www.newyol.klife.com.
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senior executive officers
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board of directors
Lesh:e G. McCnrw, .Jr. Elected as a Director in 1995.

C!rn:~li'/ta A.

he is a retired chairman and chief executive officer of

the president ofWeslem Union Financial Services, Inc,

Fhwr Corporation. },'1r.1IcCraw chairs the Board's

Mrs. Gold is vice chair of the Board"s Insurance &

Gold Elected as a Director in 2001, she is

Insurance & Operations Committee and is a member

Operations Committee and is a memher of the Audit ,tild

of the Corporate Organization & Compensation and

COllJorate Organi7,<1tion & Compensation Committees,

Investment Committees.
Adm!~ml Joseph J+~

Prueher Elected as a Director in

2001. Admiral U.S, Navy (Ret,) and former U,S. Ambas-

Conrad K. Harper He served as a Director from 1992 to
199:3 and rejoined the Board as a Director in 1996, Mr,
Harper is of Counsel to the law firm of Simpson Thacher

sador to the People's Republic of China, Admiral Prueher

&.. Bartlett, He is chairman of the Board's Governance

is a member of the Board's C(lIvorate Organization &

Committee and is a member of the lnvestrnent Committee.

Compensation, Governance and Insurance & Operations
Committees,

5)' Stern.berf!.; Elected as a Director in 1995, he is chairman

of the board and chief e.xecutive officer of New York Life.

Fredaid]. Sieveri Elected as a Director in 1996, he is

i\Ir. Sternherg is a member of the Board's Insurance &..

president oCNew York Liie.l\:Ir. Sievenjoined the Oillce

Operations and Investment Committ.ees.

of the Chairman in 2004. He is a member of the Board's
Insurance & Operations and In\-estment Committees,
KNit B. F(lster Ejected as a Director in 199.5. he

is chairman of Ingram Micro Inc, Mr. Foster chairs
the Board's Corporate Organization & Compensation
Committee and is a member of the Alldit and
Governance Committees.

Hector R. Ortino Elected as a Director in 2002. he was
chairman and chief executive officer oCFen'o CO!J)(1l"ation.
In 2005,tl-Jr, Ortinn was a member of the Board's Audit,
insurance & Operations and Investment Committees,

Bett:r C. Alewine

Ele(~ted

as a Director in 1998, she is a

retired president and chief executive officer of COMSAT
Corporation.

~li1rs,

Alewine is vice chair of t.he Board"s

Frn!erhll 0, 'Jerrell Elected as a Director in 2003, he is

Audit Committee and is a member of the Governance and

managing partner and chief executive oUicer ofProvellder

Investment Committees.

Capital Group, LLC:, rVlr. Terrell is a member oCthe
Board's Corporate Organization & Compensation"
Insurance & Operations and Investment Committees.

James L. Broadhead Ejected as a Director in 1998, he

Rolurt M. RaJ!i.! Elected as a Director in 1996, he is a
retired vice chairman ofCSFirst Boston, Inc, lVII', Baylis
chairs the Board's Investment Committee and is a memher
of the Audit and Governance Committees.

is a retired chairman and chief executive officer of FPL
Group, Inc" and that company's principal subsidiary,
Florida Power &.. Light Company. ivIr. Broadhead chairs
the Board's Audit Comlnittee and is a member of
the Corporate Organization & COlnpensation and
Governance Committees.
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BACK, LEFT TO RIGHT: Lnlh G. McCraw, Jr.; Admiral ]o.lcph W. Pnu!u:r; }'rl'dcrick J. SiewTt;Kent B. Fosta;

Frcdrrick O. :Terri'll; }anu:.1 L. Broadltrad FRONT, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chri.ltina A. Gold; Conrad K [far/1fT; 5) Stc'l"nbl"lg,;
{-{atM R. Ortino; Bftt)' C. Alewine; RobNt M.

B«;'"yh~
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glossary of terms
Growth
represent annualized

lir~r.year

premium

domestic <\lul internntional inSl.lnlllce oj)(IHltio!ls and assets the
Oil

products with ~ignilicJllt mortality {lr morbidity risk, where a SJlc
is counted when rhe policy is paid. AU BOU s~les aud COLI
I'riv~tc Placemcllt V~ri~ble Univcrsal Lif,: (where thc premium is

J 0 percent. !wmnmce
are generntcd Ii'om both our domestic 3nd internatioll~l

not expected to recur annually) nre (Yl!.\nted
s~les

INVESTMENT S.1LES··

nt

represent current-year purchase of prodllcts

Comp~ny

fUIJ..ls

~nd

manages lor third-party investors, induding

mutu~l

pension plans.

Profitability
NET INCOME ...

rcprescnts consolidated GAA P llCt income.

cnn,olid<\wd GAA P lwt incmne ~<:\jllste{j fol' the ('xdusinn of net
losses, net of tax alld DAC.

illvestm{~Jlt gains ~lld

prim~rily hJving

market ri~k, 'where a s~le is counted WhCll moncy
is received. Investment sales include iJJ(livit!u~l an:uHllllatinn
annuities, guaranteed pnHluns, mutual funds ant! third-party

INDIVIDUAL

UFI: INSURANCE IN FORCE

-

the sum {If the £lCe ,Ul\Ottllts

of d(wl(~stic ~nd internatiollal life iusurnnce

contl'~cts

flUlstan(,ling

at a given mnc.
POUCYHOLDF.RBENEFlTSAND D1VJDENDS inteI'H~ti{)ll.\1 insurance op(~ratinlls

include domestic and

.Hld arc presented on ~ stl\tutnry

basis. Bcnefits include dcath cbims paid to bel\Cfici~rics. accident
and health bellefils, sUlTen(h~r benefits, intnest on f!eath claims
and anHulty paynwnrs.
cllllsl)lidated Gf\AP revenue.

~nnuity protlucts,

.net margins OJ] guar~llteed products Jllt!lcc
income llssoclated 'wlth asset management business. Premiums on

most Jife ll\f;t,lfimce prnduets aHf! considerations on immediate
annuity prodll(:t~ (dcfined ~s "Guarantecd Lifetime hl{'omc
Insurance") are w(~ighted at lOO percent. AHnuity c<)llsi{i(~rations
Oll investment incomc protlllcts, all BOLl policies

amj

certain

PPVUL po!icit:s where the premium is not expected to recur
are

weight(~d Jt

track the Company's profitability froUl ongoing

tax

~lltl

policies

D1\C; (ii) the ponion nfdividcnds olllnmicipating
l'd~ted to capit~t g~illS

and prior years' cquity

b~se

tax

I'deasl's, lIet of tax and DAC; (iii) the "'quity in l~arni1]gs of EST;
(iv) ch~rg(~s associated with I\'f('.xic~n subsidiary purch~sed J]et
nlH~ratillg

losses; (v) other gains IHI limited parmerships included
ill lIet investmeut income, and <)t[jnst<..'t! to include (vi) cert~ill

intcrest maimcnallce reserve

~lllortizatiOll, !let

(lfrax

~nd .DAC.~

Financial Position

TOT\LltEVENI.T£ - l'ej)n~sents

~Jll\ually

1)lH'J}OS(~S to

t'pewtiom. Op..~ratiJlg e~rnings equals GAAP net income atlinsted
fllr tlw c,,,c]usion of; (i) Ilct invcstment gains and losses, net of

~sset Ill~n~gement.<

10 percent.'

E(~UtTY-

rcpl'esents ctlllsolidatcd GAAP equity.

surpJns and the asset valuation l'esen'e (AVR) of the Company
on ~ consolid~ted basis. Statutory slJrplus repl'csents ,lssets
minus li~hilities oftlle Company on a consolidated basis h3sed
the accounting ruk,s specifietl by the state insurance

\11\

l'egulators. The AVR is requircd by insur<ulcC regulators to
stabilize surplus from defaults on bonds, mortgage loum and
real (~stne alollg with fluctuatiolls ill thll mal'ket value of equity
securitics. Changes in the AVR are

ucco(llJt(~d

for as direct

increases or dccre~ses in sUlVlus.
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Memorandum
Sy Sternberg

June 15, 2006

To

Date

June 19'" Fundraiser Lunch with

You are scheduled to attend a fundraiser luncheon for Rep, Charlie Rangel on Monday,
June 19'" at 12:30 p,m, at 11 Madison Park restaurant.
This is a personal money fundraiser that will raise $15,000 for Rep, Rangel. NYLPAC
already has maxed out to his 2006 re-election,
You will be joined at the luncheon by: Fred Sievert, Jessie Colgate, Jeff Boyce, Greg
Deavens, JJ Jaramillo, George Nichols, Mel Feinberg, David Harland, Bud Schiff, Anne
Pollack, Bill Mattox, Jon Paone,
The group will be small enough to be seated around one table, so a formal Introduction
of Charlie will not be necessary, Charlie would appreciate It if attendees would
introduce themselves and describe what roles they play In the company,

LUNCHEON AGENDA:
1, It would be nice to refer to him as "Mr. Chairman" signaling the possibility that he
would become Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee shculd the
Democrats gain control of the Congress in November. In any event, he and Rep,
Jim McCrery (the likely Chairman if the Republicans keep contrOl) seem to work well
together. McCrery has already suggested that the Committee needs to be more bipartisan, In what direction would Charlie take the committee If he becomes
Chairman?
2, Thank him for his help on fighting estate tax repeal. John Buckley (House Ways
and Means Democratic Tax Counsel) has been providing background numbers and
statistics for the articles such as those in the Washington Post and elsewhere that
have been opposing repeal. Buckley Is the lead thinker for the Democrats on estate
tax and a real friend to us on the Issue,
3, You should ask his opinion as to the status of the Pension conference, which
includes our COLI best practices changes, Importantly, there has been discussion
about including a so-called "tax trailer bill" in the package, This includes items
dropped from the recently passed reconciliation bill, such as expiring tax provisions
and could be the vehicle for the Senate charitable provisions, which includes the
lOll provisions we oppose,

Maintain as Confidential: Contains
Confidential and Proprietary Information
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4. This fundraising lunch offers an opportunity for you to share your geopolitical
framework for engaging China and pursuing free trade agreements alongside a
domestic competitiveness agenda. You might also note your support for Vietnam
PNTR legislation and, if time permits, seek Rangel's views on the subject of Trade
Promotion Authority renewal.
5. Invite Charlie to come to the home office and speak to our employees right after the
election. If Democrats take control, it could be one of his first speeches as new
Chairman. Or alternatively, if Republicans continue control (with likely reduced
margins) he can talk about his close working relationship with likely Chairman
McCrery.
6. If time permits, I would begin to discuss the issue of tax reform. While it may be a
year or two away, I think it's important that we get commitment from Rangel that he
opposes major tax changes that would devastate the life insurance industry - a
major NY constituency.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

1. Trade: The House and Senate bills to extend PNTR to Vietnam were introduced on
June 13th. USTR Susan Schwab, Vietnamese Ambassador Chien (who recently
reminded Rep. Rangel how Vietnam gave NYl a license) and Vietnamese National
Assembly member Ton Nu Thi Ninh attended the legislative roll-out event as did
multiple bill sponsors and cosponsors, including Rep. Meeks (D-NY) and Crowley
(D-NY). Rep. Rangel is not currently a co-sponsor of the bill, but other New York
co-sponsors include Democratic Reps. Carolyn Maloney and Jose Serrano. Our
goal is to see passage of Vietnam PNTR before the August recess, but there are
concerns that Republicans will try to hold up the Vietnam bill unless the Democrats
relent in their opposition to the Oman and Peru FTAs over what they see as weak
labor provisions. On May 26, Rep. Rangel and Ways and Means Trade
Subcommittee Ranking Member Ben Cardin (D-MD) sent a letter to then-LJSTR Rob
Portman noting they were not prepared to support the Oman FTA because of the
lack of IlO-consistent labor standards.
2. Pension Bill: Chairman Grassley and Chairman Thomas both said on Thursday that
the target is to get a package by the July 4th Congressional Recess. House and
Senate Democrats have consistently complained that they have been shut out of
many of the conference meetings. NYl is closely following two key provisions.
a. lOll - The ACLI met with Rep. Thomas' top tax staffer this week, Bob Winters, 10
brief him on our lOll concerns. Winters agreed 10 recommend to Thomas thaI
Ihe language be dropped. On Ihe larger issue, Thomas still believes thallhe
entire charitable section (which conlains lOll) needs hearings and should be
removed from the package. However, Chairman Grassiey still argues that he
wants this section included in the final pension package.

2
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b. COLI Because the COLI provision is not in the House package, Chairman
Thomas asked if a Senator couid call him to request its inclusion. This week
Senator Trent Lott (R-MS) called Thomas. Senator Orin Hatch (R-UT) is also
slated to call Thomas. This means that Thomas is on record as accepting the
Senate conference provision.
3. Estate Tax Repeal
a. Senator Baucus met with Democratic moderates this week, but thus far have
reached no agreement on a compromise. Senator Grassley said on Thursday
that he did not think the Democrats wanted a deal, because they believe that
they will pick up seats in November and could negotiate a better deal next year.
Grassley said it was unlikely Majority Leader Frist would schedule a vote on a
compromise unless he had 61 to 62 votes (he feels they would lose one or two
Democrats at the last minute.) Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) has said that
this is a true test of his leadership and has been trying to keep his Democratic
voting bloc solidly against any compromise. As an example, during the 57-41
vote on the motion to proceed he "guarded" the well in the Senate to see how
Democrat Senators were voting. NYL continues to work actively with AALU by
focusing on Senator Maria Cantwell (D-Wash.) who is facing a tough re-election
campaign and getting immense pressure from constituents to compromise.
Cantwell is seen as a pivotal vote on the issue.
b. Chairman Thomas made several interesting comments at a breakfast on
Thursday morning. First, he is pushing to get a pension conference report
approved by the July 4 Congressional Recess. He suggested, however, that it is
not necessary to include the so-called "tax trailer issues" (very popular expiring
tax provisions, and importantly the charitable tax section) in the final pension
package. In fact, he suggested that he might take these provisions out and write
his own estate tax compromise and send that to the Senate. Word is that the
House Republican l.eadership has told Thomas that if he can work out a reform
deal with the Senate (Baucus) then the House will accept reform.
c. Some have suggested that after the pension conference is cleared off the
agenda, then there will be another run at trying to get an estate lax compromise.
I maybe reached on 202-841· .... if you have questions.
cc:

Fred Sievert
Sheila Davidson
Jessie Colgate
Jeff Boyce
Greg Deavens
JJ Jaramillo
George Nichois

Mel Feinberg
David Harland
Bud Schiff
Anne Pollack
Bill Mattox
Jon Paone
Leslie Griffin

4
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*: Fw: Rangel memo with Jessie's changes
Jessie M. Colgate

to:

Veronica C Kcllaher, Patricia E. Chemerka

06/16/2006 05:29 PM

QD9W
Detail§:

Please print this out for Sy forthe weekend ra the Monday Lunch with Charlie rangel. thanks jessie

Jessie M. Colgate
Senior Vice President

New York Life Insurance Company

g~~ff~f(~O~e~:~n!aIAffairs

~$ ~;'; (~;~~)5~~4_
NY Fax: (212) 576 :
--- FOlwarded by Jessie M. ColgatelNYLlC on 06/16/2006 01 :28 PM ---Miriam WeisslNYLIC

0611612006 11 :46 AM

T Jessie M. ColgateINYLlC@NYLlC, Wlmam
o MattoxINYLlC@NYLIC

cc
Subject Rangel memo with Jessie's changes

5!J

R~Memo.doc
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DB Memorandum

Bill Mattox

June 19" Fundraiser Lunch with
Rep. Charlie Rangel

From

Subject

You are scheduled to attend a fundraiser luncheon for Rep Charlie Rangel on Monday,
June 19" at 12:30 p.m. at 11 Madison Park restaurant.
This is a personal money fundraiser that will raise $15,000 for Rep. Rangel. NYLPAC
already has maxed out to his 2006 re-election.
You will be joined at the luncheon by: Fred Sievert, Jessie Colgate, Jeff Boyce, Greg
Deavens, JJ Jaramillo, George Nichols, Mel Feinberg, David Harland, Bud Schiff, Anne
Pollack, Bill Mattox, Jon Paone.
The group will be small enough to be seated around one table, so a formal introduction
of Charlie will not be necessary. Charlie would appreciate it if attendees would
introduce themselves and describe what roles they play in the company.
LUNCHEON AGENDA:
1. It would be nice to refer to him as "Mr. Chairman" signaling the possibility that he
would become Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee should the
Democrats gain control of the Congress in November. In any event, he and Rep.
Jim McCrery (the likely Chairman if the Republicans keep control) seem to work well
together. McCrery has already suggested that the Committee needs to be more bipartisan. In what direction would Charlie take the committee if he becomes
Chairman?

2. Thank him for his help on fighting estate tax repeal. John Buckley (House Ways
and Means Democratic Tax Counsel) has been providing background numbers and
statistics for the articles such as those in the Washington Post and elsewhere that
have been opposing repeal. Buckley is the lead thinker for the Democrats on estate
tax and a real friend to us on the issue.
3. You should ask his opinion as to the status of the Pension conference, which
includes our COLI best practices changes. Importantly, there has been discussion
about including a so-called "tax trailer bill" in the package. This includes items
dropped from the recently passed reconciliation bill, such as expiring tax provisions
and could be the vehicle for the Senate charitable provisions, which includes the
lOll provisions we oppose.
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4. This fundraising lunch offers an opportunity for you to share your geopolitical
framework for engaging China and pursuing free trade agreements alongside a
domestic competitiveness agenda. You might also note your support for Vietnam
PNTR legislation and, if time permits, seek Rangel's views on the subject of Trade
Promotion Authority renewal.

5. Invite Charlie to come to the home office and speak to our employees right after the
election. If Democrats take control, it could be one of his first speeches as new
Chairman. Or alternatively, if Republicans continue control (with likely reduced
margins) he can talk about his close working relationship with likely Chairman
McCrery.
6. If time permits, I would begin to discuss the issue of tax reform. While it may be a
year or two away, I think it's important that we get commitment from Rangel that he
opposes major tax changes that would devastate the life insurance industry - a
major NY constituency.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
1. Trade: The House and Senate bills to extend PNTR to Vietnam were introduced on
June 13th. USTR Susan Schwab, Vietnamese Ambassador Chien (who recently
reminded Rep. Rangel how Vietnam gave NYL a license) and Vietnamese National
Assembly member Ton Nu Thi Ninh attended the legislative roll-out event as did
multiple bill sponsors and cosponsors, including Rep. Meeks (D-NY) and Crowley
(D-NY). Rep. Rangel is not currently a co-sponsor of the bill, but other New York
co-sponsors include Democratic Reps. Carolyn Maloney and Jose Serrano. Our
goal is to see passage of Vietnam PNTR before the August recess, but there are
concerns that Republicans will try to hold up the Vietnam bill unless the Democrats
relent in their opposition to the Oman and Peru FTAs over what they see as weak
labor provisions. On May 26, Rep. Rangel and Ways and Means Trade
Subcommittee Ranking Member Ben Cardin (D-MD) sent a letter to then-USTR Rob
Portman noting they were not prepared to support the Oman FTA because of the
lack of ILO-consistent labor standards.

2. Pension Bill: Chairman Grassley and Chairman Thomas both said on Thursday that
the target is to get a package by the July 4th Congressional Recess. House and
Senate Democrats have consistently complained that they have been shut out of
many of the conference meetings. NYL is closely following two key provisions.
a. IOLI - The ACLI met with Rep. Thomas' top tax staffer this week, Bob Winters, to
brief him on our lOll concerns. Winters agreed to recommend to Thomas that
the language be dropped. On the larger issue, Thomas still believes that the
entire charitable section (which contains IOU) needs hearings and should be
removed from the package. However, Chairman Grassley still argues that he
wants this section included in the final pension package.
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b. COLI - Because the COLI provision is not in the House package, Chairman
Thomas asked if a Senator could cail him to request its inclusion. This week
Senator Trent Lott (R-MS) called Thomas. Senator Orin Hatch (R-UT) is also
slated to call Thomas. This means that Thomas is on record as accepting the
Senate conference provision.
3. Estate Tax Repeal
a. Senator Baucus met with Democratic moderates this week, but thus far have
reached no agreement on a compromise. Senator Grassley said on Thursday
that he did not think the Democrats wanted a deal, because they believe that
they will pick up seats in November and could negotiate a better deal next year.
Grassley said it was unlikely Majority Leader Frist would schedule a vote on a
compromise unless he had 61 to 62 votes (he feels they would lose one or two
Democrats at the last minute.) Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) has said that
this is a true test of his leadership and has been trying to keep his Democratic
voting bloc solidly against any compromise. As an example, during the 57-41
vote on the motion to proceed he "guarded" the well in the Senate to see how
Democrat Senators were voting. NYL continues to work actively with AALU by
focusing on Senator Maria Cantwell (D-Wash.) who is facing a tough re-election
campaign and getting immense pressure from constituents to compromise.
Cantwell is seen as a pivotal vote on the issue.
b. Chairman Thomas made several interesting comments at a breakfast on
Thursday morning. First, he is pushing to get a pension conference report
approved by the July 4 Congressional Recess. He suggested, however, that it is
not necessary to include the so-called "tax trailer issues" (very popular expiring
tax provisions, and importantly the charitable tax section) in the final pension
package. In fact, he suggested that he might take these provisions out and write
his own estate tax compromise and send that to the Senate. Word is that the
House Republican Leadership has told Thomas that if he can work out a reform
deal with the Senate (Baucus) then the House will accept reform.
c. Some have suggested that after the pension conference is cleared off the
agenda, then there will be another run at trying to get an estate tax compromise.

I maybe reached on
cc:

Fred Sievert
Sheila Davidson
Jessie Colgate
Jeff Boyce
Greg Deavens
JJ Jaramillo
George Nichols

if you have questions.
Mel Feinberg
David Harland
Bud Schiff
Anne Pollack
Bill Mattox
Jon Paone
Leslie Griffin

4
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$10 Million Grant From New York Life to Support Expansion of Colin Powell Center For Policy
Studies At CCNY

Scholarships and Programming to Focus on Emerging African-American Issues
NEW YORK, N.Y., December 5, 2006 - Gen. Colin L. Powell, USA (ret.) and President Gregory H.
Williams ofThe City College of New York (CCNY) announced today that the New York Life Foundation Is
giving $10 milllon to establish The New York Life Endowment for Emerging African-American fssues at the
Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies. The gift, the largest to date to the Powell Center, will provide
permanent funding for scholarships and programming at this unique think tank that engages CCNY students
in all aspects of its activities.
Sy Sternberg, chairman and chief executive officer of New York Ufe Insurance Company and chairman of the
New York Ufe Foundation/ joined General Powell/ the Center's Founder and Distinguished Scholar/ at a press
conference at CCNY today to announce the grant. The gift is the largest single grant ever made by the New
York Ufe Foundation, as weU as the largest corporate foundation gift ever received by CCNY,
"There is a tremendous need to conduct policy research on Issues of importance to African Americans and
other underserved populations, Equally Important, we need to bring African Americans and other minorities
into the policy-making process, by attracting them to and preparing tl1em for policy careers at all levels,"
said General Powell. "This generous gUt from the New York Ufe Foundation empowers the Powell Center to
address these needs, and puts City College squarely at the forefront of a national effort to build a new model
for public policy education."
liThe New York Life Endowment begins to cement the future of the Colin Powell Center by providing a strong,
permanent financial foundation that will significantly increase the Center's ability to serve our students,"
President Williams said. llThe Center is rapidly becoming a national think tank that has as one of its priorities
a focus on Issues that affect underserved populations 1n New Yorkl across America and in the global
community. CCNY Is deeply grateful that New YOrk Life, one of New York City's Inost prestigious
corporations, has recognized the quality of this Center and chosen to Invest in its bold expansion,"
"This forward-looking Initiative will significantly advance the Colln Powell Center's efforts to educate the
future leaders of America/, Mr, Sternberg added. "New York Life is proud to support the Center's mission and
contribute to its vitalitYI permanence and expansion. By joining hands today New York Life hopes to help the
Powell Center prepare more students - African Americans and others - for a scat at the polley tabie at the
national and international level. 11 Mr, Sternberg pointed out that hundreds of New York Ufe employees over
the years have graduated from CCNY. General Powell and Mr. Sternberg are both CCNY graduates.

"The UnIversity is deeply appredative of this extraordinary grant by the New York Life Foundation, the
largest one ever made by the foundation. We gratefully recognize the generous, longtime support of CUNY
by the foundation and by Mr. Sternberg, the chairman of CUNY's Business leadership Council, which has
advanced the University'S mission in so many ways/ said Chancellor Matthew Goldstein. "The University
takes great pride in the work of City College'S Powell Center and is dellghted that through this endowment so
many deservIng students will benefit from the Center1s Innovative approaches to policy research and
education. "
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The Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies Is a university-based poHcy center that produces policy research
and Introduces students to the world of policymaklng. The Center enables CCNY students to take the lead in
important public discussions on local, national and global Issues, training them to become "big-picture"
thinkers in a variety of public policy fields, One of its great strengths Is the Interdisciplinary nature of Its
focus and programs. The Powell Center serves students with a variety of majors, introducing not only
polltica! scientists and liberal arts and sciences specialists but also students in City College's prestigious
professional schools of engineering, architecture and education to the process of pol1cymaking in their
disciplines.
Each year, The New York Life Endowment for Emerging African-American Issues will fund 21 scholarships 16 for undergraduates and five for graduate students - as well as eight summer internships. Through the
internships, the endowment directly addresses the real1ty that, for financial reasons, many students are
unable to accept unpaid internships that provide valuable hands-on experience and career development.
In addition, the endowment supports a Leader-in-Residence program that will bring to the City College
campus proven leaders who focus on African-American issues. It also provides funding so students can
participate in outside conferences and meetlngs with professional pollcymakers.

About New York Life and the New York Life Foundation
New York Life Insurance Company, a Fortune 100 company founded in 1845, Is the largest mutual life
insurance company In the United States and one of the largest lIfe Insurers in the world. Headquartered in
New York City, New York Life's family of companies offers life insurance/ annuities and long-term care
insurance. New York Life Investment Management LLC provides institutional asset management and
retirement plan services. Other New York Ufe affiliates provide an array of securities products and services,
as well as institutional and retail mutual funds. Please visit New York Life's Web site at www.newyorkllfe.com
for more information.
The New York Ufe Foundation Is the major vehicle through which New York Life Insurance Company
channe!s contributions to national and local nonprofit organizations, The New York Ufe Foundationls grant to
the Colin Powell Center at The City College is rep-resentatlve of its commitment and support of all levels of
public education in New York City. Through its Nurturing the Children initiative, the Foundation supports
organizations, programs and services that target young people, particularly in the areas of mentoring, safe
places to learn and grow, and educatIonal enhancement opportunities,

About The Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies
The Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies cultivates and expands the links between City College and the
applied worlds of politics and policymaking/ connecting the classic research and educational activities of the
academy and the policy efforts of practitioners in New York City and the nation, and around the world. Unlike
other think tanks! it takes a student-centric approach with students engaged In all aspects of Its activities,
including undertaking of research projects. Center programs provide unique resources to B diverse stUdent
body, support educational innovation on the part of CCNY facuity and promote research and dlscussion on
issues of pressing policy concern. By bringing together practitioners and analysts with college students and
the campus community, the Center fosters civil discussion and public engagement.
The Powell Center Advisory Councll, which is chaired by General Poweli, includes: former Secretaries of State
Henry A, Kissinger, James A. Baker, III and Madeleine K. Albright; Nobel Peace Prize wInner Elle Wiesel;
Tom Brokaw, Robert Catell, Fulvlo Dobrich, Harold M, Evans, Carly florlnB, Vartan Gregorian/ Richard N.
Haass, Vernon E, Jordan, Jr./ Lois Pope, Linda Powell, Jack Rudin! Stephen Schwarzman, Linda Kaplan
Thaler, Barbara Walters, Gregory H. W1ll1ams! Charles B, Wang, Farced Zakaria, Mort Zuckerman, and Mr.
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Sternberg,
About The City College of New York
For over 159 years, The City College of New York has provided low-cost, high-quality education for New
Yorkers in a wide variety of disciplines. Over 13/000 students pursue undergraduate and graduate degrees in
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences r the School of Architecture, the School of Education, the Grove
School of Engineering, the Center for Worker Education and the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical
Education.
Questions about this article or about New York Life, our subsidiaries and the products that we
offer? Please call this toll-free number 800~710-7945 to arrange for a discussion with a New York
Life agent or a NYLIFE Securities LlC financial services professional.
ThiS material Is for informational pllrpOSeS only. Neltl'1er New York Ufe nor its agents provide tax, legal or accounting
advIce. Please consult your own tax, legal or accounting professional before makln9 any decisions.
EOE MjF/D/V

Permanent URL for this article: http://www.newyorkllfe.com/nyl!v/index.jsp?
contentld = 15861 &vgnextoid =49ad 1219349d221 Oa2b3019d221 02430 lcacRCRD
"" external link that opens In new window .. !l1.Ql:\i

@ 2010 New York Ufe Insurance Company, New York, NY. All tights reservccl. Prlvacv Policy Slte tl~LQ.lsc!osures
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Clerk of1ho House of Represontatives
Ofti"",j' P"bb, Records
232 Hart Building
Washington, DC20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

" All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

1. Registrant Name
BOGGS LLP

2. Address

Check if different than previously reported
Address2

Address 1 2550 M STREET NW
City

WAST-lINGTON

State

DC

_
Zip Code 2003 7

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City

State

Zip Cod('

Country
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4a. Contact Name
\Jr

e. E-mail

5. Senate lD#

(202) 457 ~6484

JnmosB. Christian

30906-1775
6. I-louse 1D#

Self

7. Client Name

New York Life Insurtmce Company

TYPE OF REPORT

319170091
(.Tanuaryl~Junc30)

Midyear

8. Ycar 2007

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version ,)1' this report
10. Check if this is a Tenuination RepOli

INCOME OR EXPENSES

II. No Lobbying Activity

TeJ1nination Date

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

12. Lobb:ring
INCOME relating to 10bby'ing activities for this reporting period

was

$10,000 or more

$

100,00000

faith estimate. rounded to the nearest $20,000.
income from lhcchr,ntimclud,mgall
other entity

13. Organizations
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were

$10.000 or more

Check box to indicalC
14. REPORTING
accounting method. Sec, im"rU<clions I'or ,Jes<;ciplior, of options

Method A.

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

Method B.
Method C. Repor1ing amounts under section 162(e) {lfthe lnlemlll
RCV0nuc Code

Signature

Sigm'd By: James B Christian

Date

0210812008

Printed Name and Title James 13
v5.t\.ilm

==~~~.------;;;:;;;;;;
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15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

17, 1-l011SC(S) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Namc

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

Check if None

Printed Name and Title_ James B. Christian, Partner
v5,O,Om
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17. House(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

"

• (one per page)

Check if None

J 8. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title .James B. Christian, Partner
.,S.O.Om
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Information Upllate Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has changed.
20. Clicnt nc\v address

Add;~~~ =============================----:.s-tat-e-----::z,-ip--:.C,-Od,-':::.:::.:::.:::.:::.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-C""\-llll-'' -)'---

2J. Client nc\y principal place of business (if diffcrent than line 20)
City

_

Stale

_ Country

ZipCodc

22. New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expect to act as a lobbyist for the client

ISSUE UPDATE
24, Genc>rallobbying issue that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated orgmlization(s)
Addre~s

Name

Principal Place of Busincss
(city and state or country)

26, Name of each previously reported organization thai is no longer affiliated \viih the registrant or client

3,

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27

Printed Name and Title
v5,O.Om

Jluru,s B. Chrl~tlan,

Partner

-----,.~~.....-------;;:;;:-.;:;
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Leslie C Griffin@NYLIC
03/121200704:23 PM

1 gave George a more detliiled telephone ruu-.dov.'1l of Sy's meeting with Rangel this morning, but in short, we got a full hour
with Rangel (about 15 mins on domesticJ45 mins on trade) and the chemistry was terrific between the two men. At one
point, Rangel said be wanted to done Sy. Rep Kendrick Meek of FL happened to be there and joined our meeting.
On estate tax:, Sy noted it needed to be fixed ID1d the question was just when to do it. He made the case thnt it gets more
expensive to wait. Rangel said Sy needs to talk to Reid
On defelTed cornp, Sy said he was aware of this week's hearing (Rangel "Wc're only having it to embarrass them. ") Ilnd said
he'd told Baueus ofthc bill's unintended conseqllt.."llces, But Sy lay some oftbe hlnmeon Grasslcy, whom he called a
populi::.1. He then went tlu-ough the arguments for not including the earnings on deferrals or the non-ele;;;tive contributions,
Though he told Rangel his staff had the background papers, he also gave a copy to Rangel himself,
On trude, 'we had fi diseus.siOll on IT,O standards aner Rangel asked why we can't put them in trade agreements ("who's going
to sue us" foreign govts?"). Sy had done his homework and explained the areas wht,'TC our law falls short of the standards
and said the US is not a country that signs on to standards it can't meet. Rangel seemed genuinely interested in the
short.comings in US law ,and we gave 111m a copy ofllie Stewart and Stewart memo.
~'y did a great job on the geopolitical importance of FTAs and how supporting the Peru and Colombia FTAs i& vital to
undercut Chavez's appeal in the region. Rangel said he never hears that 8rgument
Finally, Rangel made a big appeal for tile private sector to step up and do more in tenns of oonunuwty investment,
scholarships, health care rec,omOlendations, visa/essential worh:r issues, etc. &"Cretary Paulson hus apparently started some
conversatjons with II small group of CEOs on this score and Rangel said ~I need what they're doing,".
Sy committed to call Jim Owens of Caterpillar (chair ofBRT Trllde Task Force) to see what the group might do. Rangel
said, "So far l've done more to passPern and Colombia than the BRT."
Finally" Sy wants to us.e tomorrow's l2pm call re Dempsey follow-up to do some fly-in prep as well. In particular, he's
concerned that his me&"Iage on lifetime annuities is tougher to delivCT iIhe doesn't know if/when Pomeroy's bill is going in,
etc. He'll w:mt to talk llb...mt that tomorrow. lIe also made a comment that it's not enough to go into II member's office and
talk about mutuality, etc.

Regards, Leslie

Sy
We wanted to give you the latest information on dclem..' d romp in prepaTation for your meeting with Charlie
The Honse Ways and Means Committee wi11 he holding a hearing on the defelTed eomp issue on Wednesday. No publie
armouncement of witnesses has been released. However, word has leaked that the National A,*,'Ociation ofMal1ufacturers
(NAM)will be a major wilnc&>. (NAM is the coordinator of the induslly coalition npposed to the provisi01l.)
Our latt..-st intelligence is that both Rangel and McCl'cry still are of the mind to keep the entire deferred comp provision out of
the minimmn wage package. Some believe that the committee hearing on deferred camp on Wednesd?y will give the Ways
and Means Committee cover because it may publicly address the points that the Senate provision affects thousands of middle
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managers and not just those individuals who defer more than $1 million.

Senator Grasslcy
more than

it

$1

We underst.and that Chairman Baucus continues to say that he will push for the Senate version in conference~however, there
is t,peculatiou that he may modify the provision (no details yet). You will be meeting with Baucus latc Tuesday afternoon
and we ha'v"C suggested after we make our fly-in points with our agents, we would leave the room and let you have a private
conversat.ion with Max
Uris topic
The major stumbling point in House and Senate negotiations on t11e minimum wage bill is the issue of where to draw the line
on revenues to fmanee the slliall business tax credits. The Senate package is about $8.3 billion and the House is $].3 billion.
The Senate deferred camp provisions have been scored in the $800 million range, Rangel and MeCrelY both are advocating a
small package which helps us. Grassley says that he needs to get closer to $8 billion to satisfY Senate Republicans· thus the

,ill

log-jm:a
FYI, last wt.'ek we hand-delivered the Oleske deferred camp while papl-'rS to John Buckley, House- W I1YS and Means.
Committee Chief Counsel" !vllldcen WnlTell, I-louse Wnys ilod Means Tax Counsel, and Jon Sheiner, lax aide to Rangel's
personal office, as well as to Judy Miller, Senate Finance Professional Staff Member for Pensions (she handles lhis issue
and
St.aff Director. In
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*: Fw: AALU Visit to Capitol Hill
George Nichols

to:

~:~~~i:ref~~~~~~dY_kristoff,

051041200712:40 PM
§t!QW
Details

George Nichols I fl
Senior Vice President

New York Life Insurance Company
Office of Governmental Affairs
Phone: (202) 654' . - - Fax: (202) 654

e-mail: georg e_nichols'__ --,_---_-_:-:~,'_~ __ -:_:-::_:-_:--~-_- _:
~-~-- FOIWarded by George NicholslNYUC on 05/0412007 08:39 AM
Melvin J. FeinbergiNYLIC
051041200708:16 AM

To Sy SternbergINYLlC@NYLIC
George NicholslNYUC@NYUC, William MatloxlNYLlC,

CC Scott L Berlin/NYLlC@NYlIC

Subject MLU Vistt to Capitol Hill

Sy Earlier this week, I attended the AALU Conference in Washington. One of the programs of the meeting
is to send groups of agents to Capitol Hill to lohhy for issues important to the AALU. I 1agged along
with a small agent group that visited with several members of Congress from New York State
The three issues identified by AALU for our discussions were Deferred Compensation Legislation,
Estate Tax Refonn (the Tax Reform approach that the AALU suPPOtts is a $3.5 million exemption and a
45% tax rate) and Broad Tax Refonn (inside build-up).
We went first to Congressman Jerrold Nadler's office (my Representative) where we met with John
Doty, of Nadler's staff He was not familiar with the three above issues. Although sympathetic, he stated
that the Congressman would be taking guidance on these issues from Congressman Rangel.
We went next to meet with Senator Hillary Clinton, who, although not available forthe meeting,
stopped by briefly for a photo op. Her legislative assistant, MIchael Szymanski, met Vvitll us and was
more knowledgeahle about Ihe three issnes on the AALU agenda. He stated that Senator Clinton's
position on these issues was in syneh with the AALU's. He believes that Estate Tax Refonn will not he
addressed "by this Congress", meaning not until 2009.

OUf last visit was to Congressman Rangel, who stopped by brie:f1y to meet us. When I mentioned that I
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was from New York Life, the Congressman told me to tell you he's working on your trade package. We
spent more than an hour discussing insurance and tax issues with Congressman Rangel~s staffer,
Jonathan Sheiner. He said that:
(1) Don't worry about inside build-up,
(2) Estate tax reform will not be done until 2009 and
(3) Deferred Compensation issue."i will be addressed in a more focused way than was done with the
recent proposal.

Mel
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*: Rangel eventITrade comments
George Nichols

Cc:

to:

seymour_sternberg

051311200703:46 PM

Joseph Gilmour, sheila_davidson, leslie-9riffin, sandy_kristoff, william_mattox,
ronald_lefrancois, jonathan_paone

Show
Details

Sy, last night, Jon Paone attended an event for Charlie Rangel and had an opportunity to say hello and extend
greetings from you. Jon sent the note below that I wanted to bring to your atlention:
Attended a Rangel fund-raiser last night.
I congratulated Charlie on his trade agreement with the WH. Charlie then told me that Sy needs to keep his end of
the bargain and lobby just as hard to win approval for Korea and Colombia FTAs. Charlie then said that now the
BRT needs to live up to its commitment by supporting education improvements (presumably increased funding).
He pointedly asked me to deliver that message to Sy and the BRT, I told him I would and that Sy would be at the
BRT meeting next week, Charlie said he may invite himself to that BRT meeting.
During his remarks to the crowd, most of his comments were about trade:
- He does not want a level playing field, but rather he wants an unfair advantage for US companies so as to grow
more jobs here.
- He hates the reliance on bringing in foreigners to take high skill jobs as we could teach kids in Harlem to do
those jobs.
~ Trade cannot just benefit shareholders of multinational corps, but must also help ordinary Americans on Lenox
Avenue in Harlem. It is the responsibility of MNCs to make this case in their deeds and in their words.

Jon
BRT is already working to schedule a meeting with Charlie next Wednesday afternoon for you. Terry McGraw,
Jim Owens, and Art Ryan of Prudential. I will ask Jon to go back to Charlie's staffer Walter to inform him of the
ponding BRT request and seek his support for the meeting. Leslie will be sure BRT is aware of the points Charlie
made last night and the role we're playing in reinforcing the meeting request. Separately, you should also know
that Joe Gilmour is attending the US-China Business Council board meeting on Wednesday morning and Rangel
and McCrery are due to address the group at 9:00 8,m. on US-China trade issues,
Thank you.
George Nichols 111
Senior Vice President
New York Life Insurance Company
Office of Governmental Affairs

Phone: (202) 654'. - :
Fax: (202) 654;--: .
e-mail: george_nichols,':
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" Mise events
gnicho!s, ronald.lefrancois, leslie_griffin,
sonia_roman, Jonathan_Paone,

William Mattox

to:

lana_alleyne, gayle_yeomans,
emily_c....Qonce, AJan Shortell,

061201200703:47 PM

julie_E_Herwig, Linda 0 Corsnitz

$:bow
Details.

Rep. SheUey Berldey (D~NV) - George and I tag-teamed this event He was there the first half hour. I was there the next half
hour. Both of us told the Congresswoman we were looking forward to the fly-in. I spent time with the COS, LCf,J1s1ative
Director and the Tax .aide. AU were familiar with Rep. Tubbs-Jones G-LI bill which the Congresswoman has Cosp011S\lred.

SenatQT .John Sunulln (R-NH) - The Senator is very concerned about his fe-election. rIe used former Rep. Jeb Bradley's
upset last year as an exaulple. Unsolicited, he mentioned that he had talked to Cburrrnan Dodd about having a hearing on
OFC ~sometime this year."
Rep. Chip Pickering R-MS) ~ 'The Congrer,sman talked about how different it was to be in the minority. But, intt.'Tcstingly,
has a close working relationship ,vith Chairman Dingell (D-Ml) and Rep. Janc Hannan (D~CA) constantly calls about issues.
Rell. Charlie Rangel (D-NY) - George introduced the Chairman at this ACLl hosted event and t.hmlked him for his help in
defeating the Senate deferred compensation provision. Rangel V{as asked what he thought 8oo11t tax reform and revenues
needed Lo pay [or AMT, ex.piring provisions, Medicaid, SCHIP, etc. Rangel rcspond(,'d that he would look to increasing {he
tax rates on the highest 1 million taxpayers to give A..\.fT and middle class relief for 35 million taxpayers. He noted about
$356 billion in fraud and loophole closers. He said that he had instructed staff to review many outdated provisions .in the tax
code, and, in particular, in the non~profit area. He noted that" no one was talking about B'oing after inside build~up or
annuities. "
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Christine Park
0612212007 05:23 PM

To: George NicholsJNYLlC@NYUC
cc: Sheila K. DavidsonINYLlC@NYLlC, SteV:El:n~_,_, __ ,
Raulenberg/NYLlC@NYLlC, wilHam_mattox ~,:>< __ ,.
Subject: Re: 17DB6A4C8E25EC9C852573020052A443

Hi again George,
We will gather that info and get it to you and then wait to hear from you...
Thanks

cp

George NicholsfNYUC
06/22/200711:11 AM

To Christine ParkINYLlC@NYLIC

Sheila K. DavidsonINYLlC@NYLlC, Steven A
cc RautenberglNYLlC@NYLlC, william_matlox.-..,-,--Subject Re

IJJ

Chris,
Thanks for discussing the Rangel Center with Sy. I think we should do something for Rangel for the reasons
stated by Sheila. Additionally, Rangel has been a friend of the company for 25+ years and yes we have
contributed to his political causes. But, we have also benefited from his position, policy decisions and legislation.
I will walt to receive something or hear from the Rangel people and I would like to make one more run at Sy on
this issue.
Chris, can you find out what The Rangel's Centers total funding is currently and who are his biggest donors and
how much they gave?
Thanks.
George Nichols III
Senior Vice President
New York life Insurance- Company
Office of Governmental Affairs
Phone: (202) 654,',
Fax: (202) 65<k'

e-mail:

Christine ParkiNYlIC
0612212007 09:31 AM
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RautenbergfNYLlC@NYLIC
Subject

Good morning Sheila, Steve and George,
I had an opportunity to speak with Sy about the Rangel Policy Center this morning. He continues to think that we
should pass on this for now in light of our very large and fairly recent commitment to the Powell Policy Center. We
do not have anything in writing from them so we will not reply formally, George, if you need us to take any action,
please advise.
Thanks

op

Sheila K. Davidson/NYlIC

061221200708:17 AM

To Christine Park/NYLlC@NYLIC
Steven A Rautenberg/NYUC@NYLlC, George
cc Nichols/NYLlC@NYUC
Subject Re

[~]

I think it-should be revisited with Sy in light of the passage of time and Rangel's ascent to the chair of the Ways
and Means Committee. Maybe the same outcome, but worth a conversaUon.

Christine ParklNYLIC

061211200705:36 PM

To Sheila K. DavidsonINYLlC@NYLlC
co Sleven A RaulenbergiNYLlC@NYLIC
Subject

Hello Sheila, I hope you are having a good week,
I spoke with Steve about the Rangel Policy Center at City University, As I understand ft, Congressman Rangle
was apparently with George Nichols this week and mentioned it to him,
in speaking with Peter about this to see if there was any history, ! came to learn that about a year ago, before the
Powell proposal began working its way through the system, the Foundation team did respond to an inquiry by the
Rangel Center for support They took it to Sy and he declined it Peter reports that at the time Sy felt we had done
enough for Congressman Rangel. Let us know if you think: we should reopen the conversation at this point. The
$10M donation to the Powell Policy Center represents an awfully large commitment to City University. It may be
that we can use that as a reason to hold off for the time being, I will take no action jff don't hear from you.
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New York Ute Insuranee Company
51 Madison Avenue

July 31,2007

..._,--

NewYmk, NY 10010
212576 4730

The Honorable Cbarles Rangel, Chainnan

Sy Stemberg, CLU

Com..-rnittee on \Vays and Means

ChaimJan and Chief Executive Officer

United States House ofRepreseutatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear 1v1r. Chairman:
I applaud your leadership in championing the May 10 bipartisan agreement that paves the way for
Congressional advancement of the U.S. trade agenda. As you and I have discussed, the pending
fi-ee trade agreements are not only commercially significant, tlley are a vital tool for sustaining
American geopolitical influence.
The United States and Latin America have shared interests in broadening and deepening
hemispheric relations. Trade agreements that help shore up market-oriented, democratic voices in
this region are essential to fostering U.S. national security interests.
In particular, the agreement with Colombia is one of the most imp011ant facing the Congress. Our
Western Hemisphere neighborhood is incredibly fragile and we should not turn our backs on this
friend and ally. WIllIe concerns about violence in Colombia must be addressed" I urge you to take
into account the progress already made in this area and the continued commitments made by
President Uribe to strengthen the rule of law. Pa~sage of this agreement enhances Uribe's chances
for success. On the other hand, failure to pass the Colombia agreement would undermine American
credibility, hann the LTedibiHty of Uribe among his peers, and send the wrong message to other
friends in the regio11. The FTA with Colombia offers other important benefits to ti,e United States,
moving the trade relationship with Colombia from one-way preferences to reciprocity. For
example, eighty percent of U.S. consumer and industrial products and more than two-thirds of
current U.S. farm exports will enter Colombia duty~free immediately under the terms of the
agreement.

~

You have spoken eloquently to me on many occasions of your desire to create a new bipartisan
consensus to advance America's trade agenda. The three Latin American agreements to be
considered by the Congress are the best opportunity for the United·States to demonstrate its
commitment to this region, secure new economic benefits for American business, workers and
farmers and remain a leader in the global economy. With 95 percent of the world's consumers
living outside of the United States, we cannot afford to sit 011 the sidelines or to disengage from the
world. I hope Congress will not take the politically expedient shortsighted approaeh at this critical
_j@(,:W.tc:in our trade policy.
1 assure you I will do all I can to support ti,e vision you expressed in your May 10 announeement,
and I l~forward to continuing to work closely with you on these important trade initiatives.
Sincer,

f
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To

SY STERNBERG

OUR POLICYHOLDERS

TED MATHAS

NC\v York Life realized exceptional gains in
2007, in terms of both financial performance for
the year and the Cornpany's long-ternl financial
strength.
Operating revenues grew to $13 billion in 2007,
a nine percent increase over 2006. For the second
consecutive year, operating earnings grew by
more than 16 percent, totaling nearly $1.3 billion
in 2007.
Despite the onset of significant turbulence in the
financial markets, Ne\v York Life's financial
strength has never been greater. In 2007, we
added more than $800 million to our surplus and
asset valuation reserves, which now total nearly
$14.7 billion. Tbese funds, whicb are a key
indicator of long-term strength and stability,
support the Company's long-term financial
strength and are also available to pay future claims
and finance growth.

More than a year before the credit crisis
el'nerged, New York Life's investment management team, led by Chief Investment Officer
Gary Wendlandt, began closely rnonitoring what
they believed to be an unfavorable market environl'nent. Observing a trend toward \veaker
undef\vriting standards for all [orIns of debt, as
well as investment returns that were not commensurate with the risk, they recommended a
strate6ty" that called fin temporarily allocating a
larger portion of the COl'npany~s investments into
safe U.S. Treasury bonds.
By adhering to our tirne-proven principles ofconservative finandal stewardship, the Company
avoided the large losses and write-do"\vns suffered
by other institutions. Not only have vve maintained
a sound investment portfolio, but New York Life's
strong balance sheet and liquidity (now over
to take advantage
$11 billion) also enable
of opportunities in the market '\vhen a better
investment climate returns - a double win for
our policyholders.

u,

Given the importance of this strategy, \;\,re have
asked Gary Wendlandt to report to you on the
steps "\ve took to safeguard the Company's financial strength, and the criteria\ve use to make
prudent investment decisions. His analysis begins
on page 6 of this Report.
The year was also notable for significant sales
gains across a1.111nes of business.

CSOC. CBR.00031623
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New)'(nk Life's 2007 cOl'nbined dOlnestic and
international insurance sales greVi! to Inore than
$3 billion, a 15 percent increase over 2006, and a
remarkable foIlo\v-up to the 26 percent 2006
year-over-year sales gain.
In the United States, New York Life posted ne\v
life insurance sales totaling over $1.2 billion, generated by our first-in-class team of more than
10,000 Nev.' York Life career agents and a network of specialized advanced market professionals. Our newest life insurance product, Custom
Whole Life, which gives policyholders the ability to select how long they \vill be required to pay
premiums, set sales records as one of the most
successful product launches in Company history.
New York Life is the nation's number one seller
of Guaranteed Lifetime Income products,*
income annuities that help people lock in a
secure stream of income for their retirement.
Sales momentum in 2007 continued to be very
strong, growing 2S percent to $796 million.
Our relationship with AARP, the nation's
largest membership organization, has helped
Ne\"\' York Lite become the number one direct
marketer of life insurance in the United States.t
We now insure more than 1.5 million AARP
melnbers.This program achieved another important milestone in 2007, declaring its t1rst dividend
to be paid in 2008. Ne\vYork Lite also expanded
its relationship with AARP in 2007 with the

•""""'1' '","'.' WeiRA

launch of the AARP Lifetime Income Program.
Sales of these incorne annuities reached almost
$JOO million in the first year of operation,
Our international business had a strong year, \-vith
sales up 25 percent over 2006, reflecting doubledigit growth in Mexico, China, India, Korea and
Thailand. Our two largest markets, India and
Mexico, recorded significant gro\vth, with 69
percent and 22 percent increases in sales, respectively. We see substantial worn for business
expansion throughout our international markets
for luany years to come. In India, tor example,we
are tailoring products to meet the needs of milHons of underserved low-inconle consumers.
Nc\v York Life Investment Management
("NYLIM") sales totaled rnore than $29 billion,
\vith very strong growth in our Retail and
Retirement Plan Services lines of business,
Retirement Plan Services, which oversees more
than 2, '1 00 full-service retirement plans for corporate and union clients, had its best sales year
ever, and continues to be top ranked for CllStomer service excellence,
We reluctantly bade £11"e\ve11 to hvo distinf:,ruished
members of our Board of Directors who retired
from Nt\v York Life in 2007 follmving more
than a decade of service. Les McCra\v,]r., a former chairman and chief executive otTicer of
Fluor Corporation, joined the New ·York Lite
Board of Directors in 1995, He has served as

Inl<'T!hllit1 rral,
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chairrnan of the Board's Insurance and Operations
Conunittee since 2002 and has been instrumental
in shaping the Company's business planning and
ne\v business acquisition strategies.
2007 also marked the final chapter in the brilliant
New York Life career of former President Fred
Sievert, who retired trom the Company in June.
Fred had a prof(Yl_md influence, not just on the
strategic direction of the business, but on the
culture and character of the Company. I-Iis sound
judgment and deep sense of humanity \viII
be missed.
Elected as a new director in 2007, ChiefInvcstment
Olliecr and NYLIM Chairman Gary Wendlandt
\vas named vice chairman of the Board. Gary's
stewardship of the Company's $J.40 billion
investnlent portfolio has been a key factor in
maintaining Nnv York Life's long tradition of
financial strength and stability. lie is a valuable
and timely addition to the Board as \ve navif,rate
the choppy waters of the current world economy,
Throughout this Report you will see several
references to the principles that have, frOln the
beginning, guided the managelllent ofour business,
One of those principles bears repeating here:
The number one reason for choosing a life-insurance company is financial strength, And that has
never been lllore true than today.

We believe it is \.vorth noting that, in August
2007,just as the U.S. credit markets were experiencing their most severe deterioration in a decade,
Standard & Poor's announced its upgrade of
NewYork Life's financial strength rating to AAA,
their highest possible ranking, With this upgrade,
New York Life is now top-rated by all four ofthe
major ratings agencies: Standard & Poor's,
Moody's Investors Service, Fitch Ratings and
A,M. Best. Al'l1ong the more than 1,000 life
insurance companies in the United States, only
three can now claim this unanimous vote of
confidence.
Even as the econorny and the financial rnarkets
rise and fall in their perpetual cydes, New York
Lite's financial strength endures. In both good
tirnes and bad, we will be here, stahle and sound,
to honor the promises we make to you today,
tomorrmv and for decades to COIne.

SY STERNBERG

TED MATHAS
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SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR OUR POLICYHOLDERS

I am pleased to inform you that, shortly before
this Report went to press, the Board of Directors
unanimously voted to name President and
Chief Operating Officer Ted Mathas as Chief
Executive Officer-elect of New York Life
Insurance COJ1'11'any.
Upon Iny retirement on June 30, 2008, Ted will
assume the title of President and CEO, and I will
remain Chairman of the Board of Directors in a
non-executive capacity for a transition period.
As we looked ahead toward my scheduled retirement at age 65, the Board had time to plan and
I had time to assist in an orderly and seamless
transition. Ted Mathas is a superb choice for
CEO. Since joining Ne".vYork Life in 1995, Ted
has contributed to virtually all areas of the
Company, including our life and annuity products,
distribution systems and services, and our international operations. As Chief Operating ()fEcer,
Ted led us to new records in 2007 in nearly every

business area. New York Lite is fortunate to have
a leader of Ted's energy, intellect and vision taking
the reins as chief executive in July.
As the 18th chief executive in the Company's
163-year history, Ted Mathas will carry fonvard
New York Life's tradition of strong executive
stewardship. I'le will be supported by a senior
management group whose leadership has helped
guide New York Life through more than a
decade of sound, sustained growth, With their
delnonstrated conunitment to serving the best
interests of Ollr policyholders, this superb team,
along with the entire New York Life family of
employees, agents and partners., ".vill stand ready
to serve you in the decades ahead.
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INVESTING FOR STRENGTH AND SAFETY

fl..XPORT
BY GAll.Y WrNDLANDT,

VICr: CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOAlW AND

emu INVESTMtNT OFFIctR

2007 was a year of considerable turmoil in the
credit markets, What
began \vith an increase in defaults in the subprirne residential mortgage lliarket has now
developed into a full-scale credit crisis, impacting
flnancial institutions around the
globe. At New York Life, "\ve have
thus far been able to sidestep the
rnajor dal'nage ·wrought by this crisis.
In contrast to the very sizable
investrnent losses and write-downs
reported by many other financial
institutions, \ve had one of our
lowest levels of credit losses ever,
allowing us to again report record
levels of capital and surplus for
2007. The purpose of this report is
to describe our investment process and
resulting actiOl1S\Ve took long before the credit
crisis roiled the \vorld's financial markets..
Our $140 billion investment portfolio is very
well diversified and largely comprises fixed
income assets like bonds and mortgage loans. For
several years leading up to the summer of 2007,

the markets for all types of fixed income investments - at least on the surface - appeared to be
exceptionally robust and safe. 'Defaults were
remarkably low. Even below investment grade
bonds (those issued by companies judged to have
a lower level of creditworthiness than investment
grade companies) had a default rate of less than
1.5 percent, a ratio that has historically averaged
around five percent. (Later, it would become evident that many companies that normally might
have defaulted were instead obtaining fresh infusions of cash, thanks to the easy
availability of credit.)
As with most things in life, when
things seem too good to be true,
there's usually a problem lurking.
The credit markets, like the stock
rnarket, go through periodic bull and
bear cycles. Investor optimisl'll feeds
upon itself, fueling a bull market
that can, in the blink of an eye, beat
a hasty retreat to pessirnisln and fear.
market is characterized by overly
aggressive lending practices. And, in fact, over the
last few years, loan issuance
for real estate,
home equity, consumer credit, leveraged buyout
activity, and so on skyrocketed, while underwriting standards for approving loans \vcakened
substantially. I]ov.rever, in the exceedingly opti-
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tnistie climate that then prevailed. the nlarkct
turned a blind eye to the obvious dangers of
these lending activities. Worse yet, due to the
optimistic climate, investors \vere in our judgl'llent dernanding too little payment for the
risks they were assuming.

2007

obligations ("CDOs"). Historically, lenders, such
as banks, retained the loans they originated. In
recent years, it has become common practice for
lenders to quickly package and resell loans in the
securitization rnarkct, essentially leaving them
with no skin in the game and little reason to pay
carditl attention to the quality of the loans they
were originating.

"NEW YORK LIFE INVESTS FOR 'ITlI':
LONG TERM, ALWAYS MINDFUL OF
PROVIDING SAFETY AND SECURITY H>R
01..,1{ POI!( YHOl DI RS

Although these \veak lending prac- ,
tices \\lere not confined to subprime mortgages, the cracks first
started to show there, and sub-prime
loans, therefore, served as the catalyst
for the broader credit. crisis that is
no\v unfolding. Between 2002 and
2006, the issuance of sub-prime residential real estate loans grew more
than fourfold. In the rush to originate loans, proper underwriting
procedures were often sidestepped,
meaning many loans were funded without
income and asset verification or other critical
documentation. Other lending areas had sirnilar
experiences.
These bad lending practices\vere exacerbated by
the rise of loan securitization t.he repackaging
of loans into "trading" vehicles. such as nlOrtgage-backed securities and collateralized debt

L

Credit market cycles run a predictable course,
beginning with irrat.ional optirHism and ending
with large defaults and \vrite-ofts. New York Life
, has, since its founding, witnessed
lHany of these cycles, and as a result
of this long experience, \.ve know
better than to get caught up in the
frenzy. Rather than accept outsized
risks coupled with inadequate
rewards for a particular investlnent,
we can choose to move to the sidelines. Our rationale is simple: What
you don't own can't hurt you.
Based on our belief that the markets
\vere acting irrationally, in February 2007, Ne\.\'
York Life management approved a proposal to
divert a portion of the Company's investable cash
8mv from our normal credit market investrnents
into U,S. Tteasurys. U,S. Treasurys arc not only
entirely safe, but. offer excellent liquidity, positioning us to take advantage of attractive investrnent opportunities \vhen risk/reward relationships ir11prove.
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By August 2007, the credit market probletns we
had teared were tront page ncws. The crisis has
not been confined to the housing market, as the
unsound lending practices were considerably
Inore "\videspread. For cxample, as credit has
tightened, sitnilar problems are emerging in
commercial real estate, home equity, credit card
and leveraged buyout lending.
Financial institutions around the globe recorded
credit-related losses and wTite-clmVl1s exceeding
$100 billion during the second half of 2007.
1'v1any observers expect this number ,_
_
to 1110re than double by the end
of2008.
"EACH YEAH, NEW YORK LIFE
INVES'l"S APPROXIMA'I'ELY
$20 BILLION ON BEHALF
OF OUHPOLICYHOLDEHS.

Fortunately f()r our policyholders,
New York Life is \vell positioned for
the current environment. Consider
the composition of our investrlleut portfolio:
Only seven percent of the Company's cash and
invested assets is placed in residential mortgage
loans and related securities. Less than one-half of
one percent ofour total assets is sub-prime mortgage-backed securities. Of these securities, the
overwhelming m~ority are rated AAA and have
fixed interest rates. (Adjustable rate mortgages has

been the sector \.vith most of the problems.) Our
portfolio's exposure to hedge funds is virtually
non-existent. And our short-term holdings have
not been afiected by the problems encountered
in the commercial paper market.
"By

AUGUST 2007, TH1~ emmIT J\LWKET

PROBLEMSWli HAD FEARED WERE
H~ONT PAGE NEWS."

Each year, New York Lite invests approximately
$20 billion on behalf of our policyholders. Our
L.
, investment process is based upon
careful risk-return analysis. There
are a number of other guiding principles and disciplines we believe
form the basis for sound investment.
lIcre are some of the most important ones, including several that may
be useful to you in your own personal investment planning:

We maintain diversification. A
diversified portfolio, across a spectrum of asset classes and issuers, protects us
against problems in specific areas.
We conduct our own research. We don't
take any third-party endorsements or ratings for
granted. We only take risks we fully understand
and underwrite ourselves. Complicated investment structures often serve to obfuscate risk.
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We insist on getting paid for taking risk.
Risk is an inherent part of the investment
process. The risk premium we are ,
_
paid nlUst be (onunemurate \vith
that risk.

We take a long-term view. We
are not traders. We look for investrnents that have a margin of safety
and can stand the test of time.
We maintain ample liquidity.
The benefits that we promise to
our policyholders must be paid in
cash, irrespective of the market
environment.
We don't blindly follow the
crowd. History has proven that
jmnping on an investment bandwagon yields. at best, mediocre
results. More often than not. it
results in significant pain.
N e\v York Life Insurance Company
is the largest mutual life insurance
company in the United States.* As a
mutual company. Ne"'.v York Life invests for the
long term. always mindfiJl of providing safety and

L

security for our policyholders. We do not have
shareholders who might want us to maximize
, short-term profit, an objective that
.._
_
carries increased risk and greater
potential for significant losses.
"NEW YORK LIFE'S EXCEPTIONALLY
STHONG BALANCE SHEET IS THI:
PRODUCT 01' A DISCIPLINED
INVESTMENT PROCESS, CONSERVATIVE I'ORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
AND RIGOROUS RISK CONTl?OLS."

Nev,rYork Life's exceptionally strong
balance sheet is the product of a disciplined investment process, conservative portfolio construction and
rigorous risk controls. While lHany
financial institutions are continuing
to experience losses, New York Life
has earned the highest possible ratings
for financial strength from all four of
the major credit rating agencies.
OUf pledge to you has never been
nlOre relevant; For financial protection, safety and peace of lnind, you can place
your trust in "The CmHpany You Keep."
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LIFE AND ANNUITY 2007 BUSINESS UPDATE
Through a comprehensive portfolio oflife insur~
anee and annuity products, we help clients provide
their families ""vith income protection during
their working years, while also offering innovative ways to grow their wealth, During clients'
retirement years, many of our products oner the
security of an income stream, \\'hile others provide the means to leave a lasting legacy.
Our product lineup comprises fixed and variable
insurance and annuity products, including whole
life, universal lite, variable universal life and term
insurance; fixed and variable deterred annuities;
and income annuities. Through innovative tea~
turcs and a wide range of riders, these products
can be custonlized to meet individual needs,
Another year of solid growth Building ou
the stron.g gains posted in 2006, nearly all rneas~
ures of current performance for Life and Annuity
were again positive in 2007. Total insurance sales
cornprising life insurance and Guaranteed
Lltetirne Income ("GLI") insurance - advanced
eight percent over 2006, Life insurance sales
totaled $1,25 billion, while GLI sales increased 25
percent year over year to $796 million, ranking

New York Life nLUuber one in tlxed immediate
annuity rnarkct share.* Sales of investrnent
annuities through our Agency channel \vcre up
10 percent over 2006, while our deterred annuity
sales through banks outpaced the industry, which
al1o\~'ed us to move up to the number two market share position. t All told, operating earnings
from Life and Annuity grew nine percen.t year
over year.

The industry's most professional, productive agents For 1110re than a century, our
nationwide network of agents has been at the
core of New York Lite's success. With oftlces in
cities and towns across America, New York Life's
team of 10,000 professional agents helps clients
identify ...v hat is most important to them
and then design effective solutions to achieve
their goals.
Our agents are supported by career~long train~
ing, professional development prograrns and
state-of~thc-art tcchnolof:,lJT' Perhaps nowhere is
our industry leadership more evident than in our
dominance of the Million Dollar Round Table
("MDRT"). Qualifying
MDRT ranks an

t,,,
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agent among the top one percent oChfe insurance
professionals in the\vorld, and MDRT membership is a widely recognized sign of superior
technical knovdedge, client service and ethical
standards. For the 53"1 consecutive year, Nc\v
York Life led all U.S. insurers in MDRT rnernbership, with a record-high 2,453 agent rnernbers.
In 2007, Itich Schwartz (top, right) of Indiana and
Jim Adkins, J1'. (bottonl, r(Rht) of our Greater
Washington office achieved the top honors we
bestow on our agents - the Council Presidency
and the Council Vice Presidency, respectively,
When Richjoined Ne,vYork Lite in 2000, he had
already built a successful career at another insurer, but he was attracted by "what New York Life
brings to the table - the humanity, the values,
and ahvays doing right by our clients." Jim,
mean,vhile, has been part of the Ne"\v York Lite
family alrnost since birth; his father headed
New York Life's Greater Washington General
Office for nearly three decades. While they took
different paths to the top of Nnv Y()rk Lite's

sales force, R.ich and Jin1 share a passion for
serving their clients with in-depth knowledge
and integrity.
Customer service excellence In addition. to
the personal service provided by our agents, our
policyholders can also rely on the protessionals in
our service centers throughout the country f()r
customer service that is second to none. For the
eighth consecutive year, our bank distribution
annuities service team captured the DAI.BAR
Service AVlrard, a rnark ofdistinction in the financial services industry, And for the fitth year running the DALBAR award also went to our agent
distribution variable produ.cts service center. On
the Internet, customers can process fund allocation changes, transfers, cash loans and address
changes through NewYork Lite's highly regarded
Virtual Service Center at wv.;;w,nev,ryorklife.com,
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 2007 BUSINESS UPDATE

New York Life Investment Management
LLC (HNYLIM") ranks among the largest asset
management firms in the United States.*
Through its multiple boutique investment structure, NYLIM delivers investment pertonnance
through an array of products designed for both
institutional and retail clients. And with its
MainStay Investrnents brand, NYLIM distributes
mutual flll1ds and wrap accounts through agents
and advisors to retail investors.
NYLIM is a leading provider of retirement plans
for corporations, multi-employer trusts and in(l1viduals, and is recognized as one of the nation's
top providers of guaranteed products to both the
qualified and non-qualified. markets. Together
with its affiliates and. over 1,500 employees,
NYLIM manages over $249 billion in assets
(as ofDecember 31,2(07), IIp more than $14 billion from the previous year.
NYLIM's team of investment professionals focuses on virtually every sector of the capital markets.
2007\vas another year of record success. With
over $29.2 billion in gross sales, NYLIM exceeded
its 2006 record. by four percent, NYLIM's operating revenue exceeded $1.1 billion. Operating
earnings \vere up 28 percent to $219 million with all lines of NYLIM's business contributing,

The tollowing summarizes some of the key
accomplishments within NYLIM\ business lines.

Guaranteed Products NYLIM's Guaranteed
Product'> business serves the needs of institutional
investors seeking stable returns and superior
credit quality.
Guaranteed Products achieved record. operating
earnings of $132 million, with over $7.5 billion
in sales, In addition, Guaranteed Products had.
success with selective credit issuance, and posted
record operating revenues and earnings by
Madison Capital Funding.

Institutional NYLIM's Institutional business
manages assets for retirement plans, corporations,
municipalities, endowments and foundations.
The Institutional line of business achieved
$180 million in operating revenue tor 2007, up
from $135 million in the previous year. This
increase \vas due in large part to the 6.l11-year
impact of the acquisition (in June 2006) of the
Institutional Capital Corporation ("ICAP"), a
leading large-cap value equity boutique.
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Retail Investments The Retail Market,,; business exceeded last year's sales record by 15 percent,
increased its presence and won new business on
key platforms -such as Morgan Stanley, Smith
Barney, Wachovia and LPL Financial.
For the year, MainStay's assets under management
by six percent, exceeding $37 billion.

MainStay lCAP Select Equity and MainStay ICi\P
InterJl<ltio!ldl Funds \.\i(Te
Fund Analyst
Picks" in
by Morningstar in the Lll:ge V11ue
dod Foreign L"lrgc \1;)I11c
In
se.!"ctlTlg/\Jlalyst Picks, Morningstar not only ukcs
long,"terIll
into considcntioll, but also
looks for other attributes that ~,:viH be
to a fund's
fi.lture success: sensible strategies, Sl1ccc\sful
good stt~\:vardship and lov..; (os1:'>o

RYS achieved $3.7 billion in
sales for
and ended tht'
$151 rnilhou in operating
revenut;' ..- ,1 16 percent increase over 2006.

been recognized for superior
and 2007
no exccption.RPS
eight first··pJa(C
in l:hc .Boswtl
RC'icarch Group's 13
aU
eight categorics e,:rning 1no percent satisfaction
PLA.NSPONSOR magazine's
scores. reps <1150
2007 DC Survey \vith 42 "Best in Class" awards.
Wholesale At the Wholesale level, NYLlM
manages the ,investment portfolio of New York
Lite Insurance Company and the assets of other
financial institutions,
In 2007, the Wholesale business successfully
deployed $16 billion into a variety of asset classes
for New York Life's business units. Wholesale
achieved record gross sales of $3.3 billion, grew
third-party assets under management to over
$9.7 bilhon and earned $35 million in performance
fees within its general and tbird-party accounts.
New York Life Capital Partners ("NYLCAP")
dosed its second mezzanine fund with $800 million of total capital cOlmnitments.
NYLIM Real Estate Group ("REG") sales totaled
$224 million in various fiu1ds and co-investments.
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INTERNATIONAL 2007 BUSINESS UPDATE

New York Life International is the global ann of
the Company, \"'lith operations in Argentina,
China, lIang Kong, India, Mexico, South Korea,
Taiwan and Thailand. In Jnly 2007. New York
Life sold its equity interest in the Philippines to
its joint venture partner, Allied Banking
Corporation, and certain of Allied Banking
Corporation\ shareholders.
New York Lite International's share of insurance
sales in our eight international operations totaled
over $650 million, a 25 percent increase over the
prior year. Our international business no"\v contributes 22 percent ofNewYork Life's world\."'lide
insurance sales.
While our primary channel of distribution is
through our career agency system, comprising
more than 40,000 registered agents, we pursue
a multi-distribution strategy using additional
channels such as bancassurance, corporate agencies
and telemarketing.

Among the year's highlights:
• With more than 67 years of experience in
Mexico, Seguras Monterrey New York Life
had an outstanding year, with insurance sales
topping $212 million, an increase of22 percent
over 2006. SebTt1ros Monterrey New York Life
won the prestigious State of Queretaro Quality
Award in 2007, another indication of the
Company's commitment to quality customer
service. Ours is the only insurance company to
receive the a\vard and the only company to
have earned the a\"rard three tilHes.
• Max Ne\v York Life, our Indian joint venture
\vith Max India Ltd., continued its strong
grO\vth with a 69 percent increase in lite insurance sales in 2007, Max NC\vYork Lite nO\v has
nearly 28,000 licensed agents and has expanded
its network of otTices to 192 nationwide. To
date, more than 2 million individual life policies
have been sold by Max N e\vYork Life. In light
of the significant grmvth potential in the Indian
life insurance nurket,Max Ne\v¥ork Life has
embarked on a s.trategic initiative that will
further expand it" distribution reach, accelerate
the introduction of ne\v products and strengthen
the brand.
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• In China, Haier Nevv York Life, our joint
venture ""\lith I-laier Group, posted a 44 percent
increase in sales as we entered six new cities,
including the provincial capital ofI'lubei.
• In Thailand, ourjoint venture Siam Commercial
New York Life ("SCNYL") has an exclusive
distribution relationship with our banking
partner Siam Commercial Bank. SCNYL
achieved 22 percent sales gro\vth in 2007. The
impressive results solidified our position as one
of the top three lite insurance companies. in the
Thai insurance industry in terms ofnew business.
SCNYL also maintained the tnarket leader
position in bancassurance for the fourth cond highly competitive envirotnncnt.
• In Korea, there was robust insurance sales
growth of 35 percent over 2006.
New York Life International remains committed
to providing philanthropic support to charities
and nonprofits in all of the markets in which we
do business.The focus of OUT efforts is on helping
organizations that provide services to children.
Our India operation provides ongoing support to

the 50S Children's Villages, a national orphanage, by donating a portion of the revenue that it
receives trom the sales of certain products. In
Taiwan, our operation continued its multi-year
partnership "\vith the Maria Social Welfare
Foundation, providing grants and other programs
to help this agency in its service to children. In
Korea, \ve aim to make a difference in the lives of
underprivileged children and their families
through both grants and volunteer support. And
in Mexico, more than 10,000 children have benefited t1:om our support of EDUCA, a nonproHt
foundation that work; to improve the education
of children in lmv-income £1.Iuilies.
Our growing operations in Asia and Latin
America ofter significant and profitable grO\vth
opportunities. In many of these markets, only a
small percentage of the population has adequate
lite insurance protection. By leveraging our vast
experience as a leader in the U.S. lite insurance
market, we are weIl positioned to deliver the
product';, services and peace of mind people in
these ernerging Ilnrkets are seeking - just as
\ve've been doing at home tor more than 160 years.
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SPECIAL MARKETS 2007 BUSINESS UPDATE

Special Markets comprises tour businesses: the
AARP Life Insurance Program, which markets
group life insurance products to AARP members; the AARP Lifetime Income Program,
which markets guaranteed lifetime inc01ne
annuities to AATlP rnembers; Long-Term Care
insurance sold through our agents; and the
Group Membership Association Division, which
sells life insurance and related product'i to members
of professional associations.

AARP Life Insurance Program Through an
exclusive marketing arrangement with AARP,
New York Lite ofters life insurance to the association's 39 million members. In 2007, the AARP
Lite Insurance Program strensrthened its leading
market share position as the largest direct
response marketer of life insurance, * establishing
new records in sales, revenue and earnings, and
ending the year insuring more than 1.5 million
AARP members.

another important milestone: As a result of
favorable financial experience, the program's first
dividend was declared and will be paid in 2008,

AARP Lifetime Income Program Through
an exclusive marketing arrangement with AARP,
New York Life ofters guaranteed lifetirne income
annuities to the AARP rnembership,t AARP's
endorsement of this program recognizes New
York Life's financial strength and superior reputatlon as a provider of long-term insurance
guarantees, In its first full year of operation, the
AARP Lifetinle InCOlne Program achieved
almost $100 lllillion in sales, demonstrating the
potential to distribute guaranteed lifetirne
income annuities through direct response channels.
Both the AARP Life Insurance and AARP
Lifetime Incornc Programs help AARP members
secure their tlnancial futures through best-in-class
products and superior custorner service.

Equally as impressive, we paid out nearly
$300 million in life claims in 2007, reaching
$1.3 billion paid since the program began in
1994, The AARP Life Insurance Program reached
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Our
business achieved record sales and
double-digit growth in each indicator.
14 percent, compared to rnarketplace
three percent, especially notable as the industry
ended a four-year run of sales declines, By virtue
of this performance, we rnoved up one slot to the
number six market share position, *
Continuing our commitment of integrity and
financial stability to our policyholders, we paid
a dividend in 2007 for the third consecutive year,
and early in 2008 declared a fourth consecutive
dividend. We remain one of the few key players in
the individual long-term care insurance market
that has not raised the rates ofin-force customers,

Membership Association Our Group
Memt)cf,';hip Association Division provides life,

and disability incorne insurance programs
many of the nation's most prominent professional, rnilitary, educational and alumni groups, In
2007, we sustained and strenf,'thened our leadership
position in the association industry, despite a
shlggish new-case market environment. Operating
revenue remains strong, and we now insure more
th~m]

mi11ion indi\-'iduds. in our portfolio ofbl..l~incs-s.

Our success in this tuature, n.iche market is due
to our continuous development of innovative
products tailored to the association marketplace
and solid, long-standing relationships \vith our
distribution partners,
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2007 INVESTMENT REVIEW
l'\TetlJ York

L~re

Insurance Company and Its Domestic Insurance Subsidiaries

fhe following investment review presents information for New York Life Insurance Company and its
domestic insurance subsidiaries, Nc\v York Life
Insurance and Annuity Corporation and NYLIFE
Insurance Company of Arizona, assets oh:vhich
represent most of the invested assets of the Company.
The cash and invested asset information below is
presented on a statutory accounting basis. Ne'\v York
Life\ investment in its international insurance affiliates
and domestic non-insurance affiliates is included in
the Equities line of the table below. New York Life
International, the largest affiliate in asset size, had cash

and invested assets of $6 billion. Cash and invested
assets arc presentt:d on a GAAP basis on the balance
sheet on page 27.A reconciliation of cash and
invested assets from a GAAP basis to a statutory basis
is presented on page 38.

Cash and Invested Assets
On the strength of Nc'\vYork Life's u.s. insurance
operations, during 2007, cash and invested assets gre\v
by more tban $10 billion to $149 billion. Ncv,rYork
Life and its domestic insurance subsidiaries maintained a well-diversified investment portf()lio in 2007.
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Fixed Income Assets
The fixed income portfiJlio continues to be dominated
by high~quality investments, ,vith 92 percent being
invcstment grade. Realizing that the market was not
pricing certain fixed inco111(: securities properly during 2007, we directed a portion of our investable cash
to U.S. Treasurys and other highly rated public bonds.
Consequently, the pwportion of fixed income assets
rated highest-quality ("NAIC 1") increased two percentage points to represent 69 percent of total fixed
income assets. The fixed income portfolio remains
well diversified across the broad industry spectrum
and comprises securities issued by more than 2,300

individual issuer,;;. As of the end of 2007, the Bank
and Finance category represented 13 percent of total
fixed income assets, a decline of two perc('ntage
points from a year ago, ,vhile U.S.'I'reasurys and
agencies increased by the same amount and represented seven percent.
The fixed income portfolio is managed to limit
exposnre to individual issuers according to credit
quality and other factors. No single corporate exposure
than $29() million. The 10 largest holdings
in
portfolio represented less than 1.5 percent of
cash and invested assets.
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2007 INVESTMENT REVIEW

;..;rew lark Lifi' Insurance Company and Its Domestic Insurance Subsidiaries
Non-Agency Residential Securities
As of year-end 2007, Ne\v York Life and its domestic
insurance subsidiaries O\vned $8 billion in non-agency
residential securities, representing 5.4 percent of cash
and invested assets. The mortgage loans underlying
these securities \vcre held predominantly by prime
borrovvers.The ovcnvhelming m,~ority of these
securities were rated AAA and arc collateralized by
fixed-rate mortgage loans. Only $407 million, or less
than 0.3 percent of cash and invested assets, are co1b.teralized by sub-prime mortgage loans.

TSewrity
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Mortgage Loans
As ofyear-end 2007, the $14,199 million of mortgage loans represented $12,704 million ofloans on
cOllllnercial real estate properties and $1,495 lnillion
ofIoans on single-£lmily residential properties.

Commercial Mortgage Loans
The pert(xmance of the c01nmercial mortgage loan
portfolio remained very strong. All commercial
mortgage loans \vere in good standing, The commercialll10rtgage loan portfc)ho is broadly diversified
by both property type and geographic region. "fhe
Company's mortgage loan investment practices
emphasize conservative undenvriting and focus on
high-quality properties. The porth)lio is weighted
toward investments in office buildings and retail
properties, t\vo sub-sectors 'with large proportions
ofhigh-qu,ality properties. Allocations to these two
categories remained constant from the 2006 levels.

The commercial mortf,"age loan portfolio's strategic
focus on office and retail properties naturany leads to
a high vveighting in geographic regions with dense
populations. The commercial mortgage portfolio's
geographic diversification remained substantially
unchanged fmm the previous year.

Single-fanlily Residential Loans
In addition to the non-agency residential securities
highlighted earher, Ne\v York Life and its domestic
insurance subsidiaries o\vned $1,495 million in geographically diversified single-f;unily residential loans.
These investments have had and continue to have
strong performance and do not contain any suhprime loans.
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2007 INVESTMENT REVIEW
NeuJY'(}fk LU;' Insurance C~ofl1pany and Its Domestic Insurance Suhsidiaries
Equities
As of year-end 2007, Nev\' York Life and its domestic
insurance subsidiaries had $8 billion invested in public
and private equities, \vhile subsidiaries and affiliates
totaled $3 billion.
The public equity investment portfolios are managed
by experienced portfolio managers, "\vho make usc

of active and passive styles combined \vith quantitative and fundamental analyses. The equity assets arc
diversified across the broad US. equity market and
also include an allocation to international equities.
Allocations to private equity provide further diversification and an opportunity to exceed the returns of
public equity over the long renn.

Derivatives
As of year~end 2007, Ne\vy()rk Life and its domestic
insurance subsidiaries had outstanding derivative
contracts \vith a market v;t\ue of$851 million. The
derivative transactions are entered into to meet the
hedging needs of the Company or replicate permissible
investments. ']"he single largest derivative activity
involves cross-currency swaps entered into to convert
assets or liabilities of the Company that are designated
in a foreign currency into US. dollars. Interest rate
s\vaps arc used primarily to convert fixed rate investments to floating fatc invcsonents in support of floating
fate liabilities.
Derivative trades may expose Ne\vYork Life and its
domesric insurance subsidiaries to counterparty credit
risk.I'his risk is controlled through the establishment
of collateral support agreements, \-vhich require the
posting of cash collateral by derivative counterparties
if and \vhen the market value of derivative positions
with a counterpartI' exceeds a predetermined dollar
limit. Derivative credit exposure to a counterpartI' is
combined with other direct credit risk to the same
counterpartI' and managed against prudent credit
risk limits.

Asset/Liability and Investment
Risk Management
The investment portfolio has potential exposure to
various sources of investment risk, including liquidity,
interest rate, credit and equity price risks. NeviYork
Life has established comprehensive policies and procedures at both the corporate and business segment
levels to minimize, overall risk exposures. The Investment Committee of the Board of Directors provides
oversight over New York Life's investment activity,
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including revie\v of various risk factors and establish~
ment of investment policies. One of the key measures
used to quantif:)1 and control overall investment risk
is the Statutory Surplus-at-R.isk metric that measures
the impact of adverse changes in financial market and
credit conditions over a 12-month pcriod.
A substantial positivc operating cash flow supports
Ne\vYork Life's strong liquidity and ability to mcet
its liabilities \vhen due. Primary sources of cash
include sales of insurance and investment products,
investment income, maturities, prepayments and divi~
dends.Additionalliquidity to meet unexpected cash
demands can be providcd by Nc\vY(wk Life's portf()lio of liquid assets, \\'hich includes U.S. Treasury SCCllrities, short-term money market investments, agency
bonds and mortgage-backed securities. Funds are
also available through a commercial paper program
administered by Ne\v York Life Capital Corporation,
an indirect, \vholly owned subsidiary of Ne\vYork
Life, and a bank revolving credit facility, \vhich is used
to backup the commercial paper issuance program.
Nlanagement evaluates the impact of various stress
events on the Company's liquidity on a regular basis
using the analysis of various stress scenarios. Based on
the results of these stress tests, management believes
that the Company has more than ample liquidity
and financial strength to provide for foreseeable cash
requirements, including cash outflows in extreme
stressed conditions. This view was reaffirmed in an
October 2007 report hom Standard & Poor's, "\vhich
referred to Ne'\vYork Life Insurance Company as
having "very strong liquidity." Various liquidity risk
indicators are tracked regularly to provide management \vith an early indication of any potential
liquidity issues.

Earnings and cash flows relating to fixed tate invest~
ments are sensitive to interest rate changes. New York
Life manages interest rate risk part of its asset/liability management process and product design procedures. Asset/liability nnnagement strategies include
segmentation of investments by product line and
the construction of investment portfolios designed
to specifically satisfy the projected cash needs of the
product lines. Interest rate risk is also assessed and
controlled by modeling asset and liability cash flo\vs
on a product-by-product basis, under current and
various other projected interest tate scenarios.
NewYork Life's asset/liability position is monitored
rq,'1.1hrly, enabling management to adjust asset portfi)lios through dynamic hedging or option purchases,
or to alter liability cash £1o\"\'S, in order to efficiently
mitigate risk exposures exceeding management's
risk tolerances.
Nev",York Life's investments in corporate bonds and
mortgage loans expose it to potential credit losses.
Credit risk is managed by applying disciplined credit
evaluation and undef\vriting standards; aligning allocations to lower-quality, higher-yielding investments
\vith our risk-return tolerances; and diversif)ring
exposures by industry, issuer and property type.
Ne'\vYork Life's holdings of public and private equlty
securities are subject to market risk. These holdings
are diversified and lnanaged against risk tolerance
limits est<1blished by individual product Jines and at
the aggregate corporate level
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2007 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The fi)llowing pages present the consolidated financial results for Ne'\v York Life Insurance Company
and its subsidiaries ("the Company"). Our primary
management reponing system is based on accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States
ofAmerica ("GAAP"), with certain acljustments that
\ve believe result in a more appropriate tracking of
operating results. Results reported on this basis are
referred to as. "non~GAAP performance measures."
In addition, statutory results are tracked as an important measure of capital adequacy.
For a detailed reconciliation of the Company's. GAAP
performance measures to its non~GAAP perfotmance
measures, see page 39.
For definitions of the Company's perfi)rmance
measures, see Glossary of Terms on page 48.
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OPERATING REVENUE

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
IN $ BILUONS

YEAR

2007!~~

2006

11.9
10.8

2004
2003

This chart shows the reveflue the Coccp,,, '''Si,en,,,,t,,d
from its domestic and international busicess d,mn,phe last

SALES
YEAR

YEAR

~

IN

$

BILtiONS

OOj71~~~~~::;;;2800

2006

261.5
222.8

2004
2003

213,0
200,2

This chart shows Hie growth of assets under management
since 2003.
assets under management
rose seven percent over
of the Company's diversified
channels.

INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
MILLIONS

2007:E5~

3,031
2,645
2,098
1,955
1,726

2005
2004
2003

YEAR

!

iN

$ BILUONS

O~07r~~~;::" 750,9
694.8

:~;

:

552,9

This chart shows the growth of new, insurance sales. since
2003, and includes results from bOth our domestic and
intemational ,operations. 2001 was another record year for
billion for the first time, Over
HJe
our
sales have grown at a
compound annual rate of 15.1 percent.

This chart shows the growth of the Company's individual
life
in force Ollef the last four
Our steady
growth billion since 2003 sign of a strong
and vibrant' company.

INVESTMENT SALES

POLICYHOLDER BENEFITS AND DIVIDENDS
IN $ MILLIONS

YEAR

2006
2007
2005
2004
2003

i~~~~;;:::=

YEAR

2007

35,570

95

~O.9

24,031
22,204

2004
2003

84

lnvestiJ1ent saJes

Exhibit 459
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

To

the Board ~{Directors ~r l\lew 'lark

We have audited, in accordance ·with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica,
the consolidated balance sheet of Ne"'" York Life
fnsurance Company and its subsidiaries as of
December 31,2007 and 2006, and the related consolidated statements of income, of equity and of
Clsh Hmv for the years then ended; and in our report
dated March 19,2008, we expressed an unqualified
opinion on those consolidated financial statements.
In our opinion, the information set forth in the
accompanying condensed consolidated financial
statements is fairly stated, in all material respects,
in relation to the consolidated financial statements
from which it has been derived.

Life

Insurance Company

As described in Note 3 of the condensed consolidated
financial statements, the Company changed its
method of accounting for uncertainty in income
taxes and :f()f deferred acquisition costs in connection
with modifiCltioJ]S or exchanges of insurance contracts and changed its measurement date for defined
benefit pension and other postretirement plans on
January 1,2007. Also as discussed in Note 3, the
Company changed its method of accounting for
defined benefit pension and other postretirement
plans on Decenlher 31, 2006.

PricewaterhouseCoopers lLP

19,200N
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
qfC Insurance Company and Suhsidiaries

J.'\hIJ York

DECEMBER 31,2006

DECEMBER 31, 2007

$108,450

$112,667

5,795

5,544

ASSETS
FIXED MATURITIES (INCLUDES SECURITIES PLEDGED AS COLLATERAL THAT CAN
BE SOLD OR REPLEDGED OF $3,230 IN 2005 AND $5,114 IN 2(07)
AVAILABLE FOR SALE. AT FAIR VALUE
HELD 1'0 MATURITY, AT AMORTIZED COST

366

TRADING SECURITIES, AT FAIR VALUE
EQUITY SECURITIES- (INCLUDES SECURITIES PLEDGED AS CQLLATERAL THAT CAN
BE SOLD, OR REPLEDGED

or $1,703 IN 2006 AND $3,371

2007)

UNAFf'lUAtED, AVAiLABLE FOR SALE, AT FAIR VALUE
AFFILIATED

55

TRADING SECURITIES, AT FAIR VALUE

2,057

MORTGAGE LOANS

12,482

2,999
75
3,808
14,558

POLlCY LOANS

7,049

7,540

SECURIT1rs PURCHASto UNDtR AGREEI,'E~\rs TO Rtstll

1318
6,061

:2,505
7,916

OTHER INVESTMENTS

157,978

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

6.338

CASH AND GASH EQUIVALENTS

6,616

DEfERRED POUCY ACQUISITION COSTS

6,113

INVESTMENT lNGOME DUE AND ACCRUED

1,647

1,666

3,210
19,024

3,358
21,863

$182,343

$198,383

$ 69,170

$ 73,004

60,190

63,899
1,367

GOODWILL

554

OTHER ASStTs
SEPARATE ACCOUNT ASSeTS
TOTAL ASSETS

lIAalllflES
f'OL!CY!-IOLD[RS' ACCOUNT BALANCES

FUTURE POLICY BENEFITS
'DIVIDENDS PAVAtlLE TO POLlC'yOWNERS

1,280

2.508

801
2,614
5,709

19,024

21,863

POLICY CLAiMS
DEBT
COLLATERAL RECE!VED ON SECUR1TfCS LEND1NG:

7,762

OTHER LIABILITIES
SEPARATE ACCOUNT UABlLlTIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

177,019

&93

1,165

RETAINto EARNINGS

19,027

20,440

TOTAL EQUITY

18.696

20,199

$182,343

$198,383

MiNORITY INiERE:sT

EQUITY
(241)

ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPREHENSiVE LOSS

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

eXHIBIT
Exhibit 459
CSOC.CBR.00031648
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
NC1-P lark Lifl> Insurance Company and Subsidiaries

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

YEAR (NOEQ DECEMBER 31,
2005

REVENUE
PRCMIUMS
FEES -- UNIVERSAL LIFE AND ANNUITY POUCIES

NET INVESTMENT INCOME

$9,100

$9,879

860

956
8,916

8.232

OTllER INCOME
TOTAL REVENUE
-'-

5(lO

627
745

20,980

21,123

-------.-_._,.---"

EXPENSES

5,763

POLICYHOLDtR BtNtrITS
INCREASE IN LlA81LlT![S fOR FUTURE POLICY BENEfiTS

3.]69

INTEREST CREDITED TO POUCI'HOLDEi'l:S' ACCOUNT BALANCES

2,875

3,998
3,201

3.894

4,172

17,459

18,793

INCOME FROM OPERATIONS BEFORE INCOMe TAXES AND MINORITY INTEREST EXPENSE

3,521

2,330

INCOME TAX EXPENSE

1,666

621

INCOMe fROM OPERATIONS BEFORE: MINORITY INTEREST EXPENSE

2.455

1,709

DIVIOENDS TO POUCYHOlDERS

1,659

TOTAL EXPENSES

MINORITY iNTEREST eXPENSE

NET INCOME*

157

212

$2,298

$1,497

eXHIBIT
Exhibit 459
CSOC.CBR.00031649
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NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
J,\Tew i'l.Jrk Life It/sura/iff COtHpan}' and Subsidiaries, Decemher 31, 2006 and 2007
Note 1
NKfURL Of Ol'EllATIONS

Ne\vYork Life Insnrance Comp,1ny and
range ofmsnr<1l1ce
its subsidiaries ("the C01111'<111Y") otTer a
and investment products and services including
and hcdth
insnranc:e, long~term care, annuities (inclnding guaranteed liteincome annuitic,'\), pension prodncH, mutual flwels, and
other investment, ~llld inve,tment xlvisory
The
Company comprises D.)nr primary business operations: Life and
Annuity, Investment Management, Intenutional Operations and
Speciall'",1arkets. Life and Annuity operations are conducted
through Ne\vYork Life Insurance Company CNYLIC"), the
parent company, and its wholly oWlled insurance subsidiaries:
N",Yc"k lLifclns\lranCe and Anlluity Corporation
and NYLIFE Insurance Company of Arizona ("NYLIFE of
conducted
primarily through NYLIC and
advisory subsidiaries of its \vholly oVl/ned subsidiary, New York Lite
!nve,t.ment Management. Holding, LtC CNYL!M f-joldings")
rhe Company
individual insurance and investment
product'; in Asia and Latin America through New York Lifc
International, LLC ("NYL InternationJI"), a \vholly mvned Sl1b~
sidiary ofNYUC. Special Markels is a
of
NYUC and NYLIAC t.hat markets group lilc ;H1d holth inwrance to lllembership association" long~tenn ore insurance
gua.ranteed lit'i.·time
the
provider ofhte
income Jllnuity product" to members of AAIZP. NYUFE LLC
is a wholly owned subsidiary of NYUC, and is a holding comNATURE OF OPERATIONS

pany
non-insurance .'ubsidiaries of NYUC. NYUFE
LLC, through its subsidiaries, oilers securities brokerage, fimll1cial
planning and investment advisory
and
capital

BASIS OF PRESENTATION The accompanying consolidated financial
","'m,',," I","" heen
the Cmnp,ny', nm,lnl,.Jgcd
consolidated financial statements and prepared in conformity
the
ofAluer'ica CGAAP") and rellect the consolidation of
the parent company with its m;~oril.y owned and controHed
in which t.h('
,veil a, variable
Company is considered the primary bendiciary: principally
NYUAC, NYLIFE ofArizOlu, NYUFE LLC NYL International
and NYLL\I lidding;. AlI intercompany transactions
been
eliminated
consolidation
State Insurance
Department (the "Department")
only statntory
",,",,"'ngpmt'''' fOc<b"cml"lng,nd n.~portJng
financial
condition and rcsults of operations of:m insl1rance company, for
nnder thc Ncw York
Insurancc
determining its
L,a\\~ and ii.w determining whether its
the payment of a dividend to its policyholders. In addition, the
Company
to reporting requirements with the
alld Arizon;l Insurance Departments. No consideration
Insurance Department, to fitl:mciaI
any of the
statcment~ prerared in
with G}..AP in making such
determinations.

fi"",,,,,1 co"df,I"n''',,,''''

previously reported

A,",m",,"ng: pc"'''''"CI ""dto P'"","" ~tatntory 6nancial statements
fIn' regnhtory filings oflHc insurance companies diflt~r in
from GAAP.

CSOC, CBR.00031650
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NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
l\Tcw York qfe ItlSlJmncc Company and Subsidiaries, Decemher 3 t 2006 and 2007

The fi>llo ..,,:ing H'(ondlt',
(DOLLARS

nJ11~otid.lrt·d GAAP

nd

iJlrom<~

to the

~t<lttlt()I'Y

net income ofN:\'l'JC. IS rq)()[ted

MILLIONS)

CONSOLIDATED GAAP NET INCOME

to re6"tlbt(wy Juthoriti,,5:

2006

2007

$ 2)298

$ 1,497

(767)

REMOVAL OF SUBSIDIARIES' NET INCOME

OMP

(563)

934

1,531

ADJUSTMENTS TO NYLlC'PARENT COMPANY GAAP BASIS FOR:
RtMOVflL OF NET CAPITALIZATION Of DtfERRED POLlCYflCQUtSITION COSTS COACH)

(41)

(l73)

RE>ESTlMATION OF FUTURE POUCY BENEFITS AND P01JCYfl0LOER ACCOUNT 8i\lANCES

28

REMOVAL 01" DEFERRED INCOME TAXES

(142)

181

POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENOS

106
(17)

(8)

45

79

fAIR

(114)

(46)

158
II

(728).

INCLUSION OF O1VIDEND lNCOME FROM SUBSIDIARIES

20
(22)

$

Th<· [{}lk1wing n:(;oncile~ como1idat~d GAAP ~qi1ity to 51Mtltnry capif:tl {)fthe Company,
(DOLLARS

MIlliONS)

CONSOLIDATED GMP :EQUITY

794

JS rcp\}rl.t~d

856

to regulatory ;l\1Il1"riti"s;
2006

2007

$18,696

520,199

ADJUSTMENTS TO GAAP gASIS FOR:
REMOVAL OF OAG

(6,6161
{295}

ESTABUSHMENT OF IMR

(351)

POLICYHOLDER DIVtDENDS

(227)

{246}

(1,670)

0,524)

(1,426)

(1,422)

REMOVAL

or

UNREALIZED GAINS ON lNVESTMENTS

REMOVAL OF CERTAIN ASSETS THJ\T ARE NON"ADMITTED FOR STATlJTORYACCaUNTING

DEfERRED TAX ASSET

163

IMMEDlATE WRITE·OfT UNDER

(554)

(198)

(214)

2.893
INCLUSION OF SURPLUS NOTES, NET OF INDEMNIFICATION RESERVE

413

(556)

90-2

2,717
913

1,220
OTHER

STA1UTORVC_AP_'T_AL:...'

89
_

$13,859

514,680

!'!Xi'IIBlT
Exhibit 459
CSOC_CBR00031651
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Note 2

I'he cost basis of!ixed

The preparation of finallcial statements requires management to

for impairments in
\vith the :lssociated realized lo,;s reported in net investment gains

make

and assnrnptions that a[Fect the reponed amounts

and liabilities at tbe
of the filuncial
Actual results could dif1't'r fl:om those estimates

temporary include: (i) whether the decline is sllbstantial; (ii) the
anwnnt of6me th.'l.t the Elir v:.hle h;h be,~n less 1!l;1ll o):\t; (iii) the

investments, which the Company
and the intent to hold to maturitv, are stated

INVESTMENTS

'","',m,

accompanying Consolidated """'"nt ,,, "",tten,,,"
considered in evalnating whether a decline in valne is other than

financial condition and ncar-term prospect'\ of the
(iv) the Company's ability ,md intent to retain the investment for
the period of time sllJIicient to

reported
For publicly trKled fixed maturities, estimated (xir valne
l.lsing quoted
For Gxeti
without
ascert;lillablc !:air valne, the COll1pallY has determined
an estimated f:lir valne nsing a discounted cash tlow approach.
quoutions or l1unagemellt\ pricing model. Un,di,,,{ g'"'' w,dl<""", on availabk-for-salc """iti", ",t ,"op,,,,d
in other comprehensive income, net of deferred uxes ;md
a,~justments. Unrealized gains and losses trom investments cLl.ssilkd
maturities are reflected in
g,i,,,
the accompanying Consolidated Statement of Income

n,'nm,"",,,,,'

timn the original pl1n::hase aSSilll1ption$ are

accounted Un" using

\lnpa.id principal
Mortgage loans Oil real
babnccs. net of discotll1ts/premilllns and valuation allowances,
e:;ta.bli:\hcd fi.w
,md ","n ,nntHwl. Sr""jl;;, v~llllation all,lw;mces
the

value of the mortgage loan

estimated

fair
when it is probable that, b:.sed on
inftWlllation
and event'\, the Company will be llIMble to coUect aU amounts
due under the contractual terms of the 'o""g'"O"""''''" ""ttl"
valuation a11owal1,:es
based npon the fair valne of the coll::tenll
or present v;llllC of expected fntuf"

flows discounted at the

loan\ original
rhe Company «!so has a
general valuation allowance for estimated GHare credit losses on

Changes in ftnure anticipated cash fl()\vs on mortgage
backed

[or an anticipated

in vallie.

yield adjustment method.

currently peruwming mortgages
on the Company's historicallo$s
loan portJiJlio.
Policv loans

,UT

the

allowance
for the mortgage

balance due, whicl1

appmxim;lte,; EliI' valne since lO;lllS on policies have no defined
d.'l.te and reduce amount, payable de,'l.th or :;mTellder.
Cash eqnivaJent.'\ include inve$tment<; that have remaining matn:::t

of three months or less at date of purchase "'" "" ",,"net>
amortized cost. which approximates C1ir value

Shon-lt,nninettttmcnlt include
Affiliated equity secmities repre$ent holdings in entities
least 20 percent ownenbip or where the Comp;llly
the ability to
ship, and

with remaining

maturities of one year or less, bnt greater than three 1ll0llths, at
th<~ time of acqui$itloll
$tatcd amortized COSt, which
h,t~

relation-

approximates f:air valne. Short-term

included in

maturities on the Consolidated H·alance Sheet.
Other inve.'\tment'\ consist primarily of direct investments in

of Income,

limited partnerships, limited liahility companies, derivatives,
and
third-part)'
!o;l!1Srcal
Investments in limited partnerships and limited liability companies
accounted fE:rr by the equity method of accounting

CSOC"CBR"00031652
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NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1"'\rC1u York

L[Fc Insurance

COtHpan]'

and Suhsidiaries, December 31,2006 and 2007
due to

dc>"'",i",

Oil

,,',,' o'~
depends
the characteristics of the transaction, including whether it has

been

and

as part

hedging relationship.

Derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting are
flif valut with changes in value induded in net investment gains.
Net investment gains and

are generally cOinputed

using the :;petitk identitleation method
In mallY cases, investment in limited partnerships :md limited
liability comp;mie.s q1Jalify as inv61ment companies and apply

m""c,,,,,,,,am,,,,m,,,, gams

losses

recorded in

other comprehensive income.
DAC for term
policies with lil,conlcing,n"',,,"
and group life and health contracts arc amortized in proportion
to premium income over the
prelll.ium-paying period of
the contract.Assllmptiolls as to anticipated premiums arc made at'
the
of policy isstlance and arc
applied dming the
lite of the cOlltract. Deviatiolls from estimated e:."perient~e
included in operating expenses in the accompanying ComoIidated
Statement of Income when they occur

specialized accoullting practices. \vhich
lmrealized
gams
in tbe income statement. The

Eflectiw: January 1,2007, the Company adopted a new accounting
standard for defern"l acquisition costs on interll,ll repbcem.ents

Company ret.ains this special accounting practice. For slich

of certain insurance and investment contclcK See Not('

consolidated limited partnerships, the unrealized gains and !o$ses
JiOln the underlying investments
reported in net investment
g;1Jns
Ihe
Consolidated Statement of Income,

Foe ",eh li,n'led p"""lnmh',,, accounted

under the
method, the unrealized gains <1tld losses fi·om the

The

policyholders' account balances represents the contract
to the bendit of the policyholder as of the
"",et

are repmted in
DEFERRED POLICY ACQUISITION COSTS ("DAe")

AccmUlting Pronotmcemenls.
POLICYHOLDERS' ACCOUNT BALANCES The Company's liability

of

and maintaining renewal hllsiness and certain
of issuing policie.s tbat vary with and are primarily rdated
to the production of new and renewal business have been

liw

that

,"leI"" liability is genet:llly equal to the accumulated

account deposits, plus interest credited, less policyholder withand other charges assessed agaimt the account balance
This liability also includes a!llounts that have been
compensate !l1C insurer for services to be pe-rflxmed over
periods, and the tair value of embedded

J~ltl1re

in the above

"'X","" " "''''N

in the
Consolidated
Balance Sheet. These costs consist primarily of commissions,
of underwriting ;l\ld issuing contracts and

For tradition:<l participating lift, imt1rance policies, such costs
the life
in proportion to estimated

is assumed
margim, b:l.sing

on pricing assumptions and updating periodically f()f actual results. For univers.,IIife and deferred annuity

FUTURE POLICY BENEFITS

The Company's liability ii.w

policy benefits primarily comprises the present value of estimated
t~ltnre p,lyments to or on behalf of policyholders, where the timing and amount of payment depends on policyhoJder mortality
or morbidity, less the present value of ftlttll'C net premiums. For
traditional individual participating life insurance products, the
mortality assumptions applied
policies' guaranteed

those tlSed to
vaInes, The interest

assumptions are based on the dividend guanmtees. For nonp~lrticipJting traditionallit'e
;lnd ilmmity prodnch,

fO.)r
for deterred annuities. The Company nscs a pricing-based approach
fbr projeniollS of future

gros.~

margins, INhich include original

,"ce," Uwngc; mas~umpl!Ons
contracts are rdlected

policies and
retroactive adjustments in the cnnenl

"",,,"I",ll'o,," Foe II"" co,"",,,, the Glrrying amount of

mortality and bpse or surrender are generally based l)n
the Company's historiCll
or standard industry tah!e~
including a provision for the risk of adverse deviation. Interest rate
conditions and
assumptions are hased on
investment retl1rns. Although morulity and interest rate
oCnew

the DAC as.set is a(.~jHsted at each balance
if the
nnreaJi:wd investment gains or .losses had been re.tlize-d and
in the
or gross profits lI';ed to determine

changes in

currellt period amortization. The

premium deficiency reserves. Premium deficiency

or decrease in the DAC

or assulllptions may reqnire the Company
ft.)]: expected iiJture losses on a product by establishing

CSOC" CBR"00031653
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required,

~re

determined

b;L~ed

on assumptions

the time the

premium deficiency
is established and do not include a
provision for the risk of adverse deviation. The Company's liahil~
policy bendil$ also includes ,1 liability
unpaid
claillls :lnd claim adjustment

Company docs not

establish loss reserves nntil " loss has occurred. However, unpaid
claims and claim adjustment
include estimates of cbims
that the Company believes have been incurred but have not ye1
been reported as of the balance sheet date. The Company's Jiabilfor ±'i1lure policy benefits aLso

liabilities for guarantee

related to
nontl~lditiollallollg-duratiol1life
annuity contracts and unearned revenues
OEBT

Debt is generally carried at unpaid princip:ll babnce. The

carrying amount t1:w c0111.1nen:ial paper approximates
rhe
value of the Company's other debt is estimated based
on the quoted
the

for the same or

~imibr

RECOGNITION OF INCOME ANO RELATED EXPENSES

issucs or on

income when

dm~. The

a~~ociated benefits

and expenses are matched with income so as
to result in the recognition of profits over the life of the
match is accomplished by providing for liabilities for filture
policy benefits and the dderraI and subsequent amortization of
polky acquisition costs
Amounts received uudt" umi;',,,,,I-lif,,-tYl" contracts and
ment
reported as depo_~its to policyholders' account
balances_ Reven\le~ trom these contracts consist of amolmts
the period for mortality and cxpense risk, policy
administration ;wd surrender charges, and are included as fee
in the Consolidated Statemcnt of Income, In addition
Company earns investmentillCO!lle fi:om the
ment of policyholders' deposits in the Company's general account
portfolio. Amounts previously assessed to compens.-lte the Company
to be performed over (\Hure periods
deferred
and recognized into income over the p",i,od ·b,0,,6,,'d, u,inp! ,h,
assumptions and f:lctors

u~ed

to amortize DAC costs. Policy

benefits and claims that :lrc charged to
include bendit
claims inC\1rred in the period in
of rebted policyholders'
account balances.

nil''''''''''

''0'0''-

income when
profit
nnll
income in a constant l'clationship to insurance in (orce
and, fl.)r annuities, in rdation to the ,UllO\mt of expected f"ilture
benefit pay·mellts.
Premiu\1rs,

\111iver~allife

fee income, benefits and expenses are

~tatcd net of "i",,,,',,,,, ,!',d"d. I'"in,,,,ted ,',i,mo'"""
allowances are recognized over the life of the ,einsured policies
usmg assmnpllons
\vith those used to account (or the

underlying policies
POLICYHOLDERS' DIVIDENDS

The amoilnt of dividclllh to be paid

to NYLIC panicipating policyholders i~
NYLIC's Board of Directors. The
holders' dividends is based on NYUC:s

detcrmint~d

annually by
amonnt of policy~
and past

Prcmimm

fi:om tmditional participating life in~urancc policies, term lite
policies, alllluity policies \vith life contingencies and group
and he,l1th

Premiums for contracts with ,I single premium or a limited number
of premium payments due over a ~ignificant1y shorter period than
the total period over which benefits are provided, are recorded

rhe amotmt of dividends to be paid
C()mpany'~~ NYL
International policyholders is determined by me,HlS of f()rmnlas
specific to each (:ountry's regllbtiOllS that reflect the
contribution of each group's

policie~

to

results of operations>

NYUC maint:lins the New York Life Insurance
Comp:my Pension Plan (the "Pension Pbn").The Pension Plan

BENEFIT PLANS

is a qualified defined benefit pension phn covering subsutltially
:1][ eligible fi1U-time and

part~tinle

ofNYUC

certain eligible
that adopt the Pension
Plan. NYUC also maintains the New York Life Excess Benefit
Pbn, which is a. nonqualified, unfunded arrangement, whid1
provides benefits in

of the m:lXinll1m benefits that mav

be paid or accrned under the Pension Plan.
NYUC also maintains the NYLfC
Plan (the
"Retirement P1:In"). The Retirement Pbn is a qnaliti-ed defined
benefit pension plan covering substantially all eligible
lluder contract to NYLIC or its domestic lite insl.lL1l1ce

sllb~

sidiaries on or after the
date of the Pbn,January 1,
Company cst:,blishcd the NYLIC
md 401(,.)(17)
Excess Hendil. Plan, which is a llonql1alified, l1nftmded arrangement to provide benefits in
of lilaximnm benefits that may
be paid or accrued under the NYLIC Retirement Plan.
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NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

l\lcUJ York Lifc Insural'lfc Cornpany and Subsidiaries) DCfembcr 31, 2006 and 2007
NYUC maintailh
Progress-Sharing
Plan ("EPSI"), which
contribution phn
covering substantially aU s-lhried United States full-time and
emplo),"ees
employees of NYU C and
suhsidiaries that adopt EPSL

or

the C()mpany adopted a
accounting SL1ll\hrd for uncertain
positions. See Note :1 Recent Accoonling PrN)OllllCemenK

Note 3
RECENT ACCOUNTING PRoNnUNCEI\'lENTS

NYUC also maintains the Agents Progress-Sharing Investment
Plan, which is a qualified defined contribution plan covering
substantially all contracted United States filll-time agent"

In September 2006, tbe FASH issued SFAS
Acconnting t;w Defined Benefit Pension and Other Postretirement Plans -- an amendment ofFASB
No. 87, 88,

The Company provides cert.ain benefits to eligible elilployees
Tbese beneiits
and agl'.'nts during employment uw paid
include, but are not limited to, s'llary continuation during medical
and maternity leaves, disahility-rebted b(~nefits and continuation
of benefits snch as health
and life insmance

and SEAS No, 132(R)" ("SEAS", J '''''''",,''''''''
employer to prospectively
the overfnnded
or underfunded staHlS of its defined benefit pension and
tirement pbns as an asset or liability in its statement of financial
position and to rccogniz("
in the
year in which the changes occur through comprehensive income,
{or
and to m:lke additional disclosures, This sundard
for non-public comp<1Dies,
with early adoption permitted. The Company decided to adopt
a~ of
the recognition and disclosure provisions
December 31, 2006, Accordingly, the adoption of SFAS lSS

,m,' ",t

CmTcnt f(;deral income
d,,'''g''''
to operations based upon amounts estimated 10 be
payable or recoverable as a result of taxable operations for the
Gum prior
year and any adjustments to such

FEOERAL INCOME TAXES

y'''''. L'tlc,·,d fdmlin'"n''''''' ""et, ("DTAs") and liabilities
C'DTb") are recognized f()r expected future tax
of temporary diiTerences between (;,AAP and taxable
identified and measured \lsing a balance
balance ,heets afe comsheet approach whereby GAAl' and
pared. Deferred income
generall'y recognized based on
is recorded if it is
,'-aluJtion
more likely than not that Jny portion of the deterred t:L,
will not be
NYUC files ~I consolid<lted fedeCll income t:LX return with
certain of its dornesticinsnrance and non-insurance snbsidiaries_
consolidated income tax liability is allocated among the
members of the group in .1\:cordance with a L1X allocation

"gn"","""""" allocation

that

member of the group is allocated its
tax provision or benefit, determined generally on a separate
company basis, but may, where applicable, recognize the
benefits of net operating losses or capital losses utilizable in the
consolidated group. Intercompany
balances
generally
settled quarterly on an estimated basis with a final settlement
within 30
filing of the consolidated return_

a reduction in accumulated other comprehensive
income in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheet of
,1pproximately $805 million, net of income
the funded staWs
158 also
an employer to
of its plans as of its fiscal year-end. Previonsiy, employers
permitted to me;lSl1lT the funded staHls of their plans 'within
months of it~ fi~cal year-end, Tbis reqtlirentent is
ending after December
adoption permitted. The Company adopted the measurement
d,1fe provision of SFAS
ofJannaryl, 2007. Accordingl};

",,",",",,n,,'" """

the January
of changing the
from September 30 to December 31 resulted in a reduction
to retained
miHiou, net of incoJJle

Consolidated Balance Sheet
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In July 2006, the FASH
48, "Accounting for

FASH Interpretation
ill Income T~u;es" an interpreta-

of lapse cannot he

policy subsequently reinstates

tion ofFASH Statement No. 10(J.This Interpretation prescribes

In
of deferred annuity
considered subst.antially ullchanged contnets and DAC is not

a comprehcmive model fiw how Cl company ~hollid recognize,
measure, prescnt and disclose in its financial ~;t.atemellts llDccrtain

Comp;my adopted SOP 05-1 on Jamlilry
which resulted in an
in retained earnings of$10 minion.

tax positions that it h,ls taken or expects to
Interpretation
beginning aner
December 15, 2006. On February 1,2008 the FASH isstlcd
FASH Suir Position ("fSP")
for Certain Nonpublic

Enterprise~;" which

Date of FIN 48
the

date for non-public
to periods beginning alter December
lS, 2007, with
adoption permitted. 'I'he Company early
adopted FIN
on January
The cnmulative
of the 'ldoption of FIN No. 48 as ofJallU,H)'" L
resulted. in
to retained earnings of$56 million
In September 2005, the Accounting Standards Executive
Committee
of the American Institute of Certil1ed
of Position
'Public Accountants (" A1CPA")
("SOP") 05-1, "Accounting hy Insurance Enterprises f()t
Deferred Acqnisition Costs in Connection \Vith Modifications
oflns\ll"ance Contracts" ("SOP 05-1 "), SOP
provides gnidallce on accounting hy insurance

t~)f

acquisition costs on internal replacements of insurana
"'nd
contraet~ other than tho~e
described
in StJtcmcm of Financial Accol1llting Standards ("SFAS") No.
SOP defines ;m internal replacement as a modification in
product benefits, features, rights or coverages d13! occurs by the

Feb,,,,,', 2006. tbe FASH issued SFAS No.
f(Jr

Certain Hybrid Instruments

133 and
tion from the requirement

to

"0 -A,cem,,"',,"

amendment ofFASH

statement removes all
bifitrcat.e an embedded derivative

teature tl.x)m ;1 beneficial interest in
iinancial
Thi~ statement aho provides an irrev<)C.,b1e election to
at tail'
an entire hybrid financial instrument that contains
all embedded derivative requiring bifilrcation, on an instnnnentby-instrument h;lSis, rather than
the entbedded

derivative on a ["lir value basis. The Company
used tbe
exception for investments nude in securitized financial assets
ill the normal course of operations, and thus Ius not previously
had to consider whether such investmcnts contain an embedded

derivative. Tbe new requirement to identify embedded derivatives
in beneficial
to be applied on a
basis only to benet"icial interests acquired, issned or subject. to
certain remeasnrel11ent conditions after the adoption date of the
Comp;ll1y adopted Sl;AS No, 155
January L 2007.'1'he Company'; adoptioll of SFAS No. 155 did
not have a material
the Company\ consolidated i"in;l1l,·;,1

"""m,,,,,-Th, Company elected to measure

t~\ir

of a contract {or a new contract, or by amendment"
endorsement or rider to a contract, or by t11e election of a fea-

f"inancial instruments tllat contained all embedded derivath,lt \vonld othenvi~e require bifnrcltion. The~e amollnt~

ture or coverage
contract. SOP
intemal replacements occurring in fiscal years beginning afier
December 15, 2006, Under SOP 05- L DAC
off at date

included in "fixed maturities - tnd;ng""n,,';';"" "nd '""l,,d
million at Decemher 31, 2007
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NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1\TC1 l/lork Lye Insurance COI'Hpany and Suhsidiaries, Decemher 3'1,2006 and 2007
Note 4
DEBT

Por the years

December 31, 2006 J.nd 2007, the fair value of debt

million

million, respectively. Debt

consisted of the following ai. December 31, 2006 and

On Angnst 16, 2001, the Comp:my entered into an agreement
Credit Suisse ("CS"), rekrred to 3S Shared AppreciJ.tion
Income Linked Securities ("SAILS") in the ;lbove table. Under
the

" U.S. bank as registrar/paying agent. Interest on these Notes is

"n,xt""'""

i"''''',,,n'

cerl,1.in of its shares
';0;'1''',[", ("ES[":" m
of the COlllprmy.The Company may ddiver np to 13 million
shares of ESI common stock
or settle tbe

and

claims and other creditor claims of

NYUC: rhe Notes do not repay principal prior to maturity.

On April 28, 200}, the Company
ment with CS, retcrred to as Slured Appreciation Income Linked
Securities II ("SAILS II") in the above tlbk. Under this
of

ofESLThe Company may deliver up to 22 million
shares of ESI cornmon stock on April 28, 200N or settle the
transaction in cash imte"d of delivering sl13res

Department of Imurance and only ont of snrplus fimds, which
the Superimendent determines to be available for snch p,1yments
llnder New York State Insurance law
At December 31, 2006, the Company
required to consolidate one CDO (subsequently liquidated in
and 011e LP
with an outst.anding debt balance. At December 31, 2007, the
Company

On May 5, 20(J:\ NYLIC iSSl1ed Sl1rplllS Notes ("Notes") with
;\ principal balance of$1 billion, at a discount
million,

b"n"ing;,,,,,",,," S.875 percent, with a maturity date of May 15,
issued pursuant to Rule

unsecnred ;md subordinated to an
fiJture

Each
or principal
be made only with
the prior approval oftlle Superintendent of the New York

transaction in cash instead of delivering sbares.

ment, the Comp;my has entered into a

15

scheduled to be paid semi-annually on
of each

Company has entered into a

with

reqnired to consolidate one limited partnership
<Ill o\ll~tanding

debt balance. For the ye<lf ended

""'''''''''-'>1, ""0", 'h' debt outstanding
dated CDO and LP was

$4~5

millioll_ For tbe

to the consoliended

under the

amended and are administered by

Ll'

$54 millioll.
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For the
ended December 31, 2007, an after-tax gain of
million
realized through earnings representing the
that charges an annnal facility fec of 4 hps. The borrowing rate
is 16 bps over Ll130R. Ifborrowings
50 percent of the
tot.al facility; the horrowing rate will be 16 hps over LlHOR pIns
5
The <llmual £Icilit)'
could
if New Y()rk Lii,-~'s Standard & Poor's and. Moody's financial stn~llgth
ratings are dow-ngraded
date, the Company has !lot utilized this credit [;lCility.

Note 5
ESt
ofESl and the
20()6, the Company .sold 4 million
Company's reprcscl1tMion on
reduced,
As a resnlt, the Company \vas no longer dC{~med to have the
ability
deGned by Acconnting
Principles B(l~l\-d No. 1R, "The Equity Method ofAccounting for
Investments in Common Sto,'b," 00 ES'! A,,,,m,,'o,,y,
2006 the Company changed its accounting methodology for its
investment in ES! li-ol1l the equity method of acc0l1llting t.o
SPAS No. 115,"Acconnting lJ:)r Certain Investments in Debt and

,1m',,,"

Securities" ("SFAS 115") market 'Ol~l';:';,::;:::~';;,~,:':
Comp;my then
in ESI
tie,;. which allows the mark-to-market of the shares that the
Company continues to hold to he recorded in net investment
in the accompanying Cousolilbted SUtelllent of Income,
For the ye:ll' ending December 31, 2006,;'Hl afteT-tax gain of
million
realiz_ed throngh earning,;, representing the gain
on sale of 4 million unencumbered sha:rc.~ ;md the m"k~"Hn,,,kct
valuation (including the initial conversion to 111.1rket. value approach)
on the remaining encumbered shares. In addition, the
gain of
the
vaine of the ESl
'lOI> m"u"", lin, total impact on 2006 Consolidated GAAP Net
Income
of$I.011miUion

,h""g"o ""'",,, value on
Company's _ESt share~. This
in the ESt
resulted in an
ofS92 million

Note 6
AND CONTINGLNCIES
LITIGATION The Company and/or its mhsidiaries arc defendants
in individual
action ,;nits arising ii-om their

COMMITMtNTS

(including variabic contracts
tered under the
employment and/or other operations, including actions involving
'01,'" m,,,',,',Ib, Company is also a defendant in ;1 snit
cog""li"g ''''ployce and agent
portion of the
breach
claims, has heen
as a class ;lCtiOl1 by agreement oCthe parties.The remainder of
the claims in tb;lt S\lit have not been cert.illed. Nlost ofdw actions
~eek suhst'lntial or uU>peciJied compcn~atory and punitive dam.ages.
Company aml/or its subsidiaries ;11:<: also limn time to time
involved in varions governlllentaL administrative and investigative
proceedings and inqlliries
of litigation
Not\vithstJnding the
inquiries, the Olltcome of which cannot be predicted, the
Company believes that, after provisions made in the financial
statemelltS, the
liability that could
from litigation
the
and pmceeding-' would not have a material
is
possible
tllat settleCompany's financial position: however, it
ments Of advene determinations in one or more actions 01" other
proceedings in the flllrlre cOl1ld have a material
the Company's
tor a given
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Note 7

2007,

COMPANY MANAGED MUTUAL fUNDS

NYUM Holdings, through

its subsidiaries, is responsible fiw providing investmem advisory
re_bted
to the MainStay Funds,
;\-hinStay VI' Series Fund, Inc, Eclipse Funds, Eclipse Flmds, Inc.,
the McMorgan Funds and the [CAP
"Fnnds"),As a

(collectively, the

Holdings, through its

investment management, accoullting, administration and
to the Funds, which
million
ended December :1 L 2006 and
and $380 milliont\)r the

'"'pee'i,',I"",,1 art il1dmkd in other income in the

Comolidated Statement of 1ncome. The
balances at December 31, 2006 and
$43 minion, respectively, and
ineJuded in

the

accompanying Consolidated Babnce SheetOTHER TRANSACTIONS

of the Company

As of December 31, 2007. an
director orEStES[ provides the majority

of the prescription drug administrative

ft.)!' the Company.

Such arrangements are entered into on terms comparable to
available to unrelated third parties.
those that would

RECONCILIATION OF CASH AND INVESTED ASSETS:

GAAP

BASIS TO STATUTORY BASIS

CSOC, CBR,00031659
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I<--ECONCILIATION OP GAAP PERPORMANCE MEASURES
TO NON-GAAP PERPORMANCE MEASURES

GAAP NET INCOME TO OPERATING EARNINGS

CONSOLIDATED GAAP NET INCOME

2006

2007

$2,298:

$1,497

ADJUSTMENTS TO GAAP BASIS (NET QFTAX AND DEFERRED ACQUISITION COSTS ("OAe") OFFSETS)

[XCI,USl'"' elf ":TI',VES,"C" iGAI',Sl/lOSS'" ASSO';lATI:O ""HI THE COMPANY'S
EXPRESS SCRIPTS, INC {''[51'') AND RELATED DERIVATIVE
NET INVESTMENT (GAIN$)iLQSSES AND REU\TED ADjUSTMENTS

(1,011)

(92;)

(l94l

004}

TOTA.L NET INVESTMENT GAINS

(l96)

L093

CONSOLIDAtED GMP NEt INcoME tXCLUDING Nn INVESIMENT GAINS

1,301

ALL' OTHER ADJUSTMENTS TO CONSOLIDATED GAAP NET INCOME FOR:
INCLUSION OF CAPITAL GAINS/LOSSES AND RElCASES OF: PRIOR YEARS'

mum BASE TAX ACCRUALS

SUPPORTING POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS
INClUSlON

386
28

or AMORTIZATION OF CERTAIN STATUTORY INTEREST MAINTENANCE RESERVE,* NET OF TAX

tXGLUSION Of GAINS ON LIMITED PARTN£f\SHIPS
DEFERRED ACQUIStT!ON COSTS ON

MANAG[~ENT

ADjUSTMENTS

EXCLUSION OF leAP !:;LC ("ICAp") ACQUISfTlON·RELATf':O EXPENSES

(282)

{42;81

(47)

(21)

19

£XCLUSION OF ItAP KEY-MAN INSURANCE PRDCEEDS, NET OF i\MORTIZATION
EXCLUSION OF

EQum

IN EARNINGS

or ESI

(16i

EXCLUSION OF PHILIPPINES DISCONTINUED OPERAtiONS

l3i

OPERATING EARNINGst

TIlt:'. l()llowing-

r~c()ncilcs

$1,090

Consolidated GAAP

n\~Vt'll\lC

52
{4S}

eXCLUSION OF GllARGES AssOCIATED WI'n-l MEXICAN SUBSIDIARY PURCHASED DEFERRED lAX ASSETS

2
01,
01,

$1,275.

to Operating RC\"ClHW

GAAp REVENUE TO OPERATING REVENUE

CONSOLIDATED GMP REVENUE.

2006

200'7

$20,980

$21,123

ADJUSTMENTS TO CONSOlfDATEO GAAp REVENUE FOR,
EXCLUSION Of NET INVESTMENT .INCOME AND NET iNVESTMENT GAINS
INCLUSION

00,349)

(9',539)

1,356
332

1,559

or DCPOSITS CREDlTED fN POLICYHOLDERS' !\CCOUNT BALANCES

FOR LIfE: AND ANNUITY PRODUCTS
INCLUSION OF NET MARGINS ON GUARANTr::CO PRODucts
INCLUSION' OF CERTAIN STATUTORY PRi;:MIUMS

82

".

(47)

{155}

83

(415)

eXCLUSiON OF CERTAiN GAAP PREMIUMS AND NON-OPERATING RE.VENUE

$11,895

$12,992

415

eXHIBIT
Exhibit 459
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MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION OF FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

I'vbnagement is responsible f()r the preparation and integrity of the financial information presented in the
Annual Report The Company's consolidated financial statements, incorporated by reference herein, have been
prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmcrica. In
Management's opinion, the consolidated statements present flirty the Company's financial position, results
of operations and cash flO\vs as of, and for the years ended, December 31, 2007 and 2006.
rhe Company maintains. a strong system of internal accounting controls, monitored by our corporate staff
of professionally trained internal auditors. We encourage strong and effective corporate governance from our
Board of Directors, continuously revic\v our busincss results and strategic choices and focus on financial ste\vardship. The COlnpany's controls are designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and
that transactions and events are recorded properly. The Company has evaluated the effectiveness of its controls
and procedures fiw financial reporting purposes as of December 31, 2007 and 2006, and has concluded that
they are effective.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLl~ the Company's independent auditor, has audited the consolidated financial
statements of the Company in accordance \.vith auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
ofAmerica. The report appears on page 26.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors ofNe\.vYixk Life Insurance Company, \vhich exclusively
comprises Directors \vho arc not officers or employees of the Company, rneets regularly with management,
the internal auditors and the independent auditors to provide oversight so that management fulfills its responsibilities for accounting controls and preparation of financial statements.
Although we are not an SEC registrant, we have elected to comply voluntarily \vith section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, "\vhich identifies management's responsibilities over its financial statements and
requires management to certif)' as to the integrity of the financial statements and the effectiveness of internal
controls. Our statement to that effect can be vie\ved on the Company's. Web site, \v\vw.newyorklife.com.

SY STERNBERG

MICHAEL E. SPROULE
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OFFICES OF NEW YORK LIFE, ITS MAJOR SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

www.newyorklife.com

Arizona General Office
North Scotlsdale Road
Suite 220
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480-8110-2000
Tucson Generai Office
1 South Church Avenue
Suite 1230
Tucson, AZ 85701
520-620·5300

HOME OFFICE

51 Madison Avenue
NY 10010

HOME OFFlCE-

WESTCHESTER CAMPUS

1 Rockwood Road

NY 10591

900.18
Northern California General Office

2999 099"1,, Ilool'''''d
95661

Arkansas General Office
10810 Executive Cerlter Drive
Suite 301
Ut1le Rock, AR 72211
501-223-1600
CALIFORNIA

JacksonviileGeneralOffice
7880 Gate Parkway
Suite 200
Jacl(sonville, FL 32256
9011-997·3000
Orlilndo General Office
200 South Orange Avenue
Suite 2900
Orlando, FL 32801
ll.07-999-0921
South Florida General Office
100 West Cypress Creek Road
5th Floor

ARKANSAS

Central California General Office
7112 North Fresno Street
Suite 300
Fresno, CA 93720
559-114-7,3900

General Offices

Boulevard
Suite 1900

F9rtl""j"d"',, I'l 33309

Suite 300
San

92122

San Fernando Valley General Office
6320 Cilnaga Avenue
Suite 900
Woodland Hills, C.!l" 91367
818·884.4009
SUite 160
GA 31210

HllntsvilieGeneralOffice
200 Clinl0n Avenue W
Suite 600
35801
Mobile General Office
1110
Drive
SuitB
Mobile, Al 36609
251"460-4606
Road
Suite 501
AL 36106

ALASKA

Alaska Germal Office
701 WBS"t 81h Avenue
Suite 900
AK 99501

Stockton General Office
3255 West March Lane
Suite 300
Stockton, CA 95219
209-955-2tiOO
Suite 100
Pleasanton, CA 94588
925·847~4500

Fullerton General Office
675 Placentia Avenue
Suite 250
Brea, CA 92821
714-255-5100
Greater San Frartcisco
General Office
100 Pine Street
Suite 3000
San Francisco, CA 911111
415"393-6060
Inland Empire General Office

San

East Vartderbilt Way
CA 92408

Colorado General Office
6850 West 52nd AverlUe
Suite 103
CO 80002

Greater Atlanta General Office
5607 Glenridge Drive
Suite 600
30342
Savannah General Office
6600 Abercorn Street
Suite 200
31<:'05
HAWAU

Denver General Office
3200 Cherry Creek South Drive
Suite 700
CO 80209
IDAHO
CONNECTICUT

Suite 1102
Windsor, CT 06095
860-285-8884
Southern ConnectiC\lt
General Office
Suite
Hawley Lane
Stratford, CT 06614
203-385-5100

Idaho General Office
1109 West Myrtle Street
Suite 300
Boise, ID 83702
208-343-4-648
ILLINOIS

Parkway
Downers Grove, Il 60515
630·795-5000
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OFFICES OF NEW YORK LIFE, ITS MAJOR SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
(Continued)

Illinois General Office
520 lake COok Road
Suite 600
IL 60015

MISSOURI
Saint Louis General Office

Suite 1700
LA 71101

INDIANA
Indilll1a General Office
11350 North Meridian Street
Suite 500
IN

Maine GenMal Office
500 Southborough Drive
Suite 300
South
ME 0.1106

MONTANA
Montana General Office

.101 North 31st Street
Suite 800

17th Floor

NY 11201

59101
IOWA

MARYLAND

Cedilf

Baltimore Geneml Office
210 West
IA 52.<102
MD 21204

Des Moines General Office
4900 University Avenue
Suite 225
West Des Moines, IA 50266
515-<153-1300
KANSAS

GreMer Washington General Office
6901 Rockledge Drive
Suite 800
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-214-6600
MASSACHUSETTS

Suite 800
Overland Park, KS 66210
913-<151-9100

Boston Geneml Office
800 South Street
Suite 600
Waltham, MA 02453
'781-6L7-.i100
MICHIGAN
Greater Detroit General Office
2000 Town Gentl'lr
Suite 1200
Southfield, MI 480'75
248-352-0620

KENTUCKY

NEBRASKA
Nebraska General Office
1 Valmont Plna
Suite 100

Omaha, Nt 6815.1
.102-496-6400

3993
Suite 500
NV 89109

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire General Office
1155 Elm Street
8th Floor
NH 03101

Suite 350
Baton

MINNESOTA

LA 70808

Louisiana Geneml Office

t,OO East Kalish' Salaam Road
Suite 5100
LA 70508

New Orleans General Office

Melville, NY 11747
631·391·2900
Manhattan General Office
120 Broadway
37th Floor
New York, NY 10271
212,·261·0200

t,0222

Thruway

Greater New York General Office
420 Lexington Avenue
15th Floor
NY 10170

ROild

Bilton

2nd Fio)ar
NY 14450

Reno General Office
50 West Liberty Street
Suite 500
Reno, NV 89501
775-323·0751

Suite 125
KY

Buffalo-Erie Generai Office
6400 Main Street
Suite 110
Williamsville, NY 1<1.221
716-631·2323

Minnesota General Office
3600 Minnesota Drive
Suite 100
Edina, MN

5th

Plaza 1
Midland & Pehle Avenue
NJ 07663

201·8/.5·6900

North Shore General Office
100 Jericho Quadrangle
Jericho, NY 11753
516·934·9200

952-897-5000

NJ 08002

MISSISSIPPI

Queens General Office
1983 Marcus Avenue
Suite 210
NY 110,12

NEW MEXICO
11780 I
Suite 200
MS 39211

New Mexico General Office
6565 Americas Parkway Nt
5th Floor

River View Geneml Office
390 Berry Street
4th Floor
NY 11211

NM 87110
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Westchester General Office
411 Theodore Fremd AventJe
3rd Floor
NY 10580

NORTH CAROLINA

2601 25tl1
Suite 350
Salem, OR 97302
503-585-4820

Charlotte General Office
6100 Fairview Road
Suite .0.00
Charlotte. NC 28210
704-371-8500

Portland General Office
10260 SW Greenburg Road
Suite 650
Portland, OR 97223
503-452-4074
PENNSYLVANIA

Suite 820
NC 27604

Constitution General Office
555 East City Line Avenue
Suite 800

NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota General Office
2000 4.4th Street S
Suite 501
NO 58103

101
Suite 150
Horsham, PA 19044

Great Plains General Office
5101 South Nevada Avenue
Suite 200
Sioux Falls, SO 57108
605-373-1400
TENNESSEE

Knoxville General Office
625 South Gay Street
Two Center Square
Knoxvil!e, TN 37902
865-523·0741

1715 Aaron Brenner Drive
Suite 20<1.
38120
Nashville General Office
840 Crescent Centre Drive
Suite 500
37067

South Texas General Office
5350 South Staples Drive
Suite 101
78411
West Texas General Office
1212 13th Street
Suite 300
79401

Utah General Office
150 West Civic Center Drive
Suite 600
UT 84070

VIRGINIA

Norfolk General Office
999 Waterside Drive
Suite 900
Norfolk, VA 23510
757"628·1800

OHIO

Cincinnati General Office
Montgomery Road
Suite 400
Cincinnati. OH
513-621-9999
Columbus General Office
1185 Metro Place S
Suite 350
Dublin,OH 43017
614-793-2121
Northern Ohio General Office
6000 Lombardo Center
Suite 300
Seven Hills, OH 44131
Toledo General Office
1684 Woodlands Drive
$urte 100
Maumee,OH
419·887·<1.700

PA 17110
Northeastern Pennsylvania
General Office
220 Penn Avenue
Suite 100
Scranton, PA 18503

570-969-3111
Pittsburgh·Johnstown General Office
225 West Station Square Drive
Suite 640
PA 15219

OK
TulSfl General Office
2t,31 East 61st Street
Suite 650
74136

AHstin, TX 78730
512·329·4200
Dallas General Office
12201 Merit Drive
Suite 1000
75251
EI Paso General Office
201 East Main Street
Suite 600
EI Paso, TX 79901
915·534·3200
Fort Worth General Office

Suite 180
19312

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City General Office
3030 NW Expressway
Suite 1800

Austin General Office

777 Main Street
FortWol1h, TX 76102
817-336.2565

Charleston General Office
200 Meeting Street
Suite 202
29401

Nouston General Olfice
1330 Post Oak Boulevard
SHite 1900
77056

Greenville General Office
935 South Main Street
Suite 400
29601

San Antonio General Office
8000 IN 10 West
Suite 800
78230

8075
Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22182
703"749"3700
Richmond General Office
4400 Cox Road
Suite 110
Glen Allen, VA 23060
804·935-5300
Roanoke General Office
III Fr~nklin Plaza
Suite 50D
VA 24011

Vermont General Office
463 Mountain View Drive
Suite 403
Colchester, VT
802·655·8300
WASHINGTON

1009
Suite 200
Kennewick, WA 99336
509·222·2700
Seattle General Office
llLOO SE 8th Street
Suite 300
98004
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OFFICES OF NEWYOIlK LIFE, ITS MAJOR SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES
(Continlled)

Tacomil General Office

NEW YORK LIFE INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT LLC

MADISON CAPITAL FUNDING

Suite 200,

www.nylim.com

30 South Wacl(er Drive

SOUTH KOREA
New York life Insurance limited
www,nyli,CO,l(r

Suite 3700

WA 984-02

Il 60606
WEST VIRGINIA

NEW YORK LIFE
INTERNATIONAL LLC
Suite

United Center
25301
304-340-4350

WISCONSIN

Korea

822-2107-.1600
TAIWAN
New Yorl( life Insurance Taiwan
Corporation
wWN,nylitc.com.tw

NYU M Real Estate
Group,
New York Life Capital

51 Madison Avenue
NY 10010
Wisconsin General Office
999 Fourier Drive
Suite 300
Mildison, WI 53717

HOME OFFICE
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010

ROC

212876·7000

Asia Region
MAINSTAY INVESTMENTS
www.mainstayinves1ments.com
169lilckawanna Avenue

608-831-4416

133 Min Sheng East Road
Section 3

NJ 07054

Si", Cm""'mi,'

New York life
Insurance Public Company Limited
www.scnyl.com!thai

IOGeJSi,,, C"o;"O',i,1 Bank

WYOMING
NEW YORK UFE RETIREMENT PLAN
SERVICES

Suite 2001

CHINA
Haier New York life Insurance Co.,

ltd
82609

Westwood, MA 02090

781-619_2000
LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE

wMI'.hnylic.cn

latin American Region
Jin Mao Tower

NYLIM EQUITY INVESTORS GROUP

DIVISION

ARGENTINA
HS8C New York life Segura,> de

6200 B'id,,,po;tP,,kw,,
78730

New York, NY 10036
212-938-6500

AARP LIFE INSURANCE AND
LIFETIME INCOME PROGRAMS

MACKAY SHIELDS LLC

HONG KONG
New York life Insurance Worldwide
Limited

9 West
New York, NY 10019
212-758-5<iOO

N,wY"<.lif" Tow'O'. Windsor
House
311 Gloucester Road
Hong Kong

GROUP MEMBERSHIP
ASSOCIATION DIVISION
1 Rockwood Road
NY 10591

Suite 2400

(life InSUlilnceCiaims)

MCMORGAN & CO. LLC
wMI'.mcmorgan.com
One Bush Street
Suite BOO
San
CA 94104

II 60606

INDIA
Max New York life Insurance
Company Limited
www,maxnewyorklife.corr.

MEXICO

\w/'yV,seguros-monterrey,com.mx

Col
11588
D.F.
52-55-5326-9101
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SENIOR EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

(as ofiVJan;h .J 1,2008)

ArthurH.Seter

MACKAY SHIELDS LLC
CHIEf

Sy

CmEf

PmV,KY

RonaldJ-Terry

OrnCEll

Gregory D. Tyson
Michael Whitton

OnlC£ll

MCMORGAN 8< COMPANY LLC

Tlwodon: A. Matlus'

NEW YORK LIFE INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT LLC

John F. Samaguida

Gn1' E.\Vendhndt'

Gary E.Wnlllbndt·

NEW YORK LIFE
INTERNATIONAL, LLC

Frank M. Boccio'

Scott L Berlin

I'atrick G. Boyle

Christopher 0. Bhmt'

FrankJ Ollari

Alexander A. Burbatsky

Sheila Ie Davidson'

John
John P. Curry
Michael A. De,Micco

Brian Dun)-·
John Harriwm

Richard 1. Mncci'
Thomas E Engli~h
Mdvin J Feinberg
Michael G. Gallo
l'vlichJd E. Spmule'

Ravi Akhomy'

Solomon GoldGnger'
Robt:rt J Hebmn

Thomas A. Clough

Maryann L. Ingenito
StewJl D. La-,h

Tony H. Flavia

Allan Dowiak

Abby Madan

john A. Culkn

Ihrbat'<lJ McInerney

Anthony R.i'\-tl1l0Y

Ro]wrtMI.:Kinky

Stephen Vi ivlandell3

John
GaryJ-Miller

Alison J-I. Micllcci

George Nichoh III'
Dnmis M. O'Brien
Paul T

Pastt~rio

John E. Schumach"'T
Richard C. Schwartz
M'lrk W T:i!go

ivlaria G.

Gutiern~z

Sandra L Bogr:Jd

Gideon A. Pdl

HnghJ.Wade

Su~an

l'v1arkWHlfr'

Julia A. WaHt'l1

M<lY Churl

SUJlgYoon

Condon
Vikram S;l\vhnt'v

Drl'l'TY

G,'rard A. Rocchi
Robert

Snsan A. Throp'"

n

INSTITUTIONAL CAp/TAL L(C

Ka Lnk St;1nkyTJi

Rock

Eric S. Rl1bin
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Elected as a Director in 2007, he
i!; vice chairman of the board and chief investment
officer of Nc\v York Life.

Elected as a Director in 2006,
he is the former president of Northmp Grumm::m
Ne\vport News. Mr. Schieve1bein is a member of the
Audit, Corporate Organization & Compensation, and
Insurance & Operations Committees.

GARY E. WENDLANDT

THOMAS C. SCHEIVELBEIN

Elected as a Director in 2006, he is
the [ixmer president and chief operating officer of
BellSouth Corporation. Mr. Feidler is a member of
the Board's Insurance & Operations, Investment, and
Governance Committees.

CHRISTINA A. GOLD

ADMIRAL JOSEPH W. PRUEHER Elected as a Director in
2001. AdminJ US. Navy (Ret.) and former U.S.
Ambassador to the People's l~epublic of China,
Admiral Prueher is vice chair of the Board's
Corporate Organization & Compensation
Committee, and is a member of the Audit and
Governance Committees.

CONRAD K. HARPER

MARK L. FEIDLER

Elected as a Director in 1998,
he is a retired chairman and chief executive officer
ofFPL C;roup, Inc., and that company's princip~ll
subsidiary, Florida Power & Light Company.
Mr. Broadhead chairs the Board's Audit Committee
and is a member of the Corporate Organization &
Compensation and Governance Committees.
JAMES l. BROADHEAD

Elected as a director in 2003,
he is managing partner and chief executive officer of
l)rovender Capital Group, LLC. Mr. Terrell chairs the
Board's Investment Committee and is a member of
the Board's Corporate Organization & Compensation
and Insurance & Operations Committees.

FREDERICK O. TERRELL

Elected as a Director in 1995, he is the
chairman of Ingram Micro Inc. Mr. Foster chairs the
Board's Corporate Organization & Compensation
Committee and is a member of the Audit and
Governance Committees.
KENT B. FOSTER

Elected as a Director in 2001. she
is the president and chief operating officer ofWestern
Union Financial Services, Inc. Mrs. Gold chairs the
Board's Insurance & Operations Committee and is a
member of the Audit and Corporate Organization &
Compensation Committees.
He served as a Director from 1992
to 1993 and he rejoined the Board as a Director in
1996. Mr. Harper is Of Counsel to the law finn
of Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP. He chairs the
Board's Governance Committee and is a melnber
of the Investment Committee.
Elected as a Director in 1995, he is
chairman of the board and chief executive officer
of Ncwy'ixk Life. Mr. Sternherg is a memher of
the Hoard's Insurance & Operations and Investment
Committees.

SY STERNBERG

Elected a Director in 1998, she
is a retired president and chief executive officer of
COMSAT Corporation. Mrs. Alewine is vice chair
of the Board's Audit Committee and is a member
of the Governance and Investment Committees.

BETTY C. ALEWINE

Elected as a Director in 2006,
he is president and chief operating officer of
New York Life.

THEODORE A. MATHAS

ROBERT M. BAYLIS Elected as a Director in 1996, he
is a retired vice chairman of CS First Boston, Inc.
Mr. Baylis is a member of the Board's Corporate
Organization & Compensation, Investment and
Governance Committees.
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FRONT, LEFT TO RIGHT: Christina A. Gold; Comad K. Harper; 5y Sternberg: Betty C. Alewine; Theodore A. Mathas: Robert M. Baylis
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
C(lmpany lllJnages fi,r third-jMrty investors, including mutual

Growth

fi", "",.

,"<"present anllllalized
p"mimn
prnduns with significmt mortality or lllnrbidity n>k, w;"", " ,,"
INSURANCE SALES -

i,

iJ''''''',iJ,umm,,'1 wh""the policy is paid. All BOLl
COLl Private Placement VariJbk Universal Life ("PPVUl.")

tlw premit1ll1 is not expected to

HT1.1t

annually)
from both our

Ii""", "'1'",;<"1,,

"n"'g"" ",,,,,,,,,, JIll.l rdin~lllent

Profitability
NET INCOME -

represents cOTISolidated GAAP net income.

NET INCOME EXCLUDING NEf INVESTMENT GAINS - n'l,n,,,,'nt~ con~(}1i-

,hk<l

t:Xchlsion of

adjustment's.
OPERATING EARNINGS -

INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE IN fORCE -

tht'

the smn nf the

of dOlllestic and interllation'-ll lift'
",h,.i<li",
POLICYHOLDER BENEFITS AND DIVIDENDS -

pm"1",,,,1

""Ii"",,) ""''''', (v) leAP LLC Jcqllisition

induck donw"i, ,n,li"""
statntory

death cbinL\ paid to beneficiarieo, accident

Jlllortization; (vii) Philippine, discontinued
cable in 20(7), and

a(~it1sted

gains and

ope,~Hi(lll~

(not

to include, net of tax, (viii) capital
tax releases supporting

dividentl~

on participating policies; (ix)
TOTAL REVENUE - rePl~s,'nts
OPERATING REVENUE -

amortization; Jlld (x) Di\C on nl.1nagellwnt at\justmenl,.H

con.solidawd GA/\P

im:lml(:"s

~tJtutory

premiums

l(}]:

lif!·; and

annuity products, net margins on gt1JDJ1tt'ed products
on mmt lift, in\urance prodncts and cnn,iderJtiol1s

OIl

Financial Position
EQUITY -

immHhatt>

annuity products (ddimxl as "Guaranteed Lifetime' Incollle

"""""" "")""'w,i",,,,,1 '" 100 1"'01'" ,'",,,,i',, ,,,mid,,,,,,inn,

rt'pre-"t'llts

GAAI'

SURPLUS AND ASSET VALUATION RESERVES -

and tlw

Indudn ,tatutory 'i\1rplns

("AVR")

consolidated bJ'ii". StJtu(ory surplus

repn~sent,

Cornpany on a
Jsset, minus liabilitks

of the CompJny on a consolidated basis bawd on the '1CcOlll'lting

":"';~:::;
:,~:::'~:;;,,:::::,::'::, '::::::;;:;':
n.'!,,'ulator'i.Tlw AVR
by
'itabiliz;; surplus from defaults on houd"
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT -

international

consi.\ts of a"sets

of

opt:ratlollS

the CompJny's
the

the AVR .1re accounted

f(lJ:

as Jil~et in"""", 0' d",,,,,,, in"mph".

ZOO(i
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S""""" ,,!'the Senate
232 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

I. Registrant Name
DC Navigators. LtC

Checl, if different than previousl)' reported

2. Address

Addressl

901 7th Street

Address2 -'-S-'-Ul:...·tC:...'2:...0_0

State

City

DC

_

Zip Code 20001

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)
State

City

Zip Code

Country

.,.,~,-,--"'~=-=,.,=~,.,=======~~.,-.,,~"'-".,"'-"~--,,~".,=-,.,=,.,.,,=,-=--=-,--=.,,~~~==I
4a. Contact Name

c. E-mail

5. Senate ID#

85071-1433

(202) 3 15-5 100

6. IIollse ID#

Self

364880048

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

TYPE OF REPORT

Midyear (January 1~Jun(30)

8. Year 2007

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this fepmi
10. Check if this is a '1'C11nin3tion Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES

Tenuination Date

Complete Either Line

11. No Lobbying Activity

12 OR Line 13

12. Lobbying

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this repOliing period

was

were'

$ 220,000.00

$ID.OOO or mon:

14, REPORTING
Check box to indieatc
accounting method So(' im,tm,tloos J'or IJcSl,nptior, of optIOns

Provide a

of all
other entity

Rel',,,,;,,g ,mm,,," ,mde, ""ltoo ]62(",) 01'111<': Internal

Signature

Signed By: Philmol'e B. Anderson

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.tb

Date

0211312008

.::P:::hic::ln~1(::.)re::.·J:?3:cA:::nd:::e,::rs:,:o::.n~~;;;~;;~;;;;;;~l-----------;';;;-;;;
Page I of 4

CSOC,CBR00032375

3612

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary tore-Heet the general issue arcas ill \'Vhich thcregistnmt

c~!~;:,~~:;:,;~~l;l;~':;;~~;~;~C~:;;;;;
, 1,<lOrmatlOnas I·e'llle",.,a. Attach ::'~~~.::~'~':1~~',:~;:1s~'::sr~:~~~gpCI·lod. Using aseparate page for each code, provide
15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

I-Iouse

Check if None

f?)

Senate

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

J 9. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Phihnon' H Andel'son. iVIanaging Pl'indpal
v5.0.1b

Pagc2of4

CSOC.CBR00032376

3613

LOBB\lNG ACTIVITY, Select as. many codes as necessary to rencet the general issue areas in "vhich the registrant

C~X.~;:~"i;-:,;~l;l7c':~~~l~(l~C~'::;~;;:;"l~~::~'~':l~~':~~:ist;':~s,~~:~~~g
pc>·iod.lJsing
nir'l!ormarronag,'c'l"cst,cr, Attach
15. General issue arca code

!lvrt1~

!llv!("hcarc,ilv!cdicaid.~ ~

aseparatepageforeach

code,

provide

~i (one per pag\))

16. Specific lobbying issues

Other

Check if None

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Pbilmor(' B Anderson. i\hnaging p,oincip:ll
vS.O.lb

Pllgc30f4

CSOC.CBR00032377

3614

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rencel the general issue areas in 'which the Tcgi~irant

e~f;;:;~~t:;,:,;~,t;~~'~:~t';(l:e~;:;;~
:~~:l~::~~,:t'~~':~;:is~'::S,~~;~;~gpel';od, Using aseparate page for each code, provide
If;r'IOI,mallOnas ,'c'1"lesl'''" Attach
15. General issue area code

:~f!IX.,'.Ta'"t;ollcllltcmaJ,Revcnne'C'odlc

~"~,. (one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

Check if None

L;,Il

House

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Printed Nilme and Title
v5J.l.1b

Philmor~

Nev\'

Check if None

B Andl'l'son. i\Ianaging Prindpal
Page 4 of 4

CSOC,CBR00032378

3615

232 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

• All File.-s Are Required to Complete This Page

J. Registrant Name
York Life Insurance Company

Check if different than previously reported

2. Address
Addressl

1501 K Street, NW

Address2 -'S_Ul-"tc-'O_-7_S

City

State

_

DC

Zip Code 20005

NY

Zip Code 10010

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if dilTerent than line 2)
Stale

c
5, Senate lD#

c, E-mail

29174-24
Self

7. Client Name

6. IIouse 1D#

]12170000

New York Life Insurance Company

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2007

Midyear (January 1~June30)

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this repo11
10. Check if this is a 'l'enninationReport

J I. No Lobbying Activity

Telmination Date

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Either Line t2 OR Line 13
12. Lohh:ying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
was
Less than S10.000

13. Organizations
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were
Less than SlO.OOO
SlO.OOO or more

244.000.00

14. RKPO RTING

Check box io indicate

accounting method, See inslmctiorlS f"1" dcsc<riptionof "ptions.
Rep0l1ing amounts using LD/-\. definitions only

Rcp,'etl"" """"',"

Signature

Signed B)': ronald lefl'llncois

"",,,,,,,110" 162(e) oftlw Internal
Date

04/29/2008

Printed Name and Title Ronald Lcfnlllcois, VP
v5.0.1b

===-'-'~~;;;;;;,;.-------;;;~
Pagelof7

CSOC.CBR00032446

3616

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rencet the general issllcarcas in 'which ihe registrant

e~t;:;:,~;:~:,;~~l;;:'~~;~~~~(l:e~,::~;;;
j'eqttest'OIt Attach ~'~~~:::'~":ld~',:~;:~s~'::sr~~~~;~gpe,'!od, Using aseparate page for each code, provide

ltltllOrmaIlOn,lS

15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

17.

HOllSC(S)

of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

thm

New

8~31·06

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Ronald Lefrancois, VP
v5,l),lb

--~~~

......

---------;;;~
Page 2 of7

CSOC,CBR00032447

3617

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select asmany codes as nccc$sar:r to reflcct the general issue meas in 'which the registrant

e~,i:~t:~:;~l;l;~'~~~~t~(I:C~'::;,~;;:;'~:I~:~~~,:i~;~~~:rs;h:~:~;;:;~;~g
pc,iod. Using a separate page f'lx each code, provide
lIir'lOrmatlOn,,, ,'cqt'e",,,, Attach
15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues
[pension refomo; ammiti,ation, incentives IS 1010& HI, 221151; [«tirentcnt

17. HOllSC(S) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

J 8. Name of each individual \\'ho acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Honald Lefl'ancois, VP
v5JUb

--~~~

......

------;;:~
Page 3 of7

CSOC.CBR00032448

3618

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rencet the general issue arcas in which the registrant

C~ti::;:t:;):,;~I;I7e)~;;~~:~;:C~':;~~;;
::"I~~::~~;~I~~'~~~:~s';'::S,~~~~~~gpe,·iod. Using
"CC'locmatlOnas ,·cql,es"'o. Attach
15. General issue area code

[III R

iiIIealth,Iss'ues

aseparate pageforeach

code, provide

; (one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

17. Housc(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

18. Name of each individual who acted as

11

Check if None

House

f!]

Senate

lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title H.onald Lefl'ancois, VP
v5JUb

--~~~.....-------;;:~
Page 4 of7

CSOC.CBR00032449

3619

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select <lsmany codes as necessary to rencet the general issue an::as in ,;vhich the registrant

~~:t;.~::,~:::,;~l;;~,~~~~::(::eA~'(::tt:'.lC~;h;~:~:I~;~:'~':I(~~~~::~st;':~'~~::j(~:;gpcrilld. Using a separate page for each code, provide
15. General issue area code

.... I/lX'

.Ta'l"lJonflln.'"mal. Rc,enuell'odic ...... :(ono por page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

Bouse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

Check if None

l.l1 lIousc

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered OtTicial Position (if applicable)

Nerv

8-31-06

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Ronald Lefl'llncois, VI'
.,5J),lb

--~~~liiiOiiiI------;;:~
Page 5 of7

CSOC.CBR00032450

3620

l

1FtI)

I(one per

j!Tn'dc(D()mcsttcIFofCl."n)

Check if None

page)

House

[;Z!

Senate

Covered Official Position (if applicable)

New

Means ('0111111 counsel thru 8-31-06

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Honald Lefrancois, VI'
v5.0.1b

-------.~- . . . . . . . .-

-----------I;:;',~gc~,
6~";;;,f_:;7-

..

CSOC.CBR00032451
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Information Ulldate Page - Complete ONLY ll'here registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address
City

----------------:_._---_.__._c-:--------::----Slate
Zip Code
Country

21, Client new principal place of business (if diJJerent than line 20)
City

_

Slale

Zip Code

_

Country

22. Nmv General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
---- T,-:;; ;,;.;;; -

fllTicale

kristoff

colgate

sander

--

------------ -ce.;,";-- --;

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZAnONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
Address
Principal Plac" of Business
(citv and slate or country)

Name

Name of each previously reported organization Ihat is no longer affiliated "vith the registrant or client

.Ie

1'

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the

Printed Name and Tide

HounldLefrlmcois, VP

--~~~~---~;-;:;
Pagt· 7 of7
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page I of I

Bill Summa~v & Status
H.R.I042

H.R.! 042 [llOdll
TitJe:Trade Promotion Authority Extension and Enhancement Act of 2007
Sponsor: Rsp Hensarling, 1;;12 fR-TX-5] (introduced 2114/2007) Cosponsors: 11
Committees: House Wavs and Means: House Rules
Latest Major Action: 212312007 Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee Oll Trade.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title for a parlian ofa bill)
• SHORT TlTLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Trade Promotion Authority Extension and Enhancemeht Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED
To extend trade promotion authority.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

f~.!i1ECTEDI

(dates in italics indicate Senale aCliom) For 1110re details. see: Bill Sta!l!1.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:
HQl!§.L)'Y:.~~Lm1d M£.illll

Subcommittee on Trade
!:Iou§'9J.\!LL~~

Activity:
Referral, In Committee
Referral
Referral, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
2114/2007 --Introduced.
Trade Promotion Authority Extension and Enhancement Act of 2007 - Amends tlle Bipartisan Trade Promotion
Authority Act of 2002 to extend the President's authority until July I, 20 11 (or until July I, 2016, and July I of each
fifth year thereafter if the President extends such authority and the Congress approves) to ent.er into trade
agreements \\'ith foreign countries ",-hose tariff and nontariff policies unduly burden or restrict U.5. trade or
adversely affects the U.s. economy. Extends trade authorities procedures (congressional approval) to bills
implementing trade agreements entered into during the five-year period beginning on July 1,2011, and during each

five-year period thereafter, unless Congress disapproves after April C and before July 1, of the year in \\'hieh any
such five-year period begins.

Modi!); Sc-arch

New Search

Save SearclvAlert

http://WVvw.eongress.gov/egi-lis/bdque

6Qy:@@@E&summ2=m..
..._ _..._ ....... . ,

4/20/2010
CSOC.CBR.00032453
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page I of2

Bill SUlIulIary & Stalus

H.R.1229
Search Results

llRl229

Overview

H.R.1229 [llOthj
Title:Nonmarket Economv Trade Remedv Act of 2007
Sponsor: B§lLQ.l!Yi~.•
[D-AL- 71 (iniroduced 2/28/20(7)
Cosponsors:)2
Committees: House Ways and Means: House Rules
Related Bills: S.974
Latest Major A~ti~~: 3/ IS/2007 House committee/subcommittee actions. Status: Committee Hearings Held.

Anill:

Jump to: Ii.!!§§, M;1ior ACJions, Commi!!ees, Summan:
.............................................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title for a portion ofa bill)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that the provisions relating to countervailing
duties apply to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes_
MAJOR ACTIONS: [§.B1E.CI.I;,Q] (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see:
Display.

RltL~!1l1!J§.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

!:!Q1J,~t,~,!!Y§',illl\LMS@l1

Referral, Hearings, In Committee
Referral
Referral, In Committee

Subcommittee on Trade

!:!Q1l>tfu!!§§
SUMMARY AS OF:
2/28/2007--Introduced.

Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of 2007 - Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to apply countervailing
duties to nonrnarket economies.

Authorizes the use of alternative methodologies in determining whether a subsidy is cOlmtervailable with
respect to the People's Republic of China (PRC).
Requires congressional approval for revocation of nonmarket econorny cotUltry determinations made by the
administering authority.

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lis/bdquer
rMR:@@@E&summ2=m. 4/20/20 I 0
. . . ._"""'. . . . . .rtII
CSOC.CBR.00032454
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page 2 of2

Requires a United States International Trade Commission study of how ti,e PRC uses government intervention
to promote investment, employment, and exports.

Modifv Search

Nc\v Search

Save ScarclvAlert

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lis/bdque

rMR:@@@E&summ2=m... 4/20/2010
..............._ - '

CSOC.CBR.00032455
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status

Page I of I

Bill Summary & Status
H.R.2205
Search Results

H.R.2205

Ovcrvic\v

H.R.2205 [II Oth1
Title:Retirement Security for Life Act 0[2007
Sponsor: B§!llQ!)j,~)it\llihi!\).i.l'_I!JQ!?i[D-OH-II] (introduced 5/8/2007)
Cosponsors: 72.
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills: S. 10 10
Latest Major A~ti~~: 5/8/2007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the Honse Committee on
Ways and Means.

Jump to: Titles, Major Actions, Committees, Summary
TlTLE(S): (italics Indlcale a IiIle for a portion ofa bdl)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Retirement Security for Life Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage guaranteed lifetime income payments from
annuities and similar payments aflife insurance proceeds at dates later than death by excluding from
income a portion of such payments.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

r;;&!<llGTI:lll (dales In Ualics indicale Senale actions)

For more delails, see:

lliLL~till.l!i

***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSnbcommittee:

Activity:

!iQ.m", W%y.;u!!l4M"ml~

Refen·al, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
5/8/2007--lntroduced.

Retirement Security for Life Act of 2007 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code to allow an exclusion from
gross income for 50 percent of the amount othenvise includible in gross income as guaranteed payments from
certain annuity or life insurance contracts. Limits the amOlll1t of such exclusion to $20,000 in any taxable year.
Provides for
inflation adjustment of the $20,000 limitation beginning in 2009.
. ,

an
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Bill Su"u/lary & Slallls
H.R.2582
Search Results

H.R.2582

Overview

H.R.2582 [I lOth]
Title:Qualified Long-term Care Faimess Act of 2007
Sponsor: B.'l2.!l.m.'YQ'.Wi!!lLgjQlly' [R-FL-5] (introduced 616/2007)
Cosponsors: (none)
Committees: House Ways and Means
Latest Major Action: 616/2007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means.

Jump to: TItles, MjJjor ActiQ.t!.§, £.9mmi!1l'.§, Summa"'.
........................................................

.

.

TlTLE(S): (italics indicate a title fiJI' a portion of'o bill)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Qualified Long-term Care Faimess Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow a deduction for qualified long-term care services
in computing adjusted gross income.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

[§];1.l,;fJJm.l (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see: llill§1!!t'l$.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSubcommittee:

Activity:

l:!.Q.\J.~_Will:§J!!l<L~QJ:l'§

Referral, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
6/612007--lntroduced.

Qualified Long-term Care Fairness Act of 2007 - Amends the Intemal Revenue Code to allow a tax deduction

from gross income for the cost of long-term care services and long-tenn care insurance contracts.
Search Results

HR.2582

Overvic\v

sGD:@@@E&summ2~m__
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H.R.2942
Search Results

IIR.2942

MQ.9.ifL~.9.ur.9.u

ll~);~:.SS2.rQh

Ovcrvie"v
fu.~::%5.9.{lf£h~t1.LqD

H.R.2942 [II Oth]
Title:Currencv Reform for Fair Trade Act of 2007
Sponsor: R§pJ3,Y:m:l~Iim ID-OH-17] (introduced 6/28/2(07)
Cosponsors: 72
Committees: House Ways and Means; House Financial Services; House Foreign Affairs
Related Bills: !:!J1}§.f..S"I2.§, SJ.0D.Z
Latest Major Action: 7/12/2007 Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee on
Trade.

Jump to: Tilles, MYjor Actions, Committees, Summary
TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title fiJI' a portion ot'a hilT)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED
Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To provide for identification of misaligned currency, require action to correct the misalignment, and for
other purposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display,

[Sfi1JiC.I!';JII (dates In italics Indicate Senate actions)

For more details, see:

lli!LS!ill~

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSnbcommittee:

Activity:

House_W.'±)'§_@.dJY!.~~

Referral. In Committee

Subcommittee on Trade

House Financial

Seniic~

Referral
Referral. In Committee

!:!m!§,;c.!:"m:~.illlAlI\lill

Referral. In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
6/28/2007--Introduced,

Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act of 2007 - Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to expand the authority ofthe
administering authority or the International Trade Commission (lYe) to impose countervailing duties on
products from a nonmarket economy country that have been provided a countervailable subsidy. Requires,

\vhen measuring subsidy benefits the use of benchmarks outside of a nonmarket economy country when
benchmarks in such a country are not available or are inappropriate,
t

Includes fundamental and actionable misali mment of a currency (undervaluation of a foreign currency) by a

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iis/bdque
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foreign country as a countervailable subsidy.
Directs the Secretary of the Treasury (Secretary) to: (I) report annually to Congress on international monetary
policy and currency exchange rates (including fundamentally misaligned cnrrencies); (2) analyze semiannually
the prevailing real exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and foreign currencies and to designate
fundamentally misaligned foreign currencies for priority action; and (3) seek bilateral consultations with
foodamentally misaligned currency COlUltries designated for priority action to eliminate such misalignment.
Requires the United States to inform the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) of
countries that fail to eliminate fundamentally misaligned currencies designated for priority action and to
request the IMF Managing Director to consult with such countries regarding their observance of the IMF
Articles of Agreement and to report the results of such consultations to the IMF Executive Board. Prohibits the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIe) from, and instructs multilateral banks to oppose, financing
projects in countries that issue fundamentally misaligned currencies designated for priority action.
Requires: (I) the Secretary to take certain actions with respect to countries that fail to eliminate fundamentally
misaligned currencies designated for priority action; and (2) the United States Trade Representative (USTR) to
request consultations in the World Trade Organization (WTO) with such countries regarding the consistency of
their actions \vith regard the WTO Agreement
Establishes an Advisory Committee on International Exchange Rate Policy.
Repeals the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988.
3£t!rs1L~'i1!lm

111~2216.

Modd\ Search

Nc\v Search
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H.R.3801
Search Rc:mltsH,R.3801

Overvic\v

,M.Q91fx..ss.ftrsl1N£::1;';~{l£<;J.1

&.::£.§S.91.91!iAt:lf.t

H.R.3801 [I 10th]
Title:Trade Adj ustment Assistance Improvement Act
Sponsor: B.!!pJill!j!.h~A,Qmn[D-WA-9] (introduced 10/10/2(07)
Cosponsors: £:&
Committees: House Ways and Means; House Education and Labor; House Energy and Commerce; House
Oversight and Govemment Reform
Related Bills: HR321.Q. !i!1394J., S.18,4'[
Latest Major Action: 1l/9/2007 Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee on
Trade.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a titlejbr a portion ala bill)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Trade Adjustment Assistance Improvement Act
TAA Health Coverage Improvement Act "f2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Trade Act of 1974 to address the impact of globalization. to reauthorize trade adjustment

assistance, to extend trade adjustment assistance to service workers, commtulities, finns, and farmers,
and for other purposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

[~.bI~J::TIQI (dates

in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: Bill,2iWJlj!

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

!:!9,l!?!LW,~ll.!l!!g.}1eaJle

Referral. In Committee

Subcommittee on Trade

Referral

House Education and Labor

Referral, In Committee

.tI.QJ!§.~,,);1l.!J.rgy,;'\!),9. .(;9.mll!§'!];,"

Referral, In Committee
Referral, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
10/1 0/2007--lntroduced.

Trade Adjustment Assistance Improvement Act - Amends the Trade Act of] 974 to allow the filing of a
petition with the Secretary of Labor for cer<'
. . ..
apply for trade adjustment assistance

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lisihdque
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(TAA) by adversely affected workers in a service sector firm, its subdivision, or a public agency.
Revises group eligibility requirements for TAA to cover: (I) a shift, by a public agency to a foreign country, of
production of articles or in provision of services, like or directly competitive with articles which are produced,
or services which are provided by the workers' firm, subdivision, or public agency; and (2) instances where the
workers' firm, subdivision, or public agency obtains or is likely to obtain such services from a foreign cOWltry.
Provides for industry-wide certification of adversely affected workers for TAA.
Increases ti,e amount of payments for training of adversely affected workers under the Act.
TAA Health Coverage Improvement Act of 2007 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code to increase the tm,
credit for the health insurance costs of certain TAA workers and Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC) pension recipients.
Sets forth requirements to prevent a lapse of health care coverage for TAA workers and their families.
Replaces alternative trade adjustment assistance for older workers provisions with eligibility' requirements for
wage insurance benefits to older workers who have received an industry-wide certification to apply for TAA.
Increases the maximum allO\vance to cover costs of an adversely affected \:vorker for job search expenses and
relocation expenses.
Establishes an Office of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Ombudsman.
Extends the TAA program for workers through FY2012.
Revises the TAA program for communities negatively impacted by trade. Establishes aTAA for communities
program to coordinate the federal response.
Allows the filing of a petition with the Secretary of Commerce for certification of eligibility to apply for TAA
hy a service sector firm. Extends the TAA progranv for firms through FY20I2.
Extends the TAA program for fanners through FY20l 2.
;;carch Results

H.R..3801
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H.R.782
Search Results

1:l.R.7!$2

.Ms2ilitY.5SJU'.s.h

:N£~:'~.~(9.h

Ovcrvic\l·/
~iU:~.§£{[s.h,:Al£!:\

H.R.782 [I 10th]
Title:Fair Currencv Act of 2007
Sponsor: B§J2.&:iI)~ILm[D-OH-17] (introduced 1/31/2(07)
CosponsOl'S: 112
Committees: House Ways and Means; House Financial Services; House Foreign Affairs; House Armed

Services
Related Bills: tlB;:;942..s.12<:i
Latest Major Action: 4/12/2007 Referred to House subcommittee. Status: Referred to the Subcommittee on
Domestic and Intemational Monetary Policy. Trade, and Technology.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a title fiJr a portion ola bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Fair Currency Act of 2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that exchange-rate misalil,'llment by any foreign

nation is a countervailable export subsidy', to amend the ExchMge Rates and International Economic
Policy Coordination Act of 1988 to clarify the definition of manipulation with respect to currency, and
for other purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [S£,l'oEcI1:1QJ (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: !2!1l&4l!J§.
Display.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSnbcommittee:

Activity:

tlQ.l!§.,-JYmL>Jl!ld l\1,"-ill:!!i
Subcommittee on Trade

Referral, In Committee

House Financial Services

ReferraL lu Committee

Referral

Subcommittee on Domestic and
Intemational Monetary Policy, Referral

Trade, and Technology
House Foreig!1Aft'Jlird

ReferraL In Committee

House Amled Services

ReferraL In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
113 1I2007--Introdnced.

BYs:@@@E&summ2=m..
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Fair Currency Act of 200? - Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to expand the authority of the administering
anthority or the Intemational Trade Commission (lTC) to impose countervailing duties on products from a
nonmarket economy country that have been provided a countervailable snbsidy. Includes exchange-rate

misalignment (undervaluation of a foreign currency) by a country as a countervailable subsidy. Requires the
administering authority to use methodologies that measure certain benchmarks outside of a nonmarket

economy country \vhere exchange~rate misalignment exists when measuring the benefit of a coootervailable
subsidy bestowed on a product by such country in a countervailing duty proceeding.
Amends the Trade Act of 1974 to inclnde exchange-rate misalignment by the People's Republic of China as a
condition in determining market disruption to the domestic producers of a like or directly competitive product
from products imported from China.
Prohibits the Department of Defense (DOD) from procuring defense articles imported from China if such
articles are competitive with domestic industry articles critical to the defense industrial base of the United
States.
Applies provisions of this Act to goods from Canada and Mexico.
Amends the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988 to direct the

Secretary of the TreasUl')i to consider in the annual analysis of foreign exchange rate policies ,,,,hethel' countries
have a currency that is in fundamental misalignment, and if so, to initiate bilateral corrective negotiations.
Directs the Secretary, prior to U.S. approval of a change in an international financial institution1s governance,
to determine whether a member \\/ho "vould benefit from such change has a currency that is manipulated or in
fWldanlental misalignment, and if so, oppose such change.
Amends the Tariff Act of] 930 to require the administering authority, in determining whether a country is a

nonmarket economy.' country, to consider \vhether such countI),'ts manipulation or fundamental misalignment of
its currency adversely affects the U.S. economy.
~SQ.tch I(£lU!l,~
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Clerk (lfthe House of Representativcs

Sccretary of the ScnalG

Office of Public Records
232 Hart Building
Washington. DC 20510

\\'ashillgton, DC 205! 5

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

All Filel's Are Required to Complete This Page

1. Registrant Name
BOGGS LLV

2. Address

Check if different than previousl)' reported

Addressl

2550 M STREET, NW

City

WASHING-TON

Address2
State

-------------

DC

Zip Code 20037

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

Cit)'

..,

_.=
... .=

==~. =~=.~=
..,,=-=..===
. ,.,==

~ _=~.=~
4a. Conhlct Name
:lvlr

State

,

~=
c. E-mail

Zip Code
Country
~.,.,~ ===~:=~=:;"'"
5. Senate lD#

..

(202) 457,6484

Jamos B. Christian

30906~ 1775

Self

7, Client Name

6.rrousc ID#

319170091

New York Life Insurance Company

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2007

Midyear (Januat)' I-Junc30)

Year End (July I-December 3 J)

9. Check if lhis filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a 'l"ennination Report

Tennination Date

I J. No Lobbying Activity'

INCOME OR EXPENSES - Complete Eithe.. Line 12 OR Lioe 13
12. Lobb;ying
INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporling period

lJ. Organizations
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were
Less than $\0000

Check box 10 indicate
14. REPORTING
accounting method. See inst.ruetior" f"f desc<,ipt,onof ',ptions.

Rcpooi"g emouo,,,md,, """,,, 162(e) oflholnlGl'll!\.\

Signature

Signed B)': .James B Christian

Date

02/08/2008

Printed Name and Tide James B. Christian, Paliner
,,5.1).l)m

Page'lof4

CSOC.CBR00032497

3634

(one per plIge)

15. General issue area code
"

""""

"""

""""

""

""""

"""

"""

""

-

"""

16, Specific lobbying issues

17. Tlollse(s) of Congress and r:edcral agencies

Check if None

\71 House

Other

18. Name of each individual 'who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicl:lhle)

New

Check if None

Printed Name and Title .lames B. Cl\ristian, Partnel'
\'5,O.Om

Pagc2of4

CSOC"CBR00032498

3635

IAnm,;"iesmc.,n';vcs; tax on ins""n"c prod,ucts

17, HOllse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

IR Name of each individual who

actt~d

Check if None

as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official Position (if applicilblc)

19, Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on lillCI6 above

Printed Name and Titl{'. James B. Christian,
v5.0.0m

New

Check if None

Pal'tnel'

Pagc30f4

CSOC.CBR.00032499

3636

Information Update Page - Complete ONLY where registration information has

chl.ln~ed.

20. Client new address

Ad(:~~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-C:s-ta-,,------::zC:;PC:CC:Od:-'~~~~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-C:-\-.lll!-l1J-'Y--21. Client ne\v principal place of business (if different than line 20)
City

_

Stale

Zip Code

_

Coulltry

22. New General description of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23, Name of each previously reported individltul who is no longer expect to act ,IS

a lobbyist 'l{jr the client

''''' . """

- - - - - - -- ---

-----

-"";,,,,,

'

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertain

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the follO\ving affiliated organization(s)

Name of each previously reported organization that is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

Ii

:3 '

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following foreign entities

%

Printed Name and Title
v5.0.\hn

,Jaml'~

13. Christian, Partner

--~~;;;;;;;;;;;~-----;;:;;:::;
Page 4 (lf4
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LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

• All Filel's Are Required to Complete This Page

l. Registrant Name
New )'ork Life Insurance Company

Check if different than prcl'iousl)' ft\ported

2. Address

Addressl

1501 K Street, NW

Address2 Suite 575

City

DC

State

------------Zip Code 20005

Country

Zip Code

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City
c. E-mail

4a, Contact Name

'==~~~"=l
5. Senate 1D#

(202) 654-2942

7. Client Name

29174-24
6. House 11)#

Check if client is a state 0/' local government 01' instrumentality

New YOl'k Life Insurallce C{)mpany

TYPE OF REPORT

QI (lil

8 Year 2()08

9. Cheek if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10_ Check

if this is a Tcnninatioll Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES

TClmination Date

11. No Lobbying Issue Activity

YOU MUST eomlllete either Lioe 12 01' Line 13

12. LJbb:ving

13. Orgatlizations

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
\vas

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were

':I'

S l,200.000.00

14. REPORTING
Check box to indicate
accounting method. See instructions for description
Repnrting amounts using LDA definitions only

R,po,ti",

Signatu~

By:

III

""me,," ,md"",";m, 162(e) of the Internal
Date

07121/2008

Printed Name and Title George Nichols III. SeUil)r Vice President
'·6.0. If

Pagclof9
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as 111<111)" codes as necessUl)' to reHect the general issue areas in \vhich the registrant

l~~l~~:;:~~;;~d)(~;;;; :'~l~~o~;:;~:a~~;:;ga:l:~c,~~;~tiag

15, General issue

area

l>eri,)d.

code

Using

a

separate page for each code, provide

(Ol1e pGf pagG)

16, Specific lobbying issues

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Covered Official PDj;ition (ifappliel1bkJ)

Check if None

Printed Name and Title George Nichols lII, Senior Vice President
\'6.\Uf

Pagt· 2 of 9

CSOC.CBR00032465

3639

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select tiS many codes as nceesSlIl'y to reneet the general issue areas in whieh theregisttf1l1t
lobbying on
as requested, Add additional

Using a separate page for each code, provide

I 5~ General issue area code

(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

all provisions

17.

L:,'j

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted llS a lobbyist in this issue 1;lrea

19. 1nterest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title George Nichols 111, Senior Vice President
\'6,0.11'

Page 3 of9

CSOC.CBR00032466

3640

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to rencet the general issue areas in which the registrant
lobbying on b~~:;~:~'~~:~~(~;:\~'I':a~::;~;~:I:~e~~j~;tin,! period, Using a separate page for each code, provide
as requested.

(one per page)

. Reverse Mortgage Proceeds Protection Act; all provisions

18. Name of each individunl who acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed

01111110 abln
,16

, 'c

(:hcc', If N,'"m,e

Printed Name nod Tide George Nichols III, Senior Viet' President
v6,O.1I'

Page 4 of9

CSOC,CBR00032467

3641

LOBBYING ACTIVITY, SeleCt as many' codes as necessary to reflect the general issue arOilS in which the registrant
lobbying on be~:;~:~:i~:~~o~;;~II~a~::~,~~,:I~:e~I;~tlnf' period. Using a separate page for each code, provide
la!ium"tloa WI re'1uelltedl. Add additional

subsidiaries
annuitization and cxclHwge of annuities:

tax treatment

generally
17

[OJ Check ifN
:O.ll.c.'

. ..•...•

.. •.•

•

••....

• ....•.

.•

18. Name of each individual \\'ho acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
First NilllJ0

New

Suffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

i;?:! Check if None

Printed Name and Title George Nichols HI, Senior Vice Pn'sident
v6.!Uf

Page 5 of9

CSOC.CBR00032468

3642

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as mariy c()(les as necessary to reflect the gencral issue areas in \vhich the registnmt

~~I;)~;:;~:~~,l~::~~:;~~,:;~~)~~;;~;:,i'~~~~O~,:;~':~a~:~~;!;'~~~C~::;:;':ing

pCl"iod"

Using a separate page for each code, provide

15. General issue area code

(one per pllge)

16. Specific lobbying issues

J 8, Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on linc 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title George Nichols III, Senio!' Vice President
\'6.0,11'

Page 6 of9

CSOC"CBR00032469

3643

LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as niany codes as necessary to reflcct the genenl1 issue arcas in which the registrant

~~~:~~::'ii;)~,I~::~~:';:I~;;~I~)e~:;~:)I;I\;~:n:,:::~:a~~;~~';I:~~e~::;;;"ingpel·ind. Using a separate page for each code, provide

TF'O···,·rr<lde(De,mestleIForclgn)

..

. .(one per page)

18. Name of each individual who acted "s a lobbyist in this issue area

Covered Ofllcial

19. [ntcrest of each foreign entity

the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title George Nichols III, Senior Vice Presidt>nt
\'6.0,11'

Page 7 of9

CSOC.CBR.00032470

3644

ADDENDUl\1 for GeneI'll! Lobbying ISSUt' Atea"

il{D- T"ad,'

(DOm'''I"olh,,~,gn)

- _

.

lVtamp"lallOnl\C' 0ILU!";"" provisIOns

Printed Name llnd Title
,,6.1Uf

G~(ltg~' Nichols IiI. $~nior Vic" Pr"sid~nt

Page 8 of9

CSOC.CBR00032471

3645

Information Update Page - COUlplete ONLY wbere registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address
City

,---,---

,------::,---

Siak

ZipCodc:

,,--

_

Coulltry

21. Clit.'11{ new principal place of business (if different than line 20)
City

~

Slate

22. New General description of client's business or activities

lip Code

-----

COUlltry

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previou:,;ly reported individual who is rio longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client
.................... ·'···T'.."';'

,

Lefrancois

ISSUE UPDATE
24. General lobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
fntc:mct Address
Addfl1ss
Principal Place: of Business
(city l\Ild slale Ot cOUlltry)

26. Name of each previously reported organization thM is no longer affiliated with the registrant or client

FOREIGN ENTITIES

Printed Name and Title
v6.1l.1f

GN)rg~ Nichols

HI, S~ni(lr Vin President
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Bill Sununary & Status
H.R.1229
Search Results

H.R.1229

Overvie\v

Mggll\:.3£urslt 1l£.~%li<:lt.r£h S.q..1:9..;i~.ill]11{f1Lc;r.!
H.R.1229 [11Othl
Title:Nonmarket Economv Trade Remedv Acl of 2007
Sponsor: R£PJL!!Yi~.ArtYl [D-AL-7] (introduced 2/28/2007)
Cosponsors::n
Committees: House Ways and Means: House Rules
Related Bills: S.974
Latest Major A·;:ti~-;..: 3/15/2007 House committee/subcommittee actions. Status: Committee Hearings Held.
Jump to:

Titl~~ Mill~.!iQ!!~, £&J1]mi!1&~.

§ummmY

.............................................................

.

.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a litlefar a partlan ala /iii!)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that the provisions relating to countervailing
duties apply to nonmarket economy countries, and for otber purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [;iELP,CJ].QJ (dales In italics Ilulicate Senale actions) For more details. see: 13i11 Statill'.
Display.
***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:
H.9J.1.§.~JY.".~:i.mlgJ~iliL4ll~

Subcommittee on Trade

!:louse Rules

Activity:
Referral, Hearings, In Committee
Referral
Referral, In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
2/28/2007--Introduced.
Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of 2007 - Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to apply countervailing
duties to nonmarket economies.
Authorizes the use of alternative methodologies in determining whetller a subsidy is countervailable with
respect to the People's Republic of China (PRC).
Requires congressional approval for revocation of nonmarket economy country determinations made by the
administering authority.
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Requires a United States Intemational Trade Commission study of how the PRC uses govemment intervention
to promote investment, employment, and exports.
3.9Jl!9.bJ~·csult§

DJil2_::L?
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Save Search/Alert
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H.R.2942
Search Results

H.R.2942

MQili!~.~.ursh

tl.£.':Y.Ss.\ll£.tl

Ovcrvic\\'

§,'1.1:£.§.tursll:LiJ£!'!
H.R.2942 [IIOth[
Title:Currencv Reform for Fair Trade Act of 2007
Sponsor: RmiJ1YlW".Iim [D-OH-17 J (introduced 6/28/2(07)
Cosponsors: .2I
Committees: House Ways and Means; House Financial Services; House Foreign Affairs
Related Bills: HR782. S796. SI607
Latest Major A"~ti~~~;'7iI2i20ti7··R~i';;rredto House subcommittee. Status: Refwed to the Subcommittee on
Trade.
Jump to: Titles. Major Actions, £.ommittees, Summan'

.............................................................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a tit/ef')" a portion ofa bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act of2007
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To provide for identiJication of misaligned currency, require action to correct the misalignment, and for
other purposes.
MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

rS.li1!'.£I,1=j.!2f (dates in italics indicate Senate aClions)

For more details. see:

lli)l~.a!!!5.

***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:
)j.QJ1~~'JY..§.,andM~'!!l§

Subcommittee on Trade
House Financial Sen'ices
)jQ1!2!!.f.Ql5'iR'L6W..ll

Activity:
ReferraL In Committee
Referral
ReferraL In Committee
ReferraL In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
6/28/2007·· Introduced.
Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act of 2007 - Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to expand the authority ofthe
administering authority or the International Trade Commission (1TC) to impose countervailing duties on
products from a nonmarket economy country that have been provided a countervailahle suhsidy. Requires,
\vhen measuring subsidy.' benefits, the use of benchmarks outside of a nonmarket economy country when
benchmarks in such a country are not available or are inappropriate.
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foreign country as a countervailable subsidy.
Directs the Secretary of the Treasury (Secretary) to: (I) rep0l1 annually to Congress on international monetary
policy and currency exchange rates (including fundamentally misaligned currencies); (2) analyze semiannually
the prevailing real exchange rates between the u.S. dollar and foreign currencies and to designate
ftmdamentally misaligned foreign currencies for priority action; and (3) seek bilateral consultations with
ftmdamentally misaligned currency COlUltnes designated for priority action to eliminate such misalignment.
Requires the United States to inform tbe Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund OMF) of
cOlmtries that fail to eliminate fundamentally misaligned currencies designated for priority action and to
request the IMF Managing Director to consult with such countries regarding their observance of Ille IMF
Articles of Agreement and to report the results of such consultations to the IMF Executive Board. Prohibits the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) from, and instructs multilateral banks to oppose, financing
projects in Cowltries that issue flUldamentally misaligned currencies designated for priority action.
Requires: (I) the Secretary to take certain actions with respect to countries that fail to eliminate fundamentally
misaligned currencies designated for priority action; and (2) the United States Trade Representative (USTR) to
request consultations in the World Trade Organization (WTO) \vith such countries regarding the consistency of
their actions with regard the WTO Agreement.
Establishes an Advisory Committee on Intemational Exchange Rate Policy.
Repeals the Exchange Rates and International Economic Policy Coordination Act of 1988.
~~h,&§JJ.ll.§.

l:lli.:..::s9Ai..
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H.R.3688
Search Results

H,R.3688

Mp",g.ti~: ..s.£Urg.ll

li(('~1:,5.~.r£h

Overview
§.'!-.:~Ji9.ll!S11::M£r.t

H.R.3688 [II Oth]

Major Actions:

~

Title:United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
Sponsor: Rllill:!!l.Ysr. StelJ.Y.J:L [D-MD-5] (by request) (introduced 9/27/2(07)
Cosponsors: 1
Committees: House Wavs and Means
House Reports: 110-421.
Related Bills: !:LRES.801..S.2113
Latest Major Action: 12114/2007 Became Public Law No: 110-138 [Text, PDF]

.......................................................•........................

T1TLE(S): (italics indicate a tit/elor a portion ora bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED:
United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To implement the United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [l'ELECTED.I (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: llilL§lill,\!§
Display.

9/27/2007

Introduced in House

I tl5/2007

Reported by lhe Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rept. 110-421.

I tl8/2007

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by the Yeas and Nays: 285 -132 (RQ!ll!Q,J06Q).

12/4/2007

Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate wilhout amendment by Yea-Nay Vote. 77 - 18.
Record Vote Nwnber: 413.

12/4/2007

Cleared for White House.

12/1112007 Presented to President.
12/14!2007 Signed by President.
12/14/2007 Became Public Law No: 110-138 [I~2i!.P.!.lE.I
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

.t!Quse .~J!l1.l!.1:1~l\!).ii

Referral. Markup, Reporting
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(There are 2Q1Q."f...!HIlUlllali.§§.)

(This measure has not been ameuded since it was iutroduced. The expanded summary of the Senate
passed version is "epeated here.)
United Slates-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act - Title I: Approval of, and General
Provisions Relating to, the Agreement - (Sec. 101) Approves the United States-Peru Trade Promotion
Agreement entered into on April 12,2006 (and amended on June 24 and June 25, 200?) with the government
of Peru and the statement of administrative action proposed to implement the Agreement, both submitted to
Congress on September 27,2007. Provides for the Agreement's entry into force upon certain conditions being
met on or after January L 2008.
(Sec. 103) Authorizes the President to proclaim actions, and other appropriate officers of the U. S. government

to issue regulations, necessary to ensure appropriate implementation of any provision of this Act that takes
effect on the date the Agreement enters into force. Declares that proclaimed actions that are not subject to
consultation and layover requirements .mder this Act shall not take effect before the 15th day after the text of
the proclamation is published in the Federal Register. Provides that presidential proclamations calling for
action under this Act may be proclaimed only if: (1) the President has obtained advice regarding the proposed
action from the appropriate advisory committees and the U.S. International Trade Commission (lTC); (2) the
President has reported to specified congressional committees with respect to such action; (3) a period of 60
days has expired; and (4) the President has consulted with the appropriate congressional committees during
such 60-day period.
(Sec. 105) Authorizes the President to establish or designate within the Department of Commerce an office to
provide administrati te assistance to dispute settlement panels established under the Agreement. AuthOlizes
appropriations.
(Sec. 106) Authorizes the United States to resolve any claim against it covered by the Agreement, pursuant to
the Investor-State Dispute Settlement procedures set forth in the Agreement.

Title II: Customs Provisions - (Sec. 201) Authorizes the President to proclaim necessaty or appropriate

modifications or continuation of dutv, continuation of dutv·free or excise treatment, or additional duties to
carry' out the Agreement.'

.

Requires the President to terminate the designation of Peru as a beneficiary developing country for purposes of
the General System of Preferences program under the Trade Act of 1974 on the date the Agreement enters into
force.
Authorizes the President, subject to the consultation and layover requirements oftllis Act, to deem as necessary
or appropriate to maintain the general level of reciprocal atld mutually advantageous concessions provided for
by the Agreement such: (I) modifications or continuation of any duty: (2) modifications as the United States
may agree to with Peru regarding the staging of any duty treatment specified in the Agreement; (3)
continuation of duty-free or excise treatment; or (4) additional duties.
(Sec. 2(2) Provides for additional duties, under specified conditions, on certain agricultural safeguard goods.
(Sec. 203) Prescribes certain rules of origin with respect to the reduction and elimination of duties imposed by
the United States and Peru on certain goods wholly obtained or produced entirely in the territory of the other
country. Specifies content requirements allowing certain textile and apparel goods to be considered originatillg
goods. Prescribes a special rule for certain automotive goods.
(Sec. 2(4) Amends the Consolidated Omn.~;lioIi.il.iiJol,jlloilillilIiillWloli~·n Act of 1985 to prohibitlhe charge of a
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fee for certain customs services with respect to originating goods under the Agreement. Prohibits an:y service
exempted from such fees from being funded with money from the Customs User Fee Account
(Sec. 2(5) Amends the Tariff Act of 1930 to exempt: (I) an importer from penalties for making an incorrect
claim that a good qualifies as an originating good under the Agreement if the importer voluntarily and
promptly makes a corrected declaration and pays any duties owing; and (2) an exporter or producer from
penalties for making false certifications of ",igin under the Agreement if such person, promptly atter issuing
such certification, has reason to helieve that it contains or is based on incorrect information, and volunt,"ilv
provides a written notice to every recipient of it Exempts persons from penalties if: (I) the information wUs
correct at the time it was provided in a Peru Trade Promotion Agreement (PTPA) certilieation of origin but
was later rendered incorrect because of a change in circumstances; and (2) the person promptly and voluntaJily
provides written notice of the change in circumstances to all recipients of such certification.
Provides that, if the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) or U.S. IImnigration and Customs
Enforcement of the Department of Homeland Security finds indications of a pattem of conduct by an importer,
exporter, or producer of false or unsupported representations that goods qualify under the rules of origin, CBP
may suspend preferential tariff treatment under the Agreement for entries of identical goods covered by
subsequent representations b:y the individuals until it determines that the representations conform with such
rules.
(Sec. 2(6) Authorizes the Customs Service to reliquidate an entry and refund any excess duties (including
merchandise processing fees) paid on a good qualifying under the rules of origin for which no claim for
preferential treatment was made at the time of importation if the importer takes certain actions within one year
atter such importation.
(Sec. 2(7) Requires a person who issues a PTPA certification of origin for a good exportedlj'om the United
States to make, keep for at least five years after such certification is issued, and render for examination and
inspection all records and supporting documents related to such certification.
(Sec. 208) Authorizes the President to direct the Secretary of the Treasury, during the period of a verilication
procedure by the government of Peru, to determine: (I) that an exporter or producer in Peru is complying with
applicable customs laws, regulations, and procedures regarding trade in textile or apparel goods; or (2) that a
claim is accurate that such a good exported or produced by the exporter or producer qualifies as an originating

good, or is a good of Peru.
Requires the Secretary to: (I) suspend preferential tarilltTeatment under the Agreement of any textile or
apparel good that a person subJect to such verification has produced or exported if the Secretary believes there
is insufficient information to sustain a claim for such treatment; (2) deny preferential treatment to such goods if
the Secretary decides that a person has provided incorrect information to support a claim for such treatment; (3)
detain such goods if the Secretary considers there is insufficient information to determine their country of
origin; and (4) deny entry to such goods if the Secretary determines that a person has provided erroneous
information of their origin.
Authorizes: (I) the President to deny preferential treatment and entry into the United States to such textile and
apparel goods, if the Secretary' determines that the information obtained from verification is insufficient to
make a determination; and (2) the Secretary to publish the name of any person engaged in circumvention of
applicable laws, regulations, or procedures affecting trade in such goods, or who has failed to demonstrate that
it produces or is capable of producing them.

Title Ill: Relief From Imports - Subtitle A: Relief From Imports Benefiting From the Agreement - (Sec.
311) Authorizes an entity (including a trade association, lirm, certified or recognized union, or group of
workers) to petition the ITC for an adjustment to u.s. obligations under the Agreement. Requires the lTC,
upon the filing of a petition, to investigate promptly whether, as a result of the reduction or elimination of a
duty provided for under the Agreement, a p '
.
imported into the United States in such
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increased quantities as to be a substantial cause or threat of serious if\jUIY to the domestic industry producing
an article like, or directly competitive with, the imported article. Exempts from such an investigation any

Peruvian articles receiving import relief under the Agreement
(Sec. 313) Requires the President, after receiving an affirmativeil~ury determination from the lTC, to provide
(including the extension) in the aggregate up to four-years of import relief to remedy or prevent such injury and
to facilitate efforts of the domestic industry to make a positive adjustment to import competition. Includes
among such relief measures: (I) suspension of any further reduction provided by the Agreement in the duty
imposed on such article; and (2) an increase in the rate of duty imposed on such article to a level that does not

exceed an amount determined according to a specified formula.
(Sec. 314) Prohibits any import relief ]() years after the Agreement enters into force, except for articles whose
period for tariff elimination exceeds 10 years.
(Sec. 315) Applies to the four-year import relief provided by the President (see section 313, above) the
compensation authority of the Trade Act of 1974 which authorizes the President to grant Peru new concessions
as compensation for the imposition of import relief in a bilateral safeguard investigation in order to maintain
the general level of reciprocal concessions under the Agreement.
(Sec. 316) Amends the Trade Act of 1974 to apply to 1TC investigations conducted under this Act the
procedural requirements of the TaritI Act of 1930 concerning release of contldential business information.

Subtitle B: Textile aud Apparel Safegual'd Measures - (Sec. 32]) Authorizes an interested party to request
the President to adjust U.S. obligations under the Agreement. Requires the President, pursuant to snch a
request, to determine whether, as a result of the elimination of a duty under the Agreement, a Peruvian textile
or apparel article is being imported into the United States in such increased quantities as to constitute a
substantial cause or threat of selious damage to a domestic industry producing an article like, or directly
competitive with, the imported article.
(Sec. 322) Authorizes the President, if an affirmative setious damage determination is made, to provide certain
import relief to remedy or prevent tl,e damage and to facilitate adjustment by the domestic industry, including
to increase the rate of duty imposed on the article to a level that does not exceed an amount determined
according to a specified formula.
(Sec. 323) Limits such relief (including the extension) in the aggregate to three years.
(Sec. 326) Prohibits any import relief under this subtitle with respect to any article five years after the
Agreement enters into force,
(Sec. 327) Applies to any import relief provided by the President under this subtitle the compensation authority
of the Trade Act of 1974, \vhich authorizes the President to grant Peru new concessions as compensation for
the imposition of import relief in a textile and apparel safeguard proceeding, in order to maintain the general
level of reciprocal concessions under the Agreement.
(Sec. 328) Prohibits the President Irom releasing conlidential business information received in connection with
an investigation or determination under this subtitle unless the submitting party had notice, at the time of
submission, that such information would be released, or the pmiy subsequently consents to such release.
Requires any party submitting such confidential business information also to provide a nonconfidential version
of the information, in which the confidential business information is summarized or, if necessary, deleted.

Subtitle C: Cases Uuder Title II of the Trade Act of 1974 - (Sec. 331) Requires tIle lTC, whenever it makes
an affirmative determination that an imported article constitutes a substantial cause or threat of serious injury to
a domestic industry producing an article like or directly competitive with it, also to find (and report to the
President) whether imports from Peru t h a t '
.
.
ds are a substantial cause or threat of
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serious injury to such industry. Authorizes the President to exclude goods of Peru from any import relief action
if they are not a substantial cause or threat of serious injury to the domestic industry.
Title IV: Procurement - (Sec. 4(1) Amends the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 to make eligible for U.S.
government procurement products or services of a foreign country or instrumentality that is a party to the
Agreement.
Title V: Trade in Timber Products of Peru - (Sec. 5(1) Directs the President to establish an Interagency
Committee to oversee and obtain verification whether the producer or exporter of Peruvian timher products to
the United States has complied with applicable laws of Peru goveming the harvest of, and trade in, such
products. Authorizes the Committee to direct CBP to take certain action including to detain or deny entry of
shipments of Peruvian timber products pending verification.
(Sec. 5(2) Requires the United States Trade Representative (USTR) to report to Congress on steps taken by the
United States and Peru on carrying out the Agreement with respect to trade in timber products of Peru.
Title VI: Offsets - (Sec. 6(1) Amends the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 to extend
certain customs fees for the processing of merchandise entered into the United States through December 13,
2014.
(Sec. 6(2) Amends the Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005 to increase the amount of any
corporate estimated tax installment otherwise due by a corporation with assets of not less than $1 billion in '
July, August, or September 2012 to 115.75% of such amowlt.
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Search Results

H.R.5724
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H.R.5724 [11 Oth]
Title:United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
Sponsor: BS'J21:LQ-Y.©LSJ!1.!2YJi [D-MD-5] (by request) (introduced 4/8/2(08)
Cosponsors: 1
Committees: House Wavs and Means
Related Bills: !l.!.lli.~U<i2.;1.. !:L8£.~J1?_;1, ~.;;"'i2.Q.
Latest Major Action: 4/l 0/2008 Rule !LRes.1092 passed House.

Jump to: Jitle§, Ml\iQL4ction§, Q9.J:1ill1it1.©l!.§, Summ'J[Y.
..............................................................................

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a tit/e for a portion ofa bill)

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To implement the United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [SELED'§!2l (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: Bill Status
Display.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

Kouse Wavs anA..Meane

ReferraL In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
4/8/2008--lntroduced.

United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act - Approves the United StatesColombia Trade Promotion Agreement (the Agreement) entered into with the government of Colombia.
Provides for the Agreement's entry into force upon certain conditions being met on or after January 1,2009.
Authorizes the President to proclaim actions, and otber appropriate officers of the U.S. govemmenl to issue
regulations, necessmy to ensure appropriate implementation of any provision of this Act that takes effect on the
date the Agreement enters into force.
Provides for: (I) administration of dispute settlement proceedings; (2) arbitration of certain claims against the
United States; and (3) specified tariff modifications.
Prescribes requirements for: (1) enforcement of textile and apparel rules of origin; (2) actions for relief from
imports benefiling from the Agreement: and 3 certain textile and apparel safeguard measures.
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Amends the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 to make eligihle for U.S. government procurement products or
services of a foreign country or instrumentality that is a party to the Agreement.
Provides for the following offsets: (1) amends the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 to
extend the authority for the collection of customs user fees for a specified period; and (2) amends the Tax
Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005 to increase by one percentage point the current increased
percentage of any required installment of corporate estimated tax. otherwise due in July, August, or September
2012, and by two percentage points the amount of any required installment of corporate estimated tm;
otberwise due in July, August, or September 2013.
Search Results
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Sc.1rch Results

H.R.6049
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H.R.6049 [1 lOthl

Majol' Actions: !:!!!!e

Title:Energy Improvement and Extension Act of2008
Sponsol': !kIJ..&'LlillllL£harles B. [D-!';')"- 15] (introduced 51I4/200S)
Cosponsol's: 12
Committees: House Ways and Means
House Repol'ts: l.!.Q.::~
Related Bills: H.RES. 1212, HR.2.lZ!i, HR5351. liR7060. HR.7201. S.3125. S.3335
Latest Majol' Actiou: 9/231200S Passed/agreed to in Senate. Status: Passed Senate with an amendment by
Yea-Nay. 93 - 2. Record Vote Number: 205.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a liI/e fi,r a parlion ofa bill)
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS INTRODUCED:
Energy and Tax Extenders Act of 200S
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS REPORTED TO HOUSE:
Renewable Energy and Job Creation Act of 200S
• SHORT T1TLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE:
Renewable Energy and Job Creation Act of 200S
• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED SENATE:
Energy Improvement and Extension Act of2008
Heartland Disaster JLI."'CfU'! I'lCfUI"UljO
Paul We'lls"one andPele J'JOIneJ1ic.1 M'em'aiHealt.11 P'ariiy .111<t A.1dicti,?nEq:lJit)! A.cl
Tax E'Ctenders and Alternative Minimum Tax ReliefAct (?f 2008
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 19S6 to provide incentives for energy production and

consen'ation, to extend certain expiring provisions, to provide individual income tax relief. and for other
purposes.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

1~.k£QII;.!?J

(dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: .!.lilL$.!l!.t\lli

5/]4/200S

Introduced in House

5/201200S
5/2]/200S

Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rept.1JQ-658.

9/23/2008

Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate with an amendment by Yea-Nay. 93 - 2. K<&'1c\LYQl!l

Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by recorded vote: 263 - 160 (Roll no. 344).
Ntllll~L'+_Ql·

COMMITTEE(S):
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Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

House Wavs and Means

Referral, Markup, Reporting

SUMMARY AS OF:

9/23/2008--Passed Senate amended.
Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008 - Amends the Internal Revenue Code to extend and modify
expiring provisions related to energy production and consen'ation and to provide for revenue enhancements.
Title I: Energy Production Incentives - Subtitle A: Renewable Energy Incentives - (Sec. 10I) Extends the
tax credit for the production of electricity from renewable resources: (I) through 2009 for wind and refined
coal facilities; and (2) through 2010 for closed and open-loop biomass, geothermal or solar ener!,'Y, small
irrigation power. landtlll gas, trasb combustion. and hydropower facilities. Modifies tm, credit rules for refined
coal, trash. and biomass facilities and for hydropower production.

(Sec. 1(2) Includes marine and hydrokinetic renewable energy as a resource for purposes of the tax credit for
producing electricity from renevvable resources.
(Sec. 1(3) Extends through 2016 the ener!,'y tax credit for solar ener!,'Y, fuel cell, and microturbine property.
Allows a new energy tax credit for comhined heat and power system property. Increases to $1,500 the credit
limitation for fuel cell property. Modifies energy tax credit rules to allow: (I) offsets of tax credit amounts
against alternative minimum tax (AMT) liabilities; and (2) public utility property to quali(y for such credit.
(Sec. 1(4) Allows an energy tm, credit through 2016 for qualified small wind energy property. Defines
!tquaUfied wind energy property" as property which uses a small vi/ind turbine which has a nameplate capacity
of not more than 100 kilowatts to generate electricity.
(Sec. 105) Allows an energy tax credit through 2016 for equipment which uses ground or ground water as a
thermal energy source for heating or cooling (geothermal heat pump systems).
(Sec. 1(6) Extends through 2016 the tax credit for residential energy emcient property. Eliminates the
limitation on the tax credit for solar electric property. Allows a residential energy tax credit for 30% of small
\vind energy and geothermal heat ptunp property expenditures.
(Sec. 1(7) Allows a new tax credit for investment in new clean renewahle energy bonds for capital
expenditures for renewable energy facilities.
Extends through 2009 the authority to issue clean renewable energy bonds.
(Sec. lOS) Includes steel industry fuel as a renewable resource for purposes of the tax credit for producing
electricity from renewable resources. Defines "steel industl)' fuel" as fuel that: (I) is produced by liquefying
coal waste sludge and distributing it on coal; and (2) is used as a feedstock for the manufacture of coke.
(Sec. 1(9) Extends through 2009 the deferral of tax on the gain on sales of transmission property by verticallyintegrated electric utilities to independent transmission companies approved by the Federal Energy Regulatol)'
Commission (FERC).
Subtitle B: Carbon Mitigation aud Coal Provisions· (Sec. II I) Allows a 30% iovestment tax credit rate [or
advanced coal-based generation technology projects and increases the ma,imtull credit amounts aHocable for

such projects to $2.55 billion.
Authorizes additional carbon energy proje~c "!Iiliilillllllliolll.wliiiilijolii the capture and and sequestration of
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carbon dioxide.
(Sec. 112) Increases to 30% the investment tax credit rate for coal gasification prqjects and the aggregate credit
amOlmt for such projects.
(Sec. 113) Extends the excise tax on coal until the earlier of December 31,2018, or the day after the first
December 31st after December 31, 200?, on which there is no balance of repayable advances made to tbe
Black Lung Disability Trust Fund and no unpaid interest on such advances. Makes a one-time appropriation to
the Trust Fund to pay the difference between the market value of outstanding repayable advances (plus accrued
interest), and the proceeds from the obligations issued by such Trust Fund to tbe Secretary of the Treasury.
(Sec. 114) Sets fortb special rules for refund claims of the coal excise tax by certain coal producers and

exporters,
(Sec. 115) Allows a new ta" credit for carbon dioxide sequestration.

(Sec. 116) Provides for the treatment of certain income and gains from industrial source carbon dioxide as
qualifying income for publicly traded partnerships.
(Sec. II?) Directs the Secretary of the Treasury to contract with the National Academy of Sciences for a
comprehensive review aflnternal Revenue Code provisions that have the largest effects on carbon and other
greenhouse gas emissions and to estimate the magnitude of those effects. Requires the Academy to report to
Congress on the results of such study not later than two years after the enactment of this Act. Authorizes
appropriations.
Title II: Transpol·tation and Domestic Fnel Security Provisions - (Sec. 20 I) Includes cellulosic biafuel
witbin tbe definition of biomass etbanal plant property for purposes of bonus depreciation.
(Sec. 2(2) Extends through 2009 income and excise tm, credits for hiodiesel and renewahle diesel used as fuel.
Increases the rotes of such credits.
(Sec. 2(3) Disqualifies foreign-produced fuel that is used or sold for use outside the United States from the
income and excise ta, credits for alcohol. biodiesel, and alternative fuel production.
(Sec. 2(4) Extends through 2009 the excise tax credit for alternative fuel and fuel mixtures. Requires such fuels

to include compressed or liquefied biomass gas and to meet certain carbon capture requirements.
(Sec. 2(5) Allows a new ta'( credit for new qualified plug-in electric drive motor vehicles. Limits the amount
of such credit based upon the gross vehicle weight rating of such vehicles. Terminates such credit after 2014.
(Sec. 2(6) Allows an exclusion from tbe heavy truck excise ta" for idling reduction devices and advanced

insulation used in certain heavy trucks and trailers.
(Sec. 207) Extends througb 20 I0 the tax credit for alternative fuel vehicle refueling property expenditures.
Includes electricity as a clean-burning fuel for purposes of such la, credit.
(Sec. 2(8) Provides for the treatment of certain income and gains from alcobol. biodieseI, and alternative fuels
and mixtures as qualifying income for puhlicly traded partnersbips.
(Sec. 2(9) Extends through 2013 the taxpayer election to expense the costs of certain refinely property.
(Sec. 210) Extends the suspension of the ta,able income limit on percentage depletion for oil and natural gas
produced from marginal properties.
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(Sec. 211) Allows employees to exclude reimbursements for bicycle commuting expenses from gross income.
Title III: Energy Conservation and Efficiency Pl"Ovisions - (Sec. 3(1) Allows a new tax credit for
investment in qualified energy conservation honds for capital expenditures to reduce energy consumption in
public buildings, implement green community programs, develop alternative and renewable energy sources,
and promote mass commuting facilities.
(Sec. 3(2) Extends through 2009 the tax credit for nonbusiness energy property expenditures. Includes energyefficient biomass fuel stoves as property eligible for such tax credit. Modifies tax credit standards for water
heaters, geothennal heat pumps, and energy efficiency improvements.
(Sec. 303) Extends through 2013 the tax deduction for energy efficient commercial buildings.
(Sec. 3(4) Extends through 2009 the tax credit for residential energy efficiency improvements.
(Sec. 30S) Modifies the tax credit amounts for energy efficient household appliances produced after 2007.
(Sec. 3(6) Allows an accelerated 1O-year recovery period for the depreciation of qualified smart electric meters
and smart electric grid systems.
(Sec. 307) Extends through FY2012 the authority to issue tax-exempt bonds for qualified green building and
sustainable design projects.
(Sec. 3(8) Allows a SO% depreciation allowance for reuse and recycling property used to collect, distribute, or
recycle certain materials, including scrap, Hbers, and metals.
Title IV: Revenne Provisions - Sec. 4tH) Reduces bv 3% the tax deduction for income attributable to
domestic production activities for taxpayers with income derived from activities related to oil, gas, or any
primary products thereof.
(Sec. 402) Revises the tax treatment of foreign oil and gas extraction income and foreign oil related income for
purposes of the foreign tax credit.
(Sec. 4(3) Includes within the reporting requirements of investment brokers the adjusted basis of any publicly
traded security owned by customers of such brokers.
(Sec. 4(4) Extends through 2009 the 0.2% Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) surtax.
(Sec. 40S) Increases the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund financing rate and extends such rate through 2017.
Division B: Tax Extenders and Alternative Minimnm Tax Relief - Tax Extenders and Alternative
Minimum Tax Relief Act of 2008 - Title I: Alternative Minimnm Tax Relief - (Sec. 101) Amends the
Internal Revenue Code to extend through 2008 for individual taxpayers: (1) the offset of nonreflmdable
personal tax credits against regular and alternative minimum tax (AMT) liability; and (2) the increased AMT
exemption amounts.
Increases the AMT refundable credit amount for individuals who have long-term unused minimum tax credits
from prior taxable years. Abates any underpayment of tax attributable to the application of special AMT rules
for the treatment of incentive stock options.
Title II: Extension ofindividnal Tax Provisions - (Sec. 201) Extends through 2009: (I) the tax deduction for
state and local sales taxes in lieu of state and local income taxes; (2) tbe tax deduction for qualified tuition and
related expenses; (3) tbe tax deduction for certain expenses of elementary and secondary school teachers; (4)
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the additional standard tm, deduction from gross income for real property taxes: (5) tax-free distributions from
individual retirement plans for charitable purposes; (6) the exemption from withholding oftm, of interestrelated and shorHerm capital gain dividends received from a regulated investment company (RIC) and the
special rule for RIC stock held in the estate of a nonresidents; and (7) the inclusion of a RIC within the

detlnition ofllqualified investment entity" for income tax purposes.
Title III: Extension of Bnsiness Tax Provisions (Sec. 3(1) Extends through 2009: (1) the tax credit for
increasing research activities; (2) the new markets tax credit; (3) the subpart F income exemption for active
financing income; (4) special rules for related controlled foreign corporations and for the tax treatment of
certain payments to tax-exempt organizations by a controlled subsidiary; (5) accelerated depreciation for
qualified leasehold arld restaurant improvements and for certain improvements to retail space; (6) the special
rule for reductions in the basis of S corporation stock for charitable contributions of property; (7) the increase
in alcohol excise taxes payable to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands; (8) the economic development credit for
American Samoa; (9) tax incentives for mine rescue team training and advanced mine safety equipment; (10)
the tax deduction for income attributable to domestic production activities in Puerto Rico; (II) issuance
authority for qualified zone academy bonds; (12) the Indian employment tax credit; (13) accelerated
depreciation of business property on Indian reservations and of motorsports racing track facilities; (14) the tax
credit for railroad track maintenance; (15) expensing alluwances for environmental remediation costs; (16)
work opportwlity tax credit eligibility for Hurricane Katrina employees (through August 28, 2(09); (17) the
increased rehabilitation tax credit for property in the Gulf Opportunity (GO) Zone; (18) the tax deduction for
corporate contributions of computer technology and equipment for educational purposes; (19) tax incentives
for investment in the District ofColurnbia; and (20) the expanded tax deductions for charitable contributions of
food and book inventories by noncorporate taxpayers.
(Sec. 325) Extends through 2014: (1) the suspension of tariff duties on certain wool products; and (2) the Wool
Research, Promotion, and Development Trnst Fund.
Title IV: Extension of Tax Administration Provisions - (Sec. 4(1) Makes permanent the authority of the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to: (1) conduct undercover operations; and (2) disclose tax return information
related to terrorist activities.
Title V: Additional Tax Relief and Otl.f1'Tax P,'ovisions - Snbtitle A: General Provisions - (Sec. 5(1)
Lowers in 2008 (from $10,000 to $8,5(0) the earned income threshold amount for determining the refundable
portion of the child tax credit.
(Sec. 5(2) Amends Internal Revenue Code provisions relating to the tax deduction for domestic film and
television productions to: (1) include within the income base for such deduction compensation for services
performed in the United States by actors, production personnel, directors, and producers and any copyrights,
trademarks, or other intangibles with respect to a film production; and (2) allow a deduction for partners or S

corporation shareholders who O\\TI at least a 20% interest in a film project.
(Sec. 5(3) Exempts from the excise tax on bows and arrows certain shafts consisting of all natural wood that
after assembly measure 5/16 of an inch or less in diameter and that are not suitable for use with bows that
would othenvise be subject to such tax (having a peak draw weight ono pounds or more).
(Sec. 5(4) Allows taxpayers who are plaintiffs in the civil action [n re Exxon Valdez, No. 89-095-CV (HRH)
(Consolidated) (D. Alaska), or their heirs or dependents, to: (1) elect to average, for income tm, purposes,
income received in settlement of such civil action; and (2) make a limited contribution of such settlement
income to certain tax-exempt retirement plans in the year such income is received.
(Sec. 50S) Allows accelerated depreciation (i.e., five-year recovery period) for certain farming business
machinery or equipment placed in service before January 1.2010.
(Sec. 5(6) Modifies the standards for imp0~'iioIilllIii61ioliollil....~\m preparers for understatements of tax to
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require: (I) substantial autbority for a position with respect to an item on a tax retum if such position was not
disclosed with the return; and (2) a reasonable basis for a position that was disclosed with the return.
Requires tax return preparers to have a reasonable beliefthat a position with respect to a tm, shelter or a
reportable transaction (a transaction having a potential for tax avoidance or evasion) will more likely than not
be sustained on its merits.

Subtitle B: Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction Eqnity Act of 2008 Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of2008 - (Sec. 5t2)Amends the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), the Public Health Service Act, and
the Intemal Revenue Code to require a group health plan that provides botb medical and surgical benefits and
mental health or substance use disorder benefits to ensure that: (l) the financial requirements, such as
deductibles and copayments, applicable to such mental health or substance use disorder benefits are no more
restrictive than the predominant financial requirements applied to substantially all medical and surgical benetits
covered by the plan: (2) there are no separate cost sharing requirements that are applicable only with respect to
mental health or substance use disorder benefits; (3) the treatment limitations applicable to such mental health
or substance use disorder benefits are no more restrictive than the predominant treatment limitations applied to
substantially all medical and surgical benefits covered by the plan; and (4) there are no separate treatment
limitations that are applicable only with respect to mental health or substance use disorder benefits.

Requires the criteria for medical necessity determinations and the reason for any denial of reimbursement or
payment for services made under the plan with respect to mental health or substance use disorder benefits to be
made available by the plan administrator.
Requires the plan to provide out-of network coverage for mental health or substance use disorder benefits if the
plan provides coverage for medical or surgical benefits provided by out-of network providers.
Exempts Crom the requirements of this Act a group health plan if the application of this Act results in an
increase for the phm year of the actual total costs of coverage with respect to medical and surgical benefits and
mental health and substance use disorder benefits by an amount that exceeds 2% for the first plan year and ! %

for each subsequent plan year. Requires determinations as to increases in actual costs under a plan to be made
and cel1ified by a qualified and licensed actuary.
Requires determinations for such an exemption to be made after such plan has complied with this Act for the
first six months of the plan year.
Sets Corth requirements for notifications of exemptions under this Act, including notification of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, the appropriate state agencies, and participants and beneficiaries in the plan.
Authorizes the Secretary and the appropriate state agency to audit the books and records of a group health plan
relating to an exemption.
Directs the Secretary to: (I) report to the appropriate congressional committees on compliance of group health
plm)s with the requirements of this Act; and (2) publish guidance and information conceming the requirements
of this Act and provide assistance concerning such requirements and the continued operation of applicable state

law.
Requires the Comptroller General to report to Congress on the specific rates, pattems, and treuds in coverage
and exclusion of specific mental health and substance use disorder diagnoses by health plans and health

insurance.
Title VI: Other Provisions - (Sec. (iO!) Revises the provisions of the Secure Rural Schools and Community
Self-Determination Act of2000.
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Provides for: (J) calculating payments to eligible states, counties, and territories for FY2008-FY20II and; (2)
the making of transition payments for FY200S-FY20 10 to California, Louisiana, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, and Washington. Sets forth distribution, election, and expenditure rules.
Permits eligible electing counties to expend a portion of funds received for the protection, restoration, and
enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat, and other consistent resource ol<jectives upon project approval.
Sets forth requirements for a merchantable timber contracting pilot program.
Revises provisions concerning resource advisory committees and the use and availability of project funds for
projects submitted by such committees. Terminates authority to initiate projects on September 30, 2011.
Revises provisions for the use of county funds for certain projects. Requires certification by participating

counties that county ftmds have been expended only for authorized uses. Temlinates authority to initiate such
projects on September 30, 2011.
Authorizes appropriations for FY200S-FY20II to carry out the Secure Rural Schools and Community SelfDetermination Act of 2000.
Amends the Act of May 23, 1908, and the Weeks Law to prescribe that an amount equal to the annual average
of25% of all amounts received for the applicable fiscal year and each of the preceding six fiscal years from
each national forest (under current law, 25% of all moneys received during any fiscal year) be paid at the end
of such year to eligible states and counties for the benetit of public schools and public roads in which such

forests are situated.
Amends federal law regarding payment in lieu of taxes to provide, for FY2008-FY20 12, for each county or
other eligible unit oftocal government to be entitled to payment for entitlement land (certain land owned by the
U.S. govemment).
(Sec. 602) Amends the Surface Mining Control and Reclanlation Act of 1977 to require the transfer of$9
million on October 1, 2010, to the United Mine Workers of America Combined Benetit Fund to provide for
refunds of certain health henefit premiums, death benefit premiums, and unassigned beneticiaries premiums.

Title VII: Disaster Relief· Subtitle A: Heartland and Hunicane Ike Disaster Relief - Heartland Disaster
Tax Relief Act of 200S - Makes certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code providing tax benefits to
residents of the Gulf Opportunity (GO) Zone and the Hurricane Katrina disaster areas, including provisions for
tax-exempt bond financing, the low-income housing ta'\. credit, an increased rehabilitation tax credit, education
and housing tax benefits, employee retention tax credits, and tax-exempt bond financing, applicable to
residents of the Mid\vestern disaster area on a similar basis. Defines "Midvvestem disaster areal! as an area in
which a major disaster has been declared by the President on or after May 20, 200S, and before August I,
2008, under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act by reason of severe storms,
tornados, or flooding occurring in any of the states of Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigml,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, and Wisconsin.
(Sec. 7(3) Includes within the reporting requirements of tax-exempt public charities information ahout disaster
relief activities and contributions received for those purposes.
(Sec. 7(4) Extends through 2010 tax-exempt bond financing and low-income housing tax credit benetits to the

Hurricane Ike disaster area. Defines the llHurricane Ike disaster area" as an area in Texas or Louisiana that \vas
declared a major disaster area by the President by reason of Hurricane Ike and that was determined by the
President to warrant federal assistance.

Subtitle B: Natioual Disaster' Relief - (Sec. 706) Waives the to% adjusted gross income limitation on
personal casualty losses for losses sustaine
<>d disaster occurring before Janna!).' I,
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20 10. Defines "federally declared disaster" as any disaster determined by the President to warrant federal
assistance under the Robert T. Stafford Relief and Emergency Assistance Act.
Increases the standard tax deduction by a t",,,payer's net disaster loss (i.e., personal casualty losses in a disaster

area over personal casualty gains).
Increases until December 31. 2009. the threshold for deductible casualty losses from $100 to $500.
(Sec. 7(7) Allows the expensing of business-related costs incurred due to a federally declared disaster for: (I)
the abatement or control of hazardous substances: (2) removal of debris or demolition of damaged structures;
or (3) repair of damaged property.
(Sec. 70S) Provides for a five-year carryback period for net operating losses attributable to a federally declared

disaster. AIIO\vs such losses as a deduction in computing alternative minimum taxable income.
(Sec. 7(9) Modifies certain mortgage revenue bond requirements for principal residences damaged or
destroyed in a federally declared disaster occurring before JanualY I, 20 IO.
(Sec. 710) Allows accelerated depreciation and increases the expensing allOWallCe for qualified disaster
assistance property. Defines "qualified disaster assistance property" to include nonresidential real or residential
rental property in a federally declared disaster area.

Title VIII: Spending Reductions and Appropriate Revenue Raisers for New Tax Relief Policy - (Sec. SOl)
Requires the inclusion in gross income for income tax purposes of employee compensatIon deferred under a
nonqualified deferred compensation plall of a nonqualified entity when there is no substantial risk of forfeiture
of the rights to such compensation. Defines Hnonqualified entity" as any foreign corporation lIDless
substalltially all of its income is: (I) effectively connected with a trade or business in the United States; or (2)
subject to a comprehensive foreign income tax. Includes certain partnerships \\:ithin such definition.
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AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROllP, INC.
70 PINE STREET

NEW YORK, NY 10270
EDMUND J. LEI!

TEt..

ASSISTANt VICE PRI'.$lPf-NT

FAX.

, .... , . . . . . .

E-Mail:

fNH~N"110N.'t.& CO/IPOIl,},T6 AHAIl'!S

FACSIMILE
DATE:

January 26, 2005

To:

BmdCard

RE:

Attached Letter - Vietnam

FAX: 202-484..'<'

JPages.

Brad,
As discussed, attached is a draft of a letter that we hope Speaker Hastert and
Congressman Rangel might consider signing off on. Please let me know
what I need to do as far as fonow~up is conct..'fficd.
If Speaker Hru;tert and Congressman Rangel would agree to the letter, it
woald be greatly appreciated if we could get a.copy of the signed letters.
Thank you.

ELicb
attach.
SNietnam/Ltn;.!·05

Confidential

AIGSC0424
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January 25, 2005

H.E. Pha" Van Khai
Prime Minister
Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Dear Prime Minister Pban Van Khai:
We are writing to bring your attention to a matter that is ofgrcat concern to us as Vietnam conducts
bilateral negotiations, including with the United States, to enter the World Trade Organization
(WTO). It is our understanding that no U.S. company has yet received a general insurance license
to operate tn Vietnam. It will be difficult for us to support any U.s.-Vietnam bilateral agreement if
Vietnam does not first grant a general insurance license to a U.S. company.

We Imderstand that American IntemationaJ Group (AIG) a leading U.S, insurance company ~~ is
sL'eldng a 100% owned general insurance license in Vietnam, and that its application has been
pending for more than 12 years before your government.

We also understand that a Gemmn, and a

French company have already received 100% owned general ins'urance licenses. The i.mmediate
approval of AlG's general insurance application would send a strong signal to the U,S> Congress
that Vietnam is serious about providing U.S, companies the same market opportunities as other
foreign companies.
AlG wa.') one of the leading eady supporters of normalized poHtical nnd:ecollomic relations between
the U.s. and Vietnam, and 1S currently a strong supporter of Vietnam's bid to join the WTO.

We

also understand that AlG has been active in Vietnam for more than a decade, supporting training
and other philanthropic activities to help Vietnam and its citizens reach key economic development
objectives. AIG has even supported fellowship pro&Yfams for Vietnamese officials to visit the U.S.
to receive specialized training in economic management.
As you know, nur two countries have enjoyed an increasingly strong trading relat.ionship since the
U.S.-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement went into effect in200L In f..'!ct, the United States is nOW
Vietnam's largest export market. We hope to continue building upon this strong trade relationship
by supporting Vietnam's accession to the WTO, However, this witl be difficult if U.S. companies
continue to be excluded from the general insurance market in Vietnam. We understand that there

are difficult domestic political considerations that accompany economic 1iberalizatjoll~ but we
strongly believe that fully opening a major service sector like insurance win benefit the Vietnamese
economy. and further strengthen the economic relat.ionship between the United States and Vietnam.
We appreciate your attention to the matter.
Sincerely,
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4120/05
Description of A.lG's Priority Tax Concerns

1) Pending technical correction to secti'on 965--the foreign earnings repldriation
pro.vision

The American Jobs Creation Act 01'2004 (JOBS Act) added ,eeli,," 965 t" the .Internal
Revenue Code to encourage U.S. multinationals to repatriate earnings currently held
offshore back to the U.s. in an elTort to foster domestic rcwinvestment. House Ways and

Means Committee Hill Thomas (R~CA) and Senate Finance Committee Chairman Chuck
Grassley (R-IA) are-preparing a t~x:hnicar corrections bill that would cl.arify certain. JOBS
Act provi,sions, including section 965. Section 965 provides multinationals a special. onetime 85% dividends received deduction that has the efTec-t of taxing such qualifying

dividends at a tate of only 5,25%, For {.~lendar year taxpayers, earnings must be
repatriated in one of two years, either 2004 or 2005, As currently drafted, the provision
provi.des no benef1t to AlG, since a significant portion of AIG's prior foreign earnings
have already been subject to U.s. tax under the subpart F regime and repatriated us
earnings previously subject to U.S. taxation, In efte-et, ArG is penafi.z..ed becaust~ a
substantia! portion of its offshore eanlltlJ.,to;; is subJect to current taxation under subpart F,
and because those earnings have already been repatriated IQ the U,S., without additional
U.S. tax cost.
The AIG Tax Department drafted a statutory amendment and accompanying explanation
intended to make AIO eligible for section 965. Until recemiy, Mike Murphy and the
Washington office have bee·n coordinating a number of meetings with the tax staffs of
each tax committee and the l'reasul'Y Department to address AIC)"s unique position.
However~ at fhls juncture, several political' and kgisla1:ive hurdles mmain. Specifically,
the ta.x committees have raised concems about the <'technical" nature ofout suggested
amendment and the possible rCWJ)uc cost,.aWlough we believe that our proposed change
would. have a net posi.tive revenue. effect for the U.S. Treasury. At our request.
Congressman Kevin Brady (R"lX) has asked the Joint Committee ofTaxa6on (JCT) to
prepare a formal revenue estif1,lutc for OUt proposed amcildment. The JeF is the final
arbiter of any proposed amendments revenue gain or loss. Assuming the revenue
estimate is acceptable (Le., little or no revenue loss)j we wiH stillllced 10 address the
poUtl<:(t! concerns raised by pressing an amendment that is very specific to AIG.
2) Active financing·

Redacted
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Redacted

3) LSA" RSA" a9'1 E;R§A' and E,tate Tax Repeal-

Redacted

4) Proration of tax~exempt lUunicipal bond interestRedacted
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Redacted

5) Inside build-up ,-

Redacted
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Written Testimony of The Honorable Frank G. Wisner
Vice Chairman External Affairs
American International Group, Inc. (A1G)

October 3. 2005

Chainnan Thomas, Ranking Member Rangel and Members of the Committee, thank yOll
for the opportunity to submit testimony on the proposed United States-Bahrain Free
Trade Agreement on behalf of American International Group, Inc.
'
American International Group, Inc. has both life and non~life insurance operations in the
Kingdom of Bahrain and ha'i a tong commercial history in the Mkldle East region as a
whole. For this reason, AlG ha..~joined the U.S, Middle Ea'jt Free Trade Coalition and
fuBy supports its agenda in support ofbilaterHI trade agreements between the United
States and its trading paJiners 1/1 the Middle East, with a view to achieving the President's
vision ofa Mh:ldle East Free Trade Area by 2013.
AIG ha$ had a pr~-ence in Bahrain since J959. As an American business that clDeys a
histol'ical relationship with th.c Kingdom, we strongly support this agreement. -ntis
agreement builds. on the existing Bilateral Investment Treaty and offers increased
investor protection, improved transparency and increased access to a market where
American business is already made welcome, The improved conditions that this
agreement offers will provide American cornpanics. already licensed in Bahrain, with the
opportunity to expand their client base and business.
It is to United States' strategic and commercial advantage to enter into the proposed Free
Trade Agreement Bahrain, a U,S. naval base since 1947, is cttrrcntJy home to the U.S.
Navy's 5111 Fleet and the United States has long enjoyed a strong strategic relationship
with the Kingdom of Bahrain. In addition, the Kingdom has provided a stable and
predictable commercial operating environment for American businesses in the Gulf
region for many years.

The Government of Bahrain is not only committed to market liberalization but also to
social change that offers increased opportunity to members of its population to actively

participate in· and benefit from improved husiness prospects. Over the la<;l two years,
Bahrain has made extraordinary efforts to institute democratic reforms. Bahrain is now a
constitutional monarchy \vith an ck"Cted lower chamber of purliament. Its Judiciary is
independent and women arc afforded tile right to vote and to stand for political alTice,
The Kingdom of Bahrain, a member of the GuffClJoperntion Council, ha'{ a historic
tradition ofcommerce within the region and with nations: worldwide, Therefore, the
proposed Agrccment offers regional busines,"3 opportunities to American exporters of
goods and services that may select Bahrain as their regional P0rl of tontry. As such. this
Agreement is equally about the boosting of regional trade llnd thereby about the creation
of meaningful job opporttmities ill the Kingdom and the Middle East region, all of which
will ultimately as..",tst in the improvement of political stabilityA free trade agreement with the Kingdom of Bahrain will provide 11 strong platform for
increased business enterprise and job creation in this troubled region. The United States
can only benefit from the conclusion of such an agreement with this well-se,asoned and
reliable trading pal1ncf, which otI'ers abundant opportunities for American busi:ncss. It is
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Written Testimony of The Honorable Frank G. Wisner
Vice Chairman External Affairs
Arneriean tnternational Group, inc. (AIG)

october 3, 2005
therefore only right that the proposed Agreement. an instrument reflecting our
relationship with the Kingdom l is before you for consideration.
AIG and its Middle East operations and their employees; look forward to Congress'
approval of the proposed United States - Bahrain Free Trade Agrc~ll1enl thai will provide
them and other American businesses a privileged place in this important e~~onomy. I
would be pleased to come before you and provide any additional informat.ion the
Committee may request.
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MJ;:MORANDUM
DATE:

May 15,2006

TQ:

Ned Cloonan

] ....OM:

James Chin
Ed Lee
Trip Report: May 10,2006

REDACTED

Q.m.\llrcssman Charli.d!·l!!!gfl (D-1'!Y)
We rnet vvith Chief of Staff George Dalley and talked ~bout

QUf

math/science mun.date and our discussion with

City College. We also spent a few minute 'with Rangel who asked for you. George asked
updates on our discussion on the Rangel Center.
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FAX:

\\lWw.t:cfly.r.llnv.edu
OFF1CE Of'

nm

PRESlDENT

May 15,2006

Ned Cloonan
Vice President

Edmund Lee
Assistant Vice President
International & Corporate Affairs
James Y, Chin
Director
International & Corporate Affairs
American International Group, Inc.
70 Pine Street

New York, NY 10270
Dear Mssrs. Cloonan, Lee, nnd Chill:
Orr behalf of The City College of New York, I would like to thank you for rhe opportunity to
present a proposal to American International Group, Inc. Our mutual friend, Congressman
Char'.es B, Rangel, was kind: enough to introduce us to eacl1 other and all of us at the College
look forward to forging a partnership that will both attain your goals and meet CCNY's needs.
I lmderstand that yon seek to increase the number of young people entering science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers in the US, especially those from uJldem:~prcsentcd
populations. We. seek that as wen and have been one of the nation's foremost leaders in doing it.
Congressman Rangel, one of the greatest statesmen of our tUlle, shares our goals and, because of

that, has decided that City College is where he wiU establish the Charles B. Rangel Center to
help train those very students in public service. We applaud your wish to honor him and his
career and we would very much like to see O'ViQ.'
..
~.:{~e Range! Center.
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In the enclosed proposal, we have drawn up a pIa" that will enable AIG to botb Sllppmt STEM
students from underrepresented g.roups-the AIG STEM Program, and also perpetuate AIG~s

name and support throngh a pClmanent naming of the Charles B, Rangel Center's homc·"..-,AIG
Han.
AlG's support of the AlG STEM Program will demonstrate its commitment to increasing tbe

number of US-trained STENI professionals, and also signify an important commitment to
diversity. AlG's naming of the Charles B. Rangel Cenier~s home l AlG Hall? will stand as a
tribute to this extraordinary 1l1dividual and the values which define his personal and professional

life.
The annoullcement of lhis commitment by AlG to The CIty College of New York and to the
Charles B. Rangel Center would result tn enormous visibility for AlG in the Harlem community,
Friends of CCl\ty from within and outside of New York will join us, ftrst when we announce
these pioneering initiatives, and then., as we celebrate AlG's support of STEM, div(~rsity> and
Congre-'Slllan Rangel at AIG Hall's groundbreaking ceremony,

Thank you very much for considering Ollr proposal and I look forWard to meeting you all soon.
Sincerely,
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THE AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP PROGRAM
& MATHEMATICS (AIG STEM PROGRAM)

IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING

and

AIG HALL AT THE CHARLES

B.

RANGEL CENTER
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For over 157 years, City College hasprol'ided an avenue of
upward mobility jar talented students seeking a quality education.
Andfor over 157 years, the CoUege ha, educated generations 'if
leaders in every profession. Often th(~ children ofimmigrants or
immigrants themselves, often the first ones in the fami{v to attend
college, and (~fien lvorking while taking on challenging academic
programs, these talented students make theirH'{~Y toward success
with diligence and determination:

Toda)/s City College is a microcosm ofNew f(Jrk City, with one
ofthe most diverse ,s'tudent bodies ofany colle!!,'£! in America, Its
more than 12,000 students carryon a tradition ofexcellence as
they win prestigious awards arid,te11owships; gain acceptance to
leading A17y.lduate and prqfe,\'sional schools, and make their marks
in the sciences, in the arts, in public service, in industry, and in
education,
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Executive Summary

PUbl'" Recognllion of lhe AIG STEM Program
The AIG STEM Program
The Case tor Diversity
The City College P....eminence In STEM
The Amerfcan International Group's fnvestment in STEM and Diversity

13.

Tha AIG STEM Program and How It Wlil Work

14.

AIG and the Charlea B. Rangel Center

16.

City College's Request to American Internationa.l Group

18~

Conclusion

19.

AppendIx
Budget Explanation for the AIG STEM Program & AlG Hall

20.

Budget Model for the AIG STEM Program

22.

Budget Model for AIG HALL at the Rangel Center
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City College seeks to attract and retain more high·
achieving students in science, technology, englneer~
lng, and mathematics (STEM} through a combination
of financial awards for tuition and other ooucational
expenses, and academic student support servi{'£s.
CCNY especIally wishes to encourage and support
potential students from diverse populations underrep·
resented in STEM fields to apply to the College and
graduate in those areas.
The growing ne.ed for graduates in these fields, coupied

with deerlo'ing numbers of such graduates produced in
the US, provides an opportunity lor City College to
sustain its longstanding mission while also advancing
institutional excellence aod serving society's needs,
To increase the overall number of exceJllng students
In these much-needed 'fields, The City College of New

wilh American !nternational Group to bring a select
group of top students from US populations underrepresented in STEM to the College and help meB!
America's need for scientists and engineers, The
program will be known as the AIG STEM Program
and the participating studenls wil! be known as the
AIG Scholars.

In addition, some of these AIG Scholars will continue
on into the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service to earn their master's degree, so lhallhey will
be qualifled to enter professions in government and
public seNioo requiring knowledge of scienoo and
engineering as well as an understanding of policy,
CCNY's request to eslablish the AIG STEM Program
is $1 million per year for five years.
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They will sludy al AIG Hall al the Charles R Rangel
Center, named for American Internatlonal Group,
whose gift to restore the magnificent landmark man~
sien adjacent to the CCNY campus which wm house
the enlire Rangel Center, will be AIG's investment in
the lulure of this unique relationship botween two vital
programs_ AIG Hall .1 CCNY will be a pennanenl and
prominent fixture hi Harlem, giving great visibility to
AIG_ CCNY's request 10 eSlablish AIG Hall at the
Charles a, Rangel Center is $1 million per year for
five years.

Schools Chancellor Joel Klein
Mayor MIchael Bloomberg
State Senator David Patterson, minority leader of
lhe New York State Senate
The Honorable BasH Patterson, long time New
York and Harlem political leader
New York State Harlem Assemblyman Kellh Wright
Former Manhattan Borough President Percy Sutton
Former New Yorl{ City Mayor Dam Dinkins
New York State Harlem Assemblyman Denny Farrell
Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce Pres'ldent
Lloyd Williams_

The two interlinked programs come to a total gift of

$10 million over five years.

Public Recognition of the AIG
STEM Program
A commitment from American fnternatlop.al Group to
help meet these important needs and to name this
important Center's home will command notice from
New York City and New York State governmont omcials, from the media, and lrom other corporate and
Indlvidualleaders. City College will hold a press conference announcing the total gift, and together with
the AIG leadership, invite the noteworthy figures
below who are friends of CCNY to attend. The official
openIng of AIG Hall at the Rangel Center win 00 a
resplendent and celebratol)' event, attended by City
College's dlsl1nguished alumni and friends.

As benelectors 01 the City College of New York, AIG
will become apart of the CCNY community and honored
guests at all dinners, receptions, and events. As City
College has become the important slop in Harlem for
visiting dignliaries and poJiticalleaders, this visiblli1y
will-attest to and demonstrate publicly AfG's support
for higher education and greater opportunities for
underrepresented minorities,

These include:
Former President William Jefferson Clinton
Former President Georga G. W, Bush
Governor George Patak!
Senators Hilary Clinton and Charles Schumer,
Congressman Chartos B. Rangel
Attomey General Eliot Spitzer
General Colin L Powell
His Excellency Kof! Anan, UN Secretary General
His Excellency Daniel Ayalon, Jsraeli Ambassador
to the Unlled States
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The Critical Need for More U.S.
Graduates in STEM

decades, U,S, scientific and technological
production and innovation flourished, largely
because althe naHan's ability to recruit talented
American students into the science and engineerIng disciplines, and when domestic talent

The increased national need for skUled technology
vlOrkers Is linked to ongoing strides in science, technology, engineering, and math, and the fact that
America is now a digitiled SOCiety. Many of the most
important challenges we will face in the future require
technological and scientlfic superiorlty, U,S, institu~
Ilons of hJgher education, however, have not been

was unavailable, to import tho best sc1enilsts and
engineers from around the world. (Envisioning a
21st Century Science and Engineering
Workforce for the United States; Tasks for
University, industry, and Govemment (2003) at
the Government~University-lndtJstry Research
Roundtable at lha Univers~y of Wisconsin)

able to meet the need and there is a critical shortage.
"- The National Science Board, an independent
body that advises Congress and oversees the

National Science Foundation, recently warned of
a'troubling decline' in the number of U,S. citizens
studying to booome scientists and engineers,
even as the number of jobs requiring science
and engineerjng training grows. (August
6, 2004, articlfl on ihe Computer Network web
site entitled, "Brain Drain in Tech's Future?")
... The Unfled States is iacing a crisis in science

-

Harvard's Richard Freeman reported that in splte
of the curren! U.s. leadership in scientific
research and 1n "applying the results of research
and development to practical economic problems."
U.S. science and engineering would be in crisis"
if they depended solely upon US graduates
in these areas: (August 24, 2004, issue of the
(os/flute of Electronics and Electrical Engineers'
Speclrum ,magazine)
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As the nation seeks to locate these crucially needed
sdenHsts and engineers, one largely untapped
resource are populations hitherto underrepresented in
these fields. The current scarcity 01 US residents
versed in technological fields IS apparenllo an even
greater extent among minorities, allowing valuable
talent to go unused and losing the ao'vantages to
society that diversity brings. In the post-9/i t era, this
shortage has become increasingly crllieal as smentists
and engineers fr-om outside the US, on whom industry
formerly r.ied to fill American commercial and academia
deficiencies, are finding it more difficult to enter and
remain in the US,
Although more than a quarter of the American
school~age popUlation In the United States is
made up of minority students, the working population of U.S. engineers is predominately while
non+Hispanic, with a fair representation of
Asians, but only a sprinkling of African-American,
Hispanic and Native American participants,
Despite a greater awareness of the need for
diversity in engineering that occurred over the
past decade, the historic pattem of underrepresentation for African-Americans, Hispanlc~
Americans, and Native Americans has changed
very iill!e, It will be a loss to the nationlf
America falls to capitalize ttxfay on the wealth of
talent and abillty represented by its increasingly
diverse populatjon, (July 2001 study undertaken
by the Commission on ProfessIonalS in Science
and Technology for the American Association
for the Advancement of Science Making Strides
ent~led 'Under-represented minorllies 1n
Engineering!

are dramatically underrepresented in Science
Engineering (S&E). Women comprise 46

a~nd

percenl of Ihe !otallabor torce, but 0!tv 23 per
cent of the S&E labor force. African·Americans
and elhnic minorities constitute 24 percent of the
lolal populallon but only 7 percent 01 lI1e SSE
labor force. This means the majority ri
AmerIcans Is underrepresented in S&E.
(UEnvisloning a 21 st Century Science find
Engineering Workforce for the United Slates:
Tasks for UnlversHy. Industry, and Govemment;'
2003)
My argument is essentially that lhe quality of
engineering is affected by diversify (or the lack
of it). To suppor! that argument, I am going to
share with you some very deep beliefs abollt the
nature of engineering, some of which run counter
to stereotypes of engineers and engineering.
The argument in a nutshell hinges on the notion'
that engineering Is a profoundly creative profession - nol the stereotype, I know, but something I believe deeply. The psychological literalure
tells us that craativity is not something that just
happens. It is the result of making unexpected
connecllons between things we already know.
Hence, creatMty depends on our life experiences,
Without diversity, the life experiences we bring
to an engineering problem are limited.
(William A. Wwl, President, National Academy
of Engineering, in "Diversity in Engineering:
Managing the Workforce of the Future,» 2002)

Similar statlstics exist for minority scientIsts,
The demographic, 01 Ihe Un.ed b~ates are
changing, Women and minorllies together make
up 60 percent of the total workforce, but lhey
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The City College of New York continues to play an
important role lnnelping to lill the need for more
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STEM graduates and addressing me shortage,
Poised to become Olle of the nation's leaders in
education and research in these fields, City College

01

proudly claims ftagship programs in science, technology,
engineering, and mathema!lcs on its campus. City
College, the oldest and most eminent among ihe City
University's 19 membercoHeges, is Ihe acknowledged
leader In lhese fields af education and res$arch, The
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City College campus was selected by CUNY for the
new Center for Serenca, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics Education, and Cl1y College faculty
were chosen to staff the Center. CCNY has also been
chosen to host the CUNY $175M Advanced Science
Research Center,
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molecular modeling, transportation inlrastructure,
nanotechnology, laser optiCS, and AIDS and cancer
research, This past academic year, 1M College's
faculty received research grants tolaUng over $42 mimon,
That figure represents an increase of 50% Qver a twoyear period. The College expects that amount to continue to rise, putting it on track to become one of the
top 100 research universities in the nation within the
next five years. Nevv York State shares this vision for

Cily College, Even in the midst of Ught budgets, it
has oommltted more than a quarter of a biHlon doflars
in capITa! funding for CCNY ~ including new science
faclflties and a shining new homo for tha Schoo! of
Architecture.

City College Science and

C'i Engineering Faculty
wi Last year, Clly College hirod 53 new full-time profes-

0'

A Research Powerhouse
Always a great teaching institution, City College is
also a research powerhouse 'In fields as various as

sors, including a patent-holding research chemist who
is a member of the National Academy of Engineering
and the National Research Council. According to the
:2003 ranklngs of The University 01 Florida's Center for
University Research, this brings the number 01 City
College faculty members who are members of on8 of
the three Amancan sclentlfic academies to 10, placing
the College 36th among all public insiltutions of higher
education nationWide.

NASA has selected City College as a Center for
Optical Sensing and Imaging - bringing $6 million to
!tie College for research and development of instruments for sensing and imaging the earth and its environment like the $7,5 mWion awarded last year by
the Department of Commerce to establish a Center
for Remote Sensing at CCNY, the NASA award
reflects nol only the world<lass talent of Ctty College
faculty, but also highlights CCNY's success in recruiting,
mentorlng and graduating minority students in STEM.
The Crry College supports 21 regional and national
advanced research centers and institutes.

Of these, eleven CCNY faculty members have been
elected to the National Academy of Sclenees or the
National Academy of Engineering. With his election to
the National Institute of Health, CUNY Distinguished
Professor of Engineering Sheldon Weinbaum became
one of only eight liVing members to be elected to all
three, Disllngulshed Professor of PhySICS Miriam
Sarachik Joined the ranks of Hans Bethe and J,
Robert Oppenheimer as president of the American
Physical Sociely last year.

6
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CCNY's Undergraduate Research
Program
City College faculty members particlpate in a program
that offers a unique opportunity to talented undergraduales In STEM, CCNY has the lafl)esl undergraduate
research program in the New York metropolitan area,
larger than that of Columbia or NYU. As undergraduates,
CCNY students work with the best science and engi

M

neering faculty and publlsh papers in academic jour~
nals. In 2004..Q5, the College mounted what may
have been the very first academic conference showcasing student research, "Einsleins in the Cily,' Four
CCNY alumni Nobel Laureates attended as part of a
panel discussion and encouraged the young scientists
and engilWers in their goals,
One of the many CCNY alumni who participated in
the undergraduate research program is AfricanAmerican Kurt James '03 EE, a Natronal Aeronautics
and Space Administration/National Action Council for
Minorities in Engineering Scholar now pursuing his
doctorate. As an undergraduate, he co-authored an
article wIth Distinguished Professor Miriam Sarachick,
president of the American PhYSical Society, "In-plane

Fellow chapter members Miguel Matos, Rebecca
Pizarro and 20 other students visited Nueva Sulza

Magnetconductivity of 81 MOSFETs; A Quanlltalive

from April 13 - 20,

Comparison of Theory and Experiment," which was
published in the Physical Review this year.
In ApMl2Q06, Members of the CCNY chaptar of
Engineers Without Borders traveled to Nueva Suiza,
a small village in a mountainous region of Honduras,
over !heir spring break to conduct preliminary work for
designing a water collection, distribution aoo treatment for that communi1y. The CCNY Chapter, which
was chartered last fall and has 40 members, was
selected for the project after submitling a proposal to

In 2005, Lev Sviridov became City College's first
Rhodes SCholar since 1939 and is now studying at
Oxford. Phillipa NJau won the coveted Goldwater
Prize in sclence, And in 2005, David Bauer won first
prize in the nationallntef Science Talent Competition

and is currently a freshman at City College. Lev and
Phillipa had participated in CCNY's undergraduate
research program for four years. David had worked
with a CCNY professor for two years on his research
as a high school student!

the national organization. "We submitted ideas on
how to fix the problem and had to show we had
knowledge of the country and could create a sustainable projeci,~ explained Yurintzy Estrada, a senior

civil engineering major who is manager of the project
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The Grove School of Engineering
at The City College of New York
The only public school of engineering in the New York
metropolitan areai and one of only four in New York
State, the CCNY Grove Schoo! of Engineering holds
aposition of national proominence among public
schools of engineering and computei_ science. It is
recognized for the excellence of its instructional and
research programs, particularly in technologies with
relevance to New York City,' its metropoUtan ragion~

and New York Stale. The school offers seven different bachelor's degrees and master of science/master
of engineering degrees in seven fields: civll, electrical,
mechanIcal, biomedical, and computer engineering,
and computer science. Twelve PhD programs in engi~
neerlng are located On campus and the degrees are
jointly conferred with the CUNY Graduate Center.
The Grove School of Engineering is academically
demanding; its Gurliculum requires 135 rather than
the usual 120 credits for graduation; and a fifth under~
graduate year is frequently required to complete the
Bachelor in Engineering degree. Last year, more than
400 entering freshman chose engineering as their
major, and in 2003-2004, more than 2000 students
chose enginooring and technology majors.

Are-search leader, the CCNY Grove School 01
Engineering hosts 13 engineering research institutes:
Center for Advanced Engineering Design and
Development
, Cooperative Remote Sensing Science and
Technology Center
CUNY Inslitute for Municipal Waste Research!
Center for Water Resources and
Environmontal Research
CUNY Institute for Transportation Systems
CUNY lnstttute for Urban Systems
Earthquake Engineering Center
, International Center for Environmental
Resources and Devolopmen1
InslUute lor Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers
Benjamin Levich Institute for Physico-Cheniical
Hydrodynamics
NY Center lor Biomedical Engineering
NYS Centor for Advanced Technology-Ultrafast
Photonic Materials and ApplicaHons
Telecommunications and Information Networks
Laboratory
University Transportation Research Center
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The City College of New York
Division of Science

The Center for Mesoscopic Modeling and
Simulation
.

Former home to nine Nobel Laureate CCNY alumni,

The Center for Study of Cellular & fylolecular

>

Basis of Development
The Financial Mathematics Research Group

1

The Molecular Beam Epitaxy Program

the City College Divisioll of Science maintains its
supremacy today and is considered among the best
in the country. Students may major in maihemallcs,
biology, earth ~ystems science, physics, chemistry,
and pre-medical studies. More than 160 students

Investment in STEM at City College

enter science each year and in 2003-2004, more than
900 students majored in science.
Each major has several options for undergraduate
research: for example, mathematics majors may

The State of New York has allocaled $250 million to
build a new City College Science Center and a CUNY
Advanced Science eenler - these arc 1n addition to
the renovation of Marshak, City Col1ege's current

science building. CCNY's leadership in science
consorHa include:

choose among pure math, applied math, or math
education. Earth Systems Science students study

Tho CUNY Cenler for Advanced Tecl1nology,
ranked #1 in the New York State, ahead of
Cornell and Columbia. Nationally known for its

geosphere, biosphere and atmosphere interactions,
Ongoing faculty research projects in which earth
science undergraduates may participate Include:
visiting 1M Colorado Rockies to evaluate the atmospheric parttcles drifting east from Los Angeles; studying
the bacterjaltreatment -of radioac!lYe waste; monitoring
volcanoes in Nevada; carrying out field research in
the Caribbean to study the Intersection of the earth's
large tectnnlc plates; and collecting cloud and atmos
pherlc data at Storm Peak Laboratorj in tile northern

w

Colorado Rockies for study. Research opportunilles in
each of the other disciplines are equally rich.

The Dlvlsion 01 Science Research Centers and
Institutes include:
, The CCNY-Memorial Sloan Kettering
Partnership
,. The Cen.ter br Algorithms & Interactive
Scientific Software
, The Center for Analysis of Structures and
Inlerraces (Nanolecl1nology)
The Center for Information Networking and
Telecommunications

work in photonics and led by City University
Distinguished Professor Robert Alfano, who
holds 60 US patents, it recently received a $1 0
mlilion grant for renewed funding;
The Research Center in Minority InstiluHons
(RCMI} initiative thrives at CCNY. The Center,
ouill on the eXisting strengths of the College in
the RCMI·supported areas, was enriched by the
addillon ot new research in three scientific

areas: BlomoleCUlar Structure and Function,
GanGer and Neurobiology, and Immunology.
ReM1 recently received an $11 million gran!
from NIH.
The Grove School of Engineering recenlly
received agift of $26 million lrom CCNY alumnus
Andrew Grove, founder of Intel Corporation, to
advance faculty research, attract talented students
and scholars, and create new programs.
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City College's Record of Diversity
and STEM
,
Other colleges talk of diversity, btlt City College truly
lives It. Two years ago, in US News and Worfd
Report, City College ranked #1 in divers~y where
African-Americans were the largest group. Last year,
CCNY ranked #1 in diversity where HispanicAmericans were the largest group. More than 87% 01
CCNY students describe themselves as members of
aminority group.

The Chronicle of Higher Education 2003 Almanac
reports that of the total number of overall bachelors
degrees earned in the United States as a whole,
while students earned 75% of the total, blacks 8,5%)
Hispanics 6.5%. and Asian·Paciflc Islanders 6,2%.
The same year at City College, however, blacks
earned 34, t% of lha total bachelor's degrees awarded,
Hispanics 30.1 %and AsianIPacrfic lslanders 11%an unparalleled record of success for underrepresented
populations. Many of these students majored in STEM,
Following a tradition lha! reflects the pattern of gener~
alions of CCNY alumni, whose achievements became
the model for 1helr own families, CITy College students
are often the first In their families to go to college, an.d
most have very limited financial resources,
Approximately 58% come from families With combined
incomes of $30,000 or less; lhree,quarters work while
attending school, some at more than one Job. Over
half of CCNY's students aUend part. timo, most often
for financial reasons. Now, as in its historic past, City
College is the place where.lalented lINew Americans ll
- immigrants and the children of immigrants - go to
be educated, More than gO languages besides
English are spoken on the campus and every ethnic
group is represented,
What is more important, CCNY's record in graduatlng
scientists and engineers from minority grouPSfS stellar

and unique within New York State. The National
Action Council for Minorities In Engineering (NACME),
reports these statistk,s from its mosl recent findings
dating from 2001:
... The City GoUege of New York ranked among the
top 15 colleges nationafly in produdng minority
engineering baccalaureales; NO OTHER COLLEGE
IN NEW YORK STATE RANKED IN THIS
GROUP AT ALL.
City College ranked 16th in producing Afri~an~
American baccalaureates in engineering: NO
OTHER COLLEGE IN NEW YORK STATE
RANKED HIGHER; RPI ranked 33rd.
City College ranked 18th nationally in producing
Hispanic baccalaureates in the physical
sciences; again, NO OTHER COLLEGE IN

NEW YORK STATE RANKED HIGHER; Hunter
College ranked 33rd,

Cily College ranked 21 st nallonally in producing
African-American baccalaureates in the biological
and lile sciences; NO OTHER COLLEGE IN
NEW YORK STATE RANKED HIGHER; SUNY
Stony Brook ranked 48th.
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More than 50% of CCNY students come from families
where the combined 1ncome is less than
$30,OOOJyear. As a result of this, more than 75% of
City College students work, many at more than one
job, Those who undertake sclence, technology, engineering, and mathematics carry exceptionally heavy
laboratory and homework responsibilities. A $10,000
annual sum per student wm provide a powerful
recruitment tool for the College. With demanding

Grant funds will'
attract [hose high~achieving srudent~ in STEM
majors wilh an award of $10,000, to cover
tuition, fees, computers, and books, and will
assist with living expenses related to the cost of
attendance, jncluding transportation, housing,
food and other needs;

majors such as those above, offering funds for fulf
tuition, fees, books, and computers, plus an additional
stipend for transportallon, housing, food, and other

create funds to promote academic excellence

costs students must pay for by working will be a real
inducement for the students to choose and remain at

science majors during their sophomore or junior
year; and for AIG STEM students who wish to

CCNY. The AIG STEM awards wm make It possible
for them to work fewer hours and graduate in a timely
way with more time to spend on and excel in their
challenging ar.ademic work.

earn a Masler's Degree in Public SetVica
through the Ranget Cenwr; and

The American International Group awards will be crucial
to City College because they will assist CCNY in:
, attracting lhe best and the brightest students to
City College, particularly lhase from groups
underrepresented In science and engineering;
, enabling CCNY to offer to its very diverse

for high-achieving transfer students to City
College who enter the engineering andiof

provide academic support services, which will
reinforce the chatlenglng curr'lcula and assist
science, techf1oiogy, engineering, and mathematics students to excel in their programs.

Improving Retention
These students need three things in order to remain
in their majors and graduate on time:

student body a real incentive 10 enter and
remain In STEM fields;

funds for willon and other educational expenses;

making it possible for these students 10 work

small, sequential seminars with top-notch facully
who require independent projects and provide a
high level of academic advising; and

fewer hours al outside jobs and perform better
in school, and
retaining them at CHy College, enab!1ng them to
graduate, enter the work force, and help meet
ihe need for STEM experts in the US workforce.

Ensuring Success

targeted use -of resources to provide mentoring
and counseling, which have been shown to help
retain and graduate these stUdents, by creating
a real sense of intellectual and social community.

Tne College seeks to increase lhe number of highachieving students accepted in STEM, particularlY
llmse from populations underrepresented in these
areas. Awards such as those available from the
American Intemational Group are indispensable in
this undertaking.
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(PRES), both national programs in which CCNY
parUcipates, provide pre-enrOllment summer immersion activities, and prepare minority stooe,nts to take
on the rigors of science and engineering and improve
retention of STEM Majors.
In·college programs provide academic enrichment,
professional and career preparation, and community,

The City College Academy for
Professional Preparation (CCAPP)

Pre-college, Pre-transfer &In-college
Programs at City College that
Ensure Success
NationaUy, engineering students have an aUrman rate
of 70% - that Is, they leave the engineering major in
hugo numbers, Allhaugh sludenls .l Cily College
generally show a lower rate- of attrition in STEM
majors than nationally, the College wants to provide
enough support to these students $0 that those who .
want to remain in these majors will have the academic
skills and supporl servlces to do so.
That is why funds lor support services mak.e up an
essential part of any successful scholarship program.
These services inclUde facully advisors and instructors,
mentors, study groups/peer tutors, and other support
services designed to help lower attrition rales.
In pre-college programs, the students leam good
study habits, goal selttng, and lime management
before ooursework starts. The. City College Academy
for Professional preparaUon (CCAPP) and the
Program for the Retention of Engineering Students

The CCAPP program prOVides science, architecture
and pro-medical and allied heal1h professions students with a supportive community of fellow students,
faculty an.d staff that enr~ches their Hves, promotes
their academic success and prepares them for entry
into professional careers and/or graduate programs,
CCAPP selVes students throughout their college
careers. Hincluges:
A summer program for entering students
Academic support and -enrichment 8t.'tivlties
in college
Professional and career development
Other City College programs include:
. . Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathemat~s (STEM) Inslilui,
Science and Engineering Summer Program at
CUy College'S Center for Analysis of Structures
and Interfaces (CASH

Science and Engineering Summer Program at
City College's Center for Biomedical
Engineering (eBE)
Transfer Recruitment and Achievement at City
CoHege • (TRACC Summer Program)
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Program for the Retention of
Engineering Students (PRES)
The Program for Retention of Engineering Students
{PRES) at CCNY, the first nationally recognized mGn~
loring program for technology and engineering in
CUNY, and funded by foundation support, is another
program that has sar/ad as a model for other mentorlng, attrition, and retention programs statewide. Many
students participate In' th.e program by recommendation of their advisors or at their own request.

studenls maintain from % to afull GPA point
higher than non-participants:
the retention rate in the academic year 2002·
2003 was higher among PRES participants
majoring in selonee and engineering than the
non-PRES participant rate; and
, for !he advanced mathlsciencecourses
required for engineering, data for PRES
parllclpanls versus non-parUclpanls show
higher pass rates.

Organized in 19B7, the goal of PRES is to increase
relenHon, ennanCB academic perforrr,gnce, encourage
grl3:duate study, and prepare students Jar engineering
careers. It is especially valuable for those lalanted
math/science students from backgrounds lacking the
level of mathematical and scientlfic prollciency
required for these majors, and for students whose
native language is not English. All STEM students,
however, benefit from these services,
These services include:
, a pre-freshman summer enrichment program;
, courses in problem-solving;
enrichment courses in math, physics and
chemistry:
academic advisement;
, a group study center;
career onentatlon and professional
development; as wall as
summer internships at companies such as
Corning, GE, Gon Ed, KeySpan, Motorola,
Ford, Merck and Alcoa.
<

The MARCIRISE Programs at the
City College of New Yorl<.
The MARC: Honols Undergraduate Research
Training Program and R!SE: Research Support for
Biomedical Careers at CCNY are programs for
academically qualified undergraduates interested in
pursuing biomed!cal careers. They prOVide research
opportunities for minority undergraduates at City
CoUege. These programs offer; courses in emerging
areas oj human genomlcs, biotechnology and gonetic
engineering, sUpends, boorHtory research and travel
to scientific meetings:

Resulting data show that
, currently, more than 500 students each year
benefit from PRES services;
" al CCNY, valedictorians and salutatorians are
frequently from engineering, and recently
several of them have participated In the PRES
program;
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Scholarships
Everyyear, 14 talented entering students in

At the end of five years, five fUll cohorts of at
least 1'4 engineering and science studenls each,

these fields (one cohort) wlll be selected as
recipienis of the American International Group
awards. As many science and most engineering
programs require five years of course work, they
will each receive $10,OOO/year for five years
($50,000lsludenUscholarship).

A new freshman cohQrt of A1G award rec!pients
will be chosen every year,
ApproXimately 9 engineering and 5 science
students wlll rseelve awards each year; this
assumes a 2:1 ralio 01 engineering 10 science
awards each year, based on past enrollment

data.

various subjects; inadditlon, five smaller cohorts
of transfer students and MA candidates, wil! also
be enrolled.

Other Program Elements
Note: The A1G STEM Program includes support to the
inslitution to make this program work, to provide more
guidance and assislance with study habtts, time allocatlon, and academic acclhtlation to college, and to
help with retention and attrition, Each year, deperu:ling
on the number of students served, funds wJl1 be
de-dicated to the 14 to 86 students annually for the
important elements of:

A fund for transfer students wlll also be designated for talented students coming from oUler
colleges, who have a record of excellence and
who wish to enler City College in these majors;
addltional funds will be used for STEM students
who wish to continue their studies and earn a

Pre·coUege programs, such as CeAPP
Support for in·ccllege programs such as PRES
An.advanced design and research projects fund

Master's Degree in Public Service through the
Rangel CenteL
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Special faculty advising and program enrichment.

Final Outcomes

The proportion needed each year \vin vary

Long before the final cohort completes its degrees,
the College 8)'t)8Cts the following results:,

slightly;
~

For example, in the first years, fewer facuUy
researchers and advIsors, peer tutors, and
mentors will be needed,
AS the number of cohorts bullds toa maximum of five each year and the academics
become more demanding, more funds for
academic support services will be needed.

As each cohort faces graduate school
exams, a higher percentage of funds will
be dedicated to exam preparation,
Awards will be made for five-year periods, and

CCNY win increase its already strong standing
in graduating the leaders of tomorrow's economy
wnh STEM preparation, especially from populations underrepresented in these fields.
A solid cadre of City College graduates will go
on to excelin their chosen fiolds, representing
the very best in scholarship and training,

Public attention will 10GUS on the great need for
training in these programs and will sUmulate
support from other foundations, corporations,
and alumni.

will be renewed each year so long as the student
maintains high academic standing.
An academic advisory board consisting of repre-

sentatives from science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics will be created to make the
final decisiDo on all prospective participants, to

The AIG STEM Program: American International
Group Program in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics will gamerimportanl public visibility as a landmark educational
initiative,

delermine the minimum grades needed for grant
recipients to retain their awards, and to resolve
any issues that arise on a case-by-cas9 basis.
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The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
In a distinguished career spanning more than lour
decades, The Honorable Charles B. Rangel has
always held the belief that America's 'governing
class" * lhose men and women who make our laws

a:

and pollcies • must mirror the rich tapestry of cultures,
lailhs, and ethnlcilies that make us who we are as a
country. Today, non-whites make up nearly thirty per-

I-

cent of the U,S. popUlation. Yet, according to the

.....
w

Equal Economic Opportunity Commission's 2003
report on the federal workforce, only 13.8% of the
men and women who occupy the top managerial,
supelVlsory and policy-making positions in the U.S,
federal government are members of minority groups;
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By 2050, minority groups in the United Slates will
comprise 50% 01 its population. This initiative bullds
on The City College of New YorK (CCNY) mission of
access and excellence and Congressman Rangel's
legacy of public service to ensure that those who nm
our nation will reflect our citizenry.

home of the Rangel Center, created in honor of one
of the most Important statesmen of our time, AIG wi!!
commemorate nol only his achievements but also its
historic partnership with the City College of New York,

AIG Hall at The Charles B. Rangel
Center

Because of a fire in the late 1970s, and cutbacks in
public financing of the City University allhai lime, the

Originally conceived as The City College of New
York's President's House and later used as the CCNY
Alumni House, the magnificent limestone mansion on
141 st Street and Convent Avenue harks back to City
College's earnest days in the mid-1800s. Agracious

building has not been in use and will need repair to
bring it to its former grandeur. When completely
restored, however, the townhouse will regain its position
as one of the most beautiful portions of the historic

four-slory structure with a full below-sidewalk level
and parking area, the stately townhouse features two
and sometimes three tiled fireplaces on each floor,
high ceilings, decorative plaster, and fine woodwork
throuftjoul, and omamentallronwork on evsry window and surrounding the bUildIng.
City College proposes to name this buiiding AIG
HALlin tribute to CCNY's important collaboralioo
with American International Group. A1G's name wUl
remain on IhJs building in perpetuily, for future generallons to honor. By naming this splendid structure,

City College campus.
The proposed AIG Hall at the Charles 8. Rangel
Center includes space for conferences, seminar
rooms, study areas, and smart classrooms. In addi·
tlon, it can accommodate recepflon rooms and potentially computerized archives, In fact, this projecl wil!
represent a unique opportunity to deSign the space
Inside The Rangel Center for its specific use prior 10
the building's renovation. When finished, AIG HaU, the

Rangel Centerls home, will be a beautiful addiUon to
ilie Harlem urban landscape.

16
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AIG Hall will include:
The Rangel library to house the Range!
archives, which will be digitized; II may also be
possible to provide digital access from the main
library al City College to the Center jf it is deler·
mined that the arcllives should be housed there;

Acommunications network center/smarl classroom for v!deo-conlerel'lcing, facilities for computerized presentations, digital archival access,
ability to collaborate with other schools, including
the Henry Jackson Center at the University of
Washington, and other similar academic partners:
A large conference room and other rooms, for
meetings with community groups, researchers,
and partlcipaUng students;
Offices for Congressman Rangel, the Director!
Rangel Chair, archivisVllbtarlan, resident and
visiting faCUlty, Internship coordinator, and post·
doctoral fellows;
A Rangel Program publicattons office where
working papers can be printed and stored.

Restoration of AIG HAll
The City College Assistant Vice President for
Facililies has taken the November 1995 Dormitory of
the State ot New York IDASNY) Reporl on the
Building Condition Assessment of the CCNY Alumni
House and provided an interim estimate of the costs
in 2000 dollars. II is anticipated that the cost of bring·
ing the building up 10 code, ins!ailing the elevator now
required by the Americans wtih DisabHities act, res\or·
ing the historic, architectural features of the building,
and designing the interior specifically for the Rangel
Center's needs wUl come to $5.0 mlliion in tOOay's
doflars. For Ihis gift, City College will be able to
restore the Center's magnificent Hatiem home and
name it AIG HALL in perpetuity, and provide a Jrvlng
environment for study and discourse appropriato to
the inspiring goals sel for the Center itself.

Synergy between the AIG STEM
Program & AIG Hall at the Rangel
Center
To capitalize on the unique joint opportuniiies afforded
by the relationshlp between the AIG STEM Program
and the Rangel Center. STEM majors will be encour·
aged to consider Gareer options in the public sector.
For those wanting to formalize their desire to serve
the public good, CCNY will create a special track to

identify these students and enable them fo undertake a
master's degroe in public service linked to their STEM
training. They can participate either in the combined
BAIMA Program In Public Service with specializations
in STEM or the stand-alone ~jlaster's Program in
Public Service with specializations in STEM fields
through the Rangel Center.
Candidates for the AIG STEM awards who want to
continue on to lile Rangel Center master's degree will
have to have completed a full undergraduate STEM
major for lhe stand-alone MA program, or at least
three years of an undergraduate STEM major, are on
track to earn a BS or BE in their major, and wish to
combine their iechnioat knOWledge with a Master's
Degree in Public Service. They wi!llhen be eligible for
the many careers In government that require solid
engineering or scienllfic training. These will include
jobs in such agendas and departments as:
National Science Foundation
Department of Agriculture
Department of Defense
Bureau of Land Management
Natlonal GeospatiaHntelligence Agency
Department of lnterior
Environmental Protection Agency
Army Corps of Engineers
DBpartment of Energy
Deparlment of Health and Human Services
Center for Disease Control
These STEM graduates will attend graduate courses
in AIG Hall at the Ranfjel Center.
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THEREFORE, In order to create the largest program for STEM students
from underrepresented populations In the New York City metropolitan area,
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The American International Group Program in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics - The AIG STEM Program
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AIG HALL, In perpetuity,

$1,OOO,OOO!year for five years to create the AIM STEM Program, and
$1,OOO,OOOfyoor for five years to name AIG Hail in parpaluity
for a lotal gift of $10 milUon over five years,
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The A!G STEM Program wHl be a transformalive initiative at City College, advancing its historic missIon of access and
excellence, As a targeted response to the urgent need for more STEM professionals, especially fuose who reflect
America's diversity, The AIG STEM Program will be amodel for educators in pUhlic and private colleges everywhere.
AJG HAll at the Charles B. Rangel Center will remaIn in perpetuity at City College, a symbol of the vision for the
future created by an h1storic partnership between A!G and City College.
On behalf of the aspiring students of The City College of New York, we thank you for your thoughtful consideration of
this request. If you have any questions or need further informaUon, please contact President Gregory H. WHliams at
the numbers below or Vice President RaeheUe Butler at the OWes of Development and Institutional Advancement
Once again, thank you,
Gregory H, Williams, President
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, A·300
New York, NY 10031
Telephone:

Rachelle BUller, Vice President
The Clly College of New York
160 Convent Aventle, $·154
New York, NY
Telephone:
212-650"

Fax:
Email:
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The complete program would provide funds from the
American International Group for:
1. Scholarship awards of $10,000 each to cover luition and other educational expenses, sucn as books and
computers, for approximately 14 STEM students annually, for a total of $140,000 per cohort for five years;
Tuition:
$ 4,OOO!year

F.es:
Sooks:

$ 5ilOlyear
$ 500lyear

Computei$1,500 {one-time

expense,

Software
Printer{olher hardware
Transportation
Housingnood
Total:

$

WO/year
$ i00/year
$ aOO/year

Tuition, fees & Books
Housinglfoodltrans
Total:

$5,000 years two-fiva
$5,000 years two-fIVe *
$10,000

$ 2,500,y.ar on.
$10,000

'(The $1500 not allocated to the one-time computer purcllase will go toward housing and food, providing
the student 'with the opportunity to work fewer hours during the more Intensive academic program years)
2. awards of $10,000 annualfy for up to four high-achleving STEM students who decide to earn a master's
degree at the Rangel CAnter and/or for STEM sludents who transfer to Cily College In their sophomore or
junior year for the remain!nglhroe or four years tJntil they earn their degrees, for a total 01 $10,000·

$40,000!year;
3, a supplementary stipend of $5,OOOIyearlcohorl for part"lime faculty members In one or more of the above
fields to coordinate the programs for and advise students; this IS needed to encourage faculty members to
take on this extra responsibility;
4. a research fund of $1 O,OOO/year/cohort to help cover laboratory equipment and other supplies needed by
faculty research instructors who will work with advanced studonts on special research projects;
5, Fees for instructors In graduate and professional school exams preparation {GRE, LSAT, GMAT} at a cost

01 $5,OOO!yearlcohort:
6. alecturers' fund of $1 ,OOOlyearfcohorl for seminar series and roundtables, includIng: outside lecturers In
these professions, career and graduate school opportunities, and special academic tOPiCS; and

20
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7. the sum of $3,OOOlyear!cohorl to 'fund student participation and presentations at regional and national
conferences;
a,support of $5·15,OOO/year for CCAPP and other pre-college programs; and
9, support of $10,OOO-$2S,0001y<lar for PRES and other In-college programs,

CostslResources Provided by Cily College 10 Sustain The AIG STEM
Program Include:
10. release time @ $7,500 per class period per cohort for fae-ufly advisor and all instructors;
11, partial release tlme
projects;

@ $3,500 per ('Jass per cohort

to professors who work with students on research

12, group study leaders/p€l~H tutors for reinforcement of classroom curricula, at acost of $2,000 per year
per cohort;
13 mentorlng and pairing students with fiold professionals, including former AIG Scholars at acost of
$2,000 per year per cohort; and
14, aU supplies, equipment, duplicating, printing,' and other miscellaneous costs, at acost of $2,000 per year
per cohort.

Cily College is providing alolal of $17,000 per cohort per year of in-kind
resources.
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Chin, James

From:
Sent:
TQ:
Subject:

MacArthur, Maureen on behalf of Cloonan, Ned
friday, June 16, 2006 9:58 AM
Le43, Ed; Chin, James

FW: NG Corporate GivIng

FYI
Ned

Dear Ned,

I hope this is helpful ,and look forward to working with VOIl
Jamie D. Godfrey

CONFIDENTIAL

AIGSC000057

CSOC.CBR00009035
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Telephone report
Date:
June 16, 2006
To:
File
From:
Shelly
Re:
Ed Lee from AIG 212
Ed Lee called me back today and we discussed the current status of the CCNY
proposal to AIG. He said that Ned and he and others all like it, except for a few things
that they'd like to tweak with us. The Rockefeller Foundation liked the merits of the
scholarship program, but wanted to know what naming the Rangel Center had to do
with scholarships for minorities in science and engineering. Ed says that when he told
them that there was a political target, they were not pleased. I said that maybe AIG
should just consider it two proposals; he said he had no problem with that. But they
were pleased that the Rock Fdn liked the merits of the scholarship. We also agreed that
a program that serves both our needs is excellent.
The Rockefeller Foundation also asked if AIG wanted to consider a broader program,
such as one training teachers to help students, but Ed said that AIG liked the direct
assistance to students. I said the other way was valuable but more indirect; this way,
they could meet the students and get immediate satisfaction. He also said he knew that
not all of them would make it. I replied that it would be great for those that did and we .
had a very good track record in graduating minority engineers and scientists.
He said that he needs to get something called "micro-lending contracts" out of the way,
which he hopes to do in the next few weeks. He thought that perhaps by early July or
August, they could take the next steps and set up a meeting to come visit City College
and either then or in September have President Williams meet Ned (Cloonan-VP) and
Martin (Martin J. Sullivan, CEO).
I asked if there were any other proposals before them and he said there were not. He
said he would get back to me, but that I shouldn't worry- it was definitely on the table.
In a previous conversation
. ..
If I would be willing to come down again and discuss the Rangel Center-bricks and
mortar. Wants to discuss the Rangel thing more. Someone on staff who is more familiar
with these kinds of proposals: Ned, Ed, maybe James, and Kate.
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RogerA.

To george.dalley@mail.house.gov

MolI/EMPUDCNerizon
07/07/200610:09 AM

ee
bee
Subject Fw: Need your help on Verizon Dominicana

George
Many thanks to Charlie and to you, for his support on final passage of the Barton-Rush Telecom bill. Net
Neutrality was a gutting amendment for us. Fortunately it failed and final passage took on added
significance.
On separate topic, attached below is a backgrounder on the sale of a Telecom property in the Dominican
Republic. There is a serious problem developing between the government there and the two companies,
including Verizon, who are buying and selling the property.
Knowing of Charlie's interest in the DR wanted to send this along. Any help you can render in terms of
inquiry calls to State or Dominican and US Ambassadors are appreciated.
Thanks Roger

-~

Background on Ob,tacle to Sale ofVerizon Domnc..,..doc
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 24, 2006

To:

Ned Cloonan

FROM:

Kate cleRossd

CC:

Ed Lee
James Chin

RE:

City College STEi\1JRangcf Center Pro}X}SaJ Questions
Meeting with Shelley Butler
Tuesday, July 25, 2006,10 AM

Proposal: $lOM, divided as foHows:
• $SM in capital funding for the naming.ofAIG Hall, to house the Charles B. Rangel Center for
Public Service
• $5M for scholarships and program Sllpport for science, technology, engineering, and math
students over nine years (the. "STEM" program)
Open Qucstions on Rangel Ceo-tel'
Coupling a corporate name with that of a currently elected official is exceedingly rare, and
fraught \hith headline risk.
• We may want to consider discussing other projects that demonstrate AlG's commitment to
Rangel, that do not include a namjng component.
• lbe DASNY assessment, on whlch the SSM capital renovation budget is based~ is ekwen years
old and not l'eflective of the latest updates in building code -and technology requirements. City
College should provide a detailed capital renovation plan for the facility, including reliable
,if" ...~;j,).o

y

•

budget estimates.
If-" 11f<~ .
'I.~he Jink b.etween the STEM pro.gram and the Ch.rles B, Rangel Center is tennous, at besl\
City College needs to better flesh out thl!:ir vision: for this piece offhe proposal.
0'~4.,l"
How will the operations of the Charles B. Rangel Center be funded? mat is the annual
~
operating budget? How will it be staffed? The maintenance bUdgctlooks low for this facility,

!

"0;t(

Open Questions on the STEM l)rogram
One of the goals of the program is additional funding for this area, iA'hat other corporations or
foundations are being approached?
Does City Col-lege anticipate this program continuing beyond the period of the AIG grant?
How will CCNY measure t.l-te success of this scholarship program? Presumably, retention, job
placenlent and GPA would aU be
of SUCCeSS,
How will CC:NY de.termine the
scholars? Will there be a separate application
process? Will p3Jticipants be
based on ne-ed, merit, or a combination of both?
;JYC
Can AIG leverage the application proc.ess to maximize our visibility among "thought leaders"?
Could we develop a job placcmeni/intemship link with AIG?
~.
Ifwe proceed. could we consider hosting an annual f,ath~,ring of AIG schotars, perhaps at theend of each spring semeste.r, to which local politicians, students, their famiiies l and other
stakeholders wouid be invited? Such a gathering \vould help generate community goodwill
throughout the life of the grant (rather than a "one shot").

9
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Call Report
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

July 26, 2006
File
Shelly
Visit to AIG

Yesterday, at Ed Lee's request, I returned to AIG to talk with a new AIG employee, Kate
DeRosset, who has had experience in corporate grants, She had worked for the city in
the dept of cultural affairs and knew Kate Levin, I met with Ed, James Chin, and Kate for
11/2 hours and it was a good meeting,
I came with printed proposals, but Kate had already read the AIG proposal and the
Rangel Center proposal. I also brought copies of emails from Rich Slawski, the January
2005 of which described methods #1 and #2 of updating the 1995 DASNY proposal to
renovate the former Alumni House at CCNY, proposed as the AIG Hall for the Rangel
Center. The second email from Rich described a March 2005 estimate by Hoffman, a
construction company, which stated a sum of $3,8M without the elevator, furniture,
inside design, etc. I gave out copies to confirm why we had chosen the sum of SSM.
Kate wanted to know what would happen if, after an AIG grant, we didn't have enough. I
told them that we would get a 1:2 match from CUNY and that we already had $4S0k
from a federal transportation grant designated for the building. That would give us $8M,
which should be enough, She asked what the nexus was between the Rangel Center
and the AIG Scholars Program and I described the interdisciplinary program for
scientists and engineers althe Rangel Center that would prepare them for jobs in
government agencies such as the Depts of the Interior and Land Management and the
Army Corps of Engineers,
Kate wanted to know about whether or not we would give them ongoing publicity for AIG
and I said we would certainly try to pitch other stories to the press about outstanding
students in the program, the Rangel Center, etc.
We then spoke more about the other part of the program, the funds for minority scienCe
and engineering students and she seemed very much on board with it. Ed again said
how much he feels that AIG and CCNY share a great deal in the kinds of institutions
that they are,
They asked me if I had a timetable and I told them we'd love to have the funds for
recruitment this fall; they said we would know by the fall, I also mentioned that
Congressman Rangel would be happy to corne by and they said they would only set up
a meeting With Rangel and GHW if they were going to give the grant.
when Kate or Ed asked me if these were spend-down funds, I raised the possibility of
endowment, mentioning that then AIG would have its name here in perpetuity and that
there would still be a number of students benefited.
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Next steps: TY with info from ML about publicity and further details on endowment.
Also, check with Rangel's office to find out if anything new. Any problem
Events at the Hall-lecture, speaker, conference-Rangel Library-any time something
comes out of the library-all publicity about the collection; opening of it; exhibits. What
takes place in the building; always mention the building.
Every time -the launch, the first class, any time they make an interesting contribution.
Kate: August 2, 2006
do you know of any case where a corporation has been paired with a silting politician
they need to do due diligence-there is some slight "headline risk"
Are we being crazy trying to make the link the two? "I don't think anyone's going to buy
it." If there's not a demand for this kind of training
what's driving us? a relationship with Rangel·
a sense of timing':-on our end, we're in the baby stages of figuring out what our
math/science initiative will look like
bricks and mortar-what is timeline? would cuny dasny be doing it? for next fall
if we had $5M in the bank tomorrow, what would our timing be? ribbon-cutting event,
lots of press; a total understanding of
what is capital process like at cuny? what is the design process? architect?
call Robert Santos and Rich Slawski
Kate de Rosset
$50k/student-could recruit the number of stUdents-community or pUblic service
what they would want to see from the rangel center is a commitment from themadministrator for the RC, would need to make sure that this is a part of the mixtaking the technical students and integrating them into the activities of the RC
afford to do the unpaid internships
I'll get back to you with more details about it might work-RCsend you some of the public service stuff-don't want to create too much work
how this could work, if it could work,
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intd in supporting the rangel center and in filling a gap in science/engineering; we have
made a compelling case with the financial support for these scholarships frees them up
for their studies

if there's something equally compelling about funneling them through 'the ps program"we'd be just be just as thrilled to see a diverse pool of ccny grads come to work at aig
and deutsche bank and citigroup and not just government service"
told kate that ccny does the naming and weare comfortable with it; and that if it worked,
that was fine and if not, not
don't make it a hard sell, just pitch it; we don't need to be totally straight up with rangel,
just let them know when they call, we made an honest effort; is that they want it to go
straight to science and engineering
what's in the best interest for the student
$30M if it's distributed where we need it-allows us to hire people and do all the things
we need to do
where we need to get comfortable is on the bricks and mortar-is $5M enough
timeline for conceptual design, schematic design and construction -when ribbon-cutting
will bring in consultant for conceptual design, then approved by cuny, schematics then,
hire contractors
August 7,2006
spoke to lois today-she had spoken with rich slawski who said that from beginning to
end, it would be about 1.5 to two years as follows:
DESIGN - 9-12 months

ta. Conceptual phase-put out an RFP, get architect-idea and rough drawings 2-3
months
1.b. Schematics-architect makes renderings of his concept-another 3 months
1.c. Construction documents-will take six months to produce agreed-upon docs
CONSTRUCTION
1,A. Put out another RFP for general contractor; we would go back and forth, he would
price it out, do some value engineering, and construct-about one year
in today's dollars: $4.5-$5M including the elevator
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NB-spoke with Matt Sapienza, budget manager at CUNY, who recommended that I
speak with Carlos Flynn about whether or not CUNY would match a gift to the Rangel
Center building named after a corporation. Carlos said "yes," and that the application
process starts again in September-he mentioned that only two matches had been
given out this past year.
.
September 21, 2006
Called Ed today
hating story about AIG on A1 New York Times
quite honestly trying to collect some other ideas; working with dept of educationa couple of weeks away; we'll get back to you with some revisions
I told him we're flexible
it's going to be a question of math/science,. scholarships, teaching; I asked about the·
rangel center building-at the end of the day, we're either going to have to link it or delink it
STEM math/science
Rangel program - more political-is that bad?
II probably works in our favor to de-link it; if we're doing math/science, scholarship sits
in there; doing due diligence; math/science being pushed now; we all like the stem
program-need to see what else is out there; may take a couple of weeks

Clinton global initiative-going to announce with Martin Sullivan
October 25, 2006
spoke to ed lee-was on jury dutyit's sitting there-stuck in the aig bureaucracy; they're unsure what they should do with
the program-after next Wednesday-their CEO likes elementary ed
November 15, 2006
if I send it, martin will refer it toned, who knows Charlie rangel
the way it needs to be done here, chances are martin wouldn't do it-he needs to be
prepped
overnighted letter and book from ghw for martin Sullivan to ed -he will show it to ned
and they can then decide whether or not to bring it to martin
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Shepard B:IlI, Room 154
160 Convent Avenue·
New York, New York l003!

wWIV,CCtly.cuny.cdu
OffiCE Or THE VIC'"c Pfif}i!llF,N'l fOR Dl::VF..l.oI'Mt;:-rr

& INSTITl'l'l(JNAL. ADVANCEMENT

July 27, 2006
Mr. Edmund 1. Lee, Assistant Vice President
Mr. James Y. Chin, Director
Ms. Kate De RO$sct
Am.ertcan International Group, Inc.
70 Pine Stt'eet
New York, NY 10270

Dear Ed, Jamr-..&, and Kate,

Thank'S so mucb [-or meeting with me this week.; I enjoyed our conversation and appreciated the
opportunity to dISCUSS The City College of New York's proposal to AIG in even more detalJ, I was
espec.il111y touched Ed, by your exprt".ssing how close a kinship you fe-.et CCNY has with AIG. 1. too, feel
that we have a lot in conUnOJl and that the partnership would feel very natural.
1wanted to respond in more depth to a couple of questions. that carne up in our meeting.
Publicity
Kate, you asked about ongoing publicity and I approached Mary LOll Edmondson. our VP for
Communications. and a very experienced pllhl'icist, for her views. She suggesred that AIG HaH could be,
fenmred in newsworthy articles of oourse when the Hall is in~lugunlted out also whenever there. are
impoftant events at the HaH taking place there-.1 lecture, a conference, or a gathering of important public
figure.~-somethtng that is likely to happen frequently around Congressman Rangel and the work of the
Center.

I also me01ioned £0 you that the Rangel Library would be an important part of the Rangel Center and
Mary Lou said that whenever something noteworthy arises with referent'C to the library-the OjX:oing,
publicity about the collectiou, regular exhibit.<;---we wilt always highlight AIG Hall to the media. So fal'lIs
the AlG Scholars Program is concerned. we would certainly pitch ;uticles to the media about the
Program's launch, the first f,.~laS8, .and every time that one of the AlG Scholars makes an interesting
contribution, So, as you see, there will be many public relations opportunities on an ongoing b,l:'i-is,

f·
I;

Endowment Opportunity
I also wanted to discuss endowment again very briefly, I did some calculations and I found that jf the
same $5 mHHon grant endowed the AlG Scholars Program, that it could fund 20 students who f",'lch
receive a 5-year scholarship, every year, in perpetuity. Here Is a table that illustrates how that would
work:
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~
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stdts

stdts

Cohort

~hort - ---p=+:

#4
Cohort

#5
Total
Student

s
Comparing this to the proposal, yon can see that the. spend-down program wit! fl.Uld 84 students in 9
years, while the endowment program will take 21 years to ftlnd the same 84 students, However, the
endowment will continue to support 20 students per year nnd graduate four students per year forever with
the same kind of support services the spend~down program offers. And, there would always be 20 AlG
Scholars at City College. It's really a question of preff.",rence for you; to make a tremendous lmmedjate
impact on this generation of students or a more long+term impact fot generations to come.
('...overnment Funding
I cont~cted Congressman Rangel's offIce and he believes we will get the $3 million that came out of
committee. I w1tl let you know as soon as I do.
University Buildings Named fot' CorpO"rations

I asked President Williams about this and he ha,$ no concerns 11bout it at all, We would need to present a
resolution to the Ct.JNY's Board of Trustees to name this building, as all the 19 campuses would with any
campus naming, but please be <ls.~med that every nne of our naming (e-,solutions has passed without any
diffieulty, including five resolutions for City College in'this past year .alone.
In addit.ion, the prt.>. cedent has already been set nationally. Two ex.amples are: the FedEx: CHobal
Education Center at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt which will be dedicated in 2007 in honor
of fJ, recent gift, and the University of Maryland's Comca..<;! Cemer, which has an arena arid athletic
facilities.

Please give me <} call oremai! if fcan answer any further questions and if an)' Qfyou are able to come to
campus in the ne..'(t few weeks., we would be happy to host you, show you around, have yotl meet some of
our students, and end with lunch at Sylvia's! Thank you again for the opP01tunity to talk with you and r
look fmward to spe~king again soon.

Sinc.u·tel

.?

./
Shelly BuUer

.

Vice President
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Notes on Rangel Meeting- 8.2.2006
Jim Capel, Ted Gershon, Michelle Sherwood

1. 40% Discount on heating oil for poor in this country
2. Phase 2- a social flmd by President of Venezuela- a personal commitment to
Harlem
3. Percentage of funds fi'om oil for the poor program
4. Went to Rangel to ask how best to utilize the fimds
5. What percentage of Tap and Pell grants eligible
6. Students who live in this district Harlem; anyone living in Me. Rangel's district
7. Citgo a subsidiary of P
? owned by government of Venezuela
8. Students could pay back w. community service
9. Want a focus on
10. Focus through the Rangel Center
II. Visiting professorship from Venezuela?
12. How many students at CCNY in 15 th district zip codes?
13. Grad rates for Afriean-Americans and Latinos
14. Should include transfer students
15. Chavez feels change has to eome from poor
16. a program for lmder-eredited and overage- no high sehool diploma, may have
passed Regents exanl- Citywide- 63,000Want to pass entranee eXan1S do we have?
17. Could be $2 Million, possibly endowment
18. A lot ofsehools fund above eligible Tap and Pellioans
19. How many students get 100% Tap + Pell; whats the cost above Tap and Pell
20. Part II- What kind of programs do we have to bring in high school students
21. Is College engaged with Board ofEdueation- re under-eredited, overage groupmayor funded $14 Million
22. Broaden opportunity for average kid?
23. Chatlie Rangel was a high sehool dropout
24. Week of August 10- meeting with Venezuela
25. 200 Faeulty have gone through service learning
26. How many from Rangel's distriet in it?
27. What percentage of students African-American
28. PRES, CCAPP, other support programs get slats
29. Stats on graduating African-Americans and Hispanic-Amerieans
30. Can we do something about Drop-outs
31. Support the ones that are already in CCNY
32. ehe ee ce bme me
33. Marina Fernando, Juan Carlos
34. Focus on people from 15 th District, majority Hispanic, then African-American
35. Send them AIG proposal without nan1es
36. First week in November, Oil for the Poor progran1 announcement before eleetion
37. They want to armounee this too
38. Ted will write to Pres of CCNY
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39. Go to August 9th Event
No remediation
We would have to get them a GED- they're ineligible to reccive TAP money'and the
school would have to pick that up.
But programs at CUNY Academy focused on drop-outs- Michael R.
A. Phillip Randolph- a number of programs CCMSE
City College Academy in Washington Heights
80 Students! year started last ycar in 9th grade- segment focUsed on later mct withthe
Congressm!m wants whole $10 Million for Rangel Center
ScilEng students with public service
(do we have to make thcm take the curriculum?
Ask Bill..?

He is talking $20 Million- will get Trump, mayor- City Council, get something from
Chanccllor Klein?
I should set up meeting with Ford for after election
Heavy schedule ps related to their coursework
Charlie didn't like Chavez' remarks about our president
Is there a problem for CCNY to accept and run program?
To Accept and nm program
Engineers without borders build robots and water supply in Honduras
Greg OK with doing community service define it loosely
Get Lois and Zeev and Michael
Run it through Harlem 40 Program
Set up a meeting- tomorrow afternoon
10023(pmi)
10024(part)
I0025(part)
10026(part)
10027
10029(pmi)
10030
10031
10032
10033
10034
10035

10037
10039
10040
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10115
10116
10169(part)
10463(part)
11l 05(part)
Lisa.. check with Serrano
Another discussion
Congressman Serrano from the Bronx
OED Business
The ftmding for the Harlem 40-50 -lfits done through Continuing Education
Do through consortium
Jay says hold it off until after the election
Do we want to touch it?
Prez always wants to think about new ideas concerned that it takes us in a little different
direction.
We don't really do any OED stuff different avenue

crmo to CCNY

Get back to Capel- we floated it- some works, some doesn't
We don't do OED, we want to explore school
We have Some concerns- not sure that this would work
Investigating
Want to continue to work with. the Congressman delay it stall
Growing emphasis on public service issues one of the things we are trying to institute in
all our students
We recruit them
In our mission statement accreditation
Less and less criticism about technical aspects
More emphasis on communication and P.S.
Opportuuity to take people in tech areas and influence them w. spirit ofPS
ted gershon's thing-under-credited, over-aged ",ithout a high school diploma--

"we realize that the standards for ccny won't be changed; it may be that the students heed
to do work" need to have another conversation about how we can help them
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November 30, 2006

He spoke to ned about this thing-I wonder if we just did something for the rangel
center; forget about the scholarships; the naming thing is not that important-not make
or break

$5M over 5 years - go to the building -

Ned meets WITh Martin once a week on philanthropic stuff - wants to bring up with
Martinlater on
I can write something up for $1 M/year for five years-just for the building-could be
namingned will take it to martin
January 11, 2007
talked with Ed Lee today-:he said some slight movement; I told him about Jan 29 and
that all three people at AIG would receive invitations. I told him other funders would be
there and if they offered more to name the building, we'd have to go with them. He said
fine, AIG didn't need the naming. I said that was great and we could use the money for
anything they like, including scholarships. He said we were closer and that he thought
the next move would be to get the presidents together. I also said it would be wonderful
if AIG could be at the Ford Foundation presentation as a funder and that I thought the
Congress would appreciate that.

January 26, 2007
spoke to ed lee today-he said he had hoped to get me an answer before ford but
martin Sullivan went to the davos conference; ned didn't want the wrong message sent
to Charlie by coming to the ford presentation; they also feel that they're way past that
point
they go way back with Charlie and had worked with him on many issues; they had done
democratic fund raisers for him when the dems were way down
they're a little concerned about how it would look and they're discussing it
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ed knows walter and everyone at the rangel office
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Corporate Affairs NY
Summary of :Projects and Initiatives
rirst Quarter, :enG?

Redacted

Federal
Charlie Rungel. Our long stflnding retationshjp with Rangel will help on tax and trade matters and
in fact, we arc sitting down with. the Tax Department next W1;'~ about their tax policy issues.

Redacted
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MEMO FROM THE DESK OF

DATE:

January 11,2007

TO:

NedCloonall

RE;

MJS Approval Needed

REDACTED
•

Charlie Rangel- CCNY, Charlie Rangel Center
Total $5 million •• $1 million per year - 5 years

REDACTED

ELicb
attachs.
S/l?dfl-!01c..Ned
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

January 18,2007

TO:

Ned Cloonan

FROM:

Ed LeelJames Chin/Shawn Gallagher

RE:

Meeting with Mal'tin Sullivan - 8:45 a,m, - Friday, .January 19, 2007

REDACTED

Charlie Rangel. Proposed $5 million contributiOll to the Rangel Center -- $1 nuUion per year for 5
years.

REDACTED

EUcb
attach.
StEdI!Yl:emo-Ntd
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

2/28/07

To:

Ned Cloonan
Ed Lee

FROM:

James Chin
.Shawn Gallagher

DC Trip Report

RE:

As you know, we were in DC on Monday for a number of meetings. Below is a summary of our
trip.

/\CTED
Congressman Wally Herger (R-CA). Herget is the Ranking Member on Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Trade. We met with Dm] Maclean, Legislative Director responsible for tax
and trade matters. We talked aboll! the Republican trade agenda, which appears to be stalled,
although Maclean thinks Korea FTA could be approved before TPA expires in J,me. He
confimJed that Rangel is trying to design a mechmlismlprocess that folds labor and
en\~ronmelltal issues into the FTA adoption process.

REDACTED
..

Congressman Rangel (D.NYkWe met with his Chief of ~ta:tr ueorge vaHey. We talked
about your invitation to Rangel to the Geneva Association gathering. He said he would
encourage Rangel to give the keynote. Dalley also asked about the math/science initiative at the
CUNY/Rangel center. He also asked that we meet with Rangel's education advisor for other
grant ideas. We are scheduled to see him next Monday.

REDACTED
CONFIDENTIAL
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CCIViMrrr£E ON WAYS-AND I'AEll,NS

l\ilarch 15,2007

Douglas L.
Vice
AIG Financial Pl'odlJcts Corp
50

Road

for taking the time to rneet '\.vlth
staff.
Worreli have briefed me on your concerns

~~~~~)~~~~:'~:l~;~~~:::O:
contained in Section
Act of 2007". ('IS you krlOvf,

V

COl1:lmittee, Bud sutJSeqiuerltly pa"3ed

on

staJf has
with me yOl.tr concerns of the affect the
would
on arrangerncnts
maintained
AlG
Products
and its ability to accurm..rh:tte capitaL
have
me on your thoughts
and recommendations regaxding possible
the proposal.
I will certainly eo:nsic!er Your views on this proposal as \ve prepare for a
conference on this
fed free to contact me 01" my staff on this
or any future issues
to' you.
Sincen::1YI

Charles'B.
Chairman
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Confidential Memorandum
To:
From:

President Williams
Amanda Wilson
Shelly Butler
April 20, 2007
Briefing - AIG

Date:
Re:
MEETING LOGISTICS:

Prospect:
Date, Time:
P~rticipants:

Location:
Contact:

Ed Lee, Assistant Vice President, Inl:e1'11ational & Corporate Affairs
Ned Cloonan, Vice President
Wednesday, April 25, 2007, 12:00pm
President Williams, Shelly Bultcr
70 Pine Street (between William and Water Street)
Ned Cloonan, 212-770:~ ---'

OBJECTIVES:

•
•

•
•
•

Ask AIG to make a substantial cont:tibution to the Charles B. Rangel Center ~t The
City College of New York.
$10M gift for the Rangel Center to create AIG Hall, NOTE: We will get a 1:2
match from CUNY.
o Focus on the partnership that this will create and the shared values between
AIG and CCNY. A cotntnittnent to diversity is a guiding business principle
at AIG and is the primary vision of the Rangel Center. Goal is to have a
more diverse population of public serv~nts that reflects the diversity in the
United States. Unique f~ctors at CCNY make this the place to train such
future leaders.
o AIG Hall will be tl,e physical home of the Rangel Center and will present
opportunities for publicity. Examples indude: Center's Inauguration,
gathering of public figures, lectures, conferences, and receptions.
o Two examples of university buildings named for corporations: $20M gift to
University of Maryland for Comeast Center (athletics) ll.nd.$5 million gift to
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill to create FedEx Global Education
Center (bouses the university's international programs).
Note: AIG is also interested in scholarships and minorities.
Background: Original request was for $10 million; then it was two parts-STEM and
the building; then $5 million,
Finalize next steps to get this project approved by CEO, Martin Sulliva;'. M..t.
Sullivan already likes the project.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

•
•
•

AIG reported $113 billion in sales for 2007. Firm's net worth is reported at $101
billion. 106,000 employees.
Martin J. Sullivan, CEO and President. Pay: $7.5M; Stock exercised: $158K
StevenJ. Bensinge.r Chief Finaucial Officer and Exec. VP. Pay: $ 2.95M
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•

Edmund S.W. Tse, Jr. Sr. Vice Chairman of Life Insurance. Pay: $2.3 M; Stock
exercised: $1.43 M.
Rodney O. Martin, Exec. \'P of Life Insurance. Pay: $ 1.791'11; Stock exercised:
$346K.

PHILANTHROPY

•

•

•
•

Corporate philanthropy falls under the Corporate Responsibility umbrella and is
directed at the company's strategic focus: entrepreneurship and economic
empowerment; emergency preparedness and disaster relief; strategic education and
health initiatives; and independence for people with disabilities.
In2001 AIG created the AIG Disaster Relief Fund in response to the events of
September 11. In 2006 the fund distnbuted $7.61'11 in response to Hurricane Katrina
and Tsunami in Asia
$5 million pledge in March 2007 to ORBIS Internanonal for Blindness prevention in
five countries. Edward T. Cloonan is on the board of ORRIS, which recendy
launched a $1 OOM campaign.
$100,000 commitment in Febroaty 2007 National Organization on Disability's
Emergency Preparedness Initilltive.
Statt Foundation h,is long been the philanthropic aim of AIG. The Foundation has
$3.5 billion in assets. Since 2005 when the AIG board forced Maurice "Hank"
Greenberg to resign from his post as Chairman and CEO under fraud allegations,
there has been greater Sepail1tion betWeen AIG and the foundation.

SOURCES: Cel" database, LexlsNexis, \Vww.goqne.com, w\V\v.aigcoxp.o.rate.co111,
www.finance.yahoo.com
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Redacted

Godfrey, Jamie

From:
Sent:

Monday, June 25, 2007 8:50 AM

Subject:

deHosset, Kale
HE: City college

To:

StlJ for 1\18 Ball, 2.5M for Chair!Pl'oIessoX' and 2.5M for the AIG S(!holarship for Succe.w
Program. Ned wants to p:ces~nt all options to MJS .,.
M-~--orig:,i.nal

Me,m.go·',···

Fl:'"oll\: deRaSF.let I

Sent: MondalY, June 25, 2007 B:46 AM
'1'01 Godfrey, Jamie
Subject, City college

How d.id ed get to $10M?:I1m only counting SM., ,

Confidential
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MEMORANDUM
DAtE:

June 26; 2007

TO:

Ned Cloonan

FROM:

Ed Lee/James Chin/Shawn Gallagher

RE:

Plane Ride to Ireland

REDACTED
2) 9~Y1lli!.lli:£!.Qm:!£!. $IOM over !lve years. Part ofthe money call come hom tile OTS

REDACTED
4) Charlie Rangel. Rangel is on at) anti-China tant (not personal to AlG). George Daly said it was a
UrhetO'rical toO}'l, This stems from a private meeting with Wu Yi and how she disrespected RangeL
We have sehedu.led a limdraise]' for Rangel in September.

CdNf'IOENTIAL
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Redacted
From:

Keegan, Diana

Sent:

Monday, July 02, 2007 10:33 AM

To:

Merski, Rich; Mulvey. Kevin

Ce:

Johnson, Oakley

Subject: US KOREA FTA
Rich, Kevin

You wlll both have seen the announcement from Pelosi, Hoyer, Rangel, and Levin Statement on Trade issued on Friday
in which they state that they cannot support the Korea agreement as negotiated. The agreement was signed on
Saturday. Minister Kiln was very upset with the announcement just prior to the signing and took It as a personal affronL
He did not say anything ptfb!idy (he looked very grim) but mentioned it to several people present, but Rangel was and l
understand that Nancy Pelosi would have followed hiS lead. Everyone is wondering what happened and what might need
to be done at least to get Rangel back on board-what does he need to s€e, Or alternatively, what can we do in the way
of education or otherwise to allow him to take a different position. I know both of you know Tim Reifwell, and was
wondering \fyou could give him a call, or alternatively, if you would mind if I called to ask the question. We may not get
tho answer but it could be worth a try.
Diana

AIGSC0674
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Telephone Report
Date:

July 26, 2007

To:

File

From:

Shelly

Re:

Conversation with Ned Cloonan of AIG- 212

Maureen

I had left Ned a phone message yesterday and then sent him an email. Today, he returned my call
and it was.very friendly. He asked me about the Post article and "how did it get out?" I said a
low-level staffer at the Congressman's office had rcleased a docmncnt that was supposed to be
confidential and not shared. The document itselflisted gifts that were in and pending requests
from potential donors. I said that AIG was listed under the latter and that the Post had decided to
put it in the article as a gift already in. The College, I said, contemplated sending in a letter but
felt that was the Post wanted and it would certainly help to blow up story that seemed to have no
legs. I repeated what I said in my email that we had never reported a gift from AIG as confirmed.
He said, "we receive hundreds of proposals every month and yours is one of them, but no action
has been taken yet."

I told him about the California Congressman who proposed amendments to every single earmark
in the $170 billion health and human servIces bill, but that they had all been resoundingly voted
down, 3 to I, by most Republicans as well. He said they all thought that it was politically

motivated and that he had told his CEO and their VP for Communications the same thing.

He then said, "having said that, we like City College very mnch and feel there is a real link "with
AIG there-we are both international and global." I said we also felt very connected to AIG. Hc
said he thought there might be a problem only with some unpleasant board member about our
proposal. I reminded him that there were two professorships in therc--{)ne in economics
education and one in consumer understanding or something or other and that those might help.
He agreed and said and they are all relevant to a cOlmmmity that's underserved.

He said City College is a very good place and that we should maybe slow it down a little and low
key it until the dust settles. I said I thought was a good idea. He said let's keep the discussions
going and I said absolutely.

CSOC.CBR.00024435
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Redacted
Subject
location:

Congo Charlie Rangel Luncheon
60170

Start:

Mon 9/24/2007 12:00 PM

End:

Mon 912412007 1:30 PM

Recurrence;

{none}

Confidential
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Redacted
From:
Sent:
To:

25, 2007 2:10PM

Subject:

You

Confidential
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Confidential
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meeting with AIG--yayy!

Breit Silverstein

Dale: Woo,3! OcI200714:17:00-0400

From: "Shelly Butler'

"~~:;~ ;:~;~':'7aI0',;:::

SUbject:
To: "Dalley,

Ceo '0"""''',

:: ,c,.',••',:',,',".":>

,- "Berger, Dan"

.•••"",', •• "c

Dear George and Dan,

I h<\ve iwo Mondays from AIG-,both are ok with President Williams. Hopefully, one will be ok with Congressman
Rangel for this meeting, They are:
Monday, November 26-early afternoon-anytime between 12 pm and 3 pm
Monday, December 17-same thing
if these are not good, possibly Congressman Rangel may have more availability in Decembar if the House is nol
in session. Perhaps you may be able to give me some additional dates,
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154
New York, NY .10031
Tel: (212) 650;; 650/
Fax: (212) 650c / .
Email: rbutlei '

https:/lpelican.adtnill.ecny.CUlly.edulw

id~51 dtmp59aege8cc9666..,

1211512009
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Redacted
From:

Jacobs, PhiJrp

Sent:

Friday, November 09, 2007 3:00 PM

To:

Bensinger, Steven

Cc:

Cloonan, Ned; Merski, Rich; WetHng, Brad; Berman, Brad; Cohen, Bruce; Johnson, Oakley; Keny,
Anastasia

Subject:

Summary of Tax Proposals from Rep, Charles Rangel

Attachments: Summary of Tax Reduction and Reform Act of 2007.doc
Steve - as you know, Rep Charles Rangel proposed tax legislation recent!y which would have significant effects on
individual and corporate taxpayers, We have summariZed on the attached the provisions that are germane to A1G,
Significant debate continues around these provisions. We wlll keep you informed regarding further developments,
Please let me know if you would like to discuss any of this informatlon in more detail.

12/14/2009

Confidential
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Sheiner, Jon
From:

Dalley, George

Sent:

Thursday, November 15, 2007 4:17 PM

To:

Sherwood, Michelle; Eaton, Geoffrey; Capel, Jim; Berger, Dan; Jones, Vivian; McRae, Tina;
Sheiner, Jon; Milne, Emile; Featherson, Wendy; Biglow, Holly; Palmer, Jioni; Beck, Matthew;

Cc:

Dalley, George

Garcia, Elbert; Solano, Socrates; ·walter@charlierangel.org'; Grant, Cedric

Subject: FW: New York Times and the Rangel Center

From: Shelly Butler

sent: Thursday, November 15, 2007
To: Dalley, George; Capel, Jim;
Cc: gwilliams':>.,'!; edll1o,nds;or ••.•'.

<'.'

Subject: New York Times and the Rangel Center
Dear George, Jim, and Dan,
I spoke with Marilyn Thompson (Johnson?) of the Times this morning and wanted to give you a basic digest of
what she asked. According to Mary Lou Edmondson, our VP for Communications, Marilyn was interested in
whether the Congressman was "inappropriately involved" in any of our discussions about the Rangel Center or
soliciting a gift.
I told her that the Center came out of discussions between the Congressman and President Williams at least as
early as 2004 and that in June of 2005, a general letter of inquiry (Dear Sir or Madam) from the Congressman
was written to about 125 foundations and corporations in the New York area. She asked for the letter and 1faxed
it to her. I told her that my office followed up on every one of these letters to try to get appointments. It just gave
us a foot in the door but we did the legwork. The Ford Foundation sent us a letter and the Congressman,
President Williams and I visited Ford. Ford was very Interested and said they would host a presentation to which
they would invite some foundations, which they did, and then we followed up with those foundations. Gifts from
the Verizon Foundation and the New York Community Trust resulted and we are still talking with other
fOtlndations.

She asked about AIG and I said that early in 2006, the Congressman suggested I call them, which I did, but that
the Congressman never visited AIG with me, nor did I ever meet with AIG's CEO. I began sending proposals to
AIG in 2006 and am still doing so, but they have not accepted anything as yet. This is very standard operating
procedure for our office, which speaks t<;> foundations, corporations and individuals all the time. We have a
conversation with them in which we try to find common ground between what they want to fund and what are our
needs are and of course, we have to meet their guidelines for funding.

They also asked about whether we had met with Maurice Greenberg and I told them that Congressman Rangel,
President Williams and I did, and that we were referred to the Starr Foundation. I spoke several times with the
St"rr Foundation, which is one of the largest funders in higher education, and tried to find a fit within their
guidelines and their mission, which we did, resulting in a gift They asked about Gene Isenberg and I said
President Williams, Congressman Rangei and I had met with Gene in District Attorney Morgenthau's office in
October of 2006 and then that President Williams and I met with Gene later. I mentioned that Mr. Morgenthau had
been something of a mentor to the Congressman and had given him his first job out of law school when the
Congressman came up against racial barriers. She was very interested in that story. I also told her that Gene was
interested in having our economics and engineering students apply for internships at Nabors, which they did and
four did internships in Houston and Alaska last summer-also other connections with the Isenberg schoo! of
Management and our Dean of Social Science.

She wanted to know if I ever had any questions about the appropriateness of AIG giving to CCNY or any qualms

CBR002812
11/12/2008
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and I said absolutely not, that we were talking about the mission of the Rangel Center in which we believed and
did everyone.

:50'

Give me a call if you have any questions.
Best
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, S-154

CBR002813
11/12/2008
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LOBBYING REPORT-Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

o

1. Registrant Name

Organl~ation

o

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

Individual

American International Group, Inc.

,

o Check if different than previously reported

2. Address

Address1

1399 New York Avenue, Northwest

City

Washington

Address2 Suite 900

State

DC

Zip Code 20005

State

NY

Zip Code 10270

Country

USA

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

City

New York

Me

5. Senate ID#

b. Telephone Number c. E-mail

4a. Contact Name

o

0

7. Client Name

InternatiGnal Number

2695-12

(202) 585-5804

L. Oakley Johnson

6. House ID#

Self

310960000

American International Group, Inc.

8. Year 2007

TYPE OF REPORT

---

Midyear (Januaryl-June30)

0

9, Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Termination Report

INCOME OR EXPENSES

0

0

11. No Lobbying Activity

Termination Date

12. Lobbying

13. Organizations

was:
Le$~

than $10 000

©J
[ij]

$

Provide a good faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $20,000,
of all lobbying related income from the client (including all
payments to the registrant by any other entity for lobbying
activities on behalf of the client),

Signature

!'!J

Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13

INCOME relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period

$10 000 or more

Year End (July I-December 31) 0

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were:
I en than $10 000

0

~

0

$ 4,520,000.00

14, REPORTING

Check box to indicate expense
accounting method, See Instructions for description of options,

0
0

MethodA.

0

Method C. Reporting amounts under section 162(e) of the Internal

Reporting amounts using LDA definitions only

Method B. Reporting amounts under section 6033(b)(8) of the
Internal Revenue Code
Revenue Code

' "','"

I

Date

02108/2008

Printed Name and Title L. Oakley Johnson, Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Page lof25

v5.0,tb

I

I!'~Hi81r
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Clerk oflhe House of Representntivos
232 Fklrt Building
"/ashington, DC 20510

Building
\\.'ashington, DC 20515

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

.. All Filers Are Requll'ed to Complete This Page

l. Registrant Name
Ogilvy Government RelatiOlls

2. Address
Address J

Check if different than preyiousl)' reported
Address2 Suite 1100

1111 19th Street- N\V

City

State

DC

lip Code 20036

Country

USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than linc 2)
City

........... =.== = =..= =..= = =..= = = =
. .=.=.....

State

Zip Code

.

4a. Contact Name

Country

======
. . E~~==l

c.E-mail

ivlr

5. Senate ID#
48827-1698

(202) 729·4200

7. Client Name

6. House ID#

Self

AMLRICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP (AIG)

TYPE OF REPORT

345280093

8. Ycar 2007

(Jm1Uaryl~June30)

Mid:vear

YearEnd (July I-December 31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10. Check if this is a Tennination Report

Tcnuination Date

11. No Lobbying Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES· Complete Either Line 12 OR Line 13
12. Lobb)"ing
lNCOME relating to lobbying activitics for this reporting pcriod
was

13. Organizations
EXPENSE relating to lobbying activitics I(x this reporting period
werc·

$ 100.000.00
faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $2(\000,

o~i;~:::,~~ri,~:i:~f:~:,:,;~in:~C(:~>m~:e;':I~'romother
the entity
client
;~:

14.REPORT1NG
Check box to indicate
accounting method. Sec instructions [ordescnf,'iOll 01 op'lions.
Reporl1ng amounL~ using LDA. definitions only

RcpoOI», "mm>01"",dcl >o,ollon 162(e) orthc Internal

Signnturc

Date

02/1312008

Printed Name and Title Stewart Hall, Managing Director
Page 1 of3
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15. General issue area code
]6. Specific lobbying issues
income received
and Extension Act of 2007
Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2007
~

17. l-louse(s) of Congress and Federal agencies

~

~~~

~~

~~~----~~

~-~~-

~~~~~~~

~~

~

~~~

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Name

Coven.'-d Official Position (if applicable)

New

Bond

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Stewart Hall, i\lanaging Director'
\'5,O,Om

Plige 2 of 3
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ADDl~NDt!i\1 for Genel'lll Lobhying Issue '\"'"Cll''' J1AN - J3ankmg

Printed Nllml\ and Tide
v5,lUlm

_ --

-

_

- -

•

StcW:lrt Hall, !\J,U1agillg Dinctor

Page30f3
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Cosponsors: Bill Summary & Status
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Bill Summary & Status
H.R.2834

H.R.2834 [llOth]
Title:To amend the Internal Revenue Code of] 986 to treat income received by partners for performing
investment management services as ordinary income received for the performance of services.
Cosponsors:;L(i
Sponsor: Rep Levin~.Mll.®r M. [D-MI-12] (introduced 6/22/2007)
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills: !:LK1111.?., S.J.(i:?1
Latest Major Action: 6/22/2007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House
Committee on Ways and Means.
COSPONSORS, ALPHABETICAL [* ~ original cosponsor]:
Cosponsor Statistics: 26 current (includes 12 original)
Rep Abercrombie, Neil [D-HI-I] - 8/3/2007
Rep COQY.~~,!Q1J.!1JL[D-MI-I4] -71l9/2007
R~.lLEi!!J.\!!.,llg.!2[D-CA-5I] - 6/28/2007
R~_Ql)J~rr~lly.i.!LY., [D-IL-4]

- 8/3/2007

Rep Kjm!, RO_l). [D-WI-3] - 6/22/2007 *
BJ'.Q.l'.i]I~Q.l),JgJmlL [D-CT-1] - 6/22/2007 *
R-"JL1.~Y.CL~,J2b!J [D-GA-5] - 6/22/2007 *
R.\!p..l!ill2Q!itiillQ,_Q.n!.~.\!.I, [D-CA-38] - 9/] 8/2007
B&.lLl'{Q[19-'1~I'I.\!~norBgl.!!L~[D-DC] - 7/19/2007
Rep Pomeroy, Earl [D-ND] - 6/22/2007 *
Rep Sanchez Linda T [D-CA-39] - 1/22/2008

]:'-':.A,~J&,!?'y_Q.'!ID0

Rep Blumenau.!rr..,Earl [D-OR-3] - 6/22/2007 *
Rep DeFazio Peter A. [D-OR-4] - 7/l9/2007
K~ Fr.!l.!l!s:~am5'.Y.[D-MA-4] - 6/22/2007 *
R.\!p..).Q!!.©§.,~.\!p!lil.l)j<tI;]!2!2.~ [D-OH-1I] 6/22/2007 *
BJ'JL!).uci.!!ifI.1.J25'IlIlis L [D-OH-lO] - 9/4/2007
R~.Q~Io"",-.ll.<!fQ.~m [D-CA-9] - 9/7/2007
R.\!pM<;De[!l.!Q!1..Jim [D-WA-7] - 6/22/2007 *
)3.Jtll~ill.J~js.b.~,L~, [D-MA-2] - 6/22/2007 *
B&.l?J'illi9L~!1..J2iJl,lL. [D-NJ-8] - 6/22/2007 *
Rep Rangel Charles B. [D-NY-15] - 6/22/2007 *
Rep Sarbanes, John P. [D-MD-3] - 8/3/2007
B.\!p)iL",;]ghH'L.L.Q!Jis_~.M.£LI).1Q~1J[D-NY-28] -

RS!P-S.heflIl.1!!J,.llnl£! [D-CA-27] - 7/ll/2007
Rep Stark, Fortney Pete [D-CA-13] - 6/22/2007

(Change sort:

*

I01l8/2007
Rep Welch, Peter [D-VT] - 6/28/2007

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-Iislbdquer
. . . ._ . ._ . . . . . .
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Overview: Bill Summary & Status
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Bill SUl1ulla~v & Status
H.R.2834
Search Results

H,R,2834

Overview

H.R.2834 [I 10th]
Title:To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to treat income received by partners for performing
investment management services as ordinary income received for the perfonnance of services.
Sponsor: B;w..1£Y.i!h..!i.i!!1-'J.\'L~L [D-MI-12] (introduced 6/22/2007)
Cosponsors: ~
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills: H.R278S: S.1624
Latest Major Action;612212007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House Committee on
Ways and ~leans<
Jump to:

Iill§, MltiQI Ac(j.QI!§, £Q..l1)ll1ittff§, .~llil!!J1.J!!Y

................................................................

.

.

T1TLE(S): (italics indicate a title ji>r a portion ora bill)
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend ti,e Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to treal income received by partners for performing
investment management services as ordinary income received for the performance of services.

MAJOR ACTIONS:
Display.

[~j"ECTIJ21 (dates

in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details, see:

12i.!.L~tus

***NONE***

COMMITTEE(S):
Committee/Subcommittee:

Activity:

!:!..Q!J§§JY!l.Y1i,.J!!]!LI\1~,gm

ReferraL In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
6/22/2007--Introduced.
Amends the Internal Revenue Code to treat as ordinary income (i.e., income taxed at regular income tm, rates)
income received by a partner from an investment services partnership interest. Defines "investment services
partnership interesf! as any interest in a partnership held by a person \vho provides services to a partnership by:
(1) advising the partnership as to the value of specified assets (e.g., real estate, commodities, or options or
derivative contracts); (2) advising the partnership about investing in, purchasing, or selling specified assets; (3)
managing, acquiring, or disposing of specified assets; or (4) arranging financing with respect to acquiring
specified assets.

http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lislbdque

'lii

...

4uc:@@@E&summ2=m..
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Active Financing Working Group
JO()~

PC-fir/sylvania Ave. NW Suite 601

January 18,2008

The Honorahle Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House
Washington, D,c' 20515

l11e Honorab.le John Boehner

The Honorable Harry Reid
Senate Majority Leader
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Senate Minority Leader
Washington, D,c' 20510

The Honorable Charles Rangel

The Honorable Jim McCrery
Ranking Member
Ways and Me-ans Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515

Chairman
Ways and Means Committee
Washington, D.C. 20515
The Honorable Max Baucus
Chairman
Finance Committee
Washington, D.c. 20510

House Minodty Leader
Washington, DL 20515

The Honorable- C1:wrles Grassl-e)'
Ranking Mcmbt.>r
Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Madame Speaker and Messrs. Reid, Boehner, McConnell. Rangd, Bauc-us.
McCrery and Grassley:

The members of the A<::tive Financing Working Group are collectively a critical part of
the U.S. economy and provide hundreds of thousands o1'O.S. jobs. We applaud your

efforts to develop a fiscal stimulus package that will provide an immediate boost to the
U.S. economy_ Any such paekage should include an immediate extension of the subpart
F mles applicable to financial services business. income.

In additjon to temporary provisions designed to ;jump starf' the economy, it is critica.l to
recognize the need to provide cert.ainty to the fi.nand-al services industry. The recent
tunnoil in financial markets poses a risk to our economy and to our workers. The credit
situation threatens to deteriorate unless specific steps arc taken to stabilize the U.S.

financial services sector. Tbus, an important component" of any economic stimulus
package should be to· burtress this essential component of the U.S. economy.

Confidential
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A failure to extend the active tinancial services rules would be a significant tax increase
on U.5. fmandal services finns. The shadow of this looming tax increase is already
be,ing felt as U.S. financial concerns make long~tenn financial decisions, including
pricing decisions~ acquisition activity and maintenance -of employment levels.
For manufacturers, the economic situation makes foreign markets even more critical to
U.S. manufacturing jobs. Indeed, many U,S. ma.nufacturers are relying 01] their expOlis
and foreign sales to sustain and even grow jobs here at home..Failure to extend the ac.tive

financial services rules would result in a tax hike that would increase tbe cost of
financing l11any export sales. At this critical time, American workers cannot afford that

tax increase.

Thus, an extension of current law is critical to maintain competitive balance and quality
long~term U.S. jobs in both the manufacturing and financial servi-ces sectors. If cnrrenl
law lapses, foreign firms are likely to fill the void and thousands of supporting U.S. jobs
may be lost. Already, only three U.S. banks are currently ranked amongst the world~s top
25 banks.

.l\4aintalning robust U.S. financial firms and markets is of paramount concern. Businesses
and households must be able to finance their spending in order to make economic
investments. Extending the active financial services provision as. pa11 of the economic
stimulus package will ensure that U.S.-based financial services business are able to
continue to operate competitively and provide the funds needed for investment and
economic gro\-vth. In short, an extension of the active financial services mles!lillY will
provide a sigutJkant economic boost at a critkal time tor an industry facing significant

challenges.
\Vc cannot emphasize enough the need for quick action on this provision.
Sincerely,

The Active Financing Working Group

Confidential
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tJl'l)ATtm 2115/08
INSURANCe ISSUES
BUnGET

Redacted

Confidential
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Climate Change

Redacted

GOVRRJ'1MENT SPONSORED BNTRRPRJSES (GSFB - FANNIE MAE &
FRIWDmMAC)

Redacted

Confidential
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Redacted

MCCARRAN FERGUSON

Redacted

MISe. LEGISLATION (1130108 No Updates

Loft Retired)

Redacted

Confidential

AIGSC0357
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NATURAL CATASTROI'HE LEGfSLAnON

Redacted

Confidential
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FLOOD

Redacted

o¥nONAL FEDERAL CHARTER

Redacted

Confidential
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Redacted

SURPLUS LlN.ES

Redacted

TAX
Active Financing

Redacted

Confidential
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AMT
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Rangel (D-NY) introduced a $1.3 trillion tax

overall plan, R.R. 3970, on October 25, 2007. The hill wouid repeal the AMT ailer
2007 and pay for it by imposing a surtax of fl.11east 4 percent on tax payers with incomes
exceeding $200,000. 111e lcgis~atjon includes a $3.84 billion corporate title that would
reduc·e the top corporate marginal tax rate from 35 percent to 305 percent. It also would
modify the allocation of expense and taxes on repatriation of foreign income and repeal
the last-in, first-out acc-ounting me-thods for all companies. Any income recognized as a
result ofthis change in accounting method would be spread over eight years. Rangel has
said he would not consider this legislation until 2008. The legislation is a starting point

for discussion and he would 10\\'1:r the corporate tax rate further if additional offsets can
be found.

Senate Finance Committee Chainl1an Baucus (DuMT) intends to spend 2008 holding
hearings on comprehensive tax reform with a goal of working on a major tax reform bill
in 2009 and 2010.
The administration has remained largely quiet on the Rangel. proposal, Treasury
&'CretaIY Paulson has been p\l'3hing fDr lower corporate tax rates and is likely to continue
his discussions with Rangel on the topic.

Bermuda Rc'illsUral1Ce

Over the last several years, Senate Democrats have contemplat'Cd several proposals to
close "tax loopholes" for U.S. companies operating overseas. One proposal that bas
resurfaced again is the Bermuda reinsurance ta.x propa,.<::al. This proposal., which
Congress first c-onsidered in 2001. would teea,t a.") taxable income c·ertain· reinsurance
premiums that insurers pay to rClnsurers based in a low~taxjurisdiction.
Another proposal sponsored by Senator Byron Dorgan (D-Nn) would treat "controlled
foreign corporations\> (CFCs) organized in a listed "tax haven" country as a domestic
corporation. His pwposal. lisl-s fOfty "tax haven" countries, including; Bennuda and the
Cayman Islands.
At this date, other than Mr. DorglU1 's bill, there is no pending legislation aimed at the
Bermuda or specifically, the· reinsurance market. A coalition of U.S. insUl't'fs has been
formed to push for legislation that would deny the deductibility of rei.nsurance premiums
added to afftliated Bermuda insurers.

AIG is not supporting or opposing this effort.

Confidential
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Congressman Richard Neal (D-MA), chainnan of the Ways and Means Committee's
Select Revenue Measures Subcommittee and the cosponsor of the 2001 Bennuda
reinsurance tax proposal, is expected to reintroduce a similar proposal this yltar. The
Senate has yet to consider a similar proposal. But, if Senator Dorgan's bill advances in
the Finance Committee, it may open the door for debate on more country~specifk
legislation, such as Bcmmda.

Estate Tax
Senator Baucus (D-MT) is expected to push a pennancnt change to the estate tax, ending
the uncertainty over a tax slated to disappear in 2010, then return with a higher rate and
lower exemption in 2011. Lawmakers sense an opening tor a deal short of repeal, but
election-year paJitic$ could compHcate the iSb'Ue. and a recession could d.:1mpen St1PPOli

for legislation benefi.ting the wealthy. Congresswoman Nita Lowey (D~NY) introduced
H.. R. 4235 on November It, 2007 and it has been referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means. The bill would restore the estate tax and reduce the estate tax rates by
20 percent and increase to $3 million the unified crroit against the estate tax.

Inside Build Up

Redacted

TERRORISM INSURANCE

Redacted
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Redacted

TRAVEL LIn; INSURANCE

Redacted
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Rachelle Butler
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
SUbject:

Ybrk

Shelly,

Congratulations on the progress.
Look forward to the call etc. give my best to the president and tb the chairman.
Sent from my

Bl~ckBerry

Wireless Handheld

j

Berger~ 1

Dan'

2008

from the Rangel Center at The City College of New York
Dear Ned,

I am delighted to tell you that the Charles B. Rangel Center has been officially approved by
the City University Board of Trustees. City College will be issuing a press release

imminently about the good news.

1n more good news, the Rangel Center has received a $1.95 million grant from Congress. We
are very proud that this allocation was passed overwhelmingly by both houses of Congress and
recently signed into being by President Bush. Fundraising for the Center now stands at over
$113 million and we are going strong.
On April 22, National Grid (formerly Keyspan) will be holding a reception in the Rayburn
Office Building in Washington DC for all its Board members in honor of City College and its
wonderful math, science,. and technology programs for underrepresented populations.
Congressman Rangel will be the guest of honor and the speaker. You and your colleagues will
be invited so r hope that you are able to make it. President Williams and I will also both be
there together with a number of Congressional leaders and VIPs.

Congressman Rangel has expressed a wish to meet with the folks from AIG together with
President Williams about engaging AIG in the wonderful work of the Rangel Center. Dan Berger
of Congressman Rangel' 5 office will be contacting you about finding a time that is convenient
for everyone.
I look forward to seeing you all in .the very near future.

Best regards
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
48
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Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College tif New York
160 Convent Avenue j $-154
New
Tel:

NY

18831

Fax:
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Confidential Memorandum
To:
From:

Congressman Charles Rangel
President Gregory Willliuns
Vice President Shelly Butler
April 15, 2008
Briefing - AIG

Date:
Re:
MEETING LOGISTICS:

Prospect:
Date, Time:
Participants:

Location:

Contact:

Ned Cloonan, Vice President
Monday, April 21, 2008, 10:00am
Congressman Charles Rangel
CCj\,T'{ President Gregory Willliuns
CCNY Vice President Shelly Butler
70 Pine Street (between William and Water Street)
Ned Cloonan, 212-770-6114

OBJECTIVE:
Close $10M gift from AIG for the Rangel Center which will:
•

Name AIG Hall
Establish The AIG Endowed Chair in Financial Education
Establish The Charles B. Raugel Professorship in Consumer Policy and
Establish the AIG Endowed Scholarships in Financial Education

BACKGROUND: I first met with them on April 28, 2006 and then July 25, 2006;
President Williams and I met with them on April 25. 2007; and I had many telephone
meetings with the people named below. President Williams and I have met with:

o VP Ned Cloonan
o

AVPEdLee

o Director of Inti. and Corporate Affairs James Chin
o Kate de Rosset-Corporate grants-no longer there

•
•

Solicitation began 2 years ago with an original $10M request for science, technology,
math and engineering scholarships and the Rangel Center building
We were asked to separate the two proposals, which we did for $5M each
We were then asked if this request couId change to include the professorships and
scholarship named below, which we did (attached) 6-15-07, as AIG needed to fulfill
some commitments to financial education of consumers

•

111 addition to naming the building, the gift will now include:

o The AIG Endowed Chair in Financial Education
o The Charles B. Rangel Professorship in Consumer Policy
o

AIG Endowed Scholarships in Financial Education

CSOC.CBR.00000149
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All went well until a negative article about the proposed Congressional allocation iu the

Daily News and AIG shied away and asked for time to let this die down. In time, the bill
was passed and now with the Letter to the Editor from District Attorney Robert
Morgenthau to The Sun, the climate is much better. Hopefully, we can now close the gift.

SPEAKING POINTS· RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Congressman Rangel will open and briefly talk about his vision to have the face of
government and public service represent the diverse population in the United States.
2. President Williams will speak about the history and mission of CCNY.
Access and Excellence.

Diverse population.
3. Vice President Shelly Butler will cover the following key components of the gift
Naming the Harlem limestone townhouse AIG Hall . $5M + $2.5M match
from CUNY
The AIG Endowed Chair in Financial Education
The Charles B. Rangel Professorship in Consumer Policy
AIG Endowed Scholarships in Financial Education
4. Fundraising commitments· $11,650,000 - Details below
$5M The Starr Foundation (ev. Starr Library)
$1.9M Congressional allocation (unrestricted)
$lM Gene Isenberg
$lM Ford Foundation (research)
$700k Josh and Judy Weston - MA Scholarships
$500k Venzon Foundation (technology grant joint with DWE)
$440k Kheel Foundation - scholarships
$445Kand
$250k HUD grants (planning, design and construction)
$125k Community Trust (public service internships)
$100k David Rockefeller (unrestricted)
$50k Rockefeller Brothers Fund (Mid-Career Fellows)
$25k Rhodobeck Foundation
5. Focus on the partnership and the shared values between AIG and CCNY.
Commitment to diversity is a griding business principle at AIG and is theprimary vision of the Rangel Center.
Goal is to have a more diverse population of public servants that reflects the
diversity in the United States.
AIG sees a reflection of itself in CCNY

CSOC.CBR.00000150
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6. AlG Hall will be the physical home of the Rangel Center and will present
opportunities for publicity. Examples include:
Center's Inauguration and Launch of the programs
• Gathering of public figures in the Harlem community
•

Lectures, conferences, and receptions.

7.- 1'wo examples of university buildings named for corporations:
$20M gift to University of Maryland for Comcast Center (athletics) and
$5 million gift to University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill to create FedEx
Global Edncation Center (houses the university's international programs).
8. Close with the Next Steps
Absolute commitment and funding time period
Formal letter of agreement.
9. What the Rangel Center consists of:
• The bOOding
• Charles B. Rangel Library and Archives holding the Chairman's papers
Two Degree Programs
• The Master's Program in Public Service, interdisciplinary.
Combined BA/MA Program in Public Service - fast track program.
Charles B. Rangel Fellows: A Mid-Career Program in Leadership and Policy
Innovation

FmANCMLINFORMATION
• AIG reported $113 billion in sales for 2007. Firm's net worth is reported at $101
billion. 106,000 employees. $29.2B inventory of subprime debt (wrote down $352M
on value of subprime holdings last year).
• Martin J. Sullivan, CEO and President. Pay: $IIM
Steven J. Bensinger Chief Financial Officer and Exec. VP. Pay: $ 6.5M
• Edmund S.W. Tse, Jr. Sr. Vice Chairman of Life Insurance. Pay: $2.7 M
• Rodney O. Martin, Exec. VP of Life Insurance. Pay: $4.7M
AlG's PHILANTHROPY

Corporate philanthropy falls under the Corporate Responsibility umbrella and is
directed at the company's strategic focus: entrepreneurship and economic
empowerment; emergency preparedness and disaster relief; strategic education and

health initiatives; and independence for people with disabilities.
In 2001 AIG created the AIG Disaster Relief Fund in response to the events of
September 11. In 2006 the fund distributed $7.6M in response to Hurricane Katrina
and Tsunami in Asia
$5M pledge in March 2007 to ORBIS Intemational for Blindness prevention in five
countries. Edward (Ned) T. Cloonan is on the board of ORBIS, which recendy
launched a $100M campaign.

CSOC.CBR.00000151
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$100K commitment in February 2007 National Organization on Disability's
Emergency Preparedness Initiative.
Starr Foundation ($3.5B in assets) was philanthropic arm of AIG until 2005 when AIG
board forced Maurice "Hank" Greenberg to resign from his post as Chairman and CEO
under fraud allegations.
•

SOURCES: LexisNexis, \V\v"w.google.com~ww\v.aigcotporate.coln, www.fl.t1ance.yahoo.c01U
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~
Jacob Morel
From:

Shelly

Sent:

Wednesday, April 16, 2008 2:24 PM

To:

'Dalley, George'; 'Berger, Dan'; 'Capel, Jim'; 'Gregory H. WilHams'

Cc:

'Jacob ty1~m~I',;_Te:~e$~.Fl~mming'; aperez~_~-:_~'.':--':_-~_::-,-:,_,": 'Michael RogoYin'; 'Jones, Vivian';
awilson'_. ;,:' ,,-, , JMiine, Emile'; 'Sherwood, Michelle'; 'Featherson, Wendy'; 'Grant,
Cedric'; 'Biglow, Holly'; 'Sheiner, Jon'

Subject:

RE: URGENT - Confirmation of meeting at AIG with Congressman Rangel, VP Ned
Cloonan,President Gregory WilHams, VP Shelly Butler April 21

Attachments: AIG for Rangel 042108 (2).doc; AIG, the Rang;;!center, and Fl;.ncial Literacy 4-16-08.doc;
AIG Hall at the Charles B Rangel Center for Public Service-4-16-08.doc

Hello everyone,
,
Attached is the briefing which includes the summary history of our discussions with AlG. and the names of all
persons involved. I have attached ONLY the latest versions of the proposal, how separated into two parts as they
requested:
$5 million to name AIG Hall

$5 million to endow The AIG Endowed Chair in Financial Education, The Charles B. Rangel Professorship in
Consumer Policy and the
AIG Endowed Scholarships in Financial Education
The two professorships are so that A!G can repair some fenc~s they had with consumers and of course, everyone
likes scholarships!
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College ofNew York
160 Convent Avenue, 8-154
NewYork,NY 10031
Tel: (212) 650
650:

Fax: (212) 650:,
Email: rbutlex

Jac:ob

Mc,rel; Te!fesaFlerrlming

Dan; capel,Jim

apere2L~. ~. ·::~-':-·~_:~:L:_~-:~~-'-:-:: Michael Rogovin; Jones, Vivian;

Shervvood, Michelle; Featherson, Wendy; Grant, Cedric; Dalley, George;
Biglow,
Subject:
- Confirmation of meeting at AIG with Congressman Rangel, VP Ned Cloonan,President
Gregory Williams, VP Shelly Butler April 21
SheUy, this meeting is on his calendar for Monday morning. Please help us brief him for participation by preparing
and sending hima summary history of our discussions with AIG regarding the Rangel Center with the names of
all of the persons who have been involved. Please also send Charlie a copy of the proposal you have submitted

4/1612008

j
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to them.
From: Shelly SUUer ..•...•.•.••.•..••.••.••.•••• <....•.•.•.•.••...•.•.•• ••.•..••.....

sent: Wednesday, April 16;2008 ii:30'AM'
To: Berger! Dan; Dalley, George; Capel, Jim
Cc: ·Jaq)p__ M9~J'~_'T~f~?a Flemming'; aperet_

- - - -- - -'Michael Rogovin'i Jones, Viviani
awilson1. __,-_-~:-:-'_-::_;-_: __'-- _
Subject: URGENT - Confirmation of meeting at AIG with Congressman Rangel, VP Ned Cloonan,Presldent
Gregory Williams, VP Shelly Butler April 21
Hi everyone, we're on for our meeting at AIG with Ned Cloonan, the Chairman, President Williams and me

Monday, April 21 @ 10AM with AiG and Congressman Rangel at

70 Pine Street, between Pearl and William Street.
New York

Hope to close this $10 million gift for the Rangel Center finally I The Chairman doesn't need to
already have our proposal in. His presence is all that is needed-that will send the message.

make the case-we

Best
Shelly
Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutional Advancement
The City College of New York
160 Convenl Avenue, 8-154
New York, NY 10031
Tel: (212) 650. . ...
Fax: (212) 650j

Email: rbutler;

411612008
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April 21, 2008

Me, Ned Cloo"a"
Vice Preside"t
American Int,,,n'1tional
Pine
N"wYork,
DBnrNcd,

~E[;11~:f~~:~~~~~~J~~!~:

Sh,,,ily' Bt,tleral1d ll1eaLAIG. As we
a
of New York have for each
for
us
I know thai CCNY Can provide a
knowiedgeable and eager new members of the AIG teem that you are

and The
beneficial to
VP

work iog"th,srvvh€lfago\lenlm,;n1 alona is just not anough.

the very naar future an," emelerlclog
I can have ihe very great
we,lcomillg :/oullnlo tl~e 'CCNY community as a full partner as we go
Sincerely yours,

Congcsssmal:1 Charle~ B. Rangel

Confidential
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Administration Building, Room 300

Convent Avenue at B8th Sneet
New York, New York 10031

TEL: 212,650.7285
FAX: 212.650.7680

www,ccoy.cuny.edu
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

April 21 ,2008

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel
US Congress, 15th Congressional District
163 West 125" Street
New York, NY 10027

Dear Congressman Rangel,
Thank you so much for meeting today with Shelly and me at AI(3. As you could see,
there is still a little way to go, but there is no question in my mind that by your presence
and your eloquence, you have moved this whole proceeding to a different level.
You let them know how important education and the Charles B. Rangel Center at The
City College of New York are to you. They are cleared inclined to make the gift, but
certainly after your presentation today, I believe they will now make it a priority.
Even after a serious illness, you made a special effort to be there for CCNY and the
Rangel Center. Please know how very much you and the Rangel Center mean to us, as
well.
I know we will see each other again in DC and I'm hoping you will be in town for our
gala on May 7 at the Mandarin. You have my warmest thanks and appreciation for all
that you do.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OpNEW YORK
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Redacted
From:

MacArthur, Maureen on behalf of Cloonan, Ned

Sent:

Tuesday, April 22, 2008 6:17 PM

To:

Lee, Ed; Chin, James

Subject:

FW: thanks so much for the meeting today

Attachments: Letter to the Editor of The Sun by District Attorney Robert M. Morgenthau.doc

Tracking:

Recipient; Read

Lee, Ed

fu}i:ld: 4/22/20086:25 PM

Chin, James ReQ:d: 4/22!2008 7:38 PM

Let's discuss.

Ned

From: """!ly 'eu[ler .•.. " •••.·.•
sent:
To: doonan,
Subject: thanks so much for the meeting today
Dear Ned,
I want to thank you, Ed, James and everyone for meeting with Congressman Rangel, President 'Mlliams and me
today. It was a really good meeting and It was clear that you are eager to begin this project with CRy College. As
you could see, the Chairman is really invested in the Rangel Center's future and considers it a great thing, as we
do. I was impressed that he would be wlUing to speak before your 8oard·,,~·but not really surprlsed. I have attached
the Letter to the Editor written by Now York County District Attorney Robert Morgenthau in the Sun. I think that
says it ~li. The Center IS a true good thing and in many ways wlll be a positIve for AIG.
Agaln, many thanks and I hope we will be bringing you all up to City Cotlege for an inaugural event very soon!
Best regards
Shelly

Shelly Butler, Vice President
Development & Institutionai Advancement

The City College of New York
160 Convent Avenue, 8-154

New York. NY 10031
Tel: (212) 65(1"; 650'"
FllX: (212) 650
Email: rbutle(:'

121312009
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Call Report
Date:

April 23, 2008

To:

File

From:

Shelly

Re:

Meeting with AIG on April 2" 2008

President Williams, Congressman Rangel and I met with Ned Cloonan, Ed lee, James Chin, Jackie Shen,
and one or two others from AIG who were from corporate. The Congressman talked about AIG and how
well it had done in its corporate outreach. Then, President Williams talked about CCNY and I spoke
about the proposal in the packets. Ned seemed to indicate that they were on board with it. The}
<:()ngressf"l1a~s~id. something about Jet's not over~ell this thing if the vacuum has a!r~ady,been s~ldan9

then President WjllIamschim~djn wi_~~_a_,g~~~~'jo_n about what we need todo to c()mplete the gift, t~at
we had been working with themfor two year~. _i
.

tben,N~<!"l)t\Lr~Jb~rl)I>",b~<!tb,,!l\e thought that his board. wo~ltl be concerne<!withth~possibi1jiy
that there equid be. some adverse publlcity,bout this"that som~ of the.ll1edian)i~bt accuse.AIG ql
trying to."Yi,n the favor of~heChairrnanofthe~olis~ vVays~ndMeans C,~lTImitte~ ~y _~~ki~gth-is~~ift.A
then suggested returning to one of our earlier ideas, that the building not be named for AIG. But when I

said this,,;~e9~aicJl' no/.if th,ey were 'going t6makethe gifl:,t~<7tw?,~~:,~,_,~~~,D~~,~P_9_~_T~'en,the

'Congressman said he :thought we had already made the sale""':'he"didn'trealize we were still at this point
and he asked.again, whatdo we heed to do tOget this'done? Nnd then he went on to say that he would
be happy to go to AIG's board and speak to them about the importance of doing this. He referred to the
Letter to the Editor by NY District Attorney Morgenthau that had been printed in the Sun, but I didn't

have it with m~.1 did_email it toNed, however, with my TYlater thatdaY~l\led saidhe ~idn't need the
approval of his board to get it done a~d_said that out of respect,forthe Congressman, he wouldn't a~,k
hiil1, to speak to his Board and thent~eCongressmal1asked ,a thif'~_~_lrn~_~v~a~ n~e.d~d to he done.Atthi~
point, after a bit of hesitation,Neds:afd t()the~ongressman,glvemetwo weeks and then I might ask
x~utomake,one caH~Shortly after, we left (after I distributed invitations to our gala).
The next day, Jackie called me. Dawn told her I was in Washington and could it wait until I came back
and Jackie said no, she had some questions, So I called her and she asked me some good procedural
questions:

She found the stuff on the Jewish Studies and the Skadden gifts, but not on the NY life gift, so I
emailed her the PR link to our website. She also asked me how that gift was paid and I said it
was paid In one Il!mp sum. She then asked were these gifts to departments; I said no, they were
all to centers and that the Rangel Center was listed on our website under Centers; she said she
saw it.
2. She then asked me what entity gifts are paid to and I toid her about the City College 21" Century
J:?u~dation. ~he asked if all the money goes into one City College and then everything is paid
out of that. I ~~ld ~er no, that we would set upindividua! funds within the Foundation; that the

1,
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giftto the building would be a separate spend-down account and that each endowed
professorship and the Scholarships would all be separate accounts..'
3. 'She then asked if the scholarships would be limited"to the Rangel Center; I said the way the
proposal was written now, they would be, but that could be opened up if AIG wanted to do that.
4. Ialso told her that there was a chance that we could get the chancellor's 1:2 match, but as it
had been offered two years ago, I was no longer sure we would get it and that was why it had
not been included in the proposal, but that it wasn't off the table.
5.
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Clerk oCthe HOllse of Reprcsenlati\'e~
Office "I' I'"bll, Records
232 Hart Building
\Vashingfon, DC 20510

Washington, DC 2051.5

LOBBYING REPORT
Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (Section 5)

- All Filers Are Required to Complete This Page

1. Registrant Name
American Inlcmll1ional Group

ChecI,if different than previousl)' reported

2. Address

Address2

Address 1 70 Pine Street
City

New York

State

NY

_
Country

Zip Code 10270

'USA

3. Principal place of business (if different than line 2)

Check if client is a state or local government or instrumentality

7. Client Name

6. House ID#

American Internatii:\11al Group

TYPE OF REPORT

8. Year 2008

QJ (JiI-3i31)

9. Check if this filing amends a previously filed version of this report
10, Check if this is a Termination Report

Tennination Dale

11 No Lobbying Issue Activity

INCOME OR EXPENSES - YOU MUST complete either Lioe 12 or Line 13
12. Lobbying

13. Organizations

INCOME relating to lobbying acti"vitics for this reporting period

EXPENSE relating to lobbying activities for this reporting period
were'

Less than S5.000

Less than $5 000

2.750.000.00
faith estimate, rounded to the nearest $10,000,
JobJ)yi"g petaled income from the
all
mCrCg'lSlnm",y 1lU}' other entity

14. REPORTING

Check hox to indicale
accounting method. See inslrnclior,s I"r dCSClriplionol "plions

Mcthod A.

Repor1ing amounts using LDA definitions only

Method B.
Method C.

Signature

RepOr1ing amounts under section 162(e) of the Internal
Revenue Code

Date

07/2l!2008

Printcd Namc and Title Anastasia D. Kelly, General Counsel
v6.0.1f

Page 1 of 13
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY, Select as many codes as necessary to reneet the general issile ardIs in \vhich the registrant

c'~;'~~:~ii,~~,I~:;~~:';~~,::~(:>c~:;~;:~~;~:O:,::::~a~:~~;I;,:I~~c~::::;'jng
ir
as requested. Add additional

I>c,·iod. Usingaseparate page for each

15. General issue area code

(0110

code,

provide

per page)

16. Specific lobb}.'ing issues

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
,.Fi.,f.,s,t, 1\.::a::m:~e.

.

,,~:~:::.:••:::

_

: ,":'''.:..

,I,

Co\.'.of.ed Ofl1cia! Position (if appl.lc '.b.. lc.J

;I

Check if None

Printed Name and Title ,\ullstnsi:t D. Kelly, G('Il('rlll Counsel
v6,il.lf

Pagt> 2 of 13
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15. General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues
and Job Creation Act 0""""', ",cu','" 239~ S.

17

Federal agencies

HLO,

Tax

tile ",norgy

LJ Check if None

"'

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area
Suffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues liskxl on line 16 above
----

-

-

-

-

Check if None
---

----

--

Printed Name and Title Anastasin D. Kelly. GeIlHal Counsel
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ml,,,matwn w, re'"lue,lted" Add additional

(Olle per page)

3.2666, the Affordable

and Federal agencies

C.'!

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue arca

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check jf None

Printed Name and Title Anast:lsia D. Kelly, GenCloal Counsel
\,(,.1),11'
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as ncccssaI)' to rencet the general issue areas in which the regi::;trant

lobbying 011 be~~~:;>:;~:!~~(~;:~f]~a~:;~~;~I:I~~e~i~~tinfq)eriOd.
as requested.

Using a separate page for each code, provide

(one per page)

S.2794,

Secunty

Act

Check if None

17

18. Name or each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

,,,no

Fn" '"n'

J "I

K)w

Delmer

New

Suffix

"E'

Robert II. ~A";,

m

I"

--

c

.-

-':

==t

-

,
-

I

19. Interest of cach foreign entity in the specific issues Jis!t,:,x!. on lille 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Anastasia D. Kelly, G('flt'nd Counsel
v6.!Uf
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as muny codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in \vhioh the registrant
lobbying on

be~;;~:;;;~:,~~,~;~~f]~a~:~(~~~,:I~:e~fe~tinf! period. Using a separate page for each code, provide

as requested.

(one per page)

1427, the Federal Housing Finance Reform

and Fedend

Check if None

18. Name of each individual \\'ho acted as a lobbyist in this issue

~"""

First Name

J ,,'

K\TH

Detmer

~U'i;:a

Nev\'

Suffix

''''''Oll "
~

.

.
,
:~

",

.
,'C

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Anastasia D. Kelly, Genenll Counsel
"6,0,11'
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(one per page)

1S. General issuc area code
16. Specific lobbying issues

"""""" Act of 2007

17

Federal

Check if None

I8. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

-

"

--

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues hsk'tl on line 16 above

Check if None

,

."

Printed Name and Title Anastasia D. Kelly, Gelleral Counsel
v6Jl.1f
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15. General issue area code

IC:"SiTr;

,Cun;,muerI"w"/',,,fel;,1'ro,lucls '

"

,(one per page)

16. Specific lobbying issues

S 1782m R

F";m.',, Aet of 2007; HK 4040/S 2663, the

and Federal

Cheek if None

18. Name of each individual \vho acted as a lobbyist in this ISSUC area
Las1 Name

sumx

IMmel

New
Robert II. Michel (IL-IS)

,

-"

,

,

'"

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listed on line 16 above

Check if None

Printed Name llnd Title Anastasi;l D. Kelly, Gellt'ral COUllst'1
y6.0.1f
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as requested. Add additional

;:a~~;~:~:l:~e~j;;;rtin"

p"riod.

15, General issue area code
16. Specific lobbying issues
issues, market

Investment Treaty', AIG's
II

building:
17

and Federal agencies

[-J

Check if None

'"

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

Check if None

Printed Name and Title Anastasin D. Kelly, General Counsel
Page 9 (If 13
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ADDENDVJ\I for General Lobbying Issue Are',a:' ,'I

Ill, ,'lmele (l)or>lc"wfl·",,;,gn)

,

"

"

to

servICes sector;
to financial
Singapore,

Printed Name and Title
v6.(Uf

sectoral discussions on an
agreement: t\IG's

AIlllStMi11 D. Kelly, G€ll~rlll COUlml
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LOBBYING ACTIVITY. Select as many codes as necessary to reflect the general issue areas in \vhich the registrant
lobbying on bC~;;~:;:;~:~~(~;:~fj':a~:~(~;ga:I~~e~l~~tinl'
as requested.

15. General issue area code

1[:'~JN,,"Vi

pcrioeL Using a separate page for each code, provide

'lcm,ronmC>ltfSuperl,,,\d"

"

(one

per page)

16. Specific lohbying issues
Act

and Federal agencies

[,'J

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobhyist in this issue area

Printed Name and Title Anastasia U. Kelly, General Counsel
\'6.\1.11'
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15. General issue area code
J 6. Specific lobbying issues

rohrm

Check if None

18. Name of each individual who acted as a lobbyist in this issue area

New

Suffix

19. Interest of each foreign entity in the specific issues listL'tl on line 16 above

f?1 Check if None

Printed Name and Title Anastasi" D. Kl'Uy, GenHal Counsel
,,(',0.11'
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Information Update Page - Complete ONLY 'where registration information has changed.
20. Client new address
Address

-:-:

-:-:-:

City

Slate

Zip Code

::-

_

COlmlry

21. Client new principal place ofbusilless (if different than line 10)

City

_

Stale

Zip Code

_

Coulllry

22. New (kneral desCliption of client's business or activities

LOBBYIST UPDATE
23. Name of each previously reported individual who is no longer expected to act as a lobbyist for the client

ISSUE UPDATE
24, Gcnc'rallobbying issue that no longer pertains

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
25. Add the following affiliated organization(s)
lntemel Address:
Principal Place of Business
(city' and state or counlry")

Name

26. Name of each previously reported organizution that is no longer nffiliated with the registrant or client

21

'3

FOREIGN ENTITIES
27. Add the following foreign entities

%

Printed Name and Title

Anastasia

J),

Kelly, Gene.fa! COUlml
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Bill Su"uuary & Status
H.R.1509
Search Results

FLR.1509

Overview

H.R.1509 [I 10th]
Title:To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the subpart F exemption for active
financing income.
Sponsor: B&ILt:L~;jLEi£Qlll!:L~, [D-MA-2] (introduced 3/J 3/2007)
Cosponsors: ;2.~
Committees: House Ways and Means
Related Bills: S.940
Latest Major Action: 3/J 312007 Referred to House committee. Status: Referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means.

Jump to: Ji!l£~" M1!L91~£tion~, £:.Q.!]]ill!!!§,~, S1!IDmat:Y
..............................................................

.

.

TITLE(S): (italics indicate a titlej"r a portion ola bill)
• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to pernlanently extend the subpart F exemption for active
financing income.
MAJOR ACTIONS: [SELEC1]!lI (dates in italics indicate Senate actions) For more details. see: J2.U!J'JJt(l!§.
Display.

***NONE***
COMMITTEE(S):
CommitteelSubcommittee:

Activity:

!:!Q.!!.§!l..Wll'y§..il!!Q.M&..am

Referral. In Committee

SUMMARY AS OF:
3/13/2007 --Introduced.
Amends the Internal Revenue Code, with respect to taxation of US. shareholders of controlled foreign
corporations, to permanently extend the subpart F exemption (which excludes such income from the
shareholder's foreign personal holding company income) for active financing (insurance, banking, financing, or
similar businesses) income earned on business operations overseas.

http://www.congress.govlcgi-Iisibdque

oki:@@@E&summ2=m&... 4/16/2010
. . . . ._ _. . . . . . . .
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UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

Form lO-K
(Mark One)

Ii1l

ANNUAL REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR I5(d) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the fiscal year ended December 3.1~ 2008

o

or
TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE
SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the transition period from
to
Commission file number

1~8787

American International Group, Inc.
(Exact name afregis/rant as sptu:.ffted ill its ch(Jl'lel~

Delaware
(State ot' otherj1ll1sdictkm 0/
incorporatio/l or organiwlion)

7{1 Pine Slr(1et, New York, New York
(Address qfp.-inclpal execlltil'UI.(fi<:({sj

Registrant's telephone number, including area code (212) 770-7000
Securities registered plJxsuaot to Section 12(b) of the Act:
Title of .Ii;acb Cllm

Common Stock., Par Value $250 Per Share
A-2 Junior Subordinated Debentures
4.875% SeriesA-3 Junior Subordinated Debentures
6.45% Series A-4 J\mior Subordinated Debentures
7.70% Series A~5 .Junior Subordinated Debentures
Corporate Units (composed of stock purchase contracts And
junior subordinated debentures)
NIKKEI 225 @hldex Market Index Target-Tcnn Securltics ®
dtlcJanuary 5, 2011
5~75% Selies

Name arEnell Exchange 011 Which Registered

New York Stock Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
New York Siock Exchange

New York Sil)Ck Exchange
New York Slock Exchange

NYSE Area

Securities registered pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Act: None
Indicate by check mark if the registtant is a well-known seasoned issuer, as dcfitlL-din Rule 405 oflhe Securities
Act. Ves ItJ
No 0

ludi,,'" by "heck m"kiflh. ""i'"'''I'''''>' '·.guir,d ,,' fi],"'1)ort" pm,"a"",, 8",tim> 13o, ",clion 15(d) ofth,
Act. Yc.~
No

Yes

No

Indicate by check mark whether the rc.g1stral1t is a large accelerated iller, an accelerated filer, a n()n~llC{:elerated filer, or
a smaller reporting company. See the defmitions of "large accelerated mer," "accelerated filer" and "smaller reporting
eompuny" itl Rule 12b-2 of the Act.
Large accelerated filer Iij

Non-accelerated flier 0

Smallcrrcporting company 0

Indicate by checkmark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined ill Rule 12b··2 oft.he- Exchange Act). Yes
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lt1

The aggregate market value of the voting and nonvoting common equity held by noollffiliates of the registrant computed
by reference to the price at which the common equity was last sold of $26.46 as ofJune 30, 2008 (the last business day of
the rcgistrant'Slllost recently completed second fiscal quarter), was approximately $61,753,000,000.
As of January 30, 2009, there were outstanding 2,690,747,320 shares of Common Stock, $2.50 par value per share, of

the registrant.
DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY RE1"Ji:RRNn;
Docnment of the Registrant

Portions of the l'eglslfant's definitive proxy ~{atement fer me
2009 Annual Meeting ofShaxcboldel'$
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Part I
Item 1. Business
American International Group, Inc. (lUG), a Delaware coq)ol'ation, is a holding company which,
through its subsidiaries, is engage.tl in a broad range ofinsurance and insurance-related activities in the
United States and abroad, AlC's primary activities include both General Insurance and Life Insurance &
Retirement Services operations. Other Si!:'11ificant activities include Financiai Services and Asset
Management.

Liquidity Events arul T"OlIsacti01ls with the NY Fed ulld the U,rited States Department afthe Treasury
MquldiN E'nlm'tng the Third Quarter (JU008

AIG parent entered the third quarter of2008 with $17.6 billion of cash and cash equivalents, including
the. remaining proceeds front the issuance of$20 billion of common stock, equity 1mits, and junior
subordinated debt securities Ul May 200S. In addition, AIG's se<:urities lending collat.eral pool held
S10Abillion of cash and oth(.'l~ short-term investments, On August 18, 2008, AIGrais('~ $3.25 billion
through the issuance of 8.25% Notes Due 2018.

StrateRfc Review and Proposed Liquiditv Measures
From mid-July and throughout AUgLlst 2008, AI0'g then Chief Executive Officer. Robert WiUu1Jlstad,
was engaged in a strategic review of AIG's businesses.
During this time period, AIG was engaged in a review of measures to address the liquidity concerns in
AIG's s.ecurities lending portfolio and to address the ongoing collateral calls with respect to the AIG
Financial Products COllJ. and AIG Trading Group Inc. and their respe.ctive subsidiaries (collectively,
AIGFP) super senior multi-sector credit default swap portfolio, which at July 31, 2008 totaled $16.1 billion.
To facilitate this process, AIG asked a number of inve..~tmcntbauking finns to discuss possible solutions to
these issues. In latc August, AIG engaged J.P. Morgan Securities, Inc. (J.P.1\·lorgan) to assist in developing
alternative.s,including a potential additional capital raise.
ContlnuingLiquidihi Pressures
Historically~ under AlG's securities lending pl'Ogram, cash collateral \vas rcccivl'd from borrowers and
invested by AIG primarily in fixed maturity securities to earn a spread. AIG had received cash cQllateral
fi·om bO!T{lwcn; of 1no to 102 percent oCthe value of the loaned securities, In light of more favorable terms
offered by other lenders of securities, AlG accepted cash advanced by bOlTowcrs ofless than the
102 percent historically required by insurance regulators. Under an agreement \-vith its insurance company
sub!lidiartes participating in the securities tending proW'am, AIG parent deposited collateral in an amOlUlt
sufficient to addres"S the deficit. AIG parent also deposited 8m.ounts into the collateral pool to o:f£<ret losses
realized by the pool in connection with sales ofimpail'ed securities. Aggregate deposits by AlG parent to or
for the benefit ofihe SCC-UI'itic.'llending collateral pooi through AUgU"-it 31, 2008- totaled $3,3 bi11ion.

In addition, from July I, 2008 to August 31, 2008, the cOl1linuing decline in vahle of the super senior
(',Qllatcralizcd debt obligation (CDO) securities protected by AIGFP's super senior credit default swap
portfolio, together with ratings downgrades of such CDO securities, resulted in AIGFP posting additional
collateral in an aggregate net amount of$5.9 billioll.
By the beginnillg of September 2008, these collateral postings and securities lending requirements were
placing increasing stress on AlG parcnt's liquidity.
Rating Agencies

In early September 2008, AIG met with the representatives of the principal rating agencies to discuss
k1r. Willumstad's strategic review as well as the liquidity issues arising from AlG's secuJ'ities lending
pl'ogt'3m and AIGFP's super senior multi-sector eDO credit default swap portfolio, On FJ'iday,
September 12, 2008. Standard & Poor's, a division ofTbe McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. (S&P), placed
AIG on CrooitWatch with negative

http://im'esting.businessweek.con1lbus
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implications and noted that upon completion {)f its review, the agency .could affirm AlG parent's current
rating of AA- or lower the f'<lting by one to three notches. AIG understood that both S&P and Moody'S
Investors ServJce (Moody's) would re-evaluate AIO's ratings carly in the week of September 15,2008.
Also on Friday, September 12, 2008, AKJ's subsidiarie..<;, Intemauonal Lease Finance Corporation (ILFC)
and

Alm~ican

General Finance, ruc, (AGF), were unable to replace all oftheil' mat\lring cOlUmercial paper

with new issuances of commercial paper. As a result, AIG advul1c.ed loans to these subsidiaries to meet tllCir
commercial paper obligations.
The Accelerated Capftal RqiseAttemW
As, reslIlt of :5&I"s ;'CtIOI1, AIG accelerated the process of attempting to raise additional capital and
over the weekend of September and 14,2008 discussed potential capital injections and othel" liquidity
measures \yHh pl'ivalc equity fll'ms, sovereign wealth funds and other potentia! investors. AlG kept the
United States Depmtme11t of the Treasury and the NY Fed informed of these effol1s. AIG also engaged
Blackstone Advisory Services LP to assist in developing alternatives, including a potential additional capital
raise. Despite offering a number of different structures thrQugh this proces8, AIG did not receive a proposal
it could act upon in a timely fashion, AIG's difficulty in tltis regard resulted in part from the dramatic
decline in its common stock-price from $22.76 on September 8,2008 to $12.14 on September 12, 2008.
This decrease in stock price made it lUllikely that AlG would be able to raise the large amounts of capital
that would be necessary ifAIG's long-term debt ratings were downgraded.

..fIG Attempts to E"n(erinto a Syndicated Secured LendingFacility
On Monday, September 15,2008, AI(:l ,vas again unable to access the commercial paper market for its
primary commercial paper programs, AIG Funding, ILFC and AGF. Payments undcr thc programs totaled
$2.2 biUioll for the day, and AIG advanced loans to ILFC and AGF to meet their funding obligations. In
addition, AIG experienced returns under its securities h,.'l1ding programs which led to cash payments of
$5.2 billion to secmlties lending counterparts on that day.
On Monday rooming, September 15, 2008, AIG met with representatives of Goldman, Sachs & Co.,
J.P, Morgan and the NY Fed to discuss the creation of a $75 billion secured lending fltcility to be syndicated
among a numbcr oflarge financial institutions. '1110 facility was intended to act as a bridge loan to meet AIG
parent's liquidity needs until ArG could sell sufficient assets to stabilize aud enhance its liquidity position.
Goldman, Sachs & Co, and l.P. Morgan immediately commenced &yndicatioll efforts,
77le Rating Agencies Downgrade AlG's Long~ Term Debt Rating
In the lOtte afternoon of September 15, 2008, S&P downgraded AlG's long~teml debt rating by three
notches, Moody's downgraded AIG's long-term debt rating by two notches and Fitch Ratings (Fitch)
downgraded AlG's long~term debt rating by two notches. As a com,'-cquence of the rating actions, AIGFP
estimated that it would need in excess of $20 billion in order to fund additional collateral demands and
transaction termination payments in a short period oHime. Sllbsequentiy, in a period of approximately
15 days following the rating actions, AIGFP \Vas reqUired to fund approximately $32 billion, reflecting not
only the effect of the rating actions but also changes 1n market values and other factors.
The Private Sector Solution Fails
By Tuesday moming, September 16,2008, it had become apparent that GQklman, Sachs & Co. and
.T.P. Morgan were unable to synd1cate a lending facility. Moreover, the downgrades, combined with a steep
drop in AIG's common stock price to $4.76 on September 15, 2008, had resulted in COl,lfitelvalties
withholding payments fl.-om ArG and refusing to transact withAIG even on a secured short~tcnn basis. As a
result, AIG was unable to borrow in the shOl1~tenn lending markets. To provide Hquidlty, on Tllesday,
September 16, 2008 both ILFC and AGF drew down on their existing revolving credit facilities, resulting in
borrov.'ings of appmximately $6.5 billion and $4,6 billion, respectively.

Also, 011 Septembel· 16, 2008, AJG was notified by its insurance regulators that it would no lOllgm he
permitted to borrow funds from its insurance com.pany subsidiaries under a revolving credit facility that
AIG maintained with celtain of its insurance sub.sidiarie.~ acting as lenders. Subsequenfly, the insurance
reglliators required A[0 to repay
4

AIG 2008 FUM lO-K
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Fed Credit Agreement
By carly Tuesday afternoon on September 16, 2008, it was clear that AlG bad no viable private sector
solution to its Hq1lidity issues. At this polnt, AIG t'~ceived the terms of a secured kmding agreement that the
NY Fed was prepared to provide. AIG estimated that it had an immediate need for cash in excess ofils:
available liquid resources. That night, AIG's Board of Directors approved borrowing fl'Oln the NY Fed

based on a term sheet that set forth the tenus of the secured credit agreement and related equity
participation. Ovp]' the next six days, AIG etected Edward M. Liddy Director, Chairman and CEO,
replacing Robert Willlllustad in those positions, and negotiated a definitive credit agreement with the NY
Fed and borrowed, on a secured basis, approximately ,$37 billion from the NY Fed before formally entering
into the Credit Agreement, dated as of September 22, 2008 (as amended, the Fed Credit Agreement)
between AlG and the NY Fed, wbich established the credit facility (Fed Facility).
On September 22, 2008, AlG entered into the Fed Credit Agreem,ent in the form ofa two-year secured
loan and a Gmll'alltee and Pledge Agreement (the Pledge Agrcement) lJi.~th the NY Fed. See Note 13 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements for more information regarding tbe terms of and borrowings under the
Fed Credit Agreement and subsequent amendments thereto,

AlG's Strategy fOrStabilf.zation and Repqyment aOne Fed Facilitv
In October 2008, AlG announced a restructuring of its operations, which contemplated retaining its
U,S. property and casualty and foreign general insurance businesses and a continuing ownership inter~t in
certain of its foreign life insurance operations while exploring disposition opportunities for its remaining
businesse..~. Proceeds from sales of the..~c assets are contractually required to be applied as mandatory
prepayment"! pursuant to the terInS of the Fed Credit Agreement. Also in Odober 2008, AIGFP began
unwinding it"! businesses and portfo,lios. AICiFP is now enteting into new derivative transactions only to
maintain its current portfolio, reduce risk and hedge tbe currency and interest rate risks associated with its
aJIiHated businesses. As part of its onJer]y wind-do-wn, AIGFP is also opportunistically terminating
contracts. Due to the long-term duration of AIGFP's derivative contract.<; and the complexity of A1GFP's
portfolio, AlG expects that an orderly wind~down ofAlGE? will take a substantial period oftimc,
On November 9, 2008, AIG, the NY Fed and the United States Deparhnent of the Treasury announced
a sct of transactions that were implemented during the fourth quarter of 2008 pursuant to which, among
other actions, AlG issued $40 billioH affixed-rate cumulative perpetual serial preferred stock (Series D
Prcfc11'cd Stock) to the United States Department of the Treasury, terminated $62 billion of credit default
swaps written by AIGFP and resolved and torminated its u.s. securities lending program.
On March 2, 2009, AIG, the NY Fed and the United State-s Depart1l1t-'Ut offhe Treasury announced
agreements in principle to modify the terms of the Fed Credit Agreement and the Scnc-s D Preferred Stock
and to provide a $30 billion equity capital commitment facility. The parties aiso announced their intention
to take a number of other actions intended to strcngtJlcn AIG's capitall,osition, enhance its liquidity, reduce

its borrowing costs and facilitate AIG's asset disposition program.
Sec Managemenfs Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations ,-,~
Liquidity and Note 23 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for a further discussion ofthis !.irategy.
ArG 2008 Form lO·K 5
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Principal Business Ulllt,'i
The principal business units in ~,ach of AIG's operating segments during 2008 arc shown below. For
infonuatioll on AIO's business segments, see Note 3 to the ConsDlidated FiJlancial Statements.
General Insurance
American Home Assurance Company (American Home)
National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh) Pa. ~'atiollal Union)
New Hampshire Insurance Company (New Hampshire)
Lexington Insurance Company (Lexington)
The Hartford Steam Boiler Ini>l,cctioll and Insurance Company (HSB) I
Transatlantic Rcimrurancc Company
United Guaranty Residential Insurance Company

American International Underwriters Overseas, Ltd. (AIDO)
AIU Insurance Company (AIDI)
Life Insurance & Retirement Services
Domestic;
American General Life Insurance Company (AIG

American Genera!)
American General Life and Accident Insurance
Company (AGLA)
The United States Life Insurance Company in the
City of New York (USLIFE)
The Variable Annttity l--ife Insurance Cornpany
(VALlC)

AIG Annuity Insurance Company (AIO Annuity)
AlG SunAmerica Life Assurance Company (AIG
SunAmerica)

Foreign:
American Life Insurance Company (ACIeO)

AIG Star Life Insurance Co., Ltd. (AIG Star Life)
AIO Edison Life Insurance Company (AIG IJdison
Life)

American International Aso.urancc Company,
Limited, together with American Intcmatiollal
Assurance Company (Bermuda) Limited (ArA)
American International ReinSUfallCe Company
Limited (AIRCO)
Nan Shan Life Insurance Company, Ltd. (Nan
Shan)

The Philippine American Life and General
Insurancc Company (Philamlifc)
Financial Services

Intcmational Lease Finance Corporation (ILFC)
AIG Fillancial Products Corp. and AIG Trading Group Inc. and their respective subsidiaries
American General Financ-e, Tllc. (AGF)
AIG Consumer Finance Group, Inc. (AIGeFG)
Imperial A.I. Credit Companies (A.I. Credit)
Asset Management
AIG SunAmerica Afiset Management Corp. (SAAMCo)
AIG Global Asset Management Holdings Corp. and its subsidiaries and affiliated companies (co]lectively,
AIG Investments)
AIG Private Bank Ltd. (AIG Private Bank):;:
AlGOlaba) Real Estate Investment COll~. (AlG Global Real Estate)
! On December 22, 2008, AIG entered into a contract to sell HSB Group, Inc., the parcnt company of
HSB, to Munich Re Group for $742 million. Subject tQ satisfaction of ccrta:ltl closing conditions, including
regulatory approvals, AIG expects the sale to close hy the end of the first: quarter of 2009.
2 On December 1, 2008, ArG entered iuto a contract to sell AIG Private Bank to Aabar Investments
rJSe fot' $328
Subje-et to satisfaction of certain

6 AIG 2008 Form IO·K
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At Decemher 31, 2008, AIG and its subsidiaries had approximately 116,000 employees.
AIG's Intel11et address for its corporate website is www.aigcorporate.com. AIG makes available free of
charge, tlwough the Investor Information section of AIG's corporate websIte, Annual Reports Oil
Form lO-K, Qualterly Reports on Form 10~Q, Ctm:entReports on Form 8·[( and Proxy Statements on
Schedule 14A and amendments to those repOits or statements filed or fUl11ishcd pursuant to Section 13(a),

14(a) or 15(d) of tile Securities. Exchange Act of 1934 (the Exchange Act) as soon as !'casonably practicable
after such mat61'ials nrc electronically ±1led with, or fUl11ished to, the Securities and Exchange Commi~1.011
(SEC), AIG also makes available on its cOlporate website copies oftlle charters for its Audit, Nominating
and Corporate Governance and Compensation and~4anagemcl1t Resources Conunittees, as well as its
Corporate GovernmlceGuide1ines (which include Director Independe11Ce Stundards), Director, Executive
Officer and Senior Financial Offic_er Code of Busine.<.::s Conduct and Ethics, Employee Code of Conduct and
Related·P<lrty Transat.1ions Approval Policy. Except for the documents specifi~lly incorporated by
reference into this Anmml Report on Form 10~K, information contained on AIG's website or that can be
accessed through its website is not inC01])Onltcd by reference into this Ailliual Report on Form 10~K.
Throughout this Annual Report on Form 10~K, AIG presents its operations in the way it believes
will be most meaningful, as well as most tnmspal'lmt. Certain oftbe measurements used by AIG
management are "non~GAAPfinancial measures" under SEC rules and regulations. Statutory
underwriting profit (loss) is detenl1ined in acc.ordance with accOimting principles prescl'ibed by
insurance tOegulatory authorities. For au explanation of why AIG management cGns[dcrs tbis "no"OGAAP measure" meful to investors, see Management's Disl;:ussion and Analysis ot'.Financ1al
Condition and Results of Oper.ations.
General Insurance Ope.rations

AIG's General Insurance subsidiaries are multiple line companies writing substantially ali Hnes of
property and ca<;ualty insurance and various personal lines both domestically and abroad and constitute tile
AlG Property Casualty Gl'OUp (formerly known as Domestic Gallen,j Insurance) alld the Foreign General
Insurance Group,

AIG Property Casualty Group is comprised ofCom1TIcrcial Insurance, Transatlantic, Personal Lille..'l and
Mortgage Guaranty businesses.
AIG is diversified both in terms of classes ofbuslness and geographic locations. In GcncrallnsuranGe,
workers' compensation business is the largest class ofbusincss written and rcpl'cscnted approximately
11 percent of net premilftns written for the year ended December 31, 2008. DtU"ing 2008. 9 percent,
5 percent and 5 percent of the direct General lnsmance premiums written (gross premiums less rehu'J1
pl'ernhnns and canceHations, excluding reinsurance assumed and before deducting reinsurance ceded) were
written in California, New York and Texas, respectively, No other state or foreign country acoounted for
more than five percent of sucb premiums.
The majority ofAIG's General Insurance business is in the casualty classes, which tend to involve
longer periods of time for the reporting and settling of claims, This. may increase the risk and uncertainty
with respect to AlG's loss reserve development.

Commercial ImmNU1ce
AIG's primary propelty ca."iualty division is Commercial Insurance, Commercial Insurance's business
in the United St::lte..~ and Canada is conducted through Amcrican Home, National Union, Lexington, HSB
and certain other General Insurance company subsidiaries ofAIG, During 2008, Commel'chl1 Insurance
accounted for 47 PC1·Ct.'l1t of AIG's General [nsurance net. premiums written,

SUbS{UI~t~i~a:n:y~a~Il:~:~2;~f;~~::;:~~:f':u~:~I~~E:~i~~~;~~;~:':;~l~~~

mainly
from insurance
brokers.
This provides Commercial
InsW'anee
writes
COl1unercial
markets and retain underwriting control.
Insurance without the traditional agent-company' contractual. relationship, but such broker usually has no
authority to commit Commercial Insurance to accept a risk,

In addition to writing sub.st<Ul,tiaUy all classes of business insurance, including large commercial or
industrial property insurance. excess liability, inland marine, environmcotaJ. \vorkel's' compensation and
excess and umbrella covel'ages, Commercial Insurance offers many spcdalizcd forms of insurance such as
aviation, accident and health,
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equipment brca.1<down, dil'cctcl'S and officers liability (D&O), difIerence~in~conditions, kidnap~ransom,
export credit tilld poiitkal risk, and various typos ofprofcssional '!?rrors and omissions coverages. Also
llicJuded in Commercial Insmance are the operations of AlG Risk Mmmgement, which pl'ovidc.."l insurance
and risk management programs fOT large corporate customers and is a leading provider of customized
stmctured insurance products, and AIG Environmental, which focuses specifically on providing specialty
products to clients v.ith environmental exposures. Lexington writes surplus line.':! for risks on which
conventional insurance companies do nol readily provide insurance coverage, either because of complexity
or because the coverage docs not lend itself to conventional contracts. The AlG Worldsourcc Division
introduces and coordinates AlG's products and services to U.S.~based multinational clients and foreign
c011lorations tloing business in the U,S.
TrtlJlsatlantic
Transatlantic Holdings, Inc. (Tra1lSEitJantic) subsidiaries offer reinsurance capacity 011 both a treaty and
facultative basis: both in the United States and abroad. Transatlantic structures programs for a full range of
property and casually products "rieh an emphasis on specialty risk. Tnmsatlantic isa public company owned
58.9 percent by AIG and therefore is included in AIG's consolidated financial statements.
Persona/Lines
AIG~sPef.sonal Line<; operations provide automobile insurance through 21st Century Immranr"c, its
direct marketing distribution channel, and the Agency Auto Division, its independent agentibl'Okcl'
distribution channel. It also provides a broad range of coverages for high net worth individuals through the
AIG Private Client (}roup (Private Client Group). Coverages for the Personal Lines operations arc written
predominantly ill the Unifed States.

MOI'tgage Guaranty
The main business oftlle subsidiaries of United Guaranty Corporation (UGC) is the issuance of
residential mo:ttgagc guaranty insurance, both domestically and intemationally, that covers the first Imss tor
credit defaults on high loan~to~value conventional first-Hen mortgages for the purchase or refinance of one
10 foUl' f-amity residences.
On October 13; 2008, United Glmranty Residential Insurance Company (DGRIC) and United Guaf'd11ty
Mortgage Indelilllity Company (UGMIC) were dowl1graded ii'om A+ 10 A- and placed on Credit\Vatch
negative by S&P, and on February 13,2009, UORIC wa.,> downgraded from Aa3 to ./\.3 and placed under
review for possible downgrade by Moody's. All U.S-based 11l01tgage insurel's are- currently subject to a
Government Sponsored Enterprise COSE) remediation plan as a result of industry-wide rating agency
downgrades. DORIC and UGMIC continue to write now domestic fiI·st-Hen ID0l1gage insurance and :remain
eligible mortgage insurers 'With Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

Foreign Gener«11nsur4nce

AlG's Fvreign General Insurance group writes both commercial and consum.er lincs ofiu5umnce whioh
is primarily underwritten through Americalllntcrnatio.tlal Underwriters (AIU), a marketing unit consisting
ofwholly owned agencies and insurance companies. Tlle Foreign General Insurallce group also includes
busino"!.,,: written by AIG's forcign~based insmance subsidiaries. The Foreign General Insurance group uses
various marketillg methods and multiple distribUtion channels to write both commercial and consumer lines
insurance with certain refinements fm' local laws, customs and needs. AIU operates 1n Asia, the Pacific
Rim, Eul'Opc, the UX., Africa, tbe Middle Eust and Latin America. During 2008, the Foreign General
Insurance group accounted for 32 !}crccnt of AlG's General Insurance net premiums wriUen,
Discussion and Annlysis ofConSQlidatcd Net I,Qsses and Loss Expense Resel'vc DcY(.·Iopmcnt
The reserve for net losses and loss expenses represents tbe accumulation of estimates for reported
losses (case ba~is reserves) and provisions for losses IHclllTed hut not reported (IBNR), bothreducoo by
apIlJkab1e rc1nSlU"ance recoverable and the discount for future investment income., where penn.ittcd. Net
losses aud loss expenses are ch~\rged to income us incuncd,
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The liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment eXl,ensc(lossrcscrves) established with respect
to foreign business are set and monitored in terms ofthe currency in which payment is expected to be made,
Therefore, no assumption is included for changes In <.~mTcncy rates, See also Note l(dd) to tile Consolidated
Financial Statements.
Matlagement reviews the adequacy of established loss reserves utilizing a number of analytical reserve
development technique..<;, Through the use of these teclmiqucs1 management is able to monito!' the adequacy
of AIG's established rc.."CfVCS and determine appropriate assumptions for inflation, Also, analysis of
emerging specitic development patterns, such as case reserve red\1lidancies or det1ciencie.." and IBNR
emergence, allows management to determine any required adjustments.

The "A11Utysis of Consolidated Losses ,md Loss Expense Reservc Development" table presents the
development afnet losses and loss expense reserves for calendar years 1998 tlll'ongh 2008. Immediately
following this table is a second table that presents alt data 011 a basis that excludes asbestos and
ellvironmental net losses and !ch<;.s expenscre&'Crve development. The opening reserves held m'c shown at the
fop ofthe table for each year-end date, The amount of loss reserve discount included in the opening reserveat each date is. shown immediately below the reserves held for each year, Tbe undiscounted reserve at each
date is thllS the sum of the discolltlt and the reserve held.
The upper half of the table presents the cumulative amounts paid during successive years related to the
undjscouuted opt"Jling loss reserves, For example, In the table that excludes asbestos and environmental
Josses, with respect to the net losses and loss expense reserve 0[$25,29 billion at December 31, 2001, by
the end of 2008 (seven years later) $36,35 billion had actually been paid in settlement of these net loss
reserves. In addition, as reflected in the lower sootioll of the table, the original undiscounted resel've·of
$26.11 billion was. reestimated to be $46.69 billion at December 31, 2008. This increase fi'om the original
estimate generally results from a combination ora l1umbt,'l' offactol's, including reserves being settled for
larger amounts than originally estimated. The original ehihnates will aLso be increased or decreased as more
information becomes known about the individual claims and overall claim frequency and severity paUl-'TI1S,
The redundancy (deficiency) depicted in the table, for any particular calendar year, presents tIle aggregate
change ill estimates over the- period of years subsequent to thc calendar year reflected at the top of the
respeetiw column heading. For e.-.;runple, the deficiency of$l 07 million at December 31, 2008 related to
December 31, 2007 net losses and loss expense reserves of$70.03 billion represents the cumulative amount
by which reserves in 2007 and prior years have developod l:mfavorably during 2008.
The bottom of each table below presents the remaining undiscounted and discounted net Joss rescrve
for each year. For example, ill the table that excludes asbe.."tos and environmental losses, for the 2003 year..
end, the remaining undiscounted reserves held at December 31, 2008 ,Ire $15.40 billion, with a
com~sponding discounted net reserve of $14.36 billion,
Al0 2008 Form
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Analysis of Consolidated Losses and Loss Expense lleserve Development

TIle t'o[JQwing table presents for eacb calendar )'car the losses nnd loss e1\."}>ense reserves and the
development thereofincluding those with r~pcct to asbestos and CIn'lrOumclltal daims. See also
Managem.cnt's lJ18(',u8810n and Analysis ofFlnancial Condition and Results of Operations ~._-<

Operating Review - General Insurance Operations - Liability for unpaid clllirns and cluiIns
adjustment expense.
200t
UlOZ
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:Mu}4
2006
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The follQwing table presents the gross liability (before discount), reinSllmnce recoverable and net
liability :r~orded at each year-end and the fcestimation of these amonnts as of December 31,2008:
1998
1'!W':l
20l1!!
2001
2{l{)2
1:003
201M
2005
2(l{1(i
WI)7
1(1)8
- - - - - - - - --(Inrnl!HuIIS}---- - - - - - -

Analysis of ConsoUdated Losses and Loss EKpcnsc Reserve Development Excluding Asbestos and
Environmental Losses and Loss Expense Reserve Developm.ent

The following table presents for each calendar year the IOSiSCS nnd lo~s expense reserves and the
development thereof excluding those with respect to asbestos and environmental claim8. See also
Management's J}iseussion nnd Analysis of Finftllcial Condition and Results of Opcl'ations Operating Re\oiew -~. General Insunmcc Operations - Liability for unpaid claims and claims
adjustment expense.
1998

1999

20M

2001

2002

2003

2004

- - - - - - - - --(JI7'iiiiiiiilUS-'-

:W()5Z006
21)07
1008
-- -- ----

7.084
t;z.190
1(;.214
t9.~132

:H,630
2~.2112

24,753

26,Ot7
26,R32

J1iliU.===~

__====~~==
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62,043 'to,03
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(1,38:4)
194
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27,558 38;986 53,950
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.1§.,lQQ.11W. 51.&:37=

The folhm'ing table presents the grosslinbility (before discount), reinsurance recoverable and Ilet
liability recorded at cach year-cnd and the recstimadon (if these amounts as of Dct.cmber 31, 2008:
1993

1999

ZUQ!I

ZOOI

2{j()2

2003

2{J(l4

Z005

2006

W01

2008

- - - - - - - - --"""'(h'lIlilli,,",,-- - - - - - - - -

The liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense as reported in AIG's consolidated
balance sheet at December 31, 2008 differs from the total reserve reported in the Annual Statements iiled
with state-insurance depm'tmen1:s and, where appropriate, with f{)l'eign regulatory authorities. The
diffcrcnoo.<; at December 31, 2008 relate primarily to reserves for ceri<lin foreign operations not required'to
be repmtcdin the United States for stahltory reporting purposes, Further, statutory practices in (he United
States require reserves to be shown net of applicable reinsm'ance recoverable,

The reserve for gross tosses and loss expenses is prior to reinsurance and represents the accumulation
for reported losses and fBNK Management reviews the adequacy of established gl'OSS loss reserves in the
manner previously described for net loss reserves.
For further discussion regarding net reserves for lQsses and l~s expenses, see Management's
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Opcmlions ' Results of Operations,
Segment Results - General Insurance Operations - Liability for unp::lid claims and claims adjustment
expense.

Life Insurance & Retirement Services Opemtions
AIG's Life InStU'ance & Retirement Service..'l operations provide insurance, financial and investment·

oriented products throughout the world, InsuranceHoriented products consist of individual and group life,
payout annuitic.'l (including stmcturcd setdcmcnt.'l), endowment al1d accident and healH] policies.
Retirement savings, products consist generally affixed and variable annuities.
12 AIG2008Foem IO·K
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FOI"eign Life 11lSUrmlCe & Retirement Se/'vices
In its Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Set'vices businesses, AIG operates principally through
ALreO, AIG Star Life, AIG Edison Life, AlA, Nan Shan and Philamlife. ALICO is incorporated in
Delaware and all of its business is wdtten outside the United States. ALICO has operations 01t11el' directly or
through subsidiaries in Europe, inchlding the U,K., Laiin America, the Caribbean, the Middle East, South
Asia and the Far East, with Japan being the largest territory. AlA opcratc..'i' ptimarily in China (including
Hong Kong), Sil1gapore, Malaysia. Thailand, Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Vietnam, Indonesia and India,
The operations in India are conducted tlu'ough a joint ventme, Tata AIG Life Insurance Company Limited.
Nan Shan operates in Taiwan, Philamlife is the largest life insurer in the Philippines. AlG Star Life and ATG
Edison Lifc operate in Japan. Operations in toreign colllltries comprised 80 percent of Life Insw'ancc &
Retirement Services premiums and other considerations in 2008.
The Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Services companies have over 350,000 full and part~time
agents, as well as independent producers, and sell their products largely to indigenous persons in loc-al and
foreign clll'rencics, In addition to the agency outlets, these companie..q also distribute their products through
direct marketing channels, such as mass marketing, and through brokers and othe-/.' distribution outlets, such
aSfillllncilll institutions 1112008,
D()mesm J.1fe lnsyl'ql1ce ami Domestic Retirement Sel'vlces
AID's principal Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services operations hlclude AGLA)
AIG American General, AIG Annuity, lJSLIFE, VALlC and AID SunAmerica. These companies utilize
multiple distrihution channels including independent producers, brokerage, career agents and financial
institutions to offer life insurance, annuity and accident and health products and services, as well as
financial and other investment products, The Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services
operations comprised 20 percent of total Life Insurance & Retirement Services premiums and other
con,<;iderations.

Reinsurance
AIG's General I1,surance subsidiaries worldwide operate primarily by underwriting and accepting risks
for their direct account and securing reinsurance on that portion Qfthc risk in excess of the limit which they
wish to retain, This operating policy differs fJ:om that ofmal1y insurance companies that will undt..'rwrite
only up to their net retention limit, thereby requiring the broker or agent to seClll'e commitments from other
underwriters for the remainder ofthe gross risk mnount.
V;'1rious AIG profil: centers, including Commercial Insurance, AID and AIG Risk Finance, as well as
certain Life InslII'unce subsidiaries" use AIRCO as a reinsurer for certain of their businesses. In Bermuda,
AIReO discounts reserves attributable to certain c1assc... of b\lSiness assmned from other AIG subsidiaries,
For a further discussion ofl'cim:urance, see Item lA, Risk Factors - Reinsllrance; Management's
Risk Management ,.
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
InsUfance Risk Management -- Reinsurance; and Note 1 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
AJG20D8FonnlO·K
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Insurance Investment Operations

General
results of the insurance operatiollS'
Annual Awrage Cash tintI Invested
Assets
Yellr6 EtldNl DCC(jlUber 31,

Cash (indu<Hl\g
sh(lft-term
lll'lf(:stmcnts)(a)

InvestM
Asse~(a)

Total

Hetum on
Averllge Casta
and Invested
Asscts(lJ)

- - - - - - - (Inmlltlons)---

General Insurance:
2008
2007
2006
2005

Li£, 1118111<\11'" & Retirc11lC111 Services:
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

9,766 $111,435 $121,201
5,874 ll7,050 122,924
3,201 102,231 105,432
2,450
86,211
88,661
2,012
73,338
75,350

2.9%
5.0

29,278 $385,980 $415,258
25,926 423,743 449,669
13,698 392,348 406,046
ll,137 356,839 367,976
7,737 309,627 317,364

2.4%
5.0
4.9
5.1

5.4
4.5
4.2

4.9

RC'!urnOll
Avcl'llge
Illvem:d
Aucts(e)

3.1%
5.2
5.6
4.7
4.4
2.6%
5,3

5.1
5.2
5.1

(b) Net investment income divided by the annual average sum ofcash and invest.ed assets.
(c) Net investment income divided by the annual average invested assets.
AlG's worldwide insurance investment policy places primary emphasis on investments in govcnunent
and f"lxed income securities in an 0[i18 portfolios and, to a lesser extent, investments in hjgh~yie1d bonds,
CODUlHJll stocks, real estate, hedge funds and other alternative investments, in order to enhance returns on
policyholders' thuds and generate net investment income. The abiIi1y to implement Ihis policy is somewhat
limited in certain territories as there may be a lack of attractive lOl1g~te.l'ln investment oppOltunitles or
investment restrictions may be imposed by the tocal regulatory authorities.
Fimmcial Services Operations

AIG's Final1eial SCI'vices subsidimlcs engage in diversified activitie-s :inc1udi11g aircraft leasing, capital
markets, CQm:umer finance and insurance premium finance. Together, the Aircraft Leasing, Capital Markets
and Consmuer Finance operations generate the majority of the revenues produced by the Financial Services
operations. A.I. Credit also contributes to Financial Services results principally by providing insurance
premium financing for both AIG's poiicyl101ders and those of other insurers.
Aircraft Leasing

AIG's Aircraft Leasing operations are the operations oflLFC, which generates its revenues primarily
from leasing new and used commel'cial jet aircraft to foreign and domestic airlines. Revenues also result
from the l'emarketing of commercial jet aircraft for ILFC's own account, and l'cmarketing and tleot
management services for airlines and financial institutions. S".Q also Note:3 to Consolidated Financial
Statements.

Capital Markets
Capital Markets is compdsed of the operations of AIGFP, which engaged asprinclpal in a wide variety
of financ.ial transactions, including standard and customized financial products il1volving commodities,
credit,
14 AIG 2008 Fonn lO,f(
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cl1ll'cncies, energy, equities and interest rates. AIGFP also invests in a diversified portfolio of securities and
principal investments and engages in borrowing <'Ic,tivitics that involve issuing standard llnd structured 110tes
and other secu1"ities and entering lnto guaranteed investment agreements (OIAs). Due to the extreme market
conditions expel'iencedi112008) the downgrades of AIG's credit ratings by the rating agencies, as well as
AIG's intent to refOClk'l on its core busine-sses, AIGFP has begun to unwind its businesses and POlifulios
including those associated WiUl credit protcction written through credit default swaps on super senior risk
tnmches of diversified pools of loans and debt securities. See Management's Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and Results of ()perations~Outlook - Financial Services.

Consumer-Finance

AIG's foreign consumer finance operations arc principally conducted through AlGCFG, AIGCFG
operates primarily in emerging and developing markets. AlGeFO has operations in Argentina China,
Brazil, Hong Kong, Mexico, the Philippines, Poland, T'aiwM, Thailand, India and Colombia. Through
February 18,2009, AIOCFG had entered into contracts to sell cCliain of its operations in Taiwun, Thailand
and thc PhiHppincs,
j

Asset Management Opcrntiolls
AIC's Asset Management operations comprise a wide variety of investment~rclatcdservices and
investment products. These services and products arc (Iffcrcd to individuals. p<msion funds and institutkms
(including AlG subsidiaries) globally through ,\IG's Spread-Based Investment businC'~s, Institutional Asset
Management, and Brokerage Services and Mutual Funds business. Also includcdin Asset Management
operations are the results of certuin SUllAmericu sponsored partnership investments.
Revenues and operating income (lQss) for Asset Management are affected by the general conditions in
the equity and credit mm·kets. In addition, net realized gains (losses) and performance fee (eaU'ied interest)
revenues are contingent upon various fund closings, maturity levels, illve~imont management performance
and market conditions,

Spread-Based bn'estmel1f Business

AW's Spread-Based Investment husine..'1s includes the l'e.'lults of AIG's proprietary spread-based
investment operations, the Matched Inv~imel1t Program (MIP) and the Guaranteed Investment Contracts
(CHG), which the MIP replaced. Due to the extreme market conditions experienced in 2008 and the
downgr~des of A..rG's credit ratings, the MIP is currently in 1'lln~off. As previously disclosed, Ihe GlC has
becnin run-off since the inception of the MIP in 2006, No additional debt issuances are expected for either
the MIl' at' GTe for the foreseeable future.
Institutional Asset MilJwgcmcnt

AICrs Institutional Asset Management business, conducted through AIG Investments, provides an
array of investment pl'oduc.ts and services globally to institutional investors, pension funds, AIG
subsidiaries, AlG affiliates and high net worth investors, These products include huditional equity and fixed
maturity securities, and a wide range of real estate, private banking and altemative asset classes. Services
include investment advisory al1d sub~advisory ~"el'vices, investment monitOl'illg and transaction structuring,
Within the equity and fixed matUl'ity asset classes, ArG hlVestmcllts offers various fonns of stlUctul'ed
investments. Within the alternative asset class, AIG Investments offers hedge and private equity i'lmds and
fUl1d-of-funds, direct investments and distressed debt invesllnents. AlG Global Real Estate provides a wide
range of real estate investment, development and management services for AIG subsidiaries. as well a~ for
tllird-party institutional investors, pension funds and high net worth investors. AIG Global Real Estate also
maintains a proprietary real estate invesbnent portfolio through various joint venture platforms.
AIG200S Form Io-K
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value of
Unafliliatcd

or cost ulX.'Ounting

Other OpCl'3tlom
AlG's Other operations include interest expense, restructuring costs, expenses of corporate staff not
athibutable to sp~ific husiness segments, expenses related to efforts to improve iotemal controls, 'Corporate
initiatives, certain compensation plan expenses and the settlement costs more fully described in Note 14(a)
to the Consolidated Financial Statements,
Certain AIG subsidiaries provide insurance~l'elatedselvices slIch as adjusting claims and marketing

specialized products> Several wholly owned foreign subsidiarie,<; of AIG operating in countries or
jurisdictions such as Ireland, Bermuda, Barbados and Gibraltar provide insurance and related administrative
and back office services to affiliated and unaffiliated insmallce and reinsurance companies, including
captive insurance companies unaffiliated with AIG.
For additional information regarding the business of AlG on a consolidated basis, the contributions
made to AIG's consolidated revenues and operating income and the assets held by its General Insurance,
Life hlSllranCC & Retirement Services, Financial Serviccs and Asset Management operations and Othe.r
operations, see Selected Financial Data, Managemenes Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations and Notes 1 and 3 to thcConsolidatcd Financial Stalcments,

Locations of Certain Assets
As of December 31,2008, approximately 39 percent of the consolidated assets of AIG were located in
fordgn (:ountl'le-s (other than Canada), including $7.7 biUion of cash and sccnrities on deposit with foreign
regulatory authorities. Foreign operations and assets held abroad may be adversely affected by political
developments in foreign countries, including tax cbanges, nationalization and changes in regulatory policy,
as well as by consequence of hostilities and unrest. The risks of such occurrences and their overall effect
upon AIG vary from country to country and cannot easily be predicted. If expropriation or natkmaIizatiol1
does OCCill', AIG's policy is to take all appropriate measures to seek recovery of such assets. CCltain of the
cuuntries in which AlO's business is conducted have currency restrictions which generally cause a delay in
a company's ability to l"ej)<ltriate assets and pl'ofits. See also Item IA. Risk Factors - Foreign Operations
<l1ld Notes 1 and 3 to the Consolidated Financial Statements,

Regulation
rUG's operations around the world are subject to regulation by many different type.s of regulatory
authorities, including insurance,. securities, investment advisory, banking and thrift reguhttors In the United

States and abroad. AlG's operations have become more diverse and consumer-oriented, increasing the
scope ofreguJatory supervision and the possibility of intervention. fn ligllt of AIG'sliquidity problems in
the third and fourth quarters of 2008, AIG and its regulated subsidiaries have been subject to intense review
and supervision around the world. Regulators have taken significant t.ieps to protect the bu~ine88CS of the
entities they regulate. These steps have included:
~

restricting 01' prohibiting the payment of dividends to AIG;
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• restricting or prohibiting other payments to AlGj

• requesting additional capital con11'ibutions by AlG;
• requesting that intercompany rein~urance reserves be covered by assets locally;
• restricting the business in which the subsidiaries may engage;

and
• requiring more frequent reporting, including with respect to capita! and liquidity positions.

These and other actions have made it challenging for AIG to COUtil1l1C to engage in business in tbe
ordinary cOUJse. AlG does not expect these conditions to change until its financial situation stabilizes.

In 1999, AIG became a unitary tlu-itl holding company within the meaning of the Home Owners' Loan
Act (BOLA) when the Office of Thrlft Supervision (OTS) granted AIG apPfQval to organize AIG Federal
Savings Bank, AIG is subject to OTS regulation, examination, supervision and reporting requirements. In
addition, tbe OTS has enforcement authority over luG ai1d its subsidiai'ics, Among other things, this
permits the OTS to l'estrict or prohibit activities tbat are determined to be <l serious risk to the financial
sufety, souudness or stability of AIG's subsidim'Y savings association, ArG Peder'dl Sa\·ingsBank.
Under prior law, a unitary savings and lean holding company, snch as AIG, was not rc."tricted as to the
types of business in which it could engage~ provided that its savings association subsidiary continued to be a
qualified thrift lender. The Gramm~Leach~Bliley Act of 1999 (OLBA) provides that no company may
acquire control of fll1 OTS regulated institution after May 4, 1999 unless it engnges only in the l1nancial
adivities permitted for financial holding companies under the law or for multiple savings and loan holding
companies. The OLBA! howeve!\ grandfathered the unrestricted authority for activities with r,,spect to a
unitary savings and loan holding company existing prior to May 4, 1999, so long as its sav.ings association
subsidiary continues to be a qualified thrift lender under the nOLA. As a unitary savings and loan holding
company who~m application was pending as of May 4, 1999, AIG is grandfathered under the GLBA and
generally is not restricted under c;dsting laws as to the types of business activities in which it may engage>
provided that AIGFederal Savings Bank continues to be a qualified thrift lender under the HOLA.
Certain states require registration and periodic reporting by insurance companies that are licensed in
such states and arc controlled by other c01porations. Applicable legislation typically requires periodic
disclosure concerning the corporation that controls the registered insurer and the other companies in the
holding company system and prior approval Qf interC01})Orate services and transfers of assets (including in
sm11C instances payment of dividends by the insurance subsidialY) within the holding company system.
AlG's subsidiaries are registered under such legislation in those states that have such requirements,

AW's insurance subsidiaries, in common with other insurers, are subject to regulation and supervision
by the states and by other jurisdictions in which they do business, Within the United Stutes, the method of
sueh regulation varies but generally has. its source in statutes that delegate regulatory and supervisory
powers to an insurance official. The regulation and supervision relate prhnarily to approval efpo1ic)' fonns
and r.ates, the standards of solvency that must be mct and maintained, including rlsk·based capital, the
licensing of insurers and their agents, the llature of and limitalions on investments, restrictions on the size of
risks that may be insured under a single policy, deposits of securities for the benefit or policyholders,
requirements for acceptability ofreinsll1'el's, periodic examinations of the affairs of insurance companies,
the form and content ofrepOlts Qf financial condition required to be fi[ed~ and reserves for uneamed
premhuns, losses and other pmvose.g. III general, such regulation is for the protection ofpolicylwlders rather
than the equity owners of these companies.
AlG has taken various steps to enhance the capital positions of the AlG Property Casualty Group
companies, AIG entered into capital maintenance agreements with these companies that set forth procedures
through which AIG will provide ongoing capital SllPPOlt. AlsQ, in order to allow the AIG Property Casualty
Group companies to record as an admitted asset at Decelli.bel' 31, 2008 certain reinsurance ceded io non"
U,S. reimmrers (which has the effect ofmaintaining the level of tho statlltoly surplus Qfsllch companies),
AIel obtained and entered into reimbursement agreements for approximately $1.6 billion oflet[el's of credit
issued
AlG200SForm IO·K
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In the U.S., the Risk~Based Capital (RBe) formula is designed to measure the adequacy of an insurer's
statutOiy surplus in relation to the risks inherent in its business. Thus, inadequately capitalized general and
life insurance companies may be identified. The U,S. RBe fonnuh\ develops a l'isk~adjllsted target level of
statutDly surplus by applying certam factors to various asset, premium and reserve: items. Higher factors are
applied to morc risky items and lower factors are applied to less risky items, TItuS, the target level of
statutory surplus varies 110t only as a result oftlle insurer's size, but also based 011 the risk profile ofthc
insurer's operations.
The RBC Model Law provides for four illCrell1elltalleve]s of l'egulato:l'y attention for insurers whose
sill'plus is below the calculated Rue target. These levels of attention range in severity from fccl11iring the
insurer tt> submit a plan for corrective action to placing the insurer 'under regulatory control.
The statutory surplus of each ofAIG's AIG PrOpclty Casualty Group and U.S.-based Life Insurance
subsidiarie-s exceeded their RUe minimum required levels as of December 31, 2008,

A Sl.lbstantial portion of AlG's General hlSllrallcc bilsiness and a majority of its Life Insurance busine.'ls
is conducted in foreign countries. The degree ofreglliation and supervision in foreign Jurisdictions varies.
Generally, AlG, as well as the underwriting companies openlting in such jurisdictions, must satisfY looa!
regulatory requirements. Licenses issued by toreign authorities to A£G subsidiaries are subject to
modification 01' revocation by such authorities, and these subsidiaries could be prevented from conducting
business in certain of the jurisdictions where they cUl1'ently operate. A change in control. of AIG, such as
that l'esulting from the issmmce of the Series CPreferrcd Stock (described In Note 15 to the Consolidated
Financial Statements), or changes in tbe ownership ofa regulated subsidiary that may result from a
dispositi011 of the subsidiary or the repayment of outstanding amounts underthe.Fed Facility with
subsidiary preferred equity, lllay also trigger change of conu·ol re<:juirements l.l1jl1risdictions around the
world and result in other regulatory actions,

In addition to licensing requirement'i, AIG's foreign operations are also regulated in various
jurisdictions wit.h Iespeot to currency, policy language and terms, advertising, amQunt and type of security
deposits, amount and type of reserves. amount and type of capital to be held, amount and type oflo\''<\l
investment and the share of profits to be retume-d to policyholders on participating policies, Somc foreign
countries regulate rates on various types of policies. Certain countries have established reinsurance
institutions, wholly or partially owned by the local government, to which admitted insurers are obligated to
cede a portion of their bu~iness on terms that may 110t always allow foreign insurel's, including AIG
subsidiaries, full compensation. In some countries, regulations governing cOllstitution oftechnica! reserves
and remittance balances may binder remittancc of profits and repatriation of assets.
See Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Re.<;ults ofOperatlonsCapita! Resources and Liquidity - Regulation and Supervisi911 and Note 16 to Consolidated Financial

Statements,
Competition
AW's businesses operate in highly competitive environments,both domestically and overseas.
Principal sources of competition arc insurance companies, banks, investment banks and other l1on~bank

fmaneia1 institutions.
The insurance industly in particular is highly competitive, Within the United States, AID's General
Insl.H'ancc subsidiaric.s compete with approximatoly 3,400 other stock companies, specialty insurance
organizations, mutual companies and other underwriting ol'ganizations, AlG's Life Insurance & Retirement
Services subsidiaries compete in the United States with approximately 2,100 life insurance companies and
othel' participants in 1'elated financial services fields. Overseas, AlG's subsidiaries compete for business
\vith the foreign insurance oper.ations of Jarge U,S. insurers and with global insurancoC groups a.nd local
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For a ful'thcJ' discussion of the risks of AJG's disadvantage in soliciting llew customers and losing key
employees, sec item lA. Risk FactQrs Employees.
Directors and Executive Officers of AIG

AU directors of AlG are elected for one~ycar terms at the anllual meeting of shareholders. All executiveoffk-erg are elected to one-year terms, but serve at the pleasure of the Board ofDircctors.
Except as hereinafter noted. each of the executive officers has, for morc than five years, occupied an
executive position with AIG or companies that arc now its Sllbsidiaries. 'There arc no arrangements or
U11derstandings between any executive officer and any other person pursuant to which the executive offlcer
was elected to such position, Prior to joining AIG in September 2008, Me Liddy served at the private equity
investment finn of Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, Inc. during 2008, From January 1999 until his retirement in
April 2008, Mr. Liddy served as Chairman of the Board of The Allstafe Corporation (Allstate), the parent of
Allstate lnSmRl1CeCompany. He also served as Chief Executive Officer of Allstate fhlln January 1999 to
December 2006 and President from January 1995 to May 2005. Ms, Reynolds was President and Chief
Executive Officer of Safeco Corporation fi'om January 2006 to September 2008 and Chairman from May
2008 to September 2008. Previously, Ms, Reynolds served as Pl'esident and Chief Executive Officer of
AGI, ResDurccs, an Atlanta~based energy holding company, from 2000 to 2005 and Chai1'lUaH fl.'om 2002 to
2005, From January 2000 untiljQining AIG in May 2004, Dr. Frenkel served as Chairmal1 of Merrill Lynch
Intemational, Inc, Prior to joining AIG in Septemher 2006, Ms. Kelly served as Executive Vice President
and General COlll1sel of MCI!'vVorldCom. Previously, she was Senior Vice President and General COlmsel
of Seal's, Roebuck and Co. from 1999 to 2003. From June 2004 untHjoining AIG in May 2007. Mr, Kas1aw
was a managing partner of QuanStm' Group, LLC (an advisory service.,> firm), and, fhnn January 2002 until
Mr, Kaslow was Senior Executive Vice President of Human Resources for Vivendi Universal

ATG 200g Form 10-K
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Set fortb below is information concerning the directurs and executive officers of AlG as of
February 18,2009.

Name

~
66

Title

Stephen F. Bollenbach
Dennis D. Dammerman
Martin S. Feldstein
Edward M, Liddy
George L. i\1iles, Jr.
Suz,ume Nora Jo!mson
MOl'risW,Offit
James F. Orr III
Virginia M. Rometty
Michael H. Sutton
Edmund S. W, Too
Richard H. Booth
Jacob A. Frenkel

Anastasia D. Kelly
PallIa R. Reynolds
Frank G, Wisner
David L. Hel~.lO.g

Rodney O. Mm'til1. Jr,
Kristian P. Moor
Win J. Neuger
Nicholas C. Walsh
Jay S. Wintrob
William N. Dooley
Andrew J. Kaslow
Robert E. LewIs
Monika M, Machon
Brian T. Schreiber

Director
Director and Chief Executive Officer
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Senior Vice Chairman - Life Insurance
Administrative Officer
Vice Chainuan -- Global Economic Strategies
Vice ChaIrman Legal~ Human Resource.~, CQlporate
Communications wId Corporate Affairs
Vice Chairman - Chief Restructuring Officer
Vice Chairman Extemal Affairs
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Oftioor
Executive Vice President- Ufe Insurance
Executive Vice President - AIG Property Casualty Group
Executive Vice President
Executive Vice President- Foreign Genera! Insurance
Executive Vice President - Retirement Services
Senior Vice President -- Financial Services
Senior Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer
Senior Vice President·· Global Capital Planning and

63
69
63

67
51
72
65
50

67
70
61

2008
2008
1987
2008
2005
2008
2005
2006
2006
2005
1996
2008

64

2004

59

2006

52
70
49
56

2008
1997
2005
2002
1998
1995
2005
1999
1992
2007
1993
2009
2002

49
59
58
51
56
58
57
48
43

Analysis
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Item lAo RiskFaef(}I'f{
AIG has been significantly and adversely affected by recent events in the marketp'jace as well as in its
businesses, and is subject to significant risks, as discussed below. Many of these risks aro interrelated and
occur under similar business and economic conditions, and the Qoolln-ence of cCltain of them may in turn

cause the emergence, or exacerbate the effeot, of others. Such a oombinatioll could materially jncrcase the
severity oftlle impact on AIG. As a result, should certain of these risks emerge, AIG may nccd additional
SUppOli fromlhe U,S, government. Without additional support from the U.S. government, in the future therecould exist substantia! doubt about AlG's ability to continue as a going conoem, See Management's
Discussion and .Analysis of Financinl Condition and Results ofOpej'utions --- Consideration ofAIG's
Abi lity to 'contim'" ai; a 'JOblg (;01"'001 and Note 1 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for a further

Pmpo.md Transactions with. tlte NY Fed Q.1ul the Unitell States Depmtment ot'the Treasury

Business and Credit Environment
AIG's businesses, results ofoperations andfinGncial condition have been material(y and advel'se~l'

affected by market conditions and will be materially aificted by the.<:e conditions for the foreseeable future.
During 2008, worldwide economic conditions significantly deteriorated and the United States economy
and most other major economies entered into a recession, It is difficult to pl'edk'.t how long global
recessiomuy conditions will exist or the manner in which AIG's markets, products, financial condition and
businesses will be negatively affected in the future.

The global financial crisis has resulted in a lack ofliquidity} highly volatile markets. a steep
depreciation in asset values across all classes, 11n erosion of investor confidence, a widening of cl'edit
spreads, a tack of price transparency in many markets and the collapse or merger of several prominent
financial institutions, Difficult economic conditions also resulted in increased unemployment and a seVere
decline in business activity across a wide range ofinrlustdeR and regions, Globall'eglilators~ govel'llments
and central banks have taken a numher of unprecedented !:>"ic.ps to address these issues but these steps have
so far failed to prevent financial markets from declining by a very substantial amount, both in percentage
ten11S and'in absolute terms. It is unclear whether these measures wm be effective or, if effective, when
markets will stabilize.
AIG has been materially and adversely affected by these conditions and events in a number of ways,

including:
• the tleed to enter into ITansactions with the NY Fed and !:he United Slates Department of the Tl'eUsuiy,
and to participate in generaHy available governmental programs addressing disruptions in financial

markets;
• severe and continued deciines in the valuation and performance of its investment portfolio across all
asset classes, leading to decreased investment u1come, material unrealized and realized losses,
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• significant credit losse..<; due to the failure of, or governmental intervention with respect to, several

prominent institutions;
• impairment of goodwill in its insurance and financial services businesses; and

leading to reduced premium volume, incre..1se-s in surrenders or
TIle consequences ofthcse conditions have been more severe for AlG than for other insurers, Sinccthc
third qmu'tel' 0[2008, AlC's principal SOUI'ces ofliquidlty have been thcFed Facility and issuances of
-commercial paper under the Commercird Paper Funding Fudlity eSlablished by the NY Fe<l (CPFF).
Authorization for the CPF'F to ac('.e.pl new issuances of commercial pape!' is set to expire on October 30,
2009, with all outstanding issuances under the program maturing by January 2010, Since 111jd.September
2008, AIG has had no access to funding in public markets.
Certain of AlG's in-force and uew business products in its life insmance businesses provide minimum

beneilt gm'J'antee-s and crediting rates. Low interest rates driven by recessionary or deflationary
environments could result in a negativo spread between the yield prOdtlCed by AIG's in\'cstmcnt portfolios
and the underlying costs oflhese products, Vv11ile potentially providing short-term benefits, long·term
profitability {lfthe business could be negatively affected by this negative spread and the volume and value
of new business could be adversely affeotedby low interest rate enviwmncnls.
a'edit umlji':'naru:ia! Strengtll Ratiug...

AlG's

Strength Ratings
Subsequent to tbe rating actions referred to above, the following rating actions were taken:
• Moody's lowered AIG's Senior Unsecured Debt rating to A3 from A2 and ILFC's and Americal1
General Finance Corporation's (AGF Corp.) Senior Unsecured Debt ratings to Baal fi'om A3. Most
ratings remain under review for possible downgrade with JLFC revised to under review with
direction uncertain.
• S&P revised the CreditWatch status on AlG's and AOF COl'P.'s ratings from CrcditWatch
Developing to CreditWatch Negative in October 2008. Suhsequently, S&P lowered its IOl1g~term debt
rating on ILFC from A~, to BBEt, and its sh<.nt~term debt rating fl'om A-I to A-2. 'fhe ratings
remain on Credit Watch Developing. S&P lowered its long-term debt rating on AGF Corp. from
BBB to BB+. and its short·tenn debtratlng from A-3 to B. The long-tel'm debt ratings were assigned
a Negative Outlook. S&P also revised the credit watch status of AIG's property and casualty
subsidiaries from Credit Watch Developing to Credit Watch Negative.
• Fitch lowered its long-term debt.ratings on AGF Corp, fi'ol11 A to HBB. The ratings remain on Rating
Watch Evolving, Fitch also removed the ratings of AIG. Inc. and its property and casualty
subsidiaries from Rating Watch Evolving and assigned them a Stable Outlook.
22
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A.M. Best affirmed the Insurer Financial Strength Ratings and Issuer Credit Ratings ofthe insurance
subsidiaries of A1G, Inc. In addition A.M. Best affirmed the Issuer Credit Rating of AIG, Inc. These
ratings were removed from Under Review witb Negative Implications and assigned a Negative
Outlook.

Credit ratings eslimate a company's ability to meet its obligations and may directly affect the cost and
availability to that company ofunsecure<l financlng andils eligibility for certain govcmment sponsored
fUl1dingprograms such as the CPFF', as discu&'led below.ln the event ofa further dovvngrade of AJG's long~
term senior debt ratings, AIGFP would be required to post additional collateral and AlG or certain of
AIGFP's couuterparties would be permitted to elect early termination of contracts,
It is estimated that as of the close of business on FehlUary 18, 2009. based on AIGFP's outstanding
municipal GIAs, secured funding arrangements and financial derivative trallss,ctiollS (including AIGFP's
super senior credit default SW<lp portfolio) at that date, a one-notch downgrade of AIO's long-term senior
debt ratings to Baal by Moody's and BBB+ by S&P would permit countcrpartics to make additional
collateral calls and permit either AIGFP or the counterpart1es to elect early termination of contracts,
resulting in up to approximately $8 billion of COlTcsponding collatoral postings and tennination payments, a
tW{l~notch downgrade to Baa2 by Moody's and BBB by S&P would result in approximately $2 billion in
additional collateral postings and termination payments, and a th1'Ct>l1otch downgrade to Baa3 by Moody's
and BBB~ by S&J> would result in approximately $1 billion in additiomtl collateral and termination
p~yments.

The actual amount of collateral that AIGFI· would be required to post t() cOlmtcrparties in the event of
such downgrades, or the aggregate amount of payments that AIG could be required 10 make, would depend
on market conditions, the fail' value of outstanding affected transactions and other factors prevailing at the
time ofthe downgrade, If AIG is unable to secure sufficient additional funding through the Fed Facility or
otherwise, AIG could becomcinsolvenL
ILFC is a party to two Export Credit Agency (ECA) facilities that require ILFC to sCbrregate security
deposit,> and maintenance reserves related to aircraft financed under these facilities into separate accounts in
the event of a downgrade in ILFC's credit ratings, In October 2008, Moody's downgraded ILFC's debt
ratings, and ILFC was subsequently notified by the trllstees under its ECA facilities that it would be
required to segregate security deposits and maintenance reserves totaling approximately $260 million in
separate accounts. Further downgrades would impose additionalrcstrictions under these facilities, including
the requi.rement to segregate I'ental payments Elnd would require prior consent to withdraw funds from the-·
segregated account,
For a fhrther discussion of AlG's liquidity, see Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results ofOperatiolls·~ Capital Resources and Liquidity - Liquidity.

A d01vngrade I'n the slwrt-tenn credit ratings ofthe commercial paper programs ofcertain AIG
affiliates could make these. issuers ineligiblejor participation in (he CPFF. AlG Funding and affiliates

CUJ'7.(lnFunding LLC and Nightingale Finance LLC currently obtain financing through participation in the
CPFF, As of Februruy 18,2009, ArG Funding, ClU"zon Funding LLC and Nightingale Finance LLC had
$6.1 billion, $6,8 billion and $1.1 billion, respectively, outstanding under the CPFF. Howev{;.'l", in the event
ofa downgrade ofthe short-term credit ratings applicable to the commercial paper programs of these
is..<;uers, they may no longer quaHfy for participation in the CPFF and \vould likely have significant
difiictllty obtaining access to alternative sources ofliquidity. AIG's subsidiary, ILFC, participated ill the
CPFF at December 31, 2008, but on January 2l, 2009, S&P dO\1.mgraded ILFC's sh01i~term dcbtrating and,
as a result, ILFC lost access to the CPFF, The CPFF purchases only U.S, dollar-denominatcdcommercial
paper (including asset~hacked commercial paper) that is rah.'-d at k.ast A~1/P~lIF1 by a major nationally
recognized statistical rating organization (NRSRO) or, if rated by multiple major NRSROs, is rated at least
A~1JP~1/Fl by two or more m'\ior NRSROs. Accordingly, the.-<ic AIG entities will lose access to the CPFF
if:
~

AIG Funding's short-term rating is downgraded by any two ofS&P, Moody's or Fitch;

~

Curzon Funding LLC's short~tel'm rating is downgraded by either S&P or Moody's; or

~

Nightingale Finance LLC's shol't~term rating is downgraded by either S&P or Moody'S,
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other assets, as well as to conduct hedging activities. To the extent that coullterpmiies are unwilling to trade
with or to extend adequate <:redit Hmits to AIG or its subsidiaries, ArG could be exposed to open positions

or other unhcdged risks, resulting in increased volatility of reSl..uts and increased losses.

A downgrade in the Insurer Financial Strength ratilJ&'S ofAIG '.I' insurance companies could prevent the
companlesfrom writing new business and retaining customers and business. Insurer Financial Strength
ratings are an important factor in establishing the competitive position of insurance companies. Insurer
Financial Stl'ength ratings measure an insurance company's O!bilit)' to mect its obligations to contl'act
holders and policyholders, help maintain public confidence in a company's products. facilitate marketing of
products and enhance a company's competitive position,
Fm1hcrdowngmdes of tile Insurer Financial Strength ratings of A[G's insurance companies may
prevent these companies from offering products and services or result in increased policy cancellations or
tel'minatlon of assumed reinsunuKe contracts. Moreover, a downgrade in AIG's credit ratings 111ay, under
credit rating agency policies conceming the relatioJ'lShip between parent and subsidiary ratings, result in a
downgrade of the Insurer Financial Strength ratings orAIG's iUS"'Jl'at)ce subsidiaries.
Liquiditv

AJG parent's ability to accessfunds from its subsidiaries is severely limited, As a holding company,
AIG parent depends significantly on dividends, distributions and other payments from its subsidiaries to
fU11d payments due on AIG's obligations, including jts debt securities. Further, the majority of AIG's

investnlt'11ts are held by its regulated subsidiaries, In light of AIG's CUlTent financial situation, many of
AIG's regulated subsidiaries have been significantly restric{-ed from making dividend payments. or

advancing thuds, to AIG, and AIG expects Ulese restrictions to continue, AID's subsidiaries also are limited
in their ability to make dividend payments or advance funds to AIG because of the need to retain fimds to
conduct their own operations, These factors may hinder lUG'S ability to access funds that ArG lUay need to
make payments on its obligations, including those arising from day~to-day business activities,

AIO parent's ability to support its subsidiaries is limited Historically, AIG has provided capital and
liquidity to its subsidiaries to maintain regulatory capital ratios, comply with rating agency requ.\rements
and meet unexpected cash flow obligations. AIG's CUlTcnt limited access to liquidity may reduce 01' prevent
AIG fi'om providing support to its subsidiaries. If AIG is unable to provide support to a subsidiary having
an inuncdiatc capitaillced~ the subsidiary could become insolvent or, in the case of an insurance subsidimy
or other regulated entity, could be seized by its regulator,
A signJji.cam portion oj'AlG's investments are illiquid and are dllficult to sell, or to sell in slgnificant
amounts at acceptable prices, to generate cash to meet AlG's needs. AlG's investments in certain
securities, including certain fixed income securitie.'l and certain stlUctllrcd scvudtles. direct private equities;
limited partnership..,>, hedge funds, mortgage loans, flight equipment, finance receivables and real estate ure
illiquid, These asset classes represented approximately 31 percent of the carrying value of AlG's total cash
and invested assets at December 31, 2008. In addition, the steep decline ill the lLS. real estate market and
the current disruption in the credit markets have mateda11y adversely affected the liquidity of other AlG
securities portfolios, including its residential and commercial lnOltgagc-backed se<:urities portfolios, lfAIG
requires significant amotmts of cash on short noti.ce in excess ofal1tlcipated c>Ush require-U1t.."l]ts or is required
to post or return collateral In connection with AIGFP's derivative transactions, then AlG may have
difficulty selling tha<;c investments or terminating these transactions in a timely mam1er or may be forced to
sell or tcnninate them at unfavorable values,
York Stock
among other things,

24 AIO 2008 Form 1().K
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have a significant adverse effect on the liquidity of AIG's common slock, matdng irmote difficult and
expensive for AlC to raise additional capitaL
Pe<l Fncilitv and Series D Prefei'Iw[ Stock
The Fed Credit Agreement. and the Series D Pr~rerred Stoek require. AIG fa devote significant
resources to debt repayment and prriferred stock dividem:lf for thefol'cseeable future, thereby sigu!'flcantly
reducing capital availablefor other purposes. AIG is required to repay the five-year Fed Fac-i1ity primarily
from the proceeds of sales of assets, including businesses. The amount available under the Fed Facility is
permanently reduced by the ammmt of such repayments as they are made, In addition, the $40 bimon
liquidation preference of the Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock (Series D PrcferJ'ed
Stock) issued to the United States Department ofl11e Treasury accumulates dividends at 10 percent per yertf.
These dividends, and the dividends on any other series ofpreferl'ed stock issm~d by AIG, arc not dcduetible
for tax purposes.
AIG's significant obligations require it to dedicate all of its proceeds from asset dispositions and a
considembJe portion of its cash flows 5'0111 operations to the rep<'1yment of the Fed Facility, thereby
reducing the funds available for investment in its businesses. Moreover, because AIG's debt service and
prcfcn-ccl stock dividend obligations arc very high, AlG may be more vulnerable to competitive pressures
and have less flexibility to plan for or I'csp<Jud to changing business and economic conditions.

A further inability to effect asset sales in accordance \vith its asset disposition plan 01' to do so at
acceptable prices could result in AIG not being able to repay its borrowings tllldcr the Fed Facility. See
Capital Resources and Liquidity Requirements ,- Asset Disposition Plan for a discussion of AlG's asset
disposition plan...

Borrowings available to AlG under the Fed Facility may not be sufficient to meet AIG 's jundfng needs
and additiotlaljll1atlcing may noi be available or could be prohibitively expensive, Additional collateral
calls, continued high surrenders of annuity and other policies, further downgrades in AlG's credit ratings or
a fmthcr deterioration in AIGFP's remaining super senior credit default swap pOttfolio could cause AlG to
require additional funding in excess of the borrowings available under the Fed Facility. In that event, AIG
would be requited to find addit.ional iinancing and new financing sources. In the current busines'S
environment such financing could be difficult. if not impossible, to obtain and, if available, very expensive,
and additional fU11ding from the NY Fed, United States Department oftlle Treasury or other government
sources may not be available, If AIG is unable to obtain sufficient financing to meet its capitalnccds, AlG
could become insolvent.
BOr1vwings under the Fed Facility Gl'esubje.ct to the 'NY Fed being satisfied wfih- the collateraJpledged
by AIG. A condition to borrowing under the Fed Facility is that the NY Fed he satisfied with the collateral
pJedgedby AIG (indudiJig its value). n is possible that the NY Fed may detennine that AIG's collateral is
insufficient to pennit a bOlTowing for many reasons including;
• a decline in the value of AIG's businesses;
• poor performance in one or more orAIG's businesses; and
• low prices received by AlG in its asset dlsposition plan.
Such a determination could limit AIG's ability to borrow under the Fed Facility.

and

While AIG has adopted an

Analysis of Financial Condition
~

an inability of purchasers to obtain funding due tolhe deterioration in the credit markets;

• a general unwillingness of potential buyers to commit capital in the dift1cult current market
environment;
• an adverse change in interest l'ales and bon'owing costs; and
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• continued declines in AlG asset values and deterioration in its businesses,
Further, AIG may be unable to negotiate favorable terms in connection with asset sales, inc1u{ling with
respect to price. As a result, AIG may need to modify its asset disposition plan to sell additional or different
assets.

If AIG is not able to repay the Fed Facility from the proceeds ofaSSe4 dispositions and cannot otllCrwisc
repay the Fed Facility in accordance with its terms, an event of default would result. In such an event, the
NY Fed could enforce its security interest in AIG's pledged collateral. In addition, an event of default or
declaration of acceleration under the Fed Cl'editAgl'eemenl could also result in an event of default under
other agreements, In such an event, AlG would likely not have sufficient liqllid assets to meet its
obligations under such agreements.

The red Crecht Agreement includesftnancial and other covenants that impose restn'ctiol1s on AIG 's
financial and business operations, The Fed Credit Agreement requires AIG to maintain a minimum
aggregate liquidity level and restt'icts AlG's ability to make certain capital expenditures, The Fed Credit
Agreement also restricts AIG's i'llld its rcstricted subsidiaries' ability to incm additional indebtedness, incur
liens, merge., consolidate, sell assets, cnter into hedging transactions outside the normal COUl'se of business,
or pay dividends. These covenants could restrict AIG's business and thereby adversely affect AI(j's results
of operations.
Moreover. jf A.IG fails to comply with tbe covenants ill the Fed Credit Agreement and is unable to
obtaiJl a waiver or amendment, an event of default would result. If an event of default were to occur, the NY
Fed could. among other things, declare outstanding borrowings under the T"ed Credit Agreement
immediately due and payable and enforce its security interest ill Ala's pledged collateral. In addition, an
event of deHlUlt or declaralion of acceleration lmdcr U'lC Fed Credit Agreement could also fe-'mIt in an event
of default under AlG's other agreements,
AIG'J; results ofoperations and cashflows will be material~y and adversely affected by a significant

increase in interest expense Clndpreferred stock dividends paid, AlG expects its result~ of operations in
2009 and in ihture periods to be significantly adversely affected by the recognition ofintere..-:t expenSe on
borrowings lJllder the Fed Facility and by the payment of significant preferred stock divjclcnds, In addition,
the prepaid commitment fee asset of $23 billion associated w:itll the Serics C Preferred Stock (described
below) was capitalized and is being amortized through interest expense over the term of the Fed Facility,
which is five years.
The Series D Prefened Stock accrues dividends, payable if, as and when declared, at a rate of
10 percent per annum, or $4 billion, on the,$40 billion of liquidation preference, which an~ not tax
deductible,

Controlling Share)lOlder
a (rust for the
. will

to

• participate in any dividends paid on the common stock, with the payments attrjbutable to the Series C
Preferred Stock being approximately 77.9 percent of the aggregate dividends paid on C\lmmon stock,
treating the Series C Preferred Stock as converted; and
• to the extent permitted by law, vote wilh AIG's{lommo1.1 stock on all matters submitted to AIG's
shareholders and hold approximately 7?9 percent of the aggregate voting power of common stock,
treating the Series C Preferred Stock flS converted.
The dividends payable on and the total voting power of (I) the share." of common stock 1l1ldel']ying the
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the United States Department of the TreastU'y on Novembel' 25, 2008 and (iii) the shares of common stock
underlying the warrants to be issued to the United States Department of the Treasury in connection with the
capi1al commitment facility will
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not exceed 79,9 percent of the aggregate dividenrls payable 011 and the voting power of the outstanding
shares of common stock, treating the Series C Preferred Stock as converted.

Tho Series C Preferred Stock willl'cmain outstanding even if the Fed Facility is repaid in full 01'
otherwise terminates, In addition, upon sbm'eholder approval and tl1e filing with the Delaware Secretaly of
State of certain amendments to AlG's Restated Ce-rtificate ofIncOll'oration, the Trust can convert at its

option all or a porti()D of the Series C Preferred Stock into common stock.
As a result of its ownership of the Series C Preferred Stock, the Trust will be able, subject to the terms
of the Trust Agreement and the Series C Preferred Stockl to elect aU of AIG's directors and will be able, to
the extent permitted by law, to control the vote on substantially all matters, including:
• approval

ofmerger~ 01'

other business combinations;

• a sale ofal! or substantially aU of AlG's assct~;
• issuance of any additional common stock or other equity securities;
• the selection and tenure of AIG's Chief Excl."Ulive Officer and other execlltive officers; and
• other matters that might be favorable to the United States Treasmy.
Moreover, the Trust's ability to prevent any change in control of AIO could also ha"ve an adverse effect
011 the market price of the common stock.

The Trust may also, subject to the terms orihe Trust Agreement and applicable securities lav,'S, transfer
all, or a portion of, the Series C Preferred Siock to another person or entity and, in the event of such a
transfer, that person or entity could become- the controlling shareholder.
Possiblefuture sales ofSeries C Preferred Stock or common stock by the Trust could adversely affect

the marketfor AlG common stock. PUl"SlJaut to tbe Series C Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement, dated as
of March 1,2009, betwccn the Trust and AlG (the Series C Prefened Stock Purchase Agreement), AIG has
agreed to file a shelf registration statement that will allow tbe Trust to publicly sell Series. C Prefencd Stock
or any shares of common stock it receives upon conversion of the Selics C Preferred Stock. In addition, the
Trust could sen Series C Preferred Stock or sharc.... of commOll stock without registration under certain
circmustances., such as in a private transaction. Although AIG can make no prediction as to the effect, if
any, that such sales would have 011 the market price of common stock, sales of substantial amounts of
Series C Preferred Stock 01' com1110n stock, or tbe perception that such sales could occur, could adversely
affect tbemarket price of common stock. If the Tlust sells 01' transfers soares of Series C PreieD'ed Stocle or
common stnek asa block, another person or entity could become AIG's controlling shareholder.
CJumrre of Control
The i.ssuance ofthe Series C Preferred Stock may have adverse consequences for AlG (JJld its
subsidiaries with regulators and contract countclparties. The issuance of the Series C Preferred Stock will
result in a change of contl'Ol of ArG. A change of l~ontl'ol of AlG triggers notice, approval and/or other
regulatory requirements in many o[th(: more than 130 countries <ludjurisdictiollS in which AIG and its
subsidiaries opeJ'ate. AIG has undertaken a worldwide review of the reguJat01Y requirements arising in
COlUlCclioll with the issuance of the Series C Preferred Stock. and has worked to achieve material
compliance with applicable regulatory requirements. In this connection, AIG has submitted notices to
regulators in tIle jurisdictions wbere its principal businesses are located, and currently has no knowledge
that any regulator intends to impose any penalties or take any other actions as a reslllt of the change in
cOlltl'ol of AIG in a manner that would be adverse in any material respect to AlG. However, in light of the
large number of jurisdictions in which AIG and its subsidiaries operate and tlle complexity ofassessing and
addressing the regulatory requirements in each of the relevant jurisdictions, AIG has not heen able to obtain
all regulatory consents or approvals that may be required in connection with the issuance of the Series C
Prefe1red Stock. Accordingly, no E\SSurances can be provided that the failure to obtain all required consents
or approvals will not have a material adverse effect 011 AlG's consolidated financial condition, results of
operations or cash flows.
AID and its subsidiaries are also parties to various contnlcts and other agreements that may be affected
by a change of control ofAIG. Although AlG believes the change of control arising t1'<))n the issuance of
the Sel'ies C
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Prefened Stock will not result in a breach of any material CDntract or agreement, no assurances can be given
that AIG's counterparties to sLlch contracts and agreements will not claim that breac11cs have occurred. If
AlG were to be found to have breached any inatedal contract or agreement, its consolidated financial

condition, rcsl1lts of operations or cash flows could be materially adversely affected,

Concentration oflnvestmcltfs «JUt Exposures
Concentration ofAlG '$ investment por(folios in emy particular segment ofthe economy may have
adverse effects. AIG results of operations have beon adversely affected aud may contil1ue to be adversely
affected by a concentration in residential mortgage-backed, commercial mortgage~backed and other asse-tbacked securities. AlG also has significant exposures to financial institutions and, in particular, to money
center and global banks. These types of concentrations in luG's investment portfolios could have an
adverse effect on the investment portfolios and consequently 011 JUG's consQlidated results of operations. or
D.Mncial condition. While AlG seeks to mitigate this risk by having a broadly diversified pOltfolio, events
or developments that have a negative effect on any particular industry, asset class, group ofrclated
indm;trtes or geographic region may have a greater adverse effect on the inv0Stment pOltfolios to the extent
that tbe portfolios- are concentrated. Furthet11lOre, AlG's abllity to sell assets relating to such particular
groups ofrelated assets may be limited if other market pal'ticipant~ are seeking to seH at the same time.
ConCe11tration ofAtG's insurance and other risk f'-J·:posures may have adverse effects. AIG seeks to
manage the risks to which it is exposed as a result of the insurance policies, derivatives and other
oblig1:1tiOns that it 1111dertakes to customers and countcrpartic.<; by monitoring the diversification of its
exposures by exposure type, industry, geographic region, counterpart)' and otherwise and by using
reinsurance, hedging and other arrangements to limit or offset exposures that exceed the limits it wishes to
retain, In certain circumstances, or with respect to cCltain exposures, such risk numagement arrangements
may not be available on acceptable terms, or AlG's exposm'e in absolute terms may be so large tliat even
slightly adverse eXpCrleJ1CC compared to AlG's expectations may cause a material adverse effect on AlG's
consolidated financial condition or results of operations.
Casualtv Insurance Underwriting altd Reserves
Casual~y insu_rance liabilities are dijJkult to predict and may exceed the related reserves for losses and
loss expenses. AlG has announced tnal it intends to focus its: resource.." 011 its core propelty and casualty
insurance businesses while sdling other businesses to repay the borrowing under the Fed Credit Agreement.
As a result, AlG expects to become more reliant on these businesses.

Allbough AlG mmually reviews the adequacy of the established liability for unpaid claims and claims
adjustment expense, there can be no assurance that AlG's loss reserves wiH not develop adversely and have
a material adverse effect on AlG's results of operations. Estimation of ultimate net losses, loss expenses and
los.<; reserves is a complex prooess for longntail casualty lines of business, which inchldc excess and
umbrella liability, D&O, professional liability, medicalllJulpracticc, workers' compensation, genom]
liability, products liability and related classes, liS well as for asbestos and environmental exposures.
Generally, actual histmica110ss development factors are u...<>ed to project future loss development. However,
there can be no a..'lSunmcethat future loss development patterns will hc thc same as ill the past. Moroovel'.
any deviation in loss col>1 trends or in loss development factors might not be discernible for an ex.tended
period of time subsequent to the recording of the initial loss reserve estimates for any accident year. Thus,
there- is the potential for reserves with respect to a number of years to be significantly affected by changes in
loss cost trends or loss development factors that were relied upon in setting the reserves. These changes in
loss cost trends or loss development factors eould be attributable to changes in inflation or in the judicial
environment, or in other social or economic phcnomena affecting claims, such as the effects that the recent
disruption in tne credit markets could have on reported. claims undor D&O or professional liability
coverages. For a futthcr discussion of AlG's los..~ reserves see also tvlanagement's Discussion and Analysis
ofFinancial Condition and Resu]t" of Operations ~ Segment Results - General Insurance Operations·
Liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense.
28
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Catastrophe Exposures

operations, including by exposing AIG's businesses to tile following:

• widespread claim costs associated with peoperty, workers} compensation, mOliality and morbicUty
claims;

• loss resulting from the value of invested assets declining to below tbe amount required to meet policy
and contract liabilities; and
• loss re..<;ulting from actual policy experience emerging adversely in comparison to the assumptions
ll1ude in the- product pricing related to mortality, morbidity, tennil1ution and expenses.

,d :~I~~~,r~~;~,~~;:~~:':;' ;:,~~~;~i~~ ;)~~~:~d;;~~e;n~A;;lG~',:s;u:~b::s;il~d;~~an~t': es~;areReinsurance
tl1aj01' purcha<;ers of reinsurance
ar
is an important risk
In<magcmcnt tool to manage transaction and imnmmce Hne risk retention and to mitigate lossos that may
arise from catastrophes. Market conditions heyond l\lO's control determine the availability and cost of the
reinsurance purchased by AIG subsidiaries. For example, reinsurance may he more difficult to obtain after a
year wl1h a large numher of major catastrophes. Accordingly, AIG may be forced to incur additional
expenses tor reinsurance or may be unable to obtain sufficient reinsurance on acceptable tenns, in which
case AIG would have to accept an incrcilse in exposure risk, reduce the amount of business written by its
subsidiaries or seck altcmativcs.

Reinsurance sul~/ects AIG to the credit risk olits reinsurers and may not be adequate to protect A fG
agaimt losses, Although reinsurance makes the reinsurer JiabJe to the AIG suhsidiary to the extent the risk

is ceded, it does not relieve the AlG sl,lbsidiary of tile primary liability to its poJicyholdt',J's, Accordingly,
A1G bears credit risk with resp{'",ct to its subsidiaries' reinsurers to the extent not mjtigated by collateral or
other credit cnhanooments. A reinsurer's insolvency or inability or refusal to make timely payments under
the terms of its agl'eements with the AlG subsidiaries could luwe a material adverse effect on AIG's 1'('$ult8
of operations and liquidity, For additional information Oll AIG's reinsul<l1lce, see Managemoot's Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations ---- Risk Management ---, Reinsut'afiee.

Policvhohler Behavior
AIG '$ policyholders, agents and other distributors ofAIG's insurance products have expressed
significant concerns in the wake ofannouncements by AIG ofadversefimmcial results. AIG e>.pects that
these concerns will be exacerbated by the anllouncement of AlG's 2008 results. Many of AIG's businesses
depend upon the tlnancial stability (both actual and perceived) of ArG's parent company. C011cerns that
AIG or its subsidiaries may not be able to meet their obligations have negatively affected AIG's bu..<rinesse.<;.
in many ways, including:
• requests by customers to withdraw funds from AIC under mmuity and oertain life insurance
cOlltracts~

• a refnsai by independent agents, brokers and banks to continue to offer AlG products and service:::;
• a refusal of counterparties, customers or vendors to continue to do business with AIG; and

• requests by cnstomers and other parties to terminate existing contractual relationships.
Continued economic Ullccli'ainty, additional adverse results or a lack of confidence in AlG and AIG's
businesses may cause AlG customers) agents and ~lthet' distributot,s to cease or I'educe their dealings with
AIO, tum to oompetitors or s11iil to products that generate less income for AIG, Although AIG has
announced its intent to refocus its bllsiness and certain AIG subsidiaries ate rebranding themselves in an
attempt to overcome a perception of instability) AlG cannot be sure that such eff0l1s wUl be successful in
attracting Qr maintaining clients,
AIG 2008 Form IO-K 29
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Foreign Ovel'lltiollS

business

by

and AIG's net

employee.~.

assurance that the programs will be effective.
businesses and impair its ability to effect a successful

A loss o/key employees in A1G'sfinanc{al reporting process could prf:1N!,nt AIG/rom making required
filings, preparingfinancia! statemellts and otherwise adversely affe,ct its infernal controls. AIG relies upon
the knowledge and experience of the employees involved in these functions for the effective and timely
preparation ofreqt1ired filings and financial statements and operation ofinterllal controls. If these
ernployees depart, AIG lllay not be able to replace them with individuals having comparable knowledge and
experience.

The limitations on incentive compensation contained in the American RecowlY and Reinvestment Ad
of2009 may adve,:rely affect A1G's ability to retain its highestpeiformillg employees, On February 17,
2009, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (RecovelY Act) was signed iuto law. The
Recovery Act contains restrictions on bonus and other incentive compensation payable to the five
exectltlvcs named in a company's proxy statement and the next hVL'11ty highest paid employees of
companies receiving TARP funds, Historically, AlG has embrucL'd. apay·for~perfonnance philosophy.
Depending upon tbe limitations placed on incentive compensation by the final regulations issued under the
Recovery Act, it is possible that AIG may be unable to create a compensation structl1l'e that pennits AlG to
retain its highest performing employees. [fthis were to occur, AI(J's asset disposition plan, businesses: and
results of operations would he adversely affected, perhaps materially,
AIG relies on certain key

Employee error and misconduct may be difficult to detect and prevent and may result in significan.t
losses. Losses may result from, among other things, fraud, errors, failure to document transactions
propei'ly 01' to obtain propel' intemal authorization or failure to comply with regulatory requirements, both
generally, and during the asset disposition process. There have been a Jlumber of highly publicized cases
involving fraud or other ntisconduct by employees in the financial services industry 1n recent years, and
AIG runs the risk that employee misconduct could occur. It is not always possible to deter or prevent
employee misconduct and the controls that AlC has in plaoo to prevent and detect this activity may tlot be
effective in all cases.
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• Restricting or prohibiting the payment of dividends to AIG;
• Restricting or prohibiting other payments to AIG;
• Requesting additional capihll contributjons by AIG;

• Reque..<;ting that intercompany reinsurance reserves be covered by a?SCts locally;
• Restricting the business in which the subsidiaries may engage; and
• Requiring pre-approval of all proposed transactions bctwf,en the regulated subsidiaries and AIG or
omyaffiliate.
AIG docs not expect these conditions to change unless its financial situation stabilizes.

Adjustments to Life Insul'unce & Retirement Services Ddvrrcd PoNH Acquisition Costs

aiTcctr.d.
DAC fo1' both insuranceMol'lcntcd and investmclll¥oriented products, as \-veil as retirement services
products is reviewed tbr l'I.':coverability, which involves estimating the future profitability of current
business, This review im'Olves signific-tll1t management judgment, lfthe actual emergence of future
profitability were to be substantially lower than estilllated~ AlG could be required to l.\c(~elerate ils DAC
amortization and such acceleration could adversely affect AIG'sresulls of operations. For a further
disc~lssion ofDAC, see also Management's Discussion and Analysis ofFinIDlCinl Condition and Results of
Operations -- ~ Critical Accounting Estimates and Notes land 8 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
Risk MUllag(!ment

AIG is exposed to a number ofsignificant riskf, and AlG 's risk management poUcies, processes and
controls may not be effective fn mitigating AJ(}'s risk e.:xpos/Jres in all market conditions and to all types of
risk. The major risks to which AIG is exposed include credit risk, markt~t risk, including credit srl'ead fisk,
operational risk, liquidity risk and insurance risk. Given continued capital markets volatility, persistent risk
aversion, inadequate liquidity in the markets of many asset classes, combined with AlG's weakened
financial condition, AIG- may not have adequate risk management policies, tools and Pl'ocesses <U1d AIG
may not have sufficient access to the markets and trading counterparties to effectively implement risk
mitigating strategies and techniques. This environment could materially and adversely affect AIG's
consolidated l'(i,<;ults of operations, liquidity or financial condition, result in regulatory action or litigation or
further damage AIG's reputation, For fL fmther discussion of AlO's risk man_a-gement process and controls,
sec Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition -and Results of Operations ~ Risk
Management.
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llse ofEstlmat(~s

certain financial instruments issued or held by AIG, such as AIGFP's super senior credit default swap
portfolio. Additionally, the l'ecoverability of deferred tax assets: depends in large putt on assumptions about
future prot1tabili!y. These estimates, by their nature, are based on judgment and current facts and
circuUlstances. Therefor~ actual re..,>ults cOll!d differ from these estimates, possibly in the near tenn. and
could have a material effect on the consolidated financial statements.

Legal PI'oceedlngs

A;rCFaft ,\'umJlieJ's

There are limited suppliers ofaircraft and engines. The supply ofjet transport aircraft, which ILFC
purchases and leases) is dominated by (wo airfbl11{:ll11anufacturers, Boeing and Airbus, and a limited
number of engine manufacturers. As a result, ILFC is dependent 011 the manufacturers' success in remaining
financially stable, !>roducil1g aircraft and related components which meet the airtines' demands) both in type
and quantity, and fulfilling their contractual obligations to ILFC. Competition between the manufacturers
for mal'ket share is intense and may lead to instances of deep discounting for certain aircraft types that could
negatively affect ILFC's competitive pricing.

Item lB.

Ulll'esnlVt~dSftfjJCommeJtts

There are no materiall..llU"C.'lolved written comments that were received from the SEC staff 180 days or
more before the end of ArG's fi.scal year relating to AlG's periodic or current reports 111ldcr the Exchange

Act.
32
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Item 2. Propel'tie.5

in Puerto
North

Item 3. Legal Pwceedings

For a discussion oflegal proceedings, see Note 14(a) to the Consolidated Financial Statements, which
is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 4. Submlsshm ofll-fattel's to a Vate ofSecurity Hottlers
There were no matters submitted to a vote of security holders during the fOUlih quarter of2008.
AIG 2008 Porm IO·K
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Partn
Item 5. Marketfor the Registrant '$ Common Equity, Rellltl!d Stockhoh!er Matters am/Issuer Purchases
ofEqui(v Securities

AIGls common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange, as well as on the stock exchanges in
Ireland and Tokyo.

The following table pl"esents the high and low dosing sales prices on the New York Stock
Excbange Composite Tape and the dividends paid per share of AIG's c-ommon stock for each quarter
of200S and 2007:
2-008
Dividends

First quarter
Second quarter

Third quarter
Fourth quarter

....!!!s!L

~

~

~

~

$59.32
49.04
30.10
4.00

$39.80
26.46
2.05
1.35

0.200
0.200
0.220

$72.15
72.65
70.44
70.11

$66.77
66.49
61.64
5l.33

0.165
0.165
0.200
0.200

The: approximate number ofl'ccord holders of COJnrI1011 stock as of January 30, 2009 was 58,182,
Under tile Fed Credit Agreement, AIG is restricted from paying dividends on its

CfI.111mOll

stock

For a disclission of certain restrictions on the payment of dividends to ArG by some of its insurance
subsidiurie.'i see Item lA. Risk Factors ~ Liquidity - AlG parent's ability to access flmds from its
j

subsidiaries is severely limited, and Note 15 to the CnnsoHdated Financial Statements,
AIG's table of equity compensation plans previously approved by secu.rity holders and equity
compensation plans not previously approved by security holders will be included in the definitive proxy
~iatemel1t for AIG's 2009 AIIDual Meeting of Shareholders, which wiU be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after the close of AID's fiscal year pursuant to Regulation 14A.
34
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Performance Graph
The fo!1owing Performance Graph compares the cumulative total shareholder rctUl11 on AIG common
8tock for a tlvc-yearperiod (December 31,2003 to December 31, 2008) with the cumulative total return of
the S&P's 500 stock index (\vhich includes AIG) and a peer group of companies consisting of nine
insurance companies to which AlG compares its business and OjK'f'dtions: ACE Limited, At1ac
Incorporated, The Chubb Corporation, Th<l Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc., Lincoln National
Corporation, Melli fe, Inc., Prudential Financial, Inc., 'rhe Travelers COlllpania'l, Inc. (formerly 'I'he St. Paul
Travelers Companies, Inc.) and XL Capital Ltd.
FIVE-YEAR CUMULATIVI'; TOTAI., SHAREHOI,DF.R RETURNS
Value ofSIOO Invested

Oil

December 31, 2003

Y"ursElldIng
-lIIA~

2003

AIG

S&P 500
Peer Group

2004

$100.00 $ 99.48
100.00
110.88
100.00
15.57

of December 31
2005
2005

2007

$104.31 $110.62
16.33
134.70
142.12
164.44

2008

$ 91.00 $ 2.64
142.10 89.53
171.76
99.39
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Item 6. Selected Financial Data
American International Group, Inc. and Subsidiaries
Selected Consolidated Financial Data
The Selected Consolidated li'inandaJ Data should be read in conjunction with Management's
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations and the consolidated
financial statements and accompanying notes included eJsCVI-'herc herein.

Revenues (b)(c) :
Premiums and other considerations
Net investment income
Net realized capital gains (losses)
Ultren!iz,oo market 'Initiation losses on A1GFP super
senior credit default swap portfolio
Other iocomc
Total revenues
Benefits, claims and expenses:
Policyholder benefits and claims incurred
Policy acquisition aud other insurance expensC$ (0
In/erest expense (g)
Restructuring expenses and related asset impail1..'lentand
other expenses

Other expenses

9,859

Tota! bcncfit,~, claims and expenses

101,121

Income (loss) before income tax expense (benefit), millority
interest and cumulative effect ofchange in ac<:ounting
principles (b)(c)(d)(e)
(108,761)
Income tax expense (benefit) (11)
(8,374)
Income (loss) before millOrity intereBt and cumulative effect

8,943
1,455

of change in accountil1g principles

Minority interest
Income (loss) before cumulative effect of change in
accowlting principles
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of

(99,289)

6.200

21,687

15,213

6,537

4,258

J5,150
(1.136)

10,955
(478)

10,438

14,014

1D,4i7

9,983

10,477

9,839

4.03

3.83

rex
Net income (loss)

(455)

(144)
(99,289)~

Earnings (loss) pCi' commOll share:
Basic

Income (loss:) before cumulative effect of change in
accounting plinciples

(31.84)

2,40

5.38

Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net

n.Ol
Income (loss) before cumulative effect of change in
accounting principles
Cumulative eftect of change in accounting principles, net
oftax

(37.84)

2,40

539

4.03

(37.84)

2.39

5.35

3.99-

979,410

853.048:
100,314
9,535

3.79

Nd income (loss)

Dividends declared per common share
Year"ctld balance sheet data:
Total assets
Long-tenn debt (f)

135,3J6

Commercial paper and extendible commercial notes (;J
Total Jiabililies

13,363
877,542

Shareholders' equity

$101,677

766.545
$ 86,317
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(a) Certain reclassifications !lave been made to prior period amounts to c01iform to th? current perlod
presentation,

(f) In 2008, includes goodlvill impairment charges of $3.2 billion.
(g)
the Fed Facility,

(h)

(i) ;'~~;'~~:a1:~~;;;;'~:~;~.(!flong'tu", a',btma.'uri"g in 1"$$ I."an 0/1" ye.a,.. See Note 13 to the Consolidated

See Note l(ff) to the Consolidated Financial Statements for effects of adopting new accounting
standal'ds,
AIG 200S Fnnn IO-K
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Item 7. /lfanagemcl:t Js Discussion aud A1talysis ofFinancial Condition alUI Resulf8 of ()peration.~.
Thrmlghout this Management's Discussion and Analysis off'jnancial Condition and Results of
Operations, AIG pre..<;ents its operations in the way it believes will be most meaningful, Statutory

underwdting profit (loss) is presented in accordance with accounting principles prescribed by insurance
regulatory authorities because these are standard llleasuros of performance usd in the insllrance jndustry
and thus allow more meaningful comparisons with AW's insurance competitors. AIG has also incorporated
into this discussion a number of cross-references to additional information included tlrroughout this Annual
Report 011 Form lO~K to assist readers seeking udditlonal information related to P. particular subject.
Judex

~

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking InforJnaHon
Ovcrvh;:",·
Liquidity Events in the Second Half of 2008
Debt

Results of Operations
Consolidated Results
Segment Results
General Insurancc Operations
Liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense
Life Insurance & Retirement Services Opel'ations
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs and Sales Indl1ccmcl1t Assets

39

39
40
53
63
63

71
71
79
99
113

Financial ServIces Operations

115

Asset Managcment Operations

119
lZ3
152
152
154
155
167
167
171

Critical Accounting Estimates
Capital Res(Hlrccs llnd Liq\lidity

Shareholders' Eqllity
Investments

Investment Strategy
Portfolio Review
OtheHhall"lemporary impainnents
Unrealized guins and losses
Risk Management
Overview
Corporate Risk Management
Ct'cdit Risk Management

Market Risk Management
Operational Risk Management
Insurance Risk Management
Segment Risk Management

Insurance Operations
Financial Services

A&'Jet Management
Recent Accounting Standards

172
172
173
174
176
178
179
181
181
185
188
189
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Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward~l,ookiugInformation

This Annual Report on Form

10~K

and other publicly available documents may include, and AIG's

officers and representatives may from time to time mah, pr~je.ctiQllS and statements which may constitute
within the meaning of the- Private SecuriticsLitigation Reform Act of 1995.

'~forward-lookingstatement""

These projections and statements are not historical facts but instead represent only AICrs belief regarding
future events, many of which, by their nature, are inherently uncertain and outsideAfG's control. These
projections and statements may address, among odler things, the outcome of proposed transactions with the
NY Fed and the United States Department of the 'I'l'easury, the number, size, terms, cost and timing of
disposiUQllS and their potential effect on AIG's husinesses, financial condition, results of operations, cash
flo'W"S and liquidity (and AlG at any time and from time to time may change its plans with respect to the sale

of one or more businesses), AlG's expostU"cs to suhprime mortgages, monoline inSlU'el'S and the residential
and commel'e-1al real estate markets and AW's strategy for growth, product development; market position,
financial results and reserves. It is possible that ArG's 'letual results and financial condition will differ,
possibly materially. from the anticipated results and financial condition indicated in theseprojectiol1s and
statements, Factors that could cause ArG's actuall'esults to differ, possibly materially, from those in the
specific projections and statements inc·hlde· a f~ilul'c to complete tbe-proposed transactions with the NY Fed
and the United States Department of the Treasury, developments in global credit markets and such other
factors as discussed throughout this Management's Discussion and /\.nalysis of Fillancial Condition and
Results ofOperatiolls and in Item lA. Risk Factors of this A.nnLlal RepOlt 011 Form 10-K. AlG is not undCl'
any obligation (and expressly disclaims any obligation) to update or alter any projection or other statement,
whether written or oral. that may be made £:0111 time to time, whether as a result of new information, future
events 01' othelWisc.
Overview

Operations
AIG identifies its operating segments by product line, {,o1181stent with its management structure, These
segments. fire General Insurance, Life Iusumllce & Retirement Services, Financial Services and Asset
Management Through these operating sCb'1Uents, AIG provides insurance, financial and investment
products and services to both businesses and Individuals in more Ulan 130 countries and jurisdictions.
lUG'S subsidiaries serve cOJJUuercial, institutional and individual customers throllghan extensive
property-casualty and life insurance and retirement services network. AlG's Financial Services. businesses
include commercial aircraft and equipment leasing, capital markets operations and conStuner finance, both
in the United States and abroad. AlG also provide."! ~ssct management services to institutions and
individuals.
G-cneral Business En\'il'onme-nt
The 2008 business environment was one- ofthe inest difficult in recent decades.lh the U,S., real GDP
shrank at <lUnual rates of more than 4 percent in tbe second half of the year and almost 4 percent in the
fourth quarter alone. At the beginning of2008, the unemployment rate ,vas 4.9 percent and by year-end was
72 percent.

TIle strong declines in the overall u.s. economy during the second half of2008 occurred despite
repeated reductions ofintere..<;t rates by the F<:.'<1eral Reservc-, the creation of numerous credit fac.ilities fer the
banking system and the passage of a stimulus package,
C{msideration of AIG's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
In connection with the preparation oflhis Arumal Repol1 on Form l~~;:~~~~::r?~~~l;j:~;,~~:~~~~d
whether AIG has the ability to continue as a going concern (Sec Note 1 t
Stalt..'U1cnts), In making this assessment, ArG has considered:
- The commitment of the NY Fed lind the United States Department of the Treasury to the orderly
restructuring ofAIG and their commitment to continuing to work with AlG to maintain its ability to
llleet its obligations as they come due;
- Thc liquidity event", in the second half of 2008, indudingtl'ansactions with the NY Fed and the
United States. Department of the Treasury;
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• AIG's liquiditY~l'elated actions and plans to stabilize its busineslies and repay the Fed Facility;
• The level of AlG's realized and unrealized losses and the negative impact of tbe.se losses in
shareholders' equity and Oll the capital levels of AIG's insurance subsidiuries;
• The substantial resolution of the liquidity issues surrOll11ding AIGFP's multi-sector super senior
credit default swap portfDl.io al1d the U,S, securities lending program;
• The additional capital provided to AIG by the United States Department of the Treasury;
• Anticipated transactions with the NY Fed and the United States Dcpatiment of the Treasury~
• The continuing liquidity issues in ArG's businesses and AWls actions to address such issues; and
• The substantial risks to which AIG is subject.
Each ofthcsc items is discussed in more detail below.

111 considering these items, management has made significant judgments and estimates with respect to
the potentially adverse financial and liquidity effects ofAIG's risks and tU1CCl1ainties. Management has also
assessed other items and risks arising in AlG's businesses and made reasonable judgments and estimates
with respect thereto. After consideration, l'rwuagemcl1t believes that it will have adequate liquidity [0
finance and operate AIG' s businesses and continue as a going concel'l1 for at least the next twelve months.

It is possihle that the actual outcome of one or more of management's phms oould be materially
different or that one or lUore ofmanagement 's significant judgments or estimate."l about the potential effects
of the risks and uncertainties could prove to be materially incorrect or that the principal transactions
disclosed in Note 23 to the Consolidated Financial Statements (and as discussed below) are not
consummated. If one or morc ofthese possible outcomes is realized, A1G may need additional

U.S. governmcnt SUPPOlt to meet its obligations as they come due.
Liquidity

Liquidity Events in tlte Second Half of2008
In the second half of2008, ArG experienced an unprecedented strain on liquidity. This strain led to a

series of transactions with the NY Fed and the United States Dt.>pflrtmcnt ofthe Trcasury. The two principal
causes oftbc liqllidity strain were dcrnaads 101' the retum of cash collateral under the U.S. securities lending

program and collateral calls on AIGFP's super senior multi-sector CDO credit default swap portfolio.
Under AlG's sewrities lending program, cash collateral was received [TOm borrowers in exchange for
loans of securities owned by AfG's insurance company subsidiaries. The cash was invested by AIG- in fixed
income securities, primmily rcsidential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), to eam a spread. During
Septel11bet' 2008, borrowers began ill increasing numbers to request a return of their cash collateral, Because
orthe illiquidity in the market for RMBS, AIG was unable 10 sell RMBS at acceptable ptices and was
forced to find altemative sources of ca..<;h to meet these f(;,'qUests. As of the end of August, AIG's
U.s, securities lending program had approximately $69 billion ofborl'Dwings outstanding. Sec
Investments" Securities Lending Activities for additional information about the securities lending

program.
AddiOoOfl-lly, thHlUgJlOut the second half of 2008, declines in the fair values Qfthe super senior ml1lti~
settoI' CDO securities protected by AIGFP's credit default swap portfolio, together with ,,(lings' do",,!\rados
ofthc eno securities, resulted in AIGFP being required to post significant additional COllatC,ral.AS Oi tI'"
end of August 2008~ AIG had posted approximately $19,7 billion of collateral under its super sC'uior credit
default swap portfolio. See Critical Accounting Estimates - Fair Value Mca.<;urements ofCcl1ain Financia!
Assets and Liabilities for additional information abollt AIGFP's super senior multi-sector eDO credit
default swap portfolio.
Both ofthese liquidity strains were significantly exacerbated by the dO\vngrades of A£G's 10ng~tenn
debt ratings by S&P, Moody's and Fitch 011 September 15,2008.
40 AlG 2008 Fonn
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ArJ'ungemellts with the FedeNd Reserve Bank of New York mId the Ul1itedSffltes DepaJ'unent ofthe
Tl'ea.w.lry

Fed Credit Agreement
Because of these immediate liquidity requirements, AIG's Board of Directors detcnnincd that the only
viable alternative was to accept an arrangement offered by the NY Fed, and 011 September 16, 2008,
approved borrowing from the NY Fed based on a telm sheet that set forth the terms ortho secured credit
agreement and related equity pat1ieipation, Over the next six days, AIG ejected Edward M, Liddy Director,
Chairman and CEO, replacing Robert Willumstad in those positions, negotiated a detlnitivecrooit
agreement with the NY Fed and borrowed, on a secured basis, approximately $37 billion from the NY Fed,
enabling AlG to meet its liquidity requirements before formally entering into a credit agreement with thc
NY Fed.
On September 22,1008, AlG entered into the Fed Credit Agreorhent in the fOlTn ofa two-year secured
loan and the Pledge Agreement with the NY Fed. On November 9. 2008, AIG and the NY Fed agreed to
fllnend the Fed Credit Agreement to reduce the total commitment under the Fed Facility to $60 billion
following the issuance of the Seric.<; D PrefOlyed Stock (described bdow), ex.tend the term of the Fed
Facility to 5 years and reduce the related interest and foes payahle under the Fed Facility. See Note 13 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements for information regarding the terms of and borrowings under the Fed
Credit Agreement.
Series D Preferred Stock Issuance
On November 25, 2008,AIG- entered into a Securities PUl'Cha<lC Agreement (the Series D Preferred
Stock Purchase Agreement) with the United Slates Department of the Trea<rnry pursuant to which, among
other things, AIG issued and sold to the United States Department of the Treasury. aspmt of the Troubled
Assi;lt Relief Program (TARP) and the Systemically Significant Failing Institutions Program, $4{) billion of
Series D Preferred Stock, and a warrant to purchase 53,798,766 shares of common stock (the WooTant). The
proceeds [rom ilie sale of the SCl'ics D Preferred Stock and the Wan'ant wet'e used to repay borrowings
under the Fed Facility. See Note 15 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for further information on the
Series D Prefen-ed Stock and the WaJTant.

Termination of$62 billion oreDS
On November 25, 2008. AIG entered into a Master Investment and Credit Agreement (the ML III
Agreement) with the NY Fed. Maiden Lane HI LLC (ML III), and The Bank ofNew York MeJlon. which
established arrangements, through MI.. III, to fund the jmrchase of the lDultl-sector CDOs underlying or
relatcd to certain credit dcfault swaps and other similar derivative instruments (CDS) written by AlG
Financial Pl'oductsCorp. in connection with the termination of such CDS transactions. ConculTently, AIG
Financial Products Corp.'s cmmlel'parties to such CDS transactions agreed to ter.mil1ute those CDS
transactions retating to the multi-sector CDOs purchased from them by ML III. Through December31,
2008, ML III had purchased from counterpal'ties a total of$62.1 billion in par amount cfeDO securities,
and the associated credit default swaps had been terminated. Approximately $ t2.2 hillion notional amount
of AIG Financial })rOd\lcts Corp.'5 CDS transactions referencing super senior multi-sector enos remained
outstanding as ofFebrual'Y 18, 2009, See Note 5 to the Consolidated Financial Statements fo!' further
infonuation on the transactions with ML TIL
Resolution of U.S. Secw'Ufes Lendilw Program

On December 12, 200B, AIG, certain of AlO's wholly owned U,S.life insurance subsidiaries, and AlG
Seculities Lending Corp. (the AlG Agent)~ another AIG subsidiary, entered into an Asset Purchase
Agreement (the ML II Agreement) with Maiden Lane II LLC (ML II), a Delaware limited liability company
whose sole member is the NY Fed.
Punruant to the NiL II Agreement, the life insurance subsidiaries sold to ML II all of their undivided
interests in a pool 0[$39.3 billion face amowlt ofRMBS held by the ArC Agent as agent ofthe life
insurance subsidiade:J in connection with AIG's u.s. securities lending program. In excllange for the
RtvfBS, the life insurance subsidiaries received an initial purchase price of approximately $19.8 billion plus
the right to receive deferred contingent portions of the total purchase pdce of $1 billion plus particJpationin
the residual, each of which is subordinated to the repayment of the NY Fed loan to ML II. These life
insurance subsidiaries applied the net cash proceeds of sale of
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on the transaction with ML n.

Sec Investments
Statements for further infol1nation

JIG AfflUates Participate in the NYF'ed's Commercial Paper Funding FacWty
On October 27 l 200a l four affiliates of ArG (including ILFC) applied for participation in the CPFF,
Currently, AIG Ftmding, Inc., an AIG subsidiary, and tWQ of AlGFP's sponsored vehicles, Curzon Funding
LLC and Nightingale Fhl<U1ce LLC may issue up to approximately $6.9 billion, $7.2 biJHon and
$1.1 billion, respectively, of commercial paper under the CPFF. AIG Funding llse-s the proceeds to
rcfmance AIG's outstanding commercia! paper as it matures, meet other working capItal needs and make
prepayments under the Fed Facility while the two other programs use the proce",ds to refinance maturing
commercial pllper, On Janual'Y 21, 2009, 3&1' downgraded JLFC's short-term credit rating and, as a result,
ILFC can no longer participate in the CPFF.

Series C Pret'erred Stock Issuance
On Maroh 1, 2009, AIG entered into the Serres C Preferred Stock Purchase Agl'ooment with the Trust,
pursuant to which AIG agreed to issue and sell1 00,000 shares of Series C PrcfCtTW Stock to the Trust. AIG
expects to issue the Series C Preferred Stock to the Trust in eady March, 2009, The aggregate pw:chase
price for the Seric.s C Preferred Stock was $5QO,OOQ, with al1ullderstanding that additional and
independently sufficient Gonsidet'atiQn Wfl.S a!soulrnished in September 2008 by the NY Fed in the form of
its $85 billion tending commitment under the Fed Credit Agreement.
The Series C Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement, among othor things:

• provides tbe Trust with rights to require registration of the Series C Preferred Stock under the
Securitie.o; Act of 1933 and for ATG to facilitate other dispositions;
• prohibits AIG from issuing capital stock without the approval of tIle Trust so long as the Trust owns
50 percent of the Series C Preferred Stock, subject to certain exceptions relating to existing
obligations and employee benefit plans;
• requires AlG and its Board of Dircctofs to work in good faith with the Tmst to ensure satisfactory

corporate govcmance ammgcmcnt!:l;
• requires 111e following proposals to be presented to A1G's shareholders at AIG's 2009 Annual
Meethlg of Shareholders:
• to amend AIG's Restated Certificate of Incorpol'atioll to permit AlG's Board of Directors to issue
classes of preferred stock that ure not of equal rank and cause the Series D Preferred Stock and
any other series ofpreferred stock subsequently issued to the United States Department of the
Treasury to rank senior to the Series C Preferred Stock and any other subsequentlyis..'lued series
of preferred stock that is not issued to the United States Department Df the Treasmy; and

• to eliminate any restriction on the pledging of all or substantially all of AlG's properties or
assets; and
• requh-es the following proposals to be presented to AIG's shareholders at a spedal shareholders'
meeting or at a future annual shareholders' meeting following notice from the Trust:
• to amend JUG's Restated Certificate OfU1WrpOl'utioll to decre<lse the par value of AIG's
common stock, increase the authorized number of shares of common stock and, if these

<'ullendtnents are not approved;
• to amend the terms of AIG's Restated Certificate ofIncorpomtion to decrease the par value of
AIG's serial preferred stock and increase the number of authorized shm'es of ArG's serial
preferred stock, and amend the terms of the Series C Preferred Sloek to increase the number of
shares of Series C Prefen-ed Stock so that each shm'e of Sel'ies C Preferred Stock would be
convel1ible into common stock on approximately a one~to-one basis.
42 AlO 2008 Fonn IO-X
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Stock, see Note 15 to
llJarclJ 2009 Agreemelli5 iTl Principle

On March 2, 2009! AIG, the NY Fed and the United States Department of the Treasury alUlounced
agreements in principle to modify the tenTIl> {lfthe Fed Credit Agreement and the Series D Prefened Stock
and to provide a $30 billion equity capital commitment facility, The United States Government ha..'l issued
the foHov.ing statcm£:11t referring to the agl'oements in principle and other transactions they expect to
undcliake with AlG intended to strengthen AIC's capital position, enhance its Iiq\lidity, reduce its
borrmving costs and facilitate AIG's asset disposition program.
"'The steps announced today provide tangible evidence of the U.S. govemmel1t's commitment to
the orderly restructmillg of AIG over time hI the face of continuing market dislocations and economic
delerio1'ation, Orderly r~tructlJring is essential to AIG's repayment ofthe support it has received from
U.S. taxpayers and to preserving financial stability, The U.S. government is committed to conlinuil1gto
work with AIG to maintain its ability to meet its obligations as they emne due."
See Note 23 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.

Modit'icatton to Series D Prefened Stock
On March 2, 2009, AIG and the United States Department ofthe Treasury mmounced their agreement
in principle to enter into a transaction pursuant to which the United States Department of the Treasury
would modify the terms of the Series D Preferred Stock. The modification will be effected by an exchange
of 100 percent {If the outstanding shares of Series D Preferred Stock for newly issued perpetual serial
preferred stock (Series E Preferred Stock), with a liquidation preference equal to the issuance-date
liquidation prcwl'cncc of the Series D Preferred Stock surrendered plus accumulated but unpaid dividends
thereon. The terms afthe Series E Preferred Stock will he the same as for the Series D PrcfclTed Stock
except that the dividends will not be cumulative. The Series D Profen'cd Stock bore cumulative dividends.
The dividend rate on both the cumulative Series D Preferred Stock and the non-cumulative Series E
Preferred Stock is 10 percent per annum. ConCUlTcnt with the exchange ofihe share.;; of Series D Preferred
Stock for the Series E Preferred Stock, AIG wili enter into a replacement capital covenant in favor oftlle
holders of a series of AIG debt, pursuant to which AIG will agree that prior to the third anniversary of tho
iS8UaL1Ce· of the Series E Preferred Stock AIG will not repay, redeem or purchase, and no sllbsidimy of AIG
\vill purchase, all 01' allY part. of the Series E Preferred Stock except with the proceeds obtained from the
issuance by AIG or any subsidiary of AIG of certain capital securities, AIG will make a statement of intent
substantially similar to the replacement capital covenant with respect to subsequent years, The Series D

Prcfcncd Stock was not subject to a replacement capital covenant,
EquiD' Capital Commitment Facilitv
On March 2, 2009, AIG And the United States Department of the Treasury alUlOullced its agreement iii.
principle to provide AIG with a 5-yem equity capital commitment facility of$30 billion. AIG may use the

facility to sell to the United States Department afthe Treasury fixed~rate, non-cumulative perpetual serial
prefCJTed stock
AlG 2008: Fonn IO·K 43
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(Series F Preferred Stock). The facility will be available to AIG so long as AlG is not the debtor in a
pending case under Title 11, United States Code, and the Trust (01' any successor entity established for tho
be.netit of the United States Treasury) "beneficially owns" more than 50 percent of the aggregate voting
power of AtG's voting securities at the time of such drawdowll.
The terms of the Series F Preferred Stock will be subst--,.U1tially similar to the Series E Prefel1'ed Stock,
except that the Series F Preferred Stock will not be subject to a replacement capital covenant or the
statemellt of intent.
In connection with the eqllitycapital commitment facility, the United States Department of the
Tl'casUl'Y will also receive warrants exercisable for a number of shares of common stock of AIG equal to 1
percent of AIG's then outstanding COnmlOl1 stock and, upon issuance of the warrants, the dividends payable
Olt, and lhe voting power of, the Series C Preferred Stock will be reduced by the lllllnber ofshal'es subject to
thewarranL

Repavment ofFed Facility with Suksidia:rv Preferred Equitv
On March 2, 2009, AIG and the NY Fed announced their intent to enter into a transaction pursuant to
which AIC, will transfer to tho NY Fed preferred equity interests il1l\ewly-formcd spcdal purpose vehicles
(SPVs), Each SPY "vill have (directly or indirectly) as its only asset 100 percellt ofthc common stock of an
AIG operating subsidiary (AlA in one case and ALl CO in the other), AlG expects to own the common
interests of each SPY and will initially have the righC to appoint the entire board of directors of each SPY.
In exchange for the preferred equiiy hlterests received by the NY Fed, there- would be a conCUlTent
substantial reduction in the outstanding balance and maximtlm available amount to be bon-owcd 011 ~1C 'Fed
Facility,

Securitizations
On March 2, 2009, AlG and the NY Fed announced their intent to cnter into a transaction p~lrsuant to
which AlG will issueto the NY Fed senior certificates in one or more llewly~formcd SPVs backed by
inforce blocks of life insurance policie-8 in settlement of a portion of the outstanding balance of the Fed
Facility. The amount oftbe Fed Fucilityreduction will he based on the proceeds received, The SPVs are·
expected to be consolidated by AIG.

Modificalioll to FedFacilitJi
On March 2, 2009, AIG and the 1\'Y Fed announced their agreement in principle to amend the Fed
CrmHt Agreement to fL-"11l0Ve the interest rate t1oor. Under the cutTent tenns, interest accrues on the
outstanding borrowillgs under the Fed Facility at three-month LIBOR (no less than 3.5 percent) plus
3,0 percent per annum. The 3.5 percent UBOR floor will be eliminated following the amendment, In
addition., the Fed Facility will be amended to ensure that [he toCal commitment wil! be at least $25 billion,
even after giving cffect to the repayment oftle Fed Facility with subsidiary preferred equity and
secmitization transactions described above, These proceeds are expected to substantially reduce the
outstanding borrowings under the Fed Facility from the amount outs(anding as of December 31, 2008.
Liquidity Position
Af DtlCember 31, 2008, AIG had outstanding bOITo'wings under the Fed Facility of $36.8 billion, with a
remaining bOl1'owing capacity of $23.2 biHion, and aecmed c-ornpounding interest and fees totaled
$3.6 billion.
44
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Borrowings outstanding and remaining available amount that can be borrowed under the li'cd
Facility were as follows:
Incepti611 through
December 31,
200S
(In

Inception througb
Ifcbruary 18,
2\w9(c)

mmioll~)

Borrowings:

[,oans to AIGFP for collateral postings, GJA and other debt
mahnities

46,997
20,850

47,547
20,850

3,160

3,160

Repayment of intercompany loans

1,528

Contributions to AlGeFO subsidiaries
Debt repayments
Funding of equity interest in ML TIl
Repayment from the proceeds of tbe issmm.ce of Sel'ies D Pl'efeo'ed

1,672

1,528
U86

2,109
5,000

5,000

Capital

2~319

(40,006)
(6,890)
35,200
60,000

(40,000)

Stock and common stock wauant
Other (a}(b)
Net horrowings
Total Fed Facility
Remaining available amount

(4,516)

36,800
60,000
23,200

Net borrowings
Accrued compounding interest and fces

35,200
3,631

Total balance outstanding

38Jl31

(a) Includes securities lending activities,
(b) Includes repaymentsfromfimds receivedf-om the Fed Securities LendillgAgreement and the CPFF
(c) At .Fe.bruary 25, 2009, $36 billion was outstanding under the Fed Facility.

AIG's Strategy for Stabilization and Repayment of AIG's Obligatiolls as They Come Due

Futul'e Cash Requirements
The following table shows the maturing debt of AlG and its subsidiaries for each quarterof2009:
First

Second

QUl\l'tel'

Qllarter
~

~

AlG
AtGMl?
AIGFP
lLFC
AGF
Other subsidiaries

Total

$ 418
1,421

917
835
312

Third
Quarrel'
2009
(In millions)

$
1,156
765
1,097
931
227

Fourth

Qmutcr

2,132
1,151

3,209

---.ll1

m22 ~ ~

~

'fatnl

$1,000

$ 1,418
1,156
5,443
6,151
6.636

1.125
2:986
1.661
124
$6.896

-I!1.
$21,581

In addItion; at February 18,2009. A1G affi1iates had issued $14 billion in commercial paper to the
CPFF with the majority of11laturitics in Apt'll of2009. If AlG's sh0l1·tenn ratings are downgmded, AIG

Funding may lose access to the CPFP and would be required to find other sou.rces to fund the maturing
commercial paper.
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AIG e.xpects to meet these obligations pdmarily tlwough borrowings from the Fed Facility and the cash
flows. inchlding from dispositions l of assetll supporting tbese obli gations, Approximately $3.1 billion of
AIGFP's debt maturities through December 31, 2009 arc fully collateralized with assets backing the

corresponding liahilities.It is expected that AGF and IL:FC will require support from A1G, in addition to
theiT cash flows from operations and proceeds from asset sales and securitizations,. 10 meet their 2009
obligations. See Note 13 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for additional information regarding the
terms ofthe Fed Credit Agreement and the related Pledge Agreement
[n 2009, AlG made capital contributions of$1.25 billion to celiam of its Domestic Life Insurance &
Retirement Services companic'l, If a substantial portion of the Domestic Life Insl\rEll1ce & Retirement
Services bond portfolio diminishes significantly in value or suffers credit events. AlG may need to provide
additional Gapital support fDr these operations,
AIG has deve!o11ed certain plans (described below), some of which have already been implemellted, to

provide stability to its businesses and to provide for the timely repayment (If the Fed FaciHty; other plans

arc still being formulated.
A~\'et Disposition

Plan

On October 3, 2008, AIG anllounccd a restructuring plan under which AIGls Life Insurance &
Retirement Services operations and certain DIller businesses would be divested in whole or in part, Since
that time, AlG has sold ceIiain businesses and assets and has entered. into contracts 10 sell nHw!s. However,
global market conditions have continued to detcrlorate, posing r\.sks to AlG's ability to divest assets at
acceptable values. As a1lUounced on March 2, 2009 und as described in Note 23 to the Consolidated
Financial Statements, AlG's restructuring plan has evolved in response to these market 'Conditions.
Specifically, AIG's current plans involve transactions between AIG aJJd the NY Fed with respect to AlA
and ALICO, as well as plans to retain the majority of AIG's U.s, property and casualty and foreign general
insurance businesses,
AIG believes that these CUlTcnt plans are necessary to- maximize the value of its businesses over a
longer time frame. Thereforc, some businesses that have previously been prepared for sale will be divested,
some wiU be held for later divestiture, and some businesses will be prepared for potential subsequent
offerings to the public. Dispositions of certain businesses
be subje-et to regulatory approval. Proceeds
from these dispositions., to the extent they do not represent required capital of AIG's insurance company
subsidimies, are contractl1ally required to be apIJHe-d toward the: repayment of the Fed Facility as mandatory

wm

repayments.
In connection with AIG's asset disposition plan~ through February 18, 2009, AIG had sold, or entered
into contracts to sell the following operations:

.. On December 1. 2008, AIG t:ntt.'red into a contract to sell AIG Private Bank Ltd. to Aubar
lnvesl.mentsPJSc.
• On December 18; 2008, AIG sold the assets of its Taiwan Finance business to Taiwan Acceptance
Corporation,
• On December 19, 2008, AIG entered into a contract to sell Deutsche Vel'sichenmgs-und
Riickversicherungs-AkHcngesellschaft {Darag), a German general insl1l'ance subsidiary of AlG
afl'lUatc· WQrttcmbo.'"!rgischc llnd Dadische Ver~icherungs-AG(WuBa)in Germany, to AugtO'.
• On December 22,2008, AIG entered into a contract to seU ESB GroUPl Inc" the parent company M
HSB, to Munich Rc Group,
4

On Janmuy 13,2009, AIG entered into a contract to sell AIG Life Insurance Company of Canada to
HMO Financial Group,
AlG 2008 Fonn IQ-K 46
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• On January 23,2009 1ATG entered into a c011tract to sell AfG PhilAm Savings Bank. PhilAm Auto
Financing and Leasing, and PFL Holdings to EastWest Banking Corporation,
• On February 5,2009, AIG entered into a contract to sell AfG Retail Bank Public Company Limited
and AIG Card (Thailand) to Bank of Ayudhya.
Subject to Salisfactioll of certain closing conditions, including regulatory approvals; AlG expects those
sales that arc under contract to close during the first half of 2009, These operations had total assets and
liabilities with carrying values of approximately $14.1 billion and $12.6 billion, respectively, at
December 31, 2008. Aggregate proceeds from the sale of these businesses~ including repayment of
intercompany loan facilities, arc expected to be $2.8 hillion. These eight transactions are expected to
generate $2.1 billion of net cash proceeds to repay outstanding borrowings on the Fed Facility, after taking
insurance affiliate capital requirements into account.
AIG expects to divest its Institutional Asset Management busines.<;es that manage third*party assets.
These businesses offered for sale exclude UlOse providing h'adit1onal fixed income and shorter duration
a'lset and liability management for AIG's insurance company subsidiaries. The extraction of these asset
management businesses will rcquiriQ the establishment of shared sendee arrangements between the
remaining asset r\1a:tlag(~l1lent businesses and those th,aalt:l;ai~rc:,:s~~OII~d,~as~':w~,e~lllih~\::;~,~:t:~~~;:~~,e~~~:':~;s:g~sset
management contracts, which will be determined in c(
AIGFP is engaged in a multi~step process of unwinding its businesses and portfolios. In connection
with illat process, certain assets have been sold, or an~ uuder contract to he sold. TIle proceeds from the..<;e
sales will he used tor AIGFP's liquidity and are not included in the amounts above. The NY Fed bas waived
tile requirement under the Fed Credit Agreement that the pt'oceeds of these s<lles be applied as a mandatory
repayment under the-Fed Facility, which would re.sult in a pcrmanent reduction of the NY Fed's
commitment to lend to AlG. Instead, the NY Fed has given AIGFP permiss:lon to retain the proceed" of the
completed sales, and has required tbat the proceeds: of pending sales be used to voluntarily repay the Fed
Facility, with the amOlnlt'l" repaid available for future rcborrowil1g subject to the tenns of the Fcd Facility.
AlGFP is also opportunistically terminating contracts. AIGFP is entering into new derivative transactions
only to hedge its Gun-ent portfolio, reduce risk and hedge the currency, interest rate and other market riSks
associated with its affiliated businesses. Due to the long-term duration of AIGFP~s derivative contracts and
the complexity of AIGJ;P's portfolio, AIG expects that an orderly wind-down will take a substantial period
of time. The cost of exe.cuting the wind-down will depend on many factors, m.211Y of which arc not within
AIGFP's control, including market condlfiol1s, AIGFP's acce.,;;s to markets via market countel'parties, the
availability ofHquidity &nd the potential implications offurther rating <lo\\<ngradcs.
AlG continually evaluates ovcr<lll market eOl1ditinns, performance of businesses that arc for sale, and
market and business performance of competitors und likely bidders for the assets. This evaluation infOl'ms
decisiolHutiking about the timing and process ofputting businesses up for sale. Depending on market and
business conditions, as noted above, AlG can modify its sales approach 10 maximize vallIe for AIG and the
U.s. taxpayers in the disposition process, Such a moditication conld result in the sale of additional or othel'
assets.

Exvense Reduclions and Presel'mll'on o(Cash and Capital

AIG developed a plan to review significant projects and eliminated, delayed, or curtailed those that are
discretionary or non-essential to make available internal resources and to improve liquidity by reducing
ca..qh outtlows to outside service providers. AIG also sUl>pended the dividend on its commOIl stock 10
preserve capitaL
A[G2008r~l1tl
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Liqutdity OfParelttomlSubsidiaries

AIG (Parent Company)

At February 18, 2009, AIG parent had the folJO\'i'illg sources of liquidity:
• $24.8 billion of available borrowings lmder the Fed Facility;
• $753 million of available cOlllmercial paper borrowings under the CPFF; and

• $1.1 bHlion of cash and ahorHenu investments.
These SOllfCes of Hquidity will be supplemented when the liquidity arrangements expected to be entered

into among AIG, the NY Fed and the United States Department of the Treasury arc implemented. As a
result. ArG believes that Ie has sufficie11t liquidity at the parent level to meet its obligations through at least
the nexl twelve months. Ilowever, no assurance can be given that AIG's cash needs. will not exceed
projected amounts. Additional collateral caUs at AIGFP, a further downgrade of AIG's credit ratings or
unexpected capital or liquidity needs of luG's subsidiaries may result in significant additional cash needs,
For a fmther discussion of this risk, see Item lA. Risk Factors.
Since the fourth quarter of 2008, AIG has not bad access to its t.raditional sources oflong"term or sh0l1~
term tlmmcillg through the publio debt. markets, Further, in ljght of AIG's current common stook price, AIG
does not expect to be able to issue equity secmities in the public mHl'kets in the foreseeable future.
Traditionally AIG depended on dividends, distributions., and othel' payments from subsidiaries to fund
payments Oil its obligations. In light of AIG's current financial situation, many of its regulated subsidiaries
are restricted from making dividend payments, or "advancing funds. to AIG (see Item lAo Risk Factors).
Pl'iInmy uses of cash flow are for debt service and subsidiary funding. In 2008, AIG parent collected
$2.7 billion in dividends and other payments ft'om subsidiaries (pdmarily from insurance company
subsidiaries), issued X12,Sbillion of debt and retired $3.2 billion ofdebt, excluding MIl' and Serie.."l AIGFP
debt. Excluding MLP and Series AIOPP debt, AIG parent made interest payments totaling $1.5 billion, and
made $27.2 billion in net capital contributiol1sto subsidiaries. AIG paid $1.7 billion in dividends to
shareholders in 2008, prior to the suspension of dividends in September 2008.
AIG parent funds a portion of its short-term working capital needs through commercial paper issued by
AIG Funding. Since October 2008, aU commercial paper issuance for AIGPullding has been. through the
CPFF program. As of Decc.ll1ber 31, 2008, AIG Funding had $6.9 billion of commercial paper outstanding
"with an average maturity of32 days, of which $6,6 billion \vas issued through the CPFF.

AIG's liquidity could also be further impaired by unforeseen significant outflows of cash. This situation
may arise due to circumstances that AIG may be unable to control, such as more extensive general market
disruption or an operational problem that affects third parties or AIG. Regulatory and other legal restrictions
WOllid likely limit A1G's·ability to transfer funds fi'eely, either to or tl'(J11l itssllbsidiarie,i;1, For a fU11her
discussion of the regulatory cnviromncnt in which AIG subsidiaries operate and other issnes affecting
ArG's liquidity, see Item lA. Risk Factol's.

Generallnsu1'ance
AIG currently expects that its general insurance subsidiaries will be able to continue to meet their
obligations as thcy come due tlu'Qugh cash from operations and, to the extent necessary, asset dispositions,
One or more large catastrophes, however, may require ArG to provide additional support to the al1ected
general insll1'ance operations, In <.lddit1011, further downgrades in AIG's credit ratings could put pressure Oll
the insure;' financial strength ratings ofth.ese subsidiaries, A downgrade in the iosmer financial strength
ratings of an insurance company snbsidiary could result in non-renewals 01' cancellations by policybolders
and adversely affect these companies' abiiity to meet their own obligations and require that AIG provide
capita! or liquidity SUPPOli to them. For a discussion of AIG's potential inability to support its subsidiaries,
see Item lA, Risk Factors - Liquidity.
48
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With respect to General InsLU'8l1ce operations; if1'aid losses accelerated beyond AlG's ability to fund
such lossesfi'om current operating cash flows, AlG might need to liquidate a portion ofits General
Insurance investment portfolio and/or attempt to arrange for fillunc1ng. A liquidity strain could result from
the occurrence of one or several significant catastrophic event,> in a relatively short period of time.
Additional strain on liquidity could occur if the investmenl,,> liquidated to fllnd such paid losses were sold in
a depressed market place. Further liquidity strains could also arise ifl'cinsurance recoverable on such paid
losses became uncollectihle or collateral supporting such rciTIllUl'unce recoverable significantly decrea~'ed in
value,
At December 31, 200S, General Insurance had liquidity in the form of cash and sJlort-term il1ve~1ments
of$11.7 billion. In the event additional liquidity is required, management believes it can provide such
liquidity through sale of a p01iion of its substantial holdings in govemmentand corporate bonds as well as

equity securities. Govermnellt and corpomte bonds represented 97.6 percent of total fixed income
investments at December 31, 2008, Given the size and liquidity profile of JUG's General Insurance
investmcnt portfolios, AIG believes that deviations n·om its projected claim experience do not constitute a
significant liquidity risk. Al{]-'sasseUJiability management proce,ss takes into accOllllt the expected maturity
of investments and the specific nature and dsk profile ofliabilities. Historically, therc has been no
significant variation between the expected maturities of AIG's Generallllsurancc investments and the
payment of claims.
AIG has arranged for lettcrs of credit that totaled $1.6 bi1lioll and fUl1ded tru8ts totaling $2,9 billion at
December 31, 2D08, to allow certain AIG Property and Casualty Group subsidiaries to obtain admitted
surplus credit for reinsurance provided by nOll-admitted carders. Substantial1y an the !etters of credit may
be cancelled on December 31, 2010', The inability of AIG to renew or replace these letters of credit or
otherwise obtain equivalent financial support would result in a reduction of the statutory surplus of these
property and casualty companies, AIG Property Casualty Group maintains liquidity in its investment
portfolio through holdings of $6.2 billion of municipal securities which have hecnl'cfundod and arc
escrowed to the call 0]' to maturity. The maturities of these holdings arc all1ess than ten years, and the
bonds arc securcd by the United States Department of the Treasury 01' Govcmlncnt Agency securities held
in escrow by trustees, These municipal holdings have subst:<mtia1 uru-calized gains and demonstrated
liquidity even during the market dislocations experienced during the fourth quarter 0[2008,

Lite Insurance & Retiremel1t &rvices
Life Insurance & Retirement Services operating cash flow is derived from underwriting and irtvcshncl1t
activities. Cash flow from underwriting operations includes collections of periodic premiums and
policyholders' contract deposits, and paid lo..<;s recoverie.<>, less reinsurance premh..llns J losse,.'>.; benefits,
surrenders, and acquisition and operating expenses. Generally, there is a time lag from when premiums are
collected -and losses and benefits are paid, Investment cash flow is primarily derived £l'om interest and
dividends l'eceived, and includes investment maturities and repayments. Contributions from AIG parent also
represent a liquidity source.

If a substantial portion of the Life Insurance & Retirement Services operatiollS bond portfolio
diminished signlficantly in value and/or defaulted, AIG might need to provide capital or liquidity support to
these operations, For a discussion of AIG's potential inability to support its subsidiaries. see Item lA, Risk
Factors·_·- l.iquidity, A significant increase in policy surrenders and withdrawals, which could be triggered
by a variety o1'factors, including AIO-specific concerns, could result in a substantial liquidity strain. Other
potential events causing a liquidity strain could inchide economic collapse of a nation or region in which
Life Il1S\U'ance & Retirement Services operations exist, natiolmlization, catastrophic tel'l'orist acts, or other
economic or political upheavaL
At December 31, 2008, Life InSlJ1'allcC & Retirement Services had liquidity in the fonn of cash and
shorHe1Tll investments of$32J billion. In the event addltionalliquidity is reqUired, management believes it
can provide such liquidity ([uough sale of a portion of its substantial holdings in government and COlvorate
bonds as well as equity
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mid-September

Foreign Lite Insurance COJn/)anif'-s

JUG's Foreign Life Insurance companies (including ALICO) have had significant capital needs
following publicity of AIG parent's liquidity issues and related credit ratings downgrades and reflecting the

decline in the equity markets. AIG contributed $4.4 billion to the F{jreign Life Insurance companies during
2008 ($4.0 hillion of which was contributed using borrowings under the Fed Fadlity). In Taiwan l AIG
contributed approximately $1.8 billion to Nan Shan in 2008 as a n~ult orthe continued declines in the
Taiwan equity market and foreign currency movements. AIG made capital contributionsof$2.6 billion to

support foreign life operations in Hong Kong and Japan, principally due to the steep de<:1ine in AIG's
COlmnOl1 stock price,
AIG believes that its F{lreign Life Insurance subsidiaxic,9' have adequate capital to support their business
plans tbrough 2009; however, to the extent the investment portfolios of the Foreign Life Insurance
companies continue to be adversely affected by market conditions, AIG- may need to make additional
capital contributions to these companies, For a discussion of AIG's potential inability to support its
subsidiaries, sec Item lA. Risk Factors· Liquidity,

Domestic Lire Insuranct!! and Domesfi-C Retirement Services Companies

AlG's Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Reti.remcllt Services companies have two primary
liquidity nceds: the fllUding of slllTenders. and obtaining capital to offset statutory othcr~than-tcmporary
impairment charges, At the current rate of surrenders, AIG believe.,; that its Domestic Life Insmal1ce and
Domestic Retkement Services companies will have sufticient resources to meet th<:'8C obligations. A
substantial increase in sl.UToncler activity could, howevcr, place stress on the liquidity of these companies
and reqtfil'c asset sales or contributions fi'om AlG.
During the yeal' ended December 31, 2008 and through Fcbmary 27, 2009, AIG CDntributed capital
totaling $22,7 billion ($18,0 billion of which was contributed using bOlTowings ullder the Fed Facility) to
certain of its Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services subsidiaries to replace a porti()11 of
the capitallosl as a 1'csult ofnet realized c.al'itallosses (primarily l't~s\JHing from othcr~thalHemporary
impainmmt charges). Further capital contributions may be required to the extent additional statutory net
re·alized capltfl1losses are incumxl. For a discussion of AlG's potential inability to support its subsidiarie.,>,
see Item lA. Risk Factors ,~- Liquidity.
Financial Services
AlG's major Financial Servlces operating Subllidiaries consist of ILFC. AIGFP. AGF and AIGCFG.
Traditional sources of funds cOl1siderc,d in meeting the liquidity needs of these operations are generally no

longer available, These sources included GlAs' issuance oflong~ and short-term debt, issuance of
commercia! paper, hank loans and bank credit facilities. However, AIGCFG has been abJeto retain a
significant portion of customer deposits, providing a measure ofllquidity.
fLE{;;

ILFC's traditional source of liquidity had been collections of!case payments and borrowing in the
public debt markets to fund aircraft purcha5.'es and to satjsfy maturing debt. Additional liquidity is provided
by the proceeds of aircraft sales.
50 AI0200SF0i11l:10-K
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In September 2008, ILFC wa~ unable to bon'ow in the. public debt markets, and thereiore, ILFC
borrowed the full $6.5 hiilion amQunt available under its credit facilities. ILFC was also accepted into the
CPFF and had borrowed apPJ'Oximately $1.7 billion under the CPFF as of December 31, 2008:. On
January 21, 2009, however, S&P downgraded ILFC's shortAerm credit rating and, as a rcsult, ILFC lost
access to theCPFF, The $1.7 billion ILFC had borrowed under theCPFF was due and paid on January 28,

2009, ILFe is currently seeking secured financing. ILFC has the capacity under its present facilities and
indentures., to enter into secured financings in excess of $5.0 binion. lfILFC continues to be limited in its
ability to use this capacity, AIG expects that these horrowings and cash f1m'Vs from operations, which may
include aircraft sales, will be inadequate to permit ILFC to moot its obligations for 2009. Therefore, AIG
will need to provide'Support through additional aSl'let sales 01' funding for the remaining amounts.
As a result of Moody's downgrade ofl-LFC's long~term debt rating, ILFC received notice under the
provisions oft11e Export Credit Facilities to segregate st.'Curity deposits and maintenance reserves related to
aircraft funded under the facilities into separate accounts. ILFC had 90 days from the date of the notice to
comply and, subsequent to December 31, 2008, ILFC segregated llpproximato]y $260 million of deposits
and maintenance reserves. The amount of funds required to be segregated under the facility agreements
fluctuates with the changes in the relatcd deposits, maintenance reserV65, and debt mattlTities, FUl'ther rating
dowTlgl'ades would impose additional rcgtrictions under these facilities inch,ding the requirement to
segreg,\te rental payments and would require prior consent to withdraw funds from the segregated account,

AIGFP had historically funded its operations tlw0ugh the issllance of notes lli1d bonds, GIA bon'owings
and other structured financing tr-ansactiolls. AIGFP also obtained funding through repurchase agreements.
In tlle last half 01'2008, AIGFP's access to its traditional sources of liquidity were significantly rt."duccd
and it relied on AIG Parent to meet most of its liquidity needs. AIGFP's asset backed commt-'rcia[ paper
conduit, Curzan Funding LLC, was accepted into thc CPFF with a total borrowing limit of$7,2 billion, and
had approximately $6.8 billion outstanding at February 18,2009, Separately, a stmcturoo investment
vehicle sponso1'cd, but not consolidated, by AIGFP, Nightingale Finance LLC, was also accepted into the
CPFF with a borrowing limit of$l, I billion. As of February [8,2009, this vehicle had approximately
$1.1 billion outstanding under the CPFF.

AGF's traditional source of liquidity has been collections of customer receivahles and borrowing in the
public markets.
In September 2008, AGF was unable to balTOW in the public debt markets and drew down $4.6 billion,
the full amount available, tmder its primary credit facilities. AGF anticipafc..'l that its primary sOllrce offl,luds
to support its operations and repay its obligations wiU be Cllstomer receivable conections, In order- to
improve cash flow, AGF will limit its lending activities and manage its expenses. In addition, AOF is
pUr1ming sales of celiain of its finance receivables and seeking securitization financing. AIG expects that
AGF's existing SOUTees of funds w1ll be inadequate to meet its debt and other obligations for 2009.
Therefore, AIG will need to provide support thr-ough additional asset sales or funding for the remaining
amowlts.
A!GCFG
AIGCFG experienced significant deposit withdrawals in Hong Kong during September 200ft AlGeFO
subsidiades bOlTOwed $1.6 billion from AIG in September and October of2008 to meet these withdrawals
and other cash needs, No further material funding was required during the reJnail1del' of the fourth quark,'!' of
2008.
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AIG believes that the Tundhlg u('cls of AIGeFO have stabilized, but it is possible that renewed
cllstomer and counterparty CQnccms could subst.antially increase AIGCFG'g liquidity needs in 2009,
Through February 18, 2009,AIGCFG had entenxi into contracts to seli certain of its opel'utions. in Taiwan,
Thailand and the Philippines,

Asset }vianagemenl
Asset Management's principal cash requirements are to fund general working capital needs, investment
cOllunitments related 10 proprietary investments oribrinully acquired for warehouse purposes, contractual
capital commitments, p1'oprietary investments of AIG Global Real Estatc and allY liquidity mismatches in
the Spread-Based Investment business. Requirements related to Institutional Asset Management are funded
through general operating cash Haws from management and performance fees, proceeds from events in
underlying fuuLL"> (capital calls to third parties, sale ofportfolio companies, etc.) as well as intercompany
funding provided by AIG< Accordingly, Institutional Asset Management's abiHty to flmd certain of its needs
may depend on advance,.'i from AlG under various intercompany borrowing facilities, Restrictions on these

facilities ,>vQuld have adverse consequences on tbe ability of the business to satisfY itsrespcctivc
obligations> With rcspect to the Glohal Real Estate busincss, investing activities arc also funded through
thJrd~party

financing al'fl':ngements which are secured by the relevant properties.

assets or sell
the payments.
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Debt

Total debt was as follows:

Debt issued by AIG:
Fed Facility (secured)

Notes and bonds payable
Junior subordinated debt
Junior subordinated debt attributable to equity units
Loans and lUOltgages payable
MIP matched notes and bonds payable

AIGFP matched notes and bonds payable
Total AIG debt
Debt guaranteed hy AIG:
AIGFP (a)
Commercial paper (b)
GlAs
Notes and bonds payable
Loans and mortgages payahle
Hybridtil1uncial instrument liabilities (e)
Total AIGFP debt

ArG Funding commercial paper (b)
AIGLH notes and bonds payahle

Liabilitie.s connected to trust preferred ,,>tock
Tota! debt issued or guaranteed by A[O
Debt not guaranteed by AIG;

$ 40,431
11,756
11,685
5,880
416
14,446

$
14,588
5,809

~
89,274

6,802
13,860
5,250
2,175

---.bill
30,200
6,856

19,908
36,676
[,384
7,479
65.447

4.222

----.12!! ---.1J1
.~1,~~
• 128,543

_ 1,435

.J!l!JQ§.

!LFC
Commercial paper (/~)

JWliol' subordinated debt
Notes and bonds payable (d)
Total ILFC debt

1,748
999
30,047
32,794

AGF
Commercial paper and extendible commerciai notes
Junior subordinated debt
Notes nnd bonds payable

Total AGF debt
AIGCFG
Commercial paper
Loans and mortgages payahle
Total AIGC.~FG debt
Other subsidiaries
Debt of consolidated investments hctd through:

188
349
23,089
23,626

22.369
26,519

124
1,,5%
1,720

~
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At Dcccmmdl.

A.I. Crcdi: (e)
AlG Investments

1,300
4,545
5

AlG Global Real Estate
AlG SunAl11erica

321
1,636

5,096
186

ALICO
Total debt of consolidated investments
Total debt not guaranteed by AlG
notes
Total

613
15,105
177,485
$193,203

Jong~term debt

'Total debt

13,114

(c) Represents structured notes i-ssued by A1GFP that are accounted atfillr value,
(d) Includes borrowings under Expo!'t Credit Facility rlj$1.1 billion and $2:5 billion at December 31.
2008 and 2007, respective~).'.
(e) Represents commercial paper issued by a variable interest entity secured by receivables ofAJ Credlt.
54 AIG 2008 Porm lC·K
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Long~TerllJDebt

A roll forward

l)fIong~termdebt,

excluding debt (If consolidated investments IS as

Unlnuei;' lit
December 31,
~

tQlIo~"S:

[or ,b~ year ended D~.cember 31, 2008
l\-iaturities Effect (If
Other
Balance at
lind
Fordgn
N{ln-Casb December 31,
hSllllnces Repayments ExcllJlll~ Clulllgesfb) ~
(lnmHJlons)

AlG

Fed Facility

- $ 96,650 $
14,588
5,809
6,953

Notes and bonds payable
Junior subordinated debt

Junior subordinated debt
attributable to equity units
Loaos and mortgage"" payable
MIP matched notes and bonds
payable
AIG.FP matched notes and bonds
payable
AIGFP (a)

729
14,267

(762)
(194)

3,464

19,908

5,070

(16,576)

44,155

63,803

(99,531)

~

AIGLH notes and bonds: payable
Liabilities connected to tlUst
preferred stock
ILFC notes and bonds payable
ILFC junior subordinated debt
AGF notes and bonds payable
AUF junior subordinated debt
AIGCFG loans and mOltgagcs
payable
Other suhsidiaries
Total

(38)

--U2!'.) _ _

~

GlAs
Notes and bonds payable and
hybrid financial instrument
Ji~bi1ities
Loans and mortgages payable

5,880
457

$

(1)
(1,078)

9,254~

},631 $
(131)
1

40,431
11,756
11,685

(16)

5,880
416

411

14,446

~ ~

5,458

13,860

__

797
1,435
25,737
999
22,369
349

9,389

(19)
(4,575)

(507)

(I)
3

5,844

(4,{;59)

(427)

(38)

1~415

30,047
999
23,089
349

2,278
(2,431)
(214)
124
1,596
_ _2_3 ~)~ _ _1_1 ~
$209,065 H~qo,172) $ (2,231) $ 8,959 $ 171,635

AIG (Parent Commltw)
AlG traditionally issued debt securities :from time to time to meet its 'financing needs and those of
certain of its subsidiarie..'l, as well as to opportunistically fUfld the MfP. The maturities of the debt securities
issued by AIG to fund the MIP are generally expected to be paid using the cash flows of assets held by AIG
as part oftheMIP portfolio, Howevor, mismatches in the timing of cush inflows and outflows of the M1V,
as well as shortfalls due to hnpail'lUents nfMIP assets, would need to be funded by AIG pal'ent.
AlG 2008 Form IO-K
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On August 18, 2008, ArG sold $3.25 billion principal amouni of seniOJ' ullsccW'cd notes in a
Rttlc 144AIRegulation S offering which bear iniereS( at 11 per annm'll l'ate of ,8,25 percent and mature in
2018. The proceeds from the sale oflhese notes Wi'.Jre used hy ArGFP for its gem',ral corporate pmposcs, and
the notes are included within "AIGFP matched notes and bunds payable" In the preceding tables. AIG has

agt'ef;1,:l to use COlTI01el'c1fllly reasonable efforts to consummate un exchange olIer for the notes pursuant to an
effective registration statement within 360 days of the date on which the notes were issued,
As of December 31,2008, approximately $7.5 hillion principal amount of senior notes were
olltstanding under AIG's mcdium-tcnn note program, of which $3.2 billion was used for AIG's general

corpomle purpost'",s, $893 million was used by AlGFP (itlcluded within "AIGFP matched notes bonds and
payable'~ in the preceding tables) and $3.4 billion was used to fund the t.1lP, The mahuity dates of these
notes range tl'om 2009 to 2052. To the extent considered appropriate, AIG may enter lnto swap transactions
to manage its effective bon'owing rates with respect to the..w notes.

As of December 31,2008, the equivalent of$12,0 billion of notes wel"e outstanding under AIG's Euro
medium-teml note program, of which $9.7 billion were u.qed to fund the MIP and the remainder was used
for AIG's general corporate purposes. The a~'Tegate amount outstanding includes a $588 million Joss
l'esulting ii'om toreign exchange translation into U.S. dollars, of which $0.1 million gain rel!ltes to note..'1
issued by AIG for genera] corporate pUl'pose.'1 and $588 million loss relates to notes issued to fund the MIP.
AlG has economically hedged the Cl,.1rl'ency exposure arising from itg foreign currency denominated notes.
In May 2008, AIG raised a total of approximately $20 billion through the sale of (i) 196~710~525 shares
of AIG common stock in a public offering at a pticepcr share of$38; (ii) 78.4 million EqUlly Units in a
public offering at a price per unit of$75; and (iii) $6.9 billion in unregistered offerings ofjunior
subordinated debentures in three series. The Equity Units andjunior subordinated debentures receive hybrid
equity treatment from the major rating agencies under their current policies but are recorded as long-term
debt on the consolidated balance sheet. The Equity Units consist of an ownership interest in AIG junior
subordinated debentures and a stock purchase contract obligating the holder of an equity unit to purchase,
and obligating AtG to sell, a variable number of shares of AIG common stock on three dates in 2011 (a
minimum of 128,944,480 shares and a maximum of 154,738,080 shares, subject to anti-dilution
adju,stmcnts).
During 2007 and 2008, AIG issued an aggregate of$12.5 billion ofjunior subordinated debentures in
U.S, dollars, British Pounds and Rums in eight se·ries. In connection with each series ofjunior subordinated
debentures, AIG entered into a Replacement Capital Covenant (RCC) for the benefit of the holders of
AIG's 6.25 percent scnior notes due 2036. The ReCs provide that AlG will llQt repay, redeem, or purchase
tbe applicHble .series of junior subordinated debentures on or before a specified date, unless AIG has
received qualifying proceeds from the sale oftbe replacement capital secl\l'ities.

Tn October 2007, AlG borrowed a total of$500 million on an unsecured basis pursnant to a Joan
agreement with a third-party hank. The entire amount of the Joan was repaid on September 30, 2008.
AIGFP
Approximately $3.1 billion of AIOFP's debt maturities through December 31, 2009 are fully
collateralized with assets backing the con·esponding liabilities. However, mismatches in the timing of cash
inflows on the assets and outflows with respect to the liabilities may require assets to be sold to satisfy
matll1'ing liabilities, Depending on market conditions and AIGFP's ability to sell assets at that time,
proceeds from sale.'l may 110t be sufficient to satisfY the fun aDlOunt due on maturing liabilities, Any
shOlifalls would need to he funded by AlG parent.

ILFC bar.. a $4.3 billion Expnrt Credit Facility for use in connection with the purchase of approximately
75 aircraft delivered tlU'ough 2001. This facility was guaranteed by various European Export Credit
Agencies. The interest rate varies from 5.75 percent to 5,86 percetl1 on these amortizing ten-year
bon-owings depending on the delivety date of the aircraft. At December 31, 2008, ILFC had $365 million
outi.ltandlng under thii.l facility, The debt is coJIateraJized by a pledge of the shareR of a subsidiary oflLFC~
which holds title to the aircraft financed under the facility.
56 AIG 2008 Form to-K
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of$3.6 billion for Airbus

to

4.71 percent

and bonds payable in the preceding
The

As ofDecembcl' 31,2008, notes und bonds aggregating $23.1 billion were outstanding with maturity
dates ranging from 2009 to 2031 at interest rates ranging from 0.23 percent to 9 percent. To the extent
considered appropriate. AGF may enter into swap transactions to manage its effective borrowing rates with
respect to these 110te..~ and bonds.

AIG does not guarantee any of the debt obligations of AGF but has provided a capital support
agrccment tQr the benefit of AGF's lenders under the AGF 364-Day Syndicated Fucility, Under this support
agreement, AIG has agreed to cause AGI! to maintain (1) consolidated net worth of $2.2 billion and (2) an
adjusted tangible leverage ratio of less (han or equal to 8 to 1 at the end of each fiscal qumter.
Revolving Credit Facilities

AIG, ILFC and AGF maintain committed, unsecured-revolving credit facilities listed on the tahJe below
in order to support their respective commercial paper programs and for general corporate purposes. Some of
the facilities, as noted below, contain a "tenn~out option" aJlowing for the conversion by the bOlTower of
uny outst,mding loans at expiraHOJl into one~year term loans.
Both ILFC and AG}' have drawn the full amount available under their revolving credit facilities. AIG's
syndicated facilities contain a (:.ovenant requiring AID to maintain total shareholders' equity (calculated on
a consolidated basis consistent with GAAP) of at least £50 billion at aU times. If AIG fails to maintain this
level oftatnl shareholders' equity at any time, it will lose acce..<;s to those facilities. Additionally, if an event
of default occurs under those. facilities, including AIG failing to maintain $50 bHliol1 of total shareholders'
equity at auy time, which cause-s the banks to terminate either of those facilities, then AIG may be required
10 collateralize approximately
ArG 2008 Form JC.I{
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$2.7 billion of letters of credit that AlG has obtained for the benefit of its insurance subsidiaries so that
these subsidiaries tnay obtain statutory recognition oftlloir intercompany reinsurance transactions.
At DecemlxJr 31! 2{108

Qne-Year
Available

(illmllliolts)

Fat:lIlty

~

Term.()l1t

Amount
(InlllflUoflsj--

Ktplratll.Jn

...2.ill.lm:L.

AIG/AIG Funding (b)

2.125

July 2009

Yes

AlG/Am Funding (1;»

~

July 2011

No

October 2009

No
No
No

July 2009

Yes

July 2010

No

UOI'J>{)WCI'fs)

AIG:

364-Day Syndicated Facility
(a)
S-Year Syndicated Facility

$2,125

(a)

TotalAIG
ILFC;
5-Year Syndicated Facility
5~Yenr Syndicated Facility
5-Year Syndicated }'<iciJiiy
Tolal1L1"C

$ 3.750

$2.500

ILPC

"'000 ILFC
.kQQ2 ILFC
i2.2Q.Q

AGF:
364~Day

5~YenT

Syndicated Facility $2,450

L-=

American GE:neral Finan\:e
Corporation
American General Finance, Inc, ((')

Syndicated Facility

Total AGF

~$_ _

(c) AGF is an eligible borrowerfor up to $400 million only_
Credit Ratinas
The cost and aV'<lilability ofunsecured rlnancing for AIG and its slibsidiarics m'e. generally dependent on
their short-and long-tcnn debt ratings. Tho following table pt'escnts the credit ratings of AlG and certain of
its subsidiaries as of February 18~ 2009. In parentheses, following the inltif.\l ocourrcnccin the table of Qach
rating, is an indication of that rating~s relative rank 1},'itbin the agency~s rating categories. That Tanking

refers only to the
58: AIG 2008 F'orrn Il)...K
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generic or major rating category and not to the modifiers appended to the rating by the rating agencies to

denote relative position within such generic or major category.

AIG

(d) AIG guarantees all obligations ofAIG Financl:ai Products Corp, and AIG Funding.
(e) Credit Watch Negative,
(J) Credit Walch Developing.

(g} Unde!' Reviewfo!' Possible Downgrade.
(11) Under Review ,jlith Direction Uncertain.
(V Negative Outlook,
0) Rating Watch. Evolving.

"Ratings u'iggers'l have been defllled by one independent rating agency (0 include clauses Of
agreements the outcome of which depends upon the level of ratings mRintained by one or more rating
agencies. "Ratings triggers" generally relate to events that{i) could reS\llt in the termination or Hmltati,on of
credit availability, or require accelerated repayment, OJ) could result in the termination ofbnsiness contracts
or (iii) could require a company to post collateral for the bCl1eflt of countcl'parties.

A signii1cant portion of AIGFP's GIAs, structured financing arrangements and financial derivative
transactions include provisions that require AIGFP, \11J0I1 a downgrade of AIG's long-term debt l'atings, to
post collateral or, with the consent of the coullicrpartics, assign 01' rcpay its positions 01' ammgc a substitute
guarantee of its obligations by an obligor with higher debt ratings, FUl'thermore, certain downgrades of
AIG's long-term senior debt ratings would permit either AIG or the countel'parties to eleot early tennination
ofcontmets.

The actual amount of coHatel'al that AIGFP would be required to post to counterparties in the event of
sllch downgrades. or the aggregate amount ofpaymellts that AIG could be l'equired 10 make, depends on
mm'ket conditions, the fair value of outstanding affected transactions and otber fwtors prevailing at the time
orthe downgrade. For the impaot of a downgrade iu AIG'::: credit ratings, see Item lAo Risk Factors ~
Credit Ratings.
AIG 2008 Foon IO·K 59
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Contractual Obligations
Contrnctunl obligations in total, and by remaining maturity were as follows:
Total

Payments

Borrowings (a)
Fed Facility
Interest payments on bOlTOWingS

131,204 $ 20,417 $ 33,574 $ 18,607 $ 58,606
40,431
40 431
81,860
5,361
9,281
22,832
44,386
j

Loss reserves (b)
Insurance and investment c011tract liabilities (c)
GIC liabilities (d)

24,546
508,575
5,967
10,284
1,665
_ _1_4
$654,043

Aircraft purchase commitments
Operating leases

Other long~tcrm obligations
Total (e)(O

(e)

Insurance

(d) Represents guaranteed maturities under Oles.
(e) Does not reflect unrecognized tax benefits of$3.4 billion, the timing afwhich is uncertain.
(f)

60
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Otf Balance Sheet Arrangements and

ComnH~rcial Comntitments

Oft'Balance Sheet Arrangements and Commercial Commitments in total and by remaining
maturity were as follows;
j

at Deeember 31, 21)06

Guarantees:
Liquidity facilities (aj

912
1,541

Standby letters of credit
Construction guarantees (b)
Guarantees of indebtedness

Investment commitments (c)

41

25

776

77

1,857

69

134
48

3G7
28

9.185
2,575 3,742 1.951
629
f.32
437
54
316
306
10
3
-!.§Q
~
~__ 16,40~ ~-±,502
~ ~

Commitments to extend credit
Letters of credit
Other commercial commitments (d)

Total

(a) ~~;;::~;i,?t::~'~:;;;{:~~:~~:':;"ided in

113
135
155
258

799

1,340

155

connection with

ce>toil1mullicip'ol

1,712

917
6

----.ill.

!_y.li2

swaptransactionsand

(b) Primm7ly AfG SunAmerica construction guarantees connected to affordable housing investments.

(cj

~~~~~~~:::;:~:~:~'~;'::~,:;c;~;:;~:;~'~;';~1oj;;';~;~::I:%Si1;;~~at~~t~~~;~;;;I~:'!t:'t:c,~~d

mldualfi"nds

Arumgemems with Val'lable Interest Bntities
ArG enters into variou,.c; arrangements with variahle Interest entities (VIEs) in the normal course of
businefls. AIG's insuran(,'C companies are involved 'with VIEs primarHy as passive investors in' debt
securities (rated and unrated) and equity interests issued by VIEs. Through its Financial Services and Asset
Management operations, AfG has participated in arrangements that included designing and structuring
entitie..'l, warehousing and managing the collateral ofthe entities, entering into insurance transactions with
VIEs. Interest holders.in the VIP.s generally have recourse only to the assets and cash flows of the VIEs mid
do not have recourse to AIG, except. in limited cirCulUstances. when AIG has provided u guamtlJee [0 the
VlP....s· interest holders.
Under FIN 46(R), AIG consolidates· a VIE when it is the primalY beneficiary ofthe entity. The primary
beneficiary is the party that either 0) absorbs a majority oftIle VIE's expected losses; (ii) receives a
majority of the VIE's expected rc.:,idual returns; or (iii) both, For a Hnihel' discussion of AIG's involvement
with VIEs, see Note 9 of Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements,

Outlook
Get\eral disruptions in the global equity and credit markets and the· liquidity issues at ArG have
negatively affected the results of each of AlG's operating segments us discussed below.

Genel'lll Insurance
Commercial Insurance has been generally successful in retaining clients, although some have reduced
the number oflin6s or limits of coverage due in pmt to c.oncerns over AIG's financial strength. In addition,

the number
AiD 200S Fonn lQ..K 61
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in the compm'able

compared to the fOUlih

Overall,l'ate.'l in Commel'Ciallnsmance aee essentially flat 111 early 2009 compared to the first quarter of
2008. The stabiliz.'ltion of rates is an improvement H'om the fourth quarter 01'2008 and reflects the offsetting
effect.. of downward pressure on premiums from the cmrent recessionary environment and the recent

introduction ofnew competitors in the marketplace and the upward pressure Oll premiums fi'om the
combination ofinve..stment and underwriting losses suffered by the commercial insurance industry.

AIG expccts that the CUlTent recessionar)' envirorunent win continue to affect vac's opcmting results
for the foreseeable future <lnd will result in a significant operating loss for UGC in 2009.
Foreign Genera! Immrance has been successful in retaining business in its property, casualty and
consumer lines. During the critical first qU<'1l'tcr 20091'enewal period with moro ill.an 30 percent oftlle
annual production expected, business retention was strong in Foreign General Insurance's top three regions,
U.KJIrcland, Europe and the Far East t with the significant majority of clients nUliutainil1g their relationship
with AlG. However, there was some expected "de-risking" HlUong customers to furtberdiverslfy their
p01'tfolios as well as a slight reduction in new business produotion. Because lhe three regions represent the
majority ofbuslness, recent business activity is. comparable to 2008, Overall, gross premiums to dute for
2009 were essentially flat from the comparable period of 2008 as measured 111 original currency.
Life Insurance & Retirement Services

AlG expects that the aforementioned events and AIG's previously al1nOlU1c<..'d a:<..'Sd disposition plan
will continue to adversely affect Life Insurance & Retirement Services operating results in 2009,
specifically net investment income, deferred policy acquisition costs and sales inducement asset (SIA)
amortization and net realized capital gains (losses), In addition, AIG's liquidity issues have affected certain
operations through higher sun'endt\f activity, primarily in the U.S. domestic retirement theu annuity
business and foreign hweshncl1t"oricnted and retirement products in Japan and Asia. While surrender levels
have declined from their peaks in mid-September of 2008, they conthllle to be higher than historic levels in
certain products and cmmtries and AID expects thel11 to continue to be volatile.
The..<>c unoertainties, together with rating agency dO\'mgrades, have resulted in significantfy reduced
levels of new sales activity, particularly among products and markets where ratings arc criticaL Sale.,; of
investment-oriented and retirement services products have also declined due to the general decline in tl1C
equity markets. New sales activity is expected to remain at lower levels until the uncertainties relating to
AIG arc resolved,
I?inanclal Services

AIGFP began unwinding its busincsses and porliolios during the fourth quarter of 2008, and these
activities are expected to continue at least through 2009, tn connection with these activities1AIGFP has
disaggregated its portfolio of e·x:isting transactions into a number of separate "books", alld has developed a
plan foJ' addressing each book, including each book's risks, risk mitigation 01)tions, monitoring metrics and
certain implications of various potential Qutcomel:L Each plan has been reviewed by a steering committee
whose membership includes senior executives of A1G. The plans are subject to chlltlge as efforts progress
and as conditions in the finmwial markets evolve, and they contemplate, depending on the book En question,
alternative strategies, including sales, assignments OJ' other transfers ofpositiollS, tenninatiolls of positions,
aadlor rt1n~offs of positions in 3ceurdan",e with existing tenns. Execution of the plans is overseen by a
transaction approval proce.% involving increasingly senior members of AIGFP's and AIG's respective
management groups as specific actions entail greater liq~lidity and revenue Cl',)llsequences. Successful
execution of the plans is subject, to varying degrees depending on the transactions of a given book, to
market conditions and. il11UallY circumstances, eounterparty negotiation and agreement.
62
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As a consequence of its wind~dO\"11 strategy, AIGFP is entering illfo new derivative transactions only to
hedge its current portfolio, reduce risk and hedge the currency, interest rate and other market risks
associ'lted with its affiliated businesses. A1GFP has already reduced the size of certain portions of its
portfolio, including effecting a substantiall'cduction in credit derivative tral1sactionsin respect ofmulti~
sector eDOs (see Termination of $62 billion of CDS below), a sale ofits oo1llll1Qdity index business,

termination of its activities as a foreign exchange prime broker, sale and other dispositIon of the large
majority of its en~rgy/infrastructurc investment portfolio, Due to the long~tcrm dumtion of many of
AIGFpls derivative contracts and to the complexity of .AIGFP"s portfolio, AIG expects that an orderly
wind-down will takc a substantial period of time, 11,e cost of executing the wind~down will depend on
many fac.{ors, many of which are not within AIGFP's control, including market condWDus, AIGFP's access
to markets via market countell)Urtles, the availability of liquidity and the potential implications of further
rating downgrades,
AKiCFG experieJlce<1 significant deposit withdrawals in Hong Kong during September 2008, TI,e
inability of AIGCFG to access its traditional sources of funding resulted ill AIG lending $1.6 billion to
subsidiaries of AIGeFO in Scptembe-r and October of 2008. Additional funding during the remainder oftlte

fourth quarter of 2008 was not material. AlG has entered into contracts to sell cetiain finance operations in
Taiwan, Thailand and the Philippines.
Asset M~mllgement

DistL'essed glob<,l markets have reduced the value of assets under management, trwlslating to lower base
management ft.-es and reduced cRnied interest revenues. Tight credit markets have put pressure on the
commercial and residential re-al estate markets, which has caused values in celtain geographic locations to
fall, resulting in impairment charges on real estate held for investment purposes.
Liquidity issues at AIG parent and lower asset pelformal1ce as a result of challenging market conditions

have contt'ibuted to the loss ofinstitutionai and retail clients, as well as higher redemptions from some of
AlG subsidiaries' managed hedge ami mutual funds, have prevented AlG 1>'Ubsidiarics from launching new
funds <Iud will continue to adversely affect Asset Management results.

Within the Spread-Based Investment business, distressed markets have resulted in significant loss of
invested asset value, and AIG expect<; such losses 10 continue through mid 2009. In addition, AIG does not
expect to issue any additional debt to fund the Ml.\tcht.'(\ Investment Program for the foreseeable futul'e,
As AIG implements the proposed transactions with the NY Fed and United States Department ofthe
Treasury described above and in NGle 23 to the Consolidated Financial Statement.s, AID expects j{} incur
significant additional restructuring related charges, such as accelerated amortization ofthe pre-paid
commitment asset and, potentially, the write-off of intangible assets. Further, if AIG continuel{ to incur
losses in its businesses, AlG may need to write off material amounts of goodwilL
Results of Operations

CO/lSolidated Results
Fourth quarter 2008 net loss

Due to continued sevexe market detel'io1'ation and charges related to ongoing restructuring activities,
AIG incuw.::d a substantial net loss of$61.7 billion in the fourth qumtel' of2008-. This loss resulted primarily
n'om the following:
• net realized capital losses arising fi'om otheNl1an-(cmporary impai1'ment chat'ges of$18.6 billion
($13.0 bHlion after tax) reflecting severity losses primarily related to CMBS, other structured
securities and securifies- of financial institutions due to rapid and severe market valuation declines
where the impairment period was not deemed teml}ol'aJ.Y; losses related to the chunge in ATG's intent
and ability to hold to recovery certain securities; and issuer-specific credit events, including charges
associated with invcstments in financial institutions;
~

nct realized capital losses of $2.4 billion ($1.7 billion after tax) relatcd to certain seem'iiies lending
activitk.s which were deemed to be sales due to reduced levels of collateral provided by
counterparties;
AIG 2{108 FbJ1ltlQ-K 63
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• losses on hedges not qnalifying for hedge accowlting treatment under FAS 133 ofS3J billion
($2.2 billion after tax) largely due to the significant decline in L.S. interest rates, resulting in a

decrease in the fair value ofthe derivatives, which primarily economically hedge AIG's debt. ''['0 a
lesser extent, the strengthening aflhe u.s. dollar, mainly against the Briti.'lh Pound and Eum

decreased the fair value ofllie foreign currency derivatives economically hedging AIG's non~
U.S. dollar denominated debt and foreign exchange transac.tions;

• JntCl'c-st expense associated with the Fed Facility of $10.6 biUion ($6D billion after tax), including
accelerated amortization of the prepRid commitment fee of$6.6 bmion ($4.3 billion after tax);

• goodwill impairment charges of$3.6 billion, principally related to the General Insurance and
Domestic Life Insllt'ance and Domestic Retirement Services businesses; and
• the inability to obtain a tax benefit for a significant arnount of the lo~ses incurred during the quatter
as reflected in the addition to the valuation allowance of $17,6 billion, and other discrete items of
$3.4 biHion.
AIG's consolidated statements of income (loss) for the years ended December 31~ 2008, 2007 and
2006 were as follows:

Rcveuue:j::

Premiums and other considerations
$ 83,505 $ 79.302 $ 74.213
5%
7%
Net investment income
12,222
(57)
28,619
26,070
10
Net realized capital g<~illS (losses)
(55,484)
(3,592)
106
Unrealized market valuutiolllosses on
A.IGFP super senior credit default
(28,602) (11,472)
swap portfolio
_ _ _3_2
Other income (loss)
~)
17,207
12,998
Total revenues
~
110,064 113,387 --l2Q) ------2.)
Benefits, claims and expenses:
Policyholder benefits and claims incuned
(4)
63,299
66,115
60,287
10
Policy acquisition and other insurance
expenses
27,565
20,396
19,413
35
5
4,751
Interest expense
258
17,007
30
3,657
Restructuring expenses and related asset
impairment and otlie..' expenses
758
Other expenses
Total benefits, claims and expenses

Income (loss) before income tax expense
(benctlt), minority iuterest and
cumulative effect of change in
accounting principles
Income tax expense (benefit):
64

(108,161)

~

21,687 . _ _ _

~)

AlG 2008 FaTIn 10-K
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Current
Deferred

Total Income tax expense (benefit)
IU{'.(lJUC (loss) before mlnorit)' interest
and cumulative cm:~ct of ('.hllUgc in

acconnting principles

(100,387)
~

l\fiuorit)' interest

(41)

1,706
...J!.ll,Q.~ _'-',"-'<:1 _-""""
~
7,488

15,150

(1,288)~)

.._-

In-conte (loss) before cumulative effect of
change in accnunting principles
Cumulative effect of change in
acrountillg principlcs, net of tax

(99,289)

6,200

14,014

(56)

Net in{'_omt~ (108s)

Premiums and Other Considerations

1008 oJUl2007 CompaJ'isQrt
Premiums and other considerations increased in 2008 compared to 2007 primarily due to:
~

growth in

Life Insurance & Retirement Services nf$3.3 billion l'e-~lliting [mill increased

'" an incrense of$1.7 billion in Foreign General Insurance due to growth in commercial and consumer
lines driven by new business from hoth established and new distribution channels, a decrease in the
use ofreinsurallce and favorable foreign exchange rates; aJ'ld
• growth in Domestic Life Insurance due to an hlcrease in sales of payout annuities sales and growth in
life insurance business in force,

These Incl'eases were partially offset by a decline in Commercial Insurance premiums 01'$1,5 bHlion
primarily from lower U.S. workers' compensation premiums attdbutablc to declini.ng rates, lower
employment levels and increased competition, as wen as a decline in other casualty lines of business,
20n? and 2fHJ6 Comparison
Pl'emi~111lS

and other considerations increased in 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due to:

'" growth in Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Services of$2A billion as a result ofiJlcreased Hfe
insurance production, growing group products business in Europe, improved sales in Thailand and
the favorable effect of foreign exchange rates;
• all increase of$1,8 billion in Foreign General Insurance primarily due to grO\.vth ill new business
from both e..<:tablished and new distribution channels, including Central Insurance Co. Ltd, T'aiwan
acquired in late 2006; and
• growth in Domestic Life Insurance primarily due an increase in life insurance business in force and
payout annuity premiums.
AIG 2008 Ponn 10-K li5
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Net Investment Income
The components of consolidated net investment income were as follows:
Years Elided December 31,
20li8
2{)07
2006

l'ercentagelncl'ellsef(Decnmse)
lOGS vs. ZOO?
lOll1 \'s,20Dti

--(Inmllli\,llls)--

Fixed maturities, including short-term

investmeJ1ts

Equity securities
Interest on mortgage and other loans
Partnerships

Mutual funds
Trading account losses
Otl1(,"f investments*

$20,839 $21,445 $l9,773
277
592
575
1,423
1,516
(2,022)
1,986
(989)
535
(725)
(150)
~

----2f! ---hill

(3)%
3

14
24
(44)

4

---illl

Total investment income before policyholde;r
income and tradhlg gains (losses)

20,213

26,773

25,088

8%

108

7

(25)

Policyholder investment income and trading
gains (losses)
Total investment income

Inve.'rtmcnt expenses
Net investment income

(6,984)
13,229

:1,007
$12,222

2008 and 2007 Comparisou
Net investment income decreased in 2008 compared to 2007 due to:
• losses from partnership and mutual fund investments reflecting significantly weaker market
conditions ill 2008 than in 2007;
• significant policyholder investment income and trading losses for Life Insumnce & Retirement
Services (together, policyholder trading losses), which \vere $7,0 billion in 2008 compared to

policyholder trading gains of$2.9 billion for 2007, rci1ccting equity market declines. Policyholder
trading gains (losses) arc offset by a change in incurred policy losses and benefits expense.
Policyholder trading gains (losses) generally l'eflect the tt'ends in equity markets, principally in Japan
llildAsia;

• losses related to AIG's economic interest in ML n and investment in ML III ofapprox.imatdy
$1.1 billion In 2008; and
4

the effect of increased levds of short-term investment", for liquidity purposes.

2007 and 2006 Comparl'f011

:Net investment income incre3sed in 2007 compared to 2006 due to higher levels of interest income on
fixed maturity securities, an increase in income from partnerships as well as higher policyholder trading
gains. Partially offsetting these inc,rcases were trading account !OSSC'l related to certain invc<;tment-ol'icnte-d
products in the U,K, for Life Insurance & Retirement Services. The policyholder trading gains for 2007
generally reflected the trends in equity markets, principally in Japan and Asia,

66 .1\10 20GS FODnl0-K
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Years li.:ndt'd December 31,
Net Realized Cllpita! GailiS (Losses)

2008
2007
---(Inmllllollji)

2606
--

$ (5,266) $ (468) $(382)
(119)
1,087
813
1,239
619
303

(29,146)
(12,110)
l'oreign currency declines
Issuer-s[)ecitic oredit events.

(l,557)
(1,054)

(636)

(1,903)
(500)
(5,985)
(515) (262)
(1,661)
(446)
(46)
3,123
(643) (382)
~--®)~
$(55,484) $(3,592) ,tlQ~

Total

"" In 2007, includes $643 millioll related to AIGFP reported in other income.
2008 tUul2007 Comvarison

• an increase in severity losses primarily related to certuin RMBS, other structured securities and
securities of financial institutions due to rapid and severe market valuation declines where the

impairment period was not deemed temporary;
• losses related to the change in AIG's intent and ability to hold to recovcry certain securities,
primarily those held as colIateral in the sccmities lending progJ.'am;
• issuer-specific credit events, including charges aBsociated with investments in financial institutions;
and
• adverse projected eash flows on certail) sbllctured securities impaired under Emerging Issues Task
Force Issuc No. 99-20, "Recognition ofInterest Income and Impairment on Purchased Beneficial
Intel'ests and Beneficial Interests that Continue to be Held by a Transferor in Secmitized Financial
Assets" (EITF 99
-20) and related interpretive guidance,
These other-than-temporary impakm.ent charges were partially offset by the favorable effect offoreign
exchange transactions due to strengthening of the U,S. dollar, See Investments- Portfolio ReviewOther~Th&tl~'relTIporaryImpairments.
During the fourth quarter of 2008, in connection with certain securities lending transactions, AIG met
the requirements of sale accounting tUlder FAS 140 because collateral received was insufficient to fund
substantially all of the cost of purchasing replacement assets fol' the securities lent to v8Jious counterparties.
Aceordingly, AIG recognized a loss of $2.4 billiQ11 011 deemed sales ofthe..'le securities. Also, net realized
capj(allosses in 2008 included a loss of $2.3 billion, incurred in the fourth qualier of2008, on RMBS prior
to their purchase by ML II. See Inve.<>lments - SeclJritiesLending Activities and Note 5 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements.
2007 alld 2006 Comparison
AIG recorded net realized capital Tosses in 2007 compared to net realized capital gains in 2006
primarily due to an increase in othcr-tJ1an-tcmporal'j! impairment charges. Othel'-than-temporaty impairment
charges included an
AIG 2008 Fonu 10-K
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Unrealized Market Valuation l,-osses onAIGlrp Super Senior Credit Uefault Swap Portfolio

The ulll'ealized market valuation losses 011 AIGFP's super senior credit default swap portfolio increased
in 2008 compared to 2007 due to significant widening in credit spreads and the downgrade,', ofRMBS and
CDO securities by rating agencies in 2008 driven by the credit concerns re..<mlting from u.s. residential
mortgages and the severe liquidity crisis affecting the markets. In connection with the termination of
$62.1 billion net notional amount ot'CDS transactions related to multi-sector COOs purchased in the ML III
tratlSlw1iol1, AIG Financial Products Corp. paid $32.5 billion tlu'ough the surrender of collateral previously

posted (net of $2.5 billion received pursuant to the shortfall agreement), of which $2.5 billion (inc1uden ill
Other income (loss)) is related to certain 2a-7 Put trausactions written 011 multiwscctor CDOs purchased by
ML Ill. Tl"ICSC losses did not affect income, us umealized market valuation losses \yere already recorded in
income. Sec C..aritnl Markets Results and Critical Accounting Estimates - Valuation of Level 3 Assets and
Liabilities and Note 5 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
Other Income- (loss)
2008 alld 2()o7 ComparisolJ

Other IncDme (loss) decreased in 2008 compared to 2007 prhnarily due to increased losses in Capital
Markets of $13.7 billion, Wlllch includes a credit valuation adjustment of $9.1 billion on AIGFP's assets
and liabilities which arc measw'ed at fair value. Asset Management other income detweased by $2.4 billion

primarily as a resillt of lower pannership income related to the Spread~Base{] Investmellt Buslness reflecting
weaker market conditions in 2008 and a decline in Institutional Asset Mtmagcment l'(.'vcl1\lCS rcflccHng
[ower carried interest and losses 011 sales of real estate investments. These decreases were partiatly offset by
increased rental revenues for ILFC driven by a larger aircraft fleet and higher lease rates.
j

2007 and 2006 Compartwm
Other Income increllsed -in 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due to a $2 billion positive effect for
AIGFP related to hedging activities that did not qualify for hedge accounting treatment under FAS 133~
increased Asset Management revenues primarily resulting from higher partnership income Rnd carried
interest as well as increased rental revenues for ILFC, driven by a larger l:\ircraft fleet and high.er lease rates.
Policyholder Benefits and Claims Incurred
2008 and 2(J07 CompaJ'i..wm

Policyholder benefits and claims incurred decreased in 2008 compared to 2007 due to a reduction in
inClined policy losses and benefits expense for Life Insurance & Retirement Services of$7.0 bilHon in 2008
compared to an increase of$2.9 billion in 2007 related (0 policyholder trading gains (losses) as discussed
above inllet investment income. These losses more than offset increased claims and claims adjustment
expenses of85.6 billion in AIG's General Insurance operations, which reflected increased catastrophe
losses of $1.5 billion principally from hurricanes Ike and Gustav and a $1.8 billion increase in Mortgage
Guaranty claims incurred, reflecting the CQl1t1111,100 deterioration of the U.S. huusing market,
2007 alld 2006 COlJlvQl'lsOn

Policyholder benefits and claims jncufl'cd incl'eascd in 2007 compared to 2006 prim.arlly due fo
increases in policyholder benefits and claims incurred 0[$3.2 bil1ion in Life Insurance & Retirement
Services due to losses and benefits arising from policyholder trading losses of$886 million discussed above
in Net Investment Income, a $1,1 billion increase in Foreign General Insurance resulting from the June
2007 UK. floods, an increase in severe but non~ca\asl1'ophic losses and higher frequency of nOll-severe
losses, and a $1.1 billion increase in Mortgage Guaranty claims incurred resulting ITom ule deterioration of
the U.S. housing market.
68
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Policy Acquisition and Other Insurance Expenses
lOllS and 2007 Comparl.von

Policy acquisition and other insurance expenses inCl'e..1sed in200Si ~~,:~~;~~ Ei~og~~;~::~~'~' due to a
$3.6 billion increase in General Insurance expenses and a $3.7 biHioll ir
Retirement Services expenses. General Insnrancc expenses increased prilUal'ily due to good\vill impainnent
charges of$2.0 billion, fncluding $1.2 bimon from Commercial Insurance and $696 million from Personal
Lines, respectively, primarily related to goodwill arish1g fWID acquisitions. Life Insurance & Retirement
Services expenses increased primarily due to $1,2 billion of goodwill impairment charg(:s related to
Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services of$402 miHion and $817 million, respectively.
I...He b1sunmce & Retirement Services expenses also increased as a result of the effect of foreign exchange,
growth in the business and the effect ofFAS 159 implementation,
2007 (Iud 2006 Compal'ison
Policy acquisition and other insurance expenses increased in 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due
costs associated with realigning certain legal entities through which Foreign General Insurance operates and
the increased significance of FOl'e1gn General consumer lines business, which have higher acquisition costs.
Life Insurance & Retirement Services expenses hlcrcascd princ:lpally as a yesult of the effect of growth in
the Forei.b'flLife I11surance & Retirement Services business, increased DAC amortization related to the
adoption of SOP 05w 1, higher operating expenses related to remediation activities and the effect of foreign
exchange.

Interest Expense
2008 and 200i Compar'ison

Interest expense increased In 2008 compared to 2007 on higher levels ofborrolNings. Interest expense
in 2008 included $11.4 billion of interest expense on the Fed Facility which was comprised of $9.3 billion
of amortization oftne prepaid commitment fee aSSet associated with the Fed Facility, including accelerated
amortization of the prepaid commitment asset of $6.6 billion in connection with the. restructuring of the Fed
FaciHty and $1.9 billion ofaCCfUt::d compounding interCl>'l:. Intere.>rt expense 1112008 also included interest on
the debt and EquHy Units from the dates of issuance in May 200&. The above amounts are reflected in the
Other category in AlG's segment results,
2007 and 1006 C011W(lJ"iso1t
hlterest expense increased in 2007 compared to 1006 reflecting higher levels ofborfDwings, including
interest on the junior subordinated debt issued in March and June 2007. bOlTO'I,.¥ings used to fund the:MIP
aud borrowings used for general corporate purposes.

Restructuring expenses and related asset impairme-nt and other expenses

Severance and separation expenses described above include retention aW<l!,I::> of $492 million to key
employees to maintain ongoing business operations and fsdHtale the successfl1l execution of the
restructuring and asset disposition plan. 'fhis amount also includes retention awards to AIGFP's employees
under its retention prOb'T'Mn, which wa·'l (,l;tablished in the first quarter {)f2008 due to the declining market
envITomnent, to manage and
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unwind its complex. businesses. The total amount expected to be incurred related to these reterition
programs is approximately $1.0 billion.
For the year ooded December 31,2008, $139 million, $68 million, $287 mimon and $69 million of the
l'estnlCtul'ing and separation expenses have been recorded within the General Insurance, Life Insurance &
Retirement Services, Financial Services and Asset Management segments, respectively, while $195 million
has been recorded in Other operations,

Total restl'llctul"ing and separation expenses could have a material affect on future results of operations
and c13sh flows,
Other Expenses
lOU}) and 2007 COllwaJ'is01r

Other Expenses increased in 2008 compared to 2007 primarily due to goodwill i111pai1111t..' Ilt charges of
$791 million in 2008 in the Financial Services segment related to the ConsU1TIt.'r Finance and Capital
Markets businesses, which re.'iUlted from the downturn in the honsing markets, the credit crisis and the

intent to unwind AIGFP~g businesses and p011folios. fn addition, other expenses in 2008 increased
compared to 2007 due to higher ACTF provisions for finance receivable losses of $674 million in response to
the higher levels of delinquencies in AGF's finance receivable portfollo.
ZQ07 and 2006 Comparison

Other Expenses iJJercased io 2007 compaJ'ed to 2006 primarlly due to increases in MIP and
compensation related expenses in Asset ManageUlent~ increases in depreciation expense on flight equipment
in line with the increase in the size of the aircraft fleet and an increase in AGF's provision for finance

receivable losses of $206 million,
Income tax e.xpcns£ (benefit)
2008 and 2007 Comparison

TIle effective tax rate on the pre-tax loss for 200& was 7.7 percent. The effective tax rate was lower than
the statutory rate of 35 percent due primarily to $26.1 billion of defenoo tax expense recorded during 2008,
comprising $5,5 billion of deferred (ax expense attributable to the potential su[e of foreign businesses and a
$20.6 biUion valuation allowanee- to reduce its defened ta.'\ asset to an amount that AIG believes is morc
likely tbanllot to be realized.

Realization ofihe deferred tax asset depends on AIG's ability to generate sufficient taxable income of
the appropriate chara-eter within the carryforward periods of the jurisdictions in which the net operating
losses and deductible temporary differences were inelU"red. AIG assessed its ability to realize its defen-ed
tax asset of$31.9 billion and conduded a $20,6 billion valuatiQn allowance was required to reduce the
deferred tax asset to an amount AlG believes is more likely than not tbat to be realized. See Note 20 to
Consolidated Financial Statements for additional discussion regarding deferred tax asset realizatioll.
2007 tuu12006' CompaJ'isolt

The effective tax rate declined from 30.1 percent in 2006 to 16.3 percellt h1200?, primarily due to the
unrealized market valuation losses on AIGFP's supcor senior credit default swap portfolio and other-thantemporary impairment charges. These losses, which are taxed at a U.S. tax rate of 35 percent and are
included in the c.alcu!ation of income tax expense, reduced AIG's overall effective tax rate. In addition,
othel' tax benefits, including tax exempt interest and effects of foreign operations were proportionately
larger in 2007 than in 2006 due to the decline in pre-tax income in 2007, Furthermore, tax deductions taken
in 2007 for SICa compensation plans for which the expense had been recognized in prior years a]so
reduced the efH.."Ctive tax rate in 2007,
70- ATO 2008 ponn I(l-K
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Segment R£>JlUlts
The following table summarizes the operations of <:ach operating segmcnt. Sec also Note 3 to the

Consolidatt...>d ,Financial Statcments.

Total Revenues:
General Insm·ance
Life Insuran~ & Retirement
Services
Financial Services
Asset Management
Other
Consolidation and e1imi.nations

~)

Total

$ 11,104

Net re-alized capit&l gains (losses);
General Insurance
Life Insurance & Retirement
Services
Financial Services
Asset Management
Other
Total
Operating Income (loss):
General Insurance
Life Insmance & Retirement
Services
Fimmcinl Services
Asset Management
Othe-r
Consolidation and eliminations
Total

$ 44,676 $ 51,708 $ 49,206

3,054

53,570
(1,309)
5,625
457

(31,095)
(4,5Ui)
(81)

$

50,878
7,777
4,543
483

(14)%

5%

(94)
24
(5)

--i.!!1)
~)

(5,023) S

(106) I

59

(44,347)
(2,398)
88
(498)
(l00)
(133)
(8,758) (1,000)
(125)
3,142
12
217
$ (55,484) $ (3,592) ~

----122)
-

$ (5,746) S 10,526 $ 10,412
(37,446)
(40,821)
(9,187)
(15,055)

8,186
(9,515)
1,164
(2,140)

10,121
383
1,538
(1,435)

(19)
(24)

~)~~

$(108,761)

JL~ ~..11687

General Insurance Operations

AIG's General Insurance subsidiaries are multiple liue> companies writing substantially all lines of
property and casualty insurance and various persona! lines both domestically and abroad and mnstitute the
AIG Property Casllally GrQup (fonnerly known as Domestic General Insurance) and the Foreign General
Insurance Gwup.
As previously noted, AIG believes it should present and discuss its financial Information in a maImer
most meaningful to its financial statement users. Accordingly, in its General Insurance business, AIGuses
cerlain regulatory measures, where AIG has determined these mealll.ll'ements to be useful and meaningful.

A critical disci~)line of a successful general insurance business is the objective to produce profit from
lllldcrwritillg activities taking into account costs of capitaL AIG views underwriting results to be critical in
the overall evafuation of performanee-.
Statutory underwriting profit is derived by reducing net premiums earned by net losses and loss
expenses illcUlTed and net expenses incm'red. Statutory accounting generally requires immediate expense
recognition and
AIG 2008 FOUl! lO·K
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ignores the matching of revenues and expenses as required by GAAP, That is, for statutory purposes,
expenses (incfuding acquisition costs) are recognized immediately, not over the same period that the

revenues are earned. Thus, statutory expenses exclude changes in DAC.
GAAP provides for thcl'ccognitioll of certain acquisition expenses at the same time revenues are
earned, the accounting principle of matching. Therefore, acquisition expenses arc defel'l'cd and amortized

over the period the related net premiums written arc earned. DAC is reviewed for l'ecovcl'ability, and such
review requires management judgment. The most comparable GAAP measure to statutory underwriting
profit is income before income taxes, miuQrity interest and cumulative effect of change in accounting
principles. A table reconciling statutOlyunderwdting profit to income bBfme income taxes, minority
interest and cumulative e.ffect of change in accounting principles is contained in footnote (b) to the
following table. Sec also Critical Accounting Estimates herein and Notes 1 and 8 to the Consolidated
Financial Statements.
AIG, along with most property and casualty insurance companies, uses the loss ratio, the expense ratio
and the combined ratio as measures of underwriting pcrfonuance, The- Joss ratio is the sum of claims and
claims adjustment expenses divided by net premiums earned. The expense ratio is underwriting expenses
divided by net premiums earned. These ratios are relative measurements that describe, for every $100 of net
premiums camed, the cost o1'tos8es and expenses, respectively, A combined ratio of less than 100 percent
indicates an underwriting profit and over 100 percent indicates an underwriting loss.

Net premiums wlitten are initially deferr~,d and camed bascd upon the terms of the underlying policies.
The net lmearned premium reserve constitutes deferred revenues which m'c generally eamed ratably over
the polley period. Thus. the net unearned premium reserve is not fully reCOb'1lized in income a'l net
premhmls C3l1lcd until the end of the policy period,
The tmderwriting environment varies fi'om country (0 country, as does the degree of litigation activity.
llegulatton, product type and competition have a direct effect on pricing and consequently on profitability
as reflected in underwriting profit and general insurance ratios.

aenerallnsurance Results
General Insurance operating income is comprised of statutory underwriting protlt (loss), changes
io DAC, net inve.l:ltment income and net realized capital gains and losses. Operating income (loss), as
well as net premiums written, net premiums earned, Jlct investment income and Het realized capital
gajns (losses) and statutory ratios were as follows:

Net premiums written:
AIG Property Casualty Group
Commercial Insurance
Transatlantic

Personal Lines
Mortgage Guaranty
Foreign General Insurance

Total

n

$21,099 $24,1l2
4,108
3,953
4,514
4,808
1,123
1,143
14,390 13,051
345,234 $47,067

AlO 200& Fonn IO-K
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Mortgage Guaranty
Foreign General Insurance
Total
Net investment income:
AIG Pl'opel'ty Casualty Group
C-Ommercial Insurance
Tl'ansatlantic
Pet'sDnal Lines
MOiigage Guaranty
Foreign Generul Insurance
Reclassifications and eliminations
Total
Net realized c8pital gains (losses)

lnsuranc.c
Transatlantic
Personal Lines
Mortgage Guaranty
Foreign General msurancc
Rec1assificntions and eliminations
Total
Statutory underwlitillg profit (loss) (a}(b) :
AIG Properly Casualty Group Commercial
Insurance
Transatlantic
Persollal Lines
Mortgage Ouaranty
Foreign General Insurance

Total

$22,351 $23,849 $23.910
4,067
3,903
3,604
4,679
4,695
4,645
886
740
1,038
14,087 12,349 10,552
$46,222 $45,682 ~4~@

$ 1,%9
440
223

231

183
158
651
1,388
11
6
$ 3,477 $ 6,132
$ (5,023) $ (106)

$ 3.411
435
225
140

1,484

(6)%
4
17

(80)
(944)
(2,666)

165
(191)
(849)

86.3
30.1
116.4

71.2
20.6
91.8

8
1
20
_ _ _1_7
~~~5%

(49)%

(6)
(3)

16
(53)

-%
129
204
188
~ --.1,544
1,565 _ _ ~
$ ~4.,!) $ 4,073 $ 4,408 ~~~-_%
$ (1,465) $ 3,404 $ 2,322

-%

14%
8
3
13
(6)

47%
28

AIG Pl'Opel'ty Casualty Group (a) :

Loss ratio
Expense ratio

Combined ratio

69.6
21.7
91.3
AIG 200S Fcrm IO·K 73
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PercclltagcIncreasc!
(Decrease)

Foreign General Insurance (a) :

Loss ratio
Expense ratio

Combined ratio

55.6
~

50,6

48.9

..11l

..lid

76.9

65,6

64.6

.2U

..li2

~

~

Consolidated (a) :

Losltl1ltlo
Expense ratio
Combined ratio

~

.l22.:! ..22J.

hlSlU'ance
RelatedLj)~ses

83.2

89.3

2008
20a7
Net Reinstatement
IU8lIJ'ance
Net Reinstatement
Premium Cost
Retated Losses
Premium Cost
(Inmill~

Reporting Unit:

Commercial Insurance
Transatlantic
Persona! Lines

Foreign General Insurance
Total

74

$

1,408
5 $
113
(13)
(14)
191
11
(1)
105
2
61
14
9_0
1
128 .,-_ _----'1"'5
1,832 ;b,~~~8 ~ :!:.:t~~~.,;1
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COJllJn<:J'Cinl
rll~urllllec

FOl'cign
General

J'eI'SQnal Mortgage
Tmm.athmtlc

Linc~

Reclasslficntions

(yuarantv IllnJnmce lmd

Elilldna~

-'!E..~L

(InmlHIQm)

2007

Statutory lI11denvriting profit
(loss)

Operating Jncomc{loss)

2006
Increase inDAC
Netinvesll11entincome
Net realized capitnl gains (lOIlSCS)
Operating income (109S)

2,322 $
14
3,411
_ _9_8

!-

5,845 $

129 $ 204.$
18S $ 1,565 $
- $ 4,408
14
2
3
216
249
43-5
225
140
1,484
1
5,696
" _ _1 _ _
(3)----...frD:;-_ _~(:-;11)
59
589 ~.$
328:5 3.228 S
(0) $10,412

AIG transacts business in most major foreign currencies. The following table summarizes the
effect of clumges in foreign currency exchange rates on the growth of General Insurance net
premiums written:
YellrsEnded
J:L~nber 31,

2008

Growth in original currency*
Foreign exchange effect

{5.5}ll/a

Growth as l'eportedin U.S, dollars

(3.9)°/0

1.6

2007

3.5%

1.4
4.9%

* Computed using a CDr/sumt e.xchange rate for each period.
2008 and 2007 Comparison
General InSll1'allCe l'epOlied an operating loss in 2008 compared to opel'atiltg income in 2007 due to
declines in underwriting results and net investment income as well as increased net realized c<l_pita! losses.
The combined ratio for 2008 iRcreased to 109.1, an increase of 19,0 points compared to the same period in
2007, primarily due to an increase in the loss ratio of 11.3 points, The loss ratio for accident year 2008
recorded in 2008 was 6.8 points higher than the loss ratio for accident year 2007 recorded in 2007.
Cafas(Tophe-related losses were $1.8 billion and $276 million in 2008 and 2007, accoul1ting for 3.4 points
of the increase in the accident year loss ratio. Increases in MOligage Guaranty losses accounted for
2.8 points of the increase ill the 2008 accident year loss ratio. Tl1e loss ratio alsn increased for other
property and casualty lines due to premium rate decreases and changes in loss trends. Development fl'om
prior years increased incurroo losses by $155 million in 2008 and decreased incurred losses by $606 million
in 2007 The expense ratio increased primarily due to goodwill impairmcntcharge-:: of$2.0 billion in
AIG 200B Ponn 1Q-K 75
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2008, principally attributable to gDodwill arising from the acquisitions ofHSB, 21st Century, and
Transatlantic as well as the recognition ofa premium deficiency reserve of$222 million in 2008 related to

DGC's second-lien business. Also contributing to the operating loss was Personal Lines, primarily resulting
iTom tbe goodwill impairment charge noted above.

General Insurance net premiums written declined $1.8 billion in 2008 compared to 2007, including a
decline in U.s. workers' compensation net premiums {Jf$1.7 billIon due to declining rates, lower
employment levels and increased competition, Declining ratr..s in other c.asualty tines within Commercial
Insurance and a reduction in Personal Lines net premiums eamed were largely off.<;et hy growth in Foreign
General Insurance from hoth established and new distribution channels and the positive effect of changes in
toreign currency exchange l'ates.
See Results of Operations Realized capital gains (losses).

Consolidated Results for further discussion on Net investment income and

2007 mu! 2006 Comparison

General Insurance operating income increased in 2007 compared to 2006 due to growth in net
investment income, partially offset by a dccline in underwriting profit and net realized capital losses. The
2007 combined ratio increased to 90,1, an increase 0[0,9 points compared to 2006, primarily due to a11
increase ill the loss: ratio of 1.0 points. The loss ratio for aCGident year 2007 recorded in 2007 was 23 points
higher than the loss ratio for accident year 2006 recorded in 2006. Increases in Mortgage Guaranty losses
accounted for a 2.1 point increase in the 2007 accident year loss ratio. TIle higher 2007 accident year loss
ratio was partially offset by favor!lb1e development on prior years, which reduced incurred losses by
$606 million and $53 million in 2007 and 2006, respectively. Additional favorable loss development of
$50 million (recognized in consolidation and related to certain asbestos settlements) reduced overall
incurred losses.
CmnmeJ'f:ial1TIsurfUlce Results

2008 and 2007 Comparison
Commercial Insurance operating income decreused in 2008 compared to 2007, primarily due to
significant declines in underwIiting results and net investment income, as well as significantly greater llet
realized capitall08ses in 2008, The decline in undcrwritilJg rcsul1s is also reflected in the combined ratio,
which increased 21,6 points in 2008 compared to 2007. The loss r81io for accident year 2008 recotded in
2008 included a 6.0 point effect related 10 catastrophe losses, and was 13.3 points higher than the loss ratio
for accident year 2007 recorded in 2007. Prior year development and increases in the loss reserve discount
reduced incurred losses by $169 million and $555 million in 2008 and 2007, respectively, accounting for lm
additional 1.6 point increase in the combined ratio.

Commercial
industries.
lhe fourth

Commercial Insurance cxpense ratio incrcased to 26.8 in 2008

18.4 in 2007, The most

premhuns.

2007 and 2006 Comparison
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in 2007 was 0.9 points lower than the loss ratio recorded in 2D06 for accident year 2006. The loss ratio for
accident year 2006 has improved in each quarter siuc-c September 30, 2006, As a result, the 2007 accident
year loss ratio]s 2.8 points higher tl1M the 2006 accident year loss ratio, retlectingreductions in 2006

accident year losses recorded thrOllgh December 31, 2007, Prior year development reduced incurred losses
by $390 million in 2007 and increased incurred losses by $175 million in 2006, accounting for 2.4 points of

the improvement in the loss ratio.
Commel'cial I1,surance expense ratio decreased to 18,4 in 2007 compared to 20.1 in 2006, primarily due
to the 2006 charge related to the remediation at' the material wcakness in intcrnal control over celt-ain
balance sheet recollcili.ations that accounted for 2.1 points of the decline. The decline was partially offset by
increases in operating expenses for marke-ting ini6atives and operations.

Mortgage Guaranty Resuib.'
2008 mid 2007 Comparison
Mortgage Guaranty operating loss increased in 2008 compared to 2007 due to declining honsing values,
increasing mortgage foreclosures and the recognition of a premium deficiency reserve on the second-lien
business. The domestic first-Hen operating loss increased by $1.0 billion in 2008 to $1.1 billion compared to
2007 while the second-lien operating loss of31.2 billion in 2008, which includes the recognition of a
.n22 million premium deficiency res'erve, increased $656 million compared to 2007.
During 200S, UGC tightened underwriting standards and im..1'eased premium rates for its first-lien
business and ceased insuring second-lien business as ofSeptetnber 30~ 2008. During the fOllrth quarter of
2008, UGC eeased insuring new private student loan business and suspended insuring new business
throughout its European operations> All oftbe,.9C actio11s were in response to t.he deteriorating market
conditions and resulted in a significant decline in new business written during the second half of2008.
Net prcmiums written declined in 2008 compared to 2007. Fil'st~ and second-lien business net
premiums written grew Il1ndel'ately, primarily due to increased persistency year over year. However, ncw
insurance written, which is a memmt'C Dfthe amount of new insurance added to the portfolio, dccrease-d
45 percent, 82 percent and 42 perccnt for first- and second~licn business and intcmational business,
respectively, during 2008 compared to 2007. These declines are primarily due to UGC's tightening of
underwriting guidclil1e8 and rate increases during the year and the actions desoribed above.

strengthened

to 111 in 2007.
deficiency

deficiency calculation for the sewnd~Jjen business.

12 years. Risk i.n force represents the fun
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aggregate loss limits on certain pools ofl0<'l11s, usually 10 percent ofthe full amount of loans insured in each
pool. MOltgage Guaranty may record net losses on this business in future periods beca'Llse the timing of
future delinquencies may pTecede recognition of future premiums in an amount in excess of the premium
deficiency reserve.
UGC's domestic mOltgdge risk in force totaled $30.1 billion as of Decembel' 31, 200S and the
60-day delinquency ratio was 7.5 percent (based on number ofpoticies, consistent with mortgage industry
practice) compared to domestic mortgage risk in force of$29.8 billion and a delinquency ratio of

3.7 percent at December 31, 2007. Approximately 84 percent of the domestic mortgage risk is secur(',d by
first-lien, owner-occupied properties.
2007 and 2006 Comvarison

Mortgage Guaranty incurred an operating loss in 2007 compared to operating il1come in 2006 as the
deteriorating U.S. residential housing market adversely affected losses incurred for both the domestic firstand second.-lien businesses. Domestic first- and second~lielllosses incurred increased 362 percent and
346 percent respectively, compared to 2006, resulting in loss ratios of 122.0 and 357.0, res-pectively, in
2007. Increases in domestic losses incurred resulted in an overall loss ratio of 168.6 in 2007 compared to
47.2 in 2006. Prior year development reduced il1cuned losses in 2007 by $25 mi11ion compared to a
reduction of$115 million in 2006, which ~tccounted for 10.2 points oftlla increase in the loss ratio,
Net premiums wJ'itttm increased in 2007 compared to 2006 primmily due- to growth in the intcmational
markets, accounting for 58 percent of the increase in net premiums written. In addition, the increased use of
mortgage insurance for cre.dit enhancement us well as bettcr persistency resulted in an increase in domestic

first-lien premiums.
The expense ratio in 2007 \vas 21.2, down from 23.4 in 2006 as premium growth offset the effect of
increased expenses related to DGC's intemational expullSion and the employment of additional operational

rcsoW'ccs in the second-Hcrl business,
Ji'ortdgn General b,SlIl'a1lCe Results

2008 and 2007 Comparison
Foreign General Insurance ope.rating income decreased in 2008 compared to 2007 due to a decrease in
statutory underwriting profit and change in DAC of $724 million, an increase in llct realized eapitallosscs
reflecting other-than-temporary-impairrncnt charges related to the deterioration in the fixed income markets
(see-- Results of Operations -- Consolidated Results-Net Realized Gains (losses) for further discussion),
and a det.'Tease in llet inveoiment income reflecting lower mutual fund and partnership income related to
poor perfolmance in the equity markets (see Results of Operations - Consolidated Results· Net
Investment Income for fl1liher discussion).
Net premiums written increased 10 percent (5 percent in original currency) in 2008 compared to 2007
due to growth in commercial ,md consumer lines driven by new business from established and new
distTibution chatmels, including the late 2007 acquisition ofWiirtternbergische tInd Badische
Versicherungs - AG (WuBa) in Germany. New business in the commercial lines in the U.K, and Europe
and decreases in the use of reinsurance increased net premiums cnrned, but were partially otfsct by declines
in premium ratcs, Growth in personal accident business in Latin America, SouthEast Asia and Europe also
contributed to the increase, however, prem_rums from the Lloyd's Syndicate Ascot conti/wcd to decline.
'11]0

loss ratio in 2008 increased 5.1 point"! compared to 2007 due to:

recorded
level claims frequency,

• Loss development on pdo!' accident years increased the loss ratio by 1,9 points.
78
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2007 and 2006 Comnarison

Net premiluns written increa."ed 14 percent (10 percent: in original currency) in 2007 compared to 2006~
reflecting grO\\'th in commercial and consumel'lines dl'iven by new busiJtess from both established and new
distribution chanLlels, including Central Iusurance Co, Ltd. in T<uwau acquired in late 2006. Net premiums

written for commercial lines lncrem;oo due to new business in the U.K. and Europe and decreases in the useof reinsurance, partially offset by declillt'S in premium rates. Growth in consumer lines in Latin America,
Asia and Europe also contributed to the increase. Net premiums written fOl' the Lloyd's syndicate Asco[
(Ascot) and Aviation declined d,je to rate decreases and increased market competition.
TI,e2007]oSSl'atio increased a total of 1,7 points compared to 2006, Losses ofS90 million from tbe
June 2007 U,K. f100dR added 0.7 points to the loss ratio Bnd higher severe but non-catastrophic losses and
higher loss frcqmmcy for personal accident business in Japan and personallin-es bm.lness in Asia and Latin
America added 1.6 points to the loss ratio, Pm·tia!ly offsetting these increases was favorable loss
development on prior accident yelli's of $286 million ]112007 compared to $183 million in 2006 which
decreased the loss ratio by 0,6 points.
j

The 2007 expense ratio increased 1.3 points \:omparcd to 2006. 1111S increase refleded the cost of
realigning ce11aiu legal eiltities through which Foreign General Insurance operate"" ~md the increm:ed
significance of consumer lines of business, which have higher acquisition costs. These faotors contributed
0.7 points to the 2007 expense-ratio.
Liabilitl' (or unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense
The following table presents the components of the General Insurance gross liability for unpaid
claims and claims adjustment expense (loss reserves) by mMjor lines of business on a statutory annual
statement basis:.*
At Deeember 31,
2008
2007

~11l1~

Other liabilityoocunence

Workers' compensation
Other liability claims made
International
Aulo liability
Property
Mortgage guaranty/credit
Reinsurance
Products liability
Medical malpl"actice
Aircraft
Accident and health
Commercial mljltiple peril

Fidelity/surety
Othor

Total

519,773
15,170
13,189
11,786

$20,580
15,568
13,878
7.036

5,593

6,068

5,201
3,137
3,JOZ
Z,400

4,274
1,426
3,127
2,416

2,210

2,361

J,693
1,451
1,163
1,028
2,362
589,258

1,623
1,818
1,900
1,222
~

$85,500
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Reserves for non~U.S, domiciled companies are carried in the International line of business. As a result
of restructuring of certain foreign operations in 2008, reserves for the Il1teruationalline of business included
amounts fonnerly reported in other lines of business.

AID's gross liability [01' ul1paid clahns and cIahl1s adjustment expense represellts the accumulation of
estimates of ultimate losses, including estimates for inClltTed but not yet reported reserves (IBNR) and loss
expenses. The methods used to determine loss reserve estimates and to establish the resulting reserves are
cOlltinually reviewed and updated, Any adjustments restllting therefrom are currently reflected in operating
income. Because loss reserve e<,timates are subject to the outcome ofnlture events, changes in estimate..q are
unavoidable given that loss trends vary and time is often required for changes in trends to he recognized and
confirmed, Reserve changes that increase prevIous estimates of ultimate cost are refel1'cd to as unfavorable
or adve.rse development or reserve strengthening. Reserve changes that dCCTcase previous estimates of
ultimate cost are refen'ed to as· favorable development.
Estimates for mortgage guaranty insurance losses and loss adjustment expense reserves are based on
notices. ofmol'tgage loan delinquencies and estimatcs of delinquencies that have been incurred but have not
bccn rcpOltcd by loan Bel'vleet's, based upon historicall'cpol'ting trends, MOltgage Guanmty e..-<;tahlishe..-<;
reserves using a percentage oftlle contractual liability (for each delinquent loan l'eported) that is hased upon
past expel'jcnce regarding certain loan factors such as age of the delinquency, cure rates. donar amount of
the loan and type of mOltgage loan, Because mortgage delinquencies and claims payments arc affected
primarily by macroeconomic events, such us changes in home pricl;: apprl;:ciation or dl;:preci!;ltion, interest
rates and unemployment. the determination oftlle ultimate loss cost requires a high degree ofjlldgmenL
AIG believes it has provided appropriate reserves lor currently delinquent loans, Consistent with industly
practice, AIG does nol establish a reserve for insured loans that are not CUlTently delinquent, but that may
become delinquent in future periods,
At December 31, 2008, General [nsul'ancc net loss reserves increased $3,17 billion ii'om 2007 to
$72.46 billion. The net loss-rcserves represent loss reserves reduced by reinsurance recoverable, net of an
allowance for unrecoverable reinsurance and applicable discount for future investment income,
The following table classifies tbe components of the Genend lmurance net liability for unpflid
claims and claims adjustment expense by business unit:

Commercial InSLlral1Ce
Transatlantic
Personal Lines
Mortgage Guaranty
Foreign General Insurance
Total net loss reserves

$48,789
7,349
Z,460
3,004
10,853
$7Z,455

$47,392
6.900
2,417

1,339

...illiQ
$69,288

Discounting o.fReserves

At December 31. 2008, AlO's overall General Insurance net loss reserves reflect a loss reserve discount
of $2.57 billion, including tabular and llon~tabuJar calculations. The tabular workers' compensation
discount is calculated using a 3,5 percent interest rate and the 1979~81 Decennial Mortality Table. The l1on~
tabular workers' compensation discount is calculated separately for companies domiciled in New York and
Pennsylvania, and follows the statutory regulations for each state, For New York companies, the disCQlmt is
based on a five percent interest rate and the companies' O\l>'1l payout patterns. For Pennsylvania companies,
the statute has specified discount factors for accidel1t years 2001 and prior, which are based ona six percent
interest rate and an industry payout pattern. For accident years 2002 and subsequent, the discount is based
on the payout patterns and investment yields of the companies. Certain other liability occurrence and
products liability OCCUI1'cnce business in AIReO that was wdttcn by Commcl'cial Insurance is discounted
based on the yield of United States Department of tile Treasury seclJrities ranging from one to twenty years
and the COllUllel'cial Insurance payout pattern for this busine..~s. The discount is compl'ised ofille followll1g:
$733 million - tabular discount for workers' compensation in Commercial
80 AlG 20GB fOl'm W-K
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Insurance; $1.67 billion - nOlHabular discount for workers' compensation in COl1unel'cial hlsurance; and}
$170 million-non-tabular discol,mt for other liability

OCCUlwnCetU1d

products liability occurrence in

AIRCO for Commercial Insurance business. Since 1998 AIRCO has assumed on a quota share basis certain
general liability and products liability hu&'iness written by Commercial Insurance, and the reserves for this
business are carried on a discounted basis by .AIRCO.

Results oftlre Reserving Process

AIG believes that the General Insurance net loss reserves arc adequate to covel' Geneml Insurance net
losses lmd loss exp(.'l'lses as of Decembcl' 31, 200K While AW regularly reviews the adequacy of
established loss reserves, there can be no assurance that AIG's ultimate loss reserves will not develop
adversely and materially exeeed AlG's loss reserves as ofDecembcr 31,2008, In the opinion of
management, such adverse developmellt and re:'Julting increase in reserves is not likely to have a material
adverse ctTcet on AIG's consolidated financial condition, although it could have a material adverse effect 011
AIG's consolidated results of operations for <In individual rep01ilng period. See Item lA. Risk Factors ~
Casualty Insurance and Undern'ritJng Reserves,

The following table presents the reconclliation oruet loss reservc,'il:

Net liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense at beginning
of year
.Foreign exchange effect
Acquisitions and dispositions (a)
Losses and loss expenses incurred;

Current year
Prior years, other than accretion of discount (b)
Prior years, act.Tetion of discount
Losses and loss expense.... inew-red
Losses and Joss expenses paid;
Current year
Prior years

Losses and loss expenses paid

$69,288 $62,630
955
(2,113)
~)

35,085
118

---.m
35,520
13,440

16,531
29,971

Net liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustmcrit expenSe at end ofycar $72,455

-lU

$57,476
741
_ _5_5

]0,261
(656)

27,805
(53)

327
29,932

28,052

9,684
14,862
24,546
$69,288

8,368
15.326
23,694
$62,630

300

in 2007
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The following tnblcs summarizedcvelopment, (favorable) Qr ullfswmble, of incurred losses and
loss expenses for prior years (other than accretion of disconnt):
Yean Ended IMcembel' 31.
~

20n8

2001
{Inulllllom)

2006
--

$ (24)
65
177

$(390)
7
(25)

$ 175

~D

~

Prior Accident Year DevelQpment by Reporting Unit:
Commercial Insurance

Personal Lines
MQrtgage Gllartm{y
Foreign General Insurance
Subtotal
Transatlantic
Asbestos settlcments*
Prior years, other than accretion of discount
>lo

156

(694)

S8

(I)

(Ill)
(lIS)
~)
(234)
181

(50)

(37)
$118

~

1ill)

RepreseJlts the effect afsettlements ofcertain asbestos Nobilities.
Years Ended D~.ccmbeI' 31,
:Z007
~
(InnliUilllls)

~

Prior Aooident Year Development by lYfujQr Class of Business:

Excess casualty (Commercial InSlll'ance)
D&O and relatr::d management liability (Commercial Insurance)
Excess workers l compensation (Commercial Insurance)
Htlalthcare (Commercial insurance)
Reinsurance (Transatlantic)
Asbestos and enviromnental (primarily Commercial Insurance)
All other, net

Prior years; other than accl'etion of discount

$1,105
(43B)
(12)
(31O)

(I)
51
~)

Lllil

$ 73
(305)
(14)
(194)
88
18

$ 102

~

.li!iliJ
1ill)

$(656)

(20)

74
(130)
181
208

Years Ended Ikcember 31,
Calendar ¥ClI£
2007
~
{lnmilllons)

~

Prior Accident Year Development by Accident Year:
Accident Ycar
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998 and prior

Prior years, other than accretion of discount
82 ArG WOS F01l11

$(370)
(590) $(1,248)
(455)
(446)
(335)
(428)
200
37
176
234
238
263
341
321
47
346
567
564
$ 118 $ (656)

$(1,576)
(511)
(212)
373
29
338
382
1,124
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In determining the loss. development ±1"om prior accident years, AIG conducts analyses to determine the
change in estimated ultimate loss foJ' each accident year for each prollt rel1ter. For example, if loss
emergence for a profit center is different than expected for certain accident years, the actuaries examine the
indicated effect such emergence would have on the reserves of that profit center. In some cases, the higher
or lower than expected emergence may result in no clear change in the ultimate IDss e.-~timate for the
accident years in question, and no atljustmcnt would be made to the profit center's. reserves for prior
accident years. In other cases, the higher or lower than expected emergencc may result in a larger ch<luge,
either f,womble or unfavorable, than the difference hetween the actual and expected loss emergence, Such
additional analyses were conducted for each profit center, as appl'Opriate, in 2008 10 determine the 10::'' 8
development from prIor accident year's Jell' 2008. As part of its reserving process, AIG also considers notices
of claims received with respect to emerging issues, such as those related to the U.S. mortgage and housing

market.
2008 Net Loss Development
fIl2008, net loss development from prior accident years was adverse by approx.imately $118 milliOll,
including approximately $339 million of favorable development relating to loss sensitive huffiness in the
first three mOllthsof2008 (which was offset by an equal amount of negative earne<! premium deve!opmelH),
and excluding approximately $317 million from accretion of loss re..«erve discount. Ex.cluding hoth the
favorable developmcllt relating to Joss sensitive business and accretion of loss reserve discount, net loss
development fi'om prior accident years in 2008 was adverse by approximately $457 million. The overall
adverse development of8118 million consisted of approximately $1.75 biJiion offavorablc development
from accident yeurs 2004 through 2007 offset by approximately $1 ,87 billion of adverse loss development
from accident years 2003 and prior. The adverse development from accident ycars 2003 and prior ·was
primarily related to excess casualty business within Commcrcial Insurance; this business aCcOllllted for
approximately $1.25 billion of the adverse development from accident years 2003 and prioL The favorable
development from accident years 2004 tlu'ough 2007 included approximately $590 million in favorable
development fi'om business written by Lexington Insurance Company, including healthcare, catastrophic
casualty, casualty and program businesses. Financial Services divisions within Commercial Insurance,
including D&O and related management liability business, contributed approximately $430 rnilHol1 to the
faV(lrable development from accident years 2004 throllgh 20D7, relating primarily to D&O, and related
management liability business fl'oJn accident years 2004 and 2005. The adverse development n:om accident
years 2003 and prior included approximately $200 million related to claims involvingMTBE, a gasoline
additive, primarily on excess casualty business within Commercial Insurance from accident years 2000 and
prior. In addition, the excess casualty adverse development reflect continued emergence oflatent claims
such as construction defect, product aggregate, and pharmareutical relat.ed exposures, as well as higher than
expected large loss activity from these accident years. AIG's exposure to these latent exposures was
reduced after 2002 due to sib'l1ificant change..'l in policy terms and conditions as well as underwriting
guidelines. (See Net Loss Development by Class of Busille..'iS below). Other segments throughOllt AIG also
contributed to the adverse development from accident year 2003 and prior, including approximately
$215 million relating to Transatlantic. Mortgage Guaranty contributed approximately $177 million of
overaU adverse development in 2008, with $159 mil1ion relatil\g to accident year 2007. See Yeal'-ta-Date
Mortgage Guaranty Results - 2008 and 2007 Comparison above.

2007 Net Loss Development
In 2007, net loss development from prior accident years was favorable by approximately $656 miIHon,
including approximately $88 million of adverse development f1'o...'11 Transathlntic; and excluding
approximately $327 million from accretion ofloss reserve discOlmt. Excluding Transatlantic, as well as
accxction of discount,net loss development in 2007 from prior accident yea.n; ',.vas favorable by
approximately $744 mimon. The overall favorable development of $656 million consisted of apprnximatcly
$2.12 hHlion of favorable development from acddent years 2004 thrOtlgh 2006, pmiiully offset by
approximately $1.43 billion ofadvcl'sc development ll'OIU accident years 2002 and prior and $37 million of
adverse development fi'Om accident year 2003. In 2007, most classes of A1G's business continued to
experience Hworablc developn1.cl1t fol' accident years 2004 through 2006. The ma,jolity of the adverse
development from accident years 2002 and prior was related to development fl:om cxce..<:,s casualty and
primary workers' compensation business within Commercial Insurance and from Tnl11satlantic. The
development from aecident year 2003 was primarily relnted to adverse development from excess casualty
and primary workers' compensation business within Commercial Insurance. of£"et by favorable

developmcni from moot
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other classes ofbusiness. The overall favorable development of$656 million included approximately
$305 million pertaining to the. D&O and related management liability c.lasses of business within
Commercial Insurance, consi!;{ting of approximately $335 million offavorabJe developmen( from accident
years 2003 through 2006, pal'ti~Jly offset by appl'Oximately $30 million of adverse developme.nt from
accident years 2002 and prior, TIle overall favorable development of $656 million also included
approxim.\te1y $300 million of adverse development from primary workers' compensation business within
Commel'ciallnsurance,

2006 Net Lo..lis Develomnent
In 2006, net loss development from prior accident years was favorable by approximately $53 million,
including approximately $198 million in net adversc development from asbestos and environmental
re..<;:erves resultitlg from the updated ground-up analysis of these exposures in the fomih quarter of 2006;

approximately $103milHon of adverse development pertaining to the major hurricanes in 2004 and 2005;
and $181 millionofadv('.fsc development fi'om Transatlantic; and exchlding approximately $300 million
.Ii'om. accretion of loss l'cserve discount. Excluding the fourth quarter asbestos and envlronmelltall'eserve
increase, catastrophes and Transatlantic, as well as accretion of diio"Count, net loss development in 2006 from
prior accident years was favorable by approx.imately $535 million, The overall favorable development of
$53 million consisted of approximately $2.3D billlon offavol'able development f['om accident years 2003
through 2005. pmiially offset by approximately $2.25 billion of adverse development from accident years
2002 and prior. In 2006. most classes of AIG-'s business continued to experience favorable development for
accident years 2003 tbrough 2005. The adverse development from accident years 2002 and prior reflected
development from exccss. casualty, workers' compensation, c"Xcess workers' compensation, and post-1986
environmental liability classes ofbuslncss, all within Commercial Insurance. from asbestos reserves within
Commercial lnsurance and Foreign General Insurance, and from'I'ransatlantic.

Net Loss Development bv Class o(Busincss

The following is a discussion of the primal)' reasons for the development in 2008, 2007 and 2006 fo1'
those <=lasses ofbusincss that experienced significant prior accident year developments during the three-year
period. Sec Asbestos and Enviromnental Reserves below 101' a fruther discussion of asbestos and
environmental rescl"VCS and development.
Excess Ca,wal~v: Excess C..-asu.alty reserves experienced significant adverse loss development in 2008,
following relatively minor adverse development in 2006 and 2007. Howevl~r, all three years exhibited
significant adverse development fi'om accident years 2002 and prior. The increase: in 1058 costs resulted
primarily from medical inflation, which increased the economic loss component oftOl-t claims, advances in
medical care. which extended the life spall of severely injured claimants, and larger jury verdjcts, which
increased the value of severe tmt claims. All additional factor affecting AlO's excess casually experiel1ce ill
recent years has been the exhaustion of underlying primary policies for products liability coverage and for
homebu.i1ders, This has led to increased loss emergence relating to claims involving exhaustion of
underlying product aggregates and illcrea~'ed construction defect~related claims activity on 1\10'3 excess
and umbrella policies. Many excess casualty poHcies were written 011 a multi-year basis in the late 1990s,
which limited AIG's ability to respond to emerging market trends us rapidly as would otherwise- be the case.
In subsequent years,AlG responded 10 these emerging trends by increasing rates and implementing
numerous policy fonn and coverage changes, This led to a Si&'11jfic~mt improvement in experience beginning
with accident year 2001, In 2007 and 2008, a significant portion of the adverse devel()pment ibm accident
years 2002 and prior also related 10 latent exposures, including pharmuceu(ica[ exposures a.s well as the
construction defect and product aggregate related cxposlll'es noted above. AlO"s exposure to the.<;o latent
exposures was sharply reduced after 2002 due to significant changes in policy tern18 and conditions as well
as underwriting guidelines. Another contributor to the adverse development during 2006 through 2008 is
that actual loss development for other large losses for accident years 1998 and subseqt1Cnt have emerged at
higher than expected levels as compat'e<\ to tho loss emergence pa.ttern exhibited from {',aTHer accident years:.
This has caused significant additional development for accid.ent years 1998 t(J 2002, and to a lesRer extent
2003. In 2008, tbis phenomenon also caused some adverse development for accident year 2004; howev';';T
the accident year results for accident years 2003 and 2004 hoth remain very favorable,
1"01'

the year-end 2007 loss reserve review, AIG c1ahns staff updated its review of accounts with

signifimIDt exposure to construction defect~related claims. AlO's actumies detenniued that 110 significant
changes in the
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assumptions were required. Prior accident year loss development in 2007 was adverse by approximately
$75 million, a minor amount for this class of business. However, AIG continued to experiem.:e adverse
development in this class for accident years 2002 and pr10rf amounting to approximately $450 million in
2007. In addition, loss reserves developed adversely for accident year 2003 by approximately $100 million
in 2007 for this class. The loss ratio for accident year 2003 remained very favorable for this class and had
been relatively stable over lhe past several years. Favorable development in 2007 for accident ye.ars 2004
through 2006 largely offset the advtlrse development from accident years 2003 and prior. A significant
portion of the adverse development from accident years 2002 and prior related to tbe latent exposures
described above.

For the YeaJ.'-end 2006 loss reserve review, AIG daims staff updated the separate review for accounts
with significant exposure to construction defect-related claims in order to assist the actualic.'l in determining
the proper reserve for this exposure, AIG's actuaries dctennined that 110 significant changes in the
assumptions were required. Prior accident year loss development in 2006 was adverse by approximately
$100 million, a relatively minor amount for thi~ class of business. However, AIG continued to experience
adverse development for this class for accident years prior to 2003.

For the year-end 2008 loss reserve review, AIG claims staff again updated its l'cview of accounts with
significant exposure to construction defect~rclated claims. In response to the. continued upward
developments on the,se claims, and based on,an updated analysis ofthis development, ArG increased tho
reserves by an additional $75 million beyond the increases identified in the claims review, In response to
the conthlU(ld adverse development of product aggregate related claims during 2007 and 2008, A1G's
actuaries conducted a special analysis of product aggregate-related claims devclopment, rc.sulting in an
increase in the fBNR reserve for this exposure 01'$175 million. In response to the high level of
pharmaceutfcal related claim emergcnce during 2007 and 2008, AID claims staffl'cviewed the remaining
exposure, and based on this review an additional reserve of $10 million was established. In response to the
much greater than expecfed actual loss em~genct1 for other large losses for accident years 1998 and
subsequent during 2007 mld 2008, AIG's actuaries increased the loss development factor assumptions for
this business, resulting in a furthc1' increase of approximately $200 million in loss reserves for this class, In
total, the specific increases in reserves related to tlH~.."e items increased the excess ca..~ua1ty reserves by
approximately $460 miIlion during 2008, ofwl1ich S370 million was recognized in AIG's fomih quarter
2008 results. In the first three months of2DOS, AIG also recogni7M approximately $200 million of losses
relating to MTBE, a gasoline additive, which primarjly related to excess casualty business from accident
years 2000 and prior. While the various adjustments described above were intended to respond
appropriately to the recent adverse trend.. in loss experience, excess casualty remains a highly volatile duss
ofhllS!nCSS and there cannot be any assurance that further adjustments to assumptions in the loss reserve
prOCCBS for this class of business will not be nece..<:sary,
Loss reserves pertaining to the excess casualty class ofhusiness are generally inc-hided in the 0(111:',1'
liability occurrence line of business,. with a small portion of the excess casualty reserves included in the
other liability claims made line of business, as presented in the fable above,

classes of

claims
For the year~clld 2008 loss reserve review, AIG's actuaries took into account the continued favorable
loss emcrg(,"tlCC for accident years 2006 and prior. They dctclmlued that, in Ol'det' to respond to the
significant favorable Joss emergence during 2007 and 2008, greater weight should be applied to the
improving los,<,: experience for
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accident years 2006 and priOJ'. Loss l'cs.erve selections therefore gavclucreased weight to the improved
experience and less weight to the ground-up claim projections for these accident years, as the experience

has continued to impl'ovc relative to the claim benchmark that was originally established for these accident
years. For accident year 2007, the chlim projections include claims relating to the credit crisis. The
recognition of these projections resu1tt.o.d in a significant increase in loss rC.<;erves for some D&O sllbclasse..'>,
However this was pmtially offset by favorable loss development for other subclasses that were significantly
less affected by the credit crisis. The overall development for accident year 2007 was thus only a modc..<:t
increase in loss reserves. The reserves established for accident year 2008 reflect AKr's expectation of
increased claim activity relating to the credit crisis. Given the uncertainty oftbc ultimate development from
claims relating to the credit crisis in accident years 2007 fino 2008, there isa greater than normal potential
vadation in the Joss ratios for these accident years. The increased re..'>ponsiveness to the improving loss
trends for accident years 2006 and ]Jrk!l' resulted in approximately $225 million offavorable loss
development in the fourth quarter of 2008 for this business, primarily in aceider.1t years 2004 and 2005,
For tbe year~end 2007 loss reserve review, AlG's actuaries determined that no significant changes In
the a&<:umptions were required, Prior accident year reserve development in 2007 was favorable by
approximately $305 million, due primarily to favorable development £l'om accident years 2004 and 2005,
and to a lesser extent 2003 and 2006, AlG's actuaries continued to benchmark the loss reserve indications to
the gl'ound~up claim projections provided by AlG claims staff for this class of business, For the year-end
20071055 reserve review, the ground-up claim projeotions included all accident years througb 2006, and
included stock options backdating-related exposures from accident year 2006.
For the year-end 2006 loss J'CSCl'VC review, AIG's actul:ll'ies determined that no sibl"nificant changes in
the assumptions were required, Prior accident year loss development in 2006 was favorable by
approximately $20 mil1ion~ an insignificant amount for these classes. AIG's actuaries continued to
benchmark the loss reserve indications to the ground-up claim projections provided by AlG claims staff for
this class of business. For the year-end 200610s8 reserve review, the grollnd~u!} claim projections included
all accident years through 2005.
Los.'S reserves pe.Jtaining to D&O and Jelated management liability classes of business are included in
the other liability claims made Hne of business, us presented in the table above.

Healthcare: Healthcare business \vriuen by Commerc·ial Insurance produced moderate favorable
development in 2006 and 2007 and significant favorable development in 2008, Healthcare loss reSL'1"VCS
have benefited from favorable market conditions and an improved legal environment in accident years 2002
and subscque.nt, following a period of adverse loss trends and market conditions that began in the mid
1990·s. For the year~end 2008 loss reserve review, AIG's actuaries responded to the consistently favorable
experience observed during the late!'..1 three years by utilizing more responsive a&<;l.1mptions relating to loss
development factors, loss trend factors, and expected loss ratios for this businc,<:;s, These modified
ass:tnnptions resulted in approximately $140 million of additional tavorable development that was
recognized in the fourth quarter of2008 for this bm,.iness,
Overview ofLoss ReseJ'Ving Process
The General Insurance loss reserves can generally he categorized into two distinct groups. One group is
short-tail classes ofbusincss consisting principally of property, pel'sonallines and certain c,asualty classes.
The other group is 10t1g~1ail casualty classes of business which includes excess and umbrella liability, D&O,
professional liahility, medical malpractice, workers' c{ljl1pensation~ gOJleralliability, products liability and
related classes,
/)'hQf1- Tail

ReServes

of the loss ratio
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Long~ Tail

Reserves

l~iimation

of ultimate net losses and Jo,% expenses (net losses) for long-tail casualty classes of business

is a complex -process and depends on a number of factors, including the clm;s and volume of business
involved. Experience in the more recent accident years of long·tail casualty classes of lm.'liness shows
limited statistical credibility iL1l'CPOlicd net losses because a relatively low proportion of llet losses would
be rcported claims and expenses and an even smaller percentage would be net losses paid. Tberefore, lBNR

would constitute a relatively high proportion afnet losses.
AIG's carried net long-tail loss reserves arc tested using Joss trend factors that AIG considers
appropriate for each class of business. A variety of actuarial methods and assumptio11S is normally
employed to estimate net losses for [oug-tail casualty c!asse..,> of businesses. These methods ordinadly
involve the use of loss trend factors intended to reflect the annual growth in loss costs from one accident
year to the next. For the majority of IOllg~tail casualty classes of business, net loss trend factors
approximated five percent. Loss trend fae-tors reflect many items including changes in claims handling,
exposure and policy forms; current and future estimates of monetary inflation and social inflation and
increases in litigation and awards, These factors are periodically reviewed and adjusted, as appropriate, to
reflect emerging (rends which are based upill1 past loss experience. Thus, many factors are implicitly
considered in estimating the year to year growth in loss costs.

A number ofnctuarial assumptions are generally made in the review ofresel'ves for each class of
business. For longer-tail classes of business, actuarial assumptions generally are made with respect to the
following:
• Loss trend k'lctors which are llsed to establish expected loss ratios for subsequent accident years
based on t11C projected loss ratio for prior accident years.
• Expected loss ratios for the latest accident year (i.e., accident year 2008 for th.e year-end 2008108s
reserve analysis) and,in some cases for accident years prior to the latest accident year. The cxpected
loss ratio generally reflce-ts the projccted loss ratio from prior accidc.nt years, adjusted for the loss
trend (see above) and the effect of rate changes and other 'lwmt1fiable Hlctors on the Joss rHtio, For
Jow-frequency, high-severity classes such as excess casualty, expected Joss ratios generally are used
for alleast the three most recent accident ye.qrs.
• Loss development factors which arc used to project tho rcported losses for each accident year to an
ultimate basis. Gencndly, the act.ualloss development factors observed fi'om prior accidellt years
would be used as a basis to determine the loss development factors for the subsequent accident years.
AIG records quarterly changes in loss reserves for each ofits many General Insurance classes Df
business. The overall change in AlG's loss reserves is batted on the sum of these classes Qf business
For most long-tail classes of business, the process ofrecording quarterly loss reserve changes
involves determining the estimated CUlTent loss ratio for each class of coverage. TlJis I{lSS ratio is multiplied
by the cun'cnt quarter's net earned premium for that class of coverage to determine the current accident
quarter's total estimated net inctmed loss and loss cxpense. The change in loss rescrvC-..'l for the qllarter for

-ehange..~.

Details olth!! Loss Rescl'ving PrQC!lSS
The pro{:ess of determining the current loss ratio for each dass ofbusincss is based on a variety of
factors. These include, but arc not limited \0, the following considerations: prior accident year and policy
year loss ratios; rate changes; changw in coverage, reinsurance, Qr mix of business; and actual ffild
anticipated changes in extemal Hlctors affecting results, such as trends in loss costs or in the legal and
claims environmcnt. The CUJTcnt loss ratio lor each class ofbusincss rd1ccts input from actuarial,
underwriting and claims staff and is intended to represent management's best estimate of the current loss
ratio after reflev'ting all of the factors described above. At the close of e'-dch quarter, the assumptions
underlying the loss ratios are reviewed to detennine if the loss ratios remain appropriate. This process
includes a review of the actual
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affect the loss ratio. When this review suggests that the initially determined loss nttio is 110 longer
appropriate. the loss ratio for current business is changed to reflect the revised assumptions.

A comprehensive annual loss reserve review is completed ill tbe fourth quarter of each year for each
AIG general insurance subsidialY. These reviews are conducted in fun detail for each class of business fol'
each subsidiary, and thus consist ofhundrezls of individual analyses. The purpose ofthcse reviews is to

confirm the appropJiateness of the reserves carried by each of the individual subsidiaries, and therefore of
AIG's overall carried reserves. The rcsct've analysis for each class of business is performed by the actuarial
personnel who arc most famHiar with that class ofbusil1ess. In completing these detailed actuarial reserve
analyses, the actuaries are required to make numerow~ assumptions, including the ,;election of loss
development factors and lo&.<; co~i trend fadors. They are also required to determine and select the most
appropriate actuarial methods to employ for each business class. Additionally, they must determine the
appropriate segmentation of data 11'0111 which the adequacy of the reserves can be most accuJ'.iltely tested. In
the <:ourse of these detailed re.."erve reviews a point estimate of the loss reserve is determined. The sum of
these poil1t estimates fot each class of business for each subsidiary provides an overall actuari,tl point
estimate orthe loss re<i:erve for that sllbsidial'Y. The ultimate process by which the actual carried reserve..q are
determined con~'iders both the actuarial point estimate and numerous other internal and external factors
including a qualitative assessment ofil1t1ation and other economic conditions in the United StateR and
abroad, changes in the legal, regulatory, judicial and social environment, underlying policy pricing, terms
and conditions, and claims handling. Loss reserve development can also be affected by commutations of
assumed and ceded reinsurance agtcements.

Actuarial Methods (or Maior Classes ofBusiness
In testing the reserves for each class of business, a determination is made by AIG's actuaries as to the
most appropriate actuill'i,tl methods. This determination is based on a variety of factors including the nature
of the claiJns associated with the class ofbusincss, such as :fi'equency or severity. Other factors considered
lnclude the loss development characteristics associated with the claims, the volume of claim data availabletor (he applicable class, and the applicability of various actuarial methods to the ChlSS. In addition to
determining tl,e actuarial methods, the actuaries determine the appropriate loss r~el've grouplngs of data.
For example, ATG writes a great llumbl;,'Tofunique subclasses of professional liability. For pricing 01' other
purposes, it is appropriate to evaluate the profitability of each subclass individually. However, for purposes
of estimathlg the loss reserves for professional liability, it is appropriate to combine the- subclasses into
larger groups. The greater degree of credibility in the clailUs experience ofthe larger groups may outweigh
the greater degree ofhomogencity oftJ}(: lndividmu subclasses. This determination of data segmentation and
actuarial methods is carefully conSidered for e.1.cn class ofbusiness, ThG segmt.'1ltatiol1 and actuarial
methods chosi.,.'n are those which together are expected to produce the most accurate estimate of the loss
rC'lCl'ves.

Actuarial methods used by AIG tor most long-tail casually classe-s ofbusil1ess include loss
development rnt.1hods and expected loss ratio methods, including "Bomhndt(.'r Ferguson" methods
des("Tihed below. Other methods considered include f1"cquency/severity methods, although these are
generally used by AIG nlOre for pricing analysis than for loss reserve analysis. Loss development methods
utilize the actuallo..<;s dcvel-oprnent patterns from prior accident years to project the reported losses to an
ultimate basis for subsequent accident yeal's. 1,058 development methods generally are most appropliate fbr
classes ofbusincss which exhibit a stable pattem of loss development tl'01n one accident year to the next,
and for which the components oftbe classes have similar development dlaracteristics. For example,
property exposures would gelleral.ly not be combined into the same class as casualty exposures, and primary
casualty exposures would ge.nerally not be combined into tbe same class as excess casualty exposures,
Expected loss ratio methods arc generally utilized by AIG where the reported loss data lacks sufficient
credibility to utj}jze loss development methods, such as for new claRscs of business or fbi' long-tail classes at
early stages ofloss development

expected loss ratio is applied only to
tail class ofbusiness 101' which only
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10 percent of the losses are expected to bere-ported at the end of the accident year~ the expected loss ratio
would be applied to the 90 percent of the losses still unreported. The actual reported losses at the end of the
accident year would be added to determine the total ultimate loss estimate for the accident yeur. Subtracting
the reported paid losses and loss cxpe-nses would result ill the indicated loss reserve. In the ~xample above-,
the expected loss ratio of70 percent would be multip[ied by 90 percent. '1'he result of63 percent would be
applied to the earned premium of $1 0 million resulting in an estimated unrepOlit.-'d loss of $6.3 million.
Actual reported losses would be added (0 ll.D"ive at the total ultimate losses. If the rep0l1ed losses were
$1 million, the ultimate loss estimate under the "Bomhuctter Ferguson ll method would be $7.3 million
versus the $7 million amount under the c.xpcctcd loss ratio method described above. Thus, the "Bornhtlettel'
Ferguson" method gives partial credibility to the actual loss experience to date for the class of business.
Loss development methoos generally give fun credibility to the reported loss experience to date. In the
example above, loss de.vclopmcnt methods would typically indicate an ultimate loss estimate of$IO mmion,
as thereportcd lossesof$l million would be estimated to renect only 10 percent of the ultimate losses.

A key advantage of loss development methods is that they respond quickly t{l ,my actual changes in Joss
CORts for the class ofbusiness, Therefore, if 108s experience is unexpectedly deteriQrating or improving, the
lm.'S development method gives full credibility to the changing experience, Expected loss ratio methods
would be slower to respond to the change, as they would continue to give more weight to the expe(..'ted loss
ratio, until enough ev:id\:l1ce emerged for the expectcd loss ratio to be modified to reflect the changing loss
experience. Oil Ole other hand,loss development methods have the disadvantage of overreacting to change.;;;
in reported losses ifin fact the loss experience is not credible. :For example, the presence or absence oflarge
losses at the carly stages ofloss development eeuld cause the loss development method to overreact to the
favorable 01' unfavorable expedence by assuming it wilt continue at later stage-q of development, Tn these
instances, expected loss ratio methods such as "Bomhuetter Ferguson!' have the. advantage ofproperly
recognizing large losses without extrapolating unusual large loss activity onto the unrcpOlicd porlion ofille
losses for the accident year. AW's loss reserve reviews for !ong~tail classes typically utilize a combination
ofbotb loss development and expected loss ratio methods. Loss development methods are ge.ncrally given
more weight for accident years and classes of business where the loss experience is highly credible.
Expected loss ratio methods are given more weight where the reportod Joss experience is less credible~ or is
driven more by large losses. Expected 105s ratio methods require sufficient information to determine the
appropriate expected loss ratio. Thisinformatioll generally includes the actuulloss ratios for prior accident
years, and rate changes as well as underwriting 01' other changes which would affect the loss ratio. Further,
an estimate of the loss cost trend or lDss ratio trend is .required in order to allow for the effect of inflation
and other factors which may increase or otherwise chango the loss costs from one accident year to the next.
Frequency/severity methods generally rely on ihe determination of an ultimate number of claims and an
average severity for each claim for cac·h accident yc<'1l'. Multiplying the estimated ultimate numbel' of claims
for each accident year by the expected average severity of each claim produces the estimated ultimate loss
for the accident year. Frequency/severity methods generally require a sufficient volume of claims in order
for the average severity to be predictable. Average severity for subsequent accident years is generally
determined by applying an ~:stimated aunual loss cost trend to the estimated avel1lge claim scverily from
prior accident years. Frequency/severity methods have the advantage that ultimate claim counts can
gene-sally be estimated more quickly and accurately than can ultimate losses. Thus, if the avcrage claim
severity can be accurately estimated, L.1CSC methods can more quickly respond to changes in loss experience
than other methods, However, tor average severity to be predictable, the class of business must consist of
homogeneous types of clailns for which loss sevelity trends from one year to the !lext are reasonably
a'5
consistent. Generally these methods work beRt for high frequency, low severity classes
personal auto. AlG also utilizes these methods in pricing subclasses of professional liability. liO\"Ove,., .~[V
does not generally utilize frequency/severity methods to t{~st loss reserves, due to the general
AlG's reserves being applicable to JOWel' frequency, higher severity commercial c·Jasscs of business where
averago claim severity is volatile,
Excess Casualty: ArG genenlily uses a combination of loss development method,:: and expected loss
ratio methods for excess casually classes. Expected loss ratio methods are generally utilized for at teast the
three latest accident years, due to the relatively low credibility of the reported losses. The loss experience is
generally reviewed separately for lead umbrella classes and for other excess classes, due to the relatively
shorter tail for lead umbrella business. Automobile~related claims are generally reviewed separately from
1101HIUtO daims~ due to the shorter~tuil
AID 200R Form lO-K 89
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nature of the automobile related claims. Claims relating to certain latent exposure.'l such as construction
defects or exhaustion of underlying product aggregate limits arc reviewed separately due to the unique
emergence patterns oflosses relating to these claims. The expected loss ratins utilized for recent accident
years are based on the projected ultimate loss ratios ofpl'ior years, adjusted for rate changes, estimated loss
cost tronds and all othet' changes that can be quantified, The estimated loss cost trend utilized in the yearend 2008 reviews averaged approximately five percent for excess casualty classes, Frequency/severity
methods are generally noi utilized as the vast majority of repolied daims do not result in a claim payment.
In addition, the average severity varies significantly from accident yem' to accident year due to large losses
which characterize this class of business, as well as changing proportions of claims which do noi result in a
claim payment.
D&O: AIG generally utilizes a combination ofloS5 development methods and expected loss ratio
methods tor D&O and related management liability classes of business. Expected loss ratio methods are
given more weight in the two most recent accident years, wh{;..'fcas loss devclopment methods are· givt..'11
more we1ght in more mature accident years, In addition to these traditional actuarial methods, AlG's
actuaries utilize ground-up claim projections provided by AIG claims staff as a benchmark for determining
the indicated ultimate losses for an accident years other than the most recent accident year. For the year-end
200S 10&'< reserve review, claims projections for accident. years 2007 and prior were utilized. These cla%'CS
of business reflect clainJs made coverage, and losses are characterized by Jow frequency and high severity.
Thus, the claim projections can produce an overall indicator of the ultimate Joss exposure for these classes
by identif)dng and estimating all large losses. Frequency/severity methods are generally not. utili:?cd for
these classes as the o\'cralliosses are driven by large los&'{:s more than by claim frequency. Severity trends
havl;1 varied significantly from accident year to accident year.

Workers' Compensation: AIG generally \ltilizes loss development methods for all but the most rccent
accidellt year. Expected lo&s rat10 methods generally arc given significant weight only in the most recent
<lccident year. Workers' compensation claims arc generally characterized by high frequency,low severlty,
and relatively consistent loss development from one fl.cddent year to thencxL AlG is a leading writer of
work,ers' compensation, and thus has sutlicient volume of claims experience to ulilize development
methods. AIG does not believe fi'equcllcy/scverity methods are as appropriate, due to significant growth and
changes in AlG's workers' compcnsation business over the ye-ars. AlG generally segregates California
busine.'iS from other business in evaluating workers' compensation reserves. Certain classes of workers'
compensatiun, such as construction, are also evaluated separately. Additionally, AIG writes a number of
very large accounts which include workers' compensation coverage. These accounts are generally priced by
AlG actuaries, and to Ule extent approprbte, the llldicated Josse..,> based on the pJidng analysis may he
utilized to record the initial estimated loss reserves for these accounts.
Excess Workers' Compensation: AIG generally utilizes a combination ofloss development methods
and expectt.'<.iloss ratio methods. Loss development methods arc given the greater weight for mature
accident years such as 2002 and prior. Expected loss ratio methods are given the greater weight for the more
recent accident years. Excess workers' cornpensatioll is an extremely long-tail class ofhusiness, '\'lith loss
emergence extending for decades. Therefore there is limited credibility in the reported losses for many of
the more recent accident yeat·s. For the mature a<.::ddent years, AlG's a...1:uarlcsutilize claims projections
provided by AlG claims slaffto help detemline the loss development factors for this class ofbu.sinc'HI.
General Liability: AIG generally uses a combination ofloss deveJopmellt methods and expected loss
ratio methods for primary generalliabiJ!ty or products liability classes. For certain classes Qf business with
suffic1ent loss volume, loss development methods may be given significant weight for all but thc mo~i
recent onc or two accident years, whereas for smaller or morc volatile classes of business, loss development
methods may be given limited weight for the five or more ll10"i recent accident years. Expected loss ratio
methods would be utilized for the more recent accident years for these classes. The loss experience for
primary generalllability business is generally reviewed at a level that is beHeved to provide the mOst
appropliatc data for reserve analysis. For example, primary claims made business is generally segregated
from business written on an occuncnce policy form. Additionally, certain subclasses, such a<; construction,
ate generally reviewed separately fl:om business in other subclasses. Due to the fairly long-tail nature of
general liability business, and the many subclasses that arc reviewed individually, there is less credibility in
the reported losses and increased reliance on expected loss ratio methods. AlG's actuaries generally do not
utilize frequency/severity metJlOds to t-est rCSC1VCS for this business, due to significant changes and growth
in AIG's gencralliability and products liability business over tbe years.
90 AlG 7.008 Fom\ lO-K
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Commercial Au(omobUe LlabUity: AIG generally utilizes loss development methods for all but the
most rccc-nt accident year for commercial automobile classes of business, Expected loss ratio methods are
generally given significant weigh.t only in the most recent accidel1( year, Frequency/severity methods are
generally not utilized due to significant changes and growth ill this business over the years.
Healthcare: AlG generally uses a combination oflos8 development methods and expected loss ratio
methods for healthcare classes of business. The largest component of the healthcare business consists of
coverage written for hospitals and other healthcare facilities. Re,,;:;erves for exce.~'1 coverage are tested
separately from those for primmy eove-rage. For primary Goverages, loss development methods are
generally given the majority of the weight for all but the latest three accident years, and arc given some
weight for all years other than the latest accident year, For excess coverage:,>, expected loss methods are
generally given all the weight for the latest three accident years, alld are also given considerable weight for
accident years prior to the latest three years. FDr other classes of healthcare coverage, an analogous
weighting between loss development and expected loss ratio methods is utilized, The weights assigned to
e:ach method are those which are believed to result in the best combinfltion of I'e.."pon~veness and stability.
Frequency/severity methods arc sometimes utilized for pricing certain hcalthcare accounts or business,
However, in testing loss reserves the business is generally c,ombined into larger groupings to enhance the
(.Tedibility of Ute loss experience. The frequency/severity mc'thods that are applicable in pricing may not be
appropriate for reserve testing and thus frequency/severity methods are not generally employed in AIG's
healtllcurc reserve analyses,
Professional Liabtli~y,' AIG generaUy uses a combination of loss development methods and expected
loos ratio methods for professiooalliabitity classes of business. Loss development methods m'e used for the
more mature accident years, Greater weight is given to expected loss ratio methods in the more recent
accident years. Reserves are tested separately for claims made classes and classes wl'iuen on oC0urrence
policy fonTIs, Further segmentations are made in a [nanneT believed to provide an appropriate balanc-e
between credibility and homogeneity of the data. Frequency/severity methods are used in pricing and
profitability analyses for some classes of professional liability; however, for loss reserve testing, the neoo to
enhance credibility gt.'neraHy results in dassel'> that arc not sufficiently homogenous to utilize
frequency/severity methods.

Catastrophic Cafrualty: ArG utiEzes expected lass ratio methods for all accident years for catastrophic
casualty business. 'fhis class of business consists ofcasualty or financialline.<.: coverage which altachc.."l in
excess of very high attachment points; thus the claims experience is marked by very low frequency and high
severity. Because of the limited number of claims, loss development methods are not utilized. The expected
loss ratios and loss development asslUuptions utilized are ba~ed upon. the results of prior accident years for
this business as well as for similar classes of business written above lower attachment points. Thc busim~s
is gCllcral1y written on a claims made basis. A1GuHiizcfl" ground~up claim projections provided hy AIG
c.laims staff to assist in developing the appropriate rescrvc.
Aviation; AIG generally uses a combination oflos5 development methods and expected loss ratio
methods for aviation exposures. A'dation claims are not very long-tail in nature; however, tbey arc driven
by claim severity. 'I1ms a combination of both development Rlld expected loss ratio methods are uscd for aU
hut the latest accident year to determine the loss reserves. Expected loss ratio methods arc llsed to determine
the loss reserve.'l for the latest accident year. Frequency/severity methods arc not employed due to the high
severity nature of the claims and different mix of Claims f!'Om year to year.

Personal Auto

Fideli~yISu}"ety: AIG generally uses loss development methods for tldeHty exposures for all but the
latest accident year. Expected loss ratio methods are also given weight for the morc recent accident years,
and for the latest accident year they may be given 100 percent weight. For surety exposures, AIG generally
use,." the same method as tor short·tail c1asse.'5-.

Afortgage Guaranty: AIG tests mortgage guaranty reserves using loss development meUlods,
supplemerlted by an hltemal claim analysis by actuaries and staff who specialize in the mortgage guarmlty
business, The claim
AIG2008FormlO·K 91
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analysis projects ultimate losses for cla.ims within each of several categories of delinquency based on actual
historical experience and is essentially a frequency/severity analysis fOt" each category of delinquency.
Additional reserve tests using "Bomhucttcr Ferguson" methods are also employed; as well as tests

measuring losses as a Pel'Cellt Qfrisk in force. Reserves are reviewed separately for each class of business to
considcl' the loss development characteristics associated with the claims, the volume of claim data available
for the applicable class and the applicability of various actuatial methods to the class.
SIf()r/~Tail Classes: AIG generally uses either loss development methods or IBNR factor methods io
reserves for short-tail classes such as property coverages. Where a factor is used, it generally represents
Oll prior accident
year experience. Fo!' example, the IBNR for a clas..q of pmperty coverage might be expected to approximate
20 percent of the latest year's earned premhun. The factor is continually reevaluated in light of emerging
claim experience a..<; well as rate changes or other factors that could affect the adequacy of the IBNR factor
being employed.
~et

<t pen.'.enl of earned premium or other exposure measure. The factor is dctcnnined based

International: Business written by AlG\; Foreign Genet'al J1JSUl'allCe sub-segment includes both longtail and shortMtail classes of business. For long-tail classes of business, the actuarial methods utilized would
be analogous to those described above, However, the majority of business written by Foreign General
Insurance is short-tail, high thequency and low severity in nature. For tbis business, loss development
methods are generally employed to test the loss reserves, ArC! maintains a data base of detailed historical
premium and Joss transactions in original cummcy for business \vritton by Foreign General Insurance,
thereby allowing AIG actual'ies to determine the CutTent reserves without any distortion from changes in
exchange 11ltes over time, In testing the Foreign General Insurance reserves, AIG's actuaries segment the
data by region, country or class of business as appropriate to determine an optimal balance between
homogeneity and credibility.

Loss Adjustment F.,XjJenses: AIG determines reserves for legal defense and cost containment loss
adjustment expenses for each class of business by one or more actuadal methods. The methods generally
include devclopmon.t methods analogous to those described for loss development methods. The
developments could be based on either the paid loss adjustment expenses or the ratio of paid loss
adjustment expcl1ses to paid losses., ot' both. O!her methods include the utilization of expected ll1timatc
ratios of paid loss expense to paid losses, based on actual experience from prior accident years 01' from
similar classes of business. AlG gene-mlly detennines reserves for adjuster Joss adjustment expense.." based
on calendar year ratios of adjuster expenses paid to losses paid for the particular class oflmsiness, AlG
generally determines reserves f{)1" other unaUocatcd loss acljw~tmellt expenses based on the ratio of the
cale.udal' year expenses paid to overall losses paid. This determination is generally done for all classes of
business combined. and reflects costs of home office claim overhead as a percent of losses paid.
Clltastrophes: Special analyse.s are conducted by AIG in response to major catastrQphes in order to
estimate AID's gross and nelloss and Joss expense liability n'om the events. These anal~lscs may indude a
combination of approaches, including modeling estimates, ground-up claim analysis, loss evaluation reports
from on-site field adju....ters, and market share estImates,

ATG's Toss reserve analyses do not calculate a range oflof\s reserve eStimates. Because a largo portion
of the loss reserves f1'Ol1'1 AIG's General Insurance. business relates to longer-tail casualty classes of business
driven by severity rather than frequency of claims, such as excess casualty and D&O, developing a range
around loss reserve estimates would not be meaningfuL Using the reserving methodologies desGdbed
above, lUG's actuaries determine their best estimate of the required reserve and advise management of that
amount AIG then adjusts its aggregate carried rCS{l)'ves as nccessary so that the actual carried reserves as of
December 31 reflect this best estimate,
Volqtility Q(Reserve E:~timates and Sensitivity Analvses
As described abnve, AIG uses numerous assumptions in determining its best csthnatc ofl'cscl'ves for
each class of business, The importance of any specific a'lsumption can vary by both class ofbusine..'>8 and
accident year, Ifu<.'tual e:xpe:rience differs from key assumptions used in establishing reserves, there is
potential fur significant variation in the development of loss reserves, pa-rtlcularly for long-tail casualty
classes of business such as excess casualty, D&O Qr \\'orh~rs' compensation. Set faIth below is a sensitivity
analysis that estimates the effect on the loss reserve position ofnsing alt\mlative loss trelld or loss
developmt,"11t factor aSSllmptiolls rather than those actually llsed in determining AlG's best estimates in the
year-end loss reserve ffilulyses in 2008. The analysis addresses each major class ofbusiness for which a
material deviation to AIG's overall reserve position is believed reasonably
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possible. and uses what AIG believes is a rea~onably likely range of potential deviation for each class.
There can be no assurance, however, that actusl reserve development will be consistent with cithc.f the
original or the adjusted loss trend (}f loss development factor assumptions, or that ather assumptions made
in the reserving process will not materially affect reserve development for a particular class ofbl1siness,
r<.Xces8 Casualty; For the excess casualty class ofb'lsincss, the assumed loss cost trend was
approximately five percent. After evaluating the historical loss cost trends f)'om prior accident years since
the early 19905, in AIG's judgme'Alt, it is reasonably likely that actual loss cost trends applicable to the yearend 200810ss reserve review for excess casualty will range from negative five percent to positive
15 percent, or approximately ten percent lower or higher than the assumption actually utilized in the year"
end 2008 reserve review, A ten percent change in the assumed loss cost trend for excess casualty would
cause approximately a $2.4 bmion Increase or a $1.6 billion decrease in the flet loss and loss expense
reserve for this dass of business. It should be emphasized that the ten pe-rr,ent deviations are not considered
the highest possible devia60ns thai might be expected, but rather what is considered by Ala to reflect a
reasonably likely range of potential deviation. Actual loss cost trends in the early ]9908 WC·l'C negative for
several years, including amount." below the negative five percent cited above-, whereas actual loss cost
h-ends in the late 19905 ran well into the double digits for several years, including amount.s greater than the
15 percent cited above. Thus, there can he no assurance that loss trends will not deviate by more than ten
percent. The loss: cost trend assumption is critical for the e.xcess casualty class of business due the long-tail
11ature of the claims and therefore is applied across many accident years.

For the cxcc.ss casualty class of business, the assumed loss development factors are also a key
as~mmption, Atler evaluatit1g the historical loss development facton from plioI' accident years since the
carly 19903, in AIGls judgment, it is reasonably likely that actual10ss development factors wiH range fi'om
approximately 4.4 percent below those actually utilizcdin the ycal'~eJjd 2008 rcscrve review to
approximately 6.4 percent above those factors actually utillzed, ffthe loss development factor assumptions
wore chmlged by 4.4 percenl i'lnd 6.4 percent, re.-.pcclively, the net loss re.',~rves for the excess casualty olass
would decrease by approximately $900 mill.ion under the lower assumptions or increase by approximately
$1.5 billion under t.he higher assumptions. Generally, -actuall1istoricalloss development factors arc used to
project future loss development. However there call be 110 assurance that futme Joss development patterns
will be the same as in the past, or that they will not deviate by more than the amounts illustrated above,
Moreover, as excess casualty is a long~tail class of business, any deviation in loss cost trendsortn loss
development factors might not be discernible for a11 extended period of time subsequent (0 (he recording of
the initial loss 1'eserve estimates for any accident year. ThuS-, there is lhe potential for the reserves with
respect to a number of accident years 10 be significantly affected by change.-~ in tbe loss cost trends Qr lossdevelopment factors that were initially reHed upon in setting the reserves, These changes in loss trends or
loss development factors could be attributable to changes in intlation or in the judicial environment, or in
other sodal or economic conditions affecting claims. Thus, there is the potential for variations greater than
the amounts cited above, cithcrpositivcly or negatively.

15 percent
reserve review. A 20 or
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made basis, the loss reporting and development tail is much shorter than for excess casualty, However, the
high severity nature of the claims doe.'l create the potential for significant devjations in loss development
paltems ffQm one year to the next After evaluating the historical loss development factors for these classes

of business for accident years sim\cthe early 1990s, in ArG'sjudgment. it is reasonably likely that actual
loss development fact-ors wHl range from approximately 8,5 percent lower to 3.5 percent higher than those
factors actually utilized in the year-end 2008 loss reserve review for these classes, If the loss development
factor assumptions were changed by 8,5 percent and 3.5 percent, res.pectively, the net loss reserves for these
cla..<;seswould be estimated to decrease or increase by approximately $300 lnilHOl1 and $150 million,
respectively. As noted above for excess casualty, actual historical loss development factors are generally
used to pl'Oject future loss development. Howe,ver, there can be no assurance that future loss development
patterns will be the same as in the paSt, or that they will not deviate by more than the 8.5 percent or
3.5

~)Crcent aUlOul1ls.

Excess Workers' Compensation: For excess workers' compensation business, loss costs were trended
at six percent per annum. After reviewing actual industry loss trends for the past ten years, in AlG's
judgment, it is reasonably likely th<lt actuulloss cost trends applicable to the year-end 20081053 re..~erve
review for ex~'S work!;.rs' compensation wil1rauge five percent lower or highe.r than this estimated loss
trond. A five percent change in the assumed loss cost trend \vould cause approximately a $425 million
increase Of a $275 million decrease in the net loss reserves for this husincss. It should be emphasizod that
the actual loss cost trend could vary significantly from this assumption, and there can be no assurance that
actual loss costs will not deviate, perhaps materially, by greater than five percent.
For excess workers' compensation business, the assumed loss development factors arc a critical
assumption. EXCeSS workers' compensation is an extremely long-tail class ofbusincss, with a much greater
than normal ul1celtainty as to the appropriate loss development faC1GfS for the taU of the loss development.
After evaluating the hi&'toricalloss development factors for prior accident yeats since the 19805, in AIG's
judgment, it is reasonably likely that actllalloss development factors wHl. range from approximately
12 percent lowl;..'l" to 20 l)(,'t"cent higher than those factors actually utilized in the year-end 2008108s reserve
review for excess workers' compensation. If the loss development factor assumptions were increa..<;ed by
20 percent or decreased by 12 percent, the net loss reserves for excess workers' compensation would
increa.ge or decrease by approximately $950 million and $:550 milJion~ respectively. Given the exceptionally
long~tail {or this class ofbus-iness, there is the potential for actual deviations in the loss development tail to
exeeed the deviations a..'iSUmed, perhaps materially.
Primaryl
For primary workers' compensation, the loss: cost trend assumption
is not believed
\vith respect to AIG's loss reserves. This Is primarily because AIG's actuarie.<;
are generally able to use loss development projections for all bllt the most recent accident yearts reserves, so
there is limited need to rely on Joss cost trend assumptions for primary workers' compensation business.

However, for primary workers' compensation. business the loss development factor assumptions are
important. Generally, AlO's actual historical workers' compensation loss development factors ",>'auld be
expected to provide a reasonably accurate predictor offnture loss development. However, workers'
compensation is a long~tail clasB of business, and ArG's business reflects a very significant volume of
losse:'l particularly in recent accident years due to growth ofthe busines..<;, After evaluating the actual
historiealloss developments since the 19803 fortllis business, inAIG'sjudgment, it is reasonably likely that
actual loss development factors will fall with in the runge of approximately 3.6 pereent below to 9 A percent
above those actuallyutiJized in the yeal'-clld 2008103s rescrve review.1fthe loss development factor
assumptions WCl'\'! changed by 3,6 percellt and 9.4 percent, respectively, the net loss reserves for workers'
compensation would decrease or increase by approximately $900 million and $2.4 billion, respectively. For

tbis class of business. there can be 110 assurance that actual deviations from the expected Joss development
factors will not exceed the dev1ations assumed, perhaps materially.

94 AlG 2008 Forml()"K
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Asbestos fl1td Em'b'o/wren/al Reserves
The estimation

AIG continues to receive claims asserting injuries and damages from toxic waste, hazardous
substances, atid other environmental pollutants and alleged claims to cover-the cleanup costs of hazardous
waste dump sites, referred to collectively as environmental claims, and indemnity claims asserting injuries

from asbestos.
The vast majority Qfthese asbestos and environmental claims emaJlate from policies v{ritten in 1984
and prior years. Commencing in 1985, standard policies contained an absolute exclusion fot' pollutiotl~

related damage and an absolute asbestos exclusion was also implemented. The current environmental
policies that AIG underwTites 011 a daims~made ba,,'is have beG'll exduded fl:om the analysis herein.
The majority of AIG's exposures for asbestos and environmental claims ure excess casualty coverages,
not primary coverages. Thus, the litigation costs are treated in the same malUmr as indenmity amounts. 111ut
is, litigation expenses are included wi111in the limits of the liability AIC incurs. Individual signifi.cant claim
liabilities, where futmc litigation costs arc reasonably determinable, ate established on a cllse~by-case basis.
Estimation of asbestos and environmental claims loss reserves is a subjective process and reserves fOl'
asbestos and environmental claims cannot be e,.'ltimated using conventional reserving teclU1iques such as
those that rely on historical ac.ddent year loss development factol's. The methods used to detcl'tnine asbestos
find envrronmenhilloss estimates and to establish the resulting reserves are continually reviewed and
updated by management.
Significant factors which affect the trends that influence tht\ asbe:'itos and environmental claims
estimation process are the eoul11'esolutions and judieial interpretations which broaden the intent of the
policies and scope of coverage, The current case law can be characterized as still evolving, and there is little
likelihood that any firm direction will develop in the near future. Additionally. the exposures for cleanup
costs of hazardous waste dump sites involve issues such as allocation of responsibility among potentially
responsible parties and the government's refusal to release patiie.-'·' from liability,

Due to this uncertainty, it is not possible to determine the future development ofasbcstos and
environmental claims with the same degree ofreliabiIity as with other types of claims. Such future
development will be affected by the extent to which .courts continue to expand the intent ofthe policies and
the scope of the CQverage, as they have in the past, as well as by the changes in Superfund and waste dump
site coverage and liability issues. If the asbestos and environmental reserves develop deficiently, such
deficiency would have an adverse effect on AIGls future results of operations,
With respect to known asbe,''ltos and environmental claims, AIO established over two decades ago
specialized toxi\) tort and environmental claims units l which investigate and adjust all such asbestos and
environmental claims. These units evaluate these asbestos and enviromnental claims ·utHizing a
c1airn~by"c1aim approach that involves a detailed review ofil1dividual policy terms and exposill'es, Because
each policyholder presents different liability and coverage issues~ AIG generally evaluates exposure on a
policy-by-policy bas.is, considering a variety offactOl's such as known facts, current law, jurisdiction, policy
language amI other factors that are unique to each policy. Qmmtitative techniques have to be supplemented
by subjective considerations, including management judgment. Each claim is reviewed at !ea~'t scml
annually utilizing the aforementioned approach and adj~lsted as necessary to reflect the Cllrrent information.
H

In both the specialized and dedicated asbestos and environmental claims units, AIG actively manages
und pursues early resolution with rc"qpect to these claims in an {tttl'lnpt to mitigate its exposme to the
unpredictable development of these claims. AIG attempts to mitigate its known longHtail environmental
exposures by utilizing a combination ofproactive claimHresolution techniques, including policy buybacks~
complete environmental releases, compromise settlements, and, where indicated, litigation,
AlG 2008 Fcnn JO-K 95
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In order to ensure its ground-up analysts was comprehensive, AIG staff produced the lnfonnation
required at policy and claim level detail for over 800 asbestos defendants. This represented over 95 percent
of all accounts for which AIG had received ally claim. notice of any amount pertaining to asbcs[os ex.posure.
ArG did not set any minimum thresholds, such

M

amount of case reserve ollb;landing, 01' pajd lQsses to (late,

that would have serve<! to reduce the sample size and hence the comprehensiveness or the

ground-up analysis, The results Dfllie ground-up analysis for each significant account were examined by
AIG's claims stafTfcr reasonableness~ for consistetlcy with policy coverage tenus, and any claim settlement
terms applicable. Adjustments were incOl)iorated accordingly. The results fi:om the universe of modeled
accounts, which as noted l\bove Jeflects the vast majority of AlG' s known exposures, were tben utilized to
e,."timate the ultimate losses from accounts or exposures that could not be modeled and to determine an
appropriate provisiQn for unreported claims.
AlG conducted a comprehensive analysis of reinsurance recoverability to establish the appropriate
asbestos and environmental reserve net of reinsurance. AlG determined the amount of reirtsurance that
would 00 ceJed to insolvent reinsurers or to commuted reinsurance contracts for both reported claims and
for IBNR. These amounts were then dt.-ducted from the inruc[l(ed amount ofrcinSUl1ll1CC recoverable,. The
year-end 2008 analysis reflected an update to the comprehensive analysis of reinsurmlce recoverability that
was first completed in 2005 and updated in 2006 and 2007. AU asbestos accounts for which there was a
significant change in estimated losses in the 2008 review were analyzed to determine the appropriate
reserve net ofreinslu'anee.

AIG also completed a top-down report year projection of its indicated asbestos and environmental loss
reserves. These projections consist ofa series of tests pel'fonned separately for asbestos and for
environmental exposures,
For asbestos, these tests project the losses expected to be reported over the next 18 yeats, i,e.• from
2009 through 2026, based -on the aetnallosses reported through 2008 and the expected future loss
emergence for these claims. Three scenarios were tested, with a series of assumptions Junging from more
optimistic to more conservative.
Fo!' el1vil'01l1nental claims, an analogous series offrequency/severity tests are produced. Environmental
claims from futme report yea11l.. (Le" IUNR) are projected out eight years) i.e., through the year 2016,
At year·,cnd 2008, AIG considered a number of factors and l'ecent experience in addition to the results
oftlle respective top-down and growld-up analyses pelformed for asbestos and environmental reserves. AlG
considered the significant unceliainty that remains as to AIG'g ultimate liability relating to asbe.'ltos and
environmental claims, This uncertainty is due to several factors including:
• The long latency period between asbestos exposure and disease manifestation and the resulting
potential for itwolvement of multiple policy periods for individual claims;
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• The Increase in the volume of claims by cUlTently unimpaired plaintiffs;
• Claims filed under the l1on~aggregate premises 01' operations section of general liability policies;
• The Humber ofinsureds seeking bankruptcy protection and the effect of prepackaged bankruptcies;

• Diverging legal

int(~pl'Ctatiol1s;

<:llld

• With respect to environmental claims, the difficulty in estimating tbe allor..atiofl ofrcll1ediatioll cost
among various parties,

After carefully considering the result,; (Iftbe ground-up analysis, which AIG updates on an annual

basis, as well as all of the above factors, including the recent report year experience, AIG increased its gross
asbestos reserves by 3200 million and increased its net asbcstosl'eserves by $30 million, Additionally,
dUriJlg 2008 all amQunt of adverse incuned loss development pertaining to llsbestos was rcOcctcd which
"vas pl'imat'ily attributed to several large defendants, the effect of which was largely offset by one large
favorable ~ettlemenL

A summary of reserve activity, including e!ltimates for applicable IBNR, relating to asbest<ls and
environmental claims separately and combined appears in the tabJe below. The vast majority of such
c-laims arise {rum policies written in 1984 and priQr years. The current environmental policies that
AIG ulldt~nnitel5on a claims~ma{lc basis have been excluded from the tnble below.
As of Gr fur the Years Ended Deeembt':t 31.

Asbestos:
Liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment
expense at beginning of year

Losses and loss ex:pCllses Incul'~ed '"

Li~i)~;i~~:t~~~~;l;:~(~~::I~Sll~~i:;I:h:nsa'~ills,mellt

e"pense

of yeo,.

Enviwnmentai:
Liabi lity for unpaid claims and claims adjustment
expense a.t beginning of year

Losses and loss expenses incurred"'
Losses and loss expenses paid •
claims and claims adjustment expense

$3,864 $1,454 $4,523 $1,889 $4,501 $1,840
273
53
96
5
572
267

~) ~....ill2l~) ---.illQ)~)
$3,443

~

53,864

~ ~ ~

$ 515 $ 237 $ 629 $ 290 $ 969 $ 410

(44)

(2)

10

13

(231)

(59)

~)

--H!) ~)..-.J!!.0...Jl22)~

Li!Z

$ 194 $ 515 $ 237 $ 629 ~

Combined:

54,379 $1,691 $5,152 $2,179 $5,470 $2,250
229
51
106
18
341
208

Losses and loss expenses paid *
~) ~) .-l!!.Z2)...J2.!l2)~) ....Q:72)
Liability tor unpaid claims: and. claims adjustment expense
a' end of year
83,860 $1,394 $4,379 $1,691 $5,]52

!!1!12

* All amounts pertain to policies underwritten in prior years, primarf~J! to policies fssued in 1984 and
prior.

AIG 20D8 Form IO-K
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The gross and net IRNR included in the liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment

e.x1)ellSe, relating to asbestos and environmental cillims separately and combined wel'c estimated as
follows:

Asbestos
Environmenta.l
Contbined

A summary of asbestos and environmental claims count ncth1ty WitS as follows:

Claim" at beginning of
year
Claims during year:
OpcJJcd
Settled

Survival Ratios

6,563

7,652

14,215

639

l,lJ65

i,11M
(424)

(219)

(21Y/)

6,&78

6.-,6
(150)

7,293

9,fm

17,166

1,593

643

1,383

2,026

(329)

(150)

9,442

16,320

937
(179)

(155)

(3-05)

Ashestos and Environmental

The following table presents AlG's sunlival ratios for asbestos and environmental claims at
December 31, 200S~ 2007 and 2006, The survival ratio is derived by dividing the current carrie-d loss
reserve by the average payments for the three most recent cale-ndal" years for these e-laims. Theretore, the
survival ratio is a simplistic measure estimating the number of years it would be before the current ending
Joss reserves for these daims WQuid be paid off using recent year average payments. Tbe December 31,
2008 survival ratio is lower than the ratio at December 31, 2007 because the more recent periods included
in the rolling average reflect higher claims payments. In addition, AIG's survival ratio for asbestos claims
was negatively affected by the favorable settlement described abovo, as well as several similar settlements
during 2007. These settlements reduced gross and net asbestos sUfvivall'atios at December 31, 2008 by
approximately 1.1 yC3I'S and 2.4 years, respectively, and reduced gross and N'lt asbestos survival ratios at
Decembe.r 31, 2007 by approximately 1.3 yeal's and 2.6 years, respectively. Many factors, sueh as
aggressive scttlcmCl)t procedures, mix ofbusincss and level of coverage provided, have a significant effect
on the amount of asbestos and environmental reserves and payments and the resultant survival ratio.
Moreover, as discussed above, the primary basis for AIG's determination of its reserves is not sUl'vival
ratios, but instead the ground·llp and top·dOWll analysis, Thus, cnution should be exercised in attempting to
determine l'<;lserve adequacy for these claims based simply Oll tllisSlln~val ratio.

AIG's fHn'Vival ratios for asbestos and environmental claims, separately and combined 1 ,,,,"ere
based upon a three~)'ear average payment and were as follows:
Yellr81~nd('d

December 3J,

2008
Survival ratios:
Asbestos

98

5.2

3.7

Environmental

4.4

3.5

Combined

5.1

3.7

AlG 2{lQ8 Foml10-K
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Yeal's Ended December 31,

2007
Survival mtios:
Asbestos

Environmental
COltJbined

7.1

5.6

4.7
6.7

3.7
5.2

2006
Survival ratios:
Asbestos
Environmental
Combined

11.8 12.9
5.6 4.5
10.4 10.3

Life Insurance & Retirement Services Operations

AIG'g Ufe Insurance & Retirement Services operations offer a wide range ofinsurance and retirement
savings products both domestically and abroad.
lUG'S Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Services operations include insurance and investmcnt-

oriented products such as whole and term life. investment linked, universal life and endowments, personal
accidel1t and health products, group products including pension, life and health, and fixed and variable
annuities. The Foreign Ufo Insurance & Retirement Sel'vices pl'Oducts are sold through independent
producers, career agents, financial institutions and direct marketing channels,

AW's Domestic Life Insurance operations offer a broad range ofprotection products, such as
individual life insurance and group life and health products, including disability income products and
payout annuities, which include single premium immediate annuities, structured settlements and terminal
funding aJUlllitics, ThcDomestic Ufe Insurance products arc sold dlfOUgh independent producers, careel'
agents, financial institutions and direct marketing Chal1llels. Home service operations include an array oflifc
insurance, accident and health and annuity products sold pt'imal'ily through career agents:.
AlG's Domestic Retirement Service.;: operations include group retirement products, individual fixed
and variable annuities sold through b1luks, broker-dealers and exclusive s(I}e.s representatives, and anIl11i!y
runoff operations, which inch.lde previously acquired "closed blocks" and other fixed and variable annuities
largely sold through distribution relationships that have beell discontinued,
AlG's Life Insurance & Retirement Services reports its opcmtiollS through the following major internal
repOliing units and legal entities:
Foreign Life Insurance & Redre-mcnt Services
Japan and Other
• American Life Insurance Company (ALlCO)
• AIG Star Life-Insurance Co" Ltd, (AIG Star Life)

• AlG Edison Life Insurance Company (AIG EdhlOl1 Life)
Asia
• American International Assurance Company, Limited, together with American Intel11ational
Assurance Company (Bermuda) Limited (AlA)
• Nan Shan Life Insurance Company, Ltd. (Nan Shan)
• American International Reinsurance Company Limited (AIRCO)
.. The Philippine Americull Life and General Insurance Company (Philamlife)
AIO 2008 Penn lO·K
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Domestic Life Insurance
• American Geneml Life Insmance Company (AIG American General)
• 'The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York (USLIFE)
• American General Life and Accident Insllrance Company (AGLA)

Domestic Retirement Services
• The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALle)

• AIG Annuity Insuranc-e Company (AIG Annuity)
• AIG SunAmerica Ufc Assurance Company (AIO SUlv'\merica)

Life 11lsul'Imce & Retirement SeJ1-'ices llesult£
Life Insurnnce & Retirement Services results were as foIlO\\-'s:

Yean Itudcd December.:!J,

2008
Japan and Other
Asia

Total Foreign Life & Retirement
Services

Domestic Lite Insurance

Domestic Retirement Services
Total
2007

Japan and Other
Asia
Total FOl'Oigl1 Life & Retirement
Services

Domestic Life InsmaDce
Domestic Retirement Services
Total
2006
Japan and Other

Asia
Total Foreign Life & Retirement
Servic.es

Domestic Life Insurance
Domestic Retirement Swvices
Total

Percentage IncreaseJ(Deerease)
2008 vs. 2007:
Japan and Other
Asia
Total Foreign Life & Retirement
Services
Domestic Life Insurance
Domestic Retirement Service-s
Total

100 AlG 2(lO8 Form lQ.K
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Premiums

andOtllcl'
Conslderatlons

Net
Investment
IJlCllIllC

Net Realized
Cllplml GllJll~
(Losses)
(IlInlIJIIQlls)

ToM

Oper.atlllg

Revcllues

Income (Lms)*

YS.

Japan and Other
Asia

]2%
9

16%

28

(20)%

9%
12

3

Total Fore1gn Life & Retiroment
Services

Domestic Life Insurance
Domestic Retirement Services

'I'ota!

The following table presents the gross insurance in force fo-r Life Insurauce & Retirement
Services:
__
AtDeccm!!~_~
2008
2007
20U6
- - (InblllloDs) - -

Foreign*
Domestic

$1,352

$1,327

$1,163

1,026

985

908

Total

~~~

* Includes
2008 and 2007 Comparison
Total revenues decreased in 2008 compared to 2007, primarily due to significantly higher levels of net
realized capital losses and lower net investment income, See Consolidated Re~mlts l.md Investments-

Portfolio Review for further discussion.
Premiums and other c<msiderations increased in 2008 compaoed to 2007 primarily due to increased
production and favorable foreign exchange rates in the Foreign Life Insurance & Reiirement Services

operations and sales of payout al1uuitie-s in Dome-stic Life Insurance.
In addition (0 the higher net realized capital losses and lower l1et investment income noted above the
operating loss for 2008 increased as a result ofDAC and sales inducement asset (SIA} unlocking and
related resel've strengthening of$L5 billLon in th<;l Domestic Retirement Services operations resulting from
the continued weakness in the equity llial'kets, the significanHy higher sUfl'endet' activity resulting Teom AIG
parent's liquidity issues bcgilming in. mid-September and goodwill impairment charges 0[$1.2 billion in the
Domestic Life Insll1'ance and Domestic Retirement Services companies. The impairment charges were
attributable to declines in the estimated fair values of reporting units in the Property and Casualty Group.
Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Se:rvice..<;. Consumer Finance and CapitulMarkets
businesses attributable to the uTIccliain economic environment that developed in latc 2008 coupled with
other indications of fair value developed through the restructuring and asset disposiiion activities. '1110
operating loss also included higher benefit costs in the Japan variable life product resu Iring fl'0111 declines in
the Japanese equity market. These decreases were paliially offset by the favorable cnc<;f ofiQfcign
exchange rates and growth in the underlying business in force. The operating loss in 2008 included a DAC
and SIA benefit of$3.2 bUlion related to net realized capital Josses compared to a benefit of$333 million in
j

2007.
AIG adopted FAS 157 on Jamlary 1, 2008. The adoption ofFAS 157 resulted in an increase in pre~tax
not realized capital losses of $155 million as of January 1.2008. partially off'J.et by a $47 million DAC
benefit related to
AIG 2008 FOlUl tQ.-K
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these l{)sses, These results were primarily due to an increalle in the embedded policy derivative liability
vlliudions resulting fl'om the inclusion of explicit fisk margins.

2007 and 2006 Comparison
The SCVl"1fC credit market disruption was a key drivel' of operating results in 2007 principally due to

Sif,'llificant net realized capital10sses resultlllg fi'om other-thun-tcmpormyimpairment clu~rges and losse."l on
derivative instruments not qualifYing fol' hedge accGllnting treatment. Sec Results of Operations
COI1SDlidated Results - Net Realized Gains (Losses) for fbl'thcl' discussion.
Life Insurance & Retirement SCl'viCQ'> total revenues increased in 2007 compared to 2006 despite the
higher net realized capital losses pdmarUy due to higher premiums and other considerations and higher llet
investment income.
Operating income in 2007 decreased compared to 2006 primarily due to net realized capital losses and
the following:

• mark-tn-market trading losses of$150 milliolll'elated to

illvestment~l1nked

products in the U.K.;

• DAC amortization charges of$108 million related to the adoption in 2007 of SOP 05-1;

• remediation activity charges of$118 million; and

• Gut-of-period adjustments related to UCITS and participating policyholder dividends, which
incl'e<'lsed 2006 opcraling income by $332 million.

These decreases were partially offset as opeJating income in 2006 was negatively affected by charges
of$125 million for tJ1C Superior National arbitration rliling~ $66 mil!iolll'elated to exiting the domestic
financial institutions credit life business and $55 million related to oilier litigation chRrges,
Foreign Llfe btsurance & Retu·ement Services Results
Foreign Ure Insu"uncc & Retircnumt Services results on a sub~product basis were ItS follows:
PI·<lllliUIll~

and

Otb¢r
Years Ended DeC1l111beJ· 31,

Net
Nct Healizlld
Investment Capltlll Galn~

ConsideratiollS

lllcome

(Louts)

Totfll

0lleratillg
Illoome I

Rc"enlle~ ~

<In mmlon~)

2008

Ufe insurance
Personal accident
Group products
Individual fixed annuities

Individual variable annuities

Total

17,839 $
7,055
3,777
761

1,734 $
371
510
2,320
~
(2,974)
$
29,919 $ 1,961 S

(8,837) $10,736 $ (5,669)
(385) 7,041
1,040
73
4,360
564
(2,660)
421
(2,125)
2_4 (2,463) ~
(11,785) $20,095 ~

102 AIG200SP0l11l10·K
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Years Ellded December 31,

Premltlms Rnd

Net

OtJie(

Illvestment

Capital Gains

Total

Income!

C(m~iderntions

Income

~

~!!!

(Lllss)

Operating

Nt\tRi'flltzed
(In milUons)

2007

Life insurance
Personal accident

7,473
354
753
2,283

Group products

Individual fixed annuities
Individua! variable annuities
Total

$

460

986

26,601

$ 1l,849

85
(3)
(76)

$24,188
6,445
3,656
(171)
2,550
--ill) 1,424
~ ) $38,263

3,898
1,457
263
548

$22,243
5,858
2,921
2,458
1,151
$34,631

4,247
1,459
450
580
~
$ 6,881

2006

Life insurance
Personal accident
Group products
Individual fixed annuities
Individual variable annuities

5,937
285

Total

Percentage Increasel(Decrcase) 2008
"9.2007:

Life insurance

7%

Personal accident

16
27
74
6

Group products
Individual-fixed annuities

Individual val'iable annuities
Total
Percentage IncreaseJ{Dccrcasc) 2007
vs.2006:
Life insurance

~%

6%

Personal accident
Group products
Individual fixed annuities
Individual variable annuities

Total

(77)%

(56)%
9
19
(83)

5
(32)
2

(83)%

.-%

26%

(85)%

~%

(29)
114

9%

10

24

10

34

16

25

10

13

(8)%
(42)

4

_ _ _"",'", __--"c'" ~~~~"

(6)

24

(79)

10%

(10)%

AlG transacts business in most major foreign cmrcncies and therefore premiums and other
considerations reported in U,S, dollars vary by volume and ii'om changes in foreign CUlTency translation
rates,

The following table summarizes tbe effect of changes in foreign currency exchange rates on the
growth oftne :F'orcign Life Insurance & Retirement Services pr(',miums and other considerations:

Growth in original currency*
Foreign exehange effect
Growth as reported in U.S. dollars
of:

6.7% 7.6%
~
~%~%

2JI.

Computed using a con:·:tant e:r:change rate each period.
A!G2(}08FonlllD--K.
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2008 and 2007 Conmarisofl

Total revenues for Foreign Life I11Surance & Retirement Services in 2008 decreased compa1'ed to 2007
primarily due to substantial net realized capital losses and significantly lDwer net investment income. See
Consolidated Results - Net Investment Income and - Net Realized Capital Gains (Losse.,;).
e~

lCh~~:~:tz;~Ie,lti::~t\~~~~~~~~;~t:;~ ~!;:oU~:I,:~~J ~:,~:::,::~)l~~D~ol,.~ce;;andduethe
to:positive effect offQl'eign
• higher losses 01'$262 million 011 certain investment linked-products in the D.K. due to mark~to"
market trading losses partially offset by a positive change in benefit reserves resulting from changes
to the Premier Access B(lnd pwduct following significant surrender activity as a result of the AlG
Hquidityissues in mid~September, As allowed under the contraot terms surrenders were suspended to
allow suft1cielll time to develop an appropriate course of action with [:he respective djstribution
network and to protect the interest of the fund's policyholders, Policyholders received a cash
distribution equal to approximately half of their aCCQunt value and were given the option to receive
the remainder in cash at a discounted amount based on the value of the l.U1derlying investments or
transfer their aCGount valuo into a newly cH:atcd fund, TIle newly created fund is valued at the net
asset value of the underlying investments but provides for a guarantee of a minimum amount should
thepolic)1wldcr remain in the ftmd uutil July 2012. Any stll1'cndcrs prior to July 2012 will be at the
net asset value;
j

• highel' benefit cosrS,llet of related DA.C unlocking, of$106 million principally related to volatility in
the Jap-<1uese equity market and declines in interest rates and.

favorable effect all operating income of$151

to a $183 million positive

effect in 20(l7.
PartiaUy offsetting these items wel'ehigher DAC and SIA benefits of $132 million related to the net
realized capital losses and higher sllrrender chut'ge incomo related to the temporary spike in policy
sUlTenders during the fourth quarter. Generally> surrenders have returned to DOI'mallevels in the foreign
operations.. Tn addition, operating income for 2007 included $118 million ofremcdlation activity chat'ges
and $67 million of additional dairn expense related to an industry-wide regulatory claims review in Japan.

2007 and 2006 Comparison

Total revenues for Forc1gn Life Insurance & Retirement Services in 2007 increased compared to 2006l
primarily due to higher premiums and other considerations and net investment inc<Hue partially offset by net
realized capital losses. Net investment income increased in 2007 compared to 2006 due to higher levels of
assets under managementl higher policyholder trading gains and higher partnership and mutual fund
income,
Operating income decreased in 2001 compared to 2006 principally duo to:

• net realized capital losses;
• marbto¥mal'ket trading losses of$150 million related to investment-linked products in the U.K;
• remediation activity charge of $118 mUlion;
• additional claim expense of $67 million relating to an industry-wide regulatory review of claims in
Japan;
• additional policyholder benefits expense of$36 milliol1related to a closed block of Japanese business
with guaranteed benefits; and

These decreases were pll,.ltially offset by higher net investment income, a $183 million positive effect of
changes in actuarial {',stima1cs and the positive effect of changes in foreign exchange rates.
104 AlG 2008 Fonn lOoK
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Foreign Lifi~ btsunwce & Retil'emerzt Services Sales umlDeposits*
First year premium, single prcntiUnl and annuity deposits for Foreign Life Insuranc,e &

Retirement Services WC1'C as foHows:
l'et'Cellll1ge IllI.'l'case (DecrCi\se)

Yelll'g Ended J)('.cemlJer 3t,
~~~

2008 \IS 2007
Orlghml
U.S.$ Currency

2007 vs 2006
Ol'lglmll
Currency

IV".$

(InmilliOIl6)

$ 4,815 $ 5,032 $ 4,542 (4)%
10,738 15,905 5,283 (32)
17,665 19,150 21,916 (8)

(7)%

11%

(33)

201

(9)

(13)

9%

183
(18)

*' ExdMdes operations in Brazil,
2008 and 20M Comparisrm
First year premium sales 1112008 decHned compared to 2007 primarily due to decrcases in life
insllran,;:c and personal accident sales, In Japan, life insurance sales were lower due to reduced levels of
increasing term sales and lower sales in the fom1h quarter of200Sl'eiated to AIG's liquidity issues. Also in
Japan, personal accident sales declined In the direct marketing distribution channel due to lower response
rates resulting from market saturation. In Taiwan~ regular premium life insurance sales declined due to a
shift in sales 10 investmeltt·linked and variable mmuity products, These decl.ines were partially off.<:rel by
increases in grollp products sales, partkuln:l'ly in Japan, Australia find the Middle East.
Single promium sales in 2008 declined compared to 2007 primarily due to lower gllarantecd income
bond deposits in the U.K which fen as customers shifted to variable annuity products during the first three
quarters of tIle year and which were significantly negatively affected in the fourth quarter by AIG's liquidity
issues, Single premium sales in Asia also dropped as customers became concerned about declining equity
markets, particularly in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and China. A new Single premium personal
accident and health product launched in Japan during the first quarter 0[2008 continues to perform wen and
sales, which started through banks, are being expanded to the agency channels.
Annuity deposits decreased in 2008 compared to 2007 as the decline in individual variable annuity
deposits more than offset the increase in individual fixed ammity deposits. Investmcnt*1illkcd deposits in the
U.K. decreased significantly in tbe fourth quarter of2008 due to the 1\10 liqllidity issues. Individual
variable annuity deposits in Taiwan increased in 2008 compared to 2001 due to the launch of a new variable
mmuity product. In Japan, individual fixed annuity deposits increased in 2008 compared to 2007 due
prhnm'ily to a favorable exchange rate enviromuent for non~ye-ll denominated products. However, AIG's
liquidity issues and the planned disposition of AIG's Japan life operations negatively affected deposits in
the fOUlih quarter of 2008 as banks suspended the distribution of AIG products. While some banks in Japan
have resumed sales of utulUity products, most have not. AIGhas, therefore, increased sales of annuity
deposits through agents.
2007 and 2006 Comparison

First year premium sales in 2007 increased compared to 2006 in both U.S, dollar term,~ and original
cUlTency primarily due to strong investmcl1t·Ol'lcnted product sales in Southeast Asia. This increase was
partially offset by declines in Japan resulting f)-om the suspension of increasing term sales and Jower
personal accident production resulting from changes in local tax regulations.
Singlepl'cmiut11 sales in 2007 incrcased dramatically compared to 2Q06, driven primarily by guaranteed
income bond sales in the U,K. and investment~ol'iented product saleS' in Hong Kong and Singapore.
Annuity deposits declined in 2007 compared to 2006. Individual fixed annuity deposits were negatively
affected by an unfavorable exchange rate envirollment and a shift to variable annuity products. Individual
variable mmuity deposits dedined in 2007 compared to 20G6in both Europe and Japan, In Europe, lower
deposits reflected the effect of tax law changes that reduced tax benefits to policyholders. In Japan, lower
sales resulted from increased
AIG 2008 Form I(l..K
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competition and the introduction of a new law that increased sales complianee and cuslOmel" suitability
requirements.

Domestic Life Insurance Results
Domestic Life Insurance results, presc-nted on a snbwprodnct basts were as follows:
Other

Net
Investment

Net Realized
Capitll.IGaills

f.~.l!~,~!!.~r~ti,o!l::~

_!~~

~

Prcmlumg and

YCllrs Ended Deecmbc!'}}.,

2008
Life insurance
HomeservJce

2,478
743
847

2007
Life insurance
Home service

Total

1)24
613

192

(8,182) $(4)80) $ (7,360)
(1,422)
(66)
(1,314)
(336)
(332)
703
(1,209)
2,164
(1,026)
~) ~ ~)
$ (11,568) $(1,521) $(10,238)

2,152
767
842
1,&20
_ _ _5_5
S
5,83§

1.52&
640
200

(584) $ 3,296
(HK»)
1,307
(16)
1.026
(67)
2,906
493
___Q.!D
~~JW $ 9,028

2,127
790

1,377
630
213
1,004
~
$ 3,778

(83) $ 3,421
(38)
1,382
(8)
1,200
(51)
2,535
568
--ill)
~) $ 9,106

2006
Lifo numrance
Home service

Tota!

Income
~

(Inmilliolls)

1,242
~1!
$ 3229

Total

Opcl'a!lng

Total
Re\'enlte~

$

49
5,543

$

226
216
67
74
59
642

$

654
282
(159)
76
64
917

:Percentage Increasef(Decrcase) 2008 VS.

2007:
Life insurance
Home service

5%
(3)
I
17

(13)%
(4)
(4)
8

%

%

-%

(31)
(26)

Total
106 AlG 2008 Fonn IO·K
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Premiums and
Other
Considerations

Years Ended Decemoor 31,

Net
Investment
IIlc-onte

Operating

Net Rcalllcd
CllJ)ital Gains

Tllflll

IJlcOm(~

~

Revenues

~

(!nmi1JioJ1S)

Percentage Increasel{Decrease) 2007 VS.

2006:
Life ir,suran-ce
Home service
Group life/health
Payout lUll1tlHic.'l
Individual fixed and runoff annuities
Total

11%
(3)
(15)

15
_ _ _1_2

11%
2
(6)

15

----.lli)

~~~~5%

6%

-%

(4)%
(5)
(15)

15

__fl'!)

(3)
---<§.)

''''''%~)%~)%

(b) Prerniums and other considerations include structured settlemeNts, single premium immediate annuities
and tenninalfunding annuities.

2008 and 2007 Comparison

In~gU~r,~an~~Cre:d~:c;~cr~:c~a:Sr~Cd:~j~n.;20;:O~8'~~~::P~;~~,;f]:;~~:;t;~~f:,~r':~:~~:~d

Total revenues
Life
significantly
higher for
net Domestic
realized capital
pn..m lums and other considerations. Dome..-.:tic Life Insurance premiums and
due to strong payout annuities sales and growth in life insul'alloC business in force, The growth in payout
annuities deposits was ddvcn by structltred seitlement and terminal funding annuities in both the U.S, and
Canada, Net investment income declined -due to higher policyholder trading losses offset in policyholder
bcnefits,reducetl overall investlnent yields from increased levels of shorHenn investments and lower
partnership and call and tender income. Partially offsetting ihese items were growth in 'underlying
businesses and reduced losses due to the phaseout of syufhetic fncl production investments. The i11crease in
net realized capital losses was primarily driven by other-than~temponuy impairment charges, See Results of
Operations - C0l1sofidatea Results- Net Investment Income and Net Reatized Capital Losses and
Investments - Securities Lending Activities.
Domestic Life JJlsurancc reported a significant operating loss in 2008 compared to operating income in
2007 due principally to signifie<mtly lm.yer revenues (as described above), goodwill impairment charges and
restructuring expenses in 2008, Partially offsetting these items was the continued growth in the underlying
business in force and favorable mortality experience ill life insurance and payout anl111.1ties. Life insmal1cc
results were also affected by higher DAC amortization of $30 million related to the change in the unearned
revenue liability described above, resulting in a net benefit of$22 million. In addition, 2007 payout
annuities operating income was adversely affected by a $30 million adjustment to increase group annuity
reserves. Policyholder benefit reserves in 2008 included an increase of$12 million related to the workers'
compensation reinsurance program compared to a reduction in expense of$52 million in 2007.
income (los..q) includes a DAC benefit related to realized capital losses of$364 milJion in ZOOS c<,mr"red to
a benefit of $13 million in 2007.
2007 and 2006 Comparison

Life Insurance dccrcnscd in

Operating income decreased in 2007 compared with 2006 due principally to net realized capltallosses,
In addition, operating income in 2007 was negatively affected bya $52 miJJioll charge <lue to cllanges in
actuarial estimates which included DAC unlocking and refinements in estimates resulting j}Olll actuarial
valuation system enhancements <ll1d a $67 million increase in DAC am0l11zation rdated to SOP 05-1. These
items were pal1ially
AJG 2003 Form lOoK 107
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offset by a $52 million decrease ill])olicy bellefits due to additionall'einsut'ance l'ccoveries associated with
Superior National. Operating income in 2006 included a $125 million charge related io the Superior
National workers' compensation 3t'bitration, a $66 million luss l'elated to exiting the financial institutions
credit life business and a $55 million charge related to litigation reserve."l,
Domestic Life Insurance Sales alld Deposits
Domestic Life Insufnncc sales and deposits by product* were as follows:
Y('.ar~

Ended Decemher
3J,

Pel'eenlage Increase!
(DecreiUe)

20(182007
2006
Z03S VS. 2007
- - - - -----onmilliolls)

2007 Vll. 2fHJ6
---

Life insurance

Periodic premium by product:
Universal life
Variable universal life
Term life
\V1101c life/other
Total periodic premiums by product
Unscheduled and single deposits
Total life insurance
nome service

Life insunm<:e and accident and health
Fixed annuities

Unscheduled and single deposits

Total home service
Group lifelhcalth
Payout annuities
Individual fixed and runoff annuities
Total sales and deposits

167 $ 230 $ 334
63
55
56
210
240

--.!!

--.!1.

451

6±:l

-ill

~
912

~

87
96
95
199
116
107
21
18
19
307
230
221
121
118
148
2,893 2,612 2,465
~ --=!lQ ---M1.
~ ~ $4,387

(9)
1
72
8
17---i2J
33
4
3
(20)
11
6

---.m

15%

~)
(2)%

be collected over a one~

2008 qnd 2007 CQnmqrison

Total
the U.s.

as a result of the interest rate

The U.s,

lOS AIG 2008 Form 1Q..K
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Domestic Retb'ement Serl1ices Re....uffs
Domestic. Retirement Seryices rcsldts, presented on a

Yean ElIlJI,!d Ikcembm' 31,

PremiliffiSlmd
Other

Investment

~!

-.!~

sub~product

Net

basis were as follows:

Net Realized
C:'!pHai Gab.s

Tot:'!}

~

Re~'cnues

Opl;rating
IncoIDl.'(I,OSl>)(lI)

(lumUUDns)

2008
Group retiremcnlproducts

401

1,461

Individual fixed annuities
Individual variable ann\litics
Individual atmuities -flmoi!

128

2,487

584

85

(6,700) $ (4,838)
(11,928)
(9,313)
(1,281)
(612)

(6,283)
(11,646)
(1,884)

(l~

Total

2007
(451) $ 2,275
(829)
2,931
(45)
748

446

96
627

fixed annuities
Individual variable annuities
Individual al1llUities- runoff

696
530
122

(I»
Total

2006

(I»
Total
$
Percentage Increase/(I)ecrease)
2008 VS. 2007;

Individual fixed annuities
Individual annuities ---runoff
Total

[8
[,057

(10)%
33
(7)

Group retirement products
Illdividual variable annuities

2,279
3,581
202

386
122
531

Group retirement products
Individual frxed annuities
Individual variable annuities
Individual annuities - nmoff

----.m!)
.'

(5)%

(144)
(257)
5

2,521
3,446 .
738

1,017
1,036
193

426~)

$

6,488

$

436
(404) $ 7,141

(34)%
(30)
(48)

-%

(31)%

-%

--f12) _ _._-

$

7_7
2,323

(315)%
(417)
(182)

-%

(348)%

-%

-ill.!)

-_

Percentage Increasc/(Dccrease)
16%

(21)
18
Individual annuities Total

runoff

(32)%
(49)
(37)

-%

2
(18)

_ _-:-:::.. __..fD
----'"..

'%

===='"===,,,,,,," =~~==';;;''''

(aJ 20G!8 o,'er<"il1:~ incanw (i'oss) includes goodwill impairment charges of $817 million for fndividual/fxed
(b) Prlmarnv represents runoffannuUy business sold through discontinued dIstributIon relationships.
AIG 2008 Flinn lC-K
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2008 and 2007 Comnarison
Domestic Retirement Services incuned an operating loss in 2008 compared to operating 111come in

2007, primarily due to significantly increased net realized capital losses, losses on partncrshij) investments
as well as DAC unlocking and related reserve strengthening resulting from increas.ed sUll'cnders and

deteriorating equity markets and goodwill impairment charges. Sec Results ofOp(,<l'ations - Consolidated
Results -- Net Investment Income and Net Realized Capital Losses for further information, AIG
discontinued its U.s< securities lending program in December 2008. See Investments
Activities.

Securities Lending

B<Jth group retirement products and individual fixed annuities reported operating losses in 2008
compared to operating income in 2007 primarily as a result ofincreas.ed net realized capitallQsses due to
higher other~thmHempornry impairment charges and goodwm impairment charges, 10\\'01' net investment
income due to partnership losses, lower yield enhancement income and reduced overall investment yield
from incre<lsed levels of short~tenn investments, III addition, DAC and SIA unlocking for group retirement
products and individual fixed annuities totaled $210 million and $171 mHHon, respectively, driven by
projected increa.<;es ill surrenders and deteriorating equity mm'kets. These negative effects were partially
off.'iet by DAC and SIA benefit~ of $1.7 billion ['elated to the net realized cupitnl losses compared to
S182 million in 2007.
individual variable annuities reported an operating loss in 2008 compared to operating income in 2007
primarily as a result of significantly increased net realize.d capHallo~ses, principally due to $822 million of
increased embedded policy derivative liability valuations, net of reiatcd economic hedges and other~than~
temporary impairment charges, In addition, the operating loss included $1.1 biHion ofDAC unlocking and
related reserve strengthening resulting primarily from the deteriorating equity markets. Operating losses
also included DAC and SlA benefits of$454millioll related to the110t reali7.ed capital losses compared to
$16 million in 2007.

2007 and 2006 Comparison
Total revennes and operating income for Domestic Retirement Services declined in 2007 compared to
2006 prilmll'ily due to increased net realized capita] losses. Net realized capital losses for Domestic
Retirement Services increased due to higher othel'-thnn-temponuy impairment charges and sales to
n,-position assets in certain investment pOlifoHos for both group retirement products and individual fixed
annuities, as well as from changes in the value of certain individual variable annuity product guarantees .and
related hedges associated with living benefit featmes. Changes in actuarial estimates, including DAC
unlockings and re.finementr.; to estimates resuHing from aotuarial valuation system enhancements, resulted in
a net decl"eaSe to operating inoome of $112 million in 2007.

Domestic Retirement Sa'vlces Sales aJtd Deposits
The following table presents the account value roll forward for I)omcstic Retirement Services by
product:
Years Itnded
December.31,
2iHi8
2007

~lIli~

Gr{lUp retirement products
Balance at beginning of year
Deposits, ,annuities
Deposits ---- mutual funds
Total Dt:posits
SImenders and other withdrawals
Death benefits

Net inflows (outflows)

$ 68,109

5,661
1,520

~7,5.3~
(6,693) (6,551)
~)~

Change in fau" value of underlying investments, interest credited, net of fees
Baluucc at end of year

http://illvestillg.businessweek.com/busi
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December3t,

Individual fixed annuities
Balance at beginning of year
Deposits

$ 50,508 $ 52,685
7,276
5,085
(9,571)
(7,565)

Surrenders and other withdl'awals

Death henefits
Net inflows (Olltflows)
Cbange in fair value of underlying inve::.'L.'11ents, inte-rest credited, net of fees
Balance at end ofycm'
Individual varil'lblc annuities
Balance at beginning of year

Deposits
Sun'enders and ot1rer withdrawals
Death benefits
Net inflows {outflows)
Change in fail' Vll.lUC of underlying investments, interest credited, net of fees
Balance at end of year
Total Domestic Retirement Services

$ 33,108 $ 31,093
3,455
4,472
(4,240)
(4,158)
~)~

(1,265)

(183)

(8,250)~

$ 23,593 $ 33,1 08

~)

Net inflow'S (outflows)
Change in fair value of underlying investments, interest credited, net nffees
Balance at end of year, excluding nmoff
Individual annuities runoff
Balance at ~md of year
('rtmeral and separate account reserves Rutl mutual funds
Separate account resel've
Total general and separate account reserves
Group l'ctircmeJl.t mutual funds
Total reserves and mutual funds

(4,016)
(4,147)
1,902
1,970
$ 48.394 $ 50,508

$151,725
17,912
(20,504)

Balance at beginning ofyeuT
Deposit"
Surrenders and other withdrawals
Death benefits

General account reserve

......!1m) -.JJMZ)

(5,039)
(17,838)
128,848
5,079

~
$ 89,140 $ 88,801

3S,499
127,639

60,461
149,262

_6,28~~

$133,9,22 $157,415

2008 and 2007 Comparison

Deposits in all three product lines were negatively affected by the AlG ratings dmvngl'ades and AlO's
liquidity issue.." J;:ommencing in Septembe.r 2008. The decrease in group retirement products deposits was
due to a decline in both group annuity deposits and group mutmll fund deposit". T110 improvement in
individual fIxed <umuity deposits was due to a steepened yield curve, providing the opportunity to offer
higher ill(erest crediting mtes tban certificates of deposits and mutual fund money market rates available at
the time, Both group retirement products and
AIG2008Forml0-K III
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2008 compared to 2007
1007 and 2006 Comparison

Domestic Retirement Services deposits increased in 2007 compared to 2006 primarily reflecting higher

deposits in group retirement products and individual variable annuities, partially offset by a decrease in
individual fixed <mmliti('~, Group retirement deposits increased 10 percent in 2007 compared to 2006 as a

result of an increased focus 011 sales mallagement and acquiring outside deposits. Mutual funds deposits
increased 20 percent while group annuity deposits increased 8 percent. Individual fixed annuity sales
continued to face increased competition from bank deposit products and money market funds offering very
competitive shorHenn rates in the 2007 yield curve environment, and as a result deposits decreased
5 percent in 2007 compared to 2006. Individual variable annuity deposits increased 5 perct.'11t in 2007
compared to 2006 despite the discontinuation ofa major bank proprietary product.
Domestic Retirement Sel'viGe..'l f':,'Urrenders and other withdrawals increas.ed in 2007 compared to 2006
reflecting higher surrenders in both group retirement products and individualftxed annuities. Group
retirement surrenders increased as a result of both normal maturing of the business and higher large group
surrenders in 2007 compared to 2006. Individual fixed annuity sun·enders and withdrawa]~ increased' in
2007 due to both an increasing nmnber ofpolicie..'l coming out of their sUITender charge period and
increased competition fWIll bank deposit products.
The following table pres'!.'.nts Domestic Retirement Services reSCI'ves by s.urrendcr charge
category and surrender rates:
Group
Retirement
Pmduct$"

Indiyidual
FIJt:cd
Amm!i:Ies

Indivldl.l31
Variable
Annuities

(In mllJloll"f}

2008
No surrender charge
0%-,·2%
Greater than 2% - 4%
Gre,atel'thaI'l4%
NOn~Sl1lTenderab1e

TQtal Reserve,s
Sun-onder rates
2007
No surrender charge

0%-2%
Grcatet· than 2% - 4%

Greater than 4%
Non~Smrenderable

Total Reserves
Surrender rates

$ 43,797
1,320
1,714

$10,287
3,043
6,711

8,594
3,097
2,187

2,710
2.5,110
7,663
~~~
$ 50,573 $ 48,394 $ 23,5~3
_
..lO.5% _ _I ~ % ~ %
$ 49,770

$ 11,316

$ 13,014

3,284
3,757
2,280
865

3,534
7,310
24,956

5,381
5,133
9,491
_ _8_8

~

~~~

----.2&%

~% ~%

* Excludes mutua/funds of$6.3 billion and,sS.2 haUon if/20De and2007, respectively.
SlIlTender rates increased for group retirement products and individuul variable U11d fIxed anl1uities in
2D08 compared to 2007 primarily dudo tbe AIG ratings downgrades and AIG's1iquidity issues.
112 AlO 2008 Porm IO·K
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Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs and Sales btducemeut Assets

DAC for Life Insurance & Retirement Services products arises from the deferral of cost.'! that vary with,
and are directly related to, the acquisition of new or renewal business. Policy acquisition costs for life
insurance products arc gCl1cra!ly deferred and amortized OYer the premium paying period in accordance
with PAS 60, "Accounting and Reportillgby Insurance Enterprises" (PAS 60). Policy acquisition costs that

relate to universal life and invcstmellt~type products are generally defelTed and I'.llTIOliized,with interest in
relation to the incidence of estimated gross profits to he realized over the estimated lives of the contracts in
accordance with FAS 97. Value of Business Acquired (VOBA) is determined at the time of acquisition and
is reported 011 the consolidated balance sheet with DAC and amortized over the life oftlle business, similar
to DAC, AIG offers sales inducements to contract holders (bonus interest) on certain an11uity and
investment conU'acts. Sales induc-ements are recognized as an asset (SlA) with a COfl\;sponding increase to
the liability for policyholder coutract deposits on the consolidated balance sheet <Iud are amOJ1ized over the
life of the contract similar to DAC. The deferral of acquisition and sales inducement costs decreased
$164 miUion in 2008 compared to 2007 primarily due to declines in new busincss production resulting from
AlG's liquidity issues, Total amortization expense increased by $1.5 billion in 2008 compared to 2007. The
eun-ent year amol1ization includes a $3.2 billion increase to operating income related to net realized capital
los-'ies in 2008 'COmpared to $333 miHion in 2007 refk:cling significantly higber othe:r-than-temporal'Y
impairment cbarges, Current y('car amortization for Domestic Retirement Services also includes adjustments
for DAC and SIA unlocking of$961 million related to the continued weakness in the equity markets and
DAC and SIA unlocking of $267 mllHon due to highet' surrender activity. There was no effect from higher
surrender activity in Domestic Life and the F01"cign Life operations as the write-off ofth\'! DAC "vas on:~et
by related policy charges, In 2007, amortization expense included changes in actuarial estimates of
$732 million, mostly offset in policyholder benefits and claims inClUTed, which decreased the reported
expense. Annualized amortization expense levels in 2008 and 2007 were approximately 13 percent and
10 percent, respectively, ofihe opening DAC balancc.
AIG adopted FAS 159 on January 1, 2008 and ejected to apply fair value accounting for an investtnentlinktld product sold principally in Asia, Upon fair value election, all DAC and SIA arc written off and there
is llO further deferral or amortization ofDAC and SlA for that product Tbe amounts ofDAC and SlA
written off as of Jammy 1, 2008 were $1.1 billion and $299 million, respectively,
The following table summarizes the major components of the changes in DACfVOBA and SIA:

Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement
Servic,es

Balance at bt.-ginning of year
Acquisition costs defen-ed
Afll011ization (charged) or credited to
operating income (a)
Change in unrealized gains (losses) on
securities
Increase (decrease) due to foreign
exchange
Other (b)
Balance at end of year

26,175
5,622
(4,449)

$ 681
66
(90)

$26,856
5,688
(4,539)

21,153

$404

5,640

241

(1,879)

10

$21,557
5,881
(1,869)

301

16

317

831
(385)
----'hI!2!) ...@2) (1,390) ~
~_2,~,~6<i ~:l-12 ~~~ $ 26,175

10

841

261

(8)

(352)

(33)

253

$681
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Domestic Life Insurance
6,432
865
(324)

operating income

$

53 $ 6,485
16
881
(4)

46
15

$

(8)

$ 6,052
910

(328)

(652)

(660)

379

379

162

162

(116)

(116)

85

85

Increase (decrease) due to tbrcign

_.-.!
Balance at end of year
Domestic Retirement Services

~
5,838
790

securities

$ 991 $ 6,829
210
1,000

5,651
741

$ 887
201

$ 6,538
942

(198)

39

(159)

(836)

(151)

(987)

779

175

954

282

54

336

Increase (decrease) due to foreign
exchange

Balance at end of year
Total Life Insurance & Retirement
Services

$ 6,829

38,445 $1,725
7,277
292

Balance at beginning of year
Acquisition costs deferred

Amol'ti7.atioll (charged) or credited to
operating income (a)

$40,170
7,569

(4,971)

(55)

(5,026)

1,419
(466)

167
(33)

1,586

$1,337
457

$

(,1,367)

(149)

$34,147
7,733
(3,516)

Change in uill'calized gains (losses) on

seLwities
Increase due to foreign exchange
Other (b)
Balance at end of year

(499)

-.ill!2.!)

~) ~)

$

~ !~YH

40,613

745

815

926
~
$40,170

As AlG operates in various global mal;kets, the estimated gross profits used to amortize DAC, VOBA

and SIA arc subject to differing market rctul'llS and intercst rate cllvironmclltsin any single period. The
combination of market rdurns and interest rates may lead to acceleration of amortization ill some products
and regions and simultaneous deceleration of amol't17Jltionin other products and regions.
114 AIG 2DOS FOfml0-K
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DAC, VaBA and SIA for insurancc~oricllted, illvcstmcnt~oricnted and retirement scrvicc..'l products are
reviewed for recoverabi1ity. which involves estimating the future profitability of CU1Tent business. This
review involves significant managemcntjudgment. If actual future profitability is substantially lower than
estimated, AlG's DAC, vaBA and SIA may be subject to an impairment charge and AIG's results of
operations could he signitkantly affected in future periods.

Taiwan
Beginning in 2000, the yield available on Taiwanese l~;;~~:J~;:~~I:~~~; ~.~~~~ls~~:~::~da~:~
approximately 6 percent to 1,5 percent at December 31, ~C
correspondingly dropped over the same period. Current sales are focused on products such as:
~

h.we

variable separate account products which do lIot ('..ontain interest rate guarantees,

• pmticipating product." which contain very low implied interest ratc guarantees, and
• accident and health policies and riders.

In developing the reserve adequacy analysis for Nan Shan, several key best estimate assumptions have
been made:
• Observed historical mortality improvement trends have been projected to 2014;
• Morbidity, expense and termination rates have been updated to reflect recent experience;

• Foreign a<;sets arc assumed 10 compJisc 35 percent of invested assets, resuIting in a composite lOl1g~
term investment a'>SUl11ption of approximately 4.9 percent; and
• The cun-ent practice permitted in Taiwan of offsetting positive mortality experience with negative
interest margins. tnus eliminating the Jle¢ fol' mOltality dividends, will continue.
Future results ofthe reserve adequacy tests will involve significant management judgment as to
mortality, morbidity, expense and tCl'mination rates and investment yields. Adverse chmlges in these
assumptions could accelerate DAC amortization und neCeS&1tatereserve strengthening. Future result" oft11e
reserve adequacy tests will be affected by the nature, timing and duration of any potential change in
investment strategy implemented for Nan Shan.
1l1mmciaI Sel'vices Operations

AIG's Financial Services subsidiaries engage in diversified activities including aircraft leasing. capital
market..'l, and consumer finance and insurance premium finance. Together, the Aircraft Leasing, Capital
Markets and Consumer Finance operations generate thc majority of the revenues produced by the Financial
Services operations. A.I. Credit also contributes to Financial Services income principally by providing
insurance premium financing for both AIGlg ImHcyholdcl's and those of other insurers.
Capital Markets represents the operations of AIGFP. which engaged as principal in a wide variety of
financial transactions, including standard and customized financial products involving commodities, credit.
currencies,. energy, equitie.<; and interest rates. AIGFP also invests in a diversified pOltfolio of securities and
engages in borrowing activities t11at involve issuing standard and structured notcs and otller securities and
cnk.ring into GIAs. Given the extreme market conditions experienced in 2008, downgt·adcs of AIG's credit
ratings by the rating agencies, as well as AlG's intent to refocus on iff.: ('.ore businesses, AiCiFl' ha;, ,,,,gun to
11l1willd its businessc.s and portfolios inCluding those associated with credit protection written through
default swaps Oll supel' senior risk tranche'> of diversified pools of loans and debt sccudtics.
Historically, AIG-'s Capital Markets operations derived a sigl1it1cant pOltion oftheirrevenu('$ from
hedged financial positions entered into in connection with counterparty tTansactiolls. AJGFP ha"- also
paliicipatcd as a dealer in a wide variety offinancial derivatives transactions. Revenues and operating
income of the Capital Markets opcrations and the percentage change in these amounts for any given pel'iod
are significantly affected by changes in
A1G2008Form lQ-K
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the fair value of AIGFP's assets and liabilities and'by the number, size and profitability oftransactioTIs
entered into during that pe60d relative to those entered into during the comparative pt...'t'iod.
Fimmclal Services Results

Financial Services results were as follows:
Pcncnmge Incl'tftSt/(Deerl.'llse)
w. 2007
2007 V~. 2-006

2008

Revenues:
Aircraft Leasing
Capital Markets
Consumer Finance
Other, including intercompany
adjustments

Total
Opcrathlg income (loss):
Aircraft Leasing
Capital Markets

Consumer Finance

$ 5,075

$ 4,694

(40,333)

8%

_ _.Gl

314
~.h0!5)

$ 1,116
(40,471)
(1,261)

15%

(9,979)
3,655

3,849

-%
873 5 578
(10,557)
(873)

$

171

28%

668

_ _ _9
--%

51%
(74)

Other, including intercompany

adjustments
Total

----!1)

---.JQ

$(40,821) $ (9,515)

~

~

-%

20Ot': and 2007 Comparison
Financial Services rcpMcd operating losses in 2008 and 2007, primarilydlle to nill-calizedmarkct
valuation losses rc:lated to ATGFP's 'super senior credit default swap portfolios of$28.6 billion and
$0.5 billion in 2008 and 2007, respectively, AIGFP also recorded operating losses of$9.3 billion in 2008
representing the effect of changes in credit spreads 011 the valuation of ArOFP's assets and liabilities,
including $185miUion of gains reflected in the unrealized market valuatio111oss on the super sen'ior credit
default swaps. AGF's operating income declined in 2008 compared to 2007 ptimarily due to increases in
the provision foJ' finance re(.~eivable losses of$674 million rc:..'Ulting from increases to the allowance fo)'
flnance receivable losses in response· to the higher levels of delinquencies on AGF's finance receivable
portfolio, higher net charge--offs, <..rnd a goodwill impairment charge of$341 million, As ofDcccmber 31,
2008, AGF reclassified $1.0 billion ofreal estate loans to be held for sale due to management's change in
intent to hold these receivables. Based on negotiations with prospCC',tivc purchasers, AGF determined that a
write-down of $27 million was necessary to reduce the carrying vaillc ofthesc ~oa1)s to net realizable- value.
The sales of these loans were completed in February 2009. As of December 31, 2008, AGF's intent to hold
for investm(;,'ut the remainder ofthe finance receivable pOlifoJio had not changed. AIGCFG also recorded a
goodwHl impairment charge of$34:~ million in 2008. '[,be net loss in tbe Otllcr reporting unit resulted
primarily from the change 111 fair value of interest rate swaps on ecollomically ht:dged exposures,
ILFC generated strong operating income growth in 2008 compared to 2007, driven to a large extent by
a larger aircraft fleet, higher lease rates and lower composite borrowing rates,

2007 and 2006 Comparison
Financial Services reported an operating loss in 2007 compared to operating income in 2006 primarily
due to an unrealized market valuation loss of $11 ,5 bilHon on AIGFP's super scniof credit default swap
portfolio, an other~than~ternporary impairment charge on AIGFP's available for sale investment securities
of $643 million recorded in other income, and a decHnein operating Jnwme for AGF. AGF's operating
income declined in 2007 compared to 2006. due to reduced residential mortgage origination volumes, lower
revenues from its mortgage bank-ing activities
116 AIG 2008 flonn LO-K
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In 2007, AIGFP
began

Capital Jfol'kets Results
200B and 2007 Compari$OfI

AIGFP's operating Joss,increased in 2008 COmpl'llW to 2007 primarily related to its super senior lHultisector CDO credit default swap portfolio and the effect of credit spreads on the valuation of its assets and
liabilities. The 2008 net operating loss was driven by the extreme market conditions experienced during the
year and the etIects of downg.mdes of AlG's credit ratings by the rating agencies. The net operating results
were also affected by internal efforts during the first hal f of 2008 intended to preserve- liquidity, As a re~mlt
of AIG's intention to reiOcus on its core business, AIOFP beguUl111Willding its businesses und pOlifolios.
FOI' a further discussion, see Overview - Outlook - Financial SeJvices.
AlG recognized un unrealized market valuation loss of $28,6 billion in 2008 compared to $11.5 billion
in 2007, representing the chmlge in fair value of its supeJ senior credit default swap portfolio, The principal
components of the loss recognized in200S were as follows:
• Approximately $25,7 billion relates to derivatives wl'itte,l1 on the super senior tranches ofmultJ~sector
CDOs. The mate-rinl decline in the fau: value of the-,sc derivatives was callscd by significant
deterioration in the pricing and credit quality ofRMBS. CMBS and eno sccmities. Included in this
amount is a loss of $4.3 billion with respect tv the change in fair yulue of tmnsuctions outstanding at
D<."Ccmher 31, 2008 haying a net notional amount of $12.6 billion. Also included lnllte unrealized
market valuation IQs.S'es on AIGFP's super senior oredit default swap portfolio are lossys of
approximately $995 million that were subsequently realized through paymcntsto countel1}fl!'ties to
acquire at par value the underlying CDO securities with fair values that were less than par.
Specifically, durhl.g the second quarter of 2008, AIGFP issued new maturity-shortening puts that
allow the holders of the 1>'eClU'ities is.'med by certain CDOs to treat the securities as short~term eligible
2a-7 investments under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (2a~ 7 Puts), with a net notional amount
01'$5.4 billion on the super senior security issued by a enD of AAA·rated commercial mortgagebacked secmities (CMBS) pursuant to a facility that was cntered il1tO in 2005. All of these 2a~ 7 Puts
and other 2a~7 Puts in AlGFP's multi-sector CDO super senior credit default swap pol'tfollo with a
combined net notional amount of $9.4 bi!lion ",fere exercised by the countel'pmiies: during 200ft In
addition, AIGFP extinguished its obligations with respect to one other credit default swap by
purchasing the protected cno security at its principal amount outstanding of $162 million. These
transactions reprcsent aU of the payments that have been made to cQunterpaJ1ies through
December 31, 2008 on the super scnior crcdit default swap portfolio of AIGFP ·under the settlement
pl'Qvisioll'<; of these contracts. AlGFP has not committed to cnter into any new 2a-7 Puts.
Further, included in the unrealized market valuation losses on AIGPP's super senior credit default
swap portfolio are losses of appl'Oximately $21 ,1 billion that were subsequently reali7~ through the
termination of contracts through the ML III transaction. Sec Note 5 10 the Consolidated :Fillancial

Statements,
• Approximately $2.3 hi11lolll'cJatcs to derivatives written as part of the corporate arbitrage 1'Olifolio.
The decline in the fair value of these derivatives was caused by thc continued significant widening hI
corporate credit spreads.
AJG 2008 Fuml lo.K
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• Approximately $379 million relates to the decline in fair value of a transaction in the regulatory
capital portfolio where AIGFP no longerbelieves the m"cd!t default swap is llsed by the counterpaliy
10 obtain regulatory capital relief,
See Critical Acoounting Estimates- Valuation of Level 3 Assets andUabHities and Note 5 to the

Consolidated Financial Statements for a discussion of AlGFP'g super senior credit default swap p0l1folio.
Dl1ril1g 2008, AIGFP rccobrnized a loss of$888 million on credit derivatives which arc not included in
the super senior credit default swap portfolio, compared to a net gain of$370 million In 2007.
The following table presents AIGF'P's credit valuation adjustment gains (losses) for the year
ended l)ocemb~~r 31,2008 (excluding intcrcompau)." transactions):
CountCJ1Hlrty Credit Vaillaliull AdJustmcnton Assets

~----(ln millions)

Trading securities
Loans and other assets
Derivative assets

Decrease in assets

Net pre-tax decrease to other income

*

AIG'~'

Own Cl'et.lli Valuation AdJustmcnton l.labilitles
,

$ (8,928)
(6]) Hvl"idtem, nol'es
(1,667)
Other liabilities

DCl'ivutlve liabilities*
$(10,656) DecrcaseinliabiHtles
$ (9,262)

$ 248

646
(415)
55
860

iii::i94

Includes super senior ct'l?dit default swap portfolio

Capital Markets' operating loss for 2008 includes a loss of $9_3 billion rcpt'cscnting the effcct of
changes in credit spreads on the valuation ofAIGFP's assets and liabilities, including $185 million of gains
reflected in the unrealized market valuation loss on super senior credit defaldt swaps, Historically, AIG's
credit spreads and those on AIGFP's assets moved in it similar fashion. This relationship began to diverge
during second quarter of2008 and continued to diverge through the end oflhe year. \Vhile AlG's credit
spreads widened significantly during 2008, the credit spreads on the AilS and CDO products, which
represent a significant portion of AIGFP's investment pOlifolio, widened even mote. The losses 011
AIGFP's assets more than onsct the net gain on its liabilities that was driven by the significant widening in
AIG's credit spreads. The Bet gain on AIGFP's liabilities was reduced by the effect of posting collateral and
the early terminations ofGIAs, term notes and hybrid term 110tes. Included in the 2008 operuting loss is the
transition amount 01'$291 million related to the adoption orFAS 157 and FAS 159

The most significant component of Capit"l M<lrkets operating expenses is compensation, Due to the
signifLcantlosses l'ecog!1ized by AIGFP during 2008, tl1e entire amount of$563 million accraed under
AIGFP's various deferred compensation plans and special incentive plan was reversed in 2008. Total
compensation expense in 2008 was $426 mUlion including retention awards.
2007 and2006 Compol'json

Capital Markets reported an operating loss in 2007 compared to operating iUC<J111e in 2006, primarily
due to fout'th quarter 2007 unrealized market valuation losses related to AIGFP's super seniol' credit default
swap portfolio principally written on multi~sector CDOs and an other~than-temporaJY impainnent charge ott
AIGFP's investment pOlifolio of CDOs of AilS. These losses were partially oft:<;et by the etTeet of applying
hedge accounting to certain hedging activities beginning in 2007, as described below, and net unrealized
market gains related to certain credit dcfuutt swaps Jlurchased against the AAA to BBB~rated risk layers on
portfolios ofl'eference obligations, AIGFP experienced higher transaction flow in 2007 in itf! rate and
clUTcncy products which contributed to its l'evemles.
Included in ArGFP's net operating loss was a net unrealized market valuation gain of$401 million on
certain credit default swaps and embedded credit derivatives in credit~1inkcd notcs: in 2007_ In these
transactions, AIGFP purchased protection at the AAA - to BBB-rated risk la)'el's on portfolios ofl'eference
obligations that include multi-sector CDO obllgatlolls.
US A1G2008Fomll0-K
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During the fourth qualter of 2007, certain of AIGFP's available for sale investments in super senior and
bonds issued by muJti~scctor CDQ.s experienced severe declines in their fair value, As a result,
AlGFP recorded an other-than~temporary impairment charge ill other income of $643 million.

AAA~rated

Notwithstlmding AlG's intent and ability to hold such secmitles at such time until they recover in value.. and

despiie stl1lctures which indicated that a substantial amount o1't110 securities s]lOuld continue to perform in
accordance with their original terms, AIG {;('Included that it could not reasonably assert that the recovery
period would be temporary. See also Investments - Financial Services Invested Assets tll'Ld Note 5 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements.
The change in fair value of AIGFP's credit default swaps that reference CDOs and the dedine in fair
value of its investments in CDOs were caused by the significant widening in spreads in the fourth quarter on
asset-backed securities, principally those related to U,S. residential mortgages, the severe liquidity crisis
affectitlg the structured finance markets and the effects of rating agency downgrades on those securities.
In addition, in 2007 AIGFP recognized a net gain of $211 million related to hedging activities that did
110t qualify for hedge accounting treatment under FAS 133, compared to a net loss of$L82 billion In 2006.
The year ended December 31, 2001 included all out-of-period charge ofS380 million to reverse net
gains recognized in previous pe.riods 011 transfers of available for sale securities among legal entities
consolid:lted within AIGFP, and a $166 million reduction in fair value at March 31, 2007 of certain
deriva.tive,og that were an integral part of, and economically hedge, the structured transactions that were
affected by the proposed regulations issLled by the United States Department of the Trea,<;ury. 'I11e net loss
on AIGFP's derivatives recognized in 2006 include<1 an out-of-period charge of$223 million related to the
remediation of the material \veakncss in internal control over accounting for certain derivative transactions
under FAS 133. The net 10s.s also reflects the effect of increases in u.s, interest rates and a weakening of
the U,S. dollar on derivatives hedging AIGFP's assets and liabilitic.<;,

Financial market conditions j112007 were characterized by increases in global interest rates, widening
of credit spreads. higher equity valuations and a slightly wesker U.s. dollar.
The most significant component of CupitaI Markets operating expense..... is compensation. which was
approximately $423 milI-ion ~111d $544 million in 2007 and 2006, rcspl-'Ctively. The amount of compensation
was not affected by gains and losses arising from derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting treatment
under FAS 133.

Asset Management Operal:ions

...\ lG's Asset Management operations comprise a wide variety of invcstmenH'elate.d services and
invcslmeni products. These services and products are offered to individuals, pension funds and institutions
(including AIG subsidiaries) globally through AlO's Spl'cad-Based Investment bus1l1css, IllstitutiOlHtl Asset
Management, and Bl'okerage Services and Mutual Ft111d$ businesses, Also included in Asset Management
operations are the rv,"Ults of certain SunAmerica sponsored partnership investments.
Tile revenues and operating income (105,':1) tor this segment are aftected by the general conditions ill the
equity and credit m3rkets. In addition, net realized gains and carried interest are cOlltingent upon various
fimd closings, maturity levels and market conditions, In the Institutional Asset Management business,
carried intercst, computed in accordance with each fund's goveming agreement, is based on the
investment's pe.rformallce over the life of each thud, Unrealized canied interest is recognized based on each
fWld's performance as oftl1C balance sheet datt;;o Futuro fuud performance may negatively affect previously
recognized carried interest
A1G2008Foml1(),K
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Asset l~[mttlgemelttResults
Asset Management results were as follOl,\'s:

Revenues:
$(6,918) $2,023
2,900
1,938
273

322

380
Total

$5,625

$(8,543) $ (89)
(848)
784

Brokerage Servi.ce.<;;
Other Asset Management
Total

28

100

-.!7&

369

!i2-..!.!lZ) $"i:i64

2008 and 2007 Comparison
Asset Munagement reoognized an operating loss ill 200g compared to operating income in 2:007.
primarily due to higher othcr-thl.l!l-tcmporary impairment charges on fixed maturity securities, higher mark¥
lo-market losses on unhedged derivatives, significantly lower partnership income, highcl' equity losses and
realized l08~es on rcal estate investments, and lower net carried. i.ntere..<;t revenues. Partially \lffsetting these
declines \'!,'ere increases in net foreign exchange gains on foreign currency denominated GIe and MIP
liabilities. Included in the Institutional Asset Management operating income {luring 2007 was a gain on the
sale of a portion of AlG's investment in TIle Blackstone Group LoP. (Blackstone) in wnnection with its
initial public offering.

As noted in tbe Asset Disposition section of Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations, certain businesses within the Asset Management segment are being
divested. The $92 bilHon operating loss Lor 2008 ineltldes approximately $4.5 billion in net opefating Josse..'_
related tll businesses which arc expected to be rclaincd by AIG. including the MIP. AIG will retain tbe
businesses that manage: the ShOlt duration asset and liability management and traditional fixed income
investment services for thl;l insurance oompal1ies,

2007 aNd 2006 Comparison
Asset Management l'eVemlCS increased in 2007 compared to 2006 primarily due to increased
illC(lm~ management fees; find carried interest.

partnership

Asset Management operating income decreased in 2007 compared [0 2D06, due to foreign exchange,
interest rate and credit-related mark-to-market losses and other-than-temporary impairment charges on fixed
income investments. TIle.,<;e other-thmHempol'al'y impairment charges were due primarily to changes in
market liquidity and spre-1ds. Partially offsetting these decl'ease,.." were higher partnership income.. increased
gains on real estate investments and a gain ofS398 million 011 the sale ofa portion ofAIG's investment in
Blackstone in c01U1ection with its initial public offering. Revenues increased in 2007 compared to 2006
periods as a result of consolidating several wal'ehoused investments. AIG consolidates the operating results
of warchoused investments until such time as Uley aresoJd or otherwise divested. A portion of these
amounts is offset in minority jnterest expense, which is not a component of operating income (los..,).
120
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tl'J1l'eatt--Based Investment Business [{esults
2008 and 2007 Comparison

The Spread-Based Investment bu..<;iness reported increased operating !o-sses in 2008 compared to 2007
due to sigrrificantly higher net realized capital losses and lower partnersbip income, Net realized capital
losses were $8.6 billion in 2008 compared to $1.3 billion in 2007. The increase in net realized C<lpitallosses
for 2008 primarily consists of an increase of $6.4 billion in other~ thmHemporary impairment charges on
fixed maturity securities for both the me and MIP, higher net mark-ta-market losses ofS1,2 blllion on
interest rate and foreign exchange hedges not qualifying for hedge accounting treatment for both the Gle
and MIP and higher net mark~t()~market losses of$374 million on credit default swap investments held by
the MIP due to the widening of corporate credit spreads. The MIP credit default swaps are comprised of
singh>name investment grade corporate exposures. A1G enters into derivative ammgemt.'l1ts to hedge the
effect of changes in currency and interest rates associnted with the fixed and floating rate and foreign
currency denominated obligations issued under these programs. Some ofthcsc hedging relationships qualify
for hedge accounting trealment, \...·hi1eothers do not, and although being effective economic hedges, creates
volatility in operating results. Partially offsetting these declines were increased not foreign exchange gains
on foreign denominated GICl'eserves and MIP liabilities of$l.3 billion.
Thc increase in otheNhatHcmporary impainnent cbarges on fixed maturity securities held in the GIC
and MIP portfolios were $3.2 billion for the Ole and $3.2 billion for the MJP in 2008, primarily rcsulting
from severity and credit losses and the change in AIG's intent to hold securities to rccovclY relatod to both
Portfolio Reviewthe U.S. secwities lending portfolio and its general portfolios. See Investments
Otber~Than~TemporaryJmpairments-.
In the GIC pl'ogrmn~ income fl:om partnership investmel1ts decreased $1.4 billion for 2008 compared to
2007 due to significantly higher returns in the 2007 period and weaker market conditions in 2008. me
income was also affected by higher net mark-ta-market losses of$676 million on -illterest rate and ibrcign
exchangebedges no! qualifying for hedge accounting tl'Catmcnt. Offsetting these declines were net forclgI1
exchange gains on foreign~denominated GtC reserves which increased by $1.2 billion in 2(){1S compared to
2007 as fll'e..<;ult of the strengthening of the U.S. dollar. As noted bclo\\·-, a significant portion oftbese Ole
reserves mature in the next twelve months. The derivative losses included net mark-to-market losse." on
interest rate and foreign exchange derivatives lL'led to economicany hedge the efIeet of interest rate and
fureign exchange rate movements on GIe reserves, Although these ecollonlic hedges are pm'tially effective
in hedging the interest rate and foreign exchange risk. AIG has not applied hedge accounting treatment.

Sec Note
The GIC program is in rllnoti·with no new G!Cs issued subsequent to 2005. The, anticipated
muon' ur the domestic GIC portfolio was as follows:
Lc£s ThaD
!)ne y~_

Domestic GICs

6.0

1<,
Years

3+-5
Years

Over Five
Yeal'S

Total

$ 2.0

$ 3.0

$

3.8

$14.8

---.-- (In billions)

2007 and 2006 Comparison

The Spread-Ba~-ed Investment business reported an operating loss in 2007 compared to operating
income in 2006 due to fbreign exchange~ interest rate and credit~related mark-lo-m_3rket losses and otber~
impairment charges on fixed income investments, partially off:<;c[ by increased partnership
income. In 2007 , the me program incurred foreign exchange losses of $526 miHion on foreigndenominated Gle reserves, Partially offsetting these losses were $269 million of net mark~to~mal'ket gains
on derivative positions. These net gains included mat'k-to-market gains on foreign exchange derivatives
used to economically hedge the effect of foreign
than~temporalY
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exchange rate movements on fordgn~denominated GTe reserve.;;; and mal'k"to-market losses on interest rate
hedges that did not qualify for hedge accounting treatment.
The MIP experienced mark-ta-market losses of $193 million due to interest rate and foreign exchange
derivative positions that, while partially effective in herlging interest rate Rud foreign exchange risk, did not
qualify for hedge accounting treatment and an additional $98 million due to cl'edit default swap losses. The
U1-ark~to-market losses filr 2007 were driven primarily by a decline in ShOl'Hel'm interest rates, the decline in
the value of the U.S. dollar and widening C1'e'.dit spreads.
Also contributing to the operating loss were other-than-temporary impairment charges 011 various fixed
matUlit.y investments held in the Ole and MIP portfQlios of approximately $836 million as a result of
movements in credit spreads and decreased market liquidity. See Inveshnents - Portfolio Revle...v Other-Than~TemporaryImpairmcllts.l1iese losses were partially off,.,et by an increase in partnership
income associated with the GIC.
Institutional AssetManagement Results
2008 and 2007 Comparison
Institlltiollal Asset Management rccognizc.d ail operating Joss in 2008 compared to operating income in
2007, primarily resulting from the difficult market conditions in 2008 in the private equrty, hedge fund and
real estate clwil'Ol1111clttS. The operating loss reflects higher net equity losses and impairment cbarges of
$330 million and lower l1et realized capital gains of$211 million 011 rcal estate investments, and lower
carried interest of$209 million. Dueto the current global real estate market conditions, several of AID
Global Real Estate's investments were deemed to be impaired, and several equity investments were written
off during 2008. These impairments and write-off.. totaled $269 million, The reduction in clIl'1'ied interest
revenues was driven by lower net unrealized carry due to higher fund performance in 2007 and significantly
lower fund perfonnance in 2008,

Increased losses from warehoused investments of$92 million were incurred as such investments were
not able to be sold or otherwise divested as originally contemplated. Such assets arc now considered
proprietary investments of the Institutional Asset Management business. Total operating losses including
funding costs from these investments tor 2008 and 2007 wcl'c$257 million and $165 million, respectively,
with 2008 reflecting a full-year of such losses compared to a paliial year in 2007, Of' these operating los.<;es,
$142 million and $35 million for 2008 and 2007, rc..<;pectively, arc offset in minority interest expense, which
is not a component ofoperatlng income (loss),

AddiJ.ionallosses res~llted from a dtXl'case in securities lending fees of $601l.'lHlion as the
U.s. securities lending program was terminated and restillcturing-rclateciexpcnscs of $43 million primarily
related to employee-related costs associated with the intended divestment of various asset management
businesses, including AIG Private Bank. Included in the Z007:rcsults was a $398 million gain related to the
sale of a portion of AIG's investment ill Blackstone.
AIG's unaffiliated client assets under management, including retail mutual funds and Institutional
accounts, were $68.9 billion and $97.6 billion at December 31.2008 and December J 1,2007, respectively.
The decline from December 31, 200? reflects lower asset values due to Ule signifIcant deterioration in the
credit and equity markets during 2008 as well as the effect of net clienf outflows. Although there was a
significant decline i1'l end of period unaffiliated client assets under management, average assets under
management decreased nominally in 2008 compared to 2D07 and rcsulted in slightly lower base
management fees.
2007 and 2006 Comparison
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Brokerage Services audil-futual Funds
Revenue.~ and operating income related to Brokerage Services and Mutual Fund activities decreased in
2008 fi'om 2007 ducto lower fee income as a result ora lower asset base fll1.d a decline jn commission

income resulting from difficult market conditions, f11 addition, restructuring expenses ofS24 million were

re\...'Orded in 2008 primarily related to employee costs.
Other AS8et Mtmagement Results

Revenues and operating inc0111e related to Other Asset Management activities declined in 2008 from
2007 and increased in 2007 from 2006, due to changes in partnership income dliven by wcaktW market
conditions in 2008 and 2006 compared to strong market conditions in 2007.

Critical Accounting Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America (GAAP) requires the application of accounting policies that olten involve a
signific-ant degree of jUdgment. AIG considers that its accotmting policies that are most dependent 011 the
application of \";St'imatcs and assumptions, and therefore viewed as critical accounting e..'ltimates) to be those
relating to items considered by management in the determination ofAIG's ability to continue as a going
COllC{lI'U, liability for general insurance unpaid claims and claims adjustment expel1s~<:;. future policy
benefits for life and accident ilnd health contracts, recovcrability ofDAC, estimated gross profit'! for
investmentnoriented products, the allowance for fmance receivable losses, flight equipment recovcrahiJity,
other-than-temporary impairments, goodwill impairment, estimates 1;I,'it11 respect to income taxes and fair
value measurements of certain financial assets and liabilities, including credit default swaps, These
accounting estimates require the use ofasSUmpL1,IDS about matters, some of which are highly uncertain at
the time of estimation. To the extent actual experience differs from the assumptions used, Aiel-'s rcsults of
operations would be directly affected,
The major categorie..~ for which assumptions are developed and used to establish e..~ch critical
accounting estimate are highlighted below.

AIG's Ability to Continue as a Going Concent
When assessing AIG's ability to continue as a going concern, management must make judgments and
estimates about the following:

• plans to raise new funds

(II'

restructure debt;

• projecu011s of future profitability and the timing and amount ofeash flows from operating aetivitie.s;
• the funding needs ofregnlated subsidiaries;
• AIG's ability to comply with debt covenants;
• plans to reduce expenditure8;
• the effects of ratings agcncy actions on collaterall'squirements and other contractual conditions; und

• the future regulatory, business, credit, and competitiv-ecnvironment."l in which ATG ope,rates around
the world.
These factors individually and collectively will have a si.f,rnificant c-ffect on AW's ability to generate
sufficient cash to repay indebtedness as it becomes due and profitably operate its husinesses as it executes

its restructuring initiative-s.
AIG2008Fonn IO·K
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llubilltyfor Unpaid Claims alUi Claims At(;llstmentBxl'em;es ((Ieneral Iitsurunce):

L~:'~;;,;"m;ft:C~~~~tl:t:t~sed~t~o establish expecte-,{! loss ratios for h'ubsequent acddt.'11t years based 011
pi

the-projected loss ratio with respect to prior accident years.

~i;~~:~:'
~~;:;:~;~~~;.~~~e For
i~;~~:~;~~;:~;:;,r~.
in this case, accident year 2008 for the ycar~etJd
2!
low-frequency, high-severity classes such as excess Gusualty,
expected loss ratios generaHy are utilized for at least the three most recent accident years.

• Lo.u developmentfac{ors: used to project the reported losses for each accident year to an ultimate
amount.
the expected recoveries from reinsurers on losses that
For discussion of sensitivity analysis on the reserve for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expenses,
see Results of Operations - Segment Results - General Insurance Operations - Liability for Unpaid
Claims and Claims Adju..<;:tment Expense.

Future Policy Bene.lUs/Of' Life and Accident andl:Iealth Contracts (Life Insurance &. Retirement
SCI"Vlces)..

• In.terest rates: which ValY by geographical region, year of issuance and products.

A;~~~:~'t~j~';~;~'jZ;':~fa~~::ji~e;',;~~'~~
IT

upon

expel'ience

based
actual
by geographical region
form, risk classification and distribuHOll channel.

Periodically, the net benefit reserves (policy benefit reserves less DAC) established forI-He
Insurance & Retirement Services companies are tested to ensure that, including consideration of future
expected premium payments, they arc adequate to provide for future policyholder benefit obligations. The
assumptions used to perform the tests are current best-estimate assumptions as to policyholder In011ality;
morbidity, terminations, company maintenance expenses and invested asset retums. For long duration
traditional business, a "lock-ill" principle applies, whereby the assumptions used to calculate the benefit
reservc,"l and DAC are set when a policy is issued and do not -change with changes in actual experience,
These assumptions include margins for adverse deviation in the event that actual experiel1ce might devhite
from these assumptions, For business in-force outside of North America, 52 pet'Cent of total policyholder
bencfit liabilities at December 31, 2008 resulted from traditional business where the lock-in principle
applies. In most foreign locations, various guarantees are embedded in policie.'l. in force that may remain
applicable for Immy decades into the future.
As experience changcs over time, the best-estimate assumptions are 1lpdated to reflect observed
changes, Because oftlw long-ter11lnature of many of AlG's liabilities subject to the lock-in principle, small
changes in certain of the assumptions may cause large changes in the degree of reserve adequacy" In
partieu lar, changes in estimates of future invested asset retnrn assumptions have a large effect on the degree
of reserve adequacy>
Deferred Policy Acquisitlvll Costs (L~f'e insurance & Retirement Services)..

• Recoverability: based on current and future expected profitability, which is affected by interest
rates, fot'eign exchange rates; mortality/morbidity experience, expense.<;:, investment rdurns and
policy persistency.
Deferred Policy Acqulsitiolt Costs ((;ellel'{fl Insurance):

• Recoverability: based upon the current terlllS and profitability of the underlying insurance contracts,
Estimated Gross Pl'Ofu.'? /01' Jltve$tmellt~Orie1f,ted Products (Life lnsunmce & Retiremellt Scrvlces):
~

Estlmafed gross profits: to be realized over the estimated duration of the contracts (illvestment~
oriented products) affect the carrying value ofDAC, unearned revenue liability, SIAs and associated
amortization patterns. Estimated gross profits include investment income aJ)d gains and losses on
inve..<;:tments less required interest, actual mortality and other expenses.
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Allmwmeefor FiuaJ/ce Receivable Losses (Financial Services)..

~:~~~~~~ .~~~~:~~::;~-~~;~';::~'~;;I~:t,':~:;~~;~ c~U~ti,~I,ii:z;i~u!gfuCiOrs>

such as delinquency ratio.

• Externalfactors' cOll:'iideration of current economic conditions, including levels of unemployment
and personal banklUptcies,
• Migration analysis: empirical teclmique measuring historical movement of similar fiooU1ce
receivables through various levels of repayment, delinquency; and loss categories 10 existing finance

receivable pools,

Flight Equipmellt R.ecoverahility (f'inancial Service,<;):

Other~ Than- Temporary

Impairments:

AlG evaluates its available for sale, equity method and cost method investments for impairment such
that a secUJ'lty is considered a candidate for other-than~temporary impairment if it meets any ofthc<
following criteria:
• Tmding at a significant (25 percent or more) di:;''COUllt to par. amortized cost (if lower) 01' cost for an
extended period of time (nine consecutive months Of longer);
• The occurrence of a discrete credit. event resulting in (i) the issuer defaulting 011 a. material
outstanding obligation; (ii) tbe isstler seeking protection fh)!l1 creditors under the banknlptcy laws 01'
any similar laws intended for eourt supervised reorganization of insolvent enterprises; or (iii) the
issuer proposing a voluntary reol'ganization pursuant to whicl1 creditors arc asked to exchange their
claims for cash or securities having a fair value substantially lower than par value ofthcir claims; 01'
• AlG may not realize a full recovery on its investment, regardless of the O~lll'rence of one of the

t(wcgoing events,
The determination that l.l security has mcun-cd an other-than-temporary decline in value requires the
judgmtmt of management and consideration of the fundamental condition of the issuer, its near-Icnn
prospects and all the relevant facts and circumstances. The above criteria also consider circumstances ofa
rapid- and severe market valuation decline, such <l.'l that experienced in current credit markets, in which AIG
could nut reasonably assert that the impainnent period would be temporary (severity losses). For furlher
discussion, st-"C Investments - Portfolio Review - Other-ThaD-Temporary Impainllcnts_
At each balance sheet date, AIG evaluates iis available for sale securities holdings with unrealized
losses, When AlG does not intend to hold or lacks the ability to hold such securities until they have
recovered their cost basis, AIG records the unreali7.ed lo8:~ in income. If a loss is recognized from a Rale
subsequent to a balance sheet date pursuant to changes in circumstances, the loss is recognized in the pedod
in which the intent to hald the securities to ('coover)' no longer existed,
In periods subsequent (0 the recognition of an othel'-than-iemporary impairment charge for fixed
maturity secUl'ities, which is !lot credit or foreign exchange related, AIG generally accretes into income the
discount or amortizes the reduced premium resulting from tbe reduction in cost basis over the remaining life
oftheseCllrity,

GoodwillJmpab'mellt
Goodwill is the ex.cess ofihe cost of an acquired buslness over the fair value oftbe identifiable net
assets of the acquired business. Goodwill is tcsted for impairment annually, or more fi<cquently jf
circumstances indicate an impairment may have occurred. During 2008, ArG performed goodwill
impairment te-sts at June 30, September 30, and December 31.
AlG 2008 FOrtil
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The impainnent assessment involves a two-step procc<:s in which an initial assessment for potential
impairment is performed and, if potential impairment is present, tbe amount of impairment is measured and
recorded. Impairment is tcsted at the reporting unit level Ot" when all reporting units that comprise an
operating segment have similar economic characteristics, impairment is tested at the opel'atillg segment
level.

to be used

fait' values of AIO's
capitalizaliol1 as a basis for concluding on

If the esttmated fair wJue ofa reporting unit exceeds its carrying value, goodwill is not impaired, If the
carrying value of a reporting unit exceeds its estimated fair value, goodwill associated with tbut reporting
unit potentially is impaired, TIl.e amount of impairment, if any, is memml'ed us the excess ofihe carrying
value of goodwill over the estimated fair value of the goodwill. The estimated fair value of the goodwill is
measured as the excess of the fair value ofthe reporting 1111it over the am01mts that would be assigned to the
reporting unit'sasset~ and liabilities in a hypothetical business combination. An impairment charge is
recognized in income to the extent of the excess, During 2008, AIG recorded an aggregate goodwill
impairment charge of$4.1 billion. This impainnent chargc was primarily attributable to declines in
estimated fair values ofreporting units in the Property .and Casualty Group, Domestic Life Insunmce and
Domestic Retirement Services, COllsumer Finance and Capital Markets businesses attrihutable to the
unceltain economic environment during the 2008 fourth quartet'.
Management observed a nmTo\.ving ofthe fair values over the carrying values ofthe Foreign General
Insurance and Institutional Asset Management reporting units during the fourth quarter of2008. Fair value
exceeded book value in the Foreign General Insurance, Foreign Life Insurance & Retiremcnts ServicesJapan & Other, and Institutional Asset Management reporting units as ofDccembcr 31,2008; therefore, the
goodwill of these H,llorting unit~ was considered not impaired. AlG's stock price, along with the stock
prices of other cDll1panic<; in tIle tinancial services industry. induding insurers, has continued to decline in
2009. AfG will continue to monitor overall competitive, business and economic conditions, and other
events Ot' circumstances that might result in an impairment of goodwill in the future,

Valuation AllolJJmtce on Deferred Ta:... A...sets:
At December 31, 2008, AIG recorded a net deferred tax asset after valuation alIowftnce of$11 billion
compared to a net deferred tax-liability of$5.3 billion at Decemh~r 31, 2007, SPAS 109 permits this asset to
be recorded if the asset meets a more likely than not st.andard (i.e. more than 50 percent likely) that the asset
will be realized. Realization of AlG's net deferred tax asset depends on AlG's ability to generate sufficient
future taxable income of the appropriate character within carryforward periods: of the jurisdictions in which
the net operating and capital losses, tax credits and deductible tempOl'ary diffel'el~ces were ineurred. Because
the realization of (he deferred tax: asset relies on a projection of future income, AIO Vie-'VB this as a critical
accounting estimate.
In making this estimate, AlG considered its ability to execute its divestiture plan at the vallles
anticipatc.d and within the timefl'arne expected, The realization of the deferred tax asset is highly dependent
on the ability of AIO to generate signifIcant gains from these transactions.
AIG is also relying upon producing taxable operating profits f)'om the businesses to be retained~
principally Commercial Insurance and FOl'eigll General Insurance. AIG has evahmted its forecasts of futul'e
operating income and detennined thnt !bere wO\lld be sufficient operHting income, inclusive of gains 011 the
divestiture ofbllsinesse-s. There are many risk factors that could affect the attainment of AIG's budgeted
results. See Item lAo Risk Factors.
When making its assessment about the realization oftts deferred tax assets a1 December 31, 2OG&,. AlG
considered aU available evidence, includiDg (i) the nature, frequency, and severity of current and cumulative
financial reporting losses, Oi) actions completed during 2008 and expected to be completed during 2009 that
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In assessing ftltUl'e GAAP taxable income, AIG considered its strong earnings history exclusive of the
rccent losses on the AIGFP super senior credit default swap pmtfolio and from the securiiie.'llending
progl'am..A1G also c{}l1sidered the completed transactions with the NY Fed and the United States
Department oftlle Trel.lsury, including (i) amendment to the Fed Credit Agreement designed to reduce the

interest rate payable on outst<u\ding borrowing and undrawn amoullt<;.~ (ii) the transfer of RMBS related to
AIG's U.S. securities le-lldingprogram to ML II; and (iii) the termination ofmulti-scctof credit default swap
transactions and sale of underlying cnos to ML III.
In addition, AIG also considered the proposed transactions with the NY Fed and the United States
Dcpmtmcnt oflhe Treasury announced on March 2, 2009, including (i) the modification of the terms of the
Sel'ies D Preferred Stock; (li) establishment of a equity capital commitment facility for the sales of Series F
P1'efCI'rcd Stock to (he United States· Department of the Treasury, along with warrants to purchase shart."S of
common stock; and (iii) amendment to the F{~d Credit Agreement designed to reduce the interest rate
payable 011 Olltstanding borrowing by revising the LlBOR noor, These transactions are designed to enhance
AlG's ability to generate taxable income from the sales ofbusltlesses under it'i1 asset disposition plan,
continue the earnings strength of the insurance busincsses it intends to sell, and underscore the United
States Oovcl'nment's commitmcnt to the orderly rcstl'tlcturing of AIG ovcr time in the face of continuing
market dislocations and economic detmioration.
The forecast of taxable income was prepared using budgets submitted by each of AlG's significant
operating, units for management planning purposes and is consistent with the forecast used in AIG's going
concern analysis. AlG's prot1tability in any given period can be materially affected hy conditions in glob,:!l
financial markets,'economic conditiomi, catastrophes and other events around the world and, currently,
AlG-specific events. Further, the results of operations in the first quarter of 2009 may not be indicative. of
the results expected for the full year because the transactions being discussed with the United States
Depmiment of the Treasury and the NY Fed arc not expected to be in place, However, AIO believes its
forecasts are· achievable.

Income Ta:>:es 011 EamiJtgs ofCertaiu Foreign Subshliarles:
In connection with AIG's asset disposition plan, AIG determined it can no longer assert that eamings of
its foreign subsidiaries will be indefinitely l'einvested, Due to the complex,ity of the U.S, federal income tax
laws involved in determining the amount ofincome taxes incurred on these potential dispositions, as well as
AIG's reliance all reasonable assumptions and estimates in calculating this liability, AIG considers the
U ,So federal income taxes accrued on the eamings of certain foreign subsidiaries to be a critical accounting

estimate.
P'air Value Measuremellts 0fCerlain Fimmclal Assets and Liabilities:

Overview
AIG measures at fair value on a recmring basis financial instmments in its trading a11d avai.lable for sale
securities portfolios, certain mortgage and other loans receivable, certain spot commodities, derivative
assets and liabilities, securities purchased (sold) under agreements to resell (repurchase), securities: lending
invested collateral, non-marketable equity investments included in Dther invested assets, certain
policyholder contract deposits, securities and spot commodities sold but not yet purchased, certain bust
deposits and deposits due to banks and other depositors, certain long·term debt, and certain hybrid financial
instruments included in other liabilities. The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount that would be
received to sell an asset or paid to tl'ansfer a liability in an orderly transaction between willing, able and
knowledgeable market participants at the measurement date.
The degree ofjudgment used in measuring the fair valuo offtnancial instruments generally correlates
with the level ofpric1ng obsel'Vability, Financial instruments with quoted prices ill active markets generally
have more pricing observability and less judgment is used In measuring ta.ir value, Conversely, financial
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transaction and general market conditions,
assets and financial

is geIlerally non~

Valuation service providers lypically obtain data abollt market transactions and other kcy valuation
model inputs Ii'om multiple sources and, through the use of widely accepted lulel1la! valuation modt1ls,
provide a single fa-ir value measurement for individual securities for which a fair value has been requested
llildcr the terms of service agreements, The inputs used by the valuation service providers include, but are
not limited to, market prices 11'om recently completed transactions and transactions of comparable

securities, interest rate yield curves, credit spreadsl C1ll1'el1cy rates, and other market~observable
information, as applicable. The valuation models take into account, among other things, market observable
information as of the measurement date- as well as the specific attrihutes of the security being valued
inclnding its term. inter~i rate, credit rating, industry l>'Octor, and when applicable, collateral quaHty and
other issue or issuer-specific information. When market transactions or other market observable datu is
limited, the extent to which judgment is applied in determining fair value is greatly increased.
AlG employs specific confrol processes to determine the reasonableness oftlle faiT values nfAlO's
flnanr;ial assets and fimll1clal liabilities. AIG's processes are designed to ensure that the values received or
intcmally cstimatl>'d are accurately recorded and that the data inputs and the valuation techniques utilized
are appropriate, consistently applied, and Ulat the assumptions are reasonable and consistent with the
objective of determining fair value. AlG assesses thereasonablene.."ls of individual secuJity values received
from valuation service providers through various analytical techniques. In addition, AlG may validate the
reasonableness of fair valueB by comparing infonnation ohtained from AIG's valuation service providers to
other third-party valuation sources for selected securities. AIG also validates prices for selected securities
obtained from brokers through reviews by members of management who have relevant expe1tise and who
are independent ofthose charged with executing investing transactions.
The fair value offn::ed income and equity secul"ities by source of"alue determination was as

follows:
Fair

At Dc\:embel' 31. Z{108

Vuluc

Percent
Of'fotill

(Inbltlions)

387
38

Total fixed income and equity secmities (6)

$

425

91%
_ _9

100%

(a) Includes $45.8 billion whose primary source is broker quotes.
(b) Includes available for safe, trading and securities lending invested collateral srxurlttes.
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See Note 4 to the Consolidated Financial Statements fol' morc detailed information about AlG's
accounting poli-cy for the incorporation of credit risk in fair value measuremcnts and the measurement of
fair value oftlw fQlIowing financial assets and financialliabililies:
9

Fixed maturity securities;

• Equity securities traded in active markets - trading and available for sale;

• Non-traded equity invcstmcnts- other invested assets;
• Private limited pmtnership and hedge fund investments -

other invested assets;

• Separate account assets;
• Freestanding derivatives;
• Embedded policy derivatives;
• AIGFP's ,'roper senior credit default swap portfolio; and
• Policyholder contract deposits.

Level 3 Assets and Liabilities

At December 31, 2008, AIO classified $42.1 bUnan and ,$21<1 billion of assets and liabilities,
measured at fair value on a recurring basis as Level 3. This represented 4.9 percent ~md

re.~cctivcly,

2.6 percent ofthe total assets and liahilities, respectively, measured at fair value on a rtx:uning ba~is.
Lcvel3 fair valuc measurements arc based on valuation techniques that use at least one significant input
that is unobservable. These measurements are made under circumstances in which there is little, if any,
market activity for the asset or liability. AIG'1\ usses.-<>ment of the significance of a particu1ar input to the fair
value measurement in its entirety requires judgment.

In making the assessment, AIG considers factors specific to the asset or liability. In ce1iain cases, the
inputs used to measure fair value of an asset or a liability may fall into different levels of the fair value
hierarchy. In such cases, the level in the fair value hierarchy within which [be fair value measurement in its
entirety is classified is determined based on the lo\vest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement in its entirety,

Valuatiolt of Level 3 Assets and Liabilities
AIG values its assets and liabilities classified as Level 3 llsing judgment and valuation models or other
pricing techniques that require a variety of inputs inciuding contractual terms, market prices and !'ates, yield
curves, credit cmvcs.mcasures of volatility, prepayment rates and correlations of such inputs, some of
which lllay be unobservable. The following paragraphs describe the methods AlG uses to measure Oll a
recurring basis the fair value ofthe major classes of a.',sets and liabilities classified in Lcvcl3.

Private equity and real estatefimdinvestments; These assets initially arc valued at the transaction
price, i.e., the price paid to acquire the flsset. Subsequently, they are measmed based on net asset value
us.ing information provided by tbe general partner or manager of these investments, the accounts of which
generally are audited on an annual basis. AIG considers observable market data and perfonl1s diligence
procedmes ill validating the appropriateness of using the net asset value as a fair value measurement.

estimated recovClY rates.
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Certain Residential MOitgage-Backed Securities (RUBS) and Commerdal Mortgage~Backed Securities
(CMOS): These a,'.;sets initially a.re valued at the transaction price. Subsequently, they may be valued by

comparison to tran,<;actions in instruments with similar collateral and risk profiles. remittances received and
updated cumulative Joss data on underlying obligations, discounted cash flow techniques, and/or for RMBS
option adjusted spread analyses.

Certain Asset-Backed Securities - non-mortgage: These assets initially are, valued at the transaction
price. Subsequently, they may be valued based on external price/spread data. When position-specific
extemal price data m'e not observable, the valuation is based on prices of comparable securities,

CDOs: These assets inlttaUy are valued at the transaction price, Subsequently, they al'e valued based
extcmal price/spread data from independent third parties, dealer quotations, matrix pricing, the BET
model or a combination thereof.

011

Interests inML II andMLlfl: At their inception, AIG's economic interest in ML n and membership
interest ill ML HI (Maiden Lane Interests) were valued at the transaction prices 0[$1 billion and $5 billion,
re~pectlvely. Subsequently, Maiden Lane Interests are valued using a discounted cash flow rnethodology
that uses the estimated future cash flows ofthe assets to which the Maiden Lane Interests arc entitled .and
the discount rates applicable to such interests as derived trom the fair value of the entire asset pooL TIle
impllcit disc,Qun! rates arc calibrated to the changes in the estimated asset vi1.Iues for the tmderlying assets
commensumte with AIG's interests in tbe -::<tpital structure of the respective entities, Estimated cash flows
and discount rates used in the valuations are validated 1 to the extent possible, using market observable
infonnation for securities with similar asset pools, structure and terms.
See Note 4 to the Consolidated Fil1<U1cial Statenumts for further discussi{lll,

AIGFP's Super Senfor Cl'Cdit Dt'fault Swap Por{folio: A1GFP wrote credit protection on the SlIper
senior risk layer of collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), mlllti~sector CDOs and diversified portfolios of
corporate debt, and prime residential mortgages. Ir.1 these tn.msactions, AlGFP is <it risk of credit
performance on the super senior risk layer related to such assets, These transactions placed a significant
demand on AIGFP's liquidity during 2008, primarily as a result of their collateral posting provisions (see
General Contractual Terms below). To a lesser extent, AIGFP also wrote protection on tranches below the
super &'euior risk layer, primarily in respect of regulatory capitall'cllef transactions,
As discussed tmder Arbitrage Portfolio and ML III Transaction below, during the fom1h quarter of

2008, Ala Financial Products Corp, terminated tile vast majority ofthe credit default swaps it had wrHten
on mtlJti~sector CDOs, See Note 5 to the Consolidated Ffnmwi<ll Statements for further discussion.
The net notional amount, fail' value of deri"nti"e liability and unreaUzw market valulltion Joss of
the AIGFP super senior credit default swap pQrtfGlio, inclutling cre,dit default swaps written on
mCJ:7Alnin~

tranches of cerhtin regulatory capital rclicftransactions, by asset class were as follows;
1?~lrV~lnl':

Net NotIonal Amllullt
J)~eemJ)tr 31,
lom:l(b)

Regulatory Capital:
Corpomte 100U1s
Prime residential mortgages
Other (e)
Total

~ij07(b)

OfDerlvntive
LllIbllilv at December 31.
2!JD3(e)
2007(<.')
{lllmlmol1s)

linN'Allze<l!\fal'ket
Vlllll~lj(lU I,(lss
Year Ended Deccmbel' 31(n),
~

20U?!dj

$125,628
107,246
~
234,449
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Arbitrage:
Multi~sectol'

CDOs (I)

12~556

Corporate debt/eLOs (g)
Total
McZZal1il1c tranches (11)
Total

5j 9tl6
~
8,460

50,495
63~051

~
$302,201

~

~

(a) There }vere Ito unl'ect!ized market valuation losses in 2006.
(b) Net notional amounts presented are net ofall strucfural subordination below the covered tranches.

(dJ

(cJ

~~~~;g~~~¥~Eiiiiif~
January 1,

(fJ fnc!udes $1.5 billion of credit dqj(.n!lt swaps written on the super senior tmnclws ofCLOs as of

December 31, 2008,

"fhe cbanges in the net notional amount of the AlGFP super senior credit default swap portfolio!
iududfng credIt default swaps written on mC7xanine tranches of certain regulatory capital relief
transactions were as follows:
For The YenrEndcd December 31, 2008
Eftcdof
F'llrelgn

i'ofL III
TmRsnctIon(ll.)

Exclillnge
Hate!J(b)

--·--·(IlliUiIll~

(75,480) $
mortgages
Other (c)

149,430

(24,222)

Total

378.743

~

Amortlzallonl
RecJMsJt1Cll-tkm

$ (3,554) $
(6,539)

N\\tNotiollal
Amollnt
December 31~
~

(24,651) $ 125,628
(1l,423)

107,246

_,_(2Q:Z)~~

,= ,(10,300) _,~)

_234,449
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Effect of

N-etNotlonll(

Amowlt
Terminations
December 31,
and
~Mlltllritles

ML m

Net Notlonal
Amol'tizatimtf

AmOlmt
December3],

~

--2Q.Q!L-

Foreign

Exchange

TransflcHon(a) ~
(I.llJllilli(,ms)

Arbilrage:
MuJtj~sector CDOs

Corporate debt/CLOs
Total
Mezzanine tranches
Total
(a) Includes $8.5 billion ofmulti~sector CDOs underlying 20-7 Puts written by AIG Financial Products
Corp.

(b) Relates to the strengthening afthe U,S,
(c)

dollm~

prtmarily against the E'uro and the British Powld,

General Contractual Terms
AIGFP entered il1tO CDS transactions in the ordinary course of its business. In tho majority of AlGFP's
credit derivative transactions, AIGFP sold credit protection on a designated portfoliQ of loans or debt
securities. Generally, AIGFP provides such credit protection on a "se-eond loss" basis. meaning that AIGFP
will incur credit lossos- only after a shortfall ofpl'incipal and/or interest, or other credit events, in respect of
the protected loans and debt securities, exceeds a specified threshold amount or level of"fin;t loss."
Typically, the credit rL'lk associated with a designated portfolio of loans OJ' debt securities has been
tranched into ditlercnt layers of risk, which arc then analyzed and rated by the credit rating i.lgencies. At
origination, there is usually an equity layer covering the first credit losses in respect of the portfolio up to a
spedled percentage of thetot~l portfolio, und then successive layers ranging generally from a BBB~ra(ed
layer to one or more AAA-rated layer's. A significant majori1y oftnmsactions that are rated by rating
agellcies have risk layers or tnmches that were rated AAA at origination and moe hmnediate.ly junior to the
tl'u·eshold level above which AIGFP's payment obligation would generally arise. In transactions that were
not mted, AIGFP applieu equivalent risk criteria for setting the threshold level for its payment obligations.
Therefore, the risk layer assumed by AIGFP with re.spect to the de-signated portfolio of loans or debt
securities in these transactions is often called the "super senior" risk layer, defined as a laye.r of credit risk
senior to one or more risk layers that have been rated AAA by the credit rating agencies, or if the
transaction is not rated, structured to the equivalent thereto.
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The following graphic represents a typical structLll'e of a transaction including the super senior risk
layer:
U1Hl~fly'ln!J A-/jiN!~

iwell

BPR or BtiJlk

Regula/my Capital Portfolio

A total of$234.4 billion (consisting of corporate hJans and prime residential mortgages) in net notional
exposure of AIGFp!s super senior credit default swap portfolio as of December 31, 2008 l'ef!rcsooted
derivatives written tor financlal institutions, principally in Europe, for the purpose ofpl'Oviding reglllatory
capital reliefrather than for arhitrage pm'poses. These transactions were entered into by BanqueAIG~

AIGFP's French regnlated hank subsidiary, and written on diversif'ied pools of residential mortgages and
corporate loans (made to both large corporations alld small to me<lium sized entcrprises), In exchange for a

periodic fcc, the counterparties receive credit protection with respect to diversified loan portfolios they own,
thus reducing their minimum capital requirements.
The regulatory benefit of these transactions fbI' AIGFP's financial institution countcrparties is generally
derived from the terms of the Capital Accord of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel I) that
existed through the end of 2007 and which is in the process of being replaced by the Revised Framework
for the Intel11ational Convergence of eEl-pitaI Measm'ement and Capital Standards issued by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel II). Prior to Hle adoption aiBase] III a financial institution was
required to hold capital against its assets, based on the categorization of the issuer or guarantor of the assets.
One of the means for a tlnandallnstitution to reduce its rcquired regulatory capi;a1 was to purchase credit
protection on a gl'OUP arits assets from a regulated financial institution, such as Banque AlG, in order to
benefit from such regulated financial inbiitution's lower risk weighting (e.g" 20 percent VS. 100 percent)
th::t( is assigned to those assets under Basel 1. A lower risk weighting reduces tile amollllt of capital a
financial institution is l'equired to hold agahlst such assets.

Unlike Basel I, Basel II gives credit to the relative risk of loss associated v{Ith the assets, meaning that
less capital is requil'ed for such as,.'1et.'l. After a financial institution has implemented a capital model that is
oompliant With Basel II and has obtained approval from its local regulator, the CDS transactions provide 110
additional regulatory benefit in most cases, except during a transition period. The Basel II implementation
includes a transition period during which the fil1ancial institutions must calculate their capitall'equirements
under both Base! I and Basel II (until Decembe.r 31, 2009). During this period, the capital requil'edis
"floored" at a percentage of the Basel I capital calculation; therefore, until early 2010, these CDS
transactions may still provide regulatory capital benefit for AIGFP's counterpatiies, depending on each
counterparty's pmiicuJar circumstances, In addition, in a limited number of instances, counterpmiiesmay
decide to hold these CDSs for a longer period of time because they provide a regulatory capital benefit,
while smaller, Imctcr Hasel U.
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months,
When a cQuntel'party elects to terminate a transaction early pursuant to the terms of the ;::ontracts, the
eurly termination is at no cost to AIGFP. The conntcrpal'ty may be required to pay the l'emaining balance of

an agreed-upon minimum 'foo to AIGFP. 'Typically, the minimum guaranteed fee on recent tnll1sactiotls is
equal to the fees due to AIGFP through tbe first c.all date (which is the flrst date on which a countcfJ)arty
can teJ111inate the transacriQtJ at no cost). During 2008, $99,7 billion in net notional amount was terminated
or matured. Through February 18,2009, AIGFP has also received formal termination notices,fo1' an
additional $26,5 billion in net notional amonnt with effelGtive termination dates in 2009,

The regulatory capital relief CDS transactions require cash settlement and, other than collateral posting,

AIGf'P is required to make a payment in connection with a regulatory capital reliefu'ansaction only if
realized credit losses in respect of the underlying portfolio exceed AIGFP's attachment point (sec 'I'rIggers
and Settlement Altemativcs below),

The super senior tranches of these CDS transactions continue to be supported by high levels of
subordination, ~vhich, in most instances, have increased since origination, The weighted average
subordination supporting the European residential mortgage and corporate loan fefet'enced portfolios at
December 31,2008 was 12,7 percent snd 18.3 percent, respectively. Delinquencies, defaults and realized
losse.s for both types ofrcfcrcnccd portfolios have been modest to date, Substantially all ofthe underlying
assets are not rated by one of the principal rating agencies. TIle highest lcvel of realized losses to date in any
single residential mortgage and corporate loan pool was 2.1 percent and 0,42 percent, respectively. The
European residential mortgage pOltfolios arc each comprised of thousands of seasoned, prime, full
documentation, mostly first lien, owner-occupied mortgages originated largely at bank retail branches at
modest loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, exceptjol' one $1,6 billion high LTV CDS transaction, which benefits
from both subOl'dinatiol1 and a significant percentage of pool mortgage lmmnmce, The corporate loan
transactions arc each comprised ofseveral hundred secured and unsee-med loans divel'slfied by industry and..
in some instances, by country, and have tight per-issuer concentration limits, Both types of transactions
generally allow some sub~1itutiQn and replenishment of loansI su~iect to tightly defined constraints, as older
loan~ mature or are prepaid, These replenishment rights llsuully mature within the first few years ofthe
trade, after which the proceeds of any p1'cpaid or muturillg loans are applied first to the super senior tranche
(sequentially), thereby increasing the relative level of subordination supporting the balance of AIGFP's
super senior CDS exposure.
134 AIG2008Form IO"K
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The following graph presents subordination level from higbest to lowest and realized losses as a

percent of gross notional amount for each regulatory capital reliet' super senior CDS transaction
written on a diversified portfolio of corporate loans as of Dec:cmber 31~ 2008:
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The following graph presents subordinat.i(H) level from higbest to lowest and realized losses as a
perccnt of notional amount for each rcgltlatory capital relief super senior CDS transaction written on
a diversified portfolio of reside_udal mo-rtgages as of December 31, 2008:
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Given the current performance ofthe underlying portfolios, the level of subordination and tbe
expectation that CoulltCl'parties will terminate these transactions prior to their maturity; AIG Financial
Products Corp, do('.g not ex.peot that it will be required to make payments pursuant. to the contractual terms
of these transactions,

Arbitrage Por((olio
A total 0[$63,1 biHioll in net notional exposure on AIG Financial Products Corp. 's super senior credit
default swaps as of December 31, 2008 are arbitrage-motivated fntnsa<:tions written on multi-sector CDOs
or designf1ted pools ofinve~iment grade senior unsecured C{)Tporate debt or CLOs. While cCliain credit
default swaps written on corporate debt and multi-sector CDOs provide foJ' cash settlement, $2,8 billion iu
net notional amount of CDS transactions written on multi-sector CDOs and aU the CDS Inmsactions written
on CLOs ($1.5 billion net notional) require physical settlement (soo Tl'igget's and Settlement Altemative.s
below). The tvfL III transaction eliminated the vast majority of the super sellior multi-sector COO credit
default swap exposure>

!lfL 1111'ransaction
On November 25, 2008, AIG entered into a Muster Investment und Credit Agreement with the NY Fed,
ML III, and The Bank of New York Mellon which established arrangements for the purchase by ML HI of
the multiwsector enos referenced in certain CDS transactions between AIG Financial Prodl1ct~ Corp, and
its counterpartles. Concurrently, AIG Financial Products Corp.'s counterpmties t{) slIch CDS transactions
agreed to tenrunatc the CDS transactions relating to the multi-sector COOs purchased by ML Ill.
During 2008, AIG Financial Products Corp. terminated multi-sector CDO transactions with a net
notional amount of $62.1 billion with its COUilterparties, and conculTently, ML HI purchased the underlying
multi-sector eDOs including $8.5 biUion of multi-sector CDOsunderlying 2a-7 Put"/: written by AIG
Financial Products Corp> The CDS transactions tel'lninated in eOm1ectiOll with ML III contained physical
settlement provisions and were denominated in LJ.S, dollars> The net payment made by ML Tn to the
coullterparties for tlle purchase of the multi-sector CDOs was $26.8 billion, which was funded by AIG's
equity interest in NfL ill in the amount ofSS billion and
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$24.3 hillioll of borrowings under' a senior loan from the NY Fed to ML TIl, A porliou9fthe net payment
made by Jv1L III to the counterpmties for the purchase of the multi"sector CDOs facilitated the resolution of

$8.0 bHliol1 ofEquidity arl'angements, which had funded certain of the multi"sector CDOs in connection
';\~th the 2u~ 7 Pnts.

In conne.ction wIth the ML m (ransaction, AIG Financial Products Corp. entered into a Shortfall
Agreement, dated November 25, 2008 and amended on December 18,2008 (the Sh01ifall Agreement), with
ML III undeJ' which i\l1L ill made a payment of$2.5 billion to AIG Financial Products COlV, representing
the amount by which collateral sunel1dered as part ofthc termination of the CDS exceeded the fair value of
the CDS as of October 31, 2008-.
Among the multi~scctor CDOs purchased by ML III are certain CDO secutities with a net notional
amount of $1.7 billion for which the related 2a-7 Puts to AIG Financial Pr<lducts Corp. remained
olltstanding as of December 31,2008. For the $252 mi11ioll notional amount ofmulti~sector CDOs held by
:ML III with 2a~7 Puts that may be exercised in 2009, ML m has agreed to not sen themulti~st',ctorCDOgin
2009 and to either not exercise its put option on such multiwsector CDOs or to simultaneously exercise their
par put option with a par purchase of the ml.lltl~sector CDO securities. In exchange, AIG FinaJlcial Produc·ts
Corp_ has agreed to pay to ML III the consideration that it receives for providing the put protwtion, AIG
Financial Products Corp. and ML III arc currently negotiating an agrC",cmcnt that will outline pl'Occdurcsto
be taken by ML 1II and AlG Financial Products Corp. for multiwsector CDOs with put options that may be
exercised after DL'Ccmbcr 31, 2009, with the objective of mitigating or eliminating the impact on
AIG Financial Products Corp. of such 2a~ 7 Puts and captul'ing the associated economics for ML III.

Included in

Multi-Sector eDOs
The gross transaction notiouaimlloullt of the lllulti~8ector CDOs on which AIGFP wrote
protection on the super senior tranch"., subordinatioll be-low the super senior risk layer, net llothmaI
amount and fair value of derivative liabiHt)' b)' uudcdying eoHafCl'a] type were as foUQWS (c..'\.cluding

2a-1Puts):
Gr{l8S

AtDe~emlJcr 31,

:W08

High grade with sub~Ptime collateral
High grade with 110 s~1b-pri11le collateral
Total high grade (c)

iv!ezzanl11e with suh~prime
Mezzanine with no sub-prime
Total mezzanine (d)
Total

'I'l1lnsQct:!on
NOt:!(tDlll
Amoullt(a)

Subordiilfltlo.n
Below 1he
Net
Super Senior
Notional
Risl\ Lllrer
AmQunt(b)
(InmHUons)

$ 6,776 $
2,808 $ 3,968
~ ~~
16,932 ~
8,308
6,407
2,955
3,452
9o_1 ----.12§
1,697 _ _ _
8,104 ~ ~
$ 25.036 $
12,480 ~

I<'ait'Vltllle

oflJel'lvatlvc
LiabJlitv

$
1,797
~
~
2,156

~
~

~

(a) Total otJfstandingprlllclpal amount Qfsecurfties held by a eDO.
(b) Net notional size on which A/GF? wrote credit protection.

(c)

;~;itl~~;~;:,~~~~:,~,,:~~;;~~ao~:ri~h::i;g;~h;e/r:a~j' o;:r;ii;g~:i;tI:~a':ii~o~:a:.' 'Iyin'g c"llal"oll c/'edt,' ml'IIi&S 0" a"land",'oae
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The net l1otionlll amounts of the nmlti~sect{)renos on which AIGFP wrote protection on the
super senior tl'anehe, by settlement alternative, wel"C as follows:
December 31, 1008

DN:ember 31, 2007

(Inllllmrn:l~)

CDS tra,'lsactions with cash settlement provisions
US dollar denominated
Euro denominated
Total CDS transactions with <:a...;h settlement provisions
CDS transactions with physical settlement provisions
US dollar denominated
Euro denominated
Total CDS transactions wiLlt physical settlement provisions
Total

10,544

2,075
12.619
766

63,040
2,546
65,586
73,205

The following table presents, for each mult,i~sector CDO that is a reference obligation in a CDS
written by AIGFP, tbe gross and net notional amomtts at December 31,2008, attachment pt1ints at
illccption and at December 31, 2008 and percentage of gl'OSS notionall1nlQUllt rated Jess thm, B~fB3 at
December 31, 2008:
PereCtltllgl:(JfG"(J~
Gros~

Notional
Amoulltat
lkcembe-.· 31, 20[18

~

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10

11

16
17
18
19
20
21
Total
I[<

1,440

1,064

814
531
238
327
470
360
4
221
1,103
960
1,350
302
265

1,348

12
13
14
15

D~-ccmbel'

1,490
575
623
2,570
495
682
779
393
4,970
25,036

N<ltionaJ Amannt Rated

Attachment PGint
31, 2008
atlnception*

1,680 $
665
1,328
463
698
1,000
1,412
1,130
403
),268

g

Net Notional
Amourttat

396

469
224

L~u

tlllUl B-IB3 nt

Deccmbel' 31. 20(18

14.28%

15.88%

40.45%

20.00%
40.00%
36.00%

23.49%
60.02%
4237%

2.86%
0.00%
74.50%
11.29%

45.30%
12.27%
25.24%
10.00%
3}.()O%

33.25%
16.50%

34.51%
9.72%

60.94%
0.00%

39.75'%
43.09%
10.31%

8U)3%

78.07%
0.00%

Expressed as a percentage ofgross notional amount.
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The gross transaction notional amoullt, percentage {If the t<lta] CDO collaterol pools., and ratings
and vinhlge breakdown of collateral securities in the multi·scetor enos at December 31, 2008, by
AilS c.ategory, were as follows (excluding 2a 7 Puts):
M

Gr(lS.'!
Transilcthm

N(lllonnl

l'ercellf

A.llUllllf

ofTlltnl

Viutll"c

'2008" ··-lOo1

~

~

~

(Dollul:;J;-nililions}

The corporate arbitrage portfoliQ consists principalJy of CDS written on portfolios of senior unsecured
corporate obligations that were generally rated invc,<itment grade at the inception of the CDS. These CDS

transactions require cash settlement (see Triggers and Settlement Alternatives below), This portfolio al~o
include,s CDS with a net notional amount of $1.5 billion written Oil the scnior pali of the capital stlUcture of
CLOs, which require physicfll settlement.

The gross tnnsaction nooonal amount of CDS transactions written on portfolios of senior
unsecured corporate ooligatiolls (excluding CLOs), percentage Qftne total referenced portfolios, al1d
ratings by industry sector, in addition to the subordinations below the super senior risk layer and
AIGFP's'net notional exposure at December 31, 200g} by industry sector, were as follows:
Gl"O$~ 1'fIllISlldion

P~rc~nt

Nonll1llllAmouJ1t

ofTotnl

(Dallllf$lumjj[lllM)---

United States Industrial
Financial
Utili(ies
Other

Total United States
States Industrial
Financial
Govemment

Non~United

Dtilities
Other

RDJings
-

AAA

23,363 37,5% 0,0%
9,776 15,7% 0.4%
2,218
3.6% 0.0%
_ _-::7'1,3:::6:.;.4
2,2% 0,0%
_ _-=-36",,0,,,,2001 59,0% 0.4%
18,616 29,9% 0.1%
3,088
0.1%
1,853
0,0%
1,680
2.7% 0.0%
_ _ _2",6",8 ~%~%

-

Aa

-

0.4%
0,6%
0.0%
0,0%
1,0%
0,9%
0.7%
0.4%
0,0%

A

7.5%
7.6%
0.5%
0,0%
15,6%
9.0%
3.0%
1.4%
1.5%

-

Una

-

19.2%
4.6%
2,7%
0.1%
26,6%
14.4%
0.8%
1.0%
0.8%

Da

4.7%
1,5%
0.1%
0.0%
6.3%
2.2%
0.1%
0,2%
0,0%
O.O%.-21%~% 0.0%

-

<:Dl1

5.4%
0.3%
0,1%
0,0%
5.8%
1.0%
0.0%
0,0%
0.0%

~

0.3%
0,7%
0,2%
2.1%
3.3%
2.3%
0,3%
0.0%
0,4%

O.O%~%
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Total Non-United States

Total

.,---_"'25"'.5"'0,,5

4LO%~%

2.0%Jg%lli% 25%..LQ%1J.%

;J:,=.~;,;;62~.2;;;2;;;6 100.0%~%~%

Subordination
Net Notional Amount

Fair Value of Derivative Liability

30,7% 43.7% 8.8% 6.8% 6,4%

13,242
43,984
2,147

Triggers and Settleinent Altematfve~
At December 31. 2008, all outstanding CDS tl'allsact1011S for regulntorycapital purposes and the
majOlity of the arbitrage portfolio (compJising $56.7 billion or 90 percent ofthc net notional amount for the
arbitrage portfolio at December 31, 2008) have c·ash-settled structures in respect of a basket of reference
obligations, where AIGFP's payment obligations may be triggerw by payment shortfalls, bankruptcy and
certain other events such as v..-rite-downs of the value ofunderlying assets (sec Cash Settlement below). Fot'
the remainder of the CDS transactions in respect of the arbitrage portfolio (comprising $6.4 billion or
10 percent oftllenet notional amount for the arbitrage portfolio at December 31, 2008), AIGFP's payment
obligations arc tl'iggel'ed by the occurrence of a credit event under a single reference security, and
performance is limited to a single payment by AIGFP in rctum for physical delivery by the countcrparty of
the reference security (see Physical Settlement below). By contrast, at December 31, 2007, under the large
majority of CDS transactions:in respect ofmulti-sectQI' COOs (comprising $65.6 billion 01'44.1 percent of
the net notional amount for the arbitrage portfolio at December 3J, 2007) AlGFP's payment obligations
were triggered by the occurrence of a non-payment event under a single reference CDO secw'ity, and
performance was limited to a single payment by AIGFP in return for physical delivery by t1", counterparty
ortbe reference security.

Cash Settlement. Transactions requiring cash settlement (principally on a "pay us you go" basis) are
gencruUy in respect of baskets of reference credits (which may also include single-Ilume CDS in addition to
securities and loans) rathcr thun a single reference obligation as in the case {If the physically settled
transactions described below_ Under these credit default swap transactions:
• Each time a "triggering eVeJ:lt" occurs a "loss amount" is calculated. A triggering event is generally a
failure by the relevant obligor to pay princ:ipal of or, in some cases, interest on one of the reference
credits in the underlying basket. Triggering event~ may also include bankruptcy of the obligors of the
reference credits. write~downs or payment postponements with respect to interest or to the principal
amount of a reference credit paYltble at maturity. The dctennination of the loss al1lmmt is specific to
each triggering event. It can represent tbe amount of a shortfall in ordinary course interest payments
on the reference credit, a write~down in the interest on or principal of such reference credit or
payment postponed. n can also represent the difference between the notional or par amount of such
reference credit and its market value, as detcl1'uined by reference to market quotati01Hi. A "write~
down" with respect to a referenced credit may arise as a result of a reduction in the O\ltstandhlg
principal amount of such referenced credit (other tban as a result of a scheduled or unscheduled

• Triggering events can occur multiple times, either as a result of continuing shOlifalls in interest or
write-downs or payment postponements on a single reference credit, 01' as a result of triggt..'ring events
in respect of different reference credits included in a protected basket. In c01111ection whh each
triggering event, AIOFP is required to make a cash payment to the buyer of protection under the
related CDS only if the aggregate loss amollllts calculated in respect of such triggering event and all
prior triggering events exceed a spt.'Citlcd thl"Cshold amount (rct1ecting AIGFP's attachmenf point).
140 ATG 2008 Form lQ.-K
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• If there are rcimbUt'scments received (actual or deemed) by the CDS buyer 'in rCh1'cct of prior
triggering events, AIGFP will be entitled to re('~jve equivalent umounls from the. counterparty to the
extent AIGFP has previously made a related payment

Ph,vsfcal Settlement. For CDS transactions requiring physical settlement, AIGFP is generally required
to pay unpaid pdncipal and acorued interest for the re!.(.."VUl1t reference obligation in retUl1l for physical

delivery of such reference obligation by the CDS buyer upon the occurrence ()f a credit event. After
purchaSing the reference obligation, A[GFP may sell the security and recover aU or a portion of the
purchase price paid unde.r the CDS, or hold such security and be entitled to receive subsequent collections
ofprincJpal and interest. A1GFP generally is required to settle such a transaction only if the following
conditions are satisfied:
• A "Credit Event" (as defined in the relevant CDS trammction confirmation) must have occurred. In
all CDS tl'ansQctions subject to physical settlement, "Failure to Pay" is specified as a Credit Event
and is generully tl'iggel'ed if there is a failure by the issuer under the related CDO to make a payment
under the reference obligation (after the expiration of any applicable grace period and, in certain
transactions, subject to a nominal non-payment thrc$holdhavltlg been met).
• In addition, certain ofthe AIGFP CDS (with anaggt'egate net notional Emount totaling
$265 million and $8.3 billiort at December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively) provide credit
protection in respect of CDOs that require minimum amounts of collateral to be maintained to
SUppOI·t lhe CDO debt, where the notional amount of such coUateru!; sllbject to cCitain adjustments,
is afh':eted by among other things the ratings of the securities and other obligations comprising such
collateral. In the event that the issuer of such a CDO fails to maintain the minimum levels of
collateral, an event of default would {Jccur, triggering a right by a specified contl'ofling class Qf
CDO note holde:rs to acc.elerate the payment of principal and interest on the protected reference
obligations. Under certain ofthe CDSs, upon acceleration ofthe reference obligations underlying a
CDS, AIGFP may be required to purchase such reference obHgations for a purchase price equal to
unpaid principal of and accrued interest on the CDO in settlement of the CDS. As a result of this
ovcl'-collateralizatJoll feature of these enos, AIGFP potentially may be required to purchase sllch
CDO securitie..<; in settlement of tho related CDS sooner than would be required if such COOs did
not have an over~collateralization feature. One of these CDOs was ac(',eleratcd in 2008, and AIGFP
extingui.shed its CDS obligations by purchasing the- protected CDO seew·tty for $162 million.
which equaled the principal amount outstanding related to this CDS, ofwhich $103 million was
recorded in the trading securitic,'i portfolio and $59 million was recorded in the uvaHable for .sale
portfolio. AIGFP had 110 CDS llctnotional C,\pOSllre wilhrespect (0 CDOs that have experienced
ovcr~collateraIiz;ation events (If default at Februal)' 18,2009.
• In addition to subordination, cash flow diversion mechanics may provide futiher protection ['1'0111
losses for holders of the super senior CDO securities. Following the acceleration ofa CDO
stX:urity, aU, or a portion of, available cash flows in a CDO could be diverted from the juniO!'
tranches to the most senior tl'anehe..<;. In a CDO with such a feature, the junior tranches may 110t
receive any cash flows until all interellt on, and principal of, the super senior tranchcs 1u'e paid in
full. Thus, potential losses borne by the holders oftlle Sllpet· senior COO securities may be
mitigated as cash flows that would otherwise he payable to junior tranches throughout the entire
CDO capital structure arc instead diverted directly to the most senior tranches. Cash flow diversion
mechanics also may arise in the context of ovcl'-collatcralization tests. Upon a failme by the COO
issuer to comply with certain over~col1atcra}jz..l.tjon tests (other tlIan those that triggel' an indenture
event of default), cash flows that would otherwise be payable to certain junior tranches throughout
the CDO capital structure may instead be diverted to more senior tl'aflche..s. Consequently, the super
senior l'isk layer is paid down fit a faster rate. effectively increasing the relative level of
subordination.
• T11e ex.istence ofa tJ'3llche of securities l'ankingpari passu with the super senior CDO securities
does not provide additional subordination that protects holders orthe super senior CDO securities,
as holders of suchparlpassu securities are entitled to receive payments from available cash flows
at the same level of priority as holders of the super senior securities. Thus, a pari passu tranche of
securities does not affect the amount of losses that have to be absorbed by classes ofCDO
secl.-lrities other than the super senior CDO
AIG 2008 FonlllO·K
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la~7 Puts: Included in the multi-sector CDO portfolio Eire maturity-shortening puts that allow the
holders of the securities issue-dby certaill CDOs to treat the securities us short-term eligible

2a~7

investments under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (2a-7 Puts). Holders of securities are

required, ill certain drcwnstanccs, to tender their securities to the issuer at par. If an issuer's remarke-tillg
agent is unable to resell the sccmities so tendered, AIGFP must purchase the securities at par as long as the
secudty has not experienced a payment default or cettain bankruptcy events with respect to the issuer of

sucll security have not occllrred,

At December 31, 2007, 2a 7 Puts with a nClllotional amQunt of 86.5 billiQll were outstanding and
includcdas par! ofille muJtiwsector COO portfolio, During 2008, AIGFP isslled new2a~7 Puts with a net
notional amount ofSS,4 billion on the super senior security Issued by a COO ofAAAwratcd CMBS pW'suaot
to a facility that \vas entered into in 2005. AIGFPis not a party to any commitments to issue any additional
2a Puts. During 2008, AIGFP repurchased multi~scctol' CDO scc"\uities with a principal amount of
$9.4 billion in c011nection with these obliglltions, of which $8.0 billion was funded using existing liquidity
arrangements. In connection with the I\1L tIl lralJstlction, ML HI purchased $8.5 billion ofmulti-sectnr
CDOs\mderlying 2a-7 Puts written by AIGFP, A pOliion of the net payment made by ML III to the
countel'parties for the purchase of the Im}tli~sector CDOs facilitated the resolution of Hquidity arrangements,
which had funded certain of [ho multiwsector CDOs in conncction with the 2a-7 Puts. Among the multisector cnos purch-ased by ML III are certain CDO securities with a llet1l0Hona.1 amount of $1.7 billion for
which the related 2a~7 Puts to AtGFP remained outstanding as of Decembel' 3], 2008. For the $252 mlJ1ion
netnoiionul amount ofmulii~ectorGDOs held by ML HI with 2a-7 PuIs that may be exercised iI12009, ML
III has agreed to not sell the multi-sector COOs in 2009 and to either uot ex.ercise ito;; put option on sud}
multiwsectQr COOs 01' to simultaneously exorcise their par put option with a pat' purchase of the multiwsector
COO securities. In exchmlge, AIG Financial Products Corp. has agreed to pay to 1"1L III the CQnsidcration
that it rcceived fot' providing the put protection. AIG Financial Products Corp. and ML III are currently
negotiating an agreement that wi!! outline procedures to be taken by ML HI and A.lG Financial Products
Corp. for multi-sector CDOs with put options that may be-exercised after December 31 l 2009, with tbe
objective of mitigating or etiminating the impact on AIG Financial Products Corp. of such 2a ? Puts and
capturing the associated economics for ML HI. At December 31, 2008, 2a-1 Puts with a l1(;)t notional amount
of $1.7 billion were outstanding.
w

w

]

w

Termfnationli'vents. Ccrtain oHbc SUPCl' senior credit default swops provide the counterpatties with an
additional termination right if AlG's rating level falls to BBB 01' Baa2. At thtlt level, Coullterpul'ties to the
CDS transactions with the following net notional amounts at December 31, 2008, by portfolio, have the
right to terminate the transactions cariy:
N~t

NI)t1onal Amount

At Dece!!!-~er 31, 2008
(Inmllliuns)

5,501
27,908
5,205
38,614

Multi-sector CDO
Corporate arbitrage
Regulatory capital

Total

If counte'1)arties exerci&'e this right; the contracts provide for the cOlluterparties to be compensated for
the cost to replace the 1ransactions, or an amount reasonably determined in good faith to estimate the losses
the counterparties would incur as a result ofihe termination of the transactions.
Given the level of unceliainty in estimating both the llwuber of Coullterparties who may elect to
exercise theiT right to terminate and the payment that may be triggered in connection with any such

exorcise, AfG is unable to
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reasonably estimate the aggregate amount that it would be rc-quired to pay under the super senior credit
default swaps in the event (If any furlhet' downgrade,
Certain super senior credit default swaps written for regulatory capital relicf, with a net notional
amount of$161.5 billion at De<ccmber 31, 2008, include triggers that require certain actions to he taken by
AIG once AlG's rating level faUs to certain levels, which, ffnot taken, give rise to a right Qfthe
cOUlltcl'pnrties to terminute the CDS, Such actions include posting collateral, transferring the swap or
providing a guarantee from a more highly rated entity. In light of the rating actions taken in respect of AIG
on September 15, 2008, AIGFP has implemenhxl collateral arrungements in 10\ large m.ajority nfthe.<;e
transactions. In the event of a (ermination of the conbw::t that is caused by AlG's rating downgrade, AIGFP
is obligated to compensate the counterparty based on its "loss." As a result of AlGFP posting coUateral,
AIG eliminated the counterpmties l right to terminate under this downgrade provision, thereby avoiding the
uncertainty of determining the "toss" from an early termination of a regulatory capital CDS.
Collateral

Most of AlGFP's credit default swaps are subject to collateral posting provisions. These provision....
differ among C01ll1tc'1Jarlics and asset classes:. Although AIGFP has collateral posting obligations associated
with both regulatory capital rclieftransacno11s and arbitrage transactions, the large majority of these
ohligations to date have been associated with arbitrage transactions in respect ofmulti~scctor CDOs.
The collateral ammgemcnts in respect oftbe multi-sector CDO, regulatoly capital and corporate
arbitrage t.Tansadions are nearly all documented under a Credit. Suppnrt Annex (eSA) to an ISDA Master
Agreement (Master Agreement). The Master Agreement and CSA forms are standardized form agreements
publisbed by the ISDA, which market participants have adopted as the primary contractual frameWOl"k for
various kinds of derivatives transactions, including CDS. The Master Agreement and CSA forms are
designed to be customized by counterparties to accommodate their particular requirements for the
anticipated typos of swap transactions to be entered into. Elective provisions and modifwations of the
standard terms are negotiated in connection with the execution of these documents. The Master Agreement
and CSA permit any provision contained in these documents to he ftJrther varied or overridden by the
individual transaction cOllf1nnations, providing flexibility to tailor provisions to accommodate the
requirements of any particular transaction. A CSA, if agreed by the parties toa Master Agreement,
supplements and forms part of the Master Agreement and contains pl'Ovisions (among others) for the
valuation of the covered transactions, the delivery and release -of collateral, the typc.<; of acceptable
collateral. the grant of a security interest (in the case of n CSA governed by New York law) or the outright
tnmsfer of title (in the case ofa CSA gove111ed by English law) in Ow collateral that is posted, the
calculation of the amount of collateral required, the valuation of the collateral provided, the timing of allY
collateral demand or return, dispute mechanisms, and various othe.r rigbts, remedies and duties of the parties
with respect t.o the collateral provided,
In general, each party has the right under a eSA to act as the "Valuation Agent" and initiate the
calculation of the exposure of one party to the other (Exposure) in respect of transactions covered by the
CSA, The valuation calculation may be performed daily, weekly or at some other interval, and the
frequency is one of the terms negotiated at the time the CSA is signed. The definition of Exposure nnder a
standard CSA Is the amount that would be payable to one party by the other party upon a hypothetical
termination of that transaction, This amount is determined, in most cases, by the Valuation Agent using its
estimate ofmid~1l1arketquotations (i.e., the average ofhypotheHC<ll bid and ask quotations) of the amounts
that would be paid for a replacement transaction, AIGFP determines Exposure lypically by reference to the
mark·to·market valuation of the relevant transactlon produced by its systems and specialized models.
Exposure amounts are typically determined for all transactions under a Master Agreement (unless the
parties have s11ecificalty agreed to exclude certain transactions, not to apply the CSA or to set a ~,.pecific
transaction Exposure to zero), The aggregate Exposure less the value of collateral already held by the
relevant party (and following application of certain thresholds) results in a net exposure amount (Delivery
Amount), Iftbis amount is a positive number, then the other party must deliver oollateral with a value equal
to the Delivery Amount. Under the standard CSA, the party not acting as Valuation Agent for any particular
Exposure calculation may dispute the Valuation Agent's calculation of the Delively Amount, If the parties
are unable to resolve this dispute, the terms Qfthe standard CSA provide that the Valuation Agent is
required to recalculate Exposm'e using, in Sl.lbstitution for (he disputed Exposu1'e amounts, the aVCl'age of
actua] quotations at mid-market from four leading dealers in tbe relevant market.
AIG 20{1&FolUllO-K
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be netted

Regulatory Capital Relief Transactions
As of December 31, 2008, 68.0 pe.rccnt of AIGFpls rcgulatOl'Y capital relief transactions (measured by

net notional amount) \vere subject to {l CSA, III other tral1sactions, \vhJch t'cprcs~ll1t 1,0 percent of the total
net notional amount of the outstanding regulatory capital relief transactions, AIGFP is obligated to put a
CSA or altel11<ltive coHateraJ arrangement in place jf ArG's ratings falj below certain Jevels (typically, A-

IA3), At December 31, 2008, 31.0 percent of the regulatory capital reUef portfolio is not subject to collateral
posting provisions. In general, each regulatory capitall'clieftransaction is subject to a stand~alone Master
Agreement or similar agreement, under which the aggregate Exposure is calculated with reference to. only a

single transaction,
The underlying mechanism that determines the amount of collateral to be posted varies fl'om one
countcrparty to another, and there is no standard formula. The varied mechanisms resulted from varied
negotiations with different countcrparties, The following is a briefdcscriptioil oft11e primary mechanisms
that are currently being employed to determine the a!U<)Unt of collateral posting for this potifolio.

mortgages,

Market Value ofReference Obligation -- Under this mechanism the amount ofcollatcral to be posted
is determined based on the difference between the not notional amount of a referenced RMBS security and

the security's market value,
Expected Loss Models - Under this mechanism, the amount of c()llateral to he posted is determined
based on the amount of expected credit losses, generally detet'mined using a ratjl1g~agency model.
Negotiated Amount - Under this mechanism, the amount of collateral to be posted is determined
based on bespoke terms negotiated between AIGFP and the cO\ll1terparty, which could be a fixed percentage
ofthellotional amount or present value of premiums tobccamed by AIGFP,
TIle amount of collatCl"lll postings by underlying mechanism as described above ,·"ith respect to
the regulator)' capital relicf portfolio (prior to consideration of transactions other than AIGFP's
super senior credit default swap portfolio subject to the sante Master Agreements) were as follows
(there were no collnteral posHngs on this portfolio prior to March 31, 2008):

Reference to market indices $
Market value of reference
obligatiQn
Expected loss models

Total

212 $

177 $

157 $

667 $

417

142

286

380
5

299

235

213

-$--2-12 -L.----31-9

5

~::::::~ ;:----;-17,23;0;7 ~$:::::9~;~~

Arbitrage POl'ifolfo - Multi-Sector CDOs
In the large majodty of the CDS transactions in respect of mutti~sectOl' CDOs, the standard CSA
proYisi(ms for the calculation of Exposure have been modified, whh the ExposlI1'e amount determined
pursuant to an agreed
144 AlO 2008 Fonll lo-K
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and the market

counterpart}' all the llon~CDS transactions,

Arbitrage Portfolio - Corporate Debt/CLOs

Almost all of AIGFP's corporate arbitrage transactions are subject to CSAs, 97,{} pCl'cent (measured by
net notional amount) of these transactions cOJ1tain no special collateral posting provisions, b'lt arc subject to
a Mastel' Agreement that includes a CSA, These transactions are troated the same as other transactiQns
subject to the same Mast.er Agreoment and CSA, with the calc:uJatiol1 of collateral in ac.cordance: with the
standard CSA procedures onHined above. 17.5 percent (measured by net notional am(mnl) Qfthese
transactions, although snbject to a Master Agreement and eSA, have specific valuation and t1u'eshold
provisions. These thresholds arc typically based on" combination oftlle· credit rating of AIG and a ratings
model of the transaction developed by Moody's model rating of the u·ullsaction (and Dot bUlO'ed Oll the value
of any underlying reference obligations). 11ms, as long as AIG maintains a rating above a specified
threshold and the Moody's model of the underlying transaction exceeds a specified rating, the collateral
provislons do not apply.

Collateral

Call~

AIGFP has received collateral calls from counterpartie.'l in respect of certain super senior credit default
swaps, of which a large majorHy relate to multi-sedor
To a lesser extent, AIGPP has also received
collateral calls in l'e&'Pcct of celiain super senior credit default swaps entered into by coullterparties for
regulatory capital relief purposes and in respect of corporate arbitrage.

cnos.

Frequently, valuation a<.;timates made by counterpartieswitb respect to certain super senior credit
default swaps or the underlying reference CDO securities, for purposl;,'S of detern1ining the amount of
collateral required to be posted by AIGFP in conncction with sllch instruments, have differed, at times
sigl1ificantly, n:om AIGFP's estimates. In almost all cases, AIGFP has been able to sllccessfully resolve the
difference..<; Qf otherwise reach an accommodation with respect to collateral posting levels, including in
certain case.'l hy entering into compromise collateral arrangements. Due to the ongoing nature of these
coUateral calls, AIGFP may engage in discussions with one or more eounterpmiics in respect of these
differences at Hny time. Valtmtioll estimates made by counterparties for collateral purposes are, like any
other third"party valuation, considered in tbe determination of the fair value estimates of AIGFP's super
senior credit default swap portfolio.
Tlu-tlllgh June 30, 2007, AIGFP had not received any collateral calls related to this super senior credit
default swap portfolio. Since that date and through February 18, 2009, C01.luterp<lrties have made large
collateral calls against AIGFP, in particular related to the multi~sector CDO portfolio. Tbis was largely

driven by deterioration in the market value of the reference obligations and the effects of tho downgrade of
AIG's ratings.

Tile llmount of collateral postingsvdth respect to AIGFP's super senior credit default swap
portfolio (prior to offsets for other transactions) were as follows:

AID 20GB Ponn IO-K
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December 31,
~

September 30, Decembcl' 31,
2008
2008
.~
(In mllll(lm)'~'--

JllllC 30,

ReglllatolY capital
Arbitrage - multi-sector CDO

1,287
5.129

443
31,469

Arhitrage ---- corporate

2.349

902

Total

$

32,814

S

8,765

The amount offutul'e eoUateral posting requirements is a function of AIG's credit ratings, the ratblg of

tbe reference obligati0l1s and allY further decline in the market value oftbe relevant reference ohiigatiol1S,
with the latter being the most significant filctOr. While a high level of cOlTelation exists between the amount
of collateral posted and the: valuation of these. contracts in respect of the arbitrage portfolio, a similar
relationship does not exist with respect to the regulatory capital portfo!io given the nature of how the,
amount of collateral for these transactions is determined. Given the severe market disruption,lack of
observable data and the uncertainty regarding the potential effects 011 market prices of measures re;;;ently
undertaken by the federal government to address tllC credit market disruptiot,! AIGFP is unable to
reasonably estimate the amounts of cnJ]atcral that it would be required to post.
Model~ and Modeling

AIGFP values itl:t credit dcfall!t swaps wrltttm on the super senior risk layers of designated pools of debt
seeurities{lr loans using 111tel11a1 valuation models, third~party price estimates and market indices. The
principal market was dctcnnincd to be the market in which supei' sen'ior (:redit default swaps of this type and
size would be transacted, OJ' have been transacted, with the greatest volume or level of activity. AlG has
determined tnat the principal market participants, therefore, would consist of other large financial
Institutions who participate in sophisticated over-the~counter derivatives markets, The specific valuation
methodologies v<Uy based on the nature of the referenced obligations and a'\'ailahility of market prices.

The valuation of the super scnior credit derivatives continues to be challenging given the limitation on
the availability of l'narket observable information due to the lack of trading and price transparency in the
structured finance market, particularly during and Rince the second halfof 2007, 'fheBe market conditions
have increased the rcHance on management estimates and judgments in 3nlving at an c:itil11ate affair value
for finan.cial reporting purposes. Further, disparities in the valuation methodologie,.;: employed by market
participants and the v8ryingjudgments reached by such participants when assessing volatile markets have
inct'eased tIle likelihood !:hat the various parties to these instruments may anive at signillcantly differl;mt
estimates as to their fair values.
AIGFP'g valuation methodologies for tbe Hlper senior credit default s\\'ap portfolio have evolved in
response to the deteriorating market conditions and the lack of sufficient market observable information..
ATG has SO\lght to calibrate the model to available market information and to review the assumptions oftlle
model on a regular basis.

Arbitrage Portfolio--- Multi-Sector CDOs

swap.

AIGFP uses OJ modified version ofthe Binomial Expansiol1 Technique (BET) model to value its credit
default swap portfolio written on super senior tranches of CDOs of ABS, inchldillg the 2i'l~7 Puts. The BET
model was developed in 1996 by a major rating agency to generate expected loss estimates for CDO
t:ranches and derive a credit rating for those tranche..'l, and has been widely used ever since.
AIG selected the BET model for the following reasons:

• it is known and lltilized by other institutions;
e

it has been studied extensively, documented and

enham~ over

many years;

t46 AlO 2008 Fonu to-K
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• it is transparent and relatively simple to apply;

• the parameters required to run the BET model are generally observable; and

• it can casHy be modified to use probabilities of default .and expected losses derived ii'om tbe
underlying collateral secm"jcies market prices instead ofusillg rating-based historical probabilities of
default
The BET model has certain limitations. A well known limitation of the BET model is that it can
understate the expected losses for super senior tranches when default correlations are high. The model uses
con'dations implied from diversity scores which do not c.apture the tendency for correlations to increase as
defaults increase. Recognizing this concem, AIG te:.ied the sensitivity of the valuations to the diversity
score..<:. The results of the testing demonstrated that the valuations are not very sensitive to the diversity
scores because the expected losses generated from the prices of the collateral pool securitie.." are cun'enUy
high, breaching the attachment point in most transactions. Once the attachment point is breached by a
sufficient amount, the diversity scores, and their implied col1'dations, an; no longer a significant driver of
the valuation of a super senior tranche.
AIGFP has adapted the BET model to estimate the price of the super senior risk layer or tranche of the
CDO. AIG modified the BET model to imply default probabilities from market price..q for the underlying
seemities and not from rating agency assumptions, To generate the estimate, the mode! uses the price
estimates for the securities comprising the portfolio ofa CDO a", an input and convert" those price estimates
to eredit spreads over current LIBOR~based interest rates. These credit spr(',ads are used to determine
implied probabilities of de-fault and expected losses on the underlying securities. These data arc then
aggregated and used to estimate the expected cash flows of the super senior tranche ofthe CDO.

The application of the modified BET model involves the following steps for each individual super
senior tranche ofa CDO in the portfolio:

1) Calculation of the cash How pattern that matches the weighted average life for each underlying
security of the· eDO;
2) Caloulation of an implied oredit spread for each security from the price and eash flow pattcm
determined in step 1. This is an adtlunetic process which converts prices to yields (similar {o the
conversioll of United States Depaliment of the Treasury security prices to yields), and then
stibh'acL" LIBOR-based interest rates to detcnninc the credit spreads;

present value of the expected cash flows discounted at a risk-free rate with tbe prescnt value of
the contractual cash flows discounted using LIBOR-based intere..,>t rates plus the credit spreads;
4) Generation of expected josses for C<lch underlying security using the probability of default and
recovery rate;
5) Aggregation Qfthe cash flO\\,s for all securities to create a cash flow profile- ofthe entire

coUaterul pool within the eno;

7) Simulation of the default behavior oft11ehypotheticaI secmities using a Monte Carlo simulation
and aggregation of the results to dorive tbe effect of the expected losses on the cash flow pattem
of the super senior tranche taking into account the cash flow diversion mecbanism of the CDO;
8) Discounting of the expected cash flows determined in step 7lJsing LIBOR-based interest rates
to estimate the value of the super seniortnmche oftheCDO; and
AlG2008 Form lO-K 147
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The following table presents tile net notional amount ~nd fair value of derivative liability of the
multi-sector super sellior credit de:f~lUlt swap portfolio using AIGF'P's fllk value metbodology:
At Dceclllber 31,
Fair Value Ol.'dvlilil'c
Llabllily

Net N()fjonlll Amount
~

20117

$ 42,173

2,951

8,038
21,152
2,220
4,622
$ 78,205

3,218

3,842

S 12."E6

lOOg

2007

-~1111111~--

$ 2,545

.1 ...17tl
1,753
1,568
1,215
$ 5,906

5,432
1.947
2,975
761
131
$ 11,246

Arbitrage Porifolio"- Corporate Debt!CLOs
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Regu1rJtolJ' CapUal Portfolio

billion

available.
AIGFP does not expect to make any payment under these contracts based on current })Oltfolio
conditions and stress analyses perfonned. Over the conlractuallife oftbe transactiolJ~ AIGFP is owed
contractual premillms over an extended period. However, the expecla(iDn that the cmmterparties will be
willing and able to termlliate these transactions in the vety near term based ou the contract provisions and
market conditions significantly reduces the expected futmc cash flows to be received. Consequently, the
futll1'C expected cash :flows validate the observable market transactions used to plice the portfolio.

rn light of early termilll.1tiol1 experience to date and after other analyses, AIG determined that there- was
no unrealized market valuation adjustment for this regulatory caplt81 reliefpol'tfolio fo1' the :yeaI' ended
December 31, 2008 other thml for one transaction where AlGFP believes the counterparty is no longer
using the transaction to obtain regulatory capital relief. During 2008. a regulatory capital relieftrammction
with a net notional amount of$1.6 billion and a fair value loss ofS379miUion at December 31 2008 was
j

not terminated as expected when it no longer provided regulatory capitallx..·nefit to the counterparty. 'Ihis
tratlsaction provides protection on European Ri\.1BS, unlike the other regulatOlY transactions, which provide
protection Oil loan portfolios held by the counterpal'ties. The documentation for this transaction contains
provisions not included in AIGFP's other regulatory capitall'clieftransactions, which enable the
counterparty to arbitrage a spccit1c credit expOSllfe.

AIG will continue to assess the valuation of this portfolio and monitor developments in the
marketplace. Given the significant deterioration in the credit markets and the risk that A1GFP's expectations
with respect to the termination of these transactions by its cffill1terpm1ies may not materialize, there can he
no assurance that AIG will not recognize unrealized market valuation losses from this portfolio in future
periods, and given its size, recognition of even a small percentage decline in the fair value offhis portfolio
could be material to AIG's consolidated result~ of operations for an individual reporting period or to AlG's
consolidated financial condition.
KeY Assumptions [lied in the BET model ""'" MuW~Sector CDOs
The most signifIcant assumption used in the BET model is tbe estimated :price aftile individual
securities within the CDO collateral pools, The following table s\lmmarizes the gross transaction notional
weighted average price by ADS category.

Gross Transaction Notional
Welgbted

Average I'rice at December 31
ADS Clltcj,,'9ry

RMBSPl'ime

50.46%

RMBS All·A'

31.68

RMBS Subprime

29.02
54.50
17.53
50.92
36,65%

CMBS

CDOs
Other
Total
>I<

j

~~

84.32%

NIA
65.34
92.96

47.82
92.11
73.29%

RA-fBS A!t-A category was included in RMBS Prime in 2007,
AIG 200& FOl1n lo.K.
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Tbe decrease in the weighted average prices reflects continued deterioration in the markets for RMBS
and CMBS and further downgrades in RMBS and GMBS credit ratings.
Prices for the individual securities held by 11 CDO are obtained in most cases f)'om the CDO collateral
managers, to the extent available. For the year ended December 31,2008, CDO collateral managers
provided market prices for 61.2 percent of the underlying securities. When a price for an individual security
is not provided by a CDO colhteral manager, AlGFl) derives the price through a pricing matrix using prices
fi'om CDO collaterd1 managers for similar securities, Matrix pricing is a mathematical technique used
prillGip,dly to value debt securities withoutrc1ying exclu."ively on quoted prices for the specific secudtics.
but rather by relying 011 the relationship afthe security to other benchmarkMquoted securities. Substantially
all of the CDO collateral managers who provided prices ~lsed dealer prices for all or part of the underlying
securities, ill some CJ;lSe..<> supplemented hy third-party pricing services.
The BET model also uses diver:;,:ity scores, weighted average lives, recovery rates and discount rates.
The determination of some of these inputs requires the use of judgment and estimates, particularly in the
absence ofmarketMobservable data. Diversity scores (which reflect default correlations betwccn the
underlying securities of a CDO) are obtained from CDO trustees or implied from default cOlTelations,
\Veighted average lives {lfthe underlying securities are obtained, when available, from external subscription
services such as Bloomberg and Intex and, ifnot available, AIGFP lltHizes an estimate reflecting known
weighted average lives,

Collateral recovery rates are obtained frDm tile multi-sector eDO reoovery data of a major rating
agency, AIGl"P utilizes a LIBOR-bascd lnter~i rate curve to derive it" discount ratcs.
AIGFP employs similar control processes to validate these model inputs as those used to value AIG's
investment portfolio as described ill Critical Accounting R<;timate."l- Fair Value Measurements ofCcrtaill
Fillaucial Asse.ts and Liabilities -~ Overview, The effecL'l of the adjustments resulting from the validaHon
pl'Ocess 'were de minimis for each period presented.

Valuation Sensitivitv - Arbitrage Portfolio
Multl-Sector CDOs
AIG utilizes sensitivity analyses that estimate the effects of using alternative pricing and other key
inputs 'On luG's calculation of the lmrealized market valuation loss related to the AIGFP super senior credit
default swap portfolio. -While AlCi believes that the ranges used in these analyses are reasonable, given the
current difficult market conditions, AIG is unable to predict which of the scenarios is most likely to occur.
As recent experience demonstrates, actual results in any period al'elikely to vary, perhaps materially, from
the modeled scenarios, and there can be no assurance that the unrealized market valuation loss related to the
AlGF? super senior credit default swap portfolio will be consistent with any of the sensitivity analyses. On
average for any quarterly period during the past year, prices for eDGs declined between 6.14 percent and
11.93 percent of the notional amount out'~tanding, Fllrtllcr, it is difficult to extrapolate future experience
ba.<;ed 011 current dislocated market conditions.

For (he purposes of estimating se-nsitivities for the super senior multi-sector CDO credit dcfuult swap
portfolio, the change in 'Valuation derived using the BET model is used [0 estimate the change in the fair
value oHlle derivative liability. Out ofthe total $12.6 billion net notional amount of CDS written on nTultisector CDOs outstanding at Decembel' 31, 2008, a BETval-ue is available for $8.8 billion net notional
amount. No BET value is determined for $3,8 bi1Hon afCDS written on European multi~sectol' CDOs as
prices on the underlying securities held by the CDOs arc not provided by collateral managers; in~tead these
CDS arc vah~ed llsing counterparty prices. Therefore, sensitivities disclosed helmv apply only to the net
notional amount of $8.8 biUion.
As mentioned above, the most significant assumption used in the BET model is the estimated price of
the seel.1rities within the eno collateral pools. If the actual price of tIle securities within the collateral pools
ditfers from the price used in estimating the fair value of the supe, senior credit default swap portfolio, there
is potential fol' material variation in the tair value estimate, Any further declines in the value of the
underlying colhteral securWes beld by a CDO will similarly affect the value of the super senior CDO
seclJj'itics given their significantly dept'essed valuations. Given the CUlTent difficult market conditions, AIG
cannot predict reasonably likely changes in the prices of the underlying collateral securities held within a
CDO at this time.
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The followiug fable presents key inputs llsed in the BET model, and tbe potential increase

(dt'crease) to the fair value of the derivative liability by ABS category at December 31, 20Q&
C(HTeSponding to changes in tbese key inputs:
Jn~Tell$~ (1)c~.I·(,JlSl'l to .Yail' Value jlfDedvllh,t LilllNlily
inputs Used lit
Eutiro RMBS RlIfIlS IU.mS
Dc.ccmbcr 31, 2011S ~ Portf<JIl<t I'RIME ALT-A Subprhnc- £M.!lli £!!2! Other
(DnllanlnmilHons)

BOlldprk-cs

33poims

'VVeighted average life

5.C.1 years

$ (74:;)$

(38)$ (73)$

Dl

113

~)---!Ji)

RC!.."'{IVclyratcs

21%

Diversity score (a)

16

Discount curve (b)

NlA

Ca)

;~~~~:~;;~:;';:~~:,,:flinPI"1 allh" Cj~Olev"l.

(336)$ (178)$ (81)$ (39)

__QD~)--.!.

(71)

(3)

(1)

(23)

(38)

(5)

(I)

92

3

(1)

38

45

6

t

~)---------

Acalculation ofsensUivity to this input by type of

These results are cakulated. by stressing a particular assurnption indCJ:-,emk..ntly of changes in any other
as&umption. No assurance can be given that the actual levels of I;.,.~e key inputs wiH not exceed, perhaps
sigllitioantly, the ranges ElSSllil1ecl by ArG for purposes of the above analysis. No assumption should be
made that results calculated from the use of other changes in these key inputs can be interpQlated or

ex.trapolated from the results set forth above.

Corporate Debt
The folhJWing table l'cprCscllts tbe relevant market credit indices llud CDS maturity used to
estimate the sCllsiti"ity for the credit default swap portfQlio written on jnvestnumt~gl'ade corporate
debt and the estimated increase (deerease) to fair value of derivative liability at Dece~nber31,2008
corresponding to changes in these market credit indices find maturity:
Input Used at December 31, 2008

CDS maturity (in years)
CDX Index spread (in basis points)
Effect of an hlcrease of 10 basis points
Effect of a decrease of 10 basis points
iTraxx Index spread (in basis points)
Effect of an increase of 10 basis points
Effect of a decrease of 10 basis points

Increase (lkcl'~ilse) To
Fair Vallie Derivative Uabllil)'
(hlmlll1<ms)

5

7
59
$(48)
$ 49

54

62
$ (9)
$ 9

58

$(33)
$ 33

10
48
$(10)
$ 10
65
$ (7)
$ 7

Th~e t'e..<;ults are calculated by stressing a particular assumption independently of changes in any other
a...-:sumptlon, No assurance can be given that the actual levels ofthe indice!> and matlJrity wHl not exceed,

perhaps significantly, the ranges assumed by AIGFP for purposes of the ahove analysis. No assumption
should be made that results calculated from the use of other changes in these indices and matudty can be

interpolated or extrapolated from the results set forth above.
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Other derivatives. Valuation modds that incorporate unobservable inputs i11itially are calibrated to the
tl'allsaction price. Subsequent valuations arc based on observable inputs to the valuation model (e.g., interest
rates, credit spreads, vo!atilities., etc.). Model inputs arc changed only when {"OlToborated by market data.
Tmu,Yfers [lito Level 3

information about transfers into Level 3,
Capital ResoUl'ccS and Liquidity

For a discussion ofAIG's liquidity see Overview - Liquidity.
Shareholders' Equity
The changes in AlG's consolidated shnrcholders' equity were as foHows:
YellrsEnd<!d
Decenll~I'31.

---ZOO~"-

~mlll~

Beginning of year
Net income (loss)
Unrealized depreciation ofinvcstments, net of tax
Cumulative translation adjustment, net of tax
Dividends to shareholders
Payments advanced to purchase shares, net
Common share issuance
Consideration received for preferred stock not yet issued (aJ
Issuance of Series D preferred stock
Excess of proceeds over par value of prefened stock issued
Issuance of wunants
Share purchases
Cumulative effect of change in accounting plinciplcs, net of tax

$ 95,801

(99,289)
(8,722)
(1,067)
(1,105)
912
7,343
23,000
20
39,889

$101,677
6,200
(5,708)
1,185
(1,964)
(912)

91

(1,912)

(5,104)

(1,108)

_1!,ill)

Other (b)

End afyear

l i22lQ

(a) AlG expects to issue the Serie~,; C Preferred Stock in early A1cwch 2009.

(b) ::~~~~h:~~r,:~~O~:;be;'C;:;~~::I~r~~~;~'!'J~;~~S ,'be
alld

pr.sell!

value

o[,li,tur. contrael' adjustment

Share Repurchases
In Fcbnlal'Y 2007, AlG's Board ofDirecto.L's incL'eased AIG's share repurchase program by authorizing
the purchase of shares with an aggregate purchase price of $8 billion. In November 2007, AIG's Board of
Directors authorized the purchase of an additional $8 bi11ion in common stock. In 2007, AIG entered into
strucll1l'ed shme repurchase arrangements providing for the purchase of sbares over time with an aggregate
ptu'chase price of $7 billion.
A total of37,926,059 shares were purchased during lhe first six months of2{)08 to meet commitments
that existed at December 31,21)07. There were 110 repurchases during the third and fomih quarters of 2008,
152
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At February 18, 2009, $9 billion was available for purchases under the aggregate authorization.
Pursuant to the Fed Credit Agreement, however, AIG is restricted from repurchasing shares of its common
stock,

Share l<>suGnce

In May 2008, AIG-sold 196,710,525 shares of its common st.ock at a price per share of$38 in a public
offering. Concurrent with the common stock offering. AIG sold 78,4 millioll Equity Units at a price per unit
of$75. The Equity Units consist of an ownership interest in AIG junior subordinated debenture.'l and a stock
purchase contract ohligating the holder of an equity unit to purchase, and obligating AIG to sell, on each of
February 15, 2011, May 1,2011 and August 1, 2011, for a price 01'$25, a vru:iablenumber ofsharcs of AIG
common stock, that is not less than 0,54823 shares and not more than 0,6579 shares, su~iect to anti~dHution
adjustments. Accordingly, a maximum number of 154,738,080 shares and a minhnmn number of
128,944,480 shares of AIG common stock wit! be issued in the year 2011 under the stock purchase
contracts, subject to anti-dilution adjustments,
On May 7, 2008, AIG's Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend on the common stock of
$0.22 pel' share that was paid on September 19,2008 to shareholders of record ()ll September 5, 200S.
Effective September 23,2008, lUG's Board of Directors suspended the declaration of dividends 011 AlG's

.common stock. Pursuant to the Fed Credit Agreemellt, AIG is restricted from paying dividends on its
common stock
See Note 15 to the Consolidated Financial Stutements,

Dividendsfrom Insurance SubsidIaries
Payments of dividends to AIG by its insurance subsidiaries arc subject to certain restrictions imposed
by regulatory authorities, With respect to AIG's domestic insurance subsidiaries, the payment of any
dividend requires fonnal notice to the insurance- department in which the particular insurance subsidiary is
domiciled. Under the laws of lll<U1y states, an insurer may pay a dividend without prior approval of the
insurance,l·e!,'1.11ator when the amount of the dividend is below certain regulatory thresholds. Other foreign
jurisdictions, notably BennudIt, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the U,K., Thailand and Siugapore~ may restrict
the ability of Al(J's foreign insurance subsidiaries to pay dividends. Largely as a result of these restrictions,
a significant majority of the aggregate equity of AlG's consolidated subsidiaries was restricted from
immediate transfer to AlG parent at December 3],2008, See Regulation and Supervision herein, AlG
cannot predict how recent regulatory investigations may affect the abtlity of its regulated subsidiaries to pay
dividends. To AIG's knowledge, no A[G company is cUlTcntly {)ll any regulatory or similar "watch list"
with regard to solvency. See also Liquidity herein, Note 14 to the Consolidated Financial Statements and
Item lA. Risk Factors-Liquidity.
IlegulatiolJ and Supervision

accounting
statements prepared in
u.s> GAAP for domestic companies arc that statutory financial statements do not reflect DAC, sottle bond
portfolios may be carried at amortized cost, assets and liabilities are presented ne1 of reinsurance,
policyholder liabilities arc valued using more conservative assumptions and certain a..«;sets are nOIHl<lrniHed.
In connection with the filing ofthe 2005 statutory financial statements for AIG's domestic General
Insurance companies, AIG agreed with the relevant state insurance regulators 011 the statutoty accounting
treatment of various items, The regulatory authorities have also permitte-d certain of the domestic and
foreign ins"llrancc subsidiaries to support the carrying value of their investments in certain non-insurance
and foreign insurance subsidiaries by utilizing the AlG audited cDusolidaied financial statements to &ltisfy
the requirement that the U.S. GAAP~basis equity of such entities be audited. AID has received similar
permitted practice authorizations f;O~1,~';~~:~~~;~~;,I~11';~'{ authorities in connection with the 2008 and
2007 statutOlJ ' financial statements,
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resulted in a benefit to the SU!1)!us ofthe domestic and foreign Gcncl'allnsurance companies of$114 million
and $859 million, rc~cctively, and did not affect compliance with minimum rcgLtlatory capital
requirements.

As discussed 'under Item 3. Lega! Proceedings, various regulators have commenced investigations into
certain insurance business practices. In addition, the OTS and other regulators routinely conduct
examinations of AIG .and its subsidiaries, including AIG's consmner finance operations. AIG cannot predict

the ultimate effect that these investigations and examinations, OJ' any additional regulation al'ising
therefrom, might have on its business. Federal, state or locallegislatioll may affect AIG's ability to Dperate
and expand its various fmanciaJ services businesses, and changes in the curren! laws, regulations or
interpretations tbereofmay have a material adv/,wse effect on these businesses.
AIG's U,S. opcrations are ncgatively affected under guarantee flUid assessment laws which exist in
most states. As a. result of operating in a state which has gum'antee fund assessment laws, a solvent
insurance company may be a.s.",'essec! for certain obligations a~'ising from the insolvencies of other insurance
companies which operated in that state, AIG generally recon1s these assesStllents upon notlee, Additionally,
certain states permit at least a portion of the assessoo amOlmt to be used as a c-redit ag~iinst a company's
future premium tax liabilities. Therefore, the ultimate net assessment cannot reasonably be estimated. The
guarantee fund assessments net of credit... recognized in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectiveJy, were $8 million,
$87 million and $97 mlllion.
AlG is also required to participate in. various involuntary pools (principally workers' compensation
business) wmch provide insurance coverage for those not able to obtain such coverage in the voluntary
markets. This participation is also recorded upon notification, as these aU10lmts cannot reasDnably be
estimated,

A substantial portion of AlG's General Insurance business and a majority of its Life Insurance &
Retirement Services business are conducted in foreign countries, The degree- of regulation and supervision
in foreign jurisdictions varies. Generally,AIG-, as well as the undmwriting companies operating in such
jlu1sdiclions, must satisfy local regulatory requirements, Licenses issued by foreign authoJ'ities to AIG
subsidlarie,."l arc subject to modification and revocation. Thus, AIG's insurance subsidiaries could be
prevented from conducting future business in certain of the jurisdictions where dlC)' currently operate.
AleJ's international operations include operations in various developing nations, Both cun-cnt and future
foreign operations could be adversely affected by unfavorable political developments: up to and including
nationali7.ation of AIG's operations without compensation. Adverse effects rc.'mlting from anyone conntry
may affect AIClJ s results of operations, liquidity and financial condition depending on the magnftllde afthe
evcnt ,md AlG's net finalJcial exposurc at d1at time in that country,

Investments
lllyestmeltls by Segme1lt

The fonawing tables summarize the composition of' AIG's investments by segment:
LJr~

GClICl'ol

~

At December 31, 2008
Fixed maturity securities:
Bonds aVailable for sale, at fail' value
Bond trading securities, at fair value
Sccuritks iending invested collateral, at fair value

$85,791 $ 262,824 $ 1,971 $
6,296 26,848

790

3,054

12,284 $ 112 $363,042
5 4,099 37,248

3,844
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Gellel';!{

InsllIllilce&
Relll'<:!llCllt

I'hlandrli

As~ct

IJI£\IJ<;'ln~e 2ill:!~L _~n!£.eL &1!.~~K'tn.!~J!! _91.~~r_
(illmllli(»)l~)

3,497
285
15

11.763

Totnllnveslments*

4 1988

8

1l,312
27,709
5

737

I

367
30,944

6,558

299

17,184

43,395
1,247

16
38

_ T5i~

8,808
12,335
34,687
30,949

43,395
14,540

7,244

3,960
lIP,8!}3
26,554
6,238 ~
$112,944 $ 3.59.926 $115,715 $ 36,034

~

4(j,6~

~E:!.~~

$636,912

$ 294,162 $ 41,703 $
1
9,948
276
5,031
57,471
148

51,978

3,960

27,'153 $
225
34
13,012

-

$437,675
21,581.
10,258

75,M2
76

20,272

56

33.727
31,234

25,297

12,467

19,031

17,327
20,950

Tolnl hlVestments'!'

6,989

41,984
59,477
20,950

7,356
25,236
12,249 ~ ~
51,351
$128,084 $ 463,824 $157,498 $ 71,350 !.,~-'-~~~ ~,8~?,,468_

At Llece,,,IJeI' 31, 2008,

lm1e.Oftment Strategy

AIG'g investment strategies are tailored to the ,specific business needs of each operating unit. The
investment objectives are driven by the business model for each ofihebusinesses: General Insurance, Lite
Insurance, Retirement Services and Asset Management's Spread~Based Investment business. The primary
objectives are liquidity, preservation of capital, growth of surplus and generation ofinvcstmcnt income tQ
support the insurance
AlG 2008 f!0l111 IIJ·K 155
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products. Difficult market conditions in recent quarters hnve significantly hindered AIG's ahility to achieve
these o~ioottves, and these challenges are expected to persist for the foreseeable nltUI'C,
At the local opcratjng lUllt level, investment strategies are based 011 considerations that include the local
market, liability duration and cash flow characteristics, rating agency and regulatory capital considerations.
legal investment limitations, tax Dpthnizali<)fi and diversification.

The majority of assets backing in.surance liabilities at AlG consist of intc1111ediatc find long duration
fixed maturity securities. In the case of Life Insurance & Retirement Services companies, as well as in the
me and MIll portfolios afthe Asset Management segment, the fundamental investment strategy is, as
nearly as is practicable, to match the duration characteristics of the liabilities with comparable duratiun
assets, Fixed maturity secmities held by the insurance companies included in the AlG Property Casualty
Group historically have c011sisted primarily ofladdered holdings oftax:-exempt municipal bonds, which
provided attractive after-tax returns 1111d limited credit risk. In light of AlG's net operating position, AlG
changed its intent to hold 10 maturity certain tax-exempt municipal securities held by its insurance
subsidiaries. Fixed maturity securities held by Foreign General Insurance companies eOllsi~t primarily of
intemlcdiate duration high grade securities.
The market price of fixed maturity secmities reflects numerous components, including interest rate
environment, credit spread, embedded optionality (such as call icatul'cs), liquidity, structural complexity,
foreign exchange risk, and other credit and non-credit factors. However, in most circwnstances, pricing is
most sensitive to interest rates, !mch that the market price declines as interest rates rise, and increases as
interest rates fall. This effect is morc pronounced for longer dumtioll securities.

AIG marks to market the vast majority of the invested assets held by its insurance companie..<; pursuant
to FAS 115. ~'Accounting for Celtaio Investments in Debt and Equity Securities," and related accounting
pronouncements. However, with limited exceptions (primarily with respect to separate account products
consolidated 011 AIO's balance sheet pursuant to SOP 03-01), AIG ([(les not mark-ta-marh'!: its insurance
liabilities: for changes in interest rates, even though rising interest rates have the effect ofreducing the fait
value of such liabilities, and falling interest rates have the opposite effect. This results in the .recording of
changes in unrealized gains (losses) on securities in Acc.umulated other comprehensive income resulting
fi'om changes in interest tates without any conelative-, inverse changes in gains (losses) on AlG'" liabilities.
Because AIG's ass~";t duration in certain low-yield cUlTeneies, particularly Japan and Taiwan, is shorter than
its liahility duration, AIG views increasing interest rates in these countries as economically advantageous,
notwithstanding the effect that higher rates have 011 the market value of its fixed maturity portfolio.
Discussion of investments by operating segment is as folio,,",,:;;:

General Insurance

In AIG's General IIlsllrance business, the duration ofliahilities for long-tall casualty lines is gt'eater
than other lines. As differentiated from the Life Insurance & Retiremmt Services companies, the focus is
not on asset-liability matching, but on preservation of C<'1pitaland growth of surplus.
Fixed income holdings of the AJG Property Casualty Group are currently comprised primarily oftaxexempt securities, which provide attractive risk-adjusted after-tax retuDlS. Th0h'C high quality municipal
investments have an -average rating of AA.
Fixed income assets held in Foreign General Insurance arc of high quality and short to lntennediate
duration, averaging 2.5 years compared to 6.9 years tor those in AID Property Ca<malty Group.
While invested assets backing reserves are invested in conventional fix.ed income securities in AIG
Property Ca.<;ualty Group, a modest portion of surplus is allocated to large capitalization l high-dividend,
public equity strategies and 10 alternative investllienf;,.;;, including private equity and hedge funds.
Notwithstanding the .current environment, these investments have provided a combination of added
diversil1catiOll and attractive long-term wtLlms over time.
156 ArG 2C10S Fonn IO-K
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Ule lnsurgnye & Retirement Services

With respect to Life 11lsurance& Retirement Services, AIG uses asseHiabilit)' managemeJlt as a tool
wo.r1dwkle in the life inSUH\tl<:c business 10 influence the composition of the invested assets, and appropriate
marketing strategies. AIG's objective is to maintain a matched asset-liability structure. Howevtlf, in cerlain
markets, the absence oflongHdated fixed income investtnent instruments may preclude a matched asset~
liability position. In addition, AlG m<.lY occasionally detcl1nine that it is ecollQmically advantageous to be
temporarily in a11 unmatched position. To tbe extent that AlG has maintained a matched asset-liability
structure, the economic effect of interest rate fluctuations is partially mitigated.
AIG's inve-stment strategy for the Life InsU1'ance & Retirement Services segment is to produce cash
fiows greater tl'l,UlmatuJ'il'lg inSll1'a11ce liabilities. AIG actively l1'l.anages the assetMHabillty-l'elationship in its
foreign operations, even though cettain telTitories lack qualified long-telm inve.stments or certain local
regulatory authorities may impose investment restrictions. For example, in several Southeast Asian
countries. the duration ofinvestl11ents is shorter than the effective maturity of the related policy liabilities.
Therefore, there is risk that the reinvcstJl1cllt of the proceeds at the maturity of the initial investments may
be at a yield belQW thut of the interest required for the accretion ofthe pollcy liabilities. Additionally> there
exists a future investment risk associated with certain policies currently inMforce which wilt have premium
receipts ill the future, That is, the investment ofthcse future premium receipts may be at a. yield below that
required to meet future policy liabilities.
AIG actively manages the interest rate assumptions and crediting rates used for its llew ahd ill force
business. Business strategies continue to evolve to maintain profitability oithe overall business, In some
countries, new products are bei.ng introduced wIth mInimal investment guaeantees, refmlting in a shift
toward investment-linked savings products and away from traditional savings products with higher
guamntees.

The investment ofinslU"ance cash flows and reinvestment of the proceeds of matured se-curitie.-: and
coupons requires active management ofinveslment yields while maintaining satisfactory investment quality

and liquidity.
.LUG may use altemative investments l including equities, real estate and foreign currency denominated
fixed income instruments in certain foreignjuri::ldictions where interestl"ates remaIn low and there are
limited long-dated bond markets to extend the durati<ln or increase the yield (lftbe investment p011:folio to
more closely match the requirements of the policyholder liabilities and DAC recover'4bility. This strategy
has been effectively used in Japan and-morc roccntly by Nan Shan in Taiwan. In Japan, foreign assets.
excluding those matched to foreign liabilities. were approximately 17 percent of statutory assets, which is
below the maximum allowable percentage under CUlTcnt local regulation. .Foreign assets comprised
approximately 27 percent of Nan Shall'S investr-,d aSsl~ts at December 31, 2008, slightly below the
maximum allowable percentage under current local regulation. The majority of Nan Shan's in-forc0 policy
portfolio is traditionaIlife and endowment insurance products with implicit interest rate guarantees. New
business \vith fower interest rate guarantees are gt'adually reducing the oyel'aH interest requiremellts, but
asset portfolio yields have declined fa.ster duc to the prolonged low interest rate cnviromncnt. As a result.
although (he investment margins for a large block ofil1·fol'cc policies are negative, the block remalns
profitable overall because the mortality and expense margins presently excceiL the negative investment
spread. In response to the low interest rate environment and tbe volatile exchange rate of the Taiwanese
donal', Nan Shan is emphasizing new pl'Oducts with lOWOl" implied guarantees, inclUding participating
endowments and invcstmen(Mlinked products.
AIG actively manage::: the asset~liability relationship in its domestic operations. This relationship is
more easily managed through the availability of qualified long~tel'm investments,

tbese lo.ng-term
AIG invests in equities for various reasons, including diversifying its overall exposure to interest rate
risk. Availahle fot' sale bonds and equity secudtie.9 are subject to declines in fair value. Such declines in fair
val.ue are presented in unrealized appreciation or depreciation of investments, net of taxes, as a component
of Accumulated other comprehensive income. Declines that arc dctc111lincd to be othor-thauMtcmporary are
reflected 1:11 income in the period in which the determination is made. See Critical Accounting Estimates
OtherMThanMTemporary Irnpairmentsherein. Gel1crally, insurance regulations restrict the types of assets in
which an insurance company may invest. When permitted by rcgulatOlY authorities and when deemed
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1, Business

Regulation.

Financial Services
Capital Markets

AIGFP's management oq,iective is to minimize interest rate cUfrerx:y; commodity and equity risks
llssodated with its investment securities. AIGFP hedges. the market risk associated \vith the investment
j

secmlties on a portfolio basis etTectivc1y converting the returns. While not qualifying for hedge accounting
treatment under FAS]33, this transaction achieves the economic result of Hmiting interest rate volatility
arising from such securitie..<;, The market risk associated with such hedges is managed on a portfolio basis.

securities purchased under agreements to resell.
For a disCLlssiOlt or the unwinding of AIO's businesses ,mti portfolios, see Management's Discussiotl
and A.nalysis of Financial Condition and Results ofOperatio11S ...,- Outlook ...-. Financial Services.
AIGFP uses the proceeds fl'om the issuance of notes and bonds and GJAs to invest in a diversified
portfolio of securities, including securities available for sale, and dCt'ivative tmnsaclions. The funds may
also be invested ill securities purchased under agreements to resell. The proceeds from the disposal oftbe
aforementioned securities available for sate and securities purchased under agreements to resell are used to

fund the maturing GlAs or other AIGFP financings, or to invest in new assets, For a further discussion of
AIGFP's borrowings, see CapItal Resources l:1Dd Liquidity ~~, Borrowings herein.
Capital Markets derivative tnmsactions are carried at fair value. AIGFP reduces its market risk
exposure through similarly valued offsettillg transactions including swaps, trading securities, options,
forwards and futures. For a ftlrther discussion on the use of derivatives by Capital Mmkets, see Operating
Review - Financial Services Operations ~. Capital Markets and Risk Management -~. Derivatives herehl
and Noto 10 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
AIGFP owns inventories in ce1'tain comlnoditie-s in which it trades, and may reduce the exposure to
mark"t risk through the use of swaps, forwards! futU1'es~ and option contracts. Physical commodities are
recorded at the lower of cost or fu:i.r vnlue.
Trading securities. at fair vaillc, and securities and spot commodities sold but not yet purchased, at fair
value, are 1Ual'ked to f<til' value daily with the unrealized gain OJ' loss recognized in income. These u:ading

securities are purchased and sold as neceS&1ry to meet the risk management and business objectives of
Capital Markets operations.
Asset Management
Asset Management invested assets include those supporting AIG's Spl'ead~Based Investment Business,
proprietary investments of AIG Global Real Estate and other proprietary invesilnents including investments
originally acquired for warehouse purposes.
The Spread~Based Investment business strategy is to generate spread income from investments yielding
retut'l1s greater than AlG's cost of funds. The asset-liability relationship is actively managed. The goal of the
business is to capture a spread between income eamed on investments and the funding costs of the program
while mitigating interest rate and foreigl1 currency exchange rate risk. The invested, assets are
predominantly fixed maturity securities and include U.S, residential mortgage-backed securities, asset
backed securities and commercial mortgage-backed securities. In addition, the me program invests in
various investment partnerships such as
R
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funds. The MIP

Real Estate invests

AIG

Avaitablefor Sale andHeld to lllafurity Investments

The amortized cost or cost and fair value of AIG~s available fo-l" sale and held to maturity

securities were as follows:

$:

4,433 $

331 $

152,t76

1,150
G,560

194,481

4,661

62,718

(59)

(2,611)
(1,199)

(13,523) (b)

$

4,705 $

7,956 S

333 $

(37) S 8,252

61,2:57

46,&54
70,200
241,519

67,531
185,619

Total
Hdd lornatuTi[y (c) :

(a)

See Note

(b) Financial institutions represent appro::rimately 57 percent DfllIe total gross unrealized losses at
December 31,2008.
(c)
At December 31, 2008, approximately 54 percent oftlle fixed maturity securities were in domestic
entities. Approximately 28 percent of such domestic securities were rated AAA by on3 or mot'eoftbe
principall'ating agencies. Approximately eight percent were below investment grade or not rated, AfG's

investment decision process relies prima1'ily on intel'1lally generated fundamental analysis and internal risk

ratings, Third~pal'ty rating
AIO 2008 Fonn lO-K 159
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services' ratings and opinions provide one SOU1'ce of independent perspectives for consideration in tbe

]ntemal analysis.
A significant portion oftlle foreign fixed maturity portfolio is rated by Moody's, S&P or similar foreigtl
rating services. Rating services <'tTt;l not available in all overseas locations, AIG's Credit Risk Committee
(eRe) closely reviews the credit quality of the fOl'eign portfolio's non-rated fixed maturity securities, At
December 31, 2008, approximately 14 percent oftbe foreign fixed income investments were either rated
AltA or, on the basis of AIG's inte11lal analysis, were equivalent from a credit standpoint to seCllrities 50
rated. Approximately five percent were below investment grade or not rated at that date. Approximately one
third of the foreign :fixed maturity portfolio is sovereign fixed maturity securities supporting policy
liabilities in the country of issuance.

For additional disclosures 011 investments, see Note 5 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
The credit ratings of AIG's fixed maturity iuvestments were as follows:
At Dcccmfwr 31,
2[)08

2007

Rating

AAA
AA
A

BBB

Below investment grade
Non~rated

Total

22
30

%

40%
27

26
16

18
10

4

4

-1

~~%

The industry categories oCAIG's available for sale corporate debt securities, other than those of

AIGFP, were as follows:

Finatwial institutions:
Money Conter /GJobal Bank Groups
Regional banks - other
Lite insurance

Securities firms and oHler finance companies
Insurance non-life

20 a/1)
5
4
4
5
3

16%
6

5
6

S
S

4
3
11
8
7

Capital goods

6

6

Consumer cyclical

5
5

Regional bunks - North America
Other financial institutions
Utilities
Communications
Consumer 1l011cyclicai

Energy
Other

1
13

Total*

:~t:;~t:~:~;~;:':;;~:';:2008iJnd December 31, 2007, approximate~y 96 percent of these investments werl?

160
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Investments in RMBS,

C1l1BS~

CDOs and ABS

The amortized f.osf gross unrealized gains (losses) and fllir ,'aluc of AIG's investments ill RMBS,
j

CMBS, CDOs and ABS were as follows:

$ 32,092 $
14,205

645 $

(2,985) $29,752 $ 89,851 $

4).j. $

(.5,504) $ 84,78(;

12(,

(3,105) 11,226

237

(1,\56)

~ ~

__!!!~!.~)~

13.918

LO,844 ~~)

22,999
10,447

53,038
217
$ 53.255

Tota!

Investments in RMB."
The amortized· costt gross unrealized gains (losses) .and estimated fair value of AIG's investments
in.RMBS securities, other than tbose of AIGFP, were as foHows:

RMDS:
U.s.ngcIl\::ies
l'r;lllCllon-agem.y(.'1)

$

Alt-A
Othm.'llousi.ng.rdated(1))
Sllbprlme

Tota!

12,793 $

537;;

12,744

41

4,9:l7

25

410

II

---..!.d!§ _ _
1.9
;,;

{IZlSl3,3(1!1

45%:Ii

14,575 S

320 $

(7{l)$14.825

17%

36

21,551,

72

(550) 21,074

25

{743}

4,209"

14

25,149

17

(1/,2{l) 23,14il

2i!

(54)

379

1

{l,984} HJ,80l

Q!D..J.."lli _ _4

32,lln~~.~}~~%$

:<

4,301

24,(J74

(357)

---B ~ l

89,85[$

433$

3,<)4<]

j

21,189--1!

(5.504)$84,180

100%

(a) lncludesfim3gn Gndjumbo RMBS~related securities.
(bj Primarily 'wrapped second-lien.

AlG's operations, other than AIGFP, held investments in Rt\1BS with all estimated fair value of
$29.8 billion at December 31, 2008, or approximately 5 percent of AIG's total invested assets. On
December 12,2008, RMBS with an estim~lted fair value of $20.8 billion were sold to ML II in connection:
with AIG's termination of the U.S, securitie..'llendil1g program. In addltion, AIG's insurance operations held
investments with a fair value totaling $6.1 billion in enOs/ABS, of which $14 million included some level
of subprime exposure, AlG's RMBS investments are predominantly in highly-rated tranches that contain
substantial protection features through collateral subordination. At December 31, 200S. approximately
82 percent of these investments were rated AAA, and approximately 9 percent were rated AA by one 01'
more of the principal rating agencies, AfG'sinvestl11cnts rated BBB 01' below totaled $1,8 billion, ot'less
than 0,28 percellt of AIG's total invested assets at December 31, 20GS. As of February 19, 2009,
$5.3 billion of AIG's RMBS pOtifolio had been dovingraded as a result of rating agency actions since
January 1,2007, and $130 million of such investments had been upgraded, Of
AlG 2008 Fonn lO-K
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the dO\Nngnldes, $4.9 billion were AAA ratedsccuritil;,"S. In Hddition to the downgrades, us of Febmary 19,
2009, the rating agencies had S951 million of RMBS 011 watch fOJ'downgrade.
In 2008, AIG collected approximately $7.5 billion ofpdncipal paymenL.o:; on R.lYiBS.

The amortized cost of AIG)s RMB..-; investments l othCl' than those of AIGFP, by year {}fvlntage
and crelUt rating, at December 31, 20Qa, were as follows:

Rating:
TotnlRMIlS
AAA
AA
A

$4,035 $3,965
351
427

240

BBBandbe!ow
Total Ri\1BS

Alt-AR'I1IlS
AAA

AA

230

A
BBD and below
TotalAlt-A
Subprime RMBS

AAA
At\.
A
BBB andbeJow
Total SUbprime
Primt..~

677
25
_ ~~ ... 8.
$ 940
228
62
84

$4,207 $3,18& $26,203
327
2,796
296
284
51
1,288
1,805
45
-!2Q ~ ~ ~
$~O!:~
~
~
~
~
!'l?~
187

230

526
61
20

662
177
36

740
177
22
~
---~Q

832
170
48

~~-

....121

~ ~ ~ $
79
63
49

74
189
59
50
84
23
16
13
...---2.Q
$ 241 $ 233 $ 275

60
27

-

$ 3,437
815
151
~
$ 4,927
630
261

$

241
86
-- $ 1,218

non-agency

RMllS

AAA
AA
A
BBB and below
Total Subprime

$2,746 $1,678 $1,445 $1,750 $1,675
11 $ 9,305
68
1,552
551
217
183
533
107
98
230
234
51
837
117
----12 ----i2 ~ ~ -±7l ----.:!l
$3,443 ~ $1,874 ~ $2,448 $ 107

JUG's lludcl'writillg pl'acticC$ 1'01' investing iu RMBS. other as.sct-backcd securities and CDOs take into
consideration the quality of the originator, the manager, the servicer, sccurity credit ratings, underlying
characteristics of the mOltgages, borrm"'ef characteristics, and the level of cl'cdil enhancement ill the
transaction, AIG's strategy is typically to invest in securities rated 1\1\ or better.
162 AIG 2008 Fonn 10·K
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Investments in. CMBS

The amortized cost of AIG's CMBS iilvestrilcrtfs, other than those of AIGFP, at December 31,

2008, was as foJlows:
Amort~ed
I'eree"t
Cost
ClfTotal
~m()~

CrvIBS (traditional)
ReRemiclCRE CDO
Agency

$ 13.033
583
159

92%
4
1

Other

_ _3

Total

--!.Q.Q%

The percentage of AlG's CMBS investments, other than those of A1Gl<'P, by credit rating, at
December 31, 2008, was as follows:

Rating:

AAA
AA

84%

8
6

A
BUB and below

Total
'fhe percentage of AIG's CMBS investments, other than those. of AIGFP, by year of vintage, at

December 31, 2008, was as f(tUows:
Year:

1%

2008
2007
2006
2005

23
11
17
19

2004

29

2003 and prior

Tot-'ll

100%

The percentage of AIG's CMBS investments, other than those of AIGf'P, by g~(lgrilphic region,
at December 31, 2008, was as follows:

AlG 2008 Form lOoK
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Geographic. region:

New York

15%

California

13

Texas

6
6

Florida

Vil'ginin
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

3
3
3
3

lVlaryhmd

2

Illinois

Georgia
AU Other
Total

There have been disruptions in the commercial mortgage markets in general, and the CMBS market in
pmticular, with credit default sw'aps indices mld quoted prices of seclll'ities at levels consistent with a severe

In addition, spreads ill the primary

correction in lease rates,

Investments in eDOs
The

antorti1'~d cost

December 31, 2008, was

of AIG's CDO investments, other than diOse of AIGFP, by coUnterlll type, at
all

follows:
Amot>ti:tcd
Cost

Percent

of Total
~lti(j~

Collateral Type:
Bank loans (eLO)
Synthetic investment grade

Other
Subprimc ABS
Total

210

61%
16

291

22

824

Amortized cost of the AIGl:s cno investments , other than those of AIGI~'P, by credit l'ating, at

Dec-ember 31, 2008, was as follows:
AmorU;r.cd
Cust

l'~rcclll

ufTntal

~JIW~

Rating:

AAA

336

29%

AA

ISO
574
168

13
43
13
_ _2
100";'

A

BBB
Below investment gmde and equity

Total
164 AIG2008 FOTl111O-K
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Canullerclal Mo1'tgag~ f~Qans

At December 31,2008, AlG lw.<! direct cominG!'dal mortgage loar) expOSlll'e of$175 bLHion; with
$15.9 billion representing U.S. loan exposure. At that date, substantially all of the u.s. loans were current
Foreign commercial mortgage loans of$1,6 biW.on are secured predominantly by properties in Japan, Xn
addition, at December 31, 2008, AIG had $2.3 billion in residential mortgage loans in jurisdic-tions outside
the United States, pl'imadly secured by pl'Ope.rties in Tahvan and Thailand.

The U.s. commerdalloan exposure by state and type QflQan, at December 31, 20081 were a'l
follows:
(dollars in millions)
Sbte

C,tlif-omia
New York
New Jersey
Florida

Texas

#Ilf
l.oam

235 $
79
71
ID8
84

Pennsylvania

76

Ohio

63
27

Maryland
Arizona
Illinois
Other states
Total

Amollllt

20
35
492

444
418
368
362
4,085

~$~

Apartments

135
345
598
46
87
105
212
35
121

67

Offites

RetJlils

$1,835 $ 249
[78
1,118
280
276
393
245
420
141
194
162
53
75
200
173
54
62
167
13

IndustrIals

$1.089
40
50
116
269

149
50
2
14
61

Hotels

%of
Others....I2!!!L

27%

506 $ 543
48
87
79
29
219
81
39
18
15
41
13

4

4

9
49

108
5

11'%
8%

7%
7%
4%

3%
3%
2%
2%
~%

375
$2.126

i,2Q%

AlGFP Tr(ullflg Investments

The fair value of AIGI?P':s. fixed maturity trSl-ding investmellt~ at December 31., 2008, were as
follnws:

V.S. government and govenuucnt sponsored enlitk,s
Non-U,S. govcnuncnts

Corporate- debt
M()[tgage-backed, asset-backed and collateralized
Total

Ji'air

j·cl·cent

Vallie

afTotal

~illi~
$ 9.594
37%
500
2
3,530
13
12,445 ~
100%
$26,069

The credit ratings of AIGFP's fixed maturity trading investments, at December 31, 20U8, were as
follows:
Rating:

AAA

AA
A

BBB
Below investment grade
Tota!

11
3
2
100%

ATG2'OO&FormlO-K
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TIl{: fair value of AIGFP'g trading investments in Rl\'IBS, CDO, ABS

~nd

otbfJr collateralized

. secul.'ities was as follows:
Allkcember 31,
200S
Percent

"Fair

Value
of Total
----o;;mllll()~

RMBS
CMBS

CDO/ABS and other CDlIateralized
Total

$ 3,679
2,020
6,746

30%

16
~

$1~445

100%

These sccuritic..'1 arc. used to collaterali7..G AJGFP's secured financing arrangements including the
obligations of its asset hacked commercial paper conduit.

Securities Lending Activities
ArG's securities lending program histol'ical1y operated as centrally managed by AIG Investlnel1ts COl'
the benefit of certain of AlG's insurance companies. Under this program; securities were loaned to various
financial institutions, primarily major banks and brokerage fu"ms. Cash collateral was received and was
invested in fixed maturity -',lecurities to cam a net spread. The amotmt of cash advanced by borrowers
declilled in 2008 due ill part to the availability of alterna(i ve transactions requiring less collateral. During
the fourth quarter of 2008, in connection with certain securities lending transactions, Al0 met the
requirements of sale accoUlHing us prescribed by PAS 140 because collateral received was insufficient to
fund substantially all of the cost of purchasing replacement assets. Accordingly,~ AIG recognized
$2.4 billioll or net realized capital losses on deemed sales of the securities it had lent. Also, net realized
capitalloss~ in 2008 included a 108s of $2.3 billion, incurred in the fourth quarter of2008, on RMBS prior
to their purchase by ML II. Also see Note 5 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
A significant portion of the collateral received was invested in RMBS with cash flows having tenors
longer than the-liabiIltie.s to the counterparties. The value of those collateral securities declined during the
latter part of 2007 and throughout 2008 and trading in such securitie..'l was extremely limited. Given therlc
events, AlG began increasing liquidity in the securities lending pool by iJ1Creasing the amount of cash and
overnight investments thOlt in the third quarter of 2007 comprised the securities lending invested collateral.

Duo to AlG-specific credit ooncems and systemic issues In the fllluncial markets in the third quartcr of
2008~ cQunterpal'ties began cmtailing their participation in the program. As a result, liquidity in the
coHatcl'al pools became constrained. At September 30,2008, AlG had bon·owed approximately
$11.5 billion under the Fed Facility to provide liquidity to the securities lending program.
On October 8, 2008, AIG announced that certain ofits domestic life insurance :mbsidiunes hud entered
into a secl11'ities lending agreement with tbe NY Fed pursuant to which the l\"'Y Fed agl'eed to bOlTOW, 011 an
overnight basis, up to $37.8 billion in investment grade fixed income securities from these AIG subsidiaries
in return for cash collateral. The Securities Lending Agreement assisted AIG in meeting its obligations to
borrowers requesting the retum of their cash collateral.
011 December 12, 2008, AIG, certain of AlO's wholly owned U.S. life insurance subsidiaries, and AlG
Securities Lending Corp. (the AIG Agent), another AIG subsidiary, entered into the ML II Agreement with
ML1I.

Pursuant to the 1\-II, II Agreement, tlte life insurance subsidiaries sold to:ML IT all of their undivided
interests in apoo] of$39.3 billion face amount ofR~1BS held by theAIG Agent as agent oftbe life
insurance subsidiaries in connection with AIG's U.S. securities lending program. In exchange for the
&.\.183, (he lif~ insurance subsidiaries received an initial pmchase price of$19.8 billion plus the light to
receive deferred contingent portions oflhe total purchase price of$l billion plus pmiicipation in the
residual, each of which is sub01"dinated to the repayment of the NY Fed loan to ML n. These life insurance
subsidiaries applied the net cash proceeds of sale ofthe RtvlES toward the amount.'l due by such life
insurance subsidiaries in tel1l1inating both the U.s. securities lending program and the
166
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Sccudtics Lending Agreement. See Note 5 fol' further informaliol1 on the transaction with ML II. At
December 31, 2008, total securities lending collateral held by AlG of$3,8 billion represents the foreign
sccmilies lending program, which is expected to wind down in 2009, Securities lending payables amowlted
to $2.9 hillion at Decembel' 31, 2008.
The recognition of olher-than¥temporafy impairment charges for the securities lending colIateral
investments placed significant stress on the statutory surplus oftlle participating insurance companies.
Dll1'ing 2008, AIG recognized other-thau"temporary impairment charges of$18.2 billion related to these
investments, including $6.9 billion of charges related to AlG's change in intent to hold these securities to
maturity as it winds this program down. Duting 2008, AIG contributed $21.5 billion to certain of its
Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services subsidiaries, largely related to tbese charges.
Portfolio Reyiew
Otltel',.Tba1t~Templ)ralJ'Impairment...

AI0 asseSS/0> its ability to hold any ftxed maturity security in an unrealized Joss position to its recovery,
including fixed maturity securities classified as available for sale, at each balanct\ sbeetdate. The decision
to sell any such fixed maturity security classified as available for sale reflects theJudgment of AIG's
management d1at the sec-urity sold is unlikely to provide, on a relative value basis} as attractive a return in
the future as aitemative securities entailing comparable risks. With respect to dish'essed securities, the sale
decision reflect.... management's judgment that the risk-discounted anticipated ultimate recovery is Jess than
the value achievable on sale.
AI0 evaluates its investments for impairments in valuation as well as credit. The determination that a
security has inculTed an other·than-temporary decline in value requires the judgment of management and
consideration of the fllndamental condition ofthe issuer. its near-tenn prospects and all the relevant facts
and circumstances, See-Critical Aocounting Estimates - Other-Than-Tcmporury Impairments herein for
further information.
Once a security bas been identified aR-l)ther-than~temporsriJy impaired, the amount of stich impainnent
is determined by reference to that security's contemporaneous fair value and recorded as a charge to
earnings.
As a result of AIO's periodic evaluation of its securities for other-than-temporary'- impairments in value~
AIG recorded other~than-temporary impairment charges of $50.8 hillion. $4,7 biUiol1 (including

$643 million relate<.l to AIGFP recorded 011 other income) and $944 million in 2008, 2007 altd 2006,
respectively.
In light oflbe recent significant db,Tuption in the U,S, residential mortgage and cre<.lit markets, AIG has
recognized all other~t1lalHemporary impairment charge (severity loss) of$29.1 billion in 2008, primarily
relate<.l to mortgage-backed, asset-backed and collaterized securities and securities offimncial institutions.
Notwithstanding AIG's intent and ability to hold SllCh securities until they have recovered their ;;ost basis.
and despite structures that indicate that a substantial amount ofthe securities should continue to perfonn in
accord,mce with original tell115, ArG concluded that it could 110t reasonably assert that the impairment
would be temporary.
Pricing oreMBS has been advel'se1y affected by mal'ket perceptions thut underlying mortgage defaults
wi1l1ncrease. As a result, AIG recognized $6,2 billion ofDther-thau-temporary impainuent charges in 2008
on CMBS valued at a severe discount to cost, despite the absence of any meaningful deterioration in
performanee of the underlying credits, beeause AlG concluded that it could not reasonably assert that the
impairment period was temporary. In addition, AIG recognized $527 million in othcr~than-temporary
impairment charges due to the change in intent to hold these CMBS until they recover in value and
$245 million due to issuer-specific credit events.
Certain high quality, highly rated securities in the C:tvlBS portfolio experienced severe market price
declines in late 2008. \Vitil respect to this portfolio, AIG !laoS pClformed extensive intcma! fimdamcntal
credit risk analysis all a security-hy~security basis, including cCll1sideration of credit enhancements and
expected defaults on underlying collateral, In management's view, this internal analysis, supplemented by
relevant industry analyst reports and forecasts and other market available data,. pt'Ovides persuasive evidence.
sufficient to overcome the premise that such severe declines in fair value below amortized cost should be
considered other than temporary. As a result, impairment charges were not taken on certain CMBS having
fair values $1.8 billion below amortized cost
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20(,i:',~~~it;~~, ~J~~,~~::~~~~:'erit:ll0'sses" AilG recorde,:! o'her··thal1-temp,orary impairment
• securities that AIG does not intend

(0

charges in

hold until recovery;

• declines due to foreign exchange rates;
• issuer-specific cl'edjt events;
• certain ~tructllred securities impaired undet'ETTF 99-20 and relatedinterpl'ctative guidance; and

• other impairment'i, including equity securitie.'l and IJUrtn("1'ship investments.
Other-thaD-temporary impairment c11arges by segment ,",'ere llS follQws:
Life

December 31, 2008
hnpairmellt Type:
Severity

2,667
388

Lack ofintent to hold to recovery

21,096
10,975
1,903
3,385

1,471
Ad\lcrse projected cash flows (Hi
structured securities

Total

5,288
735

15

977

$

1

137

_ _7 ~ _ _6 ~
$ 4,533

December 31. 2007
Impainncni Type:
Severity

$

71
91

Lack of intent to bold to recovery

38,731

$

1,070
885

127

Adverse pmjected c-ash flows Q1l
structured secmitics
$

113

177

1
276

166
2,798

S

$29,146
12,110
1,903
5,985
1,661

~ ~1~8 ~

643
7

416

$ --

71

SOil

Foreign currency declines
Issu.cr~specific credit events

Total
December 31. 2006

94
12

69

156

$ 2,200
1,054
500
515
446

$

~

650

Impairment 1~ype:

Lack of intent to hold to rccovery
Issucr~sDeciflc credit

473
131

13
65

events

Advcrs~ proj-ected cash flows on
stt'l1ctured securities
Total

$

78

$

37
641

150

66
$

$

9
225 -$-

636
262
46

~
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Other~thanwtemporal'Y se\'erity~reIated

impairment ch~rges. by type of security and credit rating

were as follows:
FUlllUdlll

Rating:

RMBS

....Q!Q....

CMBS

Instlt!ltions

--(lllll~

Other
~

~

December 31,2008*
Fixed Matllrities:

AAA

$ 8,832 $ 369 $3,684

AA
A

3,139
1,162

BBB and below

1,251

Nonrated
Equities
Total

625
1,490
590
41

~

$14,384

December 31, 2007*

66
346

987
1,194
327

149 $13,100
58
5,155
138
5~O58
640
497
3,305
15
171
227
521
1,780
2,301
2,662 ~ $29,146
1~O74

$

Fixed Maturities:

AAA
AA
A
BBB and helow

168
870
66
28

621
53
32

789
929
175
80

6
77
52

Nonrated
Total

--.JJJ.
~

* Ratings are as ofthe date ofthe impalrment charge.
Financial institutions industry other-than-temporary impairment charges by industl'y
classifkation were,at December 31, 2008, as foHows:
~

Lack of Intent to
HoldioRecovcry

Curnmcy

!ssuer.speclilc

n~cllnc

~

~

(lnmilliolls)

Industry Classification;

Banking
Brokerage
Insurance

Other
Total

262

1,270
267
172
26
177
30
511 _ _2_1
2,130 $ 344 $

526
1,356
88

$3,6,)1
1,740
557

167 ~

2,137

Bill

Financial institutions other-than4emporary impairment charges were Immaterial in 2007 and 2006,
No other-thmHemponwy impairment charge with respect to any ono single credit wa<; significant to
AlO's c.onsolidated financial condition or results of operations, and no individual othcHhan-temporary
impairment charge exceeded Ull'CO p(;"'Tcent of consolidated shareholders equity in 2008,
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An aging of the pl'e~tax unrealized losses of fixed maturity and equity securities, distributed as a

percentage of'{'.ost relative to llorea1i:r.cd loss (the extent by which the fail' value is Jess thnn amortized
cost or cost), including the number of respective items was as follows:

Tlltal
Ullrf1I1HzNl
hems

COSf(C)

$10,8{10 $

$ 77,203 $

12,152
20,33Q
$43,282

57,682
54,484
$189,369

{,(lmd)

~

[1,049
7,648
7.334

1Ml!.

(aJ Represents the number ofconSf'£utiw months thatfair value has been less than cost by any amQlJnt.
(b) Represents the percentage by which/air value is tess than cost at the balance sheet date,
(c) Fol' bonds, represents amortized cost,

(d) f~,if::,~~:::::~~~:~:~~ !~~~~~;:,~!~;~::~~if:Ji;;'~GJ~;;"::;~::~~~ :;;:;~~I~;~~;~~~7~~~slllt
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The aging ofthe unrealized losses ofRJ\cffiS CMBS, CDOilllnd ADS with fair values greater than
20 percent and 50 percent less than their cost at December 31, 2008 (in footnote (f) to the table above)
is sllown in the table below, which provides the period in which tbose s~urities in unrealized loss
j

positions would become candidates for impairment solely because they have been trading at a
discount for nine consecutive months (AIG's other·than-temporary aging guideline) without regard
to the level of discount (AIG 1 s other-than-temporary trading level gnidcl1ne), assuming prices
remained unchanged.
First
Quarter
~

Unrealized loss percent:
Greater than 25 percent
20 to less than 25 percent

Second

TJllrd

Quarter

Quarlcy

2009

2(]O9

---on-rnJlJi~

$4,502
$ 791

Given the CUlTent difficult market conditions, AIG is not able to predict reasonably likely changes in
the prices Qfthese secm·ities. Moreover, AlG IS unable to assess the effect, llllny, that potential sales of
securities pursuant to TARP \vill have 011 the pricing orits available for sale securities.

lJllrealizedgains {llfd losses
At December 31, 2008, the canying value of lUG'S available for sale fixed maturity and equity
securities aggregated $375.3 billion. At December 31,2008; aggregate pre-tax unrcallzcd gains for fixed
maturity and equity secmlties were $14,8 billion ($9.6 billion after tax),
At December 31, 2008, the aggregate pre~ta.\: gross ume·alized losses on fixed maturity and equity
securities were $25.0 billion ($163 billion after tax), Additionnl information about these securities is as
follows:
.. These securities were valued, in the aggregate, at approximately 88 percent oftheir current 8ul(}rtizcd
cost.
o

Approximately 24 percent of these securities were valued at less than 20 percent of their current co:.i.
01' amortized

cost.

• Approximately five percent of the fixed matmity securities had issuer credit ratings which were
below investment gt'ade,

othol' than temporary,

AIG2008Fon1110-K nl
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The amortized cost and fair value of fixed maturity securities avnilable for sale in an unrMlized
loss position b)' coull'actual maturity were as follows:
At December 31, 2008
Amor(izedClJ$t

Fnh-Vn".1~

6,037
41,782
48,025
71,717

$ 6,023
37,862
42,439
63,840
24,319
$174,483

~11{llt-')--

Due in one year or less

~

$

198,808

For the year ended DcceTnber 31, 2008, the prcwtax gross realized losses inC11ffCd with respect to the
sale of fixed maturities and equity securities were $13.4 billion. The aggregate fail' value of secmities sold
was $97 billion, which was approximately 88 percent of amortized cost, The ave-rage period of time that

securitic.-'{ sold at a los,; during 2008 were trading continuously at a price below book vahle was
apprmdmately eight months. See Risk Management -~ Credit Risk Management herein fbI' an additional
discussion of investment risks associated withAIG's illy~tmentportfolio.
Certain of AIG's foreign subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements report on a fiscal
yem' ended November 30, The e-ftcct on AlG's consolidated financial condition and results of operations of
aU material events OCCUlTing between November 30 and December 31 for aU periods presented has been
(·ecorded. AIG determined the significant appreciation in world~wide fixed income and equity mark~ts in
December 2008 to be an illtcl'vening event that had a material effect on its consolidated financial condition
and results of operations. AIG reneoted the December 2008 market appreciation throughout its investment
portfolio, Accordingly, AIG recorded $5,6 billion ($3.6 billion after tax) ofulU'calized appreciation on
investments.
Risk Management

The continued unprccedetited market turmoil, w'hich began in the U.S. housing sector but which has
expanded to other sectors of the economy, led to severe price dedines and reduced liquidity of highly-rated
asset-backed securities, including residential mor!gage--backed securities und l'elated collateralized debt
obligations, StnlChll'ed finance securities suffered the greatest vuluatiolliosses among fixed income asset
classes, starting with residential mmtgage--backed securities with sub~prjme collateral in late 2007, foUowed
by cOllunercial mortgage-backed securities in late 2008. The Cllil:ent environment is such that liquidity is
very limited in aU fixed income <Iud alternative asset classes,
AfO's investment goal in its il1surance ll1VeSi111ent portfolios is to ptn'chase assets with <lcceptable credit
quality that will generate over time an acceptable spre,ldQve1' AlG's insurance related liabilities. The
process by which AIO assesses acceptable credit quality is further described below under Credit Risk
Management. Becau1.'t': accounting implications have not been a factor in determining AlG's investment
decisions, AIG has historically Hot set limits on its exposul'eto volatility of reported financial results from
fluctuations ill1Uurket credit spreads. The environment for securities pricing in 2008, rcsulting from
widening of credit spreads of unprecedented proportions in many as..'let classes, has caused material and
adverse effects on ArG's rcsult'! of operations, financial condition and cash t1ow.
The unanticipated price declines and associated reduction of liquidity exceeded the parameters
historically used by AIG for purposes or its asset-liability and liquidity management processes. AIG is
responding to these developments by enhancing its risk management processes and de-risking certain
exposures, based upon enhanced scenario-related stress testing. AIG's de~risking strategies have resulted in
the following:

• l'.eductioll of certain foreign exchange eXpm;"llreS at the Jocal entHy level by selling or hedging
iuvesiments denominated in non~local currencie.>;.;

• reduction of certain fOl'eign excll(lnge exposures at the AIG level by hedgipg
non-U,S, dollar exposUfcs; and
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• reduction ofrcgulatoly c.apitat charges and volatility of eamings by selling certain equity and
alternative investments, including common stock, mutual funds and rcal estate investments.
However, the continuation ofsuch market turmoil and associated price declines and limited liquidity
have severely constrained JUG's ability to utilize techniques for mitigating its exposure to credit, market
and liquidity risks,
AlG has been reassessing Its risk management control environment and its entcl'priscrisk management
fUllctions, both in its individual bllsille..~ses as well as at the corporate level, in light of AlG's current
situation. AIG cont.inues to invest 1111isk management systems and processes whore those investments al'e
consistent with AlG's current liquidity, capital and disposition plans.
The major risks to which AlG is exposed include the following:

• Credit risk -- thepotcntiallo!l-s arisiJ1g t}om an obligor's inability or unwillingness to meet its
obligations to AIG,
• Marketrlsk

~;~';~::t~~:;'~~~r~~~j~:t::~::;'~~:~l~o:ssresulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people,
• Liquidity risk - the potential inability to meet all payment obligations when they become due.

:;:J:~;~ ~;;dU~~;::~~~~i;.·;~tl:l;C,:'P,~o:t~e:ll~tialloss resulting

fl'om inadequate premiums, insufficient

• L(fe insurance risk - the potential loss resulting from experience deviatin$ fl'OIU expectations for
mortality, morbidity and termination f<ltes in the h1sunmce-.ol"iented products and insufficient cash
tlows tQ cover contract liabilities ill the retirement savings products.

A1G is also exposed to reptltational risk, which is defined as the risk of direct loss or loss in future
b\'ISiJ1CSS because of damage to AIG's reputation. Damage to the oompany's reputation can arise from a
large number ofis:sues, including potential conflicts of interest; legal and regulatory requirements; ethical
issues; and sales and trading practice-s. In addition, reputational risk can be both the cause of or result from
the major risks outlined above,
The primal)' rc,,'lponsibiUty for risk management lies .vith the business execulives withill AlG's
segments. The business executives a1'C responsible for establishing and maintaining risk management
proce,,>ses in their areas of activity under the risk management framework estabHshcd by AIG senior
management, and responding to theit' speoific business needs and issues, including risk concentrations
within their respective businesses, The primary focus of corporate risk management is to pl'Ovide oversight
ofthese processes in the businesses and to assess the risk of AlG incuuing economic losses from
conccntrations of risk in the risk categories outlined above,

CQrporate Risk Govema1tc£
AlG's major risks aro addressed at the corporate level through Enterprise Risk Management (EKM),
which is headed by AlG's Chief Risk Officer (eRO), ERM reports to the Chief Executive Officer and is
responsible for assisting AlG's business leaders, executivcmallagemcnt and Board of Directors to identify,
assess, quantify, manage and mitigate the risks incurred by AIG,
An important goal ofERM is to ensure that, after appropriate governance, authorilics, procedures and
policies have been established, aggregated risks do not result in inappropriate concentration:s, Senior
management define..<; the pollcie..<; and has e...,tablishcd general operating pm'ameters for its global businesses
and various oversight committees to monitor the risks -attendant to its businesses. These committees incluue
the Credit Risk Cmnmittee (eRe), Liquidity Risk Committee (LRC), Catastrophic & Emerging Risks
Committee (CERe), Complex Structured Finallce Transaction Committee (CSFTC) and Global and
Regional Pricing Committees.
AJO 2008 Form IO-K
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• The eRe is responsible for the following:
• <1pproving credit risk policie.'i and procedure.s for 11S0 tl1fOUghout AIG;
• delegating credit authority to business unit credit officers and select business unit managers;
delegated

• establishing and maintaining AIG's risk rating process for corporate, financial and sovereign
obligors;
• <Xlnducting regular reviews of credit risk exposures in the portfolios of all credit-incurring business
units; and
• reviewing all credit concentration risks,

• The LRC is responsible fur liquidity policy and implementation at Ala Parent mld exercises
oversight and control ofliquidity policies at each AIG entity. See Capital Re,,<;o'lfces and Liquidity

herein.
• 'The CERe was formed in June 2008 (0 enhance and consolidafe AlG's existing processes to analyze,
discuss, quantify and report to senior management the risks to AIG ofpotenlial catastrophic events
that have been insured by AIG's various divisions. The committee meets regularly and discus..,,'CS
potential events and emerging risks that may materialize in the future. The committee's membership
includes senior underwriting, actuarial. and risk management professionals.
• A CSFT is any AIG transaction or product that may involve a heightened legal, regulatoly,
accounting or reputational risk that is dc-veloped, marketed or proposed by AIG or a third-party The
CSFfC has the authority and responsibility to review and approve any proposed CSFT. The CSFTC
provides guidance to and monitors the <lCtivities oftransactiou revivw committees (TRCs) whioh
have been established in an major business units, TRes have the responsibility to identifY. revicw
and refer CSfTs to the CSFTC,
AIG developed al1d implemented a Global PriCU'lg CommiHee in the first quarter of 2008" to address the
requirements al'FAS 157. The Global Pricing Committee provides oversight of AIG's pricing valuation
practices and processes and has -delegated operatk.lllal responsibility to five Regional Pricing Committees to
implement and monitor these practices within the unde.rlying businesses of e-,ch respective region.
c.'cdifRisk AfaTtagemellf

AIG devotes considerable resources to managing its direct and indirect credit exposures, such as those
arising frol11 fixed income investments, deposits, corporate and cOllsurner loans, leases, reinsurance
l'ecovcrables, cOUl11erpal't)' risk in derivatives activities, cessions of insurance risk to reinsurers and
customers, credit risk assumed through credit derivatives written, financial guarantees and letters of credit,
Credit risk is defined as the risk that AIG's customers or cou1l1erparties are unable or unwilling to repay
their contractual obligations when they become due. Credit risk may also be manife-sted: (i) through the
downgrading of credit ratings of counterpaIiies whose credit in~1:rumcnts AIG may be holding, or, in some
cases, insuring, causing the value of the assets to decline or insured risks to rise; and (ii) as cross-border risk
where a country (sovereign government risk) or one or more non-sovereign obligors within a country arc
unable to fep'LY an obligation or are unable to provide fOI'eign exchange to service a credit or equity
exposure incurred by anotht\1' AIG business unit located outside that county,
AIG's credit risks are managed at the corporate level by the Credit Risk Management department
(CRM} whose primary role is to support and supplement the work of the businesses and the CRe. CRM is
headed by ArG-'s Chief Credit Officer (CeO), who reports to AIG's: CRO, AIG's CCO is primarily
responsibJe for the development and maintenance of credit risk policies and procedures approved by the

eRe. In diflcharging this function CRM has the following responsibilities;

• approve delegated credit authorities to CRM c.l'edit executives and business unit credit officers;
" manage the approval process fol' nIl requests for credit limits, program limits and transactions above
delegatoo authorities;
174
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Directors;

• develop methodologies for quantification and assessment of credit risks. including the eShiblislunent

and maintenance of AlG's intel'll:i\! risk rating process; and
• approve appropdate credit reserves and methodologies at the business unit and enterprise levels,

The following table pre.'Hmts AIG's largest credit exposures ns :t percentage of total shareholders'
equity:

c.ategory

Risk Ibting fa)

Investment Grade:
10

Single largest sovereign
Single largest non-sovereign

173,8%
19.2

AA
AAA

35.6

BBBB

3.3
1.4

9.4

(a) Risk rating is based all the Im'lIer ofAlG's internal risk ratings or the external ratings a/the major
rating agencies.

AlG monitors its aggrogate cross-border exposures by CotUltry and regional group ofcountries. AIC
defines its cross-border exposuro to include both cross-border credit exposures and its oroS&'border
investments in its own intemationa! subsidiaries. Ten countries had cross~border exposures in excess of
20 percent of total shal'eholdcrs' equity at December 31, 2008. At tlmt date, seven were AAA~rated two
were AARratcd and one was A-rated.
In addition, AIG reviews and manages its industry eonoelltrRtiolls. AIG's single large-st industry crooit
exposure is to the global financial institlltions sectol', comprised of banks, securities firms, life and non-life
insurance companies,reinsurance companies, finance companies and government-sponsored entitie..".
AIG 2008 Fonn 10-K 175
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The following tablt:\ presents AIG'slal'g()st credit exposnres to the global finandal institution
sector as a percentage of total consolidated ~harcbolders' equity:
Credit Exposure
ItS

At December 31. 2U08

a Percentage-of
COllsulhlated
Equity

Shar,,"JH,)lrI~rs'

Industry Category:

Money Center JGlobal Bank Groups

160.0%

Global Life Insurance Companies
European Regional Financial Institutions

30.8

Global Reinsurance Companies
Global Securities Companies

21.2

Asian Regional Fitlancial Irlstitutions

North American~Based Regional Financial Institutions
Govemment-Sponsored Entities
Non-Life Insurance Companies

28.2

18.8
15.8
15.7
12.8
12.5

AIG's exposure to its nve largest money center/global bank group institutions was 65,6 percent of
shareholders' equity at December 31, 2008.
AIG's exposure to global financial institutions includes $6.6 billion ofpreferre.<! stock and Tier 1
securities. $1,4 billion of upper Tier 2 securities and $7.5 billion oflovver Tier 2 securities. These securities
can be subject to a higher risk of dividend or interest derenal and principal non-pa.yment or non-redcmp(ion
because they provide various levels of capital support to these institutions, and may be subject to regulatory
and 'Contractllall'estrictions. These securities are held hy various ArG subsidiaries and are diversified by
obligor and country. In addition, AIG's financial institution exposures include otber subordinated securities
totaling $.20.0 billion.
AIG's other industry credit concentrations in exee&-" of20 percent of total consolidated s11areholders'
equity are in the following indLL"ltl'ie.-<; (in descending order by approximate size);
• oit and gas companies;

• electric and water utilities; and
• global telecommtmications companies.

Some of AlO's exposmcs are insured ("wrapped") by financial guarantor insUl'ancc companies:, also
known as "l11onoline insurers", which at D(,.'(X;mbcl' 31, 200S, provided AlG over $36 billion (canying
value) in financial support. The monoHne insurers, many of which now have non-investment f,'Tade credit
ratings~ provide ,~upport predominantly in the United State"" A10 does not rely on the. monoline insurance as
its principal source of rwayment when evaluating securities for purchase, All investment securitie-s nre
evaluated primarily based on the underlying cash flow generation capucitie"o;; oftlle issuer or cash How
characteristics of the security,

,"'arkst Risk Mtmagemellt

AIG is exposed to market risks, primarily within its insurance and capital markets businesses (see
Overview - Outlook- Financial Services on Capital Murkets regarding its market risk issues and
management as transactions in that business are wound down). For AIG's insurance operations, the assetliability exposure,'! are predominantly structural in natU1'e~ and not the-l'e,<;lllt of speculative positioning to
take advantage ofsnm1¥terlTI markel opportunities. For example, the business model of life insurance and
retirement savings is to collect premiums or deposits from policyholders and inve.~t the proceeds in
predominantly long-t-enn, credit based assets. A ~pread is eU11lcd over time between the asset yield and the
funding cost payable to pollcyholders, The asset and liability profiles are managed so that the cash flows
resulting from invested assets are sufficient to meet policyholder obligations when
!76
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tbey become due without the need to sell assets prematurely into a potentially distressed ma.rket. In periods
of severe market volatility, as currenHy being experienced, depressed and illiquid market values on
otherwiseperfonning investments diminisb shareholders' equity even without the realization of a~~tual

credit event related Josses. Such diminution of capital strength is causing downward pressure on the
market's assessment of the fmancial strength and the credit ratings of insurers.

The Market Risk Management function (MRM)) which reports to the eRO, is responsible for control
and oversight of market risks in an aspects of ArG's financial services, insUI'anceJ and investment activities,
AIG's market exposures can be categorized as follows:

• Benchmark interest rates, Benchmark interest rates are aLso known as risk-free interest rates and are
associated with eithef the govemment / treaSUl)' yield curve or the swap curve, The fail' value of
AIG's significant fixed maturity securities portfoliu changes as benchmark intcrest rates change.

• Credit spr('..[id or risk premium.. Credit spread risk is the potential for loss due to a change in an
instnunent's risk premium or yield relative to that of a comparable-duration, default~frec instrument.
• Equity and alternative investment prices, ArG's exposure to equity and alternative il1ve-stment prices
arises from dircct inve.<;;tments in common stocks and mutual funds, fhJDl minimum henefit
guarantees embedded in tbe structure of certain variable annuity and variable life insurance products

and from other cquity~Jikc investments, such as partnerships comprised of hedge flmds and private
equity funds, private equity investments, commercial real estate and real estate funds.
• Foreign cun'ency exchange rates. AIG is a globally diversified enterprise with significant illcome~
assets and liabilities denominated in and significant capital deployed in a variety of currencies.

AIG uscs a number of measures and approaches to measure and quantify its market risk exposure;
including:

• Duration / key rate duration, Duration is the measure of the sensitivities of a fixed-income
instnllnent to the parallel shift in the benchmark yield curve. Key rate duration measures- scnsHivities
to the movement at a given term point all the yield curve.

• Scenario alla~ysis, Scenario analysis use,',: historical, hypothetical, or forward~lookillgmacroeconomic scenarios 10 assess and report exposures. Examplc.o;; ofhypGt.hetical scenarios include a
100 basis point parallel shift in the yield eUl've 01' a 10 percent immediate and simultancous decrease
in wOl'ld~wide equity markets.

• Value-at-Risk {VaRY. VaR is a summmy stattstical measure that uses the estimated volatility and
con-elatiol1ofmarketfactors to calculate the maximum loss that could occur over a defined period of
time with a specified level of statistical c-onfidence. VaR measures not only the size of individual
exposures hut also the interaction between different market exposures, thereby providing a POlifolJo
appl'08ch to measuring market l;sk, A key shortcoming of the VaR approach is its reliance on
histotical data, making VaR calculations essentially "backward looking." This shorteoIDingwas most
evident during the current credit crisis.
• Stress testing. Stre.<;;s resting is a special form of scellario analysis whereby the scenarios used arc
designed to lead to a material adverse outcome (for example, the stock market crash of October 1987
or the wideniIJg of yields or spre'dd ofRMBS or CMBS during 2008), Stress testing is often used to
address VaR shortcomings and complement VaR calculations. Particularly in times of significant
volatility in financial markets, using stress sce-narios provides more pertinent and forward-looking

information on market risk exposure than VaR re.'lults based upon historical data alone.
The magnitudes of volatilities of financial markets alld degree of cQrrelation among different market:s~
risks und asset classes il12008 were unprecedented and rendered the VaR measure that is based on historical
data ffimJysis a much less reliuble and indicative risk measme. As aresuIt. AIG believes that the historical

data based VaR measure does not effectively convey the market risks to which AIG is subject. Therefore, as
an alternative, AIG has used sensitivities under specific scenarios to convey the magnitude afits exposures
to various key market Iisk factors, such as yield curve, equity markets 31ld alternative assets, and foreign
cum,'TIcyexchange rates. For Insurance, Asset Management and Financial Services (excluding Capital
Markets), th(,-<;c sensitivities and scenarios m'e shown in the table below.
j
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Asset Mnnngcmcnt aud Financial Services (excluding Capital Markets) Sensithitfes

The following table provides estimntes of AIG's scnsitiyity to a yield curve npward shift, equity
losses and foreign currency exchange rate losses at December 31, 2008:

$23,Sj}l}

$ i,70G

Exposures tor yield nurves include assets that are directly sensitive to yield Cllrve movements, such as
fixed~maturity securities, loans, finance receivables and shorHenn investments (excluding consoHdated
separate account assets per SOP 03~ 1). Exposures for equity and alternative investment prices include
investments in common stocks, prefon'eel stocks, mutual funds! hedge funds, pri vate t.xjuity funds,
commercial real estate and rea! estate funds (excluding consolidated separate account asset,> per
SOP 03-1 and consolidated managed partnerships and fuuds). Exposures to foreign currency exchange rates
reflect AIG-'s consolidated non-U.S. doUar net capital investments on a GAAP basis.
Tbe above sensitivities of a 100 bps upward shift in yield curves, a 15 percent dmp in equities and
alternative assets, and a 10 percent depreciation of aU foreign currency exchange rates against the
U.s. dollar were chosen solely for iHustrative purposes. The selection of these specific events should not bc
constl1led as a pl'edictioJl, but only as a demonstration of the potential effects of such events. These
scenarios should 110t be construed as the only risks AlG faces; the.se events arc shown as an indication of
several possible losses AIG could experience, In addition,losses fi:'011l these and other risks could be
materially higher than illustrated.

The sensitivity factol's presented above were selected based on historical data from 1987 to 2007, as
follows (sec the table below):
• a 100 basis point parallel shi ft in the yield curve is consistent with a one standard deviation
movement oft11c oonclUllark ten~ycar tremnuy yield;
• a 15 percent drop for equity and alternative illvestmcl1tsis consistent with
movement in the S&P 500; and

<l

(me standard deviation

• a 10 percent depreciation of foreign currency exchange rates is consistent with a one standard
deviation movement in the USDlJPY exchange rate,
~

Standal'd

Suggested

Sc.!l-uarin liS II

2(){l8 Cl>lln~f

Dc'Vlation

~

Multiple Q[Sn

Return

1o~ y ear Treasury (bps)

1987-2007

9"8.1%

100,0%

S&P 500
USD/JPY

1987~2007

16.1%

1987-2007

10,0%

l5.0%
10,0%

1.0
0.9
1.0

1.9
2.4
2.3

Total non-trading market risk baBed on AlG's previously reported \faR measure resulted in total nOlltrading market risk 0[$10.4 billion at December 31, 2008 compared to $5.6 billion at December 31, 2007.
The increase ill VaR ptimarily result'S from much higher volatiHties in fmalleial markets and by a significant
decrease in benchmark interest rates globally,

Operational Risk Management

AIG's Operational Risk Management department (ORM) oversees AIG's operation"l risk management
practices. The Director ofORM repOits to the eRO, ORM is responsible for e:stablisbing the framework,
principles and guidelines of ArG's operational risk management pmgram, AlO has implemented un
opcratiilllal risk: management framework and a risk and c(mtrol self assessment (RCSA) pl'Ocess.
178 lIIG2008F"nnll)-.-K
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Reinsurance
AIGuses reinsurance programs for its-insurance risks as follows:
• Facultative agreements to cover large individual exposurc..:;;
• Quota share treaties to cover specific books ofbusines.s;

• Excess-of-Ioss treaties to cover large losses;
• Excess or S1t11)lus automatic treaties to cover individual life ri~ks in excess of stated per-life retention
limits; and

• C<i-I<Jstrophe tre.1ties to cover specifio catastrophes, including earthquake, windstorm and -flood.

ATO monitors its exposures to natural catastrophes and takes corrective actions to limit Its C';pOSUI'C
with respect to particular geographic aL'eas, companies, or pcrils~ During the' fourth quatter of 2008,
Lexington reduced its exposure to natural <Xltastrophes by approximately $900 million through facultative
reinsurance placements,

ATa's Reinsurance Securlty Department (RSD) conducts periodic detaHcd assessments (lfthe financial
status and condition of CU1To:'Jlt and potential reinsurers, both foreign and domestic, The RSD monitors both
the nature of the rjsks ceded in the reinslIrl"rs und the aggregation oftotall'einsurancerecoverables ceded to
l'einSUrel's, Such assessments may inchlde, but al1~ not limited to, identifying if a reinsurer is appropriately
licensed and has sufTIcient financial capacity and evaluating the local economic environment in which a
foreign reinsurer operates.
The RSD reviews the nature of the risks ceded to'reinsurers and the need for credit risk mitigant:>. For
example, in AIG's tl'eaty reJnsurancc contracts. AIG fh;qucntly in.cludes provisions that require a reinsurer
to post collateral when a referenced event occurs. Fmihcrmore, AIG limits its unsecured exposure to
reinsurers tlu'otlgh the use of credit tl'iggers which include but are not limited to, insurer financial strength
l'ating downgrades, declines in statutory surplus below pre-determined levels, decreases in NAIC risk-based
capital (REe) below certain levels, or setting maximum limits for reinsurance recoverables, In addition~
AlG's eRe reviews all reinsurer exposllres ,llld credillimits and appl'oves illost large reinsurer credit limits
above prc~set limits thai represent actual 01' potential credit concentrations. AlG believes that no exposure to
a single reinsurel' represents an inappropriate concentration of risk to AIO, nor is AlG's business
substantially dependent upon any single reinsurance contract.
AIG enters into intercompany reinsurance transactions for its GCllernl Insm(;l.nce lUld Life Insurance &
Retirement Services OI}Cl'ations, AlG cnters into these transactions as a sound and pl'tldcnt business prac;[ice
in order to maintain unden-V1itiug control and spread insuranoe risk among AIG's various legal entities and
to leverage economies of scale with external reinsurers, When required for statutOly recognii1on~ AIG
obtains letters of eredit from third-party financial institutions to collateralize these intercompany
transacti{)l\s. At December 31, 2008, approximately $5.4 billion of letters of credit were ouMandi.ng to
cover intercOlnpany reinsurance transactions among subsidiaries.

Although reinsurance arrangements do not relieve AIC subsidiaries from their direct obligations to
insureds, an efficient and effective reinsurance program substantially mitigates AIG's exposure to
potentially significant losses. AIG continually evaluates the reinsurance markets and the relative
attractiveness of various ffiTullgemeltls for coverage, including stmctures such as catastrophe bond'>,
insurance risk securitizations, 'lsidecars" and similar vehicles,
AIG purchased U.S. propel'ty catastrophe coverage of approximately $135 billion und $1.1 billion in
2009 and 2008, respectively, in<cxcess of a per OCCtllTCnCe deductible of$1.5 billion. In addition, AIG
purchased over $640 million in workers! compensation catastrophe reinsurance that was not purchased in
2008. For Ufe Jnsurance & Retirement Services, AIG's 2008 catastrophe program covers Josses of
$250 million in excess of
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$200 million for Japan and Taiwan only. No aSSll1'ancc can be given that AIG will be able to obtain this
level of coverage in 2009.

Reinsurance Recoverable
Gcnerall'cinsurance recoverable assets are comprlsed of:

• Bnhmces due liOln reinsurers fot' Indemnity losses and loss expetl.<les billed to, but not yet collected
from; reinsurers (Paid Losses Recoverable);

• Ultimate ceded reserves for indemnity Josses and expenses, including reserves for claims reported but
not yet paid and estimates for lBNR (collectively, Ceded Loss Reserves); and
• Ceded Reserves for Uncamed Premiums.

At December 31, 2008, reinsurance assets of $21.9 billion include Paid Losses Recoverable of
$1.3 billion and Ceded Loss Resel'ves of $16.8 billion, and $4.2 hillion of Ceded Reserves for Une-arned
Premiums. The methods used to estimate rBNR and to establish the resu.lting ultimate losses involve
projecting the frequency and severity of losses over lUultiple years and are continually reviewed and
updated by management. Any acljustments are renecled in income cUlrcntly. rt is AlG's belief that the
ceded reserves fot' losses and loss expenses at December 31, 20VE reflect the ultimate losses recoverable.
Actual 108ses may differ fi'om the l'cscJ'ves cUlTclltly ceded.
AIG manages the credit rif>kin its reinsunmce relationships by trammeling with reinsurers thut it
considers financially sound, and when necessary AIG requires reinSL1rers to post subslantial collateral in the
form of funds, securities andJol' ilTcvocuble letters of ("ectiL This collateral can be drawn on for amount.,
that rcmain unpaid beyond speclf1<:d time periods on an individual reinsurer basis, At December 31, 2008,
approximately 55 percent of the reinsurance assets were from unauthorized reinsurers. The terms authorized
and unauthorized j)crtain to regulatory categories, not creditwortbiness. More than 52 percent of these
balanc.cs were collateralized, permitting statutory recognition. Additionally, with tbe approval ofinslU'anee
regulators. AfG posted approximately $1,6 billion oflcttcrs ofcrcdit issued by commercial banks and
$2.9 billion oftJ11st in favor of certain General Insurance companie..<; to penuit those companies statutory
recognition of balances otherwiseUllCDllateralized at December 31, 2008. The remaining 45 percent of the
reinsurance assets were from authorized reinsurers. At December 31, 2008, approximately 84 percent of the
balances with respect to authorized reinsurers arc fl'om reinsurers rated A (excellent) or better, as rated by
AM. Best, or A (strong) or better, as rated by S&P. These-ratings arcmeasw'Cs of financial slrength,

The following table provides information for eacb reinsurer representing in excess of tlve percent
of AlG's total reinsurance asset>;:

~lIbe1'31,2008

Reinsurer;
Swiss Reinsurance Group of
Companies
Berkshire Hathaway Gwup of
COlllpanie..<;
Munich ReinSUl"illlCC Group of
Companies
Lloyd's Syndicates ~- Lloyd's
of London (c)

Ullcollateftlllzcd
ReinslIl"anc.e

8&1'
Rlltlng(a)

~

A+

A+

1,665

7.3%

380

1,285

AAA

A++

1,341

5,8%

131

1,210

AA-

A+

1,274

5.6%

539

735

A+

A

1,051

4.6%

128

923

(a)

(b) Excludes collateral held in excess ofapplicable treaty balances.
(e)
which ewe less than five percent ofAIG 's
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developments.

Segment Risk Afanageme1/.t
Other than as described above, AIG manages its business rlsk oV("'fsight activities tllfOUgh its business
segments.

Immrwwe Operations
AlG's multiple insmance businesses conducted 011 a global basis expose AlG to a wide variety of risks
with different time horizons. These risks are managed throughout the organization, both centrally and

locally, through a number of procedures, including;
• pre-launch approval of product design, dcvelupment and distribution;
• underwriting approval processes and authorities;
• exposure limits with ongoing monitoring;
• modeling and reportitlg of aggregations and limit concentrations -at multiple levels (policy, line of
business, product group, country, individual/grO\lp, correlation and catasu"ophic risk events);
~

compliance willi fmauciall'eporting und capital and solvency targets;

• extensive usc of reinsurance, both internal and third-party; and
• review and establishment of reserves,

AIG closely mru.lages insurance risk by overseeing and controlling the nature and geographic location
afthe risks in each line of business underwritten, tIle terms and conditions of the underwriting and the
premiums d1i.\rged for taking 011 the risk" Concentrations of risk are analy"Zed using various modeling
technique{i and incll1de~ but are not limited to, wind, flood, earthquake, terrorism and accident.
AlG has two major categories of insurance risks as follows:
• General Insurance -lisks covered include property, casualty, fideUtyisurety, management liability
and mortgage insurance, Risks ill the genera! insurance segment arc managed l1wollgh aggregations
and limitations of concentrations at multiple levels: policy, line ofbusllless, con"elation and

catastrophic risk events.
~

Life Insurance & Retirement Services - risks include mortality and morbidity in the jnsuranceoriented products and insufficient cash flows to cover contract liabilities in the retirement savings{lriented products. Risks arc managed throngh product design, sound medical underwriting. extemal
traditional reinsurance programs and extel'Oal catastrophe reinsmance programs.

AIG is a major purchaser of reinsurance for its lnsurance operations. TIle usc of reinsurance fac.ilitates
insurance Tisk management (retention, volatility, concentrations:) and capital planlling locally (branch and
subsidiary). AIG 111ay purchase reinsurance on a pooling basis. Pooling of AIG's reinsurance risks enables
AIG to purchase reinsurancc more efficiently at a consolidated level, manage global COUlltclvarEY risk and
relationships and manage global catastrophe risks, both for Ole General Insurance and Life Insurance &
Retirement Services businesses.
Aj(l 2iJOl! Form IO-K
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General In..wtI't/llce
In General Insurance, t11lde1writitlgrisks arc managed through the applicaticm approval process,
exposure limitations as well as through exclusions, oove:ragc limits and reinsmance. The risks covered by
AlG arc managed through limits on delegated lmderwriting authority, the use of sound underwriting
practices, pricing procedures and the use of actuarial analysis as part of the determination of overaU
adequacy of provisions for insurmlce· <:oontract liabilities.
A primary goal of AIG in managing its General Insurance operations is to achieve an undeIVIriting
profit. To achieve this goal, AIG must be disciplined in its risk selection, and premiums must be adequate
and terms and conditions Appropriate to cover the risk accepted.

Catastrophe Exposures
The nature of AIG's business exposes it to various catastrophic events in which mUltiple losses across:
multiple lines of business can OGcur in any calendar year. hl order to control this exposure,AIG uses a
combination of techniques, including setting aggregate limits in key business units, monitoring and
modeling accumulated exposures, and purcha<;{ug cata<;trophc rcinsl1l'an",e- to supplement its othc-l'
reinsurance protections.
Natural disasters,such as hurricanes, earthquakes and other catastrophes have the potential to adversely
affect AlG's operating results, Other risks.> such as an outbreak of a pandemic disease, such as the AvirtU
Influenza A Virus (H5Nl), could adversely affect A1G's busine..'i..": and operating results to an extent that
may be ()1jly partially offset by rcinsunmce programs,

AlO evaluu1es eata!:>irophic. events and assesses the probability of occurrence and magnitude of
catastrophic events through the use of industry recognized models, among other techniques. AlG updates
these models by periodically monitoring the exposure risks of AlG' s world¥.ride General Insurance
operations and adjusting such models accordingly. Following is an overview of modeled losses associated
with the more significant natural perils, which includes exposures for Commercial Insurance Group,
Personal Lines, Foreign General, HSB and 21 st Century Insurance (21st Century), Transatlantic utilizes a
different model, and its results are presented separately below, Significant Life and accident and health
(A&H) exposures have been added to these results as wen. The modded results assume tltat all reinsurers
fulfill their obligations to AIG in accordance with their terms,
It is impol1ant to recognize that there lS no standard methodology to project the possible losses from
total property and workers' compensation exposures. Further, there are no industry standard assumptions to
he utilized in projccting tlwse losses. The use of different methodolQgies and assumptions could materiatly
change the l1rojected losses. Therefore, these modeled losses may not be comparable to estimates made by
othcr companies. These estimates arc inherently uncertain and may not reflect AlG's maximum exposures
to these events, It is highly likely that AJ:G's losses will vary, perhaps significantly, from these estimates.
The modeled results provided in the table below were based 011 the aggregate cxceedenee probability
(AEP) losses, which represent total propeli)', workers' compensation, life, and A&H losses that may occur
in any single year from one 01' more natural events. The Life and A&H data include CXpOSll1'e8 for Duited
States, Japan and Taiwan earthquakes. These represent the largest share ofLife and A&H expOStu'e,s to
cartllquakes. A&H losses were modeled using April 2008 data, and Life losses were modeled using May
2008 data for Japan aMI Taiwan and Februnry 2007 data fOl' the United States. The property exposures fol'
AIG's lal'gest property exposures, Lexington commel'cialIlnes and Private Client Group, were modeled
with data ~s ofScptomber 2008, .and June 2008- data was used for most other divi,',-;ons. All reinsurance
progl'am structures, including both domestic and international structures, reflect the reinsurance programs in:
place as of January 31, 2009. The values provided \vere based on lOO-year retutn period losses, which have
a one percent tike1ihood of being exceeded in any single year, Thus, the model projeots that there is a one
perC-ellt probability that AlO eQuid incur in any year losses in excess of the
182
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modeled amounts for these perils. Losses ind'ide loss adjustment expenses and the nct values include
premiums.

rein~iatement

Ni.'-t flf2009
At DCl'ember 31, 200!!

Natmul Pedl:
Earthquake

Tropical Cyclone*

Rein.mrllllCe

$7,905
$7,598

4,480
4,518

Net After
Income Tax
(In millions)

$
$

% DfConrolidat(!d
SbareboJdcn' Equity

5.5%
5.6%

2,912
2,937

* Includes hurricanes, typhoons and European Windstorms,
Gross earthquake and tropical cyclone modeled losses increa."ed $23 billion and $1.8 billion,

re..'lpectiveJy, compared to 2007 while net losses increused $1.1 billion and $1.1 billion, respectively,
camp-at'ed to 2007. These increases ate prlmm-Uy due to exposure growth find the inclusion of Ascot.
Il111ddition fo the return period loss,. AlG evaluates potential single event earthquake ilnd hurricane
losses that may be incurred, The single events utilized are a subset of [)otential events identitied ami utilized
by UDyd's (vee Lloyd's Rw/istic Disaster Scenarios, Scenario Specifications, April 2006) and refelTed 10
as Realistic Disaster Scenarios (RDSs)_ TIle purpose of tbis analysis is to utilize these RDSs to proyide a
reference frame and place into context tbe model results. However, it is impOliant to note that tbe specific
eYents used for this analysis do not necessarily represent the worst case loss thatAIG could incur from this
type of an event in these regions, The 1000:ses associated with the RDSs are included in the foUowing table.
Single-event modeled property and worl~ers' compensation ]oss('$ to AlG's worldwide pOl·tfoUo of
l'isk for key geographic areas: nre Set forth below. Gross values represent AlG's liability after the
application of policy limits and deductibIes,.und net values represent losses after reinsurance is
applied; the net losses also include reinsurance reinstatement premiums. Both gross and net losses
include loss adjustment expenses.
Gl'08S

N-etofl009
Reiusurance

--{IlIm~

Nanll.,l Peri!:
San Francisco Earthquake
Miami HU1Ticane
Northeast Hurricane
Los Angeles Earthquake
Gulf Coast Hurricane
Japanese Earthquake
European Windstorm
Japanese Typhoon

4,966
4,362
3,857

$8,617
$7,912
$6,128
£7,646

4,49J

$5,410
$ 747
$ 418

3,065
397
152

Llli

AIG also monitors key international prQperty risks utilizing modeled statistical return period losses.
Based on these simutatiolls l the 100~year re(um period loss for Japanese Earthquake is $335 million gross
and $180 million net; [he lOO-year retml1 period loss for European Windstorm is $577 million gross and
$186 million net; and the 100-year return period loss for Japanese Typhoon is $504 million gross and
SI72 million net.
The losses provided above do not include Transatlantic. The one in100-year AEP amounts for AlG's
share (59 percent) of Tral1satlantic are as follows:
At December 3., 2{108
ReJ,uur1luce

Net After
InoomeTax

$
$

264
~

NetM2UOl}

(In milUnn~}---

Natural Peril:
AIG's Share ()fTransatlsntic Earthquake
AIQ's Share ofTl'ansatIantic Tropical Cyclone

$452

ill!!

406
577

AlG200SFon111U~K
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ACnJAL RESULTS IN ANY PERIOD ARE LIKELY TO VARY. PERHAPS MATERIALLY,
FROM THE MODELED SCENARIOS. AND THE OCCURRENCE OF ONF OR MORE SEVERE
EVENTS COULD HAVB A MATERIAL ADVERSE EFFEcr ON AlG'S FINANCIAL CONDITION,
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND LIQUIDITY.
Terrorism
Exposure to loss from terrorist attack is controlled by limiting the aggregate accumulation ofwor1:crs'
compensation and pl'OpCliy insurance that is underwritten within defined target locatiolls, Modeling is used
to provide projections of probable maximum loss by target location based upon the actual exposures of AIG

policyholders.

a 15 percent share of
certified terrorism losses in excess of the deductible.

Life Iusuruuce & Reti1'ement Services
In Life Insurance & Retirement Services, the primary risks are the foHoviring:
~

Prk-ing risk, wbh:h represents the potential exposure (0 loss resulting from actual policy experience
emerging adversely in comparison to the assumptions made in product priG'ing associated with
mortality, morbidity, termination and expenses; and

• Investment risk, whieh represents the exposure to Joss resulting froIll the cash flows from the invested
assets being less than cash flows required to meet the obligations of the expected policy and contract
liabilities and tIle necessary return on investments.
AlG businesses manage these risks through product design, exposure limitations find the active
management of the asset liability relationship in their operatiolls. The emergcl1ce of significant adverse
experience would require an adjustment to DAC and benefit reserves that CQuld have a material adverse
effect on AJCFs consolidated results of opcl'ations fm' a particular period. For a further discussion ofihis
Ac"uisi!ion CoIA"ts' Risk Factors·· Adjuslments to Life Insurance & Retirement Services Deferred l.Jolicy
w

AIG's Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Services companies generally limit their maximum
underwriting expOSU1'C on life insurance of a single life to approxirnate1y $5 million of coverage in certain
circumstances, AIG-'s Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services companies limit their
maximum underwriting exposufe on life· insurance ofa single life to $15 million of covera&'e in cettaill
circumstances by using yC2.l'ly renewable term rehlsurancc. In Life Insllrance & Retirement Services. the
reinsurance programs pl'Qvide fisk mitigation pCI' life for individual and group covers and for catastrophic
l'isk events.

Pandemic Influenza
The potential f(}l' a pandemic il1fl"uenza outbreak has received much attention. While outbreaks of the

AViall Flu continue to occur among poultry or wild birds in a number of countries in Asia, Europe,
including the U.K., and Africa, transmission to humans has been rare to date. If the virus mutates to a form
that call be transmitted from human to human, it has the potential to spread rapidly worldwide. Ifsuch all
outbrt".ak were to take place, early quarantine and vaccination could he critical to containment
The contagion and mortality rates of any mutated H5N 1 virus that can be transmitted from human 1.'0
human are highly speculative. AIG continues to monitor the developing facts. A significant global outbreak
could have a material adverse effect on Life Insurance & Retirement Services operating re..<;ults and liquidity
from incl'eased mortality and morhidity l'arcs.

Utilizing a scenariowbased approach, AfG has analyzed its insurancc 11Sk associated with this peril. For
a severe event, considered to be a recurrence ofthe 1918 Pandemic Flu, the analysis indicates AIG could
incur a pre-tax loss of approximately $6.2 billion if this event were to recur, POl' a mild event, considered to
be a recurrence of the 1968
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Pandemic Flu, the ,malysis indicates AIG could incur a pre-tax loss of approximately $0.6 billion if this
event were to recur, The 311alyse.s were based on 2007 policy data representing approximately 95 percent of
AlG's individual life, group life and credit life books ofbtlSiness, net of reinsurance at that point in1ime.
This estimate does not include claims that COllid be made lmder other policies, such as business interruption
or gencralliability policie.-;, and does not reflect Q<:timates for losses l'e..<:ulting from disl'llption of AIG's own
business operations or asset losses that may arise out of such a pandemic. The model 'used to generate these
estimates has been developed only recently. The reasonableness of the model and its underlying
assumptions cannot readily be verified by reference to comparable historical events. As a result, AIG's
actual losses from a pandemic ILl.fluenza outbreak llfe likely to vary significantly from those predicted by the
modeL
P'iJ1allcial ServIces

AIG's Financial Services sllbsittiaries engage in diversified activities including aircraft leasing, capital
markets, consumer finance and insurance premium finance. 'fogether, the Aircraft Lel.l~ing, Capital Markets
and Consumer Finance operations generate the majority ofthe revenues produced by the Finuncial Services
operatiolls. A.l. Credit also contributes to Financial Services incQme principally by providing insunmce
preminm financing for both AIG's policyholders and those of other insurers.
Capital Markets

Capital Markets represent's the operations ofAIGFP, which engaged as principal in a wide variety of
financial tra11llactions, including standard and customized financial products involving commodities, credit,
currencies~ energy, eqtuties and interest rates, Al(JFP also invested in a diversified portfolio of securities
and principal investment." and engaged in borrowing activities that invoh'e issuing standard and structured
notes and other securities and entering into GJAs. Given the extreme market conditions eXj.-"Crienccd in
2008, downgrades of AIG's credit ratings by the rating agencies, a'> well as because of AIG's intent to
refocus on its core businesses, ATGFP has begun to unwind its businesses and portfolios,
The senior management of AlG defines the policies and establishes general operating parameters for
Capital Markets opt.'rations.AIG's senior management has established various oversight committees to
monitor on an ongoing basis the various financial market, operational and credit risk attendant to the Capita!
Markets operations. The senior management of AIGFP TCpOlis the results of its operations to and rcviews
future strategies with AWls senior management
AIGFP actively manages its exposures to limit potential economic losses, and in doing so, AIGFP must
continually manage a variety ofcxposurcs including credit, market, liquidity, operational and legal risks.

Derivative Transactions
A counteJ:party may default on any obligation to AIel) including a derivative contt'act. Credit risk is a
consequence of extendh1g credit andior carrying trading and investment positions. Cnxlit risk exists for a
derivative contract when that contract has a positive fair value to AlG, The maximum potential exposure
will increase OJ' decrease during the life oftllo derivative conunitmcnts as a ftUlction of maturity and market
conditions. To help manage this risk, AIGFP's credit depaliment operates within the guidelines set by the
eRe. Transactions which fall outside these pre~established guidelines require the specific approval oftlle
eRe. It is also AIG'spoHcy to establish reserves for potential crcditimpairmcnt when ncccssaq.
[n addition, AlGFP utilizes various credit enhancements, including letters of credit, guarantees,
eollat(.,·ral, credit tliggcrs, credit derivatives and margin agreements to I'educe the credit risk relating to its
outstanding financial derivative transactions. AIGFP reql1ires crcdit enhancements in C011l1cctiol1 with
specific transactions based 011, among OdICI' things, the creditworthiness of the counterparties, and the
transaction's size and matmity. Furthermore, AIGFP generally seeks to enter into agreements that have the
bcnefit of set~offand close-ollt netting provisions. These provisions provide that, in the ease of un early
tel'mJnaHnn of <:l- transaction} AJGFP ean set of1'it8 r~eiv!lbles from a cQunterpal'ty against its payables to
the same counterpmiy arising ollt of all covered transactions. As a result, where a legally enforceable
netting agreement exists, the fair value of the transaction with the counterpmiy represents the net sum of
estimated fail' values. The fair value of AIGFP's interest rate, currency, commodity and equity swaps,
options, s\Vaptiolls~ and forward commitments, futures} and forward contracts approximated
AIG2008Form!().K 185
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$16.0 billion at December 31, 2008 find $17.1 billion at D~elnber 31,2007. Where applicable, th~'e
am0i.111ts have been determined in accordance with the respective master netting agreements.

category_

The fair value of Capital Markets derivatives portfolios by counterpart)' credit rating was as
follows:
At Dece.mbeJ' 31,
ZOOS
2007

_·"···(in·mmiOn;;)--·~·

Rating:

AAA

$ 3,278

AA

A
BBB

5,1.66

5~815

4,796
1.801
302
$17.114

1~694

Below investment grade
Total

$ 5.069

4,963
251

$l6,OO!

See Critical Accounting Estimates and Note 10 iot' additiolial disCllssioil related to derivative

tl'am:actions,
Capital Markets Trading VaR
AIGFP attempts to minimize risk in benchmark interest rates, equities, commodities and foreign
exchange. Market exposures in option-implied volatilities, correlations and basis risks are alBo minimi7.ed
ovcrtime.

AIGFP's minimal reliance on markct risk~drivcn revenue is j·etlected in its VaK AlGPP'::; VaR
calculation is based (m the interest rate, equity, commodity and foreign eXCh<l11ge risk arising from its
portfolio. Credit~l'ela(ed fut.iors, such as credit spreads or credit default, are not included in AIGFP's VaR
calculation. Because the rnat'ket fisk with respect to secmities available for sale, at market, is substantially
hedged, segregation of the financial instruments into trading and other than trading was not considered
necessary. AIGFP operates under established market risk limits hased upon this VaR calculation. In
addition, AIGFP backwtests its VaR
In the calculation ofVaR fol' AIGFP, AIG uses the historical simulation methodology based on

estimated changes: to the value of all transactions undeJ.· explicit changes in market rates and prices within a
specific historical time pedod. AIGFP attempts to secure fellable and independent current market prices,
such as published exchange prices, external subscription services, such as Bloomberg or Reuters, or thirdpat'ty or broker quotes. When such prices are not available, AIGFP uses an internalmetbodology that
includes extrapolation from observable and verifiable prices nearest to the dates of the transactions.
Historically, acluall'esults have not deviated from tJ1CSC models in <In)' material respect
AIGFP reports its VaR level using a 95 percent confidence level and a one-day hoiding period,

facilitating lisk comparison with AIGFP's trading peers and reflecting the fact that market risks can be
actively assumed and off.'>et in AIGFP's trading portfuJio.
IS6
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The following table presents: the year~enq, aveuge, high, and low VaRs on a diversified bali!s and
of each component of market ris}\: for Capital Markets operations. The diversified VaR is usually
smaller than the sum of its components due to correlation efIocts.
F{lrtbe Yc..nrEI1dcd
As of
December _'1. 200S
As of
December31,200S Aven\ge
~
Low Decembet'31,2007

FOftlle Year Ended
December 31, 20U7
~

~

~

8

$ 4
2

(InmJllil)m)

Total AIG trading
market risk;
Diversifie-d

Interest rate
CU11'ency

Equity
Commodity

3 $
2
2
2

5
2

1

4

1
2

9

4

4
4

$ 3 $
1

2

.""l ..J

5 S
3

5
2

]

]

3 __
33

3

3
2

5
7

1
2

.2

Sec Valuation of Lcvd 3 Assets and Liabilities for a comprehensive discussion of A1GFP's super
senior cre,(lit default swap portfolio.

AircraflLeasiuf{

AIG's Aircraft Le~8iug opct'ations represent the opcmtions ofILFC, which generates its revenues
prJmarily from leasing new and used conm1crcial jet aircraft to foreign and domestic airlines. Revenues also
result from the fe-marketing of commercial jet aircraft for ILFC's O\¥I1 account and re~marketing and fleet
management services Ib1' airlines and financial institutions, Risk.s inherent in 811S business, which arc
managed at the business unit level, include the following:
• the risk that there will be no market for the aircraft acquired;
• the risk that aircraft cannot be placed with lessees;

• the fisk of non~performancf> by lessees; and
.. the risk that aircraft and related assets CalUlot be disposed of at the time and in <1 manner desired,

The airline industry is sensitive to changes in economic concliticHls and is cyclical and highly
.competitive, Airlines and related companies may be affected by political or economic instability, terrorist
activities, changes in national policy, competitive pressures on certain air cllniers., fuel prices and shortages,
Jabor stoppages, insurance costs,. recessions, world health issl1es and other political or economic events
advcl'scly affecting world or regional trading markets.
ILFC's revenues and operating income may be adversely affected by the volatile competitive

environment in which its customers operate. ILFC is exposed to operating IDSS and liquidity strain through
non-performance of aircraft lessee'>, through owning aircraft which it is unable to sell or re-le..se at
acceptable rates at lease expiration, and, in part, through commiuing to purchase aircraft which it is tillable
to lease.
To date ILFC manages the risk of nonperformance by its lessees with security deposit requirements~
repossession rights, overhaull'cquirements and close monitoring of industry conditions through its
marketing force. More than 90 percent ofTLFC's fleet is leased to non-U .S, carriers, and the fleet,
comprised of tne most efficient aircraft in the airline industlY, continues to be in high demand from such
carriers.

Management formally reviews regularly, and no less frequently than quarterly, issues affecting ILFC's
fleet, including events and .cjrcumstances that may cause impairment of aircraft values, Management

evaluate..'i aircraft in the fleet as necessary based on these events and circumstances in accordance Witll
FAS 144. ILFChas not recognized any impairment related to its fleet 1112008,2007 or 2006. ILFC has been
able to re-lease the aircraft \'vithaut diminution in lease rates that would result in an impairment under
PAS 144.
AIG2008.FQlnllO-K 187
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Consumer Fillunee

AlG's Consumer Finance operations in North America are prIncipally conduotcd through AGF. AGF
derives most of its revenues from finance- charges asse\<;sed OJ] real estate loans, secured and unsecured non~
real estate loans and retail sales finance rece,ivables. 1n the second qllaliCr of2008, AGF ceased its
wbole.-mle origination activities (originations through mortgage brokers),
AlGCFG

the borrowers'

The oYGrall credit quality of AGF's finance receivable portfolio deteriorated during 2008 due to
negative tlConomic Hmdamentals and the aging of the real estate loan portfolio. Based npon anticipated
difficult economic conditions for the U.S. consumer, AGF expects credit quality to remain undor pl'e..'i..';;ute ill
the remai.nder of 2009.

At December 31, 2008, the 60-day delinquency rate for the entit'C portfolio increased by 215 basis
points to 4.99 percent compared to December 31, 2007, while the GO-day delinquency fatc for real estate
loans increased by 247 basis poi.nts to 5.11 percent. For 2008, AGF's net charge~offrate lncl'eaS(.'(] to
2.08 percent compared to 1.16 percent in 2007.

AG-F's allowance for finance receivable tosses as a percentage of outstsnding receivables was
4.61 percent at December 31, 2008 compared to 236 percent at Decembcl' 31, 2007.
AlGeFO monitors the quality of its finance receivable portfuHo and detcrmincs the appropl'iatelevel of
the allowance for losses through several internal committees. These C0mmittces base their concll".::ions on
quantitative analysis, qualitative factors, current economic conditions and trends, political and regulat01Y
implications, competition and the judgment oftlle committee.s' members.

AIG's C.onsllmer Finance operations are exposed to credit risk and risk ofloRS resulting from adverse
fluctuations in interest 1'a(6£ und payment defaults. Credit loss exposure is managed through a combination
of'undel'writing controls, mix of finance receivables, collateral and collection efficiency. Large product
programs and cxposures to certain high risk products are Sllbject to CRC approval.
Oyer half of tho :finance receivables are real estate loans which are collateralized by the related
propertie~L With respect to credit losses, the allowance for losses is maintained at a level cOllsidered
adequate to absorb anticipated credie losses existing in that portfolio as of tile balance sheet date.

Asset iWanagement
AlG's Asset Management operations arc exposed to various forms of credit, market and operational
risks. Asset Management compHe.<il with ArG's corporate risk management guidelines and framework and is
subject to
188 AIG 2008 Fonn lO·K
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p..riodic reviews by the C;BR;;C~" ;:.:~~~,::o~:~t!~:~~;;~tic'n"\fe l'eferredl to the Ass'et l,lanagemellt irlVesonem'
committees for approval oj
The majority ofthe credit and market risk exposures within Asset Management results fi'ol1'l Ule SpreadBased Investment business and the investment activities of AIG Global Refll Estate and to a lesser extent,
assets originally acquired for warehouse purposes.

[n the Spread-Based Investment business, the pl'immy risk is lnve....1ment risk, which represents tlle
exposure to loss resulting from the cash flows from the invested 8ssets being less than the cash flows
required to meet the obligations of the Habilitie.~ and the necessary retum on investments, Credit risk is also
a significant component of the investment strategy for these businesses, Market risk is taken in the form of
duratlol1 and convexity risk. While AJG generally maintains a mat6hed asset-liability rehltiollshipl it may
occasionally determine that it is economically advantageous to be in an llumatche:d duration position, The
risks in the Spread-Based Investment business arc managed through exposure limitations, active
management of the investment portfolios and close oversight of the asset-liability relationship,
AlG Global Real Estate is exposed to the general conditions ill global real estate markets and the credit
markets, SltCh exposlU'C can subject 1\.."80t 1,ianagemel1t to delays in real estate property development and
sale.s. additional carrying costs and in turn affect operating results within the segment. Also negatively
affecting cutTen! market conditions is the lack of availahle funding for development, repositioning and
refinancing, '111ese risks are mitigated throngh the underwriting process. transaction and contract terms and
conditions and portfolio diversification by type of project. sponsor, real estate market and cOlmtry. AIG's
exposure to real estate investments is monitored on an ongoing basis by the Asset Management Real Es"cate
tnvestment Committec.
Asset Management is also exposed to market and liquidity risk with respect to the warehoused
investing fle-tivitie..'1 of AIel- Investments. During the warehousing period, Am bears the cost and risks
associated with carrying these investments and may consolidate them on its balance sheet and records the
operating results until thc investments are transferred, sold or othcrwh;e divested. Change.r.: in market
cOllditions may negatively affect the fair value of these wareho~lsed investment;;, As a result of ArG's
restructuring initiatives, AIG Investments' intended lalU1ch ofncw products and funds for which these
warehouse invcstme.nts were targeted have beon indefinitely postponed. Accordingly, AIG will rotain all
current warehouse investments with a net asse-t value of$1,1 billion at December 31, 2008 as l1i":1'lllanent
balance sheet investments until such time fhat they can be divested, Further, certain ofthesc wat'chQused
inve.."tments include unfunded invcstment commjtmcnfs 01'$720 million at December 31,2008 which aroto
be funded over the next three to five )'cars,
Recent Accounting Shmdards
ACCOlllttlllg Chauges
In Septombcr 2006, the FASB issued FAS No, 157, "Fair Value Measurements,"
In February 2007, the FASH issued FAS No. 159, "The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities,"
In April 2007, theFASB issued FSP FIN 39 l, which modifies FASB Intcrpl'etatioll (FIN) No. 39,
H

HOffsetting of Amounts Related to Certain Contracts,!'
In October 2008, the FASB issued FSPFAS 157-3, "Determining the Fsir Value of a Financial Asset
Vtltell the Market for That Asset Is Not Active."
In December 2008, the FASB issued FSP FAS 140-4 and FIN 46(R)H8, "Disclosures by Public Entities
(Enterprises) about Transfers of Financial A,,"lsets and Intel'Gsts in Variable Interest Entities,"
In January 2009, the FASB issued FSP EITF 99~20~1, "Amendments to the Impairment Guidance of
EITF Issue No, 99·20" (FSP EITF 99-20·1),

Future Application ofACCOUlltlllg Standards
In December 2007, the FASB issued FAS 141 (revised 200i), HBusiness Combinations."
AfG200llFcmn W·K
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160, "Noncontrolling Interests in Consolidated Financial

FAS 140¥3, "Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets

In Murch 2008. the FASB issued FAS 161, "Disclosures about Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities _. an amendment ofFASB Statement No. 133."

In ).lay 20<)8, ,'hcFAilB
VIih:'~;';'"~::

iss1l'cd

l'AS 162, 'The Hierarchy of Gencrally Accepted Accounting

fs. <;ue 07-5.

~;;~;,;;~l;t'~~I~~:~~~~~h;:eCa~:::)'~;':::~:;~~(:~'~I:i;~liii;~.
No,
Feature) is Indexed to an Entity's ~~
Own Stock:'

"Determining

In September 2008 the-FASB issued PASB StaffPosl1iol1 No. FAS 133·1 and FIN 45~4, "Disclosures
abeut Credit Derivatives and Certain Guarantees: An amendment ofFASB Statement No. 133 and FASB
Interpretation No. 45."
j

In December 2008, the FASB issued FSP FAS 1J2(R)~1. "Employer's Disclosures about
Postretirement Benefit Plan Assets."

For furlher discussion of these recent accounting standards <lnd their application to AIG, sec Note 1(bh)
to the Consolidated Financial Statements:.
Hem 7A. Quantitative anti Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
Included ill Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and RC"iults of
Operations.

Item 8. Financial Staiemell(,,. and Supplenumtmy Data
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Report of Independent Registered PlIblif; Accounting Firm
To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of American Intel11ationa! Group, fnc.:
In out' opinion, the consolidated financial statements listed in the accompanying index present fairly, in
all material Jespeots, the fInancial position of American International Group, Inc. and lis subsidiaries (AIG)
at December 31, 2008 and 2007, and the- results ofthelI' operations and their cash flo\vs for each of the three
years in the period ended December 31, 2008 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America, In addition, in our opinion, the- financial statement schedule.." listed in the
accompanying index present fairly" in all material respects, the information set forth therein when read in
coruunction with the related consolidated financial statements. Also in our opinion, AlG maintained, in aU
material rCllpects, effective internal control over financial repoltrng a.." of December 31, 2008, based on
criteria established in bltl?crnal Control- Integrated Framel1iork issllcd by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations afthe Treadway Commission (COSO), AlG's management is responsible for these financial
statements and financial statement schedules, for maintaining effective internal control over financhli
reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial repOlting, included in
Management's Report on Intcmal Contl'ol Over Financial Reporting appearing under Item 9A. Om
responsibility is to exp1'css opinions on these financial statements, on the rwandal statement schedules., and
on AIG's internal control over fimU1cial reporting based on our iutegrated audits. We .;;onducted our audits
in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States),
1110se standards require that we plan and per1Qrm the audits to obtain reasonable assmance about \\>'hether
the finuncial statements m."e free ofmater:ial misstatement and whether effective intcl11al control over
financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Om audits of the financial statements included
examining, on a test basis. evidence supporting tile amounts and disclosures in the financial statements,
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating thc
overall tlnandal statenH..-'1lt pl'esentati(m. Our audit ofinternal control over financiall'eporting included
obtaining an tmdcrstanding of intcrnalcontrol over financial rep0l1ing, a'>sessing the risk that a material
weakncss exists, and testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness ofintemal contl"ol based
on the assessed risk. Our at.ldits also included performing SllCh other procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We believc that our audits provide a reasonable basis for Out' aputiollS,
As described in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, as of January 1, 2008, AIG adopted a
new rramcwork for measuring fair value and elected an option to report selected financial a..<;sets and
liabilities: at fairV'dJue. Also, AlG changed the manner in v.'llich it accounts for intcmal replacements of
certain imnn'unce and investment contracts, uncertainty in income taxes, and changes or projected changes:
in the timing of cash flows relating to income taxes generated by leveraged lease transactions on January 1,
2007, and certain employec benefit plans as of Dcccmber 31, 2006.
As dis-ous..o;;ed in Notes i and 23 to the consolidated financial statemenL'i~ AlG has received substantial
fmandal support from the Federal Reserve Bank of New Y(Irk (NY Fed) and the United States Department
of Treasury (US Treastlfy). AIG is dependent upon the continued financial support oftbe NY Fed and
US Treasury.

internal

effect on
Becam~e

of its inherent limitations, internal control

with the policies or pl'Occdures may deteriorate,
Is/ PricewaferhouseCoopers LLP
New York, New York
March 2, 2009
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Assets:
Investments:

Fixed maturity securities:
Bonds available for sale, at fair value (amortized cost; 2008 --- $373,600;
2007 ~ $433,327)

$363,042

437,675

37,248

21,581
10,258

3,844

75,662

Bonds l1Cld to maturity, at amortized cost (fair value: 2008 - 30; 2007 $22,157)
Bond trading securities, at fair value
Securities lending invested collateral, at fair value (cost: 2008 2007 - $80,641)

$3,906;

Equity securities:
Common and preferred stocks available for sale, at fall' value (cost: 2008 -$8,381: 2007 ~ $15,188)
20,272
8,808
Common and preferred stocks trading, at fair valuc
12,335
25,297
Mortgage and othcrloans receivable, net of allowance (amount measured at
fair value:
2008-$]31)
34,687
33,727
Finance receivables, net of allowance
30,949
31,234
Fligllt equipment primarily under operating leasC-,<;j net of accumulated
depreciation
43,395
41,984
Other invested assets (amount measured at fair value: 2008 - $19, 196.
2007 . $20,827)
51,978
59,477
Securities purchased under agreements to resell, at fair value in 2008
3,960
20,950
Sh{}rt~tel111 investments (amount measured at fair value: 2008 - $19,316)
~..1~.~ _ _5_1,351.
636,912
Total investment~
829,468
Cash
8,642
2,284
Investment income due and accrued
6,587
5,999
Premiums and insurance balances receivable, net of allowance
17,330
18,395
Reinsurance assets, net of allowance
23,495
23,103
Trade receivables
1,901
672
ClJfrent and deferred lnC-Dme taxes
11,734
Deferred policy acquisition costs
45,782
43,914
Real estate and other fixed assets, nct of accumulated depreciation
5,518
5,566
Ul11'calizcd gain on swaps, options and forward tl'unsactiollS, at fair value
13,773
14,104
Goodwill
6,952
9,414
Other assets, including prepaid commitment asset of$15,458 in 2008 (amount
measured at fair value:
2008 . $369; 2007 - .. $4,152)
31,190
16,218
Separate account assets, at fair value
51,142
78,684
Total assets
$860,418 $1,048,361
See Accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(Continued)
Deeembcl' 31,

2008

2007

(In millions, cXlocpi share
data)

LiabHfties:
$ 89,258
25,735
142,334

226,700
13,240
5,436
3~6G8

2,133

5,262
977
2,693
6,238
at fair value:
2008 - $30)
Commercial paper und extendible commel'ciulnotes:
Federal Reserve Bank of New York commercial paper funding facility
Federal Reserve Bank of New York credit facility
Other long-term debt (amoullt measured at fair value: 2008 --- $16,595)
Sec·utitics lending payable
Other liabilities (an1QU11t measured at fair value; 200& - $1,355; 2007-'$3,262)
Sepm'ate account liabilities
lvlinority interest
Total liabilities
Commitments, contingencies and guarantees (See Note 14)

4,498
613
15,105
40,431
137,054
2,879

85,500

27,703
B6,387
258,459
12,599
6,310
4,878
2,501
3,823
8,331
6,445
4,709

1.8 1031
4,903
B,114

162,935
81,965

22,296
24,761
51,142
78,684
10.016 ~
807,708
952,560

Shl1fcboldcrs' equity:
Preferred Stock, Series D; liquidation preference of$10,OOO per shal'c;issucd:
2008 - 4,000,000
Common stock, $2.50 par va1ue~ 5,000,000,000 shares authorizcd~ shares issued
2008 - 2,948,038,001; 2007 - 2,751,327,476
Additional paid-in capital

Payments advanced to pm'chase shares
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Accumulated other comprehensive inoome (loss)
258,368,924; 2007 -- 221,743,421
common stock (including 119,283,433 and 119,293,487 shares,
held by subsidiaries)

20
7,370
72,466
(12,368)
(6,328)

6,878
2,848
(912)
89,029
4,643

Tl'easUlY stock, at cost; 2008 -

Total shareholders l

equit~'

Total liabilities and sharehQlders l equity

~
52,710

$860,418

$1,048,361

See Accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Income (Loss)
Years Eml<:d DecemberSl,

$ 83,505 $ 79,302 $ 74,213
12,222
28,619
26,070
(55,484)
(3,592)
)06
(28,602)
Total revcuucs
Bcn-l'Jits, claims llml expenses:

~

(11 ,472)
17.207

~

1l{),OM

[13,387

63,299

66,115

27,565
17,007

20,396

60,287
19;413

4,751

3,657

Polil~yh(}lder benefits

nnd claims lncul1x:d
Policy ncquisitJon Rnd Dther insurance expenses
fnlerest expense
Restmcturing expenses and related asset impairment and (jthcr expenses
Otber expenses
Totalbc.nc(Hs. dnims and expenses
Illcome (loss) before income tax Cl.1'cnsc (b1.'Jlefit), minority interest and
~~lIn1Ulativeeffect (If ch:mge ill accounting principles
Income tax CXrH:Il~C (benefit):

~

758
9,859 ~
~
119,865 .J.Q..W2!.
91.700

Current
Deferred
Totnl Income tux expense (benefit)
Income (toss) before minQrity interest and cumulative eITed of change In
ltCCOt\ll.thlg principles
Mitl.Qrit~; interest
Illcome (loss) bcfon~ cumulative effed (if change in accounting plinciplcs
Cumulative effect of eh:mgc, in nceOllntIngprinelptcs, net of tax
Nct Income Ooss)
Earnings (Joss) per common share:

Basic
Income (loss) before ctnllu!ative effect (lfchllnge in accounting principles
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax
Net income (loss)
Diluted
Income (loss) before conmlative effect ofchange in accoultting principles
Cmnulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax
Net inc,ollle (loss)
Weigllted average sltal'i.'!S outstanding:
Bwic
Diluted

.\ (37.84).\

2.40

5.38
~
.\
5.39

2.39

>.3>

.\ (37.84)
$

(37.84).\

------ ~
$

(31.84)~

2,634
2,634

2,585
2,598

~

2,608
2,623

See Accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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2f1D3

2tl07

20%

lOllS

- - --(I~s,e~cepfshllre~ndp~r

Preferred Srock, Series 0:
Balance, beginning ofyear

IssumlCeS
Balance, ood ofyeur
Cummon stock:
Balance, beginning of year
ISSuan<::e.1

S
$
$
_ _'_0---= ---=

4,000,000

-

_ _'_0 _ _ _ _

4,000,000

-

6,878

6,878

~
7,370

2,848

2,590

-_
_

6,818
----=

2,751,,:'127,476 2,751,327,476 2,151,327,476

~

2,948,1B8,OOl 2,75l,327,476 2,751,327,476

196,710,525

-

-_-

2,3.39

6,851
39,889
91
(431)

23,000
(120)
338
72,466

Bahmce, end oiyear

(98)
(128)
356
379
2,t41l.....222Q

PaymeQts auvancw to pprr.!lnsc snares:
(912)
(1,000) (6,000)

Balance, beginning of year
Payments adv~nced

Shares purclmsed
B.alam~e, end ofyear
•

--!m~---=

--'-"-

~:~~~~~~~~:::.",

~)--""--

~~)~

'

~~~~~~~~~:;~"
Balance, endofYUliT

89,029
84,996
88,026 -84,793
(99,289) 6,200

'12,330
72,63-8
14,048

~)---4,375
4,210

JO,08-3
10,083

(13,670) (S,CiS)

8,348
8,343
',574

~~-.ill2)
(4,452) 4,315 10,0::13
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(87)

(27)

(25)

(525)
(t,3JJ)
(12)

(641)
197
(14)

(115)

352

(57)

.J!i,328) ~ -...1JlQ
(6 l 685)
(1,912)
146
1
Bulllnce, end ofyear
Total sJlareholders'eqllltr, entl of year

(1,897)
(5,l04)
305
11

~) ~)
~ ~

(1,197) (22J;743,421) (15D,J31,273) (l54,680,7D4)
(20) (31,.931,370) (76,519,859)
(288,365)

29!
1,~90,43:l
29
15,436
(1,897) (258J68.9:Z:D
S101677

4,958,34$
(50,634)
~(22L.743,42l)

4,579,913
257,883
(150,131,273)

See Accompanying Noles to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Cash.Flows
Yl,'!!l.n Ended December 31,
2007
~

--1QQL

(In

Summary:
Net ca~ll provided by (llsed In) opcl'atlng activities
Net ell-s.h provided by (used in) investing nc.tivitics
Net endl provided by (used in) ftulludng activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on casb
Change in cash
Cash at beglnning of year
Cash at .:md of}'car
elisa flows from operaling activities:
Ne{:jncome (loss)
Ad,justments to n'leonellellet income (loss) to net ctlllh provided by -opel'aung
activities:
Noncasb revenues. expenses, gains and losses included ill income (Ios~):
UmeaJized market valuation losses 011 AIGFP super seniol' cl'edlt default swap
portfolio
Net (gain!» los,,>cs on sales of securities available tor sale and other assets
Foreign exchange transactitm (gains) jos~'e~
Net unrealized (gains) losses on non-AIOFP derivatives and other assets and
liabilities
Equity in (income) loss from equity method investments, net of dividends or
distributions
Amortization of deferred poticy acquisition costs
Depreciatiotlund other amortization

Provision for mortgage, other lo~ns and finance

recejvable,.~

Other-lhan-temporary impairments
Impailmcnts of goodwill and other assets
Amortization of costs related to Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York credit
fudlity
Changes in operating assets and liabilitics~
Gener!J,1 and life insurance reserves
Premiums and insurance balances receivable and payable - net
Reinsurance assets
C-apitaJi;;r.atiOll of deferred policy acquisition cosls
Investment income due and accrued
Funds held under reinsurance treaties
Other policyholder funds
Income tmtes receivable and payable ",. net

Commissions, expcnses and !;lX,CS payable
Other al·mc!i> lind liabilitic''l --·net
Trade receivables and payables - net
Trading securities

Total adjustments
Net ~$h provided by ~pcrntillg activities

$

mjJIhm~)

755
47.484

(41,919)
38
6,358
~
$ 8,642
$(99,289) $ 6,200

$ 28,602
5,572
(2,958)
23.575

$ 14,048

(763)
1,795
116

(713)

1,413
9,341
(ll,39\)
633
(5,145)
5,671

(1,482)
(16,568)
9,552
(1,899)
(10,822)

5,410
12,400
3,523
1j 445
50.958
4,538
11,218

11,787
(258)
(565)
(14,610)
364
(163)
763
(8,992)
(1)
(2,567)
(6,698)
2,746
(37,9%)
16.911
(3,020)
(2,027)
(349)
558
~
100,044

~

-..m
28,971
$ 35,171

10,6\13

._-2±!
(7.796)
S 6,252

See Accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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Yelln Ended December 31,
2008

2007

2006

--(1nmlIl101l8)---

S 104,099 $
13,837

1(},969
126

29',909
430
17,314

7,129
12,282<
(5,UOO)

(115,625)
(8,813)
(88)

(26,807-)
(3,528)
(18,641)
(7,486)
(13,523)
51,565
(1,289)
(3,032)
~)

Net Casll provided by (used In) investing acth'ltles

(4,772)
(26,688)
(12,439)
(15,271)
(12,303)
(370)

(6,009)
(16,040)
(8,(I66)
(13,830)
(9,835)
([,097)
(1U,620)

(23,481)

_ _'_J8.~

$ 47,484 $ (6'7,834) $ (66,914)

:$ 47,2% $

(69,745)
(557)
(12,525)
113,501
96,650
15,U61
(138,951)

$ 57,197

(43,4B)
266

2,960
71,02&
(19,'738)

(36,489)

11,757

9,7$9

(59,850)

(76,915)
40,OOll
7,343

206

lZ
(1,000)

(6,000)

(1,628)

(1.881)

(1,6"')

(16)

(20)

~),---.lQ!i~
:; (41,919) 5; 33,307 $ 60.241

7,437 $
617 $

6,539
4,693

1,1,000 $
--, $
2,566 $ 11,628 $ Hl,746
1,912 $ 5,088 $
431 $
-,$
$

153$

791$

Sec Accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Consolidated Statement ofComprebellsive Income (Loss)
Years Ended Decembel" 31,
2006

Net incom-e (loss)

200S
2007
- - - (In millions)

--

$ 6,200

$14,048

$ (99,289)

Other comprehensive income (loss):
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles

Income tax benefit on above changes
Unrealized appreciation (depreciation) of investments - net of
reclassification adjustmen(s
I11Come tax benefit (expense) on above c-hanges
Foreign currency translatiol1. adjustments
Income tax benefit (expense) on above changc..<;
Net derivative gains (losses) arising from cash flow hedging
activities - net ofreclassification adjl'k~tments
Incol1letax

Other comprehensive income (h.lss)
CDmprehens.ive income (loss)

(162)
57
(13,670)
4,948
(1,423)
356

(8,046)

2.574

2,338
1,325
(140)

1,283
(347)

(156)
52
(1,325)

(133)
73

(839)

13
(15)
80

173

~

-illl

_i!.Q.21D

(4,467)
$ 1,733

$(110,260)

--lli)
2.675
$16.723

See Accomp~Ulying Notes 10 Consolidated Financial Statements.
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1. Summ.lU'y of Significant AccGunting Policies
Basis of Presentation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of American Tntemational Group, Inc.
(AlG), its controlled subsidiaries, and variable interest entities in which AIG is the primary beneficiary.

Entities that AIG does not consolidate but in which it holds 20 percent to 50 perccnt of the voting rights
and/or has the ability to exercise significant inflllcnce are- accounted fnt' under the equity method.
Certain of AIG)5 foreign subsidiariesincJuded in the consolidated financial statements report on a fiscal
year ended November 30. The effect on AlG's consolidated financial condition and results of operations of
an material events occurring behveen November 30 and Decembel" 31 for aU periods presented has been
recorded.

The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). All material intercompany accounts and
transactions have been eliminated.
Going Concern Considerations
Recent Events
During the third quarter of200S, requirements (i) to post collateral in CDnnection vi.dth AlG Financial
Products Corp. and AIG Trading Group Inc, and their respective subsidiaries' (coUectively, AIGFP) credit
default swap (CDS) portfolio and other AIGFP tl'ffilsactions and (ii) to fund returns of securities lending
collateral placed stress on AIG\ liquidity. AIel-'s stock price declined from $22,76 on September 8) 2008 to
$4.76 on September 15, 2008. On that date, AIG's long~tel'ln debt ratings were do\-vngraded by Standard &
Poor's, a division ofThe McGraw-EiH Companies, Inc. (S&P), l'.'foody's Investors Service (wfoody's) and
Fitch Ratings (Filch), which triggered additional requirements for liquidity. These and other events severely
limited AIG's access to debt and equity markets.

On September 22,2008, AlG entered into an $85 bilH011 rcv{llving credit agreement (the Fed Credit
Agreement) with the Federal Reserve BanI... of New York (the NY Fed) imd, pursuant to the Fed Credit
Agreement, AIG agreed to issue 100,000 shares of Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred
Stock (the Series C Prefened Stock) to a trust for the sole benefit of the United States Treasmy (together
with its trustees, the Trust). The total commitment under the facility created pursuant to the Fed Credit
Ab''H.':emt.'nt (the Fed Facility) was reduced to $60 billion effective November 25, 2008. The commitment
fees and interest rate were Tcduwd and the maturity was extended by three years.
In addition, during the fOllrth quarter of 2008, AlG completed 1he following:

• Issmxl $40 bi.llion of Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock;
• Sold $39.3 billion face amount ofresidentia! tnmtgage-backed securities (RMBS) to Maiden Lane II
LLC(MLIl);

billion notional arnount of CDS
~

Participated in the NY Fed's Commercial Paper Funding Facility.

See Notes 5,13 and 15 for details on these arrangements,
financial

AIG was materially and adversely affected by these conditions and events 1n a number of ways,

including:
• severe and continued declines in the valuation and pt-'rfonnance {If its Investment portfolio across
many asset classes, leading to decreased investment income, mater:ial unrealized and realized losses,
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(Continued)

other-than-temporary impairments, both of which decreased AlG's shareholders' eq~lity and, to a
lesser extent, the regulatory capital of its subsidiaries;
.. significant credit Josses due to the failure of~ or governmental intervention with respect to, several
prominent institutions; and
.. a general decline in business activity leading to reduced premium volume, increases ill surrenders or
cancellations of policies and increased competition from other insurers.
At December 31, 2008, amounts owed ullde.r the Fed Facility totaled 340.4 biIlion, including accrued
fees and interest, and the remaining available amount under the Fed Facility was $23.2 biHioll.
Llquidit)' ofPoretl! and SubsMlaf'ie:~'

AlG manages liquidity at hoth the parent and subsidiary levels. Since the fOut'th quartet 01'2008, AIG
has not had access to its traditional sources oflong-tcnn or shorHcnn flnancing through the public debt
markets. Further. in light of AlG's ClUTcnl common stockpric~, AIG does not expect to b~ abjeto issue
equity securities in the public markets in the fore.~eeable future.
from sul>sidiarlcs to fund

In

Certain subsidiaries also have been dependent on the NY FfXl and the United States Depaliment of the
Treasmy to meet collateral posting requirements, make debtrcpayments as amounts came due, and to meet
capital or liquidity requirements at the insurance companies (primarily in the Life Insurance & Retirement
ServIce-" segment) and other financial services operations.

Match 2009 Agreemeltts In. Principle
On March 2, 2009, AIG, 111<; NY Fed and the United States Department oftbe Treasury announced
agreements in principle to modify the terms of the Fed Credit Agreement and the Series D Preferred Stock
and to provide a $30 billion equity capital commitment facility. The United States Govcmmcnt bas issued
the following statement referring to the agreements in principle and other trUllsactions they expect to
undertake with AIO intended to slL'engthen AlO's capital position. enhance its liquidity, reduce its
borrowing costs and fflcllitate AIG's asset disposition program.

Sec Note 23 herein.
Managemmt's Plansfor Stabilization ofAIG and Rep«ymenl ofAIG·'s Obligatirms as They Come Due

AIG has developed certain plans (described below), some of whic11 have already been implemented, to
provide stability to its businesses and to provide for the timely repayment of the Fed Facility.

D,~ti;o:n~o~.c~t1°i~bc;ir:f3~,:~::~~~:!2~~:~~:!:1:i:~~:;~~~~i~~~i~~~~!:~~::~1::~~;ri~t:~:~:::;:E~~:~i:

~etire1TIent

Since

global market conditions have
202
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continued to deteriorate, posing risks to AIGJ-s ability to divest assets at acceptable values. As atmoul1ced all
March 2, 2009 and as described ill Note 23 herein, AIG's restructuring plan has evolved in response to these
market conditions. Specifically, AIG's: current plans involve transactions between Arc and the NY Fed

with respect to AlA and Allen, as well as preparation for a potential sale of a minority stake in
its property and casualty and foreign geneJ"] insurance businesses.
AIG heJie\'e5 that these current plans are necessary to maximize the value of its businesses over a
longer time frame. 'fherefore, some businesses that have previously been prepared for sale will be divested,
somc wiU be held for later divestiture, and some businesses will be prepared for potential subsequent
offerings to t11C public, Dispositions of certain businesses will be subject to regulatory approval. Proceeds
from these dispositions, to the extent they do not represent required capital of AIG's insurance company
subsidiaries, are contractually required to be applied [award the repayment oftlw Fed Facility as mandatory
repayments,
In connection with the restructuring plan. in the fourth quarter of 2008, AlG- sold its inlere.<J:t in a
Brazilian joint venture with Unibanc.) AIG Seguros S,A. and entered into contracts to sell AIG Private Bank
Ltd., HSB Group, Inc"its Taiwan Finance business and a small German general insurance suhsidiary.
'nJCsc operations had total assets and liabilities with c,mying values ofapproximate1y $9,6 biJ[jOll and
$8.2 billiol1, respectively, at December 31, 2008. Aggregate proceeds from the safe of these buslllcsse-s,
,after giving effect to the repayment of intercompany loan fad lities, are expected to be $1.9 billion. Through
February 18,2009, AlG has also entered into contracts to sell its life, insurance opel'ations in Canada and
certain Consumer Finance busine..,><'lcs in the Philippines and Thailand.
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 144 requires that cCliain criteria be met in order for
AIG to classifY a business as held for sale. At December 31, 2008, the held for sale criteria in PAS 144 were
not mel for AIG's signiflcant businesses included in the asset disposition plan. AIG continues to evaluate
the status of its asset sales with respect to these criteria.
Subject to satisfaction of certain closing conditions, including regulatory appI'OvR]S, AIG
sales that are under contract to close dming the first half of 2009. These operations had total
liabilities with carrying values of approximately $14,1 billion and $12.6 billion, re..<;pectively, at
December 31, 2008. Aggregate proceeds from the sale of these businesses, including repayment of'
intercompany loan facilities, is expected to be $2.8 billion, These eight transactions are expected to generate
$2.1 billion of net cash proceeds to repay mltstanding borrowings on the Fed Facility, after taking insurance
affiliate capital requirements into account.
AlG expects to divest its Institutional Asset Management husinesses that manage thiJ'd~party assets.
These businesses offered for sale exclude those providing traditional.fixcd income and shorter duration
asset and liability management for AIGls insurance company subsIdiaries. The extraction of these <lss.et
managemeat bllsin~';$e." will require the establishment of shared sel'Vtee arrangements between the
rmnaining asset mana!~ement businesses and those that are sold as well as the establishment of new asset
management contracts, which will be determined in conjunction with the buyers of these businesses. AlGFP
is engaged in a lUultiwstep process ofunwinrlillg its businesses and pOltfolios. In connection with that
process. celiain a'>Sets have been sold, or are under contract to be sold. The proceeds from these sales will
be used for AIGFP's liquidity and arc not included in the amounts above. The NY Fed has wuived the
requirement under the Fed Credit Ag!'eemellt that the proceeds of these sales be applied as a mandatory
repayment under the Fed Facility, which would result ill a permanent reduction of the NY Fed's
commitment to lend to AIG. InRtcad, the NY Fed has given AlGFP permission to retain the proceeds of the
completed sales, and has required ihat such proceeds be used to voluntarily repay the Fed Facility, with the
amounts repaid available for future robanowing subject to the terms of the Fed Facility. AtOPP is also
opportunisticaUy terminating coull'acts, AIGFP is entering into new derivative trallsactions only to hc.dge its
cunent portfolio, reduce risk and hedge the currency, interest rate <md other market risks associated widl its
affiliated businesses. Due to the long~tenn dmatiol1 of AIGFP's derivative contracts and the· complexity of
AIGFP'g portfolio, AlG expects that an orderly wind-down 'will take a substantial period of time. The cost
of exe..cuting the wind"down will de,pend on many factors, many of which are not within AIC1FP's control,
including market conditions, AIGFP's access to markets via market cmmterparties, the availability of
liquidity Ilnd the potential implications of further rating downgrades,
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AIG continually evaluates overall market conditions, pcrfo1111ancc ofhusinesscs that are for sale, and
market and business performance of competitors and likely bidders for the assets, This evaluation informs

decision-making about the timing and process of putting businesses up for sale. Depending on market and
business conditions, as noted above, AIO can modify its sales approach 10 maximize value for AIG and the
U.s, taxpayers illlhe dispo,"ition process. S\lch a modification could result in the sale of addWonal or other

assets,
AIG developed a plan to review significant projects and eliminated, deJayed, or curtailed those that are
discretionary or llon-essential to make available lntemall'esourees: tn improve liquidity by reduct11g L'.flsh
OllttlOWS to outside service providers, AIG also suspended the dividend on its common stock to preserve
capitaL

Munagement's Assessment aml Conclusion
In assessing ArG's current financial position and developing operating plans for the fLlture,
management 11<18 made significant judgments and estimates with respect to the potential financial and
liquidity effects of AIO's risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to:
• the commitment ofthe NY Fed and the United States Department of tIle Treasury to the Ol'derJy
restructuring of AIG and their cOlumitmenl to CDlltinuing to work with AIG to maintain its ability to
meet its obligations as they CQme due;

• the potential delays in asset dispositions and reduction in the anticipated proceed.. therefrom;
• the potential for continued declines in bond and equity markets;
• the potential effet:;t all AlG if the capital levels of its regulated and ullreg\11ated subskl1aries prove
inadequate to support current business plans;
• the effect on AIG's bu."hlesses of continued cnmptiance with the covenants ofthe Fed Credit
Agreement;

• the potential that AlG may be unable to complete one or morc of the proposed transactions with the
NY Fed and the United States Department of the Treasury described in Note 23, or that the
transactions do not achieve their desired objectives; and
• the potential regulat01Y actions in one or more countries, including possible actions resulting from the
legal change in control as a result oftheissWlllce ofthe Series C Prefened Stock.
Based on the U,S, govemment's continuing commitment, the agreements in principle and the other
expected transactions with the, NY Fed and the United States Department of the TreaslUY, managemt.'nt's
plans to stabilize ArG's businesses and dispose of its nOlH,;ore a::.'Scts, llnd after collsideration of the risks
and uncertainties to such plans, management beiieves that it will have adequate-liquidity to finance and
operate AJG's businesses, execute its asset disposition plan and repay its ohligations for at lea"t the next
twelve months.

{.~ome

due.
which
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relating to the amounts and classification ofliabilifies that may be neceSS<lry shuuld AIG be unable to
continue as a going concern.
Use of Estimates

The preparation offinanda! statements in confonnity with GAAP requires management to make
estimate.<;. and assumptions that affect tbe reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reporied amounts of revenues
and expenses during the reporting periods.

AlG considers its most critical accounting estimates to be those wi1h respect tQ items considered by
management in the determination ofAIG'g ability to continue as a going COl1eern, recovorability of deferred
income tax assets, reserves for losses and loss expenses, future policy benefits for life and accident and
health contracts, recoverahility of deferred policy acquisition costs (DAC), estimated gross profits for
investment-onented products, the allowance for nnance receivable losses, flight equipment l'ccoverabiEty,
otheNhatHcm.porary impairments in the value ofinves[lncnts, the fair vaIues of reporting units used in
cOlmection with testing for goodwill impuinnent, and the fair value measurements of certain assets and
liabilities, including the super senior credit default swaps written by AIGFP. These estimates, by their
nature, are based onjudgmel1l and current fads und circumstances. Therefore, actual results could differ
from these estimates, possibly in the near term, and could have a materiul effect 011 lUG'S consolidated
financial ~tatements,
During the second balf of 2007 and through 2008, disruption in the global credit matkets, coupled with
the repl'icingof credit risk, and the U.S. housing market deterioration, created increasingly difficult
conditions in the finallcialmarkets. The-se conditions havel'esulte<l. in greater volatility, less Hquidity~
widening of credit b'Preads and alack of price transparency ill certain markets and have made it more
difl1cult to value ceJtain of AIG's invested assets and the obligations and collateral relating to certain
financial in~trumcnts is:med. or held by AlG, such us AlGFP's super senior ("'Tcdit default swap portfolio.
Certain of AIG's foreign subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements rep011 Dl1 a :fiscal
year ended November 30. The effect on AIG's consolidated financial condition and results of opemtions of
all material events OcclllTing between November 30 and December 31. for all periods presented has been
recorded. AIG determined the sigl1ificmlt appreciation in w{)rld~wide fixed income and equity markets in
December 2008 to he an. intcrvc.ning period event that had a material effect on its consolidated financial
condition and results of operations. AKJ refle.cted the December 2008 market appreciation throughout its
investment portfolio, Acoordingly, AlG recorded $5,{) billion ($3.6 billion a1'ter tax) ofunrealized
appreciation on investments,

Revisions and ReclassIfications

ill Financial

balances previously reported in
addition, non~AIGFP derivative assets

Also dming 2008, AIG det(,J'mlned that certain ac,cident and health contracts in its Foreign Genel'al
Insurance reporting llllit, which were previously accounted for as shOl't duration contracts, sbould be treated
as long duration insurance prodtwts. Accordingly, the December 31, 2007 consolidated balance sheet has
beenrevise.d to reflect the reclassification of$763 million of deferred direct response advertising costs,
previously reported in othel' assets, to
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DAC. Additionally. S320 million has been reclassified in the consolidated balance sheet as of December 31,
2007 from unearned premiums (0 future policy b~nefits fat' life and accident and health insunmce contracts.
These revisions did not have a material effect on AIG's net income (loss), or shareholders' eq\lity for any

period pl'esented,
Sec Rocent Accounting Standards ~ Avcounting Changes below for a discussiDU of AlG's adoption of
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) StaffPositioll (FSP) FASBInlerpretatiol1 No. (FIN)
39·1, "Amendment ofFASB Interpretation No, 39" (FSP FIN 39~1), which resulted in reclassifications of
amounts previollsly presented on the consolidated balance sheet at December 31, 2007,
Fixed Maturity Securities, HeJd to Maturity -

Change in Intent

During 2008, AIG transferred all securities previously classified as held to maturity to available for
saJe. As a result of the continuing disruption in the credit markets during 2008, AIG changed Its intent to
hold to maturity certain tax~exempt municipal securities held by its insurance subsidiaries, which eompdsed
substantially all of AIG's held to maturity sxurities. This change in intent resulted fi'om a change in cel'tain
subsidiaries' inve~iment strategies to increase their allocations to taxable securitie..'l, retlecting AIG's nct
operating loss position. As {)f the date the secllrities were transfcncd, the securities had a carrying value of

$20.8 billion and a net unrealized Joss of $752 million.
ACCQunting Policies

(a) Revenue Recognition «ltd Expenses:
Premiums and Other Considerations: Premiums for short dtll'ation contracts and considerations
receiyw from retailcrs in connection with the sale of extended service contracts are earned plimarily on a
pro rata basis over the term of the rc1ate-d coverage. The reserve for unearned premiums includes the portion
ofprcmimlls written and othor cOllsiderations relating to the unexpired terms of coverage.

,ur:: {,~':1~~;:~r~:::;:;;c,p:N~.:e~tti;i~n,~v;estment inCQlllC represents income primarily from the following

sc

and AIG pa.rent:

• Interest income and related expenses, including amortization ofpremiull1s and accretion ofdisC0U11tS
on honds with changes in the timing and the amount of expected principal and interest cash flows
reflected in the yield, as applicable,
• Dividend income and distributions from ('.ommon and preferred stock and other investlnents when

receivable,
• Realized alJd unrealized gains and losses from investments in trading securities accounted for at fair
value.
• Earnings from hedge funds and limited partnership investments accounted for under the equity

method,
income upon the dt'''lth of the insured.

• Sales of fixed maturity securities and equity securities (except trading securitie,<:; accounted for at fair
value), real estate, investments injoint ventures and limited partnerships and oiher types of
investments.
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• Reductions to the cost basis of fixed maturity securities and equity securities (except trading
securities accounted for at fair value) and other invested assets for other-than-temporary impairments.

• Changes in fair value of derivatives except for (1) those instruments at AIGFP, (2) those instruments
that qnalify for hedge accoU11til1g treatment under (FAS 133) Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 133~ "Accounting for Derivative In~trl.lmenls and Hedging Activities" \vhen the
change in the fair value of the hedged item is not reported in realized gains (losses), and (3) those
instruments that are designated as eOOMm1c hedge.':> of financial instrumel11s for which the fair vulue
option has been elected under FAS 159, "The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities'l (PAS 159),
• Exchange gajns and losses l'esuHillg ftofi1 fOl'eign CU11'e11cy transactions,

Other Income:
Income from flight equipment under operating lcaS<'<s is recognized over the life oftlle lease as rentals
become receivable under the provisions of the lease or, in the case of leases with varying payments, under
the straigllt-hne method over the noncancelable term of the lease. In certain cases, leases provide for
additional payments contingent on usage. Rental income is recognized at the time such usage occurs less a
provision for future cOllhactual aircnlft maintenance. Gains ;,md losses on flight equiplticnt are recognized
when flight equipment is sold and the risk of ownership of the equipment is passed to the new owner.

Income from the operations of AIGFP included in other income consists of the following:
• Change in fair value relating to financial assets and liabilities for which the fair value option has been.
elected.
• Interest income and related expenses, including amOliization ofpremiums and accretion of discounts
on bonds with changes in the timing and the amount of expected principal and interest cash Hows
reflected in the yield, as applicable.
• Dividend income and distributions from eommOl) and preferred stock and {)tbcrinvc.,,,tments when
receivable.
In

in

in the transition to FAS 159.
• Changes in the fair value of trading securities and spot commodities sold but not yet purchased,
future"5 and hybrid financial instruments.

• Realized
• Exchange gains and losses re.'>ulti11g fi~om foreign currency transactions
• Reductions to the cost basis of securities available for &<lle for olher-than-temporary impairments.
• Earnings 1t-om hedge funds and limited partnership investments accounted for under the equity
methOO.
Finance charges on consumer loans are recognized as revenue using the interest method, Revenue
cea.<;cs to be accmoo when contractual payments are not received for four consecutive months for loans and
retail sales contracts.,
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and for six months for revolving retail accounts and wivate label recelvables. Extension fees, late charges,
and prepayment penalties are recognized as revenue when received.

Policyholder bemifits and claim.s incurred: Incurred pQlicy losses for short duration insurance
contracts consist of tbe estimated ultimate cost of settling claims inculTed within the reporting pe-riod,
im:luding incllrl'ed bnt not reported claims, plus the changes in estimates of currenl and prior period losses
resulting tJ'om the continuous review process. Benefits for-long duration insurance contracts consist of
benefits paid and changes in future policy benefits liabilities. Benefits for universal life and investment-type
products primarily consist of inter~st credited to policy account balances and benefit payments made itl
excess of policy account balances except for certain contracts for whicb the fair value opt.ion was elected
under FAS 159, for which benefits repreSL.'1lt the entire change in fair value (including derivative gains and
losses on related economic hedges).

Restructun:nge>.pense.v and related asset impairmtmt and other e:x:penses: Restructurrng expenses
inClude employee severance and related costs, costs to terminate contractual arrangements, consulting and
other professional fees and other costs related to rcstl11cturing and divesture activities. Asset impairment
includes charges associated with 'W'1iting dowlllong~lived assets to fair value when their carrying values arc
110t recoverable from undisc0l111ted cash flows, Other expenses include other costs associated with divesting
ofhusinesses and costs of key employee retention awards.
(b) Income Taxes: Deft.'rl'ed tax assets and liabilities arc recorded for the effects of temporal)'
differcnce,,<; between the tax basis of an asset or liability and its reported amQunt in the consolidated
financial statements, AlG assesses it.:; ability to reaUzc deferred tax assets cOllsidefing all available
evidence, including the earnings history, the timing, charact.er and amount offutllt'e earnings potential; the
reversal of taxable tcmponny differences, and the tax planning strategies available to the legal entities when
recognizing deferred tax assets in accordance \"ith Statement of Financial Accouuting StalldardsNo. (FAS)
109, «Accmmting for Income Taxes" {FAS 109). Sec Note 20 hcrein for a further discussion of income
taxes.

(c) Investments in Fixed _Maturities! an.d F4uity Se..curtties: Bonds held to ma{mity are pdncipaily
ov,!noo by insurance subsidiaries and arc carried at amorti7ed cost when AlG has the ability and positive
intent to hold these securities until maturity. When AIG does not have the positive intent to hold bonds lmtil
maturity; these secmities are classified as available for sale or as trading and are calTied at fair value.

for sale.

Common and preferred stocks are carried at fair value.

at fair values and recorded on a trade-date basis.
For AIG pnrelit and its insurance-subsidiaries, unrealized gains and losses on investments in trading
secmitics arc reported in Net investment income. Unrealized gains and losses fl:om available for sale
investmellts in equity and ftxed lnalurily secudties are reported a<; a separate component of Accumulated
other comprehensive income (loss), net of deferred income taxes, in consolidated shareholders' equity.
Investments in fixed maluriti~,> atld equity securities are recorded on a tradtHlatc- basis,
Trading SCCllrlties include the investmc·nt portfolio of AIGFP and ArG's economic interests in Malden
Lane II LLC and membership interests in Maiden Lane III LLC~ all of which are carried at fair value under
FAS 159.
Trading securities fo!' ATGFP are held to meet short-term investment objectives and to economically
hedge other securitie.-'<. Trading securities arc recorded on a tl'adc~datc basis and ctil'l'ied at fair value.
Realized and unrealized gains and losses arc· reflccted in Other income.
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AIG evaluates its available for sale, equity method and cost method investments for impaitment such
that a security is considered a candidate for other.than~temporary impairment if!t meets any of the
following criteria;
• Trading at a significant (25 percent or more) discount to par, amortized cost (iflower) 01' cost for an
extended period oft1me (nine consecutive months or longer);
• '111e occurrence of a discrete credit event re..'lul1ing in (i) the issuer defaulting on a material
out!>1anding obligation; (ii) the issuer seeking protection from creditors under the bankruptcy taws 01'
any similar laws intended for court supervised reorganization of insolvent enterprises; or (iii) the
issuer proposing a voluntary reorganization pUl'suant to which ,~editors are asked to exchange their
claims for cash or securities having a fail' value substantially Im.ver than pal" value of their claims; or

• AIG may not realize a fllll recovery 011 its investment regardless of the occun'cnce of one of the
foregoing event<;.

At each balance sheet date, AIG evaluates its sccuritic-8 holdings with uU1\',alized losses. When AlG
docs not intend to hold such securities until they have recovered their CDst b;wis based on the circumstances
at the date of evaluation, AlG records the unrealized lnss in income. If a Joss is recognized from a sale
subsequent to a balance sheet date pursuant to changes in circumstances, the loss is recognized in the period
ill which the intent to hold the securities to recovery 110 101lgcr existed.
In periods subsequent to the recognition of .all othcr~thalHemporaryimpairment charge for fi;.:ed
maturity securities, which is not. intent, credit or foreign exchange related, AJG gcncraJly aCCl'c!es into
income the discount or amortizes the reduced premium resulting from the reduction in cost basis over the
remaining lite of the security,

Certain investments in beneficial intcrc!>1s in securitized financial assets of less than high quality . .'lith
contractual cash flows, including asset¥backcd securities, are subject to the impairment and income
recognition guidance ofEITF 99¥20. "Recognition oflntcrcst Income and Impairment on Pmchased

Beneficial Interests and Benclicial Interests that Continued to Be Held by a Transferor in Se-ew'itized
Financial Assets" as amended by FSP No. EITF 99~20~1, "Amendments to the lmpairment Guidance of
EITF lSS11eNo. 99~20," whichhecal1le effective prospectively in tbe. fourth qum1erof2008. EITF 99¥20
requires pel'iodic updates ofAIG's best estimate of cash flows over the life of the security, If the fair value
of such security .is less than its cost or amortized cost and there has been a decrease. in the present value of
the eslimated cash flows since the last revised estimate, con:,>'idering both their timing and amount, an otherthalHcmpOl'at'Y impairment charge is H~cognized, Interest income is re-eognized based on changes in the
timing ffild the amount of expected principal and interest cash t10ws reflected in the yield.
AlG also considers it<;intent lmd ability to retain a t.emporarily impaired security until recovery,
Estimating future casli flows is a quantitative and qualitative process that incorporates information received
from third~party sources and, in tbe case of certain structured securitie.s, with certain internal assumptions
and jlldgments regar{ling the future performance of the underlying (~ollateral. In addition, pr(~ec{jon8 of
expected future easl1 flows may change based Up011 new infOl'ffintioll regarding the performance of the
underlying collateraL
at.Fair

investment income.
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quartet of2008. in connection with certaiu s4Xunties lending transactions, AJG failed to obtain or maintain
collateral sufficient to ihnd substantially all of the cost of purchasing securities lent to various
counterparties. In some cases, this shortfall in collateral has res.. 1. Hed in AlG accounting for individual
securities lending transactions as sales combined with a forward purchase commitment rather than as
secured borrowings.
The fair value of securities pledged under securities lending arrangemetds was $4 billion aud
$76 billion at December 31, 2008 and 2007; respectively.
(e) Mortgage and Other Loans Receivable ._~ net: Mortgage and other loans receivable includes
mortgage loans on real estate, policy loans and coUate!'al, commercial and gual'unteed loans< Mortgage 10af\s
on real estate and collateral, commercial and guaranteed loans are calTied at unpaid principal balances less
credit allowances and plus nr minus u(ljustments for the accretion or am0111zation of discount or premium.
Interest income on such loans is accrued as enrned,
Impaimlt~nt of mortgage and other loans receivable is based on certain risk factors and recognized when
collection of all amounts due under the contractual terms is not probable. 'This impairment IS generally
measured based on the present value of expected future cash l10ws discollnted at the loan's e·ffe('.tive interest
ratc subject to the fair value of underlying collatl.-'1'al, Interest income on such impaired loans is recognized
as cash is received.

Policy loans are carried at unpaid principal amount. There is no allowance for policy loans because
these loans serve to reduce the death benefit paid when the death claim is made and the balances are
effectively collateralized by the casb sun-ender value: of the poGcy,
(0 FYnance Receivables: Finance receivables, which are reported net of unearned finance churge-s, are
held for both investment purposes and for sate. Finance receivables held for investment purposes are canied
at amortized cost, which includes accmed finance charges on interest bearing fmance receivables,
unamortized defcl1'ed origination costs, and unam{)Jtized net premiums and discolmts on purchased finance
receivables. 'rho allowance for finance receivable losses Is established through the provision for finance
rccdvable losses charged to expense and is maintained at a level considered adequate to absorb estimated
credit losses in the portfolio. The P01ifolio is peliodically evaluated Oll a pooled basi5 and factors such as
economic conditions, POlifolio composition, and loss and delinquency experience are considered in the
evaluation of the allowance,

Direct cosl'{ of originating finance receivables, net of nonrefundable points and fees, are deferred and
included in the carrying amount of the related receivahles, The amount defClTCd is amortized to income as
an adjustment to finance charge revenues using the Inl:ore,,1 method.

yield requirements. American
valuation allowance by charges to income.

Financial Accounting No.
FAS 144.FAS

be
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generated by the asset 'I1,ese evaluations for impairment are significantly aftectoo by estimates of future net
cash flows anrl other factors that involve 1111ccrtainty.

When assets: are retired or dhlposcd of, the cost and associated accumulated depreciation arc removed
from the related account.;; and the difference, net of proceeds, is recorded as: a gain or loss in Other income.
Accumulated depreciation on flight eqlJipmcnt was $12.3 billion and $10.5 billion at December 31,
2008 and 2007, l'espectively.

(It) Other Invested Assets: Other invested asset'l consist primarily of investments by AIG's insmance
operations in hedge funds, private equity and limited partnerships,

Hedge funds and limited partnerships in which AIG's insurance operations hold in the aggregate less
than a five percent interest are reported at fair value. 'Ine change in fair value is recognized as a component
of Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss). With respect to hedge funds and limited partners-hips in
which AIG holds in the aggregate a five percent or greater interest or less than a five percent interest but in
which AIG has morc than a minor influence over the operations afthc invcstcc, AIG~s carrying value is its
share of the net asset value of the funci... or the palinerships. The changes in such net asset values, accounted
for under the equity method, arc recorded in Net investment income.
in applying the equity method of accounting, A1G consistently use.<; the most recently available
financial information provided by the general partner or manager of each ofthcse investments, which is one
to three months prior to the end of A1G's reporting period. The financial statements of these investees are
generally ~mdited 011 an annual basis.
Other invested assets include investments entered into for strategic purposes alld not solely for capital
appreciation or for income generation. '1'hese investments are accounted for under the equity method. At
December 31. 2008, AIG's significant investments in partially owned companies included its 26.0 percellt
interest in Tata AIG Life Insurance Company, Ltd., lis 26.0 percent intcre.<;( in Tata AIG General Insurance
Company, Ltd. and its 39 percent interest ill The Fuji Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Ltd, Dividends
received from unconsolidated entities in which AlG's ownet'ship interest is less than 50 percent WCI'C
$20 million, $30 million and $28 mi11ion for the years ended December 31, 2008, 2007, and 2006.
tel.'Pcctivcly, T11C undistributed eamings of unconsolidated entities in which AlO's ownership interest is less
than 50 percent were $227 million, $266 million and $300 million at December 31, 2008, 2007. and 2006,
respectively.
Also included in Other invested assets are real estate held for investment, aircrafT asset investments
held by non~Financial Services subsidiaries and investments in life set.t1ement contra.ds. Sec No(e 5
(b) herein for further inf(}I·l1lation.

at contract value:
atthe!r
is to take possession of or
Obtaill

their

paJX~L

(k) Cash: Cash represents cash on hand and non·interest bearing demand deposit'{.

Premiums and inSW'lHlCe balances receivable
insureds.
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December 31, 2008 and LU'JI, ,,·e,p><Ctlvel:y.

(m) Reinsurance Assets,' Reinsurance assets include the halances due fl.-om reinsurance and insurance
companies under the terms of AiG's reinsurance agreements for paid and unpaid losses and lQ8& expenses,
ceded unearned premiums and ceded future policy benefits for lite and accident and health insurance
contracts and benefits paid and unpaid. Amounts related to paid aJld unpaid losses and benefit.. and loss

expenses with re....pect to these reinsurance agreements arc substantiaHy collateralized. The allowance lor
doubtful accounts on l'einsurance assets \vas $425 million and $520 million at DecembCl' 31, 2008 and 2007,
respectively.
(n) T'rade Receivables alld Trade Payables: Trade receivables and Trade payables for AIGFP include
option premiums paid and re.ceivcd and receivables from and payables to counterparties that relate to
ulll'caliz-cd gains and losses on futures, forwards, and options and balances due from and due to clearing
brokers and exchanges.

Policy acquisition costs arc defem~d and arn01tizcd eve-.r the

Long-duratlor} Insurance Contracts: PoUcy acquisition costs for participating life, tradilionallife and
accident and health insurance products arc generally deferred and amortized, WitJl interest, ever the
premium paying period in aCCQrdance wil:h PAS 60, "Accounting and Reporting by Insurance
Enterprisw" (FAS (0), Policy acquisition costs and policy issuance costs related to universal life, and
investment-type products (investment-Olicnted products) arc deferred and amortized, with interest, in
felation to the incidence of estimated gross profits to be realized over the e.stimated lives of the contracts in
accordance with FAS 97, "Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration
Contracts and for Realized Gains and Losses from the Sale of Ji1Vestments" (FAS 97). Estimated gross
profits are composed of net interest income, net realiztxl investment gains and losb'es, fees, sun-onder
charges, expenses, and mortality und morbidity gains <IUd losses. If estimated gross profits change
significantly, DAC is recalculated using the new assumptions. Any resulting aqjl1stment is included in
income as an adjustment to DAC. DAC is grouped consistent wli:h the manner tn which the insurance
contracts are acquired, serviced and measured for profitabllity and is reviewed for recoverahility based on
the ClIl'rent and projce-ted fhture profitability oftbe underlying insurance contracts.
The DAC for investment-oriented products is also adjusted with respect to estimate-d. gross profits as a.
result of changes in the net unrealized gains or losses 011 fixed matmity and equity securities available 101'
sale. Because fixed maturity and equity securitie-s available for sale are carried at aggregate fair value, an
adjustment is made to DAC equal to the change in amortization that would have been recorded ifsuch
securities had been sold at their stated aggrci>v-atc fair value and the proceeds reinvested at cun-cut yields,
The change in this adjustment, net of tax, is included with the change in nct unrealized gains/tosses on fixed
maturity and equity securities available for sale that is credited or charged directly to Accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss).
Value of Business Acquired (VOBA) is detel'mine-d at the time of acquisition and is reported in the
consolidated balance sheet with DAc. This value is based on the present value of future pre-tax profit"
discounted at yields applicabte at the time of purchase. For products accmmted [or under PAS 60, VOBA is
amortized over the life of the busine..'i,'l similar to that for DAC based on the-assumptions at purchase. For
products accountt.""t for under FAS 97, VOBA is amortized in relation to the c&timated gross pratik'< to date
for each period,
Beginning in 200S, for contracts accounted for at fair value under FAS 159, pDlicy acquisition costs are
-expensed as in(:urred and not deferred or amortized,
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(P) Real Estate and Other FixedAssets: The costs of buildings and furniture and equipment am
depreciated principally on the straight~line basis over their estimated useful lives (m.aximum of 40 years for
buildings and ten years for fw-niture and equipment), Expenditures fot' maintenance and repairs are charged
to income as incurred; expenditures for betterments are capitalized and depreciated. AIG periodically
assesses the carrying value of its real estate for purposes of determining any asset impairment.
Also included in Real Estate and Other Fixed Assets are capitalized softwClt'e costs, which represent

cost':! directly relat~J to obtaining, developing or upgrading internal use software, Such costs are capitalized
!md amortized using the straight-line method over a period generally not exceeding five years.

Real e,<;tate. fixed assets and other long-lived assets are assessed for impairment in accOl'dance with
FAS 144 when celtain impairment indicators exist.
Accumulated depreciation on real estate and other fixed assets was $5.8 billion and $5.4 billion at
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively.

(q) Unrealized Gain and Ul1rcali;;ed Loss on &'vaps, Options cmd hOl1vard Tram4ctwns: Interest rate,
currency, t.'<.'juity and commodity swaps (induding AIGFP's super senior credit default swap portfolio),
swaptions, options and forward transactions are accounted for as dCl'ivatives recorded on a 1radc~datc basis,
and carried at fair value, Unrealized gains and losses are reflected in income, when appropriate, In certain
instances, when income is not recognized at inception of the contract, income is recognized over the life of
the cmltract and as observable market data becomes available, Aggregate asset or liability positions are
netted on the Balance Sheet tQ the extent pennitted by qualifying master netting arrangements in place '.vith
each respective coullterparty, Ca.<>h colIateral posted hy AIG with counterparties in conjunc-tion \'lith these
transactions is reported as a reduction of the corresponding net derivative liability. while cash collateral
received by AIG in conjunction with these transactions is reported as a reduction of the corresponding net
derivative asset.

(r) Goodw1l!: Goodwill is the exceS.R of the cost of an acquired business over the fair value of the
identifiable act assetsoft1)\.~ acquired business, Goodwill is tested for impairment annually, or more
frequently if circumstances indicate an impairment may have OCClHTCd, Dlll'ing 2008, AIG performed
goodwill impairment t~<;ts at June 30, September 30, and December 31.
The impairment assessment involves a two-step process in which an initial a."lsessment for potential
impairment is performed and, if potential impairment is present, the amount of impail111ent is measured and
recorded. Impairment is tested at the reporting unit level or, when all reporting units that comprise an
operating segment have similar economic eharacterlstles, impairment is tested at the operating scguHmt

level.
Management initially .assesses

of

peer companies, discounted expected future cash flows,
being considered for sale, third-party indications of fair value,
mOl'eof tha<;e estimates when determining the fair value of a rcpoliing unit to be us(",d in the impah111ent
test. As part ofthc impairment test, management comparc" the sum of the estimated fair values of AIG's
reporting units with AI(j's fully diluted common stock mat'ket capitalization as a basis tor concluding on
the reasonableness of the estimated reporting unit fail' values,

goodwill

reporting unit's assets and
recogni:zedinin-come to the extent of the excess.
AIG 200S FonTI JD··K
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(8) Other Assets: Other a.."Scts consists of a prepaid commitment fee asset related to the Fed Credit
Agreement, prepaid expenses, including deferred adveltising costs, sales inducement assets, deposits, other
defcn'Cd charges, intangible assets other than goodwill and spot commodities held by AIGE? TIle prepaid

commitment fee asset related to the NY Fed Credit Agreement is being amortized as interest expense
l'atably ove!' the five-year term of the agreement, accelerated for actual pay-downs 1ha! 1'educe the total

credit available.
Certain direct response advertising costs are deferred and amOJiiz.ed over the expected future benefit
period in accordance with SOP 93-7, "Reporting on Adveltising Costs." When AIG can demonstrate that its
c,ustomcrs have responded specifically to direct-response advertising, the primmy purpose ofwh1011 is to
elicit sales to customers, and when it can be shown sllch adveltising results in probable future economic
benefits, the. advertising costs are capitalized, Dcfcm;:d advertising costs are amortized on a cost~pool-by~
cost~pooi basis over the expccted future economic benefit period and are reviewed regularly for
recoverability. DefelTed advertising costs totaled $640 million and Sl.35 billion at Dec.ember 31. 2008 and
2007, respectively, The amount of expense amortized into income was $483 million, $395 million and
-$359 million, for the years ended 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
Also during 2008, AIG determined that certain accident and health contracts in its Foreign Genera!
Insurance reporting unit. v,ihich were pl'e\~ously aCcOullted for as short duration oontracts, should he treated
as long duration insurance produds, For further discussion, "''tie Revi..,ions and Reclassifications above.
AIG offers sales inducements, which include enhanced crediting ratc~ 01' bonus payments to contract
holders (bonus interest) on certain anrmity and investment contract products, Sale.<l inducements provided to
the contracthoJder are recognized as pal1 ofi::hc liability fOl' pOlicyholders' contraot deposits in the
consolidated halance sheet. SUCI'1 amounts are deferred and amortized over the life of the contract using the
same methodology and assumptions used to amortize DAC, To qualify for such accounting treatment, the
bonus interest must be explicitly identified in tbe contract at inception, and AlG must demonstrate that such
amounts arc incremental to amQunts AlG credits on similar contracts without bonus interest, and arc higher
than the contract's e,q)ected ongoing crediting rates for periods after the bonus peri{)d, The deferred bonus
interest and other deferred sales inducement assets totaled $1.8 billion and $1 ,7 bHlion at Decemher 31,

i;~~:;3~~~~a~~~i;;t:i~r!:;;~~~;'~~:,:?~:~:~:~~:~:~~:~~~1~;(J07

Policyholder
benefits
and claims
2008
and 2007,
respectively,
expense totaled $56 million, $149 million
and 2006, respectively,

Spot commodities held in AIGFP's wholly owned broker-dealer subsidiary afC recorded at fall' value.
All othel' commodities am recorded at the lower of cost or fair value, Spot commodities are recorded on a
trade-date ba.<;ts. The exposure [0 market fisk may be reduced th1'Ough the usc offorwards, futures and
option contracts. Lower of \:ost or fair value reductions in commodity positions and unrealized gains and
losses illl'elated derivatives are reflected in Other income.
Sec Notc 10 herein for a discussion of derivatives.
(t) Separate Accounts; Separate accountsl'cpresent funds for which investment income and investment
gains lmd losses accrue directly to the policyholders who heal' the investment risk. Each account lms
specific investment o~jcctivcs, and the assets al'e carried at fail' value. The assets of each account are legally
segregated and arc 110t suhject to claims that arise out of illly other business of AIG. The liabilities fol' the,~e
accounts are equal to the account assets,
Claimsi.md
represents the accumulation of e."timates
incwTed but not reported. TIle methods of dctenntui11g such
including amounts relating to allowances for estimated
u])dattld. If the estimate of reserves is determined
reflected in income,
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(v) Future Policy Beneftts for Life and Accident and Health Contracts mid Policyholder Contract
Deposits: The Ihlbility for [(Iture policy benefits and policyholder contract deposits are established using
assumptions descdbed in Note 11 herein. Futtlre policy benefits for life and accident and health insurance
contracts include provisions for future dividends to pa11icipating policyholders, accrued in accordance with
aU applicable regulatory or contractual provisions. Policyholder contract deposits include AIO's liability for
(a) certain guarantee benefits accounted for as embedded derivatives at fair value in accordance with
FAS 133 and (h) certain contracts that AIG bas elected to account for at fair value beginning in 2008 in
accordance withFAS 159.
See Note 4 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for additional FAS 159 disclosure,,;,
(1'l1 Other Policyholder Funds: Other policyholder funds arc reported at cost and include any
policyholders' funds on deposit that encmnpass premium deposits and similar items.

(x) Securities and Spot Commodities Sold but not yet Purchased, at Fair Value: Securities and spot
commodities sold but not yet pmcbased represent sales of securities and spot commodities not owned at the
time of sale. The obligations arising fi'om such transactions are recorded on a tra.de-date basis and CillTioo at
fair value. Also included are obligations under gold leases, which are accounted for as a debt host with an
embedded gold derivative. Beginning January 1,2008, AIGFP elected the tail' value option for thc..<;c debt
host contracts.
(y) Commercial Paper and Exten.dible Commercial Noles and Long-Term Debt: AIG's funding
consists, in part, of medium and long-term debt and commercial paper, Commercial paper, when issued at a
discOlmt, is rt.'Corded at the proceeds received and accreted to its par value. Extendible commercial notes
were issued by AGF with initial maulrities of up to 90 days, but were extended by AGF in mid-September
2008 to 390 days. Long-term debt is carried at the principal amount borl'owed, net ofunamoJ'tized discounts:
or premiums. See Note 13 herein for additional information. Long~tcrm debt also includes liabilities
connected to tmst preferred stock principally related to outstanding seL'Urities is,-'ued by AIG Life Holdings
(US), Inc. (AIGLH), a whol1y owned subsidiary of AIG. Cash distributions on such preferred siock are
accounted for as interest expense.
(z) Fed Facility and Connne;rclal Pap.;;r Funding Facility: In 2008, AIG obtained funding under the
Fed Facility and the NY Fed's Commercial Paper Funding Facility (the CPFF)./ullounts borrowed under
the Fed Facility and the CPFF arc carried at the principal amount borrowed, and in t])C case of!he Fed
Facility, also include (lccmed compoundlng]nierest and fees.
Other liabilities consist of other funds on deposit:, and other payables. ArG has
in its General

generate net investment
liability is roduce.d.

and B) of SOU shal'es
auction,

(ccj Contingeni Liabilities: AlTIOlmts are acemed for the resolution of claims thai have either been
assclted or are deemed probable of assertion it~ in the opinion of management, it is both probable that a
liability has been incurred and the amount of the liability can be l'casonably estimated, In mall)' cases, it is
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whether a liability has been incuned or to estimate the ultimate orminimum amount ofthat liability until
years atler the contingency arises, in which case, 110 accrual is made until that time.

(dd) Fore.ign Cun·ency.' Financial statement accounts expressed in foreign currencies are translated
into U.s. doUars in accordance with FAS 52, "Foreign Currency Translation" (FAS 52). Under FAS 52,
functional currency assets and liabilities are translated into U.S. dollars generally using rates of exchange
prcvaJIing at t11e balance sheet date of each respectiye subsidiary and the related translation adjustments are
recorded as a separate component ofAccumulated other comprehensive income (loss), net of any related
taxes, in cOlls()lidated shareholders' equity. Functional currencies are generally thc clllTenc1cs oftlle local
operating envirol1ml;?1lt. Income statement accounts expressed in functional c·urrencies are translated 1,1sing
average exchange rates during the peJiod. The adjustments resulting from translation of financial statements
of foreign entities operating in highly inflationary economies are recorded in income. Exchange gains and
losses resulting ii·om forei/:,'11 cunency transactions are recorded in income.
(ee) Earnings (Loss) per Share.' Basic eamings or Joss per share and diluted 105-'3 per share are based
on the weigbted average number of common shares outstanding, adjusted to reflect aU -stoc-k dividends and
stock splits. Diluted eamings per share is based on those shares used in basic earnings per share plus. shares
that would have been olltstanding asswning issuance of common shares for all difutive potential common
share.-~ outstanding, adjusted to refle.ct all stock dividends and stock splits,
(ff) Recent Accouniing Standards:
Accounting Changes

AIG adopted the following accounting standards during 2006:
FAS155

In February, 2006, the FASB issued FAS 155, "Accounting for Ct.'Ttain Hybrid Financial
Ill$tl'umcnts - an amendment afrAS 140 and FAg 133" (FAS 155), FAS 155 allowsAIG to include
changes in fair value in earnings on an instrumet1t~by-il\strumetlt basis for any hybrid financial instrument
that contains an embedded derivative that would otherwise be required to be bifurcated and accounted for
separately under FAS 133. The election to measure the hybrid instrument at fkir value is irrevocable at the
acquisition or issuance date.
AIC elected to early ad.opt FAS 155 as of January 1, 2006, and apply FAS 155 fairvahlc mea.<;:uremcnt
to certain structured note liabilities and structured investments in ArG's available for sale portfolio that
existed at Decernbel' 31, 2005. The effect of this adoption resulted in an $11 million aftcr~tax ($18 million
pre~tax) decrease to opening retained eal11111gs as of January 1,2006, representing the difference between
the fair value of these hybrid financial instruments and the prim' carrying vallie as of Decemher 31> 2005.
The effect of adoption on after~tax gross gains and losses was $218 million (.$336 million pJ'e~tax) and
$229 million ($354 million pre-tax), respectivciy.

arc lW\V caJl'ied at fair value.

earnings for
mHlion, of

FAS!58

In September 2006, tile FASB issued FAS 158, "Employers' Accounting tor Det1ned Benet-it Pension
and Other Postretirement PlallS- an amendment ofFASB Statements No. 87,88,106 and

132R" (PAS 158). FAS 158 J'cquires lUG (0 pt'ospectivdy recognize the overfhndcd 01' underfunded statusof defined benefit postretirement plans as an asset or liability in JUG's consolidated buhm~~e sheet and to
recognize changes in that funded staius in tile year in which the changes occur througb Oiher
compl'ehensive income, FAS 158 also requires AlGtn measure the
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funded status ofpJans as of the date ofitsyear-end balan<:e sheet, with limited cxCv""Ptions. AlG adopted
FAS 158 for tile year ended December 31,2006. The cumulative effect, net of defel'1'ed income taxes, on

AlG's consolidated balance sheet at December 31, 2006 was it nct reduction in shareholders' equity tlu'mlgh
a charge to Accumulated other comprehensive incorne (loss) of$532 million. with it corresponding net
decrease of$538 million in total assets, and a net decrease of $6 million in totalliabi1ilies. See Note 18
he.l'ein for additional information on theadoptiol1 ofFAS 158.
AIG adopted the following accounting standards dming 2007:

SOP 05-1
In September 2005, the AICPA issued SOP 05-1, "Accounting by Insurance Enterprises for Deferrcd
Acquisition Costs in Connection with Modifications or Exchanges ofInsurancc Contracts" (SOP 05-1).
SOP 05-1 pl'ovidcs guidance Oil accotUlting for internal replacements of in.<mrance and investment contracts
other than those specifically described in FAS 97, SOP 05-1 de-fines an internall'eplacement as a
modification in product benefits, features, rights, or coverage that occurs by the exchange ot' a C'-ontract for a
new contract, or by amendment, endorsement, or rider to a contract, or by the election of a feature or
covcmgc within a contract Internal replacements that result in a substantially changed contract ate
accounted for as a termination and a replacement contract.
SOP 05-1 became effective Ull January 1,2007 and generally affects the accounting for internal
replacements occurring after that date, In the first quarter of 2007, AIG recorded a cumulative effect
reduction of $82 million, net of tax, to the opening balance of retained carnings on tbe date of adoption,
This adoption reflected changes in unamortized DAC, VOBA, deferred sales inducement assets, unearned
reVCl11le liabilities and future policy benefits tor life and accident and health insurauc,e contracts resulting
fi'om a shorter expected life related to certain group life and beallh iusunmce contracts and the effeet on the
gross profits of investment-oriented products related to previollsly anticipated future internal replacements.
This cumulative effect adjustment affected only the Life Insurance &. Retirement Services segment.

F1N48
In July 2006, the FASB issued FASB Intelvretation No. (FIN) 48, "Accounting for Uncertainty in
Income Taxes, "anintel'pretatioll ofFASB Statement No, 109" (FIN 48), which dmifies the accounting
for uncertainty in income (ax positions, FIN 48 presc1'ibes a recognition threshold and measurement
attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement of an income tax position taken 01'
expected to be taken in a tax return, FIN 48 also provides guidance on dereoognition, cJa.ss.ific-atioll, interest
and penalties, accounting in interim periods, and ucklitional disclosures. AIG adopted FIN 48 on January 1,
2007, Upon udoption,AIG recognized l\ $71 million increase in the liability for unrecognized tax benefits,
which was accounted for "IS a decrease to ope.ning retained eamlngs as of January 1, 2007. See N()te 21 ror
additional FIN 48 disclosures.
FSP 13-1
In July 2006, theFASB issued FASB StaffPositiol1 No, (FSP) FAS 13~2, "Accounting for a Change or
Projected Change in the Timing ofeash Flows Relating to lncomc Taxes Generated by a Lewrage.-d Lease
Transaction" (FSP 13-2). FSP 13-2 addresses how a. change or projected change in the timing of cash flows
relating to income taxes gcm:rated by a leveraged lease transaction afk.cts t1,e accounting for the lease by
the lessor, and directs that the tax assumptions be consistent with any FIN 48 uncertain tax position related
to the lease. AIG adopted FSP 13·2 on January 1,2007, Upon adoption, ArG recorded a$50 million
dccrca-~ in the opening balance of retained earnings, nct Qftax, to reflect the cumulative effect of this
change jn accOll1Jting.
Ala 2008 Form lO-K 217
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AlG adopted the following accounting standards during 2008:
FAS 157

In September 2006, the FASB issued Statement of Fimmcial Acco,mting Standards (FAS) No. 157,

"Fair Value Measurements" (PAS 157), PAS 151 defines fait'value, establishes a framework for measuring
fair value and expands disclosure requirements regarding fair value measurements but does not change

existing guidance ahout whether an asset or liability is curriGd at fail' value, FAS 157 nullifles the guidance
in EITF 02·3 that precluded the l'ecognition of a trading profit at the inception o1'a derivative contract
unless the fair value of such contract was obtained ibm a quoted market price 01' other vahlation tcclmique
incorporating observable market data, FAS 157 also clm:ifies that un issuer's credit standing should be
considered when measuring liabilities at fair value. The fair value measurement and related disclosure
g\lidancc in FAS 157 do not apply to fair value meaSlU'ements associated with AJG's shal'e-ba....ed employee
compensation awards accounted for in accordance \vithFAS 123(R), "Share~Ba},'{.."<i Payment"
PAS

The most significant effect of adopting FAS 157 on AlG's cOl1solid,tled results of operations for 2008
related to changes in fair value methodologies with respect to both liabilities already carried at fair value,
primadly hybrid notes and derivatives, and newly elected liabilities measured at fair value (see PAS 159
discussion below). Specifically, the incorporation of i\lG'S own credit spreadsallo the incorporation of
explicit risk margins (embedded policy derivatives at tnmsition only) resulted in a increase in pre-tax loss of
$1.8 billion ($1.2 billion after tux) for 2008. The effects, ofthe changes in AIG's own. credit spreads on pretax income for AIGFP was an increaseof$L4 billion for 2008. The effect ofthe changes in counterparty
credit spreads for assets measured at fair value at AIGFP was a decrease in pre-tax income of$10.7 billion
for 2008,
See Note 4 to tho Consolidated Financial Statements for additional FAS 157 discJusures.
PAS 159

In February 2007, the FASB issued FAS 159, "The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities" (FAS [59). FAS 159 permits entities to choose to measme at fair value many financial
instruments and certain other items that are not required to be measured at fair value. Subsequent changes in
fair value for designated items moe required to be reported in income. PAS 159 alsD establishes presentation
and disclosure requirements for similar types of assets and liabilities mCflsurcd at fair value. PAS 159
penults the fair value option election on an im~trument-by-instrumentbasis for eligible items existing at the
adoption date and at initial recognition of a.n asset or liability, or upon most events that giverisc (0 a new
basis of accounting for that instrument.
AlG adopted FAS 159 on Janual)' 1,2008, its required effective date. The adoption ofFAS 159 with
respect to elections made in the Life Insurance & Retirement Services segment resulted in an aller-tax.
decrease to 2008 opening retained earnings of$559 million, The adoption ofFAS 159 withrespcct to
elections made by AIGFP resulted in an after-tax decrease to 2008 opening retained earnings of
$448 million_ Included in this at110tlllt are net unrealized gains of $105 mimoll that were reclassified to
retained. C8111ingsfi'om accumulated other C01TIlll'eheJJsive income (loss) related to available for sale
securities recorded in the consolidated balance sheet at January 1, 2008 for which fhe fail' vahle option was
elected.
Sec Note 4 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for additional FAS 159 disckISUJ'CS,
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FAS H7 and FAS 159
The following ,table summarizes tbe after~tax increase (decrease) frnID adopting FAS 157 and
FAS 159 on the opening shareholders' equity accounts:
Accumulated
Other
Comprehen~i"e

At Jannary I, 2008

FAS
FAS

157
159

Cumulative effect of chango in accounting principles-

Cumulll!1ve

Retailled
Illcome!(LONS)
Earnings
(In millions)

Effector
Accounting

Change,s

$
$
4 $
4
----liQ2) (l,007)......l1.U1l
$
(105) $(1,003) $ (1,108)

FSPFlN39-1
InApri12007, the FASB issued FSP FIN 39-1, which modifies FASa 1l1tcrprctation (FIN) No. 39,
"Offse.tting of Ammmts Related to Certain Contracts," and permits companies to offset cash collateral
receivables 01' payables against derivative instruments. under cerlain circumstances. AIG adopted the
provisions ofFSP FIN 39-1 effective Janurn·y 1.2008, which requires retrospective application to all prior
periods pj·esented. At December 31, 2008, the amounts of cash collateml received and posted that were
offset against liet derivative positions totaled $7,1 billion and $192 billion, respectively. The cash collateral
received and paid related to AIGFP derivative instruments was previously recorded in hoth trade payables
and trade receivables. Cash collateral received related to non-AIGFP derivativcinstruments was previously
recorded in other liabilities. Accordingly, the derivative assets and Habilitje-~ at December 31, 2007 haw
been reduced by $6.3 billion and $5,8 billion, respectively, related to the netting of cash collateraJ.
l';~P

FAS 133-1 alld f'lN 45-4

In September 2008, the FASBissucd FASB Staff Position No, FAS 133-1 and FIN 45-4, "Disclosures
about Credit Dmivatives and Certain Guarantees: An amendment ofFASB Statement No. 133 and FASB
IntCll)rctation No. 45 "(FSP). The FSP amends FAS 133 to J'cqUil'C additional disclosures by sellers of
credit derivatives, including derivatives embedded in a hybrid instrument. TIle FSP also amends
:FIN No, 45, "Guat'antor's Accounting and Disclosure Rcquircmellt for Guarantees, Including Indirect
Guanllltccs of Indebtedness ofOlhers ", to require an additional disclosure about the cmrent status of the
paymentJpcrfonuanccl'isk ofa guarantee. The additional disclosures are included in Note 10 herein.
FSP FAS 157-3

In OCtObcl' 2008, the FASB issued FSP FAS 157-3, "Determining the FairVa!ue ofa Financial Asset
When the Market fOl'That Asset Is Not Active" (FSP PAS 157-3). FSP FAS 157-3 provides guidance
olarifying certain aspeets of FAS 157 with respect to the fair value measurements of a security when the
market for that secmiiy is inactive. AIG adopted this guidance in the third quarter of 2008. The effects of
adopting FSP FAS 157-3 on AIG's consolidate<! financial condition and results of operations were not
material.
FSP FIlS 140-4 ami FIN 46(11)-8

111 December
the FASB
issued liSP
FASS,14i:;t~;~:~"f;;;'~~;'i~~~8i,:;~:,~~:~~~~~:~~~(~:~t;cit~~i~.~
(Enterprises)
about2008,
Transfers
ofFjnancial
Assets
at
amends and expands the disclosure requiremen:ts regarding transHxs of financial assets and a company's
involvement Witll variable interest entities. The FSP 18 effective fol' interim and annual pctiods ending after
DecembL'r 15, 2008. Adoption oflhc FSP did not affect AIG's fil1anc.jal condition, results of operations or
cash flow, as only additional disclosures were required. The additional disclosures arc included in Note 9
herein.
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FSP EITF 99-20-1
In January 2009, the FASB issued FSP EITF 99~20"1, "Amendments to the Impairment Guidance of
ElTF Issue No. 99-20" (FSP EfTF 99-20-1), FSP BITF 99~20"1 amends the impairment guidance jn EITF
Issue No. 99-20, "Recognition cflntcl'cst Income and Impairment on Purchased Beneficial Interests and

Beneficial Intercsts TIl<1t Continue to Be Held by a Transferor in Securitized. Financial Assets," to achieve
more consistent determination of whether an Q(her-than-temporary impairment has OCCttt1'ed. The FSP also
retains and emphasizes the objective of an other~than~temporaryimpajrmentasse..<;sment and the reluted
disclosure reqtlirements in FASB Statement No, 115. "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and
Equity Securities" and other related guidance. AlG adopted this guidance in the fourth quarter of200S. The
effects of adopting FSPEITF 99~20~1 on AIG's consolidated financial condition ai1d results of operations
were not material.

Future Application olAccounting Standnrds
FAS I4I(R)

10 December 2007, the FASB issued PAS 141 (revised 2007), "Business Combinations" (PAS 141(R)).
PAS 141{R} changes the accounting for business combinations in a number of ways, including broadening
the transactions or events that are considered business combinations; requiring all acquirer to recognize
100 percent of~he fair value of assets acquired, liabilities assumed, and noncontrolling (i.e., minority)
intercsts; recognizing contingent consideration anangcments at their acquisjtion~datc fair valuci3 with
subsequent changes in fair value generally reflected in income; and recognizing preacquisition loss and gain
contingencies at their acquisition~datefair values, among other changes.

impairments in the future,

FAS 160

In December 2007, the FASB issued PAS 160, "Nonconlrolling In1ereJ>ts jn Consolidated Financial
Statements, an Amelldment of ARB No. 51" (FAS 160). FAS 160 requires noncontrolling (l.e., minority)
intere..<:ts in partially owned consolidated subsidiaries tobe classified in the consolidated balanc,~ sheet as a
separate component of consolidated shareholders' equity, or in the mezzanine section of the balance sheet
(between liabilities and equity), to the extent such interests do not qualify as "permanent equity" in
accordanc.e with EITF Topic D~98, "Classification and Measurement of Redeemable Securities" (revised
Septcmber2008). FAS 160 also establishes accounting rules for subsequent acquisitions and sales of
noncontroUing interests and provides for how noncontrolJing interests sbould be presented in tbe
consolidated statement of income, The noncontrolling interests' share of subsidiary income should be
reported as a part of consolidated net ill come with disclosure of the attribution of consolidated net income to
the controlling and noncolltrolling inter~ts on the face of the consolidated statement of income,
AIG adopted FAS

1,2009, 1\S required effective date. FAS

Form

PAS 161
Til March 2008, the FASB lssuedFAS 161, "Disclosures about Derivative fnstrtnnents and Hedging
161
Statement No.
related hedged items
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are accmlOted fo!' under FAS No. 133 flud its reinted interpretations, and (c) how derivative instruments and

related hedged items affect AIG~s consolidated financial condition. results of operations, and cash flows,
FAS 161 is effective for AIG beginning with fInancial statements issued in the first quarter of2009,
Because FAS 161 only reqllire.s a~iditional disclosures about derivatives, it will have no effect on AIO's
consolidated ftnancial condition, results of operations or cash flows,
FASJ62

In May 2008, the FASB issued PAS 162, "TI1e Hie1"al'chy of Generally Accepted Accounting
Prindpks" (PAS 162), FAS 162 identifies the sources of accounting principles and the framewOl;k for
selecting the principles to be used in the preparation of financial statements presented in confonnity with
GAAP but does not change current practices. FAS 162 will become effective on the 60th day following
Securities find Exchange Cmumission (SEC) approval of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
amendments to t'cmoveGAAP hierarchy from the auditing standards. FAS 162 will have no effect on lUG's
consolidated :financial condition; res.ults of operations or cash flows,
f';~P

FAS 140-3

In February 2008, the FASB issued FSPNo. FAS 140-3, "Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets
;;1lld Repurchase Financing Transactions" (FSP FAS 140-3). FSP FAS 140-3 requires an initial transfer of a
fimmcial asset and a repurchase financing that was entered h1tO contemporaneously with or in
contemplation of the initial transfer to he evaluated as a linked transaction unless certain criteria arc me·!.
FSP FAS 140-3 is effective for AIG beginning January 1,2009 and will be applied to new transactions
entered into from that date lbrwurd. Early adoption is prohibited. AIG is CUft'ently assessing the elTcel that
adopting FSP PAS 140-3 win have on its consolidated financial statements but does not believe the effect
win be material.
FSP FAS 132(R)-J
In December 2008, theFASB issued FSP FAS 132{R)-1, "Employer's Disclosures about
Postretirement Benefit Plan AssctJol" (FSP FAS 132(R)~I). FSP FAS 132(R)-1 amends FAS 132(R) to
require more detailed disclosurc.<.l about an employer's plan assets, including the cluployer's investment
~. trategies> major categories of plan assets, concentrations of risk within plan assets, and valuation
tecnniquesused to measure the fair values of plan assets. FSP FAS 132{R)~1 is effective for fiscal years
cnding after December 15, 2009.

BfTF07-.!

FAS
effect that adopting EITF 07~5 will have on
effect will he material,

2. Restructuring
As: described in Note I
will be
Successful execution of the restmcturing plan involves signiticant separation activities, Accordingly,
AIG established retention programs for its key employees to maintain ongoing business operations and to
facilitate the successful execution of the restructuring plan. Additionally, given the market disruption [n the
first quarter of2oo8, AIGFP established a retention plan for its ernployce,s to manage and unwind its
complex businesses. Other major activities include tbe separation of shared service.<;, illfrastJucturc and
assets among business tmits and corporate functions.
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At December 31, 2008, AIG emmot determine the expected date of completion or reliably estimate the
total aggregate expenses expected to be incun"ed for all AlG's restructuring and separation aciivities. This is
due to the significant scale of the restrl.\ctming plan, the fad that restnwturing costs will vmy depending on
the identity of the ultimate purchasers of the divested entities, as well as the exte.ldcd period over which the
restructuring is cxpc~tcd to occur. For those activities that call be reasonably estimated, the lOlal
restructuring and separation expenses expected to be inC1Jrrcd is $1.9 billion at December 31, 2008.

Restructuring expenses and related asset impairment and other expenses, for the year ended
December 31, 2008! by operating segment consisted of the fQllowing:
Restructuring
Expens-us

General Insurance

38
]5

JOJ
53

91

196

$J39
68
287

24

45
56

69
195

45J

$758

Life Insurance & Retirement Services
Financial Services
Asset Management

Sepuratlon
ExpOllses
Totlll
(InmUilons)

Other
'rotal

*

$

3i2
243
564

94
$

724
1,937

Includes cumulative mnounts incuflcd and additionalfutui"c amounts to be incurred that can be
reasonably estimakA at th<) balanc<., sheet date.

Tbe initial restnlctuTing liabillt)' and the COlTcspollding movement from inception, for the year
ended December 31,2008, are sUlllInm'ized as follows:
Contrllet
Asset
Otller
Termillation WliteEdt
Expcuscs ~ Expenws{bi

Subtotal
R£.\~tru{'tnrtllg

Expen~es

Total
Restrndnrlllg
Seplll'nflOlI and Sepl'lfllti[lll
Expenses(c) ~

t1n millions)

Liability balance,
begilllllngofyear
Amounts: charged to

_$

$

expense

1....=

$_._ _

.L..-..= L....-=

_$

_

.....2l

Paid
Non-cash
Liability balance, end of
ycar
L-11 ~--......B $ ~ $
Total lllllount expected to
be;ncUlTed(dj
$
~ ~ $ 51 ~ ~ $

L....!I

284 ~
1,031 $

1,937

ofretentiol1

(a)

(d) Indudes cumulative amounts incurred and oddltlonalji,f{uJ'e amounts to be incurred that can be

reasonably estimated at the balance sheet date.
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3. Segment Information
AID identifies its operating segments by product line consistent with its management structure and
evaluates their performance based on operating income (loss) before tax.es, These seg.ments and theil'
respective operations are a,1:; follows:

Ge:l1erallnsurance: AIG's Genera! Insurance subsidiaries write substantially all lines ofcommercial
property and casualty insurance and various personal lines both domestically and abroad. Revenues in the
Gcncrallnsurancc segment represent General Insurance net Premiums and other considerations e<l1'l1ed, Net
investment income and Net realized capital gai115 (losses). AlO's principal General Insurance operations are
as follows:
Commercial Insurance writes substantially all classes of business insurance in the U.S, and Canada,
accepting such busille.~S mainly from insurance brokers,
Transatlantic Holdings, Inc. (Transatlantic) subsidiarie."i offer reinsurance on both a treaty and
facultative basis to insurers in the U.S. and abroad. Transatlantic structures programs for a full range of
property and casualty products with an emphasis on ~1Jecia1ty risks.

AIG's Personal Lines operations provide automobile insurance through 21st-com and the Agency Auto
Division, as well as a broad nmge of coverages for high net worth individuals through the AlG Private
Client Group.
MOligage Guaranty operations provide residential mortgage guaranty insurance that covers the first loss
fOT credit defuults on high loan-to-value conventional first- and second~lien mortgages for the purchase or
refinance- of one to four family residences, Effective September 30, 2008 Mortgage Guaranty ceased
insuring new second-Hen mortgages.
AIG'sForeign General Insurance group accepts risks plimarily undet'\vritten through.a network of
branches fUld foreign based insurance subsidiaries. The Foreign General Insurance group uses various
marketing methods to write both business and consumer lines insurance with certain refinements for local
laws, customs and needs, Am operates in Asia. the Pacitic Rim, Europe, including the United Kingdom,
Africa, the Middle East and Latin Amerk-a,

Each of the General Insurance sub~segrnents is comprised of groupings of major products <md services
as follows: Commercial Insurance is comprised of domestic commercial insurance products and services;
Transatlantic is comprised ofreinsurance products and services sold to other general insurance companies;
Personal Lines is comprised of general insurance products and services sold to individuals; MOligage
Guaranty is comprised ofproduct'i insuring against losses arising undel' certain loan agreements; and
Foreign General is comprised of general insurance products sold overseas,

Life Insurance & Retirement Sell_'ices:
a wide range of immrance and retirement savings products both

realized capital gains (lo&'lcs).
AIG's principal Foreign Life Insurance & Retirement Services operations are American Life Insurance

Company (ALICO), American International Assurance Comp<my, Limited, together with American
International Assurance Company (Bermuda) Limited (AlA), Nan Shan Life Insurance Company, Ltd. (Nan
Shan), The PhiHppine American Life End General Insurance Company (PhiIamlife), AIG Edison Life
InsunUJce Company (AIG Edison Life) and AIG Star Life-Inslll'ance CQ. Ltd. (AW Star Life).
AlO's principal Domestic Life Insul'ance and Domestic Retirement Services operations are American
General Life Insurance Company (AG Life), The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New
York (USLIFE), American General Life and Accident Insurance Company (AGLA and, collectively with
AG Life and USUFE, the Domestic Life InslU'unce internal reporting unit), AlG Annuity hlsunmce
Company (AlG Annuity), The Variable
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Annuity Life Insw'ance Company (VALlC) and AIG Retit'elhent Services, Inc (AlG SunAmerica and,
collectively with AIG Annuity and VALle, the Domestic Retirement Services intemal reporting tmit).

American International Reinsurance Company Limited (AIReD) acts primarily as an internal
reinsurance company for AlG's insurance operations.

Life Insurance & Retirement Services is c.ornprised of two major gl'oupings of products and services:

insurance-oriented products and services and retirement savings products and services,
Financial Services: AIG's Financial Services subsidiaries engage in diversified activIties including
aircraft lellsing, capital mm'kets, consumer finance and insurance premium finance, Together, the Aircraft
Leasing, Capital Markets and Consumer Finance operations generate the majority of tbe revenues produced
by the Financial Services operations. A.I. Credit also contributes to Financial Services income principally
by providing insurance premium fmancing for both AIG's policyholders and those of other insurers.
AIG's AIrcraft Leasing operations represent the operations ofILFC, which g(".Dcratcs its revenues
primarily f!'om leasing new and used cOimnerdal jet ait'cj'aft to foreign and domestic airlines, Revenue..,> also
result from the remarkcting of commcrcialjct aircraft for ILFC's own account~ and remal'keting and fleet
management services fol' airlines and financial institutions.
Capital Markets l'epl'csents the opemtions of AIGFP, which engaged as p1'incipal in a wide variety of
financial transactions, including standard and customized financial products involving commodities, ("'1'edit~
eUI'J'cncics, energy, equities and interest rates. AIGFP also invests in a diversified portfolio of seculities and
principal investments and engagtls in borrowing activities that involve issuing standard <U1d structured notes
and other securHies and entering into GIAs, Given the extreme market conditions experienced in 200S.,
downgrades of AIG's credit ratings by the rating agencies, as well as AIG's intent to refocus 011 its core
bushlesses, AIGFP has beg\ll1 to unwind its businesses and portfolios including those associated with credit
prote<-iion wliHen through credit default swaps On super senior risk tranches of diversified pools of loans
and debt securitie.<,Historically, AIG's Capital Markets operations derived a significant portion oftlleir revenues fi~om
hedged financial positions entered into in connection with cOlmterpatty transactions, Al(rFP
paliicipated as a dealer in a \'/ide variety offlnancial derivatives transactions. Re;;cllt'es ,mdop"rarlng
income of the Capital Markets operations and the percentage change in these amounts for allY given period
are significantly affe·cted by changes in tbe fair value of AIGFP's assets and Jiabilitic.-; and by the number,
size and profitability oftnmsactions entered into during that period relative to those entered into during the
comparative period.

AIG's Consumer Financ.e operations in North America are principally conducted through AGF, AGF
derives most of its revenues from finance charges assessed 011 real estate loans, secured ffild llilsecurcd nonreal ebtate loans and retail sales finance receivables. During 2008, AGF ceased its wholesale originations
(originations through mortgage brokers).
AIG's foreign consumer finance operations "lYe prindpally conducted through AIGCFG, AIGCFG
operates primarily in emerging and developing markets, AlGCFG has operations in Argentina, China,
Braz.il l Hong Kong~ Mexicol the Philippines, Poland, Taiwan, Thailand, India and Colombia.

Asset Management; AIG's Asset Manage.ment operaljons comprise a wide variety of inve-stmentrelated services and investment products. Such services and products are offered to individuals, pension
ilmds and institutions global1y through AlG's Spread-Based Investment business, Institutional Asset
Management, and Brokerage Services and Mutual Funds business, Revenue..'> jn the Asse-t Management
segment represenl investment income with respect to spread-based products and management, advismy and
incentive fees,
Other Operations: AIG's Other operations inc1nde interesl expense, restrue-t'uring costs, expenses of
corporate staff not atlributablc to specific business segments, expenses related to efforts to improve internal
controls, corporate initiatives, certain \:ompensation plan expenses and the settlement costs more fLllly
desoribed ill Note 14(<1) to the Consolidated Financial Statements,
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AIG's operations by operating segment ,",.-ere ns follnws:
0peflltmg Segments
W,
Consolidation
"d

TJl$IlI'Mlce&

General

Retirement

lusnnuH;c.

Services

S 44,676 $'

6

3,U54 $ (31,095) $
~,3(j5
5

4,533

.'Hl,131

(5,746)

(37,446)

38.
261

$ 16$,947 S

276

"'-""",,,!,,,!."'=L~~~

439

695

127
(40,821)
1,976
3,501

489.646 S 1(;1,061 $

2,798

65(1

(4,526)$

(81) S

712

13,:H3

7,276

138

(9,187) (15,OS5)
162
1,381
303

25.

12,028 $:

17,411
50,805
(lO8,255)
3,267
6,141

46,E15() $J68,76'2 51,OSS,2M $

835

!56

(924)$
(393)

lJ,104
17,013
50,805

(5116)

(108,761)
3,207

6,141
(177,848)$

4,715

860,418

4,715
722

$ 181 70f! S

613 16\ ~ 1?~2?~ ~_, __ .?.?.2_?~ $126874 $1,i92992 $

(l44,631)$

1,048,361

4543 S
lOS

77

641

225

944

944
668
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AlG's General Insurance operations by major internal reporting unit were as follows:

Comm~rdul

Pen,'Onll[

-!l!!.!!r!!!!~~._ :r£l\:II.~~Q.a..!t_!!~ -.!--~~ ="";'2:~,"2C='

~

~~~~~f:~:,,,:,
S

20,841 $

4,{I79 $

4,848 S

1,228 $

4,40D
15,948
7,305
97

1,083
2,638
661
2

1,197
3,660
61
70

18-5
1,493
(637)
6

112,6~;

$

15,48:

27,419 $.

44,654 S

22 $

44,676

~ 5,9~~ ~ _~~~ '--=.. ,=='" "-~--,,,~'g=1,g

4,050 $ 4,871 S

877 $

11,99g S

~~;

j:~~~

Ll

143

328
5

49,216 $

3,228
115

~n YJ~~ $,,__ ~:~~

226

-"==-

13,658 $

(10) $ 49,206

(10)

28,052
10,742
10,412
274
375

$

(5,004) $ 167,004
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AlG's Life Insurance & Retirement Services operations b)' major internal reporting unit were as
follows:

J),llnestic
LIfe
Insurance

Domestic
Total
Retirement Reportllble
Scnlces
Segment
(Inmllilolls)

COllmUdatlon

on'

Ellmlnatlons

2008

Total revenues:
Il1surance--oriented producfs

8 22,137 8 (3,743) $

Retirement savings products
Total revenues

~) ~

Operating income
Depreciation expense

Capital cx.penditures
Year-end identifiable assets
2007
Total rewJllles:
lnsurance~oriented

20,095

_i~!)

(6,337) (10,238)
90
232
32
595
S 271,867 $ 97,773

8 18,394 $
(15,520) ~}
_
(15,520) ~
-_
(20,871) (37,446)
117
439
68
695
$137,471 8507,111 LJ!M@

products

$ 42.824

Retirement savings product'l
Total rcvi...'11UCS

10,746
53.570
8,186

Operating income

Depreciation expense
Capital expenditure...
Yeal'~end identifiable assets
2006
Total revenues:
Insurancc-orientcd prodm:ts
Retirement savings products

Totall'evenue..<;
Operating income
Depreciation expense

Capital expenditures
Year-end idt:ntifiable assets

85
398

$ 309.934

53

81

S)08,908 $201,216

$

42,824

10,746
53,570
8,186

392
532
$620,058 $

.... $ 39,560
~ --.J.13lIl
~
50,878
2,323
]0,]21
34
268
63
602
71
38
7ll
$ 261,259 ~ !292,885 ~

$ 18,394
~
~
(37,446)
439
695
L489,646

392
532
(6,897)~

~)

$ 39,560
~
50,878
10,121
268
711
$ 550,957
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AIG's Financial Services operations by major internal reporting unit were as follows:
J,'lnnndlli Services
'{'lltal

AJ.rcfilrt

Cap.ital

ConsmMf

Ll!a~ir~

M,wkds

Finance

Repor(able
~

Segment

Consolidation
and
Elimlnlltioll

Totat
F1uIlndai
Services:

(h'lIl111ious)

2008
rota] revenues

Interest expense

$ 5,075
1,557

Operating incomc*

I,Il6

[)~preciation expense
Capital expenditw1Js

1,879
3,231

$(40,333) $ 3,849
1,567
(40,471)
(1,261)
20
48
5
85

Yc.'lJ"cnd identifiable
assets

~,426.

2007
Total revenues

$ 4,694 $ (9,979) $ 3.655 $ 1,471
1,650
873
1,751
4,164

assets
2006
Total revenues

Interest expense
Operating income (loss)
Depreciation expense

Capital e.xpenditure..<;

$44.!J7o.

~_ 77,846

4,644
(10,557)
24
21
~105,568

$ 4,082
1,442
578
1,584
6,012

(9) $ (31,095)
(35)
3,365
(40,821)
l t 976
3,501

323 $ (31,086)
276
3,400
(205)
(40,821)
29
1,976
180
3,501

$ 34,525 $ (2,354) $157,443 S

1,437
171
41
62

63
(2)
15
322

$ 36,822

$17,357

(186) $ 3,587
3,215
1,303
(813)
668
41
19
15
52

320
108
10

~

$12,368

9,618

$167,061

(1,150) $ (1,309)
7,794
(9,515)
1.831
4,569
$204,717

$

(10,742) ~1.91,27.~
(26) S
(63)

11
199

7,177
6,005
383
1,655
6,278

Year-end identifiable

assets

228

~,975

$121,243

$208,288

l... ,(5i 8Q3)

$202.,48~
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AIG's Asset Management operations consist (If n single intcrnalrcporting unit.
AIG's operations by major geograpllic segment were as fonows~

Domestic(ll)

Consolidated

2008

Total revenues

$ (33,301) $25,022 $19,383

11,104

Real estate and other fixed assets, net of accumulated
depreciation
Flight equipment primarily under operating leases, net of
accumulated depreciation (0)

3,224
$

1,552

43,395

790

5,566

-$-- $

43,.395

2007
Total revenues

46,402 $36,512 $27,150

110,064

Real. estate and other fixed assets, net of accumulated
depreciation
Flight equip1ncl1t primarily under operating leases, net of
accumulated depreciation (b)

3,202

1,404

$ 41,984 $

912

5,518
$

$

41,984

2006

Total revcnues:
Real estate and other fixed assets, net of accumulated
depreciation

57,984

$33,883

$2J,520

2,432

1,082

867

113.387
4,381

Flight equipment primarily under operating leases, riet of

a£:cumulatcd depreciation (b)

$ 39,875 $

$

$

39,875

billion in

(aJ

(b) ILFC derives more than 90 percent qfits l'evel1ue/jY}ftI!oreign-operateLl airlines.
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4. "Fair Value Measurements
Effective Jamlary 1, 2008, AIG adopted FAS 157 and FAS 159, which specify measurement find
disclosure standfll'ds related to assets and liabilities measured at fair value, See Note J herein for additional
information,

The most significant effect ofadoptlng FAS 157 on AIG's results of operations for 2008 related to

changes in fair value methodologies with respect to both liabilities already calTied at fair value, primarily
hybrid notes and derivatives. and newly elected liabilities measured at fair value (see Jl AS 159 discussion
below). Specifically, the inc-oi'poration of ArG's own credit spreads and the incorporation of explicit risk
margins (embedded polioy derivatives at tnmsitiol1 only) (0 reflect the risk of AIG'snon~perfonnancc
resulted in an inorease of$1.8 billion to pre-tax income ($1.2 bHHon after tax) for 2008, as follows;

Freestanding
542 derivatives
Embedded poHcy
(155) derivatives
Super senior credit
default swap
185 portfolio

Unrealized market valuation losses on
AIGFP super senior credit default
swap portfolio
Other income

Notes. GIAs.
deriv'cl.tives, other
_ _ _ _'-'.1,2"'0;;:9 liabilities

Net prc·tax increase
Newlyeleoted
value (FAS

Allsegmcntsexcluding AIGFP
Life Inf>l.lrance &
Retirement Services
AIGFP

AIGFP

1,781
1,697

______8_4

Net pre-tax increase

1,781

}l'air VnIne Measurements on a Recurl'ing Basis

AIG measures at fail" value 011 a recurring basis financial instruments in its trading and available for sale
securities portfolios, certail11110rtgage and other 10a11s receivable, certain spot commodities, derivative
assets and liabilities, securities purchased (sold) under agreements to resell (repurchase), securities lending
invested collateral, non·traded equity invc,o::tments and certain private limited palinerships and certain hedge
funds included in other invested assets, certain shol't·tcrm investments, separate and variable account assets,
certain policyholder contract deposits, sc('.uritics find spot commodities sold but not yet purchased. certain
trust deposits and deposits due to banks and other depositors l certllin long-term debt, and certain hybrid
financial instrumcnts included in other liabilities, The fair value of a finanoial instrument is the amount that
would he received on sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction betwccn market
participants at tbe measurement date.
The degree ofjudgment used in measuring the fair value of financial instruments generally correlates
with the level of pricing observability. Financial il1strlltnents with q\loted prices in active markets genel1llly
have more pricing obscrvability and less judgment is used in measming fair value. Conversely, financial
instruments traded in otherRthan-actlve markets or that do not have quoted prices have less observahility and
are measured at fair value using valuation models or other pricing techniqlles that require more judgment.
An active market is one in which transactions for the asset or liability being valued occur with sufticient
freq~len(,'Y and volume< to provide pricing
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the

An otheNhalHctive market

Fair Value Hierarchy

the consolidated balance sheet

• Lepel].' Fail' value measurements that are qllDted prices (unadjusted) in active markets that AIG has

the ability to access for identical assets or liabilities, Market price data generally is obtained from
exchange or dealer markets. AIel does not adjust the quoted price fat' such instruments. Assets and

~li.a~b;~i1"li~li::es=;m~:e:as:~u:~re~d~::at~~:~:~~:[~~:~:i;~~~J~~i~~:lr~~~l;~~:~;~::~t~~t;~:~;,I
include certain
derivative
contracts,

~

• Level2: Fair value measurements based on inputs other than quoted prices ill.chLded in Levell that
arc observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly. Level 2 inputs include quoted
prices fol' similm' assets and liabilities in active markets) and inputs other than quoted prices that m'e
observable for the a,sset or liability, such as interest rates and yield curves that are observable at
commonly quoted intervals, Assets and liabilities meal>ured at fair value on a recurring basis and
classified as Level 2 generatly include certain government secllrities, most investmcnt-grude and
hlgh~yleld COl'pol1lte bonds, certain ABS, certain listed equities, state, lUunicipal lUld provincial
obligations, hybrid sOC\.lrities, muttlal fund and l1edge fund investments, derivative contraets, GlAs at
AIGFI) and physical commodities.

• Level 3,' Fail' value measurements based on vahwtion techniques that use significant inputs thut aL'e
unobservable. These measurements include circumstances in which there is little, if any, market
activity fOJ the asset Qr liability, In certain cases, the inputs llsed to measure fair value may faU into
different levels ()f the fail' vahle hierarchy. In such cases, the level in the fail' value hierUl'cJly within
which the fair value measurement in its entit'ety f<lUs is determined based (}n the lowest level input
that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. AIO's assessment of the significance
of a particular input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requiresjudgmenL In making the
assessment, A1G considers factors specific to {he asset or liability. Assets and liabilities measured at
fair value on a recurring basis and classified as Level 3 include certain distressed ABS. structured
credit produt.1:s, celiain derivative contracts (indudlng AIGFP's super senior credit default swap
portfolio), policyholder contract deposits carried at fair value, private equity and real es-Me fund
investments, and direct private equity investments, AIG's non-financial-instrument assets that are
measured at fair value on a n01H"eCurring basis generally are classified as Level 3.
The following is a description of the valuation methodologies used for instruments carried at fail' value:

]ucoJ'poratioll oj'Cndit Risk in Fail' Value Measuremellts
• AIG's OWl/. Credit Risk. Fairvalue measurements for AIGFP's debt, GIAs} structured note liabilities
and freestanding derivatives incorporate AIG's own credit risk by determining tbe explicit cost for
each counterparty to protect against its 11(;,"1: credit exposure to AlG at the balance sheet date by
reference to observable AIG credit default swap spreads" A counterparty's net cl"cdit exposure to AIG
is determined based on master netting agreements, when applicable, which take into consideration all
positions with AIG, as well as collateral posted by AIG with the coul1terparty at the balance sheet

date.
Fait· value measurements for embedded policy del'ivative-s and policyholder contract deposits take
into consideration that policyholder !labilities are senior in priority to general creditors. of AIG and
therefore are much less sensitive to changes in AIG credit ilcfa,llt swap or cash issuance spreads.
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all

Ji'ixedMatul'ity Secul'lties -- Tmtlillg and Availablefor Sale
AlG maximizes- the use of observable inputs aud minimizes the use of tmobservable inputs when
measuring fair valne. Whenever available, AIG obtains quoted price-sin active markets for idelltie-.aJ assets

at the balance ,sheet date to measure at fair value fixed maturity secll1'ities in its trading and availahle for
sale pOltfo1iQs. Market price data generally is obtained from exchange or dealer markets.
A1G estimates the fair value of fixed lnaturity securities not traded 111 active markets, including
securities purcha~e<! (sold) under agreements to resell (repurchase), und mortgage and other loam; receivable
for which AIG elected the fair value option, by referring to traded securities with similar attributes, using
dealer quotations, a matrix pricing methodology, diswunted cash flow analyses or intemal valuation
models. TI1is methodology considers such 11:1cton;. flS the issuer's illdustty, the sel-'urity's rating and tenor, its
coupon rate, its position in the capital structUl'e of the issuer, yield curves, credit curves, prepayment rates
and other relevant factors. For t1xed maturity instruments that are not traded in active markets or that are
subject to transfer resuictiol1s. valuations are adjusted to reflect illiquidity and/or non-1ransf(',rability. and
such adjustments generally are based on available market evidence. In the absence of such evid{mce,
management's hest estimate is used.

ML IJ "lid ML III

At their inception. AlG's economic interests in ML II and membersbip interests in ML HI (Maiden
IAme Interests) were valued at the transaction prices ofSl billion and $5 billion, res·pective!y. Subsequently,
Maiden Lane Interests arc valued using a discounted cash flow methodology that uses the estimated future
cash flows (lfthe assets to which the Maiden Lane Interests arc entitled and the d(~Qullt rates applicable to
such interests as derived from the fail' value oftlle entire asset pool. The implicit discount !'ales are
calibrated to the changes in the estimated asset values for the underlying assets commensurate with AlG's
illterests in the capital structure of the respective entities. Estimated cash flows and discount rates used in
the valuations ure validated. to the exte·nt possible, using market observable information 101' securities with
similar asset pools, structure and terms.
Valuation Sensitivity: The fair values of the Maiden Lane Interests are most affected by changes in the
discount rates and changes in thelluderlying e!>iimated future collateral cash flow assumptions used in the
valuation model.
The benchmark LIBOR interest rate curve changes are determined by macroeconomic considerations
and financial sector credit spreads. The spreads ovcr LIBOR fot' the Maiden Lane Interests (including
collateral-specific credit and liquidity spreads) can change as a result of changes in market expectations
about the future performance of these investments as 'Nell as changes in the risk premium that market
partiCipants would demand at the time oftlle transactions.

coll;~:~~\:~':~I~~,';~~~~~r;::~~:,~:~JtJ;~O~W~sW;O~;l:Ii~:d; iP~:ri~m::m~.iiJj~;'YJ~b~e:the result of changes in expectations for
232
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Increases in the- discount rute or decreases in eSiimated future cash flows used in the valttation would
decrease AID's estimate oflhe fair value of the Maiden Lane Interests as shown in the table below,
FairV/llllc
Chango:'

MLH

MLITT

(JnmiIJ!ol1s)

Discount Rates

200 basis point increase

$ (87) $ (596)
(164) (1,098)

400 basis pOInt increase

Estimated Future Cash Flows
(316)
(595)

10% decrease
20% decrease

(881)
(1,6682

The

Equity Securities Traded itl Active Markets - TJ'Oding amiAvailablejor Sale
A1G maximizes the use of observable inputs and minimizes the use ofunobservabJe inputs when
measuring fair value, Whenever available, AIG obtains quoted price-s in active markets for identical assets
at the balance sheet date to measure at fair value marketable equity securities in its trading and available for
sale portfolios, Market price duta generally -is obtained from exchange or dealer markets,

NOll-Traded Equity Investmellts - Otlte1' Invested Assets
AIG initially estimates 1he fair value of equity instruments not traded in active markets by refenmoo to
the transaction price. This valuation is aqjtL.<;ted only when changes to inputs and assumptions arc
cOlToborated by evidence such as transactions in similar instruments, completed or pending third-patty
transactions in the underlying investment 01' comparable entities, subsequent rounds oftlJJancing,
recapitalizations alld othC'J' transactions across the capital structure, offerings in the equity capital markets,
and changes in financial ratios nr cash flows. For equity securities that are not traded in active markets or
that are subject to transfCl' restrivtions, valuations arc adjusted to reflect illiquidity and/or nOll-transferability
and such adjus.tments generally are based on available market evidence, In the absence of such evidence,
management's best estimate is used,

PriVfl/e LimitedPal'tnel'ship «nd Ile.dge Fuml Investmcnts - Other Illvested Assets

ArG initially estimates the fair value ofinvestmcnts in certain private limited partnerships and certain
hedge funds by reference to the transaction price, Subsequently, AIG obtains the fair value of these
investments generally from net asset value information provided by the general partner or manager of the
jnveshnents, the financial statements of'which generally are audited annually, AlG considers observable

market data and performs diligence procedures in validating the appropriateness ofusitlg the net asset value
as a fair value measurement.
Separate ACCOU11l Assets
S{.,"])aratc account assets are compnscd pJimarily of rcgistered !Uld unregistered open~cnd mutual funds
that generaJly trade daily and are measured at fair value in the manner discussed above for equity securities
traded in active mat'ket<;,
AlG :2008 Form lQ-K 233
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Freestanding Derivatives
Derivative assets and liabilities can be exchange-traded or traded over the counter (OTe), AlG

generally values cxchango.traded derivatives using quoted prioe.s in active markets for identical derivatives
at the balance sheet date.

OTC derivatives arc valued using market transactions and other market evidence whenever pos..<>ible,
including market-based inputs to models, model calibration to market clearing tnlJlsactions, broker or dealer
quotations 01' alternative pricing sources. with J'easonable levels of pI'ice- tral1spareJlcy. When models are
used, the selection of a particular model to value an OTC derivative depends on the contractual tenus of,
and specific risks inherent in, the instrument as well as the availability of pricing information in the market.
AIG generally uses similar models to value similar instruments. Valuation models require a variety of
inputs, including contractual terms, market price:'! and rates, yield curves, credit curves, measures of
volatility, prepayment rates mId correlations of such inputs. For OTe derivatives that trade in liquid
markets, such as generic forwards, swaps and options, model inputs can generally be cOl'l'obo!'atcd by
observable market data by correlation or otller means, and model selection does not involve significant
management judgment.

Celtain OTe derivatives trade in less liquid markets with limited pricing information, 8.J,d the
determination of fair value for these derivatives is inherently more difficult. When AIG docs not have
cOlToboratillg market evidence to support significant model inpllts and cannot verify the model to market
trallsactions the transaction price 1S initially llsed as the best estimate of fair vahle. Accordingly, when a
pricing model is used to vallie such an instrument, the model is adjusted so the model value at inception
equals the transaction price. Subsequent to initial recognition, AIG updates valuation inputs when
COlTOboratcd by evidence such as similar market transactions, thlrd~pal'ty pricing services and/or broker or
dealer quotations, or other empirical market data. When appropriate, valuations eire adjusted fO!' various
factors such a..<; liquidity, bid/offer spreads and credit consideratiollS, Such adjustments are generally ba~'ed
on available market evidcnee, In the absence of such evidence, management's best estimaieis used.
j

Embedded P(Jli~y Derivatives

experience.

A1GFP's Super Senior Credit Default Swap POJ'tfvllo
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transacted, or have been transact~ with the greatest volume or level of activity, AlG has determined that
the principal marketpalticipants, therefore, would consist of other large financial institutions who
paliicipate in fmphis-ticatcd over~the~counter derivatives markets. The specific valuation methodologie.'J vary
based on the nature of the referenced obligations and availability of market prices.
The valuation of the super senior credit derivatives continuvs to be: challenging given the limitation on

the availability of market observable information due to the lack oftl'ading and price transparency in the
SU11ctured finance market, pal'tlculsl'ty during and since the second half of 2007. These market conditions
have increased the l"eliance on management estimates and judgments in arl'iving at an estimate of fair value
for financial reporting purposes. Further, disparities in the valuation methodologies employed by market
p'lrlicipal1ts and the varying judgments teached by such participants when assessing volatile markets have
increased the likelihood that the various pill"ties to these instruments may arrive at significantly different
estimates as to their fair values.

model on a regula!' basis,

III the case of cnxlit default swaps written to facilitate regulatOlY capital relief, AIGFP estimates the fair
value of these derivatives by considering observable market transactions. The h'ansactions with the moot
observability are the e<'1rly terminations of these tTuusactions by counterparties, AIO expects that the
majority of these transactions will be terminated withi.n the next 15 months by AJGFP's counterpartic....
During 2008, $99.7 billion in net notional amonnt of regulatory capital super senior transactions was
tenuinated or matured, AIGFP has also received fonnal termination notices for al1 additional $26.5 hillion
in net notional amount of regulatory capital super senior CDS transactions with effective termination dates
ill 2009. AICiFP has not been required to make any payments as part ofthese tt.'l11linations and in certain
cases was paid a fec upon termination, AIGFP also considcrs othcl' market data, to the extent relevant and
available.

AIGFP uses a modified version of the Binomial Expansion Tecbnique (BE'f) model to value its credit
default swap portfolio written ou super senior !ranches of multi-sector collateralized debt obligations
{CDOs) of asset~backedsecutitics (ABS), including maturity~shol'tening puts that allow tbe holders of the
securities issued by celiain CDOs to treat the securities as short-term eligible 2a-7 investments under the
Investment Cmupany Act of 1940 (2'1-7 Puts). The BET model was developed in 1996 by a major rating
agency to generate expected loss estimatr8 for CDO tranches and derive a credit rating for those tranche.",
and has been widely llsed ever since.
AIGFP has adapted the BET model to estimate the price of the super senior risk layer or tranche ofthc
COO. AIG modified the BET model to imply default probabilities tj'om market pdces fot' the underlying
securities and not from raiillg agoncy assumptions. To generate tbc estimate, the mode! uses the price
e~1imatc'l for the securities comprising t.he portfolio of a eno as an input and converts those estimates to
credit spreads over current UBOR-based interest l'atcs. These credit spreads are used to determine implied
probabilities of default and expected losses on the underlying securitic<;. This data is then aggregated and
used to estimate the expected cash flows of the super senior tranche of tho CDO.

Prices

The BET model also uses diversity scores, weighted average lives, recovery rates and discount rates,
AJG 20G8 Fann IO-K
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AIGFP employs a Monte Carlo simulation to assist in quantifying the eftect on the valuation oftlle
CDO oftlleunique aspects of the CDO's structure such as triggers that divert cash flo·ws to tl1emost senior
part of the capital stl'uctme. The Monte Carlo shnulatiol1 [S u.sed to determine whether an underlying
security defaults in a given simulation scenario and, if it does, the security's implied random default time

and expected loss. This information is used to project cash flow streams and to determine the expected
losses of the pOl'tfalia.
In addition to calculating an estimate of the fair value of the super senior CDO secmity refel'el1ced in
the credit default swaps using its internallUodel, AIGFP also considers the price estimates for the super
senior CDO securities pl'Ovidcd by third patties, including counterparties to these transactions l to validate
the results ofthemQdel and to determine the best available estimate of fair value. In determining the fair
value of the super senior CDO security referenoed in the- credit default swaps, AIGFP useB a consistent
process which considers all available pricing data points and eliminates the usc of outlying data points.
When pricing data points are within a reasonable 1'!mge an averaging technique. is applied.

In the case of credit default swaps written on portfolios ofillvestment~grade cQrporate debt, AIGFP
estimates the. fair value of its obligations by comparing the contractual premium of each contract to the
CUf!'ent market levels of the senior tranches of comparable credit indices, the iTraxx index for European

corporate issuances and the CDX index for U.R corporate issuances. These indices are considered
jeasonabJe proxies for the referenced portfolios. In addition, AIGFP compares these valuations to thirdparty prices and makes adjustments as necessary to determine the best available estimate affair value.
AIGFP estimates the fail' value of its obligations resulting from credit default swaps written on CLOs to
be equiv~lent to the par value less the cun·ent market value ofthe referenced obligation. Accordingly, the
value is detennined by obtaining thlrd~pal'ty quotes on the underlying super senior trallchcs referenced
U11dcl' the credit default swap contract.

Policyholder Contract Deposits

• CWTent policyholder account values and related sUlTender charges;

• A risk margin that market participants ,,,ould require for a market return and the uncertainty inherent
in the model inputs.

Spot commodities and Seem'Uies and spot commodities sold but JlQt pet purchased

236
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Assets Ilnd LiabUities Measured at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis
The following table presents informati.on about assets and liabilities measured.at lair value OIl a
recnrring basis and iudicates the level of the fair value measurement based OIl tIle ievels of the inputs
I1IH.'!d:

Tornl
l}eccmbu31•
. _,,~2n~~

Assets:

Bonds available for sale
BDnd trading securities
Secmities lending invested collateral

414 3344,237 $18,391 $
781
29,480 6,987
2,966

435

7,282

1,415

III

11,199

1,133
131

1,853

6,175

11,168

223

90,998

3,865

(c)

_.- $

-

$ 363,042
37,248
3,401

Common and preferred stocks

trading
Mortgage aud other loans receivable
Other invested assets (d)
Securities purchased under
agreements to resell
Short-term investments
Separate account assets
Other assets
Total

8,808
\2,335
131

3,960
3,247
16,069
47,902
2,410
830
44
325
$72,901 $499,018 $42,115 $

19,196
(74,217)

(7,096)

13,773

3,960
19,316
51,142
369
(74,217) $

(7,096) $

532.7~

LhlbiUtics:

$ 5,458 $
repurchase
Securities and

4,423
1,124

85

4,508

1,569

2,693

85,255

14,435

30
6,802
15,448

1,147

~

Total

5,458

--=

$114,882 $21.125 $

(74,217)

-

(19,236)

6,238

30
6,802
16,595

-_ ------lJE.

(74,217) $ (19,236) $

43,679

(b) Represents cash collateral posted and re.ceived.
AIG 2008 Fonu lO·K 237
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(c) Amounts excludeshmt-term investments that are carried at cost, }\'hich approximates fair value of
$443 million

(e) Included in Level 3 is thefair value derivative llability of$9.0 billion onAIOFP super senior credit

default swap porifolio.

At Decembel' 31, 2008, Level 3 assets were 4.9 percent of tot a..! assets, and Lcvcl31iabilities were
2.6 percellt of total liabilities.
The following table,; present changes during 2008 in Level 3 assets and liabilities measured at fair
value 011 a recurring basis~ and th.., realized and unrealized gains (losses) rec-orded in income during
2008 related to the Level 3 assets and HabHitics that remained in the consolidated balance sheet llt
December 31, 2008:
Net
RljIlI~~llnll(1

Ullrealized
Bnldllce Gaills (Ln~sM)
BegJnnlnl;
[nclnded

l~!iU1IIICeJidll(1

OfYClIl'(lI) J~!!.~fl,!;2!&.

fu:~t.!5!mcnts.lll/.-i

l'lIl"chllses,
Snln,

ll4hwcl'nt
n',msfers Dee.ember31,
In (0,,1) ~

(bmlllilll1s)

$ 19,071 $
4,563

(2,468)

10,373

1,668

(11,732)

(53)

1l7J)

(4)

(25)

172

~)---"'"''

1-.

---" $

(]6,666) $;

581 $

(986) I

, $

LialJoiliUes;
Policylmldcr conh'act deposits $ (3,674):$
SoollrijKm sold undl:!"
(208)

(17)

435

III

1,042

(3R2)

12

5,813

""

11,168

991

--'-"'"

(:I,597}

11.039
(5,458) S

(S03) $

(82)

222

(85)

2,163
(3)

Total

(aJ Total Level _, derivative f'J..posures have been netted on tlte.se tabh:slorprcsciltation purposes only,
238 AfG2Q01l:I'mm 10..K
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COJ\solidlll:erl Stl.ltcmllnt ofIllcomc (Loss) Line Items

Financial Services nssets and liabilities

• Otber income

• Umea!ized tuul'ket valuation losse-s on AIGFP snpet' seniQr
credit defaut! swap portfolio
Securities lending invested collateral
Other invested assets
Policyholder contract deposits

• Net realized capital gains (losses)

• Net realized capital gains (1ofises)
• Policyholder benefits and claims incurred
• Net realized capital gains (losses)

Both observable and unobservable inputs may be llsed to detennine the fuir values of positions
classified in Level 3 in the tables above. As a result, the unrealized gains (losse..<;) on instruments held at
December 31; 2008 may include changes in fair value that 'were attributable to both observable (e.g.,
ch~ng.es hlmarke'c inlere,,' rates) and unobservable inpllts {e.g., changes in unobservable long-dated
AIG uses various hedging techniques to manage risks associated with certain positions; including those
classified within Level 3. Bueh techniques may include the purchase or sale of fimmcial instruments that are
olassiIied within Level 1 und/or Levd 2, As a result, the realized and unrealized gains (losses) fot" assets and
liabilities cla~1fioo within Level 3 presented in the table above do 110t reflect the related realized or
unrealized g<lins (iosses) on hedging instruments that are classified within Levell andlor Level 2.
Changes in the lEil1' value of separate and val'iable aCCG1ll1t assets are c-ompletely offset in the
consolidat~d statement of income (loss) by changes in separate and variable account liabilities, which are
not carried at fair value and therefore not included in the tables above.
Fair Value Measurements on a

Non~Rec-urring

Basis

AlG also measures the fair value of certain assets on a non-recuning basis, generally quarterly,
annually, or when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the cffiTying amount oftbe assets may
not be recoverable. These assets include held to maturity securities (in periods prior to the third quarter of
2008), cost and equity~method investments, life settlement contracts, flight equipment, collateral securing
foreclosed loans and Teal estate flnd other fixed assets, goodwHl, And otherintangi'blc assets. AIG uses a
variety oftechniqucs to measure the fair value of these assets when appropriate, as described below:

• Cost and Equity-Method Investments: Vlhen AIG determines that the can'ying value of these assets
may not be recoverable, AIG records the assets at fair value with the loss recognlzed in income. In
such cases, .A10 measures the fair value of these assets using the techniques discusse,d in Fair Value
Measm"ements 011 a ReCUtTing Basis - Fair Value Hierarchy, above, for fixed maturities and equity
securities,
• Life Settlement Contract.s: AlG measures t11e fair value ofindh~dua1 life- settlement contracts (which
are includediD other invested assets) whenever the carrying value pillS the undiscounted futut"e costs
that arc expected to be incurred to keep the life settlement contract in force exceed the exp«:ted
proceeds from the contract. In those situations, the fair value is determined un a discounted cash flow
basis, incorporating (,,'Urrent life expectancy assumptions, The discount rate incorporates current
information about market interest rates. the credit exposure to the insunmce company that Issued the
me seltlemen:t c011tract and lUG's estimate oftlle risk margin an ,investor in the contracts would
require.

• Flight Equipment Primarily Under Operating Leases: When AlG determincs the carrying value of
its commercial aIrcraft may not be recoverable, AIG records. the aircraft at fair value Wil11 the loss
recognized in income. AIG measures the fair value of its commercial aircidft using an income
approach based on the presellt vallie of all cash flows from existing and projected lease payments
(based on historic",..! experience and 'CUlTcnt expc(,,'tations reg.arding market participants) including net
contingent rentals for the period
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extending to the end of the aircraft's economic life in its highest and best use cOl1figuration, plus its
disposition value.

• Long-Lived Assets:
assets under an in-"llSC premise
discussed above,

cl.,s~S~e:eefN:~o:':~e,s:,~~~"~e;~l.' ,[e), and, (s) hercinforaddiHo.nal information about how ArG tesis various asset
Assets measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis on which impairment charga~ were

recorded were as follows:
¥Clll' Ended

Level 3

T"ta{

~nollS)----~

Goodwill
Real estate owned
Other investments

$

Other assets

.1,.l!'!

Total

~5,705

December31,
}908

4,085

1,379

242

3..137

265

AIG l'ecogl1l7..ed goodwiJI impairment charges of$4.1 billion in 2008, which wereprimarHy related to
the General Insurance, Domestic Life

[nsm'<\l1ce

and Domestic Retirement Services Consumer Finance and
j

the Capital Markets businesses. At December 31, 2008, the carrying value of l'mnailling goodwill in the
General Insurance, Life Insurance & Retirement Services and Asset Management operating segments
totaled $L3 billion, $4.4 billion and S1.3 billion, respectively.
AIG recogni:zed an impainnent charge 011 certain investment real estate and other longnlived flssetsof
$614 million for 2008, which was included in other income. As required by FAS 157, thc.fair value
disclosed in the table above is unadjusted for transaction costs. The ammm!s reeorded on the consolidated
bafance sheet are net oftransactloll costs,
Fair Value Option
FAS 159 permits a company 10 choose to measure at fair value many financial instrnments and certain
other assets and liabilities that are not require.d to be measured at fair value, Subsequent changes in fair
value for designated items are required to be repOlied in income, Unrealized gains and losses on financial

illStruments in AIG's insurance businesses and in AIGFP for which the fair value option Wl;"l& elected under
FAS 159 aTe classified in policyholder benefits and c1'1ims incurred and in other income, respectively, in the
consolidated statemerlt of income (loss),
24D
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The following table presents- the gain~ or IossC's recorded during 2008 related to the .eligible
instruments for whicb AIG elected the fair value optiOJ;l and the related transition adjustment
recorded as a decrease to opening shareholders' equity at January 1, 2008:
JaIlllllryl,
20tJS
Prior to
Adoption

Transl(iOH
Adjustment
Upon

Janunryl,

2008
After
Adoptllill(ll)
Adtlptlon
(lnmilliolls)

Gain (Loss)
Year Ended
Dccentbcr3!,
~

Mortgage and other loans receivable
(82)
$ 1,109
Trading securities (former!y available for sale)
39,283
(8,663)
Trading - ML nand ML HI
(],li6)
Securities. purchased under agreements to resell
20,950
1
20,951
400
320
(39)
(1)
Other invested asset'>
321
ShorHerrn investments
6,969
6,969
6&
Dcfcrmd policy acquisition costs:
1,147
(1,147)
_ _ _1
Other assets
~ ~)---=
Future policy benefits for life, accident and health
Insllfancc contracts
299
299
Policyholder C011trdCt deposits (b)
360
1,314
Securities sold lUlder agreements to repurchase
(10)
(125)
Securities and spot commodities ~'{)Jd but not yet purchased
(10)
(176)
Tl1.ls[ deposits and deposits due to banks and other
depositors
Long·tenn debt

Other liabilities
Total gain (loss) for the year ended December 31, 2008 (c)
Pre·tax cumulatiye effect of adopting the fair vallIe option
Decrease in deferred tax liabilities
Cumulative effect of adopting the fair value option

(25)

216

241

198
(4,041)

(675)

----l.d.!Q
$

$

(11,1151)

(1,638)
526
(1,112)

(6)
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In the/air value ofassets with a commensurate
the

'l11€ hedging
program,

results

pel:!Ol"mance.

Interest income and expense and dividend income on assets and liabilities elected under the fair value
option are recognized and olassified in the oonsolidated statement of inoome (loss) depending on the nature

ofllle instrmnent and related market conventions, For AIGFP related activity, interest, dividend incolue,
and interest expense are included in other income, Otherwise, interest and di vidend income are included in
net investment income in the consolidated stateme·nt of income (loss), See Note l(a) herein for additional
information about AlG's policies for recognition, measurement, and disclosure of interest and dividend

income and intera<;t expense,
During 200S, AIG recognized a gain of$84 million, attributable to tbe observable dIecf of changes itt
credit spreads otl.f\.IG'S own E,lbilities for which the fair value option W,lS elected. AIG c,\Iculates the effect
of these credit spread changes llsing discounted cash flow technique..'l that incOllmrate ClUJ'ent market
interest rates, A1G's observable credit spreads 011 these liabilities and other factors that mitigate the risk of
ltonperfollnance such as collateral posted.
The following table presents the difference between fnil' values and the aggregate contractual
principal amounts of mortgage and other loans receivable llnd long-term debt, for which the fair
value option was elected:
Fl\irV:llueat

DeccllIbcr31,
~

Principal AmOltUt
Due Hillm MatuJ'ity
«(nmllliolls)

Assets:

Mortgage and othcl'lOallsreceivable
LiabUitl,,:
Longc.term debt

131

244

21,285

16,827

(113)
4,458

At December 31., 2008, there were no mortgage and other lQans receivable for which the fair value
option was elected, that were 90 days or mrn:e past due 1!Ind illllon~a(',{;rual status.

Fair Value Illformlitlon about Financial Instrume.nts Not Measured at Fair Value
FAS 107. "Disclosures about Fair Value of Finandal Instruments" (FAS 107), requires disclosure of
fail' value information about financial instruments fol' which it is practicable to estimate such fair value,
PAS 107 excludes certain fmandal instruments, including those related to insurance conlncts and lease
contracts.
Infonnatiol) regarding the estimation of fair value for financial instruments not carried at fair value is
discussed below:

that
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AIG believes market participants would use in determining the price they WQuid pay for such assets.
For certain loans, AlG's cunene inm-efficntallcnding rates for similar type loans is used as the
diS<.Xlunt rate, as it is believed that this rate appl'oximatcs the rates market participants would use. The
fair values of policy loans were not estimated as ArG believes it would have to expend excessive
costs for the henefits derived,

• Finance receivables: Fair value.<; were estimated for disclosure purposes using discounted cash flow
calculations based upon the we-igh:ted average rates currently being offered in the marketplace for
similar finance receivable."1,

for other

trade payables, securities purchased (sold) Uflder
The

• Trust deposits und deposits due to banks and other depositors: The fair values of certit1cules of
deposit which mature in more than one year are e..<;timated for disclosure purposes using discounted
cash flow calculations based upon intere..<;t rate.'> currently offered for deposits with similar maturitie..<;,
For demand deposits and certificates: of deposit which mature in less tban one year, carrying values
approximate fair vahle.
•

Long~term

debt:

AtC 2008 fonn to-R 243
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The following table presents the carrying value and estimated fair vfllue of AIG's tinancial
instruments as required by FAS 107;

Assets:

Fixed maturities
Equity securities
Mortgage and other loans receivable
Finanoe reoeivables, net of allowance
Other invested assets (b)

Securities purchased uuder agreements to resell
Short-term investments
Cash

UTU'eali:z.ed gain on swaps, options and forward
tran..",actiol1s
Tradcrcccivabics
Liabilities:
Poljcyholder contract deposits associated with
investmcnHypc contracts
Securities sold under agreements to repurchase
Trade payablcs
Securities and spot commodities sold but nof yet
purchased
Unrealized loss on swaps, options and forward
transactions
Trust deposits and deposits due to bunks and Otl1et
depositors

Commercia! paper and extendible commercial llote..<;
Federal Re.<;erve Bank of New York commercialpapel'
funding facility
Federal Reserve Bank of New York credit facility
Other long~term debt
Securities lending payable

$404,134
21,143
34,687
30,949
50,381
3,960
46,666
8 t 642

$404,134
21,143

$545,176

35)056

33,727
31,234
57,788
20,950
51,351
2,284

28,731
51,622
3,96Q
46,666
8,642

45,569

$545,752
45,569
34,123
28,693

58,633
20,950
5],351
2,284
14,]04
672

13,773
1,901

13;773

179,478

176,783
5,262

211,987

5,262
977

977

6,445

1,901

8,331

211,698
9,048
6,445

2,693

2,693

4,709

4,709

6,238

6,238

18,031

18,031

4,498
613

4,469
613

13,1l4

15,105

15S05
40,708
101,467
2,879

165,064
81,965

40,431
137,054
2,879

4,986

(a) 171<"!- carrying value ojall otherfll1andaf instruments approximates fair value,
(b) Exclude.s aircrqft asset investments held by non-Financial Services subsidfaries,
244 AIG2001Hhrm iO·K
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5. Investments

(aJ Statutory Deposits.' Total carrying values of cash and securities deposited by AIG's insurance
subsidiaries under requirements ofreglllatory authorities were $15.2 binion and $13.6 billion at
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively.

(b) Net Inve.;·tmenf Income:

An anlllysis of net investment income follows:

$20,839
1,516
(2,022)
(989)
(725)

$21,445
575
1,423
1,986
535
(150)

1,002

~

~

20,213
26,773
(6,984)
2,903
13,229
29,676
1,007
1.057
$12,222 $28,619

25,08&
2,016
27,104
1,034
$26,070

592
Partnerships

Mutual funds

1.253
1;596
948

Total jllVcslmcni: income before policyholder income and tradi11g gains

~:;~~~;~~~,::,~;Ci~::~;:~inc()m"and trading gains (losses)
Investment expenses
Net investment income

AIG2008Form j(}·K 24:5
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(e) Net Realized Galm; and Losses:
The Net realized capital gains (losses) and increase (decrease) in unrealized appreciation of AIGts
available for sale investments were as fi)lIows:

Net realized capital gains (losses):
Sales of fixed maturities
Sale... of equity securities
Sales of real estate mId otl1er assets

$ (5,266) $
(119)
1,239

Other-thaH-temporary impairments:
Severity
Lack of intent to hold to recovery
Foreign clUTency declines
Issuer-specific credit events
Advel'se projected cash flows on structured securities
Foreign exchange transactions
Derivative instruments
Total
Increase (decrease) in unrealized appreciation of Investments:
Fixed maturities
Equity securities
OUu.tr investments
Increase (decrease) in unrealized appreciation

(29,146)
(12,110)
(1,903)
(5,985)
(1,661)
3,123

(l,557)
(1,054)
(500)
(515)
(446)
(643)

(636)
(262)
(46)
(382)

~~)~

$(55,484) $(3,592) $ l0./i
S (9,944) $(6,644)
(4,654) 2,440
--1§ (3,842)
$(13,832) $(8'046)

Nct unrealized gains (losses) included i11 the consolidated statement of income flom investment
securities classified as trading securities in 2008, 2007 and 2006 were $(8.1) billion, $1.1 billion and

$938 million, respectively.
Other-Than-- Temporary Impairments
AIG assesses its ability to hold any fixed maturity security in an unrealized loss position to its recovery,
including fixed maturity securities classified as available for sale, at ca.ch balance sheet date, The decision
to sell IDlY such fixed maturity security cla,<;sified as available for sale reflects the judgment of AlG's
111lmagement that the security to be sold is unlikely to provide, on a relative value basis, as attractive a
retlll11 in the futllre as altemative securities entailing comparable risks. With respect to distressed securitiesl
the OOCi8ioo to sell reflects the judgment of AIG's management that the risk~discountedanticipated ultimate
recovery is fess than the value achievable on sale.
AlG evaluates its investments for impaitmcntq in valuation as wen as credit

facts and circumstances. See Note
information on
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respectively.
In light ofthe j'eCctl( Sig11ifical1t disruption in the U,S, residentiul1nOl'tgage and credit mttrkets, AIG has
recognized an other-than-temporary impairment charge (severity loss) of$29.1 biUion in 2008, primarily
related to mortgage-backed, asset-backed and collateralized securities. and securities offinancial

institutions, Notwithstanding AlG;s intent and ability to hold such securities until they have recovered their
cost basis (except for securities lending invested collateral comprising $9,2 billion of the severity loss for

2008), and despite structmes that indicate that a substantial amount of tbe secUlities :>houfd continue to
perform in accordance with original fOlms. AIG concluded that it could not reasonably assert that the
impairment periDd would be temporary,
In addltion to the, above severity losses, AIG recorded other-than~temporary impainnent charges in
2008, 2007 and 2006 related to:

• securWes. that AIG does not intend to hold uutil recovery;
• declines due to foreign exchange ratc.<>;

• issucr,specific credit events;
• certain stI'llctllred securities impaired under Emerging Issues Task Force Issue
ND, 99-20, "Recognition ofInterest Income and Impairment on Purchased Beneficial Interests and
Beneficial Interests that Continue to be Held by a 'fransferor in Securitized Financial &<::;f:ets" -and

related interpretive guidance; and
• other impairments, including equity securities and pro"lnership hwestments,
The gross realized gains and gross realizt.'<11osses from sales of AIG's avaHablcfor sale securities

were as follows:
Years Ended DeeeUlllcl' 31,
20(18

Fixed maturities
Equity securitic!:i
Preferred stocks
Total

2006

l007

Gm~s

Gross

Gl"OSS

Gr05S

GI'OSS

Gross

Realized

RClllized

RClIlb;nd

Rcnllznd

Uenllzed

RcnJl7.ed

GaIns

!AlS5CS

GaIns

l,osses

Gains

Lones

$6,620
1,415
~

~ilIiiin;)--

S 1,148
291

~
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(d) Fair Value of111vestnumtSecurities:

The amortized cost or cost and fair vallie of AIG'g available for sale and held to maturity

securities were as follows:

==;;;--*~"'-'1~~

AmQrlize(1
Vahw

~.::\lber;31<?r~~~

C{l~t O)l'

Unl'eaJl~fd

Unr{t~I;zed

CUIlf

Gall1.'i

lM:OO$

~u~----

Available ror sale (a) :
U.s. govc01mcnt and
government sponsored
$ 4,433 $
331 $
(59) $ 4,70S $ 7,956 $
m $ (37) $ 8,252
entities
Obligations of states,
municipalities and political
subdivisions
62,718
J~150
(2.,611) 61,257
(160)
(743)
Non·lJ.S. govemments
62,176
6,560
(1,199) 67,537
194,481
4,661 (13,523) 185,619
Corporate debt (bj
(',518)
Mortgage-backed, flsselbacked and collateralized:
433
32,092
645
(2,985) 29,752
RMBS
CMBS
14,205
126
(J,lQ5) 11,226
237
233
(843)
6,131
196
6,741
enO/ADS
--ill
~
AIGFJ> (c)
--ill _="' _-",=
Totai Mortgage-backed,
asset-backed and
(G.933) 47,326 140,982
(7,703) 134,500
53,255
collateralized
{l3,161) 501,32.5
Total bonds
377,063
(24 J325) 366,444 501,870
~)
20,272
Equity secm'lHes
~
~~~
lDta1
3.85,444
(l3,624) 521,597
(25.044) 375,252 ~
$'--(33) L~;,}??
Held to maturity (ii) :
$
"L_= ~~L~
~
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The amortized cost and fail' v!llnes of AIG's available for sale fixed maturity securities, by

wntrllctual maturity WCl"e as follows. Actual maturities may differ from contractual maturities
because certain borrowers have the right to call or prepay certain obligations with or \vithont call or
()repayment penalties.

At Uccemher 31, 2008

Due in one year or Jess
Due after one yt>-ar thrOl,.lgh five years
Dne after five yea!'s through tell years

$ 15,430
79,619
98,957
129,802
53,255
$377,063

and collateralized
Total avaihJble for sale

$ 15,515
77,742
97,064
128,797

47,326
$366,444

AIG's available for sale securities are recorded on the consolidated balance sheet as follows:
At December 31,
FairVlI.lue
2008
2007
~mllJ~

Bonds available for sale
Common and preferred stocks available for sale

$363,042
8,8fi8

Secm'ities lending invested collateral"'

~

Total

$375,252

(e)

(;J·os..~

$437,675
20,272
63,650
$521,597

Unrealized Losses andEsttmated Fair Values Ql1lnvestmCl1ts:

The fQllowillg table summarizes the cost basis and gross unrealized losses on AIG's available for
sale securities, aggregated b):' major investment category and hmgl:h ofHme tIlilt individual securities
have been in tl continuous unrealized loss position:
12 M<lUtlls or Less
Losses

Total

More Than 12 Munths
U"n.~tlUz~d

Uor~alb:cli

Cost(n)

Cost{a)
Losses
~mlll~

Cost(ll)

Unrealized
{Asses

December 31 l 2008

securities

$142,4%

$ 14,332

~

--.1!2

$146,245

$15,051

December 31, 2007
Bonds (b)
Equity securities
Total

$56,312

$ 9,993

$198,808
~

$56.212

$ 9,993

$202,557

$ 24,325
719
$ 25,044

$255,946

.......id.ll
$260,379

(aJ For bonds, represenft amortized c.(),si,
(b) PrimariZF relates to the cOlporate debt category.
AlG 2008 Fonn JO·K 249
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At December 31, 2008, ATG held 29,068 and 40,029 of individual bond and stock illVestU1ents~
respectively, that were in an unrealized loss position, of which 7,736 individual investments were in an

unrealized loss position for a continuous 12 months or longer.
AIG did not consider these securities ill an unrealized loss position to be other-than-temporarily
impaired at December 31, 20081 because management has the intent and ability to hold these investments
uutil they recover their cost basis within a recovery period deemed to be temporary. In performing this
evaluation, mUlluge11lelll considered the rrtatket recovery periods for secUfities in previous periods of broad
market declines. III addition, for certain securities with more significant de<:lincs, management pcrfollucd
extended fundamental credit analysis on a security-by-security basis including consideration of credit
enhancements, expected defaults 011 underlying collateral, review of relevant industry analyst reports and
forecasts and other market available data. In m,magcmt,,"l1t's view this analysis provides persuasive evidence
sufficient to conclude that such severe declines in fair valtK'; below amortized cost ShOllld not be considered
other than temporary.

(j) Mailk..n [(me II LLC

On December 12, 2008, ATG, certain wholly owned U.S. life insurance company subsidiaries of AIG
(the life in..<;urance companies), and ,AIG Securitic..<> I,cllding Corp. (the AIG Agent), another AlG subsidiary,
entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement (the Asset Purchase Agreement) with Maiden Lane II LLC (ML
II), a Delaware limitedliahHity company whose sole member is the NY Fed.
Pursuant to the Asset Purchase Agreement, the life insurance companies sold to ML II all of their
undivided interests in a pool of $39.3. hillion face amount of residential mortgage-backed securities (the
RMBS) held by the AIG Agent, as agent of the life insuranc·Q companic.<;, in connection with AlG's
U.S. secw'itics lcnding program (the Securities Lending P1'Ogram). The ArG Agent had purchased the
RMBS on beh<t}f ofthc life insurance companies with cash held as collateral for secmitics loaned by the life
insurancet:ompanics in the U.S. Securities Lending Program. In exchange for the RMBS, the life insurance
companies received 3n initial purchase price of $19.8 hillion plus the right to receive defen'cd contingent
portions of the totul purchase price oi'SI billion plus a participation in the residual, each of which is
subordinated 10 thcl"cpaymcnt of the NY Fed loan to ML II, The amount of the initial payment and the
deferred contingent portions of the total purchase price, ii' any are l'calize,d, will be alloca'tt,e:~d';'~'~~;~~l:;~~
insurance companies based on their respe-etive oWllership interests in the pool of RMBS as
2008.
PlIT8ll<ml to a credit <tgt"Ccmcnt. the NY Fed, as senior lender, made a loan (aMI, 11 (the ML n Senior
Loan) in the aggregate amount of$195 billion (sllch .amount being the cash purchase price ofthe RMBS
payable by ML II on the closing date after cOltum adjustments, including payments on RMBS for tbc period
between the transaction settlement date of October 31 2008 and the- dosing date of December 12, 2008).
'fhe ML II Senior Loan is secured by alirst priority ~'eCurity interest in the- RMBS and all property 01'1·11, n,
bears interest at a ratcper annum equal to one-month UBOR pius 1.00 percent and has a stated six-year
term, subject to extension by tbe NY Fed at its sole discretion. After the I\1L 11 Senior Loan has been repaid.
in full, to the extent there are sufficient net cash proceeoi<; from the R1v1BS, the life insurance companies will
he entitled to receive from ML U a portion of the Jefened cOlltingent purchase price in the amount of up to
$1.0 billion plus interest that aCI.,'tues from the closing date and is capitalized monthly at the rate of onemonth LIBOR plus 3.0 percent. In addition, after h1L II h,,1,S paid this fixed portion of the deferred
contingent purchase price ph<;: interest, the life insurance companies wHl be entitled to receive one...sixth of
ally Het proceeds received by ML II .in respect ofthe RMBS as the remaining defen'ed contingent purchase
price for the RMBS and the NY Fed will receive five-sixths of any net proceeds received by lvfL IT ill
respect of the RlYlBS as contingent 1Jlt.erest on the ML II Senior LQan, The NY Fed will have sole c'outrol
ovcrML U and the sales of the RMBS hy ML II so long as the NY 'FL'fl has any intere::>1 in the-ML II
Loan.
j

AIG docs not have any control right<; over ML II. AIG JUtS determined that ML II is a variable interest
entity (VIE) and AIG isn!)t the primary beneficiary. The transfer ofRMBS to:ivIL II ha-.<; been accounted for
as a sale, in accordancc with PAS 140. AlG ha<> elected to ,\CCDlmi for its $1 billion economic interest in NIL
n (including the rights to the deft-'ned contingent purchase prk~e) at fair value under FAS 159, This inte-rest
is reported in Bonds -
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trading securities, with chcll1ges in fair value rep011ed as a component of Net investment inc,olUe. Sec Note 4
for further discussion of AIG's fair value methodology.

The life insunmce companies applied the initial considel'Rtion frOt'll theRMBS sale. along with
available cash and $5.1 billion provided by ATG in the form of capital contributions, to settle outstanding
securities lending transactions under the U.S. Securities Lending Program, including those with the NY Fed,
which totaled approximately $20.5 billion at December 12, 2008,. and the V.S. Securities Lem!ing Progrmn
and the Securities Lending Agreement with the NY Fed have been terminated.

(g) Maldm Lane III LLC
On November 25, 2008, AIG entered into a Mastel' Investment ftnd Credit Agl'eemenl (the ML In
Agreement) with the NY Fed, Maiden Lane III LLC (ML III), and The Bank of New York Mellon, wbich
established arrangements, tbrough ML III, to fund tht: purchase of 1l1ufti·sectol' collateralized debt
obligations (multi-sector CDOs) underlying or related to cel1ain credit default swaps and otIler similar
derivative instruments (CDS) written by AIG Financial Products Corp. in connection with the tcnuinatiol1
of such CDS. Concurrently, AIG Financial Products Corp.'s cOlmterparties to such CDS transactions agreed
to terminate those CDS transactions relating to the multi-sector CDOs purchased from them.
Pursuant to the lVIL. III Agreement, the NY Fed; as senior lender, made available (:0 ML III a lelm loan
facility (the ML HI Seniol' Loan) in an aggregate amount up to $30,0 billion. The ivIL III Scnior Loan bears
interest at one~monlh LIBOR plus 1.0 percent and has a six-year expected term, subject to extension by the
NY Fe,d at its sole discretion.

AIG contributed $5.0 billion for an equity interest in ML III. The equity interest will accrue
distributions at a rate per annum equal to one-month LIBOR plus 3.0 percent. Accrued but unpaid
distributions on the equity interest will be compounded monthly. AlG's rights to payment from ML III arc
fully subordinated a.,djuniorto all payments of principal and interest on the ML III Senior Loan. The
creditors of ML III do not have recourse to AlG for ML Ill's obligations, although AlG is exposed to losses
up to the full mnolmt of AlG's equity interest in ML III.
Upon payment in full of the l\1L III Senior Loan and the accrued distributions on AIG's equi1)' interest

inML III. all remaining ammmts received by ML III will be paid 67 percent to the NY Fed a<: contingent
interest and 33 percent to AIG as contingent distributions on its equity interest.
The NY Fed is the contl'ol1lng party and managing member ofML III fo1' 80 long as the NY Fed has
any interest in the iv1L III Senior Loan. Ala does not have any control rights over ML HI. AlG has
determined that MLIIIis a VIE <Iud AIG i8110t theprlmary beneficiary. AIG has elected to account fo1' its
$5 biUion interest in ML III (including the rights to contingent distributions) at fuir value under FAS 159.
This interest is reported in Bonds --- trading securities, at fair value, with changes in fair value reported a,"la
component ofNet investment income. See Note 4 for a ttlrthe-l' discussion of ArG's. fair value methodo!og~'.
Through December 31, 2008, AlG Financial Products Corp-. terminated CDS transactions with its
cOllulcl'partles and concurrently, ML III purchased the underlying multi-sector CDOs, including $8.5 billion
ofmulti-se-ctol' CDOs underlying 2a-7 Puts written by AIG Financial Products Corp. The NY Fed advancc<l
an aggregate 01'$24.3 billion to ML III under thel\-1L III Senior Loan, and ML HI tlmded its purcha..'>c of tho
$62.1 billion of multi-sectol' CDOs with a net payment to ArG Financial Products Corp. counter:paliie-s of
$26.8 billion. AIG Financial Products Corp.'!:> counterpartics also rctain{:d $35,0 billion, of which
$2.5 billiun was returned under the ~hortfal1 agreement, in net col lateral previously posted b~' AlG Fiuancial
Products Corp. il1l'CSpect of the terminated multi-sector CDS. The $26.8 billion funded by ML III was
based on the filir value of the underlying multi-sector CDOs at October 31, 2008, as mutually agreed

between the NY Fed and Ara.
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(h) Other Iuvested Assets:

Other invested assets were as follows:
At December 31,
20fiS

2007

$24,416
2,924

$28,938
4.891

8,879
1,597
2,581
6,714
649

9.877

--a»IniU~

4,218
S~

O(h(,"1" invested assets

1,689
1.6iO
6,614
654
~
$59,477

(aJ includes private equity partnerships atid hedge funds,
(b) Net ofaccumulated depreciation 01$813 million and $548 miJUon in 2008 and 2007, respectively,
(c) COTlsisfptimarlly afLife Insurance & Retirement Senlices investments in aircraft equfpment held in
trusts.
(d) See paragraph (i) be/owforaddltlonal information.
At December 31, 2008 and 2007, 86.8 billion ,md $7.2 billion of Other invested assctsJ'clatcd to
available for sale inve"tments c!llTied at fair value, ',.vith lUrrealized gaills and losses recorded in of
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss), net of deferred taxes, with aJmQ~t all oftbe remaining
investment" being accmmted for 011 the equity method of accounting, All of the inwstmcl1ts arc subject to
impairment testing (sec Note l(k) herein). The gross unreaHzcd loss on the investment" accounted for as
available for sale at December 31,2008 'WaS $438miIlion, tnc majority of which repre-<;:ellts inve..<rtmcnts that
have been in a continuous unrealized loss position for Jess than 12111ontl1s.
(I) investments in fiJe Seitlemefl! C'ontracts: At December 31, 2008, the carrying value of ARl's life
settlement contracts was $2.6 billion, and is included in Other inve8tcd assets in the consolidated balance
sheet. These invC'stments arc monitored for impairment on a cOlltract~by-contt'act basis quatierly. During
2008, income recognized on life s:ettlement contracts pt'eviously held in non-c0l1Rolidated trusts was
$99 million, and is included in net investment income in the consolidated statement of income.
Further information regarding life settlement contnlcts. follows:
Number of

Canylllg

Filce Value

Contmc~

Vallie

(Deatll Bellefits)

---(DollarJllnmlll~

Remaining Life Expectancy of Insureds:
o~ 1 year
t
2 years
2~ 3 years
3~4years:

4~5years

Thereafter
Total

8
50

7
43

it3

93
139

166
218

163
2,136
$ 2,581

10
59
146
2%

357

152 ArC 200S For:rn H).J(
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At December 31, 2008, the anticipated Ute insurance premiums required to keep the life settlement
contracts in force, payable in the ensuing twel ve months ending December 31, 2009 and the four !lucceeding
years ending December 31, 2013 are $258 million, $280 million, 3279 minion, $285 million, and
$285 milIlon, respectively.
6. Lending Activities
Mortgages aDd other lonns receivable were as follows:
Years Ended

December 31.
2(108

2007

$17,161
2,271
9,589
5,874
34,895

$17,105
2,153
8,099
6.447
33,804

~

-S!1)

534,687

$33,727

---n;ntlll!on;;rMortgages - - commercial

Mmtgages residential >I<
Life insurance policy loans
Coll.ateral, guaranteed, and otber c011llttel'ciallo3ns

Total mortgage and other loans receivable
AlJowan(:e for !Q&<;es
Mortgage and other loans receivable, net

* Primarily consists afforeign mortgage loans,
Mortgage loans and other receivables held fOl' sale were $33 mll1iul1 and $377 million at December 31,
2008 and 2007, respectively.

Finance receivables, net of unearned finance t:hurges, were as foHoll'S:
YcltrsEnded
Detcfil.bet31,
2{}08
2007

~ltilli~

Real estate loans
N01H'ea1 estate loans
Retail sales finance
Other loans
Total finance receivables
Allowance for los-oms

520,650 520,023
5,763
5,447
3,417
3,659
1,422
1,566
1,417
1,169
32,421
32.112
(1,472) ~)

Finance. receivables, net

530,949

Credit card loans

$31,234

Finance receivableH held for sale were $960 million and $233 mi1Honat December 31, 2008 and 2007,
ra,>pectively.
7. Reinsurance

and limit the potential
assume reinsurance from
AIG 2008 F(l}1n 1a-I{ 253
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Supplemental illf-ormation for gross loss and benefit reserves net of ceded reinsurance follows:
A~

Net of

Rcwrtoo

Rclnsll1'ltnCC

(lnmilliolls)

December 31, 2008
S (89,258)
(142,334)
(25,735)
22,582

Reinsurance asset<;.*

$ (72,455)
(140,750)
(21,540)

$ (85,500) $ (69.288)
(136,387)
(134,781)
(27,703)
(23,709)
__"_.?21~2~

* Represent.1i gross reinsurance assets, excluding allowances and reinsurance recoverable on paid lossfs.
AIReO acts primarily as an intemal reinsurance company foJ' AIG's insurance operations. This
faciliiatcs insurance risk management (retention, volatility, concentrations) and capita! pImming locany

(branch and subsidiary). It also allows Ale, to pool its insurance risks and purchase reinsurance more
eftlcicntly at a consolidated level, manage global counterpmty ri:>k and relationships and manage global life
catastro[Jhe risks.
General Reinsurance

General rcinsunmce is effccted tmdcr reinsurance treaties and by negotiation on individtlal risks.
Certain of these reinsurance arrangements consist of excess ofloss contracts which protect AIG against
losses over stipulated amounts. Ceded premiums are considered prepaid reinsurance premiums and are
recognized as a reduction of premiwns earned over the cOlltract period in proportion to the protection
received. Amounts recoverable fi'om general reinsurers are estimated in a mmmer consistent with the claims
liabilities associated with the reinsurance and presented as a component ofreinsurance asse-ts. Assumed
reinsurance premiums al'e earned primarily on a pro~rata basis over the terms of the reinsurance contracts.
For both ceded and assumed reinsurance. risk transfer requirements must be met in order for reinsurance
accounting to apply. If risk transfer requirements are nol met, the contract is accounted f,x as a deposit,
resulting in the rccognition of cash flows under the contract through a deposit asset 01' liability and not as
revenue 01' expense. To meet risk transTer requirements. a reinsurance contract must inchlde both insurance
risk, consisting of both underwriting and timing risk, al1d a reasonable pOSSibility ora significant loss for
the aSSluning entity. Similar risk transfer criicria aro used to determine whether directly written insurance
contracts should be accounted for as imnmmce or as a deposit.
254 AlG WOS Penn lO-K
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General Insurance premiums written and earned were as folJo,Ys:
Years Elided December 31.

Premiums written:
Direct

Assumed

2008

2007

:'.006

---

(In millions)

---

$ 49,422

$ 52,055
6,743

$ 49,609
6,671

.J!.!.m}

.Jl1lli)

~)

$ 45,234

$ 47.067

$ 44,866

7,239

Ceded
Total

Premiums C<'lmed:
$ 50,403 $ 47,973
7,336
6,530
6,449
(11,224) (11,251) (10,971)
$ 46,222 S 45,682 ~

Direct
Assumed
Ceded
Total

$ 50,110

Fol' the years ended December 3.1, 2008, 2007 and 2006, reinsurance recoveries, which reduCl""d loss
and loss expenses incurred, amounted to $8,4 billion, $9,0 billion and $8.3 billioll, respectively.

Lite Reinsurance

Life reinsurance 1s effected principally under yearly rencwable lerm treaties, The prcmiums with
respect to these treaties are considered pl'epaid reinsurance premiums lmd are recognized as a reduction of
premiums earned over the contract period in proportion to the protection provided. Amounts recoverable

from life reinsurers are- estimated in a manner consistent with the assumptions used for the underlying
policy bt.'TJefits and are presented as a component ofreinsurance assets.
Life Insurance & Reti.rement Services premiums were as follows:
Yearg Ended Dec-ember 31,
200S

2007

2006

--(~s)--

Gross premiums
Ceded premiums

$39,153 $34,585 $32,247
(1,858) (1,778) (l,481)
$37,295 $32,807 $30,766

Premiums

Life Insurance recoveries, which reduced death and other benefits, approximated $908 million,
$1.1 billion and $806 million, respectively, for the years ended December 3I. 2008, 2007 and 2006.
Life Insurance in force ceded tu other insurance companies was as follows:
At J)~cmber 31,
2008
2007
2jJQ{j:
- - - (InmlHktnll) - - -

Life Insurance in force ceded

$384,538 $402,654 $408,970
0.1

ArG's Domestic Life [mmrance and Domestic Retircl11t.'llt Services operations utilize intemal and third-

A1G2008 Fonn to·K
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excess of retention limits, AlO's

life

Reinsurance Security

AlG's third~party reinsurance arrangements do not relieve AIG from jts direct obligation to it;; insureds.
Thus, a credit expOSllfe exists with respect to both general and life reinsurance ceded to the extent that any
reinsurer fails to meet the obligations ::'$sumed under any rein:ml'allCe agreement. AIG holds substantial
collateral as security under related reinsurance agreements in the form {If funds, securities, and/or letters of
credit. A provision has been recorded for estimated unrecoverable reinsurance. AlG has beclllargely
successful in prior recovery efforts.
AIG evaluates the financial condition of its reinsUl'el's and e,.<;tahlishes limits per reinsurer through
.AIG's Credit Risk Committee. AlG believes that no exposure to a singJereinsurcr represents an
inappropriate concentration of risk to AIG, nor is AIG's business substantially dependent upon any single
rell1S11rer.
8. Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs
Tbe l'oUibrward of deferred policy acquisition costs wel'c as f{)llows:
Years Ended December 3~1..-.._~
2008

2007

2006

- - - (flllllilliQils) - -

$ 4,977 $ 4,54<,
7,370
8,661
8,115
(7,428)
(8,235)
(7,8&5)
(235)
182
4
S 5,114 1 5,407 $ 4,977
$ 5,407

Increase (decrease) due to foreign exchange and other
Balance at end ofyeal'
Life Insurance & Retirement Service,> operations:

Balance at beginning of year
Acquisition oosts deferred
Amortization expense (a)
Change in net unrealized galns (tosses) on securities
Increase (decrease) due to forcigJl exchange
Other (b)
Subtotal
Consolidation and eliminations

Balance at end of year (c)

Total defe1'red policy acquisition costs

$38,445 $32,810 128,106
7,277
7,276
6,823
(4,971)
(3,367)
(3,712)
1,419
745
646
(466)
916
947
(1,091)
$40,613

~

$40~668

$45,782

~

.....2l
$32,880
$37,857
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Included in the above table is the VOBA, an intangible asset recorded dming pmchase accounting,
which i~.al11ortized in a manner' similar to DAC. Amortization ofVODA was $111 million, $213 million

and $239 million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively; white the illmmortized balance was $2.05 billion,
$1,86 billion and $1.98 billion at Decclliber 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. The percentage ofthe
unamorttzf:-'(! balance ofVOBA at 2008 expected to be amortized in 2009 through 2013 by year is:
11.7 percent, 10,0 pel'cent, 8,1 percent, 7,4 percent and 6.2 percent, respectivety, with 56.6 percent being
amortized after five years. These projections are based on CWTent estimates for investnlent, persistency,
mortality and morbidity assumptions. The DAC amortization charged to income includes the increase or
decrease of amortizution for FAS 97-related reali7.ed capital gains {losses), primarily in the Domc..~tic
Retirement Services business. In 2008, 2007 fUld 2006, the mte of amortization expense decreased by
$2.2 billion, $291 million and $90 million, respectively.
There We.!'e no impai1"mcnts ofDAC or VOBA for the years ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006.

9. Variable Interest Entities
FIN 46R, "Consolidation ofVari!lble Interest Entities" provides the guidance for the dete.rmination of
consolidation. for certain entitles in which equity investors do not have the characteristics of a controlling
tluffi1cial interest or do not have sufficient equity that is at risk which would allow the entity to finance its
activities without additional subordinated financial support FIN 46R rCvogllizcs that consolidation based on
majority voting interest should not apply to these VIEs, A VIE is consolidated by its primary beneficiary,
which is the party or group of related parties that absorbs a majority oft110 cxpecte<llosses oftlle VIE,
receives the majority of the expected residual retums of the VIE, or both.
AIG primarily determines whetller it is the prin~alY beneficiary or a significant interest hoida based on
a qualitative assessment of the VIE. This includes a review ofthe VIE's capital structure, contrachml
relationships and terms, nature of the VIE"s operations and pm-pose, natw·c of the VIE"s interests issued,
and AIG's interests in the entity which either create or absorb variability. AIG evaluates the design of the
VIE and [he related risks the entity was designed to expose the variable interest holders to in cvabating
consolidation. In limited cases, when it may be unclear fl·om a qualitative standpoint if AIG is the primaiy
beneficimy, AID uses a quantitative analysis to calculate theprobabiIHy weighted expected losses and
probability weignted expected residual returns using cash flow modeling,
AIG's total off balance sheet exposure a.'lsociated with VIEs was $3.3 billion and$L2 billion at
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively.
AlG 200lH'orm LOoK 257
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The. following table presents AIG's total assets, totalliabiUties and offwbahmce sheet exposure
assodafcd with its SignitlClll1t variable interests in ~VIRs:
At Df;ccmber 31,
OI1~HaJilnec

Sheet

Exposure

VIE Aucfs{lI)
~
2007(b)

VIE Liabilities
2()08
2007
(flibfmon~

200S

2007

$ 5.6

9.2

$ 3.1

$ 2.6

$0.9

SO.8

Commercial paper conduit
CLOs!CDOs

8.8

8.9

8.5

8.6

0.3

0,4

Affordable bousing partnerships
Other

2.7

2.7

Real estate flnd investment funds

Total

AIG dctlncs a variable interest as significant relative to the materiality of its interest in the VlB. AlG
calculates its maximum exposure to loss to be (i) the amount invested in the debt or equity afthe VIE,
(ii) the notiQnal amount ofVlE as~ets or liabilities where AlG has also provided credit protection to the VIE
with the VIE as the referenced obligation, ill' Clii) other commitments and guamntees to the VIE. Interest
holders in VIEs sponsored by AlG generally have recourse only to the Msets and cash flows of the VIEs
and do not have recourse to ArG, except in limited circumstances when A1G has provided a guarantee to the
VIE's interest holders,
The following table presents total assets of unconsolidated VIEs in which AIG holds a significant
variable interest or is a sponsor that holds vadable interest in a VIE, and AIG's maximum exposure
to loss associated with the:se- VIEs:

T1lta[

VIE
~

December 31, 2008
Rcal estate and investment funds
CLOS/CDO.=;
Affordable housing partnerships
Maiden Lane Interests
Other (c)

Total
December 31, 2007 (b)
Real estate and investment ftmds
CLDs/CDOs
Affordable housing partnerships
Olber (c)
Total

Madmum Exposul'e to Luss(a)
On-Balnn<:1': Shcet
Off-Unlnncc Sheet
I'urcllllireU
Commitments
Ilnd Rctuined
nod
Illt<!N:Sts
Otber
Gllan~nteeg
~

---Onb~

2.5 $ 0.5

S 23.5
.95.9
1.0

6.4

46.4

4.9

1.6

0.5
1.0

3.9 $ 3.8
12,2

$ 4.6
6.9
1.0

4.9

.-

$ 8.0
12.2

0.9
10.1
$31.2
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(b) In 2008, AIG made revisions to

VIEs to
VrEa$

Balance Sheet Classification
AIC's intercilt in the assets and liabUities of c€Jn!iolidated and unconsolidated VIEnvere classit1ed
on AIG's consolidated balance sbeet as follows:
At Dceemb~r n,
Consoliduted

Unc(lllsolldll((~d

VIEs

VIE~

2008
--

Assets:
Cash
Morlgage and other loans receivable

$

Available for sale secllrities

-

$ 0.9

9.1

10.7

Trading securities (primat'ily Maiden Lane Interests in 2008)

3.4
4.3

Other invested assets

Other asset accouots

4.2

Total

Ut07
2008
--anbilliom)

$17.6

Liabilities:
Federal Reserve Bank of New York commercial paper funding facility S 6.8
Other long~term deht
-1:ll
Total
~

3.9
4.0
$22.9

$

0.5
6.4
5.5
3.5

2007
--

S

0.3
20.1

$17.9

0.6
9.0
~
$30.8

$ --.

$ -

L;;;;;

L;;;;;

--.bQ

AfG enters into various arrangements with VIEs in the llonnal course of business. AIG's insurance

companies arc involved with VIEs primarily as passive investors in debt securitie.." (rated and unrated) and
equity interests issued by VIEs. Tlu'ongh its Financial Services ffild Asset Management operations, AlCr has
participated in alTangcments with VIEs that included designing and structuring entities, warebousing and
managing the collateral of the entities, and entering into insurance, credit and deri"valivc transactions with
the VIEs,
Real Estate andImlCstment Funds

Real

is an investor in various real estate 'investments,
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In certain instances, AIG Investments acts as the inve-stment manager of an investment fund, prlv4te
equity fund or hedge f~md and is responsible for canying ou! the investment mandate of the VIE. AIG's
insurance operations participate as passive investors in the equity issued primarily by thil'd~party~1tUlfiaged
hedge and private equity funds and some AIG Investments managed funds. AIG's insurance operations

typically are not involved in the design or establishment of VIEs, nor do they actively pmiicipate in the
management of VIEs.

Commercial Paper CQnduit

CLOslCDOs
AIGFP hus invested in enos, and s.imilar structures, which can be cash-based or synthetic and arc
actively OJ' passively-managed. AIGFP's role is generally limited to that ofall investor, It does not manage
snch strllctul'es,

ofa cno or col1atcraliz.cd loan

insurance oompanies also invest in these CDOs and CLOs, AIG combines variable iuterests (e,g.
management, pelfonnance fees and debt or equity securities) held through its various operating subsidiaries
in evaluating the need f01' consolidation. The CDOs in whic11 AlG hDlds an ownership interest are further
described in Note 5.
Affordable Housing Partnerships

SunAmerica AffOl'dable Housing Partners, Inc. (SAAR?} organizes and invests in limited pal'tnel.'ships
that develop and operate affordable housing qualifying for federal tax credits, and a few market rate
pr(lperticfl across the United State-s. The general partners in the operating partnerships are almost
exclusively unaffiliated third-party developers. AIG does llOt consolidate an operating pmtnership if the
general partner isan unaffiliated person. Through approximately 1,200 partnerships, SAAHP has invested
in developments with approximately 157,000 apartment units nationwide, and hm; syndicated over
$7 billion in partnership equity flince 1991 to othel' investors who will receive, among other benefits, tax
credits under certain sections of the Internal Revenue Code. The operating income ofSAAHP is reported,
along with other S'l11America partnership income, as a component of AI(i's Asset Management segment.

lllaiden Laue Illteresis
MLII
On December 12, 2008, r-""rtain AfG wholly owned life insurance companies sold all of their undivided
interests in a pool of$39,3 billion face amount ofRl\4BS to ML II, wIlOse SQ1Clnember is the NY Fed. AIG
has a significant variable economic interest in ML II, which is a VIE. See Note 5 for details of AJG's
agreement regarding l\1L II.
MLIll

On November 25,2008, AIG entered into the ML III Agreement with the NY Fed, 1vlL III, 2nd The
Bank of New York McnoIl which estabiished atTaugements, through ML IIII to fund the purcha..<;e ofmulti
sector CDO:; underlying or related to CDS written by AIGF'inancial Products Corp. in connection with the
termination of such CDS. Concurrently, AIG Financial Products Corp's coullterp,u'!ies to such CDS
transactions agreed to terminate
j
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those CDS transactions relating to the multi-sector CDOs purchased from them. AlG has a significant
variable interest in ML III, which is a VIE, See Note 5 for details of AIG's agreement regardingML III.

OtIter Asset Accounts
Structured Investment Vehicle
In

2008 and,

Qual(fjdng SjJecial Purpose Entities (QSP&)

RMOS, CMBS alfd Other ABS

AIG is a passive investor in RMBS, CMBS and other ABS primarily issued by domesticelltities that
arctypicaUy structured as QSPEs, AIG docs not sponsol' or transfer assets to the entities ,md was not
involved in the design of the entities; as such, AlG has not hlcluded these entities in the above table, As the
non-sponsor and uOlHransfel'or, AlG does not have the information needed to conclusively verify that these
entities are QSPEs. AlG's maximum exposure is limited to its investment in securities issued by these
entities and AlG is not the primary beneficiary of the nvcl1l11 t.'11tHy activities. As further discussed in
Note 5, the fair vahJc of AIG's investment in RMBS, C.~fIDS and CDO!ABS was $59.6 billion and
81'34,5 billion at December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively,
10. Dedvativcs find Hedge Accounting
AIG uses derivatives and other :financial Instrumellts as part of its financial risk management programs
and as pmi of its investment operations. AIGFP has also transacted in derivatives as a dealer.
Derivatives. as defined in FAS 133, are financial arrangements among two 01' more parties with retm"ns
linked to 01' I'derived" from some l.Ulderlying equity, debt, commodity or other asset, liability, or foreign
exchange rate Qf other index. or the occurrence of a specified payment event. Derivative payments may be
based on interest rdtes, exchange rate-'l, prices of certain securities, commodities, or financial or commodity
indices or othtlr variables, Derivatives are reflected at fair value on the balance sheet in "Unrealized gain on
s\vnpSj options and forward transactions" .and "Unrealized loss on swaps, options and forward contracts,"
AlG 200\1 170lU1 lO-K 26t
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The fair values of del'ivative assets and liabilities on tile consolidated balances sheet were as

follows:
AtD~emher31,

Derivative
Derivatilll! A&~'ets

AIGFP de:tivafives
NOl1~AIGFP derivatives
Total

Uabllities

~

2(107
2008
~Ilm~

$12,111
1,662
$13,773

$12,319

$4,344

$14,104

~

~ ~

2(107

--

$14.817
3:214
$18.031

AIGFP Derivatives

AIGFP enters into dCl·ivative transactions to mitigate risk in its exposures (interest rates, currencies,
commodities, eredit and equities) arising from its transactions. In most cases, AIGFP did not hedge its

exposures related to the credit default swaps it had written. As a deafer, AIGFP structured and entered into
derivative transnctions to meet thel]ccds of countCllJRTties who may be seeking to hedge certain aspects of
such counterparties' operations or obtain a desired financial exposure.
AlGFP's derivative lnmsactions involvlng interest rate swap transactions generally involve the
exchange offi1ted and floating rate intcrest payment obligations without the exchange of the underlying
notional mnotlllts. ATGFP typically became a principal in the exchange of interest paymcnts between the
pat1ies and, therefore, is exposed to counterparty credit risk and may be exposed to loss, if counterpartics
default. Currency, commodity, and equity swaps ate similar to interest rate swaps, but involve the exchange
of specifIC cUlTcnciesof cashtlows based on the underlying commodity, equity sccudtics or indices. Also l
they may involve the exchange ofnotlonal amounts at the beginning and end of the transaction, Swaptions
are options where the holder has the right but not the obligation to enter illto a swap transaction or cancel an
existing swap transaction.

ClllTCncy,

commodity, a~'~::~~;~~~::'~~i~~a~~~iS
AIGFP follows a policy ofminirnizing intcrest rate,
with sccuritie..<; available for sale by entering into internal offsetting positions, on
within its derivatives P011folio, thereby offsetting a signit1cant portion oftbe unrca1ir.cd appreciation and
depreciation. In addition, to red'lce its credit risk, AIGFP has entcred into credit derivative transactions with
respect to $635 million OfscCllfitics to economically hedge its credit risk. As previollsly discussed, these
economic offsets did nol meet the hedge accmmting requirements ofFAS 133 and, therefore, are recorded
in Other income in the Consolidated Statement of l'ncome.
Notional amount represents a standard ofmeasuremcni of the volume of swaps business of AIGFP.

Not1olJaJ amo,mt is !lot a quantification of market risk or crcdit risk and is not fcwl'dcd on the cons:olkiated
balance sheet.

BDWS

except for certain contracts such as currency swaps.

2ei2
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The following table presents tbe notional amounts by remaining maturity or AIGFP hItcrest rate,
credit default and currency swaps and swaptions derivatives portfolio:
Remah\lng Life (If Notional A,llounl at Decemher ,1I, 2008(1l)
Si~ Tllf!lllgll
After Ttm
One
Two l'Ilrongb.
Year
Five Y(~lln:
Tell Ye.llnl
Yenn;

---

----

N6tlona[ AmQunt
_ll~_~~~!ll~t_~h

0___

2008

2007

(hlmillions) - - - - - - - -

Interest rate swaps
Credit default swaps (b)

883,062 $1,167,464
305",39
561,813
194,331
224,275
131,927
51,514,859

Tota!

Futures and forward contracts are contracts that obligate the holder to sell or purcluL.'le foreign
~urrencies, commodities or financial indices in which the seller/purchaser agrees fo make/take delivery at u
specified fut\lrc date of a specified instullnent, at a specified price or yield. Options are contracts that allow
the holder ofthe option to purchase or sell the underlying commodity, currency or index at a specified price
and 'Nithin, or at, a specified period offime. As a writer of options, AIGFP generally receives an option
premium lUld then manages the risk of any tmfavorable change in the value uftbe underlying commodity,
currency or index by entering into offsetting transactions with third-pm-ty market participants. Risks mise as
a result of movements in current market prices from {;Qntractcd prices, and the potential inability of the
counteJ'paNies to meet their obligations under the contracts.
The following table presents AIGFP futures, Ibrward and option contracts pnrtfolio by maturity
and typc of derivative:
Htlmainlng Life of Notional Amount at December 31, 20D8

N(lUonll.l Amount

One
Year

at December 31,
2008
Z007

Two TIll'ouglt
Fh-e Years

--

---

S11,239

509

Six ·r!ll'(mgh
Ten Years

~s}

After Ten
Years

- - - - ---

Exchallgetraded futures and
options contracts contractual

amount
Over the counter forward
contrac-ts contractual amonnt
Total

$11,748 $ 28,947
-

43,032 493,046
$54,780 ~I ,99,'

AIGFP Hedging Program

Dming 2007, AIGFP designated certain interest rate swaps as fair value hedges oflhe benchmark
interest rate risk on certain of its interest bearing financial ass-cts and liabilities, In these hcdging
relationships. AIG hedged its fixed rate available for sale securities and fIxed rate borfO\vings, AIGFP also
designated foreign CutTency forw<1,nl con(l"ilch, as fair value hedges for changes in spot foreign exchange
rates of its 11011 U.S. dollar denominated available for sale dl~bt securities. Undcr these stmtegies, all or
portions of individual or multiple derivatives could be designated against a single hedged item,
w

At inception of each hedging relationship, AJGFP performed and documented its prospective
assessments ofhedge effectiveness to demonstrate that tIle hedge was expected to be highly effeD!ive. For
hedges ofillterest rate risk, AIGFP used regression analysis to demonstrate the hedge was highly effective,

while it used the periodic dollar
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matched terms

133 as fair

Since its election of the Fair Value Option under SFAS 159 on January 1,2008, AlOPP no longer
designates any derivatives as hedging relationships qualifying for hedge accounting under FAS 133 under
this hedging program.
For the year ended Decembl-'1" 31, 2006. AIGFP did not designate mly derivatives as hedging
relationships under f'AS 133.

AIG Hedging Intermediated by AlGP'P
In 2008 and 2007, AIG designated cCliain AIGFP derivatives as either [llir value or cash flow hedges of
certain debt issued by AIG, Inc. (including MIP), lLFC and AGF. The fair value hedges included (i) interest
rate s\vaps that were designated as hedges of the change in the faif value of fixed rate debt attdbutable to
cbanges in the benchmark interest rate and (li) foreign currency swaps designated as hedges of the change
in fair value offol'cign currency denominated debt attributable to changes in foreign exchange rates
and/or the benchmark interest rate, With respect to the ca<>h flow hedges, (i) interest rate swaps were
designated as hedges of the chal1ges in cash flows on floating rate debt attributahle to changes in the
benchmark interest rate, aJld (Ii) foreign currency swaps were desig11atcd as hedge'S of changes in cash flows
on foreign currel1CY denominated debt att.ributable to changes in the benchmark interest rate and foreign
exchange rates,

AlG assesses, both at the hedge's inception and on an ongoing basis, whether the derivatives used in
hedging transactions arc highly effective in offsetting changes jn fair values or cash flows of hedged items.
Regression analysis is employed to assess tbe effectiveness of fhese hedges both on a prospective and
ret1'Ospective basis, AIG does not utilize the shortcut, matched terms or equivalent metlwds to asscss hedge
effectiveness,
The change in fail' value of derivatives designated and effective as fair vahle hedges along with the gain
or loss on the hedged hem are recorded in cuncnt period eamings. tillon discontinuation of hedge
accounting, the cumulative adjustment to the carrying value of tile hedged item resulting from (;,hangcs in
the benchmark interest rate or exchange rate is amortized into income 1,1Si11g the effective- yield method over
the l'el1laining life of the hedged item, Amounts excluded from the assessment of hedge effectiveness are
recognized in current period earnings, During the year ended Deccmber 31, 2Q08 and 2007, AIG recognized
a loss of $61 million and $1 million, respectively, in earnings related to the ineffective portion of the
hedging instruments, During the-year ended December 31, 200S and 2007, AIG also recognized gains of
$17 million and $3 million, respectively, related to the change in the hedging instmillcnfs forward POil1ts
excluded fi"Om the assessment ofhedge effectivel1ess,
The effective portion offhe change in fair value ofE! derivative qualifying as a cash flow hedge is
recorded in Accumulated other comprehensive lllcome (loss), until earnings are affected. by the variability
of cash flows in the hedged item, The ineffective portion of these hedges is recorded in net realized capital
gains (losse-s). AIC recognized losses of $13 million and gains of$1 million in earnings representing hedge
ineffectiveness in 2008 and 2007, respectively. At December 31, 2008, $115 million of tile deferred net loss
in Accumulated otber
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comprehensive income is expected to be recognized in earnings during the next 12 months. All components
of the derivatives' gains and losses were illduded ill the assessment of hedge effectiveness. There were no

inst<'"'IllCCS or the discontinuation of hedge accountil1g in 2008 and 2007,

AIGFP Written Super Senior and Single Name Credit Default Swaps
AIGFP entered into credit derivative transactions in the ordinary course of its business, with the

intention of earning revenue {In credit exposure in

(111

unftmded form, ]n the majority of AIGFP's credit

derivative transactions, AIGFP sold credit protection on a de.<;ignated portfolio of loans or debt sccmities,
Generally, AfGFP provides such credit protection on a "second loss" basis, meaning that AIGFP would
incur credit losses only after a shortfaJl ofprindpal and/or intcre-.'lt, 01' other credit events, in respect of the
protected loans and debt securities, exceeds a specified thrc.<;hold amount or leve! of ":first losses,"

ar,J;:~f:::~:J~~;~'~~'~~;;~~;;~~~{;~:~':':l~;;:
a designated portfolio ofloa11S or debt securities has been
layers of risk, which arc thon analyzed and rated by the credit m1ing agencies, At
originatiQn, there is usually an equity layer oovering tbe first credit losses in I'espect of the portfolio np to a
spe-.cified percentage of the total pmtf{)lio, and then successive layers ranging generally from a mm~ratcd
layer to one- or more AAA~rated layers, A significant majority of AIGFP transactions were rated by rating
agencies have risk layers or tranches rated AAA at origination and are immediately junior to the threshold
level above which AIGFP's payment obH,IDltion would genel'aUy arise, In tt'ansactions that were not rated,
AIOFP applied equivalent risk criteria for setting the threshold level fox its payment obligations. Therefore.
the risk layer assumed by AIGFP with respcct to the designated portfolio of loans or debt SCCllrities in these
transactions is often cali cd the "super senior" l'isk layer, defined as a layer of credit risk seniOl' to oue or
morc risk layers rated &\A by the credit rating agencies, or ifthe transaction is not rated, structured to the
equivalent thereto. The expected weighted average maturity of AIGFP's super senior credit derivative
portfolios as of December 31, 2008 was 0,7 years fol' the Regulatory Capital Corporate pOl1folio, 1.2 years
for the Regulatory Capital Residential Mortgage portfolio, 7,8 years for the Regulatory Capital Other
portfolio, 3.7 years for Ihe Corporate .Au:bitl'age portfolio and 6.0 years for the Multi-Secior CDO portfoliQ,

iI',

The net notional amount, fair value of derivative Hability aud unrealized market vaiuation loss of
the AIr;}!'!' super seniol' credit default swap portfQlio~ including credit default swaps written on
mezzanine tranches of certain l'egulatory capitall"cHef tl"l\l1sactions, by asset class were as follows:
Fllll'Vlllue

OfDer!Vllt!V{l

~~'C""~~,.... ~tr.!ltnece.,r~F ~~~~~~~
(lnilliUilws)

Reguiatory Capital:

Corporate loans
Prime residentiallllortgages
Other (e)
Total
Arbitrage:
MuHi~sector CDOs (f)
Corporate debtiCLO (g)
Toial

Mezzanine tl'anches (h)
Total

$125,628 $229,313 $ 107,246 149,430
~---=---B2
234,449 378,743
379

.- $

11,246

12,556

78,205

5,906

50,495

70,425

2,554

226

63,051 148.630 8,460
4,701
5,770
195
5302,201 $533,143 59,034

11,472
$ 11,472

(aJ Thcre were I/O unrealized mar/ret valuation losses ill 2006,
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(h) Net notional amounts ptesenfed are net of all structural subordination below the covered tranches,

(c) ~~fra:I;'1;;:/:~::'~:';;:~~;:'il!/1~ the ,"(fects Q( coum,"partyneUing adjust/'nents und ojjs"tang cash

(g) fnell/des $15 billion ofcredihlefaw't ,'""'ps w,'itten all tllC sUJ"'r senior ,!ranches of eLi)s as of
(h)

~;~u;;,:;;~;tr;~t~~~%;;:";;~:;~,~~,;~::;~~bil/lO'1

mtd $2.7 bili'ion in "let not,'onal al'nount at

At December 31, 2008, all outstanding CDS transactions for regulatory capital purposes and the
majority of the arbitrageportfoHo have cash-settled structures in respect of a basket ofreference
obligations, where AIGFP's payment obligations may be triggered by payment shortfalls, banknlplcy and
certain odler events such as write-downs ofthc value of underlying assets. For the remainder of the CDS
transactions in respect of the arbitrage ))oltfolio, AIGFP's payment obligattons arc triggered by tIle
occurrence ofa credit event under a single reference seclllity, and perfonnance is limited to a single
payment by AIGFP in retul'll for physical delivery by the cmmtcllJarty oftlle reference S-e.(:tlrity. By contrast,
at Decembel' 31, 2007, lImIer the large majority of CDS transactions in respect ofml.llti~scctor CDOs,
AIGEP's payment obligations were triggered by the occurrence of a non-payment event under a single
reference CDO security, and perfonnance was limited to a single payment by AIGFP in return for physical
delivery by the eounterpllrty of the reference secuJity.
A total

n.
2009.
The regulatory capital teliefCDS transactions require cash settlctnenl and, other than for collateral
posting, AIGFP is required to make a payment in connection with a regulatory capita! reUeftransaction only
ifrealized credit losses in respect of the underlying porti-olio exceed AIGFP's attachment point.

percent and 18.3
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replenishment of loans, subject to defined constraints, as older loans mature 01' are prepaid. 11wse
replenishment rights.generally mature within the first few years of the trudt\ after which tbe proceeds ofal1Y
prepaid or maturing loans are applied first to the super senior tranche (sequentially), thereby increasing the
rolative level of subol'dination supporting the balance of AIGFP's super senior CDS exposure.
Given the current performance of the lmdcrlylng portfolios, the level of subordination and the
expectation that counterpartkg willtcl'mina!e these transactions prior to their maturity, AIGFP docs not
expect that it win be required to make payments pursuant to the cDntractual tenus of these transactions.
A total of $63.1 billion and S148.6 billion in net notional exposme on AIGFP's sllper senior credit
default swaps as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively, m'e arbitrage-motivated transactions written
on multi~scctor CDOs or designated pools of investment grade Renior unsecured corporate debt 01' CLOB.
As described in Note 4, the ML III transaction eliminated the vast majority of the super senior lUultisector eno CDS exposure,
The-outstanding multi-sector CDO CDS portfolio at December 31,2008 were written 011 eDO
lransaetions that generally held a concentration QfRMBS. CMBS and :inner CDO securities. Approximately
$7.4 billion net notional amount (fair value liability 0[$4,0 billion) of this portfolio was written on super
senior multi-sector enos that contain some level of sub-prime RMBS collateral l with a concentration in t11e
2005 and earlier vintages of sub~prime RMBS. AIGFP's portfolio also included both high grade and
mezzanine CDOs.
The majority ofmllTti-scctor CDO CDS transactions require-cash settlement and, other than for
collateral posting, AIGFP is required 10 make a payment in connection with such transactions only if
realized credit losst'ls in respect of the underlying portfolio exceed AIGFP's attachment point In the
remainder of the porttol1o~ AIGFP's payment obligations are. triggered by the occurrence of a cl'edit event
under a single reference security, mld perfonmUlce is limited to a single payment by AIGFP in retur:tl for
physiC<lldclivery by the counterpart)l of the reference security.
Include.d ill the multi-sector CDO port:f(llio are mahu':ity~shortening puts that allow the holders oftbe
securities issued by ce1iain CDOs (0 treat the securities as sholi~term eligible 2a-7 investments under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 (2a 7 Puts). Holders of secmities are required, in certain circumstances,
to tcndertbeir securities to the issuer at par. Ifan issuer's remarketing agenf is unable to resell the securities
so tendered, AIGFP must purchase the securities at par as long as the security hac.. not experienced a
payment default or certain bankruptcy events with re..'lpect to the issuer of such security have not occurred.
At DeL'emher 3t2008 and 2007, 2a-7 Puts with a net notional amoUllt of$1.7 billion and $6.5 billion,
respectively, were outstanding.
w

$252 million of the 2008 amount may be- exercised in 2009 and ML III has agreed to not sell the nmltisector CDOs in 2009 and to either not exercise its put option 011 such n1l1lti~sector COOs or to
simultaneously exe,rcise their par put option with a par purchase of the multi-sector CDO securities. In
exchange, AIG Fimmcial Products Corp. agreed to pay to ML III the consideration that it received for
providing the put proteetion.
The- corporate arbitrage portfolio consists principully of CDS transactions written on pOlifolios of
senior unsecured corporate Qbligations that were gCI1t.'"fally rated investment grade at incclHioll of the CDS,
These CDS U·,msactions require cash settlement. Also, included in this pOltfolio fIrc CDS transactions \vith a
net notional of $1.5 billion written on the senior pmt of the capital structure of CLOg, which require cash
settlement upon the occunence of a credit event.
an additional
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Given the level of uncertainty in estimating both the number of CQunterparlies who may elect to
exel'cL~e

theinight to terminate and thepayme.Jlt that may be triggered in cmmection with any such

exercise, AlG is unable to reasonably estimate the aggregote amount that it \vould be required to pay under
the super senior credit default swaps in the event of <my credit rating downgrade below AIG's cutTent
ratings.
Due to long~term maturities of the CDS in the arbitrage portfolio, AlG is unable to make reasonable
estimates oft11e periods during which any payments would be made. However, the net notional amollnt
repr~"ents

tile maximum exposure to loss 011 the super senior credit default s\\'ap portfolio.

Most of AIGFP's credit default swaps fire subject to collateral posting provisions, which typically are
govemed by Intemational Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc, (ISDA) Master Agreements and Credit
Support Annexes. These provisions differ among cmmterpmtie..'l and asset classes. Although AlGFP has
collateral posting obHg,lti0l1S associated with both regulatory capital relieftl'ansactions and arbitrage
transactions, the large majority of these obligations to date have been associated with arbitrage transactions
in respect of multi-sector CDO-,1.
AIGfP has received wllateral calls from c-oul1terparties in respect of certain super senior credit default
swaps, of which a large majOlity relate to multi~sectOl' CDOs, To a Jesser extent, AIGFP has also received
collateral cans in respect of certain supt.'!' seniOl' credit default swaps entered into by counterparties for
regula1{JrY capital relief pUlvoses and in respect of corporate arbitrage,
The amount of fuhlre collateral posting requirements is a function of ATO's credit ratings, the rating of
the reference obligations and any further decline in the market value ofthe retevant reference obligations,
with the latter being the most significant faetor. While a high level of correlation exists benv-een the amount
of collateral posted and the valuation of these contracts in respect of the arbitrage portfolio, a similar
relationship doe'! not exist with respcct to the regulatory capital portfolio given tbe nature ofho\y the
amount of coUateraJ for these transaction.s jg determined. Given the severe market disl'uption. lack of
obscrvabJ.e data and the uncertainty regarding the potential cflects on market prices of measures recently
undertaken by the federal government to address the credit market disruption. AIGFP is unable to
reasonably estimate tIle amounts of collateral that it may be required to post.
Collateral amounts under Mastel' Agreements may be netted against one another where- the
Actual collateral postings

As of December 31, 2008 and 2007 the amount of collateral
respectively.

AIGFP has also entered into credit default s\vap contracts referencing single-name exposures written 011
corporate, index, and asset~hacked credits, with the intention of e.arnjng spread jncome Oll credit exposure in
an unfunded. form. Some of these transactions were entered into as pm1 of a long short strategy allowing
AIGFP to cam the net spread behvccll CDS they Wl'ote and ones they purchased.

The average

Upon a triggering event (e,g., a default) with respect to the \U1derlying credit, AIGFP would normally
have the option to settle the position tlu'ough an auction process (cash settle) or pay the notional of the
contract to the counterpm·ty in exchange for a bond issued by the underlying credit (physical settle),
AIGFP transacted these written CDS contracts under ISDA agreements. The majority of these ISDA
agreements include credit support annex. provisions, which provide for collateral posting:; at various ratings
and tlm)shold levels. At December 31, 2008, AIGFP hfld posted $1.2 billion of collateral under these
contracts.
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Non-AIGFP Det'ivativcs
AIG and its subsidiaries (other than AIGFP) also use derivatives and other instruments us part of their
financial risk management programs. Interest rate derivatives (such as interest rate swaps) are used to
manage interest rate risk associated with investments ill futed income securities, commercial paper

issuances, mcdimn- and long-tenn note offerings, and other interest rate sensitive assets and liabjJitics. In
addition, foreign exchange dedvativcs (principally cross currency swaps, forwards and options) are used to
ecotlOinically mitigate risk associated with nOi1 U.S. dollar denominated debt, net ('..Epit.11 exposures and
foreign exchange transactions. The deri vatives are e.ffective cconomic hedges of the exposures they arc
meant to off.~et
w

Til addition to hedging activitios, AlG also uses derivative instruments with respect to investment
operations, which include, among other things, credit default swaps, and pmchasing investments with
embedded dctivatives, such as equity linked notes tmd convertible bonds. All changes in the fail' value of
the.~ derivatives are recorded in earnings, ArG bifurcatc.q an embedded derivative where: (i) the economic
characteristics of the embedded instfuments are not clearly and closely related to those of tile remaining
components Mthe financial instrument; (ii) the contract that embodies hoth the embedded derivative
instrument and the host contract is not remcasurcd at fail' value; and (Hi) a separate instrument with the
same terms as the embedded instl'll/ne.nt meets the definition of a derivative ~mdcr FAS 133.

Matched Investment Program Written Credit Default Sll'apS
The Matched hwestment Program (MIP) has entered into CDS contracts as a writer ofprotection, with
the intention of earning spread income on credit exposure in an tmfunded form, The pOIifolio of CDS
contracts are single-name expOSU1'es and, at inception, arc predominantly high grade corporate cre-dits,
The :MIP invested in written CDS contracts through an affiUate whjch then transacts directly witll
unaffiliated third parties under lSDA agreements, As of December 31, 2008, thenQtional amount of written
CDS contract~ was $4.1 billion with an average credit rating ofBBB+. The average maturity of the \1iTitten
CDS contracts is March 2012, or 3.3 years, As of Deccmbcr 31; 200S the fair value (which represents the
carrying value) oftheMlP's written CDS was $(351) million.
j

'111e majority of the lSDA agreements include credit support annex provisions, which pmvide for
colh:iteral postings at various ratings and threshold levels. At December 31,2008, $128.9111iUion of
collateral \\'as posted for CDS contracts rcJated to the M1P, The notional amollnt represents the maximum
exposure to loss on the written CDS contracts, However, due to the average investment grade rating and
expected default recovery tate-~. actual losses <Ire expected to be less. AIG Investments, as investment
manager for MIP, manage-'l the credit exposure through its corporate credit l'is...\: process.
Upon a triggering event (e.g., a default) with rcspect to the underlying credit, the MIP would normally
have the option to settle the position tlu'ough an auction process (cash settlement) or pay the notional
alnount of the contract to the countcl'party in exchange fol' a bond issued by the underlying credit (physical
settlement).
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1.1. Lillbilit)' for unlHtid claims flod claims adjustment expense llnd Future policy benefits for life
and accident and health insurance contracts and policyholder contract deposits

The l:'IX'.otlCiliatiQJl of J'l4'.tjvity in the liability for nnpaid chlims and claims adjustmellt expense was
as follows:

Total
Foreign exchange effect
Acquisitions and dispositions (aJ
Losses and Joss expenses incu11'oo:
Current year
Prior years, other than accretion of discount (b)
Prior years, accretion of discount
Total
Losses and loss expenses l)aid:
CUl1·cnt year
PI'ior years
Total

Reinsurance recoverable
Total

$ 85,500 $ 79,999 $ 77,169
(16,212) (17"169) (19,693)
69,288
62,630
57,476
955
741
(2,113)

~
35,085
U8

-----.m

30,261
(656)

--'D1 -----BZ

~
27,805
(53)

----.1QQ

35,520

29,932

13,440
16,531

9,684

8,368

14,862
~?1<i

15,326
23,694

29,971

28,052

72,455
16,803
~~258

in 2007 and

DiscO/mtmg ofReseJ'ves
At December :11, 2008, AIGfs: overall General Insurance net loss reserves reflect a Joss reserve discount
of$2.57 billion, including tabular and non-tabular calculations. The tabular workers' comp{H1sation
discount is calculated using a 3.5 percent interest rate and the 1979·81 Decennial Mortality Table. The non~
tabular workers' compensation discount is calculated separately for companies domiciled in New York and
Pennsylvania, and follows the statutory regulations for each state. For New York companies, the discollnt is
based on a five percent interest rate and the companies' 0"'11 payout patterns, Fot' PelIDsylvania companies,
tbe statute has specified discount factors'for accident years 2001 and prior, which are based on a six percent
interest rate and an industry payout pattem, For accident years 2002 and subsequent, the discount is based

on the payout paUCl'11S and investment yields of the companies,
:270
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The analysis of the future policy benefits and pollc)-'holder contract deposits liabilities was .as

follows:

Future policy benefits:
Long duration contracts

Short duration contracts

$141,623

--l!!
$142,334

Total

$135,521
866
$136,387

Polk.'Yholder contract deposits:

Ammities
Guarallteed investment contracts
Universal lite products

ValiabJe products
CmllOrate life products

Other investment oontracts
Total

$139,126
14,821
29,277
24,965

2,259
16,252
$226,700

$140,444
25,321
27,114
46,407
2,124
17,049
$258,459

Long duration contract liabllitk\"1 included in future policy benefits, as presented in the preceding table,
result primarily from life products. Shmt duratioll contract liabilitie-s are p1'imarily accident and health
products. The liability for future life policy benefits has been established bascd upon the following
assumptions:
• Interest rates (exclusive of immediateIterminaI funding annuities), \vhich vary by tcnitol'y, year of
issuance and products~ range from 1.0 percent to 11,0 percent within the fIrst 20 years. Interest rates
on immediateltenninal funding annuities are at a maximum of 11.5 percent and grade to not greater
than 6.0 percent.
• Mortality and-surrender rates are based upon actual experience by geographical area modified to
allow for variations in policy forlD. The weighted average lapse rate, including sun-enders, for
individual and group life approximated 6.8 percent.
• The portions of current and priOI' net income and of current unrealized appreciation of investments
that can imlrl;'; to the bencfit of AIO are restricted in some cases by the insurance contracts and by tho
locaJ insurance regulations oftho jurisdictions in which the policies are in force.

Provisions for future
The Iiabirity for policyholder contract deposits has boon established based onlhe following
as..'mmptions;

15 years.

from 1.2 percent to 9,0 perc-cnt.
• Interest rates on corporate life insurance products are guaranteed at 4J) pea'cent and the weighted
average rate crerlite-d in 2008 was 5,0 percent
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.. The universal life funds have credited interest rales of 1,0 percent to 5.& percent and guarantees
ranging from 1.0 percent to 5.5 percent depending on the year of issue. Additionally, universal life
fund<; are subject to surrender charges that amount to 13.0 percent of the aggregate fund balance
grading to zerQ over a period nol1onger than 20 years,
• FOf variable products and investment contracts, policy values m'e expressed in terillS of ill vestment
units, Each unit is linked to an asse.t portfolio, The value of a uuit increases or decrl;lases based on the
value ofllle linked asset portfolio. The current liability at any time is the sum of the cun'ent unit vallle
of all investment units plus any liability for guaranteed minimum death or withdrawal benefits,
Certain pwduots are subject to experience u<ijustments. Th~ include group life and group medical
products, credit life contracts, accident and health inslH'unce contracts/riders attached to life policies and, to
a limited extent, reinsurance agreements with other direct insurers. Ultimate premiums from these contracts
are estimated and recognized as revenue, ,md the uneamed portions of the premiums recorded as liabilities.
Experience adjustments vary according to the type of conh'ad and the tenitory in which the policy is in
force and ure subject to local regulatory guidance.

12. Variable Life and Annuity Contracts
AIG follows Statement of Position 03-1 (SOP 03-1)1 which requires recognition of a liability for
guaranteed minimum death benefits and otber living benefits rel(ltecl to variable annuity and variable life
contracts as well as certain disclosures for theRe products.
AIG rC})orts variable contracts tlu'Ough separate accounts when investment income and investment
gains and losse."l accrue directly to, and investment risk is bomc by, the contract holder (traditional variable
annuities), and the separate account qualifies for separate account treatment under SOP 03-1. In some
foreign jurisdictions, separate accounts are not legally inslllated from genera] account creditors and
therc1:ore do not qualitY for separate account treatment under SOP 03~1. In such cases, the variable contracts
afC reported as gencrai account contracts even though the policyholder be.1,rS the risks associated with the
perfonnance of the a.<;set<;. AIG aim rcpOlts variable a1UlUity and Ufe contracts through separate accounts, 01'
general accounts when not qualified for separate a~count reporting, when AIG contrachmlly guarantees to
the contract holder (variable contracts with guarantees) either (a) total deposits made to the contract less filly
paliial withdrawals plus a minimum return (and in minor instances, no minimum returns) (Net Deposits
Plus a Minimum Retum) or (b) the highest contract value attained, typically on any anniversary date minus
any subsequent withdrawals following the contract atlliiversaL'y (Highest COl1tract Value Attained). These
guarantees include benefits that arc payable in the event of death, atmuitization, or, in other instances, at
specified dates during the accumulation pel'1od. Such benefits are referred to ~(s I:,'llaranteed minimum death
benefits (GMDB), guaranteed minimum income benefits (GMIB), guaranteed min.1mum witbdrawal
benefits (GM\VB) mId guaranteed minimum account value benefits (OMA V). For AIG, GMDB is by far the
most widely offered benefit.
The assets supporting the variable pOltion of both traditional variable annuities and variable contracts
with guarantees are carried ai fair value ftndreported as S(..'Pamte account assets with an equivalent
sumillary total H,ported as Sepf.lrf1te account liabi!iti.;;>s when the separate w;:count qualitles for separate
account treatment under SOP 03-1. Assets for separate accounts that do not qualify for separate aCColmt
treatment are reported as trading aCColmt assets, and liabilities arc included in the respective policyholder
liability account of the general account. Amounts assessed against the contract holders for mortality~
administrative, and other services are included in revenue and changes ill liabilities for minimum guarantees
are included in policyholder benefits and claims incurred in the consolidated statement of income. Separate
account net investment income, net investment gains and losses, and the related liability changes are offset
within the same line item in the consolidated statement of income fOf those aCCQunts that qualify for
separate account treatment uuder SOP 03-1. Net investment income and gains (md losses on trading
accounts for contracts that do not qualify for separate account treatment under SOIl 03-1 are repOlted in net
investment income and are pJincipal!y offset by amounts reported in policyholder benefits and claims
incurred.
272
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The vast majority of AIG's exposure on guarantees made to variahie contract holders arises: from

GMOB. Details concerning AJC;\s GMDB exposures 'were as follo'\\'8:
Net Depodts

Plus ll. Minimum
ll.etnnl
(DQII~rs

December 31, 2008
Account value{a)
Amount at risk(b)
Average attained age of contract holders by product
Range of guaranteed minimum rctum rates

Highest Contract
Vallie Attarned
In bllllolls)

13

Il
5

38 - 69 years

5S-71~

50

3-10%

December 31, 2007
Account value(a)
Amount at risk(b)
Average attained age of contract holders by product
Range of guaranteed minimum rctul111'ate."l

66
5

17
1

55 -72 yeal'S

(a) included in Pollcyholder contract deposits in the consolidated balance sheet,
(b) Represents the amount a/dearJl benefit current~J! in excess C!fAccount value.
The following summarizes GMDB liabilities for guarantees on varinble contracts reflected in the
genera) account.
Year~Ended

De:c"mber31.
~·i007'
millions)

---on
Balance, beginning of year
Reserve increase

$463
351

$406
111

Benefits paid

_f!])

-'2:!)

Balance, end ofyear

!~17

!ill

The GMDB liability is de~ermined each period end by estimating the expected value {)f death benefits
in cx(,'ess of the projected account bahmce and ft,"Cognizing the exce..<;s ratably over the accumulation period
based 011 total expected assessments. Ate/- regularly evaluates estimates llsed and adjusts the additional
liability balance, with a related charge or credit t{) benefit expense., if actual experience or other evidcnct~
suggests that earlier assumptions should be revised.
The following assumptions and methodolo!:,'Y were used to determine the GMDB liability at
December 31, 2008:
• Data used was up to 1,000 stochastically generated investment performance scenarios.

• Volatility assumptions ranged from eight percent to 23 perc-ent depending on the block of business.
• Mortality v,'aS assumed at bet\veen 50 percent and 103 percent of various life and annuity mortality
tables.
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• For domestic contracts, the discount rate ranged from 3.25 percent to 11 percent. For foreign
contracts, the discoant rate ranged from 1,6 percent to seven percent.
In addition to GMDS, AlG's contracts currently include to a lesser extent GMIB, The GMIB HabHity is
detennined each period cnd by estimating the expected value of the amlllitizatioll benefits in excess of the

projected account balance at the date of annuiHzation <U1d recognizing the excess ratably over the
accumulation period based on total expected assessments. AlG periodicaHy evaluates estimates used and

adjusts the additionaJ liability balance. witb a related charge or credit to benefit expense, if actual
experience or other evid€'.nce suggests that earlier assumptions should be revised.
AlG contracts currently include GMAV ana GMWB benefits. GMAV alld GMWB considered to be
embedded derivative.... arc recognized at fair value through eamings, AIG enters into derivative c·onti'acts to
economically hedge a portion of the exposure thaI arises from GMAV and GMWB,
13. Deht Outstanding
AIG's total debt outstanding was as follows:

Fed Facility
Other long-term debt
Commercial paper and extendible commercial notes
NY Fed commercial paper fbnding facility
Total debt

274

S 40,431
137,054
613
15,105
$193,203

$
162,935
13,114
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MlltUritics oflong~term

debt~

excluding borrowings of eousoUdated investments, are as follows:

AIG:
$

$
1.418

14,446

bonds payable
TotalAIG

Notes and bonds payable

1,156

562

27

338

5,880
60

2,157

877

4,910

42,644

4,284
34,220

400
79
78

10,834
977
211

2,833

3,627

3,705

13,860
5,250
2,175

1,166
2,630

768
762
324

282
177
195

410
625
192

238 ~
2,092 ~

23,398

AIGLH notes and honds payable ~

----.1QZ2
13,097

~

~
~

.._..J.,i12
20,051
999
2,437

7,401
11,685

3,111

89,274

1,175

$40.431
998

38. -----.11

2,235

~
~

--±.§&Q ~

....-1J..!1

Total AIGFP

1,350

3,178

4,003

4,380

3,572

3,542

502

400

312

283

283

1,376
999
657

3,825

3,032

6,636

4,1l2

3,172

2,079

1,979

5,111

~ --1,lli

3,172

2,079

1,979

5,460

83
5
$15.212

36
4
$9,865

35
_ _3

19
652
$ 58,193

7,559

TotalILFC
AGF (b):

31,046

Notes and bonds payable
Junior subordinated debt
TotalAGF
~>)

Total

_112

~9,292
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(a) Represents structured notes i.<rsued AIOF? that are accountedjor atfair. value.
(b) AIG does not guarantee these borrowings.
(c) Rejlectsj1.Jiure minimum payment/or lLFC's borrowing under Export Credit Facilitie.s,

AIG (Parent Company)
(l) Fed Facility: On September 22,2008, AIG entered into the $85 billion Fed Credit Agl'eement and a
Guarantee and Pledge Agreement (the Pledge.Agreement) with the NY Fed.
Pmsuant 10 the Fed Credit Agreement, in consideration for the NY Fed's extension of credit under the
Fed Facility and the payment of $500,000, AIG agreed to issue 100,000 shares of Series C Prefel1'ed Stock.
See Note 15 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for further discussion of the Series C Preferred Stock.
On November 9, 2008, AIG and the NY Fed amended the Fed Credit Agreement with effect fi'om
November 25,2008. The amended Fed Credit Agreement provides, among other things, that (i) the total
commitment under the Fed Facility foJlowing the issuance of the Series D Preferred Stock is $60 bil'Jion;
(ii) the interest rate payable -on outstanding borrowings is three-month LIBOR (not le-ss Ulan 3.5 percent)
plus 3,0 percent pel' aIllimn; (iii) the fee payable on undrawn amounts is 0.75 percent per annum; and
(iv) the term ofthe Fed Facility is five years. See Note 15 herein for further discussion of the Series D
Preferred Stock. At December 31~ 2008, a total of $40.4 billion was outstanding tinder the Fed Facility,
including commitment tees and accrued compounding interest of$3.63 billion.
The Fed Facility is secured by pledges of the capital stock and assets of certain of AlG's subsidiarie..~,
suqject to exclusions of certain propelty not permitted to be pledged under the debt agreements of AIG and
certain oflts subsidiaries and AfG's Restated Certificate offncorporation, as well as exGlusions of assets of
regulated suh.<;idiaries, asset'l of foreign suh.<:idiarics and asS(.,"!s of special purpose vehicles. TIle exclusion of
the capital stock of (:crtaln direct subsidiaries ofAlG ii'om AIG's pledge ensures that AfG has ltotpledged
all or substantially aU of its assets to the NY Fed.
A1G has not had acce..'>s to its traditional S-OUl'ces of long·term financing through the public debt market

(if) Notes and bonds payable: On August 18.2008. AIG sold $3.25 billion prillcipal amount of senior
unsecured notes in l:1 Rule 144A/Regulation S offering which bear interest at a per annUnll'ate of
8.25 percent and mature in 2018. The proceeds from the sale of these notes were used by AIGFP for its
general cOI'porate purposes, and the notes are included within "AIGFP matched notes and bonds payable" in
the preceding tables. AIG has agreed to use commt.'l·cially reasonable efforts to consummate illl exchange
offer for the notes pursuant to an effective registration statement within 360 days ofthe date Oil which the
notes were issued.
As of Decembel' 31, 2008, approximately $7.5 billion principal amount ofseniol' notes were
outstanding under AIG's medium-term note program, ofwhieh $3.2 billion was used fur AWls general
corporate purposes, $893 million was used by AIGFP (included within "AlOF? matched notes bonds and
payable" in the preceding table..<;) and $3.4 billion was used to fund the MIP. The maturity dates oftl1cse
notes range fro1112009 to 2052. To the extent considered appropriate, AIG may enter into swap transactio!ls
to manage its effective horrowing rates with re-spect to these notes.
As ofDecernberJl, 2008, the equivalent of$12.0 billion of notes were outstanding under AIG's Huro
mediwn-tenn note program, of which $9.7 billion were used to fund the MIP and the remainder was used
fat' AIG's general corporate purposes. The aggregate amount outstanding includes a $588 million loss
resulting from foreign exchange translation into U.S. dollars, ohvhich $0.1 million gain relates to notes
issued by AlG for general corporate purposes and $588 million loss relates to notes issued to fund the MIP.
AIG has economically hedged the cUlTcncy exposure arising from its foreign currency denominated notes,
276 ArG 2008 Fonn IO·K
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AlG maintains a shelf registration statemC11t in Japan, providing for the issuance of up to Japanese Yen
300 blUion principal amount of senior notes, of which the equivalent of $562 million was outstanding at
December 31, 2008,

(iii) Jtmiol" subordinated debt: During 2007 and 2008, AIG issued an aggregate of $125 billion of
junior subordinated debentures denominafed in U.S. dollars, British I'ounds and Euros in eight series of

securities, In connection with each series of junior subordinated debentures, AIG entered illtO a
Replacement Capital Covenant (RCC) for the benefit ofthcJlOlders of AIG's 6,25 percent senior notes due
2036. The Recs provide that AIG will not repay, redeem, or purchase the applicable series ofjll11ior
subordinated debentures on or before a specified date, unless AIG has received qualifying proceeds t!'om
the saJe of replacement capital securities.

(a

AIGFl'
Borrol1Jings under obligatiol1S afguaranteed investmentagreemellts: BOlTOwings under obligations of
GIAs, which arc guamnteed by AIG, are recorded at fair value, Obligations may be called at vmious times
prior to maturity at the option of the cotmterparly. Il1tcl'e..<;t rates on these borrowings are primarily fixed,
vary by maturity, and range up tn 9,8 percent.
At December 31, 2008. the fall' value of securities pledged as collateral with respect to these obligations
approximated $8.4 billion.

AIGF'P's debt, excluding GL\s~ outstanding are as follows:
U.S,lJoliar
CarQ·jJlg Value
(Dollan ill mUUillls)

2009-2035
2009-2047
2009-2023
2oo9-20l5
2009-20l5
2009-20l2

U.S. dollar
Euro

0.01-8.25%

Japflne.'le yen

0.Ol-250
0.25-2.79
0.Ol-2,65
0.Ol-7,73

Swissfhmc
Australian doUar
Other

$4,167
2,866
2,205
112
107

l.S9~7.65

Total
AIGFP econom.ically hedges its notes and bm1ds. AlG guarantees all of AJGFP's debt.

Hybridfinallciallflstrument liabilities: AIGFP's notes and bonds include structllred debt instruments
whose payment torms are linked to one or more financial or othel' indices (such as an equity inde.x or
cOlmnodity index or another measure that is not considered to be clearly and closely related to the debt
instrument). These notes contain embedded dcrivative.<; that otherwise would be required to be accounted
for separately under FAS 133. UponAIG's early adoption ofFAS 155, AIGFP elected the fair value option
for these notes. The notes that are accounted for using the fair value option are reported separately tuder
hybr:1d financial instrument liab:1litie..<;. at fair value.
Al(i2008Foffill0-K 271
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AIGLH
At December 31, 2008~ AlGLH notes and bonds payable aggregating $798 million were outstanding

with maturity dates l'l:Ulging from 201(1 to 2029 at interest rates from 6,625 percent to 7.50 pe-.rcent. AIOguarantees the notes and bonds of AIGLH.
Liabilities Connected to Trust Preferred Stock
AJGLH issued Jtmior Subordinated Debentures (liabilities) to certain trusts established by AIGLH,

which represent the so[e assets of the trusts. Tile trusts have no independent operations, The trusts issued
mOlldatOly redeemable preferred stock to investors. The interest terms and payment dates of the liabilities
correspond to those orille preferred stock. AIGLH's obligations with respect to tbe Hahilitiesand related

At December 31, 2008, the prefelTed stock outstanding consisted of $300 mimoD liquidation value of
8.5 porceni preferred stock is,med by American General Capital n in June 2000, $500 million liquidation
value of 8.125 percent preforred stock issued by Amedean Gencrallnstitutional Capital B in March 1997,
and $500 million liquidation value 00.57 percent preferred stock issued by American General Institutional
Capital A in December 1996.

ILFC
(i) Notes and bonds payable; At Decembe!' 31, 2008, notes aggregating $20.1 billion were
outstanding, consisting of$7.7 billion of term notes, $12.4 billion of medium·term notes with matmitics
ranging from 2009 to 2015 and interest ratesl'anging from 1.62 percent to 7.95 percent and $1,0 billion of
junior subordinated debt as discussed below, Notes aggregating $4.1 billion llre at t10ating intere-st rates <Uld
the remainder are at fixed mtes. ILFC enters into swap transactions to llirmag0 its effective borrowing rates
with respect to these notes.

ILFC doe.s not currently have access to its traditional SOurCf;lS oflong~tenn or short-term fimmcing
thl'Ough the public debt markets. ILFC Clll"rently has the capacity under its present facilities and indentures
to enter into secured financings in excess of$5.0 billion,
As a well-known seasoned issuew, ILFC has an effeclive she1fregistration statement with the SEC, At
2008, $6.9 billion of debt securitie$ had been issued under this registration statement. In
addition, ILFC has a Buro medium-term note program for $7,0 billion, under which $2.3 billion in notes
were outstanding at December 31, 2008. Notes issued under the Ellro mcdium~tcnn note program are
included in ILFC notes and bonds payable in the- preceding table of borrowings, ILFC has substantially
eliminated the CUITf;lUCY exposure arising from foreign currency de-nominated notes by hedging tile note
De'~ember 31,

ex.posure tlu'ough swaps.
(if) JuniQr subordinated debt: In December 2005, ILFC issued two tranches of junior subordinated
debt totaling $1.0 billion to underlie tmst preferred securities issued by a trust sponsored by ILFC. The
$600 million tranohe has a call date of December 21,2010 and the $400 million tranche has a call date of
December 21, 2015, Both tranches mature on December 21, 2065, The $600 million tmnchehas a fixed
interest rate of 5.90 percent fur the first five years, The $400 million tranche h!IS a fixed interest rate of
6.25 percent for the first ten years. Both tranches have intere!>i rate adjustments if the caU option is not
exercised based on a floating qumterly reset rate equal to the initial credit spread plus the highest of
(i) 3~mollth LIBOR, (ii) 1a-year constant maturity treasury and (iii) 30-year constant maturity treasury,

(iii) Export credUfadlity: At December 31, 2008, ILFC had $365 million outstanding under a
$4.3· biHion EXPOlt a'edit Facility (ECA) used in the purchase of approximately 75 aircraft delivered
through 2001. The interest rate varies from 5.75 percent to 5.86 percent on these amortizing ten-year
borrowings depending on the delivery date of the aircraft. The debt is coHateralize-d by a pledge of tile
shares of a subsidiary of ILFC, which holds title to the aircraft financed under the facility, This facility was
guaranteed by various European Export Cl'cdit Agencies,
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At D~ce1l1ber 31, 2008, ILFC had $2.1 billion outstanding under a similarly structured ECA under
which it may borrow up to a maximum of$3.6 billion for aircraft to be delivered through May 31, 2009.
The facility become.'> available as the various European Export Credit Agencies provide their guarantees for
aircraft based on 11 forward~!ookil1g calendar, and the Interest rate is determined through a bid process. The
int~"c;'lt rates are either LlBOR~based with apt'cads ranging f!'Om (0.04) percent to 0,90 percent Ot' at fixed
rates ranging from 4.2 pcrcent to 4.7 percen\. At December 31, 2008, the interest fates of the loans
outstanding rang~.d from 2.51 percent to 4.71 percent. The debt is collatcralize.d by a pledge of shares ofa
subsidiary of ILFC, which holds title to the aircraft fimmced tllldet' the facility. BOl'l'owings with respect to
these facilities are included in ILFC's notes and bonds payable in the preceding table of borrowings,
Under these Export Credit Facilitics+ ILFC may be reqUired to segregate deposits and maintenance
reBerves for the financed aircraft into separate accounts in conncctiollwith certain credit rating downgrades.
As a result of Moody's Odober 3, 2008 downgrade ofILFC's long-terITl debt fi,lting to Baal, ILFC received
notice ii'om the security trustees of the facilities to segregate into separate aCCOllnt~ security deposits and

maintenance reserves related to aircraft funded lUldel' the facility, ILFChad 90 days from tbe date of the

notice to comply, and subsequent to December 31,2008, ILFC segregated approx.imately $260 million of
deposits and maintenance reserves, Funds required to be segregated under the facility agreements fluctuate
with changes in deposits, maintenance reserves Hod debt maturities related to the aircTIlft funded under the
facilities, Further credit rating declines could impose additional restrictions tiuder the EXPQli Credit
Facilities including the requirement to segregate rental payments and would require prior consent to
withdraw funds from the segrcg'dted account
(il) Bankfinuncings: From time to time, ILFC enters into vadol1s bank fimmcings. At December 31,
2008, the total funded amount was $7.6 billion. The financings matm'e through 2012. The interest rates are
LtBOR~based. with spreads ranging fi'om 0,30 percent to 1.625 pcrcent. At December 31, 2008, the interest

rates 1'8nge-'{} from 2.t5 percent to 4.36 percent.
AlG does nut guarantee any ofthe debt obligations oflLFC,

AGF
(i) Notes and bonds payable: At Deoember 31, 2008, notes and bonds aggregating $23.1 billion were
outsl:mHHug with maturity dates nmging from 2009 to 2031 at inierest rates ranging il"om 0.23 percent to
9 percent. AGF has entered into swap 1nmsactiol1s to manage its effective borrowing l'ates with respect to
several of theso notes and bonds,
(ii) Junior suhordinated debt: At December 31, 2008~ junior subordinated debe.ntura<; aggregating
$34-9 mimOD Were outstanding that mature in January 2067. The debe.ntures underlie a series oftmst
prefe/Ted securities sold by a trust sponsored by AGF ill a Rule 144A!Reglllation S offering, AGF can
redeem the debentures at par beginning i11 January 2017,
AIG does not guarantee any qfthe debt ,obligations of AGF but has provided a capital support
agreement for the benefit of AGF's lendel's under the AGF 364-Day Syndicated Facility,

Both JLFC and AGF have drawn the full amount available under their revolving credit facilities,
AIG's syndicated facilities contain a covenant requiting AlG to maintain total shareholders' equity
(calculated on a consolidated basis consistent with GAAP) of at lea~t $50 billion at aU times, If AlG fails to
maintain this leve[ of total shareholders' equity at any time, it will lose a~ccss to those facilities.
Additionally, if an event of default occurs U1H.il:"l· those facilities, including AlG failing to maintain
$50 billion of total shareholders' equity <It any time, which cause.'l the banks to tel'lninate either ortllose
facilities, then AIG may be required to collateralize approximately
AlQ 2008 Form lO-K 279
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$2.7 billion oflettcrs of c.redit that AIG hOls obtained for the benefit of its insurance subsidiaries so that
these subsidiaries may obtain statutory recognition of their intercompany reinsurance transactions.

Other Notes, Bonds, Loans and Mortgages Payable, consisted oethe foUowing:
lIncoJlaterl\liud

Collateralrzed
l...GllllS and

No~eslBolld~!l.&ans

AIGGFG
AIG
Other subsidiaries
Totul

1,596
4]6

Commercial Paper

Comm-ercial paper issued ImtI outstanding was itS follows:
m~count

Wclglltcd
AWll'age

,\Vclgllt<:d

Net

Uool{
~

and Accrued

Face

Interest

.Interest

Amount

Ratc

Maturlt)'
InUll"s

UnMuotUzed
At Deecmool' 31, 2008

---(-D()lIa~ltm-.)--

Average

Commercial paper:

ILFC

57

"--

$

57

AGF (aJ
A1G I~unding
AlGCC - Taiwan (b)
AlGF - Thailand (b)
Total conunercial paper

CPFF:
A1GFP (c)
ILFC(dJ
AlGFunding
TotalCPFF
Total (a)

3.51%

57

3.40

66
39
15

3J9
110
_ _1_4

110
_ _1_4

~

1

6,802
1,691
6,612
15,105
$15,703

19
3

__
18

----222
6,812

3.84

29

1,694
2.78
6,627 ~

28

-11

15,l33

$15,73~

(a) Excludes $15 million oJ estendible commercial notes.
(b) l.~sued in local currencies at prevailing local interest rates,
(e) Carried at fair value.
(d) On Janua1)' 21, 2009, S&P downgraded ILFe s short~term credit ratinga;ul, as a

re~~iiltJ

ILFC lost

access to the CPFF,
At December 31, 2008, AlG did t)ot gual'aJ1tec the commercial papet' of any of its subsidiaries other
than AlG Funding,

Commercial Paper FundillgFnciUty

AIG is participating in the CPFF, AIG Funding, Curzon Funding LLC and Nightingale Finance liC
may issue up (0 approximately S6.9 billion, $7.2 billion and $1.1 billion, respectively, ofconunerci<11 paper
under the CPFF. ILFC participated in the CPFF at December 31, 2008, and had borrowed approximately
$1,7 billion under the
280 AI02oo8 Fonn lO-K
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and February
afftliates

Proceeds from tile issuance of the commercial paper under the CPFF are tlsed to refinance AIG's
outstanding commercial paper as it matures, meet other working capital needs and make voluntary

repayments under the Fed FaciHty, The voluntary repayments of the Ff'.d Facility do not reduce the amount
available to be borrowed thereunder.

14. Commitments, Contingencies and Guarantees
III the normal course ofbusillCSS, various commitments and contingent liabilities are entered into by
AIG and certain of its subsidimie:=:. In addition, AIG guarantees various obligations of cCl"tain subsidiaries.

(a) Litigation and brvestigatlolls
Liii:gationArisingfivm Operations. AIG and its subsidiaries, in common with the insurance and
financial services indust.ries in genera!., are subject to litigation, including claims for punitive damages, ill
the 1101'mal course oftbcir business, In AIG's insuranCe operations, litigation arising from claims settlement
activities is generally considered in thc establishment of AIG's liability for unpaid claims and claims
adjustment expense. However, the potentia! for increasingjl,.uy awards and settlements makes it diH1cutt to
assess the ultimate outcome of such litigati{)tl.
V ill'iOllS federal, state and foreign rcgulatory and governmental agencies are revie\\'ing ceJ1aitl public
disclosures, tt'tlUsactions. and practices of ArG find it" subsidiaries in connection with ArG's liquidity
problems i11dustly~w[de and other inquiries. These reviews include inquiries by the SEC and
U.S, Department of Justice (00.1) with respect to ArG's valuation of and disclosures relating to the AIGFP
super senior credit default swap pOl'tfolio and the U.K Serious Fraud Office with respect to the UK
operations of AIGFP, AIG has cooperated, and will contlmw to coopCL'ate, in produc·ing documents and
other information in response to subpoenas and other req~lests.

In connection 'Nith some of the SEC investigations, AlG understands that. some of its employees have
received Wens notices and it is possible that additional current and fonner employees could receive similar
notices in the future. Under SEC procedures, a Wells notice is <111 indication that the SEC staff has made a
preliminary decision to recommend enforcement acHan that provides recipients with an opportunity to
respond to the SEC staff before a formal recommendation is finalized.
Although AIG cannot currently quantify its ultimate liability for tlIe unresolved litigation and
investigation matters refel1\~d to below, it is possible that 5l-1Cll liability COl-tid have a material adverse effect
011 luG's consolidated financial condition, consolidated results of operations or consolidated cash flow for
an individual reporting period.
Litigation Relating to AJOFP 's Super Senior Credit Dqfuult SIva]) Portfolio

S'ecul'fties Actions - Southern District o/New York~ On May 21, 2008, a purported securities fraud
class action complaint was filed agaiIlst AlG and certain of its current and former officers and directors in
the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (the Southern District of New York).
The complaint alleges that defendants made statements during the period May 11, 2007 through May 9.
2008 in pt'ess rcleases, AIG's qllatterly and yeal"Mend filings fI11d during conference calls with am11ysts which
were materially fals<J and misleading and which artificially inflated the price of AlG's stock. The alleged
false and misleading statements relate to, among other things, unrealized market valuation lo&~es 011
AIGFP's :,'Uper sellior credit default swap portfolio as a result of severe credit market disruption, The
complaint alleges claims under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act. Tbree additional purported
securities dass action complaints were subsequently filed in the
AIG2008FomllO-K 281
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Southern District of New York, all containing similar allegations. One oftlle additional complaints, fik-d on
June 19, 2008, alleges a purported class perJod ofNovcmbcf 10, 2006 through June 6,2008.

District of

ll,

of New York 011 October 27.

statements filed on

15

On Jalltlary 15, 2009, a purported securities class action complaint was filed in the Southern District of
New York on behalf ofpul'chasel's of AIG Medhmi-Tel'lU Notes, Series AKi·FP, which the complaint
alleges were offered on a continuous basis from November 17,2006 tbl'Ough April 10.2008, against AIG,

certain ofhs'culTcnt and fonner officers and directors, and the underwriters of the OfferillgS~ The complaint
alleges that in connection with the offering matel'ials, defendants failed to disclose information relevant to
the creditworthiness of AlG and therefore the value afthe noles, making them false and misleading in
violation of Sections 11, 12(a) and 15 of the Securities Act of 1933,
The Court has not yet appointed a [cad plaintiff in these actions.

ERl,')A Actions - Sautt/em District ofNew York. On June 25, 2008, the Company, certain of its
executive oHicers and directors, and unnamed member'" of the Company's Retirement Board and
Investment Committee were named as defendants in two separate, though nearly identical, actions filed in
the Southern District QfNcw York. The actions purport to be brO\lght as class actions on behalf of all
participants in 01' benefIciaries of certain pension plans sponsored by AIG or its subsidiaries (tbe Plans)
dming the pcriod May 11, 2007 through the present <lndwboso participant accounts included invc<;[ments in
the Company's common stock, Plaintiffs allege, among other things, that the defendants breached their
fiduciary responsib-iHties to Plan participants and theh' beneficiaries under the Employee Rctircment Income
Security Act of 1974, as amended (ERISA), by; 0) failing to pl'udC",fltly and loyally manage the Plans and
the Plans' assets; (Ii) failing to pl'ovide complete and accurate i11formation to participants and beneficiaries
ab()ut the Company and the value of the Company's stock; (ii1) failing to monitor appointed Phm fiduciaries
and to provide them with complete and accurate information; and (iv) breaching their duty to avoid c·onflicts
of interest. The alleged ERISA violat1ons l'elnte to, among other things, the defendmlts' pm'ported failure to
monitor and/or disclose ulll'ealized market '{'aluation losses 011 AIGFP's super senior credit default swap
portfolio a.'l a result of severe credit market disruption. Six additional purpolied ERISA class action
complaints were subsequently filed in the Southem District of New York, eflch containing l:t'imilar
allegations, It is anticipated that these actions will all he consolidated and that the Court will then apP01Jit a
lead plaint.iff in the consolidated action.
Derivative Actions - Southern District OJ'\'811' York. On November 20, 2007, two purported
shareholder derivative actions were filed in the Sotllhem District of New York naming a-<;; defendants the
Ihen CutHlllt directors of AIG and certain senior o[fit-'en; of AlG and its subsidiaries. Plaintitfs assert claims
for breach of fiduciary duty, waste of corporate assets and unjust enrichment, as welt as violations of
Section 10(b) of tile Exchange Act and Rule lOb·5 promulgated thel'etmdel', and Section 20(a) of the
Exchange Act, among other things. in connection with ArG's public disclosures regarding its exposure to
what the lawsuits descr1be as the subprimc market crisis. The
282 AID 2008 Form lQ.K
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December 19,2008,
pending.

DerilYltive Action - Delaware Court o/Chat/cery, On January 15,2009, a purported sharehol-der
derivative complaint was flied in the Court of Chancery of Delaware naming as defendants cCltain CUlTcnt
directors of AIG and Joseph Cassatlo~ the former CEO of AIGFP, and asserting claims on behalf of nominal
defendant AIGFP, As sole slmreholder of AIGFP, AIG' was also llamed as a nominal defendant. Plaintiff

asserts claims against Joseph CasslUlO for breach offidnciary duty and 11lUust enrichment, The complaint
alleges that Cassano was responsible for losses suffcl'cd by AIGFP related to its exposure to subprimebacked credit default swaps and collateralized debt obligations and that he concealed these losses for his
own benefit.
Action by the Starr Foufldation---· Supreme Courf of New York. On May 7 2008, the Starr Foundation
filed a com[)laint in New York State Supreme Court against. AIG, ArG's former ChiefExecuth,rc Officcr,
Martin Sullivan, and lUG's then Chief Financial Offic(:'.r, Ste-vcnBcnsingcl', asserting a elaim for common
law fraud. The complaint alleges that the defendants lnt\de materially misleading statements and omissions
concerning alleged multi~billion dollar losses in AlG's porU-olio of credit default swaps. The complaint
asserts that if the Starr Fmmdation had known the truth about the alleged losses, it wO"uld have sold its
remaining shares of AlG stock. The complaint alleges that the ~tal'l' Foundation has suffered damages of at
least $300 million. On May 30, 2008, a motion to dismiss the complaint was filed on behalf of defendants.
After a hearing, the complaint was dismissed. On December 23. 2008, plaintiff filed a notice of appeal.
j

Canadian Secllrlties Class Action· - Ontario Superior Court ofJustice.. On November 13, 2008, an
application was filed in the Outada Supedor Court of Justice for leave to bring a purported securities fraud
cla.'lS action against AIG, AIGFP, certain of AlG's current and former officers and directors, and the formel.'
CEO of AIGFP. Iftbe Cnurt grant,> the application, a class plaintiffwill be permitted to fUea statement of
claim against AIG. The proposed statement of claim would assert a class period of November 10,2006
through September 16, 2008, and would aUege that during this pedod defendants made false und misleading
statements and omissions in quarterly and annual reports and during oral presentations in violation oftbe
Ontario Securities Act,
Liligation Relating to the Credit A!,7reement with the i\'Y Fed
011 November 4, 2008, a P1,ll'pot'ted class action was tiled in the Delaware Court of Chancery naming as
defendants AlG, Chairman and Chief Exectltive Officer Edward M. Liddy, and certain currellt and fonner
Met directors, Plaintiff alleges violations of DeJaware Gel1e1'al Corporation Law Section 242(b)(2) and
breaches of
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shares of authorized CDn1111Qn stock and decrease the par vulue of the Gommon stock, an order declaring that

AIG's dirootors arc breaching their fiduciat"y duties in not BeeJi:ing nJtemative or supplemental financing in
advance of a stockholder V{)tc 011 such an amendment to the Restated Certific..'1te of Incorporation. aud
damages. During a conferCllGCwith the Court on November 7, 2008, AIG's counsel state-d th<lt ally
amendment to the Restated Certificate of Incorporation to increase the number of authorized common stock
or to decrease the par value of the common stock would be the subject of a class Yote by the holders ofthe
common stock, and plaintiffs counsel agreed thai the plaintiff's request for an order granting this reJiefis
moot On January 12, 2009, plaintiff agreed to stipulate to dismiss its claims against defe.lHlants and litigate
only the matter of attorneys' fees., which have bt...-'ell stipulated not to exct.'Cd $350,000. On February 5, 2009,
the Court approved a stipulation and order of dismissal entered into by the parttes in connection witb the

actioll.
2006 Regulatory Settlements and Related Mattefw
2006 RegulatOlY Settlements. In Febmary 2006, A10 reached a resohltion of claims and matters under
investigation with the DOJ, the SEC, the Office of the New York Attorney General (NYAO) and the New
York State Department of Insurance (DOl). AIG recorded an atter-tax charge of $1.15 billion relating to
these settlements in the [omth quarter of'2005, '1110 settlements resolved investigations conducted by the
SEC, NYAG und DOl in connection with the accounting, financial reporting and insurance brokerage
practices of AIG and its subsidiaries, as well as claims relating to tlle underpayment of certain workers'
compensation premium taxes and other assessments. These settlements did not, however, resolve
investigations hy regulators from other states into insurance brokerage practices related to cOIltingent
commissions and other brokcr~related conduct, such as alleged bid rigging. Nor did the settlements resolve
any obligations that AlG may have to state guarantee funds in COllilection with any of these matteI'S.
As a result ofthese settlements, AlG made payments or placed amounts in eScrow in 2006 totaling
approximately $1.64 billion, 2225 million of which represented nnes and penaltie..'l. An'JOunts held in e-scrow
totaling approximately $338 million, including interest thereon, Eire included in other assets at December 31.
200i':. At that date, all ofthe funds were escrowed for settlement of claims resultin.g from the tmdcrpayment
by A1G of its residua! market assessments for workers' (,-Ompcnsation.
fund under the supervision of the

Also. as part of the settlements, AIG agreed to retain, for a period of three years, an independent
consultant to conduct a review tbat will include, among other things, the adequacy of ArG's inteL'ua! control
over financial reporting, the policies', procedures and effectivene"s of A1G'8 regulatory, compliance and
legal fllDCtlOllS and the remediation plan that AlG has implemented a.~ a result of its own intcrnall'cview,
Other Regulatmy Settlements. AlG's 2006 regulatory settlements with tbe SEC, DOJ. NYAG and
DOr did not resolveinvestigatioJ1s by regulators fi'om other states into insurm1ce brokerage pmctices. AlG
entered into agreements effective 1anuary 29, 2008 with tbe Attorneys General of the States of Florida,
Hawaii, Maryland, Michigan, Oregon, Texas and West Virginia; the Commonwealths of Massachusctts and
Pennsylvania; and the District of Columbia; as well as the Florida Department of Financial Services [Uld the
Florida Office of Insurance Regulation, relating to their respective industry-wide investigations into
producer compensation and il1sll1'ance placement practices. The settlements call for total payments of
S12.5 million to be allocated among the ten jurisdictions representing restitution to state agencies and
reimhursement of the costs of the investigation. During the term of the settlement agreements, .AlG will
continue to maintain cCliain producer compensation disclosure and ongoing compliance initiatives. AIG
will also continue to cooperate with the indtlstry~wide lllvestigatiom;, The agreement with the Texas
AUomey Genera! also settles allegations of anticompetitive conduct relating to AIG's
284 A102008Ponn IO-K
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re-lationship with Allied World ASSLU'aI1CC Company and
$500,000 related thereto.

itl<',hldcs

an additional settlement payment of

AIG cntel'cd into flU agreement effective March 13, 2008 with the Pem1sylvania Insurance Department
relating to the Departmcnfs investigation into the· affairs of AIG and certain of its PennsyJvania~domiciled
insurance company subsidiaries. The settlement calls for total payments of approximately $13.5 million. of
which approximately $4.4 miUion was paid under previous settlement agreements. Durin,g the term of the
settlement agreement, AIG will provide aunuall'einsurance reports, as well as maintain certain producer
compensation disclosme and ongoing compliance initiatives,

NAlC Examination a/Workers' Compensation Premium Reporting. During 2006, the Settlement
Review Working Group of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), under the
direction ofthe states of Indiana, Minnesota and Rhode lsland,began un investigation into tUG's reporting
of workers' compensation prernitlms. In late 2007, the Settlement Revie\-v Working Gronp recommended
that a multi-state tm'gcted market conduct examination focusing on workers' compensation itlsUral1Ce be
commenced under the direction of the NAIC's lv1arket Analysis Working Group. AIG was informed ofthe
multi-state targeted market conduct examination in January 2008, The lead states in the multi-state
examination are Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Mussachusetts, Minnesota,. New York. Perulsylvania, and
Rhode Island. An other state..'1 (and tlle District of Columhia) have agreed to pmiicipate in the multinstale:
examination. To date, the examination has focused on legacy issues related to AIG's writing and reporting
of work erst compensation insmance between 1985 and 1996. AIG has also bcen advised that the
eX£\1uination will focus on current compJian'Ce with legal requirements applicable to such husine.....' l, AIG has
been advised by the lead states that to date no determinatiolls have been made with respect to these is.<;ues,
and AIG cannot predict either the outcome of the investigation or provide any assurance regarding
regulatory action that may fc,mlt from the investigation.
Securities Action - Southern District ofNew York. Beginning in October 2004. a number of putative
scc1.lt'ities fraud class action suits were 'filed in the Southern District of New York against AlG and
consolidated as In re AmeIican lntemational Group, Inc. Securities Litigation. Subsequently, a separate,
though similar, securities fraud action \vas also brought against AIG by certain Florida pension funds. The
lead plaintiff in the class action is a group of public retirement systems: and pension funds benefiting Ohio
state employees, suing on behalf of themselves and all purchasers of AlO's publicly traded seculi1ies
betwccn October 28,1999 and Apl'il 1, 2005. The named defendants are AIG and a number ofprescnt and
former ArG officers lind directors) as well as Stal'r~ SleD, Clenet'al Reinsurance COJ'poration (Gcncral Re),
and Pricewatel'oouseCoopers LLP (PwC), among others. The lead plaintiff alleges, among other things, that
AIG; (I) concealed that it cngaged in anti-competitivc conduct through aneged payment of contingent
commissions to brokers al1d participation in illegal bidKrigging; (2) conceakd that it used "income
smoothing" products aud other techniques to inflate its earnings; (3) (',Qneealed that jt marketed and sold
"income smoothing" insurance prod\Jcts to other companies; mId (4) misled investors about the scope of
govenuuent investigations. In addition. the lead plaintiffnlJeges that AlG's former Chief Executive Officer.
MUlU'ice R. Gl'eenbe.rg, manipulated AlG's stock price, The lead plaintiffussel'ts cJabns fot' violations of
Sections 11 and 15 of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act and
Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder, Section20(a) of the Exchange Act, and Section 20A of the Excllange
Act. In April 2006, the court denied the defendants' motions to dismiss the second amended class action
complaint and the Florida complaint. In December 2006, a third amended class action complaint was filed,
which does not differ substantially u'om the prior complaint Fact discovery is currently ongoing, On
Febl'L1at')l 20, 2008, the lead plaintiff filed a motion for class certification. The motion remains pending.
ERISA Action- Southern District a/New Yi')rJc Between November 30, 2004 and July 1,2005,
several ERISA actions were filed in the Southern District ofNt'.w York 011 behalf of purported dass
participants and beneficiaries of three pension plans sponsored by AIG or its subsidim1es. A c011-Solidated
complatnt filed on September 26, 2005 alleges adass period between September 30, 2000 and May 31,
2005 and names as defendants AlG, the members of AIGls Retirement Board and the Administrative
Boards oftlle plans at issue, .and present or former members of AlG's Board of Directors. The factual
allegations ill the complaint are essentiall)r identical to those in the secUlitics actions dc-scribcd above 1ll1der
Secudtie,,:, Actions - Southam District of New York. The
A1G 2008 Form lo..K 285
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Derivative ActioJ!. - Southern Disirict ofNew York Betweell October 25, 2004 and July 14. 2005,
seven separate- deriviltive actions were filed in the Southern District ofNew York, five Qfwhich were
consolidated into u single. action (the New York. 2004/2005 Derivative Litigation uuder Securities

Actions - Southern District of New York), The complaint in this action contains nearly the same types of
allegations made in the securities fraud action described above. The named defendants include current and
fonner ofiicers mld directors of AIG, as well as Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc. (Mllrsh), SICD, Starr,
ACE Limited and subsidiaries, General Re, PwC, and certain employees or officers ofthestl' entity
defendants. Plaintiffs assert claims for breach of fiduciary duty, gross mismanagement, waste of corporate
assets, unjust emicbment, insider selling, auditor breach of contract, auditor professional negligence and
disgorgcmcnt from AIO's fonm~r ChicfExecutive Officer, Maurice R. Greenberg, and fanner Chief
Financial Officer, Howard 1. Smith, ofincet1tive~based compensation and AlG share proceeds under
Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, among others, Plaintiffs fleck, among other things, compensatory
damages, corporate governance reforms, and a voiding of the election of certain AlG directors. AlG's
Board of Directors has appointed a special committee of independent directors (Special Committee) to
review the matters assorted in the operative consolidated derivative complaint, The court has entered an
ordcr staying tills action pending resolution ofthc Delaware 2004/2005 Derivative Litigation discussed
below. 'Tbe court also has entered an order tbat termination of certain named defendants from the Delaware

action applies to this action without fmiher order of the court. On October 17, 2007, plaintiffs and Ihose
AIG officer and director defendants against whom the shareholder plaintiffs in the Delaware action arc no
longer pnrsuing claims filed a stipulation providing for an claims in tbis action against such defendants to
be dismissed Witll prejudice. Fonner directors and oflicel's Maurice R. Greenberg and Howard 1. Smith have
asked the court to refrain ii'Om so ordering this stipulation.
Derivative ActioJ13 - Delaware Chancmy Court From October 2004 to Apl'i12005, AlG shareholders
fik.d :five derivative complaints in the Delaware ChancClY Court. All ()fthese derivative lawsuits were
consolidated into a single action as In re American International Group, Inc. Consolidated Derivative

LitigatiQIl (the Delaware 2004/2005 Derivative Litigation). 1110 amended consolidated complaint named 43
defendants (not including nominal defendant AIG) who, as in the Nev,' York 2004/2005 Derivative
Litigation, were current and former officers and directors of AIG, as well as other entities and certain of
theit' cun'ent and fonner employees and dire(ltors. The factnal allegations, legal daims and relief sought in
this action are similar to those alleged in the New York 2004/2005 Derivative Litigation, except that: the
claims arc only under state law. In early 2W7, tho COUli approved an agreement t"hat AIO bcrealignoo as
plaintiff, and, all June 13,2007, acting on the direction of the Special Committee, AIG filed an amended
complaint against fonner directors and officers Maurice R. Greenberg and Howard 1. Smith, alleging breach
ofJiduciary duty and indeumification. Also on June 13, 2007, the Special Committee filed a motion to
terminate the litigation as to certain defendants, while taking no action as to others. Defendants Greenberg
and Smith filed answers to AlG's complaint and brought third~paliy complaints against certain current and
fonner AIG directors and officers, PwC and Regulatory Insurance Services, Inc. On September 28; 2007,
A1G and the shareholder plaintiffs filed a combined amended complaint in which AIG continued to assert
claims against defendants Greenberg and Smith and took no position as to the claims asserted by the
shareholder plaintiffs in the remainder of the combined amended complaint In that pleading, the
shareholder plaintiffs are TIO longer pl.l1'suing claims against certain AIG oftLcers and,directors, On
February 12,2008, tile court granted AIG's motion to stay discovel'y pending the resolution of claims
against AlG in the New York consolidated s{X"luritics action. On Aprl1l1, 2008, the shareholder plaintiffs
'filed (he Fil'stAmel1ded Comhin~d Complaint, which added claims against former- AIG directors <IntI
officers Maurice Greenberg, Edward Matthews, and 'I1lOmas Tizzio for breach offiducimy duty based on
alleged bidAriggillg in the municipal derivatives market. On June 13, 2008, cCltain defendants filed motions
to dlst'l.'liss th~ shareholder plaintiffs' pOltiMs of the complaint. On February 11,2009, the court denied the
motions to dismiss filed by Maurice Greenberg, Edward Matthews, and Tbomas Tizzio; granted the motion
to dismiss filed by pwe without prejudice; and grunted the motion to dismiss filed by certain
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AIG is also named as a ddendant in a derivative action in the De1nware Chancery CDllll brought by
shareholders of Marsh. On July 10,2008, shareholder plaintiffs filed a second eonsolidated amended
complaint, which contains claims against AlG fol' aiding and abeHing a breach of fiduciary duty and

contribution and indemnification in connection with alleged bid-ligging and steering practices in the
conunercial insurance market that lcwe the sul>.iect oftlle Policyholder Antitrust and Racketeering Influenced
and COlTIlpt Organizations Act (RICO) Aotions de.'icrihed below. On November 10,2008, AIG and certain
defendants I:iled motions to dismiss the shareholder plaintiffs' portions of the complaint The motions to
dismiss are pending.

The

PoUcyho{d<:r Antitrust and RICO Actions, Commencing in 2004, policyholders brought multiple
federal antitrust and RICO class actions in jurisdictions across the nation against insurers and brokers,
including AIG and a number ofiL'l subsidiaries, alleging that the insuft.."fs alld brokers engaged in a broad
conspiracy to allocate cu,<;tomers, steer business, and rig bids. These actions, including 24 complaints filed
in diflerent federal CQurts numing AlG or an AlG subsidiary 8S a defendant, werc consolidated by the
judicial panel 011 mu1ti~district litigation and transteHTcd to the United States District Court for the Distt'ict of
Nevi,' Jersey (Disb'let of New Jel'sey) for coordinated pretrial proceedings> The consolidated actions have
proceeded in that court in two parallel actions, In re Insurance Brokerage Antitmst Litigation (tho
Commercial Complaint) and In re Employee Bencnt Insurance Brokerage Antitrust Litigation (the
Employee Benei'lts Complaint, and, together with the Commercial Complaint, the Multi-district Litigation).
The plaintiffs in the Commercial Complaint are a group ofcorporatiQl1s, individuals and public entities
that contracted vr'ith the broker defendants for the provision of illsuranee brokeragc services for a variety of
insurance needs. The broker defendants are alleged to have placed insurance coverage on the plailltiff.c;:>
behalf with a number of insurance companies named as defe.ndants, including AIG mlhsidial'ics, The
Commercial Complaint also named various brokers and other insurers as defendants (tlu'Cc of which have
since settled). The Commercial Complaint alleges, among other things, that defendants engaged in a
widespread conspiracy to allocate customers tll1'ough bid-rigging and steering practices. Plaintiffs assert that
the defendants violated the Sherman Antitrust Act, RIC"O, and the antitrust laws of 48 states lU1d the District
ofCo!umbia, and arc liable l1nder common law breach offiJuciary duty and unjust enrichment theories,
Plaintiffs seek ti'ehle damages plus interest and atto1'llcys' fees as a result of the alleged RiCO and Shet'mal1
Antitrust Act violations.
The plaintiffs in the Employee Benefits Complaint are a group of individual emplnyees anJ corporate
and municipal employers aJJcging claims on behalf of two sepan~te- nationwide purported classes: all
employee class and an employer class that acquired insurance pl'Odllcts from the defendants from
August 26, 1994 to the date of any class certification, The Employee Benefits Complaint names AlG. as
welt as various other brokers and insurers, as defendants. The activities alleged in the Employee Benefits
Complai.nt, with certain exceptions) track the allegations made in the Commercia{ Complaint.
The Court in cODnection with the Commercial Complaint grante.d (without leave to amend) defendmits'
motions to dislUiss the federal antitrust and RICO claims on August 31, 2007 and Septeluber 28, 2007,
l'csj,ectivclly. l.'hecoul't declined to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims in the
Complaint and therefore dismissed it in its entirety, On Jmmary 14,2008, the COUl1 granted
motion fa!.' summary jlldgment on the ERlSA daims in the Employee Benefits Complaint and
subsequently dismissed the remaining state law claims without prejudice, thereby dismissing the Employee
Benefits Complaint in its enlil'ety, On February 12, 2008, plaintiffs filed a notice of appeal to tbe United
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit with
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respect to the dismissal urtbe Employee Benefits Complaint. Plaintiffs previously appealed the dismissal of
the COlilll1ercial Complaint to the United State-~ Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit on October 10, 2007.
Both appeals arc fully briefed and oral argument in both appeals has been tentatively scheduled for
April 20, 2009.
similar to those in the Multi~districtLitigation have been

federal

The defendants have

Litigation,

proceed.
Ohio Attomey General Action --- Ohio Court of Common Pleas. On August 24, 2007, the Ohio
Attorney General flIed a complaint in the Ohio Court ofeomlnO)) Pleas againstAIGand a number of its
subsidiaries, as well as several other broke.r and insurer defendants, asserting violation of Ohio's antitL'llst
laws. Th~ complaint, which is similar to the Commercial Complaint, alleges that AlG and the other broker
and lusurer defendants conspired to allocate customers, divide markets, and restrain competition in
com.merciallines of casualty insurance sold through the broker defendant. The- complaint seek.<> treble
damages 011 behalf of Ohio public purchasers of commercial casualty insurance, disgorgement on behalf of
both public and private-purchasers of commercial casualty immrance, as well as a $500 per day 1X,'l1uHy 1hr
each day of conspiratorial conduct. AJO, along with other co-defendants, moved to dismiss thc complaint
on November 16, 2007. On June 30, 2008, the ('..-ourt denied defendants' motion to dismiss. On August 18.
2008, defendants filed their answers to the complaint DiscoVCly is ongoing.

Action Relating to Workers' Compensation Premium Reporting .. ,~ Northern Dfstrict of Illinois. On
May 24, 2007, the National Workers' Compensation Reinsurance Pool (the N\VCRP), on behalf of its
participant members, filed <t lawsuit in the United States DistTict Court for the Northern District of Illinois
against AIG with respect to the underpayment by AIG of its residual market a.<;sessments for workers'
compensation, The complaint alleges claims fOl' violations of RICO, breach of contract, fraud and related
state law claims arising out of AID's aileged underpayment oftheseass~~ments between 1970 and the
present and seeks dumages purp01tcdly in excess of$l billion. On August 6, 2007, the COl1l't denied AIG's
motion seeking to dismiss or stay the complaint or, in the alternative, to transfer to the SouthCI'll District of
New York. On December 26, 2007, the court denied AlG's motion to dismiss the complaint. On March 17,
2008, AIG filed an amended answer, counterclaims and third~party claims against the National Council on
Compensation Insurance (in its capacity as attomey-in-fact for the NWCRP), the NWCRP. its board
membel'Sl and certain of the ~)ther insurance. companies that are members of the NWCRP alleging violations
of RICO, as well as claims for c.ollspiracy, fraud, and other state Jaw claims. The counterclaim-and thirdpmty defendants filed motions to dismiss on June 9, 2008, On February 23, 2009, the Comt issued a
decision and order sustaining AlG's counterclaims and :mstainu1g. in part, AlG's third~paliy claims, The
Court also dismissed certain of AIG's third-party claims without prejudice. The Court also has stayed the
entire case pending a ruling on AIG's motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, which is
scheduled fol' a mIing on June 10, 2009.
Action Relating to Worlw;'o" Compensation Premium Reporting·-'~ Minnesota, On February 16.2006,
the Attorney General of the State of Mi.nnesota filed a complaint against AlG with respect to claims by the
Minnesota Department of Revenue and the Minnesota Speclul Compensation Fund, alleging that AIG made
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and reports to Minnesota agencies and regulators, llnlawful1y reducing AW's contributions alld payments to
Minnesota and certain state 1l11lds relating to its workers' compensation premiums. While AIG settled that
litigation in December 2007, a similar lawsuit was filed by the Minnesota Workers' Compensation
Reinsurance Association and the MilIDcsota Workers] Compensation InSllrers Association in the United
States District Court lQr the District of Minnesota. On Maroh 28, 2008, tbe court granted AI<.Ps motion to
di::"l11iss the case in its entirety. On April 25,2008, plaintiffs appealed 10 the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit and also filed a new complaint making similar allegations in IvIinllesota state court.
On Apl'il30, 2008, substantiaHy identical claims were also filed in Minnesota state court by the Minnesota
Insurance Guaranty Association and Minnesota- Assigned Risk Plan. On September 11., 2008, the parties to
both actions entered into a settlement, resulting in the dismissal of aU claims against AIG, In exchange for
the dismissal and a hroad release of claims, tbe fimmcial tenns of the settlement provide.d for lUG's
payment of $21.5 million to plaintiffs and waiver of its right to collect $3.5 million in payments due from
the plaintiffs,

Action Relating to Workers' Compensation Premiwn Reporting'·,," Distn'ct o/South Carolina, A
purpOlied class action was also filed in the United State..'> District Court for the District of South Carolina on
January 25, 2008 against AIG and certain of its subsidiaries, on behalf of a class of empioyers that obtained
workers' compensation insumnc.e from AIG companies- and allegedly paid inflClted premiums as a resull of
AIG's alleged undem~porting of workers' compensation premiums. An amended complaint was tiled 011
March 24, 2008, and AIG filed a motion to dismiss the amended complaint on April 21, 2008, On July 8,
2008, the Cotut granted AIG's motion to dismiss all claims without pre:judice and granted plaintiff leave to
refile subject to certain conditions. PlaJntHYs flIed their second amended complaint on July 22, 2008. AIG
moved to dismiss the second amended complaint Oll August 22, 2008. DiscovelY is stayed pending
resolution of the motion to dismiss.
Litigation Relating to SICa and Starr
SICO Action. In July, 2005 SICO med a complaint against AlG in the Southcm District ofNew York..
claiming tllat AIG had refhsed to provide SICO access to certain uliwork, and asking the l;:DUlt to order AIG
immediately 10 release the property to SICa, AlG filed an answer donying 81CO'8 aLlegations and setting
forth defenses to SICO's claims. In addition, AlG filed counterclaims asserting breach of contract, unjust
enrichment, conversioll, breach of fiduciary duty, a constructive trust and declaratory judgment, relating to
SICO's breach of its commitment to use itsAIG shartlS only for the benefit ofAIO and AlG employees. 00
June 23, 2008, the Court denied in part and granted in part SICO's motion for Sllnlmary judgment, and on
July 31, 2008 the parties submitted ajoiut pre~trial order. Trial is scheduled to commence on June 15, 2009.

Derh'atll?t? Action Relating to Starr cmd SICa, On December 31, 2D02, a derivative Jawsuitwas filed
in the Delaware Chancery Com·t against twenty diredors and executives of AIG as well as against AID as a
nominal defendant that alleges, among other things, that the directors of AIG breached the fiduciary duties
of loyalty and care by appl'oving the payment of commissions to insurance managing general agencies
owned by Starr and ofrenta1 and service fees 10 SICa and the executives breached their duty ofJoyalty by
causing AIG to enter into contracts with Starr and SIca and their iiducial'y duties by usurping AIG's
corporate opportunities. The complaint fmiher alleges that the Starr agencies did 1101 provide any services
that AIG was not capable of providing itself, and thai the diversion of commissions to thesel;:ntities was
solely for the benefit of Starr's owners. The complaint also alleges that the service fees and rental payments
made to srco and its subsidlaries were improper. Under the terms ofa stipulation approved by the Court on
February 16, 2006, the claims against the outside independent directors were dismissed with prejudice,
while tho claims against the other directors were dismissed without prejudice, In an opinion dated JlUle 21 l
2006, the Court denied defendants' motion to dismiss, except with respect to plaintiff's challenge to
payments made to Starr before January 1,2000, On July 21, 2006, plaintiffflied its second amended
complaint, which aJlegcs that, between Janumy I, 2000 and May 31, 2005, individual defendants breached
their duty ofloyaHy by causing AIG to cnter into contracts with Starr and SICa and breached their
fiduciary duties by usmping AIG's corporate opportunity. Starr is charged with aiding and abetting
breaches of fiduciruy duty and unjust enrichment for its acceptlli100 of the fees. SICO is no longer named as
a defendant. On June 27, 2007, Slarr filed a cross~clajm against A£G, alleging one connt that includes
contribution, Ul'ljust el1.richment and setoff. On November 15,2007, the Court granted AIG's motion to
dblniss the cross-d<lim by Starr to the extent that it sought
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affirmative relief from AIG, On February 14, 2008~ the Court granted a motion to add former AIG officer
Thomas Tizzio as a defendant. As a result, the remaining defendants in the case are AIG (the nominal
defendunt), Starr and former directors and offict-'fs Maurice Greenberg, Howard Smith, Edward Matthews
and Thomas Tizzio, On September 30, 2008, the parties filed a stipulatlon of settlement, where defendants
agreed to payment of$115 million to AIG, net of attorneys' fees and cost'l', in exchange for receipt of a
broad release of claims relating to the allegations ill the complaint At the settlement hearing: on
December 17! 2008, the Court approved the terms of the settlement and entered final judgment.

Litigation Matters Relating to AlG's Get/eraI insurance Operations

';~'i[f~'I~~~:;~~~'::E:~:;:'I~~::~:i~;I~~:~~1'~~~~~!~~~:'~::~l-~,:,!~~:~:i~11;:~~:~:;~~~~~:1~;he

actions CHrcmark Rx, Inc, (Cal'emark). The plaintiffs
involvh;~
first~fiJed

action, and the scco1id~f:iled action has been dismissed, An excess policy issued by a subsidiary of
AIG with respect to the 19991itigation was expressly stated to be without limit of liability. In the current
actions, plaintiffs alle.gc that (he judge approving the 1999 settlement was misled as to the extent of
available insurance coverage and would not have approved the settlement had he known oftht'1 existence
and/or unlimited nature of the excess policy. They further allege that A1G, its subsidiaries, and Careluark
are liable for tbmd and suppreoSsion for misrepresenting and/or concealing the natll1'C and extent of coverage.
In addition, the jntervcnor~plaintiffs Ol'lgulally alleged that various lawyers and law finns who represented
parties in the underlying class and derivative litigation (the Lawyer Defendants) were also liable for fi"aucl
and suppression, misrepresentation, and breach of fiduciary duty. The complaints filed by tIle plaintiff,: and
the intervenor~plaintiffs requc-c;t compensatory damages for the 1999 class in the amount of$3.2 billion,
plus punitive damages. AIG and Hs subsidiaries deny the allegations of fraud and suppression and have
assett~i that information concerning the excess policy was publicly disclosed months prior to the approval
of the settlement. AIG and its subsidiaries fmther assert that the elUTent claims are barred by the statute of
limitations and that plaintiff.,' assertions that the statute was tolled cannot stand against the public
disclosure of the excess coverage, The p!aintift~ and illtervenor~plaindffs, in turn, have asserted that the
dit:mlosure was insufficient to infunn them ofthe nature afthe coverage and did not. stali the running of the
statute of limitations. On November 26~ 2007, the trial court issued an order that dismissed the intervenors'
complaint against the Lawyer Defendants and entered a final judgment in favor of the Lawyer Defendants,
The matter was stayed pending appeal to the Alabama Supreme Court. In September 2008 thc Alabama
Supreme Court affinncd t1le trial COuti's dismissal of tho Lawyer Defendants, After the case was remanded
to the trial C'..omt, ti,o intervcnor~plain(iffs retained additional counsel
the law J1rm ofH<t.skell Slaughtcl'
Young & Rediker, LLC (Haskell Slaughter) ~ and filed an Amended Complaint in Intervention on
Dec.ember 1, 2008, The Amended Complaint in Intervention names only Care-mark and AlG and various
subsidiaries as defendants and pmlJOlts to bring claims against all defendants foJ.' deceit and conspiracy to
deceive and against Arc and its subsidiaries for aiding and abetting Caremark's alleged deception, The
defendants have moved to dismiss the Amended Complaint l and, in the altemative, for a more definite
statement After the appearance of the Haskell Slanghter frrm on behalf of the intervenor-plaintifIs, the
plaintiffs moved to disqualify all of the lawyers for the intel'venor~plaintiffs bee.-'luse, among other things,
the Haskell Slaughter finn previously repl'esel1:ted Cal'ellU'I1'k. The intervenor~plaintiffs! in turn, moved to
disqualify the lawyers for the plaintiffs in the first-filed action, The trial court heard on',l argument on the
motions to disqualify on February 6, 2009, and the court has also clarified that the defendants' motion to
dismiss and any class action scheduling conference will he deferred untillbe 111otio118 to disqualify have
been decided. At this time, class discovery has yet to begin, AIG cannot reasonably estimate either the
likelihood of its prevailing in these actions or the potential damages in the event liability is determined.

(b) Commitments

Flight E'qujpment
At December 31, 2008, lLFC had committed to purchase 168 new aircraft deliverable from 2009
through 2019 utan estimatcd aggregate purchascpricc of$16.7 billion. ILFC will be required to find
customers for any aircraft acquired, and it 1111.1.<::1: arrange financing for portions of the purchase price of such
equipment.
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Included in the 168ncw aircraft are 74 Boeing 787 aircraft, with the first airoraft currently scheduled to
be delivered in July 0[2012, Boeing bas made several announcements concerning delays in the- deliveries of

the 7&7s and ILFC is in discussion with Boeing related to potential delay compensation and penaltie.'l for
whkh ILFC may be eligible. Under the terms ofILFC's 787 leases, particular lessees may be entitled to
share in any compensation which ILIIC receives from Boeing for late delivelY ofthe aircraft, ILFC has

signed lease." for 31 of the 74 7878 011 order.
Minimum future rental income on noncancelable operating leases of flight equipment that has.
been deliYered was as follows:
At Deccmhcr 31, 2009
(hlmii!i(lns)

2009

2010
2011
2012

2013
Remaining years after 2013
Total

Flight equipment is leased under operating leases with remaining terms ranging fmln 1 to 11 years.
Lease Commitments
AIG and its ~;lllbsidiaries occupy leased space in many locations under various long~tcrm leases and
have entered il1tO various leases covering the long-term use of data processing equipment.
The future minimum lease payments under operating leases were as follows:
At December :11, 1008
(In mlfliolts)

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Remainingyears after 2013
Total

SOO
631
463
3SS
311
_ _ _ _1,665
4,25S

Rent expense approximated $896 million, $771 m.illion, and $657 million for the years ended
December 31,2008,2007, and 2006, respectively.
Other Commitnwnts
In the normal course ofbusincss, AIG cntcrs info commitmcnts to invest in limited parhlcrsl1ips, private
equities, hedge funds and lllutual funds and to purchase and develop real estate in the U.S. and abroad.
These commitments totaled $9,2 billion at Dec-embl;1t' 3], 2008.

On J1111e 27,2005, AIG entered into an agl'Ccmcnt pursuant to which AlG agreed, subject to certain
conditions, to make any payment that is not promptly paid with respect to the benefits accrued by certain
employees of AIG and its subsidiaries under the STeO Plans in (c) below under Benefits Provided by Starl'
International Company, Inc, and C,V, Starr & Co., Inc.
AIG 2008 FQrm IG-K
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(c) C01ztingeucies

Liabilityfor unpaid claims and claims adJustment <:~VJense
Although AIG regularly reviews the adeqnacy of the established liability fol' unpaid claims and claims
adjustment expenst; there can beno assurance that AlG's ultimate liability for unpaid claims and claims

adjustment expense will not develop adversely and materially exceed AIG's current liability for unpaid
claims and claims adjustment expense. Estimation of ultimate net claims, claims adjustment expenses and
liability for unpaid claims and claims adjustment expense is a complex process for longMtail casualty lines of
bUs1ness, which jnclude excess and umbrella liability, directors and offic-ers liability (D&O), professional
liability, medical malpractice, wOI'kers' compensation, general liability, products liability and related
classes, as well as for asbestos and environmental exposures. Generally, actual historical loss development
factol's are used to project futme loss development. However, there can be no assurance that future loss
development pattCl11S will be the same as in the past. Moreover, any deviation in loss cost trends or in loss
development factors migbt not be discernible for an extended pet'iod of time subsequent to the recording of
the initial loss reserve. estimates for any aecidcnt year. Thus, there is; the potential for reserves with fe.spect
to a number of years to be significantly affected by chal1gcs ialoss cost trends or loss development factors
that were relied upon in setting the reserves, These changes in losli COlit trends or loss development factors
could be attributable to changes in inflation, in labor and materia! costs or in the judicial environment, or in
other social or economic phenomena affecting claims.

Deferred Tax Assets
AlG's determination of the rea!izabitity of deferred tax assets requires estimates of future taxable
income, Sueh estimates could change in the n.ear term, perhaps materially, which may require AlG to adjust
its valuation allowance, Such adjustment, either positive or negative, could be material to AIG's
consolidated financial condition or its results of operations. See Note 20 herein,

Benefits Provided by Starr lntemational Company, Inc, and C. V. Starr & Co., Inc

SICa hm:: pro\Iided a series of two-year Defcll'cd Compensation Profit Participation Plans (SICa Plans)
to certain AIG employees. The SICO Plans were created in 1975 when the voting shareholders and Board of
Directors ofSICO. ;:1 priv;:tte holding company whose principal asset is AIG common stock! decided that a
portion ofthe capital value of SICO should be used to provide all incentive plan for llle current and
succeeding management<: of all American International companies, inchlding AIG.
None of the costs offuc various benefits provided under the SICa Plans has been paid by AIG,
althQugh AlG has recorded a charge to l'epOlied earnings for the deferred compel1S'dtion amounts paid to
AIG employees by SICD, with an offsetting amount credited to additional paid-In capital reflecting amounts
considered to be contributed by SICO, The SICO Plans provide that shares currently owned by SICO are set
aside by -SICa for the benefit or the pm·ticipant and distributed npon retirement. The SICa Board of
Directors currently may permit an carly payout of1lHlts under certain circul11Shmces. Prior to payout, the
participant is not entitled to vote, dispose of or receive divid(;''11ds with respect to such shares, and shares are
subject to forfeiture lmder certain conditions, including but not lirnit~d to the participant's voluntary
termination of employment with AlG prior to normall'ctirement age. Under the SICa Plans, SICO's Hoard
of Directors may elcct to pay a participant cash in lieu of shares of AIG common stock Following
llotHication from SICO to participant.~ in the SICa Plans that it will settle /''Pecific future awards under the.
sica Films with sha.rc'l rather than cash, AIG modified its accounting for the SleO Plans from variable to
fixed measurement accounting, AIG gave effect to this change in settlement method beginning 011
December 9, 2005, the date ofSlCO'snotice to participants in the SlC'O Plans,

(d) Guarantees
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SAl Deferred Compensation Holdings, Inc" a wholly o\.vl1cd subsidiary of AlG, has established a
deferred compensation phm for registered representatives of certain AIG subsidiurie."J, pm'suRl1t to which

participants have the opportunity to invest deflmed commissions and fees on a notional basis, The value of
the deferred compensation fluctuates with the value of the deferred investment alternatives chosen, AIG has
provided a full and 'unconditional guarantee ofthe obligations of SAl Defen-ed Compensation Holdings,
Inc. to pay the defen-ed compensation under the plan, In December 2008, AIG tenninated the plan for
CUiTent employees and cea'led to permit new defermls into the plan,
15. Shareholders' Eqllity and Earnings (Loss) Pel' Share
AlG parent depends on its subsidiaries for cash tlow in the fonn of toans, advances, reimbursement for
shared expenses, and dividends, AlG's insurance subsidiaries arc subJect to regulatory restrictions on the
amount of dividends that can be remitted to AIG parent, These restrictions vary by jurisdiction. For
example.l1nlesspermitted by the Ncw York SuperiJ1tcndent of Insurance, gene-fat insurance companies
dom.icilcd in New York may not pay dividends to shareholders. t11a1,. in any twelve-month periDd, exceed the
lesser often percent of such company's statlltOlY policyholders' surplus or 100 percent of its "adjusted net
investment income." as defined. Generally, less severe restrictions app1fcabk to both general and life
insurance companies exist in most o1't110 other states ill which AlG's insurance .subsidiaries arc domiciled,
Certain foreignjmisdictlolls have restrictions that could delay or limit the remittance of dividends. There
are also various local restrictions limiting cash loans fmd adv~mces to AlG by its subsidiaries. Largely as a
result of' these restrictions, a significant majority of the aggregate equity of AIG's cOllsolidated subsidiaries
was restricted from immediate. transfer to luG parent at December 31, 2008,

Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred Stock
As partial consideration for the Fed O:edit Agreement, AlG agreed to issue 100,000 shares of Series C
Preferred Stock to the Trust AIG recorde.d the $23 billion fair value ofthe Scric..<; C Prcfel1'(Kt Stock not yet
issued as a prepaid commitment fee asset and an increase to additional paid-in capital, The Trust Agreement
govcming theopBrations ofthe Trust was executed in JallUal)' 2009, On March 1,2009, ArG entered into
the Series C Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement with the Tl'lL&'t, and AIG expecl<; to issue the Series C
Preferred Stock to the Trust in early March 2009.

Stock will
Prefcl1'cd Stock. is issued
common stock will be entitled to vote as
Stock on
these <:hangcs toAIG's Restated Certificate ofIncorporation. Tfthe increase in the number of authorized
shares and change in pat 'Value offIle common stock is approved, the Series C Pl'efcll'ed St,ock will become

(,onvel'tiblc into common stock. The number of shares into wh.ich the Series C Preferred Stock will be
conve11ible is thaI which will result in
the number of shares of common

the number of shares of common

In addition,
The $23 bJllion initial fail' value o1'lhe Series C Preferred Stock was detcnniued by AIG primarily
based on the implied value of the common stock into which the Series C Prefen'ed Stvck will be convertible
as indicat.ed by
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AlG's common stock price immediately after the terms ofthe Fed Credit Agreement were publicly
lmnounced. Other valuation teclmiques 'were employed to corroborate this value, which considered both

market observable inputs, such as AlG credit spreads, and other inputs. The following significant
assumptions were utilized in tbe valuation:

• The valuation date for tIte Series CPreferred Stock was September 16, 2008, the dateAIG received
the NY Fed's commitment to enter into the Fed Credit Agreement;
• 'l1\e Series C .Preferred Stock will be economically equivalent to the common stock, will have voting
rights COllID1Cnsura{c with the common stock, and will be convertible into shares of common stock;
and
• The price of AlG's common stock the day after the aTIll0un<:-.cmcnt of the NY Fed's commitment to
cnter into the Fed Credit Agreement provided the most observable market evidence ofthe value of
the Scrie..~ C Preferred Stock.
Basic and diluted EPS will
net income. The effect

Preferred Stock and the commOll stock, asifall the eamings of the period were distributed, Prior to any partial conversion of the Series CPreferred
Stock, this will result in approximately 77.9 percent of the earnings for the period being allocated to the
Series C Preferred Stock, directly reducing the net income· available for 'Common shareholders. In the event
that the Series C Preferred St{lck beGot1l1;lS convertible, Diluted EPS will be detenuilled using the mOTC
dilutivc ofthc if-convClted method or the two~dass method. Under the if~cOllverted method, conversion of
the Sl;?l'ics C Preferred Stock is assumed to have occurred as of the beginning ofthe period~ and the number
of common shares that would be issued on conver~'ion is assumed to bethe nlunber of additional shares
outstanding for the period. Because AlG incurred a l1et!oss during the year ended December 31, 2008, the
Series C l'refelTed Stock was anti·dilutive and is not reflected in the computation of basic or diluted EPS.
Series D Preferred Stock
lloder the United States Department of (he Treasury's Troubled Ass{:t RelicfProgram (TARP) and the
Systemically Significant Failing Institutions Program, AJG issued four million shares ofScrles D Fixed
Rate Cumulative Perpetual PrefcITcd Stock (Series D Prcfcn-ed Stock) and a ten-year watrant to purchase
53,798,766 shares of common stock (the Warrant) for $40 billion, which AlG uscd to repay a portion of the
outstanding deht under the Fed Facility.

The Series D Preferred Stock ranks pari passu with the Series C Preferred Stock and senior to AlG's
common stock. The Series D Prcfcn-ed Stock has limited class voting right.. and cumulative compounding
dividends at 10 percent per annum. The dividends are payable wlwl1, as and if declared by AIG's Bomd of
Directors. AIG is not able to declare or pay any dividends on AIG's common stock or on any AlG prefen'ed
stock ranking pari passu with or junior to the Series: D Preferred Stock until divl(lends Oil the Series D
Prefen'cd Stock have been paid, AIG may redeem the Series D Preferred Stock at the $40 biHiol1 stated
liquidation preference, plus accumulated but unpaid dividends, at any time the Tl'Ust 01' a successor entity
beneficially owns less than 30 pe.rcent of AIG's voting securities and no holder of the Scrk':S D Prefened
Stock controls or has the polential to control AlG. As of Deccmber 31, 2008, the accumulated dividends
were $400 million.

adopt and
In connection with the issuance of the Series D PrefclTcd Stock, AID issued the Warrant, which is
exercisable at any time a.'ld has an initial exercise price of $2.50 per share. The exercise price will1>c
reduced to SO.OooOOl per share in the event AlO's shareholders appl'Ove a reduetJonin the par amount of
AIG's common stock to $0.000001 per sham. The United States DcpaJimcnt oflbe Trc~asllry has agreed that
it wilJ not exercise any voting rights with respect to the common stock issued upon exercise of the Warrant
The Warrant is not subject to contractual transfer
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restrictions other than restrictions necessary to comply with V.S. federal and state secmitics laws. AIG is
obligated, at the request of the United States Department of the Treasury, to file a registJ'ation statement
with respect to the Warrant and the common stock for which the Warrant can be exercised. During the
ten-year term orlhe Warrant, if the shares ofcomlUon stock of AlG are no longer listed or trading on a
l1ational securities exchange, AIG may be obligated, at the direction of the United States Dep({rtment of the
Treasury, 10 exchange all or a portion 'Of the Warrant fbI' another economic interest ofAIG classified as
lJenUanent equity under U,S. GAAP with an equivalent fair value. If the Series D Preferred Stock issued in
connection with tllC Warrant is redeemed in whole or transfemxl to third parties, AIG may repurchase the
Warrant then held by the United States Department of the Treasmy at any time for its fair market value so
long as the Trust does not control OJ' have the potential to control AID through Board of Director

reprcscntation,
Dividends

Dividends dC'.clarcd per common share were $0.42, $0.77, and $0,65 in 2008,2007, and 2006,
respectively, Effective September 23 2008, A1G~s Board of Directors suspended the declaraiion of
dividends on AlG's common siock. Pursuant to the Fed Credit Agreement, AIG is restricted fl'om payi\1g
dividends on its common stock. III addition, pursuant t.o the terms of the Series D l)refcrrc<! Slock, AIG is
not able to declare or pay any dividends on AIG's common stock or on any AIG preferred stock ranking
pari passu with or junior to the Series D l)referred Stock until dividends 011 the series D Pl'efeJ1ed Stock
have been paid.
j

Share Issuance and Repul'chases

In Febntary 2007, AIG's Board of Directors increased AIG's share repurcha.<;e program by authorizing
the purchase of shares with an aggregate purchase price of $8 bJHiol1, In November 2007, AIG's Board of
Directors auUlOrized the purchase of ill1 additional $8 billion in common stnck In 200?, AID cnt<..'red into
structured sbare repurchase arr<lngemen(s providing for the purchase of shares over time with an aggregate
purchase price of $7 billion,
to meet commitments
At February 18, 2(l09,
Pursuant to the Fed Credit Agreement, however, AlG is restricted from repurchasing shares of its

common stock.

li~qflity

TJnits

and
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If the applicable market value is:

then AIG is oblig~ted to issue:
• 0.54823 shares per stock purchase contract

• Greater than or equal [0 $45.60
10 Between $45.60 and $38.00

• Shares equal to $25 divided by tbe applicable

.. Le.ss than 01' equal to $38.00

market value
.. 0.6579 shares pel' stock purc.hase contract

Basic e<ll'nings (loss) per share (EPS) will not be affected by outstanding stock purchase contracts.
Diluted BPS will be determined considering the potential dilution from outstanding 'stock purchase contracts
using the treasury stock method, and therefore diluted EPS \viU not be affected by out6ianding stock
purchase contracts until the applicable market value exceeds $45,60.
AIG is obligate,d to pay quarterly contract adjustment payments 10 the holders aCme stock ptlrchase
contracts, at an initial alUll1al rate of 2,71 percent applied to the stated amount. The present value of the
contract adjustmellt payments, $431 million, was recognized at inception as a liability (a component of
other liabilities), and was recorded as a reduction to additional paid~in capitaL

In addition to the stock purchase contracts, as Palt of {he Equity Units, AIG issued $1.96 billion of each
urihe Series B-1. B~2 and B~3 junior subordinated debentur~, which initially pay interest at rates of
5,67 percent, 5,82 percent and 5,89 percent, respectively. AIO allocated the proceed~ of the Equity Units
between the slock purchase contracts and the junior subordinated debentures on a relative fair value basis,
AIG determined that the fair value of the stock purchase contract at issua.nce was zero, and therefore all of
the procee{ls were allocated to the junior subordinated debentures,
Earnings (Loss) Per Share (EPS)

common shures outstanding,
The computatiml of basic and diluted RPS was as follows:

Numerator for EPS:
Income (loss) before cumulative effect of change in accounting principles
Cumulative effect of change ill accounting principles, net of tax
Dividends on Series D Preferred Stock
Net income {loss) applicable to common stock for basic EPS
Interest on contingently convertible b-onds, net of tax
Net income (loss) applicable to common stock for diluted EPS
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax

http://investing.businessweek.co111/busi
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Denominator for EPS:

Weighted average shares outstanding used in the computation of EPS:
Common stock issued

2,872

(252)
Weighted average shares outstanding

~

14
~ 2,634

hasie

2,751
(179)

2,751
(153)

---!l ---l2
2,585

2,608

13

~

Weighted average shm'es outstanding - diluted*
EPS:
Basic:

2,598

_ _8
2,623

.$(37,84) $ 2.40

.$ 5.38

.$(37.84) .$ 2.40

.$' 5.39

.$(37.84) $ 2.39

.$ 5.35
0,01

$(37.84) § 2.32

:j;-.2~i!

O.ol
Net income (loss)
Diluted:
Income (loss) before cumulative effect of change in accounting principles
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax
Nd income· (loss)

2006,

16. Statutol'y F'inaudal Data
Stntutol'y surplus and net income (loss) for General Insurance and Life Insurance & Retirement
Senrices oper.ations in accordance witb statutory accounting pntctices 'were as follows:
Years F,nded Decernhcl' ,11:
2UOS
2007
20M
- - - (fnmllliOlI$) - - -

Statutory surplus (a) :
General Insurance

Life Insurance & Retiremt.'l1t ServicesStatutory net incomc(loss) (a)(b) :
General Insurance (c)

Life Insurance & Retirement Services (a)

.$37.705
33.212
8,018
4,465

.$32,665
35,~58
8,~10

5.088
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(b) Includes realized capital gains and losses and taxes.
(c) Includes catastrophe losses, net oltax., ofS1.15 billion and $177 million i112008 and 2007.

AIG's insurance subsidiaries me financial statements prepared in accordance with statutory accounting
practices prescribed 01' permitted by domestic and foreign insurance regulatory authnrities. The principal
differences b:::tween statutory :t1nancial statements and financial statements prepared in accordance with
U.S, GAAP for domestic companies are that statutory financial statements do not reflect DAC, some hond
portfolios lUay be carried at amortized cost, investment impairments are deterl1ll,l1ed in accorda-nce with
statutoly accounting practices, assets and liabilities are presented net of reinsurance, policyholder liabilities
are generally valued using more conservative assumptions and certain assets are nOll~admittcd.
In connection with the filing of the 2005 statutory finaJwial statements for AIG's domestic ('Jeneral
Insurance companies, AIG agreed with the relevant state insurance regulators on the statutoly accounting
treatment of various items. The reguiatory authorities have also permitted certain oftbe dome-stic and
foreign insurance subsidiaries to support the canying value of their investments in cCltain non~inst1rance
and foreign immmnce subsidiaries by utilizing the AIG audited consolidated fmandal statements to satisfy
Ule rcquin..»lUcnt that the U.S. GAt\.P-basis equity of such entities be audited, AIO has received similar
permitted practice authorizations from insurance regulatory authorities in CODllcctioll with the 2008 and
2007 statutory financial statements. The pCl1nitted practice resulted in a benefit to tile surplus of the
domestic and foreign General Insurancc companies of$114 million and $859 million, respectively, and did
not affect compliance with minimum regulatory capital requirements,
At December 31, 2008. 2007 and 2006, statutory capital of AlG's insurance subsidiaries exceeded
minimum company action levcl requirements,

Effective Octobl:,,. 1, 2008, certain Domestic Life Insurance and Domestic Retirement Services
insurance entitie.<:: adopted a change in their statutory accounting practices for othcr-thl1n~teillporary
impairments from one acceptable method to another for "Bonds other than loan-backed and structured
securities" and for "Loan~backed and structured securities". The effect of the new practice was to reduce
other-than-temporary impairments for statutory reporttng pUllKJses in the fotll'th quarter 0[2008, thereby
increasing statutory surplus for the.'m entities by approximately $7 billion as of December 31, 2008.

17. Share-based Emplo)'ce Compensation Plans

(i) AIG 1999 Stoek Option Plan, as amended (1999 Plan);
(ii) AIG 1996 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, ,IS umcnded (1996 Plan) ~ the subscriptlons were
cancelled from October 2007 based on the current market value ofthe common stock of AIG;
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(lv) AIG 2007 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended (2007 Plan);
(v) SICD's Deferred Compensation Profit Participation Plans (SICa Plans);
(vi) AIG's 2005~2006 Defened Compensation Profit Participation Plan (AlG DCPPP) -.--- the AlG
DCPPP was adopted asa replacement tor the SICa Plans for the 2005M2006 period. Share~based
employee compensation camed under the AIG DCPPP was granted as time-veste.d RSUs under the

2002 Plan; and
(vii) The AIG Partners Plan replaced Ole AlG DeFPP. Share-based employee compensation
awarded under the AIG Partners Plan was granted as performance-based RSUs under the 2002 Plan)
except 1-01' the December 2007 grant which was made under tbe 2007 Plan.
Although awards granted under all the plans described above remained outstanding at Dee-ember 31,
2008, fuhlre grants of options, RSUs and performance RSUs can be made only tmdl.'r the 2007 Plan. AIG

c,lrrently settles share option exercises and other share awards to participants by issuing shares it previously
acquired and holds in its treasllly account, except for share awards made by SICO, which are settled by
SICO.

In 2006 and for prioryeal's, AIG's non~employee directors received share-based compensation in the
form of options granted pursuant to the 1999 Plan and grants of AIG common stock with delivery deferred
ttntilretirement from the Board pursuant to the Ala Director Stock Plan, which wa.<> approved by the
shareholders at the 2004 kuma! Meeting of Shareholders and which is no,,\' a subplan under the 2007 Plan.
From and after May 16 2007~ 1l0n~employee diredors receive deferred stock units (DSUs) under the 2007
Plan with delivL'l')' defen-ed until retirement from the Board.
j

Effective January I, 2006 AIG adopted the fair vaJue l"tx:ognifion provisions ofFAS 123R for sharebased compensation awarded to employees and recorded the cumulative effect of adoption 0[$46 million as
a cumulative effect of change in accounting principles, net of tax.
j

Included in AIG's consolidated statement of income [orihe years ended December 31,2008,2007 and
2006 was pre--tax share-based compe;nsation expense 0£$389 million, $275 million, and $353 million,

respe\ltively.
1999 Stock Option Plan

rhe 1999 Plan wa.<i approved hy the shareholders at the 2000 Annual Meeting ofSharehoJdel's, with
cel'lmn amendments approved at the 2{)03 Annual Meeting of Shareholders. The 1999 Plan superseded the
1991 Employee Stock Option Plan (th('.1991 Plan), although outstanding options gl'antcd undcl' the 1991
Plan continue until exercise or expiration. Options granted under the 1999 Plan generally vest over foul'
years (25 percent vesting per year) and expire 10 years fl'om the date of grant. The 2007 Plan supersedes the
1999 Plan.
At December 31,2008,34,265,635 shares were rcserved for issuance under the 1999 and 1991 Plans
and there are no shares reserved for future grants under the 1999 Plan.

Deferrals
At December 31, 2008, AIG was obligated to issue 12,341,489 shares in conncction with Pl'{':VlOlIS
exercise,> of options with delivery deferred.

Valuation
AlG uses a hinomiallattice mode! to calculate the fair value of stock option grants. A morc detailed
description of the valuation methodology is provided below,
AlG 2008 Form WoK
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The following

,.Yeighted~avcragc

assumptions were used for stock options gl'anted:
~~~

1.39%
32,82'Yo

4 yeaTs

4.08%
7 years
7 years

(a) The dividend yield is determined at the grant dale,
(b)

~~i~~~i;;,,~::;)t:%J~;;:~~;I~~h:o~;~;~~:t:;;~~;~~~;;~a~;~ ~;~~~'~;:; ~:~~;;ar.l'

(e) 11,6 interest rate curves used in the valuation model were the U.S,
[I<om 3 months to 10 ye.ars,

(d)

l)y~CfsulJ!

of,klil ' ,t,oek

STRIP rates with terms

~:~~~~i~~';~~:Ef~2i~~;'~~iti{~~~I:~~fi~[!~~~ijj~;~~ltJ~ '~~

~~~~;~~~£~:j~

estimate the early

Additiollnl information with respect to AIG's stocl< option plans is as follows:
Weighted
A~~ragc

Remaining

Weighted Average COlltractual
As of{\r fOI"tbe YellrEndcd De~cmbcr 31, 2(108

Aggregate

ExcrcisePrkc
Ufe
Inbinslc ValllC!i
(InmlJllo-m)-- - - - -

Options:

Outstllnding at beginning of year
Granted
Exercised

Forfeited or expired
Outstanding at end of year
Options exercisable at end of year
\Veighted average fair val11e per share or opiions
granted

36,363,769
63.83
1.144.000
23.52
(336,422)
48.59
(2,905,712,) -:;-_ _,,,,'8,,,.6,,,0
34,265,635 "$
6",3",.0,,,8.
30.269,601 $
64.63

59

=
=

4.18 ;;--_ _
3.61 "--_ _

10.61

Vested and expected-to-vest options at December 31, 2008, included in the table above. totaled
32,962,793, with a weighted average exercise price of$64.46, a weighted average con!ractuallife of
3.91 years and a zero aggregate intrinsic val~le.
At December 31, 200S, total unrecognized compensation cost (net of expected forfeitures) was
$48 million with a blended weighted average period of 1.09 years, The oost of awards outstanding under
these plans at DC.ccll1bcr 31, 2008 is expected 10 be recognized over approximately three. years,

The intl'insic value of options exercised during 2008~ 2007 and 2006 was approxhuatcly $2 million,
$3M million, and $215 million, respectively. The grant date fair value of options vcsting during 2008, 2007
and 2006 ,>vas approximately $67 million, $63 million and $97 million, respectively. AIG received
$16 million, $482 miJUon and $104 million in Ga."h dming 2008, 2007 and 2006, respecfively~ fmm the
exercise of stock options, The tax bcnetits realized as a re,'mlt of stock option exercises were $0.5 million,
$16 million and $35 million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. The weighted average grant date fair
values of options granted was $IO.61~ 820.97 and $23.41 in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
300
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Employee Stock Purchase Plan

AIG-'s 1996 Plan provides that ellgible employees (those employed at least one year) may receive

privileges to pm'chase up to an aggregate of 10,000,000 shares of AIG common stock, at a price equal to
85 percent of the fair market value on the dale of the grant of the purchase privilege, PlU'cbasc privileges are
grunted quarterly and moe limited to the number of whole shares that can be purchased on an annual basis by
all amotlllt equal to the lesser of 10 percent afan employee's annual salary or $10,000,

2002 Stock [nceflnvePlall

The 2002 Plan was adopted at the 2002 Annual Meeting of Shareholders and amended and restated by
AIG's Board of Directors 011 September 18, 2002. During 2007, 179,106 RSUs, including performance
RSUs, were granted under the 2002 Plan. Because the 2002 Plan has been superseded by the 2007 Plan,
there were no shares reserved for iSSL1al1ce in <:oonection with future awards at De{'-ember 31, 2008 otber
than incremental amounts awarded for attaJning spccJficd vriteria under the AIG DCPPP. Prior to March
2008, substantially all time.-vested RSUs granted under the 2002 Plan were scheduk,d to vest on the fourth
anniversary ofthe date of grant. Effective March 2008, the vesting of the December 2005 and 2006 grants
was accelerated to vest on the third anniversary of the date of gTant.
2007 Stock Incentive Plan

The 2007 Plan was adopted at the 2007 Annual Meeting of Shareholders and amended and restated by
AIG's Board of Directors 011 November 14~ 2007, Tho totall1umbel' of shares of common stock that may be
is."lued Ullder tbe Plan is 180,000,000. The 2007 Plan supersedes the 1999 PLan and the 2002 Plan, During
2008 ID1d 2m17~ 1,533,998 and 7,121,252 RSUs, respectively, including performance RSUs, were granted
under the 2007 Plan. Each RSU, performance RSU and DStJ awarded reduces the number of shares
available for future grants by 2,9 shares. At December 31, 2008, there \'iCl'C 163,745,561 shares reserved for
issuance under the 2007 Plan, A significm1t majority of the timt.'--vested RSUs granted in 2008 under the
2007 Plan vest on the third anniversary of the date of grant.
Certain stock options granted in 2008 included a condition under which AIG's stock price had to
exceed specific price levels for 15 consecutive trading days in order to vest.
N(m-EmployeeDil'ecwr SUlek Awards

The methodology used for valuing employee stock options is also used. ta value director stoe-k options.
Director stock options v-est one year after the grant date, but arc other'Nise thc same as employee stock
options. Commencing in 2007, directors no longer fecei ve awards of options. Options with respect to
40,000 shares were granted during 2006,
In 2008, AIG granted to dirc(,'tors 127,070 DSUs, including DSUsrt-'Prcsenting dividend-equivalent
amounts. AIG also granted to directors 6,375 shares and 14,000 shares, with delivery dcfe11'cd, during 2007
ai1d 2006, respectively, "tinder the Dh'ector Stock Plan. There were no deferroo shares granted in 2008.

SlCOPlulls

prior to Hormall'ctirement age,
TheSICO Plans arc also described in NDte 14 herein.
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Although none of the costs of the various benefits pl'Ovided uncler the SICa Plans have been paid by
AlG, AIG bas recorded compensation expense for the deferred compensation 8mOlmts payahle to AIG
employees by SleD, with an on-selling amollut credited to additional paid-in capital reflecting amounts
deemed contributed by SICa.

AlGllCPPP
The AIG DCPPP provide.s share-based compensation to kcyAIG employees, including senior
executive oi1iccl's.
The ArG DCPPP contingently allocated a fixed number oftime--vested RSUs to each pmiicipant if
AIG's cumulative adjusted eamings per share in 2005 and 2006 exceeded that in 2003 and 2004 as
determined by AIel-'s Compensation Committee. This goal was met, and pursuant to the terms of the
DCPPP, 3,696,836 time~vested RSUs were awarded in 2007. Due to the modification in March 2008, the
vesting periods 1'01' these RSUs have been shortened to vest in three installments with the final installment
vesting 111 January 2012.

At December 31, 2008.. RSU awards with respect to 2,987,955 shares remained out<>tanding.
AlG Partners Phm

011 June 26, 2006, AIG's Compensation Committee approved two grunts under the AlG Parfners Plan.
Thcfirst grant had a performance period that ran from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2007. The
second grmlthas a pel'formanceperiod t11at runs from Janumy 1,2007 thl'otlgh Decembc]' 3J, 2008. In
December 2007, the Compensation Committee approved a grant with a r.erformance period from January 1,
2008 through December 31. 2009. '1'he Compensation Committee approved the perfol1nance mctrics fmillis
grant in the first quarter of 2008. The first and the second grants ",'cst 50 percent on the fourth and sixth
anniversaries of the first day o1'thc related performance period, The third grant vests 50 IJCI'ccnt on the third
and fourth anniversaries of the first day of the performance period. The Compensation Committee approved
thepcrformancc metries for the fil'st two grants prior to the dale of grant. The measurement of the first two
grants is deemed to have occurred on June 26, 2006 when there was m~itLlal understanding of the key terms
and conditions of the 111'81 two grants. All grants were modified in March 2008. In 2008, no compensation
cm,t was recognized for the second and the third grants under the Partners' Plan because the performance
threshold for these awards was not met. In 2007, no compensation cost was recognized, and the
compensation cost recognized in 2006 was reversed fot' the first graat undel' the Partners Plan because the
performance threshold fa!' these awards was not mel.
Valuation
The fait: value QfRSUs and perfonua11ce RSUs is based on the closing price of AlG stock on the date of

grant.
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The folio-wing table presents a summary of shares relating to outstanding awards unvested under
the foregoing plans* :

~~~~!'J!!~~"'-"!':2!c~.::::i!ill:= D~~l'
1l,343,688
J,533,998
(78.0,598)
(2,111.366)
9925722

Unveslcd, beginning of year

Granted
Vesled

Forfe.iled
lJl1vested, enn ofyear

4,22:0,460

pn;~~'~ ~o;II~:~ ~l~~

4;941,515
1,378,342
{620,945) (183,744)
(284,770) (2.772889)
3 JJ4 745 3,363,334

--'''-,,__""'."'-- _---",, _.

20,505,673 9,46g,809 S
2,912,3<10
(1,585,287) (1,213,505)
64A9
(5,229,02$) (617,I07)---.1BQ 2!ill2"-#
16,603,701 7,579,197 S
GLJ] ~~ ~~

inc1ude,..<;

The total unrecognized compensation CQ§t (net of expected forfeitures) related to non-vested
share-based compensation awards granted under tile 2002 Plan, the 2007 Plan, the AIG DCPPP, the
AlG Partners PIau and the SICO Plans and the weighted-average periods over ,,,hich those costs are
eXpe1:-ted to be recognb;ed ~re as f~llQws:
Unrecognized

O:nnpcusat!on
At Dei:cmber 31, 21108
Time~vested RSUs Time~vested

RSUs -

Co~t

2002 Plan
2007 Plan

AIGneppp
AIG Partners Plan
Total AIG Plans
Total SICO Plans

$ 14
$151
$ 71
$ 29
$325
$1&l

Wt:iglljcd~

Expected

Avt~l'agc Peliod
(InlIlillions)

PerIod

0.64 years

3 years

1.13

3 years
3 years
years

5.63 years

3 years
3 years
31 years

Modifications

Dm<ing the first quarter of 2008, AIG reviewed the vesting schedules of its sha:re~based employee
compensation plans, and on March 11,2008, AlG's managemellt and the Compensation and Management
Resources Committee of AIG's Board of Directors determined that, to fulfill the objective of attracting and
retaining high quality personnel, the vesting schedules of certain awards outstmlding under these plans alld
aU awards madeln the tllulre "tinder these plans should be shortened. AIG also modified the metdcR used to
detcrmillethe level ofpcl'fol'mance achIeved. with respect totheAIG Partners Plan.

value

millIon ill 2009, with a related reduction in amortization expense of

18. Employee Benefits
Pension Plans
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AIG's UoS. qualified retirement plans are noncon.tributory defined bene.fit plans which are subject to the
provisions of ERISA. U.s. salaried employees who are employed by a pruiicipating company, have attained
age 21 and completed twelve months of c.outinuous service are eligible to participate in the plans.

Employees generally vest after 5 years of service. Unreduced benefits are paid to retirees at normal
retirement (age 65) and are based upon a perCf'Htage of final average compensation multiplied by years of
credited service, up to 44 years. Non~U,S. defined benef1.t plans Ere generally either based on the
employee's years of credited service and compensation in the years preceding retirement or on pohlts
accumulated based on the employee's job grade and other factors during each yeaI' of set'vice,

In 2007, AIG acquired the outsttmding minority interest of 21st Century. Assets, obligations and costs
with re:'1Ject to 21st CentUly's plans are included herein. The assumptions used by 21st Century in its plans
were not significantly different from those used by AlG in AIG's U,S. plans.
AIG also sponsors several unfunde-d defined benefit plans for celiain employees, including key
executives, designed to supplement pension henefits provided byAIG'g otber retirement plans. These
include the AlG EKcess Retirement Income Plan, which provi.des a benefit equal to the reduction in benefits
payable- to cettain employees under the AIG U.S. rt;..1iremcnt plan as a result of federal tax limitations on
compensation and benefits payable and the SupplemcntalExecutive Retirement Plan, which prov-ides
additional retirement benefits to designated execlltives. Under the Supplemental Plan, an annual benefit
accrues at a percentage of final average pay multiplied by each year of credited serVice, not greater tllan
60 percent affinal average pay, reduced by any benefits fi:om tlw cun-ent and any predecessor retirement
plans (including the AIG Exce.<;s Retirement Income Plan and any comparable plans), Social Security, if
any, and from any qualified pension plan ofpriol' employers.

Postretirement Plans
AIG and its subsidiarie.':l also provide postretirement medical care and life insurance benetits in the
u.s. atld in certain non-U.S. aountdes, Eligibility ht the various plans is generally based upon completion of
a specified period of eligible service and attaining a specified age, Overseas, benefits vary by geographic
location.
U.s. postretircment medica! and life insurance. benefits are based llpOll the employee electing
immediate retirement "...nd having a minimum of ten years of service. Medical benefits are contributory,
wh.ile the life insurance bcne1its are l101HxJntributot'y. Retiree medical contributinns vary with age and
length of &'ervicc and range from requi.ring no cost for pre-! 989 retirees to requiring actual premium
payments reduced by certain credits for pQst~1993 re\1rees. These contributions arc subject to adjustment
annually. Otber cost sharing features of the medical plan include deductible..s, coinsurance, Medicare
coordination and a lifetime maximum benefit of$2 million.
The following table presents the funded status of the plans, reconciled to the amount reported in
the consolidated balance sheet. The measurement date for some of the non~U.S. defined benefit
pension and postretirement plans is November 30, consistent with the fiscal year-end of the
sponsoring C<lmpanies. For all other pbU1S, measurement occurs us of Decembcl' 31; 2008.

As of (II' Ill-rtm Ycar 'Ended ()eeemhCl' :\1, 2.00S

Change in projected benefit obligation:

Benefit obligation, beginning (}f yeaI'

$1,745

$1,578

$3,156

$ 53

$257

Service cost

112

90

Interest cost

61

132
2G2

5
3

8
16

15

Participant conuibutions
Actuarial (gain) loss
Plan amendments and mergers

4
85
I

50
4

374

(2)

16

(3)

(12)
(2)
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Beuefiis paid:
AIGassets

Phl11ftSsels
Effect of foreign currency fluduation

Oiller
Projected benefit ohligation, cnd ofyMr

Change in plan assets:
Fair value ofplan assets, at beginning afyear
Actual retum on plan assets, nct of expenses
AIG contributions
Participant contributions
Benefits paid:
Ala assets

Plnuflss-cts
Effect oftoreign currency fluctuatioil
Other

Fah· vuhw of pll1n 1l1lseOJ, end of yeai'
Funded status, end of ~'car

(6&)
(43)

107
67

~
952 $ 850
(205)
16

87
4

S9

(60)
(43)

(36)
(43)

(25)
(96)

5

51

----.il) __3
~ L2?1
$(1,315)

~

$-

$ 3,129
(B4)

115
4

(11)
(91)

(I)

$

(I)

17

18

(17)

(18)

---= --= --=
L.=
~

$(1,012)

$3,1.29

Lill)

N.Q!)

All1ffiUlfs recognized ill the eonso!id!ltcd
balance slHlct:

Assets
Liabilities
Tfltal amonnts recognized

Anwtll1.tll recognized in Accumulilted otller
comprehensive (income) loss:

Net loss

S 601

P!'ior service cost (credit)
Total ftlllOUlllS l'ecoglli'.l;:ed

S 535

~)

(a) AIG does not currentlyfimd postretirement benefits.

(h)~?::i::::;::{~~~[~~~~~~~~"~
~~;~~;;;a:~
(c)

The flccm\lUll1ted beue1it obligations for both non-U.S. and U,S. pension benefit pinus were as
foIlows:
AtDeeemberJI,
2008
2007
(iit'ii'llllktm)

u.s.

$1,862 $1,504
$2.752

$3,219
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Defined benefit pension plan obligations in which the pro,jected benefit obligation was in excess of
the related plan assets and in whicb the ac.cllmufated benetit obligation was in excess of tbe related

plan assets were as follows:

Non-U.S. Plans

Prq:iected benefit obligation

Accumulated benefit obligation
Fall" value of plan assets

$2,000

1,800
652

The-following table presents the components of net periodic be-ndlt CIlst recognized in income and
other amflunts recQgnized in Accumulated other comprehensive (income) loss with re...pect to the
de.fined benefit pension plans llud other postretirement benct1t plans:

$ 8 $11 S 6
Hi
1$
11

Sl!2 $ 90 $

62

50

(44) (36)
(11) (10)

(6)

(2)

I

29
(l)

Net periodic benefit eost

$147

9
I

HQ?

$508 ~ S133 $I,{I39 $

4 S200 ~

U W

~

!J2

S Jl

TIle estimated net Joss and prior service C'4:edit that will be amortized from Accumulated other
comprehensive income into net periodic benefit cost over the next fise·al year arc $136 million and
$12 million, respectively, fo1' AlG's combined defined benefit pension plans. For the defined benefit
posh·etirement plans, the estimated amortization from Accumulated otner comprehensive income for !let
loss, prior service credit and transition obligation that will be amortized into net periodic benefit (',osi over
the next fiscal year win be less than $2 million ll1 the ag..,1;regate.
The annual pension expense in 2009 for the AIO U ,So Retirement Plan is expected to be approximately
$239 million, A 100 basis point increase in the discount rate or expected long~tenn rate (Jf retmn v.'Quld
decrease the 2009 expense by approximately $65 million and $27 million, respectively, with all other items
remaining the same, Conversely, a 100 basis point decrease in the discount rate or expected long~tenn rate
ofrctuTIl would increase the 2009 expense by approximately $84 million and $21 million, respectively, with
all other items remaining the same.
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Assumptions
The weighted average- assumptions used to determine the bcncl1t obligations arc as follo'ws:
Postretirement
NOIl-U,S. PI!ln~
lJ$.I·hm~

DecemlXlI' 31, 20~_~

Discount rate
Rate- of compensation increase

2.00 -15.00'}Io
~%

6.00%
4.25%

1.50 -7.25%
3.00 - 4.00%

~~~~.,"

6.50%
4.25%

2,75 - 6.50%
3,00-3's0%

December 31, 200?
Discount rate
Rate of compensatjon increase

6.00%
4.25%

Assumed health care- cost trend rates for the U.s. plans were as follows:
At [)cccmller :11,
~~

Following year:
Medica! (before age 65)

Medical (agc 65 and older)
Ultimate mte to whkh cost increuBe is assumed to decline
Year in which the ultimate trend l'uteis reached:
2018
2018

Medical (before age 65)

Medical (age- 65 and older)

2015
2015

A one per<:ent point change in the assumed healtheare cost trend rate would have the following
effect on AIG's llostl'ctircl11enl: benefit obligations:

Non-U.s, plans
D,S. plans

$14
$6

$ 12 $(ll)

$ (8)

$6~:U1)

AlG's postretirement plans provide benefits primarily in the form of defined employer contributions
rather than defined employer benefits. Changes in the assumed healthcare cost trend rate are subject to caps
for U,S, plans. AIG's non-U.S. pos1retirement plans are not subject to caps.

The weighted a"cragc assumptions used to determine the net pel'jodie belle,fit costs WC1'C as
follows:
Pc-mimi
AtDc.cc.mberJI,

2008
Discmmt rate
Rate of compensation illCre<1.~e
Expected return tll1 assets

2.00 -11.00%

6.50%

1.50 ~ 9.00%
2.75 -9.75%

4.25%

7.75%

2.7S -6.50%
3.00-3.50%
NIA

6.50%
4.25%

NIA
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At December 31,

2007
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase
Expected return on assets
2006
Discornlt rate
Rate of compensation increase
Expected return on assets

2.25 -10,75%
1.50-10,00%
2.50 -10.50%

6.00%
4.25%

4,00 ~ 5.75%
3,00%

NIA

8,00%

1.75 -12,00%

4,50 -

5.50%

1.50 ~ 10,00%

2.50 - 13.50%

4.25%
8,00%

N/A

N/A

Discount Rate Methodology

The projected benefit cash flow81mder the U.S. AlG Retirement Plan wore discounted llsing tbe spot
rates derived from the unadjusted Citigroup Pension Discount Curve at December 31, 2008 and 20m and an
equivalent single discount rate was derived that resulted in the same liability, TIlis single diScOlmt mte was
rounded to the nearest 25 basis points, namely 6.0 percent and 6.5 percent at December 31, 2008 illld 2007,
respectively. The rates applied to oth('J' U.S, plans wore not significantly different from those discussed
above.
In gL'l1cral, the discount rate for non-U.S, pension plans are selected by reference to high quality
corporate bonds in developed markets, OJ' local govemment bonds where developed markets are not a::;
robust or nonexistent. Both funded and uuf\mdcd plans for ],Ipan represent over 71 percent and 62 percent
oftlle liabilities of AlG's nOll*U,S. pension plans at December 31,2008 and 2007, respectively. 'l1lC
discount fate of2.0 percent for Japan was selected by reference to tbe published Moody's/S&P AA
Corporate Bond Universe at the m~l.slll'ement date having regard to the duration of the plans' liabilities.
Plan Assets

The investment strategy with respect to assets relating to AIG's U.S. pension plall8 is designed to
-achieve investment returns that wiH fully fund the pension plans over the long term, while limiting thcl'isk
oflmder funding over shorter time periods and defray plan expenses. Accordingly, tlle asset allocation is
targeted to maximize the investment rate of return while man&ging various risk factors, incil\{ling the risk
and rewards profile indigenous to each asset dass. Plan assets arc periodically monitored by both the
investment committee of ArG's Retirement Board and the investment managers, which can entail
rebalancing the plans' assets within pl'e~approved ranges, as deemed appropriate, For example; as a result of
the disruption in the financial markets, AIG opted to terminate the pension plans' securities lending
activities in 2008, to mitigate IQsses.

both the U.S,
group annuity
308
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and hedge funds asset classe<;, The related party group annuity is with US Life, an AIG aftHiate. and totaled
approximately $36 million and $38 million at December 31,2008 and 2007, respectively, There were no
shares of AIG common stock included til the U.S, pension plan assets at December3l, 2008 or 2007.

The asset allocation percentage by major asset class for
follow:

AIG~s plans

and the target allocation

Asset class:

Equity St."Curitlcs
Debt securities
Real Estate

Cash
Olhcl'
Total

41%
30
7
2

390/..
32
6
3
20

50%
28
5

45%
30

31%
46

56%
30

1

20
16
100% ~% ,100%

25
18
]2
100% -- 100% -100%

Kwcctcd Cash Flows

Funding for the U.s. pension plan ranges- from themininmm amount rcquired by ERISA to the
max.imum amount that would be deductible fo!' U.S. tax pUl1'os,:s. This range is gcnerally not determined
until thefQurth quarter. Contributed amounts in excess of the minimum amounts arc deemed voluntary.
AmQunts in excess of the maxil1llun amount would bc subject to an excise tax and may not be deductible
under the Intemal Revenue Code. Supplemental and excess plans' payments and postretirement plml
payments are deductihle when paid.
During 2008 AIG contributed $174 million to its U.S. and non·U.S. pension plans. The annualpcnsiol1
contribution ill 2009 is expected to be approximately $600 million fotU.S. and tJOll~U.S. plans. TIles<:
e,stiroates are slibject to change, since .contribution decisions are affected by various factors including AIC's
liquidity, asset dispositions, market performance and management's discretion.

As of January 1,2009, AIG anticipates that the U.S. pcnSi011 plan's funded status based on the Pension
Protection Act of 2006 target liability will exceed 94 percent. As a rC8ult, AIG does 110t anticipate any
benefit restrictions or shOltfall amortization relevant to the currcnt pcriod,
The expected future benefit payments, net of pfl.l'ticipants' contributions, with respcr:t to the
defined benefit pension plans and other postretirement benefit plans, are as follows:
PensJon
NOfl*U,S.

Postretinment
U.S.

NillI.-U.S.

Plllllsl'lllnsPJans
- - ~IUli~

2009

2010
2011

2012
2013
2014-2018

108
104
109
112
125
650

129
139
150
164
178
1,111

u~s.l'lans

$ 21
19
20

21

22
11

125

Defined Contribution Plans
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AIG ofup to seven percent of annual salaty depending on the employee,;1 years ofsel'vice. Pre-tax expense
assodatedwith this plan was $124 million, $114 million and $104 million in 2008, 2007 and 2006,

respectively.
19. OWllersbil) llnd Transactions With Related Parties

(aJ Ownership: According to tbe Schedule 13D filed on January 22, 2009 by Maurice R. Greenberg,
Edward E. Matthews, Starr International Company, Inc,. C,V. Stan & Co,. Inc., Ullivcl'sal Foundation, Inc"
The Mamice R. and Corilmc P. Greenberg Family Foundation, Inc., Maurice R. and Corinne P. Greenberg
Joint Tenancy Company; LLC and C.V. Starr & Co., Inc. Trust, these reporting j>ersons could be deemed to
beneficially own 270,491,939 &~al'es of AIG's common stock at that dute, Based 011 the shar~ of AIG's
common stock outstanding at January 30, 2009, this oWI1el'ship \vould represent approximately 10.1 percent
of the voting stock of AIG. Although these reporting persons have made filings under Section 16 of the
Exchange Act, repOlting sales of shares of common stock, no amendment to the Schedule 13D has been
mcd 10 report a change in ownership subsequent to January- 22,2009.

(b) For discussion ofihe Series C Prefen-ed Stock and the ownership by the Trust for the sok benefit
of the United States TreaStll)' of a majority of the voting equity interest of AIG, see Note 15 herein.
20. Fcderallncome Taxes
The pretu cnmponents nt' V.S. and foreign income reflect the locutions in which such pretax
income (loss) was generated. The pretax U.S. and [Greign income (loss) was as follows:

U.S
Foreign
Total

S(105,179) $(3,957) $ 9,862
~
12,900
11,825
$(108,761) $ 8,943 $21,687

Tht\ provisioJI for income taxes were 3S follows:
""'?Irs l!~nd.ed De~ernb".,r 31,
21l0K
2007
:W06
- - (InmUUolls) - -

Foreign and U.S. components ofaotual, income tax expellse (benefit):
Foreign:
CUl1'ent

S 1,537

Defen'cd
U.S.:

(1,812)

Cun-ent
Defen-ed
Total

169
(8,268)
$(8,374)

310
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The U.S. federal incnmc tax rate was 35 [Jl':l'cent for 2()08. 2007 and 2006. Actual tax expense on
income loss differs from the statutory amollnt computed by applying the federal income tax rate
because of tilC'. following:
Yean; Ended December 31,
2008
I'cl'cent

U.S. federal income tax (benefit) at statutory
rute
$(38,066)

Tax exempt interest
P.al'tncrsbips and joint ventures
Tax credits
Dividends received deduction
State income taxes
SICa benefit
Other
Actual income tax expense (benefit)

20,673
5,189
1,U3
1,401
(843)
7.79
(59)
(144)
(63)

2006
Percent

2007
Percent

of Pretax
~!!I!l"_I~~I_L .-'~!-c_9_~

ofProtax
Amount

Alllolmt Income
(n~l111n in millions)

IlfPl'etax
Income

35,0%, $3,130

35.0% $7,591

35,0%

(19.0)%
(4.8)%
(1.0)%
(l.3)%

(565)
622

(6,3)%
7.0%

(132)

(0.6)%

(823)
(312)
(127)
(129)
45
(194)

(9.2)%
(3.5)%
(1.4)%
(1.4)%
0.5%
(2.2)%

(718)
(265)
(196)
(102)
59

(3.3)%
(1.2)%
(0.9)%
(0.5)%
0.3%

0.8°/0.
(0.3)%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1 6/0

-%

~ ~)%~)~)%--.lQQ--ld%
$j~.~)

7.7% ~

16.3% ~'hm

30.1%

$ 7.,105
1,179
12,401
3,649
1,166

$ 2,249

The components 0.£ the net deferred tax asset were as follows:

Deferred tax assets:
LDSS rese.rve discoullt
Unearned premium reserve reduction
Umealized depreciation of investments
Unreatized (gains)Jlos.-~es related to available for sale debt securities
Loan loss und other reserves
Investments in fore-ign subsidiaries and joint ventures
Adjustment to life policy reserves
NOL's and tax affributes*

Accrnuls not currently deductible, and athol'
Total defen-cd tax assets

3,226
25,632
7.,617
51,975

1.743
1,503
1,408
1,121
3,213
1,814

---'.dQ2
14,356
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Deferred tax liabilities:
Dcfcl1'cd policy acquisition costs

(11,462)
(5,593)
(2,321)

Flight equipment, fixed assets and intangible assets
Investments in foreign subsidiaries and joint ventures
Unrealized (gains)Jlosses related to available for sale debt securities

(11,716)
( 5,239)
(1,399)

~)~)

Other
Total deferred taxliahilities
Net deferred tax asset Oiability) before valuation allowance
Valuation allowance
Net deferred tax a,.<;sct (liability)

$(20,093) $(19,395)
$ 31,882 $ (5,039)
(20,896) -illl)
~10,986 $ (5,262)

billion

respectively.
while unn~ed minimum

use without expiration.
Valuation Allowances

At December 31, 2008, AlG recorded a net deferred tax asset after valuation allowance of $11 billion
compared 10 a net defened tax liahility of$5.3 billion at December 31. 2007. At December 31, 2008 and
2007, AIG recorded defem-,d tax asset valuation allowances of $20.9 billion and $0.2 billion, respectively,
to reduce net deferred tax assets to amounts AIG considered more likely than not (a likelihood of mote than
50 pcrcent) to be l'eali7.ed. Realization of AIG's net dcfcl'l"\'-<J tax asset depends on its ability to generate
sufficient taxable income of the appropriate character within the.carryfol'ward periods of the jurisdictions in
which thc net operating aud capitallo:sses, deductible temporary differences and credits were incurred.
As of Decembel' 31, 2008, AIG had a cumulative Joss for financial reporting purposes in recent years,
When making its a'1se.ssment about the realization of its defened tax assets at December 31, 2008, AIO
considered all available e,,4dcncc, including (i) the nahlrc, frequency, und severity of current and cumulative
tinanciaJ reporting losses, (it) actions completed during 2008 and expected to be completed during 2009 that
arc designed to dimjl1ate 01' limit a recurrence orihe factors that contributed to the recent cl1ll1ulative losses,
giving greater weight to actions completed through December 31, 2008, and to the expectation that
strategies will be executed in 2009 to mitigate credit losses in the future on cCliaill classes ofinvested
assets. (iii) the cal'1yfol'ward periods fo1' thCl1ct operating and capital loss and foreign tax credit
carryforwal'ds, (iv) the :SO\U'c:es and timing of future taxable income; giving greater weight to discrete
sources and to earlier futme years in the forecast period, and (v) tax planning strategies that would be
implemented, ifJ1ecessary~ to accelerate taxable amounts.

credit deterioration
and the
securities lending portfolio.
312
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States Department of the Treasury announced
and the Series D Preferred Stock and

borrowing costs and
and expected to be executed in 2009 were
considered

In view of the announcement Oll March 2, 2009 regarding agreement.., jn principle with the United
State.'. Depmtment of the Treasury and the NY Fed and otller proposed arrangements with tile NY Fed, as
well as AIG's projections ofincomc, gain, and loss, AlG's tv1allagcmcnt has concluded that $i1.0 billion of

net deferred tax assets arc recoverable at December 31, 2008 and accordingly established a valuation
allowance of $20.9 billion as of December 31, 2008 in order to reduce AIG's def{med tax assets to all'
amount that is more likely than Jlot to be realized.
In evaluating the realizability ofthe loss earryforwards, AIG considered thc rcHcfprovided by IRS

Notice 2008-84 which provides that thelimitatioll on loss e<ll'ryforwards that can arise as 2ll'e8ult of one 01'

more
of stockbecomes
of 10';' ~~:'~:\t~~tlc~~~:;~;:~ l~~~;~ ~~:~;'5~~::;~;;;~~~:~'c:':";n~~~~~,~,",;ng
whichacquisitions
the United States
Ii

company.
At December 31, 2008, AIG has recOl'ded deferred tax assets related to stock compensation of
$239 million. Due to the significant decline in AIG's stock price, these defen-ed tax assets may not be
reali7.able in the ftltur(\ FAS 123(R) precludos AIG from recognizing a11 impairment charge on these assets
until the related stock awards arc cither exercised, vested 01' expired. Any charge associated with the
ddelTed fax <'Issct would likely be reflected in additional paid-in capital rather than income tax expense.
Undistributed Eaming.~
During 2008, AIG recorded $3,9 billioll afde-fen'ed tax expe:nse attributable to the undistributed
earnings of its !lon-U.S. subsidiaries and $0.7 billion atb.ibutahle to its U.S. subsidiaries. Deferred tax
expense for its l1on~U.S. subsidiaries recorded in 2008 is related to current year activity as well as defelTed
taxes that previously were not provided because the earnings were considered to be reinvested indefinitely.
At December 31,2008, AIG has provided deferred taxes related to aU the undistlibuted earnings of its
nOfiMU,S. subsidiaries,

l'axF'iliugsalld b.xambwtions
AIG and its eligible U.S. subsidiaries file a com.olidated U.S. federal income tax retum. Several
U.S. subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements file separate U.S. federal income tax
returns mId are not part of the AIG U.S, consolidated income tax group. Subsidiaries opel'uting olltside the
U.S. are taxed, and income tax expense is recorded, bascdDi1 appli-e1'lhle U.S. and foreign law.
The statute oflimibtiol1s for all tax years prior to 2000 has now expired for AlG's consolidated federal
income tax return. AIG is currently under exan"linatlon for the tax years 2000 through 2002,
In Apri12008, AIG filed a refound claim for years 1997 through 2006. A renmd claim filed in June 2007
for years 1991 tlu'ough 1996 is still pending. These rcfuudclaims relate to the tax effects of the restatements
of AIG's 2004 and prior financial statements.

On March 20, 2008, AIG received a StatlltOlY Notice of Deficiency (Notice) from tile IRS for years
1997 to 1999. The Notice asserted that AIG owes additional taxes and penalties for these years primarily
due to the disallowance of fOl'cign tax credits associated with cross-border financing transactions. The
transactions that are the subject of the Notice extend beyond the period covered by the Notice, and it is
likely that the IRS will seek to challenge these later periods. It is also possible that the IRS will consider
other transactions ta be similar to these
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transactions. AIG hus paid the assessed tax plus interest and pcnaHies for 1997 and has filed a claim for
refund. On February 26, 2009, AIG flled suit for a refund in tbe United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York. AIG has also paid additional taxes, interest, and penalties assessed for 1998
and 1999. AIG will vigorously defend its position, and continues to beHeve that it bas adequate reserves for
any liability that could result from the IR.S actions.

IRS settlement initiative
FIN 48 and FSP

HN48
A reconciliation of the beginning and ending balllllccs of the total 8roo-unts of gross unrecognized

tax benefits: is as follows:
YClll'Ended
December 31,
2008
20(17

~mIUi~

$1,310

Increases in tax positions for prior years
Decrease..'l in tax positions for prior years
Increases in tax positions for current year
Lapse in statute of limitations
Settlerl.1ents:
Gross unrecognized tax benefits, end of year

1,139
(322)

$1,138
(188)
646

(189)

1,092

82

(26)

......ill)
~

As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, AlG's unrecognized tax benefitq, excluding interest and l)Cnwties,
were $3,4 billion and $1.3 billion, respectively, As or Deccmbo!' 31,2008 and 2007, AICJls unrecognized
tax belJetits included $665 million and $299 million, respectively. relat.ed to tax positions the disallowance
of which would not affect the effective tax rate. Accol'dingly, as of December 31, 2008 and 2007. the
amounts of unrecognized tax bCllcfits that, ifl'ccognized, would favorably affect the effective tax rate were
$2,7 billion and $1.0 billion, respectively.
Intere~<;t and penalties related to lwrceognized tax benefits arc rccogllized in income tax expense. At
December 31, 2008. and 2007, ATG had aecrued $426miUiol1 and $281 million, respectively, thr the
payment of interest (net ofthcfcdcl'al benefit) and penaltJe.<L For theye81's ended Decemher 31. 2008 und
2007. AIG recognized $201 million and $170 million, respectively, of interest (net of the federal benefit)
and penalties in the Consolidated Statement of Income.

AIG continuatly evaluates adjustments pwposcd by taxing authOlitics. At December 31, 2008, such
proposed adjustments would not result in a material change (0 AIG'g consolidated financial condition,
although it is possible that the effect could be material to AlO's consolidated results of operations for an
individual reporting period Although it is reasonably possible that a significant change in the balance of
unreoognized tax benefits may occur within the next twelve months, at this tlme it is 110t possible to
estimate the l'ange oflhe change due to the uncertainty of the potential outcomes.
314 ATG20011 PonTI 1{l·K
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Listed below are the tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax: jurisdictions:
At December 31, 2008
Mllj<tl" Tax Jurhdicl.lom

Open TllX Years

United States

2000-2007
2005-2007
2003-2007
2001-2007
2003-2007
2002-2007
2001-2007
2001)..2007
2006-2007
2006-2007

France
Bong KOllg
Japan
Korea

Malaysia
Singapore

Taiwan
Thailand

United Kingdom

The reserve for Uncertain Tax PfJsltion increased in 2008 by appwximatcly $2 billion primarily relating
to expenses incurred in conoection with the Federal Facility and fQl"tlign tax credits associated with cross
horder financing transactions.

21. Quarterly Financial Information (Unandited)
The following qUaliel'1y tlnancial informatiol1 for each of the three months ended March 31, June 30,
September 30 and December 31, 2008 and 2007 is unaudited, However, il1 the opinion ofmanagemellt, all
adjustments (consisting only ofnormall'ecurring adjustments) necessmy for a fair statement of the resufts of
QpCnltions (or such periods have been made,
Consolidmed Statements ofOpel'atimzs
Mareh31.
~

~

$14,031

$30,645

S19,933

(11,264)

$31.150

898

$29.836

(28,185)
$(24.468)

$ (7.805)

$(23,758) $18,433

(6\),556)

$(61,6.'59)

Eamings (loss) per common

share:
Bask
Diluted

Weigllied ave.'age shares
outstanding:
Basic
Diluted

$
$

(3.09) $
(3_09) $

2 1528
2,~

1.58
158

S (2.06)
$ (2.06)

$ (9,05)
$ (9.05)

2,605

2,703

2,605

~

1.20

$ (22.95)
$ (22.95)

2,704
2,704

(a)

AIG 2008 FonnlO·K 0\15
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22. Infomtation Pwyided in Connection With Outstanding Debt

The following condensed consolidating fmandal statements reflect the results of ArG Life Holdings
(US), Inc. (AIGLH), fOl1llerly known as American General Corporation, a holding company and a wholly
owned subsidimy of AlG. AIG provides a fuH and unconditional gUHrantee of ail outstanding debt of
AIOl.E.

In addition, AIG Liquidity C~rp, and AIG Pl'ogmIn Funding, Inc, are both whol1y owned subsidiaries of
AIG, AIG provides a full and unconditional guarantee afall obligations of AIG Liquidity Corp. and AlG
Program Funding, Inc, There are no reportable amounts for these entities.
316 AIG 2008 Form 10-K
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Condensed Consolidating Balance Sheet
Americ~n

International
GrQ-up, Inc.
(As Gunrllntor)

AIGLH

Other
SubsldiarJes

Consolidated
JWmhulttl)l1~ ~

(lllmUIlQIl$)

December 31, 2008

Assets:
Investments (aJ
Loans (0 subsidiaries (b)
Cash

16,110 S
- $ 753,181 $ (132,379) $ 636,912
64,283
(M,283)
103
8,539
8,642
65,724 23,256
34,499 (I23,479)

Investment in consolidated stthsidiaries (b)
Debt issuance costs, including prepaid
commitment asset of$15,458 in 2008
15,743
15,743
Other assets:
_B,71l7 -1,~ ---.J.!l5,09~ _.Qi0 _.!9..2,@
Total assets
$
173,670 $25,882 $ 917,031 $ (256,165) ~ 860,418
Liabilities:
Insurance liabilities
- $
- $ 503,171 $
(103) $ 503,068
Federal Reserve Bank of New YOl'k credit
facility
40,431
40,431
Other long-term debt
47,928 2,097
234,701 (131,954)
152,772
Other liabilities (a)
~
3,063
75,670 - - i l l
111,437
Total liabilities
120,960 5,160
813,542 (131,954)
807,708
Total shareholders' equity
~ _20,72~ _103,489
(124,211)
52,710
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity
$
173,670 $25,882 S 917,031 S (256,165) S 860,418
December 31, 2007
Assets:

Inve.stments
Cash
Investment in consolidated subsidiaries

Oth or assets

Total assets
Uabilitic.<;:
Insurance liabilities
Long-term debt

Other liabilities
Totalliabilitie.s
Totul shareholders' equity
Total liabilities <Iud shareholders' equity

14,712 $
84

40 $ 836,506 $ (21,790) S 829,468
I

2,199

2,284

1l1.650 24.396
17.952 (153,998)
~
2,592
204,448 ~ ~&9?
S
!J5,860 $27,029 $1,061,105 $ (175,633) $1,t):!8,361
43 $
$ 528,059 S
(75) $ 528,027
36,045
2,136
156,003
(18,135)
176,049
2,826
244,772~)
248,484
.,',._~
4,962
928,834
(21,295) _ 952,560
~ 22,067
132.271 (154.338)~
$
135.860 $27,029 $1,061,~ $ (175,633)$1,048,361

___321l

(a) Includes intercompany detivative positions, which are reported atfair value before credit valuation

iUijustment.
(b) Eliminated in consolidation,
A1G200SFOI'J1110-K
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COJUlellscd CoftSolidatlllg Statemeut ofIncome (Loss)
Amel'k~m

Intl'-l'nntlflnlll
Gr{lup~ IIlC,
Guarantur

A~

~GLH

Otlll:r
Subshliadcs Elintlnatiolls
(Inmllliolls)

Conwlidated
~

Year Ended December 31, 2008

Income tax expense (benefit) (b)
Minority interest
Net income ([oss)

S (108,761)

(92) $ (88,157) $

(20,512) $
(61,542)

(17,027)

2;199
19,634

78,569
(2,474)

75
(17)

(8,374)

~
$ ..~~2!

Year Ended December 31, 2007

Operating income (loss)
Equity in undistributed net income of
consolidated subsidiaries
Divi<hmd income from consolidated
subsidiaries

Income tax expense (benefit)

(2,379)

S

(152)

S

Il,474

(27)

3,l21
4,685
(773)

1,358
248

Minority interest

-

Net income (loss)

$

8,943
(3,094)
(6,043)

1,980
~)

1,455

--

__J1WD
S

L..2.0.

6,200

Ycar Ended Decemher 31, 2006
(786)
13,308
1,689
197

S

l22
1,263
602
(131)

21,687

22,351
(14,571)
(2,291)
6,471
(1,136)

6,537
(1,136)
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(Continned)

Condellsed CONsolidating Statements oj Cash Flows
American

International
Group, Inc,

Other
Sllhsldlal'les
~milllollS)

~ AIGLH

Year Ended DeceUibet' 31~ 2008
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

$

(1,896) S 178 $

2,473

Cash flows from investing:
Funding to establish Maiden Lane HI LLC
Invested assets disposed

Invested assets acquired
Loans to sllbsidiades
Other

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows fi:om financing activitie.s:
Federal Reserve Bank of New York credit facility
bOJ'YOwings

(5,000)
10,704
(4,200)
(86,045)

ComOolidatw
~

L-ill
(5,000)

190,491

201,195

(190,311)

(194,511)

86,045

~)--=

53,417
139,642

45,800
47,484

96,650

96,650

(59,850)
21,142
(5,143)
7,343

92,358
(133,808)

(59,850)
113,501
(138,951)
7,343

~

RepaYlncnt of Feclerai Reserve Bank of New York credit
facility bon-owings
Issuunce oflollg~tenn debt

Repayments ofJong·term debt
Proceeds from common stock issued
Proceeds from issuance of Series D pl'cfel'l'cd stock and
common stock warrant
Payments advanced to purchase shares
Cash dividends paid to shareholders
Other
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

40,000
~)

---.illQ)

40,000
(1,000)
(1,628)
(94.163) -ill,984)

--21m

~)

(135.813)~)

(I,MO)

(1,628)

Effect of exchange rate challges on cash
Change in cash

Cash at beginning ofyeat'
Cash at end ofyear

19
_ _ _8_4

~

38
38
6,340
(';,358
~~
$
8,539!- 8M2
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Notes t'O CQusolidate-d Financial Statements -

(Continued)

Amedc:lll
IntCl'llntlonal
Grellp, hle.
As GmU'auto!' AIGLII

OUter
Sllbshllarles

~m~

~)

L1!i

CunS(lUdafcd
~

$ 35,731 $

35,171

174,672
(199,524)

178,258
(209,553)

Invested assets acq\Jired

_DQ,ill)~)

Other
Net cash used In investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Issuance of long-term debt
Repayments of long~term debt

_!22d1Q)

(67,834)

82,628
(78,485)

Payments advanced to purchase shares
Cash dividends paid to shareholders
Other
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash
Change- in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at cnd of year

Year Ended December 31,2006
Net CllSh provided by (used in) opel'atingut:livities
Cash flows fi;om investh~g:
Invested assets disposed
Invested assets acquired
Other
Net cash used ill investing activities

$

8
76
~

~) $

154,763
(196,187)

~

158,106
(204,426)
(20,594)

59,023
(34,072)

...J.12.D

~...J.12.D

Change in cash

320

6,252

(59,638)~)

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

8,596 $

~)

12,005
(2,417)
(1,638)
OtIter
Net cash provided by (used in) finaUC1l1g activities

258 $

(114)
76

~7&4

50,735 ~
114
114
(193)
(307)

-11Q1

190

$

L..;;;;

71,028
(36,489)
(1,638)
27,.14(J

Ll.?l!

~

$

1,,590
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Supplementary disclosure of cash flow information:
Yean J~nded
December 31,
20e8
2007

~li{H1T

Intercompany non-cash financing/investing activities:
Settlement of repurchase agreement with loan receivable

$ 3,160
3 1160

Capital contributions in tile form of bonds
Loans receivable forgiven through capital contributions
Other non~cash capital contributions to subsidiaries

$-

11,350
513

During the second qUal1er of 2008, AIG made certain revisions to the American Intcmational Group,
Inc, (as Guarantor) Condensed Statement of Ca.<;h Flows, primarily relating to the effect of reclassifying
ecrtain intercompany and securities lending balances. Accordingly, AIG revised the previous periods
presented to confonn to the rcvised presentation. 'T'hel'e was no effect on the Consolidated Statement of
Cash Flows or ending cash balances.
The revisions and their cffed {JD the Ame-rican International Group, Inc. {as Guarantor)
Condensed Sbttement of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2007 and 2006 were as
follows:

December 3 t 2007
Cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities
Cash naws provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows provided by (llSCd in) financing activities
December 31. 2006
Cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities
Cash flows provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows provided by (used in) financing activities

"----_--::-;'(""77::;0:) L-Ji) Li:!H)
,,-_--'(:-0]("'))"'3-';7)
(1,757)
(12,494)
;b~~",,1J;;;.5~1;;;5 $ 1,761 $ 13,276
(590)

(7,643)
8,119

$ (2,602)
(7,209)

~

23. Subgcquent Events

March 2009 Agreements In PJ"inciple
On March 2, 2009, AIG, the NY Fed and the United States Department Qfthe Treasury announced
agreements in pl'inciple to modHy the terms of the Fed Credit Agreement and the Scrks D Preferred Stock

and to provide a $30 billion equity <"apitaJ c.ommitmcnt facility.
AJG200SForm lOoK 321
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iWmlijicall'on to S(..'/"ie.~ D Preferred Stock
On March 2, 2009, AlG and the United States Depmiment of the Treasury announced their agreement
in principle to enter into a transaction pur::mant to which the United States Depmtment of the Treasury
would modify the terms of the Series D Preferred Stock. The modification will be effected by an exchange
of 100 percent of the outstanding shares of Series D Pref<med Stock for newly issued perpetual serial
preferred stock (Series E Prefencd Stock), with a liquidation preference equal to the iSl>'uance-dnte
liquidation preference of the Series D PI'CfCI'I'cd Stock sUl'J'cndered plus accumulated but unpaid dividends
thereon, The terms of the Series E· Preferred Stock will be the same as for the Series DPrefcrred Stock
except that the dividends wHI not be cumulative. The Series D Prcferf(',ct Stock bore cumulative divid(,Jlds.
The dividend rate on both the cumulative Series D Preferred Stock and the non~cumulativc Series E
Preferred Stock is 10 percent pCI' annum, Concurrent with the exchange of the shares of Series D Preferred
Stock for the Series E Preferred Stock, AlG will enter into a replacement capita! covenant in favor of the
holders of a series of AlG debt:. pursuant to whkh AlG will agree 1hat prior to the third anniversary ofthe
issuance of the Series E PrcreITcd Stock AIG will not repay, redeem or purchase, and no subsidiary of A1G
wilt purchase, all or sny part of (be Sedcs E Preferred Stock except with the proceeds obtained-from tbe
issuance by AIG or any subsidiary of AIG of certain capita] securities. AIG will make a statement of intent
substantially similar to the replacement capital covenant with NSpcct to subsequent years, The Ser[e,s D
PrefcITed Stock was not subject tu a rt-1Jlacement capital covenant.

Equi(v Capital CQmmJtment Facility
011 ~,1arch 2, 2009, AlG and the United Stat~)8 Depariment ofthe Treasury mUlouncoo an agreement in
principle to provide a 5-year equity capital commitment facility of$30 billion, AlG may use the facility to
sell to the United' State.'i Department of the Treasury fixed~rate. non~cumulative perpetual serial preferred
stock (Series F Prel(Jrred Stock), The facility will be available to AIG so long as AlG is 110t the debtor in a
pending case undel' Title 11, United States Code, and the Trust (or any successor entity established for the
benefit of the United States Treasury) "beneficially owns" more than 50 percent of the aggregate voting
power of AlG's voting securitie.~ at the time of sucb drawdown,
The terms of the Sel'iesF Prefel'!'t;'4. Stock will be substantially -similar to the Series E Preferred Stock,
except that the Se.ries F Preferred Stock will not be subject to a replacement capital covenant or the
statement of intent.
Tn oonnection with the equity capi1al commitment facility, the United States Department of the
Treasury will also l'CCclVC wan'ants exercisable for a numbcr (If shares of common stock of AIG equal to 1
percent of AIG's 111e1l outslanding common stock and, upon issuance of the wat'rallts, the dividends payable
on, and the voUng power of, the Series C Preferred Stock will be reduced by the numbel' ofshal'es subject to
thewamtnt.
Repayment ofFed Facility with Subsidiary Pl'efe1'redb'quity

On March 2, 2009~ AlG fllld the NY Fed announced their intent to enter into a transaction pursuant to
which AIG will transfer to the NY Fed preferred equity interests in newly~formed special plll'pose vehicles
(SPVs), in SL1tlement of a portion ofthe outstanding balance of the Fed Facjjity. Each SPY will have
(directly or indirectly) as its only a8s:et 100 percent of the common stock of an AIG operating~mbsidiary
(AlA in one case andALICO in the other). AlG expects to own the common interests of each SPV.ln
exchange for the preferred equity interests received by the NY Fed, there would be a COllCUlTent substantial
reduction in the outstanding balance and maximum available amount to be borrowed OJl the Fed Facility.
Secul'itlzauons

On March 2, 2009, AlG and the NY Fed announced their intent to enter into a transaction pU1'Suant (0
which AIG wlll issue to the NY Fed scnior certificates ill one or more I1ewly~fonned SPVs backed by
infol'oe blocks oflife insurance policies in settlement ofa pOliion of the outstanding balance ofthc Fed.
Facility. The amoUllt of the Fed
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Modij?ClttiOlt (0 Fed Facility
On Mal'eJI 2, 2009, AlG and the NY'" Fed announced their agreement in principle to amend the Fed
Credit Agreement to !'clnove the inte.rest rate floor, Under the current terms, intcl'est accrues on the
Olltstanding bOl'wwings under the Fed Facility at three~montb LIBOR (no Jess than 3.5 percent) plus

3.0 [:lorecnf per anlHHn. The 3.5 percent LillOR floor will be e1hninatcd following the amendment. In
addition, the Fed Facility will be amended to ensure that the total c01nrnitmeut will be at least $25 billion,
even ufter giving effect to the repayment of the Fed Facility with subsidiary prefen'ed equity and
securitization transactions described above. These proceeds are expected to substantially reduce the
outstanding borrowings under the Fed Facility ii'om the amount outstanding 14<; of December 31, 2008.
AIG 2(lGS Fonll to·l(
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Part U - Other Information
Item 9. Clumges in and Db;agJ'eemellts With AccouManfs on Accounting and Fiml1lcml Disclosure

None.
Item 9A. Controls QmlProcedures

Eva/un/JoII ofDiscl.oslIl'e COlltrols ami Procedures
Disclosure controls and prncedures are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in
reports filed or submitted under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within
the time periods specified in SEC tules and forms and that su-ch information is accumulated and
communicated to management, ine-Iudingthe Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, to allow
timely decisions regarding required disclosures. In connection with the preparation of this Annual Report on
Form lO-I(, an evaluation was carried out by AIG management, with the participation of AIG's Chief
J.:Xecutive Officer and Chief Finaucial Officer, of the effectiveness of AIG's disclosure controls and
pl'Ocedmes(as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of1934
(Exchange Act)) as ofbecember .31, 2008. Based on this evaluation, AIG's Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Financial Officer concluded that AIel's disclosure controls and proC'cCdmes were effective as of
December 31, 200&.

M{magement's Report OIl Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Management ofAIG is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over
financial reporting. AIG's internal control over financial reporting is a process, nnder the supervision of
AIeT's Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, de-Signed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability offinanciaJ reporting and ihe preparation of AIG's financial statements for extemal
purposes in accQrdance with GAAP.
Because oiits inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect
misstatements. Also, PJ'Ojcct!ons of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk
that controls may hecome inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance
with the policies or procooW'cs may deteriorate.

AIG management conducted an assessment of the effectiveness of AIG's int0maJ control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2008 based on the criteria established in Internal COJ1trol------lntegrated
Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).

Remediation ofPl'ior it/atel'io} Weakness in Internal COlltrol Oller Fillancial Reporting

weakness
control

basis.
of remediation ei10rts to address the material

AIG's remediation efforts were govcmcd by a Steering Committee, under the direction of lUG'S Chief
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Comptroller, 'Ibe status of remediation was reviewed with the Audit Committee who was advised of issues
encountered and key decisions reached by AI G lllanagem.ent.

As of December 31, 2007, AIG did not maintain effective controls over the fair value valuation oftlle
AIGFP super I"enior credit default swap portfolio and oversight thereof. Specifically, AIG had insufficient
resources to dC&'1gn and carry out effective controls to prevent or detect errors and to determine appropriate
dh.x:.1osures Otl a timely basis '>vith respect to the processes and models introduced in the fourth quarter of
2007, As a result, AlG had not fully developed its controls to assess, on a timely basis, the relevance to its
valuation of all tl)ird-palty information. Also, controls to permit the appropriate oversight and monitoring of
the AIGFP super senior credit default swap portfolio valuation process, including timely sharing of
infolmation at the appropriate levels oft11e organization, did not operate effectively. As a result, controls
over the AIGFP super senior credit default swap portfolio valuation process and oversight thereof were 110t
adequate to prevent 01' detect misstatements in the accuracy ofmanagcIncnt's fair value estimates and
disclosures 011 a timely basis.
During 2008, AIG management took the following actions to remedlate this material weakness:

• Desi b'11oo and implemented enhmlced controls over the valuation of the pmifolio including assessing
the relevance and impact of available third-party information and additional segregation of duties.
• Ensured improved oversight and govcmancc, including increased interaction with Corporate f1nance
and risk management functions.
• Enhanced communication by establishing formal reporting lines between key AIGFP functions and

AlG Corporate countel11arts.
• Implemented a valuation control group within AIGFP to perform the controls! with appropriate
aUocation of qualified resources.
• Developed new systems and processes to reduce the reliance on manual controls.
.. Docnmented the process and controls over the valuation approach.

• Asse-s..'>ed the design and tested the operaHng effectiveness of the key controls over the fair value
valuation pl'ocess.

AIG continues to develop further cnhancemeJl!S to its controls over 1he fair value valuation ofthe AlG
super senior credit default swap portfolio. Based upon the significant actions taken and the testing and
evaluation of the effectiveness of the controls, AlG management has concluded the material weakness in
AIG's controls over the AIGFP super senior credit default swap portfolio valuation process and oversight
thereof 110 longer existed as ofDecember 31, 2008.
Continuing Improvements to tnternal COlltrol over PilUmcialRepol'ting

AlG management recognizes the importanC'.e of continued attention to improving its internal controls
related to the period (;''11d financial ft1101'ting and consolidatiDn processes, investment accounting, income
tax, and valuation proces,:;es. Additionally, in canying out its restructuJing plan, AlG is committed to
ensuring that the manual controls that have been eBtablished remain effective and sustainable< To maintain
effective and 'sustainable controls, AIG has implemented retention programs to seek to keep its key
employees and has engaged third-party resources to supplement the efforts. of A1CJ financial persollncl.
Furthermore, where consistent \I/1th the direction of its asset disposition plan, AlG is investing in new
systems and Pl'ocesSC'l which will allow it, over timc-, to reduce its relianc.e on manual controls.

Changes in Internal Comfol o)lcr Fimwclal Reporting

Changc'l

in AIG's
internnl1l,:::';:~,~~;~~~a;:~~~:,';';;:~:~~i;~~;i~ff;'~~
'1~~~;~i~~~::~I~:~,~::v;~,2008
that have materially
affected,
OJ
control ovor
financial reporting have been described above,
AIG 200R Fonll !O-K
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Item 9B. Other Infonnation
None.

Part III
Item 10. Directors. E:r:ecutlw! Officets and Corporate Governance

Except for the informa1ion provided in Pm1! under the heading "Directors and Executive Officers of
AIG". infonnation required by Item 10 of this Form lO~K is incorporated by reference from the definitive
prox:y statement for AIG's 2009 Annual Meeting ofShare!wldel's, which will be filed with the SEC not later
than 120 days after the close oftbe fiscal year pursuant to Regl1lation 14A

Item 11. Executive CA1mpensation.

Infol'mation required by Item 11 of this Form 1O~K is incorporated by referen-ce from the definitive
proxy statement for AIG's 2009 Annual ~..1eeting QfShareholders; which wil1 be filed with the SEC not later
than 120 days after the close ofthe fiscal year pursuant to Regulation 14A.

Item 12. Security Ownerslfip afCertain Beneficial Owners Ql1dManagement and Related Stockholder
MatteI'S

Infol1l1ation required by Item 12 of this Form IO-Ie is incorporated by referenc.e from the definitive
pl'Oxy statement for AIGls 2009 Annual Meeting of Shareholders, which will be filed with the SHCnat later
than 120 days after the close ofthe fiscal year pursuant to Reg1l!atfon J4A,

Item 13. Certain Relationships lmd Related 1'raI1Sactio1Ui, lind Director Independence

Information required by Item 13 ofthis Form lO-K is incorporated by reference from the definitive
proxy statement for AlG's 2009 Annual Meeting ofShul'eholders, which wlH be filed with the SEC not later
than 120 days after the close ofthe fiscal year pursuant to Regulation 14A,
Item 14. Principal Accounting Fees and Sel'vices
Information required by Item 14 of this Form 1O-K is incorporated by reference f['Om the definitive
proxy ~iatement for AIG's 2009 Annual Meeting of Shareholders, whic·h will be filed v.ith the SEC not later
than 120 days after the close of the fiscal year pursuant to Regulation 14A.

PartlY

Itcm15. F-:tdlihits, Financial Statement l.\'chedules
(a) Financial Statements and Schedules. See accompanying Index to FInancial Statements.
(b) Exhibits. See accompanying E,-.J1ibit Index.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the tequiretnents of Section 13 or 15(d) of the SecUJities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended. the Registrant has duly caused this Annual H.cporton F01"m 10-K to be signed on its bchalfbyfhe
undersigned, thereLU1to duly authOlizcd, on the 2nd of March, 2009.
AMmUCAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.

By

/sf EDWARD M, LIDDY

(Edward M. Liddy, C11uirman and

Chief Executive Officer)
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose sih'lwture appears belowconstitutes and appoints Edwlml M. Liddy and David L. Hcrzog, and each ofthcm severally, his or her true
fmd lawful attol'lley-il1~fact, with full power of substitution and resubstitution, to l>igl1 in his or hel.· name,
place and stead, in any and all capacities, to do any and all things and execute allY and all instruments that
such attorney may deem necessary or advisable under the Securit.ies Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
and any rules, regulations and requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in connection
with this Almuul Report 011 Fonn lO-K and any and all amendments hereto, as fully for all intents and
purposes as heor she might or could do in person, and het'eby ratifies and confirms all said attorncy"S-in-fact
and agents, each acting alone, and his or her substitute or substHutcs, may lawfully do or cause to be done
by virtue hereof,
PUl'SllaJ.1t to the requh'cments oftbe Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, this Annual Report
on Fonn lO~K has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the
capadties indicated on the 2nd of Marcil, 2009.

TItle

lsi

EDWAlUl M. LIDDY

(Edward M. Liddy)

Chief Executive Officer and Director
(principal Executive Officer)
Executive Vice President and ChicfFil1anclal Ofi1ccr
(Principal Financial Officer)

lsi JOSEPH D. COOK

(Joseph D, Cook)

Is!

STEPHEN F, BOl.[ENHACH

Vice President and Comptroller
(Principal Accounting Officer)
Dkeeto!'

(Stephen F. Bollenbach)

Is! DENNIS D. DAMMERMAN
(Dennis D. Dammcnnan)
Is!

MARTIN S, FELDS'l1'iIN

Director

Director

(Martin S. Feldstein)
Is! GEORGE L, MILES, JR,
(George L. Miles, J1".)

Is!

SUZANNE NORA JOHNSON

Director

Director

(Suzanne Nora Johnson)
lsi MORRIS W, OPRT
(Morris W. Offit)
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!sf JAMES F. ORR III
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Exhibit
.~

ne~crlp{ffin

Plan of acquisition, reorgai,izatioll,
mTffilgement. liquidation 01' sllccession

Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of
May 11~ 2001, among American International
Group, l1,c" Washington Acquisition

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2,1(i)(8)
tD AlG's Registt'atioll Statement on Form S~4
(File No, 333-62688),

Corporation and American General
3(iXa)

Corporation
Restated Certificate of Incorporation of AlG

3(iXb)

Celtificate of Amendment of Ccrti:f!cate Df
Incorporation of AIG, filed June 3,1998

lOXc)

CCi1ificatc ofMerger of Sun,4.mcrica Inc, with
and into AIG, filed December 30, 1998 and
effective January 1~ 1999

3(iXd)

Celiificate of Amendment or Certificate of
Incorporation of AIO, filed June 5, 2000

3(iXe)

CCi'tifkate ofDesignations of Series D Fixed
Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock of

3(iXQ

Form of Certificate of Designations of Series C
Perpetual, COllvcliibJe, Participating Prefcrt'cd
Stock of AIG
AIG By-laws, amended January 16, 2008

AIG

3(ii)(a)

Instruments defining the fights ofsecurity
holders, including indentures

(1) CrcditAj"rreement, duted as of
September 22, 2008, between AIO and Federal
Reserve Bank of New York
(2) Amendment No.2, dated as of
Novembor 9, 2008, to the Credit Agreement
dated as of September 22, 2008 between AIG

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3(i) to
AW's Annual Report on Form lO~K for the
year (:nded December 31, 1996 (File No. 18787),
Incorporated by reference to Exhihit 3(0 to
AIO's Qnarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the
qtlartel' ended June 30,1998 (File No, 1~1:n87),
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 30) to
AlO's Alimal Report on Fonn 10-Kfm the
year ended December 31,1998 (File No, 18787),
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3(i){c) to
AlG's Registration Shttement on Form S~4
(File No, 333-45828),
hlc01110rakd bYl'efci'eDccto Exhibit 3.1 to
AIG's Cunent Report on Form 8-K filed with
the SEC on November 26, 2008 (File No. 1~
8787).
Filed herewith.

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to
AlG's Cum:llt Report on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC all January 17,2008 (File No, 1S787),
CCliain instruments defininglhe rights of
holders of long-term debt securities of AIO and
its subsidiaries are omitted pursuant to Item
601(bX4)(iii) of Regulation S~K. AIG hereby
undertakes to fumish to the Commission.. upon

:ie~q,~,eis:,~,~~i~~jf~~~;l~;;i~~~J~~~f~~

to

8-K filed with
1-

at,d Federal Re.serve Bank ofNe',,' York
(3) Securitie.s Purchase Agreement, dated a"l of
November 25,2008, between AIG and United
Statt",s Department of the TrcasUlY
(4) Indenture, dated as of November 1, 1991,

between International Lease Finance
Corporation and U,S, Hank Trust National
Association (sllccessor to Continental Bank,
National Association), as supplemented
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NlUobe:r

(5)

(6)

(7)

9
10

Indenture dated as of November 1, 2000,
between Intemational Lease Finance
Corporation and the Bank of New York, as
supplemented
Indenture dated aB of August 1,2006, between
Intcmational Lease Finance Corporation and
Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas

Indenture dated as of May 1, 1999 from
Amc1ican General Finance Corporation to
Wilmington Ti'ust Company (sulJces..<;or trustee
to Citibank, N,A)
Voting Trust Agreement
Material contracts
(1) ArG Amended and Restated 1996
Employee Stock Purchas:e PJall*

(2) AIO 2003 Japan Employee Stock Purchase
Plan*

(3) AIG 1991 Employee Stock Option Plan'"

(4)AIG Amended and Restated 1999 Stock
Option Plan*

Location

Incol1'oratcd by reference to Exhibit 4 to
Intcmational Lease }'inance Corporation's
Registration Statement on Form S~3 (File
No,333-49566),
Incorporated by reference to Exwbit 4.1 to
International Lease Finanoe Corporation's

Registration Statement Oll Form S-3 (File
No, 33H36681),
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(aXl) to
American General Finance Corporation's
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended September 30, 2000 (File ND. 1-06155),
None,
Filed as exhibit to AlG's Definitive Proxy
Statement dated Apri14, 2003
No, j-87:g7) and ir;corporat'od Ilcrcin :by
reference.
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4 to AIG's
Registration Statement on Form $-8 (File No.
33H11737),
Filed as exhibit to AIG's DefInitive Proxy
Statc,ment dated April 4, 1997 (File
No, 1-8787) and incorporated herein by
reference,
Filed as exhibit to AIG's Definitive Proxy
Statement dated Apri14, 2003 (File
No. 1~8787) and incorporated herein by
t·cfcl'cncc,

(5) Form of Stock Option Grant Agreement
under the AIG Amended and Restated 1999
Stock Option Plan*

(6) ATG Amended and Re:;.1:ated 2002 Stock
Incentive P1an*
(7) Form o(Restricted Stock Unit Award
Agreement under the AIG Amended and
Restated 2002 Stock Incentive Plan*
Statement on Form
(9) AIO SuppkuTIcntal Incentive Savings Plan*'

Statement on Form
(10) AIG Director StockPlan*

Statement dated_ April

:~~,le-n8c~el,8,7) rmdh;crl''Pc>ra'"d herein by
(11) Purchase Agreement be-tween AlA and
Mr, E.S.W. Tsc*

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 1O(l} to
AIG'sAnuual Rep011: on Form to-K for the
year ended December 31,1997 (File

NQ,
(12) Retentton and Employment Ahll'eement

between AIG and Jay S.Wintrob*
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(13) SunAmerica Inc. 1988 Employee Stock
Plan*
(14) SunAmerka 1997 Employee Incentive
Stock Plari*
(15) SunAmerica Nonemployee Directors J
Slot,k Option Pfan*"
(16) SmtAmerica 1995 Performance Stock
Plan*
(17) SunAmerica Inc. 1998 Long-Term
Performance-Based Incentive Plan For the
Chief Executive Officer*'
(18) SunAmerica Inc. LOJ)g~Tcrm
Performance-Based Inccntive Plan Amended
and Restated 1997*
(19) SunAmeric<1. Five-.-Year Deferred Cash

location

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(a) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form 8-8
(FileNo. 333-70069).
IncOlporated by reference to E:Ahibit 4(b) to
AlG~!l Registration Statement on Fonn S~8
(File No. 333-70069).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(c) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form 8-8
(File No. 333-70069).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(d) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form S-8
(File No, 333-70069).
Jncorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(c) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form S-R
333-70069).

(FileNo,
Incorporated by reference- to Exhibit 4(a) to
AIG'(.; Registration Statement on ForJn S~8
(file No. 333-31346).
(20) SuuAmerica Executive Sa\~ngs Plan'"
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(b) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form S~8
(FileNo. 333-31346).
(21) HSB Group, Inc, 1995 Stock Option 1'18,n* Incorporated by rcfCl'ence to Exhibit
to HSB's Annual RepOli on Form
year ended December 31~ 1999 (File
No.
(22) HSE Group, Inc. Employee's Thrift
Incentive Plan'"
Statement

Plan'"

(23) American General Corporation 1994
Stock and Incentive Plan (January 2000)*

10.2 to

RCPOlt on Fonn
June 30,
(24) Amendment (0 Aml:'J'ican General
Corporat.ion 1994 Stock and Incentive Plan
(January 1999)*

RepOlt on Form

(25) Amendll1ent to American General
Corporation 1994 Stock and Incentive Plan
(January 20(0)*
(26) Amendment to American General
Corporation 1994 Stock and Incentive Plan
(November 2000)*
(27) American General Corporation 1997
Stock and Incentive Plan'"

to

Corporation's Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
June 30, 1998 (File No. 1-7981).
AIG2008-Form lD-K
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(29) Amendment to American General

Corporation 1997 Stock and Incentive Plan
(November 2000)*

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,7 to
American Genera! Corporation's Annual
Report on Form lO-K for the year ended
December 31,1999 (File No. 1-7981).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,2 to
American General Corporation's Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the qumter ended
September 30, 2000 (File No. 1-7981).
fncorporated by reference to Exhibit lOA to
American General Corporation's Annual
Report on Fonn 10-K for the year ended
Deecmber 31,1998 (}'ile No. 1-7981).
Incorporated by reference to Ex.hibit 10.9 to
American General COlporatton's Allilual

Re.port on Form

10~K

fbr the year end:ed

Der,cmbcl' 31,1999 (File No. 1-7981).

(34) Amended and Restated Restoration of
Retirement InCOlne Plan for Certain Employees

Participating in the Restated American General
Retirement Plan (RehioratiDll of Retirement
Income Plan) (12/31/98)*
(35) Amended and Restated American General
Supplemental Thrift Plan (12/31/98)*

1.

(39) Western National Corporation 1993 Stock
and Incentive Plan, as amended*
(40) U:mil'E '::;orpol',ltioll 1991 Stock Option

332

IncOllmrated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to
American General Corporation's Quarterly
Report on Form lO-Q for the qualter ended
September 30, 2000 (File No. 1-7981).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.13 to
American Gmend Corporation's Annual
Report on Form lO-K for the year ended
Decembel' 31. 2000 (File No. 1-7981).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.14 to

Alnerjc.an General Corporation's Annual
ReroN on Form 10HK for the year ended
December 31, 2000 (File No. 1-7981),

Incol1mrated by reference to Ex-hibit 10.15 to
American General Corporation's Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2000 (FileNo, 1-7981).
Incorporated by refet'el1ce to Exhibit 4(a) to
AKj-'sRegistratiol1 Statement on Porm 8-8
(Fiie No. 333-68640).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(b) to
A10's Registration Statement on ,Form 8-8
(FHe No. 333-68640).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(c) to
AIG's Registration Statement on Form S-8
(File No. 333-68640).
IncQrporated by reference to Exhibit 10.18 to
Westem National Corporation's Alllumi Report
on Form lO-K for the year ended December 31,
1995 (FileNo. 1-12540),
InC01}Joorated by reference 10 USLIFE
Corporationls Quartel'ly Report on Form lO-Q
for the qualter ended September 30, 1995 (File
No. 1-5683).
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(41) Employment Agreement, Amendment to
Employment Agreement, and Split-Dollar

Agreement, including Assignment of Life
InsurancePoHcy as Collateral, with Rodney O.

Martin, J1'.*
(42) Letter from ATG to Maltin J. Sullivan,

IncOI1)orated by reference 10 Exhibit

'-K_""'" V'ltO

dated March i6, 200S'!'

AIG's Current Report on Form
the SEC ouMarch 17. 2005 (FilcNo.I-878n
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,3 to
.IVG's CulTent Report on Form 8-K f;led with
the SEC on March 17,2005 (File No. 1~8787).
(44) Employment Agreement between AIG and Incorpomtcd by reference to Exhibit 10(1) to
Martin 1. Sullivml, dated as of ]tulC 27,2005*
AlG's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the
quarter e-nded March 31, 2005 (File
No,
(45) Employment Agreement between AlG and
10~Q for the
Steven J. Bensinger, dated as of June 27,2005*
10(3) to
2005 (File
1-8787).
(46) Executive Severance Plan, effective as of Incorporated by reference to Exhihit 10.3 to
March 11,2008*
JUG's Cun'ent Report on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on March 17, 2008 (File No, 1-8787),
Incorporated by reference 10 Exhibit 10.1 (0
(47) AIG Amended and Restated Executive
Scvcl.'anccPlan*'
lUG'S Cm1'ent Report on Form 8-K filed vtith
the SEC on September 26, 2008 (File
No_ 1-8787).
(48) Assurance Agreement, by AIO in favor of Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10(6) to
eligible employees, dated as of June 27. 2005,
AIO's Quarterly Report on Fonll 10-Q for the
relating to certain obligations of Stan
quarter ended March 31, 2e05 (File
lntemational Company, Inc.*
No. 1-8787).
(49) AIG 2005 Senior Partners Plan (amended
Plied berewith.
and restated effective December 31, 2008)*
{50) 200512006 Dcfe;J1"cd Compensation Profit Filed herewith.
Participation Plan for Senior Partners
{amended and restated effective December 31.
(43) Letter from AlG to Steven J. Bensinger,
dated March 16, 2005*

*

:?~:J~~~~:~:~i~~;:~~i~i7~;r~

20(8)'
(51) 2005/2006 Deferred Compensation Profit
Participation Plan for Pminers (amended and
restated effective December 31, 2008)*
(52) 200512006 Defcm;.d Compensation Profit

Filed herewith.

Filed herewith.

Participation Plan RSU Award Agreement
(amended andl"estated cffective Da::ember 31,

20(8)'
(53) Summary of Non-Employee Director
Compensation, dated July 16, 2008*
(54) AIG Special Restricted Stade Unit Award
Agreement with Steven J. Bensinger, dated
January 6, 2006*
(55) Agreement with the United States
Department ofJllstice, dated February 7, 2006

Filed herewith
10.1 to
FOlln 8-K filed with
1-8787).
10.1 to
No.

(56) Final Judgment and Consent with the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
including the related comptaint, duted

February 9, 2006

http://investing.businc:;;sweckc0111/1-msi

In~;;:;~~\~~~~'~J~;~~:'i.~;E~Xhibit

10.2 to
8-K 1'ilcd with
A
the SEC on Fehrumy 9, 200f) (File
No.I-8787J-
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(57) Agre...."111cnt between the Attorney General
of the State of New York and AlG and its
Subsidiaries, dated January 18, 2006
(58) Stipulation witb the State ofNew York
Insurance Department, dated JanualY 18,2006
(59) AlG Sellior Partners PJan (amended and
rest<lted el1ective December 31, 2008)*
(60) AlG Partners Plan (amended and restated
effective December 31, 2008)*
(61) AlG Executive Incentive Plan'"

(62) AIG Amended and Restated 2007 Stock
Incentive Plan*
(63) AIG Form of Stock Option Award
Agreerncnt*
(64) AIG Amended and Restated Form of
Performance RSU AWlU-d Agreement*
(65) AIG Amended and Restated Fonn of
Time-Vested RSU Award Agreemenl*
(66) AIG Form ofTime~Ve..'{ted RSU Award
Agreement with Four~ Year Pro Rata Vesting*
(67) AIG Amended and Restated Form of
Time~Vested RSU Award Agreement with
'rhree~Year Pro

Filed hcrewiih.

Incorporated by reference t.o Exhibit. 1a.A to
AIG's Registration
S-8
(File No. 333~
Filed herewith.
Filed herewith

InCOlllorated by reference to Exhibit 10.D to
AlG's Registration Statement on Form S~8
(File No. 333- 148148),
Filed herewith.

Rata Vesling*

(68) AIG Amended and Restated Form of
Time~VcstedRSU
Thrcc~Ycar Pro

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to
AIG's Current Report 011 Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on February 9, 2006 (File
No. 1-8787).
Inc.orporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to
AIG's Current Report on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on February 9,2006 (File
No. 1-8787).
Filed herewith.

Filed herewith.

Award Agreement with

Rata Vesting and with Early

Retirement*
(69) AIG Amended and Restated Form ofNonEmployee Director Deferred Stock Units

Filed herewith,

Award Agreement*'
(70) Letter Agre.emcnt between .:'\10 and
Martin J. Sullivan; dated March 12,2008*

10.1 fo

1-87871.
10.1
8-K filed with

to

(71) Leiter Agreement between AIG and
Steven J. Bensinger, dated March 12,2008*
(72) Letter Agreement between AIG and

Martin J. Sullivan, dated June 30, 2008*
(73) Employment Agreement Amendment
between JUG and Steven J. Bensinger, dated

May 8, 2008*
(74) Letter Agreement between Robert B.
Willumstad and ATG, effective July 16, 2008*
No. 1-8787).
334
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(75) Sign-On Stock O[)tion Award Agreement
between Robert B. Willul1lstad and AIG,

l11cot'pDl'ated byl'efcrence to Exhibit 10.2 to

effective July 16, 2008*

the SEC on Sept~mber 24, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
111coJ'porated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to
AIG~s CulTent Report on Form 8-K med with
the SEC Oll September 24, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhihit 10.1 to
AlO's Current R(;.'P01'tOl1 Form 8-K filed with
the SEC on December 30, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
IncoJPDrated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to
AIG's Current Report on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on September 26, 2008 (File

(76) Sign-On Restl'ieted Shure Award
Agreement between Robert B. Willumstad and
AIG, effective July 16; 2008*
(77) Lett(',f Agreement between Robed B.

Willmnstadand ArG, dated December 26,
2008*
(78) Credit Agreement, dated ,,8 of
September 22, 20{)8, betweell AIG and the
Federal Rescl'Ve Bank of New York

AIG's CUl1'cnt Report on Form 8~K tiled with

No. 1-8787).

(79) Amendment No.2, dated as of
November 9, 2008, to the Credit Agreement
dated as of September 22, 2008 between AlG
and Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York
(80) Guarantee and. Pledge Agreement,dated
as of September 22,2008, among AIG, the
Guarantors party thereto f'.nd the l<-ederal
Reserve Bank of New York
(81) Agreement and Release, dated as of
September 25, 2008, between Robert M.
Sandler and AIG*

Incorporated by refcrertce to Exhibit lOA to
AIG's Quarterly Report on Form lO~Q tiled
with the SEC on November 10, 200& (FileNo. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to
AIG's Clll're.nt Repol't on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on September 26, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
AlG's CUlTent Report on Form 8~K filed Wjl11
the SEC on September 26, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10,1 t6
(82) Securities Purchase Agreement, dated as
AIG's CurnmtReport on Form 8-K filed with
of November 25, 2008, between AIG and
United States Dcpmiment of the 'l'rcasury
the SEC on November 26, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
(83) Wan'al1t t(l Purchase C01Ulnon Stock,
AIG's CutTcnt Report on Form 8-K filed with
issued November 25, 2008
the SEC on November 26, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
(84) Master Investment and Credit Agreement, Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to
dated as of November 25, 2008, among Malden AlG's C1111'Cnt Report 011 Form 8~K filed with
Lane III LLC, the Federal Reserve Bank of
the SEC on December 2, 2008 (Pile
No. 1-8787).
New York, AIG and tbe Bank: of New York
Melloll

(85) Shortfall Agreement, dated as of

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 1:0.2 to

Novell1bet' 25, 2008, between Maiden Lane III

AlG's CUl'rent Report on Form 8-K filed with
the SEC 011 December 2, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by refereu<..'e to Exhibit 10.1 to
AIG's CtJ1Tent Report on Form 8~K filed with
the SEC on Dco(;.'111OOr 15, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).

LLC and AIG Financial Products Corp.
(86) Asset Purchase Agreement, dated as of
December 12, 2008, among the Sellers party
thereto, AlG Securities Lending COlp., AlG,
Maiden Lane II LLC and the .Federal Reserve
Bank ofNew York
(87) Amendment No.1 to the Shortfall
Agreement, dated as of December 18, 2008

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
AIG's Cnnent Report 011 FOlm 8-K filed with
the SEC em December 24, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
ArO 2008 Form 1O~K 335
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Dt\seript!{ln

(gg;) l{<eJcase l\gn,emen' with Steven J.

(89) Lctter from Robert B, Willmllstad to
Edward M, Liddy*

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to
AlG's Quarterly Report on Form lO~Q for the
quarter endcd Septembi"."f 30, 2008 (File
No. 1-8787).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
AIG's Quarterly Report on Form IO~Q for the
quartet' ended September 30. 2008 (File

No,
(90) AtG Credit Facility TnIst Agreement,
dated as of Januar)' 16,2009, among Federal

!l~;~;~:g::;~n;'~;~~:~~~'
~~r~x::~~1t
10.lto
A
8-1( filed
with

Reserve Bank ofNew York and Ji1livt

the SEC on January 23, 2009 (File
No. 1-8787).
Filed herewith.

1,

(93) Support Agreement, dated as of .hlly 10,
2008, between AlG and American General
Finance Corporation
(94) Aircraft Facility Agreement, dated as of
Janmuy 19, 1999, u111onglnternational Lease
Finance Corporation, Halifax PLC and the
other bl1ukslisted therein
(95) Aircraft Facility Agreement, dated as of
May 18, 2004, among \v11itney Leasing
Limited, as borrower, International Lease
Finance Corporation, as gu.arantor and the

Filed herewith.
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to
IntBrnationaILea.<;e Finance Corporation's
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year

ended December 31, 1998 (File
No. 000·]1350).
Inco'lJorated by reference to Exhibit 1. 0 to

International Lca.,'lc Finance Corporation'3
QUal'terly Repol'ton Form 10~Q for the quartel'
ended June 30. 2004 (File No,

OOl~31616).

Bank of Scotland and the other banks listed
therein

(96) $2,000,000,000 Five-Ycar Revolving
Credit Agreement, dated as of October 15,

2004, among International Lease Finance
Corporation, CitiCorp USA, Inc" as
Administrative Agent,. and fhe other financial
instittltiol1s listed therein
(97) Amendment No, 1 to the $2,000,000,000

Five-Yea!' Revolving Credit Agreement dated
as of October 15, 2004, 3Jllong International
Lease Finance COJ'poratioll, CitiCorp USA,
Inc., as AdministraUve Agent, and the other
financial instltutions listed therein
(98) $2,000,000,000 Five-Year Revol"iug
Credit Agreement dated as of October 14,
2005, among International Lease Finance
Corporation, CitiCorp USA, Inc. as
Administrative Agent, and the othet' tlnanciai
institutions listed therein
(99) Amendment No.1 to the $2,000,000,000

FlvcMYcar Revolving Ci"edit Agreement dated
as of October 14, 2005, among International
Lease Finance Corporation, CitiCorp USA.
Inc., as Administrative Agent, and the other
financial institutions listed therein

http://illvesting.businessweek.com/bus·

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
International Lease Finance Corporation's
Annual Report on Form 1O-Ie for the year
ended December 31, 2004 (File

No. 001-31616).
Incorporated by re-ference to Exhibit 10.3 to

International Lease Finance Corporntion's
CU11"entReport on Form 8-K filed with the

SEC on October 18, 2006 (File
No. 001·31616).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 t-o
International Lease Finance Corporation's
Current Repor! on Form 8~K filed with the
SEC on October 18, 2005 (File
No. 001-31616).
Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to
Inte111ational Lease Finance COl-pol'ation's
Cunent Report on Form 8~K lilOO with the
SEC on October 18, 2006 (File
No. 001-31616).
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E:xhibit
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N'lmbcr
In\~ol'pol'ated

by reference to Exhibit 10,1 to

International Lease Finance Corporation's

Lease Finanvc

Current Report on Form 8~K filed with the
SEC on October 18, 2006 (File
No. 001-31616).

11

Statement re computation ofpe~' share earnings

12

Computation of Ratios ofEamings to Fixed

13

~~:::~~f~~;~ii:~~;;!:!;~E::~;::<,.s

21
23

24
31

32
99

*

LLP

Power of attol11cy
Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) CertifIcations
Section 1350 Certifications

Additional exhibits

Included in Note 15 to Consolidated Financial
Statements.
Filed herewith.
Not required to be -rilod.
Filed herewith.
Filed hermvith.
Included 011 the signature page hereof,

Filed herewith.
Filed herewith.
None,

This exhibit is a management contract or a compensatOly plan or arrangemeJ1t;
AIO 2008 Forln lO-K337-
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AmeriCf;n InlClUlt!iolJal GrQup, Inc" and Subsidiaries

Summary of Investments - Other than Investments in Related Parties
Schedule I
AmilUlllat
WllJch shown In

At December 31, 2008

Fixed maturities:

U,S. government and govemmeot~sponsored entitie..'l
Obligations of states, municipaHlies and political subdivisions

Non U.S. govcrmnents.
Public utilities
AU other corporate
Securities lending invested collateral, at fair value
Total fixed maturitie.'i
Equity securities and mutual funds:

$

4,471
62,722

62,982
12.819
276,556
3,906
423,456

$ 4,741
61.260
68,313
12,769
253,207

4,741
61,260

68,313
12,769
253,207

404.134

3,844
404,134

434
399
1,406
1,561
5,435 ~

1,561
5,5]6

3844

Commml stocks:

Public utilities
Banks, trust and insurance companies
industriaJ, miscellaneous at'Jd aU other

Total common stocks
Preferred slocks
Mutual funds
Total equity sccmities and mutual flmds
MOligage and other loans fcccivuble
Finance receivables, net of allowance
Other invested assets
Securities purchased under agreements to msell, at contract value
Short-term investments, at cost {approximates fair va!tl(~)
Trade receivables
U1ll'ealized gain 011 swaps, option.~ and forward h's.nsactions
Total investments.

33&

7,240
1,349

14,608
23,197
34,687
30,949

51,891
3,960
46,666
1,901

7,511

1,244
12,388
21,143
35,056
28,731
53.219
3,960

46,666
1,901

__1].773

434
7,511
1,244
12,388
21,143

34,687
30,949
51,978
3,960

46,666
1,901
13,773
6119,191

AIG 2008 Form lO-K
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AmcdC<ln International Gro"up, Inc., nnd Subsidiaries

Condensed Financial Information ofRcgistnmt
Balance Sheet --- Parent Compan:r Only
Schedule II

Assets:
Cash

$

Investments in consolidated subsidial'ies*
Current and defcrre.d income taxes
Due froll) aJnliaH~s*
Premiums and insurance b",Iam;es receivable - net
Debt issuance costs including prepaid commitment asset of$15,458 in 2008
Otbel' a"Jsels
Tot.\] assets
Liabilities:
lnsul'ance balances payable
Due to aftlliates*
Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York credit facility
Notes and bonds payable
Loans payable
ATG MIP matched notes and bonds payable
Series AIGFP matGhed notes and bonds payable
Olher liabilities (i112008 includes intercompany tiabiHlies of$3,593)
Totallillbilities
Shareholders' equit)':
Preferred stock
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained camings (acmnnulatcd deficit)
Accumulated other comprehensive income (Joss)
Total
equity
Total liabilities and shareholders' eqlJity

103
16,110
64,283
65,724
7,179
222

$

84
14,712
1\1,650
311

15,743
~
$173,670
$
26,593
40,431
29,321
14,464
4,143
~
120,960

43
3,916
20,397
500
14,274
874
55
40,059

20
7,370
6,878
72,466
1,936
(12,368)
89,029
(6,328)
4,643
(8,450) ~)
52,710
95,801
$!Z3,6ZQ $135,860

'" Eliminated in consolidation

See Accompanying Notes-to Financial Statements - Parent Company Only.
ArG 2008 Fonn IO-K 339
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American Inlcl.llatioml.l Group. Inc,. and Subsidiaries

Condensed Finandallnfarmation of Registrant - (Continued)
Statement of Income (Loss) - Parent Company Only

-

Agency income
Financial services inc.ome (Io&.,,)

Asset managem.ent income
General insurance Joss
Cash dividend income from consohdated subsidiaries
Non-cash dividend income from consolidated subsidiaries ...
Dividend income from partially-owned companies
Equity in undistributed net income (loss) of consolidated subsidiaries and

*

pm1ially owned companies
Interest expense
Other expenses, net

(307)
88Z
(1,076)
2,337
6Z
2
(61,542)
(13,707)
(6,306)

$

10
69
99

9
531
34

4,685

1,689
11

3,121
(1,343)
(1,223)

Cumulative effect ofchange in accounting principles

Nctil1come (loss)
of'

Eltminated in consolidation,
See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements- Parent Company Only.
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American International Group, Inc., and Subsidiaries

Condensed Financial Information of Registrant- (Continued)
Statement of Cash Flows -.,. Parent COIllP~lRY Only
Schedule n
Y~afs

Ended DllCembel' 31,

2{f08
2{l07
1006
- - (lllmiUiolls) - -

(774) lQ,2~)

$ (1,&96) $
(5,000)
(4,016)
748
(254)
(9~973)

(86,229)
9S56

~
Net cash used in invesling activities

r·.

Oth",

(92,158)

(7,744)
3,314
4J4
(957)
(495)

(7,M9)
3,052
(3,657)
(755)
(2,380)

--.l1ill)

29
..ihZ1Q)

(12,494)

(7,209)

534

not

* li12008, includes $86,045 ofloans to subsidian:es.
Supplementary disclosure uf cash flow information:
Yeal'S I,;"ded

December 31.
2008

2007

S 3,160
3,160
11,350
513

$-

([nmlllloi~

Intercompany l1on~casb financing/investing activities:
Settlement of repurchase agreement with loan receivahle
Capital contributions in the form of bonds
I..Dans receivable forgiven tht'ough capital contributions
Other n011-cash capital contributions to sub~idiaries
See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements -

Parent Company Only.
AIG 200B l:Onn IO-K 341
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Condensed Financial Information of Registrant- (Continued)
Nutes to Condensed Financial Information of Registl'llnt

Ameticall. International G1'OUP, Inc.'s (the Registrant) investments in consolidated subsidiaries are
stated at cost plus equity in undistributed income of oonsolidated Sub~1diaries. TIle accompanying
condensed financial statements oft11e Registrant should be read in conjunction with the consolidated
financial statements and notes thereto of American International Group; Inc. and subsidiaries included in the
Registral1t~s 2008 AnUllal Report on Fonn la-I<.. Agency operations previously conducted in New York
through the Nordl American Division of AIU are included in the 2007 and 2006 financial statements of tho
Parent Company,

The Registrant includes in its statement of income (loss) dividends from its subsidiaries and equity in
undistributed income (loss) of consolidated subsidiaries, which represents the net income (loss) {If each of
.its wholly-owned subsidiaries.
Certain prior period amounts have been reclassified to conform to the em'rent period presentation.
Long term obligations for the Parent Company include the Credit Agreement with the Federal Reserve

mcaturity

Bank of New York and other loans payable. The detmi'll's~';o,,~f,;a:l~lo~~,f:~:~'a~'~;:lb:~:~;~~~;~t~:r
schedule are incorporated by reference from Note 13 t(~

The Registrant files a consolidated federal income tux refum with certain subsidiaries and acts as an
agent for the consolidated tax group when making payments to the Intemal Revenue Service. The
Registrant and its subsidiaries have adopted, pursuant to a written agreement f a method of allocating
consolidak'd Federal income taxes. Amounts allocated to the subsidiarie,':!under the written agreement are
included in Due to Affiliate..<:; in the accompanyi11g Condensed Balance Sheets.
Income taxes in the accompanying Condensed Balance Sheet,> are comprised ofthe RegistranCs current
and deferred tax assets, the consolidated group's current income tal;. receivable, deferred tuxes attributable
to the potential sale of foreign and domestic businesses and a valuation allowance t<? reduce the
consolidated deferred tax asset to an amount more likely than not to be realized. See Note 20 (0 the
Consolidated Financial Statements for additional information.
During the ~'CCond quarter of2008, the Registrant rnade certain revisions to the American Iutemational
Group, Inc. Condensed Statement of Cash Flows, primarily relating to the effect of reclassifying certain
intercompany and securities lending balances. Accordingly, the Registrant revised the previous periods
presented to conform to the revised presentation. There wa<l no effect on the Consolidated Statement of
Cash Flows or ending cash balances.
The revisions and their effect on the Amerlcun International Group, Inc. Condensed Stlltement of

Cash Flows for the yean; ended December 31, 2007 and 2006 were as follows:
OriginallY Reported

Rev:l~ions

As R\lvi.~ed

(lnml11iQlls)

December 31, 2007
Cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities
Cmih flows provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows provided by (used in) fimmdng activities
December 31,2006
Cash f10ws provided by (lk.'lOO in) operating activities
Cash flows provided by (usoo in) investing activities
Cmill Haws provided by (used in) financing activities
See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statel11ents
342

Parent COtHpan)' Only.
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Supplementary Insurance Information
Schedule HI
At December 31, 2008 l 2007 and 2006 and for the years then ended

~T:;:~~::~"

Infirrr"d
!'<Ilky

l'oUcy
Aoqui>U10ll

M~~;_:I<J1l -'"""!OlL ',"""" ,_"" .-""",,~ .-""''''5

5,114 $

89,258 S 25,735 $

-

S

46,221 S

Othe,>
OI'tr~l~'\!:

3,477 S 3S,SS7 $

7,4lS $: 7,437
4,912

$:

S,401 $

55,50(1 S 27,'103 $.
!J(i,387

-

-

$

3,123

45,('S:l $

33,627

6,132 $. 29,982 S

21,341

lid
l'romlu",.

~~~

36,1&8

$

45,234

7,934

8,235 $: 2,'I65.1S 4'1,061

3,361

5,&29

---=--=

.. , _ _
..... _ _~p'~.----'12)_ _
~~2um1:U1.1..@ $. 3.)23 S
7931};', !_?~:6_1? ,$~~~!.1. S.~, 1;,602.L.t221~
~_~""'- _~"

S

4,9T! $.

79,999 S 26,271 $.

4:\451

5,6% $ 28,052 S

32,810
i21,Q04
2;188
30,766
20,024
__
" __
---- --= --=
---......£:l--l1Q

~'"_~::..~~~~ 20LOG3~UJ!!$

7,86(,:\; 2,&76 $ 44,86.o'i

3,712

4,9$9

742n~

(aJ L;~;;;~~;~~!~,~t~;~:.::::~::~~~~~.~1:;::~:::;2e:;~~~;~~o~;~,;i.;:;:iZi;i:~~G~'e~;Jl,~el:C'all~1~n:s;~u~ra'7nlce
~

respectively.

2008.

(b) Reflected in insurance balances payabl<3 on the accomp(n~J!il1g consolidated balance sheet.
AIG 2008 FonD 100K 343
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Reinsurance
SclH~-dule IV

At December 31,2008,2007 and 2006 and for the years then ended
Ceood to
Assumed
Other
fn;llllOtlter
Companies Cflmpanles ~
(Dollars in millions)

2008
Life Insurance in~for(;e
Prcmiums:
General Insurance
Life Insurance & Retirement Services
Total premiums

$2,377,314 $384,538 $

49,422 $ 11,427 $ 7,239 $
39,091 ~ _ _6_2
!......~~,il.3 $13~ $ 7,301 $

2007

Life Insurance· jn~force
Premiums:
General Insurance
Life Insurance & Retiremellt Services
Total premiwlls
2006
Life Insurance in-force
Premiums:
General Insurance
Life Insurance & Retirement Services
Tofa! premiums

1,000 $1,993,776

$

$2,3)1,022 ~

L12ll

$2,069,617 $408,970 I

I
$

PCl"celltof
Amount
Assumed
~

~%

45,234
16.0%
37,295-E
82,529
8.8%

$1,909,391

0.1%

983 $1,661,630

~~O~.1%

49,6G9 $ 11,414 I 6,67] $ 44,866
32,227 ~ _ _2_0 ~>1<
81,836 $ 12,895 $ 6,691 $ 75,632

14.9%
_~O_.1

~q%

* Includes accident and ltealthpremiums of$8.06lJilliol1, $6.76 billion and $7,11 billion in 2008, 2007 fmd
2006,
344

re,,<fpective~y,
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Valuation and Qualif;ving Accounts

Schedule V
For the yelll's ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006

Bllllluce,
lleginlling
of Year

2008
Allowance for mortgage and other loans
receivable
Allo\','unce for finance receivables
A!lowance for premiums und insurances
balances receivable

Ailowunce for reinsurance assets
Valuation allm.vance for deferred tax a.«.sets
Overhaull'escl've (b)

2007
Allowance for mortgage and other lomls
receivable
Allowance for finance receivables
Allowance for premiums and insurances
balances receivable
Allowance for reinsurance assets
Valuation allowance tor deferred tax a:s..."'els
Overhaul reserve (b)
2006
Allowance for mortgage and other loans
receivable
Allowill1cc for finance receivables

Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets

Overhaul re..<;erve (b)

Additions
Charged tn
Costs and
EXpl~mes

$

77
878

72
11427

(3)
(931)

62
98

662
520
223
372

205
4

(283)
(7)

(6)
(92)

64
737

22
646

(7) S
(632)

(2) $
]27

]]4

(2]6)
(62)

(85)

13]

II

212

~ ~
64
670

]7
495

(534)

87]
999

240
147

(38])

662
520
223
~_372
(6) $
106
126
(229)

64
737
756
536

II

]]

~ ~

77
878

8

(ll) $
(481)

578
425
20,896

~W ~~1!2.

~~~

756
536

208
1,472

~~-

~~
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Exhibit3.i.f

CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATIONS
OF
SERIES C PERPETUAL, CONVERTIBLE, PARTICIPATING PREFERRED STOCK
OF
Ai'WERICAN INTERNATIONAl, GROUP, INC.

Amclican International Group, Inc., a corporation org<'Ulized and existing under the General Corporation Law of the State of
Delaware «(he" Comnany "), hereby certifies that the following resolution was adopted by the Board of Directors of tho Company
(the" Boan) of Directors ") as required by Section 151 of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware at a meeting duly
held on Mnrch I. 2009:
RESOLVED> that pursuant to the authOl'ity granted to and vested in the Board of Directors in accordance with the provisions
of the-Restated Certificate of Incorporation, as amended from time 10 time, the Board ofDirectors hereby creates asedes of Serial
Pl'efei'rcd Stock, pal' value $5.00 pCI' share, of1he Company, and hereby states the designation and nmnber of shares, and fixes the
voting and other IXJwers, and the relative rights and preferences, and the qualifications, limitations and restrictions thereof,.as
follows:
Series C Pc,'pctual, Convertible, Participating Prefened Stock:
Capitalized temls llsed and 110t defined have the respective meanings set forth in Section 19,

SccHon 1. Designation al1d Number of Shares. There is hereby created out of the authorized and unissued shares of serial preferred
stock of the Comp,my a series of prcfel1'ed stock designated as the "Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Prcfcnoo
Stock" (the" Series C Preferred Stock "). The authorized munber of shares of the Series C Preferred Stock shaH be 100,000. Such
number of shares may be decreased by resolution of1he Board ofDJrectors. subject to the terms and conditions hereof; grovided •
that no decrease shall reduce the number of shares of Series C Prcferred Stock to a number less than the number of shares ihen
outstanding.

Section 2. Dividends and Distributions.
(A) Subject to the lights of the holders of any shares: of any series of Preferred Stock ranking prior and superior to the Series C
Preferred Stock with respect to dividends, the holders of shares of Series C Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive per
share of Series C Preferred Stock when, as and if declared by the Board nfDirectors or any duly

lltlp:llinvesung.busillessweek.com/busi
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authorize-d committee of the Board ofDirectms out of funds legally available for the purpose, 011 the same date as any
dividends are paid on the Common Stock (payable in cash or in kind as. applicable, other than in shares of Common Stock or
other securities the Company muy issue) (each such date being referred to herein as a" Dividend Pavmt.'1lt Ol;lte "),
colt11'nencing Oil the first Dividend Pnymcllt Date on or after March 4, 2009, dividends or distributions in an amount (rounded
to the nearest cent) equal to tbe Conversion Ratio on the record date for such dividend or distribution times the amount of the
cash rlividend per share of Common Stock to be paid 011 such Dividelld Payment Date (and the Conversion Ratio on the record
datc for such dividend or distribution times the amount (payable in kind) of the nOll-cash dividend or other distribution, other
than a divictend'payable in shares of Common Stock or in other securities the Company m.ay issue, to be paid per share of
Common Stock on such Dividend Payment Date), whether or not shares of Series C Preferred Stock are convertible as nfthe
applicable record date; provided however {hat ifthe aggregate amount of dividends and distributions paid OIl any Dividend
Payment Date \Vith respect to all shares of Series C Preferred Stock then outstanding would exceed the Threshold Percentage
of the aggregate amount of dividends and distributions paid with respect to aU shares of Series C Prefened Stock then
outstanding together with all shares of Common Stock then Olltstanding, then the amount of dividends and distributions paid
per share ofSeries C Preferred Stock shall be reduced pro ratu so that the aggregate amount of dividends and distributions
paid on any Dividend Payment Date with respect to all shares ofSedes C Prefened Stock then outstanding will not exceed the
Threshold Percentage of the aggregate amount of dividends ~Uld distributions paid with respect to all shares of Series C
Prefen·ed Stock then outstanding together with all shares of Common Stock then outstanding. For the avoidance of doubt the
intent of the foregoing is that the dividends or other distributions paid (0 holders of shares of Series C Prefen'ed Stock (other
than a dividend payable in shares of Common Stock or other .securities the Company may issue) shall equal the dividends ~U1d
other distributions that would have bccn payable with respect to the shares of Common Stock b'SuabJe upon conversion of such
shares of Series C Prefened Stock (whether or not such shares were conveliihle as of the applicable record date at the
Conversion Ratio), subject to the foregoing proviso,
j

The holders of the Series C Preferred Stock agree that, upon the effectiveness of the Ranldng Amendment, the Series C
Preferred Stock shaH rank junior to the Series D Preferred Stock as to the payment of dividends and distributions.

or distdbution
(C) The Board of Dirootors or any duty authorized cOllunittce of the Board of Directors may fix a record date for the
determination of holders of shares of Series C Preferred Stock entitled to receive payment of a dividend or dibiribution
declared thereon which record date shall be not more tha1l60 days prior to the date fixed for the payment thereof and shall he
the same a~ the record date for the determination of holders of shares of Common Stock {'Jltitlcd to receive payment of a
concurrent divid{'''11d or distribution.
j
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(D) Notwithstanding anything else to the contrary herein, if required by law, the Company (or its agents) shall wlthbold and

backup vvitllhold tax on any payment or distl'iblltion all the Series C Preferred Stock, on the Conversion Securities (or in lieu
thereof) and on any adjustment to the Conversion Ratio. Such withholding shall be it'cated for all pmposcs hereunder as if paid
to the holder of such Series C Prefe.rred Stock or Conversion Securities, The Company (or its agents) may (but is not required
to) set-off any tax that the Company is required to withhold as a result of a chunge in the Conversion Ratio against payments
of' dividends payable on the Series C Preferred Stock and against Conversion Secnrities deliverable upon the cf)llversion of the
Series C Prefemxt Stock (valued at the Current Market Price Per Sbareupoll conversion).
Section 3. Voting Rights. The holders of shares of Series C PrcfclTcd Stock shall have thc fonowing voting rights:
(A) Each share of Series C Preferred Stock shall entitle the holder thereof to a number of votes equal to the Conversion Ratio
as of the applicable record date on all matters submitted to a vote of tho stockholders of the Company having general voting
rights, whetber or not shares of Series C Prcfcwed Stock are convertible as of such record date; provid.ed however that if the
aggregate voting I}OWCI' of the Series C Preferred Stock on any such matte·r would exceed the Threshold Percentage of the
aggregate voting !JOwcr of the stockholders oftbc COlDlJa>1-Y entitled to vote on such matter as of such record date, then the
voting power pcr share of Series C Preferred Stock shall be redllCcd pro rata so that the aggregate voting power of the Series C
Preferred Stock on such. matter will not exceed the Threshold Percentage of the aggregate voting power of the &iockholders of
the Compul1y entitled to vote 011 such matter as of such rocord date. For the avoidance of doubt, the intent of the foregoing is
that the voting l}Ower ofthe holders of share.." of Series C Preferred Stock on all matters submitted to a vote ofthe stockholders
of the Company having general voting rights shall equal the voting power of the shares of Common Stock issuable upon
conversion of such shares of Series C Preferred Stock (whether 01' not such shares werc convertiblc as of the applicable record
date at the Conversion Ratio), subject to the foregoing proviso.
(D) Except as otherwise provided herein, or in any other Certificate of Designations creating a series of Preferred Stock or as
required by law, the holders of shares of Series C Preferred Stock and the holders of shares of CommOll Stock and any other
capital stock of the Company having general voting rights shaH vote together as one class on all matters submitted to a vote of
stockllOlders of the Company.

Section 4. Certain Restrictions.
(A) No dividend shall be paid upon, or declared 01' set apart for, any share of Series C Preferred Stock or ,my other share of
Preferred Stock ranking on a parity with the Series C Preferred Stock as to dividends unles.<; at the same time. a like
proportionate dividend, ratably in proportion to the respective total amounts to which the holders of all such shares are then.
entitled, shall be paid ·upon, or declared and set apart for, all shares nf Serie..<; C Preterred Stock and Preferred Stock of all
series ranking on a parity as to
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and outstauding and on which dividends are accrued and payable for all dividend periods terminating on
(B) In no event, so long as any shares ofSerjes CPl'e'ferl'cd Stock shall be outstanding, shall any dividend,_whe{her in cash 01'
property, be paid or declared, llOr shall any distribution be made, on (lny junior stock, nor shall any shares of any jUlllor stock
be purchased, redeemed or otherwise acquired for value by the Company, unless all dividends on the Se.fies C Preferred Stock
and any series of Prefurred Stock ranking on a parity with the Series C Preferred Stock as to dividends for all past dividend
periods and for the then current period shall have been paid or declared and a sum sufficient for the payment thereof set apart,

and unless the Company shall not be in default with respect to any of its obligations' with respect to any past period with
respect to any sinking fund for any series ofPre.ferred Stock ranking on a parity with the Series C Preferred Stock as to
dividends. The foregoing provisions of paragraph Cll) of this Section 4 shaH not,. however, apply to a dividend payable on allY
junior stock, or to the acquisition of shares of any juninr stnck in exchange for, or through application of the proceeds of tile
sale of, shares of any other junior }jtock.
(C) The Company shall not permit any SUbsidiary of the Compau}' to purchase or otherwise acquire fhr consideration flny
shares of stock of the Com[:lany unless the Company could, under paragraph (B) oftMs Section 4 and under the <1pplicable
provisions of the Charter, purchase or othenvise acquire such shares at such time and in such manner.

Section 5. Reacquired Shares. Shares of the Series C Preferred Stock that are repurchased ot' otherwise acquired by the Company
shall revelt to authorlzed but unissued shares ofPrcfcrre.d Stock (provided tb,lt any suc:h cancelled shares or the Series C Preferred
Stock may be reissued only as shares of any series ofPrefcned Stock other than the SeriesC Preferred Stock),
Section 6. Liquidation Dissolution or Winding Up . In the event of any voluntary or involuntary hquidatiol1, dissolutkm o.f winding
up ofthe affairs ofthe Company, then, before any distribution or payment shall be made to the holders of<luy junior stock, the
holders of the Se·ries C Prefencd Stock and any snares of Preferred Stock ranking on a parity therewith as to liquidation shall be
entitled to be paid in full tbe l'cspcctivc amounts of the liquidation preferences thereof, which in the case of the Selic.'! C Preferred
Stock shall' be $5.00 per share, plus an amount equal to all previously declared and unpaid dividends; provided that the holders of
Series C PrefclTed Stock shall be entitled to recdvc P<',f share ofScrics C Preferred Stock no less than all aggregate amount equal to
the Conversion Ratio at such time multiplied by the amount to be distributed per share of Com mOll Stock. For the avoidance of
doubt, the intent ofthc foregoing proviso is to result in the distributions made to holders of shares of Series C Preterred Stock at
least equaling the payments that would luwe been puyaNe with respect to the shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of
such shares ofSeries C }lreferl'ed Stock (whether arnot such shares werclhcn convertible at the Conversion Ratio). Ifstlch payment
shall have been made in full to holders oftlle Series C Preferred Stock and any series of Preferred Stock ranking on a parity
therewith as to liquidation, the rem.a-inJng assets and funds of the Company shall be distributed among the holders of the junior
stock, according to their l'CSpBe-tive rights and preference.s alJd ill each c:ase .according to their respective shures. If, upon
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any liquidation, dissolution aT winding up of the aff~il<s of the Company, the amounts so payable are not paid ill full to the holders
of all outstanding shares of Series C Preferred Stock and any series of Preferred Stock ranking on a parity therewith as to
liquidation, the holders of Series C PrefetTCd Stock and any series of Preferred Stock ranking 011 a parity therewith as to liquidation
shall share ratably in any distribution of assets in proportion to the full amounts to which they would otherwise be respectively
entitled. Neither the consolidation or lllerger of the Company, nor the saJe, lease or conveyance of all or a part oftts assets, shall be
deemed a liquidation, dissolution or winding up ofthe affairs of the Company within the meaning of the foregoing provisions of this
Section 6.
The holders of the Series C Preferred Stock agree that, UPOIl the effectiveness afthe Ranking Amendment, the Series C l)referred
Stock shall rank junior to the Series D Preferred Stock as to the payment of amounts upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding up
of the Company.

Section 7. Consolidation Merger etc. In case the Company shall enter into any consolidation, merger, combination or other
transaction in which the shares of Common Stock are exchanged for or changed into other stock Qr securities, cash and/or any other
property, then in any such ease each share of Series C Preferred Stock shall at the same time become convertible into an amount per
share (payable in cash or kind, as applicable), equal to the Conversion Ratio at the effective time multiplied by the aggregate
amount of stock. securities, cash and/or any o1.\e1' property (payable in kind), as the case may be, into which or for which each share
of Common Stock is changed or exchanged,
Section 8. No RedemptiQn~ Perpetual, Tbe shares of Series C Preferred Stock shall not be redeemable, either at the option of the
Company or the holders thereof, and arc not subject to a sinking fund, rllw Series C PrefeJTed Stock has no set redemption or
repayment date and does not have a maturity>
Section 9. Rank. Subject to the second sentence of this Section 9, the Series C Preferred Stock shall rank, with respect to the
payment of dividends and the distribution of assets, to the extent set fol1h in this Certificate ofDesi,gnatiol1S 011 a parity with
series of any other class of the Company's Serial Preferred Stock. The holders oftlle Series C Pl'dCITed Stock agree that, upon the
effectiveness ofthe Ranking Amendment, the Scri;;:s C Prcfcrred Stock shall rankjuniQl' to the Series D Preferred Stock as to thepayment of dividends and the distribution of assets.

an

Section 10. Amendment. This Certificate of Designations shalll10t be amended, modified or supplemented in any manner that is
adverse to tile holders of Series C Prefen-ed Stock without the affirmative vote oftlle holders of at least 66~213% of the outstanding
sharcs of Series C Prefent---d Stock, voting together as a single class and as a separate class from all other capital stock of the
Company. Neither the Charter nor the bylaws ofthe Company shall be amend.ed, modified or sllpplemcllted in any manner,
including through a merger, consolidation or other transaction or otherwise, that would materially alter or change the powers,
preferCflces, privileges or right" oftbe Series C Preferred Stock so as to affect them adversely or in any murmer that would
eliminate, impair, interft.'I"C with, limit, condHion or otherwise modifY the right of stockholders to act by written eonscnt in lieu of a
meeting of stockholders, in each case without the affirmative vote ofthr, holders of at least 66~2;3% orthe outstanding shares of
Series
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C Pt'efel'red StQck, voling together as a single class and a<: a separate class fi'om all other capital stock of the Company. Without the
affirmative vote of the holders of at least 66--2/3% of the outstanding shares of Series C Preferred Stock, voting together as a single
class and as a separate class from all other capital stock oftbc Company, neither the Charter nor the bylaws of the Company shall be

amended, modified or supplcmcntw in any manner that would eliminate, impair, intcl'1crc with, limil. condition or otherwise
modify the provisions, or the rights of stockholders, relating to tlle call (including by stockholders) of special meetings of
stocklwldcrs.
Section 11, Conversion.

(A) (1) Upon the terms and in the manner set forth herein l each shure of Series C Preferred Stock shall be conveliible, at the
option of the holder thereof at any time or from time to time, in whole or in part, commencing on the effective date of the
Chmtet' Amendment upon surrender to the· transfer agent which may be maintained for such pLU'P0se(the" Conversion Agent
") ofllie certificate(s) for each share to he converted or, if the shares of Series C Preferred Stock are not in cettificated form,
upon delivery to the Conversion Agent of a written Notice ofConversiOll (the date on which the Conversion Agent shall have
received a, written Notice of Conversion and, if applicable, a surrendered certiticate, thc" Conversion Date "), into (x) a
number of shares of Common Stock equal to the Conversion Ratio (it being agreed that if there is more than one class: or series
of Common Stock the holder shall be entitled to elect in it"i sole discretion which class or sedes, or combination thereof, shall
00 issued upon conversion het'cot), plus (y} to the extent the Conversion Date falls on or at1cr the close of business on a record
date (or record dates) for the related payment of dividends and before the relevant payment date(s), a right to receive on the
related payment date an amount in cash equal to the amount of cash that would have been paid to the holder if the shares of
CommDn Stock received upon conversion had been outstanding on the record date (unless SL1Ch dividends or distribufionsare
payable in kind in which case they shall beso payable), it being understood and agreed tbat the Series C P1'clel'rcd Stock so
cOl1vel'ted shall not be ontitloo to an)' dividends or diW'ibutiollS with respect to such related payment date, If the Company
shall fail to deUvor any oHile amounts or property described, in clause (y)" such failme shall not affect the validity of the
£ssmmce of any securities pursuant to clause (x) and the Company shall continue to be required to deliver the amounts Of'
properly contemplated by o!ause (y), Upon conversion hy the holder of Series C Preferred Stock pursuant to this SectiQll11
and upon receipt ofslIch payments, such holder shall not be entitled to any future dividends, distributions or other payments
otberwise payable on shares of Series C Preferred Stock pursuant to Section 2 hereofwi(h respect to shares of Series C
Preferred. Stock so cOl1verto:...'d (for the avoidance of doubt, nothing het'ein shall affect the right of suoh holder to receive
dividends on any shares of Common Stock or other sccmities deliverable upon conversion of any shares of Series C Prefetred
Stock, the record date for which occurs after the Conversion Date).
j

(ii) In order to convert shares of Series C Preferred Stock pursuant to Section II, the holder thereof shall deliver a properly
completed and duly I;>xecuted Notice of Conversion (as set f'orthin the iDl'ill of Series C Perpetual, Conveliible, Participating
Preferred Stock certificate- attached hereto). Each holder ofScries C Preferxed Stock shall (A) deliver Ii Notice ofConvct'sion
to the Conversion Agent specifying the name or
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names in which such holder wishes to register such shares of Common Stock issuable upon such cOl1Version on the stock
ledger oftlte Company, (B) tfsuch shares of Series C Preferred Stock are evidenced by a certificate, surrender the ccrtii1catc
for such shares of Series C Preferred Stock to the Conversion Agent, accompanied, if so required by the Conversion Agent, by
a written instrument 01' instruments of transfer in form reaiionably satisfactory to the Conversion Agent duly executed by the
holder or its aHomey duly authorized in writing, or if such shares of Series C PrefclTed Stock m'e not evidenced by a
certificate, deliver to the Conversion Agent a written instrument or instmmcnts of transfer in form reasonably satisfactOly to
the Conversion Agent duly executed by the holder or its attomey duly authorized in writing, and (C) subject fo Secti.on 11(1)
hereof, pay any transfer or similar tax required hereby; provided that such transfer 01' similar tax may. at the option ofslIoh
holder and in lieu -of any payment in cash, be paid through a reduction of the number of shares of Common Stock received
upon &'Uch conversion, valued at the Current Market Price Per Share (as defined herein),
(B) Whenever a holder converl"l the Series C Prefen'ed Siock in whole or in part, it may assign its right to receive the Common
Stock or Conversion Securities (as defined below) issuable upon such conversion to any other Person, subject to the provisions
of Section 11(1) and Section 13 hereof,
(C) The Company covenants and agrees that all shares of Common Stock or other securities that may be issued upon
conversion <.lfthe Series C Prefen'ed Stock (the" Conversion Securities ') will, upon issuance, be validly authol'ized, issued
and outstanding, fully paid and nonassessable, free ofpl'eemptive rights and ft'ee from all taxes, liens and charges with respect
to the issuance thereof (other tban liens or charges created by the holder of the Series C Prefc1'I'ed Stock, income and franchise
taxes incurred in connection with the conversion of the Series C Prefcn'cd Stock or taxes in connection with any transfer
occurring prior to 01' conteroponU1cously therewith),
(D) If the shares of Common Stock 01' other Conversion Securities are tbCll listed or quoted on a national securities exchange
or a regional securities excha.t1gc, all such securities is..'.;uable upon conversion shall, upon issuance, also be so listed or quoted.
(T~) The Company will at all times after the effective date of the Charter Amendment while the Series C Preferred Steck is
outstanding (the" Conversion Pedod "), have authorized and reserved solely for purposes of the conversion hcr{,,'Of, fi'cc from
pr"cmptivc rights, a sufficient number of shares of its Common Stock or other Conversion Secmitics to provide for the
conversion in full of the Series C Preferred Stock. If at any time dud11g the Conversion Period the number of authorized but
unissued shares ot'Common Stock or other Conversion Securities shall not be sufficient to permit conversion in full of the
Series C Prefemxl Stock, the Company will as promptly as practicable take such corporate action as shall be necessary to
increase its aulh0l1zcd but unissued shares of Common Stock or other Conversion Securities to such numher of shares as shall
be sufficient for such purposes.

(f) If at' any time the Conversion Securities shall inc1l1de any sbm·es or other securities othea> than shares of Common Stock, or
any other property or assets, the terms of the
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Series C Preferred- Stock shall be modified or supplemented (and in the absence of express wl'itten documentation thereof,
shall 00 deemed to be so modified or supplemented), and the Company shall take nIl actions as may be necessary to preserve,
in a manner and on terms as nearly equivalent as practicable to the provisions of the Series C Preferred Stock as they apply to
the Common Stock. the rights of the holder hereof including any equitable replacements of the term "CommQll Stock" with
the term "Conversion Securities" and adjustments of any fOl'mulaincluded herein.
j

(0) The Company will not, by amendment of ils Charter, bylaws or other governing documents or through any reorganization,
transfer of assets:, consolidation, merger, dissolution, issue or sale of seeurities or any otlIer action, avoid or seek to avoid the
observanoe or performance of any of the terms to be observed or performed hereunder by the Company, but will at all times in
good faith assist in the carrying Ollt of all the provisions of the Series C Prefened Stock and in the taking of all such action as
may be necessary 01' <lppropriate in order to protect the ool1verBlon rights of the holder against impairment or dilution
consistent with the intent and principles expressed herein. If any event or Dccmrence shalt OCCt.lT (including without limitation,
stock dividends and stock splits) as to which the failure to make any adjustment to the Number ofOutstumHng Shares, the
Conversion Ratio and/or the number of shares or other assets or property issuable upon conversion of the Series C Preferred
Stock would adversely affect the conversion rights or value represented by the Series C Preferred Stock, including any
issuance of Com mOll Stock or Participating Securities, thon, in cach such case, the Board of Directors, acting in good faith,
shall determine the adjustment, if any, on a basis consistent wiih the essential intent and principles herein, nc-eessary to
preseTve, without dilution, the convel'sion rights and value represented by the Series C Preferred Stock, Notice of each such
determinationshaU be given to each holder of the Series CPreferred Stock w1t11ill10 days of such determination in the manner
set fo-rth in Section 17, For 00 long as the Trust holds allY shares ofScries C Pl'CfCll'ed Stock, (he trustees of the Trust may
object in writing to the Board ofDil'cctors' detcrmination witbinl0 Business Days of receipt ofwriUcn notice thereof. Iflhc
Board of Dir~ctors and the trustees of the Trust are unable to agree on the adjustment during the lO-Business D<lY period
following the delivery ofthe trustoos' objection, the Appraisal Procedure may be invoked by either party to determine the
adjustment by delivery ofa writtellllotification thereof not later than the 30 th day atter deliveLy of the trustees' objection. <,
Appraisal Procedure" mcalls a procedure whereby two independent appraisers, one chosen. by the Board of Directors and one
by the trustees of the Trust, shall mutually agree upon the adjustment. Each party shall deliver a notice to the other appointing
its appraiser within 10 days after the Appraisal Procedure is invoken, Ifwithin 30 days after appointment ofthetwo appraisers
they are unable to agree upon the adjustment, a third independent appraiser sha] [ be c.hosen within 10 days thereafter by the
mutual conselllt Of8uch first two appraisers. The decision of the third appraiser so appointed and chosen sha!lbe given within
30 days after the selection of such third appraiser, If three appraisers shaH be appointed and the determination of one appraisl;..'r
is disparate f!'Om the middle detennination by more than twice the amount or number, as l1pplicable, by which the other
detennination is dh,-parate from the middle determination, then the determination OfS~lCh appmiscl' shall be excluded. the
remaining two determinations shall be averaged and such average shall be binding and conclusive upon the Company and the
holders of the
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Series C PrefelTcd Stock; otherwise,the average of an three determinations shall be binding upon the Company and the
holders of the Series C PrefetTed Stock. The costs of conducting any Appraisal Procedure shall be borne by the Company.
Without limiting the toregoing, in the event of any dividend or distribution by the Company of assets or property (including
shares of any other Person) on or with respect to the Common Stock, or any exchal1ge of the shares of Common Stock into any
other assets, property or securities, the Series C Preferred Stock will be equitably adjusted to permit the holder to receive upon
conversion the assets, propClty or securities that would have been received if the Series C Preferred Stock had been converted
immediately prior to tbe earlier of the record date and the effective date for such dividend, distribution or exchange,

(H) In tho event 0) the Company takes a record of the holders of any class of securities for the purpose of determining the
holders thereofwbo arc entitled to receive an;.' dividend or odlcr distribution, (ii) the Company authori7,c,,<;: the granting to the
hoJdel'S of CommOll Stock (or holders of any other class ofConversioll Securities) of rights to subscribcto or purchase any
shares of capital stock of any class OJ' securities convertible into any shares of capital stock or ofany other right, (iii) the
Company authorizes any reclassification of, or any recapitalization involving, any class of Common Stock or any
consolidation or merger to which the Company is a party and for which approval of tiw stockholders of the Company is
reqllired l or of the sale 01' transfer of all or subsUmtiaHy all ufthe <lssets ofllie CompanYl (iv) the Company authorizes or
consents to or otherwise commences the voluntary or involtlntilry dis&'olution, liquidation or winding up of the Company or
(v) the Company authorizes 01' takes any other action t1;,at would trigge-l' an adjustment ill. the- Number of Outstanding Shares,
the Conversion Ratio or the llUluber or amount of shares of Common Stock or other Conversion Securities issuable upon
cOl1versinl1 of tIle Series C Preferred Stock, the Company shall mail to the holder, at least ten (10) days prior to the earlier of
the record date for any such action 01' stockholder vote and the date afsuch action, a notice specifying (a) which action is to he
taken and thadnte on which any such record is tn be taken for the purpose oflmy such action, (b) the date that any such action
is to take place and (0) the amount and character of any stock, other 8CCW-itiCS or property, or rights or options "With respect
thereto, proposed to be issued, granted or delivered to each holder of Common Stock (or holders of any other cla."ls of
Conversion Securities),
(I) The initial issuance of Common Stock upon any conversion ofthe Series C Prefen'ed Stock shall be made without charge to
the exercising holder for any transfer, stamp or similar tax or for any athtlf govemmental charges that may be imposed in
connectl<m with the issuance ofsuch stock, and such stock shall he issued in the respective names of, or in such names as may
be directed by, the holder; provided, howeve.r , that the Company shall not be required to pay any tax or such other charges
that may be payable in connection -.vith any transfer involved in the issuance of any such stock, any new shares of Series C
Preferred Stock or othor securities in a nm11e other than that of the holder upon conversion ofthe Series C Preferred Stock, and
the Company shall not be required to issue or deliver such stock or other se<:urities unless mld until the Person OJ' Persons
requesting the issuance thercof shall have paid to the Company the amount of such tax or shall havc established to the
satisfaction of the Company that such tax has been paid or is not payable,
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(I.) Conversion Mcc.lwilics .

(i) A conversion shall be deemed to have been effected at the close ofbllsiness on the Conversion Date. Immediately upon
conversion, the rights of the holders of Series C Proferl'cd Stock convClted on tlle COlwcrsion Date shall cease and the persons
entitled to receive the shares of Common Stock upon the conversion of slIch shares of Series C Profcned Stock shall be treated
for aU purposes as having become the record and beneficial owners of slich shares of Common Stock.

(li) As promptly as practicable after the Conversion Date (and iuno event more than tWQ (2) Business Days thereafter), the
Company shall deliver 01' cause to be delivered at the office or agency of the Conversion Agent. to. or upon tbe written on:!'''::l'
of,.the holders of the sUll'cndered shares of Series C Prcff,'rred Stock, a 110tice pursuant to direct registration that a number of
fully paid and nonasse.~')able shares of CommOll Stock have been registered on the books and records of tile Company, with 110
personaillability attaching to the ownership thereof, free of all taxes with respect to the issuance thereof to the extent provided
in Scclion 11(A) and (1), liens, charges and secmity illtere.<;ts (othel' than1iens or charges created by the holder of the Series C
Preferred Stock, income and frm1chise taxes incurred in connection with the convel'sion orthe Series C Preferred Stock or
taxe..<; 111 connection wlth any transfer occurring prior to or contemporaneously therewith) and not subject to any preemptive
rights. into which such shares of Series C Preferred Stock have been converted in accordance with the pl'Ovisious of this
Section 11 and any cash payable in respect of fi<actional shares as provided herein, On lhorolevant payment date following the
Conversion Datc, the Company shall deUvcl' or cause to bc delivcl'ed at the office or agency aHhe Conversion Agent. to, or
upon the writte.)1 order ot~ the holders of the smrcndol'cd shares of Series C Preferred Slock, the amount ofeash or other
property, if any, due in respect of dividends or other distributions on such surrendered shares., a."l provlded in Section 11(A)(i)
(y), payable, in the case of cash dividends or distributions (i) ifth" holder is theTmst, in immediately available funds, at such
account designated by the holder or (ii) otherwise by check delivered to the holder at its address as set forth on the books and
records of the Company.
(iii) Upon the surrender ofa certificate representing shares of Series C Preferred Stock that is converted in pad, the
Company shall deliver or cause to be
10
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delivered to the holder a nolice that shares of Series C Preferred Stock equal in number to ,the unconverted shares of Series C
PrefetTed Stock represented by the certificate so surrendered have been registered on the books and records of the Company.
(M) No Fractional Shares. No fractional shares or scrip representing fractional shares of Common Stock or other COllversion
Securities shall be issued upon the ronversion afany shares of Series C Preferred Stock. Im:tead of any fillctional interest in a
share of Common Stock or other Conversion Security that would otherwise be deliverable upon the conversion of a share of
Series C Preferred Stock, the Company shall pay to the holder of such share of Serie.,> C Preferred Stock an amount in c-ash
(computed 10 the nearel>i cen!) equal to the product of 0) such fraction and (ii) the Current Market Price Per Share on the
Trading Day (as defined below) next preceding the day of converSIon, For the purposes of any computation under this
Section '1 t, the" Current Market Price Per Share" of the Common Stock or any other security on any Trading Day shall be
deemed to be the volume weighted average safes price of the Common Stock or such other security on the New York Stock
Exchange 011 such Trading Day (or, if the Common Stock or such other security is not listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, such other l1utional or regional exchange or market in the Uniied States on which the Common Stock or such other
security is then jist-ed 01' quoted) or, if the Common Stock or such Qther security is not listed or quoted on a national or regional
c.....changc or market, the last quoted price or, if nut so qUQted,the average of the high bid and l{l\v asked prices 011 such other
nationally recogni7,ed quotation system then in use in the United States on such Trading Day, or, if the Common Stock or such
other security is not quoted on any such quotation system, the average oftho closing bid and asked prices on such Trading Day
as fumished by a professional market maker selected by the Board of Directors in good faith making a market in the CQluTIlon
Stock or such other security. Any determination ofCunent Market Price Per Share shall be made without reference to
extended or after hours trading,

Section 12. Form.
(A) Series C Vreferred Stock shall be initially issued in the form of one 01' 1n01"e cCl'ti1icates ill defil1ltivt\ fully registered form
with, until slIch time as otherwise dctennilled by the Company and the Registrnr, the restricted shares Jegelld (the" Restl'icted
Shares Legend "), fl."! set froth 011 the f01TI1 of Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred Stock certificate attached
hereto as Ex.hibit A (each, a l.<. Preferred Sll(.y:e Ccrtificll!Q."), \~lhich is hereby incorporated in and expressly made a part of this
Certificate of Designations, The Preferred Share Cel1i:ficate may have nQtations. legends or endorsements required by law,
stock exchange rules, agreements to whicltlhe Company is subject, ifanY,or usage ( provided that any such nutation, legend
or endorsement is in a lbrm acceptable to the Company),
(B) (i) An Officer shall sign the Preferred Share Certificate for the Company, in accOl'dance with the Company's bylaws and
applicable law, by manual or fac."limilc signature.

11
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(ii) If an Officer whose signature is on a Preferred Share Certificate no longer bolds that office at the time the Transfer

Agent authenticates such Preferred Share Certificate, such Preferred Share CeJ1ificate shall be valid nevertheless,
(iii) A Prcfcncd Share Certific1lte shaJl not be valld or obHgatory U11til an authorized signatory of the Transfer Agent
manually countersigns the Prefened Share Certificate, The signature shull be conclusive evidence that such Preferred Share

Certificate has been authenticated under this Cerliftcate of Designations. Each PrefelTed Share Certificate shall be dated the
date of its autllentication.

Section 13. Registration' Transfer.
(A) The Series C Pre-felTed Stock and the Common Stock issuable upon conversion of the shares of Series C Preferred Stock
havonot been registered under the Securities Act and may not be resold, pledged or otherwise trl1l1hferred other than
(i) pursuant to <111 exemption fi'om the registration requirements of the Securitie-s Act provided by Rule 144 thereunder, (ii) in
accordance with another exemption from the rcgih1ratioD requirements of the Securities Act, (Hi) to the Comp,:my or a
subsidiary thereof, or (iv) pursuant to an effectivc registration statcment undt,'f tbe Securities Act, in each casc, in accordance
with any applicable securities laws of any state of the United Statc".

(B) Except in connection with <1 transfer pursuant to an effective registration statelTlent relating to the Sedes C Preferred Stock
and shares of Common Stock issuable on 'Col1VerSiUll of the Series C Preferred Stock, if shares of Series C Prefened Stock ure
issued upon the transfer, exchange Qr replacement of Series C Preferred Stock beming the Restricted Shares Legend, or if a
request is made to remove such Restricted Shares Legend on !;hares of Series C Pl'eferred Stock, the Series C Prefened Stock
so issued shall be subject to the transfer restrictions set forth in the Restricted Shares Legend and such restrictions shall
continue to apply unless there is delivered-to the Company and tbe Registrar such satisfactory evidence, which may include an
opinion of counsellieensed to practice law in the State of New York. as may be reasonably re-quired by the Compmw or the
Registrar, that such restrictions on transfer are not required to ensure that transfers thereof comply with the pwvisions of
Rule 144 under the Securities Act or that such shares of Series CPreferred Stock arc not "restricted securities" WIthin the
meaning of Rule 144 under the Securitie,<; Act. Upon provision of such satisfactory evidence, the Registrar, at tbe direction of
the Company, shall notify the holder tbat such shares ofSel'ies C Preferred Siock are no longer subject to the tmnsfer
restrictions set forth in the Restricted Shares Legend,
(C) The Company wil1l'cfuse (0 register <lny tTansfer of Series C PrefclTed Stock or any Common Stock issuable upon
conversion of the shm'es of Series C PrefelTed Stock that is not made in accordance with the provisions of the Restric!ed
Shares Legend and pursuant to an effective regis1mtiQn statement under the Securities Act or pursuant to Rule 144 or
12
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another available exemption f1'0111 the registration requirements ofthe Securities Act; provided that the provisions ofth1S
paragraph (C) shall not be applicable to any Seties C PrefeITed Stock that is not subject to the restrictions set forth in the
Restricted Shares Legend or to any Common Stock that is not subject to the Common Stock Legend.

(D) Eadl notice of issuance of COUlmon Stock issued upon a conversion of the Series C Pteferred Stock prior to the transfer of
such Serie.;; C Preferred Stock pursu.ant to Rule 144 or an effective registration statement relating (0 such Series C Preferred
Stock shaH be subject to the common stock legend (the" Common Stock Legend '~ set forth in Exhibit C hereto and be
transferable only in accordancevtitb the Fon11 ofCettificate ofTransfet, for Common Stock set out in Exhibit D. If shares of
Common Stock subject to the Common Stock Legend are transfem~<l. by such holder, then the holder must deliver to the
Registrar a ccl1ificate in substantially the form of Exhibit D as to compliance with the restrictions on transfer applicable to
such Common Stock and the Registrar shall not be required to register any transfer of such Common Stock not so
accompanied by a properly complete-d certificate. Upon the l)J'e.-"entation of satisfactory evidence that the transfer restrictions
set forth in ('...ammon Stock Legend are no longer required as described above. in paragraph (B) of this Section with respect to
the Series C Preferred Stock, 1he Registrar, at the direction o1'lhe Company, shall notify the holder that such shares of
Common Stock are no longer subject to the transfer restrictions set forth in the Common. Stock Legend.
(E) The Company will refuse to register any transfer of the Series C Preterred Stock or the Conversion Securities unless clIe
transferor fIrst pays all transfcr taxes or similar taxes required to be paid on such transfer.
Section 14. Transfer AGent Conversion Agent and Registrar. The duly appointed Transfer Agent, C01wersion Agent and Registrar
for tbe Series C Preferred Stock shall be Wells Fargo Btmk, N.A. The Company may, in its sote discretion, remove the Transfer
Agent in accordance with the agreement beh·veen the Company and the Transfer Agel,t; provided that the Company shan appoint a
succe.<;sor tl1111sfer agent who shall ac-e-ept slich appointment prior to the effectiveness ofslIch removal.
Section 15. Other Rights, The sbl'es of the Set'les C Preferred Stock shall not have any rights, preferences, privileges or voting
powers or relative, participating, opfiomtl or other special rights, or qualifiGutions, limitations or restrictions thereof, other than as
set forth herein 01' in the Charterj the bylaws ofthe Company or as provided by applicahle Jaw,
Section 16. Record Holders. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, tl1e Company and the Transfer Agent for Series C

Preferred Stock may deem and treat the record holder of allY share ofthe Series C Preferred Stock as the true and tawihl owner
thcrcoffor all pm'poses, and neither the Company nor such Tj'ansfcr Agent shall be \'lffccte.d by an)' notice to ihc contrary.
Section 17, Notices. All notices or comnllmicatiol1S in respect ofthe Seri.es C Preferred Stock shall be sufficiently given if given in
writing and delivered in person or by first class mall, postage prepaid, or given in such other ma.lmer a,,,> may be permitted in this
Certificate of Designations. ill thcCbarter, the bylaws of the Company or by applicable law, Notwithstanding
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the foregoing, if shares of the Series C Preferred Stock ai"e issued in book-entry fOnl1 through The DeposHOlY Tmst Company or
any similar facility, such notices may be given to the ho.lders of the Series C PrefelTed Stock in l'\ny manner permitted by s\Jch
facility.

Section 18. No Preemptive Rights. No holderofuny share of Series C PreferJ'cd Stock shall be entitled as of right to subscribe for,
pmchase Of receive any shares of stock of any class or ally olher securities which the Company mayissuc, whether now or hereafter
authorized, and whether such stock or securities be issued for money or for a consideration olher than money or by way of a
dividend and all such shares ofSlock or othe.r securities may he issued or disposed of by the Board ofDirectol'S to such persons,
finns, corporations and associates and on sneh lerms as it, in ill' absolute discretion, m.ay deem advisable, without offering to
stockboldel's then of record of any share of Series C Preferred Stock upon the same terms or upon any terIDS,
Section 19_ Definitions. (A) The following terms shall have the respective meanings set fOlih below:
.. 2008 Warrants" shall mean the warrant issued by the Company to tbe United States Department of the Treasury conclUTently
with the issuance of the Series D Preferred Stock.

"Business Day" shall mean any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or day 011 which banks in New York City inc authorized or
required by law to close.
"Charter" means the Company'" Restated Certificate ofIncorporatioll, as amended from time to time,
"Charter Amendment" shall mean an amendment to the Charter to reduce the par vahle oIthe Common Stock to $0.000001 per
share and increase the number of authoriz,ed shares ofColTIll1on Stock to 19 billion.
"Common Stock" shall mean the common stock, $2.50 par value; of the Company, the common stock oftile Company with any
other par value or no par value, and all other stock of any <:lass or classes (however designated) of the Company fi'om time to time
outstanding, the holders of whicJl have the right, withoutlimilati011 as to amount, either to all or to a share of the balance of current
dividcnds or liquidating distributions after the payment of dividends and distributions on any shares entitled to preference. Fol'
purposes of clarification, the Conunon Stock shaH not incJude the Serle.'! C Preferred Stock
" Conversion Ratio" as of any date shall mean the quotient obtained by dividing (x) the Number of Underlying Sharc.<; as of such

date by (y) 100,000.
"Credit Af!l'eement "means the Credit Agreement, dated as ofScptcm,bcl' 22, 2008, between the Company and Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, as amended from time to time.
,~ Equity Units " means the EquHy Units issued by the Compmly pursuant to a Purchase Contract Agreement dated May 16. 2008
between the Company and The Bmlk of New York,
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" Exchange Act" means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended from time to time.
" Number of Outstanding Shares l' means, as of any date, the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding as of the date
hereof plus the 1lum ber of shares of Common Stock issued on or prior to such date in settlement of the Equity Units.
.. Number of Underlying Shares" means, as of any date, a number of shares of Common Stock equal to the excess of (a) the
product of 3.9751244 times the Number of Outstanding Shares as of such date over (b) the sum of (i) 53,798,766 (the number of
shares of Commcm Stock underlying the 2008 Will'rants as of tbe, date hereof), (ij) the initial number of shares of C'AH11tnon Stock
underlying any warrants or other securities cOl1vertihte into, exchangeable for Of representing the right 10 receive shares of Com mOll
Stock (other than the Series C Preferred Stock and the 2008 Warrants) that are beneficially o"\vncd by the Treasury (or anyvehide
on its behalf) and (iii) so long as any shares of Series C Preferred Stock are beneficially owned by the Treasury (01' any vehicle on
its behalf), any shares of Common Stock dit"ectly owned by the Treasury (nr any vehicle on its behalf) as of such date other than
(A) the shares of Common Stock referred to in (i) and (ii) above and (B) any shares of Common Stock received upon conversion of
the Series C Preferred Stock
.. Officer" means the Chairman, any Vice President, the Treasmer or the SecretaIY of the Company.

.. Participating Securities .. shall mean (i) allY equity security (other than Common Stock) that entitles the holders thereof to
participate in liquidations or otherdistl'ibutions with the holders of Conunon Stock or othenvisc partidpate in the capital of the
Company other than through a fixed or floating rate ofretum on capital loaned or invested, and (ii) any stock appreciation rights,
phantom stock rights, or any otht:J: profit or other economic participation rights with respect to any o[the Company's capital stock
or other equity ownership interest, {lr any rights or options to acquire any such rights.
H Person" shall mean any individual, corporation, limited liability company, partnership, Joint venture, associaiion,joint-stock
company, trust, estate, unincorporated organization or govcl1lment or aI1Y agency or political subdivision thereof, or any other entity

whatsoever.

.. Prere-ned Stock" means any and all series of preferred stoc-k of the Company, including the Series C Preferred Stock arid
Series D Preferred Stock
«Ranking Amendment" means an amendment to the Charter (A) to permit the BDard of Directors to issue dass(',s of Preferred
Stock that are not of equal rank, such that the Board of Directors or a duly aulhorize.d com.mittee thel'cofmay, prior to issuance, in
tbe resoJ~lti(ln or resolutions providing for the i"flue of shares of each particular series, provide whether the shares of such series rank
~;enior 01' junioI' to any other class of Preferred Stock a.. to the right to receive dividends and the right to receive payments out of the
assets of the Company upon voluntary or invo!unta;y liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company and (D) to cause the
Series D Preferred Stock and any other serics ofPrcferl'cd Stock subsequently issued to the United States Departmel1t oCthe
Treasury to rank senior to the Series C Preferred Stock and any other subsequently issued series ofPrefeJTed Stock that is not issued
to the United States Department of the Treasury, so that as a result of these amendments the Series C PreferTed Stock and any
subsequently issued serie'S of Preferred Stock that ranks pari passu with or junior to the S'-''l1CS C P.refelTed Stock would not be
entitled to vote on the subs.equent creation or issuance of any such senior Serial Preferred Stock.
u

Securities Aet "me-ans the Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time to time,

.. Series D Preferred Stock "means the Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preterred Stock oftbe Company.
15
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"ThrC;5hotd ~"I'Celltage" means a quotient obtained by dividing (x) the Number ofUnderlyiJ1g Shares by (y) the sum of the
Number of Underlying Shares and the Number of Outstanding Shares and expressed as a percentage.
"'Trading Day" shall mean lmy day during which the Common Stock or 01he1' Conversion Security trades reglllar wayan the
New Yark Stock Exch<-luge Dr. if the Common Stock or other Conversion Security is not listed on tbe New York Stock Exchange,
011 the principal other national or regional sccmities exchange on which the Common Stock or other Conversion Security is then
listed or, if the Common Stock or other Conversion Sccmity is not listed on a national or regional securities exchange. on tho
principal other market on which the Common Stock or other Conversion Security is then traded.

"Treasury II means either the United States Department QftlJc Treasury or the United States Treasury.
"Trust" means the AIG Credit Facility Trust, a trtlst ef>iahIished for the benefit of the United Stales Treasury, or any successor
thereto.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has CffUS(',d this Certificate of Designations to be signed on its behnlfby its
and attested by its Secretmythis.__th day of Marcb, 2009,

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP. INC.

By:

"Nan=,=e':-----------Title:

ATTEST:
Name:

Title: Secretary
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EXHIBIT A
FORM OF SERIES C PERPETUAL, CONVERTIBLE, PARTICIPATING PREFERRED STOCK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Shares

Numbe1':
CUSlPNO,:

_

Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating PrefeneD Stock
(pal' value $5.00 per share)
(liquidation preference $5.00 pel' share)
OF
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
FACE OF SECURITY
TRANSFERS OF THIS CERTIFlCATE OR PORTIONS THEREOF SHALL BE Lllv!ITED TO TRANSFERS MADE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE RESTRICTIONS SET FORTH IN THE CERTIFICATE OF DESIGNATIONS REFERRED TO
BELOW,
IN CONNECnON WITH ANY TRANSFER, THE HOLDER \vlLL DELIVER TO THE REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER
AGENT SUCH CERTIFICATES AND OTHER INFORJvIAnON AS SUCH REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER AGENT MAY
REASONABLY REQUIRE TO CONFIRM THAT TRANSFER COMPLIES WITH THE FOREGOING RESTRICTIGNS,
THIS SECURITY AND THE SHARES OF COMMON STOCK ISSUABLE UPON CONVERSION OF THIS SECURITY HAVB
NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE "SECURITIES ACT"), OR ANY
STATE SECURITIES LAWS, NEITHER THIS SECURrry OR THE SHARES OF COMMON STOCK ISSUABLB UPON
CONVERSION OF nus SEC!lRITY NOR ANY INTEREST OR PARTICIPATION HEREIN OR THERETN MAY BE
REOFFBRED, SOLD, ASSIGNED, TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED, ENnJMBERED OR OTHBRWISE DISPOSED OF IN THE
ABSENCE OF SUCH REGISTRATION OR UNLESS SUCH TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT FROM, OR NOT SUBJECr TO,
REGISTRATION,
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AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP,. INC., a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), hereby certifies that AIG Credit
Facility Trust or its registel'cd assigns (the "Holder") is the registered owner of a number ofndly paid and non-assessable share'! of
preferred stock of the Company designated the Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred Stock, pal' value $5.00 pCI'
share and Hquidation preference $5.00 per share (the "Series C Preferred Stock'\ specified above. The shares of Series C Preferred

Stock are transferable on the books and t'ecoJ'cL" or the Registrar, in persoll or by a (hl1y Huthol'1zed

uttorney~

upon surrender ofthi"

certificate duly ctldorsed and in proper form for tmnsfer. The: designation, rights, privileg~i>. r~stt'ictions. preferences and other terms
and provisions ofthe Series C Prefened Stock represented hereby are specified in and shall in all respects be subject to the
pmyisions of/he Cerlificate of Designations of the Company dated Mat'ch 4, 2009, as the same m.ay be amended from time to time
in accordance Witll its terms (the "Certificate of DCfiignations'). Capitalized terms used herein but not defined shall have the
respective meanings given them in the Certificate of Designations. The Company will provide a copy of the Certificate of
Designations io a Holdci' without charge upon written request to the C;mnpany at its principal place of business,
forth on the reverse hereof, and to the Certificate

Upon receipt of this certificate, the Holder is hound hy the Certificat~ of Designations and is entitled to the benefits therC\llldcl',
Unless the Transfer Agent's Certificate of Authentication hereon has been properly executed, the shares ofSel'ies C Prefcl'l'ed Stock
evidenced hereby shall not be entitled to any benefit under the Certificate of Designations or be valid or obligatory for any purpose.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, American It1ternational Group, Il1c. has executed this certificate as aftIle date set fOloth below.

AMERICAN lNTERNATIONAL GROUP, lNC.
By: " ' N - . , - u e - : - - - - - - - - - - - -

Title:

Dated:

_

TRANSFER AGENT'S CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICATION
This is one ofthe certificates representing shares of Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred Stock referred to in the
within mentioned Certificate of Designations.

WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.,
as Transfer Agent
By:

==Title:

Datcd:

Ilttp:/linvesting.businessweek.eomlbusi
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REVERSE OF SECURITY
AMERICAN INTERI'JATJONAL GROUP, INC.
Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Pl'Ctcl1'Cd Stock
Dividend.s on each share of Series C Preferred Stock shall be payable as provided in the Certificate of Designations.
The shares of Series C Preferred Stock shaH have the voting rights set forth in the Certificate of Designations.

The shares of Series C Preferred Stock shall not he redeemable or subject to a sinking fund.

loe shares of Series C Prcfe1'l'cd Stock shull have no maturity,
The share..<;; of Series C Preferred Stock shall be convertible into the Company's Common Stock in the manner and according to the
terms set forth in the Certificate of Designations,
The transfer or exchange of any shares represented by this certificate and the issuance and delivery of share.,> of Common Stock
upon the conversion of aU or part of the shares represented hy tbis cCltificate sball he effected 011 the books and records ofthe
Company and no certificates representing such shares shall be delivered.

As required undel' Delaware law, tbe Company s]udl fmnish to allY Holder upon request and without charge, a full summalY
statement of the designations, voting rIghts pl'efercnces.limitatlons and special rights of the slul1'e.s of each class or serjes atrtllOrized
to be issued by the Company so far as they have been fixed and determined.
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ASSIGNMENT
FOR VALUE RECEIVED. the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers U11tO:

(Insert assignee's social sccmity or other identifying number)

(Insert address and zip code of assignee)

shares of capital stock represented by the within Certificate and hereby il'revocably constitutes and appoints:

Date.:
Signature,,-:

_
_

(Sign exactly as your name appears on the other side of this Series C Preferred Stock Certificate)
Signature Guarantee:

_

Signature must be guaranteed by an "eligible guarantor institution" (1.e" a bank, stockbroker. savings and loan associalionor
credit union) meeting the requirements of the Registrar, which requirements include membership or participation in the
Securities Transfer Agents Medallio11 Program ("STAMP") or such other "sign1:\ture guarantee program" as may be determined
by the Registrar in addition to, 01' in substitution for. STAMP, all in accordance with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended from time to time,
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NOTICE OF CONVERSION
(To be Executed by the Registered Holder in order to Convert the Series C Preferred Stock)

The undersigned hereby irrevocably elects to convcJi (the "Conversion") _ shares ofSerie-s C Perpetual, Convertible,
l)articipating Preferred Stock (the "Series C Preferred Stock"), reprcsented by stock certificate No(s). _ (the "Series C Preferred
Stock Certificates') into shares of common stock (the "Common Stock"\ of Amerk:an International Group, Inc. (the "C'...ompal1)"')
ac{'.ording to the conditions of the Certificate of Designatlolls dated MaTch 4,2009 establishing tho terms oitbo Series C Preferred
Stock, as such may he amended from time to time (the "Certificate ofDesignatlons"), as of the date written below. If shares are to
be issued in the name ofa person other than the ullde.rsign-ed~ the tmdersigned wilt pay all transfer taxes payable with respect thereto
and is delivering herewith such certificates. No fee will be charged to the holder for any -conversion, except for transfer taxes, if any.
[A copy of each Series C Pre-ferred Stock Certificate is attached hereto (or evidence of loss, theft or destruction thereoD.] J
The undersigned represents and warrants that all offers and sales by the undersigned of the shares of Common Stock issuable to the
undersigned upon conversion of the Series C Preferred Stock .shaH be. made pursuant to registraliOil of the Common Stock under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time 10 time (the "Act"), 01' ptll'suant to an exemption from Nbrisl:l'ation undor the Act.

[TIle Company is not j'equircd to issue sha.res of Common Stock until the original Series C Preferred Stock Cettificate(s) (01"
evidence ofmutilatioll, loss, theft or destl1lctioll thereat) to be converted are received by the Company or its Transfer Agent.] The
Company shall record the issuance of the shares of Common Stock 'On its boob and records by dirC('-!; registration not later than two
business days following receipt of the original Series C Prefemxi Stock Certificate(s) to be converted or, tfthe Series C Prefermd
Stock is not represented by a Series C Preferred Stock Certificate, no lakr than two business days fonowing receipt ofthis Notlce of
Conversion. The holder acknowledges that no certificates shall be issued in respect of the shares of Common Stock or any shares
evidenced by Series C Preferred Stock Certit1cate(s) that are not converted.
Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in or pursuant to tbe Certificate of

Designations.
Date of Conversion:
Appficable Conversion Ratio:
Number of shares ofScries C Preferred Stock to be Converted:
Number of .shares of Common Stock to be Issued:
Signature:
Name:

Addrcss: 2
Fax No.:
Delete bracketed language if this Notice of Conversion is used with respect to uncertificated shares.
Address where shares of Common Stock and any other payments or certi!k:afcs shall be sent by the Company, if applicable.
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NonCE OF CONVERSION

(To be Executed by the Registered Holder in order to Convert the Sel'ies C Prefeo"cd Stock)
The undersigned hereby incvocably elccts to convert (the "Conversion")_ shar'cs ofScrics C Perpetual, Convertible,

Participating Prefcl1'ed Stock (the "Serle>; C Preferred Stock"). represented by stock cel'tificate No(s), ...~,~. (the "Series C
Preferred Stock ('.-et1ificates") into shares of common stock (the "Common Stock"), ofAmerican International Group, Inc. (the
"Company") according to the conditions of the Certificate of Designations dated March [3], 2009 establishing the terms of the
Series C Pt'cfen'cd Stock, as stich may be amended from time to time (the "Certificate of Designations"), as of the date written
below. If share,.<;: are to be issued in the. Dame of fl person other than the undersigned, the undersigned will pay all transfer taxes
payable with respect thereto and is deliveringllerewith such certificates. No fee will be charged to the hoJder for any co!)ve,rsioo,
except for transfer taxes, tfauy, [A copy of each Series C Prefen'ed Stock Certificate is attached hereto (or evidence ofloss, theft
or destruction thereof).] '2

The undersigned represent::: and wanants that all offers and sales by the undcl'Signed of the share.s ofCommol1 Stock issuable to
the tmdcrsigned upon conversion of the Series C l}referrcd Stock shall be made pursuant to registration of the Common Stock
under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time to time (tbe "Act"), or pursuant to an exeutption from registration under
tllCAct.
[The Company is not required to issue shares of Common Stock until the origillal Series C Prefcned Stock CCliificatc(s) (or
evidence of mutilation. loss, theft or destl'llction thereof) to be converted are received by the Company or its Transfer Agent.] The
Company shall record the issuance orthe shm'es of Common Stock on its books and records hy direct registration not later than
two business days following receipt ofthe orj~.-jnal Series C Preferred Stock Celtificate(s) to be converted or, iEthe Scries C
l'refened Stock is not represented by a Sedes C Preferred Stock Certificate, no later than two bllsinc.,s days following receipt of
this Notice ofC~onversjon. Theholdl-'T acknowledges that no ccrtiflcates shall be issued in respect of the shares of Common Stock
or !my shares evidenced by Series C Prefe.J1'cd Stock Ccrtificatc(s) that are not converted.
Capitalized terms \lSOO hut not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in or pursuant to the Certificate of
Designations.
Date ofConvel'sion:
Applicable Conversion
Ratio:
Number of share..'i: of
Series C Preferred
Stock to be Converted:
Number of sharc,,'i: of
Common Stock to be
I~sucd:

Signature:

Nctme:
Delete bracketed language if this Notice of Conversion is used with reSl)Cct to ulJccrtiflcated shares.
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Address:

3

--------

Fax No,;

AddL'ess where shares of Common Stock and any other payments or cel'tificate.<: shaD be sent by the Company, if applicable.
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EXlIIBITB
FORM OF CEKJ1FICATE OF TRANSFER FOR SERIES C PREFERRED STOCK
(Transfers pursuant to Section 13 oft110 Certificate ofDesigllations)

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A, a.<l Transfer Agent
Shareowner Services
161 North Concord Exchange Street

South St. Paul, MN 55075-1139
Attn: Suzanne M. Swits
Re: American International Group, Inc.
Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Participating Preferred Stock (the "Sclies C Prefemxl Stock")

Reference is hereby made to the Celiificate ofDesignatiollS relating to the Series. C Preferred Stock dated March 4, 2009, a'l such
may he amended from time (0 time (the "Certificate of Designations"), Capitalized terms used hut not defined herein shall have the
respective meanings given them in the Certificate ofDesignations.
Tius letter relates to _shares of the Series C Prefcll'ed Stock (the "Sect1rities") which are held in tbe foun of [a Preferred Share
Certificate bearinglutlcertificatcd shares subject to the restrictions set forth in] the RcsU'lcted Shal'e(s) Legend (CUSIP NO. ) 1111he
name of [name of transferor] (the "Transferor") to effect the transfer oflhe Securities,

In CODllcction with such request, and in respect of the Securities, the Transferor docs hereby certify that tlle Securities are being
lransferred (1) in accordance with applicable securities laws of any state of the United States or any other jurisdiction and (ii) in
accordance with their tenus:
CHECK ONE BOX BELOW:
(1) D pursuant to an exemption from rcgistl'ation under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended D'om time to time (the "Secul'itie
Act"), provided by Rule 144 thereunder;
in accordance with another exemption from the registralionreqwl'cments ofilic Securities Act;
(3) 0 to tlui Company or a subsidiary thereof; or
(4) 0 pursuant to an effective registration statement under the Securities Act,

(2) 0

Unless onc of the boxes is checked, the Transfer Agent will refuse to register roW of tho Sccuritic.'l in the name of any person
other than the registered holder thereof; provided, however, that ifhox (1) or (2) is checked, the Transfer Agent shall be entitled to
require, prior to registering any such transfer of the Securities, such legal opinj,,:ms, certifications and other
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[Name ofTransfenJl']
By:

Da'o<1:

0;-;--------------

_

American International Group, Inc,
70 Pine Street
New York, New York 10270
Attn: Secretary
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EJl.fIlBITC
FORM OF COMMON STOCK LEGEND
"THE SECURITIES REFERRED TO HEREIN HAVE NOr BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933,
AS AMENDED (THE "SECURITIES ACI"j, OR ANY STATE SECURlTIES LAWS. NEITHER SUCH SECURlTIES NOR
ANY INTEREST OR PARTICIPATION THEREIN MAY BE REOFFERED, SOLD, ASSIGNED, TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED,
ENCUMBERED OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF IN THE ABSENCE OF SUCH REGISTRATION OR UNLESS SUCH
TRANSACIION IS EXEMPT FROM, OR NOT SUBJECI TO, REGISTRATION."
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EXHlBITD
FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF TRANSFER FOR COMMON STOCK
(Transfers pursuant to Section 13 ofilia Certificate of Dcsignations)

North Concord Exchunge Street
South St. Paul, MN 55075*1139
Attn: Suzanne M. Swits
Re:

Refe-renee is hereby made to the Certificate of DC'lignations relating to the Series C :Preferred Stock dated March 4, 2009, as such
may be amended from time to time (the HCcrtificate of Dcsigllations"). Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the
respective meanings given them in tbe Certificate ofDesignatiolls.
Tllis letter relates to . shares of Common Stock (the "S(X:urities") that were issued upon conversion of the Serle",> C Preferred
Stock and which are held in the name of"[name oftransferor] (the "Transferor") to effect the transfer of the Securitie..'i.

In

CHECK ONE BOX BELOW:

(1) 0

pursuant to an exemption from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended from time to time (the "Sccurititl

Act"), pfDvidedoby Rtlle 144 thereunder;
(2) 0
(3) 0

in accordance with another exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act;
to the Company or a subsidiary thereof; or
(4) 0 Pl1\·SUl'Hlt to an effective registration statement l1l1dcr the Securities Act

or

Ul1lessone the boxes is checked, the Transfer Agent will refuse to register any of tho Securities in the name ()f any person other
than the registered holder thereof; provided, however, that ifbox (1) or (2) is checked, the Transfer Agent shall be entitled to
require, prim to registering any such transfbr of the Securities, such legal oph.ions, certifications and othcrinformation as the
Company has reasonably requested toconflnn that such transfer is being
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made pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act, such as
the exemptkm provided by Rule 144 under the Securities Act

[Name ofTransfel'or]
By: "'N-am-e-:- - - - - - - - - Title;
Dated:

_

American International Group, Ine-.
70 Pine Street
New York, New York 10270
Attn: Secretary
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Exhibit 10(6)
AM~;RICAN

INTKRNATIONAL GROUP, INC.

AMKNDED AND RESTATED 2002 STOCKlNCENTlVE PLA..'1
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AivmRICAi'l INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
Amended and Restated 2002 Stock Incentive Phm
Table of COlltents

ARTlCLEI-GENERAL
1.1 Purpose

12 Definitions of Certain Terms
1.3 Administration

1,4 Persons Eligible for Awards
1,5 Types of Awards Under Plan
1.6 Shares of Com mOll Stock AvaIlable for Awards

ARTICLE ll-AWARDS UNDER TIlE PLAi'l
2,1 Agreements: Evidencing Awards

2.2 No Rights as a Shareholder
2.3 Gn't:tl£ of Restricted Shares of Common Stock
2,4 Grant ofRestf'icted Stock Units

2.5 Grant of Dividcnd Equivalent R\ghts
2.6 Other Stock-Based Awards
2.7 Certain Resl:l'ictiOilS
ARTICLE ill ·-MISCRI,LANEOllS
3.1 Amendment of the Plall

7

3.2 Tax Withholding
3.3 Required Consents aJld Legends

7
&
&

3.4 Nonaf'signability; No Hedging
3.5 Successor Entity

3,6 Right of Discharge Rest.'Tved
3.7 Na.ture QfPayments
3,8 NonRUniform Determinations
3.9 Other Payments or Awards
3.10 Plan Headings
3.11 Termination of Plan
3.12 Govcming Law
3.13 Severability; Entire Agreement
3.14 Waiver of Claims
3.15 No Hlird Patiy Beneficiaries
3.16 Successors and Assigns of AIG
3.17 Section 409A
3.18 No Liability With Respect to Tax Qualification or Adverse Tax Treatment
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AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.

AMENDE!) AN!} RESTATED 2002 STOCK JNCENTIVE PI.AN
ARTICLE J-GENERAL
J.JPURPOSE

1.2 DEFINITIONS 01' CERTAIN TERMS
" AfG" means American International Group, Inc. or a successor entity contemplated by Section 3.5.

" Award" meallS an award made pursuant to the Plan.
" Award Agreement" means the written document hy which each Award is evidenced.

" 13oard" means the Board of Directors of AIG.
" Certificate" means a stock certificate (or other appropriate document or evidence of ownership) representing shares of
Common Stock of Ala.
" Code" means the Internal Revellue Code of 1986, <I" amended from time to time. and the applicable rulings and regulations
thereunder.
" Committee" shaH have tllc meaning set forth in SectionlJ.l.
" Common Stock" means the Gammon stock of AIG, par vahle $2.50 per share.
" Company" means AlG andrts subsidiaries.
"Covered Person" shall have the meanillgset forth in Sectionl.3J.
" Emplo)'fI'lent H means a grantee's pel'1Drmance of services for the CompanYl as determined by the Committee. The terms
"employ" and "employed" shall have their coneJative meanings.
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" Exchange Act" means the- Securities Exchnnge Act of 1934, as amended n'om time to time, and the applicable rules and

regulations thereunder,
" Fair Market Value" means, with respect to a share of Com mOll Stock on any day, the fair market value as· detemlincd in
accordance with a valuation methodology approved by the Committee.

" Plan" means the American International Group, Inc, Amended and Restated 2002 Stock [l1centive Plan, as described herein
and as hereafter amended from time to time.

"Section 409A" means Scction409A of the Code, including any amendments 01' successor pl'Qvisions to that section, and any
regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as they may be fl'om time to time amended or inte.rpreted

tlu'Qtlgh further administrative guidance.
" Treasury Reguli1tions" means thcl'egulatiol18 promulgated under the Code by the United States Intemal Revenue Service., as
amended.

1.3 ADMINISTRATION

1.3,1 Except as otherwise provided herein. the Plan shall be administered by a commiitee (the" Committee") of the Board to be
drawn solely fi'om members oItho Board who are not and have not been officers of the Company, The C-emmittee is autborized,
subject to the provlsions oftlle Plan, to establish such ntles and regulations as it deems necessary for the proper administration of
the Plan and to make ~1.lCh determinations and interpretations and to take such action in connection with the Plan and any Award
granted thereunder as it deems necessary or advisable. AU determinations and interpretations made by the Committee shall be final,
binding and conclusive on all grantees and on theif legal representatives and beneficiaties. The Committee shall have the authority,
in its absolute discretion~ to determine the persons who shall receive Awards, L'1e time when Awards simil be granted, the terms of
such Awards and thenumberofshare,<; ofCollunon Stock, ifany, which shall be subject to such Awards, Unless otherwise provided
in an Award A..greement, but subject to Section 3,17, the Committee shall have the authority, in its absolute discretion, to (I) amCt'ld
any outsblUding Awoo'd Agreement in any respect, whether or not the rights of the grantee of Stlch Award are adversely affected,
including, without limitation. to accelerate the time or timc., at which the Award becomes ve.:"ted, unrestricted or may be exercised.
waive or amend any goals, restrictions or conditions set forth in such Award Agreement, or impose new goals, restrictions and
conditions,. or reflect a change in the g,rant,,c's circumstances and (li) determine whether, to what extent and under what
cil'C~lmstancflS and rllfllhod {))' methods (A) Awards may be (1) settled in cash, shares of Common Stock, othel' securities, other
Awards or other property or (2) canceled, forfeited or suspended, (B) shares of Common Stock, other secudties, other Awards 01'
other property, and other <il:l1onnts payable with rcspect to an Award may be deferred citht'f automatically at' at the election of the
grantee thereof 01' of the Committee and (C) Awards may be settled by the Company or any of its designees, provided that the
Committee may not amend the tenns of any outstanding Award \vitbout shareholder approval; unless such amendment is a result of
a grantee's tennination from employment due to
~2-
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retirement, death, disability or a change of control, Nohvithst,mding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Board may, in it'5
sole discretion, at any time and fi'om time to Hme~ grant Award.'l (including grants to membel'S of the Board who are not employees
oftlle Company) or administer the Plan, in whioh case the Boal'dshaU have all o1'the authodty and n-,sponsibility granted to the
Committee herein. To the extent any Award is made to an "officer" (as defined for purposes of:Rulc 16a-l{f) llllderthc Exchange

Act) or director of AIG, the Award s11a11 be made by the full Board or a committee or subcommittee ofthe Board composed afat
least two 'noll-employee directors' (as defined in Rule 16b~3 under the Exchange Act).
1.3.2 Actions oftheCommtttee may be taken by the vote ofa majority of its members. The Committee may allocate mnongits
members and delegate to any person who is not a member aHhe Committee flny of its administrative responsibilities.
1.3.3 No member of the Board or the Committee or any employee o1'tl1o Company (each such person 11" CoverC(1 Person ") shall
have any liability to any person (including any grantee) for any action taken or omitted to be taken 01' any determination made in
good faith with respect to the Plan Dr any AWard. Each Covered Per!3on shall be indemnified and held harmlcssby AIG against aod

fl'om any loss, cost, liability, 01' expense (including attorneys' fees) that may be imposed upon 01' incurred by stich Covered Person
in com1ection with or resulting fi'om any acHon, sl11t or proceeding to which such Covered PerSall may be a pm'1y or in which slich
Covered Peroon may be involved by reason of ally action taken or omitted to be taken under the Plan or any Award Agreement and
against and f)'om any .and all amounts paid by such Covered Person, with AIO's approval, in settlement thereof, or paid by such
Covered Pcrb'Oll in satisfaction of flny judgment in any such fiction, suit or proceeding against such Covered Person, provided that
AIG shall have the right, at its own expense, to assume and defend any such action, suit or proceeding and, once A[G give."l notice
of its Intent to assume the defense, AIG shall have sole contrDl over such defense with counsel Df AKPs choice. TD the cxt<mt any
taxable expense reimbursement under this paragraph is subject to Section 409A, (x) the amount thereof eligible in one taxable year
shaH not atfect the amQunt eligible in any other taxable year; (y) in,no event shall any. expenses be reimbursed after the last day of
lite taxable year following the taxable year in which the Covered Person incurred such expenses; and (z) in 110 event shall any right
to reimbursement be subject to liquidation or exchange for another benefit. 11,c foregoing right ofindemnification shall not be
available to a Covered Porson to the extent that a court of competentjurisdictioll in a final judgment or other final adjudication, in
eithcr case, not subject to further appeal, determines that the acts or omissions of sueh Covered Person giving rise to the
indcmnificution claim resulted ii'om such Covered Person's bad faith, fraud or willful misconduct. Thc foregoing right of
indemnification shall not be exclusive of any other rights of indemnification to which Covered Persons may be entitloolmdcr AlG's
Restated Certificate of Incorporation or Bylaws, as a matter of law, or othenvise, or any other power that AIG may have to
indemnify such persons or hold them harmless,
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1.4 PERSONS ELIGIBl.E FOR AWARDS

Awards under the Plan may be made to such officers, directors, employees (including prospective employee..~). consultants and
other individuals who may perform services for the Company, as the Committee may select, except that no Award may be made to
directors who are not employees of the Company without sharchold(,J' approval.

l.5 TYPES OF AWARDS UNDER Pl.AN
Awards may be made under the Plan in the form of(a) restricted stock, (b) restricted stock units, (c) dividend equivalent rights
tmd (d) other equity*ba...,ed 01' equity*relatcd Awards which the Committee determines to be consistent witlI the purposes of the Plan
and the interests oHlle Company. ArG, however, will not grant stock options pursuant to the Plan,
1.6 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK AVAILABLE FOR AWARDS

1.6.1 Common Stock Subject to the Plan. Subject to adjustment as provided in Section 1,6.2 hereof, the ma.'\imum number of
shares that may be issued under the Plan through December 31,2002 is fifteell million (15,000,000) shares of COllunon Stock and in
each calendar year thereafter shall be the sum of (a) one million (1,000,000) shares of Common Stock and (b) the number of shares
of Common Stock available for issuance lmder the Plan in the previous calendar year but not issued in such .Yt;l<lf. Such shares of
Common Stock may, in the discretion of the CAllnmittee, be either authori7-ed but unissued shares or shares previOllsly tSSlled and
reacquired hy AIG. lfany Award shall expire, tCl'minateor otherwise lapse, in whole or in part, any shares of CoInmon Stock
subject to sucn Award (or portiOll thereof) shall again be available for issuance llnde-r the Plan.

1,6.2 Adjustments, The Committee shall have the authQrity (but shall not he required) to adjust the number of shares ofCotrunol1
Stock authodzed pursuant to Section 1.6.1 and to adjust equitably (including, \';!1thout limitation, by payment of cash) the terms of
any outstanding Awards (including, without limitation, tbe number of shares of Common Stock covered by each outstanding
Award, the typeofprop(:.,'rty to which the Award is subjeet and the exercise or strike price of any Award), in such manner as it
deems appropriate to pl'c<rerve the benefits 01' potential bellcfits intCllde-d to be made available to grantees of Awards l for any
increase or decrease in the numher of issued shares of Common Stock rcsulting £i'om a recapitalization, stock split, stock dividend,
combination or exchange ofsharcs of Common Stock, merger, consolidation, rights offe-,ring, separation, reorganization or
liquidation, or any other change in t11C corporate strnclul'c or shares of AIG; provided that no such a4fustment shall be made if or to
the extent that it would cause any outstanding Award to faJ! to c01JlI)ly with Section. 409A. After any adjustment made pursuant to
this Section 1.6.2, the number of shares of Common Stock subject to each outstanding Award shall be rounded down to the nearest
whole number. For the avoidance of doubt, the COlmnittec may, in its sole discretion, decline to adjust the
-4-
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1.6.3 There shaH be no limit 011 the amcmnt of cash, securities (other than shares of Common Stock as provided in this
Section 1.6) or other property that may be delivered purSllant to the Plan or any Award,provided, hOfvewr > that Awards with
respect to 110 more than 250,000 shares of Common Stock may be granted to anyone grantee in any calendar year, and provided
further, that Awards of stock apprcciation rights with respect to no more than 250,000 shares of Co111m on Stock may be granted to
anyone 6rrantcc in any calendar year.
ARTICLE: II-A WARDS lJNIlJCR THE PLAN
2.1 AGREEMF,NTS EVIDENCING AWARDS

Each Award granted under the Plan shall be evidenced by a 'written document which shall contain slIch provisions and conditions
as the Committee deems appropriate. The Committee may grant Awards in tandem with 01', subject to Section 3.17, in substitutioll
for any other Award or Awards grunted under this Plan or any award granted under any other prall ofthc Company. By accepting an
Award pursuant to the Plan, a grantee thereby agrees that the Award shaH be subject to all of the terms and provisions of the Plan
and the applicable Award Agreement.
2.2 NO RIGHTS AS A SHAREHOLDER
No grantee of an Award shan have any ofIhe rights of a shareholder of AIG with re.s,pect to share..", OfCoIDl11on Stock subject to
slIch Award until the delivery ofsnch shares. Except as otherwise provided in Section 1.6.2. no adjustments &~all be made for
dividends, distributions or other lights (whether ordinary or extraordinary, and whether in cash, Common Stock, other sccUTitics or
other property) for which the record date is prior to the date suoh shares arc deliver'eG.
2.3 GRANT 011 RESTRICTED SHARES OF COMMON STOCK
The Conunittee may grant or offer for sale restricted shares of Common Stock in such amounts and subject to Section 2,7 and
such terms and conditions as the Committee shall determine. Upon the delivery ofsuch shares, the grantee shall have the rights ot'a
shareholder with l'e.<;pect to the restricted stock, subject to Section 2,7 and any other restrictions and conditions as the Committee
may htc1ude in the applicable Award Agreement. In the event that a CCliificate is issued in respect of restricted shares of Common
Stock, sllch Certificale may be rc.gistered in the name
-5-
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of tho grantee but shall be held by AIG or its designated agent until the time the restrictions lapse,
2,4 GRANT OF RESTRICTED STOCK UNITS
The ('.-ommittee may grant Awards of restricted stock units in such amounts and subject to Section 2.7 and such terms and

conditions as the COlnmittee shaH determine, A grantee of a restricted stock Ullit wiH have only the rights of a genera! unsecured
creditor ofAIG until delivery of shares of Common Stock, cash or other securities or property Is made a<; specified in the applicable
Award Agreement. On the delivery date specified in the Award Agreement, the grantee of each restricted stock unit not previously

forfeited or terminated shall receive one share of Common Stoek, or cash, securities or other property equal in value to a share of
Common Stock or a combination thereof, as specified by the Committee,
2,5 GRANT OF DIVIDEND EQUIVALENT RIGHTS

The Committee may include in the Award Agreement with respect to any Award a dividend equivalent right entitling the grantee
to receive amounts equal to all or any portion of the dividends that would be paid on the shares of Common Stock covered by such
Award if such shares had been delivered pursuant to such Award, The grantee of a dividend equivalent right will have only the
rights of a general unsecured creditor QfAIG until payme.fJt of such amQunts is made as t--pec·ified in the RpplicIlble Av,,'ard
Agreement. In the event such a provision is Included in an Award Agreement, the Committee shfl1J, subject to Section 3.17.
determine whether such payments shall be made in cash, in shares of Common Stock or in another form, whether they shall be
conditioned upon the exercise of the Award to which they relate, the time or times at which they shall be made, and such other
tenns and conditions as the Committee shall. deem appropriate,
2,6 OTHER STOCK-BASED AWAlmS

The Committee-may gt'ant other types of eqllHywbased or equiJyMl'dated Awards (indmling the gmnt 01' offer for sale of
unrestricted shares ofC-Ommon Stock) in such amounts und subject to such terms and conditions, as the Committee shall determine.
Such Awards may entail the transfer of actual shares of Common Stock Jo Award reciplcnts, or payment in cash or otherwise of
amounts based on the value of shares of Common Stock, and may include, without limitation, Awards designed to comply w:ith or
take advantage of the applicable local laws ofjurisdictions other than the United States. AllY Award made pursuant to this
Sectio112,6 to a director of the Company or an exe-.cutive officer of the Company (as defined in Rule 3b·7 under the Exchange Act),
must be either (i) granted in lieu of salary or cash bonus or (ii) limited i11 the aggregate to five percent (5%) of the shares of
Common Stock authorized under the Plan.
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2.7 CIlRTAIN RFBTRICTIONS
In the case of an Award ill the form of restricted stock 01' restdcted stock units, at least three years lTIlt-'>t elapse before the
delivery or payment of shares of Common Stock, cash or other property, except in the case of (i) termination of employment due to

death, disability, reti'rement or change of control or Oi) an Award that the Committee determines is performance based, in which

case at least one year must elapse.
ARTICLIl1ll-MISCELLAN~;OU8

3.1 AI\1:ENDMgNT OF THE PLAN

3.1.1 Unless otherwise provided ill an Award Agreement, the Board may from time to time suspend, discontimlt\. reviscOt
amend the Plan in any respect whatsoever, including in any manner that adversely affects the rights, dutit-s or obligdtions ofmiy
grantee of an Award.

discontinuance, revision or

3.2 TAX WI'I'HHUl,DING
3.2,1 Grantees shall be solely responsible for any applicahle taxes (including, without limitation, income and excise taxes) <:Iud
penalties, and any interest that accmes thereon, that they lncut' ill connection with the receipt, vesting or exercise of any Award, As
to- any Award or the lifting or lapse of restrictions on any
Award, or in connection with any other event that gives rise to a federal {lr other governmental tax witllholdiug obligation on the
part of the Company relating to an Award (inchlding, withol1t limitation, FICA tax), (u) the Company may deduct or withhold (or
wHlseto be deducted or withheld) fmlll any payment or distributJon to a grantee whether or not pursuant to the Plan or (b) the
Committee· shall be entitled to require (hat the grantee remit cash to the Company (through puyroU deduction or otherwise), in each
case in an amount sufficient in the opillinn of the Company to "atisly such withholding obligation,

II condition to Ole delivery of any shares of Common Stock pursuant

-7-
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3.3 REQUIRED CONSENTS AND IJeGRNDS

3.3.1 lfthe Committee shaH at any time determIne that allY consent (as hel'einafter defined) is necessary or desirable us a
condition of, or in connection with, the granting of any Award, the del1vcry of shares of Common Stock or the delivery of any cash,
securities or other property under the Plan, or the taking of any other action thereunder (each such action being hereinafter referred

to as a "plan action"). then, subject to Section 3.17, such plan action shall not be taken, in whole or in part, unless and until such
consent shall have been eH:ected 01' obtained to the full satisfaction of the Committee. The Committee may direct that any
Certificate evidencing shares dellvered pursuant to the Plan shall beat' a legend setting forth such restrictions on transferability as
the Committee may determine 10 be necessary 01' desirable, and may advJse the transfer agent to place a stop transfer order against
any tegended shares.
3,3.2 The term "consent" as used in this Sc{;tlon 3,3 with respect to any plan action includes (a) any and alt lisHllgS, registrations
or qualifications in respect thercofupon any secll1'iti-es exchange or under any federal, state, or local law, OJ' law, rule or regulation
of a jurisdiction outside the United SMes/ (b) or any other matter t vihich the Committee may deem necessary or desirable to comply
with the temlS of any such listing, registration or qualification or to obtain Rll exemption from the requirement that ally sucl1listing,
q\lalitication or registration be made, (c) any and all other consent.". clearances and approvals in respect of a plan action by any
gove11looental or other regulatory body or ally stock exchange or self-regulatory agency and (d) any and all consents or other
documentation required by the Committee. Nothing herein shaH require AIG to list, register or qualify the shares of COUlmon Sfock
on any securities exchange,

3.4 NONASSIGNABILITY; NO I1EDGING
Except to the extent otherwise expressly provided in the applicable Award Agreement or determined by the Committee, no
Award (or any rights and obllgatiolls thereunder) granted 10 any person lUlder Ule Plan may be sold, exchanged, transferred,
assigned, pledged, hypothecated or otherwise disposed of or hedge<.!, in any manner (including thrOllgh the use of any cas1l~scttIcd
instnnnen.t). whether voluntarily or involuntarily and whether by operation of law or othCIWisc, oHler than by will or by the laws of
descent and dbiribution, and all stich Awards (and any rights therelmder) shall be exercisable during lhe life ofibe gnmtee only by
the grantee or the grantee's legal reprc.',entative. Any sale, exchange, transfer, a<;s.igmnent, pledge, hypothecathm, or other
disposition in violation of the provisions of this Section 3.4 shalI be null.and void and any Award which is hedged in any manner
shall immediately be forfeited. All of the tcnm; and conditions of this Plan and the Award Agreement;; shall be binding upon any
permitted successors and a.<;signs.
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3.5 SUCCESSOR fu'lTITY

Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Award Agreement and except as otherwise determined by the Committee, in the
event of a merger, consolidation, mandatory share exchange or other similar business combination of AIG with or into any other

entity (" Successor Entity") or any transaction in which. another person or entity acquires aJ[ of the issued and outstanding Common
Stock ofAIG, or all or subslontially aU of the assets ofAIG, outstanding Awards may be aSStU11Cd or a substantially cquiv'J[cnt
awurd may be substituted by such successor entity or a parent or subsidiary of fluch successor entity.

3.6 RIGHT OF DlSClIARGE RESERVED

3.7 NATURE OF !'AYMENTS

3.7.1 Any and-all grants of Awards and deliveries of Common Stock, cash, securities or other property under the Plan shall be in
consideration of services performed or to be performed for the Company by the gl'antee, Awards uJlder the Plan may. in the
discretion of the Committee, ffiKl s~jbject to Section 3.17, be made in substitution in whole or in part for cash or other compensation
otherwise payable to ;J paJ'tkip<'1nt in the Plan, Only whole share.'i of Common Stoc·k shaH be delivered under the Plan. Awards shall,
to the extent reasonably pructicable, be aggregated in order to eliminate any fractional shares. Fractional share.-" shall be rounded
down to the nearest whole share and any such fractional shares shalll)e forfeited.
3.7.2 All

3.8 NON-UNIFORM DETERMINATIONS

The Committt.'C's determinations under the Plan alid Award Agl'ccmcnts need not be uniform and may be made by it selectively
fllllOng persons 'who receive. 01' arc eligible to receive, Awards under the Plan (whether or not such persons are similady situated).
·Without limiting the generality cfthc foregoing, the Committee shall be entitled, among other things, to make non-uniform and
selective detenninations under Award Agreements, and to enter into non-uniform and selective AWllrd
·9-
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Agreements, as to (a) the persons to receive Awards, (b) the terms and provisions of Awards and (c) whether a grantee's
Employment has bel:lll terminated for purposes ufille Plan.

3.9 OTHER PAYMENTS OR AWARDS

Nothing contained in the Plan shall be deemed in any way to limit or restrict the Company from making any award or payment to
any person under any other plan, anangement or understanding, whether now existing or hereafter in effect.
3.10 PLk'i HEADINGS
TIle headings in this PIlm BI'C for the purpose of convenience only and are not intended to define or limit the construction afthe
provisions hereof.

3.11 TERMINATION OF PLAN

The Board reserves the right to tenl1inate the Plan at any titnc; provided, however that in any case. the Plan shall terminate
March 13, 2012. and providedjurther , that all Awards made under the Pla.fJ. prior to its termination shall remain in effect until snch
l

Awnrds have been satisfied or terminate<! in accordance with the terms and provisions of the Plan <U1d (he applicable Award
Agreements.

3.12 GOVERNING LAW
THIS PLk'i SHALL 81, GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE
STAn: OF N~;W YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO PRiNCIPI,ES HF CONFLICT OF LAWS.
3.13 SEVERABILITY; ENTIRE AGREEMENT

If any ofthe provisions of this Plan or any Award Agreement is finally held to be invalid, iHcgal or unenforceable (whether in
whole or in part), such provision shall be deemed modified to the extent, but only to the extent, of such invalidity, illegality or
unenforceability and the remaining provisions shallllot be affected thereby; provided , that if any of such provisions is finally held
to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable because it exceeds the maximllm -scope determined to he acceptable to permit such provision
to be enforceable, such provision shall be deemed to be modified to the mlninnun extenl necessary to modify such scope in order to
make such provision enforceable hereunder. The Plan and any Award Agreements contain
·10-
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the entire agreement oft11e parties with l'C$"pcct to the subject maHer the-reof and supersede all prior agreements, promises,
covenants, arrangemonts, communications, representations and wm'l'mlties between them, whether written or oral with respect to the
subject matter thereof

3.14 WAIVER OF CLAIMS

3.15 NO TlIIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES

Except a8 expressly pl'Ovided therein,neither the Pla1lllor any Award Agreement shaH confer on any persoll other than the
Company and the grantee of any Award any rights or remedies thereunder. TIle exculpati{)11 and indemnification provisions of
Section 1.3.3 shall inure to the benefit of a Covered Person's estate and beneficiaries and legatees.

3.16 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS OF AIG
The fe!111S ofthis Plan shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of AIG and any successor entity contemplated by
Section 3.5,
3.17 SECTION 409A

3.17.1 All Av,'ar<ts made under the Pilm that are il1teilded to he l'defen-cd compensation" subject to Section 409A shall be
interpreted, administered and construed to comply with Section 409 A, and all Awards made under the Plan that are intend(xi to he
exempt from Section 409A shall be interpreted, administt,'!'ed and construed to comply with and preserve such exemption. The
Board and the COlluniUee shall have full HuthOlity to give effect to the intent oftbe foregoing sentence. To the extent necessary to
give effect to this intent, in the case of fin)! conflict or potential inconsistcl1cy between tbe Plan and a provis-ion of any Award or
Award Agreement with respect to an Award, the Plan shall govern,
-11-
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3.17.2 Without limiting the generality of Section 3.17.1, with respect to any Award made under the Plan that is intended to be
"deferred compensation" subject to Section409A: (a) references to termination oCthe grantee's employment will mean the
grantee's separation from service with the C'..ol11pany within the meaning ofSection409A; (b) any payment 10 be made with respect

to such Award in connection with the grantee's separation from service with the Company within the meaning of Section 409A that
would be subject to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2Xb) ofthe Code shall be delayed until six months after the grantee's
separation from service (or eurHer death) in a,:,,'Col'dance with the requircmcnts of Section 409A; (c) to the extent necessary to
comply with Sect1ot1409A, any other secmities, other Awards or other property that the Company may deliver in lieu of shares of
Common Stock in respect of all Award shall not have the effect of deferring delivery or payment beyond the date on which such
delivery or payment would occur with respect to the shares ofCommol1 Stock that would otherwise have beea deliverable (ml1'0"ls
the Committee elects a later date for this purpose in accordance with the requirements of Sectio11409A); (d) with respect to any
required Conscnt described in Section 3,3 or the applicable Award Agreement, if such Consent has not been effected or obtained as
of the latest date provided by such Award Agrc(;""1nent for payment in respect of such Award and further de1<ly of payment is not
permitted in accordance with the requirements of Section 409A, such Award or portion thereof, as applicable, will be forfeited and
tetminate notwithstanding any prior eaming or vesting~ (e) if the Award includes a "series ofinstallmellt payments" (within the
meaning ofSectiol1 1.409A~2(bX2)(iii) ofthc Treasury Rcglliatiolls), the grantee's right to the series of installment payments shall
be treated as a dght to a series of separate payments and not as a right to a single payment; (f) if the Award includes "dividend
equivalents" (witllln the meaning of Scction 1A09A~3(e) oftha Treasury Regulations), the grantee's right to the dividend
equivalents shall be treated separately from the right to other amounts under the Award; and (g) unless the Committee determines
otherwise, for purposes. of detcnnining whether the grantee bas expel'ienced a separation from service with the Company within the
meaning ofSectioll 409A, "subsidiary" shall mean a corporation or other entity in a chain of corporations or other entities ill which
c<wh corporation 01' other entity, starting with /\.10, hm, a cQnlml!ing interest in another cOl'poration or other entity in the chain,
ending with such corporation or other entity, For purposes of the preceding sentence, the tenn "controlling interest" has the same
meaning as provided in Section 1.414(c)~2(b )(2)(1) of the Treasury Regulations, provided that the language "at least 20 perrent" is
used instead of "at least 80 percent" each place it appears in Section lA14(c)-2(b)(2)(i) of the Treasury Regulations.

3.18 NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO TAX QUALIFICATION OR ADVERSE TAX TRllATMENT
3.18,1 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, in no event shall the Company be liable to a grantee on
account of an Awm'd's failure- to (a) qualify for favorable United States Of foreign tax treatment or (b) avoid advcl'se tax treatment
under United States or foreign law, inc1udingl without limitation, Section 409A.

-12-
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3.19 DATE OF ADOPTION AND APPROVAL OF SHAREHOLDERS
The Plan was lldopted on March 13, 2002 by the-Board and approved by the sharcholdel'S ofAIG at the 2002 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders. The Plan was amended and restated effective as of September 18,2002 und effective as of December 31, 2008.
-13-
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Exhibit 10(49)
AiVU~RICAN INTERNATlQNAL GROUP, INC.

2005 SENIOR PARTNERS PLAN
(AME1'<"'DED A:-;l) Rr-STATED EFFECTIVE DECEr'lmER 31 2008)

l.PURPOSf.:

The Compensation and Management Resources Committee of the Board of Directors (the I' Committee") of American
International Group. Inc. (" AIG ") has determined that certain key emplQyees of AIG and its subsidiaries (together, the" bTnplayer

'r:; contribute suhstantially to the long~term growtll and profitability of AI<.J. ATG has created this AlG 2005 Senior Partners Plan

(tllis" Plan ") to reward these individuals and to provide incentives fot' their continued contribution to the lOl1g~tcnn performance of

AIG.
2. SPUs M'D PARTICIPANTS
A.

2005 Senior Partner Units. Senior Partner Units (" SPUs ") is~:ued under this Plan wiH entitle llDlders to receive cash
distributions from AIG, subject to the tenus and conditions of this Plan.

B.

Partk.ipallts. The Committee will d.etermine (1) the key employees of the Employer who will be awarded SPUs under this
Plan (the" Participants") and (2) the number of SPUs held by each Participant. 11 is expected iliatno SPUs will be awarded
under this Plan after December 31, 2005,

C.

Maximum Number ofSPVs A maximum of30,OOO SPUs may be awarded.

3. VAI.,HF; AMOUNTPl<~R

SPU

Each SPU will entitle a Participant to receive a c-ash distribution of $2,200 (the" 2005 SPU Value Amount") from A10, subject
to the terms and conditions of this Plan.
4. VES.TINfi AND PAYOUrS OF 2005 SPU V AI>UE
A.

t\..\\fOtJNT

Gencl'ai, The-200S SPU Value Amount ofcach SPU wm be paid out to Participants in cash promptly aller January 1,2011
(the" Scheduled PaymentJ)ate "), but no later than the end of2011. Except as provided in Sections 4B and 6A, ira
Participant's employment with the Employer is tenninated for any reason, the Participant's rights in respect of any 2005
SPU Value Amount thal would be payable Oil the Scheduled Payment Date will be fQrfeited and terminate, Notwithstanding
the foregoing, if a Scheduled Payment Date Decurs at a time when a Participant is considered by AIG to be one of its
"covered employees" within the meaning of Section 162(m) of the U.s. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the"
Code '),then, unless the Commltlee determines
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otherwise. payout afthe Weightod~Average8PU Value in respect of such Scheduled Payment Date Inay be deferred by the
Employer undel' the circumstances described in Section 409A until the earliest dato that the Employer reasonably anticipates
that the deduction or payment will not be limited or eliminated.
B.

Death, Disab1lity Ql' Retirement after Age 65 . If a Participant dies, becomes subject to Disability or terminates
employment by means of retirement at or after age 65 (" Retires "), in each case while actively employed hy the Employer,

any remaining unpaid 2005 SPU Value Amount wm be paid to the Participa11t or his/l1er estate or guardian, as the case may
be·, promptly after the dille of such event, but no later than 90 days aficr such event (in the case of death Of Disability) or the
end oftbc calendar year in which such event falls (in the case ofRctirc1l1ent), as applicable, For this purpose, ., Dtsability"
means a period of medically determined physical or menial impairment that is expected to result in death 01· last for a period
of not}e.o;s than 36 months during which a P~\rlicipant qualifies for income replacement benefits under the Employer's longterm disability plan for at ]e,lSt six months. or, if a Participant does not participate in such a plun, a period of disability
during which the Participant is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined
physical or m.ental impairment which ean be expected (.0 result in death or can be expected to 11I:.i fur a continuous period of
not le.~s than 36 months.

C.

Ele,ctiou to Delay Payment. The Committee may, in it,> sole discretion, determine to defer paymel1t ofthe 2005 SPU Value
Amount or permit a Participant to elect to defer payment of the 2005 SPU Value Amount, in ea('Al case in amanncl' that
conforms to therequil't-'luents ofSection409A(a)(4) of the Code.

5. DIVlDEND-n.EI,,\TEDPAYMfl;N'J"~

A.

General. Beginning in 2006, each Participant will be paid a cash dividend-related amount on Murch 31, JUlle30,
September 30 and D(x~ember 31 based upon their unpaid 2005 SPt] Value Amount. 'fhe quarterly dividend-related payment
for each Participant will equal (1) his or her aggregate unpaid 2005 SPU Value Amount at the beginning of the quarter
multiplied by (2) the total cash dividends AIG pays on its common stock during the quali·.er divid<-,4 by (3) lhe Adjusted

B.

Definitions." Adjusted Book Value" means, for any date, the total AIG shareholders' equity as ofthe date minus
Ac.culTIuJated Other Comprehensive Income (or plus AccUlmllated Other Comprehensive Loss) as of such date (as reported
in AlG's Consolidated Statement ofShareholde.l's' Equiiy) with sucll adjustments as the Committee may make in its sole
discretion.

Book Value at the beginning of the quarter.
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C.

no

Tel'mination of Employment . If a Purtlcipant's employment with the Employer is terminated for any reason, the
Participant's rights to receive any fmther dividend~re!ated payment will terminate.

6. ADMINISTRATION OF TillS PLAN

A.

General. This Plan will be administered by the Committee, Actions of the Committee may be taken by the vote of a
majority of its members. The Committee may allocate among its members and delegate to any person who is 110t a member
of the Committee any of its administrative responsibilities. The Committee will have power to interpret this Plan, to make

regulations for canying out its purpose and to make all other deten11111<ltions in connection with its administration
(including, withollt limitation, whether a Participant has become subject to Disability), all of which will, unless otherwise
determined by the Committee, be final, binding and conclusive. In addit.ion, the Committee may, in its sale- discretion,
reinstate any SPUs, 2005 SPU ValueAmounts or dividend-relat.ed payments that would otherwise have been terminated and
forfeited because of a Participant's termination of employment, if the Participant complies with any covenants, agrecment'l
or conditions that the Committee may impose; provided, however, that any such payments wilInot be paid until the
scheduled times: set forth in this Plan.

B.

Non-Unifonn Detenninations . The Committee's determinations under this Plan need llot be uniform and may be made by
h selectively among persons who receive, or are eligible to receive, SPUs under this Plan (whether or not such persons are
similarly situated). Without limiting the generality oftbe foregoing, the Committee wJll be entitled, among other things, to

C.

Determination of Employment. The Committee will have the right to determine itself with respect to any Participant the
commencement date of the Participant's employment with the Employer solely for purposes of this Plan, separate and apart
from any rletennination as may be made by AIG or its subsidiaries with respect to the individual'::; employment.

D.

Amendments. The Committee will have

E.

No Liability. No member of the Board of Directors of AlG or the Committee or any employeeofthe Employer (each, a"
Cavered Person ") will have any liahility to all>' person (including any Participant) for any action taken or omitted to be
taken or any dett:rmination made in good faith with respect to this Plan or any Participant's participation in it. Each Covered
Person will be

make non~ulliform and selective dderminations as to the persons to become Palticipants.

tlle

power to amend this Plan in any mal1ner aatn:d(~~:~~~ti\it~~~~~:~l~~:I;~~~J~,':::~~r
<ldverse to the rights oftlle Participants; provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing, ~h
postpone any payment to a Participant to occur at a time other than the time provided for in this Plan.
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indemnified and held harmless by AIG against and from any loss, cost) liability, or expense (including aUol1lcys' foos) that
may be imposed upon or inCl..1rred by SUell Covered Person ill connection with or re-sulting fi·om any action, suit or
proceedIng to whJch such Covered Person may be a party or in whkh such Covered Person may be involved by rea,.,>on of
allY action taken 01' omitted to be taken llI1dcr this Plan and against and from any and all amounts paid by such Covered
Persun, with AlG's opproval, in settlement thl;Jreo[, or paid by such Covered PerSDn in satisfaction of any judgment in any
BllCh action, suit or proceeding against SllCh Covered Person, provided that AIG will have the right, at its own expense, to
assmne and defend any such aetioit, suit 01' proceeding and, once AIG gives notice of its intent to assume tho defense, AlG

will have sole control over such defense with counsel of AlG's choice. To the extent any taxable expense reimbursement
under this parngraph is subject to Section 409A, (x) the amount thereof eligible in one taxable ye<ll' shallllot affect the
amount eligihle in any other taxable year; (y) in no event shall any ex.penses. be reimbursed after the last day of the taxable
year following the taxable year il1 which the Cover,,'({ PerSOll 11101111'ed such expenses; and (z) ill no event shall any right to
reimbursement be subject to liquidation or exchange for another henefit. The foregoing right ofindcmnification will not be
available to a Covered Person to the extent that a court of competent jurisdiction in n- finaJ judgment or other final
adjudication, in either case, not sllbje-,ct to fUl1her appeal, determines that the acts or omissions of such Covered Person
giving rise to the indemnification claim rC-..'mltcd from such Covered Person'g bad faith, fraud or "Villfulmisconduct. The
foregoing right of indemnification win not be exclusive of any other rights of indemnification to which Covered Persons
may 00 entitled under AIG~ 5 Restated Certificate ofIncorporation or Bylaws, as a matter of law, or otherwise, or any other
power tbat AIG may have to indemnify such persons or hold them harmless,
F.

Other. In furtherance of AlG's policies, lwtwithstanding Section 2, if any Participant is a shareholder in C.V, Starr & Co"
Inc, on March 31, 2006, such person win ce.aseto be a Participant; his or her SPUs witl be forfeited mid terminate and he or
sbe will have no rights lUlder this Plan (in each case, llfi[e-ss the Committee determines othclvt:ise).

7. GENERo\J, RULES

A.

B.

No Funding . ~~t~t:;~\;,;~;~;;'~p~~ ~,:\;~~~;~~~'l;;U;:;~l~;';~~~,;aSide amounts to pay obligations. under this Plan. Participants
wiH have no rights to the 2005
as a general unsMured creditor orAIG.

Tax Withbolding. As a condition to tlle payment of any amount under this Plun 01' in cOlUlecdon with any other event that
gives rise to <1 federal or other govel1lmenta[ tax withholding obliga.tion (l)AIG may deduct or withhold (or cause to be

deducted 01' wl1hheld) from any payment to a Participant whether or not pursuant to this Plan or (2) the Committee will be
entitled to require that the Participant remit
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cash to AIG (through payroll dednction or otherwise), in each case, in an amount sufficient in the opinion of AIG to satisfy
such withholding obli!,.'<Irion.
C.

No Rights to Other Payments. The provisions of this Plan provide no right or eligibility to a Participant to any other

payouts from AIG or its .subsidiaries under any other altemativc plans, scbemcs, arrangernent<; Dr contracts AlG may have
with any employees or group of employeoo of AIG Dl' its subsidiaries
D.

No Effect .on Benefits. Grants and payments undet' this Plan wilt constitute a special discretiQnary incentive payment to the
Participants and wiIlnot be required to be taken into

aCCOtUlt

in computing the amount of salary or compensation of the

Participants for the purpose of determining any contributions to or any benefits under any pension, retirement, profit~
sharing, bonus, life insurance, severance or other benefit plan afthe Employer or under any agreement \vith the Pal'ticipant l
unless the Employer specifically provides othclv:ise.

E.

Section 409A.
(1)

SPUs are iotcnde-d to provide payments that are "deferred compensation" subject to Section 409A, and this Plan is
intended to, and will be interpreted, administered and constmcd to, comply with Section 409A with respect to the

grus. For this purpose. " Section 409A "means Section 409A of the Code. including any amendments or successor
provisions to that section, and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as tbey may
be from time to time amended or interpreted through further administrative guidance. The Committee will have full
authority to give effect to the intent of this Section 7E.

(2) Without limitlng the generality of Section 7£(1), {<t) references to the termination ofa Participant's employment with
re<.-pect to SPUs will mean the Participant's separation from service with the Employer within the meaning of
Scction409A, and (b) the right to dividcnd-relatt.'(\ payments pursuant to Section 5 will be treated separately from the
l'ight to payment oftbe 2005 SPU Value Amount for all purposes ofSectio11409A
(3) Any payment to be made undeI' the SPUs in connection with termination of a Participant's employment (and any other
payment under this Plan)lhat would be subject to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(h) of the Code will be delayed
until six months after termination of the Pro:ticipant's employment (01' cat'Hcr death) in accordance with the
requirements of Scction 409A,
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(4)

F.

Each p"yment under the SPUs will be treated as a separate payment for purposes of See-tion 409A.

Sc.YC-l'abllH:y . ]f any ofthe provisions oflhis Plan is firwlly held to be-invalid, illegal or lUlcnfol'ccablc (whether in whole or
in part}, such provision will be deemed modified to the extent, but only to the extent, of such invaHdity~jJlegality01'
unt-'nforceability and the remaining provisions will UDi be affec.ted thereby; provided that if any of stlch provisions is finally

hcId to be invalid, illegal,

01' u1l0nfbrc~lble

because it exceeds the maximulU scope determined to be acceptable to permit

such provision to be enforce<\ble, such provision will be deemed to be modHled to the minimum extent necessary to modify
such se-ope in order to make such provision enforceable hereunder.

G.

Entire Agreement> This Plnn contains the entire agreement of the parties withl'cspect to the subject matter thcl'coful1d
supersedes all prior agreements, promises, covenants, arrangements, cOlmmmications, representations and warranties
between them, whether \VrittCll or oral with respect to the subject matter thereof.

II.

Waiver of Claims, Each Participant recognizeI.'l and agrees that prior to being selected by the C'A)mroittce to receive a SPU
he or she has no right to ~Il1Y benel1ts l.mder this Plan, Accordingly, in consideration of the Participant'.,; receipt of any SPU
hcreunder, he or she e,xpressly waives any right to contest the amount of any SPU, the terms ofthis Plan, any determination,
action or omission herellnder by the Conunittee or ArG or any amendment to this Plan.

I.

No Third Pnrty Bencfie-illries Except as expressly provided theJ'ein, this Plan will not confer on any person other than
AIG and the Participant any rights Of remedies thereunder, The exculpation and indemnification provisions of Section 6E
will inure io the benefit of a Covered 1)crson's estate and beneficiaries and legatees.

J.

AIG~s Successors and Assigns. The terms of this Pla11 win be binding upon and inure to the benefit of Al(+ and its
successors and a"lsigns;

I<.

NonassignablHty. The SPUs, 2005 SPU Value AmounL'j and dividend-related payments
not be assignahle.
transferable, pledged, hedged or in ,my manner alienated, whether by operation of 1mv or otherwise, except as a result of
death or incapacity where such rights are passed plU1lUant to a wiH at' by opcl'ation oflaw. The Committee may in its sole
discretion acknowledge the \I\.'1'itten direction by a Participant to transfer his/her SPUs under this Plan to a revocable grul1tor
trust in such form and on such conditions as the Committee may require in its sole discretion. Any assignment, transfu.
pledge, or other disposition in violation of the provisions ofthi.s Section 7K will be null and void and any SPUs which. are
hedged in any manner will immediately be forfeited.

>
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L.

Right to Discharge. Nothing contained in this Plan or in any SPU 'Will confer on any Participant any right to be continued
in the employ of the Employer or to be included in any future plans of ~\. similar nature,

M. Consent. If the Committee win at any time determine that any consent (as hereinafter defined) is necessary or desirable as
a condition of, or in connection with, the granting of any SPUs, determination of the 2005 SPU Value Amount or the
payment of any amount under this Plan, or the taking of any other ae-tion thereunder (each such action, a " plan action "),
then such plan action will not be tflkell, in whole or in part, unless and until such c-onsel1t ,.... ill have been effected or obtained
to the full satisfaction of the Committee, The term" consen.t" as used in tlus Section 7M incltldes (1) any 'Iud all listings,
registrations 01' qualifications in respect thel'eOfllpOI1 any securities exchange 01' under any federal state, or local law, 01'
law, rule or regulation of ajurisdictioll outside the United States, (2) any other matter, which tbe Committee may deem
nece~'Sary or desimble to comply with the tenns of any such listing, registration or qualification ur to obtain an exemption
from the requirement that RI1Y such listing, qualification or registration be made, (3) any and all othc.r consents, cle3l'unce.-<;
and approvals in respect ofa plan adion by any governmental 01' other regulatOly body 01' any stock exchange 01' selfregulatory agency and (4) any and all conscnts reqnired by the Committee;provide.d that if such Gonsent has not been so
effected or obtained as of the latest date provided by this Plan for paymcnt of such amount and further delay is not permitted
in accordance with the requirements of Section 409A, such amount will be forfe-ited and terminate notwithstanding any
prior caming or vesting.
j

N.

Adoption, This Plan was adopted on December 14, 2005 by the Committee. This Plan was amended and restated by the
Committee on November 11, 2008.

8.DISI'UTES

A.

Goyerning Law, Tbis Plan wil! be governed by and construed in accorda11.ce with the laws of the State of New York,
without regard to pdt1ciples of cO!lflict of laws.

B.

Al'bitnltioD, Subject to the provisions of this Section 8, any dispute, CDntroversy or claim between AIG and a Participant,
arising out of 01' relating to or concerning this Plan or any SPU, will befillully &'Cttled by arbitration in New York City
before, and in accordance with the rules tben obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NYSE") or, ifthc
NYSE declines to arbitrate the matter (or if the matter otherwise is not arbitrable by it), the American Arbitration
arbitration rule.<: of the AAA.
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C.

Jurisdiction. AlG and cadi Participant hereby irrevocably Sllbl11it (0 the exclusive jurisdiction ofastate or federal court of
appl'opriate jurisdiction located in the Borough of Manhattan, the City of New York over allY suit, action or proceeding
arising out of or relating to or concerning this Plan or any SPU that is not other\vise arbitrated or resolved according to

Sectlon8B. AlG and each Participant acknowledge that the fbrum dc<signated by this Section has a reasonable relation to
tltis Plan and to such Participant's relationship with AIG.
D.

Waiver. AlG and each Pmticipant waive, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which AIG and
such P<lrtic.ipant now or hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction or \0 the laying of venue of any such suit, action or
proceeding in ally CQurt referred to in Section 8C, AIG and \:J<lch Participant undertake not to oommence any a'Otion, suit oi'
proceeding arising ant of or relating to or concerning tIl is Plan or any SPU in any forum other thmlu forum described in

E.

Sm-vice of Process . EachPuliicipant inevocably appoints the Secretary of ArG at 70 Pine Street, New York. New York
10270~ U.S.A. as his or her agent for service ofprocess in c0l11lection with any action, suit or prococdillg arising out ofot
1'cbting to OT concerning this Plan 01' any SPU that is not otherwise arbitrated or re.."o!ve-d according to Section SA. The
Secretary will promptly advise the Participant of any such service of process.

F.

Confitlcnthllity . Each Participant must keep CQntldential any information conceming any grant made unclei' this Plan and
any dispute, controversy or claim relating to this Plan, except that a Participant lllay disclose information concerning a
dispute or claim to the COUlt that is cOllside-ring such dispute or to such Particip<Ult'S legal counsel (provided that such
counsel agree.~ not to disclose any such information other than <\s necessary to the prosecution or defense afthe dispute).

Section Sc.

9. TERM OF PLAN

This Plan w:ill continue until suspended or terminated by tbe Committee in its sole discretion. Ally tenninatiol1 of this Plan will
be done in a manner that the Committee: determines complies VYith Scction409A.
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Exhib;' 10(50)
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP. INC.
2005/2006 DEFERRED COMI'ENSATION PROFIT PARTICIPATION PLAN
(SENIOR PARTNERS)
fAMENDIl-D AND RESTA T£D

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 3L 200S)

1. PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE

The Compensation and Management Resources Conunittce or the Boaed ofDil'ectors (the I< Compensation Committee ") of
Ame.rican International Group, Inc, (" AlG") has determined that certain key employees of ArG and its subsidiaries (togetl1er, the"
Employer") contribute substantially to the growth of the value of the- assets and income of AIG. AIG has created this AIG

2005/2006 Deferred Compensation Profit Fmiicipation Plan to reward these individuals (the" Participants ") and to provide
incentive:s for their continued contribution to the growth of AlG.
The AIG 200512006 Dcfcncd Compensation Profit Participation Plan (the" Plan") is coinposcd of three plan docl1ments, one
for Participants in the "Senior Partner" category, one for Participants in the "Partner" category and one for Participants in the
"Associate" category. TIlese -documents describe features that differ among these categories ofParticipunts but together constitute
one Plan. This is the Plan dOCUID(}nt for participmlts in the "Senior Partner" category.
2. PARTICIPATION AND UI\TIS

,Participants granted 1000 or more paJiicipation units under the Plan are referred to as "Sonior Partners".
All pmtieipation units under the Plan shall be deemed to be granted effective January 1, 2005 (the" Grant Date "), regardless of
when an individual becomes a Participant. The teon of the Plan shall commence January 1, 2005 and shall continue to
December 31, 2006.
3.INITfAL ALLOCATlU)

AIG STOCK AND JDPS THRESHOLD

AIG shall cause an account to be kept in the llame of each Participant that shaH reflect the share~<; of comlllon ~iock of AIG, par
value $2.50 per share (the <> AlG SJ()ck "), if any, contingently alLocated to each Pm1icipant under the Plan. lfthe- EPS Growth
Threshold (as defined below) is satisfied" each Senior Partner Participant employed by the Employer at December 31, 2006 shall
have conting(''J:ltly allocated
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The" EPS Growth Threshold" shall be satisfied ifthe cumulative earnings pel' share of AIG Stock during the two year tCl1n of
the Phm exceeds cumulative ea111ings per 811a1'O of AIG Stock during the two year period commencing January -1, 2003 and endlug
December 31, 2004, For this pU11mse earnings per share shall be determined by the Compensation Committee in its sole discretion
in accordance with u.s. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (1) without giving effect tQ realized capHal gains or losses, net
oftax~ the cumulative affect of changes in accounting tt'eatment during the relevant periods, net oftllx; FAS 133 gains and losses,
excluding reaH7,ed capital gains or losses, net aftax; or extraordinary items related to uC<juisition, restructuring and related charges,
nel of tax, (2) with adjustments for any stock split or stock dividend during the relevant period, (3) with adjustments in the case of
cash acquisitions in excess of $5 billion to equalize the effect of acquisitions for cash and acquisitions for AIG Stock, (4) giving
effect tosny restatement in earnings per share for the relevant period ami (5) with such other adjustments as the Compensation
Committee may make to provide consistency between the two year term of the Plan and the two year period commencing January 1,
2003 and ending Det::el1lber 31, 2004, For the avoidance of doubt, the preceding adjustments may be made by the \A!11pensation
CommHtee in its sole discretion,
4. PAYOUTS {W INITfAl., ALLOCATED AlG STOCK

Subject to the following terms and conditions, each Senior Partner Participant shall receive:
A.

promptly after May t, 2009 (but no later than the end of 2009), l;lfoviding that sneh Participant is employed by the Employer
at such time, fifty percent (50%) of such Participant's Initial Allocated AIG Stock (less any withllOlding taxes required
thereon); and

B.

promptly after May I, 2010 (butna laler OUUl the-end of2010), providinglhat such PUl'tidpant is employed by the Employer
at such time, -fifty percent (50%) of such Participant's Initial Allocated AIG Stock (less any withholding taxc.~ required
tbereon).

5. PAYOFfS OF I:NCRF,i\iENTAL AMOUNT

The amounts described in this section shall be contingently allocated to the ac-eount of each Senior Pm'tncl' Participant in
accordance with the rules of the Plan, regardless of any payouts received by such Partieipm1t under section 4.
A.

[f any Senior Partner Participant is employed with the Employer as of March 1, 2012, an additional flmOllllt of AlG Stock
equal to twenty percent (20%) of such Participant's Initial Allocated AIG Stock shat! be paid to such Pmiicipant. promptly
thereafter (but no later than the end of2012) (suchPmticipant's" Incremental Amount" and, together with such
Participant's Initia! Allocated AID Stock, such Participant's" Allocated AIU Stock ").
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B.

Notwithstlmding the c011ditiollS of section 5 A, if a Senior Partner Participant terminates employment with the Employer by
means ofrctiremcnt after reaching age 65 (" Retires "), dies or becomes subject to Disability, such Participant shall be
entitled in accordance with section 7 to such portion of the Incremental A,mount contingently allocated under this seetioD a,.<;-

follows:
(1) 25% of such amount if death, Disability or Retirement ocelll'S within 6 months from the Grant Date;
(2) 50% of such amount ifdcath, Disability or Retirement occurs on OJ' after 6 months but within 12 months from the
Gral'ltDate;
(3) 75% of such amount if death, Disability or Retirement oce-urs on or after 12 months but within IS. months from the
Grant Date; and
(4)
C.

100% ofsuch amount if death, Disability or Retirement occurs 011 or ancr 18 months from the GraM Date.

If a Senior Partner Participant retires -or is terminated with the consent of the Compensation Committee prior to age 65 ·<ll1d
satisfies the covenants, llgreements an.d conditions as provided by section 6 A, such Participant may be entitled in
accordance with sectiol1 7 to such portion oftlle Incremental Amount contingently allocated to the Pl.lrticipant's account
under this section, the numerator of which shall be the Humber of years from the Grant Date to the date of such retirement or
termination, and the denominator of which shall be eight (8). rf the retirement or termination with consent oflhe
Compensation Committee occurs within the first 6 months ofa calendar year no credit Jbr any part ofthe year shall be
provided in calculating the numerator oft.lle fraction. If such event occurs during the last six months of a calendar year, a
full year of service shall be included in the numerator of the fraction.

6. Rf~l'IRFMl~~lOR TERMINATION WITH CONSENT OF COMPENSATION COMl\-llTTE.l<:

A,

NotwithstlUlding the limitations provided in section 7 A that deprive a Participant who retires, terminates, is terminated or
otherwise departs prior to age 65 of any rights to such Participant's Allocated AIG Stock, but subject to section 6 B, the
Compensation Committee may, in its sole discretion, reinstate f>'uch contingent rights to the Allocated AIG Stock as
provided in B (1) through (3) herein, ifand only if, such Patticipant complies with such covenants, agreements and
conditions as the Compensation O.mlmittee may, in its sole discretion, impose from the time of early termination of
employment to age 65,

B.

Any Participant who receives the consent of the Compensation Committee to reinstate the contingent rights to such
Participant's Allocated AlG Stock under this section shall be entitled to the
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following amounts after approprJatcdcterminaUon that the required covenants. agreements and conditions of subsection A
have been complied with:

(1) one hundl'cd percent (100%) of the IJarticipanfs Initial Allocated AIG Stock 01', If such retirement occurs before the end
ofthc two yet'll' tel'ln ofthe Plan, such portion of tile Participant's Initial Allocated AlG Stock as de,lenniu...."d llnder
section 8;
(2) plus such portion oftlle Incremental Amount as described in :oection 5 C;
(3) less any Allocated AIG Stock previously distributed under the provisions of section 4;

7.

GI~NERAJJ RULES

Eac.l1 Pm>ticipanfs Allocated AlG Slock shnllnot vest (llld shaH continue to he governed by and oontingently reserved tor the

Participant in 8<:cordallco with the Plan's terms and conditions until the payment times set forth in s(,"Ctions 4 and 5 above.
A. The Participant win forfeit any and all rights to or interest in any undistributed Allocated AlG Stock contingently allocated to
the Pmiieipant's account in the event his/hot' employment with the Employer terminates or is terminated before the applicable
payment time set forth in section 4 or section 5 for any reason includillg, but i1011imited to, redundancy or dismissal prior to

Retiremt...'l1t NotWithstanding the foregoing, if the Participant{l) dies, (2) becomes subject to Disability or (3) Retires, in each

case while a full time employee with the Employer. the Participant or his/her estate, heir or successors, as the case may be,
shall hecome entitled to receive any Allocated AlC Stock contingently allocated to the Participant's account as provided
hereunder no later than 90 days aft'er the date of such event (in the case of death or Disability) 01'110 later than the end oftha
calendar year in which such event ocours (in the case of Reti1'ement), as applicable. For this purpose," Disability "means a
period ofmcdically determined physical or mental impairment that is expected to result in death or last for a period of not
less tha1l36 months during which a Participant qualifies forincome replacement benefits under the Employer's long-term
disability plan for at least six months, or, if a Participant does not participate in such a plan, a period of disability dnritlg
which the Participant is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical
or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death 01' can be expected to last for a continuous pCl'iod'ofnot less
dIan 36 months.
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B. The Participant vrill have no l'ightli as a stockholder of AlG, and therefore will not be entitled to cash divldends paid on tho

AJlo-eated AIG Stock nor to vote s'.lch stock until the AIG Stock is delivered to such individual by AIG under the terms
described in the Plan. Unless ·the Compensation Committee makes an a4iustment pursuant to the following sentence, all
stock dividends or splits with respect to any Allocated AIG Stock occurring after December 31, 2006 shall accrue and
accumulate and be paid in kind at the same time as the Anocated AIG Stock to which such stock dividend or split relates.
The Compensation Committee shall have the authority (but shall not be required) to adjust equitably the shara,> of AIG
Stock to be allocated for each participation lU1it pursuant to section 3 and the shares of Allocated AIG Stock in such manner
as it deems appropriate to preserve the benefit<; or potential benefits intended to be made available to Pmticlpants (including,
without limitation, by payment of cash or by substituting or adding other securitic" orpl'operty) JOl' any change in the AJG
Stock resulting from a rc{'.apitaHzation, stock split, stock dividend, combination or exchange of shares of AIG Stock,
merger, con&")lidation, lights offering, separation, roorganization or liquidation, or any other change in the corporate
structure or shares ofAIG; provided that no such adjustment shall be made if or to the extent that it would cause any
payment under this Plan to fail to comply with Section 409A. l\:fler any adjustment made pursuant to this scction, tile
numbeJ' of shares of each Participant's AUo0<tted AlG Stock shall be rounded down to the nearest whole number. For the
<\Voidance (If doubt, (he Compensatjon Committee may, in its sole discretion. decline (0 adjust the terms of auy outstanding
Allocated AIG Stock if it determines that such adjustment would violate applicable law or result in adverse tax
consequem~es to the Participant ot to the Employer.

C.

For the avoidance ofdouht, any Participant eloctiolls with re.<;pect to the payment of Allocated Aro Stock made prior to the
amendment of the Plan on March 11, 2008 wiU be disregarded tor all pmvoscs, and such Allocated AIG Stock will be paid
only at the times provided tor in the Plan.

D, The Compensation Committee in its sole discretion j'est~l'ves the right offmal determination of whether to distribute to the
Participant either the shares of AlG Stock or au amOlmt of cash equivalent i11 value to the fair market value of such shares of
AIGStock.
E. Notwithstfmding any other provision existing within the Plan, a Participant must have rendered service to one or more
Employers for it period ofat least fout' (4) years before bdng cOllsidered eligible for any distributions under the Plan,
subject to any longer period of service required by any other provision of the Plan for any payouts under any provision of
the Plan.

F.
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or contracts AIG may have with any employees or group of employees of AlG. its subsidiaries or affiliates.
(J-,

L

Shares of AlG Stock delivel'ed to It Participant under the Plan shaH be treated as an "Award" made pursuant to t11e AIG
2002 Stock Incentiv-e Plnn, as amended f1'<)111 time to time (the" SfP l'), and, except as modified hy this Plan, all terms ofthc
SIP shall apply to this Plan. Notwithstanding any otber provi.sion existing within the Plan, the amount of Allocated AIG
Stock contingently allocated to any Pmiicipant's account shall not exceed any per person per period award limit under the
SJP.

Grants and deliveries under the Plan shall constitute a special discretionary incentive payment to the Participant and shall

not be required to be taken into account in computing the amount of saJal)' or compensation of the Participant for the
plIl'pOSC of determining any contributions to or any benefits under any pensioll, retirement, profitwsharing, bonus, life
insllrance, severance or other benefit plan oft"fte Employer or under any agreement with the Participant, unless the
Employer specifically provides otherwise.
J,

The Plan is intended to provide payments that are "deferred compensation" subject to Section 409A, and the Plan is
intended to, and will be interpreted. administered and construed to. comply with Section 409'1\. For this purpose, " Section
409A" means: Section 409A of the U.S, lntemal Revenue Codenf 1986, as amended (the" Code "), including any
amendments 01' successor provisions to th<lt section, and any regulations and 0111er administrative guidance thereunder, in
each ease as they may be [torn time to time amended or interpreteti through further administrative guidance. The
Compensation Committee wiJ! have [11[1 authority to give effect to the intent ofthis section 7 J. Without limiting the
generality oftbe foregoing: (1) refel'ences tolhe termination ofa Pm:ticipant's employment will mean the Participant's
separation from servioe \v11h AIG within the meaning ofSectiol1 409A; (2) any payment to be made under the Plan in
connection with termination of cil Participant's empl{)yment (and any other payment under the Plan} that would be subject to
the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(b) of the Code will be delayed until six months after termination of the Patiicipant's
emp!oymc-,nt (or earlier de-'dtl1) in accordance with the requirements ofS-eeUon 409A; (3) to the cxtcnt necessary to comply
with the foregoing, any scow'itles or other property that the Employer may &:liver in lieu ofAIG Stock or ('..ash will not have
the eflect of defel'ring delively or payment beyond the date on which such dclivelY or payment would occur with respect to
the AIG Stock that '\-vauld otherwise have been deliverable (l1l11ess the Committee elects a later dale for this purpose in
accordance with section 7 J (5);(4) each payment Ullder the Plan will be treated as a separate payment for purposes of
Section 409A;
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and (5) the Compensation Committee may, in its sole discretion, determine to defel' a payment under the Plan or permit a
Participant to elect to defer a payment under the Phm, in each case in a UmU1el' that conforms to the requirements of Section
409A(a)(4) of the Cooe.
8. DI~ATH, DlSABIlUY OR RETIREl\'IENT IN THE FrnST Two YEARS. OF PLAN

If a Participant dies, becomes subject to Disability, or retires with the consent of the Compensation Committee as provid(,,"d in
section 6 dming the two year tcnn of the Plan (except that Retirement docs not need the consent oftl1c Compensation Committee):
A, within the first six months after the Grant Date, the Participant will receive follow.ing determination one fourth of the

appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at the applicable time othenvise set foNh in the Plan;

B. on or after six months but within one year of the Grant Date, thePal'ticipant will receive following determination one half of
the appropriate Initial Allocated AIO Stock at the applicable time othervlise set forth in the Plan;
C. on or after twelve months but within eighteen months oftIle Grant Date, the Palticipallt willl'eccivc following determination
three fourths of the appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at the applicable time otherwise set fOith in the Plan; aIld
D. on 01' after eighteen months from the Grant Date, the Participant will receive following determination one hundred percent
(100%) of the appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at the applicable time otherwise set forih il1 the Plan;
in each case which would have been alloc-ated to his or her account at the end of the second year of the Plan and in each case
excluding the Incremental Amount (which portion availahle for payment shall he determined under section 5 B or C).
9.

NON-AsSIGNABLE

disposition in

slmH be null and void and

any maImer shall
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10. ADMINISTRATION OF TIIE PLAN

Committee, ActlorlS

The Compensation Committee shul [ have power to interpret the Plan, to make regulations fu1' carrying out its purpose and to
make all other determinations ill cOlmectioll with its administration, all of which shaH, unless othe1wise determined by the
Cnmpensation Committee, be fInal, binding and conclusive. The Compensation Committee shall have the power to amend the Plan
in any manner and at any time, including in a mmmer adverse to the rights of the Participants; provided that, notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Compensation Committee may not accelerate or postpone the delivery of shures of AIG Stock or the delivery offlny
cash, securities or other properly under the Plan to occur at a time other than the time otherwise provided fol' ill the Plan, In
addition, the Compensation Committee shall have the power to increase a Participant's amount of Initial Allocated AIG Stock.
No member of the Board of Directors of AIG or the Compensation Committee or any employee of the Company (each such
person a" Covered Person ") shall have ,my liability to any per.son (including any Participant) for any action ta.ken or omitted to be
taken 01' any determination made in good faith with rCflpect to the Plan or any Participant's participatio11 in it. Each Covered Person
sJu~11 be indctlmiflcd and held harmless by AIG against and from any loss, cost,liability, or expense (including attorneys' fees) that
may be imposed upon Of incurred by such COVl1red Person in connection with or resulting ii'om any action, suit or proceeding to
which such Covefed Personmuy be 11 pmiy or in which such Covered Person may be involved by reason of any action taken 01'
omitted to be taken under the Plan and against and from any and all amOlJnts paid by such Covered Pel'son, with AlG's approval, in
settlement thereof, or paid by such Covered Person in satisfac-tion of any judgment in any such action, suit or proceeding against
such Covered Person, provided that AIG shall have the right, at Hs own expense, to assume and def-end any such acti(lu, suit or
proceeding and l onee AIG gives notice of its intent to assume the: defense, AK:r shall have sole contr()l over such defense with
counse-l of AlG's choice, To tho (:xtent any taxable expense reimbursement under this paragraph is subject to Section 409A, (x) the
amount tllcreof eligible in one taxable year shall not affect the amount eligible in any othel' taxable yeai';_(Y) in 110 event shall any
expenses be reimbursed after the last. day of the taxable year following the taxable year in which the Covered Person incurred such
expenses; and (z) in no event shall any right to reimbursement be subject to liquidation 01' exchange for another benefit. The
foregoing right indemnification shall not be availabJe to a Covered Person to the extent that a court of competent jurisdiction in a
final judgment or other final adjudication, in either-case, not subject to fll1'!:her appeal, determines that the acts or omissions of such
Covered Person giving rise to thc ind.emnification claim resulled from such Covered Person's bad faith, :fi:aud 01' wiUful misconduct.
The foregoing right of indemnification shallll.ot be exclusive of any other rights of indemnification to which Covered Persons may
be entitled under AlG's Restated CCltificate of lncolporat1ol1 or Bylaws, as a matter of law, or otherwise, or any ot11cr power that
AIG may have to indemnify such persons or hold them harmless.
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If the Compensation Committee shall at any time determine that any consent (as hereinafter defined) is necessary 01' desirable as
a condition of, or in connection with, the granting ofany units, contingent allocation of any Allocated AIG Stock, the delivery of
shares of AlG Stock or the delivery of any cash, securities or other property under the Plan, or the taking of any other action

thereunder (each snch action, a "plan action''), then SllCh plan action shall not be taken, in whole or in part, unless and until such
consent shall have been effected or obtained to the full satisfaction of the Compensation Commiuee;provided that if such consent
bas 110t been so effccte.d 01' obtained as ofthe latest date provided hy the Plan for the delivery of shares of AlG Stock or the delivery
of any cash, securities or other property under the Plan and further delay of delivery is not permitted in accordance with the
requirements of Section 409A, such amounts will be torfeited and terminate notwithstanding any prior earning or vesting. The
Compensation Committee may direct that any certificate evidencing AlG Stock dcllvered pursuant to the Plan shall bear a legend
setting forth such restrictions on transferability as the Compensation Committee may determine to be necessary or desirable, and
may advise the transfer agent to place a stop transfer oreler against any lcgendoo shares. 1'he term "consent" as used in this
paragraph includes (A) any and aJ11istings, registrations or qualifications in respect thereof upon any seCl1rities exchange or Ullder
any federal, ,state, or local law, or law rule or regulation of ajmisdiction outside the United States, (B) any other maltcr, which the
Compensation Committee may deem necessmy or desirable to c-omply witb the terms of any such listing, l'cgistration or
qualification or to obtain au exemption from the requirement that any such listing, qualification or registration be made, (C) any and
aU other consents, clearances and approvals in re."''Pcct of a plan action by any govenuncntnl or other regulatory body or any stock
cxc11ange or self-regulatory agency and (D) any and all consents required by the Compensation Committee, Nothing herein shall
requireAIG to list, register or qualify the sbares of AlG Stock on any securities exchange.
j

The Compensation Committee's determinations uncleI' the Planlleed not be uniform and may be made by it selectively among
persons who receive, or are eligible to receive, benefits under the Plan (whetller arnot such persons are similarly situated). Without
limiting the generality oftbc foregoing, the Compensation Committee shall be entitled, among other things, to make non-unifonn
and selective determinations as to the persons to become Particip<U1ts.

11.

DETER1VllNATION Oli" EJ\oU'LOYMENT

Nothing contained -itl the Plan or in any pmiicipation gmnted pursuant to the Plan shall confer on uny Participant any right to be
continued in the employ of the Employer 01' to be included in any future plans ofasimilar nature.
The Compensation Committee flhaU have the right to determine itself with respect to any Participant the commencement date of
such Participant's employme11t"\\'ith the Employer solely for purposes of the Plan, separate and apart from any such detcrmination
as may he made by AlG, its subsidiaries or affiliates with respect to the individual's employment
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12. GOVERNING LAW; WAIVER OF SUIT; CONli'IDENTJALlTY

Any dispute, controversy 01' claim between AlG and a Participant, arising out of or rel~ting to Of1;Ollccming the Plan or allY
allocation, shaH be finally settled by arbitration in New York City before, and in accordance with [he rules then obtaining of, the
New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NYSlf, ") or, ifthe NYSE declines to arbitrate the matter (or lfth(', matter otherwise is: not
Z1rbitrable by it), the American Arbitration Association (the" AAA ") in accordance with the commercial arbitration rules of the
AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintaint.'Ci by a Participant must first be submitted to the Compensation Committee in
accordance with claims procedurm determined by the Compcnslltiol1 Committee. This Paragraph is subject to (:be other provisions
of section 12 below.

AIG and each Participant hereby irrevocably submJt to the exclusive jurisdktion of a state 01' federal court of appropriate
jurisdiction located in the Borough of Manhattan, the City of New York over any suit, action or proceeding arising out of 01' relating
to or concerning the Plan or any allocation that is not otherwise arhitrated or resolved according to the foregoing J.,'<ll'agraph. AIG
and each Participant acknowledge that the forum designBted by this section has a reasonable relation to the Plan and to such
Participant's l'e1atiollship with ArG,
AIG and each Participant waive, to the fuHest extent permitted by applicahle law, any objection which AIG and such Participant
now 01' hereaftet' may have to persol1aljurisdictioll or to the laying ofvellue of any such suit, action or proceeding in allY COUlt
referred to in this section, AlG and each Pmiicipant undertake not to C0111mence any action, suit Of proceeding arising out of or
relating to or concerning the Plan or any allocation in any forum other than a tbnnu described in this section.
Each Participant irrevocably appoints the Secretary of AlG at 70 Pine Street, New Yodc, New York 10270. U.S.A. as his or her
agent for service of process in connection with any action, suit or proceeding arising out of 01' relating to or COllct-'111ing the Plan or
any allocation that is not otherwise arbitrated or resolved according to the first paragraph of this section 12. The Secretary shall
promptly advise the Participant of any such service of process.
Each Participant recognizes and agrees that priot' to being selected by the Compensation Committee to receive an allocation
he/she bas no right to any benefits under the Plan. Accordingly, in consideration of each Participant's receipt ofaa allocation,
he/she expressly waives any right to contest the amount of such fj1Jocation, the terms of such allocation, any detennination, action or
omission made by the Compensation Committee, AIG OJ' the board of directors of AIG, or ill1y amendment to the Plan,
Each Participant rnusl keep confidential any infonnation concerning any allocation made under the Plan and any dispute,
controversy or claim relating to the Plan, except that a Participant may disclose information concerning a dispute 01' claim to fhe
court that is considering such dispute or to such Participant's legal counscl (provided that such counsel agrees tlot to disclose any
such information otl)Cl' than as necessary to the prosecution or defense of the dispute),

10
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Exhibit 1O(51)
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAl, GROUP, INC.
200512Q06 DEFERRED COMPENSATION PROFIT PARTICI1W'I'lON PLAN

~
(Al\ffiNDlW AND RESTATED EF'FEC'flVIt DEcEMmm 31. 2008)

l.Pt.l'RPOSE AND STRUCTIJRE

The Compensation and Management Re.<;ources Committee of the Board of Directors (tho" Compensation Commlttee ") of
American Intemational Group, Inc. (" AIG") has detl:>'l'mmed that certain key employees of AIG and its subsidiaries (together, the"
Employer") contribute substantially to the growth of the value of the assets and income of AIG. AIG has created this AIG
2005;2006 Defel.Ted Compensa1ion Profit Participation Plan to reward these individuals (lhe" Participants '') and to provide
incentives for their continued contribution to the grO\vth of AfG.
The AlG 2005.12006 Defel.Ted CompensHtion Profit Participation Plan (the" Plan ") is composed of three plan documents, on8
for Participants in tbe "Senior Partner" category, one forPartidpants in the "Partner" category and one for Participants in the
"Associate" category. These documents describe features that differ among these categories of Participants hut together constitute
one Phm. This is the Plan document for participants in tbe "Partnct" category.
2. PARTICIPATION AND UNITS

The Compensation Committee, in its sole discretion, shall establish a list ofthe Participants in the Plan (from the employees of
the Employer) and express an amount ofpartidpation in the Plan in "units" next to each name that shalt indicate the level of
participation ortlle Participant. Categories of participation shall be divided, based on the number of allocated units, into Associate,
Partner or Senior Partner.
Patikipants granted morc than 599 paiticipation units under the Plan but Jess tl,an 1000 participation units under the Plan are
referred to as "Partners".

All

shlaa111;1,~;~;I~:~f~I:)~;:n1::~~;~I:~:~~~;:
J;~~~~ 1., ~~~ ~:~~~~.~~~;:1~1~~~:f~ regw"dless of
commence January L

participation units under the Plan
when an individual becomes a Participant. "J
December 31, 2006.

3. INITIAL AUDCATED AIG STOCK AND I~PS TmtI:SlIOI,O

AIG shall cause an account to be kept in the name of each Participant that shan reflect the shares of common stock of AlG, par
value $2.50 per share (the" AIG Stock "), if any, contingently allocated to each Pal'ticipanl under the Plan. Ifl]le EPS Grmvth
Threshold (as defined below) is satisfied, each Partner Participant employed
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4. PAYOFfS OfINITlAL ALLOCATED AIG STOCK

Subject to the following terms and conditions. each Paftn0f Participant shall receive:
A.

[,

thereon);

B.

promptly after May 1, 2010 (In]t 110 latcr than the end of 20 10) providing that such Participant is employed by the Employer
at such timo, fifty percent (50%) of such Participant's Initial Allocated AIG St{Jck (less any withholding taxes required
thereon).

5. PAvours OF lr-rcREMENTALAMOUNT
The mnOUJlts desclibed in this section shall be contingently allocated to the account of each Partllei Participant in acool"dance
with the rules of the Plan, regardless of any payolifS received by such Partidpal1t under section 4,

A.

irttp:/liuvesting.busiucssweekcolU/busi
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with such Pm1icipm1l's Initial Allocated AlG Slock, such Participant's " Allocated AIG Stock '').
B.

Notwithstanding the conditions of section 5 A, if a Partner Participant terminates employment with the Employer by means

ofretiroment after reaching age 65 (" Retires "), dies, or becomes subject to Disability, such Participant shall be e11titled in
accordance with section 7 to sllch portion of the Incremental Amo\mt contingently allocated under this section as follows:
(1)

25% of such amount if death~ Disability or Retirement occurs within 6 months fi'om the Grant Date;

(2) 50% of such amount if death, Disability or Retirement occurs on or after 6 months but within 12 months from the
Gl'antDate;

(3) 75% of such amount if death, Disability or Retirement occurs 011 or after 12 months but within 18 months from the
Grant Date; and
(4)

C.

100'}fl of such amount if death, Disability or Retirement occurs on or after 18 months from the Grant Date.

If a Partner Participant retires or is terminated with the consent of the Compensation Committee prior to age 65 and satisfies
the covemmts, agreements and conditlol1S as provided by section 6 A, such Participant may be entitled in accordance with
section 7 to such portion of the Incrcmental Amount contingently allocated to the Partic.ipant's account under this section,
the numerator of which shall be tbe number of year~ from the Grant Date to the date of such rctircmcnt or termination, and
tile denominator of which shall be eight (8). If the retirement or termination with conscnt of the Comp(l1lsation Committee
occurs within the first 6 months of a calendar year no credit for any part or the year shall be p!'Ovided in calculating the
numerator of the fraction. If such event occurs during the last six months of a calendar year, a full year of service shall be
included in the numerator ofthe fraction.

6. RETHH:MENT OR T,l';m\HNi\:J'ION WfI'H CONSENT OJ.' COMl>J~NSATION COJ\L,rrTTEE

A

Notwith~tandjng

the limitations provided in section 7 A that deprive a Participant who retires, terminates, is terminated or
otherwise departs prior to age 65 of allY rights to the such Pm1icipanfs Allocated AlIT Stock, but subject to section 6 B, the
Compensation Committee may, in it'> solc discretion, reinstate such contingent rights to the Allocated AlG Stock as
provided in B (1) through. (3) herein,. if and only if, such Participant complies with such covenants, agreements and
conditions

a<;

the Compensation Committee may, in
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its sale discretion, impose from the time of early termination of employment to age 65.
B.

Any Participant who receives tbe consent of the Compensation Committee to rei11State the contingent rights to Ruch
Partk:ipant's Allocated AlG Stock under this section shall he entitled to the following amounts after appropriate
determination that the required cove-nants, agreements and conditions of Sllbsection A have been complied with:

(1)
section -8;

(2) pIllS such portion of the Incremental Amount a.s described in section 5 C;
(3)

less any Allocated AlG Stock previously distributed uncler the provisions of section 4;

provided, however l that any AUocated AIG Stock reinstated jJursuant to this section 6 wiU not he paid until the payment

times set fOlih in sections 4 and 5.
7. GENERAL RULES

Each Participant's Allocated A1G Stock shall 1101 vest an<t shall cOl1timlC to be governed by and contingently reserved for the
Participant in accordance with the Plan's terms and conditions until the paym('''1lt times setfbrth in sections 4 and 5 above,
A,

The Participant wilt forfeit any and aU rights to or interest in any undistributed Allocated AIG Stock contingently allocated
to theParticipanfs accOlmt in the cveJlf hislhcr employment with the Employet te1'minates or is tetrnitlated before the
applicahle payment time set forth in section 4 or s,~tion 5 for any reason including, but not limited tO reduDdan~y or
dismissal p1'10r10 8Uch Retirement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the PaJiicipant (1) dies, (2) becomes subject to
Disability or (3) Retires, in onch case while a full time employee with the Employer, the Participant or his/her c."tatc, heir or
successors, as the case may be, shall become entitled to receive any Allocated AIG Stock ('..ontingently alloented to the
Participant's a,,-coun\ as provided hereunder, no later than 90 days after the date of such event (in the case of death or
Disability) or no latcr than the rnd orthe calendar year in which such event occurs (in the case of Retirement), as
applicable. FOI' this purpose," Disability 1l means a period of medically determined physical or mental Impairment that is
expected to rcsult in death or last for a period of not less than 36
j
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months during which a Participant qualifies for income ('eplacement benefits under the Employer's long-term disability plan
for at least six months, or, if a Palticipant does not participate in such a plan, a period of disability during which the Participant
is unable to enbrage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical or mental impairment
which can be expected to re.<;ult in death or com be expected to las1 for a continuous period of not less tlian 36 months,
B.

c.

The Pat1icipant will have no rights as a stockholder of AIG, and therefore will not be entitled to cash dividends paid on the
Allocated AIG Stock nor to vote such stock until the AIG Stock is dc1ivt-'Ted to such inclividual by ATG under the terms
described in the Plan, Unless the Compensation Committee makes an adjustment pursuant to the following sentence, all stock
dividends or splits wifh respect to any Allocated AIG Stock occulTing after December 31, 2006 shall accrue and accumulate
and be paid in kind at the same tim6 as the Allocated AlG Stock to which such stock dividend or split relates, The
Compensation Committee shall have the authodty (but sball not be required) to adjust equitably the shares of AIG Stock to be
allocated for each piU'Hcipation tmit pursuant to section 3 and the shares of Allocated AIG Stock ill such manner as it deems
appropriate to preserve the benefits or potential benefits intended to be made available to Participants (including, without
limitation, by payment of cash or by substihlting or adding other securities or pt'Opcrty) for any change in dle AIG Stock
resulting from a recapitaJi7..ation, stock split, stock dividend, combination or exchange of shares of AIG Stock, merger,
consolidation, rights offering, separation, reorganization or liquidation, or any other change in the corporate- stmcture or shares
of AIG;provided that no such adjustmcnt shaH be made if or to the extent that it would cause any payment under this Plan tv
faU to comply with Section 409A. After any adjustment made pursuant to this section, the number of shares of each
Participant's Allocated AlG Stock shan be rounded down to the nearest whole number,

determines that such
Employer,
For the avoidance of doubt, any Participant elections with respect to the p~lytnent of Allocated AIG
,,~:~e,~:;:'~:~;~;~~only
amendment ofthepJan on March 11,2008 will be disregarded for all purposes, and such Allocated AIG 81

at the times provided tor in the Plan.

AlG
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E.

Notwithstanding a.'1y other provision oxisting within the Plan, a P~U'ticipant must have rendered service to one or mOf\~
Employers for a period of at least [out' (4) years before being considered eligible for any distributions under the Plan, subject
to any lOllgt-'f period of service required by any other provision of the Plan for any payouts under any provision of the Plan,

P.

The provisions oftlle Plan provide no right or eligibility to a Partioipant to any other payouts from AlG, its subsidiaries or
affiliates tinder any ofher altcl11ative pJans, schemes, arrangements or contracts AIG may have with any el11ployet\~ or gmup of
employees ofAIG, its subsidiaries or affiliates.

G.

Shares of AiG Stock delivered to a Pmiicipant under the· Plan shall be treated as an "Awanl" made purliuant to the AIG 2002
Stock IncentlvcPhlll,as amended from lime to time (the "SIP "), and, except as modified by this Plan, aU terms of the SIP
shall appLy to this Plan. Notwithstanding any other provision existing within the Plan, the amount of Allocated AIG Stock
contingently allocated (0 any Participant's account shall not exceed any per person per period .lwHrd limit under the SIP.

H,

Only whole shares of AIG Stock shall be delivered under the Piau. Fractional shares shall be rounded dO\V11 to the nearest
whole share and any such fractional shares shall be forfeited,

L

Grants and deliveries undet' the PhUl shall constitute a special discretiol1aty incentive payment to the Participant and shall not
be required to be- taken lnto account in computing the amount of salary 01' compensation of tho Participant for the purpose of
determining any contdbutiol1S to or allY benefits under any pension, l'ctiremollt, proHtMsharing, bonus, life insurance, severance
or other benefit plan of the Employer or under any agreement with the Participant, unless the Employer speoifically provides

J.

The Plan is intended to provide payment<; that are "deferred compensation" snbject io Section409A, and the Plan is intended
to, -and ·will be intl<Tpreted, administered and construed to, comply with Seclio1l409A. For this purposel « Section 409A "
means Section 409A ofihe U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as fll'nended (the '\ Code "), including ally alllendl11ent~ or
successot' provisions to that section, and any rcguhltions <Iud other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as tht~y
may be from time to time amended or interpreted through fmther administrative guidance, The Compensation Committee will
have fuJI authority to give effect to the intent ofthlS section 7 ], Without limiting the generality Qfthe foregoing: (l) references
to the tetlllillatioll of a Participant's employment will moan the Participant's separation from service with the Employer within
the meaning of Section409A; (2) ally payment to be made under the Fran in connection with termination of a Participant's

othoJ'wise.
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employment (and any other payment undel'the Plan) that would be subject to the limitations in Section409A(a)(2)(b) of the
Code will be delayed until six months aftcrtcrmiuation o1't11e Participant's employment (01' earlier death) in accordance with
the requirements of Section 409A; (3) to the ex.tent necessal'y to comply with the foregoing, ffily seclUities or other property
that the Employer may deliver in lieu of AIG Stock or cash win not have the effect of defel1'ing delivery or payment beyond
the date on which such delivery Of payment would occur with respect to the A1G Stock that would otherwise have been
deliverable (unless the Committee ejects a later date for this purpm,'e in accordance with section 7 J (5)); (4) each payment
under the Plan will 00 treated as a sepamtc payment for purposcs of Scction409A; and (5) the Compensation Committee may.
in its sole discretion, detel1nine to defer a payment under the Plan or permit a Participant to e-Jecf to defer a payment under the
Plan, in each case in a manner that conforms to the requirements ofSection409A(a)(4) of the Code,
8. DEA'f'H, DISAltlLl1'Y OR RETJRF.,M]i;NT IN THE

FmST Two YEARS 017 PLAN

If a Participant dies, becomes subject to Disability, or l'etire.'i with the consent of the Compensation Committee as provided in
section 6 during the two year term of the Plan (except that Retirement does 110t need tbe consent of the Compensation Committee):
A.

within the first six months after tIle Grant Date, the Pmiicipant will recr,iv,' foiiowingde',ermina'ion 0",' forlrih of ti,e
appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at the applicable time otherwise set forth in

B.

011 or after six months but within onc year of the Grant Date, the Participant will receive following determination one half of
the appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at tbe applicable time other\vise set forth in the Plan;

C.

on or aftCl' twelve months but within eighteen months of the Grant Date, the Pa1"ticipant will receive following determination
three fourths of the appropriate Initinl Alk'lCated AlG Stock at the applioable time (lthcl'wise set forth in the- Plan;

D.

011 or after eighteen months from the G-rant Date, the Participant willl'eceive follo\\1ng determination one hundred percent
(100%) of the appropriate Initial Allocated AIG Stock at the applicable time otherwise set fOlth in the Plan;

in each case which would have been allocated to his 01' her account at the end of the second year of the Plan and in each case
excluding the Incremenlal AmO\1Rt (which portion available for paytl1cnt shaU be determined under se\,;tion 5 B or C),
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9. NON~AsSIGNAnLF'<

Any rights or expcct~ncy thereof which a Participant Hi.a)' receive Imrsuallt to the Plan shan not be assignable, trallsfel'able.
pledged, hedged or in any manner alienated, whetller by operation of law or otherwise, except as a result of death or incapacity
where such rights arc passed pursuant to a will or by operation of law. The Compensation Committee may in its sale discretion
acknowledge the written direction by a Pmiic-ip,mt to transfer his/her contingent rights under the Plan to a revocahle grantor trust in
such foun and on such condiiions llS such officer may require in his or her sole discretion. Any assigmTIcnt, transtbl:, pledge, or other
disposition in violation of the provisions of this section 9 shun be null and void and any Allocat-ed AlG Stock which is hedged in
any manner shall imme<!iately be forfeited.
10. ADJ\ilNl$TRATION OF THE PLAN

The Plan shall be administered by the Compensation Committee. Actions of the Committee may be taken by the vote of a
majority of its members. The Committee may allocate among its members and delegate to any person who is not a member ofthe
Committee any of its administrative responsibilities,
The Compensation Committee shall have power to interpret the Plan, to make regulations for catrying out its purpose and to
make all other determinations in cOl11\cction with its administ.ration, <111 of which shall, unless otherwise determined by the
Compensation Committee, be final, binding and conclusive, The Compensation Committee shall have tlte power to amend the Plan
in any mmmer and at any time, including in a manner adverse to the rights of the Participants; provided thut, notwithstanding the
foregoing, tho Compensation Committee may not accelerate or postpone tbe delivery of shares of AlG Stock or tbe delivery of any
cash, securities or other property under the Plan to occur at a time othe<1' than the time otherwise provided for in the Plan. In
addition, the Compensation Committee shall have lhe power to increase a Participant's mllount of Initial AJlocated AIG Stock.

No member of tbe Board of Directors of AIG or the Compensation Committee or any employee of the Comp,my (each l>l.1ch
person a " Covered Person ") shall have any liability to any person (including any Participant) for any action taken or omitted (n be
taken or any determination mado-·in good faith with respect (-0 the Plan or any Participant's participation in it. Each Covered Person
shall be indemnified and held hannJcss by AIG against and from any Joss, cost,liability, or expense (including attomcys' fees) that
may be imposed upon or incurred by stlch Covered Person in connection with or resulting from any action, suit or proceeding to
which stich Covered Person may be a party or in which such Covered Person may be involved by reason of any action taken or
omitted to be taken under the Plan and against and [rom any and all <\n1Qunts paid by such Covered Person, with AIG's approval, in
settlement thereof, or paid by such Covcn:d Person in satisfaction of any judgment in any stich flction, suit or pl'Oceedingagainst
such Covered Per'Bon, provided th",t AIG shall have the right, at its own expense, to assume and defend tmy such action, suit or
proceeding and, once AIG gives notice of its jl1tcnt to assume the defense, AlG shalt have sole control over such defense
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with counsel of AIG's choice. To the ex.tent any taxable expense reimbursement under tbis paragraph is subject to Section 409A,
(x) the amount thereof eligible ill one taxable year shall not affect the amount eligible in any other taxable year; (y) in 1)0 event shall
any expenses be reimbursed after the last day of the taxable year following the taxable year in whiCh the Covered Person incurred
such expenses; and (z) in no event shall any l'ight to reimbursement be subject to liquidation or cxclmngc for another benefit. The

foregoing right indemnification shall not be available to a Covered Person to the extent that a COUlt of competent jurisdiction in a
final judgment or other final adjudication, in either case, not subject to further appeal, determines thal: the acts or omissions of such
Covered Person givillgrise to the-illdCllli\ificatioll claim resulted f!'om such Covered Person's bad faith, fraud or willful misconduct.
The foregoing right ofindemniflcation shall not be exclusive of any other rights ofindenmification to which CoveredP(''fsons may
be entitled lmder AJG's Restated Certificate of IncOl'poration or Bylaws, as a matter of law, or otherwise, or any other power that
AlC may have to indemnify such persons 01' hold them hannless.
Ifthe Compensation Committee shall at any time determine that any consent (as here-inafter defined) is necessary or desirable. as
a condition of, or in connection with, the granting of any units, contingent allocation of allY Allocated AIG Stock l the delivery of
shares of AlG Stock or the delivery of any cash, seclll'ities or other property under the Plan, or the taking of any other action
thereunder (each such action, a "plan action"), tben such plnn action shall not be taken, in whole or ill part, unless and until such
consent shal! have been effected or obtained to the full satisfaction of the Compensation Committee; provided that if such consent
has not been so effected or obtained as of the latest date provided by the Plan for the delivery of shares of A[(1 Stock or the delivery
of any casht securities or other propel1y under the Plan and further delay of delivery is not pennitted in accordance with the
requirements of Section 409A t b'Uch amounts will be forfeited and tenninate notwithstanding any prior earning or vesting. The
Compensation Committee may direct that any certificate evidencing AlG Stock delivered pursuant tD the Plan shall bear a legend
f>'ettillg forth such restrictions on transferability as the Compensation Committee may determine to be necessary or desirable, and
may advise the transfer agent to place a stop transfer order against any legended shares. The term "consent" as used in this
paragraph includes (A) any and all listings, registrations or qualifications in respect thcreofupon an)' securities exchange or lUlder
any federal, state, or local law, or law, rule or regulation of ajurisdiction outside the United States, (B) any otber mattel', which the
Compensation Committee may deem lK'Cessaty or desirable to comply with the terms of any such listing, regis'-tl'ation or
qualification or to obtain an e:xcmption from the requirement that any such listing, quaHfiCt\tion 01' l't-gistration be made, (C) any and
all othe.· consents, clearances and appl'Ovals in respect of a plan action by any governmental 01' other regulatory body or any stock
exchange or seJf~rcgnJa[ory agency and (D) any and all consents required by the Compensation Committee. Nothing herein shall
require AIG to list, register or qualify the shares of AIG Stock on an)' securities exobange.
The C~oJ1l.pensation Committee's determiMtions under the Plan need not be uniform and may be Blade by it selectively among
pcrnons who receive, or are e!ihr1ble to receive, btmcflts under the Plan (whether or 110t such persons are
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11. DETERI\UNATlON OF Et\-1PLOYl\ffiNT

Nothing contained i111he Plan 01' in any p,wticipation granted pursuant to the Plan shall confer on any Participant any right to he
continued in the employ of the Employer or to be included in any future plans of a siInilarna!ure.
The Compensation Committee shall have the right to determine ilselfwith respect to any Participant the commencement date of
such P3.lticipanl's employment \vith the- Employer solely for purposes of the Plan, separate and apart from any such dctcnnination
as may be made by AIG, its subsidiaries or affiliates with respect to the individual's employment.
12. GOVERNING LAW; WAIVER OF SmT; CONl"JnENHALlTY

Any dh;pulc, controversy 01' clall1'l between AIG and a Pmticipant, arising out of or relating to 01' conceming the Plan or any
allocation, shall hc finally settled by arbltt'ation in New YOrk City before, and in accordal1ce with the rules then obtaining of, the
New York Stock Exchange, Inc, (the" NYSE ") or, irthe NYSE declines to arbitrate the matter (or iftbe matter othen.vise is not
arbitrable by it), the American Arbitl'ation Association (the II AAA ") in accordance with the commercial arbitration rules of the
AAA. Prior \0 arbitration, all claims mail1tainedby a Palticipant must first he submitted to the Cmnpcnsation Committee In

acool'dance with claims procedures determined by the Compensation Committee. This Paragraph is subject to the other provisions
of section 12 below.
AIG and cach Participant hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction ora state or federal court of appropriate
jurisdictionloca(ed in the Borough of Ma11haltan, the City of New York over any suit, action 01' proceeding arising out of or relating
to or concerning the Plan or any aUocatkm that is, not otherwise arbitrated or resolved according to the foregoing paragraph. AIG
and each Participant acknowledge that the forum designated by this. section has a reasonable relation to the Plan and to such
Participant's relationship with AlG,
AlG and each Participant waive, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which AIG and such Participant
now or hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction or to the laying of venue of any such Sl1it, action 01' prooocding in any COUl't
referred to in this section. A1G and each Participant undertake not to commence any action, suil or proceeding arising out of or
relating to or concerning tbePlan or any allocation in any fonun other than a forum described in Ihis section.
Each Participant irrevocably appoints the Secretary of AIG at 70 Pine Street, New York, New York 10270, U.s.A. as his Qr her
agent for service of process in connection with any action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to or concerning the Plan or
any allocation that is not otherwise arbitrated or reSQlved

10
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according to the first paragraph ofthi5 section 12. The Secretary shall promptly advise the Participant of any such service of

process.
Each P3J'ticipal1t recognizes and agrees that prim to being selected by the Compensation Committee to receive an allocation
he/she has no right to any benefits under the Plan. Accordingly, in consideration of each Participant's receipt of an aJlocation,
he/she cxpre-ssly waives any right to contest the amount of such allocation, the terms Of51.\ch allocation, any determination, <!CtiOll or
omission mnde by the Compensation Committee, AIG or the board of directors of AIG, or any amendment to the Plan,
Each Participant nmst keep confidential any information concerning allY allocation made under the Plan and any dispute,
controversy or clahn relaiing to the Plan, except that a Participant may disclose information conceming a dispute or claim to the
court that is considering such dispute or to sucb Parlicipant's legal counsel (provided that such COUllSe:! agrees not to disclose ;my
such intbnnation other than as necessary to the prosecution or defense of the dispute).

11
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Exhibit 10(52)
Al\iERICAN INTER..'!ATIONAL GROUP, INC.
200512006 DEFERRED COMl'ENSATlON l'ROFIT PARTICIPAnON l'[.AN
RSU AWARD AGREEM~;NT

'1'111s award agreement (this" Awal'd Agreement") sets forth the terms and conditions of an awai'd (this" Awanl ") of
restricted stock units C" RSUs ") awarded to you pursuant to the Amerioan International Group. Inc, 2005/2006 Deferred
Compensntion PI'f1fit Participation Plan (the" DCPPP") and issued to you under the American Intemational Group, Inc. Amended
and Restated 2002 Stock Incentive Plan (the" SIP ").
1. The SIP. This Award is made pursuant to the SIP. the terms of which arc incorporated in this Award Agreement.
Capitalized terms used in this Award Agreement that are not defined in this Award Agreement, 01' in the attached Glossary of
Tenns, have the meanings as used Dr defined in the SIP,
2. Award. The number ofRSUs subject to this Award is set forth at the end of this Award Agreement. FACh RSU constitutes
an unfunded and unsecured promise ofAIG to deliver (or cause to be delivered) to yOll, subject to the terms of this Award
Agreement, one shure of Common Stock (the l' Share" or the" Shiites" as the context reqllires) (or cash equal to the Fair Market

Value thereof) on the Scheduled Vesting Date as provided herein. Until such delivery, you have only the rights ofa general
unsecured creditor, and no rights as a shareholder, of AIG, mIS AWARD IS SUBJECT TO ALL TERMS, C01'l'DITIONS

AND l'ROVISIONS 011 'I'm, DCl'l'P, THE SIP !L"lD THIS AWARD AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITlIOUT
LIMITATION, THE ARHrmATION AND CHOleR Of' FORUM I'ROVISIONS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 15.
3. Vesting and Payout.

(a) Vesting. Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and inPHragraphs 4 and 6, you shall become vested in the RSUs ori
IMay 1,20091 I\'lay, 1, 2010 I March 1, 2012] (the" Scheduled Vesting Date "). Unless the Committee determines otherwise, wld
except as provided in Paragraph 6, if your employment terminates for any reason prior to the Scheduled Vosting Date, yom rights in
respect ofal! ofyonr unvested RSUs shall be forfeited and terminate, and no Shares (m' cash) shall be paid in respect of such RSUs,
(b) Puyout, Except aspl'Ovided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4, 6, 8 and 9. the Shares ullderlying the vested RSUs
shall be paid promptly after tbe Scheduled Vesting Date, but no later than the end ortlle calendar year in which such Scheduled
Vesting Date falls. The Company ma>', at its option and subject to the DCPIlP and the SIP, deliver cash in lieu of all or any portion
of the Shares otherwise payable on the Scheduled Vesting Date. Such cash payment shall equal the product of the llumber of Shares
to be delivered 011 the Scheduled Vesting Date and the Fair Market Value of one Share of Common Stock on the Scheduled Vesting
Date. You shall be deemed t11e beneficial owner of the Shares at the close of business on the Scheduled Vesting Date and shall be
entitled to any dividend or distribution that hus not already been made with respect to such Shares if the record date for such
dividend or distribution is after the close of business on thl:l Scheduled Vesting Date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the
Scheduled Vesting Date occurs at
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a time you are considered by AlG to be one of its "covered employees" within the meaning of Section 162(m) of tho Code, then,
the- Committee determines otherwise-, payout of the Shares (OJ' cash) may be dcfcncd by the Company under tllC
circumstances described in Section409A until the earliest date that the Company reasonably anticipates that tht;l deduction or

llllle.'lB

payment wiH not be limited or eliminated.

(c) Death . Notwithstanding any othOl' provision of this Award Agreement, ifyou die prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date,
and provided your rights in respect of your RSUs have not yet terminated, the Shares (or cash in Heu of aU Of any part thereot)
cOlTesponding to YOllr outstanding RSUs shall be paid to the representative of your estate promptly after your death (but 110 later
than 90 days after your death),
(d) Delay ofPayment. The Committee may, in its sole discretion, detennine to defer payment of the RSUs or permit you to
elect to defer payment of the RSOs, in each case in a mantK'r that confonns to the requirements of Section 409A(a)(4) of the Code.
4. Termination ofRSUs; NOI1~PayU1cntof Shares,

(a) Termination (In Separatim:jiwm Service, Unless the COlnmittee determines otherwLse, and except as provided in
Paragraphs 3(0) and 6, yOllI' rights in respect afyonr olltstanding RSUs shall immediately terminate, and 110 Shares (or cash) shalf be
paid in respect of such unvested RSUs, if at any time pdor to the Scheduled Vesting Dale your employment with the Company
terminates for any reason, or you arc otherwise no longe!' actively employed by the Company,
(b) Terminanon on Other Bve1tts. Unless the Committee determines otherwise, and except as provided in Paragraph 6, your
rights in rcslX-~tofal1 ofYQ1.1r RSUs (whether or not vc,<;:too) shall immediately tcrminatc, and no Shares (or cash) shaH be paid in
re,<,v,,--c[ of such R..'5tJs, if at any time prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date:
(i) you attempt to have allY dispute under this Award Agreement, the DCPPP or the SIP resolved in any manner that is not
provided-for by Paragraph 15;
(ii) any event that constitute.." Cause has occurred;
(iii) youilluny manner, directly or indirectly, (A) Sol1cJt any Client to transact business with a Competitive Entcrpdse Of to
reduce or refrain from doing any business with the Company 01' (B) interfere with or damage (or attempt to interfere with or
damage) any relationship betv/een the Company and any such Client or (C) Solicit any person who is an employee ofthe
Company to resign from the Company or to apply for (If accept employment with any Competitive- Enterprise; or

(iv) you fail to certify to AIG~ in accordance with procedures established by the Committee, 'with respect to the Scheduled
Vesting Date that you have complied, or the Committee determines that you have faJled as ofthc Scheduled Ve..'>ting Date to
comply, with all oftbe tenus llnd conditions of this Award Agreement. By accepting the delivery of Shares (or cash) under this
Award Agreement, you shall be deemed to have represented and certified at such time that you have complied with all the terms
and conditions of this Award Agreement.
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(c) Termiltatloll Oil Failure to Certify. Unkss the Committee detelmines otherwis~ jf the Scheduled Vesting Date in respect
of any of yOllI' outstanding RSUs occurs, and Shares (or cash) with respect to such outstanding RSUs would be payable under tbe

terms and conditions cfthisAward Agreement, except that you have not complied with the conditions or your obligations under
Paragraph 4(b)(iv), all ofyallr rights with respect to yom outstanding RSUsshall terminateno,]ater than the Scheduled Vesting

Date for such Shares.
5. Repnymcnt. If, following the delivery of Shares (or cash), the Committee dctC'J'mincs that all terms and condjtions of this

Awal'd Agreement iIll'espect of such delivery were not satisfied, the Company shall he entitLed to receive. and you: shall be
obligated to pay the Company immediately upon demand therefor, the Fajr Market Value ofthe Shares (determined as of the
Scheduled Vesting Date) and the amount of cash (to the extent that any cash was delivered in lieu ofShares) delivered with respect
to the Sche-dule.d Vesting Date, 'without reduction for any Share,', (or Gash) applied to satisfy withholding tux or other obligations in
respect of such Shares (or cash).

6. DisAbility lind Retirement.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Award Agreement, but subject to Paragraph 6(b), if yon become subject to

Disability or terminate Employment by means ofrctit'c1l1i?,nt at 01' after age 65 C' Retire "), the condition set forth in Paragraph 4(a)
shall be waived with respect to your then outstanding unvested RSUs (as a re~1.l1t of which any such then ullvested outstanding
RSUs Bhall vest and the Shares (or cash) -conesponding to your outstanding RSUs shall 00 paid to you Proml)tly after the date you
become subject to Disability or Retire, but no later than 90 days thereafter (ifYOll become subject to Disability) or the t-'l1d ofthc
calendar year in which such date falls (if you Retire), as applicable, but all other conditinns of this Award Agreement shall continue
to apply,
(b) Without limiting the application of Paragraph 4(b) 01" Paragraph 4(c), YOUl' rights in respect of any outstanding RSUs that
become vested solely by reason QfParagraph 6(a) immediatcty shall terminate. and nQ Shares (or cash) shaH be paid in respect of
such outstanding RSUs if, following your becoming subject to DiSability or Retiring and prior (0 the delivery of Shares (or cash) in
re,.<;pect of such outstanding RSUs, )'ou (i) forIll, or acquire a 5% or greater equity ownership, voting or profit participation interest
in, any Competitive Entcrpl'ise 01' (Ii) associate in ally capacity (including, but not limited to, us,<iociation as an officer, employee,
partner, director, consultant, agent or advisor) with any Competitive Enterprise.
7. Non-transferability. Except a'S otherwise may be provIded by the Committee, the limitations set forth in Section 9 oftho
DCPPP shall apply, Any assignment in violation of the provisions oftbis Paragmph 7 shall be null and void.

8. Withholding, Consents and Legends.
(a) The delivery of Shares IS conditioned on your satisfaction of any applicable withholding taxes (ill: accordance with
Section 3.2 of the SIP).

(b) Your rigbts in resped of your RSUs are conditioned on the receipt to the full satisfaction of tho Committee of any requjred
consents (as defined in Section 10 of the DCPPP) that the Committee may determine to be necessary or advisable (including,
without Hmitation, yOlll' consenting to deductions from your wages, or
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another arrangement satisfactory to the Committee, to reimburse the Company for advances made on you!' bchalfto satisfy
withholding and other tax obligations in connection with this Award);provided that if such Consent has not been so effe(,ied or
obtained as of the latest date provided by this Award Agreement for the delivery of Shares (or cash) in respect of any RSUs and
tluther delay of delivery is not permitted in accordance with the requirements of Section 409A, such RSUs will be forfeited and
terminate notwithstanding any prior vesting.
(0) AIG may affix to Ce1iificates representing Shares issued pursuant to this Award Agreement any legend that the
Committee determincs to be necessary or advisable (including to reflect any restrictions to which you IDay be subject lmder a
separate agreement with AIG). AIG may advise the transfer agent to place a stop transfer oJ'der against any Jegended Sbares,

9. Si'.ctioo 409A .
(a) RSUs awmdcJ under this Award Agreement al'e intended to be "deferred compensation" subject to Section409A, this
Award Agreement is intended to, and shall be interpreted, administered and construed to, comply witl1 Section 409A with respect to
the RSUs. The Conulliuee shall have full authority to give effect to the intent of this Paragraph 9(a). To the extent ncce..<;sary to give
effect to this intent, in the case of any conflict or potential inconsistency between the provisions ofthiB Award Agreement and the
provisions of the DCPPP 01' the SIP, the DCPPP or the SIP, as applicable, shall govern.
(b) Without limiting the generality of Paragraph 9(a). references to the termination of your Employment "vith re.spect to the
RSUs shall mean your separation fl:om service with the COlnpany within the meaning of Sectio11409A.
(c) Any payment to be made under the RSUs in con.nection with termination of your Elnployment (and <my other payment
under the Plan) that would be subject to the limitations in Section409A(a)(2)(b) of the Code shall be delayed until six months after
ienninatioll of your Employment (0<' earlier death) in aCGordancewith the requirements ofSection409A.
(d) Each payment under the RSUs shall be treated a<; a separate payment t{)rpurposes of Section409A.

10. No Rights to Continued Employment. Nothing in this Award Agreement. the DC1)PP or the SIP shaH be construed as
giving you any j',ight to continued empl.oyment by the Company or affect any right that the Company may have to terminate or altel'
the tenns and conditions of your employment.
11. Successors lind Assigns of AIG. The terms and conditions of this Award Agreement shall be binding upon. and shall

inure to the benefit of, AIG and 11S succeSSQt' entities (as defined in Sectio113.6 of the SIP,)
12.. Committee Discretion. SubJect to paragraph 13, the Committee sball1Jave full discretion with respect to any actions to
be taken or determinations to be made in connection with this Award Agrocment (including, without limitation, whether you have
become subject to Disability), and its determinations shaH be final, binding and conclusive.
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13. Amendment. The COlnmitteereserves the right at any time and in any manner to amend the terms and conditions set
forth in this Award Agreement and the DCPP1>, including in a manner adverse to your rights;provlded that, notwithstaniling the
foregoing, the Commi(tee may not accelerate or postpone the payout of Shares (or cash in lieu of aU or any part thereof) pursuant to
thiB Award Agreement to OCelli' at a time other than the time Otl1Cl'wisc provided for in this' Award Agreement.
14. Adjustment. Subject to Paragraph 9(a}, in the even! of a recapitalization, stock splil, stock dividend, combination or
exchange of shares, merger, consolidation, rights offering, separation, reorganization or liquidation, or any other change in the
corporate structUfC or the Shares, -subsequent to the dale cfthe Date of Grant the Committee or the Board shall make such eqmtable
adjustmcnts designed to protect dilution or enlargement of rights, as it may deem appropriate, in the number and· kind of Shares
covered by the RSUs subject to this Award Agreement. In addition, the Committee shall have the authority (but will not be
required) to adjust outsu.mding RSUs ihr any restatements ofthe Company's financial statements,
j

j

15. Arbitration.; Choice of Forum.

(a) Any dispute, controversy or claim between the Company and you, arisIng out of or relating to or concerning the SIP or
this Award Agreement, shaH be finally settled by arbitl'a6oo in New York City before, and in accordance with the rules then
obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the« NYSE") or, lfthe 'N'YSE declin(>"s to arbi(Tate the matter (or ifthe matter
othenvise is not arbItrable by it), the American Arbitration Associ<ltiol1 (the" ..1.4.4 ") in accordance with the eommITcial arbitration
mles of the AAA. Prior to arbitration. all claims maintained by you must first be submitted to the Committee in accordance with
c1aimsprocedul'cs deterrnin.ed by theComtuittee. This Paragraph is subject tQ theprovisious ofParagl'uphs 15(b) and (e) below.
(b) THE COMPANY AND YOU m:REBY IRREVOCABLY SUBMIT TO THE EXCLDSIVE.nJRIsmCTION OF
ANY STATE OR FEDERAL COURT LOCATED IN 'I'm; CITY OF NF;W YORK OVER ANY SlJIT, ACTION OR
PROCEEDING ARISING OUT O!<' OR mcLATING TO OR CONCERNING THE SIP OR TIIlS AWARD AGREEMENT
THAT IS NOT O'rIIERWISE ARBITRATED OR RESOLVED ACCORDING TO PARAGRAPH lS(a) OF TIIlS AWARD
AGREEMENT. This includes any suit, action 01' pmcecdiug to compel arbitration or to enforce au arbitration award. The Company
and you acknowledge that the forum designated by this Paragraph 15(b) has a reusQnabJe relation to the SIP, this Award Agreement,
and to yourre1ationship with the Company, Notwithstanding tIle foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the Company from
bringing any action or proceeding in any other court. for the purpose of cJiforcing the provisions of this Paragraph 15.

(c) The agreement byyolJ and the Company as to forum is independent of the law that may he applied in thcactioll, and you
and the Company agree to such forum even if the forum may under applicable Jaw choose to apply non~foro!lllaw. You,and the
Company hereby waive; to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which yOli or the Company now or lwreafter
may have to personal jurisdiction 01' to the laying of venue of any such suit, action or proceeding in any court referred to in
Paragraph 15(b). You and the Company undertake J10t to commenC!:3 any action, suit or proceeding arising out of 01' relating to 01'
concerning
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this AWard Agreement in any f01'mn other than a fomlU described in this Paragraph 15, You and (subject to the last sentence of
Pal'agraph 15(a)) the Company agree that, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable 1m.\', a final and non-appealable judgment ill
any such suit, action or proceeding in any such court shall be conclusive and binding upon you and the Company.

(d) You incvocubJy appoint the Secretary of AIG as your agent for service of process in cOill1ection with any action. suit or
proceeding arising out of or relating to or conceming the DCPPP or this Award Agreement which is not arbitrated pursuant to the
provisions ofParagrapb 15(a), who shan promptly advise you of any such service ofprocess,
(e) You hereby agree to keep confidential the existcllce o~ and any information concerning any grant made under the DCPPP
and any dispute, controversy or claim relating to the DCPPP or this Award Agreement, except that you may disclose information
conceming such dispute or claim to the arbitrator or court that is considering SllCh dispute or to your legal counsel (provided that
such counsel agJ'ces not to disclose uny such iofo11nation other than as necessary to the prosecution or defense of the dispute).
(f) You recognize and agree that prior to the grant of this Award yot! have no right to any benefits llcrcundcr. Accordjngly, ill
consideration of the receipt oft11i8 Award, you exp,'cssly waive any right to contest the amount of this Award, terms of this Award
Agreement and the DCPPP, any determination, action or omission hereunder or under the SIP by the Committee, AlG or the Board,
or any amendment to the DCPPP or this Award Agreement and you expressly waive any claim related in any way to the Award
including any claim based on any promissory estoppel or other theory in connection with this Award and your employment with the
Company.
16. Govorning Law. mIS A'VARD SHALl, BE GOVERNF,D BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE 'VITH
TilE LAWS OF TIlE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF CONFLiCTS OF LAWS.

17. Headings. Tho he.adingsin this Award Agreoment are for the purpose ofconvenience only and are not intended 10 define
or limit the construction of the proVIsions hereof,
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execut;lN~ ~v.:':IT~(N~E~';S;~S:re~~E;;(~::D~~I;i;~~r]INTERNA'J'fOiNAL CiRClUP, INC. has caused this Award Agreement to be duly
lNTER1'iATIONAL GROUP,
By

_

~

Name:

Title:

By,..,..-_ _.__.

_

Recipient:
Number of RSUs:

Date of Grant:
Scheduled Vesting Date:
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Glossnry of Terms

Sole-Iy for purposes ofthis awal'd of RSUs, the f-allowing terms sball have the me.:ntings set forth below, CZlpitaJized terms not
defined in this Glossary ofTerms shall have the me-anillgs as used or defined in the applicable Award Agreem.oot or the SIP.
"ClWse " means (i) yOlll' conviction, whether f-ollowing trial orby plea of guilty 01' nolo contendere (Ql' similar plea), in a
criminal proceeding (A) 011 a misdemeanor charge involving fraud, false stittements or misleading omissions, 'wrongful taking,
embezzlement, bribery, forgery, counterfeiting or extortion, or (ll) on a felony charge or (C) on an equivalent charge to those in
clauses (A) and (B) injurisciictions which do not use those desigl''lations; (li) your engaging in any conduct which constitutes an
employment disqualification under applicable law (including statutory disqualification as defined under the Exchange Act);
(iii) your failure to perfonn your duties to the COl'npany; (iv) your violation of any f>e-eurities or commodities laws, any rules or
regulations issued pursuant to suc.h laws~ 01' the rules and regulations {)f any securities or commodities exchange {)r association of
which A1G or any of its subsidiarie.."l or affiliates is a member; (v) your violation of a11Y Company policy conceming hedgillg or
confidential OJ' proprietary infommtion, 01' your material violation of any other Company pollcy as in effect from time to time;
(vi) your engaging in any act or making any statement which impairs, impugns, denigrates, disparages or negatively reflects upon
the name, reputation or b'lsincss interests of the Company; or (vii) your engaging in any conduct detrimental to the Company, The
determination as to whether" Cause" has occurred shall be made by the Committee in its sole discretion. The Committee shall also
have the authority in its sole discretion to waive the consequences under the DCPPP, tbe SIP or any Award Agreement of the
existence or occmrence of any of'the events, acts or omissions constituting" Cause ,'.

" Client" means any client or prospective client of the Company to whom you provided services, or for whom you transacted
h'lSiness, or whose identity became known to you i11 connection with your relationship with or employment by the Company.
" Competitive Entelprise" means a business enterprise that (i) engages in any activity, or (ii) owns or controls a significant
interest in any entity that engages in any activity, 1hat, in either case, competes anywhere with any activity in which the Company 1S
engaged. The activities covered by the previous sentence include, without limitation, all insurance and re-insurao<lc and insurance
and rc-insuranCtHelated activiiies, asset management, :financial product activities (including, without limitation, derivative
activities) and financialscrviccs in tbe United States and abroad,
" Disability .. me,ans a period of medically determined physical or mental impainnent that is expected to result in death or last
for a period ofnot less than 36 month.s during which you qualify forillcome replacement benefits under the Company's long~term_
disability plan :for at least six m011ths, or. if you do not participate in such a plan, a period of disability during which you arc unable
to engage in any subshm1ial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical OJ' mental impairment which can be
expected to result in deatb or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 36 months.
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"SectiOil 409A "means Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code} including any amendments or successor provisions to that
section, and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in cuch case as they may be from time to time amended
or intCll1rctcd through fiuiher administrative guidance.

"Solicit" meuns any direct or indirect communication of any kind whatsocvcJ'; regardless of by whom initiated, ilwiting,
advising, encouraging or requesting any person or en1ity, in any manner, to take Of refrain from taking any action.
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Exhibit 10(53)
July 16, 2008

American International Group, Inc.
NonwEmployee Director Compensation
The following nOlH~mployee director compensation an'angemcnts were effective beginning May 16, 2007 (and amended asaf
June· IS, 2008 with respect to Lead Independent Director additiom,l compensation):
1. Annual cash retainer for all non-employee directors 0[$75,000, payable in four equal installments 011 the first business day of
each qUaltel' in advance of service. No attendance fees will be paid for Board meetings, including executive sessions. Directors
may elect to defer the amount of any retainer into defen-ed stock units ("DStJs H ) under the AIG Amended and Restated 2007

Stock Incentive Plall, as amended (the "Plan").
2. AdditiOllal cash retainer and cash meeting fet,s for non-employee rnembers of standing committees as fo11o\\-'$:
~

Annual retainer for Chairman of the Audit Committee: $25,000

-

Annual retainer for other committee Chairmen: $15,000
Annual retainer for non~Chairmell committee members: $5,000 per committee
Meeting fees: Sl;500per meeting.

I

Retainers will be paid in four equal installments on the first business day of each quarter in advance of service alld meeting fees
will be paid on the first bllsiness day of each quarter for prior service, Directors may elect to defer the amount of these retainers
and cormnittee fees into DStJs un del' tbe Plan.
3. Additional ca':lh retainer for the Lead Independent Director of $40,000, payable ill four eqllal installments on the first business
day of each quarter in advance of service. The Lead Independent Director may elect to defer the amount of the additional retainer
into DSUs under the Plan.
4. Annual grant of$125,OOO in DSUs undel' the [)lan.Annuat grants will be made on the date of the Alllllk'1l Meeting.

5. The value of the DSUs received as part of the annual gnUlt described above will be detennined based upon the closing sale price
of AIG Common Stock all the date of the Annual Meeting, The value of the DSUs received in connection with the <lefenal of
any retainer or fee.<; de..<;cTibed above will be determined based upon the closing sale price of AIG (;ommon Stock on the date the
retainer or fees would otherwise be due, DSUs
Meeting fees wil1 also be paid to any Il<ln-employee director who attends the meeting ofa committee ofwhklJ he or she is 110t
a member so long as attendance is at the invitation of the chairman of that committee and to any non-employce director who
attends a meeting of AIG's International Ad'visory Board,
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include dividend equivalent rights that entitle the director to a quarterly payment, in the form ofDSUs, equal to the amount of
any regular quarterly dividend that would have been paid by AIG ifshares: of Common Stock that unde!'lie the DStJs h.ad been
outstanding,

6. In tbe event any director retires or otherwise ceases to be a din:cfor before the completion of his 01' her full mmual tcnn of
office, the delivery of all shares of Common Stook underlying DSUs, including with respect to aU accrued amounts for any
conunitt,~e

fees, will be paid and/or delivefed on the last trading day of the month in which the director ceases to be a director.
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Exhibit 10(59)
A""mRfCAN INTRRNATION..U , GROUP, INC.

1.

PUIU'OSE

The Compensation and Management Resources Committee ofthe Board of Directors (the" Committee") of American
International Gl'OUp. Inc. (" AlG") has determined that certain key employees of AIG and its subsidiaries (together, the" Employer
") contribute substantially to the long-term growth and profitability of AlG. AIG has created this AIC Senior Partners Plan (this"
Plan ") to reward these individuals and to provide incentives for their continued contribution to the long-Ierm performance of AlG.
2.

PERFORMANCJ;': PERIOn8

This Plan will operate for successive overlapping three-year periods (each, a " FeJformance Period "). The first Perfonnance
Period will be from Jaullmy 1,2004 thWllgh December 31,2006. The second PerfOlmmlCC Period will be from January 1, 2005
through December 31, 2007, Thereafter, each Performance Period will be for successive three calendar-year periods until the Plan is
terminated by the Committee.

3. SPUs ANDPARTICIPAl\'TS
A. Sellior Partner Units. Senior Partner Units (" SPUs ") issued under this Plan will entitle holdel's to receive cash
distributions from AIG based on tile <ltmual growth in AlG's adjusted book valuc pcr share during U1C Performance Periods to which
the SPU relates, sll~ject to the terms and L'onditinns of this Plan.
B. l'art('ipants . The Committee will, fl'o111 time to time, determine (1) the key employees (lithe- Employe-r who will be
awarded SPUs under this Plan {the« Participants") and (2) the number ofSPUf' held by each Partkipant.

c. Stntns of Awards and Changes in Awards> A Participant'smunber ofSPUs will remain constant until the Comrnittee
determines to increase or decrease the Participant's SPUs or temlinates his or her status as a Pmticlpant. Unless determined
otherwise by the Committee, an award of SPUs, or an increase or decrease in the number of al'articipant's SPUs, will only aftect
the number ofSPUs outstanding with respect to Performance Periods that have at least 12 months remaining in them at the time the
Committ(',e makes the award or determination, In addition, unless detemined otherwise by the Committee, an initial award ofSPUs
to a Participant may only be made with respect to PerfOl1uance Periods ending 011 or after tbe third anniVCI'Saly of commencement
OftllC Participant's employment with the Employer,
D. Maximum Number ofSPUs . A total of-up to 30,000 SPUs may be outstanding with respect to each Performance Period,
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4. WEIGilTED-AVERAGE SPU VALUE ANIJ CONlJlTIONS

wm

)\. Wejgbted~Average SPU Value, At the end of each Pelformance Period, the Committee
determine the dollar amount
(the" WeIghted-Average SPU Value") attributahle to each SPI} rdated to the Performance Period and will communic-atethe
Weightcd~Average SPU Value to the Pa11icipants. Subject to the conditions of this Plan, the Wcighted..Average SPU Value for a
Performance Period wi II be equal to (1) two~thirds of the Yearly SPl] Value of the final year i1\ the Perfonmlllce Period plus
(b) one..sixth oEthe Yearly SPU Vahl(; of each of the first two years in thePerfol'mance Period.
B. Definitions·,
(1)" Year~vSPU Value" means, for each yc.ar, (a) tho Growth in Adjusted Book Value for the year multiplied by (b) the
Funding Percentage for the year divided by (c) the maximum number of SPUs.

(2)" Growth in Adjllsted Book Value" means, for each yC<H", the Adjusted Book Value at the beginning of the year multipHed
by 1110 Percentage Growth in Adjusted Book Value POl' Share for the year. The determination of Growth in Adjusted Book Value
and all its component pmis (including any adjustments made as parI of such determination) will be made by the Committee in its
sole discretion in accordance with U.S. GeneraUy Accepted Accounting Principles.
(3)" Adjusted Book Value" means, for any date, the total AIG shareholders' equity as of the datcminus AecumulatcdOthcr
Comprehensive Income (or plus Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss) as of such date (as reported in AlG's Consolidated
Statement of Shareholders' Equity), with such adju.<;:tmcnts all the Committee may make in its sole discretion.
(4)" Percentage Growth in Adjusted Book Value Per Share" me-ans, for any year, the percentage increase (Of decrea...e) itl;

(n) Adjusted Book Vahlc at the end of the year divided by the number of s])f1l'CS of AlG common stock outstanding at the
cnd of the year over
(h) Adjusted Book Value at the beginning of the year divided by the number of shares of AIG common stock outstanding at
the beginning of the year.

(5)" Funding Percentagf.. "means, for any yeur, the funding percentage determined by the Committee from time to time.
Initially the Funding PCI'ccntage will bcO.8S% (until the Committee establishes a different Funding Percentage).
C.Effect of Decrease in Book Valm, . If the Yearly SPU Value is a negative number for any year during a Pel'formance Period,
the Weighted-Average SPU Value for the Pcrfonmmce Period will be calculated as if the Yearly SPU Value
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for thai year was $0.00 except that (1) the Wcigh(ed~Ave.rage SPU Value for the first Performance Period in whioh the year occurs
will be redUl,;ed by the amount of the negative Yearly SPU Value and (2) if such reduction would result in a Weighted-Average SPU
Value that is a negativenul11ber, the excess negative Yearly SPU Value will be carried forwm'd to reduce the Weighted-Average
SPU Value for futtu'e Performance Periods (ul1til the negative Yearly SPU Value has been fully applied).
D. Partners Plan Condition. Notwithstanding SCl;;tion 4A, the Wejghted~Average SPU Value of a Performance Pel'iod will be
$0.00 [fthe conditions arc not satisfied for the funding threshold of the AIG Partners Plan for the period ending with t11e same year
as the Performance Period. The Committee will, fi:om time to time1 designate the ,lllG Partners Plan and the funding threshold
condition tbat will apply for this Section 4D,
5. VESTING AND PAYOlffS OIo'WEIGRTlm-AvERAGt; SPU V"um

A. Genera! , Except for SPUs related to the 2004-2006 and 2Q{l5~2007 Pelformance Periods, the Weight{)d~Average SPU Value
ofeach SPU will be paid out to Pm-ticipants in cash in two equal installments promptly after the third and fourth anniversaries of the
first day oithe last year ofthc Performance Period to which the SPU relates (each a~' Scheduled Payment Date"), but no latcr than
the end of the calendar year in which the relevant Scheduled Payment Date falls. The Weighted-Average SPU Value of each SPt]
related t.o the 2004-2006 or 2005"2007 Perfonuance Period wi!! be paid out to Participants in cash in two equal installments
promptly after the fourth and sixth anniversaries of the first day of the last )'car of the Perf01'mance Period to which the SPU relates
(the Scheduled Paymel1t Date..<; fO!' these SPUs), but no later than the end of the calendar year in which the relevant Scheduled
Paymont Date falls, Except as provided in Sections SB, 6 and 8.>\., if a Participant's employment with the Employer is terminated for
any reason, the Pal'tk:ipant's rights in respect of any Weighted-Average SPU Value tllat would be payable on a future Scheduled
Payment Date will be forfeited and termi.nate, Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a Scheduled Payment Date occurs at a time when a
Participant is considered ,by AIG to be one of its "covered employees" within the meaning of Section 162(m) orihe U.s_ Intemal
Revenlle Code of 1986. as amended (the" Code "), then, unless the Committee determines otherwise, payout of tbe Weigl1tedAvet""<1ge SPU Value in respect of such Scheduled Payment Date may be deferred by the Employer under the circumstances
described in Section 409A until the em-liest date that the Employer reasonably anticipate.<J that the deduction or payment will not be
limited or eliminated.

B. Death, Disability or Retirement after Age 6S . If a Participant dies, becomes subject to Disability or terminates
Employment by means of retirement at or aftet' age 65 (" Retires ")1 in eadl case while actively employed by the Employer, any
remaining unpaid Weighted~Ave\'age SPU Values for priOI' Performance Periods in respect of all SPUs granted to the Participant
wiU be paid promptly a.ftcrthe date OfSllCh event, but 110 bter than 90 days after such event (if the Participant becomes subject to
Disability) or the end ufthe calendar year in which such event falls (if the Pm1icipant Retires), as applicable. In addition, WcightcdAverage SPU Value for any then-current Perfonnance Periods will be detennined and paid in accordance with Section 68, Fot' this
purpose," Disability" means a period of medically determined physical ormen1al impairment that is expected torcsllh in
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death or last for a period of not less than 36 tnonths during \vhich a Participant qualifies for income replacement benefits under the
Employer's long~tcrm disability plan for at least six months, or, ira Participant docs not participate in s~lch a plan, a period of

disability dudng which the Participant is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason afany medically determined
physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death or can be expected to last for a continuous period afnot less
than 36 months.
C. Election to Delay Payment, TIle Committee may, in its sole discretion, detel1uine to defer payment ofthc Weightcd~
Average SPlJ Value ofSPUs or permit a Participant to elect to defer payment oftlle Weighted-Avel'age SPU Value ofSPUs, in
each case in a manne!' that conforms to the requirements of Section 409A(a)(4) of the Code,
6. Vli;,sT1NG ANI) PAYOUT DUlUNG A PERFORMANCE PERIOD

A. General. Except a~ provided in Section 6B, if<: Participant's employment with the Employer is terminated for any reason
during a Performance Period, all of the Participant's SPUs relating to the Perfonmmce Period will be forfeited and tenninate.
B. Death, Disability or Retirement after Age 65.

(1) If a Participant dies or becomes subject to Disability dming a Performance Period. in each case white actively employed
by the Employer, the Participant will be paid a pm-rated amount (based upon the llllmbcr of whole or partfal monthllthc
Participant w"s employed during the Performance Period relative to 36 and the determination, in the Committee's sole discretion,
of Growth in Adjusted Book Valu.eihrougb the date of the Palticipant's death or becoming suhject to DisabHity) of tile
Weighted~Average SPU Value for each SPU relating to thePerfonnanee Period elIding withiil 12 months ot'thc Participant's
death 01' becoming subject to Disability. Tbe payment of such amount \vill occur promptly after such event (but n() later llum
90 days thereafter); or

(2) If the Participant Retires dw'iug a Performance Period, while actively employed by 1he Employer, the Parti.cipant will he
pahl a pro-rated amount (bnsed upon the number of whole Ol' partial months the Participant was employed during the
Performance Period relative 10 36) of the Weighted-Average SPU Value for each SPU relating to the Performance Period ending
within 12 months of the Participant's Retirement. The payment of such amount will occur as soon as is practicable in the calendar
year immediately following the cnd Df such Petformance Period when performance hll$ been determined (but no later than the
end ofsuelt year).
No Weighted-Average SPU Value will be paid with l'e~'Pect to any Performance retiod el1dingmol'e than 12 months aftertenuination of employment with the Employer.
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7. DIVIDEND-RELATED PAYMENTS

A. General. Each Pal'ticil'ant will be paid a cash dividend~1'elated amoutlt on March 31, June 3D, September 30 and
December 31 based upon their unpaid Wcighted~AverageSPU Value. The quarterly dividend-related payment for each Participant
will equal (1) tbeagg'l'egate unpaid Weighted-Average SPU Value of the Patiicipant's SPUs at the begillllingofthe quarter
multiplied by (2) the total ('.ash dividends AIG pays 011 its common stock during tbe quarter divided by (3) the Adjusted Book Value

at the beginni.ng of the quarter.
B. Termination ofEmploymellt . If a Participant's employment with the Employer is terminated for any reason, the
Participant's rights to receive any further dividend-related payment will tenrunate,
8. ADMlNISTRATJON Of THIS PLAN

A. General. This Plan will beadministel'ed by thcCommittoe. Actions of the Committee l11ay be taken by the vote ofa
majority of its members, The Committee may allocate among its members and delegate to any person \vhois not a member of the
Committee any ofits administrative responsibilities. The Conunittee will have power to interpret this Plan, to make regulations for
carrying out its pW"jJose and to make <ill other determinntions in connection with its administration (including, without limitation,
whether a Participant has become subject to Disability), all ofwmch will, unless otherw:h,'c determined by the C.ommitteo, be- final.
binding and conclusive. Subject to Section 9N, the Committee will have the power to increase or decrease the Weighted-Average
SPU Value of a Pal'tidpaufs SPUs, In addition~ the Committee may, in its sole discretion, reinstate any SPUs, Wcightcd~Avcrage
SPU Values or dividend-related payments that would otherwise have been terminated and forfeited because of a Participant's
tennination of employment~if the Participant complies with any covenants, agreements or conditions that the Committee may
impose; prOVided, however, that tmy such payments will not be paid until the scheduled times set forth ill this Plan.
B. NonpUnifonn Determinations. The Committee's delenuinations lUlder this Plan need not be uniform nnd may be made hy
it selectively among persons who receive, 01' arc eligible to receive, SPUs under this Plan (whether or not such persons arc similarly
situated). Without limiting the gcneralify of the foregoing, the Committee will be entitled, among other thing>!, to make nOl1~unjfbfln
and selective deteJ111inations as to the per,,'On::,: to become Paliicipallt".

C, Determination of Employment. TIle Committee will have the right to determine itself with respect to any Participant the
commencement date of the Participant's employment with the Employer solely for purposes of this Plan, separate al1d apart from
any determination as may be made by AIG or its subsidiaries with respect 10 the individual's employment.
D. Amcndmcnt.s. The Committee will have the power to smend this Plan in any manner and at any time, including i.n a manner
adverse to the rights ofthe Participants; provided that, notwithst.anding the foregoing, the Commi.ttee may not accelerate or
postpone any payment to q Participant to occur at a time other than the time provided for In this Plan.
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E. No Liability, No mem.bcl' of the Boal'd ofDirectofs of AlG or the Committee or any employee oftheEmploycr (cach,a"

Covered Person") win have any liability to allY person (including any Participant) for Hny action taken or omitted to betaken Q1'
an)' determination made in good faith with respect to tbis Plan or any Participant's participation in it. Each Covered Person will be
indemnified <U1d held harmless by AlG against and from any loss, cost, liability, or expense (including attorneys' fees) that may be
imposed upon or lJ1CLllTed by such Covered Person in c0n11ecLioll with or resulting fi'om any action, suit or proceeding to which such
Covered Person maybe a party or in which sucb CoveredPcnmn may be involved by reason of any action taken or omitted to be
taken under this Plan and against: and from any and all amounts paid by such Covered Person, with AlG's approval, ill settlement
thereof, or paid by such Covered Person in satisfaction of flny judgment in any Buch action, suit or proceeding against such Covered
Person, provided that AIG will have the right, at its own expense, to a.<lsume and defend any such action, suit or proceeding and,
onceAIG givc-s notice of its intent to asslIme the defense, Ale; will h'lve sole control over such defense with counsel orAIG's
choice. To the extent any taxable expense reimbut':lBment lluder this paragraph is subject to Section 409A, (x) the amQunt thereof
eligible in one taxable year shall not affect the amount eligible in atlY other taxable year; (y) in no event shall any expenses be
reimbursed after the last day of the ta"able year foHowing the taxable year in which lhe Covered Person iucurl'ed such expenses;
and (z) in no event shall any right to reimbursement be subject to liquidation or exchange for another benefit. The foregoing right of
indclDl1it1cation wHl not btl aV<:li1able to a Covered Person to the extent that a court of competent jlU'isdiction in a finaljudgmel1t or
other final adjudication, in either case, not subject to further appeal, determines that the acts or omissions of such Covered Person
giving rise to the indemnlflcation claim resulted f['Om such Covered Person's bad fllhh, fraud Ot' willfulmiscol1ducL The foregoing
tight ofindcmnificatioll will not be exclusive of any other rights of indemnification to which Covered Persons may be entitled under
AIG's Restated Certificate of Incorporation 01' Bylaws, as a matter {)flaw or otherwise, or allY other power that AIG may have to
indemnify slich persons or hold them harmless.
j

F. Adjustments. The Committee will have the authority (but will not he required) to adjust equitably the Annual Gl'owth in
Adjust(",d Book Value and aU its component parts to pl'eserve the benefits or potential benefits intended to be made available to
Participants for any change in the AIGcommon stock resulting from a recapitalization, stock split, stock divide.nd combination 01'
exchange of share,'! of ArG common stock, merger, consolidation, l'ightsoffering. separation, l'eorgmlizatioll or liquidation, ot' any
other change in the corporate structure or shares ofAlG; provided that no such adjustment shall be made jf or to the extent that it
would cause au)' paymenl under this Plan to fail to comply with Section409A. In addition, the Committee win have-the authority
(but will not be required) to adjust the Weighted-Average SPU Values for previou-s and current Performunce Periods for any
restatements of AIO's financial statements. including adjusting unpaid Weighted-Average SPU Values to reflect over or under
payment of a vested instalimcnt with respect to a prior Performance Period. For the avoidance of doubt~ the Committee may. in its
sole discretion, decline to adjust the terms of any outstanding SPU jf it determine,> that such adjustment would violate applicable
law or result in adverse tax consequences: to tl,e Participant or to the Company,
j
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G. Other. In furtherance of AIG's policies, notwithstanding Section 3, if any Participant is a shareholder in c.V. Starr & Co.,
Inc. on March 31, 2006. sllchpel.'son will cease to be a Participant, his or her SPUs will bei'Orleitcd and terminate and he or she will
have no rigbtsundel' this Plan (in each case, unless the Committee determines otherwise).
9. GENERAl, RULF,,1ii

A. No Funding. AIG will be under no obligation to fund or set aside amounts to pay obligations under this Plan, Participants
will have 110 rights to the WeightednAvel'age SPU Value otberthan as a genemlullsecured creditor of AIG.
B. Tax Withholding, As a 'COndition to the payment of any amount under tbis Plan or in connection with any other event that
gives riscto a federal or other govemmental tax withholding obligation (1) AIG may deduct or \vithhold (or cause to be deducted 01'
withheld) from any payment to a Participant whether or not pursuant to this Plan or (2) the Committee will be entitled to require that

the Participant remit cash to AIG (through payroll deduction or otherwise), in each case, ill an amount sufficient ill the opinion of
AIG to satisfy such withholding obligation,
C. No Rights to Other Payments. The provisions of this Plan provide no right or eligibility to a Participant to any other
payouts fr0111 AIG or its subsidiaries under any other altcmativc plans, schemes, arrangements or contracts AIG may have witb any
employees or group of employees ofAIG or its subsid[aries,
D. No Effed on Benefits. Grants and payments under this Plan will constitute a special discretionary incenlive payment to the
Participants and will not be required to be taken into account in computing the amount of salary 01' compensation ofthe Participants
for the purpose of determining any conttibutions to 01' any benefits under any pension l retirement l profit~sharingl bonus) life
insurance, severance 01' other b{..'Uefit plan of the Employer or under any agreement with the Participant, unle.";s the Employer
specifically provides otherwise.
E. Section 409A .

(1) SPUs arc intended to ]Jl'Ovide payments that are "deferred cnmpensati011" subject to Section 409A, and this Plan is
intended to, and will be interpreted, administered and construed to, comply with Section 409A with respect to the SPUs. For this
purpose, " Set:tio1l409A >I means Section 409A of tho Code, inclUding any amendments or successor pl'Ovisions to that section,
and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as they may be from t.ime to trme amended or
interpreted through further administrative guidance, The Committee will have full authority to give dfcol to the intent ofilris
Section 9E.

(2) Without limitlng the generality of Section 9E(1), (a) references to the termination of a Pmticipant's employment. with
respect to SPUs will me..111 the Paltici.pant's separation from service with the Employer within the meaning of Section 409A, and
(b) the right to diyidend-related payments
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:p~\~:\:r;s~u~~an~;t,~tO:f~:~~;i~::\~~;~b" t,'eate<l "j1m'old)' fl'c<ll1 'he rigbltopayme"t ofth" Weigiltecl-A'ierage :,PU Value ofSPUs for all
(3) Any payment to he made under the SPUs in connection with termination of a Participant's employment (and any other
~lym(''l1t

under thisl'lan) that would be subject to Ihe llmitations in Section 409A{a)(2){b) of the Code will be delayed until six

months after termination of the Participant's employment (or earlier death) in accordance witb the requirements of Section 409A.
(4) Each payment under the SPUs >YiJl be treated as a separate payment for purposes ofSectlon 409A.
F. Severability. If any of the provisions orthis Plan is finally held [0 be Invalid, illegal 01' unenforceable (whether in whole or
in part). such pl'Ovision wil! be deemed modified to the extent, but only to the extent, of such invalidity, illegality or
llnenforceabiJity and the remaining provisions will not be affected thereby; provided that if any of such provisions is finally held to
be invalid, illegnl, 01' unenforceable because it exceeds the maximum scope detennincd 1:0 be acceptable to pennit such provision to
be enforceable, such provision will be deemed to be modified to the minimum extent nccessaly to modify such scope in order to
make such provision enforceable hereunder.

G. Entire Agreement, This Plan contains the entire agreement ofthe parties with respect to the subject matter thereof and
supersedes aU prim' agreements, promis-es covenanL<;, arrangemenL;;, communications, rcpre..<;entatiolls and wan1'!uties between them,
whether written or oml with respect to the subject matter thereof.
j

U. Waiver of Claims . &.'\Ch Participant recognizes and agrees that prior to being selected by the Committee to receive a SPU'
he or she has no right to any benefits under this Plan. Accordingly, in con~ideration of the ParHcipant's receipt of any SPU
hereunder, he or she expressly waives any right to coutcst the amount of any SPU, the terms ofthis Illan, any determination, action
or omission hereunder by the Commitlcc or AlG or <my amendment to this Plan,

T. No Tbird Patty Beneficiaries, Except as expressly provided therein, this Plan will not confer Oll any person other than ATG
and the Participant any rights or re:medies thercundcl'. The exculpation and indemnifioation provisions of Section 8E will inure to
the benefit of a Covered Persnn's estate and bcncficiaries and legatees.
J. AIG's Successor's and Assigns. The tcrms of this Plan will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of AlG and its
Sl1ccessors and assigns',

I<. Nonassignability . The SPUs, Weighted-Average SPU Values and divklend~related payments will not be assignahle,
transferable, pledged, hedged or in any Inatmer alienated, whether by operation of law or otherwise, except as a result of death or
incapacity where such rights arc passed pursuant to a will 01' by operation of Jaw. The Committee may in its sole discretion
acknowledge the written direction by a Pm"tie-ipant to transfer his/her SPUs under this Plan to a revocable
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grantor trust in such fonn and on such conditions as the Committee may require in its sole- disc1'etion. Any aflsignment, transfer,
pledge" or other disposition in violation of the provisions of tilis Section9L will be null and void and any SPUR which are hedged in
any manner will immediately be forfeited.

L. Right to Discharge. Nothing contained in this Plan 01' in any SPU will confer on any Participant any tight to be continued in.
the employ of the EmpJoyeror to be included in any future plans ora similar nature.

M. C(lnsent. If the Committee wit! at any time determine that any consent (as hereinafter dcfmcd) is necessary or desirable as a
condition of, or in connection with, the granting of any SPUs, determination of the Weighted~Avet'age SPU Value or the payment of
any <lmount under this Plan. or the taking of any other action thereunder (each such action, a" plan action ")~ then &1.lch plan action
will not be taken, in whole Qr in patio unless and until such consent will have been effected 01' obtained to the flln satisfaction of the
Committee; provided that if such c0l1sent has 110t been so effected or obtained as of the latest date provided by this Plan for payment
of such amollnt and further delay is not permitted in accordance with the requirements of Sec-tion 4{)9A, such amount will be
fOl'feited and terminate notwithstanding any prior eaming or vesting.
The tenn "canseni" as used in this paragraph includes (1) any and all listings, registrations or qualifications in respect thereof
upon any securities exchange or under any federal! state, or looallaw, OJ' law, nIle or regulation of a jurisdiction outside the
United States, (2) any other matter. which the Committee may deem necessalY or desirable to comply with the lenns of any
touch listing. registration or qualification or to obtain an exemption from the requirement that any such listing, qualification or
regi&1ration be made, (3) any and all other consents, clearances and approvalll in respect of a plan action by any governmental
or other regulatory hody or any stock exchange or self-regulatory agency and (4) any and all consents required by the
Ctmlmittce.
N. Subject to Any AIG Section 162(m) Plan. AIG may, in any year, propose a Section 162(m) compliant performance
incentive award plan (the« AlG Section 162(m) Plan "). If an AlG Section 162(m) Plan is proposed and approvt.'<i by the AlG
stockholders in accordance with Section I62(m)(4)(C) of the Code and Treasury Regulation Section 1, 162-27(e)(4), this Plan mil
function as a slllrplan under the AlG Section 162(m) Plan, whereby performance compensation amounts payable under the AIG
Section 162(m) Plan can be paid in pmi by accruing Weighted-Average SPU Values with respect to a Performance.Period. lfthe
AIG Section 162(m) Plan is proposed and not so approved by theAlG stockholders, the SPUs will terminate and no further
Weightcd~Average SPU Values will accrue under this Plan.

O. Adoption, This Plan was originally adopted on November 30, 2005 by the Committee, This Plan was amended and restated
by the Committee on March 15, 2006, ftuther amended by the Conunittec on March 11, 2008, and funher amended and restated by
the Committee on November 11, 2008.
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10.Urspums
A. GovernIng Law. This Plan will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws oflhe Slate ofNew York,
\ovithout regard to principles of conflict oflaws.

n. Arbitration. Subject to the provisions of this Section 10, any dispute, controversy or claim between AIG and a Participant,
8Jising out of or relating to or concerning this Plan or any SPU. wi1l be finally settled by arbitration in NcwYol'k City before, and in
accordance with the rules then obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NY,)'}; ") or, If the NYSE dedines to arbitrate
the mutter (or if the matter otherwise is not arbitrable by it). the Americall Arbitration Association (the" AAA ") in accordance with
the commercial arbitration rules ofthe AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by a Participant must first be submitted to
the Committee in accOl'dancc with claims procedtll'es detctmined by the Committee.
C. Jurisdiction. AIG and each Participant hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of a state 01' federal court of
approptiate jurisdictioll located in the Borough of Manhatlan, the City of New York over any suit, action or proceeding arisingout
of or relating to or conceming this Plan or any SPU that is not otherwise arbitrated or resolved according to Section lOB, AIG and
each Participant acknowledge that the forum de.-<;igl1ated by this section has a reasonable relation to this Plan and to such
Participant's relationship with AIG.
D. Waiver. AIG and each Participant waive, to the fullest extent pennittcd by applicable la\'l, any objection which AIG and
such Participant now Ot hereafter may have to personal jmisdiction or to the laying ofvemle of any such suit, action Qr proceeding
in any C'OlU't l'efel1'ed to in Section lOC. AIG and each Participant undc·rtakenot to commence any action, snit or procccdingarising
out of or relating to or concerning this Plan 01' any SPU in auy forum other than a forum described in Section lOe.
E. Service of Process. Each Participant inevocably appoints the Secretary of AIG at 70 Pine Slreet, New York, New YorIc
10270, U.S.A. as his or hel' agent foJ' service of-process in connection with any action, suit or proceeding arising out Qf or relating to
or cOl1ceming this Plan or any SPU that is not otherwise arbitrated or resolved according to Section lOA. rnlC Secretary will
promptly advise the Participant of llny such service of process.
F. Confidentiality. Each Particil)unt must kccpconfidcntial allY information concerning any glant made under this Plan and
any dispute, controversy or claim relating to this Plan, except that a Participant may disclose information concerning a dispute or
claim to the court that is co.nsidcdllg such disput~ or to such Participant's legal counsel (provided that such counsel agrees not to
disclose any such information other than as necessary to the prosecution oj' defense of the dis-pute).

to
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11. TERM OF PLAN

This Plan win continue until suspended or terminated by the Committee in its sole discretion, Any termination of this Plan will
be done in a manner that the Committee determines complies with Section 409A.
[]
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Exhibit 10(6D)
k'ffilUCAN INTElli'i'ATIONAL GROUP, INC.

1. PmtPOSI~
The Compensation and Management Resources Committee of the Board ofDil'ectors (the II Committee ;;) of American

International Group, Inc,

C" A1G ") has determined tJJat certain key employees of AIG and its subsidiaries (together, the "Employer

") contribute substantially to the long-term growth and profitability of AIG. AIG has created this AIG Pal1nCfS Plan (this" Plall")

tD reward th(',se individuals and to provide incentives fol' their continued contribution to the long-telID performance of AIG,
2. l teERFoRMANo3 Plmrons
The first Performance

by the Committee.
3. PERFOltMANCE RSlJs AND IIARTlCIPANTS

A. Performance RSUs , Performance-based Restricted Stock Units awardod pursuant to this Plan (" Perjonnance R}','lJs ") will
provide holders the opportunity to cum shares of Common Stock of AlG (" Shares l') based on the growth in AKrs adjusted diluted
earnings per share during the Pel'fonnance Period to which the PCrf0I111anCC RSUs relate.

B.l'llrtidpants, The CommHtcewill, from time to time, determine (1) the key employees of the Employer who will be
awardedPcJ'formance RSUsunder this Plan (the" Participants "), (2) thcnumber of Performance RSUs awarded to each
Participant and (3) the Perfonuance Period to which the Perfonnance RSUs relate.

C. Status of Performance RSUs , Performance RSUs awarded pursuant to this plan -are issue,d under the AlG Amended and
Re.<:tated 2007 Stock Incentive Plan or any $ucccssor plan, as amended from time to time (the" (c.,'jP "). Each Perfimnallce RSU
constitutes 311 unfunded and 1U1.'wculed promise of AIG to pay (01' cause to be paid) one Share at the relevant payment date. Until

such payment, a holder of Performance RSUs ;,vill have only the rights of a general unsecured creditor and no rights as a
shareholder of AIG. As sot f{Hth in filldsubjC<',t (0 ihcrelcvant Performance RSU Award Agreement and the SIP, AIG may, at its
option, deltvcr securities or other pl'Operty in lieu of Shares otl'leIwlse payable under earned Perfonnance RSUs. References in this
Plan to Shares include such securities or other property in lieu thereof.
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4. PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND

EARNED RSUs

A. Performance Targets. The Committee will, from time to time, determine the" Target ", 11 Threshold" and .. Maximum"
performance targets fOl' eachPerfonnance Period, based on Growth in Adjusted Diluted BPS over the Performance Period.

B. Earned Performance RSUs ,At the end of each Perfonnml<:-e Pt;.'riod, the Committee wilt determine the number of
Pcrfonnance RSUs earned for the Pcrfonnancc Period. Subject to the conditions of this Plan and unless determined otherwise by the
Committee, the number of Performance RSOs earned for a Performance Period will be detennined as follows:
Growth In Adj!l~tcd niluted EPS for
tlle Performance Period

Percentage of
Perrormance RSUs Earned

Performance less than Threshold

25%

Performance at least Threshold

PClfonnance at Targt..'t:

100%

Performance at or above Maximum

150%

The percentage of Performance RSUs earned for performance between Threshold and Target and betvleen Target and Maximum
will be determined on a straight~line ba.<;is.
C. Definitions.
(l) .. Growth in AdJusted Diluted EPS" means, for any Performance Period. the average of (1) the percentage increase (01'
decrease) in Adjusted Diluted EPS for the first year of the Pel'f[)fmallCe Period over the Adjusted Diluted BPS [01' the year prior
to the beginning ofthePel'formance 'Period and (ii) the percentage increase (or decrease) in Adjusted Diluted EPS for tile second
ycm' ofthe Performance Period over the Adjnsted Diluted BPS fat' the first year of the Performance Period; provided that, if there
is a percentage decrease in Adjusted Diluted EPS fo1' the frrst year of the Performance Period. then the percentage increase (or
decrease) in the second year will be measured over the year prior to the beginning of the Performance Period.

(2) " Adjusted Diluted EPS" means, for any year, the diluted camings pcr share of AlG common stock calculated on a
consolidated basis in accordance with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (a) without giving effect to (1) realized
capital gains or losses. net of tax, (ii) the cumulative effect of changes in accounting treatment dlu'ing the relevant periods, net of
tax, (iii) the cumulative effect of materia! changes in tax laws during the rclevailt periods (sllcl1matorJality to be determined by
the Committee by reference to the changes' effect 011 AIG's reported actual tax expense), (iv) FAS 133 gains and losses.
excluding realized capital gains or
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losse-s, net oftax or (v) extraordinary items related to <lcquisition, restructuring and related chal'g~ net afta-x; (b) with.
adjustments for any stock split Qf stock dividend during the relevant period; (e) with adjustments in the case of cash acquisitions
in excess of $5 billion to equalize the effect of acquisitions for cash and acquisitions for AIG common stock; (d) giving effect to
any restatement in earnings per share l-hr the l'eleV<\l1t period; (e) gi ying effect to one~third of catastrophe losses <Uld (1) with such
other adjustments as the Compensation Committee may make. Fol' the avoidance of doubt, the preceding 3cljustments may be
made hy the Compensation lAlmmiUee in its sore discretion.
5. VESTING AND 'PAVOl!T Ol? F,J\ltNJm P£IUlORi"\1A.""ICE RSUs

A. General. Except for Performance RSUs for the 2006-2007 Performance Period, earned Performance RSUs will vest and be
paid in two equal installments promptly after the third and fourth lumivcl'saries of tho first day of the Perfonmmce Period to which
the Performance RSOs relate (each, a " Scheduled Vesting Date "), but no later than the end of the calendar year in which the
relevant Scheduled Vesting Date falls. Performance RSUs for the 2006-2007 Performance I)eriod will vest and be paid in two equal
instaUments promptly aftcr Jannary 1,2010, and January 1, 2012 (the Scheduled Vesting Dates fot' tllesePcl'fonnanceRSUs), but
no latcr thall the end ofthe relevant calendar year. Except as provided in Sections 5B, 6 and 7A, if a Participant's employment with
the Employer is terminated for any reason, the Participant's rights in r~1Ject of any Performance RSUs that would ve..<;t 011 a futW'e
Scheduled Vesting Date will be forfeited and tel1ninate.
B. Death, DisabiHty or Retirement after Age 65 . If a Participant dies, becomos subje<:t to Disability or telmil1ates
employment by means of retirement at or after age 65 (" Retires "), in each case while actively employed by the Employer, any
Qut<;tanding earned Performance RSUs will Yellt and be paid promptly after the date of such event; but 110 later than 90 days after
such event (in the ca1>'C of death or Disahility) or the end of the calendar year in which such event faUs (in the case ofRetil'cmel1t), as
applicable. For this purpose, " Disability" means a period ofmedic.aHy determined pbysic<.tl or mental impairment that is expected
to result in death or last for a pcriod of not less than 36 1110nths during which a Participant qualifies for income replacement benefits
under thcEmployerls lOllg-term disability plan for at least six months, or, if a P,u'ticipant does not participate in such a plan, a
period of disability during which the Participant is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically
determined physical or mental impairment whioh can be expected to result in death or can be cxpc-,cted to last for a continuous
periOd of not less than 36 months.

C. Delay of Payment. The Committee may, in its sole discretion, determine to defer payment ofPerfDrmance RSUs or permit a
Pmticipant to elect to defer payment of' Performance RSVs, in each case in a mmmer that conforms to the requirement" of
Section 409A(a)(4) ofthe Intel'l1al Revenl1e Code (the" Code "),
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6. VE&TING J)tJRING A PERFORMANCE PERIOD

A. General. Except as ptovided in Section 6B, if a Palticipanfs employment with the Employer is terminated for any reason
during a Perfonnance Period, all of the Participant's Perfolmance RSUs relating to the PCl'fonnance Period will be forfeited and

terminate.
B. Death, Disability or Retirement after Age 65. If a Participant dies, becomes subject to Disability or Retires, in each case
while actively employed by the Employer, the Participant will be eligible tc ff;lceivc a pro-rated mnount (based upon the number of
whole or partial months the Participant was employed during the Performance Period relative to 24) ofthc Performance RSUs
earned for such Performance Peliod, as set fOIth in the l'elevl'lllt Pedormance RSU Award Agreement, subject 10 Section 8E.
7. ADMINISTRATION OF TIUS PLAN

A. General. This Plan will be administered by the Committee. Actions of the Committee maybe taken by the vote cfa
majority of its members. To the extent set f01th in the SIP, 'the Conunitlee may allocate among its members and delegate to any
person who is not a member of the Committee any of its responsibilitie.,s, The Committee will have power to interpret this Plan, to
make regulations for canying out its purpose and to make all other determinations in connection with its administration (including,
without limitation, whether a Participant has become subject to Disability), all of which will, unless otherwise detem1ined by the
Committee, be final, binding and conclusive, Subject to Section 8N, the Committee will have the power to increase or decrease the
number of a Participant's Perfonnance RSUs that are earned for a Performance Period. In addition, the Committee may, in its so]e
discretion, reinstate any PCl10rmance RSUs that would otherwise have been terminated and fOlfeited because of a Paliieipant's
termination of employment, if the Participant complies with any covenants, agreements or cQnditions that the Cmumitiee may
impose; provided, however, that any snell reinstated Pcrfonnance RSUs will not be paid until the relevant SchedUled Vesting Dates
set forth In Section SA.

n. Non~Uniform Oetcrminations. The Committee's determinations under this Plan need not be lmifofm and may be made by
it selectively among persons who receive, or are eligible to receive. Pen''onnance RSUs under this Plan (whether or not such persom;
are similarly situated), WiU10Ut limiting tbe generality oftlle foregoing, the Committee will he entitled, among other things l to make
uon~uniform and selective detenninations as to the persons to become Participants.
C. Amendments. The C'ommittee win have the power to amend this Plan in any manner and at any time, including in a marmel'
adverse to the rights of the Participants; provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing and Sections 1.3.1 (a), 1.3.1(b) and 3.1 of the
SIP, the Committee may not accelerate or postpone the payout of Shares (or securities or other property in lieu of all or any part
thereot) with respect to Performance RSUs to occur at a time other than the time otherwise provided for in tbis Plan or in the
relevant Performance RSU Award Agreement.
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D. No Lillbilit)', No member orille Bourd of Director'8 of A[G or the Committcc or any employee ofthe Employer (each, a"
Covered Person ") will have any iiability to any person (inclucing allY Participant) for any action taken or omitted to be taken or
ally determination made in good faith \'\'ith respect to this Plan or allY Participant's participation in it. Each Covered Person will be
indemnitied and held harmle.'ls by AIG against and from any loss, cost, liability, or expense (including attorneys' fees) that may be
imposed upon or incurred by Huell Covered Person in COllllSC',nOtl with 01' resulting ll'Q1U any (lc.t[on, suit or proceeding to wbich such
Covered Person may be a party or in which such Covet'cd l\~I'SOJl may be involved by reason of any action taken or omitted to be
taken under this Plan and against and from any and all amounts paid by such Covered Person, with AlG's approval. in settlement
thcl't~of, or paid by such Covered Person in satisfaction of any judgment in any such action, suit or proceeding against such Covered
Person, provided that AlG will have the right, at its own expense, to assume and defend ally such action, suit or proceeding and,
once AIG gives notice of its intent to assume tbe defe,nse, AlG will have sole control over such defense with counsel of AIG's
choice. To the oxtC-'llt any taxable expense reimbursement under this paragraph is subject to Section 409A, (x) thc amount thercof
eligible in one taxable year shall not affect the amount eligible in any other taxable year; (y) in no event shall any expenses be
reimbursed aftel' the last day of the taxable ye..1r following the taxable year in which tlw CQvcrcd Pc]'oou incurred such expenses;
and (7.) ill no event shall any right to l'eimblu'Sement be subject io liquidation or exchange for another henefit. The foregoing right of
indemnificaHon will not be available to a Covered Person to the extent that a cOUli of competcl1tjurisdiction in a final judgment or
other final adjudication, in either case, not subject to furtber appeal, determines that the aets or omissions of such Coveted Person
giving rise to the indemllification claim resulted from such C..overed Person's bad faith, fraud or wHlful misconduct. The foregoing
right ofindeml1i1ic.."Itiofi will not be exclusive of any other rights of indemnification to which Covered Persons may be entitled under
AlG's Resta.ted' Certificate of Incorporation or Bylaws, as a matter oflaw, or othcn.visc,. or any other power that ArG may have to
indemnify such persons or hold them harmless,
II~. Adjustments. The Committee will have the authority (but wHl nnt be required) to adju?>i equitably outstanding and/D1' earDed
Performance RSUs to pt'eserve the benefits or potential benefits intended to be made available t<l Participants for any change in the
AIG common stock resulting tl'om a recapitalization, combination or exchange of shares of AIG common stock, merger,
consolidation, rights offering, separation, reorganization or liquidation, or any othcr change in the corporate structure or shares of
AlG;provtded that no such adjustment shaH be made if 01' to the extent that it would cause any payment under this Plan to fail to
comply with Section 409A In addition, the Committee will have tbe authority (but will not he required) to adjust outstanding
Performance RSUs for current Pelformance Periods and eamed Performance RSlJs for prcvious Pcrformance Perioos for any
restatements of AlO's 1irwnciat statements. For the avoidance of doubt, the Committee may, in its sole discretion, decline to adjust
the tenns of any outstanding Petfonnancc RSU ifit determines that such adjustment would violate applicable law or result in
adverse tax co\1setluences to the Participant or to the Employer.
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8, GENERAL RULES

A. SIP. All terms ofthe SIP shall apply to Performance RSUs, Notwithstanding any odlcrprovision existing within this Plan,
the Performance RSUs awarded pmsuant to this Plan will not exceed any per person per period award limit under the SIP.
n. Only Whole RSUlI . Only whole Performance RSUs will be earned by Participants. Fractional Per!Ol'mance RSUs that would
otherwise be earned with respect to a Performance Period will be rounded down to the nearest whole Performance RSU, and any
such fi'actional Performance RSUs will be forfeited.
C. No Rights to Other Payments, The provisions of this Plan provide no l'ight or eligibility to a Participant to any otlH~r
payouts from AIG or its sull.<;idiaries under any other alternative plans, schemes. arrangements or contracts AlG may have with any
employees or group of employer~,> of AIG or its subsidiaries,

D. No Effect on Benefits. Grants and payments under this Plan will constitute speeial dlscretionary incentive payments to the
Participants and will not be required to be taken jnto account in computing the amount of salary or compensation ofthe Patticipants
for the purpose of determining any contributions to or any benefits under any pension, retirement, profit-sharing, bonus, life
insurance, severance or other benefit plan of the Employer or lUldcr any agreement with a Participant, unk<>s the- Employer
specifically provides otherwise.
E. Section 409A .
(1) Performance RSUs are intended to provide payments that are "deferred compensation" subject to Section 409A, and this
Plan is intended to, and will be interpreted, adminiskred and construed to, comply with Section 409A "vith respect to tIle
Performance RSUs. FOT this purpose, "Section 409A "means Section 409A of the Code, including any amendments or successor
provisions to that section, and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as they may be from
time to time amended or interpreted through further administrative guidance. The Committee \-vill have fuil authority to give
effect to the intent oft11is Section 8E.
(2) Without limiting the generality of Section 8E(I), references to the termination ora Participant's employment with respect
to Peri"on1ll11lcc RSUs wnt meal) the Pmticipant's separation from service with the Employer within the meaning of
Section 409A.

(3) Any payment to be-made under the Perfonnance RSlJs in connection with (crmination of a Pmticipant's employment (and
any other payment under this Plan) that would be subject to the limitations ill Section 409A(a)(2)(b) of the Codo will be delayed
until six months aftertenuination ofthePa11icipant's employment (or earlier death) in accordance with the requirements of
Section 409A.
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(4) To the extent necessary to comply with Section 8E(1), any secudties or other property that the Employer may deliver in
respect of Performance RSUs will not have the effect of deferring delivery or payment beyond the date on which such delivel'Y or
payment would aeem witb respect to the Shares that would otherwise have b<x.'t1 deliverable (unless the Committee elects a Jatcr
date for this pU1l10se in accordance with Section SC),
(5) Each payment under the Perf0D11aTICe RSUs will be treated as a separate payment for purposes of Section 409A.
F. Severability, If any of the provisions ofth18 Plan is finally held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable (whether in whole or

in part), such provision will be deemed modified to the extent, but only to the exte-nt, of such invalidity, illegality or
ullcnfol'ceability and the l'email1ing provisions wHi not be affected thereby; pmvided thal if any of such provisions is finally held to
be inv<l1id, illegal, 01' unenforceable bec~mse it exceeds the maximum scope determined to be acceptable to permit such provision to

~';;~;:~~:~ll~:~~;:~~~ :;:;~;;;~~~1~:;i~~:'~::;~~~::,cd to be modifi<;,,'-d

1:0

the minimum extent neeessal)' to modify such scope in order to

G. I~ntil'e Agl'Celllellt . This Plan contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the suhject maHer thereof and
supersedes all prior agrcements, promises, covenants, H1'l'<lngements, cOl1ununicatiolls, representations and warranties between them,
whether Mitten or oral, with respect to the subject matter thereof.

n, Waiver of Claims, Each Participant recognizes and agrees that prior to being selected by the Committc-o to receive an award
of Performance RSU he or she has no right to any benefits tmder tIus Plan. Accordingly, in consideration of the Participant's receipt
of any Performance RSUs hereunder, h0 or she expressly waives any right to ronlest the amount of any Performance RSUs, the
lerms of this Plan, any determination, action or omission hereunder by the C-ol11mittee or AIG or any amendment to Inis Plaa,
I. No Third Party Beneficiaries, Except as exprc--:,>slyprovidcd therein, this Plan will not confer on any person other than AIG
and the Pmticipant any rights or remedies thereunder. The exculpation and indemnification provisions of Section 7D will intire to
the benefit of a Covered Person! s estate and beneficiaries and legatees.

J. AIG's Successors and Assigns, The terms of this Plan will be binding upon and inure to the bencfitof ArG and its
successors and assigns.

K. Nonassignability , The Performance RSUs will not be assignable, transferable, pledged, hedged or in any manner alicnate{l,
whether by operation of law or otherwise, except as a result of death or incapacity where such rights arc passed pursuant to a will Oi'
by opcration aflaw, AllY assignment, transfer, pledge, or othel' disposition in violation of the provisions oUhis Section SL will be
null and
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void and anyPerfol'mance RSUs that are hedged in any manner will inullediately be forfeited.
L. Right to Dischnrge. Nothing contained in this Plan or in any award ofPertbnnance RSUs will confer on any Participant any
right to be continued in the employ of the Employer or to be included in any future plans of a similar nature.

M. Consent. If the Committee will al any time detetrnine that any consent (as hereinafter defined) is necessary or desirable as a
condition of, Of in connection with, the awarding, earning or vesting afany Perfonnance RSUs, the delivery of Shares in respect

thereof or the payment of any amount tulderthis Plan, or the taking of any other action thereunder (each such actio11, a Hplan ac#oll
"). th(.,'U such plan action will not be taken, in whole or in part, unless and uncH such consent will have been cffecte-d or obtained to
the full satisfaction oftbe C0111mittec.;provideA that if such consent has not been so effected or obtained as of the latest date
provided by this Plan for the delivery of Shares or ~ecurities 01' other proi'>erty i.n re.-'''pect of any Performance RSUs and further delay
of delivery is not permitted in accordance with the requil'cmcnts of SectIon 409A, such Performance RSUs will be forfeited and
terminate notwithstanding any prior earning 01' vesting.
The term" consent II as used in this paragraph includes (1) any and al11istings, registrations or qualifications in respect thereof
llpon any securities exchange or under any federal, state, or local law, or law·, rule or regulation of a jurisdiction outside the
United States, (2) any other matter, which the Committee may deem nccessrny or desirable to comply ,",ri.th the terms of any such
listing, registration or qualification or to obtain an exemption from the requirement that any such listing, qualification 01'
registration be made, (3) any and all other consents, clearances and approvals in respect ofa plan <wtion by any governmental 01'
other regulatory body Of any stock exchange or s-cU:'regulatory agency and (4) any and. all consents required by the Committee,

N. Subject to Auy AIG Sec.tion162(m) Plan. AlG may, in any year, propose a Section 162(m) compliant performance
inCL'l1tive award plan (the« A1G ,)'ection 162(mj Plan "). If an AIG Section 162(111) Plan is -proposed and approved by the AlG
shareholders in accordance with Section 162{m) ofthc Code and Treasury Regulation Section 1.162-27(e)(4), this Plan will
function as a sub-plan l.mder theAlG Section 162(m) Plan, whereby performance compensation amounts payable under the AIG
Section I 62(m) Plan can be paid in pat1 by earning Performance RSUs with respect to a Performance Period. If the AIG Sootion 162
(m) Plan is proposed and not so approved by the AIG sharcholders~ any Performance RSUs awarded to participants in the AIG
Section 162(m) Plan will terminate and 110 Shares will be delivered with respect thereto,
O. Adoption. This plan was originally adopted on March
the Committee on May 16,2006, S"-'jJtcmber 5, 2007, March

was amended and restated by
11,2008.

9. DISPUTES
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A. Governing Law , This Plan will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State ofNew York,
without regard to principles of conniet (!flaws,
B. Dispute Resolution and Related Provisions. AIG agrees to the following provisions. By the acceptance of any award of
Performance RSUs, each Participant agre,cs to accept the provIsions o1'thi3 Plan, illllludingl without Iinritations, the following:
(1) Arbitration. Subject to the provisions of this Section 9, any disputc~ controversy or claim between AfG and a Participant,
al'h;:ing out oforl'elating to or concerning this Plan or any Pelfonnul1cc RSUs will be final1y settled by arbitration in New York
City before, find in accol'dunce with the rules then obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NYSE") OJ', if the
NYSE dec-lines to arbitrate the matter (or if the matter otherwise is not arbitrable by if), the American Arbitration Association
(the" AAA ") in accordance with the commercial arbilration rules of the AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by a
Participant must first be submitted to the Committee in accordance with claims procedures determined by the Committee.
(2) Jurisdictiol1 . AIG and each Participant hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of a state or federal court
of appi'opriate jurisdiction located in the Borough of Manhattan, the City ofNew York over any suit, action or proceeding arising
out of or relating to or coneerning this Plan or any Pctformance RSlJs that ('Ire not othcnvlsc arbitrated or resolved according to
Section 9B(I), AIG a!1d each Participant acknowledge that the forum designated by this section has a reasonable relation to lhis
Plan ,md to such Participant's relationship with AIG.
(3) Waiver. AIG and each Pm1icipant waive; to the fuUestextent permitted by applicable law, any objection which AIG and
such Participant now Qr hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction or to the laying of venue of allY such suit, action or
proceeding i.n any court referred to in Section 9B(2). AID and each Participant I.mdeliake not to commence any action, suit or
proceeding arising ou1 of or relating to or concl,,"millg this PIau or any Performance RSUs in any forum other than a forum
describcdin Section 9B(2),

or

(4) Service of Process . Each Participant bTcvocably appoints the Secretary AIG at 70 Pine Street~ New York, Nevv York
10270, U.s,A. &'\ his or het' agent for service of process ill cOlmectioll with any action, suit or proceeding atising out of or relating
to or c{Jl1cem1ng this Plan or any Performance RSUs that are not otherwise arbitrated or reoolved according to Section 9B(1), The
Secretary will promptly advise the PU1,ticipanl of any such service of process.

C. Confidentiality, By the acceptance of any award of Pel'fonnance RSlls, each Pmticipallt agrees to keep confidential any
information concerning any grant made linda.' this Plan and any disputc-, controversy 01' claim relating to this
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Plan, except that a Participant may disclose information conceming a dispute or claim to the court that is considering such disp!'lte
or to such Participant's legal counsel (provided that such counsel agrees not to disclQse any such information other than as
necessary to the prosecution or defense of the dispute),

10. TERM OF Pl,AN
This Plan wiH continue until suspended or terminated by the Committee in its sole discretion. Any tenninatloll of this Plan will
be done in a manner that the Committee determines complies with Section 409A.

10
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Exhibit 10(62)
AMF,RICAN INTE~'lAl'IONAL GROUP, INC.
AMENDED AND RESTATEIl2007 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
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AMERICAN INTERNATIONAl, GROUP, INC.
Amended and Restated 2007 Stock Incentive Plan
ARTICLE I - GKNERAI,
1.1 Purpose
1.2 Defmitions of Certain Terms
1,3 Administration
1A Persons Eligible for Awurds
1.5 Types of Awards Under Plan
1,6 Shares of Cornman Stock Available for Awards
ARTICLE Il- AWARDS UNDER THE PLAN
2.1 Agreements Evidencing Awards
22 No Rights as a Shareholder
2.3 Options
2.4 Stock Appn.>ciatiol1
.
Rights
25 Restricted Shares
2.6 Restricted Stock Units
2.7 Dividend F..quivalent Rights
2.8 Other Stock~Bascd Awards

6
6
8
9
9
9
10

ARTICLE Ill- MISCELLANEOUS
3.1 Amendment of the pJan
3.2 Tax Withholding
3.3 Required Consents and Legends
3,4 Right ofOff'>et
3.5 NonassignabiHty; No Hedging
3.6 Succe-<:sor Entity
3.7 Right of Discharge Re..'reI'Ved
3.8 Nature of Payments
3.9 Non~Unif{)rm Determinations
3.10 Other Payments or AW<lrrls
3.11 Plan Headings
3.12 Termination ofPllln
3.13 Section 409A
3.14 Governing Law
3.15 Severahility; Entire Agreement
3.16 Waiver of Claims
3.17 No Liability With Respect (0 Tax Ql.latifkalion or Adverse Tax T1"eatment
3.18 No Third Party Beneficimie...'1
3.19 Successors and Assigns of AIG
3,20 Date of Adoption and Approval of Shareholders

to
10
10
11
11
Jl
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13

14
14
15
15
15
15
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AMERICk'l INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
Amended nnd RC.\Ultcd 2007 Stock Incentive l'lan

ARTICLE I -- GENERAL
1.1 Purpose
TIle purpose of the American International Group, Inc, Amended and Rostated 2007 Stock Incentive Plan is to attract, retain and
motivate offie-ers. directors and key employees of American International Group, Inc. and its consolidated snbsidiaries, to
compensate them for their contributions to the long~tcl'm growth and profits of the Company and to encourage them to ~cqujrc a
pl'opi'ietm'y interest in the success of the Company.
This 2007 Stock Incentive Plan replaces {he American International Group, Inc. Amended and Restated 1999 Stock Option Plan
(as amended to tbe Effective Date, the" Stock Option Plan "), the American lntemational Grol1p~ Inc. Amended and Restated 2002
Stock Incentive Pla.n (as amended to (he Effective Date, the~' 51? ") and tll.e American International Group, Inc. Director Stock Plan
(as amended to the Effective Date, the" Director Plan ") for Awards granted 011 or after the Effective Date. Awards may llot be
granted under any of the Stock Option Pkll1, tho SIP or the Director PIau beginning on the Effective Date, hut this 2007 Stock
Incentive Plan will not affect the tenns or conditions of any stock option, restricted stock unit or other award made under the Stock
Option Plan, the SIP or the Director Plan before the Effective Date.

1.2 Definitions of Certain Terms
For purposes of this 20(}7 Stock Incentive Plan, the following terms have the meanings set forth below:
" AIG" means American Intemational Gl'OUp, Inc, or a successor entity contemplated by SOCHOR 3.6,
" ASSifIYt11Ce Agree.ment " means the Assurance Agreement, by AIG in favol' of eligible employees dated as of June 27, 2005,
relating to certain obligations of Starr Iritemational Company, Inc. (as such agreement may be amended, supplemented, extended,
modUied or replaced from time to time),

" Award" means an award made pursuant to the Phm.
'c Award Agreement" means the written document by which each Award is evidcnced, and which may, hut need not be (as
detennined by the Committee) executed or acknowlcdgt.'ti by a Grantee as a condition to receiving an Award or the benefits Illlder
an Award, Hnd ,-vhleh sets forth the lel'lns and provisions applicable to Awards granted under tim Plan to such Grante,c.

"Board" means the BoaTtI of Directors ofAIG.
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«

CertificaJe "means a stock certificate (or other appropriate document or evidence of ownership) representiDg shares of

Common Stock.

«Code" means the Internal Revenue ('..ode of 1986, as amended from time to time, or any

SUCCl".\lsor thereto,

Hud tbe applicable

rulings and l'egulatiolls thereunder.
"Committee" has the meaning set fOl'th in Section 1.3.1.
~. Common Stock t. means the common stock of AIG, par value $250 per share, and any other securities or property issued in
exchange therefor or in Heu thereofpuTsuant to Section 1.6.4.

" Company" means AIG and its consolidated subsidiaries.

"Consent "has the meaning set fOlth in Section 3.3.2,
"CoveredPersoll" has the meaning set fOlth in Section 1.33,
" Director" means a member (lfthe Board 01' a rnembet' of the board of directors of a consolidated subsidiary ofAlG.

.. Effective Date" means May 16, 2007,
" Employee" means a regular, active employee oftbe Company.
« Ernploymcnt" means a Grantee's pertormance of servJces foJ' the Comllany, as an Employee, as determined by the Committee.
The· terms "employ" and "employed" will have their correlati ve meanings.

" Fair .Market Value" means, with respect to a share of Common Stock on any day, the fair market value as determined in
accordancc with a valuation. methodology approved by the Committee, unless determined as otherwise specified herein.

" Grantee" means an Employee or Director who receives an Award.
" Incentive Stock Option" means an option to purchase shares of Common Stock that is intended to be designated as an
"incentive stock option" within the meaning of Sections 421 and 422 of the C-Ode, as now constituted or subsequently ameilded, or
pursuant to a successor of the Code, and which is designated as an Incentive Stock Option in tbe applicable Award Agreement.
" Non-Employee Director" me,ms a Director who is a "non-employee director" within the meaning of Rule 16b~3(b)(3) under
the Exchange Act or any successor thereto.
" Officer" means an Employee who is an "officer" within the meaning of Rule 16a"1(1) under the Exchange Act.

·2-
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" Plan" means this American International Group, Inc. Amonded and Re.<;tated 2007 Stock Incentive Plan. as amended from
time to time,

"Plan Action" will have the meaning set forth in Section 3.3.1.
" Section 40.9A "means Scctio1l409A of the Code, including any amendments or successor provisions to that section, and any
regulations and other administrative guidallcethereundel', in each case as they may be ibm time to time amended or interpreted
through fuliher administrative guidance.

" Treasury Regulations" means the regulations promulgated under the Code by the United States l11to111a1 Revenue Service, as
amended,

1.3 AdOlinigtratioR
1.3.1 The Compensation and Management Resou1'ces Committee ofthc Board (as constituted from time to time, and including
administer the Plan, The members of the Committee will be drawn Baldy from
any successor cQmmittee, the" Committee ")
such lllcmbenl of the Board WllO are not and havo no! been Officers of the Company, The Committee is authorized, subject to tne
provisions of the Plan, to establish such rilles and regulations as it deems necessary for the proper administration of the Plan and to
make such determinations and interpretations and to take such action in connection with the Plan and any Award granted thereunder
as it deems necessary Qt' advisable, All determinations and interpretations made by the Committee will be final, binding and
conclusive 011 all Grantees and on their legal represClltatives and beneftd;:lries. The Committee will have the authority, in its
absolute discretion, to determine the persol'J.s who win receive Awards, the time when Awards will be granted, the tei'lllS of such
Awards and the number of shares of Common Stock, if any, which will be subject to such Awards. Unless otherwise provided iuan
A\varcl Agreemont, the Committee reserves the authority, in its absolute discretion (but subject to Section 3.13,1 in tho case of
Awards made under the Planthat are intended to be "flefened compensation" subject to Section 409A, including provisions thet'cof
relating to payment of Awards upon death~ disability or retirement (either before or at normall'ctll'cmcnt age», to amend any
outstanding Award AgH.-. ement in allY respect, whether or not tl1e rights of the Grantee of s\lch Award are adversely affected (bilt
subject to Sections 2.3,6 and 2.4.5), including, without limitation, to accelerate the fiIm~ or times at which the Award becomes
vested, unrestricted or may be exercised, to waive or amend any restrictions or conditions set forth in Stich Award Agrel;lment, or to
impose new re.'ltrictions and conditions, or to reflect a change in the Grantee's drcumstance.<; and (b) to determine whether, to what
extent and tmder what circumstances and method 01' methods (i) Awards may be (A) settled in shares ofCommol1 Sfock, other
securities, other Awards or other property or (B) canceled, forfeited or suspended, (0) shares of Common Stock, other securities,
otlwr Awards or other property, and other amO\lllts payable with respect to an Award may be defen'oo either automatically or at the
election of the Grantee thereof or of the Committee and (iii) Awards may be settled by th;;: Company or any of its designees,
Notwithstanding anything to the c011trary contained herein, the Board may, in its sole discretion; at any time andfi'om time to

wm
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Hll1e, grant Awards (other than grants to Directors) or administer tbe Plan, in which cmm the Board will have all oCthe authority and
responsibility granted to the Committee herein. If so determined by the Committee, any Award made to an Officer wlll be made by

the full Board or a committee or subcommittee ofthe Board composed of at least tWQ Non-Employee Directors of AIG.
1.3.2 Actions of the Committee may be taken by the vote ofa majority of its members. To tllC extent not inconsistent with
applicable Jaw and the· JUles and regulations ofthe New York Stock Exchange, (a) the Committee may delegate any of its powers
under the Plan to a stJ:bconunittee of the Committee or to one of its members, (b) the Committee may allocate among it<; members
any ofils administrative responsibilities and (c) notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Committee may
delegate the determination of Awards (and re.Jated administrative responsibilities) to Employees who are not Officers to one or lUore
officers of AlG designated by the Committee from time to time,

1.3.3 No Director or Employee (each snch perSOll, a" Covered Person ") will have any liability to any person (including any
Grantee) for any action taken or omitted to be taken or any determination made ill good faith with respect to the Plan or any Award.
Each Covered Person will be indemnified and held harmless by AIO against and from any loss, cost, liability or expense (inc-luding
attomeys' fees) that may be imposed upon or incurred by such Covered Person in connection with or resulting from any action, suit
or proceeding to which such Covered Pe,rson may be. a party or in which such Covered Person may be involved by reason of any
action taken or omitted to be taken under the Plan or any AVI"ard Agreement and against and from any .and all amount<; paid by 511C11
Covered Persoll, with ArG's approval, in settlement thereof, or paid by such Covered Person in satisfaction of any judgment in any
such action, suit or proceeding against such Covered Person,provided that AlG \"ill have the right. at its own expense, to assume
and defend any such action, suit or pl'Oceeding and, once AIG gives notice of its intent to asslimc the defense, ArG will have sole
control over such defense with counsel of AIO's cllOice. To the extent any taxable expense reimbursement under this paragraph is
subjcct to Section 409A, (x) the amount thercof eligible in one taxable year shall not affect the amount eligible in any other taxable
year; (y) in no event shall any expenses be reimbursed after the last day of the taxable year following the taxable year in which the
Covered Person incufl'Cd such expenses; and (z) in no event shall any right to reimbursement be subject to liquidation or exchange
for another benefit. The foregoing right of indemnification will not be available to a Covered Person to the extent that a court of
competentjurisdictioll in a final judgment or other finaladjudicatiolll jn either case, not subject to further appeal, determines that
the acts 01' omissions of such Covered Person giving rise to the indemnification claim resulted from such Covered Person's bad
faith, fraud or wi11ful misconduct. The foregoing right of indemnification will not be exclusive {If any other rights of
indemnification to which Covered Persons may be entitled under AIG's Re."ta(ed Certificate ofIncOl1'oration or By-laws, as a
matter of law, or otherwise, or any other power that AIG may have to indemnify slIch persons or hold them harmless,
1.4 Persons Eligible for Awards

Awards under the Plan may be made to Employees and Direct.ors,
-4-
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1.5 Types of Awards Under Plan

Awards may be madeun,der the Plania the form of any of the following, in each c.a::''e illl'es[Ject of Common Stock: (a) stook
options, (b) stock appreciation rights, (0) restricted shflres, (d) restricted stock illt.its~ (e) dividend equivalent rigbts and (f) other

equity-based or equity~related Awards that the Committee determines to be· consistent with the pl1l'poses of tIle Plan and the interests
of the Company.

1.6' Shares of Common Stock Available for Awards
1.6.1 Common Stock SIl~iect to the Plan, Subject to the other provisions of this Section 1.6, the total number of sharcs of
Common Stock that may be granted under the Plants [.] . Such shares ofCotnmon StockmaYl iu the discretion of the Committee,
be eithel'&llthorized but lmissucd shares or shares previously issued and reacquired by AIG.

1.6.2 Share Counting. Tbe number of shares of Common Stock granted under the Plan per year will be determined as follows:
(a) eaeh stock option, "tock appreciation right and similar Award will count as 1 shal'eofCommon Stock and (b) each restricted
share, l'e.<;trlcied stock unit and similar Award 'will count as [2.9 J shares ofCmnmon Stock. Shares of Common Stock issued in
connection with awards that are assumed, CQllverted or substituted as a result ofth", Company's acquisition of auother company
(including by way of merger. combination ot' simihH' transaction) will not cowlt against the nUll1ber of shares that may be :issued
under the Plan.
1,6,3 Replacement ofShare."!. If any Award is forfeited, expires, terminates or othelwise lapses. in whole or In part, without the
delivery of Common Stock, then the shares of Common Stock covered by sllch forfeited, expired, terminated orlapscd award
(counted in accordance with Section 1.6.2) Vi'ill again be available for grant under the Plan, In addition, the following will be added
to the number of shares available for grant under the 1)lan: (1) the number of shares of Common Stock underlying awards granted
<Uld outstandIng under tbe Stock Option Plan before the Effective Date that are torfeited, expirc, terminate 01' otherwise lapse on 01'
aftt.'t the Effective- Date, in wbole or in part, without the delivery of Common Stock and {2) the number of shares of Common Stock
underlying a¥lard<; granted and outstanding under the SIP before the Effective Datc that are forfeited~ expire, terminate or otherwise
lapse on or after the Effective Date. in whole or in part, without the delivery ofColUmon Stock (in each case; counted in accordance
with Section 1.6.2). For the avoidance of doubt, the following shall not again become available lor issuance under the Phm: (A) any
shares of Common Stock withheld in respect of taxes, (B) any shares tendered or wilhheld to pay the exercise price of stock options,
(C) any shares repurchased by the Company from the optionee with the proceeds from the exercise of stock options and (D) any
shm'e." subject to stock appreciation rights but not b'Sued on exercise as a result of the operation ofSection 2.4.4.
1.6.4 [Ac!Justments. The Committee! will J adjust the number of shares of Co1mnOll Stock authorized pursuant to Se"iioli 1.6.1
and adjust equitahly the terms or any outstanding Awards (including, without limitation, thenumbel' of shares ofCQrnmon Stock
covered by each outstanding Award, the type ofpropeliy to which the Award is 5ubject and tlw exercise or strike price of any
Award), 1n silch mannL'r as it deems appropriate (including, without limitation, by payment of cash) to preserve the
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benefits or potential benefits intended to be made available to gI'atltees of Awards, for any increase or decl'C3.sein the number of
issued shares of Common Stock resulting from a recapitatization, stock spilt, stock d.ividend, combination 01' exchange of shares of
Common Stock, merger, consolidation, rights offering. separation, reorganization or Hq~lidation, or any other change in tho
corporate structure or shares of AIG; provided that no such adjustment shall be made if Oi' to the extent that it would cause any

outstanding Award to fail to comply with Section 409A. After any adjustment made pursuant to this Section 1.6.4, the number of
shares of Common Stock subject to each outstanding Award will be rounded down to the nearest whole number, Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the Committee may, in itfl sole disCI'etioll, decline to adjust the tenns of flny outstanding Award if it determines that
such adjustment would violate applicahle law or result in adverse tax consequences to the Grantee or to the Company. ]

ARTICLE II-AWARDS UNDER TIlE PLAN
2.1 Agreements Evidencing Awards
Each Award granted under the Plan will be evidenced by an Award Agreement that will contain such provisions and conditions
as the Committee deems appropriate. Unless otherwise provided hereitl, the Committee may grant Awards in tandem with or,
subject to Section 3,13.1, in substitution for auy otller Award or Awards granted lUlder the Plan or any award granted under any
other plan of AIG. By accepting an Award pursuant to the Plan, a Grantee thereby agrees that the Award will be subject to all of tile
tefms and provisions cfthe Plan and thc applicable Award Agreement.

2.2 No Rights as a Shareholder
No Grantee (or other person having rights pursuant to an A\vard) shall have any oft110 rights of a shareholder ofAIG with
respect to share-s of Common Stock subject to an Award until the delivery of such shares, Except as otherwise provided in
Section 1.6.4,110 ;}(ljustments will he made for dividends, distributions or other rights (wlwther ordinary or extraordinary. and
whether in cash, Common Stock, other securWes or otber property) for which the record date is before the date the Certificates for
the shares are delivcred.

2.3 Options
2.3.1 Grant, Stock options maybe granted to eligibJerecipicllts in such number and at such timos during the term ofthe Plan as
the Committee or the Board may detel'mine; proVided, howcwr, that the maximum number of shares of Common Stock as to which
stock options may be granted ~mder the Plan to anyone individual in anyone year may not exceed 1,000,000 shares (as adjusted
pursuant to theprovislons of Section 1.6.4).
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2J,2 Jncentlve ;.)'tocle Options. At the time of grant, the Commiftcewill determine (a) whether all or any part ofa stock option
granted to an eligible employee wJll be an Incentive Stock Option and (b) the number of shares f>"uh,icct to slich Incellnvc Stock
Option; provided, however. Om! (l) the aggregate fair mal'ket value (determined as ofthe time the option is granted) of the stock

with respc.ct to which Incentive Stock Options arc exercisable for the Orst time by an eligible employee during any calendar year
(under all sllch plans of AIO and of any subsidiary corporation of AIG) wiUnot exceed $100,000 and (2) no Incentive Stock Option
(other than an Incentive Stock Option that may be assumed or issued by the Company in connection with a tnmsacliQl1to which
Section 424(a) of the Code applies) may b~ granted to a perso-n who is not eligible to reoeive an Incentive StmJk Option unde.r the
Code. The form of any stock option which is entirely 01' in part ~1l Inoentive Stock Option will clearly indicate that such stock option
is an Incentive Stock Option or, if applicable, the number of shares subject to the rncentive Stock Option.

23.3 Exerdse Price. The exercise price per share 'with respect to each stock option will bc detcnnined by the Committee but,
except as otherwise permitted by Section 1.6.4, may never be less than the Fail' Market Value (If the Common Stock. Uniess
otherwise noted in the Award Agreement, the Fail" Market Value of the Common Stock will be its closing price on the New York
Stock Exchange on the date of grant of the Awanl of stock options.
2.3.4

In no event wiil any stock opti{J)1 be exercisable afkrthe expiration of 10 years from the date on

2.3.5 Exercise ofStock Option and Payment for Shares. The shares of Common Stock covered by each stock option may not be
pl,Jrchased for one year after the date 011 which the stock {)ption is granted (except in the ca.,<;e of termination of Employment due to
death, disability 01' retirement), but thereafter may be purchased in such installments as wilt be determined in the Award Agreement
at the time the stock option is granted. SubJect to any limitations in the applicable Award Agreement, any sh.ares: 110t purchased on
the applicable installment dale may be purchased thcn.>. after at any time before the final expiration ofille stock option. To exercise a
stock option, the Grantee must give written notice to AlG specifying the number of shares to be purchased and accompanied by
payment of the full purchase price therefor in cash or by cC11ifled or of:ficial bank check or in another form as determined by the
Company, including: (a) personal check, (b) shares of ('...olllmOn Stock, valued as ofthe exercise date, ofthc same class as those to
be grante.d by exercise of the stock option, (c) any other form of consideration approved by the Company and permitted by
applicable law and (d) .any combination of the foregoing. Any person exercising a stock option win make sueh representations and
agreements and furnish such infonnation as the Committee may in it." discretion deem necessary or de.'llrable to assure compliance
by AIG, on terms acceptable to AIG, with the provisions of the Securities Act and any other applicable legal re.quircments. If a
C:rrantcc so rcque,.<;ts, shares purchased may be issued in the name oftlle Crrantce and another jointly with the right of survivorship.

2.3.6 Repricing. Except as otherwise. pennitted by Section 1.604, redu;;ing the exercise price of stock options issued and
oHtstanding under the Plan, including thr01..Jgh amendment, cancetlation in exchange for the grant of a substitute Award or
repurchase for cash or otller consideration (in each case that has the effect of reducing the exercise price), will require approval of
the shareholders.
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2.4 Stocl{ Appreciation Rights
2.4.1 Grant. Stock appreciation rights may be granted to eligible recipients in such number and at such times during the term of
the Plan as the Committee or the Board may determine; proVided, however, that the maximum number of shares of Common Stock
as to which stock appreciation rights may be gmnted under the Plan to anyone individual itl anyone year may not exceed 1.000,000

shares (as adjusted pursuant to tho provisions of Section 1,6.4).
2.4.2 E).~ercise Price. The exercise price per share with respect to each stock appreciation right will be determined by the
Committee but, except "'" otherwise permitted by Section] ,6,4, may never he less than the Fair Market Value of the Common
Stock. Unless otherwise noted in the Award Agreement, the Fair Market Value oftlle Cmnmo.u Stod,
be its closingpriec on the
New York Stock Exchange on the date of grant of the Award of stock appreciation fights,

wm

2.4.3 Tenn ofStockAppreciafion Right. In no event will any stock appreciation right be exercisable after the expiration of
10 years il'om the date Oll which the Stock Appreciation Right is granted.
2.4.4 Exercise afStock Appreciation Right and Delive!:v ofShares. Each stock appreciation right may not be exercised for one,
year after the date Oil which the stock appreciation right is granted (except in the case oftenuination ofEmploymcllt due to death l
disability or retirement), but thereafter may be exercised in such installmellts as may be determined in the Award Agreement at the
time the stock apprt->ciation right is granted, Subject to flny limitations in the applicable Award Agreement, any stoe-k apprec,iation
right~ not exercised on the applicable installment date may be exercised thereafter at any time before the final expiration of the
stock appreciation right. To exercise a stock appreciation right, the Grantee must give V\'ritten notice to AIG specifying the number
of stock appreciation fights to be exercised. Upon exercise of stock appreciation rights, shares of Common Stock with a Fail' Market
Value equal to (a) the- excess of(1) the Fair Market Value of the Common Stock on tbe date of exercise over (2) tbe exercise price
of such stock appreciation right multiplied by (b) the number of stock appreciation rights ex{\rciscd wHl be delivered to tho Grantee,
Any person exercising a stock apprcci~tion right will make such representations and agreements and furnish such information as the
Committee may in its discretion deem necessary or desirable to assure compliance by AIG, on terms acceptahle to AIG, with the
provisions of the Securities Act and an)' other applicable legal requirements, If a Gra.ntee so requests, shares purchased may be
issued in thellHUle of the Grantee and another jointly with the right of survIvorship.

2.4.5 Reprictng. Except as otherwise pcnnitted by Section 1.6.4, rcdur-ing the exercise price of stock appreciation rights iStillcd
and outstanding under the Plan, including through amendment, cancellation in exchange for the grant {lfa substitute Award or
repurchase for ca'Sh or othe.1' consideration (in each case that has the effect of reducing the exercise price), will require approval of
the shareholders,
-8-
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2.5 Restricted Shares

2.5.1 Grants. The Committee may grant or offer for sale restricted shares in such amounts and subject to such tenns :md
conditions as the Comnuttoo may determine. Upon the delivery of such shares, the Grantee wiH have the l'ights efa shareholder
with respecl to the restricted sbares, su~iecl [0 any restrictions and conditiolls as the Committee may include in the applicable

Award Agreement. In the event that a Certificate is issued in respect Of1'e5t1'iotOO shares, such Certificate may be registered in the
name ofthc Grantee but will be held by AIG Of its designated agent until the time the restrictions lapse.
2.5.2 Right to Vote and Receive Dividends on Restricted Shares. Each Grantee ofan Awardofre-strictcd shares will, during the
period of restriction, he the b~~t1C:ficial and recQrd owner of such restricted shares and wHl have full voting rights with respect
thereto, Unless the ComlIl.ittee determines otherwise in an Award Agreement, during the period ofrestl'iction, all ordinary cash
dividends (as de1ermined by the Committee in its sole discretion) paid upon any rcstdcted share will be retained by the Company
for the aCGOlllit of tIle relevflllt Gmntee, Sud1 dividends will revert back to the Company iffol' allY reason the restricted share upon
which such dividends were paid reverts back to the Company, Upon the expiration of the period ofrestriction,all such dividends
made on such restricted share and retained by the Company will be paid to the relevant Grantee, Unles..t;· the applicable Award
Agreement provides otherwise, additional shares or other property distribllted to the G1'untee in respect of restricted slHU'es. as
dividends or otherwise, will be subject to the same restrictions applicable to such restricted shares,
2.6 Restricted Stock Units
The Committee may grant Awards of restricted stock units in sueh amounts and su~ject to such tenns and conditions as the
Committee may determine. A Grantee of a restricted stock unit will have Oldy the rights of a goneral unsecured creditor of AlC until
delivery of.shares of Common Stock or other secUlitics or property is made as specified in tbe applicable Award Agreement. On the
delivery date specHied in the Awm:d Agreement, the Grantee of each restricted stock unit not previously forfeited or terminated will
receive· one share of Common Stock, or securities or other property equal in value to a share of Common Stock Of a combination
thereof, as specified by the Committee,

2.7 Dividend Equivalent Rights
The Committee may include in the Award Agreement with re1>'}Ject to any Award a dividend equivalent right entitling-the
Grantee to receive amounts equal to all or any porlion of1he dividends that would be lXiid on the shares of Common Stock covered
by such Award if such shares had heen delivered pursuant to such Award, The grantee of n dividend equivalent right will have only
the rights of a general unsecured creditor of AIG tmtH payment of such amounts is made-as specified in the applicable Award
Agreement In the event such u provision is included in an Award Agreement, the Committee will, SUbject to Section3,13.1,
determine whether sneh payments wit! be made in cash, in shares of Common Stock or in ffilOther form. whether they wilt
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be conditioned upon the exercise of the Award to which they relate, the time or times at which they will be made, and stich other

terms and conditions as the Committee will deem appropriate.
2.8 Other Stock-Based Awards

The Committee may grant other types of cquity~hasedor equity-related Awards (including the grant 01' offer for sale of
unJ'e,.'rtricted shares of Common Stock) in such amounts and subject to such terms and conditions as the Committee may determine.
Such Awards may entail the transfer of actual shares of Common Stock to Award recipients and may include Awards designed to
comply with or take advantage of the applicable local Jaws of jurisdictions other than the United States.

ARTICLE III-MISCELLANEOUS
3.1 Amendment of tbe Plan

3.1.1 Un less othClwisc provided in an Award Agreement, the Board may from time to time suspend, dj8continu~ revise or
amend the PIau in any respect wllatsoever, induding in any manner that adversely affects the rights, duties or obligations of any
Grantee of an Award.

exchange or scif~regulatory agency.
3.2 Tax Withholding

Grantees shall be solely responsible for !my applicable taxes (induding, without limitation, income and excise taxes) and
penalties, and any intcrc-'lt that accrues thereon, that they incur in connection wilh the receipt, vesting or exercise of any Award. As
a condition to the delivery of any shares of Common Stock pursuant to any Award

01'

the lifting or lapse of restrictions on any

Award, or in cOllnection with any other event that gives rise to a fedcml or other governmental tax withholding obligation on the
part of the Company relating to an Award (including, without limitation, PICA tax), (a) the Company may deduct or \\~thhold (or
cause to be deducted or withheld) from any payment or distribution to a Grantee whether or not pursuant to the Plan (including
shares ofCommr)n Stock otherwise deliverable) or (b) the Committee will he entitled to require that the Grantee remit cash to the

Company (through payroll deduction or otherwise), in each case in un amount sufficient in the opinion of the Company to satisfy
such withholding obligation.
-10-
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3.3 Required Consents find Legends
33.1 If the ('.-ommiHce at any time determines that any Consent (as hCl'cimrfter defined) is necessary 01' desirable as a condition
of, or in connection wtth, the granting of any Award, the delivery of shares of Common Stock or the delivery of any securities or
other p1'Opelty under the Plan, or the taking of any other action tlwfcundcr (each such action a " Plml Action "). then, subject to
Scctio113,13.2, such Pian Action wHl not be taken, in whole orin p<lrt, unless and until such Consent will have-been effected or
obtained to the full satisfaction of the unmnittee, The Committee may dire-et that any Certific-ute evidencing shares delivered
pursuant to the Plan wHl bear a legend setting forth such restrictions on transferability as the Committee may determine to be
neCCS;'3ary or desirablo, and may advise the transfer agent to place a stop tnll1sfer order against .any legended shares.
3.3,2 The term" Consent" E.S used in this Article III with respect to any Pian Action includes (a) any and aU listings,
registrations 01' quaHtications in respect thereofupon any securities exchange 01' under any federal, slate, or local law, or law, rule or
regulation ofajurisdiction outside 1be United States, (b) or <my other matter, which the- CommHteemay deem necessary or desirable
to comply with the terms of any such listing, registration or qualification or to obtain all exemption from the require:ment that any
such listing, qualification or registration be made, (c) any and all other cOllsents, clearances flnd approvals ill respect of a Plan
Action by any govemmcntal ot other l'cgluat01y body or any stock exchmlge at' selfwl'egulatoi'y agency and (d) any and all consents
01' other dOi.~ul11entation required by the Committee, Nothing herein will require the Company to list, register or qualify the sh,,,res of
Common Stock on any securities exchange,

3.4 Right of Offset

Except with respect to Awards made undel'the Plan that are iIttended to be "deferred cmnpensation" subject to Section 409A, the
Company will have the right to offset against its obligation (0 delivel' shares of Common Stock (or other property) under the Plan 01'
any Award Agreement uny outsllmding amounts (including, without Iimitation tl'avell1nd ente.rtainment or advum.:e account
balances, loans, repayment obligations under any Awards, or amotll1ls repayable to the Company pursuant to (ax equalization,
housing, automobile or other employee-[Jl'Ograms) that the Grantee then owes to the Company and auy amounts the Committee
otllerwiso deems appropriate pmsuant to any tax equalization policy or agreement
j

3.5 Nonassignabilii)'; No Hedging

No Awllt'd (or any rights and obligations thereunder) granted to any person "tUlder the Plan may be sold, exchanged, transferred,
assigned, pledged, hypothecated Of otherwise disposed of Ot' hedged, in ally' mi1tutcr (induding tluough the usc or any cash-settled
instrument), whether voluntarily or involuntarily and whether by operation of law' or otherwise, other than by will or by the laws of
descent and distl'ibution. Any sale,. exclutnge, transfer, assignment, pledge, hypothecation, 01' other disposition in violation of the
provisions of this Section 3.5 will be null and void illld any Award which is hedged in any manner will immediately be forfeited. All
of
-11-
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the terms and conditions of the Plan and the Award Agre~ments- will be binding upon any permitted successors and assigns.

3.6 Successor Entity
Unless otherwise provided in the applicable A\.vard Agreement and except as otherwise clctcnulued by the Committee~ in the
event of a merger, oollsolidation. mandatory share exchange or other similar business combination of AlG with or into any other
entity (" Successor Entity ") or any transaction in whicb another person or entity acquires all of the issued and outstanding Common
Stock of AlG, 01' all or substantially aU oflhe assets of AIG, outstanding Awards may be assumed or a substantially equivalent
award may be sUbstituted by such snccessor entity or a parent or subsidiary of such successor entity.
3.7 Right of I>ischarge Reserved

Nothing in the Plan or in aoy Award Agrccment will confer upon any Grantee the right to continued Employment by tho
Company or affect any right which the Company may bave to terminate such Employment.
3.8 Nature of Payments

3.8.1 Any and all grants of Awards and deliveries of Common Stock, secut'ities or other property nnderthe Plan will be in
cOl1sidenltiol1 of sl-wices petformoo or to be performed for the Company by the Grantee. Awards under the Plan may; in the
discretion oftheCommittcc, and subject to Section 3,13.1, be mad<: in substitution in whalenr in part for cash or other
compensation otherwise payable to a particrpant III the Plan, Only whole shares of Common Stock will be delivered undl,!' the Plan,
Awards will, to the extent reasonably practicable, he aggregated in ordel' to eJiminnte any fractional shares. Fractional shares may,
in the discretion of the Committee, be forfeited or be settled in cash or otherwise as the Committee may determine,
3.8.2 All such grants and deliveries will constitute a. special discretionary incentive payment to the Grantee and will not be
requi.red to be taken into account in computing the 3U1OlLnt of salary 01' compensation of tile Grantee for the purpose of determining
any contributions to or any benefits under any pension, retirement, profJt~s!Huing, bonus. life insurance, severance or other benefit
plan of the Company or undel' any agreement with 111e Grantee, unless the Company specifically provides othel'wisc.
3,9 Non-Uniform Determinations

3.9.1 The Committee's determinations under the Plan and Award Agreements need not be uniform and may be made by it
selectively among persons who receive, or are eligible to receive. Awards under tbe Ph\ll (whether or not such persons are similarly
situated). Without limiting the generality of the foregoing. the Committee
-12-
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",rill be entitled, among other things, 10 make non-uniform ,u1d selective determinations under Award Agreements. and to onto1'into
non~l,lllifonnand selective Award Agreel11ents~ as to (a) the persons to receive Awards, (b) the terms and pl'Ovisiol1s of Awards and
(c) whether a Grantee's Employment has been terminated for purposes oftlle Plan,

3,9.2 To the extent the Committee deems it necessary, appropriate or desirable t.o comply with foreign law or practices and to
furtller the purposes of the Plan, the Committee may, without amending the Plan, establish spcciall'ulcs applicable to Awards to
Grantees who arc foreign nationals, arc employed outside the United States or bath and grant Awards (or amend existing Awards)
in accordance with those nIles.
3.10 Other Payments or Awards

3.11 Phm Headings

The headings in the Plan are for the purpose of convenience only and are not intended to -define or limit the cOl1slruction of the
provisions hereof.
3.12 TCl'minatiGu<lfPlan
The Board reserves the right to telnlinate the Plan at any time; provided, however, that in any case, the Plan will terminate
May 16, 2017, and providedfurther, that all Awards made under the Plan before its temlinatiol1 will remain in effect ul1til such
Awards have been satisfied or terminated in accordance with the tenDS and provisions of the Plan and the applicable Award
Agreements.

3.13 S~tion 409A

3,13,1 AU Awards made under the Plan that are intended to be "deferred compensalion" subject to Section 409A shaH be
interpreted, admini&tel'ed and construed to <oomply with Sectlon409A, and all Awards made llilder the Plan that are intended to be
exempt from Section. 409A shall be interpreted, administered and construed to comply with and preserve such exemption. The
Board and the Committee shall have full authority to give effect to the intent of the foregoing seutoo(.'e. To the extent tlecessury to
give, effect to this intent, in the case of an)' conflict or potential inconsistency between the Plan and a provision of any Award or
Award Agreement with res.peet to an Award, the Plan shall govern.
3.13.2 Wil1lOul limiting the generality ofSecuou 3,13.1, with respect to any Award made under tilcPlan that is intended to be

"deferred compensation" subject
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to Section 409A: (a) references to termination of the Grantee's employment will mean the Grantee's separation from ilcrvice with
the Company within the meaning ofSectioll 409A; (b) any payment to be made v,rith respect to such Award in cOlmection with the
Grantee's separation from service with the Company within the meaning of Section 409A that would be subject to the limitations in
Scction409A(a)(2Xb) oft11e Code shall be delayed until six months after the Grantee's separation from service (or earlier death) in

accordance with the requirements of Section 409A; (c) to the extent necessary to comply with Section 409A, any other securities,
other Awards or other propc11y that the Company may deliver in lieu of shares of Common Stock lll'eSpect of an Award shan not
have the effect of deferring deltvery or payment beyond the dale on which such delivery or payment would ocem' with respect to the
shares of Common Stock that would otherWise have been delivcn,blc (unless the Committee elects a later date for this purpose in
accordance with the requirements of Section 409A); (d) with respect to any required Consent described in Sec1iol1 3.3 or the
applicable Award Agreement, if such Consent has not been effected or obtained as of the late",,.t date provided by such Award
Agreement for payment in respect of such Award and further delay of payment is not permitted in accordance with the requin..'1Tlents
of Section 409A. such A\wrd or portion thereof, as applicable, will be forfeited and terminate flOtwithstanding any prior eaming or
vesting; (e) if the Award includes a "series of insl'alhnent payments" (within the meaning of Section 1A09A~2(b X2)(iii) of the
Trea..'.;ury Regulations), the Grantee's right to the serie..'i of installment payments shall be treated a.<> a right to a series of -separate
payments and not as a right to a singfe payment; (f) iftlle Award includes "dividend equivalents" (within the me..'lning of
Section 1.409A-3(e) of the Treasury Regulations), the Grantee's right to the dividend equivalents shali be treated separately from
the right to other amOlll1t'llll1der the Award; and (g) unless the Committee determines otherwise, for purposes of determining
"\\~lether the Grantee has experienced a separation from service witb the Compm1y within the meaning of Section 409A, "subsidiary"
shlll! mean a corporation or other entity in a chain of C0l1Jorations or other entities in which each corporation or other entity, starting
with AIG. has a controlling interest in anotlJel' corporation or other entity in the chain, ending with such corporation or other entity..
For purposes oflhc preceding sentence, the term ''<.;ontrolling interest" has the same meaning a<; provided in Section 1Al4(c)-2(h)
(2)(i) oftlle Treasury ReguhttioflS, provided that the language "at least 20 percent" is used instead of "at least 80 percent" each place
it appears in Section J .414(c)-2(b)(2)(1) of the Treasmy Regulations.

3.14 Governing Law
THE PLAN WILL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF TIlE STATE OF
NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICT OF LAWS,
3.15 Severability; Entire Agreement
If any aftha provisions of the Plan or any Award Agrccment is finally held to be illvali~ illegal or unel'lforceable (whether ill
whole or in part), such provision will be deemed mod.ified to the extent, but only to the extent, of such invalidity, illegality or
unellforceability and the remaining pJ'Ovisions will not be affected thereby; provided
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that if any of such provisions is -fInally held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable because it exceeds the maximum scope
determined to be a-eceptabJe to permit such provision to be enforceable, such provision will be deemed to be modified to the
minimum extent necessary to modify such scope ill order to make such provision enforceable hereunder. The Plan and any Award
Agreements contain the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter thereof and supersede all prior agreements.

promises, covenants, arrangements, communications, repre."lentatiollS and warranties between them! whether written or oral wilh
respect to the subject matter thereof.

3.16 Waiyer of Claims

Each GrI'ltltco of an Award recogi1izes and agrees that before being selected by the Committee to receive an Award he or she has
no right to any benefits hereunder. Accordingly, in consideration nftheGrantee's receipt arany Award hel'eunder,be or she
I;D;pressJy waives any right to contest the amount of any Award, the terms of any Award Agreement, any determination, action or
omission hereundet" 01' under <luy Award Agreement by the Committee, the Company or the Bmtrd, or any amendment to the Plan or
any Awut'd Agreement (other than an amendment to the Plan or Award Agreement to which his ot' her consent is expre.."isly
required by the expt'ess terms -of all Award Agreement).

,ill

3.17 No Liability With Respect to Tax Qualification nr Adverse Tax Treatment

Notwithstanding anything to tile cOl1tnlryoontained herein, in 110 event shall the Comp;:my be Hable to a Grantee on account of an
Award's failure to (a) qualify for favorable United States Or foreign tax treatment or (b) avoid adverse tax treatment under United
States Dr foreign taw, inoluding, without limitation. Section 409A,

3.18 No Third Party Beneficiaries

Except as expressty provided therein, llcither the Plan not' any Award Agreement will confer on ally persoll other than the
Company and the Grantee of any Award any rights or remedies thereunder. The exculpation and indemnification provisions of

Section 1.32 will inure to the benefit of a Covered Person's estate and beneficiaries and legatee8,
3.19 Suecessofs llnd Assigns of AIG
The terms of tlle- Plan will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of AIG and any successor entity contemplated by Section 3.6.
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3.20 Date of Adoption and Approval ofSbarehoJders
The Plan was adopted on March 14, 2007 by the Board and approved by tltc shareholders of AIG at the 2007 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders. The Plan was amended and restated by the Board on November 14,2007, November 11, 2008, and [December· J,

2008, which amendment and restatement was approved by the sJ1l'~rehojders of AIG at the 2008 Special Meeting of Shareholders
held on ( December· 1 • 2008.
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Exhibit 10(64)
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC,
PAltTNl.':RS PI.AN

PERFOHl'\o1ANCE RSU AWARD AGREEl'vlENT

This award agreement (this" Award Agreement") sets forth the tenns and conditions of an award (this" Award") of
performanee..based res{ricted stock units (" Pmfimmmce RSlJs ") av,:arded to you pllfSLlant to the Amcri~an International Gl'OUp,
Inc. Partners Plan (the" Partners PiaTt ") and issued to you lmderthc American International Group, Inc. 2007 Stock Incentive Plan

(the" SIP ").
I. The SIP, This Award is issued nnder the SIP, the terms ofwbich are incorporated in this Award Agreement. Capita:Hzed
te.rms used in this Award Agreement that are not defined in this Award Agreement, or in the attached Glossary ofTcnns, have the
meanings as used ot' defined in the Partners Plan or the SIP,

2. Award.
(0) Award ofPerformance RSUs. The number ofPcrtbrmanee RSUs initially subject to this Award, the Date ofGranta1ld tbe
Performance Period al'e set forth atthe end of this Award Agreoment, At the end of tho Pcrformance Period, the Committee will
determine the number of PCI{onnance RSUs em'ned under this Award in accordance with the terms of the Partners Plan and will
advise you of the number (such camcd Performance RSUs, the" Earned RSUs "), TIle number of Eamed RSUs may range from
()% to 150% of'the Performance RSUs initially subject to this AWf\rd.
(b) Status ofBanted RS(Js. Each Earned RSU constitutes an unfunded and unsecured promise of AIG to deliver (or cauSQ to
be. delivered) to you, subject to the terms of this Award Agreement, one share nf Common Sto(',k (the « S'h(lre " or the" ,\'har('.$ " as
the c-ontextrequires) (or securities DT other property equal to the Fair Market Value thet'eot) on the Scheduled Vesting Date as
provided herein. Until such delIvery, you have only the rights of a general unsecured creditor, and no rights as a shareholder. of

AIG. TIllS AWARD IS SUBJECT TO ALL TERMS, CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS OF THE PARTNERS PLAN, THE SIP
AND THIS AWARD AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUTLIMITATlON, THE ARBITRATION AND CHOICE OF
FORUM PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 15.
3. vesting imd Pavout.
(a) Vesting. Except as pl'Ovided in tllis Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4 and 6, you shall become vested in the Earned RSUs
in two equal installments on the third J7l1ld fourth anniversaries of the first day of the Performance Period for this Award (each, a "

Scheduled Vesting Date" tOt' tlds Award), Except as pl'ovided in Pm'agl'aph 6, if your Employment tenninates for any reason prior
to a Scheduled Vcsting Date, your lights in respect of all of your Ullvcsted Perfonnance RSUs shall be fOl'fe.ited and tenninate and
no Shares (01' securities or other property) shall be paid in respect of such Performance RSUs.
j
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(b) Payout. Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4,6, 8 and 9, the Shares underlying the vested Eal11cd
RSUs shall be paid promptly after the respective Se-heduled Vesting Date, but no later than the cad of tho calendar year in whkh
such Scheduled Vesting Date falls, The Company may, at its option and subject to the Partners Plan and the SIP, deliver securities
or other property In lieu of all or any portion oftbe- Shares otherwise payable on a Scheduled Vesting Date, Such payment shall
equal the product of the llUmber of Shares to be delivered on the Scheduled Vesting Date and the Fair Market Value of one Share of
Common Stock on the Scheduled Vesting Date. You shall he deemed the beneficial owner of the Shares at the close of business on
the Scheduled Vesting Date and shall be entitled to any dividend or distribution that has nDt akeady been made with respect to such
Shares if the re.."Ord date for such dividend or distribution is on or after the close of business on the Scheduled Vesting Date.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if .a Scheduled Vesting Date occurs at a time when the tax deduction with respect to your payout of
Shares (or securities or other property) would be limited or eliminated by Section 162(m) ofthc Code, payollt of the Shares (or
securitic,q or other property) may be deferred by the Company under the circumstances described in Section 409A until the earliest
date that the Company reasonably anticipates that the deduction or payment will not be limited or eliminated.
(c) Death, Notwithstanding any other provision of this Award Agreemcnt, if you die:
(i)

during the Performancc Period, and provide<! your rights in respect of your Performance RSUs have not yet terminated,
(A) you shall be eligible to vest in a pro-rated amount of your Pertormance RSUs (based lIpon the number of whole or
partial months you were employed during the Perf01111anCe Period relative to 24 and the determination. in the

Committee's sale discretion, of achievt.'1nent through the date ofyan!" death against performance targets for the
Performance Period) and (B) the Shares (Dr sccmities ot' otherpropelty in licu of all or any part thereot) corresponding
to such pro~rated amount ofyonr Performance RSUs determined in acc()l'dance willi Paragraphs 2(c)(iXA) and 2(b)
.sl1all be paid to the representative of your estate promptly after your death (but no later than 90 days after your death);
oc

(Ii) at any time prior to a Scheduled Vesting Date but after completion of the Perfonnance Period, and provided your rights
in respect of your Eamce! RSUs have not yet terminated, the Shares (or securities or other property in lieu of all or any
pati, thercof) coll'csponding to your outst,mding Eamed RSUs shall be paid to the representative of your estate promptly
aftel' your death (but no later than 90 days after your death).
(d) De.!ayoj'Pflynu!1tt. TbcCommittcc may, in its sale discretion, detennine to defer payment of Performance RSUs or
permit you to ele<;t to defer p8ymOrlt of Performance RSUs, in each case in a manner that cOl1fonns to the l'cquirements of
Section 409A(a){4) oftha Cooe.
-2-
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4. Termination of Performance RSUs and EUl'Iled RSUs; Non-Payment of Shares .

(a) Termination on Sepal'ationji'om Setvice . Except as provided in Paragraphs 3(c) a...,d 6, if your Employment with th.e
Company terminates for any reason or you arc otherwise no longer actively employed by the Company:
(j)

(ii)

(b) Termination 011 Othel' Events. Unless tho Committee determines otherwise, and except as further provided in
Paragraph 6, your rights in respect of all of your Performance RSI.ls or Eamcd RSUs (whether or not vested) shall immediately
terminate, and no Shares (or sectll'ittes or other propeli)') sluiH be paid in respect of Performance RSlJs or Eal'l1cd RSUs, if at any
time prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date:

(i)

you attempt to have any dispute under this Award Agreement~ the Partners Plan or the SIP resolved ill any manner that
is not provided for by Paragraph [5;

Oi) any event that CffilStitUtcs Cause has occurred;
(iii) you in any manner, directly 01' indirectly, (A) Solicit any Client to transact business willl a Competitive FJ1tcrprise or to
reduce or refrain ±i'om doing any busincss with the Company 01' (D) interfere with or damage (or attempt to interfere
with or damage) any relationship between the Company and any such Client or (C) Solicit any person who is an
employee of the Company to resign from the Company or to apply for or accept employment with any Competitive
Enterprise; or

(lV) you fail to certify to AIO, in accordance with procedures established by the ('..ommittee, with respect to a Scheduled
Vesting Date that you have complied, or the Committee determines that you have failed as of a Scheduled Vesting Date
to comply, \vith all of the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement. By accepting the delivery of Shares (or
seclil'itiesor other property) under this Award Agreement, you shall be deemed to have represented and certified at such
time that you have complied wHh all the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement.

-3-
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(0) Termination 011 Faiho'(! to Certify. Unless the Committee determines otherwise, ira Scheduled Vesting Dale in respect of
any of your outstanding Hamed RSUs occurs. and Shares (01' securities or other property) with respect to such outstanding Eumed
RSUs would be payable under the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement, except that you have not complied with the
conditions or your obligations under Paragraph4(b)(iv), all ofyoul' rights with respect to your outstanding Earned RSUs shall
terminate no later than the Scheduled Vesting Date fDr such Shnres.
5. Renuyment. If, following the delivery of Shares (or securities or other property), the Committee determines that all tee11i.S and
conditions ofthis Award Agreement in respect of such delivery were not satisfied, the Company shall be entitled toreoeive, and you
shall be ohligated to pay the ('.-ompany immediately upon demand therefor, the Fail' Market Value of the Shares (determined as of
the Scheduled Vc.'lting Date) and the arnotI1lt of securities or other property (to the extent that securities or other property was
delivered in lieu ofShare::l) delivered with rc<:''Pcct to the Scheduled Vesting Date, without reduction for any Shares (or Sccttritie.''> or
other property) applied to satisfy withholding tax or other obligations in respect ofsue-h Shares (or securities: or otherpropeliy).
6. Disability and Retirement.
(a) During the Performance Period, Notwithstanding any other provision of tbis Award Agreement. but subject to

Paragmph 6(c):

(1)

if you become subject to Disability during the Performance Period, and provided your rights in re.-"pect ofyoul'
Performance RSUs have not yet tennimtted, (A) you shall be eligible to vest in a pro~rated amount of your Performance
RS1Js (based upon the number of whole or partial months you were employed during the Performance Period relative to
24 and the determination, in the Committee's sole discretion, of achievement through the date ofyoUl' becoming subject
(0 Disability against performance targets for the Performance Pedod) and (8) the Shares (or securities or other properly
in lieu of aU or allY part thereof) corresponding to such pro-Jatcd amount of your Performance RSUs determined ill
accordance with Paragraphs. 6(a)(iXA) and 2(b) shall be paid to you promptly after you become ~llbject to Disability

(but no later than 90 days thereafter); ot'
(ii) ifYOll Retire during the Performance Period, mld provided your rights in respect of your Performance RSUs have not
yet temlinated, (A) you shall be eligible to vest in a pro-rated amount of your Performance RSUs (based upon the
nmnber of whole or partial mOflths you were employed during the Performance Period relative to 24) and (B) the Shares
(or secwities or other property in lieu of all or any part thereof) conesponding to such p1'O-rated amount of your
PeJformance RSlJs determined in accordance with Paragraphs 6(a)(ii)(A) and 2(b) shan be paid to you as soon as
practicable in the calendar year immediately following the end of such Performance Period
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when perfonmmce has been determined (but no later than the end of such year),
(b) After the End ojllle Performance Period. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Award Agreement, but :subject to
Paragraph 6(c), ifyoll hecome subject to Disability or Retire after the complcHon ofthc Performance Pedod, the condition set forth

in Paragraph 4(a) shall be waived with respect to your tben outstanding lffivcsted Earned RSUs (as a result of which any such then
ullvcstcd outstanding Earned RSUs shall vest and shares correspondillgto the Earned RSUs shall be paid to you promptly aftel' the
datc you beco1l1e subject to Disability or Retire, bllt no later than 90 days aftor such event (in thtl case of Disability) or the end of the
calendar y(',ar jn which such date falls (in the case of Retirement), as applicable), but ull other conditions of this Award Agreement
shall continue to apply,
(c) IeI'm/nation ofRights Following Disahility oJ'Retirement. Without limiting the application ofParagraph4(b) or
Paragraph 4(c), yOUI' rights in respect of any Qutst<lnding PClfonmmce RSUs that become vested solely by reason ofParagraph6(a)
or 6(b) shaH terminate, anduo Shares-Col' securities or other property) shall be paid in respect of such outstanding Performance
RSUs if, followlng your becoming subject to Disability or Retiring and prior to the delivery of Shares (or securities or other
property) in respect of such outstanding Performance RSUs, you (i) form, or acquire a 5% or greater equity ownership, voting or
profit participation interest ill, any Competitive Enterprise or (li) associate in any capacitY (including, but not limited to, association
as an officer, employee, partner, director, consultant, agent or advisor) WJt11 any Competitive Enterprise,
7, Non~transferahility, Except as otllcrwise may be provided by the Committee, the limitations- sct forth in Sectiol1 8L ofthe
Partners Plan shall apply, Any assignment or delegation in violation of the provisions ofthis P-!ll'agraph 7 shall be null and void.
8, Withholding Consents and Legends.

(a) The delivery of Shares is conditioned on your satisfaction of<lny applicable withholding taxes (in accordance with
Section 3.2 of the SIP),
(b) Your rights in respect of youI' Performance RSUs and Earned RSDs are conditioned on the receipt to the full satisfaction
oflhe Committee of any required consents (as defmed in Section 8N of the Partners Plan) that the Committee may determine to be
necessary or advisflble (including, without limitation, your consenting to deductions from your wage.'>, or another aJ'lll11gemcnt
satisfactory to t11e Committee, to reimburse the Company for advances made on your behalf to satisfY withholding and other tax
obligations in connection with this Award); provided that if such consent has not been so effccted or obtained as of (he latest date
provided by the Pm1ners Plan for the delivery of Shares or secU1;tie.<> or other property in respect of any Performance RSUs and
further delay of delivery 1s not permitted in accordance with the requirements of Section 409A. such Performance RSUs will be
forfeited and terminate notwithstanding any prior earning or vesting,
-5-
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(c) AIG may affix to Certificates rcpres~ntil1g Shares issued pursuant to this Award Agreement any legend that tbe
Committee determines to be necessary or advisable (including to reflect any restrictions to which yOll may be subject under a
separate agreement with AIG), AIG may advise tbe transfer agent to place a stop transfer order against any legended Shares.

9. Section 409A .
(a) Perfonmmce RSUs awarded under this Award Agreement are intended to provide payments that arc "defClTed
compensation" subjeot to Secdon 409A, aLid (his Awmd Agreement is it1tendcd to, and shall he interpreted, administered and
construed to, comply with Sedion 409A with ref';pect to the Pelformance RSl!s. The Committee shaH have. full authority to give
effect to the intent ofth15 Paragraph 9(a). To the extent necessary to give effect to this intent, in the case of any conniet or poti;mtial
inconsistency between the provisions of this Award Agreement and the provisions oftbe Pal1ners Plan, the Partners Plan shall
govern.
(b) Without llmiti11g L\e generality of Paragraph 9(a), references to the termination of your Employment with respect to
Perf-onnance RSUs shall me-nn your separation frmn service with the Company within the meaning of Section 409A.

(c) Any payment to be made under the Performance RSUs in COID1ectioll with tetmination of your Employment with the
Company (and any other payment ul1der L'i.ePartners Plan) thut would be su~iect to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(b) of the
Code shall be delayed until six months after termination of your Employment (or earlier death) in accordance with the reqnirements
of Section 409A.
(d) To the extent necessary to comply with Paragraph 9(a), any securities or other property that the Company may deliver in
respect oftl1e Perform.ance RSUs will not have the effect of defclTing delivery (11' payment beyond the date 011 which such delivery
or payment would occur whh respect to the Shares that would otherwise have been deliverable (unless the Committee elects a later

date for this purpose in accordance with Paragraph 3(d).
(e) Each payment under the Performance RSUs will be treated as a separate payment for purposes of Section 409A.
10. No Rights to Continued Employment, Nothing in this Award Agreement, the Partl1ers :Plan or the SIP shall be construed as
giving you any right to continued Employment by the Company or affect any right that the Company may !lave to terminate nt' alier

the terms and conditions of your Employment or to be inclUded in any t'utme plans of similar nature.
1L SllCCeSSQrs .md Assigns of AIG . The terms and (;onditiOllS of' this Award Agreement shall be binding upon, und shaH inure
to tl1e benefit of, AIG mld its successor entities (as dermed in Section 3,6 of the SIP).
12. Committee Discretion. Snbject to Paragraph 13, the Committee shall have ftdl discretion with respect to any actions to be
taken or determinations {.o be
-6-
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made in CO'~::~~::~';I~i:I~~?,~,~j:~~:;~&~~":~~'~~;,~:::\~::ing,

its determinations shaH be final,

withOl.1t

limitation, ",hcthet·you have helenrne "ublectto I'isabilily),and

13. hJ..lli:'4.li.1.lnruL TIle CommiHee reserves the right at any time and in any mmmer to amend the tcnTIS and conditions set forth in
this Award Agreement and the Partners Plan in accordance with Sections 1.3.1 of the SIP, including in a manner adverse tayout"
rights; provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing and Sections 1.3,1 Ca), 1,3.1 (b) and 3.1 of the SIP, the Committee may not
<lcceJerate or postpone the payout of Shares (or securities or other pmperty in lieu of all or any pari thereof) pursuant to this Award
Agreement to occur at a time other than the time otherwise provided for in this Award Agreement.
14. AcHustment, Subject to Paragraph 13, the Performance RSUs shull be subject to amendment ~U1d adjustment in accordance
with Section. 1.6.4 of the SIP.
15, Arbitration' Choice of Forum .

Ca) Any dispute, controversy or claim.. between the Company and you, arising out of or relating to or concoming the SIP or
this Award Agreement, shall be finally settled by arbitration in New York City betore, and in accordance with the rules thon
obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NYSE") or, if the NYSE declines to arbitl'atethe matter (01' if the matter
otherwise is not arbitrable by it), the American Arbitration Association (the" AM ") in acco['dance with the comm01'cial arbitration
rules of the AAA, Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by you tn\lSt first he submitted to the ('.-ommittee in accordance with
clairns procedures determined by the Committee, This paragraph is subject to the pf{wisions of Paragraphs 15(b) and (c) below.
(b) 'HIE COMPAc''\Y AND YOU HEREBY IRREVOCABLY SUBMIT TO THE EXCI.lJSIVE .lURlSDICTION OF
ANY STATE OR FEDERAL COURT LOCATED IN THE CITY 010' NEW YORK OV~R AN\' SUIT, ACTION OR
PROCEEDING ARISING OUT 011 OR RI:LATING TO OR CONCERNING THE SIP OR TillS AWARD AGREEMENT
THAT IS NOT OTllERWISE ARRITRATED OR RESOLVED ACCORIHNG TO PARAGRAPH 15(a) OF THIS AWAIlll
AGREEMENT. This includes any suit, aotion 01' proceeding to compel arbitration or to entorce an arbitration award. The Company
and you acknowledge that the forum de-signatoo by this Paragraph l5(b) has a reasonable relation to the SIP, this Award Agreement,
and to your relationship with the Company. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the Company from
bringi11g any aotion, suit or proceeding in any other court for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of this Paragraph 15.

(c) 111e agreement by you and the Company as to forum is independent oftbe Jaw that may be applied in theactioll, suitor
proceeding, and you and the Company agree to such forum even if the forum may under al,plicahlc law cl100se (0 apply non-folUlU
law. You <lnd the Company hereby waive, to the fldlest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which you or the
Company now or hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction or to the laying of venue of al1Y such snit, action 01' proceeding in any
cow'( referred to in Paragraph 15(b). You and the Company undcliake not to commence any action, suit or proceeding
-7-
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arising out of or relating to or concemingthis Award Agreement in any forlllU other than a forum described in tIlis Paragraph 15.
You and (subject to the last sentence ofPal'agl'aph 15(b)) the Company agroothat, to the fullest extent perm.itted by applicable law,
a final and non-appealable judgment in any such suit, action or proceeding in any such COllli shall be conclusive and binding upon
you and the Company.
(d) You iIre-vocably appoint the Secretary of AIG as your agent for service of process in COllilcction with any action, suit or
proceeding arising out of or relating to or concerning tbe Partners Plan or the Award Agreement which is not arbitrated pursuant to
the provisions ofParagraph 15(a), who shali promptly advise you oiany such service of process.
(e) You hereby agree to keep confidential the existence of, and any information concerning any grant made under the Partners
Plan and any dispute, controversy or claim relating to the Partners Plan or this Award Agreement, except that you may disclose
informatinn concerning such dispute or claim to the arbitrator or CO~lrt that is considering such dispute or to your legal counsel
(provided that such counsel agrees not to disclose any such information other than as necessary to the prose<-'UtiOl1 Of defense oftlle
dispute).
(:I) YOll recognize and agree that prior to the grant ofthis Award you have no right to any benefits herellnder. Accordingly, in
consideration ofthe receipt of this AVI'ard, you -expre.ssty waive any light to contest the amount of this Award, terms of tbis Award
Agreement and the Partners Plan, any determination, action or omission hereunder or under the SIP by the Committee or AIG oftlle
Boord, or any amendment to the Pmtllers Plan or this Award Agreement and you expressly waive any claim related in Hny way to
the Award including any claim based on ally pl'Omissoly estoppel or other theory in COilllcction with this Award and your
Employment with the Company.
16. Governing Law, THIS AWARD SHALL BE GOVERNKD BY AND CONSTRIJF;D IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
LAWS (WTlm STATl; OF NEW YORK, WlTHOln' REGARIlTO PRINCIPLES OF' CONFLlerS OF LAWS,

17, Headings. The headings in this: Award .Agreement are for the purpose of convenience only and are not intended to define or
llmit the construction of the provisions hereof.
-8-
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IN WITNESS \VI-IEREOF; AlVIERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. has caused this Award Agreement to be duly
executed and delivered as of the Date of Grant.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC,
By:

~

_

Name:
Tj[Je:

By:

~

_

Name:
Title:

Recipient:
Nmnher of 'Performance

RSUs;

Max. Earned RSUs
Target Eamed RSUs

TJu-eshold Eamed RSUs
Min. Eurned RSUs
Performance Period:

Date of Grant:
Scheduled Vesting Date:

-9-
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Glossary of Terms
Solely fOT purl»,:,es ofthis award ofPerfonmmce RSUs, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below, Capitalized
terms not defined in this Glossary of Terms shall have the meanings as l,.lsed or defined in the applicable Award Agreement 01' the

SIP.

" Cause" means (i) your conviction, whether following trial or by plea of guilty or nolo contendere (or similar plea). in a
criminal proceeding (A) on a misdemeanor charge involving fraud, false statements 01' misleading omissions, wrongful taking,
cmbezzJement, bribery, forgery, counterfeiting Qr ex.tortioll, or (B) on a felony charge or (C) 011 an equivalent charge to those in
clauses (A) <Uld (B) in jurisdictions which do not use those designations; (if) your engaging in lmy conduct which constitutes an
employment disqualification under applicable law (including statutory disqualification as defined tmder the Exc!umgeAct);
(iii) your failure to perform your duties to the Company; (iv) your violation of any securities or commodities laws, any rules or
regulations issued pursuant to l,'uch laws, or the wles and regulations of any securities Of commodities exchange or association of
which AIG or any of it'l subsidiaries or affiliates is a member; (v) your violation of any Company policy concerning hedging 01'
confidential or propriet<lfY illfonnation, or your material violation of allY other Company policy as in effect from time to time;
(vi) your engaging in any act or making any statement which impairs, impugns, denigrates, disparage': or negatively reflects upon
the name, reputation or business interests ofthe Company; or (vii) your engaging in any conduct detrimental to the Company. Tho
detCl111ination a..<;; to whether" Cause" has occurred shail be made by the Committee in its sole discretion. The Committee shall also
have thc authority in its soJediscretion to waive the, consequences under the Partners Plan. SIP or any Award Agreement of the
existonce or occurrencc of any of the events, acts or omissions constituting" Cause ,"

«Client"means any client orpro1>'Pective client of tho Company to whom yOll provided services, or tbrwhom you tnlnsacted
business, or whose identity became kt10WI1 to you in connection with your rc1ationship with or Employment hy the Company,
« Competitive Enterprise" me.:111S a business enterprise that (i) engages in any actJvity, or (Ij) owns or controls a significant
interest in ally entity that engages in any activity, that, in either case, competes anywhere 'with any activity in which the Company is
engaged, The activities covered by the previous sentence include~ without limitation, all insurance and re-insuranee and insurance
and re~illsural1ce-related activities, asset management. financial product activities (including, without limitation, derivative
activitie..'l-) and financial services in the United States and abroad,

«.Disability" means a period of medically dett'Jmined physical or me.ntal im,pairment that is expected to result in death or last for
a period of not less than 36 montlls during which you qualify for income replacement benefits under the Company's long-tcnn
disability plan for at IC<1st six months, 01', if you do not participate- in such a plan, a period of disability during which you are unable
to engage in any substantial gainful aciivity by reason of allY medicaUy determined
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physical or mental impairment which CID1 be expected to result in death or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less
than 36 1110nths,

"Sectiolt 409A"meal1s Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code, including any amendments or successor provisions to that
section, and any regulations and othel' ndminisftative guidance therellnder, in each case as they may be from time to time mnended
or interpreted through furt11er administrative guidance,
" Solicit" means any direct or indirect communication of any kind whatsoever, regardless of by whom initiated, inviting,
advising, cucomaging or requesting any person Of entity, in any manner, to take or refrain Ii'om taking allY action.
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Exhihit 10(65)
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAl> GROUP, INC.
AMENDED AND RESTATED 2007 STOCK L'1CENTIVE PLAN
RSUAWARDAGREE~ffiNT

This award agreement (this" Award Agreement H) sets forth the terms and conditions of an award (this" AWaJ'd ") of
restricted stock units ('" RSU...,") granted to you under the American IntemationaI Group, Inc, Amended and Restated 2007 Stock
Incentive Plan (the" Plan ").
1, TIle Plan, This Award is made pursuant to the Plan, the tenus of which arc incorporated in this Award Agreement.
Capitalized terms used in this Award Agreement that are not defined in this Award Agreel11.ent, or in the attached Glossary of
Terms, have the meanings aH used Of defined in the Plan,

2, Award. "[be number ofRSUs subject to this Award is set forth at the end of this Award Agreement, Each RSU constitutes
an unfunded and unsecured promise of AIG to deliver (or cause to be delivered) to you, subject to the terms of this Award
Agreement, 011e share of Common Stock (the" Shiite" or the" Share,,, "as the context requires) (or securities. or other property
equal to the Fair Market Value thereof) on the Scheduled Vesting Date as provided herein, Until such delivery, you have only the
rights of a general unsecured creditor, and no rights as a shareholder, of AIG, THIS AWAUn IS SUBJRCT TO ALL TERJ.\fS,
CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS OF THE PLAN AND THIS AWARn AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, TIlE ARBITRATION ANn CHOICE OF FOlWM PROVISIONS SF.T FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 15.

3, Vesting and Payout.
(a) Vesting. Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4 and 6, you shall become vested ill the RSUs on the

third anniversary ofthe Date of Grant specified at the end of this AWard A&'tj'eement (the" Scheduled Vesting Date "), Except as
provided in Paragraph 6, if your Employment terminates for any reason prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date, your rigbts in respect
of all of your RSUs shall terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other property) shall be paid in respect of such RSUs.
(b) Payout . Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4, 6t 8 and 9, the Shares unde,rlying the vested RSUs
shall he paid promptly after the S(lhedu!ed Vesting Date, but no later than the end of the calendar year in which such Scheduled
Vesting Date falls. The Company may, at it" option and subject to the 1·1011, dc1ivCl' securities or other property in lieu of all or any
portion of the Shares otherwise payable on the Schcdlllcd Vesting Date, Such payment shall equal the product ofl11e number of
Sharos to be delivered on the Sche<lu1ed Vesting Date and the Fair Market Value of one Share ofCommou Stock on the Scheduled
Vesting Date, You shall be deemed tlte beneficial owner Qfthe Share.'l at the close ofbusinesR on the Scheduled Vc.."ting Date and
shall be entitled to any dividend 01' distribution that has not already been made with respect to such Shares if the record date for such
dividend or distribution is on or after the dose of
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business on the Scheduled Vesting Date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Schedl1le.d Vesting Date occurs at a time when you
are considered by AID to be-one of its "covered employee.'l" within the meaning of Section 162(m) of tile Code, then, unless the
Committee detl'lrmines otherwise, payollt of the Shares (or securities or other property) may be dcfcn'(?,d by the Company under the
cirCtltllstances described in Section 409A until the earliest date that the Company reasonably anticipates that the deduction or
payment wlll 110t be limited or eliminated.
(c)~.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Award Agreement, ifyou die pdor to the Scheduled VC'..sting Date, and

provided your rights in respect afyal1!' RSUs have not previously terminated., the Shares (or secmitics or other property in lieu of alt
or any part thereof) co!'responding to your outstanding RSUs shall he paid to the representative afyanr estate promptly after YOll!'
death (but llo later than 90 days after your death),
(d) Delay oi'Pavment, The Committee may~ in its so]e discretion) determine to defer payment ofRSUs or pcrmityoll to elect

to defer payment of' RSUs, in eae·h case in a maImer that conforms to the requirements of Section 409A(a)(4) ofthe Code,
4, Termination of RSUs and Non-Payment ofSbares.
(u.) Except as provided in Paragraphs 3(e) and 6, your rights in respect ofyou1' outstanding RSUs shall immediately terminate.
and no Shares (or securities 01' othei' property) shall be paid in respect of stich Ullvested RSUs, if at any tim{J pdor to the Sdlcduled
Ve.~ting Date YOUL' Employment with the Company terminates for any reason, or you are otherwise no longer acHvely Employed by
the Company,
(b) UnJe,."s t]lC Committee determInes otherwise, and except as [miller provided in Paragraph 6, your rights in resp{~ct of all of
your RSlJs (whether or not vested) shall immediately terminate, <llld no Shares (or securities or othel' property) shall be paid in
respect of such RSUs, if at any time prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date:
(i) you attempt to have any dispute under this Award Agreement or the Plan resolved in any tn....UlJ1CI· that is not provided for
by Paragraph 15; or
(ii) any event that constitutes Cause has occun'ed;

01'

(iii) you in any manneI', dire-etly or indirectly, (A) Solicit any Client to transact business with a Competitive Entelln'ise or to
reduce or refrain from doing any business with the Company or (B) interfere with or d,m1age (or attempt to interfere with 01'

damage) any relationship betwel;'Jl the Company and any such Client 01' (C) Solicit any person who is an employee of the
Company to resigll from the Company or to apply for or accept employment with .any Competitive Enterprise; or
(iv) you fait to certify to AIG, in accordance with procedures established by the Committee, with respect to the Scheduled
Vesiing Date that you have complied, or tho Committee determines that you have failed as

·2·
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of the Scheduled Vesting Date to comply, with all of the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement. By accepting the
delivery of Shares (or securities or other property) under this Award Agreement~ you shall be deemed to have represented and

certified -at such time that you have complied with all the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement.
(c) IJnless the CAlmmittee determines otherwise, iftbc Scheduled Vesting Date in respect of any ofyour outstanding RSUs
occurs, and Shares (or securities or other property) with respect to such outstanding RSUs would be paid under the terms and
conditions of this Award Agreement, except that you have not complied with the conditions or your obligations under Paragraph 4
(bXiv), aU of your rights with respect to your outstanding RSUs shall tennh1<.1.te no later than. the Scheduled Vesting Date for such
Sllare."t.

5. Repayment. If, following the delivery of Shares (or securities or other property), the Committee determines that all terms
and conditions ofthis Award Agreement in respect of such delivety were not satisfied, the Company shall be entitJe,d to receive, and
you shall be obligated to pay the Company immediately 1,.1POil demand therefor, the Fair Market Value ofthe Shares (determined a<;
of the Scheduled Vesting Date) and the amount of securities or other property (to the extent that (my securities or other property was
delivered in lieu of Shares) delivered with respect to the Scheduled Vesting Date. without reduclion for any Shares (or securities or
other propet1y) applied to satisfy withholding lax or other obligations in respect of such Shares (or securities or other property).
6, Disability and Retirement.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Award Agreement, but subject to Paragraph 6(b), if you become subject to
Disability or termiImte Employment by means of retirement at or after age 65 C' Retire '), the condition set forth in Parag1'aph 4(a)
shall be waived with respect to your then outstanding unvested RSUs (as a I'CSllit of which any such then unvcstcd outstanding
RSUs shall vest and the Shares (or securities or other property) corre,,<;ponding to yom· outstanding RSUs shall be paid to you
promptly after the date you become subject to Disability or Retire, but no later than 90 days thereafter (if you become subject to
Disability) or the (;''l1d ofthe calendar year in which such date falls (tfyon Retire), as applicable), but all other c.onditions of this
Award Agreement shall contitlue to appiy,

(b) Without limiting the application of Paragraph 4(b) or Parugraph4(c), your rights in re~'Pe.ct of any outstanding RSUs that
become vested solely by reason of Paragraph 6(a) shall terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other propel'ty) shall be paid in
respect of stich outstanding RSUs jf, following your becoming subject to Disability or Retiring and pdor to the de-livery of Shares
(or securities or otberproperty) in respect of such outstanding RSlJs, you (i) form, or acquire a 5% or greater equity ownership,
voting or profit participation interest in, any Competitive Entcrpdsc or (ii) associate in any capacity (including, but not limited to,
association as an officer, employee, partner, director, consultant, agent or advisor) with any Competitive Enterprise.
7, Non·tl'allsferabilitv Except as otherwise may be provided by the Committee, the limitations sct forth in Section 3,5 of the

Plan shall apply. Any
-3-
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assignment or delegation in violation of tile provisions ofthis Paragraph 7 shall be null and void.
S. Withholding. Consents and Legends,
(a) The delivcly of Shares is conditioned on your satisfaction afany applicable \vhhholdingtaxes (in·accordancc with
Section 3.2 of the Plan).
(b) Your rights in r~spect of your RSUs are conditioned on the receipt to the full satisfaction of the Committee of any required
Consent (as defined in Sedlon JJ oftlle Plan) that the Committee-may determine to be necessary or advisable (including, without
limitation, your consenting to deductions fi'om your wages, or another arrangement satisfactory to the Committee, to reimburse the
Company for advances made on )'our behalf to satisfy withholding and other tax obligations in connection with this Award);
provided that if such Conscnt has not been so effected or obtained as ofthe latest date provided by this Award Agreement lor the
delivery of Shares (or securities or other pro-perty) in respect of any RSUs aJld funher delay of delivery is not pctmitted in
accQrdancewith the requirements of Section 409A, such RSUs will be forfeited and terminate notwithstanding allY prior vesting,
(c) AIG may affix to CertifJcates representing Shares is,,<;ued pursuant to this A ward Agreement any legend that the
Committee determines to be necessary or advisable (including to refleot .any restrictions to which you may be subjeot under a
separate agreement with AID). AIG may advise the transfer agent to place a stop transfer order against any legended Shares.

9. Section 409A "
(a) RStJs awarded under this Award Agreemcnt are intended to be "deferred compcnsation" subject to SectioI1409A, and this
Award Agreement is intended to, alld shall be interpreted, administered and construed to, oomply with Scction409A with respect to
the RSUs. The Committee shall have fun authority to give effect to the intent of this Paragraph 9(a). To the extent necessary to give
effect to this intent, in the case of any conflict 01" potential i1100118i8tono)' between the provisions of this Award Agreement and the
provisions ofthe Plan, the Plan shall govern.

(e) Any payment 10 be made under the RSUs in comlection with termination of your Employment (and any other payme.nt
under the Plan) that would be subject to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(b) ofthe Code shall be delayed until six months after
termination Dt'your Employment (or earlier death) in accordance with thel"equil'ements ofSectiol1 409A,
(d) To the extent 11CceSSal)' to comply with Paragraph 9(a), allY securities or other propc11)' that the Company may deliver in
respect of the RSUs shall not have the effect of defening delivery or payment beyond the date on which such delJvery or payment
would occur with respect to the Shares th.at would
-4-
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otherwise have be-en deliverable (unless the Committee elect,;; a later date fot' this- purpose in acent'dance with Paragraph 3(d).
(e) Each payment under the RSUs shall be treated as a separate payment for purposes of Section 409/\..
10, No Rights to Continued Employment. Nothing in this Award Agreement or the Plan shall beconstrned as giving you any
right to continued Employment by the Company 01' affect any right that the Comp?JlY may have to terminate or aller the terms and
conditions of your Employment.
11, Successors and Assigns of AlG. TIle terms and conditions Dfthis Award Agreement shall be binding upon, and shall

inure to the benefit of, AlG and its succe&-so1' entities (as defined in Sectio113.6 oflhe Plan),
12. Committee Discretion. Subject to Paragraph 13, the Committee shall have full discretion with respect to any actions to be
taken Ol' determinations to be made in connection with this Award Agreement (including, without limitation, whether you have
become subject to Disability), and its determinations shall be final, binding and conclusive.
13. Amendment. 'DlcCommittee reserves the right at any time to amend the terms and conditions set forth in this Award
Agreement, and the Board may amend the Plan in any respect; provided that, notwithstanding the foregoing and 8ootio118 1.3.1(a),
1.3.1(b) and 3.1 of the Plan, no such amendment shall materially adversely affect your rights and obligations under this Award
Agreement without your consent (or the conscnt of yom cstate. if such COllsent is obtained aftcr your death), and provided .fill'fher •
that the Committee may not acce.Jcratc or postpone the payout. oHlle Shares (or securities Of other property in lieu of all or any part
thereot) to OCC"ur at a time other than the applicable time provided for in this Award Agreement. Any amendment of this A\vard
Agreement shall be in writing signed by an authorized member offue Committee or a person or persons designated by the
Committee.
"~.~~~~~:S.'llbjectto

Paragraph 13, the RSUs shaU be sll~iect to amendment and adjustment in accordance with

Section.
15. Arbitration' Choice of Forum .
(a) Any dispute, conlroversy or claim between the Company and you. arising out of or relating to or concerning the Plan or
this Award Agreement, shall be fimdly :;;ettled by arbitration in New York City before, and in accord,Ulcc with the rules then
obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NV,,\'E") or, iftbe NYSH declines to arbitrate the matter (or if the matter
otherwise is not arbitrable; by it), the American Arbitration Association (the" AM ") in accordance wiih the commercial arbitration
rules of the AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by you must fU'st be submitted to the Committee in accordance with
claims procedures determined by the Conunittee. This pm«l:,'l'aph is subject to the provisions of Parab'l'aphs 15(b) and (c) below.
-5-
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(b) THI( COMPANY AND YOU HEREBY IRREVOCAlILY SUBMff TO THF: EXCUJSIVE JURISDICTION OF
ANY STATE OR FF:DERAL COURT LOCATF:D IN 'mE CITY OF NF:W YORK OVER ANY SUIT, ACTION OR
PllOCF:F:DlNG ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO OR CONCERNING THE PLAN OR THIS AWARD
AGREF:MENT THAT IS NOT OTIlERWISE ARBITRATED OR ImSOLVEIl "CCOIlllING TO PARAGllAPH 15(.)

OI? THIS AWARD AGREEl\1ENT. This includes any suit, action or proceeding to compel arbitration or to enlbl'oo an arb1i'l'ation
award. The Company and you acknowledge that the forum designated by this Paragraph 15(b) has a reasonable relation to the Plan,
(his Award Agl'eement, and to your relationship with the Company. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herehl shall preclude
tho Compully from bringing any action, suit Dr proceedingin any other court for the purpose ofentorciag the provisions afthis

Pal'agmph 15,
(c) The agl'eement by you and the Company as to forum is independent of the law that may he applied in the action, suitor
proceeding and you and the Comp,my agree to such forum even if the forum may 1l1ldcr applicable law choose to apply non-forum
law. You and the Company here-by waive, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which you 01' the
Company now or hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction 01' to tbe laying of venue of any such suit, action or proceeding in any
lX!utt referred to in Paragraph 15{b). You and the Company undcltakc not to commence allY action, suit or proceeding arising out of
ol'l'clating to or concerning this Award Agreement in any forum other than a forum described in this Paragraph 15. You and
(subject to the last sentence ofPul'agraph 15(b)) the Company agl'ootl1Elt. to the fullest-extent permitted by applicable law, a final
and non-appealable judgment in any 8ucb <mit, action or procecding in ally such court shall be conclusive and binding upon yml and
the Company.
(d) You irrevocably appoint the Secretary of AIG aH YOUi' agent for scrvir..c of process in connection with any aetion, suit or
proceeding arising out of or relating to or concerning this Award Agrecment which is not arbitrated pll1'suant to the pl'ovisions of
Paragraph 15(a), who shall promptly advise you of any such service of process.

(e:) You hereby agree to keep confidential the existence- of, and tmy information concerning, a disputc described in this
Paragraph 15, except that you may disclose information concerning sllch dhpllte to the arbitrator or court that is considering s-uch
dispute or to your legal counsel (provided tbat such cOUllselligrees not to disclose any such information other than as nece-ss8ry to
the prosecution or defense ofthe dispute).
(f) You recognize and agree that prior to the grant ofthis Award you have no right to any henefits hereunder. Accordingly, in
con.::.'idel'utioll of the receipt of this ,Award, you expressly waive any right to wiltest the amount of this Award, terms ofthis Award
Agreement, any determination, action Of ornlssion hereunder or under the Plan by the COll1mittee, AIG 01' the Board, or any
amendmenl to the Plan or this Award Agl'ef'Jnent (other than an amendment to which your consent is expressly required by
Pllmgraph 13) and yot! exprcssly waive any claim related in any way to the Award including ,my claim based 011 any promissOty
estoppel or other theory in cl}lmcctioll with this Award and your Employment with the Company.

-6-
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16. Governing Law. THIS AWARD SllALL me GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE Wl1'H
THE LAWS OF 'I1IE STATE 01<' NEW YORK, WITHOUT RE:GARD TO PRINCIPLES OF CONF'LICrS OF LAWS.
17. Headings. The headings in this Award Agreement are for the pU11)ose of convenience anI)' and are nnl intended to define

or limit the construction of the provisions hereof.
-7-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. has caused this Award Agreemenllo be duly
executed and delivered a;:l of the Date of GranL
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
By:

_

By:

•.•....

..

_

Recipient:
Number of RSUs:
Date of Grant:
Scheduled Vesting Date:
Receipt

Acknowledged:
Address:

City,

Zip Code

State

Social Security NoJLocal J.D. No.

·8·
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Glossary of Tel'ms
Solely for purposes ofthis award ofRSU~, tbe following terms shall have the meanings set forth below. Capitaliz.ed tenus not
defined in this Glossary ofTerms shall have the meanings as used Of defined in the applicable Award Agreement Of the Plan.
« Cause" means (i) your conviction, whether following trial or by pIca of guilty or nolo contendere (or similar plea), in a
criminal proceeding (A) on a misdemeanor charge involving fraud, false .statements or misleading omissions, wrongful taking,
embezzlement, bribery, forgery, counterfeiting or extortion, or (B) on a felony charge- or (C) on an equivalent charge to those in
clauses (A) and (B) injurisdictiol1s which do not lise those designations~ (ii) your ellgagttlg in any conduct which constitutes an
employment disqualification under applicable law (inclUding statutory di!>'qualification as defined under the Exchange Act);
(iii) your failure: to perform your duties to the Company; (iv) your violation of any securities or commodities laws, any rules or
regulations issued pursuant to such laws, Of the rules and regulations of any securities 01' commodities exchange or association of
which AIG or any or its subsidiaries or affiliates is a member; (v) your violation of any Company policy concl;Jming hedging or
confidential or proprietary information, nt' your material violation of any other Company policy as in effect from time to time;
(vi) your engaging in any act or making any statement which impairs, impugns, denigrates, disparages or negatively reflects upon
the name, reputation or business interests of the Company; 01' (vii) youI' engaging in any C()ndllC[ detrimental to the Company. The
detelmination as to whether" Cause" has occUlTed shall be made by the Committee in its sole discretion, The Committee shaH also
have the authority in its sole discretion to waive the consequences under the Plan or any Award Agreement of the existence or
aCCUlTenee of any of the events, acts or omissions constituting" Cause ,"

" Client" means any client or prospective client nfthe Company to whom you provided services, or for wl10m you transacted
business. or whose idehtity became known to you in connection with yom relationship with or Employment by the Company,
" Competitive ElIte11Jl'ise" means a business er.terp1'ise that (i) engages in any acti\~ty> or (if) owns 01' controls a signiiicant
interest in any entity that engages jn any activity, that, in either case, competes anywhere with any activity in which the Company is
engaged, The activities covered by the fll'cvious sentence include, \vithout limitation, all insurat'Jcc and fe"insurance and insurance
and rc-insurance-re1ated activities, asset management, financial product activities (including, withQut limitatiolJ, derivative
activities) and f11laucial services in the United States and abwad.
"Disability" means a period ofmcdica!1y determined physical 01' mental impainnent tlmt is expected to result in death OJ' last
fDr a period of not Jess than 36 months during which you qualify lbr income replaoomcntheTIcfit..'{: under the Company's longMtcnu
disability plan for atle.."\.St six months, or, if you do not participate in such a plan, a period of disability during which you are unable
to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical or mental impairment which call be
c.xpectcd to result in death or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 36 months.

·9-
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"Se-ctlon 409A" means Section 409A of the Intemal Revenue Code, including any amendments or successor pmvisions to
that seotion, and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as they may b~ from tim(} to time
amended or interpreted through fbrlhel' administrative guidance.

I' Solicit" m('.ans any direct 01' indirect communiC<ltioll of any kind whatsoever, regardless of by whom initiated, inviting.
advising, encouraging or requesting any person or entity, in any maimer, to take or l'cfi'ain from taking any actiOll.
-10-
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Exhibit 10(67)
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
AMENDED AND RESTATED 2007 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
RSU AWARD AGREEMENT

1111S award agreement (this" Award Agreement") sets 1:orth the terms and conditions of an award (this" Awnrd") of
units (" RSUs") granted to you under the AmetiC3n International Grm.l-p, fnc. Amended and Restated 2007 Stock

rt:"~<rtricted stock

Incentive Plan (the" Plait ").
1. ThePlml. This Award is made pursuant to the Plan, the tenus of which arc incorporated in this Award Agreement.
Capitalized terms used in this Award Agreement that are llot defined in this Award Agreement, or ill the attacben Glossary of

Terms, have the meanings as w~ed or defined hl the Plan.
2, Award. The number ofRSUs subject to this Award is set forth at the elld of this Award Agreement. Each RSU
constitutes an unfunded and unsectu'ed promise of AIG to deliver (or cause to be delivered) to you, subject to the terms of this
Award Agreement, one share ofCommol1 Stock (the" Shllre "or the H Share,;;" as the context requires) (or securities or other
property equal to the Fair Market Value thereof) on the Scheduled Vesting Date as provided herein. Until such deHvery, you have
only the rights of a general unsecured creditor, and no rights a<; a shareholder, of AIG. THIS AWARD IS SUBJECT TO ALL
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND PROVISroNS OF THE PLAN AND THIS AWARD AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, Tm: ARBITRATION AND CHOICE 0/<' FORIJ]VI PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN
PAUAGRAPH 15.
3. Vesting and Payout.
(a) Vesting. Except as provided in this Pat'agraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4 and 6, you shall become vested in the RSUs on
the third anniversary of the Date of Grant specified at the end of this Award Agreement (the" Scheduled Vesting Date "). Except as
provided in Paragraph 6, ifyour Employment terminates l'Of any reason prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date, your figbts in respect
of all of your RSUs shall terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other property) shaH be paid in respect of such RSUs.
(b) Payout. Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4, 6, 8 and 9, the Shares underlying thewsted RSUs
shall be paid promptly after the Scheduled Vesting Date, but no later than the end of the calendar year in which such Scheduled
Vesting Date faUs. The Company may, at its option and subject to the Plan, deliver securities or other prope.rty in lieu of all or any
portion of the- Shares otherwise payable on the- Scheduled Vesting Date. Such paymC11t shall eqmll the- product of the number of
Shares to be delivered on the Scheduled Vesting Date and the Fair 1..,1arket Value of one Share of Common Stock on the Scheduled
Vesting Date. You shall be deemed the beneficial owner of the Shares at the close of business 00 the Scheduled Ve.':lting Date and
shall be entitled to any dividend or distribution that has not already been made with respect to such Shares if the record date for slIch
dividend or distribution is 011 or after the close of business on the Scheduled Vesting Date. Notwi1hstal1ding the foregoing, if the
Scheduled Vesting Date occurs at a time when you are considered by AIG to be one
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of its "covered employecgl ; within the meaning of Section 162{m) o1'the Code, thCll, unlc.ss the Committee determines otherwise,
payout of the Shares (or securities Qf other prOpclty) may be tlefeHe,d by the Company under the circumstan-ees described in

-Section409A ulltil the ea.rliest date that the Complill)' re1:1sonubly Hnticipates that the deduction or payment wilt be limited or
eliminated.
(c) Deuth. Notwithstanding any otherpJ'ovisiol1 of this Award Agreement, if you die prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date,
and provided your right..<; in respect of your RSUs have not previously tcnninatcd, the Shares (or securities Qf other property in Heu
ofal! or any part thereot) corresponding to your outstanding RSUs shall be paid to the representative of your estate promptly aftcl'
your death (but no tater than 90 days after your dcalll),
(d) Delay of Payment . The Committee may, ill itssote discretion, determine to defer payment ofRSUs orpennityou to
elect to defer payment ofRSUR, in each case in a manner that conforms to thercquiremen1s of Section 409A(a)(4) of the Code.
4. Tcrmil'latiol1 of RSUs undNon·Payment ofSbares,
(a) Except as provided in Paragraphs 3(c) and 6, your rights in respect of youI' outstanding RSUs shaH immediately
terminate, and no Shares (or securities 01' otherpropel'ty) shall be paid in respect of such unvested RSUs, ifat any time prior to the
Scheduled Vcsting Date your Employment with the Company tennlnates for any reason, or yon are otherwise no longel' actively
Employed hy the Company.
(b) Unless the Committee determines otherwise, and except as further provided in Paragraph 6, your rights in respect of aU
ofyour RSUs (whether or not vested) shall immediately terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other property) shall be paid in
respect of such RSUs, if at any time prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date:
(i) you attempt to have any dispute under this Award Agreement or the Plan resolved in any manner that is not provided
fo1' by Paragraph 15;
(li) any event that constitlltes Cause has occutJ'ed;

(iii) you in any manner, direcLly or indirectly, (A) Solicit any Client to transact business with a Competitive Enterprise
or to reduce or refrain from doing any business with the Com.pany or (B) interfere with or damage (or attempt to intelfere with or
damage) any relationship between the Company and any such Client or (C) Solicit any person who is an employee oflho
Company to resign f]'om the Company at' to apply for or accept employment with any Competitive Enterprise; or
(iv) you ntil to certify to AIG, in <lc.cordance with procedures established by the Committee, with respect to the
Scheduled Vesting Date that you have comp1ied~ or tbe Committee determines that you have failed as of the Scheduled Vesting
Date to comply, with all of the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement. By accepting the delivery ofShal'0..<; (or securities
or othet' property) under this Award Agreement, you shall be

-2-
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deemed to have represented and ccrtil1ed at such time that you have complied with all the tenus and condition,<; of this Award
Agrocm<?,llt.
(c) Unless the Committee determines otherwise, if the Scheduled Vesting Date In respect of any of your outstanding RSUs
occurs, and Shares (or securities or other property) with re.<;pect to such outstanding RSUs would be payable under the terms and
conditions ofthi:;; Award Agreement, except that you have not complied with the conditions or your obligations under Paragraph 4
(b)(iv), all OfYOUT rights with respect to your outstanding RSUs shall tennJnate no later than the Schcd.uled Vesting Date for such
Shares.
5. Repayment. If, following the delivery o£Sharcs (or secUl'ities or other property), the CommiUee determines that all
tenus and conditions of this Award Agreem.cllt in respect of such delivery were 110t satisfied, the Company shall be entitled to
receive, and you shan be obligated to pay the Company immediately upon demand therefor, the Fair Market Value ofthe Sharcs
(determined as of the Scheduled Vesting Date) and the amount of secnritlc-s or other property (to the extent that any securities 01'
other property was delivered in lieu of SllaJ:cs) delivered with respect to the Scheduled Vesting Date, WitllQ1lt reduction for any
Shares (or sccuritiesol' other property) applied to satisfy withholding tax or other obligations in respect of such Share.s (or securities

or other property).
6. Disability and Retirement,

(a) Notwithstanding allY other provision of this Award Agreement, but snhject to Pat'agl-aph6(b):
(i) if you becol11e subject to Disability following the first anniversary of the Date of Grant, the condition set forth in
Paragraph 4(a) shall be waived with respect to your then outstandingunvested RSUs (as a result ofwhich allY such then unvested
outstanding RSUs shall vest and the Shares (or securities or other property) corresponding to your outstanding RSUs shaH be
paid to you promptly after the date you become sllbjc(,,'t to Disability, but no later than 90 days thereafter), but all other conditions
o[this Award Agreement shall continue to apply;

(ij) if you terminate Employment by means of retirement at or after age 65 (' Retire ") prior to December 31, 20_. the
condition set forth in Paragraph 4(a) 811a11 be waived only with respect to u n-actiol1 of your then outstanding unvested RSUs, the
numerator of whieh fraction shall be the nmnbe1' of whole quarters between January l~ 20_ and the date ofyoul' Retirement,
and the denominator of whjcll lhction shall be four (as a result of which such fraction of any such then Ullvested outstanding
RSUs shall vest, and Shares (or securities or other pmperty) corre."ponding to such U"actioll of the RSUs shalt be paid to you
promptly after the date you Retire, bLJt no laier than the end of the calendar year in which such date falls, but aU other ui1vested
outstanding RSUs shall immediately termi.nate), but all other conditions of this Award Agreement shall continue to apply; and
(iii) if you terminate your EIuployment by means of early retirement at or after age 55 but before reaching age 65, willi
the approval of, and subject to any terms and conditions pfe:3cribed by, the Committee in its snle discretion (" Early Retire "),
the condition set 1'Olth in Paragraph 4(a)
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shall be waived 'l,:vith respect to a fraction or your then outstanding unve&'1:ed RSUs, the numemtor of which fraction shall be- the
numbcl' of whole quat'lel's between January 1, 20.. __ and the date ofyoUl' Early Retirement, and the denominator of which
fraction shall be twelve (as <l result of which such fi'action of any such tben unvested outstunding RSUs shall vest, and Sh,lres (or
securitie-s or other prope.rty) corresponding to such fraction of the RSUs shall be paid to you promptly after the date you Early
Retire, but 110 later than the end of the calendar year in which such date falls, but all othor unvcsted outstanding RSUs shall
immediately telminate), but aU other conditk!l1s ofthis Award Agreement shall c{lntinue to apply.
(b) Without limiting the applicatiGil of Paragraph 4(b) or Par'<l.graph 4(c), your rights in respect of any outstanding RSUs
that become vcsted solely by reason of Paragrap116(a) shall terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other property) shaH be paid
in respect of such outstanding RSUs if, follmving your becoming subject to Disability, Retiring or Early Retil'ing and· prior to the
Scheduled Vesting Date~ you (i) form, or .acquire <1 5% or greater equity ownership, votil1gor profit pmtidpatioll interest in, any
CompetWve Enterprise 01' (it) associate in any capacity (including, but not limited to, associatiol1 as an officer, (''1TIployce, partner,
director. consultant, agent or advisor) with any Competitive Enterprise,
7, Non~transfct'abi1ity. Except as otherwise may be provided by the Committee, the limitations set forth in Sectio113.5 of
the Plan shall apply. Any assignment or delegation in violation of the provisions of this Paragraph 7 shall be null and void.
8. Withholding Consents and Legends .
(a) The delivery of Shares is conditioned on your satisfaction of any applicable withholding taxes (in accordance with
Section 3.2 oftlle Plan).
(b) Yourrightq in respect ofyout RSUs al'coonditioned on the receipt to the full satisfaction of the C'....ommittee of any
required Consent (as donned in Section 3,3 ofthe Plan) that the Committee may determine to be necessary or advisable (inclu<1ing,
without limrtatioll, your COllsenting to deductions from yOUl' wages, Ot' ,mother arrangement satisfactory to the Committee, to
reimburse the Company for advances made on your behalf to satisfy witbl101ding and othe.!' tax obligations in connection with this
Award); provided that if such Consent has not been so effected or obtained as of the latest date provided by this Award Agreement
for the. dC!iVCiy of Shares (or securities or other propelty) in respect of <U1Y RSUs and further delay of delivery is not permitted in
accordance with the requirements of Section 409A, such RSUs will be forfeited and:terminale notwithsta.nding any prior vesting.
(c) AIG may affix. to Certificates representing Shares issued pursuant to tbis Award Agreement any legend that the
Committee determines to be neces.<;ary or advisable (including to reflect any restrictions to which you may be subject under a

separate agt'ccmcnt with AIG). AIG may advise the tt'ansfer agent to place a stop transfer order against any legcnded Shares.
9. Section 409A.
-4-
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(8) RSUs awarded under this Award Agreement are intended to be "defcmxl compensation" subject to Section 409A, and this
Award Agreement is intended to, and shall be interpreted, administered and construed to, comply with Section 409A with respect to
(he RSUs. The Committee shall have full authority to give effect to the intent ofthi5 Paragraph 9(a), To the extent necessary to give

effect to this intent, in the case of any conflict or potential inconsistency between the provisions ofthi8 Award Agreement and the
provisions of the Plan, the Plan shall govern.
(b) Without limiting the generality of Paragraph 9(a), references to the tcnnination of your Employment with respect to the
RSUs shall mean your separation from service with the Company within the meaning of SectioI1409A.

(c) Any payment to 00 made under the RSUs in connection with termination ofymn Employment (and any otherpayment
under the Plan) that would besnbject 10 the limitations in Scction409A(a)(2)(b) of the Code shall be delayed until six months after
termination of your Employment (or earlier death) in accordance with the- requirements of Section 409A,
(d) To the cxtcnt necessary to comply with Paragraph 9(a), any securities or otbcrpropcrty that the Company may deliver in
respect of the RSUs shall not have the effect of defening delivery or payment beyond the date on which such delivery or payment
would occm with respect to the Shares that would otherwise have been deliverable (unless the Committee elects at a later date for
this purpose in accordance with Paragraph 3(d)).
(c) Each payment under the RSUs shall be treated as a separate payment for PUl}'>OSCS of Section 409A,
10. No Right.;; to Continued Employment. Nothing in this Award Agreement or the Plan shall be construed as giving you any
right to continued Employment by the Company or affect any right that the Company may have to terminate or alter the terms and
L'Onditions of your Employment.

Assi[!1lS

11, $uccessprs and
of AIG . The terms and condition", :i~;~;s3~~~;~t,;f;;:~;~cn',
intU'u to the benefit of. AIG and its successor entities (a<; defined in Sj

sh,l1lt,e binding ' 'pon, and "hail

12. Committee Discretion, Subject to Paragraph 13, the Committee shall have full discretion with respect to any actions to be
taken or determinations to be made: in COlllle\,'tion with this Award Agreement (including, without limitation, whether you have
hecome subject to Disability), and its determinations shall be final, binding and conclusive.
l3. Amendment. The Committee rc.<;crvcs the right at any time to amend the terins: and conditions set forth in this Award
Agreement. and the Board may amend the Plan in any rcspcct;provided, tbat.llotwithstanding the foregoing and Sections L3.1(a},
L3.1(b) and 3.1 ofthe Plan, no such amendment shall materially adversely affect your rights and obligations under this Award
Agreement without )'01.11' consent (or the consent of your estate, if such consent is ohtained after your death); and provided ,ji.irthcr .
that the Committee may not accelerate or postpone the pnymlt of the Shares (or securities or other property in lien of all or any part
thereof) to occur at a time nther than the applicable time provided for in
-5-
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14. Adjustment. Subject to Paragraph 13, the RSUs shall be subje<:.t to amendment and adjustment in accordance with
Section 1.6.4 of the Plan.
IS, Arbitration; Choice of Forum .

(a) AllY dispute, conti'oversy or claim between the Company and you, arising out of or relating to or concerning the Plan or
this Award Agreement, shall be finally settled by arbitration in New York City before, and in accordance with the rules then
ohtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. (the" NYSE") 01', if the NYSE dcclh10s to arbitrate the matter (or if the matter
otherwise is 110t arbitrable by it). the American Arbitration Association (the" AAA fl) in accordance with the commercial arbitration
rules of the AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by yml 111\18t first be sqhmitted to the Committee in accordance with
clllilns procet!ltres determined by the Committee. This paragraph is subject to tho provisions of Paragraphs 15(b) and (c) below.
(b) Tm; COMPANY AND YOU HEREBY IRREVOCABLY SUBMIT TO THE EXCLUSIVE JIJRISDICTION OF
ANY STAn; OR FEDERAL COURT LOCATED IN THE CITY OF NEW YORI( OVER ANY SUIT, ACTION OR
PROCEEIlING ARISING OUT OF OR RI,LATING TO OR CONCEilNING TH,; PI,AN OR THIS AWARD
AGIillEMENT TIIAT IS NOT OTImilWISE ARillTRATEIl OR RESOLVED ACCORDING TO PARAGRAPH 15(.)
OF THIS AWAUn AGREEMENT. This includes any suit, action 01" proceeding to compel arbitration or to enforce an arbitration
3\\iarJ. The Company and you admowlcdge that the forum designated by this Paragrapb 15(b) has a reasonable relation to the Plan,
this Award Agrool1wnt, and to yDlJl' relationship with the Company, Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude
the Company from bringing any action, suit or proceeding in any other court for the purpose of enforcing the provisi(ms of this
Paragraph 15.
(0) The agreement by yOH and the Company as to forum is independent ortbe law that may be applied in the action, suit or
proeeeding and you and the Company agree to such fon:t-ffi even ifthe fmum may under applicable law choose to apply non-forum
law_ You and the Company hereby waive, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any ot:iectionwhich you or the
Company now 01' hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction or to the laying of venue of any such snit, action or proceeding in any
com-t referred to in Paragraph 15(b). You and- the Company 11l1dcrtakc not to commence any action, suit or proceeding arising Ollt of
orreJating to QfCOllcerning this Award Agreemcnt in any forum other than a forum described in tlJisParagraph 15_ You and
(SUbject to the last sentence ofParagl'aph 15(b)) the Company agree that, to the fullest extent pcrmittcd by applicable law, a final
and l1on~appeal11blejudgment in any such suit, action or proceeding ill any Sl.101:l court shaU be conclusive and binding upon you and
the Company.

(d) You irrcvQcabty appoint the SccrctalY of AIG as your agent for service of process in connection with any action. suit Qt'
procecding arising out of or relating to or conccming this Award Agret..'Jncnt which is not arbitrated pursuant to
-6-
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the provisions ofParagraph 15(0), who shall promptly advise you of any such service ofproce.ss.

(c) You hereby agree to keep confidential the existence of, and any information concerning, a dispute described in this
Paruf,rraph 15, except thai you may disclose information concerning such dispute to the arbitrator or court that is considering such
dispute or to yOUI' legal counsel (provided that such counsel agrees not to disclose any such information other than as necessary to
the prosecution or defense of the dispute),
(t) YOll recognize and agree that prior to the grant of this Av,,'al'd you have no right to any benefits hereunder. Accordingly, in
consideration of the receipt offhl!) Award. you expressly waive any right to contest the amount of this Award, tenns of tllis Award
Agree-menl, any determination, action or omission hereunder 01' under tbe Plan by the Committee, AIG 01' the Board, or any
amendment to the Plan or this Aw<\rd Agreement (other thun an amendment to which your consent is expressly required by
Paragraph 13) and you expressly waive any claim related in any way to the Award including any claim based on any promlSo<;ory
estoppel or other theory in connection with this Award and your Employment with the Company.

16. GQvernlno- Law. THIS AWARD SHALL BIC GOVRRNED BY ANn C~ONS'fRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITTI
THE LAWS OF TIlE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS.
17. Headings. The headings in this Av,:ard Agreement are for the purpose of convenience only and are not intended to define
or limit the construction of the prov.isions hereof.

-7-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. has caused this Award Agreement to be dIlly
executed and delivered as of the Date of Grant.
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROlJP, INC.

By:

_

By:

_

Recipient:
Number ofRSUs:
Date of Grant:

Scheduled Vesting Date:
Receipt
Acknowledged:
Address:
Street
City,

State

Zip Code

Social Security No'!Local LD. No.
-8-
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Glossary of TCl'ms
Solely for pmposes ofthis award ofRSUs, the follovting terms shall have the meanings set forth below. Capitalized terms not
defined in this Glos.<mry ofTenns shall have the meanings as llsed or defmed in the applicable Award Agreement or the Plan.
" Cause" means (i) your conviction, whether following trial or by plea of guilty or nolo contendere (or similar plea), in a
criminal proceeding (A) on a misdemeano-[ charge involving fhwd, false statl;l-ments or mis.leading omissions, wrongful taking,

embezzlement, bribery, forgery, countcrfe.itillg or extortion, or (B) on a felony charge or (C) on all equivalent charge to those in
clauses (A) and CD) injurisdictions which do not use those designations; (ii) yOUL' engaging in any conduct which constitutes an
employment disqualification under applicable law (including statutory disqualification as defll1ed under the Exchange Al-i);
(iii) your failure to perform your duties fa the Company; (iv) your violation of any securitia<; or commoditie." laws, any rules or
regulations issued pursuant to such laws, or the rule,,,: and regulations of any securitie."l or commodities exchange or association of
which AIG or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates is a member; (v) your violation of any Company policy conccmlng hedging or
confidential or proprietary information, or your matetial violation of any other Company policy as in effect from time to time;
(vi) your Cllgagiog in any act or making any statement which impairs, impugns, denigrates, disparages or negatively reflects upon
the name, l'epulation Of bllShlCqS interests of the Company; or (vii) your engaging in any conduct detrimental to the ('..-ompany, The.
determination as to whether" Cause "has occurred shall be made by the Committee in its sale discretion, The CDmrnittee shall also
have the authority in its·sole discretion to waive the ootlsequences under the Plan or any Award Agreement oftbe existence or
OCCllmmce of allY of the events, acts or omissions constituting" Couse,"
" Client'; means any client or prospective client of the. Company to- whom you provided services, or for whom you transacted
business, or whose identity became known to you in connection with your relationship \vith or Employment by the Company.
" Competitive EllteJ1uise n means a busincs..<; enterprise tbat (i) engages in any activity, or (ii) owns or controls a significant
interest in any entity that engages in any aotivity, that, in either case, competes anywhere with any ac·tivity in which the Company is
engaged. The activities covered by the previous sentence include, without limitation, all insurance and re-insurance and insurance
and rc-insllrance~rc1ated activities, as-set management, financial product activities (including, without limitation, derivative
activities) and financial services in the United States and abroad.

" Disability ., means a period of medically detCrtnined physical Of mental impainnel1t that is expected to result in death or last
for a period afnot Jess than 36 months during which you qualify for income replacement benefits ullde·r the Company's long~tetm
disability plan fbr at least six months, or, if you do .HOt participate in such a plan, a period disability during which you are unable

{)r

to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical or mental impairment which can be
expected to result in death or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less thlID 36 months.
-9-
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"Suflol! 409A~' means Section 409A of the Intemul Revenue Code, including any amendments or SUCCCSSOl' provisions to
that scction, and any regulations and other administrative guidance thereunder, in each case as they may be from time to time
amended or interpreted throngh fmiher administrative guidance.

" Solicit" means any direct ot' indirect communication of any kind whath'{)cver, regardless of by whom initiated, lnvlting,
advising, encouraging 01' requesting any person or entity, in any manner, to take or refrain from taking any action.

-10-
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Exhibit 10(68)

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC,
AMENDED AND RESTATED 2007 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
RSU AWARD AGREEMENT

This award agreement (this" Award Agreement") sets forth the terms and conditions of an award (this" Award") of
restricted stock units (" RSUs") granted to you under the American fnternational Group, Inc. Amended and Restated 2007 Stock
Incentive Plan (lbe" Plan ").
1. The Plan. This Award is made pursuant to the Plan, the tCl1ns of which arc incorporated in this Award Agreement.
Capitalized terms used in this Award Agreement that are not defined in this Award Agreement, or in the attached (jlossary of
Temls, have the meanillgs as used or defined In the Plan,
2. Award, The number of RSUs subject to this Award is set fbrth at the end of this A\vard Agreement Each RSU constitutes
an unfunded and unsecured promise of ArC} to deliver (or cause to be delivered) to you, subject to the terms of this Award
Agreement, one share of Common Stock (the" Share" or the "Share!!" as the context requires) (01' securities or other property
equal to the Fair Market Value thereof) ml the Scheduled Vesting Date as provided herein. Until such de1iYery~ you have only the
rights ofa general unsecured creditor, and no rights as a shareholder, of .4.1G. THIS AWARD IS SUBJECT TO ALL TERl\'IS,

CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS OF' THE nAN ANn TIllS AWARn AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
UMITATION, THE ARBITRATION AND CHOlO; OF FORUM PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 15,

3. Vesting and Pavout ,
(a) Vesting. Except as provided in tlli8 Pmagraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4 and 6, you shall become vc.<;tcd in the RSUs on the
third 811niversaly of the Date of Grant specified at the end of this Award Agreement (the" Scfwduled Vesting Vate "). Except as
provide'.d in Paragraph 6, if your Employment terminates for any reason prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date, yom' rights in respect
of all ofyouJ' RSUs shall tenninate, and 110 Shares (or securities or other propeliy) shall be paid in respect of such RSUs,
(b) Payout. Except as provided in this Paragraph 3 and in Paragraphs 4; 6, 8 and 9, the Shares lmderlying the vested RSUs
shaH be paid promptly a1:lcr jilt": Scheduled Vesting Date, but no later thnn the end of the calendar year in which such Scheduled
Vesting Date fal.ls. The Company may, at its option 3.lldsllbject to the Plan, deliver securities or other property in lieu of all or any
portion oftl1e Shares otherwise payable on the Scheduled Vesting Date, Such payment shall equal the product of the number of

Shares to be delivered on the Scheduled Vesting Date and the Fair hiill.rket Value afone Share of CO;'J:~);n~,:o~n:;;~~~~~~;;j~::~~::;~~h
Vesting Date. You sha]] be deemed the beneficial o\vner of the Shares at the close ofbusincss 01) the
shall be entitled to any dividend or distribution that has not already been made with respect to such
dividend or distribution is on or after the close of
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business on the Scheduled Vesting Date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, ifthe Scheduled Ve-sting Date occurs at a time when you
arc considered by AlG to be one of its "covered employees" within the meaning of Section 162(m) of the Code, the-n, unless [he
Committee determines otherwise, payout ofille Shures (or securities or other property) may be deferred by the Company lllldcl' the

circumstances described in Section 409A llllt11 the earliest date that the Company rcaiwnably anticipatc.q that the deduction or
payment will not be limited or eliminated.
(c) l.&.llih.. Notwithstanding any other provision of this AW<I1'd Agreement, tfyou die prior to the Scheduled Vesting Date, and
provided your rights in respect of your RSUs have not previously terminated, the Shares (or securities or other property in lieu of all
any part thereof) corresponding to your outstanding RSUs shall be paid to the repre-sentative of your estate promptly after your
death (bllt no later than 90 days after your death),
Qf

(d) Delay of Payment . The Committee rna),! in its sole discretion, Determine to defer payment of RSUs or pennit you to elect
to defer payment ofRSUs, in each case in a manner that conforms to the requirements of Section 409A(aX4) of the Code.
4. Termination ofRSUs and Non~Payment QfShares.
(a) Except as provided in Paragraphs3(c) and 6, your rights in respect of your outstanding RSUs shal1 immediately terminate,
and no Shares (or securities or othel' property) shall be paid in respect of such unvested RSU.s, ifat any lime prior to the Scheduled
Vesting Date your Employment with the Company terminates for any reason, or you are otherwise no longer actively Employed by
the Company.

(i) you attempt to have any dispute undcr this Award Agrecment or the Plan resolved in any manner that is not provided for
by Paragraph 15;
(ii) any event that constitutes Cause has oecuned;
(iii) you in any manner, directly or indirectly, CA) Solicit any Client to transact busin~'S with a Competitive Enterpdse or to
reduce or refrain from doing any business with the CompaD,y or (B) interfere with or damage (ot attempt to interfere with or
damage) any relationship between the Company and any slIch Client or (C) Solicit any person who is all employee or the
Company to resign from the Company or to apply for or accept employment with any Competitive Enterprise; or
(iv) you fail to celiify to AIG, in accordancc with procedures established by the Committee, with re..'lpect to the Scheduled
VesiingDale thut you have complied, or the Committee de.termines that you have failod as (lfthc Scheduled Vc.'lting Date (0
comply, \-'lith all oftlla torms and
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conditions ofthis Award Agreement. By accepting the delivery of Shares (or securities or other property) under this Award
Agreement, you shall be deemed to have represented and certified at such time that you have complied with all the terms mId
oonditions of this Award Agreement.

(c) Unless tbe Committee dctCtmint:'s otherwise, if the Scheduled Vesting Date in respect of any ofyour outsta11ding RSUs
occurs, and Shares (or securities or other property) with respect to such outstanding RSUs would be payable uuder the terms and
conditions of this Award Agreement, except that you have not complied with the conditions or your obligations ut1der Paragraph 4
(bXiv), all cfyanf rights with respect to your outstanding RSUs shall terminate no later than the Scbeduled Vesting Date for such
Shares.
5. Repayment, if, following the delivery of Shares (or $ecurities or otherpl'o-peliy), theComrnittee determines that all tenus
and conditions of this Award Agreement in respect of such delivery were not satisfied, the Company shall be entitled to receive, and
you shall be obligated to pay the Company immediately upon demand therefor, the Fail' Market Value of the Shares (determined as
of the Scheduled Vesting Date) 8.1id the amount of securities or other property (to the extent that any securities or other pl'opcrty was
delivered in lieu of Shares) delivered with re!>1Ject to the Scheduled Vesting Date, withnul reduction for any Shares (or securities or
other property) applied to satisfy withholding tax {))' other obligations in respect of such Shares (or securities or other property),

6, Disability and Retirement.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision ofthis Award Agrccmt..'nt, but subject to Paragraph 6(b):

(i) if you become sUQject to Disability or terminate Employmentby means of retirement atar after age 65 (" Refire "), the
condition set forth in Paragraph 4(a) shall be waived with respect to your then outstanding unvested RSUs (as a result of which
any such then ullvesled outstanding RSUs shall vest and the Shares (01' securities or othe.l' property) corresponding to your
olltstanding RSUs shall be paid to you promptly after the date you become subject to Disability or Retire, but no latcr than
90 days thereafter (ifyol1 become subject to Disability) or the end of the ca!endar year in which such date falls (ifyoll Retire), as
applicable}, but all other (,'{mditiolls ofthill Award Ah'Te{"''1Uent shall oontinueto apply; and
(li) if you terminate employment by means of early retirement at or after age 55 but before reaching age 65, with the
approval of, and subject to any terms and conditions prescribed by, the Committee in its sole discre.tion (" Bad)! Retire "), the
condition st.1 f011h in Paragraph 4(a) shall be waived with respect to a fraction of your then outstanding llnvested RSUs, the
numerator of which fraction shall be the number of whole months between the Date of Grant and tile date of your Early
Retirement, and the denominator of which fi"action shaJl be the numher of whole Inonths between the Date of Gratlt and the
Scheduled Vesting Date (as a result of which such fraction of any such then unvested outstanding RSUs shaH vest, and the Shares
(or securitic.<; or other property) corresponollJg to such fi"action Qfthc RSUs shall be paid to yOll promptly after the datc you Early
Retire, but no
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(b) Without limiting the application of Paragmph 4(b) ot' Paragraph 4(c), YOUI' rights in respect of any outstanding RSUs that
become'vested solely by reason of Paragraph 6(<1) shall terminate, and no Shares (or securities or other property) shaH be paid in
respect of such outstanding RSUs if, following your becoming subject to Disability, Retiring or Early Retiring, you (i) form, or
acquire a 5% or greater equity ownership, voting or profit paJiicipation interest in, any Competitive Enterprise or (it) associate in
any c.apacity (including, but not limited to, association as an officer, employee, partner, director, consultant, agent or advisor) with
any Cmnpetitive Enterprise.
7, NOll~transfe.rability. Except as otherwise may he provided by theCommittoo, the limitations set forth in Section 3,5 of the
Plan shall apply, Any assignment or delegation in violation of the provisions of this Paragraph 7 shall be null and void,

8.. Withholding. Consents and Legends ,
(a) The delivery ofShHres is conditioned on your satisfaction of any applicable \vitbhoJding taxes (in accordanc.e with
Section 3.2 of the Plan).

(b) Your rights ill respect of your RSUs arecollditioned 011 [he receipt to the full satisfaction of the Committee of any i'tq\.llJ'cd
Consent (as defined in Section 3.3 of the Plan) that the Committee may determine to be necessary or advisable (including, without
limitation, your consenting to deductions from your wage.,>, or another arrangement satisfactory to the Committee, to reimbut'se the
Company for advances made on your hehalfto satisfy withholding and other tax obligations in connection with this Award);
provided that if such Consent has not been so effected at' obtllined as of the latest d'lte provided by Ihis Award Agreement for the
delivery ofSl1ares (or securities or other property) in respect of any RSUs and further delay of delivery is not pennittcd in
accordance with the requirements of Section 409A, slich RSUs will be forfeited and tenninatelwtwithstanding any prior vesting.
(c) AlG may a.ffix to Ccrlific<ltcs 1'<:.lpresenting Shares issued pursuant to this Award Agreement any legend that the
Committco determines to be necessary or advisable (including to reflect <lny restrictions to whtch you may be subject \Uldcr a
separate agreement WiUl AlG). AlG may advise the transfer agent to place- a stop transfer order against any legended Shares.

9. Section 409A .
(a) RSUs awarded under this Award Agreement are intended to be "deferred compensation" subject to Section 409A, and' this
Award Agreement is inte-nded to, and shall be intcrprott-d, administered and construed to, comply with Section 409A with respect to
the RSUs, 111e Committee shan have full authority to give effect to the intent of this Paragraph 9(a). To the extent necessmy to give
effect to this intent, in the case of any conflict or potentiar inconsistency between the provisions of this Award Agreement and the
provisions ofthe Plan, the Plan shall govern,
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(b) Without limiting the generality of Paragraph 9(a), references to the tcnnination of yOUl' Employment with respect to the
RSUs shall mean yom separation from service with the Company within the meaning of Section 409A,
(0) Any payment to be made under the RSUs in connection with tenni-nation of your Employment (and any other payment
under the Plan) that would be subject to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(b) of the Code shall be delayed tl1'ltil six months after
termination afyonT Employment (or earher death) in accordance with the requirements of Section409A.

(d) To the extent necessaJ.'y 10 comply with Paragraph 9(a), any securities or other property that the Company may deliver in
l'e..<;pect of the RSUs shall not have the effect of defenil1g delivery or payment beyond the date em which such delivery or payment
would ooeur with respect to the· Shares that would otherwise 11ave been deliverable (unless the Committee elects at a later date for
this purpose in accordance with Parclgraph 3(d)).

(e) Each payment under the RSUs shall be tr&1ted as a separate payment for pm-poses of Section 409A,
10. No Rights to Conthmcd Employment. Nothing in this Award Agreement or the Plan shall be construcd as giving you any
right to eontinuedEmployment by the Company or affect any right that the Company may have to terminate or "Her the terms and

conditions of your Employment.
11. Successors and Assigns of AID. The tel1l1S and conditions ofthia Award Agreement shalllx'J binding upon, and shall
inure to the benefit of, AIG and its successor entitles (as defined in Section 3,6 of the Plan),
12. Committee Discretion. Subject to paragraph 13, the Committee shall have full discretion with respect to any actions to be
taken or determinations to be mude in \101111ection with this Award Agreement (including, without limitation, whether you have
become subject to Disability), and its deterlninations slHul be final, binding and conclusive.
13. Amendment. Tbe Committee reserves the l'lght at any time to amend the terms and COllditiollS set forth in this Award
Agrccment, al1d the Board may amend the Plan in any respoct;provided, that. notwithstanding the foregoillg and Sections 1.3.1(a),
1.3.1(b) and 3.1 of the Plan" no such amendment shall materially adversely affect your rights and obligations under this Award
Agreement without your consent (or the consent of your es.tatt\ if such consent is obtained after your death); anu pnwlaea ,,}U,'tIleJ' ,
that the Committee may not accelerate or postpone tbe payout of the Shares (or securities 01' other property in lieu of all
thereof) to occur at a time othel' than the applicable time provided for in this Award Agreement. Any amendment of this
Agreement sllall be in writing signed by an authorized member of the Committee or a person 01' persons designated by the
Committee.
14. Adiustment . Subject to Paragraph 13, the RSUs shall be subject to amendment ;:md adjustment in accordance with
Section 1.6.4 of the Plan.
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15. Arbitration: Choice ofF911!.ffi..
(a) 1\ny dispute, controversy or claim between the Company and yOll, arising out of orrelaling to or concerning the Plan or

this Award Agreement, shall be finally settled by arbitration in New York City before, find in accorduncewith the rules then
obtaining of, the New York Stock Exchange, Ino. (the" NYSE ") or; if the NYSE declines to arbitrate the maHer (or if the maHer
othervdse is not arbitrable by it), the American Arbitration Association (the" AAA ") in accordance with the commercial arbitration

rules of the AAA. Prior to arbitration, all claims maintained by you must first be submitted to the Committee in accordanc~ with
claims procedures determined by {he Committee, This paragraph is suhject to the provisions of Paragraphs 15(b) and {c) below.

(b) TilE COMPANY AND YOU IIEREBYIRREVOCABLY SUBMIT TO TilE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF
ANY STATII OR F~;D~;RAI, COURT LOCATED IN TIIE CITY OF NEW YORK OVER ANY SVlT, ACTION OR
PROCKEDINGAIUSING OIJT m· OR RELATING TO OR CONCERNING THE PLAN OR TIllS AWARD
AGREEMENT THAT IS NOT OTHERWISE ARBITRATED OR RESOLVED ACCORDING TO PARAGRAl'1I1S(a)
OF' THIS AWARn AGREEMENT. This includes any sait, action or proceeding to compel arbitration 01' to enforce an arbitration
award, '1'he Company and you acktwwledge that the forum designated by this Paragraph 15(b) has a reasonable relation to the Plan,
this Award Agreement, and to your relationship with the Cmnpany. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude
the Company from bringing any action, suit or proeeeding in any other court for the pUlVOSC of enforcing the provisions of this
Pamgraph 15,
(c) The agreement by you and the Company as to fOHun is independent of U1C law that may be applied in the action, suit or
proceeding and you and the Company agree to such forum even if the forum may under applicable law choose to apply non-fonun
law. You mid theCompal1Y hereby waive, to the fullest extent pennitted by applicable law, any objection which you or the
Company now or hereafter may have to personal jurisdiction OJ' to the laying of venue of any such suit, action or proCCf:',ding in any
court referred to in Paragraph 15(b} You and the Company undertake not {o (.,"Ommence any action, suit or proceeding arising out of
or relating to Ol'col1ool'l1ing this Award Agreement in any forum othcrthan a forum described in this Paragraph 15. You and
(subject to the last sentence ofParagraj}h 15(b)) the Company agree that, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, a tinal
and non-appealable judgment in any such suit, action or proceeding in any such court shall be conclusive and binding upon you and
the Company.
(d) You irrevocably appoint the Secl'etaly of AIG us your agent for service of proce,.<;s in connection with any ~ction, suit or
proceeding arising out of or relating to or concerning this Award Agreement which is not arbitrated pursuant to the provh,.,ons of
Paragraph 15(a), who shall promptly fldvise you of any stich service of process.
(e) You hereby agree to keep confidential the existence of, and any information concerning, a dispute described.in this
Paragraph 15, except that you may disclose information concerning sucb dispute to the arbitrator or court that is considering such
dispt1te or to your legal counsel (provided that such counsel
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agrees not to disclose any such infor111ation other than as necessary to the prosecution or defense of the dispute).
(f) You recognize and agree that prior to the grant of this Award you have no right to any benefits hereunder. Accordingly,in
consideration of the receipt of this Award, you expressly waive any right to conte,,! the amount oflhis Award, terms of this Award
AgreemeJlt, any determination, aoti011 or omission hereunder or under thc Plan by the Committee, AIG or the Board, Of any
amendment to the Plan or this Award Agreement (other than an amendment to which your consent is expressly required by

Paragraph 13) and you expressly waive any claim related in any way to the Award including any claim based on any promissory
estoppel {ir other theory in connection \vith tIus Award and your Employment with (he Company.
16. Governing Law . THIS AWARO SllAU, liE GOVERNED BV <\1'(0 CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE LAWS OF Tm; STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO I'R1NCIJ'U", OF CONFUCTS OF LAWS.

17, Headings. The headings in this Award Agreement are for the purpose of convcllk'Jlce only and are not intended to define
or limit the construction of the provisions hereof:
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. AMER1CAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. has caused this Award Agreement to be duly
executed and deUvered as of the Date oIGrani.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, lNC.
Ily:

_

Recipient:

Number of RSUs:

Date of Grant:
Sc11eduled Vesting Date:

Rec-eipt
Acknowledged:

Address:

Stre.et
City,

Zip Code

State

Socia.l Security NQ./Local 1.0. No.
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Glossary of Terms

Solely for purposes oHhis award ofRSUs, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below. Capitalized terms not
defined in tbis Glossary of Terms shall have the meanings as llSed Ot' defined in the applicable Award Agreement or the Plan.

"Cause "ll1Cc"ll1S (l) your conviction, whether following trial or by plea of guilty or nolQ contendere (or similar plea), in a
criminal pro(',ee(!ulg (A) on a misdemeanor charge involving fraud, false statements or misleading omissions; wrongful taking,
embezzlement, bribery, forgery, counterfeiting or extortion, or (B) on a felony charge or (C) on an equivalent charge to those in
clauses (A) and (B) in jurisdictions which do not use those designations; (ii) your engaging in any oonduct which constitutes an
employment disqualification under applicable law (including statutory disqualification as defined under the Exchange Act);
(iii) your failure to pelfonn your duties to the Company; (iv) your violation of any securities or commodities laws, any rules or
regulations issued pursuant to such laws, or the rules and regulations of any secmities or commodities exchange or a,>sociation of
which AIG or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates is a member; (v) your violati{lll of any Company policy conceming hedging or
confidential or proprietary information, 01' your materia! violation of any other Company policy as in effect from time to time;
(vi) your engaging in any act or making any statement which impairs, impugnR, denigrate", disparages or negatively reflects upon
the name,reputation or b11siness interests of the Company; or (vii) your engaging in any conduct detrimental to the Company, The
determination as to whether" Cause" has occurred shall be madc by the Conunluec in its sole discretion, The Committee shall also
have the authority in its sole discretion 10 waive the consequences under the Plan or any Award Agreement of the existence 01'
occurrence of any of the events, acts or omissions constituting" Cause ,"
" Client" means any client or prospective client ofthe Company to whom you provided services, or for whom you transacted
business, or whose identity became known to you in connection with youI' relationship witll Ot' Employment by the Company.
" Competitive Elltelprise " means a business enterprise that (i) engages in any activity, or (ii) owns or controls a significant
interest in any entity that engages in any activity, that, in either ca..<;e, competes anywhere with any activity in which the Company is
engaged. The activities covered by the previous sentence- include-, without limitation,
insurance and re~insurance and insurance
and J'C~h18urancc~related activities, asset management, financial product activities (including, without limitation, derivative
activities) and financial services ill the United States and abroad,

an

" Disability" means a period of medio.:1l1y determined physical or menta! impairment that is expected to result in de-ath 01' last
for a period of not Jess- than 36 months during which you qualify for income replacement benefits under the Company's !ong~tenn
disahility plan for at least six months, or, if you do not participate in such a plan, a period of disability during which you are unahle
to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determined physical Of mental impainnent which can be
expected to result in death or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 36 months.
-9-
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" Section 409,:1

"Solicit II means any direct or indirect communiC<1tion of any kind whatsoever, regardless of by whom initiated, Inviting,
advising, encouraging OJ' requesting any pel'son or entity, in any lnanner, to take or refrain from taking anyactio11.
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Exhibit 10(69)

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
AMENDED AND RESTATED 2007 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
NON-El\-IPLOYEE DIRECTOR DEFERRED STOCK UNITS AWARD AGREEMlli"T

This award agreement (tllis" Award Agreement '') sets forth the terms and conditions of an award (this" Award") of$_fn
deferred mock units (" DSUs") granted to you under the American Intcmational Group, Inc. Amended and Re..'ltated 2007 Stock
Incentive Plan (as amended and restated from time to time, the" P/(m ").
1. 'file Plan. This Award is made pursuant to the Plan, the tenns of which are incorporated in this Award Agreement.
Capitalized terms used in this Award Agreement which are not defined in this Award Agreement have the meanings as used or

defined in the Plan,
2. Award. The number of DSUs set forth Oll the signature page of this Award Agreement are subject to this Award, Each
DSU constitutes an unfunded and unsecured promise of AlG to deliver (or CatL~e to be delivered) to you, subject to the terms of this
Award Agreement, one share of Common Stock (a " Share" 01' " Shares ,. as· the context requires) (or securities or other propcliy
equal to the Fair Market Value thereof) on the Payment Date as provided herein, Until such delivery, you have only the rights of a
general unsecured creditor and no rights as a shareholder of ArG. 1n the event the calculation of the number ofDSUs subject to this
Award Agreement results in hactJonal,sharcs, tbe number of Shares shall be n}Undcd down to the next whole Share, THIS
AWAIUl IS SIJB.JE:CT TO ALL n:RMS, CONnITIONS AND PROVISIONS OF THE PLAN AND THIS AWARU
AGREEMENT.

3. Payout.
(a) In Gencml . Except as provided below in this Paragraph 3 and Paragmph 8, the Shares 'Illlderlying the DSUs shall be paid,
on or promptly after the last Trading Day ofthe month in which y01.l cease to provide services to the Company (the" Payment Date
"), but no later than 90 days after you cease to provide services to the Company. Subject to the Plan, AlG ttl.ay deliver securities or
other property based. on the Fair Market Value in Heu of aU or any portion of the Shares otherwise deliverable 011 the Payment Date,
You shaH be tJlehcneticial owner of any Shares at the close of business on the Payment Date and shaH be ent[tled to any dividend
or distribution that has not already been made with re-spect to 811Ch Shares if the record date for such dividend or distribution is on or
after the close ofhusillC&'1 on the Pa)went Date, H Trading Day" means a day on which the Common Stock trades in the regular
way on the New York Stock Ihchunge or, if the Common Stock is not then listed on the New Yark Stock Exchange, on the
principal national or regional securities exchange on which the Common Stock is then listed or, iithe Com111on Stock is not then
listed on a national Of regional s('£urities exchange, on the principal other market on which the C..oml1lot1 Stoc.k is then traded.
(b) Death. Notwithstanding any other term or provision of this A\vard Agreement.. if you die prior to the Payment Date, the
Shares (or securities or other property in lieu of all or any portion thereof) {,~nespondillg to your
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outstanding DSUs shall be paid to the representative of your estate promptly after your death (but no later than 90 days after your
death).
(c) DelavofPavrnent, The Board may, in its sole discretion, detel'mineto defer payment ofDSUs or permit you to elect to
defer payment ofDSUs, in each case in a lUanner that conforms to tbe requirements of Section 409(a)(4) of the Code.

4, Dividend Equivalent Rights. On the last day of each calendar quarter before the payout of Shares {or securities or other
property in Heu thereot) pursuant to this Awuf'd Agl'eement~ you shall be paid an amount in cash equal to any regular cash dividend
payment that would have been distributed during such qUJrter in respect oflhc Shares (Ol' securities or other property in lieu thereof)
not yet delivered.
5. NOll~t:nlI1sfcrability , Except as may otherwise be provided in this Paragraph or as ()therwisemay be prQvided by the Board,
the limitations set forth in Section 3.5 of the Plan shall apply, Any assignment in violation of the provisions ofthis Paragraph 5 shall
be void. The Board may adopt procedures pursuant to which you may transfer some or all of yoW' DSUs through a gift for no

consideration to any child, stepchild, grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandpar<:lnt, spouse, sibling, niece, nephew, mother~jn-law,
father~in-Jaw, son-in-law, daughtcr-inNlaw, bl'other-in~law or siste.l·wln-law, including adoptive relationships, any person sharing the
reciJlient'B household (other than a tenant or employee), a trust in which these persons have more than 50% of the beneficial
interest, and any other entity in which these persons (or the recipient) own more than 50% of the voting interests,
6. Withholding Consents and Legends.

(0)1'110 delive"" of'Sl,are, is conditioned on your satisfaction of any applicable withholding taxes in accordance with
(b) Your right'! in respect oftbe DSUs are conditioned on the receipt 10 the full satisfaction of the Board of any required
<.:onsents (as defined in Section 3.3 of the Plan) that the Board may determine to he necessary or advisable; provided that jf such
Consent has not been so effected or obtained as oftJle latest date provided by this Award Agreement for the delivery of Shares (or
}'''eCurit1es or other property) in rc..<;pect of any DSUsand further delay of delivery is not permitted in accordance with the
requirements of Section 409A, such DSUs will be forfeited and terminate notwithstanding any l)r\or vesting.

(c) AYG may affix [0 Certificate.s representing Shares issued pursuant to this Award Agreelnent <lnY legend that the Board
determines to be necessmy or advisable. AlG may advise the transfer agent to place a stop order against any legended Shan,.'S.
7, Section409A,

(a) DSUs awarded under this Award Agreement arc intended to be «deferred compensation" subject to Section 409A of the
Intemal Revenue Code, including any amendments or successor provisions to that section, and any
-2-
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regulations and other administrative guidance tht,lreunder, in each case as they may be fi'om time to time amended or interpreted
through further administrative guidance Section 409A ;'), and tbis Award Agreement is intended to, and shalt be interpreted,
administered and construed to, comply with Section 409A ,vith respect to the DSUs. The Board shall have full authority to give
etlect to thdlltent of this Paragraph 7(a). To the extent necessary to give cUeet to this intcnt, ill the case of ally conflict or potential

e

inconsistency belwcenthc provlsions oftllisAward Agreement and the provisions of the PlaIl, the Plan shall govern,
(b) Without limiting the generality of Paragraph 7(a), (i)references to your cea"ing to provide services to [he Company with
respect to the DSUs shall mean your separation from service with the Compr.ny within the meaning of Section 409A (which, unless
inconsistent with the foregoing, will mean your ceasing to he s. director of the Board), and (ii) the right to payment of dividend
equivalents pursuant to Paragraph 4 shall be treated separately from the right to payment of the Shares underlying the DSUs for all

purposes of Section 409A.
(c) Any payment to be made under tbe DSUs in connection with termination OfYO\.lT Employment (and any other payment
under the Plan) that would be subject to the limitations in Section 409A(a)(2)(b) ofthc Code shaH be delayed until six months after
termination of yow' Employment (or earlier death) in acoordance with the requirements of Section 409A.
(d) To the extent necessary to comply with P\wagraph 7(a), any securities or ether property that the Company may deliver in
respect oftbe DSUs shaH not have the effect of deferring delivery or payment beyond the date on which such delivery or payment
would occur with respect to the Shares that would otherwise have been deliverable (unless the Committee elects a later date for tIus
ptlrpose in accordance with Paragraph 3(c»).
(e) Each payment under the DSUs shall be treated as a separate payment for pUl'pOse..<; of Sectton 409A.
8. Successors and Assigns of AIG . The tcrms and conditions of this Award Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure
to the bencnt ofAIG and its successors al1d assigns,
9.~. The Board reserves the right at any time to amend the terms and conditions set forth in this Award
Agreement in any respect in accordance witll Section 1.3 of [he Plan, and the Board may amend the Plan in any respect in
accordance with Section 3.1 of the Plan. Notwithstanding the foregoing and Sections 1.3.1 and 3, 1 oftha Plan, no such amendment
shall materially adversely affect your rights and ohligatiollS under this Award Agreement without your consent (Qr the consent of
yom estate, if such consent is obtained after your death), and the Board may J1Qt accelerate or ~ostponc the payollt of the Shares (or
securities or other property inlleu of any or all of the Sh~re.9) to OlX:ur at a time other than ihe ~pplic(1ble time provided for in (his
Award Agreement. Any amendment of this Award Agreement shall be in writing signed by an authorized member of the Board or
any other person or persons authQrized by the Board.

-3-
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10. Governing Law. TlUS AWAIID SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCOIIDANCE WITH
THE I,AWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGAIID TO PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICT OF' LAWS,
11. Headings. 'I'he headings in this Award Agreement are for the purpose of convenience only and arc not intended to dCf:lllc
or limit the COllstmction of the provisions hereof.

-4-
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IN \\TrNESS WHEREOF. ArG and you have caused this Award Agreement to be duly executed and delivered.
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
By: "'Na--n--,e--:- - - - - - - - - -

Title:
Recipient:

Number of DSUs:
Date:

Accepted and Agreed:
By:

_

·5-
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ExJlibill0.91

SERIES C PERPETUAL, CONVERTlBL1~ PARTICIPATING l'REFI~RRE[) STOCK
PURCHASE AGREEMENT
SERIES C PERPETUAL, CONVERTIBLE, PARTICIPATING PREFERRED STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT (this"
Agreement "), dated as oiMareh 1, 2009, between AIG CREDIT FACILITY TRUST, a trust ef.iablished for tile sole benefltofthe
United States Treasury (the" Ir.!J&."), and AlvIERICAi'f INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., a Delaware corporation (the"
Company"). In this Agreement, references to the Trust shall include the- Trustees acting in their capacities as such trustees as the
context may require. Reference is made to Article 1 below for the meaning of certain capitalized terms used hereill.

Background
A. Pursuant to Section t3(3) of the Federal Reserve Act, 12 U.S.C, § 343, the Board of Goven10J'S of the Federal Reserve
System determined that unusual and exigent circmnstances existed bo!h with resped to the financial condition afthe Company and
its likely impact on the nation's econornic stability, and the stability of the nation's financial and bfl.l1k:ing systems, and authorized
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (the" FRBNY "), subject to certain conditions, to extend credit to the Company pursuant to
a credit agreement, dated as of September 22, 2008, betwccn the COlUI)any and thcFRBNY (as amended from time to time, the '"
Credit Agreement "),

fOl'the
C. Pursuant to Section 5.11 oftheCredlt Agreement, the Company and the Trust urc entering into this Agreement because the
FRBNY has determined that this Agreement is necessary to effect the issuance of the Shares.
THEREFORE1 the parties hereto agree as follows:

Terms and Conditi(lus
1. DlmlNITIONS
Capitalized terms used and not defined ill this Agreement shall have the meanings set forth in the Credii Agreement.
As used in this Agreement. the following terms shall have themeanillgs set forth below:
II

Charter" means the Company's ReSl<1ted Certificate of Incorporatloo 1 as amended from time to time.

" Common Stock 'I has the meaning set fmih in the Certificate ofDesignaHons (as defined in Section 3.2 below).
" Effective Date" means the dat(,~ on \vhich this Agreement shall have been executed and delivered by all of the parties hereto.
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.. Equity Ui/its l>inemls the Equity Units issued by the Company pursuant to the Purchase Contract Agreement.
" Person" means any individual, corporation. limited liability company, partnership, joint venture" association,joint-stock
company, trust, estate~ unincol1_xlruted organization, government or political subdivision thereof: government agency or

instrumentality, OJ' allY other entity whatsoever,
" Purchase Contract Agreement" means the Purchase Contract Agreement dated May 16, 2008 between the Company and The

Bank of New York.
~'Securities

Act" means the Securities Act of1933, as amended from time to time.

" Series C Preferred Stock" means the Series C Perpetnal, Convertible, Pm1icipating Prefen-ed Stock of Ule Company, the
Certificate of Designations for which is substantially in the form of Exhibit A hereto,

.. Series D Preferred Stock" means the Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock of the Company.
"Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement "mealls the Securitie.s Purchase Agreement dated as QfNovember25, 2008,
between the Company and United States Departmcnt of the Tre-asury.
"

Under~ving Shares"

mean shares of Common Stock or other securities issuable upon cnllversion of the Series C Preferred Stock.

"SEC" means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or any successor thereto.
" Trustees" means the tmstees of the Trust acting in their capacities as such trm;tees,
" Warrant" means the warrant issued hy the Company to the United States Department ofthe Treasury concurrently with the
issuallce of the Series D Preferred Stock.

2. PURCHASE 01" SERIES C I'REntRnEO STOCK
2,1. Agreement fo Sell and Purchase. 011 tbe basis ofthe representations and wan-antics contained in this Agreement, on the
Closing Date the Company shall issue and s.ell to the Trust, and the Trust shall purchase (the" Purchase") tl'om the Company,

100.000 (one hundred thousand) shares of Series C Prcfencd Stock, par value $5.00 PCl' share (the" Shares "), with an initial
liquidation preference eqt13l to $5 (five dollars) per share ($500,000 (five hundred thousand dollars) liquidation preference ill the
aggregate), at the purchase price 0[$500,000 (five hundred tllOusand dollars), with an understanding that additional and
independently sufficient consideration was also furnished by FRBNY in the form of its lending commitment under the Credit
Agreement (the" Purchase Price ").

2.2. Payment and DeliveJ:Y. Payment of the ca.sh portion of the Purchase Pt'ice was made to the Company by FRBNY at the
closing of the Credit Agreement as a credit against a tee payable by the Company in accordance with Section 4.02(0) of the Credit
Agrecmcnt. Certifi¢<"ttes for the Shares shall be registered for the sole beneflt of the United States Treasury in the name- of tbe
Trustees in their capacities as trustees of the Trust. The certific<\tes evidencing the Shares shall be delivered to the TIURt on the third
Busine.<;s Day immediately succeeding the Effectlve Date (or such later date as shall be agreed by the parties hereto) (the" Closing
Date "), with any stock transfer taxes payable in connection wi1h the transfer
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of the Shares to the Tl'l1st duly paid. Such payment and delivery are hereinafter referred to as the" Closing ".
3. CONDITIONS TO PURCHASER'S OBLIGATIONS
The obligatlon of the Trust to accept delivery of the ShuTes on the Closing Date [$ subject to the following conditions:
3.1. The Trust shaH have reGdved on the Closing Date a certificate, dated the Closing Date and signed by the Chief Executive
Officer t Ole President, any Executive or SeutO!' Vice Presidenl or any Vlee Pt'csident <lnd a prh'lcipal finandal or accounting officer
orllle Company, to the effect that the I'cpreoScntations and wal'I":anties ufthe Company contained in this Agreement are true and
eom~ct, in all material respeots, as of the Closing Date and that the Company has complied, in aU material respects, with all oflha
agreements and satisfied all ofilIe conditions on its part to be performed or satisfied hereunder on or before tbe Closing Date.
3.2, The Company shall have duly adopted and Hled with lhe Secretary of State oftbe State of Delaware the Certit1cate of
for the- Serie..'l C Preferred Stock substantially in the form of Exhibit A hereto (the" Certificate of Designations") and
3.3. The Trust shall have received 011 the Closing Date an opinion of(i)Sullivall & Cromwell LLP, special counsel for the
Company, dated the Closing D,tte and in form and substance as sct forth in Exhibit Band (ii) Kathleen E. Shannon, Senior Vice
President, Secretary <U1d Deputy General Counsel of the Company, dated the Closing Date and in form and substance a.." set forth in

Exhibit C.
3.4. All cQrporate and other pfQceedings in connection with thetransactiol1S contemplated at the Closing hereby, and all
documents anditlstnltnent.s incident 10 such tnmsac-tions, shall be reasonably satisfactory in substance to the Trust and its counseL
4. RKPRF.5ENTATJONS
The Company represents and warrants as of the Effective Date and the Closing Date as [oHows:
4.1. Otganization; Powers, The Company (a) is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the
jurisdiction of its organization, (b) has all requisite corporate power and autl101'ity to own its property and assets and to carry on its
business, in all materiul re:'1Jecls, as now conducted and as proposed to be conduded, (c) is qualified to do bUSLlle,<;S h1, and is in
good standing in~ every jurisdiction where such qualification is rcquirl;'-d, except where the failure so to qualify could not reasonably
be expected to tcsult in a Material Adverse Effect and (d) has the powel' and authority to execute, deliver and perform its ohligations
under this Agreement.
4.2. Organizational Documents. The Compmlyhas made available to the Trust a complete aod COl-reet copy of its Charter aud
bylaws, each as amended to date (the" Organizational Docum{..'11ts "). The Organizational Documents are in fun force and effect.
The Company ilS not in violation of any provision of its Organizational Documents.

4.3. Authorization. The execution, deliveJ.Y and performance of this Agreement, including the issuance and delivery of the
Shares and the conversion thereof into the Underlying Shares, (a) 1,ave been dldy Eluthoriz.ed by &11 requisite corporate and
shareholder
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action (other than the-actiQllscontcmplatcd in Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6,6 1 6.7 (with respect to Board of Director's approval only) and
6,8 (with r&'}Ject to clause (ii) of the sec.ond ~'entence only)) and (b) will not to the best knowledge of the Company after due
investigation (i) result in the violation by the Company or any Material Subsidimy of (A) any provision oflaw, statute, rule or
regulation that is applicable to the Company, any Material Subsidiary or the transactions contemplated hereby, or oftIle certificate

or articles ofincorporation or other constitutive documents or bylaws of the Company or uny Material Subsidiary, (ll) any order of
any Govemmental Authority or (C) any provision of any indenture, agreement or other illshument to which the Company 01' any
Material Subsidiary is apaliy or by which any of them or any of their property is or may be bound, Oi) be in conflict with, result in
a breach of, terminate or constitute (alone or with notice or lapse ot'time or both) a default under, or give rise to any right to
terminate or accelerate or to require the prepayment, repurchase or redemption of any obligation undet' any sllch indenture,
agreement Qr other instrument or (Hi) result in the creatioll or imposition of any Lien upon or with respect to any property or 1:tssets
now owned 01' hcrcafleor acquired by the Company or any Material Subsidiary, except in the case of clause (b)(i)(A) for any actual 01'
potential violations disclQsed by the Company 10 tbe Trust in writing as of the Effective Date and except in the case of olauses (b)
(i)j (bXii) and (b)(iii) as would not, individually or in the aggregate., have a M.aterial Adverse Effect or affect the validity of the
Series C Prefcncd Stock
4.4. Enforceability, This Agreement has been duly and validly exec,lted and delivered by the Company and (assuming due
authorization, execution and delivery by the Trust) shall constitute the valid and legally binding obligation of the Company,
enforceable against the Company in accordance with its terms, except that rights to indetilllification and conlributlO1l may be limited
under applicable law,

4.5. Valid hsuance . When issued in accordanc-e with the terms of this Agreement, the Series C Prefcned Stock will he duly
authorized, validly issued, fully paid and nonassessable, fl'cc flnd clear of all liens and preemptive rights. The Underlying Shares
will be duly and validly reserved for issuance immediately after the Company's shareholders approve the Charter Amendrncnt (as
defined in the Cel:tincate ofD-C..'lignations), When issued and delivered in accordance with tbe terms of this Agreement and the
Sedes C Prefcned Stock, such Underlying Shares will be duly authorized, validly issued, fully paid and nonassessable, free and
clear of all liens and preemptive rights,

4.6. Governmental Approvals. Assuming the accuracy of the Trust's representations and warranties sei out in Section 5.1. and
Section 5.2 of this Agreement and its C01Ttplial1(ic with its obligations hereunder, lathe best knowledge oflhe Company after dne
inve.<rtigation, no action, consent or approval of, registration 01' filing with or any other action by any GovernrlJental Authority is or
wnt be required to be taken, obtained or made by tlJc Company or any Material Subsidiary in connection with this Ai:,'Teement,
e.xcept(a) such as have beel) made or obtained and are in tlill force and effect, (b) such as havc been disclosed by the Company to
the Trust in writing as of the Effective Date. (c) the filings and registrations contemplated by Sections 6.2, 6.6, 7.1 and 7.2 hereof
and (d) jf the failure to take such action, obtain such consent or approval or register or file with such Governmental Authority could
not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a MaterjaI AdvCl'SC Effect.
5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS AND AGREEMENTS OF THE TRUST

.s.1. Purchase ofRestJ'icted Shares. TIle Tt'tL'l.t acknowledges that the Shares and the Underlying Shares have not been l'eg[ste1·ed
under the Securities Act or under any 1).8, federal or state securities laws, The Trust (a) is acquiring the Shares pursmmt 10 an
exemption from regisU'atlon under tho Securities Act. and with no present intt'.ntion to disu·ibutc them to any pt.-'tSDn in violation of
the Securities Act or any applicable U.s. federal or slate securities laws, (b) will not sell or otherwise dispose of any of the Shares or
1110 Und~rlYlng Shares., except in compliance vlith theregistratioll requirements or exemption provisions oftlle Securitie.'l Act and
a.ny applic<1bl~ U.S. federal or state sccuritiesla\\'S, and (0) ,including
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through such advisors that it may retain 01' consult, has such knowledge and experience in finandal and busines."l matters and in
investments of this type that it is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of the Purchase and of making an infonned investment

d('dsion.
5.2. Legends,

"THlS SECURITY AND THE SHARES OF COMMON STOCK ISSUABLE UPON CONVERSION OF THIS
SECURITY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE
"SEC1JRI'l1ES ACT"), OR ANY STATE SECURITIES LAWS. NEffilER TI-IIS SECURITY OR TIlE SHARES OF
COMMON STOCK ISSUABLE VPON CONVERSION OF THIS SECURlTYNOR ANY INTEREST OR
PARTICIPATION HEREIN OR THEREIN MAY BE REOFFERED, SOLD, ASSIGNED, TRANSFERRED,
PLEDGED, ENCUMBERED OR OTHERWlSE DISPOSED OF IN TIlE ABSENCE OF SUCH REGISTRATION OR
UNLESS SUCH TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT FROM, OR NOT SUBJECT TO, REGISTRATION."
(b) In addition, the Trust agrees that ali cCltificates or other instruments representing 111c Underlying Shares will bear a legend

substantially to thc following effect:
"THE SECURITIES REFERRED TO HEREIN HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT
OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE "SECURlTfES ACT"), OR ANY STATE SECURITIES lAWS. NEITHER SUCH
SECURrrIES NOR ANY INTEREST OR PARTlCIPAnON THEREIN MAY BE REOFFERED, SOLD, ASSIGNED,
TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED, ENCUMBERED OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF IN THE ABSENCE OF SUCH
REGISTRArION OR 1JNLESS SUCH TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT FROM, OR NOT SUBJECT TO,
REGISTRArION."
(0) In the event that any Series C Pl'efemxt Stock or Underlying Shares (i) become registered under the Securities Act or (ii) arc
eligible, in the opinion of counsel to the holder of Series C l'refencd Stock reasonably satisfactory to the ComparlY. to be

transferred withollt l'CSlTictiOil or any limitation in accordance with R~lle 144, the Company shaH issue new certificates or other
instruments representing such Series C Prefened Stock or Underlying Share.<;, which shall not contain the apllJicable legends in
Sections 5.2(a) and (b) abtwe; provided that the holder of the Series C Preferred Stock or Underlying Share.<;, as applicable,
surrenders to the Company the previously issued certificates or other instmments,

6. COVT,NANTS
'fhe Company covenants and agrees with the Trust that:

6. i. Board ofDirectors Resolutions,
(a) The Board of Directors of the Compal1Y (the" Boai'd of Directors 'l) shall adopt within 45 days of the Effective Date
resolutions pursuant to 8 Dol. C. § 242(b), in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Trustccs, to amend (i) the Charter to
r~dl~;::I~i~~~a(;I~:lueof tl'e (.:0""";01' Stock to $OcOOOOO1 per shure, and increase the number of authorized shares of Common Stock

to
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" Common Stock Amendment Proposal "), (ij) the Chalier to reduce the par value of the Company's Serial Preferred Stock (as
defmed in the Charter) to $0.00004 pershate and increase thenumbel' of authorized shares of the Company's Serial Prefened Stock
to 13 billion (the" Serial Preferred Stock ArnendmentPropOSlll "), (iii) the Certific,.9te ofDesignatiol1s such that (I) the number of
shares of Series C Prefel'foo Stock authorized mid outstanding upon the effectiveness of the Serial Prefen-ed Stock Amendment
ProPOSlll shall be the Number of Underlying Sbares (as defined in the Certificate ofDesignation:;) as of the effective- date of the
Serial PrefelTed Stock Amendment Proposal, (2) the COllver~ion Ratio (as defined in the Certificate of Designations) as of any date
shall equal the. quotient obtained by dividing (x) the Number of Outstanding Shares (as defined in t1le Certificate ofDesigna.tions) as
of such date by (y) the Nwubcr of Outstanding Shares as ofthe eftective date of such amendment and (3) the liquidation preference
per share of the Series C Preferred Stock shall be $500,000 divided by the Number of Underlying Shares- as {)fthe effective date of
such amendment (the" Series CPreferred Stock Amendment Proposal" and, collectively with the Common Stock Amendment
Proposal and the Serial Preferred Stock Amendment Proposal, the" Special Meeting Shareholder Proposals "), (iy) the Charter
(A) to permit the Board of Directors to issue cla..'lses of Serial Preferred Stock thatal'e not of equa1l'allk~ such that the Board of
Directors or a duly authorized committee thereof may, prior to issuano~, in the resolution or resolutions providing for the issue of
shares ofeach particular series, provide whether the sban.">5 of such selies rank senior or j unlor (0 any other class of Serial PrefelTed
Stock as lothe righl to receive dividends ft11d the right to receive payments out oftbe assets of the Company upon voluntary or
involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company and (ll) to cause the Serles D Preferred Stock and any other
series of Serial Preferred Stock subsequently issued to tbe United States Department of the 'I'reasury tn rank senior to the Series C
Preferred Stock and any other subsequently issued series ofSedal Preferred Stock that is not issued to the United States Department
o-fthe Treasury, so that as a result of these amendments the Sm'ies C Preferred Stock and any subsequently issued series of Serial
Prefen·cd Stoc.k that nmks pari passu with or junior to the Scric..<> C Preferred Stock would not be entitled to vote on the subsequent
creation or issuance of any such senior Serial Pre-fcn"ed Stock (the" Serics D PrcfClTcd Stock Amendment Proposal ") and (v) 1110
Charter to eliminate any restriction on the pledging of all or substantially an ofthe property or assets of the Company (the"
Pledging Restrictions Amendment Proposal" and, coilcctivcly with tIle Common Stock Amendment Proposal, the Serial Prefcned
Stock Amendment Proposal, the Series C Preferred Stock Amendment Proposal and tIle Series D Preferred Stock Amelldmcnt
Proposal, the" Charter Amendment Pl'Oposals "),
(b) Pursuantto 8 Del. C. § 242(b) the Board ofDirectol's shall, concurrently with the adoption of the re.;;olutions described 'in
clause (a) above, declare that the Charter Amendment Proposals are advisahlG and (i) call a spcciall11ccting with respect to the
Special Meeting Shareholder Proposals or direct that the Special Meeting Shareholder Proposals be considered '" an acmuu., m',u""g
ofthc holders ofthe Company's capital stock, as applicable, when 5'0 directed by the Tru~'t in accordance \vith
(provided, that the notice for a spedal meeting or annual meeting described in this clause (a) shall !'otbe .giv()ll until at least
60 days after the Company's 2009 Annual Me-e.ting of Shar>$llOlders) and (ii) dU'ect that the Series D Preferred Stock .Amendment
Proposal and the Pledging Rest.rictions Amendment Proposal (collectively the" General Meeting Shareholder Proposals ") be
considered af the next ffimual meeting of the holders of Ule Company's capital stock in a~~cordance with Section 6,2(b),

6.2, Shareholder Vote,
(a) The Trust shall have the right, in its sole discretion, by givIng a UDtiCC ill accordance with Section 8,3, to cause the Board
ofDircctors, without regard to any subsequent determination made by the Board of'Direct{)J's cOllccming the Special Meeting
Shareholdel' Pl'Oposals, to call, give notice of alld lHlld a special meeting of the holders offhe Company's capital stock or, if so
elected by the Trust in "thc notice from the Tmst, direct that the Special Meeting Shareholder Proposals be oonsidered at the next
annual
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meeting of the holders -of the COl11pany~s capital stock following such notice from the Trust, asappliC<\.ble (provided 1 that the
notice for a special meeting or annual meeting described in this clause (n) shall not be given until at least 60 days after the
CompHllY's 2009 Annual Meeting of Shareholders), with the holders of the Common Stock voting as a separate- cla"ls in the case of
the Common Stock Amendment Proposal and, jf applicable, the holders ofthe Company's Serial Preferred Stock voting as-a
sepamte class in the case ofthe Serial Preferred Stock Amendment Proposal and, ifappUcable, the holders oftlle Series C Preferred
Stock voting as a separate class in the case of the Series C Preferred Stock Ame.ndment Proposal, to vote 011., among other things,
(i) the Common Stock Amendment Proposal., (il) Serial Preferred Stock Amendment Proposal and (iii) the Series C Preferred Stock
Amendment Proposal; provided , that a vote on the Serial Preferred Stock Amendment Propo8al and the Series C Pref<:-'11'<:--n Stock
Amendlll.Ctlt Proposal will only be effective if the Common Stock Amendment Proposal is not approved by the holders of the
Common Stock. The Board of Directors shall recoml11~.'nd to the Company's shareholders that they vote in favor ofthe Spe.cial
Meeting Shareholder Proposals, In the event that the approval of all or any portion of the Special Meeting: Shareholder Proposals is
not obtained at su(',h special sharehoMers' meeting, the Trust shall have the right to direct U10 Company to include a proposal to
approve (and the Board of Directors shall recommend approval of) all or such p0l1ion of the Special Mooting Shareholder Proposals
as the Trust may designate at the next annual meeting of its shareholders and at each Stlbsequent annual meeting ofits sluU'cholders
until such approval is obtained,
(b) At and prior to the next annual meeting oftlle COmpatlY's sbareholders foJ1owingfhc Closing Date. the Company shall
take all action necessary unDer all applicable laws and regulations and the Company's Organizational Documents to effect the
Genel'al Meeting SbaJ:eholdcl' Proposals. Such actions shall include,. without limitation, the Board of Dil'cctors' calling, giving
110t)00 of and holding an aumml meeting oftlle holders of the Compan)".s capital stock to vote on, among othe.r things the General
Meeting Shareholrler Proposals and without regard to any subsequent dchlrmination made by the Board of Directors concerning tile
General Meeting Sbareholder Proposals. The Board of Dircr,tors shall recommend to the Company's shareholders that they vote 111
favor of the General Meeting Shareholder Proposals. In the event that the approval of the Gcm,ral Meeting Shareholder Proposals fs
not obtained at such annual shnreholdcrs' meeting, the Company shall include a proposal to appl'ove such proposals at each
subsequent amum! meeting of its shareholders, or at any special meeting oftbe holders of the Company's capital stock called
pursuant to clause (a) above, until such approval is obtained,
>

(c) In connection with the special shareho!deIs' meeting and each annual shareholders' mceHng dc..<;crIbed in clause (a) or
(b) above, the Company shall prepare (and the Trust will l'eusonably cooperate with the Company to prepare) and file with the SEC
a prcJiminmy proxy statement reasonably acceptable to the Trust, shall use its reasonable best efforts to respond to any comments of
the SEC or its staff thereon and to cause a definitive proxy statement related to such shareholders' meeting to be mailed to the
COlnpany's shareholders promptly after clearance thereof by the SEC, The Company shall preparc the preliminary proxy statement
describing fue Special MeeHng Shareholder Proposals as promptly as practicable following the Closing Date, but shall not file it
with the SEC unless so directed by the Trust. The Company shall notify the Tmst promptly of the receipt ofany comments from the
SEC or its staff with respect to the proxy fuiatcment and of any request by the SHC or its staUTor amendments or supplements to
such proxy statement or for additional inform<ltion and will supply the Trust with copies of aU concspondence between the
Company or any of its representatives, on the ollchand, and the SEC 01' its staff, on the other hand; with respect to such proxy
statement. The Company shat!, at its own expense, usc its l'casonable best efforts to solicit proxies for shareholder approval ofthe
Special Meeting Shareholder Proposals and tho General Meeting Shul'ehokler Proposals, including, but not limited to, selecting and
retaining a proxy solicitor. If at any time prior to any such shareholders' meeting there shan occm any event that is required to be
set forth in an amendment or supplement to the proxy statement, the
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Company shall as promptly as practicable prepare and lUail to its shareholders such an amendment or supplement. Each oftlle Trust
and the Company agrees promptly to correct any information pro\lided by it or on its hehalffor lJSe in the proxy statement if and to
the extent that such infonnaHon shall have hecome false or misleading in any material respect, and the Company shall as promptly
as practicable prepare and mail to its shareholders an amendment or supplement to correct such information to the extent required
by applicable laws and regulations. The Company shall consult with the Trust prior to filing any proxy statement, or any
amendment or supplement thereto, and provide- the Trust with a reasonable opportunity to oommcnt thereon.
(d) None oftile information supplied by the Company 01' any of the ,subsidiaries of the Company for inclusion]l1 any proxy
statement In connection with any shareholders' meeting of the Company will, at the date when first mailed to the Company's
shareholders and at the time of any shareholders' meeting, and at the time of any amendment or supplement thereofaftel' mailing,
contain any untrue statement of a material fact or o111it to state any material fact neCc.':lsary in order tomakc the statements therein, in
light of the cirClUnstances uncle1' which they are made, not misleading.
6.3. Govemance, '1'11e Coml)any and the Board of Directors shall work in good faith with the 'l)ustees to ensure-corporate
governance arrangements satisfactory to the Trustees,

6.4. Regulation. The Company shall usc ltB reasonable best efforts to take all actions I1ecessmy or appropriate to obtain any
regulatOl)' approvals, notices, waivers or consents related to the issuance and acquisition of the Series C Preferred Stock or the
conversion theroofinto the Underlying Shares that are reasonably determined by the Company to be material and that have not been
obtained 011 or prior to the Closing Date and shall assist the Trust in such matters.
6.5. Takeol'et Laws. The Company will take all actions necessary 01' expedient in order to exempt the Trust and any department.
agency or instrumentality of the United States government and the Trust's or such other entity's acquisition and ownership ofthc
Series C Prefen'ed Stock and any Underlying Shares from, and the Trust and any such otller entity and such acquisition and
ownership from, (i) thel'equiremen!s of any applicable "momtoriulU," "control share," "fair price" or other anti-takeovcl' laws and
regulations of any jurisdiction, il1c1ucling without limitation Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, and (if) allY
other applicable provision of the Organizational Documents of the Company or the comparable organizational documents of any
subsidiary of the Company.
6.6. Additional Issuance ofShares. If a Conversion Date (as defined in the Certificate ofDesignations) for any of the Shares
occurs prior to the issuance of Common Stock {In the Third Stock Purchase Date (as defined in the Purchase Contract Agreement)
for the Equity Unite;:, then the Company shall, concurrently with cach Stock Purchase Date, Early Settlement Date or Cash Merger
Early St.'1:t1ement Date (Caell as defined in the PUt'chase Contract Agreement), as applicable, for the Equity Units foHowing such
Conversion Date issue to the Trust or to sucb othel' Person as the Tmst may direct a mllnber of shares of Common Stock equal to
the excess of (x) the numher of shares of Common Stock the Trust would have received if it had converted such Shares immediately
after the issuance of sllch s.hares of Common Stock on such Stock Purchase Date, Early Settlement Date or Ca.,>!) Merger Early
Settlement Date over (y) the numbef of shares of Common Stock received upon the conversion of such Shares by the holde·r thereof
plus the number of shares of Common Stock delivered to the Trust or it.s designee under this Section 6.6 as a result of any carlier
settlement of such E.quity Units. Any ::'mch ;;hares of COllunon Stock issued to
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the Trust shalt be registered foJ' the sole benefit of the United States T1"easmy in the name of the Trustees in tl)eir capacities as
Truslees of the Trust. ..-'\ny such shares Df Common Stock issued to such other Person shiul be registered in the name of such other
Person as the Trllstees may direct in their capacities as Trustees of the Trust.

6,7. Depositary Share.',' , Upon request by tho Tntst in cOllncc.tion with a proposed transfer of the Shares to a third party, the
Company shaH promptly enter into a depositary arrangement, pil:rSllant to Cllstomary agreements reasonably satisfactory to the Trast
and with a de.positary l'Caso1l<'lbly acceptable to the Trust, pmsaant to which the Shares may be deposited and depositary shares, each
representing <i fraction of a Share or multiple Shares as speciiied by the Trust, may be issued. From and afler the execution of any
such depositary arrangement, and the deposit of any Shares pursuant tllereto, the depositary shares issued pursuant lhereto shall be
deemed" Series C Preferred Stock l' and, a.'i applicable. " Registrable Securities" for purposes of this Agreement.
6.8. Issuance. (~fSecuri.ties , Soloug liS the equity ownel'ship of the Trust, deteonined as Ute sum ortlle number of sluln:lS of
Common Stock received upon the conversfoll of tile Series CPreferred Stock and still owned by the Trust and the product of the
aggregate number of shares of Series C PrcfclTcd Stock owned by the Trust and the Conversion Ratio (whether or not shai'cs of
Series C Preferred Stock are then convertible), shall equal 01' exceed 50% of the Number of Underlying Shares (as adjusted pursuant
to Section 11(G) of the Certificate of Designations), the Company shall not, without the prior Wl'illcn consent of the Trust, issue or
grant (1) any capital stock or equity ownership interest, including any Participating Security (as defined in the Certifica.te of
Designations); (ii) any rights, options. warrants or convCliible securities exer<;isabJe. OJ.' exchangeable for OT COllVcltible into lmy
capital stock or other equity owncrship intel'est, incl~ldil1g any Pmticipating Se<-,urity; Ol' (iii) any stock appreciation rights, phantom
stock rights, or any other profit participation rights, or any rights or options to acquire any such rights, in each case of clauses (i),
(li) and (iii) above, to any Person. Notwithstanding the previous sentence, the Company shall be pemlitted to issue capital slock (i)
(x) to satisfy any security or instrument existing on September 16,2008 that is exercisable for, cotlveliible into or exchangeable for
Common Stock, (y) in n~pcct of equity compensation awards issued in the nrdinaty course of business under the Company's
Amended and Restated 2007 Stock I11centive Plan or the Company's Amended and Restated 2002 Stock Incentive Plan or (z) in
respt,'Ct of any tax-qualified plan approved in the ordinary course of business by the Board ofDireetors that meets the requirements
ofSect[om~ 401 (a) or 423 oftha Code and Oi) subsequent to written notice from the Tnlst that the Company's cOl1mrate governance
arJ'angements are satisfactOlY to the Trustees (x) in respect of equity compensation awards iSS~led under any equity compensation
plan (including any material amendmcnts thereto) approved by shareholders after September 16, 2008 in accordance with the
shareholder approval requirements ofthc New Yark Stock Exchange Listed Company Manual or (y) in anyone year, up t.o 05% of
the outstanding sharcs ofCommo:ll Stock pursuant to any other employee benefit plan, employment contract or similar arrangement
that is appi'Oved by the Compensation and Management Resoul'ce-s Committee of the Board of Directors.
7. REGISTRATION RIGHTS

7.1. Registration. Section 4.5 of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement is hereby incorporated by reference herein
with the amendments to such section as provided in Section 7.2 ofthis Agreement.
7,1. Amendments, Fol' purposes of this Agreement the provisions ofSectio114,5 of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement that are incorporated by reference herein shall be amended as follows:
(a) "Investor" shallmcan the Trust;
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(b) "Registrable Securities'" shall, except for purposes of Section4.5(a)(vi) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement, mean; (A) the ScJics C Preferred Stock, (B) the Underlying Shares and (C) allY equity securities issued 01' issuable
directly or indirectly with respect to the securities rcfcITcd to in the foregoing c1ause-s (A) or CD) by way of conversion, exercise ot'
exch,mge thereof or share dh~dend or share split or in C01Ulection with a comhination of shares, recapitalizatioll, reclassification,
merger, amalgamation, arrangement, consolidation or other reorganization. The shares ofScJ1cS C Pl'etelTed Stock and the
Underlying Shares shall cease to be Registrable Securities when (1) tbey arc sold pursuant to Rule 144 or an effective registration
statement under the Securities Act. (2) except as provided in Section 4.5(0) ofthe Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement,
they may be sold pursuant to Rule 144 without limitation thereunder on volume or manner of sale, (3) they shall have ceased to be
outstanding or (4) they have been sold in a private h'ansaction in which the transferor's rights under this Abrreemenl are not assigned
to the transferee of the securities. No such Registrable Sccmitics may he l'egistered under more tl1an one registration statement at
anyone time;
(c) The pl'ovisions of Section 4.5 of the Series D Preferred Stock Plll'cba...<>e Agreement applicable to the Warrant shall not

apply;
(d) "$200 mil1ion'~ in the eighth line of Section 4.5(a)(li) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall be revised
to "$100 million";
(e) "and (2) not more than three times In any 12-monthIJeriod" beginning in the twelfth line of Section 4.5(a)(iii) oftlle
Seriefl D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall be revised to ''<.md (2) not more than two times in any] 2-month period";
(t) a ncwparenthet1ca} is added to tbeend of SectIon 4.5(a)(vi)(B) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purch-aseAgreement so
that the end of subclause (B) .shHU read "(for the purposes of this subclause (B) only, as each term is defined in the Series D
Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement)";

(g) a new subclause (C) is added to Section4's(a)(vi) and current subclause (C) is changed to (D). New subclause (C) shall
read: "(C) then the Registrable Securities of the Trust and all other Holders who have received Registrable Secut'ities ftom the Trust
and who have requested inclusion ofRcgistt'ilble Securities pursuant to Section 4.5(a)(ii) Qr Section4j(a)(iv), as applicable,pro
rata 011 the basis of the aggregate number of such securities or shares O\vned by each such person, and";
(h) "members and former members" in the second line of Section 4.5(e) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement
shall be revised to "members, ronnor members and trustees (both individually and in their fiduciary capacltie'»";
(i) "representatives and Affiliates" in the third line of Section 4,5(g)(i) of the Serie'" D Preferred Stock Purc11asc Agreement
shall be revised to "rcprcsentatjVE'~'l, trustees (both individually and hI their fiduciary capac.ities) ,md Affiliates";
(j) ". joint or severnl," in the eighth line of Section 45(g)(i) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall be
revised to ",joint or several. (x) with respect to the Trustees and their agents and representatives, relating 10, arising out of or in
connection with allY registration pursuant to this Agreement or (y)";

(k) "not misleadlng;provided that the Company" in the sixteenth tine of Section 4.5(g){i) oHhe Series D Preferred Stock
Purchase Agreement shall be revised to "not misle8ding. With re:rpcct to clause (x)
10
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(1) "a liquidation preference or, in the case of Registrable Securities other than Preferred Stock," beginning in the third line of
Scction 4.5(h) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agt'eement shall be deleted and for the purpose of Section 4,5 the market

value of the Series C Preferred Stock shllU be the market value of a number of shares of Common Stock issuable upon conversion of
such shares of Series C Preferred Stock (whc{11cr or not shares of Series C Preferred Stock aTC then convertible);

(m)' "$:WOmillion," i["h,: &".lr'h lin" of Se"tiOl14.:5(h)i oftheSerie,]) Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall he revised to
(n) ", in the case of an underwritten offering of Common Stock or Warrants," in the fifth line of Section 4.5(1) of the Series D
Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall be deleted; and

{o) ", in the case oian underwritten offering of Preferred Stock, any prefert'oo stock of the Company. (It', in each case," beginning
in the six,th line of Section 4.5(i) of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement shall be deleted,
7.3. Consistency. 'The TlUst agrees that Section 7.1 and Section 7.2 ofthis Agreement are not inconsistent with or in conflict with
Section 4.5 of the Series D Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement,
8. MISCELLANEOUS

8,1, Amcndinenis; Waivers, This A&'l'ee-ment may be waived or amended solely by a writing executed by all of the patties hereto.
In no event shall any rights granted hereunder prevent the parties hereto from waiving or amending in any manner whatsoever the
covenants of the Company hereunder.
82. GOl'emil1g Law; Jurlsdictioll; Ve1ltle or IUC01ll1(micmt Fonmt . This Agreement,. and the rights and obligations oftlle
parties hereunder, sllnll be governed by, and Coulitl'ued and intN'preted in ncctwdance with, United States federal law and
not the law of any State, 1'0 the extent that a court looks to the laws of any State to dctcnnine or defiJJc tbe- UnUed States
federal law, it is the intention of the parties hereto that such court shall look only to the laws of the State of New ¥ ork
without regard to the rules of conflicts of laws. The Series C Pre.ferred Stoc.I.. shall be governed as set fQrth in the terms
thel'cof. The parties agree that the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York shall have exclusive
jurisdiction over any claims arising under this Agreement, including cillims for enforcement of the Agreement. Each party
hereby waives, to the extent permitted by applicable law, any objection to venue or any defense ofinconvenieot forum or
any personal or sub,iect matter jurisdicti(}nal defense in connection with snch procCfdings in such court.
8.3. Notices, Any notice which any party hereto may give to the other hereunder shall be in writing and shall be given by h(md
delivery, first class registered mail, or overnight couder service, or by facsimile transmission confirmed by one of fue aforesaid
methods, sent,
11
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if to lhe Company:
American International Group, Inc.
70 Piue Street, New York, New York 10270

Attention: ('.reneral Counsel
Facsimile: (212) 785·2175
Telephone: (212) 770-7000
with a copy to:

Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
125 Broad Street, New York l New York 10004

Attention: Rohert W. Reeder 1II, Michael M. Wiseman
Facsimile: (212) 558-3588
Telephone: (212) 558·4000

iffo theTTust:

AlG Credit Facility Trust
c/o Keviu F. Bamard
Arnold & Porter LLP

399 Park Avenue
New York, New Yark 10022
Facsimile: (212) 715·1399
Telephone: (212) 715·1000

with copies to the TflIstees. to the addl'e,sses and facsimile numbers that each
Trustee has provided to ilie Company in writing on the Effective Date;
or to such other address and facsimile number as such party may hereafter specify for the purpose of notices to the other pal1y.
notices hereunder shall be cftc{~tivc upon rcx:cipt.

An

8.4. Waiver oj.fury Trial. EACH OF TilE PARTIES HERETO IRREVOCABLY WAlVES, TO TilE FULLEST EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY AND ALL RlGlIT TO TRIAL BY JURI' IN ANY LEGAL PROCEEDING
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREBY. EACH
PARTY HERETO CERTIFIES THAT NO REPRESENTATIVE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF ANY OTHER PARTY liAS
REPRESENTED, EXPRESSLY OR OTHERWISE, THAT SUCH ImlER PARTY WOULD NOT, TN THE EVENT OF
LITIGATION, SEEK TO ENFORCE THE FOREGOING WAIVER.
8.5. Business Day. To the extent that any deadline or date of performance of <my right or obligation se-t forth herein shall fall on
a day other than a Business Day, then such deadline or date of performance shall automatically be ex.tended to the next succeeding

Businc.<:s Day.
8.6. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together witll the Certificate ofDesign8tions. constitutes tIle entire contract between the
part1cS relative to the subject matter hereof. Any other previous agreement among the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof is superseded by tilis Agt'cement, together with the Certificate of Designations. Nothing in this Agreemellt, together with the
Certific..1.te of Designations,
12
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of this Agreement, eaoh nOll~

8.8. No Personal Liability by Trustees, It is expressly 11l1der"iood and agreed by the parties hereto that this Agreement IS being
executed and delivered by the Trustees not individually 01' personally but solely in thei!' capacities us Trustees in the exercise nflhe
powers and authority conferred and vested in them as such Trustees, and under no circumstances shall any Trustee or fonner

Trustee have any personal liability ll1 the Trustee's individual capacity in conne.ction \vith this Agreement or any transaction
contemplated hereby.
8.9, Sevembaity. In the event that anyone or more ofthc provisions t.'OlHained in this Agreement should be held invalid, illegal
or unenforceable in any respect, then to the extent permitted hy applicable law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the
remaining provisions contained herein shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby (it being understood that the invalidity
ofa particular proviBion in a pmiiclliar jurisdiction shall not in and ofitself affect the V'alidity of such provision in any other
Jurisdiction). The partie.<; shall endeavor in good~faj(h negotiations to replace the invalid,illegal or unenforceable provisions with
valid pl'Ov1sions the economic effect of which comes as close as possible to that of the invalid~ illegal or unenforceable provisions.
8.10. Assignmellt , Neither this Agreement nor any right,remedy, obligation or liability arising Imreunder or by reason hereof
shall be assignable or delegable by any party hereto \vithout the prior written consent of tile other party, and any attempt to assign or
delegate any right, remedy, obligation or liability hereunder without such consent shall be void. Notwithstanding the fo.reg{dllg the
Trust may, without the Company's consent, transfer or assign (i) all or any part of its rights andrcmedies under Sections 6.2 'ImI6.6
ofthi8 Agreement to any tbirdparty and{ii) aU or any part of its rights and remedies under Sections 7,1 and 7,2 of this Agreement
as permitted by such Sections.
[Signature Page FollowsJ
13
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IN WITNFSS WHEREOF. the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as ofthe date set forth in the first paragraph

hereof.
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL OROUl', INC.
By: lsi Edward M. Liddy
Name: Edward M. Liddy
Title: Chainmm and Chief Executive Officer

AlO CREDIT FACILITY TRUST
By: is! Jill M. Con."idine
Name: Jill M. Considine

Title; Trustee

By:

fE:,~~~~:;;;----Title:

Trustee

By: Is! Douglas L. Foshee
Name: DQuglas L. Foshee
Title; Trustee

Signature Page to Series C Perpetual. COJ1\lettible, Participating Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement
14
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Exhibit 10(92)
The llndersigned hereby confirm that they have reached an agreement in principle consistent with the a1l11exed teJTI1 sheet.
UNn'ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
THE TREASURY

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
GROUP,lNC,

By: !.E..;Nec.lL<:.~hkart

By: Is/Edward M. UddL--_.
Edward M. Liddy
Chairman and Chief Executive
Ot1iccr

Nee! Kashkari
Interim Assistant Secretary

For Financial Stability

Dated: March 1. 2009
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Annex

Term Sheet for Exchange of Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Sto'Ck for Series E :FixedRate Non~
Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock and Issuance of AddItional Preferred Stock
[Attar.bcdl
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Term Sheet
Exchange of Series n Fixed Rate Cumulative }'erpetual Preferred Stock for Series E Fixed Rate NonwCumuIative Perpetual

Preferred Stocl,
The Series D Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Prefened Stock (the" Series n Preferred Stock ") of American International
Group, Inc, (" AlG") issued to the United States Department of tIle Treasury (" UST") on November 25,2008 shall be exclmnged

for Series E Fixed Rate NouwCumulative Perpetual ,Preferred Stock (the" Series E Preferred Stock ") of AIG, with the following
changes to the terms of the Series D Prcferre-d Stock:
Dh'jdends:

Ex.change Ratio:

Vot'ing:

Replacement Capital
Covenant:

Holders of Series E Pl'efened Stock will he entitled to receive, only when, as and if di'..'Clal'cd by the
Board ofDirec.toJ's ofAIG OJ' a duly authorized committee thereof, non~eumulative cash dividends
on the liquidation preference at a rate of 10% per allrmm. Declared dividends will be payable
quarterly in arrears on February I, May 1, August 1 and November 1 of each year.
Dividends on the Serie.'l E Preferred Stock will not bc entitled to l'eceive any dividends not declaTed
by the Board of Directors of AIO OJ' a duly authorized committee thereof and no interest, or sum of
money in lieu ofilltercst, will he payable in rc..<>pect of an)' dividend not so declared.
The aggregate liquidation preference of the Series E Prefen'ed Stock will be equal to the sum of the
aggregate liquidation preference of the Series D Preferred Stock and the amount of the accrued and
unpaid dividends under the Series D Preferred Stock,
If dividends- on the Series E Prefened Stock tire not paid in full f01' foUl' dividelld periods, whether or
not consecutive, the Series E Preferred Stock will have the right to elect the greater of two directors
and a number of directors (rounded upward) equal to 20% of the total number of directors after
giving effect to such election. The right to elect directors will end, and such two directors shall
resign, if such directors were elected, when full dividl;,'Hds have been p"uid for four con&.'Cutive
dividend periods following commencement of such light.
AIG will enter into a Replacement Capita! Covenant in favor of the holders ofthe covered debt
pursuant to which AlG will agree that prior to the third anniversary of the issuance of the Series E
Preferred Stock it will not repay, redeem or purchase, and no 8ubsidiat)' of AIG will purchase; all or
any pmt of the Series E Preferred Stock except with the proceeds obtained from the issuance by AlG
or any such subsidiary of certain replacement capital securities.
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Replacement Capital
Intention:

AIG intends that commencing on the tllird am1ivenmry of the issuance oftho Series E Pl'eferred
Stock it will not repay, rooeem or purchase, 1101' will any subsid.iary of ATG purchase, all or any part
of the Series E PrefeITed Stock except with 1heproceeds from the issuanoc by AIG or any such
subsidiary of securities for which AIG will receive equHy credit. at the time of sale or issuance, that
is, in the aggregate, c.qua! to or greater than the equity credit attributed to the Series E Preferred
Stock redeemed at the time ofsuch early redemption,

Executive Compensation:

Until such time as no obligation of AlG arising fi'om financial assistance provided under the
Troubled As.'Set Relief Program remains outstanding (excluding any period during which the federal
govcmment only holds warrants to purchase common stock ofAIG), AIG shall comply in all
re.<;pects with Section 111 of the Emergency Economic Sta.bilization Act of 2008, as amellded~ as
implemented by any guidance or regUlations issued and/or to be issued thereunder including any
amendments to the guidelines implementing the Programs of Systemically Sibrnificant Failing
Institutions.

Issuance uf AdditiOll") Preferred Stock
Issuer:
Initial Holder:
Security:
Issue Price:

CapncH)':

Duration of Facility:

AIG
IJST

Shares of Series F Preferred Stock to be issued from time to time at the request of AlG. I
Upon each dl'awdo\Vll the aggregate liquidation preference of the shares of the Series F Preferred
Stock will increase by either an amount equal to the amount of such drawdown 01' by the aggregate
liquidation preference of the shares of the Series F Prcfcm:'ld Stock issuoo -on the closing date of
such drawdown.
Up to $30 billion aggregate liquidation preference.
S years beginning on commencement date of the facility,

The terms of the SeriesF Preferred Stock will be same as the terms ofthc Series E Preferred Stock except that the Series F
Prcfen'ed Stock wi11 not be SUbject to the Rcplaccmenl Capital Covenant or the Replacement Capital Intention.
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Warrants:

The UST will receive a wurrant ("WlllTUllt") to pm'chase a number ofsharcs of common stock of
AlG ("Common Stock") equal to 1% of the issued <Ind outstanding shares of Common Stock on the
commencement date of the facility, The, initial exercise price for the Warrant shall be $2.50 per
share of Common Stock (representing the Pal' value of the Common Stock on the commencement
date orthe facility), subject to customary anti-dilution adjustments; provided that the initiaJ exercise
price per share of Common Stock shall be adjusted to the par value per share of the Common Stock

following the am.endments to AIG'sRestated Certificate oflncorporation contemplated by the terms
ofthc Series C Perpetual, Convertible, Palticipating ]>referred Stock of AleJ. TIle Warrant shall be

net share settled 01', if consented to by AIG aml the UST, on a nlu physical basis.
Conditions to

ConUllellcement:

On the commencement date of the facility AlG shaH:
~ make repre..o:;entations and warrantie-s essentially in the fonn as set forth in the following sections of
the Series D Preferred Stock Securities Purchase Agreement: Section 2,2(a) (With respect to the
inCOll)Oratiol1 and good standing of AIG), 2.2(b) (Capitalization), 2.2(c) (Preferred Stock), 2.2(d)
(The Wan-nnt and Wamll1t Shares) and 2,2(e){i) (Authorization, Enforceability); and
~ deliver written opinions from counsel to ArG (which may be Lntemal counsel) comparable to those
delivered at the closing ofthe Series D Preferred Stock offering,

Executive
Compensation:

Until such time as no ohligation of AIG arising fl'Omflnancial assistance provided under the
Troubled Asset Relief Program remains outstanding (excluding any period during which the federal
govemment only holds warrants to purchase COlmnon stock of AID), AlG shall comply in all
respects Wittl Section 111 of the Emerge11cy Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, as amended, as
implemented hy any guidance or regulations issued andiot' to he issued thereunder including any
amendments to the guidelines implementing thePl'OgramsofSystemically Significant Failing
lnslitutions.
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Conditions to
Closing ofgach Drawdown: As a condition to the closing of each drawdown:
~ AIG shall not be the debtor in a pending case under Title 11, United States Code;
- the AIG Credit Facility Tmst {or any successor entity established for the benefit of the United
States Treasury) shall "beneficially own" more than 50% of the voting rower of the aggregate
voting power of AIG's voting seem-Lties at the time of such drawdown. "Beneficially owns" is as
defined in Rule 13d-3 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;

AIG shaH deliver a certiflcate sigllf,;d on behalf of AIG by a senior executive ofticcr certifying to
the effect that the representations and waJ.l'anHes made on the commencement dale ate true and
w

com~c(

in al1 materiall'espeets on and as of such closing (!ale; and
- AIG shaH deliver certificates in propel' form or, with the prior consent of CST, evidence of shares
in book~C11try (om1, evidencing the shares of the Series F FrefelTed Stock to be issued on such
closing date to CST 01' its cte..«ignee,
- AfG shall duly execute the relevant warrant and deliver such executed warrant to UST or it"
dcsignee{s).
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Exhibit 10(93)
EXECUTION COPY

SUPPORT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT (this« Agreement "), dated as of July 10,2008 between AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., a
Delaware corporation (" AIG"), and AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCE CORPORATION, an Indiana cQll'oration (" AGFC ").

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, AlG owns as ofllle date here-Ofil1directly all of the issued and Olltstanding common stock of AGFC; and
WHEREAS, AGFC desires to enter into the AGFC 364 bay Credit Agreemcllt (as defined below) which provides for
bOl'J'owil1gs by AGFe from time to time as provide.d therein; and
w

WHEREAS, in conuection therewith, AlG desires to take celtain actions to maintain the financial CQlldition of ACFe as
hereinafter set fOl'th; and
\VHEREAS, the corporate interests of AlG will be furthered by its entering into this Agreement;

NOW TI-IEREFORE. AGFC and AlG hereby agree as follows:
1. De;f1nitiol1s, As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall bave the meanings specified below:
" Adjusted Debt H shall mean, at any time. the sum of short term debt and long tcnn debt ofAGFC and its subsidiaries: as
shown on AGFC's consolidated balallCC sheet, less the sum of (x) the amount ofuru-cslrided cash and eUlm equivalents a.<l shown on
AGFC's consolidated balance sheet in excess of $250,000,000 and (y) (but only to tbe extent included in such debt) the amount of
hybrid debt (hOll outstanding that is afforded {',quity oredit as disclosed in AGFC's most recently filed Annual Report on Form lO~K
or Quarterly Report on Form IO-Q.
" Adjusted Tangible Leverage Ratio
Worth,

H

shall mean., at any time, the ratio of (i) Adjusted Debt to (ii) Adju."lted
.
Tangible Net

" Adhlsted Tang.ible Net Worth ,> shall mean. at any time, Consolidated Net Wofth, Jess the sum of the total amount of
goodwill, and other intangible assets, aU determined in accordance with OAAP, pins (without duplication) the <lmom'lt of hybrid
debt then outstanding that is afforded equity credit as disclosed in AGFC's most recently flied Annual Report on Form 10-K or
Quarterly Report 011 Form 10~Q.

" AGFC 3M-Day a'edit Acrl'eement "shal] mean the 364-Day Credit Agreement. dated as of July to. 2008, by and between
AGFC and Am.crlean General Finance, Inc.• as bon"owers. and Citibank, N,A,} as administrative agent. and the lenders party the.rete.
as amended
Support AgJ'eement
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and in effect from time to time.
" Consolidated Net Worth .. shall mean, at any Hme, AGFC's total shareholders' equity minus the amount of accumulated
other comprehensive bcome or loss as shown on AGFC's consolidated balance sheet.
.. ~"shall mean generally accepted accounting principles in efTect £1'0111 time to time in the United States applied on a
consislent. basis.
j

2. Support Undertakings.
A. AIG will cause AGFC at all times to maintain Consolidated Net Worth of at leaHt $2,200,000,000.

B. AIG will cause AGFC at the end of each fiscal quarter to maintain the Adjusted Tangible Leverage Ratio ofIess than or equal
to 8.00 to 1.00; provided that if the Adjusted 'fungible Levemge Ratio at the end of any fiscal qUlu'ter shall be greater than 8.00 to

1,00, AlG shall be in ('.ompliance with its undertaking with respect to such fiscal quarter uI1der th.is paragt<lph 2.B 11: not later than
(a) in the case of the first three fiscal quarters or each fiscal year of AGFC, the earlier of(i) the tiling by AGFC with the Securities
~md Exchange Commission (" SEC ") ofa Qumterly Report on Form lO-Q for such fiscal quarter and (ii) 45 days aftel' the end of
such fiscal quarter or (b) in the case of each fiscal year of AGFC, the earlier of (i) the filing by AGFC with the SEC or an Annual
Report on Form lO-K for such fL'iCU1 year and (ii) 90 days after the end of such fiscal year, AIG will cause a capita! contribution to
be made to AGFC 01' otherwise cause AGFC to takc actions such that {fsllch capital contribution had been made or such actions had
been taken as of the last day of such fiscal quarter or fiscal year, as applicable, together with any other capital contributions or
actions, if any, made or taken subsequent to the end of such fiscal quarter 01' tiscal year, as applk.able, such Adjusted Tangible
Leverage Ratio would have been less than or equal to 8.00 to 1.00.

3. No Guaran.tee . This Agreement is not, and nothing herein contained and nothing herein contained and nothing done punmant
hereto by AIG shall he deemed to constitute, a direct or indirect guarantee by AIG of the payment of any illdcbtL-dness or otber
obligntion or liability, of any kind or chm'acter whatsoever, of AGFC or its subsidiaries, if any.
4, Representations and Warranties. AIG represents and warrants tbat: AIG has duly authorized, executed l.U1d delivered this
Agreement; neither the execution and delivery hereof nor the eOllsumm,ltion of the transadions contemplated hereby nor the
compliance with the terms hereof(i) does or will contravene (1) AlG's restated certificate of incorporation or by-laws or (2) any
other law or regulation then applicable to or binding on ArG, (ij) does or will contravene or result in any breach or constitute any
default under any agreement or instrument to which AIG is a patiy or by which it or <lny of its properties may be bound, or (iii) does
or wi1lrcquire the COl1SC.I1t or approval of any person or cntity which has not previously been obtained, in the ca~e of each of (i),
(ii) and (iii) above, in a manner that would materially impair AlG's ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement; and this
Agreement constitLltesthe legally valid and binding obligation of AIG, enforceable <lgainst ArG (and its S~lcccssors and assigns) in
accordance with the terms ofthisAgrc-emcnt, subject to appHcablc bankruptcy, insolvency,
Supnort Agreement
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moratorium and othl:ll' similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally and general principles of equity.
5. Waiver. AIG hereby waives any failure or delay on the part of AGFC 1n asserting or enforceing any of its rights or in making
any claims or demands under this Agt'ccnlent.
6. Modification, Amendment and Termination. This Agrccment may only be modified or amended gO as to reduce AlG's
obligations hereunder with the consent of the Majol'lty Banks (as defined in the AGFC 364&Day Credit Agreement), and this
Agn..-'C1l1cnt shall terminate automatica1!y upon: (1) the earlier of (x) the Commitment Termination Date (as defined in the AGFC
364*Day Credit Agreement) or (y) the term.ination oftlle Commitments (as defined in the AGFC 364-Day Credit Agrccment)
thercullder~ and (ii) any ofthe fonowing: (x) payment in fun of the loans, if any, outstanding and all other amounts owing under the
AGFC 364-Day Credit Agree.ment, (y) AIG providing an irrevocahle and unconditional written guarantre of such payment in favor
of the lenders party to the AGFC 364-Day CJedJt Agn~ement or (z) consent in writing of the Majority Banks to such termination.

7, Successors. The agreements herein set forth shaH be mutuaJ1y binding upon, and inurcto the mutual benefit of, AlC and
AGFC fmd their respective sncce..'lsors.

8. Third

Par~y Benefidaries.

(as defined in the AGFC

ArG and AGFC hereby acknowledge that the agt'eemenls herein are intended to benefit the Banks

J.64~Day

a'edit Agreement).

9. Governing Law. This Agreement shall bcgovemcdby and oonstrtlcrl in accordance with tho law QfthcStatc oi'NewYOlk

Support Agrccment
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed and delivered this Agreement as of1he day and year first above
wlittcn.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
By: lsi Robert A. Gender
Name: Robert A. Gender

Tille:

Vice Pre...<;ident and Treasurer

AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCE CORPORATION

By: Is! Donald R. Brdvogcl ,k
Name: Donald R. Breivoget, Jr.
Title: Senim' Vice President and
Chief Financial Ofikcr

Support Agreement
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AmedCllnlntemll.\!ona! Gt0UI), Inc., and Subsidilldes

Exhibit 12
Computation of Ratios of Earnings to Fixed Charges

principles and fixed charges (a)

$(108,761)
20,456
27

_ _3_7

$ (88,332)

$2q,376 $30,690 $3812 $20,835
$ 8,843 $ 7,464 $ 5,860
219
199
189
9,062 $7~(.63 $ 6,049

$ 20,157

~

Rental expense (b)

$15,213 $14,845
7,663
6,049

---22 ----21 ---22

i:

$ 20,456
$
400

charges and pl'efen·ed stock
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges

£.2?~~
__.._.

(c)

_ _(c)

Secondary ratio of earnings to fixed charges
Interest credited to me and GrA policy and confract
$ (2 j 492)
holders
Total fixed charge.'> Cxchlding interest credited to
me and GIA policy and contract holders
$ 17,964
Secondary ratio of earnings to fIxed cl)arges
~(c)
Secondary ratio of earnings to fixed charges and
preferred stock dividend requirements

1~,,!!0

9~~

7,~ _3,049

~ _ ..J:J9

_.2:28

~

~ ~

2~

_ ;L44

$(6,660) $(5,128) $(4,760) $(3,674)
$ 4,810 !..3,934 $ 2,903 $ 2,375

2.85

6,50

6.22

7.23

(aj Excludes undistributed earnings (loss) from equl(v method investments.
(b) The proportion considered representative ofthe interest factor.

(0)

~;Ei~~~lff£i;i~~f~~~~g~p;~~~~iEfii~~~~lf~rA~~~E~~~~~;;~

(or 2008.

The secondary ratio is disclosed for the convenience of fixed lllcome investors and the ratillg agencies
that serve them and is more comparable to the ratios disclosed by an issuers of fixed income secmities. The
secondary ratio remove,.'l interest credited to guaranteed investment contract (OIC) policyholders and
guaranteed investment agreement (GlA) c(}ntracthoJders. Such interest expenses are also removed from
earnings used in this CfIlcuJation. GICs and GIAs are entercd into by AIG'g insurance subsidiaries,

principally SunAmcrica Life Insurance Company and AlG Financial Fl"Oduets Corp, and its subsidiaries;
respectively. The proceeds from GlCs and GlAs are invested in a diversified portfolio of securJtie..'t,

primarily investment grade bonds. The assets ac.quircd yield rates greater tban the rates on the related
policyholders obligation or contract, \vith the intent of earning a profit from the spread.
346 AlG 20DSForl11 I{l-K
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American !n!€l11flllGllIIl Group", Inc., and S11hsidinries

Exhibit 21

Subsidiaries of Registrant
Percentage
of VotIng
Se,curitles
J'urisdiclion of
As ofOecelllber 31, 2008

American Intcmational Group, Inc. (2)
ATG Capital Corporation

AIei Capita! Imlia Private Limited
AlG GlobaJ Asset Management Company ([n:dia) Private
Limited

AIG Consumer Finance Group, Inc.
AIG Bank Polska S.A.

AIG Credit S.A,
Compania Financiera Argentina SA.
AlG Credit Corp,
A.L Credit Consumer Discount Company
A.I. Credit Corp.
AICCO.Inc.
AICCO.Inc.
AIG Credit C01ll' of Canada
Imperial Premium Funding,Inc.
AIG Eqllipmcnt Finance Holdings, I11c.
AIG Commercial Equipment Finunce, Inc.
Al(j Commercial Equipment Finanoe Company, Canada
AIG Rail Services, Inc.
AIG Finau(',c Holdings, Inc.
AlG Finance (Hong Kong) Limited
AIG Global Asset Management Holdings Corp.
AIG Asset Management Service..'l, Inc.
.hJG Capital Partners, Inc.
.AIG Equity Salcs Corp.
AIG Global Investment Corp.
AIG Global Real Estate Investment Corp.
AIG Securities Lending Corp.
Brazos Capital Management, L.P_
American General Finance, Inc.
American Genera! Auto Finance, I11c.
Amerioan General 'Finance COll)OratioJl
Merit Lite Insurance Co,
MorEquity, Inc.

Wilmington Finance, Inc.
Ocean Finance and MO:l'tgages Limited
Yosemite Insurance Company
CommoLoCo, Inc.

Inc.(lt'porat!QIIOlOrganiultion

Delaware
Delaware
India
India
Delaware
Poland
Poland

Canada
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Canada
Delaware
NewYol'k
Hong Kong
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Ddaware

JJ.e1dby
Immediate
Parent(l)

(3)
100
99.99(4)
99(5)
100
99.92
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
lOll
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

100
Nevada
Delaware
England
Indiana
Puerto Rico

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

ATG 20m: FDl"m lO·K 347
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American International Gmup, Inc., and Sub~jdial'ieg
Pe~litll~

ofVofilig
Jur!sdlction of
lncorpl.rntion or

A!i' of De~cmlJeJ'31, ZOOS

Financial Services of Alabama, Tnc.
Lease Finance CCtl'j)Ol'atioll
AIG Federal Savings Bank
AlG FinanclpJ Advi$Ol' Services, Inc.
AIG Global Investment (L1lx~,mbourg) S.A.

AIG Financial Products Corr.
AIG 1vlatchcd Funding Corp.
Banq1l8 AIG g,A.
AIG Funding, Inc,

Delaware
California

USA

Delaware
Luxembourg

Delaware
Delaware

New Jersey

AIG Israel Insurance Company Ltd.
AlG Kazakhstan Iilt>1Jrance Company

Israel
Kazakhstan

AIG Star Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
American Interllutionu[ Reinsurance Company, Ltd.
AIG Edison Life Insurance Company

Amelican International Assurance Company, Limited
American International Assurance Company (Australia) Limited
American Intcmational Assurance Company (BCI'.lD1Ida) Limited

AGe Life Insurance Company
A1G Ammity InSUl'a11ce Company
AlG Assmance Canada

ArG Life Insurance Company ofCalluda*'

American General Bancassurance Services, Il1C.
Ametb:m General Life and Accident Insurance Company
Volunteer Vermont Holdings, LLC
American Genernl Life Insurance Company
AIG Enterprise Services, LLC
American General Annuity Service Corporation
American Gcneral Life Companies, LLC
The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company
AIG Retirement Services Company
American General Property Insurance Company
American Generall}roperty Insl,Jrance Company of Florida
American International I..ife Assurance Company of New York
348

100
100
50,01

60
100

Japml
Bermuda

100
100
90(8)
100

Japl.H1

Hong Koug
Australia
Bermuda
Taiwan
Texas

Missouri

AIG Life Holdings (Canada), ULC
AIG Life InsunU1ce Company
AIG Life of Bermuda, Ltd.

100
100
100
100
100

Delaware

AlG Life Insunmce (Vietnam) Company Limited

Tata AIG Life lils'l.lrance Company Limited
Nan Shan Life Insurance Company, Limited
AIG Lit" Holdings (US), Inc,

100

67,23(6)

90(7)

AIG Global Trade & Political Risk Insurance- Company

AIG Life Holdings (International) LLC

Sccul'itks
llcldby

Immediate
_-...Q!!lll!llz-atl~D_ .~~!Q_t

100
100
100

26
97,57
100
100
100
100

Canada

100

Canada

100
100
100
100

Delaware
Bermuda
IIlinois:

TClmessee

100

VeJ1l10nt

100
100
100

Texas

100
Delaware

100

Texas
Texas

100

Tennessee

100
100
100

Florida
NcwYol'k

100
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American International Group, rne., and Subsidiaries.
('ereentage
QfVQtlng

Jm'isdlctloll or
InCOrpOl'llfion or

A5 c( Uecembe.l' 31, 2008

_-"0",''",'',,,,",",,""",,,''-"_

Sccuritic~
h~ld by
Immedillte

Pllrent(l)

The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New
York

American General Assurance Company
American General Indelllllity Company
American General Investment Mmmgement Corporation
American General Realty Investment Corporation
Knickerbocker Corporation
AIO Life Insurance Company (Switzerland) Ltd.
AIG Liqllldity Corp.
AIG Privat Bank AG*
AIG Property Casualty Group, Inc.

AIG Commercial Insurance Group, Inc.
AIG Aviation, Inc,
AIG Casualty Company
AIG Commercial Insurance Agency, Inc.
AIG Commercial InSID'aTIce Company of Canada
AIG Risk Management. Inc,

American Home Assurance Company
AIG General Insurance (Malaysia) Berhad
AlG Hawaii Insurauoe Company, Inc,
American Pacific Insurance Company, Inc,
American Intemational Realty Corp.
Pille Street Real Estate Holdlngs C011J.
Transatlantic Holdings, Inc.
Transatlantic Reinsurance Company
Putnam. Reinsurance Company
Trans Rc Zurich
Audubon Insurance Company
Agency Maoagemcnt CorporatIon
The Gulf Agency,

TIlC.

New York
Illinois
Hlinois
Delaware

Texas
Texas

Switzerland
Delaware
Switzerland
Delaware

Delaware
Georgia
Pennsylvania

New Jersey
Canada

New York
New York
Malaysia
Hawaii
Hawaii
Delaware
New Hampshire
Delaware

New York
New York
Switzerland

Louisiana
Louisiana
Alabama

Audubon Indemnity Company

Commerce illJd Industry IOSlu1111ce Company
American Intcl'11utional Insurmlce Cmnpany
AIG Advantage InsW'allce Company
Amerioan Inte.l11ational Insurance Company of California,
Inc.
American Inte.l11stional Insurance Company ofNew Jersey
The Insurance Company oflhe State ofPenn,sy!vania
Landmark hlsurance Company
National Union Fire Insurance Company (lfPittsburgh, Pa
AIG Dmnestic Claims, [l1C,
AIG Excess Liability InstU"un~e Company Ltd

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

31.5(9)
31.47(10)
33.24(11)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

New York
Minnesota

75(12)
100

Califomia

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Pcnm:ylv3.nia
Delaware

Delaware
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A1t'K's"kan lntcmaHonaJ Group, Inc., and Subsldlarlcs
r~l'centage

Jurl~dkU(!ll

Lex.lngton lnsur<lllce Company
AIG Centennial Insurance Company
AIG Auto Insurance Company of New Jersey
AIG Preferred Insurance Company

of

ImlUcdillte

_",O,,,,w,,,ln,,,b:ll,,,t1o,,,n_

Parcflt(l)

Ireland
Illinois
Delawllre

Japan
Insurance Group

Louisiana
Vermont
Delaware
California

California
21st Century Insurance Company of the Southwest
United Guaranty Corporation

A.1.0. Mortgage Holdings Israel, Ltd.
EMJ, -,- Ezer Mortgage Insurance Compuny Ltd.
AIG United Guaranty Agenzia di Assicurazione S.R.L
AIG United Guaranty Insurance (Asia) Limited
AIG United Guaranty Mexico, S.A.
AIG United Guaranty MOligagc Insunmcc Company Canada
AIG United Guaranty Re Limited
United Guaraniy lnsmance Company
United Guaranty Mortg&ge Insurance Company
United Guaranty Mortgage Insurance Company ofNorth
Carolina
lJnitcd Guaranty PartnCl\OS Insurance Company
United (i-naranty Residentiallnsllrance Company
United Guaranty Cl'ecHt rnsilt'ancc Company
United Guaranty Commercial Insurance Company ofNorth

Carolina
Unitoo Guaranty Mortgage Indemnity Company
United Guaranty Residential Insurance Company of North

Carolina
United Guaranty Services, Inc.
New Hampshire Insurance Company
AmeTican International Pacific Insurance Company
American Intemational South Insurance Company
Granite State In~'Uranoo Company
Illinois National Insurance Co.
New Hampshire Indemnity Company. Inc,
35G

of Voting
SCCllrltlcs
held by

lnrofporathm or

Texas
North CaraUna

Israel
Israel
Italy
Hong Kong
Mexico

Canada
heland

North Carolina
North Carolina
N0l1h Carolina
VCl1nont

100
70(13)
70(14)
100
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
32(15)
100

100
100
45.88( 16)
100
100
100
100
100
lOa

100
100
100

100
lOa

75.03(/7)
100
North Carolina
NOlih Carolina

100
100

North Caro1ilia
North Carolina
Perlllsylvallia
Colorado
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

minois
Pennsylvania
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American International Group, lnc.• and Subsidiaries

Pcrt".ntuge
orVotlng
Securities

As GfDel:ember 31, 2008

AIG National Insurance Company, Inc.
New Hampshire Insurance Services, Inc.

Rifi:k Specialists Companies, Inc.
AIG Marketing, Inc.

American International Insurance Company of Delaware
Ha\'l'dii InsllI'al1Ce Consultants, Ltd.
rISa Group, Inc. 'f:

The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec(ioll and Insurance Compatiy
The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company
of Connecticut
HSB Engineering Insurance Limited
The Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company of(~anada
AIG Retirement Services, Inc.
SunAmelica Life Insurance Company
A1G SunAmerica Life Assurance Company
AlG SunAmerica Asset Management Corp,
SunAmerica Capital Services, InG.

SunAmerica Investments, Inc.
AlG Advisor Gronp, Inc.
SagcPoint Financial Advisors, Inc.

.JurIsdiction (if
Incorporation 01'

held by
Immediate

Organization

PpI'Clu(l)

New York

100
100

New Hampshire
Delaware

100

Delaware

100
100

Delaware
Hawaii

100
100

Delaware
Connecticut

100

Conne.cticut

100
100
100
100
100

Delaware

Arizona
Arizona
Delaware

100
100

Delaware

100

GeQrgia
1\·farvland

100

100

Dcl~ware

Advantage Capital Corporation
American General Securities Incorporated

New York
Texas

100
100
100

Financial Service Corporation

Delaware

100

Delaware

100

PSC Securities Corporation

Royal AUiunce Associates, Inc,

Delavi,'are

100

First SunAmerica Life Insurance Company
AIG Global Services, Inc.
AIG Trading GrollP Inc.
AIG lntemationallnc.

New York
New Hampshire
DeJaware
Delaware

100
100

AJU Holdings LLC

Delaware
Delaware
Bulgaria
Czech RepubHc

AIG Central Europe & CIS Insurance Holdings Corporation
AIG Bulgaria Insurance Company EAD

AIG G7.ecJl Republic pojistovl1<1. a,s
AIG Egypt Insurance Company S.A,E,
AIG Mcm.sa Holdings, Inc.
AIG Hayleys Investment Holdings (Private) Ltd,
Hayleys AIG Insurance Company Limited
AIG lru{]; Inc,
AIG Lt:banon S,A.L
AIG Libya" Ioc.
AIG Sigorta A.S
Tata AIG General Insurance Company Limited

Egypt

Delaware
Sri Lanka

100

100
100
100
100

100
94.98
100

100

Delaware
Delaware
Turkey

100
100
100
100

India

26

Lebanon
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American International Grmlp, Inc., and Subsidiaries
Percentage

ofV"tlng
Securities
A~

Jul'lsdlctiollof
IIlCUrp(lrntioll or
_..'!0":lrg~","liz"".'t",lo..._

of OccemlJer 31, 2008

Delaware
Kenya
New York
China
AIGGeneral

Bahrain
Puerto Rico

Bahrain
Argentina

GuatemalaBermuda
Panama

Ltd.

Bermuda

Colombia

Brazil
France
Ireland
AIG

Thailand
Vietnam
United Arab

AlG MEMSA Insurance Company Limited
AIG UK Holdings Limited
AlG Germany Holding GmbH

Wm'tternbergische undBadische Versicherungs-AG

fu::ldb,)'
Imll.l:edjnt~

PJll'cut(1)

100
66.67
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

94(18)
98.2(19)
100(2Q)
100
100
100

Emirates
England
Germany
Germany

100

Ge-rmany
England
England
England
England

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

DARAG Deutsohe Versichenmgs-und

Ruckvt-'rsichl".'ll.UlgSAktiengesellsehaft*
AlG UK Financing Limited

AIG UK Sub Holdings Limited
AIG UK Limited
AIG UK Services Limited

AID NOlth Amer1ca, Inc.
Amedcal1 Life Insurance Company
AlO Life Blllgaria Zhiyotozastrahovatc1uo Dl'uzhcstvo AD
ALlCO,S.A.

NcwYol'k

Delaware
Bulgaria
Fl'ance

First American Polish Life Insurance & Reinsurance Company,
S.A.

Inversiones Interamcdcan<l S,A,
Pharaontc American Life Insurance Company
American Security Life Insurance Company ~ Ltd.
Delaware American Life Insurance Company

Mt Mansfield Company, Inc.
The Philippine American Life and Genera! Insurance Company
352

Poland
Chile
Egypt

Lichtenstein
Delaware
Vermont

the Philippines

100

99.99
74.87(22)
100
100
100

99.78
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Mnel:j<,.an Intel1liltionnl Group, Inc" and Subsidiaries

P(ircentagc

As ofDecemher 31, 2008

Jurlsdlctiun (If
Incorporation (t!'
Orgllnlzatlon

ufV(ltlllg
Securitiea
held by
Immediate
!'aHIH(l)

100

Philam Equitable Life Assurance Company, fne.

Califomia
the Philippines

Philam Insurance Company, Inc.

the Philippines

100

Pacific Union Assurance Company

95

(!lj In connection with AIG's asset disposition plan, throngh February 18, 2009, AIO has entered into
contracts to .~ell AIG Privat Bank AG, DAR..-\G Deutsche Versicherungs-und Ruckversicherungs-

Akticngesellschaft, HSB Group, Inc., and ATG Life Insurance Company of Canada.
(1) Percentages inc1udedil'ectors' qualifying shares.
(2) All subsidiaries listed are COllsolidatcd in the accompanying financial statements. Certain subsidiaries
have been omitted nom the tabulation. The omitted subsidiarie.s, when considered ill the aggregate as a
single subsidiary, do not constitute a significant subsidiary.
(3) Thcrommon stock is o\vned approximately 10.1 percent by C.v. Stan- & Co., Inc., Edward E.
Matthews, Maurice R. and Corinne P. Greenberg Joint Tenancy Company, LLC, Starr International
Company, Inc., The Muuriee R. and Corinne P. Greenberg Family Foundation, Inc. and the Universal
Foundation, Inc.
(4) Also owned 0.01 percent by AIG Global Investment Corp.
(5) Also owned 1 })Crccnt by AIG Capital Corporation.
(6) Also owned 32.77 percent by National Union Fire Insurance Comp<.tny of Pittsburgh, Pa.
(1) Also owned 10 percent by AIG Matched Funding Corp.
(8) Also owned 10 percent by a sllbsidiary of American Life Insurance Company,
(9) Also owned by II other AIG subsidiaries.

(10) Also owned by 11 other AIG subsidiaries.
(fl) Also owned 25.77 percent by AIG,
(12) Also owned 21 percent by NafionallJnion Fire Insurance Company ofPittsburgh, Pa., 2 percent by
The Insurance Company of the State of Pennsylvania and 2 percent by AIG Casualty Company.
(13) Also owned 20 percent by the Insurance Cornpany ofthe State ofPel111sylvania and 10 percent by AIG
Casualty Company.

(14) Also owned 20 percent by the Insurance Company of the StateofPennsylvaDia and 10 pC1'ccntby AIG
Casualty CQmpany.
(15) Also owned 16.3 percent by American Home Assurance Company, 31,1 percent by Commerce and
Industry l11h'llranCe Company and 20.6 percent by New Hampshire Insurance Company.
(16)
19.00 percent by The
(17) Also owned 24.97 percent by United C'.ruaranty Residential Insurance Company of North Carolina.
(18) Also owned 3.24 percent by American International Underwriters de Colombia Ltd.
(19) Also owned 1.8 percent by American Life Insurance Company.

(20) The common siock is o\vued 8.68 percent by American International Underwriters Overseas, Ltd. and
91.32 percent by luG Europe Holdings Limited.
(21) Also owned 55.1 percent by American International Company, Limited, 2.33 percent by AlG ll'eland
Limited, 29.97 percent by American International Undcnvriters Overseas Association and 0.8 percent
by New Hampshire Insurance Company.
(22) Also owned 7.5 percent byAIG Egypt Insurance Company,
AIG 2008 Form lO·K
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American ltlternational Group, Ino., and Subsidiaries

Exbibit23
Consent of Independent Registered })nbHc Accollnting Firm
We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference ill the Registration Statements on Fonn S-8 and
Form Su3 (No. 2~45346, No. 2 75875, No. 2~78291, No. 2~91945, No. 33-18073, No. 33-57250,
u

No. 333·48639, No. 333-58095, No. 333-70069, No. 333-83813, No. 333-31346, No. 333-39976,
No. 333-45828, No. 333-50198, No. 333-52938, No. 333-68640, No. 333-74187, No. 333-101640,
No. 333-101967, No. 333-1084<56. No. 333-111737, No. 333-115911, No. 333-106040, No. 333-132561,
No, 333-143992 No. 333~[48148 and No. 333-150865) of American International GI'OUp, Inc, cfoul' report
dated March 2, 2009, relating to thefinuncial statements, fitlEl.llCial statement schedules, and the
efiecti.veness of intemal control over fmancial n..-porling, which <lppears in this Annual Report on

Form

lO~K

/sl PricewaterbouseCoopcl'S LLP
New York. Ne-\v York
March 2) 2009
354
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Amel'lc;ln International Group., hlC., and Sllbsidindes

Exhibit 31
CERTIFICATIONS
I~

Edward M. Liddy, certify that
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10·l( of American International Group, Inc,;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any 'lUltme statement of a material fact Of omit
to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which

such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this rcpo11;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and oth(.'T :financial information included in this
repmi. fairly pl'e8cnt in a1l1l1aterial respects the financial condition, re."ults of operations and cash flows of
the registrant as of, and for, the periods presellted in this report;
4. The re,gistrant's other certifying officer and r are responsible for establishing and maintaining
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a~15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and inte1'11!\l
control over financial reporting (us defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(t) and 15d-15(t» for the
registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and
procedLU'eS to be ue:>1gned under our supervision, to ensure that material information rC,lating to the
registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities,
particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

(b) Designed such il1te111111 control over ftmmcial reporting, or caused such internal control OVer
financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide l'casonable assurance regarding the
reliability offinanciaI repOlting and the prepmation of financial statements for external purposes in
acc-ordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(0) Evaluated the effectiveness of tile registrant's disclosure controls and procedure...;: and preseuted
in this repOlt our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and proceduIcs, as of the
end of the pe-riod covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report ,Illy change in the registrant's intcrnal control over financial reporting
thatoCCtllTOO during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant'", fourth fiscal quarter in
the case of an atmua.l report) that has matedally affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect. the
registrant's internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The rt-'gistnmt's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of
internal control over fillanclal reporting, to the reglstrll11t's auditors and the audit committee of the
registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent fune.Hons):

W~:~~~'~:I;;\~';;;::e~::::~:';!e~r~::~:~~I;Z.~;'::~:t~~iJltyto

(a) over
All significant
deficiencies
andare
material
conlrol
financial reporting
which
reasonably
record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

(b) Any fraud, wIle-ther or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a

significant role in the registrant's internal cuntrol over financial reporting.

Date: March 2, 2009

lsi Edv,'urd M,
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Amedt::111 [nlt'rnational GfQUP, Inc., om! Subsidiaries

CERTIFICATIONS
T, David L. Herzog, certify that;

1. I havcrcviowoo this Annual Report on Form 10 K of Arncrican Intematlonal Group, hlC,~
M

2, Based on my knowledge, this rcpOli does not contain any untnlc· statement of a material fact or omit
to state a material fact ncccRsary to make the !ltatcmcnts made, it) light of the circumstances under whicn
SUdl statements were made, not mislead lUg with respect to the period covered by this rcpOl't;
3, Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information includif'...<l in this
report, fairly present in al! material respects the financial condition, !'eS1llts of operations and cash flows of
the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsiblc for establishing and maintaining
disclosure controls and proccdlll'es (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(c) and 15d-15{e) and internal
control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rulc..c:: 13a-15(t) and 15d-15(1)) for the
registrant and have:
(n) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, Ol' caused sl1ch disclosurc controls and
procedures to be designed under OUl' supervision, to enS\lre that material information refating to the
registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within thmcentities,
particularly dllring the 11Criod in which this report is being prepared;
(b) Dcsil:,l1led such internal control over financial repoliing, or caused ,such internal control over
financial reporting to be designed under om' supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for extel11al purposes in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the rcgistranes disclosure controls and procedures and presented
in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure c-otltrols and proc.cdures, as of the
end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in tIns report any change in the registrant's intcmal control over financial rcpOlting
that occurred during the l'egistnmt's mom recent fiscal quarter (the registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in
the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is 1'easonahly likely to materially affect, the
registranfs internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant's other certifying officer and r have disclosed, based on Ollr most recent evaluation of
inte1'11al control over finnncial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and the audit committee of the
registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the desi,6'11 or operation ofintcnml
cOl1.U'ol over iinandall'eporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant's ability to
record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
(b) AllY Jhlld,whetlJcr or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a
significa.nt role in the registrant's internal control over financiall'eporting.

Date: March 2, 2009

/sl David L. Herzog
David L, Herzog
Executive Vicc President and ChiefFluancial Officer
356
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Amclican International Group, Inc" llltd

S\lhsidi~des

Rxhibit3Z
CERTIFICATION
In connection with this Aruma] Report on Form lO-K of American Intc1'11utional Gl'OUp, Inc, (the
"Company"} for the year ended December 31, 200&, as filed with the Secmlties and Exchange Commission
on the date hereof(the "Report"), I, Edward M. Liddy, Chairman-aod Chief Executive Officer of the
Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, that to my knowledge:
(1) The, Report fully complies with the requirements ofScction 13{a) or 15(d), as applicable, of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2) The information contained in the Report fairty presents, in all111ato1'io,1 respects, the financial
condition and rcsults of operations of the Company,

Date: March 2, 2009

The foregoing certification is being fum/shoo solely plll'Sliant to 18 U.S.c. Section 1350 and is not
being 'filed as part of the RCPOlt or as a sellara.te disclosure document
AIG 2008 Fonn lO-X. 357
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An,erie-111 Tnlenlalicnal Gl'OVP, Inc" and Subsidiaries

CERTIFICATION
In <"'Ol1nection with tbis Annnal Report on Form 1O~K of American International Group, Inc. (the
"Company") for theyeat' ended I)e<;embet' 31, 2008, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission
011 the date hereof(the "Report"), I, David L. HCf7.ng,Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

(lfthe Company, certify, pursuantto 18 u.s.c. Section 1350, that to my knowledge;

ti,e ,.'equiren1ent, ot:Seetion B(a) or 15(d), as applicable, of theS em;~;i;~l~~c~;~l~:~; ~';.';'.\'~~;"a~:~:h
and

Date: March 2, 2009

lsI David L. Herzog
David L. Herzog
Executive Vice President and Chiefr;inancial Officer
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January 3, 2009

Rangel Pushed for a Donation; Insurer Pushed for a Tax Cut
By llA:Y!.Il.KQC!ENIEWllK!

On April 21, 2008, Representative Ch~r1§IU:gl..llg~1 met with officials ofthe AmeIiCJ!!LI!!teI.na:t!mllllGr9_llP,
the now-troubled insurance giant, to ask for ~ don~tion to ~ school of public service th~t City College of New
York was building in bis honor.
Mr. Rengel had already helped secnre a $5 million pledge for the project from a fonndation controlled by
Maurice R. Greenberg, one of the company's largest shareholders and its former chief executive. And
C.C.N.Y. officials, according to the school's own records, had high hopes for AI.G. - a donation of perhaps as
much as $10 million.
The.company has never made a contribution. But less than a month after Mr. Rengel met with its officials,
the company turned to the congressman for help: A senior AI.G. executive who had attended the fondraising meeting wrote a letter directly to Mr. Rengel, chairman of the powerful House Ways and Means
Committee, urging him to support a provision of a tax bill that would save A.I.G. millions of dollars a year,
according to Joseph M. Norton, a company spokesman.
Mr. Rangel's exchange with A.I.G. last spring appears to be at odds with the pnblic statements he has made
since his fond-raising for the school became an issne. When his approach to A.I.G. was first reported in The
Washington Post in July, Mr. Rengel said that he could not recall any issues his committee might have
considered in which Al.G. had an interest.
"I can't think of one piece otlegislation that impacts them, and there has never been a time that they've
raised any legislation to me," the paper quoted Mr. Rengel as saying. Indeed, in Mr. Rengel's formal
submission to the House ethics committee. asking it to review his use of Congressional stationery in soliciting
money for the school, he wrote, "So far as I am aware, none ofthose whom I wrote had any pending requests
into my office, lobbied me regarding any legislation before my committee, or asked me for assistance on
legislation in which they had a special interest."
Mr. Rengel, who had opposed the tax change A.I.G. was seeking - part of a much bigger piece oflegislation
- ultimately allowed it to be added to a bill he sponsored. Mr. Rengel's aides, and fellow Democrats on the
Ways and Means Committee, say that he agreed to the bill only after being persuaded by other members of
Congress that it would help an array ofAmerican companies weather the economic nncertainty.
After Mr. Rangel's office was asked in recent days abont the letter from A.I.G., Janice Mays, counsel to the
Ways and Means Committee, said a search of the committee's records had not turned up a copy of it. But she
said Mr. Rangel had already changed his mind about the tax provision before A.I.G. says it sent him the
letter.
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Federal statutes and House ethics rules forbid members of Congress from asking for anything of value from a
person or company with business before them.
Ms. Mays said those rules did not prohibit members of Congress from raising money for nonprofit
organizations, even from people or companies with interests before the government. And she said Mr.
Rangel's representation to the ethics committee last summer concerned only those instances in which he had
written to potential donors on Congressional stationery, not those he might have met With personally in
seeking donations.
A review of Congressional records indicate that AI.G. had interests in a number of issues before Mr. Rangel
- both prior to Mr. Greenberg's gift and the congressman's solicitation of AI.G., and afterward.
Records kept by the Clerk of the House of Representatives indicate that during the past two years, AI.G. has
paid lobbyists to push for changes in at least 10 bills that have been handied by the Ways and Means
Committee, including the mo billion bailout bill that passed in October to stabilize the financial markets.
AI.G. lobbyists, the records show, pushed for legislative items that would lower taxes on various life
insurance products, offer foreign tax credits to multiuational corporations and lower the corporate tax rate.
The company's financial services arm hired lobbyists to oppose a push to tax private equity income at a
higHer rate and to shape new reporting requirements for investment firms.
And because A.I.G. does business around the globe, the company also lobbied on trade issues, which are
handled by the Ways and Means Committee.
The available public record shows that A.I.G. prevailed in some of its lobbying efforts and failed in others.
Asked two weeks ago to provide a detailed accounting of Mr. Rangel's dealings with A.I.G. officials and
lobbyists regarding legislation during the past two years, the congressman's spokesman and lawyer have said
they are unable to complete such a time-consuming task during the holidays. And they challenged the
fairness of the request.
The New York Times this week sought a response from Mr. Rangel himself about whether, in general terms,
he had any reservations about seeking the money and meeting with A.I.G. officials, and a major shareholder,
given what the record suggests were the company's interests before his committee.
Ms. Mays wrote on Friday: "The law expressly permits members of Congress to engage in fond-raising
activity on behalf of nonprofits such as C.C.N.Y. and recognizes that donations will inevitably coincide with
legislative activity."
Ms. Mays said the $10 million figure contained in C.C.N.Y. records as the possible size of an A.I.G.
contribution represented "an appropriate request" at that time "given the company's other support for
nonprofit educational activities."
Mr. Norton, the AI.G. spokesman, said there was no connection of any kind between Mr. Rangel's bid for a
donation and the compauy's lobbying on the tax matter.
AI.G., one ofthe world's 20 largest corporations, has been at the center of several public crises during the
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past year.
In September, the company received an $85 billion federal bailont when its possible bankruptcy threatened
to further nndermine the teetering economy. Two months later, after an intensive lobbying effort involving
the Treasnry Department and Federal Reserve, terms of that financial rescue were enhanced and the amonnt
of federal money involved swelled to $150 billion.
Details ofthe bailout have been negotiated primarily by the Treasnry Department and Federal Reserve. Mr.
Rangel's aides have said he played no role in the bargaining. Democratic Congressional leaders who have
been consnlted by the Treasnry Department about how much governmeot assistance AI.G. should receive
and how the bailout should be structured said the congressman's aides were correct.
"To say that Chairman Rangel has had minimal involvement in the bailout uegotiations would be overstating
things," said Representative llar!!eY_FIll!!K, Democrat of Massachnsetts and chairman ofthe Honse Financial
Services Committee.
Mr. Greenberg, who has clashed publicly and in lawsnits with the executives who succeeded him after he was
forced out of AI.G. in 2005, has been highly visible as the company's problems have made it a ward of the
federal government.
Mr. Greenberg has not retarned repeated telephone calls over the past month requesting an interview abont
his dealings with Mr. Rangel and his donation to C.C.N.Y. A spokesman for C. V. Starr, the investment fund
headed by Mr. Greenberg, said last week that Mr. Greeoberg was ont ofthe country and could not be
reached.
Mr. Rangel's spokesman on the Ways and Means Committee declined to say whether the congressman had
spoken with Mr. Greenberg about his strategy to persuade federal officials to revise the tax-funded rescue
plan, but said in an e-mail message, "The bailont appears to have done nothing to benefit Mr. Greenberg as a
shareholder, with the value of A.I.G. stock dropping from $60 at the beginning of the year to $1.50 a share."
At a news conference last snmmer, Mr. Rangel said that he and Mr. Greenberg had forged a friendship based
on their service in the Korean War, during which both men were awarded a Bronze Star for valor.
So in Jnly 2006, when Mr. Rangel wrote to 100 philanthropic organizations seeking support for the C.C.N.Y.
project, one was sent to an administrator at the Starr Foundation, where Mr. Greenberg serves as the
chairman. The foundation did not make a donation in 2006, according to C.C.N.Y. officials. In March 2007,
two months after Mr. Rangel had been elevated to Ways and Means chairman, he wrote a letter directly to
Mr. Greenberg, using his Congressional stationery.
By the end of the year, Mr. Greenberg had pledged $5 million, by far the largest contribution to a project that
has raised $11 million to date.
Ms. Mays said the Starr Fonndation had a "well-established record of charitable giving," and was "a logical
potential source of funding for C.C.N.Y."
In 2008, Mr. Rangel participated in a meeting with officials at A.I.G., to ask for their support. Mr. Norton,
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the ALG. spokesman, said that the purpose ofthe meeting was to ask whether ALG. would make a financial
contrihution to C.C.N.Y., although he did not know whether a specific dollar figure was discussed. Mr. Rangel
and the C.C.N.Y. officials left the meeting withont a commitment.
But several weeks later, in a letter dated May 13, Edward T. Cloonan, the highest-ranking AJ.G. official who
attended the fund-raising meeting with Mr. Rangel, wrote to the congressman asking him to support the
extension of a tax provision designed to help American-based multinational companies lower their obligation
to the I.RS., which was set to expire. Mr. Rangel, who had announced plans to add an array of "tax
extenders' to an energy bill he was preparing to introduce that month, opposed extending the specific
measure Mr. Cloonan and ALG. were lobbying for.
The measure, known as the "subpart F active financing exception," would benefit a broad coalition of
American companies, including hundreda of financial services firms, and according to estimates by the
nonpartisan Joint Taxation Committee would cost the Treasury $3.97 billion in revenue in 2009 and 2010.
ALG., which Congressional records indicate spent more than $9.5 million on lobbying in 2008, had its own
lobbyists and three outside firms pushing to extend the measnre.
By early May 2008, concern about the damage that American bnsinesses would suffer if the tax break was
allowed to expire had grown so great that Democrats on the Ways and Means Committee held two meetings
to ask Mr. Rangel to extend it.
Representative Joseph Crowley, a Democrat from Queens, said he pressed the issue because it helped
Citigm!lp, a major employer in his district. At least two committee caucus meetings to discuss many aspects
of the legislation followed - on May 7 and May 13 - and Mr. Rangel relented, Mr. Crowley said, and agreed
to extend the measure for one year.

"While Chairman Rangel opposed extending the provision this year, a majority of the Democrats on the Ways
and Means Committee supported doing so and the chairman listened to his membership," Congressman
Crowley said in an e-mailed statement.
On the date of the second caucus meeting, Mr. Cloonan wrote to Mr. Rangel, according to Mr. Norton. "We

urge the Ways and Means Committee to include the tax provision commonly known as subpart F exception
for active financing income in the current round of tax extenders legislation," the letter said, according Mr.
Norton.
Mr. Crowley's spokeswoman said the congressman was unaware AJ.G. had written Mr. Rangel about the
matter and had thought that "due to other distractions, AI.G. was not active in lobbying the issue."
The spokeswoman, Angela Barranco, in a statement Friday, said Mr. Rangel had changed his mind after the
May 7 meeting. Mr. Rangel's aides say that a document dated May 12 from the nonpartisan joint committee
on taxation indicated that he had signed off on the provision.
Mr. Rangel included the provision in the Renewable Energy and Job Creation Act of 2008, which was
introduced on May 14 and which passed the House a week later, then stalled in the Senate over the summer.
But in September, after the House of Representatives rejected the first attempt to pass a $700 billion bill
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intended to stave off the collapse of the banking system, leaders in the Senate revived Mr. Rangel's bill as
part of a compromise that won approval in both houses.
"There is simply no connection between Chairman Rangel's advocacy on behalf of an educational institution
in his district and legislation affecting A.I.G.," Ms. Mays said.
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"ATTACHED RIDER_.TS FORTH RIGHTS AND OBlIGATI, ..> OF TENANTS AND

LANs'l'a?t,g~~~~~ ;m."u[~:~~~~~~~~~·~I~;g~I~CeR~H~p~'6ee~~N.
STANDARD FORM OF APARTMENT LEASE
THE REAL ESTATE BOARD OF NEW YORK, INC.
©~l9aa.AlRitItrtI:~F4eproduc!loolriwl1oltJorlnpMprol\Il/lGd.

PREAMBLE: This lease contains the agreements between You and Owner concerning Your rights
and obligations and the rights and oblfgations of Owner. You and Owner have other rights and obHgations
which are set forth In government laws and regulations.
You should rsad this Lease and aU of its attached parts carefully. If You have any questIons,
or it You do not understand any words or statements, get clarification.Once You and Owner sign this
Lease You and Owner will be preSumed to have fead It, and understood it. You and OMler admit
that all agreements between You and Owner have been written into thiS Lease. You understand that
any agreements made before or after this Lease was signed and not written into it will not be enforceable.
THIS lEASE Is made-on

October 16, 1996

Owner. FOURTH LENOX TERRACE DEVELOP. ASSOC. monlh

whose addr0s3 Is

day

between
-'-_

10 West 135th Street New York~ N. Y. 10037

and You, the Tenant,
Charles Rangel
40 WEst 135th Street New York, N.Y. 10037

w~~=~....,.ANc:D:-U--Sc:E----------~----------

"'Owner agrves to !elise 10 You Apartment IOU
4Q. West 13.5th S t r e e t , Boroogh of

on the
10th
lloof in the Building at
Manhattan
,City and State of New York.
You shall use the Apartment for IMng putpO$6$ only. The Apartment may be occupied by the tenant or tenants
named above and by the lmmedlata famlly of the tenant or tenanis and by occupants as defined in and only In accordance
with Rest Property law §235-f.
2. LENGTH OF LEASE
..,.
The telm (that means the length) Of this Lease Is
2
vaars,
months

:;:~~lng on Octobe~~1~T9~

on

~;:m::~l~ ~Ing You agree to do In thlsLease. Owner may

haw the right to end II befom the above data. if Chmer does not do everything that owner agrees to do !n this Lease, You
may have the right

to end

the Leasa before ending dale.

- . RENTYOUf monthly rant fOf the Apartment is $ 500.19(Five hundred Dollars and Nineteen
Cents) •
unlD u.dlusted pursuant 10 Artlcfa 4 below. You must pay Owner tha rent, In adVance, on the flr.Jt day of each month althsr
at Owner's Office or at another place that Owner may !nlonn You of by Wrltten mtlce. You must pay the first month's rent
to Owner when You sign th18 Leaoo if the lease begins on the firsl day of the lnontO. if the lease begins after tha fiNlI day
of the month, You must pay when you sign this Ieasa(l)Ihe part of 1.00 rent from ths begInning date of Ihls Lease until the
last day of the month and (2)lhe fun rent fOf the l'lQ'(\ fuU calendar mon1h. If this lease is a Renewal Lease, lh6 rool for
the first month of this lease need not be pald untlllh& first day of the month wtmn the ranewal1erm begins.
4. RENT ADJUSTMENTS
If this lease Is for a Rent Stabilized apartment, the rent herein shall be adjusted up or down during the Laaoo
tann, including retroactively, to conform 10 the Renl Guidelines. Where Owner. upon appllcation to the S!atl3 Division of Housing
and Community Rtmewaf ("authorized agency") Is found KlI» entitled to an Increase In rent or otIler rerlef, You and Owner
agree: a. 10 be bound by such datermlnat!oo: b. where tha authcrlzed agel)CY has granted an Increase: ,In rent, You shall
pay such il1Cfe88.a In Ihe manner set forth by the authorized agency; c, except 1hal in the event that en order is Issued illcreasing the stabilization rant b6cauoo Of Owner hardship, You-may, wlthln thIrty (SO) days of your recelp1 of a copy of the
order, cancel your lease on slxty (60) days wrllten notice to Owner. Curlng said period You may COfltInue In occupancy at
no Increase In rent.
5. SECURITY DEPOSIT
500 19

~t vm~"'ts':1:'f~':.I~~~~U:R~~~th~ secu~ in cnas~m;{R'!£F!lJh's

Leass as a security

•
hank at 380 Ma.dison Ave. New york~ N. Y . If !he Building
contalns SIx or fllCIfe apartments, the bank account will earn Interest. If You carry out alf Of your agmemenis In this Lease,
at the end of each calendar. year Owner Of tha bank wlH pay 10 Owner 1% lrrteNlSt 00 th& deposit for admlnlstratlve costs
and to You all other interest Etarnoo on the security deposit.
If You carry out all of your agrnementa in lhis Lease and If You move out of !hI,! Apartment and return ilto Owner
In the same conclilJon It was In wh&n You first occupied it, el((;Spt for ordinary wear and tear or damage caused by fire or
other casualty, 0IN1'lEIf will relurn to You the full amoumofyour seeurity deposit and mt&mt: to which You am entitled within
00 days after this Lease ends. However. If You do not carry out afl your agreements In this Lease, Owner may keep all
Of part Of your securtty deposlland anyinterest whIch has no'[ yet been paid to You necessary to pay Owner fOr any losses
inctmed, Including missed payments.
If Own&t sell$ or leases the building, OwI'lElf wm tum over yoIJl' sacuritY. with interasl:, either to You or to tile pefS-On
buying or laa:9ing (lessee) the buikling within 5 days after the sale or lease, Owner will then notify You, by regtstered or car·
t!lied malf, of the name and address of lh& peroon or company to whom the deposit has been tumscl ovar. In such ~,
Owner wl1l have no- further responsibility to You for 1h& securtty deposit The new owner or lessee wl1l becQme responsible
to You for th6 security- deposIt
8. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO MOVE ,IN

oot!rythls~~~~=~~~=:=~~~~u:~=

h

CBR001917
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or expE!IlSe:S, and this lease wilt remeJn In affect. However, In such case, this Lease win start on the date when You t:an
move!n. and the ending date In Article 2 WIll be changed to a date reflecting the full term of yearn set rorth In Artfcla 2.
You WlIl not have to pay rent untlf the mC!'i6-ln dale 0Wnef g1V$S You by written notice" Of the date You move In, whichever
is earlier. If Owner does not give You notice that lITe move-ln date Is within 30 days after the beginning date of the term
of this lease a stated in Artlde 2, You may tell Owner in wrlllng. thal Owner hag 15 additlooal days to!(It You move In,
or else the lea&f)wlll end. If 0Nnar does /lQt aJlow You to move!n With!n those addiUoflal15 days, then the Lease is end~.
Any /1lOI:'IoEI'f Pald,byYou on eccwnl Of this Lease will then be refunded promptly by Owrler.··
7. CAPTIONS
In any dispute arising under this L&ase-, in ttw event of a ocofllct between the taxt and a ceP«on. the text controls.
8. WARRANTY OF HABITABIUTY
'
A. ~ of the sectiOns of this lease are subject to Ihe provisions 01 the Warranty of Hab!tab\llty Law In 100 form
il may have from time to tlma during this Laesa. Nothing In Ihi$; Lease can be Interpreted lO mean !hat You have QNeo up
any 01 your rights under that law. Under that law, Owner agrees thallhe Apartment and the Bunding am 61101' humanhablta·
t/On and Itat !here WIll be no condltlons which witl be detrimental to life, health or safety.
e. You win do nothIng to Interfere or maka more difficult Owner's efforts to provide You and all olher occupants
of !he fklltdIng with the required faclllties and servlc$a Any condition caused by your mlseonduct Of the mJsconduct of aJl)'Of'Is
under your dirsctior'l or coolrol shall no,t be a breach by Owner.

AO~O::RU::~M=:~~~e::;:~~::~~itOfdoanYd~ ~ ex~ordaffiaQaWhich

9. CARe
10
0CCtJr$ through ordinary wear and l8ar. You will move out on orbefomlha ending dale of this lease and leave the Apartment
il1 good OfCer and In the same condi6on as 11 was wtwn Y{)U first occupled,it, exceptfof ordltl8ry wear and taar and damage
caused by fIrn or other casualty.
B, When this Lease ends, You must remOV$ all of your TI\(l'J8bIs property. You must also remove at your OWI1
expense, any wall covering, bookcases, cabinets, mlrrorn:, painted mumls or any other Insl9Jlation or a1taChment You may
\'\<We Insta.Iled In the AparImerlt, even If It was done wiltl OVo'n&r's consent. You must 1'8$!ore and repalr to Its OfIglnal condItion ttlose portions of !he Apartment affected by those lns!allatlons and remwa!s. You have. not moved out untlJ all PEJI"SOflS,
lumlturn and other property of yours Is also out of the Aparlment. If your property remains in the Apartment after Iha lettse
SOda, Owrlar may eithef' treat You as stll.llnOCCLl?Q.l'lCY and chlif9& You for use, or may consider that you have given up
the Apartment and any property remalning Inlhe Apartment In this event,Owner may ellher discard the property Or.l;!OTe
it at your &xpense. You agree to pay <>Nner for all costs and expenses Incurred In removing such property. The provisions
of !hie aJ1JcIa wm contIl'ltlS to be l!1 effect after the end of thfa leas&.

<I~
~

10.

CHANGES AND ALTERATIONS TO APARTMENT

You canl1Ol: build In, acid to, change Of aller, the Apartment in anyway, jl'dudingwalt~, painting, repalnting,
or othEl'r decOrating, without getllng: Owrier's written consent before You do anything. Without Own&r's prior WI'/ttel'l consent,
You cannot InstaH or use In lhe Apartment any of the following: dishwasher machines. olothes waShing or drying machines,
el~ ll'tovoo, garbage disposal unlta, heating, ventilating or air condItIoning units O(.any ether eI&ctrtcaI equipment Which,
In Owi'ler's reasonable opinion, will overtoad the existing Wlrlng Installation in the BUl1dklg Of Interlara With the use of such
electrlcal wlring fadlltles by othertenanls of IIw BUlldlng. Also, You carmol pl'aca In the Apartment watst·filled furniture.
11, YOUR DUTY TO OBEY AND COMPLY Wlnt LAWS, REGULATIONS AND LEASE Rut.eS
A. Government: Laws and Orders. You witl obey and comply (1) wiIh all presantand future city,stale and federal
laws and regulallons, lncludlng.lhe Rent Stabllizallon Code and law, which aff«:t Iha Bulfdlng Of the Apartment, and (2)
wilh alIordefs and regulatlon$ ollnsumnce Rating organlzatlons which affect the Apartment and the Building. You WIll flot
allow any wll'\doWa in the Apartment to be cteanOO from the cuf8lde, unless the equlpmenl and $Slaty nevlces requlrad by

law art) used.

8. Owner', Rules Affecting You. You win obey all Owner'$ rules lIsled In this Lease end all Mvre ~atJle
rules of O\\lner ot Owner's agent. Nollce of all additional rules shaH be delMmld to You In wrtting or posted In the lobby
or Ofh9f pul;{lC place In the building, OwnM shall 001 be responsibl'e to You for not enforcing any ruiea, regulallons or provisions Of another tenant's tease exwpt to the elctent required by law.
C. Your Respon8lbfllty. You aJ'$ responsible for !he behavlor of youmell, of your Immediate family, your servants
and people WhO all! visltflll;l' You. You
reImburse Owner as addft\CMI rent upon demand for the cosl of alllossoo, damages,
flnes end reasonable legal expenses Incurred by Owner beeause YOU, !Jlflmoorn of your Immedl.ete family, SSNants or pe0.ple Visiting You have I'IOl obt;yed govemmentlaws and orders of lhe agreements or rules of !hIs wase.

wi"

12.

OBJECTIONABle CONDUCT

As a tenant In the Building, You will not engage In objal;:lionable conduct. Objectionable conducl means behavior
which makes or will make the Apartment 0( tha Building lass fit 10 live In for You or other occupanta. It also rooans anything
which Interferes w1lh the right of olhern 10 propady and peacefully enjoy !helr Apartments, or CllUSEIS C1JI1dIlions thaI are
dangerous, hazardolJ8, unsanitary and detrimental to otherlenants in tI'Ia Bulkllng. Objec~onable conduct by YOU gives O\'mer

the right to end thIs Lease.
Se:AVfCES AND FAClUTIES
A. ~lntd, SetvIcea. Qwnerwill provide cold andholwaferand Matas mquirtxI.
as requIred by faw, eIeva10r serv{ce If the Buikiing has elevator equipment, and the utilfti
13,

above

serv~

unless It III provided by law•

.... ~. ~~~~~ti:JJ~~~~~:~~_-=!':;"".«occ:'°gas"""bo:~'!"":""""'~'::;.:"+",'-'_=,C"n±":-ffl'-nt'-on:
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1, or If You bUy elecIrfcity or gas from Owner for a separme (submetered) charge, your obligations are esoribed
In the Rider attached to this leas(t. If eleclriolly 0( 989 is not Indudeclln the renl or Is: not charged separalely
Owner,
You must 'arrange for this service cllrectly wi!h the uttllty company. You must also pay dIrectly for telephone serv
II it is
not included In !he rent.
D. Appliances. Appliances supplied byOtmer in !he Apartment era for your use. They win be mal Ined and
repaired or t'9pIaced by (Mner, but II repairs or replaceroent am made ·necessary because of your neglfge
or misuse,
You wit! pay owner for !he cost of such ropair or replacement as addlIIonal rent
E. Sevalot Servlce. If lhe eJcva10r Is th9 kind that requires an employe&' of Owner to operate It, Owner may
end this sarv1c9 without raduclng the renllf: (1) Owner glvoo You 10 days notice Iha1 this aervie.e will end; and (2) within
a reasonable time after the end of this 1Q.dey notice, Owner begins to substlluta an automatic contmJ type of elevetor and
pl"O<:l'EledS diligently wi!h 118 lnstallalioo.
F. S'tonJloom Use. If Owner ptH'l'ilitls You to lJ8I.l any stoJ"Gro(ll'tl,laundry or any ottlet facility locatOO In the building
but ~ of the Ap&nment. the use of thIs sfOtel"QOm or facility WIll be furnished 10 YOI) free of charge and at your own
risk, except fur loss suffered by You due to Owner'a negllgence, You will operale at your expense any coIn operaled appliances \oCal.ed In such storerooms or laundlies.
14. lNABlUTY TO PROVIDE SERVICES
Because of a strike, 1
,trouble, nalional emalgency, repairs, or any 01
:-aUSEl beyond Owner's reasonal.::ita
COllll'Ot, o.mer may not be abfe to p.<ffl\:Ie or may be dt(ayed In pKl'Mlng any selVloes .... _i making any repairs to !he BolldJng.

~1o~~I9dIn.

f';ilr>RlQerl\lb&lldlled,UllacoosarV;
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~~.=~.rights y«_y have against Owner are only those rights whicl1\.. )lloWed by Jaws in effect when the
15.

ENTRY TO APARTMENT

During reasonable hours- and with reasonable notice, except In emergencies. Owner may enter the Apartment
far the folfowillg reasons:
(A) To erect, use, and maintain pipes and conduits in and through the walls and ceilingS of the Apartment; to
Inspect tile Apartmeot and 10 make any ~ repairs or changes Owner decid9s are necassatY. Your tent will not be
reduced because of any of this work, unless requlfad by Law.
(S) To show the Apartment to persons who may wish to become owners Of lessees of the entire Building or may
be interested In lendIng money to Owner;
(C) For four rnonthabefora the end at the Lease, to shaw the Apfmment to peroons who wish to rent It;
(O)1f during the last month of the lease You have tntJVed out and removed all or a!mOst all of your property from
the Apartment, Owner may enter to make changes, repairs, or redecorations, Your rent WIll not be rsducad for that mDnlh
and this Lease Will not be ended by Owner's entry.
(E) If at any time You are not personally present to pennlt OwnerorOwner's repr8300tatlva to enter the Apart~
men1 and entry Is necessary or allowed by law or under this lease, Owner or Owner's. reprassntBtlvas may nevertheless
enter the Apartment Owner may enter by rorca !n an emergency. Om'\ef will not be rooponsible to YOtJ, unless during this
entry, ONner Of 0wneH"$ rep:ltl6erltatlva Is. negfigent or miSU6El$ your property.
16, ASSIGNING; SUBLETTING; ABANDONMENT
(B) Aaslgnlngand SUbletting. You cannot assign this lease or sublet the Apartment without Owner's advance
written consent In ellCh Instance to a request made by You In the manner required by Rea! Property law ~. and in
accordance with the provisl<:lns of the Rent StabltlzetlOfl Code 811d law, relating to sublettJng. Owner may refuse 10 consent
10 a lease ssslgnment for 811Y reason or no reason, but If Owner unreasonably refuses to consent to request for a loose
assignment properly made, at your requoot In writing. Owner wUl end this; lease effective as 01 thirty days after your request.
111& flnlt and every other lime you wish to sublet tOO Apartment, You must get the written <:onaaot of Owner unless Owner
unreasonably wfthl1dds txlnsent follOWIng your reque$t to sublet In the manner provi<led by Real Property Law *22B.b. Ov.rner
may Impose a reasonabfe credit check fee on You in connection wilh an application to assign 0( sublet. If You fail1Q pay
your r&nt Owner may collect rent from subtenant Of occupant without releasIng You from the lease. Owner Will credit the
alTl(YUflt colletted against lhe rent due from You. Howevsr, Owner's acceptance of such rent does nat change the status
01 the llIJbtonant or occupant to that of direct tenant of ONner and does not release You from 1h1s Lease.
(b) Abaru:iotVnent If You mova out Of \he ApartmeI1t (abandoflment) before the end of fuls lease wlthoul the
consent of Owner, lhls Lease wHi not be ended (except as provided by law foIlowfng Owner's unreasonable retusaI to conserrt to an assignment or subletting requested by You.) You will remain rosponslble for each monthly payment of rent as
It becomes due until the end of this leese. In case of abandonment, your responslb~ily !of ret11 wm end only If Owner chooses
to end IhlS lease for default as provIds<:Iln ArtIcle 17.
17, DEFAULT
(1) You default undet the lease if You act in any of the following ways:
(a) YI)U fail 10 cany out any agreement or provlskln of this Lease
(b) You or another OCCtIpatlt of the Apartment behaves In an objectionable m811fler;
(e) You do not take possession or move into the Apaltmem 15 days alter the beginning of this Lease;
(d) You and olMr legal occupants oflhe ApartmerJI move ot.tt penntlnenlfy before this Lease ends;
If You do default In any one of these ways, other than a defauilin the agraemertt 10 pay rent, Owner may serve ¥ou WlIh
a written nOOce 10 stop or COll'9Cl the epecffied defaull: 'oVithIn 10 days. You must than either stop or correct the default withIn
10 days, or, if You need more than 10 days,. You must begln to correct the default within 10 days and conUnue 10 do all
thai is n~ to correct the default as soon as posslble.
(2) If You do not stop 01' begin to correct a default within 10 days, Owner may give You a second wrttten nalice
that this Lease will end six days after the dale the second Wffttt!n-not\Ce is sent to You, Altha end of the &day period, thIS
lease will end, You then must mow out of the Apertmerrt. Evan though this lease ends, You witt tamaln lJal::r{e 10 Owner
lor unpaid rent up to the end of this Le9ge,the value of your OC(:upaooy, If any, after Ule lease ends, and damages caused
to Owner after that lime as Slated In Article ·1a
(3) If YOU do not pay your rent when this lease requites after a perl10flEll demand lot mnt has been made, or
within three days att9l" a statutory wrlt1en damancl lor rant haa boon maoo, or if the lease ends, Owner may do the foIIow!ng:
(e) 9!lter the apartment and retake po$S6SOion of it If You have moved out: or (b) go to alurt and ask that You and all other
occupantS in the Apartment be compelled to move out.
Once this Lease has been ended, whether because of default or otherwise, You give up any right' You might
otherwise ha'ffl to reinstate or ronew the lease,
18. REMEDIES OF OWNER AND YOUR LIABILITY
If this lease Is ended by Owner beCause of your default.the following ate 1he rights and obllga(lOl'IS of You and
(a) You must pay your rent until thl:9 lease has el'l<W. lhemaftaf. You must pay an aqual amount for what lhe
law calls "usa and oecupancy" until You actually move out.
(b) Once You are out, Owner may re-rent the Apartment or any portloo of it fur a period of lIme which may end
before or after the endIng date of this t.ea,se, Owner may IlHent to e new tenant at a lesser rent or may charge a higher
rant than the rentm this lease.
(c) Whether the Apartmem is re-wnted or not, You muat pay to Oovoor as damages:
(1) the dlfferanoo .belween the: rent In this- t.aase and the amount. if any, of the rSnts colIectad In any later
le<me or leases of tlla Apartment for whet 'NOO1d hlMi boofl tOO remaining period olthls l£ass; and
(2) <>.mer's a~es for advertisements, broker'S fees and
cost of putting the Apartmlirlt in good
coodilionforr&fental:and
*k* (3) C>.vnel's expenses for attomeYs fees.
~d) You shaH pay all damages due In monthly Installments on the rent day established In this Lease. Any legal
action brought to CO!kICI: OfIe or more monthly Installmenls Of damages shall oct projtldlce In any way Onwef"s right toco/feet
the damages. fur a'later month by a slmllSf actlon. If the rent collected by Owner from a subsequent tenant of the Apartment
is more·then the unpaid rent and damages Which You owe OWner, You cannot receive the difference. Owner's failure to
NNl;Iflt to another lenant wl!l not re:lee.Se or changa your Habirrty tor damages, unless Itta failure is due to Owner's dellberale
lllaClion,
19. ADOfTIOtlAL OWNER REMEDtES
If YOU do'not do everyt.hing You !lava aQrGed to do, or 11 You do anythfng Which showS that ¥ou Intend not to
do whal You have agreed to do. Owner has the right to ask a Court to make You carty out your agreen'lent or to give the
OYmer SUCh other renef as lhe Court can provide. ThIs fS in addition to '!he remedies In Artlc{e 17 and 18 Of this lease.

too

20. ' 'FEES AND EXPENSES
""., .A, Ow.ner'a RIght. You must reimburse Owner tor any of \hf} foKowing fees ancI expenses lncurrnd by Ownen
, .
(1) Making any repalmlo the Apartmem or the BuIlding which result from misuse 0( negirlgOOCe by You
or peI'YlO(';S wtio._!lw With You, WJIt You, Of WO<k tor Yoo;
*"" This may be deleted.
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(2) Repaitlng or raplacing any appliance damaged by Your misuse or negligence.
(3) Correctlng any vIolations of city, stale or federal laws or orders and regulatlons of Insurance rating
organl2at1on9 concerning Ihe Apartment or tho Bulkling which You or persons who live WIth You, visit You, or WOlk for You
have caused;
(4) Preparing the Apartment for Ihe Mllt tenant if You mova oot of your Apartment before the lease
ending date:

_. (5) Any!ogal fees and disbursements forlega1 aetIoos or ~ brought by ONner agaillSt You because
of a lease default by You or for defendIng lawsuits brought againsl OM'ler beCaUse of your aetJons:
(6) RerIlO\Ilng all of your property after tills Lease Is ended;
(7) All oUler fees and expenses incurred by Owner because of your tallure 10 obey any other provlSIOflS
and agreements Of thIS lease;
These fees and expenses shall be paid by You to Owner as addltlonal root Within 30 days after You receive
Owner's bill or statement If thiS Lease has ended when thasa lees and exp&nS8S ate Incurred, You will stili be liable to
Owner for the same amount as damages.
B, Tenant's Right, OHner agrees lhat unless sUb-paragraph 5 of this Article 20 has been stricken out of this
Lease You hava the right 10 collect reasonable legal fees and expenses Incurred in a suocessful defense by You of a lawsuit
brought by 0Y.rnSf against You or brought by You agalnsc Owner to the extent prollidad by Real Property Law, section 231-.
21. PROPERTY LOSS, DAMAGES OR INCONVENIENCE
UnJ6ss causad by the negligence or misconduct of Owner or Ownels agents or emp!oyooa, Owner or Owner's
aganta and employaoo are not responsible In You for any 01 the following: (t) any IQss 01 or damage: to You or your property
in the ApaJtrnoot or the Building due to any accidental or [n!llfltlonal cause, even a theft or another airoo committed In the
Apart!'rlent or elsewhere In the Building; (2) any loss of or damage to your property deflvered to any emploYQe of the Building
(I.e., doonnan, superintendant, etc.); or (3) anydamaga or Inc:onvenlence caused to You by aetlotlS, negligence orvlolalions
of a Lease by any other tenant or person In the BuIlding except to the extent required by faw.
Owner will not be Debts for any temlXlrary Interference with light, ventJlation, Of view ca~ by construction
by or in behan of Offlter. Owner will not be liable tot any sUdllnterfarence on a permanent basis caused by construction
on any paroeI of land not owned by Owl'lef. Also, Owner will not be liElhfe to You for such lnlerference caused by the: permanant closing, darkening Of blocking up of WIndows, !f such action Is r:equlred by law. None of the foregoing avan1s will cause
a suspension or raduc!lon of the reol or allow You 10 cancel Ihe Ulase.
22. FIRE OR CASUALTY
A If the Apartment becomes unusable, In part or !tJlaJ1y, because of Ore, acddent or alher eatAA1Ity, this Leaset
witt contmue unless ended by Owner uilder C below or by You under 0 balow. But the rant wm be reduced ImmBdiately.
Thie raductloo will be based upon the part of too Apartment whicfl is unusa~.
B. Owner win repair and restore the Apartment, unless Owner decides to lake aclloos cIOOcribed in paragraph
C bolow.
C. After a fire, accident or other casualty In the Building, Owner may decide to tear down the Building or to
substantially rebuild It. In such case. Owner need not rasklfe the Apartment but may end this Lease. Owner may do this
evan If the Apartment has hot been damaged, by gMog You wrtlt9Ii. notice of this declslon within 30 days after the date
when the damage occurred. If the Apartment Is usable when Owner gl\l9$ You such notice, this Lease w!ll end 60 days

rents paid for the month in vmich the. casualty happened.

Eo Unlcoo prohibited by too applicablE! Insurance policies, 10 the Ellllen1 that such insurance 1$ coHectad, You and
Owner release end waive all right otrecovery against the alheror anyone claiming through or under each by way orsubrogat1on,
23;

PUBUC TAKING

The entire building or a Part of it can be acquired (condemned) by any government or govemm811t agency for
a public or quasi-publlC uae or purpose. If lhls happens, this Lease Shall end on. tI1& dale the government at agency take
tille, You shall have no claim against Owner for any darnllQ8 resulting; You also agree that bys!gnlng this l.$aoo, You aaslgn
to Owner any claim agalnst the G~nment or Government agency for the value of the unexpired portion of Ihls Lease.
24. SUBORDINATION CERTIFICATE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
AllleasEl$ ami mortgages of the Buildlrig 01' of the land on which the Building Is lOcated, flOW In effect or made:
after thiS Lease is slgMd, come ahead of fhls lease. In other words, thiS l&ase is "subjoot and subordiMte 10"
any existing or Mure lease or mortgage on the Building or land, including any renewals, COl1$Olidatlons, modi1!catlons and
repl8CeIOOIlts of these feaoos Q( mortgages. If certain provisions of any of these leases or mortg8:g8l:l come Into effect, lhe
holder of such lsase 0( ~ can end this lease. If thl!! happens, You agree that You have no claim against Owner
or such lease or mortgagE! hoIdar. If Owner requests, You WID slgn promptly an acknowledgement of the "subordination"

~

~ ~~~~":i9n

ac~mentlo

the form
(If accurate) a wrlttan
any third party designated by Owner that !hI$.
Lease i$ In effiK:I, that Owner is performing Owner's obllgallons under this Lease and that yOU have no present claim agalnst

"""".
25.

TENANT'S RIGHT TO UVE IN AND'USE THE APARTMENT
If You RBY the rent and any raqulrl:ld addlllonal rent on tlmec and You do averythlng You have agreed to do in
this I..eaoo, your teJlan<.y cannot be cut oft' before the eoolng data, except as provkIed fOf In ArIIcIoo .22, 23, and 24.
26. BILLS AND NOTICE
A NotIces to You, Any notiCe from Ownar or Owner'e agent or atIOmey wm be COMidamt:l: property Qtven to
You if It (t) is lO wrttlng; (2) Is sigll8d by or In the name of Owner or QwnlM"'s agent; and (3) Is addressed to You at the
Apartmentand delNared to You personally or sent by regls.terod or certified mallto You at the Apartment. The date 01 sarvice
of any written notice by Owner to you under this agroomeot Is the date of delivery or mal!lng of such notice.
B. Notices 10 Owner, If You wish to give a l'lOliooto Owner, You must write It and deliver It or send It byregislered
or certflled mall to Owner at the addi'ass noted on page 1 of this Lease or at another address of wllien Owner or Agent
has given Yoo Wlitlen notice.
27. GIVING UP RIGHT TO TFUAL BY JURY AND COUNlERCLAJM
A Both You and Owner agree to give up the right to a triat by jUfY in a court action, proceeding or counter
clalm on any matters ooncarn1ng this lease. the relationshIP Of You and Owner as Tenant end L.andfOl'd ex your use or 0ccupancy of the Apartmenl, this agreement to give up the right to a jury trfal does: not Include cIaIl1l9 for personal injury or

property damage.
B. If Owner bogIns any court action Of Pl'OCOOdlng against You which asks that You be compelled to move out,
You cannot make a oounterclalm unless You are clalming that Owner has not done What Owner Is supposed to doaboot
the condItlon of tho Apartrne(J1 Of tb.a Building.
ThIS mt.y be daleted.

*..
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NO WAIVeR OF LEASE ~,-'ISIONS

A. Even if awne'r accepts your ram or falls once or more often to tak;e action agaInst You when You have i'"IOl:
done what You have agreed to do In this lease, the falluro of 0Imef 10 take action Of OWner's aGCeptance of rent does
not PfIl"l'i\'I1\ Ownor from taking actlon at a later data If You again do not do what: You haw agreed to do.
B. Only a writ:t&n agroomoot between You and Owner can waive any W>lation of this Lease.
C. If You pay and Owner aceepta an amoun~ tess than an the root due, the amount received shall be conslOOroo
to be In payment of all or a pan of the-earliest mnt clue. II wm not be considered an agreement by OwnsI' to accept this
lesser amount In fuJI satlSfa.dI<m of all of the rant due.
D. Any agrooment 10 end lhis Lease and also to QOO the rights and obUgallons of You and Owner must be in
wrltlng, signed by You and Owner Of Owner's agsnl Even if You glVa keys to tho ~ and they are accap!ed by
IinyemplOyee, or agant, or Owner, this lease is not ended.
29. ·CONDfTfON OF
APARTMENT
When You slgned this L~, You dId !lOt rely on anything said by Owner, Owner's agent or superintendent
ehoIJt the physical condltlon of the Apartment, the &lilding or th& land on which ills buill You did not rely on any promises
as to what 'WOUld be dona, unles What was said or prooilSed Is written In thm Lease and signed by both You and Owner
or found In OWner's floor plans or brochure sh-owrr 10 You before You sigrled the ~. Before signIng this lease, You
have Inspected the spartment and You acCept IIln Its present condition "as Is." excepl for any condItion
You could
not reasonably haw sean during youritWpecfion. You agree that Owner has rIOt promised 10 do any work In lila Apartment
except as specified In attached "Wor\t" rldat.
30. RENT INCREASE FOR MAJOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT

me

v.nich

:rprovementO:~adWj WU2~195

appficallon for~re:: ~~~~§1oe61.~e ~~~~~~tt-~Ui1:~~:t"=:

/he- $1ala OMs/on of Housing and C<lmmunily Renewal (Agency). Such appticatiOn invo{\{es !he follOWing major capital Improvements Which are now <:omplaled or In progress:

You agroo that the stablJ!:uld rent heraln may be Increased during the term of this laase
as of a date and in the amount permlltW by _an order from the Agency.

31.

by ~ of such improvement

DEFINITIONS

A. Owner. ll\Q tern; "0Nner" means tho parson or Of'QaIllzatlon receMng or entitlOO to recelve rent from You
for !he Apartment at any particular !lme'other than a rent collector or managing agent of Owner. "Qwnar"iooludas the owner
of !he Iand'Of BuIlding, a leSsor, or sublessOr Of tho land or Buijdlng and a mOl1gagea In possession. It does not Include
a former 0WMf, even It the former owner Sfgned this L6<lSe.
B. You: The TOfTll "You" means the ~ Of persooo slgnmg this Le~ as Tenant and the successors Ilfld
assigns Of the signaf'. This lease has established a tanant-landlord relationship between You and OWner.
3~. - SUCCESSOR INTERESTS
llla agreemants in this Lease shall be binding on Owner and You and 00 lhOoo who stIccood to !ha Interest
(If Owner 0( You by law; by approved assignment or by transfer.

Ownona Rulu-

M

a part of thla lease

M

see

page 8
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TO CONFIRM OUR AGREEMENTS, OWNER AND YOU RESPeCTIVELY StGN nns LEASe AS OF THE DAY

AND YEAR fiRST WAmEN ON PAGE 1.

/'

GUARANTY
The undersigned Guarantor guarnrrtees to Owner the strlat perfolTnance of and obSelWnc:e by Tenant of all the
agr6e/llOflt8, provisions and ruJes In the attached Lease. Gu~ agrees to waive all notices When Tenant 19 not paying

=~~:*'~='ii=~i~n:sU:ng~~~=~=J:~=~~~=~

shall remain in full effect 6VOI'l If the lease Is renewed, char'IoOO or extended in any way and evan if Owl'ler has to make
a claJrn agaIml\ Guarantor. O'wnef and Guanmlor agree to waive trial by jury In any aetlon, proceeding or COtIntercialm brought
against the o!hef on any mattef$ conceming the anached Lease or the Guaranty.

Dated, New York City

19
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Guarantor

Add"'"
"'T()b8/1l!edlnn~
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lOU

PremIses

40 West 135th Street New

York~

N.Y. 10037

Charles Rangel

Tenant

October 31. 1998

STANDARD FORM OF APARTMENT

1£ra.!l~
The Real Estate Board of New York, Inc.
CopyrighI1988. All rights Reserved. Reproduction In whole or In part prohibited.

ATTACHED RULES WHICH ARE A PART OF THE LEASE
AS PROVIDED BY ARTiCLE 11
PQbllc Acceu Wap

1. (a) Tenants shall not block or !eave anything in or on fire ascapes,the sideWalks, entrances. driveways, elevatOf's, stairways, or halls.
Public actess ways shall be used only for entering and leaving the Apartment and the Building. Only those elevators and passageways
designated by Owner can be used for deliveries.
{b} Baby carriages, bicycles or other property of Tenants shall oat be allowed to stand In the halls, passageways, publlc areas Of'
courts of the BuUdlng.
Bathroom and

p,~ng FIxtures

2. Th9 bathrooms, tolkrts and wash closets and plumbing flxtures shall only be used for the purposes for which they WElre designed
or built; sweeplngs, rubbish bags, acids or other substances shall not be placed In them.

Re_

3. carpets, rugs or other articles shall not be hung or shaken oul Of any window of the BUilding. Tenants shaJi not swoop or throw
or pennlt to be swept Of thrown any dirt, garbage or other SUbstances out of the windows or Into any of the halls, elevators or elevator
shafts.. Tenants shall not place ~y articles outside ot the Apartment or outside of the bulldlnQ except in safe COfltaIners and only at place&
chosen by Ownsr.
Etevatcrs

4. . All non-aul.oma.llc passenger and servloo eJevatofS shall be operated only by employees of Owner and must not in any event be
interferod with by Tenant!!. The .service alevalorn, If any, shalt be used by servarm;, messengers and trades people fOr ootenng and leaving,
and the pas&erlgar elewtonJ, If any, shall not be usad by them for any purpose. Nurses with children, however, may use the passenger elevators.

laundrY

5. laundry and drying apparatus, if any, shall be used by Tenanls In the manner and at the times thallhe superintendent or other
representatlva of Owner may direct. Tenants sha!! not dry Of aJr ckrthes on the roof
Keys and Loek:s
6. Owner may retain a pass key to the apartment. Tenants may lnatall on the entrance of the Apartment an addlUonallock of not more
than ttlroo inches In circumference. Tenants may also Install a lock: on any window bul only In the manner provided by law. ImmGdlalely
upon making any Installation (Sf elthertyp&, Tenants shall notify Owner or ONner's agent and shall give Owner or Owner's agent a duplicate
kay. If Changes are made to the locks, or mechanism Installed by Tenants, Tenants must derIVer keys to Owner. N; the end of this Lease,
Tenants must return to Owner all keys eMElf' furnished or otherwise oblained. If Tenants lose or fall to retum any keys which were furnished
10 them, Teoants shall pay to OWner the.cost 01 replacing them.
Nol. .

7. Tenants, their famltlas, guests, employees, orvlsilorn shall not make or permit any disturbing nolsa$ In the Apartment or Building
or permlt anything to be done that wiD Interfere wfth lhe rJght&, comforts. or convenience of other tenants. Also, Tenants shall not playa
mualcallnslrumenhX' operate or allow to be operated a phonograph, radio or televisIon set so as to disturb or annoy any other occupant
of the Bulldlng.

No Prclectfom
g.An aerlal may not be erected on tha roof or outside wall of tho Bulidlng without the written consent of Owner. Also, awnings or other
projections shan not be attached 10 the 0019100 walls of the Bu!ldlng Of to any balcony or terrace.
NO Pets

9. Dogs or animals of any kind shall not be kept or harbored in !he Apartment, unless In each Instance it be expr&8Sly permitted in
WTltlng by Owner. This consent, It glven, can be taken back by. OWner at any time klr good cause on reasonably given nollce. Unless
earned or on a leash, a dog etlaH not be pennllted on any passenger efevator or In any public portion or the bUilding. Also, dogs are not
pennitted on any grass or garden plot under any condllloO. BECAUSE OF THE HEALTH HAZARD AND POSSIBLE DISTURBANCE OF
OlliER TENANTS WHICH ARISE FROM THE UNCONTROllED PRESENCE OF ANIMALS, ESPECIALLY DOGS, IN TI-lE BUILDING.
THE STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE PROVISIONS OF TH!S RULE BY EACH TENANT IS A MATERIAL. REQUIREMENT OF EACH lEASE.
TENANTS' FAILURE TO OBEY THIS RULE SHAU. BE CONSIDERED A SERIOUS VIOLATION OF AN IMPORTANT OBLIGATION BY
TENANT UNDER mls lEASE. OWNER MAY eLEer TO END nils LEASE BASeD UPON THIS VIOLATION,
Moving

to.
~Ooa:

Tenants can IJ9Ej the ekrvator to maYa furniture and possessions only on designated days and hours. Ovmer shall not be nable
costs, expanses or damages locUl'red by Tenants In moving because of delays caused by the llnavailablJlty of \he elevator.

Apa,rtmeol floors shall be covered wIth rugs or cmpetlng lo tho extent of at least 60% of the 1l00r area of each room excepting
=~pantrles., bathrooms and"b~ways. The lac:klng strip forwalf-to-wall'carpeting will be glued, not nailed to the floor.
11,

12. IT IS A VIOlATION OF LAW,... 'REFUSE, INTERFERE WiTH INSTALlATlOr\~ • ~ REMOVE WINDOW GUARDS WHERE
REQUIRED. (SEE ATTACHED WfNDOW GUARD RlCEfQ
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. 'l'HIS1N01:"~eE"F(jR RENEWA:U·0F1LEASEWNl)·'aFJM;j~E'~SIHIORMIISSvE~ER:$~.H0N'ZS;zgiS(~j\
. OM!i1l!;lNEW;¥ORK'ST<\?Bf.I!'!Il!A;'l'~ON<ceDE'·AvIi'OOPIE~'0F''l'J'lls ioORM'M'UsT':BE'siG'Nl;itl'lmIJoW(ii'N'tl r
RETl!RNEDTQ YOUR LANDLORD WITffiN 60 DAYS.

WfI,RJ."E S, ,~.p,~,E~.. .., ..
Teri8.rit1a1Nm:

i~;#:Xl~~'P,

.

. ~1,,9..

'toi"Y W:.:, ""lo<J)'i" ... 1}P1'l.9:.··.

Additional DeposirRequired .. 1yea, lease: $

~. '

'" ~;:~{~~4'~J~,~~h:~K~e~\l.~}~~~'xft~4~~:

.,$

_

',h: .:.:_~'.': .' :. :,:

··;t=~~;~~:i=~~]~~"~~; .•
160 anys from· the date of malli~g or personal d~ve~~ d:f t1rls Renewal Lease Form. Thls"Rencwa·I.J:,:eiase"'st\bJt

.

.

10/3~/99.

. .

10/31/00

.,·"~~~~~~~~,~~t'~~t·~ ~. A~i .,' ;:·j?¥~~~~r~'~~}i~;~)'~'~' ·;K?1?j}t-~.;~~:~r~~·.;~::~:·W~~~~1~.~~1~~.~~~~~;.~ . ~;":. \'1:~~O 'c'.:."::"'J';" ',", , 'J~~; ;1
;.J

7. This "newan~se is based on the.sll,l1I.e, lennsw4~:~~:m.dJtJo.nsJ~$.lJ!Q.t!Xtqp.JdnglJ''''$~;(~x~.~P:t'tI:'.!!t·~.I.~w(l)I!"

.., '.;!P..~rt~lqns,:!~t,a}~he.4 '~J1~'

.:'

"1

.?? :, .,

,{, tii~:~'t.illi\sPll~;~S appli'~~tii~~ t\;~

.;-:-,

·"t

~\.~·i'II9S) L4-U lCU";"~~i ,,1, -.I~
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If the. owne~ o~eFs a ~t:~ew~ ~~!~e~ ;han. l~l~S prior to the ~J2!r~iC?1t 'If. '!,e_ex.i~9!'B.!~~~tl:'~ J~e ~.s.eI~~~.4·~~ ~aA~_~~1
begi.n at the tenant's option either (1) on the date a renewal lease would have begun had a timely offer been made or (2) on ~~fl"i'

payment date occurring no ~~s ~~ 120 ~s ¢ter the dfte that the owner does qffer the lease to the tenan~ '}be ~U~del~lf~ taf:.appUcable
for sUl<h.J~l\S~$b.'!111llUio.grn~{~libM:iI>im~io:ell'''''I.QILth<L<:omm~_lllil!U.t!l1eJe!\!.~.&t.l!1l.lg!!.ft \lg)~!l'-o.(&r).figll!Ill1aY,e~~q,
made, and the increased ren~ shalt not be.~I1t1~th'e"~.~nt payme'ritI~~ occUI;rJng no less than 120 days after such o~~ ~ m1t~~t\

The owne..musHully"complete,P~@'\!,"W~mIi1,\';S);IIi;~r1l\lis
Fortl);6mlI,~ng-llowthe'new,eot'has'·beeo""mputed,-AnY"ren\;i\\lt.".""
must not exceed the applicabl:: Rent Guide11nef Board ~dj~,S~ent(s) plus other adjustments authorized by the Rent Stabilization Code.

Failu~ ";meacw:rent"regl,tration fo;·iJ,i~ iil\~s1~Wlilfu;r&;(ion with DHCR blll'S the't'6Ut,cffo1i of~hy<glii!fo1in&- iii~ll'tb 1iflenti~A': ,r
registration should have been filed. This sanction is lifted prospectively upon the fiUng of ~'pro~!_~s~~ti~~L~ ,-~._~~ .': _~>'I' 9;~tt:'~~l -'i>:
This Renewal Leasomust'be bff~on

th"".~W's 1ililllAAid\l!ll\\%:a9m~<e~P\i'lngleiise;"';~tfoc su,b ,lI!Iditionil1~'d<d$!qn" .. .frO

!he

permitted by law or the Rent Stacllization Code whlch must ~ s~i fo~ ~Y
~wn~ ~nd,,~taebe~ to thi~ ~OPn" If thfJ~ are any ~diti2J1~
lawful agreements between the owner and tenant. a copy sign'ld'8Y(bblfi plill:l8Griliist i.a ~ea'1b ltiii~o1ffi.· 'wrml l{l ,W::Pll" '{S,~l no;> ...
,;. ~.J"

" .. I.t!.<~,. :

':: •.".,;,J{"}

,1"\

'i) m,IllI('~:

.

.

""~l,lUJo:;

~! 1,:'\1.''','}

i~, 1\:lilU{'

Th~ t~n~~)~~str~~~m_~~ ;r:;?;~~r~~>!;?~j~~.,?!.~~~~;,~r·1:~Wr~f~~~~. 5~~~~ ~.rG~I;en~~;i~ .~~~I ~ O~l~~.;W~~~Jide rt~i~.~~nn.
-'lli
I

P:

-:

.. ,

•

"

-

"

•

-,

wner

.

sbail !liU:o-m~e th'e

tenant,

totrstiwtl!S a binding
o( lbel'oon signed b
the Qwn~r may ,no~ c

based upon non'''t'~newal of J,ease.. ,
;11~ In'

,ri "''': . ';.,

,
, ,~._"
'., _. ;';'!:"J:;~1>111;:"" ,;;.l\Jtl,bbA
1'. ,}il!cxp(lJrnru",,::..:
If you wish to accept this offer to renew you~ lease. you must complete and sign this Renewal Lease Form in the space provided in PART B

nn lbe reverse side·of·this Fnrln, antl 'oii'ffirl.t ieliitW.lll6\lm'dflh'e'iiii'/llffi Lease Fenn to lbe owner in persoo 0' by regular mail wilbin 60
days of the ~te this Form was serv~d ,upon YQ.u. You may' wish to make a copy for your own re<=,otil~;!i!ft:.tF>,)~r~"'~~$e~llflt~r ,bo
Citizen Rem fki:rease-Exemp{ion,
muii s.e11et a one.or two-year lease. or yolilvfil.Jl!J6e-thi5-e1enitJMft~ , \1;, "t-\ '\', ,1 ~W':'tl~Jbro:.li.A

feu

:'"

,

.,

7":·,

Before you romplete and sig~ PAR1; B and ~um )bil Renewal Lease FOnn',be, sure 10 check lbe 'l\'mber,9fl'dditional !awfulm<!v.'~!?,~,
and written agreemenisilldiCatM under item 7 on iIla're%1'iJ',RJ.1Jt't!lfl Form,","\~lh~tjbe"samenuItr'\ll:? of'1li*'/fjf'ilr5~loI\~'l!naWilWll(
ngreements haYf ~'li1:lt'!l'fh,e<).,~~, 'lI~'0lY!m 19,'!'l.'t~gll'l",PJ,e¥Ji8$,a~ al~ ntlllchments'ClirefullY,.,!fB~S9Jll!l1i'2~\YK~1Jl\l1lliIJ.\lI1I~' ~
they are part at thiS lease renewal after and renewal lease. If there are 'anyli\\v~e1m.i~tween yOll ana the owner, atiaCtie<f copies
must be signed by ~tpJ1:~:1l",\ -,," Ja

:>:!f'i'i

~~', '1'·1"

Iryou question the Legal Regulated ~tQIIJ~~

.¢:' •

,:.~ :dlU'm ·,;.<,.",·,t,-.t,. J'$.,-\"":"_I)q "I'. ~fltH,;,"n"' :,' ",j~;h *d~ mu'tl il'ZMb@U

~y.~'tm~l:11 §~eitoI! t.h~(frontf~~~eV(c!~ Lea§~Q...rinJ; iisk ",,~§Wt~an

explanation. Or, you may telephone the NYS Divisiorl'd! Hnusintnnd (5\gjl1j[bnity Renewal (DHc:ltj, oi1Th~ ofRellr\&.'liininistmtlon, at
(718) 739.640~m~tore.the...end.oftheJ50'.:daY'fleriool:fI:omU1w-dateJ~~1W$1sebv'etl,up0n\Y0uflL,·.

~«!

M

~"<," ;t'. '.'\~r,'.

IUWtIll}!i'1!

jI;!urr ,~

YO,ii' ~q;;~~i(j~ItQ.~

other lawful changes whicb
security, if any, Su~ additional security shaJ~ bel de
If you do not sIgn and- return

, . '

th'l~hne~1~;~Fortn at the new're'nt'(wblclt apPears ih' cOi'~.:n 1: g"'<:~ u::n "lkh l'-,vreJ~'~~: ",

of thJsJtor:m~dhactoraanc.ewlHvthllJlllitt.tmtlnnj ~ntbwlthLrit,theqfMS£ldbe«ti.tiO _y'p.elli~ti»lner.:mll'~a.V6'lgtdil:nd.8jftraoarJniW~:j,

P~~~~~~~~:;~~~~~7~:~~~t; "~,I .'iJl~'~1.J:; :~:)~:{:~~~;~IIJ ::;~~ ~,:~)~;~li~;:~:I.'1.;.:,;: ~~~, ~~~;;.\j,~/~" '. '1~0~I~i ~~:~:~~~~:~~
You may file a complaint with DHCR, if you have not r~eived a copy ottJie DltCR~eas~, Rights Rider with,this RenaWMl.na~c;grtftll t:u'{
when sigJ:led ~9'reJ.q~ rP. ~u by.ttle owner) or a SPAA!~~ version of tbi~onn arm!} Ride~fter r~u~pg'it frl2ffi the owner, Of, ~¥9u "',

do not recel;;g1l'f1,!ly"exli:6'1efi'~ilpY'bl'\l\\1I Ren\iW!b'U!)i'!<i'~"@11fi':fOllny ..ftom-tl\<!'1!<-)ti1!~~~e~\I\i't'ijf'd\"6W'6Y'Ih\\H'lll!il~~\\\,ilW\lroJ."
c..,
. '~\'I:I: }wf',.:le ';'~d!',';~ <,:~,r. ,:;}."."

"~~l' ;'~O:' t:}....:;: .>' '.1;·~.I'r,
''':~~ieof~~w

:,

, *1"'/\,

York 'J,

",

',~;.', f.}~'"J~t '\!~' • ·J.:l~ WI:; ',':,'1 ?oj ~j~ ~'"&t~$'1cld'f
:~,.r, ".~ .,t';~"J~e,,_u)Hi1W~J·,,',.n~tu tn~~l!u~i~O'fq
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RENEWAL LEASE FORM
i!e~dINSTRlJCTIONS TO OWNER ~nd TO TENANT~n~,;", side iwforerdling oul or signing Ihls form.
'THIS IS "'NOTICE FOR RENEWAL Of LEASE AND RENEWAL LEASE FORM PROMULGATED
PU'RSfJANT TO·SECTION 25235(a) OF THE NEW YORK CITY RENT STABILIZATION CODE. ALL COPIES
OF THIS FORM MUST BE SIGNED BELOW AND RETURNED 10 YOUR LANDLORD WITHIN 60 DAYS.
·L4-10U

~

~'s Name and Address:
CHARLES RANGEL
~0

WESt

l~S

06/02/2000

Qwner'$1Aeer!t Name & Ac\dl'e$s

STREET
NY

'LENOX TERRACE DEVELOP. ASSOC.,
10 WEST 135TH STREET
NEW, YORK
NY 10037

APTll 10U
10037

1. ~ owner ~reby I"!ot~es you that your lea~~ V!l'i~ ~~~ire.0": ~""M~~iii0;:;-'-/"'0AY"",3"1,,,/,-;.,,,,...
..,-'0,,,0,-

,& 2

;~\~llI_lilr!!.m·aln

2. You ,may renew this lea~J .tOr one))r, 'l\Yo,years, at your-option, as follows:
Col. ~ COl. b
Col.
Col. d
Col. e
Aene'tlal

c .

Aultlt:i!ii$f19P.l~
AppIicable.G1Jide. laMutAenlloomaseAdj.•
G1.!fOOfiI'l'6>I!'!Q'ease(lfqn~. lineSuppte~, IfAny,Eff&Ctive_sept

LegalRefl!:.QnSepl3Oth

Tenn·

'~boXKJand·~bekrt.'I·

f!.0 %)$
.%)$

(+.

°

_ /fAtty

30th Indlcated in CoI.b

10.38.$
20.75 $_.

.

Col. I

Col. 9

$eparatedwg&.lf NewR~@Jowertentis
anyfSpecifyunder tooochaig'9dCheekboll.

ilen'!4belo.v)

OandSeeSbDI47H)-

-1$

$

$

$.____

$

529.20
~

"If aJlPl_~lagui~elinerate is unknown at time offer is made. c~ box in column (; and enter turrent guideline Which Will. be subject toadjusl:n'!8tltwhen new
rates are ordered.
""The tenl provided ,fOr in U1ls renewallease_m.av be illCreased or decreased pursuant to an order of the Division of Housing and Community Renewal (OHeRl or
Aent Guidelines.eoard (ROO)

.

·~~~:=~1~i~~0 .1~
4.

31. 1)

Addlllonal

Deposit'Requinad-1'yearlease: $

SM~I(y·....par.o,e ~""rges llappllcable:

9 06

Ai~~.itioner"':; eiearlclly' Charge:$
tmo. - Unit Ch~: $
~ a(2:2%J: $
lmo. Othar{Oesct'ibe);

·!I..!.Qwer RanI to be chargad. if any. $

6. ThfS4enewaUease'shall commence on M~
days from the date 01 moiling
_DAY

I:;

lmo.

$

fmo.

~lOemenl attached: 0 yes 0 no
Iy:'~. 'which shalf not Qe less than 120 days nor more than 150

,

personel delivery 0I1h1s Renewal lease Form. This re_lease shall tarmlnale on
10/31/02
02 year lease.

01 year lease or

10/31/01
MONTH

Ol'

2 year Ieas&: $,
_ _!:~"'.c:.
!£..

,_......:c:..='-

YEAR

MONTH

1. This renewal lease is

DAY

YEAR

...

base,s" the same terms and conditions
as your expiring lease, except that
00 hlwful
between owner and tenant
have been add.eeI. ('ndicate

provisions attaeJted a'nd .

written agreements
attached
In the blank spaces as applicable, the number of, additional provisions or written agreements attached).

This (orm becomas a binding le";e renewal when signed ~ Ihe owner below and returned to tlie tenant. A rider selling f,;rth
the rlahls and obligations 01 tenants and landlot!ls ul)!lerthe Renll;tablllzalion law must be attached IOthlslease when signed
bylheownerand IOlumadlO lhe tenant (LOsdereChoilyresponsabiHdadesdelnqulllnosy casems estandisponibleen espallq~.

_ _ t'

~ilW8t~m~

t~

1enant: _Check and complete where indicated one of tho two ~ses below alter read/rig instiuctJons on ~e side. Then dale and ~ yoJU
response be1uN. ~ must lfJturn this Renewal Lease Form to the owner in person or by regu!at mail. within 60 days: 01 the date this Ntilice wm;
served upon you by the owner. lOOr failure to do SO"!8f be gtpUrJC!S. fO(fh~C!'nJ~nt of ~ aetJonby thewmer to evict}'1Ju from)'OUr apartment.

o
o

I (we) Ihe. undersigned lenanl(s). agree 10 enler Iqio
$

This renewal

lease is based on the same terms

visions and attached written agreements, ~ any (see itqm 7 undr .r
I (we) will no! mnow my (ou~ lease and ) (we:1 inl1lndto .aca.l!

:"""-:--:e;

• 20

~q."""~;P-l'"

\.;.' __ p

Ten~'s Signatu
Owner~ Signatu,

OLNEC00156

CSOC.CSR.00004793
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oOheMriant

.

' .. '

lenil:/;ll's [ease<lerm.,we'Cli'rttii!{tJall ~lso rnake't!lis'form' 8-Yall.ab!? it1'.Sp.a.n~n request
,
-~ -~,1<·~''':.'~:~r'1..:' "':'!.', '."
. ' .. :, ".". :·'··~·."r?U~':'i·~,...'-·

.'

!l'the ov';.er ofj~rs", r~ne~alle~s~: ~~s;i~i11i 1i?O~~i~s

prior1~::M~·~;~;ra:~bn ~~)~~'~~~irig'i~is~, 1'n~'le~se ~efm'sel~i·~cii.b;:!he~J~hrii1h·~fl·begjn

,..(._ ,.,~!fi1!l Jrnaf~.t'_~ o?tlnn eithef (1) (.in lhe date ~ ~le"'ial :Mse .vo,,'ld hay,,; begun had a. timely. cffer been rr!ad~ Of (2) on lhe first rent paymEN1~~?te

<

.~,,> ""OCCttfftng no'iess than 120 days after the date that,1he owner does offer· the lea"s to the lenant The glJjo~Hf\es rate applicable for suclo/lSa-se l

.

~:~l~b:~r~~~~~~~~~:.~i~~~t~~:~~::::=:~~~~~~~i!.~~~~;g~~~~C~f~e~l~!:l~~~~~~~~d~~ve oeel) (ft~~.~., .,~.~.~~e. irt?~]~e~l'_.',\
-

',':?~"'~>r:,', ~:r~'-'.l

~:-2'~:"'i is<;

:J01 ~t'61"

'"

t;~:;:

,''''-t,

"~~;.J··c:.

'~;ee~=~::~~~C:~~~~~t~~~~~~~'~~}~~Ss~/~!~t:~;h~~O~;':r~~a~s1~~:
~~~~~;¥!b;~~:~:~~~~~~i~~;~t~~:~tinc~~~~f'lll~:~:.-~.,_
Failura .to me a current r~glstrall0n:rcir,this h\).!;~;n,g acco,mmod?Uo!~' ~.tl1 DtJ.Pfi.b.ar:e-th.~ 9:ol1ec~l)n of a~y
should nave bee~ filed. lhlS sanctIon IS llitad prospectively upon the filirtQ 01 a plopel registrattt\!'1.
This

Ren~wa! Lease must be {)~i~9iq,i;l'I~e:'simeJer~

guk:lel!M ir.c~eas~ after~S~Ch-fegiSt!atiQ~1
."

--~""

-

and:

·~~·::e~~n::::~::~~:~~~~J~~~i~rJ~~\.
The 'ten~nt must f€{um to lh!> owner aU oopies of this FoHf(comPl~?~:~~'~~JbY t~~~nanHn f'A~ 8;on Uii/#flfefse side orth1S<Rmn:
.100 1
-0;:: ,,:

~"i

'

-:

1 _',~l.".:

l-:;

If you w~sh to accept lhlS offer to renew your lease, you must completl;rand sign this'Renewa! Lease Form in the space provided in PART B on

ille reVf.lrS'e side cllhis Form, and you must f€!1.Urn all copies of lhe si9r,e~ Lease Form to thr~ OWMr in perror, 0( by rsgular mail within 60 days
of lhe date this Form was sarved upon you. YUll may wish to maKe a C?py !Oryouf Gvm recotd~.
as
VRY:;:~t a Of;e Of two Fear f~~~~ O~')VOi1 WI!f.'o:~e, this ex:?1JJ.ilJiQ!2.

If!.f!!i {) EXf@P.1&n.

!!..X2!:./ life th"?'i...~ipie~ll.2Lf!! Senior Citizen Rent
> r .•.:;.' ~ :'''1$(;. _ ',~,.K.,,:#

Before you c.omp1e1.B and'sign P.Af?T B arll,!;-r:eturn this R~r~\~WalleaW'F.Qml1: bels11re~to'cl'ileGk;$&-ir)CIJn:be"_ot Jld.~'ul)n.!'in?"'Nf~! R!'Q}(j$i9~ and., ...

,",.•,~E;il~:f~!~i[;,r~:~'~';~~;~:';:~~~~R:u:~~~~~.~~~~~,

:;:~::~:~~::~~~~~~i\~~~~::~~~:~~h;~;.~~t~~:

:-,.,.' -;; "Yoor a'c2e~U\06e-6fthTs 'Offtir b·rehew.'lh'-afr:~n5titut")" a-rene"\'/al ¢l-lhe''Pf6Sent leas,e<Jor-lhe te~,Qt yaars ari~~nt '~CC~Pt~d;~~UbJeGt la:?g~,q!h~r

dawM char{F:1S M~(ph ,lO?leltr irn\lflhl1g OO*ie a.tIac.hme~'s, to .th[~ EorOl/,an~sll.bl.em.~lsD."1~'i1"lffl"i?m!ol the, FJe't~ -f'e!l{·"pd ~~it~o<!i i?~uri~,
[ If <I!1Y. 0V:!l ",·iI~lboi1c:i Sf,: "itt sholl ;)8 d(;po~.ited by tn2 o'l,'ne 1!11he manner proVided lOt on initial occl.lpfl.ncy.
.

,~~~~,~. )';:;:; ~:;~.~~~~~~~i,~~~Fn ~h!~"~,~n~~~j.!:~S~ 'F?~m.~th·~.~·;:u t;I[J.~~~Y~.'::'?P~E1~~~8~i4·~n ,ifl~~;'lf~~ .~.~J~~,f~~e!~e ~i~~: ..
. " . p!
"t~lS for~j ."~ ~:~ol'~aR(;~:lfJ,th~ ~!'~ .I~s~!~c!~o~~ a'pd~~ltQl~!~;; '~.~ssr~d.
~~,d~~ i?~"ti?"d;
~~~.?~,ller:~liiY:"~Ve
pr.acaadlngstO$',,'JCtyoufrcmY9ur'.apartmer.l. . '..
,'
-,
'"
.
',,"~>'
e_

.

S}~:ounds"J~>.si~!:l'
-',

\

....f

'.,

'
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.

'"

Reed INSTmi~QNS

.•.. . . FlI!N6WAL LEAS!,FOAM' '.

.., .

TO OWNER ~iO ~T cin ~ side beiore *liOn, oUt or 8Ig"infithlsfonn•

THl=::SOJb'ifo"~==ti::;,~~s::r:,~:'ifti~~~~~~ED

.
OFTHlS.FDR.M M\lST BE SIGNED BELOW AND RETURNED,TO YOUR LAI'!Ill0RD WlJHIN 60 DAYS,
L~-:OU:

ORE 01/1212002

. 20

~~"eme&.~.

'1enanl'$Nlime.andMdrBsr.

LENox TERRACE DgYEwr ASSOC'
10 1ST 13STH STREET

g1ARlfS 'RANGEL

40 \/EST 135 STREET AP'r#"1OU
HEW'YOIIC

NY

NEtI· YORK

10031

ltY

~~~~r8l&is·u~altf1m.(lfterIsrnidt\'chacJtb'oliln«lllJmnfi·~enteiCllirelllllIUalIMWhlc,n.mbe~~b~~~·~

.,'

.

-.

.~ .

·"Th.hJnt~fl)rInJ}'lislt8l'\8W&1tus:&may"Jnt:na&8cltJtdaclDuedpursuantIDMlIIderdtheD!YIlIIonoJHouslIv8lldCommUnltYRonewa1(DHCA)or

1~;~~;r"'fifO'G:":

".

'3.~rit,o-..~.

.

..

Q~~~AddiUonuO~RvquIt~i)"llGl'IQso::~--2yeat~*--2:0.068.
4. $pU:1~"panit. charges if DPPU.Ie:

~·;a~r~

:+

~.

.

-Utlit~wgr.~mo.

.

Ag~.m~"t afta~t)"; >.P.;:- 0

~an.o.,mmtnoo 01' '~?tlKf 'l'EAR • wtlJch ~.not."'.tMa

.

~.1fp.,..~'!~• .Cl' m.mngorf*"&:O"''''deI~ryol.I~Renewat.~

no

UWt 90

..

'.

~ nor mon !hl--:- 150

Fo~ .. ~.~lleueahaHter~~ on

.~31gj. V~~ ~1 yaarleaseor ~f!c;, y~ 02yea~feise..··
~~~.~b~r~..':rAt~£c:r.lt:::':'J::~fi!=-,",~::V::"n

liilliO'lililll'~iiliiPplli:able,i""ri
..nili<riilailiulliiliill·pilivllii""'orwjtllelf.9~~··
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ThlslWllNl8lfeue~tmad-onth.aamt.t~~~~.fotA1 explrfngleae.endfurther8ltLlclledta'Mul~
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l(we)wflnofrenewmy(our)leaSeandl(we)~to •
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/it least two copies of tllis completed Renewal LeaSfJ FOrm. must be mailed to the tenant in occupunqur personally delivered ootmoreth;m 150 days a1'Id .
not less than 00 days ppor to the end of the tenant'll: le8Jle tetnt. The OWJ\eJ fibRIl also make this fbnn available in Spanish. upoo request of the tenant.
If'the owner offere t1 Renewal Lease less thaa 00 days prior to the eJtPiration (lfthe elcisting lease, the lease term selected by the tenant shall begin at the
tenant's.option either (1) on the date a renewal1easewDUhnmYe begun had a timely otrerbeu mtuJe 0% (2) 01' the first I'l!lnt pll:yment date ocClurlng no
ms tban 90 days after the date that the owner does QIThr the lease to the tenant. The guidelUles rat.e appti.eable for such-lealle shall ba no gr~ than the
rate in effect Dn the comm-ent:ement date of tlre lease fur- whim a timely Ofl'er shotlld have been made. and the increased rental shtllll\Ot begin befure the
first Nnt payment data oceu:rring ne leGs than 00 dsy8 ~ GUch offer is made.
'I11e own!»" must fully complete PART A on the ~erse side i)fthis Fonn aplaining ~ow the new rent has been computed. Any rent intreaa8 must. not~d the applicable Rent G-uidelinll8 Board adjU$tmentW plw other alljustments authorized by the Rent Stabilization Cede.
FailUN to file a cuttent ugistration £of' this housing acoominodation with DHCa bars the collection of any guidelines incre!l3e after snch rcgistriilion
sb()u1d have been filed. Tbis sanction is liRed prospedivelj upon the filing of a proper registration..

.aa

This Renewal.Lea:Je Iml:Jt be ofkrod on the .!lame 00\"1'1114 3Dd oonditians the expiring lease, exrept for 9Ueh additiGrUll pl'{lviBions as are permitted by la~
(lr th~ hnt Stabili2atioo Code wbiclt must be Il~t JOrth by the owner and attached fA) this Form. If there are any additional lawful agreements between
the OWMI' and tenant, a copy signed by both parties must also be attaehed to tbiB Form.

The tenant must ret!ll1l.~~~.!p-~~-t~~ ~~u,~, ~-:n~ted ~ &ign,:d by the tel1ant in PARTB on the T~ 5ideofthiu Fonn.

Renewal'Lease

The owner mllSt furnish the tenant with a fully exeruted copy of this
Form bearing the t>want's IlIld owner's signaturaa in PART B, and a
oopy or the- DOOR ~Righb Rider, within 30 days of the owner'a .receipt or thi!I ibrm signed by the tenant. The owner shWl tili;{l make the Lease Rights
Rider available inSpanish upon request of the tenant. SelYioo of this fUJlr ezacuted ibm. upon the tenant.ronstitllt:e$ a binding renewallease.lCthe
owner fails to furnish tb& tenant with a fully executed topy of this Form witlilll; 30 da,s or reuipt or the Form lrlgned by the temnt, the tenant shaD
rontinue to hlffll- rlghb all"orded by tho! ~ 5tabi]l1;atilm Law and Code. and the owner '\rill be barred from ccmmEncing l!llY lIetioit or proceeding against
. .
the tlmant based upon non-renewal oflease..

Hyou wi5h t1:I accept this,alTer to ren~ your lease, you must complete and sign this Renewal Lealie Form. in the space provided in PART B on the nN'er5e
side ohhis Form, and you ltl.llSt retum aU eopie~ ofthe signed Lease Form to the owneT in person or by regular mall within 60 days of the date tbi5 Fonn
was served upon you. You JUIly wish to make a lXIp1 for your own records. If you !lNl the I"Uipknt ofa Senior CUi;wn. Rent Incn!aSl! Exemption;. 1fIll must
Stkct a one· (Jr two-ye<U' kuse, Qr:J(}U witt lese thl.:l exemption.

Before- you complete and sign PART B and return this Renewal LeIll';Q Form. be sure Ul ch~k the number of,additiOllal lawful prov:isi(ll13 and written
agreements indicated under item 7 on. the- rtlVen>e 5ide of thi3 Form and tba~ the same uumber of lawful pt(lvil'lion!l and written agreem.ents have hem
Ilttaclted by the tlWDer ttl this Fonn. PIlWlQ read all attachments carefulb: 'Hsnch other lawful pn:nisions appear, they are part of this lease~l
offer and renewallease.- Ifihere are any lawful 8gretID1ents between you and the-owner. attached copies must be signed by both parties.
••
lryou question the Legal Regulated Rent or the rental adjustments specified on the front ofthis Renewal Lease Fonn, ask the owner for an explanfltiOn.
Or. you may Mllephone the NYS DiYis-ion ofHoooing and Community Renewal WHCRl. Offim oiRentAdministration. at (718) 739·6(00, befOl'Q the end
ofthe 6U=ilay period from. the date thil.l Form was served upon you.
Ii the QWnet' agrees to a rent which is lower than the legal regulated rent. thi3lower ~ollnt $bould be enteJ'ed in ltem 5 on the reverse side of thiS Form.
and a signed copy ef the agrooJJIent. shDu!d be attaeb.e.d. You JItay not change the collte~.pfthis Renewal ~ Fotm wiljhout the owner's written consent.
Your tltMptaDce cftbis oiTet' to nme\V sluUJ eonstjtum 11 renewal of the pre:rent lease fbr the term oryeatS and nnhocepted. subject to any other lawful
chan~ wbicb appear in writing OR the att&C!hments to this F01'm, and subject also tit payment of the new rent. and additktnal 8Cl:Urity. if any. Such
additional ~rity shaH be deposl.Wd by the owner in the msnMr pn:>vided. fw on initial occupancy.

ItYOl1 do not sign and :return thiB Renewal1.e4lse Form at the new rent (which appears in column y.f Hem 5 on reverse ~ of this
Form) in aooon:lance with the iJlrintctions. ond within the pre'lICl'ibed GO-day period, the oWfler may have groUnds to start pl'OCeedings .
to evict you from yOU}' apart.ent.
You may file a complaint with DHCR, if,Y(l1l have not received a copy of the DHCR Lease Rights Rider with this Renewal LMse Form when signed and
returned to ytlU by the owner, Of' a Spanish version of this Form or the Rider alter requesting it from the Gwner, or, if yoll do not receive a fully executed
copy of this Renewal Lease within 30 days from the l)WI1er's re(eipt of a copy of this Form signed by you.

~te l)fN~w York
Division Of Housing'arid Community Renewal

Offit:e Of Rent AdministrationiGerlz Plaza

92·31 Union Hall Street
RTP.s

Jamaica. New York 11433
Web Site: www.dhcr.state.ny.us

OLNEC00673
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

11,erel1y IIcJlIIo"le,lge thllt u.tme cupy uftI,e ,locr"jl(!It{ elftitle.1 "ll.Ult
Stabi(q/ftiolf lease IUdu fur IIpurtme1ft f,ollse lelia/its ret>i,filfg ill Nell'
York City" ("IUder'? has bee" I'ece;ve,l by /lit! "lid is "ilac/"ul as a"

addeiullllli 10 my lense llattd

, It isfurtl,er admo.lI'lt!llgeti tlmt

the liltier expressly prl1,/tled il,lIi its III'ol'is/o"s lire 'IIollllfl'1 ofsu;,' Leftst!
1101' does lire R;cfel' fI,o'lih saidLease.

Temllll's Nall,e {!}he{es.
Address

Apt,

*'" tV·

2MG~L

1;3::;p"/

Sr

/D: U

OLNEC00674
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"W

L~'LV."

,v.•"

.~~

••,. .--

)

!
,

UNiT SHOULD BE CHECKED' TENANT ].MY HAYEN'&lCER LJVE1J AT 40

:''::=""""CHARU'SMNGa
SS#' REDACTED
YOl.l

JUNE 1930

APDRBSS

40 WES Il3,THSr.lOlJ

CHARLES B RANGEL

.DATE LISTED

•

\iV

'V

' .

JAN. !fJ90
74 WEST 13

OTEERAI:lDRBSS

g=i:::~ss

=di~~77

NEW YO

DA'$ LISTED

SEPT. 2

OT~RAJ)lIlRBSS

13M
WASHINGT

l)ATE~r~TED.

Ffl:a·19~410

NOO~

~ / tf,( oy
tt-r, i
·'('.O.U

ADDRESS lNFORMATIONUSWEJ..

ORDS
ELAND ALMA RANGEL OWN 74_1132NDS~T
·CBL# 1729-0065. THEREALPROP~TY r~
@W.J2.l'llS'l'REl'T .
C~ES

RANGEL AND THEAJ?OLLO TIIBATRE FQllJ\IDATION :iNC.
OiWN 253 ~ST 12Sm ST. APOLLO .TBEATER
.

. ~lil!l'~GJi'L SOl,D4807 COl,ORt\DOAV$~.JN:Willl.sIiJJ.UNi@;F~
DC TO J0CELl'NHENDERSON ON 9-15-20ao FOR $,00,000.00
.
NOllELAT1VES LiSTED.

REDACTED

.LEASE POLICE
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Glacier

Darryl Rankin
From:

Darryl Rankin

Sent:

Wednesday, February 16, 2005 6:32 PM

To:

Ed Ackennan; Matthew Brennan; Bruce Simon; Robert Rissetto; Robert Odell; Ellen Hauer

Subject:

Lenox Resident List ~ Confidential

Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential

As per Neil, attached is a listing of Lenox Residents and their rr"pecliveap,,,lnlenls that should be
flagged immediately. Please ensure that no legal or collection
against any of these
apartments without notifying me first in advance.

Thanks.
Darryl Rankin
General Manager
Lenox Terrace Development Associates

10 West 135th Street
10037

-~---Origjnal Message-----

From: Darryl Rankin
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 5:33 PM
To: Neil Rubler
Subject: Lenox Resident List

Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential
N
Have checked with Harold Griffe!, LaMarr Sellars, George White, Stafford Woodley
and Peter Soundias regarding your request from yesterdey. Attached is a list of
names and apartment numbers:
"-'0-',:" ",,_,16M, 16NP - US Congressman

;~~'~~~::'n:': i::cN~;y~e;s.t:a:;t~e;l:se~ea~~~or & NY secretary of state
Manhattan Borough President

uw,eb >,"c,,,,,:

'''·'''C,I'' President

Rangel Chief of Staff - (accOlnt is in Evict status

to Pete!" Soundias he is very well

ap,;rt~,~nth';; i;~~~G;~i~;biendv~~~~s in ,,~~:~~l~~a~~

Gore campaigns

Staff member of Lloyd VVilliams - Greater Harlem

3/2/2009

OLNEC 01542
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Page 2 of2

Glacier

13) Richal'd White
Litigation Division w",k~
14) Lal\llarr Sellars
15) Henrietta Lyle

Deputy Commissioner-Investigation. Trials &

in, ell'" af New York Corrections Dept
President - Executive Level
President - Executive Level

Darryl Rankin

General Manager
Lenox Terrace Development Associates
10 West 135th St,eet

New

3f2J2009

OLNEC01543
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Bruce Simon
From:
Sent:

10:
Cc:
Subject:
Bruce,
You may recall

-

Nell RUbler
Friday, December 02, 2005 6:44 PM
Bruce Simon
Robert Rfssetto

a."'~~~~

from
Wher-e
did not request
on the _ _ payroll would

-renovated apartments,
-his son.

to have "a8aresiden-t/a~dthat a co,ocessi,on' on
be charging tlim-all-that
can
In
price,',_ he'd simply· need
make anQther
'd like your -advice on - this before I 'give him. the g,reen-light, and want to' ensure that
feels comfortable:

Lemme know.

OI,NEe 00331

CSOC,CBR00004944
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RENEWAL LEASE FORM
,....~ead. INSTRUCTIONS.. TO OWNER and TO TENAN! an revers.e.side before filling out or" ~ignjng this, form.
THIS IS f\ NOTIcE FOR RENEWAL 01' LEASE AND RENEWAL LEASE FORM ISSUED
UNDER SECTION 2523.5(0) OF THE NEW YORK CITY RENT STABILIZATION CODE. ALL COPIES
OF THIS FORM mUSTSE SIGNED BELOW AND RETURN'ED TO YOUR LANDLORD WitHIN ~O DAYS.

"
~

July 24, 2006

·T~1anl·s Name and Address:

Owner'sJAgen~s Name

& Address

HAMPTON MANAGEMENT CO LLC

Charles Rangel'
. 40 Wesl135th Sireet·
APT # IOu
New York. NY 10037

11.0 Easl59th Streel-2Oth FI
New Yorl<, NY 10022

1. Th; 0Vfner·hereby notifies you that your lease will expire on: October 31, 2006

2. You
COl. a
Renewal

iii'

ay renew this lease, or"one or two years, at y ur option, as follows:
Col. b

'COl. c

Legal Rent On s.ep.~ ,30th

Term .=ln~=:.~~e
o
o

$630.08

lYaar

2¥ear

SAMEAS ABOVE

Col. d

Col.!

Col. e

Col.g

Aulhortl.:e4 Applicable

Applica!:lle Guide.

Lawflll Rent Illcrease Adj.,

lieparaleChaf9El,if

~:~~lnEiaS:~f:ae~.

~SUPPlemen~

~:~~~~~~:~.~epl

New-Rent (If lower rent is

any {Specify under

lGbe.charged~cI.;box

i1em4below

(4.5%)
(7.5%)

$2B.35

$Q.OO

$47.26'

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

o and see 5 beloW •

$0.00
$0.00

$658.43

$577.34

rate is unknown at lime .0Jrer is made,. check box ~ column e ~d enter.current guideline which will be subject to ~djustn;lent whefl· new
.In tt'lls renewai '1e'lise may',tiif1flcreaSoo Of deaeased pursuant to an oider of the Division of. Housing and COni!l1unlty Renewal (DHCR) (If
·Soard (RGB}

.

,.3. S.ec.uriJY !,etlosit:
. Curr¢ht pe~lt·.

$571 95 Addilional Deposit Required

~.1

year lease·

$86 48

·2 year lease:

$J.Q5...39....

4•.Specify separate charges if applicable:
.AirComlilioner~ Eleetrici!yCharge:~OD-'mo.-UnnCharge:

421,3 (2.2%}:-----:.....$i1.00_Jmo. Olher {Describe}:.......-........

$000

'mo.
~/mo.

,5.:Lowe"r .Rent t9 p:e chiirged.,if .any

Agreement attach~d: 0 yes 0 no
o;fhis renew-allease shall co-mmence on 11101106
• which shall not be less than 90 days nor more than 150:
days from the
of mailing or personal delivery Of this Renewal Lease Form. This renewal lease shall terminate on
10131107
0 1 year lease or
10131IDS
0 2 year lease.

date

7. This renewal lease is baseo on the same terms and conditions as your expiring lease, except that
lawful
provisions attached al'!d
written agr~ements between owner and tenant attached have been added.
·.(Indicate in the blank spa~s as a;pplicable, the number of additional provisions or written agreements attached).

This form becomes a binding leas'e renewal when signed by the owner belo)\' and returned to the t~nant. A rider setting
forth the rights a'nd obligations of tenants and landlords under the Rent Stabilization Law must be attached to this
,lease when signed by the owner and returned to the tena.nt

UUill_ _·~_-mc~j·""""""'I_
Tenant ·Check and complete where indicated one of the two responses below after reading instructions on reverse side. Then date and sign your
response below. You must return this Renewal Lease Form to lhe owner in person or by ragotar mail, within 60 days of the date this Nolice was
served upon you by the owner. Your failure to do so may be grounds for the commencement of an action by the owner to evict you from your apartment

~I ).~) th,u.!"1:rsigned tenant(s), agree to enter into a .f0.
b '17,:;; 7 This renewal lease is based on the same terms and can

o

year renewal lease at a monthly rent of

.

. ions as my (our) expiring lease, and further attached

lawful provisions and attached written agreements, if any (see item 7 under A T A above).
I (we) will not renew my (our) lease and I (we) intend to vacat the

Dated
Dated:

/I/OJ ~Io 6

to the expiratio

-'.Te",n",on",t·~s",Si",gn",a",tu",re,"s",:-"X'-t~'~H+.>..LItV

ate of the presenllease set forth above.

.......::v-,,\--

7-----------

Ownets S." nature: X

OLNEC00166
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11£ least two copies oftbis completed Renewal Lease Form must be mailed to the tenant in OCcupancy or peroonally delivered r.<ot lJWJ"e ~a(} 150 days ~nd
not less than

9{l

days prior to the end of the tenant's lease term. The owner Bhall also make this Form available in Spanish upon request of the tenant.

~tt(\lanrS
the owner off~rs a ~newal Lease less than 90 days prior w the expiration of the existing lease. the lease
selected ~/the tenant shall begin at the
option either
on the- date a renewal lease would have begun had a timely offer
made or (2) on the first rent payment date occurring no
ternl

(l)
been
less than 90 days after the date that the (}Woer does offer the lease to the tenant. The guidelines rate applicable for such lease shall be no greater than the
• rate in effect on the commencement date of the lease for which a timely offer should have been made. and the increased rental shall not begin before the
:first rent payment date occurring no less than 90 days after such offer is made.

The hWlWr must fully complete PART A on the reverse side of this Form explaining how the new rent has been computed. Any rent increase must not
exceed the applicable Rent Guidelines Board adjustment(s) plus other adjustments a~orized by the Rent Stabilization Code.

Failun: to file a e:urrent registration for this housing aceommodation with DHCR bars the eotlnction of any guidelines increaSe after such registration
should have been filed. This sanctiml is lifted prospectively upon the filing ora pr'Oper registration.
This Renewal Leasa must be offered on the same terms and conditions as the expiring lease, except for such additional provisions as are permitted by law
or the ~ent Stabilization Code which must be set forth by the owner and attaehed to this Form. If there are any additional lawful agreements between
the owner and tenant, a copy signed by both parties must also be attached to this Form.
The tenant must return to the owner an copies of this Form, eompleted and signed by thE.! tenant in PART B on the reverse side of this Form.
The owner mll.llt furnish the tenant with a fully executed copy flfthis Renewal Lease Form bearing the tenant's and owner's signarores in PART B. and a
copy of the DHCR Lease Rights Rider, within 30 days of the owner's receipt of this Form signed by the tenant. The owner shall also make the Lease Rights
Rider avail.a6le in Spanish upOn request of the tenant. Service of this fully executed Fonn, ujmn the tenant, constitutes a binding renewallea.se. If the
owner fails to furnish the tenant with a fully executed copy oftbis Form within 30 days ofreeeipt oithe Form signed by the tenant. the tenant shall
continue to have rights afforded by the Rent Stabilization Law and Code, and the OWIler will be barred from commencing any actiGn or proceeding against
the tenant based upon non·renewal oflease.

If you w1sh to accept this offer to renew your lease, you must complete and sign this Renewal Lease Form in the space provided in PART B on the reverse
side of this Form, and you must return all copies of the signed Lease Form to the owner in person or by regular mail within 60 days of the date this Form
was served upon you. You may wish to make a ropy for your own records, I{you are the recipiento{a Senior Citizen Rent Increase Exemption, you must
select a one' or two-year lease, or you will lose this emmption,
Before you complete and sign PART B and return this Renewal Lease Form, be sure to check the number of additional lawful provisions and w,ritten
agreements indicated under item 7 on the reverse side of this Form and that the same number of lawful provisions and written agreements have been
attached by the owner to this ·Form. Please read all attacbments llarefully, If such other lawful provisions appear, they are jl3rt of this lease renewal
offer and renewal lease. If there are any lawful agreements between you and the owner, attached copies must be signed bylroth parties.

If you question the Legal Regulated Rent or the rental ;1djustments specified on the front of this Renewal Lease Form, ask the owner for an explanation.
Or.)'Uu may telephone the NYS Division of HO'using and Community Renewal (DHCR), Office of Rent Administration, at (718) 739.6400, before the end
of the 6Qwday period from the date this Form was served upun you.
If the owner 8grtleS to a rent which is lower th.an the legal regulated retlt, this lower amount should be entered in item 5 on the reverse side of this Form,
and a signed copy of the agreement should be attached, You may not ch~ge the content of this Renewal Lease Form without the owner's written consent.
Your ateeptance ofthis offer to renew shall constitute a renewal of the present lease for the term arrears snd rent ar:cel'ted, subject to any other lawful
changes which a.ppear in writing on the attachments to this Form, and subject also to payment {If the new rent and additional security, if any. Such
additional security shall be deposited by the owner in the manner provided for on initial occupancy.
.

U you do not sign and return this Renewal Lease Form at the new rent (whkb appears in column "If' of item Ii on reverse side or this'
Fonn) in accordance with the instnlctions, and within the prescribed 6O-day period, the owner' may have grounds to Start proceedings .
to evict you from your apartment.
.

me

You may
a ,complaint with DHCR, iryou have not received a copy of the DHCR Lease-Rights Rider with this Renewal Lease Fonn when signed and.
returned to you by the owner, ora Spanish version of this Fonn O"r the Rider after requesting it from the owner, or, if you do not receive a fully executed"
copy of this Renewal Lealie within 30 daY$ from the owner's receipt of a copy of this Form signed by you.
.

State of New York

Division Of Housing nnd Community Renewal
Office Of Rent Administration/Gertz Plaza

. 92r 31 Union-Hall Street

Jamaica,. New York 11433

Web Site:~ww.dhcr.state.ny.us

.

'\

'\

.~
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Bonnie Jacobs
Ftom~

Sent:

Walter Swell
Monday, July:l1, 20062:53 PM

To:

Bruce Simon

SUbJect:
Attachments:

Celebrate Han. Charles Rangel's Birthday with the National Leadership PAC
National Leadership PAC 072606.pdf

BruceThanks for gelling back to me. Attached and below Is the Invitation from Congressman Rangel for his party a week from
Wednesday. He has also sent a letter to Sylv!a Olnick regarding thIs affair. We can only accept personal checks and

hope that members of the Olnlek organization will support this event as they have tn the past. Please let me know if you
need any additional information. Thanks very much!
Walter

Congressman Charles Rangel, Ranking Member on Ways and Means, Invites you to Join him In celebrating his birthday
on August 9'", 2006 in New York City with Senators Clinton & Schumer, Congressmen Murlha and John Lewis, and the
next governor of Ne", York,!:,liot Spitzer. Details are attached, or contact Walter Swell at 212-862~.· ::or
walre{
-

OLNEC00284
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*

With Special Guests

Hon. Hillary Clinton Hon. Charles Schumer
*Ret. Gen. Wesley Clark *Hon, Jack Murtha

* Hon. Eliot Spitzer
*Hon. John Lewis

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 9; 2006 - 6:00 PM

<TJ/.rr)EP,Ji ON fJJ{(E 9Cf(P/E;;V
New York City
FOR SPONSORSHIP INFOR..i\.IATION

CONTACT\;;'ALTER S"!ETI AT 212.S62J~ ' o r walt¢r--

Yes!

I wnnt 10 join the Host Commluee ror Ihe B1rlh<la)' G.la mld hn\'e Ill)' I1lUlle lisled on the invlwrion.
will he partleipaling in thisc\,cnI hy writing/raising lor Ihe National L",",lorshlp PAC.s ft:

Chair $10,000

Vice-Chair $5000

•••••••·•••••·_···••••••••••••••·-

Host $2500

Sponsor $1000

·I'!fMc!ax Ilzi.'Jorm 10 (2/2) 862{;<

_•••••- ••

NAMB:

_ _ _~EMPLOYER:_ _ ~

OCCUPATION:

~

ADDRIlSS:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE:

CITY:

_ _ _ _ _ _ FAX:

PHONE:

ZIP:.
_

.

_

EMAIL:

_

_ EXP DATE: (Montl1lYear) __ I_~

CREDlT CARD NO.
Visa

Me

Amex

Discover

I'lellse retul'l1 this form with your check to:
The National Lcadcrship }'AC, 1'0 Box 5577, Manhattanyillc Station, NY 10027
Cor )orate contributions arc rohihitcd. Contributions arc not tax-dClluctible.
Blast Fax Paid for By the DCCC 430 South Capitol Street SE, Wasbington DC 20003, (202) 8~3. _ ,and
Authorized by The National Leadership PAC, PO Box 5577, New York, NY 10027 (212) 862.', Not
authorized by any candidate or candidate COUlulittee.

OLNEC00285
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Bruce Simon

·...ii . . . . . . . .•. . . . •. . .

From:
Sent:

Walter Swelt·... ·••

To:

Bruce Simon
Rangel Events This Week

SUbJect:

Monday, OClob"r30, 2006 6:07 pM

Dear BruceThrough your efforts, Congressman Rangel has been able totranfer an additional $200K to
the House campaign committees, bringing his total contributions this cycle to nearly $1.5
million.
The Congressman was in Rochester today stumping for Dan Maffei (NY-25). He is back in
town for a few final events this week in Manhattan that we hope you will consider:
Tuesday I october 31
5: OOpm
congressman Rangel discusses midterm elections on CNN t s liThe Situation Room lt
with Wolf Blitzer
5:00pm
Event for Michael Arcuri w/President Clinton.
Home of Marc & cathy Lasry - 4 East 74th street.
6~30pm
Event for Christine Jennings Vi/President Clinton.
Home of Sally Minard -133 East 62nd Street.

Wednesday I November 1
2pm
Event for Linda Stender (NJ-07)

{In District}

5pm-7pm Reception for Rangel PAC and Targeted Campaigns.
gome of Edward & Holli Gersh - 150 East. 69th Street_
rhursday, November 2
lOam-12am
Event for Tim Mahoney (FL-16 ~ Poley Seat!) w/Senator Clinton.
)ffices of Aiken Gump - 590 Madison Avenue

rhanks again for all your support.
There are many ways to get involved in the next seven
1ays to bring us to victory on Election Day. Please do what. you can and make sure that
rour friends are doing their part as well.
['hank yoU!

--Walter
~alter Swett
'-angel Campaign
~o West 135th Street - Suite lOU

few York, NY 10037

OLNEC00291
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LENOX TERRACE
I
. .
SPECIAL HANDLING TENANTS
._.._.n

.. _.-

6··. _ _ .........

~

Hazel Dukes
James Capel
Percy Sutton

NAACP President
Ranoel Chief of Staff

10 West 135th
10 West 135th
10 West 135th

Neal & Abas! (Son) Clark

Chairman - Community Board' to 2186 Fifth Ave

Emmett Causey

Staff member of Lloyd Williams .;
Greater Harlem Chamber of
Commerce
LT·ACT Vice President
LT·ACT Treasurer
Former Senior LT ~ACT memb.er

Former Manhattan Borough
President

Delsenia Giover
Shirlev Cuevas
Marlene McMillan

40 West 135th

Former LT - ACT President ..

40 West 135th
40 West 135th
40 Wesl1351h
46 West 132nd
45 West 132nd

David Paterson

LT·ACT Finanical Secretarv
US Gonaressman
Former Assemblvwoman
Pc(rticipant of Community Board
#10
....
LT ~ACT Parliamentarian
NY State Senator
I".

45 West 132nd
45 West 132nd

.

Melanie Stewart

LT·ACT Corresponding SecretarY 45 Wesl132nd

.

Jeanette Soencer

l T-ACT President
P. Sutton's Son

Bettv Huohlev

Oliver Sutton

()

or-

(;

m

{D

;u

§
§

Z

o

~
~

N

en
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Former State Senator & NY
Secretarv of State

Hennetta Lvle
Lerov Youno
Charles Ran el

Hon. Geraldine Daniels-Henrv

()

2186 Fifth Ave
2186 Fifth.Ave
25 West 132nd

Basil Paterson

Gwendolyn Scott-Garnett

"'o

,

2186 Fifth Ave

Ta<\a$IRlil>PelWfl"l'>'llWJRf.le/loxT~na~a
Sll'ICial H"","r~g T~na"'" Ol·;<~7

Roy, (l<l-lZ-W

470 lenox Ave
.... 470 Lenox Ave

OUI•.---.lQQ.QZ!l§§.
.\

LENOX TERRACE
SPECIAL HANDLING TENANTS
Tenant
............
laMarr SeIJars

Richard White

Emory Evans
Chervl Sutton

Title
..
.....................
Address
LTJACT Recording Secretary
470 Lenox Ave
(Former LT-ACT PresidentExecutive Levell
qeputy Commissioner 470 Lenox 'Ave
lnvestigation, Trials & Litigation''':
Division - works for City of New
York Corrections Deot.
Participant of Community Board"
#10
470 Lenox Ave
P. Suttonls Dauohter
470 Lenox Ave
~.-
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Bruce Simon
Waller Swett [waller@rangelcampaign.org]
Tuesday, June 12, 20071:00 PM
Bruce Simon
Rangel Breakfast

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dear BruceCongressman Rangel asked me to· check w/youre: Dan l'>1affei. Maffei is the former Ways &
Means spokesman who· came within 1% of unseating Syracuse Congressman Jim Walsh in 2006.
There is no primary this year so both Charlie and the DCCC are working to help him have a
strong June 30 filing.
We I d like to ask you to write a check for between $250-$2300 and, if you can, join Charlie
& Dan for breakfast at the home of Victor and Sarah Kovner (27 W 67th) this Monday, June
lBth, at 8: aDAM. If you I re unable to attend please either make your check payable to
IlMaffei for Congress It and send to our address below or contribute online at
www.Maffeiforcongress.com.
Please let me know if you plan to attend.

Thanks. very much for helping to expand the Democratic majority I we appreciate all you do
very much,
--Walter

Walter Swett
Rangel Campaign
40 West l35th Street - IOU
New
(212)

NY

OLNEC00299
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Dian Keene
From:

Dion Keene

Sent:

Tuesday, Ju[y 17, 200T 2:45 PM

To:

·walter@charlferangel.org'

SUbject: RE: Air Conditioner cut in middle panel of Hving room window

WalterOwnership does not aulhorize residents to inslall wood flooring in their apartments - only carpet. Unforlunately,
the window:panel ale is the only approved installation in the apartments going forward.
Thanks.
-Dian

---Orlglna[ Message---From: Walter Swett [mailto:walter@rangelcampaign.org]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2007 5:45 PM
To: Dian Keene
.Cc: lev'er~.@rangel~.fJ:ipai.~n.org -" :.','
_. " .
"Subject: REo: iili COnditioner cutin middle pane[,of living room window

Hi Dian ~ Is there any appeal process for this? Having an ale that severely limits the opening of the
windows is not an acceplable alternative for us_ We would happily bear the expense ortne wall sleeve.
Also, we're curious about he flooring here, currently we have wall to \\!all carpeting, is there an approval
process we need to go through if we want hardwood flooring put in? Thanks and have a good weekend.

Warter
From: Dion Keene :."- ',:- ',_~._'..'.',-::,:-::.:,~:::<:~_-:,

Sent: Monday, July 09,- 2007 12;50 PM '
To: walter@charlierangel.org

ee:

levera@rangelcampaign.org

Subject: RE;":Air Conditionercut in middle panel of ii'ling room window
Hi WallerOne of the reasons for the Ilew window design and installation is (0 move away from the wall
sleeve units. Management will not allow any apartments to install new wall sleeves gOing fOlWsrd.

Dion H. Kl.:Cf1C
Cenera! Manager

Lenoll: 'rerr~ce Devclopltlent Ass&dates

"184 Lcn()lt Avenue

New York, NY 1O~7

Off'ke~(:l12)il62:.:~> "
Fac~j1\lilc - (212) ~3<j~"-

-~---Original Message-·--·
From: Walter Swett [mailto:walter@rangelcampaign,org)
Sent: Monday, Ju[y 09, 2007 12:36 PM

7/3 U200S
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To: Dien Keene
Cc: levera@rangelcampalgn.org
SUbject: RE: Air Conditioner cut In middle panel of living room window
Dlon ~ I'm sorry fo hear thai Lenox Terrace no longer cuts sleeves in the fayade. It appears
that a number of other sleeves have been cut in the building. Could we hire a private
contractor 10 do lhe work? Thanks.
walter

From: Dian Keene

L-

sent, Monday, July 09, Z007 lZ'2Z PM
To: levera@rangelcampaign,ofgi walter@chartierangetorg
SUbject: RE: Air Conditioner cut In middle panel of liVing room wIndow
LeVerafWalter·

The window ale shortens the amount of open space after installation but does not
prevent the windows from opening. Unfortunately, that Is the only opUon for
installing a an

ale in the apa(tment as we do not install wall sleeves

through the

facade.

----OriginC!1 Message----~
From' leVer. [mai\to.:levera@range1carnpaign.orgj
sent: Monday, july Og;,ZOOil0:47AM
To: walter@charlieraC"!geLorg
Cc: Dian Keene
Subject: RE: Air Conditioner cut In middie panel of liVing room window

'Hi, Deon!
Is a wall sleeve still possible?

From: Walter Swett [mailto:walter@raogelcampaign.org]

Sent: Monday, )uly09, Z007 10:45 AM
To: levera@I'~~gel~(}mpaign.or9
Ce: dkeenc··'·'",-,:'
SUbject: RE: Air Conditioner cut in middle panel of living room window
That's not an acceptable solution because that means that the two other
windows will not open. Please find out how we get a walt slee:ve cut. Thank

you.

From: leVera "[mailto:levera@rangelcampaign.org]

Sent: Monday, July 09, 2007 10:37 AM
To: waltcr@charlierangei.org
Ce: dkeen<C",:,:,','J

.

Subject: Air Conditioner cut In middle panel of living room window

Hi, Walter!
Per Deon from Olnick, as soon as we can get an air

7I3112008.

OLNEC01210
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c·onditioner that is under 18 inches and 110 volts, they
will install/create sleeve out of the middle panel of
the living room window which is cheaper than cutting
out a sleeve from the wall underneath the wi ndow.

~eVera

Sutton

Rangel Campaign
P. O. Box 5577

Manhatt~nville Stafion
New York, NY 10027

Telephone: (212) 862-4990
fax: (212) 862-4845
www.charlierQngel.o~

7/31/1008
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. Dion Keene
From:

Dian Keene

Sent:

Thursday. June 28, 2007 4:30 PM

To:

'Peler,$oundias'

Subject: ,RE: Rangel
thanks

----Original Message----From: Peter

soun,:,d;;;i'
;S28, 26D7~fj'ip~1
Jl

Sent: Thursday,
To: Dian Keene

Subject: Rangel
Importance: High
I received a call from Rangel's office requesting installation ofa sleeve in the living room, and
also new electrical outlet
I send they should put it in writing and send it to Lenox terrace.
Peter Soundias
Assistant.Superintendent

lenox Terrace Development Associates
484 Lenox Avenue
New York, NY 10037
(212}368i
" office

(212) 368., 'dex,
psoundiasj ,

7!3112008
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June 28, 2007
LeVera Sutton cio
.•
Congressman Charles Rangel Campaign'
40 Lenox Terrace, #IOU
New York, NY 10037

.:.

ToWhom It May Conce!TI:'
"

.'

'" .
. ,-

..

~

We would like to rego~§t Work be done.~n our living ~Q~rri~? ~~st~t1-~.:wall air
conditioninguni.t..>,: .;"

;;"

yoPr

;~~. ~~;

".}

.

~S~ ,~~.' ~':i: ·i,~: .\;~i?:.;

Vle w~re toJ4:th.~Q}h~t
o{fic~ .regar9ing creating a slee.v& art.'Q a~pt~~r circuit having
to be installed to, ac?o!Jimod~te lhe unit.
.
.
[ look fOrW~rd to hearing ~?m you.',regardi,ng this ma~er:

Thank yiu! .

M''t~"

OLNEC 01192
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Bruce Simon
From:
Sent:

To:
SUbject:

Ashley Booker [ashley@rangelcampaign.org]
Wednesday, August 01, 2007 12:48 PM
Bruce Simon
Rangel Gala Birthday

Dear BruceYou are invited to the Gala Birthday Celebration of Congressman Charles Rangel at Tavern
on the Green on Wednesday, August 8, 2007 at 6pm.
This year's party will be better than ever with special guests Hillary Clinton, Eliot
Spitzer, David Paterson and performance by Aretha Franklin.
You can purchase tickets and see details· on the. event here: www.nationalleadershippac com
We will be distributing tickets in. advance to those who have their contributions in by
Friday August 3rd. Advance ticket holders will be able to avoid the line at the door.

Tickets start at $200 for general admission and $1000 for Gala Committee members.
Checks
are to be made payable to "The National Leadership PAC. H
Please mail your check to
Rangel Headquarters, 40 West 135th Street - Suite lOU, New York, NY 10037.
You may also
purchase your tickets online at v;tww. Iiationalleadershippac. com
Thanks· again for your support of Congressman Rangel.
sincerely,
-Ashley
Ashley Booker
The Nationa'l Leadership PAC
40 West 135th Street - Suite lOU
New York, NY 10037

To unsubscribe

click here:

This mailer was created with Campaigner,
http://v,,ww.campaigner . com/?testdrive_0
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RESIDENTIAL LEASE APPLICATION

HMh'.ftIm~~
484 Lenox. Avenue

New York,. New York 10037
Office: (212) 862·8900

Fax: (212) 368-6465
WWW.oUUClC.COM

Nan",

'to

P.....,tAdd""""

W

Number of Rooms:

I

length of TenancY:

/1;,,1 ..

D""=~=,.".,.""",

/?

CH4>t~"$ 'fl.

S<>c~Is.c.It...:.,_==_ _==~~

IU\:""Crti"t.

1'1.rt'ST'-/Vr/ou.-t;:>Y,,,,.,, ,,,,"'J7
Number of Persona:
I
Rent Paid: ~'2 .

.s-,

y,...,.........$.

Telephone

No.: -"ZOJIL.'?-"'--.:9'".....t;;L.~"'-=~~"'--

__

_

L8ndlord'aNamaandAddrosa: _ _~",,-I..=A)=,~VK.::::=~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TeIePhOnoNo.:

_

Pravlo1l8AddthB:

_

--------

landlon:nNameandAdd~

r:bn:r:rmpJoymtnt:

CPdl r..4 • .u M....,)

eom_ Nail'"
Com",ny Add..,,,

Company Telephone No.:

r

-:t Ji? '( ......,

Lon.., of Emp"""",,,

6O'm:~~w:~!:7'"'nt:

AnnUllllncome:

L!. s.
t-h-.... ~ ~ C?f'" It ill P.
.2 'lS"~( tCt.y!\CA 4."; If. Q.
t.c>'L '1..:l.s:'" '<1"
DeplHead:

IVyS

_

11
_

~

ASs eo"",,;! ""

y

CompanyAddr.sa:

_

Company Tel9phone NCl.:,

O&pl Head:

~

_

Rw.tionshlp to Appnc.nt

SOl ge&;
saok
Savings:

Aco:luntfJ
AppHcant's Aecountant:

"ok

N_
AppJlunra Attotnoy:

....

Name

",.~

__

Address

....."'=o=ll""'....

~~.....,.,JIU!:_"'''''"=_=_
~==_=o:::a:-.::::="""

TelOphOM No•
"'~="""""

__..= ..""=..

~
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o

OLNICK
CREDIT REPORT AUTHORIZATION
Dear AppJicant(s):
In order for us to comply with the provisions of Section 606 of the Fair Credit Reporting Act,
you must authorize us to retain a Credit Reporting Agency, who may obtain, prepare and
furnish credit reports concerning you, and may obtain and furnish information on your
character, general reputation, personal characteristics and mode of living.
We understand that upon request, you are entitled to a disclosure of the nature and scope of
the investigating to be requested by US of said Credtt Reporting Agency.
Please sign where indicated below to authorize

US

to obtain the above mentioned Credit

Report.

~~-"7.'-'::"-Ck-":::,:,,"'--,--.C--:-r_C_"_<_ _

Date:

(Applicant's Signature)

Date:

----:::>J'{-I'€-r-v&"""--_
~

I

_

(Applicant's Signature)

CBR001866
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CRIMINAL INFORMATION AUTHORIZATION
RELEASE OF INFQRMATION AUTHORIZATION

I HEREBY AUTHORIZE ANY INDIVIDUAL. COMPANY. OR INSTITUITION TO RELEASE TO

'/Z..

Of... ,,,, 0''''(;14'''/1.147'<11/

ANDIOR

ITS

REPRESENTATIVE ANY AND ALL INFORMATION THAT THEY HAVE CONCERNING ANY
REPORT CONCERNING SAID APPLICANT LISTED BELOW.

I HEREBY RELEASE THE INDIVIDUAL. COMPANY. OR INSTITUITION AND ALL
INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED THEREWITH FROM ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE
WHATSOEVER INCURRED IN FURNISHING SUCH INFORMATION.

Print Name:
Date of Birth:

C_rl_"';...«'=.:"=.:r:I:::...:::~ __7?-",I::.:-,,--_~--,A.,-"-';....;:.C._l:";...-...::L::......
-="-'-'-'-+-"-''''-

_
_

Address:
City:
Sociai Security #:
Driver's License #:

CBR001867
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RELEASE OF INFORMATION AUTHORIZATION
I HEREBY AUTHORIZE TENANT DATA VERIFICATION, CO.. ·INC., TO OBTAlN A
CREDIT INQUIRY ON MY ACCOUNT OR ACCOUNTS FROM ANY INDIVIDUAL,
COMPANY, OR INSTITUITION FOR THE PURPOSE OF RENTAL OR PURCHASE OF
ANY APARTMENT.
I HEREBY RELEASE THE INDMDUAL, COMPANY, OR INSTITUITION AND ALL
INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED THEREWITH FROM ALL UABILITY FOR ANY
DAMAGE WHATSOEVER INCURRED IN FURNISHING SUCH INFORMATION.

C"""'''.4''''S

CIJ.;1A iVa.e:- c..

FULL NAME (PRINT)

/6 Nt? 7'0 IN r~.s-~
A~~;.sr/ -£.. /"I,.. cnnCITY
.<iJl6'>~

Iu

.. ,......

CTi

.Ny I
STATE

Ny

loa 17

ZIP CODE

S-/Z?/CJY

FULL NAME (PRINT)
ADDRESS
SIGNATURE

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

DATE

CBR001868
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CONGRESSMAN CHARLES B. RANGEL

July 21, 2008
The Honorable Donald R. McGahn, Chainnan
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20463
Dear Chainnan McGahn:

r am writing to ask the Commission to examine my rental of a unit that I have
subleased to my campaign committee (Rangel for Congress) and leadership PAC
(National Leadership PAC). A recent newspaper article (see attachment) suggests I have
done something improper.
In particular, I have lived in the Lenox Terrace apartments for 20 years. It is a
high-rise apartment complex with approximately 1700 units. About 12 years ago. an
additional unit at 40 West 135 th Street (No. IO-U) became available in my building. r
signed a lease for the unit that, to my knowledge, was substantially the same lease form
other tenants in the building signed. I was charged the maximum legal rent for the unit. I
subleased the unit to my committees for the same amount. At no time were there any
legal obligations between the committees and the landlord.
\Vhat has created confusion in some reporters' minds is the fact that the building
is "rent-stabilized." This means there is a limit on the amount the landlord can increase a
tenant's rent, but it does not mean that r received a discount on the rent when r entered
into the lease. The amount I paid to rent Unit lO-U was the maximum legal rent for that
unit. Over the years, the rent has been paid in accordance with the terms of the lease,
including rent increases and capital costs billed by the landlord from time to time.
Furthermore, there is no possibility of a violation of federal election law by the landlord
or by my committees because the landlord and r were the only ones with a legal
relationship, contractual or otherwise.
I look forward to a full and expeditious review of this matter and I will cooperate
in any way r can.

eBR 002170
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liI~WR'"'f@N MANAGEMENT CO LLC

Statement

iftii'1lil~'5~lhStreei. 20lh Floor
N"WY~k, .1iIY 10022·1333

Account:

40w135 ·10D -t0007858.

Dale:

07/21/05

Payment "'$

_

Charles' Rangel
40 West 135th Street""

APT#10U

New York, NY 10037

. Ba'atlJle Forward
682.56
Base Rent· Residenfial (01/2008)
ClTkf/"8027 • mh
CITk1I10147 • mh
Chk#662400504 - BONYiL~T1i:n~5"'fI .,....,f¢t#-I&I7f; 6a$e Rent· Resldenfial (02120.08)
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+- ~ =OBE1$6
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682.56
Chk# 005126 " BON~AC1$D:,e# 6'1:cb '"f-<:.K~ltII'
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d1K4F-'i5/1f/ 4- C;ft-'I!'F,p!t1l
B_ 'Refit· Residential·l)
682,56
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. 652.56
Base Renl· Residential (07/200fl)
Chk# 016010540· BONYC:.-::
Chk# 005225 • BONY \ "NEDACTED

'!ffII-.:::

current

0.00

30 Days
0.00

50 Days

0.00

·3il.1~1l
3lI1A8
$~.56

90 Days
0.00

682.56

:::: &112;56
·B'ld.28
341.28
341.28
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Mi'iIiJ,.;I.ng Address
f'ED~

P,O.

E;Qn

Jwount

Date

"",twin
lZIl7t.~

1140

Memphi..Ei , TIll 38101

Di$buraelt.eot for [Xl General
FEl)'EX
P,O. Bet)!; HIIO
Memphill., TN 38101

12117/%

E:KPRJ"".S5 KAIL

12/31/96

FEDEXP.O. :Box 114.0
Tn 3fllOl

Mcmph1~..

r.o.

1211~f96

A,VTO EKPENSEi

FORD CREtlI'1'

$460.17

BOX :;13000

I'n::i.ladel}:'thiq .. I!A

1!H:lI3-nOl
~

• J'EE'FM!: SAKS

B51.23

0434. lS1\ST 52,ffD 5T
Ne\ll' .'iork:. NY

10022-

~o WBST 135'l'H
N~w Yark.. NY

In

121fJ3/!:Hi

OFFICE fEe::tIT
Et)1jo37-

Die.bu.r:semt::nt

£Ol'

(Xl General

OFYICr: ttENT (HEIMa C. AAN 32/05/96

CELJ
10 W6S'!' 135TH s'1'
New YClJ:k;. NY

10D3'"1-

I,!i'NOX TEFlRP>CEl

to

12/31/96

OFFIC8 :RENT

wEST 13STfi S'l'
N"i ;10037-

'Ne...... ~a.t:k,

MCCD't :A:EJAI,ITY

G.P.O. BaR 2.9692New YorK,

MY

100B1-
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:J<.JJ!c.1t ,:""ntrlhr.rionlil

_'....n'''jl;r...k.

F\Ul Ha:~
Mail1n9 Address

Date
MMrDD/YY

10 WS£T 135TH ST
NeH Y<>::k, NY 1003"')03f2</97

OFFICE: REtlfT

10 WE£T 135TH $1'
N~)< "{oLk.. N!f
10-'03'7LENOX

'f~CE

p;1abuuemanl: far (Xl Pr.t.m.a.:ry

OEV&I.OPtmwr ABSOC

oFFICl'.l ReiHl'

OU11/97

OE'F1C:E 'RENT

05/091 ~7

J 0 NES.T 135TH aT
Ne.w York.. NY 100S?:LENO){ TEMACB DtVELOPMEN'T ASSQC

:I. I) WEST 135TH S'1'
lfew Y¢l'k.

NY

t>isbU.I:s.em.cfit fe.r

1003'1-

Of1?lCE

rX]I'cilrtax:y

mr:r

10 NEST l.3STlI ST
Wew Yock" NY

10037-

DilSbl.,l':flilSlmet'it f9r

.... -- --------------,-~,,:,------

[Xl primary

----------~--------_

-~-----

LUNCiiFDN MEETt:NG:

LoBSTER BOX.

.. --- ----- _.06/06/91
---------- .-.--------$200.
(1)

oi.shux:sement. fox: [Xl pt:i1l'lar'l
$15.00
150 S't', NICHOLAS l\VR
New Y'!')rl!;.. NY lUf.]2;6-

Di.sbursement fox [X.l E"rimary
$42.50

06/02/97

LU,NCHeON ME8TING
'RAYBURN 'CAT&RING B- 3398. -8 P:HQB

~~~~~~~~~-~-_:~::::_-_ .. _-----~~:~~:~~~~_:~:_~~~:~~:~------ -------------~~------01/30j907

"1"Rl.1EP1IDNE SVC

HeI

P.O .. BOX lHi§4.

Iowa City, I:A

522:44-
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...........""'
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ptl.l:~ellil o£ zuH.l.¢1t:l.J19 oont.r:1:but1<JDJiI or f.!n: OOmPil"l;I~ill pl,u;p;!'liiollli, QthlH' th;ln l.Io1Oiflg i:hl! :nlll~ olI~

_--~---

"tnlt

i!Idd.cG98

{)f any

poli1::l.DlIl ~oom..i~t~~

to

;sQU'I:;Lt (:o;)!lt.t:1Wti.t;>l'Uil tJ;cmi ~lld"! co!l'l!lHtQIl:_

pu.rpc.s 6: ¢f Di'b"utl':lHnt

Full Kwu.e
M&illn.q M.dr~81l

l)1Ilte

J\mDunt.

tIM/DIl/YY

07/24/07

$3552.60

.totS !"or't:zeBS Way

Diabursement
eX] Pri1t!axy
....-........-----------........_---_
.._.....---------------------------------_._._-----------Carda:
07/24/97

oceo.qMn, VA
-------~
""

.....

221~':;'-

for

Bu~1ne::sa

44E1 ro",t:.e:BB Way
Occ:ogu,ftn, VA 22120$H76.64
239

UaSB

AV6l' HE

wash.ington" DC

20002-

Q6/26/67

Gift Plaque

U\.Rll£l,. 'l'RCPHl FoG IN"C

105 RIVIIIG'l'Cll S'l'
New York.. NY lOOt12-

$50.00

..

L;,;~".;;~~-;;;i";;;;;;;~-~;~~----------~;~~;;-h~t------------'-;1ii2i;;------$5;jQ~1;

__

10 WIST 135'l'11 !IT

~~_~~~:.~ ~~~~~=

.s~:==~;~~~~:~~~~-!~~:~::~~~~

LENOX 'l'ERRACt ~l.OH-:'IENT A5SOC

~_

office U1'l.t

.9/16/97

office hnt

11/05/91

o.tfiee RerLt

lU15/97

.. _

10 WEST 13STH EIT
N.o:w Yoxk,. NY'

1..0(13'1-

LENOX T>:IUW:'E rmv&LOl'ME1IT 1>,jlO"C
1<1 WEST l.:JS"J.'H S'J'
N~ York.. :»1:"
lO{)l~I-

12/11/97

~
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ITDlIZ,E:P OISBURS1t.l!EliITS

NAME OF COMMITT£1!,! in Full)

Itanpl. foc t.hllll!l l'06th <:On~re.::la COOlD2422

......... _-_

------------_ _ _

_~------------------------_

----------------_

---
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:e-diLl"'!:!$a <.oI an', 1X)1itlO:::\L~ r:amrrJt.l:.e"l' t\:l Ziolif,'.i\' CfI..tl"1hu1:IOl"o!!l f.r\Jm .HI>.:11 C'c.mnltt$"l',
Aliy lnt(;>rJ!li'lT.lon E!l:lpil!'!01

Fu.ll II....

P\l.rp()~e

Nailing Ad.d:r~la

of Disburgement

Dah:
MM/oofrr

Amount

FEDEX

F.O, -SOX 1140

M_h1.., Til

3BIOI-IUn

FElllll<

0,3./23/98

.P".Cl. BOX 114.0
MaIllph.i4, TJl" 3{JICll~lHO

------------- ...........--------- ...
r~o.

Di&buI:'SC'lMlht: tOl:

[&1 t'.dllWll:Y

_---------------------,~

.. ".-._-----------"' ......OSfnf9B

---------------_.~""

...

$10.50

BOX 1l4.{}

McYJ1Pb1.s, 'rtf

3$11)1-11-40

Disbuuenoont for

----- ----_ ....... ------------------------------ - .

t~l fi':rinl.1u:y

-~._---

FORD CRE[lPI'

.P.O'. BQi'C

--- ---... ------------- ---- --

~

~BOO[)

Pbilade.lphi<'l, P-A

1919:.3~atering

Gi.tlt F&m1l,

Svc for r-trent (v 03(11/98

bo.\)

DbburselMtit for [:K}2'.d.lmu:y

I!'a rking 'f,:xpe-nae
1'621. !':r.:imrQB-e: ftd, NW
DC· 2D012-

--- -- -

021 L3/'6

--_ ..... -----_._---_ ..._- _.. -._---------_ .. ----------------- -,,-- -------02/01/0'

W~l5hin91;:on.

Di$hlJrsemant for IXlPri)l'!i'iYV

-,

.~ -------------~-

:publicationtt

2.21 P~[]nsylvan.ia Av@ue/ SE.
'WashinF!Jtol'1< PI;. 20mJ3-

Arl: Journal

l.ady ,!'.t.vrll

$100.'0

150 l!ll:oadiritl:f( 5uit.e SOS'
'No;w

't~rk ...

}f'l1t)1)3S:'"

------- ----

pj,l!Iibuuellrent. fa~ 'IXl Primac:'t

------------------------ "------------"Rent------- ---. - -------,
---------Oi/I2!$!"
O!fi~e

I'E;NQK 'rERP.ACE lY.BVEL01f::MeNT ASSOC

$:;00.19

10 W£;ST 13STU S'T'
New York. NY

:l[lO37:....

Disbursement f(J.r 'UCl:Prim.ILry
.
';:,.
$2~\$~.(tl
.. ------------,.,"",-- •••••••••.••••••
--------------_.
__ . --------_. ,>,

S.UBTOTAl.. (Ii niabut:3eIQ(l!l'\.tg, 'this Pa.ge" ••••.•••••• " •••·•••••.

-------_ ...

,,-----------------------~--~-_
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Date
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Office Rent
1 G WEST 135'T'H
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.lila", York,. NY

lOO!}7-
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-- ....... '"' ..--------------'"" . _"'---------------------------------- ..---------------_._---------r..arox

1'~R DRVELOPItENT A,.,"I"",C!

OJ/OJ/~I

Office Rent

10: ilBoST :135TH SoT
t'lew Yotk .. NY 1(1037-
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:208 West. 13th.

flew

Yor~:N't

at.
10fll]-

_....-------- .............-------- ----_..
Hl»lard Lawe

51 west. 131$1:-

N-cW'

;:O};k~

Ir'f

--- ..... '---------------_ . ,.---- -- ------ ..
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_~-------
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---- ---
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o

I

... 1
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~ ~~r'i '~z;::~~--
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O~/C J I2QQ'
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.... ~

Bu
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• .l,

T-.:>'l::r~t:e

D9'

~,IUi,"

.:..

L<;/:11-r,))O;,

~r.f'''''~~

-1Il9

ltU"<ll:! lUI, ;;:;J.-p

:Ce,;,,,,lcjl'l;,cnt. l..SSO,)C.

~/l;l!I.a[l(l,

tl,",,,.-.::!16~.'l!r~t

•

.J.p

I1:1!lht.U•

As.s-Oc,

p30. S2

E'.c. 3.ox 2lfi:'B

~ ~ . Mltil.it'\Q~$p,
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llI'ltl Z.i»'~

~~:~;n
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llU"''u;~lIt.l:n~ :::~r:

0

~fu~n'

0

r,_n_"_

.Ollth... I.'''Lo.
Fu"""1T1flJ.ll'4,

Mt.i~it'l.g

M:ft9lii1lil1 ";Ind. lil::iie¢J!a

Ne.tiQl'J.('I.l COO'lk';!tt'1HI for 11.0. Eifil::ti'.......~

urPf)~Q.

of!_Ol._l!Il:nll:'~"l.t

icc';QI"ai

'~~, =t~' ~i;i=r~

~'3r9oE!t:"nq

(:9'/2912(.\Oa
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0
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0
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SCHEDULES
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All'llnl'o:lImHtlflf\ ~o!!d fmm lIli'::h R~p.orhli anti St9lemenbl; rt'ay rtaI b!l SQld orulIeCl by any ~n TOflM puf[)a!le Of !lOllcatrng oontl1tlllll.li'B
Of rOfMmmar'dQI p~, e1hertllal'l using the 1'I1lmlll elld M(lN,S!l ()j' any pGItI.:!:&1 OOmmlll:Eli!Jto selldt c.~l'iJtbU1loo!l from such oot1llrdttoo
"
\. NAME Of DDMMITTEE (!rI FIJI)
,/ Rangel for C:Jngrsss

Ful Ham,=, i!..asl, Fil"lll::, Middl: IntillJj
A. KLMGroup

Data of Di!lbl.l'Ssrmrn

04 "

MBll1~AJt:n&S

AUn: K,Y"!'I' Mile!
C'~ty

S:me

Occoquan

VA

Zlp('.l;::(tl
22125

flrtrtlng

HOI/!lEI

Se_

I

CmegQ!'W'

T.,.

X FTlIMI'}
GB'liH,.d
Olhef(,p&1l1I1'J ,..

TrlW'lsatUon 10:

Lenox Tgrr<iclil,t Da'o'BIDpmellt ~cc.

c;"i

""

Nf1W YDr/!;

stet,

:Zlf'~

NY

10086-2118

Of1!c€lRE01

..-

DI,b_ for:

1.>05

2"()Q"1

P'«loo

5411.95
Caftlt/Qry{
r"",

:!002

X F'TIml'l1)'

President

Stahl;

It

Noourt 01' CIIO;:;!'l t1!sbur:::emantthls

II

PlJ1.looe t:lr Dlsbusemen1

I

D1674.-

Dro:l!I'ofOillblnllmlJfrl:

MlJilirtJAli:hIss
P.O. Bm:11D18

Hou'.ie

Pief1cd

<00,

Disb"""""; Fer:

preSll:lslIl

OOGll1'lSQIJ!trt:

,

5000.00

r:;_:
Slffir:-:
Ful Harm:: (Lasl, Fir:§f:, Middk! riU J

CamidBle- Name

iOO'1

NnO~lt ~r Each C!~l'Semellt1t1l5

I

candl$~NaJ'lla

B.

"

I

PIJ'P~ofDisb~

OfficaSOIJJtd::

"00

422 O.,"ook Dr;'"

GIlt'l'S'ral

Othar (spaDilYJ Y

TJllI'I!I3t!ltmltl~

DI!dr!~:

000.

FllINBt'fll!'(LaS.l,Rrst,Mlame.ll'ltll1l)
Dal:.~...rDliib~tl11lM1:

C. Le:nOl(Terr.ace Deve:lopmem J\.sIsc.:::

[h"' . "31,

MpjlirsAIii'tlMl
P.O. Bao:21D18

""

New York

stet,

ZlpCOdtl

NY

10200-2118

~lIrt

2~O(l"1

of EllCh DiWJfSamanl fuis Paioo

549.95

PlIpOil&(IfDISbU'!ii'flfl'lElrll

"""

C3.l1lida~NElrnl::l

Offi.:;;eSOOi;ht:

..HquR"

I

I
m , b _ fo<:
X PrirMF)'

Pmliidll1'n1:

81:'81"9:

Oth{'lr(;IJ~~Ifr'l

aMoral

t:
TfanSMltlcl"lIlD:

O!'91l1et:

mmTOTALaf Dj5b~!rThis PIi{)il (q:tlnrall,.TOTAl. This

cetego'¥,
TI'P'l

"''''2

Ptmoo(l",3t[J~Ui~lineflllrrb{'lrtJnM

... _...

•

0007

6099.90

•

CSOC,CBR.00032812

4574

I

SCHEDULES

REMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

U.. "P'''''' "".d,IO:"

""",, Oll<jj<:<y ,me

D=:l:Wled SISmlllI)' PSlgl:;

I(",.. ~ or,,) R R
~~b
FOR LINE NUMBER:
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n
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x ;0
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.AllY If'I!'o::Jm'lSl!l\l'l eopIel1 trnl'l'l g\X:h RepO:f11il end stllteJtls:na m9)! ~ be aotd oruged by any ~1l1qfhe pUrpose Of 9dle811ngeolllttbttl(l:l'S
Of rtIrt::o-mmerdal~, ro1h«"than uslng tflEi n&rll8 ~nL1 Md~g!M sny POItI-e9! OOIl'lMlllEle to ~!l':U (j~JtdWl(:C'j!l from. sua!'! oommlttoo

\

NAME Of OOMMITTEE{ln fIJI)

/ R'iinQel for C<lngleEe
!
FIJI />.lam!) (Lul, FiB!, Middle lril:isJ)
A. Lenoo: Tem1il('l$ DB'lIelt>pmsnt Assoo.

Dlltlil Of DI!$bIJ'iMlo

53·

M911Ing.""tt.::re~

P,O,S",,21018
<;<ty

"'~.
NY

NlBWYmk

ZipCo\x.k!

"08

" i'OO'l ..

Ioroourt Of EBen Dl!il::i..!l'!::ement 1t1111 Pet1Ci1

10>&1-2118
:549.95

P\.fi.l('l$~oFOilitll.f'Wl'TlomI

orn..::-eR«ll

1

I CmcDo!'Jf
T,..

CSnclda~N11N1a

Offics13ooltd:

:state:;

House
Seretl2pI<I9h1anl

I

Ol,b",""""" F.r:
X

:!002

FTlrt'l!ilry

Gl!fIl!!'ral

(Jlt'ler(5pacll'yJ ".
nBl'l3l1N:tflltll[]~

IAslri,.:t;

Flf$l:, ~ idd1e' !ritiwj
Il. Lanm Terracs Dl3W3fopment Aa:;rx:;.
FI.lI

mOB

N<mll:~,

1)!J.t:,=,cfDI'5b~'=IT1m1:

~6 •

Mllili'9 AMaMi
P.O. 8m! 21D1S

CIty

,,~.

NY

New York

Zip COde

"22,

2~(jOI'1

A.moillt of Esen IJlst:llJ~9rnQlltthl9:

1000.00

"om

1
1

CsmidaleN&ffiQ

Hml5l:!!

Ofli1JeSooltit:

SemOOl

I

Pll3sil:hml
st:at~:

Ol,b"""""" F."
X

Cmeguryf
T>1"

""'2

PrIrrary

Get'laral

Olher{lipSGity) .,.
TU.'\$8CtlOn l[]~

ctslrlel::

FUI tJeml; (l1JA1, FIr'9t, Middle: lril:lal)

G. M.ai! Handlers, Inc,
30.00 Fortv SE1JEIrdh A"IiS
CIty

Sl~.

ZlpCOOll:

Long 101.,. City

NY

11101

F'LJTi~(JrOl!l.l.'I~

Canlidllb; tJDm~

SliIOElk;!
P~iid~t

State:

C'i Oi~l..l'5emem

"

lJ

I

o 11:

,

2~oci11

.&mcurt of Eaoo OisbJrsalflQilt iIlis POOod

3250.00

I C~.g',"1

Poslsg9

HQlI:s>;'

.,

00505

Dat~

D6

MwUfQA~$di

Offi<;I:'Soo5td::

~oo

1[1236-2113

F'U'P~ilrOI~b~1

Tl)'Q

Oi,b""""""F."
X Primsl}'

Olhcf(~pel;ifll
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GBI1eN!!
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•
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~
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Any Ird'<:aJtilOUClll eqJl~d 1'rtIm lluch R&pL\rt.B; ellO stBtement9 may no! b!! sold "fused by any ~n 1'Cft~ j:Ufpose of lldICStingoollb1t.lf.tltlrB
or ror COmlMl'd:a1 p!J'p<i~ ollWthlin lJalng the nllme and a-d£ll'!"sl)'f any pCtIttC:91 OOmmllt6eto !lOllClt 0:~rtrll:::tJllOO!l1tOO'l9U1ll\ oommttl:l!II1l
'.... NAMEOFOOMMITTEE~ln Ful)

/ R:ingel for QJngN:l~
i
F\JI Namr:: (lMt, Flflll:, Middb IrftillJl

A. FrQnck LaBoy

DlUe Of DISlJU'Slrnll41t

66 '

Milnf'rSlJllll±hlli:5i

"10"

"

::£00"'1

"

113QTaylor Avenue

"'."
N¥

City
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House
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I
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X
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R
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pl.lfloej;tJrD!!It:l~

orn~eRen1

Oanridate Narne
OffiQI:.lSoo1jrt:

HQu!ie
Senat6

I

, Calcgol"]l'
T>l"

Di,b"""""" F."
X

Sbfll.&:

:!:<l2

P!'!Jmry

PJ'13sldent

General

Oiher(specifyj ,.
Tnn3Mllonln:

D1s1r1d::

FIJI tJsm,e. (13st, I=lnlt, Middle iritlsl)

0'6 "

Mp,jlirQA~$!!:

p, b. BID: 21 D18
Oly

.ata1Q

III'QJdIl

NeY\'Yor'"

N¥

10200-2118

PltfIOOA ilf· Ol!lt'lIJ'*fflW1l

OfIiC13Renl
Candd!l~NflIrne

Offi<::l:$wtrt:

HQI1~

8snat9
P~sli;klllt

St:ata:

03_
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Datltl' of Di$bl,l'$mnem
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.......... "." ...

..,

5'1Q.95

. I G~e,.,,'
T>P"

21XJ2

Transactton Ie:

D1W1d::

3lJe.TOTAL(lfDl!i~!>Thl!> PllQIl ~~il)na\) ""

2"00"1

Amourt of ElKIh Di!1bumsrmmHhis Period

X Primar)'
GEfisral
Olhtf (llpe~jM 'f

TOTAL. This: F'<moo hi PiIgl tti!l line. IlIIlTtJrer oob/>
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...............................

•

00727

609UO
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1ll:Im g~ FUlPOI1!l: £1M stRtell'lel'h'I n'I."ly M'l t>!'l aO!d orUge~ t!'I Bt'ii periOn fet' 1M- purf>'.'92 ¢1 sMeilIll'lQ OOnll11)tllOI'll\
or rOCQI}/'Ill'flIlJ'Clsl PlfPO*'9i. e1hertmn mint;! thl'J name ena sddlO'!:! or allY Po.ltlcsll%lmrnlltae to SCIltlt eo!'tllbJllon9 !rem such cotl'lmltt:SO!!I

A~)lIn1d;!rfl9tloo ~f!d

'\ NAPJlEOFGOMMITTEE(U'lfUt;l
,/ Rangel fDI Q]nlJlflS&

I

FIJI Nllmc (LasI, Fin!:, Middll': lritiall
A. Lenoo TerteQ9 Development A!ssoo.

1'0

P.O. 6",2101&

st",
NV

Cil>
NEM'i"DI'k

.

Dms of OiibU"liErnmt:

MRlU~A3::tl:l~

PlJ"P-t'$t"tlfDiJ;b~

ZI~Ct<:kt

.,

r>(l~

2"00'11

.-

1IJ'OOUl't Of EBerl t1I!itOrsementlt'll!l ~oo

100""-211",

1000.00

otnceR«d
oarn3datt!< NBl'!la

!CI1IlIOOOI';If

OffitlI'l8~:

House
Semle
Pna!lldQllt

r""

I o;,b"""""",,
For:
x FfIrrary

:0002

Ol.t'Jsr (!lpe~ll'yl

General
,.

D37Q1

nan!laetlf1rl1I0!

Stat>::
G4slriGt:
FIJI NiIlTlt (t;n;1, F~. Middl= Ir1tial;

B. Lenox Terracs DB\'slopmant ~oc.

D9.tI'4\fDllWtl\n:llfTlri

fo"

MllilinpAd:i'a&'5
P.O. 8~:2101g

""

ZIp Code
10086-2118,

SlM'

N6WYnrk

NV

2~Oa"'1

l.o03~

M'JO.urt or Each O!setJl"ali'lll'lent 1tllg P«!OO

54Q,OO

p..-p~e."rDI!lblnieff'lefl1

Of1lt'l&R«l1

I

Csm:l~NBm1il

Offi~t!$oo!td::

HQlI~

1:1am.
President
Sl:at~:

I o;,b""""'"
FOI:
X

"",

FTImsry

Cmt!l:lory{

'''''

Get'lsr.a!

Olher(!i.pe:cif)'} ..

Dah: rvfDil5tnnl:1T1cm

MllJlf~Alkh:~

. ".

3{).{]O Fartv seventh Ave

""

LomJ lSI~tld City

NY

d'7 "

Eltate:

,

. I

I D;,b_
For:
X Primary
_Oll1"r{iI":~lliM

2002

Geoeral
f,

CaI,••",1

'""
Trill1s.actlr:mIO:

C1~rtet:

8-UBTOT ALaf Disb~5 This- Page «()lXiomli

.......... ..............., .

TOTAL This Perioo(lilitD~Uislifl~nul1iJ:c!ooM .....

£00'1
1167.45

!.

PMtB\;l9

HQlI~

!;

11

11101

Candoorc t-JllImc

8amle
PtJ;!iidl;'nl

U

!'!>moll!\': of EllCh Disbuf'Ssment1hls POOod

Zip COd&

pU'pt'nll'lo¢'.lrl)l!'ll:i~

Offio:;:e$OIJliTt:

03912

TrDl'l!l'illC:11OI1lICl~

OIslrtd:

FUI Mnrr,,~ (La!>'!, FJr!l. Middle !rillal)
C. Mail Handlers. Inc.

.......................... " ..

•

00587
~83MO

~

CSOC.CBR.00032815

4577

SCHEDULEB
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS
An!i Irl1'OfmlltUll'l ~ei:l1rOm
f)J

9~h

RepQrlii anti 9:otemens may 1'101 be soil! oru9e:d t:iy Imy per&:l1I 10/' 100 FlJfp.:J:!Ie of !IQ/lca~ng oonltlbJJ:liJl'I'S:

rorMnunerdal p;,po~. ctlW"tml'llftJllg the 1'I0rtl& and -add/El\'l!l 01 ell)' po-Itleal OOlt\!'il!lI:l!liloto 1iOlloit l:iertlltIJIlOO!l frOO'IliOllh oommlttl!V

\. NAME OF 1XIIl.iIMJ1TEE (In

Full

/ Rangel for Congress
{

FIJI

NlUTI~

(1.$'1, Ri'$t, Mlddb IliUm)

A. La 81b1Eskiro
MlJ!tl~Add'e~

2W
City

M~3:sa:ohu~Av8'NE

ZipCOOc
20002

Washington

32'3.113

I

PlJl;lO!$e-(lfDm~~

calMng

Fl.lINillT'lI:"(I;y;j, Fil'$l;, Mit:rW:! 1ril;llJIJ

D9.tl:' ~ Di~I,C$'=lT1ri

B. LEinox Terral:B DIWEIlopmen!: A$soc.

o'al'l

MwlingAd:t9M
P.O.8D'll21D1S

u2

i

2~DQ"2

e"y
New York
PUJloa~f.lrOJ!lb~

01lh.,;eR!erlt

Of!i(ie f3aJgn::

Houlle
809!'lQbb

Prn5ident
Slate:

I

Dillb~ Fw:
X FTlmEll)'

2002
GlJt)Qml

01l16r (5p8!lify) 'V

[)gll1t:1::

Fut t>.IIlme CLasi, FIP.A, Middle tritls:l)
D~e

c. Magic Ladr Pr¢duetioM

d' 3

Mllilil"9A~'A:

of Oisbl.n!:fT1rmt:
Il

!

u2 ::!l:·'

'£00"2

330 E'aBt 43rd STf"\)e!: * Suite 1D2

aM.
NY

"'ty

New York:

z~""'"

10017

10000,00

pl.tJ'lO'llltirOl!lb~l

ElJOOI~ns:e5

C;YIrJ.;bI:eNl1lmc
0ffl",~~d1t:

HQU~

8J;!nsle
PR\&ld'=llt
3late:

TOTA~lhi& Period

I:Jffir1ct:

Tf iMlsactich 10:

[}4(175

t1ll1st p~ lIis line nmmcl rnl)'} __".
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x

PAGE
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18

1:;a
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~E1

:lOb

2C\;:c
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Any Infall1lHtlon ~ed 1tOm w:::1l Rep~lis and 8:Blell'lenl'S may M1 b<! !1:t1ld oruged try BI'i)I ~n 1«1M- purjlol:'l!Je Of !JC4ICil"tig oonJl1ltiU1Cl!'ll'l
or rorcOfllf'i'Jlud:a1 PLrp(\!ll$S. ffiIWtf'lQl'llRlllg the film/!! Blld -aodre1;!l Of I!IllY peltlesl commlltQ9'to !lCIJelt eortllOOltOl'l!l1retl'l SlJcll iXltYlMtttl!l9
\. NAME Of OO~.IlMI1TEEl/!'1 fiJi)

/ Rangel fer Congress

I
Ful NlllTlc (lasl. Fi~, Mi~ lritll~l)
A. KLM Group

Dms; of Di!il:lIrsemEci:

Mll'!lIrgA~

..",

Attn: K.yoMl Millor

157 "

c:<ty
OE:!Goquan

VA

Zip~

II

c::anddareNarna
Honse
Sel'Gte-

I o;,b""""'" F,,,

"',00
ClIrlelJQM

T.".

""'2

}'. Prfl\'6ry

Gml!!:rsl

OI!'''U~gpo;tlryj

PrEl!ltdalll:
Slat~:

200"2

A.rMlIrt Of Es<:1'1 OI!iltUmeml!!:nt thl! PoSI6lI

22125

P\I'Pi;;'5l:"{lrOilib~

prlnfing

OOicaSouIfrl::

.,

"10

422 Overlook Drive

.,..

~214

nlll'j!lal'.:t1{jnla~

Delrio!,

'.II f\lilmC {~, Rnt Middk: IriU;,!)

B, Krisli-an Stites

l)t\l" ~ DiKJlS$~mI:

,h"

MB.iliI'i9 Add'r3y,;
2B80 Connecoout: it'll!- - Firs!: Floor

St."
DC

e"y
Washington

Zlp~

St"ll'la'*

I

I Ol,b_
F,,,
x FTfmary

Pra;fdertl
Slat..:

300.2:5

I

CsrlddateNarne
H¢u~

2"00'12

20008

PLtpooe or Ol9bl.l"Semefl1
81:&1rTrlwl

l)ffl~til3oo~:

l>HJ

i\1oourl of Eut::l't lJl9bUrsemsltt ttlI5 PwIoo

Ci1I tllJ OlVf
T~

~2

GilfIElJ""1

Olhar(sfflaciM'V

lllll'<!I'OOtI.anIO~

DIstrict;

""222

Ful Neme (lasl, Flrsl:, Mldill! lrttlal)

Date of

C. LenoxTerrace De.Yelopmem A!rA;oc,

~7

MpjnI"l9AO;hl~

"

Di5tll.r~lmlent

v

2

,j

2"00'2

P.O, Box 21013
st~,

"'Y

New York;

NY

-Z1-p0lX.t&

fl.mollrl: of Eaa!! DlsbJI'58rneni lhls Paiod

10200-2118
24:ilOO

PI.tpOOiB ar OI9Inr.i'tmrnl

OffiOQRa1I
ComddilteUlllrntl.

Offio:::eoSOO!irt:

8._
HQUi':"

Pn:sidcfll
Slate:

I

I '''''gary'
T,..
D;,b_ F,,,
X

Primary

GEOIU'$

Olheof (lipcciM •
Trif'liOOtltlIlIO:

Offirtct:

8UBTOTAlof Disbu-sanenh. This Pllpl (q;:tiDnal) ...

.....

"'"

TOTAL This p~oo t1l111,t jJtl9t! His line nll1Ttter rolf) ...
Rl:'oiul:it.<'2o:l111

•
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59U,20

•
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NAME Of GClMMITrEE ~ln R.l1)

/ RQngel for DJnlllll'JE,!:;

!

Ful Neml: (~, FiW, Middk! Irltiw)
A. UmQ:ll Terrace Development ~oo.

Oll.tl'l Qf Olsblr.iement

07 "

MII!lIilJAdd"aSS

.,

"10

:2"OO'f2:

,.

P.o. B", 21016
City
NewYoJk

Shl!~

Zip Cod:!

NY

10200~2116

~lIrt

Ij

PISlJQi51:"grDis.b~

Of'n<:eRBII
Qancldatv Nama

Office 8oolttt:

House

Se_

I

D;,b""",""," FD<'
X FrImal)l

PrEl9lMnt
5lak~:

54!H15
Cft'!egll!YI

T.,.

""2

GerlllllSl

Othar{!Ipecll'yJ .,.

.

B, Manhattan Nawspaper Group

D1ltl'J of Diliblncmmrt

D7

MHilioyAdd-uss
63 Wast 3B1:t1 straet

"'~e

NY

NEWi"Drk

ZlPC:otie

"""'"
Presida.t

1:

'£0(""2

10

10018

II

Pr1rJ:1'oD1i

Stat~:

11

Arnoult or Eat:!'I DI!'lOOtaQJt"Jl'lltt UlI!l P«1oo

F'I.J'fIMe-orOlsbli'.ierl'lenl

HQU~

"

Suits! 2313

City

Offi'.'!li:lSCIJ1tJt:

Dol226

TIIlf'l3lKt!CHlIO:

~tid:

FlJIl>.wm,: (!.MI, Finit, Midrl"" Jritial)

Camidal:e Nama

c.f EIl~1'I OlliblJrsemenlthl!l PerIod

I

D;,b"""""" F."

27.£.00
Ci!l~gl}l"'lI'

r"".

"".

X PrImary
Generel
Other (specify) V

DilI221

TrIln!l:Q(:tJonic:

CllSlt1et:

RJI tJllme (lam, FlNit, Ml£l£ll!! INtll!!)

Dilll:! Qf Qi!5t,ltnl:mttd

G. M.flrI36<i1 Zapata

d'7·

Mwjif(JAli.n~

,

u

1

Cl:

,

2'00'2

2864 Fi!awurn HOB
"'~.

aty

Wa$ohingtol1

DC

Amour! of Each DI5b!Jr;ernemtthis Paled

ZII'COdll

20515
1000.00

PLJ'P~orOlsb~

S,..,.

C8mioo~

OffkeSQlJ!tJI::

state:

I

Nilrne
H..::Iu;e-

"""'' '

Pn:&ltk'nt
OtSlrtct

1 D;,b~ F."

ceI'g.,!,'
T>1"

"",

X Primary
Glll1er.al
Olhcr (sPcl.:iM •

..........

if;UBTOTAl.OfDjsb~s This PIlQ!l (~ltaMI:l.n ..

TOTl\L. Thili P~l<4 l1alil: PiI,QI:! \tit; line n~rri:1"r onM ..

"

..... ".
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.... " ........
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•
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•
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PAGE
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20c
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\" NAME OF OOMM1TTEE (In

!

fUll

Rangel far C'ongl'ElES

/
FlJl Nam~ (LaGI, R~ Middk:! Ilil:lw)
A. Leno:c Terraoe D9lIelcpment: ~DO.

DllI:e oi Dl&llMEment

09 "

MalUl'I9A~99:

"'

"21

2"OOY2

..

P.O. 6""21018
;\~.

Ci'"

New York

NY

ZlpC@

Ari'IoUlt OrEIlCl"IDISbUl'SIementtt'll!l ~Cd

10286 2118
0

549.95

P"'l'~ofDisb~

ON!ceRoM1

1

I

canddell!JNama
Offio::eSoufld:

House
Sel"lEl~

I

DI,b""""" F."

CmcDDry!

T""

:t<XI2

PrtmaPJ
X Gl!fIeral
O!tl&r(lIpanII'yJ ,.

p!"6!ldoant

Tran!liattlon Ie:

DiWjd::
Slatc-:
FIJI Nil1Tlt"(Last,flm,MI dklll1tlilil

B.

0>!.;t)3

Date ~ Disbl.Um1irl

lel1QX Terrace DevelDpment Aoooc

ds "

Maillrw·4 rt::rnss

c
\>30

2~OaY2

P.D.80)121018

"',"
NY

"'tv

NewYl)rk

Zlt>~

Ari'Iourt of EB~1l CI9bJNlsm(:mt !hla Pu10d

1D286~2118

249.00

Pl.fp~l1:dOI!lb~

OflIt:leRtnl

1

I

CMridaIiloN.emr,;
OffiGt'!i!\Xll;ht:

s._
HQuse

I

Di,b"""""" Fo"
)'. Prtmary

""",

Get'l6~1

OlhliilrC5"ell~ V

PrnBideM
C121rte:t:

3Iste-:

Cit!eUl;Iry(
Till"

TrIll'l!'allltllll'lIO:

FIJI Neme- (l..&.M, Rrsl:, MIddle" llittal)

.

c. Ste.'JeMllIe:r
Mro1irQAdo::hIi!i6

. .,.

AM

D9

1101 Vermord All'S NW Suite 700
ZlpOocl&

'''OJ
W<,lshil'lgtotl

DC

"8enale
PRliiidlC!M
D1IDrtct:

3l:&te:

I DI,b"",",,",
F."
Pl'Iliiary

TOTAL This ~odt1illitpasnUj!$liflt'll1Ul'l'iJ(!fOOM

a

/.hwislld iJ,MD1

..

Olher l~p(!cIM

"

£Od2
:;;100.20

T""

200'

X Gm;tfa!

o.

Transactloll ID:

•

.sUBTOTALcf Dis:b~5 This PIl9i' {q:tiDnal} ...

IX': fll::ht:....

"2.,

I".",..,.,

CMlddl~Narnt'

HQUW

"

.emDul1 of EliClh DisbJr;;smant this Prood

20005

PU'pC1li13l or DI9tnrserl'loo1

c.uE4inl1

Offi.:;eStJU!tJt:

D4336

DM~m01~Y"Smlml:

... "' .. "'..• " ........ "' .. " .....

CM4D'1
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•
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u,.."",mi, """'"'I'>

fU'/MldleBt&~IYOf11'1!!'
Ofilililo &.Jfnmary Page

l
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FOR LINE NUM.ER:

(CMekon~~)
X 17

"AGE •• lB.

r=1 i9b
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18

203
2t'tI
iOe
21
/',"'1ln10lmlltlon ~~O 1rllm suet'! Reports: end .statement£! rna)! 001l:>e SI:/Id orusea by 8rtr pemon 1(lF U"" purpa9i!'::" 9dltalJtig ~ltlrllil.i:lflre

Qr f>.;lrcomm::nlil1l! PY'PO!ieS, Q!!'Jertoon U!iinc Ull:~ flllme and 3ddte:Sll ¢f tIIny poith:<:!ll oomtnl!tell< ro ~itit col1ributioos from $U~h oomll1~'=""

!\ NAME OF COMMITIEE tin run

I

Rangel fDI' Ccngl'filJi6.
FIJI lIIame CLam. first, MlddlQ InitlBI)

TrOUll'l;u:llQn ICE. 0473D

A. Jame3 Boolr.o8r
MBlUl'l;;1.04I:t:.1"Q9'S

Dllte o:t Ohlt'ltnemool

i52 "

10 W." 13511'1 SIr••'

st",
NY

City

NewYCirk
PI,I'pPS'l" dDisb~
Pll)rollBlpl!f1SGf>

OfflcaSOOj;ht:

500,00

T""

",,.
Ge:oornl
T"""",.mionID: 04731

DUB or Diool.J':j:emerrl:

EI. Le-nox1'errace De\'e-lopmem .Assoc.

0',

P,O, Box21018
St~.

"li

N~YC>rk

NY

ZlpCllde

I

Oob"""""'" FOl:
X Primln)l

PI'Q5idWll

Til"

Trstlise1lolllC:

01

"'...

New 'York

NY

P~Jildt'nt

$b.t:I:::

200 :3

1715.85

1

I

Oi,''''''''''''
'0"
X Plim!lJ'jl

"

10286·21180

Of!i.;eR<tml

I

1 ~f

M

hoourt of ElWh Qi~rslllT'lent this. Pa'ioo

ZlpOl:ldQ

PlJ'pooe or DI!b~

HQuse

D4(l57

Date of Dltl:llSS=ncrrt

P,O.&n: 21QUI

S.....

11 C.I=.R:. 4{lO.53

Gtlncml

Cthillnsplll':Atjl ..

ali

Offi..cSooli1l::

Cenlril;ntiQ05 ReQlired Under

",,.

Lerll::l)fT<i!IT~Il;le Development Assoo..

C9rll'fdEloo. Nama

,

RIIMit ar Olgpog:al or ~toa!:iS
",arIl:1gQry{

l:3bu9:
Distril:<l:
Fyi Nllme; (lui, Fir&!:. Mitldb lriti!!l)
MpjliraA~&6

2'~OQ"'3

1143,95

I

I

carll'f.:we.Name

Sel"J:!l~

"

Nooilli of call!'! l:l!sblJt:>E1ment1tll! FII:IlOO

Offi<;:t'A«JI

HQui$¢

,,,0 ,

102se·211B

pU'pC6l!'C1rOI9b-~

c.

Cc:oIribltlorl!i RE>:jlired Linder
11 C.F.R. .«ID.53

l:ther ~gpeClfj) ..

PM!lI.:Ij;j1ll:

Of!i<leSoo!tlt:

,

Refmd or DI!lpll!laj of G'l!t~1iS
Cmlll/Jory{

Stitte:
Disl:rict
Ful NWTle (Lasl. Rr5I:, MjddlB lritial)

Mailill;lAdchl!>!i

2003

Aroolll'f: or EIlCh Dl§buI$E!ll'lent1tlla PoMIoo

····1

Di,'"",,,.'''''''
X Primlll)'

House

.,,"'"

,

10037

1

I

CrnddawNarne

ZI.cw.

f.!2{

cslegoryt

T"",

Rlafl.l1d or Disposal of BlIlBM
CcnIrib\titl05 R~\iretllJl\dt::'r
11 c..F.R.4<lO.53

"",.
~rt:Jrnl

(;thcnspc!:iM ...

DI:Strlet

SijaTQTALQfJ):$tlIJf&mert~

nii',;

~ge (ll'ptICflill'O ..

TOTAl TIl'S Ptrlod lJ:mI OO!1t! 11", inl1' oombm- arlyl

.. ......... ............... ..........
"

.. ............................... _...

,,, ,,

~

3359.00

~
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SCHEDULE B (FEe Form:3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS
An~
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)

.

Deta!1ed SJmmerv PEI!:!e

x 1!
2Da

16
2Ctl

19a

19b

20c:
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lr(lo;);t))otltd'l ~ed 1'lYIM!lUCh RepOJlt a~d stBtemelllif 1"i'lSI1I1'I01 be SQld orulilild by ilTjl ~Il tor1l»purpao& 01 aclleallng OOllll1bl.tl!l1'!3
o1~toon

uslnc tlllt! nBmll= Elnd add~l1 Qf uny p.1)itit:<11 oomrmtttc to ~icit CQr;:riDJIlons ftt:m SlJch ccmmiltte

NAME OF COMMITIEE (In Ful)
R>ingel for Dangmss
F'UI Namlll Q.,aSl. Flmt. Mlddlli Irma!)

A

Trill'1li~n

LenoxTarrace ~!c.ptr'leJ'lt AS4lc.::.

03 , 1.'10

a;oj,
NY

CIt;'

New Yolk

Zill'C@.

HQuse

Senate

I

I

Oi,b"""""" F.r:
X Primll.lY

C!dc!J:ory!

r.,.

Glsneral

. ..

Ful NIlrI1EI (Lag. Firg, Middki Il1tillli

Tr.l/lI;m;tion 10; 0«119
DUHl of DlsbLri£mEf'll:

~land

D2

00-00 Forty Seven'" A""
aM.
NY

a",

Long

City

HQUW

6t!rnltl;:l;

Pl1isitMlt
BtelJ';
Di!sI:rict
Ful NI'mC lUst, Hr&, Middle IritipJi
Co Mail Hsnd!e.1'5, Inc.
Mpjll!lJAfu~

I

Oi,b_

'0"

R..""urc:d

11C.F.R.4<lQ.:53

Ol\t~

[;,

..".

Ufld~r

NY

Long Island City

I 0;'""""""' F."
X Primal'}'

Prt!sident
Di!;friet

5Ui!'lTOTAI..-,f [A500rs:~m~rts: His P1!IlJ'l' (t1piiooi1D

D411S,

.of Disblr.5emern
n1

~f

2003

Al"nPu!"t of Ellilh DiEbJl'5slnantfuis POOod

ZlpCOdrl

11101

I
I CalegQryl
r".,

Pos!i:]!Jt'
Camft.::JilIifloNemEi

SCn'ltt:-

r",.

Ccrtlrib\til)~

2004

Pupose or Dlgoll'm'l'Il!Il'"{'

$!lMr::o:

,

Rflrlnd or O!!lpossl of E'~~E1S:S:
Ciflo!JQry(

Trat1:iil~l\m:

3O-0D Forty Se.\l13nfh Aw~

H.:nl~

2 DC B

X Prim9J)l
G\'lne'm!
Ctl'ler(speciM •

a",

OOi<::cSoo~

",'

&:100.00

I

I

.'

11101

POG!mge

OO",,,,StiJ!ttt:

05

Aroouri Of Eutil\ Ol~~em~flt thlll PtrIoo

.ZIP.C<.'de

PLlJltlef!-OfDI9bl.l'gel'l'lef'l
C::mdlda~ Name

=~~rD~9~~J:rl~~~:

11 C.F,R"'M.:53

:lOO4

B. M;ili! Handlers, InG.
Ml:lIJiftlAtthlss

~U!

Cttl8r(sp!ld~> "

Pre9\cl>3nt

Di.sI:rict

!3tatill:

IOiOc!'l Ofebwselt'liilQ! !hI!!

21.S7

I

Offi(llilRml

OfficQ8oor,tlt

~mt 6T

10:!>S6-2118

P\j'JJ~lJfDisb~

Cantldl'lt-e-Name

2"00". "

'l

p ,0, Box 21 018

Malllf'l;1Al1::fiISi;

11:1; D.:1'13B

DHt,!\()'fOhm~et'Mtit

11368:.01

R'iln.nd or Di~po!Oal of ExlfllSS
C~tJl.ljtll15 R~Ii~d

Ultdtr

11 C.F.R 4>JO.53

""'.
Gcrt;ri'll

u~r~tH'y)ll'

.. ...

TOTjJJ. Tti15 PeriQd (bs1 P3];lIC!hili in!: rumber I1rlyl ..

~

""... "w,,,·

.........-

.
.

163S7.38
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ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

I U,. '...."". ""'"".('1 Ir,~~'i:,~~~·E"'
~
R R PAGER1251111>
x:
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Oel:&ll!:£1 SUffil'l1ery Pa!je
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18

19a

19b

2M

:2Ct'l

:<lCc:
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An'llroormelloll ecpl<!!!d t"Om YlX:h File-pOnS aRt! Sutements may oot be atild oru!led bysny ~n fa'1f\e. purpo!lE!' of !Ic4tcalJl'lg oollll1bltltll'e
01 f(lf{ll)rnmerdal P\fP(I~. ooltm'th!ln l,/SinQ thtl' nmt~ emd IilddPto$s of "'fI~ poiUcal oommllt~",to Icli~t ctJrtIH::#Jlions frcm !5'J~h ~rnill:",

NAME OF COMMITIEE ~ln FlJll

)

Rangel for ConOfos,g
FIJI NaMe (Ls;d. fiN!:, Mlddl& lritlsl)

Trllfl6amJgn ID: D8711

A. Fr.anck Laooy

lJBtaofOI!ltJl.r'Sl!fnet'lt

o\la

1130 T.~.r "''''

ll}lalUI'l,;IAM\l!I~

CRy

NY
"'''''

Bronx
PU'Poo~ of DilibJ..nlefT1ml

ZipO:xk!

II

CMtida~NllIl1Ie

House
8anate

I

U

3C

,

;.

2004

ot Ea<:h DlstlU!2elt'lenl thiS P-Mloo

1000.00
ReMd or OI!lP01!la1 (','1' li'llCli!se

O:ltrlritnt!ons RE<:lUt"ld Llndar
11 C.F.R. 4<10.53

Clllte1JQry(

r_

200,
Glsoornl

D;,b""""",, Fo"
)[ Primllr}'

Pl'Q!lldElllt

Amo~lt

lJ

10472·4707

PoIitiolllolJnstfurt

Offiaa8ooltrt:

,

OU'l6T(9Pfjd1)l1 "

Dfstriol:
Middla lritfal)
le-nar.:'Termc.:e De\.'elQpment AsBoo.
5t<lt~:

FIJI !>Jame (Las!,

e.

MIlII1~Atthl!n

Fi~,

TI>M1l.lWicn II); D5760
DllI':eof OisbU'5.lrnmf:

0'.

PO S",,21D18

0'"

"'~.

NY:

Nowyo,k

Zlpocade

HQu~
S~naoo:

I

D;,b"""""" Fo"

Co

Cthar~sparify)

Til"

Gen::;ml
,..

l)1l.I:~ of

,

D5

PO 80): 21 0:1S

NY
"'''''

New'i'ork

Sbltc:

SemkPRllilrlenl
Distrtct

:SUe.TQrAL.Qf t:;i!lbYrliemcrb THIS Pi:!gc
TOTAL

X PnmiJI)
OI:hcr(~tfM

~tl!rliO il ~

2 DO 4-

Reftnd or DispaE41 of EllllSSS
CQrttriI1t.':irJf1!> R~l.INi'd Vnd~r
1'1 C.F.R.4{lQ.53

T"..

D " b _ Fo<

Ttil$Petlud~p;'g(!Ihi$ln~l\l!l1ber"rf)il,.

.,

242>.90

I G~.g.r;(

CSl'llJdate Nama

I

n1 :::r'

10286·2Q18

Offi';;Ii:'R~

HQU5l:'

D&759

Di:SClfll#T1lll1t

Aroourt of Each OlWJf5smentihis Period

ZlpOodli

Pl.J1IO%fifOllltll..fl1U"l"lU'l

Offi.;;~S{;llil;t

Ei:~-EiS!l

CooI!ibl,iil)rlS R.;qurc:d Um:lC!r
11 C,F.R.400.53

Tt'ilt't!lSetlolllD:

Oly

I
I

27"19&
RtlMd (Ir Ol!pcssl of

Cmi:l'gory(

Statl.':
DVatrict
Ful NlIffit (\..'!$I, Fir$t, Mlljdl: lritill1l
l~nm: Terrace Qe.\l~oprrent Assoo,
Mroll~Ali;R5S

oa a-

2004

X Prirrmy

Prngjrklnt

2

MleUl'i: of ESt:l!'! D!!il:$jN;amJ!lntthl!l P«too

I
I

OffiGC!R~

Offi,,~$,,",,!irl:

.,

102~Q·;m~

PLtPOSe-orDI!3tl~

C!'II'l.:t&te-Ntll'11e

oaf

. ... ..

""!4
Gomrnl
V

.

1515.S5

~

CSOC.CBR00032827

4589

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

U5l3 'Sllpill'Bte SChedU9(&)
foreeftl ~1l!e~I'fGr11')e.

Oetell!d summary Pa~e

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FIJI)
Rangel for CongfElSS
FUI ItJlll'l'le (I.$Sl, first, Mltldlll lr1tlBI)

Trolll'l&Gllun ItI: D8761

A. LeonG};: Terrace D€w~l)pm€'1'lt Assoo
Wlll'III~AM>:Ifl

oat$ ~, OISblflart\etit
6~5 'i

PO Be«:21 D16

Cll;y

stale

ZipC<ld!l

New York

NY

1028e-:!101 $

I

PlXPP5~(lfDi5~

g.Hpll!ie

Pf'la~lde!Jt

R~l'1Ild

.~

£00"4 '/

or Disposal of ~ce$S

11 C.F.R. ..wO.S:!
D15b~For:

~4

X PIirTlary

\:IlIoornl

C:U'lftr(spfld1"j) "

Tl'W1IiElion 10: D8768
DlltsDfDistlU"SaTlW

B. LeVera .sutton

"ol

D4
ste1e

City

!

Ct:rrlribLtitll'1s REqLifllo Under

Smta:
District:
Ful t>JRmEl (Lasl. Rrs!:, MltldE 1r1t1sJ)

\'

.'

D

0

02

Zl~c:od!'!

. NY

NowYorf:;

I.'O:su

271.95

Offic.n~"'~C;...,-,R:'~N.-rn-.-------------ot!iCl68ooftll::

"

10001-,210

paposj!.or Dl!lb~
P~IExpCf1¥l~

RflMd (If IJI!fpr:l~1 or B;£:as-s

CClObib\tit<J1"R' Reql..if"(!d IJndtr
Offi(l~ s~:

$.HQIIJ>e

Prn&irlallt
District

S!llIe:

FIJI NlUTIC (1..as1. Hf"l(, Middle Iritis.!)
C. L/!'VeraSul:lon

11 C.F,R. 400.53
Dl~tl~ For:

X PllmllfY

~~

Bcrt!ml

C"Xh:lr(liPildM"
Ttiltl!leetlol\ 10: Oa770
Dstll: of Ois&nr-5t:mmt

_.

ZlpCOdl'l

10031-5211)

NY

118B.9B

plkp6'ei&(JrDI!lb~

P;nroIIExpme$

Reflnd or DI!lpoE<'ll of Eli1l8i'tS
CctrIrlbu:lr:Jm R~lif"(!tllJnde!
11 e.F.R 4{lO:~O

Ganddal:e Nama
Offj,::::e 5ou!trt::

5.-

H<:lu~

P~5id~!Jt

J3!at~:

Dlsb~

For:

X PrimilJ)'

21X14

General

Cthl'lrispe'QM Y

Di$1:riet

.
TOTAL Tlis Period (B:6l pag.c lhi$linr: l'Ilmber Drt/) ,..
FEe

:8~h~ull!' fl

'Famt:J ) RPo: C<2IMUl!>

:Z~51.24

"

CSOC.CBR.00032828

4590

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3

I

u•• ,,,,,,,,., """..,j

,,,,..
,,,,,,,go~611'"
Detefl.ildSUmmelYPage

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

TI''''''''''~'' R

R R

FOR L1NENUMBER,

PAGE • . ,. .

x

17
'18
1Sa
19b
200
21::tl
201:
21
AI'} Irlf~lmllt.k:tO~ed 1rnm Ilu=hRepDr1s: Bnd stalemen19 fl'I!l)l ~ be: sold orused ti'j any ~II fef 1!'le purpoge c.1 9dletltltigoonltftll.tlore
Clf f(lr(!Qmme.rti~1 Dll'P'~, oll="toon U!iinl1 !he nmtl:< IlInrJ 'IIrJdf¢'51& of l'lnj' ~QltiC!:lI ooll1mill;l:l~to :scIir;it (I"rJ:.ril::;lJ\ons from 5I.,u::h OO11rnll!:ee

~ NAMEOFCOMMITTEE<lnFl.l1)
Ran{;le! fDr Ol::Ingmss
fUl Nllh'UlI tLQS1. First. Mlddlrt Il"IItlBI)

Tr.ansa;llon ICJi D9227
C1l1temDt!ltllnl!t'r\et\t

"- lerta;(Terrace ~lopmEl>nt Asso:.
MUIll!'(jAl1::fiI:s;;

08 ','

PO B... 2101~

City

New Yolk

$~.

ZlpCt:lde

NY

102136·:!()18

"O:l

" 2"00"4

.Amanrt c>1' E;lIcn D1SbUT$eltlenlthl9 FIMloo

1202.94

PYlltlll;l:"ofDisb~

Offi>:ll:lREtIl

OD1

Qmdd<lk!-Nillme

=~~rf)~5~:J~trl~~=

CmctlolYf

11 C.F.R. 4aO.53

T_

OOcIlBoo!#:

House
8l:'lf)l;l~

1 D;,b"""""" For:

PtoIlIidElal
Di6!:fiot

Sbattll;

200;

X Primary

ct~r(sp!ldM

Ganllml
,.

Ful NnmEt (Ls.'Sf. Fis:, Middle lritinl)

Tr.tl16adion.1); 09226

B. Le'Ofl Wynter
Mlli!iI"QAIit1iI9S

'lI

D1

Avenue Apt. 112

"',"
MA

DlY
CQmJ::.rid~o

ZljloC6:::Je

-

..

HQllse

I

P~sidanl

282m
000
CBi/Ill!JOpfl

TI1'<

11 CFR400.5:l

X PrimlllY
Ge~ml
OthrilJ.:spatifyi If'

F'ul Name (UwI. Fiflrt, Middli::llritigl)

Mpjlll'"GM:tc~

TFilnsaJ~1Ill1\ Ie!

if>

40BW 146'lhst

New York

sta:1El

Zip CadI!

NV

10001 -8210

Ctltidda~NernEi

H""""
s....

I

"

:2 00 4

109B.42
Rl'lflnd ar Disposal of Emla!'>'S

001

GB1agOl1J{

T",.

(,..;;nIribltiol'$ R~lired I)"der
110.F.R.4{lO<:53

ZOO,

DI,b"""""ll F.,

X Pnmill"j

PJ'\!liidtml

"'51'1

Amourt of EDJ:lh Di!ibJrsementitlis Paioo

I

O!!IIlLr9«l"lenl

SO""

Offio:.:~Sootht

D9230

Dat"I1IfOii!,lH~I:fT1Cfl!:

G1ly

I
r

RflI'U'l1::l -or OI,P¢!WI! ofE1lfl~
Coobibl.til)OO R~l.ired Unlkr

ZOO,

D;,b"""""ll For:

C. Le-Vem Sutton

$~,=,

2004

OiIsrlet

8tm9:

PlJ'Poo~ (If

.-

.Arnellrt or EDl'.:!'I D1!>b1JJ'SQIYIElnl th!g Pefjod

I
l

n~ ~l\PI:lIl!i':!' rcitTb.J~cmli:llt

can!Jdare NeroI'!

','

021:)&

PltPOSe.OfD!9tl~

OffiqeSoo!trt=

,13, ,

DBI;Iil of OI£bLME4l1E4l1:
Ma.M~.c:hUSe1$

008

GerK!l'iIl

~her ii5lX!'dM

l'

DI(;1rlet:

S\ll:!lTQTALQfDh;wlliemc:rbTIiiS f'<1cei"pIl-.nillfi.

TOTAL Tti$ Pe:riQdilim P"lDtl:ltll$ inl::' nJmhltl' Qrtyl

~

.............. _...

,.

'~~~.9T

~

CSOC.CBR.00032829

4591

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u,.,,,,,I>l.,,hE>lLl,,,,j TFORLINENU ..BE"' .

I'''''''''''~r)
x 17

,"',.."'''''''''"''''''

Detell&dSUmmeryP8ge

PAGE 7<1'00

Rt~ R R
tfla

2Da

:lttI

i9b
21

:<llJc

Any Il'lfdrFflntlcl'r ecpred trom gUd'J Repllrts: eltd stBtemellte 1"Nil~ 001 be: SOld oruseo bY llrl'J ~n fOf1,* pulll4se 01 Bdlcallngcol1ll1bltl0l'lS

Qr fot¢QrnmerQ.:/l1 Pl,l'J)O~, ol!);r(Mn lM!ing ~ht! nMll; nnd '!Idd~lI Qf Jlny "l)iH~1

oommjl111~

to lSOIicit otontrib.JI!onli ftorn "S4.Il:lh oonmilt~

~ fIlAMEOFCOMMmEE(lnRlIl
Rangel fOI Cohgra6S
fUl Name. (Uli:1. Flrnt, Mlddl& Il'lItI!')

A.

Trans~n It:!;

DB"J3D
Oate 01' OlstlU"rlemern

Franck Laboy
MlllU!'gA~S9:

1150T.~or

0\1 9

Ave

St".
NY

C~ty

Brom:

Zll)Co.':b.

OHicaeou/tlt:

1000.00

001

Cmecory{

DI'b"""""; F."

SaNIa

J\rMllrt 61' E:llc!'l D1SbUeelfli':m! ttl!!! P-sl1oo

0

1

I

House

PrimlUY

Pre3l11e1l1

2004 .,

lJ

27

10472 4707,

P(l'j;loot' of Disb~
Pclffic:u.lCartsutart
Omli~l:e-N~rnll:'

Ll

T",.

~~~fl):~=~fd~~~:

11 C,F.R.4{lJ).53

:!:Xl.
K (313nsraJ

Ot.hDrl~If.II::IM "

Di:al:riot
Ful Wnme (Last. FirE:, Middk! lritilli)
8.. leolloxTermc.:e De'lIeoIQpme'nt~1)(t.
State.:

Mgjlll"(lAti:i'ess

. ,.

Tr..trIli~n

10;. 00046
Dm.. of Disblf'iEmem:

D9

PO B",,21018
ZlP.~

"'~,

aty

NY

New York

1

Cllrll.1daOO- Naf\1~

I DI,b_
Fo"
X PrimllIl'

HQu$¢

s."""

0'
:2 DO 4

Noourt 01 Ea(;t'! [11iibUl'iilltllidltitl!S P'erlod

102'-86-2016,

P~ose or Dlsbll'Sel'llerl1
OfficcReni

(Jffi.::.eSOU!trt:

02

.00.00
OD1
ClIllecory{

T.,.

R'llrllld or DI~poS'il:I of elllllS2
CcnlriblJions R~ured Under
11 C.F.R. 4{J1l.53

:!:Xl.
Gcneml

I:l!he:r (spgrif}'~ ,.

Prnmant:
OI!Eitrlct
FIJI NllCm; (Uml, Fir¥. Midl:It: lritiall
C. Leno.)" Terrace D~~lopml'!'nt Assoc.
IStale:

Mroli~AdiR~

0'9
NY

I

or OIl!tllrSiol'lWIt

Offk;eRi'IDl
GsrlJ1d9~

Nsl'l1S

OfIiCt'lSOlJ3trt

H",,~

Scrme
P~adenl:

$~l~

I
r

fJ

27

:2 0" 4

30D.OD

OD1

Refl.nrl or Dlspooo.l of EllE1355

TI!"

11 C.F.R..oKlO.53

Ca1egcry(

1D"b-'0'

CQnIritll.tIl)ll:' R~Ij~d Under

X PllmMll
Genel'llli
>:Xl'
ahcr (~OIM ...

OI$l:f1et

S\UHQTALQf
TQTAL

n

Noourt of ED,1Jh DlsbJr;amant this P-aiod

ZlpCodli
10286-2018

"'~.

New York

DOO4S

Dwe of DiwlS$emw

PO 81»:21018

'",y
Pt.tp~l!!o

TFlilMa~lIcll\ I~

~l;!lun;:cmcfbTm ~lJe

\gp!iooafi ..

nis'Peri"d(Imp:!!!l,=lhi$inll'OJmb~Qrtyl

•• ".·u.""
,.

....

"'""

........." ............... - .... ...
~

..

1GOO.OO

.

------'---------IIiII._E~.:.;:.i:B.5:r.3_..rIII----'------C-SO-C-.C-SR.00032830

4592

I

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fann"

I(C/"IeCkt:ll'\~Ol'll!) R R R

u,. ''P'ml. "hod".I')

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

FOR LINENUMBE.,

1Cfo9ild'lCltel))'Y of1M

Oelalled&.HnmeryPage

l(

""". 70'"

17

18

19a

i9b

2t\!l

xtl

::lllC:

21

Ally lrtrQll'Y'Ilitlon ~ed fl"Om su::h Reports; and stBteffienla mEl)! nat bi Bald QrU!!Ied ti'l1l1'f)' peroon r<lt'1~ plllp.¢!le 01 !:lcncsung o:lnb1tll.tlol'S
01 forcomm:roil!l PlKPoses:, clherthlln l,$lna ~he nll1Ttt: Md ~ddress: of Qfl:1 poElical oomrnilt;,cto ;oIicit .;!QntriOO!iOOIl mn lilJoh QCmmiltl:e:

~ NAME OF COMMITTEE (111 R.l1)
Remgel fDI ConglWS

",

Ful N8rtl1ll (Ul~. FInit, MlddlB IrftISI)

Tr./lflfillCtlon 10: 09751

Lenox Tem!lce DeYelopment As$CaC.
fIJlulllrgAl.t.1'e9l:l

PQ

Oflt'l or DlsbU'1l!f1'1lltit

1'~1

B.. 21016

Ci\"i

lir;<~

stele

Ne\I,f¥ork

NY

Cw1li~~Name

For,

r",.

Ro!rtnd or Dlsptl!'lal ~f b'1(ce,;,s
CooIrlbU:iDmi REiquJOltl Under

110.F,R.4QO.53

GenB!TI1

ct!'llr{~i31l')1>

..

Di61riC'!:

FIJI NBm9 if-as1. Firn/:.

.

~iddkllritiaJ)

Tr;n;<lC!ian ID: 09752

B. LeVero. SUlton
I'lJlllilirgAItl'a~'S

2004

2008

X Primary

Prusldant
3b:lte:

,

443.81

OM

CiMccl;il)i

I Di,"""""""

l.'

10

AmourJ: 61 Elich OIii:bUrume:nt1t'l19: Pel'1c.1

1

Officl3REl'TI

House
Senal£.

\.l

10:1llS.:!()18,

PI,lJ1Ql;~gfDis:b~

Of!i:Cll.'Bou(,frt::

,

Ditta of Di5bIJ':Il,merd
o 0

10

406\1\' 1461hSt

",",

Nov.''fork

·stata

ZlpCpde

NY

10031.&21°

2.

,

"

Ami)urt: or E8tlh lJISOOf'9:ell'!€II1I1hI!l

(lftjlJI'sC'J!tlt:

1

Hou$¢
$'llootl::

I

I

Dis""""""" For:

00'
CilI!rc:!JI;lry{

T""

X Genernl

Ct/)er{Ep6ciM ..

FIJI Htirm. (lam. Finiit, Middk: IriON)

Trensat:tlOl\ ID~

,",

<l:l6W 14ath Sl

."."
NV

NewYeJrk

I

OElnddabeoNama

Sr:::mt-:-

I

I

SOBTOTJ.\Lqf Dil;oorsernerts Tlls Pallc

IT.QT~

O:her.;~r':fM

2004

Ce1ega!y{

Refrnd or Dispoool of dllll:l!i>'S
O=nIrib~it:l!'\!l
Ullder
11 C.F.R. "'WO,53

Re-;Jtirt!d

>00"
Gt!rnJrnl
V

~(lptiO ;:ln

Tm;;PcriadiIaslPQlJclhisinr:-rumbI:rQrtyl

"

8.00

001

T",.

DI,""",,",", F"
X Pnmlll")l

PI1!Jilde.t
Df$'I:rJet

n

' 0

10031·5210

P~eor015!:lU'gemel'l:1

H~lllle

n

!moun of ElU:h DiEbJrsamslltihis Pmod

ZlpCOdll

00(:1' e;q:um~ I':linill.n>tmr:rn:

6l;at~

D9753

l)BJ:c of Di5DISSM1!.lfTl

"'"

OfijlJcSQlJ!td:

~~~~ro~g~=J::d~:~:

11 C.F.R.4<lO,:53

Disl:rict

C. L~Vern Sl.1tkJn
Mwli~Afu*

P'(of1O'j

200,

PrimlU)!

Prasidenl

alate-:

,

1217.2B

Pt..rflooeQrDlgb~

6."",
Qanddeil;eNaMe

200d

•

........... ,. .......... .......... .......... ...
"'

167:l.09

•

CSOC.CBR00032831

4593

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u,. ,,,,,,,,,,. ,,""""')

f"'''''''''go~'!1''
Oel:ell!!tl summery Page

I("""."'~',.) R
fOR LINE"U MBER:

x 1f

:m~

"AGE l112T

R R

1.5
n

i Qb
21

i Qe
.<lDe

Ally 11'lt"'!f1lRtltln c:epIt'lilfmm Bld\ Rl2pOI'lSl £1M statements rraJl M1 ooso!d oruu!d by sny ~~ fef'~ lXli~ge'::'l !~lealll'lg OORlI'Il:Il1l!11'!!li

f)

or for(lQflIITIC'rV'iil Pf,.fJJ(JlJ<I5, rnhl:lr~mn ijt;in!J the nl!m~ and :addl'eS~ d an~ PQltlc:t'l1 oomrnil:l:el$ \.I:) $dir,it CQrtribJIioos !'rom lllJll.h tXlfl1rnf!J:!l¢
NAME OF CQMM1TIEE (In rut)

Rangel for c.eng;1aBS
F'UlI'dBmB (Ul~. FIm, "'111£118 tritlSI)

Tr-llnli:Jtatlon It:!; 00074

A, George: Henrv
I\I1SUl l'EJ Al:k:hSS

Csle{,fOlmU'1l«flilfit

i'2 "

162:1 Primrose Rd NW

City

S:ilh::

ZipCOOe

Washington

DC

20012·1117

PY'P~lJfDisb~

a,iaIy

C<mri.:tl~N<arne

OflicI:ISw!td:

HOU&B

8"",..

1 Ol,bm<meni
f,r:
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""'.
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C(tlllri;9pQ6f'i~
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I

001
CmcgofY/
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1000,00
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CootrlhLtiort!i ReqLJl'6d Under

11 C,F.R.4\lO.53

,
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'" ~
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s."
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13~t.;:

ID;,''''''''''''' F,,,
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··1

" '9
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:2 00 4
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, ,
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PC 6ol<21D1~
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Offi<JeSoo!tlt:

2 00 4
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FIJI NllmE' (La-sl. First Middlillritiid)

Mflili~Ad:hl5'l:i

"10"

,Arnourt of lille,," ClI5bUrseltlenl thlg Pef'l0ll

7~1.~4

001
CmegQl1ll'

T""

~:=:~~r~!I~:J~d~:~=

11 C.F.R.4(lO.,s3:

200.
Gcr.:=ral

Cther(llpllcify) If'
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FIJI NIlITII:: (l.ao!;j, Fil1i(. Middkllritill.l)
C. LeVeli:l Sutkln
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Trarossetlol\ IQ~ D0085DaHl Qf Oi~lncmcnt

,",

406 W 14Bth st

aty

IlpCOOl'l

'"''
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N~HYC.rk

10001·5210

PLlpO!a) ar Ol!lblnlilITlll'rl'!

I
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~ndld&tEI'Nern&

Qffi>;:ll:'iSoor.ttl::

H....
Sill'mt~
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i$Wto;

I
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2004

Arrollrt of Elll:h Olslxlrserrl\:lntif11; PErlcd
1007.88
001

CEllegClryf

T""

Rl3fwd or Dispo~ of 8lEI1!:f.i

C<;rtlrj[:niitH15 R-=-:Jdred Under
11 C.F.R. 4<lO.~3

200'

GIllm:rnl

Ct:her{~ .i ry)V

Dj~rjet

2769.50
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SCHEDULE B (FEe Flmn3 )

Ll!;a 'SEp1ra!a 'SchOOljs(s)

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

I

PMl. J5 Fa.

F'," LIN E NU MaE",

IN "!I!ld'l o!:8;te!}O!y 01100
Detailed sulnmary Page

(eMl::IcCA'\~U'le-)

-'~'1!

.

2Da

R R R
18

jge

iSb

.2Ct.t

:<lCe:

21

AIllllntOfffllltlQl'l ~d from !lX:h RepCrlS and st!ltemenls ma~ natlY.! !ililld Qrl.Jsed by lillY ~n flll'1M- purfl4!1E! e.1 9dleallng t:<:lnll1bl.l:I,Ore

Qr f'ilr(!l;l~rti~1 PtnJoSC;:$, o1l"i:::rtron w.;!IlD thl:! nlUTlC and -ll'ddress Qf ",ny poitir,;:.\ll oomrnilt;!cto 'iOIj~t

I)

\lQr~ribJIjQl1li

ron $IJ~h oommittll1¢

NAME Of COMMITTEE(ffl FIJI)
Rangel for Cal'lgl6li6
FIJI NDI'i'lB (La-;d. FIrSt, 1JI1dalrllrRllll,

Tr./lI1li;v;tIQn ttl; 010174

A. Immanuel Music
M&llI1'l$1AdO'M'il

Ollte Of CllsblnarJet\'t

02

72& Bergen Blvd

aty

-5'l:a1,:

Zip Cod::!

Ridgel..Jd

NJ

07657

aenate

I

I
Di,b""""'" F"..
X Primlll)'

Rertrld or Ol!pOIiaI Of BCE!!Ilol;

CEdCDDry(

r""

CoolrHtl1!ol'!$ R"lqUr'id Und",r
11 C.F.R. 4<lO,<S3

l!i<lB
Gaoollil

Otl18r(speel1)i) ..

Prrtllll:!oot

District

SootllJ:

.

FiJI NllttI6 (Last. Filll. Middle Irmal)
B. F""n(;K Lat;ny
MBitill}Ad:tass

Trm6adiQ" 10: D1 01 54
Dole of O!!>blnllmMt:

D1

1100 T:lilylor Ave

Oty

st~,

Bronx

ZlF'~

NY

10472.4707"

"

, ,

.,

O~

1000.00

PLtpcou.or OJ9b~

I

candld1te- Nerne

Of!i.:lIl,!Soo!tll::

HQuilo:';:
SeMl.e

I

'XGene-ml
,,,

Di,b""""'" F,,,
X Primll.f)'

RiIll"Lrll1 or DI!lpossl of

Cidll!tlQry(
T~

PO

Tt"2tl!iat1lol'll~D1(t1.B6

Date or DI$/:u.Nmtcrn

02

B~21D18

..m.

aty
New York

NY

ZlpCQ::i&
1£l288-2'J1B

PlIfJOO9 or O!!lb~
Q;nddl"" Mar'lla
H""u~

$el'lak-

I D"b""""'"
'0.
X Pllmi\ry

P~sitllmt:

I
I

'3USTQTALof

~her($p(!QM

!"fOS'"'

:2 OC 5

.hTlourt of ED.Ch DisbJrsement this Palod

I C~,

Offi.;;eRefI!

Qffi<;;t:S~

Bltla~

Corririblliol'lS Reql..i~d Under
11 C.F.R.400.~::5

CtMr(spatif}'> 9'

Pl'l3sWtlllt
8b!l!£!:
Dim:rict
FIJI NWl1~ (L35I. Fifl/;, Mkldr tribal)
C. Leoncar Terrace De'ielopmemt Assoo.
Mllilill'J~5'!i"

2005

AroourJ: 01' Eot:h DlstlUNlsmsnt !I'll! P«Ioo

s,.."

SbMe

.,

8$0.00

I

C<mlidllk N.unl:l
House

£00',

"24
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PtI'P~~Gforllb~
E'JelI ~e5 (Furdraillill})
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'I

352..70
••".f
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".
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•
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.
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•

CSOC.CBR.00032833
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SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

NAME OF COMMITIEE(ln full
Rangel fm Congres:sFIJI Nome (L:1I~. First, 'JllodlB lritlsl)

Tram;:mIon 10: D10400

A lel'l(})(Terrace De\lelopment.I\s$CaC:.

OgIQ¢1'[Jl~l.ft;ert\efIt

04 \'
01

MlllllrgAli:hl$$

PO Broe 21 018

City

Sb:le

New York

NY

.'

l.'04

!

..

;2"00"5

N'Mlut ot Each OIst::.iJreement '!hIli

'f

~IY!

625.ee

PIXPtl$ll"tlrDIJib~

OtficeReni

Refil'ltlllf DI!P!l~1 ~f B:.:e~
~l:lIJ:iol"l$ReqUf1ld Undlill

11 C.F.R. ..wO.5J
HOU!lEl

Di~b~ For:

lSsrma

X Primary

20Ja
Gsoornl
Dthl:tr<:ilP8Cl1)l]"

PTJ3!l/dillllt

Distdct

Strite:

Ful WIllTlB (las!. Rrst, Mlddka lritilll)
61. Lenc«Tefr.,l(,:eD(\"o'i}lopmellt~oo.

TI<ll'1Ii~nltJ:

D11J4f'4

Duaci DlsbLNl:rneot

0'6 '.'

°1

cf .'

.~ 2· DQ·...5

NY

or

325.0.

PtJ1l08e.
DI!lb~
Offi(!t'R¢nI

Rllrmd (if Olsp(ls:lfl or EJ.:ile~

CeoIritRtlQOO Rli:".'lured Und;ll
11 C.F.R. 4{lO.5~

C::mlid:iteName
HQUS!e

Dlsb~ For:

$e1ll!l~

State:

2006

X Priml!1'Y
Gtmernl
ctbar (!;piIr:lfyj .,

Pl"8sidant
District

FuI NNTIt' (LasI, FIriI:, Middb lritlw)

Trsmsdllm m~ D10467
DII.1r::: or DiKlr.ncmcnt

C. Ll!'ooxT.errace Dl!'.IE!'lopmem: .Assoc:.

"',"
NY

"''Y

New'r'crk

tlmDurt of E&.Ch D:isbJr;;amant this Patod

or Olllb~

tlB3.6S

Ofli<;:I:!Rm
Ganlil:.tateName

001
CB1eQClryf

Til"
Offl<;:e Sooltd;:

HquK-

Oisb~ For:

8~mlt:!

X Pri"miJ)'

P~lijd~t

SbJ;1;;

r

stete

"''Y

NewYNk

PU1l00&

I

R~flJld or mspa!lSl O'f 8ms!i<S
C~bJ..t.itlllS Re"Iuf':d Undlllf

11 G.F.R. 4O(Hi3

:iXXl6

Gillnemi

Uh::r (specify) y

District

TOTAL Ttis Pl':liad (tm Pi.'!ge!his In!:" !1.I!I1bcr arty)
FEe. ffGtJOOuIl:'ft (p(lr1ll 3 ) RM.DmiJlJa

CSOC.CBR.00032834
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SCHEDULE B (FEe FDnn:'l )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

tJ51J -sepanna '!illOOdlle(li)

I FOR LlNENUMBER:
fC~~UI~Of'Ie-)

···~·1"f
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O,et.alleCi SlmNl1IlY Page

2Da
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Any 1f!1~rm&t.lt:lI'I ~ed 1lnm suel\ Repal'1s and stBtr:!Inenlli rna)! rr.¥1I'>!l.SOI" urU!!erJ b'J Bt't'J persall '«1M pllf\l'=lse of !IOllea~ngCClnh1hlJ:l~re
fA forcommcrolljl Pt.rP(l~. Qiht!:!rthan wing th(!c nllml:< Ms:! eddfl/:!$li of ~flY poitiClll oo!l1milte~to soIJdt cortliOOliooa from Sl.mn c:omll'liil:ee
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NAME OF COMM1TIEE (111 FIJI)
Rangel fpr ConglS5S
fUl Neme (La'!ll. Flrnl:, Mlddlll lritlal)

ir4l\&amJQn 11:1; DHl4SB

A Le:rroxTerrac;e D~elopmern As$oo
lUIlllllI'(IAtU'e~

Ollta Of OISblJ:':left'll'flt

0'6 "

PO 9",21(>16

"'New¥ork
..,

stale

NY

ZiP~

1)28 ,

£00', '.'

ArMltrt 01 68<:f'! Disttlae-ltlelit thl!l ~rltd
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pl.I"Pt:'SC"lJrDisb~

OffiCl!:lReni
CM1dd<1~ Narnl::

OffiCB8i:ll.Jltd'

HOUSEl
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I

DI,b""""," For:
X Prirnlll)'

Pra'tdalll
District
Ful NllIT16 (la:51. Rret, Middlil hitial)

2006

I

0(>1
CI'dr:iIJl)!Yf

T""

Rer\rld tlr DI!lPl.liial or GlIC2SS
C(lf'Ib:itllJ:!Offi Rraqul"I'ld [.JlIl:hH

11 C.F.lt 4<lO.53
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Ottlllr(spedTJ} ..
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0'. ,. , P2l'
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NY
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HlQu$o;
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X PrilTlfJ)'

Pl13sidQlll
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-e~e:

;JeMl
R'lrtrld or D[gpoi::ll Of E",;t:a,x

Cilll~l:llJry(

T....

CcnlJibltiQfl!i. R~1.iN!tl Ullder

11CFR.4<lO.-51

~&

Ge~ml

Othllr<5plIl'ify) ,.

FIJI NllJTIl: (lM:!, Firs!:. Middle lritial}
C. f!,fCI
M9llirQA~$oS

T~tl!iadlol' It): D10476
Date Q'( DIKll.f$l:lTIen!:
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PO Bt.'Iit.lBM
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",,,.

Zip Gadt
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11,5D
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X PnmOl.l)'
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SCHEDULE B (FEC Fonn:'l I
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

USIil'SEpilrBllil'ijllt.edue(s)
ftf eild'1 (:!lte~r.1 Of1!'le
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AfI'jltOOfmlltltlr'l O!.IpIal1 from !luch RepOf1S end Stsle/l1enfS I'M)! 001 boa SOld nfU!lea b'j Irty ~11 fefll'11!l ~tjX)!le ~f !loneaung OOnll1bl.tlors
I)f ((If cl)mrfiClrti~1PIJ'P(l~. QI~Hl!!n (.ISing thr: I1llJT1C BIRd eddll:lS& of JIll:,' IlGitiool oommiltll:!cto IoO/Ir.:it l'l)ntribYIionli from all}n CClTImii.t~
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NAME OF COMMITTEE <In FIJI)
R8ngelfor CongreS$
FUI NBfM (L&~. FIM, Mlddlr! InltlRlj

A

Hal~

TrMwrldbn It!: DHlBOO

Support Pmject

MSlIlI'liAIinS!l

OalaOfOI5t)1.f$1!ffI1!tit
u
"
lJ

if?

001 50th St,,,et NE
&ilI~

City

Washington

DC

Zip~

state>:

I

House

I

Oi,b"""""" For:

Sanaba
Pnalliooni
District:

1QOD,OD
Clldllltlory{
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..
Tr.m6iKOOnICl; 010716
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d'•.,' "
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'''',
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Zl!=,~
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I
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T.,.

('):hi!r(!pIl:elM,.

Tnltl!ilsdIQl\ IO~ D1()715
Dille or DistllrsWlcrn
"
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ro BIXi!2101B

"'NYM.
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pl..Jll~OrDlabt.r'liOl1lrOOl'
OffkeR<!l1l

ZlpoCO;jfl

HQl,I'P:!'

$el"l!l~

Fo,
X Pnmro)'

~od

35B.6B
RafU1d or Dls!"(l!!<Sl of &Cl"l!:<S
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T,.,.

Ce1egllryf

O::nlribttioll!> R¢';juf":d Under

11 e.ER. .+30.53

"""
Gen:ml

Qt.::r (spclilM y

PI1lSldtlnt
Dl$I:rlet
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:2 00 5

knoJJrt of Each D:isbJrsementillis

I
I0",·""""""
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!3t:at~

11 C.F,R ..roO.53
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I
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Offi~,=Sl;>FJ.td
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D01
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Po 20
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PLJ'Pooj!.CJfOI!Jb~d
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r:xN\:r(9f)&"''f'J~
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I
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................................................
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SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3 I
ITEMIZED DlSBURSEIIIENTS
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1'a"eGd'I ~lItegQlY~11M

I

PAGe ., 1'0

FOR LIN E NU MSER:
(Ched ont; OOSo)

~ 17

OJ1tflll!l{j &.Immerv Page
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Ail'; InfQl1'fIlIlltm ~ed 1'rlm'J!lIJct'I Reporlfl antl SBtements mEI)ll'r:l1 bo! !:Ol-d CrUgfH~ tly at'l)l
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R R R
1.3

"1gB

i9b

2etI

20~
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ft'f 1re purpo3e ct 9dlealingoollll1hltll:lrG

or f(lf ('!Qrnr..mul f;!\.rPo!S¢S, t.>l!"«theln Yliing th~ nll1m:: Itud 8ddfl:;Si of l!IIlIY 1l0litl;l!!l! ooll1mil:tllJl) to MIlici, 'IQrtril;:i,IU"ru from Q,JlJI! oommlk!le
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NAMEOfCOMMITfEE\ln Full
Rsngel for CclnBI1!IlSS.
PUI NlIm8: (Uli1. FIl1iIt, MllIollli 1rM:11Il)

Tr.arn;;wlIanltli D10717

A. Let'lOJ(Terraec Dtwe>!Dpme:nt ASElcc.
MRlIlI'(,IALtn:n
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DBtQ af Oliiblnet'tlem:

d'g

B",,2101~

Cil,y
Ne-w¥ork

-stllllllJ

Zi!:'C@

NY

102M.M1a,

PyPtlII;ll" orDi~b~
OffiaaREnI
O!nd<.i:lk-NilImr:

OffiQ&8ool,t1t:

HOIl5e

8erale
Pregldool
'St3tllo:

I

:x

Fo<:

.,

~oo,oo

OD1

Renrll:l or DI!lptlsal ofSl:ess

ca1eCQry{

T"",

Cerdribuions Requr<ld Under
11 C,F.R. .roO.53

2008

Primlll)'

GafIBml

otl'l8rt!lpflt\lf'j> ..

Dimrict

.

Ful /IIUJ1'l9 (Last. Fin;/;, Middla lntiaJ)

Trnml~nIO;

S. le'o'i Pinsky
MllilirgAd:hlss

2"00"5

.\\mOUlt 61 EBe1'l []f~r9:alflent 1tll!l Per!tY1

I
0;,"""""",

"2\1

01071g

Date of Di!bLCSllmool:
o ,
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21& EosteSth $t

.,
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"'".
NY

Oly
NowYl)d~

....,
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I

PllflOSe.of0l91)~1

I

O1nddalie- Name

l:)ffiqr;SQIJ!trl::

NOOIlrJ: Of E9O:;h IlISi::l.m.emt!lnt mIg F\!flOO

HQUSo¢

61t'lrl!lte

I

D;,b"""""" F,,,
X P-rimllll'

r",.

11 C.F.R.4<lO,,,'i3
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CSOC.CBR00032837

4599
Image# 26960049652

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperate schedulQ(s}

for each category of the
Detailed Summa.ry Page

Rangel for Congress
Full Name (Last, First, Middle In~ial)

A. lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

B.

State:

c.

State:

1560.24

CSOC.CBR.00032838

4600
Image# 26930348384

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)

for each category of the
Dalailed Summary Page

&~::~1~1y ~~~8ER:

i2B/162

X 17

i9b

20a

20b

20c

21

Any Information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of s<Jlicating contributions
or for commerdaJ purposes, other than using the name and address of any polilical ~?mmmaa to solicit contributions from such committee
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

Rangel for Congress
Full Name (Last, Fllst, Middle Initial)

A. Kay Webber
Mailing Address

425.00
Refund or Disposal of Excess
Contributions Required Under
11 G.F.R. 400.53

B.

Stale:

c.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21 018

Disbursement For:
2006
X : primary
" General
Other {specify) ..

CSOC.CBR.00032839

4601
lmpgeit 26930348385

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperale sclledule{s)
for each category at the
DelaUed Slimmary Page.

19b

21
Any Information copled 1rom such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any parson for the purpose 01 sol(caling contributions
?l".!~:_~_~!!,~i~!F~_~~~, ~~_~~~~!_~~ ~~ ~_a~_~_~~~t!ess of any political committee to solicit contribu1lons from such oommittoo
NAME OF COMMmEE (In Fun)

_ _

Rangel for Congress
Full Name (last, First, Middle-Initlal)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

City
New York

State

NY

Purpose of Disbursement
Ottice Rent
Candidate Name-

Ojfu;'~'SOOghl:

House

Senale
; President

Stale:

DIsbursement For:
~_ 2006
~;t: Primary
: General
,~ Othl1r (specify) ~

District;

- 1:;:;""N-~-m-e-'i'L'as-i:-Fi;st, -Mi-dd16 InlUal)
B. LZBTH WLSN DSGNS

OWe€! Sough!:

House.

Senate" President

State:

DIsbursement For:
2006
[ X ' Primary
:; General
,- - Other (specify) y

District:

FuU Name (Last, Rrst, MIddle InlUal)

C. Manhattan Newspaper Group

State:

CSOC.CBR.00032840

4602
Image# 27930522961

SCHEDULE B (FECFonn 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedu!e(s)

for each category of the
Petalled Summary Page

194J232
19b
21

Rangel for Congress
F\lll Name (last, FIrst, Middle Initial)

A. Jyraffe Restaurant
Maillllg Address

1940 Amsterdam Avenue

City
New York

State
NY

Purpose of Disbursement

Meetingslmeals

candidato Name
Office Sought:

l House
- "[Senate

, President

State:

Disburs€ment For"
2008
Primaly
r~:"j General
Other (specifY) :"

fi!

L:::

.;D:::i:::st~rict':::,-: 7':,-,;--L-------------f----------- -

-F'UU"r;j'a'm'a7L~;;tFirst, Middle Initial)

.

B. Jyraffe Restaurant
Mailing Address

CSOC.CBR.00032841

4603
lmage# 27930522962

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

195/232

,gb

Fuil Naml;l (last, First, Middle- !nitial)
A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

PO Box 21018

B.
2672 Broadway

"" Stale ~
NY

City

New York

Zip Code
10027

Purpose of Dlsbursemont
Catering expenso

Candfdate-Name-

"--'~'-'-~'-'--~'-'-~~~----'+

>':Ofmfie-e=sCCou=g"'ht:-·--'''H''ou:::,-=-e--T-;D'''iS''bu=cs=cm-en-tF-or:--·-~2;;;O;;;08:--L---''=--j
~._-: Senate
! X; Primary
, President

,. ' ' Other (specify) Y

State:
bistrlct:
Fui! Nama (Loot, Fi;;tCC,N""C-:-'.7,nlt"":-.,),-l-------------+----··-····-··
ltd d

-

.

C. Manna's Restaurant
Mailing Address

ci-ty---

2110 FrederIck Douglas Blvd.

----·-·--------,;S"tatc:-o--"'ZJp:cC"'O::;d.:--

New York

NY

10027

CSOC.CBR.00032842

4604
ImageN 27930923321

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperate schedule(s}
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

Full Nama (Last. First, Middle Irtitla.l}

A.. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
MalUng Address

PO Box21018

City

State

NevJYork

NY

H=.

Otfice Sought:

; Senate

President
State:

District

FIJI! Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

B. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box210i8

Purpose of DIsbursement
Office Rent

candidate Name

--~~-------

DIsbursement For:

Office Sollght:

i'x

Primary
! i General
Other (SpecitYj ...

Slate:

c.

-Fu-il-N~~'(L~t:-Fi~£,-Middi~l~i'air'--

Alexander Leopold
Mailing Address

Candldato Name
Office Sought:

HOlJse

Senate

President
State:

Disbursement For:
2008
.X : Primary
, General
- Other (specify) ..

District:

CSOC.CBR.00032843

4605
lmage# 28990011478

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate sehedule(s}
for each category of the
Detailed SummalY Page

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

Rangel for COngress
Full Nama (last, Arst, Middlo Initial)

A.

KLM Group
Mailing Address

PO Box 728
Attn: Kr stal Miller

City

State

Occoquan

VA

Dlsbureement For:

,2008
rj(': Primary
; ' General
:-,": Other (sPecifY)~Y

B.
Malling Address

169 East i06th Street

c.

CSOC.CBR.00032844

4606
lmage# 28990011479

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In

Use separate schedule(s)
for each category of the
Detailed Summary pago

147/ 188

19b

Fu~)

Rangel for Congress
Full Name (last, First, Middle lnltlal)
A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

City

State

New York

NY

Purpose of Disbursement

~=~~~~~~am-e----------------j
oiiic9'SO'lJght':~ --Hro<>e--'-"'0;::;isb"'u=".=.='.:::n''''Fo=''C--'''20'''O''"8-'-~:::--j
; Senate
f'>C Primary
"~I General
, President
State:

B.

L:,~; Other (specitYl-'y

District:

--'F'ulJ"N--;;:;e (La~t,~First,

Middle Initial)

Alexander Leopold
Mailing Address

245 East 58th Street

A 1,14E
City

State

Zip Code

New York

NY

10022

State:

c.

CSOC,CBR00032845

4607
lmage# 289318627fi9

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)
for each category of ina
Ddalled Summary Page

19b

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

Rangel for Congress

A.

Full Name (Last, Frrst, Middle Initial)
Harris Beach PLLC

Mailing Address

100 Wall Street 23rd Floor
Stare

NY

Olfice Sought:

House
Senate
President

State:

DiSbU\~_€j1le~t For:
~ X : Primary

Zip Code
10005

0._,_2008

; i General

C:J Other (specif;)-'y

District:

~Ui1 Name (Last, Firs~M·c'i_"=--Cln-Citia-CI)-'----_·_------_·_·_----+---------

8.

rndo-American Pharmaceutical

c.

TOTAL

CSOC.CBR.00032846

4608
lmage# 28931882710

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Usa separate schedule(s)
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

Full Name (Last, Rrst, Middle Initia!)

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

.--------.."s,..,,"'-,---=-;;-;----+-:--:-c:-c;-;c-;-::::-;---:-::-;--:::-c--;--.NY

B.

C.

CSOC.CBR.00032847

4609
lmage# 28990829593

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3 )
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule{s)
for eacll category of the
Detailed Summary Page

fc~~~l~~y ~~~jBEA:
X i7
20a

20b

20e

19b
21

Any Information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of sollcltlng contributions
'?':,!_~ ~~_~_~~i~I,_~'=-fl:J_~_:_~:_~!~~,!~~~_~_~i~~",~~:: __~,~~_:,~~d address of any political committee to solicit contributions irom such committee
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FuR)

__

Rangel for Congress
fuU Name (tast, First Middle Inilial)

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

341.28
Refund or Disposal of Excess
COI1trlbutlons ReqUired Under
11 C.F.R 400.53
Office Sought:

House
Senate

President

State:

District

Fuii-N'ame'(Last'--Firsi:'~~iddieInitiaif'-

B.

Lenox Tefrace Development Assoc.
MaiUng Address

PO Box 21018
State

NY

Office Sought

Stale:

. House
, Senate
President

Disbursement For:
~2008
i'X : Primary : ; General
C'j" Other (SpeGilYj'''y

bistrlct:

F~II'N'~"~'''fLa;t:~Fi;~t~-Mjdd;;i~TtJ~if

C.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
MaillngAddrcs$

Transaction 10: 014280
Date of Disbursement

PO 8ox21Q18

City
New York

PurposeOfiisbUrsement
Office-Rent
Candldale Name
OHiceSought:

, House

, - Senate
( Prosldent

State•:
. .

D_-i"~st,,,r ,ivct:.

CSOC.CBR.00032848

4610
Imageii' 28991462295

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

135/196

Use separate schedule(s)
for each category of tho
Detailed Summary Page

19b

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

Rangel for Congress
FuJI Name (last, First, Middle Initial)

A.

lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
MaHingAddress

PO Box21018

City
New York

State

Zip Code

NY

10286·2018

Disbu,sement For:
:'X~ Primary

2008

;-'1 General

C"' Other (specify)

..

Transaction 10: D14697

e,

Date of Disbursement

Offill$- S,lught:

' House
; Senate

State:

, President
District

Disbursement For:
Primary
:" ..1 General
Other (specify) ..

rXJ

L-:

c,
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

- ...--.---...---..- - - - - - 1

Candidate Name

Office Sought:

State:

House
Senate

President
District

CSOC.CBR.00032849

4611
lmage# 28991462296

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate 8chedule{s)
lor each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

NAt-hE OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

Rangel for Congress
Full Name {last, FIM, Middle lnltlal}

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

CUy

State

New York

NY

B.

CSOC.CBR.00032850

4612
Image# 28991952415

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

U$& separate schedule(s}

for each category of the

190
21
Any Informa.tim1 cilpied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions
or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political cammlttee to solicil contributions ftort) such committee
Detailed Summary Page

NAME OF COMMITTEE {In FIJli)

Rangel for Congres..o:;

A,

Full Narne (Last, First, Middle ln~lal)
lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

PO 80x21018

B,

Office Sought

c.

House

Disbursement For:

Senate

iY: Primary

Presklent

,

2008

'j General

Other (specify) ..,

Stato:
District:
'F~ii'N~~'(L~I:'Fi'~t:"Mid'~il~l~ial)

Alexander Leopold

CSOC.CBR00032851

4613
Image" 28933510687

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

f=ull Nan16 (last, First, Middle Initial)

A.

Allfson Baker Griner

Mailing Address
CIty
Bethesda

4971 Allan Road
State

MD

Zip Code

20816

c.

CSOC.CBR.00032852

4614
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SCHEDULE B (FEe Form aX)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

U!Io£lliepl.'rnle sthadJlao:s)
for esch fetagOry Of lhe
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I Use '"fOOl"' ,dl"',Ie<.)

SCHEDULE B(FEC Form3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

for each ftlt!l9!llY 01 the
QmlllX'l SUl'il't'NY Pill»

FOR LINE NUNB-ER:

(ool:!~k QOIy Q"~l

~. 21b'1~l2~
2'

U

PAGE rel107

R2~ R~4 R
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2'
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'9

\. NAME Of COMMITTEE (In. FIJI)

/ NationSl! Leadership PAC
/

FIJI NlIJTIc (La$!,

Fi~,

Middle lril:illJ)

DlI1:a of 01S:llJ'Somard:

A. Lenox Terrsce DevelDpment Assoo,

oa

Me!lIr(;lA~Si

P. C. 6"" 21016

"';d,

City
Nev.'''i''Drk

NY

ZlpC.;xk

Ho_

s...."

I DI.b"""",",
For:
X R1JWl:1Y

.-

~urt of EB~h Dl~msement'!tlIB Pefloo

I

300,00

Cmt:!.1l)!W

r",.

200'

Gooeral
Olhar(Spacll"tJ ,..

Pnnldallt

e.

.. 2'00"2

I

C:arll:ldal>ft Nero'"

TrIl('j!liattltlttllJ:

D1iS1ritt:

Sl:ate-:

"SO

1D2&1l~21ie

P~t"ofDis~
Ofn<:e Ren1

Oflio:::t180t1{;tlt::

~

FIJI Nmltr (LM1, Flnit, Middk:: lril:i;d)
MG! Woridrom

D1622

DEJJ;e of m5bU'Seml:!lt

1>30

~7l<

Mllili'VAr:thIw
PD, Bm:85&lB3

'to"
KY

a<y
LDuieMlle

ZlpC&:::ll!:
41J28<j-<lOO3

2~Oa'J2

PoJ"f,o.ult -01 Eacl'l CI~fS;emElnt ttll!! Puled

63.72

PlJ:Ticaf.OJor9b~

PHONEEl

1

I

C'al'Hidsle Namld
OffjceS~!tri::

HliU'le

3QMoo

I

DI,b"""""", For:
X PrImary

President
Slate.;

Ca1etwm
T,..

»32

GOOeffll

Olher (s)Jaoify) V

TrjJf'\S'il(ltl!1n!lJ:~

D:t.1t'lct:

DieM

Ful tJam~ (U1:t.1, First, Mla~ Iritis!)

Dll.l:e of DiKllnH:mem

C. National ~moora1ic Club

,

D6

Mll1ljl'QA~~

"

,

u fie

1

.....

\'

:2 00 2:

"

30 lw Street, SE
a<y

St~.

Was.hfngton

DC

pl.t'pOSe(lrOJ9~

ZlpD::d6

,!mpurt of Ea.;:h Disburnemanl this

~

20000-4071

C'Stoonp
C:ll.m:id!!~

N'Qf1le

Offil;;'eS~I11t:

HQ'll5';'

~.-

Pre:iiden!

State:

I

\

D"b""""'" For

X PrIrral)'

»32

T~

GenaMJ

Olher (.pemftl ..
Trill1liaCtloO!O:

IJtsItleI::

4U&TOTALaf Di:sbl.l'SE'lTlBrlls Thi:. Pl19G ((l{:tiorRlll ..
TOTAL. Thili Period tlalil

p~

th5 !lrn~ nurrter rnty, .......

Paiod

5i'!.7,50

•

G1591

951.22

•

CSOC.CBR.00032725

4623

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn :IX)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

I :;;::~;:;:;~~~'1 Ii r,'I:c;'~~:~6ER
PAGE '''20
I~ R R R R R2B
Detall!dSUmmelryPage

21b
27

22

23

21!a

24

16

28~

28h

29

101>

lnl'oFmut!Dfl ~ from 9u:::h Reports and Statements rray 001 be solo elf ugetl by BFrY ~n 1or1he- purpose 01 ~dICbUt)g oonlrtblilons
Qr foroornrnrrti-al PtI'PO~, IOiher IMn l,.Il;I!ng the nWTIC: and l1lodm:ss of £!Ill~' pQitlr;<l1 oommiltec:fo sdil:it CQN:rlbJIioos from 1\oU~h r;ommitt~

Atl~

I)

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In fIJI)
N&l:ional Le;adflr&hip PAC
fiji N9m& \UlSl. J9M, Mldill8 IrltlBl)

iri1Jl;l;ar;&n ICl: 01797

A centl.lry Dlreet

OBt",Of!JI~tJ"Sl!t'fretlt

MlIlllrgAIi;1'l;l~

"'ro,

q",

Long

~I.,d

Pll'PCR

01

'3<).00 471h A""nu.

Oity

NY

ZipCo.:k:
11101·341S

POS'lage
CW!1ilja~NiJlfllrc

a.""",

I Di,b""""':'
Fo"
x Pnmlll)'

.

D1

711 East 11th St. Apt. IH

ZlI:'C.cd!'l

Now York

NY

10009

HQU$¢
$~ool¢

I

"

2'''0(;'";:'

400.00
Cii1iI:\JofY{

Til"

Cth'ilr';;pIluM"

District:

Ful Naml: (~, Fn, Middle Jf'itilll)

Tl'ilI1!i;;n:~I' 1Q: D1799

LEm~Terra(le D!!'lIe-lopment Assoc.

DR\e of Di~~'<l1l'ml
1

02

P,D, Box 21Q18
Et~.

"t;'
New York

NY

ptrp¢SIlClrl:Jl!lb~

I
I Ce1eg~ry<"
T",.

HQu~
31;:\~

I

DI,b_ For:
X Primill)'

Pl"I:liil;knt

O:.~r($peclh'>

0 ~f

1'0

.,
:1 00 S

knourt of ERCh Di5bJrsement this Period

ZlpCOd&
1Q2BB·211B

OffiO:::I:ReoI
COinl.1&ltoNen1e

Sb!J:!}o:

0

16

:'00'
Gt'ln::ml

Di,b_F,,,
X PrimlY)'

Prn!iidllll!

o

Nooul1 01 CSllh Olswr"ilemQntthis P«'lod

I
I

PU-pt.\SI!ClfbI3b~

Offict.!Soo!td::

01BOD

Dills -of D1sblfisrmrl

,,,,.

MlliH~AQ.:te~

.,

or GlI¢!'lOlfll::.lJJ2ement1hls P1mod

Trms~nIO;

Graphic DI:Jlign
Ciilrn1date-Name

c..

£00'3

ether ~splICl1'j!i '"

Dtstri~

C1t;'

SWe-:

aU

"""
G13f)<1rB!

e. Nino CI.ytOn

Offiq~$QIJ!ilt:

1

7000.00

Ful NRll1& (Last Flt1it, Mltldlra IrltlllJ)

MaJlilVAIt:taEos

1.1

Cmeoory{

Ho"",
president

Ststeo;

~~ri:

,

II
T,,,,

gfDjlibt.~

Offic'il801J~:

'!

571.G5

"""

Gernrnl

V

Dj~riet

S'Je'TOTAL of G;lSwrsemeris His ~tle (olrl!Cflillfl .....
TOTAL Ttu; Pcriod{lui P0:0C !his InC" IlJmber orM .

•

7971.l15

•

CSOC.CBR00032726

4624

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3Xl
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u,. ,,,,,,,,,. ,,""'lJai')
iCf"*!dl.:::ategaryofjl'>!!DNSllr:d &IlflMlllY Pa~e

I~RLiNENUMBE":

(C~~OORflrlI1J22

X :lib

R R: R. R;
PMlE 17512'"

~

:2~
25
2f'le29

26
27
:2Ga
2!b
::l[Jb
A'~lri~-iinBU;;rt cq';u!tl tram 9lX:l'l RepOM!5I end statements rre~ 001 be still:! or used 0'1 any ~n for 1M- PJrpos8: of !JOI!l::llting OOlllt1bltlQI'EI
or roreommeroi.,l pl-JPOi!l¢!>, ol!wthan U!5illll the I1l11'T1e l1Ind lJddress Qf IIltly PQitiool oommllJ:Mto &dIcit cON:ribJilOO5 frcm )5olJll!1 rx:m1l1Jtt:lS¢

>

NAME OF' COMMITTEE (In FIJI)
National Le:adt'll"$hlp PAC
Ful

Ngm~ (Last

FIrs!:, M!ddlllinit/!Jl)

TrMMlac!kJn IP: D192B

A, Lenox:Terrace De!.'elcpmerrt ~oo,
MBIII~Altta~

Ollte Of Olstll.l"3OO'lant

07'"

P,O, 1J<u21018

"'~.
NY

"'".

New York

Zi/>C'«lc

.

lJ

lJ

2e

2"00"."

Amaurl:.of J;;so:::!'f OI!>t:Uf!;Ien'll~l1tthl!l F'81cd

10286,211 a

571,90

PIJtIC$e(\fDi~

OffioaREIl1l
Cmtidat"l"Narne
OfficaSOl.l{,td:

Houoo
Sanate

I o;,b~F,,:
X PrimllI)'

I

CQltlJofY{

T",.

Gefli:lrnl
CXhllr isp&dtji ..,

preslcent

e.

:>00,

::3t.ate:
District
Ful NIllTI9 (la'Si. Firn:, MiddlriJ lrilial)

TrMl'illdionID; 0193D
Dills of Oisl:JlfliEmmt

L&n~Temroe Oe"-'elopmem As.$oo.
MllilirgAl:Ict'I3ss

""" Q

P,O, il<lx21018

0"

"'~.

New York

NY

ZI!,,~

'!

..

o

0
~g

,

"

10286·211 B

371.8&

Pullos~tlrOI~

Offi<:;!~1Wnl

1

O!'Indldsl~Name

Icme!Jory{

OO"e$OO!irt:

HQuSoe
l3~mte

I

T".,

Dj""""",," FOI:

X Prlm!:lJ)'

PresldliM
t:ltats:
District
Ful NlImc (la$l, FJrr.t, Mjddkllrj~iflJl

:>00;

G(:'nernl

Cthar(Epilcity} 'V
Tl'IlilSlat:1Joli m~

C. Le-rti1JtTermce [)eo..elopment .Assoo,
MailifQAd:R~

20Q3

AA"Curt 01' Ear:;h OI,oOOl1elflentttll!l PeflOd

01927

Date of Oi'ibl.Memri

1"~

P.Q &x 21(11B

0"

"'".
NY

New 'fork

ZlpG'Qoj(l

o

0

08

"

:2 00 3-

lmourt of Each OisbJrsamentihis Paled

10286·2118
311.95

FI.f'P(n90rDl~

Offi<;eR'ffi!

I C",'O,,!,

oanct~teNarnG

Offic:eSOOltrt

H>Juse
Sl;:"m~

I

TI'"

O"b""""", FO!

X Pnmm

P",~ldent

$l:att::

I
I

"'"<J;

<3ernT~1

.t:xhe'r(~IiIM V

D~net

SUBTOTJll.qf Di500tstlrntll'ts TIil'J P<lge lopiiooafl

~

TOTAL Tl1'SPeriod(Iimip;:lQtll1ili iMl'lJmbwQrjyl,. ,.

~

1315.00

CSOC,CBR00032727

4625

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u" "'''''''', """,~,(,)

,,,..,,,.,,.go'l/""'"

Detall!ld SUmrnillY Page

If" "R"
L'::,E

x

AfIIj Inf.aImlltlon ~efl trom!lUth RepOr1!i end StBtemellf,s rray M1 be aoto (IrUgea W

2; b
27

~:'BE"'
22
25a

PAGE 175 f2fIT

Rn R R R:
2eb

201-

26

28

2BC

29

30b

lJl'Yi ~n fef 1~ p!JrjX1ge .:;)l11dh:aUng oonb1bu:lors

D
l)f

for ClHnrrm:llj pl,l'p(l$C$. Qitm"~Mn twinIJ the munc and '!Idd~!Of Dn~ p:F)itie:ol oommll.ttc'iQ ~iJ;:l~ (!QrtriOOllcns from "-l,=h \iOl11!J1ffi:~
NAMEOfCOMMITTEE(lnFlll)
National LB5ldership PAC
flJl N!.lf(IJ" (last. first, Mlddllllrmgl)

Tr.llnli"*nICl: D19:25

A, KLMGfQUP
MBlllr(JAltnfl

OateC110lsbLf!let't'lerrt

1'2

1tt1fl: K!V>tol Mill.r

"1()

2"00".

rnB<l>:729

"lot,
VA

Ci'"

Occoquan

.A1rIaurt ot EB.:h" O!liOOrse:IFlIlml1:hlg P«ICil

Zlp~

22125

48,11

PllP~lJfDi5b~

Prirting
O!.mjdJk- Nilme

Office 8oolflt-~

Hou~

8erJi'lM

I

Oi,b"",""" F,,:

200'

X Plimlll)'

Pre91dellt

I

Cml:'!3'OM

r"",

GeI1iiI"8I

ctl'!llr~speef1'y)

..

District
Ful WIIlT19 (La-sl. Firg, Mlddla lrltilll)
B. KLMGlQUp
S!at~:

MBilifl;lAD:.nl5'5

TlWIfiw;lkm 1E:l; D1'J24
DmaofOist1lr5:lrnml:

,',

Attn: Kl'ys,ill Mil!-ef
PO B::!:<725

"'".
VA

aty

OooOqUM

ZlpC<:lda

CSI'lClda~Narne

"I

'0"

Di,''''''''''''
X PrimW)'

P~§idgllt

!3t\!1!Ol:

c.

1&&,02
CodCJ:lcry(

T,..

200.
Gl:l'};ml

Cthar(splIufy) .-

Oi5trict

FIJI t<lllJTle (l%i. Fl~ Middk! lrid».!)
LenNlerraae Ofl'VeIDpmentAssoo.
MWlimA~~

Trsni!h'lelloIlIC:

,

D7

P,O. Box :;11018
ZlpCCdl'l

N&NYDfk

NY

1Q2!lB·211B

F'U'PoseQf[JI!l~

Offi<;eR¢ffl
DelnL1d!'1t1l:1Nel'll€l

.,

2 aD 3

071.95

I T""

c".go'",

I

O"b~F"
X PllmllJ)'

PfI:I'llidertl

S!al:1::

t"l1l

hoourt of Each Dl!loblJNiamanl tl1h:; Paiarl

.st:61e

H?llll!':"
S,_

D1929

Date of DiKJU"ScmJl:l1t

CIty

Offi~eSOl.lg,t

'. :2 00 2- ,

M'II)urt or E:1l¢1'l Olst:.i.!l'i'iem;atlt :thlg Perl¢(!

I
I

PriltinD

HQllW
$,,,,,,

,

22125

PU'pooe.!If DI!ltl1.r~menl

Offi.:,!t!E!ougn:

°1cf

E):hcr~tPCi::lM

~4
Gernral
l"

Dl~rlct

II$I,JSTOTALQf !A5wflilCmerh Tti5 faDe: lFJlJ!iooafi

r TOTAl Trn:-Perlod(!;u;lp::;g:elhlsine I"llmb~Drtyl .....

... . ..

,

.
.

BD5.00

CSOC,CBR,00032728

4626

U"''''''''u,hodue(.) IIFo.LINeNu"",••:
"''''''''''~'f.!1"" 1~M<"lrn R

SCHEDULE 8 (FEe FDlm ;lX)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Ol:lell!l(l SJmrnary Page

X 'lib
21

PAGE 37m

Z3
2l!Ib

21'!s

R R R
2>i
2ac:

26
29

2&
:lOt-

Any lnf~rmalll')l\~o!:(j from 'U¢h RepOfiS: end statements rrey Ml to!'! enId or lHed 'C1'I afly ~n fer 1oe- pur~".He of 9011talltlg ~nll1bl.tI.Q1i!l

or f(lrcomru::ml'll P~.l:IIhertr,.,l"Il,I$ln!J t~e nemll: tlntll.'lddre6s of mn\o' Ptlitif;>'l! oommiltee:to sclicit cortriOOlioos from wch OOlTlll'lifte:e

)

NAMEOfCOMMllTEE(lnttJlj
National Leedfilrt;hip PAC
FIJI Name {1.$"31. First, Mtddkl lrillOI}

TrMli~rt

A. LenoxTerrace D$lelopment J\s$oc.
MB!U~AdjrQ!l$

Itl: D7S0e.

Otta 01 Olstllfiemet1t
6~1

PO Bo:<21018
S~.

City

NffiYOIk

NY

ZipC<ldc
102118.2Q1~1

\' , 1.'0.8' ,

.,
2004

.l!.fMurt of Each O!st:ul!u'!ftlenl ti'l19 FIefI"'-"

371.9S

PlJllQ!;ctlrDlsb~

OffiaaRa1l
C'''lllrl.j]leNiJl1lt'
Oflice80ll!ttl::

HouS'e
8Q:mie

I Di.b~

F,,,
X PrimllJ)'

Pffillldent

I
~,
Ghlooral

¢a1eaory(

T",.

OI:her(5p(lc:l1'j1 "

Soots;
District
Ful Name (las!. First, Mlddla IritillJ)

Ei.

Trnnti~n

Le-noxTerrace Development As$oo.
Mllill~Ad::h1ss

II), 07809

Dateo)fOlsO~Efl1art

0'3

PO 6""21018

my
N"'NYDJk

"'~,

NY

21j}C:.Yloa

'.'

M~urt

[1030

2004

Of Egtl/'l O!!lt::(l~em ..nt'll'i!!l Pw11Xl

102sa.2Q18

571.95

PLf'Flb3;e.f.lrOI"b~11

1

otIi.;:t!'RenI

I

C9ncfdilte-Name

otIiJ::c$oot;,ht:

HouSo;
S,,..,,

I D;,b~ F",

C;rleQUM

T",.

"'''

X Pnml:l1)'
Gerr::ml
Othar(!'>j.:Etifyi V

PrnsidQllt
StatE<:
District
FIJI NNTlrc: (tul. Fin;!:. Midd~ lritillJ)

Tmtl9fle1k!alQ:

C. LE!'flce:' Terrace OE!'>le-IOpmE!'flt Assoc.
Mallll'Q~&S

,

03

PO Bro:21D1S

at>,
NE-h'York

D781D

DlUc cof Dlsbll'.sement

&."

ZIJ)CQde

NY

10286,2']16

r'l31°

.,

2004

HooilN of E~h Dlsb,slSl3m,.flt this Pa'iad
30D.0&

pl.Yp01l;Il(jrDI!lb~

Offite~

Ci;ln.::t&bbName:
Offf~cSou!;ht

ab.t:c

HQulPC"
$'l:mkPrcEld':mt
Di$trlet

I Di,b"""",,"
F"
X Pnmar:t

ISt..lBTOTA1.<:1f I:AsOOrlleml'lftE Ttis F'a!Jc tClptiOOO'ln

r

TOTAL

TtitiPl::fi~dl~pajJeIh15in~llJmblWtlI'M",

I

Cirl,;,gcryr
T",.

2004

Gcrn:rnl

t):he'r i:sopotl'fy; V

~

1'4~.110

•

CSOC.CBR.00032729

4627

SCHEDUI.E B (FEe Form3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Us\'! seperm" ~~hedUIil(~)

fCfe.ad1 -:lJteg;)ryo1'1~
Otlell!d &Jmm£lry Page

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FyI)
Nationsl Leadef$hi fJ FAC
FlJI N9trll!1 (L.$~, first, MIClQIQ IritiS!)

Tr.ans~n

A Demkin Printing

1'<12 \' " 1.'1

250 Hudson St

Mll'tlIrgAI.1:i"e~

10; D003&

OBte~Ollltl/.ftllltnet>t

"'".
NY

City

NewYo,k

fjl.!

Zip~

10013.1413

Bars'"
Pl'l!lldant

District
Ful NlUTlfl (las!' Fil:t, Middia lrilhuj
3tat~:

Trnmw;tion 10; 0993B
One of Dlstll.MEmNrt

B. Inai Enterta!nment
Mllillr9Ad:h;ss

271-5 Sb;lrllghtTerraoo

at>'
TobyhQtlflQ
~50.00

pU'p~orD!sb~

Pf(ldooljOl1e.",pCll~

HQU$¢

Dlsb~ F~f;

$ert!l~

PrimeI)'

Pro5idant
81m1:';
District
Ful NBmIl:(Last, Firnt, Middk: IlitiRll

~ ...
X Gercm!

Cthar (fP:!lory} ,.
Trsmsetlel\ ID~ DOO40

C. Lel'lo:tTermoe Dl!\'elopme-nt Assoo.
MlIJlI~Ad;R~

DMe,.-4" Dbbll$!;l'T1mt
n n

'0

Pel Bm:21Di8

at>'
New York

761.64

PU'P(J3:aorOI!l~

OffkeA'fflI

001

C3ndd9teNern6

Cli1egory(

Til"

OfficeStJur.trt:

Hqu~
Sel1!l~

Pn:liidcnt
$I:ai;t<;

Disbnerne:ni Ftlt:
PrimilJ)'

A<l4
X Gern:rnl

[);mr('>P'l'tiMV

Dl$triet

CSOC.CBR.00032730

4628

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3Xj
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u" •.,..... ,,""'••(,)

......"',,,,go'l'O,,""
Detailed SUmmaI)' Page

PAGE

1~':L1NE"U".E.:

I""'""'R")
X 2ib
27

:2~

R R R R

2!!a

1301173

~

2<1

:26

28

2&l

2Se;

28

30b

ArPj ln1olmatlal'l ~ad trnl'i't BUd'! Repllf1i1; ."Hl stBtSll'lent9 rra~ 001 be 9:ald rlru~ed by any penon fa1t\! pufl>=lBe 1.:<1 sdlc:ellng oon!:t1tlltltlr'e
or (QrQQllltnCH-..l1!tl j}(.fJ.lOll¢tl. Qih;rtr.an YSing tho: nllml::; and I!tddMtSi il)f any jJoitiwl oommiltec to 50Iicit (I0rtribJIiOOB from S1Jl:h I:Xlmmllt~

)

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In F'dl:l
N6Itlon:Sll LeEiildGl"$hlp PAC
FIJI !\lamB (Last First, Mll1fll& Irmal)

"'rM)li~nltJ>D91191S

A. Le:I'IoxTOO'~c:e De.'e.lopment Ass~,
MBUlrgAL1::taS8

Dala of DlgbLMst'I"iM

Ci\y

ald.

New¥ork

NY

Zill'~

II

OfficeRenJ

C3.ndd!te-NlIIrn~

Houoo
8e:nste

I Di,b~

OD1
CM~DQryI

r"",

2004

Gartilral

Ful NlI11'IS (Lasl. Fiffi, Middil hitlllJ)

TI'WE~ntt,); D~9&

B. Log-On

Datlil of .oisblNBmillll:

MBilil"lgAr.Id'a!:<S

520

"

07

I%Jti1 /'I'lentJe 14th F!<Jor

CIty

,,~,

Zl~Co.'ldo!!

NY

N~Y()rk

HQu~

••note

I O;,b""""""
F."
X Primary

P2i

.,
:2 DO d-

1.7&.00
Cme:col"}l'

T""

200.

Geneml
Cther(sprilcify) ,.

Pre5ids!lt
800J:e:
Oils-bid
FIJI, h1l'ml:' (lMl. Fim:. Middt: lritial)

Tr.all!ifldloll 10: D(501)
Dltt~ pf Dl$bl.nleml:nt

C. Leg-On
MNnl"QA~~

,

Amoult or En~h D!st:Ju~alt'll'JfltthIS P«Ioo

I
I

Nanle

l)fficeSooJtrt:

.,'

1001.

PU'flooJ!.t.irDlsb~

Portintl
C3rll:t~

PetiOlI

:324.SS

Cither(!ipIlelf)l~ "

Dlmrict

Strite:

F.I:

X Prim!U)'

pramd(lll!

" 2"00"4

AA'lCIllrtofEB<:rrOl~rgementml!l

102llE·2()1&

PfZPooC"tlrDillb~

Offio1380U(,frt:

"02

De

PO 9",21018

d7

520 EigI;h Jwenue 14th Fl{]or

CIty

st~,

Z:lpCCdll

NewVork

NY

10018

Gan('J~N6mEt

.,
200 d

Amoult of EllCh OisbJrntimanlthis POOOO

IC~ag.",(

pl.tl\Ml!IllrOl!b~

Prirtinl1

°2:3'"

309D.OD

T",.

Offi.;;eSooltri:

HQu~

Sellllle

I O"b"""",,
F..
X Pllrni!f'i

P~liid'lml:

s!atc

>:Xl.
G",nerni

Cthc:ri~'=IM

y

Dlstnct

1 $VBTQTAI..,;:if Oi'liOOrli",merts Tl'tJ Page \t1p!jooiltll

I TOTAl. Tn5Pt:!i.I:;Jd iB5l P6!Jl:lhis in!: rurnbl:l" ..!til

"

"

. . ." " · , , , . ... <· ........ " w

..............

.

._""

•

'~8~.113

~

CSOC.CBR.00032731

4629

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3Xl
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

u".""""..,""lu.(,)

'''''''''.'''''''''0''''''
Dlit&lled summery P&ge

I~':LINENUMBE";

R R R R R2S

I"'""oo~",,)22

X :::lib
::<11

2Ba

'''''E 241"

23

2-4

25

2&l

:<!Be

29

JOb

Aflli lnrortYlettt'ln ~f:(,! from ".k:f'l Reports and statements rna)! no:I ba ila1d or UJlea tJy any ~n Tat the- i:ltlriX'lBe 01 JlCXltallng OOn!l1t'l.l1ltmS
I)f fgr(!!)l"lIfiIC:!mlJ! PIA"PQ'~.l1I~th!ln US'ill!J the nllJTt~ l.\nt! l:Iddresli m DBY pl)itiool oomrnitt~cto ooIir;;it (!l)rtri\;t.dioo~ 1'rcm ",.mh oornmiltlle

I)

NAME OF COMMlTIEE (In ftJl)
Natiornll:! Lesde~hip PAC
Ful Nume (l.J:Is1. MM, MlddllllrUlal)

ir.;n;woiIon Itl: 0991 B

A. KlM G'<l<lP
MBurrgA~S$

Oele()'\'tlISbLnetrlenl:

i'l

PO 13",7:1&

"01"

2004

Aftn: Krysbil Miller
City

·stale

OCcoqU<!'.n

VA

Zip~

J'moult of Ead'l Olstursell'!ent'ltlJ9 PeI'1oo

22125.072&
102&.01

Pl.SPOI5~Qf Dll;b~

Prirtill/J
C.;JJlIid!l~ N~rnt!

Offiaa8ooitlt:

..-

I

H....

>::<}.

DI,b"",""" 'D<;
Primary

I

CEl.11:'!Jory{

T"",

K Gisnilml

CU'JfIf (speetf'ji If'

PfQ9ldent

District
Fulllllll11E< (Ulsl. First. Middkt kitial)

StaiB:

Tr.lf1&EIion ID: DQEl1 g

B. LenoxTeITQce D~e-lopmel'it A:&soo.
Mllllll'GAl:t:hlss

,',

stale
NY

0'Y
New York
Pl.tpOO~

O!ll:e of Oi3bLr'$Emm

PO Box21018

or Dlgb~

ZfpCOde

I

HQu~

.,

,

2'''Dci~4

Aloourt or Each OliltfJl'$ernelltthl~

~oo

44&.80

I T""

20<)'

Primll!)'

XGIl:i'r.llral

"fr.atwadkil\ IC~ 09821)
DlI~e of OiMlI,Nllmt:r'lt

P.O. BOX 850053

"'Y

LDUisville

.....
KY

,',

Offi.:;:tiStIYltd

H<:lu~

Sc:ffilk

d'l

2004

.!1Q2B5·f!lIG3
215.35-

PlI'pOSI!! cf Dfgl:lIBerneni
CllnddateNanliil

°1

Nnourt of Each Disbur-=131l19fltihls Paicd

ZlpCCdEi

PHONES

I

I C".go""
T",.

DI,b"""",,, ,,,

P~ldenl

200.

PrilTlilJ)':X Gen::ral
~her~spetlM

V

DfiStnet

SUBTOTAL-of
TOTAL

,

Qthar (speciM ,.

Pmsfdant
etsi:e:
Oil5tricl
Ful NDlTIe: (Las!, First, Middb: lritj!d)
Mel Worldrom
Mllilirt;;l~$o$

I

a[l

Cillle!:lory(

DI,b"""""" 'or:

••0010

I

1

DO'

OffioeS~'

Sl2l1~

D

10286.201~1

OfflCJJ:!Ro;nI

C3nlJdat.e- Narne

'C.

co

Oit;oofslfme:'rtliTti~ l'JIJtiO i't~

•

PiljJe

Tti$Pc:riDd(IimI~!J;thi5if1ltrlJmbtrl)rWl

..•....

.

1692.16

CSOC.CBR.00032732

4630

SCHEDULE B (FEe Fonn 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Usa -;;ep6rata 'i'ict',$:lueis)
1'Of",*,ch category of100OlNell!!d &.lrtmul;IY Page

NAME OF COMMITTEE iln Ful)
Nsth:m$! LeadElr.shlp PAC
Ful Nam!!' ILs~t FIrst, Mlddllllrltlsl)

Tr.ansiWlion It!, 01OGOO

A Automate D3.ta Precessing

Date Of Dlstllnet't'lerrt

City

SI;<rle

ZipC:':\ie

Pa"'p/>iny

NJ

07054·Vl15

PlI"POl;e qf Disbl.nemenl

~:":T.;'d",~IF~'~~N'-f11-.--------------

I

44.65
001
CmeOQry{

T",.
Offi';:\'l8ool,itt:

HO~5e

8...."

DiliblX5a'Tlml FDr:
X PrimllJ)'

Pre!floe.nt

2«15
GI3n;Jml

~h8r ispGell'j) "

:;':Hat/!!:
DistrIct
Ful N!U'l1& (las!. Flr=t, Middla 1Iit11ll)

B. COpeJands RestaUroilrrt
l'l'!!PD."~'~·~r

MoillrQAtI:l-a..

02

547 W 145m &ree!

C1ly

Zlf.\ee.ck!

Now York

10001

1ti

2005

405.00

PttposeorOlg~

Mceting$/mcll.!li

Hou~

Dlsb)~

$eralJ::,

Ftir:

X f'rimllJ)'

PrnsioQnt
$tate;
District:
Ful Nmm (Li!sI, Fj~, Mid~ jrjl;jP])

2'.Xl5
Ger,eml

(Xhar i~tif;il "
Tt'ilt'll\l"3I:'t1QJ'IID: D10$17
D&t' of Diwl.filem~

C. Leol'lox ierrace DeveolDprneont As::;oc.

r}4"
Stele

!-mo~rt

ZlpGede
102aB-2(]1B

NY

"ol

2'00"50 ~

of ElI1lh DisbJrsaman!ihl5 PEriod

6:25.66

plI"pose fIt D19b1.mlmen1

OffloveRImI

001

G::anddillleNemi£l

category!

TI1'''
Offic;;e 5ooltrt:

HQu!O'!t
6r.rn~
P~ident

D!~riet

Sb.te:

TOTAL

Tti~

Disbl~

For:

X Primm

l«l5
Gen:'1<l1

~~ri~r;jMV

PerlQd (lasIF:l\!It;le Ihls lnt- rtJll1bt1 QrM ...

.
.

1075.31

FEe fluhlN1lJle-I!I'P'orm;D::) R"",.ea.t.XlU

CSOC.CBR.00032733

4631

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Usa 'Saparaie sohadue(s'
for-Mletl cste~1Y Of 1M
Del:atl.!.!c1 SJmmalY Page:

I~R
LINE NU"BER,
(cl'Je{:kCflIjlCfll!)
X 2ib
~7

PA<3E

23138

RR R R R
22

23
2>!!b

2lla

24

16

:aBc:

26

29

3Qb

An" lnfcmrlfltltm ~ejj from ,och R.epal1s and s:tatements!'MY 1'01 be SOld oruged li'j Bt'\Y peroon ict"lM putp.:::!!Ie 01 'd!il&lIflg OOnltlbLtlfll'l9
or forcornmertl~1 ptrp~. rnD=rtmn usillO the name l1Iod :\,'IdOre:sli qf any poiUC!'I! oommiltelloro l5O:l!illit c",rtriWioo.s frem llUGh f,OTlmitt~

)

MAME OF COMMITIEE lin Ful)
Nal:lonal L&9dership PAC
Ful !lJsmi!l (Lasl. First, Mll:I(JIflINtllll)

Trarw;:a.$nltl: 010802
Dol€! of Olsbtnetrlerrt

A Le.cl'loxTerrace Deve:lc>p!f'le;f'lt ~OC:,
MllUlI'QAdd"eS"il

lJ

06

PO 9",,2101&

"NY...

City

Ne:wYorio:

Z!pC;;de.

lJ

10

2 DOS

AroollN: 01 EliCh CISbl.Jfsament t!'lls

Offio:l~8oor.td:

~OO.OO

001

H¢'~Soe

""no",

IOi,b~

Fo"
)[ pnmll.!)'

Pre!lldallt

2005
Gl1lmml

I

CMt!:QoM

Tw.

Dt/'lef(s:pel::ltji "

Di6trlot

Stiltec:

e.

~Od

102Z$·OO18

P.!S'PQS~ofDis~

OffioeRall
Cimd<tllctNaml;\'

,

Ful Nama (last Rrnt, Middkllrtl:illl)

Tr<lJ1ljl}l;\ion 10; 010300

NGP Softwa",

Dllta of Di;tur;;Mlern
"ll

MalllrgAd::i"a!r.i

D3

5000 Conn, Ave., NVlf

','

.'

D

P

21

,

.,
20Q~

Sul1.e1A
aty

Sele

'l1f>C.ed!!

W:o'lstllngton

DC

2QOO8

PltPOOi!' or DI9I:1l.1'&erl'lel'fl

I
I

C(;lmput":!r~"~a.@. ~bbali':l&-

O'lr.l'Jd!lte-Nerne
OfficeS~:

House
Sl\:'OO~

~lll'll:

I Di.b""""", For:

250.00
OD1
Calc!Jorvf

T""

»0,

X Primm

Pr>J~itla~t

01' EBl'.l!\ OI6bi.Jf'3:alt'la~t1h1!l P«1oo

Genernl

Ct,""r(splldfy;

If

District

Stale:

Ful NLlmc (~, Fiot, Middkliriti9Ji
C. NGP Sdt"isre
Maili~Ad;h:iS6

Tt'l1Il!ilSctloll m~

010316

DI'J:~....tDi~'Jfflcrrt

O.

5039 Conn, Ave" N\N

nO.tf

:2 0(15

Suite 1,4,
aty
Washington
Pl.tTt~1t

stele

ZJpCOd(l

CC

2000.

or O19bLr~

I

CQmpu!m'~a~ 1)<,R!t;;;'(i';l''!>

Q;lru:tdaleNarna

OfIj"e :500!trt:

HQUW

6erot.;
Pre~ldtlnt

State:

hnourt of Ell.Ch DisbJlilamant tI1i~ PMod

I

Di.b"""""",, For:
X Prim;::ll)'

:225,OD

001

Ce1egQry{
r"",

200'

General

t);~r("f'e&'iMV

Oiol,lot
71~.OO

CSOC.CBR00032734

4632
Image# 26950095696

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

FOR LINE NUMBER:
(check only one}
X 21b
22
27
28a
28b
28c
29
Any Information copied Irom such Roports and Stalements ma.y not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of solicaling contribullons
or for commercial purposes, other than using tho name and address of any polHioal committee to solicit contributions from such commiUee
---.. "
._---_._-_._._---_._._._---_
__ _._ ..
_-_ .. __ ._-_ _-------- .----NAME OF COMMITTEE {In: FulQ
Use seperate schedu!e{s)
lor each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

_

~-

_

_

26
3Db

_

National Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, FJrst, Middle Initial)

A. George Henry
1621 Primrose Rd, NW

State;

B,
25 Lone Oak

Maillng Address

Offica Sought:

L, House
!

State:

f Senate

tf PresIdent

Dr

Disbursement For:
[~1 Primary
General
Other (specify} "

District:

L!

L:__

Full Name {last. FIrst. MIddle lnlilal)
C. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc_

State:

CSOC.CBR.00032735

4633
lmage# 26950095699

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use sapetale schedula{s)
tor each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

26
30b

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

National Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, F!rst, Middle JnWal)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
Mallltlg Address

PO Box 21 018

B.

c.

CSOC.CBR.00032736

4634
Imagen 26950095700

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)
for each oategory of the
Detailed Summary Page

26
30b

NAME OF COMM1TIEE (In Full)

National Leadership PAC
Fun Name {last, First, Middle Initial)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
MaiUng Address

PO Box 21 018

c.

CSOC.CBR.00032737

4635
Image# 26950095699

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperate-·s·,io~h:~edi~"'~I~e:l:s);·

cat~~ry

for each
of the
Detailed Summary Page

rr,~;~~;~~~~iiER

._.

NAME OF OOMMITTEE (In Full)

National Leadership PAC
Fun Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

B.

c.
MaiUrg Addra<;s

PO Box 21 018

City

Stale

New York

NY

CSOC.CBR.00032738

4636
Image4126930556925

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperat-e scfladula(s)
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

FOR LINE NUMBER:
(check only one)
X 21b
22

27

28a

28b

28c

Any lnforrnmion copied from such Reports and Statements may nOl be sold Of used by any person for the purpose of soUeating contributions
or for e~~~!,~,,?~~~,:~,:,~~.,~~~,,~,~,i~_g.t~e name and address of any pol1tical commIttee to S{Jl1c~ contributIons 'foro such committee

NAME OF COMMITTEE {In Full}
National Leadership PAC
Full Name (last. First. Middle Initial}

A. Lenox Terface Development Assoc.
Malling Address

PO Box 21 018

~ ~ ~-~--~---~----;C-Stat-;-e --=-::-;-----+-c:----:-=~_:______:=

City

New York

NY

Office-Sought:

: House
, Senate

~ - ~ -~DI-sb"-rs-em-entFo;--~-~-200~6~---'---'=---1

-1

r5(' Primary
:
General
,,,,~ Other (SpecllYf-.

PresidP.Jll
State:

District:

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

8. lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
PO Box 21018

Mailing Addross

State

NY_ _~=:"::::':-:'-

House
Senate

, President
State:

I

-

-

~

_

l

-

-

-

..,-,,_ _

~

~

~

_

~

_

~

Candleintp"Nmne
Olfice Sought

-j

-

~

·P\Jrpose oi-[i"bursernent
Offlce Rent

Disbursement For:
2006
. X: Primary
,_ OJ General
[,": Other (specify) •

District

Full N'l.IT18 (last, First, Middlo InWal)

c.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Malilng Address

PO Box 21018
Slato

NY

CSOC~CBR.00032739

4637
ImageN 26930441694

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

FOR LINE NUMBER;
(check only one}
X 2ib
22
27
28a
280
Any Information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for tho purpose of solica11ng contributions
or !{)f commercial purposes, oUter than using the ~~:'~~'~M~~~,:~_~",,::~,,~~x~~~~~L_~~,~,~~t,t~:,!~,~~J~~i_~~~~_~~!~_t.i,~~~,!!.~»:~~;:~_~ittee
NAME OF COMMITIEE (In Full}
Use separate schedule(s)

for ~ach category of Ihe
Detailed Summary Page

_

National Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, First, Middle Inmal)

Transaction 10; D11233
Data of Disbumernent

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
---.. _--_
_. __..
Mailing Address

__

PO Box 21018

state

City

NY

New York

olflce·sought;-----;TiOUse-----

.-------.---------!---:-----,--;-;o-c-=-----,-,,-;-::-.,--,--Zip Code
10286-2018

Disbursement For:

;'X-. Primary

Sonate
President

j., •••

r

2006

General

Other (speclf~~""

District:

State:

Fuil Name (Last, First, Middle loWal)

B. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

Purpose ol Disbursement
Office Rent

CandlciiiiC-Namo

._---------

Office Sought:

State

; House
-; Senate
__ • President

-----

Disbursemont For:
}X~ Primary

2006

r;

Genera!
:---- Other (specify) ..

District

Full Name (Lflst, First, Middle Initial)

C. Mel Worldcom

Offico Soogh!:

State:

House
: Senate
; President

Disbursement For'
?006
[')( Primary,.. , General
Other (specily) y

!

District:

CSOC.CBR00032740

4638
lmage# 26950560118

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperate schedule(6)
for each category of lhe
DetaHed Summary Page

26
30b

Any Intonnatlor copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soUcating contributions
or for commercia! purposes, oiller than.~~~~.t~~~,~.~~,~~~,~~~~~,~f any poUtlcal committee to solicit contributions from such committee
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full}

National leadership PAC
Full Name (last, First, Middle Initial)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,

157.02

B.

c.

State:

CSOC.CBR.00032741

4639
lmage# 27990431541

SCHEDULE B (FECForm 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Usa soparate schedule(s)
lor each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

26
30b

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

A. Fedex
Mailing Address

PO Box 1140

213.84

c.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

City

State

New York

NY
1016.01

Candidate Namo

Office Sought:

State:

~ House
Senate
, President

Disbursement For:

: X: Primary

2007

!" ; General

t··~ '} Other (specll}f"

Distriot:

CSOC.CBR.00032742

4640
Image# 21990431542

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use seperate schedule(s-)
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

26
30b

Ariy Information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person far the purpose of solicaUng contributlons
or lor commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full)

National Leadership PAC
Ful! Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

A. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Bo)( 21018

City

Stale

NewYor!<

NY

Purpose of Dishursement
OificeRem
Candidato Name
OHice Sought

Slate:

3a8.67

: House
j Senate
; President

District:

---Full Name (Last, First, Middle In1tialj
B. Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
PO Box 21018

c.

Slato:

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional)
TOTAL

CSOC.CBR00032743

4641
Image# 28930323242

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

rc~~~I~~y~~~BER:

Use separate schedule(a}
for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

X 21b

22
27
28a
28b
280
29
Any Information copled from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person lor tho purposo of sollciting contributions
or for commercial purposes, other (han LJ~lng the name and address 01 any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FUll)

National leadership PAC
A.

Full Name (last, First, Middle Initial)
lenox Terrace Development Assoc.

Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

City

State

New York

NY

Purpose of Disbursement

Office Rent
Candidate Name
Offic:e SoUlfht:

~ House

. Senate
President

State'

District

-----F~iiNat~~~-(l~~Flffit:-Mid:::dc-I6c-,n"iti"aJl--I.--------------l-----------B.

Lenox Terraco Dove!opmont Assoc,
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

Mailing Address

PO Box 2101 8

c.

State:
SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional)

,.

,.<>0

"

.

TOTAL

CSOC.CBR.00032744

4642
Image1J 28930323243

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3Xj
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)

for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page

26
30b

Full Name (Lasl, First, Middle Inillal)

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

Mailing Address

406 W 146th St

s,

c,

City

StatB

NewYark

NY

Purpose of Dlsbursemont
Cleaning sennes raimbursemenl

candidate-Name----------------------Office SOlIght:

Disbursement For:

2007
; X: Primary
; - -1 Ganeral
Other (specify) --,.

C: _

State:

SUBTOTAL Qi Disbursements This Page (optional) .....

CSOC.CBR.00032745

4643
Image# 28932329840

SCHEDULE B (FEe Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schcdule(s)

for each category of the
Detailed Summary Page
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Any Information copied !rom such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any persoo for the purpose of soliciting contributIons
~~_~?~~?_~~_jl:l._l_p~es, -other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from Sl~~~_~~~t~~~
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In full)

National Leadership PAC
FuH Name (Last. First, MIddle Initial)

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
Malilng Address

PO Box 21018
State

NY

Offlco Sought: -, -House

Disbursement For:
2008
Primary
I General
T-"·' Olhar (specify) ~

fx",:

; Senate
President

State:

District;

FUII--Name-(Last;-Flrs-t,-Middl~-lniliai)··

B.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

State:

c.
Mailing Address

PO Box 21018

Candidate Name

OfflcaSought:

House
Senate

Disbursement For:
; Primary
- .: General
Other (specifyj"'y

X:

[J

, President

State:

D~'~I"ost,"r,ic"t.,:

L

'-;:;;:;;:;;:;;;;:;;::::;::::;::;;::;;===:::;-

CSOC_CBR_00032746

4644
Imagen 28991464062

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate- Bchedule(s)

for each category of the
Detailed S\Jmmary paga
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Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

A.

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
PO Box 21018

B.

c.

DIsbursement Fot;

f

: X Primary
._'.: Other (specify)

SUBTOTAL 01 Disbursements This Page (oplional)

TOTAL

u

2008

i General
y

"

•••••

I>

CSOC.CBR.00032747

4645
Image# 26991464061

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

l PAGE 3_8174-\

Use separate s c h e d u l e ( s } - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~~:~ ~~~r:yO~:e

24

25

27
28a
28b
28-c
29
Any InlormatJon copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soHclting contributions
or for commercl.~~_~~rp~~~_~_~_~h_~n using ttm name and address of any politl<:al committe_~!?~~?I~~~_~~_~!ri~~~~~_s from such committee
NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FUll)

National Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, First, Mkldle Initial)

A.

GEICO Direct

380.45

O/ll<:esoogtlt·----T"HotJse

Dlsbu~~~ent For:

;' Senate
_~" j Presidarrt

State:

District

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

B.

Allison Baker Griner

MaiiiniiAddfess-'- 4971 Allan Road

Disbursement For:

eX',! Primary

;
, -', Other-(specifY)

PO 8ox21018

2008

1General
y

26
30b

4646
Image# 28992568683

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form aX)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

Use separate schedule(s)

for each category of the
Detailed SummaI}' Page

rc~=c~l~n~y~~~BER"

X 21 b
:?2
27
28a
28b
28c
29
Any Information copied hom such Reports and Statements may not be- soklor used by any person for the purpose of sollciting contributions
or tor commercIal purposes:_~~l:If_!,:_~~ __ ~~_~~~_~_~e llame and address of any political commlttee to solicit contribUtions from su~_~_~.?~~~~:_
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NAME OF COMMITTEE (In FUll)

National Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

A.

Allison Baker Griner
Mailing Address

4971 Allan Road

Ci'iY'

State

ZIp Code

Bethesda
P~;pose of Disbursement
Con!'mltant ~ FUr1draiser
Candidat:e Name

MD

20816

.

ofTiCe~hi:"-~-~e-'~ ~'~ID!SbU~.I~~,.rnent For:

Ll£, Primary

-,- r Senate

PresIdent

State:

Mkidlo"'nltiaij" -------------------------- - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - - - - - -

District:

Full Name {Last, First,

g,

._,2008

L_1 General

L ' Other (specify) y

lenox Terrace Development Assoc,
Mailing Addres8

PO Box

21018

c.

CSOC.CBR.00032749

4647
lmsge# 289!l2568684

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X)
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS

[

--~-se separate schedule(s}
for each category of the
26
30b

Detailed Summary Page

NAME OF COMMiTTEE (In Full)

Natronal Leadership PAC
Full Name (Last, First, Middle lnilial)

A.

TransactlolllD: D15377
Date 01 Disbure.ement

Lenox Terrace Development Assoc.
MalllngAcldress

PO Box 21018
State

NY

Office Sought:

JHouse
,Senate
; President

mate:

Disbursement For:

:E.:;

District

Full Name (Last, First, Midde Initial)

B.

Ebony Martin

Office Sought:

' House

.."-- Senate
President

S1ate:

c.

Disbursement For:

2008

lX: Primary
1General
,...-: Other (specifY) ...

District:

Fun Namo (Last, First. Middle lnitial)

New York State Insurance Fund
Mailing Address

P.O. Box 4788

State:

CSOC.CBR.00032750
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y'

",S,~U,,-,,!

'O'Rl'iATYON COlICERINC ,APPLICANT
l1n '''''''/PRINT)

REDACTED

SSO

_

..... ,;~~~ (liU~b~~d)-~[fS
Pm.at
Add,....
,

~~£L.. (WUe)_-----,
J±O I\t1EsT {65'"
mJ?,-ereA
. .
Addt'esS!~No. o{

NU1ll.b4t' 'of 'Roome 'at: Pre::tel1t

'.'Rent: Paid

$~Len8th of TenanCY~

-

Persons at Present. Addt'ess

me

Tele?hone.-",:...Jl-"''-''':'''~;'''''-::'''

'_---.!lJ§~:'i'
~;;:·r6!;6~I~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~

L.adlord'. N......nd Addre••
P~.V10U. Addrs••,

--Ic-=c.....Y-..:::..~~!.--_..JL':~::......:::L:L.~-------

Llindlo.dl Na..e & Addre •••_ _.;=-"""-L.L:.~_.--

Addn..,
CO'l'llpany

--_

Telephon~'

..

_

L~ngth

o'! Employment;,

Deplt Head

~

_
- -

•
w

Adl11t1onal SOUl:'~es of tncome ethel," Than l!mplo,'ment\

(SCOC.K.fl, Pe-m.1on, Etc,)

\.>~
:~'

I hereby wat'rllnt that all of my

'Cep~esentfltions

set forth above are tt'ue.

furthet" :represent that; r am t'loc'xencing g' room ot' an apartment uncle .. sOny other name
nor ha.ve "! ever been dispossessed' .ft'om any apartment, l,or am I now beins d1.~po$Be~se{'
FOR OHIOE USE

Apartment _ _ No of Roorn'

ON~ y

"oo,~~~."'.

S!G.~AT1fR1l

----------~\i:... : :. .,x" : :, ", ,i.:~:~_·.:. .1)

- ; ;O:; ':LN": ': ~ : :C: O;'01;';8";'4CSOC,CBR00004821
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Zoning Maps - New York City Department of City Planning

http://www.nyc.gov/htmlidcpil1tmlh..one/zhJeadmap.shtml

Zoning> About Zoning Maps

New York City LOlling

About Zoning Maps

About the Maps

Press Releases

DCP Site Map

ContactDCP

Zoning District Boundaries

L"""",,,,-~ --=-:~

..J

LY'?YE_f\l~~~_ili~~ ,,~_~=]

~r~

Each district is bounded
a street, the distance
marked on the map. Where it Is not
dimension of a block is the centerline of the

short

lof4
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Zoning Maps ~ New York City Department ofCiiy Planning

http://www,nyc,govlhtmlldcplhtmUzone/zllJeadmap.shtml

dlstrk:t in whlch the property is located. A letter identifies general
residence districts, C for
districts and Mfor ma'lU'a,'urlng

I

The first number after R
bulk and parking controls;
after Cor 1'1 refer to the ri.'lnge of permitted uses and, in most cases, bulk
controls.

Commercial Overlay Districts
<1-1
overlay districts
within residence
and

EZ7""'...L2:J

by

C2~1

<'2-2'

cz..a

<:2~4

-CZ.S

'0 E2i22Zl ~ ~ ~ Ky-y.XY:;j

Special Purpose Districts

by 'ett""'imb,"s

Restrictive Declarations I CEQR Requirements

2of4
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Zoning Maps - New York City Departtnent of City Planning

http://www.nyc.gov/htmlldcp/htmllzonclzh....rcadmap.shtml

Sketch Maps
When any portion of a
change that has
been
map change that
not yet been
showing the specific changes
indicates a recently adopted zoning
toning change. Selecting within the
WI,ere there are overlapping sketch maps,

Please note: If your Adobe Acrobat Reader is not configured oe""eel,. ,ou",,,
an error when attempting to view the sketch maps. Please seeI~((l1Di"'.Lt'."tos. t>elow II"!
more Information.
1lliJJ;k.t9."t91~1

Inclusionary Housing Symbol (IH)

Technical Notes

to access the sketch maps, please
to
within the browser
window.
method for
Reader. For users of Acrobat
sun,,;
setting (under Edit> Preferences> Internet)

30f4
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NYC Zoning Handbook - Appendix C

Ask a Lawyer Online
39 lawyers are online now.
Ask a question, get an answer AS.A.P,

http://www.tcllanLnetiOthcf_Laws/zoningizonap-c,html

SM

Type your legal questionhere.

n

Select Lawyer specialty (optional}

NYC Zoning Handbook: Appendix C
How to Read Zoning Maps
Find The Map
Locate the property in question on the Index Map of the

zoning Resolution and note the section and quarter in which
the property lies. Next, turn to that quarter section map
which shows the streets, blocks and zoning district
boLlldarles.

Determine Zoning District Boundaries
I-!eavy solid lines on zoning maps indicate boundaries of
zoning districts.

A letter identifies general use categories -- R for Residence,
C for Commercial and M for Manufacturing

] of2
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NYC Z-aning Handbook - Appendix C

http://w,,vw.tenant.nctiOthcr~Laws!zoning/zonap-c.htmt

~-BI
The first number after R generally indicates bulk and parking
controls; the first number after C or M refers to the
particular range of pennitted uses, An additional number, in
most cases, indicates bulk and parking controls (C4-2, for
example)<
Various patterns on the map indicate the different local retail
and local service zones within residence districts.

_rdDlDistrict
Mopped inResldence Districts

20f2
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NyC Zoning ~ Reference

http://www.n)'C.gov/h(mlldt:p/htmlizone/zll_cl..c2ove1'lays.shtml

ZOning> Reference ~ Commercial Districts> Cl &. C2 Overlays

New York City Zoning

Zoning Reference

Use the drop do

'lets.

Commercial Districts: Cl &. C2 Overlays
C1 & C2 (Overlays)

C1-1 Cl-2 Cl-3 C1-4 C1 '5
C2-1 C2-2 C2-3 C2-4 C2-5
H

~,

select a Language

Espanal (Spanish)

Kreyol
(Haitian
Italiano (Italian}
tl:l?,01 (Korean)

> Take meta...
Commission Meetings
Commission Reports
Community Data Portal
ncr Rczonlngs
Map & Bookstore

Job OppOrtlmitics
Press Releases
OCP Site Map

Contact DCP

BONum HlII, Brooklyn

! I1";.xt I Reference i

101'2
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NYC Zoning· Refercllce

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/zone/zll_cl_c2_ovel'lays.shtIlll
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NYC L..oning - Reference

http:lh'iww.nyc.gov/htmlidcplhtmJlzonc/zlu··olUmdistricls.shtml

~

Zoning> Reference - Commercial Districts

~

ADJ1Ut2..Q.lllug, I f')a.n$, I JQ:xl I Reference I

~

Use the drop dOl'

Commercial Districts: OVERVIEW

cts,

Ovarvh.\w

;. Select: a Language

Espanal (Spanish)
Kreyol Ayisyen

(Haitian Creole)
Italiano (Hallan)
€j-~Ol

(Korean)

Take me to...
Commission Meetings
Commission Reports

Community Data Pwtal
DCP Rezonings

Map & Bookstore

Press Reloases
DCP Site Map

COntact DCP

subdivided (as indicated by a numerical
and loading requirements. ThcCfiQcL"':OiL",m'~£1lliJ
1.0 while the FAR for Il
commercial districts,
pedestrian amenities and,
can
un increase in the maximum
are not required in commercial districts.
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NYC Zoning Reference

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/zonelzh_commdlstricts.shtml
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ZONING. DATA TABLE 5

Commercial Overlay Floor Area Ratios
Comme.rcial
Overlay
FAR

Residentiill
FAR

Rl

1.0

0.5

0.5

R2

1.0

0.5

0.5

R2A

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.851

0.5

0.5<

1.0

O.Y

1.6

O.Y

1.0

Residential
District

II
R3-2

-"

.0

-

0.5'

1.0

0.75 2

2.0

1.35

2.0

R4·1

1.0

0.751

2,0

R4A

1.0

0.75 2

2.0

R4B

1.0

0.9

2.0

R5

1.0

1.25

2.0

R51nfiH

1.0

1.65

2.0

R5A

1.0

1.1

2.0

R58

1.0

1.35

2.0

R5D

2.0

2.0

2.0

R6

2.0

0.78-2.43

4.8

R6A

2.0

---RoB

~

LO

Community
Fac;Uity
FARl

(range)

- -2.0- - --"-

3.0

3.0

2.0

2,0

R7-1

2.0

0(~;~~;j4

4.B

R7-2

2.0

0(~;~~~i4

6.5
4.0

R7A

2.0

4.0

R7B

2.0

3.0

3.0

R7X

2.0

5.0

5.0

R8

2.0

0.94-6.02
(range)

6.5

RSA

2.0

6.02

6,$

R8B

2.0

4.0

4.0'

R8X

2.0

6.02

6.0

R9

2.0

0.99-7.52
(rang€)

10.0

R9A

2.0

7.52

7.5

R9X

2.0

9.0

9.0
10.0

RIO

2.0

10.0'

RIOA

2.0

10,04

10.0

Rl0X

2.0

10.0·"

10.0 4

CI-I through CI-5 and C2-1 through C2-5 are
commercial districts which are mapped as overlays
within residential districts. \:Vhen a commercial
overlay is mapped within an R1 through R5 district} except an R5D district) the commercial FAR
i51.0; within an R5D district or anR6 through RIO
district, the commercial FAR Is 2.0. The residential
PAR for a commercial overlay district is determined
by the residential district regulations.

1n ManhattCln Commumty DIStrict 8
Up to 12.0 FAR \'lith bonll5

CSOC.CBR.00029659
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NYC 7..oning - Rct"erencc

http://www.nyc.gov/htmlldcp/html!zol1c/wJcsdistricts.shtml

Zoning> Reference ~ Residential
Districts

New York City zoning

Zoning Reference

'ds.

Use the drop dO\l

Residential Oistricts: OVERVIEW

OVBrview

Espanol {Spanish}
l<reyol Ayisyen
(Haitian Creole)

rtallano (Itallan)
l:!?0l (Korean)

Residence districts are the most common
districts In New York City,
percent of the city'S zoned
accommodate- an
building forms-ranging from
single-family
homes set amid wide lawns on the city's outskirts to
the soaring towers of Manhattan,

i' Take me to...
Commission Meetings
Commission Reports
Community Data Portal
OCP Rezonings

DCP Site Map
Contact DCP

[ii~~~~E.~=',=~~~:::::]

~~!~~.'!l~?"
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NYC Zoning ~ Reference

http://www.nyc.gov/htmlidcp/html/zolle/zllJesdistricts.shhnl

Det<:lChed~~{n;dts~,~m~;-,~de~t'~'f:he~d~~h~~~:If~ij~~~~~~~~~~~~

familles in

families. Rl
and R5A
districts
districts
permit

attached row

houses limited

to one two
and

R5B and R5D are general residence districts tltI;,,:.;t, ,~::~i~~:~~:;';;j~~~~~;~,~~~
dlst!ngulshed
differing bulk and density, hi
liP-flee., and
requirements.
X or .t suffix have been created or

blur distinctions between

2of5
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NYC Zoning ~ Reference

http://www .nyc.gov/htmlfdcpihtmlirone/zh_resdistricts.shtml

In non-contextual R6
under 11eigl1t factor Dr
developers rna',
elect

.";0

data

Non~Contextual

or Height Factor Regulations

area ratios. In general, the larger the lot,
height factor regulations.

Optional Quality Housing Regulations In Non~Contextual DIstricts
In non-(ontextuai R6 through R9 districts, developers may clioose either height

3of'5
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NYC Zoning - Reference

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcplhtml/wnehh,resdistricts.sbtml

In general, the optional program allows mo,joc<,teh, I"raer
more apartments than might be achievable under
of
many ,;e;,;hb~rh"~d';
because neighboring
because the views
greater bulk.
Developers must determine whkh of the two sets of regulations is most
for
site, but cannot mix and match the two on the same zoning
The
taller
for height factor
for example, cannot
higher lot cover<lge permitted
Housing buildings.

R9 and Rl0 Tower Regulations
R9 and RiO districts without a lettcr
as well as commercial districts
equlval",nt
mapped

residential
mainly
In

Mar,hatlcon--all"w residential towers of
up to 35 stories above a contextual
building base of between five and
stories. The
form is
residential
straight up
base may also be
it is located in certain
commercial districts or on a
street In an R9 Or R.lO district.

Other Zoning Districts
R7-3 and R9-1
where speclal
bulk, height and
provisions apply, may be mapped only within
w:eas. and certain special zoning districts.

y:{.qterfront

R10H, a district allowing transient hotels by sp,,,'o!.ue!111it: Ie addition to residential
and
uses, Is mapped only
Park. South and a nearby
Fifth Avenue
in Manhattan.
LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENTS
Residential developments that occupy at least 1.5 acres
that

good site

larger I;lIi~~I~;S

,~e~,~,~;'h~'t:~h~e':1~;,,~::;~";;;;~;:;;~!tJ~

lots. Floor area bonuses are available
as common

and enclosed

;C;~;'b~(la;{;;~~~;~;;,~~~::;;;;":~may

special permit to allow for more fl
open space
in height and setback. These tii:KJ:fj;JQalJlx.?r,;,Vg/}.$ enable the best possible site plan to be
achieved for large developments.
In R3, R4 and RS djstrlcts, large tracts of land are often
streets. These
roadbeds at least 34 feet in
and edged by
trees, Front
must be
for each residence, and
the location
cars.

access residences distant from

INCLUSIONARY HOUS[NG PROGRAM
which

40f5
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http://www.nyc.gov/htmJJdcp/html17.onelzh)·esdistricts,shtml

f>.1anl1attan,

In 2005, New York City Introduced a 9cc,unclbC€'kl"9
Housing Program to promote affordable

..and

:~:'~~~=~:,~'n~m~e~d~,u~m~

high-density

R<;!sidentlnl Districts I ~~ I M"nllfaGt"ring Dlstrkts I ~

~ Items accompanied by this symbol require ttle frill:.M~GI:.Il!2gj;k~,

DCP Home

I NYC.gov Home I Contact Us

COPYRIGHT
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@ 2010 NYC

I FAQ's I Privacy Statement I Sitemap
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12/15/61

31-10
PURPOSES OF SPECIFIC COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

12/15/61

31-11
C1 Local Retail Districts
These dist.riets are desitjned to provide for 10ea1 shopping and
include a wide range of retail stores and personal service
establishments which ca'ter to frequently recurring needs.
Since
these establishments are required in convenient locations near
all residential areas, and since they are relatively
unobjectionable to nearby residences, these districts are widely
mapped. The district regulations are designed to promote
convenient shopping and the stability of retail development by
encouraging continuous retail frontage and by prohibiting local
service and manufacturing establishments which tend to break such

continuit.y.

12/15/61

31-12
C2 Local Service Districts
Tbese dist:r:i.cts are designed to provtde for a \'iide range of
essential local services not
regular local shopping.
Since these establishments are less
visited by
customers, they tend to break the continuity of prime retail
frontage and, therefore, hamper the development of convenient
The permitted services create relatively feltJ
influences for nearby residential areas.

12/15/61

31-13
C3 Waterfront Recreation District

CSOC. CBR.00029665

4668
(12/15/61)

Chapter 2
Use Regul.ations

(2/7/01)

32-00
GENERAL PROVISIONS
In order to
the
and provisions of this
Resolution, the
of
or other structures# and of
tracts of land have been
and combined into Use Groups.
A brief statement is inserted at the f;itart of each Use Group to

describe and clarify the basic characteristics of that Use Group.
Use Gr'oups "t, 2, 3, 4,
6,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and

l

16 1 including each
separately therein, are
in 'ffCommercial Districts# as indicated in Sections
l:o 3225, inclusive, except that any such #use# which is also an #adult

establishment# shall, in addition, be subject to the provisions

of Section 32-01 (Special Provisions for Adult Establishments).
In Manhattan

Districts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and

Community Districts

2, 6 and 8, and Queens

Brooklyn

Districts

1 and 2, the conversion to #dwe lLing uni ts# of
buildings#, or portions thereof, erected
to December 15
1961 shall be subject to the provisions
Article I, Chapte 5
Conversion of Existing Non-Residential Buildings ,
unless such conversions meet the
for new
#residential development# of
II (Residenoe District
Regulations) .
All districts Indicated in Column A shaLl. comply with the
regulations for districts indicated in ColLLrnn B f.~xcept as set

forth in the sections indicated in Column C.

'I

Column A
Cl and C2 In R9A

Column B

Column C

R9

32-43

RIO

32-43

Cl-8A

Ct.-8

32-43

Cl-9A

Cl-9

32-43

C2-7A

C2-7

32-43

Cl and c2 in RI0A
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C2-8A

C2-8

32-43

C4-6A

C4-6

32-43

C4-'lA

C4-'l

32-43

C6-1A

C6-1

32-15 32-16
32-17 32-20
32-644

In a C8 District, any #use# listed in Use Group llA or 16 that
involves the production, processing, cleaning, servicing, testing
or repair of products, goods, or materials shall conform to t.he

performance standards for I'll Districts as set forth in Sections
42-20 and 42-28 inclusive, relating to Performanoe Standards.

In C5 and C6 Districts in Nanhat:tan Community Districts 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6, all existing lawful #uses# in Use Groups 17B or E In
existi ng enclosed #buildIngs# erected prIor to December 15,
961,
shall be c:onsidered conforming and shall conform to the
performance standards for
D~Lstricts as set forth in Soct.ions
42-20 and 42-28, inclusive, relating to Performance Standards.
Such 'uses' may be 'extended# wIthIn #buildIngs'.
Whenever a #use# :t3 specifically listed in fl UaG Group and also
could be construed to be incorporated Hithin a more inclusive
#use# listing, either in the s~me or another Use Group, the more
specIfic lIstIng shall control.
The letters A, B, Bl, C, D, E, F, G or 11 in the Parking
RequIrement Category followIng a iiuse' :U.sted in SectIons 32-14
to 32-25, inclusive, refer to the classification of itcommer.-cial
usestt to determine
#accessory-# off-stree't pa.rking spaces
as set forth in the
in Section 36-21 (General ProvIsIens).
The #uses# listed in the various Use Groups set forth in Sections
32-11 to 32-25, inclusive, are also listed in
order
in the Index at the end of this Resolution, :Lor
convenience
of those using the Resolution.
\'1henever there is any dLfference
in meaning or implication between the 't.ext of these Use Groups
and the t.ext of the Index, the text of these Use Groups shall
prevail.
In the area, which as a result of zoning map
840260 ZMM Is
zoned C6-2A, existing lawful meat markets listed
Use
l7A, in exIsting enclosed #buildings# erected prior to
15, 1961, shall be a conforming #use'.
Special regulations

area# are set
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The fellowing chart sets forth the Use Groups permitted in the
various #Commercial Districts#.
USE GROUPS PERMITTED
IN COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

Use Groups
Community

Residential

Facilities

Districts
Local Retail Cl

x

x

Local Set'vice C2

x

x

x

Waterfront
Recreation C3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Restricted Central
Commercial C5

x

x

x

x

General Central
Conuuercial C6

x

x

x

x

General
C4

Co~nercial

Commercial
Amusement C7
Gene.ral Service C8

x

Use Groups

Retail & COlLL"nercial
Distr.icts

10

Local Retail Cl

x

x

Local Service
C2

x

x

x

x

11

12

14

15

x

x

Waterfront
Recreation C3
General
Commercial C4

13

Gen.
Service

x
x

x

x x

x

x
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(d)

(e)

~n C6-4, C6-5, C6-6, C6-7, C6-8,
C7 or C8
no more than one #adul t
permi tted
Section shall be established on a #zoning lot#.

In C6-4,

C6-6, C6-7, C6-8, C6-9, C7 or C8

#adult
shall not
in total,
square feet of #floor area# and
space not
enclosed storage or mechanical equipment.
If)

for

#Adult establishments# which were est.ab.U_shed on October 25,
Resolution
relating to #adult
other than
provisions
of all or any combination of
(c), {d)
and (e) of
this Section, shal1 -not be
to the prov.is:lorls of
Section 52-77 {Termination of

1995 r and conform to all provis:lorls of the

of this
an #adult establishmen·t# shall be
upon the date
a permit issued
l:he
of
therefor, or, in the case of an

August 8, 2001, as determined by the
o~.~~~~~~:' subject to rules as the
p
regarding the failure to
a permit or to commence
the discontinuance of an

112/F>/611

32-10
USES PERMITTED AS-OF-RIGHT

19/28/041

IV fA: - ~~:l~roups

oJ1 ck~~

ji.2.1\

I f ' 1A
VV"""v
I

1 and 2

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Use Groups 1 and
as set forth
Section 22- 1 and Section 2212. However, in
Districts, Use G:r:oup 2 shal be limited to
#single#-or #two-family detached# or 'Kze:co lo't.: ine residences#.
In #lower density growth
areas# in the
0
Staten
C3A
Use
1 and
sha 1 be
that in C4Ifmixed bu.ildings#,
at least four acres
a #block#, and
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for #zoning lots# that, on December
feet, #residences#
be
City Planning Commission,
(R"sj.dE,nt.ia,l Use in C4-1 Districts in

20,000

(7/6/72)

32-12

tVlA
~

Use Group 3
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Use Group 3, as set forth in Section 22-13.

C~~~~I
[))-~/72)
(VI~

~_& ~rz...v
j),("_'dd~f)
.
v .. (.A

CNMVV;;i-.,

32-13

~

Use Group 4

;L)!~ Cl

fk.)'
,

,CtJ

f-~I ~c.Jt.J2.-1

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C8

Use Group 4, as set forth in Secc.ion 22-14.

(8/17/90)

32-14
Use Group 5

C1* C2** C4 C5 C6 C8

prima,r:Lly

Use Group 5 consists

occupancy.
A. Transient

Acco~~odations

#Hotcls r transient#

[PRe-H]

B. #Accessory Uses#

In a Cl-l, Cl-2, Cl-3 or Cl-4 District, a #transient hotel#

.'3hall not be permitted.
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in other C4-1 Districts for 'zoning lots' that, On December 21,
2005, were greater than 20,000 square feet, 'residences' shall be
allowed only by special permit of the City Planning Corrunission,
pursuant to Section 74-49 (Residential Use in C4-1 Districts in
The Borough of staten Island).

(7/6/72)
32-12
Use Group 3

Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Use Group 3, as set forth in Section 22-13.

(7/6/72)
32-13
Use Group 4

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C8
Use Group 4, as set forth in Section 22-14.

(8/17/90)
32-14
Use Group 5

C'· C2*· C4 C5 C6 C8
Use Group 5 consist.s of hotels used primarily for transient
occupancy.
A. Transient Accommodations

'Hotels, transient'

[PRC-H]

B. 'Accessory Uses'

_n a C1-1, CI-2, CI-3 or Cl-4 District, a 'transient hotel'
shall not be permitted.
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.*

In a C2-1, C2-2, C2-3 or C2-4 District, each #transient
hotel# shall be located on a Izoning loti in whole or in
part within a 1,000 foot radius of the entrance or exit of a
limited-access expressway, freeway, parkway, or highway, all
of which prohibit direct vehicular access to abutting land
and provIde complete
of conflIcting traffic
flows, measured from
centerline of the entrance or exit
ramp at its intersection with the nearest adjacent #street#.

(9/25/02)

32-15
Use Group 6
CI C2 C4 C5 C6 C8
Use Group 6 consists primarily of retail stores and personal
service establishments which:

(1)

provide fo]:, a wi.de variety of local consumer needs; and

(2)

have a small service area and are, therefore, dIstrIbuted
widely throughout the City.

Public service establ::Lshments
small areas are also
included. Retail and service
are listed in two
subgroups, both of whIch aTe permitted in all Cl Districts.

The Buses' listed in subgroup A are also permitted within 'largescale residential developmentsH to provide daily convenience
.
shopping for residents of the #development'.
A. Convenience Retail or Service EstabLishments

Bakeries,
shall be

that 'floor areal used for production
to 750 square feet per establishment [PRC-

B]
BarbeT shops [PRC-B]
Beauty parlors [PRC-B]
Drug stores [PRC-Bj
Dry cleaning or clothes pressinq estab1.ishments or receiving
stations dealing directly with ultimate consumers, limited
to 2,000 square feet of #floor area# per establishment, and
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provided that only solvents with a flash point of not less
than 138.2 degrees Fahrenheit shall be used, and total
aggregate dry load capacity of machines shall not exceed 60
pounds [PRC-B]
**Eating or drinking establishments, including those which
provide outdoor table service or have music for which there
is no cover charge and no specified showtime, and those
which have #accessory# drive-through facilities [PRC-B]
Food stores, including supermarkets,
markets, or delicatessen stores [PRC-Either

stores, meat
or B***]

Hardware stores [PRC-B]
*Laundry establishments, hand or automatic self-service
[PEC-B]
Liquor stores, package [PRC-B]
Post offices [PRC-H]
Shoe or hat repair shops [PRC-B]
Stationery stores [PRC-B]
Tailor or dressmaking shops, custom [PRC-B]
Variety stores, limited to 10,000 square feet of #£1001'
area# per establishment [PRC-B]
B. Offiees
Offices, business, professional, or governmental

[PRC-BI]

Veterinary medicine for small animals,
all
activities are conducted t<l,rith:1.Tl a
enclosed
building#; where such #building#
use#, no access shall be from an entrance serving the
#residential# portien [PRC-Bl]
...... Retail or Service Establishments

Antique stores [PEC-B]
Art gallcrics, commercial [PRC-B]
Artists' supply stores [PRC-B]
Automobile supply stores, with no installation or repair
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services [PRC-B]
Banks, including drive-in banks [PRC-B]
Bicycle sales [PRC-B]
Book stores [PRC-B]
Candy or ice cream stores [PRC-B]
Carpet, rug, linoleum or other floor covering scores,
limited to 10,000 square feet of #floor areal per
establishment [PRC-B1]
Cigar or tobacoo stores [PRC-B]
Clothing or clothing accessory stores, lind ted to 10,000
square feet of 'floor areal per establishment [PRC-B]
Clothing rental establishments, limited to 10,000 square
feet of 'floor area' per establishment [PRC-B]
Docks for ferries, other than #gambling vessels#, limited to
an aggregate operational passenger load, per #zcning loti,
of 150 passengers per haLf hour [PRC-H]
Docks for water taxis with vessel capacity limited to 99
passengers
Docks or mooring facilities for non-conunercial pleasure
boats [PRe-H]
Dry goods or fabrics stores, limited to 10,000 square feet
of #floor areair per establishment [PRC-B]
****Eating or drinking establishments with entertainment,
but not dancing, with a capacity of 200 persons or less
[PRC-B]
Eating or drinking establishments with musical entertainment
but not dancing, with a capacity of 200 persons or less
[PRC-B]
Electrolysis studios [PRe-B]
Fishing tackle or equipment, rental cr sales [PRC-El]
Florist shops [PRC-B]
*Frozen food locke:A·~"MM"iR........
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Furni·ture stores, limited to 10, 000 square feet of #floor
area# per establishment [PRC-Bl]
Furrier shops, custom [PRC-B]
Gift shops [PRO-B]
Interior decorating establishments, provided that #floor
area# used for processing, servicing or repairs shall be
limited to 750 square feet per establishment [PRC-B)
Jewelry or art metal craft shops [PRC-B]
Leather goods or luggage stores [PRC-B]
"Loan offices [PRC-Bl
*Locksmith shops [PRC-B]
MedicaJ or orthopedic appliance stores [PRC-B]
*Meeting halls [PRC-D]
Millinery shops [PRO-B]
Music stores [PRC-B]
Newsstands, open or enclosed [PRC-B]
Optician or optometrist establishments [PRC-B]
Paint stores [PRC-B]
Pet shops [PRC-B]
Photographic equipment or supply stores [PRC-B]
Photographic studios [PRO-B]
Picture framing shops [PRC-B]
Record stores [PRC-B]
Seed or garden supply stores [PRC-B)
Sewing machine stores, selling household machines only [PRCB]

Shoe stores [PRe-B]
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Sporting or athletic stores [PRC-B]
Stamp or coin stores [PRC-B]
Telegraph offices [PRC-B]
Television, radio, phonograph or

limited to 10,000 square feet of
establishment [PRC-B]
Toy stores [PRC-B]
Travel bureaus [PRC-B]
Typewriter stores [PRC-B]
Wallpaper stores [PRC-B]
Watch or clock stores or repair shops [PRC-B]
D. Public Service E:stablLshment.s';'-"""h'-*

Court houses [PRC-C]
*Electric or gas utility substations ~ open or enc::losed,
limited in each case to a site of not more than 10,000
square feet

Fire or police stations [PRC-C]
*Public utility stations for oil or gas metering or
regulating
Telephone exchanges or other communications equipment
structures. In all dist.ricts the height above #curb level#
of such structures not existing on Decembe:r.- 15, 1961, shall
not exceed that. attributable to #commercial buildlngs# of
equivalent #lot coverage#, having an
floor to floor
height of 14 feet above the lobby floor
may be as much
as 25 feet in height.
For the purpose of making this height
computation, the gross ax'ea of all floors of the #buildingil
including
mechanica 1
except: the
#cellar# shall be
as
Such hei9ht compu.tation for t.he structure shall not preclude

the ability to utilize unused #floor area# anywhere on the
#zoning lot# or by special permit, subject to the normal
provisions of the Resolution.
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*Terminal facilities at river crossings for access to

electric, gas, or steam lines
*Water or sewage pumping stations
E. Clubs
Non-commercial clubs, without restrictions on activities or
facilities except for any activity or #use# listed within
the definitions of either #adult physieal culture
establishments# or #physical culture or health
establishments# in Section 12-10 [PRC-DJ
F. #Accessory Uses#

*

In C5 Districts, a #use# in Use Group 6, marked with an
asterisk, shall not be located on the ground floor of a
#building# unless such #use# is at least 50 feet from
the #street wall# of the #building# in which it is
located, as provided in Section 32-423 (Limitation on
ground floor location)
Eating or drinking places with #accessory#
drive-t.hrough facilities shall be permitted
in Cl Districts only as provided in Section
73-243, and shall not be per:mittod in C5
District.s

***

Food stores with 2,000

#floor areal per

feet. or more of

are classified in

parking requirement category A and food stores
wit.h less than 2,000 square feet of #floor area#
are classified in parking requirement category B,
pursuant to Sect.ion 36-21 (General Provisions).

****

Permit.t.ed in Cl-l, Cl-2,
C2-2, C2-3, C2-4, C3 and C5
as provided in Section 73-241.

In a C6-1A District,
are not. permitt.ed.

C2-1,
only

#uses# in Use Group6D

(S/17/90)

32-16
Use Group 7
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(1/14/65)
32-412
In other Commeroial Distriots
C2 C3 C4 C6-1 C6-2 C6-3 C6-4 C6-6 C6-8 C6-9 C8
In the districts indicated, all such #uses# shall be located
"iithin #completely enclosed buildings# or within #buildings#
which are #completely enclosed# except for store fronts or store
windows which may be opened to serve customers outside the
#building#.

(12/15/61)
32-42
Looation within Buildings

(4/8/98)
32-421
L±mitation on floors occupied by non-residential uses
Cl C2 C3
In the districts indicated, in any #building#, or portion of a
#building# occupied on one or more of its upper #storiesl'
#resldential uses# listed in Ose Group 1 or 2 or
#conmnm.ity

uses#

uses# listed in Use
in Use Group 6, 7,

3 or 4, no
, 9 or 14 shall be located above

the level of the first #story# ceiling, provided, however, that
permitted #signs#, other than #advertising signs!j,
to
such non-#residential uses# may extend to a maximum height
two
feet above the level of the finished f100r of the second #story#,
but in no event higher than six inches below the 10west window
sill of the second #storyjj. In any other
or portion
thereof l not more than two #stories# may be
by non#residentlal uses# listed in Use Group 6A, 6B,
6F, 'I, 8, 9 Dr'
14.
Non-#residential uses# permi tted by the applicable dlstrict
regulations may occupy two #stories# in any new #development# in
Cl or C2 Districts
within R9 or RiO Districts or in Cl-B,
CI-9, C2-'I or C2-8
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(12/15/61)
Chapter 4
Bulk Regulations for Residential Buildings in Commercial
Districts

(12/15/61)
34-00

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

(7/29/09)

34-01
Applicability of this Chapter

The ·lIbulk# regulations of this Chapter apply to any f~residential
building# located on
lot# or
of a #zoning
lot# in any
in
#building# is
permitted.
In addition, the #bulk# regulations of this Chapter
or of specified Sections thereof also apply in other provisions
of this Resolution where they are incorporated by cross

reference.
However, in C3A Districts, the #bulk# regulations of this
shall not apply to any irresidential building!!. In Heu
the #bulk# regulations for R3A Distriots of Article II, Chapter 3
(Bulk Regulations for Res:Ldential Bu:Lldings in Residence
Districts), shall apply to #residential buildings#.
Existing #buildings or other structures# that do not comply with
one or more of the applicable #bulk# regulations are #noncomplying buildings or other structures# and are subject to the
regulations set forth in Article V, Chapter 4.
Special regulations
are set forth in

only in Special Purpose Districts
VIII, IX, X, XI, XII and XIII.

All C6-1A Districts shall comply with the regulations of C6-1
Districts except as set forth in Secticn 34-112.
In Manhattan Conununity Districts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Brooklyn
Districts

Community D.i.stricts 1, 2, 6 and 8, and Queens
and 2, thE cOTlVE-::rslon to #dvJE::11ing units# of

buildingsl/, or portions thereof, erected prior to December 15,
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(7/26/01)

34-11
Genera1 Provisions
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
In the districts indicated, the irbulk# regulations for
#residential buildings# set forth in Article II, Chapter 3, shall
apply to all 'residential buildings' in accordance with the
provisions of this Section/ except as modified by the provisions
of Sections 34-21 to 34-24, inclusive, relating to Exceptions to

Applicability of Residence District Controls.

(12/15/61)

34-111
Res~dentia~ bu~k

governed by

regulations in Cl or C2 Distr~cts whose bulk
Residence District

~s

surround~ng

Cl-1 Cl-2 CI-3 CI-4 Cl-5 C2-1 C2-2 C2-3 C2-4 C2-5
In the districts indicated, tho #bulkl regulations for the
IResidence Districtl, wi thin which such #Commercial Districtsl are
mapped apply, except that when suoh dlst..ricts are mapped within
RI or R2 Districts, the #bulkl regulations for R3-2 Distriots
apply.

( 9/30/09)

34-112
Residential bulk regulations in other C1 or C2
C3, C4, C5 or C6 Distr~cts

D~stricts

or in

Cl-6 CI-7 CI-8 CI-9 C2-6 C2-7 C2-8 C3 C4 C5 C6
In the districts indicated, the applicable ilbulkir regulations are
the #bulk# regulatIons for the #Residence Districtsir set. fort.h in
the following table:

Districts

Z\pplicable #Residence
District#
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(7/6/72)
35-21
General Provisions
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
In the districts indicated, the #bulk# regulations applicable to
#residential buildings!f set forth in !'~rticle II, Chapter 3, shan
apply to all #residential# portions of #mixed buildings' in
accordance ""lith the provisions and modifications set forth in the
remaining Sections of this Chapter.
The purpose of these
modifications is to make the regulations set forth in Article II,
Chapter 3, applicable to 'mixed buildings# and #Coltunercial
District.s# .

{7 /2 6/01}

35-22
Residential Bulk Regulations in C1 or C2 Districts Whose Bulk is
Governed by Surrounding Residence District
Cl-1 C1-2 C1-3 C1-4 C1-5 C2-1 C2-2 C2-3 C2-4 C2-5
In the districts indicated, t.he #b,,] k#
for t.he
#Residence Districts# within which such
Districts'
are mapped apply to #residential# portions of 'mixed b"ildings#.
except:
(a)

when such dist.ricts are
the #bulk# regulations for

within Rl or R2 District.s,
Districts shall apply; and

(b)

when such districts are mapped within Fi6, H7, H8, R9 or: RIO
Districts, and the #residential# portion of a #mixed
building# is #developed# or #enlarged'
to the
Quality Housing Program, the height
setback regulations
of Sections 23-60 through 23-65, inclusive, shall not apply.
In lieu thereof, Section 35-24 {Special Street Wall rocation
and Height and Setback Regulations in Certain Districts)
shall apply to such 'mixed building#.

(9/30/09)
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(12/15/61)
Chapter 5
Bu1k

RQqu~ations

for Mixed Buildings in

Commeroia~

Districts

(12/15/61)
35-00

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

(7/29/09)

35-01

Applicability of this Chapter
The Ibulkit regulat.ions of this Chapter apply to any Ilmixed
building' located on any 'zoning lot. or portion of a 'zoning
lotil' in any ifCommercj.al District#- in which such ii:buj.lding# is

permitted. r"Jhen t\W or more !fbuildings' on a single #zoning lot.
are used in any combination for #uses# which, if located in a

single 'building# would make it a 'mixed building#, the
regulations set forth in Sections 35-21 to 35-23,

Applicability of Residence District Bulk Regulations to
Buildings, in Section 35-30 (APPLICABILITY OF FLOOR AREA AND OPEN
SPACE REGULATIONS TO MIXED BUILDINGS), inclusive, and in Section
35-40 (APPLICABILITY OF DENSITY REGUL~TIONS TO MIXED BUILDINGS),
inclusive, shall apply as if such 'bu.Udlngsl were a single
'mixed building#. In addition, the Ibulk' regulations of t.his
Chapter f

or of

provJsJons of
cross-reference.

Sections thereof,

also apply in other

Resolution where they are Jncorporated by

However, in C3A Districts, except for #community facility uses#

that have received tax-exempt stat.us from the New York City
Department of Finance, or its successor, pursuant to Section 420

of the New York State Real Property Tax Law, or Jts successor,
the ilbulk' regulations of this Chapt.er shall not apply, and the
#bulk#
for R3A Distrlcts of Article II,
shall
!;building!; t.hat is used partly for
facility
part.ly for #residential use#.
Existing #buJldings or other structures# that do not comply with
one or more of the apPlicables~#b~:~U~~l;;k~:#:r,~:iu~;:~-'~i~:are 'noncomplying buildings or other

and are subj eet to the

regulations set forth in l\rticle V, Chapter 4.
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#developed#, or #enlarged# whe]~e permitted, pursuant to
the Quality Housing Program; and
(bJ

the entire #buUdJng# oomplies with the applioable
provisIons of Artiole II, Chapter 8 (Quality Housing
Program) .

(11/19/87)
35-02
Definitions
Words in it<11ics arc; defined in Section 12-10 (DEFINITIONS) or,
if applicable exclusively to thO,s Section, in this Section.

(7/26/01)
35-10
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, the
of a
#mixed buHding# used for #residential use# are
the
#bulk# regulations set forth in Article II, Chapter 3, and the
portions of a #mixed building# used for #commeroialj~ or
#commuDity faoiJity usef, are subjeot to t.he ilbulk# regulation~
set forth in Artiole III, Chapter 3.
Speoial provisions applying to #mixed
are set forth in
Section 35-20 (APPLICABILITY Of' RESIDENCE
BULK
REGULATIONS TO ~HXE:D BUILDINGS), inclusive, Section 35-30
(APPLICABILITY OE' E'LOOR Zlm;A AND OPEN SPACE; EE:GULNJ'IONS TO ~1JXE[)
BUILDINGS), inclusive, Section 35-40 (APPLICABILITY OF DENSITY
REGUL.ZlTIONS TO MIXED BUILDINGS), inclusive, Section 35-50
(MODIFICATIONS OF YARD REGULATIONS FOR MIXED BUILDINGS) and
Section 35-60 (MODIFICATIONS OF HEIGHT AND SETBACK REGULATIONS
FOR MIXED BUILDINGS) ,inclusive.

(12/15/61)

35-20
APPLICABILITY OF RESIDENCE DISTRICT BULK REGULATIONS TO MIXED
BUILDINGS
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Westl~w.
Page 1

New York City, N.Y., Code § 28-118.3.1
NEW YORK CITY CHARTER, CODE, AMEN"DMENTS & RULES
NEW YOIU( CITY ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
TITLE 28. NEW YORK CITY CONSTRUCTION CODES
CHAPTER 1. ADMINISTRATION.
ARTICLE 118 CERTIFICATES OF OCCUPANCY
Currency up (0 Local Law 82 of 2009 and Chapters 1 ~
507 ofthe Laws of the State of New York for 2009.
~8~118,3.1,

Change of occupancy or use.

No building, open lot or portion thereof nereafter altered so as to change from one occupancy group to another,
01' from one zoning use group to another, either in whole or in part, shaH be occupied or used unless and until the
commissioner has issued a CCliificate of occupancy certifying that the alteration work for which the permit was
isslled has been completed substantially in accordance with the approved construction documents and the provisions of this code and other applicable laws and rules for the new occupancy 01' use,

<General Materials (OM) ~ References, Annotations, or Tables>
NYC Code § 28-118.3.1
END OF DOCUMENT

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.

https:llweb2.westlaw.eom/print/prints
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Page 1

New York City, N.Y., Codo § 28-118.3.2
NEW YORK CITY CHARTER, CODE, AMENDMENTS & RULES
NEW YORK CITY ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
TITLE 28. NEW YORK CITY CONSTRUCTION CODES
CHAPTER 1. ADMINISTRATION.
ARTICLE 11 g CERTlFlCATES OF OCCUPANCY

CUlTency up to Local Law 820[2009 and Chapters 1 507 ofthc Laws of the State of New York for 2009.

:8-118.3.2. Changes inconsistent with existing certificate of occupancy.
No change shall be made to a building or open lot or portion thereof inconsistent with the last issuc·d certificate
of occupancy or, where applicable, In<::ousistent with the last issued certificate of completion for such building or
open lot or which would bring it under some special provision of tbis code or other applicable laws or rulcs, un~
less and until the commissioner has issued a new certificate ofoccl\.pancy.

<General, Materials (OtvO References,Annotations t or Tables>
M

NYC Code § 28-118.3.2
END OF DOCUMENT

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.

bltps:llweb2.westlaw.com/print/prints

=HTMLE&fn='_top&mt~...
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STATEMENT
CONGRESSMAN CHARLES B. RANGEL
Contact: Emile Milne 202225[

July 16, 2008

HARLEM WILL ALWAYS BE MY HOME
I've been under attack by some in the press on two tilings tilat are very important to me:
my home and tile improvement of education in my community.
Everyone in Harlem who knows me is aware that I've lived in Lenox Terrace for almost
30 years and, before tilat, in a brownstone down tile street on 132nd Street, which was my
grandfatiler's most cherished possession in life. I went to grade school down the street at
PS 89. Harlem has always been my horne.
My wife, Alma, and ~ moved into Lenox Terrace in tile 1970's when I was a young
Congressman and raised our two children tilere in an apartrilent formerly occupied by a
prominent Harlem pastor. He had combined two small apartments into one witil a single
kitchen. Sometime later, an studio unit next to ours became vacant and became cozy
room for friends to stay over as well as a place where I could do my work outside of tile
living room.
Anotiler apartment on a lower floor that I rented about 10 years ago was used as an office.
Several months ago, I started thinking about a larger office space and have recently
decided to relocate tilat office as soon as possible.
When my campaign committee found out about a vacant apartment they could use tiley
did so. The lease expires in October, but because of recent event they've decided to
relocate as soon as possible.
The accounts in the press about tilese residences 'have been filled with mistakes and
innuendo. The New York Times called my apartment a "penthouse," which tiley could
have learned it isn't witil a little checking. They've suggested that the arrangements
violated New York City Rent guidelines. What they're really saying is I should leave my
apartment and move to a more expensive place.
For all my years at Lenox Terrace, rYe been paying tile maximum legal rent and, have not
been treated different from any other tenant living in a stabilized apartment. Because I
moved in so long ago, my rent has increased incrementally each year instead ofj.umping
dramatically as it would ifI moved out. This is how stabilized rents work in New York.
If at anytime I left the apartment tile rent would increase4 dramatically under rent stabilita
law.
As tile author of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit law, I've been given credit for
construction of more than 6,000 units of moderately priced housing in Upper Manhattan
since the 1980's. Not only do I recognize my good fortune in having a comfortable place
to live, you can be certain that I would not risk my personal or political reputation by
intentionally abusing any privilege at Lenox Terrace.
Providing suitable housing for my constituents has long been one of my priorities. The
problem in New York and across the country, is the growing shortage of low- and
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moderately-priced apartments--unlike the days when I moved into Lenox Terrace. The
market has become so tight that unscrupulous landlords are applying underhanded tactics
to force tenants out of their stabilized units for the specific purpose of jacking up the rent
for the next tenant. I've been fighting these practices for years and will continue to do so.
Harlem is where I plan to continue living my life. And I will do so, depending on the
support of my family, friends, and, of course, my tenants association.
The second point of attack in the press has been my support of a new institute to promote
diversity in public service at the City College ofNew York. The first complaint, that the
center would be named after me, has escalated to charges that I had violated
Congressional ethics rules by using official stationary in promoting support for the
Center.
I'm holding a press today in Washington where I will demand an investigation into these
questions which have become a mindless insult to the work being done at City College,
one of the educational gems in community. I am proud to have secured a $1.9 million
earmark of federal funds to assist in completing the $30 million project and will
continuing doing whatever I can to encourage educational partnerships with corporate
foundations.
Just last week General Electric Foundation announced a donation totalling $29 million
most of which will be used to improve middle school education in Upper Manhattan. I am
proud to say that I have received strong support from the New York City Partnership, the
Business Roundtable and many foundations in this cause.

###

CBRJem

###
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Transcript: Rep. Charles Rangel's Remarks on
Controversial Academic Center
CQ Transcripts Wire
Thursday, July 17, 2008; 2:03 PM

SPEAKER: REP. CHARLES B. RANGEL, D-N.Y.

[*] RANGEL: Good morning. This looks like a pretty good crowd. That's great. Thank
you so much for being here. Had some apprehensions that I might not get the same
turnout.
First of all, I'm trying to think of something that would be so catchy that would demand
that your newspaper print it, and so I may give several things so that it'd be (inaudible).
First of all, I normally advise people, as I have been advised, not to respond to these
allegations that I abused my congressional discretion in writing on behalf of a school
institution named after me because it would blow over; or, as more often I've advised
members, that remember you don't have as much ink as the printers do.
So one of the things that I would use, hoping that it might catch on, is that I'm going to
see how much damn ink The Washington Post has.
So if at a time that we're at war, we need education, health care, unemployment, a fiscal
crisis, the opening up of our treasury and increase in billions of dollars in debt, if The
Washington Post believes that this warrants front page and editorials, then I feel it's my
obligation to push this to the very limit so that members whose elections may be
adversely affected by unfounded rumors created by the press, that they would have a
clear idea as to what the ground rules are.
So to that extent they -- another potential headline is, "Rangel Insists That the Ethics
Connnittee Investigate the Unfounded Charges," because, first of all, nobody that can .
read is going to bring any charges against me, including The Washington Post, which, of
course, I encourage them to do it, because then they have to follow their own foundless
story, and at least that gets some coverage on this in The Washington Post.
And I would want to make certain that other members are in the position to know what
they can or carmot do.

As to the allegations, I challenge The Washington Post -- and if you can find some word
a little stronger than that -- to show one line in any ofthe letters that I have sent out on
behalf of the City College institution, which their board of directors decided to name after
me, where there's a solicitation for funds.
RANGEL: In all ofthe letters that were sent to not-for-profit foundations, rather than as
they say to people who may have business before my committee, I encourage them to
meet with City College to learn more about the program.
In the three areas that you can say is not listed that I was writing to a foundation, one of
them was writing to David Rockefeller, and in my mind -- I was really writing to the
Rockefeller foundation, but if you want to say David Rockefeller has business before my
connnittee -- well, he wakes in the morning, I assume, just breathing he has business
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before my committee. But it was a Dear David letter. And I've known the guy, and his
brother better when he was governor of New York.
The other one was Jack (sic) Greenberg, who while he was the executive director and
(inaudible) the CEO of AlG -- that's the American Insurance Group -- the only
discussions I've ever had with him was our shared experience in Korea, where we both
earned the Bronze Star. And in talking and writing the letter to him, again, he was known,
as he is in the philanthropic world, as the CEO of Starr Foundation, which is one of the
largest in the country.
The third exception is Don Trump, who on that letter, which was one of the letters that I
know is in the possession of The Washington Post, is a handwritten note that I'm sending
him the material as he requested. And, of course, he has no issue before the committee.
RANGEL: I might add that one of the people that have been out there encouraging
contributions, private and public, has been the longtime district attorney ofNew York
County, in terms of this.
All of my public life, I have felt that there has been such a gap between the ability to get
an education and success in America. And I've spent a lot of time in the Ways and Means
Committee trying to encourage the private sector to make more of a contribution in terms
ofworking with the education resources we have in this country, because I truly believe - unlike some people, Condoleezza Rice and I believe that lack of education is a threat to
our national security.
And I'm just so proud of the almost monthly meetings I have with the Business
Roundtable; not just in talking about trade, but encouraging and asking them to fulfill a
bigger obligation to their local and public and private institutions of learning.

I have been so pleased with my pushing this issue that in New York, General Electric, I
think they made a $35 million commitment, but it's certainly $17 million went to our
teachers' college and to our kids. Pfizer has made national contributions.
That's what I have done. That's what I do now. And that's what I'm going to continue to
do.
So I assmne when it's all over, even though The Washington Post cannot find any worth

in what I'm doing and would want to concentrate on whether I've crossed the line, as far
as the institution being named after me, that's their call.
As far as me seeking an eannark, I've taken the position and feel stronger in it now that
any member who's asking for an eannark that doesn't want to make it public, I have a
problem with him or her; but any member like me that has an institution oflearning that's
going to improve the quality of education and life for their constituents and America as a
whole, hey, I'm out there and I'm going to do all I can to increase it.
RANGEL: So let's see now, before I go to questions, I'd like to emphasize the fact that in
all of the letters, the form letters --and I thlnkwe, Emile (Ph), have copies of the letters
that went out.
STAFF: Yes.
RANGEL: And they're completely -- you have access to.
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And the roughest paragraph that comes the closest to smelling like the editorial said
doesn't smell right is next to the last paragraph: "I will be exploring with my
congressional colleagues how best to move this idea through the appropriations process"
-- and for those who don't like that process, you can substitute earmarks -- "about
securing fimds for the planning phase of the creation of the center.
"I request your advice and assistance concerning how the donor community" -- that's
foundations, particularly private and corporate foundations interested in education for
grants to support the creation of the center -- "and I look forward to entering dialogue
with you," and I encourage them to meet with City College.
And so, like I said, I end up as I began, let's get the ink out, help me to be creative by
firing your best shot in questions. I'm so proud ofwhat I do, and I can't possibly conceive
that the creativity of the reporter exceeds what I am trying to do in terms of encouraging
more fimds, private and public, to go into education.
And it might be helpful if! can ask whether or not the reporter covering the story can
challenge anything that I've said about the content of the letter that's in question. Since I
don't know him or her •• good.
RANGEL: Do you challenge any part .- did you find in any letter, due to your creative
investigation, any request for money?
QUESTION: Well, Mr. Chainnan, I'Ulet the letters speak for themselves. But I wanted to
ask you a question. It's my understanding...
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: I think that we -. listen, I'm going to answer all of your questions, but I want
to set a confrontational tone so that the 'other papers might be able to at least report that
since it's such a boring thing to me.
But as it relates to the solicitation of money in any of the letters that you had a chance to
review, did you see anything that went beyond the paragraph that I read?
QUESTION: Sir, it's my understanding that this was part ofthe fimd-raising campaign in
which you participated in meetings, in which money was asked for. Is that not right?
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: Well, I thought the politicians were the ones that answered a question with a
question.
But we're talking about .- whati'm asking the Ethics Committee to do is to respond to the
allegation that I abused my stationery in soliciting fimds for the Rangel Center when
these people may have business before my committee.
Now, we cleared that fact that there's (Ph) formdations and not· for-profita, so I'm not
asking you that.
But rather than have all of these reporters look through the letters that I've sent to the
foundation to see whether one of them tweaks and say, "If you've got a couple ofbucks
I'll take that too." I'm asking you.
But I'd rather take your question and let the record state that the reporter that wrote the
story, which ultimately became an editorial, refused to answer whether he saw in the
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letter in question anything about the solicitation of funds; but rather relied on something
that was not reported about subsequent meetings that rve had with foundation leaders.
RANGEL: And, quite frankly, iiI felt like answering him, I have no problem in meeting
with people from foundations as it relates to this. '
Now, what is your question?
QUESTION: Sir, the development officer at the City College ofNew York told me that
these letters were attempts -- several attempts to get meetings with potential donors, that
you attended some of these meetings with AIG, Eugene Eisenberg (Ph), Mr. Trump, and
that part of that discussion, as you say, was to tell them about the proj ect, but then part of
it was to ask for money. Is that...
RANGEL: Not for me. It was to bring together those that had the money and the
foundations with City College. They made their case. That's true.
And rve been asking, encouraging the Ethics Committee to investigate whether that
violated any ethical rule, so that I can encourage my members to do more of it.
QUESTION: Just so we're straight, the meetings were to ask for money.
RANGEL: If you read the letter, the meetings were for the purpose that's in the letter: to
bring together and encourage the foundations to meet with the people at CCNY. ,
QUESTION: You never asked for money in these meetings -- you or the people at
CCNY,
RANGEL: We are talking about, young man, whether or not I crossed the line in writing
the letters, OK? And once we can get, with your help, this before the Ethics Committee,
then any other questions that'they would ask as relates to my conduct I would welcome.
RANGEL: Let me ask you one question: Would you help me to get this before the Ethics
Committee by asking The Washington Post to file the charges?
Let me just ask them. They may not do it.
Let the record indicate that the reporter from The Washington Post failed to respond.
QUESTION: Sir, I think you carry more weight with the Ethics Committee than I do.
RANGEL: I think I carry more weight than you...
(LAUGHTER)
... but rm testing barrels of ink, that's all.
QUESTION: I haven't got any barrels wij:h me.
RANGEL: I understand. But why don't you be cooperative? I want this story out. I want
your name to be known as much as my name.
So say, "1 can't answei' that. rm not the publisher or the editor. But, heck,'it'llhelp me
with my reputation," for lack of a better word, "to get this damn thing aired out." So say
that you would encourage the Ethics Committee to take this up or anything that you can
do to help.
.
Yes,ma'am?
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QUESTION: Do you also think that the Ethics Committee should look into the issue that
was (inaudible) in the New York Times about the (inaudible)?
RANGEL: I want to answer that yes, and the FEC (Ph) and everyone else, but I don't
want to exhaust this. This is my one chance to do this congressional thing here. And I
don't want to beat up too much on The Washington Post either, but just enough to get
somebody's attention that that's a crummy thing that they've done.
And, quite frankly, I've received broad support. But I would suspect that a lot of
members, not knowing or believing this, may be in jeopardy -- they may jeopardize their
reputation -- that they would be reluctant to reach out to not-for-profits to ask them to do
good, using their congressional legislation because that's what makes them different -"Hey, I got a letter from the congressman."
"What did he want?"
"He's encouraging us to contribute to the Red Cross, to education, to health care."
And this is especially so if you're writing not-for-profit foundations -- foundations. I don't
remember any foundation coming before the Ethics Committee. So if I'm shaking up the
churches and the synagogues with tax exemption, hey -- so much -- yes?
QUESTION: Aside from the wording of the letters, do you see any conflict in being part
of a fund-raising campaign for something with your name on it that also -- where you're
part ofthe campaign that's soliciting donors who also have business before the committee
-- aside from what the letters say...
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: Say about the interest before the committee.
RANGEL: That's key.
What about that?
QUESTION: Well, foundations have an interest in (inaudible).
RANGEL: Well,' as long as churches and -- nobody has -- that will be a part of the
investigation.
_.
My imagination -- and I have a lot of it -- cannot irn~sefOi.illila~g
any issue before my committee. And that's where the investigation could stretch and say,
"Nelson Rockefeller and Trmnp are so rich that when they wake up in the morning
automatically there's an issue before your committee."
But I want that aired out. I'm talking about the letter aud the intent. So that's what I want.
But I'd like to take other questions about this and any other subject.
QUESTION: Are there any other corporations or business leaders that you met with to
talk about this project, other than AIG, Mr. Eisenberg (Ph), Mr. Trmnp?
RANGEL: Bob Morgenthau (Ph) has no business before my committee, and he's one of
my biggest advocates.
I don't recalL I may have. And that's not important.
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QUESTION: Sir, if I might follow up, clearly, you don't feel that this has breached any
rules or laws. Do yon think...
RANGEL: You and I together will find that out. You and I together will find that out.
QUESTION: Do you think that meeting with business people who do have interests
before the committee creates at least an appearance of a problem?
RANGEL: I don't want to get involved in some subjective stuff. I want to get involved -did I violate the spirit ofthe law and any ethical standards that we have in the House of
Representatives?
RANGEL: After that, if you got nothing else to do, we'll talk about my appearance.
QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, isn't -- is an appearance sometimes in politics reality? Isn't
that sometimes...
RANGEL: Yes, but I wasn't trained in all that psychiatric crap about what is reality and
what is -- what the hell?
If there are people that can brjug in some witnesses about how they look at me and what
they think about me after 50 years in politics, for me to separate whether or not I'm as
great as they think there is and separating appearances from reality, I don't koow. I really
don't know.

All I'm saying is that, because it's objective, the record should be abundantly clear by the
Ethics Committee in terms of what you can, cannot, should not do, and say, even though
it's not criminal as relates to the representative of the House ofRepresentatives, it may
have an appearance of impropriety or whatever else they may think.
But since I'm convinced that The Washington Post is ouly doing this to spin (Ph) ink and
would not push this thing in front of the ethics committee, as I am, then I'm using this
forum to charge the Ethics -- strike that - to ask the Ethics Committee to clear the air so
that this question ofwhat a member can or cannot do on official stationery will be cleared
up.
QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, can you imagine a scenario where a head of a corporation or
a major business figure might want to cull some favor with you and have his foundation
work with you and be more amenable for that reason?
RANGEL: I have to admit that I, since becoming chairman, have acquired a lot ofnew
friends.
But assuming that foundations act within the la;v"code.of ethics and whatnot, anyone that
would think that would not only be wrong, but'WoU1(fbe subject in themselves to criminal
action, which I would be very supportive of any type ofinvestigation or query.
RANGEL: But since I've been here, with the exception of one hearing that I held in 1983
dealing with not-for-profits, I can't imagine any not-for-profit that has any issue before
my committee, that I could even remember who it was.
QUESTION: The leadership ofthese nonprofits are often the same people that are in
charge or at least related to people that are involved in corporations.
RANGEL: I cannot think of -- Nelson Rockefeller, I can't think of any issue there. I'm
trying to think of those people that had foundations, that a business person would be in
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charge of. Carnegie is dead. The AlG guy is a veteran. He's never been in front of my
committee or discussed any legislation. And I don't think Trump has a foundation, but he
hasn't given a damn nickel toward CCNY.
And we do have all of the foundations, and, quite frankly, I don't know the connection -I don't know of any connection. General Electric wasn't -- that had nothing to do with
CCNY. And I didn't send them any letter, but I damned sure leaned on them to help us
out in the city ofNew York as they have throughout the country.
But my point there was that I do know that the CEO there is connected with the
foundation.
But I can say right now, with the exception of those people I've mentioned, I don't know a
connection between the business exec and the foundation. AIl of the letters, with the
exception of those I pulled out to mention, were sent to the foundation. And in most of
those cases, it's the executive director and not the company. And most all the people who
started most of these foundations are dead, anyway.
QUESTION: One more please?
RANGEL: As many as you want. But can you tell me whether you would encourage
them to bring this thing before the Ethics Committee?
QUESTION: I can report in the paper what you said today, sir.
RANGEL: That's evasive.
(LAUGHTER)
But I'm used to that.
QUESTION: Are you -- so can we infer -- would it be safe for us to infer that you are not
planning to change the way you go about raising money for the Rangel Center? You'll
continue to use congressional stationery in...
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: God ~ I think -- I really tbink -- I think you're being annoying now
because you cannot be creative.
I tried to make it abundantly clear. I want to clear the air as to what a member can or
cannot do. So you can infer that I'm hoping to get a clarification that will support what I
have done. And as I did say earlier, so that I can encourage other members to do the same
thing.
Clearly, if they want to address it and say another way and whatnot, then I will do that.
QUESTION: And, sir, can you tell us were these letters sent out under the frank or no?
RANGEL: I don't think so. I don't know. But I consider it official business.
QUESTION: :Mr. Rangel, between (OFF-MIKE) the decision will you suspend the way
that you do fund-raising or (OFF-MIKE)
RANGEL: (inaudible) well, I have to take another look at what the hell is in the letter that
violates anything and not be intimidated by The Washington Post merely because they
can't think of anything better to write about.
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There's nothing in the letter that's soliciting funds. And I always encourage people in the
private sector.
And this goes far beyond this idea that I've been working with City College. It's
interesting with City College -- and I'm going to get back to the housing thing -- is that
when I was a kid on Lenox Avenue, City College was on a hill. I live on -- lived on 32nd
Street, City College is on 35th Street. It's a castle. I had no clue what the hell white folks
were doing going up the hill to go in that building. I had no idea it was a college. And I
had no idea who went to college. Ijust didn't know.
And so when I ultimately found out and saw how Dr. Gregory Williams turned this
college around to be one ofthe first-class education institutions in the country, I went in
and asked, "What can I do to help?" Because the tuition at that time was low, the
composition was multiracial, they were all poor.
Someplace -- in one of the stories it indicates that I'm the chainnan of a trust for Ann
Kheel, who's the -- the deceased wife of Ted K1J.eel, who's a well-known New York
businessman, lawyer.
RANGEL: And they found out about my affection for City College, and they said that
they wanted their trust funds to be gcing to minorities and those seeking education. It was
the same criteria that you needed to get into City College.
And so my love and affection for City College has been so demonstrated that their board
of directors named this school, which is a brownstone, after me.
So I'm going to do all I c~ but I'm not going to jeopardize other members of Congress
by doing this and encourage them to do it until I ai:n abundantly clear that the way to do
this is to make certain that we're as clean as the driven snow. And then not only do I
intend to continue to do this, but I'm then going to ask The Washington Post for a public
apology.
QUESTION: What role do you expect to have with the center once it does open?
RANGEL: To encourage well-known.people -- Colin Powell, economists, Obama, the
.president -- to try to let young people know who struggle hard for education that as they
try to decide where they want to make their careers to please give public service an
opportunity; not just public office, but administrators, support teams, getting involved in
making certain that you make some contribution to improve the quality of life through the
public sector.
And, you know, one of the biggest problems that we have today is federal judges. I mean,
they're not even paid what law school graduates are being -paid. I'm trying hard to find
some bill in Ways andMeans. What the heck have that got to do with judges' pay? Well,
some way to find the funds to pay these jUd~es because ofmy (inaudible).
I've been in public life all of my life. I started offin the Anny, 18 to 22, and then went to
school, became an assist United States attorney, became a member of the New York State
Assembly, became a member of Congress. My wife said I've never really had a job in all
my life.
But the point is that it's so rewarding that I want to encourage people to do it, and this
institution will be there.
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So, yes, if I can bring in someone in charge of an agency, administration, ofvarious
diverse backgrounds, to. speak to them -- a lot of my friends are professors; that's all they
do, is bring in big shots to talk to the kids using their prestige to give their experience,
and they do this on a weekly baBis. And I look forward to playing that role and trying to
find role models that are in public life to encourage the kids to think about it.
And certainly after I leave here I intend to do even more. There's so many schools that
have asked me to do this. St. John's law school, New York University. But this one was
one that I never thought I could get involved in, and so getting an honorary degree from
them means more than the other 50 honorary degrees that I've gotten over the years.
QUESTION: Sir, are you going to ask for more earmarks as well for this project?
RANGEL: Well, yes, damn it. The earmarks won't go through, because we can't get it
through now.
But I want to make it abundantly clear: No matter what the eannark is for, I'm very
suspicious if the member does not want to be identified with that earmark. And I only
hope that my colleagues agree with me that when they have earmarks like I did and do
for institutions of learning, that they're so proud of it that they let the world know and
want to do it again.
The only thing that would restrict it is the limited funds and the competing needs that I
have in my cominunity. But in terms of reinforcing what I've done, that's it.
I haven't forgotten you (inaudible).
QUESTION: Do you think that (inaudible)?
RANGEL: I wouldn't have done it ifI thought the rules were unclear.
But to make certain that even reporters can understand it, I want to go back to the Ethics
Committee and make it even more clear, for those thatcan't find anything else to write
about, so that they can move on and find something else.
I'm certain that there are a lot of things that are not as clear as we would want it. But I
would never have done it ifI thought the rule was unclear.
QUESTION: (OFF-MIKE)
RANGEL: See, that's what I want: creative thinking.
And, ifno one files the complaint and ifthe reporter fails to get The Washington Post to
file the complaint, then I'm directing my staff to show me how I can file an inquiry
against myself.· Now, if that can't get in your newspaper, I don't know what else.
RANGEL: Thank you so much.
QUESTION: When will you do that?
RANGEL: Oh, for crying out loud.

As soon as possible. We're leaving today at 3:30, 4:00. We won't be back till Tuesday.
And staff better be prepared to have papers ready to send to the chairlady -- person -- of
the Ethics Committee, saying in view ofthe awkward position I find myself in, the
reporter in the newspaper failing to indicate that they intend to file charges, that in order
to clear the air for me and other members of Congress that might be inclined to do the
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same, for good reason I'm asking for an inquiry from the -- thank you so much. Thank
you.
QUESTION: Were you looking at presidential libraries in the beginning or why was...
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: No, I thought -- one black guy for president I thought was enough. So...
QUESTION: (inaudible) think this was a commonplace thing? And did you check with
the Ethics Committee, if so? Ifnot, why didn't you check (inaudible)?
RANGEL: The whole concept was to encourage CCNY to focus on public service as a
goal and career goal for some of its graduate members. And that's that.
Now, what's your question got to do with that? It wasn't presidential.
(CROSSTALK)
QUESTION: ... that you thought this was fairly commonplace and it wasn't... .
RANGEL: I had other places that I worked with, Johu Sexton, NYU, the new president of
St. Johu's law school. All these people, "1 said, "Do more, do more, do more, do more."
But no one had the diverse stewards (Ph) -- students as CCNY, and it's right there in my
neighborhood, three blocks away. This whole idea of taking my papers and having an
office, this is their idea. I don't need an office now or when I get out. I got more offices
than I need.
But, of course, I would like to believe that they thought that having my name identified
with this would increase their ability to get funds.
RANGEL: Does that answer that? OK?
QUESTION: Sir, in your prepared statement, there's a long list of other educational
projects that you've been involved with. Have you also used your congressional
stationery to...
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: No. No. No, but the speeches that I've given to'them iSIDore, in the way I'm
looking at them, I think, is far more effective than a letter, the last one being last
Wednesday at the National Press Club.
Were you there?
QUESTION: No, sir.
RANGEL: Anybody represent your newspaper?
QUESTION: I don't know, sir.
RANGEL: Check that out, because most of my talk -- I had Jim McCrerythere, who's a
Republican from my committee. And I told them, "You can come to me with tariffs. You
can come to me with taxes. You can come to me with a whole lot of things. But unless
you're prepared to say that a healthy, educated workforce is just as important to you, then
my support for a lot of the things you're talking about is going to be, 'Where is the private
sector? Are you just going to be concerned with shareholders? Are you concerned with
the productivity and the health of tbis great United States?'
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"And if you don't concentra.te on these issues, then we're going to lose our middle class.
And the middle class is the heart ofAmerica. "
I'll give you the rest of the speech after, but it was very good. And the CEOs were there.
So in answer to your question -- no, I talk to them eyeball to eyeball. And the CEOs that
really made substantial contributions, not to the Rangel thing, like Esoff (sic), John -- GE.
He's good. We're working together all over the country.
OK. I think I've exhausted that.
QUESTION: In all your talk about the reporters, I'm wondering, is there -- do you have-are you suspicious of the motives behind these stories?
RANGEL: You know, some people say that they're after you, and I said, "I hope they
catch me, so that we can put this aside."
I find myself so fortunate that in 50 years ofpublic service and 38 years in the Congress
that no one has ever come close to challenging my honesty and integrity. And then I feel
blessed that if this is their best shot, I'm still lucky.
So someone said that if they -- if (inaudible) people are out to get you, and they really are
-- it's not paranoid, but 1...
(LAUGHTER)
.. , no, I -- if someone was to try to convince me of that, I could not possibly think of
anybody tllat would lend themselfto this tomfoolery.
RANGEL: Now, there are reports tllat Charles Rangel is living in four subsidized
apartments in the city ofNew York. Seventy-eight years old -- I was born in this
community and stayed, and was raised until I was 17, 18 years old; went into the Army,
came back and lived at the-same place.
And after completing school and getting married and having my kids at the same place I
became a big shot and decided to move uptown three blocks aWaY from 132nd Street and
Lenox Avenue to 135th and Lenox Avenue.
My beloved Harlem was not a very attractive place at the time: bumt down buildings,
abandoned buildings, empty lots. It was.not a point of destination for anyone looking for
decent housing.

As a result of local; state and private efforts, and the fact that I'm known as the father of
the low-income housing bill -- which 90 percent of affordable housing has been placed -.
and, Of course, as a result ofthe ernpowerment zone, my community has bounced back in
such a way that I'mjust so proud to be amernberofthe community.
At the time that I moved into what is called luxury apartments -- well, it wasn't luxury at
the time -- it was the ouly place that a person with kids could move in and enjoy some
degree ofcornfort. And that is why the governor of the state of New York, the former bar
president, state legislators have moved in.
RANGEL: I'm not certain whether we had rate stabilization at the time, but rent control
covered most all of tlle city.
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Rent stabilizations says that the landlord is entitled to get increases in the lease every two
years. And, ultimately, when you reach a limit, the apartment reaches $2,000, it goes on
the market, whatever the market is.
When I first -- when my wife first heard from one of the local pastors of one of the
popular churches, who's still around, that he got promoted and with the promotion came a
place for him to live, and he said he had two small apartments that he converted into one
and suggested she look at it.
She looked at it, fell in love with it, and ultimately we moved into it.
That is two -- what they call the four apartments.
Some time later, a studio apartment that was next door became vacant. And knowing how
the kids and relatives and friends sometimes would stay over in the brownstone that we
sold when we moved in there, I thought this was an ideal place to rest, to study, play
poker, but most of all -- we had a Murphy bed put in there so that if family and friends
wanted to spend the night they could, and for me to be able to walk out of my apartment
anytime I wanted, next door, to do my studies and do other things ifmy wife had guests.
If I was to leave the apartment, of course the landlord under the law comes in, slaps some
paint on the wall, and increases the rent -- under the law.
I have -- my rent has doubled under the -- because I've been there for so long -- under the
gradual increases in the rent under rent stabilization.
RANGEL: I pay the maximmn rent under the law.
The inference is -- and let me get rid of -- the campaign headquarters became vacant and
the campaign moved in there several years ago. They had decided and informed the
landlord that we were not going to extend the lease, which expires in October, because
we needed more space.
So right, wrong or indifferent, they've been on notice. that we're leaving. And we've also
found a headquarters.
So now we're dealing with the so-called three·apartments, two of which was combined
into one before I got there.
Now, the allegation is that the difference between the rent -- the legal rent I pay and the
marketplace rent is a gift, and that's what I have to wrestle with.
Well, first of all, there's nobody that can tell me what the market rent is or should be
because there's no comparable apartment.
Second, if I knew what the difference was there's no way for me to pay it. It would take a
damn fool to tell the landlord that I have decided that ifI didn't live here or if the
apartment was vacated and you could go to the so-called private market what rent you
would demand and just give him the gift.
So there's no gift that he's giving me because he's following the law, I'm following the
law. And there is no way in the world, since I live there, that they could evict me because
I pay my rent on time.
.
Sci there are many people that live in Lenox Terrace because there was no other place to
live. And to leave because ofthese accusations never entered my mind.
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You have a follow-up?
QUESTION: Not on the two combined into one but on the studio. You said that...
RANGEL: I love it.
(LAUGHTER)
I mean, I really love it. The rent is right. I love it. It's next door to me. It's used every day
that rm home, especially during the breaks.
QUESTION: You said that when an apartment would become available in the building
they would slap some paint on it and then charge market rate.
(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: When this happened, the law did not allow them to do it. And so they would
have to give me just a sharp increase in rent because it was a'new tenant.
Now there is a law that some landlords have abused that allowed them to go beyond just
the sharp increase but to modernize and luxurize it.
And a lot of them have been guilty of fraud because they filed for the empty apartments,
saying they put down new floors, new sinks, new this, new that, and they didn't do it.
So there's been a lot of fraud by landlords. That has not occurred in my buildings.
In my building, which some people have complaints, many of the people that live in the
apartment -- their brother died, they were visitors, they stayed -- they either were not on
the lease; they did not live in the apartment and the landlords in other places, far more
vigorous than where I live, would force them to leave because they didn't either live
there, they subleased, or they didn't have a lease or whatever.
In every case that the tenants' association brought to me some adjustments were made for
that tenant. I know of no tenant that the tenants' association brought to me -- and rd like
to mention the kind and wonderful letter I got from the head of the tenants' association
that said, "Please don't leave us. Your presence and your help here has been very
instrumental in getting services."

QUESTION:' When you're talking about the rules as far as having -- there have been
issues where, you know, somebody's brother died, things like that, well, your name was
on the lease for that office and you weren't living there. I know that you're saying that
issue...
that's not why you're leaving, but -- do you agree that that presents

an

(CROSSTALK)
RANGEL: Yes, I do agree that that would present an issue, and that issue has been taken
away. Yes. But I don't see where upstairs, where I live with my family, is an issue at all.
QUESTION: Are you going to pay any back rent, either to the...
RANGEL: How could I? Think it out.
QUESTION: To the office. For the office.
RANGEL: Think it out. I paid the rent...
(CROSSTALK)
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RANGEL: That's funny...
(LAUGHTER)
... but, no.
You're bucking for a job at The Washington Post, right?
(LAUGHTER)
No, but whatever is not appropriate -- there's absolutely, in my opinion, no penalty except
to move, and we have made that movement earlier. And that's documented by the place
we're moving to, where we are trying to get them -- the landlord there to fix it up so that
it meets our needs.
QUESTION: SO do you plan to mention the apartment issue in your letter to the Ethics
Committee (inaudible) when you come back?
RANGEL: Not unless they want to include that in their complaint.
QUESTION: But, no, you don't plan (OFF-MIKE)
RANGEL: I don't think that's an issue.
RANGEL: Where I live and how I live, if it's legal, I think it's a personal issue.
But as a public official, I think anyone has the right to raise anything that they thillk is
inappropriate.
QUESTION: Why not do it, though, just to clear the air? You mentioned...
RANGEL: I think that's a little too close to home. I really wish I felt so independent I
could say it's nobody's danm business where I live, as long as I'm paying the legal rent
But I -- I don't suspect there would be a lot of members that would want to be moving in
with me, so I won't be clearing the air for them.
What I'm doing now to a large part is for other members. I mean, I don't really think The
Washington Post story on this is going to do anything to my political career. But I do
believe if members think that writing letters like this and encouraging people to meet
with not-for-profits -- if they think that "remember what happened to" Rangel," I want
them to say, "Yes, Rangel whipped their butts too, didn't he?"
So that's why I'm not going beyond this.
But this doesn't mean that there are not -- people who make these allegations are not
prepared to bring these things out fomially, because the whole Rangel housing thing is
the gift betwe!ill my legal rent and the so-called market value ofmy apartment in some
other building iii some other community nearby.
And the two points I make is that nobody can determine what that value would be. But if,
hypothetical, we found one, the gap between what I pay and what it would be in move
my family out and lived someplace else -- who do I pay that to, in wanted to stay there?
Give it to the landlord? Forget about it
So where's the gift? Is he saying you're getting special treatment because you're a
member of Congress? No. Every member in that building that's stabilized can't be kicked
out, as much as they may want to.
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I hate to end this. If there's something that you can think of, please call, because it's very - more important. There's two things that's important to me -- rm only trying to get into
the news in saying this. One, is to make it clear to every member what the appropriate
behavior is in writing to not-far-profits to encourage them to support other not-forprofits; and, two, to whup The Washington Post.
.
And that's not for me, either, because I don't even know -- until today I hadn't even seen
the reporter, and so I don't have any animosity to him. But I am concerned about new
members that may not be able to do what rm able to do today.
Thank you.

END
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STATEMENT
CONGRESSMAN CHARLES B. RANGEL
Contact: Emile Milne 202 225{' ; ~

July 17, 2008

CONGo RANGEL DEMANDS INVESTIGATION
OF RANGEL CENTER DOCUMENTS
Upper Manhattan Congressman Urges Prompt Ethics Committee Review in Order to
Clear Up Misunderstandings
I am calling for an Ethics Committee investigation into my office's purported violation of
the rules of the House governing the use of Congressional letterhead to promote private
sector involvement in an important educational initiative at City College in my
Congressional district, as alleged by some membets of the press.
The review should be done as soon as possible so as to clear up any misunderstandings
regarding my efforts to convene meetings to discuss partnerships between educational
institutions and the private sector.
I believe the review will show that there have been no violations of the rules. As you can
see in the samples I've distributed, the letters to private sector foundations as well as
prominent business leaders were invitations to discuss ideas for the education of the next
generation of leaders who will be trained at the Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service. They are not requests for donations, which would violate the rules.
I am so proud and optimistic about the prospects for the Rangel Center. It will fulfill my
dream of recruiting and training a new cadre of public servants who will not only be
highly educated but will reflect the diversity of our great country.
The Rangel Center may be among the most ambitious, but it is only one of a series of
initiatives in which I've sought the support of the business community to boost the
educational prospects and competitiveness ofyoung people in my Congressional district.
For several years I've been meeting with leaders of major foundations, business
executives and educators seeking ways to raise our high school graduation rates, to
improve the usable skill level of those graduates and to promote higher education.
Leaders such as David Rockefeller, Jeff Immelt and the General Electric Foundation;
Vartan Gregorian of the Carnegie Corporation of New York; JeffK.indler, CEO of Pfizer;
James McNerney, CEO of Boeing; members of the New York Partnership and Business
Roundtable; and others have come forward with suggestions and offers of support.

(more)
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The results have been encouraging, Working with these and other executives, I have
promoted the establishment of partnerships to arm students with skills necessary to
compete iu the global economy, These are some examples:
The Rangel Center, under the leadership City College President Gregory
Williams, has been awarded more than $12 million of the $30 million needed to
build the center, including $1,9 in federal funds,
The Center will prepare students from under-served communities for careers in
government and the non-profit sector. It will support the university's graduate
degree programs, providing internships, seminars and instructional services, as
well as access to the Center's research facilities,
Just last week, the GE Foundation announced $11 million in grants to four
Harlem based educatioual organizations, including Upper Manhattan's Columbia
University Teachers College, the Council for Opportunity in Education, the
Harlem Children's Zone and the College for Every Student program,
The GE Foundation also awarded New York City's public school system with a
five-year grant of $17,9 million to better prepare the city's middle school students
for post-secondary college and career opportunities,
The Beaumont Foundation of America awarded a grant of $1.5 million to provide
state-of-the-art computer hardware to public schools in Upper Manhattan,
The Boeing Company, in an effort to interest minority students in careers in
engineering, donated $900,000 to Columbia University and the Center for
Technology, Innovation and Community Engagement.
In cooperation with Columbia University, Pfizer Science Academy provided
$500,000 to create a replicable urban education model designed to prepare
students interested in careers in science,

As someone who overcame failure as a high school dropout, to become educated as a
lawyer under the GI Bill, and ultimately election to Congress, I have been concerned with
disparities in education all of my life. If my critics took the time to visit my district, and
others like it, they would agree with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, who said on a
tour of schools in my district, that education is not just a problem, it is a national security
issue,

###
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July 22, 2008

Hon. Stephanie Tubbs Jones, Chair
Committee on Standards ofOfficial Conduct
U.S. House ofRepresentatives
RoomHT2
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairwoman Tubbs Jones:
I am writing to ask the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
to determine whether I may have inadvertently failed to comply with the
House Ethics Rules regarding the use of congressional letterhead.
I will summarize the facts that I believe to be indisputably true here. My
attorney will follow-up this letter with a more detailed factual recitation and
to verify all the facts as asserted below:
I. In 2004 I joined in discussions with officials at the City College ofNew
York (CCNY) regarding the creation of a Center for Public Service at the
college which is located in my congressional district in Harlem, New York.
The decision to name the center the "Charles B. Rangel Center for Public
Service at the City College of New York" was mede by the Board of
Trustees of the City University of New York at the request of CCNY's
president, Gregory H. Williams.
2. The purpose of the Center would be to attract young people from
diverse racial and economic backgrounds to leam about public service and,
perhaps, to pursue a career in public service. I agreed with this worthy
public purpose and was honored to agree to have my name associated with
it 1 was also honored to agree to deposit all my congressional and state
legislative papers over the last 4O-plus years, housed in a library that would
serve as a trove for research and understanding the events, issues, and
people involved during my years in public service, critical years of our
nation's history.
,-
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3.
I agreed initially to assist CCNY by supporting congressional
appropriations for the planning phase of the project and was successful in
doing so, securing fully transparent earmarks of $1.9 million in the 2007
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education appropriations bill and
approximately $700,000 in the 2007 Housing and Urban Development bill.
These appropriations were consistent with the legislative purposes of the
programs for which they were funded.
4. I also agreed to facilitate bringing together with CCNY executives,
including President Gregory Williams, leaders of charitable foundations,
companies and business leaders in the New York City area as well as
several business leaders who I knew personally. I did so by mailing a total
of approximately 100 letters on my congressional stationery dated June
2005. These letters were addressed to private family and corporate
foundations [Attachment A]. In July 2006, approximately 47 follow-up
letters were sent to a portion of the original mailing [Attachment B]. In
March 2007, I sent three letters to long-standing personal friends who are
committed to philanthropy [Attachment C]. .
5. As you can verifY from the attachments, none of these letters made any
reference to or in any way solicited financial contributions to the Center.
They all sought meetings to encourage "dialogue" and discussions
concerning this project with leaders of CCNY, including President Gregory
Williams, and to provide additional information about my vision for the
Center.
6. There has never been, is not, and never would be any personal financial
gain to me or my family from the successful completion ofthe Center.
7. So far as I am aware, none of those whom I wrote had any pending
requests into my office, lobbied me regarding any legislation before my
committee, or asked me for assistance on legislation in which they had a
special interest.
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Was my hope that these meetings would result in making financial
donations to this important project with such an important public purpose?
Of course. But I genuinely believed that by not soliciting or making any
reference to donations using my congressional letterhead and merely
facilitating meetings to discuss this project, I was not violating House
Ethics Rules concerning the use of congressional letterhead. I believed this
even if, as a result of such meetings, donations were obtained for what I
regarded to be an important project with a public purpose not only locally
but nationally.
I also believed, rightly or wrongly, that it was in the public interest and thus
"official," not "personal" business, for me to facilitate these meetings and to
assist CCNY in completing this important new public institution and,
therefore, congressional letterhead was appropriate for such a purpose.
So assuming the truth ofthe above facts, which I am prepared to verify, and
any other facts or questions that the Committee deems to be pertinent,
which I will most expeditiously supply or respond to, my two questions are:
1. Were these letters in violation of House Ethics Rules, given that there
was no solicitation for funds contained in any ofthe letters?

2. Even if there was a reasonable inference that at the meetings requested
in these letters, CCNY officials or I would ask for donations to assist
completion of the Center, were these letters for the purposes of "official"
House business, since they had a public purpose and benefit to assist in
completing the Center--or should they be deemed for personal and non"official" business, and thus, a violation of House Rules?
Whatever your answer to these two questions, as a senior member of
Congress, I believe a clarification of this rule under these facts and
circumstances would be helpful to all members.
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Of course, if I inadvertently violated House Rules, I am prepared to trust
the Committee's judgment and accept its fmdings.

I would appreciate your most comprehensive review and expeditious reply
to my request for advice.
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Hon. Nancy Pelosi
Speaker
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Speaker Pelosi:
I regret any embarrassment to my fellow members of Congress and
colleagues on the Ways and Means Committee which may have been
caused by unfair and inaccurate reports in the press concerning my
handling of details of my personal finances related to my interest in a
vacation home in the Dominican Republic.
Twenty years ago, I was invited by a personal friend and prominent
New Yorker to invest in a beach house in the Dominican Republic, in
an undeveloped area called Punta Cana. Although it had not yet been
completed, it was a beautiful site for a price $88,900, requiring a
down payment of $28,900.
The conditions of the transaction were that the mortgage would be
reduced from rentals of the beach house. Each owner would benefit
from a pooled fund of rental proceeds, with the amount for each
determined by the number of rOoms in their unit. I refinanced my
home in order to take advantage of the opportunity. Subsequently
another $23,000 was added to the mortgage for construction of a third
bedroom. Until this year I had not received any personal cash
proceeds from rentals of the unit. In fact, the investment reduced my
mortgage by less than $5,000 a year over a period ono years.
What I now know is that although I have not personally received
proceeds in cash, the fact is that any reductions to the mortgage
actually counted as income and should have been reported as such.
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The company's failure to provide timely and regular statements does
not excuse my failure to more diligently pursue the actual terms of the
arrangement and respond appropriately. For this I take full
responsibility.
As you know, several weeks ago, I requested that the House Ethics
Committee initiate two separate inquiries concerning (1) my
apartments in New York; and (2) my efforts to assist City College of
New York in establishing a Center for Public Service in my
Congressional District in Harlem.
(See attached letters and
background fact statements.)
I am preparing to seek an additional House Ethics Cormnittee inquiry
conceming my reporting of financial details concerning the beach
house in Punta Cana and any errors that I may have inadvertently
made in tax and House financial disclosure form filings. (See attached
letter and background fact statement to the House Ethics Committee
marked as attachments E and F respectively.)
I want to assure you that my love of our country, my own personal
morals, and my devotion to the Congress of the United States prevents
me from doing anything that would damage the reputation of this
great body. In addition, as Chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee I am held to a higher standard of propriety.
I am doing the following:
First, I will make the necessary corrections regarding past filings with
amendments and corrections to House financial disclosure forms and
IRS returns where needed. In the future, my lawyer and accountant
will be singularly responsible for reviewing all my tax and House
financial disclosure filings.
Second, I will shortly be filing amended federal, state and local
income tax returns for the years 2004 to 2006. These returns will
reflect modest taxes owed (See attached.)
Third, I have asked my accountant to gather all the remaining tax
information going back to the year that I first made my investment,
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1988, if that is possible, and he will then inform me what additional
taxes lowe, if any.
I look forward to a review of these issues by the Ethics Committee,
and it is my hope that this matter will be dealt with expeditiously.
Thank you for your co . eration, and I look forward to speaking
with you soon.

s
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TRANSCRIPT
Wed, Sept. 10,2008,09:45 AM
House Radio & TV Gallery
RANGEl: Do I have one of these to put up, so I can listen to me? [referring to
voice recorder].
REPORTER: We can send you an MP3.
RANGEl: A what?
[Laughter]
REPORTER: We'll get it to you.
RANGEL: Would you really?
REPORTER: Sure.
RANGEL: Great. Thank you. Uh, for the first time In, uh, 50 years, I have had a
spokesperson, and I'm not really used to it. So, I told the spokesperson, I had to
break loose because, as you know, I've always felt that, uh, the press, I should
make myself available, uh, to the press, and therefore, make myself available to
the general public. Not just as a congressman, but as a, as a chairman. You will
see here that we have for you, uh, a blg stack of materials. I would hope that you
wouldn't read it now. I will give you a summary of It. I will stay here to answer all of
your questions, even though the answers may be there, and after you've had a
chance to read what you want or what you don't want, early next week, If you
believe that they're further questions in relation to what I want to talk about, I will
be only too glad to come to answer those questions.
Since I prepared myself for this press conference, irs come to my attention that
the minority leader, John Boehner, has asked the Speaker to have me removed as
the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. This is the same John Boehner
that asked the House of Representatives to censure and to have me to step aside
and a variety of other worthwhile allegations. I have felt embarrassed for my friend,
John Boehner, for believing that politically, he has to do this. Now, I know the word
my friend Is casually used around the House and Senate, but John is truly been
my friend over the years. We worked very closely together and he has worked well
with other Democratic leaders and most recently, we proved that as he worked
with Jim McCrery, the Republican, the ranking Republican on my committee, for
workman's compensation, uh, for unemployment compensation and a variety of
other things we've worked closely together. It is my understanding that he feels
politically he has to do this, and I feel sorry that he feels thars necessary, and I am
more than confident that he knows that there's no justification other than he's
moved to do this by, uh, some of his people In his party.
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But we have a lot of work to do together next year, Republicans and Democrats,
and I hope to have an opportunity sometime today to address the House on this
issue, because there's not going to be democratic solution to the problems this
country and this Congress is going to face in taxes, health care, uh, trade, uh,
putting together social security, these are not going to be decided as Democrat or
Republican issues. It screams for bipartisanship, Irs going to be necessary and no
matter who the next president is, it's going to be the House and Senate that's
going to have to dispose of these policies.
To polarize, and demand, and ask, and repress, that Republicans just support
these Wild allegations, is unfair to Republicans, unfair to Democrats, unfair to our
constituents, the congress, and the country. And I Will be going into much more
detail on the floor on why it's necessary to allow every member the opportunity to
be heard.
I first Will like to read the letter that I'm sending to Nancy Pelosi, and then to get
more speciflc as relates to the three issues that have now been referred to the
Ethics Committee and all the documentation that's necessary, that I Will be
sending or have sent to the Ethics Committee is available in those voluminous
packages.
'Dear Speaker Pelosi, I regret any embarrassment to my fellow members of
Congress and colleagues on the Ways and Means Committee which may have
been caused by unfair and inaccurate reports In the press concerning my handling
of details of my personal flnances related to my Interests in a vacation home in the
Dominican Republic.'
I want you to know that apart from this, some people have justified the inaccuracy
by saying because I stonewalled and was not kind to the reporter, is the reason
why it was not as accurate as it could have been. That is something that we'll take
care of later.
[Laughter]
'Twenty years, twenty years ago, I was invited by a personal friend and prominent
New Yorker to invest in a beach house in the Dominican Republic, in an
undeveloped area called Punta Cana. Although it has not yet been completed, it
was a beautiful site for the price of $88,900, requiring a down payment of $28,900.
The conditions of the transaction were that the mortgage would be reduced from
rentals of the beach house. Each owner would benefit from a pooled fund of rental
proceeds, With the amount of each determined by the number of rooms In the unit.
I refinanced my home in order to take advantage of the opportunity. Subsequently
another $23,000 was added to the mortgage for construction of a third bedroom.
Until this year, I have not received any personal cash proceeds from rentals of the
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unit. In fact, the investment reduced my mortgage by less than $5,000 a year over
a period of 20 years.
What I now know is that although I have not personally received proceeds in cash,
the fact that any reductions to the mortgage actually counted as income and
should have been reported as such. The company's failure to provide timely and
regular statements does not excuse any failure to more diligently pursue the actual
terms of the arrangement and respond appropriately. For this I take full
responsibility.
As you know, several weeks ago, I requested that the House Ethics Committee
initiate two separate inquired concerning (1) my apartments in New York; and (2)
my efforts to assist City College of New York in establishing a Center for Public
Service in my Congressional District in Har1em.
I am preparing to seek an additional House Ethics Committee inquiry concerning
my reporting of financial details concerning the beach house in Punta Cana and
any errors that I may have inadvertently made in tax and House financial
disclosure form filings.
I want to assure you that my love for our country, my own personal morals, and my
devotion to the Congress of the United States prevents me from doing anything
that would damage the reputation of this great body. In addition, as Chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, I am and should be held to a higher standard.
So, I will be doing the following: First, I will make the necessary corrections
regarding past filings, etcetera, with IRS, I will consult with my lawyer and
accountant. Second, I will shortly be filing amended federal, state, local income tax
returns; all of that Information's there. Third, I will ask my accountant to gather all
the remaining tax information back to the year I first made my Investment 20 years
ago, and whatever taxes I owe will be paid. I look forward to further review of the
details by the Ethics Committee. I hope this will be handled as eXpeditious as
possible.
Ok, Thafs the formal letter sent to the Speaker. Let me walk you through how this
occurred. Twenty years ago, I was on a congressional trip with Speaker Tip O'Neil
and I was in Santo Domingo - no, it was Casa de Campo. I got a call from a long
and dear friend in New York wanting to share with me some venture he wanted to
do in a town I'd never heard of called Punta Cana. While I was reluctant to go, my
wife said, What the heck. He's a friend, so, the only day I had off, I went to this
place where my friend was telling me about a dream that he had with the
Dominican, In building a resort area. Included in this dream of his was a beach
house that would be sold at $82,000 and no beach house existed. I looked and I
thought it was a great idea, but I said, 'Thanks, but no thanks.' After I saw the
renderings of what the house was going to look like, and then it was explained that
it was less than $30,000 down, and that somehow the management would take
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the proceeds and reduce the mortgage, that would have been roughly $50,000.
Uh, I said to my wife, 'Hey, we don't own anything. Lers refinance, get the
$30,000, and put it down.' The provision said that, uh, I could only stay there nine
weeks a year and the rest of the hotel had, would be renting and doing all of this. It
was my understanding, I didn't know how they intended to do It, but I want to thank
my friend and lawyer, Lanny Davis, for putting together a team that has been able
to do what I have not been able to do in 20 years, and that is to break through the
cultural and language barrier in getting the honor to share with me the method in
which this mortgage would be reduced and hopefully eliminated. And you will see
a package of how this Is done.
For the first official letter that I ever got from the owner, Frank Rainleri, In refuting
the allegations in the newspaper that somehow the rental of my beach house had
something to do with how much money I personally received. The fact is that all of
the beach houses, all of the beach houses, whether they were occupied or not
occupied, the revenues would go into a pool, from the pool the hotel would take its
commission, cost of renovation, cost of upgrading, cost of hurricane damage,
federal Dominican taxes, interest, and I say Interest because that was thrown into
it. One of the headlines is that Rangel received preferential treatment and interest.
I thought they were taking it out. They decided that all of the villas because they
were not making any money and they wanted to encourage people not to give up
and walk away, that they decided unilaterally and collectively that every investor
would be relieved of Interest. I didn't know. It made no different to me. I wasn't
receiving anything. And they arbitrarily would decide, after all of the resources
were there, and they got whatever they wanted, that the balance would be equally
distributed to the beach houses based on the number of rooms. Some years,
nothing as attributed. Other years, $5,000 was attributed, maybe, $10-12,000 in
one year. But it's suffices to say that over a period of twenty years, the average
that would have been received from income to reduce the mortgage was less than
$5,000 a year. That would have meant that if J was able to do myself what Lanny
Davis was able to do, to actually get these amounts that, even though I didn't
receive the checks. had to be income if it were reducing my indebtedness. In
sharing this with my accountant, who worked very closely with Mr. Davis and With
interpreters and the Dominican authorities, they were able to determine that my
tax liability would have been little or nothing as result of the foreign tax cred.it that I
would enjoy and the fact that the depreciation would have been taken into place.
You will see however that they have readjusted that and the amount would be
closer to $5,000 in federal liability because when we sold our home, the one that
we were refinancing on to get the $30.000, the capital gains would not allow us to
take advantage of the full foreign tax credit and I would have had liability of $5,000
federal and less than that in local and state. I wanted to make it clear that even
though it is true that my Committee deals with trillions of dollars in taxes over the
years that I do not take the $5,000 liability lightly. Because it is the policy that I
have to set as a member of Congress and the committee's chairman and not the
actual amount that's there. And so the fact that I'm going to make certain that the
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reports are corrected and filed, does not mean in any way that I belittle the actual
inaccuracies that are there, and I do hope that my explanation will be sufficient to
say that we do make errors even though we consider ourselves experts in certain
tenns of tax policy for the nation, that those same standards should apply. If you
have any questions on this issue, I'm going to stay here to answer them, but I
would like to, and I have a letter supporting this now - for the first time in my life,
and certainly, the last 20 years - from the management that I've never received a
letter from in my life, indicating how these things actually work. I'd like to say, as
an aside, that the whole idea, though, that reporters can send reporters in disguise
as tourists to invade one's family and take unflattering pictures, and I really think
that even Congress people are entitled to some privacy, but I wrote in a book that I
haven't had a bad day since I was shot and left in Korea, and I was stretching to
see how I could make a good day out of it. So, my wife looked at the picture, she
says, 'You know, you're fat.'
[Laughter]
And I really wasn't concerned about that, but I hope that some of you would notice
that I've lost about 10 or 15 pounds as a result of that picture and so, I haven't had
a terrible day, but it wasn't a comfortable one.
Let me move swiftly to the house and the allegations that Rangel received a gift
because he lives in four subsidized apartments. Arst of all, there's no violation of
any New York State law if somebody did live in four subsidized apartments, even if
those apartments were on different floors. This is legal interpretation, not from
reporters, but from well-known national and local lawyers. But the first of the
matter Is that I did not live In four subsidized apartments. Twenty years ago, my
wife and I, especially my wife, decided that we're too old to be dealing with heating
the houses, and plumbers, and electricians, and that we wanted someone elsa to
do it, so we're going to move into an apartment. I want to make certain that - at
time, there was a high prime rate in Harlem. I'm proud to say that it is little to none
now. People were leaving Harlem, actually, and the Lenox Terrace was not only
not preferred people moving there, but one of the most prominent pastors,
knowing that my wife was looking for a place, and I was Insisting that It be In
Harlem, notwithstanding that my district goes Into some pretty affluent areas,
shared with my wife that he had a large apartment there that he had made certain
that it accommodated her needs and that it could be available. My Wife, while I
was in Washington, was to help with the landlord. I want to make it abundantly
clear; I've never met the landlord. I wouldn't know who he was if I saw him. I only
met one agent for the landlord. He did not come to lobby me. He came to tell me
that they wanted to make substantial redevelopment, and he talked to me as a
tenant, he talked to my Chief of Staff as a tenant. He didn't ask me for anything.
He reported he didn't get anything. But thafs' the only exception to the fact that
j've never really met any of thesa people personally. In tenns of any kindness that
the landlord has shown me, any time there's been a violation of the tenants' rights,
I have a very, very, active tent association. I wish that the reporter had talked with
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them in terms of my protection of the tenants' rights in that building, and even if I
didn't want to; my wife is the floor captain of the tenants' organization. And, hey, I
got to go to bed at night, so, whose side I'm on in this is abundantly clear. Also, as
an aside, I think it's clear, that there's no member in the Congress that has
sponsored legislation of affordable tax credit, that is responsible for more
affordable housing in this country than me. So says the affordable housing
associations throughout the country.
In any event, one day I came home. The wife took me over to this place that has
been described by the reporter as a penthouse. There is no penthouse. I don't live
on the top floor. But that was his....And I looked at this very large apartment. I had
no way of knowing that it had been two apartments. I signed a lease for one
apartment. As far as I'm concerned, it is one apartment, and I lived there for twenty
years as one apartment. Ten years after we were there, my wife notified me that
there was a studio apartment next door that would be available. She said that she
didn't see any need for any more space. I told her that I thought it would be ideal
for me: She didn't want my political friends in the living room. She didn't want any
poker games. She was tired of seeing me working all of the time. And I said, 'Look,
I think I could use this place,' and use it I did and have. My friends have joked that
you don't have a hideaway right next door where you live. Well, it may not be a
hideaway, but I can teil you one thing, there's not a day that I'm In New York that
I'm not able to go there, to have my meetings with friends who happen to be
politicians. They can smoke if they want. They can cuss if they want. I can listen to
music. I can read what I want. And if it's a lot of fussing in the house, I'm able to
just walk out, slam the door, and go next door.
[Laughter]
So, for me, if you want to call it two apartments, it's right, because there are two
separates leases. What about this place that you had downstairs at Ten U. Well,
I'Ve been fortunate that I can honestly say that over 38 years in the Congress, I
don't remember calling anybody for a contribution for my campaign. Because I
don't remember, except on two occasions, having a campaign, and I don't
remember too many people anxious to give me money for a non-campaign. I have
been very, I was very good at calling people to help other colleagues, but quite
frankly my popularity really increased as I gained seniority on the Ways and
Means Committee, and even though I only had a volunteer financial director,
named Dick Brown, who's well known in Democratic circles who volunteered to do
this out of Washington and give one event for me in New York, It reached the point
that It was too big an operatlon for one guy to do in the club. He said he wanted to
hire somebody, and so he thought it would be better if he left the club and found
some place to go. Knowing that there were vacancies in the Lennox Terrace,
knowing that there were other people not on the commercial floor but within the
building operating offices, it was negotiated with the landlord that three staff
members would go Into the tenth floor and that was my finance operation. The
operation grew until we got 4 or 5 people and when the lease expired it was going
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to expire October this year. I was notified by the executive director, and I never
talked yet with the landlord - never felt I had to since things were working out that they notify him that we were not going to renew the lease, but we were looking
for a larger place for our offices, and the landlord suggested an apartment that had
been renovated at double the rate across the way. We had contemplated moving
there before the publicity, and we just decided that even though we were welcome
by the landlord to continue operation in a bigger place, where we'd have air
conditioning and more space for workers, that we found another place in the same
community. And this community Is dear to me. So, the whole idea when you're
paying the maximum rent, uh, there's no four apartments, the office, all of this has
been in front of the Ethics Committee. I went to school, and my mother did before
me, on the elementary school that was on 35th street. I moved from 132nd street
where I lived all my life to 35th street. The reason for me looking for some place to
pay more rent is absolutely ridiculous, and, uh, I used the same subway a half a
block from where I live to go to high school. And the hospital that I went to for
health acre Is, of course, straight from where I live. At my age, ifs very important to
have a hospital nearby. So, I don't know what other questions one may have about
that, but, put a point in that, and I'll be glad to go back and redo anything I may
have missed.
The last one, of course, um, is the abuse of using congressional stationery and,
uh, don't get me going on education. I feel it's almost my mission to educate
lawmakers, foundation people, schools, that we have to do better as a nation if
we're going to be competitive In terms of educating our workforce. I resented, as
an American, that we have to change our visa laws to let in educated people that
are in math, science, and technology, because we are not prodUcing them.
Condoleezza Rice has gone all over with me, talking to business people, that the
failure to educate our young people is a threat to our nation's security. Just the
other day, she gave a speech indicating how embarrassed she was going into
embassies all over the world and not seeing enough federal representatives
looking like she. And she lauded the Rangel fellows that she helped me to get at
Howard and other historically-black colleges, where kids who have no
understanding of public service, and can learn the value of Foreign Service. And
already 100 African American minorities and others upon graduation have
automatically gone into Foreign Service to serve across the country. I can't begin
to tell you the pride I have in seeing them saying they were Rangel fellows. We
have so many Barack Obamas, educated African Americans, but most of them,
unlike he and others, don't go into public service. They're out there in Wall Street.
They're making money, as he could have done. I want to make certain that public
service at least is an option. That we'll be able to say, just like the staffers on this
hill that we rely on in order to be effective members of Congress, consider public
service. I share these views with the president of City College. The City College is
in view of where I live and was raised, on lennox Avenue. To us on Lennox
Avenue, it's just a big castle up there. We didn't have any idea what the hell they
were doing up there. But when I went to the army, I went as a high school dropout.
When I came out, not only was I a purple-heart veteran, looking good, pocket full
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of money, more self esteem than I needed, I had no Idea I was unemployable. And
the whole Idea that I was a high school dropout didn't stop me in.the army. I didn't
see how in the hell it was going to stop me on Lennox Avenue. But a bad
occasion, when I was pushing a hand truck, embarrassed, and fell in the street,
the cops was cussing me out, staff sergeant Charles Rangel being cussed out. I
went to the VA [veterans' affairs) and said I need some help. The long and short of
the story Is that from high school scholarship, I went to law school. The gap
between being a high school dropout at 23 years old, and chairing the Ways and
Means Committee at 78 years old, Is education. Most people on the block that
knew me, and especially those in the army, says that if Rangel can do it, anybody
can do it.
[Laughter]
And I almost believed them. And the truth of the matter is that education makes
the difference. It was Just about as official as I could get, in writing 100 people,
people in foundations, people who supported education endeavors, for me to be
able to say, 'Please meet with President Gregory Wilnams, and have him share the
dream that he would develop a school to point young people, to have them
understand the Importance of public servlce.' And the fact that the board of
trustees decided to name it after Charles Rangel, some may think that is a great
honor to me, and I accept it that way. Others may think they thought that would be
a way to attract more money, and I accept that, too. Regardless of what It was, I
went out of my way to make certain, no way in that letter did I ask them for a
nickel. I asked for the meeting. If the Ethics Committee wants to decide that it was
my Intention that money wouid be solicited during th<!se meetings for the purposes
of moving on this school of public servlce, I would have to say, 'You're probably
right.' If they say that you could have written that on something other than saying
you are a member of the House of Representatives, I'd have to say, 'They're right.'
But not just for me, but for members who really want to use their public office to
encourage pUblic servlce, It would make it abundantly clear what they can and
what they cannot do.
In conclusion, let me say this, I do not expect any special treatment because I'm a
member of Congress. Whatever mistakes, if any, I have made, I'm prepared to
make certain that the record Is set straight. As a matter of fact, I truly believe that
members of Congress and those in public service really have a higher obligation
than the people who vote for them to set an example. So, I had a talk with the
Speaker. I'm so pleased that she's going to fill the spot that my beloved and late
Stephanie Tubbs Jones has left, so that, uh, whoever she selects as the
chairperson can move on, but I'm going to tell the press this afternoon, I'm a lucky
old son of a gun that ain't nothing going to stop me from getting back here next
year. But if this had happened to some young Republican or Democrat, where the
House would respond based on a story in the press, It would be so unfair and
have such a damaging Impact on my friends and colleagues and the congress and
those that have to follow us.
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I end by repeating what I said earlier. I'm prepared to stay here to answer any
questions, even though the answers may be In what my staff probably spent all
night preparing. I can share with you, staff, that' appreciate it but I haven~ read
that stuff. Let me tai<e your questions. Thank you for your patience. And one, two,
three, four, five, and six, seven - remember your numbers - eight, and 111 come
back and do it again.
One!
REPORTER: How many days did you spend at the villa at Punta cana?
RANGEL: Some years none. No year more than four. And the nine weeks that I
was restricted to until the place was paid for, I shared with members of Congress,
Republican and Democrat.
REPORTER: Four days?
RANGEL: I've never spent more than -I'm entitled to nine weeks under the
contract. It never became an issue because I've never spent more than nine days,
never. I never spent more than four days there at any given time. And some years,
I never got a chance to go at all.
REPORTER: So you never, sorry, you never spent more than four days there,
even, even in anyone year?
RANGEL: I don't know how many different ways I can say It but I'm-a try it a third
time. In some years, I spent no time there, not because I didn't want to. Knowing I
had all this time that I could spend, members of Congress have spent their
honeymoon there, Republicans have gone there for the holidays. I've never had
an opportunity to spend more than four days because of my time; I could have
spent nine weeks there. And this last time, I spent four days with my son there,
which was shared with the New York Post reporter, not to my knowledge.
REPORTER: Which members of Congress did you, um, allow toRANGEL: I don't really think that their privacy should be invaded like mine. They
were friends; they did it as friends.
Twol
REPORTER: Sir, how is much is the property worth right now?
RANGEL: One of the reasons why -I'm glad you raised that, there are changes in
the disclosure. I have now accumulated all of the disclosures for 20 years, made
that available, and the only reason why there is various amounts attributed to the
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worth is because George Dalley, who filled out the fonns, had no idea what the
worth was because none of them have been sold. And so, there's nothing to
compare it with, but I can tell you this, whatever it was worth, it's worth a hell of a
lot less now, because the tourist market, uh, in the Caribbean has fallen
dramatically for all of the resorts.
REPORTER: And just so I understand about what you and your wife have
invested, you put the original down paymentRANGEL: Let me get that straight. It was 82,000, put down 28 [thousandJ. The
remainder was, what, 60, 50 something [thousand]? I added another increase of
indebtedness by 23 [thousand]. At the end of the day, it's less than $100,000.
REPORTER: But did you ever make a payment to the resort or did It all come from
this pooled fund pnaudible)?
RANGEL: I made the $28,000 payment -that was the down payment. There was
another payment of about $2,000 to have stone placed on my building like the
owner had on his buildings. I said, 'I wanted the same thing.' They said, 'It costs
more.' I said, 'How much?' They said, '2,000.' I sent them $2000 to put up the
stone. But other than that, the total out-of-pocket investment would have been
$30,000.
Three.
REPORTER: Can I just follow up? I'm trying to understand how you didn't realize
that income taxes would have been owed on this amount. I mean, if I buy an
investment property here, and someone pays me rent, and I put it towards the
principal on the mortgage, I'd owe income taxes on that. How did you not
understandRANGEL: I never got any Idea that I had any Income. Some years, there was no
income. I received no communication for the income. I went to my friend, the
owner, the part-owner, in New York.. He could not penetrate it. Every lime I thought
I was getting through, they started talking Spanish. And in over 20 years, I got a
half-a-dozen statements, some In Spanish, some in English. It would show a
reduction of the mortgage, but you are right, reductions of mortgage has to come
from somewhere. And only because, um, Lanny Davis had a team that actually
talked with them in English and Spanish, that, yes, I should have known you don't
get a reduction of mortgage, but I'm saying that, um, as the idea with trillions of
dollars, the whole Idea of possibly having $2,000 one year, less than that the other
year, $5,000 next year, was an omission, an omission that irresponsible.

And that's it. Three! Number three.
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REPORTER: You mentioned earlier that you think that as the chairman and as a
member of Congress, you owe, owe It to the public to uphold very high standards
in terms of disclosure. Will you therefore be releasing your tax returns?
RANGEL: [Long Pause}
I actually have now got ten years of my tax returns, and my lawyer believes that I"
be able to get 20 years. I'm-a have to look at it, to make certain that there's
nothing that I would be releasing that could possibly cause embarrassment to
someone else. But, I've been taiking with my accountant, and I'm not prepared to
say that in terms of, you know- certainly, I am prepared to say that the one that I
will be re-filing and what not will be released.
REPORTER: pnaudible} in response to questions raised [inaudible]?
RANGEL: What question would you have? You know, I may be able to do it based
on the questions. I just want to make certain that releasing 20 years of tax returns
- I just want to make certain that you don't ask anybody any questions except me.
I'm the one that signed it. And even if it is my wife, I don't want to expose other
people. But, uh, the disclosure firm, um, forms: Definitely. Are they available now?
[looks to staff].
GEORGE DALLEY: They haven't beenpnaudible}.
RANGEL: Huh?
LANNY DAVIS: Not yet.
RANGEL: The old ones and the amended ones will be public. Four! Number four.
You forgot your numbers?
REPORTER: I thought I was seven, butREPORTER: I thought I was seven.
[Murmuring, rustling}
REPORTER: Chairman Rangel, you know, in the past you've been known as 'taxgap' Charlie. You were out front: you were up on the high atmosphere talking
about the culture of corruption with the Republicans. Now, we have this story
where you went on a congressional trip in the Caribbean. You turned it into a
junket In essence by going out and buying property when you were down there on
a congressional trip. You didn't pay taxes for all these years. Uh, you're head of
Ways and Means. I mean, are you going to have any moral standing going forward
and calling for closing the tax gaps and taxing the rich?
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RANGEL: I don't really think that, with my ego, it would be fair for me to JUdge what
I think about my moral standard. But I think it's a fair question. I have to be Judged
by other people in terms of morality.
REPORTER: Or, stay and pnaudibleJ
RANGEL: What?
REPORTER: Is anybody going to take you seriously? That if you can continue with
raisingRANGEL: I wonder that. Maybe we should meet after the election and ill be in a
better position to share with you that because that's the only way I'll be able to
know. Wouldn't you think that would be fair? To see what the returns come in?
REPORTER: I would think you have a career decision to make right now.
RANGEL: How long you been a journalist?
REPORTER: Thirty years.
RANGEL: Well,l've been doing this for 50 years, so, I would not judge when you
should leave. But I'd tell you one thing, I only have a two-year contract. I don't
know how yours Is, and every two years the people have the opportunity to reject
or renew it.
Four!
REPORTER: Chairman, I'm wondering, you know, throughout the process, uh,
your saying that, whenever you guys would ask questions, uh, people in the
Dominican Republican would say - Republic would start speaking Spanish. And
you didn't get the answers. And I'm wondering if at one point you said, 'Wait a
second. There's something going on here. I mean, why aren't these guys
answering in English, and why am I not,' you know. Wasn't there a question in
your mind earlier than now as to what was RANGEL: Well, there's always been a question in my wife's mind. I figured since I
wasn't getting any money, and some years there was nothing to report, I belittled
the importance of the fact that I was not getting reports. I shouldn't have done that.
But no, I really didn't pay any attention to it. I wasn't getting any money. The
property was there. It was being unutllized. Uh, receiving money wasn't a big thing,
big deal to me. It really wasn't. And at the end of the day, after 20 years, $100,000
investment, the first dollars that I find out that I'm entitled to is a $775 check that
only last month they told me I was entitled to. I haven't received that, yet.
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REPORTER: Chairman, chairman, if, if, a friend came to you and said, 'I have this
mortgage that I don't know the details of. I've been collecting rent; I don't know the
details of. And I owe taxes; I don't know the details of. What would you tell that
person?
RANGEL: Who owns the mortgage, and where are they? Let me talk wlth him.
Your question [gestures to another reporter].
REPORTER: To the best of your knowledge, did anybody stay at the villa that had
business before the Ways and Means Committee?
[Pause]
RANGEL: If they did, they did it as a tourist. So, I would have no - there's no way
for me to think that could have happened,
REPORTER: But you were inviting other members of Congress to stay....
RANGEL: I have not invited anybody that had any business before the Ways and
Means Committee.
REPORTER: SlrRANGEL: Staffers have stayed there, too.
REPORTER: SirRANGEL: You want to get this number thing again?
REPORTER: I thought I was seven.
[Laughter]
RANGEL: Oh, okay. Six, six. Seven. 8ght.
REPORTER: Um, so, [inaudible] disclosure form [Inaudible] 10, 15 years you have
sometimes reported income from the villa, and I'm wondering, first of all, did you
report that to the IRS, as well? And if not, where was the discrepancy between
why report it on your disclosure forms and not....
RANGEL: Quite frankly, the, the first time I talked in detail about this with my
accountant is thought my lawyers. And I'm not even now talked with my
accountant personally, except I have every confidence that he has gone through
this, so, I can't answer that. Any income, George, that was reported had to be with
one of the few statements that came In, and I gave it to you, and you saw income,
and you put it down, and then I didn't get it. I didn't give it you. You didn't put it
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down. Whether this was forwarded to the accountant, I don't know, but to my
knowledge, any statement of income for any given year never exceeded $6,000. It
does not mean it shouldn't have been reported. I am just talking about - my tax
liability has been, over the years, in tens of thousands of dollars, and so therefore,
I may not have given the attention to the $6,000 I should have, but I would be glad
to present an answer to the one about the, uh, I'li be glad to give my tax liability,
uh, in summary for as many years, for the last five, 10 years.
REPORTER: Um, a couple numbers threw me off. When you were asked
originally how often you were there, I thought you said never more than four days
at a time, but nine altogether in a year?
RANGEL: No. No. Geez, this is a very difficult concept, isn't it?
REPORTER: No, you said RANGEL: Let me try it again.
REPORTER: In one yearRANGEL: Under the contract, I would tum my place over to the hotel to rent, and I
was restricted as a potential owner, which technicelly under Dominican law, I just
became the owner when the mortgage is paid. Having said that, during the nine
weeks that I had, I've never used even nine days a year, much less nine weeks.
And I've never personally, with my family, spent more than four days at one time in
one year there.
REPORTER: Alright, so you're saying to me that, in any year that you've owned
this thing, you've never stayed more than nine days in the year? I just want to be
able to describe how RANGEL: I never spent the nine, and I can say categorically I never spent more
than nine.
REPORTER: And when you mention the foreign tax credit in decreasing your lax
liability, is that the tax the hotel paid to the Dominican government?
RANGEL: An extraordinarily higher tax for foreigners than for local tax people that
could have been deducted had I filed from my tax Ilability, bringing It down to zero.
REPORTER: Are you RANGEL: With depreciation.
REPORTER: Am I correct, didn't you say eanier that your totaillability, you thought
was somewhere In the range of $5,OOO?
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RANGEL: Yes, but that is oniy because the deduction that I normally would have
taken during the year, which I sold my house, I could not fully have taken because
of the capital gains, as it relates to the sale of my house here. So, I could not have
taken advantage during that one or two years that I filed here of the full tax that the
Dominican Republic, taken from whatever resources I had there.
REPORTER: SirRANGEL: It would have washed in each and every year. It would have been a
wash, had I done the right thing.
REPORTER: Because of the foreign tax RANGEL: Huh?
REPORTER: Because of the foreign tax RANGEL: And the depreciation. There would have been a wash. That's no excuse
for not reporting it. but there would have been no tax liability. The tax liability of
$5,000 was just brought to my attention yesterday before, where, because of the,
the, um, capital galns tax With my house that was sold recently, where I used to
live, I could not have enjoyed the full benefit of the tax credit.
REPORTER: Sir, by your own accounting, you made an investment in a property
at the invitation of a friend that you got, for most of the period, was a no-interest
loan. You failed to report the income on your taxes and on your disclosure forms.
You mentioned that members of Congress should be held to a higher standard. Do
you feel that you've met that standard?
RANGEL: Of course not.
REPORTER: And do you believe you deserve any special treatment?
RANGEL: How? Maybe it's something I'm missing, but you would be helpful to me
in case there's something that I missed. On the question of the interest, I had no
clue that for 18 of the last 20 years that they didn't charge me interest. It was
found out, through Lanny Davis. I got a letter from the owner saying that the group
of all of us that bought Without seeing the building, and when the building went up,
they weren't getting any guests, and people were afraid they would leave the
investment, they decided unilaterally, that since they were making all kinds of
deductions, there's no reason for me to believe that with taxes, and upgrading,
and all of that, that they - they can take out whatever they wanted. If they took out
for the interest, it would not have made any difference to me. So, no, definitely, I
was not singled out for preferential treatment.
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REPORTER: Sir, people with tax problems look to your example and tell the IRS,
'Well, Char1ie Rangel didn't know, and I didn't know.'
RANGEL: I'd tell them stay away from the Dominican Republic. It's very difficult
doing business with them.
[Light laughter]
REPORTER: Sir, I'm being [inaudible].
RANGEL: Well, listen. Ifs a rhetorical question you're asking. Listen. If you want to
debate with me politically, we can do that, but not here. I want to answer your
questions, and you make the judgments, but don't ask me subjectively what I think
in terms of my character.
REPORTER: Sir, you are a master politician, and that you would know how people
will look at this.
RANGEL: What paper you represent?
REPORTER: The Washington Post.
[Pause]
RANGEL: How the hell would I know how people are looking at this? I would like
to -I've had business people say, 'I do what I'm told. I pay the bills. They come in.
They don't come in. I got to the accountant. He tells me what I pay. I don't pay.' I
don't think that's the way that a chairman of Ways and Means should have clear1y
handled it. If you ask me should I step aside as a member of Congress, a member
of Ways and Means, chairman of the committee? The answer is, 'no: I really don't
believe that, uh, making mistakes means that you have to give up your career.
And I would only know how people think about it based on what they tell me. The
people who are supporting me In the airport and on the street may not be the
majority of people. People who disagree; they don't come and tell me. So, the only
way I know is to see whether or not my contract is going - With the people Is going
to be reinstated.
REPORTER: Number seven [inaUdible].
RANGEL: You seven? Good.
REPORTER: Yeah, great. OK.
RANGEL: You got bumped by six.
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REPORTER: I know. Yesterday, we talked; you reiterated what you thought what
Mr. Boehner was doing here. You talked about City College of New York. You
talked about Onaudiblej Repubiican and all this. At the end of the day, though,
regardless whether there was right or wrong, do you feel this wall of stuff coming
at you inhibits Democrats, generally going into the election, at a time when I asked
several republicans yesterday, politically -I said, 'You know, with Jack Abramoff
sentenced last week, John Doolittle's former aide belng arrested yesterMonday.' I said, 'Does that tarnish them? Don Young. Ted Stevens. They said,
'No, look at the republic -look at the Democrats.' And they mentioned Chartie
Rangel.
RANGEL: Well, listen, ifs an election year. I don't really think we should, that we
as Democrats should pick out Republicans wiho are In trouble and then campaign
based on their misfortune or misdeeds, or before the juries or the committees
actually determine what, if anything, has been done wrong. I feel very strong
against this because, uh; this could have happened to me in the brink of a tight
lectlon, not that I know any tight elections, but It could happen to other people, So,
it doesn't do well for the Congress of the United States that this is happening.
We've got big problems we're going to have to resolve. And at the end of the day, I
really know that John Boehner agrees with me. I know that. I know that.
REPORTER: Have you talked to him?
RANGEL: No. I'm too kind. Who has not been recognized? One. Two. Three.
Four. Starting all over. One. Two. Three. Four. Then we'll go back.
REPORTER: Um, the $5,000 In federal taxes and penalties and such. How much
do you owe to the state and to the city?
RANGEL: Less than five [thousand].
REPORTER: Less? Combined state and RANGEL: Less than ten [thousand]. Who? Remember your numbers. I don't.
REPORTER: Two-part question: To follow on what was just asked, to what degree
now does Congressman Charile Rangel become part of that conversation from
both Barack Obama and John McCain, Washington is broken, and needs to be
fixed.' Um, and part two, on a personal level, how embarrassed and, or pained are
you by having to go through all of this?
RANGEL: The first one Is subjective, uh. it Is true that the ratings of the Congress
based on our performance was adversely affected by the Senate not being able to
pass many of the things that we would have been prOUd of. And, uh, I have to
leave that up to the poiiings in terms of attacking each other, telling each other to
step aside and accusing each other before - based on newspaper stones. I can't
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answer that. Um, I personally feel that I've done nothing morally wrong. I am
concerned more for members of Congress, friends that have to explain, uh, that I
have done nothing wrong. With all of the issues that our nation is facing, in terms
of life and death, war and peace, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, justice, tax system,
health, education, welfare, and the elections, um, I'm surprised that, really
surprised that this issue has reached the front page of so many newspapers. But I
wanted to make it abundanlly clear. that comes with my Job. And me telling you
how I feel about it, I can only say I was not drafted. I asked for the job, and
anything that comes with it. And if there's any small comfort I get, I can say this
has never happened to me in my entire political career. It's not pleasant, but I have
no complaint.
REPORTER: How do you frame the debate, going forward, on the future of Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac?
RANGEL: No. No. Meet me later.
REPORTER: Why do you think that, um, all these stories have come out now in
the last three months?
RANGEL: I have tried to give so many conspiracy thoughts. 'Why me? How does it
happen?' All the reasons and, 'Is there a conspiracy?' There is no question that the
RepUblican Campaign Committee has decided that this is a good place to spend
some money. They have sent out more clippings, newspaper stories, more letters
to candidates that are running against Democrats who have been given
contributions. They, they are now asking that I be kicked out, that I be removed.
This has become, if not initiated, certainly a Republican campaign issue. And, uh, I
was reminded that, um, not too long ago, I attended the funeral (if Guy Vander
Jagt, who was the chairman of the House Republican Campaign Committee, and
how, no matter how vigorous the campaigns, we and our families always enjoyed
each other's friendships. Even to the extreme of him attending my fundraisers and
I his. Uh, it doesn't seem that long ago that we could be partisan and friends at the
same time, but I spoke at Guy Vander Jagt's funeral, and I mentioned that, and his
wife remembers it so well. But those days may have gone but they're not forgotten.
REPORTER: Has the Ethics Committee actually agreed to take RANGEL: Yes.
REPORTER: They have?
RANGEL: Yes.
REPORTER: Are Republicans going to be able to tum the tables and use you as
opposed to the trial of - the culture of corruption in Congress and link It and have
some affect on the election. You say that this is just white noise-
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RANGEL: I don't know.
REPORTER: - that will get in the way of what Congress needs to be doing, but is
it going to get In the way of the election?
RANGEL: I don't see how, but I don't know what I'm taking about. I, you know,
how, how could I possibly answer? Alii can say REPORTER: Sir, you don't mean toRANGEL: What?
REPORTER: That, that is, that everything that has come out Is going to get In the
way of some Democratic candidates, trying to link you to them, and use it as a RANGEL: Nobody has returned any of the contributions I've given. Nobody's said
anything, Jesus Christ. No, it doesn't concern me. It concerns me that it's an issue.
6ut ifs a concern I cannot possibly do anything about.
REPORTER: Number three, sir.
RANGEL: Number three, ma'am [gesturing at a separate reporter].
REPORTER: I defer.
RANGEL: OK.
REPORTER: My name is James. I've been a journalist for 16 years. I'm with the
Dally News. Urn, you've talked about you - how far you've come in your career.
Obviously, very proudly. MIllions of Americans are proud of you for that. Today,
you've made a kind of dubious list, though. A public watchdog group, a liberal
group, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, added you to their list,
their annual list, of the 20 most corrupt members of Congress. What is your
reaction?
RANGEL: Am I on the list?
REPORTER: You are on the list
RANGEL: I think that's sad and unfair. And I wish, really, that they had an
opportunity to review all of the facts, which I've been advised, that will be turned
over to everybody that has a concern about my conduct. And if at the end of the
day, no strike that, at the end of the day, I am confident they would agree that they
made a poor judgment. (To one reporterjl'd like to get to people who have not had
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an opportunity before I get back to you, so I promise when we finish with this
group you're number one of the second group.
REPORTER: Well, I asked the first question.
RANGEL: Alright. You go.
REPORTER: A minor question and a major question. First, in your letter to Nancy
Pelosi, uh, you state that, uh, 'i've not personally received proceeds In cash: But
yet, in the fact sheet it says, that you received $2,000 in an accidental wiring.
RANGEL: Well, I have no received any cash. It was wired to a bank that I haven't
used in ten years. My wife was unaware of It being there. And so, I told them that
they never sent me a check. They told me lawyer inadvertently that they had wired
it to a bank. So, the statement speaks for itself, and I can't challenge what they
say, but I don't have any bank records of $2,000 ever being received.
REPORTER: The major thing - documents that we haven't received. Urn, why
isn't there a settlement sheet In here, your original wordage of your Onaudible].
Had to be in English, which showed where you got the loan for your mortgage,
what the terms were.
RANGEL: I gave you all that. I, I got it from them
REPORTER: Yeah, but we're relying on letters written recently from people
contacted by your lawyer.
RANGEL: We have any contract in English or Spanish? [To staff].
LANNY DAVIS: If anybody has any questions or you want anything, ask me, and if
we can get it, you'l get it.
RANGEL: I don't have any problem LANNY DAVIS: You have the information. If you want something else, askREPORTER: What I haveRANGEL: I don't have it.
LANNY DAVIS: [to reporter] The answer is ask me, and we'll do our best to get
anything you need.
RANGEL: Spokesman [gesturing towards Lanny].
REPORTER: Mr. Chairman,
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RANGEL: Second round. Second round. One. Two. Three. Four. Five.
REPORTER: Has the Ethics Committee contacted you? Have they requested any
documents from you? Have you provided those documents yet?
RANGEL: Have we unloaded all this on the - [To staff].
LANNY DAVIS: We were contacted by the counsel to the Ethics Committee. And
we filed the first two requests at Onaudible) of the August recess. He said he'd get
back to me. We offered complete transparency. Whatever they went, they'll have.
Whatever time, pnaudible), so far, we've not heard back.
RANGEL: I don't really think that they're going to get much more than what's here,
unless they ask for it.
REPORTER: But they have not launched an official Investigative subcommittee?
RANGEL: I don't know because the chalrperson died, so, I know that [Rep.] Green
hasn't. I don't know how far It's gone. I have not asked as a member of Congress,
and uh, it's my belief that the Speaker never discussed my case with Stephanie
Tubbs Jones. And the only thing I know about Green is that he said he didn't want
to be on it, but if he stuck with it, he'll proceed. So, I don't know, but I wanted to
say, that I don't see how, and I haven't gone through all this, there's going to be
very much more before the Ethics Committee than I'm making available to you.
REPORTER: Mr. Chairman,
LANNY DAVIS: I'm sorry to interrupt. Excuse me. Speaking of Stephanie Tubbs
Jones, her memorial service starts at 11.
RANGEL: Oh, I'm speaking. OK.
LANNY DAVIS: So,I would suggest another five or 10 minutesRANGEL: No. I said I'm-a stay here. Just take that into consideration. There's a
memorial service for my colleague and friend, and uh, especially if there's anyone
who hasn't had an opportunity, and try not to be repetitious. So, how many people
wanted to ask a question? Okay. We'll close it at that. One. Two. Three. Four. And
my answer's going to be extremely short.
REPORTER: OK. Just to follow up, have you, they have not requested any
documents from you?
RANGEL: Not from me. Have they from you? [To Lanny.)
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LANNY DAVIS: I said not yet.
RANGEL: OK. That's enough. Two! Who's number two.
REPORTER: When you speak to the House later todayRANGEL: I'm not speaking to the House leader. I'm-a speak to the House,
hopefully, today. I'm not speaking to the leader. 111 be talking about him,
REPORTER: When you speak on the House floor RANGEL: Yes.
REPORTER: - are you going to apologize for your RANGEL: Be there! No telling what I'll say. I don't have a script. So, be there.
Three!
REPORTER: The Republicans are going after people you've given contributions
to. Um, are you going to continue to raise money, andRANGEL: You bet you're sweet life. Number four!
[Laughter)
REPORTER: When you let other members of Congress stay in your villa, did they
pay rent or was that done at your courtesy?
[Pause)
RANGEL: I do know of a very conservative - at my courtesy - but I do know REPORTER: They didn't pay rent at Punta Cana at all?
RANGEL: No. No. No. But I do know a very interesting story, of a very
conservative RepUblican on the elevator, full of members, saying, 'I really enjoyed
spending the Christmas holidays with you.' And I thought he had the wrong guy,
and he was kind of old. And when I got off the elevator, I said what the heck were
you talking about? He said, 'I went to Punta Cana, and my family enjoyed the
vacation down there: He wes there as a tourist.
REPORTER: So doesn't that count as your use, if you're bestowing it as a gift to
friends who weren't paying for it?
RANGEL: Yeah, sure. Yeah, it was a gift to my friend. Sure. It was a gift to my
son. To my daughter. It was a gift to their friends. Yes. Next question!
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REPORTER: So, isn't there a depreciation question if you used it, have used it for
more than two weeks, are you the not allowed to deduct the depreciation on the
second home?
RANGEL: I have never used it for more than - I have never used it for more than
two weeks.
REPORTER: Right, but if you're using It as a gift to friends and colleagues RANGEL: I don't know. I don't know. But I make it unequivocal, that I had had
people there that have been friends, that have stayed there a couple of days.
REPORTER: In your summary ofthe City College [inaudiblej, it sounded like you
were expressing a little more regret about the way people saw it. Is that correct?
RANGEL: Regret what?
REPORTER: Would it be correct to say, you recognized, you said, 'People might
say, I didn't ask for money, but I asked for a meeting, and I might have known' RANGEL: They might. No one has said that.
REPORTER: No, I understand. But do you look back at the episode, do you now
see more how people might have RANGEL: Not at all, except if the Ethics Committee say it. I am so proud of me
reaching out to the private sector, trying to get them to do more to increase and
better public education, and I don't know what to do. The only thing I want to do is
to be guided that I do it in an ethical way. Ifthey come back and say, I could have
written it 'Charles Rangel' and been OK, or that I could have said 'Congressman
Rangel' but not have a seal, I respect that. But nothing is going to stop me from
legally and ethically going out and recruiting funds, tens of millions of dollars has
gone to schools throughout the United States and in New York City, because of
me bringing CEOs together, with Chairman Klein, Mayor Bloomberg. We're cutting
ribbons; we're opening up schools. I am unabashedly enthusiastic about
increasing the quality of education within the law. I cannot see today, as I talk
before you, how that was not official, what I did. If the Ethics Committee decides
that I should have done it a different way, I will do it a different way and encourage
other people to do it in a different way. So, that is the most difficult one of all of
these questions because what I did I was so proUd of, and for someone to
challenge it, I am surprised. But again, my job is not to think of what the law should
be as relates to the Ethics Committee but to abide by it. Thank you.
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2

Mr. Rangel.
2

listen to me'
Q

4

Do I have one of these to put up so I can

We can send you an MP3.

Mr. Rangel.
Q

A what?

We'll get it to you.

6

Mr. Rangel.

7

Q

8

Mr. Rangel.

9

Q

Okay.

We'll get you a copy.
Would you really?

Sure.

10

Mr. Rangel.

Great.

Thank you.

11

For the fi rst time in 50 years, I have a spokesperson,

12

and I'm not really used to it.

13

had to break loose because, as you know, I've always felt

14

that the press

15

and therefore make myself available to the general public not

16

just as a Congressman, but as the Chairman.

17

So

told the spokesperson

- I should make myself available to the press

You will see here that we have for you a big stack of

18

materials.

would hope that you wouldn't read it now.

19

will give you a summary of it.

20

all of your questions, even though the answers may be there.

21

And after you have had a chance to read what you want and

22

what you don't want, early next week, if you believe that

23

there are further questions and things that you want to talk

24

about, I will be only too glad to come to answer those

25

questions.

will stay here to answer
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3

Since I prepared myself for this press conference, it's
2

come to my attention that the Minority Leader, John Boehner,
has asked the Speaker to have me removed as the Chairman of

4

the Ways and Means Committee,

5

that asked the House of Representatives to censure and have

6

me step aside and a variety of other wild allegations,

7

This is the same John Boehner

I have felt embarrassed for my friend, John Boehner, for

8

believing that politically that he has to do this,

Now, I

9

know that the word "my friend" is casually used around the

10

House and Senate, but John has truly been my friend over the

11

years,

12

well with other Democratic leaders,

13

that as he worked with Jim McCrery, the Ranking Republican of

14

my committee, for -- for unemployment compensation and a

15

variety of other things we worked closely together,

16

We've worked very closely together, and he has worked
Most recently we proved

It is my understanding that he feels politically he has

17

to do this, and

feel sorry that he feels that it is

18

necessary,

am more than confident that he knows that

19

there is no justification other than he is moved to do this

20

by some of his people in his party,

And

21

But we have a lot of work to do together next year,

22

Republicans and Democrats, and I hope to have an opportunity

23

sometime today to address the House on this issue, because

24

there are not going to be Democratic solutions to the

25

problems that our country and this Congress is going to face
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in taxes, health care, trade, putting together Social
2

Security.

3

Republican issues.

4

going to be necessary.

5

the House and Senate is going to have to dispose of these

6

policies.

7

These are not going to be decided as Democrat or
It screams for bipartisanship.

It is

No matter who the next President is,

To polarize and demand and ask and request that

8

Republicans just support these wild allegations is unfair to

9

Republicans, unfair to Democrats, unfair to our constituents,

10

the Congress, and the country, and I will be going into much

11

more detail on the floor why it is necessary to allow every

12

Member the opportunity to be heard.

13

first would like to read a letter that I'm sending to

14

Nancy Pelosi, and then to get more specific as relates to the

15

issues that have now been referred to the -

16

Committee.

17

I will be sending or have sent to the Ethics Committee is

18

available in these packages.

19

to the Ethics

And all the documentation that is necessary that

"Dear Speaker Pelosi,

regret any embarrassment to my

20

fellow Members of Congress and colleagues on the Ways and

21

Means Committee that may have been caused by unfair and

22

inaccurate reports in the press concerning my handling of

23

details of my personal finances related to my interest in a

24

vacation home in the Dominican Republ ic."

25

I want you to know apart from this, some people
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justified the inaccuracies by saying that because I
2

stonewalled and was not kind to the reporter is the reason
why it was not as accurate as it could have been.

4

That is

something that we will take care of later.
"Twenty years ago. I was invited by a personal friend

6

and prominent New Yorker to invest in a beach house in the

7

Dominican Republic.

8

was a beautiful site for the price of $88,000 -- 89,000,

9

requiring a down payment of $28.900.

Although they had not been completed, it

The conditions of the

10

transaction was that the mortgage would be reduced from

II

rentals of the beach house.

12

pool fund of rental proceeds with the amount of each

13

determined by the number of rooms in the unit.

14

my home in order to take advantage of the opportunity.

15

acquiring the property. another 23,000 was added to the

16

mortgage for construction of a third bedroom.

17

Each owner would benefit from a

I refinanced
Since

"Until this year I have not received any personal cash

18

proceeds for the rental of the unit.

In fact, the investment

19

reduced my mortgage by less than $5,000 a year over a period

20

of 20 years.

21

personally received proceeds in cash, the fact that any

22

reduction to the mortgage actually counted as income and

23

should have been reported as such.

What I now know is that although I have not

24

"The company's failure to provide timely and regular

25

statements does not excuse any failure to more vigilantly
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pursue the actual terms of the arrangement and was not
2
~

appropriate.

For this I take full responsibility.

"As you know, several weeks ago I requested the House

4

Ethics Committee initiate two separate inquiries"

5

that's the one concerning City College and the one concerning

6

my home in New York -- "and I am prepared to seek an

7

additional House Ethics Committee inquiry to look into my

8

failure to report the financial details of Punta Cana.

9

and

"I want to assure you that my love of my country, my own

10

personal morals, my devotion to the Congress of the United

11

States prevent me from doing anything that would damage the

12

reputation of this great body.

13

the Ways and Means Committee, I am and should be held to a

14

higher standard.

15

In addition, as Chairman of

"So I am reviewing the file, and attorneys will make the

16

necessary corrections to past filings with the IRS.

17

consulted with my lawyer and accountant.

18

shortly be filing an amended Federal, State and local income

19

tax returns.

20

will ask my accountant to gather all remaining tax

21

information back to the first when

22

20 years ago, and whatever taxes lowe will be paid.

23

I have

Second, I will

All of that information is there.

Third, I

made my investment

"I look forward to a further review of the details by

24

the Ethics Committee.

25

expeditiously."

I hope this will be handled
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Okay.
2

That's the formal letter sent to the Speaker.

Let me walk you through how this occurred.

Twenty years ago,

I was on a congressional trip with Speaker Tip O'Neill, and
4

was in Santo Domingo -- no, it was Cas a de Campo.

got a

call from a long and dear friend of mine in New York wanting
6

to share with me some venture that he wanted to do in a town

7

that I never heard of called Punta Cana.

9

So the only day I had off, I went to this place where my

While I was

reluctant to go, my wife said, what the heck, he's a friend.

10

friend who was telling me about a dream that he had for the

II

Dominican that -- building a resort area.

12

dream of his was beach houses that would be sold at $82,000,

13

and no beach houses existed.

14

Included in this

looked, and I thought it was a great idea, but I said,

IS

thanks, but no thanks.

After I saw the renderings of what

16

the house was going to look like, and then it was explained

17

that less than $30,000 down and that somehow the management

18

would take the proceeds and reduce the mortgage that would

19

have been roughly $50,000, I said to my wife, hey, we don't

20

own anything.

21

down,

Let's refinance, get the $30,000 and put it

22

There were provisions there that I could only stay there

23

9 weeks a year, and the rest of it the hotel would be renting

24

and doing all of this.

25

know how they intended to do it, but I want to thank my

It was my understanding --

didn't
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friend and lawyer, Lanny Davis. for putting together a team
2

that has been able to do what I have been not been able to do

3

in 20 years, and that is to break through the cultural and

4

language barrier and getting the owners to share with me the

5

method in which this mortgage would be reduced and ultimately

6

eliminated.

7

And you will see a package of how this is done.

For the first official letter that I ever got from the

8

owner, Frank Laneri, in refuting the allegations in the

9

newspaper that somehow the rental of my beach house had

10

something to do with how much money I personally received,

II

the fact is that all of the beach houses -

12

houses, whether they were occupied or not occupied, the

13

revenues would go into a pool.

14

would take its commission, costs of renovation, the costs of

15

upgrading, the costs of hurricane damage, Federal -- the

16

Dominican taxes, interest.

17

was built into it.

18

all of the beach

From the pool, the hotel

And I say "interest" because that

One of the headlines was that Rangel received

19

preferential treatment in interest.

I thought they were

20

taking it out.

21

they were not making any money, they wanted to encourage

22

people not to give up and to walk away, that they decided

23

unilaterally and collectively that every investor would be

24

relieved of interest.

25

difference to me.

They decided that all of the villas, because

I didn't know it.

It made no

I wasn't receiving anything, and they were
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all trying to decide, after all the resources and they got
2

whatever they wanted, the balance would be equally

j

distributed to the beach houses based on the number of rooms.

4

Some years nothing was attributed.

Other years $5,000

5

was attributed.

6

suffices to say that over a period of 20 years, the average

7

that would have been received from income to reduce the

8

mortgage was less than $5,000 a year.

9

Maybe 10-, $12,000 in 1 year.

But it

That would have meant that if I was able to do myself

10

what Lanny Davis was able to do, to actually get these

II

amounts, that even though I didn't receive the checks, that

12

had to be income if it was reducing my indebtedness

13

sharing this with my accountant, who worked very closely with

14

Mr. Davis, and the interpreters and the Dominican

15

authorities, they were able to determine that my tax

16

liability would have been little or nothing as a result of

17

the foreign tax credit that I would enjoy and the fact that

18

the depreciation would have been taken into place.

19

In

You will see, however, that they have readjusted that,

20

and the amount would be closer to $5,000 in Federal

21

liability, because when we sold our home, the one that we

22

refinanced in order to get the $30,000, the capital gains

23

would not allow us to take advantage of the full foreign tax

24

credit, and I would have had liability of $5,000 Federal and

25

less than that in local and State.
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I wanted to make it clear that even though it is true
2

that my committee deals with trillions of dollars in taxes
over the years, that I do not take the $5,000 liability

4

lightly, because it is the policy that I have to set as a
Member of Congress and in the committee as the Chairman, and

6

not the actual amount that is there.

7

going to make certain that the reports are corrected and

8

filed does not mean in any way that I belittle the actual

9

inaccuracies that are there.

And

So the fact that I am

do hope that my

10

explanation will be sufficient to say that we do make errors,

II

even though we consider ourselves experts in terms of tax

12

policy for the Nation, and that those same standards should

13

apply.

14

If you have any questions on this issue, I am going to

15

stay here to answer them.

16

letters supporting now for the first time in my life, and

17

certainly the last 20 years, from the management that I never

18

received a letter from in my life indicating how these things

19

actually worked.

20

And I would like to -- I have

I would like to say as an aside that the whole idea,

21

though, that reporters can send reporters in disguise as

22

tourists to invade one's family and take unflattering

23

pictures, I really think that even Congresspeople are

24

entitled to some privacy.

25

haven't had a bad day since I was shot and left in Korea, and

But I wrote in a book that
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I was stretching to see how I could make a good day out of
2

it.

And so my wife looked at the picture and said, "You

know, you're fat."

And I really wasn't concerned about that.

4

But I hope that some of you would notice that I have lost

5

about 10 or 15 pounds as a result of that picture.

6

haven't had a terrible day, but it wasn't a comfortable one.

7

So I

let me move swiftly to the house and the allegations

8

that Rangel received a gift because he lives in four

9

subsidized apartments.

10

Mr. Rangel.

First of all, there's no violation of any

11

New York State law if somebody did live in four subsidized

12

apartments, even if those apartments were on different

13

floors.

14

from well-known national and local lawyers.

15

the matter is I did not live in four subsidized apartments.

16

Twenty years ago my wife and I, especially my wife, decided

17

that we were too old to be dealing with heating houses and

18

apartments and electricians and that.

19

to do it, so were going to move into an apartment.

20

This is legal interpretation, not from reporters but
But the first of

We wanted someone else

I wanted to make certain, at that time there was a high

21

crime rate in Harlem, I'm proud to say that there is none

22

now, but people were leaving Harlem actually.

23

Terrace was not only not preferred people of income moving

24

there, but one of the more prominent pastors, knowing that my

25

wife was looking for a place, and I was insisting that it be

And lenox
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in Harlem, notwithstanding that my district goes into some
2

affluent areas, shared with my wife that he had a large
apartment there that he had made certain that accommodated

4
5

her needs and that it could be available.
My wife, while I was in Washington, dealt with the

6

landlord.

I want to make it abundantly clear, I've never met

7

the landlord, I wouldn't know who he was if I saw him. I only

8

met one agent of the landlord, he did not come to lobby me,

9

he came to tell me that they want to make substantial

10

redevelop.

II

to my chief of staff as a tenant.

12

anything, therefore he didn't get anything.

13

only exception to the fact that I've never really met any of

14

these people personally.

15

landlord has shown me, any time there's been violations of

16

the tenants' rights I have a very, very active tenant

17

association, I wish that the reporter had talked with them in

18

terms of my protection of the tenants rights in that

19

building.

20

floor captain of the tenants' organization,

21

to go to bed at night so which side I'm on on this is

22

abundantly clear.

23

And he talked to me as an attorney and he talked
He didn't ask me for
But that's the

In terms of any kindness that the

And even if I didn't want to, my wife was the
And hey, I got

Also, as an aside I think it's clear that there's no

24

Member in Congress that has sponsored legislation affordable

25

tax credit that is responsible for more affordable housing in
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this country than me,

50

says the affordable housing

2

associations throughout the country.

3

came home, my wife took me over to this place that has been

4

described by the reporter as a penthouse.

5

penthouse, I don't live on the top floor, but that was his.

6

And I looked at this very large apartment.

7

knowing that it had been two apartments.

8

for one apartment.

9

apartment, and I've lived there for 20 years as one

10
11

In any event, one day

There is no

had no way of
signed a lease

As far as I'm concerned, it is one

apartment.
Ten years after we were there, my wife notified me that

12

there was a studio apdrtment next door that would be

13

available.

14

space.

15

She didn't want my political friends in the living room, she

16

didn't want any poker games, she was tired of seeing me

17

working all the time.

18

could use this place, and use it I did and have.

19

have joked that you don't have a hideaway right next door

20

where you live.

21

She said that she didn't see a need for any more

I told her that I thought it would be ideal for me.

And that I said, well, look, I think
My friends

Well, it may not be a hideaway, but I can tell you one

22

thing, there's not a day that I'm in New York that I'm not

23

able to go there to have my meetings with friends who happen

24

to be politicians.

25

cuss if they want, I can listen to music, I can read what

They can smoke if they want, they can
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want.
2

And it saved a lot of fussing in the house since I'm

able to just walk out, slam the door and go next door.

And

so for me, i f you want to call it two apartments, it's ri ght
4

because there are two separate leases.
that you had downstairs in IOU?

What about this place

Well, I've been fortunate

6

that I can honestly say that over 38 years in the Congress

7

don't remember calling anybody for a contribution for my
campaign, because I don't remember, except on two occasions,

9
10
11

having a campaign, and I don't remember too many people
anxious to give me money for a noncampaign.
I was very good at calling people to help other

12

colleagues.

But quite frankly, my popularity really

13

increased as I gained seniority on the Ways and Means

14

Committee.

15

director named Dick Brown, who is well known in Democratic

16

circles who volunteered to do this out of Washington and get

17

one event for me in New York, it reached a point that it was

18

too big an operation for one guy to do in a club.

19

wanted to hire somebody.

20

better if we left the club and found someplace to go.

21

Knowing that there were vacancies in the Lenox Terrace,

22

knowing that there were other people not on the commercial

23

floor but within the bUilding operating offices, it was

24

negotiated with the landlord that three staff members would

25

go into the 10th floor, and that was my finance operation.

And even though I only had a volunteer financial

He said he

And so he thought it would be
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The operation grew until we got five people.

And when

2

the lease expired, was going to expire October of this year,

3

I was notified by executive director and I never talked yet

4

with the landlord, never thought I had to since things were

5

working out, but they notified him that we were not going to

6

renew the lease, but we were looking for a larger place for

7

our offices.

8
9

And the landlord suggested an apartment that had been
renovated at double the rate across the way.

We had

10

contemplated moving there before the pUblicity, and we just

II

decided that even though we were welcome by the landlord to

12

continue operation in a bigger place where we would have

13

air conditioning and more space for the workers, but we found

14

another place in the same community.

15

dear to me.

16

And this community is

So the whole idea when you're paying the maximum rent,

17

there's no four apartments, the office, all of this is in

18

front of the Ethics Committee.

19

mother did before me on the elementary school that was on

20

133rd Street, I moved from on 132nd Street where I lived all

21

my life to on 135th Street.

22

someplace to pay more rent is absolutely ridiculous.

23

used the same subway a half a block from where I lived to go

24

to high school.

25

care is across the street from where I live.

I went to school and my

The reason for me looking for

And the hospital that

And

went to from health
At my age it's
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very important to have a hospital nearby.
2

So I don't know what other questions one may have about

3

that, but put a point in that, and I'll be glad to go back

4

and redo anything that I may have missed.

5

The last one, of course, is the abuse of using

6

Congressional stationery.

And don't get me going on

7

education.

8

lawmakers, foundation people, schools.

9

better as a Nation if we're going to be competitive in terms

feel it's almost my mission to educate
That we have to do

10

of educating our work force,

II

we have to change our visa laws to get educated people better

12

in math, science and technology because we are not producing

13

them,

14

resent it as an American that

Condoleezza Rice has gone allover with me talking to

IS

business people saying our failure to educate our young

16

people is a threat to our national security,

17

day she gave a speech indicating how embarrassed she was in

18

going into embassies allover the world and not seeing enough

19

Federal representatives looking like she.

20

the Rangel fellows that she helped me to get Howard and other

2]

historically black colleges, where kids who have no

22

understanding of public service, can learn the value of

23

foreign service,

24
25

Just the other

And she wrote at

There are already 100 African American minorities and
others upon graduation automatically going into foreign
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service to serve to help this country.
2

you the pride that I have in seeing them saying that they
were Rangel fellows.

4

I can't begin to tell

African Americans.

We have so many Barack Obamas, educated
But most of them, unlike he and others,

don't go into public service.

They're up on Wall Street.

6

They're making money, as he could have done.

I want to make

7

certain that public servants, at least get an option that

8

would be able to say, just like the staffers on this Hill,

9

that we rely on in order to be effective Members of Congress

10

and sit at pUblic service.

I shared these views with the

11

president of City College.

City College is within view of

12

where I live and was raised on Lenox Avenue,

13

To us on Lenox Avenue, it's just a big castle up there.

14

We didn't have any idea what the hell they were doing up

15

there.

16

school dropout.

17

Heart veteran looking good, a pocketful of money, more

18

self-esteem than I needed, I had no idea that I was

19

unemployable.

20

dropout never stopped me in the Army.

21

the hell it was going to stop me on Lenox Avenue.

22

that occasion when I was pushing a hand truck, embarrassed

23

and fell in the street, the cops was pushing me out, Staff

24

Sergeant Charles Rangel being cussed out only to the VA and

25

said I need some help.

But when

went into the Army, I went in as a high
When

came out not only was I a Purple

And the whole idea that

was a high school
didn't see how in
But on

The long and short of the story is
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from high school scholarship I went to law school.
2

The gap between being a high school dropout at 22 years

3

old and chairman of the Ways and Means Committee is 7 to

4

8 years college education.

5

knew me, especially those in the Army, said if Rangel can do

6

it, anybody can do it.

7

truth of the matter is that education makes the difference.

8

It was just about as official as I could get.

9

100 people, people in foundations, people who support

And most people on the block that

And I almost believed them.

The

And writing

10

education endeavors, for me to be able to say please meet

11

with President Gregory Williams and have him share the dream

12

that he would develop a school to point young people to

13

having them understand the importance of pUblic service.

14

the fact that the board of trustees decided to name it after

15

Charles Rangel, some may think that is a great honor to me,

16

and I accept it that way, others may think they thought that

17

would be a way to attract more money, and I accept that too.

18

Regardless of what it was, I went out of my way to make

And

19

certain no way in that letter did I ask them for a nickel.

20

asked for the meeting.

21

decide that it was my intention that money would be solicited

22

during those meetings for the purposes of moving on this

23

school of public service, I would have to say you're probably

24

right.

25

something other than saying you're a Member of the House of

If the Ethics Committee wants to

If they say that you could have written that on
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Representatives, I have to say you're right.

But not just

2

for me, but for Members who really want to use their public

3

office to encourage public service, it would make it

4

abundantly clear what they can and what they cannot do.
In conclusion, let me say this:

do not expect any

6

special treatment because I'm a Member of Congress.

Whatever

7

mistakes, if any, I have made, I am prepared to make certain

8

that the record is set straight.

9

truly believe that Members of Congress and those in public

As a matter of fact, I

10

service really have a higher obligation than people who vote

11

for them to set an example.

12

Speaker.

13

that my beloved late Stephanie Tubbs Jones has left so that

14

whoever she selects as the chairperson can move on.

15

going to tell the press this afternoon I'm a lucky old son of

16

a gun that ain't nothing going to stop me from getting back

17

here next year.

18

Republican or Democrat where the House would respond based on

19

a story in the press, it would be so unfair and have such a

20

damaging impact on my friend and colleagues in the Congress

21

and those that have to follow us.

22

So I had a talk with the

I'm so pleased that she's going to fulfill the spot

But I'm

But if this had happened to some younger

I end by repeating what I said earlier, I'm prepared to

23

stay and answer any questions, even though the answers may be

24

and what my staff probably spent all night preparing, I can

25

share with you staff that I appreciate it but I haven't read
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that stuff.
2

But let me take your questions.

your patience.

Thank you for

And 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 7, whatever your

numbers, 8, and I'll come back and do it again.
4

Q

How many days did you spend at the villa at Punta

Cana each year?
6

Mr. Rangel.

7

the 9 weeks that

8

paid for,

9

Democrat.

Some years, none; no year more than 4.

was restricted to it until the place was

shared with Members of Congress, Republican and
Yeah, go down and enjoy the place.
You spent 4 days?

10

Q

II

Mr. Rangel.

have never spent more than

n

I am

12

entitled to 9 weeks under the contract.

13

issue because I have never spent more than 9 days, never.

14

never spent more than 4 days there at any given time.

15

some years I never got a chance to go at all.

Q

16
17

18

And

It never became an

And

You never spent more than 4 days there in anyone

year?
Mr

Rangel.

I don't know how many different ways I can

19

say it, but I'm going to try it a third time.

In some years,

20

I spent no time there.

21

Knowing that I had all this time there that I could spend

22

Members of Congress have spent their honeymoon there.

23

Republicans have gone there for holidays.

24

an opportunity to spend more than 4 days because of my time.

25

I could have spent 9 weeks there.

Not because I didn't want to.

I have never had

And this last time I spent
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4 days with my son there, which we shared with a New York
2
3
4

Post reporter not to my knowledge.
Q

Which Members of Congress did you allow to use it

go down?

5

Mr. Rangel.

6

be invaded like mine.

7

Q

8

Mr. Rangel.

9

I don't really think their privacy should
They did it as friends.

Sir, how much is the property worth right now?

raised that.

One of the reasons why -

I'm glad you

There is changes in the disclosure.

have now

10

accumulated all of the disclosures in 20 years, made them

II

available.

12

contributed to the worth is because George Dalley who filled

13

out the form said he had no idea what the worth was, because

14

none of them have been sold and so there is nothing to

15

compare it with.

16

And the only reason why there is various amounts

But I can tell you thi s, whatever it was worth, it is

17

worth a hell of a lot less now because the tourist market in

18

the Caribbean has fallen dramatically for all of the resorts.

19
20

Q

And just so I understand, what you and I think your

wife invested, you put the original downpayment

21

Mr. Rangel.

22

put down $28,000.

23

$50,000-something?

24

by $23,000.

25

Q

Let me get that straight.

It was $82,000.

The remainder was, what, $60,000,
I added another increase of indebtedness

At the end of the day, it is less then $100,000.

But did you ever make a payment to the resort, or
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did it all come from this pooled fund from rental income?
Mr.

2

E-~

downpayment.
4

made the $28.000 payment.

That was the

There was another payment of about $2,000 to

have stone placed on my building like the owner had on his
buildings.

I said, "I want the same thing."

6

more.

7

$2,000 to put up the stone.

8

out-of-pocket investment would have been $30,000?

9

I said, "How much?"

He said it cost

Q

He said, "$2,000.

put down

But other than that, the total

Can I just follow up?

I'm trying to understand how

10

you realized that income taxes would have been owed on this

11

amount.

12

someone pays me rent and I put it toward the principal on the

13

mortgage, lowe income taxes on that.

14

understand it?

15

I mean, if I buy an investment property here and

Mr. Rangel.

How did you not

I never got any idea that I had any income.

16

Some years there was no income.

17

for the income.

18

in New York.

19

thought I was getting through, they started talking Spanish.

20

In over 20 years, I got a half a dozen statements, some in

21

Spanish, some in English.

22

mortgage.

23

I received no communication

I went to my friend, the owner, part-owner,

He could not penetrate it.

Every time I

It would show the reduction of the

But you are right, a reduction of mortgage has to come

24

from somewhere.

And only because Lanny Davis had a team that

25

actually talked with them in English and Spanish -

yes,
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should have known you don't get a reduction in mortgage.
2

But I'm saying that, as I deal with trillions of
dollars, the whole idea of possibly having $2,000 one year,

4

less than that the other year, $5,000 the next year, was an

5

omission, an omission that is irresponsible.

6

Number three?

7

Q

And that's it.

You mentioned earlier that you think, as a Member

8

of Congress, you owe it to the public to uphold very high

9

standards in terms of disclosure.

10
11

Will you therefore be

releasing your tax returns?
Mr. Rangel.

I actually have now got 10 years of my tax

12

returns, and my lawyer believes that I will be able to get 20

13

years.

14

there is nothing that I would be releasing that could

15

possibly cause embarrassment to someone else.

16

talking with my accountant, and I'm not prepared to say that

17

in terms of -- you know, certainly I am prepared to say that

18

the one

19

Q

20
21

I'm going to have to look at it to make certain that

But I'm

will be refiling and whatnot will be released?
Why not make it pUblic'

There are obviously

questions based on
Mr. Rangel.

\~hat

question

you know, I may be able to

22

do it based on the questions.

just want to make certain

23

that releasing 20 years of tax returns, that -- I just want

24

to make certain that you don't ask anybody any questions

25

except me.

I'm the one that signed it.

And even if it is my
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wife, I don't want to expose other people.
2

But the disclosure forms, definitely.

3

available now?

4

pub I i c .

The old ones and the amended ones will be

Four, number four.
6

You forgot your numbers.

Mr. Chairman,

Q

Are they

will note, is the past you were

7

known as tax gap Charlie, you were up front, you were up on

8

the high pedestal, talking about the culture of corruption

9

with the Republicans.

Now we have a story where you went on

10

a congressional trip to the Caribbean.

11

junket, in essence, by going out and buying property when you

12

were down there on a congressional trip.

13

taxes for all these years.

14

You're head of Ways and Means.

You turned it into a

You didn't pay

mean, are you going to

15

have any moral standing going forward, and calling for a gas

16

tax and taxing the rich and --

17

Mr.

~

I don't really think that, with my ego, it

18

would be fair for me to jUdge what I think about my moral

19

standards.

20

judged by other people in terms of morality.

21
22
23
24
25

Q

But

think it is a fair question.

I have to be

Do you think anybody is going to take you

seriously, that if you can continuously
Mr.

RaD~

Maybe we should meet after the election and

will be in a better position to share with you that.
Because that's the only way I will be able to know.

Don't
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you think that would be fair, as to what the returns
2

demonstrate?

Q
4

Well, I think you have a career decision to make

right now.
Mr. Rangel.

6

Q

7

Mr. Rangel.

How long have you been a journalist?

Thirty years.
Well, I have been doing this for 50 years.

So I will not judge when you should leave.
9

you one thing:

10

how yours is.

11

opportunity to reject or renew it.

12

Four.

13

Q

But

I only have a 2-year contract.

will tell
don't know

And every 2 years, the people have an

(hai rman, I'm wonderi ng, you know, throughout the

14

process, you're saying that whenever you guys would ask

15

questions, the people in the Dominican Republic would start

16

speaking Spanish and you didn't get the answers.

17

wondering if, at some point, you said there is something

18

going on here, I mean, why aren't these guys answering in

19

English and why am I not -- you know, wasn't there a question

20

in your mind, earlier and now, as to what was --

21

Mr. Rangel.

I'm

There has always been a question in my

22

wife's mind.

figured since I wasn't getting money and some

23

years there was nothing to report, I belittled the importance

24

of the fact that I wasn't getting reports.

25

done that.

I should not have

But, no, I really didn't pay any attention to it.
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I wasn't getting any money.
2

4

The property was there.

It

was being unutilized.

Receiving money wasn't a big deal to

me, it really wasn't.

And at the end of the day, after 20

years, a $100,000 investment, the first dollars that I find
out that I'm entitled to is a $77S check that only last month

6

they told me I was entitled to.

7

yet.
Mr. Chairman, if a friend came to you and said, "I

Q

9

And I haven't received that

have this mortgage I don't know the details of, I've been

10

collecting rent I don't know the details of, and lowe taxes

11

I don't know the details of," what would you tell that

12

person?

13

Mr. Rangel.

"Who owns the mortgage?

14

Let me talk with them."

15

Next question.

16

Q

Where are they?

Sir, to the best of your knowledge, did anybody

17

stay at the villa that had business before the Ways and Means

18

Committee?

19

Mr. Rangel. If they did, they did it as a tourist.

20

would have no way for me to think that that could have

21

happened?

22
23
24
25

Q
there.

So I

You were inviting Members of Congress to stay
50--

Mr. Rangel.

I have not invited anybody that had any

business from the Ways and Means Committee.
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Do you want to get this number thing again?
2

Q

thought I was seven.

Mr. Rangel.
Q

4

Okay.

Six, seven, eight.

On your financial disclosure forms for the last 10,

5

15 years, you have sometimes reported income from the villa.

6

And I'm wondering, first of all, did you report that income

7

to the IRS as well?

8

between the -- why report it on your congressional forms and

9

not

10

,

Mr. Rangel.

If not, where was the discrepancy

Quite frankly, the first time I talked in

11

detail about this with my accountant is through my lawyers.

12

And I may not even now talk with my accountants personally,

13

except I have every confidence that he has gone through this.

14

15

can't answer that.
And any income, George, that was reported had to be with

16

one of the few statements that came in and I gave it to you

17

and you saw income and we put it down and then I didn't get

18

it, I didn't give it to you, you didn't put it down.

19

this was forwarded to the accountant, I don't know.

20

But to my knowledge, any statement of income for any

21

given year never exceeded $6,000.

22

shouldn't have been reported.

23

liability.

24
25

Whether

It does not mean it

I am just talking about my tax

Hey, has been over the years in tens of thousands of
dollars, and so therefore I may not have given the attention
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to the $6,000 I should have.
2

But I would be glad to present

in answers to one about -- I would be glad to give my tax
liability in summary for as many years -

4

for the last 5 or

10 years.

Q

5

A couple numbers threw me off.

When you were asked

6

originally about how long you were there, and I thought you

7

said never more than 4 days at a time and 9 all together in a

8

year.

9
10

Mr. Rangel.

No, no.

concept, isn't it?

11

Q

12

Mr. Rangel.

Geez,

this is a very difficult

let me try it again.

One year
Under the contract, I would turn my place

13

over to the hotel for rent, and I was restricted as the

14

potential owner, which, technically, under Dominican law,

15

just became the owner when the mortgage was paid.

16

Having said that, during the 9 weeks that I had, I never

17

used even 9 days a year, much less 9 weeks.

18

personally with my family spent more than 4 days at one time

19

in one year there.

20

Q

All right.

And I have never

So are you saying to me that in any

21

year that you have owned this thing, you never stayed more

22

than 9 days in that year?

23

how often you went?

24
25

I just want to be able to describe

Mr. Rangel. I never spent 9, and I can say categorically
never spent more than 9?
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Q
2

And when you mentioned a foreign tax credit,

reducing your tax liability, is that the tax that the hotel
paid to the Dominican government?

4

Mr. Rangel.

An extraordinary higher tax for foreigners

than for local tax people that could have been deducted had I
6

filed for my tax liability, bringing it down to zero.

7

Q

Are you

8

Mr. Rangel.

9

Q

With depreciation.

Am I correct, didn't you say earlier that your

10

total liability you thought was somewhere in the range of

II

$5,000?

12

Mr.

R~

Yes, but that is only because the deduction

13

that I know they would have taken during the year which

14

sold my house I could not have fully have taken because of

15

the capital gains as relates to my house here.

16

not have taken advantage during that 1 or 2 years that I

17

filed here of the full tax of the Dominican Republic taken

18

from whatever resources I had there.

19

each and every year.

20

the right thing.

21

Q

22

Mr. Rangel.

It would have washed in

It would have been a wash had I done

Because of the foreign tax
And the depreciation.

23

been a wash.

24

there would have been no tax liability.

25

50 I could

There would have

That's no excuse for not reporting it.

But

The tax liability of $5,000 was just brought to my
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attention yesterday and the day before, where, because of the
2

capital gains tax with my house that was sold recently where

3

I used to live,

4

the tax credit.

5

Q

could not have enjoyed the full benefit of

Sir, by your own accounting, you made an investment

6

in a property at the invitation of a friend.

7

what most agree was a no-interest loan, and you failed to

8

report the income on your taxes and on your disclosure forms.

9

You mentioned that Members of Congress should be held to a

10

You got it for

higher standard?

11

Do you feel you have met that standard?

12

Mr. Rangel.

13

Q

14

Mr. Rangel.

Of course not.

And do you feel you deserve any special treatment?
No.

Maybe if some things are missing.

But

15

you would be helpful to me in case there is something that I

16

missed.

17

that for 18 of the last 20 years that I didn't get charged

18

interest.

19

letter from the owner saying that the group of all of us that

20

bought without seeing the buildings and when the buildings

21

went up, they received -- they weren't getting any guests and

22

people, they were afraid, would leave the investment.

23

decided unilaterally that them making all kinds of

24

deductions, there is no reason for me to believe that with

25

taxes and upgrading and all of that, they could take out

And your question and the answer is I have no clue

It was found out through Lanny Davis.

I got a

They
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whatever they wanted.
2

They took out for the interest, it

didn't make any difference to me.

Definitely I was not

singled out for preferential treatment.

Q

4

Sir, Mr. Chairman, will people with tax problems

5

look to your example and tell the IRS, well, Charlie Rangel

6

didn't know and

7

Mr. Rangel.
Republic.

9

didn't know?
I say stay away from the Dominican

It's very difficult for businesses.

Listen, if you want to debate with me politically we can

10

do that but not here.

11

then you make the judgments.

12

what

13
14

want to answer your questions and
But don't ask me subjectively

think in terms of my character.
Q

You're a politician and you know how people would

look at this.

15

Mr. Rangel.

What paper do you represent?

16

Q

17

Mr. Rangel.

18

looking at this?

19

am tOld.

20

I go to the accountant.

21

don't pay.

22

the Ways and Means Committee should cavalierly handle it,

23

If you are asking should I step aside as a Member of

24

Congress, as a member of the Ways and Means Committee, as

25

chairman of the committee, the answer is no.

The Washington Post.
How in the hell would I know how people are
had businesspeople say that I do what

pay the bills.

They come in, they don't come in.

He tells me what to pay.

pay,

I don't think that is the way that a chairman of

I really don't
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believe that making mistakes means that you have to give up
2

your career.

And I would only know how people think about it

based on what they tell me, the people who are supporting me
4

in airports and on the street, may not be the majority of
people.

People disagree, they don't come and tell me.

So

6

the only way I know is to see whether or not my contract with

7

the people is going to be reinstated.

8

Q

9

Mr. Rangel.

10

Q

You stand in doubt?
agree.

You reiterated what Mr. Boehner was doing here.

We

11

talked about the City College of New York, we talked about

12

the Dominican Republic and all this.

13

day though, regardless of whether you were right or wrong

14

down there, do you feel that this wall of stuff coming at you

15

and if the Democrats win the election at a time -- when I

16

asked fellow Republicans yesterday politically I said you

17

know with Jack Abramoff being sentenced last week, John

18

Doolittle's former aide being arrested on Monday, does that

19

tarnish them, Don Young said no.

20

Republicans

21

CharI ie Rangel.

22

But at the end of the

They said look at the

look at the Democrats, and they mentioned

Mr. Rangel.

Well, it is an electi on year.

I don't

23

really think we should, we as Democrats, should pick out

24

Republicans who are in trouble and then campaign based on

25

their misfortune or misdeeds before the jury's or the
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committee's act i on determi nes what, i f anythi ng, they have
2

done wrong.
I feel very strong against this because this could have

4

happened to me in the brink of a tight election, not that
know any tight elections, but it could happen to other

6

people.

50 it doesn't do well for the Congress of the United

7

States that this is happening.

8

have to resolve.

9

that John Boehner agrees with me.

We got big problems that we

And at the end of the day, I really know

10

Q

11

Mr. Rangel.

12

Who has not been recognized?

Have you talked to him?
No.

13

are starting allover.

14

back.

15

Q

16

Mr. Rangel.

17

Q

One, two, three, four.

We

One, two, three, four, then we go

Yes.

And penalties and such?

State and to the city?

19

Mr. Rangel.

20

Q

21

Mr. Rangel.

23

I'm too kind.

The $5,000, is that Federal taxes --

18

22

I know that.

How much do you owe to the

Less than five.

Combi ned State and ci ty?
Less than 10.

Remember your numbers.

don't.
Q

Two-part question.

To what degree though now does

24

Congressman Charlie Rangel become part of that common

25

connection from both Barack Obama and John McCain:
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Washington is broke and needs to be fixed?

And part two, on

2

a personal level, how much embarrassment or pain are you

3

having to go through?

4

Mr. Rangel.

The first one is subjective.

It is true

5

that the ratings of the Congress based on our performance are

6

adversely affected by the Senate not being able to pass many

7

of the things that we would have been proud of.

8

to leave that up to the polling in terms of attacking each

9

other, telling each other to step aside and accusing each

10

other before, based on the newspaper stories.

And I have

I can't answer

11

that.

12

wrong.

13

that have to explain that I have done nothing wrong.

14

I personally feel that I have done nothing morally
am concerned more for Members of Congress, friends,

With all of the issues that our Nation is facing in

15

terms of life and death, war and peace, Fannie Mae, Freddie

16

Mac, injustice, taxes, the health, education, welfare, and

17

the elections, I am surprised that, really surprised, that

18

this issue has reached the front page of so many newspapers.

19

But I want to make it abundantly clear that comes with my

20

job.

21

I was not drafted.

22

comes with it.

23

can say that this has never happened to me in my entire

24

political career.

25

complaints.

And me telling you how I feel about it, I can only say
I asked for the job and anything that

If there is any small comfort I can get,

It is not pleasant, but I have no
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Q

How do you find the debate going forward and the

2

future of our Nation?

3

Mr. Rangel.

4

Q

5
6

Meet me later.

Why do you think that all of these stories have

come out now in the last
Mr.

R9~

months?

have tried to give so many conspiracies

7

thoughts. why me. how does it happen. all the reasons and is

8

there a conspiracy?

9

campaign committee has decided that this is a good place to

There is no question that the Republican

10

spend some money.

II

newspaper stories. more letters to candidates that are

12

running against Democrats. that have given contributions.

13

They are now asking that I be kicked out. that I be removed.

14

This has become. if not initiated, certainly a Republican

IS

campaign issue.

16

And

They have sent out more clippings.

was reminded that not too long ago I attended the

17

funeral of Guy Vander Jagt, who was the chairman of the House

18

Republican campaign committee, and how no matter how vigorous

19

the campaigns, we and our families always enjoyed each

20

other's friendships even to the extreme of him attending my

21

fundraisers and I his.

22

could be partisan and friends at the same time.

23

Guy Vander Jagt's funeral.

And I mentioned that, and his

24

wife remembers it so well.

But those days may have gone, but

25

they are not forgotten.

It doesn't seem that long ago that we
I spoke at
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Q
2

Congressman, just to make sure, has the committee

actually agreed to take the

3

Mr. Rangel.

4

Q

Yet.

Yet.

Sir, are RepUblicans going to be able to turn the

5

tables and use you because of the culture of corruption in

6

Congress and link it to maximum effect in the election?

7

say that this is white noise and getting in the way of what

8

Congress needs to be doing.

9

way of the election?

10

Mr. Rangel.

II

am talking about.

12

possibly answer?

13

Q

14

Mr. Rangel.

15

Q

You

But is it going to get in the

I don't see how.

But I don't know what

I mean look, you know, how could I
All I can --

Sir, you don't mean that
What?

that this was -- everything that has come out is

16

going to get in the way of the Democratic pundits trying to

17

link you to them and you to this culture?

18

Mr. Rangel.

Nobody is returning any contributions I

19

have given.

Nobody has said anything, Jesus Christ.

20

doesn't concern me.

21

it is a concern I cannot possibly do anything about.

22

Q

23

Mr. Rangel.

24

Q

25

Mr.

No.

It

It concerns me that it is an issue but

Numbe r 3, sir.
Number 3 man?

Do you
R.~

Okay.
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Q

My name is James Wilson, 15 years with Family News.

2

You talk about your, how far you have come in your career.

3

You are obviously very proud professionally.

4

Americans are proud of you today.

5

on a dubious list, a public watch dog group, a liberal group,

6

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.

7

did you make the annual list of the 20 most corrupt Members
of Congress?

9

And you know

Today you made a placement

How

I was wondering what your reaction is.

Mr. Rangel.

10

Q

II

Mr. Rangel.

Am I on the list?

You are on the list.
I think that is sad and unfair.

And

12

wish, really, they had an opportunity to review all of the

13

facts which I have been advised that will be turned over to

14

everybody that has the concern about my conduct.

15

the end of the day, now -- strike that

16

day I am confident they would agree that they have been made

17

a poor jUdgment.

18

had an opportunity before I get back to you, so I promise

19

when we finish with this group you are number one of the

20

second group.

21

Q

And if at

- at the end of the

I would like to get the people who have not

Why is there a question -- of course, in your

22

letter to Nancy Pelosi you state that persons received

23

proceeds in cash.

24

accidental wiring in 2001.

25

Mr. Rangel.

Yet in fact you received over $2,000 in

Well, I have not received any cash that was
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wired to a bank that I haven't used in 10 years.
2

unaware of it being there.
never sent me a check.

My wife was

And so I told them that they

They told my lawyer inadvertently

4

that they had wired it to a bank.

5

themself and I can't challenge what they say, but I don't

6

have any bank records of $2.000 ever being received.
Q

7

So statements speak for

But the major thing, you say we haven't received.

8

Why isn't there a settlement sheet in here?

9

mortgage agreement which had to be made in English, which

10

shows where you get the loan for the mortgage and what the

11

terms were?
Mr. Rangel.

12
13

Well, I gave you all that, I gather, from

them.
Q

14

15

Your original

But we are relying on letters written recently from

people contacted by your lawyer.

16

Mr. Rangel.

Do we have any contract in English?

17

The Spokesperson.

If anybody has any questions and you

18

want any, ask me, and if we can get it, we will get it to

19

them.

20

Mr. Rangel.

21

The Spokesperson.

22

25

A lot of information.

If you want

something else, ask.
Mr. Rangel.

24

I don't have any problem with it.

I don't have it.

The Spokesperson.

The answer is ask me and we will do

our best to get it, anything.
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Mr. Rangel.
2

Second round.

Second round.

One, two,

three, four, five.

3

Q

Congressman, has the Ethics Committee contacted

4

you?

Have they requested any documents from you?

5

required these documents from you?

6

Mr. Rangel.

7

The Spokesperson.

Have they

Have we unloaded all this on there?
We were contacted by the Ethics

8

Committee.

9

complete transparency, whatever you want and we have.

10
11

Mr. Rangel.

There is

I don't really think that they're going to

get much more than what is here unless they ask for it.

12
13

We said we will get back to you.

Q

They have not launched an official investigative

subcommittee, have they?

14

Mr. Rangel.

I don't know, because the chairperson died.

15

So I know that Green hasn't.

16

gone.

17

my belief that the Speaker never discussed my case with

18

Stephanie Tubbs Jones.

19

is that he said he didn't want to be on it, but if he is

20

stuck with it he will proceed.

21

But I don't know how far it has

I have not asked as a Member of Congress.

And it is

And the only thing I know about Green

But I wanted to say that

But I don't know.
don't see how, and havi ng

22

gone through all of this, that there is going to be very much

23

more before the Ethics Committee than I am making available

24

to you.

25

So how many people want to ask questions?

Okay, we will
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close it at that.
2

Just to follow up.

Mr. Rangel.

6

The Spokesperson.

7

9
10
II

Have they not requested any

documents from you?

5

8

My answers are

going to be extremely short.
Q

4

One, two, three, four.

Mr. ,Rangel.

Not from me.

Have they from you?

said not yet.

That is enough.

That is enough.

Q

The Speaker of the House, when you speak to the

House leader today -Mr. Rangel.

I am not speaking to the House leader.

12

am going to speak to the House hopefully today.

13

speaking to the leader.

14

Q

IS

Mr. Rangel.

16

Q

17

Mr. Rangel.

18
19

When you go to the House floor -Yes.

Are you going to apologize for your oversight?
Be there.

No telling what I will say.

don't have a script, so be there.

Q

You mentioned a problem occurring after people you

have given contributions to.

21

raise money and do --

22

Mr. Rangel.

23

Q

25

I am not

I will be talking about him.

20

24

Who is

number 2?

Are you going to continue to

Just be quiet.

When you let other Members of Congress stay in your

villa, did they pay rent or was that done as your courtesy?
Mr. Rangel.

do know they are very considerate of my
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courtesy.
2

Q

They didn't pay rent at Punta Cana at all?

Mr. Rangel.

No.

No.

No.

But I do know a very

4

interesting story of a very conservative Republican on the

5

elevator, all Members saying, I really enjoyed spending the

6

Christmas holidays with you.

And

thought he had the wrong

7

guy.

He looked kind of old.

And

got off the elevator and

8

I said what the heck are you talking about?

9

to Punta Cana and my family enjoyed the vacation down there.

10

He was there as a tourist.

11
12

Q

Doesn't that tell me that you are bestowing it as a

gift to friends who weren't paying for it?

13

Mr. Rangel.

14

Sure.

15

daughter.

16

question.

17

He said I went

Yes.

Sure.

It was a gift to my son.

Q

It was a gift to a friend.

It was a gift to my

It was a gift to their friends, yes.

A depreciation question.

Next

If you have used it for

18

more than 2 weeks, are you then not allowed to deduct the

19

depreciation on a second home?

20
21

Mr. Rangel.

have never used it for more than 2 weeks.

22

Q

23

colleagues?

24
25

I have never used it for more than

Were you using it as a gift to friends and

Mr. Rangel.

I don't know.

have had people there that

have been friends that have stayed there for a couple of
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Q

With regard to City College, would it be correct to

say that you recognize that people might say I didn't ask for
4

money, but I asked for a meeting, they might have known -Mr. Rangel.

6
7
8
9

Q

No one ever said that.

I understand but when you look back at that episode

do you now see more of these than you might have used as
Mr. Rangel.
say it?

Not at all, except did the Ethics Committee

I am so proud of me reaching out to the private

10

sector, trying to get them to do more to increase and better

11

public education I don't know what to do.

12

want to do is to be gUided that I do it in an ethical way.

13

If they come back and said I could have written it, Charles

14

Rangel, and have been okay, or that I could have said

IS

Congressman Rangel, but not have a seal, I respect that.

16

nothing is going to stop me from legally and ethically going

17

out and recruiting funds.

18

come to schools throughout the United States and in New York

19

City because of me bringing CEOs together with Chairman

20

Klein, Mayor Bloomberg.

21

opening up schools.

22

increasing the quality of education within the law.

23

see today as I talk before you how that was not official what

24

I did.

25

acted differently, I will do it in a different way.

The only thing I

But

Tens of millions of dollars have

We are cutting ribbons.

We are

am unabashedly enthusiastic about
I cannot

If the Ethics Committee decides that I should have
I will
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encourage other people to do it a different way.
2

So that is the most difficult one of all of these
questions because what I did I was so proud of.

And for

4

someone to challenge it. I am surprised.

5

not to think of what the law should be as relates to the

6

Ethics Committee but to abide by it.

7

But again my job is

[Press conference concluded.]

8

9
10
11
12

13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25
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not let the HOU8l:1 work its will" Why

NOT VD'rmQ---16

not allow the Congress to decide the fu~
turf! of our energy security heta in
America? And I don't think the American people &ore going to reat until Congross tg.}{os ~ction on energy that does

all of the above.
So, Madam Speaker, r ask ulla·nimous
consent to a.mend my motion to recom~
mit to inolnde the text of RR. 6566, the
American Energy Act.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-

tleman trom Ohio?
Mr. GEJ,JAlNA, 1 obJect.

The SPEAKER

111'0

tempor1:l. Objee-

t1011 is hear'l
Mr, BOEHNER., Madam Speaker, this

is a sham. 1 wlthdmw my motion,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Witbout
objoction, the motion is withdrawn.
Thore was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore, The
ques"tjon 1s on the passage oftha bill.

01819
Messrs, FORBES and WITTMAN of

VIrginia changed their vote from "aye"

to "no."
So the bUl was passed.
The result of the vote was announced
as above rocorded.

A motion to roconsider was la:ld on

the table.
FURTHER. MESSAGE FROM TUm
SENATE
A further measage from (;lIe Sona.te
by Ms. Ourtis, one of its clerks, a.n-

nounoed that the Sena.te had

p~~ssed

with an amendment a. bill of the House
of the following title:

The qu.estion was taken: $Jld tho
Speakor protemporo announced thQ,t

the ayes appeared to havH it.
:FIJilOORDED VOTFt

Mr. GRIJALVA, Madam Speaker, I
demand a.l'0f)oroed voto,
A recorded vot.e was Ol'dore(L
Tho SPEAKER pro tempore. PUf1m-

ant to clause a of rule XX, this 15minute 'Vote on passage win be- followed by !it 5-mlnute vote on the motion to suspencl the rules with rotral'd to
H.R,4001.
'l'ho vote was taken by
vice, and there were---ayes

not voting' 16, as follows:
tHoll No, 5831
AYIG8---21)9
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that, you know, he may di3a.gree- "with

thero is no question in my mind that at
An of the reports would indicate that
JOHN BOEHNER, but one thing 18 clear, the end of the day, when the dust set~ RANGEL had a cash cow. RANGEL got
t,hat When you speak to him, 'that he tIes, that th.l.s issue is going to be SOUle money, No. What happened was
says what he means ana he means what mo-ot. Bllt r just don't know what the anybody who had a Villa, whatever
relationship betwaen people ill going to money they got, the hotel first, would
be Bays,
Well, I don'!:; really think he mas,ns be. So I don't IenoVi the next move, but take their cut., 'l'hen t.!le:-l would talm
that I am lncan'we-tent and shonld at.ap I wonld suggest that this Is not the out tfo.-xes, they would take out renovadown. I don't think he really means or way to go.
tions, they ·would t.ake out hurl'ica.ne
JOHN BOEHNER, JOHN BOEHNER, JOHN exponsos, theY would tako out interest,
thinks t1'..at the Speaker is going to remove me from the HoMe of Represent- BOFlHNNR., On the Tim Russert shoW, they would take out everything, At tihe
atives, I don't think that he thinka 1 what t,hoy did toO my friend thero in elld oft.he thIng, whether your place
am a tl1reat to this honorable House, sayingLh~t; he was passing oul:. illeg'a.1 was used or not use-d, they would equalwhich r am so proud to 1m a Member of. checks on t,ne floor. A mista·]re? We 0\.11 ly diBtribute the money. Some years it
And for those people who say hey, let mak-c them, and we all llavo to sa.y wo was $5,000. Some years it WM nOth1ng.
the Ethics Oommittee mak!'! the d801- are sorry, But we [\.11 don't have to atHow mall;}' tim€',s did r use it in the
ai{m, I tha,nk you for mysolf, for my tack each other, because at the end of nine weeks? r wish T had used it for
name, for my friends a·nd for my sup- the day, that is: all we ma.y have to do ntne weel-l:s, 1 never l'lpent nIne days
to each other and get nothing done,
porters.
down there. I haNe never spe-nt more
r am suggesting to you this: Mistal:::es than four days in anyone year, ll,nd in
But believe it (.'1' not, I want to do
this for the House- of Representatives, I may have been made by me, and I brief~ several years I never was able to get
don't WfI,.llt any Member, Republican or ly want to let you know the issues that there at all.
Democrat,that is less politicallY se~ are before the Ethics Oommittee as reWhat has this goot to do with the
cure tban rmt t,o go through w]U\t I J£l..te:> to throe subjects. And I will be charges and the allegations? rr'he
havo had to 1$'0 through for the last sev- brief.
oJlargas and the allegation is how did
Some
20
years
ago,
I
was
ill
the
Do·
eral weeks, beCtl,m:l6 for them t;hny
he get rid of the mortgage? And the
never cO\I1d survive, 'rhey would lose minican Republio. I got a can from a. mort&,ag'e is that if I had done what I
the election. And it won't be of any- long and dear friend of mine to visit
supposed to have done, I would
this
:place
oalled
Punta
Gana,
Domtllithing that the voterf:l knew. Iii WQul(l bo
found Borne way to filld our how
'what this Oongresa has done to f.Itl,nh call Republic, where he had SOlUe
alloca.tton W,-'i-S there. Because le.(Iream of making this a resort. I didn't
at·her.
and theoretioally, the reduction
You know, the Ways and Means Com~ want to go. My wife said friendship diQmort.gage moant incomo was
m!ttee, we made a spadal effort to he tated it.
somewhere, even if I didn 't re~
1
g:ot
there
and
he
was
telling
me
civil, even whon wo disagreed. We are
about
the
dream.
And
1
was
impressecl
so proud, with the support of Speaker
01900
with his dream, but I said, what the
'Plilr..oSI, of S'l'I!1NY HOYER, and, yes, JOHN
heck has that got to do with me?
BOEHNIDl't, working with us fl,nd trying
Well, he says, they want to start,
to see what wo can gw[; dono.
they wan l; t,o build !,lOme boaeh housea:
At the end of this eloction, this Con~
and there 1s the sand and there is
grass is going to have SeriO\lS thingi>to here,
beaoh, and I think it'B a good d{lal.
take Gal'e of. And Wfl won't have Dcmo~ the
I said, it may be a good deal for you,
oratic solutions to taxes and health but I really don't need a beach house
and Social Security and the variot~, of and 1 can't afford it. And, besides,
things with peaoe and war, We are there is no house here.
going to have to l'esolveLhtlse issuos as
He sa;j.'s, no, we haven't built them
a Untted States Congress in a bip>tt'- yet..
tillan way. There is not goingt;o be any
So I said, look, Ted, 1 don't have the
Democratio way to do it.
time.
And we are goIng to have to work toBy the time they
gether, not b€H'..at1Se we llke el\c.h other, renderings, and they
but we ha.llc a special rBf\110nsibility to wou1d oost $82,000, I
tho people of the United States to the $82,000, Good-bye.
ma.ke cert.,'J,in that our reputa-tiona may
He sa.ys, no, if you have got $28,000,
be low in terms of production, but 1£ then all they have to do is take the
someone dOMn't get health ('..are, rentals from i.t and roduce the mortdoesn't get that SocIa.l S{){}urity ehcck,
and ;}'OU oan m11y use- it for 9
or for any l'eason find.':i hims€llf without
bUi; ultlmatHly it would be
a hO\1se, they ~rtl not going to :$<loy the
Democrats did it or the Republicans
did it. T·he~' are going to say {,hat this
Oongres5 let them down, It 1S going t<o
be difficult, no m~tter who is the Prosident or who 1s in the leadership.
But it dooo not help to polarize this
body and takc wild shots Rot eaoh other,
whether they are chairmen or whether'
thoy are freshmen, lmowing that at the
end of the day you are not going to acoomplish anything substantive, but
you are going to make it more diffioult
fOl' us to got a law.
Do I say that JOHN BOElHNElH knows
thil:l'! I tell you t,his: '1'0 show you tho
depth of m:; friondship, I am embar,·
rassed that he feels he haa to do thi!:!.
Thore is no wa,v in the wOl'ld, based on
hhl knll'wludge of my 10'10 for this
House, that he would bolieve that I
woul(!. dn anything'lil} rllshoDOl' 11;, And
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things. My wHe said let's move to an Means Committoe, one or the other.
apartment. I'd SDi:\:nt all of my life O.D Some-bow funds were coming in, so I

etl

September 10, 2008
expertIse that I enjoyed in (11-

firc on the enemy to 18 155-mll-

hired somebody, We workod down at

Howitzers at 75 shaH bombs on

finds a place on 35th and Y-,onox Ave- the political club, The money was com-

onem;.,., So, it was clear that I not
was unemployod but that I Wttl,

32nd Street and Lenox Avenue. She

nne. I refnsed to leave Harlem then a.s ing in, He sa.id he needed a l1ttlo help.
I do now, and there was eo place called Be thought that I ehould open
Lonox Terraco, whore we now live, that headquarters. WeD, I don't agree
spending a lot of money, but he
had so many Vli.callcies.
At thu.t time 20 years ago, there he'd heard that the Lenox 'l'el'l'aoe,
weren't a whole lot of people who c-Quld where I lived, had people living in
afford not to live in Harlem, who were aps,rtments that wero converted but

rushing to get into Harlem. Crime wa.s that wore not cQmmol'cial for running
really high. There were a lot of vacan- McDonald's and o (;her business,
cIes there, but they {U(lhavo a doorI said, "Do what you want. We ca,n afman, and I felt sinoe I was awa;y from forel to do it,"
They got this apartment, A staff
home so much that It might. 'pl'Ovj(lo
1:'lOcamo a staff of three, four
some security to my wife. In tlmt
house,

people ltnowing that Alma
would want to leave, there was a pop-

ular reverend, a pastor, and he, too,
wa~ lea.ving Harlem and was leaving an
apartment tJlat he had, I did not know
and did not eal'{l that 1,he apartment
that he mB,nagod to gat for us actually
h~d been t·wo apal'tmen te, He had it as
one apartmeIlt. I got a lease for one
apartment. I pa.id rent for ono apartment. Thel'e'a no way in tho world I

ce,n imagine what it looked like. when
it was two apa.rtments, and I don't oaro
what the architect says, Under the law,
that is one apartment.
'I'en years after I was in the apartment, my wife was notified by the
lMdlord-incidentally, he- was the one
who was supposed t,o give me the gift.
I wouldIl't know what he looks like,
I've nevor met him tn my life or his
agent, but he was saying that thore
WIW a studio apartment next to mine,
and (lid I havo any interest in It. They
were really pushing apartments thon.
My wife says shl;\ didn't, see any need
for it,
r said, "Well, lot's talk about this,

and. I

the Republioan oarncan toll you hoW SlJ.C-

unel')1ploya:ule, 1t was dea.r in oua day
when I had my truok rull of stuff on

the street in the Ga.rment, C<;'lI'.terth<tt
I joined the Army to avoid. 'l'he rain
came; the boxes were SC$..tterad all
over, and the polioeman was oursing
me out for blocldng traffic. Sergeant
RANGEL was being clU'l$ed out on t\ p\lb~
lio street.
I dropped everything, I went to the

VA, and I aaid, "I need some help."
They told mo that because I hali to go
back to high school that I couldn't go
to conege. I raised so muoh helL li'lnally, because of the GI BtlI--I was. a
high school dropout-I got the training
tQ hocoma a Member of Congress, a
membor of the Ways and Means Oom~
mittee and become its chail'man.
Am I overzealous abou(; oducatlon?
You bet your life. Do I go ovol'ywhere
and tell busil1easpeople that :'NU owe it
to this country to aSBist us in making
certain that Amarlc,ans can prnduee,
that we shouldn't be embarrassed of
having to import people here who hrwe
knowledge in soience and all of [,ha.t'? I
W$..nt America to be as strong as it can
be, and I'm gojng to do everything lo~
gall~·. morally and ethically possible to
make certain that we support our
people and expose them to edu~

Alma. You don't want my political

friends 'bo comB hero and talk in the
living room. You get so tinxl of IDe
doing my work, you know, whUe you're
doing something elw. You don't want
any smoke in hern. I can't have a oard
game here, Let's take a look .at this
one room apartment."
I Look jt, and 1 can tell you tllat it
saved my marriage. 'rhere'l'l not a day
when I'm home that I don't spend, some
time just sitting there, SOrt1etimfJS ito's
l'oading. Sometimes it's stUdying,
Sometimes the gang comes. Sometimes
we raiso a lot of devil. I P<-'W the max~
imum rent fot' what oa,nnot be d8~
soribed physioally as any more than
two apartmentE, but we ClOm get twothe s.o-called fourth and third apart~

menta.

It's hal'd for me to admit to those of
you who have a lot of politioa] pl'ObloInS that, for most all of my polltlcal
life in Congress, J've nevor picked up
the phone to ask anYbod~T to give me
any money WOltuse I'd never rel:l,Uyhll.,d
<my problems. I did have a guy in
Washington that would give a fundra1scr-one in Washington and one in
New York-,,~but Ws kInd of llfl,rd. when
you're not ohallenged, to as.k for
money, but I guess it was my perAonality or my senior-ity on the Ways and
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these private people, to ta.ke a look and

lican? Was he fierce? Was he eloquent'!

sec whether they could support this Was he liked'? Yes,
I don't think I'll live long enough to
have been some stretch in the line be·· see thE! days when we'll have that type

not-for-profit public college, there may

cause it was on atationel'Y. Had I not
had the lIsal tha.t had the Capitol, it

of relationship. The litble we do have
let's not destroy. We have a big responwould have baoll an rig'ht,
sibility to our Nation and to this ConI'm glad this. .happened boca-use I'm g·ross. 1 know in my heart that my
going (;0 find aome way to do what I do, friend JOHN BmmNl'1R does not mean
and rm going to do it the way the Eth- trtlly what he hf1S said, and whooller
ics Committee says to do it, but I hope has put him ill the posttion wllE'lre ho
I can get some of you to encourage the felt that he had liD say 11;, hey, it's cam'Private sector to do what OUI' 8'OVGTUM paign time, I understand it. It has to
ment is not doing. Education 1s too im- stop somewhere before we leave herB, I
portant to leave to the local and State hope it can atop now.
!:lohooIs, Oorporations have an obligaI yield back the balance of my time.

ra.ise sorious quostions, serious ques·
tions.
And I juetr",thE! point of the lettex
that was Bent yesterdl.l..Y was to asl< the
gentleman if he would step aside until
the Ethics Commi ttee had timo to investigate this..
I believe tha.t the EthIcs Committee
needs to do its job, not just in this
case, but in aU cases. And I've been
concerned for ,some time that the IIlth103 Committee hae nQb been a functioning committee of the Houae, I understa.nd tho current circumstances.
We all understand the currel1t clr-

cumatanc8s.

But 1 don't Wfl,wt i,o condflmn the gentions to help us to educate our people.
D 1915
tleman. I've never oonViot,ld the gon~
OondoleezY,$, Rioe said it, and 1 truly
Mr. BOBlUNffin, Madam Speaker, I de- tIeman, nor would I, because he is my
know that you believe a failure to edufl'1end.
just because he's my friend
oate our young peoplo 1s a threat to mand, a point of personal privHege doesn't But
mean that, I can excuse him
our national security. If for whatever nnder the rules.
Th'l SPEAKER pro tempore, The from the rules of the Houl.{EI or the law
reason the Feder'a1 Governfi'w.nt is not
Ollr land.
dOing it, everyone ought to uo their Chair 111:<.s not been made aware of the ofAnd
so I
bit, So, whatever the Et,hins Com~ ha.-qis fnl' the point of personal privilege. Does t,he gentleman sook recogni- f~~~ us. I ~""", ..•...... v . . ,~ ••" . ' ' ' " ' ' "
mittec says to qo, we have to do.
Finally, I've changed roy mind In tion under I.Ulanimous c.onsent?
Mr. BOEHNER. Mada.·m Spoalwr, I
bringing to your attention how they
l)tlat up on Mr. BOEHNER. au the Tim aslr unanimous uO!l.sent to speak out of
Russert, show: whf'..l'e he's been, hoW' he order for 1 minute.
The SPEAKER pro tompore. Is. there
gott,horo and what he violated, At the
.
end of the day, I think I'm trying to objection?
That'a was no objeotion.
make Oerta:ill that my pl'csent.'\,tion
(Mr. BOEHNER 8,slmd and was given
ends up on as positive a nottl as I "an
beoause of my longtime respect for my permission tel l:~ddl'oSS the House for 1
friend, Mr, BOEHNER saht it was a blg' minute.)
Mr, BOBHNER, I appreciate all my
mistake :.'t..l ld I regret it. I shouldn't
have done it, It was an old practioe in colleagues and tbei!' endUl'OMlOO 111 tJlis.
tile Hmlse t,hat had gone on for It long And you all should know that CHAIl-LIE
tirnu, Well, I think he knows what I'm RANGEL and I are friends. We'vo had
fierce debates, Wo've worked together
talking about.
if yOt1 made a mistalm, I may have on m~ny bl1la, and he's som-eone who I
ta..llt t,o virtually evm''y day in this
made a mtsta,ke,
PH tell you one thing, The judgment House, And it pains me, it pains me to
of our mistakfls should not be to attack do wha,t I had to do on behalf of my
sfl.ch other, It should not be to (lefame collca-~mes,
us in front of OUl' family and ft~iends,
We all live uncleI' a system of laws;
Wha,.tevor difforonce that we had with not only Ml of us, but an of the Amoreach other, thf.i,t's why we have tlw ioa,n people. Those of us that wor1{ in
t}l..is
Chamber, we worl< under 8, set of
b1thicB Oonnnittce. So, lJ,t the end of
the da.y, tha.t's how it's going to be re- laws and a set of rules, And when the
soJVfJ(l,Wo dOll't have that many issues rules are violated, the conrt system
that we've got ta work With, pe,rhaps, dOflw't take into effeot. whether you
in a. bipartiaan way. Whatever we have were aware of the rules or you wore
to dQ beofl.UfJo of the election we !l/;\.\,6
of the laws, You either violatod
to do, and 1 don't oxpect thi8 short talk tho la"" or Y"il didn't.
1s going to change anything, but I do
friend
hopelillera is: ono thing- that we keep in
the
mind: that fo!' those of us who l:jX(l
going to bo hero next year with a new
administration, '~he ]~st, t,hing wo have
to do is to threaton oach Ot]lCI' po1it:i~
cally and destroy tbe friendships and
the camaradl;H'ie that we have worked
so hard to try to restore,
1 conohHle- by let;ting you know that
Borne of you old-timere ma.y know a
guy ll8,med Guy Vander Jagt, (iuy
Van(ler Jagt was chiUrperaon of th,l Republican Oampaign Oommittee. Could
he speak,? CQuldhe mille money? Was
he partisan? Guy Vander Jagt was my
friend, Guy Vander Jagt WQuld como to
m.\' iun(i-l'aiflers, I would. t'ltop over to
hiEl. His wife and my wife -are tbo bost
of friends. ]}von though Guy Vander
Jagt is gone, they asked mo to spo8,l< in
the C'Amgress to say how he was loved
by both sidea. Was he a good Ropub-
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IJ Memorandum
Sy Sternberg and Ted Mathas

April 20, 2005

To

Date

Ron Lefrancois

April 21 Hill visits re Estate Tax Reform

From

Subject

You will visit Rep. Jim McCrery [R-LA] and several Senators on Thursday, April 21, to
discuss estate tax reform. You will land at Dulles Airport at just about the same time.
and will travel by car to Capitol Hill. Your schedule, the estate tax tables, and briefing
memos on those you will meet are attached.
HILL VISITS:
1pm: Lunch with Rep. Jim McCrery: McCrery met with the ACLI CEO fiy-in last week
and, on his way out of the room, told Gov. Keating that he'd like to discuss an estate
tax compromise [no specifics]. While he is a cosponsor of the estate tax repeal bill [HR
64], he is a pragmatist who wishes to put this issue to rest. Also, he chairs the Ways
and Means subcommittee on Social Security and may be interested in the annuities bill
[HR 819] that encourages lifetime annuity payouts. McCrery will be accompanied by
his Chief of Staff, Bob Brooks and Tax Counsel, Libby Coffin.
2pm: Meeting with Senator Olympia Snowe [R-ME]: This may be a quick meeting,
since Snowe will be between Member meetings and an Intelligence Committee
meeting. After the Maine Agents fly-in, Sy requested time with her to go over the estate
tax tables in more detail. Though she has supported repeal once in the past, she is a
deficit hawk more interested in reform. As chair of the Small Business Committee,
however, she is sensitive to NFIB/Chamber arguments about exempting small
businesses from the estate tax. Her tax counsel, Fred Hartman, will accompany her.
2:45pm: Possible meeting with Rep. Charlie Rangel [O-NY]: You should catch up
with Charlie, aspecially on estate tax reform, since you have given your arguments to
Rep. Earl Pomeroy [D-ND] and will see Sen. Schumer later in the day. It also is worth
reminding him of our international operations.
4pm: Meeting with Senator Ron Wyden [D-OR]: Gov. Kealing and Kim Dorgan
arranged and will attend this meeting with Wyden, a new member of the Finance
Committee, Wyden supports estate tax repeal but is ready to compromise. He told me
at a recent Tax Council luncheon Q&A that he's looking for "something that exempts
small, family-owned businesses, perhaps in the $10 million range."
4:30pm: Pre-Schumer Meeting Briefing: We will meet with AALU reps to go over the
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best arguments to use with Sen. Schumer. John Jonas reports that Schumer has
rekindled his interest in establishing a small business exemption, perhaps with
graduated tax brackets based on size of business, whether family-owned, etc.
5pm: Meeting with Senator Chuck Schumer lOoNY]: Schumer wants to broker a deal
on estate tax reform and probably is less interested in the details than actually getting a
workable, 60+vote compromise. Minority leader Harry Reid [O-NV] granted Schumer's
request to serve as the lead Democrat on estate tax repeal. Schumer chairs the
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee He will be accompanied by his tax
counsel, Jeff Hamond.
5:30pm Meeting with Senator Dianne Feinstein [O-CA]: During the California Agents
fly-in, Sy asked Feinstein for an opportunity to brief her on estate tax reform. She is
concerned about family owned farms and businesses.
The balance of this memo is an updated version of an earlier report on estate tax
issues.
A. Background
Under current law, the federal estate tax exclusion rises from its current $1.5 million per
person to $2 million for 2006-07-08. It rises to $3.5 million in 2009. If nothing is done,
full repeal applies in 2010 only. After that, the exclusion reverts to $1 million annually
and the tax rate is 55%.
Many Republicans, including the Bush Administration and most conservatives, strongly
favor repeal of the "death tax" The National Federation of Independent Businesses
[NFIBJ, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and conservative think tanks continue to beat
the drum for repeal.
The revenue cost of repeal is a substantial hurdle for repeal advocates. Although
Congress's Joint Committee on Taxation has not estimated the revenue loss recently,
complete repeal after 2010 would cost approximately $60 billion annually.
Despite easy passage in the House of Representatives, [most recently on April 13 by
272-162J, the Senate repeatedty has failed to gamer the 60 votes necessary to
overcome a filibuster of estate tax repeal legislation.
B. Political Context
Now that the Republicans have 55 seats in the Senate, there is a slightly greater
chance that the 60-vote margin could be achieved. However, concern about the deficit
and the political optics of "helping the rich" may temper enthusiasm for repeal in 200506.
While there has been some discussion of enacting repeal under the budget
reconciliation process, congressional budget rules do not allow permanent tax changes
under reconciliation. Thus, further estate tax repeal would be limited to five or ten
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years under a reconciliation bill, depending on the length of the budget resolution
dictated by congressional leadership. For example, a five-year budget reconciliation
bill could include repeal for 2009 as well as 2010, at a cost of $27 billion. A ten-year
bill could extend repeal from 2010 through 2015, at a cost of $344 billion.
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley [R-IA] and Ways and Means
Chairman Bill Thomas [R-CAJ are unenthusiastic about repeal. Senate Finance
Committee member Jon Kyl [R-AZ], a long-time repeal advocate, late last year floated a
reform proposal in the $10-$15 million per person range. On February 17, Kyljoined
Sen. Bill Nelson [D-FL] in introducing a repeal bill [S.420J that now has 13 cosponsors
[mostly Western State Senators, as well as Trent Loti [R-MSJ],
C. Proposals
1. Reform: The life insurance industry continues to support an exemption of $2.5
million per person, with a tax rate of approximately 45%. The revenue impact of this
proposal, which would exempt 99.6% of all estates, is approximately $26 billion
annually [per an estimate by ACLIJ.
2. Repeal: Permanent or Partial:
a. On January 25, Senate leaders introduced their legislative agenda for the 109'"
Congress, including S. 7, a "jobs and growth" tax bill that, in addition to making the
2001 and 2003 rate cuts for individuals and dividends permanent, repeals the federal
estate tax.
b. Senator Kyl strongly favors repeal but, depending on the political winds and
legislative gyrations dictated by congressional budget and tax-wriling procedures, still
may be interested in compromise. However, his idea of compromise is an
unacceptably high exemption level. As recently as January 25, Kyi reportediy floated a
$7 million per person exemption with a 15% capital gains rate. You will recall that the
ACLI working group, chaired by Mike Oleske, found that much of the impact of the
estate tax is in the rate. Hence, the exemption level can rise substantially but, if the
rate Is high, significant estate tax liability will exist for estates above the exemption
level. Interestingly, the policy arm of the Democratic Leadership Council [DLC],
advocates an exemption of $7 million per person, with an unstated rate. DLC is the Joe
Lieberman-founded group of House and Senate moderate Democrats.
c. Another option [under reconciliation or notJ would be to accelerate repeal into 2009.
I do not expect that Chairmen Grassley or Thomas would be amenable to this
proposal, as it generates very little political reward. According to the Congressional
Budget Office this week, repeal for 2009 would cost $27 billion.
D. Legislative Outlook and Votes
1. Estate tax repeal was approved by the House of Representatives on April 13 by a
vote of 272-162 for the fourth time in the last five years, but Senate action is far from
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certain. With the president's focus on Social Security reform, it is possible that no
action occurs in the Senate on estate taxes in 2005. Assuming that a repeal advocate
does not try to offer estate tax repeal as an amendment to an unrelated Senate bill, the
earliest this issue could reach the Senate floor for substantive debate is Mayor June
2005.
If estate taxes are debated, repeal advocates cannot count on several Republican
Senators: Olympia Snowe [ME], Susan Collins [ME], George Voinovich [OH], Arlen
Specter [PAl, Lincoln Chafee [RI], John McCain [R-AZ], and possibly others. Thus, the
necessary 60 votes remain elusive.
To an extent, tax legislation is governed by the successful completion of a budget
resolution, and it is unclear whether the House and Senate will agree on a budget for
FY 2006 this yeaL Last year, they failed to agree on an FY 2005 budget resolution,
which made reconciliation impossible.
Looming over Senate action on any legislation is the possible move by Majority Leader
Bill Frist [R-TN] to force votes on judicial nominees opposed by the Democrats. This
will get especially ugly if a controversial person is nominated to the Supreme Court.
Frist continues to threaten the so-called "nuclear option" to change Senate rules to
allow votes on nominees by simple majority. If he does so, substantive legislative
activity in the Senate would grind to a halt
2. QFOBI: Qualified Family Owned Business Interests currently are covered in the
Internal Revenue Code. Because of the complexity of this provision and the political
sensitivity of this issue to clients, ACU members have been unable to agree to oppose
changes to QFOBL As a result, ACU remains silent on QFOBI amendments. Most
ACU members are far more concerned about the estate tax rates and exemption levels
than QFOBL

Attachments

cc:

Sheila Davidson
Jessie Colgate
Eric Rubin
MikeOleske
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RogerA.
MotlIEMPUDCNerizon

04/1212005 12:11 PM

To Tom Tauke/EMPUDCNerizon@VZNotes

ee
bee
Subject

George Dalley, Charlie Rangel's Chief of Staff confirmed just now that Charlie is not signing the Miller VZ
Wireless letter. Said he spoke with Ivan and then told George if he had not already signed that he wanted
to stay off the letter. George assured me he has not signed on and will not.
Thanks to Ivan.

VZ.CCNY 1305
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Wiile Administration Building, Room 300
160 G(lnvent Avenue
New York, New York 10031
TEL,212.650.7285
FAX, 212.650.7680
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

March 21, 2008
Ms. Florence A Davis
President
The Starr Foundation
399 Park Avenue, 17'" Floor
New York, NY 10022

Dear Florence,
Please accept my warmest appreciation to you and the Stan Foundation for your supplemental grant
to The City College of New York. I understand the ettcumstances were unusual and we ate deeply
grateful 'Ihe Starr Foundation's leadership gift to create the CV. Starr Library at the Charles Rangel
Center for Public Setvice at City Colleg'C means so much to us, the city and the Harlem comtnunity.
We anticipate that the C V. Starr Library will become the focus of research and study of
Congrc.. .man Rangel's archives and will help to advance the future of full participation in public
service by underrepresented populations.

I enjoyed seeing yon in November at the Eisenhower Conference that was co-sponsored by om'
Colin Powell Center here at CCNY. I hope we will have an opportunity at some nlture date to talk
about some of the other things we are doing at City College. You already know about two of our
Centers for ExcelIence-· ·The Colin Powell Center for Policy Studies .and The Charles B. Rangel
Center for Public Service. In addition, there ate many-other important initiatives making a difIerence
to New York and the nation on our campus every day.
Just as the Starr Foundation is a New YOl'k institution impacting the city, so is City College. We
have the only public schools of engineering, architecture and biomedical education in New York
City providing a top quality professional education to generations of talented but often economically
disadvantaged students. Our School of Education is New York's oldest and biggest provider of
teachers and administrators for the public schools and we excel in preparing educators in how best
to teach math and science in the K-12 grades with particular emphasis on and expertise in teaching
these subjects in urhan public school systems.
Florence, thank you so very much again for making this supplemental geant possible and I bope to
welcome you again soon to the CCNY campus. On behalf of 11,e College, our students and faculty,
I want to express_our thanks to the foundation for this very generous gesture.
Sincerely,

CITY COLLEGE IS

f!I
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Rangel Video Clips Chart
Cite
http://www,cspanvideo,org/program/2000202&personid-1745
ht\QiL!!Lw~YQ.'!.tlJ.~ccornL"",;rt,-h?v=(;Jillf.'lU H

Dat~

7/19/07

9/10/08

Il.c?M.f.e.\.l!I.e.=lY.\1!

Description
Rangel Center Floor
Statement regarding
earmark for Range!
Center
Representative Rangel
reads letter dated
9/8/10, addressed to
Speaker Pelosi, in the

I
6/6/10
7/7110

I
http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com

7/22/10

12010107/rangel asked if hes worried about
losing his job t,php

rhttp:i;:;;;;;:;;~Y~~t~be,com/watch?v=AtGrOMp

~

Rangel New York
Conference
Rangel Statements on
WNYW's "Good
Morning New York," (as
reported in The Hill)
Rangel, Asked If He's
Worried About Losing
His Job: 'That's A Dumb
Ques.yon' (\0PEO) ____

7/22/10

Associated Press:
"House Panel Charges
Rangel With Ethics
Misdeeds"

!:mp;jL""'-""_'J\I~I'QlJ!lJ.~,f9_1JJ1.Yl1"1£."?Y=JmJJs!§'QfJ
yS8&feat!!Ie=c!:!ann.§

7/23/10

Associated Press: "Rep.
Rangel Ready to Clear
His Name"

http://abcnews,go,com/Politics/videojrangelmy-lawyers-kill-11238255

7/23/10

Rangel: 'My Lawyers Are
Going To Kill Me'

!illP_:U_".I2,,-o.~0,coml!'Q!L~vid,,-qft.i};l.rles-

7/27/10

Rangel: 'I Have To
Prepare Myself'

http://www,cnn,com/video/#/video/politics/2
010j07/29/sotvo,rangel,statement.cnn?iref=vi
deosearch

7/29/10

!ntP;[L!:'l"nh"!1E.n~!:!'l1,fQ!J11f.Q!l.~.\LtQfL.g.9xj!O

8/9/10

"Rep, Charles Rangel
compares his ethics
violations hearing with
surviving war."
Rangel Press Conference
on NY!

J2gfls

I .r.~D.K~J.:Qr~Q.~.r.~.?_:tQr.:!D.y~.?!J~.tlQ_Q.:Jl,LZZ.~t<?_f

eLg.'i4(\M:.a.[)g!O)"j<.f.~JLs:YJ2:.aQPg.eLaj)-,-"sjJ2:
I ethifi:!rial-Ioome
I

I http://www,politico.com/largevideobox,html?
I id=541322278001

8/12/10

Rangel Politico
Statements

8/18/10

CNN Soledad O'Brien's

I

h.ttP.:flran~J,h.9.usg"g9vjvide.oa.o!.QfQ.?jcnnso
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r-

Exclusi~e Int~rvi~w ~U;-l

ledadobriensexclusiveinterview.html

Rep. Rangel

-----------_._._-_.

http://ran~Lhous~.gov/arti,!~:J.:?.010/08/cfl!l:

8/18/10

Rangel CNN Interview

r!illg~J:Q!?li.?l1bJ.m!

I
I http://www.blip.tv/file/4226683

Early September 2010

MNN Producers
Candidate Forum-Hon.

!1!.t:P;LL;vww.bet.cQm/video/13S9410

10/3/10

Charles Rangel,
Candidate for Congress,
1Sth District
Weekly With Ed Gordon:
Interview of

Representative Charles
B. Rangel

I

j
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Telephone report
Date:
June 7, 2005
To:
File
From:
Shelly
Re:
Conversation with George Dalley
Charlie and I have begun thinking our private sector approach now that we have
started the appropriations part (insider baseball for Congress). Based on
Charlie's ability to convince his fellow members, that would be the approprifjtions
part. Good position: beautiful presentation, proposal and credible budget. If we
can get some money in this cycle, at least an initial planning grant. Each project
is unique-a new idea, fairly typical that it doesn't get fully funded, but an initial
grant for further development of the concept: seed money. Public/private
partnerships. A signal or encouragement to other private sector donors.
Too early in the process to talk about a number. It would be just the beginning
but sufficient to make an adequate start to bring on who and what we would need
to make a real development program for the Center.
Charlie asked me to do some research on foundations and corporations
interested in higher education. Try to get an idea of some people we might
approach re the Rangel center.
Where do we think there might be interest in the foundation and corporate
community? Lookat presidential libraries, heavily subsidized by federal dollars,
have all had to go out and get private money. We need to be thinking about initial
outreach to potential donors.
In the fall, the appropriations cycle -September 30 is the date for the fund
operations for the next year. Congress often misses that date and has to keep
going. May notfinish until Christmas. We should get a good idea where we are in
the mid- to late-September area. We can go back, but we have better chances of
getting second crunch from Congress depends on how well we do in the private
sector.
.
I said I would do it. Were you thinking of gifts in the $1 OOk range. I also
mentioned that if the Congressman has any contacts in the corporate or
individual world, that we would be happy to go to them. "I appreciate that and he
said he would tell Rangel that." Will they come up with names or open doors?
GHW-we want to be supportive and will go with Rangel to people that we would
otherwise not be able to go to. Percy Sutton.
l?ecelllber 3, 2008
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CHARLES B. RANGEL
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June 18,2002

Committee Oil Standards of Official Conduct
US House of Representativcs
ID'-2, TIle Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Members of the Committee:

i';;":':;
I am filing an amendment to m)' fillll1lcial disclosure statement f<$tii!
2001 in order to specify the assets held in the Merrill Lynch accouji:~~~
jointly owned by my wife Alma and me. A revised schedule lJil"!
identifies the mutual funds and cash/money accounts managed for ,ij's
by Merrill Lynch.
,~
I also file a schedule IV to reflect the purchase of the Merrill Lynch
managed assets and other equities by us in 2001.

CBR:gnd
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III
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Termination Date:

'SWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
I.' Did you or your spouse have "~med" income {e.g., salaries or
fees) cit $200 or more from any source in the reporting period?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule 1.

,II. Did any lndMdual or organization make a donation to charity in

lncome of mol"l;l than $200 in the reporting period or hold any
reportable asset worth more than $1,000 al: the end of the period?
If yes, complete and attach Schedule m.

IV, Qid you, your spouse, or dependent child purchase, sen,
or mcchange any reportable asset in a transaction exceeding.
$1 ,000 during the rer=rrS:~u1elV.

~~"==""""-'=
,IfiaolyeslitYcomplete
~;;'\<orf~W,"'cioo\ d~:;nth~~~1tnt;:;:r~~ reportable
and attach Schedule V.
l

VI. Did you,.your spOU$e, ora dependent ohild receive any
reportable gm in the reporting penod (Le•• aggregalino more
i than $260 and not ot!lerwi$f) exempt}?
-

vesD NoD

ffyes. con\Olete and attach Schedule VI.

VII. Old ~ou, yoof sptluse, Of a dependent chUd recei'.re any

Yes

lfyes, eomp1et& and atlac!LSchedule Vlt.

D No 0
..

VIII. Old you hold any reportable positions on or before the

0 NoD
vesD NOD

dale of filing in the current calendar year?

Yes

If yes, complete and attach Schedule VlII.

lX. Did you t>..ave any reportable agreement or arrangement
with an outside entitY?
If yes, complete .and attach Schedule iX.

Each question in this part must be answered and the
appropriate schedule attached for each "Yes" response.

EXCLUSION OF SPOUSE, DEPENDENT, OR TRUST INFORMATION - ANSWER EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS
TRUSTS-Oetails regarding "Qualified Blind Trusts" approved by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and-certain other ~excepted trusts" need not
be disclosed. Have you -excluded from this repcrt details of such- a trust beneflting you, your spovse, or dependent child?

vesO NOD

EXeMPTION-Have you excluded from this- report any other assets, "unearned" income, transactions, Qr liabU"~s of a spouse Of dependent child becausa thev
meet aH three-tests for exemption?

vesD NoD

CERTIFICATION - THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING INDIVIDUAL AND DATED

I C.ERTfF'V that the statemenre I nave maoe on InllS: WrIn

and all attached scneduJes are true, complete and
oorrect to the best of rrry knowledge and belief.

.

~/;9/0Z

I
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lieu of paying you for a spOOch, appearanw. or artieta in the
reportmg period?
Ifves. complete and attach SChedule II.
fII. Did you, your spoose. or a dependent childrecei:ve "un;med"

0 No 0 I
vesD NoD ~~~~~of~~~~~o:~:;~)ihereporting
ves'g NoD

Yes

~~~.KdlfJ

SCHEDULE 111- ASSETS AND "UNEARNED" INCOME
eLOCKA

BL.OCKS

awCKe

BLOCK 0

Asset and/or Income Source

Value of Asset

AmOunt of Incoine

ldenllfy (a) eaehasset held tor lnvetrtr'oont

at close of reporting year.
If you use a valuation method
other than fair market valve,
please specify the method used.
If an asset Was sold and isinclUded only because it generated
income, the value should be "None."

Type
of Income

or prodUetlon of Income with a faIr-!TI1lJ'ket valUe

$XCeElding $1,000 at the end of the reporting
poariod. and (b) any ather asset or $Qurce of
jrtCO~ which generated mere than $200 In
"unearned" income durlng the year. For rental

fu~=::;;r~;:r~~:a~~=~~~~~~

(ikected IRA (i.G" onG whew you have the

power to select the spocific investments).
provide informatkm on each asset in th$
aaoount that exceeds the reporting threshold.

andfue income earned 10r the account. Foran

~

•

A"

i<Ji

_.-,

c
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iRA or retirement plan that is hOt self-direCiad,
name 1M institution holding the account and
provide its "Value at the end of tM reporting
period. For an amive business that is not"
pubHcly traded, in Block A state the nature
of the busf.'le$S and its geographic location. For
additional information, see the lnstnletion
bookle11br the reporting year.

For retirement plans or acoounts that:
do not allow you to Choose $p$clfto
investments. you may wriU!: "NA" for
income. For all other assets. indicate
tho category of income by checking
the appropriate box. below.
OMdends, even if remvested, should
be listed as income.

Exclude: Your persorn:.! reSidsnoo(s) (ur'Jess
there Is rental moome); any debt owed to you
by your spouse, ,or by your or your spouse's
child, pamnt, 'Of sl~in9; any deposits totalihg
$5,000 or less in persona! savings accounts;
any iir\al'lcial interest in 0> inCOlM derived fuJm
U.s. Government relirement programs.

P,
S,
E

()
(f)

o

()

"~
OJ

;U

j

..,~

seA!OOlE 111- ASSETS AND ~UNEARNED" INCOME
Continuation Sheet (if needed)

.~~

BLOCKA

i

Asset andlor Income Source

SP.

DC,
JT
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SCHEDULE IV - TRANSACTIONS
Report any purchase; sale, or exchange by you, your spouse. or
dependent child during the reporting year of any real property,
stocks. bonds. commodities futures, or other securities when the
amount of the transaction exceeded $1,000. Include transactions
1ha.t resulted in a loss. Do not report a transaction between you,
your spouse, or your dependent child, ·01' the purchase or sale of
your personal residence. unless "it is rented out
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Adjudicatory Subcommittee
En the Aiatter oj'
Representative Charles B. Rangel

DECLARATION OF MAURICE R. GREENBERG
I, Maurice R. Greenberg, hereby declare as follows:
L

I am over 18 years of age and under no legal disability. I have personal

knowledge of the matters set forth herein, and this declaration reflects my best recollection of
those matters.
2.

I am the Chairman of The Stan' Foundation, a non-profit organization founded in

1955 by Comelius Vander StmT and funded almost in its entirety by Mr. Starr during his lifetime
and under his Will.

3.

The Stan Foundation makes grants in a number of areas, with a primm'y focus on

education, health care, human needs, public policy, and the environment. During its existence,
The Starr Foundation has given away approximately $2.6 billion, more than half of which has
gone to institutions in the City of New York.

4.

In 2007, Congressman Charles Rangel requested a meeting with me to discuss the

Rangel Center for Public Service at the City College of New York ("CCNY"). It was not
unusual that I would receive such a request. Nor was it unusual that I granted the request. Our
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relationship is based in part on Mr. Rangel and I both serving in the Korean War in the same
time period.

5.

On June 4,2007, I hosted this meeting with Congressman Rangel, Gregory

Williams, the President of CCNY, and another official Ibm CCNY. The Rangel Center for
Public Service was the topic of the meeting, along with the need to raise money for the Center.
do not recall there being any discussion about how much money CCNY was requesting from the
Stan' Foundation for the Rangel Center.

6.

After the meeting, I asked Florence Davis, the President of The Starr Foundation,

to look into the request from CCNY. Ms. Davis routinely manages the process of perfomling
due diligence on our grant requests. My understanding is that she employed our usual process
when reviewing the Rangel Center grant request as weI!. Aller performing due diligence on this
request, Ms. Davis recommended the grant to me, as Chairman, and told me that she would
recommend it to the full Board. However, she said that CCNY had requested $10 million, but
that she intended to recommend a $5 million grant. I recommended that we make the grant over
a three-year period.

7.

On June 12, 2007, the Board of The Stall' Foundation approved a grant of $5

million over three years for the Rangel Center at CCNY. Records provided to the Committee
accurately reflect the amount and duration of that grant. I attended that June 12, 2007, meeting
and supported the grant.

8.

The grant was considered and approved by the Foundation in an ordinary and

customary way.

-2-
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9.

T'he grant was approved in 8 days,

J

relatively short HIDount of time, but that was

not an unusual amount of time for The Starr Foundation to approve a grant like this one. The
request came shortly before our June meeting. In the ordinary course of our bu.siness, we try to
requests onto that June meeting agenda, even jf they only precede the meetingby a few days,
so that those requests do not gel: held up over the summer, when we do not meet.

10.

Educational grants are in a svveet spot of The Starr Foundation, andvvo had, in the
and scholarships at institutions of

past., given tens of millions of dollars
higher education in New York City.

1].

The Starr Foundation already was very familiar with CCNY. It was known to me

and throughout New York as "the poor man's Harvard," an institution that provided excellent
educational opportunities to students from working-class or even financiaJ1y poor backgrounds.
We had previously given to other schools within the City University of New York ("CUNY")
syslem,

\vhich CCNY is a part

Pursual1l. to 28 U.S.c. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
:!ud correct to ttw hest of l11y recollection and belief. Executed on November] 1, 2010.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of

Representative Charles B. Rangel

AFFIDAVIT OF NEIL RUBl,ER

STATE OF NEW YORK

:S8.:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
NEIL RUBLER, first being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

My name is Neil RubleI' and I am the president of a privately held real estate

company in New York City.
2.

Beginning in or around 2000 and until January 2006, I worked for the Olnick

Organization ("Oluick" or the "Company"). Olnick is a family-owned company that owns and
manages real estate, predominantly in New York City.
3.

Bruee Simon was President and General Counsel of the Olnick Organization at

the time of my departure from the Organization in 2006 and continues to work in that position
today.
4.

I held a variety of jobs within Olnick during this period.

Initially, I was a

relatively junior employee in the residential division, but I eventually took on broader
responsibilities and, on or about early 2004, eame to oversee operations as Chief Operating
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Officer of Olnick. As Chief Operating Officer, among my responsibilities was to supervise
Olnick's residential director who oversaw the property manager of the Lenox TelTuce apartment
complex ("Lenox Terrace").

As Chief Operating Officer, I generally did not get involved with

day-to-day matters at Olnick properties.
5.

As Chief Operating Olllcer within Olnick, I endeavored to ensure that Olniek

operated in a professional manner, including by ensuring that Olniek had an effective legal
department.
6.

To the best of my recollection, beginning in or around 2004, Olniek inereased its

foeus on en:«lrcing against illegal tenancies. As I recall, the increased enforcement was focused
primarily on tenants who were using their rent-stabilized apartments as pied-ii-terre properties.
7.

At some point during my tenure at Olnick, I became aware that Representative

Charles Rangel lived at Lenox Terrace. During Representative Rangel's tenancy in Lenox
Terrace, the Company was aware that Representative Rangel was a Member of the United States
House of Representatives. Olnick management eonsidered Representative Rangel's tenancy in
Lenox Terrace to reHect well on the property.
8.

During interviews with the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

stall, and testimony before Investigative Subcommittee Members, I was shown an email chain
suggesting that I asked an employee under my supervision to draft a list of notable tenants of
Lenox Terrace and that Representative Rangel was on that list.

I have no recollection of

requesting that such a list be prepared or of any usc that was made of the list.
9.

I do not recall whether I was aware during my employment with the Company of

how many units Representative Rangel was leasing at Lenox Terrace.

2
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10.

At some point during the period when! worked for Olnick, the Company decided

to explore pursuing a project to redevelop a portion of Lenox Terrace.

As is typical for

redevelopment projects such as this one, Olnick, as advised by outside consu Itant~, sought
community support for and acceptance nf the project befnre commencing the same.
1L

As a result of the decision to explnre pursuing this project, I met with morc than

100 tenants and business and community leaders.

Among those with whom I met was

Representative Rangel. To the best of my recollection, I met with Representative Rangel and
members of his s('4ff at his office on 125'h Street on one occasion to infonn them of Olnick's
plans to redevelop a portion of Lenox Terrace. I believe that I showed them a model of the
project. As I recall, Representative Rangel participated in the meeting only briefly. I do not
recall asking Representative Rangel for anything, I also do not recall what if anything Mr.
Rangel said during the meeting or who attended the meeting from Representative Rangel's staff.
! do not recall having any direct interaction with Representative Rangel ontside of this meeting.
12.

I do not recall who set up the meeting with Representative Rangel but believe it

may have been a public relatious firm retained by Oillick.
13.

The proposed project is still under consideration, and bas yct to

commenced.

::2.
4ry
Swom to before me this

Public ---."
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT OF LORIE SLUTSKY

1. I am the President of The New York Community Trust ("The Trust"). I have been with
The Trust since 1977 and have served as President since 1990.

2. In addition, I am a member of the board of Independent Sector, a charitable association of
nonprofits. I previously served as Chainnau of the Board of the Council on
Foundations, a charitable association of grautmaking foundations.
3. The Trust is a community foundation that was founded in 1924. A community foundation
is both a public charity and a grautmaking foundation, typically with a particular
geographic focus. As a public charity, The Trust receives broad support from the
general public by way of gifts aud grauts. In contrast, a private foundation receives
funding from an individual donor or family.
4. The Trust is the largest private funder of New York City nonprofits.
5. As of December 31, 2009, The Trust's endowment was $1.7 billion. During 2009, The
Trust made grauts totalling $123 million.
6. There are more thau 2,000 charitable funds in The Trust. These include both donoradvised aud non-advised (discretionary) funds.
7. Donor-advised funds are funds of a public charity as to which the donor, or person(s) he
or she names, may suggest grants for charitable purposes, subject to the approval of
the charity. The tenn "non-advised funds" is used to refer to funds that may be
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unrestricted or restricted as to purpose. The Trust's professional grant staff reviews
proposals submitted by charitable organizations, conducts site visits, and recommends
grants from these funds to The Trust's Board of Directors.
8. The Trust makes grants in the following program areas:
• Community Development and the Environment
• Health and People with Special Needs
• Education, Arts, and Human Justice
• Children, Youth, and Families
9. The Trust is exempt from federal income tax pursuant to § 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Contributions by donors to the Trust are generally tax deductible
pursuant to § 170 of the Internal Revenue Code.
10. In my role as President, I oversee the raising of funds, the gIvmg of grants, and
management of The Trust's endowment. I personally review all grant
recommendations developed by staff from non-advised funds. If! concur with a grant
recommendation, it goes to the Board of Directors for approval. If I do not agree,
which happens infreqnently, the grant recommendation is not presented to the Board.
The Board is advised of all grant proposals that are declined.
I I. The Trust is governed by a Board of Directors, which has 12 members. The Board
approves all grants of more than $10,000 made by The Trust.
12. The Trust makes approximately 13,000 grants per year from both donor-advised and nonadvised funds.
13. The Trust typically receives between 1100 and 1400 proposals for discretionary, nonadvised grants each year, and approves approximately 500 of them, aggregating
approximately $34 million.
14. The amounts of the non-advised grants approved by the Trust vary, and typically range
between $5,000 and $600,000.
15. I first learned about the Rangel Center at City College of New York when I was invited
to a luncheon hosted by the Ford Foundation in January 2007.
16. The foundation community, particularly the New York foundation community, often
works together on projects and informs other foundations of projects that may be of
interest to them.. It is not uncommon for a foundation to host luncheons or other
2
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meetings for other foundations that include presentations on a particular project and!
or charitable organization.
17. I typically am invited to 50 such lunches and meetings in a year and attend 10-12 ofthose
meetings.
18. I decided to attend the Rangel Center lunch, primarily for two reasons. First, I am a
personal friend and professional colleague of Susan Berresford, then-President of the
Ford Foundation. Second, Representative Rangel is an important Member of
Congress. I expected the lunch would provide an opportunity for foundations to show
their interest in projects such as the Rangel Center and help educate Representative
Rangel about the work done by foundations.
19. The lunch was held at the offices of the Ford Foundation. The attendees sat around one
large table. Representative Rangel arrived after the luncheon began and left before it
ended. He sat directly to my left at the table. He spoke for approximately 15 to 20
minutes, not about the specifics of the Rangel Center, but rather about his own
personal life story, about how his life was changed by education, and about the
transformative power of opportunity for poor and minority children. Presentations
were also made by officials from City College ofNew York.
20. The Rangel Center sounded like an interesting program that appeared to be consistent
with The Trust's goals. Following the luncheon, I provided information to my
program staff for their consideration of whether a grant would be appropriate.
21. I had no further involvement with the Rangel Center grant until I received a
recommendation from my program staff that a grant in the amount of $130,000 for
scholarships be made. I concurred with that recommendation, and the board approved
a grant in that amount.
22. Following the board's approval of the grant, I wrote a letter to Representative Rangel
informing him of the grant. It is not uncommon for me to personally notif'y someone
of a grant approval when I was personally involved in the earlier stages of the grant
process.
23. Representative Rangel wrote back, thanking The Trust for the grant to CCNY for
scholarships for the Rangel Center.
24. Other than seeing Representative Rangel at the Ford Foundation Luncheon and
exchanging the correspondence described above, I did not have any contact with
3
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either Representative Rangel or anyone from his staff in connection with the Rangel
Center grant. To the hest of my knowledge, no one else from The Trust had any
All
contact with Representative Rangel or members of his staff either.
communications regarding the grant proposal and all requests for information were
with CCNY.
25. The grant to the Rangel Center was handled in the same manner as any other grant and
there was nothing unusual about the way in which the grant proposal was reviewed or
approved. Additionally, my involvement in the grant was the same as for any other
grant. The grant was made solely because the Rangel Center fit The Trust's mission
and matched The Trust's needs. I continue to helieve that the Rangel Center was a
worthwhile recipient of a grant from The Trust and I would not hesitate to
recommend approval of the grant under the same circumstances.
26. Prior to attending the luncheon at the Ford Foundation, I had met Representative Rangel
previously, including when he spoke at Council on Foundation meetings.
27. Representative Rangel and his wife, Alma, are founders of a donor-advised fund at The
Trust. The fund was established by the Rangels many years ago.
28. On occasion, Representative Rangel has written to The Trust and requested that it send
out a grant application to various nonprofit organizations providing important
services in his district and seeking funding. The Trust routinely receives such requests
from public officials, both elected and appointed, at the City, State and Federal level.
29. I have met with members of Representative Rangel's staff, including Jon Sheiner, in the
past on matters unrelated to the Rangel Center. I recall a meeting several years ago
with Mr. Sheiner on tax legislation.
30. In March 2006, I wrote to Representative Rangel regarding the conference on H.R. 4297
and S. 2020. These were bills that impacted public charities, and particularly donoradvised funds.
31. In the summer of 2007, I made a submission to the Subcommittee on Oversight,
Committee on Ways and Means regarding provisions in the Pension Protection Act of
2006, after the Subcommittee solicited comment regarding the impact of the Act. I
have never personally testified before the House Ways and Means Committee.
32. A memorandum to The Trust's board for its October 2007 board meeting informed them
of the correspondence with Representative Rangel regarding The Trust's grant to the
4
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Rangel Center. I commonly include such information in the board meeting
memorandum.
33. That memorandum also informed the board of my submission to the House Ways and
Means Committee's call for comments. I routinely inform the board of any
correspondence with Congress.
34. Issues affecting foundations and public charities include both those affecting the
governance of the foundations and charities themselves, as well as issues affecting the
deductibility of contributions to those entities.
35. Legislative issues affecting the governance of private foundations include, among others,
the excise tax paid on investment income and the "pay-out" requirement, Le.,
amounts that private foundations are required to payout in grants every year.
36. No charitable organization may engage in electioneering of any kind. Further, there are
restrictions on lobbying activities of foundations and public charities. Private
foundations generally may not engage in lobbying activities. Public charities may
support limited amounts of lobbying (see Section 501(h) of IRC). Private
foundations and public charities may lobby on self-defense issues (Le., issues that
might affect the organization's existence, its powers and duties, its tax-exempt status,
or the deductibility of contributions to it) and may engage in general advocacy.
37. The Trust's grant to the Rangel Center was not connected or related to any legislative or
oversight activities.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on November

Ii\!:, 2010, in New York, New York.
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT
ADJUDICATORY SUBCOMMITTEE

In the Matter of
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES B. RANGEL,
Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT OF IVAN SEIDENBERG

1. I serve as the Chief Executive Officer and Chainnan ofthe Board of Directors ofVerizon
Communications Inc. I also serve as Chainnan of the Board of the Verizon Foundation.
2. The Verizon Foundation serves as the philanthropic ann ofVerizon Communications Inc.
The foundation is funded by Verizon Communications Inc. The Verizon Foundation
makes charitable grants in several areas: (1) education and literacy; (2) domestic
violence prevention; (3) Internet safety; (4) healthcare/accessibility; and (5) employee
volunteerism. The Verizon Foundation makes approximately $70 million in annual
charitable contributions.
3. I regularly receive solicitations requesting that Verizon or the Verizon Foundation
support a charitable activity.
4. My general practice is to refer such requests to Patrick Gaston, president of the Verizon
Foundation. Mr. Gaston and his staffperfonn the appropriate background work to
determine the suitability of a particular request in light of the Foundation's goals and
requirements.
5. In June 2005, I received a letter from Representative Rangel regarding the Charles B.
Rangel Center at the City College of New York.
6. Although I do not specifically recall reading Representative Rangel's letter, it is likely
that I did read it given that it was only two pages and personally signed by Representative
Rangel.
7. I construe Representative Rangel's letter as requesting monetary support for the Rangel
Center at the City College ofNew York and, thereby and as stated in the letter, as asking
me to join Representative Rangel "in the creation of a public policy center that will
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motivate and prepare young people presently underrepresented in public life to pursue
careers in public service." Given the mention of "funding" in the letter, I cannot take it
any other way. The stated goals of the Rangel Center are consistent with the goals of the
Verizon Foundation.
8. I took Representative Rangel's request seriously. I have known Representative Rangel for
a long time and consider him to be an important constituent. I also attended the City
University ofNew York, as did many other Verizon employees. I also generally believe
that when the Verizon Foundation makes charitable grants, these grants should be large
enough to make a positive impact for the recipient. For tbcse reasons, I wanted any grant
to the Rangel Center at the City College of New York to be meaningful.
9. Mr. Gaston recommended a grant of $500,000. I agreed that this amount was appropriate
and consistent with other grants made by Verizon Foundation. I, along with other
members of the board ofthe Verizon Foundation, approved the grant to the Rangel
Center in that amount.
10. The telecommunications industry is highly regulated. Verizon's business can be
snbstantially affected by the actions of Congress.
II. Over the years, I have occasionally met or spoken with Representative Rangel, typically
regarding major issues affecting the telecommunications industry generally or Verizon
specifically. I have never discussed the Rangel Center with Representative Rangel or his
staff.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
NQ\l
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Ivan G. Seidel1berg\
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